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THE EEPRODUCTION OF NEGATIVTiS BY INIEANS OF
GELATINE PLATES.

With regard to tlie production of tlie duplicate negative, little

remains to be said beyond what we have already stated a fortniglit

ago in connection with the intermediate positive—so far, at least, as

the actual manipulations are concerned. If, as we recommend,
a positive by superposition be first made, and the second negative is

to be enlarged or reduced from the original, some optical means of

effecting the purpose will, of course, be necessary ; but with this

part of the process we have nothing to do in this article. The ope-
rations of exposure and development will be the same as those

detailed in the previous article, namely, full exposure with a rapid
development suddenly checked at a certain point from intensifica-

tion is proceeded with slowly.

In the matter of " dodging" or improving the original negative
there are several ways of proceeding which, as they apply equally
to the treatment of the positive and the reproduction, may be
described here. Supposing that all has been done that is possible

by judicious development, it may still happen that local treatment
aiTords a means of further improving the gradations of either

positive or negative. The general treatment during development
answers perfectly with a negative that is merely too uniformly dense
or the reverse ; but in cases where there exists a want of contrast or
an excess it will frequently happen that local treatment will be
necessary in order to secure the best result, and this may be applied
either to the transparency or the negative, or to both.

Take the instance of a negative iu which the distance being well
lighted is fully over-exposed, and, in consequence of forcing the less

exposed foreground, has become too dense to print properly with-
out masking the negative. Now, masking portions of a negative
when printing upon albumenised paper is a comparatively easy
operation, as the effect can be watched as the operation proceeds,

and the means altered or modified fr)m time to time to suit circum-
stances. But when it comes to the production of a picture by
development (be it on carbon tissue or a gelatino-bromide plate)

it is absolutely needful that the remedial means be perfect—a result

that can only be obtained by pure accident or after repeated
experimental trials. Hence the plan of masking becomes a some,
what troublesome, if not hazardous^ cue in connection with
developed workt

But, without any masking, if it be found that the foreground of
the transparency made from such a negative as that described
above has become too heavy by the time the details in the distance
have made their appearance, it is possible, by careful local applica-
tion of a reducing solution to gre.itly modify the character of the
image. While bearing this in mind, it should always be observed
that the finer details—that is, the high lights in the transparency or
the shadows in the duplicate negative—must always be looked to ia
preference to the other portions of the image ; for the former cannot
be created after development is completid, whereas the latter may
be easily destroyed, reduced, or modified. For this reason a full
ex]).«ure is idways beneficial.

Of the numerous reducing solutions with which we are acquainted
we give the decided preference to those which perform their work
in one operation, and which, therefore, enable the effect to be
watched as it proceeds. When two operations have to be gone
through—one of which converts a portion of the image into chloride
or iodide of silver to be subsequently dissolved by the application
of a second solution— the final result cannot be accurately judged
until after the performance of the second operation, when it will
probably be found that the effect is not precisely that sought nor
that which might be gained, and either that the image is spoilt or
that it is requisite to repeat the double operation with the recur-
rence of a similar amount of uncertainty. If a slight error of this
description occur in the treatment of the positive, it may, most
probably, be remedied in the negative ; but it is obviously prefer-
able to secure the desired effect in each separate stage.

Of the single operation methods we know nothing better than a
very dilute solution of Holmes's ozone bleach, or of emi de javelle,
or Labarraque's solution. The more dilute the solution the better
and safer will it be, though the process will be more prolonged.
With a dilute solution the whole surface of the negative may be
covered by immersion in a dish, and the plate then being taken in
the hand the reducing agent is diligently applied to the portions
which require it by means of a bi-ush or tuft of cotton—an occa-
sional departure from the strict boundary or a flooding of the whole
surface tending to prevent any sudden line marking the area of
treatment.

A mixture of cyanide of potassium and iodine, or even of hypo,
and iodine if used very weak, also answers well ; while of the double
operation methods, chloride of iron or, better still, very dilute
aqua regia, followed by re-immersion in tiie hypo., answers well. A
convenient solution—which is practically, so far as its action is con-
cerned, a mixture of nitric and hydrochloric acids—is made by
dissolving common salt in nitric acid and diluting to the propei-
strength.

A variation of the double-method plan is to apply the hypo, or
cyanide solution first, and, after slightly rinsing the surface to remove
the surplus, to apply ferric chloride or oxalate or hydrochloric acid
in very dilute solution. This plan is not, however, equal to the
othei-3, and is, moreover, especially when hypo, is employed, likely
to leave a veil on the clear parts of the picture.

It is better to remove thoroughly all traces of hypo., first of all,
by washing, and afterwards treating the film with extremely dilute'
eau deji.nelle. This latter is 8ui>erior to alum, a^ it leaves no veil of
sulphur, sulphide of silver, or alumina on the clear portions.

PHOTOMICKOGRAPHY.
The image is received upon the focussing-screen, placed, and sup-
ported at any convenient distance in a suiUble manner. The
apparatus is supplied with a special chromatic polarising arrange-
ment, that permits of the reproduction of objects, which, on
account of their inactive colour.i, have not hitherto been p.-nujUed
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to enter into the domain of photography. "With this special

apparatus, the operator can bring the object to a monochrome scale,

which can be infinitely varied by simply turning a button. "Nega-

tives remarkable for their brightness and detail can be taken

instantaneously upon wet collodion." Upon referring to the

Compiea Rendus de I'Academie for 1857, page 213, we find in a

brief note some remarks from M. Bertsch, which we suppose have

particular reference to this instrument :
—" Diatoms of guano were

magnified 500 diameters ; animalculse to 500 and 800 diameters, and

illuminated by oblique light, without diffraction, or interference

lines ; blood globules to 500 diameters, each taken in the fraction

of a second. Crystals of salicine, as seen by parallel polarised

light, were imaged—one by the ordinary, and the other by the

extraordinary ray. In superposing these, and rotating them on

their axes, until coincidence of the two rays, it will be remarked

that the complementary tone of a photographic colour exercises no

action upon the sensitive substancCi and vice versd. The experi-

ment, which can be repeated under different methods, furnishes

useful guidance in photography, and to opticians certain data upon

the best achromatic medium in the construction of objectives

applied to this art." The photomicrographs taken with this appa-

ratus called forth the eulogium of the late Sir D. Brewster. The

expense is no doubt largely due to the costliness of the prism, as

well as to the great care in the general construction.

M. Bertsch, in his remarks later upon M. Jules Girard's com-

munication to the Photographic Society of France, stated that for

many years he had employed homogeneous illumination, by a small

chromatic polarising apparatus, which permitted him to give the

field a colour adapted to the object, so that each part would be

reproduced in the tone that belonged to it, without the field being

solarised ; and by its means M. Neyt had produced beautiful

photographs of vegetable tissues. [See this Journal, July 3, 1868]
Mr. Eicliards exhibited and described the camera to the Photo-

graphic Society of Great Britain in 1863. [See Journal of the

Photographic Society, 1863, page 273.] Pictures could be made on
Talbotype paper, one yard squai-e, in four seconds.

This is the kind of instrument made by M. Ilartnaok and very

successfully used by M. Neyt, from whose paper in the Bulletin

Beige de la Photographic, and reprinted in this Journal, April,

1862, we extract some additional detail. The prism with its

parallactic movements, though of considerably greater cost, was
adopted in place of the usual mirror, as it is less influenced by the

wind. The condensing lens is two and three-quarter inches in

diameter. Three converging lenses, with a separate, or conjoined

motion, are placed in its focus; also two diverging lenses, comple-

mentary to the focus of the condensing lens, to obtain parallel

light when lenses of a large field ai-e used. M. Neyt remarks that

the lenses are achromatised for the yellow and violet rays. In
ordinary apparatus, it is the yellow and red that are reunited, and
in such a case there would be the chance of too much heat on the

object, and a visual, instead of a chemical, focus. The instrument
ordinarily transmits the rays horizontally. In reproducing infusoria

this is inconvenient as regards the fluid being in a vertical plane,

and the animalculse constantly seeking the lower edge, and thus
continually passing out of the field. To counteract this, so far as
we can learn from the description, the plane of the stage is set

horizontally, the objects illuminated by a prism of total reflection,

and the image thrown horizontally by another prism—which may
be of quartz, and as small as possible— set over the objective.

This is similar to the plan already described. The loss of light

from the two prisms, M Neyt remarks, amounts to nothing. A
series of diaphragms are adjusted immediately beneath the object.

He adds to these a compensating prism, either at the point where
the rays leave the instrument, if he use it horizontally, or in the
dark chamber, if he use it bent. The focussing is made on a
focussing-glass of an ordinary camera without a bottom, and then
the intensity of the illumination is regulated. When the focus is

exactly on the object, the image of the sun is seen at the same time
on the ground glass. The focus is then thrown a little behind,
until a blue point is obtained in the centre of the field, and the
adjustment of the lenses is left at the point where this spreads

itself over the entire image, it being the maximum amount of

chemical illumination. The image is received on the sensitive

surface in the usual way, but before it is exposed in the camera the

light is intercepted by a yellow-coloured glass, and the room well

shaded from light, the exposure being made by the sudden removal,

and replacement of the yellow glass according to the time required.

With the magnification of 1200 diameters seven or eight seconds

sufiiced ; for 300 diameters the fraction of a second. The exposure
was sometimes made by the use of a winged shutter. Preference

was given to the wet collodion process. For the representation of

infusoria, their movements being extremely rapid, this exposure

was found to be too long to secure the vibratory action of their

cilix. Poisoning them, distorted and convulsed their form ; conse-

quently, the electric spark or a galvanic current was employed.

The two poles from a Daniel's battery, or small induction coil, were

put in contact with the drop of water. The circuit was interrupted

near its source ; the movements of the animalculoe were followed

through the yellow glass—the contact for the transmission of the

current being effected at the desired moment ; then the exposure

made, whilst the objects remained transfixed in their different

attitudes. With yellow- or brown-coloured objects, which do not

admit the actinic rays, a small polarising apparatus was used to

modify the general tint, and render it more photogenic. M. Neyt
advocated the use of such images for the reproduction of copper

plates, after the heliographic process of M. Chas. N8gre.

To lessen the risk of vibration in a somewhat similar apparatus,

provided with a long mirror with parallactic movements made by
M. Dubosq, of Paris, Dr. Maddox had the window closed by two
shutters, each sliding in its own frame fixed at the side of the

window. The lower one had a square aperture cut out at the right

height near the centre, and on each side, an oblong one fitted with

a sliding frame, provided with a pane of non-actinic glass and cur-

tains. The square brass plate of the apparatus was fastened upon
a stout frame with a foot that could be clamped, so as to keep the

frame rigidly vertical, at the end of a long stout, blackened, base-

board, which was iron grooved at the sides, and supported upon
four strong double triangle legs. At the opposite end of the board

was an open frame, with two horizontal sliding bars, to hold the

screen and plate ; the frame being hinged to a wide foot made to

slide in the side grooves. This frame had slight movements for

adjusting the plane of the sensitised plate, if required, to the plane

of the objects. In use, the lower window was thrown up, the

shutter drawn down, the mirror passed out through the square

aperture, and the square frame brought close to the shutter, hitt not

to touch it, the foot being clamped in position, whilst light-tight

flaps of cloth prevented all leakage of light into the dark room.

The object on the stage was illuminated, either by direct sunlight

from the mirror, or this by the light reflected from the mirror of a
heliostat, placed in proper position outside on the window silL

Fine card, cemented to plate glass, formed the focussing-screen.

Sometimes the stage, with its bar, pierced diaphragm, and objective

carrier, was removed from the end of the small body tube, and a
large microscope centered by guides was placed on the base-board in

a horizontal position, the achromatic condenser being correctly set

in the optical axis of the large condenser. A large ammonio-
sulphate copper cell waa hung to the shutter outside before the

large lens, or a smaller cell, with a stronger solution, was fixed next
to the achromatic condenser.

The facilities of this method, we note, are great, as after work,
or in case of rain, or want of sunlight, the square frame with mirror
could be undamped, and drawn inside, the other part of the appa-
ratus remaining in situ, the shutter thrown up, the heliostat

removed, and the lower window closed. The sliding p.^nes of red
glass admitted of examining the sky, and judging of the conti-

nuance of sunshine, as well as of admitting ordinary light into the
dark room, the whole plan being a luxurious mode of working.
For judging of an enlargement, a card could be fastened against the
closed door opposite the window. As a caution do not look through
the empty tubes to judge of the centering when the full blaze of
light is directed through them from the large condensing lens, as
we know from this inadvertence Dr. Maddox was obliged to desist
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from all serious work with the microscope for a congiderable period.

Mr. Weiiham worked with a smaller kind of solar microscope fixed

to a shutter with a hole cut in it, provided with a sleeve for the

facility of operating, non-actinic light being admitted by an aper-

ture towards the top.

DISTORTION CAUSED BY THE SWING-BACK,
We luive been asked if an accurate or absolutely non-distorted photo-

graph can be obtained when employing a swing-back to the camera.

To reply to such a query we have to inquire what, in this sense,

is meant by distortion ? The displacement of the vertical lines in

an arcliitectural subject, so as to bring them into parallelism, which

is the function of a swing-back as applied to architecture, evidently

must not fall within this category, sqeing that the swing-back is

conducive to the avoidance of distortion, But iu a landscajje the

matter is quite different.

'

It ha-s been shown in a former article in this Journal that iu

landscape work Uie swing is indispensable in order to secure sharp-

ness in the foreground ; but by this employment of the swing-back

the image is thrown upon an oblique plane, by which, while the

definition is improved, an error in orthographic pi-ojection is un-

doubtedly introduced, inasmuch as by the requirements of conjugate

foci no two parts of the picture in a vertical direction will be taken

with a lens (practically) of the same focus. The foreground will be

sensibly enlarged in comparison with the distance.

The nature and extent of this unrecognised class of distortion can

be readily perceived by taking a view of any convenient scene with

a lens having a stop so small as to define the distance equally well

with the foreground when the ground glass is in a strictly vertical

position. Next take another view without moving the camera or

altering the lens, but employ a larger stop and swing the ground

glass until sharpness of the objects in tj(ie immediate foreground is

secured.

Upon comparing the two photographs thus taken it will be found,

on meiisuring by means of a pair of compasses the distance between

any well-marked object in the foreground and of another object in

the distance, that these measurements are not alike in both ; but

that in the picture last taken, in which recourse was had to the

functions of the swing-back, the distance between the two points

indicated will be greater than that in the former.

LANTERN TRANSPARENCIES BY THE ALBUMEN
PROCESS.

Resumixo the subject of the production o£ lantern slides by the

albumen method where we left off last week, we shall now proceed

to the sensitising of the plates.

The formula for the bath stands thus :

—

Nitrate of silver 2 ounces.

Distilled water 1 pint.

Iodide of potassium 5 grains.

Glacial acetic acid (52°) 2i ounces.

The method of mixing is as follows :—First, the iodide is dis-

solved in the water, then the nitrate of silver is added, and the

whole well stirred with a glass rod until the silver is dissolved.

The solution is then filtered, and, finally, the acetic acid is added,

when the bath is ready for use. The object of adding the iodide is

to saturate the bath with iodide of silver iu order to prevent any of

that salt being dissolved out of the film after it is once formed,

which otherwise might happen. Sufhcient of the solution to cover

the size of the plate to be sensitised is poured into an ordinary dipping

bath. The plates are then immei-sed (with the precautions usual in

the wet collodion process) for a period of half-a-minute to a minute

only. In summer, when the solution is warm, thirty seconds will

be ample, and in winter the longer time may be allowed ; but it

should never be exceeded, as the sensitising takes place very

rapidly, and a longer time than is necessary is liable to afiTect the

plate injuriously.

By continual use the bath will become discoloured, as does

that employed for sensitising albumenised paper. It may, Low-

ever, be decolorised by simply shaking it up with a little kaolin.

If the bath be much used—or if it be allowed to stand in an open
vessel when out of use—the addition of a small quantity of acetic

acid from time to time will be nece.ssary. Some operators prefer to

employ a new solution for each batch of plates. In this case the
plates are usually sensitised in a flat dish, when, of course, a much
smaller quantity of solution will suffice. When the plates are taken
from the bath they are placed in a di.>ih of distilled water to remove
the m.ajor portion of the free nitrate, after which they are thoroughly
washed under the tap to eliminate the remainder. They are then
reared up on a pad of blotting-paper to drain, and are afterwards

dried.

The drying may be accomplished in any of the boxes used for

gelatine plates, and, as the film is very thin, it does not retain much
moisture; therefore the plates dry very much quicker than do gela-

tine. As many who do not possess properly-constructed drying
boxes, or cupboards may like to try the albumen process, it may be
mentioned that one, suitable for the purpose, may be extemporised
by taking an ordinary box, or packing case, and placing it in front

of the fire for an hour or so to thoroughly desiccate the wood. In this

the plates are placed on some dry blotting-paper, and in a few
hours the plates will be perfectly dry, the moisture from them
having been absorbed by the desiccated wood. We have ere now
used a common hat box when anything more suitable was not at

hand. It may be as well to mention here, for the information of

those who have never prepared albumen plates, that it must not be
expected that the films will be den.se and creamy like those of glca-

tine, or even of wet collodion, as they are always very thin and
transparent.

Printing the transparencies may be effected either in the camera
or by superposition, the latter being the method usually followed ; but
if the negatives be a different size to that of the required slide the

camera must be used, and with it a lens capable of giving good de-

finition with a large aperture. For compared with wet collodion the

albumen process is slow, and in comparison with gelatine very slow
indeed, although it is not so slow aa the gelatine chloride process.

With the camera the exposure will necessarily be somewhat long,

and, as a rule, when prolonged exposures have to be given, the
colour of the image is rarely very satisfactory.

In printing by superposition, either diffused daylight or artificial

light—such as a gas flame or a paraffine lamp—may be employed.
With regard to the time of exposure little can be said, as all will be
dependent upon the source of light employed, the distance the plate

is placed from it, as well as upon the density of the negative itself.

Therefore, the experimentalist must determine this matter for

himself. This he can easily do by exposing a plate or two under a
negative of average intensity, giving different times for different

portions of it, and then developing. One or two plates exposed in

this way will enable a very correct judgment to be formed as to the

exposure required in future for every class of negative. When once

this is arrived at it remains constant, because, unlike the gelatine,

each batch of albumen plates prepared may be relied upon as being

of equal sensibility.

We now come to the development of the image. This at one
period was treated, and preserved, as a great secret. The develop-

ing solution after all is very simil.ir to that used in the wet-collodion

process before the iron developer was introduced, except that it

contains a little citric acid, and that it u emphi/ecl xcarm. A good
developer is as follows :

—

Pyrogallic acid 2,'> grains.

Glacial acetic acid Jounce.
Citric acid , 10 gr.tins.

Water 10 ounces.

This solution had better be made and kept in a Florence fl.isk, so

that it can be heated and kept warm over a spirit lamp when
required for use.

The exposed plate is first placed iu a dish of distilled water,

heated to about 1.50" F., until it has acquired that temperature. It

is then removed, slightly dr.aiued, and flooded with the developing
solution, which has previously been heated to about 130° or 140° F.
Immediately before the solution is applied it must have about four
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(Irop.^, per ounce, of a live-grain sululion of nitrate of silver added.

If properly exposed the image will quicjvly appear, and by the way

it comes out it may be judged if the exposure has been rightly

timed or not, similarly as in the development of plates by any other

process. As the films are so very thin and transparent the density

of the image can easily be judged of by transmitted liglit. It is

always best to err on the side of under- than over-density, because,

in the latter case, the slides will alwa3's appear dense and heavy on

the screen ; whereas if they be slightly thin it may, to some ex-

tent, be remedied in the toning. As a guide in the development,

it may be borne in mind that the more fully the plates are exposed

and the more rapidly they are developed, as also the less silver em-

ployed in the developer, the warmer will be the colour of the image;

while the slower the development, either from the solution being cold

or the plate under-exposed, or if too much silver be used, the moi'e

the picture will approach an olive-brown tone.

As the development proceeds the plate must be carefully watched

for stains or fog. If any appear the plate must at once be washed

under the tap, and the surface rubbed with a pledget of cotton

wool, which will remove them. The development can then be

recommenced with a fresh batch of solution and silver, repeating the

treatment with the cotton wool if found necessary. When the

development is complete, the plate must be thoroughly w.ashed

under the tap to remove all traces of the pyrogallic acid, which, if

allowed to remain, would tend to injure the toning bath.

The plate is now ready for fixing and toning. This is usually

done in one bath, which is made as follows :—Half-a-pound of

hyposulphite of soda is dissolved in half-.vpint of water ; then

three grains of chloride of gold, dissolved in two ounces of water, is

added very gradually, and with vigorous stirring. After standing

twelve hours and being filtered it is ready for use. It is then placed

in a flat di.sh and the plate immersed. The iodide is quickly dissolved

out, but the toning proceeds slowly—from a quarter- to half-an-

hour or more being frequently requiied to obtain deeji, rich tones.

Bat much depends upon the colour and density of the image at

starting. When the desired tone is obtained the plate is well

washed under the tap and afterwards soaked in plenty of water,

and again rinsed to ensure the entire removal of all traces of the

hypo. Indeed, as much care should be bestowed on this jiart of the

operation as in the case of gelatine negatives, in order to ensure

permanency.

Alkaline gold toning (after fixing in plain hyposulphite and
thoroughly washing) may be employed instead of the double fixing

and toning bath ; but the colour obtained in our hands and to our
taste has not been so satisfactory as by the method just described,

which is that used by MM. Ferrier and Soulier.

ATMOSPHEHIC MOISTURF,.

Co5l.siDERlXO the imjwrtant part played in photography by the

moisture-carrying power of the .atmosphere, there is good cause for

surprise at the paucity of exact observations in connection with it,

and at the rarity of instances to be met with where scientific

treatment ia bestowed upon the measurement of the amount of

water present in the air. Where, outside scientific works, for

instance, are data readily available to show the amount of water a

room of given size will carry ? And at how many studios will an
instrument be found for indicating the amount present—an
hygrometer, in fact? Yet it cannot be denied that for drying dry
plates, gelatine tissue, and, in a lesser degree, albumenised paper,

such knowledge and such instrumental assistance is of high value.

At the present season, however, the water vapour in the atmosphere
often renders its presence manifest in another peculiarly unpleasiint

manner, and in a way that bodes no good to apparatus, negatives,

or pictures. We refer not to fog, but rather to what might be
not inaptly termed "dew."

In most part'* of the couni ry the day before Christmas Day just past

prenented in the highest possible degi-ee thos-^ phenomeiiaof universiil

humidity that can only be seen to perfection in these isles. The
day was by no means coldj there was no fog, neither had rain

fallen; yet the flags of the footpath were damp (almost wet), the

walls covered with moisture, the tiees dripping as though a smart

shower had fallen, and everything out of doors was dank and

miserable. Indoors the state of affairs was less marked, but

sufficiently unpleasant. In apartments where no fire had lately

given off its cheering rays something very like the outside con-

ditions prevailed in miniature. Negatives lying about were to be

seen covered with a thin film as though they had been breathed

upon, and newly-mounted pictures looked limp though the pastd

had been allowed hours wlierein to dry. Apparatus was equally

damp, and the brasswork of lenses was likewise covered with the all-

pervading moisture.

The explanation is easily given. The previous day had been

decidedly cool, and on the day in question the wind had brouglit a

warmer air containing as much moisture as it could possibly hold at

the temperature. The consequence was that, wherever an object with

not too porous or rough a surface and of lower temperature came into

contact with the new air, as it might be termed, the temperature of

the latter was lowered, and, in consequence, the water it contained

as vapour became precipitated, naturally, upon the very object that

caused that precipitation, the closely adjacent layers of air being tlie

first to become cooled and give up moisture.

The danger of this precipitation of thin films of moisture upon
negatives need not be dilated upon ; and if by any chance negatives

so affected are stored without removing the moisture, or if it be depo-

sited upon them when they are kept in closed boxes that are only

occasionally opened, the result will be the almost inevitab.e cockling

up in ridges, or honeycombing, of the whole film so familiar to some
photograjihers. Gelatine negatives not varnished will be in danger

of causing the albumenised paper to adhere so firmly as to be irre-

movable without damage, or it may result in "setting off" of the

silver from the paper, only to show its effects as a bad stain after

the lapse of time.

A remedy— or, at least, k partial one—is not difficult to find. It

simply consists in keeping the apartment warm where negatives or

apparatus are stored, or, where that is tlilficult, to keep doors and
windows well closed so as to keep out the moist air till the cold

objects of the room may, perchance, become more assimilated in

temperature to the outer air; for it will be understood that this pre-

cipitation only occurs when objects are brought into contact with a

warmer atmosphere containing nmch moisture. It is no special

property of "damp air" to give olf its moisture in this fiishion; it

only does so to cooler objects. This fact carefully borne in mind
may save much anxiety and trouble.

Apparatus of wood should always be put aside in the driest and
warmest corner possible, if any store be set by it, as it is far e;isier

to injure or put out of working order a camera or dark slide, &o.,

by damp, than it is to cure it by removing damp that has gained

access to them.

Another very fertile cause of evil is the putting away of newly-

mounted cards and aibinets without their thorough desiccation, as,

when this does happen, it is almost sure to lead to fading prints. A
picture freshly mounted upon its card will be drier after the lapse

of an hour with an average state of the atmosphere than at the

close of a whole day under such atmospheric conditions as those of

which we speak. The great secret, therefore, for avoiding the evils

that follow in the train of damp may be said to be the use of heat

beforehand ; and if principals would give attention to this point they
would find it really economical, for not only would better work be
done—better through the absence of moisture about printing-frames
and pads and all printing-room paraphernalia—but the cmploi/A

would work to better advantage, as well as with greater comfort,

which is a point that was well put at a meeting of the Society of

Photographic Operatoi-s in New York the other day.

In the drying of carbon tissue the hygrometric state of the air is a
very important factor, for with a comparatively thick film of gelatine

holding a large amount of water it cannot be expected that it will

dry without special precautions being taken when the atmosphere
is already loaded with moisture. The inconvenience of tissue dried
too slowly is well known. In its way it is as troublesome as when
over-quickly desiccated.

Similarly, with albumenised paper, artificial heat ia practically a
necessity it negatives are to be kept uninjured ; for though a certain
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^Hkinount of moisture, ns long siuce pointed out, in a necessity for the

^^ni-oductiun of tlio best tones, the carrying to extremes the amount

^present will be equally productive of evil

^
We cannot too strongly lay stress upon the need for decreasing

(he relative amount of water present in the atmosphere of a room

by the simple expedient of raising its temperature in the depart-

ment where mounting is carried on. If there be one condition of

things more than another which can be shown to conduce to fading

of prints it is the presence of moisture. Whenever the atmosphere

is in sueli a state that it can cany little if any more moisture—and

this m.ay occur in other than the winter ttionths—tliere is danger,

unless artificial heat be applied, of mounted pictures being stacked

away damp, and, as they are usually sent out in dozens or so, re-

maining in the receiver's hands for weeks or longer, it ia next to

impossible for the individual cartes or cabinets to become quite dry

unless separately exposed. We are convinced that a very large

number of instances of faded prints may be traced to their having

been mounted upon a damp day when the whole of the moisture

from the raountant haa not been expelled, and the pictures have been

sent away practically damp.

It will thus be seen that the presence of a moisture-laden atmo-

sphere is productive of as much danger as inconvenience, and the

best preventive against evil is a constant elevation of temperature

of all apartments where photographic work is carried on or mate-

rials and negatives are stored.
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The frontispiece of a recent number of The Hlmtrated London Netcs

consists of an admirable engraving from a photograph by Mr. John
Thomson, F.E.G.S., better known among his friends as "China
Thomson."

SocH was the rush of business at the Patent Oflnce on the first day
of the new year—on which day the new law relating to patents came
into force—that no fewer than two hundred and sixty-six new appli-

cations for patents were received. On referring to our list of

patents, given in another page, it will be seen that of these photo-

graphy furnished a fair share.

With the close of the old year two new French photographic
journals have made their appearance, namely, the Bulletin Officiel

lie la Socii'ti' des Employe's en Pliotoqraphie and Le Progtes Photo-
graphiqiie, both of which appear monthly. M. Leon Wultt', the editor
of the latter-named journal, announces in liis introductory preface in

the fii-st number that Lc Proijr'es Photogmphiqiie is but a continua-
tion under another name of La Reeve I'lmtogniphique, which ceased
t'- appear in 180.'), and of wliich he was far about twelve years the
editor. Sulisequent to that date, however, anotiier /ieinie t'Aoto-

f/rapkiqiie was started as the official organ of the Socie'te Francaise
if-s Arc/iirts J'/iotorirop/iiijiien, HistoriqHes ct MonxmentaUs, and
which is now in its sixth year.

Is this country, too, a high-class scientific joOrual, under the title of
TheScience Montlthi, h.ns readied its third numberduring the present
month. It is published by Mr. David Bogue, of St. Martin's-plaoe,
and its general get-up is of a character rarely met with in English
j'lurnalism. In addition to original articles by eminent writers on
different branches of general science, it contains a monthly review
of progress and novelty classed under special departments. Photo-
graphy, together with Experimental Physics, Electricity, and
Chemistry, being treated under the head of The iMhoratory.
The columns headed respectively Tlie Library, Topics of the

Time, Table Talk, Sumiiiar>/ of Xews, The Observatory, The
Mmetim, The Worhhop, &c., &c., sufficiently speak for themselves.
A series of articles, entitled Leaders of Science, is admirably
illustrated by phototypic engravings by Meisenb.ich's process. Those
which have already appeared are portraits of Sir Geo. Biddle Airey
late Astronomer-Royal), Sir John Lubbock, and Sir William
Thomson.

We are pleased at receiving from an enthusiastic and clever Ameri-
can amateur, Mr. George H. Johnson, of Bridgeport, Conn., a genial
letter with which he encloses several excellent examples of his photo-
graphic work. One of these is a ch.iracteristic fiill-lennlh jiortrait

of his friend and neighbour, tlie world-renowned P. T. Barnum, for

whom he is about to photograph the nearly efjually-renowned

"Jumbo" in several attitudes. In the Barnum winter quarters in

Bridgeport there are forty elephants. What a chance for Mr.

Johnson 1 Excellent use is m.'ule by that gentleman, in his privat*

business, of the capabilities of photo-mechauical printing.

On the subject of transparencies Mr. Johnson says :
—" I have been

trying some of Jilr.fWm. Brooks's collodion emulsion for this purpoM
but incline to give the preference to some made by a formula of

Mr. H. J. Newton's. I devote quite a considerable portion of my
spare evenings to transparencies, and have probably made more of

them than any amateur in America." We are not unacquainted

with Mr. Johnson's ability in this direction, having heard a mutual

friend, who possesses examples of his work, speak of them in high

terms.

A VERT ingenious and simple method of filtering large quantities of

fluid, without the necessity for the constant attention involved in the

repeated filling up of the funnel, has been devised by Mr. E. E.

Robinson, who sends an account of it to our contempoi-ary, the

Chemical Xews. Appended is an illustration of his method described

in his own words :

—

"When large quantities of liquids, such as reagents, have to be

filtered in the laboratory, it is often convenient to have some means by
wliich the filter is kept filled. The usual ' bird-fountain ' method
which is applicable in some cases, haa the disadvantage of requiring tho

inverting of large bottles or flasks filled with liquid, and besides this it

does not maintain the liquid at a constant level in the filter. The
following apparatus has been found more convenient.

To the longer limb of a syphon is attached a short

piece of india-rubber tulie projecting a little beyond
the tube ; the india-rubber is closed by the narrow
conical stem of a small glass globe wliich floats on
the surface of the liquid in the funnel. When the

liquid rises to a certain height the float is lifted,

and stops the flow of the liquid, the narrow stem
on the float which passes some distance into the

syphon acting as a guide. The apparatus keeps the

liquid in the funnel at a constant level, and may be left without
attention until the filtration is complete.

"

The first meeting of the Photographic Club, in their comfortable

new quarters at Anderton's Hotel, was attended by about thirty

members and visitoi-s.

What is an " optical lens ?" We inquire because we frequently see

this phrase employed in tlie advertisement of an " optical lens

"

manufacturer in the great republic. Slonth after month this appa-
rently tautological term stares us in the face when glancing over

tho advertising pages of a New York contemporary, and we find

ourselves asking if there are any lenses which are not optical.

The dangerous properties of celluloid are again troubling the non-

technical world, if wo may believe a paragraph which appeared in

the (Jlobe a few evenings since. The writer is evidently not aware
of the name of the material of which he speaks so seriously, and
certainly is not acquainted with its composition, or his remarks
would have been more forcible. It appears that as a couple of

persons were playing billiards in a cafe in the Boulev.ard Poisson-

nicre, Paris, a rather sharp " cannon '' caused the balls (which were
of "sham ivory") to ignite, with, fortunately, no more dangerous

results than to destroy themselves and set fire to the cloth of the

table—to the amusement of the onlookers and the indignation of the

jiroprietor. The latter talks of bringing an action against the indi-

vidual who supplied the balls ; meanwhile their fragments are to be

anidysed.

An announcement of interest to photographers is made, namely,

that the duration of sunshine recorded at Greenwich Observatory

hist week was— jii?.

Ws have worked celluloid in almost every conceivable w.ay. We
have scraped, filed, drilled, sawn, and hammered it. The photo-

graphic form known .as "celloidin," which is simply solidified

collodion, is, when perfectly dry, so hard that it requires a he.avy

hammer or a hatchet to break it. We have perforrae<l even this

last operation without any sign of ignition or explosion. As k
matter of fact, no form of celluloid or celluidiii we have ever

met with, though in coQijxiratively small masses, will ignite readily,
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even in a gas flame, unless held there for some time, and when
removed iiumediately " fizzles " out. AVe, therefore, take the
billiard-ball story with the cuatomai-y grain of sidt.

The improved carrier for lantern slides which Mr. MeKean brought
under the notice of the Edinburgh Photographic Society at their
last meeting is likely to prove very useful. It provides the means
of eflectiug the changing of the slides in the lantern with a degree
of rapidity so great that the eye can scarcely appreciate the act.

We have had one of them made, but modified in such a manner as

to allow the picture to slide horizontally, the propelling force being
a spring instead of gravity. This ."luswers in cases where, owing to

the construction of the lantern, the vertical movement could not be
adopted.

Thb whole theory of light—not to speak of heat and electricity—is

built upon the existence of a hypothetical ether pervading all space,
which must of necessity be possessed of properties of elasticity,
&c, almost beyond belief when the properties of the most rarified
of terrestrial substances are compared with it. " Rays " of light are
transmitted by it in waves in a manner something like, yet ditferent
from, that in which sound waves pass through air, and although the
IJroperties of the ether are such as can only be studied by mathe-
maticians of skill, it is, nevertheless, useful to form some mental con-
ception of the mysterious entity so closely wrapped np with the
operations of our art. With the view of aiding the forming of
such a mental image, we borrow the following abstract from a
collection of the works of Professor Stokes :—
" Suppose a small quantity of glue dissolved in a little water so as to

form a stiff jelly. This jelly forms, in fact, an elastic solid; it may be
constrained, and it will resist constraint and return to its original form
when the constraining force is removed, by virtue of its elasticity ; but
It we constrain it too far it will break. Suppose, now, the quantity of
water m which the glue is dissolved to be doubled, trebled, and so on,
till at last we have a pint or a quart of glue water. The jelly will thus
become thinner and thinner, and the amount of constraiuin» force
which it can bear without being dislocated will become less and less
At last it will become so far Uuid as to mend itself again as soon as it is
dislocated. Yet there seems hardly sufficient reason for supposiuK that
at a certain stage of the dilution, the tangential force whereby it resists
constraint ceases aU of a sudden. In order that the medium should
not be dislocated, and therefore should have to be treated as an elastic
solid, It 18 only necessary that the amount of constraint should be very
small. 1 he medium would, however, be what we should call a fluid
as regards the motion of solid bodies through it. The velocity of pro-
pagation of normal vibrations in our medium would be nearly the same
as that of sound m water ; the velocity of propagation of transversal
vibrations, dependmg as it does on the tangential elasticity, wouldbecome very small. Conceive now a medium having similar properties
but mcomparably rarer than air, and we have a medium such as wemay conceive the ether to be, a fluid as regards the motion of theearth and planets through it, an clastic solid as regards the small
vibrations which constitute light."

A WRITER inLa Nature adds another to the list of experiences withtoughened gl^ He narrates that for two yeara jwst he had been
in the habit of using a capsule made of this material for heatin?
iqmds, and even evaporating to dryness, and often he had tested itby throwing it from a height on to the floor. Some days since
after cleaning it, he left it upon his work-table and went out of theroom, but had scarcely closed the door when he heard a loud noiseOn quickly returning he found his evaporating dish no longer
visible except in the shape of a number of splinters scattered abSutin all directions. This is but another example of a fact well knownas to toughened glass

; ,t will stand hard knocks, but, at the same

whateve! *"^
"'"°"'' *° ^^^ *° P''°'^ ^''''"'"' ''^^ concussLn

In- the Electrotechnisehe ZeiUchrift a description is given of a batterywhich acts only in the light, and which, when a^galvanometer isplaced ,n circuit, appears to act upon it directly in Accordance withhe strength o the light; in fact, the intensity of the incident
light IS said to be capable of exact measurement by its aid. If thefacts should prove to warrant the assertion (which we are much in!

tlft ''f'^
'^'""'* "**f"' photographic instrument^ havebeen devised, and some remarkable problems solved; in factPhotographic telegraphy would be in'^the near distance. The

rlZ "
"r',!.''^

P'^"."*^." P^^""^ <=«" containing mercury ina glaaa jar holding a solution of common salt and sulohate of

^7^-
^A •^•'ir''"''

^'"''°" ^ «'«<='^« »f sulphTde oTsUvt isplaced, and m the mercury one of platinum. When the battery U

placed in the dark the galvanometer .shows no indication of electric

action whatever; but a ray of light falling on the silver plate at

once causes the galvanometer to move. From these concise Irstruc-

tions it is within anyone's ability to construct the battery \ and, if

what we quote regarding its power should prove to be correct, it is

impossible to foresee the ramifications to which the use of the

instrument would extend.

At the Berlin Physical Society Professor Rowlands' gratings have
formed an interesting topic. They had before them at a recent
sitting a grating received from Professor Rowlands and a negative
taken by him, as also a photograjih of the normal spectrum. So
searching was the definition of the negative that with the naked
eye Dr. Kayser wiis able to count over seventy-five lines between
the two H lines, and with a microscope it was expected that still

more would be discernible, as they appeared to form groups.

We have often pointed out how the usual order of exchangeability
of chlorine, bromine, and ioiline is apt to be reversed by the condi-
tions governing the mi.\tuie in which they are formed, and some
interesting experiments, recently described by Paul Julius, will show
in a remarkable manner how previous conceptions have at times to be
modified. Passing a thoroughly-dried current of air into bromine
contained in a small Hoffman fla.sk, and so saturating it with bro-
mine vapour, he conveyed it through a tube of very infusible glass, bent
at its end into a right angle, the termination being contracted and
dipping into a beaker of soda or potassa. When silver iodide was
placed in the tube and strong heat applied, it was all converted into
bromide. When chloride of silver, previously dried in the air batii

at 120° 0., was placed in the tube, the stream of dry bromine con-
verted it also into bromide after the lapse of an hour or two.
Further experiments showed that chlorine and bromine can be ex-
pelled from their silver compounds by the vapour of iodine, though
in the case of the chloride from six to ten hours was required to

entirely complete the substitution. The whole experiments, there-
fore, show that any halogen, if used in excess, is capable of expelling
any other halogen from its combination with silver.

PREPARING GELATINE PLATES FOR HOT CLIMATES.
Intending to go to India as soon as the season is a little farther
advanced, and being desirous of employing gelatine plates, I have
for some time been rather anxious regarding the ettect upon such
plates of the warm water which alone is said to be met with there,
especially during the more sultry weather.
Knowing that a greater degree of heat is usually encountered by

photographers in the United States of America than those in
England, I obtained from the former country a parcel of plates of a
good average class, and proceeded to test them by warming my
developing solution, fixing bath, and washing water to the tempera-
ture said to prevail in Calcutta during the sultry season. To make
the trial as instructive as po.ssible I invariably tried an English
plate along with the other. The former stood the warm fluid appli-
cations quite well ; the latter did not. I cannot say that I found
any appreciable difference in their sensitiveness.

Finding that the English plate was unaffected by the warm water,
I carried the experiment still further and poured over it water
whose temperature was at almost boiling point, and still the film
remained undisturbed. I had previously observed that the American
plate was easy to fix in comparison with the home brand, and I
re^oned that some such substance as chrome alum must have been
added to the gelatine in the latter in order to harden it, or perhaps
prevent frilling, the same substance also conferring upon it insolu-
bility in hot water.
To ascertain if my hypothesis were correct I made ten ounces of

emulsion with a gelatine that is rather noted for its softness and
easy solubility. From this I separated three ounces, to which I
added four drops of a solution of chrome alum, shakimr well up.
Having coated six plates with the alumed and six with the un-
altered emulsion, I marked them, and tried the result. Greatly tomy gratification I found that, while the quality of the negatives
was excellent on the alumed plates, the film had become so
tnorouglily tanned as to be altogether unaffected by the warmed
developer and washing water ; while the negatives obtained on the
plain emulsion, subsequently treated in a manner similar to the
other throughout, dissolved entirely away.

It seems, therefore, that while there are some commercial plates
sold in the usual way which wiU fulfil aU the requirements of «
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ti-o|)io«l climate, it will not be a iliHicuIt matter for photographers

to prepare for themselves, or get their jjlate niaiuifaotiirers todo so,

plates wliich will remain quite unaffected while undergoing treat-

ment with the heated water of equatorial regions.

IIbbbert J. RlGDT.

DARK-UOOM LIGHT.—CARRIER FOR LANTERN
SLIDES.

Dark-Roosi Light.

Dark-room lighting is an important subject. I shall describe my
method of dark-room illumination now tliat the question of lighting

by reflection from coloured surfaces lias been brought to the front

by Mr. Herbert S. Starnes. a is a circular
j

lamp open at the top, and of such a height r~\

and diameter as only to allow of the ceiling, I \

b, or a part thereof, being illuminated by
[ \

light direct from the gas or caudle, c. In I \

my room a part only of the ceiling is so \

exposed, and that part is covered with a \
dark orange matt surface, which reflects \
a soft and pleasant light into every corner

of my room. I can see every bottle, and V ,-\a

very small articles are quite visible. More- Hjc
over, I find the light quite safe, although "^

from habit I expose the plates as short a time as possible to its

influence.

This arrangement involves exactly the same principles as that of

Mr. Starnes' new lamp. I hope that Mr. Starnes will not think I

write in order to take from the merits of his lamp or experiments,

or to claim priority in the slightest degree, although I have been

working with this arrangement since towards the end of last

summer.
I did not think the matter was worth writing to the Journal

about, as it is well known that a rapid and neat operator may
develope a plate quite satisfactorily by reflectrd light from a naked

))eep of gas, shading his plate previous to and during the first stages

of (levelopment. However, aa the matter is to the front, I think it

ought to be thoroughly "gone into" and scientifically examined.

I must confess to having oeen a little staggered by some of the

results of Mr. Starnes' experiments, but of that more anon.

I may be in error, but I imagine that ordinary light received

on a coloured and rer>/ extemlcd matt surface will give a more
pleasant room than any other device. The use of the roof as a

reflecting extended surface is a very simple expedient. I am care-

ful to say that I hold this opinion as to extended surfaces lightly,

because I have not experimented on the subject so deeply as I would
have liked. I have a presentiment, however, that a room will

never be properly illuminated from small reflecting surfaces with-

out introducing a dangerous percentage of white light. If the light

be c\it down by double or triple reflection from matt surfaces, then

a sufficient qvantUtj is not obtained.

While on this question of reflection from matt surfaces, it is well

to take cognisance of the fact that a very great deal depends on the

nature of the surface employed. Two surfaces may be made with

the same colouring material, and even the same proportion per given

area, which will give very diff'erent results in the spectroscope and
on gelatine plates. I explain on this basis to my own satisfaction

the apparently anomalous results arrived at by Mr. Starnes.

In carrying out a series of experiments such as the readers of

the Journal have been favoured with, very great care ought to be
tiiken that the degree of roughness or pitting on the surface should

be the same in all the surfaces experimented on, otherwise the re-

sults may be of inferior value. Most of lis will remember the

class-room experiment with metallic copper surfaces. By reflec-

tion or reflections from a comparatively smooth yet pitted surface

of copper the coloiu- may be made to vary from the light ordinary
" copper" colour through all shades up to a colour not far removed
from the colour of blood. Mr. Starnes' suggestion to use cloth

material instead of paint shows that he is alive to the effect of

difference of surface. May I ask if he has estimated the effect of

differences in the various surfaces employed by him ?

There is another point hinging on the foregoing, and one that in

a colour investigation of this kind absolutely demands attention

—

that is, the real or absolute photometric value of the light reflected

from the surfaces Mr. Starnes says:—"On the threshold of my
experiments in this [production of new reflecting lamp] direction I

found how misleading the results of photographing the spectrum

—

or, rather, the density given on a sensitive film by the spectrum-

is when applied to practical photography," &c. ; and he procee<U to

say that light from an orange surface gave nearly as dense a depnsitou

a gelatine plate aa light from a blue one. Ar an outcome of his

experiments he says " they tend to show that the action of light oa

a sensitive film is a heat force or, rather, an expansive force."

Now, unless Mr. Starnes has determined the photometric values

of the reflected beams from those orange and blue surfaces he has

happened to work with, and compared them with the photometric

values of the nearest approaching orange and blue colours of the

spectrum, I think he has been rather premature in coming to the

conclusions he has set forth.

Will he pardon my apparent forwardness in saying a little as to

the course he ought to pursue in this investigation 1 I trust he

will, and put all down to the interest I take in the subject and to no
lower motive. Firet, I would have him make two surfaces—one

blue and the other orange—and let these surfaces be nearly alike

as to roughness, porosity, &c. Next, let him determine their photo-

metric values by the shadow or oiled-paper method, and expose a

plate first to the light reflected from the one surface and then to

the light from the other, taking care that his plate is at that point

at which their values are equal; or, if he wish it, from that point

at which tlieir values are eqwxl to the photometnc values of t/ie re-

spective colours of the natural spectrum.

I shall be very much astonished if he arrive at the conclusions

he has already announced. Should Mr. Starnes not have the time

or not care about doing this and wLsh me to carry it out, I shall be
vei-y happy to do so. He has the apparatus ready, however, and
will easily accomplish it in an hour or two at most.

In this way only, or some other involving the same principles, will

he be able to give a practically, not to speak of a scientifically, accu-

rate estimate of the value of various reflecting surfaces for dark-

room illumination.

Carrier for Lantern Slidks.

I give below a diagram of a simple and exceedingly-efficient

carrier for the instantaneous substitution of one slide for another in

the optical lantern. I observe the subject has been before the

Edinburgh Photogi-aphic Society, and a very ingenious device

exhibited there by Mr. J. McKean. Perhaps the description of

another device which I thought out some years ago may cause some
of your readers who contemplate the purchase of a biunial to " tak'

a thocht" and keep to a single, provided with a device similar to

Mr. McKean's or that I am about to describe.

The carrier now in my possession was exhibited at a popular
meeting of the Dundee and East of Scotland Photographic Associa*

tion two years ago. I think it ia simpler in construction than Mr.
McKean's, but this is a matter of opinion. It is quite impossible to
put anything coenected with it out of order, it having practically no
machinery.
Mr. McKean's device requires a modification (although not a very

serious one) of the front of the lantern. With this device no
modification is required in lanterns where the front plate is sup-

ported by four studs, as is frequently the case in first-class

instruments. In lanterns
having the front closed be-
low, a narrow slot is cut
sufficient to enable the slide-

holder to drop through into

a fold of cloth or bag placed
below the lantern. The ar-

rangement is easily under-
stood by a reference to the
diagram.
The pictures are placed in

two light holders, a a, which
slide in an outside frame, b.

Two slots are run up one
side of each of these light
inner frames—the one at the
left edge and the other at
the right edge, as shown at

c c. When the bottom slide has been shown on the screen, and
the top one is wanted into position, the tip of a little trigger, d,

is moved over until it comes under the slot of the lower frame.
Both frames now fall, the top one being without fail airested by
the trigger, the bottom one going below to be filled with a new
picture and placed above ready for the next move. Prom the
difference in position of the side slots it will be seen that to drop
both slides by mistake is quite an impossibility. I have passed
many thousands through and never once lias thw occurred.
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As ail imprjvemsiit I intend to have the next one made with all

the running parts covered witli velvet or other soft material, in
order to make all as silent in working as possible. I shall be Very
happy to forward my carrier to Mr. McKean for his inspection
should he think fit. G. D. Macdocgald.

DEVELOPM::^^T and direct printing OF
GELATINO-CHLORIDE PLATES.

As the above kind of plates are likely to become more useful to the
photographer for the class of work to which they are best adapted

—

such as transparencios for lantern slides, window decoration, and
enlarged negatives— '.lie question arises which of the two methods
will meet the requirements of the photographer best, namely, to

liave plates that will print the image right out witiiout resorting to

development, or plates that with a slight exposure in the printing-
frame are afterwards developed.
Having had some experience with both methods, I find the plates

adapted for development will do the best service when a number
of slides are wanted in the shortest space of time from one nega-
tive ; beyond that I cannot say anything more by way of preference.
As a rule, photographers will find direct printing far more easy

and certain—tliat is to say, printing out by exposure to light in the
printing-frame—let alone the economy of that method, as the citro-

iron developer, which is the best on account of the variable tones
yielded, is as expensive as the general forms in use. I find, from
recent experiments, that plates for direct printing can be made
to yield tones almost as variable as tliose produced by development,
by compounding the chloride emulsion with different salt.s. The
s:imples sent are not toned, but by toning them they can be al-

tered in colour. To place one of these plates in the priiitiiig-fiame
and examine its progress along with the roll of paper is but a
brief trespass as regards time, and when printed is taken out,
jilaced in the fixing-batli, and washed. The wliole operation de-
mands the least attention of any process e.xtant for producing the
same kind of photographs.

A word as to judging the depth to print. With gUxss you cannot
pull it back from tlie negative and look upon its surface to examine
the progres.«, unless great care be taken in registering its position
by using a suitable printing-frame. This is, however, quite un-
necessary in the present case, as liy looking at the back of the plate
ou opening half of the printing-frame you will see the progress
made easily, tlie plates are so transparent. When the liigh liglits

ai-d well browned tliat is tlie stage to stop printing, provided the
piLt'ire be for a lantern slide. When a gelatino-chloride plate is

lixed and examined in the wet state it looks rather thin and weak,
but when dry becomes much more vigorous.
For transparencies to be used for enlarging purposes a much finer

film can be had on one of these chloride plates than on a bromide
one, as the two enclosed examples will show. Both are from the
same negative, but are made from chloride and bromide plates
respectively, the negative being taken from a paper print. But
there la as much difference between the two transparencies in fine-
ness as there is between a negative from a copy and one taken from
the original sitter. L. Dixon.
[As the specimens which accompanied this communication are not

toned we can scarcely form an idea as to tiie possible variety
obtainable. At present they are all very similar.—Eds.]

TRANSATLANTIC JOTTINGS.
Which of our readers will not sympathise with Mr. L. Coe, photo-
grapher] who, according to the New York Times—
"U just at present anxious to know who is to pay him for his broken
camera. On the 5th instant it occurred to certjiiu policemen that the
photogr.iph of Mr. Thomas Davis—a man said to be a professional
crimiual—would be a desirable addition to the Rogues' Gallery. There-
upon they arrested Mr. Davis, escorted him to Mr. Coe's photographic
studio, and directed the photographer to take the man's likeness. Mr.
Davis, curiously enough, did not wish to have his photograph taken—
fearing, perhaps, that the iS'i/n would get hold of it and publish it as a
jxirtrait of Hutinan—so he seized his chair and, using it as a club
irretrievably sra.x.-^hed the camera. For this offence ho was again
arrested and committed to jail on a charge of disorderly conduct. Of
course, he will not pay for the camera, and as the police officers did net
amash it they will not pay for it ; so that Mr. Coe is naturally in a dis-
coutentod and gloomy frame of miud."

Our American cousins do not, as a rule, need to copy English
mechanical "dodges," as there always seems to be out there a suiijily

sufficient for all demands of re.idy-iuade ideas in tliat direction.

According to the /Scientific Amencan, however, a patent has been
granted for a revolving album, of exactly the .same construction

as the well-known pattern that created so much interest in this

country on its introduction many years ago. Our reailers haxe
more than once seen the same thing at the exhibitions of tlie Photo-
graphic Society of Great Britain. It consists of a box suspended
between two pillars and containing pictures temporarily heUl in

wooden frames which, as the box revolves, slide over one aiiotlier

and continually expose fresh pictures each time the opposite f.-iie

of the box Ls brought into view.

According to A Mhony''s Bnllcliii—the month's engraving for which
journal is a portrait of Mr. W. Kurtz—"retouching the neg;aive
was one of his suggestions, and he was the first to practise it."

There is surely some error here. Mr. Kurtz" may have learnt the
secret, when it was a secret, on tlie continent and largely practised

by German artists, when English pliotographers, with one or two
notable exceptions, were talking of the superiority of continental
skies; but it was in use there long before Mr. Kurtz had a
studio. Let that be as it may, the fact remains that Mr. Kurtz is

one of the foremost men of the day in his own or any country, and
his pliotographs possess rare excellence and beauty.

The American journals to hand contain accounts of two new
developers, one of tliem being merely an old friend with a new face,

and the otlier an undoubted novelty. No. 1 is Mr. Joshua Smith's
"missing link" developer, described before the members of the
Pliotogruphic Association of Chicago. The formula introduced
after a few experiments is simply as follows :

—

Lime water "
6 ounces.

Bromide of ammonium 12 grains,
Pyro A small mustard spoonful,

and, as our readers will perceive, the only new point in it is the ob-
taining of the ammonia from the bromide salt, the mixture producing
aminonia and bromide of calcium. Possibly the latter salt may have
a slight effect on the colour of the negative. No. 2 h,is I'eal novelty
about it. We make no criticism |upon it in this jilace, but merely
content ourselves with placing the formula in this column. We
have often brought before our readers the well-known name of Mr.
H. J. Newton, to whom the carbonate of soda method of developing
is due, and this new process also is the result of his experiment.*.
In brief: it may be said to consist of adding to the ordinary car-
bonate of soda developer a few drops of iodo-chloride of mercury.
Mr. Newton claims for it that a picture may be taken by its aid in
one-fifth of the time required by the ordinary developer. If be
should be right he will have made the most important improvement
in gelatino-bromide plates since Mr. Bennett's discoveries. The
proportions are as follow :

—

Solution 1.

Bichloride of mercury 30 grains.
Water 4 ounces.

Solution 2.

Iodide of potassium 90 grains.
Water bounce.

Pour Solution 2 into Solution 1, and stir ; the red precipitate first pro-
duced quickly dissolves. Mr. Newton's carbonate of soda developer is

used, and when the image begins to appear a few drops of the
above solution are added to it ; and "it is surprising to see how this
starts the picture," Mr. Newton says. With the full details we
give there is no doubt many will experiment with this new
developer.

Anthony's Bulletin extracts a considerable portion of our leading
article on The Variants Styles and the Mode of Preserving I'ltoto-
graphs, which appeared in our pages of September 21st, and in
which we indicated a great want at present existing for some
simple, cheap, neat, and expeditious mode of securing photographs
singly, so as to exhibit them to advantage and, at the same time,
preserve them. With regard to our suggestion the Bulletin says :—
"There is no doubt tliat this want is a positive one, existing in tliis

country as well as in Europe, and we desire to call the attention of
persons who cater for the needs of photographers to the subject, and
hope that ere long something may be provided as suggested."

According to the Photographic Times, Mr. Rockwood—who has
been carrying on a series of delicate experiments in photographing
the vibrations of a telephone |)late—has been following the lead of
our own recent experimentalists, and photographing the vocal chords
ot the human throat with results that were considered, on the whole,
so tar satisfactory that " further experiments will soon be tried with
trained singers arrangements having been made with Mesdames
i'atti, JNilsson, Gerster, Sembrich, and other stars of the vocal firma-
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liiuiit, wlieu 5Ir. UK-kwooiI's iilroail^- luiiy list of publiciUioiis will be
eiuiclied by the ' vocal clionls' of the above celebrated artists."

A weilkiiowii dry-plate manufacturer, Mr. Beebe, paid English-

made glas3 a high compliment at a meeting of the (Jhicjigo

Amateur's Club, whicli throws a side-light upon the question of

cost of plate-making. He said he would tell them a secret. lie

had some considerable amount of trouble with defective glass, and
finally had settled down to use an English make entirely ;

for,

although it Wi\s mucli dearer tliau any other kind, it was infinitely

better. According to Mr. Beebe, plates really are dearer in propor-

tion in America than in London ; and, with the price of materials

running up in this manner, no one can wonder that American plates,

costing so much in the first instance, should be retailed at a higher

price. The wonder would be if they were not still dearer.

SOME ATTEMPTS AT DETERmNING THE ACTINIC
LIGHT IN THE STARS BY PHOTOGRAPHY.

Whes the great comet of the year 1882 was visible, Dr. Gill, Her
Majesty's .-Istronomer at the Cape of Good Hope, attempted to plioto-

Craph it by means of an ordinary camera attached to the equatorial.

Copies of these photographs were in due course forwarded to Englau'd.

The multitude of stars shown is very striking. The photograph
appears mottled all over, and this mottling is due to the light fioni tiie

fainter stars.

Ill the summer of the present year Professor Pickering, of Harvard,
U.S., showed some negatives of stars taken in the same way, and made
remarks upon tlieui before the Royal Astronomical Society. One of

these negatives I was allowed, by the kindness of Professor Pickering,

to examine while he was in Liverpool, in September. The work that

Professor Pickering has undertaken is (1) a pholograpliic map of the

whole heavens
; (2) a determination of the colours oi the stars.

Now, as the action upon the photographic plate increases with the

distance from the red end of the spectrum, tliose stars whose colour

iiioliiies to red will conic out comparatively faint on the photographs.

Conversely, if there are any blue stars they will come out brighter

than their eye magnitude. Now, It we take as our standard the magni-
tudes ivs apparent to tlie eye, hc shall tiud all the stars photograpiad
cither equal to the eye maguitmle or above or below it. Where the

actinic light is in excess the stars will come out brighter ; wliere

it is the contrary the stars will come out. less than the eye magnitude.

At the centre of the plate the stars come out as dots ; at the edges

as ovals. But, as these ovals increase in proportion to their distance

from the centre, there is no ditiiculty in applying a correction, and the

stars can all be reduced and compared with their known magnitude.
Early in October, assisted hy Mr. W. H. St. Q. Gage, F.H.A.S., and

Mr. \\ . L. Stubbs, I made some experiments with a toui>\\ equatorial

stand on which was mounted a camera with lens of 2 J inches aperture.

Our instruments were so rough that we did not succeed very well.

However, some stars were photographed in Andromeda. Later on in

the month we succeeded in obtaining two plates—one of the Constella-

tion of Cassiopeia, the other of a portion of Taurus, containing Saturn
and the Pleia<lc3. Tlie exposures were long, being one hour and
twenty minutes and one hour and thirty minutes. The plates used
were the Withiugton dry plates.

The results of these plates were communicated to the Liverpool
Astronomical Society, at their meeting on the 12th of November. On
the Taurus plate there are one hundreil and twenty stars. Of these the
little Asterism of the Pleiades furnished forty-one. From the two
plates sixty-eight stars were reduced and compared with the eye niagni-

tuiles as given in the catalogue of Heis' Atlas Ctelestia. Of these,

twenty two sliow diOerences which we believe to be real. Nine belong

to class A (stars where the actinic light is apparently greater than the
eye magnitude), and thirteen to class B (stars where tlie actinic light is

apparently less than the eye magnitude) ; so th.at about one-third of the

total number show divergence from the eye magnitude. As might be

cxpecteil this produces a very considerable change in the aspect of the

stars, and on the plate the constellation of Cassiopei<e, which is well

known from its curious W shape, becomes altered ; for Al|.ha, which is

the second star at the bottom of the W, is greatly reduced, while

Kappa, the third of the top stars, is equally increased in magniturle.

Two stars known as UpsUon One and Upsilon Two, which appear to the
eye of the same brightness and of the same colour, come out on the

plate—one very considerably less than the other. In both plates minor
changes of the kind are very noticeable. On the Taurus plate two stars

of equal magnitude and ecpial colour come out a magnitude and a-lialf

different.

As regards the plane's, .Saturn was photograi]hed in the Taurus plate.

At present we Ci«i only go upon the evidence of this single plate; but,

from a very careful couiparison, tlure seems little doubt that Saturn's

reflected actinic light is only equal to that "f the star named Kta Tauri.

When we consiiler the iinp.irtaul, part chemical light pl.ays in the

vegetable world wo shall see at once how extremely interesting the

question of actinic star light becomes. If the actinic light in the siiii

was greater or lets than lb Is, reiuirk.^blu olimges would be producixl

in the world around. When a plant grows in the dark, its leaves are

colourless. A very simple instance of this occurg in our everyday life

in reference ti celery, which, if not banked up and protected from
light, becomes bitter, while the colour is altered to red. On the other

side, the ex]>oriment8 of Dr. Siemens in forcing plants under the

electric light have shown what an effect the increase of actinic light has

upon plant life. ludeed so strong was the action that it waa found
necessary to shield the plants by iilaoing a globe of glass round the

light, otlierwise they were killed by its intensity. The ({uestion as to

whether other worlds are inhabited like ours has ever been a favourite

one; but now, by the a|iplication of photography, we may produce new
evidence, if we can determine the actinic light in each of the iitars.

Thus a new field of research is opened out, and doubtless it wUl yield

a rich harvest in due course of time.

T. E. E.SPIX, B.A., F.E.A.S.,
Special Observer to tlie Lioerpool Attronomical Sccieli/.

DEVELOPMENT BY NAKED LIGHTS.
The necessity which exists for lightening the weight of passengers'

luggage in travelling on the continent—also for lessening liability to

damage by fracture—induced me, recently, to try what could be done
in the way of abolishing photographic lanterns, and at the same time

to conserve the power of working by a good light. In the copy of last

week's Journal, to hand to night, I see that for other reasons Mr.
W. M. Ashman has been working in the same direction, and trying the

influence of coloured flames.

Some ten years ago, at Kew Observatory, I saw the method in use,

by Dr. Balfour Stewart, of developing photographic waxed papers by
means of a Bunsen's flame primarily supplied with so much air as to

destroy all the white light of the common gas used, and secondarily to

then charge the flame with a soda salt, to give yellow luminosity. In

travelling one cannot depend upon being alile to invariably obtain gas,

and, were it otherwise, the carrying of sufficient tubing, with mouth-

pieces of variable diameter, would prove a practical objection. Hence
I fell back upon the plan mentioned by Mr. Ashman, of utilising the

flame of a spirit lamp. Even for an ordinary photographic lantern, Mr.

Donkin had to carry a metallic screw-topped lamp to Switzerland, and
I surmised that by substituting alcohol for the oil, with or without the

addition of soda, his lamp-glasses and frame ounlit to be unnecessary.

Dr. Balfour Stewart's plan was to suspend a bead of one of the

melted salts of soda in the flame, on a loiqi of platinum wire, but the

particular salt of soda he used 1 have forgotten ; I remember, however,

tliat the bead was when fused a liquid one, that it had then a tendency

to drop off the wire, and required renewing with some frequency. My
intention last week was to try the salts of soda all round, until in

talking over the matter here with a chemist, HerrF. Brunck, of Zuricl.cr

Strasse, Lucerne, he suggested the trial of ^borate of soda, because

that salt would form a bead on the loop considerably permanent cither

in the heat or in the cold, and yet would yield soda enough to "yellow"

the flame, the quantity necessary for that purpose being but a trace.

Accordingly a lamp was made for me in the town here, as follows :

—

It was simply a lamp of

brass, of the dimensions in-

dicated in the cut, with the
top K, to screw down tightly

upon the neck N N, after

which by the pressure of the

top upon an india-rubber ring,

the whole was made liquid-

, tight, so that the alcohol in
'* it could be carried without

spilling in baggage. Three
fine tulles were soldered to

my order outside this lamp

;

one of them is indicated by
A A, another by B B, Jig. 1, the third, of course, being the other side

of the lamp. The small bore of these three tubes would permit the

insertion of a somewhat fine wirc^one thin enough to be bent into

any desired curve by the fingers.

The wire, being bent into

the form C B D, Jig. 2, held
in the loop D, the bead of

biborate of soda in the spirit

flame A. The shoulder B
furnished a simple means of

readily turning the bead D in-

to or out of the flame A, for

comparative experiments, as

well OS for regulating the eleva-

tion of the bead.

One evening I rcgulateil the

flame until it had about twice

the ilimei.sions of the flame of an ordinary candle. 'J'he light was palp-

ably very yellow wheu alcohol alone was used, but on insetting the

FIO,

K
f~l

1"
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biborate bead, which was about as big as a clieny stone, it became
yellower still. I then took a Fry's dry plate, and. exposed different

portions of it to the light, when free from biborate of soda, four
different times, so that five sections of the plate liad been acted upon
respectively, for 3, 6, 9, 12, and minutes. Next I inserted the
biborate bead, thereby making the flame obviously yellower, and ex-

posed the next plate from the same batch in the same way and for the
same times. Tliese exposures were all made at a measured distance

of eighteen inches from the flame. Both plates were then developed
at once in the same dish, with the same developer.
The result was unexpected. They both were much more acted upon

than I anticipated from such a yellow flame, and no advantage had been
gained by introducing the biborate of soda. That plate, indeed, was
actually very slightly more intense than the other ; but this may have
been from a slight difference in the manufacture of the two plates, or
from slight variations in the exposures governed by measuring them
with the seconds' hand of a watch.

Spectroscopic examiuatiun of the two flames gave similar information
to the photographic experiment. A very feeble blue and violet spec-
trum was to be seen with both flames, an intensely strong yellow one,
and the light was fairly strong in the red. Yellow, we know, acts to

some extent on bromide plates.

Although the light—in which I afterwards made no further use of
the soda— thus fogged plates at eighteen inches distance, when exposed
to it dry at right angles for a minimum of three minutes, the effect for
this shorter exposure was but feeble ; so that I saw at once that I could
develope my plates by the light at double that distance with compara-
tive safety.

The great point to remember in developing plates bj' bare lights is

that the intensity of the light varies with the square of the distance.
On this principle it was a common practice with me in the days of the
old wet-plate process to print a transparency at from G to 15 inches
from a candle, and to develope it at from 2 to 3 yards from the
same candle ; slips of cardboard at the edges prevented the wet surface
of the hinder plate from touching the negative. I used to get sharp
lantern pictures, with bare glass in the shadows, with impunity by this
method.

All the negatives taken by me the last few days have in consequence
been developed at more than a yard from a spirit lamp flame,
taking care to let even that light fall on each plate as little as possible,
and to let the sides of the dish generally keep the direct liaht off the
fllm until the image was well out. The experience is satisfactory
enough to probably prevent my having anything further to do with
photographic lanterns when travelling. There is no more veil on
the negatives than on the average of those I have seen developed
by photographers in ordinary dark rooms appertaining to studios. The
very feeble veil which exists would probably be removed by one of the
usual clearing solutions. It is a great question how far the feeble veil
in negatives is due to the light of the dark room ; and, however dim this
may be, those photographers who have not tested theirs by exposing a
plate to its action for from three to fifteen minutes are not perfectly
acquainted with the nature of their appliances in daily use. I
was exceedingly surprised to discover in these experiments how much
printing could be done on gelatine plates with a low and ghastly yellow
light.

Still I am not satisfied, but wish to work with a bare and brilliant
light

; so I shall have to try the salts which give red and green flames to
alcohol. Putting them in the alcohol itself is not an efficient plan

;
they (at least those generally known) are not volatile, they clog
the wick, and, being much below the centre of combustion, have
a minimum of influence on the flame. This is easily seen in the
Christmas-party experiment of burning weak alcohol charged with
salt. If the salt in the dish be below the level of the liquid, the
effects are tame

;
but when lamps are put in, the upper portions of which

are in the flame itself, the effects are exciting to unscientific observers.
Of course there must be no other light in the room.

Probably Mr. Debenham's discovery will have little practical effect
in preservnig the good eyesight of photographers, the adverse in-
fluence being possibly due more to the low intensity than to the colour
of the light. In the dark the pupils of the eyes dilate, and this is to be
pe-emmentlyseen in the example of the eye of the cat, whereby pussy
IS able to see well in comparative darkness. Intermarriage between
lady and gentlemen photographers would in a few generations probably
produce a race able to see as well as cats in a feeble light • but
this IS not what is wanted, and it is not desirable to weaken the power
of the eye in ordmary daylight. What is wanted is to first secure a
light which does not act upon photographic plates, and then to
use plenty of it.

Daylight will probably l>e found to bo alx>ut the worst light to filter
through screens to give this result; it contains such powerful chemical
rays in the first instance. It will be l.)cst to make a start with a light
emittmg rays of low rcfrangibility, so as to have the minimum of high
ones to abolish. A large Bunsen's-burnor flame or a large spirit lamp
flame, plus sola or strontinm, with a thin screen of Mr. Debenham's c.-i-
thedral yellow-green glass, would probably go far to solve the problelu
in permanent developing rooms, though for travelling I expect to

use no more screens of any kind till one which does not break or tear is

introduced. Why should not rttbi/ oll-sillc with Mr. Debenham's colours

be made ? The best developing light for bromide of silver I ever saw

in a permanent studio was at the bromide paper-making works at

Greenwich, and was founded on the principles herein laid down. The
original light was that of a fish-tail gas burner turned up to full height,

and placed in a kind of cupboard near the ceiling of the room. The
door of the cupboard consisted of a very large area of thicknesses of

orange paper. Large filtering surface, combined with considerable dis-

tance from the source of light, are elements of safety even with good
luminosity. It was possible to work in any part of that room with

comfort and without straining the eyes. A newspaper could be read

with ease. Small lamps, as Mr. Donkin says, are bad in photography.

With brass lamps made as herein described there would be no great

objection to add three steel knitting needles to the weight of the bag-

gage, and the three needles inserted in the three tubes outside the lamp
might serve to support the top of the camera stand, the centre of which
would form an opening for the escape of the products of combustion.

Then, if some enterprising man will but introduce a very flexible and
transparent, non-actinic, untearable fabric, such as properly stained oil-

silk, a conical cylinder of that substance, open at both ends, might be

suspended over the skeleton framework just described. The objection

to orange paper in travelling is that it is liable to tear and thereby give

trouble at an inopportune moment; the objection to ruby glass is that

it is always liable to breakage. W. H. Harkison.
Hotel da Lac, Lucerne, SwUzerlaiuL

A WORD ABOUT STUDIO BUILDING.

From the advent of photography to the present time much has been
spoken and written about this theme; nevertheless, I still cherish the

hope that my small communication will not be found devoid of interest.

Far be it from me to pronounce a decision regarding the different views
of photographers as to the lighting power of fiat and sloping roofs, over

which there have been great disputes. On that question I offer no
opinion, the real object of this communication being to treat of how a
studio can be made to last for the longest possible time in good,

substantial condition, and water-tight. The continual annoyances
which are in store for the occupier of a badly-built glass house, and the

inconveniences occasioned by repairs, are unfortunately only too well
known, so that anyone may consider himself fortunate who is able by
constantly-active attention to exercise his calling under a really water-
tight glass roof.

It is well understood that two persons are required for every solid

building—the technical man and the practical man. Who are or have
these, almost without exception, hitherto been ? For the first the
builder or master-mason, and for the second the proprietor of the
building, who is preferably the photographer himself. This would be
all very well if these two gentlemen were always agreed and wished to
understand each other, but that is hardly ever the case. In a word

:

the one could easily do what is required, but he does not, or, rather,
will not take the trouble to understand what is required ; while the
other comprehends very well what is wanted, but cannot do it him-
self. His instructions and directions do not usually combine easily
with the manner of execution customary in the building trade,
and they are the rather allowed to fall to the ground, since an
experienced builder must surely know best; and when he assures one
that this or that drawback can be removed in some other way the
photographer, who is no builder, is overruled, is fain to be persuaded
that the builder's way is the rigbt one, and the result is and remains
the usual one— mistakes are made and are only observed when too late.

But there is a third person who might be taken into council but who
is seldom consulted until it is too late, namely, the glazier. Unfortu-
nately, he is nearly always left out of consideration, and is only called in
when the building is nearly finished to complete, generally in great haste,
the edifice. Any objections which he might make are now useless ; for,

even if he were acknowledged to be right, it is now too late to make
any alteration, especijiUy as a look at the sky is sufficient to convince
him that haste must be made to get the roof on dry. Permit me, as a
glazier of twenty years' standing, to relate my experience in this matter.

In the first place, it is especially necessary, in erecting the iron frame-
work which is to support the glass, to insist (and this is still more im-
peratively necessary when the glass house is built out upon old roofs)
upon the framework being independent of any neighbouring roof ; that
is to say, that even when the glass roof and the house root are connected
each part must have its separate supports. Above all, beams and
rafters traversing both roofs are to be avoided ; for, when persons walk
about on the firm surface of tlic one, as often happens, that of the glass
IS shaken or bent, by which the outer skin of the putty is broken
and water holes inevitably formed. The avoidance of these water holes
IS best attained by imparting to the putty a skin and maintaining it
lutac^, which is best done by painting over the putty at least once a
year with oil colour so as to prevent air and sun from acting upon it ; for
this water-tightness is, next to light, the chief requisite of a glass roof.
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It IS further advisable (thougii, |inforlnniitclv, this recommendation
ntiis counter to the iimv liUii of building) that tlie iron astragals should
ndl b4 tdo massive, particularly in their breadth, as the greater the
mass of pulty which lias to be spread upon it the more and the sooner
Will It dry up and shrink together, and consequently it will the sooner
peel off from the glass. The dimension of astragal most suitable with
a height of a centimetre and a-lialf is a width of threo-ijuarters of a
oeutiiaetrc- that is, groove-width, but not much stronger. It is then
also advual.Ie that tile width of pane selected should not much exceed
twenty cm., but rather that it should be somewhat less, otherwise
the proportions will not be agreeable, the width being usually taken to
be about two-thirds of the height of the pane. With a greater breadth
tills would not be practicable, as the individual panes would then olfer
too large a surface. The larger size would also render it more difficult
to press the panes into the putty, whereby air-bubbles would be apt to
remain in the Utter, and these agiliu are the direct caUses of watfer
holes,

1 airt speaking here of the common double glass ; it is rather different
When plate glass is used. There, there is no question of the surface, be-
cause the latter is perfectly even, and the plass presses Hrmly in by its
oiva weight if the putty be merely prepared for it. It is of very special
iinportauce that the putty should be prepared with varnish and not with
linseed oil, because the former dries, slowly from without inwards,
whereby an external skin is formed, which prevents any air from
panetrating, and the putty always remains fatty. On the contrary,
putty prepared wi;h linseed oil puts on no skin, and is, therefore, vei-v
soon soaked off.

- Then it is decidedly a great mistake when, as almost always happens,
the expanse of glass is covered at the sides either with zinb or with
I'dohng felt, ftc; The reill aihl is qiiito inissed if the Intention be, by
Inia iileans, to affijrd a protection against leakage. Under this covering
surface dust and soot soou settle down iirmly, and the rain-water
trickles down and soaks in further and further, even beyond the end
beams, and tlien the water-tightness suffers, and rot sets in, for it is
never dry under the covered part.
Now, if the end beams be made relatively thicker and the covering

material be laid in the groove before the glazing is commenced, so that
the glass and putty are outermost, as at the middle part of the roof,
this fault is not only cured but any repairs that may be required become
tety much more easily executed, while before they were almost impos-
<ible. >fearly every ocaUpief of a glass house Will testify that the
gaibleg are the parts which suffer most from leakage, and that leak first

of all. If the covering be of zinc, the precaution should be taken of
going over it well several times with good oil paint before glazing,
because zinc is known to be much less porous than iron. For the latter
a single coat of paint is sufficient.

I have now to speak of an extremely-important point, with which
many casualties are bound up, and which, unfortunately, no builder of
glass houses seems to keep in mind, though it comes so near home to
him. I me.in an apparatus for securing the safety of all workmen who
have to execute repairs, &c., upon such a roof; and yet it is a small
thing to offer the person in question sufficient security, namely, if at
intervals of two to three feet distance, upwards, a simple peg of iron be
made to project for about a centimetre from each alternate astragal, so

it the planks which the workman uses for walking upon might strike
ainst them. When this is doneit depends solely on the workman himself

II anything happen to him, for the feeling of security lightens labour,
liven the smallest movement of the plank on which one stands inspires
foar and is sufficient to cause great injury and damage, as has repeatedly
liappened to myself. The thought that one is suspended at a height of
five to six storeys appeals to one then in all its terrors.

I take this opportunity of inquiring why the police regulations only
require these safety hooks or pegs upon slate roofs. Is it because it is

• more difficult to work upon a slate roof—which, as everyone knows,
' has always Hat side-edges, and upon any and every part of which one

^

can step or sit—than upon a glass roof, where there are only the slender
i, iron astragals, which offer a most doubtful hold ?

' It is, nevertheless, a sad fact that this question has not been more
minutely touched upon by the authorities, who have arranged so many

I
protective measures for other purposes ; and I believe there is no word

\
of these small pieces of iron on the roof which are so small in size but

I have such important effects, though they prescribe such enormously.
I great solidity for the iron framework of the studio. As this precaution,
therefore, seems to be still, as it was formerly, left to be voluntarily
adopted, it would be well if all photographers or other traders who
have occasion to build a new glass house would, as an act of self-help,
insist upon the builder inserting these precautionary pegs, as it would
then be easier for them to mount the roof either to clean the glass or
the gutter.
Now, with regard to the great collections of dirt in the gutter : it is

my opinion that a great deal of it is caused by the lowermost panes
almost always projecting past the centre of the gutter, so that the rain
water only w.ishes one side of it, and that the outermost one ; while on
the other side it leaves untouched the dust, which easily accumulates
under the projecting glass. Now, if the fall of the roof were so »r.

I ranged that the lower edge of the lowermost panes should terminate
just where the hollow of the gutter begins, then both sides of the Utter
would be equally washed, as the fall of the water would not be kept

;

back, but rather would be led directly off the roof, thus the gutter
j

would be less apt to become dirty or choked. If the iron pegs spoken
j

of above as precautions for safety were there also, it would be but
a trifling mutter to give the gutter a frequent cleaning.
In conclusion : I beg all those interested in the erection of glass roc fs

to give the advice contained in the foregoing remaiks a tiial, both
in their own interest and in that of the general public. There is no
risk involved in the experiment, and 1 am tirmly convinced that this
method of construction would offer advantages exceeding all others,
and would not be more costly. EjdlL Fucils,
-^Photographische MilthtUungcn.

RE-SITTINGS.
" Still harping on my daughter !

" It might appear quite superfluous
to again revert to the subject on which I am treating, but for the fact
that there is still a " thousand-andone " varieties of opinion entertained
on this same matter. Somebody says something to the effect that
" Many minds make wisdom." Perhaps the source of my quotation ia
somewhat vaguely expressed, nevertheless it must suffice, as the
excuse for my saying my little say.

Possibly no rule would exactly meet all classes of re-sittings ; still,

all things cousidcred, I think it is usually best that a nominal fee—say
just about sufficient to pay for materials—should be charged on each of
these occasions, excepting where the manipulations or the photographera
themselves are directly at fault. I mean, for instance, in the event of
under- or over-exposures, imperfect lighting, blemishes, unsteadiness,
and bad positives or expressions.

Of course, these defects are supposed to have no right to exist, and
then free re-sittings should be courted, even for the photographer's own
credit; but where the portrait is photographically satisfactory and the
objection resolves itself into almost a question of taste, or even ordinary
expression, then, certainly, I would conclude that a fee should be
charged, alike in fairness to other customers and to secure the photo-
grapher from pecuniary loss through faults that are not his. Further-
more : it prevents those people who re-sit just through sheer wan-
tonness from bothering photographers—people suffering from that
melancholy complaint of having " nothing else to do ;" and, however
much may be said about some sitters being glad to get the operation
over, yet I know from personal experience that there is still a fair per-
centage who eagerly seek this means of killing time so long as the
entertainment is free of charge.
Let me state why I think it only just to all clients that re-sittings

should be charged for all round. We may accept it as indisputable
that a commercial photographer arranges his prices with a view to
leaving himself at least a fair margin of profit. Then, if this profit be
sufficient to include the expenses of a free re-sitting, certainly the
majority of his sitters—those who are content in the first case—pay for
what they do not get ; or, even if the profits are such that re-sittings
were to make the individual order a losing one, yet the surplus must
come somehow, and the other clients are stiU, more indirectly, paying
towards the extra work for that particular customer.
Another matter, on the ground of consistency, I venture to take

exception to—the system so frequently adopted by photographers of
destroying the first plates when re-sittings are given. It smacks of a
greater feeling of independence than may be made a rule to indulge in
in these latter days of photography. It seems to me very like seeking
redress from the doubtfully-congenial task of punching one's own
head! Satisfaction to the customer and gain to the photographer
certainly go hand in hand, and all the profession will be able to call
to mind many cases where the client, although desiring to be reason-
able, has only become contented with the tirst proof by the time it
had been compared with one from a second sitting—not, I may hasten
to add, only due to the first picture being bad and the second one
worse, but because they invariably find that the representation of their
features is different to the hazy and too favourable impressions which
it seems to be inherently natural that they form on the subject them-
selves ; and this impression has to bo gradually rectified by the com-
bined influence of the "likeness growing on them" and the approving
expressions of their friends.

In the event of this by no means uncommon revulsion of feeling I fail
to see any advantage the photographer enjoys by the first negative being
destroyed. Nor can I agree that the conditional offer to keep the
negatives exactly meets the requirements of the case; for it is in every
way probable that at that particular moment the client may really
not care for the proofs, and be quite willing to have the plates destroyed
if the photographer be so injudicious as to suggest it. It appears clear
to me that the preserving of all negatives, coupled with a reasonable
extra char^ie for such rc-sittings as J have enumerated, is still the most
rational means of fair compensation all round. There is no nnjustness
to one client through another having extra positions submitted,
and the photographer increases his chances of receiving a good order
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proportionate to the extra possibilities o£ the iiulividual sitter being

""Whiltwe eudeavour to frame laws for our protection from imposing

demads still tlie sitter should always have "the bene it of the doubt

;

and Tcailnot too forcibly remind all photographers, who respeet thenv

tdves and tiieir profession, of tlie every -day increasing necessity to

avoW imlmin" o& indifferent work. The education of the general

m,b^h= to better photography is graduaUy but sui^ly progressive ;
they

w 11 no longer continue to tolerate the "soot and whitewash process,

no anvof^the glaring defects that used to be either unseen or looked

non with a lenient eye as incidental to a new .hscovcry. In these

avs oTu tra.keeu competition, if we do not barken to reasonably just

complaints the rival establishment near by will do so, and fai-ewell the

^"iTrust it is understood that 1 do not advocate fawning to clients
;
far

from it If their ol)jection be decidedly unreasonable and the compla n-

..rperson be obdurate on the matter of making fur her vmnent lov

eitra sittings, then let him or her go. Ko photographer should enter-

tail the idi of remedying an evil which possibly does not exist, and

i^ genuine cases of this kind he will be most respected in the end, even

bv the grumbling customer who respects himself. But if there be really

Lse for exception to be taken to his work, and the photographer is

confronted with it, then so much the better ultimately for both him

Ld his profession. The same principle which governs necessity as the

^motheJ of invention" forces the compulsory demand for better work to

most naturally expand the elastic-like resources of our art-science; and

H U this always increasing reoiuirement more than all else besides that

is gradually raising photograhy from out of the slough of mediocrity in

which it has been so deeply embedded.
, , ^ , -n t

I "kinder calculate " that the Editors of the Journal will be com-

naring the lenath of my remarks and the limit of their space with not

too-friendly-disposed feelings, so I shall show the better part of va our

and retire Let me conclude with the statement that one of the best

means I know of t<. enlist the sympathies of the operator with the

whims of his model is for the said operator to have an occasional nega-

tive taken of himself. He may sa,, that the resulting P^ftrait does

him every justice, simply because he feels some amount of uifhdence in

civins vent to the same stale objections whichhe has
'

'
pooh-poohed over

and over aaam in the case of his clients. Nevertheless, in his heart of

hearts the possibilities are that he is wondering how the short-

si"ht(ldnes3 of his friends can make them admire such a caricature on

till classic lineaments of his well-proportioned physiognomy. Nor is

he apt to look upon those sitters who show occasional indications ot

unsteadiness during exposure as quite such nnmitigated dunderheads

after he has himself spoiled some two or three impressions in succession

from the same cause ; indeed, I am not prepared to state but he then

begins to conclude that unsteadiness is due to some finer sensibility of

nerves than those possessed by such common people as present an

unflinching front to the camera. Lyddkll Sawvkr,

AMONG THE SOCIETIES.

Is the course of a discussion on the employment of green glass in the

operatinc-room, and which took place at the London and Provincial

Photographic Association, Mr. A. Haddon asked a question as to how

it was to be accounted for that leaves of trees make an impression in

the camera if green light be so inactive in the developing-room. Upon

Mr. Del>enham replying that leaves of trees reflected a great deal of

white light as well as green, Mr. Haddon wished to know why the

leaves did not come out upon an iodide plate as on bromide if the white

light acted. Mr. Debenham spoke of white ax well m green light, and

it is just because the iodide plate is impressed only by the former that

the results as regards foliage were, as a rule, so inferior to those

obtained with bromide.

An addition has been made to the practical applications of balloon

photography, in the shape of the camera exhibited by M. Triboulet at

tlie last meeting of the Photographic Society of France. When a

panoramic or general view of a district is required for military or

other purpose a captive balloon is employed to carry the photographic

apparatus, the exposures being made by electricity. But instead of

taking a series of successive pictures—which, in consequence of the

motion of the balloon, renders necessary some special means of niarkingi

the position of the camera at each picture—six cameras are employed,

and the exposures made simultaneously, thus securing at one coup a

complete panorama. If a ground plan be required, an atlditional

camera is worked from the bottom of the ear.

At the semi-monthly meeting of the Photographic Society of Great

Britain the chairman made a practical suggestion in connection with

lantern slides, namely, that they should be printed upon quarter-plates

instead of upon the usual SJ x 3J size, in order to allow sufficient room

for a description that will be legible in the darkened room. Mr.

Sebastian Davis's experience during the series of lantern displays in con-

nection with the Society's exhibition has, no doubt, led him to proffer

this ailvice. It may be remarked tliat the Woodburytype slides of the

Sciopticon Company are made this size,

DE STOLZE ON THE FIXING BATH FOR THE
EMULSION PROCESS.

Is the WochenUalt Dr. Franz Stolze writes regarding the treatment

of the axing bath in the emulsion process :- 1 he question of how

emulsion plates should be fixed is coming more and more to the ont

Thougli some maintain that the use of freshly-prepared hyposulphite

is abfohitely necessary, yet the results of
'J»\"'-<^f

P.'^l
^"^^ F^^ati

investigation seems to lead to the conclusion that while the fixing batli

still contains enongh of hyposulphite of soda to dissolve the haloid

salts of silver quickly and energetically there is no danger in using it.

Tliat one must wash the plates thoroughly cannot be recognised as a

sound obiection, since that is also necessary when a fresh bath is used.

If tliere be, then, nothing respecting the permanency of the emu sion

plates to be urged against the continuous use of the same tixmg bath

which is only occasionally strengthened, the question arises whetlier on

other considerations it is advisable to do so. The bencKt of using an old

fixing bath is twofold :—First, tliere is its increasing strength, and then

there is the possibility of recovering by suitable methods the great qiian-

tity of silver contained in it. He who knows what quantities of silver

are "i-adually consumed in the emulsion process as bromide of silver—

and that only a small part of that quantity is reduced in the developing

bath, while the pridcipal reduction takes place in the hxing bath-

will not lightly value the last circumstance. But when the same hxirg

bath is used continuously for a long time, and is only strengthenea

when it requires it, one wlioUy renounces the possibihty of recoyerin<,'

the silver and rather carries the quickly-saturated solution on to t) e

washing water, where it U lost. Now, if one wish to proht by botli of

the advantages indicated above, he mnst strike out a middle patU

which will lead easily and surely to the desired goal. If one only

uses a fixing bath as long as it works easily and willingly, and

replaces it by another as soon as it begins to work sluggishly, it

will be easy to recover the silver from it. But then the newly-made-

up batli, until it has been some time in use, exerts no strengthening,

but ratlier a weakening, action. Tliis drawback, however, can easily be

removed if about a ijuarter by volume of the old bath be retained and

added to three quarters of the new bath, just as many photographers

do with the positive fixing bath. The bath then never behaves towards

the half-tones like a perfectly new one, and yet one can recover the

whole of the silver. .
,

The next question that presents itself is—How can the silver be

best recovered from the old bath ? Perhaps the most generally-adopted

of all known methods is precipitation with sulphide of potassium ;
and

where it is a question of a quick and sudden separation this method

has the advantage that the sulphide of silver falls in large flakes,

and settles down very quickly. But for many studios this procedure pos-

sesses a great disadvantage, which not only renders it troublesome and

inconvenient, but also dangerous to the other preparations; that is to

say, where this operation cannot be carried out in the open air, but has to

take place inclosed apartments, the greatest precautions are required to

protect silver baths, sensitive paper, emulsion plates, &c. , from the action

of the sulphuretted hydrogen gas given off. I would, therefore, call atten-

tion to another method by which the silver can be as completely—thongli

more slowly—precipitated, and in the metallic state. Dr. Lagrange has

already recommended ferrous oxalate developer for this purpose, and for

this use it was recommended in the WochenUatt that it might be made

from cheap chemicals, even though not absolutely pure. In spite ot

that this method still seemed too exijensive, until the idea occurrecl to

me of using developer—either ferrous oxalate or pyrogallic—which liail

already served for developing plate?. The former is at present yewralbi,

and the latter aiwat/^, thrown out. Yet, since but a small part of their

deoxidising power is exhausted, though they are no longer usable as

developers, they were at hand to try whether they could not be service-

able for the present purpose. The experiments made succeeded beyond

expectation. In every case, even when a great quantity of sodium

sulidiite was present, the developer acted excellently. The sdver was

completely precipitated in a few hours, and could then be separated by

filtration from the mother-ley. I arrange matters as follows :—As soon

as my fixing bath begins to work sluggishly, I pour three quarters of it

into the stone jar in which it is to be precipitated, and every time

I develope a plate I add the used developer also. It is not long

until all the silver is thrown down. When any work to speak

of is going on this will take place in a few days, a fact of which one can

easily bo convinced thus ; — When you think that all the silver

has been thrown down, take a little of the clear liquid from th«

upper part of the jar and put it in a test tube with some liver of

sulphur ; if there be no longer a precipitate, then all the silver has heen

thrown down and the liquid can be decanted oil', leaving room for the

next bath to be poured in to be precipitated when it is saturated.

Whenever there is enough precipitate collected at the bottom of the

jar it has to be filtered and Wiished. To accelerate as much as pos.sibIc

this very wearisome work, I advise the employment of C. Beck(3lt

Lloyd's filter, which is excellent for this purpose. In order to be able

to use it for large quantities I have given it the accompanying form. .

Into the neck of a capacious bottle A a funnel B is inserted, as

air-tight as possible, by mi ans of a gutta-percha stopper rubbed

with vaseline. Through the same gutta-percha stopper a bent glass
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tubo U p.vsaovl, wliicli is connectcti air-tljjlitTy «itii tlic wa&li Tiottlo C,
cont:uniiig water, by means of a gutta-percha tube F O. The water
ill C is brought to the boil by the Uame of li, aud the steam fiiul« its

w,iy into tlie bottle A. As soon as tlie

latter is tilled and the iituam conies

out of the funnel put a plug of clean

cotton into the pipe of the funnel, Bud
rouios'e the Hanie from under U. When-
ever the steam begins to condense, if

the precipitate in the jar bo poured
into the funnel B, it will be rai)iJly

freed from the niothor-ley, which will

ba energetically sucked down into the
bottle A; a water pressure of 10 atmo-
pheres being brought to bear upon it,

while 0"20 of one is the most that one would otherwise find available.

This fifty times greater pressure furthers the work easily and rapidly.

When the mother-ley has all been sucked out pour in water and dilute

muriatic acid, and, especially as it ia easy to till A with steam from C
repeatedly, it is easy to obtain an unusually pure silver powder in B.

Of course the same apparatus serves for the filtration of chloride

of silver, should one not prefer to reduce it alto with old developers

and then to treat it along with the soda residues. Whether, or in how
far, it is possible to work up the silver powder so obtained into nitrate

of silver 1 cannot yet say, but shall set experiments on foot. But
without that the whole procedure is very simple and particularly

valuable, because by the way of freeing it from the ley which can be so

rapidly done here, the silver powder is at any rate pure cuough to let

the photograiiher know pretty exactly how much his ingot ought to

weigh when smelted. For praotic.%1 purposes 1 would recommend that

the steam kettle C should be made of tin, as it would then be more
durable and reliable, especially if it were made to end in a metallic tube

without the intervention of a curk. It is, of course, evident that not only

the fixing bath of the negative but also of the positive process may be
precipitated in the same way and in the same jar. The whole process has

the a<lvantage of beingself-acting with the exception of the filtration. 1

may here mention yet another use for the soda bath, by which all methods
of recovering silver residues are reduced to this one. If, for instance,

one has some useless emulsion, he only needs to press it as nodules into

the fixing bath or to pour it in fluid. The bromide dissolves in the

Suda and is likewise reduced to the metallic stite. In this way the
boiling with acid, which is so disagreeable to most photographers, is

avoided. Now, with regard to the soda bath : when in use the method
recommended in the repertorium may lie employed uf always having
two fixing baths in use and employing them one after the other, always
making the last one the first, and replacing it by a new second one
whenever the old first works slowly and has to be put into the precipi-

tating jar. But with careful working I do not consider this modification
Mcesnary, though it gives very reliable results.

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. .'1,827.—" Production of Transfer Designs." G. E. Lahdevr.—Dated

Dfcember 2i, 1883.

No. 5,8!Ki.
—" Iniiirovements in Apparatus for the Production of Pboto-

ffraphie Negatives to be ITsed in Photolithography, Photozincography.
Photoengraving, Photo-etching, or Pliototyix; Productions." A.Boulan'd,
—Dated December 28, 1883.

No. .5,047.—Preparation of Photographs and the Treatment of Drawings
or Designs Printed np<m Paper or other Suitable Material for the Purpose
of Imitating Stained, (Iround, Cut, or Embossed (Jlass, or to be Employed
for other Usaful or Ornamental Purposes." G. Rvdill.—Dated December
81, 1883:

No. 8.— '
' Photographic Cameras, known as Portable, Folding, or Tom-ists

Cameras." F. W. Hmit.—Dated Jantuiri/l, 1884.

No. 114.—" Producing Vignetted Photographs." H. Va>"UEB WetdK.—
Dated Jamuir;/ 1, 1884.

No. 17.5.—" Production of Picture and other like Mounts." W. Mobgas.—Datct January 1, 1884.

No. 229.—" Construction of Siwculum." J. AV. Ayres.—Dated January
1, 1884.

A METALLIC PLATE-Oi'x.
If there be one photographic appliance better known than another it is, we
imagine, the grooved plate-box. In the early daguerreotyping days they
were in a large measure formed of tin ; zinc, too, was not uufrei(ueiitly em-
ployed. Both of these are still occasionally pressed into the service of

the plate-box manufacturer, although wood is almost universally preferred.

Under what oii-cumstances M. Antoino Lumiere, of Lyons, sought to

obtain a patent in this country, in 1883, for a grooved tin plate-box for hold-

ing photographic plates forms a problem wo shall not attempt to solve.

From the fact that the protection did not extend beyond the provisional

stage v>'e infer tliat he ha.s thought better of his original intention. The
lapsed specification is as follows :

—

The invention consists of a metallic box, intended to contain previously-

])ri'pared dry plates for photographic purimses, and to preserve them from
all exterior action of light, of humidity, or of any other agent which could
injure them.
The plates are enclosed therein directly after their preparation, and can

then be trans|x)i'ted by sea and by land in all climates without having to

fenr any alteration.

The j)hotogra|)her can preserve them indefinitely in good condition. In
travelling the boxes whieli have been emptied can serve for various manipu-
lations, such as for washing the negatives and protectiim against dust.

The negatives which are not to be developed until later can be replaced
therein, and carried homo protected from light and from all other
deteriorating influences. This box and its cover are constructed of tin

plate or of other convenient sheet metal fulSUing the necessaiy conditions
of solidity and inalterability.

Tlie height of the box is a little less than that of the plates which it is

to contain ; these latter are held therein in |>arallel grooves formed of a
corrugated sheet soldered to the Lateral walls, which are thos strengthened.
The four vertical faces are also strengthened by projecting ribs of various
forms.
The cover is provided with a shoulder parallel to its edges, which limits

its application to the box in such a manner as to cover without touching
the upixjr edges of the plates which project above the box.
The plates are thus held perfectly without contact, and can be easily

placed and withdrawn by their up|)er edge.
All tides composing the cover of the box are carefully soldered by the

overlapping of one of them over each edge in such a manner as to render
the whole |>erfectly tight.

The closing is effected by a sealing with cement, sealing wax, or any other
material preventing the entry of light, covered, if required, with a band of

cloth or paper.

MANUFACTURE OF COLOURED PHOTOGRAPHIC PICTURES.
Under the above designation Mr. Josiah "Adams, Jun., of Livcriwol,

entered the specification of a patent which did not jiass beyond the provi-

sional stage. It is as follows :

—

In colouring photographs on glass, unless the colour be in the glass itself,

and the photograph on tlie face, it hiis hitherto l>een considered im(>ossible

to get a uniform tint to the background, as air gets between the white
pa|)er used as a backing and the glass, and causes deepened shades.

If a glue or other adhesive be used, the paper is darkened and a greenish
hue ensues. Now, as photographs made on first-mentioned plan, commonly
known as opal glass pictures or " oi)als," are very expensive, it has long
been a great desideratum to obtain pictures in which the wliiteness of the
opal glass is combined with the cheapness of the transparent glass, lu
opal glass, too, the paint being between the eye and the photograph, the
fine gradations of the photograph are obscured thereby, and it is very ditli-

cult to paint an accurate likeness without a sitter. In the transparent
gl.ass photographs the paint is behind the photograjih, and is seen through
it, so does not oliscuro the photograph, and need not be so accurate and
art istically done.
My plan of operations is to [ilace the photographic image on the back of

the plate, then paint its outer surface either after varnishing or other-
wise. When the paint ia drj-, coat the entire back with a mixture of
oxide of zinc, gum, and balsam, or oxide of zinc and a drying oil. In place
of oxide of zinc the sulphide of zinc may be used, if the colours used do not
chemically decompose it, or other suitable chemically-neutral ])igment
could be used with either of tht?se menstrua. While the gum—which can
be gum copal, gum elemi, or other like transparent gum—is still wet, a
sheet of pure white cellulose p.aper is laid on in such a maniter as to avoid
the enclosing of air-bubbles, and gently pres.scd against the photograi>h,
so that the menstruum in which the oxide of zinc or other pigment is

suspended shall peuetratti the jxires of the paper, and be thus by capiUarj-
attraction withdrawn from the surface of the photograph. The pa|)er is

allowed to dry on the plate, and as evaiHU-itiou goes im on tlie outer surface of

the pai>er, still more of the menstruum is withdrawn from the surface of the
plate. The result is, when the whole has set, a clear, closely-adhering coat
envelopes the surface of the plate, and an effect almost, if not quite, equal
to opal glass ia obtained. Instead of pure cellulose pajwr other l>ibuIons

material could be substituted; but it must be absorbent, not brittle, and
absolutely neutral chemically. The bibulous matter in some instances can
be done away with altogether. Thus, if a varnish menstruum be used it

can lie laid on thick, and, before setting, the outer surface reixjatedly but
gently washed with ether. The ether having a strong attraction for the
menstruum ra|)idly draws it from the surface of the plate, leaving the pijf-

nient against the latter. The result, however, is not as go<)d, as it is liable

to scratch or rub off, and ia but a poor and expensive suMtitute for the pro-

cess already described.

PROVISIONAL PROTECTION GRAN"rED.
No. 5,G81.—" Improvements in and Relating to Colour Printing, also

Partly Api)licablo for Producing Coloured Photograi)h.s. " A comimuiica-
tion from Auguste Bisson, Heliographio Engraver, Paris. W. R Lake,—
Dated December 8, 1883.

No. 5,41) I.—"Preparing and Producing Coloured Photographs," A.
Kkfler, a M. 1)e Pbemio.n, A. ViasMi.—Dated Novtmber 20, 1883.

PATENT LAPSED.
No. 5,176.—"Turntable for Posing of Sitters or Models for Artist*' and

Photographers' Uses." J. P. Clakke.—2M<«rf DcctH\ber 10, 1880.
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VKENCH PATENTS GR.\JS'TEU.

No. 154 970.—" Mounts for Photographic Albums." MosKK. Class 18.—

Dated Ap>->1 19, 1S83.

No 154,983.—"Packing and Preserving Sensibihzed Glass Plates.

LCMIERE. C1.-IS3 n—Dated AprU 19, 1883.

No. 155,005.—" Universal Screens of Photographic Lenses." Ri;dh.\rt.

Class 17.—Z)a(cd ^pn7 20, 1883.

No 155 029.—" Improvements in and Relating to the Production of

Printin" Surfaces from Gelatine Reliefs." Brown, Barnes, and Bell.

Class 17.—Dated April 21, 1883.

AMERICAN PATENTS.

No. 289,951.—"Phototcraphic Developing Pan or Tray.'

Adams.—ioted August 8, 1883.

\V. Irvino

^utm%s of ^mttm,

MEETINGS OB" SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Dftt« of Meeting.

January 7.

„ 8.

10.

10.

Name of Society.

11 Ireland .

West Riding of Yorkshire . .

.

Great Britain

Bolton Club
Newcastlc-on-Tync (Ann. Meet.)

Glasgow Amateur
Cheltenham Amateur
Bur.v Photogi-aphic Club
London and Provincial
Manchester

Place of Meeting.

Godwin-street, Bradford.

b\, Pall Slall East.

Studio of the Club, Cliancery-lane.

College of Physical Science.

Institution Rooms, Buchanan-st.

Temperance Hall.

Mason's Hall, BasinRhall-strcet.

Mechanics' Institution.

Royal College of Science, Dublin.

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

At the meeting of this Society, held on Thursday, the 27th ultimo, the

chair w.as occupied by Mr. A. Cowan.
Mr. W. M. Ashman said that it h.id been stated that the addition of

mercuric iodide to the pyro. and soda developing solution had the effect of

Khcirtening the necessary camera exposure in the proportion of five to one.

He had, therefore, experimented in the direction indicated, and, havms,'

pre|)ared the mercuric solution as directed, he had added three mmims to

the soda developer, composed of saturated solution of washing soda one

ounce, bromide of potassium two grains, and pyrogallic iicid two grains.

He showed three phates, one of which had been exposed for hve seconds and

developed for three and a-half minutes with his stock developer, containing

two grains each of pyro. and bromide and two minims of ammonia to the

ounce. The second plate had been exposed for twenty-five seconds and

developed for seven minutes with the soda developer without the addition

of the mercury; and the third, which was exposed five seconds, had been

developed, with the iodide of mercury added, for a period of seven minutes.

The second plate appeared to liave been properly exposed, whilst the first

and third (especially the first) were decidedly under-exposed. He believed

that the addition of mercury did exercise an accelerating .action, but

not to the extent claimed. He thought the gain in speed was less than

Mr. W. E. Dkbenham remarked that, although the first plate (that which

was developed with ammonia) appeared less exposed than the one which had

had the same time in the camera and been develoiied with soda and iodide

of mercury added, it was much clearer in the shadows, and he thought

that an equal amount of detail might have been brought out if the develop-

ment had been pushed to the same extent as with the soda plate. The
ainmoniacal developer which had been used contained leas ammonia in

Eroportion to the bromide and pyro. than was usual when it was desired to

ring out the details of an nnder-exposed negative.

Mr. A. Haddon said that the soda developer gave a yellow colour to the

negative. This might be temporarily removed by acid, but it returned

when the acid was washed out of the gelatine.

The discussion then turned utKin the use of a solution of mercury

in iodide of potassium as an intensifier for negatives, and Mr. A. L.

Henderson said that in the collodion times when a negative so intensified

Viecamo yellow, it was blackened after thorough washing, by being flowed

over in the light with a plain solution of pyrogallic acid.

Mr. Henderson then showed Mr. btames' lamp, which had been
altered, in accordance with a sugsiestion made at the last meeting, by being

painted chrome yellow on the reflecting surface, and fronted with green

glass. In this state he had exixised a plate giving 24 on Wamerke's sensi-

tomer quite close to the lamp for times varying from thirty seconds to two
minutes. On the longer-exposed portions there were distinct indications of

the action of the light. The light w.-vs very good for working by. At two
yards from the lamp he could see well to coat plates.

Mr. H. S. Starses said that on the previous evening a plate of Mr.
Henderson's make, giving twenty-four on the sensitometer, had been ex-

l»o»ed in |H)rtion8 for periods of from one to fifteen minutes, at a distance

of two feet three inches, without giving any deposit on development.

Mr. W. Coles showed a much faded photograph which he had to copy,

and inquired whetlier anything could be done towards restoring it.

Mr, Henderson suggested that it should first be copied in its present

Ktato, lest it should suffer in the attempt to restore it. He would after

that try immersion in bichloride of mercury, followed by washing with
lime wash. If ammonia were used it dissolved some of the silver. Some
tune since h* had succeeded by converting the image into iodide, and then
developing it with pyro. restrained by citric acid. Itctuming to the subject

of dark-room lighting, he (Mr. Henderson) believed that the solution of the

question would be found in the use of light of two colours, green and red,

thrown upon one screen, which would serve as the source of lUumma-

*"lt'was mentioned that on the 10th January Mr. Ashman would deliver

his lecturette On Printbtii, and a resolution was passed that at all future

meetings the chair should be taken punctually at eight o'clock.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF BERLIN.

This Society met on the 6th November, when the chair was taken by the

president. Dr. Homig. ,
, , , , . , i- r

The Chairman intimated that he had received a communication from

Professor
'

Bruno Meyer, giving examples of the comparative worth-

lessness of the protection afforded to photographers by patents and copy-

"^'^
short discussion followed, in which Dr. Eder and Baron Schwartz-

Senborn took part. ..-.,..,., . • ,

Two sets of articles competing for Voigtlander prizes were received,

namely, a set of carbon-printed lantern transparencies and a collection of

enamelled photographs upon dials, &c.
, ., . ,

The Chairman called attention to the objects exhibited.

Herr Ch. Sc'OLIK remarked that he had been induced, by an

advice by Mr. A. L. Henderson, in The British Journal of Photo-

graphy, on the preparation of gelatine emulsion mth smtill quantities

of bromide of silver, to make some exiieriments which led him to the con-

clusion that good results could only be obtained by observing the minimum
of bromide of silver .already indic.ited by Dr. Eder. He thought there was

sometimes a tendency to use too small qu.antities of silver salts.

Lieutenant David showed a wooden press (with a lever action) for

gelatine emulsion, also a digesting appiiratus.

A letter from Herr Eckert, of Prague, was read, in which he described

a simple method of partially strengthening or reducing gelatine nega-

tives.

A model of a dark slide in tin or sheet iron, recently patented by Herr

M.adar, was also shown. It combined lightness with greater stability than

some of the cardboard slides that have recently been in use.

A collection of phototypes from the studio of Herr Studders, of Liepzig,

and of autotypes from that of Herr Galiard, of Berlin, were handed round

for examination, shortly after which the meeting was adjourned until the.

11th December.

Cnrr^spontt^nt^.

BRISTOL INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In your last number Mr. E. Dunmore makes some ob-

servations in connection with the late Pall Mall exhibition, attributing

certain shortcomings to defective organisation, and instituting unfavour-

able comparisons with the Bristol Exhibition. I believe he stands as a

successful exliibitor in connection with the latter, and when this is the case

the defective organisation of exhibitions generally are seldom heard of, the

success or otherwise of an exliibitor making all the difference. I will,

therefore, with your permission, say a few words in connection with the

Bristol Exhibition from an unsuccessful exhibitor's point of view, in the

hope that, by drawing attention to certain sins of omission and commission,

they may, as far as possible, be avoided in future exhibitions, both at

Bristol and elsewhere.
First, then, the Bristol Exhibition, from its international character, now

occupies the unrivalled position of the finest and, possibly, the most
imixirtant in the world, the exhibits in the present instance amounting to

the enormous number of nine hundred. From this it will be at once appa-

rent how unreasonably small and inadequate to meet such circumstances the

award of "thirty" medals presents itself, and the consequent injustice

many exhibits must suffer in consequence; for it is certain there must be

no me.an proportion of equally meritorious productions with those selected

for special distinction, but which, in the absence of a suflSciency of prizes,

must of necessity go unrewarded. With so remote a chance before them
of being placed among the favoured few it would not be surprising if the
exhibits become less in the future ; if economy has to be considered, then
diplomas of honour would answer the same purpose as the more expensive
medal.

Secondly. This exhibition, like most others, is held under the auspices of

an "Amateur" Society. The ranks of this section of photographers ara

becoming so large and" extended as to bid fair to outnumber their pro-

fessional brethren, if, indeed, it be not already an accomplished fact : and
yet it is only necessary to glance down the prize list to be struck with the
fact that nearly the whole of the prizes have been awarded to professionals.

I may be wrong, but I do not recognise a solitary half-dozen "amateur"
names. Two of these specially-favoured ones are, 1 note, officers of Society,

but, I have no doubt, they have well earned their medals for all that. If

it be a fact that the professional element is really sd far in advance of the
amateur as to thus beat it all round, and, in fact, shamefuHv out of time,
then, in justice to amateurs, let all future organisers of exhibitions note the
Bristol result, and provide .an amateur section, letting each fight his own
battle on equal terras. Then honour will be given to whom honour is

due.
Thirdly. Again referring to the prize list : it will be seen that a large

number of medals have been monopolised l>y pictures well known and
already medalled or exhibited elsewhere. If judges are not to kno<i> who
the author of an exhibit is until after the award, then the extreme folly of

placing such among pictures that are really unknown, never having been
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hung on the wbIIs of an exhibition before, is apparent. To prevent any
dement of distnist arisinp, and in justice to both judges and exhibitors, a

special class, with its medal of honour, open only to medalled pictures,

would not only meet the case, but would render the honour thus won of

double value.

Lastly. Every jury, to command universal confidence, should be es-

sentially representative in its constitution, comprising pnifessional and
amateur and artistic elements, neither prodomlnatinK unduly. There is

always a praiseworthy emulation for mastery between the professional and
amateur, neither c.iring to be publicly beaten by the other. There are, con-

sequently, certain opiwsiiig interests at stake, and tlie artist would supply

the balance. Until this i)lan is adopted, amateurs will naturally feel

aggrieve<l when professional judges award the premiums to professional

exhibits, and es[)ecially so when the authors must, to a great extent, be

known by their works.—I am, yours, Ac, Amatecb.
Dectmbtr 31, 1883.

To the Editors.

Gentlkmex,—In your last issue Mr. E. Dunmore WTites, complaining
that of two pictures sent to the late exhibition in Pall Mall, )iy an ex-

hibitor whose name jtos unkomen to the hangers (the italics are his), one was
rejected and the other, after the glass had been smashed, was " ignoini-

niously fliwred," and assmnes, because these pictures have just been
awarded a medal at Bristol, that they ranked .amongst the best pictures

exhibited, whilst "average work" monopolised the "best positions," sim-

ply because the exhibitors were known and favoured, to the disadvantage

of the clever unknown. Wh.at a very unfair assertion to make ! Surely
Mr. Dunmore knows that, with few exceptions, the pictures livtely ex-

hibited in Pall Mall were unnamed in front ; and surely he must also be
aware that many pictures hang in Bristol unnoticed by the judges
which have received medals in Pall Mall ! Where, then, is his argu-

ment ?

Throughout his letter Mr. Dunmore positireli/ asserts that the two ill-

used (?) pictures were, without doubt, of the best shown in Pall Mall.
Except for this I should have thought they w^re his own ; but if they were
he would not be so egotistical. No ! they cannot be his. Whose were
they, then ? There's the rub ! Some youthful and experienced brother,

|[nrimful of modesty or so doubtful of the qualities of his work that he feared

s wigging for his intrepidity in daring to mix them up with that of others ?

It would, indeed, be interesting to know more of these strange intruders.

Mid the subjects they depicted.—I am, yours, &c., Bhistoliie.
Dectmbrr 31, 1883. —*~

T.
ALBUMEN IN GELATINE E>iULSIONS.

To the Editors.

Ge.>{TLEMKN,—Can any of your readers infoi-m me to what extent
albumen or other colloids can be added to gelatine emulsion without
impairing any of its good qualities? The cause of frilling and of the
curling up of sensitive gelatine sheets, when not supported by glass, is the
unpleasant property of gelatine of expanding and contracting immensely
when absorbing different liquids. The want of good blacks and shadows
with all the gehatino-broinicfe papers I have seen is also largely due to tlie

thick and spongy nature of gelatine films, so that the picture is not all on
the surface, but sunk to various depths in a six)ngy stratum.

In working for illustrated newspajfers I cannot well wait several days,
sometimes a week, for local photographers to copy my negatives on pajwr,
and am unable to find anything pictorially satisfactory, not on glass, which
can be printed by superposition by candlelight, and finished straight off with
the same developing solutions used for my negatives, although those
solutions will develope good lantern pictures free from stain.—I am, yours,
4c, W. H. Harbison.
Hold du Iioc, Lucerne, Suntzerland, Dec. Slat, 1883.

EDINBURGH PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
To the Editors.

Gkn'tlemek,—With reference to a paragraph in last week's issue, regard-
ing a paper read by me before the Edinburgh Photograjihic Society on
December 5th last, I beg to state that all the photographic conveniences
mentioned were my own inventions, with tlie exception of the bicycle
saddle, for which I gave Mr. Marshall Wane (my employer) due credit at
the time.—I am, yours, &c., Wm. Crooke.
21, Salisbiiri/roail, Edinlunjh, December 31sl, 1883.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF IRELAND.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen',—In the report of the Society's meeting, and of the pnyier
read at that meeting, on the 14th December. 1883, by an error the name of
Mr. J. McGhie was substituted for Mr. J. H. Halvey. Will you kindly,
In justice to Mr. J. H. Halvey, make this correction ?— I am, yours, &c.,
,
Dublin, January 1, 1884. CllABLF-s W. Watson,

Assistant Ilan. Secretary.

BRISTOL INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.—AWARD IN
CLASS IX.

To the Editors.
GE.VTLEMEN,—Permit me to send you the following resolution passed by

the Council of the Association with regard to the above awai-d. Eor the

clearer information of those interested, I may say that the regulation

for Class IX. reads thus:-"A silver medal for the best enlargement

of any subject and by any process, provided it be the leork of the exhi-

bitor."

Mr. W. F. Donkin inadvertently omitted to state that the enlargement
exhibited by him was not his work when sending his exhibits, the result

Ijeing that a difficulty now arises ; and with much regret the Council feel

that the least unsatisfactory course is the one they have adojited.— I am,
yours, &c., H. A. Hooii Daniel,
Academy of Arts, Qucen'sroad, January 2, 1884. Hon. Secrttanj.

Resolution.—" That in consequence of Mr. W. F. Donkin having dis-

claimed the medal awarded to him in Class IX., the enlargement in question

not bein;/ his own work, but that of the Autotype Company, and the conditions

of exhibition in this class thereby not having Iwen complied with, the

Council, with reluctance, feel compelled to withhold the medal."

^atts anti (Queries.

Will any reader oblige mo with a few hints as to the way by which the
" ink photos." of Messrs. Sprague and Co. are produced? If I knew how
the texture or grain was obtained, I think I could manage the purely

lithographic jwrtion quite easily.—A. P. F.

Kindly answer, through your next issue, whether a name for a new
style of incture can be registered—the n.ame to become the projierty

of the party registering. Also, if the name of a particular firm can lie

registered, and, if so, the probable cost in both cases.—T. A. H.

I HAVE an astronomical telescope with a five-inch object-glass. Prompted
by what I have lately been reading I have been trying it on stellar

photography ; but the chemical focus is so very far away from that at

which the clearest image is seen that I despair of success. I have been
told there are some rules for effecting tlie requisite adjustment, and
would feel greatly indebted to any one who will aid me with informa-
tion.—(Kev.) George Morse.

G. S. RoBERTSO.N.—A curious query respecting a jioint of law is stated by
by our correspondent. We give it in his own language:—"I am
very desirous of illustrating a forthcoming lecture by means of en-

gravings which ap|)ear in a book recently published. But I am refused
jiermission to photograph them for use as lantern transparencies.

Now, if I purchase the book, have I not a legal right to tear out the
engravings, paste them on glass, rub away most of the imjier, and
render w-hat remains transparent with varnish, in this way obtaining

my transparencies without any act of piracy on my part? And, further,

by charging the engraving with iodine fumes, and imparting increa.sed

density to the lines by a jirocess kno\vii to myself, doing this previous

to the pasting on to the glass, do I commit an illegal act ? We refer

this knotty point to any of our readers conversant with this phase of

copyright law,

(SiXthanQt Column.
No charge is made for inso-ting these announcements ; but in no case do we

insert any article merely offered for sale, that being done at a small cost

in our advertising pages. This portion of our columns is devoted to exchanges

only. It is imperative that the name of the person proposing the exchange

be given (although not necessarily for publication, if a NOll DE flume be

thought desirable), otherwise the notice will not appear.

We will exchange two large gas meters for a double-action harp or good
piano.—Address, G. B. Bbadshaw and Co. , 37, Oxford-road, Altrincham.

Wanted, Lancaster's Le Meritoire apparatus in excliange for two double
dry plate slides, 7i X 4i, and focussing-screen. — Address, Jaues
'Thomson, Tynet Mills, Focliabers.

I will exchange a lithogrivphic press, by Straker, takes a stone 20 X 15, or

large collotype plate, for a large portrait lens or an equatorial stand.

—

Address, W., 4G, Haverstock-hill, N.W.
I will exchange a splendid walnut double stereoscope, containing forty

stereo, views, for a 10 X 8 Landscape camera, symmetrical lens, or offers.

—Address, H. C, 16, Berkeley-square, London, AV.

Wanted to exchange a complete artificial light apparatus to take portraits

by night, for rectilinear or portrait lens or enlarging lanterns, or offers.

—

Address, W. Gbeen, 23, Plevna-street, Huuslet, Leeds.

Wanted a 10 X 8 jxirtrait lens and Kinnear camera for same in exchange
for studio furniture, background, i-plate camera and |x>rtrait lens, bur-

nisher, &c.—Address, Alex. F. Clark, 18, Glamis-road, Forfar.

I will exchange a pair of Newton's dissolving lanterns (mahogany cased),

camera fronts, 3j-inch double condensers, argand oil lamps and blow-

througli jets, all fitting lock-up case, for Ross' or Dallmeyer's lenses.

—

Address, F. J. Smith, Clydesdale, Stoke-road, Gosjiort.

Wanted, 15 X 12 and 8X5 travelling cameras, in exchange for a 5 X 4

travelling camera, by Rouch, with four double and one single slides ; a
lady's silver watch, by Bennett, Cheapside, and other useful articles, or

difference adjusted in cash.—Address, C. W. G. UsHKBWOOD, 5, Priory-

terrace, TonbHdge.
^

Photoobaphic Club—At the forthcoming meeting of this Club, on
Wednesday next, the 9th instant, the subject for discussion will be on

Jieditcimj Ovcr-JJenae AVj/a/iiv*.
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Jlnstufra to (Sorwsponbcnts.

O" Corretpondmtt ikould never write on both sides of the paper,

PHOTOGRviPIIS ReGISTERKD—
Alexander Maodonald, Douglas Hotel, Brodiok, Axia.n.~Three Photo-

graphs of AUm Craiij.

Alexander Rae, Jun., ^mS.—Photograph of B.R.H. The Prince of

Wales at Ihtff Home.
Thomas Newton Armstrong, Garrickgardens, (ilasgov,:—Photograph of

Steamship " Me<j Merrilies.'"

Paul Stabler, 62, 03, and 04, John-street, Sunderland.—JTwo O'roup

Photographs of the Prince and Princess of Wales and Shooting Parti/ at

Wynyard Park,

NoTICB.—£Wfc Corresjmndcnt is required to enclose his name and address,

although not neecssarilnforptlblication. Communications mail, when thought

desirable, appear under a NOii DB plcmk as hitherto, or, by preference,^

under three letters of the alphabet. Such signatures as " Constant Reader,"

"Subscriber," itc., should be avoided. Correspondents not conforming to

this rule will therefore understand the reason for the omission of their

communications.

M. P.—See inquiry under head of Notes aiul Queries.

I". W. VoLLSfAR.—Much may be said in favour of both lenses. We make

use of that most recently introduced.

Phil.—The collodion is too old. The pyroxyline has evidently become

decomposed. Procure a fresh sample and make another essjiy.

B P. Lascellk.'*.—Husnik's work on the subject is the best you can pos-

sess. It is published in Vienna, and may be procured through any

foreign bookseller.

S. Wyatt.—If the facts be as you state there can be no doubt whatever,

even under the present law, that the copyright in the pictures is valid,

and that it is your projierty.

R. B. Yeldon.-Try fusible metal. That may be procured so as to liquify

at a temperature below that of boiling water. Any philosophical instru-

ment maker will supply you with a small quantity with which to ex-

periment.

Bevel Edge.—The only apparatus necessary is a mount cutting-knife, a

straight-edRC, a pair of compasses, and a blacklead pencil. Provide your-

self with these and commence experimenting. The matter is simple

enough, and requires but little practice.

Lo.vnoNKK.—Point out more definitely in what your difficulties in the

collodion transfer process consist, and we will do our bsst to assist you.

All we can gather from your communication is that, as you say, you are
" in a mess. This is too vague a term for us to advise upon.

F. J. Cox.—We should advise you to purchase the canvas, ready prepared,

from an artists' colourman rather than attempt to prepare it for your-

self. It is a troublesome operation, and requires some technical know-
ledge. Are you aware that it is an article of commerce in rolls of several

yards in length and of various widths ?

A. Y. Z.—The markings are due to the cracking of the varnish. The only

i)reventive we can suggest is to preserve the negatives in a dry place.

f you sprinkle the negatives over with a little black pigment in fine

jKjwder—lampblack, for instanee^and gently rub it over the film with

the finger, the cracks will be filled up, and scarcely show at all in the

prints.

^.\x.—There is no woi'k published on the process, nor is one necessary.

Woodbury lantern slides are made in precisely the same manner as ordi-

nary Woodbury jirints, except that glass is used instead of paper. If

you are au fait with the production of prints on paper you will have no
difficulty in making them on glass. No press, however, is necessary in

the printing ; all that is necessary is to press the glass on to the mould
with the hand.

G. P.H. inquires :
—"Wh.at form of development and intensification would

you recommend for producing the most brilliant wet-plate negatives from
engravings? I have some I wish to copy for enlai'gements, but have not
had much exjierience in this class of work." In reply : employ a
rather old collodion, and a developer coloured from the presence of a per-

salt of iron. This condition is induced by dissolving the jirotosulphate

of iron in hot water and allowing the solution to stand for a few
days. before using it. Tone with a weak solution of chloride of platinum.

1>kmarr.—1. You should have no difficulty in making the paper negative
register. You must bear in mind that paper always expands more m one
direction than it does in the other.—2. Surely you are in error when you
say that "the area of the picture is enlarged when the stop is drawn out."

If you examine it more closely you will find that it is the reverse of this.

—3. Transparencies by the gelatino-chloride process ore better than
those by the golatino-bromide process, for several reasons. The lights

are purer, the shadows more transparent, and a much greater variety of

tones can be obtained. Your previous letter did not reach U3. We have
reason to believe that several communications have miscarried during
the past week or two.

Relief Kxpekimextalhit.— If your Woodbury films have taken over a
week to dry there is little wonder that you failed to wash away those
jiarts which had not been acted upon by the light. The reason is simple

:

the films, by being kept moist so long, had become spontaneously inso-

luble. They must be dried in a much shorter time than yours have
occupiinl, otliorwise they will be worthless. You will, at this season of

the year, have to take advantage of the property which chloride of

calcium possesses—namely, that of absorbing moisture—and place your
films in a box at the bottom of which is a tray containing the salt.

If the films do not contain too much glycerine, they should be per-

fectly dry in from twenty-four to thirty-six hours.

Hugh.—At the time si»ciEed we received the photogr-ajih now referred tct,

but have no recollection of any letter accompanyiuL' it. The strong

contrasts between the lights and shadows are probably owing rather to

the light than the quality of the plate. We judge that the picture was

taken in strong sunlight v/ith a clear blue sky. If this were so it would

account for the want of definition in the shadows. We strongly adyiso

the employment of a much larger stop in the lens. The maker of the plate

upon which the negative was taken does not claim for his productions

the highest degree of sensitiveness. The picture, notwithstanding the

want of detail in the shadows, is quite interesting. With regard to

ascertaining the strength of liquor ammonia : the sjiecific gravity test,

while one of the simplest, is also capable of giving results sufficiently

accur.ite for practical photographic purposes. At page 254 of our

Almanac for this year a table giving the strength of ammonia wUl be

found. ^
A Hint on Developing Drt Plates. — AVe extract from our

Almanac Mr. William England's excellent suggestions to amateur

photographers : —These few remarks are more addressed to amateurs

than professional operators, although the latter are sometimes rather

careless in developing, with the result that they get stained and spotty

negatives. A very important matter is to keep the dish perfectly

clean. I prefer a glass one, although ebonite has an advantage in

travelline. Marbling stains on the negative are caused by a scum
forming on the side of the dish by repeated use, and ou the deve-

loper being applied this comes off on the plate. I witnessed

that in several studios lately, and on my telling the operator to

thoroughly wash tlie dish with diluted nitric acid the plates after-

wards developed perfectly clean. A brush called a 'painter's tool,'

of a medium size, will be found very convenient for this purpose.

Spots on the plates may arise from several causes, but the principal

ones are dust in the dark slide. A clean camel's-hair brush passed

lightly over the plate before placing it in the slide, and well dusting

the latter, will cure this evil. Another cause of spots is air-bubbles

formed on the plates during developing, which prevent the solution

coming in contact with the film, and whicli thus causes transparent spots

on the plate being fixed in the hypo. To obviate this, pass gently a

clean camel's-hair brush over the plate during the development, if it be

necessary. Tbe above remarks seem so commonplace that I should

have hes'itated to make them, but several correspondents lately have

called ray attention to these matters.

Upwards of 260 Panes, Crown Svo.; Price Is.; Free by Post, Is. 4d. I
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Edited by Vv'. B. Boltox.

The work contains about 150 ORIGINAIi articles of the highest iiractical value,
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gi-aphy—contributions which are copiously illustrated with wood enfi-avings.

iW The Frontispiece, printed in Woodbunjtijpe, consists of a charming

Portrait of the Son of iMrd Robert Bruce in the character qf "THE
LITTLE'BEOOAR."

London : Hr.sRY Greenwood, Publisher, 2, York Street, Covent Garden, W.O.

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
Observations taken at 406, Strand, by J. H. Steward, Optician,

For two Weeks ending December 20, ISHS, and January 2, ISSi.

TUESB Obskrvations ark Takek at 8.30 A.M.

Max. M»x.
1 ,„,,

Doc. Barometer. Wiiid. Dry Bulb. WetBiilb. Solar si.«de| ,™;- Bemarks.
Temp.

49 3720 30-07 NW 42 44 — Overcast.

21 29 92 W 47 45 — 51 40 Overcast.

22 29-96 W 45 40 — 61 43 Cloudy.

24 30-52 sw 46 45 — 50 37 Overcast.

25 30-57 w 44 43 — 46 43 Foggy.

26 .SO -62 sw 40 39 — 43 39 Foggy-

27 30-42 sw 37 36 — 43 35 Foggy.

28 30.32 SE 43 41 — 45 35 Overcast. .

29 .30-29 s 40 40 — 42 39 Overcast. ^

31 30-50 E 37 35 — 41 35 Overcast.

Jan. 1884.

1 30.35 E 36 34 — 40 32 Overcast.

2 30-16 E 39 39 — — 34 Overcast.
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NATURAL CLOUDS IN EEPEODUCED NP:GATIVES.

Is two previous articles we have shown that it is possible to

produce duplicate negatives which shall be quite equal to the

original, and in many instances even better, and have given the

details of the various operations necessary to secure this eud. We
shall now point out another direction in which a very decided gain

is made in the operation of reproduction, and with the expenditure

of a very small amount of ti-ouble. We refer to tlie introduction of

natural clouds or new skies into the duplicate negative.

It very frequently happens that a negative, though otherwise

satisfactory, possesses a defective sky. Tliis, possibly, prints too

dark, giving a heavy effect to the picture, or it is marred by
scratches, spots, stains, or other blemishes. It is possible to mask
the sky and so make it print less heavily, and it is also com-
paratively easy to remedy the several other defects by suitable

treatment of tlie negative ; but this treatment and all this care has

to be devoted to each separate print, whereas by the method we
have to propose the trouble is got over once and for all by making
a reproduced negative.

We need not dwell farther on the advantages derivable from the

adoption of this plan, nor stay to point out other possible applica-

tions of the same principle, but will proceed at once to the details.

Presuming we have a negative of which the sky is in some manner
defective— it matters not how—the first step is to produce a trans-

parency, for which purpose the gelatino-bromide process must be

employed. The directions given in our previous article will apply

perfectly here, the object being to produce the best possible positive

from the negative in question, ignoring entirely the sky portion.

No attempt need be made to mask the sky nor to stop out any

defects ; for the sky, as it exists in the original, is simply obliterated

—done away with—in the following operation.

The transparency, having been developed and fixed, is washed

very carefully, and allowed to dry. It is not absolutely necessary

that it should be dried at this stage, but we prefer that course for

re.asons that will be explained. Now prepare two solutions as

follows :—First, dissolve separately, each in five ounces of hot

water, one ounce of sulphate of copper and two ounces of common
salt ; when dissolved mix the two solutions, and, if necessary,

filter. A second and weaker solution is made by diluting one part

of this with five or six parts of water.

The transparency is now laid upon a retouching desk (or if such

a convenience be not at hand it may be held against a window),

observing that the sky portion must be downwards. This avoids

any chance of the solutions running down over the landscape por-

tion of the negative during the next operations. Now, with a tine

CJUuel's-liair |)encil and the stronger of the solutions given above,

follow the outline of the sky-line very carefully, leaving a «jargin

of (say) one-sixteenth of an inch. Here is the advantage of the

dry film : the solution spreads less, and it is easy to work almost

into the intricate outlines of foliage with a little care ; wheveaa on

. the wet film the copper solution spreads rapidly.

By the time this has been done the solution will have produced a

white line wherever it has touched. Taking this as a guide, and
wilh a larger brush, or a tuft of cotton wool, ww!i over the whole of

the sky with the same solution until, wlien examined from the
back of the glass, it presents an even white or greyish-white tint.

Now wash for a minute or two under the tap, and re-immerse for a
short time—a few seconds will generally suflfice—in the fixing bath.
Upon removal from the latter the sky will be represented by per-
fectly clear glass— presuming that the film has been properly
washed between the different operations—except for the narrow
margin left round the terrestrial portion.

This is now "tackled," and it is here that the only call is made
upon the skill of the operator, though even at this stage but an
ordinary degree of care is necessitated. Taking the small brush and
the weaker solution, it is better to work slowly along the sky-line,

gradually softening the remaining portion of the old sky if it should
give a very pronounced tint ; but this is rarely the case. Occa-
sionally during the operation the larger brush, filled with the weaker
solution, is passed with an undulatory motion along the whole sky-

line, and in a few seconds the plate is plunged into water or held
under the tap. This helps to prevent any formation of a too sharp
line; but with ordinary care, and by proceeding in the same manner
as in softening a wash of water-colour, the desired result is gained
without any risk.

Should, by accident, the margin be overstepped, and the copper
solution allowed to encroach upon the landscape part of the nega-
tive, wash the film and immerse the plate in a dish of developing
solution—preferably ferrous oxalate—which will undo the injury.

After again washing, the process may be resumed at the point

where it was interrupted. Not the slightest deterioration occurs in

this application of the developing solution to remedy a slip or an
accident; hence no hesitation should be felt in at once pulling llie

remedy into practice when the slightest cau.se arises.

If the various ojjeratioiis have been carefully performed the
result will now be a transparency with a perfectly clear sky, into

which clouds of any desired character may be introduced. These
may be rubbed in with plumbago, or other artificial means may
be adopted upon the transparency itself; but we decidedly recom-
mend as preferable the use of natural clouds. These may he

applied in the following manner, presuming, of course, that a stock

of cloud negatives is at hand.

Clean a plate of glass in the ordinary way, finishing it off by
polishing with powdered talc or wax solution ; coat with collodion

and produce a transparency of the desired clouds of the proper
depth to suit the landscape transparency. When finished flow over

the film a forty- or fifty-grain solution of gelatine, to which a little

glycerine has been added to destroy its brittleness, and when thi«

is dry strip the compound tilm from the glass. Place this in contact

with the landscape transparency, and go carefully over the sky-lire

with a lead pencil, and afterwards with scissors or a sharp penknife

divide the cloud positive at this line. Affix the proper portion to

the sky of tlie transparency and proceed to make a compound nega-

tive in the same manner as has been previously described.

Another, though not so good, a plan is to make a positive silver

print of the clouds, and having marked thereon with pencil the sky-

line, to obliterate the clouds on that portion of the print which

covers the landscape by means of the ci>]ij)er solution, followed by
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hypo. After washing, drying, and waxing, the paper cloud positive

is attached to the transparency and printed on to a sensitive plate,

aa previously described.

In this manner cloud and other effects may be produced with an

ease and certainty which are surprising, and the resulting compound

necative obviates all the trouble and cai-e which otherwise would

liave to be expended on each individual print.

PHOTOMICROGRAPHY.
Is the plan adopted by Drs. Woodward and Curtis at the Army
Medical Museum, Washington, .a Silbermann's heliostat is arranged

on a shelf outside, part of the window is closed by an immovable

shutter, in which is a square hole to receive a movable shutter with

an apertiu-e of the same diameter as the short body of the micro-

scope, which is connected to it by a sliding, light-tight tube. Another,

worked from the inside, is made to close the aperture, outside of

which is fixed the ammonio-sulphate copper cell. Below this is

fastened a brass tube projecting outwards about thirteen inches, and

carries at its end the microscope mirror, which can be adjusted from

within the room by steel rods attached to it by ball-and-socket

joints, and passed through the shutter. The microscope is placed

on a shelf on the inner window sill. The camera and table, or base-

board, at first used are dispensed with. The plate-holder is sup-

ported vertically upon a car that runs upon a tramway, laid cor-

rectly upon the floor for the distance of ten feet, and can be arranged

at any distance upon it, a scale being laid off near to one of the

rails. The image is first examined upon a white card, and the

corrections of the objective made ; then the card is replaced by a

piece of plate-glass, the operator being seated behind it, and the

final focussing made by means of a rod, and two bevel wheels, through

one of which passes the long focussing-rod, connected with the fine

adjustment of the microscope, by a silk band from a wheel, upon the

edge of the shelf to which the rod is attached. A movable, yellow

pane of glass allows of examining the sky, and the room is otherwise

lighted by non-actinic light. Later the ground glass, used to pre-

vent diffraction and interference lines when photoghrapliing histo-

logical objects, was dispensed with, and a two-inch achromatic

combination of about ten inches focus was used to condense the light

from the mirror, the rays being allowed to diverge, as in the late Rev.

J. B. Reade's plan, just before reaching the largest lens of the achro-

matic condenser. Sometimes the heliostat was dispensed with, and
a large right-angle prism employed in the position of total reflection.

This allowed of shorter exposures, and furnished equally good nega-

tives, though with the trouble of constantly adjusting the illumina-

tion. The one-eighth objective was usually selected for anatomical
preparations at from 200 to 500 diameters, but the preference was
given to immersion lenses. For obliqxie light, in photographing
delicate test objects, the light was directed from the mirror, so as to

fall about three inches to one side of the centre of the stage, and re-

flected by a prism, set beneath the stage, at the angle needed to
furnish the necessary obliquity, as thrown upon the object by an
intervening objective. Dr. Woodward strongly advocates the use
of specially-corrected object glasses, and states that, though the chro-
matic aberrations are neutralised by the blue cell, the spherical aber-
ration's are not disposed of ; and advises in the construction of such
objectives that they should be tested by sunlight and the blue cell.

Dr. Carl Sellers states there is no necessity for specially-corrected
objectives when using monochromatic light. Professor Rutherfurd
of America, was the first, we believe, to suggest tlie construction of
these objectives, and Mr. W. Wales made an one-tenth for him upon
this form, the posterior combination being removable, and another
back combination made to take its place for ordinary work. We
have lately had an opportunity of testing an one-twelfth objective
by Leitz, price five guineas, and can speak highly of its photo-
graphic qualities ; but it required the most careful adjustment of
the sub-stage condenser. We believe Dr. Woodward's plan is the
most certain and correct. For further details see the Catalogue of
the Microscopical Section of the U.S. Army Medical Museum, Part
II., pp. 31-34, with three figures ; also Dr. Woodward's article
in the Ainerican Journal of Science and Art, and this Journal

October 12, 1866, pp. 480, and December 21, p. 607, 1866 ; also

Silliman's and this Journal, October, 1871, Monthly Microscopical

Journal, October, 1H71, for his Report to the Surgeon-General,

U.S.A. ; and Quarterly Journal of the Royal Microscopical Society,

January, 1872.

Dr. Sternberg—whose book. Photomicrographs and IIow to Male
Them, was lately reviewed in this Journal, September 14th—when
alluding to the operating-room, recommends the upper and lower

sashes of a window facing south to be removed, and their places sup-

plied by a frame, the right side permitting access to the heliostat

arranged on a shelf outside, and the microscope to be placed, not in

the centre, but as much as possible to the lefc-hand side. The helio-

stat governor (Woodward's, a tube with a ten-inch focus achromatic

lens at the outer end, and at the inner one a space for the blue cell),

is fixed to the frame, the axis corresponding to that of the micro-

scope supported on a shelf, so " that the eye of the operator is on a

level with the eyepiece of the microscope when he stands erect,"

which is the position preferred. The fine focussing is done by

means of pulleys and cords worked at any distance from the instru-

ment, a waxed linen thread being passed round a groove in the

milled head, one end weighted by a small bag of shot, and the other

end directed by pulleys to a framework aboi'c the microscope, and

then to the spool, or key, which is fixed to the wooden frame of the

movable screen. In this way the floor is clear, as a smooth piece of

2x4 scantling of a proper length to reach from the shelf to the

opposite wall supports the screen. Dr. Sternberg suggests that

beginners should work without a heliostat, and if the operating

room be not sufiieiently elevated to look out horizontally upon a

clear blue sky, to incline the instrument 8° or 10' like a telescope

;

and that the microscope be placed on a shelf higher than when used

in the horizontal position, to be reached by standing on a little plat-

form, whilst the frame is suspended by a similar scantling placed

with the same inclination as that of the microscope, its lower end

being supported against the opposite wall. He strongly recommends
this plan, even when not devoted to photographic use. A tube, an

inch and a-half in diameter, slides in the shutter, and makes a

light-tight connection with the sub-stage tube. The space between

the microscope tulie and the screen may be enclosed by a conical

expanding bellows camera, if the exposure be long. He suggests

two swing shutters to the camera—one of ground glass and the other

of plate glass—so that they can be substituted the one for the other

;

or the former may be in a frame smaller than the latter and kept in

place by a button, and removed when not needed. If the microscope

face the sun, to prevent direct sunlight entering a sunshade tube,

dull blackened on the inside, should project outside. A method is

given for measuring. For obtaining tine black lines in the positive,

silk or horsehair threads are stretched in front of the sensitised

plate. By the use of a square diaphragm, one half of the plate c.tii

be covered whilst the other half is exposed ; then this is to be

covered by the diaphragm during the exposure of the other half,

so that two pictures may be obtained for comparison on the same
plate, and in juxtaposition, as blood discs of man and dog, kc.

In a paper by Mr. G. M. Giles [Montldy Microscopical Journal,

.January, 1876) is described a method to be used without a

heliostat. He employs a large mirror four and a-half inches square,

hung like a swing glass and adapted to the end of the base-board,

so as to be capable of rotation in any direction by the use of cords,

grooved wheel, and pulleys worked from the camei-a end. A large,

three and a-half inches diameter and long-focus (ten inche.'*) achro-

matic lens is employed as a condenser, for the purpose of jjrocuring

a large disc of light in sunlight illumination, and an alum cell, for

stopping the heat rays. The holes in the diaphragm wheel, except

one, are stopped with non-actinic paper. The wheel rotates loosely,

and is used for making the exposure. The eyepiece is allowed to

remain, " though seldom at the full ten inches." With artificial,

pai-affine, or magnesium light, the large condenser is dispensed with,

and the ordinary achromatic condenser and mirror used.

In Mr. Walmsley's arrangement (for figures and description of
which see Journal of the Royal Microscopical Society, page D57,

188,3), with an ordinary expanding camera, there is a contrivance for
focussing, which is stated to be of considerable delicacy, in use with
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Uie fine HiljiHtiueut. TIio niilleil lieutl of this sciew li.is a "roove
cut ill it, "around which a small cord is passed and carried through
a succession of screw eyes on either siile of the base-board to the rear,
where a couple of small leadeu weiijlits are attached to its ends,
thus keeping the cord taut A slight pull on either side, whilst the
eye is fixed upon the image on the screen of plate glass, suUicea to
adjust the focus with the utmost exactness."
Other methods of arranging tlie usual ordinary apparatus for

photomicrography might be cited, but sufficient have been named
to offer a fair selection of the most useful plans.

COMBINATION PRINTING.
In former times one of the principal qualifications of a photo-
graphic printer was his ability to produce from a negative with a
defective background a print with one not o ily free from defects
but also artistically graduated as regards light and shade. At
the period to which we refer it may be mentioned few portraits
hrger than the old half-plate size were issued without a false back-
gl'ound being introduced, and the print—which was usually on
plain or what w;is cailed "salted paper"—being worked up to
some extent in monochrome. As time wore on greater perfection
iu the manipulations enabled negatives to be produced in which the
backgrounds were sufHciently perfect to be printed with the figure.
Hence there was no longer a necessity for double printing, wliile,

arising from the more extended experience of operators, finishing in

monochrome was no longer required ; therefore, salted paper
and miisked backgrounds practically became a thing of the
past.

At the present time, if a masked-out background be required, it

is generally that one figure only out of a group is desired as a se-

parate portrait. Or it may be that when the oiigiual photograph was
taken the portrait was only a secondary consideration to the other
portions of the picture, but, owing to the changes wrought by time,
it has become, at least to some, the most important, and they are
therefore desirous to possess it in an isolated form. In cases such as
this many modern printers are at a loss how to proceed whrn
a sidted paper print, with a masked background, or one printed from

-'.•cond negative, is required. The result is a feeble print, on
c back of a piece of albumenised paper, with a flat, even tint all

"ver (as a background is produced) too often with a white line sur-
loiuiding one part of the figure and a dark one the other. Such
<Kfects as these, entail npou the artist who has to finish the picture
the greatest possible trouble to obliterate them. The print, also, is

on the wrong side of the paper, which is very undesirable, as that
' '.ays shows the web mark.
Now, the printing-in of a plain background is really a veiy simple
lir after all, and this is the method usually adopted, or, we might
.
used to be adopted. First, a print is made from the negative

iiciently strong to show the outline of the figure distinctly, then
figure is carefully cut out with a sharp penknife, keeping carefully

I
> the outline. The two mjisks thus obtained are then exposed to

I'Lrht until they are thoroughly blackened. The background mask
jw carefully adjusted on to the negative and secured in position

li a few touches of gum, and the negative is ready for printing
tivui. When i)rinted, we have, of course, the figure merely with
u white background only.

What is required now is to protect the figure from light while
the background is being printed to the requisite depth. The plan
generally followed in doing this is to remove the print from the
frame and lay it on a board covered with black velvet, then to ad-
just the figure mask upon the printed figure, keeping it in position,
when once adjusted, with a piece of plate glass. It is then exposed
to light Here some little judgment is necessary in shading, so as
to produce artistic graduations, instead of the uniform flat tint one
so often sees in what are termeil " printed-in " backgrounds. The
pnntuig-in of a plain background is simple enough, and it only
requires a little practice and ordinary care to accomplish it satis-
factorily. However, the inexperienced often meet with a difficulty,
namely, that they arc unable to obtain an impression which does

not show a p;ilpable juncture, :iUh<jugh the masks were, apparently,
accurately adjusted alike on the negative and the printed figure.
Frequently this arises from the opening in the background mask
not being of the same size as that of the figure, although both were
cut from the same print This is owing to the expansion of the
paper from moisture, which is often noticeable by the mask on the
negative that was perfectly flat when first adjusted becoming
cockled. It is manifest that if one mask be kept in the damp and
the other in the dry, one will expand while the other will contract,
consequently they will no longer fit each other or be in perfect
register; hence, at least, one source of trouble.

At two of the recent meetings of the Photographic Club Maakinff
and Double Printiny, generally, formed an interesting and instruc-
tive topic of discussion, and at one of them Mr. Jabez Hughes
described a plan adopted by the late Mr. Alfred Hughes for printing
in false backgrounds, which obviated the difficulty arising from the
expansion and contraction of the papei-. It was tliis :—Instead of
employing a paper mask, as just described, the background in the
negative was carefully painted out for a quarter of an inch or so all

round the outline of the figure ; the remainder of it was then
covered with a roughly-cut paper mask, or it might, if more con-
venient, be i)ainted over with black varnish. After the figure
had been printed to the requisite depth the ])rint was removed
from tlie frame, and its outline (on the print) was carefully
painted, to the depth of about a quarter of an inch, with
opaque body colour—lampblack being used. The remainder was
then covered with a roughly-made paper mask. The print was now
exposed to the light to print-in the background—being shaded and
graduated as judgment and taste should dictate. In Wiishiug the
silver out of the paper, prior to toning, the lampblack was re-
moved, leaving the jn-int none the worse for the treatment it had
undergone. By this simple method accuracy of registration was
ensured. Instead of printing-in a plain background one from a
second negative is frequently required, and here greater judgment
is necessary.

Many of our older readers will remember the charming little

C'xrte portraits, with huidscape backgrounds, which were produced
by Mr. Edge many years ago. These portraits were taken in tlie

studio, and the landscape, from nature, was printed-iu from a second
negative. At one of the meetings referred to Mr. E. Dunmore ex-
plained the method by which this was accomplished, and which was
;us follows :—The portrait, a full length, was taken in the studio. The
background, instead of being flatted in the usual way, was painted
with ordinary glossy paint, and was shaded from a somewhat light
to a moderately-dark tint, so that, when the negative was printed
from, a portrait with a graduated plain background was the result
DilTerent methods of marking the figure while the background was
being printed were described, but this is the one finally adopted by
Mr. Eilge. After the figure had been printed, with the graduated
liaekgrouiid the impre^siou was removed from the frame, and the
figure painted over with gamboge sufficiently thick to protect it from
the further action of light wh.lst the background was printing. The
print was then placed on the landscape negative in another frame
and printed to the requisite depth. The prints were now toned
and fixed in the ordinary manner. In washing out the silver the
gamboge was dissolved off, leaving the print intact, the same as
iu Mr. Hughes's method. One thing was specially alluded to
and requires mention here, namely, that the landscape negative
must be very thin .and feeble indeed—such an one as it would be
impossible to obtain a good impression from in the ordinary way,
liecause if it were at all strong or vigorous it would, in this
instance, be impossible to obtain artistic results, such as Mr. Edge's
undoubtedly were.

This simple plan of combination printing might profitably be
utilised now-a-days by portrait photographers for the production of
(say) panel portraits iu the studio, with backgrounds of interest-
ing local scenerj'.

The term "combination printing" is a comprehensive one, inas-
much as it embraces not only the production of impressions, both iu
silver and carbon, from more thau one negative, but also of truas-
parencies, and the making of combination negatives coutaiuiug
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pnni')iia of aevenil others, all of which Ciime uiidoi- coiisi.lera-

tioii during the discussion. We shall resume the subject next

ireek.
—. 4

CHLORINE, BROMINE, AND IODINE.

The experinienls on the mutual reactions of the halogen elements

hv Paul Jiiluis, (lesirribe.l by us last week, deserve more than a

pasiing notice, bearing, as they do, upon an important point in the

chemistry of photography ; and it will be interesting to remind onr

readers of some of the ordinary reactions of these three principal

members of the group, bringing together some long-accepted modes of

separating them and other interestiug methods recently suggested.

The older chemical authorities used to give so called "tables of

affinities," in which various substances were classed in the order of

the affinity they were supposed to possess for the body placed at the

Lead of the table. Tints, for metals, tlie tables ran—0.,F, ,C1. ,Br. ,I,&c.

;

but modern chemistry has conclusively shown that such orders

merely represent functions of a particular case, and that they are

very liable even to be reversed under altered conditions. It is

true that chlorine gas may, and usually does, drive out bromine, and

tliat the latter again may displace iodine from combination ;
but it

is also true, as shown in a most conclusive manner by Herr Julius,

that the exact reverse of these reactions can be brought about when

also the elements are employed in the gaseous form, and, indeed,

that any halogen, if applied in excess, is capable of expelling any

other halogen from its coml)ination with silver.

To detect any one of these elements in solution the precipitation

by silver gives results so characteristic that mistakes cannot

readily be made ; but when all three or the last two are found

together the difficulty is very much increased. A well-known

authority says—" There is no known method of effecting a separation

of these elements" (bromine and iodine). This being the case, it is

evident that the examination of a dry-plate tilm, for instance, or a

sample of collodion, to ascertain its exact composition, may, perhaps,

be considered a matter for the skilled chemist only ; but to find out

•whether any or which of these elements be present in a sample

under examination is not beyond the power of anyone possessed of

an ordinary acquaintance with chemicals.

The substance is usually better examined in solution, and, when

in the form of insoluble silver salts, can easily be made soluble by

digesting with dilute sulphuric acid and a few fragments of zinc,

the silver precipitating and leaving the zinc salts in solution. The

io<lide can b>; thrown down as subiodide of copper when all those salts

are present; in presence of bromide, protochloride of palladium

throws down iodide oidy, or, when chloride accompanies it, nitrate

of protoxide of jialladium. Bromine in presence of the other two

is readily formed as follows:—Mix the fluid with a few drops of

dilute sulphuric acid, then some starch paste, and afterwards with a

little fuming nitric acid. The well-known iodine blue with starch is

produced and must be destroyed by the gradual addition of chlorine

water. When it has disappeared more chlorine water is to be

added, the effect being to set free the bromine, which can be taken

up by chloroform by shaking a little of it in the test-tube with the

liquid. The chloroform will then show the characteristic colour.

Chlorides are best detected by precipitating the salts with silver,

and, after washing, treating with dilute ammonia, which, as our

readers know, readily dissolves the chloride and also dissolves bro-

mide, but only a trace of iodide. The filtrate has to be dried and

fused with carbonate of soda, the result extracted with water and
neutralised with sulphuric acid evaporated again, the residue fused

with bichromate of potassium, and a little concentrated sulphuric

acid added. A deep brownish-red gas (cldoro-chromic acid) is

evolved.

The above is an epitome of some of the readiest of the tisual

methods for testing for these compounds, and we now give, in as

short a space as possible, two methods—lately-published modes

—

recommended as simple means of effecting the same end, one also

estimating the relative amount present. The first we give is the

Buliject of a communication to the Chemical Xevt, under a well-

known and respected name—Mr. F. Maxwell Lyte. It is founded on

n familiar lu'elhod of eatimating the amount of lUesc three halogens

present in a mixture baaed on the property shown by Field to be pos-

sessed by one halogen silver salt, of being changed by treatment with

a solution of an alkaline salt of another halogen. Thus, chloride of

silver is completely changed by digestion with a solution of bromide

of potassium, and bromide and chloride by iodide of potassium, a

mutual exchange taking place. These reactions are a conspicuous

example of the reversal of the " table of affinities." Mr. Maxwell

Lyte writes :

—

"The haloids having been precipitated together with silver, the pre-

cipitate is to be collected, dried, and weighed. It is now dissolved in

about thirty or forty times its weight of water by the addition of the

least possible quantity of cyanide of potassium. A quantity of pure

bromide of potassium is now added, which need not be above the

weight of the precipitate. The cyanide is now decomposed by the

addition of- au excess of dilute sulphuric acid. The precipitate in

which any silver chloride has become, by this means, converted into

silver bromide is now collected in a filter, dried, and weighed. It is

once more disaolvetl in the least possible quantity of cyanide of potas-

sium in the same quantity of water, and to this is now added one and

a-quarter time the orifiiual weight of the precipitate of potassium

iodide. The cyanide is now again decomposed by dilute sulphuric acid,

and the precipitate once more collected in a filter, dried, and weighed.

In the last precipitate all the silver ia converted into iodide, excepting

such as was iodide already. In the second all became bromide except-

ing such as was bromide or iodide already. From the weights thus

obtained from the first, second, and third weighings the chlorine,

bromine, and iodine can easily be calculated."

The other method we would call attention to is by Mr. Francis

Jones, and is also found in the same journal. He states that, having,

compared the results obtained by his students when using this and-

other raetlioda, they are far more successful with the new method ;^
" Place a !<mall quantity of the mixture to be tested in a good-sized

test tube, and ad(l a few pieces of manganese dioxide; then a little

water. Add now ow. drop only of dilute sulphuric acid >one part acid

to ten of water). A brown tinge indicates the presence of iodine.

Boil the mixture and confirm the presence of iodine by the violet

vapours in the upper part of the tube. Continue the boiling until

these vapours cease to appear; then add another drop of sulphuric

acid, and boil again until they cease. If necessary, repeat this

addition of acid and boiling until violet vapours have entirely ceased.

Now add about two cubic centimetres of the dilute acid, and boil

again. Brown v.ipours indicate bromine. Contiiuie the boiling until

the vapours no longer smell of bromine ; then add one cubic centunetre

of dilute acid, and boil again. When the vapours no longer smell of

bromine allo-vv the residue to cool complttchj ; ndtl an equal bulk of

uti'oiKj sulphuric acid, and -svarm. A green gas bleaching a piece of

moist red blotting-paper at the mouth of tlie tube indicates chlorine.

Occasionally some bromine comes off in the addition of the strong acid ;

but, if so, it is soon got rid of, and is succeeded by the chlorine, which

is cliiefiy evolved in warming the mixture. As, moreover, moist red

blotliuK-paper is far more quickly acted on by chlorine than by bro-

mine, there can be no difficulty iu distinguishing between the two
elements."

Two very useful methods of analysis—the latter within the

power of any operator of average expertness to carry out—are here

indicated, and we think they will be found as useful in practice as

in theory. They show the futility of tru.sting to tabulated degrees

of chemical affinity. ^

The Late Mn. J. H. Dallmeyer.—It is with sincere regret -\ve

have to announce the demise of one whose name has been long

identified with the manufacture of optical instruments—photo-

graphic lenses, microscropes, &c. He was on a voyage to New
Zealand for the benefit of his health, and died when within view
of that coast. In our next issue -we shall give a memoir of Mr.
Dallmeyei-. Meanwhile we may state that the business will be
continued by Mr. Thos. R. Dallmeyer, son of the deceased gentle-

man.

We mentioned last -week that the Illustrated London Kews had
rec-Mitly given a frontispiece engraved from a photograph. Now it

is the Graphic which has adopted a similar course. The frontispiece

of the volume for 188.3, which was issued with the last number,
entitled Feeding the Pigeons, St. Mark's, Venice, is from an instan-

taneous photograph by Mr. J. J. Acworth, who has recently con-
.J

tributed a series of articles to this Journal. <

WniLE on the subject of photography in its connection with our
illustrated papers we may i-evert to a remark we made some little
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time ago, to the effect that photography might soon hope to find
new applications in that direction. We were not at that time aware
how soon, and to wliat an extent, photography would be so utilised

;

but, at the present time, at lestst two of our leading ilhistrated papers
are using pliotography in the production of their illustrations. The
Pictorial World has recently given a number of pictures which
but for the scarcely noticeable words "ink-photo." in one corner we
should have taken to be ordinary lithographs of tlie best class.

They are, however, produced by iSlessrs. Sprague and Co'a photo-
lithographic process, several examples of which have appeared in

our own pages. Messrs. Sprague and Co. have also supplied type
arinting blocks to the Illustrated London News and for some time
iiave regularly illustrated the Architect.hi

The subject of Mr. H. J. Newton's mercuric developer, described
in the Photographic Times of November, was brought before the
last technical meeting of the Photographic Society of Great Britain.
In the last issue of our New York contemporary Iklr. Newton,
afraid lest a blunder should arise in consequence of what he calk
any foolish version of it being given, has carefully reproduced his
directions, which we summarise thus :—Thirty grains of bichloride
of mercury having been dissolved in four ounces of water, and
ninety grains of iodide of potassium having been also dissolved in
one ounce of water, the latter is then poured into the former. This
mercuric solution is used in connection with a developer, on the
precise composition of which Mr. Newton lays great stress

—

Carbonate of soda (washing soda) 25 grains.
Sulphite of soda , 4 „
Pyrogallic acid , 2 „
Water ; i ounce.

The instructions for developing a very briefly-exposed plate is to
bring out as much as possible with the developer for four or five
minutes, and then add three drops of the mercuric iodide solution
for every ounce of developer. This brings out details which could
not otherwise appear. During the dull weather now prevailing it

will be desirable that Mr. Newton's formula receive.a fair trial.

BoRACic acid—which, as our readers are aware, has been re-
commended for use in several photographic processes—is a most
troublesome material to pulverise. A method stated to be the best
yet discovered is to grind it up in a Wedgwood mortar, keeping it

moistened with ether all the time. This may possibly answer; but
it must be a very unpleasant, not to say costly, method.

The recent lantern exhibition of the South London Photographic
Society w.as an undoubted success. The lanterns were manipulaied
by Mr. William Brooks as though he had been " to the manner born ;"

while the free and easy, jaunty, never-in-the-least-put-about style
of Mr. F. Bridge, the Secretary, by whom the various pictures were
explained, kept the large audience in excellent humour. The
dissolving of one picture into another, the uniform steadiness of
the light, the brightness of the eighteen-feet disc, and sharpness of
the enlarged images were such aa to reflect the highest credit upon
all concerned. The large hall was crowded to excess, and the
pictnres exhibited numbered between two and three hundred.

Our readers will remember the ingenious conception of a well-known
savant to show the comparative slowness with which the sensation
of touch is conveyed. He said if it were possible for a child on the
earth to put out his hand and touch the sun he would have grown
old and grey before he became aware of the sensation. M. Paul
Bert has recently presented a note to the Academic, des Sciences, Paris,
in which are described further experiments by M. Block to deter-
mine the rapidity of visual and other perceptions. Vision is the
most rapid; hearing occupied ^ of a second longer; while the sen-
sation of touch required j>j: of a second longer for transmission
than a visual perception.

ANrTiiixQ more forcible than these facts to prove the superiority of
photographic oyer personal observation of astronomical phenomena
cannot be imagined. These ratios are, no doubt, averages, and every
observer will have his own rate of perception, though, quite possibly,
the relative speed of perception will not vary in individuals. In
taking transit observations, for example, with one man to count
seconds aloud, another with his eye at the telescope, and a third to
note down the .actual observer's calls, we see how the re.al moment
of contact or what not—being governed by the perceptions of those

persons before the time is written down

—

lOAy ponibly be subject to

perceptible discrepancies in the hands of different observers. Indeed,
in most olwervatories, the " personal equation," as it is termed—that
is, the rate of perception, and its audible expression, of each assis-

tant—is always ascertained, and the records he makes reduced in

accordance with it. In photogniphic observation, however, with a
chronometric arrangement, so contrived that the plate records its

own time, no error can thus occur.

A suooESTioN is made in the Phitographic Times, namely, that the
Stock Dealers' Association of America pass a resolution calling upon
dry-plate manufacturers to test the sensitiveness of their plates, and
mark upon the outside of each packet both the number of the
emulsion and its sensitiveness, this latter point being determined by
a recognised sensitometer, such as Warnerke's. The label on the
emulsion would, therefore, be marked in somewhat the following
way :

—

Emulsion, 'So. 1103. Warnerie,22.
To understand the above thoroughly it is necessary we should say
that the Stock Dealers' .Association appear to command the situation
in America.

We should like to hear the opinions of some who hold that vitrified

enamels are subject, in some instances at least, to fading. Although
it is not easy to discover in what way they fade, provided per-

fect vitrification of the enamel surface has occurred, yet, from
opinions we have heard expressed, it is probable that fading of some
sort has really in some instances taken place. Seeing that burnt-in

enamels are looked upon as the highest representatives of photo-

graphic permanence, it would be well to have the matter set at rest

M. Henri Becqderel continues his investigations upon the infra-

red portion of the spectrum, and records some most interesting

results. We need not explain that this part of the spectrum is

entirely invisible to the naked eye ; by means of the methods he
adopts, M. Becquerel shows that there exists in this invisible

region bright line spectra—also, of course, invisible—just as are

seen in the visible spectrum the radiations from hot vapours. For
example: incandescent sodium vapour shows two well-marked lines

(wave-lengths 819 and 1098) corresponding to two bright lines

hitherto unknown.

The method adopted by M. Becquerel is as interesting as it is noveL
Hitherto there have been three modes of investigating the part of

the solar spectrum under consideration—the first involving the use
of a thermopile and a rock-salt prism ; the second. Captain
Abney's photographic method ; the third, Professor Langley's
method, with his bolometer and a difTiaction grating. This new
mode, however, differs from any, and is based upon the discovery
that the rays of the ultra-red spectrum have the effect of extinguish-
ing the glow of a phosphorescent body previously exposed to the
opposite—the ultra-violet—end of the spectrum. By this means
water, for example, gives three well-marked absorption bands with
wave lengthy 930, 1,080, and 1,2.30 respectively. Some idea of the
degree to which the spectrum is extended beyond the limits once
assigned to it may be formed when we learn that this phos-
phorescent process enables a region from wave length 760 to 1,300
to be examined— that is, an extent greater than the whole of the
visible and ultra-violet rays combined.

It is a very good thing to have a knowledge of the mode of prepa-
ration of the various chemicals of the dark room, and any periodical

that assists in bringing such knowledge before its readers is doing
useful work. We were amused, however, to read, as we lately did in

a monthly trade journal, that hydrobromic acid is recommended to

be made .as follows—" 100 grammes potass, bromid. are mixed with
280 grammes of phosphoric acid of a specific gravity of 1:J04. T!iis

mixture is put into a half-litre glass flask. A molten potash roeta-

phosphate forms, and chlorine is given off. Pure hydrobromic acid

fumes at last pass over, which should be received in distilled water."

While wondering where the chlorine came from we could not help

also wondering what possible end is subserved by such para-
graphs.

M. G. Lemoinb has contributed to the Acad^ie des Seietices of

Paris a note on the employment of ferric ox.alate (or, rather, of a
mixture of ferric chloride and oxalic acid) for the purpose of light-
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measuring. "We shall probably, at an early date, give au extended

account oiE '^L Lemoine's results.

In the course of convex-sation, a few days ago, on the subject of

coating plates by mechanical means, we were remmded of a rough

appliance for this purpose which we constructed experimentally

some three years or more ago, and which, if elaborated, would pro-

bably prove useful in the hands, at any rate, of amateurs and small

producers of plates. It is based upon the same principle as the

well-known stylographic pen, and consists of a wedge or other

shaped vessel of the same length as the plate to be coated, living a

slit or opening along the whole length of its lower side. This slit

is closed by means of a strip or wedge of gla.ss or other material

dropping by its own weight into the opening, in the same manner

as the needle in the " Mackinnon " form of stylographic pen. If the

trough or vessel be filled with emulsion this movable slip or stopper

prevents its egress until the slip is pressed in contact with a glass

plate, when it is raised and permits the emulsion to escape. By
slowly passing the arrangement over the surface of a plate it is obvious

that a coating of emulsion may be applied varying in thickness

with the rapidity of the motion.

UNSUSPECTED CAUSES OF STAINING IN
GELATINE PLATES.

N the days of wet-plate photography with collodion films we seldom

or ever heard of any staining of the film after varnishing, but with

gelatine films it is not uncommon ; indeed, as a rule, I think the

complaint is more or less general. There is one cause of staining or

spotting of negatives, but I cannot call it an " unsuspected " cause.

Many photographers—amateurs especially—like to try a print from

their negatives before varnishing, so that if they are not just right

as regards density, they can be altered before varnishing. This is

all very well, so far as it goes; but, if silver paper be applied to the

negative before varnishing, sooner or later spots will show them-

selves.

If I require to see a print from a negative before varnishing, I

always like to make sure that no evil result will accrue from it ; so,

to guard against the spots through this cause, which are so well

known, after taking the print I give the film a slight wash of a

weak cyanide solution. This will remove any particles of free

nitrate of silver that may have attached themselves to the film from

the paper. The best way I find to apply this, so as not to injure

the negative, is to first soak the negative well in water—say for

about a quarter of an hour—and then apply the cyanide solution

with a flat camel's-hair brush about half-an-inch in width.

I find cyanide need not be more than about three grains to the

ounce of water, but not more than five grains at the outside. Fully

charge the brush with the solution, and pass it over the film lightly,

re-charging it occasionally. Care must be taken that the cyanide is

applied to the whole of the film. About one minute will be found
quite sufficient, as it is only required to act on the surface of the film

and not in it. After the negative has been thus treated and well

washed, I have never found any staining from the cause named.
An unsuspected cause of staining is when a negative has been

known to have been well washed and varnished and then placed aside

for a few weeks, and not been printed from, on looking at it to find

it all spots and stains. My attention was called to this kind of

staining some six months since. As it seemed to me very peculiar

I examined the plate well, and at last I suspected the varnish. I

remembered that I had a sample of a similar varnish at home,
which I had had by me for years, and was of a very sticky nature.

I well washed a useless negative thoroughly, varnished it, and laid

it aside on a shelf. After a time the spots and stains began to

make their appearance in a similar manner to that in the one before
mentioned. The cause with me was not far to seek ; the varnish
was at fault undoubtedly. The varnish was very strong in smell,

containing gum benzoin and Venice turpentine. Now my ex-
perience with the latter article is that it darkens all silver

compounds with which it comes in contact, and is very unsuitable
in a photographic varnish. I see by a very old book on photo-
graphy in my possession that such a varnish is mentioned.
For nearly twenty years I have always made my own varnish,

and have never had any trouble with it. At one time I used to
employ several of the gum resins ; I now only use the best shellac
dissolved in alcohol I find it exceedingly hard, and it does not
stick in the hottest sun. To temper it a little I add a small
quantity of castor oil, which I find answers all purposes.

Why varnish-makers use such a combination of gums I cannot

imagine. My idea of the gums for varnish-making is that the less

odour a gum possesses in its solid dry state the more durable will be

the varnish ; for I consider that a gum which throws off any smell

is throwing off solid particles, and a varnish made from such a gum
causes it to crack. The lacs, I find, are almost entirely without

odour. Sandarac smells stronger, and gum benzoin stronger still,

and that is why I reject these gums and give preference to the

lacs. There are several varnishes in the market that I should be

very sorry to use on a negative of any value.

Another cause of staining I attribute to intensification with iron,

and that is why I use pyrogallic acid in place of sulphate of iron. I

saw some negatives the other day that were intensified with iron

which had become stained more or less, while others that were done

at the same time with pyro. had not stained.

All the gelatine plates I use I make myself, and I never employ

more gelatine than I am obliged to do, as I consider the less gelatine

used the more easy is the washing. I do not employ more than

about half the quantity that is generally prescribed.

There is also another cause to which I think sufiicient attention

is not paid, and that is in the fixing. A great many, as soon as the

unaltered bromide and iodide have apparently disappeared from

the film, take the plate at once out of the hypo, and wash it. I

have found, from experience, that the plates should be left five or

ten minutes at least after the film appears clear ; for, if it have a

thick end to it, it takes some considerable time to free it from the

bromide and iodide. If these have not been entirely removed and
silver intensification be employed afterwards, a dark yellow stain

will appear which nothing can remove. I have seen this on several

occasions. By some it is said to be a hypo, stain. If silver intensi-

fication has not been employed, and the negative has not been
properly fixed, discolouration is sure to occur sooner or later, no
matter how much the plate has been washed ; and, therefore, I

think too much attention cannot be given to fixing or clearing a

negative, which is very often slurred over. Wm, Brooks,

GELATINO-CHLOEIDE FOE TRANSPARENCIES. I
I HAVE long sought for a method of producing transparencies by
contact from certain negatives, and I desired to find a method by
which I could produce transparencies at once suitable for household

decoration and for the reproduction of negatives in case any
accident should happen to my originals. In the current Almanac
I briefly stated the importance of such a step being taken in the

case of perfect negatives for insurance against total loss by accident,

and in the ca-se of negatives requiring intensification or reduction to

prevent loss through the mistakes so frequently made in these

operations. That my remark in the Almanac is worthy of notice I am
persuaded to believe from the facts that the Editors of this Journal
have chosen my words as the text for a valuable and carefully-

written article, and that disasters to valuable negatives are frequently

occurring and always possible. A broken negative has, before now, -

in very deft hands, been patched up so as to give passable prints

—

at least so I read ; but if a negative be smashed to " smithereens,"

as I have seen them, no mortal can replace, even if he can collect,

the fragments.

And who can be certain of succeeding in the intensification of a
gelatine negative 1 I, for one, confess my dislike, and even dread,
of the operation, which, in my hands, has always been precarious

—

often disastrous—though I have given great care and study to the
subject, and tried every published process that had a germ of

rationality in it. The same remarks may apply—perhaps in a
slightly modified degree—to reduction. Negatives over-dense can
be reduced with tolerable certainty ; but not seldom the reduction
is overdone, or the gelatine incurably damaged, by the reducing
agent. If a valuable negative can be rapidly, easily, and certainly
reproduced as soon as dry, I submit that a great advantage has been
gained. If, however, we produce not only a duplicate, but a superior
negative, and if, further, our intermediate positive is a thing of
unusual beauty, a valuable decoration, and a profitable commercial
commodity, then I maintain that not only is our slight trouble
amply repaid, but our ability of executing orders which might
otherwise be lost is ensured.
Now I know that most professional photographers will agree with

me, so far, as to the desirability of making contact positives of their
negatives

; but they will demur to the trouble, the expense, the
time, and the extra accomodation required for carrying out what I
urge. Well, I admit at once that more room will be necessary for
the storage of negatives and positives, because iu this, as in other
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matters, I like to look at all sides of the (luestioii. ISiit how about
ray friend of the Exhibition who had a large and, to him, extremely
valuable negative broken after the production of seventeen prints,

the subject being a public ceremony which could not be re-enacted
for his benefit, and the negative of which wiis a brilliant success

that might have made his name renowned and left his pocket
bursting ! I guess he would not grudge the space required for a
good positive on gelatino-chloride. And consider, also, that any
valuable negative is liable at any time to be broken—all the more
BO because valuable. Everyone knows that when a large number of

prints is wanted of a certain negative such negative is reproduced
over and over again, thus saving time and avoiding superfluous
wear and tear of the original negative. With gelatino-chloride
plates, as I propose to recommend them, the time, trouble, and
expense are as nothing compared with the advantages gained.

I have already said that the positives produced by contact print-

ing with either portrait or landscape negatives are themselves things
of beauty and eminently marketable commodities. No silver print

can at all compare with either a transparent positive or a good
positive on opal, whether the opal be matt or smooth. To-day I

nave produced in a couple of hours, and with one dose of developer
four ounces in quantity, eight positives—six on opal and two on
glass; and, though the batch of plates was new, I have not lost one
operation. I was endeavouring also to produce a variety of tone,

and in this I have succeeded, no two positives being alike in colour,

yet all pleasing enough.
All ray previous experience did not amount to eighteen trials,

and of these trials were two batches of emulsion made by myself
and differently treated, while the other experiments were made
with plates prepared by the versatile and ingenious Mr. A. Cowan.
Any person in possession of his senses would prefer these experi-

mental positives of mine to my silver prints from the same
negatives; indeed, I showed an opal to a pereon whom one
of the negatives represents, and it was with difficulty I could resist

the " annexation " of my opal property. Had it not been that I
happen to hold the "suzerainty" of the pereon in question, my
Transvaal— I mean my opal— would assuredly have been for-

feited.

The positives on glass, too—backed with opal or ground glass or
matt varnish, then the edges bound or the plate framed—make
lovely objects to hang at a window or exhibit in a slanting frame on
a table. If photographers would have the windows of their

reception-rooms hung with such goods they would interest their
clients and secure most profitable orders ; for these positives have
an appearance of great value and would command a high price,

tliough the cost of production is but trifling. The ease with which
these opals, especially, can be worked upon and beautified is a mat-
ter of great importance, whether the positive is to be sold or a new
negative to be produced from it.

But I am writing so strongly it would almost appear that I have
a commercial interest in some plates or some process. This,
however, is not the case ; all my interest is comprised in a thorough
love for our art, in a firm conviction that we have in store a greater
and nobler future than anyone yet imagines, and in a warm desire
to point out to photogi-aphers what is really for their benefit,

artistically and pecuniarily.

I have no doubt that almost any sort of emulsion in good order
will serve to produce good or passable positives ; but with emulsions
anything like what we call " rapid " the difficulties are greatly en-
hanced. Given a slow emulsion, the trouble decreases very greatly;
an artificial light may be used, and either pyro. or iron development
will answer the desired purpose, so far as required for the repro-
duction of negatives. In this way I have successfully used various
sorts of dry collodion and albumen plates, also Swan's slow gelatine
plates ; and I found some of Mr. Kennett's original gelatine plates,
with excess of silver, I suppose, give capital results.

And here I must state what I consider the desiderata for positives
to be used for reproduction of negatives, and for final prints of
themselves. In some points the desiretl qualities tally with each
other

; in others, by slight modification, they can be made practi-
cAlly to agree. In both cases we must have fair density and clear
shadows. The high lights must be clear glass, but there must be good
gradation from this to the dark shadows, which for their part must
be " firm," but not opaque. A positive without any half-tone, or a
sudden jump from cleai- glass to dense dai'kness, is a " waster." I
found that with (say) a bromo-iodide gelatine plate, when I got a
good, brilliant positive for reproducing it, it was rather too dense to
make a first-rate decorative article ; nor, as a rule, was the colour
suitable for a picture by itself. It was only uccasioiially, and always
with much trouble, that 1 could tone a gelatine plate with broraide

ill it to a good colour, and even colloilion positives were not to bo
depended on in this matter.

But at last I have found an emulsion of gelatine and silver

chloride which, while possessing agreeable colour, is also eminently
suited for the reproduction of negatives ; and a positive on gelatino-

chloride emulsion can be first used to reproduce the original nega-
tive and then used as a decoration. Or it can be put aside, or even
sold as a work of art, and yet serve as a matrix for the reproduction of

negatives at any time when the artist may ^'et hold of it, as in the
case of the original negative getting broken. I say 1 have found such
a process ; but I do not mean to infer that I discovered or invented
it myself. I got my ideas from the writings of Mr. Cowan, who
gave his process to the public with most commendable liberality.

In the exposure and development of these plates, almost any varia-

tion of colour may be produced ; and, further, if the finished trans-

parency be not of the desired colour, it can with perfect ease be
changed, if not to any colour, at least to several most pleasing tints.

On getting a copy of Mr. Cowan's original formula and directions

for making gelatino-chloride emulsion, I, as usual with new pro-

cesses, proceeded to make a batch of emulsion for myself. I do not
know whether it is worth while to till these columns with what can
be found elsewhere ; but, in a very few words, I shall describe my
operations. I took 320 grains of gelatine (Nelson No. 1 and
Heinrich equal pai'ts), soaked in six ounces of water for an hour,

added 146 grains of ammonium chloride, raised to about 110° Fahr.

I also took 320 grains of silver and two ounces of water at about
110°, dissolved and added slowly, with brisk agitation, to the
chloride gelatine ; then I raised the emulsion to 125°, and turning

off my gas left the whole affair covered with flannel for ten minutes,

after which I poured out the emulsion to set.

This was on October 28th. On November 2nd, on my return

from a short absence, I washed, filtered, and coated plates with the

emulsion. When dry they gave positives by contact as good as

I could wish, but the emulsion was too slow for copying in the

camera. Then I took part of the emulsion which had not been washed,
and boiled it for fifteen minutes ; afterwards washed it, filtered it, and
coated some quarter-plates^with it, and tried to copy negatives in the

camera for lantern slides. I found this a failure, as fog was present

in sufficient force to spoil a lantern transparency, if not any positive.

I tried various developers—ferrous oxalate, ferrous citrate, &c.

—

but none of them would work for my purpose.

I may as well say at once that I do not recommend these chloro-

gelatine plates for camera work. If the emulsion be not boiled it

is too slow ; if it be boiled there is always the fear of fog, to which,
in my opinion, a boiled chloride emulsion is at all times liable. To
make certain I repeated the experiment twice, boiling the emulsion
five and ten minutes respectively, and the result was the same

—

fog ; not violent, but enough to impair a lantern slide. I am told

that a gentleman has used the unboiled emulsion plates for slides,

exposing only five minutes in the camera ; but I am not told what
lens or what stop he used, nor do I know if his slides are anything
like sharp in focus.

After I had prepared my emulsion as above, I noticed that ilr.

Cowan's plates were to be had from the maker. As I have resolved

not in future to prepare emulsion except for special purposes, or

for the sake of experiment or keeping my hand in, I at once
requested Mr. Cowan to send me a batch of plates—a few to be
boiled emulsion. I see no reason why I should not say that I was
charmed with these plates from the very first. As prepared by
Mr. Cowan himself the plates were excellent. I wish all processes

came up as thoroughly to what is claimed for them as this one
does. I am told that the preparation of these plates has passed
into the hands of Messrs. Marion and Co., and I have no reason to

doubt that the plates will continue to bear the good character I
have to give them. Tones ranging from cold, slatey grey to

bright scarlet or carmine can be produced almost at wUl, and the

exposure is of so elastic a nature that one can hardly go far wrong
in the matter. Upon the duration of exposure, or upon the con-

sequent modification of development, depends chiefly,the tone of

the finished transpai-ency.

My practice is to expose the plate hi contact with my negative

—

unvarnished for choice, but quite dry—to the worst daylignt I can

find for from one to six minutes, accorduig to my negative and the

tone I want. The redder the tone required the longer the exposure.

That is the first grand principle. Mr. Cowan gave me quite a long
list of alkaline substances with which I might develope—each of

them in a certain proportion, and each countei-actcd by a propor-

tionate amount of citric acid ; and here comes in the second grand
principle :—The greater the excess of acid in the developer the
warmer the tone.
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I tried three of Mr. Cowau's developers (those given in his

printed instructions), and I found the last—that with the largest

excess of acid, coupled with the longest exposure and restrained by

a dose of common salt—to be the best My plates requiring about

four ounces of developer, I use the following :

—

Citric acid 540 grains.

Carbonate of ammonia (fresh) 180 „

Water 3 ounces.

I heat the acid and water, and add the ammonia ; this makes a

"fizz," but does no serious damage to anyone. Into these four

ounces I put from ten to thirty drops of a teu-per-cent. solution of

pure sodium chloride, which, as I said, acts as a restrainer. To this

add iron protosulphate 140 grains, water one ounce, and, if required,

sulphuric acid one drop. *

Development generally takes some minutes to begin ; but when
it does start you must " stand by to belay," as once on the move it

works pretty rapidly. To tell the truth, my first plates took so long

to start development that I put them into the sink and gave a
much longer exposure to another plate. Meantime my rejected

plate had started to develope, and I only noticed it by accident in

the sink. Third grand principle—more salt, slower development.
Sometimes the image comes at first a grand carmine colour, and

as development proceeds loses that tone. In such a case more
exposure and shorter development is required. Fix in hypo.; no
alum or acid required. If anyone attending to the printed instruc-

tions alone can make anything but fine positives from decent nega-

tives, all I say is I don't "twig" how he does it. The fixed and
well-Wi»shed positive can be toned with perfect ease, if the colour

do not satisfy, to several beautiful tones with gold, or borax, or

platinum. (ii>Id works well, as I can testify. If transparencies of

this kind are made on opal the development must not be carried too

far. If the opal be matt, the surface is about as perfect for re-

touching with pencil or brush as anything I ever saw. Portraits

and landscapes are also valuable when printed in this style, and,

aa I maintain, look better on glass than in any other shape I know.
To produce a duplicate negative from such a positive, nothing is

required but to repeat the operation. This time, however, I use a
slow bromo-iodide plate, printing by artificial light through ground
glass or opal, and develope with pyro. But another chloride plate

may be used without doubt. People are alwa3'3 raving about clear

glass shadows in a negative; well, I don't like an>/ clear glass in

negatives, unless my shadow is in nature not only black, but dead
black.

I omitted to say before that the developer I have given works
quite well for six or eight plates, but does not keep for many hours.
The two solutions composing it, however, will probably keep sepa-
rately for a long time. Andrew Prinole.

»

POLYCHROMATIC NEGATIVES AND DEVELOPING-
ROOM ILLUMINATION.

Mb. Debenuam's announcement that ruby light is not the Ijest for
the development of gelatino-bromide plates raises the desire of those
in foreign lands to examine the matter; but no verbal or written
description can exactly describe the particular shatles of colour he used,
nor if I had a specimen of the glass here would it be of use, because I
have resolved to discard glass-faced lamps when travelling. Such lamps
are heavy if of serviceable size, and glass breaks. Naked yellow lights
worke<l at from a safe distance, or pasteboard oaudle-soreens with
paper windows arc preferable. Tlie objection to the latter is that paper
tears, and that no enterprising manufacturer has yet introduced
coloured oil silk into photography, for that would be a great boon.*
However, I hit upon the following simple plan of producing Mr.

Debeuham's results, and anyone far from London can do the same with-
out previously knowing the exact colours used by him.

1 took a plate of bare glass, quarter-plate size, and bought at a shop
nine sheets of tissue paper, of various red, yellow, and green colours.
I fastened two slips of each of them on the glass—one set of nine
lips longitudinally and the other set of nine transversely. The
majority of the nine colours were green and yellow, the absorption of
actinic rays by tlie red being so well known already. A broad margin
was left at the edges, because the strips were there fixed to the glass by
gum. The gum apreail a little while wet, under the necessary prcssm-e
of the fixing, but, because of the margin, it could not spread to where
the strips crossed each other, and so interfere with the residts, paper
rendered more transparent by gum not being in general use for photo-
graphic lanterns.

Thus, by nine slips crossing the other nine slips at nine diCferent
places, I had no fewer than eighty-one squares of two thicknesses of
coloured paper on but a single quarter-plate, so it was unlikely that

' Our corrcitpondent in miHinfoniietl on thm jwint, m coloured oil silk for dark-room
purposes—botb orango and ruby—haa been in the market for many vears, and is
<|U'jted iu at least one advertiscmont in our Auiaj(ac.

some of these would not give results of interest. No duiiljt many will

repeat this experiment, it gives such a large choice of coloured screens jj
from which to select ; but I recommend them to take a half-plate, with

at least twenty colours in each direction, as when making a poly-,

chromatic negative it is as well that it should have a largo range of

colours, since that will require but a few minutes' extra work to pre-

pare, and the negative when made will be permanently useful. The
ends of the strips I turned round about one-sixth of an inch on the

other side of the glass, and gummed them down there also, that they

might hold on well.

I then exposed the polychromatic negative over one sensitive gelatino-

bromide plate for seven minutes to the light of a common composite

candle, and another similar plate to the same light for twelve minutes

;

the measured distance from the flame in each case was twelve inches.

Both plates were developed at once iu the same dish with the sulphite

of soda pyrogallic developer, and both were fixed at one time iu the

same bath of hyposulphite of soda. The result was the discovery that

many of the squares of superimposed papers had stopped the action of

light well, and on searching among the coloured squares which had
behaved well for one, which also gave plenty of luminosity to the eye,

1 judged the best to have been formed by one of the light yellows with
one of the light greens—the result thus agreeing with those of Mr,
Debenham, although some other tints answered nearly as well.

Knowing the eye to be useless as a judge of the pure elements of

colour, 1 had a suspicion that the greyish-green light passing through the

paper might, nevertheless, contain much of our old friend the photogra-

phically-useful ruby luminosity in disguise, aud proving by its presence
that tlie fairly-well-established first principles of science were really

not upset by the apparent results of one experiment. Accordingly, I

brought the spectroscope to bear upon the light of a caudle passed
through the two papers, when I discovered tbat, practically speaking, the
transmitted light was a mixture of ruby and green, with a small pre-

ponderance of the latter, and that the blues, violets, and yellows were
cut off, witli the exception of a barely-perceptible trace of yellow.
The red and orange papers, of which but one each had been usad,

answered well photngraphically and badly visually, as we all know ; and •

the fact was apparent tiiat the superjjositiou of one of tbese colours
upon itself gave little additional chemical protection, whilst vastly-

diminishing the luminosity to vision by increasing the opacity of the
j

screen. The little advantage gained chemically was prol)Hl)ly due to
the second sheet of orange paper cutting off' rays which the grain aud
imperfections in the first sheet had allowed to pass ; for tissue or anjrl

otiier ordinary paper is an unscientific and improper material to use in
,

photographic lanterns, and its defects are made up by extra strain upooj
the eyesight of the operator. At those intermediate places where only
a single sheet of coloured paper screened the sensitive plate the grain
of the paper printed itself upon the film, showing the coarse nature ot
paper when used as a filter for light.

Mr. Debenham's experiments does not prove that his light was moM
non-actinic than ruby, although the latter allowed a print to be takert

through it quicker than through the former. In the one case he had a
screen of two colours, the one cutting off actinic rays to which thS
other was transpai-ent, whereas he gave ruby light Ijut the benefit o^
two screens of one colour, so that the chemical rays passed by the onol
would for the most part necessarily pass through the other also. Had,
he used two kinds of red, or ruby glass superimposed on orange, it ia^

probable that the actinic rays would be more powerfully cut off thai

by his greyish-green, although the latter is more valuable for ordinar
practical purposes. There is thus no evidence that his experimenl
necessitates a reconsideration of what at present is accepted as the firsi

principles of spectroscopy as applied to photography. i
In order to discover whether with light of a different space-penetral

ting power the same results would be obtained with the polychromatiff
negative, and another two colours prove superior with another source
of light, I took the coloured negative today to Mr. K. Ulmi, a Lucerne
photographer. He developes by means of a paraffine flame shining
through ruby glass, and one of his plates, made at Twann, was exposed
for eight minutes under the coloured negative at a measured distance
of thirty centimetres from a bright paraffine flame about the size of a
common caudle, and with a tin reflector behind it. His was a rapid
plate, made for portraiture. The results were the same as with my,
perhaps, slower plates. His plates were developed with ferrous oxalate.

These tests were very severe as to the safety of the light, for nobody
in ordinary operating holds his dry, undeveloped plates at right angles
to a candle or paraffine flame for eight or twelve minutes. Their position
13 usually horizontal in relation to light, which (iiminislies the power of
the latter immensely, and in less than a minute development has begun.
Then, again, he does not necessarily work at but twelve inches from
the light

; at a distance of twenty-four inches its chemical power is
diminiahed fourfold. The law that the intensity of light diminishes
nivcrsely with the square of the distance is a most valuable practical
guide when developing by means of coloured lanterns. It is well, and
quite as easy, not to let the plate be too close to the lantern in taking
It from the slide and placing it in the dish ; but, when once the developer
IS oyer it, it may be brought close to a fairly good lantern with im-
inmity. A good plan is not to bring it very close to the lamp till the
image just begins to appear.
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A oliief reasoa why lU'lit will not net perceptibly on tlie tihii, eve i

while the pyrogallic aciit 19 colourless auil wlioii the hintcra is faulty in

the power of cutting; off autiuio rays, is that all polished transijaroiit
smfaces have a " limiting ani;le," at which aujjlo all liyht falling on the
siufaoo is totally retlcoteil. and none of it can pass tlirongh the trans-
parent nijiliuni. Clear water or any similar muiliura thus rejects

altogether a jKirtiou of the light falling upon it, and much of the re-

mainder is retlucteil upwards when it falls upon the plate at the various
angles of its emission from a developing lantern, tllass has its fixed
limiting angle, water another, and probably saline solutions a different
angle still. Here, away from books of reference, I cannot state the
angles, but hope Mr. Debeuham or someone else will look them up
and publish them ; for it is evident that the centre of the lantern glass
hould l)e at such an elevation above the centre of the developing dish
that the Hue of light between the two shall fall upon the liquid at its

limiting angle. Instead of the lantern glass being placed with its

greatest length perpendicular to the plane of the horizon, its direction
should be horizontal, that more of tlie light may fall on the develop-
iug dish near the limiting angle. It is also a mistake to make the
other three sides of a square lantern of metal ; they should all be of
non-actinic glass. The liglit from the other three sides does not fall

direct upon the developing dish, but has to reach the sides of the room,
in which any feeble actinic rays are more especially absorbed by the
surface of the walls, and the operator may as well have the advantage
of all this well-filtered light in his room. An operatiug-room in which
daylight is filtered through coloured glass is more unscientific than one
in which light from a screened flame is used ; in the former case the
conditions are constaatly varying, and more dangerous to good results.
There are conditions under which ground glass will illummate a room

more than plain glass; and one is where the window is so near to the
large blank wall of a neitjhbouring house that most of the light from the
sky falls on the glass at the limiting angle, as it is thus thrown off outside
the rooni. If the exterior surface of the glass so placed be ground, much
of this light is caught at other angles by the infinite multitude of little

hills and valleys and is deflected into the apartment.
The colour of the ferrous-oxalate developer is a great protection to a

sensitive plate beneath it from the action of light. Pyrogallic acid has
not this advantage in the first stage of the development. Some harm-
less and cheap vegetable ruby colouring matter added to it might be
an improvement.
The days of miserable working in gloomily-dark rooms with gelatine

plates are nearly over, thanks to the initiatory step taken by Mr.
Debeuham. In the early days of gelatine emulsion the plates were
not so g')od as mw, and the operators fogged them more by over-
development, over-exposure, and too much ammonia. The blame
must often have been laid on the unfortunate light, and the photo-
grapher afterwards punished himself by working more and more in the
darkness of Eblis. In some cases no doubt the light was to blame from
want of care in testing the transparent screen by trying to what extent
it cotild be printed through, and because of using two thicknesses of
the same glass, instead of varying the colour in the second sheet, that
the latter might cut off the rays to which the first one was permeable.
This error is conmion now, and rendered Mr. Debenham's comparative
experiment an unfair and inconclusive one. Very likely the best red
colour obtainable will still be the best for abnormally-sensitive plates.
The yellower or redder and the,more steady the primary source of

light in the developing-room the better. If a gas flame be used an
argand burner shouhl be chosen, because when the central air-hole of
the burner is plugged at the bottom the flame is made longer and
yellower. In the future more than ever should the Irish-like expression,
"the light of the dark room, ' be abolished.
Since the previous portion of this article was written, I have read

the account of the experiments of Mr. Herbert S. Starnes, which is
another step in the improvement of operating-room illumination. It
was probably an erj-or to employ any white paint in his lamp as a sub-
stratum. What was wanted was that the blue rays should be
absorbed by the wood and paint of the walls of the box, and none
reflected. An orange or green, rough, unpolished surface might have
been m )re to the purpose. His plan does not amount to much more
than the method of developing by the light of an ordinary candle, with
an opaque screen between the candle flame and the plate, with the
Utter at a safe distance. But it is a little superior in that more of the
blue rays are absorbed by the walls of the box tlian by the majority of
the colours used on the walls of rooms.
Mr. Debenham will be pleased to hear that his method is already

a<lopted in Lucerne by Mr. Ulmi, who is greatly pleased with it. The
one sheet of thin tissue piper is of a canary-yellow colour, and the
greeu is a very bright pea green, inclining to yellow. .Some of the
darker greens I tried answered no bettor, but quite as well chemically
though mforior visually. On examining the accepted papers separately
through tlie spsctrosoope by daylight I found thoy each transmitted a
little blue, but when superimposed cut it off, I suppose because imper-
fections caused by the coarse gr.iin of the one paper were largely
neutralised by the other, an I because re 1 and grean rays have mnre
powr of penetration through coarse media than blue rays. This is why
street gas-lights at a distance look redder and yellower in a London
fog.

Those who wish to try the new liylit without the trouble of experi-
menting, will probably be quite safe if they buy the most brilliant
green tissue-paper and the most brilliant cauary-yollow tissue-paper
they can find in a shop—not the feeblest or the darkest of the coloura,
but the brightest. Tlie feeblest let more actinic rays through ; the
darkest shut out light by opacity, which light is wanted for the
benefit of the eyesight. I wish to withdraw the statement in my l««t
article to the effect that the new light was probably change of colour
without change of intensity. There is a great uicreaso of intensity, and
Mr. Debenham has conferred a groat boon upon the whole photographic
world. W. H. Harrlsox.

Litcenie, Switzerland, December 28, 1883.

"POLICE PRISONER.S' PH0T0(iRAPH8."
A OUNCE at a collection of criminals' photographs, so largely used by
the detective police, does not increase one's admiration for mankincf.
Most of the portraits seen in their albums have certainly been taken
under the most dismal circumstances. The felon brought to bay is not
seen in his happiest mood, and it is beyond ordinary human nature
to look one's best with the almost dead certainty of a period of priaou
discipline in the immediate future.

Scanning the prints it is the simplest thing in the world to pass over
an apparently harmless, uncharacteristic face, and hazard a wonder at
its being in such bad company. The chances are that the original was
one of the vilest of the lot, for there are those who can "smile and
smile and be a villain," and it goes hard with the innocent prisoner's
photograph ; no matter what expression is portrayed, the surroundings
condemn him and brand him as a " bad 'un."

Those fairly nurtured in crime and abandoned to the lowest strata
have a physiognomy which needs no Lavater to distinguish. " Assume
a virtue if you have it not," says Sliakespere ; but it will not do
much good here, for in the unemotionable photograph the brute
character shows clear. The beetle-browed ruffians are, if possible,
rendered more than naturally hideous. Being mostly taken under a
top light, with no attempt at modulating its direct vigour, the shadows
are wotully alirupt. The lines and furrows of dissipation, scars, and
broken noses arc made even more disfiguring, and, farther, the con-
sciousness of being trapped and compelled to submit does not tend to

mend matters ; thus we have the criminal bully perhaps at his worst.
I have before me two prints showing the baflled rage of two low-

browed scoundrels while four constables are energetically holding them
down. In the one a great bar of wood is forced under the chin ; it

takes two men to manage it. This effects two objects—raising the
head and nearly throttling the "subject." The hair of the head 13

firmly grasped by another, no doubt to keep him steady; a punch in

the stomach by the fourth completes the picture. He has been pose<l

with a vengeance 1 "He won't object the next time," said the
burliest constable, as he wiped the perspiration from his face. In
the other picture a bunch of keys jagged into the throat is substituted
for the bar of wood, and seems as effectual.

These jjortraits were taken by the old wet process, when rapid ex-
posure was not the rule. Matters are somewhat improved now, for in

a few cases they arc taken unawares. The album cout;iina some strik-

ing evidence of this—one, for instance, with an officer's hand on the
prisoner's shoulder in the act of giving friendly advice. This is, iin-

doubtetlly, the pleasantost way, but is not always practicable. Generally
speaking, the taking of a prisoner's portrait is very commonplace. He is

brought out of his cell, placed on a chair which has been previously
focussed, aits down looking a little bewildered, a rapid exposure ia

made, and the untried unfortunate is hurried off little the wiser. But,

be ou your guard, constables and photographer I In an instant the
demon of destructiveness rouses the sitter, and in a moment the
apparatus is smashed with a display of astonishing energy and vindic-

tiveness, recalling to mind the nigger in the "Octoroon" who toma-
hawked the camera with bloodthirsty revenge.

In the album is the portrait of a " card-sharper," who smilingly sat

down, apparently delighted with getting his portrait taken ; but just at

the critical moment he jumped up and gave a vicious kick at the camera,

making a wreck in no time. If ever a man got punished I can in con-

fidence say he did, for the barly constables were at him with gusto,

and by the time another camera and lens were procured ho was a
sadder ami a wiser man. The best policy is here, as elsewhere, to sub-

mit to the inevitable. Tlie police department, I may mention, made
good the photographer's outfit.

The women criminals are the worst to mtinaijo when once they make
up their minds to be troublesome, and I believe they are not much
me<ldled with if they show many qualms. A good lady on 0110

occasion bounced up from the posing chair with great vigour, and with

a preliminary spit on the hands, looking all over like fighting trim,

she said, " I was just going to smooth my hair," when she was roughly

collared by the constable and thrown down again.

One lesson to be learned is to use, for preference, a hmg f.cussed

lens, and then the photographer is not too near his sitter. Perhaps in

some cases a brick wall between the parties is prcferabl.-. A very good

plan practised at one station is in having two raised platforms—one for
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t)\c ci'Jicra aiil tlic ot'iei- foi- tin muJcl; :ui.l, witli a wijo, empty space
between, a suiUlen kick is hero just wasted energy.
As there is no law to compel untried prisoners to sit for their por-

traits, it is scarcely to be expected that operations will always proceed
in quietness. It is different in the gaol in which the convicted prisoners

are placed. There everything is done by regulation. Those who have to

be photographed go through the routine as a matter of course. There are,

comparatively, very few untried prisoners who come under the camera's
eye, and these few are special cases where copies are wanted in a hurry.
In some instances as large a quantity of prints as can be done in time
for the night's post or other mode of distribution is required. In
pressing cases the detectives accept, in their urgency, rough, untoned
silver prints. If the likeness be traceable it answers their purpose. I

have no doubt that the gelatino-bromide paper will, if it is not already
the case, be largely employed fur this purpose. Its extreme sensitive-

ness (an exjxjsure of one second or so to gas or other light) enables scores to

be printed in an astonishingly-short time. A large batch can be deve-
loped at once, and finished and despatched to particular stations for

information. For this, what are called "route forms" are used. The
portrait is pasted on a printed sheet, and a written description annexed
of name and alirisr.^, place of abode, age, height, marks, occupation, charge,

*e., and in some forms even their religion have to be filled in. Tiiese

forms are forwarded from one centre to another, and carefully ex-

amined and noted. If recognised, particulars are communicated.
In some energetic offices these "route" ijhotographs are all re-copied
and added to the album, there to be studied and referred to at any
moment.
A great number of portraits, too, is in circulation of suspects not

captured. From whence the detectives obtain these photographs
is not easily explained; but the fact remains that the counterfeit re-

semblance of the forger, the embezzler, or other person " wanted " is

in the hands of the police, and copies made.
Local photographers are often ap])lied to for a carle of au unfortunate

customer, and it is questionable whether they should give it or not.
That they do often stretch a point and favour the detective there is no
doubt ; but, on the face of it, it seems a great breach of faith on the
IKirt of the photographer against his customer. Certainly, in a law-
abiding, commercial nation it is every honest tradesman's intei'est to
strengthen the hands of justice, and aid in the detection of crime ; but
in the case of the photographer he may be the cause of an irremediable
injury. To have one's cartr hawked about by a detective is to a sensi-
tive man a punishment in itself, and with the doubt of guilt or innocence
liiuiging over him is unfair to himself and degrading to his friends. It
is no part of the photographic profession to place their private cus-
tomers' negatives at the service of the police without the permission of
the sitter. I should say, even where the case is as clear as noonday,
the photographer has no business to betray his client.

The following is a case in point :—The assistant in a photographic
studio, whose uuty wa.s to copy the " route " portraits for the police,
liappened to recognise in one of them the face of a regular customer.
He compared the photograph, and there was not the slightest doubt.
The person was "wanted" by the police for absconding with silver
plate, &c. , from his late employer. The address of the man—he was
valet to a gentleman in the neighbourhood—was known to the photo-
grapher ; ^-et he did not feel it incumbent on him to divulge the
matter, i'he man might be a thief, or he might not. The photo-
grapher had found him honest in his business relations with him
and he gave him the benefit of the doubt.

'

Thomas Maitlano Laws,

DIFFERENT DEVELOPERS.—EXPERIMENTS WITH A
POTASH DEVELOPER.

TjiE question as to what developer one should work with is still unde-
cided. While in England (the fatherland of the emulsion process) alkaline
development is used by an overwhelming majority, in France and,
lately also, in Germany the ferrous oxalate developer is coming to the
front. The circumstance that in England tourist photography plays a
much greater part than on the continent may greatly contribute to this
result. At auyrate, it cannot be denied that the question as to which
developer is best suited for use on a journey is of great importance
when one has to make a choice of a method of development. One
must insist upon the same process being used always in the studio that is
used outside it, and one can only learn to master his process thoroughly
when he can employ it independently of time and place. From this
point of view the following experiments were made :—
The ferrous oxalate developer offers the great advantage of being

easy and convenient to handle, and furnishes plates which, when looked
through, have quite the character of wet ones. It is, therefore un
usually well suited for use in the studio, especially since the price of
potassic oxalate has become so low. Yet weighty considerations are
opposed to Its employment upon journeys or in warm climates. It is
necessary to prepare saturated solutions of salts which do not dissolve
very rapidly. These solutions must, especially where no distilled water
is to bo obtained to add to them, bo mtcrcU ovcu when the chemicals

are piuc and fresh—a particularly wearisome business in the case of

potassic oxalate—as rinsing water rich in calcium may not be nsed,

while, of course, such a water is quite unfit for adding to the developer

itself. The quantity of chemicals that have to be taken with one on

the journey and the extent of the stock solutions are very considerable

;

and, finally, if the temperature be high and the plates are not

prepared with very hard gelatine, the film dissolves in the baths.

However great, therefore, the advantages of the ferrous oxalate

developer are, such strong objections to its use occur in many cases

that it cannot be regarded as a normal developer which may always be
used.

The pyrogallic acid developer with ammonia takes up to a certain

extent an opposite position. It is more difficult to manipulate than the
ferrous oxalate developer, and plates developed with it have not when
looked through the character of wet plates, if sulphite of sodium (which
is such an advantageous addition) be not added.

Further: there is the still greater drawback that both the stock
ammonia and the normal solution of the same as employed are con-
tinually changing, by long use, their specific gravity, and therewith
their efficacy, and also that the strong fumes of ammonia evolved by the
developer may become very annoying in the confined tent ; but to these
defects some unusual advantages are opposed. With sodium sulphite
the developer furnishes plates which are in nothing behind those deve-
lojjed with ferrous oxalate, and which have thoroughly the character of

wet plates ; indeed, the alkaline developer allows, without any trouble,
of modifications which can only be made upon the ferrous oxalate
developer with difficulty and with the expenditure of time.
The chemicals required for the preparation of a normal solution

occupy comparatively little room, are easily carried about, dissolve
quickly, and, if salicylic acid be used with the pyrogallol, require no
distilled water ; but any water fit for drinking may be used for working
with it as well as for rinsing the plates. Lastly : the film is so well
tanned by the alkaline developer that the plates can be developed at a
much higher temperature both of air and water (the latter may be
used at 28° to 30°) than is even to be thought of with the ferrous
oxalate developer.
Now, to summarise the judgment on the two methods : one sees at

once that the alkaline developer may claim the advantage of more
universal usefulness, while the ferrous oxalate developer renders the
most excellent service when one has always to work in the same studio.
Where, therefore —• even when views are taken outside and upon
journeys—the plates are always taken to a fixed dark room in which
distilled or rain water is at one's disposal, and the temperature never
exceeds a certain maximum, the ferrous oxalate developer is in its right
place. But there are limitations here. In wann climates it is often
difficult to keep the dark room and the solutions cool enough, and the
alkaline developer at once steps forward and deserves the preference
then as well as from every photographer who must occasionally work
in improvised laboratories during journeys. Besides, when sodium
sulphite is added to it, it is only inferior to ferrous oxalate in one
respect, namely, the instability of the ammoniacal solutions, which
continuously lose strength in consequence of evaporation. If this
drawback could be remedied the alkaline developer would by its
universality supplant the ferrous oxalate developer more and more in
coui'se of time.

An efifort in this direction is made! by the soda developer (which is
now gaining so much ground in America), in which the very unstable
ammonia is replaced by carbonate of soda, the solution of which
remains of the same strength for an unlimited time. This developer
also deserves full consideration, since it works without restraining bro-
mide, and imparts to its negatives the character of wet plates without
sodium sulphate. One objection only can be raised against it, and it
merely has to be taken into consideration when travelling. At a mean
temperature of 1.5° C. carbonate of soda dissolves very slowly in water,
and sixteen parts of it require one hundred parts of water. One is,
therefore, not in a position to prepare a sufficiently-concentrated solu-
tion and must use great <iuantitics of it. Thus : Mr. H. J, Newton
uses fully 50 c. c. of a soda solution of about ten per cent, to every
100 c. c. of developer. In the studio this is no very great objection, as
great volumes of soda solution can be kept in stock; but, when
travelling, that is very burdensome, and to make the solution at the
time of using It is generally forbidden by the waste of time it would
cause—just like the ferrous oxalate developer. The soda developer,
therefore, offers the objection to the traveller of requiring a great deal
of room; on the other hand, it offers all the other advantages of the
ammoniacal developer, with perfect stabiHty of the solutions in addi-

Under these circumstances it seemed to me advisable to make some
systematic researches m order to discover whether some other alkalies

vinfL*r.r''''T,,'° °^^J
'" '•**^'' "'«'^* "°t ••«Pla=« the soda ad-

^v^^nt^^". / 1^° 'n?st prominent of these is carbonate of potassium,w hich dissolves about six times as easily in water as that of soda. But the

of sX .n,,f^rn'''',"T
'' ""t "''•'''"stcd by that

, for, while carbonate

aIII vdnm?3 f ^" ? m" """l""'
^"^"^ carbonate of potassium isanhydious, and acts about three times as powerfully, while if thesaturated solutions bo compared, one wUl ffnd that thaHf the car!
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bouate of potassiiiiu has at least iifteeu times the effect of soda, aud
therefore tlint, if tl\o potassium solt should otherwise prove suitable
for the developer, the bulk of the stock solution oue would have to
carry about would bo reduced to a tift«cnth. Another advantage
would be united to that, lu using ammonia one can vary the quantity
of alkali at pleasure; with soda that is hardly possible, as by adding
more soda solution the developer would be so much diluted that it

would require more pyrogallol. With tlio solution of carbonate of
soda, however, one can work just as with ammonia, though the quantity
must be somewliat greater. For instance : if oue wished to take the
quantity that would correspond to the above-mentioned—fifty c.c. of
soda solution, for a normal developer, to every 100 c.c. of water

—

about three c.c. of the potassic solution would be required—a quantity
which could, of course, be increased at pleasure.

For my purpose, in addition to carbonate of potassium, only caustic
potash aud caustic soda could be considered as being soluble enough iu
water and of undoubtedly powerful action, in order, therefore, to
obtain a complete series for comparison I prepared the following solu-
tions :

—

I. Water 100 parts, potassic oxalate 33 parts.
11. Water 100 parts, ferrous sulphate 33 parts, citric acid 0'75

part.

in. Water 100 parts, bromide of potassium 10 parts.
IV. Water 100 parts, alcohol 10 parts, salicylic acid 1 part, pyro-

gallol 10 parts.
V. Solution of sodium sulphite (1:4) 230 parts, ammonia (0-925)

120 parts, bromide of potassium 40 parts.
VI. Water 100 iiarts, caustic potash 6 parts.

yir. Water 100 parts, caustic soda 6 parts.
VIII. Water 100 parts, carbonate of potash (purified potash) 90 parts.
IX. Water 100 parts, sodium sulphite 25 jmrts.
X. Water 200 parts, sodium hyposulphite 1 part.
Emulsion plates of equal size were exposed at a distance of one

meter to the light of the burning of 1 cm. of magnesium ribbon, under
a graded photometer 13 cm. long and 21 cm. wide, specially con-
structed for this experiment of fine tissue paper. The photometer
was arranged so that eacli of the twenty-five steps which formed the
scale was 21 cm. in length, and about 0'52 of a centimetre in width.
These plates were afterwards cut into narrow strips perpendicularly to

Henderson's method, which gave very goo<l negatives with ferrou
oxalate, but with ammoniacal pyrogallol showed the most pronoauoad
green fog. These plates behaved faultlessly when developed with
potash, and showed only a scarcely-perceptible fog, which remained un-
lucroased even by prolonged development when sodium sulphite wa»
adiied. In this respect also the potash developer sliares the good qnali-
ties of the ferrous-oxidate developer—is quite etjual to it in every respect,
aud surpasses it iu convenience for use when travelling. It is very
remarkable that an increased addition of potash does not produce fiat

pictures, as one would have expected, but exceptionally powerful nega-
tives clear in the shadows. In the case of under-exposure one must
beware of adding more potash. The right thing to do is exactly the
opposite ; while with over-exposure increasing the potash with, in case
of need, tlie addition of bromide of potassium (which should not in
general require to be used)produces excellent results. Now the formula
which I consider the best is

—

I.

AVater lOO parts.

Alcohol 10 ,,

Salicylic acid 1 part.

Pyrogallol 10 parts.

II.

Solution 1 : 4 of sodium sulphite 100 parts.

Potash solution (9:10) 100 „
To every 100 c.c. of developer take 2 o-.c. of I. and from 1 to 32 c.c. of

U., according to the degree of softness or of brilliancy one wishes to
obtain. By suitably graduating the developer one can doubtless deve-
lope every negative so that it shall not need any intensification. The
proportion which, iu respect to power, most nearly corresponds to the
ferrous oxalate developer is 4 c.c. of potash solution to 100 c.c. of
developer.

Finally: a word upon the question of cost. The soda developer is

certainly cheaper, since one kilogramme (about 2 lbs. ) of soda only costs

25 Pf. (say 2^3.), and one kilogramme of purified potash 1 '40 Mk. (say

Is. 4d. ) ; yet the proportion is not really so unfavourable after all, since
the potash is three times as effective as the soda. One should, how-
ever, not be tempted on the plea of a false economy to use the unpari-
fied potash, which costs only 70 Mk., or the still cheaper raw product,

because the salts of chlorine they contain would essentially retard the

Ferrous
oxalate

developers

Ammonia.

Caustio
potash.

Caustic
soda.

Potash.

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

ri2
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

ao
21
22

23
24

L26

II.

Drops

20 i

40
40
40

\lii.

c.c.

4
8

16
2
2
3
3
3
3
4
3

1
0-5

OS

X.

Drops

20

1

3
3
4
3

1
0-5

0-5

3 10
3 10
3 12
3 12
3 12
3 11
3 11
3 12
3 12
3 12
4 12
4 12
4 10

3 11
8 10

12 10

Powerful, slight fog.

Powerful, no fog.

Powerful from 10 onward, and numbers to
13 reversed.

Powerful, clear.

Powerful, fog.

Very flat, strong fog.

Medium, strong tog.

Medium, slight fog.

Medium, very slight fog.

Very flat, clear.

Flat, strong fog.

Powerful, slight fog, yellowish.
Powerful, very slight fog, bluish.
Powerful, clear, bluish.

Powerful, slight fog, yellowish.
Powerful, clear, blue.

Powerful, slight fog, bluish.

Powerful, clear, blue.
Powerful, clear, very blue.
Powerful, clear, bluish.

Powerful, clear, bluish.

Medium, clear, bluish (steeped first three
minutes in potash alone).

Powerful, clear, bluish.

Medium, clear, blue.

Powerful, slight fog, bluish.

the degrees of the photometer, and each strip was then separately

developed in 100 c.c. of developer. The average time of development
was three minutes ; only in the case of the potash developer, to which
bromide was added, it was four minutes, and in one instance it was
twelve minutes, in order to test the action of prolonged develop-

ment.
The result given by the above table is that, while canstic potash and

caustic soda seem quite unsuitable, the potash developer, as I propose

to call it, stood the test quite exceptionally, and, especially when
sodium sulphite was added to it and imparted a blue tint to the plates,

it quite equalled the ferrous oxalate. But this result would be still

more significant if a second series of experiments made by mo be taken

into consideration. I had a series of plates, prepared according to Mr.

development. Also the potash developer is cheap enough, and, in con-
sideration of its great advantages, can confidently step into the chemical-
chest with every other one. Fkakz Stolze, Ph.D.— Woclienhlatt.

SHEFFIELD PHGTOORAPHIC SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION.
The Annual Exhibition of the Sbeflfield Photographic Society was
opened in the Cutlers' Hall, on Monday last, Jan. 7th, by the Mayor,
Mr. Alderman Brittain, who was accompanied by the Town Clerk and
several gentlemen connecte<l with the Society. The present collection
offers a great contrast to the first attempt made by the Society, two or
three years ago, iu the same building, when, as we recollect, the rooms
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had a rather bare appearance, the exhibits being confined almost

entirely to members. Now, however, there are upwards of four

hundred pictures hung, including many works by our leading artists,

both amateur and professional.

The Mayor, in declaring the exhibition open, delivered an address

in which he spoke of the advantaf;cs derivable from photography In

the course of his remarks he said that he looked upon the art as one

inducement to go into the country. By its aid the beauties of nature

were "reproduced, and, although it was not an absohite necessity that

the photographer sliould be a true artist, yet he should have the feel-

ings of an artist, to select such beautiful views for his work as were
exhibited in that hall. The beauty of the picture was not entirely in

the composition of it, and many men might note with pleasure a

beautiful landscape n-ithout knowing muth of the principles of art.

The means of producing beautiful pictures were within the reach of

every Sheffield man. There wais no manufacturing town in the world
more magnificently situated than Sheffield. He had had the privilege

of travelling very much during a part of his life, and had visited some
of the most beautifully-situated cities in Europe, most of those which
had a reputation for pretty surroundings, and he must honestly confess

there was no town in Europe lie had had the privilege of visiting where
the scenery was more beautifiU, or even so beautiful, as that around
Sheffield. Moreover, theywere only within a comjjaratively short distance

of the delightful Derbyshire dales. Their pencils and brushes might
not be able to produce works such as those of B. W. Leader, Boughton,
Vicat Cole, or other great landscape painters ; but there was pleasure

in producing, by the sun's aid, such beautiful pictures as were to be
seen on those walls. There was a further advantage in pliotography

—

the reproduction of works and everything that was beautiful ; like-

nesses, some of them of those they loved, and those whom in life they
recollected. There were so many beautiful objects that he need not
particularise ; but he would say that anything that took them into the
country out of the smoke of the town—be it photography, or any branch
of natural history, zoology, ornithology, or botany—should have the
support of every Sheffielder, for tUese studies were not only a
mesns of great enjoyment but of prolonging life. Concluding, he
declared the Exhibition open, and wished it and the Society every
success.

Among tlie more noteworthy works exhibited are several of the well-
known studies of Mr. H. P. Robinson, including his Merry Tale and
others from the last two exhibitions in Pall Mall.
Mr. W. McLiesh, of Darlington, also sends his famous Misty Morn-

ing on the Wear and N'cUure's Mirror, with other examples of his
work.

Messrs. Valentine and Sons (of Dundee), Messrs. Adams and
Scanlan (of Southampton), Mr. W. England, the Autotype Company,
Mr. T. B. Blow, the Rev. H. J. Palmer, Messrs, West and Sons, and
Mr. M. Auty (of Tynemouth), are amongst the exhibitors from a
distance, while Sheffield and its neighbourhood are well repre-
sented.

Dr. T. H. Morton, the late President of the Society, exhibits a
number of Indian and other views, as well as photomicrographs. Mr.
W. B. Hatfield, the Treasurer, contributes sevenil frames of excellent
landscape work, and also several "composition" studies; and Mr. J.
Taylor, the Secretary, also exhibits some good landscape work, so that
the Society, as represented by its officials, may be considered to have
done its duty. Mr. W. Dakin, ex-Secretary, is also represented ; and
Messrs. W. Uavis (of Ripley), Seaman (of Chesterfield), G. V. Yates,
W. Turner, T. S. Yeomans, E. Maleham, T. S. Hioks, S. Foxon, and
other local names are found in the catalogue.
The show of apparatus and appliances is not large, being confined to

exhibits by the well-known firms of Marion and Co,, J. F. Shew and
Co., H. Moorso, Lancaster and Son, and Hunter and Sands. Mr. J.
Taylor, Secretary, exhibits cameras; Messrs. Cubley and Preston,
^phoscopes, Ac. ; Mr. J. Dyson, an optical lantern ; and Messrs.
Hibbert Bros, examples of crystoleum painting and materials—these
last-nameil being all local exhibitors.
The Exhibition will remain open until the end of the present week,

tho evenings being enlivened by lantern and musical entertainments.

EECENT PATENTS.

PATENTS APPLIED FOR.
No. 819.—"Photographic Cameras." S. D. McKellkn.—Date/ J^anuary

2, 1884.
^

No. 418.—" Apparatus for Storing, Conveying, and Applying Develop-
ing and other Chemicals required or suitable for the Production of Photo-
graphic Pictiures. " (Complete.) (i. D. MjiCiioVGAhD.—Dated January 2,
18H4.

No. 712.—" Apparatus for Use in Washing Photographic Prints audi/
other Articles or Materials." (Complete.) F. Hazkluink.—/)a«crf 7anKor
4, 1884,

No. 741.—"Use or Application of the Camera Principle in Surveying,
8»j*tmg, &c." M. Gluu—DoM Janmry 5, 1884.

Meetings of ^mtim.
MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Date of Meeting, i Name of Society. Place of Meeting.

The Studio, Chancer}'-lane.
Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street.

„ 17 London and Provincial Mason's Hall, Basinghall-street.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.

The third ordinary meeting of this Society for the present session was held

at 3a, Pall Mall East, on Tuesday last, the 8th instant,—Mr. James
Glaisher, F.R.S., President, in the chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting having been read and confirmed,

the foUoNving gentlemen were elected members of the Society :—Messrs.
A. Tagliaferro and A. G. Dew-Smith, M.A.
The Chaikm.\n said that he had to communicate to the meeting news

which had arrived that day, and which he was sure would give pain to

every one. It was the death of Mr. J. H. Dallmeycr. He had died
within sight of the shores of New Zealand. He was truly loved and
respected by all present, and he (the Chairman) was sure that all would
sympathise with his family. He had only heard the news recently, and
was much affected himself. The loss was not one to them only, but to

England and to optical science generally.

Mr. G. L. Aduenbrooke exhibited a lantern for use in developing and
changing plates, especially when travelling. It was exceedingly light and
folded into a very small space. It was constructed of three portions, of the

material used for book boards, iu one of which was a large window of

bookbinders' cloth. Any ordinary lamp or a candle could be placed in-

side it.

Mr. W. E. Debenham asked the exhibitor if he had experimented on
any other colours of medium than ruby for a dark room lamp.
Mr. Addexbrooke said he had not.

The Chairman observed that he was always glad to see anything
practical, and he was sure that Mr. Addenbrooke's lantern was not only
practical but useful.

The discussion was then taken on a paper read before the Society some
tune ago, by Mr. J. B. Spurge, on the subject of a standard light by which
to test the sensitiveness of photographic plates.

Mr. Spurge went rapidly over the leading points of his paper, which
had been read so long ago as six months. The light which he proposed
was a white screen, illuminated by four gas jets, each giving a tall fiamo,

the height of which was carefully adjusted. He (Mr. Spurge) also showed
a number of plates exposed under his own sensitometer and under that of

Mr. Warnerke.
Mr. Debemhaji said that elaborate mathematical calculations, such as

those of Mr. Spurge, were sometimes necessary and useful ; but, to be so,

they must be exact, and should rest upon an exact basis. If the basis were
not e.xiict they were to a certain extent wasted. In this case they rested
upon what appeared to him a very uncertain basis. The radical vice of all

sensitometers was tliat they were read by observing the last of a series of

tints, which indicated merely what was the minimum amount of light that
would affect the plate ; but a plate might be iiiade to render such a tint by
other means than such as would make it rapid in the camera, especially if

it had I een exposed to extraneous light. By such means it might be made
to show a sensitiveness sixteen times greater than it really possessed. For
this reason he (Mr. Debenham) considered that the exact basis on which
such a mathematical calculation sho\ild rest was wanting. As to the new
unit of liijht : he certainly considered the use of a gas flame to be more
convenient than the burning of a piece of magnesium wire and the sensi-

tising of a phosphorescent tablet ; but he considered it to be a less sound
scientific unit than Mr. Warnerke's. 'The gas flame might vary from so
many causes—the quality of the !,'as, the barometrical pressure, &c.
The Chairman suggested the use of a governor.
Mr. Debenham said that the size of the opening might be true to begin

with, but that it would become corroded, and that it was even a question
if the heating of the burner might not expand it enough to make an appre-
ciable change. All the matters which he had mentioned appeared to him
to make the standard a less sound one than that originally proposed by Mr,
Warnerke.
Mr. T. Sebastian Davis wished to call attention to one point. In the

present instance a gas light was proposed as a standard; in that of another
sensitometer a phosphorescent tablet was proposed. 'Tlie question occurred
to him, from a mathematical point of view, whether tlie ratio of sensitive-
ness between various plates indicated by those two standards would agree
one with the other, or would agree with the ratio shown by exposure in the
camera on objects illuminated by solar light. He thought that possibly
results of practical utility might be gained, but not of mathematical exact-
ness. In his own experience he had often found that a plate which gave a
low sensitometer nimiber might give a high degree of sensitiveness in the
camera.
Mr. Spurge said, in reply, that if the effect of pre-exposing a plate were

to make it give a higher sensitometer number it wovdd also be to make it

give a corresponding result of greater sensitiveness in the camera. He
stated that in the burner which he used the hole was circular, one milli-
metre in diameter, and that any slight variation in the diameter of this
hole made much less than a proportionate difference iu the intenaitv of the
flame. He said that the quality of the gas might vary by thirty per
cent, before any appreciable difference could bo perceived in the
brightness of the flame, the height being kept constant. As to the ratio of
the sensitiveness of different plates being different .according as tho source
of illumination was a gas light, a phosiihoresceut tablet, or sunlight:
he thought that such variations did not exist when the same salts of silver
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weif uaetl. If lUffeiint siiilts were cupluycd it would be uccciuuiry tu iiitiii-

cluco a ciiiistaiit fi>r cikIi salt.

The CuAiKjiAX thanked Mr. Spurge for bringing the matter again before
the Society.

M. CJ. L. Addenbvooko and Jlr. C. R. Woods were appointed anditort)

for the iiceounts of the .Society; and Mr. W. Cobb, Mr. A. Cowan, Mr. F.
Hollyer, and Mr. W. K. Burton were appointed scrutineors of the voting-
papers.

The meeting was then adjuuruei till the 12th Februai-y.

SOUTH LOXDOX PHOTOORAPHIC SOCIETY.
The annual lantern meeting of this Society took place as usual on tlie 3rd
instant in the large hall of tlio Society of Arts, John-street, Adelphi, it

having become the custom during many years past to devote the January
meeting to this pur|x)se.

Mr. William I5rix)Ks again had charge of the lanterns while Mr. F. A.
Bridge, thr Secretary and Treasurer, otficiat<^d as lecturer and also presided
at the piano. The largo ro:>m was crowded from the platform to the clock
by an appreciative audience, who were not backward in applaudlntc the
more meritorious pictures as they appeared. The pictures which were luost
genei ally admired were those of Messrs. Joseph (ialo, York, Brooks, F.
IJcasley, and the Sciopticon Co. Amoni?st the prineipal remaining exhi-
bitors were Messrs. Cobb, Wheeler, Bridge, Ayres, Hepworth, and
Brigiishaw.
The interval was, ;is usual, enlivened by music, the vocalists being Miss

Haixling, Mr. Page, and Mr. Biidgc, the last-named gentleman, as we
have said, also filhiig the duties of accompanist.

LOXLOX AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOCJRAPHIC A.S.SOCIATION.
At the meeting of this Society held on Thursday, the 4th inst., the chair
was ooiupied by Mr. W. K. Debenhani.
Mr. W. T. \Vii,KixsoN in<iuired whether any member had tried the

method suggested by Mr. Brooks of using the same developing solution
eonlinnously.
Mr. A. L. Hkndersox had given a formula for the purpose long ago.

He did not think, however, that there was much economy in the plan.
Mr. A. Mackie had a bottle of developer which after having been used

wasi put away for a year. He found on trial that it still develoix-d,
iUthough very slowdy. It took an hour and a-half for the purfiose, whilst
with a fresh solution development was comjilete in four minutes. As to
the quality of the resulting negatives : if anything, it was in favour of
the old solution, which gave an ap]*arance the nearest approacli to that
of a wet plate film that lie had seen.
Mr. Hknuehsox had made up some developer, two and a-half years ago,

containing free bromine. It developed fairly well after long keeping. Re-
ferring to the use of an acid alum bath before fi.xing, he sivid that if the
negative were immersed in the hypo, bath before the aliove was thoroughly
wa»hed out there would be a slight clearing and bleaching action, which

_
proved sometimes very beneficial.

Mr. A. CowAN" said that for the same puriiose he had used a ten-percent.
solution of sulpliurie acid before fixlu!,'.

Mr. Mackie observed that lie for some time adopted this plan, but when
doing so he first m.ade the hypo, bath alkaline.
Mr. Hendek.sox than mentioned the method of reducing intensity of

negatives proposed by Mr. J. Sniller, and consisting of a solution of
sulphate of copper and common salt. He (Mr. Henderson), however, pre-
ferred the vapour from cyanide of ]xitassium.
Mr. Mackie had tried solution of cyanide of potassium, and had kept a

negative in it for four d.ays without producing any result.
Mr. Hexdeksox thought that was owing to want of air. The vajwur

from the cyanide must combine with air to jiroduce a beneficial action.
Mr. F. W. Hart had tried Mr. Spiller's plan for reducing negatives, and

found it very nice. Pure cupric chloride .icted similarly.
Mr. WiLKlx.sox recommended a solution consisting" of nitric acid two

parts and saturated solution of alum five parts for clearing silver stains
from ne:,'atives.

Mr. Mackie said that sometimes cyanide of iwtassium would remove
such stains, and at other times it would not.

^{r.-
I'-"'«0-'>''* showed a finder consisting: of a small camera with a reflec-

tor like the old camera obscura ; there was also a shade over the ground
glass.

Mr. CowAX .said that Mr. Harrison had shown a similar one with his
camera some time since.
Mr. WiLKixsox remarked that some time ago Mr. Ashman had sjioken of

stains as arising from the developim;-disli not being perfectly cleaned out
with acid. He (Mr. Wilkinson) preferred to have a new surface by coating
every night with a bl.-ick varnish. Tlio kind he used was called lignosote,
which was a very thiii liquid.
Mr. Hexdersox th.n said that if a pinhole were made in a piece of carfl

or brown iiajier, an oljjeet looked at closely appeared to he in focus, but a
newspaper held at what \\\i.-< before the proper distance for reading, would

rru 'r!
'"'"•'' "^'"1 *=""'<' "" longer be read. Why w as this V

The Ch.mrsiax held that the newspai>er was not put out of ft>cus by the use
of the pinhole diaphragm, but that so much light was cut off that the small
print could no longer be read. Tliei-e might also he some confusion canainl
by diffraction and by reflection from the sides of the tube which the pin
formed in the cai'd.

PHOTOGRAPHERS' BENEVOLENT A.SSOCIATION.
The Boartl of Management of this Association held its usual monthly
woeting on Wednesday, the 2ud iust., at Wl, Aldcrsgatc-btroct.

The minutes of tlie pr.!vIon9 meeting were read and confirmed. Maaiw.
Carroll, Dugdalc, (^'otrell, Dubbin, Logan, and Wilkinson were proposed,

seconded, and elected members of the Association.

It was then decided that the annual general meeting shonld be held on
Wednesday, the 30th inst., at 181, Aldersgate-strcet, at eight p.ni. All

niemhors who can attend are requested to do so, and moinl^rs of the pro-

fession arc earnestly invited.

—-

—

Meetixg of thk Puotooraphic Society of Fbaxce. — Life-Suk
Portrait Without Exlargemext. — A Nkw AppARAxr.s fob
Rapid Shutter.s.—A Dryixg Apparatus for (Jelatixo-Bbomide

Plates.—Photographic .STtTDJE.s: Medical Point op View.—
Lecture on Films, by M. Ltox Vidal.—Os the Introdcctiox
of Stai'.ch IX Emulsions, by M. Audra.

The monthly meetiug of the Photographic Society of France was held

_n Friday evening last, the 4th inst.,—M. Davanue in the chair.

M. Chalot, successor of M. P'ranck de Villechole, exhibited the bust
of a gentleman, size of nature, taken direct without the aid of an eiilargc-

raeiit. The proof was 18x24iiiche.s. Tlie result was perfect, and was very
much admired by all ijresent. M. Clialot, in answer to questions put to
him, said itwas obtained by a three-inch aplauatic lens of M. Darlot'»,

having a focus of forty-four inches. He gave a gelatino-bromide plate

an exposure of forty seconds in order to obtain the negative.

M. Mauduit presented a new pneumatic apparatus by which a
similar exposure can be given with two stereoscopic lenses when
guillotine or drop shutters are employed. An india-rubber tube, ^vith

air-ball, is put on the instrument at K (see /V- !)• By pressing the

FIG. 1.

A A, Lenses. B B, Drop shutters. C. Bi-ass plate, to which are riveted the movable
levers, D D. E, Cylinder. H, fiston. K, Nibble for india-rubber tubing. MM, Slots
in drop.

ball, air enters the cylinders and drives up the piston, H, which causes
the movable levers, D, to leave the slots, M M. The steel drops then
fall down, and the exposure is finished. Naturally, as can be seen, the
exposure can only be regulated by the length of the hole in the drop,
or the rapidity of its fall.

M. Roger presented a drying-sland for the desiccation of gelatino-
bromide preparations on glass. It consists of a wooden frame snfti-

eiently long to contain about twelve pbites. On the two top crossbars
short pieces of ground glass, about the size of a penholder and about
an inch long, are inserted in such a mauner as to form an open space
like a V • 1 be glass plate is put down between these two V'sliap^d

FIQ. 2.

.^4
^AAAAAAAA/^ A

sTtiJia t-»

A A, Cross-bars, in tht interior of whidb MO fixed the glua V-sh>ped p«gs
n B, Lower cross-bars, to which aio fixed the r.itch6d notchcJ to support plates.

holders, and then falls upon the two lower cross-bars, which aro
notched to prcycut their slippiiij,', and to keep them in their places.
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At tlie Iwttoiu of these notchca there is a piece of glass, so tint the

prepared plates do not rest on wood. When one of these plate-liolders

is full it is carried into the dryiug-room, where these kinds of frames

can be piled one upon the other up to the very ceiling. The air, says

M. Roger, can circulate freely and the plates dry rapidly.

M. LoNDE and Dr. Richer presented some photographic studies

taken at the Iun.atic asylum for females, in I'aris. They represented a

patient suffering from muscular contractions of the face. Photography
had seized and admiral)Iy portrayed every expression delineating pain

and suifering. M. Ijonde spnke of the value of stereoscopic pictures.

He regretted that this most interesting and beautiful representation of

nature was going out of fashion, and hoped that a new impulse ^vould

be given to stereoscopic productions by the gelatino-bromide process

and new apparatus. He felicitated M. Mauduit on his endeavour towards
accomplishing that object. This hope was highly approved of by the
President and the members generally.

M. Leon Vid.vl gave a demonstration upon the value of films for

tourists, and counselled the employment of small cameras. He began
by saying that he Iiad, like a conjurer, tilled his pockets with all that

was necessary for an amateur when travelling in order to make photo-
graphy an amusement and not hard work. M. Vidal then began to

empty his pockets of bottles containing developing and fixing solutions,

trays, &c. These trays were flat, extremely light, and took up very
little space. They were made of ordinary calico or linen cut to the
size reijniied, with folds-in, ready to be made into a tray. (Fi'j. '6.\

FIQ. 3.

They are made in the following manner :—Take a piece of calico of the
size fixed upon for the tray; fold it as in/';/- 3- '">tl pass a hot iron over
the folds to make them indelible. The future tray or trays are then
plunged into collodion, and when soaked taken out to drain and dry.
When desiccation is complete the linen tray is put into an oven and
varnished with a solution of celluloid. The tray is now impermeable.
In order to use it, the sides are raised up and the corners folded. The
comers are then nipped by means of a paper-holder or steel sjjring, and
are ready for use. The names of the solutions were written on the
bottom of those presented by M. Vidal.
That gentleman then began to fold his trays, and to place the steel

springs to hold the corners fast. When this was done, he filled the
trays with a solution of alum-water, ferrous oxalate developer, water,
hyposulphite of soda, and the last one with water—six trays in all.

The two lirst were not employed, as he was not in a dark room, but in
a place inmidated with light. He took out of his pocket a piece of
ebonite bordered with tinfoil ; this he plunged iuto the ferrous oxalate
solution, and, by the aid of a camel's-hair brush, he undid the tinfoil.
A film ^TO8 then seen to appear (which film had been previously ex-
posed), and the development very soon began to bring up the image.
In a short time a negative was complete. No precaution was taken''to
turn down the gas ; it was only the red colour of the iron solution
which protected the film from fog. No fog was visible. In taking the
negative from the ferrous oxalate solution to the washing and hypo,
bath the bght was a little shaded by the interposition of a piece of
cardlwaril. When sufficiently fixed and washed the lilm was trans-
fcn-ed to a piece of glass which had been previously cleaned with French
chalk ; blottini.!-paper was laid uiion it, and a smaU roller passed over
Its surface, which acted by absorbing the excess of water and making
*^* ''.'." negative adhere without air-l}ells to the surface of the glass.
M. \ nlal then took narrow strips of gummed paper aud bound the
nesativo do»vn to the glass by sticking these bands round the negative
—half the band on the negati^e aud the other half on the glass. This
negative was passed round, together with others.
_M. Vidal then informed the members that, as a precaution, the
film, when dry, should be collodionised. Afterwards the coUodionised
Ude must be made to adhere to the glass, and the same procau-

tifui should be taken to stick the bands of gummed paper round, aud
collodionise the other side. By this means the gelatine film is enclosed

between collodion, which will protect it from damp and danger.

M. Vidal informed the members that the films employed by him for

these experiments were the new films of Professor Stebbing. He (M.

Vidal) preferred such films—that is to say, loose films (" pcUkitli-i

Ubivs") without any temporary support whatever, such as paper,

collodion, mica, celluloid, &c. If paper films be employed, it is well

to tear off the gelatino-broniide Him from the paper, and, thus sepa-

rated, use it as a loose film, for the following reasons :
—

1. The development is very easy—much easier than when supported

npou paper, &c. No curling up need be feared, caused by the unequal

distention of the two surfaces of gelatine and paper.

2. No frilling is to be feared, as the sensitive surface is not in con-

tact with any support, either temporary or permanent.

3. Because the film, being perfectly loose, has entire freedom to

extend or expand equally in every direction, and thus an enlarge-

ment is obtained which varies in the proportion of 36 to 49.

4. Fixing in the hyposulphite of soda is much more I'apid, because
the solvent of unreduced silver bromide acts on the back as well as

the front of the film containing the silver salts. It the film be fixed in

a black tray these loose films have a great advantage over those upon
paper, inasmuch as one can easily see if the last trace of unreduced
silver bromide be eliminated.

5. These films give sharper definition of the image, and the resulting

negative is more brilliant than if the sensitive surface were upon
white paper. To prove this assertion it suffices to attach a film to a.

black surface and another to a white one, give an equal exposure, and
develope the two in the same solution. That upon the black ground
will be found to be far superior.

How are we to realise the use of films for excursions, &c., and employ
our cameras, dark slides, &c. ? The solution of this question has been
found. Here, said M. Vidal, is a sheet or leaf of thin black ebonite.

I now take a piece of diachylon of the same size. I lay it upon the
ebonite, the composition side towards the ebonite. I then draw over a
squeegee or roller to make the sticking-plaster adhere to the ebonite
and to drive out the intervening air. I now damp the back of the
linen. I lift up a corner to see if the plaster adheres to the ebonite

;

if so, I tear off the linen in this way. All can now see that the sticky
composition is transferred to the ebonite. The film is laid upon this

sticky surface, a piece of clean ptiper is laid on it, and a roller is passed
over it to make it adhere at every point. The film is now ready for

the dark slide, offering the double advantage of unbreakability and
freedom from halation, not to speak of less weight, &c. These pre-

pared ebonite sheets or leaves can bo employed over and over again, as
the exposed film can be drawn off it with ease and another film put in

its place. If a little plaster adhere to the back it can easily be taken
off by a little beiizolino or turpentine.

M. Vidal was complimented by the t'hairraau, aud cheered by .all

the members. The development in full light, under the protecting
agency of the iron oxalate solution, had been heard of by some, but
had never been seen to such advantage as it was at Friday night's
demonstration. In fact, I was asked if I introduced anything into my
films to give them immunity from fog.

I must here state that M. Vidal, during all the manipulations, took
great care not to touch the film with his fingers. He passed under the
film a kind of shovel made out of a pie,cc of celluloid, and coaxed the
film upon it liy the aid of a camel's-hair brush.
M. AuDR.v informed the members that he had been experimenting

upon divers substances in order to obtain a greater rapidity in gelatino-
bromide of silver emulsion. Among other things he had tried starch,
and had found that the introduction of the latter into the emulsion did
not make it more rapid, but gave a very peculiar effect to the finished
negative; it caused it to have the appearance as if the emulsion h.id

been spread upon ground glass. M. Auilra showed several positives by
contact-printing, which had a very pretty effect. He (M. Audra)
informs those who wish to experiment in this way that the emulsion
must be well filtered before the starch solution is introduced: the
emulsion is then heated until the starch becomes a jelly in the midst of
the emulsion. K. Stebbimj, Piof.

25, IUk (/<•.< Apennins, Paris, Januanj ',, 18S3.

PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITIONS.
To the EoiTOlis.

GkKtlemen,—The simple and childlike innocence of your Correspondent
bristohte' is perhaps, like the sis'uature, assumed, as he points with such

empreuemcnt :--" You see there is no deception about this; the niimcs are
not on the fnnt of the exhibits, consequently nobody knows where they
come from, and there is no possible source of information besides." Of
course not, but let that pa-ss.

*i,^ v"'^^'^
already said, and ajrain repeat, that it seems a great mistake for

the hangers and judges to work independentlv of each other. Another
mistake IS to have the medalled picture.'^ placed in bad positions and in
out-of-the-way corners. That, if both the hangers and judges worked
together, would not be hkely to occur. As it is, pictures sent in and got
up at considerable expense and trouble are entirely at the mercy of
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irresiTOnsible jiersons (whoso names are not published), to bo kicked out or
hung im the lino, just as it hapiwns, witli charminff impartiality.
The iiistaiici) I ^'avo of pietnn-s lieintf i-ejectoil at rail Mall and n>edalled

at another exhibition in acouchisive arKiiniciit that exhibitn are not hiint;
on their own uurits. Tbat, I contend, tlicy should h.> ; and, wliether I show
•,'ood or bad taste, it is an example to tlio imiut. In a photographic exhibi-
tion, iinlcsii llieroam be in.villieieiU, it is a moot point if al' photographs sent
in should not be hung. There are many strong arguments in favour of it.

Of course, if the sjiace bo too limited for all, the worst should bo weeded
out ; but this operation oiii/ht to he pa-formcd by tlioM aiijMintcd to judije tlio

merits of the works, and not by irresponsible i)ersonB who are supiiosed to
liavo no care but that of fitting tlio frames togetlier on the walls of the
i*oonis.

These are points to bo considered at future exhibitions, and which, if

adopted, m.iy possibly lessen the dissatisfaction to which all our exhibitions
iiavo hitherto given rise.—I am, yom-s, &o. Edwabd Dukmokk.

Junitarii 7, 1884,

TRAVELLING LANTERNS.
To the Editors.

GEXTLEStEN,—Your Correspondent, Mr. W. H. Harrison, asks for in-
formation as to any good flexible, material for t)ie light of a tmulUnii lantern
for changing plates and development. He c.innot do better than use
Thomas's flexible ruby tissue. It looks like oiled silk, gives a beautiful
light, and is perfectly safe for quirk plates. I liave used it for some time for
changing Wratten and Co.'s iiutanUineous [ilates at night, in bedrooms of
any place at which I am stopping.
My lantern is consti-ucted on tliis principle (exactly like the little sketch

given at pag.' 125 of your Almanac) ; but I stirted on the basis of con-
venience 111 packing, in this way :—I had a tin (triangular) box made just

Fia. 2.

FIO, 1.

#=•
Movable chimney

to place over hole.

FIG, 3.

Section.

fig. 2. A, Thomas's ruby fahric. B, Bottom of box. C, Lid of Ikjx.

Fig. 3. A, Ruby light. *B, Candle. C, Solid pasteboard backs.

the size to cover my tripod-head when sliut up inside it. Tliis, when sepa-
rated (lid from bottom), fornus the bottom and top of my lantern, and in it I
set ui> the folding, strong pasteboard sides of the lantern. Provision is made
for ingress and egress of air for combustion of a piece of sperm candle.
The joints are made of cloth glued on and covered with a strip of tha

niby fabric to make it safe, .and when set up for use I close the joints at
top and bottom by a broad piece of elastic braid sprung on, which tightens
H|> the lantern and liolds all well together.

The advantages are:—When unpacked the lantern occu|)ie3 very little

space, as it folds up cpiite flat, in the same size as tlie folded camera body
and slides ; tlie top and liottom take little more space than is necessary
for the carri.age of tlie tripod-head.—I am, youi-s, &c., Llx,
Janimrii >, IHSi.

DARK ROOM LIGHT.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I have just seen an article by Mr. G. D. Macdougald on
tliis subject in your last issue, in which he refers to an article of mine in
the previous ntimlier.

I rei,'ret that I did not see his article in time to reply to it this week, but
I hope to go into the matter fully next week, and will be most happy if ho
will join mc in a series of experiments on the subject, which, I think, is a
most important one, because the tone equivalents (or, in other words, the
dejith of tint in a photographic film) of different coloured surfaces are, of
C'lurse, the groundwork of jiractical photography.— I am, yours, &c.,

(Irnntje Park, Keir Thornton Heath, Herbert S. StaRXE/s.
January 7, 1884.

XEWTON'S lODO-CHLORIDE OF MERCURY ACCELERATOR
To the Editor.s.

Gentlemen,—Immediately after perusal of the notice of the new acce"
lerator I prepared some of it, carefully following Mr. Newton's formula-
On exiieriment I found that jiositives and negatives came up with startling
celerity, and that plenty of density was obtained, without fog, in a very
short time. But the colour 1 My transparencies of buildings are all

yellowish-gieen. My negatives look" horribly bilious. In the course of my
experiments I have obtained yellow, red, and other coloured negatives, but
this colour never liofore. Does the experience of others coincide?
The plates used were Nelson's 10 times and Fry's. The develojier con-

sisted of conimorcial carbonate of soda, good pyro., and no brcmiido. The

carbonate of soda ma;/, and probably doe*, contain sulphate, but will not
materially differ from the average commercial srxla cai'l>onato.—I am,
yours, &c., Hbnrv I'OCKUKOIO.N.

Leeds, Januarg 8, 1884,

A PHOTOGRAPHIC WANT.
To the Editor.s.

(!kntle.men,—Probably many. besides myself get wast<! glass platen when
travelling, and if any collodio-ohloridB emulsion were in the market which
would give good lantern transiiarencies by simple treatment with the
ordinary sulphite or iron developer in use for negatives, the waste glass
plates would be used for the i)urpo.<e, and the emulsion be in demand. In
advertisements I cannot (iiul a notice of any emulsion which pnifesses to
meet these conditions.— I am, yours, &c., W, H, HABItliiON.

Hotel <lu Lac, Lucerne, JanvMrj/ 8, 18S4.

ENAMELLING.
To the EnrroRs.

Gentlejien,—Referring to Mr. A. L. Henderson's lecture and your own
editorial remarks on Ceramic Fhotography, will you kindly help me with a
few queries 'i

I may state that some years ago I did all the manipulations in photo-
enamelling (excejjt burning) for one of our leading photo-enainellers, bnt
that all the formuiie were kept frtmi me. Then I used the substitution pro-
cess (collodion transpra'ency) ; but, in commencing photo-enamelling in good
earnest again, I should much prefer not having to keep going a wet bath,
BO I intend trying the " dusting-on " jn'ocess:—1. Neither in Mr. Hender-
son's article or your own can I find any definite formula for the sensitive
medium which is to be ]ioured over the fii'st coat of collodion, unless you
mean to convey that Poitevin's is still as good as any. In the others to which
you refer can you name a reliable one '/ 2. You say " finely-powdered
enamel colours are next dusted." Where are these procurable? and what
colours would be best for first exjieriments ? I think the experimentalist
should know, too, their ingredients. 3. You give instructions for toning,
but does not this apply only to cases where the imago is composed of silver'!

or does it apply to the dusting-on process as well ? i. In the dusting-on
process is the toning done before or after the film is floated? 5. With
the collodion transparency I used to " fix " it with ammonia solution (why
I don't know). Is any "fixing" necessary with the dusting-on process
beyond the "rinsing" you mention? 6. Is the "rinsing" above alluded
to for facilitating the removal of the film from the support, or for some other
reason? 7. lor facilitating the remowil of the film Mr. Henderson
seems to use sulphuric acid (1 have found the same verj' efficacious), but
why does he saturate with boracic acid, I wonder? 8. Where can I ob-
tain the "flux" or "glaze?" 9. Is there any reason why gelatine should
not give as suitable a transparency as collodion ? 10. Mr. Henderson
says one of the secrets of photo-enamelling is to put the glaze on the plate
first. I am wondering if " first " means before the plaque is heated at all

;

if so. Captain Abney recommends the reverse. 11. Will the sensitised
plates keep so that a number may be prepared all ready for use? 12. I
fear I am ungrateful in questioning whether Mr. Henderson said all he
might on little points U[x)u which he knows success or failure greatly de-
pends. If he has, is he not a generous man ? His fee for private instruc-
tion is fifty guineas 1—I am, yours, &c., J. Berryman.
Jtembrandt Studio, Redhill, January 2, 1884.

[In reply to these various queries :— 1. Either of the three formulse
first given on page W of the Almanac for this year may be relied
on. —2. Try James How and Co., Farringdon-street, London.—3 and
4. No toning is necessary when employing the dusting-ou process.

—

5 and 6. No.—7 and 8. We cannot tell.—9. Yes.— 10. The meaning
indicated is correct. — 11. We have never tried the long keeping of
plates prepared for dustiug-on.—12. This is a matter iu which each is
at liberty to form his own opinion.—Eds.]

WJLL any reader acquainted with the facts be so kind as to inform me of
the relative remuner.ation given to fairly good artists in America, either
111 the Ignited .States or Canada, and in Engknd ?

In constructing a glass house for portraiture is there any practical advan-
togo 111 having the glass arranged apjiroximatelv in "a circle of which
thesiLter 13 the centre? I know th.it accoraing'to pure theory this is
best, but am desirous that anyone having a practical acquaintance with
the subject wouhl give me an opinion.—X. Y. Z.

I HAVE a strong desire to be able to attach the significant letters "Ph.D." tomy name. 1 have been informed that if 1 can give a certificate of good
character and fair attainments in physical science I can, on application,
receive the degree to which I aspire. Will any reader enlighten me as to
the steps necessary to be taken, stating the fees, place of application, and
giving any other infoi-mation?—Aspirant.

In reply to A. P. F., in Notes and Queries: let him ti-y the efifect of adding
.a httle t.iniiin to the gelatine. In reply to (J. S. Robertson, whi.
inquires if he be not at liberty to exhibit in the lantern engravings
taken from a book purchased in the regular way : vVlthough a case of this
description does not appear to have been anticipated by the framers of
the Coi>yright Act, I am of opinion that he could not be legally pre-
vented from doing so if he feel so inclined.—Le.x.

Gentlemen,—I have much pleasure in answering the query by the Rev. G
Morse m your last issue; but if he Irnd referred to iny tiapers ou A^rmvi-
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miml Photogmplnj, published last year in these pages, he would have foiind

the iuformation required. I know of no ruks by which t\w chcmiml

focus can be found. Its place depends, of course, on whether the leii» is

over- or «nrfer-corrected. The moon is the best object to try upon, ilie

telescope tube should be marked when focussed for the visual ima^e ;.the"

trial plates must be exposed after drawing out the tube (say) one-eii,'hf >-

of an inch or less, until the true chemical focus is found. If lengthen:

hth
ing

Is- reply to the query of Rev. G. Morse, in last Journal, I beg to say that

Ijy separating tlie crown and flint lenses of a telescopic object-glass the foci

can te made to coincide at any rate to this extent : that the sharpest plane

of visual representation may also be rendered the sharpest plane for photo-

graphic delineation. There is no rule by which this coincid.-nce can be

secured—nothing but by repeated trials. But here lies the objection to

this method of assimilating the chemical with the visual foci :—In propor-

tion as you separate the lenses, so do you impair its capability of dehning

sharply. In ordinary practice the best way of obtaining definition is to

ascertain by very careful measurement, the distance between the two

foci and make allowance for them, by having a dark slide specially con-

structed, and in which this difference is recognised.—W. H.
^

(Bwljangc Column.
I will exchange a 2J-ineli portrait lens for a folding camera, 8i X GJ or 41

X 31.-Address, B. C, 2 York-street, Covent Garden. W.C.

I will exchange a 2i-inch portrait lens for an 8i X fi-^ or i\ X 3J camera,

folding for dry plates.— Address, C. D., 8, High -street, Kington,

Herefordshire.

I will exchange my sciopticon lantern, quite new, for good standard

lantern slides.—Address, Leathkr, photographer, River-street, Bedford

Leigh, Lancasliire.

T will exchange a large number of copies of The Bbiti.sh Joubn.-vl OF

Photography for anything useful.—Address, A. J. B., 17, Hindon-

street, Pimlico, S.W.

I will exchange a good showcase, head-rest (Harrison's), and a 14 X 11

glass dipping-bath, in pine case, for a whole-plate or 10 X 8 camera;

photographs sent.—Address, O. E., 19, Station-hill, Kidderminster.

I will exchange a half-plate bellows-body camera, Dallineyer's stereo, lens,

and dark tent, new, for a g<K>d lialf-plate bellows-body camera and

rectilinear lens.-.-Vddress, H., 90, High-street, Upper Sydenham, S.E.

I will exchange a luxographio lamp for taking portraits by night, in good

working order, for a cabinet burnisher, fur rug, and interior or exterior

backgi-ound; or offer. —Address, M. Gwinn, Photo. Artist, Newi)ort

Pagnell, Bucks.

I will exchange a splendid cjnick-acting whole-plate portrait lens, by Home
and Thomthwaite, three inches diameter, condition equal to new, for a

No. 4 landscaije lens, by Dallmeyer, or 12 X 10, ))y Ross.—Address,
W. H. Seduwick, South-view, Sedbergh, Yorks.

^nstaers to (Korwaponft^nts.

KS' Con-espondents should never write on loth sides of the paper.

Photographs REoisTF-nEn-

William James Hunter, Scotch-street, Armagh.

—

Three Photographs of

Lord Hossmore and Party, taken at Jtossmore Park, Monaghan.

J. W. B.—The reflector showed the concave, the curve being a portion of

a true circle.

H. Babstow.—Refer to the table on page 260 of our Almanac. That will

give you the desired information.

H. J. T.—Increase the sensitising-bath to at least forty-five grains to the

ounce, and you will, no doubt, proceed more satisfactorily.

W.\RUKS.—The only fault we can see in the negative forwarded is that it is

verp nuich under-exposed. The jilate appears to be of good average quality.

A. J. Griffiths.—The best material of which you can make your tank is

slate. We certainly should not advise you to have metal of any kind.

I^rge earthen pans answer the purpose very well for washing prints.

T. B. CoNDEB —The reason you cannot get the albumen clear is th.at you
whisked it too much wlien yon added the acetic acid. Had you followed

the in8tructi<m», as given, you would liave experienced no difficulty

whatever.

J \v.—The coUodio-bromide process will answer admirably for opal en-

largements, though it will be found slower than wot collodion. The
development may be jwrfornied either with pyro. and ammonia, or with

ferrous oxalate.

A. W. Boyd.-For the purposes you require, the lens designated " B" on
your list will he the most useful. Next in order conies "A," and then

"D," "C." The others will be of very little use to you, aa their places

are well filled by the otliers.

A. SirABi).—We do not qiiite see in what way we can aid you. There
certainly appears a considerable ditference between the prices mentioned,

but to estimate this more completely you should obtain quotations for

articles of a precisely similar quality.

H. Mason' says he has a quantity of old films washed off collodion nega-

tives, and asks if they are worth reducing to recover the silver?

Certainly they arc, anil they will yield a very good return. This may
easily be proved by fusing a little of the films (after burning thein) under
the blow-piiie with a little borax.

Lex.—^You can test the gas for sulphuretted hydrogen with acetate of lead

paper. We advise you to put a ventilator in the room close to the

cemng, which will carry off the fumes, and at the same time you might
try different burners. It is quite possible that the burners you now have
do not ensure perfect combustion of the gas.

W. D. J. (Leeds).—The transparent spots are due to air-hubbles adhering

to the film during the development. In future use a broad camelVbair

brush to remove thein.

Inquirer.—The new patent law will not allow you to patent anything

that has been done before, even if it has not been patented or worked
commercially. Under tlie new Act, as under the old, an invention to be

patented must be new and original.

Aji.iTEUR PiiiN'TEB.-The mealiness of the prints arises from your toning-

bath being too new. The acetate toning-bath should not be employed
directly after it is made, but should be prepared at least twenty-four

hours beforehand. The strength of the fixing solution is quite correct.

A. G. Hopkins.—You will liave no difficulty in procuring basil leather

from any leather merchant or dealer in bookbinders' materials. Probably,

any bookbinder in your neighbourhootl will supply you with the small

quantity required for your bellows. The imitation basil will be suffi-

ciently good for your purpose, being cheaper, lighter, and more uniform
in thickness.

Demarr.—A two-fold purpose is subserved by having the lens-mount
constructed in the manner described. First, by having the draw-tube
portability is ensured ; and, secondly, by enabling the stop to be brought
nearer to the lens the circle of delineation is increased. This latter

quality is obtained at the exi>(>nse of marginal definition, to secure which
the size of aperture in the stop must be reduced.

S. Sibley.—The curious marking on the collodion plate, which you describe

as being "like as if a worm had crawled over the plate and left a dark
mark behind," is caused by an air-bubble in the developing solution. If

there are any air-bubbles in the iron solution when it is on the plate these

markings are almost sure to be produced, and the curious forms they
liave are due to the motion they take when the solution is flowed back-

ward and forward on the plate.

W. W. R.—The opaque spots on the negative are due, in your case, to the
same cause as in that of many others, namely, that the whole of the

hyposulphite of soda was not tnornughly removed from the gelatine film

before the plate was varnished. Consequently, the silver in the plate

has caused the spots, notwithstanding a film of varnish intervened.

Varnish, however good, is not a sure protection in such a case as j'ou

appear to imagine, and as your experience proves.

A Berkshire Photo.—As some of the prints which have faded have been
kept unmounted, while others which are mounted have not faded, we do
not see how you can for a moment believe that the mounts are at fault.

Neither can you, we think, suspect the starch you have used. Why
not suspect the manipulations? They are far more likely to be at the root

of the evil than either the cards, the mouutaiit, or the albunienised paper.

W. Mandon.—Shake the bitumen up witli the benzole and allow it to

digest for two or three days. Then decant the clear portion, and keep it

as a stock solution to be diluted as required for use. As diflterent

samples of bitumen vary considerably, it is impossible to give any
definite strength as being the best. A very few exjieriinents will easily

settle the point. You must bear in mind that the thinnest jiossilile film

on the plate is all that is required. Many fail with the bitum-n process

through having the film too tliick.

J. S. Took.—If the parcel was lost during transit through the post the

authorities will not recouj) you. Had you, however, sent by rail, or

through any of the carrying agents, you might have lecovered its value.

In future when you have a parcel of great value—such as a painting

—

you will do better to forward it direct by rail. For a small extra charge
the railway comi)any will ensure the safety of jiarcels for larger amounts
if declared at the time. Without a declaration of value at the time of

booking the amount that can be recovered in case of damage is limited.

G. T. Gram.mer says:—"In order to make a longer exposure with dry
plates on landscape subjects \vith a rapid rectilinear lens, I have been in

the habit of using the sm.allest stop j',, which, with Swan's 'plates pf 10
times rapidity, allows me to give an exposure of .about two seconds on a
bright day—open landscape. What I desire to know is, does the picture
suffer in any way (say) with regard to atmospheric effect, perspective, Ac,
by using such a small stop? Or would it be better (if definition be
correct) to use a larger sto^ and swing-back if necessary, of course
making a proportionately less exposure? I shall be glad if you will
favour me with a reply thi^ough the medium of your valuable Journal. I

liave read all the recent articles on lenses and stops, but cannot find any-
thing to touch my case." In reply:—The stop here mentioned {/f^) is

much too small to enable the best effects to be obtained. The practice
of the ablest landscape photographers is invariably to cnqiloy the largest
stop by which the requisite definition can be secured.

Received.—" Ora(>ga; " J. Gloag. In our next.

Photographic Club.—At the forthcoming meeting of this Club, at
Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street, on Wednesday next, the 10th inst.,

the subject for discussion will be On Gelatine I'kiles for LunUrn Slides
for Camera Exposures.

«
LONDON GAZETTE, Friday, January 4, 1884.

Baxkritt.
noBBRT S.TOWDEN, 12, Brook-stroct, and 17, CasOe-streot, Hull, photographer and

furniture broker, late a toy dealer.
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FERKIC AND FERRIC-POTASSIC SULPHATES.
Ferric sulphate or, to employ a title more familiar to photo-

graphers, persulphate of iron has not hitherto found any very

serious applications in connection with photography. In the days

of collodion positives it was, indeed, recommended as an addition to

the developer for the purpose of giving a whiteness to the de-

posited silver; but it is rather in the character of one of the pro-

ducts of the oxidation of the iron developer that our readers will

have more frequently met with it.

About three years ago, however, at one of the meetings of the

Photographic Club, Mr. Warnerke mentioned persulphate of iron

as a possible reducing agent for over-dense negatives, in virtue of

its solvent action upon metallic silver. Since that time but little

attention has been paid to the matter, probably owing to the fact

that, while reducing the density of the image, an unpleasant stain

of more or less depth is, under ordinary circumstances, left in the

film. There are, moreover, other possible applications for this salt

I which may render it worth investigation.

Feiric sulphate is obtainable in two forms—the hydrated and the

anhydrous. The former is a dirty yellow, deliquescent mass, diffi-

cult, if not impossible, of crystallisation and extremely soluble in

water. The latter—which is formed by submitting the hydrated
salt to heat until the water of combination is driven off—is obtained

as a buff-coloured powder, dissolving slowly and to a far less extent

in water. Those who are unable to procure the salt may readily

make it in the following manner :—To a strong solution of ferrous

sulphate or protosulphate of iron add an equivalent of sulphuric

acid and well mix. Now drop in cautiously strong nitric acid until

the liquid ceases to blacken and no more nitrous fumes are given

off. After filtration the resulting deep red solution consists of per-

sulphate of iron.

This solution possesses some peculiar properties which render it

in many ways useful. It is, as has been said, a solvent of silver.

If metallic silver be boiled in the solution of fenic sulphate it is

vigorously attacked, the liquid at the same time losing its clearness

and depositing a yellowish sediment, which consists of a basic ferric

sulphate. If the solution of ferric sulphate be strongly acidified

with sulphuric acid, the formation of this sediment is almost, if not

entirely, arrested, the solvent action upon the silver, however,

remaining intact.

If now the clear solutions (filtered, if necessary, after boiling with
silver) be placed aside in a couple of tall precipitating glasses, it

will be found in a few hours' time that the acidified solution has

deposited the whole of its silver in the metallic state in per-

fectly-white crystalline spangles of great beauty. The neutral

solution (filtered while still hot) shows less tendency to deposit

its silver, though it does so to some extent. Any scratches

on the interior of the ghuss will be found to attract a deposit of

metallic silver, but the bulk of the dissolved metal remains in solu-

tion.

This curious effect of solution and subsequent reduction of the

silver appears to be due to the spontaneous change that occurs in

the somewhat unstable ferric solution, in the course of which the

latter becomes a reducing agent.

Very similar in its action, as it is in constitution, is the ferric-

pota.ssic sulphate, which is formed by mixing in equivalent propor-
tions ferric and potassic sulphates, when the double salt crystallises.

This is well known under the name of " iron alum," or, more
definitely, as " potassium iron alum ;" for there are similar com-
pounds of iron with ammonium and sodium which also bear the
generic title from their resemblance in composition to the real

alums. Iron alum crystallises in precisely the same form as common
alum, which it closely resembles in taste and sometimes also in
colour (or absence of colour), though usually it possesses a pale
brownish-pink tint. Upon dissolving in water, which it does with
great readiness, the solution strikes a deep red colour, from
which, on evaporation, the salt re-crystallises with the same
faint tinge of brown, a quantity of basic iron salt being thrown
down in the course of the operatioh. Indeed, so unstable is this

combination in its normal state that a temperature very much short
of boiling point suffices to decompose it. If, however, it be acidified

with sulphuric acid, it may be heated without decomposition.

In general behaviour this solution acts in a manner precisely

similar to ferric sulphate in every respect ; but, as it is very much
cheaper, that will prove an element in its favour should any
permanent use be found for either.

The action upon a photographic image is in perfect accord with
what has been said in connection with metallic silver. A saturated
solution of anhydrous ferric sulphate (which is probably about
twenty grains to the ounce), or a solution of similar strength of iron

alum, will almost immediately attack the image, dissolving the
silver completely, and, so far as that metal is concerned, removing
the picture. But it does not entirely obliterate the image, for a
faint yellow picture remains behind, however long the application

may be continued, together with a yellow stain over the whole film.

This ghostly image appears to consist of basic ferric sulphate, which
is substituted for the silver ; in fact, the image is converted from
one of silver to one of iron. Treatment with sulphuric, hydro-
chloric, nitric, or other acid will remove both image and stain,

though these are not applicable to gelatine films. In weaker
solution the action is, of course, slower and not sd complete, and the

stain produced is not so prominent.

Another application suggested to us by Mr. William Bedford is

that of acting upon the unfixed picture in order to produce a dupli-

cate negative in one operation, after the manner of the nitric acid

process, which is inapplicable to gelatine. On putting this to the

test, however, we found it fail Ott.account of the deposition of the

basic ferric salt, of which we have spoken above, in the place of the

dissolved silver image. The resnjt at first startled us ; for, com-
bined with the inevitable stain, so great is the resemblance in colour

between the ferric salt and the undissolved silver bromide, that the

effect appeared to be the re-conversion of the metallic image to the

state of bromide, the film after treatment exhibiting no signs of an
image of any kind. By treatment with dilute hydrochloric acid,

however, it became faintly visible from partial solution of the

ferric salt.

If any means can be discovered of preventing or removing the

objectionable stain, ferric sulphate will form the most useful reducing
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agent for negatives that we have, acting as it does directly upon the

Se For other purposes, where a solvent of silver is required it

l^uUo find uses.'^as for the purpose of cleaning dishes and other

vessels and in recovering some descriptions of residues. Other

ZbVnations of ferric sdphate we have not tried, bu there ,srio

re,^ou to suppose they wiU behave in any way differently from the

potassium double salt. ^ ^

FUMING SENSITISED PAPER.

AMOKa the subjecU which were prominently brought forward in

ie course of the dUcussion upon Mr. W. M. Ashman's ecturette,

a the meeting of the London and Provincial Photographic Associa-

t on ou Thursday in last week, that of the ammonia fuming of albu-

menis d paper occupied a prominent place. Whether it was during

his residence in America that Mr. Ashman acquired a knowledge

o the properties and advantages of the ammomacal treatment we

are unaware, but of one thing we are certam, namely, that in this

gentleman it has an earnest advocate.
,. ,, ^ ^, , • „r

It is so well known as to need no reiteration that the fuming of

naner is in America, a recognised department in the routine of

ordinary' silver printing, whereas in England it is practised by com-

mratively few. We shall not here go back so far as to inquire into

Ihe reasons by which Mr. H. T. Anthony, the originator of the

Bvstera of ammonia fuming, was first induced to adopt it, but shaU

accept the situation as it now exists. One of the most singular

things in connection with the matter of fuming is that of its being

considered as a necessity in one country and one which is quite a

matter of indifference in another. When visiting the great printing

es'tabUshment of Messrs. Elliott and Fry last autumn—an account

of which was published in our issue for October 5th, 1883—we

made special inquiry as to whether the paper used by them in

printintr was fumed. They had not, we were told in reply, con-

sidered" it desirable or necessary to adopt it. This is also the

experience of many others who conduct printing operations in this

country on a large scale. We look in vain through the published

accounts of the printing process as carried on by England,

of London, and Wilson, of Aberdeen, for any allusion to ammonia

fuming; indeed, in the work on Silver Printing: its Difficulties and

their Remedies, by " Aliquis" (Mr. A. J. Wilson), whose connection

with the great Aberdeen printing establishment was of the most

intimate p'ractical character previous to his removal to London and

taking up the high position in the world of letters he has since done,

no mention of fuming is made.

That ammonia fuming possesses certain advantages well recog-

nised by nearly all American and a few English photographers there

exists no room for doubt. In America no printer would so much

as think of conducting his printing operations without fuming
; and

this being the case we turn to the ablest exponents of the practice

in that country to give us the reasons for this preference in mani-

pulation. These advantages, when briefly summed up, are—in-

creased sensitiveness, a richer tone, and a smaller expenditure of

gold to obtain that tone than when fuming is omitted.

But even among American authorities there are some who do not

display an overweening amount of enthusiasm respecting the

existence.of the alleged virtues of fuming. For example : the well-

known author Professor Towler, in his work. The Photographer's

Guide, says :
—" When the sensitised sheets are perfectly dry they

may be submitted or not submitted to the fumes of ammonia, just

aa you feel inclined about the matter. The advantage of fuming is,

after all, not very great, and the finished print is equally good

whether the sensitised paper was fumed or not." This, it will be

observed, is decidedly non-committing, and shows at anyrate that at

the date of his writing as above (1866) this gentleman was not en-

thusiastic in the matter. A later writer, Mr. Charles W. Hearn, in

a work entitled The Practical Printer, speaks of the merits of

fuming in a much more decided tone. He claims for it certain

definite advantages, such as these^—that the paper prints richer,

quicker, and more brilliant, while the prints tone easier, and the

finished pictures are much more pleasing and satisfactory. These

claims, we may observe, are those which ai-e still made on behalf of

ammonia fuming.

Not until the paper is thoroughly dry must the fuming be pro-

ceeded with. In a common wooden box, or close cupboard, of

sufficient dimensions, the sensitised sheets of paper are suspended in

such a manner as to allow their surfaces to be exposed. At the

bottom is placed a saucer containing four or five drachms of

ammonia, the fumes from wliich are allowed to rise somewhat

evenly by covering the vessel with a sheet of perforated zinc or

board covered, in some oases, by a thin layer of cotton wool. To

obviate the tendency of the paper to become yellow or otherwise

discoloured, a little chloride of lime is frequently introduced into the

cupboard or fuming box. This discolouration is much more apt to

take place during damp than dry weather. When the weather is

very cold, a heated brick is placed on the bottom of the fuming cup-

board with some advantage. No hard-and-fast rule can be laid

down for fuming, but from ten to fifteen minutes may be considered

as sufficient.
.

The precise duration of the exposure to the ammonia fumes must

be determined by a variety of circumstances, such as the tempera-

ture, the light, and the class of negative to be printed from.

American authorities seem to agree that a longer fuming is required

for paper sensitised on an acid bath than on a neutral or alkaline

one. Weak negatives also require more fuming than strong ones
;

less fuming being necessary on a dark than on a bright day. This

is a matte'r the proper regulating of which requires practice and

experience. From the remarks of Mr. Ashman at the meeting of

Thursday week, we also infer that a more brilliant print will be

obtained from a weak bath with fuming than from a stronger bath

without it.

The fuming of sensitised paper is so easily accomplished as to

irive little or no trouble to anyone desirous of trying it; we shall,

therefore, hope to learn that many of our readers have placed them-

selves in a position to be able to say from tentative experiment to

what extent it is likely to prove beneficial in their own practice.

COMBINATION PRINTING.

In the article on this subject, last week, we described the plans

usually adopted when a background has to be printed-in, either as

a plain one or one from a second negative ; but it is clear that the

same principle of masking can be applied to the production of

combination prints from different negatives. Indeed, it is the

method followed by many artists, who have achieved considerable

success in the production of genre pictures in which several nega-

tives had to be employed.

There is another plan of combination printing by which, with

skill, very artistic results can be obtained. Instead of the image

being masked abruptly it is shaded off, so that the impression from

one negative is, so to speak, vignetted into that from another. This

was the method adopted by the late Mr. O. G. Rejlander in the pro-

duction of his famous picture, The Two Ways of Life, in which, if

we are not mistaken, over thirty different negatives were combined.

We have an impression that the actual number was thirty-six.

Mr. Rejlander covered up all the paper to preserve it from light,

except the part under the negative. Then so much of the negative

as was not required was shaded off while it was printing, so that no

sharp outline was ever produced, as must always be the case with

the more common method of masking. When one negative was

printed the next was taken in hand, adjusted in position, and then

judiciously shaded like the previous one, so that the juncture of the

two in the print w;is vignetted into each other. If by chance the

juncture should happen to show, through its being too light, Mr.

Rejlander had a very ingenious method of remedying it, which he

facetiously termed " touching it up with the pencil of light." This

he did by bringing the sun's rays to bear upon those parts which

were too light with a condensing lens, used A la burning glass

—

but, of course, avoiding the burning focus—while all the other

portions of the picture'Were covered up.

Mr. Rejlander was very skilful in manipulating the sun's rays

with a lens. We remember once seeing an ass's head in outline on
a white ground, which he had produced in this manner on a piece

of albumeuised paper. This novel sketch he humourously entitled
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a portrait of aomc of tlie critics who had written unkindly of his

large combination picture.

Now, the raaskinir-in of backgrounds or combination printing

from several negatives in silver, whore the progress of the work
can be watched as it proceeds, is an easy matter compared with
doing the same in carbon, or making combination negatives or

transparencies by any of the processes usually employed for the
purpose. In these processes the result of the labour cannot be
seen until the picture is finally developed, when, as a matter of

course, if an error in masking has been committed it is too late to

apply a remedy; consequently the work has to be gone through
afresh. However, combination printing can be succassfully accom-
plished in carbon or, indeed, in any other process.

The moat simple form of double printing in carbon is the produc-
tion of the toned margins to "chromotype" portraits. For this

purpose specially-constructed registering frames were constructed,
but we believe they are now seldom used. Here is a simple plan
by which the same end may be obtained with certainty. The
principle involved—which, by the w.ay, is similar to th.at employed
by lithographers for securing an accui-ate " lay "—may be applied

in securing registration in all other processes ; so we shall give it in

detail. In the first place, a templet with an opening—say, for

example, an oviil—of the size suitable for the portrait is required.

This may be m.ade of cardboard, or, better still, of thin sheet
zinc. Now take a piece of opaque paper, somewhat larger

than the templet, and on it near one corner, which we will

suppose to be the top left-hand one, rule two fine pencil lines

at right angles to each other. A pencil drawn along the side

and top of the templet is the best plan of doing this. Then .idjust

the templet so that its top and left-hand side just touch the two
pencil lines, hold it firmly in position, and with a sh.arp penknife
cut out the opening. The m.osk thus produced is now fixed on the
negative with a few touches of gum or india-rubber solution. The
iieg.ative is then ready for printing from.

We now require a tinting mask. For this we take a piece of

glass and on it cement, with india-rnbber solution, a piece of

opaque paper, and on that rule a couple of pencil lines, as we did on
the m;wk for the negative. The templet is then adjusted to them,
.and the paper cut through as was done in the previous c.-we, but the
oval must not be removed from the gl.ass. We now require another
templet of the same outer dimensions as the former one, but with
an opening con-esponding with the size required for the tinted

border. This templet is then adjusted to the lines and its opening
cut through. All th,it now remains is to remove the paper from
the glass which is between the cuts made with the two templets,
leaving the oval blank still adherent to the glass. On the opening
thus made can be fitted any design or imprint that may be desired.

Now, it is clear that the oval opening in the mask upon the nega-
tive and the blank upon the glass must bear the same relation to
the pencil marks or register lines. Consequently, it follows that if

a print be made from the negative with the tissue adjusted to the
lines, and is then removed and adjusted to the lines on the tinting
niaak, that portion of the tissue which was before exposed will now
be covered, and vice vemi. In practice it will be found convenient to
gum a couple of strips of cardboard on to the registered lines, so
that the tissue or templet can be pushed against them, and accuracy
of registration more easily secured than when it luas to be adjusted
to simple pencil marks.
In double printing, or masking-in backgrounds into large pictures,

instead of having pencil lines or cardboard against which to adjust
the tissue, the sides of the pressure-frame, or even the edges of the
negativeitself,m,ay be more conveniently utilised asameansofregistra-
tion. Here is a method which we happen to know is largely employed
in printing-in backgrounds to carbon enlargements:—First, while
the enlarged negative is on the retouching desk, a piece of tnacing-

paper is placed upon it, and on this the outline of the figure is care-

fully traced with a pencil. This tracing is then laid on a sheet of

brown paper, and with a sharp penknife the outline is cut through
both papers ; this gives us the two masks. The tracing-paper is then
thrown away, as its only purpose was to enable an accurate mask to

be obtained iu the brown paper—that being too opaque for the outline

of the picture to beaeenthroughit. The background mask is then fitted

on to the negative, and secured with gum or india-rubber solution.

The edges are then trimnied off even with those of the negative,

which is now ready for printing. When the negative is put into

the frame it is pressed close into one angle, and secured there with

a strip or two of gum paper. The tissue is then placed on the

negative, care being taken that it, too, is pressed closely into the

same angle of the fr.ame, the edges of it being previonsly cut per-

fectly true to enable this to be done with accuracy. Now, it

is clear that, as the negative is fixed, if the tissue be care-

fully placed in the angle of the frame in the first instance, it can bo

removed and replaced .again in the same position with the greatest

certainty.

When the figure has been printed the frame is opened and the

tissue removed. Then the figure mask is taken and adjusted

on the negative in the opening from which it was cut, and, aa

the paper is thick, this is easily accomplished. The back of

the figure mask is now touched in several places with india-rubber

solution. The tissue is then replaced on the now entirely covercd-

up negative and the fi-ame closed, care being taken that the figure

mask is not misplaced, and that the tissue is pressed close into the

angle of the frame.

After resting for a quarter of an hour or so—or until it is judged

that the rubber cement has dried—the frame is opened and the

tissue removed, when the figure mask will be found firmly adherent

to it and in accurate position. The background is now printed in,

being shaded or toned .as desired. When this is done, the mask
pulled olf the tissue, and any adherent india-rubber gently rubbed

o(F with a clean finger, the print is tlien re.ady for development. The
indi.a-rubber, if carefully removed, will be found to h.ave no in-

jurious action whatever on the print.

Next week we shall describe the ingenious method adopted by
M. Lambert in combination printing, as we witnessed it carried

out at one of his demonstrations of the so-called "Lambertype

process."
.

A WORD ABOUT STUDIO BUILDING.

We would direct attention to a most useful .article under the .above

title, which appeared in our columns of the 4th instant, from the

pen of Herr Kmil Fuchs. It is pregnant with suggestions of .a

practical nature, and m.ay be read with advantage by any of our

readers interested in, or contemplating the construction of, studios.

Only those who number among their acquaintances a few possessors

of glass roofs have .any conception of the const.ant annoyances tliat

are liable to crop up so continually in connection with one phase or

another of the roof and lights. These annoyances are by no means

of a sentiment.al kind, as witness many a spoiled carpet or piece of

furniture, not to speak of clients' dresses, or, still worse, of a picture

brought to be copied and altered, but not " improved " by the falling

of a drop or two of dirty w.ater from the roof upon the features of

the portrait. Then, again, there is the usual round of dirt and dis-

comfort inseparably attendant upon the advent of the plumber

and painter.

That such difficulties should exist is by no means a necessity of

the case, and possibly Herr Fnchs points out the true cause of their

presence when he speaks of the photographer knowing what he

wants and the architect not taking the trouble to understand. The

instructions and directions of the former, he s.ays, do not combine

easily with the manner of execution customary in the building trade,

.and they are ratherallowed to fall to the ground, since "an experiencecl

builder is sure to know best." When he a-ssures one that this or

that drawback can be removed in some other way, the photographer

is overruled, is f.ain to be persuaded that the builder's way is the

right one, and the result is, and remains, the usual one—mistakes

are made, and oidy observed when too late. This is too much like

the experience of all who have to do with specialist workers to be

anything but true, and quite bexrs out what we have ourselves been

told.

With regard to the actual deUils: some practical hints are gtven

which are very valuable, but we would dissent from the writer's
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coiitenlioii abo.'.t tlic wi;ll!i of llie squares of gl.iS3. IIo recom-

mends, when plate ghiss is not employed, that the width of the

pane should not much exceed twenty centimetres—that is, about

eight inches. No«-, this would be all very well foi' a greenhouse,

but for a studio window would look too petty to find favour with

English photographers, who prefer bold squares of large size—some
studios, indeed, being glazed with plate glass. Apart from the

appearance or effect of large versus small squares, there is another

consideration that must not be lost sight of, and it is one which
from a sitter's point of view we—having been much photographed

—can speak from experience. We refer to the effect produced
upon the eye by the window astragals. When they are at all

numerous they are, even in a brief sitting, excessively fatiguing or

irritating to the eye, even when the head is turned well away
towards the shaded side of the room.
Some time ago we gave our readers a hint, imparted to us by an

ohl glazier during an experience with greenliouse work, but natu-
rally equally applicable to studio building. It was that, preparatory
to putting the panes of glass into their place in the roof, they should
have a preliminary treatment by giving a narrow margin of paint
on each side, along the edges that were to rest in the frame or
astragals. By this means the putty, to use the expression of the
trade, will "grow to" the glass; in other words, adhere more
firmly. Another hint may here be given, and that is, wherever
ground glass is being employed in lieu of clear glass, it .should first

have a thin coating of "size" on the rough side. When this is done
that disagreeable greasy effect caused by the oil of the paint spread-
ing by capillary attraction, and which cannot be removed at first for

fear of disturbing the setting of the putty, may be entirely avoided.
Herr Fuohs says he writes as a "glazier of twenty years' stand-

ing;" hence his words must be received with the more respect that
they bear upou them the impress of thought. There is, however, a
point raised in them so opposed to the common practice of most
glaziers with whom we have had to do that we liere refer to it with
the hope that, as it is a very important question, some practised hand
among our readers may give us the benefit of their actual expe-
rience upon these matters; for though theory guides, practice must
decide. The writer says;—"It is of very special importance that
the putty should be prepared with varnish and not with linseed oil
because the former dries slowly from witliout inwards, whereby an
external skin is formed, which prevents any air from penetrating
and tlie putty always remains fatty. On the contrary, putty pre-
pared with linseed oil puts on no skin, and is, therefore, very soon
soaked off." This is opposed to our view of what happens, but there
is putty and putty. When good oil is used and no water is mixed
up with the mass to give weight, after the plan of the ingenious
sophisticator of the period, we should imagine the putty would soon
harden at the outside. Besides, it is often recommended by the
authorities that this very skin-forming should be prevented, as bein^
conducive to the production of cracks by the expansion and con°
traction following upon the heat from the sun's rays strikinrr the roof •

and receipts for making putty for the special purpose of roof or
skylight glazing are to be found in which tallow is mixed in lar^e
proportion in order to render the putty pliable and cause it to
remain so to a slight extent.

We conclude by drawing attention to an important and humane
recommendation he makes, analogous to one which appeared in our
pages nine or ten years ago. This is to provide the roof with some
kind of permanent arrangement to aid the safety of the workmenwho have to go upon it to paint or repair. When workmen
pass over a slate roof they have no fear; if they stumble the slatesform a safe support for their Jiands, and there is no danger of an
accidental step plunging them through the roof. With glass on the
contrary, there is no foothold except the extemporised planks' which
are difflcult to make very secure, and no support but the sash-bars
when, if the body fall forward by any chance, the hands are thrown
out to avoid a fall. Herr Fuchs recommends small pegs permanently
let into the astragals to support any plank that may be required for
the workman's use. The writer to whom we referred used-and we
think It a still readier and better plan-pieces of angle-iron screwed
At regular intsrvaU into the astragals or bars.

In addition to this pLiu being advisable on the ground of

humanity it evidently saves expense, as a platform can be much
more readily and quickly arranged when workmen are needed. In

addition to these pieces of angle-iron, the gentleman we speak of

described .also a platform he had constructed with the same object

in view, so that in case of a stumble, which might otherwise result in

a fatal accident, no harm could befal the workman. He described

a wooden platform, more than a foot wide, at the e.aves of the roof,

further protected by a light iron fencing, hurdle fashion, secured

to its place by strong iron staunchious bolted into the wall.

Such precautions are advisable on all grounds, and we should like

to hear of their becoming more common. There would,we are assured,

be less delay and more comfort in getting workmen overhead to re-

pair or put in order photographers' glass roofs.

We this week give a portrait of Mr. Leon Warnerke, being the
first of series—which will appear, at short intervals—of individuals
well known in connection with modern photographic progress. We
trust that this method of familiarising our readers with the personnel
of many of those whose names are well known to them will prove
interesting.

Our next portrait will be that of Captain W. de W. Abney, E.E.,
F.R.S.

Tub "Traveller in Search of Sunshine" of the Baili/ Telegraph
in saying that Naples "does not photograph well" only states his

own experience, wliich probably, at the best, goes no further than to

prove that Neapolitan or Italian photographer.s take but a mininuim
amount of trouble over their work, and leave difficult subjects to

take care of themselves. A charming picture of the town and bay
of Naples, given to us by Mr. Woodbury some few years ago, and
which is now before us, affords the fullest refutation to the state-

ment alluded to. A more difficult subject could scarcely be selected.

A foreground of dense foliage in close proximity to the camera is

backed up in the extreme distance by Vesuvius, with the whole
sweep of the bay and town in bright sunshine intervening. Yet,
from the light clouds in the sky and the faint line of smoke drifting
aw.ay from the summit of the volcano, through the whole gamut of

tints to the deepest shades of the foreground foliage, in every part '

of the picture there is detail, the tovj ensemble being anything but
confirmatory of the Telegraph correspondent's dictum. 'The picture
is one of Mr. Woodbury's well-known Italian series, taken upon
collodion emulsion plates.

Speaking of collodion emulsion: we could not help remarking a
few days ago, when examining some negatives of this very series,

that there is a beauty about a fine collodion emulsion negative
which neither gelatine nor wet collodion will give. Why will not
some of our experimentalists give us a dry collodion process as
rapid as gelatine

!

It was only the other day that the astounding news of the lique-
faction of the "permanent" gases—oxygen and nitrogen—was given
to the scientific world, yet, now, the fact has become so old a record
that all novelty is gone from it ; and the philosophers are calmly
eng.aged in noting particulars of the mode in which liquid oxygen
boils, and in endeavouring to ascertain its boiling point—that is,

the temperature of ebullition of a liquid which bubbles and boils at a
temperature far lower than any that has been met with by exjilorers
who have been nearest the North Pole. M. M. S. Wroblewski has
presented to the Acad^mie des Sciences, of Paris, an account of his
experiments in this direction, in which he states that—reserving
details for a future communication—he may give one hundred and
eighty-six degrees below zero (— 186° C.) as the first approximation
to the temperature produced by the sudden release from pressure of
liquefied o.xygen. Nitrogen he solidified by the action of boiling
oxygen. With regard to the latter liquid, he .says :—" Indeed, the
industrial production of liquid oxygen is, I may almost .«ay, only a
question of the material me.ans at the disposal of the experi-
mentalist." Still, notwithstanding all this, we cannot but fear that
the time has not yet approached when we can order a bottle of
oxygen and a dozen lantern slides to be sent home as a common
matter of business.

It is stated that, during the earlier appearance of the wonderful
coloured twilights which hare evoked sugh interest during tlie last

.
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month or two, the light was put down iu some places as duo to the

effect of a couflajjration. At Poughkeepsie, on the Hudson, the fire

engines were ciilled out on the morning of November 27th last.

We are still without information of any attempt to obtain a photo-

graph by its light, or of the spectrum it would give.

Possibly it would meet with no more success than has followed

attempts to ))hotoj;raph displays of the aurora borealis, with which
it was at tirst confused, but with which, as we said long ago, it is

not connected in any way. The report by Captain H. P. Dawson,
of the circumpolar expedition to Fort Eae, states that it was found
impossible to obtain photographs either of the aurora or of its

spectrum. Surely this very impossibility of i)hotographing what
might be termed a really brilliant light may help to gain some
knowledge of its cause. It was but a few weeks ago that we described

a similar want of success following the efforts of a Norwegian in-

vestigator.

It could not have been very pleasant work, thi? photographing at

Fort Rae ; for, at the outset of the final stage of their journey, the

party had an upset—provisions, instruments, and everything being
submerged in the water through the storm staving in their boat and
sinking it. Tiie food was damaged, one barometer and one thermo-
meter broken, the object-glass of the telescopes of most of the mag-
netic instruments were nearly opaque through the cementing having
gone wrong, and, finally, not a single instrument was in working
order through the ciise being full of water. When they were
cleaned and set up the transit instrument was found not half strong

enough to bear the necessary rough usage without risk of jarring

it so as to upset its adjustments. We presume the authorities did
not deem it necessary to send valuable and delicate instruments in

water-tight packages to the North Pole. Probably they expected
they would form their own casing of ice.

Ir the aurora, so far, has eluded the eye of the camera, the Liver-

pool Astronomical Society has scored another success in other direc-

tions in celestial photography. The Rev. T. E. Espin, writing under
date of January 1st, states that they had succeeded the day before

Christmas Day in photographing the Pons-Brook comet. " The
exposure was fifty-three minutes, and the comet comes out on the
plate as a circular haze without any trace of a tail. * *

A heavy dew was falling, and the lenses were badly covered." This
latter circumstance may very possibly account for the hazy appear-
ance of the image.

M. Trepiod also has been examining this comet, but with the

K|)ectroscope, and an .account of his observations appear in the

Comptes ilendiis for the 31st ult. He found a tail two degrees in

length, and, when examining the appearance of the comet's spec-

trum almost at the same time when Mr. Espin was photographing
it, he found several bands which, strange to say, were prac-

[ tically identical with those of alcohol. When it is remembered
that Captain Abney, at the meeting of the British Association for

the Advancement of Science, in 1882, also found evidences of

alcohol being distributed through space, one cannot avoid echoing

the speech of the President of the Section, who asked if the total

abstainers might like to make any remarks upon the discovery.

Thb paper by Mr. Hume Nisbet, read before the Edinburgh Photo-
graphic Society (a portion of which we print in abstract in another
page), is said to have attracted a large number of the artists of

Modern Athens to the meeting. A friend who was present in-

forms us that " Mr. Nisbet is a ' free lance ' who has been tilting

at the Royal Scottish Academicians, and whose weapon was
poisoned or rather barbed with truth, which made his attacks .all

the more cruelly telling. The RS.A's present maintained a sullen

but discreet silence. Mr. Nisbet illustrated his remarks by rapid
Hketches iu charcoal, executed with marvellous rapidity .and great
'ility, using either hand at once, producing quite a sensation by his

itrtling effects by apparently simple means."

Who s,ay3 that the pulpit is now opposed to science ? We gladly

place on record a sentence from a sermon by the Rev. J, E. Manning,
M.A.,of Swansea, just published, entitled In Memoriam: Sir William
Siemeiu:—" Let me beg of you to notice," says Mr. Manning, " that
the spread of science has had the same humanising effect as pure
religion. If there is one thing clear in- the present day it is that

science, with the industrial arts and the industrial spirit it has

called into existence, is the great prime mover in our modern
civilisation, bringing the nations into even nearer and more friendly

relations, and spreading one common interest over many lands."

Dk. Gore recently read a paper recording a number of instances in

which various solutions of metals were reduced to the metallic state

by contact with gases. Among the most beautiful films so obtained

he stated was that of chloride of gold. He suggests that the films

of metal thus produced might prove of service in some optical

and other physical investigations.

The House of Peers has held few, if any, more worthy representa-

tives of science than the present Lord Rayleigh, and we need not

say that photography has not been left unstudied by him. He has

lately printed, for private circulation, a pamphlet containing several

of his most valuable optical papera, including those on the manu-
facture, reproduction by photography, and theory of diffraction

gratings.

A NEW electrical incandescence lamp has been introduced by
Mr. J. C. Fuller, of Finsbury Pavement, for philosophical purposes.

For occasional dark-room work, photomicrography, or any similar

class of experimenting, it may form a most useful aid, as we learn

that it is merely a zinc and carbon battery excited by a solution

of bichromate, one excitation causing the light to last thirty hours,

and the cost being only about threepence for each charge.

Most of our readers have heard of diatoms—small objects upon
the investigation of which some philosophers spend nearly a life-

time, while microscopes of vast power are constructed almost for

the sole purpose of examining them. Before the Royal Micro-
scopical Society last month several of Mr. W. H. Walmsley's
photographs of these structures were shown and admired. A
paper upon the cell walls of these diatoms, by Dr. J. H. Flcgel,

was re.ad and illustrated by many photographs of the subjects of

his communication. These are naturally very minute
;
yet we read

that as many as one hundred and seventy-four transverse sections

were m.ade from a single diatom ! This feat (which is something
like cutting off the extreme point of a needle and shaving into a
hundred or two slices) displays an amount of skill and patience

mai'vellous to contemplate.

THE LATE MR J. H. DALLMEYER, F.R.A.S.

It was our painful duty, last week, to briefly announce the death
of Mr. Dallmeyer. We now su|)plement that announcement by a
few particulars of the career of this eminent photographic
optician.

For a considerable period Mr. Dallmeyer's health, impaired by a
too close attention to business, was such as to lead him to seek
for recuperation by taking long sea voyages and making visits to
other and distant climes. About a month since, when we hist made
inquiry relative to his health, we were informed that the accounts
just previously received were of a most cheerful nature. On the
morning of Friday week, however, the obituaries of the London
morning papers gave notice of his death on the 30th of December,
when off the coast of New Zealand, at the comparatively early age
of fifty-three.

The influence exercised upon photography by his writings, and
especially by the excellence of his lenses, has been of a marked
character, and his name has become familiar in this connection
throughout the world wherever photography is known or practised.

Born and educated iu Prussia, he came to this country at an early
period of his life and entered the workshop of Mr. W. Hewitt,
optician (a former pupil of Mr. Andrew Ross), who with the
various employ(fs soon afterwards became again transferred to the
larger business factory of Mr. Amlrew Ross, optician, under whose
tuition Mr. Dallmeyer acquired his knowledge of optics, eventually
becoming that gentleman's son-in-law.

At the death of the senior Ross, in September, 1859, Mr. Dall-
meyer entered into business for himself, that of Mr. Andrew Roes
being carried on by his son, Mr. Thomas Ross, and now known as
that of Ross and Co. In his new sphere ilr. Dallmeyer de-
voted himself mainly to the manufacture of photographic lenses,

although telescopes also received a considerable shai'e of his atten-
tion.
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The firet appearance of Mr. Dallmeyer before tlie photograpliio

public was at tlie meeting of the Photographic Society, iu June,
1860, where he read a paper on The Nature of Distortion as Pro-
duced by the Present Farms of View Zenses, and on a Lens or Com-
hination of Letucs Free from this Defect. Shortly after this Mr.
Dallmeyer iatrodiicecl his modification of the triple achromatic lens,

which proved very useful in architectural photography, copying,
and, indeed, for every purpose where entire freedom from distor-

tion was required. Still later he modified the construction of this

combination by increasing the diameter of the central concave lens
so aa to render it suitable for groups.

\ye may here observe that ever since Mr. Dallmeyer commenced
business the excellence of his portrait lenses has been so thoroughly
recognised as to have led him to bring out several series of them—all,

with one exception, constructed on the same principle (that of
Petzval), but differing as regards relative apertures and focus, so
as to secure varying degrees of rapidity and covering power. The
exception to which we here refer is that form of portrait objective in
which the relative positions of the flint and crown in the posterior
combination ai-e reversed, so as to render it possible, by slightly un-
screwing them, to introduce spherical aberration at will, and thus
produce definition of a lower order.
The wide angle and rapid rectilinear group of lenses introduced

by Mr. Dallmeyer are well known. With regard to the latter a
considerable amount of discussion of a slightly energetic description
arose, some years ago, relative to the respective claims for priority
of its introduction as between Steiuheil and Dallmeyer.
The single wide-angle lens, patented in 1804, by Mr. Dallmeyer,

is one of great excellence. It consists of two crowns and one flint
cemented together, the external form of the complete lens being a
meniscus of rather deeper curvature than that commonly adopted
previously. The latest patent obtained by Mr. Dallmeyer was for
a lantern condenser formed by the union of two lenses, one of these
being a plano-convex, the other a double convex, one surface of
which was so nearly flat as to lead to its being supposed to be so by
an inattentive observer. This side is placed next to the picture.
The deceased gentleman was a member of the Council of the

Photographic Society of Great Britain at the time of his demise,
and was for some time on the Council of the Eoyal Astronomical
iSociety. He wore the Cross of the Legion of Honour and the
Russian Order of St. Stanislaus, conferred upon him in recognition
of his services to optical science. Medals were awarded toTiim at
the following exhibitions for the excellence of his work :—London
il^-? ?V P"''!'"'

1865
;
Berlin, 1865 ; Paris, 1867 (gold and silver);

Philadelphia, 1876 (highest award) ; Paris, 1878 (two gold medals
and the Cross of the Legion of Honour). We need scarcely add
that his death is lamented by a large circle of friends.
Durmg the past few years the late Mr. Dallmeyer has taken no

active part in the direction of the business, but had confided it to
Ins son, Mr. T. Ross Dallmeyer; and, as a matter of course, it will
be carried on, as hitherto, under his active management.

THE MERCURY DEVELOPER.-THE SENSITOMETER.
It is little wonder that when a new formula for development is
given, and when we are told that the use of it will result in the
possibility of reducing our exposures to one-fifth of what we have
been accustomed to, there is some excitement in photographic
circles, mid that the matter is talked of at the meeting of Locia-

ri^^it if
l>ave seen no description at all of any definite experi-ments on Mr. H. J. Newton's mercury developer, although I havelooked anxiously for such. In the absence of them I commenced a"^ fJ^l T^ *^'/rT*^ "*'"•'*'

'J''P"'« "'«y ""^y be of some
use. Lest it turn out (as I hope it may that the only w™ partial
success I have met with is due to my having received a^'fooUshversion of the formula, I describe the experiments.

wairTnjff f!l'''^ ^f?' "^ corrosive sublimate in four ounces ofwater, and at the same time nmety grains of iodide of potassium in

^^L "V^ ^"^l- ^^^ ^"''' «°'"«°'» ^«« «lo^ly added to theformer, when a red precipitate of iodide of mercufy was formedwhich was quickly redissolved when the whole of the iodTdTofpotassmm had been added. I then made up the ordini^r sodadeveloper This I did because it is only fair when a newZmula
aui7^?« ' *'"*.•*"

«i''l*
"* '"'"' °°« t'^l J^^eping strictly™equantities mentioned. I may remark, however, that a set of experi-ments made some time ago, with washing sod^ and other affispersuaded me that none of those tried gave bXr results thana|d^^mmonia, and that washing soda gfve result coSerlbly

The formula then used wan .is follows:

—

Washing soda (dried) 25 grains,

Sulphite of soda 4 „
Pyro 2 „
Water (up to) 1 ounce.

A large plate was cut into a number of small pieces, so that there

might be no chance of diflferences of sensitiveness. A slow, but
very clear, plate was selected, as by its use there was less likelihood

of a disturbance in the sensitometer readings from the action of

extraneous light.

The small pieces of plate were each exposed under Warnerke's
sensitometer screen. The exposure was not made by the phos-
phorescent table, but to a parafiiue lamp, as the object was nut to

ascertain the sensitiveness of the plates, but merely the comparative
results of different developers. As the exposures were pretty long

(20 seconds), and were made one immediately after another, there
was little chance of variation in the light.

Two of the plates were placed in a developing dish, and the soda
developer was poured over them. Development was continued for

about five minutes, long before the end of which period all action
appeared to have ceased. One plate was now removed to the
washing water, and into the developing cup were dropped for each
ounce of developer three minims of the iodide of mercury solution.

The developer was poured into the cup, then returned to the dish.

There was almost immediately perceived a slight further action of

the developer. After this further action had ceased the second
plate was placed beside the first. On comparing the two the second
showed two figures more of the sensitometer than tbe first, and, on
fixing both, the last figures of the mercury-developed plate appeared
slightly more vigorous than those of the othera. Had I got the
same result in developing two different kinds of plates with the
same developer I should have pronounced the one about double as
sensitive as the other.

I now proceeded to develope a plate with my ordinary ammonia
developer, which, for the particular plates I was using, consisted
of—

Ammonia 3 minims.
Bromide , 1 grain.
Pyro 1^ „
Water (up to) 1 ounce.

I got a result not to be distinguished from that got by the soda and
mercury developer.

I now tried the result of adding the mercury solution to the
ammonia developer. I used the formula just given, but with an
addition of four grains of sulphite of soda. Two plates were, as
in the first experiment, developed in this. When all action had
ceased one was removed and placed in water. The mercury solu-
tion was then added to the developer as before, when it appeared
that a very slight further action took place. On examining the two
plates afterwards there was found to be an advantage of one figure
in the case of the mercury-developed plate.

One further experiment was tried. The object was to discover
the result of forcing both with ammonia and with the mercury
solution, and to find by which means the highest figure could be
got. A plate was developed first in the ordinary ammonia deve-
loper, ammonia being added little by little till slight fog resulted.
The same was then done with another plate, except that mercury
iodide was added in small portions till slight fog became visible.

It did so when about seven or eight minims of the solution had
been added to each ounce of developer. The two results are not to
be distinguished one from the other.
The conclusion to be arrived at from these experiments is that

the mercury developer shows over the ordinary ammonia developer
an advantage which is at the best so small that it is not worth
taking note of. Certainly, for my own part, I should think so
doubtful an advantage was dearly purchased by the introduction of
a new complication which is not our method of development.

I have read the article by Mr. Henry J. Newton in the December
number of the Photographic Times, and found, after his description
of the developer described above, the two following statements,
which appear to me very extraerdinary :—" A fifty-grain solution
of iodide of sodium used in the same way acts as a good accelerator.

"

"A thirty-grain solution of iodine in alcohol, to which forty grains
of pyrogallic acid are added, makes a good stock solution for
accelerating development used the same as the other."

_
I have found all soluble iodides that I have tried to be restrainersm almost the same way that a soluble bromide is. Certainly iodine

solution is a powerful restrainer.
Mention of the use of the sensitometer in the above experiments

leads up to another matter oa which I would say a few words, even at
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llie risk of repeating what Las already been said by Mr. W. E. Deben-

liam and myself. What I wish to repeat is this:—TOc indicatiom

of a Sf'nsitomcter whose action depends on sliowing what is the least

>»(»/ of light which will, produce a perceptible effect on a plate are

reliMe, unless we can be certain that the plate has received ko
:'0sure to actinic light before decelopment except through the sensi-

icter. My reason for bringing up this matter again is that it was
(iiscussed at the last meeting of the Photographic Society of Great

Britain, and that so acute an observer as Mr. Spurge failed to per-

ceive the truth of the matter. I quote, from the report of the

meeting referred to, the remarks of Mr. Debenham and the reply

j

of Mr. Spurge :

—

I

"The radical vice of all senaitometers was that they were read by
' observing the last of a series of tints which indicated merely what was

the minimum amount of liglit which would affect a plate ; but a plate

might be made to render such a tint by other means than such as

' would render it r.ipid in the camera, especially if it had been exposed
I to extraneous light."

"Mr. Spurge, in reply, said that if the effect of pro-exposing a plate

were to make it give a higher sensitometer number, it would also be to

I
make it give a corresponding result of greater sensitiveness in the

camera."

I think I can easily show that Mr. Debenham is right and Mr.
Spurge wrong in this matter. Let us suppose a certain plate, which
is being tested under a sensitometer—either Warnerke's or Spurge's

or any other. We will suppose that the plate has h.ad no pre-

exposure to light. A certain figure appears on the last which is

• seen on the developed plate. What is now indicated is this :—The
amount of light producing this figure is the least which will make
jiiiy visible impression on the plate. Such amount of light reaching

Uie plate at any time before development will produce a visible

I effect No less amount will. We will suppose that the amount of

light required is ten units, that being the amount which reaches the

plate through the last tint or hole of the sensitometer which gave
an impression. Now let us suppose that before the sensitometer

was brouglit into requisition at all we had given the plate an expo-
sure so that it received nine units of light all over : no appreciable

I'ffect would have been produced, as it requires ten units in all to do
so. But the plate is then in such a condition that one additional

unit will produce aii appreciable effect, and the figure of the sensi-

tometer which corresponds to one unit of light will now be visible,

in place of, as before, that which corresponded to ten units of light.

The plate will appear ten times more rapid than it did before it

received the general exposure. But does Mr. Spurge imagine that
I it will be ten times more rapid in the camera on account of the

pre-exposure ! Certainly it will not. There may, for certain sub-
jects, be a rer^i/ slight advantage; but probably not, at the best, more
than fifty per cent.

It may be asked—If the sensitometer be liable to give such grave
mis-indications, of what use is it ? I would reply that, except where
we know the particulars of the manufacture of an emulsion and of
the coating and subsequent treatment of the plates covered with it,

tlie sensitometer is of no use as a precise measure of sensitiveness.

1 1 is useful, notwithstanding, as a practical guide whereby to form an
1 'proximate estimation. Such estimation, however, is not to be made
reading the last figure only, but by taking into consideration the

iieral appearance of the image after fixing, and especially by
t icing, as suggested by Mr. Debenham, what is the highest figure

. liich shows any marked advance of density as compared with the
iiL'xt one higher.

Although the sensitometer does not by the reading of the last

li-,'ure only give reliable results when comparing different plates, it

ives perfectly reliable results when comparing different developej-s
I the same batch of plates, its here any disturbance which may
ive crept in from pre-exposure in the case of one plate will show

itself equally in all. W. K. Burton.

LEON WAENERKE.
Mr. Leok AVarx.brke, the subject of our illustration, is by nation-
ality a Hungarian, though long residence in this country and his

intimate connection with a large circle of English friends have in a
great measure Anglicised him. A civil engineer by profession, Mr.
Warnerke settled in England some years ago, when his tastes led
him to adopt photography as a recreation ; but, in the course of
many years' devotion to the art, photography ha.s been the gainer

' by many practical contributions made by him in connection with
ils progreas.

Mr. Warnerke first appeared prominently before the photo-
^laphic public iu 1875, when, at a meeting of the South Loudon

Photographic Society, he »-ead a connnunication ou Pajper v. (Jlau,

and exhibited and described his " roller slide" and sensitive collodion

tissue. In the same year he contributed to our columns articles on

the proposed use of methylal as an accelerator in devehjpraent. In

the following year, before the Parent Society, he read a paper

entitled hvestigationt in Collodion £mvlsions, in which were

embodied the results of a careful series of experiments on the

relative values of different salts for emulsion purposes. Since that

time Mr. Warnerke has been a constant contributor of papers to

various photographic societies in this country and on the continent,

much of his time during the past few years having been spent

abroad.

The introduction of the Warnerke actinometer, based upon the

employment of a phosphorescent tablet upon which to record the

impress of the light's action, will be fresh in the recollection of many
of our readers ; while the sensitometer which bears his name and

which also utilises the phosphorescent principle is now the recog-

nised standard of measurement in connection with dry platea The
establishment of the lens sUndards of the Photographic Society of

Great Britain is also due to Mr. Warnerke's breaking ground iu

that direction, a committee having been appointed by the Society at

his suggestion to consider the matter.

Mr. Warnerke was in 1877 awarded the prize offered by the

Photographic Association of Belgium for the best dry process, and

three years ago he received the progress medal of the Photographic

Society of Great Britain, of which he is one of the most active

members.
Though England is his permanent home, Mr. Warnerke is quite

as well known in photographic circles in Russia, Belgium, Germany,

and France, the greater portion of his time abroad being spent iu

St. Petersburg, where by his energy, in the first instance, a photo-

graphic society and a photogiaphic joui-nal were started some three

or four years since.

Personally Mr. Warnerke is of the most sociable and genial disposi-

tion, and ever ready to assist, by his advice or otherwise, in any

matters photographic; and few of the regular frequenters of the

meetings of the metropolitan photographic societies, or of those

who have enjoyed his hospitality, but have cause to be grateful for

his kindly assistance in some photographic diflnculty.

THE RENAISSANCE OF GOLD AND HYPOSULPHITE
TONING.

It will not do to dogmatise on the conditions of permanence or

fading as regards silver printing. Freedom from every trace of

hyposulphite of soda is, with much justice, considered one of the

indispensable conditions through which permanence is secured; and
still, in face of this we, and others, are aware of prints from which

the fixing agent has not been thus removed, yet which, after the

lapse of a considerable period, are as good as when freshly made.

Another instance of this occurs in connection with a certain item

in the experience of our predecessor, as described by him at the

meeting of one of our metropolitan local societies. From this it

appears that about fifteen years ago he received from Mr. W. M.
Ayres, who is well known as one of the most experienced of London
printers, several photographs produced by a system of toning which

left nothing to be desired as regards beauty, but as respects the

principle involved in the toning of which it might be possible to

entertain inimical feelings. As, however, Mr. Ayres's experience

embraced the extensive printing operations carried on in connec-

tion with the Great Exhibition of 18G2, and as, further, he was
well known to have for several years taken the leading ix)sition

in the printing works of Mr. William England, he was prevailed

upon by the then Editor of The British Journal Photo-
graphic Almanac to give to its numerous readers an account of

the method of printing adopted in the production of certain prints

which are now declared to have retained their pristine vigour and
beauty. But the process by which they were produced would seem

to have been apparently so heterodox as to have induced the Editor

to attach a semi-apologetic foot-note to the effect that, whatever

theoretical objections might be urged against the addition of gold

to the hyposulphite of soda bath, the fact of its being recommended

by a printer so experienced as Mr. Ayres should induce those who
desired to emulate his work to give the method a careful and

thorough trial.

As the Almanac, in which the details of the process in question

by which these unfaded prints were produced, has been out of print

for fourteen years, we here give a brief synopsis of it :—iVlbiimen-

ised paper priulii having been executed ou a sixty-grain silver bath
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ai-e treated in the \isuul way up to immersion in the toning balii;

which is composed of

—

Chloride of gold 1 grain.

Acetate of soda .-. 30 grains.

Water Bounces.
In this the prints are placed, but care is tikeu to remove them
before the toning hm been quite completed. They receive their full

tone in the followiiij; manner ;

—

A fixing bath is nude by a saturated solution of hyposulphite of

sod I, which is diluted with an equal bulk of water, and to this is

addad a solution of cldoride of gold in the proportion of half-a-grain

of the gold to each full sheet of paper. In this bath the prints

acquire a considerable degree of richness. Washing in water follows

this fixing and toning operation. In the event of any prints having
sufTered from over-printing they are removed from the others and
kept damp until the day's fixing is done, after which they are

immersed in a weak solution of iodine and iodide of potassium. In
this way they become of a blue -colour, more or less deep according

to the amount of reduction. They are then placed in the gold and
hyposulphite bath, by which they are restored, the whites being
rendered of great purity.

The foregoing is substantially the process by which these fine prints

were produced. Where a caution is required, or a suspicion capable
of being hinted at in the soundness of the system, lies not in its use
when correctly carried out, but in its abuse in making the toning
and fixing bath do more work tlian it is capable of doing, by which
gold toning gives place to sulphur toning. This, however, is

no argument against the adoption of the system described, but only
against its misuse. ^
CAMERA LUCIDA—PALETTA OBSCURA. A STUDY IN

LIGHT AND SHADOW.
[Abstract of a communication to the Edinburgh Photographic Society.]

My subject—the union of painting and photography—is not so short
as you or I might wish it to be, yet I have tried to make it as terse
as a subject so crammed with incident and so exhaustless in matter
oonld be made. If you will try to endure it to the end I trust you will
not be dis.ippointed.

Photosraphers, as far as I have seen of them, are a jealous-minded
race. They do not think enough of their art or of themselves. They
are too apt to think that the painters despise them, while in reality the
painters of today hang on to them as a drunken husband is apt to hang
on to his good-templar wife duiiag this festive New Year season, or, to
be more poetic in simile, as a lialf-drowned sailor will clutch on, teeth
and nails, to the hard rook, which may have broken up his rotten old
boat, but now keeps him alive in the middle of the surf.

The painters of today have become realists, and photography is

realism or nothing. A photographer, to be able to produce a good
picture, must bo a true painter in the highest sense of the word ; so a
painter ought to know the right qualities about a good photograph,
whether lie knows the mixing of the chemicals or length of exposure!
or process of focussing, &c., or not, although to be able to compete, the
tricks of the trade have to be learned. Witness Napoleon Sarony,
Mora,* and such men, with their fancy dodges and splendid effects'
and Seavey with his unapproachable backgrounds.

'

Thus my title is almost superfluous, for painting and photography
requiring the same direction of talent, are already united ; only it may
be of a little service to hear a painter avow tlie marriage publicly which
is so constantly being consummated on the quiet.

It is in your work, as in ours, the doom to be often annoyed
with talented triflers who dip a finger into all the sciences, and are for
ever ready to dispute the point with the originators—buyers of brains
who imagine that their cash gives them full liberty to find all sorts of
faults, oi-suggest improvements upon the worker's designs ; who will
not buy unless tlieir idiotic improvements are executed to the last
letter, and who afterwards lay the whole blame of the spoiUng of the
pie upon the baker when the guests condemn.
Having a direct object in view, I need not trouble you about chemi-

cals or lenses, aurora lights, or secrets that you all now know much
better than I, but will come direct to wh.it is of vital interest to us
both in our wedded state, viz., the seeking how we may put as much
of the soul of Nature, with her innate force and feeling of motion
iuto our pictures as possible ; the men, modem and ancient, who may
best aid us by the examples and teachings they have left as a legacy to
us ; a quiet consideration of what they really have done for us ; a rLht
straight look at the men themselves, unbiassed by veneration or pre-
judice, with a consideration as to how much we have taken advantage
of the legacies left to us.

The first aim of our investig.ition is, therefore, the exact imitation of
Nature ; that is, the outward form and appearances of Nature—the body,
in fact, of that mystic Deity whom all men worship, no matter what is

• Thro« of the pjiotographa shown at the meeting were by Saronj- and Mora kinHiv
)Mit bj- Mr, J. h. Cox, repr»i«it.itive of the arm of 0, Mason and Co,

' '

tlic dogma, whether they have a creed or whether they be creedlesg.
Secondly, the feeling, sentiment, or sensations of NaUirc—how her
appearance touches us, as we look upon her in the wealth and loveli-
ness of her colouriug, also how we may keep that sentiment alive in
our light and shade. Here the painter, with his colours, gets a better
hand and a long start ahead of the photographer, engraver, and
etclier ; and it is here tiiat if those workers in light and shade can
keep the sentiment as well as the painter in colours, they gain a
double and richer triumph—the triumph of a racer who has been
heavily and unfairly handicapped at the beginning of the race.
Thirdly, the motions, actions, passages, expressions, and impressions
of Nature. There, both in photographer and painter, the man himself
is brought out, whether he be a trained mechanic or a born genius.
Lastly, the perfect image, the whole innate force, which is the spirit
and soul of that matchless creation toward which we must all con-
stantly turn (as the sunflower turns or the daisy opens to the glance of
day) for the light and life of our artistic beings.
Let us drop the weak word "artist" out of our consideration alto-

gether. Personally I abhor it as denoting nigger minstrel, sword-
swallower, or that undefinable member of society who plays with
single foils and sable hairs inside a studio, enriched with Turkey
ruggery, old armour, and marble busts. Let us, who are workers, be
plain painters and photographers, never heeding the comforts of our
surroundings, having only to do with objects as accessories to our
work, thinking only upon the utility of every knickknack we may have,
aiming only at the result without considering the trouble or the incon-
venience to the animal who is bringing it all about, every conception or
experiment being an undiscovered country which we mean to find all
out and make our own—Stanleys or Thompsons with our Africas

;

Pizzaros conquering and annexing our Mexicos ; plain, hard-working,
earnest painters and photographers ; brothers in one grand service— Art.

I think, at the present day, painters recognise this fraternal stand
even more than photographers give them credit for doing ; they know
how much they are indebted to the camera for making matters lucid
which were before obscure. Witness the galloping horses done by
mstantaneous processes, the shape of waves in full action, the rushing
of waterfalls, and the contortions of muscles in moments of great ex-
citement. How many of the old masters knew what a horse at full
speed was like ? and what eye-openers to battle painters those photo-
graphs have been ! None of the sea painters were able to draw a wave
in all its subtleties and froth accessories as painters nowadays may do
if they study the imprint of a flying second ; we may also have cloudsm their strata, as they actually are, with shadows perfect in those
artistic studies coming, like the institution of Christmas cards, more
and more into vogue every year that we live. And painters do use
them constantly, whether they admit the fact or, induced by a false
pride, pretend that tliey do not. I see in every exhibition glaring
evidences of hay carts and field horses, yachts and ships of all deorees
blankly copied, with hardly any disguise, from the photographic studies
suspended in the shop windows.

Clear photographic studies, faithfully drawn out, and in the painting
knocked about a little, sometimes not so true as the original to Nature
blurred and mystified iuto that obscurity which does for feeling with
the crowd, the most original bit of painting being the man's signature
who sells it, that strictly being his own, and not the copyright of
either the photographer or the horse. And why not ? Clouds will not
wait on our pencils and palettes being set; horses will not stand untilwe draw out a faithful enough study of their forms, nor ships pause
until we get m aU the rigging. The winds are against it, and the
waves. Ihe hours flying along and tearing down the sun-shadows
betore we have fixed one line of them on our paper or canvas ioin in
the protest, jeering at our deliberation, and mocking us as slow coachesm these steam engine days, we trying to crawl on six miles an hourana dreaming that we can enter iuto competition with the mile-a-mmute express.
The pride which keeps the artist silent, or makes him deny thecharge of photo-borrowing, is an utterly false pride, and the sooner it

IS knocked out of sight the better for all parties. Why should we not
correct our sketches-done for the sake of the colour and feeling, andnot for the form—from faithful photographs? It does not liinder ustrom being original in the after-treatmeht, although it may save usmuch tune m the elaboration of sketch-details. Why not save ourprecious time for something so much more worthy of it—the picture'*
Hitherto 1 have wanted so much to be original that out of conscien-

tious scruples I would not use the photographic studies which some ofmy friends have sent me. I looked upon them longingly, and put themout of sight reluctantly, and so went down to seaboards and nSo«"
m.nv vft!?i1'r''u "l"""!

toothache, and wasting hours upon hours, a.ul

n^f ^11?.,
•^''•''"'^'/ of Whatman's hand-made paper, trying to Ira^vout alUhe rigging of ships, and the shapes of co4s, losing the effect

^lHL,"„!f^ riT""!? *," ^''^ *'"' manipulation, and in reality not

ran d *^I„,h^n^ ''^*fP''"t "^
""'i^^

^ "^'S^t have got with half an hour'srapid dashing on of colour effects, and a moment's focussiug. At
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present I know little or iiotliing nbont the art of photography, hut I

iiiteucl to make it my duty to learn a little more—enough to be able to

sight a picture cori'cotly, take and dcvclopoa dry plate, and aftcnvards
fix a print ; for I can ])erceive plainly that time is coming on with rapid

strides to the jioint when, along with his present utensils of colour-

boxes an<l sketching block, the painter will recjuire to carry his camera
and stand, box of dry platus, and head covering.

And how proper it is that it should be so a little experience will

prove to every one. An old castle or abbey, or the view of a town, or

tvea the markuigs upon the trees would take us days to outline—the

buildings of the town, the fretwork about the abbey and castle, or

knots and gnarling of the woodland, a:id even then it would bo incom-
plete. To illustrate my meaning: look at even the most careful outline

pencil drawings of Turner—one of the moat delicate of outline draughts-

men, ichm he lihil—ov the scrupulous and untiring delicacy of his

admirer. Professor John Ruskiu, with his pencil, and compare those

efforts with the lines about even the moat commonplace photograph of

a building <ir tree-trunk, and 1 need say no more on that point. The
painter has lost tlie half and distorted the rest; and although the draw-
ing may appear more attractive at first sight, the photograph will be

the best, for it embodies the first gi-and principle of a painter a training

—faithful imitation of the object which he desires to represent.

Photographers are apt to labour under the mistaken notion that we
do not recognise this plain fact of artistic necessity ; but we do, and if

we do not have the manliness to own it that is our cowardice and not
our blindness.

Be content, therefore, when you go into exhibitions and see the
misty result of your photographic studies in the realism of to-day

hanging all round, that this is recognition enough of the obligations

palette owes to camera. Hume Nisbet.

(To be cotUinued in our luxt.)

SHEFFIELD PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY'S
EXHIBITION.

Odr correspondent, in his notice of the recent exhibition, did a
slight injustice to our Liverpool friends, for which we now desire to

make amends.
The Liverpool Amateur Photographic Association sent a large

number of exhibits to the Cutler's Hall, and their work was greatly
admired and appreciated. The whole of the competition pictures for

1S88 were displayed. Mr. R. Crowe showed a fine collection of prints,

mainly of instantaneous pictures in the streets of Liverpool. Tlie Rev.
H. J, Palmer gave a lantern lecture on the glaciers of Switzerland
to a crowded and appreciative audience, and on the walls were dis-

l)layed a considerable number of his pictures abroatl. Mr. J. A.
Forrest showed some excellent specimens of his work in North Wales ;

and Messrs. Earp, Pierce, J. W. Kirby, Twigge, and Tyrer, sent fine

specimens of their photographic skill.

Among the most interesting of the exhibits were six pictures by Mr.
Craddock from oalotype negatives, taken in 18.51, and exhibited in the
Great Exhibition of that year. Although toned in the old way—in a
hypo, and gold bath—no trace of fading is m.anifest ; and the sparkle
and vigour of these jirints testify to the value of the now-discarded
paper process.

•^

PRINTINC4.
[A communication to the London and Provincial Photographic Association.]

Thk subject of this evening's lecturette or paper, whichever you
prefer to call it, has been entitled Printing. The vastness of this
subject is, however, far beyond my capabilities, since we find it dating
liack as an art to a very remote period. My remarks will, therefore, be
confined to that kind of printing adopted by photographers, and known
as silver printing on albumenised paper ; or what might witli truth be
designated " the fugitive photographic printing process."

I do not wish to occupy your time this evening with a lengthy
description of all the various methods of printing, photographic or
otherwise ; neither shall I reiterate all the discoveries which led
up to their elabor.ation, as I have little doubt but that our worthy
curator, who was tlio instigator of this effort of mine, will not rest con-
tented until he has made you acquainted with the secret workings of
all and every process baaed on photographic research. Unfortunately
for me there are no secrets attached to this subject which are not
known to you all, unless it be tliat the ordinary silver print is not the
most imperishable soumnir of photographic art one can possess.
Examph 1.—Here are some samples which speak for themselves.

Tliese were all printed on the 19th May last. The faded ones h.-ive

been exposed in a damp atmosphere, namely, a cellar. Those prints
which have not faded have been kept under the ordinary conditions of
the atmospliere. You will notice the extraordinary influence of damp
on these prints.

The subject, then, we have to deal with to-night is the means cm-
ployed to obtain positive images on a suitably-prepared surface of silver

chloride, incorporated in albumen, by the direct action of light ; and,
if you will allow me, I will deal with this matter iq successive steps.

If we expose ordinary white paper to the sunlight no change is seen
to take place ; neither should we notice much difference if we 8oake4 •
piece of pure Swedish filtering-paper in a solution of pure nitrato of
silver, dried it, and exposed it to light ; but if we were to coat tho
Swedish paper with gelatine, arrowroot, or some similar organic sub-
stance previous to silvering it, we should find that the paper would
readily darken in tho light. From this we gather that an organic
compound of silver is formed, which is more easily acted upon by light
than a layer of the pure salt would be.
Example 2.—Hero arc some prints which have been produced on

filteriug-paper soaked in gelatine, and silvered in the ordinary manner.
Chloride of silver behaves in a somewhat similar manner to nitrate

when exposed to light in the presence of organic matter, cxcenting that
chloride of silver is more sensitive ; for this reason, as a sensitising salt
for making prints, it has long l)een the photographer's sheet anchor. If
I m.iy be allowed to speculate, I would 8.ay that chloride of silver
will in all probability be the printing process of the future ; not in
combination with albumen, however, but a mixture of gelatine anil
collodion on a sulphate of barium surfaced paper. At no distant
date I shall endeavour to show you some examples printed as I have
indicated.

In this tube we have a solution of silver nitrate in water; you
will notice it is quite transparent. I will add a few drops of hydro-
chloric acid, and immediately a copious flocculent precipitate of silver
chloride is formed. If I wash some of this chloride of silver, and expose
it to light, it readily darkens. The same also happens when a soluble
chloride, such as common salt, is added.

K.ram)i(f 3.—I will take one of these tubes, containing silver chloride,
and expose it to burning magnesium ribbon. You wUl notice it has
darkened considerably.
For the liurposes of printing, we find it more convenient to form our

silver chloride in a very much finer state of division on the surfac wo
intend to act on as a base for the picture, and chemical decomposition
is resorted to for the attainment of that end, but not quite in the same
manner as I have j ust shown you. A given proportion of one or more
of the soluble chloride salts is incorporated in the albumen coating given
to the paper. When this salted albumeniaed paper is floated on a
moderately strong solution of silver nitrate the soluble salt becomes
changed, and an extremely finely-divided layer of silver chloride
results, the coating of albumen being rendered insoluble, or coagulated
by the silver nitrate,

In this tube I have some white of egg (albumen) ; upon the addition
of a small quantity of this silver nitrate solution you will notice a white
cloud formed. This is coagulated albumen.

Dilute silver solution does not coagulate albumen perfectly ; for this
reason stronger solutions are used than would otherwise be necessary.
When weak solutions are used, portions of albumen will be dissolved,
producing an effect called stripping, and may be recognised by a semi-
opaque scum floating on the surface of the sensitising bath ; also dull
patches and streaks on the paper itself.

Here are some examples of albumenised paper which have been
floated for the space of three minutes each on silver solutions of six
grains, nine grains, and twelve grains per ounce respectively, fuming
thirty minutes.
Example i.—It will be noticed that the nine- and twelve-grain

examples are very good, but those on six grains have very little

albumen left. Nearly all the paper used by silver printers throughout
the universe is manufactured in the south-east of France, or in Saxony,
and is designated, according to the mill from which it issues, either
Saxe, Rives, or Renat '

' New Rives. ' These papers are sent out
sized, ready for albumeniaing, which latter operation is performed very
extensively in thia country and in Germany. Each albumeniser has his
own pet formula, and some degi-ee of secrecy is observed by them all.

The formula here appended is a fair specimen, and yields excellent
results. To every gallon of fresh albumen, free from yolk or genu, add
the following :

—

Ammonium chloride IJ ounce.
Barium chloride J ,,

Glacial acetic acid \ ,

,

Soft water previously boiled 4 ounces.
When dissolved add gradually to the albumen, beating constantly nntil
tho whole is a froth ; after twenty-four hours subsidence, the mixture
may be strained through fine cambric, and is ready for use. Coating is

Eerformed by floating the smoothest side of the paper on the albumen
ath for the space of thirty or forty seconds, according to the nature of

the paper ; the sheet is then dried on laths or rods at a temperature of

about JJO" F. In Germany the sheets are pinned up by two comers to

dry. The coarseness of texture sometimes noticed in silver prints is due
to the paper being coated on the wrong side. Drying at too high a tem-
perature gives a brilliant surface, but causes blistering in the after
process. Drying at too low a temperature causes dullness. ITie

quantity of albumen required to coat a ream of paper weighing ten
kilogrammes will be about two gallons. Various tints may be piven to
the p.aper by tho addition of suitable liquid dyes mixed with the
albumen. Albumeuising and sensitising cannot at present be success-

fully performed at one operation ; as nu' as experiments have been
made all attempts to preserve tho paper have failed and the results
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have not provuJ satisfactory. Seusitisiug, tUerefoic, becomes a ilis-

tinct-operation.

I may fairly assume that many present indulge iu the luxury of ready
sensitised paper ; still 1 have taken the liberty of introducing this sub-

ject as one of the stages necessary to obtain a result. Silver nitrate and
sodium chloride, if pennitted to attack each other in the presence

of water, form, as everybody knows, silver chloride and sodium nitrate.

In practice it is not necessary to deal with exact equivalent proportions,

it being sufficient to ensure an excess of silver nitrate strong enough to

prevent strijiping, and not strong enough to produce bronzing of the

shadows to any appreciable extent. It has been pointed out in " Text-

Books," '
' Lessons," and other places, what happens when silver chloride

is exposed to light, and, no doubt, you are all familiar with the reaction

from a practical point of view. We will suppose we are using a paper
salted as above mentioned, viz., a paper coated with six grains of soluble

chloride per ounce of albumen. We should make up the sensitising

bath at least five or six times that strength, say forty grains of silver

nitrate per fluid ounce of water. Half a gallon of this solution would
give us a bath on which halt a quire of paper could be sensitised. It

would then be necessary to replenish with more silver, as about 290
grains of silver nitrate would have been converted into chloride or ab-
sorbed in the paper. Other nitrates with silver are used by some
printers, the prmcipal being the nitrates of soda and potash. They are
said to effect a saving of silver, but they are seldom nsed by practical
printers. I have appended a formula which has worked well in my
bands :

—

Nitrate of potash 35 grains.
Nitrate of silver 30 ,,

Water 1 ounce.
The time required foi- fl.ating on such a bath will be from six to eight
minutes, and ammonia fuming will be found advantageous when good
results are desired. There is really no distinct advantage gained by
the addition of any other substance to the silver solution. In proof of

this statement, I now show you untoned prints sensitised on the
following :

—

Nitrate of silver 10 grains.
Nitrate of potash 10 ,,

Sugar-candy 10 ,,

Water 1 ounce.
Also,

Nitrate of silver .T grains.
Nitrate of potash g ,,

Sugar-candy .'i ^,

Water 1 ounce.
The results are very little, if any, better than the prints shown from a
weak, plain silver bath.

Fuming, f»r some reason or other, is not looked upon with much
favour iu this country, but why I cannot say. My experience com-
menced in this city fully twenty years ago, and I have continually
practised it both here and in America since that time. It has been said
that the climate of America is of such a nature that fuming is neces-
sary, but that here there is no advantage gained. This is simply
nonsense. America is far too large a country to be placed in the
category of any jiarticular climate. She possesses climates of all sorts

;

and, as my experience of fuming extends over some thousands of miles,'
1 hold that fuming is desirable m any climate.

When hydrate of ammonia is exposed to the atmosphere pungent
fumes of the gaa are given off. If these fumes be collected in a closed
1)0X, and sensitised paper is placed therein, the sensitiveness is consi-
derably increased—in fact, nearly doubled—and the colour of the print
becomes purple, or blue, according to the energy of the gas and the
duration of its action. Among other advantages, fuming permits less
concentrated silver solutions to lie employed in sensitising. Less time
is occupied in printing, also in toning, meaning economy in time and
material, and mealiness is never seen. It is for this latter reason that
j)ictures printed on fumed paper give such better results in copying
than those- pictures which are printed on unfumed paper.

^™ , , , , .
W. M. Ashman,

(lobe condmca in our luxl.J

RECENT PATENTS.

PATENTS APPLIED FOR.
Na. 1,042.—"Photographic Exposing Apparatus." S. D. McKkllan

DnUd Janvary 9, 1884.

No. U13.-'' (instruction of Apparatus for Photographing without the
Aid of Dayhght." T. S. TiAVia.—Doled Janmry 10, 1884.

No. 1,206.—" Shutters for Photographic Purposes." L. Warnerkk —
Dated January 11, 1884.

No. 1,251. — " Treating and Producincr Coloured Photographic Trans-
parencies fur Decoration and Production of Various Designs on Sheet or
Plate Olass, Talc, Bladder, Parchment, or Paiior, so as to Represent
htaincd. Cut, tuibiwsed, or hnamellcd Glass in One or Any Number of
Colours or Designs*."—U. ^\vii.h.—Dated Janvani 11, Itssi,

No. 290,587.-

No. 290,217.
Densmoek.
No. 290,055.

AMEKICIN PATENTS.
-" Box for Photographic Dry Plates." E. Klauber.
-"Machine for Ketouching Photographic Negatives." J,

-" Colouring Photographs." C. L. Wright.

MANUFACTURE AND TREATMENT OF PHOTOGRAPHIC
PAPER,

This invention, which received provisional protection only, emanates from
Chahlks Cros and Auguste Vebgeracd, both of Paris.

It relates to the manufacture and treatment of photographic ]5aper for

the purpose of reproducing by the action of light the dark lines of designs
dra\vn on tran.'iparent surfaces—such as tracing-paper, glass, and the like

—

or the images of fiat objects that can be applied to the prepared pajjer.

The paper can be prepared either during its manufacture by mingling with
the pulp the sensitive materials, or these can be applied to the palmer at
some stage of its manufacture (when it can be moistened) or after its

manufacture, whether the paper be sized or not. Thus, there may be
added to the pulp which is to be converted into paper a sensitising solution
of about H parts bichromate of potassa and 120 jiarts of dry glucose in
1,000 parts water, the quantity of the solution being such that the sensi-
tising ingredients constitute an addition of about sixteen per cent, to the
weight of the dry paper. For sized paper the proportion of sensitising
material may be considerably less. Or, again, manufactured paper may
be gelatinised in the usual way, impregnating it with a solution of about
10 parts bichromate of potassa, 100 parts dry glucose, and 25 parts gelatine,
in 1,000 parts water. Paper thus prepared is particularly applicable for
obtaining designs in organic colouring matters.
For developing, a solution of about ten parts nitrate of silver, twenty

parts acetic acid, and fifty i>arts alcohol in 1,000 parts water, gives a ruddy
colour, which after washing and drying in the light becomes dark brown.
Hydrosulphuric acid gas, reducing salts of copper or iron, such as oxalates
or ammoniaco-sulphites, carbonates of soda and potassa, m.ay be then
applied. By the action of the latter substances carboniite of silver is pro-
duced, which becomes blackened by exposure to light. Another developing
solution consists of about twenty parts acetate of lead, twenty parts acetic
acid, and fifty parts alcohol in 1,000 parts water. This gives a yellow,
which is blackened by hydrosulphuric acid gas. Development in dark
violet colour may be effected by applying a mixture of about twenty parts
extract of logwood, fifty parts alcohol, and five parts carbonate of potassa,
with 1,000 parts water, and then washing with water acidulated with
oxalic acid to remove the colour from the ground. In all these operations
alcoholic liquids are preferable to pure water, as they dissolve less the
bichromate. For the glucose employed in the sensitising mixture dextrine,
sugar, or gelatine may be substituted.

—

—

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES EOR NEXT WEEK.
Date of Mcetlnjf. Name of Society. Place of Meeting-.

January 22- Bolton Club The Studio, Chan cer\'-lane.

., 23 .... Studio, Portlatid-st., Kinjrsdowu.
Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street.„ 23 .... Photographic Club

„ 24 .... London and Provincial Mason's Hall, Basin g-hall-street.

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
At the meeting of the above Association, held on Thursday, the 10th
instant, the chair was occupied by Mr. W. K. Burton. This being one of
the " lecturette" nights,
Mr. W. M. Ashman, as previously arranged, read his paper On Printintj

[see page 41], and illustrated it by experiments exhibiting the reaction of
nitrate of silver with soluble chlorides and with albumen ; and by handing
round various specimens of silver printing produced with differuig details
of treatment.
At the conclusion of the lecture.
The CHAiR]\rAN, after thanking Mr. Ashman, said that he should be glad

to hear if any member would say how sensitised paper could be prepared for
keeping, so as to give results similar to those obtained with the commercial
article. Mr. Ashman had said that he had made paper and kept it for a
year, but that it required fiuning before use. He (the Chairman) had tried
all the formula! that he had seen, but none of them gave results like that
which was sold by the makers for the trade. It was remarkable how well
tlio secret of the manufacture had been kept. These commercial papers did
not rocniire fuming, and were not acid to test paper.

*i!Li u-'i V'^P'^'^'^''
inquired whether the Chairman had tried the

method, which he had published some years since, of adding perchloric acid
to the sensitising bath. Paper so prepared did not require fuming, and
toned just as freely as those floated upon the ordinary bath. With respect
to the practice of fuming papr with ammonia, which Mr. Ashman had
remarked was so general in America but not in this country, perhaps one
reason vvhy it was not adopted (in London, at all events) was that after
turning tlie jiaper so soon discoloured, and with the winter light here some-
times the prints would not come off in one day or even in two.

ihe Chairman had not seen Mr. Debenham's formula, but woiUd try it.
Air. I'

.
yOHK prepared paper for keeping by floating it for three minutes

uiK)n the usual sixty-gr.ain bath, and then for one minute upon a bath con-
taining thirty grains of nitrate of silver and thirty grains of citric acid to
Hie ounce. i)nc ''rain more of citric acid was added to the bath f..r every
uhctt of paper lloated. The nitrate of silver did not require to he re-
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lilonishort in the second bath. Tho pnper so prepared wonld keep for n
miintli, but lio giMierally Heiisitisod once a week. The paiwr did not ic-

(piii'i' fiiiiunt;, but asi a Knal »'aah before toning the prints were iuunerxed
in a solutioii of common soda—about ono ounce to tlie gallon.

Mr. l'liK^iT^VICH endorsed Mr. York's observations as to the advantage of

a wasli of soda heforo toning.

Mr. A. L. Hkndkk.son said tliat Mr. Asliman liaj spoken of his intention
to prepare paper with h'elatine and colloilion for printing. He thought that
there would bo no gain in any way from the procieding. The lecturer also

liad said tliat there was no advantage in the addition of nitrate of soda to

tl>e sensitising bath. He (Mr. Henderson) tliom;lit tliat there was a great
advantage in doing so, and that if a five-grain |ilain solution of nitrate of

silver were used to float upon the albumen would be dissolved, but if the
solution were saturate<l witli nitrate of potash this would not be the case.

With a bath so saturated ten or tifteen grains of nitrate of silver to the ounce
wore quite enough. Ho had tried Mr. l)ebenham's plan of preparing sensi-

tive paijer long ago, and h.ad found it wanting. Nothmg had so nmch puzzled
him as a method of preparing sensitised pai)er so that it would keep.
He could pro))are a paper as good as any in tlie market by the addition
to the sensitive bath of a small quantity of oxalate of nnnnonia and honey.
A trace of citric acid in the bath—one in five hundred—would also suffice

to make paper keep. Mr. Debenham had said that fumed paper did not
keep. His (Mr. Henderson's) experience was all the other way. Let any
one wrap up some and try. Fmned paper kept better than i)ai>er that
was not fumed ; for what discolouration might come on would fix out, or
nearly so.

Mr. J. Traill Taylor said that his exiierience of the keeping properties
of paper after it had been fumed was not in hannony with that of Mr.
Hendei-son. As to the relative iwmianence of prints produced by different

methods : he would mention that some years ago Mr. W. M. Ayres had
published, in one of the early volumes of The British Journ.vl Photo-
ORAi'Hic Almanwc, a formula which he (Mr. Taylor) could not at the time
recommend, as it wjvs a variety of the old method in which the gold and

- hypo, were used mixed. He had by him, however, some prints which
were produced by that formula at that time, and they were now brilliant

and beautiful.

Mr. Ayres showed some unmounted prints produced twenty-two years
ago.

The Chaibman remarked that they might have been produced yester-

day.
In reply to a question,

Mr. Ayrks attributed their permanency to a liberal use of gold. The
fixin? was performed in a solution of hyposulphite of soda, one in twenty,
and the prints kept in it for fifteen minutes. The toning bath, which was
what ho still used, was composed only of chloride of gold and lime w^ater,

made the same day as used.
Mr. Hender.son believed that the old method of mixed hyi)o. and gold

gave the most iiermauont prints of all. As to the paper itself, he believed

that it was not nearly so guod as that which was made twenty years ago.

Mr. F. W. Hart said that the great danger of fading was from the use
of an old acid bath for fixing. He made a practice of having fixing and
toning solutions and washing waters all in the proportion of a pint for

thirty carte prints on eacli whole sheet of jjajier. The gold used was in the
1 iroix)rtion of half-a-gi'ain to the sheet, and the fixing solution one part of

liy|Ki. to ten of water. He did not allow the prints to remain all night in

water; but, commencing at five in the afternoon, they were washed in

m-iny changes of water, then immersed in a dilute solution of hypochloi'ite
of lime to eliminate the last trace of hypo,, again washed, and dried. This
occupied till about nine o'clock.

Mr. W. T. Wilkinson had used Mr. Blanchard's plan of preparing paper,
by adding citric acid to the nitrate bath and redissolving precipitate with
nitric acid for keeping, whilst he was in India. The j)aper did not require
fuming except in very dry weather, and then it was necessary in order to

get rich prints.

Mr. Hendkbsox thought it a great pity that alkaline toning ever came
in. Tha only advantage that he could see was that it cost less for gold
than the older method. As it is he toned four sheets of paper with one
grain of chloride of gold.
Mr. Debenham said that, as some prints produced by both methods had

stood very well—Mr. Ayres's lime-toned prints on the table being good
examples of |)ermanence by the alkaline plan, and some prints by both
metliods had faded very ra])idly—they would do well to look out for some
other cause of fading than the adoption of either of the i)lans._ One cause
that he thought very active was the decomposition of the sizing of the

1)ai)er, or of the mounting material caused by damp or immersion in water,

jet any ordinary photograph be stood in a pickle jar containing a little

water at the bottom, covered over, and placed outside a window, and in a
fortnight it would be found to have faded fearfully. Any print that would
stand that treatment might be considered, as photographs go, jiermanent.

Mr. Ashman, in conclusion, said that sensitised paiier kept with him
for a twelvemonth. Fumed paper remained very well for a fortnight if kept
from air in a box or frame. The p,adding of his frame was a sheet of red
india-rubber. This was a goo<l material in many ways ; it equalised the
pre.ssure, and j)re8erved the pajier from air and moisture.
On the motion of the Chairjian, seconded by Mr. Debenham, a cordial

vote of thanks was given to Mr. Ashman, who promised on a future
occasion to continue the subject by going into the questions of toning and
fixing, at which the present paper had stopi>ed short.

Mr. Hender-son showed some examples of negatives, one of which was
developed by Mr. Ne\vton's corrected formula for the addition of mercuric
iodide to the sal. soda develo[)ing solution, consisting of the use, with each
ounce of developer, of three minima of a mixture of thirty grains of

bichloride of mercury and ninety grains of iodide of potassium in four

ounces of water. He considered that there was a gain in exposure of two
to one compared either with tlio ordinary sal. dWla developer or that in

general use with amjuouia.

It was announced that at the second meeting, In February, Mr. V. W,
Hart would give his " lecturetto " on Hftiihtet, and that in March and
Aoril Mr. T. Bolas and Mr. W. E. Dolwnham would give theirs on the
subjects respectively of Photo-Block Printing and Lema; and the meeting
concluded with a hearty vote of thanks to the Chairman,

EDIJOJURGH PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The third meeting of the session was held at 18, George-street, on Monday,
the 7th instant,—Mr. William Nielsen, President, in the chair. The room
was inconveniently crowded, between eighty and ninety members being
present.
The minutes of the last meeting having been passed, the following were

unanimously elected ordinary membei's :—Messrs. W. Adams, H. B.
Melville, William Peck, William H. Muir, J. Clinton Nott, William
Meiklc, James Lessels, W. Cuthbertson, Andrew Paterson, and Miss Ann
C. S. Calder.
Mr. H. H. Pillans proposed :—That the Council be empowered to ex-

pond a suni, not exceeding £5 every year, in purchasing books towards
forming a library for the Society ; that the Council may suspend this pay-
ment any year they think that the funds of the Society do not warrant such
expenditure ; that the Council determine what books shall be purchase!,
where kept, and how made available to members.
In the discussion of this motion the President, Mr. J. Smart, R.S.A.,

Mr. J. M. TurnbuU, Mr. J. B. Stewart, and Mr. Fraser took i)art. 'The
latter gentleman suggested tliat the Secretary might communicate with
other societies in Edinburgh to bring about united action for the securing
of suitable rooms where various bodies might hold their stated meetings,
with accommodation for books, apparatus, &c., and a permanent caretaker.
There was a general expre.ssion of opinion that such premises were greatly
needed in Edinburgh. Ultimately it was agreed, on the motion of Mr. .1.

Henderson, that the question of rooms, &c., be referred to the Council
with full powers.
Mr. Hu.MK NisBET then delivered a lecture entitled

—

Camera-Lucida,
PaletUi Obscura, The Umon of Painting and Photof/raphi/. [See page 40.]

Mr. Nisbet illustrated his remarks by a number of photographs from various
sources, and by rapid charcoal sketching. The lecture was listened to with
marked attention, and the beautiful word-painting elicited frequent
applause. At its conclusion,
The Presiijent said the Society was much obliged to Mr. Nisbet for

his interesting and practical address, which was both instructive and
suggestive. In some resiiects, however, he differed from what had been
advanced. He was afraid that the painter who relied on photography
would find that it tended to interfere with the freedom of his brush, anil

conduced to a mere hard rendering of details. Photography had its own
province in black and white ; but coloured canvas involved a different

principle—the principle of selection. The details of nature were grand by
their dfmension ; but if these wore crowded into a small canvas they became
paltry, not conveying a feeling of nature. The business of the painter was
not to give a paltry imitation of nature, but to translate nature into art, by
missing out non-essential details so as to enhance the leading features of the
scene on which its character depended. In ooncluding he alluded to this

mode of treatment in Turner's grand picture of Loch A we.

Mr. J. G. Tunny said the meeting could not separate without according
to Mr. Nisbet a hearty vote of thanks for his most interesting and instruc-

tive lecture. There must b« few, if any, in the audience who had not felt

their souls stirred by the graphic word-pictures that had been presented.
The perusal of the lecture, he hoped, would make every photographer proud
of his art, and awake in each a stronger ambition to realise the ideal he had
placed before him ; and he hoped it would also have the effect of lessening

the unconcealed prejudice that is sometimes evinced against the productions
of the camera by those who use exclusively the palette and the brush.
Dr. Thompson seconded the motion, which was carried with applause.
Mr. J. M. TuBNBULL exhibited an ether generator and Dickson's

improved burner for the lantern.

Mr. J. Criohton exhibited a large collection of photographs by Mr.
Foster, of Coldstream. These were hung round the walls of the room, and
were examined with great interest, Mr. Nisbet making use of many to

illustrate his lecture.

A number of photographs by Messrs. Crighton, Mathcson, Murray, and
Dr. Sidey were distributed by ballot.

The attention of members was directed to the first " jxipular " meeting,
to be held on Wednesday, the 23rd instant, and members were requested to

send in their transparencies to the Curator or Secretary as soon as possible.

None would be exhibited if received after the li>th instant.

After a hearty vote of thanks to Mr. TurnbuU, Mr. Crighton, the contri-

butors to the ballot, and the Chairman, the meeting adjourned, to meet
again in 5, St. Andrew Square, on Wednesdfvy, the 7th February.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF IRELAND.
The usual monthly meeting of this Society was held in the Royal Collece

of Science, Stephen's Green, E., on Friday last, the 11th instant,—Mr.
Greenwood Pini in the chair.

The minutes of tlie previous meeting having been read and confirmed,

the following gentlemen were elected members :—Messrs. Joseph Dollard,

William Righy, J. C. King, and P. Crosthwaito.
Mr. Ale.xanoeh Conan gave a most interesting account of » visit to

the recent exhibition of the Photographic Society of (Jreat Britain. Ho
also [utssed round a number of copies of photographs which were there ex-

hibited, some of Professor Donkin's Alpine views being particularly
beautiful. In the discussion which followed.

Dr. I'EAKSALL thought that amateurs as well as professionals might
learn a great deal from colour artists iu the way of producing picturesque
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03 well as really artistic pictures ; for, as he remarked, often by shifting
the camera a little to one side or the other and by xising a little judgment
in the choosing of the subject, very much better pictures would be pro-
duced than they were at present accustomed to see.

Mr. Watson exhibited Messrs. Atkinson's new camera and instantaneous
shutter, kindly lent for the occasion.

The next meeting ia intended to be held on Friday, the 8th February,

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE AND NORTHERN COUNTIES'
PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

The annual meeting of the above Association was held in the College of

Physical Science, Newcastle-on-Tyne, on Tuesday, the 8th instant,—Mr.
James Downey in the chair.

The third annual report was read by the Secretary as follows :

—

Annual Report.
Your Council have pleasure in offering to you the third annual report.

The past year has been a busy and prosperous one.
Since the last reixirt was issued, four members have resigned, and five

names have been removed from the books.
The Society now numbers 81 members. Eleven gentlemen have joined

during the year.
The ordinary monthly meetings have been well attended. Pour out-

door meetings were held, and were very successful; Mr. Maling's kind
offer of a medal contributing largely to this result.

Three practical demonstrations have been given, and two lantern demon-
strations. These were highly appreciated.
The success of the Society's exhibition, held in the Central Exchange

Art Gallery, was well assured—the list of contributors containing as it did
the names of numerous well-known prize winners. The exhibition was
highly spoken of by the local press and by the photographic journals.
The best thanks of the Association are due to the Council of the College

of Physical Science for placing their rooms at our service ; to the Rev.
T. F. Hardwich, Messrs. Edgar Goold, Thomas M. Laws, J. B. Payne, J.
Pike (two), Lyddell Sawyer (two), and A. A. Campbell Swinton for the
contribution of papers ; also to the President, Mr. R. Jobhng, and Mr.
George Bruce for acting as judges at the exhibition.
Your Council trust that a liberal supply of palmers will be forthcoming at

the ensuing meetings, and rely on your generous support and assistance.

_, _ ,
J. Pike, Hon. Sec.

The Treasurer (Mr. P. M. Laws), on presenting the financial state-
ment, said it was satisfactory, considering the severe strain there had been
upon the funds, to be able to show a balance on the right side at all. Not
only had the expenses incidental to the exhibition to be met, but the
presentation pnnts for the preceding year had to be paid for. To defray
the cost of the latter alone the balance from 1882 was reduced to less than
hve iwunds. The entire cost of the exhibition was £31 Is. 5d., .and when
the sum realised by advertisements in the catalogue was deducted the
actual disbursement for the exhibition was £24 83. 4d. As a set-off against
these two items m the balance sheet, each member received, for 1882 aimnt nearly if not quite, equal in value to his annual subscription,
whilst for last year members received an exhibition ticket entitling them toa fortnight s free admission to the Art Gallery. The balance sheet showsan advance of eight subscriptions over last year, and three more were re-ceived after the accounts were audited. There were still, however six
Bubscnptions in arrears. All things considered, the Association 'v
hnancially m a very satisfactory position, there being a small balance

Oeneral Statemtnt of Rteeiptt and Bxptndilure, 1883.

was
1 on

Rrobipto. £
To Balance from last jear 19
,, Five Subscriptions from

last year 2 12
„ Seventy Subscriptions for

1883

„ Prints of the late Professor
Marreco to the Berwiclt-
shire Naturalists' Field

„ Club 16
„ seven Copies Vinn on Tett 1 IS
,, Advertisement in Assooia-

tion's Transactions, 1882 2 2
„ Advertisements in KxhiW

tion Catalogue, 1S88 .,

8. d.

6 6

36 16

s. d.

17 3

7

13 8
11 6

12

£70 7 6

Expenditure. £
By Printing and Stationery. . 7
,, ,, Association's Tran-

sactions and Rules, 1882
„ Printing' Exhibition Cata-
_ lofcue 8

„ Printing ExhibitionDipIomas 1
„ Postage, Telegrams, and

Envelopes 7
,, Expenses at Meetings and

Exhibition 3
„ Attendance of Colicge

Janitors 2
„ Reporter attending Four

Meetings, 1881 and 1882 1
„ Mr. MciLeish for Presenta-

tion Prints 13
„ Carriage and Packing ditto
„ Exhibition Prize Medals . . 12
„ Woodbur) types 1

„ Balance in Bank 2 13 7

£70 7 6

31rf Duember, 1883.
Examined and found correct,

_, . ,
E. SCUCMASN.

M," ?"?(" rr»*'"'""*'i'' ?""oi««4 ^nd "nanimously passed.

S^r^-ta^ryLdSJi^r^"'' '" ''"""^'«'= *«™'' "^ ^^ "' '^<^-^^ to the

After remarks by .Mr. Sawyer and the Chairman the vote was carried

Tl^^:'^^^^^^^ *"*"'^« '^ '"« r-'-l-t. theZditoTaal

Sb^^Xl^6^o£^^Uo'° ""• ^''°<=-''«°»' "- ^^-^l ol Colonel

The scnitineers (Messrs. T. M. Laws, Ridley, and Gray) appointed to
examine the voting papers reported the result of their investigation aa
appended:

—

President: Col. Sheppee. — Vice-Presidents: Prof. A. S.
Herschel and Prof. P. Bedson.

—

Hon. Treasurer : Mr. P. M. Laws.—OoioiciV

;

Messrs. Auty, Dodds, Downey, Gibson, Goold, Galloway, Payne, Maling,
Ridley, and Sawyer.

—

Hon. Secretary : Mr. J. Pike, 11, Grey Street, New-
castle.

—

Auditor: Mr. E. Schumann.
In accordance with notice given at the previous meeting the Hon.

Secretary moved to alter rule 61 by making the subscription for ladies 5/-

per annum, and said that his object was to increase the number of members,
to assist the funds, and to make the Association more social in character.
Of course such lady members would receive presentation prints and be on
the same footing as other members, except with regard to holding office.

The motion was, after some little discussion, passed.
The adjourned discussion on Mr. A. A. C. Swinton's paper, entitled The

Past, Present, and Future of Photography in Natural Colours, read before
the Association, December 11th, 1883, was opened by the Secretary, and
was sustained with much animation by Mr. Gibson, Mr. Downey, Mr. Pae,
Mr. Sawyer, Mr. Laws, Mr. Swinton, and other gentlemen. At the sug-
gestion of Mr. J. P. Gibson the discussion was again adjourned, pending
the result of some promised fiurther experiment.

GLASGOW AND AVEST OP SCOTLAND AMATEUR
PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

A MEETING of this Association was held in the Religious Institution
Rooms, on Tuesday, the 8th instant,—Mr. Hugh Reid, President, occupy-
ing the chair.

After the reading of the minutes the following new members were
admitted :—Messrs. Ross, Wingate, Horsefield, Bannerman, Barr, Smillie,
Percy, and McKenzie.
Mr W. Sneli, Ander.son was called upon to give a demonstration of

enlarging on argentine gelatine-bromide paper. He employed an optical
lantern fitted with a double-wick lamp, and made two successful enlarge-
ments from half-plate negatives. The demonstration was watched with
interest by a large number of members.
Mr. J. Parker was then asked to explain his sky-shade, which, he said,

he had pleasure in doing on that occasion in order to call attention to an
improvement that had been made on it by Mr. Skinner. Tbe improvement
consisted in replaciug the brass collar fitting the hood of the lens by a
strong rubber band, by which means the shade could be fixed to any size of
lens. In reply to the President, he (Mr. Parker) said that the exposure,
when using the shade, was about doubled.
The British Journal Photographic Almanac and Year-Book,

presented by the respective Editors, were laid upon the table.
It was intimated that at the February meeting Mr. T. N. Armstrong

would give a demonstration of tr.insparen'cy-printing and mounting on glass.
Votes of thanks having been awarded to Me-ssrs. Anderson, Parker, and

the editors of the annuals, the meeting was adjourned.

BRISTOL AND WEST OF ENGLAND AMATEUR
PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

The deferred .annual meeting was held on Saturday, December 1st, at the
Association Studio, Portland-street, Kingsdown,—Jlr. T. Davey, Vice-
President, in the chair. The previous meeting's minutes having been con-
hrmed,
Mr. E. Briqhtman, the Treasurer, read the accounts and balance-sheet,

which showed the Association to be in a healthy financial condition. The
accounts were audited by Messrs. Boyden and Phillips.
Mr. H. A. Hood Daniel, the Honorary Secretary, stated that the

next business was the election of officers.
Colonel Platfair suggested that it might save time to re-elect all the

officers together ; but as there seemed to be a feeling that it would be
better to elect each officer seiicarately,
Mr. J Phillips said he felt much pleasure in proposing the name of

Mr. T. Davey, one of their Vice-Presidents, as President for the ensuing
year. He thought that it would be impossible to find one of their members
who took more practical interest in the Association than Mr. Davey, who
was almost always present to preside over their meetings, and as it was he
who nearly .always did preside he did not think they could do better than
elect him as their official President.
Mr. Boyden said he had very much pleasure in seconding Mr. Phillips's

proposition, which, on being put, was carried unanimously.
J. he HonorARY Secretary stated th.at there were now two vacancies to

hil, namely, the Vice-Presidents.
On the motion of Messrs. Boyden and Phillips, the Rev. W. J.w niting was re-elected ; and, on the motion of Messrs. Davey .and Bright-

iw' '^ii°"'^l Playfair was elected to the other vice-chair.
Mr. Davey proposed the re-election of Mr. Edward Brightman as

xroasurer, .and he did not think a more satisfactory banker could be
lound; tor, although the Association paid its way, as every respectable
institution should, still there was of course sometimes a cash balance
against the freasurer, and the way in which Mr. Brightman bore it wasmost exemplary.
.•?'''°"^' .^^I'AYFAiR had much pleasure in seconding tbe proposition, and
bl;,,? n tj ac«»"nts and funds of the Association could be in betterhands.—Carried nem. con.

w™,w
™-'''™t'°n of Mr. H. A. Hood Daniel as Honorary Secretary (if he

^^}^ ""^"^
"'f"? ^'"'Pt the duties, which were not light, but suc'h as to

«Z}^1 ^ ? . '^^ '<!'"«) ''"^ proposed by the President in eulogistic

was cTm d'"""
-^ '""*' '""^' "" ^""'^ seconded by Colonel Playfair,
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One uf Iho exbtuig vacouciea iu the Council was tilled by the election of
Mr. J. Phillips.

The meeting then formed itself into Committee and discussed the
extensive arrangements requisite to be made for the successful carrying out
of thH Interiiatioii:vl l'!i'>tographio E.xliibition, witli regard to which the
report given by the Hnimrary .Secit^tary was of a very .sati'-factory nature,
especially with reference to the nunilier of foreign exhibits and the gentle-
men who had kindly signified their willingness to act as jurors.

At the ciinclusion of tlio meeting the Honorary Secretary expressed a
hope that every member who could would do his utmost to contribute a
paper or conmiunication of some sort during the session.

LEED.S PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The usual monthly met-tiug was held on Thursday, the 10th inst.,—when
the newly-plocted President, Professor Thoriie, I'.K.S., jnesided. There
was a very large attendance. In delivering his presidental address,

Ih'. Thorpk said:— It is unneoessaiy to take up your time by recalling
the circumstances which have led to the formation, or rather'to the re-

organisation, of the Society. I would merely say that the extraordinary
development of photography in these latter-day dry-plate days, and the
extent to which tlie art is intelligently practised by scores of peojilc in this

district, to whom it is the cliief delight and occupation of their leisure
hours, have seemed to many of us to afford sufficient reasons for the
establishment of a society on an independent basis and with an independent
existence. We have every reason to believe that our confidence in the vitality

of our Society is well fo\mded. At present it numbers upwards of fifty

members, and includes, I think, the names of most well-knowin amateurs
iu the district, and not a few of our leading professionals. Justice, how-
ever, should be done to those who have preceded us in our efforts to create
a society here which has for its object tlie furtherance and development of

the art. Leeds was amongst the earliest of the provincial towns in which
the pnicess of Daguerre gained a local habitation and a name, and to the
late Jlr. William Huggim must be given the credit uf being the first

resident portrait photDgi'aphcr in our town who taught and otherwise
spread a knowledge of the process. More than thirty years ago a small
band of enthusiastic workers centered round our Vice-President, Mr. J. W.
Ramsden; but the Society seems to have become merged into a general
scientific society, the photographic section of which lost its existence on
the creation of the Photographic Society of London. Under the leader-
s-hip of Mr. Washington Teasdale the Leeds Society was resuscitated
about two years ago as a section of our local Natural History Society, and
from this 1>as sprung our present body. I have observed that it is a
common practice of the Chairman of the initial meeting of a i)hotographic
society to give a more or less succinct account of the rise and progress of

the art from the time of Kobert Boyle, who first observed that silver

chloride darkened on exposure to light, down to the present day. I trust
y<ui will agree with me, however, that this is a custom whicli, on this
occasion at least, will Ive more honoured in the breach than in the obser-
vance. I would prefer to say a word or two on what I conceive to be the
functions and uses of a society such as ours. Primarily we are, of course,
a mutual improvement society. One of our main objects is the dissemina-
tion amongst oui-selves of knowledge of all matters relating to photo-
graphy. W'e meet to exchange ideas and ojiinions and to give and solicit

information resjiecting such of the various branches of pliotographic work
as our memljers have been or may be engaged upim. There are, as you are
aware, various modes by which this object may be secured, such as exhibi-
tions, concersazumi, lantern exhibitions, short papers, the question-box,
Ac. There is, however, one other function which it appears to mo a
society sucli as this ought to have if it would make any pretension to bo a
j>hotographic society in a real sense. Wc should never lose sight of the fact
that of nil the pictorial arts Iphotography has the most direct and imme-
diate connection with physical science. Photogi'aphy is essentially a branch
of ajiplied chennstry and physics. Everybody, of course, recognises this,

but from what I can gather from a perusal of the contributions to our
various metropolitan and jirovinci.il societies and of the discussions which
follow them, as these are reported in the photogiapliic journals, all is not
done that might be done towards the solution of many of tlio problems
»;hich are essentially connected with the scientific or, rather, the theoretical
side of photography. Let me take an example : it is known that a gelatino-
broniide plate after exposure will, if kept in the dark, gradually lose that
imi)res8 which we call the "latent image," so that after a certain length of
time it may be re-exposed without a trace of the original impression being
visible on treatment with the developer; but, practically, nothing is known
of this phenomenon beyond the fact, and yet a dozen questions instantly
suggest themselves in connection with it. It would be interesting, for
instance, to determine the conditions under which the destniction of
the latent image occms. Is there any conncfction between the length
of time and the sensitiveness of the plate? Do all the haloid salts of
silver exhibit the same phenomenon and to the same extent? I have
no doubt whatever that a system.itic examination of this problem would
afford us a great amount of information concerning the true theory of the
formation of the latent image, and would, in all probability, have impor-
tant i)ractical consequences on the preparation and development of gelatine
plates. Again : can anybody say that the true theory of the conditions
which determine sensitiveness is accurately known ? We have learned by
practical exiierience that one among several jxisslble conditious is prolonged
iieating of tne emulsion ; but is anybody prepared to .say that ho accurately
knows what this means? Now, this (juestion of sensitiveness is certainly
susce)>tilile of being resolved by systematic attack. No doubt, in this
special case, the i^roblem presents consideralile experimental difficulties

;

but I should imagine, on trial, it would bo found to quickly resolve itself

into two or three comparatively simide issues. But there is no lack of ques-
tions relating to the scientific, and especially the chemical, side of photo-
graphy—many of which are poBaibly simi'Ier in cbaraoter and admit ot more

ready solution than tliat of sensitiveness—which await answer. Now what,
therefore, I think this Society might usefully do, amonr other things, is to

try and cultivate the scientific and exjiorimental side otphotography. No
doubt some of the problems which might be started would reqinre the re-

sources of a well-equipped chemical laboratory to solve them ; but there are
a large nund)er of others which might Iw attacked by the apparatus and
chemicals ordinarily found in the woi-fc-room of a photographer. The number
of scientific workers in photogi'afihy is really very small, and yet all the great
advances iu the art are due to their labours. The field is by no means
exhausted ; indeed, I do not know any branch of applied chemical physics

which seems to be so rich in promise to the intelligent worker. But I ain

quite aware that there are many, and no doubt the majority, who approach
photogi-ai>hy from an entirely diffenjnt standpoint; they are attracted to it

simply from the artistic side or, if you like, from the pictorial side. Others,

again, take up photography as a helpmate to their other work. The
biologist concentrates his energies on microphotography, and the lecturer

on physical science cares only for the jiroduction of lantern transparencies.

No doubt those who regard photography solely from the artistic jKiint of

view, and whose main object is to get striking or brilliant pictures, will

have little active sympathy with the scientific aspect of their work. It is

a iierfectly trite observation that the scientific and artistic perceptions are

rarely united in the same individual. It is probably from this cause that the
scientific side of his business is so generally neglected by the photographer.

But we welcome the artist and the siiecialist with no less cordiality than we ilo

the man who attempts to throw light upon the occult mysteries of our art. To
some there is, no doubt, as much mental satisfaction in tackling with success

an awkward ora striking " bit " of landscape, or in recording an admirab'e

piece of comixjsition in a technically [jerfect manner, as there wcnild l>e in

the discovery of a new fact. To such our Society offers the promise of the

fullest appreciation ; and even on this side of its work I hoix) our Society

will bear i)ermanent fruit. Why should we not attempt by our joint

efforts to illustrate our county in a manner that has never been attempted
before? Pew counties in England are richer in natural beauties than
Yorkshire, and certainly none is richer in historical associations. It wouUI
surely not be beyond our powers to attempt from time to time the publica-

tion, or at all events the distribution amongst ourselves, ot a set piece of

illustrative work. Work of this kind, if gone about in a systematic and
intelligent manner, might have considerable historical value, and our
efforts miglit not only contribute to the satisfaction of ourselves and to the

jileasure of our friends, but be of service to those who come after us.

The address was very warmly received, and at its conclusion Messrs.

Teasdale, Ramsden, Branson, &c., joined in the discussion.

The following exhibits were made :—Multiplex camera back, by Messrs.

H. and E. .J. Dale, London
;
jxirtable camera as used thirty years ago, by

Mr. J. W. Ramsden ; instantaneous shutters, by Mr. A. A. Pearson ; a
carrier for lantern slides, a universal joint for camera finder, a series of

fifteen gelatino-chloride plates showing gradation of colours from black to

ruby (own emulsion), by Mr. T. W. Thornton ; lantern slides, by Mr. W.
Denham and Mr. W. Teasdale ; and silver prints, by Mr. H. Rodwcll.
The following questions were taken from the question-box and suitably

discussed :—1. Is the presence of ferric oxalate any advantage in the

ordinary ferrous oxalate developer ?—2. Is there any disadvantage in using

the hypo, bath for fixing after it has become discoloured from constant use?^
3. Is there any advantage in using alum in the fixing bath for gelatine

plates ?

The meeting was shortly afterwards adjourned.

DUNDEE AND EAST OF SCOTLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSOCIATION.

The fourth regular meeting for the present season was held on Thursday,
the 3rd inst. , in Lamb's Hotel. There was a good attendance, atwut forty

members being present. In the absence of the President, Mr. G. I),

Macdougald occupied the chair.

The minutes of last meeting having been read and approved, the seven
members jiroposed at last meeting were atUuittcd, the membership now
numbering close on 100. Four new a)>plications were handed in.

Mr. John Thomson read an interesting pajwr on A Question in Photo-

graphic Optict, which was listened to with attention, and a hearty vote of

thanks was passed to Mr. Thomson.
Mr. M.-kgnus Jackson, Perth, sent a number of pretty snow scenes

which were much admired.
Some time ago it was suggested that a dark room be fitted up in con-

nection with the Society for the use of those members who might not l»
able to have a dark room at homo, and Mr. J. C. Cox, President of the

Association, made a handsome offer to the Society to get a suitable roimi

fitted up at his own expense. This has now been done, and a room in

Reform-street will shortly be opened, those members wishing to avail

themselves of it paying five shillings per annum. The dark room has been
fitted with sinks and gas and water connections, and it is expected it will

be taken advantage of by a largo number of the amateur members.
The next popular evening is to bo held in the Y.M.C.A. Large Hall on

Wednesday the SOth inst. Subject: A Tour in Savaria and the Tyrol, by
the Seci-etary, Mr. D. Ireland, Jun., illustrated by about seventy photo-

graphic lantern transparencies,

HALIFAX PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB.
The monthly meeting of this Society was held on Tuesday, the 8th inst,—
Mr. T. Birtwhistle, President, in the chair. The ordinary business of the

evening was i»stponed to enable the Chairman to introduce the solqeot of

the pro|x)sefl exhibitiim.
After a lengthy discussion as to the rules to bo observed, the number and

classes in which prizes should be offered, and the question of the jury con-

sidered—all of wbieh were satisfactorily settled— It was unanimously
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decided that the exhibition should be held as oarly as arrangements could

be made, and a committee of management was appointed to settle aU

details.
. _, . .

The question-box was found to contain the followmg query ;—The opinion

of the Society is solicited as to the relative merits of ferrous oxalate on the

one hand, and alkaline pyrogallic on the other, as developers, more

especially bearing on the latitude each afforded for meeting the extremes of

over- and under-exposure.
Ml. Illingwokth, Mr. DaviEcS, and Mr. Smith (of Sowerby Bridge), in

offering their oi)inions as professional photographers, concurred in giving

preference to the alkaline pyro. developer. Their experience was that if

the exposure were not finely hit upon there was a great difficulty in pro-

ducing a good neg.ative, and the loss of time involved under such circum-

stances meant to professionals money as well as inconvenience. When a

Ijlate required forcing the results would be harsh and hard. Mr. Illing-

worth wiis, however, able to counteract this evil, to a certain extent, by
reducing the ferrous salt and increasing the oxalate of potash. He was

also under the impression that up to a certain point an under-exposed

plate developed quicker with ferrous oxalate than with pyro. , but, beyond

this, much slower. Pyro. certainly held the palm when taken as an all-

round developer.
Mr. J. E. Jones believed that when strong contrasts of light and shade

were desiratJe—(t la, Rembrandt, for instance—ferrous oxalate was the

best ; but he pinned his faith to pyro. for general purposes.

Mr. E. Gledhill liked pyro. best, because of the greater latitude it

afforded by modific.ition ; however, when good blacks were required, as in

the case of transparencies, then ferrous oxalate was to be recommended.
Mr. Bri-MER had heard a great deal said about pyro. staining ; but he

could get as clean and bright negatives with pyro. as it was possible to do
with ferrous oxalate. Most advocates of the latter principle made much
of this evil ; but in his experience stains could be produced with any deve-

loper if not used intelligently. He was not prejudiced in giving this

opinion, but he preferred pyro. on account of tlie great power it afforded

for regulating the character of the negative.

Mr. CouNciLLOH Smith well knew there lyould always be exponents of,

or advocates on, both sides of the pyro. and iron question, and it was only
natural that parties should stand up for the one that pleased them the

most. He would point to the striking fact that on the continent ferrous

oxalate as a developer reigned almost supreme, being used by a large body
of workers eminent in their profession. There could be no question that

France, Germany, and Italy could compete favourably with the very best

results produced in England ; and he was sure the iron developer was not
properly appreciated on this side of the channel because it was very im-
perfectly understood. One of the chief causes of failure was attributable

to development being stopped too soon. He allowed the action to proceed
nntil all trace of a picture became lost to sight. When viewed by reflected

light, in fact, the plate should appear dense to blackness. When fixed

such pictures would be found to possess all the qualities necessary for a
good nej'ative. Possibly many who tried the ferrous oxalate in its early
days, being a new thing and almost an innovation, put it aside condemned
without sufficient trial, and he felt confident that if it liad received any-
thing like the same amount of study or attention bestowed upon pyro. it

would today have held the ijlace of honour in the first rank of developers.
As regards latitude, he claimed for it everything that could be conceded
for the alkaline method. Ur. Eder, and other eminent scientists, dis-

tinctly stated tliat any amount of latitude was obtainable, and if he (Mr.
Smith) erred in this, his own, conviction, it was one consolation he did so
in distinguished company. Dr. Eder's concentrated iron developer cer-

tainly gave as much latitude for forcing as ammonia did, and that without
its drawback!. Mr. Williams once made the suggestion that two plates of
tho same description should be exposed, or, rather, under-exposed, and
afterwards developed with pyro. and iron respectively. If this were carried
out, he (Mr. Smith) was confident the sequel would be the means of re-

moving much misconcejitiou. The proportions he generally adopted were
one part of a saturated solution of iron to four parts of saturated solution
of oxalate of potash, varying at times from one to three. He began develop-
ment by using very little iron, gradu.ally increasing the quantity as develop-
ment proceeded, removing the plate as each addition was made. For
bromo-argentic paper he used half-an-ounce of iron solution to three and
a-half ounces of oxalate, added to about twenty-four ounces of water.
Referring to Mr. Gledhill's remarks, he (Mr. Smith) thought the colour of
a transparency depended as much on the character of plate used as on tlie

develoijer. He had obtained beautiful warm brown tones with ferrous
oxalate. He had tried Newton's soda developer, but had not succeeded in
getting negatives free from a yellow cast of stain, which deepened if any
forcing was attempted.

The Chaibman agreed with all Mr. Smith h.ad said in favour of the
iron developer. It was a maraificent discovery, and he believed it to be
the developer of the future. He was at a loss to account for so much con-
flicting evidence, for he had never found it weak or wanting, although he
only used one part of iron to eight of oxalate. He liked slow development
often getting the best results by first bringing out the details with .in old
and almost worn-out developer, and finishing off with a new one. He
believed the real meaning and l)earing of a "saturated" solution to be
only imperfectly undei-stood, and did not tliink the mere dissolving of the
oxalate or iron until crystals remained deposited was a saturated solution
giving the gi'eatest concentrated developing energy possible. The addition
of citric acid was a gi-and step forward, altering all this wonderfully. If
both solutions were not perfectly saturated a precipitate would be' the
result of bringing them together, to the sacrifice of developing energy.
Mr. W. C. WiLLlAlLS, while acknowledging he had not given Dr. Eder's

modified developer a trial, conceded a high place to fen'ous oxalate. Still
he felt bound. By past experience, to give his unprejudiced verdict in
favour of alkaline pyro. He agreed with the previous speakers who
attributed 4 greater latitude to the latter; but although this was a great
pow«t to recommend a nystem, he was afraid, however, that undue

prominence had been given to this aspect of the question, while tlie quality

of results had to some extent been lost sight of. He believed that iron

had a stronger proportionate affinity or energy for developing the higher
lights, and rapidly bringing these out, than for parts acted upon more
feebly by light, and, consequently, a want of roundness followed its use.

With pyro., the conditions being different, the high lights and deep
shadows are brought forward more in harmony with one another, a wider
scale of light and shade following. This irregularity of action, or special

affinity, as he termed it, was also marked in other chemical operations in

connection with photography. He quite agreed with the Chairman as

to slow development, but always liked to complete this part of the process

on the " same day of the month " it was commenced, which did not happen
on one occasion when using ferrous oxalate. When using pjjro. , and
under-exposure was suspected, a preliminary soaking of tho plate in a four-

grain solution of pyro. having the least possible trace of ammonia, but no
bromide, |jrevious to development proper, would be found advantageous.
And, again : soaking the plate in the ammonia solution for some time, and,
after washing, soaking in pyro. having a trace of bromide after well wash-
ing, is another good plan. For many years he had used glycerine and water
to soak plates in (glycerine two parts, water twenty) for about ten minutes
before developing. This prepared them for the even and rapid action of

the developer to the back of the film, and so tended to reduce the amount
of anunonia used. He gave it as his opinion, however, that no amount of

dodging or patience ever made either an under- or over-exposed negative a
good one.
The thanks of the Society was then p.assed unanimously to the proprietor

of The Bkiti.sh Journal of Photographv for the Journal forwarded
during the past year, and for the current Alman.\c. Also to the JVeivs for

the Year Book to hand.
A very instructive evening was then brought to a close.

—

—

RECOVERING SILVER FROM OLD COLLODION FILM.S.

To the Editor?.

Ge.n'tlemen,—Having noticed in last week's Journal an inquiry as to
whether collodion films washed off old negatives are of any value, and
thinking it may interest some of your readers, I venture to give my
experience.

I cleaned some hundreds of negatives with common washing soda and
water, boiled down tiie residue in an iron pot, and heated till red hot;
then smelted in a clay crucible, till white hot, for half to three-quarters of

an hour. I then removed it from the fire and let it cool for ten minutes or
so. Wishing to cool quicker, I immersed the pot in a bucket of water, and
in about twenty seconds it began to give indications of trouble. I then
made myself " scarce"—not any too soon, as a most violent explosion took
place, rending the iron bucket and blowing it out of shape, actually making
holes in the iron.

This, in my opinion, is rather a dangerous experiment, and, considering
I had only about a pound of residue (including a good percentage of soda),
what might the consequences have been with more? I have since reduced
successfully a portion of the same residue, by mistake omitting the cold
water bath.—I am, yours, &c., Fredk. T, Webb.

11, PorUand-place, Wolverhampton, Januitry 15, 1884.

A CORRECTION.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen'.—Allow me to correct an error inadvertently m.adoby me in

your issue of last week regarding Mr. A. Cowan's gelatino-chloride plates.

I said in tliat article that the manufaeture of these plates had passed into

the hands of Messrs. Marion & Co. ; but Mr. Cowan kindly informs me
that the business arraiu/enioits only have passed from him, and that, as I

understand, Mr. Cowan himself continues to prepare the plates. In future,

therefore, time and trouble will be saved by iipplying to Messrs. Marion
and Co. direct for these plates.—I am, yours, &c., Andrew Pbinqle.

Craiijchufjh, January 16, 1884,

PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITIONS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I think with Mr. E. Dunmore that there is much necessity
for reyisal of the present method of treating the pictures^ sent to photi i-

graphic exhibitions ;; although, had the matter not been inunediately on
the tapis, it was not my intention to allude to the following case in point.

At the request of the Secret.ary of the Newcastle-on-Tyne Photographic
Association, I promised to send to their last exhibition half-a-dozen pic-

tures which I had then at Pall M.all. As there was very little interval
between the closing of the latter and tlie opening of the Newcastle display,
it w.as only with considerable expense and trouble that I got them to the
exhibition gallery by the first hanging night. As I was in Newcastle at
the time I took my pictures there jierscmally, and the exhibits were just
beginning to be arranged when I arrived. I drew the attention of one of
the Hanging Committee to them, and explained to him that, while I had
no intention of biassing his judgment as to lokere my exhibits were to )w
hung, yet I had arranged the subjects, taken them, and framed them alt

with a view to their being companion pictures, and I should be glad if he
would allot them a place together in tlie ample space at his command.
His rejily was worth noting. He said that he saw no reason for their
being hung together, and, besides, he could promise no such thing, as there
mijht he odd spaces tchich they would help to fill/ Accordingly, this gentla-
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man in a few minutes afterwards proceeded to fill a couple of these same
odd spaces with two of my pictures, and I am convinced that the other
four were only siived from a ximilar fate through the intervention of one
or two others of the Committee.

I do not wish to allude to the discoartosv of this gentleman, so I shall

keep uiy opinion to myself. But I should like to ask if the system is not
deserving every censure which makes it a caac of sheer chance whether the
efforts of the essayist receive scant justice or are worse than rejected; for,

to see all the subtleties with which he has endeavoured to breathe art
life into the (iu itself) iuanimate photot^raphy wantonly shattered at the
pleasure of the unthinking or incompetent hanging committeeman, is

surely death to those noble ambitions and efforts which do more than all

besides to elevate photography to a [iroudor position.—I am, yours, &e.,,
Victoria Souae, Upper BcdfoM Place, W.O, Lyddkll Sawter.

January 15, 1884. ——
MK. ANDREW PBINGLE AND " GELATINO-CHLORIDE

FOB TBANSPARENCIES."
To the Editors.

Gkntlemkn,—In the Journal of last week I read with much interest Mr.
A. Pringlti's article on Getatino-Vhloride for Tratisparencies, and thank him
for it. Yet there are in that article one or two things I should like to
comment upon.
He says he does not recommend gelatino-chloride plates for camera work,

but exposes in contact with a negative, and an unvarnished one by choice.
I should like to ask him by what means lie retains them in contact (say a
10 X 8 negative) in a pressure-frame ? Seeing how many good negatives
there are on gelatino-bromide plates, tlie glass of which is so uneven that it

ia a risky affair to print them with silvered paper, how much more in contact
with another glass ! Would th.at be advisable? And, again: how would he
manage an unvarnished collodion negative?

I agree with him that a positive on glass far transcends a positive on
paper, and, there is little doubt, would meet with a ready sale. Yet I
would ask him—Would it be advisable for a photographer, who having at
considerable cost of time and labo\ir secured a good nef,'ative, to sell

glass transparencies from it, thus putting it in the power of others to re-
produce negatives from it, and it might, and probably would, enable them
to compete with him in the market?—I am, yours, &c., Dem.^hk.
Januari/ 15, 188-1. —

—

A TRADE QUESTION.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I am infonned that a large wholesale firm of dealers m
general photo^-aphic materials has entered into arrangements with a well-
known West-End co-operative stores to supjily them witli finished enlarge-
ments, which are retailed by the stores at an advance of 4s. on the whole-
sale price charged to the members of the profession. Now I should like to
ask the profession if they think that a wholesale house is acting fairly by
them, in thus indisputably taking away their most profitable work?

If my information be correct, I should surmise tliat iihotographers will
not care to deal with those who, not satisfied with doing a wholesale
business, seek to undersell the whole profession in this and, I firmly
believe, in every other branch of our business.—I am, yours, &c.,
January 14, 1884. X. Y. Z

PiiOTOORAPHY IN ITALY.—In the course of an article on Traveh in
Search of Sunshine, the Dai/y Tdi'ijraph speaks as follows of the state of
photography iu Italy ;—But the mild climate aud society-loving patrons
of the Roman season are a very dillerent class from the sightseer, and
these again may be divided into two sections. The first I may call the
flying sightseers, the second the sedentary ones. The former gallop
through the city, so to speak, rushing literally from pillar to post—
from St. Peter's to the Laterau, from the Pantheon to St. Paul's with-
out the Walls, from the Coliseum to the Baths of Caraoalla, from
the Tomb of Cecilia Metella to the Catacombs, from the Forum of
Trajan to the Vatican, from the Ponte Molle to the Pyramid of Caiua
Cestius. "The Capital," once significantly remarked Pio Nono, in a
political harangue, referring to the seizure of Rome by the Italians, "is
close to the Tarpeian Hock." The flying sightseers "do" the
Campidoglio, its museum, the Church of the Ara Coeli, and half a dozen
more churches to boot in tlie course of a single morning ; and when you
meet them in the evening at the tahl* d'hule they enumerate the
achievements of the day as though the sights which they had seen were
so many scalps ravished by ruthless tomahawks from inimical skulls,
and to be dried and hung up as trophies in their lodges in the far dis-
tant West. Other substitutes for scalps do they find in the amazing
number of photographs which they purchase. Commercially, I should
say that a photograph all the world over is an article which can be pro-

1 duced at the cost of about a penny, and which is sold at from a shilling
1 to eighteen-peuee. Somebody must be making a vast fortune every
V ir by the sale of Roman photographs. They beat the Neapolitan ones

lose of Pompeii excepted—most signally. The Bay of Naples does
-. - photograph well, and Vesuvius under the sun's pencilling comes out
but poorly. The modern architecture of Neapolis is uninteresting ; the
huge Royal Palace resembles a barrack ; the facade of the San Carlo is

vast, but not imposing ; and the exteriors of the churches are naught.
The costume of the people is as deplorably ragged as ever, but it has
ceased to be picturesque. But at Rome everything, with the exception
of the staring brand new houses in the Via Nazionale aud the new

Uof^a ani» (^mvus.

^^ZZ"!^'^
directions for preparing extra sensitive collodion emulsionplates by Newton s process ever been published by that irentleman ^n^Vmerica or elsewhere? And will anv one wim ;« .,™

KentJeman in

details kindly afford a Uttle inforLt"o^n rGEO.SK^u''''"* "'^^ '"

G. B. B. inquires ;-"Is there not an omission in the No. 4 formula for thadusting-on process on page 227 in the Almanac for this y™' (Ju'h?there not to be some water ?" In reply: It will bo foind to be allnght by the addition of an aqueous solution of bichromate of potwh-one ounce of the salt in a pint of water.
IJocagn—

Deau Sir -I have several pupils in photography, and the method I recom-mend them to adopt is to bring their negatives to me, and I thende^Wthem in their presence You may guess the erratic exposure "tlialtWsometimes give, and I often feel at a loss when one negative erhamwill scarcely come up with any amount of forcing, while the next sprfnSnto existence at once. The former class take care of themselves hot t^^
latter do not. What is the best plan to adopt in develo^og th.^t without losing too much time, I may get through a good nimber of J atesin a reasonable time, and yet not lose the grossly ever-exposed oae^' Ifany of your readers can help me I should be much obliged -Teacher

A. B. asks :-Wiiat is the best way of utilising plates exposed to full lightby custom house officers or others? Will bicliromate of potash weak
chlorine water, or weak acid nitrate of silver render them useful for anvpurpose whatever? He also asks :-Will any substances but alum hardeS
gelatine

;
which other substances produce no opacpie precipitate withhyposulphite of soda or anything contained iu ordi'nary pyrogallicdeveloper?—-In reply: Wo should like to have the opinions of any

correspondents who have axiquired a practical acquaintance with whatwemaytermtheartof de-illuminating dry-plates, either by treatmentwith a solution of bichromate of jiotash or otherwise. We have em-ployed this solution with good effect, but never yet in a manner suffi-
ciently systomatised to warrant our writing concerning its advantages.

The best way for X.Y.Z. to satisfy himself as to the existing non-necessity
for having his glass mterjiosed at a right angle to the direction in which
the light falls upon the sitter, is to hold up in front of him a clean plate
of glass and examine any object, such as a piece of printed matter
through It. When it is held quite squarely the light upon the paixjr is
seen at its very best ; but if he turn it in a slanting direction he will not
fail to observe that a very considerable deviation from i)crfect scpiareness
takes place before any diminution in the amount of light transmitted can
be observed. This, I think, affords X.Y.'Z. an answer to bis query.—
J. H. E.

With reference to the degree "Ph.D.": it is not at all necessary for
" Aspirant" to incur any trouble or exijcnse connected therewith if he be
serious in regard to the alternative intended by him. He has merely to
affix the letters to his name in the absolute certainty of no one putting
liimself to the trouble of investigating the truth or falsity of the claim.
There is no moral difference between adopting this course and that of
giving twenty pounds to the agent of the PhiUadelphia bogus diploma
manufacturer who was lately "run to earth" by the local police for his
practice in "degrees" tn absentia. Why shuidd not "Aspirant" aim alittle
higher and dub himself "Professor" or "Colonel" or even "General "

according to use and wont in certain countries of the world?—M A
(Oxou).

'
--

(BiEcIjaitgc Column.
I will exchange a powerful binocular field glass for a bellows-body camera

or anything useful in photography.—Address, Photographer, Fore-
street, Abingdon, Berks.

Stoves : George's patent gas calorigen, £3 3s., for £2, tortoise slow combuE-
tion, cost f2, for SOs., or exchange; used three months only.—Address
G. P. Abraham, Keswick.

Wanted, in exchange for a jiair of short focus rectilinear lenses, by a good
maker, a 5 x 4 camera, for dry plates, with double backs.—Address
F. \V. Dew, Norton-street, Jesson-strect, Coventry.

'

I will exchange a splendid dark tent, on wheels, for anything useful in
photography; camera and lens preferred ; difference in price adjusted,
Address, J, Leach, Dolgelly, Meriouethshirc, N, W.
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Wanted, oxygen generator and gas holder, Marion's strong cameo press,
and cabinet rolling-press, in exchange for lantern comic movable slides
and cliromotropes.—Address, 2, Hall-street, Colne, Lancashire.

Wanted, good violin, bow, and box in exchange for two good landscape
backgrounds, cabinet rolling machine, cameo press and die (Ford Smith's),
and twelve printing-iu backgrounds. — Address, J. Inguam, Sale,
Manchester.

Wanted to exchange, cabinet hot rolling-press, silver-plated rollers and
bed (almost new), for anything tiseful in photography; small carte lens
preferred. — Address, D.\viD M. LiSLEr, Photographer, Chapeltown
Road, Leeds.

Wanted, a good tourist camera, for 7i x 5 plates, with three double backs,
and swing-back action, in exchange for a three-lens gem camera with
dark slide, or whole cash.—Address, A. C. Hillikb, 1, Victoria-terrace,
Snow-hill, Bath.

What offers for a new horizontal steam engine, three-inch cylinder, ten-
inch stroke, fitted with pump, and in first-class condition ? Good group
lens, and good camera preferred.— Address, Alkx Walker, photo-
grapher, Larbert, N.B.

Will exchange a 10 x 8 Ross landscape lens in lockup box, a 1-plate
portrait lens, one exterior background, and Seavey's boat for a 12 x 10
portable symmetrical, or out-door accessories.—Address, R. G. Arnold,
Photographer, Market Drayton.

I will excliivnge a dark tent, 24 X 18, for wet process, with tripod ; also
The British Jour-nal ok Photography for 1882, and Cassell's Technical
Educator, twelve parts or two vols., good condition. Wanted, Ijack-
grouuds, posing-chair, or whole-plate lens.—Address, J. Gloag, 5, Pear-
son's-terrace, Hexham.

I will exchange an oxy-magnesium lii,'ht apparatus, burns two ribbons at
once and runs by clock-work, with reflector suitable for taking portraits
at night ; also, retort for making oxygen gas for a Dallmeyer's cabinet
lens; or, what offers in dry-plates?—Address, W. Whitakeu, Photo-
grapher, Accringtou-road, Burnley, Lancashire.

Good French lens, C.-D.V., takes cabinet, 7X7 camera, G.-D.-V. rolling-
press, three to four ounces of nitrate of silver, camera stand, head-rest,
porcelain dishes, &c., &c., offered in exchange for a 10 X 12 studio camera'
posing chair with several backs, or other useful things for the studio.-^
Address, H. H., c/o Mrs. Fitch, 5, Mead Place, South Hackney.

I will exchange a No. 1 set of Hughes' £37 bicylindrical lime-light lanterns,
brass bodies, four-inch condensers (good as new), for a Shew's portable
dry-plate bellows-body camera, with two double backs and double rack
and pinion adjustment for focussing, and Ross' rapid symmetrical or
Dallmeyer's rapid rectilinear lens with Kirkby's instantaneous shutter
for 10 X 8 plates.—Address, Otto Mohb, Maidstone, Kent.

<y C'on-esponrlenta should never write on both eirfes of Ike pcvper.

They supply the WamerkeVkbo—Write to Messrs. Marion and Co,
sensitometer.

N. SoLTKB.—About a drachm of the emulsion to each quarter-size plate
will be sufficient.

Charles G. Willi.ams.—You do not say what surface you wish to sensi-
' tise, so how is it possible to answer your query ?

J. Wagstaff.—It is clearly the fault of the limes; they are very inferior
Procure another sample, and from a different source.

J. H. Rkinhold (Cincinnati, TT.S.A.).—Thanks for seasonable greetings
and good wishes. Your instructions shall have attention.

W. H. Sherman (Milwaukee, U.S.A.).-Your instructions shall be carried
out. 1 banks for your high opinion of our journalistic labours.

A. Vknic—If you send the prints to us, together with one-aud-sixpence for
each one, in i>ostal orders, we will effect the registration for you

^\^- ^;"T?^ '^^f
Bkitish Journal 01- Photography for July and

August, 1879. We cannot, in this column, devote the space to Eivine
lengthy formulffi. 6'>""k

Victoria.—If you do not know a member of the Society who will nronose
you as a member write to the Secretary, and he will doubtless proposeyou for membership. i-.^-'iJuoo

•^f"i^?'~l'^'""*"^ii*'"' ™°"1' ^"' *'* "*"«' f^s glasses were not madeby thit optician. The mount is genuine; the lenses not. The lens is
returned by parcels post, as requested.

R. R B1RROW8.-Y0U will find a solution of the perchloride a far betterand more agreeable etching fluid for copper than nitric acid. Try itand you will find several of your troubles disappear
W. RraKNs( Elbcrfeld)._The instructions and copies of advertisements havereached the Publisher, but not the remittance referred to. On receipt

of the latter (if found sufhcient) the order will be carried out
A. S. SBXTON.-Ordinary enamelled paper, such as that emijloyed by litho-graphers, will answer quite well. Messrs. Spicer Brothers BridUn

rtreet, will supply it. Get the hardest that is ,m«le, a^ that will answe^

O1.1PHAST.—Better purchase a cheap manual on electrotyping. Tliat willgive you all the information you require. We cannot afford suffic entspace in this column to give such practical details as would be of assistance to you. looibi

H. CotOH.-l Tnr filtering the emulsion more carefully, having previously.llowed It to stand for a quarter of an hour in hot water This wSfrequently prevent the foi-mation of the "scum. "-2. The method isequally adapted for the preparation of slow plates. Boil for a shorterperiod, and either add ammonia or else bring the silver and bromide inthe emulsion as nearly y possible to the point of neutrality, when theliver bromide will subside very rapidly.
"ucu mo

E. D. N. B.—1. The lens will do quite well.—2. All will depend upon the
density of the negatives. No definite time can, of course, be given.

—

3. A formula is supplied with the paper ; you had better keep to that.—

•

4. Either way, according as you require a correct or reversed position.

M.—The slight yellow stain on the negatives will not interfere with your
producing good transparencies from them suitable for the lantern ; that
is, if they, as you say, produce good and brilliant prints on paper. The
only disadvantage of the stained flhu is that a slightly longer exposure
will be necessary.

Pyro.—All will depend upon how you effected the reduction with the per-
chloride of iron. If you treated the negatives with hyposulijhite of
soda after the perchloride, we fear you will not succeed very well. Try
intensifying with silver in this case. If the hypo, were not used then
ferrous oxalate will doubtless answer quite well.

T. Clarke (Brighton).—We have' distinctly stated, on several occasions,
that the Publisher is not—will not bs—respimsible for specimens enclosed
to advertisers in these pages. He has interested himself before in order
to have specimens returned—sometimes successfully and at other times
unsuccessfully. He 'Sdll endeavour to trace those alluded to by our
correspondent, and, if possible, have them returned.

H. N. Bates.—1. The data are too slight to enable us to form an opinion.
Try longer boiling.—2. The emulsion should give a clear i)icture imme-
diately after boiling, thoiigh frequently a slight veil may be present at
that stage which clears off afterwards.—3. The means you have adopted
seem to be suited to the purpose. See the report of the last meeting of
the London and Provincial Photograi>hio Association.

A. C. M.—1. Plain collodion may be used as a makeshift ; but it should
be of a very porous character. You will find it best to employ what is
recommended.—2. Yes; the film is very hard indeed.—3. The plates
will keep for years if kept in a dry place. If, in place of employing
opal glass, you had used ground glass, you would have found it answer
the purpose, and with this additional advantage a shorter exposure would
have been required.

R. W.— 1. The same form of condenser employed in the ordinary lantern.
They may be had of .iny diameter up to eighteen or twenty inches.—
2. The use of the condenser is to concentrate the light. If you dispense
with the condenser and substitute ground glass, you will have to give a
much longer exposure.—3. The distance of the light is dependent upon
the focus of the condenser.—4. An ordinary concave reflector may be
employed.—5. The oxalate of potash will keep in solution. The iron
undergoes a change by keeping.—0. Yes; to get the best effects.

E. Yeoman.—The proportions of your present studio appear to be very
good, except, perhaps, it may be a little too high. If you had stated the
aspect of the building it would have been better. Certainly, from the
photograph, we can see no reason why jjortraits taken in such a studio
should be hard, as we should imagine that in a room such as you at
present have, any effects of light and shade could be produced with a
little management of the blinds. It is more a question of lighting the
model than the construction of the studio in this case. If in the new
studio you make the roof lower, we should advise you to have the same
amount of light stopped off at the ends aa at present. The prints enclosed
are very nice, indeed.

In Type.-Communications by W. E. Debenham; Herbert S. Starnes;
G. H. Mariyn; A. Donald; "Free Lance."

Photogeaphio Society of Great Britain.—The next monthly
technical meeting of this Society will take place on Tuesday next,
the 22ud instant, at 8 p.m., at the Gallery, 5a, Pall Mali East.

Photooraphic Club.—At the forthcoming meeting of this Club, at
Anderton'a Hotel, Fleet-street, on Wednesday next, the 23rd iust.,

the subject for discussion will be—0» the Production and Use of Sky
Negatives,

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
Observations taken at 406, Strand, by J. H. Steward, Optician,

For two Weeks ending January 16, lSi'4.
Thesk Obsebvatioxs ark Taken at 8.30 a.m.

Jan. Barometer. Wlud. DryBulb. WctBuIb.
Mux. Max.

1
w,„

Solnr Shade .?"'
Had. Tump.l '™'- Remarks.

3 29-97 sw 49 49 _ 52 38 Raining.
4 30 05 sw 49 48 52 47 Overcast.
5 30 08 s 49 48 .50 4fi Overcast.
7 29-99 w 45 44 — 49 44 Hazy.
8 30-23 w 41 39 — 50 37 Cloudy.
9 30 32

SL 46 45 — 50 39 Cloudy.
10 30-47

^r 40 44 — 53 44 Cloudy.
11 30-06 w 47 45 51 43 Cloudy.
12 30-42 NW 39 37 — 45 35 Overcast.H 30-47 w 44 42 52 41 Overcast.
15 30-59 N 49 47 53 42 Overcast.
16 30-66 NE 40 40 — 42 39 Foggy.
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POTASSIUM BICHROMATE AND THE UNDEVELOPED
IMAGE.

Ik our Xotes and Quenex, last week, an inquiry as to the best means
of utilising sensitive plates spoilt by accidental exposure to light

induced us to make a few systematic experiments in connection
with bichromate of potassium upon plates which had received

various exposures to light. The results arrived at are sufticiently

interesting to be placed on record.

Captain Abney was the first to point out that most oxidising

agents act as destroyers of the latent or undeveloped image^notably
bichromate of potash, ozone, nitric acid, and permanganate of

potash. With gelatine plates the first of these is, for various

reasons, the only one which is practically applicable, though with
collodion films we have proved the correctness of Captain Abney's
observations. Our experiments were, therefore, confined to the

bichromate.

For some time it has been the practice of many emulsion workers
to submit the solidified emulsion, at a certain stage of its prepara-

tion, to the influence of a ten-per-cent. solution of potassium in

order to remove any chance veil or fog .arising from stray light in

the preparing room. This purpose it, no doubt, .answers admirably,

and it has come to be believed that bichromate is capable of en-

tirely undoing the action set up by light—a view which, so far, our
experiments go far to contradict.

The first experiment was made by exposing one half of a plate to

diffused daylight, in an ordinary room, for three or four seconds. It

was then cut into a number of strips, one half of each of which
liad received exposure. These were immersed in a five-per-cent.

solution of bichromate of potash for periods varying from one
minute to one hour, and then very thoroughly washed in several

changes of water for at least another hour. The whole were placed
together in a dish and developed simultaneously with ferrous

oxalate, when every strip showed distinctly the mark of exposure,

the different periods of immersion having successively made the im-
pression weaker in proportion to the prolongation of the action.

The deposit formed upon the strip which had had one hour's

immersion in the bichromate bath was of a decidedly stronger

type than would be described as "fog," being strong enough for

tlie half-tones of an average negative. It should be remarked that

the development was prolonged until all further change appeared
to have ceased.

From this it seemed that, so far as a comparatively strong im-

pression of light is concerned, a solution of ordinary strength of

bichromate of potash is incapable of removing it ; or that, to bring

.about that end, it is necessary to employ a stronger solution, or to

greatly prolong the duration of its application. In order to test to

what extent impressions of varying degrees of strength are atTected

by treatment with bichromate, a number of similar exposures were
made under a W.arnerke sensitometer screen. A plate was cut up
into fragments two and a-lialf inches square (sufficient to cover the

whole of the figures), and these were exposed successively under the

standard conditions to the light of the phosphorescent tablet. They
were then immersed in the five-per-cent. bichromate solution, as

before, for periods varying from one minute to sixty, and thoroughly

washed, one square being left unbichrouiated for comparison, Tiie

' whole series were developed simultaneously in fresh ferrous oxalate

the action of which w.os allowed to continue for two hours until all

further developing action had long ceased.

After careful washing the plates were examined, imfixed, in day-
light,when the unbichromated .square exhibited No. 20 very distinctly
and 21 faintly, the general image being bold and vigorous. But,
upon examining the remainder, we were surprised to find that

every one, even to the longest immersed in the bichromate, showed
No. 20, the images, however, becoming feebler and presenting less

contrast between the diflferent tints in proportion as the immersion
in the bichromate had been longer. So feeble were the higher tints,

indeed, tliat after[a short exposure to daylight several of them wero
entirely masked by the discolouration of the film, especially when
examined by reflected light.

An interesting fact in connection with the image produced upon
the bichromated films is that, despite the prolonged development, it

is confined almost entirely to the surface, and except in the case of

the very shortest inmiersions in the bichromate is entirely invisible

from the back of the plate. It is possible that this may have arisen

from the presence of traces of bichromate which had escaped elimi-

nation from the under layers of gelatine. If this be so, then the

question arises .as to how far perfect elimination of the bichromate
would destroy its^action on the image. A plate immersed in the

bichromate for one minute and then merely rinsed under the tap

for thirty seconds or so exhibited far more of the bichromate in-

fluence than another immersed for one hour and well washed.
But if bichromate alone be practically insuflicient to undo the

effect of even faint impressions of light, it is different with solu-

tions containing free chromic acid. A five-per-cent solution of bi-

chromate to which a few drops of sulphuric acid were added was
found, after one minute's immersion, to have completely destroyed

the image, or, at least, to have put it beyond the reach of the

developer, even after several hours' action.

Now, though in the above experiments bichromate has been
shown to fail in destroying the impression of light, it does not

follow that it is not useful as a fog-remover, inasmuch as the condi-

tions may be entirely different. If the fog to be removed be but

slight, and no subsequent forcing be resorted to in development, it is

pretty certain the treatment with bichromate will suffice, as we
have proved by bichromating, washing, and re-exposing a plate

successfully. But where it is desired to entirely eliminate any pre-

vious impression of light free chromic acid must be resorted to.

CAMERAS FOR FLYING SHOTS.
It was a fundamental article in the photographic faith of tlio lale

Mr. J. E. Johnson that camera stands were quite a mistake in all

cases in which iustautaueous views were to be taken by means of

small cameras.

This, too, appears to be the opinion of an American photographer,

who has obtained a patent in that country for a gun-stock attach-

ment to a camera, by the aid o£ which tlie camera is aimed at the

object to be captured. By means of some raechani.sm not explained,

but the nature of which one can re.adily guess, the trigger of the

gun-stock is attached to the lever by which the drop or iustanta-
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neoas shutter is actuated, and thus when the camera has been

brought "to the shoulder" and the central point of the subject

sighted, tlie trigger is touched and the picture secured.

From what we have just written the more experienced readers of

the Journal will already have recalled the " pistolgraph " by which

Mr. Skaife, more than twenty years ago, obtained numerous charm-

in" little instantaneous views. This camera being constructed in

the form of a pistol, and operated in a manner somewhat analogous,

was the source of many clever hon mots which appeared in the comic

serial literature of the period, especially with reference to the capa-

bility of the instrument for "shooting" or " pistolgraphing " babies.

With a view to test the capabilities of the gun-stock attachment

we lost no time in securing, from a second-hand gun shop, an old

riile, which was quickly cZisbarreled, and the stock, after a few

alterations, attached to the base-board of a 5 x 4 camera, a string

being employed to connect the discharging bolt of the shutter with

the trigger. This answered quite well ; but we found the gun-

stock an effectual barrier to the employment of the camera in public,

in consequence not merely of its weight and shape, but of the

Unwelcome degree of attractiveness discovered in it by the public,

and especially by tlie omnipresent "small boy." Tor these reasons

—especially as we had found an equally effective and less obtrusive

substitute—we laid aside the gun-stock, adopting in its stead a

thick, short, round handle, which we screwed into the bottom of the

camera, and grasped with the left-hand when taking a picture.

This we found to answer the pui'pose of supporting the camera
exceedingly well when about to take a flying shot at a subject.

But out of this has been evolved the still simpler and equally,

excellent method of employing the camera without any addition

whatever. The camera is grasped by both hands, and by means of

sights placed on the top the object intended to be in the centre of

the picture is brought into line, the forefinger of the right hand
being in convenient proximity to a lever or trigger whicli projects

slightly below the bottom at the right side. liy this arrangement
instantaneous views may be taken having the .subject as well

arranged on the plate as if the camera had been carefully erected
upon a rigid stand susceptible of eveiy adjustment.

Those who try this method of taking instantaneous views without
the stand will not only be surprised .at the ease with whicli it can be
done and the sharpness of the negatives, but will also discover
that the sighting of the central object in the composition may be
accurately effected by glancing along any of the corners of the
camera.

COMBINATION PRINTING.
Redeemino tlie promise we gave in our last issue, we shall now
proceed to describe the method employed by M. Lambert in com-
bination printing in the carbon process—or we might, perhaps
more correctly have said "one of the methods;" for we believe that
gentleman frequently introduced considerable modifications in his
plan of working in order to attain the end in view. However all
the modifications were based on the same general principle. The
plan about to be described was the one we had the pleasure of
seeing carried out by him at one of his demonstrations, and,
although in this instance it was simply changing one background
for another, yet we learnt that in more complicated cases the same
principle was always adhered to.

Before proceeding farther, it may be well to explain to some of
our younger readers that, at the time they were first shown, the
results produced by M Lambert excited the greatest interest
The enlargements exhibited by him—many of them from paper
prinU—had all the appearance of being most elaborately finished

;

yet the prinU themselves were absolutely untouched, as the whole
of the retouching Wius effected on the enlarged negative and in-
termediate transparency. Not only was one background replaced
with the greatest success by another, but, in some instances, the
costume of the model was changed or very considerably modified.
Indeed, nothing appeared to be too difficult for him to accomplish
in the way of double printing, even in carbon. With these few
remarks we shall at once proceed to describe the method of sub-
stituting one background for another, as we saw it practised.

The enlarged negative employed on the occasion referred to

measured about two feet by one foot and a-half, and was of one

figure out of a group of several. It was also from a paper print. This
negative had previously been retouched according to the Lambert
plan. It may here be advisable to explain that this plan consists of

covering both sides of the negative—which, by the way, must be a

very thin one—with a thin kind of tracing-paper termed "papier
mineral." On these two papers the whole of the retouching is done,

and not on the surface of the negative itself. After the lights have
been strengthened, and all the coarser portion of the work done on
the back paper with a coarse stump and plumbago, the negative is

turned over, and the finer details dealt with on the front paper, a
finer stump and a blacklead pencil being used for this purpose.

When the negative is finished, and while it is still on the re-

touching desk, the outline of the figure is carefully traced over with
a blacklead pencil on that paper which is on the reverse side of the

negative. This mark is simply to serve as a guide line in the

masking. Next, a piece of somewhat tran.sparent yellow paper is

laid on the negative, and the outline also traced upon that. The
figure is then cut out of this yellow paper, roughly, about a quarter
cif an inch inside the pencil mark. Then the background is cut out
about the same distance outside the mark, so that the figure-m.ark

is about half-an-inch or so less in size than the background one. The
negative is now placed in the pressure-frame. In doing this it

must be carefully fitted into one of its angles, as we described in

another method of masking last week. The tissue, having been
carefully trimmed so that its edges are true, is then placed on the
negative, and at the same time, also, adjusted accurately in the
angle of the frame. This is imperative.

It is necessary to mention here that the glass of the pressure,
frame should be somewhat thinner than that with which large size.,

are usually fitted ; otherwise the light will be more diffused in the
printing than is desirable, as the masking has to be done from the
outer surface of the pressure-frame glass. The glass of the frame
we saw in use did not exceed a quarter of an inch. We have an im-
pression that it w.as even less than this. Next some non-actinic
colour oil paint—such as the Indian red, which is sold in tubes for
artists' use—is mixed with olive, or some other non-drying, oil.

With this the outline of the background is painted round, on the
glass of the pressure-frame, for half-an-inch or so, the pencil-mark
on the paper of the negative serving as the guide line. In doing
this the outline of the figure is slightly overlapped, and the paint
applied somewhat thinner at the edge where it overlaps. The
paper background mask, which ha.s been previously described, is

then taken and laid on the glass, and kept in position by another
piece of glass being laid upon it. The frame is now exposed in
diffused light, its position being changed occasionally as the [u-inting

proceeds, in order to ensure even diffusion of the light between the
paint and the negative. The only object of the roughly-cut paper
mask, it may be explained, is to avoid the necessity there otherwise
would be of covering the whole of the glass over the background
with the red paint, and cleaning it off afterwards—a somewhat
disagreeable operation.

The figure being printed the frame is taken in, the paper mask
removed, and the red paint wiped off with a duster. If at this stage
the print were developed we should, of course, have the figure only
with a white background, but, instead of the outline being—as in
the case of ordinary masking, when employed in silver printing—
sharp and abrupt, it will be graduated otf or slightly vignetted. Now,
as a second background, has to be introduced, it is necessary to protect
the already printed figure while it is printing. This is done in the
following manner :—Before the negative and tissue are disturbed the
outline of the figure is painted round on the glass of the pressure-frame,
in the same manner as jvas done with the background-the same pre-
cautions being observed in slightly overlapping the line, and apjilying
the colour more thinly at the edges, as in the former case. This
done, the frame is turned over, opened, and the negative and tissue
removed. The second negative is now substituted for the first, and
arranged in its proper position. This may be judged of by looking
through it at the painted outline on the pressure-frame glass. The
tissue is then .adjusted in the angle, as before, and the frame closed.
It IS then turned over and the rough figure mask placed in position
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oil the paiiilt'il oiiUiiie, as in tlie caae of the backgrouml, anrl tlie

secoiul printing proceeded with— tlie same precautions as before

being taken that the position of the frame is sliifted from time to

time as it proceeds. After the printing is completed the picture is

developed in the ordinary way. It need scarcely be mentioned

that on no account must any trace of the oil paint be allowed to

get into contact with the surface of the tissue, or it will be sure to

auise blisters in the development of the pipture.

Tliese details may appear somwiiat troublesome, but they are not

really so in practice; though it must be admitted that a certain amount

of care ami judgment is rei]uired to carry them out successfully.

In tlie demonstration referred to the print was developed on a

glass plate as a transparency, and afterwards intensified with the

pernuuigan.ato of potiwh. It was then slightly retouched, and after-

wards employed to make a new negative, from which impressions

could be produced with one printing. Sometimes, we are informed,

M. Limbert ])roceeded somewhat differently and made the enlarge-

ment direct from the small negative, the full size, as a transparency.

lie then worked this up, ni;isked .ind double-printed it as just

described, producing a negative which in turn was also worked up,

if ncces.sary. By this means much time and trouble was saved in

obtaining the final i)rintii)g negative.

We intend to continue the subject of combination printing next

week, and give some practical hints on the production of combina-

tion negatives by other methods.

ENGLISH AND FRENCH WEIGHTS AND
MEASURES.

PnoTOGKAPHY is cosmopolitan enough to render the abstraction

and compilation of foreign fornuihc in English journals a matter of

common occurrence—a fact which, in combination with the general

tendency among scientific men to adopt the French or metrical

system to express the results of their investigations, causes an

acquaintance with the relative values of the two systems to become

an actual necessity if a photographer is to read the literature of

Ills pi'ofession with profit or understanding. This is no place to

discuss the merits of the various systems, we must take the facts

ii3 we find them ; otherwise it would be very easy to show that the

metrical system h.os not the basis of exactitude that was once

claimed for it, nor is it, in many respects, as useful as our own
system of weights and measures which it is now the fashion so

much to decry.

So far, however, is such knowledge of the equivalent values of

the terms employed in the two systems a common possession

—

whether among photographers or other technical workers—that if

all formuliB published in this country were to be couched in the

metrical system they would find few readers who could readily

understand them. Alterations in weights and measures, above

almost any innovations, are difficult to establish ; but, apart from

this, the very elaborate and difficultly-worked English ecpiivalents

of French measures liitherto given by authority have much to

answer for in this direction, and any simplification of calculation

that shall give results which may be considered scientifically exact

will be thankfully received by the general public.

With such thoughts in mind we welcome a most excellent move

in this direction recently made by Dr. G. Johnstone Stonoy, F.R.S.

He has proposed a series of equivalents which, if employed, would

greatly facilitate calculations ; and they differ in a very slight degree

only from the present accepted measurem*nts and weighings. The

actual comparison of standards is a very interesting series of observa-

tions, but cannot here be touched upon, and though of late years older

processes have been much improved, still, for all practical purposes,

Dr. Stoney's figures may well be accepted for operations in photo-

graphy as in other sciences. There is nothing finite in the results

of calculations and measurements of equivalents ; a British act of

parliament exists in which a leg.alisod value is given that does not

accord with tlie equivalents now accepted by scientific men and

Dr. Stoney's figures. One of the earlier accepted equivalents was

Captain Clarke's determination of the yard in metrical measure, and

tiiis wiw followed by that nu\(]c for the Ordiiauco Survey by Captain

Kater. The two meafuremeiits were not exactly alike, and the

difference between them is greater than that between the prenent

(Dr. Stoney's) suggested, easily-calculated equivalents and those of

Captain Kater.

T'lie French system, as many of our readers are aware, is based on

a measurement of a certain portion of the earth's surface—a fourth

part of a terrestrial meridian, the ten-millionth part of which was

adopted as a unit and termed "a metre." A cube having its sides

one-tenth part of a metre in length was adopted as a unit of

capacity, and called "a litre." For a unit of weight a litre measure

of distilled water was taken, and called a " kilogramme," and its

thousandth part adopted as the weight unit, under the denomination

of a "gramme." Multiples of these, reckoning by ten times, were

called " deca," " hecto," " kilo," and smaller divisions by tenths, "deci,"

" centi," and " milli." The system is very simple, and the units are

easily intercliangable ; but, as we have said, they are less con-

venient in some respects than our own.

Turning, now, to Dr. Stoney's equivalents: he would take the

yard as 914'4 millimetres, which would leave an outstanding error

not appreciable in work that might be called really scientific—

a

difference from present accepted measurements less than would be

caused by the lengthening or expansion by heat of an iron yard

measure when raised one degree in temjierature. Next, for the

equivalent of a pound, he suggests— the pound = 45.36 grammes.

Tliis differs from the most elaborate equivalent yet made—namely,

Professor Miller's—by only a-quarter of a grain in a kilogramme,

the small importance of which may be judged of when it is stated

that the difference shown between weighing a litre of water in air

and in vacuo would be seventy times as much. For the gallon he

suggests 4544 cubic centimetres as an equivalent, which would not

be one drop wrong in a pint.

If, now, these equivalents be accepted, the following tables will

follow from them, and will be found far easier to remember and
use than the usual elaborate equivalents taken to many decimal

places usually employed :
—

Taisle I.

—

Measure of Lexotii.

The yard = 914'4 millimetres.

The foot , 304-8 „
The inch „ 254 „

Table II.

—

Weights.
The pound = 45.3"G grammes.

The half-pound „ 22(i-8 „

The quarter-pound „ 113'4 „

The ounce „ 2835 „

The grain „ '0648 gramme.
("This last gives the gramme = 154321 grains, a number which

it is singularly easy to recollect.")

Table III.

—

Measure of Capacitv.

The gallon = 4544 cubic centimetres.

The quart „ 113() „

The pint „ 0G8 „
The half-pint „ 284 „
The noggin „ 142 „
The fluid ounce „ 28'4 „

It is further stated that the utmost limits of accuracy m.iy be
obtained by making the following corrections in these tables :

—

Table I.—Substract one in every hundred thousand.

„ II. „ „ sixty „
„ III.— „ „ ten

Measurements of temperature remain yet to be discussed. All our
readers are aware that the accepted scale of tliis country calls the
freezing point 32' and the boiling point 212", while the French
or centigrade scale gives and 100 respectively to these points.

For a very rough estimate, Fahrenheit degrees m.ay readily lie

translated to centigrade by subtracting 32 and doubling the re-

mainder. Comjdete exactitude will be found if this result be
diminished by subtracting its tenth part. This rule will in practice

be more readily performed mentally than tlie common one I'f

subtracting 32, then multiplying the remainder by 18, and dividiii"

by 10. This rule was comniitnic-ited by a coiTe.'spondent, but it ia

80 fiimjile that it may likely enough be found vlsewhi^re.
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We may conclude by giving another equally simple, rough rule

(which also we have never seen in print, though it is equally jjrobable

it may be so found) that we employ where French prices have to

be converted into English. If is simply to multiply the price of

francs by four, and then take off the two right-hand figures. Those

i-emaining represent English pounds sterling.

The subject we have thus dwelt upon represents a considerable

array of figures; but, in view of the importance of being able to

readily translate English to French quantities, we think their

greatly increased simplicity will commend them to our readers.

Mr. J. P. Matali., of Park-lane studio, has had the honour of

photographing Mr. (^iladstone, in his .sitting-room at Hawarden, for

the series of "Artists' Homes" now in preparation by Messi-s.

Sampson Low, Marston, and Co. The right honourable gentleman,
we presume, finds his way into the series by virtue of his Professor-

ship of Ancient History to the Royal Academy.

The engravings in the folio edition (Venice, 1488) of I Triomphi,

of Petrarch, recently purchased by the British Museum from the

Sunderland collection, have been reproduced by photogravure,

together with three others, forming the illustrations to II lihro del

Monto Sancio de Dio, by Bettini, 1477, the engravings being by
Botticelli, and also the nineteen illustrations of the Divina Commedi.
The plates are now ready for delivery to the subscribers.

The French Institute has also published a photogra,phic/rtcsj?nt7e of

the Leonardo da Vinci manuscripts in the library of the Institute,

the work being edited by M. Charles Ravaissou-Mollien.

When distilled water is not available it ia often recommended to

use rain water, and for certain purposes it is an efficient substitute

;

but for many operations it is inapplicable on account of the ammonia
it usually contains, which would be quite fatal to some experiments,
and as the amount present is not a constant quantity no standard
allowance can be made for it to neutralise its effects. According to
Herr Hozeau the principal agents which increase or diminish its

amount are light and heat. In July he was not able to detect
even a trace of it in rain water, and he also noticed that water
exposed to the action of sunlight for a long time lost a large part of
its ammonia. The amount of rainfall also influenced the quantity
present, which, as might be inferred, was in inverse proportion to
the amount of rainfall.

M. BECijnEBEL, whose researches in the spectrum by the aid of
phosphorescent tablets we alluded to last week, has noted that the
infra-red spectrum can, with an ordinary sprectroscope, be examined
down to about wave-length 8,000 if the light be concentrated upon
the slit, and the more luminous rays filtered out by a solution
of iodine in bisulphide of carbon.

Is addition to onr remarks in a recent number upon the separation
of the haloids, we may here note still another i)rocess lately pub-
lished in the Chcmikcr Zeitting, by A. Cavazzi, for the separation
of iotline, which is as simple as useful. Ferric chloride, it is known,
•will liberate iodine and bromine when present in a mixture of the
three haloids, and Herr Cavazzi finds that ferric sulphate will
separate the iodine alone. It must be free from acid for the pur-
pose, and to make it so he heats the salt to redness. It is then
rather insoluble ; but by adding from five to ten per cent, of ferrous
sulphate the solubility is so increased as to enable water to take up
a twelfth of its weight. When a mixture of iodine, bromine, and
chlorine is boiled in this solution the iodine is driven out. It can
be absorbed by potash, and the iodate thus formed reduced to
iodide, which he is enabled to do by the hydrogen evolved by
adding aluminium. Precipitation by silver nitrate in the usual
way enables the amount to be estimated with exactitude.

It is not often that a photographer requires to use a thermometer
with such attention to accurate reading as to note tenths of a
degree, though our own experience in pyroxyline enables us to say
that a very marked difference in the properties of the cotton is
produced by a variation in the temperature of the mixed acids of a
single doj^ree, Btill it ia worth uoting that an error amountin" to

several tenths of a degree may take place wiihin luilf-an-liour when
the stem of the thermometer is heated to 250°.

It is not generally known that any one possessing a thermometer of

good quality which he desires to have tested can, for a very small

fee, get a thoroughly complete examination of its powers, together

with a written character detailing its defects, by sending it to Kew.
There are few thermometers which are perfect in their readings at

all temperatures. The makers of those of the best class, intended

for experimental research, take great pains with each instrument;

but there is generally some residual error left, and of this the

authorities at Kew will make note. There are many interesting

points about the performance of thermometers, under certain con-

ditions, that cannot well be treated in a short note, but with which
we may, if we have space, deal more fully on another occasion.

As an example of the power of the emulsion filter, described some
few months back by Mr. C. Beckett Lloyd, a recent experience may
be quoted, which will also serve as a warning to others. A thick

solution of pigmented gelatine was being filtered through a plug of

tow, the cork at all the "joints" having been "luted" with a little

of the gelatine to make the whole perfectly air-tight and to secure

the full advantage of the exhaust. All went well, though slowly,

for a short time, until the tow became clogged with the thick, viscid

gelatine, when, under the incrcAsing pressure from without as the

filter cooled, the stout glass flask collapsed with a loud report.

Moral : for very viscous solutions employ stronger vessels.

Glass is generally looked upon as a moat inert and repellent body
to the action of almost all chemicals ; but, as we have before

shown, it is capable of being dissolved on its surface by pure
water even, while anyone who keeps a store of chemicals in hi.s

laboratory knows too well, by the fastening of stopjiers, not to speak
of the staining or visible corrosion of their interiors, that many
liquids interfere with the integrity of their vitreous receptacles.

Professor R. Bunsen has lately been investigating the condensa-
tions of carbonic acid on the smooth surface of gl.iss, which he
states goes ou for years notwithstanding continued changes of

density and pressure. He asserts that in three years' time each
square centimetre absorbs, at standard pressure and temperature,

5'i35 cubic centimetres of the gas, about two-thirds of this amount
being absorbed the first year. No wonder that photographers at

times experience irregularities in the adhesion of their coatings of

collodion and of emulsion when it is shown how porous glass usually

is even to a gas.

DARK-ROOM ILLUMINATION.
The many letters of inquiry that I have received on the subject of

the particular method of lighting photographic dark rooms, to

which I have recently called attention, and the fact that even those
who have written in the photographic journals upon the matter
have, evidently, not had in their minds some of the points which I

mentioned when exhibiting the results of my experiments at meet-
ings of the Photographic Society of (.U-eat Britain and at the London
and Provincial Photographic Association, induce me to think that a
few collected remarks will not, at the present time, be out of place.

The proposition of the proper light for the dark room has often
been jmt in this way—" Get a safe light and use j^lenty of it." But
what is a safe light ? Presum;ibly the expression means a light that
is without chemical action upon a sensitive film. I have yet to
learn that any such light exists. The proper way of putting the
problem appears to me to be this:— What is that light which, when
of a certain inteiuity judged svfficient for working by, has the least

effect upon the sensitive plate?
In the early days of photography certain different hppearanoes

upon bromide and iodide of silver when submitted to the spectrum
were thought to indicate great relative differences of sensibility in
these salts to light coming from objects of various colours compared
with their sensibility to white light, and a theory was in conse-
quence formed that bromide of silver was sensitive especially to
yellow and green light. Sir John W. Herschel was one of those
who first promulgated this theory, and his authority has been used
in support of it ; but I am happy to find that he 'afterwards saw
reason to alter his views.
The theory has, however, been kept up and insisted upon so long

that photographers have accepted it as a matter of course, and
when brouiide of silver first came into general use in the forn> of
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collodiuu emalsiua it Wjw found Ibat tim platoti, although aluwer iu
tlie caiiieia than the iodide batli phites, yet fogged in the yellow
light of the diii'k room. This fact was tlwuglit to be accounted for

by the superioi' sensibility to yellow light inherent in bromide of

silver, and the use of ruby glass, admitting very little light to the
eye, was insisted upon.

Another explanation may be found in the fact of the much longer
exposure to the light, whatever it may be, of th»* dark room, to

which bromide emulsion plates were subjected. With the iodide
plate the only exposure up to the moment of developing was in the
passage from tiie bath to the dark slide. AVith the bromide emul-
sion, on the other hand, there were tlio operations of preparing the
emulsion, wjishiug it, coating the plate (and each time a plate was
coated .some enuilsion was poured back after having been exposed
to the light), drying, and storing. The development of the bromide
plate, too, sometimes required minutes when the iodide had seconds,
and there was the fact that the batli plate became less sensitive as
development went on—a condition which does not appear to exist

with bromide emulsion plates. All this exposure to the light of the
dark room is quite siifficient (especially now tliat bromide plates are
made so much more sensitive altogether) to account for tlie different

intensity or quantity of light permissible, when working gelatiuo-
bromide plates as compared with iodide bath ones.

Another instance of the effect which the persistent re-assertion
of this idea of the greatly different colour-scnsitiveno.ss of iodide
and bromide of silver had upon the photographic mind, may be
found in the literature of photography at the time when rapid
gelatine plates first came into ordinary studio use. This was in the
winter of 1878, and it was then supposed by some writers that the
superior sensitiveness of gelatine plates was due to their special

sensibility to the yellowish light of winter, and that, when the
more powerful light of spring and summer came round again, there
would be found no difi'erence, or but a very slight one between the
speed of gelatiuo-bromide and collodio-iodide plate-s. Experience,
however, showed that the relationship of sensitiveness was not
altered to any extent that could be proved. The sheet of ribbons
of various colouj-s shown by Mr. J. I!. Sawyer at the last May
nieeti!ig of tlie Photographic Society of Great Britain, and the
photographs from them, in which it was seen that the ordinary
collodion and gelatine plates gave the whole set of colours in

identically the same relationship, should either set the question at

rest or lay upon those who still assert that the great difference of

colour-sensitiveness exists iu the two processes the onus of proving
llie truth of their assertions.

Jiuby glass will certainly cut off more of the chemical action of

light than yellow ghiss ; but, then, it will cut off at the .same time
roy much more of the luminosity to the eye by means of which we
perform the operations of the dark room. To make the comparison
nscfully we should, either by repeated screens of yellow, by lowering
the source of light, or by some means at all events, reduce the
intensity and the quantity of the yellow light until it reaches the
Rame amount of brightness of illumination to the eye that we have
with tlie ruby light, and then see which has the most chemical effect

upon the plate.

I am pleased to see, by an article in a recent issue of The British
.lociiXAt, OF PHOTOGRAPHy, that Mr. W. H. Harrison has

—

although from a former article he appeared not favourably disposed
to the green and yellow combination—come by the test of direct

experiment to speak very decidedly in its favour. I may say that
T aiTived at my results originally in a similar manner to that in

Nvhioli Mr. Han-ison tested them; that is, by the exposure of a
])late to openings covered by diflerent combinations of coloured

glass and paper, forming what he describes as a polychromatic
negative. Mr. Harrison lia.s, however, overlooked the fact that, at

the meetings of the societies where I showed my lanteni, one side

was glazed with ruby flashed upon orange pot metal, and another
itle with ruby glass and one thickness of ,the same paper that was
used with the green glass. With the green glass there were two
tliicknesses of yellow paper, because the green allowed so much
more visual light to pass than the ruby that even with the extra

thickness of paper that side of the lantern was considered to afford

the best light by which to work. The remaining side only was
glazed with the two thicknesses of red glass. He says :

—" Had
Mr. Debenham used two kinds of red, or ruby glass superimposed
on orange, it is probable that the actinic rays would be more power-
fully cut off than by his greyish-green, although the latter is more
valuable for ordinary practical purposes."

It will be seen that what I am assumed not to have done is

exactly what I did, and 1 sliowpd the plates which had been

exposed to these ruby-orange and loiby-ycllow lights, which plates

weiu described us showing au image of iuteruediatu atreugth

between the trace obtained on the green-yellow side and the

strong image of the plate exposed to the light through the two
ruby glasses. From being thought not to have tried these com-
binations, Mr. Harrison, although approving strongly of the light

I advocate, calls my "comparative experiment an unfair and incon-

clusive one." The expressions "ruby-orange," " ruby-yellow,' &a,
are of course used, not to describe the appai "iit colour of the light,

but to indicate the colours of the media ihrough which it lias

passed.

The coloured tissue papers mentioned by Mr. Harrison may,
indeed evidently have, in his case answer d very well for lanterns

when the source of light is not a powerful <^v.e ; but I cannot approve
of a single thickness of any medium which has holes or interstices.

So far as that medium is concerned there are places in which light

passes unaltered. The same remark applies with greater force to a
single thickness of any textile fabric, such as twill or tammy.
The number of thicknesses of glass and paper required mnst

depend upon the strength of the light and the sensitiveness of the

plate. For daylight I use a fixed frame, containing one thickness

of a pale green glass and two thicknesses in winter or three in

summer of the deep yellow paper, kept iu place and free from
splashes by a sheet of ordinary glH.ss. In front of this is a
movable screen similarly covered. For lanterns a single thick-

ness of glass and two of paper suffice, although for the coating

room I use an extra thickness of the paper. One friend uses a
deeper glass, and then one thickness suffices him with two of

paper. To any readers who wish to be relieved from the fiery

glare, and who would like to see patterns of the glass and paper
that have been successful with me, I shall, on receipt of directed

envelope, be happy to post small samples. A letter addressed to

my name, Havei-stock Hill, London, will find me.
It is sometimes said that it does not follow that, because a certain

light is best for developing, it is also the best for preparing and
coating the plates. It seems to me that if with a certain colour of

light there is less chemical action for a given amount of luminosity

to the eye, that colour is best for all purposes—preparing and coat-

ing more especially ; and I am writing particularly with the desire

of inducing a change in the workrooms of the dry-plate makers,

where amongst the many employed there can be no reasonable

doubt that the eyesight of some is being ruined. And what a

prospect for the worker when that takes place ! For my own part,

I certainly think that my plates are cleai-er since I have abandoned
the ruby glass and orange paper that I formerly used in the coating-

room as elsewhere.

There is one other point to mention. I am at a loss to know
what colour to call the light. The colour to the eye of the combi-
nation of glass and paper that I use is not at all green. Yellow
glasses or papers when superimposed in several layers appear
orange, and sometimes almost red. The green glass seems to have
the efi'ect of cutting oft' some of the actinic rays and of doing away
with the hot orange colour of the light, and making it more pleasant

without much lowering its illuminating power.
W. E. Deb&n'hax.

«

INTENSIFICATION OF GELATINE NEGATIVES WITH
SILVER.

That not a few of the votaries of the art would forsake mercurial
intensification for silver and iron or other permanent re-develop-

ment, were they assured of the absence of abnormal or other atjiins,

may be taken for granted. With the permission of the Editors I
shall lay before the readers of the Journal a method of intensifying

gelatine negatives with silver and iron which has rendered good
service since the summer of 1880. I mention the date simply to

show that it has stood the test of experience.

The chemicals necessary are identical with those used with wet
collodion, with the exception of the chloro-iodo bath, which ap-

parently decomposes the active principle or constituent in the

gelatine that causes the well-known pink fog. Neither iodine nor
chloride of sodium by itself will prevent the pink stain, but a
combination of both as prescribed. The image is, probably, con-

verted into iodide of silver, which in turn gives place, to some
extent, to the excess of chloride, forming both iodide and chloride

of silver in the film, and during the decomposition the fog-producer

is destroyed or rendered harmless. At all events, the negative is

very readily and successfully intensified after its immersion iu the

bath.

The fi^llowing are the requisite solutious:--A, saturated solu-

tion of common salt; B, ruby solution of iudiuu iu iodide of po-
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tassium ; C, ten-graiu solution of protosulphate of iron ; D, fifteen-

grain solution of nitrate of silver; E, a very weak solution of

cyanide of potassium.

When the crystals in solution D are dissolved a few drops of a

saturated solution of carbonate of soda should be added, and the

bottle placed in the light until clear. The silver should then be

filtered and acidified with acetic acid (eschew nitric) enough to turn

litmus paper red. To solution C half-an-ounce of glacial acetic acid

must be added to every fifteen ounces of water.

Test a mixture of C and D thus :—Pour into a developing cup

half an ounce of C and add (say) half-a-drachm of D. If the com-

bination turn muddy in less than five minutes, add more acetic acid

to the stock bottle C until it remains clear when mixed with the

silver solution for the specified time.

To intensify the negative :—It is premised that the negative has

been " alumed " and washed thoroughly to free it fx-om the fixing

agent. If the film be tender it is best, in the first place, to dry it.

Now pour into a clean measure sufficient of A to cover the plate

;

then add a few drops of B until the colour of amber be attained.

Immediately place the negative in a clean tray and pour over it the

chloro-iodo solution. Leave the plate in this bath for four or five

minutes—the thicker the film the longer it should remain—then
well wash it under the tap. As vegetable and other extraneous

substances from the washing water often adhei-e tenaciously to the

surface of the film, thereby causing irregular markings, at this

stage any such should be gently removed by a tuft of cotton wool
dipped in water.

Tlie next operation must be done in the dark room—one in

which wet collodion can be worked—or by candle or gaslight. To
proceed : into a developing cup shake a few drops of D, and add (say)

for a half-plate almost half-an-ounce of C Flow this on the
negative and let it remain for three or four minutes—not longer

—

gently rocking the plate the while; then quickly place it under the
tap until all greasy lines have disappeared. It will now be seen
that a considerable increase of density is the result. One operation
generally suffices ; but if the image be still too thin clean out the
cup and repeat the dose. The plate will be thin, indeed, if it require
a third application. After a good wash place the negative in

solution E for one or two minutes, when it may be examined in
daylight. Well wash again, then dry, and varnish.

If ordinary precautions be taken with the above method there
will be little fear of red fog ; but if, from inadvertence or othei
cause, it should appear, immediately immerse the negative in a
fresh solution of A and B. It has the valuable property to a great
degree of cleHring 08' the stain. Should the fog be deep and ob-
stinate, place out of doors the plate in a solution of potassium sul-
phide, when it (the stain) will gradually vanish. This treatment
intensifies the negative. It simply requires to be well washed in
running water, dried, and varnished. A Donald.

AN IMPROVED DARK-ROOM LAMP.
In Mr. G. D. Macdougald's description of his method of dark-room
illumination, in your issue of the 4th instant, he states that it involves
exactly the same principles as that of the lamp I described in the
previous number. He evidently quite misunderstands the theory
on which my lamp is based. We know that every opaque surface
reflects more or less white light (even a surface such as velvet at
certain angles will reflect almost pure white light) ; but if over this
opaque surface we can paint a transparent colour (or, as artists call
it, a " glazing " colour) the light when reflected from the opaque
surface will have to pass twice through the transparent colour, and
the colour of the reflected light will consist of a combination of
that of the light and of the opaque and transparent mediums.

I therefore painted the interior of my lamp white to reflect as
much light as possible. Over this I painted a non-actinic trans-
parent colour, for this reason ; as the light would have to pass twice
through the colour, I thought the latter would absorb the actinic
power of the light in its passage in the same way as ruby glass does
by transmitted light, and the result showed that the supposition
was correct I wish I had explained this more fully in my article
but [ thought it was hardly necessary.

'

In Mr. Macdougald's arrangement, from the top of the tube
surrounding his gaslight or candle to the ceiling there is a beam of
while light passing upwards through the room. He does not say
the distance from the light to the ceiling, and this is a most
impnrUnt point. If the candle were placed on a table and the
ceiling were five or six feet above, the amount of light reflected on
to the table from a dark orange matt surface on the ceiling must be

nearly or quite nil; and I think he would find it so if he were to-

arrange his light in this way ;—

TT JLii
;B

TJ

A, Table. B, Candle in tube. C, Shield to cut oft white light. D Reflector— .a

dark orange matt surface. E, Point where the plate is developed.

Five feet to be allowed from the candle to the centre of the re-

flector, and the same distance from the reflector to the point E.

I have no doubt that the light Mr. Macdougald works by is the

weakened white light reflected from the particles of dust, &c., in

the air as the light passes from the candle to the ceiling, and not
the orange light reflected from the ceiling. If this candle were
close to the ceiling, of course the reflected light would be more
powerful. I note that Mr. Macdougald does not say how he
examines his plates by transmitted light to see the density.

The reason I made my lamp square was to absorb every particle

of white light possible. In the first place, the whole of the white
light is contained within the lamp, and none is allowed to pass into

the room ; then the light from the sides and top is reflected within
the lamp, and the white light is thus rendered more non-actinic by
the reflected coloured light mixed with it, which would give a colour

to any particles of dust, &c., that might have reflected white light

into the room.
I quite agree with Mr. Macdougald that the more extended the

reflecting surface is—that is, the further from the light, and in con-

sequence the less light it would have to reflect—the safer it would
be for photographic purposes, provided the white light is shaded from
the plate in its passage to the reflecting surface. The reason I made
my lamp so small was to have as little white light within it as

possible.

While on the subject of my lamp I may give the result of further
experiments made by Mr. A. L. Henderson and myself. The light

from a paraffine lamp covered with deep ruby glass, then passing
through a bath containing a solution of bichromate of potassium,
then through a bath of solution of quinine, will fog a very rapid
plate in two or three seconds ; whereas with a plate three and
a-quarter inches wide put close to my lamp (painted with raw-

sienna, as I described) for thirty seconds, the part nearest to the
lamp gave a slight deposit, but the film on the part farthest off did
not show the slightest trace. The reason of this is that in the case

of transmitted light the bulk of the actinic power comes from the
one point^namely, the flame—direct to the plate, whereas with
my lamp the actinic power is first dispersed all over the interior
of the lamp. In the one case we have a weak light concentrateil
on one spot, and all around is perfect darkness ; in the other .i

flood of light (in comparison) of a very light yellow tint. A.s

Mr. Henderson described it, " tli^ light was grand !"

I tried the effect of Mr. Debenham's proposal of painting tlie

interior of the lamp chrome yellow (matt surface) and putting a
piece of green cathedral glass in front of the lamp. I found that it

gave a very luminous light ; but I could not try the photometric-
value of the lights, as I had painted the yellow over the raw
sienna. In each case I was very much struck with the rapid
falling-oiT of the actinic power of the light the farther the plate
was placed from the lamp compared to the loss of luminous power.
For instance: at fifteen inches from the light (with yellow aiil

green glass) on a plate of about fifty times rapidity we got a faii)

deposit in one minute, but at twenty-seven inches we could get 1:

deposit in fifteen minutes. As we got no deposit in half-a-minute
about five inches from the lamp (painted niw sienna, without any
glass) I have no doubt that it would be equally safe, if not safer, a't

the same distance. As there is ample light to coat plates at two or
three yards' distance from the lamp, it must be quite safe for .ill

practical purposes both for coating and developing plates. I trieil

the effect of putting orange instead of gi-een glass in front of the
lamp, the plate being put twenty-seven inches from the light and
the orange and green glass together, with the plate fifteen inches
off, the exposure in each case being fifteen minutes. In neither
case could I get a deposit.
As I stated in the postscript to my article, the plate that

I exposed for an hour and a-half close to the lamp was much slower
than I thought. Mr. Henderson found that they only gave 9 on
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"Warneke's sensitoraeler. I also developed it with the same amount
of bromide as I used for ordinary development. When Mr. Hen-
derson tried the lamp he got a greater deposit on his plates tlian I

did, after allowing for the relative rapidity of the dift'ereut plates
;

but in one case lie had intensified the plate to such an extent that
he got a greater deposit on it in ten minutes than he did on another
plate of about sixty times the rapidity in two minutes. Of course
intenaiflcation wjis very useful in proving that the light had really

acted on the tilm, but had not much bearing on ordinary develop-
ment.
On the subject of reflection from matt surfaces Mr. Macdougald

will note that I only proposed to use double reflection for daylight.
I am quite aware that a very great deal depends on the nature of
the surface employed ; indeed, it was in consequence of noticing the
great difl"erence of the same colours on diiferent surfaces that led
me to take up the question at first. In the autumn of 1881 I tried
my first experiments on the subject. I got some buttons covered
with diS'ereut-coloured dress material, the roughness, &c., of the
surface being, as near as I could tell, the same, and on photographing
them I was very much surprised at the results, as the effect on the
film was so very different to what I expected. I spoke to several
practical photographers on the subject, and pointed out to them how
important the knowledge of these tone equivalents of different
colours would be to them in obtaining a proper balance of light and
shade in their pictures, and the necessity of making the tint given
on the tilm from the sitter's dress the starting-point for the arrange-
ment of suitable accessories and background. They thought it was
very interesting to those who cared about such things, but they
Preferred to go on their old ruleof-thumb method. In last year's
^ear Book I raised the question in its bearings in relation to " the

addition of iodide to a gelatine bromide film ;" but, with that
exception, until I took up the subject of the lamp I had not thought
anything further of the matter.

I wish to say that in my experiments with the lamp I took for
granted that the power of light reflected from a blue-painted sur-
face would have the same relative power on a sensitive film com-
pared with a yellow-painted surface as the blue-covered button did
to the yellow; and if two surfaces—one rough and one smooth

—

were painted with the same colour (say blue), when photographed
the relative difference in the deposit on the film in the two ca.ses

would be the same as if the two surfaces were painted yellow or any
other colour, so that I did not try with a painted surface anything
I had already tried with the covered buttons.
Mr. Macdougald proposes that I should try experiments as to the

photometric values of the different coloui-s. Now this was quite a
secondary (juestion to settle in connection with my lamp. It would
have been useful in comparing a raw sienna transparent surface
with Mr. Debenham's proposal of an opaque yellow surface and
green glas.s. What I wanted to find out was from what surface has
reflected light the least power on a sensitive film placed dose to the
lamp, and which would give at the same time the most plea.sant
light to the sight. After finding that out—by putting some trans-
mitting medium in front of the lamp, such as coloured glass—

I

could easily reduce the actinic power of the light ; but I wanted to
do away with transmitted light altogether.
And, now, as to the real or absolute photometric value of the light

reflected from different coloured surfaces: of course when the
spectrum is thrown on a sensitive film and thus photographed the
photometric value of the different colours are not equal, and the
density on the film does not at all correspond to the intensity of the
light. By-the-bye, has anyone thrown the spectrum on a white
surface and then photographed it by reflected light in the camera ?

This would be a most interesting experiment, and would have a
most important bearing on the subject of reflected light.

As near as I can remember the colours of the various buttons
which I used were about the same as a painted representation of
the spectrum. I did not try the whole of the colours of the spec-
trum, but I tried some of the colours of the secondary and tertiary
scales. If Mr. Macdougald will repeat my experiment with the
buttons or with pieces of coloured ribbon, and have among others
pieces of blue, yellow, orange, and red, as near the colours of the
spectrum as possible, I have no doubt he will find that what I
stated in my article was correct I reraei^ber I thought at the
time that the reason of the orange giving nearly as dense a deposit
as the blue was on account of its being more luminous ; but I
could not undei-stand why the yellow, which was even more lumi-
nous than the orange, acted so differently.
About a month ago I commenced the collection of different

materials of the same colours and tints, the only difference being
the roughness, &c., in the nature of the materials. I have already

obtained from a friend several hundred examples, and by the time
the days get lung enough to allow me to get my camera out for

experimental work sifter business hours, I hope to have a large

collection, photographs of which I think will be very interesting.

I have just seen Mr. W. H. Harrison's remarks on my lamp, in

a recent issue. He seems, too, not to have noticed the difference

between light reflected from an opaque surface and light twice
transmitted through a transparent medium. There is another point
he raises in connection with the subject, namely, the action of

actinic force with regard to colour; but this article is already so

long that I must leave that subject for another communication.
Herbert S. SrAKJJEa

LANDSCAPE BACKGROUNDS IN FIGURE SUBJECTS.
The reference aecently made by Mr. Edward Dunmore, at a meet-
ing of the Photographic Club, to a now nearly-forgotten but ever-

excellent method of printing landscape backgrounds in portraits

induces me to add to what has already been said concerning it, with
a view to keeping it prominently before your readers.

This process, as originally described, consists in printing the por-

trait to the full depth required, the background being presumed to

be sufficiently light to enable other subjects to be photographed
thereon, but in, of course, a more subdued tone. When it is removed
from the printing-frame a camel's-hair brush charged with gamboge
mixed up with water is passed over the portrait, care being taken
that, on the one hand, the whites of the figure are covered, and, on
the other, that the entire background is left untouched. The print

thus masked is now exposed to light under a landscape negative,

after which the gamboge is removed by placing the print in a
vessel of water, the toning and fixing then being effected in the
usual manner.

Recollecting that I had heard complaints concerning the ill

effects experienced by wetting certain parts of the print, I set to

work to discover in what m&nner this might be obviated. It

appeared evident that a thin, transparent pellicle—if superposed
upon the piint, and the figure then carefully stopped out upon it,

instead of upon the print itself—would answer every purpose,
without being liable to the objection used against the system of

working with aqueous colour upon the silvered paper.

In carrying out the idea here indicated I tried various thin
pellicles, the first to be pressed into this service being gelatine as

supplied by artists' colourmen and stationers who supply the require-
ments of confectioners. A thin sheet of this gelatine, when super-
posed on the portrait, lies in such close adherence that it is quite
easy to make the most delicate traceries round the figure. As the
readiest means of doing so I adopted a pigment formed by
rubbing down of China ink in common writing ink, and applied it

round the margins by means of an ordinary steel pen having a
turned-back point like those designated " Waverley." After the
marginal outline was formed the body of the mask was filled in

by means of a brush.

This method answers so wall that I can very strongly recommend
it. All that is necessary, when about to print a background, is to

lay the mask down upon the previously-printed portrait, adjust it

to the margin of the figure, and take precautions to ensure its not
being removed when placed in the printing-frame which contains
the landscape negative. By adopting this method the one mask
answei-s for every print that may be required from the same nega-
tive, saving both the trouble of having to work upon each print
with the gamboge and the difficulty and annoyance arising from
the application of wet pigment upon an untoned print. A solution

of india-rubber applied to the margin of the mask forms a veiy
good cement which, while keeping it attached to the negative, still

permits it to be readily moved should the adjustment not have been
perfect.

I have also, with an equal degree of success, made use of ordi-

nary tracing-pa))er in the formation of the mask. This possesses

the advantage of being rather more easily worked upon than gela-

tine by the pen or brush with which the mask is made. At first

sight an objection would be urged against this medium on the

ground of its lacking perfect transparence; but neither is this nor
any further objection arising from its thickness of any validity.

It should be borne in mind that, as the background must be in sub-
ordination to the figure, it is not only unnecessary, but it is unde-
sirable, that the landscape should be as sharp as it is capable of

being rendered by the negative ; hence the interposition of a thin
sheet of translucent paper |)roves rather advant.tgeous than other-

wise. Indeed, to such an extent may the negative be separated from
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the print, that I have made the mask upon a thick sheet of wove paper

rendered translucent by an alcoholic solution of caator oil, and the

softness conferred on the background by this imparted quite a charm
to the finished picture. Omega.

THE PAMPHENGOS.
As regards the desirability of having even an approach to a sub-

stitute for the lime light, possessing a degree of strength or intensity

Buflicient for a second-rate lantern exhibition, no pei-son will express

a doubt ; but as respects a hope or expectation of oil illumina-

tion being ever brought to such a state of perfection as to supersede
oxyhydrogeu for any purpose whatever for which it is now being
employed, experts will probably shake their heads.

When we read of that skilful and experienced lantern exhibitor,

Mr. B. J. Maiden, giving his endorsement to an allegation as to a
certain quadruplex oil burner equalling many exhibitions with the
oxyhydrogen lime light which he had seen, we did not attach to

the statement the importance we should have done, knowing that

some lime-light exhibitions were not unfrequently poor eno\igh
;

but when thw was still further confirmed by Mr. Lewis AVriglit,

the author of a meritorious treatise on Light, who stated that not
only had he seen a well-lighted twelve-foot disc pi-oduced, but that
the lamp possessed sufficient power, as tested by himself, for pro-
jecting polariscope objects in a manner sufficiently brilliant for class

demonstration, on a disc five feet in diameter, we felt that an
inquiry might fittingly be instituted into this matter, because, as
everyone familiar with the phenomena of polarisation by the
lantern is well aware, much less than half of tlie emitted ray only
reaches the screen.

The light by which such good things are eftected rejoices in a
north-eastern origin and a Greek designation, namely, the " Para-
phengos," of Mr. W. C. Hughes, Hackney and Kingsland-road, and
by it is purported to be solved the difficulty of securing a higher class
of combustion than heretofore obtained. Believing that the best
way to test the performance of any special mode of illumination is

to do so when the demonstration is made by its maker, we accord-
ingly called at the factory (Brewster House, Mortimer-road, N.)
and requested permission to witness the capabilities of the Pam-
phengos—a request with which Mr. Hughes promptly and cour-
teously complied.

"While an assistant was being despatched upstairs to the exhibi-
tion room to " light up," we took oocasiou to cast a glance round
the lantern department. A specialist in these instruments, Mr.
Hughes keeps here nothing but lanterns and their appliances. The
show-cases were amply supplied with condensers of every size and
degree of curvature, both mounted and unmounted. Here, too,
were displayed innumerable achromatic objectives, which diflfered
from the ordinary French portrait lens in some respects—such as
the greater diameter of the lenses for a given focus; the more
substantial workmanship, especially in the racking ; and the double
end to the pinion, by which milled heads projected at both sides
for facilitating focussing from either side of the lantern, which is a
source of great convenience. Polariscopes, lantern microscopes
hme-light burners of the various sorts now in use, dissolving taps'
and other lantern appliances were also here in rich profusion'
These several items of brasswork were finished in a most excellent
and substantial style—much better, indeed, than one usually expects
to find in lantern fittings. Arranged on shelves we saw quite a
vanety of lanterns in every style, and at prices ranging from £.50
downwards. But a lantern of this character is a work of en<Tineer-
ing art, Jiaving a triple optical system controlled by dissolvincr taps
so perfectly aa to enable the very refinement of dissolving views
and mechanical effects being indulged in. As we looked over the
great display we concluded that the powers of the lantern are at
length recognised, and that it has now taken its position as animportant social teacher and demonstrator in the arts and sciences
as well as fulfilling its original r6U as the ever-popular amuser of thedomestic circle.

We had only time to take a hurried glance round the well-decorated walls of a large show-room adjoining, in which were dis-played many hundreds of choice slides of recent outcome—all ofthem prettily coloured, some of them elaborately so—when the wordwas pajwed for us to proceed upstairs to the demonstrating hall, inwhich the Pamphengos, now lighted up, was in waiting to receive usThere was no doubt at all of its success. "Seeing," in such acase, "was believing;" and there before us on a disc, which
tneasared eleven feet six inches in diameter, was projected a photo-graph from ijature, beautifully lighted and sharp all over Theconclusion at which we arrived, after having seen upwards of a

dozen slides passed in review upon the screen, was that undoubtedly

it was the best light from oil that we had ever seen, and that

in innumerable cases it niiglit be made most fittingly to do duty

for the lime light. A few subsequent experiments satisfied us cf

the capability of the light for showing microscopic objects of the

low-power class, prepared for exhibition by the oxyhydrogen light,

while with tlie polariscope it far surpassed our expectations.

With respect to the instrument itself the annexed diagram
aft'or<ls an accurate ide.i of its external form, which is certainlyJ

very elegant. The burner is composed of four wicks placed
parallel with each other and axially in the lantern. They are
controlled by pinions projecting behind. The air supply is adjusted
in such a manner as to cause the flames from these to be deflected i

towards the centre, thus forming a rather small flame of exceeding
j

great intensity. The chimney is of metal and somewhat tall, so as
to ensure perfect combustion ; while the portion immediately sur-
rounding the flame is formed of met.^!, having a large aperture,
both in front and behind, to permit the passage of the light to the
condensers on the one hand, and the reflector on the other. These
apertures are protected by small curved panes of glass, annealed so
as not to be liable to breakage by heat.
One of the important conditions of success lies in the lighting of

the lamp in the proper manner. Mr. Hughes recommends that it

be done so slowly as to occupy about five minutes before the full
effect is obtained. This care at the preliminary stage is the key to
success in securing intensity and purity of light. The lamp is evi-
dently constructed with thoughtful attention and with a due regard to
the admission not only of air in the requisite quantity, but also, as
respects its direction, so as to impinge properly upon the flame.
The result of such care is a light both pure and intense, and one well
adapted for showing colours and photographs on an enlarged scale.

The condensers are formed of two plano-convex lenses four inches in
diameter, with perforations in the mount to prevent the condensation
of moisture on the inside surfaces. The objective is, as previously
hinted, of rather larger diameter than the French lenses commonly
employed, and it defines well to the margin. Altogether we are
justified in saying that the Pamphengos is decidedly a step in
advance in the applied science of optical projection.

PRINTING.*
I STKONOLY advocate the adoption of ammonia fuming by all tliose
engaged m printing from gelatine dry plates, being convinced that it
only requires a fair trial to render its use general. Purchase liq.
Junraoma fortis s.g. 880, in capsuled bottles or Winchester quarts,
the present price is not more than sixpeuce per pound. Use a
measured quantity, say two ounces, in a saucer pkced at the bottom
of an air-tight box ; lay the sheet to be fumed on netting stretched an
inch or two below the lid; the distance between the liquid and the
surface of the paper should be fifteen inches at least. To ascertain the

* Concluded (rom page 42.
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I

iip|)or time to fuiiio any given sample of iMpor-for the different

iiLikes vary oiioiniously—it is better to start liy exposing tlie paper in

'lo 1)0X for (iiio minute; cut oil" n corner nncl expose it to ilayliK'it. If

colour lie reil us it ilarliens in the light, the action has oeen in-

iliicient, an^l it will be (juito sate to return tlie paper for at least

ithcr minute; at the end of this time another sninll piece may be cut

r and exposed as before. This time it may print grey, afterwards

I'oming purple; this is an indication that the paptr is sufficiently

Mued for all ordinary purposes. The sample of paper «e have been

ing for the last few monihs retjuii-es thirty minutes' fuming, and a
ti \v years ago we were using paper which required an hour and a-half.

'>\'hen there is much moisture in the atmosphere, and a weak silver

th is employed, a peculiar mottled apiiearanco is sometimes seen,

rhounh the purple colour has been attained. This indicates the

cessity for a longer period of floating on the silver solution, followed

. a prolonged fuming until the blue stage has been reached. As a

le, paper should be floated until it is seen to lie perfectly flat on the

lution, whether it requires three minutes or ten to obtain that result,

Vlien paper has been acted upon too long by the ammonia, also when
•t quite dry, a grey metallic lustre and generally Hat appearance is

iitained. ^^uch prints will not tone well; neither will burnishing

improve them very much.
(Jn the subject of preserved sensitive paper I can say but little. Like

'hers, I have made many experiments, ranging between citric acid of

: least tifteen years ago, and carbonate of soda leaves of a later period.

'though I have preserved paper perfectly white for more than a year,

cannot say the results are preferable to those obtained on paper
silly silvered every day. The formula used for preserving the paper
liave just alluded to is as follows. After sensitising in the ordinary

.i\y, and while the sheet is wet, the back of the paper should be
floated, for the sp.ace of five minutes, on the following solution :

—

Picked gum-arabic 3 ounces.

Water 100

When dissolved, add

—

Citric acid 2 ounces.

Taitaric acid 2 ,

,

Strong hydrochloric acid 2 „
The paper should be dried, and packed in a close metallic case.

Vignetting is a troublesome operation unless one is constantly prac-

tising; and amateurs, as a rule, would rather print their pictures plain

tlian be bothered with cutting out and adjusting ma.iks, without any
very certain knowledge as to the results they are likely to obtain.

Probably the shape is suitable enough if it were looked after ; but the

system of placing it in position, and leaving it to the glorious uncer-

tainty of chance, is not a system favourable to good work. Who among
us has not occ-isi^nally forgotten or neglected a vignette, and upon
removing the print from the pressure-frame discovered too much this

side or too little that—a sort of one-sided effect.

1 won't .ask your permission to let me wade through the dozen and
one different ways of obtaining a vignette, since a recent description

of every practical method has been made familiar to us in the Neivs;

but will merely mention that any suitably shaped opening in an opaque
substance woiUd give all the blending that can be desired, if placed in

a diffused light at suflScient distance from the negative, to produce a

well-softened outline. An arrangement similar to the one I now show
yon answers very well for ordinary negatives.

L'xampli' 5.— In a case of very thin or under-exposed negatives the

opening may be covered with tissue paper, ground glass, or a plate

coated with purple dye dissolved in collodiofi and spirit varnish.

When the picture is half printed, should there appear to be any
deficiency in blending, the smaller mask may be replaced by a larger

one, and for some subjects a brief exposure may be given, removing
the vignetting mask entirely. .Some negatives will not give such good
results printed out to the extreme limit of their dimensions ; and it is

not desirable to vi£;nette them, neither is it convenient to print only

so much as is really good, thus reducing the size materially. Under
these circumstances a mask of the required size and shape, with plenty

of margin, is secured to the faulty negative. Prints from this masked
negative will have white margins. In everyday practice this white

margin is given a tint somewhat lighter than the general depth of the
subject. This is done in the following manner :

—

Example 6.—The zinc shapes now being passed ronnd will be found
to exactly tit the paper masks, any number of which may be easily cut

with a sharp penknife.

Two blocks of zinc are cut to the size of every shape used, one being

a little smaller than the other. A mask is cut from sensitised paper
from the larger zinc block, and the counterpart or inner portion is cut

from the smaller block ; the difference in the size of the two blocks

being sufficient to enable the smaller one, attached to a glass plate, to

block the picture entirely, and thus enable the margin to be printed

deep enough to produce a pleasing efteot without the necessity of

a white line.

Cloud effects are produced in a variety of ways, the most practical

being to obtain a series of good cloud negatives, selecting the most
suitable for the subject. Without wishing to dictate in any way as to

which is the best method of printing-in olonds from a negative, I will

tell you which I think is the easiest.

Negatives having good density in the sky portion rarely require
stopping out beyond ordinary shading. AVheii the subject will allow
it, a duster, or strip of thin sheet lead suitably arranged outside the
pressure-frame, will stop most of the light from passing through that
portion of the negative. Some landscape and architectural subjects
would be difficult to vignette in this way ; nothing short of obscuring
the whole of the sky by means of an opaque substance will be found to
answer. The best ineuium I know of is black vainish. Care must be
taken not to use it too thin, and allow it to spread beyond the parts to
be covered.

Example 7.—Having a print, such as 1 now show you, it only requires
to be exposed under a sky negative for a short time in diffused daylight,
covering up the picture as much as can conveniently be done. The sky
negative should overlap the subject a little, unless there are special
reasons for not doing so.

Heavy shadows may be softened very effectually by means of
dabbing an old brush slightly charged with black varnish on the
negative. To facilitate working in foliage when insuiliciently indicated
several retouching pencils may bo bound together, tlius multiplying
the number of strokes with considerably less labour to the operator,
and better efl'ects are obtained than by using an ordinary stumj)
and powdered graphite. Some photographer grind the back surface of
their negatives to facilitate retouching ; others attach tracing paper
with the same object in view. Combining j)ortions of one negative
with portions from another requires both patience and skill. It is easy
enough to print the head from one negative and the shoulders from
another ; but it does not always look well, either a white or dark line,

caused by overlapping or tlie reverse, being very often too evident.
Vignetting does not produce any better result, and sometimes grave
errors are made in the lighting. I have always succeeded better by
cutting out accurately the portions required from untoned prints of the
various negatives, using a sharp penknife for the puri«ise. If a line of
any kind be perceptible when the parts are combined it is better to
let it be a white line, for this can easily be removed by the finishing.

There are a great many matters connected with this subject which
might occupy the attention of our Society for several evenings. It is

manifestly impossible for me to deal with more than a tithe of them just
now. Before closing, however, I wish to call your attention to a
method of testing the quantity of silver contained in any given solution

—preferably an acid solution. In this tube is placed some pure solution
of nitrate of silver, and in this one silver solution plus nitrate of potash.
Example 8.—This mercury bulb, termed an argentometer, is so

indexed that floating in distilled water at 60° F. it stands at zero. If

100 grains of silver nitrate be added to each ounce of distilled water the
bulb should register 100° ; if I were to add barium or ammonium nitrate

instead, I should get a very different result. The solution I am now-
operating with contains ten grains of silver nitrate to each fluid ounce
of distilled water. We shall find upon testing it with the argentometer
that it does not register nine grains. If this be so in the case of a pure
solution, what degree of certainty can there be when operating with
an old bath containing nitrates and albumen ? I have also another
solution composed of ammonium thio-cyanate seventy-eight grains in
seventeen ounces of distilled water; this is the equivalent proportion
to react volume for volume on a ten-grain silver solution. These
burettes are graduated in cubic centimetres. I will ran off five cubic
centimetres of silver into this beaker ; to it I will add a few drops of
dilute nitric acid and a colour indicator, such as ammonia ferric alum.
I will now run into this mixture exactly five cubic centimetres
of the re-agent, and you will see the reaction is complete the
moment the colour remains. Having a stock of the re-agent made
at any convenient strength, preferably normal or decinormal, the
greatest accuracy is obtained in testing any given solution containing
silver. Those who employ the French system of measurement will

find it more convenient to use decinormal solution, viz. , seventeen
grammes of silver nitrate per litre of water, and 7 '6 grammes of

ammonium thio-cyauate per litre. The silver solution is merely used
as a standard test for the re-agent. Each cubic centimetre of the re-

agent is equal to "Ol" grammes of silver nitrate, or 'OlOS of pure
metallic silver ; thus, in testing, we multiply the number of c.c.

employed to act on each c.c. of the silver solution by that number of

times, '017. An easy way to ascertain how many grains per fluid

ounce are contained in a definite number of grammes per litre, is to

multiply by 70, and divided by 160; thus the decinormal solution of

seventeen grammes of silver multiplied by 70 and divided by 160 equals

7 and /g grains per ounce—practically, 7 J grains per ounce.

I thank you, gentlemen, for your kind attention. I shoold like to

have illustrated my remarks more fully, but have not been able to

devote much time to the subject. On going carefully over it, I find I

have not touched at all on some important matters. No doul>t the

gentlemen who follow me on this subject will not be so remiss.

W. M. A.SHMAN.
•

ON THINGS IN GENERAL.
I CAX imagine I see a grim smile pass over the features of a gentleman
(personally unknown an<l, possibly, utterly unlike the mental image
1 have formed) with whom 1 lately crossed swords, as he read a com-
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munication in the December issue of the "non-commercial" Journal

of the Parent Society—the one I mean suggesting or recommending
the institution of a "school of art-photography." And has it come to

this? After the conscientous endeavours of the Editors of thisJournal and

of other writers to show the universality of art—which is for all time, and
knows neither creed nor people—that at this time, when photography

as a science is advancing with rapid strides, and thus showing, with no
questionable voice, that so many of its votaries have the true artistic

spirit, to find any one advancing a plea for teaching " photographic art,"

and accorded a prominent position in a representative journal is, to say the

least of it, disheartening in the highest degree. True it is that art is not

mathematics, and the accepted of yesterday may be the laughing-stock

of today. Put up at Christie's dry work by a certain former President

of the Royal Academy, and would it fetch as many pence as it was
purchased for pounds? Yet never, I doubt, would "photographic art"
come to the front. I feel positively degraded at the suggestion.

Such reflections lead me to think of the recent complaint that has
been made of pictures being exhibited in the names of persons who did

but turn the handle, as it were—who only uncapped the lens while

others went through the labour and the toil of developing. I do think
the whole of the operations of taking photographs are better performed
by one man ; but, if they be not, surely it cannot be denied that when
a man produces a number of good things—and not merely a simple
picture, which may be a fluke—whatever art feeling may be indicated
in the picture, or canons of art followed and their application shown,
should be held worthy of recognition, whoever may have developed
the plate and flashed into existence the proof of the value of his selec-

tion or arrangement.
A somewhat similar theme is touched in a letter I lately saw in

these columns relative to the Bristol exhibition, where whatever
enlargement is exhibited it is required to have been done by the ex-
hibitor himself. If this rule were universal more than one exhibitor
would be deprived of his spoils. This point, however, is fairly open
to discussion ; but when, as I am credibly informed happened a year
or two ago at Pall Mall, a medallist exhibits as his own (and not as an
enlargement) a picture the original negative of which he had no hand
in taking, and, as is commonly believed, also did not make the
enlargement—I refrain from giving my opinion of such shameless
eflfrontery.

To leave such subjects aside, I pass to the Glasgow conversazione,
which seems to have been a thoroughly successful affair. I trust the
harmony of the evening was not disturbed by the exhibition of the
Grimeo-Kistocope. Wliat a terrible instrument it must be if its pro-
portions are at all in keeping with its name !

By-tlie-bye, the coincidence that I noticed last month is rendered
still further remarkable. Not only is the light screen and the bicycle-
saddle illustrated in this Journal, from Mr. Crooke's paper, identical
with that used by Mr. Marshall Wane, but even the camera shade also
appears identical with it. Cannot one of the two gentlemen give some
explanation of these parallel thoughts? I should like to know also if

the plate-varnishing convenience illustrated has been actually brought
into practice by its inventor, as the somewhat guarded context sug-
gests ? or is it merely an idea, and nothing more ? for, as represented
in the drawing and described in the text, I should say it would be
worthless.

Mr. McKean's lantern carrier, illustrated in the preceding pages,
possesses just the opposite characteristics, and exhibitors will be under
a debt of gratitude to him, in the first place, for devising, and, secondly
for publishing, such a useful contrivance.

I want to know is "useful" the correct word to employ? for I find
a lar^e advertisement brought before my eyes every week describing a
certain process as being the "most intrinsic" of photographic pro-
ce8ses._ Now, I should like to give a nice, full-flowing, rounded
adjectival expressiveness to my praise of Mr. JIcKean's inventions •

but I don't like to call it an "intrinsic." I am afraid he would not
take it kindly.
Mr. W. K. Debenham's invention has, as I predicted, aroused

quite an excitement, and the old "canary medium" and orange pea-
green controversy bids fair to be reopened in full intensity. Experi-
nients are being made by everybody. I have heard no one condemn
the suggestion on practical grounds—and theories are like statistics
they can prove anything—yet such is the perverseness of photographic
human nature that with every inducement before them people will not
get out of the rut. As to my own case I candidly confess, though I
use ruby light, I use it freely, so that the smallest of small prints can at
any rate in summer, be read in any corner of the room with the greatest
eaac; hence there is no inducement to me to change. Further: I must
say that personally I cannot accurately judge of the density of a nei'a-
tive nor as to whether the features are "sharp" when there is" a
sheet or two of paper between the negative and the li«ht This
reason would prevent me taking up the idea of Mr. Herbert Starnes's
lamp If I were not prejudiced against it on theoretical grounds As far
as I can judge it only reduces the mtensity of the light to a most marked
extent, so that if the reflected light were intensified by a lens photo-
graphic action would proceed apace. U this view be correct, the sa
effect could b? produced by turning down the gas or by putting
extra sheet of paper on the window when daylight is used. I can

same
an

cannot

help feeling that the general verdict will be, like that narrated in the •

veracious ballad of "St. Anthony and the Fishes," which explicitly

explains how

—

"St. Anthony at church
Was left in the lurch ;

So he went to the ditches,

And preached to the fishes,"

and after expounding all kinds of valuable truths suited to their

piscine natures and erratic modes of living, despondingly adds

—

'* Much delighted were they,

But preferred the old way."
Free Lance.

CAMERA LUCIDA.—PALETTA OBSCURA. A STUDY IN
LIGHT AND SHADOW.*

To consider the first of our united art aims, namely, the exact imitation

of Nature as she appears to us and as she appears to others, the eye is

the organ to which we all appeal, and I do not know a more tickle um-
pire, except perhaps the ear.

I had a friend once in Auckland, New Zealand, who had weak eyes

and used blue spectacles for the glaring. He never was satisfied with
my colouring ; the yellows always had such a green appearance. '

' Why
won't you stick to pure chrome ? " he used to ask, seriously transfixing

me with two blank window [janes of deep indigo.

Many people are colour-blind, yet not entirely so, and more is the
pity, but just on one point, lib- the njinstrob' of Sir Rogar 'rich-

borne; and the worst is they are not aware of that particular point, and
feel quite put out if it is explained to them. They will think the man
an ass who tries to prove them wrong, for if they are strong upon any
point it is on that particular one. I have proved it dozens of times in

cases of partial sunstroke and colour-blindness. I mean, just a slight

wipe out of the mental slate—a blurring, or, as it were, a Dutch effect in

the case of sunstroke; or a delicacy of perception awanting in the
colour-blindness, a gauze veil dropped over, not nearly so apparent as

the blue glasses, or the lack of distinction between red and green, for

Daltonism like this ought to be palpable both to the suflerer and his

suffering friends.

There is also a distortion of vision apart from nearness or longness of

sight which is a very troublesome agent to fight against for the producer
—a little nerve gone "agee" through partial paralysis or an accident
before birth—and everything is different than to any one else ; or it

may be that it is spasmodic and occasional in its effects, and then woe
to the picture that comes under his lash (if a critic) at a moment the
twisted fit is on him.
Ten artists sit down to one landscape and make ten different pictures,

and the camera drops in and makes the eleventh, like none of the ten,

but wonderfully like the original, as those ten different pairs of eyes
will testify, in spite of their varied distortions. Ten different critics

look at a picture and find out diff'erent faults, each praising as virtue.s

the faults of the nine others. Ten women will look upon one man
and ten chances to one they will all find different uglinesses about
him, with the exception of the tenth, lohom he may hare chosen, and
yet they will all unite in agreeing that she wasn't worthy of him ;

which clearly proves, I think, that this form-distortion of vision is

only partial.

llealism is the passion of the day, both in writers and painters ; and
this passion photography is only too well qualified to gratify. To note
down a scene, or describe an emotion by the aid of its most minute
outer symbolism, as faithfully and as free from complexity as possible,

seems to be the greatest virtue and highest aim of the modem school.

The names which I would select as samples of this style of work
will be those names which, by engravings and etchings, are best known
to us, and so likely to be of most use in our search after excellent

examples. Amongst the old masters I would quote Albert Durer for

stern realism, combining a symbolism and spirituality so refined that it

is 110 wonder his qualities have been so long unseen by critics such as

Pilkington, who says of him—"He was a man of extreme ingenuity,
without being a genius. In composition copious without taste,

anxiously precise in parts, but unmindful of the whole, he has rather
shown us what to avoid than what to follow." Rembrandt I would
take next, as we all know about him and his powers ; also because he
seems to be the model chosen, but in few cases followed out correctly,
by photographers who desire to produce striking effects. David
Teniers I would point out .next, as a type of naturalism without much
straining after force or effect, no elevating force or symbolic influence.

I take those three great names as samples because their manners are
distinctly separate, because their systems and tricks for reaching effect

are easily penetrated, and because, while I am describing characteristic
works by them, and explaining as well as I can how they may bo
followed out with original force by photographers, you will also call to
mind those specimens of their brush-work exhibited in Edinburgh
during this last summer, and so follow me more easily.

All good original work is got from copying and following those who
have gone before. I could quote scores of painters since the days of
Durer, Rembrandt, and Teniers, down to the present hour, who gain
fame only through being Durerites, Rembraudtists, or Tenierians, with

Continued from page 41.

1
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a little of their own personalities thrown in, aa those old masters did.
Diiror (Iiing in and mixed up a part of himself (which ho couhl not
koop out) along witli tlio training of Michael Wolgcmuth. Keni-
hraudt hashed up Zwanenburg, Lastmau, Piuas, with a host of others,
along with the son of his own mother, to produce the mightiest giant
of the art race, which we all try to copy whenever wo want to foef free
from the feedint; bottle. It is the fate of all great men to copy. Blake
says—" The differeuco between a bad artist and a good is that the bad
artist wem - to copy a great deal, and the good one <loes copy a great deal.

"

.Spending lots of time drawing after the lintifiuo and winning gold
inc(lal» and .South Kensington certificates ; fiddling over false niceties,

trying to Jininh, when there is no such thing as tiiiisli in creation, far
less in art ; l)eing so careful that they lose .-ill freedom of action, free-

dom of thought, and produce nothing. That is the rubbish they are
turning out of the government schools nowadays—students who
l.ibour live years at freehand outline, ten years at antique casts, and
iiigl'Ie the rest of tlieir useful years amongst nude models in life sohools,
wiiile the real, at;tive copyists are vaulting over their silly heads, and
iliggiii^ out niches to enslirine themselves down Time.

\Villiara Hunt, the Yankee, in his Talks about Art, tells us about
Ourer .itul copyiug in liis own terse way thus :

— " Albert Durer with
an outline knew how to make an outline look like a tinn, fnll figure.

He began witli firnmess, and finished with delicacy. . . .But he did'nt
get it in a ilay. Hercules may have strangled a serpent when he was
a baby, but there was a time when he couldn't. ' Durer worked in his
own way !

' No : nor did anybody else at first. They all worked in
the manner of someone else, in the way they were shown. Raphael
after Perugino, Vandyke after Rubens. If Albert Durer had lived in

Venice he would have been a Venetian painter. As it was he worked
;.8 the old (ierman artists had worked."

I turn from Durer to Remlirandt, as from a nature refined and gentle
to a nature rugged and strong, as from a woman to a man, whose firm
liand I like to grasp even better tlian the tender clasp of the other.
Rembrandt, the master of painting—even more than Rubens—of

etching and photography, who, when better understood, will do us all

more benefit than any one of tlie others with one exception, which I
shall name presently.

The secret of Rembrandt lies exposed if we only read him aright.
It is not the mass of shadow and isolated light which stamps the
piwer and im'ividiuility of the man. Tliese are only his tricks of
trade, repeated when lie saw how well they took with the public. It
is the vigour and command of the man that strikes us as we probe the
breadth anil extreme simplicity of accessories. He is content with a
bunch of carrots when they serve his purpose. The copper gigantic
stew-pan would have been enough if he could have hidden a part of
the exact circle ; but he wanted the woman to stand out alone. The
other objects were put in to support a blankness, as a little by-play,
an incident by the way; but tlie working woman is the aim of his
setting up that large canvas. He got it all in of an afternoon—the time
slie was plucking the fowl—that is, the master touches ; the rest might
be done by any one.

To imitate Rembrandt properly get hold of the first High-street,
Cowgate, or Leith basket woman that you chance to meet—a herring or
orange vendor will do. Take her as she sits without arranging a single
fold, adding to or removing one iota about her ; take her on the street
or in the close, or as she sijunts do\vn inside the half-darkened door-
way of her own little shop. She can neither have too little or too much
about her if she struck you distinctly while you passed as being
))icturt8que. Never mind the lighting, or think to be original. As
she stands, or sits, or squats, she is the woman for your camera ; out
with it and secure her before she can wink or know what you are up to,

and you have caught the whole secret of Rembrandt's power and
realistic talent. HuMK Nisbet,

(To he concluded in our luxl.)

DISTRIBUTION OF MEDALS AND CERTIFICATES AT THE
POLYTECHNIC YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN INSTITUTE IN
CONNECTION WITH THE CITY GUILDS.

On Thursday evening, tlie 17th instant, the medals and certificates gained
by Mtudeuts in photograjJiy at the Polytechnic Young Men's Christian
Institute, at the annual examination in connection with the City Guilds,
wore awarded to the successful candidiitos,—Mr. W. Fowler, M.P., occupy-
ine the chair. The large hall was crowded with the students and visitors.

Jlr. (^uintiii Hogf;, the founder and lion, secretary of the Institute, in
bis rciHirt for the i).ist year, stated that the I'olytechnic headed the list

ajxive all other schools in the country at the Gity Guilds' examination

—

eighty per cent, of the candidates who jjresentod themselves from the
Polytechnic nbtaining certificates, while from all other educational centres
the average passes were fifty per cent.
The prizes were distributed to the successful comixstitors by the Right

Hon. the Lord Chancellor (Earl Selborne), who, in a capital speech, ex-
pressed his pleasure at being present and the interest he took in the matter
of technical education, Ix'in^? hini.ielf officially eiMiuwted with the f'ity

(iuilds. His Ijordship (and al-io sulx.tpient siHiaker.") dwelt at some length
on tlio uuportance to the country at large of advancing technical education
in the various arts and trades, alluding to the efforts now being made in

this directiiiii in foreign co\nitries, and said that if Kii^land wa.-^ t<i hold
her own in coniiHting with other nations still more attention must l>e given
to toclinical teaching.

Classes in i)hotiigra|)hy are now held twice a week at thUi wbool, under
the direction of Air. E. Howard Farmer.

RECENT PATENTS.

PATENTS APPLIED FOR.
No. 934.—"Apparatus for Changing Dissolving Views." W. H. Dcjf-

ctiS.—Dated Jamuirt/ 8, 1884.

No. 1,497.
—"Increasing the Focal Length or Rangro of an Ordinaiy

Photographic Camera by Means of a CoUajHible Extension Joint." D. H.
CussoNS and W. T. Turner.—Dated January Iti, 1884.

No. 1,G22.—"Photographic Cameras." A. C. Lamb.—Dated January
17, 1884.

No. 1,794.—"Photographic Shutters." R. B. Garvs.—Dated January
21, 1884.

No. 1,814.—"Portable Folding Tripod Stands." F. W. HA«l.—DaUd
January 21, 1884.

No. 1,89».—" Construction of Photographic Cameras." C. Sands and
J. J. Hunter.-j[)a«e</ January 22, 1884.

STORING PHOTO-
OTHER MOVABLE

APPARATUS FOR CHANGING AND
GRAPHERS' BACKGROUNDS AND
SCENERY.

Thk following is the specification of an invention communicated by
William Ev^vns Lindop, of St. Thomas, Ontario, Canada:—
This invention consists of a gate or switch-like frame provided with rails

at top and bottom, together with a series of stalls, each having rails at
corresponding heights to those of the gate to receive a background, the
gate or switch being so pivoted that it may be brought opposite to any one
of these stalls, so that the background therein may be readily run on to the
gate for use from any one of the stalls, and rice versit.

Tile backgrounds have rollers at back which run on the rails of the gate
and sustain the background in position, and the gate is pivoted or hinged
to any suitable support at one end, or at some intermediate point, and its

hinge rod made double-jointed or cranked in order to enable the gate to
be siiifted about for altering the position of the background.
The stile of the swinging end of the gate is provided with one or more

spring catches, to engage with the posts of the stalls to hold the gate while
changing the background.
A spring holds the other end of the gate at the same time, said spring

being attiiched to the floor to receive the bottom part or crank of the hinge
rod, and fastened at one end only in order that the other end ni.iy slide

along the floor and be depressed by the crank, which )).%sses into a notch in

the spring, whereby the hinge rod is held in the required line with the stall.

Where sjiace will allow of it the stalls will be extended in a straight line,

and btickgrounds of said construction employed ; but, to |)rovide for storing
the backgrounds in less sjiace tliey may be made flexible by means of
narrow strips or slats proiierly jointed together, the stalls being curved so
as to turn corners or run in circles, or nearly so, if desired.

The rollers on the backgrounds are grooved for running im the rails, but
grooved rails may be employed with rollers to run in them if desired, and
otiier modifications of the details may be made.
The gate is provided with a caster wheel on its free end Ut prevent it

from sagging, and, by preference, the lower guide rolls on the backgrounds
(when used) will bo located under the lower rails of the gate, to have better
effect in bending the flexible backgrounds to the rails.

Tlie invention is applicable to other scenery as well as to the backgrounds
of photographers' rooms.

(But CBtrttortal fabk.

Bacteria.—By Dr. Antoine Maoxin and Geo. M. Sternberg,
U.S.A., F.R.M.S.—Second Edition, -with Plates, pp. 487.

New York: W. Wood .\sd Co.

In a series of articles devoted to Photomicrography, an attempt is being

made to show its conditional applicability to meet some of the diffi-

culties in delineating the images of minute microscopic objects, and wo
are now enabled to cite the above work as an example of its utility.

This second edition of Uacteria—a work originally from the pen of Dr.

Magniii and translated by Dr. Sternberg, the author of Photomicro-

graphs and Horn to Make Them—has been very largely supplemented

by a risumi of the latest works aud opinions of some of the most
eminent experimentalists and observers in this conflicting and laborious

field ; also by valuable original contributions of the translator.

Under the joint authorship we have now an excellent work on the

Baderia, with the statement of the experiments that have led to the

more or less general opinion that some of the sohizophytcs arc the

cause of, at least, a few of the devastating infectious diseases, csi>ccially

among cattle and poultry, if not also in man. Wo have, like-

wise, the details of the curious fact of the viruluuco of the author's
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saliva, beiug that of a liculthy pcrsou, and of others, wlicii injected

under the skin of healthy rabbits, both before and after pure cultures

of the peculiar infective micrococcus have been procured.

Very recently wo have seen it stated that Dr. Friere, of Brazil, has

obtained and cultivated the micrococcus of yellow fever, Cryptococcus

Xanlhogenicus. Acting upon the courage of his experiments, and

advice of a medical commission, he has already inoculated five persons,

under the conviction of securing to them immimity from the virulent

form of the fever.

The methods which have been found successful iu obtaining purity

in the cultures, without which all results would be open to doubt, are

ejpecially noted. Ctood photomicrographs are given in heliotype plates,

and in the preface Dr. Sternberg ackaowl«dges "the technical diffi-

culties attending an attemjjt to photograph the minute organisms re-

presented." Figures from various sources are also given of many of

the bacilli, bacteria, and micrococci. The 487 pages may be briefly

divided into the classilication (Cohn's), embracing the morphology and
physiology of the organisms, while the additional portions, due to

tlie translator, are given in the technology (cultivation, staining, photo-

graphing, collecting, attenuation, &c.) ; germicides and antiseptics

(some 60) ; bacteria in infectious diseases (34), and in surgical lesions.

Twelve pbites and sundry woodcuts adorn the work, which is com-
pleted by a most copious bibliography.

The value of the book is very largely dependent upon, and in-

creased by, the conscientious manner iu which it has been accomplished

;

hence, it is the more to be appreciated iu a subject of such momentous
ijuestion and widespread interest.

M^ttin^s of ^amim,
MEETINGS OP SOCIETIES FOE NEXT WEEK.

Uato of Meeting. Name of Society. Place of Meeting.

Jannaty 29 Bolton Club The Studio, Chaiicery-lanc.
Andevton's Hotel, Fleet-street.
Mason's Hall, Basinjfhall-street.;; 31 ;;.';

„ 31 ....

Photoy:raphic Club
London and Provincial

„ 31 .... Oldham Hare and Hounds, Yorkshire-st.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.
At the technical meeting of this Society, held on Tuesday last, the 22nd
instant, the chair was taken by Captain W. do W. Abney, F.R.S.
Mr. A. Cow.\N said that a question had been asked at a i)revious meetin"

as to the advantage which had been claimed for the addition of iodide oi
mercury t<j tlic developer (in this c.ise, tlie soda developer) as an accelerator
with gelatino-bromide plates. He produced six plates, the first four of
which had been exposed for a similar length of time, and had been de-
veloped in the following manner :—No. 1 with the usual pyro. and
umnionia; X<i. 2 with the soda developer; No. 3 with the soda developer
and the mercury added after a time, as recommended; and No. 4 with the
mercury addeti to the soda solution at the commencement of doveloimient.
Plates .5 and IJ were developed like plate No. 3, but had had less exposure!
He could find no gain at all from the use of the mercury. He considered
that it only atted as an intensifier in the same manner as it would do after
fixing. When mixed, either with pyro. alone or with soda alone the
mercuric solution produced no effect, but when mixed all together the
solution became muddy at once. There was, he thought, no advantage in
tlie use of the soda developer, and none from the addition of mereurv
in the develmjer. '

Mr. W. M; A.SHM.4N had experimented in the same direction, and hisopmion was in accordance with that of Mr. Cowan.
Tlie Chairman inquired whether the intensifying action of the mercury

when mixed with the developer gave a iHirmanent negative
Mr, Cowan thought that it gave a result neither more nor less ner-

inanent than the use of mercury and hypo, generally.
Mr. W. E. Uebknham wmsidered that the use of' Schlipi>e's Sidt after

th.^t of mercury was favourable to permanency.

1 ^\'^i
Skisastiax Davis remarked that the discussion showed the

bomrfit of the technical mretmgs The exi)eriments which had been made
would,, ouljtless, prevent many otliers from wasting theirtimeon the process
Mr. P.u-NE Jenninos observed that it was satisfactoiy that both experi-'

luenttTS had come to tlie same conclusion.
Mr. DfuiENHAM said that on a pi-evious occasion he had shown a lantern

to exhibit the comparative Uhiminatim; effects of a light through four
varieties of medmm, namely :-No. 1 side fitted with green glass andyellow paper, No. 2 mth two ruby glasses. No. 3 with niby flasTied upon
..range iwt glass, and No. 4 with ruby glass and yellow paper. The result
had shown the greatest luminosity to come through the side with the least
chemical action, namely, that one fitted with the green glass and yellow-
paper. He now exhibited the lantern fitted for comparing other media The
sanie green and yellow combination was on No. 1 side ; on No 2 were cherrv
fabric and tissue paiwr, and ._.n N... 3 were orange glass, ground class anilwhite i«i«r. The pai*r had beiMi .idded to the last-mentioned com'biia
tion because without it the light was so ,«worful that a fair comparison
With the other lights could not be lustituted. The gas having been turned

down, some drawings on the wall wore ilhuuiuiited by each side of tlie

lantern in turn, and the general opinion was that decidedly less could be
seen by the light througli the cherry fabric than by either of tlie otlier

lights. Plates were shown which had been exposed simultaneously for
twelve minutes at a distance of eight inches from each side of the lantern.
The plate opposite the green glass and yellow paper showed less action of

light upon it than either of the others, which were about equal.
The Chaikman said that, bearing on the same subject, he would show

some plates prepared for experimental light-testing purposes—some with
chromate and some with bichromate of lead ; also, some orange paper
and some paper which had been given hun as canary medium. He had
exposed plates at a distance of four feet from an eight-candle gas jet behind
each of these mediums. Canary paper was unsafe in itself, b\it the
addition of orange paper to it made it quite safe.

Mr. H. H. Clnninghaji said that the paper handed round by the
Chairman as canary medium was not at all like what he had seen as
tliat material, and was much thinner.

itr. Debenhaji continued Mr. Cunningham's observation, and added
that he had found canary medium safer, produce less effect on the sen-
sitive plate, than a ruby light of the same luminosity to the eye.
Mr. T. BOLA.S said that the great point was not to use too much light.
The Chairman remarked that a plate might be developed with white

light kept down in quantity.
Mr. BOLAS inquired whether the Chairman considered that it would be

sate as a working method to use white light.

The Chairman said it would be perfectly safe if care were taken to use
only reflected liglit and keep the plate shaded.
Mr. Davis thought orange glass and yellow glass together formed a

good combination.
The Chairman said there was nothing to compare with a glass known as

"stained red; " it was of deep orange colour.
Mr. Davis observed that when development was long he turned his back

to the light and shaded the plate.
Mr. .J . Cadett said that he had been trying yellow paper in comparison

with a ruby globe, working at a distance of four feet from the light. He
found the light from the yellow paper decidedly preferable for working by,
and the effect on tlie sensitive plate was less than with the ruby globe.

_
The Chair.man said that yellow light might do for plates containing

iodide, but with pure bromide ijlatcs it was necessary to use red.
Mr. Debenham said that anticipating that objection he had, as he stated

at the meeting when he first introduced the subject, exposed to the four
different coloured sides of the Lantern pure bromide plates as well as those
containing iodide, but could find no difference iu the results.
Mr. Jennings thought the best light he had used was that obtained

through ruby glass and orange paper.
Mr. Cadett said he had found with that combination that a pl.n'-

had fogged in ten seconds at a distiince of eighteen inches.
Mr. BoLAS remarked that with some pei-sons the sensitiveness of t:

eyes to rays of certain colour was different from that of other person.^
comparing the luniinosity of light of various colours.
Mr. Cowan said that some considerable interest had been excited by

Mr. Debenham's method of lighting the dark room, and quite lately by a
{

method of using reflected light only. He had combined these methods iu
his dark room, and had a large sheet of the green gl.ass with four thicknesses
of yellow paper in contact with it. At a distance of four inches from this

;

glass was a gas fianie, but a tin shade was .arranged so as to prevent any
light from the flame from striking directly upon the glass and paper. The '

light from the flame fell upon a sheet of the same kind of yellow- paper, which I

was curved so as to reflect its light through the glass and paper. He had '

exposed three sections of a plate at a distance of six inches from the glass i

for periods of five, ten, and fifteen minutes. A fourth part of the pin*.'
had been kept covered. On development no trace of an image a])pe.ared
any part of the plate, which was handed round for insi>ection. There ^.

ample light for working by.
In answer to a question, Mr. \V. Ackland said the injury to the f^

from workmg in a red light that had come under his observation w:,
a weakness of the ciliary muscle.
Mr. W. England thought it was very evident that green-yellow light

might be used with safety.
The Chairman said that green and red light combined would make a

yellow which was absolutely unsafe.
A question was re.ad from the box, and the Chairman siiggested that

answers should be given at the next technical meeting. The questioTi
was—Which of three courses is it best to pursue in developing a gelatii
plate—1. To wet the plate before developing.—2. To mix the duveloi
completely at first.—3. To add the constituents of the solution by degrei

JNlr. Lr. h. Addenbhooke said that a plate w-etted first, developed nun.;
Slowly and more on the surface, than one on which the developer va^
poured direct. In the latter ca«e the image show-ed more at the back .1
the plate.
The Chairman remarked that much depended upon the state of tlu^

plate at the time of development. If it were \iiyv dry from the effects . i!

climate, it miglit appear ,is if it had only had h""'f the proper exposure.
^ucJi a plate would register three numbers lower < Ji the sensitometer than
one which w-as in the ordinary state. If kept for two or three months in
his laboratory (winch <vas rather humid) before development, tlie pl.V:.
returned to its normal state.

i . i

It was mentioned that at the next technical meeting there would be
ooeiety s two-wick soiopticon lantern in use, and comparisons of slidevanous makes and of other forms of lanterns were invited

th'
slides ol
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^[r. W. K. r>f;^Kyil A>! :i\\ nv3.\ ft iliopjr of worxl, in' Igotl tMg.illicr, for \im
i:i ft liyi.i>. b:itli fur l:ii(fo pliitea. Hi' uaid tliat Btuno time Utforc ho had"" 1 ilipper in use by Mr. A. L. Hpiiderson in which there was a slot

: he upright part, with a glass stud sliding in tliis slot. This stud
the top of the plata an<l preventt'd it from .slipping off. The

i'
it dipper had sucli a slot, with the addition that, at the top, the

^^ I r (jroovn was contiinied for ft short distance in a horizontal direction.
T:i. allowed the stud, which was an ordinary ivory collar stud, to
I'll ::i without slipping down, whilst the i)late was put in place. The
]> 't 111 of the dipiier was a pieee of wood, about ten inches long, by one
iiK,ii wide, and had two deep semicircular grooves running along it. Two
jilatos could, if nocossary, bo (ilaced on the dipix'r, one in each groove.
This was an arhantage, as although, for ordinary sizes, ho preferred to
have several baths in viae so that each plate might have time to fix pro-
|iorly, it would be inconvenient to have several such lai-ge baths a.s that
to which this diiiper belonged, one taking plates up to twenty inches l)y

sixteen.

Mr. W. M. A.SHMAN tlio\ight it very desirable to have plenty of accoui-
inodation for thorough fixation. He kept four hypo, baths in use.
Mr. A. Cowan showed a camera, understood to bo of I'Vench manufac-

tui-e, with a novel means of altering the position fi-om vertical to horizontal,
or rire fcnti. The front of the bellows was attaolied to a circiUar plate
which worked in a recess in the camera front. The back was attached to
the l«ise-board by a screw which could not be quite drawn out, so that it

oould not be lost, and on t\nning this screw the back was diseng.iged, and
might be revolved and retixed by a similar screw in the desired position.

There was also great length of movement, focussing from two and three-
quartei-s to seventeen and a-half inche.<.

Mr. H. .S. Starn'es showed a variation of the lamp which ho had pre-

viously exhibited, and which was contrived for jiortability in travelling.

A base and top of semicircidar shape were made of blackened tin with a
vertical rim. In these rims was phiced a sheet either of cardboard lined
with green or brown jiaper, or a sheet of ordimxry brown paper merely.
The semicylindrical form oi the card or paper gave it sufficient rigidity to

»ui)port the tin toi>. In the base was a socket for a candle, and a rim for

holdinj' a piece of card to keep any light from passing except that which
was reflected from the jjaiwr forming the inside of tlie lantern.

A Mk.mber incpiircd whether there was any difference in principle

between the use of a tilted camera with a swing back and a camera with a
swing front and rising arrangement.
The Chairman said that perhaps Mr. Debenham would answer the

question.
The Meudkb (continuing) said that the caFe was one where the lens

would only over the plate of the size wanted, so that it was not admissible
to raise tde front without tilting either camera or front. He thought that
there was an advantage in tlie use of a swing front, as tiie lens coidd he
raised a little and so do part of what was wanted, and that the front would
not have to l)e swung to so great an angle to get the image ceutr.al as the
nngic that would occur whon the camera was tilted and the back swung
into the vortical position.

Sir. Dkbkxhaji said that there was no difference in the angle in the two
ca'ies, and put the annexed diagram on the black-board in illustration of the

Eosition. Let A A b; the camera
ack, and B B a line from some point

in the IniiUUng which must come in

the centre of the field. Now the lens
iimst occujiy the iiosition in which it

is drawn, whether the camera be tilted

and the back swing vertically, or the
front bo swung and the lens raised as in

I \ ^^^^ \ theothercase. It could, therefore, make
I ..^7^7"] '• no difference optically whether the

A'
"

fiUing-in of the camera took the or-

dinary form hidicated by the continuous
lines or that with the swing front indicated by tiie dotted lines. For liis

own part he preferred, as being better on principle, to use in such a case
a lens with very wide angle, a rigid camera, and high rising front.

Mr. K. K. AVilkinaon was elected a member of the Ass<x:iation.

MAN'CHESTKR PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIKTV.
Thk ordinary monthly meeting of this Society was held at tho Manchester
Technical Schools on Tuesday, the 10th iust.,—Mr. John PoUitt, President,
in the chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting wore read and con6rmed. The
following gentlemen were elected members of the Society, and after%vard3

ri>rmallv introduced to tho President:—Messrs, Jelm H. Baiixl, J;uf. H.
Prestwich, and T. C. Rayner.
The Hon. Skoketart then read a paper which was particularly of

interest to the members of the Society, calling upon them for assistance in

m.aking the monthly meetings as interesting as possible. Ho (the Hon.
Secretary) said he was quite aware of the difficulty to many of tho mem-
bers in finding original matter for paiwrs, but thought thero were plenty of

subjects of sufficient interest that might be taken up by them. Say, for

instance, a few pri«;tical demonstrations in tho development of gelatino-

hromido plates; for all know how much more they could learn by seeing a
thing done under their own eyes than by .any amount of book reading. He
did not advocate eieri/ amateur making his own plates, as the general con-
venience and limited consumption was not sufficient to enable them to

prepare plates better, or even as good, as could Im purchased from many
of the more commercial firms, any more than they could prepare albu-

menised paiwr for printing. In the days of collodion dry plates things
were very different ; but, even then, few amateurs made their own collo-

dion, so that it is the development of plates to which ho would advise them
to turn their attention f"r the jiresent. There wore now various metliods

for developing gelatino-bnmiido plates, with part:ciJar merits claimed
for each, and a few practical demonstrations carried out in a hcientilic
manner would, lie was sure, be of interest to all. Take, for Instance, the
ordinary pyrogallic devolo|ier, the ferrous-oxalate, the salwKia, the sulpbo-
pyrogallol, the developers in which citrates are added, the hydrokinone dirve-
lo|>era, and a now one siH)ken of in last week's .lournal, from Mr. Newton's
studio in Ami'ric.a. Perhaps the best way to teat these developers at the
meeting would be to ex|Hisc a number of plates of one batch, behind a
negative in a printing-frame, to the light of a lamp (which could be made
dark for developing). Developing trays and chemicals were, ho thought,
liettcr brought liy the demonstrator. jVftur the plates ha<l been exiMised
consecutively for a given time, at a measured distance from the lamp (thus
ensuring tho same exi>osure to each plate), they might each be developed
by a so|>«rato develojier, and the result cjuld bo juitged afterwards. "The
developing i>f plates, as here suggested, could be varied in other ways, and
a night might be spent in testing the rapidity of various plates by a
standard developer, using one of >V'arnerke's sensitometers. The intensi-
fication of gelatuio plates by the various methods might occupy another
evening, and ho (the Hon. Secretary) instanced many failures tlirough
iniporfect knowledge in the use of chemicals. An evening might i>io-

fitably be sjient in the making of lantern transparencies, and pcrhRjis
by other methods tlian gelatine : for, although there has been some
good work shown on gelatino-ahiumen ))lates, he did not consider gelatine
transparencies com|)ared favourably with those by many other pi-occsscs he
could name. In turn, t!ie carl>on process might easily be demonstrated,
and he did not think the lu.^nipulation of a wet collodion plate or two
would be out of jilace. Another subject might be Enlarijinij by the various
metliods, comparing argentic gelatino-bromide paper enlargements with
those by other proce-sses from the same negative. An evening could be well
filled up with testing tho use and value of swing-backs and swiiig-frouts.
There was i»Ienty to say about lenses for one or two evenings; and if they
could induce some of our artist friends to contribute a pa|>er or two for their
guidance in the artistic arrangements and comisisition of their i>hotographs
no subject would be more acco[italile or so highly appreciated. He (tho
Hon. Secretary) concluded by expressing his willingness to assist in what-
ever way his services could be ni.ade useful, a.ssuriiig the members he would
not shirk his share of the work when his time arrived.

Tlie Pbrsidknt said he hoped Mr. Ch.idwick's communication would be
followed with practical results, and was of opinion the subjects sot forth by
him would prove very v.iluable instruction to most of the members.
The Hon. Skcret.vuy then exhibited several view lenses, and descrilx'd

(by use of the black-board) the diaphragms aud their respective value,
promising on some future occasion to reiid a iJai)or on elementary photo-
graphic optics.

Mr. Lewis Moroax said ho had jiaid great attention to Mr. Chadwick's
remarks, and proposed a special vote of thanks.
Mr. Vj. Opexshaw said he was much jjleased Avitli the information Mr.

Chadwick had given about lenses and dia[>hragnis ; and although it was
simple enough when explained, he was sure many of tho members, like
himself, were wiser after the explanation. He seconded the vote of
thanks.
Mr. Ri.SHTON promised to re.xd a i)aper on swing-backs at an e.aily date.
Mr. A. Brothers said he should be glad to give a demonstration of the

Daguerreotype process.

Mr. Chilto.n' exhibited several plates showing insensitive marks round
the edges. Ho had prepared the plates himself, .and was unable to account
for the cause of the markings.
Mr. Schokikld s.aid he had lii\d similar markings on his o«Ti plates, and

had, ho thought, discovered tho cause to bo imperfect drying ; in fact, he
had satisfied himself that he could cause or prevent it .at will.

Mr. S.MITH thought, with Mr. Schotield, that imperfect drying was the
cause.

Mr. W. B. Wood said he also had exparionced the markings, and after
an .alteration in his dryiu^-box they had disappeared.
Mr. Allen Garnett had frequently developed plates with similar

markings and by various commercial makers.
Mr. KnwAiiiw and several othei-s all expressed similar opinions.
Mr. Ai.LKN (tArnett showed a negative in which was clearly seen a

double image on part of the plate only.
Mr. McKellen said ho had had several similar,
Mr. W. B. Wood believed the cause w.as from the stop in the lens not

being jiut in its proper place, and .allowing light to get under the .stop.

Mr. Cha.s. Harrls oliserved that he had a photogiaph which he pur-
chased in Malta, a short time ago, showing two ships, whereas there was
only one in the actual view. He promisetl to bring it to the next meeting.
Mr. John Warburton presented to tho library of the Society Thomson a

trivnslation of Gaston Tissandier's History and Handbook of Photograph)/,
and a vote of thanks was passed.
Two questions were from the question-box, respecting lenses, were

replied to by the President.

The albums and folios of tho Society were brought out, and it wm sug-
gested that as they were so full of pictures new ones be provided. Mr. S. D.
McKellen promised to present six landscape prints oa soon as the new
folios were ready.
After a very interesting and pleasant evening;, tho meeting was adjourned

till February. —*—
GLASGOW PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

The sixth general meeting of the Association was held in the Religious

Institution Rooms, on Thursday, the 10th instant,—Councillor Robertson
in the chair.

The minutes of last meeting and of the conrtnaxione were read and
approved.
The Chairm.u? then incited the members to ins|)oct a number of platino-

tyi>o prints lent by the riatlnolyis; Company. These were rerj- uiuoli
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atbuiri'd, and several gentlemen testified to the simplicity and suitability

of the ijrooess.
.

Mr. J. Paton said it was the simplest process he had ever tried. He
had uo trouble from the very first, and exliibited some excellent

siwciniens of work in proof of his statements. He also showed some por-

traits, printed both on albunienised and platinotype pajier for comparison,

but the general feeling of the meeting was that the gloss of the albumen
print imparted an advantage over the jilatinotype for portraits. He (Mr.

Paton) said that he had twice tried to enamel platinotypes, but had not

been successful. He thought the paper supplied by the company was not

suitable. The prints had always a greasy aiipearanee after enamelhng.

The question was then asked whether (solar enlargements could be done

on platinotype paper.

Mr. T. McLell.\n said it would be quite possible to do it, but that a

very long exposure would be required.

Ml'. Philson showed some enamelled silver prints in accordance with his

jn-oiuiso at tin- meeting on tlie 22nd November. A discussion arose as to

the best method of mounting enamelled photographs. Some of the

prints exhibited (Mr. Philson explained) were mot'.nted with starch before

being stripped from the glass. The others were mounted with gelatine

along the edges. The surface of tliese, however, were slightly dulled

where tlie gelatine touched the back.
Mr. Patom also sliowed some enamelled prints mounted with gelatine.

Tliese showed no mark of the mountant, owing to his having used a thick

paper to back-up the print when enamelling.

Some discussion tlien took place concerning the permanency of enamelled
photographs, and the general opinion of tlie meeting was that enamelling
very much increased the permanency of silver prints.

The CiiAiHMAN said he had noticed a camera advertised by the Scovill

Manufacturing Company, in the New York Phntographk Times, the

principal feature of which was the revolving back, which enables the
operator to make either an upright or oblong picture after he has the plate

in the slide. This was advertised as Flamming's patent—a truly novel
instrument. He said this statement was hardly correct, and exhibited one
on exactly tlie same principle made for him fully twenty years ago, which
had also the advantage of moving so as to take eight iiictures on one plate

without changing the position of the lenses.

Mr. Blac'klkv said lie had never heard of either Councillor Robertson's
or the Scovill Company's cameras, but he had one made quite recently on
the same principle which he would exhibit at the next meeting. Votes of

tlianks were then awarded to the Platinotype Company, to Messrs. Paton
and Philson, and to the Chairman. The meeting then tenninated.

BERLIN ASSOCIATION FOR THE CULTIVATION OF
PHOTOGRAPHY.

A GENEKAI, meeting of this Society took place on the 7th December, 1883,

when the chair was taken by the President, Professor H. W. Vogel.
Herr Schapiro, of St. Petersburg, v/as admitted a member, and the

Chaikmak mentioned that Heir Schapiro had kindly promised that the
series of pictures taken by him and shown at the previous meeting, under
tlie title of I'he Memoirs of a Madman, should be reproduced as a supple-
ment to the MiHhi'ilmvjen.

Herr (Jolt/.scli showed a stereoscopic camera of peculiar construction
intended for the use of amateurs, which he had himself made, using a pair
of opera-glasses for lenses. He also exhibited some of the pictures taken
with it.

The camera was examined with interest, but the general opinion seemed
to be that, in order to make it really a useful article, some radical changes
would require to be made in its arrangement.
Herr Suter, of Basle, who was present as a guest, showed one of his

small wide-angled aplanatics.

The Chaihjian spoke well of this lens, and showed an architectural view
he had taken with it. He, however, remarked that the term "wide-
angled,'' as applied to this lens, was hardly correct, as its angle was rather
under 90".

Herr Suter said it would not be difficult to make a lens of such an angle.
He thought the principle fault of this lens was that its focus was rather too
long. The focus of the next higlier number was relativchi shorter.
Herr Haueiii.anut, who had tried one of Herr Suter's larger lenses, re-

jiorted favonrivbly of it.

Herr Sehwier presented to the Society a copy of his PhotograpJten-
Kiilnnder, for 18«4.

On the motion of the Cliairinan, it was resolved on this occasion and for
the future to have no second meeting of the Society in December, because
the second meeting of that month was usually thinly attended.
In order not to clash with the Physical Society (of which many members

of the Association were also members) it was resolved to meet every second
I'riday, so as to alternate with the meetings of the Physical Society,
insteiid of meeting, as hithei-to, on the first and third Friday of each
month.
The CltAinMAN showed some sjiecimen results of a now process of photo-

engraving, recently discovered by Herr Obernetter. 'The correctness of the
gradation of the lights in the specimens shown was said to be remarkable.
The process is stated to be based on the use of Obernetter gelatine jilates,

which are transferred to copper, and then serve as a basis for a peculiar
process of etching. The plates so obtained are multiplied galvano-
plastically. The pictures exhibited excited an extraordinary sensation.
Herr Habehi.andt recommended that the pad put at the back of the

albumcnised paper in the printing-frame should be of cloth instead of
paper, as the sensitive paper would then keep longer white and lie flatter
upon the (ilate. He also spoke of the use of a trace of hyiwsulphite of soda
in the development of unoer-exiiosed gelatine jilates. lie complained that

' '«« 80 treated went back a gre.it deal in the fixiuj bath, and was re-

commended to use that addition to the developer with groat care and only

to add it to tlie developer at the end of the development.

rhe Chairman again showed some of the portraits he had collected in

the course of his joiirney through America. Amongst them the work of

Rocher, of Chicago; Cramer, of St. Louis; and other well-known names
were represented.
The question-box was then opened, and its contents having been disposed

of, the meeting was adjourned.

|^l^te«

GELATINO-CHLORIDE FOR TRANSPARENCIES.
To the Editors.

Oentlemen,—I note in your issue of January 18th some questions put
by a gentleman signing himself "Demarr," and relating to my remarks
previously made in your columns on contact printing with gelatino-chloride

emulsion. I think the questions about the jirinting are not difficult to

answer, and I gladly assort that if no greater difficulties present themselves
to "Demarr" than those he suggests, he will, in a very short time, com-
pletely master the process I was trying to popularise.

To retain my gelatino-chloride plate in contact with the negative to be
copied, I simply put them face to face in a well-made jninting-frame. A
proper jirintiug-frame—for all purposes—has a plate-glass front, a good,

thick jiad, and iiood springs, sufficiently strong to keep the plates in contact

even if one be slightly curved, but not strong enough to break any ordinary
plate. I have a great many 10 X 8 tr.ansparencies ])roduGed in this manner,
and I never had a smash. I do not think "Demarr" need apprehend any
great mortality among his negatives from this cause if he use or buy
decent plates ; still, I admit the force of his objection so far as it goes.

As to an unvarnished collodion negative : well, I should like to biick

myself to produce a contact positive even from that; but if I felt myself
diffident, or fearful of scratching, I should jirobably varnish it or pour thill

gum solution over it. Again I admit the force of " Demarr's " objection ;

for of a truth I should not make a jiractice of contact jirintiiig from coll<»-

dion negatives before giving them at least a very thin coating of something.
Lastly: "Demarr" argues that if a photographer sell glass positives

others may copy them. He has me on the hip this time, just as he would
have those pirates if his negatives were copyright. I am not a lawyer, nor
even a professional photographer, but I calculate silver pnnts can as easily

be copied without infringing the law as glass positives.—I am, yours, &c.,

Craitjchuijk, Langhohn, N.B., January 11), 1884. Andrew Prixole.

FUMING SENSITIVE PAPER.
To the Editob.s.

Gentleme.N",—At the conimencement of your article on Fuminp Scn.'titisal

Paper, page 34 of the present volume, you refer to my experience in the
ammoniacal treatment of jiaper, and apjicar to bo in doubt as to whether
the experience was gained in America or this country.
Now, although I have every respect for Americans and American in

tutions, I think it is due to the photographers of this country for me to .~

that I took my first lesson in fuming i)aper from Mr. A. L. Henderson, •[

London-bridge, as far back as 18(53—three years before the publication "f

the Silver Sunbeam. During my travels in America, soon afterwards, I met
a great many photographers who had not the most vague idea of aninioiii*

fuming, many of whom might, if they chose, say when and who gave them
their first instructions. Before fuming became so general many photo-
graphers used a ninety-grain solution who would not care to admit it now.
—I am, yours, &c., Wm. M. Ashman.

3, Ameriham-road, New Cross, January 23, 1884.

"A TRADE QUESTION."
To the Editor.s.

Gentlemen,—It is a very great pity that, assuming the facts as stated
oy " X. Y. Z." ill the Journal of last week to be correct, he did not give us
the name of the firm who are doing their best to injure professional photo-
graphers. It is most sincerely to bo hoped that if the name be made pulilic

•ill photographers will make it a matter of duty to have nothing whatever
to do with such a firm.

I can draw my own conclusions as to the firm in question, and will tnko
care that neither directly or indirectly will I have anything to do with
them so long as they are doing their best to injure professionals.—I .am,

yours, &c., Z. Y. X.
January 22, 1884. '"

"PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITIONS."
To the Editors.

Genti.emek,—I aii*:^lad to see that some of your readers are drawing
attenticm—not before time—to the treatment of jiictures at photographic
exhibitions, and I beg that you will allow mo a little space to enlarge on
the ideas so admirably expressed in Mr. Lyddell Sawyer's letter of last
week.

I, too, was an exhibitor at the Newcastle Exhibition and I can truth-
fully s.ay that I spent many months in iireparuig negatives for it. I appeal
to you whether, after a man has studied art in all shaiws and forms,
burning the midnight oil and rising with the lark ; after endeavouring to
breathe art into infinimatc photography: after educing from the inmost
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T«ccs!<eH nf his soul nublo nspirationfi aud delicate subtleties which might
elcvuto phototcraphy to a highnr and a prouder position than it has over

yet occupied ;—I aak you, gentlcnion, whether it is right that these splendid

re.s\ilt3 should bo liable, at the whim of any member of a hanging com-
mittee, to be wantonly wasted in the dim obscurity of some dark corner?

and wlielher the contmuity of an epic series should bo broken by pictures

being distributed over all liio nooks and corners of an exhibition room ?

This is what happened to.me. 1 may say, with all modesty, that I have
done my best to get a thorough knowledge of art ; and I think, with Mr.
Sawyer, that our talents, such as they are, should not meet with a return

like "this. I, like Mr. Sawyer, drew the attention of the Hanging Com-
mittee to my pictures ; but, as 1 had not the honour of previously exhibiting

them at Pall Alall, I sujuxjse I did not got even the attention which Mr.
Sawyer got, for mine were hung in odd corners, on the floor, and in the

worst ligiits. Mr. Sawyer says lie got four of his hung together, but )u> two

of mine were.
It is, as Mr. Sawyer cleverly puts it, highly improper that a committee,

< linted sim|ily because they have leisure, and quite without reference to

II- powers of discrimination, should be able to shatter the chances of

ipetitors.

I think th.at though Mr. Sav\'yer, with a politeness which does him
lit, says he will refrain from commenting on tlie discourtesy shown

Mm, it is a matter which should be brought before photographers ; and I,

i.ir one, am not prepared to keep my opinion to myself.— I am, yours, &c.,

January 21, l-vH4, K. G. O.

To the KniTORS.

Gkxti.kmen,—There was a .somewhat noticeable letter in the Journal

last week on tlie above subject. An exhibitor at Newcastleon-Tyne com-
(ilains that his pictm-es were not hung as he wished, althoiigli he took the

trouble of telling the Hanging Committee exactly what he wanted. This
does seem too liad.

It is generally understood that hanging for an exhibition of any kind is

an inviniou.s, a laborious, a, difficult, and an utterly thankless task ; but if

each exhibitor would kindly attend with his i)ictures and explain exactly

how and where he wished to have them placed, the work of tlie hangers

would evidently lie much liglitened. As there could not possibly be any
difficulty in fulfilling the winhes of all the exhibitors, and in giving to each

one of them tlie best light and the liest position, the exhibition would
probaUji he. a great success.

To tiirn this probability into a certainty it would only be necessary to

provide a medal for each exhibitor, or, preferably, for each exhibit.—1 am,
yours, 4c., K. Alxwvke Biiow.nk.

January 22, 1881.
^

§iait% anb CQucrus.
J. C. Browne, D.D., asks:—"Is it possible to get the platinotype tone

with the ordinary albumenised jMiiier? Will chloride of platinum do it 7

If so, could you give mo the formula?"

I .\M about building a new studio. B.-ing naturally desirous of constnicting

it on the most approved principles, I ask your kind help aud informa-
tion.—W. J. Byrne, Richniond, Surrey.

KlNDi.T let me know if it be necessary, in the matter of copyright photo-
graphs, to lirand them as such in the case of their being published, or if

they can be sent out simply with the name of the subject on them.

—

C. A. M. In reply : Such " branding" is unnecessary.

Is a gentleman whose ix>rtrait has been placed in a showcase as a sjiecimen
- legally entitled to smash the gl.ass and destroy the portrait, merely

becausie we omitted to remove it immediately or soon after receiving a
request from liim to do so? The opinion of brother photographers will

be esteemed.—-Bhokbn Fr-^me.

I AM about to build a studio. Can you kindly give me any information on
the subject? or if there be a book published on the construction of studios

say where it may bo had, and you will greatly oblige,—Joshua Maden.
In reply : There are several valuable articles on this subject scattered

tlirough back volumes of this Journal, but there is no book devoted
to it.

H. HoLDEN says :—" Would you kindly let mo know, through the medium
of your valuable Journal, what lens you consider best—whether land-

scape or jwrtrait—and whose make would be best suited to all kinds of

direct enlarging from the cnrte-dc-visite negative, from Gi X -i'i up to

'H X 20?" In reply : .\ny goo<l cart'; lens will answer the desired pur-

pose. Let the lens lie made of moderately long focus, and when em-
ploying it for this purpose let the back lens be placed next the nega-
tive.

Now that golatino-chlorido seems to be coming to the front, would you
allow me to suggest that some enterprising firm should supply gelatino-

I
chloride paper? If I rememlx-r rightly, Cajitain Abney demonstrated
the beauty of this process in his lectures before the Society of Arts tvvo

years back. I have several times since tried to get iiajier prepared in

this way, but have failed. I am sure there would Ih^ a demand for

the paper -jierhaps greater even than for the g*latino-bromide paper

—

owing to the variety of tones obtainable.—H. G. M. Conybeare.

.1. Inrham inquires :—1. Would a plain bromide emulsion act as well as

chloride or broino-iodido for coating canvas for enlargements?—2. What
is a good intensitier that also acts as a lirightcner of negatives?—3. For
general purposes, for an amateur, wliat kind of lens may be recommended?
— J. Who was the inventor of the gelatine di-j- plates? and who first sold

them or advertised them in the Journal ?— .">. A good runner runs (say)

one hundred yards in ten seconds; that is, one inch in sJn sees., and a
quarter of an inch in

, J, j sees. My shutter only works to ^J,-, sees.; how
far ought 1 to stand from the ruuuer to take a sharp picture ?

Lex.s asks:
—"Will any reader inform me what is the shortest distance re-

(piired by law to enable me to build a wooden shed near any other build-

ing ? "— -T<i a second question put hy this correspondent wo reply : Any
oil lamp will do to retouch by, if you use a fine piece of ground gloss

behind the negative, or reflect the Ught on to a piece of white
paper.

G. B. K. says:—"I am greatly pleased at the idea of your starting a
Notei and Queries department, because (if you will pardon my saying so)

your ' Answers to Correspondents ' column is of no use whatever except
to individual querists, owing to the suppression of the question. The
answer, 'Yes, certainly,' may be all important to the 'A. B.' or
' X. Y. Z.' to whom it is addressed, and who, perhaps, may have put a
question which is amply .answered by it ; but now much is the general

reader benefited thereby ? My idea of a proper ' answer ' is one that

affords the reader an idea of the question that has bosn asked."

F. V. wants help. He uses Kw ounces of silver nitrate for sensitising paper.

The cuttings—that is, paper ash—give him twenty-five ounces of silver;

the residues only eight ounces. What is wrong with his mode of treat-

ment of the latter? The first two w.-vshing waters are saved, and thrown
down with common salt about two handfuls a day, and the clear water
drawn off about twice a week. The prints are given a third washing iu

acetic acid and water, which is thrown away. No attempt is made to

save hypo. In reply: "F. P." has quite overlooked a fertile source of

recovering silver, viz., precipitatin_g the precious metal froiii the hyjio-

sulphite fixing bath by the .addition of sulphide of potassium. After

trymg this let him report again.

In reply to the (piery of "A. B.," who inquires the best way to utilise

sensitive plates that have been accidentally exposed to light, I would
advise that the films so ex|W8ed be scraped off the glass and thrown
among the waste to await recovery of the silver.—C. D.

Gentlemen,—I beg to tell "A. B.," who appears to have had his plate-

boxes opened by the custom-house officers, that neither by chlorine

water nor by acid nitrate of silver solution of any strength will he bn
able to get them restored to their primitive state. This information is

of a decidedly negative character, you will probably say. Well, some
day—jierhaps soon—I may ventilate my ideas with reference to this, and
describe some exiieriments I have now in hand.—Boz.

I note the query of Geo. S. King (whom I recognise as a fellow collegian)

with respect to the publication of Newton's method of preparing extra

sensitive collodion emulsion. When I was in New York, in the .lutumn
of 1882, I made siiecial inquiries concerning this process, the results of

which I had seen ; but upon fieing referred to a publication of the same
in a local journal, I found it so vague and so full of generalisms as to

lead me to conclude that the author of the article wrote it, to some slight

extent, in the interests of secrecy?—that is to say, he did not seem to

"make a clean breast of it," although, from the very construction of his

sentences, I felt morally certain that he knew all abont it. These observa-

tions of mine will possibly fall under the eye of the writer iu questiim,

and I hope they will have the effect of "drawing him out ;" for a sensitive

collodion emulsion is a thing devoutly to l)e wished for.—Tuos. Holland
Sedley.

If "Teacher" will make use of a citrate in his dark room, he will have no
gre.it trouble in developing over-exposed plates. I should recommend
him to keep by him always a solution of citric acid, and one of citrate of

soda—s.ay ten per cent, in strength. When he begins to develope he
should use the full quantity of pyro., with only half the amount of

ammonia and bromide he would use for a properly-exposed plate. The
image will then come iq) much less quickly, and enable him the more
speedily to counteract over-exposure, and yet not lose any great amount
of time. If the image come up with such rapidity as to show a very
considerable over-exposure, lotniin raise the plate from the develojiing.

solution as soon as possilile, and instantly flow over it some of the acid

solution. This checks all development, and after tlio plate is washed for

a short time it can be jiroceeded with almost as though it were an unde-
veloped plate known to be greatly over-exixised. The addition of a
solution of citrate of soda in such quantity that about four or five grains

is given to e.ach droji of ammonia will then cause the action of the deve-

loper to be so modified that seven or eight times the ordinary exjxisure

would have to be given before it would bring out a proiwr inuage.

Citrate of ammonia has still groiiter retarding action, a few grains to

each drop of ammonia allowing twenty or thirty times a coi-rect exposure

to be given without spoiling the negative.—G. \Vatmouoh Webster.

(Bxc)janQt (Column.
I will exchange an oxygen generator and gas holder, Marion's strong cameo

]>ress, and caliinet rolling machine, for movable comic lantern slides and
chromotropes.—Address, 2, Hall-street, Colne, Lancashire.

Wo will exchange a 12 X 10 Kinnear camera, with two single and three

double l>.acks, for a 10 X 8 Dallmeyer's rapid rectilinear, thirteen-

inch focus.—Address, York and Son, 87, Lanca-ster-road, Notting-

hill, W.
We will exchange lantern slides, by Joseph, Scarboro', and moving comic

ditto. Wanted, symmetrical or rectilinear lens, copying camera, interior

backgrounds, accesgoricK, *c. — Addres.s SllAliKV BBoruBBa, Fleet-

w<x>d.

I will exchange a twelve-inch sqnare studio camera, swing- and repeating!

back, screw focussing, studio camera stand, Emiuenion's head-rest,

cabinet rolling-press, two show-ca-ses, and a variety of other articles.

Wanted, portrait and view lenses by good makeis,—Addnaa, G., I57i
Victoria-road, .tVldvrsbot.
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I will exchange a Waterlow's automatic litho. press, sixteen-iucli bed,

atones, and ink slab, for condenser or photo, lens.—Address, D. 10,

Si)encer-roivd, Holloway, N.

I will exchange a two and a-half-inch portrait lens, in good condition, for

fuU-plate lens or a camera, 8^ X <'>i, in good condition; difference

adjusted.—Address, J. Warwick, .Sht"tfield-street, Carlisle.

Wanted, ferrotype material, folding tripod, or what offers in exchange
for a large lamp, 30 X 25, for taking jiortraits by magnesium light, and a
small quantity of magnesium ribbon?—Address, PaoTOGKAPHER, 53,

Clifton-street, Exeter.

Wanted, to exchange, patent "Eclipse" light ai)paratus for taking
portraits by night or in dull weather ; also, uiahogany enlarging camera
for portrait or group lenses or magic lantern, or offers.—Address, Beta,
61, Chapeltown-road, Leeds.

Wanted, a cabinet burnisher or camera, half- or whole-plate sliding-body,
in exchange for French accordion by Bussoon, 10 keys, with row of semi-
tones and tliree basses, in good order.—Address, N. S. Bliowx, 38,
Balfour-street, Leith-walk, Edinburgh.

What offers in exchange for set of books (list sent on apjilication) on
Chemistry' and Physical Science, landscape camern, 12 x 10, two slides,

Marion. Wanted lens, Ross or Dallmeyer wide angle, 24 x 18.—Address,
Alfred Cox, 30, Park-row, Nottingham.

I will exchange a good rolling-press, with glass bed and seven-inch roller,

also a large dark slide for plates up to 20 x 2(!, for lantern transparencies,
landscajw quarter-plate camera (bellows-body), or anything useful in
lanterns or photography.—Address, J. K. Townsend, Woodbine Villas,
Carrington, Nottingham.

I will exchange three superior gem lenses, quarter-plate camera, lens, and
trijiod, powerful steel cabinet embossing-press, without <lies, and The
British Joi'r.val of Photooraphv for the years 1882-83 ccmiplete,
and Iialf-a-year of 1881. Wanted, liackground, studio accessories, or
open to offers.—Address, F. RuberA, Stony Stratford, Bucks.

I will exchange a Seavey's background, interior, a large number of lantern
slides, a Dallmeyev's 12 x 10 wide-angle view lens, six chromotype
printing frames, for anytliing useful for the studio ; furniture preferred.
Also two backgrounds, interior and exterior, two chromotype, carte, and
two cabinet printing and tinting frames, to print three at a time, for
anything useful for the studio.— Address, Graham Glen, 1, Cary-
I>arade, Torquay.

tS" Correspondents should never write on both sides of the papa:

Photograph Reglstered—
Charles Johnson, photographer, 43, Nethergate, T>nndee.—Photoffr(qih

of the Tay Whale Smpmded from Crane in Dundee JDocis. Januarii
ISth, 1SS4.

•'

Walter Reeves.—See answer to J. Beriyman. Your failure appears to
be due to the same cause.

B. Bentlev.—A quarter-plate portrait combination will answer quite as
well as a lantern objective.

PvRO.—The same formula as for the ferrous-oxalate solution used for
developing iviU bo the best for the purjioso.

W- ^- Baliol.—The manufacturers do not supply the masks retail. You
will have to procure them through some of the dealers.

^^^M^r'""''^'' I"""''"" "f "'O subject will bo dealt with next week. You
will have to wait till then for the necessary information.

V. (DubUn).—In reply to your query: we believe artists emigrating to the
colonies would find themselves in no better position than in this country.

Lantern.—An ordinary magic lantern, fitted with a portrait lens willanswer the purpose; or you can employ an ordinary camera and lens ifyou choose.

J. F. C (Troy, N. Y.).—There has been no English translation. Apply

prke of'the'w^rk*^*"^'
^"^''^''°''^- ^« ^^ unaware of the publishing

Jame.? Ring (Greymouth, N. Z ).-Your letter received. As you have not

Su^^r'wtlfhir '' """ '™"^" ^'^- '• ^'"^' "'^ ^- "-'''« '° -"•

^' *'i-.P«rl'»l* }'«'": devoloiwr is not acid enough, or you do not use
sufficient bromide in it. See to these matters, and if you find no im-provemont write again.

'

^^' ^' wm7''°^-"7X°"
«'" 1» a)"'* to procure aurine from Messrs. Hopkinand Williams Cross-sti-eet, Hatton Garden. They will also supplTthoother materials you require.

»"ppiy mo

*' 5j^'~^''^ "' advertisement received, but you omitted to enclose vour
^±^f*,''*"'.

"^^''f "? ^ ^ {"•warded. Send address and sZe6tamp« for iwstage of replies.

A. BEi>noK.-S<i far as we are aware the plates are not sold in this country

"^UT'^'II'
t''«'-''f'--«. have to procure them direct from Paris. We donot know the atldi-ess of the manufacturers.

^^l!',?i^.fr^'^"i'^-^'""''5f ?'T '"^! ''"<'" published on the process thanwas contained m Major Waterhouse's paper. Some .amount of experience
IS, of course, necessary to work this, as eveiy other process, successfully

""'"if** "^T" ?^ "',® "*."' "^ ^'''" '" t'«^ sliadows is that the shutterxvorks toff rapidly for the plates. The remedy is either to adjust theBhutter 80 that it shaU act more slowly, or to procure more sensitive plates

Bradshaw and Son.—The machine named is not an article of commerce.
You can jirocure the specification at the Patent Office, and make one for

yourselves as the patent has expired. No similar appai-atus is in the
iiiarket.

S. A. J.—Whatman's drawing-paper may be procured from any artists

colourman. The m.inufacturers will not supply so small a quantity .as

two or tlu'ee quires
;
possibly they might sui^ply you with a ream or two,

but we cannot say positively.

Homo.—The best plan of drying gelatine negatives quickly, without fe.ir

of their running, is to immerse them in strong methylated spirit for a few
minutes. If two changes of spirit be used they will dry very quickly,
indeed, if put into a warm place.

Hertfordshire.—The company formed to work the process has ceased
to exist for many years. The pictures, for whicli greater iiermanoucy
was claimed, proved to be as fugitive as those produced in the oi'dinary
way. The process is now never worked.

A. Woodford.—The specimen transparency is much too dense for
enlarging from. It is not to be wondered at that you can only get h.ird

and crude enlarged negatives from it. It is also under-exposed. Try
again with a new transparency that is more fully exposed and much
thinner.

C. A. Cartwhight.—There .are several reasons why collodion negatives
sometimes split off the glass as they dry. Dirty glass is a very fertile

source of this trouble. A too acid bath has a similar effect- If the
collodion be of too heavy a char.icter it will frequently split from the
glass as the negative dries.

Albumen.—As the stains do not rub off with the cotton wool it is clear that
you continued the development too long after they made their appearance.
In future, so soon as any staining is apparent, put the plate under the
tap and rub it off, well rinse, and recommence the development; with a
fresh solution all will go well.

J. Berrvman.—The fault apiiears to be that you have used too much heat
in the muffle, or you have kept tlie picture in too long. Try loss heat,
and a shorter duration. If this do not overcome the difficulty write
again, and give us full particulars of your method of working. SVe pre-
sume the picture was sufficiently toned in the first instance.

M. A.—Good pictures can certainly be taken in a studio such as shown in
your sketches. On the whole, we should prefer to have tlie sloping glass
roof continued, a foot or so lower—say to three feet—six or four feet
from the floor. This will make the skylight steeper, which will prove an
advantage. Your plan shows four feet. It will also he better to have
only five feet six inches, or six feet, opatjue at each end, instead of seven
feet and nine feet, as you propose.

Received.—A. F. Genlain. In our next.

Piiotograpiik: Club.—At the forthcoming meeting of this Club, at
Auderton's Hotel, Fleet-street, on Wednesday next, the 30th inst.,
the subject for discussion will be on The Fii jiaration of Lmilirii.
Slidc^t. This being an evening devoted to the exhibition of slides in
the lantern, members and visitors are invited to bring iuterestiuf sub-
jects to be shown.

°

Employks' Dinxek.—On the 17th instant, by the kind consideration
of Mr. Norman May, photographer, Malvern, his employda, with a few
of their friends, were enabled to spend together a few very pleasant

^

hours of social recreation. The party nuinbered in .all about twenty-
five. They assembled in the new, h.andsome, and spacious rooms of the
Beauchamp Hotel, where a bountiful aud elegantly-served repast was
provided. Tlie time that remained after dinner was filled up with
mutual congratulations, song, and merry chat—all enjoying tliemselves
heartily.—J/afoern Advertiser,

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
Observations taken at 406, Strand, by J. H. Stewabd,

For the Week cndinq Jmutarij '23, ISS4.
TuESK Observations are Takk.n- at S.-SO a.m.

Optician,

Jan. norometor. Wlui Dry Bull). Wot Bulb.

17 30-64 AV 42 41
18 30-62 W 44 42
19 30-62 W 46 43
21 30-47 W 46 45
22 30-30 W m 46
23 29-79 sw 53 52 53 1 48

Overcast.

Overcast.
Overcast.
Cloudy.
Cloudy,
Raining.
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GELATINE PELLICLE.
At this ))eriod of the year it is the practice of many photographers,

both amateur and professional, to devote a portion of the time whicli

the dull season leaves on their hands to the preparation of a stock of

plates to be used wlien brighter weather arrives. Othei-s, again,

content themselves by preparing a stock of emulsion to be bottled

off and preserved by means of alcohol or other convenient anti-

septic ; while still a few others prefer to dry the emulsion and store

it in the form of "pellicle." But, though the latter form ia in all

respects the more convenient in which to store the sensitive mate-

rial, the trouble involved in its preparation is sufficient to deter a

very large number from utilising its advantages.

The chief trouble lies in the difficulty of drying the " pellicle," or

emulsion, after it has been freed from soluble matter by washing.

It ia true that a certain amount of heat may be employed to hasten

the operation ; but the danger of causing decomposition of the gela-

tine limits this power within certain bounds, and, at the best, the

operation is a tedious and troublesome one. Alcohol, too, may be
employed to displace a great portion of the water contained in the

solidified emulsion ; but here, again, an objection is raised by many
on the score that alcohol exercises an unfavourable action upon the

sensitivenes-s and other qualities of the emulsion. Certain it is that

alcohol does modify in some respects the character of an emulsion

;

but w^e are not prepared to say that such action is an injurious

one.

As the question presents itself, then, the difficulty in pellicle-

making rests in getting rid of a certain quantity of water in as

i-ffectual and rapid a manner as possible without setting up decom-
]wsition of the gelatine. The first and most natural step towards

improving matters that will offer itself is to reduce the quantity of

water originally employed—in other words, to make a more concen-

trated emulsion. But, unfortunately, this is seldom possible ; for,

in the majority of processes of emulsification, the quantity of water
employed forms an element of equal importance with the quantity

of any of the other ingredients, while in many instances it is difficult

to keep the bulk of emulsion within necessary bounds in conse-

quence of the proneness of the gelatine to absorb water during
washing.

But by adopting the principle of Mr. W. K. Burton's precipita-

tion process we get rid of this difficulty entirely, and it becomes
possible to make an emulsion of almost any degree of concentration

without the slightest interference with its sensitiveness or its

physical qualities. The preliminary stages of emulsification are

performed in any of the ordinary ways, sensitiveness being gained

either by prolonged boiling or by the addition of ammonia, and the

silver bromide is subsequently allowed to subside. The precipitate

is then washed in two or three changes of distilled water, and
allowed to subside completely after each change. The quantity of

gelatine to be added is soaked well in water, and, when, swelled,

added to the precipitated bromide with no more water than it has

already absorbed, and, when liquified by heat, thoroughly in-

corporated with the sensitive bromide. This thick emulsion, when
spread out in thin layers, dries with considerable rapidity, and
jjresents no special features of difficulty to deter any one from
making pellicle.

We may append the particulars of a batch of pellicle made in this

manner :—One ounce of silver nitrate, thirty grains of gelatine, and
three minims of nitric acid were dissolved in ten ounces of water.

.300 grains of ammonium bromide were then dissolved in another
quantity of ten ounces of water, and the two solutions carefully mixed
at a temperature approaching boiling point. The mixture was boiled

for one hour, allowed to cool, and then rendered very slightly alka-

line and set aside for the bromide to settle. This occupied three or

four days, in consequence of the large excess of soluble bromide.

Once settled, however, the precipitate on subsequent washing sub-

sided more rapidly, the operation being repeated three times, and,

finally, the bromide was closely drained. One ounce of gelatine,

having been previously swelled Jui water, was now added, and the

beaker immersed in hot water, the contents being energetically

stirred during liquefaction. This being complete the bulk was
found to be about four ounces. This quantity was poured on to a
12 X 10 glass plate previously polished with talc, and formed into a

dish by pasting strips of paper i-ound the edges. When set the

plate was placed in the drying-box and dried in the usual

way, which operation occupied, without special heat, between
two and three days. If cut into strips the emulsion may be peeled

from the glass while still moist, and hung upon strings in the

drying cupboard, when its desiccation takes place much more
rapidly. Or it may be spread upon coUodionised glass and stripped

in a single sheet either before or after drying. Upon re-solution,

the collodion film will, of course, remain undissolved and be removed
by filtration.

COMBINATION FEINTING.
In our former articles on this subject we have dealt with the

methods usually followed, both in silver and carbon printing, when
the combination is made in the print itself. Now, as double printing

with each impression is of necessity a troublesome operation, it is,

therefore, more convenient, when large numbers are required, to

combine two or more pictures into one negative, so that the prints

may be obtained at a single operation. The usual plan of accom-

])lishing this is, first, to make a combination transparency, and from

that to produce the negative, either by camera or contact printing.

In our volume for 1882 (see pages 15 and 27) we described a

means of making combination transparencies, containing the best

portraits from two group negatives which had been taken in dupli-

cate on purpose to ensure the best results attainable. In those

articles will be found practical details which are applicable to the

l)roduction of combination transparencies generally, and to these

the reader is referred for further information.

At one of the recent meetings of the Photographic Club—when
the subject of combination printing was under discussion—Mr.

B. J. Edwards explained a plan he had once successfully employed

to make a combination negative. It may be well, in the first

instance, to explain what had to be accomplished. One figure, out

of a group of several taken out of doors, was required on a larger

scale for publication as a separate portrait, and it was also desired

that it should appear as if taken in the studio. As a very large

number of copies had to be issued, double-printing each impression

was quite out of the question.
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It was managed in the following manner -.—In the first place, all

the figures in the original negative, with the exception of the one

required, were stopped out, as was also the background. Then a trans-

parency of the figure—of course with a white background—was made

on a sheet of talc. Next, some accessories with a background were

arranged in the studio, and a negative taken of them on a scale

suited to the figure. When finished, the space in this second

negative where the figure had to be introduced was stopped out—

the transparency, already made, serving as a guide for doing this.

From this negative a transparency was also made on talc. Then

the two transparencies were adjusted in position, one on the other,

and secured together. Next, from this compound transparency a

negative was made in the enlarging camera. The plan employed by

Mr. Edwards on this occasion answei-s very well, as the thickness

of talc intervening between the two images does not perceptibly

interfere with the sharpness in the reproduction. But, unfortunately,

as Mr. Edwards explained, this plan is only applicable when the

original is of small dimensions, as there is a difficulty in obtaining

perfect sheets of talc larger than four or five inches square.

This difficulty may, however, be overcome, if we take the trans-

parencies on glass plates—previously waxed, or treated with French

chalk—and then transfer the film of one or both of them to a

thin sheet of gelatine or other transparent medium. Or the figure

transparency may be allowed to remain on the glass, provided that

of the background be on a very thin plate, and a lens of long focus

—well stopped down—employed in making the reproduced nega-

tive. The trifling distance between the two images will not

materially interfere with the sharpness of the reproduction; but,

even if it did, the background being slightly out of focus would be

advantageous rather than otherwise.

As the plan of making transparencies and then transferring the

films may be utilised in so many ways in the production of combina-

tion negatives, it will here be desirable to describe how the films

may be transferred. There are two methods of accomplishing this

with gelatine, both of which entail but little trouble. One is that

originally described many years ago in these pages by Mr. Wen-
deroth, namely, to immerse a sheet of thin gelatine—such as is

employed for bon-hons—in a mixture of alcohol and water until it is

softened, and then to squeegee it down upon the negative or trans-

parency film. When it is dry it is stiipped off, bringing the picture

with it. The other plan is to place the transparency on a levelling-

stand, and to pour upon it a warm solution of gelatine, which should

contain a very small proportion of glycerine in order to avoid brit-

tleness when the film is desiccated. When the gelatine has set it is

put into a warm situation to dry. When dry the film is removed as

in the former case. If sheet gelatine be used it had better be pro-

cured from some of the dealers in lithographic materials, as they

supply a kind which is superior to that employed for confectionery,

which, it frequently happens, is covered with the well-known
"pits." Whichever plan be adopted, the edges of the plates and
the gelatine should be bound together with gum paper to prevent

' any part of the film leaving the plate before all is perfectly dry

;

otherwise it will become cockled, and thereby render the transpa-

rency useless for our present purpose.

Here is another plan by which the films bearing the image may
be transferred, and which possesses certain advantages over the gela-

tine methods :—After the transparency (or negative, for that matter)

is dry, it is placed on a levelling-stand and a solution of india-rubber

in benzole, about the consistency of castor oil, is poured upon it. This
is allowed to dry. Then the plate is again put upon the levelling-

stand and some (a good quantity) enamelling collodion is poured
on, which Ls also allowed to dry. When perfectly dry, and not before,

a penknife is run round the edges and the film removed. This
compound film of collodion and india-rubber possesses several ad-
vantages over gelatine—amongst which it may be mentioned that

a much thinner film may be employed, as it is very strong, yet
flexible, and, unlike gelatine, is not aflFected by hygroscopic con-
ditions. The pellicle transparency may even be slightly moistened,
if necessary, to cement it to the other picture ; whereas gelatine, if

allowed to become moist, even by absorption, may so expand as to

give rise to difficulty. It is almost needless to mention that when

a film has to be transferred the gla«s should always be treated with

wax or powdered talc.

Film transparencies may be employed for combining a number of

negatives as a panorama, as we described in our volume for 1880

(see page 422). In this case, the transparencies are made from the

small n°egatives, and then stripped by either of the plans described.

Now a plate of glass, large enough for the combined negative, is

taken and on it one of the transparencies is secured, at the top and

bottom edges, with gum paper. Then the next one is adjusted in

position and secured in the same manner, and so on with the re-

mainder. Each of the small negatives, it may be mentioned, should

contain a small portion of the subject of the next, and when it does

it will be seen that when these portions are exactly superimposed

extreme accuracy must be assured. When the transparencies are se-

cured in position on the glass, all that remains is to cut, with a sharp

penknife, through the two films in some place where they over-

lap, and remove the loose pieces. By this means accurately-fitting

" butt " joins are secured. In cutting the films it is advisable not

to make the cut in a formal straight line, but to take it through

some of the deepest shadows of the picture when possible, as then

the junction is the more completely hidden. From this combined

transparency a negative can be made either by contact printing on

a di-y plate or in the camera.

Next week we shall bring this series of articles to a conclusion.

SOLIDIFYING GELATINE IN A WARM TEMPERATURE.
A TRIVIAL incident which occurred at Mr. T. Bolas's lecture at the

Society of Arts, on Monday evening, involves in it a great principle.

When a transparency on glass had been printed by the Woodbury

process, it was found that the gelatinous ink would not set to such

an extent as to permit of its being placed in the lantern for projec-

tion on the screen, in order that a certain effect might be thus illus-

trated. This was owing to the warmth of the hall in which the

lecture was delivered.

Without staying to inquire into the degree of temperature which

proves detrimental to the effective manipulation of this ingenious

and admirable process, we believe, from experiments made in a

difl'erent, although somewhat analogous, direction, that if once this

source of annoyance is recognised as something which might possibly

intrude itself, the means of eflfectually overcoming it may always'

be at hand and in readiness to be brought into requisition at a

moment's notice.

Passing once the fact that the real preventive for such an oc-

currence is to employ a gelatinous ink that sets readily at a some-

what high temperature, the question for practical consideration at

present is—By what means can an intense degree of cold be most

effectively employed so as to cause a gelatine film to set quickly in

order to bring it under the operation of drying agents ? It is on

record in a previous volume of this Journal that one of the causes

by which the Woodbury process was prevented from achieving its

deserved success in America was the impossibility of getting the

ink to set during a season in which the thermometer stood between

95° and 100' Fahr.

We imagine that there are few who have much to do with the

working of gelatine films, either as a fundamental element in the

Woodbury and carbon processes or many others connected with

engraving, collotypy, or even emulsion processes, who are not

aware that when once a film is set the water may easily be driven

out by means of alcohol, after which all danger of the film becoming

again dissolved by heat ceases. But what is required during a season

of warm weather or in a high tempei-ature is a means of getting

the gelatine solidified to such an extent as to preserve its moulded
or pellicular form in contradistinction to its fluid state. Cold is,

perhaps, not the only means of effecting this congealation ; but in

the present state of our knowledge it is believed to be so, and,

fortunately, it is not difficult to subject fluid gelatine to its action.

In regions where ice is easily procurable it is only requisite that a

space of any required dimensions capable of containing the plate,

the paper, or even the printing-press that has to be cooled, be

brought to a sufficiently low temperature by having a tray of ice
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kept standing inside. This, however, cannot, in the very nature of

things, cool the surrounding air below freezing point ; but by
tlie addition of half as nuich common salt as there is crushed ice

an extreme degree of cold is produced. But it is not necessary

to have recourse to this unless in exceptional cases.

We have cooled and dried a gelatine cast upon glass with great

rapidity and in a very perfect manner by means of the following

treatment :—Premising that the temperature of the room in which
we operated was about 90*^ Fahr., and that rto ice was procurable, we
placed the coated gelatine plate in a 5 x 4 inch zinc tray, which, in

turn, was set inside of a much larger and deeper porcelain tray, on the

bottom of which had been placed a liberal sprinkling of ammonium
nitrate, crushed by being roughly pounded in an iron mortar. A
little water was then poured into the porcelain tray, care being

taken that it should not stand more than three-fourths of the

height of the inner zinc tray. It was immediately covered up by
a thickly-felted, non-conducting cover, similar in character to the

"cosy" employed by prudent housewives to cover up the teapot

during the infusion of the fragrant " souchong," although of

dissimilar form, and employed for a purpose quite antithetical

to the other. After standing for a few minutes, the intense

cold produced by the solution was found to have caused the

gelatine to set much more firmly than had even been hoped for.

A little .alcohol was now poured in, to a depth sufficient to cover the

gelatine surface of the gl.iss. This alcohol contained a small pro-

portion of chrome alum in solution. After allowing a few minutes
for the alcohol to displace the water which remained in the gelatine,

the plate was removed from the vessel and quickly became dry.

The means here described may not be the best in a mechanical

sense that are suitable for effecting the rapid drying of a gelatine

film in a very warm atmosphere ; but the principle is unexcep-
tionable, namely, congealing the gelatine by means of cold arti-

ficially produced, and then abstracting the water by the agency of

alcohol.

PHOTOMICROGRAPHY.
STEREO-PiioTOMiCROORAPnT.—Early in the practice of this branch
of photography it was proposed by Professor AVheatstone {Trans.

ificrotcopkal Society), 18.52, .that the microscope should bo capable
of rotation for about 15° round an imaginary axis prolonged through
the object, the motion in reference to the st.and being made in any
ilirection ; or that tlie object be made to rotate from V to 15° round
an imaginary axis within itself, while the illumination remained
equal, to avoid interfering shadows and pseudoscopic results. Mi-.

Wenham, in 1855 (see Trans. Microscopical Society, January,
1855, p.ago 06), made the necessary difference in the images by
stopping off alternately, on opposite sides, one-half of the effective

aperture of the objective, and in those with large angular apertures

about one-third of the aperture, by using a sliding stop with sharp

edges behind the back lens. With high power objectives, as i\, he
found that, after obtaining a picture in one position, a slight

alteration of the object, and the illumination, sufficed to furnish the
necessary difference in the other picture to give stereoscopic effects

when combined. It was on this plan that Dr. Maddox obtained his

stereo, pictures at 3,000 diameters.

For opaque objects low powers are the most suitable, and may be
used with the proper Lieberkuhn reflector, which sometimes may
have nearly half of its reflecting surface stopped off by a screen of

black paper for the first picture, and then rotated for the second

picture ; or light may be thrown across the object by a side reflector,

a small condenser, or an achroraatised prism. Depressions apjjc.ar

to be best illuminated by the Lieberkuhn. If the shadows appear

too heavy the object may be slightly lighted in the opposite direction

by light reflected from a white card or mirror. It is always well to

screen the objective from extraneous light.

Professor Riddell, of New Orleans, suggested the use of a small

equilateral prism behind the olijective, which, by being slightly

inclined as rcg.ards the axis of the microscope, is made to furnish

one picture. The position is then to be .altered and the object moved
so as to bring the same part .igain under the objective, thus giving

it a slightly varied appearance, the required inclination of the prism

being from 4° to 7°, the combination of the images furniiihiDg a
stereo, picture.

Professor Rood adopted the plan of depressing the slide on either
side alteniately to procure the angular displacement. (See Tratu.
Microscopical Society, 18(52, p»ge 208.)

Mr. Heisch, in 1862, by an ingenious plan, adapted the half stop
to the back of the objective, so that he could shut off the alternate
halves, as required, by the use of a lever moved from the outside.
It could take the place of an adapter to any ordinary microscope.
In use, the stop is moved in the tube nearer or farther from the
back lens, until the image " is equally illuminated in whatsoever
position the stop may be turned." (See this Journal, October 15,
18G2.)

Dr. Moitessier describes the method of making the cap to fit over
the front of the objective, and points out the necessity of having the
position of the stop, relatively to the image on the screen, carefully

observed, so that the edge of the stop shall coincide with the vertical
axis of the images. He also remaiks that this method can be used
effectually when the apparatus is arranged for an ordinary small
photographic lens behind the prism when photographing rather
large objects. He prefers to place the half stop either close before
or behind the front lens of the objective, as furnishing better results.

Sometimes it is .advantageous to use subdued solar light from a
ground glass placed near the solar focus of a long-focus achromatic
condenser, when taking transparent objects. For these Dr.
Moitessier also advises some form of additional stage of sufficient

elevation to allow of the slide being depressed sufficiently on either
side alternately, some 8° or 10", the illumination remaining fixed.

It is necessary that the points of suspension of this slide-holder, when
raised or lowered, shall be in the same plane as the objects when
mounted upon slides of different thickness. An explanatory
figure is given. The plan Dr. Maddox adopted is stated in
Dr. Beale's How to Work, &c. Slips of cork cut to the
necessary angle have been suggested to be placed under the slide

at altern.ate ends— rather a rough and troublesome method.
Possibly the inexpensive form of protective stage, lately suggested
by Mr. Stewart at the Royal Microscopical Society, for preventing
damage to the slide by inexperienced hands, may answer very well.

A thin strip of mahogany 1| in. wide and 3J to 4 in. long, with
a central aperture of about 1 in., has fastened to it, on the upper
surface, two strips of wood about g in. thick and li in. long, the
top of these strips being each covered by a thin strip of brass which
projects beyond the wooden strip. Over the end of the brass strips

at equal points are stretched two thin indi.a-rubber bands, the slide

being passed between and clasjied by each of the bands. By at-

taching with a pivot a strip of brass with a slot to the end of the
upper right hand bnxss strip, and a similar one to the lower left

hand end, each having a rather coarse screen with milled head
working through the free end of the strip, after centering the object,

one could be swung over the slide, the blunt screen point brought

by means of the slot, to a line through the centre of the slide, and
the depression made by turning the screw. One image being taken,

the screw should be released, the small strip turned aside, and the

s.ame plan pureued with the oi)posite side, care being taken to

equalise the turns of the screw. We believe this addition, with care,

would meet the difficulty, when the object is far from the centre of

the slide. The strips can be turned aside when not needed. The
above methods refer to the monocular form of microscope, and are

very useful when the stereo, plate-holder is fitted to a strong micro-

scope used in the vertical position, for moderate enlargements. Care

is required in mounting the prints, otherwise a pseudoscopic effect

will be given to the combined images.

The binocular stereoscopic, or the pseudo-binocular form of micro-

scope, can be used for producing stereo, pictures ; but in the ordinary

foiTU of the former, where the body tubes are set at an angle, there

is a difficulty in attaching the double camera. As N.achet's |>8eudo-

instruraent is not used in this country, Stephenson's binocular

microscope can be conveniently used with the double camera. In

all cases where prisms are used to divide, or secure, two images they

should be set near the back lens of the objective, and it should be
remembered that there is a considerable diminution in the aclinic

power of the light.
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111 this Journal, Feb. 10, ISTJ, the then Editor, Mr. J. T. Taylor,

pointed out a method by which enlarged stereo, images of minute

objects could be produced by retaining the lens and object in

an immovable position during the whole operation, and, after focus-

sing, shifting only the direction of the light. A photograph of the

head of a crane fiy was taken by a two inches objective for one picture,

and the concave mirror then slightly moved so as to illuminate the

object " from a diflferent point in the horizontal line." This must

be attended to, the amount of relief in the combined pictures

exceeding that furnished by the binocular microscope. Higher

powers, as a quarter objective of wide angular aperture, stopped

down to furnish sufficient penetration, were used successfully upon

Navicula angulatum, and Mr. Taylor (see this Journal, page41 1, 1877)

also found that the images first reflected by proper mirrors, and

again reflected at the right distance by total reflection along the two

body tubes, set at the necessary position, enabled him to success-

fully obtain binocular pictures with a one-twelfth objective. This

mode of working involves rather more trouble than when producing

single pictures, and we fear is not likely to be generally adopted.

The stereographs of some of the diatomacecc have a peculiar charm,

in their delicacy and crystalline transparency, entirely their own.

Dr. Maddox obtained stereo, photographs of some of the coscinodisci

that when combined resembled crystal inverted saucers ; but with

portions of Pleurosigma formoswn and angulatum at 3,000 diameters

there was always a difficulty to exactly centre the pictures at their

necessai-y displacement. Spicules of synapta and the wheel plates

of cheirodota are excellent objects for the purpose. Some of the

diatomacecE form most difficult objects ; those of heliopelta and

aidacodiscus were seldom satisfactory, being more or less con-

fused.

For giving objects stereoscopic relief Mr. Furze recommended a

plano-convex lens, |-in. inch diameter, with central and external

stops, each revolving on a separate axis, and an adjustable cap on

the top of the lens, with a crystal of herapathite mounted between

thin glass, and also a plate of selenite on thin glass to be used when
objects were of rather too great density for transmitted light, as

thus illuminated they appear as if in relief. {Trans. Microscopical

Society, 1855.)

Although this applies rather to micrography than to photo-

micrography, yet with such objects it may be useful, though the

time of exposure would be much increased.

The original intention was to complete this series of articles in our
last volume, but it was found impossible without condensing detail

too much. Some points which have been only incidentally alluded
to now remain to be briefly touched on, and a full table furnished of

useful references.

Is engraving to become a lost art? Such would appear to be
tlie prospect it there be any foundation for the wail of the
D^idy Telegraph. According to that journal engravers proper
are rapidly dying out—done to death by photogravure and
other photo, "processes." Whether this be so or not, the
matter is, after all, one of supply and demand. So long as the
productions of the engraver retain their superiority over photo
graphic productions so long will engraving continue to exist

;

but as- soon as photo-engraving is able to compete on equal
terms, as regards quality, with the older and more expensive
style, so soon will the latter cease to have a raisoii d'Hrc. It
would be as reasonable to attempt to shut up railways and re-
turn to the old mail-coach system as to expect photo-engravera
to study the special interest of the artist of the graver and
etching needle.

Otril readers wUl very likely remember Mr. F. Gallon—an enthusiast
upon the subject of obtaining and tabulating all kinds of data re-
specting the human frame. Some year or two ago a paper by him
was read before the Photographic Society of Great Britain, in
which he explained a method he had devised for obtaining' an
average type of face from superposing a number of images of faces
taken to scale, and thus obtaining a single face—a plan which as
our New York contemporary, the Photographic Times, aptly 'ob-
served, was as likely to be successful—may we add useful ? as an
attempt to picture a house of average size by printing a poor man's
pottage and a Fifth Avenue mansion upon one another on one sheet

of paper Mr. Galton has lately given another stmiulus to the pi-o-

duction of photographic portraits in the olfering of prizes to the

amount of five hundred pounds in connection with a plan entailing

the production of a number of photographs.

The prizes are given to the one who most successfully fills up his

book the Record of Family Faculties. The Life-History Album

is a companion volume, " being a Personal Note-book combining the

chief advantages of a Diary, Photographic Album, a Register of

Height, Weight, and other Anthropometrical Observations and

Records of Illnesses." In the former book, not only is every possible

detail respecting the competitor's father and mother, grandfather

and grandmother, required, but also his father's father's father,

father's father's mother, &c., &c.; in the latter his own history only,

amontr which numerous details, including every ailment from teething

to toolhlessness, he is to place every five years a photograph of him-

self. The editor has not left even a blank page after the age of

seventy-five, so that nonogenarians and centenarians can leave no

records for admiring and wondering posterity.

Our contemporary, the English Meduinic, lately had some observa-

tions to make upon the subject of Dr. Huggins' photographs of the

solar corona, taken from the sun while an eclipse was occurring.

We described these interesting pictures and the ingenious mode by

which they were produced shortly after Dr. Huggins brought them

forward. Our contemporary's remarks were based upon the proba-

bility of the "rifts" seen in Dr. Huggins' photograph being due to

reflection from the backing ; and, as they are based upon entire

error, thus naturally giving rise to a feeling of annoyance, if not

even injury, on that gentleman's part, it may be well here to give

the erroneous part of them in the words of the original :—" It is

now suspected that the pseudo-coronal structure visible in his nega

tives may have its origin in reflection from the dark backing of his

photographic plates, such backing being painted on in streaks with

a brush."

Now, two errors are to be noted here. If our memory serve us

right the backing was asphaltum, presumably dissolved. It would,

therefore, be quite indifterent how the black varnish was laid on—
whether with brush or spatula, or were poured on— the result

would be identical. If the whole surface were covered, the backing

would be in optical contact, and. there would only be a plane

surface to reflect from. Secondly ; the backing is placed, as most

practical photographers know, to prevent reflection, or at least

either to reduce it to a minimum or to alter its character so that it

should possess no actinic power. Dr. Huggins, it is stated, speaks

of laying the varnish on with a spatula, and in view of the great

intensity of the light the image would possess this may be a wise

precaution. As asphaltum is to a certain extent transparent, re-

flection might occur from its back surface ; still we should almost

imagine that in the case in question a pouring on of the varnish

would have been simpler, seeing it was not the actual image of the

sun itself that was thrown on the plate. But it must be observed

that, by adopting the plan he did, the learned astronomer took every

possible precaution to avoid that very evil which his photographs

are now said to be suspected of displaying.

The fifty-eighth annual exhibition of the Royal Scottish Academy
will be opened on Saturday, the 16th instant. Many of the more

distinguished members of the R.S.A. and contributors to its annual

displays utilise photography in their artistic labours, and are not

afraid to avow their indebtedness to our art-science.

Apropos of the subject of the hygrometric condition of the atmo-

sphere lately discussed by us, an account is to hand of a most wonder-

ful instrument, a supply of which it will be well for the meteorological

instrument makers to procure. Baron Maclay lately read a paper

before an antipodeal society upon the Barometio araucano, which

had been shown to him by Captain 0. de Amezega, of the Italian

corvette Caraciolo, who informed him that the natives of the Chiloe

Islands used it as a kind of barometer to foretell the approach of

dry or wet weather. Some continental writers have strange ideas

about crustaceans, a celebrated Frenchman once terming a lobster

" the cardinal of the deep." The crustacean in this case is a crab—
the Barometio araucano—and the Baron was informed that its

shell, which under normal atmospheric conditions is white, possesses

the wonderful property of becoming dotted with red spots upon the
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api)roach of moisture, increasing In number and size with the in-

crease of humidity, until during the wet sejison it becomes com-
pletely red 1 That the Baron believed his informant is evident.

A NEW thermometer, of singular properties, has been devised by
M. Latachiuoff. Ordinary mercurial thermometers, as our readers

are aware, act by the dilatation of the mercury exceeding that of

the glass, and so upon heat being applied the mercury rises in the

tube as its bulk is increased, that being the only available exit.

The new thermometer luis an ebonite bulb which expands so largely

by heat that the mercury cannot keep pace with it. The consequence
is that, when heat is applied, instead of the mercurial column rising

it falls; hence, with M. LatschinofTs thermometer, when we say the

thermometer is very low we rae;ui it is warm, and when we see the
mercury rising we know the temperature is falling. To Siiy the
least of it, this would be very confusing; but we do not think it

very likely that, with so uncertain a substance as ebonite, these new
instruments are likely to come into use.

According to La Nature, for some years a Large number of articles,

such as porte-moHnaie.t, travelling bags, &c., have been made of

crocodile and serpent skins, or those of other more or less rare animals,

and it has been difficult to procure genuine skins in sutficieut ((uantity

to meet the consumption. Accordingly they have been replaced by
imitations. Our contemporary quotes the Scientific American as

follows to show how photography has assisted in the matter :
—" An

alligator, or boa, or seal skin is photographed in such a way as to give

an exact reproduction of the chequering and mottling that charac-

terise each kind of skin. This photograph is used to produce, by
means of a galvanoplastic process for example, a metallic plate which,

passed between the cylinders of a rolling-press with any ordinary

leather whatever, gives it the exact appearance of the leather it is

desired to imitate." La Nature goes on to say that it reproduces the

text of the American journal, but it does not well understand the

intervention of photography— at least that the jihotoglyjitic pro-

cesses should not be used. According to its editor it appears that

the operation could be performed directly by the aid of galvano-

plastic moulding.

Thk same journal contains an account of a small portable electric

light arrangement, worked by a battery of four elements, modelled
on the Poggendorff pile, the whole being the invention of M.
Radiguet. The elements are so constructed as to be easily with-

drawn, and are acted on respectively by bisulphate of potash and
acid bichromate of potash. Many similar apparata are made in this

country, but this particular one seems to be especially compact and
handy. We have no details as to its cost.

It is very reprehensible that the historical portrait dei)artment of

the photographs exhibited in the Patent Museum at South Ken-
sington does not receive a little more attention from those in

authority. One looks upon the facial lineaments of really great

men, many of whom have long since passed away, with profound
interest. It is not by any means pleasant to tiiid that these

museum portraits show strong indications of failing ; and, seeing

that a photographer of the eminence of Colonel Stuart Wortley is

curator of this national collection, it would be extremely desirable

if Colonel Wortley would exert his influence— lirst, in having the

already existing portraits reproduced in an imperishable material,

such as carbon ; and, secondly, in greatly adding to their number.

Refkrbino to the comet Pons-Brooks, the Rev. T. E. Espin, B.A.,

F.H.A.S., Observer to the Liverpool Astronomical Society, writes as

follows :—The comet was detected by Brooks, in America, on
September lat of last year, and for a long time remained an in-

siguiticant object. The path it was travelling speedily showed that

it was identical with the comet of Pons, observed in 1812. Up to

the end of November it appeared as a bright nucleus with a circular

haze, and on December 5th it showed a short tail from the circular

haze. During the following evenings it swept across the Milky
AVay, ami on December 24th wjis close to, but a little inferior in

tjrightness to, the second magnitude star Epsilon Sygni. On this

evening I succeeded in photographing it with an exposure of fifty-

three minutes. On the negation it appeared as a circular haze

with no tail I did not catch sight of it again till the moonlight
night of January 5th, when it wiis observed by me and two other

members of the Liverpojl Astronomical Society with the five-inch

refractor seven feet long. At this time the tail had increased, and

the brightness of the comet was above a second magnitude «tar.

The tail could be traced some five degrees, in spite of the moon-
light. When the moon had passed out of the way the comet was
mucli fainter, and on January 19th and 20th was comparatively an
insignificant object Two other points must be noticed. The spec-

trum of the comet in December corresponded with the spectrum of

alcohol, and there can be little doubt that the path is identical with
that of a stream of meteors which radiate from Draco in December.

PHOTOGRAPHY AND PHILOLOGY.
It might be thought that these two subjects had little in common ;

but we promise our readers that if they will spend an hour or two
in looking through the first part of the New English Dictionary,
just published imder the auspices of the Philological Society, they
will find in its pages a fund of interest, if not of instruction, in con-
nection with matters photographic alone. We all know the story of

the old lady who found a dictionary very entertaining reading,

though she disliked the frequent change of subject ; but even that
standard joke could not be passed upon the present publication,

some words taking a full ."hare of a page to elucidate their meaning,
and many upwards of a column.
We are sanguine that any photographer who takes up the work

will agree with Theophile Gaultier in looking upon the perusal of a
dictionary as a pleasant mode of whiling away time. A large folio

volume of three hundred and fifty pages—to which upwards of

thirteen hundred persons have contributed, together with a whole
army of sub-editors and the aid of numerous specialists, technical,

artistic, and otherwise—ought to be very complete. And complete
this wonderful tome is, with a total of 8,.365 woids treated, as

against 4,162 .and 4,198 respectively in Webster's or Ogilvie's lexi-

cons, hitherto looked upon as the most comprehensive published in

our language.

One remarkable feature in the present work is the great scope of

the authorities referred to, embracing references to writei-s in the
fourteenth century down to the daily newspapers of the present

period. Thus, we turn to the word " Albumenizer," and we find, after

the derivation, the meaning, "One who albumenises," with a reference,
" 1879, Daily Telegraph, 25th Oct (advertisement) 'Albumenizers
—The Imperial Company have vacancies for several first-class

hands.' " Now, we take it that a firm of photographic albumenisera
never had their names put in the text of a dictionary before, nor did

the Daily Telegraph ever get quoted in one previously.

We find "Albumen" (also spelt in a cross reference with "i"
for " e ") fully described, and " Albumenize " also, the latter word
being referred to photography ; while under " Albumenized " we
have a reference to the Quarterly Reciew of 1868, which speaks of

the number of eggs consumed in the production of albunienised

paper. What, we wonder, would the reviewer have to say to the

consumption of the present d.ay for photographic use alone !

We need not go further than the same page to find " Album," the

gradual change in the meaning of the word being shown through a
series of words, till at the last we reach—"A book for reception of

photographic cartes and views, or of postage stamps, crests, or other

things which are collected and preserved." This our readers will

hold with us to be a rather restricted view. The plan of this

Dictionary was first devised in 1857, and, possibly, the meaning was
given to it at an early period, when the carta reigned lord para-

mount in photography, and when the "cabinet," which now bids

fair to overthrow its sovereignty, was not. There is an amusing
excerpt from Charles Lamb, who writes in 1829 of fleeing to escape

the "albumean" persecution. We can imagine his feelings if he
had lived late in the Victorian era, and been pestered for his carte.

At a still later period he might have borne the nuisance with

equanimity, as he would then, no doubt, have been asked to "sit,"

and offered a piemiuni for doing so.

Our readers may remember some |months ago our noting the

editor's request for references for the word " Ambrotype," and our
suggesting the perusal of photographic literature, where it once

abounded. We note that the word occurs with references to Notes

and Queries (1855), The Autocrat of the Breakfast I'ab'e (1858), and
the Century Magazine of 1882. We think far better suggestive ex-

tracts might have been supplied from the source we indicated. The
word is described as " the name given in the United States to a

photograph on glass, in which the lights are produced by the silver,

and the shades by a dark background showing through." The
derivation is given from a Greek won! signifying " immortal," or,

perhaps, " Amber -\- Type." We fail to tind a photographic re-

ference to the photographic term " alabastrine," its nearest relative,
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and, perhaps, it is as well that all reference to so fugitive and

almost forgotten a style of photography should be avoided.

The editor, however, has not left out "Actimuni; but he

shrewdly terms it a "supposed" chemical element,^ L , . ^t
called because of the action of light upon its salts. ihe aate or

its discovery is given as 1881 ;
yet no one but its discoverer appears

to have seen the substance, and, as some years liave now elapsea,

we have little hope of the old photographic repertoire being

increased by the addition of another light-sensitive element.

' Actinism "
is neatly treated ; but the references are not new,

and refer rather to the older conception of the functions of solar

radiations, the extracts given being behind the time. Thus, in 1H44,

Mr. Hunt speaks of the " relative quantity of the active chemical

principle" in a prismatic analysis of the sun's rays, while the latest

reference is 181)2—Mr. Patterson's.
.

It must not, however, be thought that we are, lu thus speaking,

finding fault. The Dictionary is not a cyclopoedia, and words

r.ither than things are described. The change of the former is

slow, and it is a positive advantage to have tliem registered, ihe

theories of yesterday go in the waste-paper basket of today, and

llieir symbols only do we wisih to preserve in a dictionary.

We will linish our excursion into the realms of science and

philology by referring to the word " Alcohol," which teems with

the original meaning by a process of extension. Primarily used to

indicate the fine powd'er employed by Eastern beauties to stain

their eyelids with, it gradually was employed to signify any fine

powder produced by trituration or (and more especially) sublima-

tion. Even so late as 1812 we have Sir Humphrey Davy speaking

of the "alcoliol of sulphur," alcohol and essence then being evi-

dently convertible terms. The alcohol of wine is an easy transition.

We could wish to follow the editor in his interesting remarks upon

many other photographic words ("Aberration," "Achromatic,"
" Alum," " Acid," and many others), but space forbids ; and we can

only recommend our readei-s to dip for themselves into this inte-

resting "well of English [defiled and] undefiled."

ACTINIC FORCE versus COLOUR.

Mr. W. H. Harrison stated, in his remarks on my dark room lamp,

that he thought I had made a mistake in using white as a sub-

stratum. Tliere is no doubt that if I had used orange the light

would have been safer, but it would have been at the cost of

decreased luminous power. He further speaks of the blue rays

only requiring to be absorbed ; but this way of putting it often

leads to mistakes, because a gelatiuo-bromide film is sensitive to all

the colours of the spectrum. What is actinic force 1 Capt. Abney
and others have been photographing the ultra-red rays beyond
visible light and have found it there ; and I wish to suggest whether it

would not be better to leave off calling the rays at the violet end of

the spectrum " actinic rays" and those at the red end " heat rays,"

because in both cases the names are misapplied.

I purpose proving that actinic force is a power quite distinct from
colour—indeed, it is evidently a counterforce to it. (By colour I

mean tlie different wave-lengths into which white light is divided

by the prism.) If we throw the spectrum on to a gelatino-bromide

film we find that tlte prism, has not analysed actinic force. True it

p.asses most readily with the blue and violet rays, but it does not
pass solely with them. In the yellow (which does not contain any
of the so-called " actinic rays "), and even in the red, we find actinic

force passing through the prism. Again : if we place a piece of

ruby glass (which lias been proved by the spectroscope not to trans-

mit any green or blue rays) before a gelatino-bromide plate, and ex-

pose tliem to candle light, we shall find that we have not stopped
actinic force from passing to the plate. Indeed, with plates sensi-

tive to the ultra red rays we shall not (theoretically) be able to have
a lamp really safe for dark-room illumination, because the plates are

sensitive to a point beyond visible light. This proves that actinic

force must be a power in light quite distinct from the luminous rays,

which are white liglit divided by the prism into colours of different

wave-lengths, and which we know as the colours of the spectrum.

And now comes the question—If actinic force be distinct from
luminous light, why will it pass more readily through blue than red
glass ? I believe the reason is that it is governed by the power of

the different wave-lengths of the various colours of the spectrum.

The shorter the wave-length the greater the amount of actinic

force ; iocrease the length of the wave and we have a correspond-

in<r decrease of actinic power. We know that those at the red end

of°the spectrum are the longest, and of course the longer the wave-

length the greater must be the force which makes it so; so that we

have here a counter force to actinic power. This wi 1 explain why

li<rht has more power on a sensitive plate when passed through blue

than when passed through red glass. In the latter case we have

put the strongest single force that there is lu the luminous rays

between the actinic force and the plate. The red glass has brought

the various wave-lengths of the white light all to one long length—

I ought rather to say nearly to one length, because the spectroscope

would probably show that the red glass was not a pure colour, and

that it contained a trace of orange, &c. In coloured gliiss we have

an equally-distributed force throughout the substance which acts as

a sort of buffer stop to actinic force, the strength of the buffer

depending on the wave-length of the colour of the glass used.

Mr. wfE. Debenham showed some time since that by putting two

mediums-one green and one yellow—he got a safer light than

with red alone ; in other worils, he had put a stronger power

between the actinic force and the film. With the yellow medium

he had the greatest luminous power, the wave-length of which Wiia

comp.aratively long; with the green he had a colour the Ie;i.st

injurious to the eyesight, though of less wave-length. The com-

bined wave-lengths of the two, however, would be more than that

of the red alone, and in consequence the light w;vs safer.

We thus see that light consists of two distinct forces ;
whether

|

the one or the other is the stronger depends on the substance which

reflects or the medium that transmits light. If we liave a sub-

stance which either reflects or transmits a colour of a short wave-

length (such as blue or violet) we get great actinic force; but, if the

colour reflected or transmitted have a long wave-length, the in-

creased streugth of it will act as a stronger force than the actinic,

and the latter will only be able to affect the silver haloid to a small

extent.

There is one more point which requires to be referred to, namely,

that some colours when reflected have a less restraining power on

actinic force than when transmitted. My attention has been called

to Mr. Sawyer's experiments on reflected light, and also to his paper

on the subject read at the meeting of the Photographic Society of

Great Britain in May last. I am pleased to see that Ins experi-

ments quite corroborate what I stated in my article describing my
reflecting lamp, viz., that orange by reflected light gives nearly as

dense a deposit on a film as the blue, &c. Since I found that Mr.

Macdougald thought I must have made some mistake I have ag.am

gone into the matter, and the only explanation I can give for it is

this : some substances reflect the complementary colour, or nearly

so, to what they transmit. For instance: gold leaf is almost

yellow by reflected, but is green by transmitted, light. Aniline

dyes have also this peculiarity. The colour known as " violet of

methylaniline " is yellow by reflected, but violet by transmitted,

light ; and the red aniline dye is yellowish-green by reflected, but

red by transmitted, light. I do not know how the orange colour is

obtained in woollen materials ; but if it were an aniline dye the

complementary colour to the orange would be blue. As a portion

of the light would be transmitted through a portion of the sub-

stance and partially reflected the apparent orange colour would be

of a compound nature, part of wliich would probably be blue
;
and

as this colour has a short wave-length, it would account for the

increase of actinic power when reflected from an orange surface

compared to transmitted light of the same colour.

There is another point that has an important bearing on the

subject, which is that white light is made by compounding together

all the colours of the spectrum ; but it may also be produced by

two colours only, and the eye is not able to distinguish whether the

white is a compound of the whole spectrum or whether it consists

(as proved by prismatic analysis) of only two colours. Neither will

it tell the difference between a compound blue, containing nearly

one-half the colours of the whole spectrum, and the pure spectrum

blue of the same apparent shade. Now it is most probable that

the effect on a sensitive film would be different in these cases,

because the combined wave-lengths would be different. But the

subject of reflected light and its action on a sensitive film requires

to be examined thoroughly. It is a matter that has hardly yet

been raised, and is one which I believe will lead to most important

results in its bearings on practical photography.

There is another important point about "actinic force" versus

"wave force" (or, as it is usually and, I think, wrongly described,

"actinic rays" versus "heat rays"), and that is that if we heat a

metal to a red heat we get red light—the longest wave force and

the least actinic force ; but if we heat it more—say, to a white heat

—the additional wave-lengths aie shorter and there is a correspond-
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ing increase of actiuic force. So we see that heat generates actinic

force—and not only that, but the increased heat has expanded the

metal ; thus actinic force and expansion go together, but if the heat

act on the metal for any length of time we get a decomposition of

the metal, which would be a chemical action. And this is another

link in proof of my theory that the action of light or, rather,

actinic force on a silver haloid is first an exp.ansive force, or, in

otlier words, it expands the particles of silver bromide which burst

the thin cells of the gelatine or collodion that surround them, and
thereby allows the developer to act on the particles ; but, where the

light has not acted, the gelatine film surrounding the particles pro-

tects them from the developer. If the action of light be continued
we get the decomposition of the silver haloid ; that is, the chemical

action or reduction to a sub-haloid. This, I believe, is what we
know as the reversed action of light, which is ideiitical with the

action of the light on a daguerreotype before development by mer-
cury vapour, and the reduction to a sub-chloride of silver chloride

in silver printing. If it be not so, how can we explain why light

can act on a particle of silver bromide tightly enclosed in a casing

of gelatine with as much effect in a minute part of a second as it

does on a similar particle atttached to a daguen-eotype plate (where
it is quite unenclosed) with several minutes' exposure i

We know that the wave-lengths of the violet are shorter than the

blue ; we would, therefore, expect to obtain greater actinic force

from a violet than a blue surface. But the glasses of which our
lenses are made .absorb an amount of actinic force ; if we use quartz
lenses the violet r.ays are less powerful to withstand actinic force.

But there is another re.ison : violet surfaces are generally a com-
pound of blue and red, and the long waves of the red would
decrease the actinic power reflected from the surface.

We know that a gelatine plate giving a red or orange colour by
transmitted light is much slower than one giving blue. This would
be certain, beciiuse the actinic force passing through the gelatine to

the various particles of silver bromide meets with less opposing force

from the short wave-lengths of the blue than it does with the long
wave-lengths of the red or orange. The question has just struck
me :—Would not the pocket spectroscope help us immensely when
preparing an emulsion, by telling us (by the spectrum given by the
emulsion by transmitted light) exactly the point when it has reached
a certain point of sensitiveness] At present we either trust to

boiling a certain length of time under circumstances perhaps never
twice exactly alike, or we trust to the eye to tell us by the change
in the colour ; but in this case we have no certain guide, because we
have no fixed colour with which to compare it. In the preparation of

Bessemer steel, by the employment of the spectroscope the exact
moment of the completion of the process is determined ; and I think
the instrument will be equally useful in the preparation of emulsion.
But the fact of the blue emulsion being the more rapid is also

caused by the gelatine being more decomposed by boiling or by the
addition of ammonia ; so that prolonged emulsification has a double
action—it weakens the gelatine, and allows the particles of the
silver haloid in expanding to moi-e readily burst the gelatine cells.

It also alters the nature of the gelatine, and causes it to transmit
blue instead of red light. That it is so, and that boiling does not
cause a chemical action between the silver bromide and the gelatine,
is proved by boiling

—

Gelatine 200 grains,

Ammonia 1 ounce.
Water 9 ounces,

for one hour ; then, if we add the silver bromide, we at once obtain
an emulsion giving the blue-grey colour by transmitted light. I am
quite convinced that this is the best way of preparing an emulsion,
both from a theoretical and practical point of vie\r, and one which
will give the moat certain results when successive batches of

emulsion have to be made of the same rapidity.

Herbert S. Starnes.

STANNOTYPE.
No. I.

Most of our reader have, no doubt, some sort of idea of the
principles, at le-ost, of the stannotype process whicli hna received
mention in many w.ays recently ; but there are probably few who
are at all intimately acquainted with its details. As the process is

one which is likely to prove of great utility in certain branches of

photography, we propose in the course of a few articles to give
a description of its practical working.

Stannotype is, briefly, a simplified method of producing the
actual printing surface from which the well-known " Woodbury-

type" print« are made; for the process which bears the name is

confined to the production of the " mould," the gubaeqnent printing

being in every respect identical with Woodburytype. But the

modification in the preparation of the " mould " ia of sufficient

importance to remove this style of printing from its hitherto exist-

ing state, as a method of purely commercial practice on a large

scale, and to bring it within the reach of any photographer
who may wish to produce more than a very few copies from
his negatives. The process is not one that recommends itself

—

nor is it so intended—as a substitute for silver printing, or for

work on an extremely small scale; for the simple reason that

the various operations involved in the production of the print-

ing mould are scarcely recompensed by the return brought by
a dozen or so of prints. But, on the other hand, the printing

mould once secured the prints are obtained by the dozen, the score,

the hundred, or the thousand at a merely nominal cost, and with a
rapidity that cannot be excelled by any process, photographic or

photo-mechanical, while the results are indistinguishable from the

best silver prints.

There may be some of our readers who are entirely ignorant of

the nature of stannotype ; for their benefit, therefore, we may give

a brief outline of the Woodburytype process and the subsequent
modifications which have been made upon it. Like the majority of

the photo-mechanical methods of printing it is based upon the em-
ployment of a surface of bichromated gelatine. This is prepared in

tlie same manner as for ordinary " carbon tissue ;" but the

layer of gelatine is many times thicker, and contains a much
smaller quantity of colouring matter. The first stage in the pro-

cess consists in the exposure under an ordinary negative of a piece

of this special tissue. Upon development in the ordinary manner of

a carbon print—though the operation is much more prolonged—

a

relief is produced in insoluble gelatine, from which, when dried, a
counter-relief is made by heavy pressure in contact with a plate of

soft metal under the hydraulic press, this latter relief being the

actual printing mould.
The printing is performed by means of a gelatine ink which,

when poured upon the mould and overlaid with paper, is submitted
to equable pressure. The surplus ink is forced away to the edges

of the mould, leaving the hollows filled, and thus a cast in coloured

gelatine is left adherent to the paper, which, as soon as the ink has
set, is detached from the mould, and forms when dried the finished

print.

The necessity for the hydraulic press limited the utility of the

Woodbury process, and for many years past attempts have been
made to dispense with its services, but for a long time without
practical success. Mr. Woodbury himself, however, some three or

four years ago, devised a plan by which the gelatine relief, instead

of being pressed into a plate of metal under the hydraulic press,

was " faced " with tinfoil, and upon the latter an electro deposit of

copper was made, while this, again, was backed up with resinous

matter to give it solidity. The triple layer of tinfoil, copper, and
resin being detached from the original gelatine surface formed the
printing mould.

Here, however, though the hydraulic press was dispensed with,

the introduction of the electrotyping proved an obstacle, and this

modification of the process scarcely advanced it much in popu-
larity. Very shortly, however, Mr. Woodbury further simplified the

method of producing the printing surface, and his process of

stannotype has secured for him several recognitions, including the
progress medal of the Photographic Society of Great Britain, as

well as a medal at the last exhibition of the same society.

In this process the gelatine relief is made in the same manner as

before, except that a positive is employed instead of a negative in
its production. A relief in reverse is thus obtained, and this is

faced with tinfoil and employed as the actual printing surface.

The tinfoil merely serves the purpose of preventing the warm
gelatinous ink from acting upon the surface of the relief, which,
though insoluble, is capable of absorbing moisture, and thus losing

its sharpness as well as being liable to damage. The mould thus
produced is printed from in the same manner as the ordinary
Woodburytype.

In succeeding articles we shall describe minutely the different

steps in the production of the stannotype mould, and its subsequent
use as a printing-block.

4

A THERMOMETER FOR THE DARK ROOM.
At various perio<ls since the invention of the thermometer endea-
vours have been made to have its variations registered by means of

an index which, like the dial and hands of a clock, could be seen at
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a glauce. In more recent years several ingenious devices have been

brought to bear upon the problem with a view to its effective solu-

tion. So much had been done in this direction with regard to the

barometer, as evidenced by the "wheel" and "aneroid" instru-

m'jnts, why could not some similar means be discovered by which

til." indications of tlie thermometer also might be shown by means

of a finger i

This is a question in which photographers are much interested.

For, whereas in a room lighted by the full blaze of daylight in

midsummer one can only note the indiciitiona of an ordinary ther-

niometer by peering somewhat closely into it, in a subdued light

thij is effected with i.icreasing difficulty; while in the dark room it

becomes quite impossible to note the temperature at all by means of

a thermometer of the usual class.

Among the patents obtained this year one has been granted for

au invention which supplies this desideratum in an excellent

manner—so excellent, indeed, as to enable the thermoraetric indica-

tions to be seen with the greatest plainness at a distance of several

yards. Previous to giving details of Messrs. Watson and Sons' new
indicating thermometer, it may be useful and interesting to briefly

describe the means hitherto employed for a similar purpose.

If a strip of sheet brass be soldered or riveted to a similar strip

of steel in such a manner as to form a compound laminated band,

one side of which is steel and the other bra-ss, such a band will

never remain straight during changing temperature, but will curve

itself either to one side or the othei-. The ratio of expansion of brass

being greater than that of steel, the former metal on the applica-

tion of heat would expand and become slightly elongated ; but, as

it cannot do this in consequence of its attachment to the steel, in

its endeavours to obey the law of nature it forces the steel round

into the inner side of a curve, the opposite condition taking place

when the cold is in the ascendant. It is in consequence of this law

that chronometers are compensated for heat and cold ; and it is not

difficult to understand in what way the same principle may be

applied to actuate a hand or pointer by which tliermometric changes

can be indicated. There are certain inherent difficulties connected

with this system which, in addition to the expense of carrying it

into practical form, have militated against its popular or even
successful introduction.

In Messrs. Watson and Sons' thermometer the ordinary mercurial

bulb and capillary tube system is the one adopted. This tube is,

like the thermometers of the better clas.=i, graduated upon itself by
being etched with fluoric acid, so that to that extent the tiilie is a
gra'inated thermometer complete in itself, and to read it off cor-

rectly necessitates the close introspection to which we have already

alluded. Here, now, comes in the improvement:—Grasped by a
short tubular brass collar capable of sliding tightly upon the ther-

mometric tube for purposes of adjustment, and which br.tss collar

is pivoted, the thermometer is poised or swung like a long lever

with a short counterpoise. By the rising and falling of the mercury
in the tube, the centre of gravity changes its place and disturbs the
equipoise of the tube, the upper end of which thus sweeps round a
radius, of which the pivot in tlie brass collar is the centre.

The annexed diagram explains the whole arrangement better

than any verbal description. The tube is shown balanced at a,

near the bulb h, the upper end of the tube c acting aa the indicator.

As the tube w white, owing to the enamelled glass of which one

8ide is formed, and as the background over which it moves is black,

it is evident that the indications can be seen with great ease.

Those who are prone to jocularity will not fail to observe that this

thermometer, unlike others, rises with cold and falls with heat.

The name ^by which it is intended to bo known is the " Patent
Ualance Thermometer.'

When for scientific purposes a more accurate reading of the

temperature is required than that afforded by the index, it can

immediately be obtained by reference to the graduated tube itself.

This thermometer cannot "fail to prove of great utility for many
purposes in addition to its use in the photographer's dark roou).

eOCTETy OF ARTS.

On Monday evening last, the 28th iust., the first of a series of Cantor

lectures was given by Mr. T. Bolas, F.C.S., at the Society of Arts,

John-street, Adelphi, the subject being Ihceul Improremfnts in Photo-

Mirhaiiiail Pniitilnj Mcthoih.
This i3 the second course of lectures which Mr. Bol.is has given on

the same subject, the first having been delivered some five ye.irs ai;o.

The lecture was well attended, the large hall of the Society of Arts

being quite full. Mr. B. F. Cobb, Vice-President of the Society of

Arts, was in the chair, and briefly introduced the lecturer.

IIkcent Improvements in Puoto-Meouanical Printing Methods.

Mr. BoLAS commenced his i-emarks by saying that the present coudi

tiou of the various institutions which went to make up society wa
greatly due to the influence of tlie printing-press, and that ill the woik
of the printing-press the camera was coming to take a larger and larger

share. Various methods by which a photi)graph could 1>e printed

mechanically bad been described by him some years ago; but since that

period gi eat progress had been made. He pointed out th.at .almost all

the methods of printing which were mechanical involved the use of au
ink of somewhat the same nature as that used for letterpress jjrinting—

•

that is to say, one in which carbon is the basis—and that, therefore,

they had the enormous advantage of giving prints which were perma-
nent—a tiling which no process giving a silver image did.

All meolianical priuting processes, previous to the present date,

depended for their working on the fact that, if gelatine were treated

with a solution of bichromate of potassium, it retained its solubility

only so long as liglit was not allowed to act upon it, whereas when
it was effected by light it became insidnble. Lately, however, Dr.

Eder had made a discovery which might lead to au entirely new
direction of working. This was that if gelatine be treated witii ferri-

cyanide of potassium an insoluble corapoiind results, which, however,
becomes suluble when light acts upon it. [.\ complete demonstration of

the various modifications of the Woodbury process followed these

remarks.]
A portion of slightly pigmented, bichromated gelatine tissue was

exposed under a negative. This was tlieu 8queegee<l into a piece of

glass, and was developed by pouring hot water on it, the image of the

plate being meantime thrown on a screen by a lantern, so that all might
see the operation. By this means a gelatine relief was gained.

A similar relief, v/hich had been previously pi-epared and driei),

I

ntact with a block of type
George Smith, a mould was

was now taken, and being placed in co:

metal in the hydraulic press of Mr.
obtaiiied. Into this mould there was poured some liquid pigmented
gelatine, a sheet of paper was placed against it, and the excess being

squeezed out in a press, a reverse mould was obtained by the time the
gelatine had set. This was the final print, requiring only to be <hied first

—in practice being, as a rule, treated with alum to harden the gelatine.

The only objection to this process lay in the necessity of using a
hydraulic press, which is a somewhat cumbersome piece of apparatus.
To overcome this Mr. Woodbury invented an improved process, which
was demonstrated. The gelatine relief is prepared exactly as before,

but instead of a metal block being impressed with it, tlicre is brought
into contact with the relief a sheet of tinfoil. The two are pressed

together througli a rolling-press, some clastic material being placed
behind the tinfoil. By this means the tinfoil took precisely the form of

the relief. Copper was now deposited by electricity on the tinfoil to

impart to it somewhat more strength, and on to this was poured some
resinous composition, wdiereby the tinfoil and copper mould became
attached to a flat glass or metal plate. This mould was used precisely

as the type metal one was. This was the first stannotype process.

Both the original Woodbury and the first stannotype processes had
worked excellently, and yet the development of the process had not
been so great as the lecturer had five years since supposed it would be.

The necessity in the first process for a hydraulic press, and in the
second for an eleotrotyping appar.atus, had prevented its being adopted
as generally as might have been anticipated.
Mr. Woodbury's latest stannotype process appeared likely to popu-

larise the method of printing by pigments to a very great extent, as by
it no special apparatus was required. This process was so contrived
that the gelatine relief itself was used in the mould, the relief being in

this case obtained from a positive, not a negative. After it was dry
tinfoil was pressed into it as before, and this mould was used at once,
the only object of the tinfoil being, in fact, to prevent the liquid gela-
tine solution used in forming the prints from acting on the relief. The
tinfoil might be nickel or steel-faced. If the tinfoil showed signs of

wearing out, it could be stripped off and new tinfoil might be applied.
An application of Woodburytype to the water-marking of paper was

described and demonstrated.
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Tu sliuw tliu iulluctiuc vt'nuli presiiuru Los iu reuileiiu;; |>aper traus-

parent n liiv'f-crown was prc8Si'(l against a piece of |>api'r foliled in otglit,

liftcen tons' piessnre being applitil. On each of the eight jiiwca of

paper there was a distinct mark of tlic coin. It was evident that if a

\\'oo(lhury relief took the place of the coin any design which was on
the relief would he transferred to the paper. Several very interest-

iug examples of water-marks so produced were found around, and
amongst others was a most curions one. In this a five-pound note had
heen caused to reproduce iu negative its watermark l)y simple pressure,

the difference of tliickness of the paper at the^vater-mark and at other

portions atl'ording sufUcient relief for this.

Mr. IJolas said that great as would probably be the application of

the latest Wood!)ury process which had jnst been demonstrated, he
believed there was a still greater development to be looked for from
processes in which the Woodbury relief was converted into line and
stipple. This would bo demonstrated at the next lecture.

A number <if lantern slides produced by the Woodbury process were
exhibited after the lecture, the lantern whicli was used being of

novel construction and worthy of notice. One half of the condenser

was in its usual position. Next it, and placed at an angle of 45°, so as

to cast the beam of liglit issuing from this half of the condenser

upwards was a mirror. Immediately above this was the other lens of

the condenser. The slide to be exhibited was laid horizontally on this.

It was by this means that the development of the Woodbury trans-

parency could e.Tsily be shown on the screen. Above the slide was the

objective, and above that again a reflecting prism to change the vertical

direction of the rays again into a horizontal one. By revolving the

prism the position of the image on the screen could be altered without
(bifting the position of the lantern.

O^ THE CAUSE OF THE SENSITIVENESS OF GELA-
TINE EMULSION AS COMPARED WITH COLLODION
IMULSION.

Ujf»ER the above title Mr. E. Howard Farmer has published in The
Briilsii J oi'RXAL OF PiioTOCiKAl'HY an interesting study wliicli contains

man; new observations, but, at tl>e same time, gives expression to niaiiy

diffcRnt hypotheses that are untenable after my experiments which
were published last year, and with which Mr. Farmer appears to bs
nnacqtainted

.

I maition, first, a new fact observed by Mr. Fanner—that collodion

emulsicn is rendered more sensitive by boiling. He boiled a collodion

cmulsicu from halfanhour to two hours (in connection with a so-called

back-tloiv cooler), and found that its sensitiveness was thereby doubled
and its .utensity consi<lerably increa.sed. Certainly the sensitiveness

attained was merely one-thirty-second part of that of a gelatine

emulsion boiled for only one hour. Still the fact is new that collo-

dion eniuUioa gains somewhat, even if not much, in sensitiveness

through boiling. I was not able to detect any such increase of sensi-

tiveness when I kept a firmly-closed bottle of collodion emulsion in a

water bath of .30° R. for a whole day. The temperature may have been
just too low to produce the required effect. Mr. Farmer further preci-

pitated broinide of silver from a very thin, boiled gelatine emulsion, and
mixed one portion of it with gelatine and the other with collodion. Here
he observed, like me, that the mixing of the latter was extremely difficult.

The collodion emulsion proved much less sensitive than the gelatine

cnmlsion, although both contained the same bromide of silver. These
results do not coincide with mine. By usiug glacial acetic-alcoholic

collodion I obtained plates which were only a little behind the gelatine

plates in sensitiveness. I attribute the slight sensibility obtained by
Mr. Farmer to the circumstance of his bromide of silver being too

coarse in the grain. Such bromide of silver distributes itself very
tinely in gelatine, but in collodion it remains as coarse in the grain as at

the commencement. I cannot, therefore, subscribe to the view that the

81 nsitiveness depends upon the film (gelatine or collodion); in fact,

gdatine has but a very slight cfTect as a sensitiser.

Neither is the strong developer the cause of the great sensitiveness,

since, as I have already proved, one can render collodion plates also

.s, itable for the strong developer by a coating of gelatine ; yet, not-

v> ithstanding, they remain far behind gelatine plates in sensitiveness.

Further : Mr. Farn-.' r's idea that bromide of silver forms an organic

cfmpound with gelatine is not proved. The ilifference in semitivein-iin

Ititii'icn ijiiat'me cmuUion and collodion 'tmUiion renin njion this—that in

Ike two (iniil'doni very iJifferent IcimU ofbromitle o/nilrer are containetl.

By my spectroscopic experiments last year I succeeded in establishing

t! at there are two modifications of bromide of silver—that precipi-

tated from aqueous solutions and that precipitated from alcoholic

so'utions. The first I called, on account of the position of its maxi-
mi m sensitiveness to the sun's spectrum (length of wave, 450), "sensi-

tive to bine;" and the other, on the same principle, "sensitive to

iuciigo," because the nuiximum of it3 sensitiveness lies in indigo by
Ic! gth of wave 438—410.

t makes no ditferenco whether the aqueous or alcoholic fluid in

wl ich the bromide of silver is produced consists of gelatine or collodion

;

w ether the precipitation be undertaken with excess of Bolnble bromide

or of the silver salt; whether it lake place in tl:o cold or in heat; or

whether the bromide of silver is trcatid with ammonia, is cooked or

is not cooked. The only coudilion is that solutions be used for the

precipitation of tiio broniiile of silver sensitive to indigo, which arc

j)repare<l by means of almost absolute alcohol (iK>°). From aqueoog-

alcoholic solutions bromide of silver scnai'.ive tu blue also is precipi-

tated, as by Mr. Henderson's process. Some people may object that

these spectral differences are not sufficient to found the assumption

of the existence of two different modifications. To these I wouhl
answer that these two modifications are not only distinguished from one
another by their different spectral sensitiveness, but are also determined

by other and not less characteristic properties, so that no doubt can

prevail respecting their nature as quite difl'ereut modifieationg of the

same substance. Five of these reasons follow:

—

1. The Utuquul D'mtribution hi G'elnliiie. NobilioH rtn C'nmpareil irlfh

Colloilion.—If one prepare a solution of three grammes of bromide of

ammonium in 100 o.c. of alcohol, and to this add five grammes of nitrate

of silver dissolved by boiling iu ten c.c. of alcohol of 8<i°, one obtains

a curdy deposit in no respect distinguishable from that precipitated

from an aqueous solution under like circumstances. Now, if both
deposits be washed—the one with alcohol and the other with water

—

one obtains when dried a coarsely-granulated mass, which, in order to

be tested photographically, must be distributed or divided by being

shaken up with a collodion or a gelatine solution. Here a very

remarkable difference is observable. The bromide of silver precipitated

from alcohol iloin not distribute itself in the ijelaline solution at ail, trhiU

that jtreeijiitaleit trith trater, on the contrary, does so irith ease. Both
substances behave in exactly the opposite way towards collodion.

Here the bromide of silver precipitated with alcohol distributes itself

beautifully, and that precipitated from water very badly. The distri-

bution of the latter in collodion, however, succeeded so far as to allow

o; the comparative experiments mentioned above being established ;

whilst, on the other hand, all attempts to distribute bromide of silver,

precipitated from alcohol, in gelatine solutions failed. Another diffe-

rence between the two modifications is

—

2. The UnequfU l^uscejitibility of Iteiluetion. The Bromide of Silrrr

Sensitire to lilue is much more Difficult to lieduce to the Metallic Slal-'

than that Sensitive to Indi'jo.—If a "chemical" developer be iK>ured

upon a bromide-of-silver collodion plate and upon a bromidcof-silver

gelatine plate the collodion plate becomes rapidly blackened, accom-

panied by reduction of the bromide of silver, while the change in the

gelatine plate is very slow. For this re:4Son much stronger ch^micnl

devcloiiers may be used for gelatine plates than for collodion plates.

(See also under 3 below.) The explanation that the collodion film is

much more easily penetrated than gelatine by fluid agents is untenable,

since the two sorts of bromide of silver exhibit this siime difference

when iu the same medium (viz., collodio-gelatiuc). A further diffe-

rence is

—

3. The Uneqmd Behaviour towards ChemiceU and Optical fiemUisers.

—It is acknowledged that there are substances which, by their power
of combining with one of the constituents of a substance sensitive to

light set free by exposure to liglit, very considerably promote the

action of the light. .\8 I have alre.idy made known, this action of the

sensitiser or accelerator shows itself very conspicuously with collodio-

bromide of silver, but much less so, however, with gelatiuo-bromide of

silver. Here a secondary action upon the gelatine film may partly

bear the blame. Yet, in my experiments witli coUodio-gelatine, where
no such secondary action was present, the slightness of the action of

chemical and, still more so, of the optical scnsitisers was also mani-

fested. The favourable effect of chemical scnsitisers upon the bromide

of silver sensitive to blue has as yet only been proved in the case of

nitrate of silver with pyrogallic acid and of optical sensitisers of

fuehsine. A still further difference is

—

4. The Unequal liehaviaur towards the Photographic Derelojier, The.

Exposed Bromide of Silver, which is Sensitive to Blue, is very Const-

derahlij (at least Jifteen times) more Sensitive to the Chemical (Allaline)

Developer than to the Physical (Acid) Develo/xr.—The bromide of

silver which is sensitive to indigo is, on the other band, at most but

three times as sensitive to the chemical as to the physical developer.

This difference is the more surprising from a photographic point of

view, as here the astonishing sensitiveness of tlse new gelatine plates,

as compared with all other preparations, is only conspicuous when the

plate is treated with the chemical developer after exposure iu the

camera. Towards the physical developer the bromide of silver sensi-

tive to blue does not show itself to be more sensitive than the bromide

of silver sensitive to indigo. In conclusion : both modificatioDS show

—

5. An Uneqmd Behaviour when Heated. The Bromide of Silrer

Semitire to Blue, aiul Prejmred irilh Excess of Bromide, is ivry

Considerably Increased in Se)U<itireness by Proloiu.led Ileatinn under

IVater. Thi' Bromide of Silver Semilive to Imtiifo hat, not

its Sensitireness Chant/eil by Healing, or, avcordiiuj to Mr. Far-

mer, only a little.—This increase of the sensitiveness of the bro-

mide of silver sensitive to bhio by digestion or cooking has long

been known, while the spectral behaviour and th« characteristics

described under sections 1 to 4 were first obscrvcil l.y me. The
{(reparation of the highly-sensitive gelatine plates now common is

Mujed on the increase of sensitiveness effected l-y menus of heat in
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bromide of silver seiisilive to blue. With increase of sent-itiveuess the

Bpcctral behaviour of this bromide of silver only changes from a quan-

titivc point of view. It assumes a greener colour, and exhibits an

increased sensitiveness—not only to the light blue, but also towards all

the other rays of the spectrum. The other qualities—difficulty of

reduction, difficult division or distribution in collodion, and indiffe-

rence towards the physical developer— of bromide of silver sensitive to

blue are not changed by lieating. These very remarkable differences

in chemical behaviour should be sufficient to establish on a firm basis

the assumption that two quite distinct modifications of bromide of

silver exist. H. W. Vooel, Ph.D.
—MitfhUunrj'U.

FEW HINTS ON THE EASY PREPARATION
OELATINO-BROMIDE OR CHLORIDE PAPER.

OF

With the ever-increasing demands exacted by photography iu its

various aspects, it was to be expected that something superior to the

heavy, dull enlargements of the last two decades should have to come
to the front and fill the demand the public have a right to make for a

picture that will give a richness approaching that of silver printing but

on a larger scale. The thing, however, was to find the means, and this

done pliotographers are in a position to increase their income and do

better work of the class, while amateurs are furnished with the means
of getting results such as hitherto were altogether beyond their reach.

These last may from small negatives revel in the production of hand-
some-sized pictures, wherein much of the beauty of the detail concealed

in the small print is fully revealed, and elFects almost imsuspected

realised in the enlargements. Hours may now be by them utilised in

an enjoyable way in the production of the very foundation of the large

picture, namely, the i)reparing of tlie paper, which last may serve the

twofold purpose of enlarging or direct printing, where rapidity of pro-

duction is desirable, as is not unfrequently the case.

There is an additional charm, in the production of a developed
picture, in the well-known fact that, when properly carried out, it is

one of the most permanent of photographic productions ; but tliat one
must not be afraid of going to the pains of thoroughly washing, and
seeing that the picture is soaked in the alumo-citric solution, is a matter
that needs no comment. Cleanliness, too, in manipulation is indispen-
8.ible, and each operation should be done in separate dishes, each having
its own special object, and being well cleaned both before and im-
mediately after use ; otherwise stains and shortcomings are sure to re-

sult, and the process be blamed owing to the carelessness of the operator.
All tliis I have wished to enforce on the mind at the outset, that things
may be set about in the proper way, and failures avoided from the
very first.

Coming to the point—namely, the production of the enamelled sur-

face paper, for either enlarging or contact printing—I found the follow-
ing to be the most direct and simplest way of setting to work :

—

Procure a good glass, free from flaws and scratches, or, better still, a
patent plate ; thoroughly clean it, and finish by polishing with French
chalk. It is generally believed that the plate should be coated with
collodion to obtain the high gloss. Such is not tlie case, however, the
direct coating with emulsion producing equally good results.

The next thing then is to make a good but slow emulsion and coat
direct, taking care to previously warm the glass suiKciently for the emul-
sion to flow over it easily, and put it down afterwards on a well-levelled
surface to set. While the emulsion is setting on the plate, take a sheet
of Monckhoven's enamel double transfer paper—tinted or white, at the
choice of the user—or the autotype double transfer paper answers very
well. Put this paper to soak in perfectly pure water ; on coming out
of which it must be well drained, and is then ready for application on
to the emulsion film left setting. The paper is lowered gradually and
carefully on the film and next lightly squeegeed, after which it is

reared to dry in a cupboard ml hoc, and the drying should proceed with
not too much heat.

After thoroughly drying, the paper is gently drawn from the glass
plate, and on removal is found to have the perfect enamel gloss which
conveys that depth of shadow and fulness of detail and gradation
found only in albumenised prints. If proper care have been taken the
papers will strip off the glass perfectly easy, without any previous
coating with collodion, and, notwithstanding, with all the gloss desir-
able. The paper is now ready for packing or exposure, for printing by
contact or for enlargement.
With regard to the emulsion proper : any of the formulie given by the

Editor in Thk British Jjorxal Photographic Almanac for last year
will answer, but, as it is intended to make a slow emulsion, no recourse
need be had to boiling. In all probability a quarter of an hour's
stewing at (say) 140° to 1.50" will answer every purpose. Whether
there is an advantage in using the salts of potassium over those of
ammonium, were better left for each one to decide for himself. What
is certain is that good results are obtainable with either. It may be
too, that a less quantity of silver would answer equally well for the
individual purpose in view.

I shall now outer into the manipulations gone through iu enlarging
and proceed feriatim with details,

The fiist tiling to do, at this ttage, is to procure a perfectly flat

board, place it in situ on a stand or easel, and on this board pin a sheet

of white paper of the size of the intended enlargement, carefully focus,

after which insert a diaphragm in the lens to ensure the utmost sharp-

ness, and now cap the lens with a piece of orange glass fitted to the

cap. The use of this is to admit of the picture to be still seen and

enable the manipulator to adjust the sensitised paper at his ease, with-

out injurious actinic action whatever.

As a matter of course, the length of exposure must depend, first, on

the character of the light, then on the density of the negative, and

finally on the si^eed of the emulsion proper, which, I repeat, is best slow,

so as to leave plenty of latitude in exposure, the greater quantity of

which is of no consequence, as what is wanted now is perfection of

results, which is best attained, by amateurs at least, with ample

latitude in exposure. The expert enlarger knows bow to modify hi<^

developer to suit the case of slight under- or over-exposure that ma;.

occur, but it is not quite the same with one enlarging only ot

casioually.

The exposure made, next comes development. Since, however, so

many good fonnulie are already extant, I shall rest contented in saying

simply that I prefer the ferrous oxalate with citric acid in niinutt

quantity. By tlie way, a ten per cent, stock solution of citric acid am
water is a good thing to have at hand when developing ; for, if the pic-

ture come up too rapidly, at once pour off the developer in the develoi>

ing cup, quickly flood the paper with plain water to arrest development

in its progress, put half-a-drachm or so of the said citric acid soluticn

in the developer, and, after stirring, pour back the developer on the pic-

ture in progress, and things may now proceed as if a normal exposiire

had been given. A quick eye and hand are required for all this. Wrth
a slightly under-exposed picture more energy may properly be added to

the developer. The picture developed, it should bo well washed ind

afterwards fixed iu a strong solution of hyposulphite of soda ; after

which wash again and put to soak for a short time in a solution of slum

and citric acid, whereby grenter purity of the whites is obtained and

the durability of the picture increased. Finally : thoroughly wash
and hang to dry. Now, if all the operations have been properly con-

ductedj exposure correctly timed, and rational development resoited to

(the negative being what it ought to be), a beautiful picture, full of

delicate gradations and rich in depth, should be the result. A stout

mount, perfectly smooth, is best to mount upon. Rolling completes

the operations. Too much care cannot be taken in handling th« paper,

the face of which, I hold, should never be touched if perfection of final

results be wished for.

Further Use of the Enamelled Paper.

The above are all that is requisite for a picture in black and white

made from a good and suitably-retouched negative. Many, however,

may wish to do something more—in fact, to tint or colour ; but the

gloss is then terribly repellent and obstinate, yet magnificent Vandcr-
weyde effects are to be got with all the apparent delicate stipple. To
do this the parts to be acted upon are simplj' abraded with finely-

powdered pumice stone, applied round and round with the tip of the

finger. Now that a tooth is obtained the pastels or coloured crayons

are easily applied in the usual way, and exquisite vignettes are readily

produced. From this it is clear that the paper is admirably fitted to

take chalk. Where a highly-finished monochrome is desirable, any
plain picture with a not over-dark background can be most felicitously

produced by the use of the stump and chalk.

Chloride Emulsion Paper.

This form of paper produced with chloride in conjunction with citric

acid, as per formula already published, is stripped from the glass as

above, and may be used for printing out direct, the toning being done
with gold. The advantages of this paper is the enamelled surface

—

which is produced as described in the course of this article—and the
fine depth obtainable in the print. Once more : this surface being very
fragile requires great care in handling, as the freshness once gone the
charm of this sort of work is done away with immediately.

The Preparation op Plain Surfaced Paper.

There are many instances where a gloss is not only not desirable,

but positively objectionable ; and this is especially the case with
proofs destined to pass through the artist's hand for treatment in

water-colours or oil painting. He (the artist) mostly shrinks from this

sort of surface, in the teeth of the public, and will audibly utter
'

' bonbons box !

" with a scorn unsurpassed even by Juno. Whatever may
be thought of his view of the case, certain it is that frequently a need
arises for absolutely plain or glossless paper. This can be produced in
the following manner :

—

Proper emulsion having been obtained or prepared, and sheets, Urge
or not, of the autotype single fine transfer or well-sized paper
procured, the paper is first damped thoroughly, laid on a sheet of
absolutely flat glass, and its edges ai-e turned up about a quarter of an
inch all round, so as to form a kind of tray, after which the paper is

perfectly spioothed flat on a glass by the aid of a damp sponge used
lightly. On the paper thus prepared now pour in the centre a pool of
emulsion, Builicient to cover it well all over, and make the emulsion
flow from corner to coiner as you would collodion, taking care to have
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a perfectly even coating—that is, not too thick in parts and thin in

othera. The drying ni.iy be done l)y simply leaving t!ie paper on tlio

glass, or, wlien thoroughly set, it may be hung by a pin or two or put

astride on a rod to dry spontaneously. This gives a very line paper,

fit for all ordinary purposes of enlargements where a gloss is undesir-

able.

This paper is probivbly oxhangtive, and meant, at anyrate, to answer
;my ([uery that mi>;ht be propounded in search of a reliaUo moilm
IH-miiili in tho individual lino here treated. All available hints have

liuen studiously dwelt upon to smooth, not only the amateur's path,

but that oC photographers whose experience has not lain in this direc-

tion. Tlie system of working given is absolutely reliable, and can but

tend to success wlicre carefully and implicitly followed. At anyrate it

i< tlie result of mature experieuco and careful forethought, with the

view of being useful to my follow-workers, to whom I earnestly wish

ivury success. G. H, Martyn.

MICELLANEOUS SUBJECTS.

The Illcmixation of the Developing Room.

To recur to the subject of the position of the lantern non-actinic

screen in relation to tlie plate under development, it is astonishing

what an advantage is gained by placing its greatest length horizontally

instead of vertically. Since first pointing this out I have found the

following figures bearing on the subject, though not in its application to

photography, in that admirably-illustrated book, Ouillemin's I'hices of

Jfattiie;—"Of 100 rays of light received by water, glass, polished

black marble, mercury, or speculum metal, with an incidence of 50

degrees, water reflects 72, glass 54, marble 60, and mercury and
speculum metal 70. If the incidence augments, the nundxjr of

retleoted rays diminishes for the first three bodies in rapid pro-

portion, and at most is no more than 2 or 3 at from GO to 90 degrees,

whilst under the latter incidence mercury reflects 09 rays out of

100." Therefore, supposing a photographic plate under the developer

to be but three or four inches from a lantern with a window a foot

high, much light from the upper jiart of the coloured screen finds

its way to the plate, whilst more than two-thirds of that from the

lower part is reflected from the surface of the licjuid, and cannot touch

the plate.

At present we have not nearly reached the limit at which clear, cool

light can be used in a developiug-room with safety ; and it is to be hoped
tliat Mr. Uebenbam will not stop, but push on his experiments till that

limit is reached. First : the coloured screen should be a very large one

—

s.ay a yard long by eighteen inches high ; it should be disposed with its

greatest lei gth horizontally ; and its lower edge should be at the level

of the table on which the plates are developed. In no case should

development begin with the plate nearer than eighteen inches from this

screen ; but when the image is well out, and when the bromide has

well soaked the film, it may be brought nearer with impunity. Be-

hind this screen the manipulator might have a row of gas-burners,

lighting one after the other until he was able to fog a plate

while developing at eighteen inches from the screen, and after first

exposing the plate dry to the light for a minute, which is longer

than it is likely to receive in ordinary practice. Under these conditions

the brilliancy of light permissible in the developing-room will probably

be most remarkable when compared with recent general experience.

When plates of unusual sensitiveness are used it will only be necessary

to develope them farther from the lantern. At three feet distance the

power of fogging by the light will be four times less than at eighteen

inches ; at three yards' distance its fogging power will be thirty-six

times less than at eighteen inches.

When the screen is translucent—as when tissue paper is used—the

latter becomes virtually the source of the light in use. With glass, or

any other medium through which the shape of the flame can be seen,

there is more liability to fog. Using ground glass in the lamp is not so

good as the obtaining of translucency by the opalescence of the screen ;

and the opalescence should not be given to glass by something which
merely increases its capacity, but by surcharging it with the colouring

oxide used in the manufacture. Dark greens and yellows should not be

employed, but intensely bright light ones. If one plate only give the

necessary opalescence more opalescence would be a disadvantage, and
the plate of the second colour may be of transparent glass. There
should be just enough opalescence to prevent the shape of the fl.ame

from being seen, but not a fraction more, to bring practice most into

liarmony with true theory. Daylight should not be used as the

original source of light when uniform safety and the brightest illumi-

nation of the developing-room are desired.

Coloured oil silk will be good for those who are travelling, and should

give the necessary opalescence. I am obliged to those who informed

me of the silk being in the market; but Mr. Debenham's discovery will

discharge all ruby colour from it in the future. With experience the

size of lantern windows will largely increase; and in the future the

custom will probably be to write to all the vendors of coloured oil silk

for a little specimen strip only one-third of an inch wide, make a poly-

chromatic negative of all the slips received, and then order the two

which, when snpcrimposcd, give the best visual rosults combined with
efficient absorption of the blue r-iys.

Should it ever be deemed necessary to add a third sheet to the lan-

tern window, it ought to bo green and not yellow, since the developer
will give some of the latter colour, and it should not be the same green
as the other one in the lantern. 1 have found that what Mr. W. Brookn
says about the advantage of using tho pyro. developer over and over
again on different plates is quite accurate, and a very great economy.

Speculations about Clbani.no Len.sk.s.

Tho use of wash-leather for wiping lenses just before use has often

been specially recommended in print by practical photographers ; and I

think that this preference is not founded merely upon fancy, but upon
a scientific basis. The surface of any lens must be but ground glass;

fur increasing the fineness of the polish merely means increasing the

fineness of the abrasion, until, in finished lenses, the irregularities of

the surface are far beyond the reach of detection by the most powerful
microscope.

If a thin film of grease be rubbed over common ground glass its

transparency is increased ; but the finer the surface of the glass the

thinner must be the oily film to produce this effect, for a visible film of

grease on polished glass diminishes the transparency. The law, there-

fore, is that the more polished the surface of the glass the thinner must
be the film of grease to increase the transparency.

In the course of the manufacture of wash leather the leather is well

soaked in oil, which oil is afterwards apparently removed. My idea ia

that actually it is not entirely removed, and that the mere trace left in

the leather is just enough to give a film adapted to the increasing of the

transparency of the apparently perfectly-polished surface of the lens.

German Photooraphers in France.

L'Anli-Pruxtiieu, a newspaj)er in Paris, is trying to make things

"warm" for Germans residing in that city. It has just fallen foul of a
photographer there in its edition of January 8th, and I translate its

statements as follows :

—

" On the occasion of the new year the i)hotographers of Paris received a
little rag of blue pai^er, in imitation of a French telegrapliic form, folded

up and deUvered at the house. The advertisement in cpiestion came from
a certain M. Fernand Brunk, 13, Rue Chaudron, Paris.

"It states, among other things—'The house of F. Brunk has no
travellers or branches; it is^ therefore, able to do cheaper work than all

others.' Farther on is the trade-mark of an English paiwr-maker. The
rag also says ;

—
' Photography plays a leading part in modem art, there-

fore every photographer should keep in the front rank of his industry.

In consequence, il. Fernand Brunk, 18, Rue Chaudron, Paris, deserves to

be warmly recommended for his novel backgrounds, designed by one of the

first artistic specialists on the continent, and for his other articles.

'

" Finally, the tenor of this so-called telegram is as follows :—'A Happy
New Year,—Fernand Brunk, 13, Chaudron, Paris.'

"Well! French photographic gentlemen! M. Fernand Brunk is no-

body but the son of his father, who has an establishment at Nuremberg.
If you give orders to the son in Paris at 13, rue ChaudroUr the goods will

come from Germany. It is unnecessary to tell you that you have good
firms in Paris, French houses, jealous of their reputation, Which ask nothing

more than to work.
"By-thebye, is not M. Fernand Bnmk's fatherj jierhaps, a German

officer ? And what grade does his son occupy in the army of our go<Kl

neighbours, if we are not too inquisitive? (Signed) La Chargk."

This miserable print is keeping old animosities alive by attacking

various French tradesmen who employ German assistants.

Ltica-ne, Switzerland, Jamuirt/ 20, 1884. W. H. Harrison.

CAMERA LUCIDA.—PALETTA OBSCURA. A STUDY IN
LIGHT AND SHADOW.*

In hatching and touching your plate, which to me seems to represent

the second working, think upon all the dodges of the etchers, Hayden,

Hamerton, Herkomer, Whistler, &c. If you have a chemical, to cat

down certain parts of it broadly, leaving the prominent parts (be spar-

ing in prominent parts) standing out dense, do not niggle with your

pencil point overmuch, except it is to blur out an accessory which

may be too distinct. I do not know much about printing photographs,

yet I am inclined to think it is here that the genius of the photographer

may be brought out. If I were a photographer I would never leave a

plate while it was printing for a second. 1 would try all sorts of

dodges upon the sun with pieces of paper having little eccentric holes

torn out where I wanted an artificial shadow to fall across my plate,

by exposing the print altogether at times so as to mellow any extreme

lights, painting touches of white on it to bar out the sun altogether

where I wanted a mysterious gleam, whether it was on my picture or

not, and never rest until I had made it my own. I may be wrong, of

course, in all this ; but it is the idea which now strikes me, or all that

may be done already, or considered iii/ra dig. or illegitimate. Yet

hero, I think, as in the treating of a painted picture, I imagine the

photographer can liberate himself entirely from the trammels of custom,

and never be at a loss for fresh tracks.

Condudwl from pogc 49.
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In landscape photography I constantly observe good pictares rendered

imperfectly through the fatal power of the camera, which nimt print

every object before it ; and yet in the printing even more than in tne

sorting of the plate I think much, if not all of this, might be obviated

by a careful study and following up of the tricUs of liembrandt. If it

be the foreground which is too plainly marked, wliy not take another

foreground plate, and, clearing oB' all not required, place it over the

other plate, and so let the sun strike through both and blurr that

corner ; or make a dark shower cloud, as in the engraving. The Tiiree

Trees, by covering boldly portions of the plate with paper and allow

the rest to print darker, or by adroit covering and exposing simplify

the whole arrangement and create divisions where you want them ; a

ray of light, or a part blackened, or any device that occurs to you,

which is what we call "inspiration."

The magic of Kembrandt rests in this—that he seldom creates, but

lie takes adoantage of circumstances and local iiicULnts to intensify the

story he is telling you. *****
I take David Teniers after Rembrandt as an instance and example of

successful and easy grouping. I take him as the type of a school em-

bracing a long list of jiainters, ancient and modern—Wilkie, Faed,

Orchardson, Cameron, Pettie, &c., &c. ; and why I prefer him to our

own Sir David Wilkie is not so much that Teniers was before Wilkie,

because Teniers was by no means the first in that line of bnsiness, as

for the reason which I think you will also agre.e with me if you carry

back your memories to the summer exhibition, where one example of

Teniers was hung in painful juxtaposition with two pictures by
Wilkie belonging to Queen Victoria. If you can recal the delicate and
silvery half-tones and open composition of La Tounieuse and compare,

as no one could help doing from their close proximity, this with the

hot colouring, slushy handling, and forced composition of The Penny
Wedding and Blind Man's Buff, we must agree that here Teniers has

the best of it. Yet I would by no means decry Sir David Wilkie, ex-

cept where comparison is forced, as in this case ; for I consider Sir

David Wilkie, Tom Faed, and Orchardson to be the very best models a

painter or a photographer can have for the composition of groups.

I am not at all i)rejudiced in favour of old masters or of old things,

or big names, or advertised brains or dry bones ; rather the reverse.

I like young flesh and fresh blood, quick-beating pulses, and impetuous
motions. I would rather have a living mistake than a dead perfection

any day ; yet, when I see the old ones far ahead of the young ones, it

is both a duty and a joy to bend the knee and adore the vanished past.

Orchardson and Hugh Cameron have come up the truest to the silver

and opals of Teniers, and for chaste deliberation and simplicity I can
commend no one before Orchardson ; he always stops painting just at

the point where people should stop eating and drinking—the point
this side of repletion. Study his best known examples : ChristOjihcr

Sli/, from "Taming of the Shrew," some articles of clothing and a

pair of shoes in the left-hand corner, to continue the slanting line of

feet of the servants waiting on Christopher ; a walking-stick lying in

the same line as the feet of the negro, and people behind the screen ;

a sheet of paper on the floor further in takes exactly the same line of

direction, and the eye is no more troubled with details—we can all

laugh without let. In the Queen of Swords, a more crowded composi-
tion, the ground lines are the same, with the Queen forming the point
of the angle and a clear foreground, with the exception of a fan that
cirries on the same lines. In that scene from " Henry IV.," part first,

Priiiri- Henry, PoiiiK, and Fcdslaff, we have one of the simplest, openest,
and most refined specimens of humorous compositions on record. A
straight, horizontal line of tapestry—broken up at the exact limit by
the burly hind-part view of Sir John, the buffoonery expressed in that
Cipacious, broad waist-belt, and the rounded folds of the doublet
below it, is worthy of the mighty creator of that inflated sponge

—

Falstaff. A table and chair behind it keep the horizontal line, while
relieving the emptiness of the floor between FalstaS^ and his com-
panions. The wall starts out towards us at an angle, while, along
with a chair, the Prince and Poins keep within the vanishing lines
from the point of sight, which is exactly in the centre of the back
view of- FalstafTa waist, so that we must look (whether we like or not)
first and last at him, even although, with Orchardsou's usual love of
refinement, he is modestly cast into half shadow.
They say Thackeray could draw a gentleman and Dickens could not.

I deny this sweeping assertion in the existence of Mr. Chester of
'

' Barnaby Rndge ;" but one thing I do think, which is, that Orchardson
is the painter who gives us the nearest approach to the easy insolence
and boiJtomie of a well-bred man of the world.
To return to Teniers (for a moment in passing), I cannot bring to

mind oje of his pictures which I have seen that could in any way be
improved in the composition, added to, or taken from ; every accessory
tells its own portion of the general story, and this I would once more
point out to the composer of a picture, along with a few simple laws
which occur to me as I write. The principal object is the first object
which rises up before the mind's eye, and fixes the composition when
the story is heard or read, therefore the main object to be considered
and first set ujp or drawn in—as the figure of the Queen in Orchard-
Bon|s Queen of Swords; the philosopher nearest us in Bacchanalian
Philosophers, by Teniers; the two front figures in Rembran(lt'3
Xiyht IVatCh, one dark, one light, the dark one put in by Rem.

brandt first ; and the child with its cart even before the lighted-up

woman and child wlio come before Thr Blind Fii/dhr, liy Wilkie.

There is too much in tliis composition, particularly that group of fore-

ground objects, which bear such evident traces of having been so care-

fully selected and placed in such a variety of artilioial carelessness—

watering-pan, cabbage, box, and utensils, basin, stool, with little bat,

and knife, placed so exactly, as they ought to be, like the hills of

Borrowdale—all being after cousideratiou, painty improvements,

never dropped upon accidentally and not at all required. You will

find nothing of this sort in Rembrandt's pictures, or in Rubens' (lavish

though he is), or in Teniers', and seldom in Potty's or Orchardson's.

In Vandyke's you may, or in Wilkie's, because both Vandyke and

Wilkie, being Court favourites, permitted their own individuality and

good taste to be oftener biassed by the buzzing of the gartered asses

about them
;
yielding to make this or that improvement to suit a foolish

patron, until their own gifts became obscured, and their taste perverted

to the level of a pair of Court breeches. Rembrandt and Rubens were

strong enough men always to lead the fashion, and too strong ever to

be led. But the times are changed with us now, so that I do not think

there is any danger of Orchardson getting spoilt by good fortune ; he is

not in any way hurt by it yet, at all events.

After we get the first object set up, the others all fall into place to

suit that central or main object, and this rule holds with the arranging

of light and shadow, as well as form ;—one minute centre of light

round which the half-iights range—and the deepest shadow when you

can best afford it. The central form, the central light is of paramount

importance—all the rest a matter of convenience, chance, and discretion.

Think less about what you may put in to help your picture as upon

what you may keep out, to give it importance and repose.

Every sitter has a fine point about him, or her: find it out—the best

side of the face, a nice arm, or good hand ; they will reveal it to you

unconsciously, before you have sighted them, and make that your first

object, and all the rest subordinate so as to help that out.

Don't seize two points in one model ; decide which is the most use-

ful, and take that, without regret discarding all the others.

It may be that the only good bit is a hat, or a feather, or a pair of

gloves, or a brooch. The point that first attracts your eye pleasantly

is the point upon which to make your centre of vision, and around
which you will arrange the rest. If it be an article of dress, of

jewellery, then bring the light to bear upon it, and make all the rest

in half-shades.

Study Nature for ever, if yon would have any photographs you take

diflferent from the last photograph. Never take a sitter at once ; leave

them alone to knock about your studio while you pretend to be sorting

something else, but watch them unawares ;
you will see a natural

touch before long, a peculiar habit which they are not aware of, but by
which many of their friends know them. Fix on that as your character

keynote, and work up features, position, and accessories, so as not to

lose sight of this peculiarity ; and with this borne always in mind and
a good knowledge of face and neck anatomy, without which I cannot see

how anyone can touch up a negative properly, I know of no reason where-
f

fore a photographer should not give us as complete a character study as

any painter, ancient or modern, from Millais back to Albert Durer.

Yet before that state of perfection can be acquired, permit me, as
j

one of the jjublic and also as a frequent suS'erer, to enter my protest

against head-rests and long sighting, to those who still practise these

abominations. No natural expression or easy posture can ever be
gained, until instantaneous plates are used for everyone. Before they

can well settle in their self-chosen places and posture, have thein down
and risk it—the chance of a spoilt picture is better than a conventional

position.

Also this debasing system of smoothing away wrinkles, and blotches,

and character traces. I never can see a real harsh, wrinkled face nowa-
days, except in some of the tintypes.

Of course I know the cry is raised that the public will have these

wax productions; but as one of the public I have not yet had my own
likeness taken quite right. For instance, in repose I hang my head on
one side, and I have always been made to hold it straight up, like a

soldier at "attention." Again, my nose is neither of a Greek or Uoman
caste, and yet I never do get that nose put in as I see it in a mirror, or

as its humphy shadow is cast upon the wall ; or, as a gentleman once
closed up a wordy, if not very convincing, number of reasons against

my having either the qualities to make a poet, pauiter, or passable

labourer, by exclaiming—" Why, just look at your nose ! did you ever
know a clever man with a nose like that ?

"

I have talked a long time about realism, mixing it ever and again
with the second and third objects of my lecture, as it is so impossible
to separate them entirely, or to depict one properly without giving you
all the rest, and therefore must now hasten to the conclusion with just

a word or two about the others. Two names I may give you as speci-

mens of feeling, M'Taggart and Hugh Cameron. I have pointed out
in both what I considered to be working flaws, yet that does not
prevent me from admiring their gifts and telling their virtues—rather
does the one urge me to the other, as the natural promptings of manli-
ness and fair play. Yet in neither Cameron nor M'T.aggart are the
qualities which reader them great (to be found in engravings from
their works) suUioieatly strong to be utilised in the photographic studia
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For feeling aatl scntiiucut I would point out Robert Macgregor
amongst our Scottish artists ; through using low tones ho is a very
useful study for a pliotograjiher. \Ve want yet to see general, hnv,
and soft tones about our photographs, as well as strong aud rugged
itfects softened down.

I could ineutioii many others, but when I come to examine their
work I lind so many evidences of the palette obscuring only what the
camera has made a little too lucid, my conscience bids me pause. I

%\ould like to say that they had fficling, but I see more of flimsy
iectation and sliallow make-believe woolliness instead of soul-stirring

lission. Yet "John lilair " has feeling aud tenderness, Robert Herd-
man has sent'meut, Ix)ckhart lias force, Herkomer has force, feeling,

soutiment aud passion, aud so many more that I cannot mention, un-
liououred, aud some honoured in whose works I cau trace nothing
original at all.

In France tliere is a school rising, who with the brush arc trying to
compete with tlie camera. The Impressionitils, along Avith the
camera, are yet fated to produce a great revolution in art. Tliey aim
at giving tlie impression, effect, or sensation of an instantaneous action
or emotion or phase; not the phase exactly, but the swift impressiou
which it leaves upon the mind of tlie spectator, with form, as it were

—

that is, with paints and brushes striving to embody the soul of Nature,
and when the two are joined, the result will be—pei-ficlio)!.
To finish by bringing up the name which I have liitherto kept back,

the exception, about wliich some time ago I promised to tell you—the
sweetest, tenderest, mightiest art soul that ever was chained inside of
a mortal body, and prompted the fingers to move as it wanted ; the
purest, saddest mind that ever writhed neglected and found its reward
«o late ; the soul now free and stirring up a crowd with its pathetic
activity, to be like it, pure and true—1 mean Jenn-Frav^ols Millet, the
French peasant painter. Mr. Hunt says of him— " For years Millet
painted beautiful things, aud nobody looked at them. They fascinated
me, and I would go to Barbison and spend all the money 1 could get in
buying his pictures. I brought them to Boston. ' 1(7(0/ is thai horrid
thiwjf 'Oh! it\ a sketch by afriend of mine.' Now he is the greatest
painter in Europe."
That is a painter's verdict about a painter.
One of his pictures is vivid iu my mind just now. There is a.priut

of it in that wonderful illustrated magazine, Scrihmr'.i Monthhj, where
engravings look like iiaiutings or idealised photographs.

It is called The Sown-—the dim figure of a labourer scattering seed
over a ploughed field with one hand, aud holding his apron filled witli
embryo life in the other. In the distance, and lighted up by the sun,
a team of bullocks are dragging the plough, and a flight of birds over
beyond the seed. That is the whole composition put into bald words.
But as it has been rendered by this painter it lias an embodiment of
all which I have tried to explain—the spirit and body of living, work-
irg, sutt'ering nature.
What would I not give (if I had it) to see a photograph done like that

!

And it can be done if vou labour enough, know enough, and feel enough.
As I look ujon Th- Son-er, I am drawn into it, mesmerised and

rindered clairvoyant; I am tn rap/iorl with the freed spirit which has
le.t, along witli the delicate aroma of its departing wings, a portion of
its own personality, its own immortality—vague and tender—greater
tlian Kapliael. or Remlnandt, or Albert Durer; for it has taken the
deepest root within humanity.
Tenderly I look upon it, not too boldly, for it seems vibrating with a

tensuous existence ; it clutches at my heart-sinews as it reveals the
parables of Christ, accompanied by sobbing notes of melancholy spirit-
music — the far-off strikings of angel harp-strings, indefinite but
ravishing.

And the painter's body lies under the earth—that St. John face, with
its misty development of hair; the maddened stag driven by the
hunters and the bounds over tlie garden fence, into the snow-covered
garden on that January morning of 1S7."),» past the dying man's
window, and ruthlessly slaughtered under tlie eyes of the dying man

;

yielding up its noble life for a bit of sport, the hot-red blood sinking
through the cold, white snow, and soaking into the covered hearts of
the green plants beneath. One np-turned glance of the glazing eyes
met the down-turned glance of the glazing eyes, and so—filled with
despair and pity—two souls—tlie soul of a stag and the soul of a
painter—drifted out into the morning light, Hume Nisbet,

RECENT PATENTS.

PATENTS APPLIED FOR.
No. 2,211.

—"Means and Apparatus for A]>plying the Electric Light to
Cameras and to other Analogous Purposes." A. F. Link.—Dated January
2(;, ia84.

Nil. 2,.^li*.
—" Prepar.ation of Surfaces for Printing or Etching by the aid

of Photography." Connimnicated by E. Kunkler and J. Brunner. A. G.
Brookes.—Z)««f'i Jannury 2il, 18S4.

ftoinc <lav9 before the death of .\tillet a stag was chased by huntcra and donfs into
^ iicii,'hl>our's vrmloii niA hiit"hcr.Kf before the •tyiiix uuiii's juk;. "1 take It as aa
viiicn," he sil'i mourntully, aal I'ripjrod lor the earthen'.!.

NOTICE TO PKOCEEU
No. 4,794.— "Rotary Stands for Exhibiting Photographs." A. M.

Clark.—/)««frf October !», 18«3.

GRANTS OF PROVISIONAL PRtJTECTION FOR SIX MONTHS.
No. 5,890.-"Improvements in and Api>aratus for the Production of

Phototjrapbic Negatives to be Used in the ProceiMes of Photolithography,

Piiotozincoj?ra])hy, Photoetehing, or Phototype Productions. ALEXAXtiEB
BonLANi), W'ilmslow, Chester. —JScifcrf December 2B, 1883.

No. 5,91.'5.—" A New and Improved Means of Putting Designs upon
Glass or other Material." William Henby Wauken, ai-tist, Suffolk-iilace,

London.—ZJofcrf December 29, 1883.

(^m (Btittorial fable.—

—

Developing Dishes. By F. W. Hart, Kingsland-green, N.

Wk have received from Mr. F. W. Hart a specimen of a new deve-

loping dish which he lias just introduced. This is constructed of

celluloid—a material which lends itself admirably to this and similar

purposes, being lighter, less brittle, and cheaper than ebonite, and, at

the same time, equally serviceable. The new dishes are elegant in

appearance, and are provided with light ribs at the bottom to prevent

the adhesion of the plate. The colour is white, or nearly so, which

may prove an objection to some who have accustomed themselves to

ebonite ; but this is a fault which may be easily remedied.

Meetings of ^mt\Xt%.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Date or Meeting. Name of Society.

February 4
5

West Riding of Yorkshire
Shetiield

Halifax
Bolton Club
Glossop Dale
Benevolent
Eiliiil)mxll

North Staffordshire
Photoj^i-aphic Club
South London
London and Provincial .

.

Bolton
I^eeds

.

Glasgow
Dundee
Coventry
Yorkshire College .

Ireland .

Place or Ueeting.

Godwin-street, Bradford.
Freemasons' Ilall, Surrey-street.

Courier Otficc, Regent-street.

The Studio, Chancery-lane.
Glossop C<jtfee Palace, High-street.

181, Aldersgate-street.

Hall, 5, St. .\ndrew-5quarc.
Town Hall, Hanlcy.
Anderton's Hotel, I-lcet-fitreet.

Society of Arts, John-st., Adclphi.
Masons' Hall, Basinghall-strcct.

The Baths.
Philosophical Hall.

177, Buchanan-street.
Lauib's Hotel, Reform-street.

Coventry Disjicnsarj'.

College, Cookridge-street.

Royal College of Science, Dublin.

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

At the meeting of this Society, held on Thursday, the 24th instant, Mr.
W. Coles occupied the chair.

Mr. A. Cowan said that he had recently fitted his dark room with the

green ^lass and yellow paper proposed by Mr. Debenhani, and at the same

time had arranged to let reflected light only fall upon the glass, as recom-

mended by Mr. Starnes. The advantage of using reflected light, he

green glass 24 X 18 inches, supplemented by four thicknesses of the yellow

paper. Behind tiiis was a gas flame with a tin screen of just sufficient

size to prevent the light from the flame impinging on the window. Be-

hind the flame was a reflecting surf.tce of the same yellow i>aper arranged

in a concave form. He found that he had more light to work by than he

formerly had when employing the usual red mediums, .and to test its safety

he had exjiosed three portions of a plate for iieriods of five, ten, and

fifteen minutes—the remaining portion being kept covered—within a few

inches of the window. This plate was handed round, but no trace of an

image could be seen on anv part of it. The plate was a rapid one, by one

of the beat known commercial manufacturer.^. With his former dark-room

light he could get a distinct impression on the plate in five seconds, and a

strong one in fifteen seconds. An example of this he hftd shown at a

previous meeting. , ,

M r.W. M. .\.siiMAN stated that for travelling purposes he thought the use of

a spirit lamp with salt in the wick very convenient, as the materials could

be obtained everywhere. He had been trying the photographic i>ower of

tlio flame by exposing ijlates to its light for periinls of five minutes. At a

distance of twelve inches from the uncovered flame a distinct image waa

ol)tained. With a sheet of ground glass six inches from the flMn^and the

pKite twelve inches from the glass, there was stiU an image. buboUtuting

opal glass for the ground glass the image waa very faint. He {Mr. Asli-

man) also sliowwi the results of scmie experiments made with a raiall oil

lantern and various mediums. Two thicknesses of ruby glass bad, witli

five minutes' oxix)sure at twelve inches' distance, given a tranaparency.

One thicknois of ground gla.sa and one thickness of orange glass h«l al.io

sufficed to give an image; but one thickness of ruby glass and one of oiled

orange (laix^r seemed to be safe.
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Mr. J. B. B. Wkllinoton showed some transparencies for the lantern,

made upon bromide plates and developed with iron, closely resembling the
cooler of the tones obtained upon chloride plates. The emiUsion was pre-

pared as follows :

—

Nitnite of silver .50 grains.
Heinrich's gelatine 20 ,,

Winter 5 ounces.
The nitrate" of silver is first converted into citrate by citrate of ammonia,
and then redissolved in ammonia

—

Bromide of potaa.siimi 40 grains.

Heinrich's gelatine 20 ,,

Water 5 ounces.
The two solutions were mixed at a temperature of 150°. Two hundred
grains of the same gelatine were then added and stirred till dissolved.

When cold it was washed in the usu.il way. The development was con-
ducted with ferrous oxalate solution, to wliicli had beeil added from
twenty to eighty grains of bromide of potassium to the ounce. The more
bromide added the warmer was the resulting t(me. The exposure had
been from half-a-rainute to two minutes at a diatauce of six inches from a
fishtail burner.
Mr. G.4RRETT showed a beautiful transparency obtained on a commercial

chloride plate. The exposure had been six seconds to diffused daylight at
four o'clock, and with tlie develoiwr marked as No. 2 on Mr. Cowan's paper.
Mr. AsH.\l.iN said tliat when describing his first experiments with Mr.

Newton's developer he had said that there was not nnich gain from the
addition of iodide of mercury. Fresh experiments liad convinced him
that there was no gain at all, and he should not advise anyone to waste
time over the process.
Mr. Cowan had made exixsrunents with the plan, and now showed the

results, from which he concluded that iodide of mercury was not an
accelerator, that there was no advantage in its employment, and none
from the use of soda water instead of ammonia in the developer.

EDINBURGH PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The first "popular evening" took place in Queen-street Hall, on Wednesd.ay
evening, the 23rd iust.

The exhibition consisted of about 150 pictures, selected from the works
produced by the members during the jmst year. Many were of a high
order of merit, and the very lar^o audience frequently showed its .appre-
ciation by appLauding the views, which were exhibited by the aid of Mr.
M'Kean's carrier.

The ccmtributors were Messrs. R. Murr.iy, C.E., Wm. Mitchell, F.
Briglmen, A. Matheson, R. Irving, Jas. Crighton, Wm. Neilson, M.
Wane, Fraser, Notman, A. B. Stewart, F. Moffat, W. T. Basliford,
Crooke, Macdonald, M'Kean, M. Scott, H. Watson, .and S. Tamkin.
The transparencies were produced by "coffee" plates, coUodio-cIiloride,

gelatino-chloride, bromide, and by the wet process, and most jileasing
effects were also produced by different toning .agents. Messrs. Turnbull
and M'Kean manipulated the lantern, and Mr. Bashford occupied the
I)latform.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF VIENNA.
The last meeting in 1.SS3 of t!iis Society took place on tlie 11th December
when the cluair was taken by Dr. Hornig. A number of new members
were adnntted.
The Ch.mrman announced the death of Horr Jagemann, one of the

oldest members of the Society. He also read a commnnication from Dr.
Stolze, m the name of the Berlin Photogr.aphic Society, invitin" tiiu co-
oi«ration of the Photographic Society of Vienna in the projected photo-
graphic exhibition at Berlin in 1884. The matter was remitted to the
committee of management for consideration.
A communication from Herr Obernetter respecting his photo-en^ravlno'

process was then read. = i o o

Major VoLKHEK presented a report of the work done during the year at
the Imt«rial Royal Mditary Geographic Institute, of which he is the
director.

Herr BKBcEn said that the arctic views he lately showed were but a
Bniall part of the scries taken by Marine Lieutenant Basso on the island ofJan Mayen, when he aecompanied Graf Wilczek's polar expedition. Most
of the negatives were developed on the spot where they were taken, only afew being brought to Vienna for Herr Berger to develope

I art of Professor Vogel's collection of North American photographswore next shown and were followed by a series of portraits tah^r^ iZ
electric light b^ rferr Lemtsky, of St. PetersW P"'^"^'''"' '"''^ ^y
Professor EnEB then made some remarks respecting a number ofimsoeUaneouB matters, having .a bearing u|«„ different departments ofphotography, such as the density of solutions of potassic oxaUte theemployment of hemp for the filtration of emulsion'; tlie seSven^ss tolight of a mixture of gelatine and red pnissiate of potash ; on the employ"ment of salts of uranium m gelatine emulsion; the .action of pre-3°ntrU|K.n^gelatmo-brom.de of silver, and the action of heat upon gflatinf

. h'"''"?^'!?
*'?" '•''«"e»» of tjie hour some of the business placed on the

7X^^^^-:-:^\^i::init"'''
"^ '"^ ^-t meeting ink n^yet:

—*

—

BERLIN ASSOCIATION FOR THE CULTIVATION OP
PHOTOGRAPHY.

This Aatociation met, for the first time this year, on Friday the 4tli ultwhen the chair was occupied by Professor H.V. Vogcl, the Kesidont '

"The Chaikman showed a cabinet-sized landscape in twiich se^ral flashe,
«f light wore photographed. Herr Hiinscl, iu altter which a^on.Sl

the picture, said tliat ho noticed a storm coming on, so he placed a gehitine

plate in the dark slide, and, having placed the latter in the camera,
directed the uncovered lens towards the landscape, leaving it uncovered all

night, so that the flashes which came .across the field of the picture recorded
themselves photographically. The plate being exposed during the night
there were but slight traces of the landscape. The flashes as represented
in the photograijh did not at all correspond with the preconceived ideas of

the zigzag course of lightning.
One provincial member requested some information respecting D.allmeyer

lenses; another asked for advice respecting the choice of a method of

enlarging.

Herr t^uiDDE recommended the use of Lamy's jiaper, whicli permits of

printing by lamp light. Herren Graf and Joop had never been able to get
such good results with this process as Herr Talbot, and, besides, many
people objected to the cold grey tone of the pictures.

Herr Joop thought the best results were to be got by enlarged plates

;

tliat is, by maldng a transparency, and then making an enlarged negative
from that.

Horr QciDDE then spoke of Herr Halwas's method of enlarging on
canvas in order to paint upon, .and inquired whether the film of emulsion
did not i)revent the oil colours from adhering to the linen.

Herr Joop had not found this to be the case. He was in the habit of

washing over the surface of the prepared canvas with soda, aud then with
citric acid. Tins rendered it matt, and so assisted the emulsion and oil

colour to adhere.
Herr Hase inquired for a cure for the albumenised paper repelling the

silver bath or taking it on in streaks.
Herr Graf had often remar'Ked that fault in new paper, seldom in old,

and lie prevented it by rubbing the paper with cotton wool before silvering.

Herr Habei'.landt found, now that paper is not so much salted as it

used to be, that this fault was apt to occur whenever the silver bath was too
strong.

The Chaibm.vn called attention to two articles in the Photographische
C'orre3poiiden-, iu which the subject of patenting inventions is placed in a
true light. It was remarked that a process was by no means necessarily to

be considered old because the operations of which it consisted were already
known ; the novelty might lie in the combination. He (the Chairman)
showed some American plaques, read a communication from Herr Ober-
netter describing his i>hoto-engraviiig process, and finally showed a collec-

tion of views iu the Nile valley taken by Wilson, of Philadelphia.
Herr Grak compared them with liis recollections of the Egyptian views

shown at the Berlin Exhibition of 18G5, by Bedford. Bedford's views wt
taken upon wet plates and Wilson's upon dry plates. Wilson's ]>lates wi
not developed until seven months after they were exposed. He thougin
Bedford had selected the most .artistic points of view, while Wilson's were
selected more with a view to being instructive and illustrating the
geography of tlie country.

Tlie meeting was shortly afterwards adjourned.

THE LANTERN IN THE UNITED STATES.
To the Editors,

Gkktlemen,—I observe that in his paper at the opening meeting of this
session of the South London Photographic Society, Mr. J. T. T.aylor spoV.'
of the United States of America as a good field iu wliich to work the oplii
lantern from the cominercisil point of view. Would it be asking th,

gentlem.an too much to give some particulars concerning the state of thii
business in tlie New World, both as regards lanterns and slides, and to siiy

where in his esthnation a business of this nature might best be established
with a view to its eventually becoming largely developed ?

I have seen several American lanterns, including the Marey sciopticon,
and the lime light exhibition of Mr. Muybridge by one of a better class,
but I did not think that these rejiresented the highest capabilities of the
lantern.

I would also feel obliged if an indication of the prices of lanterns and
shdes could be given.—I am, yours, &e., T. P. Hicks.
London, Januanj 28, 1884.

[Perhaps Mr. Taylor will kindly respond.—Ed.s.]

"DIFFUSED LIGHT FOR THE DARK ROOM."
To the Editors.

Gentlemen',—-I see a letter in one of your scientific conteni|)oraries on
the poiiuliir topic of dark-room illumination, in which the experimentalist
seems to have tried his new light in an ingenious but not very convincing
manner.
After exposing the lialt-covered plates to the light under trial he apjiears

to hme iixed them without development; then he exultingly writes that
each plate showed ele.ar glass."
VVouId this scientist be surprised to find that if he hiid exposed these

plates m a similar w.ay to the unobscured midday sun he would have got
the same result ?--I am, yours, &c., K. Alnwtke Browne.
January 29, 1884.

SEN3IT0METERS.
To the Editors.

GENTLEMax.-Having just read Mr. \V. K. Burton's able remarks upon
tlie above on page 39 m your issue of January 18th, iKTmit mo to say that I '
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entirely agroo with them, and thoroforo accord him my beat tlianks. But
at the same time I would refer him to my pai^r as i)riuted in tlio I'arent

Society's Jourmtl, liage 1(53, lino 6, whorom I define sensitivenoas to bo the

time necessary to produce the miuimum of ollect ujion a iiUu ; consequently

my remarks were in rofercnce to the production of the miuimum tint in

both cases wlieu the films wore of uniform composition, the light employed
!" intf the variable condition.

Ml page lO-l I mention that I intend to continue the subject, and I hope
•10 lonp, with the co-operation of a friend, to bring the subject before the

t^H'iety, when we shall describe a method of standardising any tint, for the
twofold purpose—J'"irstly, to estimate tlie general sensitiveness, i.e., the

time necessary to register a series of tints ; and, secondly, whether, and in

what direction, their relative gradation wUl be disturbed by the process of

registration.— I am, yours, &c., James B. ypLKQE.
Junuari/ 20, 1W4. __^_

DEVKLOPING.
To the Editors.

IJenti.emf.M,—As one who values the utterances of Mr. B. J. Edwards
because of their general soundness and practical value, please allow me to

aak him to publically detail the disadvantages ho states in the Almanac
that he has found in the sulphite of soda developer after trying it in

every shaix) and form.

I have been trying the plates of various English makers, and find a
general excellence as regards cleanliness <ind freedom from fog, but much
Miriety in their powers of giving true gradation, rich and varied. General

iition should be concentrated on their differences in point of grada-

1, with which I find more rests with the plate itself than with the de-

\uioi)er.—I am, yours, &c., Qlemtioneu.

—

PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITIONS.
To the Editors.

Gkntlkmes,—Lor ! what a funny man Mr. Browne is, to be sure ! And
I am certain it is my letter in the .Journal of the 18th instant that is being
honoure<l with liis notice, because there is no other cnmmimication anent
photographic exhibitions inserted for that week.
Of course, K. Alnwyke writes as though I had expressed myself quite

tout ail contrnire to what I really do; but that's nothing. We all know
Miat the excellent "science" of wrangling would almost cease to exist but
fcr the disputants' wilful misinterpretation of each other. Besides, if

K. Aln\vyke had only recognised what I dUl write, why then he would
have had nothing to reply about, and all that keenly pungent satire of his

would have been lost to tne readers of the Journal.
As I am writing, kindly let mo 6ui>plement my last communication with

tbe relation of another incident which ciime immediately imder my notice

at an exhibition (say) wthin 500 miles of Newcastle. You see, gentle-

men, I must be cautious while K. Alnwyke and his ready pen are about.

\. and B. spend some time together in a picturesque neighbourhood
i jacent to the town of this exhibition, and they jointly secure a series of

'tographic pictures of more or less merit. A. developos the negatives,
I

'- - lids \>rints from them to this exhibition, with his name ajipeuded.
'. :.: ,n one of the judges who disjiense the medals here, and A. 's case of

'ill Its are medalled ! I may add that I believe B. only knows of being
lije after the pictures are taken.
Xaturally the virtuous indignation of you and me and K. Alnwyke would
at once roused if any doubt were expressed as to the fairness of this

iisaction. Srjmehow, though, there always are people mean enough
'luestion these littla coincidences; but judges havo "an invidious, a
"irious, a diificult, and an utterly thankless task," even as have the
iiging committees, and, therefore, %vhat mere exhibitor shall dare to

ajilam even if judges award medals to the panels of the exhibition
ins, or the committee hang the pictures \ipside down ? Let such

. ,'ratefnl malcontents dread tne vengeance of K, Alnwyke and myself.

—

in, yours, &c., Ltddbll Sawyer.
-'1, Upper Ilerl/ord-street, W.C., January 29, 1884.

Will you please tell me how I can remove collodion from a gelatine nega*
tive that has been so coated instead of varnish ?—Alkbid Johnbon,

1. Would a Dallmeyer's rapid rectilinear lens (diameter 1,^ inch, focus 7i
inches) enlarge direct, from cabinet and cartc-de-t'itite negatives, all sizes

up to 2-J X 20 ?—2. Would it do as well as an ordinary Uallmoyer's carte

lens, and which would take the longer exposure?—3. Would the recti-

linear require more room between the negative and a 24 x 20 enlargement
than the carte lens? I am "going in" for taking views, groups, &c., and
enlarging them, and should be gla<i if the same lens would do for both.—Lkns. In reply : 1. Yes.—2. The carte lens will be the more rapid.
—3. See the table for enlargements in our Aluanao. I'rom that you
may obtain all the measurements necessary.

J. H. B. says :—I have a whole-plate lens which is wrong in the chemical
focus ; that is, when the i)ioturo is focussed sharp on the feTOund glass, on
development it is not sharp. It is not the camera which is at fault; it is

the lens. Can it be corrected? and how? In reply: Let "J. H. B."
ascertain, first of all, whether the lens is over-corrected or under-
corrected for colour. Then, assuming that the front lens is the defaulter

let him separate its component parts and regrind the contact surfaces, or

send them to be reground. If over-correction be the fault indicated
by his examination, let a longer radius of curvature be selected ; but in

the event of under-correction the radius must be shorter.

A photographer is ordered to take a group of an athletic club, and
exposes a print in his show-case. He is written to by one of the group,
in a very high style, threatening "proceedings" unless it is i-eraoved.

With your varied experiences you might advise.

—

Publisher.

I. K. T. inquires:—"Could you kindly recommend me some one who
bnilds small studios and sends them to order (as greenhouses are sent),

and has a knowledge of what is wanted?" In reply: Although we
are not aware of any, some reader may be able to give a response.

Rls there any method by which I can blacken brass mountings of lenses

that have been soldered with common tin solder? I am aware of the
II method of obtaining a black stain both by nitrate of copper and also by

(
; ! ride of platinum; but the former necessitates the employment of a

iU-:-:rra of heat th.-it wotild undo the soldei-ing, while'the stain produced
by the latter is bad for my requirements. Any information will be
thankfully received.—E. T. IS.

I SHALL feel greatly obliged if you, or some of your numerous corres-

pondents, can assist mo out of a difficulty. Mv studio is built in a
tjarden, for which I pay on annual ground rent. 'The building, however,
IS my own, being erected nearly twenty ye.ars since. I have been all

that'time using the north light, and that is the only point free from
obstruction to the studio. My neighbour is now preparing to build and
obstnict that light. I shall be glad to know what is the law in such a
case, and also wuioh would bo the best way to oppose,—Pebplexed,

In reply to a question jiut by "Broken Frame" relative to the right of
photographers to exhibit specimens and to recover damages from anyone
who smashes the frame in which such exhibit is made, I would surest
the desirableness of photographers joining together to have the opinion
of some eminent counsel, and thus have the question definitely settled.

—

D. Jones.

I HAVE heard of several brother photographers who havo "got to logger-

heads" with their clients for pliichig their "counterfeit presentments"
in show-cases, and some have had their frames broken. On mentioning
this subject to a legal friend, he said that the breaking of the frame by
any aggrieved party could not be upheld in law, and any photographer
whose property was thus treated might sue for, and obtain, damages.
" Broken Frame " will thus be enabled to obtain redress.—B. E. W.

If Dr. Browne will substitute chloride of platinum for chloride of gold in

the toning bath, making it a little stronger, he will get the platinotype

tone desired. Were it not that a small modicum of silver is still left

in the platinum-toned print there would be but little, if any, difference

between the print thus toned and a platinotype print by the Willis pro-

cess. Perha;is, however, I ought not to write thus dogmatically, but
rather cast my statement in the form of a query, thus : Would there be
any difference between them ?—G. T. L.

The queslSon raised by "Broken rr.\nie," involving the right of photo-

gi'aphers to exhibit specimens, is one of gre.at interest to the profession,

and I hope it will be well ventilated. I give the following as a contribution

towards its elucidation :— Several years ago a photographer, of Bold-street,

Liverpool, summoned a timber merchant of that city for £1 lite. lid. for

diim-age alleged to liave been wilfully done to a show-case. It appears
that a photograph of a lady had been exhibited contrary to the desires of

her friends, by whom its removal was requested. This not having been
complied v.-itb, after the lapse of a few days the defendant pushed his

umbrella through the glass and destroyed the specimen.
_
The judge said

that, however annoying it might be to ladies to have their portraits thus
publicly exhibited against their wish, the act of destruction could not

be j ustified , and the plaintiff obtained a verdict for 10a. , being the amount
at which the defendant himself estimated the damage done. StUl, as a
matter of expediency and altogether apart from the legal rights or wrongs
of the case, I hold that any photographer who desires to stand well

with the public should respond immedUitdy to any request to suppress

the exhibition of a specimen.—W. Blackie.

€xdjmQt Ctolumn.
No charge is made for inserting these announcements; hut in no case do ice

insert any article merely offered for sale, that being done at a small cost

in our advertising pages. This portion of our columns is devoted to exchanges

only. It is imperative that the name of the person proposing the exchange

le given (although not necessarily for publieation, if a sou DK plume be

thought desirable), otherwise the iwtice will not appear.

I will exchange .an "eclipse" light tor anything useful.—Address,
J. Hemott, Photographer, Berwick.

Seavey's "Sarah Bernhardt" interior, as good as new, 8 x 7, in exchange
for another interior iu 8.ame condition.—Address, D. Boedlet, Newport-
road, Stafford.

I will exchange Seavey's stile and gate for Moulton's washer or No. 4

Ross' portable symmetrical, or offers. — Address, F. M. Svtcliffe,

Whitby, Yorks.

I will exchange two editions of CasselVs Natural ffistoru (one volume bound),

in perfect condition, for camera, or tripod, or anything useful in photo-

graphy.—Address, E. B., 10, Wellington-street, Gloucester.

I will exchange Entrekiu cabinet burnisher with Bunson burner, new condi-

tion, or a whole portrait and view lens, by Hermagis, for a small dry-plate

ap))aratus.—Address, Joseph Ross, Cadlaverock, Diimfrieshire, N.B.

Wanted 5x4 medium angle doublet rotating stops and 8ky-sh.adc, or 6 x 4

rapid symmetrical, in exchange for 12 x 10 mabogai^r cloublo dark slide

and folding retouching desk (outside measure 20 x 16), with little cash

;

offers solicited.—AddresB, 0, Colebcbn, The Pottery, Green-lane, Fins-

bury Park, N.
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I will exchange Dallmeyer's carte lens, 12 x 10 and 10 x 8 cainera
;
also

12 X 10 rolling-press, in exchange for studio furniture, or anythnig usetul.

—Address, Photosrapuio Co., 26, Congreve-street, Bu'mmgham.

I will exchange a Carver's patent bicycle, 53-incb, all bright, and .all the

latest improvements, cost £13, for a good whole-plate toiu-ist camera and

Ross' rapid symmetrical lens. —Address, R. S. Bonnallo, 18, Church-

drive, Carrington, Notts.

Wanted, a good tourist camera, for TJx 6 plates, with three double backs,

and swing-back action, in exchange for a three-lens gem camera with

dark slide, or whole cash; will give in part exchange.—Address, A, U.

HiLLlER, 1, Victoria-terrace, Snow-hill, Bath.

I will exchange The British JorttKAL op Photogbapht for 1883 (quite

clean), and British Joukxal Almanac, and the Year Book of Photo-

qraphy, for anything useful in photography.—Address, James Hen-

wood, 79, Ashford-roivd, Eastbourne, Sussex.

I will exchange a first-class rolling-press, with steel plate 18 x 12 (cost £9),

in excellent condition, or a cvpital Victoria or carte mianonne camera

with four lenses (nearly new), to take eight pictures on a plate 7 x 4J, for

a Ross' portable symmetrical No. 3 or 4.—Address, Photographer,

Cambray studio, Cheltenham.

^natotrs to Corwspontijnta.

13' Cotretpondents should nem- write on both sides of the paper.

Photogeaphs Registered-

Richard George Arnold, Stafford-street, Market Drayton.—Two PAo(o-

grapha of St. Mary's Church, Market Drayton.

Thomas Forrest, Cambrian Studio, 14, Market-street, Pontypridd.—

Photograph of Dr. William Price, Jh'uidic Bard.

A. S. Hopkins.—Any London dealer in bookbinders' materials will supply

the kind of leather you require. We cannnt undertake to furnish

addresses in tliis column.

C. A. S.—The enamels have undoubtedly been over-fired, hence the cause

of their faint, sunken-in appearance. Try again with far less heat, even

at the risk of underdoing it. They can be returned to the muffle for

more heat, if required.

J. Berrt.\ian.—We regret that after examining the enamel we threw it

aside, and cannot now lay our hands upou it. However, wo will make
further search, and, if found, send it back. It is a pity you did not

say you wished it to be returned. •

Chas. Wilson (Lced.s).—You may safely tone the albumen pictures in the

bath as described in the article, provided the pictures are thoroughly

washed afterwards. Take caio that the quantity of gold is kept up,

otherwise you will be toning with sulphur.

S. A. Biggs.—If you wish to preserve the fullest gloss on the prints

you must cement the mounts to tliem while they are still on the glass. If

they are removed first there is no mountant th.it can be employed which
will not, in a measure, destroy the highly-glazed surface.

R. C. MiCHELL.—On the whole you cannot do better than make choice of

the lantern with the four and a-half inch condensers. The smaller, for

some purposes, might answer best; but, as you say, you will occasionally

require it for enlarging purposes, select the larger of the two instru-

ments without hesitation.

Copper.—Tinfoil may be procured from any operative chemist, and of

different thicknesses. For your purpose you require the thinnest you
can procure. Mind that the surface must be thoroughly cleansed mth a
solution of potash, otherwise you will experience a difficulty in getting
upon it an even deposit of copper.

A. P. Williams.—The "tunnel" form of studio is not much in favour at
the present day. It was much lauded some years back; but many who
constnicted studios on that principle quickly altered them to the old
ridge roof or "lean-to" form. However, good work has been done in
Buch studios, and some prefer them still above all others.

COLLIK.—The gelatino-bromide prints are all very mucli under-exposed and
over-developed. We can quite understand that the development occupied
a long time to get out such details as you have obtained. The fault is

not in the process, but in your want of judgment in the exposure. When
you make another essay, try giving at least double the exposure.

B. A. (Cambs.).—The relief not being sufficiently high may arise from
several causes. If too much pigment be added to the gelatine the light
cannot penetrate deeply into the film, so that there will, of necessity, be
very little relief. If the negative be too thin it will be impossible to
obtain high relief. Under-printing is also a fertile source of want of
relief.

R. HiGGS.—The specimen forwarded is an excellent sample of photo-
graphy of a very unfavourable subject as a sitter. The poor fellow
appears to be nearly strangled by his shirt collar, while the " horsey " pin
appears to have Ijeen fixed too tightly. We fancy the general " get up "

of the sitter is the chief fault with the portrait. Pay no attention to
such criticism.

Aktemus.-We cannot in this column undertake to give you practical
instructions in the preparation of enamelled ])apcr for collotype printing.
Even if we could you would find it more much advantageous to purchase
it ready prepared than to attempt to prepare it for yourself. Messrs.
Spicer Brothers, Bridge-street, Blackfnars, E.G., ivill, no doubt, let you
have a few sheets for experimental purposes.

LvQi-iRER.-Several articles on the subject appeared in our last volume, to

which we refer you.

U V W.—If the examples forwarded are fair specimens of your general

work we should certainly not advise you to proceed to New Zealand with

the idea of meeting with an appointment as operator in any hrst-class

establishment. Our advice is-make yourself much more proticieut than

you now are before starting. Bear in mind that there iire quite as good

and artistic photographers in the colonies as there are lu l-uglaud, and

equally good work is expected from operators.

PhotooeAphic Club.—At the forthcoming meeting of this Club, at

Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street, on Wednesday next, the 6th inst., the

subject for discussion vrill he—On Portable Cameras.

Extensive Postoffice Robberies.-At the Central Criminal Court,

on Monday last, John Griffiths, 38, photographer, pleaded guilty to

stealing a large numlier of cheques from letters which he had stolen

from private letter-boxes, and to forging the endorsements to the

cheques. The Recorder sentenced him to ten years' penal servitude.

South London Photographic Society.—The next ordinary monthly

meeting of this Society will be held at the house of the Society of Arts,

Jolm-street, Adelphi, on Thursday erening next, the 7th inst., at eight

o'clock, when the subject will \>e—Willes,len Paper and Canra", and

Some of their U>><-x in Connection icilh Photography. The following, from

the question-box, will be discussed -.—A re Pictures upon Ready-Sensitised

Paper likely to he More or Less Permanent than those vpon Paper

Freshly Prepared ?

The Original and the Picture.—Last week, at Stockton County

Court, Mary Ann Best, wife of Edward Best, blacksmith, South

Sfcocktou, sued William Baker, photographer, for two guineas, being

the amount paid to defendant for a painted portrait of plaintiff. Seven

shillings had been paid into court, and ijlaintiff had received one dozen

cartes-de-visite, value ten shillings. Miss Baker appeared for defendant.

The portrait was exhibited in court, and its striking contrast to

plaintiff created considerable amusement.—Miss Baker said the por-

trait had been executed tliree years since, and was exactly like what

plaiutiff tlien was.—His Honour pointed out a distortion in one of the

eyes, and an entire absence of colour in the portrait, plaintiff being a

handsome, buxom, fresh-coloured lady.—Miss Baker remarked, amidst

much laughter, that women change a very great deal in the space of

three years.—A verdict was given for plaintiff, the price of the cen'tes

received being deducted.

Black Patch versus Carbon Transfers.—The last new Parisian

agony, as exhibited in the Boulevard St. Michel, goes a step beyond

the carbon process in its use of a flexible support. The picture is

not transferred to paper, but to the human skin ! A young fnneei

who is separated by a cruel fate from her beloved object no longer

carries aboat his portrait in a brooch or locket, but goes to the

photographer's and litis it printed upon the skiu of her own fair

arm ! Among savage races tatooing is gradually giving way before

the march of civilisation, and a blue anchor on the arm is no

longer one of the indispensable ornaments of the " British tar." It is,

therefore, amusing to find it reviving in the very centre of civilisation.

There is also a rumour current that the black court plaster patches on

the face, as worn in the early days of hoops and powder, are to be

revived next season. AVill some enterprising photographer get up
more elaborate designs than the court plaster cut with scissors could

provide, and offer them to his fair clientele ? A coach and four worn
across the forehead was a masterpiece ; but that is nothing to what
could now be done with judiciously-arranged carbon transfers.

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
Observations taken at 400, Str.and, by J. H. Steward, Optician,

For the Week emliruj January SO, 1SS4.
Thkse Observations are Taken at 8.30 a.m.

Max. Max
MIn.
Tom.

37

Jan. Barometer. wind. Dry Bulb. WctBult). Solar Shade Renuu-ks.
Had. Temp.

4624 29-84 NW 40 37 Bright.
2.5 29-73 w - 43 40 — 49 39 Cloudy.
2(3 29.32 W 41 39 — 50 ,39 Cloudy.
28 29-54 w 38 35 — 46 33 Stormy,
29 29-89 w 45 45 55 37 Raining.
30 — 29 84 w 53 52 — 55 43 Raining.
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THE TREATMENT OF NEGATIVES AFTER
DEVELOPMENT.

Wk have lately been experimenting upon variations of the nanal

rontine throiigli wliich a negative passes after it is fully developed,

with the idea of adding to their certainty- and ertieiency, and the

results we have obtained Iiave been sufficiently encouraging to

warrant our giving some details of the methods we followed. At
first siglit the matter seeniii simple enough ; but careful workers

will bear us out in our assertion that many conditions leading to

irregularity of one kind or another are readily manifested at this

stage of the process. The usual plan of treatmeni after develop-

ment is to wash the plate more or loss completely (generally less)

»nd then to lix and again wash—a mode varied, more especially in hot

weather, by immersion in the alum bath, followed by washing

before fixing.

The first point we would touch upon is the washing after de-

veloping. It is usually undei-stood to be au advantage to wash the

negative well, and many (perhaps most) photographers do so wash,

performing the operation in many ways—placing it either in

I'unning water under a tap or in a dish to soak. It will always be

noticed that unless the negative be almost violently washed under

a tap a certain access of density will occur before fixing, so that the

ultimate density may be greater or less than expected according to

the mode of washing or the length of time it occupies. We believe

that a majority of operators employ the alum bath before fixing

—

not as an absolute necessity, but as a safeguard against possible

frilling—and our remarks will be mainly founded upon that method.

If the washing be not performed well before " aluming," there is

danger that the ammonia may precipitate alumina within the tex-

ture of the film, and so cause the negative, after drying, to be slightly

opalescent, thus injuring its printing qualities. It is, however,

doubtful whether this is not prevented by the gelatine film, many
similar organic substances pi-eventing such precipitation. Granting,

however, for the sake of cleanliness of solutions alone, th.at the

neg.ative is freed from the major portion of the " pyro.," it will

be found, if the alum solution be much used, that it will intensify the

tendency of the plate to discolour, in consequence of the pyro. notbeing

at fii-st entirely removed—a state of things to be avoided as much
as possible if the " wet plate character" is to be att.ained. In fact,

it may be said that all delay prior to fixing tends to produce

the pyro. stain to a certain extent.

Keeping this fact in view, it occurred to ns that if the alum were to

be slightly acidified there would be a distinct gain up to that point in

the proceedings ; for a washing almost perfunctory in character

might be given before placing the negative in the solution, as the

acid it contained would perform the double function of assisting to

remove any already existent discolouration, and neutralising any

ammonia the plate so slightly washed might bring with it. There

would thus be no possible danger of the alum being decomposed by

ammonia, and, what is even more important, there would be no

chance of any increment of intensity while the plate was in the

alum, as an alkali is needed to induce the development. Staining

would «!«) be prevented, as it is known th;it the discolouration of

pyro. solutions is a, function of their alkalinity.

The danger entailed by the adoption of the plan now suggested
would be the decomposition of the hypo, bath by the premature
placing therein of the pl.vte before it was quite freed of the acid solu-

tions. The additional risk to the negative, however, is less than might
be supposed

; for, if there were acid in the film, so also would there
be alum, and the decomposition that occurs when hypo, and alum are
mixed together is well known, and is not less likely to be injurious

to the image than the change brought about by mixing dilute acid
with the hypo. The effect of the decomposition of the hypo, must be
looked at in two lights:—First, the probability of compounds being
produced that would by their continued presence lead to the ulti-

mate fading of the image ; and, secondly, the production within the
film of some insoluble matter that could not be removed by wash-
ing, and would interfere with its perfect printing qualities.

We look upon the former as a contingency far from probable,

while the latter would be a more serious evil, as its being brought
about within the substance of the film would prevent its removal by
washing, no matter to what extent carried out. There is a great

deal said and written about the production of acid, sulphurous, and
other compounds, most of which are soluble, while sulphide of silver,

insoluble, meets with less notice. A negative subjected to the
action of decomposing hypo, lies in quite a different category from
that in which an albumenised paper print would be placed, and the
results of decomposing hypo, upon each would be quite different.

By these remarks we must not be supposed to be endeavouring to

convey the notion that we consider the decomposition of the hypo,
a matter of no consequence. Far from it: we would avoid it in

every way ; but if it must be looked in the face let it be fairly done.

If the plan of acidifying the alum solution be adopted it will,

therefore, be desirable to wash as well as possible to remove all

traces of acid and alum, and thus prevent any doubt being cast

upon the permanence of the negatives. We would say that all

through, while writing in this connection of "alum," we refer to

chrome alum. A small quantity going far, half-an-ounce of this

alum to a quart of water will form a solution sufficiently strong

for all practical purposes, and if a drachm of citric acid be added to

this quantity a solution such as we have been experimenting with

will be made. We choose citric in preference to other acids aa

being another safeguard against the precipitation of alumina, the

presence of soluble citrates preventing such precipitation.

We have found that the colour and general appearance of the

negative are most decidedly improved by this slight innovation ; ia

fact, so much is this the cjvse that the plan may be found worthy of
adoption on this very account alone, even by those who work a plate

not requiring the use of alum. It may be adopted in lieu of the

preliminary wash that would be given when the alum was not em-

ployed, and would not entail the expenditure of any more time,

while the colour of the negative would be wonderfully improved.

Finally : we may say that where any lingering doubt exists as to

the possibility of danger through the introduction into the hypo.

of plates imperfectly freed from acid, all chance of it would be

removed by making the hypo, solutions slightly alkaline with

ammoni.1. The decolorising effects of the acid would have been

called into play, and, ev^n wjtU only u slight washing before imraer-
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sion, the soaking given iu the acid alum solution would be sufficient

to remove the greater part of the pyro., so that the alkaline hypo,

need not reintroduce, or cause the increasing of, the pyro. stain to

any great extent. We recommend ammonia iu place of soda or

potash, as it has the property of holding in solution those insoluble

silver compounds sometimes produced by the mutual decomposition

between silver compounds and hypo. We trust that our readers

may give the methoil we describe a trial, and report the results.

Our own opinion is that it will be a material gain to existing pro-

cesses, leading to marked improvement in " wet-plate character."

THE PANORAMIC EXHIBITION OF WIDE-ANGLE
PHOTOGRAPHS.

One of the most surprising effects obtainable in connection with the

examination of photographs is to witness the exhibition of a trans-

parency projected upon a large screen, the scene being then made

slowly to move to one side by a continuous, steady, slow motion.

On one occasion, upon which we witnessed a display of this nature,

when the steady, panorama-like motion had been kept up for some

time, and there seemed to be no end to tlie panorama thus pre-

sented, a lantern expert who was present became quite excited and

shouted out—" Has the photograph no end at all ]"

It is a peculiai-ity of a very long slide that when it is made to

pass slowly across the disc the lenses get somewhat confused.

Indeed, to such an extent is this the case that it is impossible even

to guess how many diameters of the disc are shown during the

transit. If anyone will take a sharp view embracing a very wide

angle on a 5 x 8 plate, and then enlarge the horizontal central por-

tion of this to about three diameters, allowing it to occupy two
])lates fifteen inches long by three and a-half inches deep, the con-

ditions for exhibiting the picture in panoramic style will be perfect.

Two lanterns are necessary for an exhibition of this class, and the

pictures must be printed in such a manner as that a portion of the

end of one, to the extent of about three inches, should be duplicated

in the commencement of the scene on the second slide. Arrange-

ments must also have been made to secure the most perfect registra-

tion of tlie terminating portion of the one and the opening portion

of the otiier slide.

Everything being in readiness, and both lanterns being placed

under full light, the lantern " curtain" effect is raised by the means
now within the knowledge and at the command of every exhibitor

by the aid of the better class of dissolving lanterns, and as the cur-

tain rises the view stands revealed upon tlie screen. The sliding

movement is effected by means of a winch handle, whicli, when
rotated, causes a slow passage of the picture across the lantern con-

denser. By the time it has reached the end the curtain effect must
liave been removed from the lantern in which it was shown, and
the second portion or continuation slide of the panoramic pair of

views substituted for it, care being taken to biing it up to registra-

tion mark. When it is seen that the termination of the view has
been reached, the light, by a flashing cap action quite unperceived
by any of the spectators, is cut off from the one lantern while the
other is simultaneously thrown open, the same view still remaining
before them on the screen ; and here ensues the repetition of the
slow movement of the scene across the disc. This continues, wilh
occasional stoppages for explanations as to the nature of the scenes
should such be required, until the end of the long slide has been
reached, by which time the curtain slide has once more been placed
in situ, and the scenic curtain allowed to fall by the means to which
•we have already referred. No one who has not tried this photo-
panoramic system of exhibiting transparencies, or who has not seen
it done, can form an adequate idea of the effectiveness of the
method.

Skill and tact are required in the selection of subjects properly
adapted for this class of exhibition ; but there is no inherent
difficulty involved in its accomplishment. To produce the negative
a lens that embraces a very wide angle and one which defines
nharply to the extreme sides of the plate is absolutely necessary,
because from the negative thus obtained a transparency magnified
three diameters must be produced, This implies a degree of sharp-

ness of which any good wide-angle lens is capable, especially when

employed with a small diaphragm.

Among those public exliibitors who may be mentioned with

commendation as having acquired a special facility in the display of

])anoramic photographs of the character described, are Messrs.

Brooks and Bridge, who, in their entertainments, frequently avail

themselves of this effective manner of exhibiting wide-angle views.

COMBINATION PRINTING.

Last week we explained how transparencies on thin films, such as

tliose of gelatine or collodion, could be successfully utilised in the

production of combination negatives, and it was then pointed out

how admirably such film transparencies were adapted for combining

as a whole several negatives to form a panoramic picture.

The same principle m.ay also be applied in combining different

negatives into one to form a panorama, without the intervention of

a transparency at all. In this case the glass upon which the nega-

tives are taken must, beforehand, be prepared either with wax or

talc to facilitate the removal of the films. The compound film of

india-rubber and collodion will be for this purpose found preferable

to one of gelatine, inasmuch as a thinner film will suffice, and it will

prove an advantage in the printing. After the negatives have

been developed, fixed, and dried they are placed on a levelling-

stand, then coated with the india-rubber solution, and when the

solvent Ikh all evaporated collodion is applied, as we descriljed last

week. When the second coating is dry the films are removed and
then mounted on a glass plate, being matched in the same manner
as in the c:\se of transparencies already described. The slight

thickness of the coUodio-india-rubber film intervening between the

image and the paper during the printing will not practically inter-

fere with its sharpness.

The plan of stripping the films and then joining them may also

be made available for obtaining combination negatives of groups,

whicli have frequently to be produced in everyday practice. It

often happens that one or more figures are desired to be introduced

into an alread.y-taken family group—say an enlargement. Fre-

quently the only portraits available are not of a size to correspond

with the other figures in the picture. By the following method
such object may be accomplished :—In the first jilace, an enlai-ged

negative of the group is made and the film stripped off, as alread.y

described. This film negative is now mounted on another glass.

Then, negatives of the extra figures to be introduced are made of a

size to correspond with the others in the group, and likewise

stripped. Next, these figures are placed in the position they are to

occupy in the group negative, and the film secured to the glass by a

strip of gum paper at the edge, or at some place where it will not

show in the finished picture. The outline of these figures is then

cut out, both through the figure film and the film of the negative

beneath, and the pieces set free removed. An accurately-fitting

junction is thereby secured, and the combined negative is ready for

printing from.

At one of the meetings of the Photographic Club, and to which
allusion has before been made in connection with this subject,

Mr. Jabez Hughes mentioned a commission he received some few
years back. It was to reproduce a large panoramic view in Paris.

The oi'iginal was in three pieces and joined in the mounting, each piece

being nearly the full size of a sheet of ])hotograi}hic paper, tlie

picture itself measuring something like four feet in length by two
feet in width. The reproduction was required to be the same size

as the original, and to be printed in carbon. To make the matter
more difficult to accomplish, unfortunately the three sections of the

picture had faded very considerably and, at the same time, very
unequally, each section possessing a widely-different degree of

yellowness.

As Mr. Hughes had not the convenience for working the carbon
process on so large a scale, he commissioned a London firm*
to execute the work for him. The result obtained by them Mr.
Hughes characterised as simply marvellous ; for, not only was the

reproduction better in every respect than was the original (iu its

The Autotype Company, we believe.
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then state), but it was really better tban it ever had been. It wiis

better than the original then was in the following respects :

—

The lights were pure and white, instead of being yellow ; the picture

was of one tint throughout, consequently one section of it did not

contrast in colour with that of the next, which would render the joins

more conspicious than they otherwise would have been. Added
to tliia the reproduction was on one sheet of paper instead of being

on three, therefore there were no joins in the paper to be seen. It-

was better than the original had ever been from the following

causes :—Instead of the sky being white or of an uniform flat tint,

showing the joins of the paper through it, this reproduction was on

a single sheet, and delicate clouds had been artistically introduced

in place of the white sky.

Mr. Hughes was unable to e.xplain how this result had been
achieved ; but, at a subsequent meeting of the Club, one of the

members explained how this identical picture had been reproduced.
With his permission we shall here explain how it was accomplished,
iva the details of the plan m.ay prove valuable to many of our readers,

and it will serve well to illustrate what may be accomplished with
stripped negatives.

In the first place, each of the three sections of the i)icture was
copied separately the full size, the glass used being somewhat larger

than was actually necessary to contain the whole of the subject in

them. In the exposure and development of these negatives great
care was bestowed on making them of identical density, or as nearly
as it was possible to do this. The negatives being finished, a piece

of thin paper coated with gelatine was squeegeed down upon the

collodion film, where it was allowed to dry. When dry the paper
was stripped off, bringing with it the collodion bearing the image.

The paper w.ta then rendered trunslucent with wax or similar

material. The centre section of the three was now firmly secured,

at the top and bottom, on a plate of glass the full sine of the picture,

with slips of gum paper. Then one of the side .sections was
adjusted in position and secured in the same way, and, finally, the

third. As the glass used for the negatives was larger than each of

the sections, it included of course a portion of the next one, and this

permitted the overlapping portion of the subject to be used for secur-

ing an accur.ate adjustment, in the manner we explained last week.
When all three negatives were thus arranged in position, the Hlms

at the junctions were cut through with a sharp knife and the loose

jjieces removed, thus obtaining an accurately-joined negative on
the large plate of glas-s. Next, the whole of the sky wa.s blocked out,

so that it printed quite white. After printing the subject, clouds,

which were painted on a second piece of glass, were printed in. It

may be as well to mention that in mounting the stripped negatives
on the large glass the collodion film was placed uppermost, which
enabled the print to be made by the single transfer process, as well

as securing a crisper image when printed. From the description

here given it will be seen that an apparently extremely diflicult

undertaking was, in reality, accomplished by very sinii)lo means.
In this and the foregoing articles—which, by the way, have

extended to a much greater length than..we anticipated when we
connuenced them—we have not attempted to describe all the

various methods, or "dodges," by which two or more pictures may
be combined into one. A volume would .almost be required to do
this completely. Sufficient, however, h;is been said to indicate how
any person with ordinary ingenuity may adapt or modify one or

otlierof the methods described, so as to accomplish almost anything
that may be required in the way of combination printing.

PHOTOMICROGRAPII V.

TuK PoLAniscoPB.—This is useful in photographing some of the

delicate ci^'stalli.sations that form gorgeous objects under the micro-

scope, also in detecting minute strite, diA'erencea of structure in the

transjiarent parts of sections of mineral rocks, and iu organic bodies.

The Nicol prisms should be large. The analyser cjin be set either

near to the objective or over the eye-piece ; the polariser placed

below the object and used either with or without the subetage con-

denser ; the |)risms crossed to give requisite difTerentiating ap-

li-arancc.^, the light and fi'-ld being variously affected acconliiig to

their position, using a low eye-piece. If a selenite film be placed
beneath the object, select it of such thickness as will furnish the be«t
contrast, photographically, in the complementary colours between
field and object, or its difforent parts. Various tints are often ren-

dered by various tones in the picture, showing strncturiil differences.

Oblique lUumination.—This is less easily managed than with
central light. Generally some substago arrangement, as used by
Dr. Woodward in photographing diflicult test objects, is required;
but for ordinary work, and artificial light, there is a choice accord-
ing to the end in view between the parabolic condenser and trun-

cated lens, Weidiam's reflex illumin.ator, semi - disc illuminator,

Nachet's prism of 35', Amici's prism, spot lens, Reade's prism and
" kettledrum," Woodward's prism, achromatic condenser with cen-

tral stop, or oblique aperture, a radial substage condenser, or a long-

focus objective, set at the proper angle to the under surface of the

slide. The selection must depend on the substage arrangements
and the possible position of the source of light, the chief object

being to obtain detail without too heavij shadows.

Professor Abbe says :
—" With the nearly hemispherical immension

plano-convex lens of 6 — 9 m.m. radius, the ordinary concave

mirror, turned slightly outside the axis of the microscope, will then
give cones of rays of any degree of obliquity which may be desired."
'' When the detail in the real object appear.n in the form of striation,

groups of lines, &c., a given angular aperture always reache.s much
finer details with oblique than direct illumination, and this irre-

spective of the circumstance that the constitution of the object

admits or excludes the possibility of shade effect-s." (J/. Mic. Jour.,

1875, p. 200.) Again: "the increased effect of oblique illumina-

tion depends solely on the inclination of the rays towards the axis

of the instrument, and not upon the oblique incidence of the light

on the object." A very interesting article on solar, sky, and cloud

light, as reflected from the ordinary mirror of the microscope, will

be found in the J. II. Mic. Soc, 1880, p. 742. Speaking of spheri-

cal aberration. Professor Abbe says :^" There is no doubt that on
balsam-mounted preparations striations up to 5,000 lines per milli-

metre (125,000 per inch), would be readily resolved by an incident

pencil of the utmost obliquity, and still finer photogi-ajdiically."

(./. R. Mic. Sue, 1879, p. 822.) "The image of an object with very

fine detail being, in fact, formed of two images—an absorption image
and a diffraction image— the ordinary theory that explained the for-

mation of the image by the geometrical method is fallacious."

(P. 651, 1872, loc. els.)

Artificial Methods of Illumination. — Besides the single-wick

paraffine lamp there are others with multiple wicks. Care is needed
in using these, or the shadows from the space between the wicks may
interfere with perfect illumination of the object. There are also

the electric, oxy-hydrogen, oxy-calcium, and magnesium lamps

—

each useful in about the order named. Dubosq's and Browning's
electric, and Swan's incandescent lamp.^, are of excellent service;

but the battery or dyiuinio current required for constant use is at

pioseut a source of trouble. Swan'.s is, pcrhajw, the easiest of

application, as it can be approached very near to the object, tlie

narrow side of the carbon thread being turned to the object-slide,

care being taken that the small globe is of good figure, clear and
without strire. With the others the condensers should be arranged
so as to give a beam of parallel light, or a cone of long-converging

focus before reaching the achromatic condenser. Solomon's mag-
nesium lamp is useful ; but, wanting this, a piece of magnesium wire

can be burnt, being steadily projected a little obliquely downwards,
at the rate of consumption, through an aperture in a thin plate of

iron, opposite the axis of the substage condenser. Ur. Maddox
used a little apparatus for this purpose, which is figured in Dr.

JJeale's How to Work, &c. A small ball of zinc shavings was pro-

posed by Mr. Wenham, and, if mixed with fine magnesium wire,

aflfords a fair light. To save expenditure of wire, previous focussing,

&c., can be made by the use of the paraffine lamp, care being taken

to ignite the wire in the same position as the flame occupied.

Ileliostats.—In addition to those already named are Prazmowski's,

Dr. Willis's "simple form" (which appears rery commendable),
Keith's, Browning's, and Jolinstone-Stoncy's— described at the

meeting of the British Association, Exeter, 1869
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ApplicMlitij.—Basides furnisiiiii^' nogalives for prints of minute

objects, such as can be seen in the Ubr.iry of the E. Mic. Soc, in

different journals, and in works on microscopy, some books have

been entirely illustrated by its use, and it is of considerable value

for lantern slides. Lately we have seen prints obtained by it of

Dr. Flogel's sections of tlie dUitonvxcew, also of Mollei's type plate

of diatojnacete, as photographed by Mr. Walmsley, U.S., having the

names of the diatoms photographed beneath them on the slide

—

truly a triumph of photographic skill ; and we are able today to

refer to its great utility, as furnishing many of the beautiful illus-

trations to Dr. Sternberg's highly-important work on the "Bacteria,"

second edition, just issued.

An attempt has been made to indicate some of the most useful

methods in photomicrography, but for want of space many plans

have been omitted, and to the authors every apology is offered. In

conclusion : the references have been couaidei-ably extended beyond
those which relate to photography, in order to furnish information

upon cognate subjects—many of them valuable papers bearing on
useful apparatus and the higher branches of microscopy. We now
leave the subject in the hands of those interested,, and trust the

new year may, through the aid of this imperfect sketch, bear

farther witness to the utility and progress of photomicrography.
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Our attention has been called to an inaccuracy in our article ou

English and French Weights and Measures at page 51 of our pre-

sent volume. In the last paragraph on that ]5age, if the sentences

commencing on the fifth line be read as follow all will be correct:—

"For a very rough estimate Fahrenheit degrees may readily be

translated to centigrade by subtracting thirty-two and halving the

remaindei-. Complete exactitude will be found if tliis result be

increased by adding its one-ninth part." Or centigrade degrees

may be converted to Fahrenheit by doubling the former and sub-

tracting from the result its tenth part. The phice in the scale

will then be found by adding thirty-two to the figures obtained.

When in conversation with Mr. William Brooks he mentioned, with

reference to the communication from Mr. G. II. Johnson, of

Bridgeport, Conn., U.S.A., which appeared in our issue of the

4th ult., that there must have been some misappreliension existing

on that gentleman's mind when, on the subject of transparencies,

he writes— "I have been trying some of Mr. Wni. Brooks's

collodion emulsion for this purpose." Mr. Brooks is not aware of

having sent Mr. Johnson any of his collodion. He did, however,

send him a letter on the subject, in which it is not unlikely he

may have exjjlaiued the principles upon which he constructed his

collodion emulsion, or may even have suggested the trying of some
particular formula; but he has not given full or detailed particulars

of working either to Mr. Johnson or any one else, as he has re-

served this for another purpose.

On bit that a few capitalists are going over to the United
States, accompanied by several experienced practical dry-plate

makers, to start dry-plate works on a very extensive scale. It is

understood that Mr. W. Irving Adams, the Managing Director of

the Scovill Manufacturing Company, is to be the president of this

new company, or, at anyrate, that the presidency is to be offered to

him. The new company will have special advantages in the

purchase of glass, gelatine, &c., which will at once give them
a leading place in the market.

One cause of the large number of experimentalists in microscopy
and photomicrography in comparison with that of astronomical ob-
servers must be found in the ease with which the microscope can
be manipulated, while the use of the telescope involves not only an
entire abandonment of all " arm-chair exercise," but often a sub-
mission to considerable personal inconvenience. Thus, in obtaining
a photograph we, a little while ago, described how the Rev.
T. E, Espin had to perform the work lying on his back for the
greater part of an hour. It seems probable, however, that a
pleasanter state of things may exist for the astronomer of the

future; for, at a recent meeting of the Physical Section of the
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Royal Dublin Society, our world-famous contributor, Mr. Howard
Grubb, read a paper on a A'ew Form of Equatorial Teletcope, in

which the observer is placed iu more favourable conditions, and
may, indeed, be as coiufortaWe as a niicroscopist. He described
some small instruments he had actually made, and showeil upon
tlie screen a design for a colossiil instrument, in which all tlie

o])tiuiil and large mechanical parts were in the open air except the

eyepiece, which was situated in a room on the top story of a house.

The observer was represented seated in an easy chair, beside
which were two handles controlling hydraulic machinery, and by
which all the movements of the gi'eat telescope were cifected.

It appears that Mr. Grubb's new arrangement is estimated to be
producible at a cost of only about one-third the usual expense, while
the only approach to a similar convenience of working—the French
bent or elbow equatorial—requires extreme comple.xity or arrange-
ment in working, and entails enormous expense.

A PEW years ago the great question of "swallow-tail," or frock
coats, at the Photographic Society's conversazione almost raised a re-

volntion ; and lately some one proposed to convert the occasion

into a ball. We commend to the consideration of the gentlemen in-

terested in this question the example of the Painters' Societiea

According to the At/ienwiim, some members of the Society of

Painters in Water Colours are attempting to give a social character
to the body. "A similar movement has stirred the Institute of

Painters in Water Colours ; and partly with this object, and partly

in order to augment the funds of their free schools of art, it

has been resolved to hold an artists' costume ball in the magnificent
Prince's Hall of the new buildings in Piccadilly. This entertain-

ment will be opened witli a procession, illustrating the different

epochs of art, by ladies and gentlemen dressed in character and
arranged in several groups

!"

Sbould this hint of ours fructify, the proceeds might well be given
to swell the funds of the Photographers' Benevolent Association.

Im reference to the subject of dangerous chemicals, noted at the

close of our Transatlantic Jottings, we may point out the highly-

dangerous character of acid bichromate of potash, so often employed
for electrical cells, and so useful for cleaning gliiss, as first recom-
mended many years ago in our columns by our esteemed contributor

Mr. AL Carey Lea. Tlie powerful toxic chai-acter of this substance
(which is, when not taken internally, most corrosive in its action

upon the skin) may be judged by an account from France of the

poisoning of two men who had swallowed a quantity of it. The
men thought the pretty-coloured solution of acidified bichromate
was Malaga wine, and they swallowed a wineglassful of it. To-

f
ether they seem to have imbibed only about five grammes of

ichromatc ; but the draught was a fatal one.

OuE readei-3 may remember that the action of light upon paper in

causing the discolouration of certain kinds was alluded to in our
columns some time ago, when an alleged fading of carbon prints

W.1S brought into prominent notice ; it will, therefore, be interesting

to learn how to te.tt a sample of paper to jiscertain if it contain any
wood pulp or fibre. We read that either a solution of sulphate of

aniline in water or a mixture of one part of sulphuric with three of

nitric acid can be used for the pur|)08e. The presence of wood will be
shown by the immediate production of a yellow stain as soon as the

liquid is applied, the stain becoming deeper and deeper according to

tlie proportion of wood present

We observe that Mr. Richard Walzl, of Baltimore, Md., U.S.A.,

has commenced a new monthly photographic periodical, entitled

IKctWit Munthhf. Its page is of the same dimensions aa that of

Thk British .Tourn.\l ok Photogbapht, and, unlike the other
American journals, it has no cover. It contains a varied amount of

iiKitter interesting to photographers.

Talking of the covers of American journals, we observe that the
New York I'hotogrnphir Times commences a fresh volume under a
new cover. We must confess, however, that we |)referred its appear-
ance ill it:i old girb, the chaste richness of which had secured for it

the highest encomiums of more than one copipeteut judge in such
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matters. True, the outside of a publication is not an invariable

criterion of its contents ; so let us hope that our contemi'jrary, if

there be any falling off in ap|)earance, may make up f^r it in ih<-

greater value of its matter.

The dark colour assumed by alkaline pyrogallol has been atlnl.iit'.-ii

to the production of purpurogallin ; but, from expeiiiuenM per-
formed by Signor E. Rotondi upon the electrolysis of solutions of

pyrogallol acidulated with sulphuric acid, he is inclined to think
that the above-named body is not the direct production of the
oxidation derived from an intermediate compound.

According to the Bulletin de la Soci^t^ <rEncouragement M. Decaux
has been making a series of experiments upon the action of sun-
light and the electric-arc light upon colours used in dyeing and in

painting with water colours and oil colours. His deductions agree
in the main, though not entirely, with those obtained by former
investigatoi's. Colours for painting in water and oil he divides into

the absolutely jiermanect, the moderately permanent, and the
fugitive. He finds that in water colours all the most beautiful
reds—carmine, crimson lake, most madder lakes, and vermilion

—

fall under the fugitive class, If mixed with oil the madder lakes
rank Jis moderately permanent.

In view of the vast number of coloured photographs—good, bad,
and indifferent—now produced, it behoves those who cater for the
public in this direction to look carefully at their colour-boxes. Car-
mine and crimson lake are, the one so brilliant and the latter so

readily used, that, despite their reputation for fugitiveness, they
are, we are afraid, employed too frequently ; but the madder pre-

parations have a far higher reputation, and they are not generally
considered as fugitive colours, yet, according to M. Decaux, they
are all bad alike. However, in this respect, provided a permanent
photograph be employed for colouring upon, the photographic
colourist and the water-colour painter stand upon the same footing.

DEVELOPING GELATINE NEGATIVES.
In reply to the communication of "Questioner," in last week's
Journal, I will endeavour, as briefly as possible, to state in what
respects I have found sulphite of soda a disadvantage when used
with alkaline pyro. development for gelatine negatives. I am quite
aware that my opinion, whatever it may be worth, is at variance
with the present conviction of many careful and experienced
operators ; it is, nevertheless, the result of a series of comparative
trials made with a view of utilising the advantages, if any, of
sulphite of soda as an aid to the perfect development of gelatine
negatives.

If I understand rightly, the advantages claimed for the sulphite
are—firat, the absence of the usual non-actinic colour of the deposit

;

and, secondly, the facility of obtaining clear ghxss iu the shadows of

the negative.

As regards the first claim : the colour is undoubtedly totally
different, the deposit being of a cold grey or black tone, instead of the
usual warm brown given by normal pyro. development A negative
of the latter kind may not be so pleasing to look at when viewed as
a transparency ; but, inasmuch as it is only used as a means of pro-
ducing a print—presumably on chloride of silver—the alteration of'

the colour will only prove an advantage provided the negative has
been developed to full printing density at the first operation,
otherwise, unless the negative be intensified, the iirint will be weak
and flat, and wanting in the brilliancy which would be given by a
more non-actinic colour. For this reason I find it better iu practice
to retain the warmer colour in the first instance, reserving tlie

power so easily exerted of changing the colour of the deposit to

any required extent, according to the density of the negative, after

the completion of development, thus securing' a double chance of

obtaining negatives of uniform printing density.

With respect to the second claim—namely, clear gl.ass in the
shadows—there is no doubt that the addition of acid sulphite, being
a powerful restraiuer, does give the f.acility of obtaining bare glass

in the least-exposed portions of the film ; but, however valuable this

quality may be in a positive transparency, such as a lantern slide, it

is utterly unnecessary as one of the printing qu.alities of a negative,
provided there is a proper gradation of tone from the highest
lights to the deepest shadows. In fact, it is well known that a very
large majority of the finest silver prints ever produced from nega-
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Uvea by any process, wot or dry, have been mude from negatives

having little or no Imre jjliss in the sliadows.

Your corrtispouJent cilk special iittcutiou to this one important

quality above all others which constitute a peifect negative, namol}',

true gradation of tone. lie also points out that this dejjends to a

great extent upon the plate. It is, perhaps, nut geneially known

to what extent this is true of different makes of dry plates (which

vary ii3 much in their capabilities of giving true gradation as wet

collodion at ita best and at its worst); but, even with the most

perfect plates, it is precisely in this respect that the sulphite deve-

loper has failed in my hands to give satisfactory results. It seems

to cut off a little at either end of the scale. With normal exposure

a little of the detail in the deepest shadows is lost, while, if the

exposure be slightly increased and the development pushed to

obtain the required density, the delicate half-tones next the high

lights ai-e sacrificed. The loss is in some instances very trifling, and

in small, well-exposed Landscapes would probably be hardly per-

ceptible; but in portraiture or large pictures with much half-tone

the difference is at once apparent. Sulphite of soda in the pyro.

developer seems to act much in the same way as the addition of

gelatine to the iron developer for wet plates. This much-vaunted

improvement was equally fashionable for a time some years ago,

but has long since been discarded except for special work. I

venture to predict a similar fate for sulphite of soda at no very

distant date. Already many of our best aiid ablest workers have

discontinued its use, chiefly for the reasons stated above.

I Lave omitted to mention the preservative properties of the

sulphite in pyro. solution. In this respect its action seems perfect

;

but the .same result is effectually obtained by the use of glycerine

and alcohol, or a trace of acid in the aqueous solution, without the

disadvantages of the sulphite of soda. B. J. Edwards.

DR. EDEE'S RECENT RESEARCHES.
Tub properties of the ferricyauide of potassium, in combination
with gelatine, discovered by Dr. Eder, and mentioned by Mr. Solas
at the first of the series of Cantor lectures, may possibly cause a
complete revolution in carbon printing, and most proce.sses of a
kindred nature, where the gelatine has to be washed away, as in

the Woodburytype, stannotype, &c. There are, doubtless, many
points to be solved — such as relative sensitiveness to light,

principally—although, not having had any experience with this

combination, I should imagine that, if insolubility of the gelatine
occur on mixing with the ferric salt, there would at once arise a
difficulty in getting either paper or glass coated with the mixture.
But if it could be employed, as are now sensitive carbon or stanno-
type tissue, there seems to be no difficulty in its use.

A complete rever.sal of all the processes would naturally occur.
The carbon process would require a positive, and the stannotype a
negative to work from, thus completely changing the existing order
of thing.s. In the latter process all that would be required would
be to keep sheets of plate glass coated permanently with gelatine
and sensitise as required for use, to expose under a negative, and
wash away tlie parts rendered soluble by light, coating, when dry,
with tinfoil, as usual. No reversal of the image would take place,
as the surface image from the negative would naturally be reversed,
.•ind brought right again in the print. This is a most important
feature in all photo-mechanical processes, and formed in the early
days of the Woodbury process a serious drawback, until by acci-
dent a relief was laid with the wrong surface in contact with the
lead—turned intide out, in fact—with no apparent difference in the
resultilig prints. Since then this method has been adopted in all
Woodbury printing, except where film or reversed negatives were
handy. In what Mr. Boias termed the first stannotype process
(although the name was only given to the later) the same difficulty
appeared, all prints being reversed, which called forth the remark
from a celebrated German firm that this fact took all the cream off
the system. This additional reason to those given by the lecturer
wag the cause of its abandonment. Walter B. Woodbury.

DARK ROOM ILLUMINATION.
SwcE writing my last article, which was based on theoretical
grounds only, I have made some experiments which, I may add,
have been very carefully conducted. I considered I was in duty
bound to Mr. Starnes to follow up with experiment what I had pre-
dicted on theoretical grounds.

It will be remembered that I challenged his statement that light
from an orange surface gave almost as much deposit on a gelatine

plate as light from a blue surface; and, further, I pointed out that

comparisons of this kind were of little account if the brilliancy or

])hotometrio value of the light were not taken into account. Mv.
Starnes thinks this to be of secondaiy import.ance in connection

with his lamp. Now, I really do not wish to see this matter getting

into hopeless confusion, as it undoubtedly will if the importance of

a necessary factor in the solution of the problem be not recognised.

I insist that the photometric power—in other words, the sight-

giving power—is one of the things that must be determined if com
parison is to be of any value at all. It does not matter whethei

light proceeds from glass, paper, velvet, wood, ochre, or any other

substance or combination of substances, or whether from an
opaque or transparent body or a combination of opaque or trans-

parent bodies. What we have to do with is the light after it has

passed away from its source. Mr. Starnes must surely accept thi-

as self-evident, and admit that it is as applicable to his lamp as t

any other lamp. We must, therefore, reduce all kinds of light,

from whatever source, to a level as to .sight-giving power before any
comparison as to aoliuicity is made ; or, conversely, we may reduce

to a level of actinicity before the sight-giving comparison be made.

I repeat that if we are to save this subject from confusion the

photometric value must be as carefully determined as the sensito-

metric value. So much .stress do I lay on this point that sensitometer

figures I simply lay on one side as valueless unless accompanied by
photometric figures. A sensitometer costs a comparatively large sum
of money compared with the cost of a standard candle. Is it not a
pity that figures obtained by an expensive instrument shoidd be
valueless for want of a candle?

The experiments I have completed were earned out with the aid

of an improvised photometer. The reflecting surfaces were prepared
in the following manner :—I procuretl the diy pigments used for

the preparation of lithographic inks and made up a quantity of

each in separate mortars with a small quantity of starch—just

sufficient to prevent the pigment being rubbed off the finished

surface. I now brushed pieces of millboard with the pigment and
allowed them to dry. These surfaces, when examined with a glass,

were practically identical, excepting the tint. My photometer
was simply a box with an arrangement enabling me to
vary the distance of the light from the coloured surfaces in

in such a manner that I could make the photometric value of a
given area equal to any arbitrary standard. I used the shadow
method of determining the equality of the light. When actually
carrying out an experiment I exposed a plate—one half to one light

and simultaneously the other half to the other light, the edge of a
dark septum dividing the plate. Comparing blue and orange
surfaces I could not get even an approach to Sir. Starnes' results.

Invariably the half of the plate expossd to the blue light flashed
out under the developer and gave a very dense deposit, while the
other half remained clean or gave only a trifling deposit.

I extended the experiments to red and orange, and must, in

justice to Mr. Starnes, say that here the result was exactly as he
has stated. Instead, however, of allowing this to shake my belief
in the value of that beautiful instrument, the spectroscope, as
applied to practical photography, I turned to it for an explanation.
On applying the magic slit and prism I was not at all surprised to
find that the particular red I was working with was of a very com-
pound nature indeed. I have little doubt but the red employed by
Mr. Starnes would be found to yield a complex light. It would,
indeed, be worth recording were red rays found more actinic to
silver salts than yellow or orange.
Re photographing the spectrum: what difference would Mr.

Starnes expect to find between a spectrum photographed du-ect and
one photographed after being allowed to fall on a u-hite screen ]

Mr. Starnes says this would be an interesting experiment, and
would have a most important bearing on the subject of reflected
light. May I ask—In what way ?

In speaking of a proposal of Mr. W. E. Debenham's to paint the
interior of the lamp of a chrome yellow Mr. Starnes says :—" In
each case I was very much struck with the rapid falling off of the
actinic power of the light the further the plate was placed from the
lamp compared to the loss of luminous power." Impossible, other-
wise a hitherto well-established theory must terminate its day of
usefulness. Light diminishes inversely as the square of the distance
from the source. Mr. Starnes is struck with the fact that, although
this may be photometrically true, yet it is not so photographically.
In other words, that in the passage through a small column of a"ir
the more actinic vibrations are to a great extent lost by absorption,
dispersion, or by other more occult means, and that the law of
mverse squares does not hold good so far as these rays are concerned.
There is some trouble here, I think, for Mr. Starnes.
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Next week I propose to give a metlioJ that sliouKI, I tliiiik,

settle once and for all th« vexed question of dark-room illuniiiia-

tioii. I am at present working the matter out at such odd hours as
I am able to snatch from business. As to Mr. Starnes' conmiuni-
cation, which appeared in your issue of February 1st, entitled

Afttnii; Ji'orcc versus Coloiii; I will possibly have something to say.

At ))resont my feeling in regard to it is that at last the edge of a
formidable morass hiis been reached. I have little wish to banter,
but this article is simply crushing. The way Mr. Starnes makes a
tilt at well-established theories, levelling them in one fell swoop,
shows, to put the matter quietly, that he has the courage of his

convictions. 6. D. Macoouoald.

STANNOTYPE.
Xo. II.

The tirst step towards the production of the stannotype printing
mould consists in obtaining a transparency from the negative to be
reproduced. As the success of the subsequent operations rests very
materially upon the character and quality of the transparency, the
details of its production may be dwelt upon with some minuteness.

Any process may, of course, be adopted ; but in view of tlie special

requirements of this particular case the carbon process is, perhiips, to

be preferred on the .score of convenience, as it aftbrds considerable

acope for mollifying the peculiarities of different negatives. In fact,

the necessity for this intermediate transpai-ency becomes under the

circumstances an advantage rather than otherwise.
The principal requirements in the transparency are sufficient

vigour to withstand the somewhat long exposure to light, which is

necessary to produce sufficient depth in the relief, combined with
due gradation in the half-tones and perfectly clear glivss in the
highest lights. In fact, when laid upon white paper the trans-

parency should exhibit the qualities of a good, strong positive. The
necessity for clear glass in the highest lights must be insisted upon,
for reasons that will be made apparent in a later stage of the
description ; suffice it to say now that a positive, however per-
fect it may be in its gradations, but wanting in this one element
of clearness in the high lights, is useless for the purpose in question.

The capability which the carbon ))i-ocess presents for securing this

class of result from almost any kind of negative is beyond question,

and it is for this reason that it is specially recommended ; though
with cai'eful manipulation it is probable some operators will be able
to produce satisfactory results by other means.
As the ex;ict effect desired in the transparency is gained in a

great meiisure by intensification or "toning" by chemical means
after development, the ordinary portrait tissue is, as a rule, pre-
ferable, owing to its comparatively thick film of gelatine. A
tolerably strong sensitising bath should be used—-not less than four
per cent, of bichromate, five or six per cent, proving, in the
majority of cases, advantageous, as with this strength it is possible

to obtain an image full of detail in evei-y grade of the picture, from
the highest lights to the deepest shadows.
Such an image, consisting, as it does, of varying thicknesses of

gelatine (the colouring matter may be to a certain extent ignored),
is capable of almost unlimited intensification in exact proportion to

the gradations actually existing by any of the methods of staining
the film usually adopted, and this without any risk of degrading
the liighest lights. As these are, or should be, represented by
"clear gla-ss"—that is, an absence of gelatine deposit—there is

nothing to be stained, and so the intensification may be pushed to

any extent without danger, provided a suitable collodion be used as
the substratum.
For this latter purpose any good "enamel" collodion ia utilisable,

but it is needful to ensure that it dries without opalescence. It is

better that the collodion film be not too thick. Its only object is to

prevent the washing away of the delicate details of the higher
lights, no further good ettect being secured by a thicker film, as

when it is needful to strip or transfer the picture after de-

velopment The thicker collodion film, moreover, offers greater
iliance of staining in the subsequent intensification of the carbon
image.

In sensitising the tissue it should be immersed in the bichromate
-oUition for from three to five minutes according to temperature,

and then placed in contact with a sheet of plate glass and "squeegeed"
in order to remove the excess of solution. It ia then to be sus-

pended in an airy place—preferably in a warm room—in order that

it may dry ;vs rapidly as possible. In fact, every precaution should
be obscrveil to prevent the chance of partial insolubility occurring,

either from prolonged cxposuie in a nviist state or to an atmosphere
contaminated with deleterious gases. Such ]>artial insolubility

wouhl, it is needless to say, be fatal to absolnte cleamew in the

high lights unless under a high-temperature development, when the

delicacy of the half-tones would be jeopardiseil. As soon as dry the

tissue should be storetl in a dry filace under pressure in the Hat
state, or else in a metal case, rolled up with the gelatine side out-

wards. Either method will not oidy preserve the sensitive film from
atmospheric iufiuence, and consequently retain its solubility, but
also keep it in a better state for securing perfect contact with the

negative.

In printing it is scarcely needful to say that the "safe-edge" ia

indispensable. This should be rather wider than usual—if poeeible

about a-quarter of an inch—in order to allow a narrow border to be
left between the actual picture and the "safe-edge" used in the

next operation.

The necessity for this, as well as the absolute clearness of the

highest lights of the transparency already referred to, may be here

explained. In f he ordinary " Woodbury " printing relief—that is,

the mould formed by pressure of the gelatine relief (made,

from a negative) into a plate of soft metal—the '"safe-edge" ia a
border which practically represents the highest lights of the picture,

and, as such, gives value to the whole of the gradations by limiting

the depth of the layer of gelatine which forms the print But in

the case of the stannotype printing surface, which is formed by direct

printing //-oj/i a positive, the ordinary "safe-edge" would represent

the deepest shadows of the print, or, in other words, the extreme
depth of the printing mould. This, it is clear, would leave the sur-

face without planimetry, and the gradations of the picture without
any definite value. To overcome this difficulty it is only necessary to

print the transpaixtwg with a rather broad " safe-edge "—that is,

with a certain margin of practically clear gla-ss. In using the trans-

parency for the subsequent production of the printing mould it is

again provided with a " safe-edge," but narrower than the former

one, so that a border of clear glass is left between it and the picture

pro))er, and this will form the highest portion of the printing sur-

face, and, therefore, the highest light of the picture.

It will be plain from this why the perfect cleai-nesa of the high
lights of the transparency is insisted on. If these be slightly tinted,

though in perfect relation to the rest of the picture, while the " safe-

edge " or inner margin is clear glass, the result will be that the

printing mould will have a border slightly higher in relief than any
other portion of its surface ; and, consequeutly,that, in printing, every

portion of the pictxjre will possess more or less of a tint in propor-

tion to the difference between its highest lights and clear glass.

The printing surface must, in fact, be a dish, the edges of which are

formed by this border resting between the " safe-edge " and the

picture.

Nothing particular need be said of the operations of printing and
development These are performed in the ordinary manner for

carbon printing, care being taken not to over-expose to any ap-

preciable extent so as to form a deposit in the extreme high lights.

Let the development be conducted with especial care and with
water at as low a temperature as can be conveniently worked,
finishing, if needful, at a higher temperature to clear the

lights.

At this point the opportunity occurs of intensifying or modifying
the character of the transparency. The picture now consists of a
cast, 80 to say, in slightly-coloured gelatine, the different gradations

being represented by varying thickness of gelatine. If these

gradations be in due proportion one to anothei-—it matters little

whether the image be generally dense or otherwise—it follows that

the mere colouration of the gelatine film will increase the intensity

of the image in exact proportion to the already-existing gradations.

This can be readily done by means of a ten-grain solution of per-

manganate of potash applied for a minute or so.

If after washing thoroughly the image is not yet dense enough,

let the film be dried and then again submitted to the action of the

same solution. This is preferable to the longer continuation of the

treatment without drying, which only tends to stain the underlying

collodion film. If the further application of the permanganate
solution fail to give sufficient density a three-grain solution of

gaJlic acid may be used followed by a solution of perchloride of

than restore the loss.

Nothing remains to be said on the subject of the transparency, in

describing the production of which it has been assumed that the

reader is familiar with, at least, the general manipulations of the

carbon process. Should any points have been left in doubt they

will bo explained in our S'otet and Queriet column.
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ACTINISM AND WAVE-LENGTHS.
The paper by Mr. Herbert S. Starnes ia last week's number of the

Journal was a very iuterestiug one, particularly as it opened up
uew directions for thouglit; but some of the statements in it are so

contrary to the generally-accepted theoiy of light that they should
not pass without being challenged.

In speaking of the effect on light in passing through red glass he
says :

—" The red glass has brought the various wave-lengths of the

white light all to one length—I ought ratlier to say nearly to

I'ue length," &c Now this infers, or rather asserts, that tlie

component parti> of white light are changed in their character

by their passage through the red glass, and that the blue rays, &c.,

h.ive their wave-lengths altered anil are turned into red light.

Tills is certainly nnt what is usually considered to take place. The
red glass does not .dter any wave-lengths, but merely acts as a sort

of lilter, stopping tin passage of nearly all the rays except the red.

In the next par.igraph there is a most extraordinary statement,
namely, that the "combined waee-lcnffths of yellow and green are
more than that of tlie red alone." If this were so, then we should
get no light at all ; for, as the wave-lengths were longer than that
of red, they would cease to have any effect on the eye, and, in fact,

would become part of the heat waves of the invisible portion of the
spectrum beyond the red. We must look to some other theory
than this for the efficiency of Mr. W. E. Debeidiam's plan of using
a combination of green and yellow in the dark room.

Further on Mr. Starnes says :
—'" If we use quartz lenses the

violet rays are less powerful to withstand actinic force." To
me this is a very ambiguous sentence. Would Mr. Starnes explain
his meaning more fully ? There are several other portions of
his communication that appear to be quite new departures—notably
that the addition of silver bromide (presumably a slow one) to
boiled gelatine will give a rapid emulsion. I must experiment
in this direction. W. Horseman Kirkby.

TRANSATLANTIC JOTTINGS.
Our readers may remember the account (extracted from the New
York Times) we gave last month of the unfortunate photographer
whose aimera was smashed by a supposed criminal in tow of a
police officer. "Who's to payl" said the witty writer of the
paragraph in question. Mr. Norman Coe, the photographer con-
cerned, writes to say that, so far from the slight contretemps in
(piestion having prevented his taking a picture of the too vivacious
captive, he, by means of a specially-quick dry plate, did obtain a
likeness. Although surrounded as he was " by some of the keenest-
eyed detectives in New York," no one but himself and his assistant
knew when the picture was being made.

Perhaps he used Mr. Eakins's drop shutter—one of the neatest
ideas yet propounded in regard to quick shutters. Mr. Eakins has
a shutter to uncover and another to cover the lens, and he actuates
them as follows :—" Two equal weighU atUehed to cords of different
lengths werp dropped simultaneously. When the weight on the
short cord had fallen as far as the" cord allowed the tension re-
leased a slide which uncovered the lens. The exposure continued
while the other weight was falling. When the end of its strinn-
wa« re^bed it, in turn, released a second slide, which covered thS

u r^
varying the length of the second cord Mr. Eakins is said

to be able to vary his exposures from a-quarter to one-hundredth of
a second.

According to the PhOadelphia Photograplier (which, by-the-bye
IS celebrating the commencement of i\» third decade) the New
York police have got hold of a band of scandalous impostors, who
tradmg on the want of business knowledge of young ladies, have
been netting large sums by charging one or two dollars for impart-
ing to their victims the secret of " electrographing " for colourintr
photogriiphs, and enabling large sums to be thus earned. The ver?
largeiiess of their trade aroused suspicions and led to their
apprehension, from three to seven hundred lettera being daily
received !

° "n-v

Photographic journalism in America would appear to be more
trammelled than our own, if we are to judge by the reply of the
editor of the journal first named to the request of several photo-
graphers that lie should criticise more fully the pictures exhibited
Ht the national exhibitions. He would, he jocularly says "becompelled to move his sanctum a dozen or more stories higher
barricade the doora, place Gatliug guns and revolvers in position'and would tremble like an aspen leaf for mouths after the workma lieeii completed.

According to the Photographic Times (New York) some con-

sternation is likely to be caused in the ranks of photographers by a
recent decision of the postal authorities, which will result in in-

creasing the postage on photographs bj' one hundred per cent.

—

that is, from two ounces for a halfpenny to one oUnce.

The Philadelphia Pliotograpliic Society has had before it—and
almost at the same time as the Photogr.iphic Society of Great
Britain had a similar paper by Mr. Jabez Hughes—an interesting

sketch of photographic progress in America. There is a droll account
of the inception of the Pliiladelphia Society, which, we read, " was
born at 615, Walnut-street, in December, 18(j0, when some twenty-
five gentlemen met at the house of Mr. Constant Gilloii, the first

president. Although the gentlemen went there with their hearts
full of the subject the whole evening passed by without its being
broached at all, the host expecting the visitors to mention it first,

and they looking to him for a start. Yet a deal of thinking teas done.''

The Photographic Times asks why are so many operators given to

adding an acid to the alkaline developer! It says—"Sulphurous,
sulphuric, nitric, phosphoric, and all imaginable organic acids have
been suggested, and were,in reality, used by some of the best operators
and amateurs." We presume it is because the function of the acid is

not rightly understood. The place for the acid is in the solution of

pyrogallic, and its use is to keep the latter from becoming discoloured.
When it was first employed for that purpose a large proportion was
used; but, as a well-known writer in our own columns pointed out,
a few grains of citric acid to the ounce of pyro. w;is amply sufficient

to attain the required end.

We can scarcely agree with the wiiter in that journal who,
in the same article, .says the utility of sulphite of soda in the
developer, "to say the least, is problematic—at anyrate it

is not distinctly proven." Now, if there is one thing more
than another capable of distinct proof it is the great utility of
the sulphite in preserving the negative from becoming discoloured
by the pyro. solution. We imagine the question intended to ,

be called doubtful is as to whether the addition slowed the plate or
|

not—a question that is subject of doubt.
'

We learn from the same journal that Mr. W. H. Sherman, of Mil-
waukee, has for a long time been collecting a series of negatives of
pictures of the old masters, which he is now arranging in series for the
study and information of artists and others who are interested in art. ,

An immense demand is (and we should think justly) predicted for
them. We do not know to what extent they will compete with the
magnificent collection of the Autotype Company, but the idea is

worth commending to the notice of that enterprising body as to
whether a specially-selected number of their works might' not be
printed from and published en bloc at a price within the reach of all.

Their permanency would be a great point in their favour.

Our transatlantic cousins seem to be rather behind the day in
carbon printing, if we are to judge from the .account of a meeting
of the Photographic Section of the American Institute. Mr. Roche
was delivering a lecture upon carbon printing, illustrating it with
demonstrations of developing the film. The audience seemed to
think the print came by some sort of conjuring, for we read that
the President said—" There seems to be a little sleight of hand, Mr.
Roche. They think that by some trick or device you have put the
picture on the glass. How is the picture made ?

"

We will conclude our Jottings for the month by extracting from
Anthony's Bulletin an account of the accident drawing attention to
the care that even with the simplest chemicals should be taken in
all photographic studios :—" Mr. W. D. Gatchel had a very narrow
escape from death a few days since. He had been in the habit of
drinking a mineral water, and kept it in a li(|uid ammonia bottle.
By some oversight of a clerk a bottle of this fluid was put where he
generally kept the water, and he took a portion of it before dis-
covering the error. By prompt measures his life was saved, but
for over a week he has been on a sick bed, not able to swallow any-
thing He 13 now in a fair way of recovery, but it will be some
time before he will be enabled to fully resume his daily duties."

PHOTOGRAPHY AT THE SEAT OF WAR.
The recent; intelligence from the seat of war in Ecypt, giving
details of the defeat of Baker Pa.sha, also embraces a notificatioS
uiat amoug the officers mi.ssing are the two photographers who
accompanied the Egyptian army into the Soudan

Hnni'"/'^''' M"'''f*"]
,''y P''^'t»g''M'liers in giving scenic representa-

tions of incidents full of eventful ilitorcst is replete witli value not
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Miiiy to the general public, but hUo togeogi-;iplici-a hik! ethnologists,
ml likewise to stiuIenU of military science in an especial degree,

i'lie accuracy and almost inspired skill with which a clever artist
V. ill <lepict a rencontre between two forces ellinologically divergent,
.ne of them adopting different arms and different modes of warfare
from the other, elicits admiration, which, however, is sometimes
tempered by the surmise that will intrude itself—How would such
a scene liave been rendered by a photograph instead of by a
drawing {

We are not at present aware of photography having been actively
associated with military oi)erations previous to the Crimean war,
when Mr. Roger Fenton, aided by Mr. Marcus Sparling, both since

deceased, paid a prolonged visit to the military head quarters with
it complete outtit for taking photographs by the wet collodion pro-
cess; nor are we aware of any ])hotographs of scenes of active war-
fare having been obtained by these gentlemen, as their operations
were mainly contined to the taking of portraits and groups of the
olRcers of distinction.

It was not long after this, however, ere photographers in other
pacts of the world were to be occasionally found taking scenes
on the battlefield, and some of these were truly ghastly from the
stern reality of the facts thus photographically depicted. No room
for indulging in artistic licence there, nor for the introduction of

any effort of the imagination 1 Shells seen in the act of bursting,
or their dire etlects as witnessed a few seconds after bursting;
strong men falling to rise no more, or in the agonies of death

;

hand-to-hand encounters ; the varied emotions displayed in the
faces of the combatants—these form some of the items witnessed in

war photographs, and they convey to the spectator ideas quite
different from those induced by the examination of a painting or
drawing of scenes of a similar character. Some of the war series

of stereographs issued by Messrs. K. and H. T. Anthony and Co.,

in connection with the great struggle between the Northern and
Southern American States, show more vividly than the pen of any
special correspondent could express the horrors of war, as displayed
by dead bodies lying in the trenches or on the field, some of them
having portions of the head or face blown away, or being otherwise
terribly mutilated from the bursting of the devastating and deadly
shell.

The photographer who visits the field of battle runs a great risk,

in consequence of his affording a special mark for any hostile belli-

gerent who, out of something akin to a spirit of sheer wantonness,
might "draw a bead" upon him. Conversing, some years ago, on
this subject with Mr. Sparling, he informed us that he sometimes
" fooled " the Russians (during the siege of Sebastopol) by displaying
a make-believe camera a little above the wall of a trench and
raising his cap upon a stick close beside it, although only a few
inches above the line of visibility—a proceeding which invariably
ensured their being almost immediately perforated with rille bullets,

a quick return of the c<mipliment being paid by Mr. Sparling, who,
as a matter of preference, sjjent much of his spare time in the
trenches in efforts of strategy or skill against the Rusaiaji sharp-
shooters by means of his ritle.

SOCIETY OF ARTS.
On" Monday evening last, the 4th instant, the second of a series of
Cantor lectures was given by Mr. T. Bolas, F.C.S., at the Society of
Arts, John-street, Adclphi, London, W.C., the subject being Jiccnl
Imprortmi iiti in Plioto-Michni)ic(d Fr'mtimi. The special department
taken up was '////"' l^lo''!'''' from Liif IJrairiupi' ami llalJ'-Tonr Huhjfcts.

Mr. B. F. Cobb, Vice-President of the Society of Arts, was in the chair.

After Mr. H. Trneman Wood had explained that the incandescent
lights in the room had on the last meeting burned dimly, merely
because it was necessarj", for the sake of the arc light which the lecturer
used, to run the engine at a slow speed and not because of any defect,

the Chairman introduced the lecturer.

Type Blocks fkom Link Drawings and Half-Tonk SrnjEcrs.

Mr. Boi.AS said that phntotyiK>graphy .ind photolithography were
ilmost the sania thing—by the latter the proof being pulled off

prejiarcd surface direct, whilst by the other the surface of a piece of
inc or other metal was etched into relief. It was probable that for

I very one pictui . produceil by either process at the period of his last

rics of lectures there were ten produced now.
The production ot these blocks is very easy when the subject is a lino

I'lie, hut not by iiny means so when the picture is in half-tone. It

might, however, bo said that the problem was now solved. The basis
i>f most transfers for line sul'jccts was now, the lecturer said, as it had
Ihjcu before, a surface coveicil with gelatine and albumen sensitised with
iiichromatc of potassium. JIc wished to illustrate the improvement
uiought about by the introduction of the vcl>«;t roller.

A i>iuce of paper sengitided in the way descrilicd was exposed under
a negative, and was inked over in the old manner with a fatty ink

—

that {• to say, the whn'c surface was covered with a thin tilm of ink.

J'he whole was then placed in warm water, when the gelatine which
had not been acted upon by li^ht swelled up and became repellent of

the greiiay ink, which was easily removed, none remaining except such
as was over those parts which had l)cen acted \\\K)n by light, and which,
consequently, did not swell. This image was used to transfer on to a
lithographic stone for lithographic working direct, or on to a zinc plate
to be etched with acid.

With the velvet roller the process was quite different. Instead of the
whole surface of the bichromiited film bemg covered with ink the roller

was passed gently over it several times, when the ink took ou the ex-

posed parts representing the lines at the end, and a Ijeautifnlly delicate

transfer was the residt. A copy of the American Patent Journal was
handed round to show examples of this kind of work.
At this stage the lecturer passed round a couple of prints to illustrate

the influence which pliotograpliy had had tipon the art illustration of

popular journals. One was an engraving in a I.,ondon illustr.ited paper
of 1851, and showed the conventional outlines of the wooden frames;
the other was from llarper'n Mdiju-lw, and showed a half-tone picture
which was as like an idealised photograph as anything could be.

Glass had lieen nsed for blocks, being etched with hydrolluoric acid.

It was said that there was Icis under-cutting in the case of glass than of

metals. The fact was that photolithography had for long failed to
make that progress which it might—not because there was anything
wanting in the process, but because lithographic machinery had not been
worked ^vith very great success. To Messrs. Spragne and Co. was, in

great measure, due the credit ot having put photolithographic ma-
chinery on a commercial basis.

In any half-tone process it was necessary to get an imago in lines,

dots, or stipple. A stipple could be got, as was well known, on the
gelatine direct, simply by the reticulation of a bichroniated gelatine
surface. This could be used as a trani.ter. This process had been
worked by Herr Pretsoh, in 1800, and he (Mr. Bolas) thought that some
of the results obtained by him then had scarcely lieen surpassed. It

wa.s marvellous how the reticulations would at times follow the outlines

ot trellis work and suchlike.

Mr. Bolas warned his audience that in judging the ments ot various
works shown on the walls of the room it was most necessary to take
into consideration the amouut of care spent in the printing. Thus some
of the rouijhest there miglit in reality exhibit the most merit, inasmuch
as no great care had been bestowed on the printing.

The method of getting a transfer by the use of a network was men-
tioned, and it was remarked that Meisenbach had, amongst other things,

claimed as a novelty the adoption of slight motion of this network
during exposure.

In 1873 Mr. W. B, Woodimiy patented a method of reducing his
gelatine relief into stipple, wliich promised well.

The Ives process was then described and illustrated. A AVoodbury
relief was inked and was brought into contact with grained paper. By
this means, where the image was high the pyramids forming the grain
of the paper were depressed, and a large dot resulted. Where the
image was low the tips of the pyramids were merely touched, and »
very small dot was produced. The image thus got was used as a
transfer, or, better, as a means of getting a negative in stipple. If a
transfer were taken direct the small spots were liable to spread out to
sonje extent and to give a l)Iurred effect.

Zuccato's process w.i3 then explained. A block of type metal is

planed in very tine grooves. The block is now inked, a piece of paper
is placed behind it, and behind that is placed the Woodbury relief.

Pressure flattened the ridges of the type metal to different degrees and
produced lines of different widths. A beautifully-defined transfer
was thus obtained.

Messrs. Brown, Barnes, and Bell had made many claims in a recent
patent for photo-meclianical methods, but none of them appeared
to be very definite.

EDINBLTIGH PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB.
Taki.vc; advantage of the presence in Kdinburgh of Mr. A. L. Henderson,
of London, that gentleman was eutertaine"! at dinner on Friday, the 25th
ult.. at Young's Hotel, Cockb\im-street, liy the Kdlubunrh Photographio
Club. Al»ut forty gentlemen sat down "to dinner, and nearly all the
members of tlie Club were present. Th<' chair was taken by Mr. J. tJ.

Tunny, who luid on his right Mr. Henderson, the guest of the evening.
Dr. Thomson, R.N., was cnmpier. Among those jiresent were Mr. W.
Neilson, President of the Edinburgh Photoiji-anhic Society ; Mr. W. T.
Bashford, llonnraiy Seci-etary of the same Society; Mr. Hender»«»n,
Perth, and others. After tlie usual loyal and patriotic toasts had lieen

' drunk,

I

The Chaikji.w gave the toast of the evening, "Chir guest, Mr. Mender-
\
son." Ho (the Chairman) va,\A that it rei|uin<l no words from him to say

j
what Mr. llendiT.^on h.id done for iihotopraphy. The name h;id iM'on long

j

promineutly liefoi-o them, ns one of the leading men in t!.' photographio
;
world of L'iudon, and what he had done was well known to tnem all. Hn

I

had Iwen for a very long tini>- one of his intimate lacrsoual friaudi', and his
BUCcesH in life was, he thought, well merited. It was to that sucggkb tbqr
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wen; met to d.> liouimr that evening. The Chairman concluded with wishing

lon<{ life and prosijerity to Mr. Henderson.
. ^„„„..

It in needlea.s to Hay the U.a-st was drunk ni a very enthusiastic manner.

Mr A. L. Hendkrson- expressed the pleasure he felt at meeting so

many members of the Club and other friends. He said that on his

first visit to Kdinburgh, about forty-five years ago, he had neither a shirt

on his Ijack nor a shilling in Ids iwcket," lie being born m Edinburgh about

that time. Shortly after he was rt-moved to Lasswade, six miles south troiu

Kdinbui-gli, where lie received his education at the parish school, vvneii

of suitable age he went to assist a disirensing chemist m i rederick-street,

Kdinburgh, who made false teetli. He (.Mr. Heudci-son) gave an auiusmg

account of how he discovered the secret of the comjiositioii used in the

inanufaeturc of those. He stated that his interest was at the tune drawn

to phot,.gra|.hy by seeing in a photographer's window in Princes-street

a daguer?eotyi)o view of the Castle Hock. The view was reversed in this

picture, tlie CasUe being on the riglit hand instead of the left, as it should

have been. He was also so accustomed to examine the photographs in the

window of Mr. Tunny's studio at Xewington that he was afraid he

had given a permanent flattening to his nose by the persistency with which

he hiwl ga-ied at these. After being for a time assistant to a chemist

in Musselburgli he went to Lundon. He related how he had sufticieiit

to purchase his first camera and lens, and liow, by gradual stejis, he liad at-

tained a pisition in London. He further mentioned that it w.as while

visiting the great Exhibition, in company with Mr. J. Traill Taylor, that

he first saw some ceramic photographs, and when examining them he told

Mr. Taylor that he thought he could produce better work. In a fortmglit

afterwards he had produced work wliich, it was thought, not only equalled,

but excelled, that in the Exhibition. He (Mr. Hendei-son) in conclusion

advised all pliotographers, above everything, to acquire a good knowledge

of chemistry. He thanked the Photographic Club veiy warmly for

the honour they had done him, and said it was a meeting lie would never

forget as Icmg as he lived.
, „, , . ,-„ u »

Mr. XKII..SO.N next proposed "Prosperity to the Pliotographic Club.

Ho said it was barely necessary for him to propose this toast, as the Club

was bound to be a success, the members of which it was composed being

the picked men of the Edinburgh Photographic Society. The pictures

they iiroduced and exhibited yearly showed tliat in tlie photographic art

they were second to none.

Mr. Wii.i.L\M Douo.ii.i. then sang the foUowin" song, which, as contain-

ing a sjK'cial allusion to Mr. Henderson, was enthusiastically encored:

—

"OUR PHOTOGKAPIIIC CLUB.'

Tane: "The Bonnie Briar Bush."

Ill art and science every one
yhouM interehaiijfe his views,

I'or thus fresh thouijhts arc oft begun
;

Ami proijress tlicfi endues.

It's gooil for men of ever.v grade
With kindred minds to rub ;

A fair example we liave made
Our Photographic Club.

Our business meetings still diisplay

The t,ilents e,ich h.is got

;

Discussion surely paves the way
To elevate the lot.)

Our greater minds will never try

The leMer lights to snub.
Thus every one must profit by
Our Photographic Club.

And here tonight, our yearly feast

Has charms of light and shade.
It is a means, to say the least.

By which good friends are made.
Then let us drink, with hearty cheers

(Since we've enjoyed our grub),
Success attend in future years
Our Photographic Club.

But we have here a special guest

—

Friend Henderson I name

—

Who towers high above the rest,

KtlatiieUed into f.aine.

Old Raehers skill he has outshone,
And left her in the dub.

Long may he kindly look upon
Our Photographic Club.

W. D.

RECENT PATENTS.

PATENTS APPLIED FOR.

Xos. 2,7<it! and 2,767.—' Photogi-aphic Shutters." Y. W. BllANSOX.—

Dated February 5, 1884.

PATENTS SEALED.
No 3 iKh).— " Improvements in the Reproduction of Writings, Drawings,

or'the like, and in the Apparatus Emiiloyed therein." J. Hexky JoHXSOX :

a communication from Ignacio Marquis de Camarasa, Madi'id.—l>nff<<

August 11, 1883.

NOTICE TO PROCEED.
No. 4,703.—"Improvements in, and Relating to, the Art of Obtaining

by Photography Definite Photographs to be Used in the Production of

Typographic Blocks and in Photolith<igraphy and other like Arts.

Biiow.s, Bahxks, anu Bdll.—Zi«(erf October 3, 1883.

AMERICAN PATENTS.
No. 291,.')44.—" Colouring Photographs." J. B. S.VEr.l..

No. 291,6Gr).—"Apparatus for Drying Photographic Paper. " B. E. Hali,.

Mr. NoKMAN Macbcth, R.S.A., in responding to the toast, said no one
could over-estimate the advantages accruing to the members of the Club
by tlie way in which practical matters connected witli photograjihy were
treatwl and discussed at their meetings. In a society sucli as tlie Edinburgh
Photographic Society, which numbered over 400 members, it was scarcely

p-'i-isible to get those present at the meetings to take sucli an interest in tlie

discussions as could be done when the members were limited in number, as

they were to thirty members in the Photographic Club. The Club was
more like a family party, where every one w.os expected to contribute his

\ lews on the subject brmight before them for the evening.

Mr. Hkndeiison, of Perth, next gave the toast of "The Edinburgh Pho-
to'Taphic Society, which was replied to by Mr. Nkilson.
Tho other toasts of the evening were "Kindred Associations," by Mr.

Doug.all, replied to by Mr. Brebner; "Photographic Literature," by
Mr. Vorgan, replied to by Mr. Hashford ;

" Professiinal Photcigrapliers,"
liy M r. Stewart, replied to l)y Mr. >tcKeaii ;

" Amateurs," by Mr. Brooke,
replied to by Dr. Steuart; " Trade Interests," by Mr. Crighton, replied to
by Mr. Turnbul). Tlie toast <if "The Ladies" was given by Mr. McKechuie,
and replied to by Mr. Frank Moffatt.

The Chaibmas Raid that as the evening on which they met was the
anniversary of tlie birth of Rolicrt Burns, it would not be seemly that
tti"y should part without reinenibering that event—a circumsfcince which,
lis Scotchmen, they never c<nild and never would forget. He proposed
"The Memory of Bums."
After the health of the croupier liad been drunk.
Dr. Thomson proposed the health of the Chainiian, Mr. Tunny, whom

he cliarncterised as the "father of Edinburgh i>hotograpliers.

"

Uaring the evening numerous songs wore sung by those present. Among
those who thus contributed to the pleasure of tho evening may be men-
tioned, Mr. Smith, Afr. Reid (who sung ".My Heather Hills" with much
feeling), Mr. Dougall, Mr. Brodie, Mr. Wardale, Mr. Crooke, and Mr.
Henderson (Perth), who «.ang "The fJreat Hielan' BagpiiKS the Pride o'

the Land."
.\s the time f<«' separating had come, three cheers were given for Mrs.

A. L. Heiidoivion, and the company dis|)ersed "X wee short liour before
the twal, " after ..pending a wry plea..ant and happy evening.

^Mm05 of ^nmties.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Date of Mcetins.

Februarv VI. .

.

VI...
Vi...
VI...

„ l:i •
„ 13...

„ 13...
14-, .

.

14...

Name of Society.

Newcastlc-on-Tync
Olasgow ,\mateur
(ii-eat Britain (Annual Meeting).
Bolton Club
Ciieitenham .\niateur

Buiy
Photographic Club
London and l*i'ovincial

Manchester

Plaeo of Meeting.

College of Physical Science.

Institution liooms, Hudtannn-st.

f..\. Pall Mall East.

Studio of the Club, Cliancery-Ianc.

Temperance Hall.

Andertons Hotel. Hcot -street.

Mason's Hall, Hasinghall-strcct.

Mechanics' Institution.

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
At the meeting of this Society, held on the 31st ult., the chair was
occupied by Jlr. F. W. Hart.
Mr. A. Cowan exhibited a lantern for dark-rocnu use, constructed on

principles similar to those involved in tlie present lighting of his dark room,

aa described at the last meeting of tlie Society. The front of the lantern

was sixteen inches high by twelve inches wide, and was fitted with a slieet

of green glass, and several thicknesses of yellow paper of the colours used

by Mr. Debenhain. There was also a sheet of plain glass to keep the papers

flat between it and the ijreen glass. The curved back of the lantern was
lined witli yellow pajjer. Tlicre was an ordinary fisli-tail gas burner in tlio

centre of tlie lantern, and a small niet.al screen in front of the jot just large

ciiougli to prevent the direct rays of light from the flame .striking upcni tlie

front of the lantern. The lights in the room were turned down, and the jet

ill tho lantern was lighted to show the members the amount and quality of

the light. For freedom from chemical effect it was the safest light that

Mr. Cow.an had employed.
A Membf.b inquired what was the object of the green glass in addition

to the yellow paper.
Mr. Cowan- remarked tliat Mr. Debcnham had belter answer that

question.

Mr. W. ]';. Dkbe.vham said that when a consider.able thickness of yellow
medium was employed tlie colour transmitted became orange-coloured or

oven nearly red. A solution of bichromate of jiotash in a tliiii layer

appeared of a pure yellow colour, but seemed changed in character as the

layer became thicker, (ireen glass removed the orange or red effect which
was painful to the eye, and cut off certain actinic rays wliich would pass

without it. At the same time it cut off very little of the luminosity. To
illustrate this point the glass was so placed as to cover one-half only of the
lantern front.

The opinion of the members being a.sked as to the comparative aniount
of light for working passed through the two ]iortioiis; the replies elicited

were to the effect that the addition of the green glass screen caused
very little lowering of illuminating power. Some of the members could
see none at all, whilst Mr. Cowan stated that the green cut off a consider-
able amount of actinic power.
Mr. J. B. B. Wellington showed some negatives produced on plate-s

coated with the slow bromide emulsion that had been described the
previous week as prepared for ]irinting l.anterii transparencies for lantern
slides. There wa.s some lialation in the lights, whicli rather surprised him,
as the emulsion was of a ruby colour.
Mr. A. L. Henpebson observed that it was now found that ruby lets

actinic light through.
Mr. Wjxr.iNG'roN also sliowed some more traiisp,arencies printed upon

the s,anie emulsion, some of them being of very warm tone. He had found
it advantageous to employ the ferrous-oxalate solutiiui made with eiglit

parts of the oxalate to ime of the iron, instead of the usual proportions of
three or four to one. The restrainuig bromide had been employed in tho
proportion of twenty grains to tho ounce of developer; and the exposure
had been three minutes at a distance of two feet .six inclies from an ordinary
Hill-tail gas burner. He found that he had coated two hundred glasses of
lantern slide size with emulsion prepared with one hundred grains of silver

I
nitrate. An enlargement ou opal glass was also shown. The opal had
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l)t>t-M coated with tlii> same Piimlaioii, wliicli wan iimiivd «f[ as closely as
i

[lossible, s<i M to le«ve only a very thin film, which, however, wft«
;

-uttii'iont.
;

Mr. Hknukk.sox, who had recently returned from Scothmd, saiil that he
tiiouglit Mr. Jamieson, of Edinburgh, was on the right track for a dark-

j

room light. Ho was not at liberty to give full dotails, but would say that 1

-M r. .1 amiesou i)roduce<l a complomentary colour by rotation, and this colour I

was thrown upon a non-actinic screen, lie (Mr. Henderson) then showed
|

a developing dish recently introdiiced by tlic finn of Messrs. (leorge Mason
:vnd Co., of (ilasgow. TJio sides of the dish wore of wood anil the bottom I

of gla.ss, and there was a covered space at one end forming a well. The
j

novelty consisted in a string lying across the di<h for tne puriKjse cf
j

keeping the plate from sticking to the bottom, and for lifting. The string

passed tln-ough two small eyelets, one at each side, and knobs prevented it

from slii)piiig through these eyelets. On pulling the string on either side

the plate was lifted from the solution.

Mr. W. M. A.sH>fAX thought that fine binding wire would be better

tlian string, as it would livst longer.

Mr. Hkndkk.son did not think that binding wire would do at all.

The Chaihman showed a developiug-dish made of celluloid. On the
botU)m were two ridges to prevent adhesion of the [ilate.

Mr. A. Haddon called attention to an inaccuracy in an article in Thk
HmrisH JoiruNAL ot- rnorocHAPHV, page .")1, on Eniilish ami French
Weiiihts ami Mmsurtf, in which two fornnil<e were given for converting
degrees on Falu'cnheit's scale into those of the centigrade.*

Sir. C. B. Cutchey's resignation as secretary was read, and Mr. J. J.

Ihigiiisliaw apiHiinted to be Secretary of the Association.
It waa mentioned that Mr. Hart's Iccturette on ISesidnet would be

ilelivered on Thursday next, the 14tb instant.

IHK POSTAL PHOTOGKAPHICAL SOCIETY.
A eoMiiiTTKK meeting of this .Society was held on Wednesday Uiat, the 6th
inst. After the minutes of the previous meeting had lieen read and c(m-
tirmed, the following candidates —each of whom had submitted specimens
of his work and declared himself a boiu'i liile amateur—were elected nieni-

liers :— H. (I. M. C'onybeare, lugatestone; A.Suzanne, Wobum ; Kev.
A. M. Macdona, Folkestone ; Kev. H. Vict<ir Macdona, C'headle Hulme

;

Uev. .1. Carter Browne, D.D., Manchester; Rev. Locke ifacdona.Cheadle;
.John HoUoway, Kolkostoue ; Rev. H. Von E. Scott, St. Leonard's ; H. E.
Lees, Manchester ; T. Mansell, Bristol ; Harold Sands, Nottingham ; and
K. Pardee, Al)erdare.

An application for membership was read from a French gentleman,
but the Hon. Secretary was instructed to inform him that the rules would
not permit of tlie Society's albiuns or coUecticms of competitii>n prints being
sent abroad.
A letter was then read from Mr. G. Bankart, suggesting that a uniform

size and thickness of mount should be adopted for future coniiietitions for

allpictures, large or small.

"Tne Hon. Skiuktarv said that this would be a very great advantage,
ftnd woxild enable the comi>etitions to be sent round, as tlio first one was,
bet*een boaids. It Wiis tne small moimts which necessitated a box, by
])roventing a fiat package being made, and by moving about they caused
friction, to the destruction of the other jaints. It was, therefore,
resolved that for the future—"All pictures, of KhaUrer nize, intended
for competition l)c excluded unless mounted on cards of the imiform
size, \'> X i'2 inches, and uniform thickness 4-sheet." This was a trade
size, and the Hon. Secretary had seen Messrs. WooUey and Co.,
210, High Holborn, who would supply boards of this size, quality "fine,"
in twenty-three tints besides white, at 12.s. Ud. per gross, or by the
dozen.
The thanks of the Society were ordered to be conveyed to Mr. Bankart,

and members were recommended to obtain samples, as it was thought this
selection of tints would suit all tasteii.

The thanks of the .Society were ordered to be sent to the Editor of The
British Joukxat. Photockaphic Almanac for a copy of the 1884 edition,

and to the Editor of the Photiy/raphic News for a copy of the Ycar-Book.
Competition Xo. 3, which haA completed its first round, was then

e.vamined. Mr. Baylis had acted as scrutineer df the votes, and announced
the numbers as follows :

—

Clwsii 1. Landscape between .j x 4 to 10 x 8.—First prize, H. H, Cunning-
ham, 58 votes ; second prize, I!. 15ankart, .50 votes.

CT«s» //. Portrait of Member taken by Himself.—Prize, W. Adoock.
Class III. Architectural Subject.—1 u'st prize, F. Gorfaain Ticehurst,

CD votes ; second prize, U. Bankart, 52 votes.

In Class II. the votes were— f!. Bankart G7 votes,W. Adcock 37 votes ; but
the committee disqualified Mr. Bankart's exhibit, as he has not complied
with the rules by giving full particulars on the back of the mount. They
also disqualified Mr. Adcock's iiicture marked "A,' as it hatl eom|ieted
Iwfore in comjietition No. 2. Jlr. Adcock, therefore, gained the prize for

votes given in resiiect of his other exhibits in that class.

Dr. Uav moviHi that in each album a prize be given for the best picture,
in Older to raise the quality of the jirints in the album. Each member to
have one vote simply for the best picture. The prize to take the form of an
enlargement in carbon from the negative.

It was imintcd out by the Hon. Treasikkr that the question of funds
was the only drawback to this, and it was resolved that so long as they
j>ermitted it this courst! should be adopted. The pictures were to be placed
m the albums as nearly as possible in the order in which they came to
hand, and members were reqviested to date their noting forms, as an assist-

ance to the mounter.
Mr. J. W. Leigh had made a reimrt to the Society upon samjiles sent

it of Schiilzig's albumenised paiwr, and on Scorah's canary medium. It was
ordered that ho should l>e thanked on tx'half of the Society.

" See note in leader c«luum9.—£i>ti,

'lU)T()(!ltArHi;itS' r.KNIAOI.K.NT ASSOCIATION',
iiiuul general meeting of this Association was held at the .Souiety'ii

n Wednesday, the IlOth ult. — VV. ,S. Bird, Ksq., presiding. Thv
4 of the previous meeting having Ix-eii read and omfinned, MexKn.

I'KOnx ! It AJ'H Kits' niCM'.VOI.K.VT ASSOCIATION'.
Thk aiimiul

ottice im
minutes of the previous iiicei.iiiK iiaviiig in-eii reau ana C4>nnnnea, 31eitAri*.

E. G. Ganly, F. T. Beeson, and W, H. Pcnn were elected iiiembors of the
Association.
The .SKX'iiPrABV then submitted his rci>ort, with balance sheet and (mm-

mary of proceedings of the Society since its foundation, as follows:

—

.SECKE'rARv'.S Kkiokt.

I.v sulrtiiitting my reiiort of the business done by the Association durins
the past year, I cfesire to call attention to the fact that, although the total
receipts are not ecpial to those of 1882, the iKjsition of the Sixiiety is really
improved—a considerable increase of memlKtrs having been enrolled during
the last few months, and the funds of the A8sr>ciation having increased from
£13'J 18s. Id. to £159 'Js. 8d., being a clear gain of £19 lis. 7d. during the
year.

liece>pt».—The honorary members have contributed £24 3«. fifl., the
ordinary members £17 ."is., and the [inxiecds from the evening at the Kx-
hibition of the Photographic Society of tJreat Britain £0 (is. 7d., making
a total of £47 l.w. Id. The difference between the receipts for 1882
and 1883 (£10 Os. lid.) are accounted for by the fact that in the former
year several gentlemen combined to hold a goiree and ball, which
realised £'!! His. (kl. in aid of the funds. It is to be regretted that the
exiicriment was not rejieated in 1883. Further : the jmxieeds from
the Exhibition are £.'} 19s. M. below those of last year ; it will, there-
fore, Vk seen that the reduction in the income of the Association hnx
not arisen from a decrease in honorary and ordinary members' subscrii)-

tion, which combined are £3 IDs. in excess of this source of revenue m
1882.

Expemlitare.—The assistance given has l)een of very moderate amount.
Non-members still continue to ap|ilv for assistance, and if the rules allowed
such applications to be entertained the funds of the Association would be
rapidly reduced. The plea generally given in reply to the query as to why
aj)plicant8 had not joined the Association has been—" Oh I I did not know
of its existence. " It is a matter of surprise how they found it out when
its help was required. The working exyjenses have been £22 3s. (id., or
£1 Ids. 3d. less than last year.

Balance Sliut /or Year ending Deeanbtr SUt, 18S3.

Rkckipts. £ ». d.

To Cash in hand, January 1st.. 189 18 1

„ Donations and Subscriptiutis

from Hon. .Meiubei*s

—

E. Horner, Esij. £10
G. Tavlor, iwq. . . 2 2

A. Taylor, Es(i. . . 2 2

Messrs. Window
and Grove 2 2

W. ,S. Bii-d, E«|... 110
J.K.Sawyi;r,Esq. 110
W. Pitcher, Esq.. 110
F. Bedford, Esq.. 110
Messrs. Marion
and Co 1 1 u

Messrs. Lavis and
Ck) 1 1

Messrs. Mawson
and Swan 1 1

EXPBXDITURK. It 8. d.

24 3

A. Lovell, Esi|. .. 10 «

, .SuljscriptionsfromOrdinaiy
Meuibors 17 b

, Photographic Society's Ex-
hibition 6

£187 13 2

By Rent of Office 1 7

,, Advertisements 14 8
„ Printing s 1

,, Stationery o 5 9
,, Petty Expenses 12
,, Postage 2 7
„ Assistance G
„ Secretary'sSaIar>'and(>om-

missioii 14 2
,, Cash in London and City

Itiiiik and in hand, Decem-
ber 31st 1.19 9 8

Year.

1874-5

1870
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
18S2
1883

Keccipts.

£119 11
39 15
33 13
39 7
37 4
42 12
60 l(i

B7 18
47 13

Sl'MM.^BV.

Grants.

£18 15 3
10 6
12 10

8

8 10GOO

Expenses.

£31 19 10
41 15 5
26 9 2
22 15 1

20 11 9
21 14 9
23 10 11

23 19 9
22 3 (i

Baiaiiee,
IJee. 31st.

£68 10
.SO 9 8
47 3 10
57 1« 3
74 9
87 9
114 II 10
139 18 1

168 9 8

Receipts.. £470 11 1 Expenditure.. £311 1 S Bal'o«..£159 1 8

Report op thk Board of Masagkmbst.
It is again the duty of the Board to submit its annual statement to the sub-
scribers to and members of the Association, and to add a few words to the
information as to the i)roceedings of the year contained in the .Secretary's
report given above.

The facts this year are less encouraging than in the previous one. There
has been a welcome increase in the receipts from honorary sources through
the generous contribution of E. Horner, Esq., but the receipts from ordinary
members exhibit a slight decrease. Considering the length of time tin-
Association has been in existence, the amount of publicity liberally affonled
by the photographic piess, and the advantages derived from the annual
benefit night at the exhibitions of the Photographic Society of Great
Britain, your lioard cannot but feel that the {irugress made towards the
realisation of its aims is but slow. At present the great majority of
the photographic profession, both masters and men, are practically in-
different, and the members must take account of this fact. It bohovefi
them to consider wheu(M arises this apathy, and whait meiuis cau be takeu
to remove it.
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The orgMiiMtioq of the Aiwxjiation if • arranged on an extremely

economical scale, and it ai^jeara to the Bi.ai-d that nothing' further can be

done in this direction if any iidniiniiitratiou is to be niaiutaiued. \v ith a

very tritiing extra outlay ten times the present work of the As.^ociatiou can

be carried on, in which case the; proportion of the expeiiditure to eifoctive

results would compare favourably with any benevolent organisation extant.

The foundations of a PhotogTanhevs' Benevolent Association has been

laid. There is an accumulated fund of abotit i'lOO, and an effective admmis-

tration ; but for a real nuccess the hearty co-operation of the members

of the photographic profession is absolutely essential.

Not loui,' after photography merged into a permanent industry it became

evident that a fund of some kind was netided to .assist those of its workers

who were overtaken by misfortune in their new avocation, and columns of

the journals were from time to time filled with suggestions as to tlie liest

mode of dealing with the difficulty. Time rolled on, a special plea benig

occasionally made on behalf of some fallen brother, but nothing was done

tmtil a few gentlemen more determined than the rest made an effort, in

1872, to establish an Association worthy of the profession to which they

lieiongod. For many mimtlis the labour of organising was carried on by

the promoters, who m 1873 called a public meeting of professional photo-

grapners to discuss the various schemes suggested. At that gathering was

formed the nucleus of the Photographers' Benevolent Association, whose

funds have slowly but steadily augmented. The Association has been

instrumental in obtaining employment for many of its members, has

furnished means to enable them to proceed to the provinces when required,

and has rendered material iwcuniary assistance to many whom adverse

cii'cumstances have placed in the position to need it.

Its power of doing good is necess.irily limited by the resources at its

diswsal. It has now entered the tenth year of its existenae, and may
perliaps claun to merit the larger support it needs for effective working.

The Board now puts before its members and before the profession it desires

to serve the facts of the case, and it rests entirely with the profession if

the Photograpliers' Benevolent Association shall become a useful and
flourishing institution to dispense a kindly help to members who may fall

wounded in the ranks, or that it shall be denied the fruition of its good

intent.

Both reports were adopted.

The Chairman then said the report had placed before its members the

position of the Association, and stated that the Board, which consisted of

the faithful few, would be glad to receive co-operation, and asked for sug-

gestions which would tend to increased interest in the Association.

Mr. \V. M. Ashman said the rule makhig two classes of members
appeared to be a mistake, and to his knowledge deterred some of the

profession from supporting the Association. There was no objection to

receiving donations from anyone and to any amount ; but why an annual
sutocriber of one guinea should not participate equally with the half-guinea

Bubscriber seemed a puzzle to many. He would suggest altering the rule.

Another matter was the amount of subscription. Why not reduce it to .53.?

Masters and men would gladly pay that amount who now withhold a
guinea or half-guinea. When employers became regular subscribers they
will have no hesitation in referring needy cases to the funds. He should
like to know the views of the members generally on these suggestions.

Mr. H. J. Thorne considered the rule admitting two cla,sses of members
was one which needed altering. He was not prepared to go so far as the
previous speaker and reduce the subscription.

Considerable discussion took place in which the Chairman, Mr. Rolph,
and others joined. The feeling of the meeting was strongly in favour of

one kind of subscription only—membership, in fact, to be on the payment
of ten shillings and sixijcnco annually. It was felt, first, that the justice of

the case demanded that every member should be entitled to the benefits of
the Association ; and, secondly, that many gentlemen would, in addition
to the fee of membership, give a further subscription or donation. It was
resolved that steps should be taken to alter the rule.

The Association having sustained a loss during the year of two officers

—

J. H. Dallmeyer, Esq., one of the Vice-Presidents, of whoso benevolence
the Society has had testimony, and C. (i. Collins, Esq., a good working
member of the Board—the meeting desired to express their sympatliy with
the relatives of these gentlemen.
The following aro the officers for the ensuing year:

—

Viee-Presklent

:

Rov. F. F. Statham, M.A., F.G.S.—yrwsfces,- Col. Stuart Wortley and
Capt. W. de W. Abney, R.E„ F.R.S., V.G.S.—Treasurer.- H. feaden
Pntchard, i'.aq.—AudUort : G. Taylor, Esq., and J. S. Rolph, Esq.—Board
nf Afananenient : W. S. Bird, Esq. , Chairman ; H. J. Thome, Esq., Deputy-
Chairman; Messrs. W. M. Ashman, H. J. Burton, T. Bolas, A. J. Brown
K. H. Berry, E. G. fJanly, J. A B. Hall, A. E. Hyde, F. J. Mitchell,
J. S. Rolph, S. Saunders, and R. E. Wilkinson.—A>fr(*iry; H. Harland.
The meeting tenninated with a hearty vote of thanks to the Chairman.

GLASGOW PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
Thk noventh general meeting of the session was held in the Religious
Institution Rooms, on Thursday, the 24th ultimo,—Councillor Robertson
in the chair.

Mr. A. L. Henderson, of London, and Mr. .J. G. Tunny, of Edinburgh,
were introduced to the meeting. The minutes of the previous meeting
having been read and approved of, the question-box. was opened and found
to contain the question—" What is the best method of enamelling silver
l)rint"?

Mr. Ubik said the process was exceedingly simple. A glass iilate is

cleaned, rubbed with French chalk, and coated with collodion. ' When dry
the ctillodion is coated with a thin varnish of gum damiuar in benzole, to
prevent the gchitine mountant iKumeating the collodion. The ))rint is then
mounted down on the phte with gelatine; a thin sheet of paper is mounted
on the back of tlie print with the same medium, and when dry it is stripped
Irom the glass.

Some discussion then took place as to the advisability of using varnish on

the colludioii, the arguments for and against being aljout equal.

Mr. A. L. HKNUEK.SON thought ena:nBlliiig photographs was a mistake

altogether. In his experience they faded considerably quicker than plain

albumenised prints. He thought the addition of the benzole varnish to the

collodion was a decided improvement.
Mr. Blaiklet showed a circular camera constructed almost on the

principle of a round collar-box. The lid (on which the focussing-screen and

slides work) revolves on the body of the box, so that either an upright or

oblong picture can be taken without changing the camera. This lid is

prevented from coming off by me.ins of four pins working in a groove cut

round the box. The front part of the camera is, as it were, the bottom of

the box cut out. To tliis one end of the bellows is attached, the other to

the inside edge of the box next the lid. The bellows is made octagonal,

but the ends readily accommodate themselves to the circular form. The
tailboard is simply a flat rod (about one inch broad and three eighths of an

inch thick) cut in two, and each half hinged to the triangular top (if tli.3

tripod, so as to fold down,against the stand when not in use. When in use

they are kept in position by a binding screw and small plate with socket.

The focussing arrangement consists of a rack and ])iuioii, the rack being

inserted along the bottom of the rod. The focussing-screen is not hinged,

but slides in the s:une groove as the dark slide, and is prevented by a check
from coming out entirely. A small spring is fixed between the box and
lid, so as to snap and retain it in an upright or oblong position. The wood
is plane tree ebonised, and, being all turned, the cost is very little.

Mr. McGhie exhibited several pieces of apparatus, including a camera,
which was much admired ; also a drying-box 21 x 12 x 12 inches, capable of

holding six dozen quarter-plates, the ledges on which the plates rest (face

downward) being bevelled. The ventilators at top and bottom have dust

checks, and a continuous stream of cold air is caused to pass over the

surface of the plates, which dry in from six to eiglit hours. He further

showed a dry-plate lantern with three distinct forms of light—ruby light

with a shade for the eyes ; clear light for making tranapareucies ; and opal

glass for examining developed plates. He also exhibited a studio shutter,

the flap of which was divided into two parts, and opened sideways by
pneumatic arrangement.
Mr. Lorn Campbell exhibited a picture of a transformation scene in a

pantomime. It was exceedingly sharp and well-defined in every part.

The Seurbtahy showed the result of experiments he had made with
some extra-rapid, ready-sensitised paper which he had received from Mr.
Otto Scholzig. The experiments proved the jiaper slightly more
sensitive than ordinary paper, but more difficult to tone.

The Chairman then caUed upon Mr. J. Y. McLeUan to introduce a
discussion on The Cause of Fading in Silver Prints.

Mr. McLellan commenced by pointing out the importance of a knowledge
of the subject from a general as well as a photographic point of view. We
could not (he said) look over our own or friends' albums without being made
painfully aware of the fact that many of the so-called old-fashioned photo-
graphs were rapidly fading away. This was all the more to be regretted
since old photographs were often the only remaining portraits of de])aited
friends, and their value consequently increased with years. He remarked
that, in his opinion, there were two kinds of fading—one which might occur
at an early stage in the life-history of the photograph, and which could
generally be .attributed to faulty manipulation on the p.irt of the operator;
but the more imx:)ortant form was that which took place after many
years, and which could not be accounted for ia this way. He had given
the matter a good deal of consideration, and had come to the conclusion
that the cause of this insidious form of fading was entirely due to

atmospheric influence. He said that some years ago he was interested
in a chemical investigation, undertaken to discover the cause of decay in
the leather bindings of the books in a gentleman's library. These books
were submitted to analysis and found to contain considerable quantities of

sulphuric acid, and the only legitimate explanation of this seemed to be
that the sulphur compounds in the gas on burning were converted into
sulphurous acid, which was absorbed by the books, and ultimately became
oxidised into sulphuric acid, and so accounting for the corrosion of the
book bindings. He said that, in his opinion, this was also the expl.auation
of the fading of pliotographs after keeping for many years. In order tn

put it to the test an old fa,ded photograph, which had hung upon the walls
for about fifteen years, was torn into pieces and immersed in water. Thin
became strongly acid on testing with litmus ])aper, and on the addition of

bariuui chloride gave a dense white precipitate of sulphate of barium,
proving the presence of a large quantity of sulphuric acid. The w.ater also
dec<jlorised permanganate of potash, which suggested the presence of some
reducing agent. He said that his experiments up to the present weri'
merely preliminary tests. He hoped soon to go into the subject quantita-
tively, and strongly recommended this to the members as an imiiortaut
subject for investigation.
An interesting discussion followed, and, several members having inti-

mated their intention to inve.stigate the subject experimentallj^,
The Chairman proposed that the discussion should be continued at thn

next ordinary meeting on the 21st of February, and it was arranged that
Mr. A. Duthie should read a paper on the subject that evening.
Mr. A. L. Henderson was elected an honorary member, and Mr. George

MeKenzie, of Paisley, was elected an ordinary memlier, of the Association.
The meeting then closed with votes of thanks to the exliibitors of appa-

ratus, to Mr. McLellan, and to the Chairman.

LIVERPOOL AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC A.SSOCIATION.
Thk ordinary meeting of this Society was hold at the Free Library,
on Ihursday, the 31st nit.,—Mr. B. Boothroyd, President, in the chair.
Ihe minutes of the annual meeting having been read and confirmed, the

Chamnaii, after a few graceful valedictory remarks, vacated his post, and
Uv. Keuyon, the President for 1884, took the chair.
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Mojmra. Cockbuin, Irviu, Kerry. MurriB, PiirUyu, Rubiiuoo, Smith, and
Wiitta were clecle;! ineiiibcrs of the AMduoiutiun.
Tim Hon. SkiMietahy re.Kl a letter from Mr. Krauk Leslie, the chairman

iif the Kxec'.itivo Cuuimittoe of the Associated Soirdc. The cuiisidoratiou of
tliis, on tho motion of the Kov. T. U. Banner, seconded by Mr. J. A.
Ki>rre»t, was deferred till next meeting.

Ur. Kenyon tlion delivered tho foUoiviiiR'

—

IXAUGLKAL Al)DIl>iiS.

In the first place, I must express my liincci-e thanks for the great honour
voti have done me by electing me your PresidiMit, and I must ask your
kind indulgence and assistance in fulfilling the corresponding duties.
On such an oouasion as this it is convenient to take a general survey of

things, and not cimsiderod mipardonable to indulge in reminiscences.
Looking at our doings from outside, we find ourselves as r)hotographer3

engaged in one iif the most wonderful of all the wonder-working processes
of this eventful age. The dream of tho neuromanc(>r of the middle ages is

wellnigh fulrilleci by us every day. If we cannot actually transmute the
Uivser metals to gold we can transmute inert and sordid matter into tlie

pure gokl of ethereiil beauty. We can bring to light the secrets of tho
invisible changes of the minutest molecules. We can seize with a rapidity
which would satisfy the recording angel the fleeting .actions of time. We
resemble those ancient sorcerers in less agreeable ways. Like theirs, our
proceedings are not very highly esteemed by the common herd. Fortunately
we receive more compassion than blows ; but the fact r<>maius that we are not
always so highly apiireciated as Vi'e could wish. Witness Cajitaiu Abney's
story of the .Siianisii i)easaut who gave hini a halfi>emiy.

Although, unfortunately, not a very old member of this Society, my
experience of photography readies somewhat far back, and, being in itself

in some degree .an e.pitome of the history of the science, it may not be
uninteresting if I prive a short account of it. I would not, however, venture
to trouble you with anything so personal, only it may remind some of you
of similar experiences, and it may serve to illustrate the contrast between
the iiiullitudiuous f.acilities which we enjoy here and now, compared with
those obtained in a country village twenty-five years ago.

It is curious to tr.ice the first <lawnings of things photographic on tlio

mind, so let me fiist carry yon back to a period still earlier than that
which I have named. When a child under six yeara of age I was taken
into a show at a fair. It was a large camera obscura, and I can well
remember the wonder with which I saw spread out on .a table the image of
the surrounding buildings, the richness of the coloui iiig, and, most asto-
nishing of all, the moving images of tho jjeoplo walking outside. My
mind often i-ecurred to the subject, and I tried in vain to conceive how it

might be effected. Xotwithstauding this exiwrience, «hen later I saw a
photogi-apher at work I thought the affair was a trick.

Next, at school, playing with a lens, some of us noticed traces of an
image, and on partially darkening tho window were delighted with its

beauty. With this fresh in iny mind, school days over, I fell in with some
articles by Sir Oavid Brewster in an art journal, in which the iihoto-
giaphic etfieiency of the simple spectacle lens and the principles of the
»t('reo3coi>e were enunciated. At tho same time aouie even then old
magazines came to hand, giving an account of " photogenic drawing," as
it was .at first called. Putting together the ide.as thus suggested, I began
to <x|)eriment with nitrate of silver aud common salt on writing paper,
and also witli bichromate of potash on jiajier. Soon a camer.a was con-
structed of pasteboard and fitted with siwctaclo lenses. Not e\eu a, sky
outline being obtained with the foregoing chemicals, the calotype jirocess
was attempted ; but this proved a failure, as might bo expected, considering
that in the .early fornnda a dose of tho developing solution wa^s applied
Ijeforo ox|)OBuro.

Next I fell in with a pamplilet, by Mr. William Crookes, on the waxed-
paper prece3.s. This led to better results. Then 1 made the acquaintance
of an enthuskastic amateur, who lent mo Tin: Bhiti.sh Jouhxal of Photo-
GBAi'HV, aid about tho same time a friend gave me a copy of Hai-dwich's
Phntrnn-aphic Chcmutrfi. By this time, with some reluctance, the spectacle
len.ses had Icon aaorificod in favour of a good cpiarter-plate landscape lens
Ijy Jamiii (h Paris), kindly presented to me by my father. Thencefonvai-d
jirogress wa-s easy. An article in the .Journal Recommended a process in
which turpeiitiue was employed as a solvent for the wax aud iodine. This
l)rove<l a great success.

The viiliige carpenter was now taken into confidence, and between us we
constructed a very light, strong, and effective stereoscopic camera. A
o X 4 camera was also extemiiorised out of a deal box. Printing-frames
were, of couise, eivsily made, pressure lieing obtained with india-rublier,
screws, or wedges. The stivud was a difficulty, but a cheap one just came
out in time for me.
ObjectiuK to the grain of paper I proceeded to experiment with glass.

First I tried .ilbumen, but this proved very awkward to manage on account
of the difficulty of getting an even coating and drying free from dest.
.Ubumen on coUodioni-sed glass, recently referred to in tlie Journal as the
best means of making transparencies, I found easy to manipulate, but very
slow. I have, however, preserved one fragment of a negative as a micro-
sco|)ic object, showiir; wonderful definition in a distant signboard and
jilacards of a post-office window. Wet collodion was then taken iiji, and was,
of course, a great advance; but, wishing for something portable, I

succeeded very well with Fothergill plates. Dr. Hill Norris's pl.ates gave
very beautiful results, but did not always prove so reliable as the Fothergill.

)<'i-oin lH(i3 to 187H—Rip Van Winklo-Iike, as legai-ds phot<igraphy—I fell

asleep; but when I awoke I found wet collodion still tlio imotographcr's
sheet .anchor, and the dry i>late that was to oclijiso it in raj^iidity still a
dream—\<ry fjnickly to be realised. I found, however, a startling <leveloi)-

meiit of collodion in the collodion emulsion processes, which I received just

in time to try before they .also laiised into the limbo of forjgetfuhiess.

Then came Xfr. Charles Bennett's wonilerfuUy-lucid exposition of the

firineijiles which have worked the i-evolulion in favour of golatino-bromide,

be EU'jcesa of which ia the causo of our large acoeaeioa in numbers. And

here I am in duty bound to remind somo and inform olhors that tlie

collodion emulsion processes had their birth in this Society, and that we
number amongst us one famous for his long devotion to gelatine.

With your permission I will now say a few words about a rival attraction

which is absorbing much attention, and which is not altogether a rival

either, but has siiecial claims upon us as photographers. The development

of tho tricycle during the last two or three yearn is comparable with the

rise and progress of gelatino-bromide, and like it has created a new industry

of even national im|Kutance. There is a closer affinity Istween cycling and

photography than is at first sight apparent. To paraphrase a familar

saying; much though I love photography—great as is the charm of devising

aud accumulating apparatus and of working the varying and multitudinowi

processes—I love the objecti I wish to photograph even more—
the mmmtains and nx;ks, tho landscai>cs, the sea, the clouds, objects

of aichilootural interest, and the countenances of one's friends. It

is because these are so dear tlu-kt pliotography is most beloved as a

means of securing a closer communion. And what, I should like to know,

more deeply engraves ni)on one's soul the features of a delightful countnr

than riding through it mx a tricycle? The very exertion—nay, toil—of the

journey ensures an acute remembrance of its details; and what more

promotes good fellowship than the freemasonry of the wheel ? As in photo-

graphy, then; is scope for exertion, inasmuch as there is a heavy weight to

be carried about, and there is a delicate inachinei-y to be cherished with

almost human affection. As in the pursuit of photography, diversified

scenery is lirought into view. There is abundant scojie for ingenuity and
invention, both in mechanism and field of ojierations. What is more to tho

point : in the tricycle we have a most useful means of transimrtiug photo-

graphic ai)|)aratus. In the autumn of 1.S79 I took with me on a •' Salvo

tricycle through the heart of Wales a 7 x .5 camera, stand and plates, along

with a kiia|)sack, weighing altogether some thirty pounds. On my "Humhier

tricvelo (a fiftv-two inch) I can comfortably carry a Kouch's 12 vt 10 ramera

and half-a-dozfui plates, with stand. As many of the cycling chibs are

forming photographic divisions, it might be worth while for us to think of

forming a cycling division.

Passing on to consider the jirogress made during the past year in the

practical working of photography : we have to notice thiit in the gelatmo-

cliloride process one source of weakness seems to have been effectually re-

moved—a source of weakness Am; to the very iM^rfection of gelatiiio-bromide

in regard to sensitiveness. In gelatino-chlorido we have the means ap-

parently of doing with gelatine what hitherto h.as still to be looked for

elsewhere, namely, the iwrfectiou of transparencies, whether for lantern

purpose.-, enlargements, or reproduction of negatives. 1 hoiie, in direct jinnt-

ing on gelatino-chloride plates, many of us will find greater ease, certainty,

and economy than in the development process. And I venture to ho|)e that,

through gelatino-chloride emulsion, we may come to a jierfect paper

process—one which will give the perfection of a ghiss transparency ou

paper, free from tho loss of detail and finish sustained in the toning and

fixing of ordin.ary pafier prints. This, it occurs to nie, might surely be

attained by some such process as by coating Messrs. Uoodall and Steven s

enamel iiaper with gelatino-chloride.
. , .

The magnifioent enlargements, exhibited by Professor Donkin, of Swi.ss

mount.iin peaks, are a great encouragement for those who look to obtain-

ing from small plates enlarged negatives erpial to large pictures taken

direct; and here, again, I would suggest that gelatino-chloride will come
in useful, for a brilliant transparency may by this process be obtained from

a negative otherwise unfit for enlargi;ment.

There is still much room for improvement in cameras, but serious efforts

are being made to supply tho w.ant. This, I submit, will only be satisfied

with an automatic arrangement for exjiosing plates or films carried en niowf ;

and I would su.'gest that a great step would be secured if the sliding

shutter of the dark slide were replaceil by a hinged shutter oiienmg

entirely within tho camera. This might easily be done.

In the working of the gelatino-bromide process viiluable additions have

been made to our resources in the introduction of the citrates, by Mr. G.
Walmough Webster, as a means of obviating the results of over-exm«ure,

and in the improved methods of silver intensification by Mr. William

Brooks and Mr. B. .T. Edwards. The use of the carbonate of soda deve-

loper appears to be gaining ground, and 1 have myself had very satisfac-

tory experience of its usefulness.

A gi-eat improvement in the illumination of the dark room for develop-

ment purposes is now obtained, and this seems likely to find its iwrfection

ill tho use of a monochromatic light such as is announced from Pans to be

obtainable by a mixture of spirit and jwrchlorate of soda burned in a spirit

lamp. This is said to give an abundant yellow light free from actinic

influence. For the illumination of dark interiors or i>ortraituro by night,

where a short exposure is desirable, we have had brought forward in the

oxvmagncsium light the very anU of an inexpensive and jiortable device.

In this connection I may point <mt that for copying pictures and small

objects, where a longer oxixisuro is admissible, tlie lens of a graphoscope,

for rendering i>arallel the rays of a jiaratfine lamp, answers admirably,

whilst for making enlargements on gelatino-bromide paper from small

negatives the same lens, used along with a smaller, shorter-fiwus, double-

convex lens to act as a condenser, will be found effective with the same

simple source of light, the jirecautions nece».sary being to place— 1. The

ciuidenser at or about its focal distance from the lamp. 2. Place the CTapho-

scoiie lens at or about its focal distance from the condenser. 3. Having

placed the negative close to the graphoscojie lens in the slide of the camera, to

use for making the image alens of longer focus than thegraiihiwcopeleiis.and,

if iMissible, of at le.ast so large an aiiorture as that of rapid symmetrical type.

In couclusiun : it only reiuains for me to wish ycni all aud each a happy

and prosperous New Year 1

Mr. J. H. D.\T, the Librarian, announced donations to the library of two

parts of the Phnto(tmi>htc Times, and a translation, by Captain Abnev,

of a work by Dr. Eder rm Sifctriim Amily^U, for ^\hich the hearty thanks

of the members were Bccorded to the d'jnots.
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Mr. J. A. KoRRKNT proposed, and Mr. J. H. Cokkiiili. seconded, a vote of

thauiu to the President, officers, and judges of the past year.

Mr. W. H. KiRKBV then, in accordance with his notice, proposed to alter

Rule V. to—" Honorary members shall be nominated by the Council ; but

their election must be confirmed by the members of the Association present

at one of the ordinary meeting.-' ; the election, both by the Council and

at the meetings, to be by ballot, and to be carried by the majority of the

votes. Honorary members shall retire at the next, and at every annual,

meeting, but are eligible for re-election on the recommendation of the

Council. Honorary members shall be entitled to attend meetings, but

are not to receive tlie presentation pxint, and shall not serve on the Council

or vote on any question whatever."
Mr. B. BooTHKOVi) seconded the resolution.

Mr. J. H. CoiiKHiLL moved, as .an amendment—" That the election of

honorary members by ballot and their re-election annually shall not

form part of Rule V."
Mr. J. A. FoBBEST seconded the amendment, and after some discussion

tlie amendment obtained a majority of votes. On being put to the

meeting by the Chaii-man as a substantive motion the amendment was
carried.

The Chaibmax distributed certificates of honourable mention to the

following gentlemen, whose pictures had gained prizes in the competition

for 1883:—Messrs. Beer, Ellerbeck, Hall, KirJtby, and the Rev. H. J.

Palmer.
Mr. J. H. T. Ellebbeck (Hon. Treasurer) spoke at some length on the

financial position of the Association, jioiuting out that, owing to the large

and rapid growth of the numbers of the members and the very large

attendance at the monthlj' meetings, it would lie necessary to ccuuomise
the working exi>enditure considerably, since it w'ould no longer be possible

to give each member a presentation print of the cost of half his sub-

scription, and jirovide him with tea at each of the meetings.
After some discussion it was decided to pre.sent each of the members

entitled to it with an unmounted enlargement of the usual size.

Mr. Ellebbeck suggested that a list of dates and of places for the excur-
sions of the year should be drawn up by the Secretary, and sent to the
members, printed in the February circular.

The Hon. Skcbetarv wave a report of the Society's exhibition at the
vVssociated Soiree, gratefully acknowledging tl>e labours of Messrs. Crowe,
Forrest, and Guyton in co-oi>eriVting with himself in the arrangement of
the pictures.

Ho (the Hon. Secretai-y) also related his experiences at Sheffield on his
recent visit to the Exhibition there, to which the Liverpool Amateur
Photographic Association had contributed a large number of exhibits.
Mr. McKkli.en, of Manchester, exhibited and explained his new

jiortable and ingenious camera, and received the cordial thanks of the
meeting.
The Rev. H. J. Palmer wished to make special mention of the kindness

of Professor Donkin in sending down for their enjoyment that evening his
splendid transparencies of his views in the High Alps, and a hearty vote
of thanks was pro]K)sed and carried unanimously.
Mr. J. Knott then showed Professor I^onkin's pictures in the oxy-

hydrogen lantern, and also a number of other slides contributed by Dr.
Keiiyon, Mr. Ni^whall, Rev. H. J. Palmer, Mr. A. Scott, and others.
Hearty votes of thanks were proposed and carried to Mr. Knott aud

Professor Donkin and the other exhibitors of slides.
Mf-. A. W, Bekb showed a new carrier for the lantern by Mr. McKean,

of Edinburgh, for instantaneoiisly chans;ing the jiicturea on the screen. Its
nigenious construction was nnich admired, ilr. Beer also exhibited a
portable adjustable view-nuHer of fine make and finish, designed by him-
wlf and made for him by Mr. Crowe.
The Kev. H. J. I'ALMEB exhibited some fine enlargements, by Morgan, on

Kclatmo-brinmde paper, of negatives taken by hmi at Chartres and in
Switzerland.
The Cmnicil finally decided up.m an enlai-gement of Mr. Palmer"s North

Fortal of Chartrm as the presentation print for 1883.
Some prinU on a new doubly-albumenised sensitive paper by Mr

hchol/.ig, of London, were to have been exhibited and discussed- but
owing to the pressure of business, these and other matters were postponed
to the next meeting. '

(!D0rres|iottbma.

FEBRrARY MeETINC OF THE PUOTOORAI'HIC SoCTETV OF FrANCE —
PRF.SENTATIO.N OF CAMERAS. —Prf.sENTATIOX OF A PjIOTOOR VPHICAlbum from ,St PETER.sBrR.i.-A New Photo(iraphi.! Journal
FKOM OfOKTO. -M. Ari)RA ON HvPOSCLrillTE BEFORE DEVELOPMENT—M. V IDAL.S PRE.SENTATION OF A PocKF.T CAMERA.—Pre.SENTATIOK
BY PROFE.S.SOR STEBBING OK A PacKINO Bo.\ FOR DrY PlATES —
COMMrNIC^TION BY M. UK LA NoF. ON AcTINOMEIER.S.-IODIDE'or
SILVER A Powerful AKTI.SEITIO.—Modification of a Travelling
lanterx,

Thk monthly meeting of the Photographic Society of Franco was held
0.1 Friday evening last, the Ut iuatant,-M. Pellgot in the chair.

M. Fontaine presented two small cameras aud a rapid shutter (nuil-
h.tine fonn)-nothing new. Evidently the inventor or, at leastfthe
I«ison presenting the same was not ,m couranl of the progress made inphotographic jomery during the last few years.
The Society received a magniticcnt present from Mr. Chapiro, of StPeterabnrg, col^^lstlng of an album containing the collection of inoofs inwhich » cslebrated actor had pcreouitietl a madman. Those proofs were

obtained in order to illustrate a lUissian novel, entitled MiinoirfS d'un

fou. On the blank side of the album, opposite the proof, is the sentence

or passage of the novel which gave birth to or inspired the posture.

This sentence is printed in the Russian and French languages. The
preface, which was read, described how the idea of illustrating books
by means of photography came into existence, and went on to say how
deeply it is to be regretted that the gestures and positions of celebrated

actors who have interpreted Shakspeare's plays—such as HamU I—haxo
not been handed down to posterity. The idea of illustrating books by
means of instantaneous photography has opened a new lield to the

trade.

M. Carlos Uelvas and his daughter, whose love of photographic
manipulations has been so often spoken of, have undertaken to compile
a monthly journal on photography. The tirst number was presented to

the Society, but the xjleasure it gave was diminished by the fact that

few, if any, of the members were acquainted with the Portuguese
language. The new publication was well received by all, be.Tring, as

it does, the name of M. Carlos Relvas, which is a passport to all

interested in the progress of photogi-aphy. It may be remembered
that this gentleman received, a short time ago, the decoration of the

Cross of the Legion of Honour from the French Government, as a

homage to his indefatigable perseverance and disinterested apiilication

to the progress of photography. The British Journal of Photo-
graphy and its legion of correspondents will not be beliindhand in

wishing success to the Ard' Ph'itonrKiihicn, and health and strength

to its (iistiuguished i-ollahorati'vrx, Mademoiselle and M. Carlos Relvas.

JI. Audra made a very interesting; communication on the advantage
of plunging a L'elatino-bromido plate into a weak solution of hypo-
sulphite of soda bef .re developing the latent innge with ferrous oxalate.

After the immersion in a solution of about one gr.iin of hyposulphite of

soda to about one quart of w.iter the plate is «ell washed and deve
loped. M. Audr.i exhibited some very fine negalives treated in this

way. He says it is far preferable to putting hyposulphite of soda (as

formerly proposed) into the dcvelojier.

M. Vidal, who, it may be remembered, made a very interesting

communication (of which I gave an account in my last letter) on
the ease and convenience of films for photograjihic excursions, their

development, and other manipulations. This gentleman completed his

communication by the presentation of a pocket camera made by him-
self, as no camera-maker would undertake to construct such a small
instrument. A pocket camera indeed it was, taking up very little

space, and with six double dark slides weighing only two or three
ounces. No glass plates are used. M. Vidal informed the .Society that
the dark slides were furnished with Prof. Stebbing's new transparent
films, which were very light and convenient for the purpose, and which
])reserved their fiatncss when tlic diachylon is employed to aid adhesion.
The camera and dark slides were very much admired, and M. Vidal
was highly felicitated on his new talent in cabinet work.

Prof. Stebbing submitted to tlio Society a now packing-box for dry
plates, presented to him, during his last visit to England, by Mr.
A. L. Henderson. This box is not unknown to the readers of TuK
British Journal ok Photography, having been brought to their

notice by Mr. A. Cowan. It merits, nevertheless, a slight description.
The box may be made of wood or cardboard. It is the exact length of

the plates which it is intended to

hold, but a quarter of an inch larger
on each side. To keep the plates

from shaking or moving four pieces

of wood a-fjuarter of an inch square,
and in length the height of the box,
are glued firmly to the sides, about
three-eighths of an inch from the
ends of the box. These wooden I

pillars serve two purposes— first, to
j

keep the plates, as was said before,

A, plato box. I) B B B, wooden pillars,
f''"™ moving; secondly, to maintain

C, stock of prepared plates. D, band ot narrow strips of paper, used to sepa

to b"yf'h°
'''"'*"'' ^' ^^"'^ ''''°"' ^^^'^ '^^ plates one from the other, so

" "^^ that the sensitised surface should not
come in contact with the back of the plate. This is attained in the
tollowing manner:—A piece of cardboard is cut into strips in lengtli
the width of the box, aud about five-sixteenths of an inch wide. A
plate IS lowered down mto the box, sensitive side upwards ; two bands
are now taken, one of which is dropped down between the pillars at
one end, and tlie other between the two jiillars at the opposite end.
Another prepared plate is now put in, but this time with the sensitive
surtace downwards. Two more bands are introduced in the same
manner, and another glass added, face downwards, and so on until the
oox IS lull. Ihe cover is then adjusted, a band pasted round to keep
out light, and the parcel is ready for the market. The box presented
was exanuned with great interest and care by the members.

-M. Guilleminot informed me that he had had a great number of such
boxes made about a year ago.

The advantages as well us the faults of this box were duly discussed
\> lictlier the stains at the end of the i)lates caused by the paper wil
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oouaterbalanco the great advantage which a photographer, and especially

an amateur, must derive by being able in semi-darkucss to take the

plates out of the box and put them, by feeling only, into the dark slide,

remaiuii to be proved. A3 for stains : if pure paj)er or strips of pure
gelatine be used instead of cardboard no trace 01 stain can be detecte<l.

M. do la Xol' communicated to the Society his observations and
practical experiments with Mr. L. Warnerke's aotinomcter. This instru-

ment is fully described in The British Jour.nal of PitoTixinAPnv,

1880, page ~>^. It appears, as far iis I could understand, that M. do la

Xo« obtained results which were completely the opposite of those se-

cured by Mr. Warnerke. The reason he gives for this dissimilarity is

that the dilatation and contraction of the eye will not permit of a per-

fect reading, whereas in the new sensitometer, containing the luminous
tablet and magnesium ribbon for judging tlie dift'ereut sensitiveness of

\ plates, the latter can be more relied upon.

nice gelatine h.as heen employed in the preparation of silver bromide
ilutions ditforent chemicals have been employed to preserve the gela-

tine from decomposition, as gelatine can be kept during the summer for

•]y a very short period without becoming, if not putrid, at least of no
vice in tlie manufacture of gelatino-bromide of silver plates. If

ployed frilling will result, with all its evils. Now, it appears that
idsions containing a small quantity of silver iodide have been free

111 this defect, in consequence of silver iodide being a powerful aiiti-

^ jitic. A great many experiments upon chemicals liaving antiseptic

\ irtues have been carried out at FObservatoire de Montsouris, Paris, and
a list has been given. It appears that tlie bin-iodide of mercury is the
most powerful antiseptic known, after which comes the silver iodide ;

in fact, it requires .j'(,th in weiglit more of salicylic acid to have the
:<me power to arrest putrefaction than if silver iodide be em[)loyed.

I he attention of emulsion makers will be drawn to this fact, if it be true.

\lr. W. H. Harrison asks in the Journal for a good, flexible material
r the light of a travelling lantern. " Lux " answered in describing a
item [see diagr.-«m in Thk British .Joi'rn'al of Photouraphy, 1884,

.,'0 .31]. The disadvantage of that lantern is that it cannot be held in

:ie hand with ease. I informed Mr. W. H. Harrison of a simple
dodi-c " by which it can be carried witli ease. (This kind of lantern

' lirst saw at Messrs. (Jeorge Mason and Co.'s est.iblishment at Glas-
Av.) To make this lantern perfect solder a hook to each angle of the
angular tin top and bottom of the hmtern. By putting three india-

i)ber rings from the top corners of the lantern to the bottom ones the
itern will be liriiily held tojietlier. K. Stebbini;, FroJ.
'2>'>, A'lte (/(« Apennhn, Parix, Fehmary 4, 1884.

CELLULOID DEVKLOPING DISHES.
To the Editors.

I!knti,emex,— I must have omitted to inform yon th.at my new develop-
mi; trays can be h.id in alin<«st any colour, as you appear from your

iitorial notice to think that there are only white ones.
I have them in black, cnialred, and clear like horn—the latter with or

^^ ithont one end covered to form a well,—I am, yours, ttc,
.'<. Ktnyiflnwl (lircn, February t, 1884. F. W. Hart
I'.S.—In my advertispment the comjiositor has made me say thut they
"all but break.ible." My intention was to describe them as "all but

,ibr(;ak.able."—F.W. H.

AX ADAPTING SWING TO THK CAMERA.
To the Editors.

'

G«.>fTLEMEjJ,—The sketches herewith show a very simple method I have
!'>ptpd for obtaining a swing front to an existing camera constructed
thont a swin^-b.ack.
I'he one illu.str.ated is a quarter-plate of the ordin.ary folding tailboard
ttern, and all the alteration necessary is to make a new bra.is plate, mjuked

. with a slot in it, in place of the orit.dnal one, and to cut aw.ay a simiLar
•t in the woodwork to allow the clamping sci-ew to traverse it, as
•wn.
t'iij. 1 shows the camera set up as usual, square: and Jy. 2 shows

11- swinK in action. All that is needful is to slack the screw above-
•ntioned, and re-clamp it in any required position in the slot. The
tus.sing-scrcen will still remain vertical na before. The front will rise and

FIO, 1. Fia. 2.

top, it will not matter. There will be a small displacement of the image
on the ifround glass, so the lens will require lowering in its slide to suit.

I do not know if this Ije an original idea or not, and simply put it forth

for the opinion of ,vour readers as a niearts of converting an existing camera
with very little trouble; at the same time, I do not claim any Hn|)criority

(or, indeed, equality) to any of the ordinary means of obtaining the vertical

swing, inasmuch as it will probably ii'it come in for landscaiie work, bat
only for those positions that require the lens to look up at an object, such
as a buihling.

I might mention that the swing cannot be used with a rirr.i/ short-focus

lens unless specially mounted, becauie the dovetail slide carrying the back
part must bo behind the hinge B. For this reason, also, the camera must
be sot up, as in Ji;/. 1, in order to oiwn it out, after which the front may ba
inclined as desired.—I am, yours, &c., G. W. Atkuis.

Hhe^eld, February 4, 188^.

ENGLISH PHOTOGRAPH.S IN FLORENCE.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—It will probably interest the readers of the Journal to

know that the fine series of pliotographs by Messrs. Dixon, of the animals
in the "Zoo," are coiiimanding a considerable sale in Florence. They are

a great attraction to the windows of Messrs. Brogi, Via Tomatuoni, opim-
site Vieussoux's well-known library, and the windows are usually crowded
with gazers from morn till eve. Messrs. Brogi tell mo they have sold

a largo number at five francs each (a high price for unmounted photographs
in Florence), and they are sending for more.

I would make a suggestion that fine English photographs would get a good
sale here during the winter season, and I am told that many of those of the
animals in the " Zoo" were bought by artists wlio reside here [lermanently.

Some of my friends were much struck mth the fine sea-pieces of Colonel
Wortley in the late London Exhibition, also with those of Mr. Mayland,
and some of yachts—racing and otherwise. It is probable that many of

these would be likely to sell. If any of your reaiiers are inclined to send
specimens, addressed to "Captain Turton, R.N., Florence," or to "Mr,
Brogie, pliotographer, Florence," it would soon be seen if they were
saleal)le. They should be registered, as I have on more than one occasion
lost parcels of sensitised paper sent me from England by post.

I have not had the opportunity of visiting the London Exhibition now
for three years, but have sent to many of my friends in England, and have
received but one report of the great advance made in photography during
the last few years. The greatest coin|)liment, however, paid to the ad-
vance of the photographic art was contained in a letter written to me
last November by Sir Ralph Thompson, Permanent Under-Secretary for

War. He says :

—" I really thank you for causing me to go to the Photo-
grapliic Exhibition. I had no idea that there had been so great a stride in

photogra])hic art witliin the last few years." This is a good tribute, and
one unsought, in favour of photography.—I am, yours, 4c.,

20, Via lie Benci, Florence, February 2, 1884. Fkakcis W. Tubtos.

J i

™*''"® b.ickwards, revolving about the hinge B at the bottom of the
[fl

! camera, and the part of the base-lxiard attached to it will leave its liearing
oa the trip.xt ; but, as this is only a small portion of the whole area of the

I HAVE several wooden dishes with glass bnttoms. I want to use them for
developing gelatino-bromide enlargements. Could you kindly let mo
know whether shellac or paint would be the better coating for the wood?
Or is there anything better ?

—

Novice.

F. C. S. asks—" Can tannin be added to gelatine without causing a preci-

pitate? I have heard that it can, but I have not succeeded in doing so."

In reply; Dissolve the tannin in glycerine instead of water, and then
add it to the gelatine. A slight opalescence will he produced, but no in-

soluble precipitate will be fonned.

G. F. B. W. asks if it be possible to take photographs by moonlight. In
reply: It is quite possible, but suoh pliotographs are more curious than
beautiful, judging by those wo have seen. But from what our correspon-
dent remarks in the cour.se of his letter we believe that instead of real

moonlight i>hotographs he probably means moonlight effects in photo-
graphs, which is quite another matter, and one easily accomplishod in
bright sunlight.

.Sartor RE.SARTr.s observes:—"My present inquiry has reference not to a
point of practic'il, but of theoretical, accuracy in the projection of a photo-
graphic view upon a plane surface. Is it |X)ssible to take a view which
shall be theoretically accurate as one sees it in nature?" In reply: If

the photograph have Ijeen taken by means of a non-distorting lens and
be viewed by one eye from a point distant from the picture e<pial to the
focus of the lens employed in its production, then, we think, the con-
ditions will be fulfilled of the theoretical accuracy mentioned.

QuERCUs inquires if it be fair in a man who is the proprietor of a photo-
graphic business to employ a first-rate ojierator for a few weeks in onler
to secure a collection of specimens of a higher class than any he had for-

merly been able to exhibit as having been taken on his own premises, and
then to turn round coolly and 8.ay he would have to disiwnse witn his
services for the future, unless he (the oi>erator) would consent to submi'.
to a reduction in his wages amounting to nearly one-half that whidi
was originally promised, and which was paid for three weeks. As
" Quercus " states the case, it is certainly unfair of anyone to act as this

employer is said to have done ; but we cannot offer any opinion unless
made acquainted with the whole details of the agreement. Certainly
we should like to hear what the employer had to say Iwfore we did so.

Every story has two sides ; but we di> not coini>rouilse ourselves by
saying that if the employer secured the services of the operator solely

for the purpose of having hiin to make a few tin<! sneoimeiu, and then,
without a projx-r reason, acted in the manner allegeii, he was guilty of a
dishonourable act.
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T. S. .Toii;ja*ros inquires what is the cause «f certain transimrent spots whicli

somotiincs appear in his coIkKliun emulsion negatives, lie takes special

care in filtration, employing for that purpose a piece of wasli leather. He
keeps his opcrating-roonl scrupulously free from dust, and he oven hlters hu

developing solution ; and yet, uotwithstandin;.^ all these precautions, he

Kits siwU of the natm-o described. He would be grateful to any corres-

inrtideut who would throw some light upon this annoyance. \\ o

rein.-mlier this nucstion having been brought prominently before the

readers of this Journal seven or yeai-s ago, without any solution of a

definite character having been sufKested. We shall bo glad to receive

the opinions of such readers as are conversant with the subject.

Y. W. is desirous of ascertaining how it is that after preparing sensitive

iiaper which will remain without being- discoloured for months, and upon

which he can get a good print, ho experiences so much difficulty in

Siting it toned to the requisite tint that he is almost driven to despair.

e employs citric, and sometimes tartaric, acid as the agent to confer

durability, and floats the p.ipor, after sensitising, back downwards, upon

a thirty-grain solution of either of these acids. Wo imagine that

the error of our correspondent will be found in the great strength of

the preserving bath, bv which such a larse amount of acid is loft in the

paper as to prevent its' toning readily. If this be so the remedy is easy,

consisting, as it does, in reducing the strength of the acid by varying

stages until, instead of being thirty grains, there will be only five

grains to the ounce of water.

R. B. Brown wishes to take some negatives from paper prints with a view

"to having them utilised in the production of transparencies for the optical

lantern. He was present at the lantern exhibition of the South London
I'hotographic Society, and very much admired some of the views which,

as was stated at the time, had been obtained by copying prints on

ordinary albuinenised paper. Ho would be ylad if we or any correspon-

dent would give him some practical information by which lie could be

enabled to obtain transparencies under similar circumstances.- In

reply : There is no difficulty about the matter. It is only requisite that a

strong light be made to fall direcUij upon the picture to be copied ; for, as

we have frequently said, a side light renders noticeable the grain of the

l>aper. Take the negative upon a gelatine plate and the transparency by
collodion. We shall bo glad to have the opinions of those who do not

coincide in the recommendation here given.

0:rR attention has been called to a question in your .Journal of the 1st inst.

The querist asks to be informed where he can obtain a studio, and
also refers to greenhouses. We are constantly sending out the latter,

and have had some little experience in the former. Perhaps you will

kindly make this known to your client.

—

Beckett Brcs., Chelmsford.

I wouLii suggest to " Publisher," who asks resi)ecting the exhibition of a

photograph of an athletic club, that he should stick a black patch over

the gentleman who objects to being exhibited. It would attract .as much
attention, and all in,(uiries could be answered. I think that, unless the

esntleuian has an absurdly protuberant abdomen, &c., he would like the

lack iMitch removed.—H R. S.

^—_
^itbangc Column.

What offers in exchange for six cloud negatives 13 X 10, and three 11 X (!?—

Address, C. E., 16, Gilpin-street, Liverpool.

Wanted, half-plate triplet lens, Dallmeyer's No. 1 preferred ; good exchange
offered.—Address, F. M. PtOH, 23, Bayham-terraee, Ealing Dene, W.

I will exchange a good old violin and bow, splendid tone, cheap at three

ffuineas, for studio accessories.—Address, D. Blagrove, 73, High-street,

Lewes.

I will exchange Bowman's hot roUing-preaa or other photographic apparatus
for a set of first-class lantern slides. —Address, P. Swanson, photo-
grapher, Irvine, N.B.

I will exchange a cabinet-size lens by Lerebours, and a cabinet rolling-press,

lioth in good condition, for .inything useful in photography.—Address,
A. Bishop, Station Hospital, Lichfield.

Wanted, Burrows and Colton's Retouchimj, also Bigelow's Album nf Lvifit

and Shade, in exchange for Ross's focussing eyepiece, &c.—Address,
A. Fbancais, 70, Myddleton-square, K.C.

I will exchange a Stanley five-inch square, sliding body camera and portrait
lens, adaptable for small studio, for whole-plate landscape lens, or offers.

—Address, T. .1. Adam.s, Banies-row, Carmarthen.

I will exchange a pair of posing chairs and photographic couch, by Cussous,
of South port, for dining table or accessories, or any thing useful. —Address,
W. C, 12, Westbourne-grove, South Kensington, Loudon, S.W.

Wanted, in exchange for a large rolling-press, by Bury Bros., Manchester,
I'late size of 18 x 14, and some St'avey backgrounds, a good balustrade
and pedestal. Send photo, to Imperial Studio, Beverley-road, Hull.

I will exchange a stereoscopic camera by Uallmeyer, with two dark slides,
rising front, sky and foreground shade, almost new, for a view lens of a
good make that will cover 84 x CJ short focus.—Address, C. Chamueks
Artist, 64, Mill-street, Crewe.

'

^natoera ta (Eovtt&fantient&.

tT CormpondeitU ihould never write on both Met of the paper.

Photograph Rkoistered—
Arthur Silvena, Wellington-areade, Glasgow.

—

Photograph of 'M
Dream of Lore.''''

J. Traill Tatlor.—Received. In our next.

J. K. T.—Inquire of Messrs. Barnard and Co., Oxford-street.

A. J. R.—Moule's photogen, i>erhaps, is lower in price. The oxyhydrogen
light is of no use for portraiture.

J. C. LoNGFORn.—The formula is quite correct as given. Remember the

toning and fixing is done in one operation.

Wic'KLOW.—The only fault is that the prints are very much over-toned.

The fixing bath is of a very suitable strength—certainly it is not too

strong.

C. D.—So far as we are avrare only one optician constructs his landscaiie

lenses of three glasses. Most of the cheap laudsoajie lenses consist of

two glasses only.

A. B.—Some makers jiroceed one way and pome the other. Tlie castor oil

will do no harm in the collodion. By aliiiii, in this case, the common
alum of the shops is meant.

A. J. Atktns.—The form of studio appears very suitable indeed. You
might, with advantage, however, make the roof a little higher—say
tliirteen feet, instead of eleven feet six.

Novice.—The unpleasant smell is due to the paper being prepared with
albumen which has became somewhat decomimsed. Decomposed albumen
is said to confer a higher glass than fresh.

S. J. 15.—1. A pale, unobtrusive green or a French grey will bo a good
colour.—2. We should prefer the ground glass for the roof and the plain
for the sides.—3. Better print the slides by superposition.

J. S. L.—The spots are caused by the hyposulphite of soda not being
thoroughly eliminated bef<ii'e tlie negative was varnished, and damp
silver paper being pressed upon it during the printing, which has stained
the film.

C. H. B.—The paper is sensitised on the front surface, and printed on the
back. Canada balsam, we imagine, will not hide the grain any more
than will the ixipjiy oil. Protosulphate of iron—not the ammonia
sulphate.

Amateur.—Yes; pyrogallol and pyrogallic acid mean one and the same
thing. From what you s.ay it ajijiears that it is the salicylic acid that is

thrown out, and not the pyrogallol. The changes in colour the solution
undergoes is due to the diiierent degrees of dilution.

Jajies He.vwooj).—If you register the photographs, each one will require a
sep.arate registration ; or, it you register the mounts, only of course one
registration will suffice. We do not understand clearly whether yon
desire to make the photograjjhs copyright or only the mounts upon which
they are placed.

C. EsKELL.—It would almost look as if the jilates were at fault—as if you
had kept them so that some noxious vapour r»r other had contamin.atod
them. Red-toned transparencies can be produced by the gelatino-chloride
process. Not suitable for tlie exchange column, which is confined exclu-
sively to exchanges and not to advertise special requirements.

J. (Wood Green)—If a solution of cyanide of potassium will not remove
the stains, we fear the negatives are worthless. If the negatives are
thoroughly freed from the hyposulphite before they are varnished a
moderate amount of damp will not materially injure them, although it is

always advisable to preserve them from moisture as mucli as possible.

Mancunium.—1. The wide-angle lens wili certainly answer; but we should
prefer to employ a lens with a larger aperture than that possesses, so as
to secure a shorter exposure. —2. You may certainly construct a doublet
out of the two lenses named ; but you will have to employ a very small
stop, and then the field covered will not exceed an inch or two square.

A. Bell.—If the varnish made with sandar.ac only does not alirade easily
enough for you (though we should have thought it would), mix witli it a
little common rosin—say one-fourth the quantity of sandar.ac used in the
varnish. Of course the larger the proportion of rosin used the less
durability there will be in the varuish, as it will be very easily abraded.

C. C. B.—We have not received the letter which your correspondent has
promised to forward to us ; but your own communication and enclosure
contain sufficient information on the subject to justify us saying that you
are undeniably in the wrong. What possible objection you can have to
supplying such simple and straightforward information respecting the
business you have advertised as "lease, rent," &c., whether "old or
newly-established, price," &c'. (we quote from your own correspondent's
letter), we fail to sea. If, in answering such questions, you have to
divulge any of the "secrets " of your business, then we can only say that
the would-be purchaser is to be congratulated upon the collapse of the
negotiations.

Rkceivkd.-E. G. 0.; A. R. Fenton (CoUiiigwood, Australia); "May;
" Albumen." In our next.

Photogb.aphic Club.—At the forthcoming meeting of this Club, a;

Anderton'a Hotel, Fleet-street, on Wednesday next, the 13th inst., tli'

subject for discussion will be—On the DcvdoiimeHt of (idatino-Chlori'i

Canary Medium.—We have received from Messrs. G. D. Scorah
and Co., of Bradford, samples of the "true canary medium." This is a

pale yellow paper possessing considerable substance, and is used, V'
believe, in the Bradford trade for packing purposes.
PiioTOGRAvmc Society of Gre.vt Britain. —The next meeting of '

this Society, being the annual one, will take i)lace on Tuesday next,
the 12th instant, at 8 p.m., at 5, Pall Mall East, when the report <•'

the Council will be read, the financial statement made, the election <'i

ofiicera will take place, and other business brought forward.
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TUE PERMANENCE OF PRINTS ON READY-SENSITISED
PAPER.

It is frequently asserted that pliotogr.iplis—that is to sny, silver

jirints—of moJeru production fade or deteriorate more rapidly than
those wliicli were formerly made ; and we have more tlian once

heard the opinion expressed that much of this fading is to be attri-

buted to the veiy general use that is now made of ready-sensitised

paper. If the allegation be true (!) that prints do fade more quickly

now than formerly, it very naturally becomes a matter of iniport-

flnde to infpiire into the reason, if one can be found.

At the last meeting of the South London Photogi-aphic Society

the topic set down for discussion, in .addition to the paper read,

was

—

Are I'ictures upon Rmdi/Sensitiaed Paper Likdy to be More
or Le»s I'ermanfnt than t/iose on Paper Freshly Prepared? Owing
to the late period of the evening at which the matter was brought
forward it received very little attention. This is to be regretted,

because the South London Photographic Society numbers amongst
its members many of the oldest and most observant photographers,

and the subject is one, in face of the allegations to which we have
referred, that might well have been fully discussed. So far, how-
ever, as opinions were expressed at the meeting, they were to

the effect that there was little or no difference in the pei-raanence

of prints made on reiidy-sensitised paper and paper of home
preparation.

The term "ready-seusitised paper" is an exceedingly vague one,

and it must not be assumed that papers \nider this title procured

from different sources are all of the same prepai-ation, and, there-

fore, are identical in properties. Every photographer knows that

there is a wide difference between the working of the different

samples now in the market. Some print very red in the frame,

and othei-s of a much more purple sliade. Some tone very readily

—quite as readily as paper of home sensitising—while with others

there is a great difficulty in getting them to tone at all. With
some kinds, with a very small quantity of gold, rich tones ai'e

obt.ained, while othei-s will require a much larger proportion.

It is well known that some brands are perfectly sweet, indicating

that they were prepared with perfectly-fresh albumen ; others, on
the contrary, smell most offensively, clearly showing that they were
prepared with putrid albumen or with blood albumen, and, in

some instances, the latter not of the finest quality.

With these facts before us, even if some prints on cei'tain samples

of ready-sensitised paper have proved more fugitive than corres-

ponding ones on paper of home preparation, it must not be assumed

that all kinds would of necessity yield similar results. This subject

cannot be .'satisfactorily discussed, inasmuch as we are quite in the

dark as to the preparation which the paper h.as undergone ; for

manufacturers, one and all, treat the formula and method they

employ as a profound trade secret. One fact is certain, namely,

that some descriptions of paper are prepared on much weaker baths

than others, as may be proved by analysis; yet some of these

weakly-sensitised papeis yield prints quite as vigorous as the more
strongly-sensitised, and they tone quite as e.asily.

With some kinds of paper it is impossible to get anything beyond
a very warm brown tone without producing mealiness ; but are

the prints likely to prove more evanescent onthis account i Those

who hold to the opinion that deep purple tones are necessary to
ensure permanence will not be slow in arriving at a conclusion

—

erroneous or otherwise. As a rule, ready-sensitised paper yields

far more vigorous prints from a given negative than does that

which is sensitised at home, even if the latter be floated on a much
stronger solution. For this reason it might well be assumed that
the ready-sensitised would produce the more permanent resultd of

the two.

In alluding to the characteristics of different commercial samples
of paper we mentioned that some had a most offensive smell (strongly

suggestive of sulphuretted hydrogen), indicating that putrid, or
blood, albumen had been employed in its preparation. Now many,
we are aware, have a strong prejudice against using such papers, as
they have an idea that it is liable to yield prints deficient in per-

manency. However, this idea is not always a cori'ect one, as we
have in our possession at the present time some prints produced
fifteen or twenty years back which show no signs whatever of

deterioration, yet the paper upon which they were made possessed

the most offensive odour w^e have ever encountered in photographic
paper. This experience with "stinking paper" can, no doubt, be
confirmed by most practical photographers who have used it.

There ought not, one would think, to be much dilfioulty in
arriving at a fairly correct conclusion as to which kind of paper
yielded the most permanent pictures, if there be any difference,

seeiiig that in many establi.shments both descriptions are in constant
employment with negatives of a similar character, and have been for
several years pa.st. Eeady-seusitised paper has been an article

of commerce now for a period of fifteen years or more, although it

may be .said that it is only within the past few years that it

has come into such general use
;
yet there has been ample time for

observation. Still there is a difficulty in the way, namely, when
fading occurs, can it correctly and without doubt be attributed

to the paper itself, or may it not be due to something unnoticeable

in the manipulations? It is within the experience of nearly every
photographer that out of a batch of prints all produced at the same
time," on the same paper, and, as far as is known, under identical

conditions, some at times fade rapidly, while others prove prac-

tically permanent.

When discrepancies such aS^hese occur with prints made, un-

doubtedly, on the same paper, it at once shows how difficult it is

to arrive at a correct conclusion, when different kinds are compared,

as to which of them really yields the greatest permanence. How-
ever, it would be instructive to learn the general opinion of

those whose extended experience with both papers qualifies them to

form a fairly correct judgment on the point, and we trust the

matter will not be lost sight of until it has been duly considered and
the point determined.

4

THE INFLUENCE OF ENAMELLING.

A STATEMENT was made at the last meeting of the Glasgow Photo-

graphic Society to the effect that the speaker thought the enamel-

ling of paper prints a mistake altogether, and that in his ex-

perience they faded considerably quicker than pUin albumenised,

prints.
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As regards the value of the former expression it is, of course,

a matter of individual taste, for which, as the proverb says, there

is no accounting." The function of enamelling is to destroy visibly

the texture of tlie surface of the paper by imparting a glass-like

homogeneous surface which rivals that of a vitrified photograph

upon opal glass or enamel ; whence its name. So far, therefore, as

mere appearances are concerned, the same reasons which, restheti-

cally, operate in inducing an admiration of a well-printed vitrotype

upon enamel operate with equal force in evoking simiUu- admiration

for the enamel print upon paper. This estimate of enamels upon

paper is shared by the great majority of photographers and also by

the public
.

The burnishing of prints is merely a compromise, or halfway

house, between the perfect enamelled or glace print and the plain

albumen surface, and it is resorted to as an expeditious and cheap

method of approximating, in a small degree, to the smooth, polished,

<jlac^ surface of the other. There are, however, numerous classes

of photographs for which enamelling is quite unsuitable, these

being, speaking in general terms, such as are of large dimensions

;

for example, collodion transfer enlargements, which, when stripped

off polished glass and issued in that form, are simply vulgar—a vul-

garity from which they are not always redeemed even by loading

them with oil colours. For the highest class of large photographs

it is probable that a surface as nearly matt as is consistent with

preventing the image, from sinking-in will ever be most preferred.

The unglazed surface of the platinotype will always secure for it

a high degree of admiration, while the carbon system is so facile as

to Iw readily amenable to any requirement, from the most exquisite

enamel-like polish to a canvas-like coarseness of surface.

While on this subject, we may observe that of all the various

methods of securing the highest degree of brilliance, conjoined

with the most absolute matt surface, none, as applied to silver

printing, have surpassed or, probably, even approached to the

Brinckerhoff " porcelain paper." This was introduced (nearly

twenty years ago) under circumstances from which a prosperous

career was angured; but, for commercial reasons connected with

the patent—so, certainly, it w^as said—it became lost to the world

just as the demand for it arose. No patent now bars the w,iy. It

is prcp.ared by dipping the paper in a hot emulsion composed of

tliree ounces of gelatine, six ounces of kaolin or terra alba, and a

gallon of water. When dry, or partially so, it is immersed in a

Bolution of alum or tannin to render the porcelain sizing insoluble.

A few years ago there was quite a mania for applying encaustic

paste to the surface of photographs, with a view to impart a species

of polish, and with an expressed hope of conferring durability. This

was deposed by the introduction of the hot burnisher, which, like the

u?e of double-albumenised paper, was adopted as a means of secur-

ing the highest surface by means short of actual enamelling.

The experience of the speaker whom we have quoted relative to

the more rapid fading of enamelled than of plain albumenised
. prints is not borne out by such specimens of glaci? work as we
possess. We have examples of enamelled photographs produced
long anterior to the introduction of alkaline gold toning ; and
candour compels us to say that, as regards fading, they are in quite
as good a condition as some taken within the last five years on plain
albumenised paper by a London photographer who is justly credited
with being a master of the technics of his business. Nor have
we ever seen, or even heard of, the fading of a photograph induced
by enamelling. The encasing of the albumenised surface of the
photograph in gelatine, and thus aiding in preventing the access of
deleterious atmospheric influences or noxious ga-ses to the ima^e,
should, in reality, conduce to the permanence of the image ; and we
believe that, if skill as well as care have been brought to bear upon
the operation of enamelling, the photograph will be rendered more
permanent by this treatment th.an without it.

We are quite aware of all that was claimed for an application of
collodion as a varnish to prints, a few years since, with a view to
imparting a greater degree of stability to them, and we are further
aware that an effect was produced quite contrary to that anticipated
and desired

; but in enamelling, as now practised, inert gelatine
alone comes' in contact with the image, although collodion takes a

part in the formation of the enamelling film as an external coating.

But from the very nature of the modern methods of enamelling the

collodion is rendered in the purely pellicular form, and the ether

and alcohol are all evaporated previous to its being brought in

juxtaposition with the gelatine which is sandwiched in between

the print and the collodion, so that this latter is thus doubly incapa-

ble of affecting the stability of the photographic image.

From the foregoing consiileratious it will be seen that we do not

sympathise with the remark made at the Glasgow Photographic

Society, the substance of which we gave at the commencement o£

this article.

ANIMAL PORTRAITURE.
It appears to us that the obtaining of correct portraits of domestic

animals—we have in our miud when thus writing horses and dogs

more particularly— is, comparatively speaking, a neglected art.

Mr. Dixon has done for lions and tigers what a hundred others

could do for dogs and horses, with both i)rofit and Mat, and with a

hundredth part of the trouble involved in the production of pic-

tures so grand as the celebrated studies by that gentleman.

That there is or would be a demand for such photographs scarcely

admits of doubt. The wonderful pictures by Laiulseer do not owe

all, nor even, we believe, the chief, part of their attractiveness to

that human expression he so deftly conveys into their faces. Every

Englishman loves a horse or a dog, and it is the portrait of tlie dog

and not its expression that appeals to the public. Who is there

that does not remember Dignity and Impudence (not the original

title of the picture, by the way) \ And is it not simply the portraits,

in quaint juxtaposition and arranged with great art, it may be, of

two dogs—a grand animal and its small friend—that compel

admiration ?

Yet, we think, most of our readers will agree with us that there

is little in that particular picture which, granting the skill to design

and the brain to conceive, could not be achieved by photograpliie

means. What a run such a picture would have ! We do not sug-

fest an imitation of Diyniti/ and Impudence ; that would be base art.

We merely allude to the picture as a guide to show the lines in

which pliotographers might work; and we see no reason why a

picture almost as effective should not be made by a photographer

pos.sessing artistic feeling and a love for animals.

The absence of colour, which is the characteristic of photography,

would in this case be a positive advantage. It has been said— and,

we believe, with considerable truth—that it was the engravings of

Sir Edwin Landseer's pictures that made him so famous; yet we
would not go so far as to say it was the skill of the engraver. No
doubt his animal pictures were engraved with rare skill, but there

was fidelity to the original painting as well. We have before us as we
write a number of photographs of studies of heads of deer and sheep
in coloured chalks by liandseer. Every touch of the master is shown
and has been so successfully rendered in the jthotographs that no
one would imagine the original pictures were coloured. They are

as successful as the best engraving could be.

Again: photographic representations of animals, if well done,
should form references of great value to breeders and lovers of

all live stock. In this country the breeding of animals is carried to

a perfection that is looked for in vain in any other land. A series of

photographs of some aniuiLds that, in bygone years, were the founda-
tions of a particular breed, would now be priceless, to fix the type and
show the progress made. Similarly, photographs taken "at the
present time would be of value to the breeders of the twentieth
century. Perhaps it might be a little difficult at first to get such
pliotographs into large circulation, for there would be less chance
of their verisimilitude being injured, as so often happens in a paint-
ing. He would be a very conscientious artist who could ignore his

patron's hints to paint out any defects which the owner's .skilled

eye had detected. Let his subject be a sheep, and the end aimed
it length of wool; a cow, and peculiarities of build; a dog, and
ipecial characteristics of coat and form—it will be strange if in a
painting points of coat or build or form do not get exaggerated
under the eye of the patron, if only by reason of the reiterated
stress laid upon them,
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At the present day, wkeu books aud periodicuU are devoted to

almost every hobby of this kind it is possible to ride, the need for

correct photographs is great; for the engravings and chromob'tho-

graplis that are employed for tlie purpose are often worse than use-

less. In no case, perhaps, is this moi-e glaring than in canine

j)ortraiture. When we see shows held many times duriijg a yeai-,

with upwards of a thousand animals exhibited in each, it may
be guessed what a valuable property a highly-bred animal mu^t be

to its possessor, and wo may be quite sure that no ])ictiire would

be allowed to be sent abroad in which defects were at .all accentuated

;

the consequence is the multiplication of thousands of really use-

less representations.

AVliether for ffenre pictures or as technical portraits of typical

specimens of breeds, the photogi-apliing of dogs might take a fairly

important place. Unlike horses and cattle they can be brought to a

studio, where all that is required can be done, and we feel confident

that a ready sale would be found for pretty studies or more
ambitious pictures, wliile an increasing demand would arise for

portraits of celebrated or champion animals.

It requires, however, some little knowledge to take the latter

class of picture, and considerable patience. The fancier will not be
content with a picture only of his dog—he will require a portrait ; and
if certain jioints that- he knows of (but which very likely the i)hoto-

grapher does not) should be lost sight of in the portrait obtained he
will not care for it. We do not think it would pay many professional

])hotographei-3 to undertake this class of work for private individuals

unless very well paid or a large quantity were ordered.

As an example of what we mean, let us take a pug dog, one of

whose " points" is to have his tail tightly curled and lying close to

his body on one side. No picture would be accepted should
" doggie" uncurl it in excitement or nervousness caused by his novel

surroundings. A terrier, as a rule, is easily taken, and the prickinir

of his ears in the endeavour to attract Iiira gives him a lively .and

terrier like appearance ; but the ciise is very different when a
majestic Jlount St. Bernard or a huge tuastiff is the subject. They
nre too self-contained to be represented pricking their ears ; and a
photograph so portraying them, if not absolutely rejected, would
not be cared for. Some dogs must carry their tails in a certain fashion.

We have seen a picture, that has been largely sold, in which the

photographer w.is commissioned to make a highly-finished opal pic-

ture with ;t " tail to order," and this opal was then copied from.

Again : the limbs must be straight and regular. No jjretty

positions will be allowed by the fancier, lest through the necessary
foreshortenings the public should think the animal deformed.
Finally ; we must lay great stress upon getting the animal's body
exactly ''square" to the camera in all studio work; for, when any
but the longest focus lenses are used, the slightest deviation from
this position will i)lace the body in perepective, so that if the head
be nearest to the camera it will be raagnitied, while the hind-
quarters will be dwarfed and appear weak. If the reverse be
the case the liead will look poor and feeble and the stern unduly
proportioned.

For the profe.ssional photographer, as we say, wo should think
such work only worth doing on special terms ; then he might make
it worth while to spend time, and produce pictures likely to have a
long, steady demand. For the other kind of canine subjects the

ground is comparatively clear, and the succe.ssful worker in it should
reap a rich harvest for the practice of his skill and patience in that
class of work.

Our attention has been called by the inquiry of a correspondent to
a slight injustice apparently done to Mr. B. .T. Kdwards in our
advertisement of the frontispiece to our Alm.v.nao for 1884. As
our correspondent suggests, many readers would be glad to know
upon whose i)lales the "charming picture" was taken. We have
jileasure in doing what is needful.

Wk sh.all next week have Romething to say on the subject of
Mr. Geddes's remarks on Ifaladnii macle before the Dundee Society,
the report of wliich reaches us too late for this week.

Wk must not be underalood to endoi-se all the speculations put
fnth in the interesting article of Mr. If. S. Starnes in another

ciluoin; fur, to tell the truth, we have scarcely yet liad time to
digest it or to define the exact meanings of hia terais " couuter-forc«
to actinism" and "density." The term "actinism" haa for yearn
been discarded by scientific men, so that its "counter-force" must,
from a scientific point of view, be a doubtful quantity, while, in the
matter of "density," Mr. Starnes seems to get rather "mixed"
between optical and mechanical density.

The state analyst of Boston, Mass., h.is devised what he considers
a " more simple means of inducing rapid filtration" than any he has
yet seen. He pumps air from a Fletcher's bellows " to any desired
pressure," and applies the pressure by covering the funnel with
a piece of glass an inch thick, six inches square, and provided with
an india-rubber cushion cemented to it ; through a hole in the
middle of this plate he forces the air into the funnel. As this glasii

may weigh perliaps about three pounds, it would afford a pressure
upon a funnel of three inches diameter of less than half-a-pound
to the inch. The value of sUch a pressure we leave to our readers
to gauge. This filter, if of any practical use whatever, is not likely
to be serviceable for emulsion filtration.

An attempt is about to be made in the Senate of the United States
of America to reduce the duration of the existence of patents to five
years. It is believed the rtleasure will be carried.

A CONTISESTAL cliemist, M. Gruning, having found that the pre
paration of hydrobromic acid by the usual methods of distilling
siilpliurio acid and bromide of potassium, or sodium, always give an
acid of indifferent quality, has devised a method in which pure
phosphoric acid replaces the sulphuric acid. In a flask of about a
pint capacity are placed three ounces of coarsely-powdered bron)ide
of potassium, and five and a-half ounces of phosphoric acid of 1-304
specific gravity. A spirit lamp or Bunsen burner will supply suffi-

cient heat to cause the acid to distil over. The first part of the
distillate may contain hydrochloric acid from the presence of
chloride in the salt, and in this case must be rejected.

We have often had occasion to draw attention to the use of alcohol
in withdrawing water from gelatine films, whether in the form
of gelatino-bromide plates or carbon prints, yet we see that an
operation of an almost contrary nature is recommended, though
the contradiction is more apparent than real. It is stated that
alcohol can be dehydrated by suspending it in sheets of pure
gelatine, which will gradually and slowly absorb the water. The
alcohol remains bright and clear, though the gelatine becomes soft.
The process is very slow.

Workers in special trades and professions have often been found
to possess immunity from certain contagious or infectious diseases
in a manner that is not always clearly undei-stood. It would be an
interesting problem to ascertain to what extent photographers
might be so invulnerable to the attack of germs, seeing that they—
at anyrate in the pre-gclatine days—almost lived in a special
atmosphere, ether, acetic acid, hydrocyanic acid, and soforth being
daily inhaled by them. One particular salt (hyposulphite of soda)
would seem to offer special privileges to them, as it has been found
by Dr. DuncAu that both as remedy and prophyl.ictic it is

beneficial against diphtheria. lu instances where districts were
sufFering from an epidemic of that disease he found that its further
spread was arrested by the administration of small quantities of
that s;dt to healthy pei-son-s.

We hope Dr. Duncan's views (niy be correct, for the prevention of
this fell dise.ase by such simple means would be a boon of incal-
culable value. We are, however, doubtful uiron the matter; for we
well remember the saino salt being recommended, a nunilwr
of years ago, as a certain prophylactic against the riiulerpest at the
time that complaint w;w devastating the lierda of the country. It

was found useless !

A SOMEWII.VT singular result followed the recommendation to u<.i;

hypo, at th.it disastrous period. Such an instant demand arose for the
salt that the manufacturers could not supply all that was required.
For a brief [leriod the price (which, since the days of the discavorr
of its photographic usefulness, when it was worth a guinea a pounir,
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hvl been a continually falling one) -went up in a brief space of

time to iiliniist double the tlieii average market price.

SiscE, however, all these impure atmospheres have abno.st departed

from the atelier of the photographer, there may be less expectation

of him enjoying any especial immunities; but a new hope may
arise. Dr. Carter Moffat has designed an instrument called the

"ammoniaphone," and Mr. T. Gilbert Bowick is its prophet. The
latter gentleman has noticed that free ammonia exists in the air of

Italy to a larger extent than "even in the atmosphere of many
parts of the seacoast of other countries." A number of small lakes

are largely impregnated therewith, and we know that Tuscan

ammonia from the lagoons is an article of commerce. The doctor

above-named is an ardent chemical investigator, and has been

investigating for nine years in this connection. The logic is

beautifnlly simple—Italians are splendid singers ; they breathe

more ammonia than the rest of the world. Problem : find a

means of giving the same benefits to ordinary people, and the

result will be equally fine tenor and bass, soprano and contralto.

The audiophone solves it, and Dr. Carter Moffat proves it. His
voice, originally very weak, harsh, and destitute of intonation, has

by the use of the ammoniaphone become "a pure tenor of extra-

ordinary range!" In the course of a decade England ought to

possess an army of "pure tenors" if alkaline development continue.

Pandastic is stated to be made by biirning, without injuring it, a
mixture of bisulphide of carbon and hyponitric acid. It burns
quietly with a brilliant white light, and, we re.ad, may be used for
spectacular effects to represent moonlight. The liquids are to be
kept separate, and burnt, somewhat after the fashion of an oxyhy-
drogen light, by bringing them together upon a dish which has to

be kept quite cool—rather a difficult feat, we should imagine !

Heuophan'ite, or sunshine, is the name given to the mixture when
phosphorus is dissolved in the bisulphide—an addition which
greatly increiises the illuminating power of the flame.

Pasda-'stic is scarcely a mixture advisable for use in the everyday
practice of the photographer ; for, under suitable conditions, it ex-
plodes with terrific violence. In truth, the mixture is devised
specially as an explosive, and from experiments carried out at Cher-
bourg it would seem that dynamite was a harmless toy in compa-
rison with paudastic.

We are forcibly reminded of Sir Edwin Landseer's picture of
Dignitii and Impudence— alluded to in another page— by an
incident that has recently caused considerable amusement throun-li-
out the country and is going the round of the papers. An
actor who in a Christmas pantomime "makes up" as the Eitdit
Hon. W. E. Gladstone has been photographed in character as the
"Grand Old Man," and has sent a copy to the Premier, who, so far
from resenting what the groundlings would term an impertinence
lias honoured the actor with an acknowledgment through his'
occretary, who, in signifying the acceptance of the picture, was in-
structed to thank the actor for his courtesy, and to say that Mr.
Gladst.one had very much pleasure in accepting the photograiih
which he thinks testifies to a clever impersonation. Professional
photographers often tell their sitters they are not good judges of
their own portraits, but in this instance we can bear testimony to
the truth of Mr. Gladstone's verdict, for Mr. Bannister's "get up"
is singularly like its prototype, and is deficient only as regards the
feet.

.

CAPTAIN ABNEY, F.E,S.

In presenting, this week, the second of our .series of portraits—that
of Captam Abney—it is scarcely necessary for us to enter into any
elaborate introductory remarks. Captain Abney has for many
years past played such a prominent part in contemporary photo-
graphic history, and his name is so intimately identified with recent
progress in the science, that our readers, one and all, must be
perfectly familiar with all but his personnel.

It would be superfluous to allude in detail to the numerous con-
tributions made by Captain Abney both to the literature and
Bcienee of photography. In addition to many papers read before
different ucijentitic bodies, as well as original articles which have
•ppwred iu gur columns, ha ia the author qf several works on

photography, and many comnuuiications from his pen have ap-

peared in the Philosophical Tramactions. For some years iu

charge of the photographic department of the Eoyal Engineers, it

became Cai^ain Abney's duty to direct the photo-astronomical

operations of various government expeditions for the transit of

Venus and eclipse observations; and, though his oflicial connection

with Chatham has ceased some years, he is still practically the

chief adviser in such matters. On the relinquishment of his duties

in the higher branches of the science, Captain Abney was enabled

to devote'more time to the practical side of photography—with what

success his labours in emulsion phototography sufficiently testify.

Captain Abney is a Fellow of the Royal Society, the Eoyal

Astronomical Society, the Chemical Society, the Institute of

Chemists, and is on the (!ouncil of the British Association. Before

the first-named Society he, two or three years back, delivered the

Bakerian Lecture, the subject being a photographic one. He has

just retired by rotation from the vice-presidency of the Photo-

graphic Society of Great Britain. Our portrait is from a photograph

by Messrs. Adams and Scanlan, of Southampton.

"ACTINISM AND WAVE-LENGTHS."

Before replying to the various questions raised by Messrs. Kirkby

and Macdougald, in your last issue, I wish to say that I was per-

fectly aware that my statements were contrary to the generally-

accepted theories of light. But old theories did not explain to my
mind certain jioiiits which practice has proved to be facts. I there-

fore tried to the best of my ability to find an explanation for certain

phenomena which have been discovered since the accepted theories

of light were first put forth. The subjects of my articles were not

writfen on the spur of the moment, but were the results of months of

thought. They were written and published with a feeling rather of

dread than of arrogance and self conceit, for which Mr. Macdougald

evidently gives me credit.

Of course theories are only the supposed reasons for certain

phenomena which practical knowledge proves to us to be facts ; if

theory will not explain these facts, so much the worse for theory. If

anything is discovered which old theories will not explain we
cannot alter the fact of its existence ; the only thing we can do is to

try to find a theory that will explain it. It is of no use thinking

that the world is going to stand still, and that all the discoveries of

the present day will be suspended just because they clash with the

tlieories of fifty years ago, which were only the snjiposed explana-

tions of certain facts that had been discovered up to that time.

I think theories are often started in the following way .-—Someone

gives a supposed reason for certain phenomena, others without going

into the matter .accept it as correct, and when it gets into the text-
j

books people do not think of questioning the matter ; but, if anyone I

does, he is looked upon almost as a lunatic for doubting a well-

established theory, when, perhaps, at first it was only given as a

possible explanation, and no one has since thought of going into

the matter. How often, in the history of an invention, do we not '

find that tlie casual hint of another person will overcome a difli-
i

cnlty which had, perhaps, cost the inventor months of thought

without giving him the key to the mystery.

The reason my articles were written was to give a few hints to

far wiser heads than mine as to the direction in which I thought an

explanation could be found for certain facts that have been dis-

covered of late years in connection with photography. My re-

flecting lamp—which was only a little rough deal box ,anil a piece of

tin—/(as served as a hint to Mr. A. Cowan in making his lamp, so

that he has been able to exiiose a rapid plate ioxjiftecn miatites to a

safe light, besides having a more luminous light to work by than

hitherto. He had previously obtained a deposit in five seconds.

Mr. Cowan tried the idea pr.actically, with the above excellent

results; but Mr. Macdougald has endeavoured to see what bearing

the subject has on old theories first, without considering that one

ounce of fact is worth a ton of theory.

About forty yeara ago the photogi.aphic experimentalists of that

time gave certain theories, or supjiosed reasons, for the action of

light on different salts of silver. In their experiments they found
that, when copying the solar spectrum on a surface of iodide of

silver, the actinic power of light only affected the film where the

violet, indigo, and blue rays fell, and that the green, yellow, and
orange rays had no power on the film. They also found that a
bromide of silver film w;xs slightly sensitive to green ; but, as that

colour could be made with blue as one of its component parts, they

therefore called violet, indigo, and blue actinic rays, and supposed

thiit the«e three colovirs were themselves the forces that acted ou th«
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film, and that actinic and luminous spectra were totally distinct
from each other, and that light wa« split into three divisions by the
prism, namely, heat, luminous and actinic rays. Since that period
these theories have aoarcely been questioned. We have gone on
accepting them aa correct without asking how far later discoveries
have affected them.
But what important discoveries practice and experiment have

brought to our knowledge during those past forty years ! For
instance: we have found actinic force not only passing through
red and yellow glass, but Captain Abnev and others have found it,

even with the ultra-red rays, beyond visible light. How will the
old theory of the three actinic rays explain why actinic force is
found at the other end of the spectrum ? How is it that a bottle
of collodio-bromide emulsion can be placed in bright daylight for
hours, and, after well shaking up tiie bottle and coating a plate in
the dark room, that a perfect picture can be obtained on develop-
ment, showing only a slight trace of fog.
Again : how is it that by putting a gelatine plate or emulsion in

a bath of bichromate of potassium we can eleminate fog, even
when produced by light I How is it that friction will have exactly
the same ett'ect on a gelatine film aH light I How is it that (as
mentioned by the Chairman of the Leeds Photographic Society the
other day) a gelatine plate can be exposed, and after having been
put iiside for a time exposed again, without any trace of the first
picture being found on development ? Or how , but I think I
have given sufficient questions for the present for Mr. Macdougald
and his well-establislied theories to answer.

I have been working out experiments on these subjects, and have
been able to find, to my satisfaction, solutions of them all ; but
they tell so heavily sigainst the present accepted theories that, for
weeks past, it has been a grave question to my mind whether it
would not 1)6 better for me—a young experimen'talist—to drop the
subject rather than have to tight, at first alone, against these old-
established theories and prejudices, to say nothing of running the
risk of being the butt of attempts at scarcely-veiled sarcasm, of
which Mr. Macdougald's articles are such fine examples. He says
that I have the "courage of my convictions." What else can he
expect ( If I did not say what I thought where would be the use
of thinking? Would ho have nie wait until he and the well-
established theories have explained the various difficulties which I
have mentioned above f

But to go to a more pleasant subject, viz., to reply to the inte-
resting ques'ions put to me by Mr. W. Horseman Kirkby.

Fii-stly
:
Does red glass bring the various wave-lengths of light

all to one length in their passage through it 1 or does it absorb all
the other colours but that of red I

I hope to prove farther on that the former is correct. To my
mind the supposed absorption or filtering out of all rays but the
oae colour has always been the weakest point in the generally-
accepted theory of liaht, and is one that I have never seen satisfac-
tordy explained. Why should the action of light be different to
everything else in nature—even to that of sound ? If all the other
rays but the one are filtered out what becomes of them? I think
even the prism shows that ray theory—that wave-lengths are a
counter-force to actinism and are governed liy the density of the
sub.stance which transmits the light—is correct.
We will suppose that a pencil of sunlight has passed through

a hole, A, in a shutter to the point on the prism B. A portion of

Violet.

Indigo.

Blue.

this i)cncil of light is refracted to C, and then on to D, to form the

red end of the spectrum. In its paft«iage it has to pass through the

lea><t dense portidii of the prism, so that the loss of power in pa;Bsing

is less than it would be in passing to any other part of the

pectrum. But there are other portions of the pencil of light

ssiiig through the prism at various angles of refraction, riaht up
I the point E, and then on to F, which forms the violet end oi the

pectrum. Now these portions have to pass through a gradually-

ncreasing density in the glass of the prism which will absorb

corresponding increase of the propulsive power from B. ''"'•"This

will explain why the waTe-Iengths, or counter-force to artinimn,

gradually decrease from the red to tlie violet end of the spectrum ;

but the propulsive power of the various rays when startuig from
the point B would be equal
Perhaps it would help to make my meaning plainer if I endea-

voured to represent the various powers of the wave-lengths by
numbers. Let us suppose that each ray at the point B is etjual to

15 parts : 5 of these parts in passing from B to C will l>e absorlied,

which will leave a force equal to 10 at the point t;, which number
would represent the power of the wave-length at the red end of

the spectrum ; but the light in its pa.ssage from B to E would
absorb (let us say) 10 parts, which would leave the counter-force to

actinism at the violet end of the spectrum at 5 parts, or half the

wave-power of the red. Any transparent substance which is of

exactly the same density as the prism from B to C will transmit

red light; or, contrariwise, if any substance transmit violet light,

the ray of light has in its passage through the medium met with
the same resistance as it would iu passing through the prism from
BtoE.
From this I argue that coloured glass—say red—does not absorb

all rays but the red, as maintained by old theories ; but that light

in passing through this coloured medium has lost the smallest

amount of power in its passage, and has, therefore, the strongest

counter-force to actinism remaining. The various colours of the

spectrum would, therefore, be caused by ihe amount of force which
is taken up in passing through the prism at the different angles of

refraction.

Secondly : Are the combined wave-lengths of yellow and green

greater than that of red ? I saw the force of Mr. Kirkby's objec-

tion when I wrote the paragraph, but it was the only way I could

.see of explaining it. If we put pieces of yellow and green glass

between a sensitive plate and white light the combined counter-

force to actinism of the two glasses is more than if red glass were
used alone ; but the light passing through the two glasses appears
to the eye almost a white light, or at least but faintly coloured.

This matter seems to me to be governed by the same laws as those

which, under certain circumstances, produce from the colours blue

and yellow, pure white light.

Thirdly : By using quartz lenses I mean that a gelatine film will

be found to be more sensitive to the violet rays than if glass lenses

are used.

Fourthly : I should have said that a corresponding amount of the

boiled gelatine should be taken, instead of the few grains of gela-

tine which are boiled with the silver bromide during the pre-

liminary stage of emulsion-making. Thus, if a formula gave
twenty grains as the necessary weight of gelatine, we should take

one ounce of the boiled gelatine in lieu of them. Of course the

bulk of the gelatine should not be boiled. The reason, I think,

that this way of preparing the emulsion is best is because one only

requires to heat it to about 130° Fahr., so that the particles of the

silver bromide cannot sink to the bottom of the vessel and " club

together" as easily as they "would if the gelatine were made more
fluid by raising it to boiling-point.

In a future communication I will reply to Mr. Macdougald's
questions. However, before then I hope to have the pleasure of

reading his paper, which is to "settle once and for all the vexed

question of dark-room illumination." Herbert S. Starnbs.

SODIC SULPHITE : ANOTHER VIEW OF THE QUESTION.
As interesting article appeared in last week's number of The
British Journal of Photookapiiy, from the pen of my friend

Mr. B. J. Edwards, giving his reasons for objecting to the use of

sodic sulphite in combination with pyrogallic acid as a developer.

Whilst giving his motives for dis.seiit, Mr. Edwards also gives

what he states to be the primum mobile for its use ; and this forms

such a very small portion of the real facts that I ask for space to

give once more, though I have often, by your favour, stated them
in these columns, the actual reasons which induce those who use

sodic sulphite to do so. They may be divided into three heads:

—

Ist.—That the negatives being of what is known aa wet collodion

colour, yield nearly double the number of prints that can be obtained

from a negative developed with pyro. without sodic sulphite.

"Time is money," and an enormous gain is thus found in publi-

cation work and in the execution of business orders in winter time,

2nd.—That the developing sulution with sodic sulphite rem una

clear after use, instead of becoming at once, on mixing, thick and
turbid, throwing down a solid opaque deposit, from the fact that

o&idatiou commences when the ammonia and pyro. come together.
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In plain Englis)i, instead of the pyro. being precipitated the sodic

sulphite prevents oxidation, and gives the whole of the uiatenals to

be used m foruung tlie image. Hence a great saving in pyro. and

in time, because one portion will develope a number <)f plates. But

one of the greatest charms in the use of sodic sulphite is that tne

most delicate fingers are kept perfectly clean, and dishes also. This

alone would make its use certain.

3rd.—Tliat the image corresponds in colour with the retouohuig

pencil. Tlius the exact value of each touch can be estimated.

Again a great saving of time and labour.

Now, when all these considerations come to be added together, a

strong case is shown. It is not correct that the use of sodic

sulphite is decreasing—far otherwise. It is a large and important

manufacture, both here and abroad, and its use is daily increasmg.

Some difficulty and discouragement arose at first from want of a

deiinite formula; but since the adoption and full recognition of my
method (as given in these columns) of making a boiling, saturated

acid solution this has disappeared.

Ou the continent the colour of pyrogallic negatives caused the

feiTOUs oxalate system to be adopted ; but the sodic sulphite is

now fast gaining ground. Excellent sodic sulphite is now being

made by Messrs. Mal6tra et Cie, manufacturing chemists, Koueu,

so that our French workers get it just as good as we.

Mr. Edwards says he finds that the scale of gradations of

tone is distinctly shorter in negatives thus developed. In this I

diflfer entirely from him. They are really shorter where anything

like alum and citric acid is used to clear negatives, instead of using

sodic sulphite. My belief, after having had excellent opportunities

of judging, is that sodic sulphite is a distinct advance, and has

remedied many of the minor objections to dry-plate work.
Samuel Fry.

«

STANNOTYPE.
No. III.

The transparency having been obtained, the next step in the pro-

cess consists in the formation of the relief or printing mould. For
this purpose a tissue is employed many times thicker than ordinary

carbon tissue, in order to afford a sufficient degree of relief, and
containing a very small proportion of colouring matter to enable

the light to penetrate to as great a depth as po.ssible.

The special relief tissue is obtainable commercially, and differs

from ordinary carbon tissue in being made in small sheets instead

of bauds, as the gi-eat thickness of gelatine required will not permit

the long rolls of paper to be coated in the ordinary manner. For
the benefit of those who may be desirous of making the tissue

experimentally the accompanying directions are given. The
following formula for the " mixture " is a good one, but the propor-

tion of hygroscopic matter may be varied within certain bounds to

suit particular circumstances, its function being merely to render
the thick tissue pliable and prevent its cracking. Take

—

Gelatine 4 ounces.

Glycerine Jounce.
Sugar 180 grains.

Colouring matter quant, suff.

Water 16 ounces.

The character and quality of the gelatine employed is a matter of

paramount importance. It must be a soft and easily-soluble kind, or
the development of the relief will occupy an inconveniently-prolonged
period ; and it must be free from all traces of alum or other con-
taminations, accidental or otherwise, which are likely in conjunction
with the bichromate to cause insolubility. Moat of Nelson's will

answer admirably, the cheaper samples of " flake " being quite good
enough for the purpose.

Place the gelatine to swell in the water, having previously dissolved
the glycerine and sugar therein ; leave it for some hours in order
that it may become perfectly soft, or at least as soft as the small
quantity of water will permit. Care must be taken, especially in
the earlier stage of the soaking, that the gelatine is pressed below the
surface of the water and well stirred about in order that the
absorption may be uniform, otherwise on applying heat the solution
will take place slowly and with difficulty. When the gelatine has
thoroughly swelled the vessel containing it is immersed in hot water,
the contents being well stirred until completely dissolved, when the
colouring matter is added.
With regard to the last no definite rule can be laid down as

to quantity. The colouring matter might be omitted altogether,
were it not for the difficulty—it not impossibility—of judging the
progress of development of a colourless relief. It was at one
time supposed that the colouring matter was necessary to prevent

loss of sharpness by the spread of light in the gelatine film, but

this has been found not to be the case. It will be seen, then, that,

so far as the formation of the relief is concerned, the colouring

matter plays a comparatively useless part ; in fact, it inay be

said to be actually detrimental, inasmuch as by obstructing the

action of the light it limits its power of penetration, and hence the

depth of the relief as well as increasing the exposure necessary.

The only rule to be followed is that the mixture when spread upon

glass to the requisite thickness shall be just short of absolute

opacity ; that is to say, shall show daylight through when held up

to the sky.

In order to arrive at this, actual experiment is, of course, neces-

sary, as everything will depend upon the thickness of the tissue

and the nature of the colour employed. It should be borne in

mind that for the reasons stated above the quantity of colour, or,

rather, the degree of opacity of the tissue, is capable of modifying

the character of the relief, and may be utilised as a power for that

purpose. Thus, the more opaque the tissue the shallower will be the

relief, owing to the arrest of the light's action, and so a tendency to

flatness is produced. For this reason a deeply-coloured tissue will be

found more suitable for negatives with strong contrasts, and vice vers('t.

It follows that the substitution of an actinic colour, such as blue for

black, acts in the same manner as reducing the op.acity ; whence blue

tissue may be employedwith advantage with very soft negatives.

Knowing the thickness of the layer of coloured gelatine which

will be required to form the tissue, it is an easy matter to test for

the quantity of colour required by examining a layer of the proper

thickness held in suspension in water. If a measured quantity of

any liquid preparation, such as those readily procurable at the

artists' colourmau's, be diluted with water until it begins to show

translucency when placed in a glass tube of the necessary diameter,

the end is gained. A slightly-modified plan is the following, which

has been found to work with the quantities and measurements

given in the present article :—Into a narrow test-tube, as nearly as

possible half-an-inch in diameter, one ounce or any measured

quantity of water is placed, and to this is added, drop by drop, the

liquid colour until opacity is produced; if very concentrated, the

colour should be first diluted. Proceeding in this manner it is

found that a single drop of liquid colour of a certain make suffices

to give the requisite opacity to two and a-half ounces of water, from

which data it is easy to calculate the quantity necessary for any

bulk of mixture.

As to the colour employed : the choice is immaterial, though Indian

ink or China ink is usually selected, chiefly on the score of con-

venience. Prussian blue is frequently employed ; in fact, any colour

may be adopted if due attention be paid to what lias been said re-

garding the modifying effect of the colour upon the opacity of the

tissue and the bearing that this will have on the deiith and printing

qualities of the relief. The mixture now requires filtration, which

is an operation of the utmost importance, as the minutest speck of

dust or other foreign material will produce a corresponding defect

in the relief. In consequence of the thickness of the gelatine solu-

tion and its ready tendency to set, it is almost absolutely necessary

to employ special means to retain it in the liquid state during

filtration. The filtering medium should consist of, at least, four

folds of muslin, and if the filter be placed in a warm oven, or near a

bright fire, the heat will suffice to keep the mixture fluid, Felt

and similar filtering media are useless for this purpose unless the

filtration be performed under pressure. The exhausted-flask ar-

rangement of Mr. C. Beckett Lloyd answers for the purpose ; but

even with that the filter soon becomes clogged.

The mixture being ready there are several ways of converting it

into tissue, the object to be aimed at being the production of a per-

fectly even layer of considerable thickness. The method recom-

mended by M. L6on Vidal consists in immersing in warm water

a sheet of glass, and a sheet of good, even photographic paper.

In a few minutes both are withdrawn, placed in contact, and the

surplus water removed by means of the squeegee. The paper-

covered glass is placed upon a previously-prepared levelling-stand

to receive the mixture, which is spread by means of the finger or a

glass rod. When set the plate is put in a drying-closet or warmed
room until thoroughly dry, when the paper carrying the gelatine

film is separated from the glass. This plan has the disadvantage

that the upper surface, which is exposed to the air in drying and
may attract dust, besides exhibiting other defects, is the one which
comes in contact with the clic/i^ in printing, and thus retains on the

relief all imperfections. It is, moreover, difficult to retain a sufficient

quantity of the mixture on the plate.

Mr. Woodbury's plan consists in pouring the mixture into

shallow plate - glass trays previously coated with ox - gall and
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iiucurately levelled ; when set these travs are placed on the racks iu

the drying-room—an apartment heated to about 70' Fahr.—where
tliey dry in about a couple of days. Sheets of paper of the

required size are then wetted and squeegeed on to the dry gelatine

surface, and tlie compound films again placed on the racks, where
they now dry in about a couple of hours. By performing the first

drying before applying the paper a great saving of time is effected,

as the surface of gelatine is then freely exposed to the atmosphere.
The small quantity of water subsequently absorbed by the gelatine

from the paper is rapidly got rid of. The tissue may be kept in

this state until required for use, when, previous to sensitising, it is

stripped from the glass by inserting the point of a penknife under
one edge, when the whole comes away with the greatest ease and
with a beautifully-smooth surface. The smooth surface is a double
advantage : it secures close contact in the printing, and, having
been in contact with the glass, has been protected from dust and
other defects.

The method we have ourselves adopted is substantially Mr.
Woodbury's. Plate glass is polished with wax or talc, collodionised

and converted into a dish by means of strips of paper p;isted round
the edges. This is then levelled and filled with a measured quantity
of the mixture iis already described, and treated in a similar manner.
With regard to the thickness of the tissue it is impossible to lay

down any definite rule, as, like the variation in its opacity, so its

different thickness has a bearing on the depth of the relief. Too
thin a layer must be avoided, as it is impossible to make up for its

want of depth ; too thick a laj'er is only objectionable on the score

of economy, and in taking longer to develope, dry, &c. A con-
venient thickness for the gelatine film when dry we have found to

be from one-twenty-fifth to one-twentieth of an inch ; with the
mixture of which we have given the formula such a thickness is

obtained by allowing for each square inch of surface aljout forty

minims of the mixture. Thus for a 12 x 10 plate about ten ounces
of mixture will be i-equired; and this will form a layer, when wet, of

the depth of about one-fifth or one-sixth of an inch, drying down
to about one-quarter of that.

The drying of these thick films is a tedious operation, unless
hastened by heat or by means of chloride of calcium. It is worthy
of observation, however, that as the sheets of tissue are not sensitive

to light they may be dried in any open and warm room, under
which circumstances thorough desiccation occurs in, at the most,
two or three days ; any dust adhering during the drying is of little

consequence, as that surface of the film is washed away in develop-
ment.
Next week the sensitising and subsequent operations involved in

the formation of the relief will be dealt with.

DARK ROOM ILLUMINATION.
In continuation of the subject of dark room illumination ; the
method I propose is based upon an assumption that it is vain to

attempt finding a light that has no action on a gelatine film. What
is wanted, and what I think is ultimately to be found, is a light-

giving material which will impart the highest proportion of sight-

giving power as compared with its action on a sensitive plate. In
searching after such a light we are not pursuing a shadow, but
something capable of being found and utilised.

Looking at the matter theoretically, there must be some part of
the solar spectrum which gives out light having the property
mentioned ; that is, the highest possible sight-giving power as com-
jiared with ita power of acting on a gelatine plate. That being so,

thei-e are two things to be done ;

—

1. To find the position on the spectnim where this is true.

2. To find a material or combination of materials which will give
a light nearly approaching the tint already found.
Now these two proportions may, to some, look very like two

propositions— Ist., to find a fortune ; 2nd., to find the best way of

keeping the same 1 But to me the first two propositions are in-

finitely easier of solution than the second.

The great difference of opinion as to lighting, and the greater

_
Bifference in the various shades employed by photographers, show
that the subject is one which has never been thoroughly investi-

ated on a scientific basis, or at least that no authoritative fiat has
one forth sufficiently powerful to convert the majority.

The way I propose to set to work is to erect two curves—one re-

presenting the luminosity or lighting power of the spectrum ; the
other the actinicity or plate-acting power of the spectrum. Having
'one so, the point having the greatest proportional lighting power

I e;isily found by a little meiwuremcut and calculation.

It will be seen that, although the luminosity is greatest at E, the

proportion of luminosity to actinicity is only f, whfle at C, although

f f f f i i

the luminosity is much lower absolutely, the proportion is J. At
no other part in the spectrum is the proportion so high, and, there-
fore, this part of the spectrum will give the greatest amount of
light compared to its action on a sensitive plate.

What remains to be done is to find a medium answering to the
colour of the spectrum at the point C ; and this may be effected by
passing a number of pieces of glass or other material, supplemented
with paper if necessary, in front of the spectroscope, observing
when there is a near approximation to the tint wanted.
The only other way that I know of arriving at the same result is

the lengthy process of actually trying the various light-giving
media and their action on gelatine plates—a kind of " survival of

the fittest " process, somewhat akin to that of a man marching over
a field and knocking his toes against all the stones to find out which
is the hardest.

From two curves which I have erected, and which I think are
nearly correct, I make out the tint required to be identical, or nearly
so, with the ff or orange line in the lithium spectrum.

G. D. MACDOtJOALD.

ON THE VALUE OF DIAPHRAGMS IN PHOTOGRAPHIC
LENSES.

[A conuiunication to the Photographic Society of Ireland.]

Most amateui-s on commencing landscape work are troubled by the
various stops which are supplied to the lens they possess not bearing
any definite relation to the full aperture of the lens, so that, even
if they know the rule to square the exposure for each decrease in size

of the stop, they are still in trouble on account of the numbers on them
not having any definite relation ; and, further, if they try to employ
another lens after having got used to their own they are rather worse
oft' than before—for a time, at least. All photographers know that
different lenses possess different rapidities ; but yet this difference is

more apparent than real, the whole difference lying in the stops.

In order to define accurately the size of a diaphragm used in any
lens a formula is usually given for it, it being generally written as
an italic "/" divided by some number; for example, /,. This simply
means—assuming that / means " focus "—the length of the focus of

the lens divided by some figure that will give the size of the stop.

Thus, if we have a lens of eight inches focus, and find by measure-
ment that the largest stop be half-an-inch, on dividing the latter

into the former we get sixteen as a result. Now write this as .^„ and
we have the exact relation of the stop to the focal length. If

another stop measure one quarter inch, the resulting fraction will

stand /,. By this simple means we see at once that the latter stop
is one-half the size of the £ormer, and that it will require four
times the exposure.

Again : should it be necessary to have two different lenses in

use, as it may not always be possible to have them of the same
class—a short-focus symmetrical and a long-focus single landscape
lens, for example—some means of comparing the rates of exposure
should be at hand. In two such lenses at present in my possession

I find that the full aperture of the single lens is /u, while that of

the symmetrical is /^ On squaring these the relation stands pretty
near as one is to one and a-half, so the latter lens requires an in-

crease of exposure in that ratio. From this we see that all lenses

possess the same rapidity, provided the stop bear t/ie sam* relation to

the focvLS—the great difference in the rapid lenses over the slow
ones being that they can work with much larger aperture.

In order to equalise the various makers' lenses the Photographic
Society of Great Britain have recommended what is termed a
" uniform system " of numbering the stops. They recommended
that all stops having the formula { be stamped with the figure 1

—

this being the largest aperture that it is at present possible to make
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—and every other stop with that number which would indicate the

exposure in comparison with the standard /,
without regard to

whether all the stops can be found in the lens or not.

The ligures would run thus ;—
t4

t
11 -3

/

16

UJH

32

/,

64

/
"IS

128

/

256

The intermediate o:v'.a can be calculated in proportion. If this were

carried out by all ni ikers, no matter what lens we take up the exact

rai)idity can be seen at a glance.
_ , ^ ,. x it»i

To those of my re iders who jn-efer comfort m the held to a little

trouble I would sti- uigly recommend a slight modification of the

above. I have tried it for the past summer and found it of great

Firstly: Calculate the formula of the various stops in the lens.

Select three or four of them that bear a direct proportion to each

other, so that the exposure may be—say, the middle stop—four

times the full aperture, and the small one four times the middle,

consequently sixteen times the full aperture.

Secondly: Calculate from the table of Comparative Exposures,

compiled by Mr. W. K. Burton, in The British Journal Piioto-

(iRAPnic Almanac, page 259, and carry it to the field. I have

mine pasted round the focussius-glass. If every exposure be given

in accordance with that list, and a note of each exposure be kept at

the same time, much may be done in getting accurate ideas of dull

and cloudy weather, &c.

The following are a couple of lines from the above table for the

average full apertures of the rapid rectilinear and portable sym-

metrical lenses :

—

1 >,

C3

Is.
Landscape

witli

Heavy

Foreground.
T.Tndcr Trees. Fairly

Lighted

In-

teriors. Badly

Lighted

In-

teriors.

T>ortrait

in

Diffused

Light

out

of

doors.

Portrait

in

Good

.Studio

Light.
Portrait

in

Ordinary Room.

f

Sec. Sec.

i
1

Sec. Sec. i Sec.

J 1 40 1
40

M. Seo.M. Sec.

2 1
2 40 I 2 40

Min.

8

32

Seo. Sec.

i
1

4

2g !
16

Sec.

16

64

As an addendum to the above I may add some of the results I

found during the piist summer and present winter, in the hope that

other observers may go on in the same path and check my results.

The above figures appear correct for a " ten-times" plate in bright

sunlight in summer, between the months of April .and September.

In an ordinary dull, cloudy day in summer I found it necessary

to double the exposure. After four o'clock p.m. the light gets

much worse, so it is necessary to double it then also, even if the sun

be shining brightly. After five p.m. treble exposure was given.

On a bright, sunny day, this winter, at mid-day, I got good pictures

with four times the normal summer exposure.

While I know that many may not agree with me that the above

simple rules are any use, yet I cannot help thinking that the fact of

having them so tabulated is a great help in practical work; and,

even if a little error do creep in, it does not do any harm, as double

or half the correct exposure does imt make very much difference,

a sliifht modification of the developer making matters right again.

Even in cases where I accidentally gave four or five times the cor-

rect time the plates were still saved by intensification. I never

completely lost a plate from over-exposure unless I gave it

from ten to one hundred times the time allowed in Burton's table.

This ourfht to give enough margin for in.accuracies in the figure.

In conclusion : if any present have found different results to the

above I am sure they will let me know, as I would be very glad to

get as near as possible to the correct figures. John A. Scott.

A FEW "TALES OUT OF SCHOOL."

A VISIT nortliwartls early in January would seem to be a little out of

place, but when one considers that residents in most of the Scotch

towns rusticate for some months in summer, cither at the seaside or in-

land, this fact cre,ite3 a difficulty as to reaching them, and photo-

graphers are generally busy with tourists, so that they have little time

for gossip. I vi.sited my namesake, Mr. J. Henderson, of Perth, and
enjoyed his hospitality. That gentleman, like myself, has nearly

abandoned wet collodion ; and, in spite of the w.ant ot Hniformity in

tlie plates he uses (which is also my own experience), produces splendid

work.
A little party of us ran down to Dundee to pay our respects to the

great whale. Hero a t-avelling photographer was doing a roaring trade

in positives. A chair was placed close to the mouth of the whale, and

the open jaws served as a background. One thing I noticed, namely,

that his exposures (six to eight seconds) seemed lengthy. Imagine our

surprise to lind that he was working without any diaphragm, and that

the photographs were fearfully over-expused. A ferrotype [ilate cut up

served to make a stop, and we h.id the satisfaction of seeing his teeth

(the whale's) much sharper.

No complaints as to slackness of trade were made—in fact, all agreed

that the last season was "no bad;" but to me it is the credit system

that is bad. Photographers have to wait at least twelve months fur

their niouey. I noticed that in several cases cash at sitting mi^ht have

been obtained. I remember having my iiortrait taken by an Edinburgh

photographer some twenty years ago. Tlie photographer sent the carles

home to my hotel and left them without the cash, having no idea who

I was. I would advise my northern brethren to keep in mind that " a

bird iu the hand is worth two in the bush."

I heard much to interest me from Mr. Tunny, in Edinburgh, ot hi^i

American experiences. I saw the wonderful waxed-paper negatives

taken upwards of thirty years ago, seemingly as perfect as when newly

done—certainly photographically as good as any gelatine negatives

taken at the present time.

I had the honour ot attending one of the meetings of the Edinburgh

Photographic Club, and there w.is much energy and competition dis-

played—indeed, second to no other club. Mr. Smith exhibited his

bijou camera, and negatives taken with it while in Italy last season.

The discussion was principally on a sate light for the dark room.

Many lamps were exhibited, and a short, suggestive paper was read by

Mr. Jamesou on that subject. I was invited by the Chairman, iJr.

Thomson, to offer some remarks, but Mr. Tunny quite " took the wind

out of my sails" by asking me not to say anything until I had heard

all. Tlie wisdom of Mr. Tuuny's suggestion I very much question.

Mr. Jameson and I are working on the same tack, and I do not object

that Mr. James Sun should shine above or eclipse Hender Siin. AU
I want is a good, safe light (not yet found). Allow me to say that no

light will suit me that will affect the most sensitive bromide ot silver,

or render luminous a very sensitive sample ot phosphorescent sulphide

of calcium.

My entertainment socially by the Edinburgh Photographic Club has

been so well told in these pages that I need scarcely say more,

except that the whole affair took me so much by surprise that I wns

rendered almost speechless. I heartily thank all for the trouble

and considerable expense incurred on my belialt. My witc quite

agrees with me that the kind expressions towards herself were merited,

but not those bestowed on the writer.

Mr. Marshall Wane's maguiticcnt gallery h,as, I fancy, been noticed

before. That gentleman does not believe in washing his prints very

long. At his establishment I saw a large rotary washing machine at

work, driven by a water motor. The time employed to wash is about

twenty minutes. The water is turned off, and a few turns more by hand
suffices to nearly dry the prints. Mr. \V'aue prefers water power',_ as it

does not neglect the work. Another "dodge" I saw at Mr. W'anii's

which may be new to several of your readers, namely, a chair for

supporting the sitter while taking vignettes. Tlie chair has two backs

—one in front of the other. The front one is hiugcd to the se.it, and a

quick-acting screw is fastened to this from the back, so that when the

sitter is seated one or two turns of the screw brings the back to

the sitter. Since my return home I have rigged up one, with this

difference—that I have fastened two backs together by a hinge, these

backs having a vertical movement, which I think is an advantage.

In Glasgow, as regards the weather, I had my usual luck—that

is, when not raining it snowed ! But once under the hospitable roof ot

Mr. George Mason, of Sauchiehall-street, the elements were defied.

Anyone visiting Glasgow should call and see his stock ot photogr aphic

goods. The Glasgow Photographic Society received me with open
arms, and added to my vanity by electing me an honorary member.

Visiting the veteran photographer, i\Ir. James Bowman, who shook
me cordially by the hand, and, after a litile chat on a subject very

interesting to both (the phenomenon called "spiritualism"'), I was
invited to look round and see if there was anything novel. One
thing worth mentioning is a negative drying-frame. It is a copper box
twenty-four inches high, twenty inches wide, and two inches deep.

Across this are several laths (adjustable) to rest the plates on. At one
end, about midway, a pipe is attached to a small boiler over a Buuseu
burner. By regulating the supply of gas any temperature may be kept
up uniformly. At one of the lower corners is a sm.all outlet to allow

the condensed vapour to escape, and I saw a vessel placed to catch the

distilled water. I think a good name for this apparatus would be " a

double-distilled negative drier." Mr. Bowman has a convenient ar-

rangement in his printing rooms—four or five large tables, each about
seven feet by five, lathed across to support the printing-frames. The
tops ot these tables are swung on pivots like a table mirror, so that

they may be inclined at any angle in fine weather. The printing is

done iu the opeu air, and, on a shower approaching, the tables, being on
wheels, are moved under glass.

My next visit was to Jlr. John Stuart, of Glasgow, and Provost of

Helensburgh, There I saw his superb new studio, beautifully fitted,

and almcit indescribable. His backgrounds were particularly notice-
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alilo. Jt' all the backgroumls tbnt I liavo seen (some miles) buariug
Seiivuy'a namo aro gomiiiie, lio must already have considerably over-
drawn Uubens. rimtographers get good commissions lierc. Fancy an
ordtM- for some hundreds of large orbon piotHres about four feet by
three : All t!io printing is d.me at Mr. Stuart's Helensburgh studio.
I obswved thar, although the day was sleety and wet, i\o moisture
seemed to get into tlie glass-room. This was explninod by the fact that
the «lass was beddedin only, no putty being used outside. The edges
of the glass and bars arc well painted, and, while the paint is tacky,
powdered mastic is dusted on. Mr. .Stuart's experience of this method ex-
tends over .some years. Half-a-day'ssail on thetJareloch, accompanied by
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart, convinood nie that many pretty " bits," espsoially
the snow-tipped mountains, could be secured even in bleak January.

I fancy my little account has got somewhat " mixed." If I have not
given credit to whom credit is due, I beg they will not blame me but
my memory and the want of a notebook. Thus ended a very pleasant
tri|i. I would strongly recommend photographers who cannot sitare
time in summer to run north in winter. They will not experience any
trade jealousies, and always find something to learn.

A. L. Hendbeson.

COPYRIGHT LAW IN BRIEF.
CoPYniriHT means the sole and exclusive right to copy, reproduce, and
multiply, by any means and in any manner, any original painting,
drawing, photograph, or other work of art.
Copyright accrues to the aiiflior of a work of art by virtue of author-

ship, and lasts for his or her natural life, and seven years after death.
As soon as the copyriglit in any woric is registered in accordance

with the provisions of the Act of Parliament known as Vie. 2.") and 20,
cap. ()3, it becomes personal estate, and can be sold, assigned, or
den)ised, just the same as any other personal estate.
A properly-registered copyright will enable the owner to take pro-

ceedings and recover penalties against anyone who, without permission,
copies or imitates, wholly or partially, the whole or any portion of the
orfgin.al work of art to which such copyright applies.
Under the Copyright Act an original negative, or the photograjAic

copy of it, is considered a work of art.

A photographer can make a negative of a landscape, of natural
objects, of architecture—in short, of any object or objects in which
there is no copyright—and the correct registration according to the
Act will secure to him his copyright in that particular negative or
photograph. Ho cannot, however, prevent any other person making
another negative of the same oUjects, even from the same point of
view, and as nearly as possible under the same circumstances.

If a photographer take the portrait of a person of eminence—

a

member of the Royal F.amily, musician, actor, 4:c., &c.—copyriidit can
only be secured by a signed agreement, made at or befiue the'time of

• sitting, between the person whose portrait is made and the person who
makes the negative, if this be not done, and the names of the parties
to the agieement properly lilled up in the registration form, there will
be no copyright.

If a i/roti/) of persons be taken, it will be necessary to have the
signature of every member of the group to the agreement.

Seeing that copyright accrues only to the riul/uir of the work, a
principal cannot semi out his operator to execute his commission and
then take the copyright to himself; it will, in every case, accrue to the
author of the work.

In the present state of the law it would seem to be absolutely
necessary that where a principal does not himself execute the
work, or have it done under his personal direction and supervision, he
must have an assignment of the copyright from the person he employs,
and who, in the eye of the law, is the true author.

Portraits taken in the ordinary way of business have no copyright, ex-
cept by special agreement; butthat does not give the right to the photo-
L'rapher to print from the negative for his own purposes. He is bound to
use the negative, if ho retain it, only to the order of his employer.
The owner of a copright picture cannot have it reproduced or copii

unless he aim possesses the copyright.
Authors of original works should secure copyright by registration as

i^arly as possible : illicit copying of an original work before the copy-
right is registered is actionable, ami confers no copyright.
In transfers of photographic businesses each copyright negative

must be duly assigned, and the assignment registered at Stationers'
H.nll. Unless this is done the purchaser of the business does not
ac(|uire the copyriglls.

Proper copyright forms can be obtained for one penny each at
Stationers' Hall.

The penalties for infringement are very heavy, the offender upon
conviction being liable to be adjudged to forfeit a sum not exceeding
tea pounds for each copy sold or offered for sale.

—

Avtohjiu' yoO-K.

• copied

SOCIKTY -OP ARTS.
•Vt Mr. T. Bolas's third lecture at the Society of Arts on Monday
evoumg last, tUc llth instant, which was the concluding one of the

series, the chair, as on the two previous ocuasions, WM occupied by Mr.
B. l'\ Cobb, Vice-President of the Society.
Mr BoLAS, referring to the anastatic process, submitted for examina-

tion some priu's obtained by a recent inodilication of this proceaa.
Whereas in the anistatio system, as originally practised, an affi-
nity was established between the dried-np ink of any printed matter
and fresh transfer ink applied by careful friction wit,h a roller, in tho
new modification the transfer ink was applied in a fluid form, adhering
only to the printed portion, and not to tho paper. This wai then
transferred to a lithographic stone or zinc plate, and impressions ob-
tained by the usual process of lithographic printing, or, if desired, by
converting the plate into a phototypic surface.
Long previous to tho introduction of photography, mechanical ap-

pliances had besii introdued to effect the conversion of objects in relief
into lines adapted for the requirements of the engraver or etcher. Colour
printing bad also been applied to photolithography, and the lecturer
directed attention to some excellent examples of this class of work by
Mr. William Griggs, of Peckbam, which were suspended on the walls.

Alluding to the prospective importance of phototypic over photo-
lithographic processes, he (Mr. Bolas) said that any process whatever
which could yield an impression in fatty ink was applicable for either
of those two inethoils of printing, owing to the facilities which now
existed for forming a raised typographic surface. Concerning intaglio
or cavity printing from photographic sources, it was now only very little
practised on a commercial scale. In 1859, Her Pretsch established
works at HoUoway for the purpose of practising this method of printing,
the process employed being his own invention ; but the photogalvano-
graphic system was introduced before its time—the world was not
ready to receive it.

Various applications of the stannotype process of Mr. AV. B. Wood-
bury to the production of printing surfaces were referre<l to, and some
of these were illustrated in operation. A stannotype plate having be -n
inked was pressed in contact with a grained sheet of paper and
an image in transfer ink obtained as the result. This image could be
cither positive or negative according to the nature of the stannotype
oriijinal. In the course of various experiments a print in fatty ink was
transferred to a wood block and handed round for inspection.
Two plates produced by Niepce in 1S27 were submitted for ex-

amination, and were inspected with great interest. Niepce's process
consisted in coating a plate of metal with bitumen and then subjecting
it to light, by which certain portions were rendered insoluble. It was
stated that surface blocks produced through the agency of bichromated
albumen were now coming into general use.

The Goupil process of phologrdrnre was next introduced, and it was
stated that, while the precise method adopted was retained as a secret,
there was every reason to believe that it was one closely allied to a
process iiublished several years ago by Mr. Woodbury, in which a
grain was obtaiiieil by the mixture of a gritty powder with the gelatine
of which the relief was composed, this being afterwards embedded in
a metallic plate by pressure. Several excellent and suggestive speci-
mens by Mr. Woodbury, executed at an incipient stage of the process,
were exhibited.

The Waterhouse grained process was of a somewhat simiLar character
to those just mentioned. The grain in this case was obtained by sifting
fine sand upon a gelatine image while still soft, and brushing it off
when quite dry, by which the surface was left in a granulated state.
A specimen was exhibited.

Specimens of a grained process by the Autotype Company were shown,
attention being directed to the affinity that, to j udge by their simibarily,
seemed to exist between the latter process and that of Waterhouse.

Another process, concerning which no intimation of its nature had
been published, was one by which Mr. Alfred Dawson had reproduced,
with great excellence, a copy of an indian-ink drjiwing.
Mention was made, but no specimens exhibited, of a process of

etching by Obernetter, in which an image formed of chloride of silver
in a gelatine film was pressed in contact with a smooth plate of copper,
the action resulting in the formation of chloride of copper in the
metallic plate, which salt on being removed left the image etched.

Several applications of photographic printing to pottery and general
ceramic work for burning-in were referred to ; among others, some by
Mr. Duncan Dallas. Several specimens of work in printers' ink by
this gentleman were exhibited, including some of the first ever executed
by him, and thus possessing historical value; also several examples of
Dallastint copperplate work applied to pottery decoration, l>earing
dates l8<i.S-t)i>. One of these, burnt in by Copeland, of Stoke-up'.n-
Trent, was stated to bo the first application of a photographically-
engraved plate to the ornamentation of pottery done in this country.
Examples of Dallastint surface-block work applied to pottery were
also shown ; and we may here remark that at the close of the proceed-
ings a }ilaque, upon which a photograph had been printed in cenunio
"ink" five years ago by Mr. Dallas, and which had remained unbumt
since that period, was lired iu a gas furnace upon the table, with a per-
fectly-successful result, although kept so long.

In speaking of the applications of collotype printing. Mr. IV las saitl

it was almost incredible at what a low price those pictures were pro-
duced on tho continent. As an example of this he exhibited two
match-boxes full of wax vestas, ami each adorn' il with a pretty and
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really creditable coUotypic photograph, respectively, of Coloyiie

Cathedral and a Vieio of Naples, the two being purchased retail for one
penny. With respect to this process he observed that the water-glass

substratum of Husnik was now quite superseding the old-fashioned

substratum fonned by coating with thin albumenised gelatine and then
exposing it to light. The specimens of collotype printing exhibited by
the Autotype Company were, he thought, as fine as anything that

could be produced.
At the close of Mr. Bolas's lecture, the C'haiiiman offered the thanks

of the members to that gentleman, and expressed the great pleasure

it had afl"orde(l them to listen to such a series of practical lectures, in

which so much matter had been compressed into a small space. This
was seconded, and carried by acclamation.

PHOTOMICROGRAPHY .

*

BiBLiooBAPHT—Various.
Anchor and Plates of Synapta,
Herapath Q. J. M. Sc.

Class Demonstration, Woodward 3f. M. J.
Test Plate, Violet Light, do. ... „
Histology, Minute Blood

Vessels, do. ... ... ... ,,

Podura Scale and Test Objects
Phot., do

Mode of Focus.sin?, Ward ... „
Nobert's Plate, Use of,Woodward ,,
Hitrirella Gemma, do.

,,

Histological Preparations do. ,,

Blackgrouud Illumination, do. ,,

Amphipleura Pellucida, do. „
Triceratium, do. „
Dr.xw Tubes and Deep Eye-

glasses, Prazmowski
,,

Amphipleura PeUucida, Wood-
ward

J,

Xobert's Plate, Resolution of, do. ,,

Capability of the Micro.scope,
Abbe „

Blood Stains, Richardson ...
,,

,, Woodward ... ,,On the Micrascope, Abbe ... ,,

Frustulia Sax. Diffr. Lines.
Phot., Woodward „

Amphipleura Pell, and Reflex
lUumiu., Wells

Frustulia Saxonica, Hickie
Blood Stains, Micro. Spectro.

Test, Richardson
Navicula Rhomboides, Wood-
ward

Gu.iit and Mosquito Scales, do..., „
Xobert's Test Plate, Castracane ..

.

Mounting Blood Slides, John-
st(m

Frustulia Saxonica, Wells
Blood Discs, Comparison of,
Gulliver ...

Micro30oi)ic Vision, Stephenson ",

Blood of the Races of Man,
Richardson

Mode of Illurain., Woodward...
Ainphipleura and Lamplight,

Schulze
Pleurosigma Ang. and Central

Light, Stephenson
Photographing Bacteria, Koch... ','

„,,. ,. , , „, Phot. News, imO,
Oblique Light for Phot., Wood-
-„«?rd J. B. M. Soc.
Xjltimate Limit of Vision, Fripp

,,
Piiotomiorography, Stein ...

,|
Oil Im. Objectives, Woodward... „
Vertical Ilium, and Im. Objec-

tives, Abbe
Vertical Illumin., Stephenson ... „
Mounting Blood, Treadwell ... ,,
Theory- of Illumination, Fiipp...

,,
Spherical Correction, Abbe ... „
Iv umerical Aperture, Stephenson

,

,

Homog. Im. Objectives in
Phot., Woodward

,,
High Power Illumin. .Smith ...

,

,

Theory of Ilium. Apps., Abbe ... „
Pleurosigma Ang. Phot.,Giintlier ,,

Photomicrography, High Amplif. ,,

Ortho3coi)io and Pseudoscopio
Vision, Abbe - .:

,,

* Concluded from page 84.

18G4
18C9 vol. ii., p. 105
1869 vol. ii., p. 289

1870 vol. ii, p. 205, /jr.

1871 vol. i., p. 149, Hff.

1871 vol. i., p. 231
1871 vol. ii., p. 2G
1871 vol. ii., p. 100
1871 vol. ii., p. 169
1871 vol. ii., p. 266
1872 vol. i., p. 165
1872 vol. ii., p. 32

1872 vol. ii., p. 120

1872 vol. ii., p. 204
1872 vol. ii., p. 227

1874 vol. ii.,p. 29
1874 vol.ii.,p.l30,/5rj.

1875 vol. i., p. 65
1875 vol. i., p. 191

vol. i., p. 245

1875 vol. ii., p. 32
vol.ii.,p.274,.rf(/s.G

1875 vol. ii., p. 30
1875 vol. ii., p. 32

1876 vol. i., p. 30

1876 vol.i.,p.209,/?f/s.7

1876 vol. i., p. 253,^;/.

8

1876 vol. ii., p. 6

1876 vol. ii,, p. 100
1876 vol. ii., p. 169

1876 vol. ii., p. 240
1877 vol. i. p. 82

1877 vol. i., p. 212
1877 vol.ii.,p. 61,/j/».

J. R. M. Soc. 1878 p. 45

1878p. 187,/i7S.
1878 p. 195
Oct. 22

1878 p. 213
1878 p. 337
1879 p. 62
1879 p. 140

1879 p. 2.57

1879 p. 266
1879 p. 489
1879 p. 503
1879 p. 812
1879 p. 839

1879 p. 943
1880 p. 398
1880 p. 742
1880 p. 1085
1881 p. 127

18.S1 p. 203

Aperture Mic. Vision and Iiu.

Obj.,Abbe
Estimation of Aperture, Abbe...
Micro. Stereo. Vision "Pene-

tration," Abbe ...

Correction Collar, Moore
Baoteria Photographing,Kasohka

„ „ Sternberg
Pleurosigma Ang. Phot. ,Gunther
Stereo. Vision, Mercer
Relation of Aperture to Power,
Abbe

Photographing Bacteria, Stern-

berg
Air Bub. Fat Glob, diffract,

ines, Rauvier

J. B. M. Soc. 1881 p. 303
1881 p. 388

1881 p. 680
1881 p. 685
1881 p. 851
1881 p. 852
1881 p. 8.53,,^£r. 4

1882 p. 271

1882 p. 300

1882 p. 571

Pleurosigma Ang. x 2000

Testing Objectives, Abbe

Depth of Vision, Davis ...

1882 p. 742
.Ran vier's Technique 1878
iPhotoyraphlsaie 1 ^ggg j^Tq,

231, p. 192
( Correspondent J

'

J. R. M. Soc. 1883 p. 120, figs.

{"''kStsoT-V^^^^-^
1883 p. 579

Mic. Neios 1883 p. 172

1883 p. 790
1883 p. 816

1883 p. 891

1883 p. 920

[ No. i.

Relation of Aperture to Power,
Abbe J. B. M. Soc.

Optical Tube Length, Crisp ... ,,

Sect, of Franzenbad Diatom
Earth, Prinz ... ... „

Minute Insects, Mounting of,

Michael ,,

Photo. Micros. Tvansplsmted ( Tr. Acad. Med.
Teeth, Hayes \ Ireland

Books Illustbated by Photomickography.
Donne and Foucault's Atlas—Mic. Anat. Daguerreotype
Atlas der Allgenieinen Thierischen Gewebelhre, von Hessling
und KoUman ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .

Die Photographic ab Hulfsmittel Mickroskopischen, Von Gerlacli...

Sections of the Spinal Cord, Dean U.S. Smitlisonian Contrib.

Alkaloids, Helwig
Rouget's Photomicrographs of the Tissues, Br. J. Phot,, July 6

Alta«, Roudanowski (2 ed. folio) -.

Funke und Thelen Microphotograms
Recklinghausen und Meyer Phot. Mic. of Path. Anat.
Fritsch and Miiller's Diatom Prints
De Barry Photomicros. of Botanical Subjects
Cohen und Grimm Photomicros. of Minerals and Rocks
Recherchea sur rAp]5.areil Tegumentaire des Racines, 8pl. and 50,

Micro. Phot. , Paris
Norris Phys. and Path of the Blood, Photos. 196
Mason Central Xerv. Syst.' of Rep. and Batrach., Amer., ill. 113,

Photo. Mic, 4to. Newport, U.S.A
Kupffer und Benecke—Photomicros. Embryos of Birds
Magnin and Sternberg, Bacteria (2nd ed.)

1845

1861-2
1863
1861
1865
1866
1870

1878

1878
1881

1881
1882

.1879-82

1882
1884

RECENT PATENTS.

PATENTS APPLIED FOR.
No. 2,981.—" Methods of Producing Printing Blocks by Means of Photo-

graphy. " Waltkr B. Woodbury, South Norwood.—jDateti Fehruartj 8, 1884.

No. 2.987.—"The Easy Copying and Toning of Photographs and other
Prints." Alberta M. F. Caspar, of 200, Regent-street, London.—Z)otei
February 8, 1884.

No. 3,026.
—"Apparatus for Exposing Sensitive Plates in Cameras.'

(Complete specification.) J. and A. G. Hopkins, Hoddeston, Herts.

—

Dated Fcbrvarg 9, 1884.

NOTICE TO PROCEED.
No. 5,947.—" Improvements in the Preparation of Photogi-aphs and

Treatment of Drawings or Designs Printed upon Paper for the Purpose of

Imitating Stained or Embossed Glass." Geo. Rydili..—Dated Decent-
her 31, 1883.

PATENT SEALED, February 8, 1884.

_
No. 3,948.

—"Improvements in the Manxifacture of Pliable Plates as a
Substitute for Glass for Photographic Purposes." J. J. SiAQHS.—Dated
August 14, 1883.

-*

-

—

^—
MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Name of Society.

Bolton Club
Photographic Club
London and Provincial

Place of Meeting.

Studio of the Club, Chancery-lane.
Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street.

Mason's Hall, llasinghall-street.

Date of Meetiug.

February 19
20....

„ 21....

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY^OF~GREAT BRITAInT
Thk annual meeting of this Society was held at 5a, Pall Mall East, on
luesday evonnig last, the 12th in6t.iut,-Mr. Jame,s (.naislier .F.R..S.,
Pi-esideut, in the chair.
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Tho minutes of the last mooting having bwn read and confinnad, the
foUowin,' geiitk'Uion weiv rlectoil meniU'ii! of tlio .Society:—Messi-d. ,).

l>iMiru J^ugUiud, Noinum May, Jolin llonry Kniglit, and liobort S. Ki<M.
The Assistant Skctktary then read the Cuuucil'B reiiort for the session

18«3:—

The Council observed tiiat during tho year 1882 groat mental activity

liiid baeu cxliibitod in invfstigatiug tho chemical relations of dry-plate

photograiihy. This activity had been followed by some reaction in tlio year

itiS'i. 'I iiero was now comparative rest ; for, altliouirli it could not be

claimed that the reactions were thoroughly uudorstooti, yot tho i)ractical

results were so fairly uuiforni that the question had ceased to bo a burning
(mo. There had, nevertheless, been great activity during the i>ast year, as

would bo luiderstood by refcrencu to the list of papers wliich had been read.

Tlio Council referred with umch satisfaction to the completion of the

stnndai-d for flanges and screws, which had been under consideration in

1S82. Actual gauges liad been manufactured for the Society by Messrs.

Whitworlh and Co. and Jlos.srs. Kojh and Co., and these standards would
be open to all engaged in meclianical photographic work. This marked
tlie end of tho yeai''s proceedings.

The subject would receive further consideration at the photographic

congress to be held at Brussels, to which delegates would be appointed by
the Society.

It having been considered desirable to have an optical Lantern, tho

Society ha<t had two mado—one, by Uallmeyer, for the oxyhydrogen light,

and the other for oil. These formed part of the proprty of the Siwiety,

and, it was hoped, would assist in many investigations of photographic

pioblems. Already on two occasiims they had rendered good service.

They had a' so been most successfully used at the evening meetings during

the la.st exhibition.

The value of the technical meetings continued to be evident, the most
regular attendants being gentlemen known as skilful observers; and it was
to be noted that knowledge was freely communicated by them. Sometimes
original ideas were brought forward. It was a notable feature of these

meetings that the proceedings need not be confined to those present;

country members could join in discussion by letter.

The exhibition of 18b3 afforded very clear evidence that the introduction

of gelatine plates into every branch of photographic work is an accomplished

fact, and is one not to be regretted. The work had reached a high average

of excellence, nothing fine having been done in collodion. Mauy considered

that the la.st exhibition had been the finest held by the Society. A
promise was held out of new work still better. No doubt the exceeding

rapidity of exposure, enabhng high artistic merit to bo introduced, was
the chief feature of the last exhibition. The success of the Monday
evening lantern meetings had been very great, and the increasing interest

in the matter was shown by the fact that the attendance had increased

from U7 on the first night to 777 on the last. The Council would consider

the advisability of setting aside more than one evening of each week for

lantern work next year. The constitution of the jury for deciding awards
had been altered, uo painters being upon it this year. Very full statistics

of the exhibition were then given, showing that the number of exhibitors,

of pictures, and of visitors had increased since past years. There liad been
80 much application for space that it had been found necessary to reject

many pictures, and it was expected that still more would have to bo rejected

next year, whereby the standard of excellence would probably be raised.

Presentation prints had been sent to every member of the Society. The
Progress Medal of the Society had been presented to Dr. Eder.

It was regretted that the Secretarj', Mr. F. Maxwell Lyte, had had to

retire on account of ill-health.

The Society h.id sustained tho loss of six members by death, and five

had retired. The memborship had been increased by forty-two, making a
total of 303 members—a greater number than the Society had possessed

for many years.

The Council hoped, in conclusion, that the future would continue to

reveal more of those discoveries which might be said to lie dormant in the
minds of members.

Mr. C. Rat Woons proposed that tho report be received, adopted, and
printed in the usual way. He praised the manner in which the Council
had laid the report before the meeting.

Air. .ToH.s Spii.ler seconded the motion, which was carried unanimously.
The Tbeaburek then read his reixirt for the past year. The income of

the Society had considerably increased, and, although the expeiidit\ire had
also increased, and, indeed, had been during the past year in excess of the
income, there was still a liirge balance in hand. The extra expenditure
was more than accounted for by property in the possession of the Society.

Mr. T. Sbbastian Davis moved the adoption of the report. Ho con-

gratulated the Society on the manner in which the extra exi>enditure had
been incurred, whereby it had become possessed of the standards and
lanterns already referred to.

Mr. G. L. Addenbrooke, as one of the auditors, seconded the motion,
and mentioned how easy the audit had been rendered by the excellent
order in which all the accounts had been found.
The vote of thanks was carried.
The Chaikvan said that, considering the report that had been read, they

ought to !» very gratified to their Treasurer for having not only done
his work so well, out for having been so zealous in the interests of the
.Society. He also referred to tlie fact that although there had been more
additional work to do, and although the editor had l)cen unwell for a great
part of the year, the editorial expenses had been diminished by £14. He
therefore asked for a hearty vote thanks for Captain Abney.
The vote of thanks having been passed,
Tho CnAiRMAS asked that a vote of thanks be given to the auditors, and

afterwards to the scrutineers of the votes. Both were carried.

The Progress Medal was then handed by the Chairman to the Treasurer
for transmission to Dr. Kder, as a reward for his investigations in gelutino-

chlondc plates. He briefly recapitulated the useful work which had b«ra
done by Dr. Eder during the past few years.
The scrutineers having by tliis time counted the votes, the new ofBcet*

were aimouucad as follows .—Pifuient : Mr. James OlaUher.— Kto-ZVai-
Uent : Colonel H. Stuart Wortley.—TiWii/ro- ; Mr. W. 8. }iird.—Council :

Captain Abney, .Messrs. K. Bedford, T. Bolas, Professor W. i'. Dookin,
Messrs. Jalxiz Hu^'he3, \V. B. Bolt<^.n, and W. England.
Colonel WouiLKV rose to proixwo a vote of thanks to the President. Be

considered that a great portion of the success of the Society was due to the
exertions of their President, who managed to give a great iwrtion of his
time to the work in sjiite of his being such a busy man. He hoped that
he (the President) would continue to rule over the Society for very many
years.

Mr. Sfii.ler seconded the vote of thanks, which was carried by accU-
mation.
Tho CllAlRMA.N, in reply, said that on looking back to the time, thirty-

five years ago, when he had worked at photography, he thought he must be
becoming a very old man. Nevertheless, he would continue to exert him-
self for the Society so long as it was asked of him and he was capable of
work.

^
Mr. W. 1''. DoNKiN was announced as Honorary Secretary in place of Mr.

F. Maxwell Lyte whose prolonged illness coraiiels him to resign the post.
Mr. W. E. Debesham wished to call the attention of the Society to a

matter which might be of considerable importance—that was to the
changes vyliich niight be made in papers read before the .Society and after-
wards printed in the Tramactiom. He referred particularly to a paper
read by Captain Abney in June last. He said that certaui statements
with regard to the effect of pressure on sensitive films were made in the
paper as read; that such statements were criticised afterwards, an error
being pointed out, and that advantage was taken of the criticism, the sub-
ject matter of the paper being UKiterially altered in the report of the
proceedings of the Society. He (Mr. Debenham) read vafious letters
which had passed between himself and the Council of the Society. He put
forward various arguments in support of the correctness of his statements,
and proposed a motion as follows:

—"That this Society disapproves of
any material alteration bein^ made in paiwrs after these have been read
before it, and before their being published in its Journal."
Mr. W. M. Ashman seconded the motion.
Mr. T. Sebastian Davis proposed an amendment to the effect that the

motion was unnecessary.
The amendment was carried by a large majority, and the meeting

was then adjonmed tiU the Uth March.

SOUTH LONDON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The usual monthly meeting of this Society was hold in the room of the
.Society of Arts, .Tohn-street, Adelphi,—the chair being occupied by tho
Rev. F. F. Statham, M.A., President.

It was announced that tho committee had decided that the subjects for
competition, instead of being sent in monthly as heretofore, might be sent
in at any time before the end of the session, when they would all be
judged together.
Mr. F. A. BainoE then read a paper on the subject of Willeaden Paper.

He began by saying that he was not in any way interested in Willesden
paper from a iiecuniary point of view, but that he brought it forward
merely with the idea that it might be useful to photographers in several
ways. The paper might already be known to many present, as it had been
extensively used at the Fisheries Exhibition. The Willesden paper was
paper of various kinds treated with a bath of copper and ammonia. This
renders the paper waterproof and rot proof—he hivd almost said thief proof.
One ply of paper niight not lie absolutely waterproof, inasmuch as there
might be small accidental pinholes in it, but by having two or more plies
the danger of this was avoided. When the pajier was cemented together
in layers with the Willesden composition it might be boiled, and still would
not separate. It had stmck Mr. Bridge that a temporary, or even perma-
nent, dark room might be nuide out of the pajjer. Mr. Healey, the manager
of the Willesden Company, had been good enough to construct a portable
dark room, which was fitted upon the platform. He (Mr. Bridge) had seen
buildings made of the paper which had been standing long exposed to the
weather. A vessel constructed of the material was shown full of water to
exhibit its water-tight properties. To photogr.iphic printers the paiM>r would
be useful. On a shower of rain coming on the frames could be covered with a
piece of Willesden pajier. For amateurs, who often found that a dark room
indooi-s was considered to interfere with domestic arrangements, the paper
would be unfit. They niight put up a d.ark room, for example, at the
bottom of the garden. The baclcing of pictures was suggested as a possible
use of the paper. It was also thought that it niicrht be useful for packing
dry plates in. It appeared particularly suitable for developing diabes.
He (Jlr. Bridge) made a dish out of a piece of the pajx'r to snow how
easily it was done. The comers were fixed up with marine glue. He bad
developed a plate in such a dish that day, and the chemicals appeared to
have no effect upon it ; but, if there were any doubt, it was most easy tu
cover the paper with plain, colourless vaniish or india-rubber in beniole.
Samples of the |>aper so coated were showii. Hyposulphite of soda had
a bleaching effect on the paper if it were unprotected, but appeared to
have no further action. He (Mr. Bridge) had seen a drain or water-pipe
mode of the material. The pi|>c bad been in use for a long time, and this

proved the durability of the material. .'V set of pieces of Willesden paper
and Willesden paper cemented with Willesden composition to convas w»k
placed in boiling water. Beside it was placed in a set of pieces of ordi-

nary paper and paper shred to canva.i—a portion of a registered envelope,
in fact. The latter were all reduced to pulp, whilst the former were un-
changed. Some lantern blocks made of the paper were shown.
Tho Chaibmax said that^ although the subject was not % strictly photo-

graphic ouc, it was one which was most suggestive, in showing bow many
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ingenious iuventiona were indirectly applicable to photographic work.

Mr. Bridge had pointed out several uses to which tlie paper miglit be

applied. There were, doubtles.s, many others. For example: the tem-

porary repairing of roofs ; also for the packing of apparatus. Mr. Warnerke
bad recently told of the destruction of a quantity of liis apparatus on

board sliip by wet. By tlie Mse of Willesden paper this might have been

avoided He suggested that by its means hay and corn might be pi-o-

tected from the weather, and tliereby often saved.

Mr. He.\i.ey handed up a photoijraph showing that the pa])er had already

been used for tliis purpose. The covering coniiJete for a large stack would
cost £18.

Mr. \V. M. Ashman asked if that material could not be welded into

de>eloping duties.

Mr. He.alev said the difficulty was to get a perfectly waterproof glue.

Tlie Willesden Company had a glue which was perfectly satisfactory when
applied with the necessary skill, but he did not know whether the general

public would be able to use it.

Mr. Keen- said th.at the Willesden canvas made excellent backgrounds

where no great widtii was necessary.

Mr. M.vcKiE asked if a thick board of papier-machi could be impregnated
with the comijosition.

Mr. Healet said it could not. It was necessary to put a layer of

the composition between each two thicknesses of the paper.

Mr. William Brooks, referring to some Willesden writing paper which
had been shown, suggested that if suchCould be produced without lines it

would make a good support for collodion emulsion.

Mr. Howard mentioned the difficulty that amateurs often had in getting

a room really dark, and particularly in having a means of getting in

and out of the dark room witliout letting in a flood of white liglit. He said

that by means of Willesden paper they might, so to speak, have a dark
room witlifn a dark room.
Mr. Harrlsox said tliat the paper might be used for many odd-and-end

purposes.
The President suggested water pipes, amongst others.

Mr. Bridbe mentioned that canvas and ropes were treated with the
composition ; tliey tlius became waterijroof without the weight which
tarred ropes had.
Mr. HuALEY said that ferrocyanide of potassium might be used as a test

to discover whether so-called Willesden paper was genuine or not. It

. it were, the ferrocyanide turned the paper dark brown.
The Chairman proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. Bridge for his ijapers.

Mr. BKiDfiE said that, as by far the greatest part of tlie trouble liad fallen

on Mr. Healey's shoulders, he would transfer tlie vote of thanks to him.
Some canary medium was distributed by Mr. Bridge.
Several prints on " enamel paper " were shown. They were considered

very satisfactory.

A question was read from the question-box, asking if ready-sensitised

pai>er gave prints more or less permanent than ordinary paper did.

Mr. A. Cowan said there had not been time enough as yet to find out.

Mr. Brooks confirmed tliis, but said he had found one point in wliich
ready-sensitised jiaper failed. After the lapse of sometimes months a
lemon stain would ajipear on the paper.
Mr. F. Howard remarked that the permanency or otherwise of the print

depended much on the strength of the negative. A strong negative always
gave a more permanent print than a weak one.

Mr. E. W. FoxLEE corroborated this. He had prints twenty-five years'
old as good as at first, but they were only such as had been got from strong
negatives.
Mr. W. M. Atres showed a number of prints from twenty to twenty-

five years' old, which liad been done on paper sensitised with a sixty-gi'am
bath, and had been toned on a mixed hyposulphite of soda and gold bath.
They were as good as new.
The subjects for the competition were then balloted for. They were

read out as follows:— Landscape: A Shady Nook, A Coxmtry View,
£iichantiwj, A Church with Irij, A Study of Leaves, Clouds and Trees, A
Water Trough and Hortes, A River Scene, Hay-Makinri, A Lake xoilh Swans
or Water Fowl, A Roadside Inn, A ViUa/ie. Figure : The Shepherd,
Aflieted, Happiness, Unearthing a Treasure, Indecision, Mother and Child,
"Wrath, Busties, Gone, Dejected.

The pictures representing these subjects were to be sent in any time
before December next.
The meeting was then adjourned.

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
At the meeting of this Society, held on the 7th inst., Mr. A. L. Henderson
occupied the chair.

Mr. J. B. B. Wellington showed two plates from same emulsion—one
developed with ferrous oxalate and one with pyro., both of them having
decided green fog.

The Chairman thought there might be excess of silver in the emulsion
to cause such a decided m,anife8tation of green fog under both developers.
Mr. Wellinoton replied tliat the emulsion was made after the formula

given by him a fortnight earlier. In mixing it, however, the nitrate of
silver had been added to the gelatine solution before being converted into
citrate, the citrate of ammonium and liquid ammonia being afterwards
added.
Mr. W. E. Debenham thought that this might account for the different

behaviour of the emulsion, as in gelatine solution the conversion into
citrate would be slow, and probably not complete when the bromide was
added.
Mr. F. W. Hart showed some celluloid dishes similar to those that he

had exhibited before, with the exception that one of these was of trans-
parent instead' of opaque niatorial.

Mr. W. H. Pkkstwich thought that this change made them perfect.

A question from the box was read :—" Are albumen prints made upou
citro-chloride of silver more permanent than upon the usual cliloride

paper ?

"

The Chairman was inclined to think that they were, and that prints

upon the commercial ready-sensitised paper, which, it was understood,

contained a considerable amount of citrate of silver, would prove more
permanent than those made uiion ordinary albumenised paper.

Mr. Debenham said that he could see no reason why the silver reduced
by liglit from citrate of silver should resist destructive agencies more
than that reduced from chloride, and he thought that some reason should

be given before such an idea could be accepted. Then, too, it was iirobable

that more chloride was reduced than citrate in the papers preiiared with the

combined salts.

The Chairman said that another question arose relating to the iier-

manency of silver prints—whether burnishing tended to preserve these or

not ? Ae thought that it did.

Mr. .1. J. Briginshaw asked whether any member could tell him a ready
method of ascertaining the .strength of a bichromate bath. He had an old

one on which he had sensitised some carbon tissue, and mshed to know
how to find its strength. He would also inquire whether an old bath was
fit to use, a? he h.ad understood that it should be freshly prepared.

Mr. A. Haddon said that the readiest way of ascertaining the strength

was to I'vapoi'ate a small quantity—say half-an-ounce—to dryness and
weigh the residue. '

Mr. Debenham did not think that it mattered if the bath was old in point

of time, but that it should not have been much used.

M. Briginshaw replied that the bath in question gave results that

he could not distinguish from those furnished by a »ewone. The bath had
been made for more than a year, but had been very little used.

Another question was read :
—"Is there no method of coating paper with

emulsion, so that after exposure the film may be stripped ?"
^

The Chairman suggested that paper should be prepared with a varnish

the solvent of which is alcohol, and, after finishing the negative, wetting
with alcohol should allow the paper to be removed.
Mr. J. Barker thought that the paper should first be converted into

parchment paper and then covered with French chalk. If some of this

powder were left thick upon the paper it would not have an injurious effect

upon the emulsion.
Mr. James Burgess had used some plates that liad been ))olished with

French chalk. On some of them the powder had been carelessly left, but
it had not injured the emulsion.
Mr. Haddon said that Mr. Morgan, of Messrs. Morgan and Kidd, had

promised to give a demonstration before the Society of the development of

gelatino-bromide opals and of gelatino-chloride paper.

Mr. Burgess inquired whether there was any advantage in fuming with

ammonia the paper sold ready sensitised.

The Chairjian thought that there was, and that that jiaiier could

scarcely be fumed too long. In answer to an inquiry, he (the Cliairnian)

said that his fuming box measured twenty-four inches by twenty, and was
sixteen inches deep. A saucer of ammonia stood at the bottom, and at a few

inches from the top was stretched a piece of fishing net. Two sheets of

paiier were laid back to back on this net, and left for from three to four

minutes. The lid was lined with felt to make tlie joints tight.

PH0T0(5RAPHERS' BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION.
The Board of Management held its usual monthly meeting at 18],

Aldersgate-street, on Wednesday, the Cth instant.

The minutes of the previous meeting having been read .and confirmed,

Mr. L. W. Green (Peckham) and Mr. M. A. Wood (New Southgate) were

elected members of the Association.

Mr. W. M. Ashman submitted some proposed alterations in the rules,

which were discussed. It was decided that the meeting of the Board on
the 5th of March should be special, in accordance with rule 18.

The other business having been disposed of, the meeting terminated.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF IRELAND.
The usual monthly meeting of this Society was held in the Royal College

of Science, Stephen's Green E., on Friday, the 8th instant,—Mr. J. H.
Woodworth in the chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting having been read and confirmed,
Mr. Samuel Boyd was elected a member. IVIessrs. J. Robinson and R.
Brown were proposed for membership, and will be balloted for at the next
meeting.
The Chairman then called on Dr. Scott for his communication On

the ^faiue of DiajihraytM in Photographic Lenses. [See page 103.]

There was a very well-sustained debate on the paper, some of the
members having found the system of diaphragms as drawn up by the
committee appointed by the Photographic Society of Great Britain of very

great value. Owing to the courtesy of Dr. Scott, who had prepared
a table showing the relative value of the stops and the exposures neces.sary

to obtain good pictures, Mr. C. W. Watson was enabled to compsire this

table with the actual exposures made during a tour in Wales last summer,
and on only one occasion-was tiiere any difference between his note-book and
the table.

Mr. Greenwood Pim, as also Mr. E. P. Johnson, exhibited a collection

of lantern transparencies produced on gelatino-albunien plates. The differ-

ence between these plates and the ordinary gelatine plates was very marked,
the former being much the best for this purpose. Mr. Pim also exhibited
some further results he had obtained on eosine yilates.

Mr. Johnson and Mr. Woodward also showed some specimens of
enlarging, made <ni Messrs, Goodall and Steven's paper, which was very
good.
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Mr. J. V. RdiilNROx paKSfd romul a earlf-df-rmtf imitrait which had been
t»ki?ii in nil ordiimry sitting-room at night, the subject havinij been
lighted by two ordinary gas jots. The ex|K>siire was about fourteen
Beconds,

The next ordinary meeting will be held on Friday, llth March.

UUNDEE AXD EAST OF SCOTLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSOCIATION.

TtiF fifth ordinary meeting of tliis Society for the Bcssion was lield on
Thursday, the "th inst., in Lamb's Hotel, Dundee, when there were about
thirty inemliers present. Mr. W. D. Valentine occupied the chair.
The minutes of the previous meetiiii; having been read and approved of,

it was arranged that the suljject for tlie next monthly competition be—
Poiirait Tdkii in Room. Four new members were admitted, and one now
application was handed in. The routine business having thus been dis-
posed of.

coininris of Phntoijmph
paper had not reached

L'U upon
,'/. [\J\i to the time of going to press Dr. TuIIoch's
us.J A very .animated discussion then took place.

The Cii.\!HM.\x called ui)on Dr. Tulloch to read his paper on the Hhorl-
mivr" '•"'• ' *'^ - • ' _ .. . .

ipei

Tlie CHAIR.M.AN led off with the remark that it was not fair to ins'titute a
comparison, as Dr. Tulloch had done, between an engraving and a plioto-
graph, as the latter was printed on rough paper or in platinotype, and ho
also said that the widespread use of highly-albumenised paper for large
pictures had done much towards preventing the artistic development of
|>hotograpliy. He (the Chairman) remarked that the greater intensity of
the shadows at the edges was in great measure due to the use of wide-
angle lense.".

Mr. G. D. Ma('I)01:u.\i.I) said he was of opinion tliat the too great in-
tensity of the shadows could be remedied by a full exposure. Dr. Tulloch
stated that in a picture there slioidd only be one ^>oint of pure black,
whereas in a photograph there were dozens of such points.
The CiiAlu.M.iN proposed a hearty vote of tlianks to Dr. Tulloch.
Mr. (4KD11KS (.\rbroatli) then made a few remarks regarding Halation : Ug

Caii.ic and Cure. He stated that in the beginning of December he had sent
a paijer on this subject to TnK Bkitish Jolrn-.\i. Photoijbaphio Alm.vnac,
but it did not aj)pear. He wrote twice to the Editor, and once to
the Publisher, askini,' the reason of its non-appearance, but received no
answer. In his (.Mr. (Jeddes's) oi)inion halation was caused by the space
between the back of the plate and the dark slide, and he foumi tliat the
evil was completely remedied by laying a piece of blackened cardboard on
the back of the plate.

The Chaih.max said he thought this would not be of use unless it was
placixl in ojitical contact witli the glass.

Mr. M.viDOLGALn thought the cause of halation was that the particles of
silver liri>mide dis|«;Tsed the light through tlie film, .and he also said tluit
single lenses were much less liable to induce it than compound leu.ses.
Mr. Matheson had got halation in a plate wliich had even been backed

with burnt sienna.

A vole of thanks w.as passed to Mr. Geddes.
A question was found in the question-box

—"Is there any advantage in
fuming re.idy-sensitised paper?"

It w.as the o|iinion of the meeting tliat there was a slight benefit to be
derived from this, as it neutralised the acid in the paper and caused it to
tone more readily.

The meeting was then adjourned.

CUVENTKY AXD MIDLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC; SOCIETY.
-•Vt the ordinary monthly meeting of this Society, on Thursdivy, the 7th
instant, the chair was taken by Mr. William Andrews, President, who
called upon Mr. A. E. Rollason (Hon. Secretary) to read a paiier on
i'xposiovs 1)1/ the Ojri/mar/iie.tiuin Liijht.

Mr. Roi.i.Asox said that this phase of i)hotography was quite new to
h\m. It had been suggested tliat if meuibcfrs would bring cameras to the
ineetmg a few exjwsures might be made. Ho had made several trials of
the light and found it very actinic, although somewhat difficult to man.agc
without iH-oper apparatus. The light was too strong for direct illumina-
tion, and required the interposition of a reflecting screen. In this case the
light would bo much improved if placed in the focus of a largo reflector.
Reflectors wore iilso required to soften the shadows, which were found to
be rather strong.
As several gentlemen who h.ad brought cameras were by this time ready,

and the President volunteering to ait for the first tri.al, preparatiims were
at once made for exix.sure. Two twenty-ounce gas jars were tilled at the
pneumatic trough with oxygen g.as (kindly given by Mr. T. J. Lloyd).
The magnesium wire was bent round a test tube into a spiral form
and fa-<tened to the stoi)per at the to|> of the j.ar. The jar was then placed
about ten feet from the sitter (slightly to his left) on a camera-stand about
four feet high, while the cameras were on the right hand. All being ready
the wire was then remo\ed from the jar, lighted, and re-inimersed in the
oxygen. The exposure was as nearly as possible about eight seconds. The
liiis w.as a single landscape lens, nine inches focus. No. 2 U.S. stop. The
pl.ate w.as one of .\lr. Uaynton's "Coventry" dry plates. This was a
failure, on account of the small size of tlie stcq) and slowness of the lens.
The next exposure under the same conditions, but with a jxirtrait lens

aix)ut No. 10 U.S. stop and the same make of pl.ite, was a ilecided success.
The last was agrouji t.'vken onaW'r.itten and Wainwi-ight's instantaneous
plate, with the portrait lens, same stop, but with two lights burning—one
at ten feet and the other at fourteen feet from the group. Tlie exposure
was thought to be abnit twenty seccmds, and was also a success.
The plates were developed exactly alike by Mr. M. J. Danks (at the

ttWting), in a careful and ofnci'int manner, uoaudering the fact that

neither the correct exiiosure nor the rapidity of the plates were known to
him.
On the whole the exiieriment was fairly successful, and several memben

expressed a wish to try the light again on a future occasion.
After votes of thauKs ha<I been pa-ssed to Mr. Rollason and Mr. Danks,

the meeting terminated alwut ten o'clock.

SHEFFIELD PHOTOCJRAPHIC SOCIETY.
Thk ordiimry monthly meeting of this Society was held in the Masrmie
Hall on Tuesday, the .")th inst.,—Mr. C'ounciUor S. Firtli in the chair.

There was a very numerous attendance of members— so much so that
it gave rise to some tivlk respecting a larger room.

It being the first meeting after the exhibition, many interesting matters
concerning it formed the subject of conversation ; but, owing to the
unav<»idable incompleteness of the acctmnts, the presentation of the
bal.ance sheet was postjioned till the next meeting. It was pro|K>8ed that
each member note down such ideas and suggestions on exhibition arr.ange-

ineiits as In.' m.ay consider serviceable for next year, as it was unanimously
decided that there should be then an exhibition.
Mr. \V. B. Hatfield proposed that the best thanks of the Society

be given to the many gentlemen throughout the country who so kindly con-
tributed to the recent exhibition, thereby enabling the Committee to

organise the most interesting and com[»lcte exhibition ever held in con-

nection with the Society.

The resolution was unanimously passed.
Mr. .T. Taylor proposed, and it was carried unanimously, that a special

vote of thanks be accorded to the Rev. H. J. Palmer and the memliers of the
Liverpool Amateur Pho'ogrivphic Association, for theu: large and interest-

ing contributions to the late exhibition.
The following gentlemen were then proposed for membei-ship and unani-

mously elected :—Messrs, Johnson, Hibbert, Shields, Mottershaw, and
Hayball.
Mr. .1. H. Rawson' exhibited a negative with some map-like lines in-

dented in the film, which caused much discussion as to the cause.

It was proposed that the members should commence a conqietition, the
subject to fcnin an illustration of a given word, the word to be suggested
by the President, and the best iiictures to bo put in the Society^ large
album, with full particulars of the method of production. The first show
of pictures to take place at the monthly meeting in April, and the word to

be "Contentment.
After examining and discussing a number of prints brought by Dr.

Jlorton, Mr. J. H. Dickinson, Mr. Seaman, Mr. Pillcy, and others, a very
plea-sant meeting was brought to a close.

NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
The monthly meeting of this Society was held on Wednesday, the Rth inst.,

at the Town Hall, H.auley,—Mr. " C. Altieri, A'ice-Presideut, occupy in;,-

the chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting liaving been re.ad and signed,

Messrs. .1. Beardmore, W. Woodall, M.P., Inshnll, and Taylor were
elected members of the Association.
The Chaiuman, addressing the meeting, apologised for his non-ability to

demonstrate the progress of enlarging from negatives upon Messrs.

Goodall and Steven's argentic ])aper, on account of an .accident which lijid

lately befallen his condensers, they having been cracked, and the new ones
ordered not having come in time for the meeting. He would, however,
give tlic meinljers an invitation to his own laboratory next mouth, when he
should liave great pleasure in redeeming his promise. In the meantime jiu

called upon Mr. Allison—who, he was glad to see, had brought some fair-

sizerl negatives—to give a demonstration in i)rinting direct npi>n this pajjer.

Mr. W. B. Alliso.n said that liaving heard a day or two jireviously of

their Chairman's accident, in case it should not have been repaired in tiiiio

for the meeting he li.ad brought a few negatives and soine of Messrs.

(ioodall and Steven's enamel argentic paper to prevent entire disapixiint-

mciit. The room having been darkeneti, jirinting- frames were filled as
usual in ordin.ary silver printing, and, a gas burner lieing lighted, exjiosurps

varying from one to two minutes were given at about four feet from thi%

fiaine. The resulting iiictures were all devehiped successfully with ferrous

oxalate develo|)er, and were greatly admired both for their vigorous depth
and the purity of the whites obtained with this ]iai>er, the pictures

somewhat resembling platinum prints highly gLazed.

This simple printing process was much admired, .and a vote of thiinks

was passed to Mr. Allison.

The Chaihmax handed round a splendid set of about thirty lantern slides,

made by contact printing upon brondde ]>ltttes. The quality of the slides,

with iM-rfectly clear glass in the high lights, showed that in careful and
skilful liands alkaline pyrogallic development is equal to any other.

A vote of thanks having been passed tu the Chairman, the meeting
separatf-d.

BERLIN ASSOCIATION FOR THE CULTIVATION OF
PHOTOGRAPHY.

This Society met on the 18th January, when the chair was taken by Prof,

H. W. Vogol, President, who intimated the death of .Mr. .F. H. Dallmeyer,
and supplemented the intimation by a short account of Mr. Dalliueyer's

life and of his services to optical science, dwelling particularly U|Kni his

improvement of the photograjihic lens. The niemory of the deceased was
honoured in the usual way by the members rising in their places.

In a letter from Milwaukee Dr. Voof.l siioke of the photographing by
Mr. Falk of the stage of a larg» theatre in New York by electric light.
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111 consequence of this Mr. Falk sent him scleral cabinet-sized copies of

these pictures, inquiring, at the same time, whether Dr. Vogel's remark

that " the electric light is better in Berlin than in Xew York " is to be
taken to mean that such views can be better taken in Berlin.

The Chairman explained that he meant tlie electric lighting of streets,

which is much better than in New York, but that they were not yet able

to take views equal to Mr. Falk's.

A French correspondent wished for information regarding a newspaper
notice he had seen of the directors of the Berlin National Gallery having
allowed certain pictui-es to be reproduced by " photochromography."
Herr Mimteb remarked that what was meant was the lichtdrucks in the

chromolithographic style of Herr Frisch, some of whose reproductions of

water colours and pastel drawings are so beautiful that one might almost

doubt whether the original or the copy was before him.

A provincial member, who intended to build a glass-house, and, owing to

local circumstances, could only have a frontage to the east, so that in the

forenoon the sun would shine directly into it, asked for advice how best to

modify this disadvantage. He was recommended not to build such a

studio ; but
Herr Halwas said that if he must build it fronting the cast he had

bettor glaze with matt glass. Other members, however, thought that would
absorb too much light.

Hen- Joop suggested corrugated glass.

The Chairman thought that two sets of cm-tains—a white set to keep
out the direct sunlight, and a darker set to regulate the light—might be
used with good results. He (the Chairman) then showed a luimber of

views, of wliole-sheet size, of the moimtains of Colorado and the Yellow-
stone district, by Mr. Jackson, of Denver, photographer to the American
Government Geological S'.irvey. He had taken a great munber of 20 x 2-t-

inoh t>lates. He (the Chairman) then showed a number of new instan-

taneous photogra])hs, by Muybridge—nmning horses, deer, cows, &c.
The only question in tlie question-box inquired how the addition of

water at coating suitable for tv,'o emulsions, prejiaredwith G*7 per cent, of

nitrate of silver and stored under alcohol one and three months respec-

tively, could be determined. It was answered that no expressly-determined
addition of water took place at this time, as there was only a question of

expelling the supei"Huou3 alcohol by water, which could best be done by
placing the emulsion in a muslin bag and suspending the bag for a few
hours in running water ; or, if a suitable washing-box were not to be had,
water may be jxiured over it, and, after being well stirred amongst it, may
be decanted off and the operation repeated six to eight times, and then
let the bag he suspended to allow the water adhering from the muslin to
drip. In this way the emulsion absorbs as much water as is required to
give it the proper consistency.

This ended the business of the evening, and the meeting was shortly
afterwards adjourned.

THE LANTERN IN THE UNITED STATES.
To the Emioiis.

GeniLEMEN,-—Replying to the inquiry of Mr. T. V. llicl;s respecting
Amsnoa as a good field in which to work the optical lantern commercially,
I am of oi)inion that tliere is a very great deal to be accomplished in tliat

direction, and that large emoluments await any one who understands the
business and enters iiittj it enoi-getically.

The iiriccs of lanterns and their apjdi.ances are much higher in America
than in England. As an example: plain uncoloured photographic lantern
slides sell retail in England at one shilling and sixiiencc each. In a
catalogue of American productions of similar class to which I have referred
I find sixty cents, (half-a-crown) is given as the price. Tliis does not
apply alone to such pictures as those by York, Levy, and otlier European
makers, which are subject to an impoi't duty, but to those made in
America.
Those who, like Mr. Hicks, know at what prices transparencies may be

m.'jde or purchased wholesale, will readily conclude tliat the American
price quoted leaves a very comfortable margin. Mr. York's slides—
which, although not named as Ills in the American catalogue, but which I
know to be hLs productions, or well-executed copies of them—also sell at
the price mentioned, viz., sixty cents., uncoloured. St.ituaiy slides, with
the backgrounds stojipod out, are chavgjsl a dollar and a-quarter, or five
nhillings and twopence-halfpenny each. This, too, is the jirice for comic
slipping slides of good quality, lantern conundrums, microscopic enlarge-
ments, and subjects of a similar description.

Passing from pictures to ap))liances, the ;Vnitrican prices are much in
excess of those in England. lor example : a four-inch mounted condenser
which in an American list is <|uoted at ten dollars (two pounds one and
eiglitj>cnce), has its couuteriwrt in England (ptotcd at twenty shillings.
Tt is not easy just to knov/ what is or what is not an American condenser'
1 remember, about a year ago, remarking to Mr. Muybridge that T thought
judging from tlie way his jiictures of horses were projected on the screen'
his condonsei-s must be of a very inferior order; to which he leiilied
that such could not ixissilily bo the case, as tliev were made in the
workshops and under the cognisance of Trofessor Henry Jlorton The
great optical ability of Professor Morton being well-known to me this was
a "staggerer;" still, upon an examination of the condensers, I was im-
pressed with their marked inferiority to wliat 1 had expected as emanating
from such an acknowledged excellent source. This led to a strict investi-
gation, when the reputed maker, tlio gentleman in charge of the opticil
department of the Stevens' Institute of Technology (of wliicli Professor
Morton is the President), upon taking them in his hands, iironounced them
» very common I'rengh imitation of their leiisas, although purchased from

a reputed dealer in the genuine article. When I last saw Mr. Muybridge
he had failed to obtain satisfaction from the unscrupulous vendor.
The knowledge of sharp practice of this kind introduces an element of

difficulty ill speaking of the comparative merits and prices of lanterns of
the more pretentious class; but I think the relation between those of
England and America, as regards prices, will prove to be somewhat
similar to that shown to exist between those of slides, which are somewhat
higher—in some cases double the price charged in London.

It is difficult to say lohere in America a lantern business could best bo
established ; but for two reasons I would not advise New York as a suit-

able locality. First : the " New \''orkers " are an exceedingly busy race of
[leople, and the lantern do^s not seem to have found a congenial home
there yet, and hence it may prove uphill work to establish a business there.
Secondly: there is a gentleman who, if I am rightly iuforuied, was at
one time associated with the Polytechnic Institute here, who has avoweil
his intention of trying the experiment of selling lanterns and lantern
slides and appliances of English manufacture in New York at Enr/Hs/t

pruxs. Philadelphia being a much more likely city in which to establish a
good business with a reasonable prospect of success, I would suggest it as
the place of all others in America in which to found a base of operations.

If Mr. Hicks, or any other .active hintern manufacturer, will establisli

a business in Philadelphia on English lines he will confer a boon upon
inany photographers who would willingly invest in first-class lanterns
in which to exhibit their pictorial productions were the high in'ices not
prohibitory in a largo degree.
Next to Philadelphia, Boston would offer the best field of operations;

but it would be always inferior to the larger city as regards jirices and
demand.
Hoping this reply will prove satisfactory,—I am, yours, &c.,
Woo<J[/reen, FeOrttarii 7, ISS-i. J. Traill Tavlois.—-

CLEARING AND REDUCING NEGATIVES.
To the Editorr.

^
Gentlemen,—Having read your leading article on The Treatment ofNqia-

iives After iJeixtopment, and your concluding desire for a reiiort of the
results, I beg to say that for some time I have been using citric acid in the
alum bath before fixing, and, as you say, the brilliant appearance is

wonderful in comparison with using the alum witliout citric acid. This, to
my mind, is the proper time to use the alum and citric acid, instead of after
fixing, for clearing jnirposes, because the iiyro. stain is not nearly removed
until the negative has passed through the fixing bath. This you vvill readily
notice by taking a developed and fixed negative by the usual method and
having a decided pyro. stain upon it. If you imt it into the alum and citric
acid you will see an improvement, but not until it has been put into tlie

/ii/iM. does it completely vanish.
I have a pet mixture for reducing negatives which I liave used for the

last two years, and find it all that can l)e desired :—Take a (me-ounee
empty pyro. bottle, nearly filj it with Edwards's intensifior, and drop three
biggish lumps of cyanide into it. AVhen the cyanide has dissolved get
another one-ounce jiyro. bottle, lialf Jill it with t'iie above, and three parts
fill the bottle with water. The negative to be reduced must first be put
into the alum bath for a few minutes to prevent frilling, tlien washed and
w;atched attentively while in the reducer, as a minute or two will bo sulfi-

cient.

The reason UKire water is added to the mixture after the cyanide is dis-
sohed is because it acts as an intensifier until some of the effect of the mer-
cury and iodide is counteracted by dilution ; so one can readily tell how
mucli water to add, it being most wise to add a little at a time'until it is

found that it reduces as desired. When it has been pot right it will reduce
a number of negatives, and simply wants strengthening now and then from
the strong solution.

Sliould any person, through carelessness, reduce it too much it can be
very greatly strengthened by simply washhig and leaving it in the hypo,
ba.th for some time,—I am, yours, &c., Alfred E. Dighton.

SAcJJicId, February 9, ISSI.

RATIONAL DARK-ROOM ILLUMINATION.
To the Emtohs.

Gentlemen,-i;?i(!«s a non Incendo being the motto of all theorists on the
ab(jve subject, permit mo very humbly to emi>hasise one or two jioints very
frequently lost sight of wlien " a safe light for the dark room " is considered.

liie question is, at once, one of intercention and tr.ansmission—of the
nir.xnnum amount with the minimum activity of light. The total quantity
of ligot must ever deiiend upon the tint, shads, or strength of the medium

;

and tlie (piality .that is, the actinic or kinetic power—upon its hue, colour,
or chemical iieculiarities. (Quantity and quality must ever be variable,
both from external and intcmal causes—in the' latter case the most im-
portant variations being deirendent upon the different sensibilities shown
by various salts to the .same rays.
My principal olijact in thus troubling vou is to sus-'gest the great benefit

to bo derived, when dealing with this matter practically, from ever keeping
111 mmd tlie nw<.(m operandi of Dame Nature in painting the flowers and in
gi ving them their iiorfnmes : the power, so to speak, of natural selection
winch organic and inorganic compounds exercise with regard to the solar
rjiys, and the principles involved in absorption and rejection; and, lastly,

V.'"? 1
^ "" '"'*"'' ^'-'^"^^ tlio logical sequence of thought accruing to one

who looks upon s-jlar light not as composed of seven colours so much as i:>f

three. Notwithstanding my respect fr>r the wondrous power of the numbrr
^

I — f.ir the seven natund musical inter\-al8, for the se\en churches of
.'>sia, f,ir the seven champions of Christendom, and for tlie seven deadh
sins -I do not think tiiat my opinion that all questions relating to ol.'ur
can thus be more clearly, comprehensivelv, and rationally grasped, should
justify anyone m concluding that I ha> e taken leave of mv seven senses. I
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As the red, orange, yellow, green, blue, iudigo, and violet liues in the
solar 8|)ectnim Iwivo not hitherto been proved to be due to seven magical
eleiucutft, and as tlio itifra-red and ultra-violet rays soeui in many rcHpccts
•) bl«nd, so to speak, into a similar repeated scries i>f invii^ible colours, let

briefly state—First: that all visible colours are cither the iirimaries, red,
How, luid blue ; the secondaries, orange, green, and imrplo ; the tortiarlo*,

lion, olive, and russet, or a mixture of these. Second i that red + yellow —
)\inge, yellow i blue = gri^n, red ^- blue "^ purple, orange + green — citron,

«,ieen i purple = olive, and orimgo + purple = russet. Third : that, to any
single colour, the complementary or most harmoniously-contrasting hue in

any cl.iss is a mixture of the other two colours in that class, whether
Jirimary, secondary, or tertiary : and that, convers* ly, n tnixtlim of ahy two
colours in a niveu class will lia\o ha its ihUnplcnientary the remaining
colour in that class. Kourthi that lUis holds true in an csjK'cial degree in

kll natural', visible colouring. Thus, the particular hue of green reflected to

*4r eyes from (say) a cabbage of necessity depends upon the nature of the
red absorbed. Furthermore: bromide of silver in gelatine is most affected
(as the colour ()f a ctuumercial dry plate would lead one to suppose) by
diffracted solar light between the lines F and (i, otherwise by the indigo-

blue rays. Hence, hei'e we deduce that the complementary colonr will,

above all others of equal brilliancy, tint, or strength, be tlie best whei-ewith
to stop out or prevent the action of these rays: and, l>ec«u«o il*d'go-blue

tends to red, we find that the pure orange—which Wt'uM be tlie complemen-
tary were the bhie the jture primary I'hie, inclining neither to red nor
yellow—must have a touch of <,'resn in it. C'wterii paribus, this may easily

bo tested .1* far ai photography bears upon the action of sensitive salts. It
should ever be remembered, also, th.at opacity of medium—that is, various
thicknesses of "ruby," "orange, "or "canary"—alters the (/unntiliioS light

tmly, much in the same way that an aggregate mass of the straw-coloured
and white (really pale blue) blood corpuscles appears crimson-red.
This extension and combination, rather than summary, of Sir David

Brewster's and Sir John Herschel's theories will, hash though it he, derive
confirmation from any expeiiments made upon the broad lines laid down
by Kirchhoff, Angstrom, Ijockyer, Abnoy, &c., the only difficulties being
those inseparable from the imperfect state of our knowledge as regards the
"scientific frontiers" of biology, kinetics, and chemistry when brought
face to face with such empirical terms as "actinic rays."
In conclusion : I may confess to having purposely avoided all mention of

such substances as sulphate of quinine as not diwctly touching the question,
and as having a tendency to confuse. H. B.

' Edinhurgh, Febrmn-i/ K, l.?84.

Is reply to iv q<ipry by I. K. T., in our issue of the 1st instant, the name of
' J. S. Brown, High'streot, Bridgewater, may l>e added to those already
mentioned as qualified to supply his retiuirements.

Ix reply to " Xovice," a solution of shellac in methylated spirits of wine
will form a better coating for his dish than iiaint. It should be made
rather thin, and several coatings must be given, .allowing the preceding
one to become dry before another is applied.

—

(Jeohoe B. Fox.

Xeithrr shellac nor paint, Mr. "Xovice" (replying to a query in last

.Tonrnal), is the correct thing for cnrvting a wooden dish having a glass
bottom; but an application f>f nielted wax, and this made very hot
indeed previous to application, will leave nothing to be desired.—S. S. R.

J.4ME.S Keeley writes:—"Will von kindly tell me if the chloride of lime is

the ordinary or commercial diloride of lime given in fornndoe." In
reply: The substance named and required is the [wpular "chloride of

lime" of commerce, procurable everywhere. In strict nomenclature it,

perhaps, ought to be designated " chlorinetted lime."

W. S. is desirous of knowing whether an old lens by a reputable maker
who does not now advertise is a bargain or not at a certain priet; at
which it has been olfered to him. Wo decline giving an answer to a
query of this nature ; but have no hesitation in saying that we have
never known or heard of a bad lens by the maker named.

Can you or any of your readers infr>rm me if there is a jjhotographic society
existing in iiinningham ? I have looked in vain for an advertisement of it.

If not, are there any insurmountable difficulties in the w.ay of foruiiiig

one? I see Manchester, Cheltenliam, and other places have one, and
why should not we?—O.VE who Would Like to .Joix. -In reply:
The matter rests in the hands of those more nearly concerned, namely,
the photographers of Birmingham. Perhaps this hint may " wake them
up."

Ukveloping after M. Audra's manner I find very good when the solutions
are new ; but, when using it the other day, after leaving it for about
three months, I found that when the iron was added to the oxalate
a precipitate was foi-med, which appeared to me to be lime. The
negative was only half develojied. and nothing would move it from that
state. I should feel much obliged if you would insert this among
your Nutes and Queries, as I should like to know if there be any remedy
for it, and what is the cause of the same.—A. MoKlNNELl., Jun.

In reply to "Broken Case:" I think the best thing a photographer can
do IS simply to ask liberty to display a photograph. Indeed common
sense shows it is prcsumptious to do so without the permission of the
individual, and when solicited to withdraw a card from his show-case it

is certainly his duty to comply at cmce. His immediate non-compliance,
however, does not justify the person in smashing the case, and such c<m-
duct is takinii the law into his utcn hands, for which he is held amenable.
Therefore got the broken frame repaired, and present the account for

payment, and if he refuse to p.ay take out a county court summons
for thn same, and he will lie obligcl to p.".v with expenses. —
J.NO. HiCK.S.

FoRMCiA:—In the manufacture of bromo-argcntic erelatine-mtulsion platei

with the addition of either ammonia or excess of bromide of ammonium
or jiotass, or Imth combined, or excess of bromide in slightly acid cnn'

ditiou (boiled or digesteil, and VJff Fahr.), to obtain the required 9bei>d,

Also the plates coatod In Various waysi—Results In the finished dry
jilate the bromide of silver is granular and has always staiiis and mark-
nigs, wliich develope up with more intensity than other portions of th«

plate. If rubbed with the finger previous to tising they present |^

l>olished, metallic apw-afanCe. It the ehiulsioh be made with exact

teqitit-alehtB, Ac:, at 120' Fahr.i Coblfed riuiekly, set, ahd washed, there i»

hardly ahy trace of the markings, and a rerij fine bromide. Bnt the

jilates are too slow f<n' iiortraiture. If you or any kind reacler would
inform me how rajndity may be gained with fine br<miide of silver, and
freedom from the above stains and markings, it would greatly oblige.—

C. J. H.
Pekh.^ps you will kindly give me the information I ask. I have a half-

plate portrait lens, ciHiit and a-half inches focus, and a half-plirtfl squarh

camera—an old-fashioned one—whieh I W'»h tli usb tot etllar|fing pui'-

jswes with n lantettl slttlljilf lij lliat of M. Huliuel's, which you have
desct-ib^'d In the Journal :ind Almanac. Are they suitable ? And, if so,

Wliat si-ze ought the lantern to be that is used with them? And how
far should the nesativo be placed from the ground gl.a.ss of the lantern?

I shall esteem your answers a great favour.—.lOHN Houeht WitsON.—;-»
In reply: Th(^ lens mentioned should answer the intende<l purpose quite

well; so also will the camera, but only as a means of holding the plate

and the lens rigidly fixed. Any size" of lantern will answer that will

prevent an escai«> of light. We should advise Mr. Wilson to discard the

camera, and construct the various mechanical parts in accordance with

the description of the Hutinet apparatus which we published. The nega-

tive must l)e placed at such a distance frmn the ground glass as to cause

none of the granularity of the surface to be showm
W. Reai>E inquires i—"1» What can bt; dohe Witli ah iiver-dehse negative?

I have two or thi-eS wllibh I haVe 'orcr-inttnsififd, full of detail, and good
fthefwise.-^!}. Is Iheie really the difference in lenses represented by the

Urice ; for instance, a certain lens by one maker seems obtainable for £2,

whilst it would be £12 from another ?— 2. Could you give me the names
of one or two of the best enlargers in London, regardless of everything

—I mean unfinuihed enlargements ? I am not particular what process,

or what kind of paper, t.'liarnefs would be the only consideration with
myself— no matter whether light or dark or what colour.—4. Are
Hutinet's and Morgan's papers ready-sensitised ? And in what way are

they better than the ordinary paper, or, rather, I should say, are they

better?" In reply: 1. Apply a solution of ferric suljihate, liy which
the intensity will be reduced.— 2. From the fact of such ditferenccs

existing in price, corresponding difference in quality may reasonably be

be inferred.—3. See the advertising pages of both our Almanac and
Journal.—4. A few trials will establish the relative merits of special

brands of sensitive pajier. These our correspondent will have to make
for himself.

PiiOTOoUAPH ,S\viNDl.K.—At the Salford Police Court, on Tuesday
last, the 12th inst., William Henry Bird, canvasser, was charged with

obtaining money by false pretences. On the 12th January prisoner

went to the shop of Emma Harrison, 17, Corporation-street, Salford,

and represented that he was a photographic canvasser. He said he was
from " Piatt and Co.," 70, Market-street, Manchester, who were photo-

graphers in opposition to Banks, and were selling their "tickets " at a
very low price. He added that that was the last day for selling the

tickets. Siie gave him an order for two tickets, and handed him 2s.

The tickets, however, did not arrive.—Another case was one where in

a similar miniier prisoner had obtained 3s. from Hannah l.«igh Sayers,

beerscUcr, .'57, ^\'est Craven-street, Salford. Police-constable Saiusbury,

of the city police, received the prisoner into custody in Manchester on

the 2ud inst. from a son of the prosecutrix Harrison, who had been iu

search of the prisoner since they had found out the matter was a

swindle. Prisoner, who had been convicted four times previously for

fraud, was committed to the sessions for trial.

Charoe of Fraud aoain.st a Nottingham Photoorapiikr.—On
Wednesday, the .SOth ult., at the Loughborough Police Court, George

Daniells, of Nottingham, was charged on remand with obtaining two
shillings by false pretences from Fanny Upton, at Loughborough, on the

10th of August.—Mr. Rowlatt appeared for the prosecution, and Mr. A.

St. John .Stevenson, of Nottingham, for the defence.—A few days

previously defendant was brought up on tv»o charges of a similar

character, one of which was dismissed and the other withdrawn. The
present charge was adjourned for the production of further evidence.

—

The evidence of the complainant, Mrs. WooUev, and Lucy Groocock,

as given at the former hearing, was read over, the facts of which were

that the defendant went to the residence of Mr. W. K. WooUey and

asked to be allowed to take a photograph of the bnilding for archi-

tectural purposes. Upon his representing that he had taken Garendon,

SouthficKls, and other places in the ueighbonrhood, Mra. Woolley

allowed him to take the photograph, and he set up his apparatus as

though ho were doing so. He afterwards went to the servants and took

a photograph of the coinpUinaut (Fanny Upton) and others. She

ordered two copies of it, and paid defendant two shillings on the

understanding that they should be sent on. .\bout six weeks after the

photographs shouM have arrived the complainant wrote for them, and

received a post-card stating that they would l>e forwarded. She had

not yet received them.—In defence, Mr. Stcvensoi^ submitted that
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upon the law there was no case against the defendant.—The Bench

, retired to consult, an 1 on their return into court said tliey preferred to

hear the evidence for the defence before deciding upon the point of

h,yf.—^tr. Stevenion pressed for a decision, contending that according

fo the la\v tlie false pretence must be a misstatement made at ,the

time, and not a statement depending upon a future outingeucy, V,-liicl*

he submitted was the nature of the alleged false pretence in this case.

—After a consultation with their Clerk, the Bench said this was an

important case, and they had made up their miuds to hear the whole

case before giving any decisiou.—Mr. Stevenson said until tlie Bench

h.id decided whether there was a primi fari" case, and the defendant

had been asked for his defence, he could not proceed; he was prevented

by law from doing so. He had a duty to, perform, to his client, and he

Should discliarae H fearlessly.—The Chairman ultimately announced

that the Bench had inade up their minds to commit for trial unless

some evidence called for the defence caused tlieni to alter their de-

cision.—Mr. .Stevenson still demurred, and the Clerk said that unless

Mr. Stevenson went on witli the case his client was now committed for

trial.—Mr. Stevenson: Really I don't want to say anything dis-

courteous, but I never hoard anything like this before in my life in auy

court of justice. Mr. Kowlatt kuowj well this is irregular procedure.

—The defendant was then caut;ioned, and in reply to the usual questioil

iji,l—" I decline to plead on tlie ground that the nlagistratesi decliue to

decide upon a point of law raised by my solicitor.''—Mr. WooUcy:
But they have given a decision.—Mr. Stevenson: Well, we say not;

aii i that is the defendant's statement. I ask the magistrates do they

still decline to rule?—The Chairman: We have committed him for

trial. — Mr. Stevenson: Very well, we must get a mandamus.

—

Defendant was formally conlmitted for trial at tlie next Quarter

Sessions.—Mr. Stevenson asked that, considering tlio paltry uatiire of

the charge, defendant might be admitted to ball on his own re-

dignisauce.—Mr. Rowlatt opposed the application, and the Bench
decided to allow the samo bail as before, namely, defendant in iiJO, and
two sureties i;25 each.

—

Nottingham Eveniwj Po«t.

ClKljange Column.
Wanted, Aide Meimire de Phntnifraphic pour 1S84, in exchange for Thk

BbiTi.sh JoiRN.\L PhotoOH.\phic AlMan.vc for 1883 and 1884.—Address,

K. Edwaud.s, Silver-street, Bridgewater.

I will exchange a quantity of dry jdates, any size, for a portrait or view
lens by a gond maker, or anything useful in pliotography.—Address, C.

Parsons, 3G, Orbel-street, Batteisea-park.

Wanted to exchange 2j6 gross of gem mats and preservers and fifty gross

of gem trays for anything useful in jihotography or offers. — Address,

F. WALTON, photograi)h(!r. New Briggate, Leeds.

What offers for a sjilendid tea service of forty pieces, ground laid, raised

enamel, and massively gilt, cost £4 10s. ? Will take anything useful in

photography.—Address, 30, Hope-street, Hanley, Staffs.

I will exchange a ^fiod 15 X 1"2 Kinnear cjimera and doublet lens, by Burr,
London, two slides and case, for a good 10 X 8 size with lens complete.

—

Address, Artist, 18, Dennetts-road, (^ueen's-road, Peckham, London.

I will exchange the last twenty numbers of The British Journal ov
Photocbaphy for forro-prussiate paper or anything useful in photo-
graphy.—Address, C. EsKELL, 2, Osborne-place, South Ivonsington, W.

1 will exchange, mounted, water-colour iiaintings from nature by a first-

class artist; number, sizes, and subjects on application. Wanted, Dall-
meyer'sS x 5 rapid rectilinear lens. Good camera and three double slides

not objected to; also Dallmeyer's In lens, or offers.—Address, Mat,
2, Brunswick-terrace, Penrith.

What offers in exch.ange for a new cuckoo clock, made to stand on bracket
in hall, a first jirizo from a draw, stiikes hours and half-hours, value
sixty shillings, i>hotograph and size two stamps, also eleven volumes of

The British Journal of Photography from 1870 to 1880? Wanted, a
dark tent or a good wide-angle lens for all kinds of outdoor work; must
take pictures u|) to 10 X 8 or 12 X 10.—Address, W. Brookk, 62, Town-
lane, Shepton Mallet, Somerset.

I will exchange a cottage window, with folding sa.shes ; a number of back-
grounds, decorative and plain ; a Cussons* posing chair, with movable
arms; see-saw, nearly new, by Seavey; a Seavi'y plaque, frame, and
background, nearly new ; a patent turn-table for posing chair, by Marion,
quite new ; head-rests, by Harrison ; Haddon Hall steiis. Wanted : a
powerful rolling-press, with plate about 24 X 18 ; must be in good con-
dition.—Address, Mr. Wintp.R, Midland-road, Derby.

^natatra to ®orrcapon&nita.

<y Coiretpondenti should never write on loth sides of the paper.

A Londoner.-Both the houses are highly resjiectable, and you may rely
u[)ou all the goods you purchase fMin them.

A. Z.—The gelatino-chloride process will suit your requirements best.
Give with it a full e\iK)sure, and use a weak developer.

A. A. A. (Victoria-street).—The crystals of nitrate of silver being fifteen
or twenty years' old, and slightly discoloured, will be no detriment to
the salt. X"U may safely strengthen the bath with it, just the same as
if it were quite new.

Albumen.—You have been supplied with something which is certainly not
kaolin, or it would not have precipitated the silver as you say it has.
Better make up a fresh bath now, fthtt procure some genuine kaolin for
ua when it requires decolourising.

S. S. S.-Mr. W. B. 'VV^odbmy.w^n,
«'>5'te'^^g?'^Sf''^''

^ '™'*'''''

r.

diF&'t yoif t<y

You

paper. If he cannot supply it hiniselt,

the right channel for obtaining it.
, . , xr

F F.—We have read the letter, and returned it to you as desired. \ ou

will see our opinion of the affair in our answer to C. C. ii. last week.

, 'fijis we endorse, after j-eading his letter to you.

K S.M \l r I'v - If tl«' remit fr.rwarded be. tlie beat the lens can produce you

will certainly be fully justified in rettining it. ,.We should imagine no

objection will be made to exchanging it for another. .

AvATEUR Mkohanic—Yes ; pine will do quite well for a camera; bKtj

while you are about it, why not employ mahogany? It will not cost

much more, and a less thickness will be required. It will also prove

more durable.

H. SoLTKR.—The negative arrived broken to fragments; but we can see

that it. is a decided case of green fog. Perhaps it arises from over-

coking, of, wh'at is li'orc likely^ pl^e, gelatine you employed was unsuit-

able. Try another samph; next time. -
,

.

^

R. S. Ward.—We are not surprised that the druggist in your tdwii canriot

supply chrome alum. Few druggists keep the salt in stock, as they ha\e

little or 110 demand for it. Any operative chemist or photographic

material dealer will supi*ryoul^ wants.

I. J. K.—You will find some designs for studios in the English translation

of Liesegang's Photonraphij, published, we think, by Samiison Low and

Co. The lijilt sho'u'ld not come nearer the floor than about ten feet six

or so, according to the width of the studio,
,

P. J. Burt.—You had better get some carver and gilder in your neigllhoifr'--

hood to give you instruction in renovating old gold frames. We cannot

undertake to do so in this column. We know nothing whatever of the
" restorer " named, so cannot give you its composition.

An Aspiring Operator.— If t'ne examples forwarded are a fair sjiecinien

of your work we do not think yru will be justified in expecting anything

likci the Salary yOit niention. Operators capable of producing far more
artistic work than yours are to be had fiU- very much less.

F. T. Dawkings.—There is nothing at all extraordinary in a solution df

gelatine remaining fluid and refusing to set. From some cause or other

—l)robably from the solution being kept at a high temper.ature for too

long a time—it has become decomposed. Better throw it aside now and

prepare a fresh batch.

E. E. Davis.—Evidently the cyanide of potassim is of very inferior quality!

otherwise such a lari^e proportion would not be required to make a

solution which will only fix collodion positives in from four to five

minutes. If the salt were good, and used in the iiroportion named, we
should expect it to fix the pictures in a few seconds.

H. Boi.HSONNAis (Geneva).—The patent in this country for the Eastman
coating machine has expired, therefore any person is at liberty to make one

for himself. They are not articles of commerce. Possibly i\Ir. Eastman
liimself could supply you with one. His address is "Rochester, New
York. " We are not aware that any coating machines are made for sale

in England. ,

A.B.— 1, 2, 3. All will depend upon the amount of silver the emulsion

contains in the first instance, and the thickness of the coating on the

plate-s. When travelling on the continent we should quite expect the old

fixing solution is not worth saving, with a view to the recovery of the

silver it contains. If the silver bo deposited on the trees in patches, we
imagine tlie.plates must be at fault.

Received.—John Harmer; W. T. Wilkinson. In our next.

Photographic Clue.—At the forthcoming meeting of this Club, at

Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street, ou Wednesday next, the 20th iust., the

su!)ject for discussion will be—0« the Be.',i Methods of Ohtainin'j Black

and While Neyativex oh Dry Plates.

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
Observations taken at 406, Strand, by J. H. Steward, Optician,

For two Weeks ending Ferrvary IS. 1SS4.

TiiKSE Observations ark Taken at 8.30 a.m.

Max. Max
, ,„„

Jan. Barometer. Wind.

SW

Dry Bulb. WetBulb. Sol:ir

RaJ.
Sliude
Tenip,

53

Tern.

43

Remarks.

31 29-80 50 50 Raining.

Ktl..

1 29-44 w 47 46 . 52 46 Raining.
O 29-7.') NE 41 40 — 42 40 Raining.

4 30-44 W 46 43 — 62 35 Hazy.
.') 30-4.^) W 46 44 — 50 44 Raining.

6 30-29 SW 44 42 — 47 42 Overcast.

7 3016 SW 39 38 — 45 36 Overcast.

8 29-99 BE 41 40 — 49 37 Foggy.

9 29-61 SW 49 47 — 50 40 Cloudy.

11 29-73 SW 40 39 — 4S 37 Clondj-.

12 29-99 w 47 44 — 51 39 Bright & Clear.

13 29-97 SW 49 46 — 54 45 Biiaht & Clear.
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THE PRACTICABILITY OF TONING AND FIXING IN
ONE OPERATION.

JosT now the subject of the permanence—or, rather, the want
of permanence—in silver prints is once again engaging the attention

of the photographic fraternity. At several of tlie societies of

late (both in London and the provinces) the matter, in one form or
other, has been brought under consideration ; indeed, it is seldom
that anything in connection with silver printing is mooted now
without its cropping up. But, as ou former occasions, no new light

has been thrown upon the subject.

It has been at many times asserted by photographers of the old

school that if we were to revert to the ancient process of toning,

with our modern knowledge, a far greater degree of permanence
would probably be secured. This remark is so frequently reiterated

that it may not be amiss to inquire if the thing be really practicable

nowadays; and, if it be, whether a greater aegree of permanence
can reasonably be expected to accrue. Now, as many photographers

of the present day have had no practical experience with toning or

fixing in one solution, and some have really no idea how it is accom-
plished, we shall here give the process in detail, and then make a
few practical remarks on ita bearing as applied to modern cir-

cnmstances.

Here is a formula for a toning and fixing bath that we know was
employed for several years in one of the largest Loudon establish-

ments, and the prints issued therefrom have proved to be as per-

manent as any that were produced at that period -.^First, three-

quarters of a pound of jiyposuljihite of soda was dissolved in

sixteen ounces of water. Theu a tifteen-graiu bottle of chloride of

gold was emptied into two ounces of water, dissolved, and added
very gradually and with vigorous stirring to the hyposulphite solu-

tion. Next, two drachms of nitrate of silver in two ounces of

water were added in a similar manner. After standing for twelve

hours or so, during which time the sulphur liberated by the acidity

of the gold and silver subsided, the bath on liltratiou was ready for

use.

Wiien the prints were taken from the frame they were washed in

water to remove the free silver, but not to the same extent as is

now done, itrior to toning by the alkaline method. They were then

immersed in the toning bath. The first change in colour was
to a foxy red, similar to that observed when an untoned print is

placed in a plain solution of hyposulphite of soda. After a time

the print gradually assumed a brown tone, then a purple, and finally

a black, more or less cold according to the time it was allowed to

remain in the solution. The time occupied in toning varied

considerably, according to the temperature and activity of

the b.ath. It was no uncommon thing for the prints to take

several hours in acquiring the desired tiiit. Sometimes, when
the bath w.aa very inactive, the prints used to be left in all night

on the chance of their being finished by the morning. When
the prints were deemed to be sufficiently toned they were removed
from the bath and washed more or less perfectly, the same as at

present.

Frequently, when the bath was new, although it than con-

tiiincd its maximum of gold, great difficulty wits expenenced in

getting anytliing beyond a purple-brown tone. When this waa the

case it was customary with many operators to immerse the prints

direct from the frames without previous washing; then the darker

tones were the more easily obtained. As the solution became older

black tones could be obtained more readily. The bath, when once

made, was rarely discarded ; for, when its bulk diminished, new solu-

tion w.as made up and added to the old. The bath would continue

to yield rich black tones long after it must have become quite

exhausted of its gold, the colour obtained in this case being,

doubtless, due to a sulphuretting action alone. ludeed, it is more

than iirobable that, at all times, some part of the toning action was

really due to sulphur, inasmuch as, until the bath had been con-

siderably used and had thereby acquired sulphuretting properties,

black tones could rarely be obtained.

At a late period of the toning-and-flxing-in-one-operation era, the

most careful printers made it a practice to immerse their prints,

after the desired tones were obtained, in a fresh solution of plain

hyposulphite of soda, but the custom was by no means general. It

should be mentioned, in connection with this system of toning, that

the pictures must be priuted very much deeper than for the alkaline

process. This, in detail, Wiis the old process of toning, and it did

undoubtedly yield a very large number of prints which, to all intents

and purposes, are permanent. It Ls for this reasjon many persons infer

that if we went back to the old plan, and at the same time took

care that the bath always contained sufficient gold to ensure that

being the toning agent and not sulphur, and also that the prints

were afterwards fixed in fresh hypo, and then carefully washed,

a greater permanence would result.

Now, let us look at the facts and see the altered conditions under

which the old process would now have to be worked, if it were

again adopted, and inquire if such permanent results as were at

times produced could now be expected.

In the first place, the albumen with which the paper was then

prepared was salted to the extent of fifteen to twenty grains to the

ounce, the albumen itself being diluted with water to the extent of

one-third or more ; hence the chloride penetrated deeply into

the paper. Then this highly-salted and slightly-albumeniaed paper

was floated for several minutes on (according to modern ideas) a verij

strong silver bath—from sixty to ninety, or more, grains to the

ounce of water. Hence it will be seen that a large proportion

of the chloride of silver forming the image was actually in the body

of the paper—not merely on the surface. It may be here mentioned

that, as the fashion for a more highly-glazed surface was adopted,

black tones were obtained with greater difficulty than before, and a

longer time was necessary in the toning bath.

At the present time, instead of the albumen beingdiluted with water

and highly salted, it is used as concentrated as possible (a second

coating being sometimes applied) ; and it contains only about a third

of the quantity of chloride formerly employed. The coaling is also

dried very rapidly to prevent its sinking into the paper, so as to pre-

serve the highest possible gloss. It is sensitised on a very mucli

weaker silver bath than of old, and everything is done at the pi-esent

time to keep tlic iniasfe a-s much a-s po,-=siblc on the surface of the

p.iper. Added to tiiLs, the negatives formerly used were very dens«

;
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indeed, it was no imcomnion thing for them to take a whole day to

print, even in a moderately-good light. When printed the image

was frequently seen distinctly on the back of the paper if it

happened to be a thin sample. Now the negatives are made very

tiihi, and print quickly; consequently the image rarely extends much
beyond the mere coating of albumen.

These altered conditions under which the old process would now
have to be worked should be borne in mind by those who advocate

a recurrence to the plan of toning and fixing in one operation aa a

means of securing a greater degree of permanence.

HOME-MADE DEVELOPING DISHES.

From various communications recently received we are of opinion

that the manufacture of specific examples of developing trays is

a; branch of home industry being practised by not a few, more

especially by those whose facilities for purchasing these articles

ready made are circumscribed either by remoteness from commercial

centres or by other considerations.

There are several methods by which developing dishes may
be formed without involving much expenditure of time, money,

or even any special constructive skill. Of these, it is probable that

a .sheet of paper, the margins of which are bent up, will form

the easiest. It is rather surprising how efifeotive this paper-

developing tray may be made. We have tested its efficacy on

a 10 X 8 plate and find it to answer very well. The way—or,

more correctly, one way—by which to form a tray of this class is to

select a sheet of tolerably stiff, thick paper, and cut it one and a-half

inch larger than the plate, turning up the edges so as to leave the

bottom just a trifle larger than the plate for which it is intended.

The.se turned-up sides are bent at the corner so as to lie against one

of tlie sides to which the overlaps are secured by means of sealing-

wax. A mixture of equal parts of bees'-wax and paraflane having
been provided, and rendered quite fluid by melting, is applied

all over the paper tray by means of a soft brusli. When in use this

dish is placed upon a slab of wood, millboard, zinc, glass, or any flat

substance a little larger than the plate. One of the covering

boards of an old dilapidated atlas was employed by us as the means
for supporting the 10 x 8 dish to which allusion has been made, and
it answered the purpose admirablj'. Those who have not made
a trial cannot adequately realise how much wear and tear one of

these paper trays will stand.

But by an extension of the paper system, on the evolution prin-

ciple, a tray may be made which will prove very much more than a
makeshift. By rendering paper plastic by immersion in a hot solu-

tion of gelatine, and shaping it upon a wooden mould of the
required dimensions and form to the extent of four or five layers-
more or less according to the thickness of the paper employed—

a

tray may be formed which, when dry and finished, will prove light,

rigid, and uuafi"ected by the developing solution. After it has been
removed from the mould and become thoroughly dry it is first

trimmed round the upper edge by means of a sharp knife or file

—

for it becomes so hard as to be better acted upon by a file than
anything else—after which it receives a coating of common lac var-

nish. This, when quite dry, would prove suflicient protection for
most purposes ; but we have always preferred to give the tray a
final coating of a solution of bitumen. As we have not found
any sensible diU"erence in the results obtained from the employ-
ment for this purpose of a solution of bitumen in benzole on
the one hand, and the common Brunswick black of commerce on
the other, we do not apprehend that special nicety in the selection
is necessar}'.

For the tourist, home-made dishes of this description will prove
very useful, inasmuch as they may be moulded to any form and
made to nest inside each other; while in hot climates they will bear
a vei-y high temperature, having in this respect an advantage over
either wax-coated wood or gutta-percha. The final touch in the
manufacture of these papier macha trays is given by placing them
iu the kitchen oven until thoroughly hard.

A piece of thick, spongy millboard, of a kind sometimes employed
in forming boxes and the covers of very cheaply-bound books, if

steeped for some time in hot -water, becomes softened to such an

extent as to be readily moulded into the form of a tray. To this end

the softening must be carried so far as to render it quite flaccid.

In our last attempt at moulding a tray from this material the

corners, owing to the brittleness and bad quality of the board,

could not be got into form, so we slit them and overlapped the

edges round the corners of the mould, applying strong flour paste

to keep them in shape until the tray had become sufficiently hard

to warrant its being knocked off the mould. This was then

trimmed with a pair of sharp scissors and placed in a current of

air until dry, after which it received as many coatings of asphaltum

varnish as it could absorb, the services of the kitchen oven having

been brought into requisition to aid in the drying of the varnish.

From a critical examination of a French-made tray of great excel-

lence which we had many years in use, we have arrived at the con-

clusion that it was made of like materials and in a manner similar

to that which has just been described.

For travelling, and also for occasional home nse, a tray devised by

Mr. James A. Harrison, some years ago, will prove of great value. It

consists of a light wooden frame, of dimensions to suit the size

of plate used, hinged together at three of the junctions in such

a manner as to open and pinch between the ends of the slabs a piece of

waterproof of flexible material, such as thin india-rubber cloth, the

fourth and open junction of the frame being afterwards fastened by

a hasp or clasp of any suitable kind. When the corners of the

rubber cloth are thus tucked up this makes a very convenient tray,

the material of which may be changed to suit special require-

ments. For example : desirous of developing a paper photograph,

we formed it into a tray by pinching the corners in the frame and

then pouring in sufficient developing solution to serve the purpose.

A few years ago we made an improvement upon this portable tray

by rendering the laths expansible in the longitudinal direction, so

that one frame served the purpose of forming dishes including a

variety of sizes.

Gutta-percha, which was deservedly deposed from a position it

once held as a recipient for the silver bath, answers well as a

material out of which to form developing dishes. The facility with

which a sheet can be moulded into a tray renders a description

unnecessary.

Japanned tin is said to be much employed in the United States

for developing dishes, but, from some observations made by a

speaker at the Indianapolis Convention of the Photographers'

Association of America, we imagine this class of tray does not

meet with universal approval.

THE USE OF SULPHITE OF SODA.

While ofi"ering an excellent proof of the usefulness to photographers

of our JVoies and Queries column, an article by Mr. B. J. Edwards
in our issue for the 8th instant raises a very important question in

regard to the use of sulphite of soda in the developing solution,

which valuable suggestion of Mr. H. B. Berkeley's has had so wide-

spread an adoption that any tendency to prove that its use involves

a grave defect must be examined with the utmost care.

The gravity of Mr. Edwards's chai-ge is contained in the

following words. Spe.aking of gr.idation of tone in dry ])lates, he

says "your correspondent points out that this gradation depends to

a great extent upon the plate. It is perhaps not generally known
to what extent tliis is true of different makes of dry plates (which

vary .as much in their capabilities of giving true gradation as wet

collodion at its best and at its worse) ; but, even with the most perfect

plates, it is precisely in this respect that the sulphite developer has

failed in my hands to give satisfactory results. It seems to cut oft"

a little at either end of the scale. With norm.al exposure a little of

the detail in the deepest shadows is lost, while, if tiie exposure be
slightly increased, and the development pushed to obtain the re-

quired density, the delicate half-tones next the high lights are

sacrificed."

Now, it is unquestionable that if Mr. Edwards's opinion be
warranted by facts obtained from the experience of other workers,

the use of this salt will be given up—at anyrate, by tliose who re-
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quiie the liigliest class of efl'ect in portraiture. Mr. Edwards states

that " already many of our best and ablest workers have discon-

tinued its use, cliierty for the reasons stated above." We liave from

the earliest been such consistent supporters of the usefulness of the

sulphite addition to tlie pyro. developer that we cannot receive

Mr. Edwards's dictum without fuither proof, greatly as we esteem

his knowledge and ability. In view of the importance of the

question we earnestly expresj the hope that those of our readers

who are in a position to do so will give their carefully-weighed

opinion as to whether the use of sulphite does or does not restrict the

range of gradation that any given plate is capable of showing. The

answer will be of most value from those whose work lies with

jjortraits nxore than in landscapes, for minute variations in grada-

tion are unquestionably more readily observable in the former than

in the latter.

We have ourselves a very strong opinion that Mr. Edwards's con-

tention will not hold good ; still, the point not hitherto having had

special attention drawn to it, this opinion is subject to revision, and

we propose making definite experiments to test the qualities of the

sulphite of soda in this particular direction.

It will not suffice alone to show good pictures obtained by the

employment of this salt. The record must be both comparative and

continuous, and the question will evidently be one of considerable

nicety, requiring both knowledge and discrimination on the part of

an experimentalist before a judgment of v.alue can be recorded.

It will be observed that Mr. S. Fry's experience offers a distinct

negative to Mr. Edwards's ; and, both manuf.icturers having had a

long experience in professional portraiture, this conflict of opinion

must naturally be most confusing to comparative outsiders.

Leaving now this phase of the subject with the again-expressed

hope of contributions from our readers to aid in its comjilete

elucidation, we may turn to the minor points raised in our corre-

spondents' communications. Mr. Edwards considei-s that the

advantage claimed for the suli)hite is the absence of the usual

non-actinic colour of the deposit ; and secondly, the facility of

obtaining clear ghiss in the shadows.

We have to ask, with regard to the latter, where Mr. Edwards
will find such a claim made \ We have ourselves devoted more

space than anyone to show the advantage of sulphite; but we have

made no such claim, nor do we remember anyone having done so,

and we do not think the facts would bear it out. As to the first

point, though we may be accused of playing v.ith words, we would

s.ay that the "non-actinic colour" is not in "the deposit," as Mr.

Edwards writes it, but, instead, consists of a staining of the film. It

would be quite possible to produce a similar colour in an oxalate

developed negative subjected, after fixing, to the action of a bath of

alkaline pyro.

Mr. Edwards's communication concludes by alluding to the pre-

servative action of the sulphite upon pyro. solution, which, he states,

is equalled by the use of glycerine and alcohol, or a trace of acid

in the aqueous solution. It is true that Mr. Berkeley pointed out

its preservative action in the pyro. solution, but that is the least p.art

of the matter. Spirit and glycerine appreciably increase the cost of

the pyro. If keeping the solution free from discolouration alone

were in question nothing could surpass the effects of adding acid, as

first suggested by Mr. A. Cowan, though, as was pointed out in our

columns, a far smaller quantity than he recommended would answer

the purpose. The function of the .sulphite, we take it, is primarily,

as often explained by us, to keep the negative from taking on the

unpleasant yellow colour characteristic of pyro.-developed pUites

;

and secondarily—and almost consequently—to keep the solution

from becoming so muddy and dark-coloured during use as to make
it actually inconvenient to work with.

Ml'. Fry jioints out, in his communication last week, several

incidental adv.antages which decidedly add to the v.alue of the

above-described qualities, such as saving of valuable time through

non-stained neg.itives printing more quickly, and assisting the re-

touching, the image more closely approaching the lead-pencil colour.

Finally; we would s.ay that to our knowledge there are still

many expert photographers who have not adopted the use of

sulphite, and it would be unfortunate for any intending experi-

mentalists to be deterred from essaying a discovery of its merit*.

It is surprising that, after the continued praiae the salt baa re-

ceived, it should not have been tried by almost everyone
;
yet

such is not the cxse, and it occurs to us tliat a possible explanation in

some cases may be found in the piiotogra[)her having been supplied

by the local purveyor with some other salt in lieu of the sulphite,

which is by no means a common preparation on the shelves of

even first-chiss chemists, to whom the photographer always turns
when he requires some rare or little-used preparation. In sub-
stantiation of this view we may mention an instance that was
recently brought to our notice. A photographer had informed a
pupil of the advantage of the use of the salt, and the latter

forthwith went to the nearest chemist to obtain a supply. On
the next "lesson day" the pupil informed hrs master of his ill-

luck in developing. Upon further inquiry it was discovered that

the chemist had told him ho h.ad made an error. " It could not

be sulphite but hyposulphite that was required," and he weighed a
qu.arter of a pound out, which the pupil religiously dissolved and
mixed into a one-ounce bottle of pyro.

!

We do not suppose that our readers are likely to be so treated

;

still, to those who yet intend to try the use of sulphite the incident

may possess some value.

Dr. Lieskgano is publishing the eighth German edition of his

ffaiidbuch der Photograpkie, which is to appear in five volumes,
treating— 1st, the photographic apparatus ; 2nd, the collodion pro-

cesses, wet and dry; .3rd, the gelatine emulsion process; 4th, silver

printing and enlarging; .and, 5th, the carbon process—in all about
900 pages, with several hundred woodcuts.

We have received from Dr. Liesegang samples of gelatinised jj.aper

which, if introduced into this country, would, we think, prove useful in

several ways. The paper, which is prepared for use with coliodio-chlo-

ride, is of two kinds, one of which has a soluble, the other an insoluble,

coating of gelatine, both presenting the surface and high glaze of a
glass |)l.ate. In addition to its legitimate application in connection
with the transfer of collodio-chloride prints to ghiss or porcelain, we
see no reason why the soluble form should not recounueud itself as

a substitute for glass for negative juirposes when travelling, the

picture being subsequently transferred to glass ;is its final support.

The surface presents all the advantages of gla.ss for the application

of either a collodion or a gelatine emulsion, .and after development
the transfer of the image would be easy. AVe hope to report ui>on

this application shortly.

There seem to be now two separate " rings " in America, the
purpose of which is to keep up the prices of dry plates and
" freeze-out " competition. From a circular issued by one of these,

we find that "in the opinion of this committee 'concert of action

between manufacturers of dry plates and photographic merchants
is essential to the maintenance of the established schedule of prices,

and to the development and preservation of that friendly feeling

the existence of which is so desiiable among the members of our

traded The italics are oui-s. Meanwhile the hint thus broadly

given may be taken by consumers of dry plates as distinguished

from the " members of our trade " that it behoves them to look

after their interests themselves. No wonder there is just now such

an exodus of skilled and experienced dry-plate makers from this

country ; and, further, it will be little wonder if^seeing that even

with tlie lower prices prevailing in this country many consumers
find it to their interest to be their own manufacturers—the effect

of the "'ring" will be to decrease rather than incre.i8e their trade.

AocouDixo to a provincial contemporary, "the printing world is

much distui-bed by the discovery of a new process which enables

any number of copies to be taken of the oldest book without setting

a line of type. A compound has been discoveretl which may be

spread upon a page without in the slightest way injuring tlie paper,

and which refuses to rest upon ink. It can easily be removed to .-i

stone, and there becomes the matrix for stereotype (I), or can be used

for printing from at once. You hand .vour best beloved Aldiue to

the inventor of this new process, and he will return it to you with-

out a stain or a mark, uninjured ami only cleaned, and he will give

you along with it an exact faciinile ; letter for letter and broken

stop for broken stop, of the volume which he h.-is had in his pos-
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session for only a few days. Mr. Qiiaritcli, the second-liaud book-

seller, is said to be thirsting for the blood of this too-clever

iuveutor; but practical printers are already moving to see whether

they cannot save the cost of rfsetting old edition.'), and, if certain

practical difficulties are got over, we shall see a change not only in

the productions of facsimiles of old books, but in the reproduction

of modern books. It will no longer be necessary to keep type

standnig. A proof will be as good as a stereotyped plate. No
book will ever really be 'out of print' so long as a copy of it

remains. It will be nearly as cheap to reproduce a volume as to

print an extra copy of a volume passing through the printing

machine. Cei-tainly we are progressing. Already water-colour

drawings c-m be so well lithographed aa to deceive the very artists.

The time is not far distant wlieu we shall photograph colours. And
now that a book, may be reprinted from itself, we may reasonably

hope to iind a method whereby oil colours may be multiplied from

their own canvasses." Alas I for poor photography, that one of its

most valued services should be thus rendered useless! No more

old editions to be photogra])hed as facsimile—no old engraving to

be reproduced by photography, so that its owner cannot detect copy

from original. We have only to wait " till certain practical difficulties

are got over," and this, we daresay, will occur about the same time

that colours are produced by photography, as indicated in the article

we quote. The only comfort to be obtained is from the positive

manner in which this latter assertion is made.

When one door shuts another opens, however, and we therefore

bring before our readers an account of the latest field that has

been opened for photographic operations. A con'espondent in a

trade journal devoted to the interest of the chemists' Inisiness

gays :
—" 1 see in your August number of the C/iemist and J)rv(/gist

you treat on photography. I enclose a few labels which I have

always used for small phials. I print them from overplus sensi-

tised paper at the time of printing orders for photographs. I

simply write out what is wanted about ten or twenty times larger

than what is required and photograph it, covering the remainder

of the plate with yellow paper, sliifting the sensitised paper as

required or when sufficiently printed ; I print in sheets of six or

eight. I have now somewhere about 100 different plates. The
pill-box top with the portrait is done by double printing.—Youi-s

truly, F. T. Moore, Waipawa, H.B., N. Z."—The editor of the

paper replies:—"The specimens sent by Mr. Moore are very neat
and attractive. The pill-box top bears his own portrait, and the

other labels show considerable skill in penmanship. A 'superfine

malt vinegar' label bears a photograph of what looks like a spirit

still."

la there not more than meets the eye in Mr. Moore's proposition ?

What splendid opportunities for the unsuspected introduction of

contraband portraits ! When Angelina lay sick on her couch
through grief at the banishment of Mr. Lively Cashless, the very
mention of whose name had been forbidden by stern parents, who
would think of looking on the lid of a pill-box to find a " counterfeit
presentment" of the hopeful lover, introduced tlirough confederation
with the chemist's boy ? How fortunate photography did not exist

a few hundred years ago, or one of Shakespeare's grandest works
might never have been written ! Romeo might have sought the
apothecary on other thoughts intent than the purchase of injurious
diatiilations. He might have sent by means of the surreptitious
pill-box or the guileless phial enough of portraits of himself in the
various costumes of the period to satisfy Juliet's longings till

happier times arose. But portrait labels existed not in the days
when Romeo and JvMet was written.

AccoRDUfO to Cotmos let Mondes, a w.aterproof paper and pasteboard
can be produced by treating the surface of ordinary paper with an
ammoniacal solution of copper, so as to partially dissolve the surface
and then allowing it to dry. Paper thus prepared is said to be
equal to parchment. Our readers who have taken an interest in
the discussion at the meeting of the South London Photographic
Society upon Willesden paper will not fail to see the resem-
blance of the two methods. We cannot avoid thinking that if all
the promises as to the qualities of the Willesden paper are carried
out in its performance the material should be capable of a wide
sphere of usefulness in photographic operationa

Etkrt one -is familiar with the widespread employment of paper
jn Japan, Rnd a new era seems springing up in Europe, We have

heard of its adaptation to the construction of water-jiipes, drain-

pipes, railway carriage wheels, and many otlier remarkable articles
;

so that cameras and slides, or camera stands, made from it would
cause us no surprise.

The other day The Times gave an account, which came from Consul
Jade, of Christiana, of still another new pai)er-making material

—

white moss, found in Norway and Sweden, which grows, dies, and
accumulates in vast beds, gradually becoming so disintegrated as to

be prepared by Nature herself for immediate use. It is stated that

paper and pasteboard—even to a thickness of three-quarters of an
inch—made of the material have been shown. Either of them is as

hard as wood and can be easily painted and polished, and has all

the good qualities, but none of the defects, of wood, as it neither

cracks nor warp.s. Between this new material and the Willesden
paper it will be surprising if some exceedingly useful photographic
product be not the outcome.

TiiEUB is even asbestos millboard advertised for use in the labora-

tory as the best material for placing over Bunsen's burners, " being
cheaper, more durable, and less liable to crack the vessels than wire
gauze." It ought to be useful for such purposes, and, as the cost is

not twopence for a piece four inches square, the price should form
no impediment to its acquisition.

There is no subject in photography which young photographers, or
those who have not made a special study of it, are apt to mis-
conceive in a greater degree than halation. Notwithstanding the
innumerable definitions of the term and illustrations of the subject
that have appeared in this Journal at intervals during the past
twenty years, there are still some who imagine halation to be a
reflection from the back of the dark slide, and some who, like Mr.
Geddes, of Arbroath, feel aggrieved at space not having been found
either in the Almanac or Journal for the enunciation of their
sentiments respecting this phenomenon, forgetting that we may
have taken this step from the very kindliest of motives. Halation
proper cannot be remedied, as alleged, by the mere placing of a
piece of blackened cardboard behind the plate. The particular evil,

whatever it might have been, that w.is said to be remedied by this

treatment, was certainly not lialation, for which (as we and numerous
other writers have pointed out) optical contact in contradistinction
to mere mechanical contact between the light-absorbing backing
and the glass is a sine quA non. We do not like to discouragn
ardent investigators, but much le.ss do we like to see anyone placed
in a false position when we can prevent it. We may embrace an
early opportunity of saying something on a few of the phases of in-

ternal reflection of light which inpinges upon the surface atoms
of the silver haloids.

PHOTOGRAPHIC LENSES FOIi BEGINNERS.
Amongst the questions which I have been asked by those who
intend to take up the practice of photography there is none po

common as " what lens would you recommend me to purchase to

begin work with," or, "what lenses." It is a question not veiy
easy to answer, and the answer to be given is now a very different

one from what it would have been a few 3'ears ago.

In. the days of collodion there could he little doubt as to the
best lens for an amateur who, as in the case of most amateurs,
aspired to do evex'ything—portraiture, landscape work, and archi-
tecture included. We should then have had little hesitation in

recommending an instrument of the group or universal type. It

was possible with such to do portraits either in a studio or out of

doors, and in fact at times, with all circumstances favourable, even in
an ordinary room, the exposure being, of course, somewhat pro-
tracted. It was an excellent instrument for instantaneous work;
and as such work usually requires the inclusion of but a narrow
angle, the lens could be used for a plate small in relation to its

focal length, and with full, or nearly full, aperture. With a wet
plate and a universal lens and full aperture, the same actinic im-
pression will be approximately produced as with a symmetrical
lens on a rapid gelatine plate with a similar exposure. The aper-
tures bear the relative area of about twelve or fourteen to one.
The universal or group lens does not distort; it i.s, therefore, useful
for architectural purposes, and when used with a small stop makes
an excellent landscape lens.

It is to be observed that in using this lens for general landscape
work it is usually necessary to make several extra stops smaller than
those provided by the makers. I do not know why it should be the
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case, but certainly it is usual with a group leas to send out no stop
with aperture smaller than about /,, or ^{. It should be borne in

mind that if this lens is to be used fur landscape work it is necessary
to have a set of stops bearing exactly the same relation to the focal

length that the stops of a landscape lens of the same focus would be
])rovided with

; that is to say, we should have stops as small, at any-
rate, as /,. Possibly there is some idea in' the minds of the makers
of the lenses that there would be something ludicrous in the issuing

of a lens of the portrait type about three inches diameter with stops

as small as, perhaps, a quarter or three-eighths of an inch diameter.
This is necessary, however, and I believe the want of success some-
times met with by those who attempt landscape work with such
instruments arises from the fact that they do not understand the
necessity there is to use stops as small as would be used with
the ordinary landscape lenses of the same focal length for the
purpose of gaining depth of focus.

I am, however, not now considering the lenses best for collodion
work, and in remarking thus on the group lens I am wandering
from my subject. The question on which I would say a few words
i.s—fii-st, what is the best lens for an amateur to purchase who can
afford but one ? The answer which will come to the lips of

most without hesitation will be—"a lens of the rapid landscape
type ;" and certainly there is much to be said for this instrument.
With such a lens it is possible, under favourable circumstances, to

tiike portraits even in an ordinary room, and this especially if the
diaphragm cell which has been (ixed by the maker be enlarged so as
to give the full diameter of the lens, or very nearly so. In such
a case we may work with an aperture of /or {, and will get cer-

taiidy as good definition as is required for portraiture; that is to
say, if the instrument be by a good maker. The exposures in
bright light will probably vary between ten and twenty seconds.
Out-of-door portraits can, of course, be taken with such lenses
easily, and with u. very brief exposure.
For instantaneous work these lenses are excellent, although it is to

be observed that in the case of such work the attempt should not be
made to cover a plate whose length is more than a small proportion of

the focal length of the lens. I consider that for instantaneous work it

is seldom desirable, with a rapid landscape lens, to attempt to cover
a plate whose length is much more than about half the focal length
of the lens. Thus, for a half-plate we should use a lens of at least

twelve inches focus ; or, rather, as having but one lens we must
take that a.3 the starting-point, if we have a lens of twelve iiiclies

focal length we should not endeavour to cover, in instantaneous
work, a plate larger than 6i x 4j.

It is needless to say that the rapid landscape lenses do well
for architectural work when required to include no very large
angle, and also for ordinary landscape work. In fact, the rapid
symmetrical, or rapid rectilinear or euryscope, lens will, perhaps,
bear the palm when only one lens is to be used. The last of those
mentioned has one very great advantage for an amateur who
attempts portraiture : it has a very considerably larger open aperture
than either of the others. In fact it will work up to somewhere
about /, at which it is just about twice as rapid as the other lenses
mentioned, when these are used with the fixed stop as issued by
the maker. It is quite true that at this aperture its defining capabili-
ties, as examined under a high-power eyepiece, fall very far short
of those of the English lenses referred to, and that, even stopped
down to the diameter of their maximum aperture, it still gives
somewhat less perfect definition. Nevertheless, the definition given
with full aperture is quite as good as is requisite for portraits; at
anyrate for such as are not to be enlarged. Altogether, where
large plates are to be worked, the rapid landscape lens is, I think,
the best for an am.ateur to purchase ; but I would point out that
for small-sized plates it certainly has a powerful rival in the
heapest and most ordinary of all lenses—the single landscape lens.

The single lens has more good points than it generally receives
credit for, and this especially where it is not necessary" to cover
1 irge plates or to include a very wide angle. There is a general
tendency in the present day to perceive that we have been making
too much use of the properties given in wide-angle lenses, and to
restrict ourselves to the use of those of comparative long focal
length with relation to the size of plates used. This gives the
single lens a better chance than it has had for many a year, and
there can be little doubt that it is coming to the front again.
The aperture at which a single lens of moderate focal length can

be worked when only a narrow angle is to be included is consider-
able. In setting the limit of size at /, I am certainly not over-
.steppnig the mark. The definition given by some single lenses
through an angle of about .30' with such an aperture is excellent.
This aperture is, there is little need to remark, quite sufficiently

great to enable iustantaueoua work to be performed with rapid
plates.

Then there is to be considered, in the case of the single len8,.the

advantage of havitig but two reflecting surfaces instead of four.

This advantage is greater than is commonly supposed, and is more
felt in the case of dry plates than in the case of wet. The effect

of reflection from several surfaces (besides the occasional produc-
tion of ghost images or flare spots) is to introduce a certain amount of
diffused light into the ciimera, with the effect of bringing about an
effect closely allied to that of slight pre-exposure. Pre-exposure, aa
is well known, and, as was first pointed out by ray friend Mr. J.

Traill Taylor, is, in many cases, of advantage with wet plates, but
with dry plates it is very seldom so.

Those who compare the image produced by a single lens and by
a double combination lens, equail exposures and apertures being
used, will perceive, especially with certain subjects, a decidedly
greater amount of brilliancy in the image produced by the single

than by the double combination lens. This quality of the single

lens has sometimes been designated " penetration." Of course there
is the drawback, in the case of the single lens, that a certain
amount of distortion is produced. This distortion is, however,
much less in extent than is generally supposed, and diminishes
very greatly as the angle does ; for all practical purposes it

disappears entirely when we come to those angles which, as a
matter of fact, give the most artistic results, namely, those of

about 25° to 30°.

Nor is it to be imagined that to find all those good qualities it is

necessary to obtain one of the very most modem makes of instru-

ments. Some little time ago I tried one of the old-fashioned A.
Ross's single lenses of twelve inches focus against one (of precisely

the same focal length) of the most modern construction, which ia

sold under the name of " wide-angle." I found that the former
would work at a somewhat larger aperture than the latter, and
that when the stop was ajjproached to the lens, and a small
aperture was used, it would cover the same-sized plate with quite

as good marginal definition.

If it come to a question of the two best lenses I should have
no hesitation in recommending—first, a single lens of focal length

somewhat longer than the plate ; and, second, a rapid landscape lens

of focal length as nearly as may be di'uhle the length of the plate.

It is true that with neither of these can a very wide angle be
included ; but if the amateur be restricted in the number of lenses

which he can purchase he must simply avoid attempting such
subjects as include a wide angle, remembering that, at the best,

they generally give poor results. W. K. Burtok.

DAEK-EOOM ILLUMINATION.—ACTINISM VERSUS
WAVE-LENGTHS.

Dark-Boom Illumination.

I NOW reply to Mr. G. D. Macdougald's comments on my statement
that I was struck with the rapid falling off of the actinic power
the further the plate was placed from the lamp, compared with the
loss of luminous power, because I found that by exposing a rapid
plate fifteen inches from the lamp I got a deposit in one minute,
whereas with a plate coated with the same emulsion and developed
with the same developer I could not get any impression in fifteen

minutes, when exposed at a distance of twenty-seven inches. Mr.
Mactlougald says this is " impossible," becau.se light diminishes
invereely as the square of the distance from the source. The eye
judges the amount of the luminous power of the light in a room by
the general appearance of the various articles in it, and not by the
photometric value of the light from any one point or colour.

I stated at a meeting of the London and Provincial Association

that I thought to obtain an equal deposit on a film from a reflected

as from a transmitted light—that we could have in the former case

nearly fifty times more light in the room to work by than in

the latter, supposing that the same burner was used in each
case ; but Mr. A. Cowan has proved that there must be far

more luminous light than that. He found that by transmitted

light he could obtain a deposit in five seconds; but with a reflected

light, with more apparent light to the eye, he could not obtain

a deposit in 180 times that period of time. Such being the

fact, surely it was not surprising that I w.is struck witli the

rapid falling off of actinic compared with the apparent loss of

luminous light.

Is there no explanation for this without the well-established law
of inverse squares baring to terminate its day of usefulness ) To
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obtain'a praetically-safe ti-ansmitted lij^lit for the ilevelopment of a

rapid plate we have eo to dimiiii.sli tiie aiuount of light that, on

lookiiij,' at tlic lamp, we tiud towartls the edges of the lamp there is

a great falling otf in the amount of light. This shows that the

angles of incidence are suiliciently wide to refract the light back
into the lamp instead of transmitting it; so tliat, if a plate be

stood at a few inches in front of the lamp, nearly the whole of the

light, both actinic and himinous, coming out of it will be received

on the plate, and all around will be in darkness. But, wlieii using

the same burner in a reflecting-lamp, the light, instead of passing

concentrated from its source to the plate, is tirst distributed all over

the interior of the box, and the only light falling ou the plate is

that reflected from one small spot in the interior of the bo.x, the

remainder of the light, both actinic and luminous, being i-ellected in

all directions into the room. Of course it does not matter how
muc'i .actinic force there may be in the light reliected into the room,
so that it does not fall on the plate; and as with the reflecting lamp
light is equally distributed in all directions, the amount of actinic

force reflected from any point in the box cannot exceed jjoth part

of what it is when transmitted from the same-sized poiut of the

flame.

There is another point we must not overlook, and that is that the
film on a gelatine plate is white, and it is wonderful what a small
amount of luminous light is required to see tlie details during
development. The strain to the eyes, I am convinced, is due
rather to trying to see points on the dark slide w-hen putting in

the plates, and in groping about for bottles, &c. With the weakest
artificial light I have ever Avorked with I liave never had any
trouble in seeing the plate or iu discovering which was the film

.side ; but for everything else I had to trust wholly to touch.
I think where the greatest injury to the eyes is caused is in

trying to see the marks on the graduated gliusses. It would be a
great improvement if we made onr solutions to a certain equal
standard, and used spoons or small ladles, by keeping the solutions
in well-covered jars—one for pyro, one for ammonia, and another
for bromide— witli a glass or earthenware spoon iu each. Each
spoon should measure a draclim, or less. All one would liave to
do, when developing, would be to pour a certain quantity of
water into the developing-glass, and for normal development take
a spoonful from each of the three jars and pour in. An extra
spoonful, or le.ss, of either could instantly be added during
development without any of tlie excitement or .anxiety as to the
fate of the plate that there is when trying to see tlie marks
Oil the graduated measure, and without the difllculty there is to
l)Our in only sufficient to come up to the mark, because in tlie dim
liglit of the dark room one cannot see the amount of liquid coming
down the neck of tlie bottle. By using spoons or ladles there
would he no strain to the eyes, the developer could be prepared
in one-quarter of the time, and we should get the exact quantity
of solution we require without any difficulty.

Referring to Mr. Macdougald's otlier questions : if he will let me
know his address I will send him a chart prepared by the Autotype
Company, togetlier with a paper read by Mr. J. R. Sawyer, at a
meeting of the Photographic Society of Great Britain, and he will
there find a thorough corroboration of my statements.

Actinism versvs Wave-Lengths.
I WILL endeavour to explain more fnlly the meaning of the terms
which I u.sed in my articles on the subject.

In replying to Mr. W. H. Kirkby I used the same term that he
did, namely, "actinism," as being synonymous with the terra I had
previously employed, viz., " actinic force." By these terms I mean
that power lu light which acts on the particles of silver bromide or
other salt contained in the film. In speaking of the density of any
transparent sulistance compared with that of tlie prism I did not,
of course, mean that the two were actually of the same thickness or
material; but that the resistance of any substance which trans-
mits and changes the nature of the white light passing through it
into a certain colimred ray must have exactly the same power
of resisting as the prism at tlie angle of refraction which
produces the same ray of colour, because the wave-lengths of both
are equal. We know every coloured ray of the spectrum has a
different wave-length after passing through the prism or other sub-
stance, and that the wave-length of each colour has a certain control
over actinic force. This is shown by the difi"erent effects on a sen-
sitive film. It occurred to me from the first that it was a somewhat
singular fact that the sensitiveness of the gelatine film to the various
colours was m an inverse ratio to their wave-lengths and the
v.arying wave-lengths of the difTcrent colours. I tlunudit I saw a i

counter or opposing force to that power (whatever may"be its new '

baptismal name) which influences or acts upon the particles of

silver haloid in the film. What I wished to show in my article was
that there must be two distinct forces in light, and which is the

stronger of the two depends on the colour of the substance which
reflects or transmit it.

I will mention a few experiments to prove more cle.arly what I

mean. In place of the coloured glass of the dark-room lamp let

us first place a piece of ordinary transparent white glass, after-

wards a piece of violet, then a piece of ruby glass, and expose a
sensitive plate to each. On development we shall find that the

first had allowed actinic force—that is, the power which had acted

on the particles—to pass unchecked. We also know that all the

r.tys constituting white light have passed through it. In the second
c;ise: we find that actinic force has passed through violet gl.ass; but
we know that the violet rays passing to the plate with this force

have the .shortest wave-lengths of any. And now comes the question

—What has become of the other and longer wave-lengths/ Old theory
says they are absorbed in the glass; if so, is not this the only case

known to science in which a substance absorbs anything without
showing some result, such as expansion, chemical change, &c.? Is

it not far more probable that the other rays of the spectrum, instead of

being absorbed by the violet glass, are equalised by it and brought
to the same wave-lengths as the violet, and the effect of wliite

light passing through violet glass is the .same as if the whole of

the white light had passed through the prism at the same angle of

refraction that the violet rays do? In the third case: with the

red glass we find that the long wave-lengths have prevented the
actinic force getting to the plate, or, at anyrate, in a very weak and
slow manner. It might be ohjected that this was caused by a
different substance being used in the manufacture of the red glass

to that in the violet. But let us expose a plate to light passing

through a prism which is one substance throughout, and here we
find the effect on the plate the same at the two ends of the spectrum
as with the two coloured glas-ses ; or, in other words, that some
counter-force in the light has been set free by the part of the prism
where the red rays passed through which has prevented actinic

force getting to that part of the plate, and at the violet end this

counter-force has but little power. HERiiEux S. Stahnes.

A METHOD OF INTENSIFICATION FOR GELATINE
NEGATIVES.

There are, probably, not many ])hotogra])hers of the present day
who would not admit the superiority of gelatine dry plates over wet
plates for ordinary work. In spite of the difficulties and dr.awbacks
attached to tlie introduction of a new process, involving the adop-
tion of a new groove for working in, and the consequent additions
to, and alterations of, plant and dark room and other arrangements,
gelatine plates have now obtained a firm foothold in most studios,

even to the extent, in some cases, of causing the total abolition of

the silver bath for any purpose. There are times, however, which
will occur to most of us, when we are apt to compare the old pro-
cess with the new, and to think that the change is not an unalloyed
blessing.

A distinctive difference between the development of wet and dry
plates is that, with the former, it was not generally expected that
full density would be obtained by the application of the develojier
alone, but intensification was so simple and easy, and so thoroughly
under control, that it was liardly looked upon as a trouble. With
dry plates it is far different ; it is desirable always to obtain the
requisite density with the developer. This, however, it is not
always possible to do, owing not only to defects in the plate itself

and errors in exposure, but also to errors of judgment caused by
the deceptive appearance of the plate iu the dim light of the dark
room. Even when exposure and development have been fairly
well judged it will frequently happen that upon examination the
plate is found to need just a slight increase of density—just a little

piling up of the high lights—to make it produce a brilliant picture.

With a wet plate this would be accomplished almost before there
was time to bestow a second thought on the matter ; but intensifi-

cation with a gelatine plate, and especially a very slight intensifica-
tion, is not a task to be entered upon so lightly.

The methods generally employed are, as a rule, modifications of
those used for wet plates; but owing to the deposit, in the one case,
being upon the film and thus easily got at, .and, in the other, being
embedded in a mass of gelatine—itself a troublesome substance todeal
with, requiring long washing to free it from soluble salts held within
its pores and terribly liable to stain— a successful result is by no
means equally easy of attainment. The acid pyro. and silver aud
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acid iron iiml silver inpllioiU .-ipprar to Ije successful in some Iiands
only; and those methods in which the ileposit is first bleached by
tlie action of a mercury salt and then blackened by the 8ubsc(|uent
application of some other solntion are open to this objection, if to
no other—that it is very ditliciilt indeed to judge how far to carry
the bleaching action so as to secure exactly the amount of intensity
required.

The method of working which I am about to describe I have
founil from experience to successfully cope with the difticulties
oriliiiarily met with in portrait work, and, doubtless, would be
applicable to work of any kind. The directions may, perhaps, make
it appear that it is complicated ; but in practice it will be found
that the operations follow one on the other in very easy sequence

—

perhaps even, taking one negative with another, there is a little gain
in point of time.

The negative, having been developed with alkaline jiyro. and
fixed, is taken out of the hyi)o. bath. Before witshing, a judgment
is formed ;is to whether it is too dense, dense enough, or too thin.
In the first case it is washed and reduced by any approved method.
lu the other cases it is immersed in a bath of

—

Protosulphate of iron 3 ounces.
t'hromealum jounce.
.^Vater 20 ounces.

Here it may remain a considerable time without injury ; but the
action will be complete in a very few minutes, and will be found to
be similar to that of the acid and alum bath generally used for
decolorising and clearing the film, with this important difference-
that the deposit will have gained, instead of lost, density. It may
happen that it is now too dense ; but this is a diflicnlty very easily
overcome by flowing over or immersing it in a weak acid solution.
I use hydrochloric acid—about six drops to the ounce of water. At
this strength it will be well under control, and yet be a sufficiently-
active reducer.

If the negative should not have gained sufficient density in the
iron bath it will, after a tliorougli washing, be in a more favourable
condition for being acted upon by any method of intensification that
I have yet experimented with than if the iron treatment had been
omitted

; but I have nearly always found it quite sufhcient to treat
it with a simjjle solution of bichloride of mercury in water. It is

advisable to use this very weak to start with, especially if only a
Blight increase of density be desired. The resulting negative will
have e.\actly the colour and appearance of a wet-plate negative in-
tensified with pyro. and silver. If it require still more density it

may be blackened with a solution of cyanide of silver, as in Dr.
Monckhoveii's method ; but this will rarely be required.
The iron solution, if used over and over again, will, of course, iu

time contain a considerable quantity of fixing solution ; but I do
not find this affects its action in any waj'. The iron solution should
not be allowed to come in contact with the film until the developer
has been washed out of it, or an inky stain will result. The fixing
bath, however, seems to secure this, either by simple washing or by
some chemical action.

AVith regard to the permanency of the negatives thus treated
with mercury I am not able to say much. It is only rarely
that I have to proceed so far, and the oldest negatives I have
so treated were made about a year ago. These appear up to
the present time quite unchanged.

I niake no claim to having introduced any novelties. The
addition of protosulphate of iron to the fixing bath for the purpose
of bLackeniug and intensifying the deposit was recommended by
Mr. It. Kennett in 187'.). Shortly afterwards I found that the same
effect could be produced if the negative were treated with a solution
of this salt before the liypo. was washed from the film. The
discovery of the strong intensifying action of bichloride of mercury
on a film so treated followed as a iu\tural sequence.

Alkxander Mackik.
«

"ACTINISM AND WAVE-LENGTHS."
Mr. H. S. Starnk.s has far misjudged me when ho thinks I credit
liim with arrogance and self-conceit ; on the contrary, I ascribe to
him qualities of a very dilFerent nature. Fertility, ingenuity, and
resource are qualities which Jlr. Starnes undoubtedly [wssesses.

AH the more dangerous is he when he gets on the wrong track, as
he is at pre.sent.

I endoi-se all that Mr. Stai-nes lias to say on theories—their birth
.and development. Will Mr. Starnes believe that I am not a crusty
theorist, sticking to tiwt-book l.iw "up hill and down d.ale (" I am
willing, to acoejjt his theory, or anybody's tlic(uy, that will explain
a greater number of facts, or even au equal number, iu a moi-e

intelligible way. Ihit this is exactly what Mr. SUames' theory doe*
not do, as I shall endeavour to show.

In the fii-st place, Mr. Starnes is apparently not quite conversant
with what is the generally-accepted theoiy. He hag evidently
got Brewster's ideas, or a theory very similar, and says that
this holding has never been questioned from the time of ita propa-
gation. Now tliis is not the case. The theory that asserts that
the prism is capable of splitting up white light into actinic, lumi-
nous, and heat spectrums has long ago been abandoned as quite
untenable, and another, simpler .and better in every way, put in its

place. It is now held that the properties of refrangibility, actinicity,

luminous intensity, and colour (the latter two being oVjjective

properties) are not each the results of a separate set of vibrations of
the light-carrying medium, but are inherent properties of one set of
vibrations of that medium.
Taking one point on the spectrum—say the yellow light of the

double sodium line : the refmngibiliti/ is due to a disturbance
produced at the surface of a new medium (prism), combined with
the difference of the rate of propagation of the new set of waves set

up in the new medium. This is crudely illustrated if we imagine a
battalion of soldiers, whicli had previously been marching over a
plain, to encounter a very dense forest. If the line of front be
exactly parallel to the first row of trees the b.attalion marches
through the wood in the same line as that on the plain. But if the
line of front be not in the same plane, then the trees will begin to

interfere with the progi-ess of one part of the line of soldiei-s before
it affects the other part; consequently a new line of front will be
formed and a new line of march maintained through ihe forest

different to that on the plain.

Again : the measure of actmicitij of the sodium light is not caused
by another class of waves, but is simply a property which it pos-
sesses along with the other properties of luminosity and colour

—

terms which go to express the effect on the retina of this particular
wave-length. Example : sugar is translucent ; at the same time
it is sweet to the taste, and, not only so, but it is soluble in water,
In like manner a j^articular light Vibration, such .as the sodium light,

turns to one side on meeting certain surfaces at cerUiin angles ; it

also affects a chemical preparation, disturbing its atomic or
molecular arrangement. Thirdly : it at the same time produces an
impression of a definite character on the retina, all these properties
belonging to one class of vibrations.

Mr. Starnes' theory, so far as I liave made out, is that light
possesses actinicity in proportion as it is robbed or filtei"ed free
from another force—a coioiier-actiiiic force. Thus, red light has
little action on a plate in consequence of the presence of this

counter-force. Violet and blue are active becau.se the counter-foree
is absent, or not present in such proportion. Mr. Starnes explains
how this counter-force is eliminated in the prism. Those rays-

emerging to form the blue end of the spectrum have to pass
through a greater thickness of glass, and are thus filtered out.

Now, taking the same diagram as used by Mr. Starnes, although
it is faulty as regards the direction of the lines, I wish him seriously

to consider this point :—Suppose we bring into optical contact with

Violet.

Indigo.

Blue.

tlie surface of the prism a ]>erfectly-Ilat piece of glas.-», so as only to

intercept the red r.ay, the glass to be of such a thickness as to make
B C equal in thickness to B E. This piece of glass, according to

known optical law, will in no way alter the direction of the ray or

interfere witli it otherwise. If Mr. Staines' theory be true the red

will be changed to indigo or violet ; but it will be found not to

change, although ten times the amount of glass be applied. Ked it

will always remain, which jiroves that its redness and want of

actinicity is sometliing else than a property couferi-ed by passage

through a certain small thickness of glass.

The f;illacy of Mr. Starnes' theory may be shown in another way

;

but this may suflice meantime, and may cause second thoughts.

I w.is sorry to think that Mr. Starnes imagined he was being

treated unfairly. He nuwt give u|> the idea lint scientific uumi

are yet iu the days of prejudice and the philosopher's stone.
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He may take for granted tliat the fall of a theory will be no slow

process, nowadays, if it fail to fulfil conditions. By the way, how
would Mr. Starnes explain Nobili's and Newton's rings by his

theory? G. D. Macdougald.

PHOTOGRAPHIC RESIDUES, AND THE RECOVERY OF
THE VALUABLE METAL THEREFROIVL*

[A communication to the London ami Provincial Photograpliic Association.]

In selec'.ing the subject for the lecture you did me the honour to

requeat ine to deliver bef jfe this Society this evening, I have chosen

one to wliioh I have given considerable attention for the past thirty

years ; so, without further preface, I enter into practical working.

Furnaces and Appliances.

When possible, it is best to constract a fire-brick furnace. This is

not a difficult matter. Dig a pit about six feet by three feet, and three

feet deep. Lay a foundation of brick three feet by two feet at one end

;

ou this form the aslipit of tlie fire, twelve inches wide, fourteen inches

from back to frout, and four bricks high laid on their sides. This, with

the fireclay luting or cement, makes it about eleven inches high, of

course open in the front. Over the frout lay a plate of iron five and
a-half inches wide, twenty-one inches long, and three-eighths of an incli

thick. Lay across the i)it, at back, an inch bar three-eiglitlis of an
incli thick. You will now have an opening of twelve inches between the

iron edges ; on tliese the loose fire-bars are to rest. Now build up the

furnace, twelve inches by fourteen inches, to the level of tlie top of tlie

pit, putting an iron bar five inches by three-eighths of an inch across

tlie pit at the top of the furuace, and also another bar, two inches

above the level of the fire-bars, as stays to the front of furnace.

For the chimn«y remove some earth behind the body of tlie furnace,

twelve inches deep from top, fourteen inches wide, and eighteen inches

long; in this excavation form the throat of the chimney of fire-brick

four and a-half inches square, the top being four and a-half inches below
the top surface of the furnace. At the end raise a chimney nine inches
square inside for two or three feet, where insert a damper-plate, then
contract gradually to a height of twelve or fifteen feet. The upper portion
of six feet may be a stout four-inch flue-pipe. Next fill in the sides and
back with pieces of common brick and dry earth ; and, with an iron cover
in two parts and a grating over the pit, your furnace is complete at a
cost of about £3. Other furnaces are built on the floor level, as my
own, with a liood for carrying off fumes from chemical operations ; then
there are portalile furnaces of fire-brick cased in iron, and, lastly, the
extreme of portability is reached in the gas furnace. These latter are
very convenient for trial reductions of small quantities, but when using
a No. 6 clay crucible, which is a very moderate size for reductions, the
pit furnace will be found the cheapest form of all ; next to that the
iron-cased fire-brick. Such an one also forms an excellent appliance for

keeping the workroom warm. Their cost is from £4 to £6 to take a No. 6
pot. For fuel use gas coke. Select the dense liiiht-coloured grey-looking;
reject all the spongy, Ijack pieces and all dust. Break the hard, dense
pieces into suco sizes as will pass readdy between the pot and sides of
the furnace. To prepare the furnace for use :—Place in the centre of the
bars a fireclay stand or piece of fire-brick about two and a-half inches
thick ; on this, for special precaution till experience in firing is gained,
place a skittle-pot stand easily fitting the bottom of the crucible. This
will protect the iiottom against currents of air through hollow places in
the (ire near the grate Now place pleuty of wood all round the stand, also
a light sprinkling of coals and some of the softer coke ; light it and let
it burn up gradually. Let the skittle-pot stand, crucible, and cover, in
the meantime, be placed, mouth downwards, over the cover of the
furnace, a little apart, to allow the hot gases to gradually dry and heat
up the pot and stand. By this time the fire wdl need attention. Put
on a three-inch layer of broken coke, on that put the skittle-pot stand,
still month downwards, the crucible on the top of that, and cover up
the furnace. They will now advance gradually to a low, red heat. Shift
the crucil)le to one corner of the furnace, and the stand to the opposite
corner. The tongs must always be heated up before touchmg the
crucible. Clear away the ignited fuel from over the solid stand and
place the open stand on it, in it the crucible, now mouth upwards,
and place on the cover. Consolidate the fire with the poker and fill up
all round with fresh coke, ramming with the poker as you proceed till
it be level with the top of the crucible. Partially close the damper so as
only to keep the fire at a bright red heat. The crucible is now ready for its
charge after glazing. To do this throw in a few lumps of borax; when
this has swollen up to a spongy mass take the iron stirrer (never use the
poker) kept solely for the crucible use, and rub it all over inside of the
red-hot crucible. Wo will now leave this and retrace onr steps, and
consider the collection and preparation of chloride of silver.

Chloride of Silver.

The precipitation and collection at the present time is mainly from
the print-washing waters. These are best precipitated with commercial
hydrochloric acid ; this in a weak solution has no solvent power over the
chloride of silver, nor does it add materially to gravity. Common
salt, as usually employed, is objectionable on both grounds : the preci-
pitate does not subside so readily when it is employed, and, being

• This treatise is copjTlght.

a cheap substance, unthinking operators usually add ten or twenty

times more than is needed for the purpose, and thus increase both evils.

For the receptacles of the washing waters conical jars in stoneware,

with the greater diameter at the bottom, are to be preferred to all others.

After each addition of washing water and acid it is vigorously stirred

and left to subside. Then, on clearing, a glass, developing cup, or

measure is dipped in to obtain a sample, a drop of hydrochloric

acid added, and if there be no opalescence produced the clear solution

can be decanted by tipping the jar, or syphoning off; or an upward filter

syphon may be employed, audi as 1 introiluced about 18()3, a description

of which wdl be found in the journals of the time.

This goes on till a considerable deposit is collected at the bottom.

The jar should now be filled up with clean water to take up any

foreign salt or excess of acid, and when clear pour or draw off as close

as possible ;
pour the residue on to a shallow dish, and place in a warm,

suitable place to dry off, if it be intended for furnace reduction.

Methods of Reduction, Wet and Dry.

The wet is as follows :—Instead of pouring the thick residue from the

jar into a shallow dish, let it be placed in an open-mouthed jar,

into which iilace a small porous pot such as is used for voltaic batteries

;

or, in the absence of a porous pot, procure a bladder, and fill it with

weak acid solution, into which is inserted a plate of zinc with a copper

wire attached. To the other end of the wire attach a plate of silver (an

old spoon will do), and leave it undisturbed for twenty-four houi-s. By
this time the chloride will have been reduced to the metallic state. The

zinc remaining, porous septum and plate of silver is removed, and

adhering particles of silver -washed oft'. The silver is now transferred

to a larger vessel, and repeateilly washed till a sample of the clear

solution gives no precipitate or cloudiness on the addition of a solution

of carbonate of soda. The liquid can now be finally drained off,

and the precipitate dried for sale or use. If for sale, it had better be put

into a borax-glazed crucible, with about five per cent, mixture of

di-y carbonate of soda and nitrate of potash, melted, and poured into

the ingot mould.

The Dry or Furnace Operation on Chloride of Silvep..

ProccM ^.—The thoroughly-dried chloride of silver is mixed witli

powdered resin in the proportion of two parts of the chloride to one

of resin, passed through the fine sieve two or three times, then well

packed in the crucible, and submitted to a low red heat. In the

decomposition of the resin, its hydrogen in immediate contact with

the chloride of silver reduces the latter to the metallic state, the

hydric chloride passing off quietly, leaving the silver niixtd with some

carbon. The whole is then turned out on to an iron plate to cool, the

crucible immediately returned to the furnace, and a mixture made
of two parts dry carbonate of soda, one part nitrate of potash, and

one part dried borax. To these add sixteen parts of the silver and

carbon mixture, passing all through the 36-hole sieve to thoroughly

mix. The crucible should now be of a bright red heat ; ladle in and

allow each ladleful to deflagrate and partially fuse, and so continue

until the whole is added. Now see that the fire is well poked down,

the coke close in all round the crucible, and the furnace filled up to the

level of the top of the crucible. Put on the cover and gradually increase

the heat of the furnace to the yellow-white heat. After Hve to ten

minutes of the strong heat remove the cover, stir up the contents

of the crucible, and on withdrawing the stirrer gather up on its end a

portion of the flux floating ou the surface and examino it. If it be

speckled with small beads of metal give it a gentle stir round, and allow

it to subside a few minutes longer; then gather up a fresh portion on

the end of the stirrer. This time it will most liltely be practically free

from beads of the metal. Check ttie draught of the furnace. With the

hot tongs grip the crucible on the opposite side to the lip; then steadily

pour out the contents into the ingot mould, which must be perfectly

dry and warm, and rubbed over with chalk. Have ready to hand a light

wire hook to scrape out the crucible if necessary. The pot can now be

put on one side, as it is not worth risking another reduction therein.

Procfsii /?.—The chloride must be quite dry, and the crucible prepared

as before directed. Take three parts dry carbonate of soda, four parts

dry carbonate potash, three parts carbonate of calcium, and a-quarter of

a part of fine white sand. All these must be very dry and intimately

mixed by passing through the sieve two or three times. Take an equal

weight of this mixed flux and the chloride, pass them through the

sieve for thorough mixing, and then place in a bowl by the side of the

furnace. The crucible should now be of a bright, cherry red heat. In-

troduce a small ladleful into the pot, and allow all effervescence to pass

off before introducing a further quantity, and so on until the crucible

is about two-thirds full of a semi-fused magma. Now cover the fur-

nace, and allow the heat to rise to the yellow, occasionally looking

in the furnace to see that the fire has no open channels through it, and
that the contents of the crucible are in quiet fusion. Ou stirring it the

contents should feel very limpid, and on withdrawing the stirrer it

should have a thin coating of fiux, not showing the slightest bead of

metal. The contents may now be poured out as in the A process.

Sensitive Paper Cuttings.
The best receptacle for these is a basket; if any are put in wet or

damp they wdl dry. Let this not be a place to throw in all kinds of

rubbish, as every pound weigKt of such will cost you at least half-a-
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ci'owu iu liriiig, tlux, utul titnc. It is not nt all irauaual tu Oi^uovur in

tlio ashes sent to the smelter burnt nails and Screws, portions of

issors, parts of brass hinges, zinu, anil lead. Of course this more
Inn useless rulil)i»h malies U() it weiijlity parcel; liyt rest assured tliot

>ou caiuii>t have thst separated from the silver except at considerable
c.iat. Having cnllected a batch of silver paper it is better to reduce
it to ashes periodically, in case of accident from tire when stored in

lirge quautilies. One pound weight of dry cuttiugs yields about one
iincc of asihea of a light drab colour. If burnt in thick, compressed
"irtions, or with iusutlicieiit air for comliustion, the ash will be more
uv less black; the blacker it is the more tlu.'c will have to be used, and,

consequently, larger pnts, more fuel, and expenditure of time. For
small parcels of cuttings an old iron tray (or sheet of iron) may bo
used. Place a row of bricks round on edge, and lay some iron rods across

to make an I'XlfUipore. grating. Select a place to burn without strong
currents of air. Under a wide open chimney is best, or in tlie open air on
a calm day. Laj' the cuttings lightly on the rods, and continue to supply
gradually. Collect the ashes to one side occasionally as they cease to

show any ignited portion, then press them down tightly. I will now
snppose that one pound in weight has been obtained. Mix with that

quantity six ounces nitrate of potash or soda, eight ounces dry carbo-

nate of soda, and six ounces dry carbonate of potash. Grind the whole
together iu a mortar, which will greatly reduce the bulk of the mixture,
and if it be a sample of ash free from rubbish the quantities will give a
lluid flux with a moderate yellow heat. If useless waste paper, cards,

kaolin, &c. , have been burnt with the oittiugs proper, it may take
double that amount of llux to produce a sufficiently fluid state to allow
the tine particles of silver to subside ; hence the necessity for keeping
your residues as clean as possible. Having cnnsolidated your mixture
of ash and Hux pass it through a line sieve. Portions of pins, nails, &c.,

however few, should be thrown on one side ; for bear in mind the value
of the metal recovered will be according to its freedom from alloy.

The crucibles prepared as before, and of a dull led heat, is now tilled

up to within an inch to the top ; keep the lire about the same red heat

until you have got iu the full charge. The mixture commences to

scintillate quietly, the oxygen of the nitrate combining with the carbon,

and traces of common metal escaping the sieve. When this sparkling

has disc'intinued press the now doughy mass down with the stirrer

and fill up the crucible again, not allowing the temperature of the lire to

rise. Kcpeat the operation for the third time. The crucible contents,

after the tliird pressing down, may be about half ^11 ; raise the heat
gradually, occasicmally stirring the contents of the crucible, and be very
careful as it liquelies that no fuel falls into the molten flux, or it will

most likely boil over. Always have an inch iron cold bar at hand to

plunge into the flux, so as to reduce the temperature in case of a sudden
boil up. The heat is to be kept up till the contents of the pot settles

down to quiet fusion, and until a sample of the llux brought out on
the stirrer shows no signs of beads as large as a pin's head. Then shut
on the cover of the furnace and get up the heat to full yellow for ten
to fifteen minutes, when it will be ready to pour as before directed.

Hypo. Fixinils.

Precip'Ualhvj Mclhml.—Use a jar such as has been described for washing
of prints and other nitrate solutions. Prepare a stuck of concentrated
solution of crude potassium sulphide (liver of sulphur) in a stoppered
Winchester. Have a small cuj) of about an ounce capacity, and add one
measure to (say) three gallons of fixing solution; stir up the solution
vigorously, and the precipitate will most likely have a medium brown
colour. Let it subside a few hours ; then take n dip of the clear

solution ill the cup, and, dipping a glass rod into the concentrated
sulphide, let one drop fall into the cup. If a thick, dense brown
precipitate falls add another measure of sulphide to the bulk ; stir

again, and allow to sul>side. If on again testing the clear solution you
only obtain a clear brown stain the metal is all but thrown dnwn ; add
only a drachm of sulphide, and test again. After an interval for

cleariog, the precipitate will now exhibit a brownish-black colour, and
the clear solution will be limpid like water ; if yellow, it would bo
a proof of excess of sulphide, which is to be avoided—gohl being
partially suluble in such a solution. Having proceeded in this way,
there will be no unpleasant smell ; and if the fixing be conducted on
the system I have indicated elsewhere the quantity of sulphide can be
pat in at once, and only one testing needed.
The clear solution is decanted or syphoned off, as in the case of the

chloride, when sufficient precipitate is collected at tho bottom to make
it advisable to clear out on to a shallow pan after tlie washing away
of soluble !-alts. The precipitate is then dried off in an oven or on the
top of the furnace at a stron/ heat, and preserved till a convenient time
for reducing. There are ot ler processes, but they are far inferior.

One is to keep scraps of zinc in the fixing solution vessels ; the metal
is a long time going down, and is complicated with zinc. The fixing

solution containing silver can also be reduced to the metallic state by
electro-chemical action, but, after so many years' experience, none of

the many methods proposed from time to time give so little trouble,

nor do they work so jierfectly, as the sulphide jirecipitation. When
properly carried out as indicated above there is no annoyance whatever
from unpleasant smells. If .any suljihur have been deposited from the ad-

dition of acid to the hypo, or from long exposure to tho air, the sulphide

of silver will have iu admixture free sulphur. It will then be nUvisiblo
to expose such mixture on a roasting dish—a shallow fireclay saucer—at

a low red heat, tho furnace top being brought off so that the air has access.

The free sulphur will then burn oil with its characteristic blue flame.

Now take (.say) one pound of the roasted sulphide of silver ; add about
seven ounces nitrate of soda, four ounces dried borax, six ounces dry
carbonate of potash, and haif-an-ounce of fine sand. Mix in the mortar,
and pass through the sieve once or twica ; put it into a bowl, and place

near the furnace so as to be convenient to ladle into a red-hot crucible,

a small portion at a time, allowing deflagration to sub8i<le before adding
further portions. Finally : raise the heat gradually to the yellow stage,

stirring occasionally, and, when calm, fusion has set in ; cover the furnace
and keej) up a strong heat for fifteen to twenty minutes. Make exami-
nation of the flux for beads, and if free from such, and the flux on
breaking exhibits a glassy fracture, the contents may be poured into

the ingot mould. This metal (if from goldtoued prints) contains gold,

and should therefore be kept separate for parting sissay, otherwise it is

best to combine the separate ingots from tho pot into one bar for single

silver assay.

.Sl'ENT CiOLD TONINfi BaTHS.

Collect these in conical glass vessels-i'precipitating jars. Such vessels

are obtainable holding about nine pints, or as small as assay flasks of

one or two ounces. First acidify the solution with sulphuric acid, then
add about half-an-ouncc of hydrochloric acid to the gallon. Next pre-

pare a saturated solution of sulphate of iron ; add gradually, stirring

with a light, smooth rod of wood until no further cloudiness is obsened
on looking through the glass. Allow the solution to stand at least

twenty-four hours, then add a drop or two of iron solution to the now
bri'.iht solution, and note if it pi-oducc any cloudiness. If so, add
more sulphate of iron solution, stir up, and allow to subside again. As
the precipitate is very valuable it may stand for two or three days to

collect the finer particles from this high-gravity solution. \A hen so

su))sided decant very carefully, and then fill up the vessel with water

rendered acid with sulphuric aoi<l ; a few hours will now be sufficient

for subsidence. Decant again and repeat three or four times, reducing

the (juantity of acid each time, the last being plain water. Collect the

precipitate in a i)orcelain dish or crucible, and dry off in an oven ; tho

result is a mixture of metallic gold and chloride of silver. Melt in a

small smooth crucible, called "assay gold pots," with a portion of the

llux recommended for the reduction of chloride in process B. Do n^it

neglect to first glaze the pot with borax. Leave the button of metal in

the pot till cold, then break off the button to obtain it ; clean and weigh.

Now take three times its weight of metallic silver from your other

reduction, melt together in a plumbago pot, and pour the melted
metal, as soon as licjuid, into a pail of water ; collect the granulated

metal, and wash with distilled water. Then dissolve in dilute nitric acid

by the aid of heat ; the gold will be left as a rich brown powder, which
has to be w.ashed after decanting the acid nitrate of silver solution. It is

then boiled with a fresh portion of nitric acid, and again well washed,
testing the washing to see if any silver be contained therein. Finally,

dry for sale or use.

Gelatine Emulsion Ee-siduks.

I have V I two methods for extracting the silver from gelatine solu-

tions. I« .. _'king on batches of six to ten gallons contained in

chemical stoneware pans the solution is made strongly acid with hydro-
chloric acid, and zinc plates placed therein. I now pass into the mix-
ture steam at about twenty pounds' i)ressure to boil up rapidly, and
continue the boiliug for at least twenty minutes ; the bromide of silver

is thereby converted into metallic silver, which is allowed to subside.

For small quantities I warm up the solution, dilute considerably with
water, and aild some hydrate of soda solution, then hyposulphite of

soda to dissolve the bromide, and so obtain a clear solution. The silver

is now precipitated with sulphide of potassium, and collected as directeil

under hypo, fl.xings above described. F. W, Uakt, F.C.S.

A FEW NOTES ON CANARY MEDIUAL
[A coninuuiloation to the Edinbui-gli I'liotographic So<'icty.l

Some time ago your Secretary gave me some of tho canary medium,
and asked me if I would try it and give him the results at which I

arrived.

The sketch I show you will explain the kind of room and light with

which I have to work. It is a small room, twelve feet by nine feet, lighted

from tho ceiling, which at one side slopes from near the floor. The
window is two feet six inches by one foot six inches, and I fitted a box

below it open on the top, and faced w'ith the canary medium to give mu
a light directly in front when developing. This box has a shutter of

brown paper stretched (ui a frame to cut off as mucli light as is wished.

Tho window has also a frame fitted to it, which is put up with four

buttons, and it also has a brown paper shutter to regulate the light.

As my window faces the east the.se shuttei-s are necessary when the snn

is bright I put on the frame ( B) three thicknesses of the canary medium

;

these I oiled in the same way as was usual with the ruby paper. The
flood of light was very great—so much so that your Secretary, when ho

c;unc into the room, made tho remark—"What while light
!"
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By drawing tliu uoiJ to tliu sliuttei- (C) I can make the room as dark
M I please. After closing this shutter I selected two plates—one a
Fry, the otlier a Bennett—and proceeded to make transparencies from
two negatives selected.

A Window, t'.vo fcut by one foot six ini-bcs, IJ Srreun, canary ntedium. C Brown-
\Ki\KV shutter, niovaiilc at will. D Box to throw riov;n li^'ht in front of developing'
tray. E Brown paper, movable at will. F Wasliinj; trough. G Printing-frame ex-
posed.

I then let the shutter (C) drop right down, so that the full flood of
light came upon the plate. The light at this time was so strong I could
see a pin on the floor nine feet from the window. Tliese two plates I now
show you. They a.veqHilefn:f from /v;/. The developing dish was on
tiie table two feet six inches below the window, and the plates were
frequently lifted for examination. I then proceeded to make another
transparency from a rather thin negative, placed it at a distance of
ten inches from the frame with the same light as before, and exposed it

for five minutes, the result being a pretty fair picture. From this it
was clear that, however well a plate might be developed at a distance
of two feet six inches from the window, the light was far from bein" a
safe one to trust too much. I then removed the oiled paper and sub-
stituted two sheets of the paper unoiied, and exposed anotlier plate
for five minutes, the result being a rn-ij faint outline of the portrait.
1 then oiled one of these sheets of paper and exposed another plate for
live minutes iji the same way as before, and in this case got much more
detail. From this it would appear that two slieets of paper is the
(Hiantity required for a lij;ht directly in front ; while one slieet oiled
and one unoiied, if the direct light be cut off by the shutters, as I use
them, give a very pleasant and safe light to work by. I found'even the
two thicknesses of the canary medium gave a much more comfortable
light to work by than the old ruby, which was so very trying to the
eyes. I intended going over these again, giving an exposure of three
nnnules, but the weather being iluU I had to give it up, though I hope
to have another opportunity before long. Th(w. H. W. K.nolli-s

SHORTCOMINGS OF PHOTOGRAPHY.
[.\ couinnuiication to the Dundee and East of Scotland Photog-raphic ,\s;jociation.)

I.v pliotography, where so much depends upon manipulations and pro-
cesses, technicalities re<jnire, and do actually receive, great attention
The vast majority of papers read and discussions held at photographic
society meetings arc upon technical matters; and while a creat
deal has to be done yet before our formula; can be considered perfect
or apparatus all that could be wished for, I think the time wouldU well spent were we to leave these well-worn grooves occasionallv
and, taking a broader view of the situation, consider in what precise
direction improvement is most urgently required. This idea was
forced upon me the other day when, having the opportunity of
comparing a photographic landscape with an engraving taken froni the
very same spot, I had to confess that the photograph lacked in a
woeful degree the breadth and line pictorial quality of the eni-ravine
Nor was this due to any liberties which the artist has taken to iiuurove
his picture at the expense of truth, as could easily be seen by referring
to the photograph. What, then, constituted the difference' and wliv
was there a tine breadth of efteet in the engraving, and a'particular
absence of It in the photograph, when, in both eases, the verysame subject had been chosen ? ^

lu the following remarks I shall give what appear to me to be
the principal shortcommgs m a photographic picture; and as the subject
IS both wide and d.flficult, I make no pretenson to do more than
sk.m the surface To be concise, and at the same time intelligible
1 will consider the sub]ect-lst, as to outline

; 2ud, as to lij-htand shatlc ; and 3ra, as to colour. °

1st, as to outline : -X design, whatever it mav bo, is forcible in
proportion as it is simple. An artist secures "breadth by seizint;
the salient points and presenting thein unbroken by paltry detail For
this reason the photographic outline is too complex to be effective
It must be tenitinbercd that, while it is so far a copy of nature it is a

very diminutive copy, and will not be.ir the .same elaboration as
the original. Besides, seeing that objects in very different planes have
to be adequately represented on the Hat as being at different distances,
some plan must be devised to do this. One of the most important
aids in this direction is the surpressing of outline here and there, and
the simplilicatiou of it where it cannot be siirprcssed. In this way a
foreground may be made to come forward, while the distance seems
to retire. Of coui'se the camera has no such modifying power, and
although we often see in the photographic picture an outline which
would be better softened, or another accentuated, we have no way of
l^hotographically effecting it.

This equally intricate outline over the whole length and breadth of
tlie picture not only destroys distance but it is not a correct repre-
sentation of what we see; for it will be found, if the eye be fixed upon
a certain object, that the outline grows less and less intricate as it nears
the margin of our view. Looking along an avenue of trees, for instance,
with our eyes fixed upon a certain point, although we have a vague,
general impression of the trees immediately on our right-hand and our
left, we do not distinguish every little leaf and every little spray as
the photographic lens reproduces them. If the eye were in focus at
one and the same time upon an object a few feet in advance, and upon
another half-a-mile away, our perception of distance Avould not bo
nearly so perfect as it is, and yet depth of focus in a lens is considered
a very imi)ortant feature.

It may be asked, then, if our pictures ought to be blunt or blnn-ed
towards the margin? By no means. The impression which the eye
repeives of objects not precisely at the point of sight is not a blurred
image. The general impression of outline is perfectly sharp, but tlic
eye caunot follow it in all its little tortuosities. If an artist would be
siiccessful in conveying the impression which a certain scene had upon
him, he must manage to bring the eye to rest upon his canvas precisely
where his own rested when the original impres3i<in was produced. He
does tins by carefully working up from simple forms at the margin to
the mobt complex at the point of sight. In this way the eye is carried
forward to the focus of the picture, and finally chooses as a centre the
very spot which was tlie centre of his own impression. I cannot see
how the photofraphic outline, which is as pointed and precise at the
margin as in the very eye of the picture, can lead one on into the
cistance

; rather, I should say, is the attention arrested and lixed by
what should have been only a stefpiug-stone. The point of maximum
interest is never at the margins of my field of vision, and yet I have
frequently seen it here in photographs. Vignettes have always been
considered the most artistic of plic.tograpliic productions, and this, I am
convinced, simply because their margins are robbed of their undue
importance. To recapitulate, then, I consider that the photographic
outline, being equally intricate throughout, by scattering the interest
robs the picture of the chai-m and force of one common centre.

\V ith regard to light and shade : I consider they are not true to nature
rendered by photography. Examine even the very best photograph,
compare it with what you see in nature, and you must confess that
the amount of black in it is far in excess of what you ever see in
broad, beautiful daylight. Cast your eye over a landscape and note
tliat three-fourths of the whole is in half-tone, the other fourth divided
between high light and deep shadow. Photograph the same landscape,
and you will find a very different proportion. A tree trunk or a large
boulder, innocent of black so far as tlie eye could see, come.« out willi
shadows " tartarian " in their depth. Let the light faU off so little that
the eye can scarcely appreciate the shade at all, the sensitive plate will
render it fourfold. The camera and the eye do not value light by tiie
same standard at all ; we judge by its luminosity, the camera by its
actinic force—hence the confusion. Here we have a soft, delicate
shadow, apparently only a little less intense than the high light

;

unfortunately, being reflected light, it has not actinic force in propor-
tion to Its apparent luminosity, and is rendered in the photograph as
being many times blacker than it seems to the eye. But not only
in individual parts does this hold good, for the whole general tone of
the photograph is lowered from the same cause. Those who practice
landscape photography must have noticed how equally luminous the
landscape and sky at times would appear to be. A photograph of the
scene, however, represents tlie earth as many times blacker than the
sky, and, whereas in nature the distant hills melted imperceptibly into
tlie clouds, there was in the photograph a line of demarcation painfully

To recapitulate, then: since we judge of light and shade by degrees
ot lununosity and the sensitive iJate by actinic value, and since shades
are ottcn luminous without being chemically active, I consider that
liglit and shade as we see it is bo far not correctly rendered in a
photograph. '

But photography has still another important shortcoming. I refer to
the erroneous colour values which it gives ns. I have already suggested
that, as a mere matter of light and shade, the falling off' of actinic
lorce, even in feeble shadows, is out of all proportion to the falling off
of 't« »PP"ient luminosity 1 have now to go a step further, and remindyou that, in the matter of colour, of two tints the brighter to the eyenay be rendered the darker, and the darker to the eye come out the
1)ugutcr. I his IS an entire reversal of our sensations, and 1 need
scaicoly point out how serious a fault this is. To bo utterly false to
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iiatnro is bad enough ; but were we left the same range of coiitrnsts,

1 von if they were eiToneous, our pictures might still be beautiful, as

witness many cliarniing effects in portraiture where, although tlie

\iuioU3 tints of the nuhject arc erroneously (;iveii, the error is as often

en the side of heightcniug contrast as reducing it. In laudacajjc work
we are less fortunate, for the prevailing colours in a landscape being

1 .ivious tiuts of yellow, brown, or groeu, all of about the same actinic

^.lluc, we entirely lose the beautiful contrast winch \vu see with our
yes.

Not only does the picture suflcr in artistic effect from this, but
iiould it happen that two objects of about the same actinic value lie

to by side, no matter that one is orange and the other a dark olive

ncn, they will be run together, and probably in many parts be indistiu-

uishable from e.nch other, thus introducing an element of great con-

ision. I was very much struck by this some time ayo, photographing
: the OaUDseley, near Brechin. To look up the water from the

ridge the sc<ne was beautiful. A few Urge boulders at the edge of

v.e stream wxve the darkest objects, then the wet banks only a bttle

i,'hter, then the dry earth above iu still lighter tints of red aud brown,
ihove that dry grass strewn with withered leaves, and, last, the trees

-everything from light yellow to deep sombre olive-green. I was
oousiderably disaiipointed, on printing from this negative, to find that

to distinguish this tree from that, or to discover where rocks ter-

minated and banks began, I had to hold the print within four inches

of the eye. There were no beautiful contrasts— indeed, a few feet

away it was dillicult to make out the nature of the subject; beyond
that there was a sky, and somethiug white (water perhaps) running
down the centre of the picture.

Having gone over what appears to mc to be some of the principal

shortcomings of photography, 1 may, perhaps, bo allowed a few words
as to how these faults are to be expurgated.

In the iirst place, 1 am convinced myself that "gelatino-bromide"
lias done nothing for us artistically ; on the contrary, I am quite sure

that the various shade aud colour values were more correctly given by
collodion. I would not for this reason resort to collodion, but would
j-ather hope that very soon we may be able to prepare plates exceeding

gelatiue in rapidity and collodion in quality,

l.'ertainly t/ir improvement which we stand most in need of, as far as

the chemical department is concerned, is the introduction of a plate

giving us colours rendered correctly in black and white according to

their visual values.

With regard to the excessive amount of detail : I would obliterate

much or little of it, according to circumstances, by printing upon paper
with a proportionately rough surface. Small pictures to be viewed in

the hand, since breadth is not of so much importance, could be printed
upon a moderately -smooth surface; while large photographs, intended
for the decoration of walls, re(|uiring breadth and force, and where
detail to an excessive amount -would be out of place, would be better
printed upon rougher surfaces.

With regard to the intensely- black shadows: I would obviate that
by using a printing process capable of printing only to a certain
depth.

1 need scarcely say that this would exclude albumenised paper. A
determined effort should be made to throw off the trammels of the
vitiated taste brought about by albumenised paper pictures. AVe have
been so long used to the jjurc high lights aud deep black shadows that
a picture with less spice in it (so to speak) is apt to strike one as
wanting in contrast, or to have a washed-out appearance. This impres-
sion would very soon wear off, and I have no doubt but that then we
would recognise how violent an effect is produced by printing upon
huch a surface. With regard to the fine contrasts which we lose from
non-actinic colours in nature : I see no other way than to add them by
hand.

I saw it mentioned in the photographic journals, not long ago, that on
the continent, in copying works of art, correct colour values were added
by skilled artists. Of course if it be necessary to do so in copying
paintings, it is just as necessary in photographing from nature. 1 have
tried the plan of covering the back of the negative with tracing-paper,
aud working upon that with a pencil and stump. 8o far I have not been
successful, the parts added being distinguishable in the print. Jlore
recently I have produced enlarged negatives from small transparencies,
using "gelatino-bromide'' paper. There are more successful and most
effective alterations which can be made either with colour or pencil. The
negative, even after it is waxed, is not not nearly so transparent as
^lass, and the shadows ilo not print to such a pitchy Idack, giving
thereby a truer effect. The very slight jjrain of the paper is rather an
improvement than otherwise, especially m large pictures.

J. K. Tt'LLOCH, M.D.

MISCELLANEOUS SUBJECTS.

PHOTOMICROGBArnY IN LUCER.NE.

Pr. Stieklin-Hauser, of Lucerne—an accomplished Swiss chemist
and man of science, and the landlord of the largest mountain hotel in

this country, the celebrated Kigi-.Scheidcck— is also an expert at

photography, and well read in tlic Kuglisli and foreign literature of

the subject. Some time ago ho was public analyst to the city of

Lucerne. The manifold functions just stated are chnraeteristic of

Switzcrlnnd, iu which your hotel landlord may be a doctor of philo-

so|ihy and one of the local inagistiatcs, professional and other kinds of

lifo being here very much "mixed," and open to everyone provided he
be but properly quabtied. The affix of "Hauser'' to Dr. Slicrlin's

name is the maiden name of his wife, according to a somewhat
prevalent custom in Switzerland, in which the individuality of the
wife is not so completely publicly lost in that of the husband as in

England.
Much of Dr. Stierlin-Hausci's attention has been devoted to micro-

scopic photography, and the following is his plan of operations :—A, B,
Jiij 1, is a thick piece of board about a foot long, with a slot in it.s

upper surface iu which
^'^•^' rectangular blocks of

wood slide, and can be

fixed anywhere along

the slot. Brass stems
to carry lenses, reflec-

tors, and so on fit into

holes in the movable
rectangular blocks, and
the necessary firmness is

given where desired by
means of thumb-screws.
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On one of those days of unbroken sunshine which are so numerous
here— far from the sea, and south of the champagne-producing districts

of France—the board is placed outside the wiudow, and the rays of

the sun are reflected by the min-or F through the lens H, and the
piece of cobalt-blue glass K. Thus a powerful beam of blue light is

available for use in the operating-room, the rays being brought to a
focus on the object by the selected jiosition of the lens, or rendered
more or less parallel at will. By means of the blue light any optical

trouble as to non-achromatism is abolished sufficiently for practical
jmrposes.

Inside the room the blue beam is received upon a mirror a few inches
from any transparent object to be photographed, and thrown obliquely
upon it, to get the best effects of light and shade. The object is then
photographed in the ordinary way, a microscopic objective being used
in place of the ordiuarj' camera lens. Mnch depends upon the quality
of this lens, for it must be aplanatic, and it is not every maker who
can turn out good microscopic objectives of this class. Dr. Sticrlin-

Hauser has six objectives no good for the purpose ; those two of his
which aiiKwer admirably were made by Herr C. Zeiss, of A'ienua.
W'hen an opaque object has to be photographed it is placed hori-

zontally, aud tho objective directed downwards upon it. By means of
a prism above the objective the image is deflected at right angles, and
falls, as before, upon the plate in the camera. All the parts between
the objective and the plate are enclosed, so that no diflused light can
enter the camera.
The difficulty mentioned in the last British J onRN.\L Photocr.vphic

Alma.\a(^, about obtaining equal sharpness for those parts of an object
which are at different distances from the lens, Dr. Stierlin-Hauser largely
overcomes by giving aljout j^g of a turn to the screw of the objective
during the exposure of the plate, so that the lens is slightly moved
during the operation. With sunlight and a slow plate. Dr. Stierlin-

Hauser finds the maximum time of exposure to be seven or eight
seconds. With low powers the minimum exposure is a second aud a-

half. By this system the operations are much like those of ordinary
photography, and the ojierator works with comfort in full day-
light.

A photographer published, some time ago, that at recent photographic
exhibitions there was more apparent halation in enlargements than was
probably due to reflection from the back surfaces of the plates, ami
suggested the future use of leuses better corrected for the chemical
foci. If light filtered through cobalt-blue glass were to be employed
with ordinary enlarging leuses, and Professor Stebbing's film were used
instead of plates, I sugi^est that there would be a great improvement
in the quality of enlargements. I have been trying experiments with
those films (aud hope to publish the results shortly) upon test objects

in which halation exists where not suspected when plates are used,

and found the lilms to give a correction to the error un"btainable by
the backing used for plates ; but I wish to give the results of trials of

the films as a whole, and to avoid premature publication.

PH0T00R.\PHY BY THE MaO.NK.SICM LiOHT.

Some experiments have been recently published on the use of bottles

of oxygen in which to burn fragments of magnesium riband, to take
portraits by the magnesium light. An objection is the trouble and
cost of making the oxygen, and that means have to be adopted to

to diffuse the light near its source. The objection to burning the
riband in air is that the exposure is longer, au<l the burnt ash bos a
tendency to drop off and put out the light before the selected length of

metal is consumed.
Some years ago I had occasion to use the magnesium light by night,

and overcame the difficulties by the adoption of one part of the
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principle of Parkin's magnesium lamp. The method may be explained

l)y the aid of Ji<j. "2, iu which A B is the top of a firm and solid table,

„ on which was placed the baseboard D E, sup-

porting the wooden upriyht F U, which was
some seven or eight feet long, consequently

reached nearly to the ceiling of the room.

II was a kind of little brass funnel with no

neck, and a large opening where the neck
sbonid be. This brass-inverted cone was no

larger than an egg-cup, and its lower opening

was about as large as a fourpenny piece. K
is a tin spirit lamp, with a horizontal neck and
flame at N, so that anything falling through
the funnel must pass through the flame, yet

just miss touching the wick. The combustible
substance was magnesium powder mixed with
sand. One thimbleful of the pDwder, for in-

stance, is mixed with two of sand with a
spoon or bit of wood on a slieet of paper ; then,

the sitter being in position and all being ready,

the mixture is poured all at once into the

funnel. A long sheet of flame of one or two
seconds' duration is the result. If the picture prove over-exposed the
proportion of sand has to be increased in the next trial, and that of the
magnesium powder correspondingly diminished. When once the right

proportions are known portrait after portrait can be produced, properly

exposed with dead certainty. No cap is necessary to the lens, provided
a candle only be used for the normal illumination of the room, and it be
not placed so that an image of it can be thrown by the lens into the

camera. The iiroportion of magnesium powder regulates the proper
exposure.

At first there was a difficulty, and one only, with this simple apparatus,

and that was that the aqueous vapour from the flame condensed on the
lower parts of the Ijrass cone, and the powder stuck to the neck of the
wet funnel, sometimes blocking it and arresting the flow of illuminating
material altogether. The neck of the funnel was therefore out off, and
the lower opening of the cone made rather large. It would be an
improvement to use something on which aqueous vapour has less

tendency to condense than upon cold brass. The brass, however, was
subsequently kept hot by fixing the spirit lamp nearer to it than in the
first experiments.

The larger the proportion of magnesium in relation to the sand the
longer the flame and the shorter its duration. With a very rich pro-
portion I once had a flame seven or eight feet long, reaching the base-
board and burning its surface. The long flames give the necessary
diffusion of light, and a white sheet on the opposite side of the sitter
improves the shadows. Tlie finest artistic effects of light and shade on
the countenance of the sitter can be obtained by this method when the
tall wooden lamp is placed in the proper position.

The sitter need not be fatigued with focussing operations ; a candle
placed where his face will come will do to focus upon. In fact, it is a
capital method for the comfort of the sitter, wlio must not look in
the direction of the coming flame, lest his eyes be dazzled by its

magnlficeut flash, which, however, lasts but a second or two.
W. H. H.VI1RIS0.N-.

^.

RECENT PATENTS.

PATENTS APPLIED FOR.
No. 2,913.

—
" Gas-Bag Pressure-Boards for Dissolving-View and other

Optical Apparatus." J. A. Dalen.—i)a(erf Febmary 7, 1884.

No. 3,310.—"Portable Legs, Supports, or Standards for the Stands for
Cameras, Stereoscopes, Telescopes, or other purposes," H. B. Sharp
Tmrd February 18, 1884.

No. 3,531.—" Improvements in Nature Printing." Thomas Honvwood
Horsham, Sussex.-/)a(crf February 18, 1884.

'

^Mings of ^adttm,
MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Date of Uettlng. Naino of Society. Place of Meeting.

Bolton Club ..: Studio o( the Club, Chancery lane.
Studio, Portlandst., KiriRadown.
Andertoii'n Hotel, Fleet-street.
Mason's Hall, liasinf^iiall-strect.

Free Library and Museum.
Hare and Hounds, Yorkshire-st.

„ 27.... Britftol Ainatoiir
27
28....

„ 28....
London and Provhicial

„ 28.... Oldham

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
At the meeting of this Society, held on the lUth iust., the chair was
occupied by Mr. A. Haddon.
The evening was the m<nithly one on which a " lecturette " is given, and

on the present occasion Mr. i\ W, Hart discoursed upon the subject of

Residues [see page 120], and illustrated his remarks by experiments and

demonstrations. At the conclusion of the lecture,

Mr. W. M. AvKEs asked whether it was not better to use engineers' coke

rather than the ordinary gas coke, and whether it was not better when
treating sulphide to burn olf acid with nitrate of potash.

Mr. 1'. York said that he had been in the habit of reducing his residues

himself, and of recovering fifty per cent, of the metal used. Inorderto test

the matter he had recently divided a bulk of residue into three portions-

one of which he had reduced himself, the other two having been sent to

different refining houses—and compared the result. He found that the

result was about the same in money value iu all three cases, but ou
examining the flux left there was evidently silver contained in it ; indeed,

it proved to be worth about ten shillings per pound. The danger of not

effectually and thorouglily performing the reduction was one which those

who were not engaged in it as a business should guard carefully again.st, or

they would lose rathojr than gain after all their trouble. The average value

of dry chloride of silver or of jiaper-ash well burned he found to be one troy

ounce of metallic silver from three avoirdupois ounces of residue. Sulphide
of silver yielded rather more than one-quarter its weight oi metal. For tlie

precipitation of the chloride from print washings he kei)t two i)arafiiue tubs,

with taps about half-way down. When one was filled the other was taken
into use, and before that was filled No. 1 would have settled down clear,

and the liquid could be poured away. He would .ask whether there was
any advantage in using borax when fluxing. Like Mr. Ayres, he thought
it much better to use steam coke, and did so accordingly.

Mr. A. CowAX inquired whether there was any advantage in using salt

in flux.

The Chairman said that he used coke of both kinds. When the residue

was very refractory and contained much alumina he used oven coke.

A Member suggested the use of hard carbon for getting greater heat.

Mr. Hart, in replying to the various questions that had been asked
and remarks that had been made, said that if hard carbon were used sixty

feet of chimney might be reciuired to get draught enough. As for tln'

amount of saving possible to effect by systematic economy .and careful

reducing, ho thought it quite practicable to get as mucli heat as eighty or

eighty-five per cent. Nitrate of soda was sometimes used for fluxing

because it was cheaper than nitrate of potash. Soda ash and not com-
mon carbonate of soda should be used, as the latter contained so much
nitrate of cryst,allisation tlutt it would spark in the crucible. For
precipitation he preferred hydrochloric acid to salt, which took much
longer to complete its work. When treating sulphides ho did burn
off with nitrate of potash. When he suspected foreign matter he
used borax. Borax and boracic acid have great affinity for foreign

matter. The fiux after the completion of the reduction should have a
vitreous ajjppearance. If it have a dull appearance a good de.al of metal
is left in it. A gentleman called upon him one evening telling liim that he
had had a residue reduced whilst waiting at the refiner's. Having picked
up a small piece of the flux he showed it to him (the lecturer), who
saw at once that the action had not been complete, and on putting it into

the furnace, he extracted four shillings' worth of gold from that small piece

of flux. The object of using sand was that when one is reducing, and has
a quantity of alkaline flux left for some time in the pot, the crucible might
be attacked j the loose sand was then acted on instead of the crucible.

Common salt was principally used in making assays of minerals when
litharge had been added ; the lead then went down in a shower.
The Chairman proposed a vote of thanks to the lecturer, which was

warmly accorded.
It was announced that on the 28th inst. Messrs. C and F. Darker wi luhl

give some demonstration of, and experiments in, polarisation of light.

-

—

EDINTJURGH PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The ordinary meeting of this Society was held in 5, St. Andrew-square,
on Wednesday evening, the 6th instant,—Mr. William Neilson, President,
in the chair.

The following gentlemen were elected ordinary members:—Messrs.
Daniel Finlayson, F.R.P.S., Andrew Forbes, Edward Debenham, Julius
Peike, W. S. Anderson, and Hunter Muir.
Mr. T. D. PoPK g.ave a demonstration of his mode of producing gelatino-

bromido enlargements on paper. Two very successful enlargements were
prodticed, of good colour—brilliant, yet soft. In the course of the demon-
stration he (Mr. Pope) said it was imperative that every attention sho\ild

be paid to cleanliness and careful washing between development and fixing
in order to avoid stains. While the paper is dry it is very liable to receive
stains from damp fingers. He jjarticularly recommended that the developer
be poured into the dish, and the exposed paper, previously soaked in water,
floated thereon face down, as the plan usually recomniemh^d of pouring the
developer on the print, in his hands, tended to produce unevenness and
stains. When the image was fairly visible, then it should be turned face
up. In practice, he had a piece of white cardboard nailed on the wall of his
oi>erating room with the various sizes marked upon it. The image thrown
on the desired sjiace from a lantern was duly focussed to the retpiired size ;

the light then being turned down, a piece of dry argentic paiier was tacked
on the space and the exposure pnxjeeded with. He (Mr. Poi)e) preferred
negatives of moderate density—not too thin, but with clear shadows. The
time of expo.surc could only be learned by experience, the quality of nega-
tive and ])ower of light being the chief factors. The following were the
formuliB employed ;

—

No. ].

Oxalate of potash (> ounces.
Boiling water 30 ,,

No. 2.

Prolosidphate of iron 2 ounces.
Water 10 „
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Xo. 3.

Citric acid 3 o„„oe,.
Water jq
l''or use, take of No. i q

"

No. 2 :.:::::::;:::::;::::::: I ;;

•

-. . "„ No. 3 i ounce.
Fixing:-Hvpo 12 ounc«s.

Water 40

„ , . , ,
*"ix twenty minutes.

Harflening bath:—Alum 2 ounces.
Water 20

Mr. Samuel Tamkin said his experience fujiy" supported that of Mr.
Foi« 8, m s[> far that greater freedom from defects resulted from floating tlio
paper lu developiiioiit, and also advised that dishes only a \ ery little larger
than the papsr should be emi.loyed. Ho handed roiinVl a large nuinljer of
l.iomo-aryentio pajjer prmts with duplicate on ordinary albunienised i)ai)er.
Jt was noticed that ui some cases the liromide prints were the most suitable
expression of the subject. In reply to questions, he (Mr. Tamkin) said
tlKit the difference in tone was due to the moditioations in the developer,
llie cold, bluish-groen tone was got by the use of that generally employed,
viz:—Saturated solution of oxalate of iwtash, three ounces; saturated
solution of iirotosulphate of iron, one ounce. He understood that an excess
of iron caused yellowness

; he, tlierofore, increased the proportion of oxalate,
and gave a much longer oxiwsme. By this means the jnints develoijed as
quickly as well-exposed dry plates, the colour w.-us better, and the whites
were remarkably pure. He found it of great importance to time the
exposure correctly; for, though a great deal is said about the latitude
allowable in this as in the working of gelatine plates, in neither should the
best results be looked for unless the exjmsure has been correctly timed. It
was in this that a thorough knowledge of the proper qualities of a negative
became of value, because with such knowledge an oijerator minht produce
dozens in succession without a failure. It was alw.ays advisable to unmei-se
or float the wetted paiier face down in the developing dish, as mentioned by
Mr. I'D!*. When small work was attempted great c:hc was necessary in the
mounting and hnishing, as the surface was much mere liable to injury than
nibmneiiised paper. He had found prints lose brilliancy by being burnished.
Mr. M'Kf.a.v thought the ordinary sciopticon unsuited for that work,

and believed a six-inch condenser ought to be em|)loycd.
Air. J. it. Tlhnbui.i. said no adv;intage would be gained by a six-inch

condenser for carte work. In fact, such a size would be a iwsitive disad-
vantage.
A vote of thanks to Mr. Pope, propped by Mr. Cbai(i-Chri.«ie, was

carried by acclamation.
A discussion on Canari/ Malium then took place, initiated byMr. KnoUes.

[See page
121.

J

Mr. R. H. Bow said he had found the ruliy lamp too trying, and he was
endeavouring to devise a substitute. The result of his experiments he
hoped to enioody m a paper, which he jiromised to bring before the Society
at an early date.
Mr. Tamkin had tried the "canary," and was not satisfied with it. He

found three thicknesses of pale yellow tissue paiier was really better. His
window was not under the influence of direct sunlight,

r *i'"l,^Y' T;
J^'^**"™'"> "•>«1 that by the courtesy of Mr. Scorah, of Brad-

ford, he had been enabled to distribute sanii)les of canary medium to several
memlwrs and laid pieces on the table for others who might care to experi-
ment with It. He thought that the opacity of the paper played an important
part in its iisefulness, as, according to Mr. Knolles, tlie medium was unsafe
if oiled. Tuere w.as no doubt, however, that the illumination was most
pleasant, and with two thicknesses Mr. Knolles h.ad shown it was quite
.safe, the ne-atives and transparencies produced being entirely free from
fog. He drew the attention of cxnerimentalists to a statement by Mr.
Henderson that, though the light when examined by a siiectroscope might
exhibit a decided green, yet it might he quite safe for the dark room. He
also noticed that some experimentalists had endeavoured to arrive at a
solution of the difficulty by taking negatives of surfaces covered by various
pigments. They thought that the least actinic pigment ought to indicate
the safest colour, and be a guide to judge <.f the sensitiveness of plates. Ho
thought experiments in that direction were likely to bo misleading, and
jjeheved that pigments ought not to lie compared with the colours as seen
in nature; their action on sensitive surfaces was entirely different. He
considered it an easy matter to produce the most contradictory evidence
when the pigments of the artists' eolomman were employed; but the
photojjrapher generally had to go direct to nature, and it was only by
experimentini; with nature's colours or their e<iuivaleiits that the photo-
grapher would be materially benefited.

>Ir. Tlu.MiLi.L exhibited a niodificiition of Mr. Macdougald's lantern
carrier in winch the parallel sides were made of metal instead of wood,
thus allowing this ingenious contriv.ancc to lie sulHcieutly reduced in width
so as to render it applicable to the sciopticon. He also exhibited Cadett's
new exposure shutter.

>lr. Waudale presented the .Society with a non-actinic lantern of new
desiyn for use in demonstrations.

Tlic thanks of the Society were presented to Mr. Wardale, also to
Mr. Knolles for his carefully-condncted experiments, and the meeting
terminated.

GLASGOW PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
A POPCLAn evening of the Association was held in the Christian Institute,
70, Bothwell-strect, on Wednesday, the Gth instant,—Mr. John Parker,
Vice-Presid.mt, in the alwince of Councillor Robertson, in the chair. The
feature of the <-vening wan a uiagio lantern exhibition arranged and
manipulated by Mr. Thomas Swan.
A very fine series of twenty transparencies from one negative, showing

the iiiultitudo of pleasing tones which may bo got in transiwrencies, by
Mr. Alex. Cowan, of London, was very much admired.

Mr. L. Di.xoN, of Colne, exhibited some cullodio-cliloride traniiparencies
printed by contact, most of which were veiy fine.
The other contributors were Messrs. York, Woodbury, Eneland. Wilson.

Lang, «c.
.. > o . .

There was a very large attendance of members and friends, and the
nicetmg terminated with votes of thanks to the contributors of transpa-
rencies and to Mr. Swan.

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE AND NORTHERN COUNTIES'
PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

The usual ordinary meeting of this Association was held on Tuesday
evening, the ILIth instant, in the College of I'hysical Science, Newcastle,—
Mr. A. L. Steavensim, J. P., of Tynemouth, in the chair.^'

-
E. DoODS read a paper entitled Ifoles on Ruhy Liijht. He saidMr.

that ho hod confined his attention principally to the testing of various
cohnired media suggested in the photographic journals, &«., and had
decided in favour of ruby glass. He, however, showed in a lantern, brought
for the puroose, several variously-coloured ^dasses and papers, some of
which were highly suitable, the best of them being Mr. W. E. Debenham's
cathedral green, combined with rag yellow jiajier, and a stained red glass
combined with a saffron-coloured parchment paper.
Mr. J. P. (iiBSO.N observed that ho used cherry fabric, but always with

artificial light.

IVofessor Hekmchel said that he had nothing to oflJer from experience
regarding the relative values of the different kinds of non-actiuic colours
which had been exhibited to them that evening for dark-room illumination.
The nim-actiiiic property depended so inucli upon the nature of the
chemicals used, as well as of the light tested, that it must be in great
measure a subject for experiment with different sensitive phates. But the
exact measurements to which Mr. Dodds had submitted them showed very
cleiirly that for manipulations of ordinary dry plates there was a large
choice of very different-looking colours, 'of which severiil were aluiost
equally harmless and inactive. Regarding the fatiguing effect of nibv-
glass light ujion the eyes: the complaint against it was, probably, in
some degree w-ell founded, as its low refrangibility must lengthen the
visual focal distances of objects examined by it, so as tti make it neces-
sary either to hold such objects at a greater distance than usual
from the eyes, or else to strain the adapting muscles of the eye to
bring to a distinct fiwus on tlie retina the image of such objects when they
are held close at h.and ; and especially when they arc so closely examined
and inspected as we are accustomed to do by holding them very near
the face, in ordinary light, for minute discrimination. Short-sighted
jiersons have a natural advantage over those whose usual sight is either
normal or long-focussod in the power of minute observation ; and in ruby
light such persons would feel at home, or would at least be on a level of
scrutinising aptitude and ability with ordinary-sighted [jersons in ordinary
light. Xormal-sighted persons, on the other hand, would feel as if the
long-sighted infirmity natm-al to old age had overtaken them before its
time, obliging thein either to forgo the .advantages of close inspection or to
strain the focussing muscles of the eye fatiguingly to re-acquire the faculty of
distinctness of sharp-focussed definition stolen from their vision by the light
when attempting to enlarge the view of an object in the usual way by look-
ing at itclosely. The young generation of normal-sighted photographersv/iil,
no doubt, be led, by a prevailing use of ruby glass, to give the focussing
muscles of the eye exceptional exercise in one particular direction. This
\yiU either {if over practised) tend to make them short-sighted for ordinary
light, or, if only exercised enough to extend and not to displace the range of
muscular efficiency, will furnish c.%sy early training in a u.seful means
of mitigating the usual tendency to deterioration of the eyesight; and
it will prepare eyes so exercised in youth to combat more successfuUv than
untried eyes could do the infinnity of vision natural to old ago, and
the defect of long-sightedness which normal eyes acquire sensibly even in
the advancing years of mature life, without making it necessary then to hold
a page of print at arm's length in order to see its letters clearly. A moderaU;
use of ruby light, although somewhat fatiguing to normal eyes, must,
accordingly, be rather likely to have a wholesome and invigorating than
a deleterious and injurious effect upon the sight. It would be a usele/-s
light, however, for colour-blind persons; and the sense of red colour in
normally-constituted eyes, it may be conjectured, would be quickened
and heightened at the same time, without disadvantage, with the extended
I«wer of focus-adaptation. But a great range of other colours not ranking
nearly so low in refrangibility as ruby red, it h.as been clearly shown
by Mr. Dodds' illustrations and experiments, is open to selectiim and to
adoption in a dark room with perfect safety by those who may be averse
to suffering the feeling of inconvenience sometimes occasioned by the
bright red, even if its trying effect on the eyes should bo clearly proved to
be not only harmless but, in reasonable limits of exposure to it, of useful
service and ultimate benefit to their efficiency.
The Chairman proiKised a vote of thanks to Mr. Dodds for his paper,

which was carried with ivcclamation.
The Seiuktahv exhibited and described a camera, sent for that pnrpose,

by Mr. McKellen, of JIanchester.
Some fine transparencies were shown by Me.s8rs. Mawson and Swan,

taken on gelatino-chloride plates of their own manufacture.
Mr. DoDiis pro|x)sed a vote of thanks to the Chainnan, who, in reply,

expressed the pleasure it had given him to bo iiresent on that occasion. He
regretteil that he could not come oftener to the meetings, which, he said
were always instructive.

'

The second annual dinner of the above .Vssooiation was held in the Connty
Hotel, Xeville-stroet, Newcastle, on Friday List, the 1.5th instant. Pro-
fessor Herschel presided, and was supported by Sfr. AVay, Mr. Payne
Mr. Pike, and others. Mr. Garland occuiiied the vice-chair,' and "was suul
ported by Mr. Ross and other members of the Association.
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The Chairman ]>ropo3ed the usual luyal toasts, wliich were druuk with

enthusiasm.
Mr. AVay gave the toast of "Photographic Art and Societies," and

spoke of the vahie of au art education.

Mr. GlMON responded.
The Vice-Chaikman proposed "The Newcastle and Nortliern Counties'

Photographic Association." He deprecated the ai-t jealousies which seemed
to exist among even our great men. He thought that there should be more
generosity of disposition shown towards students by those who had made
a life study of art. A different spirit jn-evailed among continental artists,

from whom our native painters had derived a good deal of their knowledge
of art. He trusted their Association would tend to break down the spirit

of exclusivenes.-* which prevailed, and the fear, so to speak, th.at their ideas

or knowledge of art might be acquired by auybody else. Our countrymen
in the past had experienced no such narrowness or jealousy from the old

masters, and Englishmen should be more willing than they were to hand
down to those who aspired to follow them all the knowledge of the art they

could for the benefit of posterity.

The Chairman responded.
Mr. Rosis, in a few well-chosen remarks, proposed the toast of " The

Officers and Committee of the Newcastle and Northern Couuties' Photo-

graphic Association," which was responded to by Mr. Laws, Mr. Pike,

and Mr. Sawj'er.

Other toasts followed, and the proceedings were pleasantly interspersed

with songs and pianoforte and violin solos, the instrumental music being

contributed by Mr. A. de Pelsenaire and Mr. H. Sawyer.

GLASGOAV AND AVKST OF SCOTLAND AMATEUR
PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

A MEErriN'G of this Associaticm was held on the evening of Tuesday, the 12th

instant,—Mr. Hugh Reid, President, occupying the chair.

After the reading of the minutes of last meeting, the following gentlemen
were elected ordinary members:—Messrs. J. R. Downie, Mr. Bischoff-

housen, G. Chalmers, W. Millar, James Garrowivy, and James Barr.

The CuAIHMAN proposed that the Association purchase a quantity
of trays, measures, a lamp, and other apparatus to be used at meetings
where practical demonstrations were given, and the Council were instructed

to carry out tlie proposal.

Mr. T. W. Abmstronc, then read papers On Monntimj Prints on Glass

and On Transparenci^ Prinlirxj. Eor mounting on glass he used starch,

first coating the glass and then the damp print, and squeeg(^eing tlic two
together. Ho found the use of the squeegee much facilitated by coating

the back of the print with starch, whicn acted as a lubricant and prevented
the prints being torn. He had tried gelatine, but ftjuud the starch method
more simple and (piite as satisfactory in result. After Mr. Armstrong had
given a successful demonstration of the process,

Mr. J. Y. McLellan suggested that the addition of ox-gall to the
starch would make it take more kindly to the polished surface of the
glass.

Mr. Falconer inquired if a mixture of starch and gelatine had been
tried.

Mr. John P.\rkeh said he had used the gelatine process for a number of

years and was quite satisfied with it, preferring it to the starch i>rocess

demonstrated by Mr. Armstrong. He found no difhculty in the gelatine
setting too rapidly, as during the oi>eration of mounting he kept the gUiss
over a tin tray of boiling water, the steam from which prevented the setting
of the gelatine. He thcraght there was greater transparency in gelatine,
and that it was less liable to decay tlian starch. Further, there was the
advantage that, if desired, the gelatine could be rendered insoluble by
brushing the back of tlie print with a solution of chrome alum. He used a
weak solution of gelatine, and, instead of applying it with a brush,
immersed the print entirely in the solution.

Mr. Armstrong said ho had tried a mixture of starch and gelatine, but
found no advantage over pure starch. He thought starch was less liable to
decay than gelatine, especially in cases where the print might he subjected
to damp.
Mr. Arm.strono then gave a demonstration of transparency printing by

contact and through the camera, using gelatino-chloride and bromide
plates.

After a hearty vote of thanks had been accorded to Mr. Armstrong, the
meeting adjourned.

LEEDS PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The usual montlily meeting of this Society was held on Thursday, the
Cth instant,—Dr. Thi)rj>e in the cliair.

Mr. J. W. Eeffitt introduced the subject of Photographic Enlarging,
with a Demunslration of Direct Knlarginfi on (Ielatino-Bromide Paper. In
intrrxlucing his subject, Mr. Reffitt said that he thought a short outline of
the various enlargmg processes would lie of interest to the members,
es|)ecially those who had recently taken up photography. Daguerreo-
type, or photograiihy on a polished silver surface, was introduced in the
year 1839. In the same year Mr. Fox Talbot brought out his invention of
making paper negatives, from which any number of positive copies could
be obtained. This pajwr was very sensitive to light. In 1851 Mr. Scott
.Vrchcr published the collodion process, by which the photographic image
was produced on glass, and from this time photographers began to exercise
their ingenuity in finding out the best means of enlarging photographs in
consecxuence of the many difficulties and drawbacks in taking large photo-
graphs direct. Having photographs on glass by the collodion process, and
Fox Talbot's process of preparing very sensitive paper by means of iodide
of silver, it needed but little ingenuity to adapt the wellknowu magic

lantern to the production of enlarged photographs. [Mr. Reffitt hera

illustrated his remarks by going through in form tlie various processes of

taking a small quarter-plate portrait, develophig and enlarging the same
by means of the lantern to life-size.] One of the means employed in

addition to the lantern was the solar camera or lantern as introduced by
"Woodward. It was not extensively used in tliis country on account of the

small amount of actual sunshine. Paper enlargements thus produced were

very ijermaneut. Mr. Harrison, a well-known Leeds photographer, had
exhibited two such enlargements in his window exposed to the direct rays

of the sun for twonty-^ve years, and they showed little if any trace of

fading. Enlargements on iodide of silver paper or Talbotype were largely

employed for enlarged portraits to be finished in crayon, water-colours,

or oil. Messrs. Winter Brothers, Vienna, use a similar (irocess for enlarg-

ing on calico, and do a large business, emiiloying the lime light as au
illuminant. Another process was to make an enlarged negative from a small

albumenised paper print, or from a print by the platinotype process, the

latter (si<ecimen exhibited) showing little or no effect of the grain of the small

paper photograph. Sometimes it was advisable to make a transparency

by contact from the negative, and then to make the enlarged negative to

the size required, using some such process as the dry collodion or gelatino-

bromide or chloride plates ; or by making the transparency on carbon

tissue, which, in his oi>inion, gave transjiarencies comiirising the full scale

of tones in the negative. Mr. Reffitt then exhibited a copying camera,

and described the various arrangements for enlarging, such as the "hori-

zontal window arrangement," the " vertical skylight, with window under-

neatli," &c., &c. An enlargement could also be made by making an
enlarged transparency on glass or pa|)er to size required which could bo

touclied up to impn)ve as much as possible, and then a copy made by con-

tact on dry collodion. The gelatine or carbon method, which was exten-

sively practised amongst those who did a trade in club portraits, was to

clean a plate of glass thorouglily, which, after dusting with talc or French
chalk, was collodionised, sensitised in the silver bath, exposed with a small

negative in the copying camera, and developed to a less degree than a

lantern slide ; a plain sheet of paper was then c<iated with gelatine and
squeegeeed upon the film. After drying, the iiictnre was stripped from

the glass and mounted. Messrs. A. and (4. Taylor, of Forest Hill,

do a very large business in this class of enlargements—employing twenty-

four copying cameras, fitted with twenty-four of Dallmeyer's No. 1 B
lenses. Jlr. Reffitt mentioned that he had a letter from the late Mr.
Dallmeyer in which that gentleman recommended the B series of lenses

as the most suitable for enlarging, and he also suggested that four

diameters w.as the extent to whieh enlargement should be carried.

Enlargements on gelatino-bromide |)aper were easy to make, and its

introduction by Messrs. Morgan and Kidd, M. Hutinet, and otliers would do

much to make enlarging popular with amateurs.
_
The paper being very

sensitive, enlargements could he easily made at night with a lantern and
parafliine lamp. Mr. iteftitt then demcmstrated the processes of enlarging

on gelatino-bromide paper, using an optical lantern and a four-wick lamp,

and, with three minutes' exposure, succeeded in producing a very fine

eulargement from a quarter-plate negative, sixo 23 x 18 inches. Mr.
Reffitt's paper was fully illustrated by means of diagrams, apparatus,

and specimens of enlarging and enlarged negatives by all the processes I

mentioned.
Messrs. Teasdale, Thorpe, Holmes, and Thornton took part in the dis-

cussion that followed.

The following articles wo re-exhibited :—A small pocket camera and
I)late-box combined for thirteen plates, by Mr. Watson ; an instantaneous

shutter, by Mr. Bradford ; an instantaneous shutter, by Mr. Branson ;

adaptable carrier for inmiounted lantern slides, by Mr. Teasdale; gelatine- '

bromide enlargements, by Mr. Rodwell ; and a very fine carbon enlarge-

ment, by Mr. Ramsden.
The next meeting, which will be Iield on Thursday, March Cth,

will be an ojien lantern night. Members wishing to send slides for

exhibition must send particulars of their slides, process by which they
were taken, &c,, to the Secretary, 22, Carr-road, Leeds, not later than
March 4th.

BOLTON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
A meeting of this Society was held at the Baths, on Thursday, tlie

7th instant,—Mr. E. N. Ashworth in the chair. The minutes of the

previous meeting having been read .and confirmed,
Mr. McKei.i.en, of Manchester, explained the principles and details

of his new camera. There can be no doubt that the inventor has

overcome many of the difficulties and inconveniences of the old style

of camera, and has secured lightness and compactness without sacrificing

rigidity.

Mr. John Tati.or gave a very instructive explanation of the different

modes of enamelling silver prints, and showed the process from the clean-

ing of the plates to the strip[>ing of the finished prints.

Mr. C. K. Dalton gave the paper on Platinoliipc Printing which he had
promised for the jirevious meeting. He (Mr. Dalton) is a very .able manipu-
lator, and his demonstration was tme of the Ijest of the season. His method
and neatness were very conspicuous, and showed at their best the beauties
and simplicity of the process.
Mr. R. Harwood had pnmiised to give a lantern exhibition, but, lioin,'

unavoidably detained from the meeting, Mr. T. Parkinson very kiiully

officiated.

The Platinoty))e Company kindly lent for the purimses of the evening i

number of examples of their work, which afforded another enjoyaM"
element in a very successful meeting.

In conseipience of the l.ateuess of the hour the further business w:i.«

liost|)oned, and the proceedings brought to a close by a cordial vote it

thanks to all who had assisted in securing one of the best-attended meetim:»
the Society ever had.j
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CorreapottJ^itta*

DEFECTIVE GLASS IN DRY PLATES.
To the Editors. >i'

GK^fTi.EMES,—I fliall estrem it a favour if yoW will allow mo a small

spice in your valuable Journal to give vent to a grumble.

The iiitrixluction of dry-plate photograi)!iy has, to a lar^o extent, removed
the bulk of the work from the liands of the ainalour to that of the pro-

fessional plioto^rapher. The room required and thr care and expense

necessary for jiroparing one's own plates have made it impossible for many
of us to do the work ourselves. It is a true siiyiu'^ that " if you want
a thing done well do it yourself; " and I am sori-y to say that it applies to

photograjihy as well as to everytliiiif,' else.

I do not wish to find fault with the film of drj^ plates—that, in many
instances, is all that could be desired—but the glass upon which the film is

put is horriblo. I have tried the jilatcs of nearly all the well known
makers, anil have found the glass, in many instances, to bo exceedingly

l)ad. The plates are not the size stated on the box containing them ; they

(litter in size and thickness, the surface is not smooth, and in many cases

they ai'e full of air-bubbles.

I may mention that I only use quarter-plates for my work (photomicro-

graphy), !>o that I cannot speak of other sizes. I have tried nearly all

makes with a view of finding the most suitable one for my purjiose, and I

have finally selected the one which does my work most satisfactorily; but

three plates out of every dozen are too large to go into my dark slide, and
some of the others are so small that they fall out. Not having all the

necessary tools for cutting plates I am obliged to break olf the edges until

they are the right size, and every time I handle the negatives afterwards I

run a serious risk of cutting my hands, besides spoiling half the plates I so

deal with.

The gelatuio-ehloride plates are just the same. I purchased three dozen
a few weeks ago, but have only used two dozen as yet, so that my
knowledge of them is very small; but out of these I can say with certainty

that not one was of the projier size (3^ X 3^); the edges of them were
v 'Ugh, and the surface was anything but smooth—indeed, a few of them
would disgrace any firm (I shall be pleased to send you them if you would
like to see them).

Plates prepared f(n- Lantern slides, if not on good glass of the proper size,

are useless. The glass should be as thin as possible, so that when they are

mounted they will take up as little room and be as light as possible. I am
quitejsure that enough profit is made out of dry plates of all sorts to allow
of their being manufactured on better glass. Glass is very cheap, and in

the end I am sure that it will pay all makers to select the best they can find

.

The gelatinochloride plates, especially, should be on good glass, or none
« ill give up the collodion process in favour of them. On comparing some
' if them with the glass I formerly used with the collodion process I find they
are half as thick again ; and, not only are they not square, but they are
i-ma'ler than them. I hope these few words will cause some of the makers
to me better glass in their own interests.

I was pleased to see the letter in your last issue from " One Who Would
Like to Join," in reference to the forming of a photographic society in

I Birmingham. I have often wondered that there is not one, seeing the
uumlier of photographers there are in the town. Only a short time ago
I contemplated writing to the daily papers to propose that one should
l>e formed. I hope this may stir up some of the lovers of the art, and
cause them ti> think the matter over.

Apologising for taking up io much of your valuable space,—I am,
yours, *c., JotiN H.^ll-Edwards.

Queen'f CoHcjr, Birmingham,
Felruary 19, 1884.

A NEW EMULSION.
b To the Editobs.
" Gextlehen,—I send you details of a new emulsion which haa never

been published :—Take

—

No. I.

t

Saturated solution of cimphor in alcohol 1 ounce.

t Bromide of ammonium , 60grain8.

[ No. 2.

Alcohol 1 ounce.

Nitr.ate silver ftO grains.

Dissolve the silver in a small quantity of distilled water by boiling in a

i-inall flask, ,and when dissolved add the hot alcohol. Add the hot silver a

liitle at a time to the camjihor and bromide solution, shaking briskly, and
1 hen pour into water in a one-pint glass measure.

Take the r>recipitated (lure bromide and camphor out of the water care-

liiUy, place on blotting-paper, laying on a pUate on a hot sand or water
bath to dissipate the camphor by evaixiration. I have had a little experience

with it, but I have no time and cannot try it again.—I am, yours, &c.,

Februari/ 18, 1884.
^

Camphor.

"AJAX'S" EMULSION FORMULA.
To the Editobb.

Gemtlemf.n,—I enclose you two or three plates showing negatives and
transparencies made by myself from the formula I gave some short time

since. The transparency is not so clear as I could wish, but with a different

developer (the carbonate of soda and pyro. turns brown so soon) I have no
doubt they would be as clear as the chloride plates.

Tlie negatives were exposed alxiut two seconds a few days since, so are

fairly sensitive. The emulsion was made last tisptember and kept in one

part of glycerine, one part of alcohol, and five grains of thymol to WMik ounce
of the mixture.
The plates were devolo|jed in

—

Carbonate soda 4 ouncet.
Common alum ^ i ounce.
Bromide of ammonium | ,,

Common water 1 pint.

I have very little time for cxiierimenfiing, but I am quite convinced that it

is only the want of a doveloiior, and any fairly sensitive phates would lie

absolutely inatant.aneoH8. These plates are only trial plates, and one
is defective from an air-bubble. I should be glad to see your criticisms in

this week's Journal.—I am, yours, &c., AJAX.

[The pictures accompanying the above letter are, technically, among
the best we have seen produced by the soda developer. There is an
entire absence of the objectionable yellow colour so frequently com-
plained of, while the vigour and gradations are all that can bo desired.

The want of absolute clearness mentioned may no doubt be remedied
by the use of sulphite of soda, or sulphurous acid.

—

Eds.]

SOUTH LONDON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.—ARTISTIC
COMPETITION.
To the EriiTons.

Gentlemen,—The following have been selected as the subjects for

comiictition during the present year, viz., Fiijure: — The Shepherd,
Afflicted, Happiness, Unearthing a Treasure, Indecision, Mother and
Child, Wrivth, Rustics, Gone, and Ago and Youth. Landscape :—A. Shady
Nook, A Countiy View (including Cliurch with Ivy), A Study of Leaves,

Clouds and Trees, A River Scene, Haymaking, The Harvest Field, A
Roadside Inn, Summer, and A Village. All pictures to be forwarded to

the House of the Society of Arts, John-street, Adelphi, Ltindon, W.C.,
addressed to my care, between the 1st and 4th of December next.

I shall feel obliged if you will kindly insert this in your next issue, as the

list published in your" impression of the 1.5th instant contains several

inaccuracies. F. A. Bbidge,

y, Jforfolk-road, Dahton-lane, Hon. Sec and Treasurer.

Feb. 16, 1884. «

Which is the cheapest and most easily-woi-ked lamp for night portraiture

for ferrotypes?—Ntght-Light.

I WOULD like to know if the process for applying photographic printing

to pottery is a secret, or if it has been described in the Journal. Also,

why cabinet photographs warp after burnishing. The drying of the

print .after mounting draws or contracts it, but I cannot succeed in

getting them flat after burnishing.

—

Pin.xit.

Will some of your readers kindly say where I could get microphotographs
taken of objects which I have '! Also where I could get the magnifying-
glasses behind which the microphotographs are placed? I refer to those
which are put in pencil-cases, pen-holders, and fancy articles. I have
tried many large photographers, but cannot get them.

—

Vannin.

I SHALL feel much obliged if you can inform me whether varnishing a paper
print with plain collodion affects its permanence ? And, if so, to what
extent? Some time ago an article on copying recommended to varnish
with collodion to get rid of the asperities of the paper. I should not

like to do this, however, if it caused the photograph to fade, as your
article on enamelling would almost make it appear. I hope, however, it

is not so, as the process is convenient.— C. P. We should like to have
the experience of others on this question.

We should be glad of the following information through the Journal:—We
are requiring a coating machine for gelatine emulsion plates. We should
be glad of .any information you can give us, and also the addresses of

makers of such machines.—A.O.Z.——In reply: See in our "Answers to

Correspondents'" column in last week's issue the information on this

subject given to "H. Boissonnas." Eastman's machine is now open to

the world of photographers—at anyrato to those who reside in tliLj

country. The specification, with the drawings, may b© procured for a

few iience.

A. R. A. ivrites :
—" Being about to devote much of my time to the taking

of groups, I should esteem it a favour to receive a few hints as to the

best means of photographing them so that the nearest and farthest in the

party, arranged so as not to occupy one plane, shall be equally .sharp.

As for the artistic arrangement of a group, that is a matter which will

give me no trouble whatever, as my acquaintance with both the canons
and pr.actice of artistic comp<J3ition far transcend my powers of giving

photographic expression to my artistic ideas. Now, I have just ptisod a

small group throe tiers deep, and find that when the farthest tier is

sharp the nearest one is altogether out of focus, and riee rers<t. A hint

or two in the iiages of tho Journal, or a reference to any work in which

this peculiar difficulty is treated on, will lie esteemed by me." In

reply: The difficiUtios encountered by A. R. A. may be got over (n)

partially by removing the camera to a greater distance from the group,

and employing a lens of longer focus, so as to secure larger dimensioiw,

which would be sacrificed by the withdrawal of the camera. But by
adopting the following method (l>) a perfect preventive of tho evil com-
plained of will be secured :—Employ a camera having a swing back, and,

after focussing so as to have the most distant figures sharp-Athene being

assumed to be near the centre of the ground glass—then swing the back

so as to cause the upper [xirtion to fall away from the lens, and the fore-

ground figures, or nearest tier of figures, will speedily be rendered aa

sharp as those situated at the greatest distance.
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Will vou kindly give me through your Kotes and Queries the number

of the Journal in which the inatructions appeared to make and work

the boiliny saturated acid solution of sodic sulphite, as mentioned by

Mr Simuel Fry in last week's Journal.—L. Vernon, Pontypool. In

repiv • By turning to page 78 of our Almanac for the present year an

aiticle on Successfiil Development wUl be found, in which are given the in-

structions desired.

\be there any pautascopic cameras stiU manufactured ? I have looked
'
over the advertising pages of the Ahnauacs and Journals of the, ^>ast

vear without seeing any allusion to it, and I have not been able, oitiier,

to find it menticmed as amongst the articles issued by several manufac-

turers who publish catalogues. There are many beautiful scenes here in

Natal which would make charming- photographs; but I cannot get

B'lfficient subject introduced by my lens and camera to do even approxi-

mate justice to the scenery.—(Rev.) J. B. DicKso-V.—7-In reply: It is

now many years since any cameras of the class mentioned have iieen

made. They are occasionally to be met with at second-hand establish-

ments or sale-rooms, but they are not often procurable. An advertisement

stating your requirements would prove the best means of having the want

supplied.

G. v. says :
—" For the past four weeks my negatives have been so intense

as to cause considerable difficulty in getting prints during this dull

weather. I have steeped one in a strong solution of cyanide of potassium

without its becoming evenly reduced; and, acting under the advice of a

friend, I have applied a solution of iodine in the cyanide, b\it only to

find the image become dissolved out entirely. Can you inform me of

any means of reducing the density without destroying the relative

intensities of the several gradations?" In reply: Let our correspon-

dent make a solution of "ozone bleach" by diluting the commercial

article in the proportion of a pint of water to four ounces of the bleach,

and immerse in this his over-dense negatives. He will find that they

will become reduced with a degree of evenness altogether impossible to

obtain witli cyanide, cither alone or with iodine.

(Bxt)janQt Column.
I will exchange a tripod and lens for a background.—Address, Thomas
Kavment, CJueen's-road, Egham, Surrey.

Wanted, microscope or scientific apparatus. Cash or offers for Lancaster's

half-plate lens, stand, and home-made camera, double back.—Address,

C. L. Chambers, 8, Gordon road, West-hill, Hastings.

What offers in ferrotype plates, mounts, silver, collodion, or other photo-

graphic material, for a camera and lens taking four Victorias or midgets

on a quarter-plate?—Address, Photo., 1, Cotton-buildings, Exeter.

I will exchange an excellent carte lens, in perfect condition, by a good

maker, for an enlarging lantern and lens, which must be good and in

working order.—Address, G. Arthur, care of Mr. W. H. Fenton,

Mount Pleasant, Mirfield, Yorks.

^nahi^ra to ®orreapon&rnts.

t^ Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper.

Is Our Next. Stannotype No. IV.

KxCHANGES.—David M. Linley ; Horace Rutley ; S. ; Sulphite. In our next.

i). N. HuTCHiNGS (Iowa).—See anawer to "A. O. T.," under the headingSee anawer to

Notes and Queries.

Thos. Dean.—Plain papers, of almost any tint, may be procured at any
paper-hanging manufactory. They are sold, we believe, under the

designation of "grounds."

J. A. (Leeds).—Decidedly you have added too much acid, and that is,

doubtless, the cause of the films splitting off in the bath. Neutralise it

with a little of oxide of silver.

J. G. RoBB.—As a substratum in the collodion process nothing is better

than dilute albumen. The white of one egg in thirty or forty ounces of

water is a good proportion to use.

A. B. C. (Yorks).—If you carefully read the articles which have already
appeared on the stannotype process you will have no occasion to put such
questions. They are already answered.

G. A. Toomet.—Make a varnish by dissolving gum and arnica in benzole;

you can have nothing better to dry without heat. This is what "used to

TO employed for the old glass positives, and is probably what you are

inquiring about.

S. A. G. J.—The pictures are very fair, and we think you might probably
obtain an appointment as assistant operator. It is quite possible, how-
ever, that you may exi,erience some little difficulty in obtaining the
salary mentioned.

G. R. Card.—You will find it convenient in working in a studio such as
shown in your sketch to have a double set of curtains, so as to work each
way, particularly if the sun fall on the light AB durmg business hours.
That form of studio requires more skill, to wcrk it successfully, than
one of the ridge-roof or "' lean-to" form.

J, R.—1. Neither of the gelatines you employ have a tendency to tdve a
matt Hurtace.—2. You oU','ht not to get the greenish tint with the deve-
l»)por ye* employ. The ferrous oxalate developer yields more of a wet-
plate character than the pyrogallic acid.—3. Opinions are divided as to
which kind of surface gives the best results.

A. Willing.—No wonder the gloss is not preserved if you mount the
pictures in the way you state. The mount must be attached to the print
while if. !< •'ti" on tlw^ jjlasa and before it lias hpcoine dry. You had
better follow the instructions you have received, notwithstanding that
they may eataii somewhat more trouble than is agreeable.

S. s. G.—A formula for the old toning and fixing bath is given in a leading

article in the present number.

Amateur, who writes on a post-card, has not conformed to our rule by

sending his name and address ; hence his query remains unanswered.

Mexico.-The best lens for your purpose will be one of the " universal " or

"group series." Next tp one of these will be a lens of the " rapid type.

It will be better, in practice, to select one of such a focus that it will

cover a jilato a size or two larger than you require, as then it can be

employed with the full opening, which you ^vill find advantageous.

Warden.—The lens, as you infer, may be an inferior one: but you must

bear in mind that it is impossible to make large portrait lenses of five or

six inches in diameter and of short focus with the s.anie degree of perfec-

tion as smaller ones. If you expect the same cpialities in a large instru-

uient as vou get in a r.-(r?f lens you will certainly meet with disapjioint-

meiit. Keep this fact before you when criticising large portr.ait hn^c-s.

A Devonian.—1. The lime in the water will, practically, do no harm
to the pictures.—2. Ruby glass is not necessary for the window of

the room in which you are going to sensitise the paper ; one thickness

of orange is quite sufficient.—3. Messrs. Marion and Co.—1. The
"universal" will be better than the "rapid symmetrical" for your

purpose.—5. Better have the light from the north ; it is easier to manage.

Received.—K. Ogawa (Boston, U.S.); R. S. Redfield (Photographic

Society of Philadeli)hia) : W. H. Wane (Franklin Institute); C. I.

Richardson (Leominster, Mass., U.S.A.). Thanks.

In Type.-Communications from Col. Stuart Wortley, J. Nicol, Ph.D.,

J. Harmer, W. H. Harrison, and " Free Lance." We hope to include

these in our next issue.

Photographic Club.—At the forthcoming meeting of this Club, at

Andertou's Hotel, Fleet-street, on Wednesday next, the '27th inst., the

subject for discussion will be—0« the Frrpnration of Lantern Slides.

As this will be a lantern evening, members and visitors arc invited to

bring slides.

Photographic SociETr of Great Britain.—The next monthly

technical meeting of this Society will take place on Tuesday next,

the 26tli instant, at 8 p.m., at the Gallery, 5a, Pall Mall East, when
the evening will be devoted to an examination of transparencies, &o.,

by the Society's oil lantern.

Royal Institution of Great Britain.—The following is the

syllabus of a course of six lectures on Photoyraphic Action Considered

as Ike Work ofRadiation, to be delivered by Captain Abney, E.E. ,
F. R. S.

,

on the following days, at three o'clock:— Lecture I. —Saturday, March

1st. Molecules and Atoms—Effect of Uadiation on Matter—Examples of

the Chemical Effect of Badiation. Lecture II. -Saturday, March 8.

Rapidity of the Effect of Radiation —Physical Development of the Mole-

cularCiianf/es. Lectures III. and IV.—Saturday, March 15th and 22nd.

Absor/ition of the Enertpj of Radiation, and the work performed by it-

Analysis of Photoyraphic Action by Means of the Spectroscope — The

Visible and Invisible Reyions of the Spectrum. Lecture V.—Saturday,

March 29th. The Behaviour of Photoqraphic Compounds in the

Spectrum, and tlte Conclusions to be Derived from the Besults. Lecture

VI.—Saturday, April 5th. The Comparison of Theimal Eiffects with

the Chemical, Effects Produced by Radiation.

Suicide by Cyanide of Pota.s.siu5i.—Dr. Wynn Westcott held an

inquest on Monday last, the 18th instant, at the Hampstead Workhouse,

into the deatn of Alfred Pierpont Chambers, 59, an artist, who had

lived at 211, Clapham-road.—The evidence of his biother-in-law and

of Elizabeth Patterson, servant to the deceased gentleman, was to the

effect that since the death of his wife, in November, 1882, he had been

very strange in his manner. On Wednesday evening he left home
shortly before eight o'clock, and never returned.—William Fletcher,

gravedigger at the Hampstead Cemetery, stated that on Thursday

morning, as he was goiug from one part of the cemetery to another, he

saw a man lying face downwards on the grave of Mrs. Chambers. Ho
found life extinct, and he at once called .assistance, and the body was

then removed to the police st;ition.—Dr. Grosvenor said the gentleman

had evidently been dead ten or twelve hours when he saw him. He
hail made a post-mortem examination, and found that death was due to

poison taken in the form of cyanide of potassium, which must have

been swallowed a few minutes Ijofore death.—The jury returned a

verdict of suicide while of unsound mind.

LONDON GAZETTE, Tuesday, February 19, 1884.

Rrcbivisg Order and Datr of Public E.vamisatiox.

Dl'XCAX JoSEril GilAXT, 63, Llewellyn-street, Pentre Ystradyfodwg, near Pontypridd,

artist, picture-frame inaker, and photographer. Pontypridd Court, March 14th, at

noon.—First meeting February 29th, at three p.m.; at the Official Receiver's Offlce,

Merthyr Tydfll.
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THE PERMANENCE OF PHOTOGRAPHS MOUNTED IN
OPTICAL CONTACT WITH GLASS.

Whatever may be said with reference to the artistic merit of

photographs either enamelled or mounted in optical contact with
glass, one thing is certain, namely, that such pictures do un-

doubtedly meet with considerable favour on the part of the general

public. Thei-efore, so long as the public taste runs in this particular

direction so long will such pictures continue to be supplied. At the

last meeting of the Ghisgow and West of Scotland Amateur Photo-
graphic Association the subject of mounting prints in optical

contact with glass appears to have been one of the topics discussed.

Some of the members advocated the employment of starch and some
gelatine, while others suggested a mixture of the two. The object

I of the present article is to direct particular attention to the fact

that it is of primary importance the mountant, whatever it is, should
be one which will have no deleterious action on the picture—

a

matter too often overlooked.

Our attention has been called of late to the large number of faded
photographs, mounted on glass, which are to be seen in the shop
windows of many fancy stationers in the metropolis. This has
caused us to observe them more closely than we perhaps otherwise
should have done, with the result that, in almost every instance

when a picture of this class has faded it has been one of those
"scraps" of which such large numbers are produced—many of them
on the continent, and at an exceedingly cheap rate. It is the public
exhibition of such considerable numbers of faded and fading speci-

mens of these pictures in the shop windows which has, doubtless,

given rise to the idea that prints mounted in contact with glass

fade more rapidly than those on cardboard. Now, if anything
can conduce to the permanence of the photographic image, one
would think it should be the hermetically sealing it between two im-

pervious surfaces, as then it must be perfectly protected from all

atmospheric influences. But experience teaches us that there are

instances where such is not the case ; in fact, this treatment, on
the contrary, sometimes appears to hasten decay rather than pre-

vent it.

Only a few weeks back a fancy stationer (who keeps a somewhat
large stock of these " scrap subjects," mounted on glass, with the

usual black margin and gilt metal rim) showed us a considerable

number whicli had faded badly; indeed, they were quite unsaleable,

although they had only been in his possession for a few months.

He remarked at the time that he had received many complaints of

fading from customers to whom he had supplied ihera. On inquiry

we found that the pictures in question were supplied wholesale at

such a very low price that it ciuld not reasonably be expected that

any great care ha<l been bestiwed on their production.

In our last volume (page 199) we devoted an article to the

consideratiiin of the question whether prints "euara<'lled" with

gelatine wuro likely to prove more or l"ss permannnt I ban corres-

ponding prints not si> treated. We then pointed out that, under
certain conditions, the enamellini; wnuld prove no protection

agiinst, but, on the contrary, mi.'ht pnssibly conduce to, fading.

What was then saiil in reference to eiianiflleil j)rinta applies equally

well to prints mounted in contact with a iflass pl:ite.

It is clear that if a print have been l)nt imperfectly fixed nnd
washed, and, consequently, contains withia itself the elemeuts of

destruction, rendering it impervious to the atmosphere will afford

it little or no protection. If, at the same time, the material with
which it is rendered impervious contain acid or oxidising pro-

perties, it is easy to conceive that the fading may be considerably

hastened by the treatment. Agaiil : even if the print have
received every care in the fixing and washing, and it be afterwards

impregnated with an acid sample of gelatine, no additicmal per-

manence can reasonably be expected to result therefrom; on the

contrai-y, it must act injuriously rather than otherwise.

Now, after what has been said, it is not difficult to 8uriiii»e h-
reason why so many of those cheap productions to which aliu.siou

has been made fade so rapidly. They, doubtless, received but little

attention in the fixing and washing operations, and were after-

wards mounted with an acid sample of gelatine. Nearly all foreign

gelatines, it may be mentioned, are acid, and these are the kinds

most generally used for enamelling or mounting on glass, by
reason of their freedom from colour and their transparency. The
more colourless and transparent the sample the more acid it will

generally be found; therefore, in no case should a gelatine be

employed—either for enamelling silver prints or mounting them
on glass—without previously neutralising the free acid. But it

will be far better to avoid using such gelatines altogether for

the purpose, and employ only those which are neutral in the first

instance, like those of Messrs. Nelson, Dale and Co., or of most
other English manufaotureiu They may not be quite so colour-

less or transparent as foreign gelatine*; but in the extremely thin

films which are here employed no difference between the two can be

distinguished in the finished picture.

What was said a fortnight since, when giving our experience of

the increased permanence conferred by enamelling, applies equally

well to photographs cemented in optical contact with glass. In our

hands they have always proved more permanent than ordinary

prints. But the prints upon which we have based our experience

have been in each case both carefully fixed and washed before

being mounted on the glass or enamelled, and the mounting or

enamelling has always been effected with the finest kinds of

English gelatine, for the reason already mentioned.

. It has been suggested that a small proportion of chrome alum
should be added to the solution of gelatine used for mounting the

prints on the ghias with a view to rendering it insoluble, and,

therefore, less absorbent of moisture ; but we prefer to employ the

plain gelatine. If, however, it be desired to render the pjiper itself

impervious, it is better to coat the back nf it with C"lli>ilion con-

taining ciistor oil ; but we consider this quite unnecesairy.

PIRATING LANTERN SLIDl S

Bearing in mini! what we Ktid a few win-ks «iuce, ttith r.-^; u J to

the duplicatin.^ of ueafatives under circmmtiiinsw iu ciMMiei'tiin with

which a high degwe of sU'hwss Wjh achieved, it wiii readily be

understood that the saqie law of reproduction applies to trana-

parencien, and a correct inference will be deduced from this that

manufai;lurera of. transparencies are, beyowi all other photographers,

liable U> have their works pirated.

But the low pricert at which the ifenniiie productions of such

mauufacturerii a^ii l>? re*.lil/ procuied iu this country, togetfaer
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with the possible fact that auy one, or all, of them may be copy-

right, have hitherto acted aa deterring agents in their fraudulent

multiplication. These influences are, however, only operative in

Great Britain and Ireland. In countries where there is a large or

even moderately-large demand for such productions, where the

prices are four times in excess of ours, and where there is no legal

restraint upon the copying of English slides, it is scarcely to be

wondered at if the temptation to become pirates is too great to be

successfully withstood. In a letter having a bearing on this sub-

ject, from Mr. J. T. Taylor, in our issue of the 15th instant, he

dimly hints at the possibility of the copying, by American dealers

in and manufacturers of lantern slides and appliances, of York's

slides, and presumably others which are of English manufacture.

But another correspondent, whose communication will be found

on page 143 of this number, is less reticent ; for he saya that when

residing in the United States he, as a photographic operator, was

often called upon to copy English productions for commercial pur-

poses. It was quite well understood by him that such copies were

to be sold as "imported" productions at the prices charged for

plain imported slides, namely, five shillings and twopence each.

So long as there is no international copyright law—to which we

may also add that so long as there is such a high protective import

duty on photographic transparencies— just so long will English

makers have to submit to the risk of having their works copied.

An extensive manufacturer of lantern slides, who procured the

services of skilled draftsmen to make delicate outline sketches

which were afterwards photographed and coloured, once told us

that he could immediately detect any piratical reproduction of his

designs. Having obtained his permission to make an attempt we,

in the course of a fortnight, handed him a nicely-executed painted

lantern slide, showing a view of the rocky temples in Petra. He
observed—" That is the same slide you purchased the week before

last." " No," we replied, " it is only a copy of it." Applying a

magnifier, he said " It is genuine," and pointed out certain marks
which were considered as tests; but by showing him the original

and the copy side by side we soon convinced him that inexorable

photography made short work of his private test marks. But
reproduction or duplicating of lantern slides does not necessarily

mean piracy, although the one is so frequently a concomitant of the

other. If an exact reproduction be required no better or simpler

means can be adopted for doing so than by superposition ; but this

is only suitable when the dry process is to be employed throughout.

It will be found preferable, especially if a number of copies are

required, to make an enlarged negative from the transparency, the

degree of amplification being about two diameters. When this

negative is finished it may, in some cases, be found advisable to

subject it to the operation of a skilful retoucher, because many
landscape subjects have the foliage much heavier than is thought
desirable, and this, together with similar defects, may be easily

remedied by stopping out and imparting to the lights and shades
the requisite degree of harmony. The negative, when thus im-
proved, is made use of for printing transparencies by wet collodion

and the camera, the degree of reduction and amount of subject
included being now entirely under control, which could not possibly

be the case were the other method adopted.

We have spoken so frequently of the manipulations to be em-
ployed when making transparencies by wet collodion that we do not
feel it necessary to recapitulate them here. It may, however, be
needful to say that a transparency produced from another by the
system described is not necessarily inferior in any respect to the
original from which it was obtained, but it iwxy be much superior

in every quality except sharpness. We have had a three-inch trans-

parency, produced in the manner described, projected on a thirty-

foot screen with a marked advantage over the original when pro-

jected under similar circumstances.

COLLECTING RESIDUES.
Mr. F. W. Hart's lecture, given in full in our last issue, will serve

as an excellent reminder of the large amount of the precious metals
employed by the photographer which can, with due care and the aid

of suitable appliances, be collected from the so-called " waste solu-

tions." The time is gone by when it was necessary to be continually

insisting upon the desirability of this collection—when few photo-

graphers took any care even of the washings from the prints before

toning ;
yet, strange to say, proof is continually reaching us that

the saving of hypo, solutions is still, comparatively speaking, an

unusual occurrence. It would be ditficult to say why this should

be so, were it not that the care of residues too often fails into the

hands of assistants who have had no experience in treating such

residues, and whose chemical attainments are at too low an ebb to

enable them to initiate any such process themselves.

Mr. Hart did well in bringing before his hearers a great variety

of important facts, aa well as a very complete system of treating all

waste likely to accumulate on a photographer's premises, and his

communication wasfuU of practical working details. It was, how-
ever, treated in a manner calculated to be far more valuable to the

photographer in a large way of business than to the artist in a smaller

way or to the amateur, and a little annotation of his remarks will

help to show the latter that the preparations for dealing with

valuable solutions are by no means such a complicated matter as

the tyro, upon reading the lecture, might imagine. For such, of

course, it was not intended.

In the first place, the question which may most particularly be
considered is—whether to reduce the accumulation of residues at

home or sent to the refiner's. Mr. F. York stated that his own ex-

perience led him to believe that between the two methods there

was little to choose. He had tried both, and obtained about the

same money value from each. When the attempt to make the reduc-

tion is undertaken by the photographer himself he should most care-

fully keep in mind Mr. York's dictum—that " the danger of not

effectually and thoroughly performing the reduction w.as one which

those who were not engaged in it as a business should carefully

guard against, or they would lose rather than gain by their

trouble." He narrated an experience of his own where he found

that the flux left after the reduction contained silver to the extent

of ten shillings' worth per pound—a waste or loss far in excess

of what the refiner would charge for performing the reduction

himself, after taking all risk, and allowing the full value of the

metal contained.

When the quantity is at all large the refiner's charge is not likely

to exceed five per cent, of the total value of the metal present, and
perhaps decidedly less. Out of this has to be paid labour, fuel,

crucibles, wear and tear of furnace, &c. When the photographer

employs a refiner of standing to reduce his work we very much
question whether he is not a gainer, and does not get more value

than he who spends a good portion of a day in treating a batch of

his own residues.

There are, however, many photographei-a who like to perform

operations of this kind on their own premises for the mere interest

taken in the work, and without regard to the relative economy of

the two modes of dealing with the material To them we would say

that they can work upon fairly large quantities of residues without

going to any expense in furnace building, or even purchasing a gas

furnace, which is more practical with small than with large quan-

tities. With careful treatment it is quite an easy matter to reduce

(say) half-a-pound of chloride on an ordinary blacksmith's forge,

the formula for mixing the flux for which has been given in our

pages ; or one of those given in the paper we are discussing may be

chosen, they being little diiferent^

One fact must be borne in mind : it is that the carbonate of soda

mentioned in most formulie is not the white powder often called

the " sesquicarbonate," but that represented by the common
washing soda or by soda ash, the latter not now being a salt

commonly met with. Further: there will be no loss if the precipi

tate of chloride be collected and dried without spending time

upon any preliminary washing.

The experience of a practical man like Mr. York, who is

accustomed to deal with large quantities, should outweigh any
theoretical considerations; but we feel bound to say we do not

understand the result he obtains, namely, a troy ounce of silver

from three avoirdupois ounces of chloride, and one-fourth of the
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weight ia metallic silver from sulphides. In our experiments we have

obtained—what theory would iudicate—far larger proportions, and
sulphide certainly should be richer than chloride. This proportion,

however, could be readily accounted for by the supposition that

the printing hands are not careful in keeping the precipitates

free from foreign matter.

The idea of using a paraffine oil cask is a decidedly good one,

where space is no ol)ject ; but as there should always be two recep-

tacles for each kind of residue (chloride and sulphide), four such

c:iak» would occupy no small space. We would also place the taps

nearer the bottom than was mentioned at the meeting to which we
have referred. Six or eight inches would be quite sufficient, and
would entail less frequent drawing oflf of the liquid. These casks

are readily cleaned with boiling water, a-s they are coated inside

with a thin film of glue to aid in rendering them oil-tight.

The stoneware vessels with conical side are very good, as also are

the wooden vessels made in a similar form, as described many years

ago by one of our contributors. Hydrochloric acid—or "spirits of

salt," as the crude acid is commonly designated—is far preferable to

salt for precipitating the chloride. It is then certain that the

whole of the precipitant is in solution instead of, aa ia often the

case, at the bottom of the cask, a lump of salt being usually thrown

in, and perhaps one stir given to the water without the salt ever

reaching the top. When both first and second washings from the

prints are preserved the precipitate in a large vessel will take far

longer to subside than the two hours Mr. Hart named. Perhaps
as good a method as any of adding the acid is to throw a certain

quantity into the bottom of the jar or cask each time the superna-

tant fluid has been drawn olf. It will then need no great amount
of stirring when the vessel is full to ensure thorough admixture of

the precipitant. One point in this connection should not be for-

gotten : many photographers now use ready-sensitised paper made
by blotting off and treating with citric acid. The photographer
here must not expect much value from his washing waters when
such paper is used.

With regard to hypo, precipitates : we again call attention to the

great value of precious metal that spent hypo, solution contains, and
point out, as has been done for many years past in these pages, that

it can be obtained quite as readily as chlorides from print washings,

and with very little annoyance. It is only the experienced mani-

pulator who can throw down sulphides so as to cause no disagree-

able odours in the room ; but, if care be taken not to add too much
at once, the smell will be reduced to a minimum and will quickly

pass away. When too much sulphide has been added a scum very

quickly forms upon the surface of the solution, and a workman of

average intelligence would quickly learn, by observing this point

alone, how to apportion the quantity of sulphide to add. When
this scum is present there will always be a foul smell from the

solution, and especially so when drawing it off.

Another source of failure to those who are trying this plan for the

first time is the liability of the sulphide to become spoiled by keep-

ing. It is always covered with a useless crust, and this crust

gradually deepens by exposure to air till the whole piece is useless

for the purpose. When broken into pieces its quality can be ascer-

tained, the unaltered material being of a rich, glassy, liver colour,

while the useless part ia a dull, opaque greenish- or yellowish-grey.

We are inclined to think that this proneness to change in the

sulphide may account for a great deal of the indifference to hypo,

residues which, there can be no manner of doubt, widely prevails.

We trust that our hints may lead to a greater economy in photo-

gra])hic processes, which, in these days of competition, is a matter

of far greater importance than ever it was ; and in conclusion we
may say that we give it as our well-matured opinion that in the

long run it will, in most cases, pay the photographer better to send

to the refiner the precipitates his care has brought together, rather

than risk wasting and losing a considerable proportion by indulg-

ing in unpractised reducing experiments.

between collodion and gelatine negatives. We have over and over
again expressed the opinion that, by giving a proper amount of
washing after each operation in the process, mercurial intenaifica-
tion—in some of its forms, at least—ia as much to be tnuted aa
any other. But how is one, now-a-days, to define what constitutes
a sufficient washing ? What will suffice with some gelatine films
may prove wholly inadequate with others, and hence the un-
certainty. With collodion films, however, the salts are readily
enough removed, and, consequently, collodion negatives intensified
with mercury have proved more lasting than gehttine ones. This
fact may prove that " the fault lies in the method and not in the
material ;

" but it does not remove the uncertainty which attaches
to mercurially-intenaified gelatine negatives.

The Northampton Photographic Society—or, rather, the photo-
graphic section of the Museum—have decided to hold an inter-

national exhibition next December, preliminary details of which
are given in our advertising columns. With the liberal priae list

announced, and the assistance of so able an Hon. Secretary as
Mr. Harry Manfield, there is little fear as to its ultimate success.

We shall have more particulars to give in a future number.

As will be seen by an announcement in another column the Postal
Photographic Society is about to lose the services of its indefati-
gable Honorary Secretary, Mr. H. H. Cunningham, to whose energy
and perseverance so much of the success of the Society is due.
While regretting Mr. Cunningham's departure from the scene of
his photographic labours, we cannot but congratulate him on his
appointment to the important position he ia about to occupy, and
we hope he may long be spared to dispense justice to the colonials,
and, when time permits, to send ua some acconnt of his photographic
experiences in a hot climate,

In speaking of the comparative permanence of negatives intensified

with mercury. Dr. Nicol is not alone in ignoring the difference

The microscopists have seized and adopted many photographic pro^
cesses, not the least interesting adaptation being emulsion prepara-
tions, even down to " pellicle." The only difference is that the emulsions
are used by the microscopist for injecting prepared tissues and not for
development, though some of the emulsions so used are prepared by
development. Thus, a mixture is made of five ounces of gelatine,
three ounces of common salt, and a pint of water ; and also a solu-
tion of nitrate of silver, three ounces in half-a-piut, the former being
slowly poured into the latter whilst stirring. After cooling and
squeezing through a net into vermicelli-like threads this mixture
is added, in daylight, to a mixture of a pint and a-half of saturated
solution of oxalate of potassium and half-a-pint of saturated solu-
tion of sulphate of iron. This is for a black emulsion. It will thus
be seen that the working photographer would be the moat likely
person to be found who could compound the mixture with ad-
vantage.

It may be noted, further, that the emulsions are made into dried
pellicles by warming till fluid and then pouring on to sheets of
parchment {query: parchment paper?) saturated with parafiine,
from which it can easily be separated, dried, and cut into slips.

Thb question of stoves, fire-places, or hot-water pipes is one of
perennial interest and to the photographer as much as anyone, and we
note a very interesting fact in connection with the subject which
recently was incidentally alluded to at a meeting of the Physical
Society when a topic of high abstru.se interest was under dis-

cussion. When a current of air is produced by the impinging of

cold air upon heated surfaces a peculiar motion of the molecules is

brought about, and, as a consequence. Professor Forbes stated that
Aitken shows that a room heated hy a stove will have dustier
walls than one heated by a fire, owing to the air being hotter than
the walls. Emulsion workers may take a note of this fact.

The interest excited by Mr. W. Crookes's radiometer will not readily

be forgotten by photographers. They m.iy also rememlier that the
instrument was quickly copied on the continent, and "light-mills"
made there and sold in this country in large quantities. It appears
that several philosophers have been working in a parallel line with
Mr. Crookes's investigation, and engaged in devising a sound-mill

—

that is, a mill moved by the ,-igency ot sound instead of light. They
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have been suooessful, aii.l a variety of Tonus of the iustruiueiit is

illustrated iu a recent number of Nature.

Os the 19th of March next the Council of the Meteorological

Society have arranged to hold an exhibition of thermometers, and

the committee will be glad to show any new meteorological appa-

ratus invented or first constructed since March last, as well as

photographs and drawings possessing meteorological interest.

There should be no lack of photographs ; for, as our columns have

testified,- many very interesting representations of meteorological

phenomena have lately been taken. Few such pictures could be

more interesting than that of the lightning flashes lately alluded to

by us, and which, en passant, we may say are almost equalled in

interest by a series of photographs of the electric spark, taken

instantaneously. They are reproduced in our contemporary La
Nature, printed by a process of heliogravure.

Then, again, in the same journal there is an illustration, also from
a photograph (taken by M. Ch. Mossette) of a display of the

strange after-glow, or "crepuscular light," as that periodical terms the

display iu language far more precise than the accustomed "remark-
able sunsets" of the Eiiglish papers. The picture is a valuable

contribution to the records of the phenomena, anil represents an

appearance which we do not rememljer having seen descril)ed in

any of the accounts of the phenomena yet published. There is a
distinct view of the open country with a very low horizon, the
camera having been fixed so as to obtain as much sky as possible.

Immediately over the horizon line lie a few clouds, while the whole
space overhead is marked out by a huge parallelogram (grey upon a
darker ground) crossed with light streamers, while at one end of

the figure a further series of upright lines about equal in width to

the lines of the figure is seen, and give the impression of a number
of the forms lying one behind another. The whole effect is most
striking, and the photographer is to be congratulated upon his

successful rendering of a phenomena most interesting to everybody
at the present time.

The great explosion at Victoria Station was only prevented from
becoming a due catiustiophe by tlie difference of a few minutes of

time. As it is, not a life was lost and scarcely any injury sustained
l>y the explosion itself. A very wise step has ueen taken "in securing
photographs of the scene of the disaster. Notliing was allowed to
be touched or removed till half-a-dozen photographs had been
secured. The aid of photography has been utilised times innu-
meiaole in recording the results, and even the very act, of dynamite
and other explosions; but no photographs—not "even those of the
heaving mountains of water thrown high up by the tiring of sub-
marine mines photographed by the authorities at Woolwrdi—sug-
gest ini>thiiig so appalliiig as the possilile results that might have
followed the dastardly act that is now creating such excitement in
the metropolis.

It is not every amateur photographer who receives a gold medal
from the Royal Astronomical Society, yet we are sure our readers
will be ready to join in congratulating Mr. A. A. Common upon the
honour recently bestowed upon him. It will also be encoura"inw to
nil patient, careful workers to learn that the President stated "the
Council has been less influenced in awarding medals by "originality
in the methods adopted, than by the great practical success which
has attended Mr. Common's efforts in a most important and interest-
ing field of astronomical research."

Mr. Common was engaged in astronomical photography so far back
as ten years ago, his experiments being made with a five and
a-half-iuch reflector. He then, after abandoning the idea of making
a reflector himself, although he had purchased the discs of glass for
the purpose, obtained an eighteen-iuch reflector by Carver, which he
had mounted under his personal supervision from his own designs
This he was able to work with in 1877. Next he had a far more

six-

has
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powerful instrument, and in 1879 he started work with a thirty-
inch mirror. This instrument, though in use for other work, uas
been mainly devoted to photography. Mr. Common's first attempt
at the object now so inseparably connected with his name—the
nebula of Orion—was on January 20, 1880, and resulted in failure.
With ihe-aid of gelatine plates, and by ccmtinual improvements of
the dnving-clock, he was able to obtain what was perhaps the I

earliest successful photograph of a comet, on January 24, 1881. A
photograph of the nebula was, at last, obtained on March 7, 1882, and
received great praise. Further improvements were made, and on
January 30, hist year, the celebrated photograph exhiljited at Pall

Mall was secured. Mr. Common has still continued his experiments

in many directions, and he has found that the ability to give so much
as ninety minutes' exposure—which the perfection to which he lias

brought his instrument allows him to do—enables him to produce

many results unattainable by other means.

It is not given to every great poet to reach straight to the heart

of men as did Longfellow in so many of his poems. Among every

English-speaking community in the world the lines he wrote are aa
" household words," and when he went from among us he left a

void difficult to fill. His songs i-emain, and will remain. In years

to come many a sad soul held by a worn, tired frame will be cheered

by them ; and his words " Let us then be up and doing, with a heart

for every fate," will at once encourage and oft'er hope. It will be

gratifying to photographers to learn that their art has been instru-

mental in enabling England to pay her tribute of respect to his

memory. Every one will be familiar with the grand head of the

poet which has been so artistically treated by the photographer

—

notably one picture (by Sarony, we believe), taken about twenty
years ago, which was almost the finest photograph ever produced up
to that time. These pictures have now been suflicient, placed in the

hands of a clever sculptor, to eiial)le him to obtain an excellent

likeness in marble. A three-quarter length figure, produced with

no other aid in securing the likeness than photography, has been

executed by Mr. Brock, and will be placed iu Poet's Corner, West-
minster Abbey, tomorrow.

THE LIVERPOOL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY AND
STELLAR PHOTOGRAPHY.

We are glad to see that the question of stellar photography is being

taken up by the Liverpool Astronomical Society. We have already

noticed in these pages scmie of the results already obtained. The
last one we recorded was the photographing of the comet Poiis-

Brooks by the Rev. T. E. Espin. At the meeting of the Society,

on Monday evening, February 18th, Mr. Isaac Rolierts, F.R.A.S.,

one of the vice-presidents, gave some results he had obtained with

a variety of lenses. In all he had taken twenty-seven photographs,

fhe cameras had been att.ached to the declination axis of his teles-

cope, which is an equatorial, and driven by clockwork. The object

in view was to determine what were the best plates to use and what
the best size of lens.

Theoretically, the larger the lens the more stars ought to appear

on the plate, or where the lenses were of different apertures the

large lens ought to photograph the same number of stars in an ex-

posure which would be less in accordance with the differences

between the apertures. To test the various lenses it was necessary

to have equal conditions. The plates were taken from the same

packet ; the lenses were all mounted in cameras on the same equa-

torial stand ; the same group of stars were photograjJied, and the

same exposure used for all. Under these circumstances the condi-

tions were precisely similar, and the differences obtained would be

due to the lenses only.

The exposures given were, as a rule, under half-an-liour ; for the

experiment was not to photograph as many stars as possible, but

only to determine the space-penetrating power of the leuses.

Hence the length of the exposure w;is generally short, sometimes
being only a quarter of an hour. The objects selected for trial were

the Pleiades and the region of the great nebula in Orion. In both,

stars ranging from sixth magnitude to tenth magnitude are

properly clustered, while the stars below the tenth magnitude are

innumerable. The nel)ula in Orion itself, too, offered an excellent

test for the penetrating power of the lenws. The apertures of the

lenses tested were three-eighths of an inch, one and a-half inch,

two inches, three inches, and four inches. The images given by the

three-eighths of an inch were so small as to be with difficulty dis-

tinguished from specks on the plate. The one and a-lialf inch

lens drew the stars out into triangles, showing that, .although fov

landscape work the lens seemed perfect, yet when sulijected to this

test it was not perfectly figured. Various stellar photographs were

taken with the one and a-half inch, and always with the same result.

Of all the lenses the two-inch seemed to work best, and several

enlargements were shown at the meeting from the negatives taken

with this lens. The increase of aperture, for some reason that

Mr, Roberts could not explain, did not seem to give a proportioiml
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increase in the number of stars. The four-inch lens, for instance,
witli the same exposure did not show tnaTiy more stars, but those it

did show seemed blacker and sharper. There can be no doubt, we
think, that the inaccuracies of lenses may be detected by taking
stellar photograplis witli them. The brighter stars can be photo-
graphed in a very few minutes, and the plates could be made
especially rapid for this purpose.
As regards the plates used, Mr. Roberts declined at present to

say which were the best for stellar photography. Evidently how-
ever, much might be done in the laboratory—more, even, than
with the increasing aperture of lens ; for the plates could be made
more sensitive, and thus greater results be obtained.
One point of great value was brought to light in the course of

the discussion which followed Mr. Roberts's paper :—With whatever
aperture a group of stars may be photoOTaphed the relative impres-
sions on the plate remain constant. If three stars are photographed
with different apertures the magnitudes as shown on the photo-
graphs are the same in all. This point is a very important one ;

for it shows that the differences are really due to the chemical light
in the stars and not to any peculiarities in the lenses. In the
Pleiades both Mr. Espin and Mr. Roberts tiiul independently that
some of the brighter stai-s are absent from the plate, while many
stars of less magnitude to the eye have left their impression on the
plate.

We are pleased to hear that the Liverpool Astronomical Society
is taking vigorous nie;isures to continue the work of stellar photo-
graphy. A very powerful instrument will soon be in position,
and then, we believe, a systematic survey of some part of the
heavens will be undertaken, and doubtless the results will be
valuable and interesting. In the meantime we shall await with
interest any further researches into the powers of lenses and- the
most suitable plates.

DARK ROOM ILLUMINATION.
In an article in your last issue Mr. Herbert S. Starnes quotes an
experiment of Mr. A. Cowan's, but hiia unaccountably omitted to

mention a most important factor in this experiment, and the omission
renders entirely misleading the argument which Mr. Starnes bases
upon Mr. Cowan's statement.

Mr. Starnes states that Mr. Cowan "found that by transmitted
light he could obtain a deposit in live seconds ; but with a reflected
light, with more apparent light to the eye, lie could not obtain a
deposit in 180 times that period of time." He has oramitted to say
th.at the lights employed were totally different. The liglit giving
the deposit in five seconds was Mr. Cowan's former dark-room lantern
fitted with the usual red mediums, while that wiiich gave him a better
light, with no deposit, in the longer period of time was the combina-
tion of yellow paper and green ghiss. Mr. Cowan mentioned that
simultaneously with changing the colour of his light he had arranged
to let reHected light only fall upon the glass, .and gave as his reason
for so doing that the window could then bo equally illuminated all

over instead of having one special bright spot opposite the gas jet
which formed the source of light.

That there is some advantage in using reflected light is what
might be expected from the fact that sucli a good judge and
scientific investigator as Mr. Leon Wanierke mentioned long
since that he nsed it in his coating room. The lantern which he
described some year or more jigo, at one of the meetings of the
London and Provincial Photographic Association, consisted of a
hemispherical reflector painted red, with its opening covered by
ruby glass. The lamp which it contained was furnished with a
screen, which prevented any rays from the flame direct passing
through the glass. Substituting yellow for red as the reflector, green
glass and yellow paper for the ruby glass, and used as a front instead
of a ceiling light—such was the manner in which Mr. Cow.an obtained
his successful results. That reflected light, however, should give
a light fifty times stronger to work by than a light of the same
safety for the plate obtained by transmission is a mere unproved
guess of Mr. Starnes, and he would do well to bring some
evidence, based upon experiments which can be repeated by others,

to substantiate it.

The box-lantern which Mr. Starnes showed at a meeting of the
London and Proviucial Photographic Association is certainly con-
venient for travelling and very easily made. When it is, instead
of the brown colour first shown, painted of bright, deep yellow,
and fitteil with a green glass in front, as it afterwards appeared,
it is douVjtless very effective.

Since the appearance in The British Journal of Photography
of January 25th of my article on Dark Room Eluminatvm I have

supplied many small patterns of gUusa and paper, and from the
letters I have received I am happy to say that already many
photographers have found relief in abandoning the old red light.

There has been a difficulty, however, in some places ini procuring
glass of the right tint. Perhaps with increased demand this diffi-

culty will disappear. I observe that many speak of the glass I us*
ivs "cathedral green." I have never used the expression myself.
" Cathedral " is a certain make of glass that is not quite clear and
even, and is of all colours. It happened that I could not obtain
the glass of the colour I wanted, except of this particular make

;

but it may be that some makers have a suitable colour—a light

yellowish-green, not at all bluish—in ordinary pot or stained sheet.

Since writing the above paragraph I have seen a glass which
I have not yet tried, but which appears to be very suitable. It ia

known as " muffled No. 6a," and is intermediate in depth between
the two shades of cathedral glass which I have referred to. I
should say that one thickness of this glass, with sufficient thick-
nesses of paper, would answer for any light. The paper is known
as " No. 5| deep yellow demy." Whether these numbers refer to
similar colours in the case of articles kept by dealers who are not
supplied from the same factories I am not at present able to say.

I find, too, that I have not in all cases been understood as to the
quantity of glass and paper used. I stated that I used for daylight

a fixed screen of one thickness and two of p.aper, and that in front
of this was a movable screen similar, which I draw aside as soon as

the development is complete, or in a very dull light. This, of

course, implies that where only one fixed screen is in use there
should be (for daylight) four thicknesses of paper and two of glassy

In this case, however, one thickness of a somewhat darker glass

will do instead of the usual lighter green, or one of the light green
and one of the ordinary orange pot may be used ; but in this

case the light is not so agreeable.

It is very difficult sometimes with those who have made a study
from such writings as have appeared on the subject of the effects of

light and different coloura upon sensitive substances—and they are

rather voluminous—to shake the ideas which this study has instilled.

I have just met with an instance of this in the case of a gentleman
well known as a photographic experimentalist. He told me that
upon receiving the samples of gla.ss and paper which I sent him
he had examined them with the spectroscope, and that told him
they were worthless for the purpose proposed, so he laid them
aside. Afterwards—putting them to actual trial—he had been sur-

prised to find the difference between the resulting facts and the
conclusions he had arrived at from spectroscopic examination.
Does this prove that the spectroscope is an untrustworthy instra-

ment ? Not at all. Or that, as is sometimes said
—" Theory says

one thing, but practically the facts are the other way 1" It only
proves that the theory which is contradicted by facts is an unsound
one, and had better be amended or replaced. How an unsound
theory acquires such general acceptance is another matter ; but
when a conclusion is found to be erroneous it is well to investigate

the premises on which it is based, and to see whether in this case

the facts of spectrum photography and of the photographic power of

rays of different colour upon sensitive substances have not been in-

correctly described by those whose authority* has been accefited

on the subject. As a matter of absolute fact, in safety of working
light Mr. Cowan's experiment, in which he held a rapid commercial
|)late close to a light which was considered ample for working by
for a period of fifteen minutes without getting any deposit npon
development, is, I believe, unprecedented. However much it

may contradict theories built upon mistaken premises, it should be
remembered that this safe light wiis yellow ; whilst the combination
of ruby and orange, which th^same experimentalist formerly used,

gave a deposit on the plate with only five seconds exposure, with-

out, as he stated, affording so much light to work by.

I have frequently been asked what is the object of the addition

of the green ghiss to the yellow paper. When several thicknesses

of any clear, deep yellow medium are employed the light trans-

mitted appears orange, or even almost red. A solution of bichromate
of potash in thin and thick layers is a good example of this. The
green seems to restore the yellow character of the light, and at the

same time it cuts off a good deal of light of some actinic jwwer,

whilst it does not much lower the lumino!<ity to the eye—the

visual power \>y which we work. W. E. Debeniiam.

P.S.—I do not propose to follow Mr. Starnes into his curious specu-

lations about " wave-lengths," further than to say that if he objects

to the absorption theory regarding coloured media on the ground that

no discoverable work, such as expansion or chemical work, has

been done by the light, this objection would hold with greater

force in the case of an opaque or black body, where the whole, or
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nearly the wliole, is abiorbeil, aii'l ix givater effect, such a^ of ex-

p.iiisioii, Sec, ought to be observable. Or doe.s he suppose the liglit

in this case also to be merely changed, and that black rays are

transmitted or reflected, as the c:ise may be ! The idea of rays

being changed into others of different wave-lengths by transmission

through a coloured medium is one which at present must be con-

considered a-5 a m;re guess with all the evidence against it. If any
evidence in its favour should be forthcoming it will, doubtless, be
well considered.—W. E. D.

THE CAMERA IN WAR: A RECOLLEC TION.

You liad an article about the camera in war, on which subject I can
tell you an amusing story. In 1861 I was at Naples with a camera
trying to get some good ))hotographs. An old schoolfellow and
friend, Lord St. Maur, came out there to join Garibaldi's English
legion, and I was, therefore, able to get about pretty well where I

liked. One morning four of us drove out from Naples some twelve
miles, where a battle was expected between the Neapolitan troops

and the Garibaldians. Tlie party consisted of Lord St. Maur,
Frank Vizetelly (lately killed with Hicks Pasha), Colonel (now
Pasha) V. Baker, then of the 10th Hussars, and the writer.

Suddenly, having been some time within range, on turning a
corner of the road we saw in front of us a thin line of some twenty
or thirty Garibaldians, with " Garibaldi's Englishman," Colonel
Peard, at their head. They were slowly retreating towards us, a regi-

ment of Neapolitan cavalry being barely kept at bay owing to Peard's
men being very short of cartridges. Peard hailed us as an avail-

able reinforcement. As I thouglit it a fine chance of getting a picture
of a regiment of cavalry charging, out came the camera, and
we joined the line. What the cavalry thought I know not, but
they charged at once. We all stood our ground till they were
within an easy distance, and then gave them a simultaneous
volley. This and a strong reinforcement of Garibaldi's own
men, who came running across the fields at the moment, upset
the cavalry, who actually reined up, turned tail, and fled ! (Poor
Frank Vizetelly sent home a picture of the affair, which duly
appeared in the IHmtrated London News ; and, our names having
been put under our respective portraits. Colonel Baker and myself
were called to account by the War Office.)

We liad a narrow escape of having to walk back, as a half-
battery of artillery who were supporting the cavalry had managed
to send a round shot clean through the back of our carriage.
The coachman ran away; but, luckily, the horses came trotting
up the road towards us, and we managed to get hold of them.
But the amusing part is that one of the Garibaldian ofiicers, who

had come up just before the cavalry retired, was greatly puzzled by
the camera. A few days after he came up to me in the streets of
Naples, and begged me to tell him what sort of gun it was I had
driven off the cavalry regiment with. At first I could not get him
to believe me ; but when he did see I was really serious in telling
him it was nothing but a stereoscopic camera, and that I had got a
capital picture, he remarked, as though he was saying something
that explained it all—"Ah ! then you must be an Englishman !" He
seemed to think that accounted for any act of folly.

I got some very good pictures of the battle-fields at that time-
moat mteresting and instructive, and not the least so was the one
of the smashed panels of our carriage ! I was using then Hill
Norris's plates, and very good they were—better than some I made
myself with a gum-arabic preservative, though the year before I
had got very good pictures in India on such plates, of my own
i°u i~Z"°''

*° *^y "8 in tlioae days for a young amateur to do.
I had been stirred up to photography by Mr. Roger Fenton when
in the Crimea. I still have somewhere the pictures taken by him
of my hut, in which I spent eleven months before Sevastopol
Jilim! fugacesanni! H. Stuart Wortley, Colond

STANNOTYPE.
No. IV.

The next step ia the sensitising of the tissue—an operation which
does not differ materially from the sensitising of ordinary carbon
tissue, except in so far as the greater thickness of the gelatine sets
up a different state of affairs.

As a matter of course, in order to render the layer of gelatine
sensitive throughout its whole thickness, it is necessary that the
bichromate solution should thoroughly penetrate it—not necessarily
during the time the tissue is actually immersed in the sensitising

bath, but at anyrate by gradual diffusion afterwards, during drying.

It is a well-known fact to chemists that chemicjil action proceeds in

the same manner—though not so rapidly—in a solid jelly of gelatine

as when the latter is in the liquid state ; hence, though the brief

immersion of a few minutes may be insufficient to penetrate the

thick "relief tissue" and cause it to become "limp," if there be

sufficient of the sensitising salt absorbed at the surface it will, in

course of time, spread itself through the thickness of the layer.

It is, of course, possible to allow the tissue to remain in the sen-

sitising bath for a sufficient time to cause the solution to penetrate

it thoroughly ; but then another difficulty arises : the quantity

of water absorbed is so great that the drying of the tissue is greatly

delayed, and, in consequence, the chances of insolubility—partial or

total—greatly increased.

The quantity of bichromate actually absorbed by the film of

gelatine has an important bearing on the sensitiveness of the

tissue. With the comparatively thin layer of ordinary carbon

tissue little trouble is experienced in this respect, as a brief

immersion in the ordinary five-per-cent. solution is sufficient to

thoroughly imbue the whole mass. But when we come to deal

with a thickness many times greater, and have at the same time

to avoid as far as possible the absorption of too great a quantity of

water, it becomes necessary to consider which is the best method

of procedure. An immersion of three minutes in a three, four, or

five-grain solution of bichromate suffices, even in cold weather, to

render ordinary carbon tissue perfectly " limp "—the test usually

adopted of complete sensitising. But with tlie much thicker relief

tissue such a period of immersion is in every respect inadequate;

and when extended to five minutes it is necessary to employ a

solution of the full strength named above, in order to secure a

thorough penetration of the film of gelatine and a proper degree

of sensitiveness.

As regards the physical conditions of the stannotype tissue we are

fortunate enough in finding it—if prepared according to the diiec-

tions given in the previous article—in a condition which renders us

independent of any consideration of its " limpness " or otherwise

after sensitising. Stripped, as it is, from gUiss, and kept under

pressure, or at anyrate ffat until the time of sensitising, it does not

present the same difficulties in the performance of that operation

which the carbon tissue supplied in rolls does. We may, therefore,

be satisfied with a short immersion, provided the sensitising bath be

of an appropriate strength, trusting to the complete diffusion of the

bichromate during the subsequent period of drying.

For ordinary use the five-per-cent bath may be used, or, as it is

generally stated, one ounce of bichromate of potassium to one pint

of water. This must be filtered and kept perfectly free from dust or

other matter, which, if it attach itself to the surface of the tissue,

will inevitably produce defects in the resulting relief. The dish in

which the sensitising is effected must also be kept scrupulously

clean for the same reason. The tissue is immersed for five minutes,

and the surplus solution then removed from both back and front by
means of a fine sponge or a pad of linen free from " fluff." It is

then ready for drying.

This portion of the operations requires more attention and care

than is usually given, or than is necessary with ordinary tissue.

The great thickness of gelatine necessarily causes a larger absorp-

tion of solution, and consequently there is a larger quantity of

moisture to be got rid of. In addition, there is a stronger tendency

on the part of the tissue to curl up in drying. To avoid the latter

difficulty it is usual to tack the damp tissue on to a wooden frame
large enough to leave both sides open to the atmosphere in order

that evaporation may go on from both sides. If such frames be not

at hand, a substitate should be extemporised by tacking strips of

wood to the four edges or sides of each sheet of tissue, in order to

prevent as far as possible the warping and curling which would
otherwise occur in drying.

From what has been already said it will be recognised that under
any circumstances the drying operation is longer than with ordinary

tissue, and that, therefore, it is desirable to hasten or curtail it iis

much as possible. The application of heat for this purpose is avail-

able only to a slight extent for two reasons ; its tendency to liquify

the moist gelatine film, and, on the other hand, to induce partial

insolubility when dry. The chloride of calcium drying-box is,

therefore, a great convenience, and, indeed, where much work is

done, an absolute necessity. The object to be held in view is to

dry as rapidly as possible without heat, or with the application of

as little heat as can be conveniently managed. The longer the

gelatine remains in the moist state after sensitising and the higher
the temperature the greater is the tendency to insolubility. This

insolubility may not be absolute, but according to its degi'ee it will
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render the subsequent development of the relief more difficult and
tedious.

It lias been proposed, in order to incre.ise the sensitiveness of the
tissue, to employ a very concentrated solution of bichromate for

sensitising, with a view of causing the absorption of a larger

|iiantity of the salt with a .short immersion. In making the tissue

on a large scale, and with perfect appliances for rapid drying, the

bichromate is mixed with the gelatine ; but this is scarcely prac-

ticable on a small scale for the rcisons that we have mentioned

—

the tendency of the tissue to become insoluble if the drying period

be protracted. We have used a ten-per-cent. solntion of bichromate,
but cannot recommend it for general use, .is whatever gain there

m:iy be in rapidity of printing is more than counterbalanced by the
greater trouble in development, owing to the " insolubilising " efifect

of the stronger bichromate solution. The five-per-cent. solution is

the best for general purposes.

SINGULAR LUMINOSITY OF THE ARGENTIC-BROMIDE
GELATINE FILM.

SuMB time ago my attention was much attracted by the note
recoi-ded in those pages respecting Captain Abney's observations on
iSheanncf Stress, and as to the fact that, in cooking emulsion, if the

same were stirred in the dark a luminous appearance resulted.

What the chai'acter of this light was—whether fluorescent, phos-

porescent, or the light usually attending electrical activity of high
tension—I do not remember to have seen made the subject of

comment, nor do I intend here to offer any opinion on its character,

though I am inclined to think it is of an electric nature, similar

to that produced when pieces of sugar are rubbed together.

Not long after reading the observ.ations alluded to I was
charging my slides, and I use a good strong light (a parafiine lamp
behind two thicknesses of stout orange paper oiled). The plates I

was using (the A Ibert) were separated by four small pieces of thick

paper placed at their margins. One of these pieces of paper ad-

hered somewhat strongly and resisted a hard rub, so that I had to

pick it off with my nail, when at the moment of parting from the

lilm there wiis a very bright, somewhat greenish-blue, light emitted,

which much puzzled me as seen in the full light of my lamp.

At th.at time I could not succeed in i-eproducing this light, as

the other pieces of paper were less adherent.

I thought much on the subject, and almost came to the conclu-

sion that I must have had a fragment of phosphorus from a lucifer

match on my nail, and that this h.ad caused the light, for it was
very similar in charjicter to that produced by scratching the top

of a match ; but I w.as unable to reconcile the silence of the dis-

charge and the colour with phosphorus being the cause.

A few days ago I was tempted by the improved light of the last

few weeks to refill my slides, and, using the same plates similarly

separated, I tried if the light I had observed on the former occasion

could be produced at will. I wish now to record that whenever
the pieces of paper adhered pretty strongly and I briskly scratched
them off with my nail I was able to again produce this singular

light, though never again nearly so brilliantly as on the fii-st oc-

casion, and I have fancied with not quite so yellowish or greenish a
tinge. The surface showed a slight disruption of the film where
the pieces of paper had been scratched off when the light was
produced.

My experiment was with a dry film ; the earlier note recorded
in these pages was with emulsion. Tliere is, therefore, a little

difference in the circumstances attending the two cases. I did not
notice that when developed the silver was reduced where the
light resulted, but it may have been.

The unstable equilibrium of cooked Ag Br may possibly be
n|)set by friction as well as b^' actinic energy, and we know that

all chemical action is accompanied by electrical disturbance. The
expLanation may be found in this, but I would rather have others
to explain while I record, as the subject is at present in my own
mind inexplicable. H. H. Cunkinoham, B.A. (Cantab).

SULPHITE OF SODA IN THE DEVELOPER
M.\Y I ask space for a few remarks in explanation of some of the
teinis used in my former article on this subject? In speaking of

"clear ghuss in the shadows" I intended especially to refer to the
absence of the so-called "pyro. stain" in the more transparent Tpaxta

of the negative. With regard to the "non-actinic colour of the
deposit," exception has been taken to this term on the gro\ind that

the colour is due to the above-mentioned staining of the film, and

not to the actual colour of the deposit. Tliat this is not the caae i*

readily proved by the experiment suggested. It will be found upou
trial that it is quite impossible "to produce a similar non-actinie

colour in an oxalate-developed negative, subjected, after fixing, to a
bath of alkaline pyro." In this case the film will be stained, but for

all practical purposes the colour and printing value of the depodt
will remain the same.
Mr. S. Fry is correct in stating that the colour of the image in

sulphite-developed negatives more nearly corresponds with that of

the retouching pencil. I quite admit that from such negatives an
increased number of prints can be made in a given time; but I fail

to see the advantage of producing a larger quantity of prints with-

out regard to quality or permanence.
In expressing my views on this question I have assumed, perhaps

rashly, that any slight saving of time in printing and retouching, or

even the " one greatest charm of delicately-clean figures," so

eloquently eulogised by Mr. Fry, should be deemed of minor
importance, and scarcely worth consideration as compared with

perfection of results. As regards actual development: in my own
practice I have always found that all that can be done with

the sulphite developer can be done quicker and, I think, very

much better without such addition. I am, therefore, surprised

to find it stated by Mr. Fry that the pyro. developer

without sulphite of soda " becomes at once, on mixing, thick

and turbid, throwing down a solid, opaque deposit when the

ammonia and pyro. come together." This is quite contrary to my
own experience and that of others. There must be something

radically wrong in Mr. Fry's manipulations or his chemicals, or

possibly in the water he uses, to produce such a result. A solution

of fresh pyro. in distilled water containing a trace of citric acid

becomes only slightly discoloured on the addition of the ammonia
and bromide. It will gradually become darker in colour by keep-

ing, but should remain quite free from deposit; and, although

slower in its action, will retain its power of development for a very

long time. At a recent meeting of the Photographic Club seversJ

negatives were shown which had been successfully developed with

alkaline pyro. mixed as above, the developer having been pre-

viously used for eight negatives in succession, and kept for twelve

months after mixing.

It is poasible that the success of the above experiment may have

been in some measure due to the small quantity of citrate of am-
monia formed in the developer. I would, therefore, suggest, in

making comparative experiments to determine the utility of the

sulphite, that the required excess of acid be mixed with the pyro.

solution, and the same tested with and without the addition of

neutral sodic sulphite in various proportions. If tried fairly it

will be found that the gradation and printing qualities of the neg.a-

tives will improve in proportion as the quantity of added sulphite

is diminished. B. J. Edwards.

ONWARD !

It behoves thinking men, every now and then, to stop a while in the

course of their progress to take a view, philosophical it may bo, of the

state of things in a given way ; examine, with some care, to get a defi-

nite idea of the subject under contemplation ; and, if adN-isable, to

communicate the impressions left on the mind to those whom it may
interest. This is the case with me, and I now purpose laying before

the reader the impressions left on my mind by a survey of the photo-

graphic work recently produced, or with wluch, at anyrate, I have
come in contact.

I began by asking myself whether much progress hatl been made in

photography within the last five years, and an affirmative answer came
forth, on recollcetinc that five years since a new era was opening ; a
fresh system of working was steadily forcing its way in bands and
minds ; that dry-plate work, in the garb of gelatine, was to be the

system of the future, to the abandonment of the " messy " old wet-plate

process. Difficulties in the working had successively to be overcome

;

simplification in the manipulations secured ; a more accurate know-
ledge of the ix)wer of the now servant attained ; and what instruments

were preferable in conjunction with it. Although improvements will

to a certainty be yet made, it must be acknowledged that the present

condition of gelatine working is very satisfactory indeed. Speed to a

very great extent ; swallows taken on the wing ; Neptnne's vivid embrace

of Unii frma ; topographical views of towns from the trying cara of

balloons ; man and horse vaidting over gate—features of rider made
out—all this speaks for itself. Lenses, too, keep pace with the times ;

they will do what is required of them in nineteen cases out of twenty,

and do their work wonderfully well.

Now come manipulations proper ; and hero it may honestly be said

that the photographic body work to perfection. No more marble
stains, no n.isty patehcs, no griibbylookiDg pictures. Even printing

is well understood and carried out, and the results are uniformly satis-
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factory. Some still produce prints more juicy and mellow than others

;

it is their privilege, since their discriminating eye shows them it is

best so. The lessening of the weight of the impedimenta, also, shows

progress. The neat and light pocket camera is a gem, as well as the

symmetricals, be their denomination what it will, so long as they

emanate from an ahle and reliable worker. With the exception of the

stand, one may go out unnoticed, yet really carrying three dark slides,

5x4 camera, and lenses, without in the least attracting attention.

Surely these are golden days —days such as Rejlander would greatly have

relished, fully appreciated, and to which he would have done justice.

And what about tlic work per se? It is unquestionably good in the

large majority of instances. Better judgment is clearly discernible,

more taste, a better realisation of what goes to constitute a picture,

and a laudable aim m ich more frequently seen. Landscape especially

is admirably rendered, and so is the sea and its associations. In both a

large number of reprc.iontatives may justly be regarded as no mean
adepts, and in wishing to pronounce who is really best one is often

greatly embarrassed. Portraiture appears to have been treated in

almost all conceivable ways, and wonderfully mastered by some. In

composition -work, however, very few indeed can as yet be said to have
succeeded ; this is the piei-re d'achoppemeiit, or stumbling-block, over

which the daring, but improperly -trained athlete comes to grief,

furnishing the bystander the poor satisfaction of witnessing the

imperfectly-measured leap and melancholy fall. As yet very few have
successfully vaulted over the perilous chasm, and they form a tiny

cluster arrayed in their picturesque costumes and with miens worthy
of true champions. They are now taking breath, preparatory to

furnishing all with some new performance that shall eclipse their pre-

vious performance, and, if possible, that will gain them preference over
a contestiu^ rival. This is most laudable emulation.

But to work—to the purpose—that I may not be deemed slumbering,
and ranked among the drowsy old fogies who lull you to sleep with their

dreary talk. Has progress attained its limits? Is there no further
room for perfectibility in the |)hotographic work of the day ? Indeed
much is yet to be attained by the ambitious ; a far closer study of

nature—of the work of the select ilite of photgraphers ; a much more
intent study of what constitutes art i^roper ; a realisation of the ideal

;

the cultivation of the truly poetical ; and, finally, the manner—a way,
in fact—to the realisation of all this.

What is the fault of the day—the glaring fault—which causes men of

art-culture to turn from photography ? The very general want of per-
ception of the poetical, and the knowledge to suitably render this?
Photography, as practised by tens of thousands of votaries, is graphi-
cally perfect. It is precise, mechanically correct, and incisive. It
pierces and cuts ; it stares ; it has the keen edge of the razor. Slightly
mitigated, it loses its offensiveness, becomes j)laeid, and is a quiet friend
one takes awalkwitli, with no positive objection, if with no actual thrill
of pleasure.

Then, what is to be done? How is further mitigation to be under-
st )od, that the friend may become a really sympathetic one ? By seeking
to throw into the work that mysterious halo peculiar to genuine art

—

that poetry which alone can satisfy the true dilettaMe—that is the only
way. Is this easy ? The query is very pertinent—the reply '

' yes "and
"no." It is easy when innately feeling what is wanted, what consti-
tutes the truly beautiful ; but it is absolutely impossible for those to
whom this fine gift is denied, and which may be summed up in seeing,
feelinff, and penetration, with ability to render. That these terms
should be to some extent abstruse is not to be denied; perhaps they
mii(ht form a profitable theme to meditate upon.
Now for examples. Proceeding from the comparatively simple, I

shall first take up the portraiture of the day. Side by side with others
recently stood a collection of the works of Mr. Mendelssohn ; next to
his, notably, the work of an otherwise good photographer. From a
few yards' distance I cast an alternate glance at the productions of the
two, and not a minute's hesitation remained on my mind. Mr.
Mendelssohn's pictures possessed art and poetry; his competitor's none
whatever. In the latter the lines were harsh, the lights staringly white,
the shadows decidedly black ; in the former a softness of light, line,
and tints, besides capital posing and lighting, made it manifest that
a masterly head and hand had the making of the pictures. Mr. Faulkner
from the first sought tlie beautiful, and to the last renders it felicitously.
His productions evince taste, culture, knowledge, and sterling ability.
They are never monotonous, never harsh, never unsuggestive, never
done to death, never stagey

—

A bon entendeur, saint

!

In landscape a vast deal of really excellent work comes yearly to the
front. Seen individually or collectively the pictures arc good—mostly
well chosen, neat, and pleasing. A strong affinity is manifest in the pro-
ductions of many workers living far apart and unknown to each other
oftentimes

; but they use the same type of lenses, stereotyped sizes of
plates, develope and treat in a manner somewhat identical, and only
differ in the views taken. Here and there someone will soar higher—
a? does Mr. W. McLeish—distinguidi himself at a stroke, and carry off
the coveted laurels, which he (.Mr. McLcish) well earned. Somehow
there IS somethmg finer to be done than the work of the man whose
work rejembles other men's work. There is something infinitely
superior in every respect, and that is work such as Mr. H. B. Berkeley
recently had at an oxliibition, Xow with his productions I have every

symijathy ; it is my ideal of what the sort of work should lie. It is as

beautiful as the finest etching ;
possessed of the same delicacy ;

and

each production, taken individually, is a gem. Here size has r.othnig to

do with the matter, for I doubt their much exceeding a half-plaf^e. No

;

the whole thing lies in the mode of treatment and finish. 1 sincerely

v/ish I understood platinum printing as that gentleman does, and if

I wished to follow any one I would certainly follow him. Then there

is art, and, next, higher art still, even in landscape. Yes, and this is

simply unquestionable.

But it is to composition work I must now revert—to the forniing of a

picture that will convey a thought, because of its characteristics as

a subject and mode of treatment. The first thing I would strongly im-

press on the mind is the twofold aphorism " ais probal artijicem," and

"ars celare arlem." They are distinct, and, withal, play into each other's

hands. Those round whom the Venus de Midieis was produced were

right in propounding these phrases to guide the artist in his work-—

to remind him of " the art to conceal art." There is an infinite deal in

that. The highest and best photographic instances of this, to speak of

the pictures oi the .lay, are to be found in Mr. Adam Uiston's Indudrij,

in his Oloamin', and After the Storm. He understands how to conceal

the manner by which he proceeds. He knows the value of concentra-

tion of light. He possesses the skill to effect this. How to subdue

p.vrts, so as to make tliem unobtrusive in his work. You want delinea-

tion perfect ; he will furnish you with it wherever necessary, and

nowhere else. The accessories are simple, natural, not over-prominent,

ad rem : not overcrowded, not too sparse, retiring where need be, a

little more forward when of importance, and withal perfectly subordinate

to the figures. The last are simple, characteristic, interesting, eminently

hum.an, possess feeling, and are sy m|iatlietic. In all three subjects named
the figures are striking amid the quiet of the surrounding tones. Even
on the very bust of the two first a soft harmony pervades ; there is

tone on tlieni and in them. Isolate any one of these three pictures

;

stand back a couple of yards, screen .all things surrounding with ycmr

hands spread outwards from your eye.«, and look. Look well, read

intently, and the small personages delineated by Mr. Diston will grow

in magnitude; life will permeate through the soft tones; real live

figures will stand before you, till you become unconscious that you

have before yon only a phantasm—a reflex of the living. Look longer

at it. The old figure will linger in your mind —will stamp an incfl'ace-

able impression on youv brain. You will begin to put to yourself number-

less questions about the interesting figure, lier childhood, her youth, her

prime, the turn of life, the descent down hill ; all this, with its multi-

tudinous incidents—that which gradually sank those deep furrows

in the brow of this, God's creature ! \\'hen you turn away, the figure

will follow you, the old soul will be your companion, you will wonder

that slie should have become such a friend, and wish hur well from the

l)ottom of your heart.

This is what real art alone can do. No other way is tl ere to appe.il

to the sympathy. It must bo realisation to the most complete extent,

by means artistic, by able treatment, by judicious selection, by proper

and natural choice of attitude, by degradation or subduing of tones, by

the use of a suitable light, by the toning of that light so that not a crude

spot remains—not a speck intrudes. The pictures are, I think, to be

had. Pro2ure and study them ; ask yourself the why and wherefore of

this, that, and the other. Your queries, if properly propounded, will

to a certainty elicit satisfactory answers ; and you will lie the wiser,

and possibly be put on the road to improvement over your past work.

Your aim will be higher ; you will no longer rest satisfied with

secondary work, but wish to produce better and more perfect pictures.

Were Gerard Dow alive he would delight in Gloamin' and in Jndnittry.

He would heartily shake hands with Mr. Diston, and acknowledge in

him a brother mind. The two would, I warrant, value and fully

appreciate each other's society—the themes would be in common—the

chitchat ilelightful to both. Thus it is with men of a similar stamp,

whoso aim is honest and high. The breadth of their minds precludes

jealousy. If they emulate each other, it is all for art's sake, and not

out of mean rivalry. Thus it is with noble minds.

I trust I shall not be suspected of writing anyone up. Not one of

those whose names are mentioned in this communication have I ever

come in contact with, or in any w.ay do I know. I have but one object

in thus writing—the furtherance of art study proper, and the desire, all

the while, to furnish hints of a nature to stimulate the worker to higher

exertions ; that the productions of the camera may steadily improve in

character and quality ; to direct the mind to rise above the tedious

humdrum so repulsive to superior intellects. It is such a relief to soar

in higher and more wholesome air, to be able to grasp a better and
broader view of things, and to render them accordingly ! Wlio would
be a tame plainsman if he could be a hardy mountaineer and live aloft?

Who would either crawl or walk if he could fly? Further study, and
dare

—

Axtdacesfortuna jurat. A. F. Ge>laix.

SILVER PRINTS.
TiiKSE might be made more permanent if photographers would be
satisfied with a paper having a fair surface. Pure albumen alone with-

out the addition of other ingredients gives but a certain amount of
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clivze J but it ensures j>er(eot coa^nlatiun with tlie silver, printing

ijotter, an<l making coinpnratively easy the toning operations, to sny

nothing of the wurry ami aiiMivty saveil to the poor priiitei», wlio are

in iult'lligtut cl.ia», not sufUoioutly recognised as they should be,

specially in these ilaya of gelatine negatives.

In the niatter of washing: twelve or fourteen changes, hand to hand
-that is, trAnsferring tlie prints, one by one, from one water to

another—will do far more to remove the hyposulphite of soda than by
having them wallowing and clinging in a mass all night.

From the very nature of the compounds used in tlio preparation of

the hixhly-cliized papers, now'so much in demand, instead of being a

gain they are a direct positive loss, in every conceivable way, to the

albumeniser as well as to the photographer and printer—by unnecessary
additional labour, itc. , to the former, as well as chemical action being

retarded by the use of the substances alluded to, and innumerable diffi-

culties experienced by the latter in accomplishing (which is too often

the case) the production of an )uisatisfactory batch of prints.

To alter all this the remeily is simple— i(«e only pure albumen paper ;

sacrifice all else, if it be a sacrifice, in dispensing with the treacherous

high glaze. If a high glaze nmst be had, first secure good prints ; and
then burnish or enamel them, which will tend further to j)reserve the

pictures in the future. VV. H. Hunt.

CLEAEING GLASS.
This title is, no doubt, sufficiently comprehensive to include all methods
of getting rid of dirty glass, whether they consist in making it clean

for further photographic use or in converting it into " cuUet" for making
paths or for mingling with the fresh charges of the glass-makers' pots.

In these days of gelatine there is certainly much in the way of waste
plates (earle-i.h-rUite size especially) that will not pay for cleaning off;

and, as most of us are averse to entirely wasting them, they are allowed

to accumulate in the dark room (usually) and elsewhere on the premises

of a photographer, till they become a grievous nuisance and an eyesore

td anyone with the bump of tidiness and order. Nothing gives a more
disreputable look to a dark room than dirty glass scattereil al)Out, the

gfeater part of which hns not been half washed and having the hypo.

cryst-illising out upon it, so contaminating the fingers that nothing
can be touched by tliem after they have been in contact till they have
been thoroughly washed.

I have an idea which, I think, I have seen expressed in these pages,

that these small gelatine plates, loaded as they are with silver, would
p-iy a glass-maker to collect and buy up for the manufacture of that

particular tint of glass so fashionable now, and which is, if not produced
\Tlth silver, very similar in tint to glass having that metal in its com-
position. If they were of any value for this purpose the enormous
uumlier of w.iste plate? would go far towards supplying all the materials

for the manufactuic of that description of glass, and would remove the

greater part of the dirty-glass nuisance from the premises of the photo-

grapher. Can anyone move in the matter? Who has friends among
glais workers ?

All sizes above and, perhaps, including half-plates will pay for

cleaning—where there are any boys or apprentices in the establishment

who may he not always fully employed in winter time—if stored and
done in batches. To prevent, however, the glass from deteriorating or

making a nasty litter, each waste piece, when condemned, should be

Uowed to dry and then bo stored away on a shelf in blocks of the
. arious sizes, by rearing face to the wall, and according to the treat-

ment they are likely to re(iuire—that is, gelatine plates, varnished

(ilm?, and carbon transparencies in one part ; unvarnished collodion

films in another. It is far hotter to put them all away quite dry thus
tli.-m to let them stew in their filth for weeks, or stick together and
gtain, till they are quite worthless in photogr.aphy.

When the quiet time comes the whole may be speedily converted

into a clean and useful article by proceeding as follows:—The un-

varnished plates— collodion films, I mean—should be put into a crock,

tnb, or dish of dilute hydrochloric or sulphuric acid till the film floats

off, then rinsed, and put in a tub of clean cold water. The others

—

consisting of gelatine plates, varnished films, and carbon transparencies

—must be placed one by one on a wooden dipper, made of a lath with

a couple of wire nails to rest the plate on, and immersed in a copper of

strong and boiling soda water till the film dissolves off; then withdraw
the plate and place it upon a piece of wood, and well rub both sides

with a piece of can is to clear away any obstinate particles a<lhering.

Be-dip it in the copper and pass it to boy No. 2, who should inunerse it

in old water and well rub it again with the fingers on both sides to

remove bits and rinse off the soda before plunging it into the tub of

water which has already received those from the acid. Carbon trans-

parencies on a bicliromated gelatine substratum are about the most
difficult to remove. These will stand some minutes of the strong boiling

soda-water before yielding. It is better not to hurry these out, but to

let the gelatine dissolve off entirely. It will not rub away. Dry plates

skin off at once without any trouble, and varnished wet films im-

meiliately on entering the soda water. With a couple of bjys at work
who arc ni ik^n.' use of threw or four dippers there will be no excuse for

Standing idle; for while boy No. 1 is removing a iiiece of glass from the

sotlft, rubbing and re- dipping it. No. 2 feeds the cupper by putting
another glass on the empty dipper and placing it in the water nnder
those already in pickle.

After the whole has passed this stage, an<l is in the tub of water,
the next operation is to got the clean but wet glass dried arid stored as
quickly and easily as possible. To do it with cloths is certainly one of
the most (lisagreeable and tedious operations anyone could desire. No
drying-cloths t,ho>ild bo used. The copper must have its dirty water
ladled out and carried to the waste tub for what silver there is to settle,

and its place supplied with a few buckets of clean water. When this
is raised to the boilingpohit boy No. 1 takes a glass out of the tub,
dips it with his fingers into the boiling water for a few seconds, then
hands it to No. 2, who mops it on both sides with a pa<l of old rag or a
sponge, and rears it up dry. Four or five hundred an hour may be
thoroughly dried in this way.
The glass thus treated is equal to new, and may be repeatedly used

without exhibiting any defects arising from its having been used
before ; whereas, when the pieces as wasted are put together wet, the
surface of the glass is immediately spoiled by the stains and tarnith
proceeding from the unequal wetting. It is, besides, a marketable
article now it is clean.

The value of the foregoing I am able to vouch for from my own ex-
perience. My periodical clearing-up takes place about every six weeks,
after which I am able to say that I have not a piece of useless, dirty,
or broken glass on the premises. As a lad I have had a hand in clear-

ing up large batches, frequently numbering as many <is five thousand
pieces, the principal portion of which consisted of glass of an exceed-
ingly delicate description, and many of which have been used in that
most delicate of all photographic operations—the production of high-
class stereoscopic transparencies in the camera. On the other hand, I

have worked in studios where soiled glas^ was allowed t'> accumulate
almost by the ton without remedy, as far as I was concerned. I hope,
therefore, that these remarks may help to a riddance of the nuisance.

John Harmeb.
•

THE UTILISATION OF THE LAWS OE LIGHT.
Theke are two methods of developing photographic plates:—One is

by unintelligently using, always in the sime manner, the illumination
given by the screened window or lamp; the other is by developing with
a knowledge of the laws under which that illumination is useful.

The other night the paper, green-yellow Debenham screen of ray
pasteboard lantern caught fire and was burnt up in a minute, because
of the candle-flame beina too close. A plate had yet to he developed.
It was one of the Monckhoven plates, which I am using extensively,

and with which I am very much pleased. As a transparency with
them is printed by an exposure of about ninety seconds at twelve
inches from a common candle, it was evident, according to the law
that the intensity of light varies inversely with the square of the
distance, that at twenty feet from the candle it would take 400 times
longer to print the same image at that length of separation. I there-
fore went to one end of the room, while the candle was placed at the
other, turned my back to the light, put the plate in the dish, developed
it, and when the image was fairly out walked slowly up to the candle,
finishing the development close to the bare candle flame, without fog.

This may be called "development by legs and law." Except for the
trouble of walking about, it raised the question whether travelling
lamps are an encumbrance or a necessity.

In these operations the walls of the room took the place of the sides
of Mr. Starnes' lamp. They were worse in being less non-actinic in
colour, aud better in l)eing further from the source of light; but the
latter influence is of much more practical importance than the former.
Mr. .Starnes argues that actinism is something distinct from the wave-
length and periods of vibration of portions of the spectrum. Ideas
should not be opposed l)ecause they are at variance with orthodox
science; but those who advance such variations should, at least, print
the best evidence on the orthodox side, and then oppose it with crucial
experimental evidence, giving facts which can be explained by the new
position and not by the old one. This Mr. Starnes has not done.

Light of certain wave-lengths probably sets up intermolecular vibra-

tion between the ever-swinging atoms of the bromide of silver, so that
their affinities are weakened where light has acted. The discussion of

this matter, some ten or twelve years ago, in your pages may bo
referred to with advantage. In some cases iu time the atoms fall back
to their normal position, so that the plate is ready for a fresh exposure
and has lost the original image, as proved by the experiments of

Mr. M. Carey Les. In other cases, as when gelatine is present, other
attractions come into play, so that the partial separation of the atoms
of the molecule by light is maintained. This hypothesis of the nature
of the latent iina<o has much experimental evidence in its 8U]>port, and
is in liarmony with the accepted laws of molecular and ethenal motion.

W. H. Ua&bison.
4 —

NOTES FPtOM THE NORTH.
The vers.itile Mr. A. Cowan has conferred a great frironr on many
photographers north of the Tweed by enabling them to see his instruc-
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tive serie-i of t«'enty lantern transparieiioes printeil from one negative,

each differing in colour from all the rest and ranging from deep black

to warm brown. There are few, experienced in lantern work, who
would not pronounce each specimen seen by itself a perfect picture, and

who would not, in looking at them altogether, find a difficulty in decid-

ing as to which is best for general use. Personally I confess to a

leaning in favour of those marked respectively "five" and "ten;" but

if in practice it should be found as easy to vary the colour at will as

Mr. Cowan believes it to be, the lanternist desirous of making his

exhibitions as nearly perfect as possible will select several favourite

tints and employ them with discrimination on subjects to which each

is most suitable.

Exhibition of lantern pictures absolutely alike in colour, even

although the pictures themselves are of the highest class, are to most

people just a little monotonous ; and there cannot be any doubt that a

study in architecture, a sunlit landscape, and a so-called "moonlight

effect " cau hardly each be shown at their best if printed in the same
tone.

The developing agent employed by Mr. Cowan is in all cases iron, and
the great diversity in colour is got by additions of a few acids,

alkalies, and salts, in varied proportions and quantities.

The experimentalist, however, in following Mr. Cowan's lead, must
not expect to reach at once success equal to his. An examination of the

Instructive table of chemicals and quantities appended to the frame

in which the pictures are mounted, shows that a very trifling increase

or decrease in the proportions exercises considerable influence on
the residting tint; and when the unstable nature of some of them

—

ammonium carbonate, for example—is remembered, it will be evident

that when any particular colour is required the operator must either

have all his material of constant strength—and for this purpose
standard solutions will be found best and most convenient— or make up
his mind for a little experimenting before obtaining the desired

shade.
A transparency on glass, whether for lantern or decorative purposes,

has long been recognised as one of the most perfect photographic
prwluctions, and the introduction of Mr. Cowan's gelatino-cliloride

plates and his method of development ought to make it sufficiently

popular to give work to many who at present suffer from the proverbial
duiness of photography as a business.

.J udging from the frequent allusions to the subject of intensification, it

would seem that there are still photographers who find difficulties in

the successful practice of the operation. Intensification by silver is

said to result in stains, either during the operation or at "some time
afrer, while mercury is looked upon with suspicion—some declaring
that the negative intensified by its aid will gradually fade, while others
believe that exposure to light will result in something akin to opacity.
Possibly the allegations against both substances may have some facts

for their foundation ; but, if so, I ha\-e no hesitation in saying that the
faults lie in the method and not in the material.

In 185IJ I saw (using the language of those days) a positive converted
into a negative by bichloride of mercury, iodide of potassium, and
ammonia, and only a few days ago it was taken out of the paper
in which it had lain for eight-and-twenty years, and yielded a print
<iuite as good as those_ first obtained. Several of the published methods
of mercurial intensification may be relied upon as both safe and
practical; but the following, which has been repeatedly described,
I believe to be the beat :

—

A.
Mercury bichloride 1 ounce.
Ammonium chloride

, . . i ^ ^

Potassium iodide quant, suff.
Dissolve the mercury and ammonium salts in ten ounces of "water,
putting them both in together, and add sufllcient of a strong solution
of potassium iodide to dissolve the red mercury iodide formed by the
first additions. Then make up the bulk with water to twenty ounces.

S.
Silver nitrate j ounce.
Potassmm cyanide quant, mf.

Dissolve the silver in five ounces of water and add sufficient of a strong
solution of the cyanide to dissolve the precipitate formed by the first
additions, and make up the bulk with water to twenty ounces. The
solutions will keep indefinitely, and where very much intensification is
required should be used at the full strength ; but when only a slight
action is desired, A may be diluted to one-half or one-third.
The fixed and well-washed negative should be placed in a dish with

sufficient of A to cover it, and kept in motion for a few seconds. Let
the action proceed, examining the plate from time to time, till appa-
rently sufficient—or, rather, a little more—density is produced. At
this stage the negative will have the appearance of a rather dense but
thoroughly good printing collodion image, and the operator may feel
inclined to "let well alone." On well washing the plate, however, he
will find th» whole deposit has assumed a yellow colour, and the wasli-
ing must be continued till that colour is uniform all over. When that
change has been accomplished the plate must be placed in another dish,
covered with IJ, and kept in motion for a few seconds as before, (ira-
dually, beginning with the higher lights, the yellow will give place to
a fine olive brown, and the action must be allowed to continue till the

whole negative has assumed that colour. A final wash completes the

operation, and 1 have little doubt that whoever will give it a fair trial

will no longer feel that there is any difficulty in intensifying his nega-

tives.

Regarding the practical permanence of the image thus intensified I

have no doubt whatever. I have practised the matter pretty con-

stantly during the last two years, and there lies before me while I write

a negative of the birthplace of the late Dr. Moffat from which some
hundreds of prints have been taken, and it is, so far as it is possible to

judge, absolutely unchanged. John Nicol, Ph.D.

THE BEST METHOD OF PRINTING.
The best method of printing upon albumenised paper is to float for one
minute upon a solution of nitrate of silver forty-five grains to each
ounce of water, draw the surface of the paper over a glass rod, and then
lay between sheets of clean blotting-paper. By these means the whole
of the sheet is uniformly sensitised, which is not the case if the sheet
is suspended to dry directly it is withdrawn from the silver solution,

as the lower portion must absorb more of the silver solution than the
upper; and the longer the paper is in drying the greater will be the
diti'erence between the upper and lower parts of the sheet.

The sensitive sheet, being carefully blotted, may at once be Imng up
to dry, which operation ought to be conducted at as high a temperature
as possible; when dry, expose to the action of the fumes of ammonia
in a box made as follows:—Procure a packing-case 24 x 20 x 15
inches deep, with a good fitting lid, two inches from the top bore five

holes on each of the sides of the box and three on each end. Now
pass a long piece of string through one of the holes and out of the
opposite one, so as to form a sort of network, the strings from the
holes in the end crossing those from the side, and on the bottom of the
box place a sheet of white blotting-paper.

Now, for fuming the paper:—Sprinkle about half-a-drachm of liquor
ammonia upon the blottiug-jjaper at the bottom of the box, place the
sensitive paper face downwards upon the network of string, and
close the lid. The time the paper is to be exposed to the fumes of the
ammonia must be varied according to circumstances. In damp
weatiier ten minutes will be sufficient, but in dry weather twenty or
even thirty minutes will be better, this being, of course, for good
ordinary negatives; but for hard and long-printing negatives the
longer time muxt he (jirtH to secure the best results.

With ammonia fuming it is useless to expect the best results if the
paper be floated too long, as there is then a tendency to flatness and
slowness in printing ; therefore do not float more than one minute on a
strong bath (forty-live grains), or one and a-half upon a weak solution
(thirty grains). In floating, remember that each sheet takes up a
certain amount of silver, and that the last sheet before strengthening
must have a longer floating than the one sensitised directly after
strengthening.
For the preparation of sensitive paper that will keep, float for two

minutes upon a sixty-grain bath; place between sheets of blotting-
paper, dry, and then float, face up, upon a five-grain solution of citric
acid for one minute and again dry. Just before use place in the
fuming-box. But, as far as my experience goes, Mr. V. Blanchard's
formula is the best ever published for ready-sensitised paper, as it is the
only method that yields prints with the same surface and brilliancy as
freshly-sensitised paper.
For those readers who have not seen this formula I here append

it:—Prepare a silver solution sixty grains to the ounce, and be careful
not to allow it to sink below fifty grains to the ounce. For each
ounce of nitrate of silver used add ten drops of a saturated solution of
cit)|ic acid; then add nitric acid drop by drop until the slight pre-
cipitate of citrate of silver formed is just redissolved. Float from two
to three minutes, and after removing from the solution place the
sensitive sheet between sheets of blotting-paper, which may be nsed
over and over again until the power of absorption is destroyed, when,
of course, it will be a valuable addition to the residue l)asket.
Now, about washing the prints before toning. Whether using

freshly-sensitised paper or that prepared for keeping, to get the finest
tones the whole of the silver must be quite removed. This can only
be done by thorough washing in many changes of water, and then, but
not till then, immerse in a very weak mixture of water and acetic acid
(just sufficient acid to taste and no more), after which give a change or
two of clean water. Tone in an acetate bath, allowing one grain of
chloride of gold for each sheet of paper, and use fresh bath (not freshly
prepared, but twenty-four hours' old at least), throwing it into the
residue when it has done its duty.
When the prints are toned place in a weak solution of salt and water,

and, if of the proper depth, give a change or two of water before
placing in the fixing bath; but those prints that arc too dark transfer
at once to the hypo., which will to some extent remedy the over-
printing. Do not allow any of the salt and water or hypo, to come in
contact with the toning bath, otherwise it will be spoilt by the hypo,
and stopped in its action by the salt and water.

Let the hypo, bath be made fresh each day for the prints, then
be used for fixmg gelatine plates the next day, and placed in the waste
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tub tor reduction. Have a piece of carbonate of ammonia in the liyix).,

keep the prints movinj,' all tlic time, and after fixing give at least ten
oliaiigea of water at oiioe before leaving ia the washing tank.

"Our."

ON THINGS IN GENERA.L.
Wkll thought out, lucidly expressed, and full of true feeling for art,

was Mr. lluino Nistiett's paper—CrtOfCrt Lucida, Pahlta Ohxciira, &U.
—read before the I'idinburgh Photograpliic Society. It was a most iu-

teresting and valual>lo contribution to photographic literature, and one
which 1 advise all subscribers to this Journal to read, if they have not
already done so. It is valuable to amateur and professional photo-
graphers alike, and contains many bright thoughts tliey may peruse
with advantage. I must take exception to one little fly in this pot of

honey, in that he 3»ys— " Photography is most to be relied upon for

triitli in all exci'id jiiripccliiv." Photography, I may observe, for the
twentieth time, is not necessarily false in perspective, though it may be
made so ; but a good photograph, if rendered so transparent that objects
beyond it could be seen, would, if held at a proper distance between
the eye aud the view it represented, accurately and exactly coincide
line for line, point for point, with the lines and points of the scene
depicted, and would be identical with a picture drawn in accordance
with recognised mathematical modes of representing objects in per-
spective. Many photographs include a wider Held of view than a
painter would depict, but that fact does not touch the argument.

Another capitally-useful paper is the gleaning the Editors have made
from An'otijiv Xolii in the shape of the article, Copyri(jht Law in. Brief.

It forms a short digest of the law relating to copyright, but fails in

exactitude in at least one place. I point out the place in order to

render still more valuable this useful " brief." At the end of paragraph
13 occur the words— "Illicit copying of an original work before the
copyright is registered is actionable." Now, though a special meaning
may be intended to attach to the word " illicit," the sentence, on the
face of it, is contrary to paragraph 2 of the Copyright Act, which
says—"Nothing herein contained shall prejudice the right of any
person to copy or use any work in which there shall be no copyright."
Further (I now write subject to correction) : is the " brief" correct in

stating that in the case of a photographer taking the portrait of a
person of eminence (ho presumably not paying for it), that particular
person must sign an agreement '! (What agreement, by the way ''.)

Does not the Act require the agreement to be made with the first pur-
chaser of a print of the picture ? I write now purely to elicit informa-
tion from the Autotype Company or anyone else. In the case of a view
of a building, for instance, would not the first purchaser be the one to
sign the agreement ? Also, I would like to ask : Is not this point of

view sometimes lost sight of— at anyrate with inanimate objects ?

There is a fine point raised in the new Notes and Queries department
of the Journal— a most useful institution, I am inclined to think, with
a journal of so widespread a circulation a« The British Journal of
PilOTOORAPUV. An inquirer wishes to know whether he would infringe
the law of copyright by taking engravings from a book, pasting them
on glass, and using them in public as magic lantern slides after rendering
them translucent. It ia indeed a very nice point, and worthy of the
subtlety of a Q.C.

Another point about which there can be no doubt is raised by another
correspondent, and reveals a state of mental turpitude I had hoped, for
the credit of the profession, did not really exist. A third-rate photo-
grapher employs a first-class operator, sets him to work to make a
collection of fine specimen photographs, and then—sends him about his
business. The degrading meanness of such conduct is beyond the
power of words to describe.

I was interested to learn, from the pages of The B&msK Journal of
PHOTOGRAi'Hy, that the British were going to carry. war into the
American camp, and start dry-plate making in the United States on a
large scule. Naturally I wish my countrymen every success ; but when,
with labour at the price it is, and foreign materials, glass, jtc, subject
to the high duty there required, we see plates now sold at a price little

exceeding Knglish rates, I cannot but think the syndicate will have
their work cut out. Will the next syndicate be one for the manufacture
of lantern slides, I wonder ? It should have good iiromise of success.

Mr. S. Fry says, in his article on the use of sulphite in the pyro.
developer, that one of its greatest charms is "that the most delicate
fingers are kept perfectly clean." My fingers would not be called
delicate; yet, whenever I go in for developing and wetting my digits
with the solution (with plenty of sulphite in it), they get stained with a
horrible pale brown, which is as difficult to get rid of as the old silver
developer stain.

In reading the report of the Photographic Society of Great Britain I
noticed that there had been so much application for space at the last
exhibition that it had been found necessary to reject many pictures.
\et the hangers live to tell the tale ! How they managed to survive
after being compelled to gaze upon photographs worse than some that
gained admission is an inscrutable mystery !

The question of dark-room illumination is unclorgoint; a thorough
examination, and good will come of it. For a scientific mode of
arriving at the best light for the purpose [ am much pleased with Mr.
Macdougald's diagram, as recently depicted iu the Journal (page 103).

Pro|)erly carried out, there is contained in it the germ of great usefulnew.

Tlie thanks of the photozraphic community are due to Mr. V. A.
Bridge for bringing forward, at a late meeting of the South London
Photographic S'iciety, the subject of tVillisaen Pappr—a mtterial
which is too little known at present, but which is calculated to subserve
a variety of most useful purposes in connection with photography and
photographic operations.

At another society (the Coventry aud Midland Photographic Society)

an interesting experiment with the oxymagnesium li^ht was carried

out—a kind of proceoiiing calculated to convey more instruction than
the most loarnod of papers or lectures. Portraits and groups were, with
the aid of this light, taken and developed upou the spot; anil although
the results showed the need of more complete diffusing aud reflecting

arrangements, a notable proof w.a3 offered of the possible usefulness of

this method of artificial illumiaation. Tlie published description,

however, of the lenses and stops is decidedly "mixed," to say the

least of it. K single landscape lens, with No. 2 U.S. stop aiid eight

seconds' exposure, was a failui"e on account of the "size of the stop
and the slowness of the lens," yet with a No. 10 stop and twenty
seconds' exposure a "decided success" was obtained. Seeing that

this should have had eighty seconds for an equivalent exposure, one
is inclined to ask "why is this thus?"

It would seem that the more exalted the position of a periodical the

more liable it is to be occasionally hoaxed. Kveryone remembers the
story related—of the Athenceum, I think—where a deceased savant was
gravely described as having arrived at the " quadrature of a circular

arc, and discovered the exact solution of a lunar caustic—a problem
which," the paper went on to state, " was likely to be of great use iu

nautical astronomy." This occasion The Times seems to be the victim,

aud it has been describing for the benefit of its readers the details of a
balloon to be used in an ambuscade, and which is provided with the

new electro-magnetic balancing bar, which prevents the balloon from
gyrating, and it is expected will be the meaus of eventually dispensing

with ballast ! I have not seen the account in that paper; but I have
been credibly informed that it is there to be seen.

The Editors are careful to say they are not to be supposed " to

endorse the speculations put forth in Mr. Starnes' interesting article."

I think the disclaimer quite unnecessary. As to the article itself, I

seem to have read something very similar in effect by Mr. W. Harding
Warner some time since. FaBE Lance.

FOEEIGN NOTES AND NEWS.
The First Paper Photograph i.v Berlin.—Photographino a Flash
OF Lightning. — Daguerre versus Niepue. — Cuangino-Boxes.—
Fle.xible Supports. — Twentv-first Annual Festival of thk
Berlin Photographic Society. — Correction. — Dr. Eder on
Dbvelop.ment of Gelatine Plates in Tropical Regions.—At
too Close Quarters with a Turbulent Sitter.

The Mittlieiliingeii has lately made the interesting discovery of the
first paper photograph which made its appearance in Berlin. Though
the Talbotype process was discovered in 1840, it was some time before
it was much worked on the continent ; but in 1842 Mr. Fox Talbot
taught his new process to the eminent Egyptologist, Professor Lepsins,
who iioped to be able to employ it iu an expedition to Egypt, upon
which he was about to be sent by King Friedrich Wilhelm IV. "rhe

intention of taking Talbotypes iu the course of the journey through
Egypt was unhappily frustrated by the breakage of the apparatus ; but
before setting out Professor Lepsius took a portrait of the poet Thomas
Moore, which he still has in his possession, aud considers it the oldest
paper photograph in Berlin.

According to the iVciner Krmn Frien Presse, as Herr Hansel was
photographing a landscape there was a flash of lightning, and the flash

was photographed along with the landscape. Its outline was distinctly

recognisable on the plate, as well as its contact with the earth. Com-
puted from the picture, its length was about 1,700 metres. The zigzag

flash lately photographed by Mr. R. Crowe was supposed to be about
twenty-seven metres.

On the. pedestal of the memorial recently erected at Cormeilles to

Daguerre is the inscription—"The Discoverer of Photography." The
town of Chalous-sur-Sa6ne now intends to erect a memorial to Nic<Sphore

Niepco, who was born there, and the ilonittur tie la I'holvijrajihir sup-

poses that this second tablet also will be erected to the memory of the
"discoverer of photography." In inquiring how these conflicting

claims are to be reconciled, the Moniteur would like in some way to

indicate that though Daguerre had moat to do with the working out of

the process, yet Niepce was the real discoverer—a fact we are apt to
forget. Probably the naue of " Daguerreotype" having been given to

the process has kept his name fresii iu the memory, while, as we do
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not speak of Niepeeotypes, the name ot Niepce has fallen into un-

deserved desueluue.

Amongst the German patents recently applied for or obtained is a

method of constantly regenerating the ferrous oxalate developer, by

Dr. T. Kutteritzscha; flexible substitute for glass for negatives, by

Herren ITiokeisaen and Becker; and chauging-boxes, by Herr Mader.

Herr Mader encloses each dry plate separately in a thin, light-tight tin

or sheet-iron shell for a covering, one of the sides of which can be

pulled up like that of a dark slide, for which it may be substituted

;

yet each plate with its shell occupies little more room than a bare

Xdate. Tlie plates so covered are placed in an ordinary plate-box, the

grooves of which are widened to admit them. The plate with its

metal cover is laid in a wooden dark slide specially constructed for the

purpose, exposed, the metal slide shut down, and then plate and cover

exchanged for a fresh one taken out of the box. The object of these

covers is to do away with the use of a changiug-box or for carrying

about a great number of double dark slides, as the thin metal slides

seem to allow of a fresh dry plate being put into the wooden dry plate

about as readily as a fresh wet collodiou plate used to be done, or even
more readily, as, of course, the bath is dispensed with.

As flexible supports for negatives to replace glass, Herren Fickeissen

and Becker use a white paper, comparatively free from texture and con-

taining little size; they damp it and stretch it upon a suitable frame.

When dry it is rendered transparent with fine copal varnish. When
repeated coating with varnish and polishing has made the paper suffi-

ciently transparent, and so hard that it is no longer sticky, some of the

following solution is floated over the glass and allowed to dry, after

which the paper is ready for use—instead of a glass plate—either for the

wet or dry process :—Some ox-gall is mixed with acetate aluminium,
which immediately precipitates the fat of the gall, ao that if this mixture
be placed on a filter the bitter part of the gall is obtained free from fat.

When required for use some dissolved glue or gelatine is added to it.

The object of this iireparation is to cause the emulsion, &o., to adhere
more firmly to the plate.

On the 22nd November last the Berlin Photographic Society cele-

brated its majority by a banquet, the chair being occupied by the Presi-

dent, Dr. Stolze, who addressed the meeting at the commencement of the
proceedings. In the course of the evening a special journal was circu-

lated, having a humorous title page, by Herr Bussler, and two lays by
Dr. Stinde, one of which (the Lmj qfJSmidtiion) found so much acceptance
when sung to a well-known air, that it was encored. The proceedings
were terminated by a lottery, the prizes in which were various fantastic
pieces of furniture and accessories, mostly droll toys.

Herr Fr. Wilde, of Gorlitz, whose death was announced in many of
the photographic papers for November, writes to say that he is, happily,
still alive, and that the deceased is quite a different person, namely,
Herr F. A. Wilde, of Halberstadt.

The sixth part of Dr. J. M. Fder's exhaustive treatise on photo-
graphy has just been published. Many of our readers who are familiar
with Dr. Eder's profoundly-scientific writings will be surprised to
learn that he is still quite a young man, being under thirty. His first

considerable contribution to photographic literature was a monograph
on the double salts of iodide and bromide of cadmium, which appeared
in 1876.

In tropical regions it is difficult to keep the developer cool, and the
easiest method of doing so, namely, icing it, is too expensive to be
much employed. The South American Boktin Fotoijrafico recommends
the following remedy, first proposed by the editor of Thn Pholo-
(jraphic Tinwrs.-—Take a flat bath considerably larger than that
in which it is proposed to develope ; cover the outside of it with felt
or some other bad conductor of heat, and coyer the inside of the
bottom of the dish with a layer of crystals of nitrate of ammonia.
Place the developing-dish upon that; fill the interval between the sides
of it and of the outer dish also with these crystals, and pour water
over them. When they dissolve the temperature is considerably
lowered, and this coldness is communicated to the contents of the
inner dish, which may either be a developer or an alum or hypo-
sulphite of soda bath.

M. Petit has succeeded in photographing a number of wild beasts
beloueuig to the menagerie of M. Pinnet, taking his camera with him
into the cages of a leopard, a tigress, a tiger, a pair of leopards, and
three lions. The tigress flew at M. Petit just as he had uncapped the
lens, but M. Pinnet succeeded in calming her before she had injured,
though not before she had seized, the operator. The other animals'
who were afterwards photographed, proved tolerably quiet "sitters."'

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 3,722.—"Apparatus for Changing' the Sensitive Plates in Photo-

graphic Cameras,' J. Htvu&ock..—Dated February 21, lS8i,

No. 3,S(!5.— "Phototype Bloclcs to Print in the Ordinary Type Press to

Produce Half-Tones .-vud Gradations. T. jAiiKH.—JUatcd February 25, 1884.

No. 3,86(!.—" H«ad Rests for Photographic Chairs." J. W. Saundkhs,
D. T. Daviks, J. A. Macdonali).—CiiJerf February 25, 1884.

AMERICAN PATENTS GRANTED.
No. 292,515.—"A Photometer." T. O. Sloan.
No. 292,707.—" Photographic Shutters." D. B. SwEKT.

NOTICE TO PROCEED.
No. 5,002. — " Improvements in Perspecto^raphs or Instruments for

Reproducing Pictures, Plans, Drawings, and the like." Hermann Riti'EK,

Frankfort-on-the-Main.—Z>(i(ed October 2i, 1884.

^ttixvi^z of ^mtim.—^—
MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Date or Meeting. Name of Society. Place of Meeting.

March 3

„ i
„ 4

West Riding of yorkahire
Sheffield

HaUfax

Godwin-street, Bradfoi-d.

Freemasons' Hall, Surrey-street.

„ 4 Bolton Club
„ 4 Glossop Dale Glossop Coffee Palace, High-street

181, Aldersgate-street.

Hall, 5, St. Andrew-square.
Town Hall, Hanley.

„ 5

„ 5

„ 5

Benevolent
Edinburgh
North Staffordshire

„ 5

;;

„ 6
London and Provincial Mason's Hall, Basinphall-street-

Society of Ai-ts, John-st., Adelplii.

The Baths„ 6 Bolton
,, 6 Leeds Philosophical Hall.
„ 6

„ 6 Dundee Lamb's Hotel, llefonn-streot.

,, 8
„ 6

Coventry
Yorkshire CoUejfo

Coventry Dispensary.
College, Cookridge-street.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.
At the technical meeting of this Society, held on Tuesday evening last,

the 2Gth instant, the chair was occupied by Mr. T. Sebastian Davies.
As had been announced, the evening was devoted to the comparison of

optical lanterns, and several members brought slides for exhibition ; but as

the objectives used in the various lanterns were unlike in focus, nn ii().'<itive

opinion could be formed of the illuminating power of the instruments in
use.

The Chairman opened the proceedings by describing .various sources of

illumination suited for small screens, and mentioned that the ai'gand
burner with colza oil, although not giving so powerful a light as the inany-
wick'd paraffine lamps since introduced, yet gave a more evenly illumi-
nated surface, and for a small disc was to be preferred. He then showed a
lantern of this character fed by almond oil, which, he said, gave a better
Uglit than colza, but had the disadvantage of being more expen.sive.
Amongst the lanterns shown was the three-wick one belonging to the

Society, a two-wick one shown by Mr. G. Smith, of the Scioj^ticon
Company, and a four-wick burner, in which the wicks were arranged like

the letter W, shown by Messrs. Wood. The last-named lantern had an
advantage in not showing the dark lino down the centre which w.as notice-
able in one of the others, especially when a disc without a slide was shown; .

but, on the other hand, there was a faint image of the four flames.
Amongst the slides shown were some illustrating the warm tones that

might be produced upon gelatino-bromide plates. Ihese were preii.ired by
Mr. J. B. B. Wellington upon plates coated with an emulsion, the fonuula
for which was given a few weeks since at a meeting of the London and
Proviuciiil Photographic Association. The development had been c<m-
ducted with the mixture recommended by Mr. B. J. Edwards for use with
chloride plates; but for warm colours varying proportions of bromide of
potassium, amounting in one case to thirty grains per ounce of
developer, had been added. This necessitated an exposure to a gas flame
of minutes instead ot seconds. The development was slow, occupving
about half-an-hour; but the colour was of a powerful maroon, approaching
claret. One plate thivt originally had been nearly of this colour showed a
part changed to a cold bluish-black. This Mr. Wellington attributed to
the plate naving been but slightly washed after coming out of the hyix)-
sulphite fixing bath, and then being immersed in dilute sulplnuic a'-id.

On the part of the plate from which the hypo, had not been entu-ely
removed a sulphur toning action had been set up.
Mr. C. Ray Woods exhibited several slides from negatives taken in

Egypt. He also showed a set of slides not produced photograiihically.
These were pencil drawings on ground glass, which had afterwards either
been varnished to render it transparent, or else cemented to another gl.-vss

with Canada balsam for the same purpose. In order to render the glass
more transparent for tr.acing upon than it would otherwise have been, it

had been treated with glycerine and water, .after a nietliod introduced some
years since by the Rc^v. Mi-. Dallingor. When the drawing was finished the
plate w.as washed to remove the glycerine, and then dried and varnished.
Mr. H. A. MoNt'Eii':Kt' showed some slides produced by wet colloilion in

the cameiii, rejiroduced from larger negatives.
Mr. F. YoRii exhibited slides produced upon gelatino-bromide plates

and developed with pyro. and sulphite of soda.
Some collodio-bromide slides ijrepared by Mr. Nesbitt were thrown upon

the screen, and some upon gelatino-chloride plates by Mr. Geary—repro-
ductions of scenes in the Hcily L.iiul, taken under the auspices of the
Palestme Exploration Fund Committee.
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A very oft'octivo canler fm- Inntoni s'.Wt's, tlio contrivnnco of Mr. A.
Cowan, was cmpluyed in uiiu of the laiitenw. Tliia vousiotud of a frame
with a travelliiig^piece. This travelling-piece w»« made to hold two slides
whiih dr<)i)|it;d into grooves. Strings led through the bottom of the
tmvoUing-piece and Jlrcw it from one end to the other, in either case
leaving one of the slides opposite to the centre of the condenser. The
other slide could then be ch.'»nged, and a pull of the string at the opposite
end brought the new one into place.

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
At the meeting of this Society, held on the 21st instant, the chair was
occupied by Mr. 1". Piper.
Mr. J. B. B. VViiLLiNaTOS showed a series of transparencies possessfng a

greiit range of tint, from a beautiful deep rich claret colour, tlirougli warm
brown and sepia to black. Tliey had been printed on golatino-broniide
pl.'ites, tlie emulsion for which had been prepared by the formula jiublislied

a few weeks since. The developer employed was that prescribed by Mr.
B. J. Kdwarda for use with chloride plates, but to this had been added, in
order to obtain warm colours, varying proportions of a solution of bromide
of potassium. The composition of the developer would then be

—

1. Oxalate of potash 4 ounces.
Chloride of ammonium 40 grains.
Water 20 ounces.

2. Sulphate of iron 4 drachms.
Citric acid 2 ,,

Water 20 ounces.

3. Bromide of potassium 100 grains.

Water 1 ounce.
For black tones a mixture of Nob. 1 and 2 in equal projiortions was used, and
an exposure of twenty seconds was given to tlie light from an ordinary gas
iet at a distance of one foot six inches. For a sepia colour the exposure had
been sixfold, and thirty minims of No, 3 had iieen added to each oimce of

developer. For claret colour an exixisure of fifteen minutes, or seventy-
five times that given when no restraining bromide was employed, had been
allowed, and one hundred minims of No. 3 then added to each ounce of

develoi>er.

Mr. W. E. Debkkham said that the obtaining of such colours on bromide
plates was a remarkable step, and inquired if Mr. Wellington had tried

the same development with ordinary bromide plates to see whether similar

results would t» obtainable upon them, or if it were neceasary to make a
special emulsion such as had been previously descrilxjd.

Mr. Wellinuton had as yet only tried with the particular emulsion the
formula for which had been given.
Mr. A. L. Hkndehsos inquii-ed whether Mr. Wellington had tried

lioracic acid as a restrainer.

Mr. Wellington had not done so.

Mr. HeNoekson continued by saying that boracic acid was the most power-
ful restrainer with which he was acquainted. A drop or two of a thirty-grain
solution sufficed to stop the action of the developer. He then inquired
whether any gentleman had tried any further experiments with canary
medium. Ho had ex[>oscd a plate giving l(i on the .'<ensitoiueter, at a
distance of four feet from a screen of the raedimn, at a further distance of

two feet behind which a ^as flame was burning, for periods of from seven
to twenty-two minutes, without getting fog.

Mr. A. Cow.iM said that he had experimented with Mr. Henderson, and
calculated that at a distance of nine inches from the canary medium, with
the gas flame two feet behind it, there should be no deposit from an exposure
of thirty seconds.
The Chairman had tried canary medium with different results from those

obtained by Mr. Henderson. He had exixised for twenty minutes at a
(listance of eighteen inches from the lamp, and got a weak transparency
printed.

Mr. W. Coles asked whether Mr. Henderson had tried canary medium
with davlight.
Mr. Henderson had not tried it fairly. He had oiled it and then it was

very unsafe. The effe-ct of oiling seemed to be to take all the green tint

out of the ])aper.

Mr. De'jenhasi said that the conii)arative safety of canary medium, as
testified to by Mr. Henderson and Mr. Cowan, supported the view wliich

ho had put forth, namely, that yellow light had less photographic action
in proportion to its visual power than red light, and was, therefore,

proper for dark-room use. Certainly red light was the less actinic, but then
it was so much less luminous than yellow that, when sufficient of it was
employed to get luminosity by wliich to work equal to the yellow, there was
more effect ujion the sensitive salts than with a sufficient amount of yellow
light. He h.ad tried canary medium, and found it safer either than one
thickness of cherry fabric or of ruby ^luss fla'^hed on orange pot, and was,
of c«turse, a more pleasiut and less injurious colour \vith which to work.
The objection to it was that it was not even in thickness, and, of necessity, its

safety was only equal to its thinnest places. Moreover, there was a great
body of substance in the pa])cr stop|>iiig light of all kinds, so that it was
not practicable to use sever.il thicknes.ses. He certainly preferred to use
several folds of paper of a finer make, and to supplement these with a
sheet of yellowish-green glass. Mr. Cowan had shown at a previous
meeting the light obtained with this comliinatioii, and had told them that
with a rapid commercial plate held close to the bintern no effect was pro-

duced witli an ex|>osure of fifteen minutes—a result, he believed, that had
not hitherto been obtained with any arrangement giving good illumination.

Mr. HKNI1KK.S0N said that there was a great difference in the speed as

shown in the camera, for plates prepared by different methods gave the
same number on the snnsitomoter. He lielieved that an emulsicm preiiared

by the ammonia method, givinj If! on tho sensitometer, would be as

fast in the camera aa one prepared by boiling and giving 20. To put this

to tho test he had arranged with Mr. .J. Cadott (who was prcH<-,nt) to pre-
pare erauUions, one each way, and try them. Un knew that Mr. Debenbam
stated that those divorgerttes between camera and sensitfimeter speeds were
caused by pre-cx|)osure to light, but he(.VIr. Ueuderson) thought tliey were
al8<) due to different methods of preparation. He woutd like to hear from
their visitor, Mr, J. M. Turnbull, of Kdinburgh, his experience of omuliiion
making.
Mr. DebknhAM replied that, although both Mr. W. K. Burton and himself

had shown the great effect which exiKisuro to light hud in making pl,it<-8 give
a higher number in the sensitometer than their camera speed warranted, yet
he had stated that other causes might produce a similar effect, particularly
any cause which would induce a weak, unsatisfactory character of image,
and that the emulsion which gave the ripest and best ima.;o in the camera
might not be expected to give so high a sensitometer number as one reiiurring

the same exposure in the camera, but giving an image of inferior character.
Mr. Xl'RNBi'LL had given over plate making, but he h^id never thoaght

so much of .ammonia-prepared emulsion as of that obtained by cooking.
As to the best medium for the dark-room window: in Edinburgh orange
paper was generally preferred ; they had not succeeded so well with yellow.
Mr. Uebknham inquivod wliether those Kdinburgh photograiihers who

had tried yellow iiapur had done so with the addition of green glass.

Mr. Turnbull said that they had not. Mr. Tunny had been promised
a pattem by a friend, but the sending of it had been elelayed.

Mr. Dkdenram remarked that he had that morning received a letter

from a photograiiher in Edinburgh, to whom he had forwarded a pattern
of the glass and pa|)er that he used. The gentleman in question said that,

using it in the combination advised, he had developed rapid commerci.il
plates in a bright light with no sign of fog, and he believed that in future
be should be better able to turn out good negatives.

The opinion of the meeting was asked whether the use of salphite of

soda did or did not to .any extent destroy the half-tones of the negative,
as recently stated.

The Chaiuman found that it did.

Mr. Coles said that, when the use of sulphite of soda in the develojHT
was introduced by Mr. Herbert B. Berkeley, .Mr. (i. Watmoiigh Webster
had not published his discovery of the slowmg effect upon the plate of the
addition of citrate of soda to the developer. It was advised to neutralise

the excess of alkali in the sulphite with citric acid. This introduced an
amount of citrate of soda into the developer, and had a slowing effect. If

the sulphite were neutralised in the first instance with sulphurous acid, or

were used witliout neutralising, he did not find any sloiving effect, either

in the time of exposure or in th6 development. If the plate was thinly

coated there was the disadvantage that the negative was of a colour giving
less printing density, but there was the great advantage that it prevented
staining of the hands.
Mr. F. W. Hart had recently been exiwsing trial plates, and from tho

exposure which had been found sufficient (three seconds on a sunlit house

with stop /„) he did not think that the sulphite of potassium which the
developer contained, or the citric acid which had been added to neutralise

the very alkaline sample of sulphite, had had any slowing effect.

It was inquired whether Mr. Hart had made any comp:»rative experi-

ments with other pL-rtes at the same time develojied in the usual way.
Mr. H.vRT had not done so.

Mr. Henderson said that some time ago he h.-vd made some emulsion for

precipitation, and then had added sulphuric acid to decompose the gelatine

and enable it to be"entirely cleared away. The emulsion proved to be slow but
very clear. The clearness was no doubt owing to the gelatine being com-
jiletely eliminated. Another plan was to add pep-sine, so that the gelatine

might be got rid of by digestion. There was a commercial solution known
as lactopeptiiie which he would advise to be tried.

Mr. A. Haodon inqiiired whether the use of sulphite of soda was attri-

butable to Mr. Berkeley or to some other jierson. Mr. S. Fry. in The
British Journal PftoroiiRAPliic Almanac, had cl.aimcd for himself tho
credit of the general use of the article; but the particular details which he
insisted upon could not be called even a modification of the methods
previously published.
Mr. Turnbull said that sulphite of soda varied cotjBiderably. The

proper method was certainly to neutralise with sulphurous acid.

Mr. F. York suggested th.it the best plan was to use sulphurous acid

for neutralising, and then to filter through marble ; any trace of excess of

acid would then bo removed.
The Chairman inquired whether any member had tried castor-oil as a

vehicle for emulsification. He hivd done so, and had coated plates which,

not being yet dry, he could not report upon, but would do so at the next

meeting.
Mr. Turnbull showed a carrier for lantern slides, made upon the pl.an

described by Mr. G. D. M:«;dougald, but partly of metal, so that it was
thin enough to go into any lantern.

Mr. Ukbenham suggested that a spring should be adjusted to the frame
so that it would work sidewiso, instead of having to depend upon the

weight of the slides. Many lauticms were only made with a side opening,

and with some of the sciopticon kind it was not practiyble to alter this.

BERLIN ASSOCIATION FOR THE CULTIVATION OF
PHOTOGRAPHY.

The above Association met on the 1st instant, when the President, Pro-

fes.sor H. W. Vogcl, occu|>iod the chair. Two new members having been

admitted, the Chairman pKaced the current photographic publications on

the tabl«. Amongst them were a Portuftuese Journal

—

A Arte Photo-

gmphim, and the Anniiaire pour 18S4, published by the Butrau del Longi-

tittlen, Paris, containing a photograph of the ecliimo of the sun of 6th May,
1883, taken by Professor Janssen, Director of the Observatoiy at Meadon,

I
In this photograph the conma is particularly well represented.
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Herr Grimm, of Offenburg, forwarded a number of instantaneous pic-

tures of animals.
. , , c

Herr FisouER reeountad his way of testing the suitability of lenses tor

taking groups, particularly for ascertaining whether they give a sufficiently-

good definition of a wide angle. The persons to compose a living group

not always being available, he arranges a number of large letters as if they

were persons, and exposes a plate.
,
,. ,

Professor RoKSS, heliographer to the Imperial Printing Establishment,

showed a great number of excellent heliographs, which were formerly used

in the Military Geographical Institute at Vienna.
. .

Some dark slides used in 1870 by Herr Striedeberg were also exhibited,

and proved to be similar to Herr Martini's pasteboard slides. It was,

however, remarked that the priority of publication was usually supposed to

be a proof of priority of invention.

Herr Biegner showed a wire-curtain stretcher—that is to say, an arrange-

ment for the horizontal expansion of the curtains of a studio.

Herr Gaedike exhibited some dry plates of his own manufacture to

which he tries to impart, as much as possible, the character of collodion

plates.

Herren Haberland, Sellin, and Schultz-Hencke, who had tested some

of them, pronounced them about twice as sensitive as Monckhoven's ; but

Herr Haberland found that they were apt to slip from the plate—a fault

which might perhaps be remedied by a substratum.

Herr Frisch forwarded to the Association five of his splendid coloured

lichtdruek reproductions of water-colour and pastel dravyings, of which

mention was made at the previous meeting of the Association.

It was resolved to hold the winter festival of the Association on Friday,

the 28th March, and that ladies should be excluded.

The question-box was then opened and found to contain four questions,

two of which were:—1. Is it useful or advisable to evaporate the positive

silver bath and then to melt it down again? The reply was that the

general experience showed tliat such procedure actually effected a radical

restoration of the silver bath ; but the Chairman considered it necessary

only in the most extreme cases. He preferred to free the bath from
organic substances by means of permanganate of potash. Herren Halwas
and Biegner doubted that permanganate of potash could completely replace

the evaporation and re-smelting, especially if the paper gave off much
organic matter.—2. Is gold salt (chloride of gold and sodium) a chemical

compound or only a mixture ? In reply the Chairman explained that pure
chloride of gold and sodium is a chemical compound, but the commercial
article occasiimally contained in addition an admixture of cViloride of

sodium.
The proceedings were brought to an end by Herr MoHR telling the

following ridiculous tale :—Last year there was an international photo-

graphic exhibition at Gorlitz at which a certain Herr
,
photographer at

li , received a bronze medal, of which he appears to have been somewhat
proud. It occurred to some rivals in trade, who were jealous of this dis-

tinction, to doubt the existence of an exhibition at Gorlitz, and accordingly
they addressed an inquiry to the burgomeister of that town. He being
unfortunately absent his luciim tenenx replied that there had been no photo-

yraphic exhibition at Gorlitz. Our friend's medal was thereupon regarded
as a swindle, until at length by dint of sending some Gorlitz newspapers
containing an account of the exhibition he convinced the real magistrate
of the actuality of the exhibition, and this induced him to confirm the
award. The honour of the possessor of the medal was thus vindicated
beyond dispute.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF VIENNA.
The above Society met on the loth January, when the chair was taken by
the President, Dr. Hornig. Several new members were admitted.
rhe Chairman referred in suitable terms to the death of Mr. Dallmeyer.

He announced that the silver medal for progress had been awarded to Dr.
Eder by the Photographic Society of Great Britain ; that Herren Angerer
and Goschl had received from the Emperor of Austria a gold medal in
recognition of their services during the late exhibition of graphic art ; and
that the Society Fran?aise de Photographie had sent lOOf. and M. Davanne
20f. as contributions to the Martin memorial. Further : that having con-
sidered the invitation of the Photographic Society of Berlin that
the Vienna Society should take part in an international German photo-
graphic exhibition to be held at Berlin, the committee had resolved to send
a collection of historically-interesting pictures and, perhaps, some sheets
explanatory of new processes, on the express condition that should there
be a competition for prizes at the exhibition the exhibits of the Vienna
Society should be considered hon de coiicours.

The prize committee was then re-elected. It consists of Herren Angerer,
Burger, Liiwy, Von Melingo, Dr. Eder, and Professor Luckhardt. 'The
committee resolved to renew the offer of all the prizes offered for compe-
tition Jast year for the current year except that for a monograph upon
pyroxyline and collodion, and to add two new prizes, namely—1, for a dry
process with collodion emulsion which should combine certainty of working
and peiTOanency with at least the sensitiveness of the wet process ; and
2, for a process by which gelatine negatives may be securely and certainly
di»wn on the glass plate.

The Chairman called attention to gome landscapes in Finland, by Herr
Von Wischnakoff, portraits by Herr Solowieff, and an album full of portrait
studies by Herr Schapiro, amongst which were several portraits of Herr
A. Burlack, tlie actor, in the character of a madman.
Herr Schlotterho.S8, an engineer, demonstrated an automatic exposing

apparatus, and Herr Just showed a great number of platinotype prints
and prints upon emulsion paper produced by it. The apparatus may
be dnven by hand and separated from the electric motor. The electric part
of the apparatus is said to require no special skill to manage, nor to be
easily put out of order, resembling in the last respect the switching
apparatus on the railway, which continues to act notwithstanding the vi-
bration caused by the fre<iuent passing trains.

The scrutineers who had been examining the voting papers announced

the names of the office-bearers for the year, viz.:—PreHdent : Dr. Hornig.—
Secretory ; Herr Luckhardt. —Treaswrw ; Herr Schrank.—Committee .- Baron
Sehwarz-Senborn, Graf Wimpfen, Dr. Eder, Dr. Sz(5kely, Major Volkmer,

Captain T6th, Herren Angerer, Antoine, Haack, Kramer, Lowy, and V.
Melingo.
A number of articles were placed on the table tor inspection—amongst

others a copy of the sixth part of Dr. Eder'a exhaustive Handbook of

Photography.
The question-box was opened and, after its contents being attended to,

the meeting was adjourned.

Corr£SpontrencB,

A CONVENIENT SENSITOMETER.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,-As those who make their own gelatine plates are now busy,

or soon will be, perhaps the enclosed description of a sensitometer I have

used for some time may, on that account, be found acceptable. This one

differs from that I previously described in your pages, as with the present

one two plates can be tested side by side for comparison.

On a glass plate (I use 7i X 5^) lay two thicknesses of pink tissue paper,

and gum round the edges. This gives No. 1. For No. 2 take another

double piece, only half-an-inoh narrower, and gum as before; and so on,

half-an-inoh less for each of the remaining numbers. Number 8 will have

sixteen and No. 10 twenty thicknesses.

After all the tissue paper is made secure, place another glass, 7i X 5J, on

the top, and with gummed strips round the edges bind the two glasses

together, with the pink paper between them. Then cut out of dark paper

two sets of numerals and gum on, with a dividing strip across the centre of

the plate.

To use this sensitometer; place the plates to be tested, face downwards,
on to the numbers. Now place dark felt on the plates, screw down firmly

in a pressure-frame, and expose at a distance of one foot from a paraffine

candle (6 to the lb. ) for one minute. Then develope with two grains of pyro.

to the ounce and two drops to the ounce of—
Amm. fort 1 ounce.

Brom. of potass 60 grains.

Water 3 ounces.

Let this act for three minutes and a-half (I use a sand glass) and then fix.

The last number that is plain gives the sensitiveness of the plate. I find

Nos 4 and 5 very suitable for ordinary landscapes, and Nos. 7 and 8 for in-

stantaneous work.—I am, yours, &c.

,

J. 0. Stenning.
Beckenham, February, 26, 1884.

GELATINE-PAPER AS A SUBSTITUTE FOR GLASS.—TONING
AND FIXING IN ONE BATH.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I note your remark upon the use of gelatine-prepared

.

paper as a substitute for glass. In a paper read by me before the Liverpool

Amateur Photographic Association, some nine years ago, this transfer

paper was recommended for this purpo.se, and negatives shown. The
difficulty was, in transferring the whole of the negative to glass, to avoid

the grain of the paper in printing.

As regards toning and printing in one operation : I may say that warav
and pleasing tones may be procured by directly steeping the unwashed
prints in a five-ounces-to-the-pint solution of hypo., to which gold has been
added in the usual quantity, viz., one grain for each sheet. Immersion for

ten to fifteen minutes suffices.

I do not advocate this method, but time may be saved by using it. Why '

do you recommend so strong a solution ?—I am, yours, &c.

,

Liverpool, February, 25, 1884. J. H. T. Ellebbkck.

HALATION.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Allow me to point out to you that I did not feel aggrieved
at space not being found for my remarks upon Halation, neither did I say
so. I only wished to know through your "Answers to Correspondents" if

my communication had reached you ; hence my remarks at the meeting of

the Dundee Society.
I lay no claim to be an ardent investigator, nor have I any desire

to "rush " my ide.os into print whether right or wrong. I simply thought
I had found a means of curing halation, and I wished to give co-workers in

the profession the benefit of my cure.
Am I then to infer from your remarks that the blackened cardboard does

no good? Am I to believe that light does not penetrate through the
gelatino-bromide film on to the back of the dark slide, and react again upon
the prepared film ? I may be misled in my ideas regarding what halation
is, and you may call this reaction upon the back of the plate anything you
like ; but it is thii (halation or not) that I hold the blackened cardboard
pressed behind the plate cures, and of which I have ample proof in our
everyday work.—I am, yours, &c., J. Geddss.

Arbroath, February 2.'), 1884.

TONING AND FIXING BY ONE OPERATION.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Referring to your article in the last number of the Jonrnal—The Practicability of Tonimj and Fixiruj in Ont Operation—I have evidence
before me in my office of the superiority of the old system of gold and hypo.
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(in combination) toning over the present method, atyled " alkaline toning."
I have some large silver printa, 24 x 18, inade by myself thirty-two years
ftijo, toiietl and fixed in tlie one operation, that are nearly as good as on the
day they were made. One thing, however, which I consider has had to do
witli their ixirmaiiency is that plain salted, instead of albumenisod, paper
was used, and for largo pictures plain paper has a better effect.

The washing of these prints was completed in ten minutes, thus proving,
as I have contended many times with my photographic friends, the need-
lessiu-ss of long washing—in fact, that long washing or soaking of the prints
dues more harm than good. With a proper system of washing I am certain
all trjioes of hypo, may be thoroughly removed in the time stated. I shall
be pleased to show those prints to anyone favouring me with a call.—I am,
yours, &.C., JouN J. AlKlNaoii.

37, Manchetter-ttreel, Liverpool, February 25, 1884,

LANTERN SLIDES IN AMERICA.
To the Editors.

Gkntlbmkn,—When I waa engaged in the United States of America as
ojierator jiart of my duties consisted in making lantern slides for a well-
known dealer. I have, therefore, read the letters of Mr. Hicks and Mr.
Taylor with some degree of interest.

Over a period of ten months I have very often had numbers of London-
made slides placed in my hands with instructions to reproduce them in
faetimile, and I have reason to know that my reproductions were sold as
" imported " slides. Certainly, in a catalogue I send herewith, they will
be found quoted at a dollar and a-quarter—the retail price, in Phila-
delphia, of imported slides.

r have always considered it a great error of judgment that such high
prices are charged by the American dealers in slides and lantern appliances
m general, as it serves to deter peoi>le from purchasing. There is no doubt
whatever in my mind that the prices might be reduced by more than one-
lialf, and still leave a very large profit to the seller. During the time I
was operating in Philadelphia I had sent out to me from London a few
dozen Kni;lish-mado lantern slides of the finest quality; and previous to
my returning here I was able, after having defrayed all costs of custom-
house duties and freight, to dispose of tnem all at fifty cents each as
against the dollar and a-quarter of the stores, and still make what in most
lines of bHsiness would be considered a very handsome profit indeed. I
need scarcely say that they were originally jjurchased on wholesale
terms.
The excuse pleaded for charging such extremely high prices as those you

find <iuoted in the catalogue is the comparatively small demand that exists
for lantern pictures. I feel certain, however, that if the charges weie
approximated to those in England, or even reduced to within fifty per cent,
of them, it would create a greatly-increased demand, and thus prove
eventually beneficial to all concerned.

I am Klad to learn that there is a prospect of a lantern business being
eetablishcd in the United States in which English prices are to be charged.
It can l« done, and after a short time will be found to pay well.—I am,
yours, tec, Anqlo-Ambkican Opebatoii.
London, February 2C, 1884.

I AX at a loss to know how to deal with unmounted photographs (views) to
get them to remain jwrfectly flat, and with a polish on, like the views
offered for sale, such as Frith's, Bedfowi's, &o. Any information will be
thankfully received.

—

Inquibeb.

Abe there any patent rights connected with photo-mechanical printing
processes in this country? If so, what are they? Has the Albertype
patent expired? Is there any i)atent in force that would prohibit one
from printing in printers' ink from gelatine films ?—J. Cameron. In
reply

: There is no patent restriction on the employment of the Albert
process in this country.

I.v looking through the few negatives I have taken during the past season,
I notice that the least unsatisfactory of them were exposed on a cloudy
day or in very weak sunlight. Nearly, if not quite, all those taken in
strong sunlight are hard, harsh, and unpleasing, and this defect is notice-
able both in under- and over-exiwsed plates. I enclose for your inspec-
tion some rough trial prints I have taken from four plates selected at
random. The jwints on which I should bo glad to have your advice are

—

1. Whetlier it is desirable, in working with a lens like the portable sym-
metrical, to select bright, sunny days for landscai)e«.—2. Whether the use
of a sky-shade on the lens, when working in bright sunlight, would tend
to give softness to the negative.—3. Whether it is not preferable to use
with the full aperture of the lens rather a small stop when a soft, delicate
negative is desired.—S. Casbourne. In reply: The least successful
of the prints enclosed is so in consequence of a want of detail throughout,
the shadows being exceptionally black. This would have been palliated,
if not remedied, by modifying the developer so as to avoid intensity.
Our correspondent merely requires a littje mere exiwrienco. The only
precaution necessary in working with the lens mentioned, or indeed with
any lens, is to see that no sunlight is permitted to fall ujwn it. The use
of a sky shade, although advantageous in some instances, is not of so
much consequence for general work that it cannot be discarded. Soft-
ness and delicacy may be secured when employing a small stop, but the
time of exiHjsure must be increased. Under-exjiosure—no matter
whether a large or small atop be made use of—invariably causes hard-
ness, or a too violent contrast between the lights and shadows, with an
absence of detail.

In your article on The Vk of Sulphite of Soda, in the Journal of the 22nd
instant, you give an instance of the difficulty experienced in obtaining
certain cbcmicala. I have experienced such difficulty frerjuently. I hare
tried in vain to get citrate of ammonia and citrate of soda in lirittol within
the last month. Would it be out of place to auggest that when a "rare or
little-used preparation" ia brought before the notice of your readers the
place where it can be obtained, as well as the price, should be stated?
Unfortunately^ I presume, the great majority of photographers are not
practical chemists, and therefore cannot ma ke the preparations themselves,—A. L. M. In reply: Without touching the mam question as to the
desirableness of indicating the places at which may be procured chemicals
that are not aa yet in general demand, we may state that, while sulphite of
Boda can now be obtained from moat of the dealers in pbotograpbio
materials, this may not apply to the citrates mentioned. Fortunately,
these may be made very easily. In the one case liquor ammonia, and in the
other bicarbonate of soda in solntiou, have a solution of citric acid slowly
added until effervescence just ceases and neutrality is reached. The re-
sulting solution is one of the citrate of whichever base was employed,
and, if preferred, it may be evaporated to dryness.

A. B. says :—" I do not clearly understand the relationship of width of
angle to focal length of single combination landscape lenses. Is it

reasonable to write to an optician for a lens one inch and a-half in
diameter, of a focal length of eleven inches, to cover but juat so much
more than a half-plate as to give fairly-straight architectural lines up
to the edges of a half-plate, with an angle of not more than forty-
five degrees—preferably forty? And what advantage is there with three
lenses cemented together in the single combination ? " In reply : Any
optician will construct a lens of the diameter and fixius mentioned ; but
to make a single combination that will give " fairly - straight archi-.
tectural lines " under the cireumstanoes mentioned is beyond the power
of any optician, unless we adopt a very elastic meaning of the term
" fairly." If the word be taken in a sort of poetical sense, and is held
to be synonymous with "tolerably," "moderately," or "half-and-half,"
then the lens will answer the purpose, provided the diaphragm is

placed close to the lens (in which position the marginal definition will
not be good); but if, on the other hand, "fairly" be held to be a synonym
of "perfectly" or "absolutely," it cannot be done. The curvature of the
lines commences at either side of the centre of the picture, but only
becomes noticeable at a distance from the centre. The extent at which
this is noticeable depends entirely upon the education of the eye of the
observer. The advantage of three lenses over two in a single combina-
tion consists in the flint glass (which, being soft, is liable to become
scratched or damaged) being protected on both sides by the harder
crown glass.

"C. P." asks in last week's Journal whether varnishing a print with
collodion affects its permanence. While there is no chemical reason ap-
parent why it should do so, I have a strong suspicion that fading
has been the direct result of collodion having been applied to some prints
which were thus treated by me some years ago, when there was a craze,
happily short-lived, for coUodionising prints. The fact of the dis-
continuance of the practice is a strong argument against its value.

—

Old Photo.

I HAVE had something to do with the taking of portraits at night by
artificial light, and beg to inform " Night- Light " that the cheapest,
best, and most easily-worked lamp is a common shallow tin saucer. It
must be supjilied with fuel composed of the pyrotechnic compound
known as "signal fire" or "Bengal light," which is composed of sulphur,
nitrate of potash, and sulphide of antimony. Placed immediately be-
hind the saucer must be a lar^'e reflector, the best for this purpose being
concave surface glass, silvered behind and protected with tin. The
lantern in which the signal fire is ignited must be of very large
dimensions (esjiecially as regards the area of its front), and it must
be glazed with roughly ground glass-the ground to the outside.—J. B.

LiME-LioHT Accident.—An explosion, which shook bnildings for
several hundred yards distant, occurred on Friday night last, at <;had-
derton Town Hall, Oldham. A series of dissolving views were being
exhibited, and whilst five hundred children were singing " Shall we
Gather at the River?" a loud report was heard, accompanied by the
smashing of windows. The room was placed in darkness. On the gas
beini; lighted, the magic-lantern apparatus and furniture were found
smashed to fragments. Children rushed down the staircase, and the
police assisted numbers of them through windows and down ladders.
Several were crushed ; but the principal injuries were attributed to
the inhalation of poisonous gas. A boy, six years of age, waa suffo-

cafe I, and nine others were reudered unconscious. The explosion ia

said to have been caused by the gas bag coming into contaet with the
flame. The floor of the hall was ripped up, and the room beneath

—

where the Chadderton Local Board assemble — was wrecked. Mr.
D'ggl^i the photographer who was exhibiting the magic-lantern, Was
cut about the face and thrown dow'ii by the force of the explosion.
As the gas was extinguished by the explosion, an appalling scene
ensued, which was heightened by the erics of parents ontside. The
body of the boy who was killed was found on the staircise, he having
evidently been snflbcated by the pressure of the crowd The main
egress, however, was good. We learn from a coiTespondent that the
light used was not the oxyhydrogcn, as commonly supposed, but the
etlioxo-lime light. In an article on this subject by the Rev. T. F,
Hardwich in our Almanac for 1883 (page 4t>) tie ilwells at some length
on the prcoautiona necessary to make the ethoxolime light ta/e as well
as effective.
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(BxclcjanQt Column.
Wanted, Rood studio camera (whole-plate, swing-back) and stand for same.

See advertisement.-Addresa, A. J. Bhown anii Son, Halstead, Essex.

I will exchange a half-plate lens, stand, and camera. Wanted, scientifio

apparatus oioffers.-Address, A Ouambees, 8, Gordon-road, West-hiU,

Hastings.

I wUl exchange Entrekin's cabinet burnisher, in good condition, cost ta,

for Kood interior or exterior b.T,ck|,'rouuds.—Address, h. De.\ny and Co.,

43, St. SidweU-street, Exeter.

I will exchange a dark tent for backgrounds (outdoor), and posmg-chair

with two or more backs; cash adjustment.—Address, Horace RurLtY,

18, Fransfield-grove, Sydenham, S.E.

I will exch.inge a rolling-press, steel plate, which wUl take cabmets, or a con-

servatory background, by Marion, for a plain background m good condi-

tion.—Address, Photo., Wesley-square, Pembroke.

I will exchange Seavey's seascape background for Show's eclipse instan-

taneous shutter, suitable for a whole-plate rapid symmetrical lens.—

Address, S., photographer, 9, Berkeley- vale, l-alinouth.

What offers for dark box, quarter-plate camera and good lens, dipping-

bath &c ; also rustic cimir, imitation old stone arch, and rustic cottage

window ?—Address, W. H. Redshaw, Bourne, Luieolnshire.

I will give either large musical box, amateur lathe, sewing-machine, or

other good exchange, for a modern t')urist halt-plate CiUnera and wide-

angle view lens.—Address, Beck, Bslbroughton, Stourbridge.

I will exchan^e a cabinet burnisher, in good order, and a cabinet lens

(iK)rtrait), for a universal camera, cabinet or racte. —Address, Lr.

Robinson, 1, St. Mai-y-plaoe, Castlegate, Berwick-on-Tweed.

I will exchange Solom.m's cabinet hot rolling-press, cost £4 10s., with

lamp silver plated rollers and bed, tor a good, short-toous portr.iit lens,

cabinet or carte -Address, David M. Linley, Harriet-street, Cross

Louis-street, Chapeltown-road, Leeds.

I will exchange a view lens, by L.ancaster, for 5 X 4 plates, to which has

been added a rack and pillion, also extra small stop, as good as new.

Wanted, a single meniscus for half-plates. Will give part cash for a good

lens.—Address, H. Walker, 18, Yonge-park, London, N.

I will exchange tlie National Encudopa-dia, thirteen volumes, ijerfect and as

good as new, cost £7 lOa.— also Josepkus' ]Vorks, nicely bound in one

volume, good as new, cost £2 lis. Gd., full of plates—for photographic

apparatus. Difference adjusted in cash. — Address, B. Lgsinton,

Tudlioe Grange Market-place, Speunymoor.

I will exchange Ross's quick-acting carte lens, good as new, quarter-plate

mahogany sliding camera, with one dark slide, nearly new, whole-plate

vulcanite bath and dipper, air-tight, and posing-chair. Wanted, a

half-plate bellows-body camera and good Frencli or other portrait lens,

and quarter-plate square bellows-body camera, with three or more slides,

must be in good condition, for positive work.—Address, Sulphite, 52,

Goldsmith-road, Peckham, London, S.E.

A Lover of Enlargements.—By monohydrated nitric acid is meant that

represented by HNO3, and is the strongest nitric .icid of commeroe^^ It

may be obtained of such firms as Messrs. Hopkin and Williams. \< ith

care there is no particular danger in making nitro-glucose. Von will

have to keep the temperature low, and employ strong acids. We have

no idea of the value of the work in question.

Kenrio B. Muebay.-So many articles have appeared in the back

volumes there is really nothing more to be said on the subject. Ihere

have been no improvements made beyond what have from time to time

been given in our columns. Any builder will construct a studio for you,

but you will have to famish him with the design. We are not aware

of a builder who ma^es a sijeciality of constructing photographic

studios.

E Y —The cause of spots such as those in your negatives has often been

explained in this column. It is that the hyposulpliite of soda is not

thoroughly eliminated from the gelatine ; consequently the silver paper

has stained the film through the varnish. No varnish will prevent

staining if hypo, be left in tlie film. If you require further information

on your. previous query we shall be haiipy to give it if you put it m
a definite form.

Bet v.—St is impossible for us to judge of the quality of the lens, inasmuch

as you do not state its focal length. A | stop may be a very large one in

the case cf a short focus lens : but the same-sized stop and a log focus len ^

may be a very small one. The group appears to be moderately shar])

The landscape is doubled in the printing, so of the sharpness of that we

can form no opinion. By employing a smaller stop a larger plate can be

covered, consequently a larger angle is Included. We do not agi-ee with

the writer in question.

Received.-A. C. Doyle, M.B., CM. ; W. H. Harrison. Thanks.

^natocrs to dant&^anbmis,.

US' Correspondents ahovM never write on both tides of the paper.

Photograph Registered.—
William Charles Waldron, Holyrood-street, Chard. — Photograph of

Cliarles Isaac Klton, Esq., M.F. for West Somerset.

A. W. K.—See reply to "Amateur" in last week's issue.

Cox Brothees.—Your letter has been forwarded on as requested.

H. J. C—The exposures will be the same, provided the lenses are identical

in form and made of similar glass.

M. W. B. Collyer.—You will find an article on the subject on page 100 of

of our Almanac for 1881. That will give you full information.

William Surtees.—The lectures will be published in full in the Journal

of the Society of Arts; but we believe they will not appear for several

months yet.

A. R. W,—No one has yet discovered the means of taking photographs

in natural colours, notwithstanding it has often been asserted in the

newspapers that tlie thing had been accomplished.

Robt. Macfarlane, Jun.—The conditions are—employ the maximum of

bromide and the minimum of gtlatine. From your description of the

Iwhaviour of the plates during development \ye imagine they have been

exposed to some injurious fumes, thus producing the veiling.

.Ta8. K. O'Connor.—1. The plan is not very extensively employed. The
drawback to the use of tlie bichromate of potash is that if all the salt be

not entirely el««ninated the cinuisi<in will prove very slow.—2. Not
generally used. Alum is much preferred for the puriiose.

E. Bevkbidgk. —Neither of the lenses will answer quite so well as a

len.t specially constructed for the purjxise ; nevertheless, if you are con-

tent to employ a small stop they will prove very serviceable. A very

small stop will be required for the smaller of the two lenses.

H. Bratt.—If you have compounded the matt varnish according to

the formula wo cannot understand why it should dry with a glossy

surface. Of course you have not warmed the plate before applying it ?

If you have, that will account for the appearance you obtain.

Wm. Lang.—We have no further information than that given by the
writer of th^ article. The gelatine you have been using is unsuitable for

making Woodburytjji* reliefs. You require a more soluble kind. Full
directions are given in the series of articRS now appearing on the staqno-
type process; wby not follow them!

PnOTOGRAPHic Club.—At the forthcoming meeting of this Club, a

Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street, on Wednesday next, March 5th, the

subject for discussion will be—On the Advanla'jes or Disadvanlaijes of

Sulphite of Soda in the Developer.

South London Photographic Society.—The next meeting of this

Society will be held in the Rioiua of the Society of Arts, John-street,

Adelphi, W.C, on Thursday next, March 6th, at eight o'clock, when

the adjourned discussion on Whether Pictures upon Ready-Sen><ilised

Paper are More or Lens Likely to be Permanent than those on Ordinary

Paper, will be resumed, and Mr. Edward Dunmore will read a paper

upon Old rhotographx. Members and friends having old photographs

(of the method 'of production of which they can give particulars) mil

oblige by exhibiting them.

The Postal Photographic Society.—Mr. H. H. Cunningliam,

B.A., who has acted .-is Hon. Secretary to this Society since its forma-

tion in 1882, has been offered by the liarl of Derby, and has accepted,

the appointment of stipendiary magistrate in British Guiana. Mr.

Cunningham has, therefore, been compelled to resign his post as Hon.

Secretary, and it is requested that, till the appointment of his successor,

all communications be addressed to the Hon. Treasurer, Mr. \\ . M.

Baylis, 3. Plowden Buildings, Temple, E.G.

The Tricyclists' Camera Stand.—Among the pieces of apparatus

which were especially noticeable at the late exhibition of the Photo-

graphic Society of Great Britain was a camera stand that, when erected,

was of the usual heiglit and possessed a remarkable degree of rigidity,

especially when its unusual lightness was taken into consideration. Its

leading "idea," however, consisted in the ease with which it could be

packed in any portmanteau of twenty inches in length, this being the

longitudinal dimensions of the stand in question. Messrs. J. F. Shew and

Co. , the manufacturers of the stand, have just issued what m ay be termed

a new or tricyclists' "edition" of it, in which certain features ot

advantage find place. The most noteworthy of these is the mechanism

effecting the junction of the legs with the top, all loose screws being

now done away with. This renders it useful to the tourist. Tliero is

also a combination of the keyhole and b.ayonet joint which, as applied to

the joints found in this stand, confers rigidity in use and comfort m
erecting it. The extent to which the legs are capable of being elon-

gated or shortened to suit inequalities in the ground is no lees than

twenty inches, which forms the length of the three sets of elemeutary

portions of which this portmanteau or tricycle st.and 13 composed.

Including the top, together with all the holts and nuts, the weight of

the stand is only two p.mnds nine ounces, which, with its other good

features, must render this stand a boon conferred on tricyclists,

or travellers who desire their impedimenta stored away in the recesses

of a small portmanteau.
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POLARISED LIGHT.
All who witnessed the lirilliant demonstrations of the effects of

polarised light, given by Messrs. Darker Brothers, at the last meet-
ing of the London and Provincial Photographic Association, must
have felt astonishment at their extraordinary nature, as well as

gratification and pleasure in seeing objects which were intrinsically

beautiful, in addition to being interesting and instructive from a
scientific point of view. Messrs. Darker have for many years been
recognised as authorities in all that appertains to the polarisati(m

of light, whether as regards the manufacturing of the special

appliances for conducting this line of denmnstration and experi-

ment, the possession of specimens of polariscope objects wliich in

many instances are unique, the successful exhibition of them in

public, or, we may add the "coaching" of popular lecturers on this

imperfectly-understood subject. Their demonstration at the meet-
ing referred to was the second of this description, being l)y special

reqnest, and serving as a continuation of one they gave a few weeks
ago towards the termination of the ordinary business, when it came
in the form of a bonne boac/ie.

The varied phenomena arising from the polarisation of light have
for a long period been known, and it is not surprising that soon
after the organisation of the Photographic Society, in 1853, atten-

tion was prominently directed to the advantages conferred by
photography in securing permanent records of such phenomena.
But we read that in the year just mentioned the light by which
certain crystalline structures were eventually displayed upon the
ground glass of the camera "was so exceedingly faint, having to

pass through many thicknesses of glass beside two dark brown
tourmalines not a quarter of an inch square, that no image could be
perceived on the focussing-glass unless the caniej-a was held pointed
direct to the sun, and every other light carefully exchided from the
eye:" when that is contrasted with the projection of similar

objects brilliantly illuminated upon a large screen by the oxy-
hydrogen polarising lantern, so as to be plainly visible by a large

audience, then we realise the great progress made iu this particular

department of applied science.

The special lantern by which all the effects of polarisation may
be exhibited to an assembly comprising numerous spectatoi-s is of

a somewhat simple description, and analogous to the polarising

arrangement of the microscope. First of all, the body of the

lantern is not only of similar construction to that in everyday use
for the projection of photographic transparencies, but the polari-

scope addition is in reality an attachment to this lantern. The
body, the light, and the condensers are therefore required in

common for both purposes.

The first departure from the usual routine of lantern pictorial

projection takes place just outside of the condensers where the
emergent beam of light is polarised. This is effected by inter-

posing iu the path of the light a parcel or bundle of plates of plain

glass carefully selected with a view to flatness, good polish, and
freedom from scratches, air-bubbles, or defects of a similar charac-
ter. Thin patent plate answers the purpose better than any other
kind of gl.uss. Of these there must be from nine to eleven or
twelve 80 packed as to lie close to each other. Nine such plates

form the smalleat number that can be successfully employed for the

object intended. Those who are fortunate enough to possess any
of the thin French glass that was employed several years ago iu

connection with stereoscopic transparencies will, probably, find in

such glass that which is best of all suited for the purpose. A
bundle of glass of this description having been interposed at an
angle of 67° in the path of the emergent beam, the light becomes,

by such simple means, quite polarised.

But the inquiry will here be made, "which light?" for, when
placed at such an angle, a large portion will be reflecteil from
the surface of the glass, the remainder being transmitted. To this

we reply that both the light reflected and tlje light transmitted are

polarised, and the various phenomena dependent upon such light

can be shown by either; but the advantages arising from the

reflected beam so greatly exceed that from traii-misaion as to cause

the former to be almost exclusively employed, and, in consequence,

there is an anguhir bend in the tube containing the optical system
of all polarising lanterns. Here again, it may be asked—" What
IS the polarisation of light? or what is the ditierence between or-

dinary light and polarised light ?" The eiisiest mode of replying to

these queries ia to assume that ordinary light consists iu a vibration

of the etherial particles in planes resolvable into two at right

angles, and that polarised light is wanting iu one of those sets

of vibrations. Any means by which these are separated prove to be

polarisers of light, and among such means the bundle of glass plates

of which we have spoken answers the purpose well.

When only small objects are to be viewed by polarised light,

a Nicol prism (composed of a rhomb of calcite or Iceland spar, divided

and re-cemented in such a manner as to eventually transmit only

one of the images which it is the property of this crystal to show iu

du[>lie,ite) forms the best polariser, and this is always employed
in the polari.scopes fitted for use with the m icro.scope. But no
Nicol prism has yet been obtained of such large dimensions as to be

practically available for application to the lantern as a polariser.

But, if not suited for such purpose, the Nscol prism is admirably

adapted for effecting the part of the second element in the polari-

scope, namely, that of analyser. When a ray hits been [jolarised

and deprived of its vibration in one direction, it is sufficient that

the ray be transmitted through such a body as the Nicol prism,

which, when placed in a certain relation to the ray, obliterates it on

the same principle on which the original ray was deprived of its

motion. Of course, under these circumstauces, darkness ensues by
the horizontally-vibrating ray having been stopped by one and the

vertical ray by the other of these agents in polarisation.

The various phenomena of polarisation are observed by the inser-

tion of the body to be examined between the polariser and the

analyser, and some of the effects prinluced are magnificent in

the extreme. Simple crystalline sulistances that are almost in-

visible—such as a drop of a solution of washing 8">da spreaii iipi'n a

glass slide and allowed to become dry—displ.ty not only the most

beautiful f<irms but the most gorgeous colours. If a piece of

glass be examined, and one siile then subjected to pressure, the

strain thus caused upon the sulistanc-e of the glass, although in-

visible under ordinary circumstances, is here rendered most palpably

distinct by a series of black bands or lines stjirting from the point

of pressure and extending to a distauce corresponding with tlia
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degree of pressure. Incidentally, this shows that an otherwise

first-class lens may have its excellence seriously impaired by being

screwed or burnished too tightly into its cell. This also occurs

when any piece of glass has not been properly annealed and internal

strain is set up. The polariseope reveals every, even ths slightest,

defect of this nature.

By their appearance by polarised light the difference between two

nearly similar crystals can be immediately discovered. No one who

has ever witnessed in this way the difference displayed between two

drops respectively of weak solutions of iodide of cadmium and

bromide of cadmium would ever afterwards mistake them. In this

way it acts as an analyst or detective.

We have said that in order to polarise the light properly the

bundle of glass plates must be placed at an angle of 57° to the light.

This ancle is determined, for any substance, in accordance with

Brewster's law—that when the tangent of the angle of incidence is

equal to the refractive index of the medium upon which the light

is incident, the reflected ray is completely polarised, its undulations

taking place in one plane only. Therefore as plate glass has a

refractive index of 1'54, the angle of which it is the tangent is 57°,

and this is the angle at which the parcel of plates of glass must be

placed when it is desired to fit up a lantern or any other instrument to

investigate the subject of the polarisation of light. We hope that

what we have written will prove the means of inducing many
of our readers to enter into this field of physical research and

recreation.

ON PHOTOGRAPHING COINS, MEDALS, &c.

It frequently happens that an apparently simple application of

photography proves exceedingly diflicult to carry out in practice

until a certain amount of experience has been acquired in the

method of working. This remark is well exemplified in the photo-

graphing of coins or medals. This, at first sight, appears a simple

operation, yet those who attempt it for the first time often meet

with no little difficulty. As an illustration ; let us suppose that

a photograph of a gold, silver, or bronze medal gained at some
exhibition be required, as it frequently is, for advertising purposes.

In the first place the medal has to be secured in position on a suit-

able background, and it is obvious that the means of attachment

must not be apparent in the picture.

If the negative be required for any of the photo-mechanical pro-

cesses (and, consequently, reversed), the matter is simple enough.

The medal has only to be laid on a suitably-tinted piece of card-

board to form a background, and placed on the floor. Then the

camera is arranged so that the prism or reversing mirror is directed

downwards instead of sideways. Of course, the illumination must
be so arranged that the dominant light shall fall on the medal from the

side and not from the top, and at a considerable angle, otherwise

there will be but little or no relief in the picture.

But, presuming the medal has to be photographed from a vertical

position (this being generally the case); it must be secured in some
way or other, and it frequently happens that its owner will not per-

mit any form of cement to be employed for the purpose owin^ to

his fear of its soiling the metal. This difficulty may be overcome
thus -.—Take a piece of stout mounting board of a tint suitable to

form a good background. On this lay the medal, and with a pencil

make a mark round the rim ; then, with a sharp penknife, cut out
a clean hole, keeping the knife slightly within the line. Into this

hole the medal will fit tightly and be hold securely. On no account
must the medal be pressed in flush with the surface of the card-
board, otherwise the photograph will appear wanting in relief. In
lighting the medal, some little judgment is required in order to
obtain good chiaroscuro in the design. A good, strong side lic/ht

must be employed, but not at too great an angle, otherwise the out-
line of the medal may become lost in the strong cast shadow from
its rim.

New gold or bronze medals or coins are much easier to photo-
graph than silver—the latter metal, when fresh from the die, often
Cftuaing considerable trouble by reason of the strong reflection from
the bright portions. This difficulty can, however, be avoided by
dabbing the surface over with a piece of common putty; but it is

seldom the owner of the medal will permit this to be done, and the

operator must therefore rely upon his skill in lighting alone. A
very full exposure in all cases must be given, and a well-restrained

developer should be employed to bring out the image.

In most instances where a medal has to be photographed both the

obverse and the reverse have to show in the same picture. When
this is the case, of course two negatives must be taken. They may
tlien be combined by one or other of the methods described in the

articles which recently appeared in our columns on Combination

Printing. Here is a plan which is sometimes adopted :—The back-

ground in each negative is blocked out, and the two negatives

are then fitted together and secured to the glass of the pressure-

frame, a piece of opaque paper being pasted over the junction

of the two glasses. Of course by this method a white background
is secured in the prints, which is often a desideratum. Frequently
when medals gained at exhibitions are used for advertising pur-

poses they are duplicated—both the obverse and the reverse

—

by the electrotype process ; then both sides can, of course, be
copied on the same negative.

Now, the photographing of a medal or coin—be it gold, silver,

or bronze—while it is new and unsoiled and the design clear and
sharp, is an exceedingly simple affair compared with copying ancient

coins, such as those in numismatical collections. Many of these are

old bronze coins—centuries old—with the design and inscription

wellnigh obliterated with age and the wear to which they were sub-

jected during the period they were in circulation as current coin,

[n addition to the design being nearly all worn off (so that, how-
ever skilfully the lighting may be arranged, little or no relief can
he obtained in the negative), the difficulty of the photographer is

often increased by the coin being oxidised in some portions, while

others are bright, and therefore reflect light. The difficulty is still

further increased when, as ia frequently the case, a number of

coins—gold, silver, and copper—have to be included in the same
negative.

Yet such work is executed, and ancient coins (whether they be of

gold, silver, or baser metal) are successfully represented by photo-

graphy, as witness the illustrations in several works on numismatics,
and also the examples which have been shown from time to time at

the different photographic exhibitions. How is it accomplished 1

Simply enough. The negatives are not made direct from the coins

at all, but from casts taken from them, either in plaster of Paris,

wax, or sulphur. With either of these materials all the sharpness
(be it much or little) in the original design is secured. But, for the

purposes of photography, the plaster of Paris is much to be pre-

ferred, as its surface is dead and absorbent, while that of either of

the others is more or less bright and reflective of light. Indeed,
it is the dead surface of the plaster which enables a much sharper
photograph to be taken from the cast than can possibly be ob-

tained from the original with its reflecting metallic surface. It may
be mentioned that the plaster used for this class of work is a
specially-fine kind prepared expressly for modellers, ivnd is not
the ordinary plaster of Paris of the oil shops.

It will now bo seen that the copying of a number of ancient coins

of different metals in one negative is not such a difficult under-
t.aking after all if this plan be adopted. No matter how oxidised,

discoloured, or bright the coins themselves may be, the colour, of

course, is not reproduced in (he cast. Still, even with the plaster
casts, some amount of skill is requisite in the illumination in order
to secure a marked relief in the inscription and design, particulai'ly

if it be much worn in the original.

Matters may still be further simplified if, in making the casts, a
small quantity of some dark pigment—such, for example, as burnt
umber—be mixed with the plaster of Paris, as it will take off its

diizzling whiteness, and enable better effects in c/iiarosciiro to be
obtained. When coins of gold, silver, copper, or bronze have to be
included in the same picture, the plaster used for the gold and
copper ones should be more deeply tinted than for the silver, so that
they appear somewhat darker in the photograph.
From the foregoing it will be seen that whenever medals or coins,

even if they bo new, have to be photographed, and the best results
are imperative, it -niil in all cases be advisable, when possible, to
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liave tinted plaster casts taken, and to photograph these. When
this is done a sharper and criaper picture, and one fuller of detail,

will always bo secured than it is possible to obtain from the

originals with their bright, reflecting surfaces.

HYGUOMETERS.
At the coramenoeraent of the year we devoted an article to the sub-

ject of moisture in the atmosphere, and showed the important part

it played in the everyday economy of the studio, and the bearing it

had even upon the permanency of prints. We now revert to

the matter with the intention of giving some practical hints as

to the ready determination of the moisture at any time present

in the air—a subject which cannot but be of considerable import-

ance when we reflect how greatly it influences such processes as the

drying of emulsion plates, of carbon tissue, and of mounted prints,

besides the manner it operates upon the preservation of apparatus
and the storage of negatives, not to speak of its more intricate con-

nection with weather forecasting. These points of view were
sufficiently treated in our article already alluded to, a passing
reference to which is all that is now required.

Though a minute and scientific amount of precision is not
necessary in hygrometrical observations in the studio or the work-
room of the photographer, the trouble involved iu making notes

possessing considerable accuracy is so slight that it is desirable to

bring before our readers the very simple arrangement which
is largely used for such'meteorological purposes at a great number of

stations throughout the country. Meanwhile it may be said that

indicators so slight as those found in many popular weather glasses

are by no means devoid of moisture-registering power. Thus, there

is often to be found in the old wheel barometer a little dial

with index indicating moisture or drought which is usually actuated

by an awn or small vegetable filament which, under the action

of moisture, twists or untwists, and so moves the index. A
human hair is very sensitive to moisture, and some time ago
we called attention to an instrument intended for actual scientific

use which was worked simply by the contraction and expansion of

such a hair. Then, again, an instrument so primitive and unscientific

looking as the old-fashioned chimnej' ornament, in which figures

were made to enter or leave a little portico according to the amount
of atmospheric humidity—such movements being caused by the

expansion of catgut from moisture—ga\»e decided indications of

changes in the state of the air.

Leaving these now on one side, the reference to them indicating

how readily an ingenious and handy worker could contrive an
instrument possessing appreciable utility founded on the use of some
hygrometrio substance, we may now describe the wet and dry
bulb thermometer, often termed " Mason's hygrometer."

This instrument i^ founded primarily on that very property of

vapour which renders it so desirable for the photographer to possess

a measure of its power; that is, the increase or decrease in the
amount of aqueous evaporation according to the increase or decrease

of moisture present at the time in the atmosphere. It is well

known that evaporation involves a loss of sensible heat, or, iu other
words, produces cold. The quicker the evaporation the greater the

cold ; hence, it two similar thermometers be exposed to the air,

one being in its ordinary condition and the bulb of the other kept
constantly moist, it is obvious that evaporation will, usually, he
continually taking place from the wet bulb, and that it will, in

consequence, give a lower reading than its companion dry bulb
thermometer. Increased cold following increase of evaporation

—

which latter condition naturally follows diminution of the amount
of atmospheric moisture—it is obvious, per contra, that whenever
there is a large amount of water in the air evaporation will be so

slight that the two thermometers will show very little difference

in their readings ; but if the air contain little moisture, or is "dry,"

the difference will be considerable.

We may further remind our readers that as the utmost possible

amount of water wljich may be contained in the air increases very

considerably with increase of temperature, the difference shown by
the two re.-»ding3 of the thermometer has to be considered in cou-

J unction -with the actual temperature when the observation is made,
if a correct idea has to be formed of the evaporating power of the
air. Thu.s, when the two thermometers read alike, the air could
contain no more or wouhl be "saturated ;" neither printa nor tissue
would dry, and any negative brought out of a cold room would in-

stantly be covered with moisture. If, however, by artificial means the
temperature were raised, the water present would naturally remain
constant, but the moisture-containing power of the air would be
vastly greater—a fact explaining one advantage gained by raising

the temperature of drying-rooms.

In practice the mode adopted for keeping the bidb wet consists

in tying round it a piece of thin muslin, which is kept moist by a
piece of soft cotton thread—such as thin, open lamp-wick—leading

from the bulb to a small reservoir of distilled or rain water kept at

one side, capillary attraction serving to keep the bulb continually

wet.

Such instruments are usually more costly than ordinary thermo-
meters, but the photographer can readily make one himself. Two
thermometers (common shilling instruments will an.swer) as nearly

alike as possible, and with the freezing-points about the same distance

from the bulb, should be chosen, the tubes removed from the frames,

and the latter sawn of! at the freezing-point. The tubes after being
carefully replaced will project a little distance below their wooden
support, leaving the bulbs free to be acted upon by the air. The
two shortened instruments may now be mounted side by side upon
a small boatd, which they are kept from touching by a half-inch

bar of wood, to which they may be screwed. To one corner of the

board may bo attached a half-ounce, narrow-mouthed phial for

holding the water, into which the thread fi-om the muslin-covered

bulb dips, and then the instrument is complete.

Mr. J. Glaisher, the esteemed President of the Photographic Society

of Great Britain, has made a very elaborate series of investigations

and calculations on this subject, and has embodied the results in a
series of tables, the following abstract of which is self explanatory :

—

Difference between Dry Bulb and Wet Bulb Headings.

Tcmiiumture
by the

Dry Bulb
2° 4° 6° 8' 10" 12'

Tliermomoter. 1 1

Degree o( Humidity.

34° 79 63 60
1

36 82 66 53
38 83 68 1 56 45
40 84 70 68 47
42 84 71 69 49
44 85 72 60 50
46 86 73 61 51
48 86 73 62 62 44
50 86 74 63 53 45
52 86 74 64 54 46
54 86 74 64 65 47
56 87 75 65 56 48
58 87 76 66 57 49
eo 88 76 66 68 50 43
62 88 77 67 58 50 44
64 88 77 67 69 51 43
66 88 78 68 60 62 45
68 88 78 68 60 52 46
70 88 78 69 61 63 47
T2 89 79 69 61 54 4S
74 89 79 70 62 65 48
76 89 79 71 63 65 49
78 89 79 71 63 56 60
80 1

90 80 71 63 S6 60
82 90 80 72 64 57 61
84 90 80 : 72 64 67 61
86 90 80 72 64 68 62

This table, it will be seen, gives the relative amount of moisture

contained in the air at various temperatures for each difference

of two degrees in the readings of the wet and dry bulb ther-

mometers. It does not give the actual amount, nor the difference

iu amount that would be found by raising the temperature of

air possessing a given amount of huniidiiy. To do so would require
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either too extended a tiil)le or the use of calculations with which we

do not desire to corai>llcate the sulijcct. Wilh the aid of such a ther-

mometer as we descrilie and the use of this tahle observations of

considerable value may be made, and we trust that the valuable

jussistance which Mr. Glai^^ller'3 tables as abstracted will afford

may render our remarks useful to a large circle of readers.

of negatives Isft to wash dyed red through the filtration of waste

magenta into the water supply.

It will be remembered that at the time the new Patent Act was
passed we called the special attention of ijhotographers to one of its

clauses, namely, that which prohibits llie use of the lioyal Arms for

any purpose whatever, without legal authority, under a penalty of

£20. In reference to this subject the Board of Green Cloth has

given notice that, by section 106 of the Patents, Designs, and Trade

M;irks Act of 1883, a penalty of £20 is incurred by any person who,

without proper authority, shall assume the Royal Anus with a view

to lead other persons to believe that they are employed under any

department of the Royal Household. This moaitioa is promulgated

by order of the Lord Steward, Lord Sydney.

TnB Atheiueum gives prominence to the suggestion of a correspon-

dent that photographic and other artists will not suffer to vanish

and leave no rec^^rd of the quaint mouldings and jutting storeys of

the picturesque old house near the St. Clement's end of Wytli-

street, now in course of demolition. We cannot better serve the

desire expressed than to call attention to it in these columns.

The same paragraph states that there are two good views of the

house extant, the Society for Photographing Relics of Old London
having published them in 1876.

Wk extract from a trade journal the following information :

—

"Those who practise the bichromate process of photography must
of necessity get the skin stained by this chemical, which produces a
reddish-brown stain that is not thoroughly removed by washing
with soap and water. If, however, a small quantity of sulphuric

acid be added to a strong solution of hyposulphite of soda, and
applied to the skin, the stain can be quickly removed ; or the same
effect can be obtained by the use of a little sulphurous acid, and
afterwards washing in rain or distilled water." We should like to

be informed what or which " the bichromate process of photography "

means.

The water .analysts have been taking a leaf out of the photo-
grapher's book, Dr. A. R. Leeds having, in a preliminary and as yet
unpublished note to the New York Academy of Sciences, called
attention to a new actinic method for determining putrescible
organic matter in potable waters. A certain amount of the water
under examination. is mixed with a measured quantity of nitrate of
silver solution, and the mixture exposed to light after tlie old
metliod of sunning the bath. The organic matter becomes oxidised
and the silver reduced to the metallic state, wlien it precipitates or
adheres to the sides of the bottle. This silver is washed, collected
redissolved in nitric acid, and estimated. Prom its weight the
amount of oxygen used up to oxidise the putrescent matter can
easily be calculated. Mr. Nelson H. Darton, of New York, states
that 80 far the process has yielded most satisfactory results, and
promises to be a "convenient, applicable, and accurate method for
the aualydis of potable waters."

Is writinor of pure water we are naturally reminded of a recent
letter to The rimes, by Dr. Fraukland, in which he points out how
gravely the pnssibilities of water purity are compromised by a recent
decision of Mr. Justice Pearson (case of Ballard v. Tomlinson).
Briefly put, the matter lies thus :—A certain brewer depended on the
purity of his well water for brewing good beer, but a neighbour who
had a disused well about a hundred yards away used it as a ces.s-pit
and the contents leaked through the strata into the brewer's well and
BO ruined it for brewing purposes. The law gave him no remedy.
"Hence," says Dr. Frankland, "a man m.ay not discharge noxious
matter into surface water, but may do as he likes with subterranean
water." He further draws a picture of a possible aniline dye manu-
facturer working a fiictory in the neighbourhood of the deep wells
used by the Kent Water Company for the water supply of a part of
the metropolis, and discharging his waste arsenical liquor into
the subterranean reservoir from which the water is drawn. We
do hot know that arsenic would injure a dry-plate film to any
|reat extwtj but it wovUd certainl^r be startUpj^ to find a batch

According to the Lancet, luminous paint when unprotected is found

to be perceptibly blackened by the fumes from froh lead paint in

its vicinity. We have not met with any such experience ourselves,

and it would be interesting to learn if this alleged fact can be

substantiated by any of our readers.

It has been suggested to us by a correspondent that a large source

of albumen is entirely lost sight of in failing to utilise the humours

of the eyes of oxen slaughtered for food. As it is not likely that

they could be had in sufficient quantity or be rendered practically

available—if even they cuuld be shown to possess suitable projierties

for photographic use— the suggestion must merely pass as a curiosity.

The more so as, according to a continental chemist, there is very

little albumenoid matter in the human eye, its viscidity being, he

considers, due to an excess of salts over albumenoids.

The authorities of the Observatory at Paris seem to be in hot

water just at present. They hold a large area of "eligible build-

ing sites" which, if sold, would enable another observ;itory to be

built in a more favourably-situated spot without incurring any ex-

pense; but the plan is warmly denounced. A member of the

section of astronomy said he was sure that if an astronomer wished

to execute any special work for which provision did not exist at

Paris M. Janssen would lend his instruments and grounds. To
this M. Janssen replied that he would be most happy, as the Ob-

servatory was not his private property, but belonged to the Govern-

ment.

An interesting comment upon the capability of a large reflector re-

taining its surface for a considerable time is made by the director of

the Observatory at Melbourne with regard to the large reflector

there, which has been in use for twenty years. He says the

inevitable loss of reflection power in the great telescope increases a

little year by year, but does not yet sensibly affect the work upon

which it is employed. Indeed, Mr. EUery remarks—" Some photo-

graphs of faint objects obtained lately are clear evidence of the

immense light-gathering power it still possesses, and of the trivial

loss occasioned so far by the slight tarnish apparent."

SODIC SULPHITE AND ITS CRITICS: PLATINOTYPE
AND ERRONEOUS IMPRESSIONS.

DouuTLESs there is a very strong " case" in favour of sodic sulphite

;

but, while agreeing to the full in Mr. Samuel Fry's estimate of its

value in the alkaline developer, I cannot follow him in his statement

that the thorough, practical, value of the method is due to his

recommendation to use boiling water instead of cold water for

making the solution. The only real advantage in using the former

in this case would be more quickly to dissolve the salt. To one in

a hurry there would be an advantage, but to none other. When
the solution had cooled it would be just like one made with the

same quantity of cold water; and, of course, any excess of the salt,

if present, would be thrown out on cooling.

I say that without doubt my formula and instructions, as origi-

nally published by me, strictly followed, are as "delinite" and as

good as any—better than most—that have been published since by
others, and by those who seem to think there is a difl'erence " betwixt

tweedledum and tweedledee."

The whole of the advantages set forth by Mr. Fry were poihted

out by me, with the exception of the suitability of the colour of the

image for the retouching pencil ; and I contend (as, of course,

many others, including the Editors,* could testify) that the prepara-

tion as made under my supervision after that formula, and sold by
the Platinotype Company, was equal to any, and better than most,

of the preparations emanating from other sources. So much for

the original formula.
Since advertisements are sometimes admitted into these columns,

I may be permitted to add that I have improved upon my original

method (but not by using "boiling water"). This moditication,

however, it is not my intention to publish ; and, .after all, is there

much inducement to do so, seeing that either the solutions, being

* By-tho-b.ve, why do the Editors allow misleading statements to be published un.
noticed at the expense oj tbeU" 9upj)ort«vs and original gontriijutors? Is it "pvMf
tnnurof/cr kt avirtif"
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ill-made, obtaiu a bad name, or else that luy rightful claim to such
little credit as may attach to the matter is sought to be transferred
to other names than mine !

I have thought over these and kindred mattera often enough,
and am tirmly of opinion that the man who will not only originate,
but also carri/ out /lis idms commerckdli/

,
putting them in the way

of the public, is doing more for that public, not less than for him-
self, than he could possibly eft'ect by making a "clean breast "of
all he knows— virtually, in most cases, that men may try, fail, and
abuse; and, perhaps, tiually, iu the mind's eye, catching a sight of
the bantling dressed in clothes of their own making, that they may
condescend to pick him up, give him a hot hath, and then, as an
adopted child, dandle him before the admiring gaze of a gullible
publia

Since writing the foregoing I have read Mr. B. J. Edwards's
communication in the last number of this Journal. Well, I suppose
we can all be right under certain conditions. But these do vary

—

especially in chemioids ; and so does tlie manner of using the latter.

For my own part, having seen a goodly number of negatives pro-
duced by almost as many operators, my experience tells me that
there is much less gradation generally to be found in the negatives
developed by ordinary alkaline pyro. than in those developed with
such preparations containing sulphite as I have confidence in. Still,

it is certain that a rather bad thing worked well may turn out
better results than may a good thing used badly. A large quantity
pf negatives, developed by the ordinary developer, are stained in
the shadows and Hat and thin in the high lights; they very com-
luoidy have one or the other of these defects. Now, when sulphite
has been properly used at least there is no stain, and the parts not
acted upon are clean. Such a negative, if not sutticiently intense,
may at least be easily intensified ; while, by allowing tlie proper time
and by not rushing the development, any amount of intensity and
sparkle may be obtained. Some say that they get the same effect by
using "clearing solutions;" but I do not think this is .so—certainly
not always. Besides, " prevention is better than cure."

Mr. Edwards make.s^or is wade to make—the statement that
the same developer by which eight negatives were developed in
succession was kept for twelve months after mi-xing and then used
with success. Are we to understand that the tdkaline developer
was kept for twelve months after mixing, or the solution of pyro-
gallic acid only? I should like to know what was the colour of the
developer after eight negatives had passed through the solution, or,
what would be more to the ])oint, the colour of the negatives;
how long the films were subjected to the solution; and, also, the
((uantity of ammonia present, piu-ticularly after several of the plates
had been developed.
Such a method of working—if "method" it can be called—is

quite feasible with sulphite, and the developer may be kept for
twelve months afterwards without further discolouration. 1 have
now such a solution with which was developed a plate for the long
period of half-,in-hour. This was fully two-and-a-half years ago.
It is still only straw-coloured. Such experiments, if not tending to
metliodie modes of working, are at least interesting. That citrate
of ammonia may have a certain amount of retarding effect u|)on tlie

oxidation of alkaline pyro. is extremely probable. Sulphate of
ammonia has a very decided iiiHuence in this respect.

Now, of course, if Mr. Edwaids admires stain in the shadows or
an ochre-coloured image—just as some admire green fog—or the
use of clearing-batlis, it would be quite impos.sible to make a con-
vert of him ; but if, on the contrary, he admire what has been
called "wet-plate quality," 1 should like him to try some sulpho-
pyrogallol, as prepared by the Platinotype Company under my
directions, and also to follow one or two hints which I should give
him. Then let us hear again from him, and I think he will have a
different t;de to tell. Nevertheless, as I have said before, methods
of working greatly affect success ; one will succeed and another fail

with most methods. Still, of this I am certain—that to most
wf>rkers sulphite is of very great value ; of this I have absolute
jiroof in the shape of numerous letters.

In the same number, in an article entitled Onward, Mr. A. F.
(Jenlain does mo the honour to eulogise my platinotype work.
Now, it is not with the oliject of pointing out "what a good boy
am V that these remarks are written, but to impress upon Mr.
Genlain and on others who may believe that there is " a lot in
uuder.standing the process, don't you know?" that platinotype,
being the simplest of ])rinting processes, ought to be t.r ed—fairly
tried—before giving way to the feeling to which Mr. Uenlain gives
an almost fervent utterance. No ; what little pictorial value there
may be in my ocaisional efforts is not due to my "knowledge of
platinotype " (though it may be partiidly to the method of printing

—80 ai-tistii say), but to the choosiug, lighting, and development of

the negative, combined with a few " dodges " common to silver

printers.

But, Ujji-uijus of the subject which commenced this communica-
tion, how greatly has sulphite aided in the little negative work I
have done siuce I have adopted platinotype ! Of your sickly-yellow

negatives, with that density whioli should be piled on the extreme
high lighLs spread over the extreme shadows, I have seen the last.

But no; I am still doomed to see those held up to me by others for

my admiration or approval—or condemnation !

But, really, Mr. Geidain, why despair before you have tried (

Why lament when you might rejoice ? But is Mr. Geulain quite in

earnest ? I am, and have very good reason to ask the question. In
this I mean nothing personal, Mr, Geulain being entirely a stranger

to me. H£BB£Bx B. Bkukjelet.

STANNOTYPE.
No. V.

Before exposing the tissue it is presumed that a suitable transpa-

rency has been obtained, and that it has been properly prepared for

this special purpose. The qualities desirable in the positive have
already been described in a previous article, and mention has also

been made of the importance which attaches to the "safe-edge."

We may at this point, however, reiterate the remarks made in this

latter connection.

The positive itself represents the picture to be reproduced,

surrounded by a margin of practically-clear glass—the " safe-edge,"

in fact. In making the relief it is, of course, again necessary to form
a "safe-edge" by pasting strips of opaque or semi-opaque paper
along the edges of the transparency ; but, in doing so, it is imperative

that these strips of paper be narrower than those originally employed,

and that they be so attached to the positive that a line or ba)id of
clear glass be left between the picture itself and the strips of paper.
Upon this simple point the whole success of the printing operations

depends. As we have pointed out, this space of clear glass represents

the highest lights in the relief or printing surface, from which all

the other gradations take their value. Thus, the margin of the

relief is represented in the print by pure white; and if in the

])icture itself there be any point or points which should be perfectly

white they will be as high in relief as the border, the lower tints

being all in proportionately lower relief.

Now, it can be well understood why such importance is attached

to the preservation of clear glass in the high lights of the trans-

parency or positive. However perfect the positive may be in

its proportionate gradations, it stands to reason that if its highest

lights are not clear glass they must necessarily exhibit a certain

amount of " tint " in i>rinting, owing to the higher relief of the

margin or border, and, in fact, the tone of the whole picture is

degraded. A fogged or an over-developed transparency which

—

being perfect in its gradations—is perfectly suitable for enlarging

purposes, or will even pa.ss muster satisfactorily from an artistic

point of view, is wholly unsuited to the requirements of stannotype,

for the simple reason that the fog or veil is inevitably reproduced in

each print, and no variation in the intensity of the printing ink or

of the pressure employed will avail to prevent it.

It may be remarked, en parenthhe, that though the statement

just made as to the inevitable reproduction of any fog or veil

existing in the transparency is practically correct, a certain motlifi-

cation may be mftde. If the niai-ginal zone of clear glass can be

dulled or degraded to the same tint as the highest light in the

veiled transparency, then the same eflect will be produced as if

high lights and safe-edge were both clear glas-s. But, we imagine,

the skill and judgment necessary to effect such a modification of an

imperfect positive would be sufhciently great to render the produc-

tion »«'f a new transparency the preferable coiu-se. However, in

cases were such reproduction is an impassibility, it may be useful

to know that the expenditure of some care and trouble may render

an otherwise useless transparency available.

So much having been said with regard to the pre])aratiQn of the

positive, we come now to the actual exposure of the tissue. This

presents no special difficulties or peculiarities, and differs only from

the ordinary practice in carbon printing in that the tissue being

thicker and less pliable requires even greater care in order to secure

perfect contact with the transparency during {uintiug than is the

ca.se witli the usual "portrait" tissue. " A printing-frame, with plate

glass front, is almost—if not alwolutely—a necessity, in order to

permit the application of sufficient pressure to ens'tre perfect

contact. In practice, if the tissue have been properly kept and
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in .1 flat state before use, the cliflicnlties will not be great—not

so great, in fact, as with ordinary tissue—but, in order to be " on
the safe side," it is well to observe the direction with regard to the

pressure-frame.

As regards the time of exposure, it is, of course, quite impossible

to give any explicit directions, as so much depends upon the con-

ditions of light, density of transparency, depth of colour of the

tissue, and strength of sensitising bath, together with minor circum-

stances which may work in to modify the final result. It may,
however, be taken that the exposure usually reqiured will be from
three to six times, as long as for an ordinary carbon print, the

time being proportionately shorter in a good light—summer sun-

shine—than in the dull light of winter. The so-called "continuating
action"

—

i.e., tlie effect which is produced by keeping the tissue for

some time after exposure and before development—must also be
taken into account; but in any case a photometer is a matter of

necessity.

Perhaps the best for this purpose is the well-known "Woodbury"
photometer which has been frequently described in these columns

;

but on using it for this special purpose it will be neceasai-y to employ
one or other of the coloured discs supplied with the instrument in

order to bring its " tints" within the range of present circumstances.

The Waruerke sensitometer scale forms a useful photometer for the
purpose of gauging the exposure of the positive, and with the
interposition of a sheet of coloured glass or gelatine woidd, no
doubt, answer equally well for the longer exposure of the relief.

But in any case a graduated scale for photometric purposes is easily

made, and especially so by the stannotype process itself. It is,

indeed, by " Woodbury " printing that the Warnerke scales are
made, the relief being produced in, ijractically, the manner we
shall describe.

On a piece of patent plate glass lay down by means of paste or
other suitable mountant a piece of paper, tinfoil, or other material

;

on this lay in the same manner a second piece a-quarter of an inch
shorter, and on this again a third also a-quarter of an inch shorter,
and so on until a scale of sufficient range is formed. This being
done cut neatly round the edges of the " scale " to form a clean
square or oblong, and paste round this a frame composed of a
number of thicknesses of the same material—paper or tinfoil

—

greater by one thickness than the lai-gest number employed in the
scale itself. If tinfoil be used the scale so produced is ready for
employment as a printing surface. If paper be the material adopted
it will be nece.ssary to face it with tinfoil first before employing it

for that purpose.

We have now a matrix from which any number of photometer or
sensitometer scales can be produced by means of gelatinous ink and
ordinary Woodbury printing ; and we have, further, this advantage
—that by modifying the quantity of colouring matter in the ink the
scales can be arranged to suit negatives or transparencies of any
degree of intensity. Such scales printed upon thin plate glass or
even paper may be cut into strips, and each printing-frame in the
establishment may be provided at a very small cost with its own
photometer.

^
GELATINE TEANSPAEENCIES.

After numberless trials with gelatino-bromide for transparencies
for the optical lantern I have at last met with some decree of
success—due, I believe, to the plates employed combined "with a
suitable developer. For the plates the formula I find to be best
18 ;

—

A.
Brom. amraon 120 grains.
Water, distilled 4 ounces.
Gelatine, Nelson's No. 1 (50 grains.'

Nitrate of silver 200 grains.
Water, distilled 4 ounces.

C.
Gelatine, Nelson's No. 1 200 grains.

Eaise A and B to boiling-point ; add B in about eight or ten por-
tions to A, shaking briskly after each addition. Put into boiling
apparatus, and after the water has boiled for six or eight minutes
cool down and add C; set and wash thoroughly. / hold to the
necessity of very ample washing. If the formula be carried out
exactly as above the plates will he found to be rather slow which is

^,V™rr*''^® co'.'f'i'^ioi of success
; with quick plates it is most

dilticult to get satisfactory results.
I use Boss's four-inch symmetrical to reduce 5x4 and 7i x 5} to

lantern size,-with an exposure, on an overcast day at this season, of

from lialf-a-minute for a thin negative to as much as four minutes

for a dense one.

The developer is that of M. Audra, lately given in these pages.

The proportions I find best best are

—

D.
Neutral oxalate of potash 1 ounce.

Water, boiling 3 ounces.

E.

Protosulphate of iron 3 ounces.

Tartaric acid 48 grains.

Water 10 ounces.

Add one of E. to three of D.

Develope until details are out and the dark portions are black,

taking care not to veil the high lights, such as sky, water, &c.

Fix in a fre.s-h solution of hyposulphite of soda. Should the

transparency show any opalescence after washing, a few minutes'

immersion in a dish of the following solution will completely

remove it, and brighten the picture ;
—

Citric acid i ounce.

Alum 1 „

Water 8 ounces.

J. C. Stbnnino.

AN IMPEOVED CARRIEE FOR LANTERN TRANS-
PARENCIES.

The lantern-slide adapter or carrier which Mr. Alexander Cowan
exhibited last week at the technical meeting of the Photographic
Society of Great Britain is, we think, destined to prove of gi'eat

value, if not of eventual universal adoption ; and we again draw
attention to it in a further and stronger manner than could be done
in the report of that meeting which appeared in our last issue.

The success of a lantern entertainment depends in no small
measure upon the manner in which the pictures are projected on
the screen. Up to a period which may be roughly enumerated as

twenty years ago each photographic transparency was mounted in a
special wooden frame, and the act of making these appear in

succession was a rather clumsy and laborious one, the withdrawal of

each slide from the firm spring-grip of the lantern, followed by tlie

slow, " jerky "-like insertion of its successor, being plainly visible on
the screen, while the picture was finally "adjusted" in its place by
one or two tentative motions. This state of matters was terminated
by the introduction of au adapter by our predecessor in the editorial

chair of this .Journal, who, about the time mentioned above, de-

scribed it, with a drawing, in these pages. This, under various

trade designations, has been the adapter in use up to the present

time, its principle of action being that, when the adapting-franie

was once inserted and adjusted in the lantern, unmounted trans-

parencies could be passed through the aperture in the end of the
frame, and pushed in succession to the other end, with the absolute

certainty of each being perfectly centered as it passed the aperture
in the middle of the adapter. This useful carrier, after enjoying a
lease of life for nearly two decades, is now, in our estimation, destined

to be superseded by one which we believe to be a great improvement
on the old form.
For several years past endeavours have been made, with more or

less success, to have the pictures in a single lantern to succeed each
other with a degree of rapidity suggestive of the idea "quick as

a wink." The principle of action in such endeavours—several

of which have proved quite successful—is to place the carrier

in a vertical position and allow the pictures to fall by gravity, a
check being interposed to cause them to remain in succession in the

axis of the condensers. But the objection to such an arrangement
is that almost all lanterns are constructed with special reference to

the pictures being inserted not at the top but at the side. It

was upon realising the force of this objection, made at a meeting of

one of the societies upon the exhibition of an adapter by Mr. J. M.
Turnbull, of Edinburgh, that Mr. Cowan fell under the influence of

the happy inspiration which resulted in the bringing into existence,

within a few days afterwards, of the carrier which forms the

subject of these remarks, and which we shall endeavour to

describe from the brief glance we had at the solitary specimen then
existing.

Let the reader imagine a modern frame sufficiently long to

take in two lantern pictures, which are inserted in grooves, these
pictures being placed edge to edge, and, of course, separated from
each other by the central division between them, the framework
assuming the following form

| | |
. This skeleton frame, with

its two pictures, slides easily "*"" from one end to the otlier of

au outer frame in which it is contained, and in which there is only
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a central apciture. The sliding inovenieut is effected by the

pulling of a string which depends from each end, or nearly so, of

the external frame, and is attached to the internal or running
frame, tlie adjustment being made so as to bring each picture in

turn directly opposite tLe central aperture and no farther. But,
owing to the top of the tixeil frame being cut away towards each

end in a slanting direction, it is now eiu^y to remove the slide that

is nut in the centre, and drop another in its place. This having
been effected, the string at the opposite end is pulled, when, with
the velocity of a dart, the new picture is shot into the place of the

former one, which, in turn, is now lifted out of its grooves and a
new slide inserted. This to-aud-fro motion goes on with the

greatest simplicity and rapidity until the supply of pictures has
become exhausteil.

At the time wo convereed with Mr. Cowan he had not then had
lime to devise the means of instantaneously darkening the screen

during the fraction of a second required for effecting the changing
of the pictures, but he was abinit to effect an automatic arrange-

ment for doing so. From the well-known mechanical ingenuity of

this gentleman we have no doubt of his success. But in the mean-
time, and whether this last-mentioned addition be completed or

not, the c;trrier, even in its existing state, is the most couvenieut we
Lave yet seen.

•

MACHINE FOR CONVERTING WOODBURYTYPE
RELIEF INTO TYPOGRAPHIC BLOCK.

A KAVouuiTK idea of mine was, I observe, spoken of at one
of the Cantor lectures. Mr. T. Bolas, F.C.S., is reported to have
said, at the lecture delivered by him at the .Society of Arts in con-

nection with advancement in photo-mechanical processes, th.at "he
believed there was a still greater development to be looked for from
processes in which the Woodbury relief was converted into line

and stipple.'

Now, as this very subject has been to me a " thinking point " for

over twelve months, and as I have a machine partly constructed by
which I expected to have been able to say " I have done it 1" I may
be excused if I desire to put on record my proposed method of con-

verting a gelatine relief into a line printing-block. If any process

already exists for this purpose I am quite ignorant of it. The
machine I am to describe is purely the outcome of my thoughts on
the subject. As this will probably meet the eye of Mr. Bolaa I

shall be obliged for his opinion as to its jn-acticability.

The character of the printing-block produced by the machine will

be somewhat <lifferent from an ordinary woodcut, as the lines will
'"> all in one direction. Difference in shade will be represented
lely by ditlerence in breadth of the lines—the very highest lights

ii;iving extremely fine lines or no lines at all, whilst the points of

deepest shadow will have lines of maximum breadth or merged
lines.

The raacliine is a very simple one, which cannot fail, so far aa I

can see, of accomplishing the work.

A, is thf relief ; a, suiostli point rcsijnj; on »aii)u. B, iircjiarcd iilatu-l>lork, snt'li as

Is uutid for (4ercnt\'i»iiij|f puri>ost;;i ; h, point of drill resting on block ; c, very finely-

pointed V!^lIa|^;<l drill.

The relief and the block are both on a table capable of motion
sulhcient to traverse the whole breadth or length of the relief and
block. I) in a toothed wheel with screw, which is capable of giving

a motion exactly at right angles to the other—the whole forming, in

fact, a mechanism like the slide-rest of a lathe. F is a metal or

wooden beam hinged at G.
Now, it will be evident—if the relief and prepared surface be

moved, the relief under the smooth, round point, and the prepared

irface under the drill point, which is revolving at high speed—that

^ the point at a is raised or lowered the drill will produce either

d tine or a broad line, due to the action of the V-shaped point.

If, further, as eacli line is formed a pawl, E, causes the toothed

wheel D to revolve, bringing a new part of the relief and prepared

surface to be operated on, there will at last be produced an exact

copy of the relief, with this difference : that its heights and depres-

aious are accurately represented by breadth of lines on a plane—the

thing wanted in a tyiwgraphic block.

This is the machine in its simplest form. It may be modified in

a number of ways, such as the substitution of a V-sbap^d cutting

tool in place of the drill, in which case the prepared substance at B
would require to be easily cut^soft, yet brittle, somewhat after the

nature of Chinese wax—which could be afterwards clectrotyped.

Another modification, and one which would proliably form the best

machine, is the multiplication of the lever F with its attachments,

and abolition of D with screw. This would allow of a copy or

matrix being produced with one movement of the table. The
downward pressure in this case might be produced by a series of

spiral springs or by one large electro-magnet. Other modifications

might be introduced without departing from the nature of the

invention. G. D. Macdouoald.
»

LECTURES AT THE ROYAL INSTITUTION.

PHOTOGRAPHIC ACTION.

Captain Abnky commenced his course of lectnres at the Royal
Institution on Saturday last with a fairly -large and appreciative
audience. The aftBrnoon audiences, as a rule, are not of a demon-
strative character, many habituis apparently attending courses for

the sake of an hour's undisturbed nap. The lecturer had, however,
provided for this emergency by detonating a chlorine and hydrogen
bulb a3 a commencement of his scries of experiments about half-an-

liour after his preliminary words. The opening subject of the lecture

was on
The Sb'uctare of Matter, and on Molecules and Atoms.—The

character of a molecule was stated, according to Sir W. Thomson,
to be somewhere between nnso'sTinij *"<! ninroJBJiTnr of *i inch, and
that in solids and liquids they were separated by a distance which
could not be more than litrnVoBrof an inch, nor less than ttjojoVooijo of

an inch. An idea of the coarse-graineduess of molecules was
given by the fact that the best microscope could enlarge an object
from G,000 to 8,000 diameters, and that if this enlargement were again
magnified to the same amount the structure of a drop of water would
be seen. The atoms composing these molecules, it was stated, might,
as a good-working hypothesis, be supposed charged with energy of

some kind, either positive or negative, much in the same way that the
ends of a magnet were cliarged, only with this distinction—that the
atom had only one kind of energy, either positive or negative, and not
both. An interesting experiment to illustrate the arrangement of

atoms was made with needles which had been equally magnetised, the
eye-ends of which were fastened to small corks. These were floated

on a dish of water, and shown in action on the screen. When a magnet
was brought near them they arranged themselves in groups, or when a
current was passed through a coil of wire surrounding the liasin the same
action was visible. By moving the magnet or the coils an oscillation

was given to the small floating corks, imitating the oscillations of the
atoms and the molecules.

The lecturer next showed how radiation aft'ected these vibrations,

explaining the action by the well-timed impulse given to the atoms by
the ethereal waves of certain lengths. Lsing a pendulum to illus-

trate the action, he showed that by properly-timed puffs of air

from a bellows the swing was increased. By increasing the swing
of the atoms the amplitude was so increased that it got within
the region of attraction of another molecule, and thus left the first

molecule, which indicated the necessity of having some substance
present which would readily absorb the liberated atoms. The time of

oscillation of the atoms was said to be about rrvinnnijrJTniiFrDini of '
second. The ease with which the atoms could be separated one from
another could be judged by the energy with which they combined. An
experiment of powdered silver and powdered antimony sprinkled into a
jar containing chlorine illustrated the lecturer's theory, the former
becoming red-hot, whilst the latter became white-hot, immediately they
came in contact with the gas.

The production of sub-chloride of silver and chloride of silver was
then touched upon, an experiment illustrating the production of tho
former before tho latter being carried out by immersing precipitated

silver in a liquid (probably cupric chloride) which readily gave ofT

chlorine. The final experiments went to show that tho prolonged
action of light could be recognised by chemical analysis—by applying
some chemical reagent which has a greater affinity for certain atoms in

the altered molecule, and in which, consequently, the atomic energies

took up the most stable positions ; by a change in colour, as ia

the darkening of silver chloride ; and by rendering inert matter
either insoluble or soluble in water by the decomposition of the molecules

by light.

These examples, which the lecturer took to show thus, were— 1 . Tho
explosion of a chlorine and hydroncn bulb. 2. The development of

uranium paper. 3. The development of iron paper with gold aud silver

and ferrocyanide of potassium ; also, a platinum print was developed
for the same purpose. 4. The development of a carbon prmt.
With these experiments the lecture came to an end, the audience seem-
ing more interested, perhaps, in the practical demonstrations than in the
drier scientific part.
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Tlie next lecture, according to the very short syllabus placed in onr

hattiis, should be ou the Kapidity of the Effixt of Radlafioii and the

Pkysical Deodopmeid of the Mokeular Channrn. We believe, however,

that a furtlier short reference will be made to the printing action of

light.

ACTINISM VERSUS WAVE-LENGTHS.
In' this controversy I am placed at a great disadvantage, because in

justice to your other contrihutiu's I ought not to take up so much
apace, as I know that, possibly, this subject is interesting to only

about one in twenty of your readers. For this reason I endeavoured to

make the explanation of my theory as short as possil)le, and because I

have given no proofs of ir, in the way of experiment, Mr. Debenham
and others seem to think that it is mere guesswork on my part. The
tlieory of the two forces has been built up gradually in my mind by
reading various books on physics, photography, light, heat, &c.

If we take the question o'f absoi-ption alone, I should have to quote

the experiments of Forbes, Leslie, Tyndall, Pictet, Saussure, and
many others, and then show what bearing each had on 'the question.

This alone would require at least twenty pages of this Journal, which
i^, of course, impossible tor me to obtain, because, as I said before, the

discussion would be of iuterest to so few. I do not think for one

moment that I have been alile to unravel the whole mystery of light,

and have explained in about two pages of the Journal what has puzzled

the greatest thinkers and experimentalists of generations past, and
concerning whicli dozens of books have been printed. But 1 wish to

siiy, in reply to the note liy "Free Lance," that I have never seen any
articles by Air. W. Harding Warner—or, indeed, of anyone else—that

were in any way similar to the theories I have set forth. If anyone has

previously' com-! to the same conclusions that I have 1 was totally

unaware of the fact, and I shall be only too pleased if my theory will

support theirs or theirs mine, because, after all, what doe.s it matter
wlio tinds a thing out? Photography gains by the fact being dis-

covered. It is sad to hear at our meetings, &o., these continual cavil-

lings as to who lirst proposed this, or if thati? not a "crib" from someone
else. It seems to show narrowness of mind. If time prove that my
theory that actinic force is a counter-force to colour, and vice rersid, be
correct, the credit is due to the writers and experimentalists of the
past. I have simply built up a theory oh their discoveries and experi-

ments. And it is nearly the same with my tlieory of the action of

light on a sensitive lilm, though I have experimented on this subject
more. If my theories are proved to be wrong the subject seems to

have raised some interest, to judge from the last few numbers of the
Journal ; and if through my having raised the question a correct ex-

planation be found for the action of light on a sensitive film I shall

not have written in vain. I have simply tried, to the best of my
ability, to help other workers in the art I love so much, and we all

know that there are plenty of difficulties in connection with photo-
giaphy yet to be overcome.
Mr. \\', E. Debenham asks me how my objection to the absorption

theory regarding coloured media, on the ground that no discoverable
work (expansive or chemical) has been done l)y the light, holds good in
the case of an opaque or black body. Does Mr. Debenham think that
because the eye cannot see a colour nothing is reflected from a black
surface when li^ht strikes it ? Is it possible that the force in light,

which travels at a velocity of 102,-o00 miles in a second, can be absorbed
and annihilated without reflecting anything ? I think that the black
substance has made the wave-lengths so much longer, and they are so
lowered in refrangibility as to be beyond the visible I'ange of the spec-
trum. Does not this explain why light reflected from a black surface
has less actinic power than from a red—namely, because the wave-
lengths of the dark-heat rays being longer are a greater counter-force
to actinism t

I will take one of Professor Tyndall's experiments, made during his
lectures on Light, delivered in America in 1872-3, to explain what I
mean. He showed that a black ribbon, when passed through the
spectrum, was found to quench all its colours ; but at every stage of
its progi^ess an amount of heat was generated in the ribbon exactly
equivalent to the light lost. Is not this the reason, viz., that the
black ribbon had altered the wave-lengths of each colour so that they
were changed into dark heat rays beyond the visible spectrum ? If it

were not so, how could heat be generated ? In this case we have long
wave-lengths and little actinic power ; but, if we remove the black
ribbon and put a white one in its place, at the violet end of the
spectrum we shall find great actinic force and short wave-lengths. In
the first case the rays of light had passed through the prism, and the
blue and violet rays hail still the great actinic power in them until
they reached the black ribbon.
Now, according to the absorption theory, the ribbon absorbs or

annihilates nut only the various colours of the spectrum but the
actinic force that has also pap'sed through the prism, and to the eye
and a sensitive film this would appear to be so; but Professor Tyndall
shows that heat has been generated, so tliat the forces which produced
the various colours of the visible spectnini on the white ribbon, instead
of being absorbed by the black one, must have produced the long
wavelengtbs of the invisible heat rays. And does not this prove that

my theory— that any substance which transmits or reflects light at one

«ave-lengtli, instead of absorbing the other rays of the spectrum, briu.;s

the whole of them to this one wave-length—is correct* If it were not

so, when light passes through red glass the latter would have to

anniliibitc nut only the other rays of the visible spectrum and their

actinic power, hut the heat rays of the invisible sptctriiin as m'U.

Professor Tyndall's experiment, however, shows that they cannot be

annilulatfcd, so the short wave-lengths of the violet and the long ones

of the heat rays must have been brought to one length by the glass:

and does not the spectroscope show us it is so—at least as regards the

visible spectrum?
Would Mr. Debenham kindly explain what he means by "black

rays?" I have never heard the term before. Does he mean the ultra-

violet or the dark-beat rays? As to his remarks on Mr. A. Cowan's

dark-room lamp: it will be remembered that the sentence that Mr.

Debenham quotes was in a reply to a question of Jlr. Macdongald's as

to whether the law of inverse squares applies to actinic force as it does

to luminous power. I.'lie question as to how the light was produced

was another matter; tlie only reason why I stated the results of Mr.

Cowan's experiments was in their bearing on the law of inverse square.

I may say, however, that I was not at the meeting when that gentle-

man's lamp was exhibited. I gained my knowledge of it from the

short description in one of the journals, written by Jilr. iJebaiham him-

self, in which he stated that Mr. Cowan had taken the idea of the tin

shade and reflected light from the lamp I had exhibited some weeks

previously.

Mr. Cow.au has demonstrated that relleoted light through yellow

paper and green glass is 180 times safer than when transmitted through

the usual red mediums ; and as Mr. Debenham hiis never proved or

claimed that these substances combined were anything like 130 times

safer than the red by transmitted light, I was perfectly justitieil

in saying that with reflected light we may have over iifty times

more light in the room to work by than by transmiited light. I

explained, further on, that the reason was that in tlie latter case

a good deal of the light was reflected back into the lamp. If Mr.

Cowan will kindly expose a plate of the same rapidity without the tin

shade, we shall then be able to know how much of the safety of

the light is due to rcHection and how much to Mr. Debenhanrs

combination of mediums. Will Mr. Debenham please state wdiat

authority he has for saying that my assertion that reflected liglit

is fifty times safer than transmitted light was a mere "unproved
guess?"

I regret that when such a good judge and scientific investigator as

Mr. Leon AV.irncrke showed the advantage of reflected light it was not

taken up at^ the time ; but until I saw Mr. Debenham's article I was

not aware that a reflecting lamp of any kind had ever been exhibited.

Still, what does it matter from whom Mr. Cowan got the hint, if wo
have a safer light to work by than we had before ? That is all I care

about, and I am sure Mr. Warnerke will feel just the same.
_

I must apologise to Mr. Macdougald for not ans^\-ering his interesting

questions now ; but I have just come across some experiments by
Professors Buusen and Koscoe, in which they unite chlorine and

hydrogen under the action of light to form hydrochloric acid. This

seems to have an important bearing on one of his questions, so I will

leave them all for a separate article. Hekbert S. Starnes.

GENEKATi NOTES.
[k coiumuiiieation to the Bristol and West of England Amateur Photographic

Atjyociation.].

In accordance with the request of the Secretary, and feeling it advisa-

ble that each member should make some exertion, however small, to

promote the interests of the Society, I have proposed to make a few
remarks, as the result of reading the journals— from which something

new is always looked for ; but this paper avowedly traverses old

ground.
I find I have marked a considerable number of places as the journals

were perused ; but, being so numerous, they can only be touched upon
in a very general sort of w.ay. We are concerned more especially witli

the gelatine process ; and if a beginner were to turn over the pages of

the journals to know what to do, or if an old hand were to refer to

them trying to discover the best process, he would be rather puzzled

with the amount and variety he had to deal with. Even in the present

day, if the question—What plates do you use, and how do you treat

them ? were to be answered by different people, the person seeking

information wonld have a variety of answers.
To show liow the subject of cievelopment alone has been discussed,

I have a list of what 1 noted in the journals, showing that during
1882 in The British .Journal ok Phi)Togra.piiv there were twenty,

and in the Photoijraphic Keirs for 1882 there were nineteen, articles;

and in 1883 in The BRinsu Johrnai, ov Photoiibahhy there were
fifteen, and in the Photof/raphic News teu, articles.

A very great deal has been written regarding the gelatine process,

but, notwithstanding, what strikes me as being very peculiar is the
small variation between the make and treatment of a gelatine plate in

1873 and one in 1883. Much of the discussion has been owing, no doubt,
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to the ilitl'crent m.itcrial with wliich writcM ami uxpciiiuentilists

1i:iv« workuii ; for instance, the piopD.tious of nu ciniiUinij liail lieou

M!ii, anil nlicii peoptu eimo to try it they cniniiionly used tli''ir own
1 eloper, wliioli, tlie clianoes are, was not' pioportiuiieil as the one
1 I liy tlie person revoniiuunilin^ tlie einul"ii>:i, ami tlie siitne witli

solopeiB being tried on diUVirent styles of plates. The one jireat

a'ivance haa l>ucn the increase in rapidity, and this advantage chieUy
caused the oM jirocesses to he laid aside.

In 1873 I ilialyscd with heat at about 100° for twelve hours; in the
present day the lieat for emulgitiuation has, in many cases, been
incrciiscd to boiling point. I liavc tried most of the processes in their

day, the most charniinjj being the collodio-broniide, and if anyone were
to prodnco in Iho market a rapid plate I am sure there are many who

* would return to that process. One which I adopted some years ago
was making a ccdlodion witli silver dissolved in it. I dip|)ed the silver

lilm in a bromide bath, just as the ioilised film is dipped in the silver

bith, ami, after washing olT the superlluons bromide, flowed over a pre-

servative and dried. Tlie w.ant of rapidity, however, stopped me; but
since our knon ledge of the effect of ammonia in the gelatine process

1 have lliought rapidity might now be produced by the addition of am-
woni:> to the brnniide bath. I have not tried it, but it is possible that
something in this direction miglit be adopted to increase the rapidity.
For a long time tlie gelatine process caused much trouble and disap-

pointment, owing to ftilling, staining, green fog, and ignorance in

developing ; but, happily, these are things of the past, although many
produce green fog by pyro. development. It can be effectually got rid of
by Captain Abney's treatment with bromide of iron and ferrous oxalate.

Regarding enuilsion-making and plate coating : as a communicition
1 the subject is to follow, I wnll only remark that when I left off

experimenting in this direction I found the "cold emulsifying" of

Mr. A. L. Henderson, as well as the "depositing system" of Mr.
\V. K. Burton, easy, and to give good results. I now use plates from
a maker, ami am saved a goo(f deal of inconvenience.
As respects development : in the year 1881—the first half especially

a great many articles were written, hardly a number of the journals
ing issued without an article on or some iiUusion to the subject. \'ery

little alteration has taken place, however, in the nature of the deve-
loper. Formerly it was an object to get the developer from auycrae
w ho had done good work ; but the application of it to some other
pirson's plates was a test whicli did not always produce the desired
• ll'ect. No wonder, when rcfei'ence is made to the leading article in

i UK BitiTisii .JorKNAi, 01' PnoTOCRAPHY of the 3rd August, 1883,
I'lwing the different jirojiortions of developers used by the different
iuikers of plates. Experience has taught people now more about what
ley are using, and the object to be aimed at by altering proportions to
lit their requirements, neeording to linht, suliject, exposures, &c. ; iu

• t, this has been so generally established that an article on develop-
i.ient is rare in comparison, and certainly it does not call forth a dis-

cussion, as on fonner occasions.

I will mention a few of the articles written in TuE British JouRX.iL
or Photo(;kaphv in 18S1 as exemplifying different ideas of the
method of using the pyro. developer, and, therefore, uiving a selection
from which one can choose his own style : —Mr. W. Brooks, April 8 ;

Mr. A. Pringle, April O-ind ; Mr. H. Y. K. Ootesworth, May C

;

Colonel .Stuart Wortley, June 10 ; and leading article, June ^4.

It was the writing of articles containing differences of opinion which,
no doubt, encouraged the ))hotographic public to experiment. I think the
most generally-adopted plan now (with amateurs at least) is to feel the
\< ay with a standard weak solution first, whereby the effect of exposure
is ascertained, and to finish by degrees according to circumstances,
riie latest published furmul.-c are those of our Treasurer, Mr. Bright-
man, in the Photoijrajilik Nnrs of December 14, 1883, and of Mr. H.
Mantield in the Year-Book of 1884, page 85; also one by Pierre Revan,
in the Plwloijrapkic NeKi> of November, 30, 1883. Each point to
!ie same treatment— ".slow development;" but whether this will
"t bo questioned by someone recommending the development to be

. trong and quickly over remains to be seen. One which has the
I luiracteristic of not staining dishes, as well as giving a difference of

lie, will be found at page 149 of Thk Briti.sh Jouknal Piioto-
LM'iiic Almaxac for 1883, by Mr. Thomas Fumell, who publishes

i.iie in The British JomxAi, of PnoTOOUAi'iiy for October 5, 1883,
in which he says green fog is prevented altogether. If so, it will be a
boon to many. Tlie peculiarity consists iu treating the sulphite of
so<Ia first with alum.
There are many advocates of the ferrous oxalate developer,, and the

question as to which is the best developer might be practically tested
when the outdoor meetings are held by taking duplicates of a subject,
nnd developing one by pyro. and the other by ferrous oxalate, the
ii"^atives being exhibited by the different members. This would be a
matter of curiosity and create some interest. FormerIy--in fact, till

' itcly—when a plate w.as cleared in the hypo, it was considered
niished, and properly ought to lie. But in cases of miscab'iilation we
now have at command subsequent treatment, and clearing it from stain,

re<lucing and intensifying are resorted to ; in fact, a gelatine nega-
tive is now so under control as to be liuisbed according to the standard
of one's own fancy.

To say what i$ the hetl, way of the many to make n gelatine plate
and develope it can only be looked for whoa it i« ili«oovcred that one
m.iker's pi ites arc nperior in every respect to another. Some approxi-
iniUion, however, might lie obtained it im-dullists could be induced to
mention the makers of their plates and their treatment of tbein—

I

mean specially as regards laniUcapes ; but I fear this liigU rual to |icr-

fectiun would detract from the interest of those who take a |)lca.sure in

exporiinentinL; to overcome dilficnlties. Even much could be learnt

among ourselves if (say) a particular subject in the vicinity were
selected, and a competition for the best negative and print were to take
place. The effect of different makes of idatcs and developers would
then be apparent. A comparison of results, knowing the details of

how they were manipulatefl, would tend to increase our interest. I

think it would give a stimulus to our work, and be proiluctivo of the
best results. Colo.nki, Plavfair.

ROUND AND ABOUT SNOWDON.
[A cfimuuinicatioM to the UinniiiKhain and Midlands Institute Soienti6c Societ.v.l

Ok the many thousands of holiday-makers who yearly visit our native
Mont Blanc, the greater minilier attack it from the side of Llanlxris.
Here, newl3' arrived tiy train, the uiisusjioeting visitor in besi't by awarnis
of boys who iiiiportiinatcly offer their services as guide to summit, water-
fall, or apartments, till the tourist is driven to the verge uf distraction.

If, as is piob.alile, he deem it his duty to struggle to the summit, and the
weather seem tolerably clear, ho starts off up a King tedious road until at

last, when he attains an altitude which should yield him some views to

reward him for his exertions and encourage him to further efforts, t<)<>

fre(iuently the misty clouds come sweeping up, and, folding him in their

cold embrace, bid hope depart from his soul. He then returns to the
lower regions with no other satisfaction than that of gratifying a good
apjietito.

-Vs a contrast to this, let lovt'rs of natural scenery do as I, accompanied
by the i>,artner of my joys, did last summer—that is, ^o by the Snowdon
Kaii;,'er line, round to the back cif Snowdfin, attack the mountain from the
Olaslyn side, and return by Llanberis.
We had been one morning to visit the celebrated Aber Falls, and in

returning to the station found that we had an hour to wait. We went to

see the sea, but found that it had gone out for the afternoon over to

Beaumaris, so we returned to the station and whiled away the tiiiie by
reading the jilacards—a proceeding which the company kindly facilitated

by delaying the tr.ain nearly an hour. Amongst the announceinent-s was
inie of a tour round Snowdon, which undertook to convev the tourist by
train to Pont Illiyddu, thence by coach rii'i Boddgelert, Nant G n-ynant,

and the Pass of Llanberis. Although I have a strong objection to being
" personally conducted " anywhere that a map and a compa-ss will take me,
the idea of getting' to Beddgclert was not to be resisted, so a two-day
excursion was fixed for the next morning.
An early hour accordingly found us in the train from Penniaenmawr to

Bangor ; and it is worth noting that if yon wish to travel by parliamentary
trains on Welsh railways you must get up e,arly. The morning was dull

and the clouds rested so closely cm the Carnarvonshire hills as to give little

prospect of any ascent of Snowdon ; but, still, whatever the weather may
lie to the ^-eological or botanical student, there is alway.s plenty to interest

in a new district among the mountains. At Bangor 1 asked for Beddgclert
tickets, but only received those for Pont Khydrlu, although Bradshaw gives

the fares to the former place. We pass Carnarvon, and then alighting at

l)inas we jierceive a little toy engine, with three diminutive carriages to

match, standinj,' .alongside the platform. These belong to an old mineral

line, which althougli only of a very narrow gauge has been adapted for

passenger traffic. The train of course travels only at a slow rale, and you
are requested to keep your he.ads in.side the carriage lest you should knock
down the bridges. We get into one of the little wooden boxes amidst a
lilieral allowance of Cymric frfini our fellow-))asseiigers ; the little en^ne
buckles manfully to, and with much snorting and bunting we get into

motion.
The first jiart of the journey is flat and uninteresting. The fields

bordering the line are swampy and stony, showing little sign of cultivation.

Presently we arrive at a junction, for this little line, like its more preten-

tious brethren, rejoices in the dignity of a branch. Piissing on by I'ettws

Cannon the hills begin to close in upon us, and the way becomes steeiKT

and more winding. Next we catch sight of Nant Mill, with its waterfall,

on our left, and begin to wish we were walking instead of riding ; but wo
make a note of it for a future occasion and look ahead. Here we see

coming into view Llyn Cwellyn—a fine sheet of water one mile long and
a-quiirter of a mile wide. The train runs alonu' on the left-hand side of tin"

lake, and at about halfway along it stops at the Snowdon Kanger station.

This station takes its name from the adjoining inu^ and claims to b« tlio

nearest one to the summit of Snowdon. This is, indeed, only four miles

away, and can re.adily Ixi ascended from this |)oint.

A good view <if the mountain should bi' obtained from here; but on tlio

present occasion the monarch is shrouded in mist, though Mynydd Mawr,
a 2,:t00-feet mountain acro,ss the lake, stands out clearly. Two miles

further on we come to the present tenninus of the railway, Pont Khyddu,
where we find two brakes waiting to i-cceive those going on to Beddgelert,

and since there are only two other jiassengers, clerical tourists, we arv

easily accommodated. The distince is imly four miles, through a ti-act of

^ritd"and desolate country. Scarcely a house is to lie seen, and the wind
blows chillily across the watci-shed.

' We p.iss another small lake, Llyn-y-

Cader, and presently see the Pitt's Head i-ock—a large det«c!i"d Imulder

by the roadside, presenting a rude likeness of that renowned stitesman

;

and, lest the tourist should miss the treat, some pnbli U-nefactor has

painted up on Ixith sides of the stono the word " Pitt " in liu-ge letters.
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The road now declines by the side of a stream coming down from Snowdon,
and the scenery becomes more softened, until we arrive at the celebrated

village of Bedd^'elert. Resisting the inviting aspect of the numerous
hotels, we stop out at a brisk pace to warm our stiffened limbs, and, passing

the supposed Krave of the faithful hound, make for the famous Pass of

Aberglaslyn. Before, however, we have got far the pangs of hunger
become irresistible, and, sitting down by the side of the rushing river, we
bring out the trusty sandw ich tin. Having I'efreshed ourselves we continue
our walk, and now the sides of the valley narrow in closely upon us, and
the frowning precipices convince us that the title of " P.oss " is really de-

served far more than by any other pass in Wales that we have yet visited.

The road rajiidly descends by the side of the now foaming torrent, in

marked contrast to the flat plain on which Beddgelert is situated. It is

i>tainly evident that where that village now stands once existed an ancient

lake, and that since then the river has cut its narrow channel through the

barrier of rock closing it in, and thus drained and e.xposed the alluvial

deposit previously laid down by itself.

The way grows continually grander. The road has only gained a footing

by being built up out of the bed of the stream, which forms a continuous
series of cascades beneath us, and we arrive finally at Pont Abei-glaslyn.

Here, standing on the old, romantically-situated bridge, we look back up
the pa.ss and revel in the scene before us. The pass lies in front of us, the
mountains rising up and api.«aring to actually bar the progress. The road,

as I have said, built up out of the gorge winding with the stream ; the white
foaming water of the latter coming ttnnbling over the boulders ; tlie beauti-

ful dark fir trees clothnig the sides of the valley—all combine to fonn a
picture never to be forgotten. . The scene is indeed one to bear comparison
with many a famous valley in Switzerland, and we lose no time in getting
out the pocket camera and converting "a thing of beauty" into "a joy for

ever." We scramble down the sides of the chasm and admire the luxuriant
growth of ferns from every crevice in tiie rock; gaze into the dark pool
below the bridge, so inviting to a bath, and wish that we could spend tlie

w-liolc day here. But we have made up ovu" minds to try to get to
Penygwryd for the night, and so retrace our steps to Beddgelert. Here
we get on a coach which will convey us through the beautiful vale of
Gwynant, wliicli well deserves a chapter to itself; but I have lingered
already so long that I nmst pass rapidly over it.

The top of a coach is well adapted for seeing the landscape, but the
scenes cliange so rapidly that one lias to be continually on the alert and
the beautiful spots nave not time enough to soak in. Moreover, as the
evening comes on the wind blows cold m these valleys, and it is with a
feeling of relief that we catch sight of Kingsley's beloved hostelry of
Penygwryd. Here, after a wash and hearty tea, we feel "like giants
refreshed, " and sally out to make the most of the evening.
Having resolved on the morrow to descend the Pass of Llanberis, we

determine to visit the lakes of Llyddaw and Glaslyn. These lie on the
route t;o the summit of Snowdon ; but we have little expectation that the
mist will clear off from the i)eak, even on the morrow. To our surprise,
however, after we have climbed to the summit of the Pass, and, leaving
the main road, wander round tlie shoulder of the mountain, we catch sight
of Y Wyddfa clear before us. We shortly meet a gentleman who has come
down from the top, and re|x)rts that it is quite clear. We wish now that
Ave had started sooner, but resolve to press on as far as we can ere the
shades of evening overtake us. We pass the little lake of Llyn Teyrn, and
note how the rocks on our right have been planed and scored by the ancient
glaciers which descended from the crown of Snowdon. This whole hollow
IS, indeed, intensely interesting to the student of the glacial epoch. The
flora also begins to assume an asjiect unfamiliar to dwellers in lowland
pl.-iins. The Alpine clubmoss (xiints out to us that we are arriving at a
height of 2,000 feet, whilst on every piece of boggy ground tlie yellowish
leaves of the Snowdon violet stand out Uke so many stai-s.

We arrive at Llyn Llyddaw, and here the question presents itself to us
how we are to get across, for the path leads straight into the water. In
order to save the circuit of the lake a roadway has been built up from the
bottom ; but when the lake is full, as on the present occasion, the water
overflows it, and in order to accommodate foot passengers a number of
stones have been placed along one edge of the path for them to walk upon.
The stimos hav-e a disagreeable rocking propensity, and, the water being a
foot deep on the horse-track and an unseen depth on the other side, the
prospect in case of a slip is not assuring. However, we get safely over
and continue ascending .alongside the lake. The precipices of Lliwedd
stand out grand and gloomy over r)n the other side, and we think with
awe of the fatal fall of our townsman from those dreadful heights. As
the road bends round the mountain we turn round and survey the scene
behind us. The pros|)ect is a delightful one. We are ourselves in deep
shade, the awful precipices around us cutting off so much of the sky
Across the rippling waters of tlie lake, however, the sunshine is falling
phicidly on the farther side of the Valley of Gwynant .and Moel Siabod in
the distance ; but the <Ieclining light warns us to hasten our steps.We toil steadily uji the old miners' road, with tlieir old deserted buildings
as our landmark, wliilst the stream comes bounding in cascades to meet us
Snowdon has again put Ins nightcap on, and when we at length arrive at
the upi>er lake, Llyn (Jlaslyn, the scene is cold and dreary. We walk to
the npi>er end of the lake, along the mined tramway with lumps of ore still
lying about it, take a wondering glance at the st-jep jiath which leads to
the final ascent to the summit, and then face homewards. Half W£vv alone
the lake, however, our attention is arrested by a fine example of a lurched
nwk. Left by the old glacier, as it wasted away before an ameliorating
climate, on a boss of rock which li.is been rounded and smoothed by thesame agency until no plant can get a footing uimn it, there the old boulder

1 1 . J mi
'*'*''* f™"' ""y su|)erior height. Tliis is too good tobe neglected. The camera is again brought into requisition, a good l(mg

e.vposure given, and then without further delay (for we tliink of the walk

across the lake) wo trot ra^>idly down the hill, get back to the hotel, and
go to slee|), with the sensation of having by no means lost a day.

Tlie next morning we are out early to inspect that all-important factor—

tlie weather. The white clouds are lyiug low on the Glyders at tlie back of

the hotel ; but tile briglit sunshine gives promise of their eventual disper-

siim. After breakfast we take a vehicle down the pass of Llanberis.

Whether, however, our hopes h.ad been raised too high, or that passes

should always be viewed a.sceudiiig, certaiidy it was that we were rather

disappointed with this one. After passing the summit of the pass we look

out for the noted jx-rched block u]) on the right, and our driver presently

jmints to a very diminutive-looking stone up aloft, saying at the same time

that it is a long way up. We scarcely credit this latter, it seems so close

in the clear inoming air. I get down, and, camera in hand, go Adgorously

for it. I am, however, soon convinced of our driver's superior knowledge,

and have to stop several times for breath before reaching it. Still it is

worth the climb, though the ground is rugged and sometimes boggy. The
block is about nine feet high, and stands on the very edge of a massive

l>astion of rock, in such a position th.at it would surely not have stopi^ed if

it h.ad rolled down from above. The rix;k, moreover, on which it rests has

been unmistakably smoothed by the touch of glacier ice, and shows thus

to what a gieat depth the valley was formerly fiUcd up by that sluggish

current.

The picture taken, a rapid but cautious descent brings me again to the

road, and we continue our journey dosni to the Cromlecli Bridge. 'This

takes its name from some immense blocks of stone by the roadside, which,

however, are not tnie cromlech stones, but are simply parts of an immense
fall of stone from the Glyders. Indeed, this side of the pass here presents,

as high as the eye can reach, one continuous straight slope of talus from the

rocks above, and which is waiting for the next glacial epoch to tie bonie

away ; for I think it is a mistake to suppose that a little mountain stream
can ever roll away the (fe'im continually showered into it by the side of a
valley of any width. Lower down on the left some rocks, plainly ghicier-

rounded, point out the embourhure of Cwm Glas—a hollow well worth
visiting by the student of glivciology—and we presently catch sight up it of

the peak of Snowdon standing out clear against the sky.

Arrived at Llanberis, we first go to see the beautiful waterfall formed
by the stream coining down from Snowdon, and which must, by all

means, be viewed from its own left bank. There being no means of

crossing the water, we are comijelled to retrace our footsteps for some
distance before we can get upon the Snowdon ascent proper. This calls

for little remark ; for, as I have already said, it is about the most mono-
tonous road that could lie taken, there being no view until the top of C\ym
Glas is reached, where we look down into the Pass in the reverse direction

to that before mentioned. The road is quite cle;ir below us. The Glyders
stand grandly opposite us, and the sound of blasting reverberates across

from the Llanberis slate quarries. The ascent now stiffens. Wo pass the

junction with the ro.ad from Penygwryd, where we see the little lake of

Glaslyn again, but lying far below us; and, striving against the strong

blasts which now encompass us, we gain the summit. Here the first

objects which meet us arc our fellow-tourists of the day before, who have
come up from Beddgelert, and whom we greet with the friendly feeling we
always .acquire for those with whom we travel for even a short time.

Having ensconced ourselves under the trigonometrical cairn, we endeavour
to count the numerous lakes in view, check off the mountains, and strain

our eyes on the low, black bank jiresented by the Isle of Man, the under-
surface of tlie chnids cutting off, like a drop scene, all more distant views.

But the clouds come and enfold us, chill us through, and make us take
refuge in the sheds, where we have refreshments; but let me draw a veil

over that. We take some more views, with vain endeavours to get a lull

of a few seconds in the wind, and then rapidly descend the mountain. As
the evening closes I go to the ba.se of the old Dalbadam tower and enjoy
the beautiful scene here spread out to my view. The lake before me,
beautiful, though much disfigured by the immense mas.ses of dihrk sent

down into it from the slate quarries, which rise terrace-like atxive it on the
other side, the lower lake gleaming in the light of the setting sun, and the
|)ass overshadowed by the grey shadows of the coming night, sink dee] i

into my memory. I tear myself lingeringly away, for the time of the last

train is approacliing, and soon we are on the way back, delighted with our
two days exi>eriencesj and hoping that all our friends may be induced to

venture on a similar circuit. C. J, Watson.

RECENT PATENTS.

PATEXTS APPLIED FOR.
Xo. 4,110.—"Photographer's Lamp." G. WiL-sOX, 4, Hope-street,

Withington, Manchester.—/Jnfet/ February 29, 18S4.

No. 4,144.—"Colouring Photographic Prints." W. B. ASDERSOX, 26,
Union -terrace, Aberdeen.—iJnM February 29, 1884.
No. 4,2.58.—^" Photogi-apbic Camera Clip Support." L. B. Pilling, 10,

Thornsett-road, Anerley.—Xfrtffd March 3, 1884.

SPECIFICATIONS PUBLISHED DUTIIXG THE PAST WEEK.

PRODUCING PLATES BY PHOTOGR^VPHY TO BE USED FOR
PRINTING PURPOSES.

This invention, which received provisional protection only, is a com-
munication from Messrs. Bknkcke Axn Fischeb, of St. Ijouis, TTnited
States of America, and John Fh.vnk, of Frankfort-on-tho-Main, liermauy.
IT relates to an improved method of producing iihotolithographic plates
for use in printing, and the object is to produce a jilate from which
a picture or the like can be printed, the shades of which are formed by
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n numbiir of pointii or dutu placed niorc or li>sa close together, th« design for

the iiictiire being engraved uimn a zinc or other plate, from which impre*-
Bions may !)»• taken by prossnro. The production of the design is ac-

complished by taking by photography from a negative a xmall representa-

tion of the object whicli is to be repriKluced. This representation is

enlarged whereby a design is [jnulnced which consists of a preat number of

small points or dots, and which is thus in a suitable fonn to be engraved
n|K>n a zinc or other |ilat<' in order to be reproduced by pressure. To pre-

l>are such a design it is necessary that the collodion emjjloyed for taking the

n-preaentation should be very thin and only slightly iodised, as ni>on this

dejiends the size of, and the distance between, the [Kiints or dots. The
plato should have a coarse or a tine grain according as a greater or lesser

enlargement of the proof is required.

The litpiid, the composition of which is given below, is that which
is required for the production of the small image.

Alcohol 30 grains.

Kther 30 „
(!un cotton 08 grain.

Iodide of ammouiiun 08 ,,

To cause the image to appear or be developed the following com|X)sition

is u.sed :

—

Water 480grain8.
SuljJiitaof iron 30 ,,

Acetic itcid (iO ,,

Alcohol 30 „
The shade of the design depends upon the strength of the solution, being

lighter when the solution is stronger and darker when the acid solution is

weaker. The design can be trtvnsferred upon the stone in the ordinaiy

manner, and the picture or the like can be reproduced by lithography.

improvemp:nts in apparatus for storing and con-
veying DEVELOPING AND OTHER CHEMICALS RE-
QUIRED FOR THE PRODUCTION OF PHOTOGRAPHIC
PICTURES.

Thk following is the specification of George Discan Maodocoaiu,
chemist, Diinde?, in the county of Forfar, North Britain :

—

The objix;t of my invention is to enable a photographic operator to pro-

duce, in a rapid and convenient manner, a developing or other chemical
solution of adjusted strength, and at the same time to preserve in a more
efficient manner the chemical reagents used.
In carrying the same into effect, according to one jiart of my invention

I construct envelopes or vessels made either of glass, pajjer, gelatine, gum
ai-.ibii', or a comjxiund of guin arabic and gelatine, or other suitable

material, according as I wish to preserve the chemicals in a wet or dry con-

dition, and having one or more sp.aces inside, in which are placed adjusted
quantities of chemical reagents 'in a solid or liquid state. The envelopes
or vessels are constructed in such a manner, hereinafter described, as shall

preserve the chemical or chemicals, and at the same tinie enable the
operator at will to discharge their contents, in order to form an adjusted
photographic chemical solution.

According to the second (lart of my invention, and with the same object
in riew, I impregnate pieces of bibulous material, such as a.sbestos, ordinary
cloth, felt, bibulous paixjr, or such other substances as are porous in their

nature or constniction or other material with adjusted quantities of

chemical reagents, and afterwards I dry these pieces completely in order
to i)revent atmospheric action. By soaking one or more pieces of the im-
pregnated material in water a solution of chemical reagents may be made
of adjusted strength.
Having thus in a general manner set forth the nature of my invention, I

now procee<l to describe more particularly the method of working or can-y-
ing the same into effect.

.\ccording to the first part of my invention a convenient form of the new
apparatus consists of a vessel made of glass and provided with two pro-
jecting tubes. The chemicals are introduced into the body of the vessel, and
the tubes th -reafter completely closed or sealed in any convenient manner.
In the event t»f the vessel being made of gla.ss, the sealing is conveniently

[lerformed by meltini; the ends of the tubes and thus closing them. Other
methods of sealing may however be adopted, such as filling the ends of the
tubes with wax, pitch, or other substance of a like nature, or by placing
small caps on the ends of the tubes, or sealing stojiijers into the tubes. A
short distance from the ends of the projecting tubes slight indentations or
incisions ara made, so as to facilitate the rui)ture of the vessel. In this

form of my invention, and in the event of the projecting tubes being made
of very small diameter, the incisions or indentations may be dispensed
with, as the tubes may be easily ruptured without an indentatiim. When
about to be used the ends of the projecting tubes are broken off. A clear

passage is thus made for the escape of the chemicals, wliich may be allowed
to flow out by gravity, or the mouth may be applied to one end and the
contents blown out at the other, to form the adjusted chemical solution.

By the use of this device a phot<igraphic chemical or chemicals may be pre-

served for any length of time uninjured by air or climate, and at a
moments notice be discharg-wl to form an adjusted, developing, or other
photographic solution.

Another convenient form of my invention consists of a vessel made of

glass or other material, but without projecting tubes. An incision or

indent.ition is made in any position on the vessel in order to weaken its

walls. When alwut to be used the vessel is ruptured by force applied to

its weak part or |)arts, and the chemical or chemicals thereby liberated to

fonn the adjusted solution.

Another convenient form of my invention consists of a thin bulb or bnlbs
to contain the chemical or chemicals, and of such material and thickness as
may easily be ruptured by jiressure.

Another f(uin of my invention consists of an enveloi)e of cylindrical or

other form, provided with one or more partitions, for the separation of the

y.irious chemicals. These envelo|>es may be made with a mat.)rial soluble
in water, or with a nmti-rial insoluble in water and provided with n seam
of (fum arabic, or other soluble and adhesive siibstance, which fi|iftnii by the
action of the water, or they may be made of materials altogether iiuuluble
ill water. The partitiims may be made with a piece of string applied M a
ligature, the surplus string being left attached for convenience in after
manipulation; in' the partitions may lie made by the insertion of a piece of

pai>cr, canlboard, cotton wool, or other material into the interior of the
vessel. When about to l)e used the en\'elo[tc is phiced in water. If of
soluble material the envelo|ie then dissolves, discharging the chemical or
chemicals. If of soluble material, and provided with a soluble seam, the
seam opens and allows of the dischargt; of the chemicals to form an ad-
justed soliiticm. Whether the envelope be ina<Ie with a seam of solulilu

material such as gum arabic, or altogether of soluble material, or altogether
of insoluble material, a very quick and convenient method of releasing the
materials is to rupture the various compartment* with the finger nail

l>revious to putting the apparatus into water.
Another convenient fonn of mj; invention consists of a paper cylinder

with an o|>ening or ojwnings into it, covered with a fiaii or naps, which re-

mains closed while the ap|)aratus is not in use, and keep the omtained
chemical or chemicals in iwsition. When about to be used the ap|iaratus

is put in water, when the Haps o|>en, discharging the chemicals.
According to the second part of my invention, and with the same objects

Jn view, I saturate the pieces of bibulous material, such as asliestos, ordinary
cloth, felt, bibulous paper, or such porous material as loaf sugar, with
adjusted quantities of a chemical or chemicals.
To use this form of my ai>paratus, the bibulous portion is dipped in

water when the chemicals dissolve out, producing an adjusted solution.

Having now particularly described and ascertained the nature of my
said invention, and in what manner the same is to be jierfonned, I declare
that what I claim is

—

1. Vessels made of glass or other material, and provided with one or
more projecting and sealed or closed tubes, substantially as and for the
purposes described.

2. Vessels made of glass or other material, and provided with one or
more incisions or indentations, substantially as and for the purposes
described.

3. Vessels made of paper or other material, and provided with incisions
or partitions, substantially as and for the purposes described.

4. Soluble envelojies, or such as open by the action of water, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes described.

5. Vessels having an opening or openings covered with a flap or flaps,

which open by the action of water, substantially as and for the purposes
described.

G. Pieces of bibulous material, such as asbestos, ordinary cloth, felt,

bibulous iiaper, or porous material, such as loaf sugar, substantially aa and
for the purposes described.

7. The combination of tsvo or more of the fonns above described, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes described.

[From the foregoing we have omitted certain drawings of forms iu
which the tubes and other appliances may be made, together with
references to them, such not being necessary to the understanding of
the principle of the invention.

—

Ed.s.]

IMPROVED APPARATUS FOR USE IN WASHING PHOTO-
GRAPHIC PRINTS AND OTHER ARTICLES OR MATERIALS.
The following is the si)ecification of Frederick H.^7.eldd>-k, of Lant-street,
Borough, in the County of Surrey :

—

My invention relates to a simple construction of trough for washing
photographic prints, negatives, or chemical compounds, whereby the
whole body of the washing water, and particularly the portion containing
the salts dissolved out, is changed at frequent intervals with the least
necessary waste of water, the operation of the washing trough being
entirely autoniatic without the use of any mechanism.
The trough is divided into two compartments, of which the first or w,-ishing

compartment receives a constant stream of water that flows from the one
compartment t« the other, whilst the second compartment is jirovided with
an outlet syphon or valve. The trough is so balanced that when the
second compartment fills to a certain height the trough assumes suddenly
a tilted iwsition, thereby violently agitating the water among the prints or
materials being washed, separating thi>m and starting the svphon or o|>ening
the valve. The arrangement is such that the outflow shall gain on the
inflow, so that the water will be run off from the second compartment
faster than it flows into the first, until the second compartment haring
l}een almost emptied the counterpoise preiMuderates and returns the
trough to its horizontal [xisition, again agitating the water, Ac., whereupon
the trough refills and the same or>eration is repeated.
A and B are the two compartments of the trough separated by a partition

C, which rises from the bottom to within a certain distance of the top of the
trough. The compartment A is the larger of the two, and in it are placed the
I>riiits or sulwtances to Ix- washed. D is another |»rtition dipping into com-
partment A at a short distance from partition C, and reaehiuK from the top of
the trough to within a short distance of the bottom, so as to com|>eI the water
at the lower |>art holding in solution the salts washed out (and which being
of greater specific gravity sink to the liottom of the trough) to pass out
through the space between the two partitions C D into compartment B,
E is a syphon of which the short leg dij>s into compartment U, and reaches
within a very short distance of the Ixittom, whilst the l>eiid of the syphon
is sufficiently below the top of the trtnigh to ensure tlie syphon being stjuied
automatically wheiy the trough assumes the inclined iHwition. The longer
leg of the syphon extends sufficiently below the Iwttom of the trough to
ensure the action of the syphon continuing until the compartment B is

sufficiently emi)tied. The trough oscillates on a transverse fulcrum formed
by a downwardly projecting rib or plate F, fixed or hinged to, and extending
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across, the bottom of the trough, and in its normal position tlie tvau^;li

rests partly on the fulcrum F and partly on a downwardly projecting part

(i at the end oppo.^ite to the syphon, which part (> is snHiciently loaded to

preponderate and to bring the trough back to its horizontal position when

the compartment B is nearly empty, but is osercome when the compart-

ment B fills up to about the top of the partition C, the relative

position of tlie partition C and of the fulcrum F being such as to enable

this action to take place by the alternate preponderance of the weight G and
the full chamber B. The compartment A receives a constant supply of

water so regulated that the inflow is somewhat less than the outflow through

the syphon E, A valve may be substituted for the syphon.
The apparatus may be made of tinware or other suitable m.aterial, such as

earthenware or ebonite, and if of metal should be protected on the inner

surfaces against the action of the chemicals.

Having now particularly describsd and ascertained the nature of my said

invention and in what manner the same is to be perfonued, I declare that

what I claim is :

—

A photographic or cliemical washing trough or tray divided by partitions

as described, and provided with a syphon or valve outlet and counterweight,
and arranged to rock automatically upon a fulcrum, substantially in the

manner and for the purpose herein described and illustrated in the drawings.

^^^ttn0s of ^mttm.
MEKTINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Date of Meeting, Name of Society. Place of Meeting.

Marohll ......

11
Great Britain 5a, Pall JIall E;vst.

The Studio, Chancery-lane.
College of Physical Science.„ 11 Newcastle-on-Tyne

12
12 Burv Temperance Hall.

[, 12

„ 18 London and Provincial Mason's Hall, Basinj<hall-street.

,, u Royal Colleg-e of Science, Dublin.

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOaKAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
At the weekly meeting of this Society, held on the 28th ultimo, the cliair

was occupied by Mr. W. H. Prestwich.

It having been announced that Messrs. C. and F. Darker would give a
demonstration of the polarisation of light by the oxyhydrogen lantern,
there was a full attendance of members and friends to 'witness the pro-
ceedings.
Mr. A. CowAS showed a carrier for lantern slides, by means of which

two subjects could be rapidly and smoothly changed. It dilTered in
principle from the «ne lately introduced
by Mr. Macdougald, in that the slide

was horizontal, and therefore applicable

to any lantern. The movement was to

and fro, and will be found described in

our last number in the report of the

meeting of the Photograi>hic Society of

Great Britain. He (Mr. Cowan) also

described some further experiments with
green glass and yellow paper as the

media for iUumtnation for photographic dark rooms, and showed some
results, from which it appeared that, starting with one thickness of paper,

the addition of the green glass did not stop quite so much photographic

aotion a« an additional thickness of paper, but that when four or five

papers were used the glass prevented pKotograiihic action quite as

effectually as two or more additional thickness^^s of paper.

Mr. W. E. Dbubxh.vm said tli'vt a mulium of oui^ colour let through
certain rays of light, having a i)hotograi)hic power which further tliioknesses

of the same colour would still let through. A medium of another colour,

however, would stop these rays. In this instance the green glass stopped

the orange or red rays, and rendered the light ple.as.ant to work with as well

08 safe.

Mr. W. AOKL.^NU agreed witli Mr. Debeuham as to tlie effect of two
media of different colours.

A question from the box was read—"Why are not large heads taken
direct in the camera instead of by enlargement ?

"

A Membkr said that the question would form a subject for an entire

evening.

Mr. A. Haddon remarked that the members were now doubtless anxious

to see Messrs. Darker's demonstrations, and, as Mr. Debenham was in a few

weeks to give a lecturette on lenses, the subject of the question would

then, probably, receive attention.

Mr. C. Dabkeii said that it gave great pleasure to himself and his

brother to demonstrate before the Society some of the phenomena of

polarisation. Many of the slides which would be shown were prepared

and lent for the occasion by Mr. Lewis Wright. He would invite par-

ticular attention to the effects iiroduced upon bodies by molecular forces,

such as attraction, expansion, and crystallisation. Some of the effects of

the.se forces were either made visible or brought into much greater

prominence by the use of ixilarisod light, and the appearances so produced

could, except as regards colour, be reproduced by photography. Images

of crystals—benzoic acid, salioine, and citrate of soda—were thrown uixui

the screen, with and without the intervention of a plate of selenite, to

show the effect of polarisation in displaying the forms of their crystallisa-

tion, and photographs of the same subjects taken under the same con-

ditions were handed round. Amongst other substances illustrating the

effects of polarisation, there were shown slides of zauthoniue, salicylic

acid, chloride of morphia, double sulphate of copper and ammonia, tartrate

of soda, urea, cinnanionic acid, chlorate of potash, and tartaric acid.

Hyposulphite of soda was also shown. In this casg a little gum had been

added before crystallisation.

Mr. A. J. Brown here remarked that gelatine altered the form of the

crystals deposited from its solution.

The subject of the biaxial system of crystallisation was then gone into,

and a crystal of nitrate of jiotash was first shown with its two sets of

coloured rings in illustration. Carbonate of lead, with its axes farther

apart than those of nitre, arragoiiite, sulphate of iron, bichromate of

potash, borax, and sugar followed. After the ex[)Osition of the effect

of a right and left crystal of (juartz when used together, and an exhibit of

amethyst and selenite, the effect of expansion from heating one edge of a

plate of glass was shown, and thaf of pressure upon the same substance

whilst in the lantern ; and it was mentioned that a photograpliic lens which

was too tightly screwed down into its cell would show a similar effect.

Sections of various substances were then shown, and tho brilliant glow

and change of colour evoked frequent apphxuse. Amongst the subjects

giving tlie most striking effect were perthite, zeolite, and graphic granite.

A display of symmetrical figures from pieces of selenite concluded a

most successful and enjoyable evening, and on the motion of Mr. Deben-

ham, seconded by Mr. Haddon, a hearty vote of thanks was accorded to

Messrs. Darker.
On the 14th instant Mr. T. Bolas will deliver his lecture on photo. -block

printing.

LIVERPOOL AMATEUR PHO-TOGKAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
The ordinary meeting of this Association was held at the Free Library, on

Thursday, the 28th ult.,—Dr. Kenyon, President, in the chair.

The minutes of the January meeting were read and confirmed, and
Messrs. Sharp and Swinton were elected members of the Association.

The Librarian announced the receipt of a donation to the library of

the American Photor/raphic Times, and of eight lantern slides, on Cowan's
plates, from the Rev. H. J. Palmer.
The Hon. Skcrktaby read a letter from the Hon. Secretary of tlie

Sheffield Photographic Society, thanking the Liverpool Amateur I'hoto-

graphic Association for their contributions to the recent Sheffield photo-

graphic exhibition.

The Chairjian read an addition to bye-law No. 5, which had been made
by the Council—"That all prints for competition, or for the exhibitions of

the Society, should be mounted on separate mounts, not less than seventeen

and a-half by thirteen and a-half inches." This received the sanction of

the meeting.
Mr. H. RuTTER exhibited some of the cathedral-tinted glass recently

brought to the notice of photographers by Mr. W. E. Debenham.
Mr. J. A. Forrest said that this glass, on submission to the test of the

spectroscope, proved to be most unsafe for transmitting light to tlie

developing-room. If good pictures were obtained where it was in use it

was the result of the merest accident.

Mr. J. H. D.iY passed round a beautiful transimreucy which had been
developed in a room lit by a naked gas flame, and yet without a trace of fog.

Mr. RurrJll differed from Mr. Forrest entirely, and thought that phates

might be safely developed where the light passed through glass of the kind
described. In practice, however, he preferred to use a sheet of orange
paper in addition.

Mr. W. H, KtRKBT said that, in his opinion, no glass whatever was
absolutely safe for the development of exceedingly-sensitive bromide of

silver films ; but he thought that the safest combination was that of light

ruby glass and a sheet of orange.
The Chairman thanked Mr. Rutter for exhibiting his specimens of the

glass in question, and also for introducing the subject. He (the Chairman)
proceeded to say that discretion was necessary in the use of light, and
when this was ejiiployed almost any mode of illumination might be used in

the dark room without danger. He then called the attention of the mem-
bers present to some extremoly-be.autif ul snow pictures, by Mr. Valentine,
of Dundee, which he had been good enough to send for exhibition.

Mr. W. Ro<iEKS exhibited and described one of Steinlieil's now lenses.

Mr. MoKiii.s showed some ferus artistically arranged on mounts for

photograpiiing.
Mr. J. H. T. Elleri!KC!K exhibited a number of light and portable

frames, invented and constructed by himself, for the disiilay *tf mounted
photographs. These frames were filled with a large collection of jirints by
Mr. EUerbeck, as well as with the productions of the Rev. H. J. Palmer,
Messrs. Crowe, Forrest, Kirkby, and other members of the Association.
Tho presentation print of CKirU-ej, enlarged by the Woodburj'tyiie

Company from a negative by the Rev. H. J. Palmer, was on view, and
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nUn a fine enlargement by Mi>s8i9. (iootUll nnd Stevpn, on ouamelled
guliitinol)ioniiilt' papei-, of Mr. W. H. Kirkby's picture, 'i'iretl.

An cxcet.'din:,'Iy-int<re.Htin}f coiniiarisim of the brilliancy of the diHcn
iven by lanterns by dilfereut makers then took place. The Rev. H. J.

I'alinm- showed Mr. Me.ilandV I'entaphano ; Huj;lie«' Pamphengnsi was
rNliibited by Mr. Watts; Archer's I'lintinuH, by .Mr. Phillip-* ; and tlie

Triplexicon, ly Mr. Knott. The result of the trial showed tliat the
Photinua WAS greatly suixrior to the others. This is a new four-wiok
lant'rn, with a reflector of a special curvature invented by Mr. Archer.
The Rev. H. J. P.ALMKR called attention to a feature in the Pe.ntaiihanr,

by which enlarged ne^'ativeii could be taken direct frcmi an oi-dinary photo-
graphic pi'int.

Tne members then adjourned to the lecture hall to enjoy a largo number
of vie\V8 shown by Mr. Knott with the oxyhydrogen lantern. The traus-
>arencie.s were the work of the Kev.s. H. j. Palmer and .Scott, and of
lessrs. Bt'er, l)ay, EUei-beck, Kirkby, Maycock, Watts, and others. Mr.

Kllerbeck's series of views among the Hartz mountains and on the rivers
Rhine and Lahn were much enjoyed ; and his comic pictures illustrating
Longfellow"* poem "Kxcelsior,'' which w.as read by the Hon. Secretary as
th.' |)icturcs jiassed in succession over the screen, caused much amusement.

BRISTOL AXD WK.ST Ol'" EXCLAXD AMATEUR
PHUTOORAPHIC AS30CIATI0X.

The ordinary monthly meeting of this Association was held at the Studio,
Portland-street, on VVednesday, the 27th nit., — Colonel Playfair, Vice
President, in the chair. The minutes of the previous meeting having been
confirUH'd,

The HoxonAnv .Skcbkt.vry proposed Mr. Edward Walsh as an ordinary
member, and he was unanimously elected.
The CHAIU.MAN then read his paper entitled ('•'eneral A'otes. [See page 1-52.]

ifr. E. BiUiJHrMAX remarked 'that Mr. J3ennett, in the early days of

gelatine, did much to populariire the use of gelatine by the introduction of
his rapid plates.

The Chaiumax said that, although they were pi-actically using the same
plates now as in 1S73, still the modiKoation of the formulte, the additiynal
aids to development in the direction of reducing or increasing density, and
tlie increased experience gained had jilaced them in a \jvstly-advanced
position and given them a control over the results which were in the early
days eagerly sought for.

Mr. Pmr.Lirs incpiired if it were generally considered a sinf iju4 non to
use the developer recommended by the maker of the plates being used.
Mr. Danikl replied that such was undoubtedly the case, as the maker,

if a reliable one, would have experimented and found what develojier
gave the b;>5t results with his iilatcs. (»f course, the particular mode
of using the develojier preferred by the operator might iiltiinately be
adopted, the cpiautities sugi<ested by the maker being brought to bear upon
the operation of making nii the developer.
Mr. Biuohtman expressed his belief in the absolute necessity for diife-

ri'ut plates l)eing differently treated.

Mr. Daxiki,, ni sujiport of Mr. Brightman, remarked that for weakening
his own plates he found dilute cyanide of potassium acted admirably and
was perfectly under control, and vet, when trying it with commercial
plates, some were not affected at all by it, whife in others the pictuie was
most rapidly destroyed.
Mr. Pim,i.ii>.s suggested that one would hardly follow the maker's advice

so far as not u-ing sulphite of soda, when so many found it a great assis-
tance. One maker recommended its not being used.
Mr. BuKiHTMA.N" stated that, although he did not nii'an that italwat/.i caused

"gl-een fog," still sulphite of soda diil so undoubte<Ily with some makes of
plates; and he was so convinced of this in the case of some plates he had
used, that when developing a batch not long since ho c\it plates in half
before development and dodged the other pl.ates about, using sulphite of
soda with some and not with others, and fo\md most conclusively that in
the case of those developed with that salt "gree« fog" was most apparent
to a greater or less degree.
The Chaik.man recommended the treatment of the sulphite of soda as

recommended by Mr. T. Kurnell, and which he had found a i>erfect pre-
ventive of evil results.

Mr. Phillips asked if anyone present had experienced the e.xtraonlinary
opalescent appearance which was seen on the surface of a negative during
development, sometime a api>earing like the top of a river where a freshly-
tarred barge has passed along.
Mr. Daniel said he had often seen it, and found that the effect on the

film was to "tan" it and make it very horny. Ho had discovered it more
often when a plate had had ammonia and pyro. added somewhat largely
during development, and had been immersed therein for a rather long
period.
After some fnrther disciission a vote of thanks, on the motion of Mr.

BRuaiTMAX, seconded by Mr. Phillips, was unanimously accorded to
Colonel Playfair for his interesting paper, after which the meeting was
adjourned till the 20th instant.

GLASGOW PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATIOX.
The ninth ordinary meeting of thi.s .Association was held in the Religious
Institution Rooms, on Thursday, the aist ultimo,— .Mr. John Parker, Vice-
President, in the chair. Tlie minutes of last meeting having been read
and apiiroved of.

The CiiAiRjiAS callwl upon Mr. Andrew Duthie to reopen the discussion
on The Caunf of Fadhuj in Silver Print*, which had been left unfinished at
the last meeting.
Mf; DcTHiE said;—The subject for discusnion this evening is one of

ouco iQ)(>urt!)uce that I would bavs been %V>A tu bave wen it iu the haiids

of some nno with much greater experience than myself—louie one wbo
would, therefore, be Iwtter able to handlf? it as it deserved. However, if

unable to actually solve the <|aestion, I trust at least to show »t>ma reaitons
for the fadinjf of silver prints. It is usually said that insufficient washing
after fixing is the cause of fading, but this I am not pre|>aretl to admit.
especially as wo find unmounted prints by our best photograiiheni are all
liable to the same discolouration as mounted |K>rtraits. With those firtna

who dmil largely in scrajp photographs the washing i-eceiveo siiecial atten-
ticm. Me,ssrs. Wilson, for example, finish the washing in nearly boiling
water. This would ensure the removal of the last trace of hypo. In ltt4'.*

Sir .lohn Herschel recommended dabbing the liack and front of the print
with a soft sponge. This is to be repeated three or four times. He said if

the washing was |>roporly carried out photograjihcrs would be troubled no
more by fading of [irints. Of course the photographs lie referred to
were on plain paper, such as Whatman's dra«'ing-pai>er. Nearly all of
us, I think, have seen the books of calotype photographs cxhibitefl
by the Secretary at our last couvcntazione. They seem t*» bear out Sir
John Herschel's statement,; for they show no signs of fading. Tliese are
also on plain jiaper. This, I think, brings us a |K)int nearer a solution of
the dilticulty. 1' rom what I have heard alxjut prints on plain pa[)cr, and
some experiments I have been making lately, I am inclined to think
fading is, to a great extent, due to the decomposition of the albumen. I

mentioned this tlie other day to a manufacturer of albumcnised paper, and
was assured that they treated the pajjer somehow with an acid to prevent
decomposition taking place. If I am not nnstaken it is citric acid that
is used. This is very likely—indeed, almost sure—to be washed out by the
time the print is finished. The albumen is, therefore, left without any
preservative, and is ,% substance which would very likely succumb to the
influence of a damp atmosphere or a hot sun. This seems probable, as we
often hear of j^rints hanging on the walls for fifteen or twenty years and
showing little signs of fading. All these years they have been jjressed

close to the glass of the frame, which is rendered nearly air-tight by being
[lasted over the back with browii pajier. In the old frames the jiapcr was
only put round over the tacks, and this, I think, was more completely
air-tight than the present mode of stretching it right across the back.
I regret that the month which has elapsed since I undertook Uiis
subject has been too short to allow me to complete my experiments.
I trust, however, towards the end of the year to have something to
show in support of my opinion about the allnimen. We shall now consider
another cause of facling, which is not, 1 think, generally known. On
inquiry I learn that hundreds ot t<uis of hypo, are annually used by
paper manufacturers. In fact, a friend of mine was told by a member
of one of the largest finns that it was imjiossible to do without hypo.
Napoleon I. once said that there was no such thing as an impossibility;
still the paiHr makers seem to find one here. I mentioned at the last

meeting some of the results I had got with about sixteen faded cabinet
portraits with which I had provided myself. I omitted to state that they
were taken by the leading London photographers. They were all [Kirtraits

of celebrities, and had been shown in our windows in Renfield-street. They
were exposed to the full blaze of the sun all afternoon and to the effects of
gas at night. Some of them had been in stock three or four months;
others twelve months. In every case I found traces of liypo., and in several
free sulphuric acid was present. Three mounts were analysed. The first

contained in an aqueous solution hypo., sulphates, and starcli. In an aci<l

solution there were traces of iron and lime, a considerable tpiantity of
potash, and a good deal of soda. In this mount there was no excess of
acid. In .an aqueous solution of the second were found faint traces of
hypo. , sulphates, and chlorine. In the ash were iron, lime, i>otash, soda,
strontium, and alumina ; also a considerable (piantity of free sulphuric acid.
The last—the only one which resisted all tests—was a black one. It was
free from hypo, and sulphates, although subjected to more severe tests
than any of the others. It was neutral to test paper. I might also mention
that I have tested a number of .sample mounts belonging to various London
and local dealers. I found that they all contained the same impurities,
although varying in quantity. Before sitting down I would like to ask
some oi those present for their exjieriente of gold bevelled-edged cards.
There seems to be something in the colouring matter of the chocolatt;
which is almost fatal to silver prints. The black mounts are the same,
though in a less degree. The gum alone does not seem to injure the prints.
In one case I had a catle photograph which faded so completely that the faces
were flat and [lale—so much so as to be unfit for use. All this took place in
ab<mt three weeks. It was mounted on a chocolate cord. In conclusion:
I may just mention that white and yellow cards ap|jearcd to contain most
free acid, while those of darker colours were mostly neutral to litmus paper.
An interesting discussion followed, and the meeting terminated with a

vote of thanks to Mr. Uuthie aud the Chairman.

COVENTRY AXD MIDLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The ordinary monthly meeting of this Society was held at the Coventry
Dispensary,- -Mr. Danks in the chair. .Vfter the usual business,
The Chairman calle<l upon Mr. Arthur Seymour to read his (wper on

Old l)rii-Plale I'romgff.
Mr. Seymoih said he began jihotography abo\it the year ISoS by the 8)ic-

cpssfnl dry-plate jirocess of Fothergill, which was first intnxinced on the
18th May in that year. Ho then went on to sjieak of the troubles of a
beginner, &c. , aiKl gave a general description of the process. A strong
neutral silver bath, an old collodion, a careful washing, and extreme clean-
liness seemed to be the chief isnnts upon which success depended. The
developer he used w.is the jiyro. -acetic, with the addition of a few drops of
a weak solution of nitrate of silver. The exposure in a fair light was from
two to throe minutes, aud Mr. Seymour s|Mike feelingly of the bygone
pleasure of seeing the Imago grow under the dcveloiwr—a plcasiiro wliich
IS lust in the newer gelatine process. Ho also showed some negatives taken
on o.\]rtuel plAteit, aud ak<) vjim ou tho >ueta-g«il«Uu« (>l«te« of Pr, Uill
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Norris, which were mucli iirlmircd. He regretted he coiild not stay longei-

that evening having another appointment, and apologised for leaving so

**A^ote o£ thanks wag unanimously passed to Mr. Seymour for his interest-

The Sr'cretary then asked each member present to accept a box of Mr.

S. J. Llovd's new mountant, whose qualities for sticking, keepmg, «c.,

were known by several members present to be excellent. He also liandecl

round some German sensitised paper for trial.
, , . , , . - j

Mr. H. MoWNTFOBT said lie could recomuieud chloride of iron lor reauo-

ine over-printed proofs (to be used after tonhig and fixing).

The meeting adjourned in the usual manner about ten o clock.

LOCHKE PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB.

On the 29th ultimo, the Lochee Photographic Club held their first annual

exhibition and co:,i!ersazhne in the Victoria Hall. llie ™°'",,Y^^
elegantly set off for the occasion, the platform being htted up with all the

draperies and machinery of a stage, in a most complete and etlective

manner. The walls were hung with a variety of specimens of the work ot

the members of the Club, including portraits, from the ordinary carte

to the "life size" picture, many of them being splendid specimens of the

art, both for minute accuracy of likeness .and artistic pose and hnish. Ihe

landscapes were numerous and formed a fine collection.

Bailie Ogilvie, the President of the Club, presided, and, in opening the

proceedings, said that the Club, whose first annual couiernaHone they were

holding that night, was only origin.ited in April last year, and although

their existence had been but brief, still there had been diligent and perse-

vering api lij.^tion to work, with what effect the audience could judge from

the examines hanging around them. The Bailie then gave a rcsnme of the

"history ot iihotography from its invention, forty-five years ago, by >I.

Daguerre, tracing its gradual but rapid development from then till now.

During the evening a nunibtr of photoi;raphs was shown by means of

the mayic lantern, which were much admired. A select programme of

music \vas fioie t'lrough by several accomplished amateur.-'. A dramatic

'sketch, entitled "Photographers in a Fix, ' was performed by members of

the Club. The piece was capitally got up, .ind the various characters were

delineated with marked ability and success. Tlie performance excited

most exuberant merriment among the audience, and proved thoroughly

enjoyable. The whole entertainment passed off with the greatest ccliU.

DARK-ROOM ILLUMIXATIOX.
To the Emitous.

Cestlemen',—After the exhaustive correspondence a»id discussions on

the subject of colour medium for illuminating the dark room, it seems to

ine time to inquire wh.at practical conclusions ni.ay be drawn from the recent

investigatiims. Experimentalists seem pretty well agreed that wo may
safely, and with advantage to our eyes, discard the niby medium, and that

yellow alone, or with the addition of green, is now recognised as "the

happy medium."
I agree with one of your correspondents .who considers that the safest

colour for a medium should be the cumplementarij of that which is most

active in chemical force upon our sensitive plates. Admitting the latter to

be violet, its complementary yellow, which is well represented in canary

medium, sliould be all-sufficiei'it as to quality ; and so in practice it apjiears

to be, where the quantity and direction of the light are properly regulated.

In my opinion Mr. H. S. Starnes is correct in advocating the practice of

cutting off direct light and working by reflected light. I have long worked
upon that principle, by setting up an opaque screen between the source of

light and my developing disli, so that all the light f.alling upon the plate is

weakened by reflection and diffusion. One may thus have abundance of

light ill the room, and yet controlled from doing mischief.

Those who develope by daylight require some arrangement capable of

ready adjustment to the varying strength of the light outside. Even upon
a window in an asjiect free from sunlight the amount of light varies so

much at different times and seasons tliat it requires a convenient means of

control. To the amateur who has but one room for all operations the

means of admitting more or less light_ according to circumstances is most
important. To accomplish this end I would suggest having a fr.ame to fit

the window, or the upper portion of it, covered on the outer side with
canary paiier, mounted with rotating laths—in fact, a Venetian blind—so

Bet that no direct light should pass through it, but be thrown upwards,
with, if necessary, a yellow screen overhead to catch and reflect the light

down again. The lower part t>f the frame for about a foot above the level

of the oevelopingdish should l>e made opaque. The advantage of such
an arrangement is that the amount of light would be under control by
oi>ening or closing the apertures, and, when more light is required for the
subsequent oper.ations, it iiiiiy be instantly secured by reversing the laths.

With these few hints to all whom they may concern I must leave each
operator to adapt the details of arrangement to his own s()ecial conditions

and requirements.—I am, yours, &c., G. S. PENxr.
Cheltenham, March 3, 1884.

^

SODIC SULPHITE.
To the Editors.

GestleiiEx,—" Free Lance" says he gets a stain on his Angers notwith-
itanding the «« of sodic snlphite, I am glad to have his countenance in

its use; but really if he used an old kitclien or pocket knife tn raise up his

plates for inspection he need not soil them. Fortunately the stam is

readily removed. Let hini add a few drops of acid—either hydrochlono or

sulphuric—to a little water, or put in a few crystals of citric acid until

acidulation is produced, and on dipping the fingers in and nibbing it over

the stains will disappear.
,>, t, t t.j j .

I have already said I differ totally from Mr. B. ,T. Edwards on his asser-

tion that inferior pictures are produced by sodic sulphite. Had this been

so, it would have been found out and commented on before now. So far is

this frcmi being the case, that pictures of tlie most exquisite qualities are

produced rapidly by persons who would at once give it up if quality were

lacking. I have only found one make of plate unsuited to it after trying

almost all known brands.
, • , j l

On the question of whether sodic sulphite does or does not preserve the

developer clear and prevent the usual muddy precipitate, any oiie can test

it by pouring into a glass measure for examination the fluid used in develop-

ing I should not have conceived it possible to call it in question.—I am,

yours, &c., Samuel Fry.

Kinffston-on-Thames, March 4, 1884.

To the EDiTons.

Gentlemen,-I should be glad to learn the best way to mix the sulphite

of soda so as to make up a stock solution after the manner of Edwards s

formula. Mr. H. B. Berkeley says:—" Mix the citric acid in water, then

the sulphite of soda, and add to the pyro."
^

To make up a stock solution I dissolved sixty grains of citric acid m
seven ounces of boiling distilled water, then two ounces of sulphite of soda,

and when cool enough I poured it into a one-ounce bottle of pyro. ; but liy

the time I had used one half of it the rest had become discoloured almost

like claret. Is there any remedy for this ?

As regards the amount of citric acid used to preserve the pyri)^allic

Kithout sulphite: it seemed to me th.it the negatives were more brilliant

with a full dose of the acid. Of course as little as twenty grains will pre-

serve an ounce of pyro. a reasonable time; but are the resulting negatives

as good? I think not. Perhaps Mr. X. Cowan might have something to

say on this matter. His ojiinioii would at least be valued by—Yours, &c.,

EdMnmjh, March 3, 1.SS4. H. W. B.

LANTERN SLIDES.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In your report of tlie last meeting of tlie Photographic

Society I am credited with having shown some slides prepared with

"wet collodion" The statement is a little unfortunate, as the slides in

question were ui)on slow commercial gelatinobromide plates ; and the

only object I had in exhibiting them was to show what results could bo

obtained v.ith these convenient materials even by un.skilled hands.

The suliject is well worth further experiments ; for, as a rule, negatives

taken by amateurs will not permit them to use direct contact printing with

the great advantages this offers. A. gre.at number of gelatine bromide

slides were passed through the lanterns last Tuesday ; and, so far as I

could judge, they would fully meet the requirements of an amateur. When
thrown on the screen these pictures were very clear, soft, and vigorous,

.and of a warm black colour ; but it was proved that a great range of tints

could be obtained by altering the develojier.

My own specimens ware reduced from whole-plate negatives by camera

with artificial light : and from a good neg.ative it is easy to secure abso-

lutely clear lights and a warm black transpivrency. I found it necessary to

give a full exposure, and to use a rapid developer (sulpho-pyrogallol),

followed by Cowell's clearing solution ajid a final rinse in dilute nitric

acid.

No doubt, much depends upon the plate. I have tried four lots, but can

only get good results from those by one particular maker.—I am, yours, &c.,

March 4, 1884. H. A. MoNcniEfK.—-

—

SINGULAR LUMINOSITY OF THE ARGENTIC-BROMIDE
GELATINE FILM.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Allow me to point out to Mr. H. H. Cunningham the

probability that the greenish-blue light he refers to is nothing more than

the complementary colour of his two thicknesses of orange-coloured iiaper

produced on the retina of the eye.-1 am, yours, &c.,

March 3, 1884.

A. S.

BIRMINGHAM AND MIDLAND INSTITUTE SCIENTIFIC
SOCIETY: PHOTOGRAPHIC SECTION.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I beg to inform those correspondents who have been

inquiring for a photographic society for Birininghnm tliat the Birmingham
and Midland Institute Scientific Society has a photographic section open

to all iiersons connected with the Institute, and, therefore, at a nominal

cost to anyone interested.—I am, yours, &c., C. J, WatsON.
34, SmallOrook-streit, Birminyham, February 29, 1884.

GREEN FOG.
To the Editors.

Gentle5IEN,—A very singular fact in connection with green fog in

gelatine platen came under my notice a few days since, which, being quite

beyond my comprehension, I will, with your permission, briefly describo

in the Journal, as it may ten!, perhaps', to tliroTV some light on this uii-

wcloomo phenomenon.
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I was asked, on going into a professional friend's studio, to look at Bomo
negatives that he had lately taken on some plates of his own make, and
developed with alkaline pyrn. I at once said—" Well, there is, certainly,
plenty of green about them." "Yes," replied he; "but look at the |>or-

tion about the middle, on which the plate rested on the pneumatic holder
while they were being coated." And, lo I not a sij/n of it there ! He will
be very hapuy to send you up one or two of the negatives if you would
wish to see tnem.
Will some of my more exiMjricuood brethren kindly explain this 7—1 am,

yours, &c., B8.NBT B. HaBX.
Gnat Elm Beclory, FAruary 28, 1884.

[Wo shall be interested in seeing a speoimea of this ourioas pheno-
menon.—Eds.] —•

—

"FREE LANCE" AND PHOTOGRAPHIC PERSPECTIVE.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In reply to "Free Lance," in j^our issue of February 29tht
permit me to thank him most cordially for hi» good opinion of iny lec-

tura. Camera Lu''i(ta, &o., and also to own my mistake rei^arding that mia-
leading passage to which he refers. The fact is that I was mislead through
seeing so many photographs out of perspective as regards the lines of
buildmgs—objects thrust too close to the camera, &c.
Since writing my lecture I have seen instruments which correct all thes*

errors, and also some expedients. Those I thought iiujwssible in the art of
photogr.iphy, which increase my wonder and speculation as to the future
of the science, so convinced am I that we are but at the gateway of
photographic discovery and utility.

Tonight, when coming home, a botanical friend informed mo that he has
been taking some microscopic specimens with the camera, thus:—He
unscrews the ordinary lens and inserts his microscopic glass instead. In
this way he is able to make photographic enlargements direct from nature.
Before long v.-e shall hear of some great spirit discovering the art of photo-
graphing the blurt in nature with the bruicns, and this will be the "begin
ning of the end."
Again thanking "Free Lance,"—I ara, yours, &o.,
72, Princet-Hreet, Sdinburgh, March 3, 1884, HciiB NiasBT.

To the Editors.

Of.stlemen-,—In your last issue "Free Lance" criticises Mr. Hume
Xisbet's paper in your Journal of January 18, 1884, but he did not explain
how far his ("Free Lanoo'a") picture was to be from the eye to cover the
whole of the landscape or part. I supjwse that the focal distance of the lens
which he used for his picture and the axis of both picture and landscape
are what he moans when he talks of exact superposition.
The foot-note of Mr. Nisbet is, I consider, perfectly illogical, inasmuch

as he states :
—"The photograph is most to bo relied upon for truth in all

except ijerspective
;

" that is to say, that the smaller details are useful to him.
Xow, if the perspective of the w/tole be defective, it is very evident that

the perspective of the smaller parts will suffer proportionately; and it is a
pity th'it an artist should lose himself by copying such, as they would only
teach him to err.—I am, yours, ice, COLKSWEOBN,
March 4, 1884.

0atts anir (Qnmts.
Xeoative wishes to know how to make negative varnish by the aid of
white hard spirit varnish. Let him dilute it with an equ.al volume of
strong alcohol, and add two or three drops of castor oil per ounce.

1 WA>rr information as to the tariff or duty on the importation of dry
plates in America ; also relative cost of plates and general materials in
America compared with Britain; and, lastly, whether English plates
are used there.—R. Cameron, Maryhall-street, Kirkcaldy.

H. RiCKCTTs desires to know if a certain card mount (a specimen of which
he encloses) is likely to cause a print to fade. We think not. Ho also
inquires why the burnisher leaves a mark in one phace more than
another. This arises from his having made a temporary stoppage at the
place in question.

G. 0. Marr sends us a list of views of Westminster Abbey and other
public buildings in London which he would like to obtain if he knew to
whom to ajjply for the same. This list also includes a view of Dover
from Folkestone. Had ho not better 8i)ecify his wants in our advertising
columns, giving his name and address? He would meet with many
responses.

Will some experienced photographer kindly advise me as to the best way
to pay a landacaiie wperator; also a fair s.-vlary for a good one? I also
want to know the best way to heat a printing and storing room, with
work-room alx)ve, which I am building; and a gom) way to arrange the
printing-room which is a large one. Also the best and. easiest way to
name and number landscape negatives, to show well on the prints.—

A

Beoinner.

T. D. says ;—Will you kindly inform me of the Ijest publication on re-
touching and enlarging for amateurs, and oblige? In reply: Let
" T. D. consult onr Almanac for 1878, and in it he will find a series of
rhapters entitled The Modern PraHire nf Enlaryin;/, in which is given all
the necessary information. As re:;ards the subject of " retouching," we
shall have to refer him to the previous volumes of this Jonrnal, there
bouig no work at present in the market devoted to it. A treatise by
Burrows and Colton wag the last that was published, and although out
°.f print' '" ^^^ commercial sense of the term, a spare copy may pos-
sibly still bo had at some of the doalex-s in photographio materials and
literature.

0. B. inq^uiren by what meant he can get hi* cnstomen broogbt into
the habit of paying when giving their orders. In reply: Let him
place a printed announcement in his reception-room that on and after
the first of next month (April although it bo) no portrait will be taken un-
less uiKin the presentation of the receipt for the amount of the order to
the superintendent of the operating-room.

Would you kindly inform me of the nature of the velvet roller used and
exhibited by Mr. T. Bolas, F.C.S., in his recent lecture on Photo-
Mechanical Printimj

!

—1. Whether an ordinary lithographic roller covered
over with velvet would do, or must it bo a S|iecially- prepared kind of
roller, and if they can be had commercially '!— 2. Having procuied a
velvet roller, is the niller manipulated in the same way as the lithographic
one, namely, rolled up in litno. greasy ink, and then passed over the
exposed gelatine print; that is, was it simply by substituting a velvet
roller for a lithographic one that the great difference between the two
transfers was produced?

—

Tbansfkreb. Will some "expert" kindly
answer these queries?

In your next issue can you tell me how to prepare, and what inedlntn to tiae,

in colouring photographs? In using water colours the paint rubs off;

besides, it is very diilieult to get on. I have tried gum water, but on large
surfaces it does not answer, and in oils I am anything but successfmt
Any infonnation, with name of a work on photographio painting, will
greatly oblige—W. C. Harri.s. In reply : When water colour doee not
readily "take" to the surface of an albumenised print, the simple
exijedient of apiilying the tongue to the surface will effect a union. But
the leading manufacturers of water colours supply prepared ox-gall,
specially intended for such a purpose. We have seen a "medium"
which was very useful for mixing with water colours, but have a strong
idea it was composed in a large measure of ox-gall.

I HAVE a 10 X 8 rapid rectilinear lens, by Dallnieyer, and a 9 X 7 portable
symmetrical, by Ross. By using a small stop would cither of the above
cover a plate 15 X 12 ? I also have a Ross' No. 3 cabinet portrait lens.

Which would you prefer for taking cabinets or large heads in the studio?
I find the Ross' portable very slow for studio work.—S. J. B. In
reply : The Ross' portable " is not intended or adajjted for the jiurpose
mentioned. For cabinet portraits in the studio the cabinet lens is

preferable to any others. For large heads either the rapid rectilinear or
the front lens of the cabinet objective m.ay be employed. Either of the
two first lenses specified by "S. J. B." will cover a 15 X 12 plate, pro-
vided the front or back lenses ahme are employed. For ascertaining the
circumstances under which they do so, we must refer him to a series of
articles on the Optics of Photography and Photographic Lensa, in our last
volume.

E. J. says :—Last summer I attempted a large number of instantaneous
l)hotographs of cabinet size, with a single landscape lens of ten inches
focus .ind George Smith's blind shutter. These views included persona
walking. Three views out of four failed. If the shutter were worked
quickly the negatives fogged over before the details were out. When the
shutter was worked less quickly the figures were blurred. I have a new
lioss' "universal " lens of ten inches equivalent focus which I projxj.se to
have fitted up with 's new shutter, for use on the same class of view

;

but before purchasing this shutter I beg leave to ask you whether
any other shutter would be preferable, and whether (having the
" univers.al ") it would be worth my while to buy at the same time any
other form of lens.—E. J. W. In reply: The negatives having fogged
when the shutters was worked quickly merely indicates th.it " E. 3.vf."
had not acquired a mastery over the best method of developing the nega-
tives, and he must subject himself to a course of education to prevent the
recurrence of this. The " univers.al " lens named is capable of giving
a well-exposed negative with any (even the quickest-acting) shutter
at present procurable. We assume, of course, tliat the subject is an out-
door one, and that the light is good.

If "Inquirer," in last week's Journal, will apply a paper knife to his
prints, giving them a slight curl in the direction opposite to that at which
they are now, he will get his pruits to remain sufficiently flat. If he
desire a polish, why not surface the prints with collodion and gelatine
according to the glac(5 process ?—F. R.

(girljattgB (JTolumn.
No charge i» made for inserting thfse announcements ; but in no case do w*

insert any article merely opfkred kor sale, that bein^j done at a tmall eoit

in our advertising pages. This portion of our columns is deroled to exckangti

only. It is imperative that the name of the person pmposing the exchange

he giren (although not necessarily for publication, if a NOM DE PLrilK te

thought desirable), otherwise the notice will twt appear.

I will exchange good English gold and other frames for good photo'
5raphio apparatus.—Address, John Lewis, Gladstone-road, Sparkbruolc,
Birmingham.

I will exchange a tri()od stand, whole-plate camera, sUding-body, and
portrait lens, by Jamin, for whole-plate bellows-body camera, in jierfect

order.-Address, Wallacb Fidler, artist and photographer. Cavendish-
street, Chesterfield.

I will exchange an 8i x OJ camera, for cabinets and cartes, by Ottewill, a
10 X 8 ditto, a landscape lens, for 12 x 10 and upwards, by'Grubb, 'The
British Journal op Photooraphy and the Phot< graphic y^etcs for the
past year, 1,000 carte mounts enamelled and gilt edged, a silver watch,
gold studs, and a lot of rare poetage stamps, for a good second-hand lens,
or anv»hing useful,—Address, E. G. G., Sherwood Villa, New South-
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Wanted, Ross's portable symmetrical, Xo. 3, in excliange for a capital

whole-plate portrait lens, with rack and pinion.—Address, Pjioto-

GRAPHEK, Cambray Studio, Cheltenham.

I will exchange an Bnjflish concertina, forty-eight keys, in rosewood lock-

up case, perfect order, splendid toned violin, gentleman's silver (Jeueva

watch, quite new, warranted in perfect order. Wanted, a 15 x 12

camera, Kinnear or other irood maker, suitable for dry-plate work, with

double slides, folding tripod stand for whole-plate Kinnear camera, back-

grounds, or other useful accessories.—Address, J. B. Smithson, Leyburn,

Yorkshire.

Wh.1t offers for The British Journal of Photography, from January,

1877, to December, 1883, clean and perfect, about half a ream of whi'.e .Saxe

albumenised paper, four pints Stehnee neirative varnish, and quartPT-plate

walnut camera with lens, fitted with Waterhouse's stops? Wanted,

8i X Ci or 10 X 8 camera, in good condition, with sliding-body preferred,

and good cabinet Ions. —Address, G. H. E. Sutton, 47, Crown-street,

Bluebell-hill, Nottingham.

^ttstera to ©orwaponb^nta.

US' Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper.

Photographs Registered.—
William Child, photographer, 14, Wellington-street, Leeds. — Three

Photographs, of John Barran, Esq., M.P. for Leeds.

John liorsburgh, 131, Princes-street, Edinburgh.—i^oio- Photographs of

Mr. John Bannister as Lord Beaconsfield and Mr. Gladstone.

John Yeoman, The Villas, Bedale, Yorks.—Photopravh of an Address

Presented to the Marquis of Carmarthen on his Marriage with Lady
Catherine P. Lambton.

'iicmcY..—Each Correspondent is required to enclose his name and address,

atthouph not necessariliiforpiMication. Communications may, when thought

desirable, appear under a NOM DE PLU5IE as hitherto, or, by preference,^

under three letters of the alphabet. Such signatures as " Constant Reader,"

"Subscriber," <i-c., should be avoided. Correspondents not conforminf/ to

this rule will therefore understand the reason for the omission of their

communications.

Wir.LiAM.—We have not lost sight of the matter. All in good time.

F. Evans.—Wanierke's standard seusitometer is supplied by Messrs.

Marion and Co. , Soho-square, W.
A Devonshibe Amateur.—Any camera-maker will supply the necess.ary

appliances. The cost will probably not exceed a couple of pounds. The
apparatus is not patented.

G. B. Blight.—Your best plan, for the small quantity you require, will be
to purchase the Indian ink in the fluid form. This you will be able to do
from any artists' colourman.

Nemesis.-Certainly, you can make gelatine from parchmenl; cuttings;

but wc fear that it will not be worth your while to manufacture it in

that way for emulsion-making.

A. S. Yecman.—You evidently take far too desponding a view of the
situation. Bear in mind that "there are as good fish in the sea as ever
were caught." Take heart and persevere.

Artist.—The most—indeed the only—satisfactory method of producing
photographs on ivory is by the carbon process, which is by double transfer

from a flexible support. You will not succeed, we fear, by silver printing.

Salop.—There is little wonder that you cannot got fully-exposed " instan-
taneous pictures" with the "rapid lens" if you stop it down to the
extent you liave done. To succeed, you must employ the full, or very
nearly full, aperture.

William Miller.—Yes; you will, practically, get better instantaneous
pictures with the larger of the two lenses, inasmuch as on the size of plate
you are working you will be enabled to employ a larger aperture ; con-
sequently, in practice, you will be able to work quicker and yet get good
definition over all porti(ms of the picture.

Improver.—Your best plan will bo to advertise for an appointment as
assistant operator in some good liouse. If you can f-h'»w some moderately-
good work of your own wo do not think the fact of your now being en-
gaged in a third-rate studio will be any drawback to your securing em-
ployment as assistant in a first-class house.

B. C. A.—If the stains cannot be removed by either of the methods you
have tried the opal glass must be reground. This is not a difficult matter.
Priicure some tine graining sand from a lithographic printers' m.iterial
dealer. Sprinkle a little of this on the oiial, wet it with water, and then
grind it, using a small piece of i>late glass as a niuller.

E._ Bevebidoe—No. 1 on your list will be the most rajiid of the three, and,
if you wish to take instantaneous views as well as landscapes, certainly
it will be the most (jenerally useful. For the size of plate you are worlc-
ing upon, and taking into consideration the lenses you already possess,
the_ shortest focus (the thirteen-inch) will answer your requirements. For
a aixteen-inch focus lens for pure l.nndscapo work one of the lenses in the
eight-inch " rapid " will answer well if stopped down.

R. S. J.—You are, in our opinion, decidedly in the wrong. You are
apprenticed to learn the business of a photographer. Surely cleaning
glass, even if old negatives, is something that you require to leivrn ; so
also is mounting and rolling prints. All this is legitimate, and yon cer-
tainly are not justified, in the eye of the law, in refusing to carry out
your employer's instructions in these matters. If he were to take you
before a magistrate for refusing to do your work you would find yourself
in a very unpleasant position.

Chas. G. Williams.—What kind of surface do you wish to sensitise?

How is it possible for us to answer such a query as " how to sensitise a
surface" without knowing more of your requirements?

C. A. Brkwsier.—The views are very good, but nothing at all extra-

ordinary, as you appear to imagiue. When you have had more exjjerience

we shall not be surprised if you are not so proud of them as now.

Mable.—All will depend uijon circumstances. In some cases it is better to

purchase a business ; but, if you are a good business man as well as a
good photographer, it might possibly answer your purpose to commence
a new business rather, than purchase an old one. You must, however,
boar in mind that to start a new concern in the modern stylo will, with
the construction of the studio, involve a considerable amount of caiiital.

Added to this you must be [H'epared at first to lose some money, as
the profits cannot be expected to flow in from the commencement.

Photographic Club.—At the forthcoming meeting of this Club, at

Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street, on Wedm-sday next, the 12th, inst.,

the subject for discussion will l)e

—

On Dark Jiooin Illumination.

Photographic Society of Great BRiTAiN.-The next meeting of

this Society will be held on Tuesday next, the 11th instant, at. 8 p.m.,
at the Gallery, 5a, Pall Mall East, when a paper on Illumination of the

Dark Koom will be read by Captain Abney, R.E., F.R.S.

Calcutta Exhibition.—A cable niessiige has been received inti-

mating that a gold medal has been awarded to Jlr. J. H, Steward,
optician to the Government, 408, Strand, London, for his exhibits of

triple and biuuial lanterns, telescopes, field glasses, and soientifio

instruments.

LONDON GAZETTE, Friday, February 29, 1884.
ScOTCn Seqcestratiox.

Alrxan'dkr SiMrsox and Thomas IlARiaAD Dol'qlas, trading as Simpson and Co.,

34, Constitution-street, Leitli, photographers.

Tuesday, March 4, 1884.
PARTNER.smi' Dissolved.

Alfred Edward Fox, Josepu WALXiia Bi-su, axd Ciiristopiier Fox, trading as
Fox, Busli, and Fox, Coinniorcial-buildiugs, IJridge-streot, Bradford, and 123, Withaui-
street, Kingston-upon-Hull, photographers and portrait painters.

Vpioards 0/260 Pages, Crown 8m.; Price Is.; Free by Post, Is, 4d.

THE B*<ITI-H JOURNAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ALMANAC,
AND PHOTOGRAPHERS DAILY COMPANION FOR 1834.

EDlTliD BY W. li. BOLTO.S'.

The work contains about 150 ORIGINAL articles of the highest practical value
from an artistic, manipulative, and scientific point of view in connection with Photo.
grapiiy—contributions which are copiously illustrated with wood engravings.

S3r The Frontispiece, taken on an Edwards's XL Dry Plate and printed in
Woodburytype, consists of a charming Portrait of the Son of I-ord,

Robert Bruce in the character of " THE LITTLE BEGGAR."
London : He.sky Gree.n'WOOd, Publisher, 2, York Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
Observations taken at 400, Strand, by J. H. Steward, Optician,

For three Weeks ending March 5, 1HS4.
ThESK (IBSEIIVATII)NS ARE TAKEN AT 8.30 A.M.

Max.
yob. Barometer.

.30-14

Wlud. DryBulb. WetBuIb. .Solar

Rad.
Sliade
romp.

51

Tem.

46

Remarks,

14 w 50 48 Overcast.
1.5 30-03 E 42 41 — 43 40 Cloudy.
IG .3012 E 38 35 42 33 Fine.
18 29-90 BE 37 34 — 45 34 Fine.
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2.-) 29-90 w 41 39 — 50 36 Foggy.
26 29-95 w 42 40 — 47 38 Foguy.
27
23
29

30-02 SE 37 36 — 34 Foggy.

29-95 E 37 34 43 33 Cloudy.
March

1 20-98 SE 34 33 46 30 Hazy.
:? 20-93 SSK 38 36 46 31 Oieroast.
4 29 68 SW 46 45 5-2 .30 Raining.
5 30-09 w 42 40 — 50 39 Bright & Clear.
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A NEW METHOD OF KEEPING EMULSION.
CiRCOMSTANCES Very frequently arise under which it is desirable to
make a considerable quantity of emulsion which cannot be used up
at once. We speak now more especially of amateur practice, though
the same argument will hold good with professional photographers
who may prefer to make their own plates.

In order to secure uniformity in sensitiveness and other qualities

it has been a practice, in many cases, to* mix. together several small
batches of emulsion, and so "average" the qualities—good and
bad—of all. But in proceeding on these lines a difficulty arises in

the fact that, though tlie mixture of numerous samples of emulsion,
when newly put togetlier, may represent uniformity of character in

its best degree, still that mixture must be spread upon glass and
dried as soon as possible in order to utilise to the full the ad-
vantages of uniformity. In other words, the emulsion must be
used up at once in order to avoid decomposition, partial or total,

and alteration in sensitiveness, both of which may accrue from
keeping.

The trouble involved in the operation of drying emulsion in order
to make it into " pellicle"—as it has been called in the dry state-
is sufficiently great to deter many or most small consumers from
adopting that plan, which otherwise seems to ofier a fair chance of

securing absolute uniformity in different portions of the same bulk
of emulsion, though they may be used at widely-different intervals

of time.

The conversion of emulsion into pellicle for tiie purpose of com-
mercial supply is a branch of the <lry-plate maker's business which
is, to our mind, greatly and unwisely neglected. Very many

—

both amateui-s and professionals—who now decline to use " bought
plates" would not hesitate to adopt a commercial emulsion if it

could be placed before them in a practical form. Many and loud
are the complaints which reach iis of trivial faults in this or that

maker's plates—faults which the complainants themselves acknow-
ledge are only mechanical and not in any way connected with the
emulsion itself. Bad quality of glass is the most general complaint.
Inequality, irregularity, or absolute incorrectness in cutting to size

is another; and defective packing arrangements and many others
form a tolerably long list of faults which are beyond the control of

the consumer, who would be glad in many cases that have actually

come under our notice to continue using fh^ films to which he has be-

come accustomed, and found satisfactory in quality, if they were only
supplied to him in a usable form—that is, on good glass and cut to

proper size.

This or these difficulties would be quite met if dry -plate

raanufacturei-8 would supply a guaranteed emulsion — such as

they themselves employ in their own practice—in such a form
that, while it has keeping qualities, it is ready at any moment
for the photographer himself to apply to whatever quality of ghjss

he may choose to employ and in any fashion. Such a system
would be an actual advantage to the plate-maker, inasmuch as,

provided the emulsion be all right, he will be absolved of all

mechanical sins.

It is possible, however, on the smallest scale, to prepare an
etnulsion which will keep for any reasonable time, and thus dispense

with the aid of the professional plate-maker if he' decline to adopt
the system; indeed, if amateurs could only, by (as it were) making
" one bite at the cherry," get over the difficulty of preparing
emulsion for a season's work with one expenditure of trouble
and upsetting of ordinary arrangements, there would be many
more amateur plate-makers than there are at present. The method
we propose describing in brief will enable thia to be done on either
the small or large scale.

Everybody nowadays is familiar with the famous (or infamous)
" graph " printing surfaces, composed simply of gelatine and glycerine.
Most of us if not intimate at the present day at least remember at
some period of our existence the form of confection known as
"jujubes," which will be also found to be composed mainly of gela-
tine, sugai-, and glycerine. Now, neither of these preparations—the
chromograph mixture or the jujube—shows the slightest tendency
to decomposition or loss of strength in the gelatine, however long
they may be kept

; hence we may calculate that the preservative
action of the glycerine and saccharine matter is worth consideration
from a photographic point of view.

As a matter of fact—led in that dii-ection by the ideas given
above—we have been experimenting with an emulsion for keeping
purposes with results that we venture to think will commend the
process to many more than those who merely want to save trouble
in the preparation of their plates. There are many possible appli-
cations of the principle or principles involved, but we shall deal
only with one in the present article, namely, the preparation of a
" keeping " emulsion in a portable form.

This preparation, whatever may be the actual shape in which it
is finally moulded, is practically a " chromograph " mixture plm
bromide of silver ; that is to say, a n^ixture of gelatine, glycerine,
and bromide of silver, with as small a quantity of water as possible.'
The sensitive salt is formed by one or other of the "precipita-

tion" methods. AVe do not recommend any special one, all being
equally applicable. The bromide, having been prepared in a fine
state of division and washed free of all soluble matter, is mixed
with the gelatine and glycium, so as to form a very strong jelly (if

the form in which we are accustomed to find jujubes can be called
"jelly"), in which state the preservative or antiseptic action of the
glycerine will suffice to render the preparation practically inde-
structible.

Here is a formula briefly given, as we shall have to retam to the
subject in different phases subsequently:

—

Silver nitrate 480 grains.
Potassium bromide 360 „

Mix and precipitate by any of the well-known methods. To the
precipitated bromide thus obtained add

—

Gelatine 1 ounce.
Glycerine i

Water % ouncea
Alcohol ] ounce.
Salicylic acid 5 grains.

Shred the gelatine very finely, and throw it into the vessel con-
taining the silver bromide. Mix the glycerine and water, pour into
the same vessel, and allow to soak, stirring at intervals in order to
bring every portion of the gelatine into contact with the aqueous
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glycerine. After an hour or two apply heat, and liquefy with con-

stant stirring in order to render the mixture homogeneous. When all

the gelatine ia dissolved and the bromide equally spread throughout

the solution heat the alcohol in a glass flask, and, having dissolved

the salicylic acid therein, pour it gradually into the gelatino-bromide

mixture, stirring vigorously for some time. Then allow the whole

to " set," and the preparation is complete.

"When quite cold this will be found to form a hard, solid mass,

which presents a slight tackiness and may be handled with as little

inconvenience or danger as if it were perfectly desiccated. The

preservative action of the glycerine suffices to keep it for practically

any length of time, and it is ready for use in a very short period

when required.

The method of use and other applications we must postpone until

next week ; meanwhile we can fully recommend our readers to try

this method in view of the approaching season.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC USES OF A NICOL PRISM.

In an article in our last issue, on Polarised Light, we spoke of a

bundle of nine or ten glass plates as the most effective source of

polarisation, when the object to be attained is the projection of

crystalline or other structures on the screen by means of the lantern.

It will readily be understood, however, that the formation of an

image, when such an obstacle is interposed in the path between the

object itself and the objective, will be, practically, impossible, on

account of the great number of reflections and refractions to which

it is necessarily subjected by a series of transmissions through nine

plates almost indefinitely multiplied. For this reason, although the

bundle answers quite well for polarising a beam of light, it cannot

be admitted as a factor in the transmission of those rays which are

eii roiUe towards the formation of an image, or as part of an optical

system engaged in such formation.

This will be well understood from the following -.—Let a bundle

of nine plates be interposed at the polarising angle between the eye

and any well-lighted object of a marked character, and it will be

found that, apart altogether from the loss of light sustained, distinct

vision cannot be obtained.

Quite contrary to this is the nature of the image observed when
employing the Nicol prism as a means of observation. No displace-

ment and consequent confusion are created by its agency, and hence
it may be fittingly interposed between an object and its image with-
out affecting the formation of the latter, except as regards the
polarisation of the rays by which it is formed. It thus becomes, in

the present state of our knowledge of the properties of substances,
the most perfect means by which photography is capable of being
employed in connection with polarised light. We may here state
that the included angle in all photographs of the character under
consideration is necessarily very small. Although subject, however,
to this drawback, they possess a utility diflicult to over-estimate. A
few of the services capable of being rendered to photography by
the Nicol prism will now be described.

In referring to the means by which certain classes of foliage may
be photographed we may, first of all, direct attention to the fact
that when looking upon a mass of foliage having smooth, shining
leaves, which reflect light freely, this tendency is found to pre-
dommate to such an extent that all attempts to photograph them
result only in total failure in representing them as they really
exist. The photograph will show them as if the leaves were
covered with snow. Now look at them through a Nicol prism, and
rotate it slowly until the polarised rays reflected from the leaves
are stopped by or absorbed in the prism, and then the glitter and
the reflection are lost, and the surfaces of the leaves become as if
formed of green velvet, the other portions of the vegetable structure
undergoing no change.

To apply this to the photographic lens: the best form of objective
to which we have yet attached a prism is the ordinary landscape
combination, consisting of a single achromatic plano-convex or
meniscus lens, having a diaphragm in front and a tubular pro-
jection in front of the diaphragm in which to insert the prism
the fittings suficiently loose to permit of the prism being easily

rotated. The prism must be large—certainly of larger dimensions

than the diaphragm. Having focussed the foliage, rotate the

prism until the reflected light from the leaves has been depolarised,

and then let the exposure be made. For purposes of comparison a

second negative should be taken immediately afterwards without

depolarising the light. The difference between the two will be

found most marked.

The glare reflected from the surface of water will, under most

conditions, be found to consist of polarised light. We need

scarcely remark that under certain circumstances, when walking

by the side of a stream from which light is brightly reflected,

it is impossible, because of this reflection, to see not only the

bottom but. even below the surface to any extent whatever. Now
let the services of the Nicol prism be utilised as an eyepiece (we

may here say that this prism neither magnifies nor diminishes the

object examined), and upon rotating it slowly, as before, a point

is reached at which the reflected light becomes extinct, and the

surface of the water no longer forms a barrier to the investigation

of the contents of the water and of the bottom. Fish, where

present, along with other objects previously quite invisible, are

plainly seen through the pellucid water now deprived of the power

of interposing its reflections between the eyes of the observer and

the treasures held in its depths. What the eye here distinguishe:^,

that can the camera photograph under the circumstances of de-

polarisation described as beijig necessary in connection with foliago.

It is well known to all who are familiar with the phenomena of

polarisation that the pure blue sky in the north, when viewed at a

height of about 45°, radiates polarised light in rich profusion. If an

examination be made by means of the Nicol prism this portion of the

sky will appear dark to a degree more or less marked according to the

special part examined and the rotatory position of the prism. Now
repeat this examination when a small fleecy cloud (so feeble in its

luminous radiations as to be scarcely visible) moves across lh.it

portion of the sky, and the curious phenomenon of a nearly pure

white cloud upon a black ground is witnessed. We have here

merely to repeat that what is thus discerned by the observer's eye

may, by the means previously described, be delineated upon tlio

sensitive photographic plate.

Not to speak of selenites and the numerous crystallisations which
can be properly seen only by polarised light, there are innumerable

objects in both the vegetable and animal kingdom which would
defy the utmost skill of the scientist to photograph were he not

aided by polarisation. Let him, by way of example, try to re-

pi'oduce photographically, by means of ordinary light, a thin section

of a rhinoceros' horn, a pellicle of the skin of an onion, a tliiu

crystal of hyposulphite or carbonate of soda produced by evaporat-

ing upon glass a weak solution, sugar, hippuric acid, tartaric acid,

silver nitrate, and other articles which could be enumerated by the

hundred, and what a signal failure must he experience I These
articles have form and richly-varied internal structure, but the eye

of the most skilled observer and also the eye of the camera are

blind to their beauties. Let but a ray of polarised light illumine

them and instantly they undergo a change—not in their nature, but
in their visibility. Their wonderful structure stands revealed, eacli

portion in colour differing from another, their backgrounds being
black, blue, red, green, purple, orange, or one of the many bright
hues capable of being obtained by the agency of selenites. Any
colour or ground may be produced at will without aft'ecting the
object itself, and this affords the photographer an opportunity of

selecting that which contrasts best with the character of the object
being photographed.

A SAFE LIGHT.
At one of the monthly technical meetings of the Photographic
Society of Great Britain, when Mr. W. E. Debenhani's exceedingly-
interesting proposal that has of late been so much before photo-
graphers was under discussion, we noted a remark made by Mr.
Payne Jennings which recent experiments strengthen us in believing
to be as true as it was pithy. He said :—"I think that there is not
any Ught which is perfectly safe j therefore, if a valuable negative
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is being developed, my advice would be not to go too near ;iriy iiglit

until the image is well out." The gist of the whole discussion

is contained in the first part of the sentence, whatever views may
1)0 held as to its practical application in the latter half. We have
lately been experimenting with a very large number of "safe"'

light.-i, and the results have nniformly shown that a safe light does

not actually exist. "We, of course, refer not to plates specially

prepared to register the action of rays of low refrangibility, but to

ordinary commercial dry plates, such as would be found in the

dark room of any photographer in the kingdom. We nnliesitatingly

state that we have not yet tried h single one of the so-called "safe

lights"—or, more particularly, we should say "light filterers"

—

which would fail to allow a plate to be acted upon if placed in the

most suitable position to receive any actinic r.adialion, if such were

present.

The subject is complicated by many side issues, which, after

desci'ibing our experiments, we may treat in turn in the endeavour

(o indicate the practical conclusions that may be drawn from them.

That ruby glass alone is not a safe light has long ago been defi-

nitely testified ; for the spectroscope proves that it allows some of the

blue r.iys to pass, so that the old two thicknesses of ruby ghiss would

simply slightly lessen the amount passed through. With regard to

the effect of diflerent layers of the same coloured light filterer, Mr.

A. Cowan's experiments, ;is narrated in our pages last week, do but

give a useful practical exemplification of a well-known fact. Thus

Professor Tait, lecturing upon the subject of absorption, &c., says :

—

" If I take a number of pieces of glass, light which has passed through

one of these is capable of passing in greater part or percentage

through the next, and what has been sifted through two of them
will in still greater percentage pass through the third, and so on."

Thus Mr. Cowan proved that when yellow paper had performed its

sifting functions upon the light a piece of glass of different colour

hid far more elFeclive action than two extra thicknesses of paper,

while before the light had been sifted it did not equal one sheet.

Our own experiments have been with a large number of aniline

dyes, and they were designed so as to assimilate in practice the

experience of those who work with artificial light. We tried to

find not what was a safe-working distance, but what medium (if

any) was safe at any distance. Our coloured screens were jilaced

four inches from a No. (i bat'swing bunier, and gelatine plates of

various types were used.

An opaque screen, provided with a small aperture having an ar-

rangement for holding various pieces of coloured glass, was placed

in front of the light. We may here say that for coating glass with

dyes we found collodion, though giving so fragile a film, far prefer-

able to varnish, as the latter had an unpleasant trick, when strongly

coloured, of losing its cohesion and drying in clots
—"sessing," as the

paintei's term it. The gelatine plates were placed immediately in

front of the flame and one inch from this aperture, which was
lirovided with different glasses, obscured with paper, &c. Leaving

on one side the results of the many other dyes we used we will

confine our details to the effects of those made with aurine and
roseine, they being well known and as effective as any.

It may be well to oteerve that in all cases we judged of the effect

by placing a plate in an ordinary developer for an average length of

time, and observed the effect before fixing, as a slight impression is

more easily seen before than after fixing, and time also is saved.

Plain ruby glass gave a strong impression ; double thickness a

similar result. The same glass with one thickness of orange tissue

I>aper was plainly impressed in one second ; with two thicknesses

also strong action was apparent. We then, leaving in situ the ruby
glass and the two thicknesses of paper, placed a screen of aurine

glass, and gave four, ten, and twenty seconds' exposure. The four

seconds' exposure gave sufficient proof of action to have utterly

ruined any negative.

Next, the paper was removed and ground glass substituted,

when, as before, a "snap" exposure gave an impression. Not to

make our details too wearisome, we may say we added successively

to the screen of ruby and ground glass one sci-een of aurine, one of

roseine, two of aurine, two of roseine, two of aurine, and one of

roseine ; two of roseine and one of aurine ; two of aurine and two
of roseine. The colour of the screens was very deep. In every

case, if a plate were licid before Ihc aiierlure for such a length of

time as an operator working by lamp- or gas-light might hold R
negative to ascertain if a face (for example) were " sharp," the

light acted sufficiently to produce a decided impression sufficient

entirely to mar the brilliancy of a negative if developed ont
It will thus be seen that, so far as our experiments carry us, no

screens obstructed all the actinic light, and that, therefore, a "safe"
light was not given by them. In practice, however, the negative

could never be developed in such a glare ; and, it it were held up
close to the light to examine it for sharpness or density, it would be
nearer the conclusion of the development, when, if even any effect

were produced, it would not be allowed to develope out, the nega-

tive itself being fully developed, perhaps, at the time when any
light-stain produced would only be faintly indicated, if at all. The
old idea that light will act slightly or not at all upon a plate wetted
with the developing solution is entirely untenable (as anyone can

ascertain in a moment by comparison), so that no immunity
from fog, when using unsuitable light, can be expected on that

account.

It is, therefore, obvious that when daylight is used the suita-

bility, or the reverse, of a screen depends entirely upon the posi-

tion of the window with regaid to the light of the plate and to

the window. On placing a gelatine plate (say) two feet from a gas

flame it would be found that if ruby glass were placed on the nega-

tive it would be some minutes before a plate was impres.sed ; but if

the glass were placed almost close to the flame a few seconds only

would be required. It is simply a question of the amount of light

the plate received, and simihu- conditions prevail in daylight illu-

mination.

Then, again, in fixing upon a safe light, even at a working distance

from the flame, it must be remembered that though safety would be

secured under ordinary circumstances it might not under slightly

unusual conditions—as, for example, when a plate required a long

time to develope and an extra quantity of ammonia. The stray

light that would give a developable impression in a couple of

minutes might develope into a highly-injurious stain after the lapse

of a long and forced treatment with alkaline pyro. We have before

us as we write a conspicuous example of this from the hands of a
well-known professional photographer. He used a light which he

considered perfectly safe; but on one occasion, having a very in-

teresting negative which required tedious development, he from

time to time held it before the light to examine its quality. When
finished it was observed to be fogged in patches, and after a long

examination it was discovered that the patches were caused by the

light acting upon the plate through breaks in the backing of

coloured collodion with which it was coated.

The plain conclusion to be derived from these experiments is that

every photographer should test the suitability of the light he

employs, or proposes to employ, by the touchstone of practice. Let

him expose a plate under a mask (say) for four and for twenty

minutes in the position it would occupy during development, and
also for a briefer period in the favourite position for examining it

for density or sharpness : the appearance it exhibits after develop-

ment for (say) five and for ten minutes will be a sure guide as to

whether or not he is working under a " safe" light

OLD PRINTS.

Agaix the fading of silver prints has been prominently brought

forward at the meetings of two of our photographic societies. At
the last meeting of the Glasgow Photographic Association the

cause of the fading of silver prints was the topic discussed, the

subject being opened by Mr. Duthie, who expressetl his opinions

at some length, as will be found in our issue of last week. At the

last meeting of the South Ijondon Photographic Society, our old

friend and contributor, Mr. E. Dunmore, read an excellent paper

entitled Old Photngraphi (a portion of which will be found on page

169), on which a highly-interesting as well as instructive discussion

followed ; as also did an adjourned disicussion on whether prints

made on ready-sensitised pa|>er are more or less perumuent than

those on paper of home preparation.
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At the latter meeting a large collection of old paper plioto-

graplis, toned by different methods, were phown by the reader of

the paper, the C'liairman, Messrs. Foxlee, Ayres, York, and others,

the date of the production of some of them being so far back as

the year 1851. The oldest ones were a couple of small prints

(evidently calotypes) shown by Mr. Ayres, which are still in a

good state of preservation. So also were some salted paper prints,

thirty yeara' oM, believed to be toned by the old sel cTor process,

exhibited by M r. Foxlee. Others of a more recent date were in

different states of preservation ; the majority of them, however, it

may be mentioned, although twenty years' old and upwards, were

in a far better state of preservation than many we have seen

which have not b.^en produced as many months. In some of the

examples (although they were said to have been mounted witli

gum, and had evidently been kept in a damp place, so that the

mounts had become mouldy) the prints themselves were un-

changed.

Although such an interesting collection of photographs of ancient

date were shown, and an animated discussion upon them ensued,
we regret that very little new light was thrown upon the subject of

fading generally. However, one point—and an important one,

too—appears to have been established, namely, that the larger the
quantity of reduced silver is which forms the image the more
permanent the picture is likely to prove. Also, that with strong
negatives and strongly-sensitised paper a larger amount of silver is

reduced, and, consequently, greater stability may be anticipated
than when the conditions are reversed. This was tolerably well
exemplified by one of the examples shown. It was an unmounted
stereoscopic picture, taken some thirty years ago in a single-lens

camera with two exposures. Owing to a diflFerence in the exposures
m the two halves they were of difTerent density ; hence one had
apparently been sh.ided in the printing, for it was explained that
from the first one side had been more vigorous than the other. The
vigorous half is in a fair state of preservation, while the other has
faded decidedly.

It will be remembered that, for a long time past, we have ex-
pressed a very decided opinion that prints which are made on
strongly-sensitised paper from vigorous negatives are those which are
always the most likely to prove permanent, and this notwithstand-
ing that they may have had less care bestowed upon their production.
Both before the meeting and since we have had the opportunity of
closely examining in daylight a number of the specimens exhibited,
as the yellowness is always more palpable in this than in artificial
light.

Some of the sulphur-toned prints had not faded at all, in the
literal interpretation of the term ; for all the detail and vigour still
existed, but the lights had become a sickly yellow. If this yellow-
ness could be removed without otherwise altering the tone a rich,
vigorous picture, full of detail and half-tone, would remain. This
remark applies equally well to many of the prints which had been*
toned and fixed in the old gold and hypo. bath.
The fading of mounted photographs is frequently attributed to

the mounting boards containing hyposulphite of soda. Mr. Dunmore
appears to be of the opinion that the presence of this salt, pure and
simple, in the print is not of necessity a source of fading. In his
paper he describes an experiment he made to determine this point,
which 18 worthy of note. He took a print that had been thoroughly
washed and cut it in two. One half was then immersed in fresh
hyposulphite solution and afterwards dried, the other half being
Kept for comparison. The half which contained the hyposulphite
proved on keeping to be quite as permanent as the other, which
was free from it. From this experiment, Mr. Dunmore is inclined
to infer that much of the fading of mounted photographs is due to
the presence of chlorine or some other deleterious material in
the mounU rather than to hyposulphite of soda.
We may here mention a somewhat similar experiment we tried

•ometirae since. A print was taken from the fixing bath and just
drawn through a dish of water to remove the Mupeifluous hypo,, in
order to prevent its crystallising out on drying. This brief washing
however, proved insnfWcient for the purpose ; hence the crystals had to
08 rubbed off after the print was dry. We mention this circumstance

merely to show that the print w,%s thoiviuglily saturated with the

salt. The print was then pinned \ip in a damp upper room. In

warm and dry weather the print was dry and crisp, and in wet it

absorbed moisture and became damp and limp. At the end of six

months it showed no change whatever. In nine months (except

that it had become very slightly yellow) there was no perceptible

alteration. At the end of a year, however, there was a very marked

change ; for, not only had it become very yellow, but it had faded badly

and only the darkest portions remained. One curious circumstance m
connection with this expci-iment wiis that for nine months there

was practically no change, but at the end of twelve months the

picture had almost disappeared, showing that when once the fading

set in it had proceeded very rapidly. This experiment, however,

differs materially from that of Mr. Dunmore's, inasmuch as we took

our print direct from the fixing bath and dried it, while he washed

his thoroughly after fixing, and then submitted it to a i)erfectly-

fresh solution of the hyposulphite.

During the discussion great stress was laid on the strength of

bath upon which the paper was floated, particularly with regard to

the "ready-sensitised" paper; and the opinion was expressed that

the ready-sensitised paper of commerce is not so highly sensitised

now as it used to be when it was first introduced, some fifteen years

or so back. In connection with this subject Mr. York remarked
that a great deal of the readj'-sensitiaed paper now made is blotted

oft' when it is removed from the silver bath ; consequently it must
necessarily contain less free nitrate than if it were allowed to dry

spontaneously.

In the discussion on the strength of the silver bath as affecting

the permanence of the prints one fact appears to have been over-

looked, or it did not receive the attention it deserved, namely,

that little or no real advantage is gained by increasing the .strength

of the silver solution unless at the same time the quantity of

chloride in the paper be correspondingly increased.

A certain excess of nitrate of silver in the paper over and above

that necessary to convert the whole of the chloride in the albumen
into chloride of silver is required, but beyond that no material

advantage is gained by a further addition. By increasing the

quantity beyond a certain point we only get so much more free

nitrate of silver in the paper which is washed out prior to toning
;

but, if the chloride in the iilbumeii be augmented at the same time

that the strength of the nitrate of silver bath is increased, a material

advantage will be gained, as a greater body of chloride will be pro-

duced. It is this, and not the nitrate, which is necessary to form the

image.

Wk learn that it has been decidetl to liold the next convention of

the Photographers' Association of America at Cincinnati, the
proceedings to commence in the Music Hall on July 2!) next.

From a report of a meeting of the Chicago Photographic Associa-
tion we find that the value of the combined green and orange light

is being recognised in the western capital. Mr. Oentilo—an emi-
nent photographer in that city—says that he has used this light in his

dark room for some time and is much pleased with it. He has
proved it to be all that has been claimed for it by writers in the

English journals.

From a review of Dr. Liesegang's work on carbon printing in one
of our American contemporaries, we find among those who are
credited (whether by the author or the reviewer we cannot tell)

with aiding in bringing carbon to its pre-seiit state, the name of
" Mungo Park." As the intrepid Abyssinia traveljer is understood
to have "shuffled off this mortal coil" long antecedent to the firet

inception of carbon printing we imagine that there must be some
misunderstanding existing. Presumablj', our lately deceased Scottish

savant, Mr. M. Ponton, is meant. He, at anyrate, had some small
claim to be mentioned in such connection, whereas Mr. M. Park is

not known to have had any.

It is lamentable to find that any professional photographer can
entertain such contracted ideas as to close his account with a
respectable firm of dealers in photographic materials solely because
they also sui)plied their goods to photographic amateurs. But it
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stands on record in several American photographic journala. The
name of the photographic lirm is given as L. M. Aleliiuder and Bro.,
Chicago. Has any reader ever heard of this tirin before, especially in
connection with advances of any kidd whatever in pliotojjr.iphic art
or science I They write—" We have found the practice of amateurs
to work positive injury to our business, and we are compelled to do
what we can to discourage this amateur business in order that we
may protect ourselves." The other Chicago professionals apparently
reprobate such sentiments, as the foregoing enunciation only excited
amusement.

OsE of the most singular facta in connection with e.xplosions of
the nii.Yed g.ases at magic lantern exhibitions is the rarity with
which a fatal accident is the direct consequence of the explosion,
And the sad affair at Chadderton appears to offer another instance
in the same direction. In this case, ;ia our readers are aware, it was
ether and oxygen that were being used ; but Mr. Lewis Wright (an
expert in all lantern niattei-s), in a connnunication to a coutemporai-y,
states that the apparatus could not have been one made by the
inventor of the " ethoxo." He writes :

—" I cannot imagine an
accident with proper apparatus properly used ; but it is necessary
to state that a great deal of ether apparatus is being offered to the
public which contains elements of great danger." It is well to call

attention to thus statement of opinion, as it would be a great pity
that a useful apparatus should unjustly be credited with a terrible
accident.

No one could speak on such topics with greater weight than the gentle-
man to whom we refer. lie has devoted much time to perfecting
of plans for exhibiting on the screen all kinds of optical effects
and arrangements. The class of phenomena exhibited at the
London and Provincial Photographic Association at the end of hist
month is his especial study ; indeed, many of the slides then shown
were made by him. Those of our readei-s who tlo not possess his
work on Li(//tt, published some little time ago, cannot do better than
provide themselves with a copy. It is not very expensive, it

explains many phenomena having the closest relation to photo-
graphy, and enters into the fullest details of the best manner of
projecting on the screen all phenomena of polarisation, interference,
and other chromatic eti'ects.

The present—the fifty-fourth—year of the British Association for
the Advancement of Science witnesses a novel departure, the meet-
ing, as our re.iders will remember, -taking place at Montreal, on the
27th August. Naturally, all arrangements, election of oiKcers, and
soforth, have to be maiie earlier than usual on this occasion, and
already a complete list of officials, he.aded by the President-elect,
the Right Honourable Lord Rayleigh, D.C.L., F.R.S., Professor of
Experimental Physics in the University of Cambridge, is published.
Amongst them we notice few names connected with photography. It
is expected that the gentlemen who will deliver public lectures,
which form so popular a feature of the week's entertainment,
will be Mr. W. Crookes, the Rev. Mr. Dallinger, and Professor
Ball. One of the subjects selected by the committee for special
discussion is the " Connection of Sunspots with Terrestrial
Phenomena." Most liberal arrangements have been m.ade by the
railway and steamship companies; indeed, one company—the
Canadian Pacific Railway—offers free travelling to all members
of the Association from August 1st to the period when the
excursion to the Rocky Mountains takes place, and for this it offers
a free ticket to one hundred and fifty members.

We need not inform our readers that photographic work of the
highest quality is done in Canada, and we do not doubt that all

photographers joining the meeting will be welcomed by their con-
freres across the water. If they should be inclined to take cameras
and plates they will be able to enrich their albums with views
entirely different in character from such as they would be likely
to obtain at home.

TuK addition of only one per cent, of ammonia to water lowers its

freezing point about two degrees, while potash only reduces i

slightly over one degree, and soda a little over a degree and a-half.*

We extract the following full details of M. E. L. Ande's mode of
refining shellac. Three and a-qnarter pounds of soda are dissolved
in nine and a-half gallons of w^ater contained in a small boiler or
kettla. Eleven pou ds of crude shellac are added in small quantities

at a time, giving a turbid solution poMessing the cbaracteristio
odour of shellac and a violet-red colour. The liquid is boiled for
a few minutes, and, while hot, a wooden air-tight cover is oemented
on the vessel. When the liquid is quite cold the cover is removed,
and the thin Ciiko of fat which is fuund on the surface is separated.
The solution is filtered through linen, the clear filtrate slowly
decomposed with dilute sulphuric acid, and the resulting i<recipiUle
washed with water till no acid reaction remains. The washed resin
is now pressed and melted in boiling water, when it can be shaped
with the fingers. This shellac is cooled in water containing glycerol,
and, when hard, is dried. The refined shellac forms yellowish-
white, glistening tufts which, when dry, m-e yellowish-brown.
It should entirely dissolve in alcohol.

Thk value of ])hotography for educational purposes—using the
word in its true sense—is well seen in a communication from Mr.
C. T. Gatty, the (\irator of the Mayer Museum, Liverpool (who is

now travelling in Greece), to Sir James Picton, Chairman of the
Committee. Mr. Gatty says :—" Although it is impossible by means
of photograpliy or drawings to give any complete idea of the beauty
and grandeur of the position of these ancient buildings, it is not diffi-

cult by such means to give the student a very fair notion of their
architectural features, their respective dates, their various purposes,
and their sculptured decorations. I have, therefore, made a stlec-
tion of photographs illustrating some of the more interesting
matters suggested by the above-mentioned points." With such
noble monuments around, telling him of the intellectual advance-
ment and the artistic culture of those who erected them more than
two thousand years ago, Mr. Gatty must have had an embarrcu de
ric/iesse to select from, but he would appear to have chosen well.
He alludes to a connection, or resemblance, in style shown in the
earlier Greek ornaments as instanced in tiiose found at Mycena»,
with the Anglo-Saxon at one extreme and the Maoris at the other,
and links them with Egyptian, Assyrian, and Phoenician results.
One collection of photographs is to illustrate these points. He has
a photograph of the Theatre of Dionysius and other views as iDi

teresting as they are instructive. Altogether, when collected in one
spot, there can be no doubt that Mr. Gatty'a small collection will
draw many visitors and be of great value.

The celebrated Portuguese amateur, Carlos Relvas, has just
appeared in a new rule. In the last number of La Nature is

described and figured a new lifeboat, of which he is the inventor,
and which presents such novel and ingenious features that it has
been the subject of a special Government trial, through which
ordeal it has passed very satisfactorily.

The continually-increasing number of advertisements of photo-
graphic apparatus for amateurs is a most striking feature of the
progress i)iiotogra|)hy is making. There must be thousands of
amateur iihotograjjliers throughout this country .ilone, and in
America the desire to photograph seems to have become almost
a craze. The New York Times has a very droll article on The Real
Cause (that is, of great increase of insjinity)—which it gravely
proposes to set down to the rage for amateur photography, and the
state of mental vacuity caused by the never-cea.sing variety of dry
plates and the formulie for developing them. The article concludes
by saying that—"It is estimated that the different combinations of

chemicals which may be used as ' developew ' amount to 37,218,
an<l the unhappy man who begins the search for the very best
'developer' is on the high road to insanity. What is said of
plates and 'developers' applies also to 'fixing baths,' 'toning
baths,' and the countless processes which various photographers
have adopted. Each photographer has his own pet processes,

and looks with scorn on all others. If the beginner knows only
three photographers these are quite enough to overthrow his mental
balance. No matter on what question bearing on photography he
may consult the three photographers, efich one will give him an
answer toUdly different from tho.se of the other two. There are
few men strong enough to preserve their serenity in this conflict of

opinion. The intellect of the ordinary amateur reels under il^ and
he becomes a hopeless mental wreck. Our lunatic a-syluois are now
crowded with men who rave of developers and toning baths,
aud who solemnly conjure a visitor by all he may hold sacred never
to use Smith's or Robinson's plates, but to stake his eternal soul on
the supreme excellence of Thom|>8on's plates and Jackson's
' developer.' Every amateur who has tried dry-plate photography
and preserved his reason will hixve no difliculty in attrionting
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the recent growth of insainty to the introduction of dry plates.

We need search no further to liud out why our lunatic asylums are

crowded. The insidious dry plate and the plausible developer

furnisli the explanation that medical men have sought in vain."

MR. W. B. WOODBURY.
Few names, probably, are more familiar to photographers through-

out the world than that of the subject of our illustration. Not only

haa Mr. Woodbury's name been permanently ideutiKed with an

important printing method of which he was the inventor,

but in many other departments of photography he has been

well known for many years past as an ardent and indefatig-

able worker. To give anything like a complete list of his

achievements as an inventor would require more space than we
could afford in a single number, but the processes by which
his name will be specially handed down to posterity are the

Woodburytype, photo-tiligrane, and the Stannotype, all three

involving the same principle but with different applications. Not
only as an inventor is Mr. Woodbury known, for he is also a skilful

practical photographer, and no one who has had the privilege of

inspecting his Italian series of landscapes will be inclined to deny
liim the right to tlie title of artist as well as photographer.

The number of medals and other awards that Mr. Woodbury has

gained is very large. A portion only of them tills a goodly-sized

frame, forming a trophy of which any one might be proud. Curiously

enough, until comparatively recently, England was almost the only

civilised country tliat had failed to recognise the merits of her own
son ; but this defect has been remedied by the award of the pro-

gress medal of the Photographic Society, and, again, a medal for

the Stannotype process at the last exhibition.

A VESSEL FOR LIQUEFYING EMULSION AND
COATING PLATES.

Various devices and means for retaining gelatine in a iiuid con-

dition while being employed in the coating of plates have been
brought under public notice. That which we are now about to

describe will, we venture to affirm, approve itself to most readers as

fulfilling in every essential feature the requirements of an effective

pouring vessel for this ])urpose. It was exhibited by Mr. A. L.
Henderson at a recent meeting of the London and Provincial
Photographic Association, where it was received with much favour.

A porcelain vessel—of a shape suggestive of a rather nan-ow
marmalade jar, but having a suitable lip for pouring from and with
a species of flange round the upper edge—is made to tit into a tin

jug having a handle. This jug is so much deeper than the interior
porcelain vessel as to permit of a space of a few inches between
the two at the bottom ; that is to say, the bottom of tlie porcelain
vessel when in situ is a few inches above that of the metallic juf.
In this space is titted on gimbals a tiny lamp of the night-light
ffenns, which always preserves its level position like the clird rif a
mariner's compass, no matter to what extent the vessel in which it

is contained may be tilted ; even if laid on its side or turned bottom
up the lamp will not be affected in the slightest degree. The heat
from this little lamp is sutficient to ensure the gelatine beinw
retained in a tluid form during the period it remains lighted. In so
far, therefore, as its functions of heating are concerned the ap-
pliance is a success.

But the lamp has a still further use. In front of the tin vessel
is a square aperture glazed with non-actinic glass ; and the lamp, in
addition to giving sufficient heat to keep the gelatine in a fluid state,
through this pane also gives light enough to permit of the opera-
tion of coating the plate being conducted with perfect safet}'.

Inside of the porcelain pouring vessel is a tubular funnel reaching
fromtop to bottom, over the lower end of which is tied a piece of
filtering material. Into this funnel is thrown from time to time
lumps of unmelted emulsion which, from contact with that still
remaining in the vessel, soon become liquefied, and the emulsion
filters out into the larger vessel by which it is surrounded.
The apparatus thus briefly described has much to recommend it

It IS easily and cheaply constructed, and is said to perform its
work well. -

A FRENCH LITTERATEUR ON MR. CECIL Y
SHADBOLTS BALLOON PICTURES.

Is the current number of La ^^atme is an interesting and ap-
preciative article, founded on (he now well-known examples o

balloon photography executed by our esteemed correspondent,

Mr. Cecil V. Shad bolt ; and, knowing the interest taken in the

subject by so many of our readers, we here present it in full :

—

Is it necessary (asks M. Tissandier, the editor) to dwell upon the

interest attaching to this problem of balloon photography, whioli lias

already attracted the attention of aeronauts, photogi-aphers, and
military engineers? To collect ijlans high up in the air, to impress

upon the negative the images of clouds and the beautiful optical effects

one admires in liigher regions of the atmosphere, or in time of war to

bring down tu tlie earth photographs of a fortress or of the enemy's

camp—how marvellous

!

M. Nadar long since made many essays to take photographs from a

balloon, and obtained encouraging results in the car of the captive

balloon moored in the Hippodrome, in 1808. The photographic ap-

paratus was suspended at the extreme limit of the cable, two hundred
metres high. The view taken showed the Arc de 'J'riomphe and the

streets leading to it ; but the picture leaves much to be desired in the

matter of sharpness. M. Dagron succeeded in taking a panorama of

Paris from the car of the captive balloon of 1878 at a heiaht of five

hundred metres. In 1880 M. Paul Desmarets, at present Director of

the Meteorological Observatory at Douai, greatly advanced this question,

and our aerial colleague published in La Nuliire an interesting article

upon the experiments, with an engraved reproduction of the pictures he

obtained—oue representing the eai th from a height of eleven hundred
metres, and the other the clouds and sky at thirteen hundred metres.

The originals of these curious engravings are now at the Museum of

Arts and Manufactures.

At a more recent period fresh experiments were undertaken in

America, and Colonel Laussedat was lately good enough to send me a

photographic view of the city of Boston taken from a balloon, with

regard to which he stated Mr. Glaisher, the learned English meteoro-

logist, had written to him. The proof is certainly very curious, but,

like the others, fails in the point of sharpness, and, further, appeai-s to

have been taken at a low elevation.

During the last exhibition of the Photographic Society of Loudon,
the attention of visitors was drawn to a magnificent photograph taken
from a balloon at the height of about six hundred and fifty metres, by
a clever English operator, Mr. Cecil V. Shadbolt. This iihotograph is,

beyond doubt, the most remaikable obtained up to the present time

from the car of a balloon. Its author has, at our request, kindly sent

us a copy, which we reproduce below with the utmost exactitude

of which wood engraving is capable.

The negative was obtained by tlie gelatino-bromide process with an
apparatus fixed by a kind of movable liinge to the ledge of the car of the

balloon "Sunbeam." This balloon has already been used for five

photographic ascents by Mr. Shadbolt and his assistant, Mr, William
Dale.

We have received five aerial photographs from the clever worker.

The first was executed at a height of eight hundred and fifty metres,

the second at about five hundred, the third at nine hundred and
twenty-three, and the fourth close upon a thousand metres high. The
photographs resemble maps of great delicacy, in which may be recog-

nised houses, roads, fields, and the Thames ; but certain difficulties

still remain to be faced.

The fifth proof—the one we reproduoe^on the contrary, borders
upon jjerfection, and must be described as a great step in advance. It

was taken at a height of six hundred and fifty metres near Stamford
Hill, in the North of London. The railway represented shows the

junction of the Enfield line upon the Great Eastern with that of

Tottenham and Hampstead. A railway bridge crossing the road is seen,

the shadow of the bridge being clearly visible and giving remarkable
relief to the picture. The railway station is seen and a train in motion
with the smoke of the engine. A house appears beautifully sharp in

the print; we can plainly see with the aid of a lens its chimneys, back
yard, &c., while we are also enabled to recognise passers-by arrested in

the act of locomotion. Finally, the tramway. The other parts of the

photograph represent roofs of houses in regular rows, side bj' side,

with similar gardens all of the same size, after the English fashion.

To the left may be seen trees clearly delineated. We again add that

we allude to the photograjih itself, and that our engraving can only give

an imitation by no means closely approaching the original.

We congratulate Mr. Cecil V. Shadbolt upon the beautiful results

he has obtained, which, we trust, will soon lead to still further

advances.

STANNOTYPE.
No. VI.

The photometer scale described in the last aiticle may be used in

two different wjiys. If upon glass, the various tints may be marked
with opaque ink, with figures representing their different values, so

that, as in the Warnerke scale, the last—or, in this case, the

desired—reading will be given by the representative figure in

white upon a slightly-tinted ground. But this system necessitates

constant reference to the photometer, which must necessarily par-
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take of the character of an ordinary printing-frame, each examina-
tion requiring the opening of the hinged back. It lias this

advantage, however—that a number of frames may be watched at

once by its means.

I

Thus, supposing that we have a number of reliefs to make at one
I time, and that we know the printing value of the different trans-

parencies and the number on the photometer scale that best suits

each individually, we have only to put them out along with the
photometer, and as each tint is registered the corresponding frames
are taken in, and so on until all are finished.

But this is a souiewliat troublesome method upon which to work.
The system involved in the ^yoodbury photometer is far preferable

—

that is, the colouration of the sensitive paper to a tint or scale of

tints visible without any interference with the apparatus. The
graduated scale, described in the last article, is perfectly applicable
to this purpose. If printed by the stannotype process upon paper
in the ordinary manner, with ink of a suitable colour to repi-eseut

the changes that occur in silvered p.aper under the action of liglit,

we have all that we require. If a small aperture bo cut or punched
out of each " tint," so that a portion of the sensitive paper is fully

exposed to light, we have only to watch the moment when tlie

colouration reaches the same depth as the surrounding tint bearing
the miraber which we know to correspond with the transparency or
negative we are using. The cheapness and the ease of preparation
of such scales will recommend them to all who work either the
stannotype or carbon process.

It was mentioned in the last article that each printing-frame
might liave its own photometer; but, preferably, we should say
that each transparency or negative should have that distinction.

The printing-frame may be used for clichds of all types and all

densities, and will thus require a range of tints to suit all. But in

the ciise of a transparency or negative, with its own photometer
attached and its ))rinting value or requirements known, a single
tint of known value or, at most, two or three are all that are
i-equisite.

Here we may accept a suggestion of M. Leon Vidal to provide
each click'' with its own photometer of three tints only, the centre
one of which represents the exposure necessary ; and when the
sensitive paper is coloured to that tint the two outer ones will be
respectivel}' lighter and darker, and, in fact, form a sort of marginal
reference. Such scales in paper can be readily made either by the
stannotype or carbon processes. A very handy form of photometer
scale of this kind was described by Mr. W. E. Debenham, we
believe, in our Almanac a few years ago. It consists of a scale of
tints, printed in carbon tissue, with an aperture in each to permit
of the exposure of the slip of sensitive paper; and we can answer
that it has served remarkably well for a variety of purposes in
connection with carbon printing.

But, for the longer exposures necessary to the production of
printing reliefs, it is scarcely possible to arrange either a suffi-

ciently-elastic scale of tints or a sufficiently-slow printing paper to
suit the purpose ; it is, therefore,neces.sary to resort to special means

—

such as those adopted in the Woodbury photometer—for attaining
the same result, namely, the interposition between the sensitive
paper and the light of a coloured medium in the shape of a piece
of yellow or orange glass, or, preferably, a thin sheet of coloured gela-
tine, several of which of vai-y ing depths of colour may be kept at hand.
For ordinary carbon printing the range of tints will be found quite
sufficient when used in this manner; but if placed upon ghiss and
employed after the manner of the Warnerke screen, any depth of
colour may be obtained and utilised by merely changing the
character of the ink.

So much having been said of the photometer and its use, we
!

have little more to add in connection with the printing operations,
unless it be to point to the desirability—if not absolute necessity

—

for the employment of a backing of sheet india-rubber behind the
tissue. The presence of so large a proportion of hygroscopic matter,
in the shape of glycerine and sugar, renders the tissue particularly
prone to absorb moisture during a long exposure; and, as the con-
ditions which favour such absorption are generally more prevalent
on a dull day when long exposures are more particularly necessary,
the value of this suggestion will be appreciated. If it be neglected

* various defects may ensue, which will be dealt witli under the head
of failures. We shall next week proceed to describe the develop-
ment of the relief.

THE EFEECT OF SHEARING STRESS ON A SENSITIVE
SALT.

At the last meeting of the last session of the Photographic Society I
gave a paper on th« above subject, which, at the time, was commented

upon both in the Phutoyraphie Ncwn and in Thb Briti.ih JointMAL W
PiioTonHAPnv. In the latter journal tbo effect was laid to an abraaiou
uf tliu film, and not to streaa on the particles of silver bromide. Since
that time I have carried on a few experiments on the subject, tbe
results of which seem to point to a different concluaion.
When writing-paper was placed between the film and the writing

point, thougli an image of the markings developed with apparently no
abrasion, yet it mijjlit bo due to two causes—one to organic matter
from the paper pressed into the film, or to the fact that an abrasion
might have taken place imperceptible to the eye. In order to test
wliat effect abrasion really bad, a gelatine plate was marked with
a point, and a small amount of abrasion could be seen. It was then
placed in water and soaked for a few minutes, after which it was
placed near a hot-water bath till the surface of the gelatine had melted,
and no trace of any rupture in the gelatine could be traced. It was next
allowed to set and dry and then developed. The phenomena I have de-
scribed in my last paper presented themselves as before ; but a remark-
able thing occurred, viz., that the developed writing wsa as sharp as if

the surface had remained unaltered by melting. This pointed to
the fact that the real effect was produced Mom the abrasion.
To test this a plate was written on as before, tbe gelatine melted

to the very surface of the plate, and a gentle r<icking given to it to dis-

place the sensitive salt next the glass. The gelatine was allowed to set
again, and then developed. In this experiment the writing was tliickeneU

and cliatorled, showing that the seat of the phenomenon had been reached.
I may remark that in the Iirst-de3cril>ed experiments the plate was also
rocked when the surface gelatine had melted, and this gave me an idea
in what direction further search ought to be made. The destruction of

the writing took place, as in my before-described experiments, by the
application of bichromate of potasli to the plate.

We have here, then, a furtlier step in tracking this curious phenome-
non to its source, and is in support of shearing stress exercised on tbe
sensitive salt of the film, as against mere abrasion, since the altered
sensitive salt was below the abrasion. W. de W. Abnet, F.R.8.—Photo. Journal.

HALATION.
(A communication to the Dundee and East of Scotland Photographic Association.]

Not being able to see in what way Mr. GedJea could reduce halation
by placing a blackened card behind the sensitive plate during ex-
posure, I, nevertheless, thought it only right to make a trial of the plan
before coming to a conclusion on the matter. One little experiment led
to another, and I will briefly state the results at which I arrived.

I have here a simple, non-achromatic lens of bi-convex form. If you
catcli the reflection of a bright object (such as a jet of gas) upon it you
will find that there are two images to be seen—first, an erect ima);e
from the front surface of the leus ; aud, second, an inverted image from
the back surface of the lens. A piece of ordinary glass would have
done just as well, but the curves of the lens giving an erect imago from
the front and an inverted image from the back allows the back image
to be at once recognised.

One quarter of the back surface I have covered with carbon tissue in

optical contact with it ; another quarter I have covered with a backing
of starch and " deep orange chrome ;" the rest of the back surface is

uncovered.
Now, you will find, if you stand so as to catch the iwerlcA image

ui)on the uncovered part, that this back reflection is almost as powerful
as the erect image thrown by the front surface. Turn the lens in your
hand so as to bring the inverted image upon the orange backing, and
you will now find the back reflection is only half as powerful as it was.
Turn the lens further and bring the inverted image upon the carbon
tissue, and you will find that it has all but vanished. Once more bring
the Inverted image upon the uncovered part of the back surface,

and while there place behind and in contact with the glass a blackened
card. You will find that this has not the slightest effect upon the back
reflection.

From this demonstration I conclude that carbon tissue is a better
backing than the orange chrome, and that the blackened card has no
effect in reducing back reflection. Actual experiment with the camera
confirmed these conclusions, the orange chrome giving slightly better

results than might have been expected, but in no way equal to the
backing of carbon tissue.

That halation is not entirely cured by backlog the plate, even with
carbon tissue, may bo due either to the fact that the back reflection is

not entirely obliterated by the backing, or that other causes are to be
fonnd for what is not explained by this cause.

If you examine the inverted image reflected from the surface of the

lens backed hy tissue you will find that it is very faint; and, since in

actual practice the light is still further reduced by fii-st having to pene-

trate the film, it is reasonable to suppose that any little light reflected

from such a backing must be very weak indeed.

From these and one or two other experiments I conclude there are

other causes at work ; and, stating what appear to me to be the chief

causes of halation in order of importance, I woiJd place :— First, reflec*

tion from the back of the plate (not entirely obliterated by any back-

ing). Second, reflection from the illuminated particles of bromide of
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silver acting upon adjacent particles. Third, reflection from particles

of dust floating in the camera in the vicinity of the plate, as can be

proved by filling the camera with dust and exposuig a properly-backed

plate. Fourth, a cert:viu chemical condition of the pUte—halation

being often very pronounced where the physical conditions seemed to

be entirely against its production. J. K. Tulloch, M.D.

EXPERIMENTS WITH A PYRO.-SULPHUEOUS
DEVELOPEE.

"Necessity" is, according to the old proverb, "the mother of inven-

tion," and out here in Lucerne, alter buying much experience aa to the

difficulties and delays in getting parcels from London, my stock of sul-

phite of soda ran out all but a few crystals, placing me in a clilliculty,

as I did not care to adopt any other than this clean working developer.

However, it had often occurred to me that sulphurous acid was the

active principle of the developer so far as its clean working was

concerned, a trace of that acid being used with iron developers in some

transparency-making processes, and iu bringing out the image by

development on Hutmet's paper, extra brilliancy being the result of its

employment. j t

The few crystals of sulphite of soda left out of my stock contained, ol

course, plenty of sulphurous acid, which ought to go much farther in its

free thau in its combined state. Tljis sulphurous acid is easily

liberated from the crystals by adding sulphuric acid to a solution

of them. The latter acid unites with the soda; the evil-sinelling

sulphurous acid gas is set free, and for the most part is held in solution

in the liijuid. On previous occasions 1 had put a trace of sulphuric

acid in my sulphite of soda developer to set free a little suljihurous acid,

and it was found that the sulphuric acid must be added with modera-

tion; so that some undecomposed sulphite of soda is always present,

otherwise the surplus sulphate of soda produced by the decomposition

gives to negatives the well-known yellow stain produced also by the

carbonate of soda developer, and cleanliness is lost.

A solution was accordingly made consisting of—
SOLIITION A.

Water 1 ounce.

Sulphite of soda 20 grains.

Sulphuric acid , 6 minims.

The presence of free sulphurous acid became evident from the smell.

The proportion of sulphite of soda to the ounce generally in use

for developing is rather under 200 griiins, making a saturated solution

the quantity of the salt in which variei with the temperature of

the air. Consequently in the experiment now under notice an attempt

was made to cause twenty grains of sulphite of soda to do the work
usually allotted to about 200 grains.

To some of Edwards's developing (D) solution, which chanced to be at

hand, consisting of pyrogallol, water, glycerine, and alcohol, I added

enough bromide of potassium solution to act as a restrainer, and then

thirty minims of the above solution (A), making two ounces of

developer in all. The exposed plate was subjected to the action

of this solution for a minute, and brushed while under it to clear away
possible air-bubbles ; then a little ammonia was added in the measuring

glass to the same pyro. -sulphurous solution, which was poured back
upon the plate. The result was a clean transparency, as if the

developer had contained sulphite of soda in the ordinary way. The
edges of the plate which had been protected from light by the

frame were like bare glass after the development.
Over landscapes there is usually no trouble from want of light,

and, whether it may be wrong or not in theory, I find it saves trouble,

in mixing, to add the bromide of potassium to the stock pyrogallol

solution once for all, and to add it rather liberally, for the power
of bromide as a restainer is very much weaker than that of ammonia as

an accelerator. The ammonia must be added very cautiously in the
earlier stages of development, or mischief is easily done. It is not quite
so easy to do mischief with erroneous proportions of bromide, of which
it is better to have too much than too little. Of ammonia it is better

to have too little thau to much.
A developing solution was next made as follows :

—

Developino Solution B.

Solution A 1 ounce.
Bromide of potassium 15 grains.

Pyrogallol 50 ,,

In developing thirty minims of this were added to two ounces of
water, and used in the manner already described, care being taken not
to overcharge with ammonia in the developing operations. The results
proved that the object had been attained, and that the class of nega-
tives usually obtained by means of sulphite of soda can be produced
with one-tenth the quantity of that salt ordinarily employed, if the
above pyro. -sulphurous developer, as it may be christened, be substi-
tuted.

There wai more tendency with this developer to throw down an
apparent deposit after the addition of the ammonia tlian is the case
with the ordinary sulphite developer ; this had no practically injurious
effects, but nevertheless presented a problem, as it does with many

other pyro. developers, for examination. In broad daylight two ounces

of the diluted-for-use developer were made iu the ordinary way, and

the usual quantity of ammonia added. The mixture was made in a

flat bottomed glass tumbler, standing ou a sheet of white paper on the

led^e of an open window. The best method of observation was to look

down upon the liquid, rather than to examine it through the sides of

the glass. A series of very beautiful phenomena was then presented.

At once it became evident that the dark deposit was not a solid one,

but consisted of portions of the liquid ilarkened by the action of the

air, after absorbing the oxygen of which they sank in the surrounding

solution. A dark little star usually flrst forms near the centre of the

surface of the solution, and sends down a dark shaft to the bottom of

the liquid, forming a kind of stem, from which branches next spread

along the top of the liquid, every now and then sending down a new
shaft, as in the growth of the banyan tree. Gradually a most beautiful

design is thus traced in liquid veins—a design more to be contemplated

with satisfaction when produced in a glass tumbler than when produced

over a plate in course of development.

On the supposition that the well-known freedom of the old sulphite

of soda developer from this common class of irregular decomposition

might be due to its viscosity, because of the large proportion of the

salt it contains, I next thickened my ounce of pyro. -sulphurous deve-

loper by adding sixty grains of lump sugar to it. The experiment

with the glass tumbler was repeated, and it was found that the

irregular decomposition took place, but more slightly thau before.

Sixty grains more sugar were then added, with still greater retardation of

the irregular decomposition, which always begins at points where the

liquid is in contact with the air. By thus increasing the viscosity of

the liquid its developing powers were made to closely resemble those

of sulphite of soda, the proportion of which, with the sulphuric acid,

can no doubt be reduced with safety; for it is not likely that the most
economical proportions have been discovered in a first experiment.

The stock solution of developer B is of a golden yellow colour, just

the colour of a weak solution of chloride of gold. Herr Brunck, of

Lucerne, tried a few experiments with it, to see if the colour were due

to free bromine. He found that chloroform would not dissolve the

colouring matter, and after some further research we came to the con-

clusion that no free bromide is present, and that the tint is wholly due

to some feeble discolouration of the pyrogallol.

After two drachms of sugar had been added to the stock developer

it became evident, in the tumbler experiments, that the diluted developer

was more subject to air-bubbles, so as to render brushing the plate under

the unaccelerated developer all the more necessary. With but sixty

grains of sugar this objection was not so apparent. Therefore, if sugar be

used at all, it is best to keep the preparation low enough to just pro-

duce the desired effect and no more. When a viscous developer is

used, and the normal amount of rocking of the plate is given, the sur-

face decomposition has its irregular nature as to locality more masked,

but it is probably always present in all pyrogallol developers, more
or less.

When it came to actual developing I could see little or no advantage

from the addition of sugar, so I scarcely recommend its use for

practical ijurposes. The streams of partially-decomposed liquid in

various pyrogallic developers seem to do no harm ; the darkened liquid

is Bot more active than the rest on the plate, but more inert, having

already absorbed oxygen. It may be asked why sulphurous acid is not

used at once, instead of producing it in the developer by the de-

composition of sulphite of soda. This has not been tried by me, since

a bottle of solution of sulphurous acid would be an unpleasiint thing to

carry in baggage, especially should any breakage occur; this objection

does not apply so strongly to its use in immovable photographic es-

tablishments. I have not seen that excess of sulphurous acid has a

perceptible efi'ect in slowing the plate, although sometimes enough of it

has been liberated by sulphuric acid, in my experiments, to produce a

developer covered with smoke after the addition of the ammonia, because

of the dry decomposition set up in the air, between free ammouiacal gas

and sulphurous acid gas.

A gelatine plate directly after development is practically a swelled

sponge, with its pores full of decomposing developer, the surface only

of which can be quickly washed. Fortunately the dark product is very

soluble in water, and by successive washings of the film in clean water

can for the most part be removed in ten minutes. This is the part of

the operations where thorough work gives the cleanest negatives. If

the fixing or the clearing solutions acquire more than a trifling tint of

yellow the washing after development has not been well done, the

colour of the two solutions just mentioned being a safe index.

Will you allow me to suggest that writers for the photographic press

who recommend the use of alum shall henceforth always print which of

the many alums they mean. " The common alum of the shops" is meant,

say some ; but Mr. A. SpiUer has published that common alum is usually

potash ahim, while two large London chemists told me that common
alum is ammonia alum. Then, again, what are the merits and demerits

of chrome alum—which, by-the-bye, is called alum because it contains

no alumina? Alumina inadvertently precipitated in a gelatine film is so

insoluble that there is no getting it out again, so possioly chrome alum
may be greatly superior, if any accidental deposit from it can be dis-

solved out by reagents. Added to this, its powers of hardening tho
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film arc much greater tban those of common alum—whatever that may
be—so that weaker solutions of chrome alum can bo used. In future

our literature would be more exact and scientilic if those who recom-

lueud tlio use of alum would say wliether they mean potash alum,
ammonia alum, civsium alum, chrome alum, iron alum, Koman alum,

rubidium alum, soda alum, or thallium alum, instead of allowing the

reader to try to guess which alum they mean.
Without some experiments of a strictly scientific and comparative

nature it is dilficult to be certain whether by the sulphite of soda

developer detjils are lost in the highest lights and deepest shadows, as

Mr. H. J. Edwards believes. At first I thought this was so, especially

wlien I p'lotographed a castle, and discovered its magnificent back-

grounds of tiie Kigi to be absent ou the developed plate. But that

plate was exposed in a bright light at midday, under which conditions

mountains blue and white in the distance are as difficult to catch as

clouds, when the foreground has to l)e good. With better conditions of

lighting I obtained the view all right, and with the sulphite developer.

1 1 some of the few well-known photographers alluded to by Mr, Edwards
will come forward with their names and say that after a few months'

constant use they abandoned the sulphite of soda developer, and why
they dul so, such practical testimony must carry great weight. If a

stained negative give a double chance of printing well, that might as

well be brought about by staining a sulphite negative as l>y bleaching

a discoloured one. W. H. Harrisox.
Lucerne, Switzerland, Feb. 16, 1884.

OLD PHOTOGRAPHS.
[A communication to the .South London Photographic Society.)

The title of my paper having been chosen I am in a measure compelled

to suit the subject to it. " Old photographs! " There is a ring about

the words "old photogriiphs," sentimental as well as scientilic—per-

haps more so. I question much if there are any other old existences,

save and except old letters, that have the power to Hood the memory
with pictures of the past in the same degree as will " old photographs."

Generally "old photographs" convey pleasant expressions, and are

reminiscences of bygone hours of excitement, enthusiasm, and
expectation. They remind one of glorious rambles, genial companion-
ships, and pleasant friendships—the golden and hapjiy side of a life-

time.

I now particularly allude to landscape work, than which no occupa-

tion could be devised more conducive to health and pleasure

—

combining as it does active bodily exercise with a reasonable amount of

mental occupation. With portrait photographs it is somewhat different.

The actors may have passed away, leaving but old memories behind,

fused in the crucible of time which by the magic of an "old photograph"
separates. The originals once again stand before us vivid and distinct,

as though it were but yesterday the portraits were made. One memory
awakens another. Incident upon incident crowd the imagination,

spirits of the past rise at its bidding, and that one—maybe a poor,

weak, inartistic presentment—exerts an influence (painful or pleasant

as the case may be, but all softened by the alchemy of time, the glow
of pleasure veiled, the sting of pain removed) which, in all probability,

is possessed by no other existing entity.

The occupation of looking through a collection of old works and
comparing them with recent ones is far from labour thrown away,
especially if they have been one's own work. We may recal an ex-

periment the results of which were thought little of at the time it was
made, but which now, a new light being thrown on it by experience,

becomes a valuable hint. The extreme importance of making notes of

our experiments, if carefully performed, can scarcely be overrated.

Memory is apt to play us tricks if not supported by written notes,

especially if a good number of similar experiments are made—generally

the case in working up a new process. A very little variation may mean
success or failure, and it is just as well to be on the safe side by
reference to methodically-kept memoranda. Since photograijhs we call

"old' were made photography itself has assumed a new garb and an
importance in the arts and sciences that could hardly have been
anticipated. Therefore, early experiments, viewed by the light of

modern knowledge, may be of considerable use in assisting the solu-

tion of some present difficulty.

Pioneer .Services Recognised.

The thanks of photographers of the present day must bo accorded to

those persevering pioneers and experimentalists who, when the art was
in its babyhood, so nearly hit on the ways and means we now adopt, and
which, even after a lapse of over thirty years, still form the foundations
of our process. In a measure we seem to be reverting to the original plans.

Paper w.is most successfully used in the old caloiype process—one of

the earliest processes discontinued—to give place to its diaphanous and
brittle successor—glass. Now, again, paper is being used extensively
for sky negatives and also as a support for gelatino-bromide films for

landscape work on roller slides, and also in compressed blocks. Pyro.
development has again come to the front in place of iron, with this

difference—alkali is added instead of acid. All through the processes
of negative-making changes continue to be rung on similar materials,

and no absolutely new departnro made. With meahonioal procwMM
wonderful improvement has been effected. The working of them ia,

however, in comparatively few handn. I believe .Swan produced
carbon prints commercially as far back as fifteen years—jjerhaps earlier;

hut it is comparatively of late that carbon and mechanic<lly-produo«d
prints have become so nnicli used, especially for book ilfusirationi.

Chemical processes of production are, and in all probability will, con-
tinue to bo the kind with which the majority of photographers will
occupy themselves.

The very fact of continuing the work so much on old lines snggest*
the question—In what manner and degree is a modern superior to an
"old photograph?" The answer is somewhat difficult to give. Is it

in permanency ? Surely not ; for here we have prints that have proved
their claim to be called "permanent" by the fact of some twenty, thirty,

or more years of existence, and are still bright, good, and apparently
unchanged. Is it in delicacy or quality ? Ho ; we may fairly say some
photographs were produced of as good quality in the early days as at
the present time, judging from the examples we have the opportunity
of examining. Then wliat is the improvement obtained by thirty
years' experience if it be not in permanence, delicacy, or quality ? JSo
otlier conclusion can be drawn but that tlie superiority, where any
exists, is entirely outside the chemical qualities or the actual making of

the photographic print, instead of which it rests altogether in the
artistic treatment and feeling imparted to the subjects, aided by skill

naturally acquired through familiarity and practice.

Manipulation and Artistic Skill.

I said "some" photographs were equal in quality to those now pro-
duced. It must be borne in mind that thousands and tens of thousands
of photographs are made now to one made formerly. Manipulative
skill is possessed by thousands where one was skilled in the early days,
and the consequence is excellent photographs are exhibited wherever
we turn—from the London shop windows to the counti-y cottage. We
can scarcely go anywhere where good photographs are not. In the
early days it was a rare thing to see a thoroughly good photograph

—

not because they could not be produced, but by reason of their limited
number and there being so few to produce them. Beginners or un-
skilled persons generally turned out that kind of effect called "soot
and whitewash. " This, with the very imperfect fixing and washing,
owing to the but partially understood reason why it should be
different, soon translated the " soot-and-whitewash" effect into a colour
wash and fade, .ind upon the evidence of such imperfect productions
the public have concluded that the photography of the present day has
become a wonderfully-improved process.

The improvement, as I have already suggested, is in the artistic

treatment rather than anything else, and this I believe to bo the line

upon which improvement will lun in the future. Gradually photo-
graphers will perceive the inartistic faults in their otherwise perfect
work to which they are now blind ; for it is naturally a somewhat
difficult thing for a man to see faults in his own photographs—perfect
in a manipulative sense, but seriously or slightly defeciive in composi-
tion or the arrangement of light and shade. As a fact, to him the faults

do not exist. He, therefore, caimot be expected to see them ; and it is

only by art-education, no matter how acquired, that he will at length
cast off this manipulative blindness, so to say, and make his works as
well as judge of them by the higher standard.

There is no doubt that the extra sensitiveness of our films will do
much to alter the character of future work. This, witli the unques-
tionable advantage of having plates ready for use at a moment's notice,
instead of waiting for the completion of the many preparations necessary
to be made in the old wet-plate days, must exercise considerable and
favourable influence in securing negatives. Edwakd Dckmobe.

(To he concltukil in our wxt.)

LECTURES AT THE ROYAL INSTITUTION.

PHOTOGRAPHIC ACTION.

The second lecture of the series was given on Saturday, the 8th inst., to
the same audience as attended last time. Captain Abney commenced by
showing the two molecular states of gold—the one being larger tban
the other, as shown in the prints developed with cldoridc of gold on
uranium and iron salts respectively. On the former the gold had a
decidedly ruddy tinge, whilst on the latter green. A reference was
next made to the action of light on organic bodies—such as the
tanning action of sunlight on the skin—and also on the fading of dyes,
which he showed to be due to their absorption of oxygen.

This part of the subject was also illustrated by the action that light

had had on a deal board on which had been laid a paper of printed
matter, and which had been exposed to the sun for some time. The
juices contained in the wood had been darkened by the light penetrating
through the paper, the parts beneath the printed matter alone remain*
ing undarkeiied. A reference was also made to the change effected in
glass by the continued action of light. 'J'he lecturer next touched upon
the number of molecules existing in chlori<le of silver of an inch in area
and the one-thousandth part of an inch thick, which, for puqx>ses of a
rough calculation, he assumed would bo blackened in one minate in
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the bright sunshine. He stated the number to be 1,728 with twenty-

four O's placed after it. A calculation was next made as to the energy

of sunlight in separating the atoms of chlorine from silver chloride.

This was founded on the fact that the heat resulting from the melting

of nine cubic inches of ice W'as equivalent to the production of one-

horss power. Herschel, it was stated, had found that sunlight would

melt rjj of an inch of ice per minute, which was equivalent to being

able to raise 255 pounds one foot high.

.Supposing xoW P*rt of this energy of radiation was absorbed by the

chloride, that was equivalerit to raising one-quarter of a pound one

foot high. The weight of the chloride of silver of tbW °^ "" '1°^'

thickness and one inch area was stated to be about four grains, of

which one grain was chlorine. As only one half of this was released

the energy expended was equal to raising the liberated chlorine 2,900

feet against gravity, so that had only gravity acted each atom of

liberated chlorine could have been raised that distance, but as the

molecules were only some isffo'ffwn to usinnjVffffTO ^^ *" '""^'^ "P*?'' '*

followed that the chlorine must have been held to the molecule of silver

with a much greater force than that of gravity.

The next subject touched upon was the action on silver chloride and
silver salt by short exposure. The developing action he attributed to

the energy of molecular attraction acting on the slowly-depositing

silver. This he enforced by showing the magnetic curves produced by
the action of a magnet on iron filings ; by a silver tree twenty-five

years' old, which had been started by Faraday, at Woolwich, who was
lecturer on chemisty at the lloyal Military Academy. The spicules of

this tree were three inches long in some oases, and beautifully showed the

molecular attraction, which was effective only when slow deposition of

silver took place. A third experiment in proving this was shown by
the molecular deposition of lead under the influence of an electric

current in a solution of acetate of lead. The formation of crystals was
well shown, and was stated to be similar to that which existed in build-

ing up the photographic image. A calotype print was partially de-

veloped to explain the method of development. A wet plate was ex-

posed in the camera, and it was endeavoured to develope it in the light

of the lantern, but the yellow glass used was evidently of such a non-

actinic kind that instead of an imago the plate fogged. The matter,

however, was subsequently remedied by developing a negative in a
dish.

The effect of viscous bodies, such as glycerine and acids, in retarding

the reduction of silver nitrate was next alluded to, and pointed out
to be a necessity for proper development.
The alkaline develoijment and ferrous citro oxalate developers were

also touched upon ; the slow reduction of silver chloride and silver

bromide being shown when a physical restrainer, such as gelatine, or a
chemical restrainer, such as bromide of potassium, was used.

RECENT PATENTS.

PATENT APPLIED POR.
Xo. 4,404.

—" Method or Process of Colouring Photographs, Drawings,
Printed Subjects, or the like." B. P. Stockman, C.E., 3, Poets-comer,
Westminster, Middlesex.

—

Dated Man-h 5, 1884.

PATENT SEALED, March 7, 1884.

No. 4,471.
—

" Improvements in Means for and Method of Producing
Designs ujmn Paper or other Fibrous or Soft Material." R. Brown,
R. W. Barnes, and Jo.seph Bell, Liverpool.—i)nfet/ September 10, 1883.

NOTICE TO PROCEED.
No. 5,204.—" Improved Method of Producing Surfaces for Mechanical

or Ink Printing by Means of Photography." Harrison Gabsidb, Man-
chester.—/)n(C(< Noremljer 2, 1883.

SPECIFICATION PUBLISHED DURING THE PAST WEEK.

FRAMES FOR PHOTOGRAPHS AND OTHER PICTURES.
This invention, which received provisional protection only, is by John
Frederic Cooke, of C, Oxford-court, Cannon-street, London. The specifi-

cation is as follows :

—

It is especially adai)ted to cases where the photograph or picture is seen
through a piece of plate or other glass having a bevelled edge, and nothing
outside such bevelled edge; but it can also be readily adapted to other
styl&s of fi-ames. To hold the photograiili or picture against the glass I
take a flat sheet of metal or other suitable substance of the size required,
and I so bend over two of the edges opposite to one another that the said
sheet of metal or other subntance will slide over two of the edges of the
glass, and so hold the photngraph or picture securely against the back of
the glass through which the photograph or ))icture is seen. The edges so
bent over, being seen when the ijhotograi)h or picture is looked at through
the glass, are not necessarily left visible along the whole of those sides of
the frame, but the edges so turned over may be in ])arts cut away, i)rovided
enough of them is left to hold well on to the edges of the glass. I also vary
the shape of the metal or other substance where it is turned over in such
way as to maka it ornamental. The frame thus made stands by means of
a projecting strut or foot attached to its back in the oi-dinary way in which
a toot or strut U attached.

^^^tings of ^mtXm,
MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Date of Meeting. Same of Society. Place of Meeting.

The Studio, Chancery-lane.

19

>» 20 London and Provincial Mason's Hall, Basinghall-street.

PHOTOGKAPHIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.
The ordinary monthly meeting of this Society was held at the Gallery of

the Royal .Societv of'Painters in Water-Colours, OA, Pall Mall East, on
Tuesday evening, the 11th instant,—Mr. James Glaisher, F.R.S., F.R.A.S.,
President, in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting having been read and approved,

The Chairjian read a letter from Dr. Eder, expressing his satisfaction

at having received the progress medal of the Society.

Mr. (leorge Murray was proposed .as a member of the Society and duly
elected.

Cajrtain Abnet then read a paper, entitled Illumination of the Dark
Room and Some Optical Experiments. He said that it would appear that

M. Claudet was the first to employ coloured light for affording illumination

for photographic manipulations, the photographic laboriitory having been
ajiparently, before 1844, literally a "dark room." The subject of various

media for modifying the colour of light had recently been discussed, and
he (the speaker) had been experimentmg in the matter like others. At the
last meeting of the Society he had brought some samples of what he sup-
posed to be canary medium, and showed the results obtained with them.
The samples were made by ccating glass with a gelatine emulsion of

chromate of lead. This gave a very good modification of canary medium.
Using this medium he had obtained in three and a-half minutes a fully-

exposed transparency by the light of a candle, the negative and plate

being held a foot away from it. The illuminati'm was brilli.ant. With an
orange paper, which was shown, he had got but the faintest impression after

five minutes' exposure. Since then he had ex))erimented with tlie true
canary medium. The paper was very thick. He (Captain Abney) here
exhibited a lantern—one side of which was coated with canary medium,
another with orange paper, whilst the third consisted of a piece of stained

red glass. He then described a set of photometriciil experiments, whereby
he had concluded th.at the amounts of visual light given by the three sides

bore the following ratios :—Canary medium, 1 ; orange paper, 1^ ; stained

red, 4i.
Mr. C. Rat Woons had rejieated the experiments, and had brought out

the ratios as—canary medium, 1 ; orange paper, 1'80 ; stained red, 4'!).

Mr. J. Cauett had lirought them tput—canary medium, 1 ; orange
paper 1'39 ; stained red glass, 2'70. The variations in these results showed
that the eyes of different persons were not sensitive in a like ratio to

different colours of light. With a piece of tissue paper in front of the
stained glass the light given still bore to that through the canary medium
the ratio of 2'93 to 1. An exposure of a minute and a half at a certain dis-

tance from the canary medium or the orange [laper gave an image, whilst

there was none through the stained red. It was, therefore, evident that

the red was the best. Canary medium was better than he had exj lected

with candle light, but with daylight was not so good as the orange. A set

of photographs of the spectra obtained througli the various media were
shown by the lantern.

Captain Abney could not recommend the use of gi'een glass, as it only
cut off such rays as were harmless. In conclusion, Captahi Abney said he
had no bias either one way or another. He woidd have no hesitation

in using certain canary media for development, but would not prepare very
sensitive plates by the light got through them. The red-stained class he
considered much better, and he would use a lai-ge quantity of the light

filtered through it.

Mr. W, E. Debknham said that Captain Abney talked of the question
as one recently reopened, and that as he (Jlr. Debenham) had reopened it

he would say a tew words. The results which he had obtained he con-
sidered of some importance. He thoiight that with canary medium far

more light having action on a sensitive plate was cut off than by the orange
paper sliovvn, by two thicknesses of ruby films, or by .almost any niby
fabric, whilst the same amount of illumination was given. Some time ago
he had made experiments in his own room. He had found red a very

unsatisfactory colour to work by, and had tried strips of different-coloured

glass, and had simultaneously exposed ])lates to the lis;ht passing through
them. He found that those wluch gave the best light with the least

photographic effect were a combination of light yellowisli-green glass and
pale yellow paper. Some of his friends had fitted up their rooms with
light given by these media, and the result had been exceedingly satis-

factory. The light was less fatiguing to the eye, and more satisfactory and
safe in use than a red light. Sujipose that if the three lights—red, orange,

and yellow—each produced the same visual light, it was desirable to use

that which gave the least photographic action. Sujjpose they gave the
same photographic action, it was desirable to use one which gave most
visual light. He did not lay great stress on the green glass. He used it

because if he superimposed several layers of yellow medium he got a red

light, or at least an orange one. The green glass reduced the light very
little. Mr. Cowan had shown a lantern which demonstrated this-^one half

having green glass, the others not. He had not based his exj^erimcnts on
the results of siiectrum work, because he found there was considerable

divergence in the opinions of those who made spectrum work a study as
to the relative photographic powers of different parts of the spectnim. Ho
based his results on practical experiments with various media, and he had
come to the conclusion that with either orange or yellow media he got less

photographic action with thq saijio visual power tlian mth red, whilst
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yellow was the more pleasant of the two first-mentioned colourB by which
to work.
Mr. C. Uw Woods bad tried some oxpcriiuents. He thought there was

very little to choose bctxveen orange i)aper and canary medium. Ho
had pointed out at a technical meeting that cathedral green glass was of

little value, and had shown a better knid. On examining the lamp shown
by Mr. Cowan with a ixxjkot spectroscope ho had seen a certain amount of

blue in the liijlit. The reason why this (juestion had come up so often was
that i)hoto|,'rapliers had used ruby glass instead of red stained. They had
proved the ligtit very unsafe, and had found it necessary to block out a great
part of it to get safety. Ho (Mr. Woods) thouL'ht red li^'ht was comfortable to

work by, but this mi^ilit lie [icculiar to himself. He considered the injurious

effect of dark room work to the eye was not due to the colour but to the
rapid jMWsiug from a very dull to a bright li(,'ht.

Mr. John Simlleu recommended the use of aurino in the form of a var-

nish spread on glass plates. It was very effectual, and it shoidd be c<m-
sidered that from a merely physical jioint of view there was objection to

an onmlsion in which the particles were always of measurable size.

Mr. A. Cowan felt inclined to give his opinion in favour of the canary
medium. He had seen extraordinarily ipiick plates prepared in brilliant

light which was procured through canary medium. One of these was
afterwards exposed for twenty minutes to the light and was not fogged.

The green glass and yellow paper had also given very good results, but
he did not lay much stress on the green glass.

Mr. Dkbenham said there was no such thing as cathedral gi-een glass.

The term "cathedral " simply applied to the roughisli surface of the gla.s8,

which could l>e had of all shades. He had spoken of *' green cathedral

flass." He used a yellowish-green. Mr. Woods had spoken of seeing blue

y tlio spectroscope in the light he recommended ; but as sensitive plates had
been exposed close to the light for fifteen minutes without a developable
image being produced, whereas five seconds close to a ruby light had jiro-

cured an effect, tins was of little consequence. As to the nijurious effects

of ruby li^'ht to the eye he had the testimony of Mr. H. Harben, who had
foimd that after two hours' work in red light he was quite unable to read,
whilst after many hours' work with pale yellow light he was.
Mr. Hekbebt JJ. Berkelet mentioned that, in 1877 or 187*^, Mr. Henry

Cooper had suggested the use of green and yellow glass for dark-room
illumination.

Mr. Ince said that the evil effects produced by the sudden change from
dull to bright light might be greatly reduced by using coloured glasses

when out of the dark room.
Mr. W. AcKLANi), being called upon by the Chairman, said if many were

examined there would be discovered a much greater v.ariation in the sensi-

tiveness of the eye to different colours than Captain Abney had discovered.

He knew of many cases where distinct harm to the eyesight had come
frtmi working in ruliy li^ht. He now used jiale yellow light in his dark
room, and recommended it to every one.

Mr. W. S. BiKi) said there certainly must be a discrepancy somewhere,
and thought it might arise from a want of absolute knowledge of the
chemical effects nf the siiectrum. He mentioned that horses kept in very
dark stables turned blind. This was simply from the rapid transition

from dull to bright light and showed that the ill effects occurred apart
from colour.

Captain AuNEY asked Mr. Ackland whether ho considered it to be the
red colour of the light in the dark room or simply the strains on the eyes
which produced ill effects.

Mr. AfKLAND was not prepared to say.

Captain Abney objected to amine that unless the coating were thick a
trace of violet light penetrated. Ho had not stated that canary medium
was not safe, but more light came through orange paper or stained glass
with the same amount of [photographic effect. Ruby glass was not safe, as
it lets through blue light. He thought experimentalists on the chemical
efiEects of the spectrum were pretty well agreed.
The Chairmax said the experiments could not fail to lead to good re-

sults. He jiroposed a vote of thanks to Captain Abney which was carried
by acclamation. He (the Chairman) read a communication from Mr.
Jabez Hughes, stating he was seriously ill.

It was announced that the next tecnnical meeting would take place on
Tuesday, the 2oth instant, when there would Ije .in exhibition by lanterns
of slides prepared by various methods.
The meeting was then adjourned till April 8th,

SOUTH LONDON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
A MEETixo of this .Society was held at the Rooms of the Society of Arts,
John-street, Adelphi, on Thursday, the Cth instant,— the Rev. F. F.
Statham, M.A., occupying the chair. The minutes of the last meetuig
having been read and approved.
The Chairman announced that Mr. Macbeth had awarded the medal

for the best picture of those exhibited by members to Mr. F. A. Bridge for
a picture entitled Itiver View. The pictures exhibited would be kept in
the Society's album, as also would Mr. Macbeth's letter, which was very
instructive. Ho (the Chairman) asked if any members had tried the
canary medium distributed at the last meeting.
Mr. A. CoWAK could speak very highly of canary medium. He had re-

cently seen Mr. W. Cobb's dark room, which was about twelve feet long,
and which was lighted by one Ijafswing burner behind one thickness of
canary medium. The light was brilliant, but a plate was not fogged at
the further end of the room by an exiMjsure of twenty-two minutes.
The discussion as to whether ready-sensitised jiaper gave prints more or

less i>ermanent than ordinary paper shoiild have lieen taken up at this
stage, but it w.is decided to post|»ne it till after Mr. Dunmore h.id read
his communication, as the subjects were so similar they might be discussed
together.

Mr. E. DuxMORE then read his paper ou Old Photoffmphs, [See Mte 109.]

The Chairman said the subject would stand even more than Mr.
Dunmore had read on it. It was a useful one, and he thought it would be
particularly beneficial if failures were considered, as then photographers
might learn what to avoid. .Mr JJuiimore had laid great stress on the matter
of iMjrinanency, and certainly some of the sgiecimens appeari'd to |irovc that
ixiriniwiency was possible, 'rhey should not lose sight of the fact that they
had now better machinery and appliances than they hod some yearn
ago, and that by this might he explained any superiority tu be seen in photo-
graphs of the present day over those of the |)a«t. He hoped that different
proc<'Sses would be represented. The Society once had a committee of
experimentalists who tried various processes and reisjrted on them. He ha<l

brought a few siiecimeus of different processes—amongst others a carbon
print by Mr. Johnston; also a few siH-cimens of wax-printing and aome
chroinolithographic prints. He projxjsed a cordial vote of thank« to Air.
Dunmore. This being jiassed,

Mr. E. W. Fo.xi.EE said he had brought down a few old prints. They
had been in a very good state of preservation two years ago, but since then
had been standing against a damp wall, an<l h.-ul suffered somewhat thereby.
One was on salted pa^)er taken in 1854, the toning bath being that known
as the ee! d'or. A [lair of stereoscopic views were shown to demonstrate
the fact that the density of a negative has much to do with the |>ermanence
of the print. One of the negatives had been denser than the others, and
the half of the print which bore the imi>ressi(;ns from the dense negative
was in good cimdition, whilst the other had faded. Specimens were shown
demonstrating that prints, both mounted and unmounted, went faster at
the edges than at the centre. One print which had been toned with suljihur,

no gold being present, was found to be in good condition.

Mr. 1". YoHK showed a print taken in ISoU, which was growing very yellow.
One that had been mounted over another print showed the part round
the edge which was in contact with the mount to be faded, whilst that
over the print was not. This seemed to point to the fact that something
in the paper of the mount tended to fading.

Mr. T. Parkinson (Vice-President of the Bolton Photographic Society)
had prints toned both by the ael il'or bath and in the hyposulphite
bath which had kept well. He thought prints on the paper prepared at
the present day would not keep so well as those on the paper prepared
some years ago.
Mr. W. M. AYBE.'i exhibited prints taken in 1851, which were in fair

condition. He also showed prints on double-albumenised paper taken
many years since. He thought prints mounted on glass with isinglass, and
with paper pasted on the bock of them, were permanent.
Mr. F. Howard remarked, with regard to jirints fading first at the

edges, that when they were kept in books the edges were more subject to

atmosijherie influences. When a photograph was mounted, carefully

framed, and pl,iced in a dry room, fading took place equally all over it.

Mr. Foxi.EE said another theory of fading at the edges was that in

mounting the print was pressed into closer contact with the mount at the
edges than in the centre.

Mr. Ayres remarked that mounted prints faded more rapidly than un-
mounted ones.
Mr. H. P. Robinson, of Tunbridge Wells, sent a iwrtfolio of prints

taken in 1855, 185C, and 1857.

Mr. Foxi.EE said that the most permanent prints were taken on very
slightly-albumenised paper.

'Phe Chairman thought this might be attributable to galvanic action,
and cited the case of iion rails which were eaten away at the contact with
solder, and referred also to the sheathing of ships. He said then> was an
American photographic journal of 185(1 with photographic illustrations

which were very much faded.
Mr. W. M. AsHM.VN said that the effect of time was to diminish the

lustre of the surface of prints. He instanced some prints which had been
in a show-case for only a few months, the surface of which had deteriorated
very much.
Mr. Foxr.EE believed that this was due to alternate condensation of

vapour on the prints and the re-evaporation of it. In 18.50 pure albumen
was seldom used for paper. Water was always mixed with it.

Mr. York could not see why ready-sensitised paper should give prints
less permanent than other pajier. The silver salt was the same, and the
citric acid could be neutralised in the last washing water before toning.

Some time ago it was stated that the silver sensitising bath might be used
at half strength by adding nitrate of soda to it. Two jirints produced on
p.aper— one sensitised with a sixty -grain silver bath, the other on a bath of

thirty grains of silver and thirty grains of nitrate of soda—showed great dif-

ference in iiemianency. The prints on the sixty-grain bath lasted much
better than those on the other; he, therefore, thought it important to use
a strong bath. He wished to ask Mr. Dunmore in what did a solution of

hyixisulphitc of soda deteriorate.

Mr. DiSMORE said that the hyposulphite turned to sulphite if it stood
long.

Mr. York suggested that the prints sent in for competition should be
each marked to indicate whether or not ready-sensitised pajier had been
used in their jnoduction, and that thus in time the ciuestion would l>e

solved.

Mr. DlNMOUE said that many of the prints sent round had been sensi-

tised in a bath of forty grains of silver and forty grains of nitrate of

soda
Mr. York stated that there was a great difference between forty groins

and thirty giaiiis. Ready-sensitised pai>ers were generally bUatetl on and
not drained, so that there would be less fi-ee silver nitrate ; and for thatrca«m
the image might be less iiormanent.
Mr. DiNMORK had prints done on Durand's paper when it first came out

some fifteen or sixteen years ago, and they had not faded.

Mr. T. BoLAS said the question was a difficult one, and required more
time than could be devotca to it in one evening.

Mr. Ayres considered that the surface of the pajJer WM injured by the

citric acid in ready-sensitised paper.
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Mr. PARKiXiiON' thought that ready-sensitisod paper gave less iienuanent

prints than other paper.

Mr. VV. K. BuBTON said that at anyrate in the ca.se of prints on ready-

sensitised paixjr there was a difference in the permanence according to

whether or not the free silver was well washed out of the prints. If it were
not they toned very ijuickly, but lost part of their tone in the fixing bath

and faded in a few years.

Mr. FoxLEE agreed with Mr. York that the more silver there was in the

paper and the more of this there was reduced in the print the more per-

manent was the image. It wa-s, therefore, necessary, in comparing the

two kinds of paper, to take into consideration the amount of silver con-

tained. Probably Durand's paper was once sensitised on a stronger bath than
at the present day. In 18oU a ninety-grain bath was frequently used.

Mr. Aykes had found that a few sheets of Durand's paper spoiled a
toning bath containing forty-two grains of gold chloride.

Mr. ilACKAV said that there were such great differences between
different kinds of ready-sensitised paper that it was as impossible to class

them all under one head as it would be to class ready-sensitised i^aper and
that prepared in the ordinary way together. Some ready-sensitised papei-s

printed red and others purple.

The conversation here became general, and, after a vote of thanks to the
Chairman, the meeting was adjourned.

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC A.SSOCIATION.
At the meeting of this Society, held on Thursday, the Gth instant, Mr.
J. Barker occupied the chair.

Mr. F. W. Haut showed an arrangement of an Argand gas burner
enclosed in a glass tube of about two inches larger diameter tlian the
chimney. This tube was closed at tlie bottom, so that the air for feeding
the flame passed between the two glass surfaces and became strongly heated
before roacliing the flame. The glass cliimney was continued by an iron
tube, so that the products of combustion could be led away. It was con-
sidered that it could be usefully employed in photographic dark and work
rooms, as it would ventilate instead of vitiating them.
Mr. J. B. B. Wellington e.xhibited a lantern with yellow paper and

green glass similar to the one previously presented by Mr. A. Cowan, except
that it was made of wood, which was a material that many could use who
were not experienced in metal working. There was one point in connection
with it that would be sometimes a convenience—the front slid in a groove
and could te easily opened, and the bare flame utilised when printing trans-
parencies.
Mr. Hart inquired whether there was any difference in the safety of

the light when the glass or tlie paper was outside.
Mr. WELLiNCiTOX thought not.

Mr. A. L. HenT)ER.S().\ showed a changing-box that was made for
hhn by Messrs. Dale and Hare, on tlie prinoijile wiiich has been previously
described. Certain alterations had, however, been made in accordance
with his (Mr. Henderson's) instructions. Tlie plates would only work in
one direction, and, therefore, could not be put backwards by "carelessly
turning the box the wrong way round. There was also—and in place of
the small piece of ruby gla.ss througli which the number of tlie slide was
examined, and which might be thought in a bright light to be the cause of
some fogging—a contrivance liy wliioh the plate in being changed moved
an index, visible on the outside and marked with the niunber of the plate
ready for exposure.
Mr. Hare thought Mi-. Henderson's alteration complicated the con-

struction, and that with the original formation there was no danger of
the evils to which reference had been made.
Mr. W. E. Deuenham considered Mr. Henderson's alterations an in-

genious improvement.
Mr. Wellington showed some negatives on plates coated with an un-

washed emulsion. There were mottled markinpts on these plates, which
however, could be removed (as shown on the half of a plate that was ex-
hibited) by dilute hydrochloric acid.
Mr. He.n-uerson thought the action of the hydrochloric acid was

partly to swell the gelatme, and that it was by this action that the mark-
mgs had been removed.
Some discussion then arose on the subject of polarised light.
Mr. A. Haddon recommended the work of Mr. Lewis Wrii

subject to those who wished to make a study of it.

In obedience to the strongly-expressed wish of the members Mr C
DM-ker promised to give another demonstration on the subject of polarised
light, deahug particularly with the scientific side of the question

Wright on the

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
A OODNCIL meeting of this Society was held on Thursday, the 28th ult
at 12, York-place, Portman-square,—Lieutenant-General' the Right Hon'
the Lord de Ros m the chair. The minutes of the last meetinl' having
been read and confirmed, °

The following members were elected :-Major-General C. F. Arbuckle,
R.A., Sir. W. T. Thompson, C.B., Lieut.-Colonol S. MichoU MessrsP H. Emerson, B.A., M.R.C.S., li. R. Moiser, F.G S W H sXp"
wick, E. G. Burls, L. F. Reichiing, W. D. James i?HRSahofn'
H.^,E. White.^M.A., F. C. Borckhldt, J. T. Sk, R. G. Benrljirer',

The Skcbetary then laid before the meeting the following prizes, wliichhad been awarded at the annual meeting :-rirst prize, an oil-paintin^
in frame, by Carl Frisch, Mr. R. Leventhorpe. Silver Koblet Mr SNorman Silver goblet, Mr. W.. S, Hobson. Water-co our drawing hiframe, Mr. R. O Milne. Od-nainting in frame, by J. W. Waterhouse

W«V.i''*'°5^ f^''T ^°^}'^' >^'-^^; ^^""'''•- S''^-er goblet, Mr G.'Western. TVator-colour drawing m frame, Mr AV. Adcock, Water-

colour drawing in frame, Mr. P. Gunyon. Landscape album, Mr. T.
Brownrigg. Portrait album, Mr. F. S. Schwabe. Portrait album, Mr.
G. Brook, Jun.
These prizes were approved, and the Secretary was directed to deliver

them to tlie members to whom they had been accorded.
A vote of thanks to the Chairman was passed, having been proposed by

Mr. Glaisher and seconded by Captain Lewis.

MANCHESTER PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. '

The ordinary meeting of this Society w-as held at the Mechanics' Institu-
tion, on the 14th ultimo,—Mr. J. Pollitt, President, in the chair. Messrs.
Barlow, Lomas, and Hadfield were elected members of the Society.

Tlie Cu-ViuMAN referred to the relative plates exhibited at the previous
meeting by Mr. Chilton, showing insensitive marks in pictures, and said
he thought the marks were caused by the precipitation of Ag Br to the
edges of the plates.

Sir. R. Atherton said he had met with a similar trouble, but had traced
the defect to the emulsion being short of gelatine.

Mr. SJIITU brought some plates showing similar markings, which, in his
opinion, were caused by imperfect removal of the decomposition salts.
Mr. J. ScHOKiELD contended that tiiis explanation could not be correct,

or the marks would occur all over the plate. He further stated, in support
of his belief (expressed at the previous meeting), that faulty drying
arriingements were the cause, and that he had made an arrangement in his
drying-box whicli permitted the plates to be inspected during drying, and
was confirmed in his opinion.
A somewhat lengthy discussion ensued on the same subject, Messrs,

Schofield, Athertou, Chilton, and Smith advocating their own theories.
Mr. J. W. Leigh showed a negative developed by the light of ordinary

gaslight screened with canary medium, and decided to adopt tliis illuminat-
ing medium in his dark room. The negative was perfectly clean.

_
Mr. RiCHTON read a paper On Smini; Backs versus Risiny Fronts, illustra-

ting his remarks by means of an ingenious model of a camera in section.
The paiier was warmly received.
The Chairman exjiressed his pleasure in hearing the communication, and

complimented Mr. Richton on his ingenuity in designing the model. He
stated that his objection to the swing- backs was that he tnought that plac-
ing the i)late at too gre.at an angle to the axis of the lens must ha\e a distort-
ing effect, and showed a photograph of a rectangular figure, using swing-
backs and then with rising-front, thus proving by measurement that there
was some distortion arising from the use of swing-backs.
Mr. J. Y. McKellan advocated a swing-front as doing all that could be

done with swing-backs without any distortion.
Mr. ScHOi'lELU considered that the best way was to combine the rising-

front and swing-backs.
Mr. Watts expressed himself much pleased with Mr. Richton's paper,

and moved a vote of thanks. Mr. Blakelt seconded the same, which was
carried.

The Chairman suggested that, as the subject had evidently excited a
good deal of interest, members should study the matter before the next
meeting.
Mr, Watts was requested to read a supplementary paper, and the

meeting was adjourned. —*—

'

LEEDS PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The usual monthly meeting of this Society was held on Thursday, the 0th
instant, in the large lecture hall of the Leeds Pliilosophical and Literary
Society. The hall was well filled by the members and their friends. In
the absence of the President, Mr. J. W. Ranisden, Vice-President,
occupied the chair. After the transaction of a little formal business the
meeting proceeded to the election of new members, and Messrs. Law,
Lloyd, Whitehead, and Professor Rticker were declared duly elected.
The Chairjian then called upon Mr. W. Teasdale to conduct the

lantern exhibition.

Mr. Teasuale expressed his pleasure at seeing so many members and
friends present, and also at the large number of slides which had been
sent in for exhibition. Lantern work was new to most of the members

;

but the slides which he and the Hon. Secretary had h.id the opportunity
of examining were very good, and quite equal to those generally seen. In
selecting from such a large number preference would be given to those
jiroduced by the members, and if time allowed the very fine slides by
professional makers would be passed through.
Mr. Pocklington exhibited a series of fourteen slides, taken on gelatino-

bromide plates, and illustrating the various effects produced by using such
developers as ferrous oxalate and ammonium chloride, hydrokinone and
carbonate of soda, pyro. and carbonate of soda, ferrous oxalate and
nitrate of potash, &o.
Mr. H. Rodwell showed transparencies on "gelatino-bromide plates

developed with pyro. and toned with mercury.
Mr. Thompson exhibited an instantaneous view of a tramway car.
The Chairman showed slides on gelatino-bromide plates reduced from

8 X 10 negatives, some of which were taken thirty years ago. He also
exhibited two slides of each subject, one being develoiJed with tartaric
acid and ferrous oxalate and the other with pyro. and pearl-ash—fifteen
grains of the latter to one ounce of water.
The Hon. Secretary presented a series of slides on gelatino-bromo-iodide

plates and gelatino-chloride plates (owni make), showing on botli bromide
and chloride plates the difference in tone, varying from blue black to
bright red, that could be obtained by variations in the exposure and de-
velopment, the exposui-es to the same liglit varying from four seconds
to forty-five minutes.
Mr. KiDSON showed transparencies on gelatino-bromide (Ramsden's)

plates.
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Mr. W. Dk^hasi exhibited a iuiml)LT nf very line traiiaparencies—shippinK
and landscnpeK in the Isle of Man— (Hi Uanisden's, Nelson's, and Cowan's
idalof*.

Mr. W. Teasdai.e presented some slides on /jelatino-broinide plates, and
also on pliito-s by Cliapnian, Cowan, and Kugland. Ho (Mr. TeasdtUe) also
exhibited transparencies of Miivl>rifix'.''s animals in motion, and a very fine
selretion of slides by the WisidViury process.
Mr. .r. W. llKKKirr showed some very fine instantaneous views of Saana,

«<>.'/ SttiUn;; Bml, &c,, and a nnnilxT of continental slides.
The lanterns (oxyliydmtfon), fitted with Dallmeyer's lenses, were lent by

Messrs. Heynolds and Hranaon, and were manipulated by Mr. White, a
member of the Society.
The meeting was then adjoumod.

UUNDKK AND EAST OF SCOTLAND THOTOGRAPHIC
AS.SOCIATION.

The sixtli monthly meeting of this Souii-ty was held in Lamb's Hotel,
Keformstiivt, on Thursday, the lith instant,—Mr. .J. C. Cox, President,
in the chair. The minutes having been re;id and approved,

Dr. .). K. TcLLOcH then proceeded to make some remarks on Halation.
[.See pageld".) A lively discussion followed, and Dr. Tidloch promised to
extend his experiments and give some more particulars at the next
nieeting.

The adjourned discussion on Dr. Tullooh's previous paper. Shortcomings
itj P/iotiiinaph!!, w&n then resumed, and a very animated discussion ensued.
The noinination of office-bearers for the ensuing season was then pro-

ceded with, and it w.is arranged to b.allot the names at next meeting.
The question-box contained the query—" Whether is collodion or varnish

th" best prot-ctor of gelatine plates?" The inquirer was recommended to
use a coating of each, applying the collodion first and the varnish alwve it.

Tile subject for next monthly meeting was announced ,as Stil! Life.
It was arranged to hold a comjjetition for lantern slides within a

fortnight, eaeli member to send only three slides for cumpditiim, althmigh
at liberty to send as many as he chose for exhibition.
Mr. (4. D. MA('i)oir,At.i) exhibited his new instantaneous lantern slide

carrier, wliich, by an iusienious but simple arrangement, instantly substi-
tutes one slide for another.
A vote of thanks to the Chairm.\n brought the meeting to a clo.se.

BOLTON" rHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
TilK usual monthly meeting of this Society was hold on Thursday, the Gth
instant, when there was a vary fair attencfanco. Mr. Hoaton was elected a
member of the Society.

It was decided that the third annual open meeting be held in April next,
anfi the evening was spent in discussing the arrajigeinents.
Dwing to the unavoidable absence of Mr. R. Harwood, the usiial lantern

exhibition was not given.

SHEFFIKLI) PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The reguhr monthly meeting of the above Society was held in the Free
nwsons Hall, on Tuesday, the 4th instant,—Mr. J. H. Rawson occupying
the chair. There was a verj' large attendance.
Mr. W. B. Hadkiei.d intnW^iiced the subject of lantern slides, and

exiHwed and <leveloped several plates before the members. He succeeded
in prislucing by ouitact printing, by gas and candle light, several good
transparencies on Chapman's gelatino-albumen plates. He also exhibited
a variety of slides made at home, both by contact printing and through the
camera.
Mr. J. TcRXKR exhibited some excellent slides made on ordinaiy gelatine

plates develojxjd by the alkaline pyro.
Mr. W. Daki.n brought a brilliant transparency devohijied with pyro.,

and gave very practical arguments in snpiM)rt of the ordinary pyro.
develo[>er being all that was necessary to j)roduce perfect transparencies.
He suggested that the use of the alum, acid, and iron clearing and intensi-
fying solution was very valuable in slide making.
Mr. Ainlev also gave some useful hints in tiio exposing of trans-

parencies, and argued that a long exposure to a we.ik light was much
lictter than a short oxjOTsure to a strong light, and in favyur of a quick
development. M.any other members took part in the discussion.
Mr. DicKKNMOx brought an excellent burnisher of his own make, which

was highly commended for its constniction and cheapness.
Messrs. Xillington and Walker were elected menilwrs of the Siwiety.

.\fter further discussion and various announcements relating to the monthly
(om|)etitions, a most interesting and practical meeting w;is brought to a
close.

NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
Tre monthly meeting of this Society was held at Hanley, on Wednesday
the 5tli instant, -Mr. C. Alfieri in the chair.
The Chaiiimax exhibited an instantaneous shutter made by himself for

a stereoscopic camera, and constructed to work behind the lenses ; also, some
dark slides his own make, a novel feature in them being that each slide
held four quarter-plates, each of which could bo exjiosed separately.

Ox Wednesdi\y, the ]2tli instant, Mr. Alfieri invit<'d a nuiiilier of the
meinls^rs to his residence at Northwood, and Jilaccd a good lantern and his
laljoratory at the service of those present. He proceeded to give a demon-
Btratiou of a metluxi of enlai-ging u|s>n Messrs. (ioodall and Steven's
enrunel pajK-r, ijlain pap<3r, an<l opals. .Sevi-ral enlargements were success-
fully made fiviu half- and ipiarter-plate negatives, a large three-wick

bomep being used; the cxposnrcd given varied from one t-j three ininnt«n.
The resulting pictures were developed with .M. Audra's in<Klification of the
ferrous oxalate develo|K-r. The pictures, and the simple process by which
they were i>roduced, wore much admired, esin-cially a vignett«l enlarge-
ment of a child's head on opal from a negative taken by Mr. Allixon, six
enlargements having Is-en made without a failure in any case.
The memlK>rs congratulatctl Mr. Alfieri iqsm his skill, and Mems.

(ioodall and Steven u|Mm the high quality of the materials supplied. All
the pictures were remarkable fi>r freedom from any defect and for the
preserved purity of the whites.
A vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Alfieri for his kindness.
It was resolved to engage a suitable room in Hanley, where chemicals

and apparatus might be stored, and demonstrations of any kind given.
The Hon. Secretary offered the use of his studio and dark r<x)in to any

of the members during the coming summer.
After some interesting conversation upon technical topics and tlianking

their host the meeting separated.

March Meeting of the Photoorapiik; Society of Fkasik.—M.
Sauter on Development ok Gelatino-bbomide of Silver E.mcl-
sioNs.—M. Boscuer and the Elkctkic Lioht.—Instanta.neous
Photography in the Studio.—Rapid Shutter with Electbic
TRiticiKR.—A New^ Stretcher for Film.i i.n the Dark Smob.—
Presentation by Profe».sob Stebbino of Reconstructed Neoa-
TIVE.S BY MeAN.S OF TRANSPARENT FlLM.S. — PRESENT.vnON OK
Microbes in Tuberculose Microscopic Preparations by MM.
Perrot de Chaumeux and Londe.—M. Vidal'.s New St.\nd.—
Jl. Gauthier-Villars' New PiioTOdRAPHic Publications.— M.
Balaonv's New Tran.sparent Paper Filsls.— Obernetter's
Etching Process.

The monthly meeting of the Photographic Society of France was held
on Friday evening last, the 7th instant,—M. Poligot in the chair.

M. Sauter, of Geneva, sent a communication to the Society on the

development of gelatino-bromi^le plates. He said that whatever the

exposure a good negative may be obtained by careful development. A
proof was sent round, of which the negative had been over-exposed at

least four times. He had so controlled the development as to got a

good proof. It appears that he plunges the over-exposed plate into a

ten-per-ceut. solution of potassium bromide. The plate is then deve-

loped in the ordinary ferrous oxalate bath, to which has been added a
little citric acid. A few drops of a five-per-oent. solution is all that is

necessary. M. .Sauter appears to have succeeded in obtaining great

control in developiug—probably because he has been experimenting

upon plates which he has over-exposed from one to four times. Thus
he has been able to know how much restraining solution to employ to

get a certain result : but it may be very empirical to try it upon plates

of which the proper exposure is not known, for if it act well upon
over-exposed plates it iJiobably would have the opposite result upon
under-exposed ones.

M. Boscher advocated the use of the electric light for portraiture.

He employs, he says, with success, four arc lights, the carbons of

which are burnt in proximity to marble pillars. A number of proofs

(carli- album) wore passed round. They did not secure the approval of

the members, as they were inferior to those obtained by the orb of day,

and the remark was p.assed that it was of no avail in placing electricity

in competition witli our old friend the Sun if results were not better,

or at least eijual, to what was obtained by his agency, &c.

M. Haincque de St. Senoch (one of our most enthusiastic amateurs)

has been experimenting in order to obtain instantaneous portraits in

his studio. He presented an album to the Society, in which is por-

trayed the image of a clown going through all his fantastic and
ludicrously-wild antics. Snmmersanlts and all his Merry-Andrew tricks

were faithfully seized by the photographic plate. The album showed
a decided success, and the author was complimented by his colleagues

for his perseverance.

M. Irevaux presented an instantaneous shutter with an electric

trigger. A small electrical battery is carried in the pocket, and is

connected by means of wires to the trigger. M. Trevaux said that this

system was far preferable to the air-ball and tube, as the latter re-

quired complicated fillings in the iuterior, wliich, when put in motion

by the pressure of the hand upon the ball, caused the apparatus to

vibrate, whereas the electric trigger gave none. There is uotliing new
hero so far as I can see. A good "dodge," however, is that when the

electric current is not wanted the battery is turned upside down and

no electricity is generated.

M. I'Abbu Raboisaon, in his voyage to Africa, employed photography,

and in order to make his luggage as light as possible ho omployeil hints

instead of plates. To work the same without the aid of a fixed glass

plate, and to have them perfectly flat in the dark slides, he invented a
stretcher which did good service. The stretcher is m.vle of tliin brass,

exactly of the size of the film required. The film must be cut to a-

quarter of an inch larger than the frame. The lilin is laid upon the

table, and the stretcher is placed npon it. The edges of the paper
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toic'.i tlie film but the middle does not, as the edges form a curve.

We shall soon perceive the object of this. To lix the tilm in the

stretcher one of the buttons D is turned round, the shutter B is lifted

np, and the quarter of an inch of film is brought over. The shutter B

A, thin lirass frame. B, four brass shutters. C, hinges fastening- shutters to frame

A. I), buttons keeping the shutters B in close contact with frame A, E, sliding

holts to keep corners of frame A in their place.

is dropped down upon it, the button is put in ita place, and so on with

the three other sides of the film. The stretcher is placed in the

dark slide, the back of which, coming in contact with the centre of

the stretcher, cannot be shut without a certain pressure being given.

This pressure forces the stretcher to become flat, and thus the frame A
);ains about one-eighth of an inch or more in length and width, and the

film is stretched like the head of a drum. This apparatus is very

ingenious, but has two faults—first, being heavy and expensive; and
second, requiring films larger than the proof obtained.

The simple method adopted by M. Vidal, of putting diachylon plaster

upon the two sides of a sheet of ebonite for double frames, is both easy

and cheap, and offers no diftioalty whatever. After exposure tlie

exposeil film is torn from the sticky surface and another put on in its

stead. If the diachylon become too hard it can be softened by a little

benzoline, and if too soft a little French chalk is sifted over it.

I had the honour to present the Society with some film negatives

which had been obtained from paper prints. The object of the

presentation was to show the ease and facility photographers now have
to make reproductions of valuable negatives. A good print is obtained

from a negative, and it can be retouched, clouds put in, &c., if the

view be a landscape. The print is placed in a printing-frame, image
upwards, and the sensitised side of the film is put upon it. The
padding is placed in the frame, closed, and firmly screwed up with
iron screws, if possible. The more ijressure the better will be the
results. The frame is now exposed to gaslight from five to ten

seconds. The light goes through the back of the positive print, the

paper of which acts as a screen of ground glass. When developed a
magnificent negative is obtained—quite as goodas, if not better than, the
original one. The preservation of film negatives is a very easy matter.
Thousands can be laid one upon the other without any fear of their

weight breaking down the house or their being destroyed by any other
agency than damp. This, indeed, can be diminished to a minimum by
coating the film negatives with collodion.

M. Jubert forwarded a long letter to the Society on the composition
of commercial bromides.

The Chairman said as it was very long it could not be read that even-
ing, and gave instructions that it should be inserted in the Bulltlin. A
scientific analysis of the different bromides as an easy means of dis-

covering frauds would be a great boon to emulsion makers, as adul-
teration is not unknown in these most necessary chemicals.
MM. Perrot de Chaumeux and Londe have made some very interesting

experiments, in a medical point of view, on the microbes of the
tuberculosis. The expectorations of persons afiiicted with the " phthisic
pulmonaire " have been photomicrographed, and the animalcules were
clearly seen by enlarging the image by projecting it upon the screen.

M. Mourlot exhibited a new substance partaking of the qualities of

india-rubber and gutta-percha, at about half the price. This substance
will be of great service in making trays for baths and different solu-

tions used in photographic manipulations.
The Secretary announced that the yearly banquet of the Society

would take place on Saturday, the 1.5th inst.ant, and that the Society
would welcome the members of any foreign society presented by one of

the membei'S.

M Vidal cniiipleted his prescntatidil of a pocket .apparatus by

exhibiting a very light stand for the same. The stand is composed of a

light stick, like the handle of an umbrella. The resemblance goe3

further, as in the centre of the stick is at-

tached to a thimble three steel umbrella ribs.

These ribs, when opened and placed upon
the ground, form a triangle, the stick going

through. The ring or tliimble at their point

of junction falls upon the ground, and, having

a steel point, it penetrates a little into the

soil. The three ribs now- keep it perfectly

steady, and, notwithstanding its extreme
lightness, the apparatus when put upon its

top does not vibrate. An ordinary tripod stand

has three points of support in the ground.

M. Vidal's has four—the three legs and the

centre stick—which give soliditj' to the whole.

The camera-stand goes into an ordinary hollow
walking-stick. M. Vidal was highly compli-

mented. That gentleman then passed round
a number of negatives and paper positives ob-

tained by his pocket camera. The large nega-

tives were, he said, obtained upon Professor

Stebbing's new expanding films, manufactured
at his request for his pocket camera. The
small ones were upon M. Balagny's new
transparent piper films.

_ _ A, cane or stick. B, steel

._ _. Both gave good umbrella ribs. C, thimbles or

results, but M. Vidal preferred the ex- ^l^ fpoeTettmer:'
panding films, as the image was much e_ universal socket joint,

larger.

M. Gauthier-Villars, the well-known editor of scientific books, has

just published two ne-W" works which will render great service to photo-

graphers and amateurs. One, translated from the English, is Mr.

Arnold Spiller's Twehe Lessons on Ulanenfary Fhoiographk Chemistnj,

and the other a translation from the German of the second edition of

The 'Vheori/ and Practice of the Oelat'mo-Bromide of Silver Process, by
Dr. J. M. Eder. The name of Dr. Eder is well known to the readers of

The Britlsu Jourxal of Photoorapiiy, so it would be superfluous

to speak of the value of the work, because Dr. Eder has given proof

of his remarkable activity, high intelligence, and deep research—all

of which he has devoted to the progress of the photographic art.
_

I

can only counsel all who practice photography to have this interesting

and scientific work in their laboratories. M. Gauthier-Villars must
also be commended for placing this valuable and instructive book in

the hands of all who understand the French language.

M. Balagny—another of our distinguished amateurs—presented a new
gelatino-bromide of silver film supported upon paper. He names it

—

" Papier transparent a pellicule reversible au gelatino-bromiire d'argent."

The paper film is exposed in the camera or employed to obtain positives

by transparency. The emulsion of which it is made is excellent, and
the whites are clear aud no sign of fog can be detected; it adheres

firmly to its proper support and never frills. The development goes on

without any difficulty, either by the pyro. ammoniacal or the ferrous

oxalate systems. M. Balagny informed the members that the paper

when once in the developer has no tendency to roll or curl up, and as the

film of gelatino-bromide of silver is very thin the development is rapidly

terminated, the negatives or positives obtained being free from faults and
very intense. As soon as the hypo, is eliminated the film can be trans-

ferred (on either side) upon a sheet of glass or transparent gelatine, or can

be made into a transparent film by collodionising the two sides of the film.

M. Balagny demonstrated this transfer before the members. One of the

most interesting experiments had for its object to obtain film trans-

parencies for the magic lantern. The film is made to leave the i>aper,

and when put upon the glass it has a very pretty, neat appearance, as if it

were placed on ground glass. This brings out the positive in all its de-

tails, and is caused by the starch paste employed to hold the film upon
the paper. For positives this appearance is very harmonious, but for

negatives it would not be beneficial. The author explained that by
washing the film the paste was dissolved and the film could be made
perfectly transparent. M. Balagny then sh®wed how easily stereo-

scoijic pictures could bo obtained by liis process. He took proofs out
of the water, cut them of the proper size, placed them, image do-wn-

wards, upon the glass plates, and with a squeegee drove out all the

water and the air-bells. He then took some dry ones, and the paper
left the film with the greatest ease. Some negatives were tlien shown
upon paper, aud in order to strengthen or thicken the film a piece of the

commercial gelatine films was placed in water and then affixed to the
film with the greatest ease. To sum up : when an image is obtained

upon this film paper it can be transferred to any object and re-trans-

ferred as often as wished for. A great desideratum has been accom-
plished by M. Balagny by obtaining films which can be printed from
on either side. Mechanical printing can now go on at full swing, being
no longer fettered by the necessity of turning the negative, &c. Any
of the known means of fixing films in the dark slide can be employed,
such as glass support, diachylon, and the Ahb(5 liaboisson's new
stretcher. Amateurs will be the first to welcome this new paper, which
is so precious for those who travel far from their homes. Breakage ia
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no longer to be feared, not to speak of a notable diminution in weight
and facility of manipulation. M. Balagny, during his experiinniit,

crushed up a tilm iu liis hand. Tlie negative was not injured in the

least by this rough treatment. M. Ualagny was felicitated for the very

great progress he had made and the perfection he had attained iu his

transparent paper tilms.

Horr Obcrnutter's method of engraving plates was discussed. A
journal publishing the method as a new discovery has wakened up other

inventors. The same )ir()cess has been worked for years in Manchester,

and was patented by Mr. .Sachs, in Kngland, on tlie 1 Ith of February,

18S0. Herr Obernetter now employs a new patented process, which
consists in coaling a sheet of paper with bitumen and gelatine. The
back of the paper is bicliromated, and then exposed to light under a

positive or a negative. The paper is then put into warm water, when the

gelatine unacted upon by light swells up and raises with it the co,ating

(if bitumen. This washes away, while, on the contrary, the p.arts acted on
I'y lijiht maintain the bitumen, and an image is thus formed. When dry
tlie paper bearing the bitumen image is pressed upon a block of metal.

The back of the paper is damped with pcrchloride of iron, and this

]>asses through the paper in every part where the reserve of bitumen is

al)8ent, eats into the met.allic plates, and engraves the image. A more
simple process could not have been thought of. I have myself seen this

process iu full work in this city. E. .Stf.bbin(1, I'rof.

25, Ittte (lis Aptnnl)i-i, Parii, March 11, 1884.

SINGULAR LUMINOSITY OF THE ARGENTIC-BROMIDE
FILM.

To the Editors.

Oentlkmkx,—I have very carefully read the letter by "A. S." in your
la«t issue, and T can hai-dly think he means seriously what he seems to

say, whicii, read with my article, amounts to this—that the evolution of a

Sjreenish-blue liglit is the result of the presence of an orange-coloured one.

The theory of complementai-y colours and the retention of the retina

would, no doubt, account for the lisiht I produced being apparently

green ish-lilue; but "A. S." would seem to go further than this, and say

that the existence of one source of li^ht .accounts for the pi-oduction of

another. This ])rciiiosition seems hardly wortli combating ; but I would
ask if it \i" seriously advanced? Why are such appearances as my " silent

discharge " not more common—indeed general—with all using such a very

common form of lamp as the two thicknesses of oriinge paper mentioned ?

Why sho\ild I only liave seen them when the disruption was forcible, and
not "when there was no adhesion of the pieces of paper to the film?—I am,
yours, &c., H. H. Clxni.nghasi.

Itotca anb ^ucma,
S. S. B. asks—" What is the date of Swan's carbon patent, and is it still in

force ? " In reply : The patent was obtained on February 2i), 1804, and
lias long since expired.

How can brown tones be obtained in transparencies made by the wet collo-

dion prcwess?—G. Henrt. In reply: An application of a s()lution of

sulphide of potassium will give the tones desired, but this toning agent

is a treaciierous one.

.J. P. T. inquires whether gelatino-bromide plates of English manufacture
can be procured in Switzerland—by preference, in Geneva.——If he be

about to visit that country he would act prudently in taking out with

him a supply of the particular class or make of plates to which he has

become accustomed. Perhaps some reader familiar with the state of the

plate supply in .Switzerland will answer the query.

A New Yoiuc Citizen.—This correspondent addresses to us a very singular

query. He stiys ;
—" Is there anything either legally or morally wrong in

being a vendor of a photographic pificess ? " Certainly there is not ; but,

on the contrary, there maybe much that is eominondable in i>rocess-vend-

iiig. If an individual know of something lie believes to be good that

would prove Ijcneticial to photographers he would act a rather churlish

part in withholding it from them. On common business principles, how-
ever, he is not necessarily entitled to give it to them without remunera-
tion. But he is wrong if he show as the result of a certain secret

process something not i)roduced by it, and then sells the i)rocess under
this false impression. This is both morally and legally wrong. Otherwise

it is an ordinary business transaction, in which one obtains a siim of

money from another for imparting to him certain knowledge of which he
was previously ignorant.

-V lENS in my i«>ssession, which hitherto had proved to be as near perfection

as any single landscape lens I have yet seen, has during the present winter

showii indications of the disintegration of the balsam by which its com-
ijoneiits arc cemented. I have on the advice of a friend exposed it to

neat in tlie exixctation of the balsam becoming melted and re-spreading

itself between the surfaces. But this result has not followed, although
I have heated it by phveing it in w.ater not far lielow boiling-point^in

fact, hotter than I could bear when incautiou.sly inserting my lingers. I

have tried when thus heated to effect a separation of the lenses by sliding

one u|x)ii the other, Imt the cement does not yield to heat. Kindly say

how I am to proceed. I have uncemented many lenses, but this one
defies my best efforts.-J. A. B. In reply: Procure a round tin box of

sufficient capacity to contain the lens, which place inside, and fill up with

benzole, allowing it to stand for one or even two days. The bennolo will

very slowly jjenetrate between the lenses and dissolve (or .at anyrate

soften) the cement, and thus enable them to be separated.

Vita.—This correspondent sends a sjiecimen of his pbotoKraphic work.
His experience is confined to the )>ast twelve mouthii, and his knowledge
has be<!n derived exclusively from books. The specimen is not only
creditable, but suiierior to much that not unfrcquently eman«te« from
establishments of good rejiutation.

T. W. A. says :—" I have road with much interest the article on Polaritd
Light in hast number, and am induced to incpiiro if the iKilarising angle,
as existing between the light emerging from the condensers and the
intercepting parcel of glass jilates, be the definite one we are led in

Bupiwse. if 57"' be the correct polarising angle, only oHe [lortion of the
lignt, and that a very small portion too, will be (wlansed, 8(«ing that the
light is projected forward in a converging beam, not one ray in which is

parallel to any other. The angle, therefore, mentioned above cannot be
maintained unless for the axis of the emerging and converging beam. If

this reasoning be correct, then there is not a very large amount of light

lost, in the sense of very little of it becoming polarised?" In reply:
Our correspondent is quite correct in his reasoning. This particular topic

was, several years since, brought prominently before the notice of the
British Association by the then editor of this .loumal, who provided a
remedy for the evil. It consisted in interposing a small concave lens in

the luminous cone just previous to its impact ui>on the bundle of glass

lilates by which it is to be jKilarised. This has the effect of converting
the converging into a parallel beam, every ray of which falls ujxm the
glass plates iit the proper angle, improving the effect in a marked degree.
After reflection from the polariser the parallel rays are once more
rendered convergent by a plano-convex lens, the counterpart of that
previously employed in effecting parsvUelism. But for practical purposes
there is a certain degree of Utitude allowable in the determination of the
angle, and this in some measure compensates for the convergence of the
light. ^
Photographic Piracy.—Samuel Rosenthal, 12, Partridge -court,

Houndsditch, was summoned before Sir Thomas S. Owdeu by Mr.
M. B. Huisli, Secretary of the Fine Arts .Society (Limited), for offering

for sale a photographed copy of a painting called The. Jifturu from the

Battle, of Inki'rman, of which they were the proprietors of the copy-
right. He was also summoned by Mr. B. Brooks, publisher, 121, .Strand,

for a similar offence with regard to two pictures of which he held the
copyright.—Mr. W. H. Burgess said he was an inquiry agent to the
Fine Arts Society, and others. On the 4th instant he was on the City
side of Loudon Bridge, when he saw the defendant carrying what
appeared to be photographs. Witness asked hira to let him look at the
pictures, and saw that there were nine photographs which had been
pirated from pictures the copyrights of which were vested in different

publishers. After mentioning further details, witness added that
summonses were granted against the defendant. Witness had com-
municated with the publishers, and they appeared to press the charge.
—Mr. M. B. Huish said that he was the Secretary to the Fine Arts
Society. They were the registered proprietors of the picture called The
Return from the Battle of Inkermun. He did not give the defendent
consent to offer photographed copies of that picture for sale. The
photograph produced was a copy of that picture.—Mr. B. Brooks said
he was a publisher, at 121, Strand. He was the registered proprietor
of the copyi-iglit of two pictures called respectively. Can't f'ou Tali;.-'

and Which do you Like? He did not give the defendant consent to
offer for sale any photographed copies of those pictures. The two
jihotograx^ha produced by Mr. Burgess were copies of his pictures.

—

Mr. Burgess was re called, and said that the defendant had given him
information which was correct. The man who induced the defendant
to sell the photographs also induced him to pawn his goods to pay one-
half their value, and they divided the receipts. The makers would not
do business on any other terms. He had a wife who was very ill, and
they were very poor.—Sir T. S. Owden said he wanted, if he could,
to prevent the defendant going to prison. He could line him £10 on
each summons; but if he could not pay it there would be no alternative
for it, for he must go to prison.—After conversation on the matter, Sir

T. S. Owden fined the defendant lOs. and costs on each summons, with
the alternative of five days' imprisonment on each, the terms to be
consecutive.

—

Stamlanl.

(Bicbange Column.
I will exchange a cabinet rolling-press for a skin rug, or anything useful.

—

Address, Youno Walton, Hangingroyd-lane, Hebden Bridge.

Wanted, a U.illmeyer's 7i x 4i or Ross's rapid symmetrical, iu exchange
for large induction coil and batteries, or cash.—Address, J. A. Tbknch,
Oxton, Cheshire.

I will exchange Ross's landscajie lens, three and a-quarter inch diameter,
covers 15 x 12, for any smaller lens or apparatus.—Address, W. B.
Alli.son, 32, West-street, Stoke-on-Trent.

Wanted, a quarter-plate carte or half-plate lens, or anything useful for wet-
plate work, iu exchange for four Victoria or midget lenses, flange
complete.—Address, H. M. Ashuky, 53, Clifton-street, Kxeter.

What offers for a 12 x 10 mahogany double dark slide, folding retouching-
desk, three dozen half- and whole-plate printing frame.i, half-plate
walnutwood negative box, lock and key, carte rolling-press, and seven
photographic Year-Booki > Wanted, No. 3 portable symmetrical or four-

inch focus medium-angle doublet.—Addr^ Tobacconist, 75, Stone-
bridge-road, South Tottenham, N.
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I have a rolling-press, two rollers, 6j x 3 in. diameter; also, Bigelow's Album
(with key) of Lifihtimj and Poahvi. Wanted, anythinir in. exchange in

photography.—Address, Newton," 270, Ribbleton-lane, Trestcin.

Wh.>t offers for Ross's No. 2 quick-acting carte lens and posing-chair ?

Wanted, half-plate bellows-body camera and dark tent, jwrtable;

diifereilce adjusted.—Address, Sulphitk, 52, Goldsmith-road, Peckham,
London, S.E.

What offers for seven valuable books, best works on photography,
chemistry, retouching, &e. (list on application); also retouching-desk,

and four-wheel dark carriage, suitable for jiony?— Address, Peott,
18, Tacket-street, Ipswich.

I will exchange a quantity of birds (foreign), with three domed aviary
(nearly new), made to partition into three separate cages, for good
cabinet lens or anything useful in photography.—Address, A. Holt,
Northleigh House, Stowmarket.

I will exchange 2.t-inch portrait lens (takes a good cabinet), large water-
proof fishing bag, splendid bottom tackle case, both equal to new, cost

25s., for stereographic lens or ;J-plate i)ortable camera.—Address, W.E.,
2, York-street, Covent-garden, W.C.

I will exchange a 15 X 13 rolling press, by Knox and Co., of Glasgow,
cost ill 10s., for anything useful (lens), or will take £.5 lOs.; also wanted,
a "wide-angle Ross's or Dallmeyer's 12 X 10 symmetrical lens.—Address,
W. Wkstoby, St. John-street, Goole.

I will exchange a C x 6 bellows-body camera, with screw to focus and
folding tailboard, with carriers for 5x4 and quarter-plates, as good as
new, a quarter-plate camera, a good, strong tripod stand, and a 10 x 8
glass bath, with case and dipper, for a 10 x 8 or larger Kinnear camera
or other good maker, with double slide jiroferred.—Address, A. V.
Clark, photographer, 18, Glamis-road, Forfar.

^iiators to C0rwspon&£nti5.

US' Ooirespomlents should never write on both sides of the jmper.

B. H. G.—Twenty grains to the ounce will be quite strong enough for the
purpose.

CiLASGOW Photographic Associ.ation.—Paper read at last meeting re-
ceived.

R. HOLGATE.—Messrs. Nettlefold and Son, High Holborn, will, no doubt,
supply all you require.

YORKS.—The apparatus is not an article of commerce. You will be com-
pelled to make it yourself. This you can easily do with a local tinman's
aid.

Lancashire Lad.—Send us an example, or be more explicit in describing
your difficulties, and we can then, no doubt, assist you in overcoming
them.

A Beginner.—The "Inxograph" or Moule's "photogen" might possibly
answer your purpose. The electric light would probably be too
expensive.

W. W.—The best plan in practice will be for you to measure the fluids and
weigh the solids. This is the general custom when "parts" are given
in a formula.

SvNTAX.-The better way to treat the collodion is to use it up for plate-
cleaning. If it be as old as you state it will not be worth exi)erimenting
with. Better procure fresh.

Major Gubbin.s.—The defect arises from an inequality in the coating of
the plate with the emulsion, and not from one portion being more sensi-
tive than another, as you appear to surmise.

A. P. Sharp.—There is no such work. If one were comi>iled it would be
quite worthless in practice, as the light is alw.ays changing, and no two
makers plate are exactly equal in sensitiveness.

W. G. M.-;-The enamel picture would have been very good, in all proba-
bility, if It had not been over-fired. Next time use much less heat, and
do not keep the picture in the muftie for so long a time.

H. SOLTER.—The keepini,' qualities of the plates can only be tested hy
actual experiment. We have not kejrt them longer th.an six or eight
months, but they showed no deterioration during that period.

S. S. S.—There is very little doubt that j'our failure is caused by em-
ploying too strong a solution of the bitumen, although you tenn it a

dilute one. Bear in mind that the thinnest possible film is sufficient
to protect the metal from the action of the etching fluid, which is all that
13 necessary.

H. G. Fox.—There is nothing new in the fact that certain samples of
pat>er ctiange colour upon prolonged exposure to light. Sometimes it
arises from the fibre itself becoming discoloured ; at others it is caused by
a fugitive pigment added to the pulp to disguise its real colour becoming
bleached, and then leaving the fibre the colour it was originally.

^j^'^}^^*'—y.^^'y photographs b«rnt-in on ceramic ware can be iiro-
duced by inaking a carbon tissue " witli ceramic olour instead of the
ordinary piKinents, developing the picture in the ware, and then firing it.
ine chief difficulty encountered by those who have tried this plan is
that, when the heat is applied, the i)icture is liable to split off before the
gelatine is consumed

; Init it has been accomplished, and some good
examples have been exhibited.

^' .?•, J''''"^''^^""^—We have no details as to how the feat was acoom-
pUshed. However, it may be trie<l in the following manner :—The
camera should be focussed for some distant object in the daytime, and
tlien arranged so that the lens points to the sky. A plate should next be
placed ni the camera, the shutter drawn, and the lens uncapped The
lightning would then probably impress itself upon the plate. Of course,
the cxiwriment can only be made when it is quite dark, as the plate will

. be ex|xi9ed.aU the time.

A. Hicks.—The reason that the gelatine coathlg does not soften suffi-

ciently to stick to the collodion film is that you have used too much
chrome alum in its preparation. Possibly half the quantity would have
been sufficient for that particular sample of gelatine.

M. Fraser.—To succeed with the process it is necessary that the plates bt^

prepared with bromide only. If iodide or chloride be present you will

not be successful. There are several plans of obtaining reversed nega-
tives, such as stripping the film from the glass, taking the negative with
a prism or reversing mirror fitted to the lens, or a reversed negative may
be reproduced from the original negative by the i>owder process.

Reversed negatives may also be produced by ]jrintin^ a carbon trans-

parency, and from that making a negative by superiiositiou on a gelatine

plate; also by several other methods.

Photographic Club.—At the forthcoming meeting of this Club, at

Auderton's Hotel, Fleet-street, on Wednesday next, the 19th iiist. , tlie

subject for discussion will be

—

On Por/i-aituri' in Ordinary Jioomti.

Ax Automatic Washing Tray.—Since giving a description in our last

issue of the print-wasliing machine patented by Mr. Hazeldine, of

Godstone, we have been offered an opportunity by the inventor of

testing its efficacy. Although from the details given anyone possessing

a modicum of mechanical knowledge must have known that it would
work automatically in the manner claimed, there is always a degree of

satisfaction in seeing such action in practical operation. Having placed

the tray below a faucet we allowed the water to run in slowly, iu the
manner shown by the diagram iu our last number, and no sooner had it

reached a certain height than it rushed over the partition into the pre-

viously empty chamber at the end of the tray, which was thus
overbalenced and caused to tilt. The syphon then operated and
permitted the water to flow out, by which the tray was allowed to

regain its former level position, and again to be filled with water up to

a certain level, when the tilting and emptying operations were automa-
tically repeated as before. We understand that these trays are to bo
manufactured iu various sizes. They will, doubtless, be found very
useful.

Photography and Cycling.—The second annual photographic
lantern social meeting of the Temple Bicycle Club took place on
Tuesday evening, the 11th instant, at Andertou's Hotel, Fleet-street,

and was a decided success, upwards of 300 of the members and their

friends being present. The programme consisted of lantern views,

music, songs, and recitations. We will confine ourselves to the

lantern pictures, merely mentioning that the music and singing was of

the highest excellence. Some two hundred slides were put upon the

screen, principally from negatives taken by members of the Temple
Bicycle Club, of provincial scenery on their tours, including many
well-known bicycling haunts and faces. The applause testified to the

pleasure with which they were received, as well as to the skill of the
photographers. The slides were specially prepared for the occasion by
Mr.' J. B. B. Wellington, aud were shown by the Soiopticon. Anew
feature was the way in which the pictures were changed upon the

screen, which was generally allowed to be a great improvement. One
lantern only was used, and by a mechanical arrangement the picture

faded away into darkness, another immediately taking its place—the

short interval of darkness being practically imperceptible, and the

effect far more pleasing than ordinary dissolving views. The details of

the contrivance did not transpire, but we believe it will shortly bo
brought out by the Sciopticon Company.

LONDON GAZETTE, Tuesday, March 11, 1884.
AUJI'DICATIOS.

Dn.scAN .JOSEPH Oeaxt, 63, Llewellynvitreet, Pciitie Ysti-odyfodwe, near Pontypridd,
artist, pietiu-e-franio maker, and photographer.
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A NEW METHOD OF KEEPING EMULSION.
f'oSTlsuiSG from the point at which we left off last week, we have
now to consider the most convenient method of storing the emul-
sion we have already described, assuming, as our experience so far

lias led us to believe to be the case, that the emulsion itself will

retain its qualities for an indefinite period.

As we left it the emulsion has simply been allowed to set into a

hard mass in the vessel in which it had been mixed. This is, for

obvious reasons, not a very convenient plan if the bulk is to be used

up iu small quantities. The quantities given last week will suffice

for about twenty-four ounces of finished emulsion—more or less

according to whether a thick or thin emulsion is preferred—and
ill its present state it occupies probably betsveen one-fourth

and one-fifth of that bulk. It is very undesirable that it should be

reuielted each time a small quantity is required for use, so that

if it be necessary to dilute it by volume it will lie needful to store it

iu separate sraiU bottles (say) of one ounce capacity, each of which
will sutlicB for about five ounces of finished emulsion.

It will readily be understood that in this concentrated form it is

quite impossible to squeeze the jelly through canvas or to divide it

in any of the usual ways owing to its extreiuely tough nature. It

might probably be cut up by such an arrangement of knife edges as

that described by Mr. William Bedford some time ago, anil to store

it iu that form. A certain quantity by tcciijkt might then be taken
and made into a given bulk of emulsion; but in any case, as will be
seen later on, it is desirable to have it in a divided form.

Calculating the weight of the ingredients, the bulk should weigh
a little over six ounces; or allowing for some slight inevitable loss

we may set it down at six ounces. On this computation, then, we
in.iy calculate two drachms (or one hundred and twenty grains) by
weight for each ounce of finished emulsion. Such proportions we
have found iu practice to give a smoothly-flowing and, at the same
time, quick-setting emulsion.

But a better plan than this exists—the same, indeed, as that

recommended some years ago in connection with washed collodion

pellicle, only tliat in this case it is more reliable. This consists in

spre.iding a given quantity of emulsion upon a measured surface of

-lass, so that each square inch of the pellicle may represent a
definite quantity of emulsion. With the quantity given the area

represented by a glass plate measuring 8x6, or forty-eight .square

inches, will allow two square inches for each ounce of finished

emulsion, and, roughly calculating, the sheet would be about three-

sixteenths of an inch in thickness—a convenient thickness for

storing and for handling.

A plate of glass of the dimensions named having been edged
with strips of paper, so as to form a dish, is levelled accurately by
means of screws, and the fluid emulsion poured into it and allowed

to set After an hour or two it will have become so firm that it

may readily be dragged or stripped from the glass in a single

sheet ; but before this is done it will be better to divide it with a
silver knife into twenty-four i)ieces, each measuring 2 x 1, by
uuiking three cuts parallel with the short edge of the gUss and

five the other way. The sections may then be stripped separately,

and each will represent one ounce of finished emulsion.

These may be placed together in a suitable jar, or, preferably,

wrapped separately in clean paper first to prevent their adhesion if

kept. The paper, even if it should become adherent, will be easily

got rid of in the subsequent operations. By adopting this plan

it matters not how long the emulsion is kept nor how much of the

alcohol and water escapes by evaporation, and thus reduce the

weight of the flakes ; each section will continue to consist of

the same proportion of gelatine and silver bromide, and will repre-

sent always one ounce of emulsion.

When required for use the desired quantity of the solidified

emulsion is placed to soak in cold water. After a few minutes the

wrapping paper, if that have been used, may be peeled off and the

water changed. It is difficult to fix the proper time during which
the pellicle should be allowed to soak, as this will depend upon the

temperature, the period it has been kept, and the length of time the

coated plates are likely to be retained. It is desirable to remove
as much as possible of the contained glycerine, especially if the

plates are to be kept long ; otherwise the hygroscopic matter might
be liable to cause trouble. No difliculty will, however, be ex-

perienced in this respect, as the glycerine renders the mass extremely
permeable and rapidly diffuses itself throughout the water employed
for soaking. Its removal may be judged pretty accurately by
the gradual disappearance of the sweet taste in successive changes

of water, leaving, iu all probability, a slightly bitter taste froci.

the salicylic acid.

The operation of soaking and melting the emulsion will be much
quicker than would be the case if the pellicle had been cut to

the same dimensions and dried, while the fineness of division of the

sensitive salts is, we think, better preserved. The soaking will to a

great extent remove the alcohol contained in the emulsion
originally, though its smell will, in all likelihood, remain, so that in

making up the bulk the necessary allowance must be made for

an addition of alcohol, if such be desired. After filtration iu

the usual way the emulsion is ready for use.

As regards the (pieslion of whether the sensitiveness changes
with keeping, our experience is quite in the negative. If the bro-

mide be allowed to " ripen" during the process of precipitjition, or

in certain methods afterwards, and.it be thoroughly freed from
soluble matter, the sensitiveness appears to remain absolutely

unchanged after the addition of the gelatine. If the ammonia
process be used to obttin sensitiveness the alkali must be
thoroughly removed by washing, though the salicylic acid would

probably act as a check u|>on any slight trace that might remain.

Any considerable quaniity of alkali present, whether accidental or

otherwise, is to be avoided, as it tends to induce decomixifitiun

resulting in fog. Especially would this danger be present if the

glycerine employed were a sample—such as is alleged to be found iu

the market—made up from or adulterated with glucose. This latter

substance in the presence of an alkali is known to reduce tba

haloids.
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On a later occasion we shall probably return to the use of gly-

cerine in other applications in connection with emulsion.*

EXPEDIENTS IN CONNECTION AVITH SMALL STUDIOS*

By small studios we here mean those having low roofs. If they

possess certain advantages over tliose of greater diraeiisiions and

height, as regards the control of tlie lio;htiiig of the figure, they

have also certain disadvantages peculiar to themselves. When
cireurascribed lateivilly it is impossible to obtain a group in conse-

quence of the narrowness of the background ; whereas, when

vertical conditions are considered, in the photographing of a tall

man, taken standing, his head almost on a level with the top of the

background, the obtaining of a presentable picture under such con-

ditions borders on the impossible. Such are the adverse conditions

wo now wish to face, and to indicate the means by which they

can be successfully overcome.

To have the sides of a background in the same picture with the

BUiijecls forming a group, and to have the top of the background

with its roller, nails, or fittings vividly and sharply displayed in

the immediate vicinity of the head of the tall, martial-looking

figure, whose "counterfeit presentment" is being prepared for the

admiring gaze of future generations, are necessities, or have been

considered as such. Happily this drawback is not without its

remedy.

The remedy to be here described, and which is not new even in

this special application, is one based upon the principle involved in

a system of vigjietting introduced in the earliest days of the art.

It may not be known to the majority of those photographers who
have devoted themselves to the practice of the art-science within

the comparatively brief period of a quarter of a century, or whose
a:;quaintance with its history does not greatly antedate that period,

that the earliest method of producing a vignette portrait consisted

n interposing between the sitter and the camera a large white or

light-coloured disc, in which there was an aperture having a serrated

margin, through which the lens peeped at the sitter, or so much of

hira as could be seen through the aperture. Gentle rotation during
the time of exposure ensured the serrated edges not being seen, and
ihe result was a daguerreotype having a figure beautifully vignetted

into a white ground.

This is the principle involved in the manner of extending the
apparent dimensions of a background either at its sides or its head
which we shall now describe. Let us suppose, therefore, that the
head of the figure is so near the top of the background as to

ensure both being seen in close proximity, and thus to entirely

destroy the artistic effect : how is this to be obviated ?

At any point between the camera and the sitter, but by pre-
ference much nearer the former than the latter, let there be inter-

posed a screen depending from a line stretched across the studio.
This screen must harmonise in colour with the background and
liang 80 low as only to cut off the view of the top of the back-
ground from the camera lens. The screen will thus be vignetted
iiito the background ; for being so close to the lens its lower edge
will be quite out of focus. It thus forms a visually-continuous
sheet with the background, and extends as far overhead as the
])hotogra'pher desires. It is, of course, necessary that the colour of
the background and of the interposed screen be alike; otherwise
there will be a want of uniformity in the tint apparent.

Desirous of seeing to what extent this joining-on of a top piece
to a regular background could be carried, we carefully erected a
background composed of a uniformly-even web of cloth, and at a
height of twelve inches above the sitter's head we placed a black
cross-bar which extended from side to side of the field of view.
About forty inch, s in front of the camera a sheet of tinted card-
board, harmonising in colour with the background and of about two
feet by eighteen inches in demensions, was suspended by the two
upper corners, the "dip" being just so low as on the one hand not
to interfere with the head of the sitter, while on the other hand it
cut oflf entirely the cross-bar, which for the sake of the experiment

eiii° «Lr'giiS..''-lSii.'*'''
"""" """"" "' <»«»rti'^>«"'«<t«eek, for "eb-

we had meant to be very obnoxious. The degree of adjustment

necessary to effect the perfect reconciliation of the main background

with its subsidiary was but trivial, and when an exposure was made

and the negative developed it was absolutely impossible to discover

that any unusual expedient or trick had been resorted to in order to

obtain the effect which was secured. In this picture there is a large

space over the head of the figure—so large indeed as to lead to the

belief that the background was one possessing exceptional height.

What we have said will, without entering into further details, in-

dicate the means by which the evik of a low background can be

obviated.

In a similar manner may the too greatly circumscribed sides of a

studio be made to give way to an apparently open lateral expanse.

What is absolutely necessary in the carrying out of this idea in a

perfect manner is to see that the small interposed sheet is of such a

colour as to harmonise with that of the real background behind the

sitter.

The idea here elaborated is one of great excellence. We are

unaware by whom it was first mooted, although we have a hazy

recollection of meeting with it many years ago. We know,

however, from having conversed with some of our more intelligent

readers that it is new to thera, and, therefore, we publish it for the

benefit of all who, from having low studios or the latter being

otherwise unfavourably situated, are in a position to profit by the

idea to which we have drawn attention.

ON THE RESTORATION OF FADED PHOTOGRAPHS.

Although a considerable amount of attention has of late been

devoted to the subject of the fading of silver prints and its causes,

very little practical good, we fear, has resulted therefrom. It is true

the different discussions which have taken place have elicited the

fact—or, rather, brought it into more prominent notice—that jirints

made from vigorous or dense negatives on a highly-sensitised paper

are, all things being equal, those which possess the greatest degree

of permanence it is possible to obtain with silver printing.

Unfortunately at present thin negatives and lightly-sensitised

paper are the order of the day, and there is apparently but little

chance of their being departed from ; so that, notwithstanding all

that has been said and written, we surmise things will go on pretty

much as heretofore. Therefore there is little hope that the photo-

graphs of the immediate future will prove any more permanent than

those of the past. Now, seeing that there is so little chance of any

material improvement being made in the direction of securing

greater permanence, it is somewhat a matter of surprise that so little

attention has hitherto been paid to the subject of the restoration of

those pictures which have faded, or of arresting the decay in others

when it first makes its appearance. Up to the present time there is

unfortunately no satisfactory method known for accomplishing this

with paper photographs.

With daguerreotypes the case is difl'erent, for they can be suc-

cessfully restored. But daguerreotypes do not fade in the sense

that silver prints do. The image itself does not fade away ;
it is

only the silvered surface of the plate that becomes tarnished, and

it is simply the tarnish which obliterates the image. If this be

removed the picture is at once restored to its original— or very

nearly its original — condition. This is easily accomplished by

treating the plate with a solution of cyanide of potassium—ten to

fifteen grains to the ounce—which dissolves off the tarnish. When
the whole of this is removed the image appears as good as ever.

After the tarnish has been removed it is necessary that the plate be

well washed (finally with distilled water) and dried. It is then

fitted, air-tight, in its frame or case, so that it is thoroughly pro-

tected fiom the action of the atmosphere. If so protected it will

remain unchanged. If, however, at any future time by the action

of the atmosphere it should again become tarnished it can be re-

stored once more by the same method of treatment.

But to return to the subject of paper prints. It has been sur-

mised by some that when a paper print shows the first symptoms of

fading—upon the supposition that it must contain hyposulphite of

soda—the fading may bo arrested, or at least checked, by re-washing
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it ; but many who have tried the experiment have not found this to

be the c;ise. On tlie contrary, in several instances tlie fading has

been liastened by thia treatment In any case, very little advantage

is gained by re-washing.

What becomes of the photographic image when tlie pictn>*e fades?

It is a well-known axiom in cliemistry that nothing can be de-

stroyed. It can only be made to take a different form or condition,

consequently the image (or what composed it) must still exist in the

paper in some form or other; for we have no reason to assume that

il hn3 become volatile and evaporated. Hardwich says it is converted

intosulphideof silver, and thi."!, althoughdarkin colour when in mass,

is of a pale yellow when in an attenuated layer. Now, if the silver and

"old which once composed the picture be still existent in the paper, it

might fairly be assumed tli.-it modern chemistry could devise some

means by which the latent image might be developed or restored to

its original condition. Many ways of doing this have at times

suggested themselves to experimentalists, but, up to the present,

with no practical result. There is no question that, if a method can

be devised by which faded paper prints may be restored to their

pristine condition, it must prove invaluable. Here is a wide field

open to experimentalists wishing to acquire fame, and to such we
commend the subject for consideration.

Although at the present time tliere is no known means of actually

restoring the image when once it has disappeared, yet there is a

method by which faded paper prints may often be very much im-

proved if not actually restored. In our article on Old Prints in

our last number we mentioned that if the strong yellow tint in

some of the very old photographs shown at the South London

Photographic Society's last meeting were removed a bold, vigorous

picture would remain. Now, this is precisely what is accomplished

by the method to be described. It may here be mentioned that the

plan was first published by Mr. It F. Barnes nearly thirty years

ago.

The treatment is simple. It is only to immerse the yellowed

print in a dilute solution of bichloride of mercury until all

the yellowness disappeai-s. It is then well washed in water

to remove the mercurial salt. If the print be a, mounted

one it is by no means necessary to unmount it previously

to treatment. All that is required in this case is to keep it in

intimate contact for a time with blotting-paper charged with the

bichloride ; indeed, this is the plan originally suggested by Mr.

Barnes. By the bichloride treatment no lost detail is actually

restored as some have imagined. It is simply that the sickly yellow

colour which, as it were, buried the delicate half-tints, or what re-

mains of them, is removed, and thus renders the picture bright and

clear. Pictures which have been treated with the mercury always

possess a much warmer tone than they did originally, as the purple

or black tones give way to a reddi.«h-brown.or reddish-purple

—

more or less bright according, probably,|a8 gold or sulphur had been

the principle toning agent.

Here a question very naturally arises with regard to the future

permanence of pictures which have been thus " restored," seeing

that negatives intensified with mercury or transparencies toned

with it are so prone to change. In answer to this we may mention

that they appear to be permanent—at least that is our experience

with some that have been done for many yeara. There appears

to be no further loss of detail, and the whites retain their purity.

Indeed, since undergoing the treatment with mercury no alteration

is yet perceptible.

MECHANICAL METHODS OF TINTING PHOTOGRAPHS.

The interesting communication by Mr. Kurt/!, described in our

Transatlantic Jottings, will naturally recal to the mind of many

an old practitioner the numerous methods of " improving," tinting,

background-making, and the multitude of other mechanical devices

which from time to time have been practised by the profession,

or as specific nostrums brought before their notice. There would

not seem, a priori, to be much connection between fire-irons and

the production of pictures ; yet, last century, a most fashionable

style of picture was the "poker picture," which was produced

by charring or singeing the surface of white wood by the aid

of a red-hot poker. By charring to different degrees of intensity,

the various depths of tones represented in a bistre drawing were
thus imitated,at thehandsof an expert, with pictures of considerable

merit. Now we have Mr. Kurtz taking a photograph by meaiM of

a closed box and a pair of bellows distributing a cloud of fine colour,

which falls over the surface of paper so as to tint it in a delicate

and even manner. Many years ago a somewhat similar effect was
obtained by sifting fine colour through a large muslin sieve, and by
vigorous agitation causing the colour to descend almost as a cloud

upon the picture placed at the bottom of a box. We are unaware if

ever this method found its way into print, but it was communicated

to us many years ago by an expert—a gentleman of great artistic

skill—whose coloured photographs are among the very best pictures

of the class we have seen.

This particular mode of manipulating pictures—the laying on of

an even tint—is practised in an immense variety of forms by many
clever artists'as well as by the more mechanical stipplers who aim at

nothing but " finish," and to whom monotony and smoothness are

the limits of perfection. A well-known—we might say a notorious

—process of this kind was devised a number of years ago, and was

brought before photographers in such a dexterous manner that

many thousands of pounds must have been netted by the inven-

tor.s. The method of advertising and pushing the process was a

marvel of commercial dexterity ; so successful was it that some of

the best business men in the profession were drawn in. Naturally,

the carefuily-cultivated furore soon died, and concessions for the

patent rights— which at one time were valued at hundreds of

pounds for a district—soon went begging for a five-pound note.

We think it by no means undesirable at times to bring before our

readers a reminder of past follies of this description, and for the

younger generation of photographers, who may not have come into

contact with anything of the kind, our remarks may serve as a

word in season, for there will always be process-mongers.

We have in our mind as we write the doings of a singularly-facile

and clever worker with powder colour, with whom we once came in

contact a number of years ago. He must, we should think, be no

longer alive, for the mode of operations he adopted and the methods

of his art were well adapted to trap the unwary photographer anxious

to learn a " wrinkle " or execute artistic work quickly and cheaply.

This man formerly travelled through the country selling his boxes of

materials and giving lessons in the working of them, and when once

he succeeded in securing the ear of anyone to whom he had gained

access, he was able in a very short period to execute marvellously-

effective pictures in a space of time so brief as to be almost

incredible. His sole apparatus, so far as our recollection carries us,

was a box containing a black powder (very like the well-known
" stumping sauce" of the worker in crayons), a i>iece of black chalk,

a few stumps, and a large woolly bos more like a powder-puff than

anything else. With a few dexterous sweeps of this puflf, first filled

with a quantity of the powder, he coated a good-sized piece of

paper in a second or two, giving it greater depth in some places

than others. A pocket hankerchief swirled round here and
there removed the stain, and soon clouds were produced ; a few
black touches gave tree trunks, and the foliage was indicated

equally quickly by a few touches with the thumb. A sweep or two
of the handkerchief gave an eddying stream, and rocks were indi-

cated with equal facility and rapidity. The final touch was given

by a sweep, we believe, of the coat-cuflT, which created a foaming
cataract dashing among the rocks ! In as brief a time almost as we
take to write it this clever fellow produced a really effective picture,

with apologies for its nece-ssary incompleteness, owing to the short

time occupied in its production. " More finish, of course, could be

produced by giving more time to it." The price of a box of materials,

with a lesson to explain complete details, was onl}' two guineas !

We do not take any very great merit to ourselves for not investing

the two guineas ; but it we have made clear to our readers that the

merits of the picture so obtained were due, not to the process but to

its expositor, our end will be obtained.

The laying on of a tint, and then removing portions of it to obtain

effect, is a perfectly legitimate " dodge," and much time can be saved

liy it. A life-size he.id stumped over in grey with a large stump,
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and then the broad lights removed by a piece of bread and the finer

points by a piece of the crumb worked to a point, can be effectually

modelled in a much shorter time than if all this tone had to he

hatched or rubbed in with a small tojl. The darker portions can be

equally well executed whether there be any tint filready upon

them or not.

In a similar way, some would say not legitimately, coloured

crayon heads are starte 1 by giving a wash of flesh colour in water-

colour, and then, after it is quite dry, putting on the local and other

colours with either stuntps or point of pastil. Such methods may

be decried by some as f.-Jse pretences, passing off as crayon what is

not 60 ; we merely otler the plan for wliat it is worth, and do not

give it any name. But it must be said that some of the great

painters whose works have posts of honour in our national collec-

tion are well known to have favoured such modes, and there are

now to be seen oil-colour paintings which have a strong body of

water-colour laid on before the oil.

We are glad to see that a method of tinting faces on a small and

cheap scale, as once devised for use with aniline colours, seems to have

entirely gone out of existence
;
yet, with a selection of colours that

would not fade, effects—not artistic, certainly—could be quickly

and cheaply obtained. These colours were weak, spirituous solutions,

and were first put in drops out of the brush upon the face. Quickly

spreading they gave an even tint to all the paler parts of the print,

but had no power to give a visible staiu to the darker portions. A
minute point of slightly darker colour applied to the cheeks spread

sufficiently to give a softened outline to the spot, and so avoided all

nee 1 for stippling. We name this method now more to warn our

readers not to make use of it if, as we thought seemed probable

some little time ago, it should be brought forward again. If it were

re-introduced, and upon so fugitive a groundwork further painting

of a legitimate kind were added, the result, though cheaply obtained,

would be so evanescent as to increase still further the evil re-

putation that "coloured photographs" have so long suffered under.

We think we have now said sufficient to show that mechanical

aids to tlie tinting of photographs may, when in suitable hands, be

capable of aiding in the production of good results; but when

appeal is made for the adoption of, and the paying for, a process on

account of its intrinsic value for obtaining artistic results quickly

and by untrained fingers, we would at once say—beware ! Artistic

effects are the result of education and practice in art and art

methods, and we cannot conclude better than by endeavouring to im-

press upon all who would invest in " processes" that there can be no

fine art by machinery.

In the report of the Edinburgh Photographic Society we notice the

mention of a new .adliesive substance termed " gloy," and amongst
its possilile applications the mounting of prints is suggested. For
this purpose it is, however, eminently unsuited, as our readers will

understand when we inform them that it is made, we l)elieve, by
treating rice flour with caustic alkali, the latter being afterwards

more or less carefully neutralised by means of some cheap acid. It

is, of coui-se, within the bounds of scientific possibility to deprive

the product (by dialysis or other means) of its deleterious ingre-

dients ; but we question whether this would pay commercially, or

whether the balance of its advantages as a mountant would justify

the extra cost As an adhesive for ordinary purposes we can speak
of " gloy " very highly.

The curious plienomenon mentioned in the postscript of Mr. H. Y. E.
Cotesworth's commuTiieation in another column may be obset ved by
any nf our rea'lers who will take the trouble to make a rather weak
Bolutinn of chrome alum. In this state, or in a thin layer, the

chrome alum solution has a green colour by daylight, but, as the
strength or the volume increases, the tint changes to purple. If

the green solution be examined by gaslight its colour will be found
to change to a clear violet-purple, as described by Mr. Cotesworth,

A solution of chrome alum made with hot water exhibits the green
colour under all circumstances, both of light and concentration, but
after some time gradually reverts to the red condition.

Chemical EffeH of the Spectrum, in which the writer speaks most

stroncrly of the absence of acknowledgment of the value of the

services of noted English workers, though a very sufficient reference

is made to continental experimentalists.

It contains also a review of Vol. II. of the autotype reproductions

of the Libcr Studiorum, which it states is, on the whole, Hujierior to

the first volume—a statemt-nt involving great praise, as it reviewed

in a very favourable manner the plates of the first volume. Speak-

ing of the Frontispiece, it characterises it as being first-rate, saying

that it could hardly be better given than by this reproduction,

which shows the delicacy of the renowned mist-laden veil of liglit

to perfection. Altogether better evidence could not be offered of

the value of the process for the reproduction of works of art.

At the meeting of the British Association it appears that Professor

W. G. Adams will give a lecture instead of Mr. W. Crookes. The

trip need be by no means an expensive one, for we learn that the

sum of fourteen thousand dollars has been allotted for the reducti.m

of fares of members, in addition to the liberal allowance made by

the steamship and railway companies. All the American railways

will reduce their fares one-half. Only those persons, however, who

were elected at or before the Southampton meeting are entitled to

share in the fourteen-thousand dollars' subsidy.

Of late years several experimentalists have investigated the action

of various portions of the spectrum upon the growth of vege-

tables, and in the March part of the Transactions of the Chemical

Society there is an appendix to a paper by Mr. A. B. Griffiths de-

tailing " the influence of certain rays of the spectrum in the growth

of plants growing in an iron manure." It is a singular fact that

the use of iron developed considerably increased growth irrespective

of the treatment with special rays, and with regard to the latter he

found that the more photographically-actinic the character of the

light employed the less the quantity of iron absorbed. Thus, in the

violet portion of the spectrum only so nnich iron was taken up by

the plant as gave -1.5 per cent, ferric oxide in the residue, while in

the yellow 2'ol was taken up.

The danger of water taking up lead under certain contingencies,

when stored in a lead cistern, has long since been discovered, and

lately attention has been called to the e.ase with which zinc may be

dissolved by water standing iu vessels made of that metal, or running

through pipes of iron coated with it—" galvanised iron," as it is

termed. As many cisterns are so made it will be well for those of

our readers who employ them to make a note of this fact, as, though

the presence of zinc does not necessarily indicate injurious action in

photographic operations, it is desirable to know whether water is or

is not contaminated with other than the usual salts. Mr. Thomas

Stevenson, M.D., in an old number of Guy's Hospital Reports, states,

referring to this question, that "zinc in solution in potable waters

is best detected by the addition of potassic ferrocyanide to the clear

water after acidulation with hydrochloric acid, when a whitish cloiul

will immediately form if zinc be present. Of course this reaction

must be confirmed by other tests. I know of no test for zinc which

is so delicate as this."
•

IiV reference to the photographing of microscopic objects, it should

be known that the results are governed, to a greater extent than

might be thought possible, by the mode in which the object has

been prepared. Mr. Lewis Wright, in writing to the English

Mechanic, points out that a well-known microscopic preparation

maker informs him that the demand for slides is for an average

quantify at an average price, and that any demand for photographic

]>urposes is quite recent. Such slides, can, however, be prepared

readily as special objects; of course, the price will be in accord.ance.

Our readers may look upon this as a decided " wrinkle," if they

wish to produce photomicrographs of the highest <iuality.

The current number of the Athenceum is interesting photo-
graphically in many directions. There is a review of Dr, Eder's

CHEMICALLY-PREPARED DARK ROOM WINDOWS.

j

JcsT at present green as a colour for the light of the developing

room appears to be in considerable favour ; but in many case.s a

. difficulty is experienced in procuring either glass or pai>er of the

desired tint. The so-called " cathedVal green" glass is not known

by the merchants and dealers, for the sufficient reason, as it^now

• seems, that there is no such thing; and "green tissue paper' is a
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rather elastic definition. Those, therefore, who have not the oppor-
tunity of iictuiil inspection of tlie proper tints, i\s recommended by
Mr. \V. E. Dubenbaiu and othew, are placed rather at a disad-
vantHge.

I have been experimenting for some raoiilhs past in the direction

of prodncinir (preferably i)y chemical means) a colnureil medium or
uiedia of different colours which shall be suitable for the purpose,
and the preparation of which may be described in definite terms
80 as to bo capable of repetition at will, and with an identical result,

by any person who may so desire. This is, jierhaps, not attainable

in its strictest sense ; for, though a chemical formula may be stated

with sutUeient exactitude to enable the colouring matter itself to bo
produced with practical uniformity, I fear that the medium on
which it is spread, or throughout which it is diffused, will always
present some feitures leading to uncertainty. This must, at least,

bo the case, where paper, textile fal)ric9, gelatine or other films

are concerned ; but, if a layer of a given thickness of a solution

prepared by a definite formula be used in a glass trough of suit-

able construction, it seems to me that a near approach to exactitude
and uniformity will be secured.

Though I should h.ive preferred for convenience sake one of the

former plans—especi.illy a coloured gelatine film or films—I have
not yet succeeded to my satisfaction in securing the desired results,

and have, tlierefore, confined myself, so far, chiefly to the use of

colr)Ured solutions contained in water-tight troughs of simple con-

struction. The troughs I have used consist of a plain frame of

wood of the section shown in the diagram, fir/. I being a single

trough, a.ailfig. 2 a double one for two solutions of different colours.

FIQ. 1. FIO. 2.
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A A is the wooden framework in section, B B glass plates cemented
into the grooves by means of shellac or marine glue, and C C the

space between the ghiss plates to be tilled with solution. D D are

apertures pierced through one side of the wooden frame by which
to introduce the solution. The woodwork, before being put together,

is rendered waterproof by means of any suitable varnish, and the

tilling apertures are closed by means of small wooden plugs. I

have, as will be seen, adopted half-an-inch iis the thickneas of the

layer of solution; but if this be considered to render the frame too

bulky it may be reduced to a-quarter of au inch, and more con-
centrated solutions employed.

As regards the solutions employed: I have confined myself to

two or three as being the only suitable ones I have yet found—that

is, which are stable and do not deposit their colouring matter.

Many of the mixtures with which I experimented in connection with
paper and films I found wholly useless for this purpose, and so I

entirely discarded them.

For yellow or orange colour I find nothing better, in a general

way, than potassium bichromate in strong acid solution if a full

oraiige be desired, and neutralised by means of an alkali for paler

yellow. Solution of chromic acid, which gives a much deeper red,

i have not ventured upon using, in consequence of its probable
action on the wood frames. For green colours I have used two
chromium compounds which are easily prepared, and which be-

tween them and with certain modifications, give a wide range of

greens—all having much of the character of what I suppose the so-

called " cathedral " to be, namely, varying through olive of diifereut

shades of yellowness to the well-known chrome green. These
substances are chromium sulphate and chromic oxide, both of which
are very easily prepared from the conimercial chromic acid.

The tiist is a very soluble and uncrystjxllisable salt of a beautiful

green colour, and, therefore, lends itself readily to the formation of

absolution of great depth of tint and with little tendency to form
any deposit. It is prepared by reducing a strong solution of

chromic acid by means of sulphurous acid. Tliun, if the latter, in

the form obtained commercially, be added gradually to a Htrong
solution of the former the deep red colour disappears, and after

p.issing through various tints of brown and yellowiiih olive-green it

finally changes to a full green of great beauty, which may lie diluted
to any desired tint. Tlie chromic acid is deprived of a portion of ita

oxygen, being reduced to chromic oxide. 'The oxygen converts the
sulphurous acid to sulphuric acid, which, in turn, dissolves the
chromic oxide, forming chromium sulphate, thus :

—

*

2 Cr O3 -f 3 11, SO3 = Cr, (SOJ' + 3 H, O.

A still better plan for those who are accustomed to chemical

manipulations is to pxss sulphuroits anhydride or sulphurous acid

gas through a concentrated solution of chromic acid to saturation.

This will give a solution of deeper colour, but without proper
chemical appliances the operation is not a plccisant one.

Those who are unable to obtain chromic acid may prepare it aa

follows :—To a hot, saturated Bolutiou of potassium bichromate add
cautiously, in a thin stream, stirring all the while, about twice ita

volume of strong sulphuric acid. C.iro must be taken not to add the

acid too suddenly, or violent "spirting" of the highly-corrosive

liquid will result. On cooling, crystals of chromic acid will separate.

Tliese are freed from the mother liquor and drained on a porous

tile or over a plug of "glass-wool" in a funnel. On no account

must filter papor or any organic substance be used, in consequence

of tho powerful oxidising action of the chromic acid. The drained

crystals are then rcdissolved in a very small quantity of boiling

water and again treated with strong sulphuric acid, which will

precijiitate the chromic acid in the .anhydrous state, leaving nearly

the whole of tho potassium sulphate behind in the two mother
liquors.

This preparation is quite pure enough for our purpose, though, I

may here remark, it is not desirable to have any but the slightest

traces of potassium sulphate remaining. Otherwise, upon reduction

of the chromic anhydride with sulphurous acid a double salt of

chromium and |)otassium (potiish chrome alum) will be formed,

which, though, perhaps, green at'tirst, soona-ssumes the well-known
violet tint of many of the chromium compounds. This, it is

needless to say, is scarcely a suitable colour for a dark-room
window.

It is for this reason that I prefer to use separate solutions of

different colour rather than modify the character of the green

solution by mixing with it the yellow bichromate. It is true that

a very great range of tints may be obtained in this manner, but
their permanency is not assured.

Another solution wliich I have spoken of as being prepared from
chromic oxide consists in reducing the acid mixture obtained by tho

action of sulphuric acid u\>on potassium bichromate with sugar. If,

when the hot mixture h:is somewhat cooled down, it be diluted

to prevent crystallisation, and a lump of sugar be added, it will

rapidly acquire a rich, deep green tint. Tho primary cause of this

change of colour is, no doubt, the formation of chromic oxide,

probably held in solution by excess of sulphuric acid or in tho form
of a double salt. Theoretically, this mixture is to be avoided for the

reasons I have given above ; but, practically, I find that a quantity I

have had preserved in bottles and test tubes for some time does not

seem to have changed colour.

I have already said that I have so far not succeeded satisfactorily

in applying these green solutions to paper or gelatine films ; but

my efforts in that direction were not pei-severed in to any extent.

The difficulty I met with was in obtaining a colouration of suffi-

cient depth, and in the deliquescence of the substances and conse-

quent stickiness of the papers and films when extremely-concen-

trated solutions were employed. If a deposit of chromic hydrate

ciin be obtained in the body of a thin, even paper, I think that in

combination with another paper prepared with plumbic chromato

we might easily secure all the advantages claimed for the combina-

tion of canary medium and cathedral green glass.

H. Y. E. COTESWOBTH.

P.S.—Since the above was written I have made a curious obser-

vation. Several of the examples of mixed solutions—that is, those

which contiiin potassium as well as chromium, whether as sulphate

of potiissium or as chromate—while appearing to the eye jjerfectly

green by dai/liy/it present the well-known purplish-violet oilour &y

ffaslifflit. On first noticing this violet colour I supposed that the solu-

tion had changed suddenly. It was only by going repeatedly from

daylight into the dark room, and vice rersA, 1 could convince myself

that tlio solutions while presenting this curious instance of dichro-

ism remained still unchanged. What appears even more curious is

that, when examined by means of a simple prism—not a ^eclro-
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scope—in daylight only green rays (the visual colour) are transmitted,

while by gaslight the transmitted colour is violet. I send you a

bottle of this aichroic solution.—H, Y. E. C.

POLARISED LIGHT AND PHOTOGRAPHY.
As you are discussing the subject of polarised light, allow me to

suggest a Hue of inquiry and experiment which Una not been touched

upon, but which, 1 believe, would be found both fruitful and
interesting, and is more intimately connected with photography

itself than any of those named.
The modern theories of chemistry tend more and more to relate

chemical reactions to the di/namical relations of the atoms and
molecules of matter. Taking the most popular and photographic

example as an illustration, it is held, for instance, that (roughly

speaking) the chemical combinations employed by the photographer

are almost literally shaken a])art and into new combinations through
the vibrations communicated to them by the luminiforous ether. It

. is very easy to understand such a theory generally, and also to see

how vibrations of ,any given period may affect atoms of diii'erent

substances very differently, since the periods of these latter, being
of different weights, would probably differ in some way. We can
even see how and why the quickest or violet vibrations should
be on the average moat effective—just as a piece of wrought iron

is comparatively unaffected by slow movements, but by quicker
vibrations is soon converted into a crystalline state. One of the

great outstanding difficulties of the theory has lately been partially

removed by the supposition, just referred to by Captain Abney, that
the vibration-periods of atoms may possibly vary at different times.

But what has all this to do witli polarised light ? Well, it may
have a great deal. In the ordinary light of the photographer, while
the vibrations of tlie ether as they reach his plate ava parallel to its

surface, they take place in all azimuths or angles with the horizon.
But supposing the same image cast by plane-polarised light: all the

V brations are in one parallel direetion, and it can hardly be that
this great difference shall have no effect upon the dynamical result
of these vibrations. Again : in circularly-polarised light we have
absolutely circular vibrations. It is in the absolutely definite paths
of the disturbances set going on the surface of the plate, instead
of a mixture of all paths, that (upon the mechanical or dynamical
theory) we ought to find, somehow orsomewhere, marked differences
of behaviour. Whether or not such differences can be traced, and
if so when and how, seems to me a matter which, at the present
st.age of knowledge, urgently demands investigation.

Let me only remark, in conclusion, that a complete "polarising
.ipparatus" ought not to be employed. We do not want (in this
line of experiment) to photograph or investigate polariscope
"effects" in colour or light and shade; that is done every d.ay.
For plane-pol.irised light, we only need light which has passed
through a polarising Nicol onl;/_, and whose image "shows" no
more structure than a common image. If circular vibrations are
investigated, then we should want one Nicol and a quarter-
undulation plate—no more. The image would be only half as
bright

; but it is quite a possible thing that these disturbances of
nniform and fixed direction might be more energetic in effect upon
at least some substances. As I fear the matter will be, for some
tmie at least, outside my own possible field of experiment, I desire
to recommend it to such as can follow it up amongst your readers.

Lewis Wright.

STANNOTYPE.
No. VII.

Is principle the development of the gelatine relief is identical with
that of a carbon print on glass, but the extra thickness of the crela-
tine film brings about certain practical differences; while, probably
the gre.ater length of time occupied in drying .after sensitisin<r the
relief tissue, by decreasing its solubility, aids in prolongin.? the
duration of the development We have, indeed, not only a greater
thickness of gelatine to work upon-a greater quantity "to dissolve
and a greater depth to re.ach—but we find it also in a less easily
soluble state. If it be added that the greater thickness of the relief
tissue renders it far more liable to curl up and leave its .-lass
8upport-a trouble that ordiniry carbon printers will sufficielitiy
appreciate—It will be needless to point further to the necessity for
greater care m every department of the development. Let us now
**(E?'^''e exposed tissue as it cones from the printin"--fr,ime
The ftrst matter for cousidjration is the gli,ss support! This

like everything else in connection with Wool bury type or stanno-

type printing, must be of perfectly even surface. Plate glass is

absolutely necessary, as any inequality in the surface must ine-

vitably produce its result in the print. From one-eighth to three-

sixteenths of an inch will be found a suitable thickness, though this

is not a matter of consequence. Thinner ghiss may be employed if

desired, as all the surfaces, both of glass and press, being perfectly

flat ami no great degree of pressure necessary, there is little risk of

fracture.

Next, as to the preparation of the plate before transferring the

exposed tissue; it must, of course, be perfectly clean and, before

further treatment, carefully dusted. The next operation is to apply

a substratum, as to develope successfully on the bare glass is a
practical impossibility. Many operators content themselves with a
simple collodion substratum, such as is used in developing carbon
transparencies; but the increased care whicli this necessitates when
employing the thick relief tissue, renders it a less desirable means
than the alternative method with insoluble gelatine as the basis.

We therefore recommend a substratum consisting of a five- or six-

grain solution of gelatine, very carefully littered, and to which is

added, just before applying to the plates, a quarter of a grain of

chrome alum to each ounce. The precautions necessary in making
this addition are sufficiently familiar to all who have used chrome
alum in connection with gelatine; but, for the benefit of those who
have not had that experience, it shouhl be pointed out that if added
in strong solution the chrome alum will precipitate a portion of the

gelatine and fail to mix properly. To obviate this it is desirable to

make the gelatine solution in a more concentrated form than is re-

quired for use, reserving a considerable proportion of the water for

the solution of the chrome alum, and both solutions having been
carefully filtered are mixed at a tolerably high temperature,
very thoroughly stirred, and again passed through two or three
thicknesses of muslin to remove air-bubbles. The complete so-

lution must be kept liquid the whole time until used, as if it once
solidities it cannot be again satisfactorily liquetied.

A number of plates may be coated with the substratum, dried,

and kept ready fur use. The glass having been well cleaned and
dusted is coated with the warm gelatine solution as with collodion,

the surplus being drained off in the same manner. Should any
difficulty be experienced in its flowing, from five to ten per cent, of

alcohol may be added. The plates are then reared on end in

a cupboard or rack in a place free from dust and allowed to dry.

The tissue being ready for development is immersed in water to

soften. While this operation is proceeding the surface should be
carefully rubbed with a pledget of cotton wool or a small pad of

thoroughly-wetted wash-leather, to remove any dust or other par-

ticles which may have adhered to it. It is allowed to become
thoroughly limp, and is then placed in contact with one of the
gelatinised plates^which has also been so.aked in water for a few
minutes—and the two are brought into intimate contact by means
of the squeegee. Both are then placed under pressure for at

least a-quarter of an hour—preferably for double that time—when
the development proper may be proceeded with.

The portion of the manipulations just described differs only from
the ordinary practice in carbon printing in the necessity for greater
care, arising from the increased thickness of the gelatine film. A
longer soaking of the latter, more careful squeegeeing, and an in-

crease of the time during which the surfaces remain under pressure
before development will, if attended to, secure all that is needful.

The plate carrying the tissue is first placed in a flat dish contain-
ing water the temperature of which is at first not higher than 100"

Fahr., which may be increased until it reaches 120°. This ))art of

the proceedings must on no account be hurried. As soon as the
paper backing shows an inclination to loosen the attempt may be
made to detach it ; but no force should be exerted, otherwise the
whole film will, in all likelihood, become detached from the glass.

Nor must the temperature of the water be increased beyond that
mentioned ; indeed, it is pi-eferable, if possible, to keep it five degrees
lower. The golden rule in the development of the relief is "patience"
and, it might be added, "coolness." A somewhat refractory film,

at first, will yield to prolonged soaking without any increase of

temperature or the exertion of force, and eventually the paper will

strip off with perfect ease.

The gelatine surface having been Laid bare it is allowed to remain
for a minute or two in the same dish ; the plate is then transferred
to another vessel kept specially for development, consisting of a
zinc tank fitted with grooves, into which the plates slide as into a
plate-box. Here it may have to remain for some hours according
to the nature of the subject, the depth of the relief required, the
exposure, as well as the age of the tissue, all of which circumstances
afl'ect the rapidity of development.
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During this period it is, of coarse, necessary to retain the tempera-
ture of llif bath at or about the point tliat lias been named ; ami, aa
il is obviously inconvenient, if not inipissible, to give continual
)er.sonaI attention, some expedient by which tlie temperature may
>e automatically regulated is desirable. Several forma of ther-
mostat suitable for this purpose have been devised ; but iis it is

intended shortly to devote a special article to this subject, we
refrain from entering into the matter here.

I

TRANSATLANTIC JOTTINGS.
I.v taking up the Photographic Times (New York) we have to look
a second time at the title to be certain we do not make a mistake

;

for we .are so .accustome<i to the old, quiet, but effective back— more
like a piece of bronzed albumenised paper than anything else—that
the new and gayer cover (mostly like nothing in particular) causes us
to think for a moment that we have taken up the wrong publication.
A glance at the contents, however, assures us that we have made no
error, and we are content to jot down our extracts of current
matters ])hotographic across the water.

Mr. Jabez Hughes lately gave before the Photographic Society of
Great Britain a very interesting r^sitm^ of photographic progress
during the last thirty years, and Mr. Bogardus, early lixst mouth,
gave an account of his personal experience, extending over a long
period, in a )>aper entitled Thirty-Sewn Years Behind a Camera.
We cannot, of course, repeat it in full, but a few extracts will give
our readers .some idea of its .'icope and style. He narrates that he
started photographic operations in 1846, and only paid fifty dollars
for outfit and instructions, and this at a time when exposures
ranged about four minutes. Photographs and natural colour process-
mongers were rife at that early period, and Mr. Bogardus gives an
interesting account of the unmasking of an early member of that
fraternity. "Cheap Jack" photographs existed at that embryonic
period of commercial photography, and an account is given of a
twenty-five cent studio where immense numbers were taken, and
where, if a sitter were dissatisfied, he was told to pay and try
again! One of Mr. Bogardus's pupils, who had attended to have
further lessons as he was in a difficulty, asked him, after watching
his operations some time, if he " focussed afresh every time,"
evidently considering it sutHcient to perform the operation once a
day. He gives an interesting recollection, recalling tlie old never-to-
wink instructions

—
''Stop it 1 stop it!" exclaimed an old lady ; "I

winked." "A little thing, though full-length—a man standing by
a fluted column," gives as good an idea as possible of the old original
/yjrte-de-cisite as it tirst appeared. We cannot conclude this brief
abstract better than by repeating his advice— "strive to excel
rather than undersell."

At the same meeting Mr. Kurtz gave some valuable hints upon
the production of crayon pictures, and described a most ingenious
niethod he had devised for quickly covering the surface of paper to
avoid labour in working up by the point of the crayon. To " kill

the large white surface of paper he had experimented with all

kinds of things, such as coffee, tea, &c., and then he happened to
think of a very nice smoke-after-dinner picture made in artistic
circles in Europe." Mr. Kurtz filled a tumbler with smoke from a
cigarette, inverted it over a piece of paper, and showed how it

became tinted. He stated that, following this idea, he had filled a
large box with smoke, and, putting the paper in, obtained a fine
yellow tint ; it smelled too strongly of tobacco to be of any use.
Finally, he constructed a special box, into which, by means of a
I)ipe attached to a pair of bellows, he blew a fine cloud of powder
colour, and then introduced the crayon paper, which was with-
drawn, after a few seconds, tinted evenly any colour according to
the pigment employed. He then showed how, with the tint as a
gxoundwork, the lights or, indeed, complete objects could be com-
pletely stopped out by Laying screens on the paper during the
tinting. Mr. Kurtz further demonstrated how a photograph could
be tinted in colours, and then the background put in by the appa-
ratus described. He explained how lights could be put in the flat

tint by taking off the pigment with bread. The whole lecture, it

will be seen, was full of hints of great value, and, when illustrated
by the lecturer's experiments, must have conveyed instruction in a
very full and novel manner.

Mr. demons—whose name in connection with silver printing is

very familiar—narrates an experience which, we must say, is to us
i»8 surprising as novel. Having taken into stock a new sample
of albumenised paper and put into use with his usual solutions, lie

"was surprised to find how musky and soft the albumen had

become." He went back to his old brand, and that also worked
" muihy and soft." After sundry experiments he hit upon a cure.
He placed all his prints in a liowl of hot water before toning, and
the evil passed away I The remedy seemed as singular as the
disease.

The chairman of the meeting at which Mesar*. Kurtz and
Bogardus's papers were read gave his experience with iwlide in the
pyro. developer. It may be remembered that it was the same
experimentalist who gave the mercury-iodide procew, which has
not succeeded in the hands of those who have tried it in this
country. He stated a number of facts novel in chemical lore. Thus,
iodide of lithium formed an insoluble iodide, especially in hyposul-
phite of soda, and it took at least an hour to dissolve the iodide.
He gave " a formula by which the colouring matter of the pyrogallio
acid which dyed the gelatine film yellow would be prevented from
doing so. He destroyed the yellow and the property to dye the film
by using ammonio-citrate of iron."

Ill the Photographic Times (New York) we find an excellent
article on telescopes for astronomical photography, by Mr. William
Harkness, of the U.S. Naval Observatory, Washington, D.C.
Alluding to Mr. Eutherfurd's special addition of a third lens to his
telescope for photographic purposes, Mr. Harkness states that the
disarrangement caused by shortening the focus causes so much
trouble that most photographers prefer to have a separate telescope
constructed solely for photographic purposes. He points out a
common mistake made in supposing the focus of the telescope to be
changed by disturbances in the atmosphere which frequently break
up the images of celestial objects so that it is impossible to see them.
The focus never changes, he says. He explains why a sharp photo-
graph of the moon cannot be obtained willi Stevens's telescope. All
the available counterbalancing powers of curves and differing densi-
ties of the glass are absorbed in important corrections for visual
accuracy, and, in consequence, the spherical aberration of the blue
rays remains uncorrected ; hence a sharp photograph cannot be taken
by the instrument. Mr. Harkness also states that attempts to
photograph the moon with the twenty-six-inch Washington tele-
scope has been a failure, and he predicts that like failures will
attend all similar attempts with the great Lick telescope. In short,
he says :

—
" The principles upon which all these instruments are con-

structed render them incapable of doing first-class photographic
work when used with anything like their full aperture. To prevent
misapprehension it may be well to add that, as the spherical aber-
ration varies as the square of the aperture, passable photographs
may be made with any telescope if a cap is put over its objective to
reduce the aperture sufficiently." This paper is as excellent and
instructive as it is brief.

We have only space to note a discussion at the Chicago Photo-
graphic Association upon the use of coloured media in the dark
room for modifying the light during development. They were
evidently founded on Mr. W. E. Debenham's experiments, but can-
not be properly compared with them, as they did not observe his
conditions nor use his actual materials. A large number of colours
were tried, from blue to orange, to test both visual and actinic
transparency. There was the usual discrepancy of opinion, and one
gentleman courted and obtained a smart rebuff when he asserted
that he had exposed a plate for ten minutes to the light from a
lantern turned on to the full and protected by a sheet of green and
one of orange glass. The members remarked it was a poor adver-
tisement of the rapidity of the particular branch of plates tried.

We conclude by giving publicity to the latest discovery of photo-
graphy, announced on the authority of the Chicago Tribune of
January 30th ;

—

"dfvclnml, January 28.—Edward W. Fell, of this city, after ex-
perimenting for two years, claims to have succeeded a few days ago in
perfecting an invention, which the author ranks with the electric Tight
and telephone. The invention consists of taking absolutely-permanent
pictures upon any substance whatever having a snmoth surface, in-
stantly by the action of electricity upon a sensitive coating, and at an
expense not exceeding one cent per picture. A reporter who called
upon the inventor was shown some photographs on pieces of wood,
which were not only perfect in outline .and finish, but possessed a pectt-
liar softness not obtainable by any other process."

ON THE PERMANENCY OF SILVER PRINTS.
[A communication to the Newcastle-«n-Tyne and Xorthcm Counties' PbotogiapUo

Aaaocintion.)

Fbom the diacassioQS now taking place at the various photogaphic
societies, and \n the joarnsis devoted to photography, anent the fiiains
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of silver prints, I infer that the subject has come so iirominently for-

ward again from photograplieis finding a gieater disposition in modern

prints to fade than was tlie case formerly. Tlie cause of this rapid

fading must ba rather far to seeli, or some sitisfautory elucidation

woald ere this have been put forward. Must we, then, be content to

receive as an axiom the saying that "silver prints will fade?" Well

;

yes. They will, and so will engravings and every other jiroductiou

with paper for its base. But the difflcnlfcy is the short space of time

photographs too often take to reach tliis stage. Many of us have

photographs by us of twenty years' standing as good as wlien first pro-

duced, and examples of which I will show you, while otliers but a few

months' old are passing rapidly away. Hoiv are we to reconcile this

discrepancy '! To what influence does the one owe its preservation and
the other its decay—yet both equally, carefully, or carelessly kept 1 I

would be glad if I could tell you. I cau only offer a few remarks

ou the subject.

Fiom the discussion and opinions promulgated by the earliest workers

in photography one is lead to infer that the permanency of silver

prints w'as more favoured liy the old fel d'or, or mixed hypo, and gold

batli, than by t!ie present alkaline toning method. But is it so ? As an

old worker, both in the printing and albumeuising, I trust I may ven-

ture to add my mite of information to that already laid before us

through the medium of the photographic publications.

I am of opinion that the permanency of silver prints is only in favotir

of the ssl d'or method of toning and fixing at one operation when certain

conditions are observed, and those conditions exercise an influence

upon the psrmauenoy of silver prints by any of the methods of tining.

I have known print* to fade cpiite as rapidly when toneil by the sel

d'or bath as by any method subsequently introduced. Tiie first of the

conditions essential to permanency I consider to be the use of perfectly-

fresh albumen, with nothing added thereto but the necessary chloride,

whether of sodium, ammonium, or barium, or a mixture of these ac-

cording to the re juired time of the prints. There is no question that

the use of fresh albumen in the prepiiration of paper entails moi'e

labour in beating up, and greater care is necessary in coating the

paper ; the glass, too, may not be so smooth and high as that jiroduced

by stale albumen. These considerations, perliaps, may .account for

many manufacturers of aliiumenised jjaper using albumen in a state of

fermentation, oi', as we may judge at times by the perfume of the
paper, in an advanced stage of decomposition.

Looking at the constituents of albumen, does it not stand to reason
that if in the very first stage of our printing opei'ations we use a
material in a state of decay we introduce the elements of that
decay into our photographs? I think tliis poir.t may be satisfactorily

proved thus:—Take two sheets of paper—one prepared with fresh
albumen and the other with albumen that is in a state of decomposi-
tion, sufficiently so .as to be unpleasant to a person with a delicate
sense of smell. Sensitise these sheets on the same silver solution.
\Vhat is the result? The paper prepared with the fresh albumen will
retain its purity for some time. I have known it to keep a week in cold
weather, while that prepared with the stale, according to the extent
of the decay, turned yellow before it was dry, or very shortly afterwards.
Take prints from these p.apers, toned by any method you please, and I
will venture to siy that the prints on the latter or decomposed
albumen will soon be in the " sear and yellow leaf."

The next consideration is the toning bath. There are two drawbacks
to the use of the mixed hypo, and gold bath. The first is its ap-
parent extravagance, and the next the ilitiiculty of knowing when you
have left off toning with gold and begun toning with sulphur. Thus,
it often happened that when a larger fjatch of piints was tuned in the
same bath than the capacity of the bath could possibly tone with
gold, part of that batch would be in a condition to fade on the least
provocation, and often without it. But you must remember that the
votaries of the art in those days had not the means of information at
their lingers' ends the present generation has. Photographic chemistry
was at a very low ebb, consequently errors were committed that we
should not be guilty of now. Yet, with it all, work was produced by
a few able hands thit would bear favourable comparison with the work
of the present day, as my recollection of the first exhibition of the
Parent Society enables me to say.

To return, however, to my subject. As to the extravagance of the
gel d'or bath : that is more apparent than real, as by a very simple
method all the gold not taken up by the prints can be recovered. The
process is an interesting one, and made pleasurable at the finish liy the
large percentage of metal recovered. The whole process of recovery
has lately been treated in a very exhaustive and able manner by Mr
F. W. Hart, so that I need s.ay nothing nn that head.
Of the alkaline methods of toning 1 certainlv give preference to the

carbonate of soda bath, as, although not, perhaps, giving the richness
of tone the acetate bath does, 1 am inclined to think, by comparison,
that the prints are more permanent; and were the gentleman whom X
have the pleasure of nominating for membership present he would be
able to fully bear me out in this statement both by precept and ex-
ample. This bath you must make up freshly each day—presuming you
tone every day, or, if not, a few hours before use ; and that I take to be
in Its favour, as I consider a bath that has been used over and over
again must n?oe«sarily carry some impurities with it. As the nn-

deposited gold can be precipitated with sulphate of iron there is little

gain ill pushing a bath to the utmost of its powers.

The next consideration is the ready-sensiiised paper, and whether its

introduction is in any way an-^iwerable for the fading of silver prints. I

have been led to the conclusion that it is. The accusation is sweeping,

I admit ; but as it is founded upon practical experience and not ou theo-

retical reasoning—theory and practice not always agreeing, especially

in photography— 1 shall staud by my statement until refuted by the

comparative experiments of others. It has been our custom—rather an

apathetic one—so lung as a paper would "keep well, print quickly,

tone easily, and yield prints of good iiuality," to be content, giving no

thought to the morrow of such prints.

The method of toning the mounting medium and the quality of the

mounts have been from time to time put forward as the delinquents in

bringing about fading, and albumen more than once has been pointed

out as the culprit ; but a bill of indictment has never, to my knowledge,

been preferred against durable sensitised paper. Well, it is done now,
and, therefore, the sooner you constitute yourselves a grand jury to

inquire into its merits the better, and if you ai'e unable to return a true

bill my experience will not be verified.

We must bear in mind, when making comparisons between the per-

manency of prints of the present day and those of the past, that in the

earlier days of photography absolutely fresh .-dbumen was considered

imperative in the preparation of paper—so much so, that each egg was
broken singly into a cup in order that its freshness might be assured

before being added to the bulk.

What is the moral of t'ue little I have h.ad the privilege of saying ?

Firstly : that if you wish to secure the greatest .amount of permanency
in your prints use paper that has beeai prepared with alisolutely-fresh

albumen, with nothing added but the salting medium. Secondly

:

whether you tone by the .S('( d'or or one of the many alkaline methods,

do not overwork your bath. Thirdly: watch the behaviour of your

ready sensitised paper. Lastly, and this is only a hint: finish washing
in several changKS of warm water.

Bear these items in mind, and I think there will be less cause to com-
plain of the fading of silver prints. R. Stanley Freeman.

LECTURES AT THE ROYAL INSTITUTION.

PHOTOGRAPHIC ACTION.

The third lecture was delivered at the Royal Institution on Saturday

last, the loth instant, at the commencement of which Captain Abney
referred briefly to the concluding remarks of bis previous lecture, show-
ing the method of the building up of an alkaline-developed image. He
completed bis remarks on this branch of the subject by saying that it

was not a chance medley of events which caused an image to develope,

but the small molecular energies that, when directed jukliciously, lead

to a practical building iip of the edifice ; and that the deposition of

crystalline matter can be made to be the scientific mode by which an
alteration in the composition of molecules can be made manifest. The
use of sensitisers as halogen absorbers was briefly dealt with experi-

mentally, as also the unity of the photographic image and the visible

image.
The lecturer next referred to the effect of shearing stress on molecules,

illustrating his results by experimenting, aud showing slides which
referred to his latest researches in the matter.

The intensity of radiation was next dealt with, and the apparent
failure of the law which is usually enunciated that exposure multiplied
iiy the intensity, if a constant quantity, should always give the same
effect on the molecules. A plate was exposed, about one foot from a
blue Bunsen flame, for thirty seconds, and another to the spark
emanating from five Leyden jars, the relative times of exposures
being stated to be 7,500,000 to 1, whilst the volumes of illuminated gas

were as 1,000 to 1. Thus the quantity of illumination multiplied by
the time of exposures would be as 7,500,000,000 to 1, which Avould

mean an intensity of light in the spark far exceeding that which
it really possessed.

The subject of the destruction of the effect of light on the molecules,

by means of oxidising agencies, was next thoroughly gone into, and
several experiments and slides were exhibited, showing the effect of

bichromate of potash, peroxide of hydrogen, aud iodine as destructive
agents.

The action of light in aiding oxidation was next experimentally
illustrated. A plate of bromide of silver, first exposed to light, was
immersed for a second in a solution of bichromate of potash, and then
exposed behind nn opaque plate «ith a cr^iss cut out of it, so as to bo
trauspnrent. The sensitive plate, to which the bichromate was still

clinging, was then developed ; and the audience saw on the screen the
parts of the plate which had received the second exposure continue
unaltered, whilst the remainder blackened all over.
The lecturer made some final rcmai ks on the struggle which always

was carried on between the reducing action of liyht and the oxidising
action. The whole of the experiments were most successfully performed.

Mr. C Ray Woods managed the lantern for the lecturer, as also the
electrical portion of the experiments. Captain Abney's well-known
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proclivity for
'

' red coats " made it a matter of course that bis assistant

sliouUl be ouo of tliem, mul Sergeant Jackson, li. E., was cverylliing

whicli a lecturer could wiali.

PHOTO.-BLOCK PRINTING.
[Abstract of a Lecture dellverei! before tlie J.oiulon nhU I'rovincia] Photograpliic

Association, by T. IJoIas, K.C.S.]

The I'roccss of printing in a typographic press from a bloclc produced
from a photograph is a method of great interest to every photographer.
Silver printing, however beautiful the results obtainable, is open to

tlie charge of want of permanence, and, wliere large numbers were
required at a moderate cost and with rapidity, was quite out of the
question. .Some time since a well-known photographer was asked what
was the printing process of the future. He replied "photo.-block
printing." He was pmbably right.

The process of printing from a raised block is now thirty years old,

I)Ut it is only lately that such modilicatious and improvemehls have
been introduced as to give prumisu of its coming into general use.

There are now so many variations of the nietrhod known, oacli of which
may be called "a process," that to enter fully into delails concerning
all of thera would occupy not one lecture, but twelve or twenty-four.
It is, therefore, only practicable to si)eak of a few of them.
Betwen twenty-eight and thirty years ago Paul Pietsch came from

Vienna with a process which, with the |.erseverance characteristic of a
great man, be had worked out and brought to a certain degree of

perf<^ction. This process was based upon the reticulation wliich a film

of gelatine coml)ined with ijichr.imate of potash undergoes when dried
at a temperature sufTiciently high and exi)03cd to light. This grain

is modilied by the degree of exposure to light, and so rendered
capable of producing a block with a natural stipple or grain due to the
reticulation of the gebitine. An illustration of this method appears
on page 80 of the current vo'ume of the Ycar-Book.
The Pretsch proces-i has not been worked to any great extent com-

mercially, and when the company which had been fi)rnied to work it

"came to grief " it was doubtless because it was before its time. Soon
after the collapse of the Pretsch Company Mr. Dallas (who hul been
connected witu it) started making blocks on his o«n account. From
the specimens that have been shown, in which the lights and shades
were reproduced in v^fhat is known as the reticulaiive grain, it is

probable that the method is to an extent similar. A weakness in the
Pretsch method is that the surface of the block is not absolutely plane.

The processes in more general modem use depend upon the fact that

a stone prepared for lithography, or a sheet of metal upon which a
fatty-ink design has been traced fi)r use as a zincographic i)Iate, can be
converted into a raised block suitable for typographic printing by
treatment with dilute nitric acid. Tliis dissolves away the stone
or metal in those parts not jirotected by the ink, and leaves them
as raised Imes. If the action of the acid be uninterruptedly continued
sutliciently long to obtain a high relief, such as is recjuired for the
printing-press, the fine lines will suffer or be destroyed, and for

this reason—the acid acts in all directions, and as soon as there is a
perceptible depth eaten away the sides of the lines will be dissolved
as well as the space between them. To obviate this difficulty, as soon
as the plate has been eaten away to a very slight depth, the acid

is poured olf, the plate washed and re-inked, and the lines being loaded
up with ink and resin the plate is warmed. The resin runs a little down
over the sides of the lines and so protects them while another etching
is performed. This is repeated until sufficient depth is obtained.

it will be seen, then, that the lirst essential matter in these processes is

to obtain a photograph in fatty ink, the half-tones of which must be re-

presented by a grain, by dots, or by lines. Some of the methods of pro-

ducing such lines or stipple, illustrating the processes dependent upon
such methods, will now be described. Hundreds of processes must be
omitted, and those now treated on all depend upon the translation of a
Woodbury relief into such a representation by line or dot of the half-

tone of the original as has been found to be necessary.
An ingenious method of translating the cradations of a Woodbury relief

into stipple was devised by Mr. Ives, of Philadelphia. An inking roller

is u.sed to enter the deep places in the gelatine, and the mould
or relief is inked all over with this roller. A paper has been prepared
which has been rolled into a pyramidal grain. The size of the grain may
vary somewhat, but in the specimen shown the tops of the pyramids are

about the hundredth of an inch apart. This paper is laid upon the inked
relief, and is placed in a press. The greater pressure exerted by the
prominent places in the relief causes the pyramidal grain to be tilled up
to the bottom or nearly so, whilst in the half-tones the pyramids will

be inked to a less depth and in the high lights not at all. Thus the half-

tone of the Woodbury relief has been translated into a sort of mechanical
half-tone by dot or stipple. [The lecturer here performed the operation
described, using a velvet roller and a small screw press ] In actual prac-

tice a hydraulic press is used, and the relief placed between accurately-

true surfaces. It is not practicable or necessary to bring such apjiliances

to this meeting. It will be understood that it is only intended to show
the principles concerned. [An example of the translation by tliis method
of the Woodbury relief into a raised sine block was passed round,

together with a print from the same.] This print was one of a nnmW
made with an ordinary piintiug machine at the rate of about twelve
hundred an hour, and thu result was good enough to illustrate the fact

that a process of this character has a large commercial futnro.

Uther methods of translating half-tone into dot or stipple have been
devised. Very line results have been obtained by Meisscnbacb, an
example of whoso work I now pa.<i8 round. There is a goixl deal of

quality in this production, but wumust not expect to get at once every
advantage. When block printing lias been worked and studied as

much as silver printing a still higher quality will come.
Three metho is of translating the Woodbury relief into stipple have

recently been patented by Zuccato. In the first of these methods
V-shaped lines up grooves arc ruled in type-metal, the metal is then
inked, a piece of paper is laid upon it, and the relief on the back of the
paper. Under pressure the paper is forced more or less between the

lines, and takes up more or loss ink according to the thickness of the
various portions of the gelatine relief. In the second of the Zuccato
methods a piece of gauze is used between the paper and the inked
metal; and in the third method the metal block is covered with a
p.^ttern inked in dot or stipple. The pressure of the raised parts of the
gelatine relief behind the paper caused the dols to be spread out, their

ma^jnitudo and consequent closeness to each other causing the shades
to be deeper.

Mr. W. 13. Woodbury has devised several ingenious methods of

translating h;ilf-toiie into stipple. Some of these methods are patented.

In one method he backs up the negative with gauze, so as to produce a
grain in the relief itself.

OLD PHOTOGRAPHS.*

Pkrm.\nen-ce and the Causes of Fadisg.

The perman'ncy of photographs has always been a thorn in the side

of the photojjrapher, or, I should rather s.ay, the want of permanence,
With all the improvements in apparatus, uniformity in chemicals, and
experience the charge of want of permanence is quite as much and
quite as fairly used as a weapon in the bauds of its detractors, and even
of its frieuds, as ever it was. If anything, I believe modern silver prints

are, on the whole, less permanent than old ones. '1 he reason is under-
stood by most who have had experience in the matter, and is, I think,

fairly attributed to the more delicate negatives and less-concentrated

solutions used now than formerly, especially the thinness of the nega-
tives. There seem to be a few wuU-ascirtained causts of deterioration

of silver pimts, scarcely any of which are irremediable. They arc— 1.

Very rapid printing from thin negatives. 2. Imperfect fixation, in-

cluding imperfect removal of the salts formed by the process. 3.

Insutlicient washing or bad quality of the paper. With regard to the lirst

reason—"quick printing from thin negatives"—the remedy is obvious.
With regard to the second, which is by f.ar the most serious fault of any,
the remedy, although obvious, is not so easily applied, perfect removal of

the unstable matter from the paper being somewhat troublesome to
thonmghly effect. This ari.ses in a measure from having uncertain
quantities to deal with, the methods of procedure not being varied
accordingly. A (dan that will answer with one sample of paper at one
time will at another, with a different paper, fail. The temperature,
also, at which the process is worked has a considerable influence upon
the results.

The following conditions, I am inclined to think, form a rough outline
of causes of failure :—An exhausted or a too weak solution of hyposul-
phite of soda. This may be brought about by attempting to tix too
many prints in one quantity of solution, or owing to the hypo, having
l"St some of its solvent power by being kept in solution and exposed to
light, or by the crystals being kept in a moist state ; by the salt itself

being impure or containing a large percentage of solpliate ; or the tilrvr

mlts formed by the action of the hyposulphite not being thoroughly removed
from, the paper by rapid and effectual washing. I have found by actual
experiment that if the hypo., ajter hit ring ejfcted the solution and altera-

tion of the salts o/silrer, be irell trashed out of the prints, fresh hyposul-
jibite (say a tweuty-per cent, solution) applied to and left in the prints

and dried in the usual way has no effect whatever on their permanence

—

an experiment anyone ran make. This, I am aware, runs counter to

the general opinion, as it includes the mounting of prints on boards
containing hyposulphite, which is supposed to affect their permanence.
I attribute the deleterious effects of such mounts to something else

than hyposulphite—probably chlorine.

That a strong, hot solution of hyposulphite will effectually fade a
silver print there is no doubt whatever, but the cases are not parallel.

We might with as good reason say because strong nitric acid a]>plied

to the skin will blister it very dilute niinv acid will do the same, only
more slowly. This we know is not the case. Therefore, bccanse
under certain conditions hyposulphite of soda will be injurious, under
different conditions there is no reason to look upon it as prejudicial to
the degree it is generally represented. Like many other substances,

the effect depends upon liow it is applied. Bad quality of paper will

cause a degradation of the tones and a yellowing of the wnites, btlt

will not cause fading in the true meaning of the word.
' Continued from piig» 160.
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CONFUSIOX AS TO THE Me,VN"ING OF TERMS.

There seems to be some amount of confusion with regard to the

term " fading" that is applied indiscriminately to silver prints which

have become defective from various causes, when it should rightly be

cou fined to those prints in which the shadows liave become less deep

than when they were made. With numbers of photographic printers

a sort of rule-of-thumb holds good—a certain quantity of hypo, in the

fixing-bath, a certain time for the ijrints to remain therein, without

any other variiition, so that they are turned over occasionally, and no
consideration for kind of paper used or tlie number of prints to be

fixed. The routine is the same, winter and summer, and, lilic tiie laws

of the Medes and Persians, which altereth not (or had not used to be),

the consequence is irregular results. Probably tlie first prints put into

the bath are all right, but the subsequent additions are not so ; hence

some fading and some remaining good. Tliese causes, operating on

prints of different degrees of substantiality, so to say—prints from

strong or hard negatives, and those from delicate or weak ones—are

quite suifioient to account for the different degrees of permanence.

This has, in fact, procured for silver printing the unenviable notoriety

of being a fugitive process. In addition to these causes of failure,

printing for many years was looked upon as merely an unimportant
mechanical jjrocess, to perform whicli almost anybody was good
enough. Inexperienced youths were generally employed in the jirint-

ing department. The mystery is that silver prints lasted as well as they
have done; and is it to be wondered at that prints faded, yellowed,

and had all sorts of complaints, when operations requiring a consider-

able amount of technical skill and chemical knowledge were deputed

to such incompetent hands, so utterly ignorant, and, as a rule, careless

as ignorant ? It only remains for photographers to be conscientious

and careful to remove this stigma from an art the results of whi^h
have never beeu surpassed by any other meclianical or chemical

method of printing, and, in all probability never will be.

I have as yet said notliing abjut toning as an influence for the pre-

servation of silver prints. That it exercises a good effect to this end
there is no doubt ; but that it is absolutely necessary is doubtful.

That prints which liave been toned in the old hypo, and gold l>atli have
remained in good condition up to the present time we have proof of here

tonight ; but wliether, in some instances, the toning resulted from the
action of gold or sulphur we are not so absolutely certain. Possibly, if

after the toning the proofs had been subjected to a fresh hypo, bath, the

I'esult might have been much better. In our present methods of working
with the alkaline gold bath we certainly do get a deposit of gold on the

image, and the colour resulting tlierefrom is pleasant to look upon.
Basing our opinion ou tlie respective qualities of the two metals (gold

and silver) to resist atmospheric influences, the superior permanency
must he accorded to gold. This, with the decided improvement in the
appearance of the jjicture will, no doubt, cause us to retain the use of

the gold toning bath so long as silver printing continues to be the pro-

cess in general use. Edward Dunmore.
(To be condwhd in our next.)

THE CHADDERTON EXPLOSIOK.
We have condensed from the Oldham Evcninrf Express the following report,

omitting from it such matters as were devoid of technical interest :

—

The adjourned inquest on the body of William Hcywood, the boy who
was killed by an explosion at an entertainment given in the Chadderton
Town Hall, on the 22nd ult., was resumed on Monday last, in the Chad-
derton Town Hall, before Mr. Molesworth, coroner. The wrecked ap-
paratus was temporarily fixed in the room, in order that the matter
niigiit be better explained to the coroner and tlie jury.

The Coroner, after the jury had answered to their names, said since the
last sitting of the inquest ho thought it right that they should know what
had taken place, and what he had done with a view of saving the time of

the jury and the witnesses. He had seen Mr. Diggle, and liad tiiken from
him a considerably lengthy deposition, which he would read to them. He
also said that he would forward the facts of the ease to the Home .Secretary,

requesting that an inspector of explosives should be eent down. He had
received a reply to that letter, in which Mr. A. F. O. Liddell, on behalf of
the Home Secretary, stated that he thought it was a case in which it was
not necessary and would not be to any advantiige to send down an
inspector. Since then he had taken the statement from Mr. Diggle, and
which had appeared in the papers. As certain portions were somewhat
vague, he thought it would he a convenience to the jury to have an expert
present, and whose opinion would carry some weight and lead them to
ascertain the cause of the disaster now under investig.ation. He had there-
fore seen Professor Roscoe, who would be able to give every information
for the a-ssistance of the jury, and whose advice might le.ad to the preven-
tion of similar explosions.

Mr. Digslo was then sworn, and in reply to the Coroner said he had used
the ether-oxo gas about three months. He had used it about thirty times
in all. He had two generators, one being horizontal and the other vertical.
The horizontal one was in.-vde entirely of brass, and the other of brass and
glass. He had the horizontal one connected on his return into the room
after he had been to fetch the weights, but he could not get the burners to
light. He then found that the ether generator had not been charged with
B\llficient ether at the time the horizontal gener.itor was connected with the
oxygen bag and the lantern, but the tap connected with the bag was closed.
He then went -for some ether, and found that another bottle in which

he had some was empty. He therefore knew there must be something

wrong with the horizontal generator. He then took down the vertical

generator and removed the lioiizontal one, and jnit it in its place, and
charged it with ether. In the afternoon he had been trying the lantern

and generator to see that they were right, and after trying them he thought

lie must have taken the ether out of tlie small bottle he had got for that

purpose, as when he went Irome he found it was empty. On liis return into

the room afterwards he thought some one must have been touching it in his

absence. He then opened the tap to see if it was right, and connected

it with the tube of the vertical generator. He found the lamp bunit im-

properly, and he asked the party ho left in charge of the entertainment

during his absence who had been touching the lantern, and he said he
did not know. Witness said it must liave been touched. He did not

then think there was any danger, and mentioned the delay which had
occurred in consequence of changing the generator. The oxygen that

passed through had to be lighted with a match, .and when I lighted it

it burned all right. I was not deaf at the time, but I am a little

now.—Mr. Mellor: In your judgment would the oxygen gas on the floor

rise without pressure '! No. At the time of the explosion there was 112
pounds weight on. I put one 5(j-pound weight on, and I lighted the

gas. There was a necessity to put another 50-pound weight on, because one

was not sufficient. One oH-pound might turn the pure oxygen on, but I

did not try it. The pressure would force the oxygen more forcibly throu)rh

the ether. In order to do that the one weight was not enou^di. I have
used this ether-oxo light several times. I got the brass generator the

week the ex])losion took place. I got it for the reason that if the glass

were to burst the brass was safer, otherwise he preferred the glass one
because he could see the ether.—Mr. Mellor : Had you on other occasions

found ether in the tube before? No.—Before you connected the pipe with

the oxygen bag had you held it up to see if there was any ether in it?

Yes.—Did you hold it up on every occasion to see if there was ether in

it? Yes.—Why on this occasion ? To see if it would light. In my judg-
ment it was s.afe to use it.—In your judgment, now, was it safe? It was
not, but on this occasion it was more susceptible to explode because there

was a less vacuum on the bag.—The accident was caused by a vacuum
fl.ime rushing down the pipe into the bag? That is my judgment.—And
that vacuum was caused by the weights being removed from the b.ag? My
impression is that someone had pushed against the bag and removed the

weight ; the vacuum would then be caused.

Professor Roscoe, professor of chemistry, said he had examined the

apparatus used at the entertainment l)y Mr. Diggle. He had jiartly heard
the evidence given by Mr. Diggle, and had come to certain conchisions,

which lie would be glad to explain if they desired it. He had formed an
opinion respecting the cause of the explosion. It was evidently due to the

admixture of ether vapour with oxygen, which, mixed together in the pro-

portion of six volumes of oxygen and one volume of ether vapour, became a

most exjdosive mixture, and the firing of a bag of the size used filled with
such a mixture would be quite sufficient to produce the effects observed.

He considered that the vertical ether vessel was much more dangerous than
the horizontal one, inasmuch as a small variation in tlie pressure of the bag
might with this arrangement cause a suction of the ether back into the
b.ag, whereas if it were an horizont.al ether vessel, by keeping it in its riglit

position, such a back suction could not occur—that was, a suction of the
liquid back into the bag. The evaporation of about one ounce of ether into

the oxygen contained in the bag would be sufficient to produce the explo-

sive mixture referred to. He wished, however, to express his opinion that
this system of using ether, whether in the vertical or horizontal vessel, was
one which ouglit to be most strongly discountenanced. Even with the

horizontal ether vessel the operator was working necessarily with a most
dangerous explosive mixture in his vessel, and unless the greatest care w.as

taken this vessel might explode the ether, and a most innainmable liquid

would then run out and take fire.

The Coroner then read over the evidence of Elizabeth Heywood, which
has already been given, and she stated that just before the explosion took

place she heard something like the clapping of hands, and this was
followed by the explosion. He asked I'rotessor Roscoe if he could explain
the clappinj? of hands?—Professor Roscoe said that was readily ex)>lained,

and in fact he liad rather expected to hear some evidence on tliat point
before explaining.—A Juror said he would like to know whether one
ounce of ether would cause the fumes that were experienced after the

explosion.—Professor Roscoe said it would [iroduce fully that. He meant
to say that a small quantity of ether would produce tliis effect. He said

one ounce of ether evaporated into the bag would form with oxygen this

explosive mixture, and would be quite sufficient to produce the effects

observed.
Professor Roscoe then explained how the flame would pass through the

tube, and in doing so there would be a series of small explosions in the tube
before the main explosion, which would account for tlie noises that had
been heard.—By the Coroner : Would the bag being placed on tlio floor be
more d.angerous than being on the level?—Professor Roscoe : The position

of the ether vessel on the table and the bag on the floor would render back
suction of the ether easier than if the vessel had been placed on the
same level. My most strong advice is that ether should not be used in any
case. The only safe way in using the light is to have the hydrogen in one
bag and the oxygen in the other unless a l.ilow-througli burner be employed,
in which the coal gas can be taken from the ordinary gas main.—Mr.
Diggle : How was it possible for ether to got mixed with the oxygen when
there was lOOIbs. pressure on the bag and the tap was closed ?—Professor
Roscoe ; It is possible that a diffusion might have taken place. The fact
that tlie bag was burst is proof positive that ether or ether vapour found
its \yay into the bag, notwithstanding the pressure on the bag. It was
possible for the noises heard to have occurred an hour before the explosion.
—Professor Roscoe proceeded to give other technical evidence.—By Mr.
Mellor : It was possible that some ether might have been left in the tube
after it had been poured out, and it is quite possible that so much ether
might be left in the tube as to cause the claps spoken of. If a quantity of
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ethor had got intu the bag it would certainly cause an fX]>limion, I con-

dwim tlu! system in any shaiw.—Mr. Digxiu: I kIiouUI liki! to know if

Vrofasser Uoscoe lias fiver used tho light ?—l'rofessoi- Hoscoo : Xo ; 1 shoidd
be very sorry to do so.—Proceeding, i'rofossor Roscoe said ho ha<l no doubt
that if a weight was removed from tho bag it would conduce to an explo-

sion.—The I'oreniau asked the professor his idea about the pressure-board.

—Vrofessor Koscoe said sometimes these boards stuck, and weights came
off. There was not nuich danger of tho weights falling off.—A Juror:
Then how do you aceoiMit for the vacuinn theiuy 1 I don't account for it,

and I dou"t understand what Mr. Diggle mean* by a vacuum.—Mr. Diggle
further explained what he meant, but Professor Koscoo characterised it as

a "notion."—Juror : You say that there was etiior in the bag, and you
turned on oxygen to find that out. When you did so was it not possible

for some to gel into the bag?—Mr. Diggle: No.—The Coroner: If tho bag
had been above the apparatus would it have been dangerous?—Professor
Koscoe : It would be dangerous in all cases.—Mr. Ascroft : Has Mr. Nielo
asked, on behalf of the society, whether the new g-as was as safe as the
other?—Mr, Diggle: I cannot say. If he did I t<>ld him it was, in my
opinion.

Dr. Patterson said : I made a jMst mortem examination of the body of

William Heywood, on the 2f)th of February, assisted by Dr. C. F. Dijigle.

The body was much discoloured, and bore evidence of having been crushed
or squeezed. There were sui^erficial abrasions of the skin, the largest of

which W.1S over the left shin bone. There was nothing unusual in the other

parts and organs of the body, except in the lungs and heart. The former
were much congested and exhibittid the apiiearancos usually found in per-

sons w ho have been suffocated, while the heart bore similar testimony. The
cause of the death of William Heywood was therefore suffocation.—By a
Juror : There were no bruises or crushes to cause death. I cannot say that

death was caused by gas. It was for want of air. A man standing on
the chest of deceased for two minutes would cause death. Suffocation by
gas could not be detected after death.— 15y Mr. Diggle : There was not
snificient gas in tho room to cause death.
Mr. .Joseiili I'arrer, one of the secretaries of tho Oldham Industrial Co-

operative iSocioty, said (m the evening in ipiestion he saw a number of

children sitting near the bag, and removed them. They were about a yard
away. The front form would tie about four feet from the apparatus, .and

the chihlren would be about a yard from the bag on either side of the

apparatus. The machine would l>e about a yard from the back of the

platform. None of the children touched the bag, so far as he saw, and lie

was in before the children went in. By a .Turor : Did you, Mr. Fairer,

notice a noise as of clapping of hands'/—Mr. Farrer : 1 did. It is cus-

tomary for a slight explosion to take place before an exhibition of this sort

begins. I asked Mr. Diggle if anything was wrong, and he said someone
h.ad been tami)ering with the taps, and he ajsilogised for being late. I then

told him not to be more than an hour, and also said I had turned out

a lad who was making a noise. Otherwise the children were very orderly.

—Mr. Ascroft: How many children had you jiresent at the exhibition?—

Air. Farrer: About 393 by ticket.—A Juror: JJid you see anyone meddle
with tlie api)ar,atus?—Mr. Farrer: No; there was nobody to meddle with
it.—AnotluT J uror : If anybody hail meddled with it you would have seen

it?—ilr. Farrer: Yes.—A Juror: If anyone but Mr. Diggle had touched
it you would have seen it.—Mr. Diggle: You did not hear any report of

any kind only at the commencement of the meeting ?—Mr. Farrer : I did

not.
The jury found that the deceased, William Heywood, was accidentally

suffocated owing to pressure on the stairs of the Chadderton Town Hall,

caused by a panic owing to an explosion of a mixture of oxygen gas and
ether vai>our at an exhibition there. The jury apjiended to their verdict

the following reoommendations :—1. The jury are of opinion that the use

of cther-oxo g.as should be prohibited at all public entertainments. 2.

That a recommendation be forwarded to the Home Secretary that no person
shall be permitted to have any exhibition with explosive gas without a
license for such purpose being first obtained.

RECREATION IN ART.
[A cominuntoation to the Edinburgh rhoto{,^raphic Society. 1

To a Society such as this, with its several hundred members, the vast

majority of whom are amateui-s studying pliotography for the pleasure

it brings, it may not be amiss to turn aside for an evening from the

dry bones of technique and manipulation to consider in what way photo-

graphy stands related to other arts as a source of recreation and enjoy-

ment.
To the professional, who has to attend upon the wants of a somewhat

captious and exacting public, the practice ot photography may Ix) smne/fw
degre&s removed from tho domain of pure pleasure. Iiidee_d, if we are to

believe the facetious "notes" and "incidents" recoi-ded in the journals

from time to time, it would appear that few occuiwtions are more irksome,

worrying, and wearying than the photographic portraitist ; so that even to

him the following remarks m.ay not bo without their interest. They are,

however, more particularly addressed to the younger amateurs of the

Society— to those who, while delighting in the skill of a handicraft, exercis-

ing both brain and hand to tho utmost, yet look upon the pursuit as

a pleasant, rational, and artistic pastime.

It is nut necessary at this time of day to urge the necessity ffir recreation.

Every one recognises the need for it ; it is one of tho prime necessities

of civilised life. The more complex society becomes—and anxiety and
worry ramifies life in its various relations, commercial and otherwise—the
greater is the need of sources of relaxation which shall give rest and change
to those faculties and powers that liave been, ]ierhaj)s, overtaxed, or

at least kept too long in a state of tension.

Much as we may prize the many advantages wo derive from onr cim
mcrcial and industrial modea of life, it is qmte umiue-stionable that these

ai-o obtained at tlio sacrifice of many thiaiH which formerly constituted
charivcteristic elements of social life. We liave to find sulmtituteK nowa-
days for the old-fashioned styles of enjoyment, such as the village fair, tho
jousts and games, the tournaments, and sundry other sport* tliat suited
tho tastes and tho needs of our forefathers.

I pass without mention those purely physical recreations which now
rightly form so large a part of every young (lerson's leisure occupation,
merely observing in passing that the duvelr)prnent of a taste for athletics
among tho youth of the country is one of the most gratifyin,' and hoficful
signs of which I know. It is a valuable antidot<j as well as a manly protest
against the lackadaisical and maudlin sentimentality whicli pretailedtoo
long, and did much damage during the earUer part of this century.
My special jjlea is for the higlier forms of recreation— in that sphere

where not only can our higher faculties be brought into active exercise, but
where tho light of genius sheds its rays upon our path, revealing the
beauty, the grandeur, and sublimity of nature. That sphere is the sphere
of art; its seers, its prophets, and its missionaries are the true artists,
under whatever name they may bo known, and with whatsoever imple-
ments or tools they may wield their i)ower.

There is no recreation so beneficial, so much in unison with our con-
stitution, as that which ministers to the imagination. It is of its very
essence that it should take us away from the ordinary and daily routine
of life. To renew, to create again, to call in a new set of ideas,
feelings, and emotions is the object and meaning of recreation, and
this can only be .iccoinplished by falling back upon that |)ower ot
imagery which we |)ossess, .and by which we place before the mental eye
pictures of things that have no actual existence, but which excite the
mind to action as though they were, while the body rem.ains in a condition
of dreamy repose. The mind thus finds relief from the i)ressurc of fact
ijy betaking itself to the realms of fancy, and procures alleviation from tho
burden of matter by throwing itself into the domain of spirit. Nature
transformfid and idealised by the imagination has been to man his greatest
solace and the source of his best enjoyments.
In a lecture delivered in Edinburgh some years ago, on Aiiktic Aspira-

tiom. Lord (iifford thus expressed himself on this subject:—" It is a duty
as well as a pleasure to cultivate the artistic or lesthetic faculties, claim-
ing, as they do, so large a i)art of our highest nature. It were no
ex.aggeration were I to say that, taken in its Ijighest, truest, profoundest
significance, (esthetic ripeness embraces tho whole duty of man. To lie

artistic was to know, to love, and to rejoice in nature. That was artistic

aspiiation. To know and to enjoy nature was not only man's highest
hapiiiness ; it was his paramount, sacred, and eternal duty. Although to
the artistic mind and heart beauty and joy were found everywhere in
nature, yet to attain esthetic height, or diink deep of its joys, it was
necessary that he should avail himself of all the sides of art, neglecting
no form or aspect of external loveliness, and seeking the highest glory in
the noblest manifestations and loftiest aspirations of the spirit of man."
Tho fine arts represent the highest work of man's skill and imagina-

tions, including, under that term, music, literature, paintings, sculpture,
and the drama.
Each of these branches of art supply exhaustless sources of recreations of

the very highest kind. Of the claims of the drama as a source of rtsreation
too much can hardly be said ; for, notwithstanding the evil odour which
still hovers over the stage, it is undoubtedly a powerful auxiliary in
keeping alive sentiments and emotions which otherwise would but seldom
come into play. With a more hearty patronage from those who occupy
commanding influence in matters of social order and of morals, I think
there can l>e little question that its iiiHuence would be greatly for good.
The art of the player is one of those that api^eal through the senses to the
imagination, working on tho feelings and the emotions of tho spectators in
such a way as to bring out a response—a coincidence of sentiment, of
sympathy, or of re[)ugnance, as the case may bo—giving by that means
exercise to many qualities of heart and brain which otherwise might lie

dormant. Some of tho best men of our time have defended the stage, ad-
vocating its claims as a source of instruction as well as recreation.

The object of the painter is to produce impressions; he in a measure is a
coadjutcu- with the poet in "holding the mirror up to iiaiure." He reflects

from his canvas his own impressions of external nature—its moods and
conditions. What has moved his .sympathies, his admiration, his pity, or
his disdain he will endeavour to fix np<m his canvas; and so we have in a
picture a transcri]»t not only of natural objects and conditions, but a series

or combination of impressions of these as tliey affect the painter'a mind. I
havo said the painter is a coadjutor with the poet. Is it not true that tho

{

poet looks out on nature with a soul keenly alive to its beauties, his whole
i
being strung in harmony with its every mood and grace. To him the

[

twinkling stars tell tales of mystery, the mighty ocean throbs forth a (Mean

I

of eternity, the drooping daisy signifies to him a type of mwlesty, while tho
grass and the dewdrop convince him of a tender Providence. He is, as it

were, an incarnation of nature—a very part of its inner self ; its whole wealth
is emlmdied, transfused, and hunianise<l in him. He ste|>8 forth from behind
the veil that hides creation's inmost secrets, and as a mediator or inter-

{ireter divulges them to his kindred. The ordinary mortal sees not what
10 sees, hears not what he hears, has no experiences such as ho has. His
communings with nature inspire him with its profoundest truths. His
distinction is not merely that he lias tho power to put his thoughts or im-
pres.sions in flowing verse, or clothe them in words that charm tho ear by
their consonance or their rhythm, but because he obtains glim|)acs i>f tho
inner essence of nature that are not vouchsafed to common men.

I
And so it is in some degree with the true artist. By the aid of hU pencil

1
lie is enabled to jwrtray to us aspects and beauties of nature which, but for

his interpretation, we wonld have passed unheeded, or but feebly realised.

In greater reality than the .ancient wi7.ard3 he conjures up before our waking
eyes scenes of beauty and loveliness that entrance tho imagination and absorb
it in delight. J. HCTCHMO.S SjMPSO.V,

(To he concluded in our next.

J
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RECENT PATENTS.

PATENTS APPLIED FOR.

1^0. 4,759.—"Photograph Holders." T. SoHMiDT, 122, Oranie.u-strect,

Bsi-Vm.—Dated March 12, 1881.

No. 4,93i5.—" Bark Slide foi- Photographic Cameras." A. T. Howman.—
Duteil March 14, 1884.

No. 4,93J.—"Cliaiiifing Sensitised Plates in Photographic Cameras."

J. SrottROCK.—i>a«f</ March 17, 1884.

SPECIFICATIONS PUBL1SHe"d~DURING THE PAST WEEK.

MANUFACTURE OR PRODUCTION OF BACKGROUNDS FOR^^^^
PHOTOGRAPHIC AND OTHER PICTURES.^

This invention, by Francesco Anionio Marra, of No. C9, New Bond-

street, London, received provisional protection only.

My invention has for object the manufacture or ijroduction in an eco-

nomical manner of a brilliant, strong, and durable background that will

show up and prevent fading of photo^'raphs, and which is applicable also to

indian-iiik and other drawings or paintiug.i.
. ^- ,

i

To produce such a background acaording to my invention 1 employ

metal in a pulverised or flocculent state, which I cause to adhere to the

paper or material that contains the picture by means of adhesive material,

such as size. In |)ractioe I find it advanta','eous to coat or cover the paper

or material containing the picture with size of the kind used by gilder.^

takin-' care to e.vactly follow the outlines of the picture; then I sprinkle or

flock "the nietallio powder or powders or flakes on to the layer of size,

applying pressure so far as needful to obtain an uniform coating
;
after

which the whole is slowly dried, producing a strong background of paper

or other fabric and metal so combined as to resemble a sheet of metal with

a ap.vrkling, roughened surface, aud practically imperishable.

Various kinds of matals—such .as gold, silver, bronze, aluminium, and

otliers—may bo employed according to the result desired to be produced

;

and by the use of two or more different metals polychromatic effects can be

obtained.

PREPARING AND PAINTING PHOTOGRAPHS, PRINTS, OR
DRAWINGS TO RESEMBLE OIL PAINTINGS ON CANVAS.

Like the i>reC3ding invention tliis one, too, only received provisional pro-

tection. It is by Albekta Mahv Fkanoe.s Caspar, artist, of 200 and 223,

Regent-.street, London,

The jiliotograph, print, or drawing selected should ba quite dry and
fastened face downwards to a drawing-board or table with four drawing-

pins. It should then be rubbed with glass or sand paper until it becomes

quite thin. The surface of tills reverse side must then be spread with an
adhesive gum, paste, or glue, and, it a jihotograph, must be previously

soaked with water. The jjliotograph, print, or drawinc; so prepared is then

covered by coarse canvas, and this is pressed and rolled until the fibre of

the canvas penetrates and shows through the photograph, print, or drawing.

The photograph, print, or drawing, and canvas is then allowed to dry while

siill fastened flatly to the board or table. When dry the canvas is stretched

on a stretcher. After the canvas is so stretched the picture is clearly shown
thereon, and must be painted with transparent albumen colours mixed
with water or a water medium, coarse touches of body colour being freely

used to add to the illusion. When the picture so painted is dry a coat of

varnish can be applied to the whole surface of the picture, which will then

be ready for framing.
The novelty consists in—1. The preparation of the surface of the photo-

graph, priat, or drav/ing so .as to admit of the canvas showing throu;;li it.

—2. The jiressing or rolling of the canvas upon the prepared photograph,

print, or picture so that the canvas shall be seen through the same.—3. The
painting in transparent alburaenous colours in water, which produce upon
the canvas so prepared as afores.aid the resemblance of oil paintings.

c

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

X>ate or Meetinif.

Karch 25 .

„ 2S .

27 .

27 .

27 .

27 .

Kamo of Society. Place of Mcctinf;.

Bolton Club
I

The Studio, Chaneerj'-laue.
Bristol Auiatcur Studio, I'oi-tland-st., Kiiigsdown.
Photographic Club Anderton's Hotel, Flcet-strcct.
London and Provincial ' Mason's Hall, Basing:liall-sti-eet.

Liverpool Amateur ' Free Libury and Musoum.
Oldham ' Hare and Hounds, Yorkshire-.st.

1

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
At the meeting of thi.s Association held on Thursday, the 13th instant, the
chair was occupied by Mr. A. Cowan.
The presentation to the Association, by Mr. J. Burgess, of Lommel's

Nature of Light, international scientific series, was acknowledged.
The evening was set apart for one of the monthly "lectureltes," which,

on this occasion, was delivered by Mr. T. Bolas, F.C.S., on the subject of
photo-block printing. [See page 185.J Mr. Bolas illustrated his observa
tioni by experiments and by examples of the v.arious processes under
consideration.
Mr. W. M. Atbes said that wlien Herr Pretsch was in England he did a

good deal of work for him. He thought that if silver printing was properly
performed the results were permanent, if only sufficient gold were used.

Mr Bolas remarked that the value of Pretsch 's services were now better

appreciated, aud that a monument had recently been erected to him at

Mr .1 B \RKER wished to know how the gelatine relief should be made.

Mr' Bolas replied :—Take one part of soft gelatine—say Nelson's flake

—swell aud dissolve it. Add one-fourth of its weight of sugar aud one-

sixth part of bichromate of potash. Paper should be coated with this

mixture to a thickness of two millimetres. It was essential for the him

to be of such thicknoss that it should not be hardened all through by

the action of light. After exposure under the negative the film is wetted,

sfiueegeed on to glass, and the i)aper removed and relief developed by hot

water! the same as in the carbon process.
, „ , ,

Mr. Bahkeii wished to know whether a composition roller of glue and

treacle would serve for inking the reUef.
, i . i

Mr. Bolas said that it would not be suitable. Ihere should be no

moist" surface to come into contact with the gelatine relief.

Mr. A. L. Hendkrso.n inquired what would be the result of using a hard,

cutting substance and pressing that into the relief. .,,-,,
Mr B0L\s said it would make a mould that would give an mta-lio but

not a typographic block. The Goupil process of producing photolitho-

irraphs was believed to be based upon that method.

Mr A J. Brown wished to kuow what was the best cutting medium.

Mr! BoLAS replied that the best was hard glass— bottle glass crushed

fine. It was an article of commerce.

Mr. Barker said that he had made some experiments with glass paper

and obtained nice results.
. , , , ,

Mr. Hare inquired how the Spragua ink-photos, were produced.

Mr. Bolas rei)lied that it was generally understood they were printed

from a lithographic stone.
. ,,. ^,

Mr. Brown remarked that those pictures showed a gr.ain resembling the

reticulation of a carbon print.

Mr. Bolas said that that was " Pretsch gram.

Mr. J. T. Taylor remarked that Mr. Winstanley, many years since,

invented a method of obtaining a block by using a set of needles, the points

of which were let down into the relief. They were then firmly clamped

together aud the ends ground otf until the points of those which had been

le.ast prominent were just reached. A series of dots was thus obtained

varying in size with the dei)th of the various [.arts of the relief. He
thouglit it a most ingenious invention, but had not heard of its coming

into commercial use.
, , , .

Mr. Bolas said that a geutlem.au had long ago consulted liim as to tlie

practicability of carrying out Winstanley "s invention commercially, but

on going into the calculation it was found that the enormous number of

needles required would make the cost prohibitory.

Mr. Henderson referred to a process of Bullock's, which was of about

twenty years' standing.
. , , , „

Mr. Bolas believed that it was practically identical with that of Sprague.

The two photogr.apliic journals in 1806 contained illustrations of Bullock's

process.
. , . .

Mr. A. Mackay wished to call attention to an advertisement aud circular

representing that the Company were prepared to instruct and find em-

ployment in colouring photographs for persons not possessing artistic

knowledge. The circular called attention to a woodcut representing an

imposing-looking building, and professing to be the oifices of the —

-

Company. He went to see what was the art, and found that at a side

entr-ance there was a notice that the Comi)any had an office, which at

last he reached after mounting many flights of stairs. The process ap-

peared to consist of dabbing on oil colour with the tips of the lingers.

The results the membors could well imagine, and would understand how
far the representation that the purchase of a twelve-and-sixpenny box of

colours—said to be specially prepared, but bearing the name of a well-known

maker, and worth about five shillings—would enable the purchaser to

obtain employment from photographers was likely to be realised.

Mr. W. Coles said he had reason to believe that ladies had been

induced to part with their money under the belief that they would be able

to earn a living. One had lately called upon him aud shown s|)eeimon9

produced in this way. Of course ho had told her that no [ihoto-rapher

could make use of such work, and that if she re.ally wished to make money
at colouring photographs she must learn and practise in the usual way.

Mr. Barker thought it a duty to humanity that such proceedings should

l)G GXPOSGCi.

The meeting concluded with a hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Bolaa for

his lecture.

The next "leeturotte" will be given on the 10th of April, by Mr. W. E.

Debenham, On Lenses.
- »

PHOTOGRAPHERS' BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION.

A special Board meeting of this Association was held on Wednesday, the

5th instant, at 181, Aldersgate-street. The minutes of the previous meeting

having been read and confirmed, Messrs. Muller and Collins were elected

members of the Association.

The list of members requiring situations and corrospoudoiice was then

Bubmitted.
The following alteration of Rule IV., clause 1, was then proposed bv

' Mr. Ashman and seconded by Mr. Ganly :—" That subscriptions shall
' be 10s. per annum, jiayable quarterly, half-yearly, or yearly, which shall

entitle the subscriber to one vote at general aud special general meetings,

and also at each election of pensiimers." In the same rule, line 9, it was

!
proposed that the word "benefit" be struck out.

; Mr. W. M. Ashman, speaking in sup[)ort of his i)ropositiou, said the
' existing rule did not allow an nouorary subscriber to receive .assistance

' should misfortune overtake him. That he considered a mistake, and to his

1
knowledge it deterred some of the profession from supporting the Asaocia-

; tion. lie had ao fear that by removing the distinction between the classes
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thosp poiitli'iiian win Im'l hitlint> r.T.ikod in iMiiDrary iiiem'>t'r« wmiUI
withiliaw their .suinjort. Tiie |iroj)i>sUii)U gave them the option of being
dnnoi-s, or (.lonnrs und inem'x-rH. Ho would like to sco thoni enrolled ns

mcaiUHrs, iind thn halaiica of tlicir usual subicriiitiun co]ir<iilered M a
donation. At thn snmo timo it W(juld enable those whoso position WM not
fully tttinmil to feel that in case of need tliey would bo entitled to tho
8U|'[i >rt which the Society could render. Again: tho n>duotiou of the
O'llHiMiption would enable the assistauta who could not atfoni to pay the
y.^irly fiubscription in one fliun to do so b}' two p.aynionts of ;")«, or four

of _'<. til., a.s circuuntauces woidd permit. This he bvliovod would con-

siderably augment tlie strength of tho Association, and that moat desirable

object haviufi been .attained the success of tho Society was certain.

Mo=wrs. (!auly, Hall, Thorne, ami others s|)oko in favour of the proiwsi-

tion, which was put to the mooting and carried inianimously.

Mr. Collins, sou of tho late Mr. C. G. Collins, was elected a member of

the Board of Management, and the meeting was adjourned.

KDIXnURGH PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The fifth nT^etin^ of tho current seision w.ai held in Ti, St. Andrew-sqn.are,

'>n the evening of Wednesday, the .'jth instant,—Mr. W. Neilson, President,

in the chair.

After busineHS of a private character, which occupied more than ivn hour,
^^^. J. H. StMPSoy read a paper entitled Rei-rention in AH [see page

], in which, after referring to the great branches of art, .and suggestions
for recreation in them, ho r,iierred more particularly to photography.
The set of tr.msparencies in gelatino-chloride by Mr. A. Cowan were

then exhibited.

The 3ejbet.\uy intimited that Mr. A. L. Henderson, on his recent visit

to E liubiirgh, h.ad promised that he would endeavour to get members an
opportunity of examining these beautiful iiroductions, and Mr. Cowan had
most courteously sent them. Tho transparencies were examined with great
interest.

Mt. a. Prixolk stated that ho had had an extended experience with the
pelatino-chl >rido plates, having experimented with them from their first

introduction. Their manipulation was so ea'y .ami the results so certain

th.it he fancied if he hail had failures he could perhaps have given better

information as to tho working of these plates. He used the dullest (lifTiiS8<l

dayli;.;ht to impress thn plates, and ho could jiretty correctly hit any colour

he desired. The Inrgi'r thn (|uantity of citric .acid employeii in the de\ eloper

the longer nnist b»^ the exposure. He foimd a ten-])er-cent. solution of

common salt a sjilendid rostrainer, keeping the bright lights beautifully

clear. From exteu'led experiments, however, he had come to the conclusion

that as yet no gelatine film w.as capable of yielding such clear and hrilliant

transparencies as coUmlion. He thought that for printing on opal the
ijolatino-chloride was nnappro.ached fi>r beauty. He preferred to develop©
a red im.age, and then tone to the desired colour, the result being one of

the prettiest things it was possible to see.

Mr. -ALEXWnKit Matiiksos hiwl come to tho same conclusion, and he
found tliat when transparencies wei'e thrown on the screen, people with a
knowledge of tho requirements constituting a good transparency nivariably

selected those in collixlion from any kind of gelatine transparency, as

being in sonm sen«o more acceptable.

Mr. KOBOAV ha<l only tried two of Mr. Cowan's plates, and he submitted
these as the first n-sults of an amateur. They wore both successful.

Mr. FiiASER had tried several dozens, chiefly for microscopic work, and
found them much superior to bromide plates; and so simple were tho
operations and requirements that he was inv.ariably successful.

ifr. J. M. TuRNBij'LL thought those who desired a perfect lantern slide

ought to fall back on the old colloilio-bromide. In every particular the
development was exceedingly simple, and as certain as simple, while any
desired result could be obtained with ease, every detail being under most
thorough control.

Mr. PiilxcLE entirely .agreed with the remarks made bj- Mr. TTimbuU.
Hearty votes of thanks to Jlr. Simpson and Mr. Cowan were accorded

by aeclomation.

Mr. TuRNBULt. exhibited a new slide-carrier which he had picked up in

hi» recent wanderings in the south. He did not know its author, but it

was admitted by all present as prob.ably tho simplest and mast generally
acceptable form of earner for a smgle lantern that could be found.
Mr. O. Mitch KLi, exhibited a splendid 8erie.s of views .and animal

studies, by .Mr. Held, of Wishaw. They were examined with great
interest, and much admired.
The Secretary submitted what he h.ad found to bo a very useful

a'lhesivo material, obtainable at a very low price, under the name of

**gIoy." He was afraid to reconunend it for mounting silver prints, as ho
had onlv met with it during the last six weeks. A silver print coated on
both sides with the material had not undergone any change during that
time ; bnt for every other pur|K)Ro he thought it greatly superior to the
adhesive materials commonly employed. It dried slowly with a minimum
of "cockling," and free from unevenness of body. It was very clean in

n.se, practically transpai-^nt, .and dried with a slight gloss. I?y tho addition
of wat^r it couUl l>e redo'-ed in consistency and still retain great tenivcity.

and it seemed well suited for many purjioses where ordinary glue, guin, or

starches did not always answer satisf;ictorily, ]'y the courtesy of jlessrs.

Fr;i3er and Co., he Wivs able to <listribute samples to all who desired to test

the material. Several ([uestions were .asked as to the constitution of

"gloy," but the only explanation definitely given w;i.s that it wa-s a waste
product.
Mr. Fraser said that when potato-starch was boiled in a bain-marie for

several hours a somewhat similar material rastilted.

The Secuetarv exhibited a new .4moriuan camera, which possessed
several novel featuivs. The 10 x H camera with three double slides

only v.eighed alniut seven and ahalf pounds; it was, nevertheless, very
etrong and rigid. By a beautifullyfiuished r.aok arrangeinout, excei>tionnl

length for focii:4Hiiig was available, TIio bellows were of indianiblwr, and
all the metal work v/a» nickelled. By an ingonions arrangement the ilidea

could be used vertically or horizontally without altering tho position of tha
camera, and by tho simplest of devices the unwitting exposure of the same
plato twice was prevented, tn reply to a nninlwr of rpiestions, thfl

Secretary intimated that Mr. J. J. Atkiniiun, of Liver|iool, would answer
queries as to other sizes of these cameras.

After tho usual votes of thanks the meeting was adjourned.

NEWCASTLE-OX-TYNE AND NORTHERN COUNTIF^S'
PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

The ordinary meeting of tho above Association wan held in the College of

Physical Science, Newcastle on-Tyne, on Tuesday, the 11th instant,—Mr.
J. B. Payne in the chair.

Tho minutes of last meeting having been read and passed, Mr. Andrew
Ross, Mr. John Russell, and Mr. J. H. Inness (of Newcastle), and Mr.
F. W. Morgan (of Durham) were nominated for membership.
Mr. R. S. Freeman read a papcj Uii tke Ptrmanency of Silver PrinU.

[See page 183.
|

Tho C'haibman remarked that the subject was of a very interesting

character, and that no one w.as better qualifietl to speak and write on snch

a subject than Mr. Freeman. Personally, bis own exjwrience of silver

printing had been considerable, and he detailed an experiment he had con-

ducted some time ago;—A sheet of paiier was sensitised, divided in twi>,

and these halves were printed together to the same dei>th as nearly a*

possible under a mask and vii<netted. One half was toned and tho other

not toned. They were fixed together, washed together, mounted together

on the same mount, and exposoti together to sunlight. The loivd print

began to fade in the vignetted portion, and in three months had faded

.altogether. He (the Chairman) reui.arked that this had never been satisfac-

torily explained.
Mr. J. P. GIB.SON was opposed to the use of tho set iVor bath, and did

not agree with Mr. Freeman's remarks on the use of ready-sensitisetl

jiapeis, especially those preiiaved with albumen in a state of decomjio-'i-

tion. Ho (Mr. Gibson) had used reiwly-sensilised pai)er for many year*,

had always found it equal in quality to the pajier he had sensitiseil

himself, and far less trouble. He used a toning bath composed of chlo-

ride fif gold and w.ashiiig soda, being careful not to use too much of

the latter, and he .always took care to have his fixing bath alkaline.

Carbonate of ammonia, in the ju-oportion of about two ounces to tho

gallon of hypo, solution, was used. He thought that damp was chiefly to

blame in cases of fading, and some niDuntants were totally iiiisuitabli-.

He preferred himself, for mounting purposes, a solution of gcl.atine with a

largo proportion of alcohol added.
Mr. E. Sawyer advocated the use of warm water for washing ])rints.

The Chairman remimled members that the late Professor Marreco, in a

paper read at one of the early meetings of the Association, proved, from

experiments, that the copious washing of silver prints so much recom-

mended in jihoto'^raphic text-books was quite unnecess.ai-j', and that with

care the liyi>o. could be easily, perfectly, and quickly eliminated.

Mr. P. M. Laws deprecated the practice some photographers had of

overworking their baths. He always made fresh baths, using as mucli

gold as was necessary and then discarding the bath. He considered that

gold was one of the cheapest chemicals thoy used.

Mr. Proctor (invited by the Chairman) said he had no prints by hini.

Ho had, in conjunction with Mr. Swan and Mr. Pattinsim, produced

many years ago the first prints ever done in Newcastle. They were on
plain paper, salted, and sensitised ; but they faded very quickly. That
was before the introduction of albumen. Ho (Mr. I'roctor) thought very

little was known then of tho cause of f.ading, and that they knew very

little even now of tho matter. The metals forming the tones of the print

would be probably in the form of sulphide, and this might eventually turn

to sulphate ; but, whatever they were, damp and sunlight would favour snch

chemical changes.
Mr. Freeman narr.ated hi.s first experience with ready-sensitised paper

and the failure (by f.ading) which resulted. He would not condemn all

ready-sensitised pajiers, as he hud found some to be excellent in all respects.

He (Mr. Freeman) showed, at tho close of his paper, a large number of

jirints of various ages. Some mounted mrka of tho exhibition of 181)2

were excellent. They were toned in the sdd'or b.ath, and mounted, ho

stated, with a freshly prepared solution of gum arable.

On tho projiosition of the Chairman, a hearty vote of th.anks was

accorded to Mr. Freeman.

GLASGOW PHOTOGRAPHIC AS.SOCIATION.

The tenth general meeting of the session of this S<iciety w.as held in the

Religious Institution Rooms, on Thursday, the 6th instant,—Councillor

Robertson, President, in the chair. The minutes of the Last meeting were

re:«I, and after an .addition—namelv, the exhibition of a patented camera

by Mr. .S. D. McKellen, of Manchester, and the thanks of the Society to

Mr. -McKellen—were ajiproved.
i

• -t

The que.stion-l>ox was then o|x;ned, and one of the questions foiiiKt in It

raised a slight discussion, which was not 6atisfact'>rily settletl, n.amely—
" Does the luminous paint used with Warnerke's sensitoineter lose its

power through time?"
. . . i. ii

Mr. J. Parker then read » paper on a Skg Shade, invented by Mr.

Henderson, of .Montreal. -Vs a K|H'cinl article will soon be publwheaou

this shade it is not neces.»arv to comment uixm it now.

Mr. McOhik then exhibitetl several now pietcs of apparatus, namely.

AddeiibriMike's instantaneous shutter, giving an exjxisun- as desired from

'.th of a second to three seconds, and Cadetfs latest studio shutttr, tJie

princii.le of which is a sliding front raised and lowered by the usual air-

presMii-o an-angement Both worked ^e^y well and were much appreciaUU
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by the niectinff. Ho also r^xhibited .SanuK'r.s ne^v patent cainora, tlio

uovelty of which is the dark slide, which may be made to hold any iiuuiljcr

of plates. It is simply a box twice the size of the plates to be used, with
a division in the centre, and a shutter iu front of one of the divisions.

The^ sensitive j>lates, in blackened tin holders, were put into the division
behind the shutter. When it was withdrawn a stroni? spring pushed the
plates forward, the front plate takin',' the place of the shutter. It was now
in position for exposure. When the slintter was pushed back again it

moved the plate before it into the other division of the dark slide, which
projected beyond the side of the camera. This ojieration was repeated
until all the plates were exposed.
Mr. R. DoOD then exhibited a combined apparatus for vaniLshing nega-

tives and distilling water, which he had used constantly with great satisfac-

tion for the last twelve years. It was a flat copper case about thirty inches
square and two inches tnick, tinned in the inside, and standing at an angle
of about eighty degrees. There were hooks at intervals on each side, to
which were fastened movable wooden supports for different sizes of nega-
tives. It was heated by steam conveyed throuj;h a tube from a small tinned
copper boiler he.'vted by gas. A tube in one of the corners drained off the
condensed steam, •wliieh, if the apparatus be kept free from dust, is

chemically-pure distilled water.
The Chaium.\n then called upon Mr. Andrew Mactear to re-read a

paper which he prep.^red for the Association twenty years ago on The
History of Photography in^ Glasr/oic. [This paper will appear in our next
issue.] The communication proved very interesting, as did also the
supplementary remarks by several of the oldest members.
The meeting closed with the customary vote of thanks.

GLASGOW AND WEST OF SCOTLAND AMATEUR
PHOTOGRAPHIC A.^SOCIATION.

The usual monthly meeting of this Association was held in the Religious
Institution Rooms, (ilasgow, on Tuesday, the 11th inst.,—Mr. Hugh Reid,
President, in the chair.

The following gentlemen were elected members :—Mr. P. C. Buchanan,
Mr. James Harvey, Mr. A. W. Hogg, and Mr. John Sheriff.
On the reconnnendation of the Conmiittce it w.as agreed to take a le.ase of

premises for the sole use of the Association, the rooms to be used for meetings,
demonstrations, &c., as well as for members wishing to develope, &c.
Mr. W. Lang, Jun., then read his paper On Bichromated Gelatine Fitim

and the Slannotype Pmresn. [The MS. of this lengthy communication
reached us as we were going to jn-ess, but we hope to include it in our next
number.] He also gave a demonstration of the whole process of stanno-
type printing, and threw off a nuiiiber of prints at the meeting from
moulds made by himself. The interest of Mr. Lang's lecture was much
increased by a number of very fine specimens of the various bichromated
processes and some exquisite stannotype prints—all very kindly lent by
Jlr. W. B. Woodbury for the occasion.
On the motion of the Chaiuman, the meeting awarded a very hearty

vote of thanks to Mr. Woodliury for his kindness m sending the si)ecimen=,
and the same compliment was paid to Mr. Lang for his interesting pai)er,

""fSJ'"'^*''^
immense trouble he had taken in getting up his demonstratifin.

The Chairman then read a letter of resignaticm from Mr. Sniithells, the
Secretary, who is leaving Glasgow, and the meeting passed a unanimous
vote of thanks to that gentleman for all his work on behalf of the Society
Mr. George Murray, 31, St. Vincent-place, Glasgow, w;is appointed

Secretary. The meeting was shortly afterwards adjourned.

BURY PHOTOGRAPHIC AND ARTS CLUB.
The first connrmzione since the formation of this Club took place on Tues-
day, the nth instant, at the Temi>erance Hall, when a very agreeable
evening was spent by about 240 ladies and gentlen.en who had accepted
the invitations of the members. The windows of the hall were draped
with crimson and white curtains, and the gallery had also received its
sh.ye of adornment, crimson and white being the prevailing colours
Around the room were placed tables on which were arranged photographs

of notable places and choice bits of local scenery, the work of the membersand much of it of the most commendable character. These included views
taken m the lylde district by Mr. C. H. Oi«.nshaw, one of the junior

tT'^vr"^ '^"'
"^'"i''-, *V-

^^™- ^fth (Heywood) exhibited views of the

»^„tr!,. ; "i v' *
'n''^''

number of ph,.to^raphs of local and other

rT i&
' '"» an excellent view of the interior of a farmhouse whereJohn Wesley preached, ^yere the work <,f Mr. J. Nelson. Mr. W. Palmer

contributed an oil p.amting of the old "White Lion" Inn, Bolton-street,

ohesl-er Vh*f
l'""«;^. ''"^"1

,
and Mr J. J. Rishton, a member of the Ma,,:Chester Photographic Society, exhibited a number of views on the WharfViews of the dis net throngli which the River Wyre flows. Miller's ParkPr«.ton, PrestsvichCongh, and other localities,Vere shmv^ i; Mr Kxmndy, Jnn. Parkin Is. Mr H M. Dearden had no fewer than thirty

fcT?a'm,V 4'r'^'°M
*"''';'her scenery including the interior o"l7eBury Urammar School. Mr. F. W. Livesey, the Secretary of the Club con-tributed twenty-nine views, amongst which we,-e some capital sea-pieces

TnH Mr>V'"i'"''«""""'°"%'''"'"'''"-. *^^- '^^"- S- «='^'°"- had several!and Mr. K Kcoles a hue case of portraits. The Rev. J. C. Hordern sent

o'?J'"'f^''^
water-colour drawings, April on the Yarc, NorMk, and

fcX ^;T'T-'
'P"'';"'"'"'"'% ¥•• Sl'a^v exhibited a figure of H,nMthe gift of his friend Mr. Henry Irving, and some portraits of Miss Terrv

m,3l-"^"*" "P"" •*'"', ^^^ ^y
J''--''

'"dy <"' expression of thlnk^Yormany kindnesses received. A number of microscopes were contributed bvMr .1 Taylor Mr. E. W. McUor (Warthfold). Mr J. wSSv andMr^

t,"^fe"EnSTn"7of"sale.
'""''" """"'^^ " ^'''- ^^"^"'>- "^ ="»" »»--

The PRF..sinKN'T ojwned the proceedings by briefly giving those present a
lujarty welcome. He remarked that clubs of that kind were doing a useful

work. Young people after leaving school, in order to keep out of mischief,

should have some hobby, whatever it might be, for their leisure. It was,
therefore, only natural that those having similar ta.stes should join together
and form clubs such as that was. The bidk of the members of the Club
had taken to photography as their hobl)y, but they did not wish to confine

the Club to that. They wished to have their taste improved, and desired
those to join the Society who devoted their spare time to the brush .and

pencil, in order that they might be told where they had gone wrong, so

that their photographic views might be as artistic as possible. He thanked
especially the President and members of the Manchester Photographic
Society for attending.
During the evening songs, glees, &c., were given by a number of tlio

members, assisted by several lady friends.

A number of views taken by the members of the Club were shown on a
screen by Mr. Walmsley by means of the oxyhydrogen lantern, and in the
intervals the guests were supplied with refreshments.

YORKSHIRE COLLEGE PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB.
The day of meeting of the above Club having been changed from the first

to the last Thiu'sday in e\ery month, to avoid clashing with the Leeds
Photographic Society, the third Uieeting was held on Thursday, February
28th,—Mr. H. B. Hall in the chair.

Professor Thoupb, Ph.D., F.R.S., read a paper on Platinum Printiii'i,

with practical illustrations.

_
Previous to this paper being read the terms of the second prize competi-

tion were arranged. It was decided to have another competition, all com-
peting pictures to be sent in on or before the day of meeting in May. The
subjects selected for the competition were A Group, A Cottage, and Spring.
Three prizes will be given for the best picture sent in of each. This having
been settled, the Chairman called on
Dr. Thorpe, who commenced his iiaperby giving the theory, chemically,

on which tiie process of platinum printing is based, pointing out tfie

technical difficulties which had to be overcome. He (Dr. Thorpe) then
i

dealt with the rapidity of printing as conii)ared with silver, and with |

the increased difficulty of double printing. He also pointed out particularly
the limitation of the process, inasmuch as under-exposed or soft negatives,
and also neg.atives with extreme contrasts and half-tones, could not be used.
Dr. Thori>e concluded his paper by actually developing some prints to illus- i

trate the process. He also exhibited a number of instantaneous and other I

jjictures. in platinotype, taken in widely-different places, and admirably I

showed the wide adaptability of this kind of printing if tlio negatives
were good.
A vote of thanks, moved by the Chairman, and seconded by Mr. Gamble,

concluded the proceedings, and the meeting was adjourned until Thursday,
the 27th March.

datus^ontmct.

DARK ROOM ILLUMINATION.
To the Editor-s.

Gentlemen,—Allow me to correct a mistake that occurs in your report of
the last meeting of the Photographic Society of Great Britain. I said that
I used deep not "paJe " yellow paper in combination with the green glass.
The manner of setting up your abstract of Captain Abney's paper

makes it appear that what was read as part of that paper was expressed
by Mr. C. Ray Woods .and .Mr. J. Cadett in the debate; and Mr. Cadett
is represented as being responsible for the statement that exposure at
a certain distance gave an image with canary medium, and none with
stained red glass. I do not think that that gentleman, or indeed any-
one else at all, will undertake the responsibility of such a statement.
" Stained red " glass is an article of commeree. 1 have obtained some from
Messrs. Chance's agent, and the amount of photographic power passing
thnmgh it I have found so much greater th.an that which passes through
canary medium that I am at a loss to understand any experimentalist
meeting with any other result. Jlr. G. F. Williams, about a year ago,
showed at the Photographic Club a wedge coin|)osed of increasing thick-
nesses of stained red glass up to ten, and photographic action had passed
through them all.

With respect to a comparison of the visual light transmitted by various
media: Mr. Wood.s' sight ajipears to be of such an abnormal character as
not to afford a fair basis for any general argument. At the technical
meeting in January, when I showed my lantern with various coloured
media, whilst all others who expressed an opinion considered that the red
side (cherry fabric) gave the least visual light, Mr. Woods .said that he
tlioupht he could see best ^vitll that illumination. I am willing to accept
Mr. Cadett's estimate of the luminous values of the several media, and
should like to see this estimate comjiared by independent experimentalists
with the protective power of the same media, as well as with the combina-
tion that r have particularly recommended. If it be found that, with an
equal illuminating power, yellow h.as no more effect upon a sensitive plate
than red, the case, as I originally put it, is established ; and there is no
necessity for the employment of a light which is certainly in many cases
injurious to the sight. The experiments of others, however, appear ii'

show much more than this.

Captain Aluiey is further reported as stating that green glass only cut
off such rays as were harmless. In another report I find Mr. C. Ray ^Vo^-.d•.

stating that Captain Abney had not used the glass I employ and recommcul

,

but one of a letter green for the purpose." Surely these gentlemen
"protest too Bmcb," If the "better one " only cut off harmless rays, does
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Iho 0118 I UHfl lot through more photnitniphio pnwer thftii wmild ixi'S

without it? As a matter of fact, yollow-tfrecn ghws </«(« cut otf coiisiilurahla

lihutn^'raphic power, osjiecially when used i» coujuactiou with deep ve'low.
When a nuKloiMtoly-aAfo amount of yellow nicdiiuu Ih u.-iod a ctiuMiderablo

additional thickness of the saino nu-diiun does not cut off the ai'tivo li^ht

Hi well ai on,i thiokuesa of grean glass, whilst the latter tako.s the heating
effect of the rod and orange rays out of the light, and preserves or restores

' vetlow C'llour.

1 f the Council of tlia Society permit, I propose to show the results of

in expjiiin'jnts with the media in question at the next re:,'ular mooting,
before thq commoncemant of the lantern dispUy.—I am, yours, &c.,

M<ii-di 18, 1SS4. "' W. E. Bebesham.

MUNGO PARK riJispa MUNGO PONTOX.
To the Editors.

flKN'TLEMKS,—AUow mo to show you by the enclosed page of my work
1 carbon printing that I give the right name—'"Miuit^o ronton." Mr.

I ' :iton w.is the firjt to point out tha i)hot'>graphic properties of bichromate
l>>tash, as early as 183S. He immersed well-sized paper in a solution

"f this salt and dried it by the fire, and exposed it under an eni;raving to

Buashine, whereby a yellow print upon a brown ground resulted.—I am,
voiirs, &c., E. LiESEGANG, Ph.D.
intmMorf, March 10, 1884.

TOURISTS' requirp;ments.
To the Editou-s.

Gkvtlemen,—I am one of those who think that tourists' requirements are

Tery badly nitit by manufacturers, especially in the waste of their time over
e.aon view in making the multifarious adjustments of the present travelling

camer-is; but now 1 write on another point. The weight of glass plates

greatly reduces the quantities sold for tourists' purposes. If tliey were of

the thinnest glass, and if the slides were reduceil in bulk, I should use 100
plates per month more than at present; but with the present plates I cannot
increase the weight of the apparatus, as it would then be too heavy to

e.irrv comfortatjlv without a porter.— I am, yours, &c.,
l.'n:,-n", Siri'-.ei-lan-.l, March 12, 1884. W. H. Harbison.

SODIC SULPHITE.—FINAL.
To the Editors.

(Ientlejien,—I was un.able, from absence, to reply to Jlr. ISerkeley's

article last week. I beg to assure him I do not in the leabt ignore his un-
doubted claims to early publication of the value of sodic sulphite. Quite
the other w.ay. But there is just this point of difference, that whereas he
tells your readers it can be bought at his place of business, and distinctly

declines to say how it is made, I i;ave full and detailed instructions

f"r making it up. It is true it can be made with cold water, but not
-<t surely as to getting a saturated solution as with hot.

I was a little jjuzzled, on reading the earlier portion of Mr. Berkeley's
I iticle, to know what was the real cause of his intervention in the discussion;

I lit 1 soon came to that part where he says he notes gratiutous advertise-
ments are to be had in your Journal, and then proceeds to at once secure
the advantage of an e.xcellent one for his house of business. I am far from
censuring him for this—quite the reverse. I assure him I fully recognise
his sornces in pressing on jniblic attention the use of sodic sulphite, and that
1 have no desire at all to diminish bis i>erfect!y-just claims.—I am, vours,
.'ic, Samuel J'ry.
Surbiton, March 19, 1884.

[Mr. H. B. Berkeley first pointed out the properties of soda sulphite
in our Alma.vac for 1881 ; in the following volume he gave a definite

formula, in which the employment of warm water is recommended.
Mr. Fry's subsequent directions, during 1883, to use hot water can
have no special advantage beyond securing aj saturated solution more
rapidly. Mr. Berkeley's formula leaves the operator independent of

the uncertainties of a "saturated" solution.

—

Eds.]

MOUNTING LARGE PHOTOGRAPHS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—The following method of mounting large photographs may
l>'! new to many of your readers. Wo have used it for more than fifteen

years, and know of no better way.
If large photographs are mounted damp and with starch the expansion

and contraction are so great that the mount is "cockled." The correct
principle is to mount the print as dry as possible. First have the prints in
n pile, nicely damp, and flat. Glue with fine, clear Russian glue and a
Hat hoi,''s-hair brusn, and spread each print out face down to dry. When
drietl they m.ay be trimmed and kept any time until required for mounting.
To mount: have alxjut twelve half-sheets of thick blotting-paper. Place
vo dry sheets at the bottom, then one well-damiwd sheet next; lay (say)
>"lve photographs on this sheet in a pile, and place another damp sheet

uu the pile. Have one more damp sheet alxive, and then the rest of the
dry sheets. Now take out the top photograijh and place it between the
two top damp sheets. This is merely to take the hardness out, and the
print must not remain long enough to allow expansion. Take it out
(patting the top one of the pile in its place), and place it on the top dry
Beet. Now sponge it all over with a fine sponge from the middle to the
ends, taking care to wet it all over; it must be merely damj>ed, and with
as little use of water as possible. Take it up and lay deftly in its pl.ico on
the mount, snioothiii;; it nut from tlie centre uf tlie print; imw take a sheet
of paper and a handkerchief and rub it down from the centre to the edges.

It is Ijetter to have a fl.it burnisher at hand to imiooth any unevcniiciM.
1 f the print have l>eeii nicely mounted and with no unnocewary damping it

will soon drv, and, even if only in a pai/cr book, the "cooklmg" will not
be much. The glueing must be thin au<I ('ven—s<iinethifig of the nature of
the gum on a [jostage stamp. The sheets iif blottiiig-paiier will require
ro-damping if a nuinl)er of photographs i)a»s through, and it is not well to
wet too many on the top sheet without changing it, as the paper is apt to
fray up, and small pieces will then stick to the glue and make the finished
picture uneven. Keep a basin of clean water im the tiible and a plate for
the 8|x)nge.—We are, yours, Ac, RouiNsoN and TuoMi-aoN.

Liierjwol, March 19, 1884.

THE MANCHESTER PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In your report of the proceedings of the Manchester Photo-
graphic Society, at its February meeting, published in today's Journal, a
mistake has been made as to what I said in commenting on Mr. Rishton's
excellent pa|>er.

What I said was that when a camera had to be tilted enough to necessi-
tate the use of a swing-back a more truly proportionate picture would be
obtained by the concurrent use of a swing-front than without it, because
by its use the parallelism of the front and back would be maintained, and
the axis of the lens would be perpendicular to the sensitised plate. This,
of course, is contingent on the supposition that a lens of sufficient covering
power is lieing used.

I also said that by the combined use of swing-back and swing-front the
rise-and-fall slide usually inserted in the fronts might be dispensed with.
Possibly this latter remark would be the one which your report has given in
an incorrect mmnor.— I am, yours, &c., S, 1>. McKellkn.

18, Brown-street, Manchester, March 14, 1884.

CORRECTIONS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In my last communication to the Journal, which api)eared
in last issue, a grave error has taken place. I am made to say " Herr
Obernetter now employs a new patented process," &c., &c. It should
have been Mr. Sachs instead of Herr Obsrnetter. My note was intended
to prove that Herr Obeinetter's new process of engraving was known and
at full work long ago, and patented by Mr. Sachs. The latter gentleman,
whose modesty has hitherto prevented hiin from coming to the front'
possesses the highest inventive genius; his discoveries in photography are
legion. " Honour to whom honour is due."

In the same communication I omitted to mention the name of M.
Thouroude in connection with MM. Perrot do Chaumeux and Londe!
These gentlemen have written to me that as the greater part of the honour
is due to their colleague, M. Thouroude, they hope I will rectify the error
in my next letter to the ilournal, and I wish to take the earliest opportunity
of doing so.—I am, yours, &c., E. Stebbisg, Fro/.

25, Sue del Apennim, Pari), March 17, 1884.

Is there any reason why Veau javelle should not be used in washing geU
tine negatives after fixing?—J. DuTTON. In reply: This has been
already recommended on more tlian one occasion,

R. Barnard desires to kno\v the amount of duty chargeable on engravings,
photographs, and other pictures sent to the United States of America.

In reply : On engravings and photographs a duty of 25 per cent, is

chareed, while the duty on paintings is 30 per cent. , unless such paintings
are the works of American artists, in which case they are admitted free.

On frames for paintings the duty is 35 per cent. Stereoscopic views on
paper are only 25 per cent., but on those on glaiu the duty is 46 per
Cint.

C. E. E. wishes to know why two lenses are employed in the formation of
a lantern condenser. One lens, he thinks, should answer better than
two, as it would stop less light and have only one-half the number of re-

flecting surfaces. To this we reply: To correct the alwrration of the
lens would not be difficult if we had to deal with a radiant placed at a
great distance, and the rays from which were to be made converging
only in a very small degree after transmission. A short focus, however,
would necessitate a deep curve, which implies great thickness in the
glass and a certainty of its becoming fractured by the heat ; besides
which, the spherical aberration of such a lens would be very great and
the result altogether bad. By the employment of two lenses U>th these
evils are obviated.

Having a triple achromatic lens, the central component of which is plkno-
concave with the flat side next to the front, I would like a little inmnna-
tion as to the capabilities of this objective. I was informed, whch I got
it fiom the friend to whom I am indebted for it, that it was capable of
doing a great number of things which wore enumerated at the time, but
whicli I have unfortunately forgotten. May I trespass on your kind-
ness to afford me the information desired?—E B. Smallwood. In
reply: The objective in its complete form will produce a rectiUnear
picture. It will answer equally well for landscaiies, architecture, or
groups. For the last-named class of picture no diaphr.tgm should be
employed. If the centre and front lenses be removed, the back lens will
answer as a single landscape lens. The front and back employed alone
in combination will answer for portraits, but will cover only a limited
area. We write this on the assumi>tion that the objective is one of the
usual triple class.
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r G H wishes to be informed whether a leu3 wliiuh 18 non-syrainetncal

"can be made to produce a [.hototjvajjh tliat sliall be absolutely rec-

tilinear To this we reply that inecliauical symmetry m the construc-

ti<m of ft lens is not at all necessary in the production of a non-distorted

i.hotoeraph. Rectilinear projection is ensured by the rays emerging

from the objective in a direction parallel to that at which they enter, and

this condition can be ensured by other than symmetrical systems. In

reply to the postscript of our correspondent's letter: The best position

for the diaphragm in a combination of lenses is not necessarily that at

which the distortion is cured or reduced to a minimum. 1 Ins depends

upon the nature of the lens. But tlio desirable class of lens is that m
which when the diaphragm is best situated for effecting the cure of dis-

tortion, it is also best for curing spherical aberration and conferring the

most perfect flatness of field.

..Sjpha says:—I am desirous of making panoramic stereographs on glass

which, when examined in tlie stereoscope, shall subtend a very wide

angle and pennit both eyes to roam, as it were, from side to side ot the

picture Kindly say wh.it steps I must adopt in order to achieve

jljia end In reply : Without quite comprehendiug all that our cor-

respoadent may mean, we believe he will attain the end desired by

takin>' his steroscopic negatives with a wide-angle lens of short focus, not

exceeding three inches, even if so much. This will ensure a wide angle

of view being obtained, to begin with. Next, and of equal importance,

comes the method of examination. This can only be elfeetively done by

having achromatic eyepieces of short focus fitted in the stereoscope, iiy

this means the rays from the sides of the picture, oblique though they

be will be transmitted to the eye. and the whole of the picture be

clearly seen, the definition of the sides being not inferior to that of the

centres of the respective photographs. This ensures the ondition

required, namely, a wide angle of view, much magnifieation of the

details, and such' a width of visual angle when being examined as to sug-

gest a panoramic picture.

Alfred H. Conw.vy desires information with respect to the blackening of

brass—not by an application of black varnish, but as an indelible stain.

He has tried making the met.il quite clean and free from every trace of

grease (as recommended elsewhere) and the applying a solution of chloride

of platinum, which lie purcliased under the name of " chemical bronze ;"

but the stain thus obtained is not similar to what he has frequently seen

in the brass work of certain foreign optical instruments, We believe

tliat he will succeed to hi* s.atisfaction by making the brass quite hot—
the precise degree of heat he will discover after a few trials—and im-

mersing it in a solution of nitrate of copper ; then holding it over a char-

coal fire or Bunsen gas burner until it is observed to become black. We
have several times seen experts at work, and from this we would say that

to produce the best results with certainty much experience is requisite.

To blacken brass by this ijrooess it is necessary that no soft solder shall

have been employed in putting together any portion of the work. When
this in the case it is advisable to give the work a grain by immersion in

nitric acid, and then to apply either a solution of protochloride of iron or

the "chemical bronze" already mentioned as having beau employed by
our correspondent. ^

^nstncra to Comsponbtnts.

ly Corretpondents thould never write on loth siden of the paper.

EXCHAKGKS.-In our next.

Thos. Widdop.—Thanks for kind attention.

A. S.—Thanks; but you do not seem to have grasped the point of the sub-

ject you attack,

SrEPHKS R.\wsON.—The address required is Mr. Archer, optician, Lord-
street, Liveriwol.

G. T. Gbaumeu.—We shall probably treat upon the subject shortly.

Justice cannot be done to the subject in this column.

Ai.F. WiLMOKK.—Bead the report on the explosion in the present number.
From this you may be able to form your own conclusion.

a. E. D.—The collotypes in question are glazed after they are printed. An
aqueous solution of bleached shellac is usually employed for the purpose.

FilANCia Fkeeman.—If you will take the trouble to refer to any of our
ALMAKAC3 for the past three or four years you wUl obtain the desired
information.

Ja8. Huntlt.—We are not aware whether the photograph is copyright
or not. The only way of learning that is by searching the register at
Stationers' Hall.

A. Welbhman.—If you will send the instrument to our office we shall, no
doubt, be able to inform you for what purpose it is intended. However,
we tliink we may safely say it is for nothing photograpliic.

W. J. Richabd.son.—The reason the cotton dissolved in your attempt to
make pyroxyline is that the acids were too weak. They nmst be the full
strength given in the formula. The remedy is obvious in tlie future.

Th03. B.—According to your own sliowing the transaction was little short
of a fraudulent one, and if the matter be contested we doubt much if

you will be able to recover. We certainly sliall not assist you in any
way.

T. J. E. B.—Re-blacken the inside of tlie lens tube. Doubtless the hazi-
ness is caused by reflections from the inside of the mount. You might
also, with advantage, paint over the edges of the lenses themselves
with black varnish.

NoviOK.—The portrait lens is certainly incomplete if, as you say, there is

only one glass in the posterior cell. You had better obtain vour money
back from those who sold the lens to you. The thing is decidedly imper-
fect. Never mind who is the maker,

P. P. A.—1. This query is quite unintelligiblo. Kindly repeat it, and be

niobe definite.—2. ^Tes.—3. The iodide of starch test, as employed for

l)aper prints, will do quite well for gelatine negatives.—i. Yes; but the

plate will be very slow as compared with bromide.

G. A. WiNGl'iELD.—Unless you are a fairly good hand in using cabinet

makers' tools we advise you to send the camera to the maker, direct, for

repairs. The accident was very unfortunate, and will necessarily involve

some expense, thou^'h not very considerable, we imagiije.

J. Percy Graham.—Unless you inform us of the proportion of silver

employed in tlie emulsion, and the quantity put upon each plate, it is

impossible to estimate the vabie of silver per gross. Commercial plates

vai-y considerably as to the amount of silver they contain.

A. W. (Newcastle).—The powder process is certainly the best you can em-
ploy. Unfortunately, there is some little difficulty in working such

large sizes as you require. In this process niucli depends upon liygro-

scopio conditions, which, in our changeable climate, are not easily

controlled.

Chromo.—"Chromotypes" or carbon prints, devolojjed on glass, when
njounted with the full gloss, require to be spotted while they are still on
the glass—of course befoj-e the transfer paper is .applied. Instead of

using water colours, oil colours must be emjiloyed ; otherwise, when the

picture is wetted, the spotting would be removed.

R. E. G.—Something must be wrong either with tlie nitrate of silver or the

distilled water ; oUienvise the bath would not lieliave as it does. Your
best plan no%v will be to neutralise the nitric acid you have added with a

solution of carbonate of soda. Then leave it exposed to sunlight in

a white glass bottle for a few days. After this filter it, m.ike it slightly

acid with nitric acid, try it again, and, probably, all will be satisfactory.

F. and R. S. Johnson.—We do not clearly understand your query. Is it

the Talbotype process you require or Talbot's photo. -engraving process?

If the former, you will find it described in any of the early manuals on
photography; if the latter, you had better procure a copy of Talljot's

specification from the Patent Office. Sheet t;elatine, such as tliat

employed for glazing prints, is made by coating plates of tin or glass

previously rubbed over with ox-gall, with a solution of fine transparent

gelatine. " When the coating is dry it leaves the plates easily.

Received.—George Smitli; Herbert S. Starnes; W. H. Harrison.

PHOTOGKAPHrc SOCIETY OF GrEat Britai.v.—The next monthly
technical meeting of this Society will be held on Tuesday next, Marcli

25th, at eijjlit p.m.

The Calcutta Exhibition.—The bronze medal and certificate con-

nected with the above exhibition was awarded to Messrs. H. and E. J.

Dale, of 20, Ludgate Hill and Little Bi itaiu, for their patent multiplex

camera back and excellence in photographic camera work.

Photographic Club.—At the forthcoming meeting of this Club, at

Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street, on Wednesday next, tlie 20th inst., the

subject for discussion will be

—

The Preparation of Lantern SHdm.
This being a lantern night, members and visitors are invited to bring

slides for exhibition.

PiiOTOGEAPHY AND ASTRONOMY.—At a meeting of tlie Liverpool

Astronomical Society, on ^Monday last, the 17th instant, the P^ev. T. E.

Espin, B.A., F.R.A.S., stated that the work of photograpliing star-

charts was proceeding favourably. In some of the pictures there were

stars down to the eleventli magnitude. Several plates were passed round

for examination, including one of a line cluster near Alplia Persei, and
another of Prcosepe, showing the planet M.irs.—The Secretary an-

nounced that the Rev. S. J. Perry, S.J., F.R.S., &.C., of Stoiiyhurst

Observatory, had promised to deliver an address, on the 21st April, on

Sun Sjiots: their hirlh and Chamjes.

Another Panic at a Magic Lantern Entertainment.—On Mon-
day night last, the 17th instant, at Holland's school, Farnworth, near

Bolton, Mr. Peter Greenhalgh, exhibitor of dissolving views, gave an

entertainment in aid of the fund to provide a new organ for the Wes-
leyan Chapel, Farnworth. During the singing of a chorus shortly after

the commencement of the entertainment there was a loud detonation,

followed by a large volume of flame. This caused a rush to the doors

by tlie jjauio-stricken audience, which was chiefly composed of young
people. The explosion arose not from tlie gas bag, but through the

imperfect working of a small tube in connection with the ether vessel.

The light used was the "ethoxo-oxygen." Some persons who sat near

the lamp were singed about the head and face, and other members
of the audience met with a few knocks and bruises, but no very serious

damage was done. Fortunately the attendance was not large, or the

panic might have been attended with disastrous results.
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GLYCERINE IN GELATINE EMULSION.
Is the coiu-se of tlie experiments some results of which have been

recorded in the past two weeks' issues, we have been led to branch

off in various directioiia with a view of testing the capabilities of

glycerine as a medium in which to suspend tlie silver bromide. It

will be remembered that, some three or four years ago, Captain
Abney sugtjested glycerine iu place of gelatine for this purpose, the

silver bromide after cooking being permitted to subside, and the

glycerine together with the decomposition salts being then poured
away and replaced by plain gelatine.

This process, for some reason or other, never obtained any great

degree of popularity—most probably on account of the feeble sus-

pending power the glycerine possesses as compared with gelatine

and other substances; so that, on tliis ground alone, we should not

liave again troubled to enter into fresh experiments. But, bearing

in mind the extraordinary effect that glycerine has in increasing or

hastening the penetration of liquids into animal tissues and sub-

stances, it struck us tiiat this power might be utilised to advantage
for a double purpose in connection with gelatine films. First ef all,

in assisting in the rapid and complete removal of the soluble matter
from the emulsion; and, secondly, in increasing the permeability of

the dried Blm when submitted to development
In the latter direction we had previously experimented with other

sub3tance.s—such as starch, de.xtrine, gum arable, et hoc gemts omne—
with results that showed there was a possible gain if the attendant
disadvantages could be got rid of. We did not expect to meet with,

nor are we now prepared to recognise, any gain in point of rapidity

from the use of glycerine or any similar substance, as has been
claimed by one or two experimentalists, who have ap|)arently mis-

taken rapidity of development for increa.sed rapidity of impression.

This we have never been able to verify; for, though if we develope
side by side two plates prepared under identically similar conditions

except that one contains glycerine and _the other does not, the

former will prob.ably be nearly fully developed before the other has
fairly started. Still, if time be allowed, the non-glycerine plate will

eventually overtake its competitor.

But, as a valuable adjunct to the emulsion during its prepara-
tion, we can speak very favourably of glycerine ; for, not only
does it assist in the rapid removal of. the flecomposition salts when
the jelly is washed, but it further seems to cause a more complete
elimination of the semi-colloid matter resulting from the decom-
position of the gelatine, which is charged by some with producing
" green fog." Certain it is that of two emulsions prepared from
the same formula—with the exception of the addition of glycerine
to one, and worked side by side through each operation—the one
containing glycerine would bear the application of a much stronger
solution of ammonia without showing green fog than the other,
and this not in an isolated instance, but as an invariable result.

To test the value of the glycerine in assisting rapid diffusion and
removal of the soluble salts an emulsion was prepared and divided
into three portions, to one of which glycerine was added in the
proportion of half-a-drachni to the ounce, to another thirty grains of
gum arable, while the third was made up to the same bulk with
water. A pretty large excess of .soluble bromide was employed in
order to afford a sufficient range o^ tests. The tliree emulsions

were allowed to set separately, and were then broken up for wash-
ing by the same instrument, as qlose an approach as possible being

made to similarity of condition in each ca.se. They were then sus-

pended in muslin bags in separate jars of water, and each tested at

intervals to ascertain the progress made iu the removal of the

soluble matter. The jars were numbered 1, 2, 3, oontaininif re-

spectively in the order named the plain emulsion, the glycerine,

and the gum.
Upon testing the washing waters after a lapse of five minutes

No. 2 gave a copious precipitate with silver nitrate, the others

showing far less—No. 1 rather more than No. 3. In ten minutes
No. 2 still showed most result, Nos. 1 and 3, about equal, being de-

cidedly behind. In a-quarter of an hour Nos. 2 and 3 showed
equality. No. 1 being nowbehinii From this point No. 2 gradually

showed less and less deposit upon the addition of silver; No. 3
increased until thirty minutes, and then commenced to decline;

while No. 1 went on without any ap|wrent increase in its "output" of

soluble bromide for about an hour, when it in turn began to decline.

The different waters became free from reaction under the silver

test in the following periods :—No. 2, twenty-five minutes ; No. 3,

forty miimtes ; No. 1, eighty minutes. This method of washing, be
it observed, is not the most rapid, but was the one most conve-

niently adapted to the purposes of identical treatment.

Now, if we examine these results, they will show that with the

addition of glycerine we have a copious and rapid diffusion of
the salts from the very first, and easy removal of all soluble

matter. The gum arable, from its more viscous character, resists

for a time, but eventually succumbs, and renders aid in getting rid

of the soluble matter, which is retivined for a far longer period by the
gelatine alone.

These results point, therefore, to an application of glycerine

which will no doubt prove useful. We may add, incidentally, that

with one p.articular sample of gelatine that "' pits" badly the addition

of glycerine completely cures the defect.

FLEXIBLE NEGATIVES. :

Once more this subject has been brought under the notice of one
of the societies—this time that of the London and Provincial Photo-
graphic Association.

Several years ago, when colhxlio-bromide held sway, attempts

were made to apply it to paper instead of gl.ass ; none of these, how-
ever, were attended with such a degree of success as to have led to

glass being superseded. Other pellicular systems in addition to

paper were introduced, but before these had a chance of becoming
developed in the form of being generally worked, collodion emulsion

was deposed in favour of gelatine. The union of gelatine emulsicm

with paper as a support has already proved not only possible but

quite practical ; and, notwithstanding the great advantages possessed

by glass as a l>asis on which to form the sensitive gelatine film,

especially in portrait operations, it does not require much acumen to

prophesy that for landscape work one de|>.irtmeut of gelatino.

bromide which will ere long become developed in an extensive

manner is that of the employment of paper as a support for the

sensitive layer,
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What are its disadvantages 1 That which would at first suggest

itself is the fear of the grain of the paper producing an effect, greater

or less, of granularity in the print. But it was shown by one of the

speakers at the meeting to wliich reference has been niade that even

ill prints from some Talbotype negatives, to which transparency had

been imparted either by waxing or by some other of the means

adopted by calotypists for effecting this purpose, the grain seemed

to have been practically eliminated, or, at anyrate, rendered

innocuous. Since those early times in the history of our art, when

the recognised system of imparting transparency to a paper negative

was the somewhat primitive method of laying it down upon a heated

slab and rubbing wax over it, which melted and effected the desired

end, the superfluity being absorbed by blotting-paper—sinc^ those

days, we say, although the making of paper negatives has been dis-

continued the art of rendering paper translucent has been steadily

advancing, and in this respect we stand upon higher ground at the

present time than ajc the earlier epoch of which we have spoken.

A second disadvantage that might be imagined to be a con-

comitant of paper as against glass is the inferiority, as regards

sharpness, which would result from its employment. This objection,

if closely examined, will not be found tenable. The image will not

be in the texture of the paper, but superimposed upon its surface

in a thin pellicle. This being the case, it stands to reason that, no

matter how great would be the granularity resulting from the

backing of paper—if any such granularity really existed—the

quality of the definition in the paper negative would precisely equal

that obtained upon glass. If the printing were effected through

the paper support the case would be different ; bvxt here the gelatine

pellicle and the sensitive albumenised paper are placed in contact

during printing.

But sharpness of a high order has been obtained in negatives

taken on paper altogether; that is, upon paper which has not

received any superficial coating, but contains interspei-sed through-

out its substance the atoms forming the picture. This is the con-

dition that existed in the now-extinct Talbotype process, in which

the paper was salted by immersion in a solution of iodide of potas-

sium, and sensitised by a wash of gallo-nitrate of silver. And yet,

in Talbot's Pencil of Nature, examples of this process are before

the world from which it is seen that the sharpness is such as to

enable any person, by the aid of a magnifier, to deci]3her the titles

on the backs of books in Talbot's photograph of a library, a further

note-worthy element in this photograph being that it is printed on
plain and not upon albumenised paper.

It will not, we believe, be said that there exists any exceptional

difficulty in coatmg the paper. A speaker at the meeting alluded

to said he laid the paper upon a plate of glass and then applied the

emulsion as if coating a glass plate. It is presumable that, after the
system comes into more general use, methods will be employed of a
description similar to those now adopted in the preparation of carbon
tissue. We have coated paper with perfect success by means
analogous to those employed in albumenising, namely, by floating.

With respect to the nature of the paper that will prove best as a
support : stiffness conjoined with homogeneity and transparency are
requisites which claim the chief place in the selection. Papier
mineral has been mentioned aa suitable, and, despite its thinness, it

may perhaps answer well. Still we think it will in practice be found
to be too thin.

At this period we are introduced to sometliing which may turn
out to be just what fulBls every requirement. In Recent Patents,
in this week's Journal, we publish the specification of an invention
which, if it prove all that its introducers claim on its behalf, may
serve a useful end as a support, for gelatine emulsion. Suitable
paper as regards thickness is rendered transparent by impregnation
with copal varnish. When dry the surface is smoothed by means
of powdered pumice-stone, and a coating of isinglass is then given,
followed by treatment with ox-gall. It is probable that tlie trans-
parency and stiffness imparted by the varnish will give to the
paper such properties as will obviate the necessity of carrying
out the patented invention in all its details. We have no do\ibt
that varnished paper has, for purposes of negative photography,
been tried by many,

The applications of negative pellicles of the character here spoken

of are too numerous and obvious to require noticing in this article.

We trust soon to learn that this application has been brought to

such a degree of perfection as to be very generally adopted.

THE SEL B'OR TONING PROCESS.

From the published reports of the discussions on the causes of

the fading of silver prints, which have recently taken place at

several photographic societies, it appears that considerable mis-

apprehension exists as to the older methods of toning. Evidently

several gentlemen who have taken part in these discussions are

labouring under the impression that the scl d'or process and the

process of toning and fixing in one operation are identical. This is

an entire misconception, for the prosesses are totally distinct and

dissimilar ; in fact, there is as great a difference in the manipulation

of the two as there is between the present alkaline process and the

old plan of toning and fixing in one solution.

This being the case, we shall here explain the sel d'or process, so that

it may be seen how widely different, both in principle and in practice,

it is from the process of fixing and toning in one operation. The latter

process will be found described in an article in our issue for February

22nd. We deem it necessary that attention should be called to this

matter now ; otherwise, as time wears on, the two processes may be

confounded and, eventually, considered as one and the same. Also,

results which have been produced by the one process may ultimately

be credited to the other and thus become misleading, if such be not

already the case.

Sel d'or (salt of gold), it may be explained, is a double hyposulphite

of gold and soda. It contains one atom of the former salt to three of

the latter, together with four atoms of water of crystallisation. It

is formed by adding one part of chloride of gold in solution to

three parts of hyposulphite of soda, also in solution. The resulting

sel d'or is then precipitated with alcohol. The salt thus formed

crystfdlises in fine, needle-like crystals. It was once an article of

commerce, and used to be put up in small bottles in the same way

as chloride of gold, but it was somewhat dearer. In a price list,

bearing the date 1854, now before us of an establishment which at

that time had a reputation for cheapness, sel d'or is quoted at four

shillings per fifteen-grain bottle, while chloride of gold is only

three shillings for a similar quantity. Now, we believe, it is not

made commercially at all, as we do not find it in any price list of

photographic chemicals ; even in the very complete list of Messrs.

Hopkin and Williams it is not mentioned. As sel dor is prac-

tically obsolete, in our further remarks we shall speak in the past

tense.

The salt was first introduced by M. Fizeau for toning—or

" gilding," as it wa.s termed—daguerreotypes, and was employed in

the following manner :—After the picture had been fixed with

hyposulphite of soda and thoroughly washed a dilute solution of

the sel d'or was poured on, and a gentle heat applied to the plate.

In a couple of minutes or so the picture was generally sutficiently

toned. Gold toning of the ^djiguerreotype image, besides much
improving its appearance, ijn^ubtedly conduced to greater per-

manence. \Jf^
If our memory serve us r^j^Iy, it was the late Mr. Thomas

Sutton, B. A., who first «#roduced the sel d'or process for toning

paper photographs. HfWhe time of its introduction, the advantages

claimed for this process was that it yielded greater permanence than

was secured by toning and fixing in one operation, and this

was borne out by experiments made at the time. Little or no over-

printing was required. Further : the toning solution could be pre-

pared at the time of using, and only so much as was required

for immediate use need be made. A freshly-made solution secured

the pictures being toned with gold. This could not be relied upon

after the compound toning and fixing bath liad been kept for some

time, and was only used occasionally. The sel dor process of toning

-was chiefly confined to plain paper prints, as it was not found to

work so satisfactorily with albumenised paper. Even with the

slightly-albunienised paper then in vogue it was recommended to

treat the prints with diluted ammonia in order to render thew.
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more easily permeable l.y tlie toning solution. As linie wore on
aud the albumen on the paper was increased sel cl'or toning was
only employed for plain paper.

The plan usually puraued with this method of toning was as

follows :—As the sel d'oi- of commerce, notwithstanding the high
price charged for it, often contained' far leas than the theoreticjil

proportion of gold, it w.as customary, therefore, to prepare it

extemporaneously as required. Hero is the formula :—Six grains

of hyposulphite of soda were first dissolved in four ounces of

water, then two grains of chloride of gold were dissolved in a
similar quantity of water, and the two solutions mixed by pouring
the gold solution into that of the hyposulphite of soda, which had
to be vigorously stirred at the time. It was imperative that the
gold be added to the soda, and not the soda to tlie gold. Finally ;

six or eight minims of hydrochloric acid were added, and the solu-

tion was then ready for use. If the chloride of gold contained
much free acid the hydrochloric was omitted.

After the prints were taken from the pressure-frames they had to

be thoroughly waslied to eliminate all the free nitrate of silver. Tlus
was essential, otherwise the prints were liable to become yellow and
the toning bath was also injured ; therefore the [irints after washing
were usually immersed in a dilute solution of common salt prior to

toning. In the snl dor process the printing was not carried nearly to

the same depth as was required when the compound fixing and toning
bath was employed. The toning generally occupied but a few minutes
with plain salted or ammonio-nitrate paper, but with albumenised
paper, even with the small proportion of albumen then used, the
toning action w:i3 much slower, as we have already explained.
When the prints were toned to the desired depth they were rinsed
in water and then transferred to the fixing bath. This was simply
a plain solution of hyposulphite of soda of a similar strength to

that now employed for fixing prints toned by the alkaline method,
the Hme allowed for fixing being about the same as at present.
From the foregoing description it will be seen that the sel dor

process is, in every way, distinct from that of toning and fixing in
one operation. In the former process the toning and fixing are
separate operations, the same as with the alkaline method, and the
toning is completed before the prints are immersed in the fixing

bath; while in the latter procesi the prints are practically fixed
before the toning action "is commenced.

Since the alkaline process was introduced no other system of
toning has really been employed ; hence sel dor, like the compound
toning and fixing bath, has become a thing of the past. We should,
therefore, probably not have alluded to the subject at all, but we
uotice that many of our younger brethren in the art-science are
confusing the two processes, and are evidently labouring under the
impression that pictures toned and fixed in one operation have
been toned by the sd d'or process.

PROFESSIONAL VERSUS AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHERS.
The ever-increasing number of amateurs who within the last few
years have joined the ranks of photography is a positively startling

fact. In estimating the results thaLhave followed, and are likely

to follow, the introduction of gelatin'o4J|bmide plates, it is one which
many professionals look upon with Tindisguised alarm—whether
rightly or wrongly, we propose to discuss. Such is the unreasonable-
ness, such the want of proper feeling, displayed by some that they
choose to term " interlopers " the very men to whom modern photo-
graphy may be fairly said to owe its existence. We cannot avoid
thinking that it shows to what a height of selfishness, or, perhaps,
we ought to say, egotism, some pei-sons can soar.

Photography is almost essentially the product of amateur ex-

periment, the main result of which has been given to the world
untrammelled and unpaid for. We all know of the early patent
which was taken out for a photographic method, but it was soon
relinquished entirely for the public benefit. Commercial photo-
graphy—photography, that is, of magnitude—may truly be said to

date from the introduction of the collodion process. What was
done for its inventor by those who had risen to affluence through his

means—the man who, practically, had invented a uew art, a

new industrial ])ur8uit, a moans of livelihood by which we arc f.iirly

within the mark in saying tens of thousands gain their daily bread
—the man wlio enabled scores of decayed gentlemen, discharged

clerks, and unfortunate tradesmen, not to speak of worthless handi-

craftsmen, the broken-down butchers, bakers, and candlestick

makers who rushed at the new means of making a lazy living,

soon to be a luxurious one, without training being needed or

knowledge required! What was done for him? We should be
ashamed to name the contemptible sum that was raised fur the

benefit of those he left behind him.

Are not, rather, the professional photographers themselves inter-

lopers ? (lielatino-bromide is to all intents and purpose* entirely the

outcome of amateur eflforts
; yet, if we were to see at the dealer's

counter some of its earlier exponents side by side with a member or

two of those great firms who order a few thousand plates at a time,

wo are afraid that the former asking for a few dozen of the

things he had called into existence would have to bide his time till

the interloping professional had been supplied.

It will not suftice to say that amateurs of this kind are not

meant—that the amateur who buys a small apparatus and a good
supply of chemicals, and goes about taking his friends' portraits in

every direction, is the class which is objected to—for to imply this

would be making things still worse, and would be tantamount

to saying that " we will not murmur at those people photographing

without pay or reward who are likely to invent something new that

may turn to our benefit ; but we don't want anyone to come photo-

graphing if we are not to gain by it." We appeal to the broader-

minded—whom we really believe form a far larger proportion of our

readers—if we have not rightly stated the way in which many pro-

fessional jihotographers sp'eak. Thus we see it is as ungenerous as

it is illogical to complain of the influx of amateurs, and we do not

think it will be difficult to show that it is equally unwise in every

way to offer the " cold shoulder " to them.

"The absurd action of a firm of American photographers, who
notified the closing of their account with the stock-dealei-s with whom
they did business on account of these dealers selling materials to ama-

teurs, has been well laughed at by the intelligent men of business on

either side of the water ; but it is a fair example of the feeling we de-

scribe and deprecate. On many grounds we should advise professional

photographers to encourage and assist the increase of amateurs. An
example will illustrate our meaning. Let there be two or three

well-known photographers in a town, one of the three only sharing

our views. If he show courtesy to amateurs he will enlarge the circle

of his clientele, and, more than thait, it will be a grange neighbour-

hood if he be not able to obtain an occasional pupil. This, even

to a prosperous photographer, is all pure gain, as he could

make aiipointments for lessons. If he charge (we could give

instances where this is done) a guinea for a lesson of one hour it will

be fairly-paying work, and he will naturally both increase his

reputation and his business—the other two photographers we have

supposed, as a matter of course, losing to that extent.

Many professional photographers have made acceptable additions

to their income by teaching and supplying apparatus ; though we
have heard them complain that there is so great a demand for

apparatus that the dealei-s and makera do not care to allow them a

discount or commission, they being able to sell at first hand all they

can produce. This is a point upon which it is not our province to

enter ; but we may be sure that the inexorable law of supply and

demand will very soon cause a levelling of inequalities of this

character.

We have kept to the last the most formidable difficulty—formi-

dable in appearance only—the expectation that the more work done

by amateui-3 the less there will be for professionals. This we, aud

and many with us, believe to be a pure figment. Photogi-aphy, nowa-

days, is a very different thing from what it was even a dozen years

ago. The pictures which then would have delighted their originals

would not be looked at now, on account of the increased excellence

that characterises photographs from the average professional and the

added work of the retoucher. Now we would ask—Is it reasonable

to imagine that any everyday amateur could be, in the brief time

which iie can give to the work, at all likely to produce anything that
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will compete against good average professional pliotograpli}' ? On
the face of it the supposition is absurd. Hence, no loss could occur

from any such course ; and, further, the difficulties that the amateur

will find to beset the production of really good work would, through

the very publicity obtained, jilace the professional photographer in

a better position and enhance the reputation of his skill.

Finally ; we might add that, if in intimate circles carles and
cabinets of friends were produced, a knowledge of human nature

would enable us to predict that the selfsame people would come
to be taken by the professional poi-traitist ; and thus, as in all otiier

ways, would amateurs aid the professional photographer and im-

prove his status.
-

—

—
Amosg the Americans who are at present on a visit to this country,
one of the most distinguished—certainly tlic most distinguished in

the transatlantic world of mechanical science—is Mr. Coleman
Sellei's, of Philadelphia. For several years prior to 1864 Mr.
Sellers wa.s the American correspondent of this Journal, and the
trenchant and able m,-»nner in which he treated of the various
cuneut matters of interest in those days will be remembered liy

many. Rarely hiis any journal been blessed with so genial a corres-

pondent as Mr. Sellers. The cares of an increasing business (now
one of the largest and most important in the world) compelled the
retirement of Mr. Sellers both from his position as our correspondent
.and also from that of an executive officer of the Philadelphia Pho-
tographic Society, greatly to our regret and to the loss of photo-
graphy. Previous, however, to his retirement he rendered a service
of unspeakable importance to our art-science in completing arrange-
ments by which j\Ir. M. Carey Lea became his successor. Of Mr.
Lea's v.alued services this is not the place to speak. With regard to
Mr. Sellers it is enough to say that in the optics, the mechanics, the
chemistry, and the practice of photography he was quite at liome.
We trust that he will enjoy his visit to Europe.

We regret to learn, from the Chicago Ei/e, of the stojjpage of the
Chicago Dry Plate Manufacturing Co., caused, as stated in the official

circular to the creditors, "by the trade having fallen off to such an
extent that the expensive plant, indispensable in producing their
products, left the Company without capital enough to tide itself
over the period of dull trade." We hope that the creditors will
arrive at such conclusions as will enable the Company to resume
operations.

Jupoiso from an announcement in ,an American contemporary the
writing diamond appears to be an instrument unknown to its
reader.^, but after which they are assumed to have aspirations, in
order to place the numbers or names indelibly upon their negatives.
The writing diamond has been more or less iu use in this country
since photography on glass wa.s first introduced ; but its employment
is not now much resorted to, owing to the .adoption of systems of
)iumbering and naming the negatives which meet with more general
acceptation.

The word " art" in its various forms—fine art, artistic, &a—always
acts like a red flag upon a bull in some quarters photographic; hence
we feel a little diffident in re-introducing it at a time when it may
possibly again start the old discussion, though, after all, such dis-
cussion carried on in a proper spirit is calcuLated both to interest and
instruct. Definitions innumerable as to the meaning of the word
have been given, but those to be found in even first-class dictionaries
do not embrace in a satisfactory manner that shade of meaning
which has formed matter for argument so often in the pages of our
own and other jouruaLs. The editor of the great lexiTOn— the
English Dictionari/—now in course of publication, the first number
of which was reviewed by us a few weeks .ago, writes to the
Athenceum on the word " art," a.sking for references on the use of the
word "as it is used in art journals, by art critics, by Mr. Ruskin in
writmg on art and .artists, or by anyone who speaks of earlv Italian
art or modern English art." He ask.s—" Is it not a c\irious"illustr.a-
tion of the traditional character of English lexicography that this
which 18 probably now the first sense of art that comes up to one's
mind, 18 not, so far as I know, to be found in any dictionary
English or American!" . . . "Even dictionaries which have
added art union to their vocabulary, and define it as 'a union of
persons interested in art,' leave posterity to conjecture whether this
art in which the nineteenth century was interested was 'skill'
' tact,' 'cunning,' 'speculation,' ' the principles of science practically
<«ni«d out; 'a device, a project,' or 'whatever has been made by

man" fey., the (irillin— tall hats)'' 1 What food for argument will

there not be when Part II. of the dictionary is issued !

TiiK wish expressed by La Nature that Mr. Cecil V. Sliadbolt might
make new conquests in the aerial world is in a fair wjiy of being

realised, for that gentleman" is already contemplating making
further ascents in the near future, the "Sunbeam" having been
undergoing repairs nearly all the winter, and being now almost ready
to be launched into space again. The balloon had become very
sticky, so tliat Mr. Dale, as Mr. Sliadbolt informs us, had a lung

and difficult task with it. Our readers will be interested to know
that the indefatigable balloonist is having another and a smaller

balloon made, which will be capable of accommodating three

persons. It will have a bright and gay aspect when soaring aloft,

the fabric being put together in alternate red and yellow gores, and
it is expected to be ready early in summer, when it is Air.

Shadbolt's determination to do still further and better photographic
work.

One of the earliest suggestions as to the use of the spectroscope was
that it would serve as a means of qualitative chemical analysis,

and, gr.aduall}', experimentei-s came to consider that it could be
used even as a quantitative mode. At a meeting of the Royal
Society, on the 13lh instant, Professor Hartley, whose ])hotographi:d

spectra are so beautifully executed, re.ad a jjaper summarising the

methods that had been employed for the purpose, and then gave
an account of the length and strength of metallic lines in solutions

of different strength. Magnesium gave the strongest effect, and
arsenic the weakest, eo small a quantity as one part of the forintr

in 10,000,000,000 piirts of water being detected. The immense
value of photography in researches of tliis character can scarcely be

estimated, and as it eliminates all peraonal equations it forms a per-

manent register of the highest value.

For many purposes it is very desir.able to possess a substance which,

applied to vessels or tubes, should be .as impermeable as possible to

heat, and an interesting addition to our kiiowleilge on the subject

has been made by Mr. J. J. Coleman, in a communication to the-

Philosophical Society of Glasgow. In a room heated to 100' Fahr. he

placed a number of boxes contiiining ice and of about a foot cubical

capacity, hist placing them in a tin box, allowing four inches of

space all round, and then packing with the various matcrialfi. He
liied also a second series in a room of C0° Fahr. temiieratiire, and

obtained the following results, the numbers indicating the amount
of ice melted in a given time :—

•

Room at a Temperature of 100" Fahr.

1 Silicate cotton 100

2 Cotton wool 122

3 Sheep's wool 136

4 Infusorial earth 136

5 Wood charcoal 160

6 Sawdust 163

Temperature of lioom 60" Fahr.

1 Silicate cotton 100

2 Hair felt 117

3 Wood charcoal 120

4 Wood shavings 125

!) Gasworks' breeze (coke dust) 230
6 Air spaces of 1 in. alternated with wood 1 in

—

280
A box well p.acked with silicate cotton, after the manner of a Nor-
wegian cooking stove, would form a very e.a.sy mode of cooking
emulsion without the aid of extra he.at and its attendant necessity

of care and watchfulness.

The same gentleman exhibited a most ingenious thermometrical
arr.angement of his invention, which he termed a "discontinuous
thermometer." It consisted of a series of tube bottles arranged in

a row in a wooden frame, the liquid contents of which became
frozen succe.ssively as the temperature lowered, commencing with
an olefiue (par.affine), solidifying at 100' Fahr., the series consisting

of oletines until 32' is reached, when the series is continued to 40'

below zero with mixtures of glycerine and water.

We lately called the attention of our readers to the state of affairs

at the Paris Observatory, and the objections offered to the sale of

the grounds to raise funds for making the necessary alterations

suggested. At its last private sitting the Academy of Sciences

debated the questiou of the sale of the observatory grounds ii^
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order to timl the funds for erecting—not a sulwtitute, but a branch
observatory', iia it were. No conclusion was arrived at, and the
diBCUssiou was adjourned for fifteen daya Tlie majority of tiie

Academy is of opinion tiiat it would be desirable to grant the
credits required for the erection of a new establishment ; but many
members are against the sale of any parcel of ground. They con-
tend that the present position of the observatory must not be
deteriorated under any pretence whatever. MM. Wolf and Janssen
delivered addre-sses defending the status quo.

a,u

Flo. 1.

DISTORTION BY THE CAMERA.
In writing some little time since on Distortion bi/ Lewes,* distortion

by the camera wius left for future treatment : and, as the subject in

the form of a discussion on swing-backs and rising-fronts is now on
the tapis, it seems a fitting occasion for considering the principles

involved.

As to the relative merits of the swing-front and the swing-back :

it is merely a question of mechanical convenience, and there is no
advantage o])tically in the one arrangement over the other. With
the swing-front, however, it is imperative that there should be also

the rising-front ; otherwise with the back kept vertical to avoid dis-

tortion there would be even less of a liigh building included on the

plate than there would be with the

whole camera square and rigid. To
prove the identity of action of the

swing-front and swing-back, let A A
(Jig. I^ be the camera back, and BB
a line from some point in the build-

ing which has to be represented in

the centre of the field of view. Now,
whether the camera be tilted and
the back swung vertically, or the

camera be fixed with its back vertical and the swinging and rising

front used, the lens must occupy the position in which it is shown on

the line drawn from the centre of the object to the centre of the

image and it can make no difference optically whether the leather

and woodwork of the camera take the ordinary form indicated by

the continuous lines or that of the camera with the swing-front

shown by the dotted lines.

With respect to the use of a swing-back or of a rising front

:

when a difficult architectural subject—such as a tall building taken

from a short distance—has to be photographed, the advantages on the

side of the rising front are so great that it is almost always, if not in

every c-ise, to be preferred, provided that the lens employed has a

Bufticiently large angle of view. I am glad to be supported in this

view bv the practical experience of Mr. F. York, who stated at one

of the societies some little time since that he used a rigid camera and

FIG. 2.

7 P

a high rising front in preference to the swing back. In illustration of

the difference between the methods: let PP, /ig. 3, be a plate, and

PO, P O be lines from the top and bottom of the sul>ject to be de-

lineated drawn through the lens L. Now, a.ssuniing the lens to have

a flat field, its plane of definition will, in the case of a rigid camera
and rising front, be P P, at rii;ht angles with the axis A A of the lens

and identical with the surface of the plate. In the case, however, of

a tilted camera, with the back swung vertically to preserve the

perpendicularity of the lines, the plane of the definition will be TT,
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at right angles to the axis S S of the lens, and only catting the plane

of the plate along one line. It is obvious that ihe greater part of

the picture will lie considerably out uf focus. Tins is additionally

aggravated by the fact that the top of the building is further from
tlie lens than the centre, and to be in focus would require the back

to be swung in the contrary direction from that which it hat bad
to take, in order to preserve the uprightness of the lines. The fore-

ground is also nearer the lens, and, for a similar reason, ought (so aa

to be in focus) to have the back also swung in the contrary direction

from that in which it has been tilted.

The case of a lens having a curved field, as seen in the line C t.',

shows an advantage with respect to the upper half of the plate, the

curve of definition cutting the plane of the plate in two places and
being for some distance very near it ; but a corresponding disadvan-

tage on the lower half, where the two lines P P and C C iire seen to

recede more violently from each other. Opticians have always

recognised the desirability of having a flat field of definition, and in

lenses of the wide-angle doublet kind a considerable approximation

to this result has been attained.

An additional reason for preferring the rising front to the swing-

back arises from the fact that the top of a building is generally

much more lighted than the ba*e, and the foreground commonly
requires most light of all. Now, with a camera tilted, the

circular opening of the diaphragm is presented to somewhere
near the centre of the building, and the top and the fore-

ground receive equally the smaller amount of light that comes

from the opening of the diaphragm, as it is seen somewhat
sidewise in an elliptical form. When, however, the camera is kept

square and the front raised the lower part of the picture has the

full circular o|)ening of the stop presented to it, letting in the

greatest amount of light, whilst the top (the most strongly illumi-

nated) part of the building and the sky have the narrow, semi-

edgewise view of the diaphragm presented, and the supply of light

cut off accordingly, thus equalising to a considerable extent the

illumination of the whole ])icture.

Of course the use of a rising-front instead of a swing-back in-

volves the employment of a lens having a larger field of view than

the size of the plate which it is intended to cover. There are

many lenses, however, that will cover a considerably wider angle

than that occupied by the plate with which they are generally used,

although I notice a tendency of late years to cut down the size of

lenses with a view to greater portability. I think that this is

to be regretted. I know it is urged that leaving a little more
margin on the lens, so as to increase its width of angle, involves

that the edge of the field included in this extra angle will not be so

well-defined as the remaining portion. To this it may be answered
that it is often useful to have width of angle of light even if the

definition in that extra width be not perfect How often does it

happen, when using a lens to its full field of light, that the sky

shows as a circle with the edges of the plate as black corners ! If a

a little more glass had been allowed at the edge of the lens this

would be prevented, and the sky without much definition in it

would certainly be to be |)referrea.

In connection with the subject of distortion by the camera, that of

correcting such distortion by special methods of copying the distorted

photograph may properly be considered. The method which will

accomplish this in any particular case will depend upon how the dis-

tortion hits been produced, and the manner of correcting it may be

divided into three cases, illustrated as follows :—Let AA IJig. i)

FIG. 3.

be a map which has been copied with the camera not square to

it The camera back B B' has been swung to obtain an even foca«,

and the copy uf the map, although right in length .and average

I

width— th.atis, width across the centre— will show one end nan-ower

1
than the other. If the picture is now to be corrected by rewipying,

' and is tilted to a sufticinnt extent, the camera remaining square as

at OB', the lines may he re,stored to squareness; but the pi-opor-

tionsof the original will be altered, and the photograph will be too

I

short in proportion to its width. If the picture be put sqtiare to the

' camera, and the back be swung to restore pturalleli^m of the side
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lines, the photograph will make the length too great in proportion

to its widlli. The true way in this ease is to swing both the copy

to be corrected as A A, and tlie camera back B B'.

Ill the second case, suppose B B' to be tlie side of a slanting

wall, or the side of a hill, and that the camera back A A has been

swung to get top and bottom in focus. This case differs from tliat

of the map, in that it is not proposed to represent the flat surface

as it would appear if looked down upon from such a height that a

line at right angles to tlie surface of the wall or side of hill would
be the line of sight, as that would make the wall or hill appear vertical

instead of showing its slope; but the line of sigbt is to be parallel

with tlie eai th's surface. In this case the photograph to be copied must
be slanted as at A A, and the camera back kept square as at C B'.

In the third case, let A A, /iff. 4, represent a building which has

been photograplied with a tilted camera, and with the plate B B as

FIQ. 4.

A

with a rigid camera it would be at right angles to its axi.s. To set

this right in copying, the picture must be presented square to the
camera, the back of which should be tilted. The picture was
already too short in proportion to its average breadth, and if it

be presented otherwise than vertically square to the camera it will

become more so. If, in addition to pointing the camera upwards,
the bottom of the camera has been swung inwards as at B'C, the
case resembles that of the map first mentioned ; but, as in conse-
quence of the difference of the conjugate foci, the inclination of the
camera back to its axis will not be so great as that of the front
of the building is to the same axis, the slope of the picture to be
copied must not be so great as that of the back of the camera with
which the corrected copy is to be made. W. E. Debknham.

STANNOTYPE.
No. VIII.

As a matter of convenience, when several reliefs have to be de-
veloped at once, the grooved zinc trough will be found far prefer-
able to any other form of vessel, being at once compact and roomy
and, at the same time, holding the films in such a position that the
dissolved gelatine readily washes away from the surface of the
relief. Clearly there is a gain both in time and trouble when the
development of several films is carried on at the same time ; for, even
when personal attention is devoted to the operation during the
whole period, there need be no waiting or waste, aa must be the
case where only a single relief is in question.

Circumstances may, however, arise in which it is desirable or
nece.si!ary to operate upon a single film, in which case the grooved
developing trough is needless ; indeed, when the operations are
likely to be generally on a small scale, a preferable plan is to employ
a circular oval basin, or an ordinary pie dish of suitable size, in
which the plate carrying the relief is placed face downwards and
left to develope itself. Here the gelatine, as soon as it is dissolved,
sinks by its own weight, leaving a fresh portion of the surface to be
acted upon. Regularity and rapidity of development are thus secured.
Where the operations are on a small scale it will probably not be

considered worth while to adopt the refinement of an automatic
system of regulating the temperature during development, though
for various reasons this plan is to be preferred. The amateur will
probably be content to trust to some simple means of retaining the
temperature at a point somewhere between the limits allowabTe by
means of a small gas jet or spirit flame, or by renewing the water as
it cools. The latter plan is likely to cause irregularity in development,
aa when the water is allowed to sink below a certain temperature it
ceases to exercise any solvent action upon the gelatine, but merely
causes it to ewgll and become slimy, in which condition it is dissolved

rapidly and irregularly upon the sudden change to water of a higher

temperature. The danger in the other case is that, unless the

arraiicements are carefully adjusted, there is the chance of the

temperature rising too high—a matter which must be must carefully

o-uaided against, especially during the earlier stage of the process.

In fact, the conditions to be observed here are identical with tluwe

which prevail in ordinary carbon printing, only a greater amount uf

care is necessary.

Thus, though we have given 120° as the limit of temperature to

be used, we may increase this by ten or fifteen degrees towai'ds the

end of the operation, especially if the tissue appear to have been

over-exposed ; but, if such increased temperature be apjilied at the

commencement, the probability would be that the tiliii would

become loosened fiom tlie glass, and blisters and reticulation ni^iks^

their appearance. Those who are familiar with carbon printing will

appreciate to the full the increased difficulties in this and siniil.ir

directions that the thicker relief tissue involves, and will readily

recoc^nise the necessity for and value of extra care in little matters.

Should a slight detachment of the film occur from any reason, the

difficulty may sometimes be overcome by laying a strip of waxed
'i-lass along the detached edge, and clamping it thereto by means of

a couple of American clips. The arrangement is not an elegant

one, nor does the presence of the clips add to the convenience

of the developing operation ; but where the treatment offers the

chance of saving a relief it is worth adoption. A very convenient

clip for this and other purposes may be made by slipping half-au-

inch of india-rubber tubing over two narrow strips of glass, so iis to

bind them together in the middle. If a piece of thin glass rod be

passed transversely through the rubber tube and between the slips

of glass it forms a " knuckle " upon which the slips of glass hinge,

the rubber tube acting as a spring, and the strength of the

clip being regulated by tlxe position of the transverse rod.

If a slip or slips of glass be attached to the relief in this manner

they must be allowed to remain until the development is complete

and the plate thoroughly dried. They may then be removed by

carefully inserting the point of a penknife underneath the slip,

when, if properly waxed, it will detach itself readily.

Experience alone will enable the operator to judge when the

development has been carried sufficiently far; but, as a rule, when
the image presents much of the appearance of an ordinary negative

as regards density, and the surface appears even and free from

smears of partially-dissolved gelatine, the action may be considered

as complete. It is a good plan, when the development appears to

be finished, to place the plate in a dish of clean and tolerably warm
water for a few minutes ; and if, on removal, no smears of gelatine

are evident when the plate is tilted, a final rinse in clean, cold

water completes the operation.

It is not absolutely necessary, but some operators prefer at this

stage to treat the relief with alum in order to further harden it,

but it is a question whether such treatment is not superfluous.

However, no harm can accrue from a five minutes' soaking in a

strong and carefully-filtered solution of common alum, after which

the plate is again rinsed and placed to drain for a few minutes

upon blotting-paper. The final treatment consists in immersing the

plate for twenty minutes or half-an-hour in a dish of strong

methylated alcohol, which, like all the other solutions employed,

must be well filtered and perfectly free from dust. This precaution

is specially necessary with the alcohol, as much of the commercial

article contains a considerable quantity of sediment which, if it

become attached to the surface at this stage, will cause endless

trouble in the way of spots.

After immersion in the alcohol the plate is drained and removed
to a warm, dry place, carefully protected from dust, until it is

thoroughly desiccated. When apparently dry it is a good plan

to heat the plate to about 150° Fahr. for a few minutes, in order to

ensure the complete removal of all moisture and to harden the film.

So long as the relief contains any trace of moisture it is not only iii

a soft condition and liable to be easily damaged, but it is not in its

best state as regards sharpness.

A few words may be said on the subject of the apparent sharp-

ness of the image during development. The beginner will bo

frequently mislead by the seeming want of sharpness of the moist

relief, and will imagine that this is the result of imperfect contact

between the transparency and the tissue; but such is not the case.

The swollen state of the gelatine image is the cause; and, when
completely developed, if the plate be held at an angle with a sheet

of white paper, the image will be seen to present a considerable

delicacy of detail, though, if viewed by direct transmitted light,

it may seem " woolly." During the early stages of development the

presence of considerable propoi'tions of swollen, soluble gelatine
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ciiuses the want of sharpness to bo very noticeable; but tliis

gradually disappears, and to the practised eye the apparent sliarp-

ne33 of tlie image is a good test of the progress of tlie operation.

When dried the relief contracts and becomes i)erfectly sharp in its

minutest details, provided always the original is sharp and contact
luis been secured between the printing surfaces. The difficulty in

securing contjict is not so great as might at tirst sight seem likely,

if the tissue have been properly dried after sensitising. If it be
allowed to curl up, and especially if it be over-dried, perfect con-
tact is impo.ssible, as the necessary pressure will fracture the tissue

rather than flatten it. If, however, proper iirecautions are observed
to secure its drying Hat, a very slight degree of pressure suHices.

As regards the symptoms of over- and under-exposure, these are
the same as in ordinary carbon printing. In the former case

difficulty in retaining the tissue in contact with the gla-ss during
development, and refusal of tlie gelatine to dissolve except at a very
high temperature, are plain signs. An over-exposed relief is not
necessarily useless, as by the employment of very hot water and
prolonged action a sufficient depth may be secured. Under-exposure,
on the other hand, is fatal to success, as the thin layer of insolated

gelatine which forms the image fails to give a sufficient degree of

relief. Slight under-exposure may be remedied by modifying the
colour-strength of the ink ; but if the relief be a very shallow one
there does not exist a sufficient gradation from light to shade to
give a satisfactory result with any kind of ink.

If tlie tissue be of the right thickness and contain a moderate
amount of colour, and the exposure and development have been
correct, the finished relief, when viewed by transmitted light,

should present the appearance of an ordinary negative of moderate
density. But it does not follow that because this appearance is

wanting that the relief is useless. An over-exposed relief may
make a perfect printing surface while presenting a considerably
veiled appearance by transmitted light. The depth and gradation
of relief are the only true tests.

SAFE LIGHT.
Xo. I.

A OB>'ER.\L revulsion of feeling has lately taken place against
the i-ed light—most usually considered the only safe one to employ
in the dark room for developing gelatine dry plates; and experience
lias shown that the most rapid plates now in use can be safely

developed in a degi'ee of light which a short time back was
considered by most people to be absolutely inadmissible. There
C!in be no question of the fact that by degrees it is becoming much
more general for rapid plates to be easily and successfully developed
in a light which a year or two ago would have been, in the opinion
of careful workers, considered highly dangerous.

The explanation of this change of opinion is not difficult to find.

It is not that the yellow or yellowish-greeu light now advocated is

safe, or even approximately safe, but that the plates are more
reliable.

In the earlier days of gelatine plates every effort was made
to produce the highest possible degi'ee of sensitiveness by special

treatment of the emulsion. Manufacturers were working in the dark
as regards their knowledge of the treatment most effectual ; but not
in darkness as regards the light necessary for the coating, drying,
and packing before the plates could be offered for sale. One of the
great difficulties has been that of securing a sufficiently safe light

with which to work without affecting the quality of the platea
Now, it is most clearly established that the sensitive silver salts

which are employed for photographic purposes can be exposed to

direct light for a certain time without injury to their photographic
value—indeed, in some cases, with positive advantage. In the old
collodion days it wiis a common practice to deliberately exjiose the
iiewly-sensitised plate to light before exposing it in the Cfimera,
with the result of practically producing a plate which was very
appreciably niore sensitive than a similar one (irepared in the same
way, but which had not received this preliminary exposure to
light.

A curious instance of this came to my knowledge. A photo-
!;rapher, in the course of his practice, having heard of this pre-
liminary exposure as incre.asing the sensitiveness of the collodion,
gave it a very careful trial but failed altogether; but rtnding that
the slightest preliminary exposure inevitably produced fog, he
challenged one of the advocates of the method to prove its worth or
fallacy. The gentleman who went to his studio to conduct the trials

found the facts as the photographer had stated. The slightest pre-
liminary exposure of the collodion film to light produced no extra

sensitivene-ss in the plate, but certainly caused fog in developing. He
was not, however, long in finding out the cause, which was the simple
one that the usual yellow calico blind in the photographer's dark room
had gradually become bleached, and so admitted a considerable
amount of white light into the dark room. That this was the case
was proved at once. A new blind was procured, when instantly the
collodion plates became far less sensitive than they had been jire-

viously ; but a preliminary exposure to light at once restored them
to their maximum sensitiveness. It was, therefore, evident that
the photographer had, without knowing it, been working under
conditions of light which increased the apparent sensitiveness of

his plates.

I have no doubt that gelatine dry plates have the same peculiarity
;

indeed, Mr. W. K. Burton has shown that such is the case. In
his experiments he tested a plate out of a batch by the sensitometer,
and found it to register a certain number. He then took a quantity
of similar plates, and exposed them to the diffused light of a room
lighted by a candle for various times, finding that with each
increase of preliminary exposure a higher number was registered
on the sensitometer, until at last a point was reached when the
ordinary developer produced fog.

I have found the same thing with the ordinary sensitised

albunienised paper. Some years ago I had to employ a Vogel's
sensitometer, in which the scale of tints consists of a series of strips

of paper each a little shorter than the preceding one, and numbered
consecutively in opaque figures. No. 1 was only one thickness of
paper. No. 2 two thicknesses, and so on to 24, I think. The
exposure was read off in a similar manner to Warnerke's sensito-

meter—the highest visible number. The strip of sensitised paper
was, of course, long enough to cover the whole sciile, but it

most generally happened that I only wanted to expose to (say) No.
7 or 8. I, therefore, for a second exposure utilised the other end,
on which no impression was visible. The second exposure was,
however, less reliable ; for not only did it seem to come quicker

—

though that I never really tested—but at the other end, where
before only 7 or 8 was visible, one or two numbers more would
come out. This, to my mind, makes it doubtful if sensitised paper
is quite reliable jis a photometer test, unless it be carefully pro-
tected from light until the time of exposing.

Now, I take it that this is exactly what usually occun'cd with
most dry-plate manufacturers in the early days. Every one was
comparatively inexperienced, and operations (which after a time
could be well done in a dim light) required then considerably more

;

so that, unknowingly, the plates had received all, or very nearly all,

the preliminary exposure which they could bear without fogging on
the application of an ordinarily-powerful develojjer. Such plates

as these evidently could not be manipulated by the consumer
except in the very safest possible light. Add to this the fact

that the consumer was also inexperienced, development was very
slow compared with the rapiil process he had been accustomed
to with collodion plates, and the difficulty of judging density
also demanded more prolonged exposure to his developiug-
lamp. With all his care the plates would fog. How often did it

occur to him that the plates might have been in just the exact state

for fogging, even if developed as received from the maker ! I had
some which I felt certain were in that 8t;ite. I believed that my
light was as perfectly safe iia any artificial light could be made ; so
I made the experiment of developing two plates of the same batch,

one by my red light and the other in absolute darkness, with pre-
cisely the same result—fog all over, an<l a distinct mark in each
case where the packing papers were inserted between the plates.

Unquestionably large numbers of phites were sent out on the
verge of fogging from the treatment they had received during
manufacture. Whether from an unsafe light in undue quantity
being administered to them during the process, or whether from
inexperience in the process of making the emulsion, it matters little

if the fact be allowed. If they would just bear the test of expo-
sure and development in the manufacturer's studio under the most
favourable conditions, he could confidently assure the tyro that the
systematic fogging of which he complained must be due to his light

not being safe. What he did not say (perhaps because he did not
know) was that any plate ouglit to be able to support a certain

amount of exposure to light and yet not show any sign of fogging

with the strongest developer ; that any plate which will not bear
that test is useless, as, no matter how safe the light may be which
is used for developing, &g, the plate must of necessity receive

some diffused light reflected from the sides of the camera during
exposure.

The poor stniggler, however, naturally concluded that it roust bo
the developing light that was in fault. He put another thickness of
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,red fabric over Ids lamp, aad, possibly, getting hold of some plates

which were a little nearer tbe mark, secured Home negatives free

from fog. He was then convinced that it was his light which had

been wrong all the time, and thus the era of the deepest possible

ruby light came about.

It must not, however, be forgotten that in the North of England

it hits been the practice to nse canary medium, and not the ruby

jiglit so general in our latitudes. The fact was publicly stated at

.me of tlie London meetings a couple of years since, but only

i-licited the criticism that the northerners must have been working

^lower plates. Possibly they migixt h.ave been slower in the sense

that they had not received the i)reliminary exposure necessary to

bring them to fogging point, but they would bear the canary light,

which is anything but safe. George Smith.

ON THINGS IN GENERAL.
** No tree in all the grove but ha« its ehailnfl,

Though each its hue peculiar ; paler some,

A?k1 of a waraiish grey ; tlw wiiiow such,

And poplar that with silver lines his leaf

;

And asli, far stretching- with umhrageous anus.

Of deeper green the elin ; and deeper still,

Lord of the woods, the lon^ surviving oaK."

What s'ight vorl>.il alteration would be needed to adapt these lines of

Cowper to the present controversy on dark-room windows ! The

<-auary medium is pretty well undetstood ; but the " cathedral green,"

which is not cathedral green at all, is enongli to drive the average

lihotograplier far on the load to Oolney Hatch ! I am afraid many of

the disputants are not in the habit ot going either to a cathedral or

even their own parish church, or they would soon find the hues of the

window panes diti'ered as much as the verdure so well depicted in the

lines with which i have headed my communication. The four hundred

and sixty-seven squares in tlie window to my right in my favourite

seat at ciiurch are of a pale yellowiah-green, while the throe hundred

and eighty diamonds, familiar to my gaze in past years, were of a

deep Sea-green (.with three deep blue-greens, evidently the result of

'repairs"; ; and all possible shades between are doubtless to be seen in

one church or another. By-tlie-bye, what a relief it is to count these

sq uares all ways when the sermon is long and not clever ! This, however,

13 a (licressiou; we will leave the further elucidation of the original

matter in the very able hands of the gentleman who first set the liall

rolling. I may just say I would rather he had lo explain than X had

how one thickness of green glass "takes the heating efiect of the red

and orange rays out oi the light, and preserves or restores its yellow

colour." With this little puzzle I leave the subject.

I observe that mv reference to Mr. S. Fry's remarks has not been left

without repiv by th.at gentleman. 1 think he had better have lieen

content witnthe poiiils which, indubitably, he had made, and not have

attempted to hold on to everything he had uttered. The man who
never makes a luisiake is a well ! 1 will not fill in the hiatus !

Air. Fry said the beauty of sulphite lay in its keeping the Hngers clean,

and when 1 say it does not act so with mine he upholds bis statement by

iiskiiig me to use an old knife {instead of sulphite 1 presume) ; and then

informs me how to g^t rid of the stains that he said would not hi

l^reseut. Further : about this removing the stain by rubbing with

weak aciil—a nice long rubbing it someiimes is, too—it has to be

followed by plenty of washing; or, when the hands are afterwards

washed with soap, preMo! the stain, or most of it, is back again.

Another correspondent, "Coleswegen," writes—"Free Lance criti-

cised Mr. Hume Nisliet's paper in the Journal of January 18, 1884, but

did not explain how far his picture was to be from the eye to cover the

whole of the landscape or part. I suppose that the focal distance of the

lens which he used for his picture and the axis of both picture and land-

scape are what he means when he talks of exact superposition. " I meant
what I said; nothing so silly as "Coleswegen" suggests ever entered ray

mind. How the focus of a lens and the axis of a picture and of a laud-

scape, whatever they may be, are to be exactly sujierposed must be ex-

plained by "Coleswegen." The feat is beyond the power of anyone else.

What I said was that a correctly-taken photograph, if rendered trans-

parent enough for objects to be seen through it, would, if held at a
proper disianci: between the eye and the view it represented, exactly

coincide, line for line and point for point, with the lines and points of

the scene depicted. As I have just stated, I meant what 1 said, and
was not called upon to say what the distance would be. 1 was not

writing a mathematical treatise, and it would have been absurd to

introduce such a detail.

Anthony's Bulhiin, too, is complaini^ig of me for doubting its correct-

ness in giving the famous Mr. Knriz the credit for having been the

first to introduce retouching. So far a,s its actual introduction is con-

cerned, I shoulil think it must have been simultaneously introduced by
a score of people. I know that I ameliorated tlie rugosities of the
complexion in negatives close upon a quarter of a century ago. The
qnestion is—Who first made it the rnl« of his business to retouch nega<

tives? Let the /J^.^r^m .say when Mr. Kurtz did this, and 1 thhik I

can show him the work ot a inm who retoiiciied all his negatives before
Mr-. Kurt.! entered the ranks of photography. If i ain wrong 1 will

own it candidly; if not, I am sure my opponent on this point is equally
fair and will be equally candid.

I hasten to assure Mr. H. S. Starnes that I lia-l not for a moment any
idea of accusing him of plagiarism when I wrote of having seen some-
thing like his remarks in Mr. W. Hardiug Warner's papers. I referred

to their tone and scope, tlie audacity of their conceptions, and the
origiuality of their ideas. I am quite sure Mr. Starnes is literally

riglit in saying he has U'jver seen any articles ot anyone which were like

the theories he had set forth. I can safely say that 1 also have not.

Mr. Starnes excites interest by speaking of having come across
some experiments by Bunsen and Roscoe in which they unite chlorine
and hydrogen by light. These experiments must be very interesting,

and, i daresay, further .research might lead to other similar accounts.
I should not be surprised to learn that both these gentlemen had,
for instance, published some remarks about the spectrum ; the subjects
are very closely connected.

Among the patent specifications lately published I notice one for
storing chemicals, by Mr. G. D. Macdougald. Seeing that for preserving
his chemicals he employs a sealed tube, like a chloride of gold tube,
that requires to bo broken before being used ; that he breaks them by
means ot a file-cut or other indentation, as has been done for a century
by chemists ; or that he soaks paper in the chemical and then dries it

to get a definite quantity, just as is done in medicine and surgerj',

I should think the iiatent requires the pruning-knife before being of

much use.

I often read Mr. W. H. Harrison's remarks with a deal of pleasure
;

but I must confess to a complete feeling of mystitication as to the mean-
in'^ of a portion of his article on a pyro. sulphurous developer. When he
obtained sulphurous acid through decompo.-iing suijihite with sulphuric
acid, where did it go to in developing? Are we to understand that it did
not combine with the ammonia, or that a grain of sulphite of ammonia
goes as far as a multitude of grains of sulphite of soda ?

I always look out for novelties in the reports of societies' meetings

;

but I rubbed my eyes when I saw announced as a novelty at the Glasgow
I'hotographic Association the discovery that one cause of fading was
hypo, in the mounts—a fact which was not, the speaker believed,

generally kno\^'n ! I should have thought that of all causes this had more
prominence given to it than any other. The speaker seemed to have
taken much trouble in the matter, which was praiseworthy, though a
very slight knowledge of current literature would liave enabled him to

devote his energies to better purpose. By-the-bye, how did he find

traces of hypo., sulphates, and chlorine in the same mounts?

The Chairman of the Neweastle-ou-Tyne Photographic Association
made a most interesting observation with reyard to gold toning. He
took a sheet of paper, divided it, exposed the two halves under a
vignette mask, toned one and left the other untoned, all other opera-

tions being the same. Contrary to the usually-received opinions the

toned half faded soonest after being exposed to the sun. The fading of

[iriiits is a very intricate subject, and our thanks are due to anyone
who throws fresh light upon it, as Mr. J. B. Payne thus does.

Dr. J. K. TuUoch, at the meeting of the Dundee Photographic
.Society, gave an excellent, simple illustration of the effects of reflection

in producing halation, and I commend his few remarks (see TllE
British Journal of Photography, page 167), to the attention of

those interested in the subject.

I notice that at the Manche-ter Photographic Society the question of

swing-backs led to a rather mixed series of statements. Mr. S. D.
McKellen thinks it desirable to correct the statement put in his mouth,
but the Chairman does not qualify the words reported as being his

—

"that placing the plate at too great an angle to the lens must have a
distorting effect." When the camera is tilted this very placing at an
angle is to prevent distortion. Free Lance.

OLD PHOTOGRAPHS.*

Antiquity or Fifteen Years' Duration.
It may be asked—What is an old photograph? In my own mind 1

have fixed the date at any time anterior to fifteen years.
I feel qiute satisfied that it is carelessness or want of the necessary

chemical knowledge on the part of the photographer which has induced
the idea that silver prints are not to be trusted in matters of per-

manence. It must also not be lost sight of that after Disderi intro-

duced the popular form of photograph (the (avte-tlc-riaitc) hundreds
took uj) photography as a means of increasing their incomes, looking
upon it as an El Dorado—a mine of wealth—the majority of those
adopting it just getting a superficial knowledge of how to make a nega-
tive and produce a print. This knowledge proved suflicient to flood

the country with photographs that are by the irony of fate a lasting

insult to all right-minded photographers, and deservedly obtaining the

* Conclucd from page ISO.
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Bnovsrs iif artiats niul iiu evil ropiititioii tiiat has, mifortmmtely, yot to

hrt livflil (1 iwi. C'iMiDiiiiiCloiit of <K«ii]>;itioiii tliiit, to 8iy the leant

(>t it, SDumljtl {XiCiiliAr, iiaiiiijly, ' uliiia<i:>y swoo^j ami pliotographiu

artist," " ahojiuAker ami piiotDgrapUer," "hair cut ami purtraits

takeu," were frequently met with, but are fortuaately becoming more
rare year by year.

Hippily, liowever, photography in the present day is shaking off

theia nttiiohnionts, and has buomo of snUiijioiit iniportanoo to be pur-

sued alone as a inuaus of living ami a source of wealth. It has been

found an art capable of duiug something more than merely pander to

pcrsuntl vanity and amusement ; for it would ba ditiicult at the present

time to overrate its importance in in lustriaf, scientilic, or artistic

ooeupations, Tlio claims made for it to be a fine art of itself can
hardly bo admitted, but works having every claim to the title are

by its means not unfruipiently produced, and in the future bid fair to

bo much more numerous. Tliis Society, seeing the advantages to be

gained by the improvement of the artistic side of photography, insti-

tuted tlie monthly competitions, and it is to bo regretted that more
enthusiasm has not been evinced in the promotion of a work so produc-

tive of bouelicial results. The subjects now selected for the next com-
petition arc both numerous and varied, and the members of this

Society will do well it they take the matter up in earnest and make it

thoroughly successful.

I am afraid I am somewhat travelling away from the subject of my
aper, which should properly bo coniined to "old photographs ;" but

could not resist the opportunity of .alluding to our competitions, for 1

think they are calculated to improve that phase of photography in

wiiich there is the greatest need of improvement. One conclusion we
cannot fail to ilraw from the examination of good, old photographs,

ami that is—they were in every way ecjual in manipulative qualitius to

very many of the modern ones; and also that old photographs have

proved that silver priming, v:hen it if }>roi>i'rbj dune, is a permanent

jirncoss, and not one <>f those evanescent, fugitive, unreliable methods

of picture-making with which it is so unfairly credited. The older

specimens of silver printing have been from negatives developed with

acid pyro., or from negatives produced by the "converting process," as

it used to l)e called; tliat is, a positive was taken, treated with a solu-

tion of ioiine and mercury, which had the effect of increasing the

density and destroying the positive appearance by reflected light it

originally possessed. The results were generally harsh and deHcient

in halftone, the shadows being represented by clear glass and con-

sequently printed with the well-known " soot-and-whitewash " effect.

Influence of Adam-Salomon.

It was some time before the general run of photograi)hers discovered

that increase in exposure was nearly all that was required to make a

suflicienily-denso image at one operation. The elaborate performance

of making a negative bath that often as not ended in fog and stains

deterred many from "going in " for direct negatives. Saving residues

had not become generally known, and a bath that would not work
satisfactorily was incontinently shot down the sink. This, with the

high price of silver nitrate, acted as a considerable check to experiment-

alists, and the more certain, if worse, way of proceeding was for a long

time the adopted i)rocess. You will understand I am not alluding to the

few six'ciallydexterous workers, but to the majority of tiiose wlio took

up photography, and who, living in the country, did not possess the

opportunity of comparing results. 1 think that tlie first really turning

over of a new leaf was after M. Adam-Salomon and one or two other

foreig.T exhibitors showed some specimens of their work at an exhi-

bition of the Parent Society, at the rooms in Condnit-street, Regent-

street. In the present day the amount of enthusiasm those exhibits

created can hardly be realised. The name of M. Adam-Siilomon was in

every photographer's mouth, and they were not long attempting to

rival the sculptor-photographer, and with the utmost bcnelicial effect

on photographic woik. Mr. V. Blanchard came to the front with

excellently-mamiged, large portraits of the Salomon tone and character,

and his exliibits were for a long time anxiously sought. Others, too,

were not far behind, and the old fashion of portraiture gradually died

out.

In landscape, the work also of Mr. F. Bedford stood out from the

rest as a lighthouse on a rocky coast, and was the envy or admiration

of many less successful men. There were, however, other "good men
and true " a credit to the time. I merely mention the names I have as

having particularly struck me as workers to be imitated, and w'ithout

drawing any jn\!liou» comparisons. It may be borne in mind even

from the first that, irrespective of manipulative excellence, art qualili-

cRtions did much to raise photographers to the pre-eminent position they

hold; for even then as now iirtistic treatment, if less understood, com-
manded notice and respect. The works of the late Mr. 0. (t. Rejlander

were .•dmo.''t entirely dependent on artistic qualities for their popularity.

J'ho only regret is "they were not combined with cleaner manipulation.

Had be lived in these days of rapid dry plates, the world might have

been astonished at the results he could undoubtedly have achieved.

Advantages or India Paper.

I ha\ cnde ivourtd to collect a few specimens of early work to show
yim tonight, ami in criticising them yo\i must forget for the time the

bea'.itiiul and arli-.lx work of the present day, and only think of them

as good examples of the general work of that time. Wliere |>OMible

the nistory oi tUi) prodiictum is written oti tlie back; but with niauy of

the specimens tmiir agn is ilieir only liistiry. lu calling yuur attention

to the transparencies by Ferrier, which 1 have had in my {mssesaion for

more than twenty-live years, I think they compare favourably in every
respect with work of the present day. The price then, at Mesiira.

Home ami Thornthw.iitc's, was \'if. (i 1. each. They have retained their

brilliancy and colour unchanged, although they have been kept in both
damp and dry rooms, with no otiicr care than being placed in a grooved
box. I may also mention that some of the prints shown have been for

some years stored in a portfolio in a very damp room —so much so that

they were ipiite mouldy—and with this result : the mounts have suffered,

but the prints themselves have not. Could we gay as much for water-
colour drawings? In one case the print had been laid down on India

paper on plate paper. The plate paper had become covered with mildew
spots, but not one appears on the India paper, nor is the photograph at

all affected. 1 may remark that on looking through a number of

mounted photograplis I did not Und one instance of fading where the
prints had been laid down on India paper, but when attached to

ordinary white mounts some had commenced to yellow at the edges.

A great number of my prints I used to mount at home, using jiuin

arable, and they have stood the test of damp without showing any sign

of deterioration. Others have been mounted by professional mounters,
and I am unable to say what substance they used ; at anyratc it has
not affected the prints. I will not now trespass on your patience by
adding to the length of my paper, which has already exceeded the usual
limits of the opening of a discussion ; but trust some of the points to

which I have adverted may elicit from you, experienced photographers,

some practical and useful remarks. Mr. H. P. Robinson li.as kindly
sent some examples of old work, upon which I have written a few-

remarks. Edward Dcnmokk.
»-

LECTUEES AT THE EOYAL INSTITUTION.

PHOTOGRAPHIC -VCTION".

Captain Abney continued his experiments in demonstrating the action
of acids on the jjliotographic image. A sheet of paper containing bro-

mide was exposed to light, and then written upon with solutions of

different acids, such as hydrochloric, nitric, and sulphuric acids.

When these acids had acted the image refused to develope. The
action was attributed to the acids appropriating an atom of silver from
the sub-bromide, and not to the oxidation.

The lecturer mentioned as a curious fact that the image which had
been destroyed by oxidation, due to peroxide of hydrogen and other
oxidising agents, could be revived by passing a current of natuial
hydrogen over the surface, the hydrogen taking away the oxygen
first of all, and then, if continued, reducing the saline salt to the
metallic state. Two more experiments showed the destruction of the
action of radiation through the agency of iodide and bromide of
potassium. In both cases the plates were exposed to light and then
washed and dii)ped in a solution of bromide or iodide of potassium.
Whilst still moist they were exposed to the image of a negative. The
plate treated with iodide was developed as a wet plate on the screen,

whilst the other was developed by ferrous oxalate. The reversal of

the image in both cases was very marked, and re<iuired but a short
exposure. The lecturer stated that Fox Talbot's patents included the
production of i)ositivo images on paper by this means, but the
rationale of the result he himself had investigated some few years ago.

In these cases it was necessary that free oxygen should be present or
the reaction could not take place, the products of decomposition de-
pending for their formation on its presence.

After some further remarks on the oxidation of the image the subject
of phosphorescence was introduced for the purpose of exemplifying
the destruction of the action of one kind of radiation by badly-timetl
oscillation of another kind. A series of tubes containing various sul-

phides was illuminated by the electric light, and then phosphorescence
was studied by the violet phosphorescent substance which forms tho
essential part of Balmain's paint. A lozengeshaiied beam of light was
allowed to fall on a phosphorescent plate, and it became strongly

illuminated where the lieani felL It was then illuminated entirely, and
a lozenge of light passing through red glass was allowed to fall on the

illuminated plate. Instead of a bright image it was now dark. A selection

of coloured glasses were next placed in contact with the light phosphor-

escent plate and again illuminated with the electric light. Some increased

the brightness, whilst otliera diminished it. These glasses were next
passed through the spectrum, and it was sliown that those glasses which
allowed only rays of low refrangibility to pass through caused a diminution

of the brightness. The spectrum was next allowed to play on an exposed
phosphorescent plate, when it was seen that tho green, red, ultra-red,

and ultra-violet ivxys diminished the luminosity, the blue rays increasing

it. A diagram was thrown on the screen giving the phusplioresceiit

spectrum, by which it was demonstrated that the action below the blue

part of the spectrum which illnminatcd the plate was inactive in

destroying the phosphorescence. This, the lecturer stated, was an
exemplification of Kvlly-timod vibnitious stopping the vibr.itions of tho

atoms in the sulphide of calcium.
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A piece of ioe placetl agaiint a liuu'uiaus jMiospIioresoent table im-

mediately darkened the part in coutaot with it, whilst a lieated

flat iron strongly increased it. The explanation of thia was given, but

we should have been glad if the lecturer had entered into it a little

more fully. The clock, however, evidently had something to do with

the brevity of his explanation, and we hope that it may be gone

into further next Saturday. Several of the experiments in phos-

phorescence were new at the Royal Institution, and were evidently

appreciated. The lecture was brought to a conclusion by a demonstra-

tion of the beauty of Rowlands' concave gratings, with one of which

some splendid spectra were thrown on a transparent screen. Captain

Abney demonstrated that all the apparatus necessary for utilising them
for spectrum work was a source of light, a slit, the grating, and a

photographic plate on which to examine the image. The grating was
the largest we have yet seen, the used surface measuring something

like six inches by four and a-lialf.

The lecturer was well supplied with light, for he had the dynamo
machine, an oxyhydrogen lantern, and the electric light all at his

command.
On the next occasion we may presume that the real business with

the spectrum will be commenced. It should have been treated of in

the third lecture according to the syllabus, and if a syllabus be of any
use at all it ought to have been moderately adhered to.

HISTORY OF PHOTOGRAPHY IN GLASGOW.
fWritteii in 1861, and re-read before the Glasgow Photographic Association on Mareli

6tll, 18S4.]

I AM put down in the circular to read a paper on The Hiitori/ of
PUoloijraphy in Glasgov: ; but, before doing so, I will sketch out, very
faintly indeed, the commencement of the photographic art, which has
become pre-eminently a scientific art, as it requires no peculiar genius
in its cultivators ; whereas the painter and sculptor excel only accord-
ing to the high gifts they possess for their divine art.

It was in the sixteenth century that, in searching for the "elixir of
life," the alchemists found ont the great fact that salts of silver became
blackened by exposure to light ; and in the eighteenth century this
wonderful phenomenon engaged the attention of Petit ; in 1722, Scheele,
the Swedish chemist; in 1777, Ritter, and other celebrated men. Yet
but very little progress was made in the science until Wedgewood, in

1802, assisted by Sir H. Davy, produced pictures; but these took too
loag an exposure and were, besides, unfixed—the fixing agents being
then unknown. Hyposulphite of soda was only discovered in 1819, by
Sir John Herschel, and iodine in 1812. Without these discoveries
baing known photography would never have reached its present point
of perfection. Wedgewood may, therefore, be claimed as the earliest
photographer.
Then .Joseph Niccphore Niopce, iu 1813, partially succeeded in fixing

these silver pictures ; but his efforts were directed to reproduce, on a
metal plate, an image in the camera in order to change it into an en-
graved plate, and when he and Daguerre went into partnership, in 1827,
it was abandoned. In 18.3.'5 he died. His sou Isodore went in with
Daguerre, and it was not taken up again till after Daguerre's discovery
in 1830. Professor Arago, in announcing it to the scientific world,
said—" France has adopted this discovery, and is proud to present it as
a gift to the world." Daguerre received a pension of 6,000 francs and
Nifepce 4,000 francs for their invention.
M. Berres and Dr. DonntS were the first to change the daguerreotype

into an engraved plate.

M. Bayard, a very successful photographer, used to paint names and
devices on unripe peaches while growing, which, on being ripe and the
paint washed off, left tiie image on the peach.

Sir John Herschel was next known iu the field ; then Talbot, who had
been workmg at it from 1834 to 3l3t January, 1839, when he published
his Talbotype process. Hunt and others followed, and the scientific
world was astonished at the discoveries made known from time to
time.

Till America produced the single combination lenses it took from
half-an-hour and upwards for portraits, whereas by the American plan
a few seconds sufficed. Mr. Beard, in London, used it. Now, how-
ever, with the double achromatic lenses, much greater perfection has
been attained.

I will now, so far as certain data and my memory serve me, trace
ont the HUlonj of Photography in Gbwjow, and I hope that I may
be corrected by any member present wherein I may be wrong
One of our meinbera, Mr. Samuel R. Brown, being in Paris in 1830

received from M. Daguerre one of his pictures, which on his arrival in
Glasgow he exhibited in Royal Exchange-square, and which I recollect
seeing. Dr. Paterson (to whom the photographers iu Glasgow are
largely indebted), as usual with him in anytliing new and worthy set to
work at it at once. Mr. Brown himself and another member, Mr. Hush
WUson, were also engaged in it, but who has the precedence I cannot
determine; perhaps they will be able to do so.

In June, 1842, I got over one of the American apparatus—I think
the very first in (iJasgow, and which I have still. The lenses are about
lour inches diameter. It has a very abort focus and works only a one

sixth plate, and can be worked in a room at a common wiudow. It

was so powerful that I worked with it by the north light, and I ex-

hibited two portraits in the exhibition of paintings as having been

done by a northern exposure.

In 1841 the first professional photographer who came to Glasgow was
Mr. Edwards, who opened in Buchanan-street (opposite the Arcade),

and who in dull weather used to secure the loan of my camera. The
glass of his place was entirely blue, as was then the custom. In the

same year Mr. Treffray also began at the comer of Union-street and
Argyle-street. Now came Mr. Pickering, and in 1846 Mr. Bernard com-

menced ; then the art made a rapid advance—in fact his pictures were
splendid. Messrs. Borthwick and Stanley next came, and in 1849 Mr.

Hughes .succeeded Mr. Bernard. Then Mr. Gardner, Mr. Young (1850),

and Mr. White successively came forward, the daguerreotype process

alone being worked by all the above.

In June, 18-31, Archer's collodion process was published in the Art
Union Journal, and witliin five months afterwards Dr. Paterson not only

made the collodion, but produced excellent pictures by that process. He
communicated the new mode to his friend Mr. King, Sir. Duncan
Brown, myself, and many others, and he may fairly be said to be
the father of the collodion process here, as he most willingly com-
municated any knowledge he acquired to all inquirers.

Professor Taylor has also been the means (through his interesting

lectures) of producing many excellent photographers, both amateur and
professional. I have met with many of them and they speak highly of

the Pi'ofessor's ability and knowledge of the art.

Oiir President, Mr. Kibble, must now rank and be awarded the first

place amongst our amateurs (which are legion since the collodion pro-

cess), not only for his great attempts but for their quality, and his in-

defatigable exertions in perfecting an instantaneous process iu which
he has been so successful, and specimens of which I am sure all of you
have seen.

I hope I will be excused when I make no attempt at enumerating
the names and abilities cpf such a multitude of amateurs and others

as are working the art in all its various styles, as it would be both
invidious and injudicious at this meeting.

Within two years (from the simplicity and cheapness of this new-

process) we had establishments fur it alone opened by Messrs. Dessurne,

(March, 18.32) Urie, Taylor, and McNab (May, 18.52), when the

daguerreotypists had to follow in the wake ; and now the collodion

process has become general, I do not know if a daguerreotype could

or would be taken iu Glasgow. I think we cannot omit mentioning
one name which for coloured positives stands almost unrivalled—

I

mean that of Mr. Douglas, one of your Council.

The mouth of June, 18.36, ushered iu a new feature in the art here

when Mr. McNab exhibited his coloured specimens at the foot of

Buchanan-street and elsewhere. I have seen crowds looking on ad-

miringly at tliese pictures, and I am glad that Mr. McNab has

not only reaped golden opinions but golden rewards for his bold

attempt.
Mr. Werge, Mr. Urie, and Mr. Stuart (who commenced in

185.3), Mr. Peebles (an excellent calotypist), Mr. W. Young, Jlr.

Bowman, and Mr. Cramb have all followed in this new channel,

aud Glasgow can now feel proud of her high position in the photo-

graphic world.
I have, therefore, given you the brief outline, which to have been

filled up with all the details that might have been given would have

occupied too much of your valuable time ; and I would take it as a

kindness if any errors that may have crept in may be corrected by
those who can do so. Andkew Mactbak.

PHOTOGRAPHY IN COURT
The Right to a Negativr.—In the Swansea County Court, on Friday

last, the 21st instant, a case possessing interest to photographers was
tried before Judge B. T. Williams, Q.C. It was a claim with respect to

certain photographs of the Naval Volunteers.—Mr. Andrews, photo-

graplier. Wind-street, sued Mr. Robert Capper, superintendent of the

Swansea Harbour, for £5 8s. 6d. Mr. Monger appeared for the plaintiff,

and Mr. Glascodine for the defendant. The claim arose iu connection

with certain photographs of H.M.S. Dwarf, which was in Swansea iu

September last. Defendant commissioned the plaintiff to execute

'

views of the vessel on her arrival in and departure from the port,

together with groups of officers and men on board—an order which the

plaintiff duly carried out. He delivered several copies to Mr. Capper,

and supplied copies to others. Tlie amount charged was £10 lis. 6d.,

£5 8s. 6d. of which was for "photographing" the vessel and groups,

and £5 3s. for the copies supplied. Mr. Capper paid for the copies

supplied, and offered to pay the £5 8s. 6d. if Mr. Andrews handed
over the negatives, but tlio plaintiff claimed that the negatives con-

tinued his property.—For the defence, it was urged by Mr. Glascodine,

tliat as the plaintiff' claimed to charge for executing the negatives they
belonged to the defendant, who gave the order, and was chained for

making them.—The Judge : It you order a photograph, unless you
make special terms for the purchase of a negative the photographer is

not entitled to give it up.—Mr. Glascodine said if he asked a man to

make something for him, and he afterwards asked for copies aud paip
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•r them, thoy were liis. If n photographer charged him for taking a
tgative, Jill it not belong to liim?—The Jiijge: No; it is part of the !

for them, thoy were his,

lit

iustrumoiits useil in the business. It ia what a photo','rapher uses in
his buainuss to make photoj^ruphs. Why shoiihl he part with the in-
struments of his traile? A nejjativo may bo a Sicret in liis trade, and ho
iloos not part with it unless there is a contract to that effeut.— .Xfr. (Jlas-
codiue : Suppose I ask a man to make me an eugino for I'oOO, and suppose
he charges lue £'J50 for the patterns, do the patterns belong to mo or do
they not '/ If lie charges me for them they arc mine. If he does not
iliarge mo for tliem then, of courso, they arc not mine—The Judge : But
hero lie does not charge for tlio negative. Ho charges for his work
and for copies, and he makes an estimate accordingly. You want
photograplis for your friends. It does not matter to you liow he
makes or products tlium. There might be otlier moans to produce what
you want ; therefore what has tliis to do with you. Ho charges you
lor the expense in producing what you want. As I said before, he
estimates the cost of producing, l)ut does n&t sell tlie material used
in the production. He wants it for other purposes. If you like I will
yive you leave to appeal.—Mr. ( ilascodine : If so tliat will be sullicient.
I'erhaps you will be good enough to note what I said about tlie making
of an engine and the patterns.—His Honour : Quite so ; I liud as a
f.'ict that the photographer never sold the negatives to the defendant,
aud I give judgment for the amount claimed with costs and advo-
cate's fees. I give Mr. Glascodiue leave to appeal. I think, however,
it will bo useless to appeal.

IsKRiNGEMENT OF CopvRicHT.—At the Mansion House Justice-room,
on Friday last, the2Ut instant, William Smith, a wholesale photograph
dealer, in Vine-street, Minories, was summoned for an infriugment of
the t'opyright Act in sellint,' pirated copies of a photograph of Miss
Mary Anderson. There were nine more summonses in respect of other
photographs. Mr. Foote was counsel for the prosecution ; Mr. Tickell
for the defence. Evidence was given that the copyright of the photo-
graph in (juestion of Miss Auderson was vested in Mr. Henry Van der
\Veyde, of 182, liegent-street, and it was alleged that the pirated
copies liad been sold by the deft-ndant to hawkers at the rate of six
sliillings per gross. Among other places at which they were sold was
at the recent World's Fair at the Agricultural Hall, and it was
asserted that the defendant when selling tliein advised that they
should not bo publicly e.x|x)sed. Mr. Tickell submitted that the
defendant had no guilty knowledge that the photograph was a piracy,
and stated that he had sold none since his attention liad been drawn to
the matter. The Lord Mayor said the defendant had been before the
Court previously in discreditable circumstances connected with the
sale of photographs, and he thought the case was proved. The defen-
dant then pleaded "Guilty" on the other nine charges, the circura-
Btances being said to be the same. The Lord Mayor fined the
di:fendant £10 in each of two cases and £3 Ss. costs in each, and
respited judgment in the remainder of the charges. The defendant
paiil the line. On Saturday last, the 22nd, the same defendant,
William Smith, was also prosecuted at the Worship-street Police
Court, by Messrs. Poulteu and Son, of Lee, Kent, for selling pirated
photograplis.

Supreme Court of JpDtc.iTCRE—Qpeen's Bench Division.—On
Saturday last, the 22ud instant, before Mr. Justice Denman aud Mr.
Justice ilanisty, the case of Martinucci versux Martinucci was tried.
This action arose out of the following circumstances :—Lombardi, the
elder brother of the defendant, came to Kugland, and subsequently
carried on the business of a photographer at Brighton and in London.
1 ie was followed by the defendant Kugcnio ; and they became connected
together iu business. The elder brother made various advances to the
younger, who, on the 2(Jth February, 1880, gave him an I U for
£642 23. Id. On the 28th May following £200 was paid off this debt,
and the widow of Lombardi now sued to recdver the oalance. The case
for the defence was that on the 10th July, 1880, his brother brought
the I U, gave it up to him, saying "Let all tl-.e past be buried, and
liegin again," and it was arranged that the defendant should from that
time manage the London house. Lombardi died in August following,
and in January, 1881, the defendant was applied to for the balance due
by him, and he then produced the I U and gave that account of how
it had been delivered up to him. It bore upon it, in the handwriting
of Lombardi, "Received on account, £200, 28th May, 1880," and it

was suggested by the plaintiff that the defendant might have improperly
l>08ses8ed himself of the document. The trial took place before Mr.
Justice Smith, when the verdict was for the defendant, but the present
application was for a new trial, upon the ground that the verdict was
against the weiKlit of evidence. —Mr. Willis, Q.C, and Mr. Glyn were
for the plaintiff; and Mr. Lockwood, Q.C, and Mr. Sharp for the
defendant. —Mr. Justice Denman, in giving judgment, went elaborately
through the facts of the case, and said that the question raised was one
which was eminently with the jury. The Judge who tried the case
said that it was one of some doubt and difficulty, aud there was a great
deal to bo said in favour of one view and of the other. Tlie whole
thing was fully discussed before the jury, and he was not dissatisfied
with the verdict. The Court, on their part, could not say that it was
aa unreasonable verdict, and therefore they could not interfere.—
Motion dismissed with costs.

RECUEATION IN AUT.'
PHOT0<i(i.\piir, of all the arts, i< <me of the uiiist )>ractinMe »M a iiouice of
recreation in the lar(»i'«t and widest mjnse. It givcii opiKirtuuity for the
ohiploymoiit of every faculty. Uraiu and hand, inuaclu and 'nerve roust
equally come into i>lay. lint not only th«.«', which are but tlie generalities
ot our posHessions - there mir<t come into full occupation Uu-te, judgment,
observation, a quick sense ijf harmony, of snaco and time, of crums and
otTect, and, above all, a deep kniiwled'.jo and love of nature. To him who
possosfMM tlio.<e tpialitios not only will photography be an nrailaUe art, but
one in which ho will find endless and ••n-i-wideuiiig recreation.
On the other haiiil, to him who is cuiitent to loam merely the techni-

calities of the art, going no further than the acquisition of such kuowledKU
as will enable him to secure a plate and a subsequent print therefrom, the
word " recreation " dw.i not characterise his work in any great dejfiee, and
much less tlio term "artistic." There is alwu.vs the question of degree in
every subject, and it would be folly not to aiclniii that occupation in its

humblest form is not rest and recreation t<i M>me. To that ext<-nt the
nianipvilativt- details involved in the t.aking of a phobigraph may lie called
" recreation." But it is not in that sense that I would sjjeak of phot<igrapliy
as a rooreation. It is only recreation in a true sense when it draws out
slumbering talents, unused faculties, discarded aims, or faded aspira-
tions.

To the man who h.as Ijeen engrosMKl all his life in the drudgery of husiness,
occupying a certain round of faculties, ilay by day, in unvarying monotony
but e.\hausting pertinacity, it is evident that by far the larger and, it may
be, the bett<.'r part of his being is entirely unused. These, by their inactivity,

are liable to languor and die; and, as a matter of fact, I believe that mont
people suffer the loss, through time, of many i>owers which were in their
youth latent and waiting to be devoloiiod, but which, in the exigencies of

the calling which they had to pursue, were allowed to become fallow, and
ultimately dropped out of sight.

There are village Ham|jdens occurring every day iu the crushing system
of .ipijcialitiea demanded by the nature of our civilisation, and it is only by
an accident, by sickness or some such cause, that we diicover in a full-

fledged medical man, for instance, such a consummate artist and etcher as

Symon Hadcn. Artists do not lie hidden in enrff doctor any more than
wisdom lurks under every gown ; but it may be safely affirmed that there
are possibilities of art-culture latent in every one, be his daily calling what
it may, and no better iustniments exist for Cidling these possibilities into

play than the camera and the sensitive plate.

^Vith these a mau may discover a whole continent in himself of powers
and caiiacities that were known neither to himself nor his friends. Many
ill this Society, I have no doubt, could verify that assertion in their
own exiieriences. By the use of the camera they have come to realise

what beauty aud grandeur U in nature, and their great ambition as well as
delight is to be able to secure transcripts of these as mementos of things
their souls now love. Before they knew it form had no poetry, no enchant-
ment for them. Outlines and space were but elements of objects that were
so common, and of "the nature of things," as to be unworthy of observa-
tion. Now the camera has shown to them that all things, the commonest
aud the meanest, have a beauty, a charm, and a character that is not only
worthy of passing observation, but of tran.scriptiim and preservation. Need
I refer, in illustration of this, to the last popular entertainment of the
Society. On that occasion (as well as on many former ones) there were re-

presentations of objects the charm of which lay entirely in the delineation
of form. This was particularly the case in groups of cattle and of birds.

Few people but would confess to a liking of either horses or swans from
their boyhood up—that liking resting, however, chiefly, if not entirely, on
the intelligence and gentleness of the creatures rather than on their sestnetio
qualities. Those, on the other hand, who "took" tliose grouiw I have
referred to, took them because they had come to appreciate and love fonn.
I say nothing about the sentiment that may exist in a picture of cattle
listlessly standing knee-deep in a stream, or of sheep browsing on a quiet
hill-side. Their motions are not the least of the aspects that strike the
mental excitation. But where you find an amateur "catching" horses
standing heads and tails in a stubble field, with no picturesque accessories
to enhance or even to form a picture, be sure that he has his mind bent on
securing tho.se graceful lines, those fascinating contours that have ever
made the hoi-se a favourite with artists and lovers of nature. He has
caught the infection of beauty, and is on the way to understand its

lirinciides without the tedious drudgery of studying dehuition, explanations,
aud all the parai>hernalia of science and literature. Already he has
mastered, (jcrhaps, more than Hogarth could impart to him in his in-

teresting Usual/ on Beauti/, with his investigations into the secrets of
the ancient masters, and his laborious conclusion that it consisted after
all in the u.se of the curved or spiral line—the line of beauty and of
grace.

But, besides form, which is the chief object of the camera to secure,
there is the indication of air, space and distance, tone, colour, and
definition to be obtained; and those must first be seen and appreciated
Ixffore they will find their projwr representation in the finished picture.

This also, it is gratifying to say, was well illustrated iu the collection

shown at the last meeting. Sonie sea-pieces, with yachts in full sail and
steamers en route, showed considerable feeling of tone and air effect, both
sky and sea lieiug in many cases harmonised remarkably ; so soft and at

the same time so firm wore the relative tone-values that no difficulty waa
experienced iu distinguishing degi-ees of distance and local effects. Those
who set themselves to take "pictures from nature" by the camera are
thus bringing themselves into contact with the very spirit of nature, from
which contiict, with its dee()er knowledge and keener insight, there arises

love and aduiiraticm—a desire,ever to be with it, to share its bounties;

and this is the essence of real lesthetic recreation.

J. HiTcuraoK SiMPsos.

' Concluded from pagt liiT.
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RECENT PATENTS.

PATENTS APPLIED POE.
No. 5,134.—"Engraving by Photograpliy without Ketimch on my System

of Metal." L. DE iiovx.—Dated March lit, 1884.

No. 5,353.
—" Photogra)ihic Exchans* Boxes, with Sleeve for Preventing

the Penetration of Light to the Plates." (Complete.) U. K.iYSBR.—i^afft/
March 24, 1884.

SPECIFICATION PUBLiaHED DURING THE PAST WEEK.

MANUFACTURE OF PLIABLE PLATES AND SURFACES AS
A SUBSTITUTE FOR GLA.SS FOR PHOTOORAPHIC

PURPOSES, &c.

The following i.s the specification of Joseph Julius S.\chs, London, a

communication to him from Messieurs Fickeisseu and Becker, Villingen,

Baden, (Jcrmany.

This invention relates to the manufacture of pliable plates and surfaces

for various purposes. These [ilates or surfaces can be iirepared from paper,

cloth, or other suitable fabrics or materials, but by iireference from white

paper which contains very little size and does not possess much grain.

This paper is first extended on a frame or other arrangement, according to

the size of the plate or surface which is desired. After it is dry, the surface

is covered in any convenient manner with a fine varnish or composition,

such as copal varnish, fcu' the purpose of rendering the fabric transparent;

it is then dried, and after it is quite dry the surface is rendered smooth by
the application of powdered pumice stone or other suitable material, or

it may be smoothed by suitable machinery. This process of smoothing may
be repeated, if necessary, two or three times until the surface or plate is

smooth or transparent. The surface so prepared is then covered on one or

both sides with a solution of gelatine, isinglass, or other substance possess-

ing similar properties, and allowed to dry. The surface so prepared may,
if desired, be further treated with a preparation of ox-gall from which the

fatty matter has been extracted by acetate of alumina or similarly acting

agents which will precipitate the fat of the gall, the resulting preparation

being then passed through a filter, whereby a clear solution will be obtamed
with whicli the plate or surface may be covered so as to secure the safe re-

ception of the emulsion for photographic or other use. Instead of ox-gall

any similarly acting substance or material may be used.

The plates or sheets prepared as above may be used with great advantage
in reproducing Iphotographs from nature in lines or stii>ples for calico and
other printi»g, as the stipples or lines can be printed first on the material
before it is made transparent. Any photographic design or drawing can be
p>it on the transparent surface in the usual w.ay, and by using the said film

as a negative or positive in photographing from nature or from a drawing
half-tones will be reproduced in lines and stipples available for any kind of

printing. As these plates or sheets are waterproof they can also be used as

surfaces upon which can be printed or produced all kinds of ornamental
and useful work.
Having now described and particularly ascertained the nature of my said

invention, and the manner in which the same is or may be used or carried
into effect, I would observe, in conclusion, that what I consider to be novel
and original, and therefore claim as the invention secured to me by the
hereinbefore in part recited letter patent is—the manufacture of pliable

plates or surfaces by treating paper or other fabric in the manner herein-
befwe described.

ON BICHROMATED GELATINE FILMS AND THE
STANNOTYPE PROCESS.

[\ communication to the Glasgow and West of Scotland Amateur Photographic
Association.]

The action of light on the bichromates in presence of organic matter has
lieen known for a very consideralile period. JIungo Ponton, in 1839, was
the first to ba.se a process on this reaction. He ajjplied a solution of
jiotassium bichromate to paper, dried it in the dark, and on exposing
tf) light he found that it darkened very considerably. The chromic acid in
the salt was reduced to chromic oxide. Placing paper prepared in this
manner behind a copperplate engraving, and exjjosing to light, a negative
copy of the engravmg was oljtained. To fix such a picture all tlnit was
necessary was to wash in water so as to dissolve away the unaltered bichro-
mate. Here is a [irint obtained in a similar manner from a copperplate
engraving, and which you see is a negative reproduction that is capable of
producing in its turn a i)icture havmg the lights and shades as in the
original.

Becquerel (1840) demonstrated that the reduction of the bichromate was
due to the presence of the size in the paper. He devised a process which
consisted in mixing the bichromate with starch paste and ai)plying it

to paper. On exiiosing to light under a cop|ierplate engraving, and
afterwards immersing in an alcoholic solution of iodine, a blue reproduction
of the engraving was obtained. The rationale of this change was due to the
fact that in those i>art8 where the light had not penetrated (the dark parts
of the engraving) the starch remained unaltered, and was able to form blue
iodide of starc'n. This iodide of starch is, howe\'er, a \ery unstable
substance, and altliough the picture appears strong enough when wet
it loses a good deal of its character in drying, changing from blue to a pale
violet. Here is one of Becquerel's pictures.

Hunt worked also with the bichromates, and to the various processes he
brought forward he gave the generic name of " chromatype." They consist
essentially in forming a chromate of copper in the paper, and, after expo-

<>r mercury salts. Some of these early light pictures I have here repro-
duced.

While it was sufficiently apparent that light had wrought a change in

the bichromate employed in tliese examples, it was further discovered that
the organic matter was itself .altered in its physical chariujter ; in fact,

Becquerel's method of producing a picture with the lights and shades the
same as the <»rigiual, shows clearly that tlie starch had been acted on
where the light liad access in such a way as to lose its characteristic pro-
jierty of forming a l)lue compound with iodine. Mixed with a bichromate
and exposed to light, gelatine, gum, starch, albumen, Ac, were all found to

be rendered insoluble. .

Now, what is the cause of tliis insolubility? Two theories have been
jnit forward to account for it :—1st. Tii.it the organic matter is oxidisetl at

the expense of the chroiiuito wliich is reduced to chromic oxide, and the
insoluble body is virtually oxidised organic matter.—L'nd. That the
cn-ganic matter forms a true compound with the chromic oxide reduced V>y

liglit. This view was first propounded by Mr. J. W. Swan, of Newcastle,
in a paper read before the Photographic Society of (ireat Britain on May
10th, 1870, and it is the one which has the most evidence in its favour.

There is, however, mu«l^ complexity involved in the chemistry of the
matter.
Mr, J. Spiller has been making some experiments with the varioUi^

chromates and bichromates with a view to unravel some of tliese reactions,

and those interested will find a sliort article bj' the gentleman in question
in the Year Book for the current year, giving some details of what he has
done and intends doing.
In addition to the prints already shown, where bichromate of potash has

been emiiloyed as the sensitising agent, I have one or two here prepared
with ammonium bichromate and the normal chromate of ammonium. In
the case of normal chromate, or yellow chromate of potash, light has no
great reducing action. In the case of the normal chromate ammonium
it is a very sensitive body indeed. A very curious fact in connection with
these changes was demonstrated by Captain Aljuey. Taking a piece of

paper coated with gelatine rendered insoluble by alum and duly sensitised

with a bichromate, and exposing untter a negative, he placed it in contact
with a piece of carlion also impregnated with a bichromate, and the two
surfaces were kept in the dark and raider pressure for some ten to twelve
hours. Tlie jiaper tliat had received the impress of liglit communicated
the action which the light had started to tile pigmented tissue, the result

being that a iiicture is obtainable on the film which luad never been
exposed to light.

The great experimenter in this field of work w.as undoubtedly the French
chemist, Poitevin. It is by his researches more than by any other that the
whole superstructure of carbon printing, autotype printing, tiie jiowder
processes, tlie various collotype or printing with lithographic ink proces.ses,

has been riiised. As far back as 1848 we find Poitevin devoting himself to

the production of photographic relief pictures. He named his process
" helioplastie," and liis moilux operandi was as foUuws :— .-V bichroraated
gelatine film was exposed to light under a positive or negative, according
to the nature of tlie relief [licture wanted. It was developed by being
allowed to swell in cold water, whereby those parts acted on by light

refused to swell, while those th.at had been protected swelled. This relief

picture was hardened in a solution of sulphate of iron, and, after draining,
a plaster cast was taken of it. From this again, Uy means of a fusible

compositi<in, another casting was taken, to utilise which he coated with
copper by means of a galvanic current. Poitevin, however, does not seem
to have carried his researches sufficiently far to have made his process a
truly practical one. In reading the record of tliese early experiment-*
Poitevin seems always to have worked witli gelatine in the moist state.

It is to Woodbury that we are indebted for a rational jirocess of relief

printing, and the reaction by which he obtains liis reliefs is the solubility

in warm water of those parts of a bichromated film which have been pro-

tected from the light. Woodbury's patent for the ]iroduction of those
pictures known under the name of or " Woodburytype" was taken
out in 18*)(). We are more or less -familiar with these productions, and
their beauty, ajjart from the fact of their absolute permanence, attests

the value of tliis very perfect photo-mechanical process. It may be
interesting to note that all those jiictures of actors and actresses which
appear in the magazine. The Theatre, are done by Woodburytype. In
France the process does not bear the name of its inventor, but is kninyii

under the designation of "photoglyptie." The Woodbury process, while
giving such excellent results, is by no means one which amateurs could
avail themselves of, as it necessitates the employment of a hydraulic press,

whereby the hard gelatine relief is pressed into a bed of lead or other soft

metal, which forms the printing mould. However, Woodbury, witliin

these last two years, has brought forward a process which meets, I think,

the requirements of amateurs. To this he has given the name of

"stannotype," inasmuch as the relief picture is covered with tinfoil.

'"Tintype ' might have expressed the same idea more gi-ajihically, but I

think you will admit it lacks dignity.
In Woodburytype the start is made with a negative, in st.annotype with

a ))Ositive or transparency; and Woodbury recommends that this be pro-

duced by the carbon jirocess. The negative from wliich this is iiroduced
\vill require to be masked, so as to give clear glass all r<mnd the finished

transparency. The reason for this will be obvious as we go tin. The
timing (jf the exposure of the tissue under the negative must be regulated
by a photometer, and Woodbury's fonn of this instrument you have here.

After the exjiosurc has been completed develo|iment of the tissue is to be

made on a coUodioniscd glass plate well washed to free it from the etlier

and alcohol. The tissu" having been allowed to soften in water for a short

period is squeegeed on to the glass plate, and, after remaining some little

time in contact, the jilate with the tissue is plunged into water about 'Jo'

Fivhr., when the de\elopment of the jiicturo takes pKace as soon as the
original pai>er of tlu tissue comes away.

V ou thus have a positive [licture rever.sed as regiirds right and left, and
outside of the picture you have clear glass. The reversal of the picture at

this stage is necessary, otherwise your mould woulil throw ifi' i-ovci-sed

prints. Tliese carbon transparencies require, as a rule, strengthcuiug, and
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for thii i)iiri)osi> >i Bivliilimi "f punii^iis.inate of |)(it:>3li ia made use of—

a

qimrtcr o( au imiici' of iR'nii;ui;j[.iiiatc to oiii! pint of \vat>'r. This givo* a

iKuiactinic colour to the picture tlio cliaracter of wliicli you can juilgp of

from tlio oxamjile I now put forward. You will coy that this jiicturt liaH

bocn masked in «ucli a way a^ to leave » margin of about ono-ciglitli of an
intli clear gliins all round the picture. l'"or my own convenience I have
made the tr.iuHparency on a whoU'plate, but of course the half-plato would
have been the correct size on which to have produced the tran»iiar«ncy.

W. Lano, Jun.

(To be concluded in our next.)

(Dur (Btritorial tMt.—

—

Mauio-v .vnu Co.'s BECii.'fTKnED Washiko Apparatcs.

\Vk have recently had the pleasure of iiispootlhg a new apparatus for

washing prints, just introduced by Messrs. Marion and Co., which

possesses sever.il novel and interesting fe.atures. The main principle of

the apparatus consists in the fact that the prints are kept in constant

motion during the period of washing, and this, combined with a very

pDrfect system of in- and out-How of the water, greatly curtails the

duration of the operation, and thus contributes to the brilliancy and

permanency of the prints.

Tiie apparatus, of which wo give a diagram, consists of an outer

casing of wood enclosing a perforated metal vessel of peculiar form,

which, in conjunction

with the system of

inflow, causes the

prints to partake of

a constant rotary
motion during the

whole period of wash-

ing. As will be seen

by the figure, the

water is admitted by

a double series of jets

playing in different

directions, so as to

set up two separiite

currents. The front

of the inner metallic

r tuiMiber is shaped in

I ' irctilar form, the

1 usult of which is that

by the action of the

in-llow the current

take5 a rotary direc-

tion, c.irryiii,4 the pniitd buluiv ...c .:;::. ice until they encounter the

force of the second scries of jets, -when they are again driven into

the first current. The direction of the jets may be varied to such a

degree that, on the oho hand, the prints may be diiven into one

corner of the apparatus ; or, on the other, it becomes impossible for a

single one to lind a resting-place anywhere— in fact, so long as the

water supply lasts the prints are in perpetual motion.

The outflow is from the bottom of the outer vessel, the water

entering the inner one. From this it results that a const.iut circulation

is proceeding through the perforations of the latter, and, consequently,

a uiOit perfect and rapid diffusion of the hypo. So perfect is this

diffusion that an hour's washing serves to entirely remove all traces of

the obnoxious salt.

The appar.itus is compact and self-contained. It can be closed and

left to work by itself, requiring no attention after the in-flow and out-

flow pipes have been once regulate 1 ; and, aa there are no mechanical

arrangements ti become disarranged, there is little chance of any

damage from accidental overflow. Tiie apparatus, which is registered,

is made iu varioui sizes to suit different reciuirements, and we can

recommeuil those of our readers who are in search of such a thing to

pay a visit to Messrs. Marion and Co.'s establishment.

"LrTHER ^[II,LBR'S AMBITION-," AND " TwO SaXOX MaIDES.S."

These are two volumes which have been sent to us by the Wesleyan

Methodist Sunday School Union. With their literary merits we need

not concern ourselves, the ration iVrlfr of their being submitted to us

consisting in the photographic aid that has been lent to certain illustra-

tions with which they are embellished, the process of "ink-photo."

priuting having been pressed into the service. .

ffittW\\%% of ^ncietiis,

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIEa FOR NEXT WEEK.
Niuno of Sodoty.

Uhcffleld

llalifav

Bolton Club
<*loHiK>p Dale
Buni!V(>]ciit J ,

.

Edinburgh
North KUitTordahire . . ,

.

Photf>yrftphi(! Club
London and Provincial
South London
Bolt')!!

Lee<ls

Gla^^ow
Dundee
Coventip'
Yorkshire Colle}(e

PtaM or Ueetlnc.

Vreemuona' Hair, 8orre]r-<t.iH.t.

Courier Ofllee, K<^ent-stree..
Tho Studio, Chancory-Iane.
OlOKionCoircc Palace, IliKb-atreet.

Idl, Afdcrs^ate-iitreet.

Hall. f>, Ht. Andrew.8<|i!arc.

Town Hall, Hanley.
Ai!dc-rtoii's Hotel, Meet-street.
Hajions' Hall, ]^Hii!i;haU'8treet.

Society of Art^, Joh!|.st., Adelphi.
The Baths.
Philo>w!phieaI Hall.

177, Buchanan-street.
Laii!l)'.s Hotel, Bcform-Mreet.
Coventry Dis])cnsary.

Collc;<e, Cookrid(fc-Mtreet.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.
At the technical meeting of this Society, held on Tuesday last, the 2Sth
instant, the chair was occupied by Mr. J. Spiller, F.C.S., Vice-
President.
A question was road, emanating from Mr. W. M. Ashman :—" Informa-

tion is desired as to the probable cause of tlio albumen leaving the surface
of the i)aper in the case of prints," a number of which were shown. These
jiriuts were sent up to Mr. Ashman from a well-known large establish-

ment, and the effect was certainly very curious. In parts the surface f)f

tho paper appeared to be i;one, as though two prints had Ijcen stuck
together and torn apart. The appearance came on in the washing, when
the surface was so soft that it might be rubl>ed away.
Mr. T. Seba.stian Davis inquired whether the strength of the bath upon

which the pai>er had been floated was known.
Mr. AsilMAX replied that he had no information on that head.
Mr. Davis thought that the bath was prolmbly too weak.
Ml'. W. KNor.A.si! suggested that the paper might have been doubly

albumenisod, and that the two coats Ixad .separated.

Mr. AsnM.\N said that samples of the same pajK^r had been sent to him,
and he had not found the disintegration to occur. He thought that the
pajier had been sensitised in too cold a room, in consequence of which tho
bath had its tenacity or hold upon tlic paper. Some two years ago, when
sensitising in very cold weather, tho same thing had liap|)cned with him.
If the drying-room had been kept at a temiwralure of CO" he thought that
the bad result would not have o:;curred.

Mr. ENfii.ANi) thought hard sizing of the paper might account for the
result. With .Saxe paper such a thing did not happen.
Another question was read:- " In using Mr. Spiller's method of reducing

the intensity of giilatine nag.itives by a s ilution of salt, alum, and sulphate
of copper, may tiie sams liquid be used a second time?"
The Chaikman said that all the ingredients were so inexpensive that it

was not worth while to do so ; the strength would be reduced by use, anJ
the operator would not, with a varying solution, so well know what he was
about.
Mr. Ashman showed a printing-frame for holding opal plates in register-

ing with the negative, so th.at the course of the printing might be watched.
He produced a print upon opal glass which had been, in tho course of
of printing, lifted and replaced six times, and no indication of shift was
liorceptible. A de.scription of this frame will be found in our report of the
London and Provincial Photographic Association.
The Chairman considered the idea a very good one.
Ml-. Best showed some cabinet portraits illustrating the difference of

width and length produced by cutting the paper the length or cross way of
the .sheet.

Mr. W. E. Debexham observed that the immediate cause of the difference
was not the cutting of the papei-, but tlie mounting of the prints when damp.
If they were dried and mounted in the manner shown some time since by
Mr. A. Cowan, they would bo alike, whichever way the paper had been
cut. As it was, neither those which seemed the longer nor those which
appeared the broader were true, but a medium between them would be.
Mr. F. W. DoNKiN measured the prints, and found the diffen-nce to be

about seven millimetres in 150, or nearly five \Kt cent. The actual dis-

tortion would be half that amount.
Mr. Debenham then showed a folding lantern for travelling. For a

friend whose eyes had suffered fi-om the red light given by the cherry
fabric with which it had been originally fitted, Tie had sulwtituted deep
yellow paper and two thicknesses of the green oiled silk sold at chemists'
for surgical purposes. Of the two illuminating sides one was furnished
with a single thickiies.s of the yellow pa|>er in addition to the silk, and the
other side with two thicknesses. A candle was placed inside.

The Chaikman considered the light through the double pai>er side suffi-

cient to read by and ample for development.

_ A iio£;ative was priKluced which had been develoiied with the dish alxmt
six inches distant frtmi the light without showing any indication of light

fog. The plate was a quick one of about three times the rapidity of the
average rapid commercial plato.

It was inquired :—What was a projier test for judging of the visual
luminosity of any particular light.

Mr. Dkuknham said that he had judged from the case with which ho
cnuld sec the details iif a negative; but a boik might l>e used, and tho
distance noted at which certain tyi)o covild bo read. Plates exposed a
given time at this reading distance could the« be developed togeuw tm^
exftuiined m to which gave the least image.
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Mr. T. EoLAS remarked that the ].rinted matter used should be black

and white, as colours would show with varying distinctness under lights of

different colours.

Mr. Dkbenham said that a gelatine plate was yellowish, and he thouuht
that to be more exact the xjaper should be as nearly as possible of the same
colour.

The Chairman remarked that he had a work on photography, published

in 1854, in which gelatine was mentioned as a vehicle for the pnotographic

image. He believed that that was tlie first publication of the suggestion.

It was mentioned as the objection to its use that, although the image came
out well, the film dissolved in the developer.

Mr. BoLAs observed that that was Poitevin'.s process.

Mr. Hekbert B. Berkeley showed a spring shutter, known as Reynolds
and Branson's. An adaptation had now been added which enabled the

operator to give at choice, instead of the very rapid exposure, a controlled

one of from one-quarter of a second to three seconds.

On the subject of measuring the speed of shutters being discussed,

Mr. Uebenham .said that Mr. A. Haddon had measured one which he had
in use, and found that from the commencement of the opening of the lens

until it was quite closed occu))ied ifj of a second. As the lens was only

entirely open a very small portion of this time, it was about equal to an
exposure of Jj of a second it the lens had been entirely open all the time.

The means employed by Mr. Haddon was a vibrating spring furnished

with a bristle, which registered its motion upon a smoked glass.

Mr. C, Ray Woods said that Captain Abney had described tliis method
before the Society of Arts about three years ago, but with the difference

that he used a tuning-fork, which was superior to a spring, as the rate of

its vibrations was known.

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
At the meeting of this S:iclety, held on the 20th instant, the chair was
occupied by Mr. J. Traill Taylor.
Mr. W. M. Ashman showed a frame for use when (irinting upon

golatino-chloride plates, made by himself from tlie construction of Mr.
Otford. An ordinary half-plate printing-frame of the kind in general use
is taken, and a plate is jnit in as a bed for any smaller-sized negative; close

to the ends of the plate, and as near to the corners as the frame will permit,
four pins are inserted veitically into the wooden frame. The back consists

of a sheet of metal, such as ferrotype plate, pierced with holes to fit

on the pins and ensure registration. On the middle of this back is a broad
ring of india-rubber, which, being firmly riveted to the metal back with a
metal ring or washer between it and the slieet metal, is depressed in the
centre and forms a sucker or pneumatic holder for lifting the opal for exa-
mination, and replivciu;? it in the same position upon the negative. The
ordinary back is then put in place and fastened down by springs as usual.
Mr. A. L. Hf.x'dehson" said he thought the old plan of working against

fixed stoi)s was better, as thire was then no play and the registration was
consequently truer.

Mr. A. CJovvAN considered that there was an advantage in some such ar-
rangement as the one exhibited, as it prevented any sliding motion of the
two surfaces of the negative and transparency. This sliding movement
with both surfaces was very liable to produce scratches. Ho (Mr. Cowan)
then handed rouud a portrait negative taken on a plate given him for
trial by Mr. Henderson. The exposure had been one second and a-half,

with diaphragm / or No. 4 on the universal system. An ordln.ary rapid
commercial plate imder the same conditions required three times the expo-
sure which had been sufficient for this one.
Mr. Hkxuei»on said that the plate was prepared by a method of which

he would give details at a future meeting. For the present, however,
he would state that there was a new departure, in that the silver bromide
had been formed by double decomposition, in the absence of all colloid
bodies, the gelatine being subsequently added.
Mr. J. B. B. Wellington inquired whether there was much silver in the

e.nulsion.

Mr. Hexi)EU.son rejilied that there was 240 grains of nitrate to fifteen
ounces; and, in answer to another querist, said that it had been added to
the gelatine at a tem|)erature of 120'.

Mr. A. Hakdon remarked that some years back it had been suggested to
form the bromide from chroniate of silver.

Mr. HENi)EH.-iON said that an easy method of making a pellicle
negative was to stretch fine paper—such as that known as p'ipier mineral—over a glass plate and paste the edges over the back. When dry, the
plate was coated with emulsion in the usual way, and could at any tiino bo
separated from the glass by cutting round the edge.
The Chairman said that the objection to paper for negatives on account

of its grain was not so real as was supposed. He had seen Tnlbotype
negatives where the paper grain did not prevent the titles of books, which
were iu a picture of a library, from being legibly depicted. With the
gelatino-bromide process, as the image was upon, and not in, the paper,
the grain should be even less objectionable. Papkr mineral was, he
believed, made translucent with paraffine; but he would be glad if any
gentleman gave details of its preparation.
Mr. W. Coles said that a firm who prepared gelatino-bromide paper for

negatives had two negatives on views—one on glass and one on paper.
Prints from these were shown to those likely to be interested, and in most
oases they selected the ])rint from the paper negative as that which they
would consider to have been produced from the glass one.
Mr. MoL'i, thought that if the paper were made transparent with castor

oil in other the grain would not show. Some time since he had exhibited
prints at this Association which had been made from negatives thus pre-
pared.
Mr. J. J. Bbibinshaw showed a lantern transparency of French manu-

laoturo, the two glasses of which were only as thick as one ordinary glass.
This made auoh'slides very portsble.

Mr. Cowan said that there was great difficulty m obtaining sucn thin

glass, and the price was about four times that of glass of ordinary thickness.

Mr. W. E. Debenham observed that, while both glasses were thm, one

was much thinner than the other. A question being asked as to ready-

sensitised paper,
. . ,,

Mr. W. M. Ayres said he considered it inferior to that which could

be sensitised in the ordinary way, and as it contained less silver the prints

upon it were not so likely to be permanent. In his own practice he used a

sixty-grain bath, floated for three minutes, and added one ounce of silver

for every.ten sheets sensitised.

Mr. 1)EBENHAM formerly used a sixty-gi-ain bath, and floated for three

minutes, but, with pajjcr now sold, he found a forty-grain solution bath

and floating one or two minutes to answer better. After each six sheets

had been floated, two ounces of a ninety-grain solution of silver were

added, which kept up the strength and quantity,

Mr. R. Chipperfield and Mr. F. G. Nichols were elected members of the

Association,

DUNDEE AND EAST OF SCOTLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSOCIATION.

Tuts Society had a special lantern evening on Thursday, the 20th instant,

at which there was a very large attendance of members and their friends.

Mr. J. C. Cox presided.
,

The principal feature of the exhibition was a lantern slide competition

ojien to members, the number of slides being limited to three each. Voting

papers were distributed amongst the members present, and 300 marks

were allowed to each voter for each set of tliree slides. The following were

the results of the voting:—Jno. Mathewson, 4,111 marks; D. Ireland,

3,980; D. Ireland, Jun., 3,901; J. Y. Refers, 2,595; A. Simpson, 2,.532;

J, R. Wilson, 2,355; W. M. Martin, 2,002.

Many of the slides were on Chapman's gelatino-allniinen jilates and
several on Cowan's chloride plates—the whole, with one or two exceptions,

reflecting great credit on the exhibitors,

A lantern exhibition then followed, to which Messrs. Valentine,

Mathewson, Ireland, Wilson, Martin, Rogers, Ritchie, and others con-

tributed.

A frame of transparencies, kindly sent by Mr. Cowan, was shown and

very much admired, and several members expressed their determination to

make a trial of these plates, which as yet are not in gener.al use here.

Mr. Jno. W. Lawdon exhibited and explained a new American camera,

embodying a number of ingenious movements.
The usual votes of thanks brought an exceedingly enjoyable evening to

a close.

BERLIN ASSOCIATION FOR THE CULTIVATION OF
PHOTOGRAPHY.

This Association met on the loth ultimo,—Professor H, W. Vogel, Presi-

dent, in the chair.
.

The Chaiuhan read the programme of an industrial and electrical

exhibition which is to take place in August, at TcpLitz. He then showed

a number of photographic views of Colorado, by Mr. Jackson, of Denver,

and afterwards reported concerning his expa-iments with two of Dallmeyer s

wide-angle lenses.

Herr Gehelmrath Busse, director of the State printing establishment,

showed a number of excellent photof)raiuiT.i printed in that est-ablishment,

representing statuary and other objects, principally antiquities bdhiymg
to the royal museum.
The Chairman exhibited a couple of photograjihs of coloured pictmes—

one an old Italian fresco, and the other a fresco by Cornelius. These

pictures were i)hotographed in the one case by a Berlin firm with ordinary

collodion, and in the other by M. Braun, of Dornach, with collodion espe-

cially intended for photographing coloured objects by staining the collo-

dion film. The result obtained in the last case was pronounced quite a

photographic triumph, the subject appearing with great fidelity.

Some annoyance the Chairman had experienced in connection with

a recent case in which he was referee brought up the subject of the

payment or non-payment by the customer for a sitthig when the proofs

resulting did not give satisfaction, .

The subject was discussed at some length, the gener.al feeling seeming to

be that in the long run it would do the photographer more hann to ex.act

payment in such cases than he should gain by the small sum he would

obtain,

A variety of subjects of no general interest were then discussed,

Herr Joop recommended a reducer of the following proportions :--

Ferrous oxalate developer, two parts ; concentrated solution of cyanide of

potassium, one part. The latter must be filtered, otherwise a grey precipi-

tate will form upon the film.

The Chairjian remarked that he preferred to use iodine water for re-

ducing plates.

Shortly afterwards the meeting was adjourned.

SoTTOig^^N is a beginner, and finds that his fingers become stained by the

develoi>er to a greater extent than he likes, He should obtain rubber

finger-stalls, which are sold for photographers' use by most dealers,

"Southend" encloses two ferrotypes, both badly fogged. It is evident

that his silver bath is quite out of order. Let him neutralise it with bicar-

bonate of soda, expose to sunlight for a few hours, then filter and acidulate.

During the time it is being subjected to this treatment he ought to make
use of a new. bath. In reply to another query : there are no iJates sold

%eady sensitised on which to obtain collodion positives.
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The Rev. B. P. is desirous of ascertaining a reliable process for silvoring a
glass concave mirror which ho has had ground for ptioto-adtrononucal
pnr|M>soa, and wishes to bo referred to any g<K)d formula for this purpose.
We advise him to procure sopics of our A[.MANAC'« for the years 187;< and
187!) rispectively, and in these he will find two prtjcosses nearly allied to

each other, both of which are equally good.

"Is there a reasonable chance of a collodion transfer remaining nnchan^d
for a few yeai-s? Or do you consider an enlargement upon gelatiuo-
chloride (or bromide) paper lilsely to be more durable ? — 1' BED. B.
KrsHTOx." There is no reason why an enlargement made according
to either of these systems will not last several years, provided care be
taken in the manipulations. It has been stated that collodion transfers
fade; but, in most cases, these have been specimens fini.-thed in trans-

parent oil colours, many of which colours, as known to artists, will

bleach on exposure to strong light. But this d<ies not prove that the
photographs m themselves fade. What we have said applies to gelatine
as well as to collodion pictures.

S. S. K. inquires :
—" What advantage is claimed on behalf of carbonate

of soda over ammonia in alkaline development? I have tried both
nieth)«ls most carefully, and find that the soda develoiwr necessitates a
lenger exposure being given to the negative than when ammonia is em-
ployed. What, then, constitutes its advantages, and have others found
the same thing to result from its use?" In reply : Mr. H. J. Newton,
who is one of the most strenuous advocates of soda, claims that it is more
stable in its action, and that the developing power is more continuous,
if rather slow. We do not think tliat many photographers have recognised
in it the possession of any virtue over ammonia, which, from its greater
energy, occupies the position of prime favourite. The yellow stain im-
parted to the gelatine film liy soaa development is also by many held to
be objectionable, although it can doubtless be removed by treatment
with hydrochloric or oxalic acid and alum.

PvBO. asks ;
—" Are there any means by w hich I can effectively mask or

otherwise alter a negative so as to cause it to print less harshly than it

floes at present ? It was made by the collodion process, and is varnished."
We advise that the intensity of the negative be eqvialised in the

following manner :—Make the back quite clean, and give it a coating of

greatly - diluted albumen, following with an ajjplication of collodio-

chloride. When dry, expose to a diffused light through the negative film.

It is obvious that the shadows or transparent portions of tlie negative
only vr\\\ be acted on in the areatest degree by the light, the strong lights
undergoing no alteration. When this process of equalising has been seen
to have proceeded far enough, apjjy a weak solution of cyanide of potas-
sium to the coUodiochloride to fix the image thus produced on the back
of the glass, and which will serve as a mask for effecting the subduing
of the harshness or intensity complained of by our correspondent.

" I HAVE been trying a dusting-on process for producing portraits on ojial

glass plates and have not been successful. I may, in fact, say that I have
been unsuccessful in a singular degree. Tlie formtda I adopted was

—

.Saturated solution of jwtassium bichromate 4 drachms.
Albumen 4 ,,

Water 1 pint.
I exiKised under a negative and obtained a visible image. I then took
the print into a damp room and applied a fine jrewder by means of a
soft brush, but none would adhere. Where am 1 wrong?—J. F. D." In
reply : Our correspondent has omitted an important ingredient in his sen-
sitive mixture, viz., honey, or grape sugar. Let him add three or four
ilrachms of honey to the above, and he will succeed in forming a surface
to which i)owder will adhere when applied in the manner described. But
by this process he will, from a tur/athe, obtain only another negative.
For opal !{Ias8 portraiture he must employ a transparency, not a negative.

W. B., writing for information concerning the relative covering powers of
the triple achromatic and the single landscape objective, says ;

—" I have
not proper appliances for ascertaming the difference between them ; but
in looking over some literature of a former jjenod in my i>ossession I find
that opinions apjjear to have been then divided as to their relative
merits in this respect. May I trouble you for information as to how the
question stands at pre'ient ? I have been out of photographic practice for
several years, which may account for ignorance on a subject that I jira-

Bunic is now well known." In reply : Since our correspondent retired
from the active pursuit of the art many changes and improvements have
been made in the optical branch of photography, including the discon-
tinuance of the mamifacturo of the "triple" lens mentioned. But,
as between it and the single achromatic landscaiw lens, there is not
a shadow of doubt that the latter will embrace a much wider angle
of view ; and the deejwr the meniscus form of the lens the greater will uo
tlie included angle, liecause the diaphragm may then be brought closer to
the anterior surface of the lens.

The Rev. ])k. Browne writes:—"I have been in the same trouble with
regard to blackening brass that your correspondent Mr. Conway has
sought advice upon. Many months ago a methofl appeared in the
.Journal, which, unfortunately, I have lost. My method of working was
t<) dissolve copper wire in nitric acid [N.B. : do not iierform this opera-
tion indoorsj until it would take no more. I then carefully cleiined the
brass, heated it over a Fletcher's gas burner, dipped it m the strong
nitrate of copper, when a considerable efflorescence went on for five
miniites or so, removed it to the gas burner, and heated. The result was
that whore there was an amount of nitric acid left on the brass the heat
converted it into green crystals easily rubbed off, and the whole operation
w.as a failure. \Vhere was I wrong? I have just made a new set
of diaphragms for one of my lenses, and it is very discouraging, after
cutting the oiwnings to almost perfect exactness—th.inks to tlie slide-
rest in my lathe—not to Iw able to finish them with the same black stain
that our opticians are such adepts in." We shall endeavour to have
Boine practical remarks on the subject of staining brass in an early
number,

G. 1'". V,

—

Out corresixindent desires to photograph gold and silver broochea
the same size as the original, and is at a loss now to effect this end.—
Ho should ascertain the focus of the lens he employs, and extend the
camera so that the ground glass be twice that distance from the lens, the
brooch being an ccpial distance in front. The photograph will then be
the same size as the original.

A Bothehed Photoguaphbh writes:—"Upon looking over a number of
negatives I took when in Portugal seven years ago, I am greatly
annoyed to find several of them covered all over with a jwrfect net-
work of cracks, as if the film had shrunk and cracked. Is there any
remedy, such as causing the film to expand, and thus have its part*
joined together once more? The cracks are exceedingly fine, but for all

that they show very badly. Would immersion in alcohol or ether be of
any use?" In reply: By treating the film with alcohol and ether it

would all dissolve away. The projier treatment consists in charging a
pledget of cotton wool with lampblack and rubbing with a circular

motion all over the surface. By doing so every crack will immediately
disappear. Then pack the negatives with a sheet of blotting-i»apcr

between each, and no further cracking will occur.

(BulfanQt (Column.
Wanted, a binocular microscope in exchange for slides, oells, troughs, &o—Address, W. H., 2, York-street, Covent-garden, London.
Wanted to exchange, interior cabinet background, by Marion, for seascape
same size.—Address, F. J.\CK80K, 10, St. Alban's-terrace, Sherwood-
street, Nottingham.

Wanted, a complete tourist's set of photographic'apparatus in exchange for
opals, vignettes, cutting-shapes, &c. — Address, W., 2, York-street,
Covent-garden, London.

Wanted, a Le Meretoire cxmera, in exchange for a strong home-made
camera, half-plate, and part cash.—Address, A. Chambeus, 8, Gordon-
road, West-hill, Hastings.

I will exchange a gentleman's gold hunting-watch and gold Albert chain
for a cabinet or wholo-jilate lens by a good maker. —Address, C. T.,
3(i, Orbel-street, Battersea Park.

I will exchange a cabinet burnisher and cabinet rolling-press, equal to new
also cabinet lens. Wliat offers in accessories ?—Address, G. A. ROBINSOS,
1, St. Mary's-place, Castlegate, Berwickon-Tweed.

I will exchange some modern oil and water-colour drawings, framed, and
cash, for an 84 X fij tourist camera and Ross's rapid rectilinear lens for
same.—Address, James Malins, Crosswood, Aberystwyth, S. Wales.

I will exchange a sliding-body, half-plate camera, a 5 X 4 porcelain water-
tight bath, and a reiwating-back for a quarter-plate camera. Wanted, a
half-plate landscape set.—Address, Kenton, Church-street, Blackburn.

I will exchange a whole-plate portrait lens, two quarter-plate ditto, all
fitted with Waterhouse diaphragms, and in condition equal to new, for a
quarter-plate portrait lens by a good maker.—Address, C. Vebno.v, Ton-
bridgo-road, Maidstone, Kent.

Wanted to exchange The British Journal op Photograprt, from
January, 1882, to October, 1883, for rack and pinion or winch screw
suitable for quarter-plate camera. — Address, G. Lyons, 12, Little
George-street, Portman-square, W.

I will exchange a 1.5 x 1.'? photographic rolling-press, by Knox, of Glasgow,
new last season, good condition, guaranteed, cost SJ 10s., for a 12 X 10
Rouch's bellows-body camera, which must be in good condition.—Ad-
dress, W. Westoby, .St. John-street, Goole.

I will exchange a splendid new interior Seavey's background for any good
studio accessories or a Dallmcyer's SJ X 6i rapid rectilinear or Ross's
rapid symmetrical lens, same size; difference in price adjusted.
Address, W. M. Harrison, Falmouth, Cornwall.

Wanted, offers of accessories 'in exchange for the following:—Wall back-
ground, by Marion, interior and seascape, by Seavey, also whole-plato
lens, by Slater, good for cabinets, and splendid half-plate view lens.
Address, J. White, 32, High-street, Littlehampton.

I will exchange a whole-plate short-focus " J. S." portrait lens, perfect condi-
tion, cost £5 last summer second-hand, with rack focus, for I^ncaster's
or other half-plate set and small rectilinear or sjTiimetrical, or offers.
Address, E. Ba.sibe, 10, Wellington-street, Gloucester.

What offers for 12G numbers of The British Journal op Photoorapht
from 1881 to 1883? I will exchange a good, old violin and bow, grand
tone, fit for a soloist, worth three guineiis, for accessories, also a good
guitar, patent head.—Address, D. Blagrove, 73, High-street, Lewes.

Wanted, a small gem camera and lenses, also a large camera not less than
18 X 10 (if the dark slide is in good condition other part not of so much
consequence) in exchange for first-cla.ss printing-frames and accessories-
or what offers for same ?—Address, C. R. Trieiian, Southwold, Suffolk.

I will exchange a Ross's No. 2 carte lens and a quarter-plate mahogany
camera, good as new, cost t7 15s., also a portable dark box to carry
same and d.'velope in. What offers together or separate? A half-plate
liellows-ljody camera, with two backs, preferred.—Address, Sulphitk,
52, Goldsmith-road, Peckham, Londim.

I will exchange Jones's £9 sewing-machine, also a balcony, Bye pieces, and
a good photographic desk (|)hotograph sent), for interior and exterior
backgnninds, posing-chair, No. 3 or 4 rapid rectilinear lens, 15 X 12
bellows-body camera, or anything useful in photography ; offers requested.—Address, W. , photographer, Ropergate, Pontefract.

I will exchange a mahogany sliding-body camera, for plates OJX 4J, with
three dark slides, and a quartcr-iil.ite pnrtrait lens, all l>v Hocking and
Co., also a i>ortable tri|»id, with sliding legs, and an air-tight glass lath,
with dipper, for plates 10 X 8, with a quantity of silver solution, for a
Sood 10 X 8 or larger size bellows-body camera.—Addrest, Thos. Hirst,
Iain-street, Ledbergh, Yorkshire.
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I wUl exchange a Rem camera, with twelve lenses, to take twelve, twenty-

tom, or thirty-six on a plate, in pood order, also a Ross's compound

portrait lens for caHe4, very rapid, very good for taking babies or

ordinary photographs in a short studio, and for copying, equal to new,

for an 8.^ X 6i bellows-body camera, with three double backs, must be

very light and modern, or a good landscape lens, or two, either single or

double, by a good maker, 10 X 8; will cither give or take cash.—

Address, W. Ferguson, photographer, Keswick.

Wanted, a half-plate and a whole-plate camera (or larger), with bellows-

bodies, swing-backs, rising-fronts, and three or more double backs to

each camera, also tripods for same, Dallmeyer's rapid rectilinear, Ross s

rapid symmetrical, or other good lenses by same makers, suitable for the

cameras mentioned, alsi) hot rolling-press by a good maker, in exchange

for Wheeler and Wilson's No. (i sewing-machine, equal to new, havmg
only been used a few times, a number of Bewick's prints, first-class

mahogany supper tray and stand, bronze tea urn, gasogene, .also the

following books i—e/rrfc of the Sciences, two vols.,^rt Journal, t\yo vols.,

Bintori/ of Protestantism, three vols., Shakespeare's Worls, eight divisions,

published by Mackenzie, or other valuable exchange. —Address, William

L. Ksorr, 68, King-street, North Shields.

^nstors to Corr^spon&fnta.

/0" Corresponientt should never write on both sides of the paper.

,*, Several articles in type are left over this week, and we ask the

forbearance of contributors during the present pressure on our space.

K. E. HlBLlNQ.—We regret our inability to render you effective aid.

T_ G. S.—The address is " Optician, Lord-street, Liverpool." Thanks for

enclosure.

W. G. (San Remo).—The gentleman named is at present in America. The
address, "I'lorence, Italy," is sufficient.

LoxDOX.—The affair appears to be a hoax. Have nothing to do with it, or

you may find yourself become the laughing-stock of your neighbours.

R. Sedgfikli).—Thymol, or thymic acid, is derived from thyme. It may
safely be employed for the purpose you suggest. It will be quite inert

on the photographs.

G. J. Hill.—You are not the only one who has experienced a difficulty in

electrotyping on a gelatine film. More perfect blackleading is the best

suggestion we can make.
A. G. B.—Wo know nothing more than is stated in the communication

referred to. 'That form of shutter, we fear, cannot be made to work in

so short a time as you require.

B. Be.nnett (Galway).—Messrs. Stanton Brothers, Shoe-lane, E.G., will

probably supply tinfoil the size you require. If they cannot, we know
not where you will be able to procure it.

Stbphen.—If the wooden vessels are not to contain hot solutions there is

nothing better than paraffine wax for coating them with. If you require

them for hot solutions your best plan will be to line them with thin slieet

lead.

TvRO.—1 and 2. Neither of the lenses are suitable for drop-shutter work.
It is better to procure one of the " rapid" typo, which %vill enable you to

work with a larger aperture.—3. There is no method by which the stains

can be removed.

S. Rhodes.—The process looks very well on paper, and many have tried to

put it in practice ; but, so far as we are aware, no one has yet succeeded.

However, the theory is correct, and you may possibly succeed with more
extended practice.

A. J. Woeslet.—The metallic spots on the drawing-paper, after it is

sensitised, is caused by small particles of metal in the paper itself.

There is no remedy but to discard the paper and procure a fresh sample
from another source.

A. S. B. (York).—If the collodion become red immediately the iodiser is

.
, added it shows that free acid is present. In all i>robability you have not
washed the pyroxyline sufficiently. Test it with litmus jjaper, and if

our surmise prove correct the'remedy is obvious.

T. P. B.—If you are successful in coating small sizes of glass we do not see
why you should meet with a difficulty in sizes of such moderate dimen-
sions as those to which you refer. Probably a larger coating vessel is all

that is required, together with a little more practice.

McNGC—There is no practical method, that we are aware of, by which
you can print in silver on real ivory. You might possibly succeed by
transferring a collodion picture picture on to it—rt la collodion transfer;
but this, we surmise, will scarcely answer your requirements.

IxiON.—From your description we imagine that, at some stage of the
development, light has been allowed to act upon the plates. If not, we
cannot suggest the cause of the tinting. The opiwiue deposit is doubtless
due to oxalate of lime. A little dilute hydrochloric acid will remove that.

O. H. We.\therly.—India-rubber solution is a very good inountant for
photographs, except that, after they have been mounted for a time, the
rubber is liable to " perish," and then the prints leave the mounts.
Were it not for this, india-rubber would be largely employed for mount-
ing purposes, as it does not cause expansion of the paper like .aqueous
moimtants.

G. Welleb.—If the gas-bag has perished to the extent described there is
no means of repairing it so as to render it again serviceable. If you
attempt to patch it up you will find it will always be leaking in fresh
places, entailing, consequently, a great waste of gas, and possibly causing
yi u to break down in the nndst of an entertainment. Our advice is

-

l)o not purchase second-hand bags in future without a thorough exami-
natiou.

S. SiDEY.-The address is " G. M. Kenyon, Esq., M.U., The Poplars,

Fluker's Brook, Chester."

B. J. T.—The spots on the collodion transfers are clearly due to specks of

coarse particles in the paper to which you have transferred the picture.

Of this you may satisfy yourself by examining the back of tlie paper,

and you will see that tliey go quite through. To avoid such defects iiv

future you will have to employ a better qu.ality of paper. Saxe or Rives

paper—or, indeed, any paper of good quality—is free from these imper-

fections. I

Heveived.— Universal Attraction : its Belution to the Cheuucal Elements.

In our next.
-A^

Photographic Club.—At the forthcoming meeting of this Club, at

Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street, on Wednesday next, April 2nd, the

subject for discussion will be—Oh the Best Lenses for Large Portraits

on Gelatine Plates.

South London Pik^tographic Society.—At the next meetins; of

this .Society, to be held at the Rooms of the Society of Arts, Johu-

street, Adelphi, on Thursday next, April 3rd, at eight o'clock, Messrs.

C. and F. Darker will exhibit some objects in the lantern polariscope ;

and the followinsj (from the question-box) will be discussed :

—

Doet the

Burnishinn of Prints Ru>dui:e any Ch'mical Change in them ?

A Difficulty Overcome.—M. D , a photographer at Eidhoven,

had made a dozen cartes for a gentleman living at Walkenswaard.
When about to send them off he discovered that he had forgotten the

name of his client. What was he to do? After he had long but use-

lessly racked his brain he at length uttered a sigh of relief. He
gummed one of the likenesses on the envelope and wrote underneath :

—

"To the above gentleman in Walkenswaard." The cartes were duly

delivered.

Opening of Studio for Lochee Amateur Photoorapiiic Club.—
There has just been erected in Marsliall-street a new studio for the

Lochee Photographic Club. The studio is an exceedingly neat and
commodious structure, and is fitted with all the most recent appliances

for the efficient prosecution of the art. On Tuesday evening, the 17th

inst., the formal opening took place, when there was a large attendance

of members. Bailie Ogilvie, the President of the Club, occupied the

chair, and, in the course of a brief opening address, congratulated the

members upon the reiilisation of their great desideratum—a studio.

He referred to the success which had attended the club since its com-
mencement in April last, the membership at present being thirty. The
ample facilities they now possessed for carrying on their photographic

studies and experiments would, he had no doubt, be taken a<l vantage

of, and the club in this way would have its efficiency and infiuence

largely extended. They would be all most willing to afibrd every

information and help in their power to beginners who might connect

themselves with the Club. After consideration, certain rules for the

guidance of members in using the studio were agreed to by the meeting.

Seven gentlemen were also proposed for membership. Mr. Robert Keir,

in proposing a vote of thanks to the Chairman, referred to tlie great

interest he had taken in the development of the Club and in the

erection of the studio. But for the Bailie's enthusiastic encouragement
of the venture the CUib would not have prospered so remarkably.

This Club has our best wishes for its continued prosperity,

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
Observations taken at 400, Strand, by J. H. Steward, Optician,

Ji'or two Weeks endimj March S'J, 1SS4.
TlIKSlC OnSKRVATIONa AKB TAKtN AT 8.30 A.M.

1 Max. Max
i „,_

March Barometer. Wind. JryBulb. WetBulb. Solar Shade Remarka.
- Had. Temp.

4313 30 08 sw 49 47 ._ 57 Cloudy.
14 3017 s .'50 47 — 61 47 Cloudy.
15 30'12 sw 53 50 68 49 Fogey.
17 30 07 SE 52 49 69 45 Hazy.
18 30-09 SW 53 51 — 67 49 Hazy.
19 3014 SW 48 46 57 45 Overcast.

20 29-95 w 47 43 91 55 43 Briglit & Clear.

21 29-98 NW 43 40 85 53 39 Cloudy.
22 3011 W 42 .39 80 53 35 Hazy.
24 30 16 N 44 41 86 53 40 Hazy.
25 .30-18 E 40 38 — 48 37 Hazy.
26 30-12 E 41 38 — 45 38 Cloudy.
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IMITATION OPALS.
The recent advances in popnlarity of both bromide and chloride

gelatine dry plates for positive work, either in the form of

transparencies or opals, marks a new era in the practice of many
professional photographers, and has caused an increased demand on

the part of the public for a class of picture th;it has not hitherto been
greatly patronised except by a select few. In fact tlie opal picture

has until quite recently been almost the. speciality of the more
aristocratic amongst our professionals, whoso dinitUe comprises

tbt>se classes whose pockets enable them to pay high prices.

The introduction of gelatino-bromide and gelatino-chloride opal

plates has caused a change. Not only is the price so moderate,

and the consumer saved so great a proportion of the trouble in-

volved in the production of the pictures, but the results are

rendered far more certain tlian was formerly the case when wet

j
collodion and pyro. development was almost universally adopted.

I Then it was almost a necessity to retain a special operator, whose
sole duty consisted in making opal enlargements, and competent
artists of that chiss were always able to command large salaries;

consequently, it was, with rare exceptions, that the production of

opal pictures was confined to photographers of the first class.

With the modei-n dry plates as supplied commercially the greatest

liffioulties in manipulation are entirely removed, and the production

>f a positive image suitable for opal— that is to say, an image of

-uitable tone—is as easy a.s the development of a negative. The
operator who can perform one duty is equally competent to under-

take the other. But still many professionals are deterred from

embarking extensively in the opal business, because their clients can

not or will not pay a price which will reimburse them for the extra

cost of opal glass.

Many attempts have been made in previous years to introduce

substitutes for opal glass, with more or less success ; and there seems

to be now a renewed demand for some method by which results at

least approiiching those on opal glass can be obtained. Probably

no)ie of the methods yet introduced can be said to equal the real

article, owing to some peculiarity of the tint of the opal, which is

never quite matched ; but we shall mention one or two simple

methoils by which a very close approximation to opal pictures can

be effected. These are ba.sed upon the employment of an emulsion

containing a white pigment, which renders it opaque, and which

may be applied to the glass either before or after the picture is

l)roduced. Its tint may be varied at will, as will be shown, and in

all cases it will be in optical contact with the picture.

Some few years ago a number of so-called " imitation opals" were
' xhil>ited at a meeting of one of the metropolitan societies, the

basis of their production being a collodion transparency backed with

paper ; but the results were so wretchedly poor that few cared to

examine them twice. The fault ky in the paper backing and the

metlmd of cementation to the glass—the inountant having partially

-inik into the paper, destroying the purity of its colour and bringing

'Ut painfully the irregularities of its texture. With an emulsion

there is, if properly managed, no chance of this taking place.

The oldest plan of procedure is to form an emulsion by incor-

porating finely-ground sulphate of barium with gelatine. In order

to secure the beat results it is, of course, necessary to reduce the
pigment to a state of the utmost possible finenes-s—an operation

which requires both time and care. Those who are not afraid of

the trouble may proceed as follows ;—Dissolve separately in hot

water one ounce of sulphate of zinc and one ounce and a-half of

nitrate of barium. Mix the two solutions and allow the precipi-

tate to settle ; decant the supernatant liquid, wash the sulphate

of barium in two or three changes of hot water, and then transfer

to a piece of fine calico placed in a funnel to drain. Now take a
sheet of ground glass and place a teaspoonful of the pasty mass ou
its centre and proceed to grind it, using as a muUer a smaller piece

of glass cemented to a wooden handle. When this is found to bo
fine enough it is incorporated with a warm twenty-grain solution

of gelatine, and the mixture is then passed through several tliick-

nesses of cambric to remove the coarser particles.

This method is, as we have said, a troublesome one, if an extremely

fine result be required, for which reason we prefer to proceed by
double decomposition. Take one ounce of gelatine, one ounce of

barium nitrate, and ten ounces of water ; dis-solve the barium salt

in the water by heat and then add the gelatine, previously swelled,

and dissolve. In another vessel dissolve 300 grains of zinc sulphate

in five ounces of water, and pour, with constant stirring, into the

gelatine solution, just as in making a gelatino-bromide emulsion.

After keeping the resulting emulsion liquid for foupor five hours it

is poured into a dish to set, and is then washed free of the zino

nitrate in the ordinary manner, after which it is ready for applica-

tion to the glass.

Either of these emulsions maybe slightly tinted to obtain a closer

imitation of opal glass, different samples of which vary from bluish

to pink and cream colour; but great care must be taken not to over-

do this. An alternative method of tinting will be referred to

further on.
'

A third method which, in some respects, we prefer, differs

materially in the details of its manipulation, though the resulting

film is identical with those produced by the plans already described.

The main difference consists in the formation of the barium
sulphate by a process analogous to the sensitising of a wet plate

instead of by double decomposition in the vehicle itself. For this

purpose take one ounce of gelatine, one ounce of barium nitrate, four
ounces of glycerine, and ten ounces of water. Dissolve the barium
salt in the mixed glycerine and water with heat, and then add the
gelatine previously swelled. Dissolve and filter carefully.

This solution is applied in the same manner as the emulsions
previously described, and allowed to set thoroughly. The purpose
of the glycerine is to permit the film to set hard—that is, for some
time—without the barium nitrate crystallising at the edges and
elsewhere, and thus causing irregidarity. When used in the pro-

portions given it enables the film to be kept for some honrs, if

necessary, in a warm, dry place without crystallisation, during

which time a great portion of the original water will baye
evaporated.

The next operation is to immerse the plate in a saturated solution

of alura for from five minutes to half-an-hour, according to the

thickness of the gelatine. This serves the double purpose of form-
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ing the barium sulphate by double decomposition, and of hardening

or rendering insoluble the gelatine. The plate must be immersed

in the solution in such a manner that the latter flows over its

surface in an even wave, a flat brush or a tuft of wet cotton-wool

being passed gently over the surface to remove air-bubbles. After

a sufiicient immersion in the alum bath the plate is again washed

and left to soak for half-an-hour, when it is ready for drying.

The emulsions made in this manner may be applied to the glass

as a substratum before coating with gelatino-bromide or chloride,

which, of course, necessitates the preparation of the plates by the

operator himself ; or they may be applied after the development of

the image, in which case commercial plates are available. In the

one instance an unreversed image will be obtained by contact

printing, in the other a reversed ; this latter is of no consequence

in enlarging, as the negative may be reversed, but the fact should

be borne in mind.
If the barium emulsion be applied to the glass first, the result

will more nearly approach that of real opal ; but it will have to be

observed that the utmost perfection in the gelatine surface is neces-

sary. Dust, " pits," or other inequalities will, of course, produce

their corresponding efi'ect on the overlying emulsion film, and thus

detract from the good effect. On the other hand, when applied

over the picture, the latter must be viewed through the glass, and

the charming matt effect of opals is impossible. The slight colour,

moreover, of the glass is sufficient to give an unpleasant tone to the

lights, which, however, may be overcome by suitably tinting the

film.

Next week we shall say a few words on the mechanical portion

of the manipulations.

SUBSTITUTES FOR THE LIME LIGHT.

Notwithstanding the lime light is one of the safest systems of

illumination conceivable when its management is under the control

of a competent person, certain accidents which have recently hap-

pened in connection with its employment appear, unfortunately, to

have engendered a feeling of dislike to its use, more especially in

the case of school entertainments ; and this antagonistic feeling

seems to be increasing rather than diminishing.

We have already heard of two cases in which applications for

the use of rooms of a semi-public character for lantern entertain-

ments have met with a negative response, this refusal being,

however, subject to withdrawal if the intending exhibitors will

stipulate that the lime light shall not be used in connection with
the entertainment. This, as we all well know, is very arbitrary
and hard, as well as unwise ; still, we must accept the facts as we
find them, and wait till a more intelligent wave of enlightenment
sets in and drowns existing prejudices. But this leads to the con-
templation of methods of illumination other than that in which
oxygen directly takes part.

Marvels have already been effected during the past ten years as
regards improving the intensity of illumination of lamps burnintr
petroleum, until, at the present time, this source of illumination
is sufiiciently good for every purpose except that of displaying
pictures on the scale of magnitude necessary for a large hall and a
considerable number of spectators. For such a purpose the lime
light has hitherto remained without a rival. There is no finality,

however, to improvement ; and, seeing that our lamp manufacturers
have already effected so much, can they not do still more ? Quad-
ruple and quintuple wicks represent a very high degree of flame
power, and we suppose that no gain of any appreciable value will
result from a further numerical increase. The perfection of the
burners in themselves being assumed, there are two directions in
which we may look for further improvement. The first of these is

the oil, and the second the condition of the air by which com-
bustion is supported.

In the former times of solar and argand lamps, when fixed oils of
strong body were employed, we all know how greatly the illumi-
nating power, or at all events the purity, of their light was increased
by oil having been previously saturated with camphor. Now,
if sperm and colza oils of even the very finest quality be thus
Rmenable to improvement of a marked character, it is not too much

to hope that our best paraffine oils may also yet be found equally

amenable to the enriching influences of either the same or other

hydro carbon. This is one direction in which we may not unreason-

ably cherish the hope of an improvement being effected in lantern

illumination.

Again : ever since the invention of the hot blast furn.ace the

effects of heated air as a supporter of combustion in other directions

than that of the furnace mentioned have been recognised, and gas-

light engineers of the greatest eminence have taken, and in quite

recent inventions are still taking, advantage of heated air to increase

the illuminating power and purity of the flame of gas through

the instrumentality of burners, which ever and anon are being

brought forward and placed under the protective tegis of our patent

laws.

Now, among the various lantern lamps we have examined we
have not seen any application of this recognised power in the

improvement of illumination, nor have we heard of any such

application. This, therefore, forms a direction in which we may
look for securing some increase in the illumination of oil lanterns.

We throw out the idea for the consideration of lantern engineers.

An electric light having an illuminating power equal, or nearly

equal, to the lime light would prove an inestimable boon to the

lanternist, provided its first cost was not very considerable, and its

bulk not so great as to prove an incumbrance when required to be

moved from place to place. Whether the electric generator were a

battery or a dynamic machine would be a matter of secondary

importance, provided one could, under the conditions above-

mentioned, obtain a reaaonably-good light for two hours at a time.

Doubtless, the most perfect system of all would be a storeage

battery capable of being charged by raanumotive power applied to

a small magneto machine. Dynamic electricity may yet prove a

friend to those who, from what motive soever, have to discontinue

the employment of the lime light.

To those whose avocations and abilities lie in either of the direc-

tions indicated in the foregoing we cheerfully dedicate this article.

THE OWNERSHIP OF NEGATIVES.
In last week's issue will be found a report of an action recently

tried in a court of law to decide in whom is vested the right to a

photographic negative taken in the ordinary course of business.

The result of this case will certainly be considered very satisfactory

to most of our readers, and particularly to those correspondents

who have, during the i)ast few weeks, solicited our opinion and
advice in cases where their clientele have positively refused pay-

ment for their pictures unless the negatives themselves were de-

livered up to them. Now, several of our correspondents' cases are

precisely on all fours with that which has just been tried in the

Swansea County Court, except that in most of them portrait nega-

tives are in question.

Briefly stated, the case stands thus : —Mr. Andrews, the plaintiff,

a photographer of Swansea, was commissioned to take certain

photographs of a vessel and of groups of her oflicers on board. It

appears the charges amounted to a little over ten pounds, about

half of which sum was for " photographing " the vessel and groups,

and the remainder for duplicates supplied. The charges for the

duplicates were not disputed, but payment for taking the photo-

graphs was resisted on the ground that the negatives were not

delivered up to the defendant. The point, therefore, for the judge

to decide was simply in whom the ownership of the negatives was
vested, and this he did in favour of the photographer. The judge

remarked to the defendant's advocate that when ordering a photo-

graph, unless a special stipulation be made for the purchase of the

negative, the photographer is not entitled to give it up. It was
argued for the defendant that, as a special charge was made for

photographing, the negative should belong to him ; but the judge

ruled otherwise, saying that the negative was only part of the

instruments used in the production of the photographs.

The point cannot yet be considered as finally decided, inasmuch
as notice of appeal against this decision was given and permission

granted. Until the appeal his been lieard in one of the superior

I
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courU tlio matter must not be considered as definitely settled. If

tlie appeal be prosecuted (which, after the remarks of the judge, is

soniewliat doubtful) the point of contention will probably be that

when a definite charge is made, as it was in this case, for " taking"
ft photograph, in law that must include property in the negative.

Against this will be argued, no doubt, the " customs of trade " and
'' usages of business," both of which, as we explained when writing

on this same subject in our volume for 187!), are nearly, if not

quite, as binding as the law itself.

Is a negative a photograph I In the eyes of a photographer, and
literally, it is ; but in the eye of the public it is not. To them a

I)hotograph is the picture itself, and not the plate from which it is

produced. Indeed, many of the general public are not even aware
that a negative is necessary at all for the production of their photo-

graphs, and it really is not with some processes.

The custom of the trade with regard to a photographer and his

clietuMe is consistent with all his dealings in every branch of the

profession. If he send a negative to have a number of Woodbury-
types made from it, he does not expect to get the gelatine relief

and the lead matrix from which the impressions are produced.

Nor does he, in the event of his ordering a number of collotypes,

expect to receive with them the plate from which they are printed.

Ag.aiu : if a photographer send a negative to have an enlargement
from it, either in carbon or platinotype, he does not consider him-
self entitled to the transp<arency and the enharged negative as well

as the print. But all these should become his property if anyone
who gives him a commission to take a photograph is entitled to

the negative as well.

In tlie event of the appeal being prosecuted, and its being decided

that the negative is not the property of the photographer, he will be
awkwardly placed in many ways beyond its loss. In the event of

his receiving a commission for (say) a carbon enkrgement he would
not only supply tlie enlargement and have to deliver up his original

negative, but he would also be compelled to hand over as well the

transparency and enlarged negative, to neither of which, according

to the custom of the trade, is he at present entitled, supposing
he has put the enlargement out to be made. With most houses
that make carbon enlargements it is a rule— and a recognised

one, too—not to part with the transparencies under any conditions

whatever ; indeed, they almost look upon a transparency as a "trade
secret," although they permit the purchase of the enlarged negative.

In the projected new Copyright Bill, which has been before

Parliament now for several years past, the ownership of the nega-
tive is provided for (or at least implied), there being a clause which
stipulates that all negatives executed for a consideration are not,

under a heavy penalty, to be used except to the order of those for

whom they were produced. If this bill ever become law the
ownership of the negative will then be established. In the mean-
time, and pending the appeal (if it ever come ofif) in the case

previously referred to, we suggest to our readers the advisability of

abstaining from making a detinite charge for taking the negative,
or it may happen that if the point were again contested the legal

meaning of the term " photographing" may not be interpreted in the
same sense as it was by the judge of the Swansea County Court.
In making the charge it should be simply for so many photographs,
or (say) a photograph and so many copies. In no case should the
terra " negative " be mentioned, or, indeed, " taking " a photograph.
From the communications which have been received by us of

late it appears that the Swansea case is by no means an isolated

one, and that a certain portion of the public do at present consider
themselves legitimately entitled to tlie negative. To dispel this

idea our correspondents will do well to bring the decision recently
given respectfully under their clients' notice. By so doing they
may possibly avoid litigation, which, in all instances, it is very
desirable to do between a photographer and his customers.

THE DECANTATION OF LIQUIDS.
Is our contemporary La Xa!ure, of last week, is figured a very simple
and effective arrangement for pouring from large carboys the whole
of their contents, even to the last drop, with ease and safety, which we

may with advantage describe to our readers. Of all the simple opera-

tions of the dark room or laboratory there is none which shows the

trained worker more readily than the mode in which he takes

up a bottle and pours out a portion of its contents; and when
he handles a large carboy in which corrosive acids—nitric, sulphuric,

&C., not to speak of acetic acid and other more innocent liquids—are

stored, he does it with safety if not with ease.

When, however, the inexperienced hand attempts (say) to drew
off a pint or two of acid from one of these cumbrous vessels

he does it at great risk of spilling its contents, and runs a consider-

able chance of blinding himself by returning the vessel to a perpen-

dicular position so quickly as to cause it to spirt or splash out The
vide-tourie, or carboy-pourer, of M. Serrin (the inventor of the

electric l.imp that bears his name) obviates these and other difficul-

ties, and renders the pouring from carboys a matter of ease and safety

when the act is performed by a single workman without aid. It is

so simple that the wonder is it was not invented before, and it may be
described without the aid of a diagram.

It consists, ia effect, of a base or platform to hold the carboy, a
couple of uprights at its back, and attached to each of these

uprights a construction exactly like the half of a small wheel cut

through its diameter. The two semicircles are directed outwards,

and when the structure is tilted forwards the carboy follows suit,

the whole rocking to and fro upon the wheels with great ease

;

thus any inclination, even to turning it upside down, is given

without jerk or splash and with perfect ease. The apparatus seems

so simple and useful that we consider we are doing its inventor

justice in bringing it before the notice of our re.iders, many of

whom, no doubt, have experienced the difficulties and dangers of

carboy-pouring.

Pouring from a carboy, however, is by no means the only opera-

tion of the kind in which a little knowledge may be imparted

with advantage, and, indeed, for the pouring itself, in some cases,

Syphoning may be substituted. When corrosive liquids are de-

canted by a syphon one with a double limb is best employed, and

'he limb filled, not by suction with the mouth, but by exhaustion

with an india-rubber ball. Where a syphon of this kind is re-

quired a very useful home-made one can be constructed out of any

round bottle and a lai'ge cork or bung. The bottom of the bottle is

cut off by any of the well-known methods, and its place taken by
a large cork, in which two holes have been bored—one for the

insertion of the end of the syphon, and the other for an extra tube

which should extend a little higher than the bend of the syphon.

Placing the finger (protected, if necessary, by an india-rubber

stall) upon the neck of the bottle, the air may be exhausted by the

extra tube, and the liquid, thus brought into the syphon, caused to

flow through the bottle upon removing the finger.

Another form of syphon useful for general purposes is made by blow-

ing a bulb near the end of the long limb, which holds sufhcient liquid

to keep up the flow when the short limb is immersed quite empty into

the liquid to be decanted, till both tubes are full and a complete

flow is established. We are inclined to believe that one reason why
a syphon is so little seen in the photographer's laboratory is the

difficulty experienced in "setting it to work"—a difficulty quite

obviated by making it in this form or buying it so made.

But, really, for photographic use a syphon in ninety-nine coses out

of a hundred is used for decanting liquids from a bottle, and then,

mainly, for one or two particular liquids—collodion or varnish. By
far the simplest method to employ is to keep the syphon permanently

fitted with a coi-k and blow-tube on the shorter limb. A very well-

tapered cork should be selected, and two holes bored into it—one

for the syphon leg and the other for a small extra tube slightly

bent. This latter tube should fit tightly, but the syphon tube only

just sufficiently so to allow it to slide stiffly in and out of the cork.

Then, if each syphon be kept for one especial purpose, this little

arrangement will be found particularly useful All that is required

to set the syphon flowing is to insert the short limb in the bottle,

the cork being adjusted at such a height as to allow the limb to be

clear of the bottom; then, applying the lips to the small tube, a

slight puff of air through it will force the liquid into the sypjjpjj,

whence it will flow until either the bottle bo empty or the instru-
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only difticuUy that could aviae wiUi the

would bs wlieu the cwk would not tit

drawback,

ment withdiMWu. The

apparatus so arranged

into the bottla it was desired to empty; but this

"which wo lid be little likely to osour witli a well-selected cork,

could 1)- easilv . vercoma by placing the cork, if too hirge, upoil

the month of the bottle and pressing strongly while blowing, or, if

th cork were too small, wrapping a few folds of p.iper round it till

it fit ed • Where small quantities only at a time were wanted a plan

might be adopted like that we have seen in one dark room. The

syphon was replaced by a bent tube with a short limb outside, and

the liquid would only flow as long as the blowing was kept up. By

this meaus au exact quantity could be drawn off and no trouble

ciiused by the presence of the small quantity contained m the

syphon when its action wiis stopped by withdrawal from the

liquid.

We have more thau once been amused by the mishaps of an

inexperienced hand, after spending much time in boiling a bath to

clear it of ether, &c., or, evaporating down a solution required

in a more concentrated form, ia pouring the liquid from the evapora-

ting dish into another vessel. The (jrst time this is done there is

geneially a spill
;
yet if the operator had but placed a glass rod

against the lip of the dish and poured gently he would not have

spilled any of its contents, and the liquid would have flowed precisely

where he desired.

Sometimes a liquid is perforce contained in an awkward-shaped

vessel from which, through being provided with no proper lip or

spout, it is next to impossible to pour; if the edge be very slightly

greased at one part the regular flow of the liquid will be greatly

facilitated. We will condude by alluding to ttie mode of pouring

out of a bottle, which simple operation is usually performed in the

most slovenly manner, with the result of a loss of neatness and

cleanliness that might well be avoided.

Firstly, stoppered bottles are decidedly best where the liquid is

in frequent request ; secondly, the stopper should be withdrawn by

the third and fourth fingers of the left hand, the thumb and fore-

finger holding the measure ; thirdly, the bottle should be held so that

the pouring is away from the label, which thus need never bo stained

if a drop should run down the sides ; and, fourthly, to prevent as

much as possible any drop running down and so soiling the bottle

and the hands the next time it is handled, the lip of the bottle

should be just touched with the lower part of the stopper before

replacing it. The drop just hanging ready to run down will be taken

up in the stopper and returned to the bottle. These instructions may
seem intricate to read, but they are not so in practice ; indeed, they

indicate not only the best but the quickest mode of performing the

simple act of pouring out of a bottle. Stress is laid upon it from

the idea we hold that neatness of manipulation aids in improving

tl»e quality of the work, and in the comfort and ease of all details

csncerned in carrying it out.

shown by the sharpness with which the large number of stars of

varving magnitudes are rendered, there being an entire absence ot

the'oval or egg-shaped distortion so commonly seen in stellar photo-

graphs. The i)icturo, which is of quarter-plate size, is, except in the

importance of the subject, quite as interesting as Mr. Comuions

famous A'ehda in Orion, and Mr. Espin is to be congratulated on

his success.

We are much pleased to learn that arrangements are being made to

establish a photographic society in Nottingham, to be designated

the "Nottingham and Provincial Photographic Association,

trust that all success will attend the efforts ot the founders.

We

Amoxo the scientific Traiieacltont of the Royal Dublin Society,

recently issued, we find an account of an equatorial tele8C0|)e of

new form by Mr. Howard Grubb, F.R.S., which will greatly facili-

tate stellar observation. It is constructed, optically, on the dialytic

principle, the mechanical arrangements being such that the light,

after passing through the dialyte, falls upon a plane mirror and is

reflected up through a stationary tube (containing the eyepiece)

pointing towards the mirror, and the eyepiece end of which is

introduced into the room, in which the observer sits at his ease.

The slope of the tube, down which he looks at the heavenly bodies,

is similar in degree to that at which a microscope is placed when
the microscopist has got it comfortably arranged to inspect the

minute objects in nature.

We have received from the Rev. T. E. Espin, Director of the

Observatory of the Liverpool Astronomical Society, a photograpli

of the cluster of stars round (Alpha) Persei, which is a most
Buoces^ful piece of stellar photography. The exposure given was
one hour, the instrument used being the equatorial stellar camera,
which forms an important item in the equipm"nt of the West
ICirby Observatory, and wiiich has already done good work. Tlie

jK-rfeolion of the mech;uiii;m and the accuracy of its timing aie

In our issue of March 7th, the Rev. H. B. Hare called attention to

a ijeculiar example of green fog which had come under his notice,

and some of the negatives to which he referred have since been

submitted to us. The opinion exjiressed by the photographer by

whom the pictures were taken was that the green fog was absent

from " the portion about the middle on which the plate rested on

the pneumatic holder while they were being coated." But this is,

we think, from an examination of the negatives, scarcely a true

explanation of the clear patch which certainly appears near the

centre of each plate. From other markings we should judge that

dirty glass is the cause of the green fog, and that the fog-inducing

matter, whatever it m,ay be, h;is been cleared away from that part

of the plate upon which the emulsion was poured in coating. The

transparent patches are not large enough, nor are they sufliciently

regular in form, to be caused by the pneumatic holder. Tf we li;ul

information that a substratum of any sort had been applied to the

glass before coating with emulsion, we should not have the least

he><itation in connecting that with the result; but present ap-

pearances decidedly favour the theory of badly-cleaned plates as

the marks of the polishing-cloth are clearly visible in more than

one case. ^
As an instance of the use of photography in illustrated journalism,

we may mention that Mr. W. H. Harrison's pictures, in the last

number of the Omp/n'c, of the Carnival at Lucerne were chiefly

founded upon his photographs.

A FRIENDLY recognition of the services rendered to photographers

in New York and neighbourhood by Mr. T. C. Roche, the photo-

graphic demonstrator at Messrs. E. and H. T. Anthony and Co.'s,

Broadway, New York, was made on the 18th nit, when a large

number of photographers met together under the presidency of

Colonel Wilcox, the junior member of the firm named. After

dinner a handsome gold watch and chain were presented to Mr.

Roche, who made a fitting response. Sjieeches on various topics

connected with the art followed. From all that has come to our

knowledge respecting Mr. Roche, this recognition of his valued

services to photography is richly deserved.

Our readers will be interested to learn that the first public exhibi-

tion of the results of the French expedition to observe the eclipse

of last year was made on the 10th ultimo, M. .Janssen having

delivered an address to the Alpine Club on that day, and illustrated

his discoui-se by magic lantern projections of tlie photographs

obtained.

The exhibition of thermometers, illustrated also with photographs,

&c., to which we have already alluded, was opened to the

Fellows of the Metereological Society and their friends on the 19th

ultimo, and was of a most interesting character. There were one

hundred and thirty-six exhibits. At the monthly meeting of the

Society, held the same evening, the President gave an interesting

paper on the history of thermometers, from which it appears that

the actual inventor of the instrument is really unknown. He
stated that most of the improvements in the instrument had

been made by Englishmen. The freezing-point w.ns the sug-

gestion of Robert Hooke, and the boiling-point of Halley, who
also first suggested the use of mercury instead of spirit. Fahrenheit,

though a German by birth, was a protege of James I., and died in

England. Reaumur's thermometer owed its origion to De Luc,

while the centigrade thermometer, usually credited to Celsius, was

really invented by Linnseus.

In the revision of the atomic weights by Mr. F. Wiggleswcrth

Clarke, S.B—to wliich we have alluded on a previous occasion, and
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Ute I'eaulUi uf wliit-h lire in uoui-ac of pubticitiun—lie utates lliat au
expcriinenUl revision of tlie weight of gold ia very desirable, as it

is a metal wliicii can be I'eadily applied to the determination of the
atomic weigliUs of other elements, lie gives as the result of his

revision a mean of l!)()ir>5, with a possible error of plus or minus
•09d. When, however, it is noted that Berzelins obtained 196'18()

in one set of experiments and lU/i-SOS in another, while Luvol (the

only other exi)erimenlalist whom Mr. Clarke considera worthy of

consideration) obtiiined li).")"94, it may be readily seen how desir-

uble such revision really id.

It will be noticed that, taking the difference between the highest
and the lowest of these readings, we lind, on a basis of arithmetical
calcniation, a difference of about threepence an ounce in the esti-

mated price of chloiide of gold. -^ .

The ((uestion as to the usefulness of photographic guns and re-

volvers for the amateur photographer is, for the present, solved by
the wannfaclurei-s; they make them and must endeavour to sell

them. That they are likely to attain a certain jiopularity seems
prolmble; for we see in our foreign contemporary. La Nature, a
capital illusti-ation of a photographic revolver just invented (it

states) by M. Enjalbert. The apparatus is ingenious enough, and
for taking " ))ot shots" is, under certain conditions, likely to be
very useful. The barrel of the pistol forms the sliding tube for
holding the lenses, and the revolving chamber contains a dozen dry
plates, neces-sarily of diminutive size—about three-quarters of an
inch in diameter. The arrangement for exposing and changing the
plates is very ingenious and apparently serviceable. A pull of the
trigger opens and closes the shutter, giving what is estimated to be the
one-liftieth of a second's exposure. A turn of the revolving-chamber
by the hand removes the exposed plate, and substitutes a fresh one
ready for the next "shot," The whole instrument forms a compact and
ingenious apparatus. But the doubt of the usefulnes.s, except under
limited conditions, of any such apparatus still remains; indeed, the
editor of La Xature seems to see this difficulty himself, for he says

—

"The photo.-revolver only offers one inconvenience: in certain cases

it may be particularly terrifying to those at whom it is pointed. It is

CJtsy to avoid this inconvenience by covering the apparatus with a
handkerchief or veil, and so hide its alarming aspect," As a matter of

fact, wo tind it diflicult to see what couhl be done with such an in-

strument by an amateur. In a crowded street he might be roughly
handled, or, during the prevalence of such outr.iges as have of late

s'l alarmed the imblic, might meet with unple;>sant attentions from
the police ; while, if he attempted to secure single studies, the
probability is he might find that his target could hit straight out
from the shoulder. The latter, we consider, would be a contingency
as pj-obal)le as justiliable, from its similarity to the foolish and
dangerous practice of pointing tircarnis in joke at any one sufficiently

near to be alarmed—a jnactice that has led to the sacritice of many
a useful life, followed by a lifetime of self-reproach consequent on
the unintentional homicide. For this reason we would far rather
nee a similar amount of skill and ingenuity expended upon a more
inuoceut-looking form of apparatu.".

SULPHITE OF SODA IN THE ALKALINE DEVELOPER.
SoMK discussion seems to have arisen lately in these columns as to the

t use of the sulphite of soda in the alk.aline pyro. developer ; and, as
' I have used it with success and to my complete satisfaction for a

considerable time—in fact, since first it came into notice—I venture
to make a few remarks concerning my experience of it. In discus-
sing the merits of a process or of a material of any kind the question
f who first invented, originated, or introduced it has but little

bearing on the real is.sue ; but in the present aise I have no hesitation
in saying that I never heard of sodic sulphite, much le.ss of its use as
an ingredient in an alkaline developer, until I first noticed, or
heard of, ilr. H. B. Berkeley's recommendation of it in conjunction
with the pyrogallol used in the ordinary development of gelatino-
bromide plate.'-.

There can be little doubt that pyrogallic acid—an extremely light

substance and very easily blown about a room— is a dangerous article

where sensitive plates are being used. It is also i)retty certjiin that,

while weighing a few grains of this light material is a great
nuisance, guessing at the requisite quantity for a plate is an opera-
tion at once risky, inaccurate, and indicative of laziness. A
freshly-opened bottle of pyro. is a very different affair to
gauge by the eye from a bottle that has been open for

some time; and cue grain of |>yro. more or less in nn ounce
of developer makes a seriouH difference in the qualities of a
negative. Many a plate I have all but spoiled for want, or by
excess, of a grain or two of pyri>. For these reasons I depre-
cate what I must admit was at one time my own practice
—the guessing at the quantity of pyro. used in the development of
a plate. We must then fall back on a solution of pyro. in some
proportion or other. Solutions of the reagent in question may
certainly be made at the time and in the quantity required, but, as
I said before, pyro. is not a nice substance to weigh more frequently
than necessary. I never, when I can help it, use grain weights, and
if a larger quantity be required (say fifty grains) the pans of an
ordinary chemical balance are too small to carry such a bulk, and
the flaky and expensive ijyro. falls or is even wafted about the room.
It remains, therefore, to make up a solution of pyrogallol more or les-s

concentrated. But here arise other troubles consequent upon the
nature of pyro. It rapidly oxidises, becomes coloured, and loses its

reacting powers. Various have been the methods recommended
and adopted to i)revent this discolouration and loss of power, and
to a few of these expedients I must now allude.

Not having at hand a file of The British Journal of Photo-
graphy I cannot guarantee that I shall give the various means used
to preserve the pyro. in their chronological order. I shall take them as

they occur to my memory. First, I recollect some person recommend-
ing and myself using a small quantity of citric acid added to the solu-

tion of pyro. ; but I also remember that even with this addition strong
solutions of pyro. kept only a short time in good condition, while
weak solutions, though keeping the pyro. colourless by itself, imme-
diately ceased their good offices when the ammonia was adde<l

to the pyro. to make the alkaline developer, and at the end of

the operation of developing a landscape negative the plate was
densely black either by transmitted or reflected light. As a result

of this staining it was impossible to tell accurately what stage the
development had reached ; and, further, as a rule the negative when
fixed was .so stained as to require "clearing" with alum and acid

to a very considerable degree. More than all this, the presence
of aciil iu the pyro. solution inculcated an extra amount of ammonia
to render the developer sufficiently alkaline to help the pyro.

in its duty of reduction. With sulpho. -pyrogallol this last objection

does, I admit, appear to hold good also, but to a much leas extent,
according to my experience.

Another custom I remember was that of making a strong solution

of the pyro. in strong or even absolute alcoliol. This kept the pyro.

in good order so long as there was no ammonia present, but on the
addition of ammonia the same drawback appeared as in the citric

acid case—the complete staining of both solution and film—and,
what was quite as serious, the plate required far more washing after

development. Anyone who has travelled and developed negatives
en route as I have understands the frequent trouble consequent upon
a necessity for prolonged washing at any stage of the proceedings.

Then we had the pyro. dissolved with alcohol and glycerine. I

used this (Mr. Edwards's) system for a long time, and, indeed, stuck
to it till what I considered, and still consider, a better method be-

came known, ir/y/ the glycerine preserved the pyra I never
discovered ; but it did preserve it fairly well for a long time. The
glycerine, however, like the alcohol, entailed a washing—not, per-

haps, formidable with a tap of water at home, but a nuisance for

tent work, and a marked impediment in certain places, among
which I may instance Venice.

I do not remember how I fii-st came to use Mr. H. B. Berkeley's
sodic sulphite formula, but since I began to work it I have never
cejised to make it my standard developer. There have been times
when I rejected it in the development of instantaneous negatives,

bec;iuse I had an idea that under-exposed plates giive more detail

without its use ; but I have long since recanted, and I am now
aware that the appearances which led me to suspect it of retarding

or impeding development wei-e completely deceptive. In fact,

if I did not habitually use sulpho. -pyrogallol for development I

should use it for rapidly-exposed plates, for the simple reason that

under prolonged development the plates will not stain with

sulpho.-pyrogallol, while without it they would be very seriously

stained.

The commonest indictment against sulpho.-pyrogallol is that it

"slows development." I am not quite certain that it does prolong
the operation ; but admitting that it does—it can only be slightly

—

I deny that it in any way prevctUs it I mean to say that all detail

and density obtainable by any other method can be obtained
with sulpho-pyro. The fact is tiie opponents of sulpha -pyrogallol
have misttken its best quality fur a great disadvantage. The point

of all other.-i that I like about the sul])hite is that under ita
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influence details and shadows remain to the very climax of de-

velopment fairly visible, while with all the other processes the

details and shadows—especially in landscape negatives—are all but
homogeneous in appearance before the development can be called

complete. I have always been an advocate for close examination of

the progress of development. I like to see the gradual and subtle

changes taking place all over the plate. With sulpho.-pyrogallol my
wishes are fulfilled ; with other developers I may stare my eyes out

of my head at what seems a black curtain being drawn over
the stage on which I wish and require to study the figures. This,

then, I submit to be the prime advantage of sulpho.-pyrogallol in

the developer—even on a fully-developed plate I can examine almost
every detail Other preservatives of pyro. may—though I think
they do not—rival sulphite in their preserving powers of pyro.

without ammonia, but once mix ammonia with them and staining

starts and proceeds to " outer darkness."

This fact entails another advantage of some consequence to the
impecunious or lazy: the same solution of sulpho.-pyrogallol will

develope negative after negative. The ammonia may be reinforced

from time to time, but the solution will keep wonderfully clear for

I don't know how long. I have now some sulpho.-pyrogallol solu->

tion that developed three plates at least eighteen months ago, and
it is clearer than an ordinary pyrogallol solution ten minutes after
ammonia has been added. Those who allege that sulphite slows
development ought to remember that development must not reach
apparently the same stage with the sulphite as without it.

A cry I frequently hear, but never yet understood, is
—" the

appearance of a wet plate." This similarity to a wet plate probably
consists in the colour of the metallic deposit constituting the image
in a negative ; sulpho.-pyrogallol pi-oduces this similarity to a
marked degree. What I consider the greatest defect in gelatino-
broraide plates is want of detail in the high lights, which is mainly
due to the dense black colour of the deposit in these high lights. This
density is partially obviated by the use of sulpho.-pyrogallol, and
hence arises one similarity to a good feature of wet-plate negatives.
But the weak point of collodion negatives and the strong point of
gelatine ones is certainly detail in the shadows, and, in this matter,
plates developed with sulpho.-pyrogallol do certainly not resemble
wet plates. My favourite developer answers the cry I have
mentioned so far as it ought, but fails to apply to the undesirable
q\ialities of the vaunted collodion.

I have said that a sulpho.-pyrogallol .solution plvs ammonia
having developed three plates has kept well for eigliteen months,
so I need not say that its keeping qualities are almost infinite when
isolated from temptations to go astray from the path of purity.
Sulpho.-pyrogallol, whether bought from the originator or made by
myself, keeps far better than any other solution I ever made or saw.

I care nothing in what proportions a person keeps his chemicals
dissolved, provided he knows precisely what his proportions are,
and has to extract a required quantity of the chemical in solution

;

but I cannot suggest a more convenient proportion than the ten-
per-cent. solution recommended by Mr. Berkeley. For that reason
I prepare any solution exactly in those proportions. I can con-
ceive nothing more easy to remember or more simple to act upon
than " ten drops equal one grain."

Lately I have been repeatedly asked to give my formula for the
preparation of this sulpho.-pyrogallol. It is simply Mr. Berkeley's
formula, which can be found in the last Almanac, and I never
gave a formula with greater pleasure or more contidence ; when
once fairly tried it will be constantly used. I take four ounces of
Bodic sulphite, and I " see that I get it." It is a white crystal, and
when washed leaves a very nasty sulphurous taste on the palate for
a long time. It can be purchased for sixpence per pound, but I
will not answer for it. I always use Hopkin and Williams's at two
shillings per pound. The four ounces I dissolve in about six ounces
of water. I am told Mr. Berkeley does not like the water to be
hot

;
I make mine boil and find no harm. In a test tube I make

about three draclims of saturated citric acid solution also hot, and I
pour into the sulphite solution about a drachm of the citric acid
solution to begin with. I then stir well and test with good test
papers—one red and the other dark blue. (Pale blue is not to be
trusted.) I add, by about twenty to ten drops at a time, citric acid
until, first, alkalinity disappears, and then a slight acid reaction on
the good litmus-paper appears. The solution must be very
thoroughly stirred after e.ach addition of acid, and, finallv, the
whole solution must be distinctly, Ijut not largely, acid. The success
of the operation depends on the solution being acid. If too acid it
neutralises the ammonia in development; if alkaline the whole or a
grtat part, of the advantage is lost. When cold I again test, and if
correct, I make, up to ten ounces, pour the lot into a bottle of pyro

filter, &c, and the operation is complete. Label " Sulpho.-pyrogallol,

ten drops = 1 grain pyro." Bate your label, and, keeping a little

of your solution, examine your sulpho.-pyrogallol a year from date,

and " rejjort progress." If you are satisfied, thank Mr. Berkeley

and not the writer. Andrew Puingle.—

STANNOTYPE.
No. IX.

We have now arrived at the stage at which the relief, so far a-s its

photographic manipulations are concerned, may be considered as

finished, the only remaining operations being the removal of chance

defects and the faoing'with tinfoil to tit the mould for printing

purposes. Neither of these operations should be attempted until,

as directed in the last chapter, the relief has been completely desic-

cated.

The process of removing defects from the relief or retouching is

a very simple one, and the results attainable by its means are of a

character unattainable by any other method. For instance: a

cracked, broken, or badly-scratched negative may be made to yield

prints in which the faults of the negative are alisolutely undetect-

able, and this in the simplest manner possible. It consists, briefly,

in removing, by a sort of planing process, the inequalities in the

relief which represent the defects. This is effected by means of a

strip of glass about half-an-inch wide, with a clean cut fracture,

which is applied at a very oblique angle with a half-cutting, half-

scraping, action to the parts to be removed.

This method is cle.arly only applicable to one class of defects,

namely, such as are in relief in the stannotype mould, and would
appear white in the print. It is, therefore, necessary to make special

preparation of a negative which contains blemishes both of a trans-

parent and opaque character. The former must, in fact, be convert eil

into the latter by painting out in the negative so as to be represented

as white or transparent markings in the intermediate transparency.

The opaque defects, such as spots or stains, require no treatment at

this stage.

Let us take as an example a broken negative which is also b.adly

scratched. The example we have in view is one actually shown to

us by Mr. Woodbury. The broken pieces are first of all placed

together and cemented to an extra glass, the junction being painted

over with opaque colour to form an even line free from irregularities

caused by diffraction from the broken edges. In the same manner
the scratches are also carefully gone over in order to render them
opaque. The positive produced from such a negative presents

anything but a sightly appearance ; however, that is of little con-

sequence. The relief represents all the defects as black lines, which,

by means of the strip of glass, are gradually ])laned down to the

general level

Until this operation has been witnessed the ease and certainty

with which it is performed and also the rapidity are incredible, and
the results are such as it would be practically impossible to attain

with any amount of care and skill by other means. The negative

to which we have referred above is one many years' old, which has

apparently been knocked about amongst dirty glass until it had be-

come apparently hopelessly scratched and finally broken ; and yet

the prints show no vestige of a defect of any sort. This is an ex-

treme case, that would probably not be mastered on a first or second

attempt ; but very little practice will enable the careful operator to

treat any ordinary cases with perfect success.

It may be asked—Why go to the trouble of blocking out trans-

parent defects in the negative, when, if left alone, they might be
removed from the trannparenei] in the same manner as opaque ones

from the relief] The reason is that, though the removal of the

defects from the transparency is perfectly easy so far as the relief is

concerned, yet the abrasion of the surface leaves the gelatine

partially opaque, and in printing the blemishes are reproduced with

all the force of the original. This semi-opacity is, of course, present

under similar conditions in the relief, where, however, it is of uo
consequence whatever.

The defects having been carefully removed, it only now remains
to "surface" the mould, which is effected by cementing to it in

intimate contact a sheet of tinfoil. The first step towards this end
consists in applying a thin coating of adhesive material to cause ll.e

tinfoil to adhere to the gelatine surface. Supposing the relief itself

to be perfectly sharp—that is to say, to possess the greatest degree
of sharpness it is possible to secure—it will be plain that every
addition to its original surface, whether of varnish or tinfoil, must
necessarily detract more or less from that perfection of minuteness
in detail. Hence it is important that the film of adhesive material

be as thin as possible.
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The best material for the purpose is pure iudia-rubber dissolved

ia chloroform to the strength of about one or two grains to the

ounce. Chloroform makes a better solvent than benzole ; it dries

more rapidly, gives greater adhesion, and is more likely to be free

from grease. This solution is applied to tlie plate in tlie same
manner as collodion, tlie surplus being returned to a separate bottle

to be filtered before again being used. Tlie plate is then set on
one side for ten minutes or a-quarter of an hour, or until it has

become quite dry and only presents the slightest possible " tacki-

ness," like a newly-cut surface of india-rubber. A brush di|)ped

in a much stronger solution of india-rubber is then passed round
the edges iia an extra safeguard, and the mould is ready for the
tinfoil.

Tills must be perfectly smooth and free fi'om holes, and should
be as thin as possible consistently with the amount of usage the
surface will have to undergo. As has been pointed out, every inter-

ference with the original surface of the mould reduces its sharpness
to some extent, and, clearly, the tliicker the tinfoil tlie greater must
be the loss of sharpness. Where, therefore, but a few prints are

required, a thin tinfoil may be used; but when a larger number are
wanted a stouter and more durable surface must be provided. Tin-
foil faced with steel is supplied for this purpose, and possesses far

greater durability in proportion to its thickness than tinfoil alone.

The foil, having been cut to the size of the relief, is smoothed out
on a sheet of ghiss by means of a pad of velvet on a soft hat brush.
Examine it against the light in order to be assured that there are
no flaws or holes in it. These, by admitting moisture from the ink
in printing, would produce white marks in the print from swelling
of the gelatine relief.

In order to secure perfect contact between the tinfoil and the
gelatine surface a considerable degree of pressure is necessary. The
best nietliod of securing this is by means of an ordinary domestic
wringiiig-machiiie with rubber rollers, which, with slight modifica-
tion, answers every requirement. The modification necessary con-
sists in an arrangement by which the rollers can be drawn ajiart so

as to admit of the relief, with the tinfoil in contact, being passed in

between them without touching. The rollers are then brought
together in the centre of the plate, and, suitable pressure having
lieen applied by means of the screw, a backwards and forwards
motion of the rollers is given, extending gradually from the centre
of the plate to the edges. In this manner all air ia driven out from
between the tinfoil and the relief, and the most perfect contact
secured.

Where the double-roller arrangement is not available, a hand-
roller, like a printers' inking-roller, may be used as a substitute, but
the results are not so good. Direct pressure in a screw press with a
sheet of soft india-rubber and a thickness or two of felt laid over
tlie tinfoil also answers tolerably well ; but the double-roller is both
simpler and more perfect in its results.

After leaving the surfacing machine tlie i'(;lief is re.-xdy for printing
from, which operation will be dealt with in another chapter.

ILLUMINATION OF THE DARK ROOM, AND SOME
OPTICAL EXPERIMENTS.

[A coinnjunic.Uion to the Photographit! Society of Great Britain.]

I.v turning over some old specifications of patents I came across one by
Claudet, in 1844, in part of which he says:—"The fifth and last

improvement consists in performing all the operations (of taking a
daguerreotype) upon the plates, which were formerly carried out in the
dark—now in a room lighted through media of various colours ; but red
I prefer, wliich, having very little ert'uct upon the platen covered with
the sensitive coating, allows the operator to sec how to perform the
work without being obliged, as before, to remain in a dark room." I

supijose, then, we iiuiy onaclude Claudet was the first to use any light
whatever in tlie early days of photography. Forty years later we still

had the subject of illuminating the dark room occupying our attention,
though I had thought that the question as to whicli bglit was the best
ami safest had been pretty well settled. Tlie siiliject of the canary
medium has, however, revived; and, like others, I have examined its

qualities.

At the January monthly technical meeting of the Society I brought
some samples of what I supposed to be canary medium, and showed
the results I had obtained with it. The canary medium that I had
inauiifactured was made by emulsifying chromate of le.id in gelatine by
means of tho double docompo-sitioii of acetate of lead and bichromate of

potaah, and applying it to glass and paper. I also soaked paper in

iicetato of lead and then in bichromate of potash, aud got a very good
imitation of the canary medium. The results were not satisfactory.
With three gelatinised glasses in front of the negiitive, in three and
a-half minutes I wm able to obtain a fully-exposed transparency, whilst,

with the paper in a lantern, two thicknesses of same paper impregnated
with the lead chromate enabled me to get a transparency in three
minutes, the source of light in the lantern being a candle and the
negative placed a foot from it. The illumination was brilliant—mach
more so than when 1 used the common orange p>i:king-pa|jer. which I
show. With the orange paper, after five imuules' exposure, I got the
very faintest trace of an image.

So far, then, my test went to prove the superiori ry of the orange paper.
After I had made my remarks at our monthly technical meeting,
Messrs. Scorah and C»., of Bra'Iford, kindly sent me a sample of the
true canary medium, and with this I have experimented. The paper
you will notice is thick—I may say very thick—much thicker, indeed,
than the orange paper. Now, about the illuminating value of the two :

—

I show a lantern in which we have one side formed of a 8<iuare of
canary medium, another of a square of orange paper, and the third
side a square of stained red glass, of which I shall have to sp«ak by-
and-by. 1 think that the members of the Society will agree with me in
saying that of the two paper panes the orange is the more brilliant.

Now, appearances may be deceptive, of course ; so, to avoid all cavil,

I made photometric tests of the two. The candle being lighted, a
piece of printed matter was held in a vertical plane. The eye was kept
at a fixed distance from the paper and the lantern moved till the letters

of the words could not be distinguished. In tlie case of the canary
medium I found that at two feet and a-half inch the letters first

became confused, whilst at two feet six and a-half inches they became
confused when the orange light was tested. Though not absolutely
exact, the relative intensities of illumination may be taken as the
squares of the distances, which would make them about as sixteen to
twenty-five, or the orange paper had one and a-half times as much
illuminating power as the canary medium. Testing the stained red glass,

I found that the light had to be moved to four feet four inches distance,

or was four and a-half times more luminous than the canary medium.
Thus, the illuminating values of the three were about as follow:

—

Canary. Orange paper. Stained red.

1 14 4i
To further test this matter, olosely-niled black lines, on a white

ground, about one-fiftieth of an inch apart, were taken and placed at
six feet distance from a small observing telescope, and the lights

moved as before. In the case of the canary medium the lamp had to
be moved three feet two inches from the ruling, the orange four feet

one inch, and the stained red six feet seven inches. These were all

the mean aud three closely-accordant readings. This gave the relative
illuminations as—

Canary. Orange paper. Stained red glass.

1 163 4-32

The reading test and the more accurate test, here adopted, are closely
accordant in every way. In fact, this ia very much the plan that is

adopted for star magnitudes, though in this case the sui-face of the
object-glass is diminished by diaphragms, instead of the stars them-
selves being deprived of luminosity.

So much for my own readings. It seemed that it would be curious
to note any ditferences iu individual eyesight as to the intensity of
colour in these media, and yesterday I had the good fortune to secure
Mr. C. Kay Woods as an observer, and later Mr. Cadett. In this case
the experiment had to be slightly varied, from my dark room being
only partially available, and the light and the eye were kept in a
constant position, whilst the ruled lines above mentioned were moved
to and from the observer. The following table gives the result of the
comparison of Mr. W'oods's eyesight for colour with that of my
own :

—

Canary paper
Orange paper
Stained red glass.

To sum up: Mr. Woods made the illuminating powers 1, 1 '86, and 4 '90;
whilst I made mine 1, 1-47, aud 3'06. It will thus be seen that as the
green was cut oft", so Mr. Woods's vision became more acute than mine.

Mr. Cadett's figures were again ditfereut to mine ; and here I must
interpoL^te that I have never met with a more exact observer. His
observations did not vary more than a-quarter of an inch on each side of
the mean. His reduced readings were 1, 1-39, and 270. We see,
therefore, that his eyes are less susceptible to red rays than mine, and
still less so than Mr. Woods's. This last method of testing is inexact,
of course, and c.iiinot be compared for accuracy with that of the fixpd
lines and telescope, and ap|>areiitly the results do not accord. I think,
however, it will be seen that the want of accordance is more apparent
than real. Taking my own observations of printed matter for instance

:

when the printed matter was moved, the distances, in the last experi-
ments, from the eye (not from the Ught) Were twenty-one inches,
twenty-four inches, and thirty inches.

Mr. Woods. Captain Abney.

Flnt
Experi.

100
1-87

514

Second «„„„
Expert Mean.

100 1-00
1-86 1-86
4-76 4 90

First ; Second
Experi.

1
Experi.

I -00 1 1 00
1-Jl 1-44

3-00 312

-Mean.

lOO
147
3 00

.
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Tl,e angles sul.tended by the writing at the three '^'''tances wouUl be

in^r^ely as the distance, and the confusion o£ l.neB would be sooner

krriv«l at than if they al«ay. subtended the san>e angle, as was rte

S^e i the first experiment. To make the two readings compava ;le

To w?tl the other-the orange paper and stained glass readings- e

Z\ "periments must be multiplied ^^ ftr*^, fi^'tlu^h "is TeTy
would eive the reduced readings as 1, 1(>3, and 4 37, which is veiy

nSy the same as 1, l-«9, and 4-3-2, which were the hgures of the

ieSpe reading. However, one thing has been apparently proved-

that the eyes of three persons chosen at random arc not equally sen-

sitWe to th^red rays. Mr. \Voods intV.rn.s me that he can scarcely see

H and K in the extreme violet limit of the spectru.n ;
wh, st I can sec

uot only H and K, but L, and, in bright light, M as well. It seems

thenTs^if there we^e in his ease a general lowering of sensibility and

wave-leugth. I have uot taken into account colour-bhnd people. IhiB

I may deal with at some 8ul)sef|uent period.
c ,- f !,«

I niay remark that with a sheet of white tissue paper in front of the

class the tigures came out as

—

c, • i i i .

Canary. Orange. Stained red, with tissue. Stained re_d, bare.

1 1G3 2 93 4'5\
. ^

By means of tlie pocket spectroscope it was possible by placing, two

pieces of paper alongside one another in the lantern, to examine tliei

Absorption spectra comparatively. The result sho^yed that the ed

and yellow of the canary medium were decidedly fainter than in tie

orance paper, whilst in the former appeared u.ore green and a httle

blue Frimd facie, then, the orange should be the best medium to use

for photographic purposes. So far, we have had merely a theoretical

test for the chemical value; the question is, what is the practical one?

A plate was exposed behind a negative with a piece of orange paper

across one half, and a piece of canary medium across the ot ler, with

the result that, after one and a-half minute's exposure to candle power

two feet off, there were traces of an image through both, the two

being nearly alike. Perhaps the orange paper had a little the best of

it Behind the stained red glass not a trace of an image appeared

with the same exposure. Thus, then, the practical test leads to this

conclusion, namely, that of the three media stained red glass is the best,

both as for illumination and want of effect on a plate, whilst the

canary and orange papers acted alike as to their effect on the plate ;

but the illumination was fifty per cent, in favour of the latter. I

must confess that the canary medium behaved mucli better than I

expected in candle-Ught. I may add that with daylight it is not such

a good protection as the orange paper. Stained red glass behaves

better than either of these two ; and when 1 say stained red, I do not

mean orange or flashed silver glass, which is often spoken of as stained

red.

The orange glass lets through the ultra-violet with the electric light,

but does nol do so with the candle, as there are few ultra-violet rays in

its lii'ht. The ruby glass lets through the green and blue in both cases.

In tlfe second plate the impression made by these colours is only faint,

but still it is there ; and when it is recollected that the two minntes'

exposure was given to a slice of light ^Jiy inch broad, spread out into a

spectrum four inches long, and that an impression was made by it on a

sensitive plate, it will readily be seen that two minutes' exposure to

undispersed light would make a far greater impression.

The use of green glass is not to be recommended, since it only cuts

off red rays, which are comparatively harmless, and materially dimi-

nishes the light. In regard to canary medium, it is, I should say,

paper impregnated w-ith chromate of lead. It must be recollected,

however, that chrome yellows are of different tints. Thus, ojdinaiy

chromate of lead can be altered in tint by the addition of nitric acid,

and much deepened in colour. It may be, perhaps, advantageous to

use such a deepened colour ; but as to this I speak with some hesita-

tion, since my experiments in this direction have been very meagre.

Let me, in conclusion, say that 1 have no bias one way or another, and

that I should not hesitate to use canary medium of such a quality .-is

has been sent to me in the development of plates. At the same time, I

should not care to expose very sensitive plates long to the light coming

through -it, since I should expect disaster. The point is to U'se the

sa/ent light possible—for no light is absolutely safe—and to use the

greatest°quantity of it within the margin of safety. Tliis was a point

laid down by one of the speakers at the January technical meeting,

and cannot be too much insisted upon. W. de W. Abney, F.R.S.

Litra-violet liluu. Green. Oraiufc. Red. Ultra-red.

I have to lay before the meeting a photograph of the absorption
spectra of different glasses, taken by the electric light. The first plate

shows

—

1. Chromate of lead,

2. Orange glass.

3. Stained red.

4. Flashed ruby.

5. Green glass.

6. Green glass and chromate.
7. Oreen gla.s8 and ruby.

Anotlier plate I show is the same aa the first, with the exception that
it was taken with a candle as the source of illumination, and that in

No. 4 a very deep ruby flashed on two sides was used, and for \o. 7
cobalt glass and ruby superposed were spectroscoped.

LECTURES AT THE ROYAL INSTITUTION.

PHOTOGRAPHIC ACTIOX.

The lecturer commenced, on Saturday last, by explaining how it was the

vibrations given to tlie sensitive salt of silver were not visible in the same

manner as those in the phosphorescent material. In order to create visi-

bility these two factors were necessary— 1. Large amplitude of vibration.

2. An appreciable time. In the case of the sensitive salt the time factor

was absent, since the swing of the atoms caused them to separate almost

immediately from tlie molecule. After alluding to the increase of

pliospiioresceiice by the application of heat to a pliosphorescent plate,

and its decrease by the application of a cold body, such as ice. Captain

Abney went on to sliow that precisely the same phenomena were to be

found with a sensitive salt of silver. Taking a hot flat iron, which he

was apparently just able to touch with comfort, he placed it against

the back of a bromide dry plate, and wliilst still hot he exposed the

latter to light for a brief period and then developed it.

Whilst the greatest part of the plate showed want of exposure the

part which had been heated by the flat iron was fully impressed by the

light, and a distinct image of the iron was shown. It was pointed out

that the application of cold acted in precisely the contrary way, the

imat'C of a piece of ice being shown by diminished sensitiveness of those

parti which had been in contact with the ice. In both cases the appli-

cation was made to the back of the plate. It was stated that this

action was only transient and did not indicate a permanent change in

the molecular state of the sensitive salt, since, if the same process were

gone through, and the plates allowed to regain the temperature of the

air before exposure to light, no traces of the cold or hot body would

be seen on development. This struck us as novel, and we shall

probal)ly hear more about the subject outside the Royal Institution,

since a reference was made to the fact that it was a plienomenon of

practical importance to photographers. An allusion was then made to

the probability of a connection between the above described experi-

ments and the shearing stress caused by writing ou a sensitive plate.

The next part of the lecture was devoted to the enunciation of the

absorption of radiation, and the work performed on the molecules when
such absorption took place. The lecturer seemed to think that the

heating effect of a body was chiefly confined to causing increased

vibration in the molecules where the chemical action was due to the

increased vibration of the atoms. The relation of absorption to

chemical action was illustrated by spectra taken and developed on tlie

chloride, iodide, and bromide of silver, all of which experiments were

successfully carried out. The absorption was illustrated by passing tlie

different films through the spectrum. The connection of absorption

and chemical action were further exemplified by comparing the

absorption of bichromate of potash, perchloride of iron, and nitrate of

uranium in the spectrnm with the work performed on them, as shown
in the spectra they impressed. The penetration of actinic rays throngh

yellow glass was also shown by direct experiment, allnsion being made
to an experiment that had failed in a former lecture from that reason.

The different molecular states of bromide were next shown on the

screen, an orange, violet, blue, and sap green form being well seen.

The lecturer then proceeded to demonstrate why the green bromide
should be most sensitive to the ultra-reds, since it absorbed them more
completely than did the blue form. A spectrum on paper coated witli

this kind of emulsion was then taken through rubj- glass, the whole

of the red end and some of the ultra-red being developed before the
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nuilicncc. A pUotograuh of the carbon jwints of the electric light

wore taken through a thickish piece of ebonite, which concluded the

experiments.
I'he lecturer linully callod attention to a diagram which showed that

the sensitive saUm of sdvi-r ho used liad undoubtedly maxima in two

localities of thu sijootrum—one in the blue, and the other an octavo

ImsIow that which lay in the iiltra-rcd.

MISCELLANEOUS SUBJECTS.

So many subjects reapi)ear for consideration again and again before the

Ku^liah photographic societies, it m;iy be useful to puiiit out that one

of the utmost practical value is compiuativclyjuuwoikcd, namely—

TllK INFLUE.NCE.S AkFECTI.NC TkI'K GRAUATION IS' Nkoativks.

Two principal factors will enter into the examination— 1. The

character and make of the plates. •-'. The nature of the subjects and

light, these latter being the minor considerations. In Jhiglaiid true

gradation can be belter judged by portraiture than by landscape

t.pcrations, but in certain localities abroad the diflereucu disappears.

When mountains far in the distance, more or less covered with snow,

come into the picture the view within a few miles of the camera may be

pH right ;
yet the magnilicent background may be blotted out entirely if

it be more than a few miles distant. The background is then as difficult

to catch elhciently in bright sunshine as are natural clouds with the

exposure necessary for normal slow landscape plates. Kow that com-

mercial plates are improving in uniformity, in being cut to proper

size and in absence of elements of spottcdness, simple and scientific

tests as to their relative power of yielding true gradation, and, if tlity

do not, tests as to ichy they do not, are more wanted than anything

else.

Will you allow me to put another than the sulphite-of-soda question

to Mr. B. J. Edwards, in whom I have strong contidence, although till

your promised exact experiments are produced he has not ijersuaded

me from using the soda salt, perhaps because he printed no comparative

way of proving his point. He has published that after fixing a nega-

tive in hyposulphite of soda it should not be held up for examination,

as the delay may cause stains, but that it should be washed at once.

These stains I have never been able to see. Is that because of my
use of the sulphite of soda developer ?

Recently I corroborated Mr. \X. Brooks about the economical

advantage of using the pyrogaUic-sulphite developer over and oyer

a;^ain. Since this corroboration I have been using gelatino-bromide

plates extensively for transparencies, because local Swiss photographers

do not copy my negatives quickly enough on paper to get off copies

expeditiously to London newspapers. Such transparency work shows

small differences in the developer much more perceptibly than does

negative-developing work. I now find the second use of the developer

to give more veil, to lower the intensity, and to prolong the time of

appear.ince of the image. This may be to some extent remedied by the

addition of a few drops more pyrogallol and ammonia ; but 1 now
never adopt the plan of using the developer a second time when seek-

ing for the vefy highest results. If a picture I do not much care

about has to bo developed—such as one containing some additional

pictorial details on a larger scale, specially taken merely to guide the

engravei-8—I use the developer a second time, but not to bring out a

valuable negative for permanent use. The small economy does not

warrant such risk. Tliese objections may possilily be hereafter over-

come for first-rate work, but meanwhile the utilisation of the old pyro-

gidlol developer is a subject which requires working out. One use for

it is to pour it into old fixing solutions to throw down the silver by
long action thereupon.

Wrong speculative ideas may influence large nural)ers of men for

years to their injury, as in the long time during which developing-rooiu

operators have been ruining their eyesight in the fetish worship

of ruby light. Another species of fetish worship is probably the

ol)jection to the addition of the bromide retardcr to the pyrogallic

acid ."vnd soaking the film with the mixture before applying ammonia to

the plate. It is known that strong bromide will efface the invisible

image; but in the developer the bromide is intinitcly weak, and that

weaKneas is further reduced, if not quite counterbalanced, by the

developing power of plain pyrogallol. There is a great advantage

in pouring these two on the dry film first. The first liquids applied

rapidly penetrate the dry, spongy layer, and ammonia is not long

in following them, because it is volatile, in which respect it has

.an advantage over the new potash accelerator. Thus, good fresh

developer attacks all depths of the film, wliich is not the case with the

usual method of opci-ating. The advantageous results have so far been

to me practically evident in clean, brilliant images and good intensity.

When ammonia and bromide are applied together after the film

has been soaked there is not alone slowness in the penetration of

the sponge by both, but a layer of decomposed, discoloured, and com-

paratively inert pyrogallol lies between the bottom and top of the

sponge, through which the latest chemical additions have to work their

way, a4id probably the ammonia gets through faster than its companion,

which separation does not conduce to brilliancy.

HABRMON'.-i Theory of tiik Nattjhk of Okutink.
Sooner or later I think tliat gelatine fllma will have to be inppUnted

by our old friend, collodion. I'Voin a year's series of iiiauatriou*

experiments—not yet available for publication because they are con-

nected with patents—I came to the conclusion that gelatine, like

starch, con.sists eiiiefiy of organic vesicles, and that the tame is the case

with collodion and gluten ; in short, that in photographic lilnia we are

dealing with an infinity of what may be called "bladders," more
or less filled with organic matter. Hero the word "lees" more
especially applies to collodion, the vesicles of the cellulose having
become hardened, dried, and cemented together with resinous coatiiigs,

which coatings are softened or dissolved by the acids in the manu-
facture of pyroxyliiie, thereby destroying the fibrous texture. If

too much action of the acids bo imparted the vesicles themselves get

destroyed, hence one necessity for carefully regulating times and
temperatures when making pyroxyline. To apply these principles to

that exceptionally-valuable and closely-reasoned scientific article

recently published in these pages by Dr. Vogcl, I would suggest his

repetition of his experiments by adding various hinds of organic

matter to his alcohtd before precipitating the silver therein. The
specific gravity of the liquiel in wliich the precipitation takes place

seems also to have to do with Bensitiveness ; for in making ordinary

gelatino-bromide emulsions the extra concentration of the watery
solution in which the precipitation takes place is experimentally proveil

to increase sensitiveness. It is pof-sible that Dr. V'ogel's results were
partly due to the specific gravity of the liquid as well as to its chemical

nature. AVouUl air or vapour pressure on the surface of the liquid,

mechanically applied at the time of precipitation of the silver salt,

affect the results V Agar-agar and seaweed gelatines, with which I have
experimcnteel for months over other than photographic researches, I

believe to be scarcely anything but Washed-out vesicles, and think that

by adding organic matter to them they may be made to subatitate

animal gelatine in ordinary plates with very great economy.
As to the best kind of organic addition, that is a point for experi-

ment ; but such as Hardwich added to collodion at times and such a.s

were fouiiel useful in old dry-plate processes, might bo first tried, on

the presumption that their use is already backed by a certain amount
of practical experience. On this theory, gelatine from different animals

consists of different fomis of vesicles—differently more or less loaded

with organic matter ; hence there was much reason in a suggestion a

medical man once made to some Scotch photographic society that the

photo;{raphic properties of the gelatines of various animals—the sheep,

rat, horse, pig, and dog, for instance—should be separately tried for

dry plates to ascertain their relative properties. What is wanted is to

reduce the spouginess of the film, and to increase its quickness of per-

meability by liquids, without sacrificing any good photographic

qualities.

In what has been said herein, of course I know that vesicles are
" organic matter," but in a very stable state. By the addition to them
of organic matter is meant more unstable animal or vegetable com-

pounds richer (say) in nitrogen. It may also be objected that the

vesicles of starch can be seen under the microscope. I know that those

of gelatine cannot, but possess strong experimental presumptive

evidence that they are present.

The solvents of the colloids I think to act by being solvents of the

coatings of the vesicles. Fibrous cellulose is recognised by chemists

to be accompanied by hardened resinous matter which it is difficult to

separate. My conclusion follows that pyroxyline is, therefore, naturally

soluble in ether and alcohol, after the resinous matter has been partly

broken down chemically by acids. Gelatine requires warm water to

dissolve it. If it be long boiled its setting power is destroyed ; in

other words, the skins of the vesicles are more or less destroyed, but

the chemical composition of the liquid remains the same. Ammoniacal
solution of oxide of copper is a most remarkable solvent of the coating

of cellulose vesicles; hence its use in limited quantity in making
Willcsden paper.

Gkebn Light in the Developiso-Rdo-m.

That those speakers were in error who, at the last meeting of the

Photographic Society of Great Britain, made utterances against the

value of green screens for light in the devcloping-room, can be proved

experimentally by making a polychromatic negative, as recently de-

scribed in these pages, with a variety of pairs of green tissue paper.

Some of the superimposed greens will be found to print through

freely upon gelatine plates; e)thers will be found to stop photo-

graphic action as well as Mr. Debcnham's green and yellow.

Hael his combination given a perceptibly yellow or red light, "hot"
to the eyes, which it does not, I should now bo using a green

light exclusively. When doctors supply eye-shades to penons

with weak eyes, they would bo thought mad if they coloured

them ruby or yellow, so black or green are the colours always

chosen. It would bo bad for the eyes if fields and forests were

of a burning red or bright j-ellow colour, and this is the strongest

argument for the use of green. A proper green can be found

and used with safety and advantage in the developingroom,

if moderate artificial light (I have no experience as to daylight) be

used as the original source of illumination, and the earlier parts of the
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development be conducted not too close to the screen, -which should

always be at a low elevation in relation to the surface of the plate.

Unless the paper screens, tested spectroscopically, be of equal thickness

and transparency and amount of staining, comparative experiments

are vitiated in scientific value as to the practical utility of different

colours. Plates can be developed in safety with any tolerably non-

actinic, translucent (not transparent) screen, whatever its colour, if the

operator be but careful at what distance and elevation he works from it,

80 he may as well use a colour good for the eyes. I deyelope

Monckhoven's plates with sulpho-pyrogallol in a good light, without

fog, and easily see upon lifting the plate when it is developed to the

right intensity, so that after-iuteusifioation is never necessary. The

question of distance is of more importance than that of colour, and

the advantage of a green screen in abolishing light hot to the eyes

is beyond douht to those who try it practically. The error about green

light is worth correcting, because it may help to save men from iujuriug

their eyes umiecessarily.

Dry Plates in Switzerland.

The Editors ask tor information about English sizes of dry plates in

.Switzerland. Dr. Monckhoven keeps the English half-plate sizes

(perhaps others), at local prices, on sale by his agent in Geneva; with

this exception 1 believe that no plates cut to lit English cameras are

on Siile in Switzerland. The delays, expenses, and way in which

plates ordered from England are spoilt by light admitted by custom-

house officers are something awful—in fact, prohibitory. Several English

makers sell plates on the continent, but in nearly every case cut only

to the sizes used in foreign cameras. W. H. Harrisox,
Lucerne, Switzerland, Marclt 18, 1884.

A SU.\IMER HOLIDAY.

\

[Abstract of a communication to tlio Manchester Photographic .Society.]

On a Friday night in July, two summers ago, I was deliberating on the

wisdom or otherwise of going alone to Switzerland on a tour which I had
planned out. I had packed most of my requirements, and, although

anxious to go, still I did not relish the idea of solitude, when fortune

favoured mo in the person of a friend who consented to accompany me on
twenty-four hours' notice. It was a great risk going sucli a long journey
with an untried companion for the fir,-it time, as I do not think anything
tries a friend more than travelling and living together; but, I am proud to

say, my friend proved to be the most pleasant companion it was ever the
lot of any one to have. Our "out" was the means of forming a deep attach-

ment to each other, which only ended by his lamentable death from an
.iccident.

My apparatus consisted of a Rouoh's whole-plate camera, three double
backs ; Ross's rapid symmetrical lens, eleven-inch focus ; Dallmeyer's rapid
rectilinear, eight and a-quarter-inch focus; Diillmeyer's 7J x 4A W. A. P.
landscape lens ; a Roucli's folding stand, a good supply of Swan's plates,

and onr esteemed President's collodio-ivlbumen plates. -I may here say
that during the whole of my travels I have never had tlie least diffi-

culty with regard to passing the customs with my photographic kit. The
moment I get to the examination room I immediately open my kit and
>ortmanteau, courteously explain that it is a photographic apparatus, that
[ jihotograph for pleasure, offer to show the contents, and never, in the
c.iurse of my experience, have I had any further prying, but have passed on
at once. The custom-) officers have a very disagi'ceable duty to perform,
and they can make that duty a very unpleasant one for any shortcomings
of courtesy or hauteur shown.
We started on the Saturday nipht with light hearts by the 11 p.m. train

for London, and were soon quickly speeding away through the semi-
darkness of a simimer night. We arrived in the metropolis too early

—

aye, and had to leave too early—for any chance of a breakfast ; so, having
two hours to sjiarc, we whiled aw.ay the time by taking a walk along the
Thames embankment, where many a shocking sight presented itself of
the wretchedness of men, women, and children asleep on the seats as we
strolled along that beautiful summer morn. Unfortunately I had left my
camera at the station, or I should certainly have been tempted to depict
this sad state of human existence.
We left about ten o'clock for Dover, and on the steamer we did get

smnething to eat, having fasted nearly sixteen hours. A short, smooth
pa3s.age, and we were at Calais. There was no time to spare ; we started
again, through the flat and dreary landscapes of France. A little more
patience, and we were at Paris. Anr/taU! the magic word sent us through
the customs without trouble. We stayed in Paris until next day, as wo
thought it better to break the journey there, our next stopping-place being
Oeneva. Having decided to go by the night mail, we started by the train
from the Gare de Lyon about 8 p.m. for Switzerland.
Geneva is the richest and most popidous to\vn in Switzerland, and

abounds with lovely views, lK)th lake and architecture. Tlie banks of the
Rhone are flanked with broad qn.iys and substantial Iniildings ; but the
interior has a corre8i)onding effect, the streets with few exceptions being
narrow, steep, and crooked. Between the Pont du Munt Blanc and the
Pont d\« Bergues is Rosseaii's Island. In the centre stands the bronze
wtiitue of the wild, self-torturing sophist himself (by Pnaden, in 1834).
The national monument also is good, and the Duke gorgeous. They are
both well worth a plate or two being exposed on them.
Next morning saw us loading a roilitre (the driver of which looked like a

brigand's apprentice, but turned out a very jolly fellow) with our bagttage
and selves for Channiuiiix, ril Bonnnviljc Glusfs, St. Martin, and .Sal-

tmcbes. The roiuTtravei-aos the new vilUije of Ghene. A fen miles further

on the scenery becomes more picturesque. Near Bonneville, on the right

bank of the Arve, stands a monument to the natives of the department

who fell in the campaign of 1870-71; and on the left, 100 feet hi^'h, another

to the memory of King Charles Felix of Sardinia. Cluses, the next small

town, is chiefly inhabited by watchmakers.

The hdls here begin to assume the stupendous height and size which so

thoroughly defy the traveller to judge distances in this part of the world.

The road traverses a district devastated by mud and detritus. At the

village of St. Martin we suddenly obtain a magnificent view of Mont
Blanc, and though its white and solemn peaks rise majestically into the

heavens it is no less than twelve miles distant in a straight line, and seems

almost to convey the idea that there is no world beyond. A collodio-

albumen plate was exposed here from the bridge, which turned out a very

fair negative. Passing onwards through Sallanches we came to the small

but popular watering-place of St. Gervais-le-Bains, situated in the wooded
ravine of Montjoie. The building is something after the Chinese pagoda

style, and I exposed a plate on it with success. As we drove along the

glaciers were now visible ; but, owing to the vastness of the mountains in

which they are framed, it is impossible at first to realise their extent.

At last we arrived at Chamounix, where the hospitable and attentive

landlord of the Hotel de Lomdres received us as brothers and immediately

had Us ushered up to our bedroom, a metal plate on the door of which bore

an inscription to the effect that it had been occupied by Albert Smith,

whose famous caricatures of the " Ascent of Mont Blanc " were so famous.

Of course this was too good a chance to be missed, so I photographed

Mont Blanc from the window. There was a large enclosed yard in front

of the hotel, and this was filled with villagers waiting to see tlie diligences

arrive or to hire themselves to excursionists for the morrow. The long

porch of the hotel was poindous with tourists, who sat under the vast, over-

shadowing bulk of Mont Blanc and gossiped or meditated. Mont Blanc

is 15,781 feet high. There was a red signal light glowing in the darkness

of the mountain side, and it seemed but a trifling way up. That light was
on the Grand Mulcts, 10,000 feet high above the valley ; but in the day-

time, even, the foreshortening effect of the mountains create curious decep-

tions.

Next morning saw us off on mules to Montanvert for the Mer de Glace.

From Montanvert we crossed the glacier in safety, but had many mis-

givings; the crevasses yawned deep and mysterious, and it made one

nervous to traverse them. I gave the guide my appar.atus to carry, whilst

I made good use of the alpenstock, for the huge, round waves were slippery.

It was a blazing hot day, and as we climbed along the moraine on the

opposite side we could not help thinking that for pleasure it was pretty

hard work. I exposed several plates on the glacier, also on two pretty

waterfalls, and by-and-by came to the Mauvais Pas. It is a winding foot-

jjath round a pi-ecipice, with nothing to hold on but some loose iron rail-

ing here and tliere plugged into the rock with wedges of wood, and
perhaps 1,000 feet straight down. I got safely across, and wanted my
friend to stand in the middle of the pass whilst I exposed a plate, but he

declined. However, I made one exposure on it, when another party was
coming over.

We now arrived at the Chapeau, where our mules (sent round from
Montanvert) awaited us. Of course I had to mount, although I would
have much preferred walking ; for the mule in mountaineering will persist

in walking on the very edge of the precipice. The habit is occasioned,

I am told, by the mules carrying packages up the mount.ain passes, and
they take the outer edge so that they can clear the mountiiin side

without scrubbing the sides of their panniers. In a short time we arrived

safely at our hotel, after being well shaken up by tlie mules, for their

gait is neither a walk, nor a trot, nor a canter, nor a gallop, but a jogging,

shuffling kind of gait which takes all the fun out of one. After that

day's excursion I swore off mules, and have never crossed the back of one
since.

We left next morning for Martigny by voiture. On our way we made
a iletuur to the Cascade-de-Bgrard—a picturesque waterfall, in a wild

district. Beyond Poyaz the road leads through a valley containing the

church of Valorcine, which is protected from avalanches by a barrier of

masonry. Pursuing our way we soon afterwards reached the famous rocks

of the Tete-Noire. The scenery at this point is indesci-ibably grand and
beautiful, and two or three plates may be profitably employed. Proceeding
on our journey by a good road we at length ai-rived at Martigny—a pretty

village in the valley of the Rhone.
The next day was spent in visiting and photographing the Gorges-du-

Durnant. It is a gorge through which the Durnant is precipitated in a succes-

sion of four cascades. It has been made accessible by means of a gallery 870
yards in length, and well repays a visit. The Gorge-du-Trient was another
tri]). The view is imposing—the rocks, 420 feet high, .almost close in over-

head, looking like a large cavern. I did not expose any plates here, as it

would have required a long exposure and we hiid not the time to spare

;

but I often regretted that I came away without doing so, even had I been
compelled to stay another day. Cretinism in its most repulsive form exists in

this valley, and will ever be remembered by anyone who has seen it. From
here we tiiok train for Vernayaz, where we stayed the night, previously
making arrangements for an early start next morning by voiture.

We left at 5.30 a.m. for Leuk, and soon reached Siorre—a small town
situated on a height and commanded by a picturesque old castle. The
valleys and mountains really repaid an early start. ,Tust before arriving at

Leuk we passed the curious little villsge of AU)inen ; it can only be roacned
by means of eight rude ladders .attached to the ))erpendicular face of the
rock, the descent of which is more difficult than the ascent. Shortly after-

wards we arrived at Bad Leuk—a village comi>.:>sed principally of wooden
houses. It is famous for its sprinss, twenty-two in number, chiefly

beneficial in cases of cutaneous disease. The patients spend two or three
hours at a time in the baths, which are something after the style of

swimming-baths, and there ai'f floating tabli-s on whicli c >ffee and tf^a and
other refresliments are placed.
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yoiu- notice under Bomewliat imperfect conditions. Had tne ligiit been

better than what we hav.; Ijcen lately exiwiiencing, I feel justified in say-

in" that more perfect results would have been obtainable.

Mr. Woodbury, knowing that I was to coiamunicate something reg;aid-

ing his process to our Society, has very kindly sent down some of his

printing moulds. He has also sent down some maguiaoent e.\amples of

stannotyixi prints. I think for this attention he should receive our most

cordial thanks. I think aim you will admit that the work produced is

inaniilicent; and that there is a great future for stannotype there catinot

lie a doubt. Mr. Woodbury deserves all success in the process which ho

has devised, and I am suiv the members of the Glasgow and West of

Scotland Amateur Photographic Association will join me in wishiu',' liini

that his success may be of a kind that will benefit himself ni no stinted

degree. W. L.\ng, Juu.

PHOTOGRAPHIC NOTES OF A VOYAGE FROM LIVERPOOL
TO TRIESTE IN A CUNARD STEAJVIER, JANUARY, 1884.

I Abstract of a coiinnunication to the Liverpool Amateur Pliotoyrapliic Associ.ition.]

?ilT photogi-aphic "kit" was a ''scratch" one. The idea of the journey

bfing sudden, there was but little time to scrape an outfit together. We
left Liverpool in the S.S. "Alepjio," on January 11th.

As we neared Gibraltar I took a photograph of the old Moorish town of

Tarifa, but, owing to the distance, it is worth nothin". A gener.il view of

the continent of Africa shares the same fate, and the views of the rock

it.-<elf as we neared it towards sunset are not good.

We left Gibraltar at sunset, and as we rounded Eurojia Point the views

were grand. Two {jlates were tried, but with the result of under-exposure.

The tine red mountains of Cape de Gata formed the next subject, at 7.4.5 a.m.

This picture is unavoidably a mere strip across the plate, owing to the

distance and to being taken fnmi the steamer. It seems almost impossible

to get an artistic view of land wliile i)assiiig in a steamer. As a rule there

is no object to form a foiegi-ound, and the straight line of the horizon is

not picturesque. The next subject—a ship off Cape Palos—would
liave formed a lovely picture if the glories of the Mediterane.in sunset be-

liiiid could be jjortrayed. Every tint, from crimson to pale green,

overspread the sky, and as a rule we generally had these grand eifects.

On January 21st, at 8 a.m., we put in to Genoa for two days. Genoa is

a splendid city of palaces, and possesses many ancient and jncturesque

buildings, as well as nuuierous streets so nan-ow that yo>i could shake hands

from the to]) stories with your opposite neighbours. The houses in these

streets are taller even than tliose of Edinburgh, and are full of fascina-

tion for the photographer. You come upon large public washing troughs

in open courts, with women all round at work; and clothes hang across the

narrow alleys. I tried a plate at the head of a court looking down on a

public wa.shiug-trough, but, unfortunately, it was under-exposed. A great

out polite crowd stood round the camera watching the proceedings, even
unto the packing up and shouldering of the same. Then, no doubt think-

ing that the "show" would oiwn doivn the next ".slum," these kindly

Italians prepared to follow, upon which I took off my hat and handed
it round. Result: nil; but the crowd dispersed, abashed, to their own
homes. The people in almost all the towns were most polite, giasjjing

the situation at once and actually helping to keep others from passing

when they saw that the camera meant business. No mention of Genoa
would be complete without the cemetery. It is a few miles from the

city, and forms a fine collection of good Italian sculpture. In many
cases life-sized stato.es of the sorrowing relatives ornament the monu-
ments, and in others figures of angels, &c. Several hours might be spent
there with advantage.
The views on entering Naples are numerous and fine. Here I must

remark that if our Captain could have thought more of jihotography and
less of his ship we might have steered closer in shore and obtained
ijctter results. Passing Iscbia (six milas distant), we could well discern
with a field glass the ruined houses and other results of the late earth-

<luako, but tne distance was too great to allow of details in the jihoto-

gra)>li. The town of Procida on its rugged height forms another fine

subject ; the distance here also was great. The smoke of our steamer
rather helps the effect in the sky. Vesuvius, with the collection of

smalt, dirty towns along its base caiue next—the steamer coining into the
Bay of Naples at about twelve knots at the time. A view of Naples
was also taken, but, owing to the lateness of the hour, the result was
not pretty. Here we had only one day, and the time was too v.iluablo
even for photography. A slow train conveyed us to Pomiwii in the
morning, and in the afternoon we visited what must be one of the most
interesting museums iu the world—that of Naples.
Leaving Naples on the evening of the 24th we steamed into the l)e.autiful

harbour of Palermo at raid-day on the 2Gth. Here, as we rounded the
jfrand mass of Monte Pellegrino, the subjects were very good and the light
most brilliant; but, unfortunately, the most sensitive plates being in the
Blides at the time, the pictures were much over-done. Having only one
aftem^ion on shore I could not attempt photogi-aphy to the detriment
of sight-seeing.

We left tliat night, and, rising early next morning, could see Stiomboli
Ix'hind us as we entered the lovely Straits of Messina.

Ijcaving on .Monday night in a black thunderstorm, the contrast between
it and the iH-aceful Sunday morning was great -the one a hai-mony in silver
and grey, aiul the other a regular "Whistler" in indigo. A wild night
succeeded, and had we not been under the shelter of the land there would
have been dire woe on Ixiard. As it was, the wind howled among the
rigging as we went along at half speed, in order to avoid reaching Catania
liefore daylight. The steward having orders to call me early if anything
photographic was about, at daylight he reported Etna on the starboard
bow. The sight on reaching deck was very fine. The t^ueon of Volcanoes
covered with fre§h snow, and in a wreath of delicate, early morning
muti) won a lovely night. The squall was still on, and the mountain ratlier

distant for photography. We lay off the port, not dar-ing to enter in the

storm; but during breakfast the wind changed and we were soon in

Catania. While entering, two views were taken, and we were soon

ashore looking for subjects. The cathedral and street views were good,

but the most interesting picture, and one that fascinated ine greatly,

was a congregation of more than one hundred women washing clothes.

They were in four rows; two rivers of water ran between them, and

throu'di a garden to the sea. The brilliant sun and the many picturesque

colours of the women and clothes formed a sight that would gladden the

eyes of any artist. It was but the work of a moment to set up the camera

and photograph the ladies before they knew what was going on. In the

photograph many are in shadow, but if enlarged every figure would

stand out.
, , , , j , ii

January 30th being a hot summer s day, a few of us took a trap along tlie

shore road for four miles to Aci Castello. Everything along the coast

was volcanic, and seemed to have come down from Etna, whose summit

is twenty-six miles off. We were told that Catania had been partially

destroyed by Etna six times, but the hopeful natives still go on building.

Syracuse was our next port, and unfortunately we had only one day m
this interesting city. There are many fine ancient remains. The Greek

theatre is one of the finest sights. Situated high up it fonns a good

foreground to the distant city on an island. JIany jn-etty studies

might be made of the manners and customs of the villagers. The women
stand outside their doors with a primitive distaff in one hand, and by a

dexterous spin of a bobbin hanging therefrom they spin the flax as it

passes glibly through the fingers. The small tradesmen sit outside in

hot sun at their work without hats, apparently courting sunstroke and

the blindness, for as soon as the sun is off their side of the street they

convey their bench to the o|iposite gutter, and again bask in the afternoon

sun. The old ladies enjoy a peculiar sport, and one is often to be seen

at the house door, with the head of the pet of the family on her knee,

diligently searching for something that is not wanted. This seemed to

be Ihe afternoon recreation of the gr.andmother. As all these little

tabhaitx take place in the sunshine, the instantaneous shutter might be

usefully employed.
Leaving the warm, sunny land of Sicily, with its groves of ripe oranges

and lemons, we steered straight for Trieste with a large cargo of fruit on

board. Nothing of interest came within range until we reached that fine

port. The shipping of Trieste and the beautiful cattle which draw the

carts make good photographic subjects.

Here we loft our steamer and started for Venice in a small vessel,

the ordinary length of voyage being seven hours. A heavy fog coming on,

we did not reach Venice for seventeen hours. The steamer not being

proi)erly provisioned, our breakfast consisted of a cup of tea and dry

bread, and on clamouring for dinner each passenger had the following

sumptuous repast set before him :—Two sardines, a cut of dry salt tongue,

a glass of wine, and some bread—so hard that it was all we could do

to break it with a knife handle. We arrived at Venice at i> p.m. in time

for the labU d'hote. The fog lasted four days, and we saw but little till

Sunday, when we had irerfect weather. Twelve plates were exposed on

that day, the last two from the top of the Campinile of St. Mark's, at

sunset.

The " Aleppo" had meanwhile arrived, and I took all my photographic

thuigs and one hundred jJates (to be developed on my retm-n) on board, on

Monday morning, to be taken to Liverpool. My friend and I sjiid good-

bye to the captain, officers, and pas.'^engers, with whom we had pass(;d

a delightful three weeks. From a gondola we watched the good ship

sail away for Liverjwol, and for the moment felt alone in the world—with-
out friends, and without camera. We quickly recovered, however, and

much enjoyed four weeks m^ire of travel, spending a glorious week of sun-

shine in Rome, and coming home Ijy Florence, Milan, Brussels, and Calais

As far as I could judge, Italian photographers, for the most part, still revel

in the dark ages of wet plateism, .and the ancient chemical collodion is still

largely in vogue. G. E. Thomi'son.
«

RECENT PATENTS.

PATENTS APPLIED FOR.
No. 6,G47.—" Photograiihic Camera Stands for Use Out of Doors, on

Land or at Sea." J. Thomson.—Dated March 22, 1884.

No. .'),G8(!.—" Frames for Stretcliing Paper for Photograiihic Purposes."

W. R Lake ; coiuiiiuuicated by L'Abbe Raboisson.—i>a(<'rf March 2'J, 1884.

€)ur (B5ttonal f alik.

U.si\'ER.sAL AttracViox : Its Relation to the Chemical
Elk.me.nts. By W. H. Sharp.

Kdiiiburgli ; E. and S. Livingston R.

This ia a work of fifty-three pages devoted to a consideration of the

atiunic theory, in which the author endeavours to render clear some of

the less easily explicable points in already-accepted theories. Starting

with the thesis that so far as wo are taught up to the present time "the

atoms used by Nature arc of about sixty-five difTerent kinds, and that

if they are of equal weights they are of the oddest sizes, and if, as is

generally assumed, of equal sizes, Nature has made them of the oddest

possible weights," the author proceeds to express his opinion that it is

a "libel upon Nature" to imagine that she chose these "odd" figures

without a sufficient reason. Ho then goes on to developo his own
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views, which iuvolvo, in the flrat instance, tho impeachment of the

Newtoni-iii law, and ntterapts to find satisfactory detinitions of tho

terms ''mass "and "weight," but confessedly without much success.

We cani.ot, however, here discuss the m.itter in detail ; sutlico it to

Bay that Mr. Sharp holds tliat gravity, like sound, light, heat, elec-

tricity, and magnei ism, is propagated l>y wave-motion, and that gravitic

force is at le,-.st as important a factor in physical phenomena as any of

those mentioned. One short quotation will show tho style of the

author's argument. Ho says:— "Take a body which in the earth's

field of force has a certain weight. By the scientific uso o£ your
imagination weigh it in tlie various portions of the terrestrial spectrum

pi-oduced liy admittinij gravitic force througlx a prism into a room from

which all other force is supposed to be excluded. Note the changes

of weight, the special inlluence of certain waves, and that the body
itself remains unchanged."

We must, however, leave those of our readers who may be suffi-

ciently interested to study these purely hypothetical arguments for

themselves,

MKKTINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Dat« of Mooitng. Name of Swicty. Plaro of Mcctiiiif.

April 7

„ 8
„ 8

West Hiding of Yorkshire
Great Britain
Bolton Club

Godwin-street, Bradford.

5a, Pall Mall East.

The Studio, Chanfcir-lane.
„ 8
„ 8

Newcastle-on-Tync College of Physical iiicience.

177, Buchanan-street.

„ 9 Chcitcnliam Auiuteur
,, 9 Temperance Hall.

Anderton's Hotel. Flcet-strcct.

Masons' Hall, Hasinphall-street.
.. 9
,. 10
„ 10

Photographic Club
London and Provincial

„ 11 Ireland Koyal College of Science, Dublin.

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
At the nicotiug of this Society, held on Thureday, the 2Tth ultimo, tlie

chair was occupied by ilr. \\'. M. Ashman.
Mr. A. Cowan sliowed a machine for wiping the backs of plates to

ch^ar off, before puttinf,' them to set, any emulsion which might lia\e

flowed imd'-rneath whilst coatin;;. It consistetl essentially of two arms,
nearly parallel, pivoted horizontally, at just such a distance apart as to

alUtw the hand with the pneumatic holder to pass bt^tween them. The
l>late iM'inj^ laid upon thes-e arms and hold down upon them, a treadle was
pressed which caused the arms to separate, wiping the luider side of tlie

plate in so doing. Long bands of flannel wound on rollers passed over tho
top edges of the wiping arms, and by a ratchet-wheel arrangement were
wound off about three-eightlis of an inch at each time of using, so as to

present a fresh dry siirface for each plate.

Mr. A. L. HKM)Kr<.soN proceeded to demonstrate a new method of pre-

paring emulsion. He said that the formula which he would then give was
not perhai)S the best that co\dd be given; but it would illustrate the
principle, and he would shovv tiie results of further experiences at a future
meeting. Instead of convertiu',' the silver into bromide in the pi-e.sence of a
colloid body it was first formed into an acetate. He tooii a solution
of 170 grains of nitrate of silver dissolved in six ounces of water and
poux-ed into anotlier solution which had been prepared by dissolving 147
grains of carbonate of ammonia in water and neutralising with acetic acid,

the quantity being made up to six ounces. Into the vessel containing the
stcctate of silver was now ponred a solution of 120 grains of bromide of

lx>tassiuin and two grains of iodi<le of i>otassium. The precipitate having
subsided and the supernatant fluid iMiured off, gelatine solution was added
at a temperature of about 120\ and in a short time the bromide was found
to have been formed into a fine orange emuUion. In order to obtain
rapidity ammonia would be added and the solution kept warm for some
time. In making an emulsion he i)referred to use a small quantity of

gelatine with tho acetate of silver before adding the bromide, but he
wished to prove that it could be disi«nsed with. He had now done what
he had stated the week Ix-fore he was prepared to do, namely, formed
an emulsion of bromide of silver in the absence of a colloid body,
Mr. A. Mackik inquired whether, in forming the acetate of ammonia

solution, it was important that either the acid or the alkaline should Ix-

in excess.

Mr. Hexdkbson said that this was one of tlie iwints which required to
1)6 worki-d out, but he thought it was best neutral.
Mr. W. K. Deukxham asked whether the rapid plate shown by Mr.

Cowan at the last meeting, as being of Mr. Henderson's preparation, was
made according to the formula given, and whether gelatine had been
\i8cd in the first instance.
Mr. Hexder.son replied that some gelatine had been used before adding

the bromide in tliat ca-se. He would bring the formula used for that plate
to the next iikh ting.

Mr. Dkbenham said that the fonnation of the bromide from tho acetate
instead of from the nitrate had evidently an important influence; for tho
coorse-lookiiig precipitate liecame thoroughly emulsified, winch it would
not have done had it been fomied from nitrate of silver in the absence of
a colloid body under similar conditions. Some years ago Caiitain Ahney
h»d introduced hi* meth'>d of emuhifying a washed precipitate of bromide

of silver. He (Mr. Debenham) had tiiod the pUn, and found that for a
slow emulsion it was successful, but that if ho endeavoured to get rapidity
by hmg digestiim or other means weakness and fog supervened. On one
Point ho must differ from Mr. Henderson : he could not consider that the
bromide of silver was emulsified until the gelatine was a<lderl, as up to that
time it was a precipitate, although a little of it might remain for mine time
suspended in the supernatant liquid.
Mr. A. Haddon agreed that there was not emulaification, but precipita-

tion, 111 tlie first stage of tho preparation.
Mr. Mackie said ho had tried Captain Abncy's method as it was fint

published, without any gelatine before i)recipitation, and could get an
miage. He requested that Mr. Debenham would define what eniulsifica-
tion was.
Mr. Debexham replied that there had been considerable differences of

opinion on the point, and he could only give hLs view without pretending
to consider the question as settled. He considered that emulsion consisted
of a mixture of two substances—<me of which must bo a liquid—not
chemically combined, but so intimately mixed that they would remain for
a considerable time without separation.
Mr. Mackie was of opinion that emiilsific.ation was a nii.xture of two

substances by the aid ol^ a third. He inquired whether Mr. Henderson
preferred to pour off the water containing tlie soluble salts, as he had done
that evening, or to add the gelatine and wash afterwards in the usual way.
Mr. He.ndeiisox preferred the latter course. He could never get quite

the quality unless the gelatine was subjected to the nitrates.
Mr. J. B. B. Wellington inquired how much emulsion the silver used

(170 grains) would make.
Mr. Hen1)Er.son replied that it would make from ten to twenty ounces.

He preferred to make it up into the smaller quantity. In answer to a ques-
tion as to the rapidity of an emulsion ]ne|)ared "as shown, he said that
it would be fairly rapid, but would be more so if ammonia were added and
it was then digested, the change took jilace very fpiickly.
Mr. Cowan remarked that if the rapidity depend<Kl uixm the time of

digestion with ammonia, the last plates of a batch that was being coated
would be more rapid than the first.

A question was asked as to the heat at which the emulsion might be
digested, after the addition of ammonia?
Mr. Henderson could not say.
Mr. Debenham said that in his experience the effect of a high temiieratnro

upon the emulsion that had been washed and had had ammonia added,
was to render it foggy and useless. An hour or so at 1.50'' was sufficient to
spoil it completely.
A communication to the Society, sent by Mr. R. Offord, was read, On

Tukin;; StereosivpU- Pietures on Quarter P/ules. The jilan advocated by Mr.
Offord was to pose the sitter on a revolving stand, to which a heiid-rest was
attached. Between the two exposures a partial revolution of the stand
was made to gi\e the necessary different view. A contrivance was fitted
up with cardboard in the camera back for shifting the (piarter plate, so
that one half of it might be exiwsed at a time if one lens (mly were to bo
used. Mr. Debenham said that a twin lens camera was best, as the silk
was less likely to move ; but that if made with one lens the princiiile of
the old shifting camera known as "Latimer Clarke's" was better than
that of moving the sitter. The use of such small pictures as the
half of a quarter plate he thought a great mistake. The photographs
should be as wide as the stereosco))e allowed—that is, about two and
a-half inches. It was, indeetl, considered by some a disadvantage that
wider prints than that could not Ijo used. Stereoscopic pictures were
certainly beautiful objects, and he thought it a pity that the fashion for
them had so much gone out. Could not photographers do something
to revive it ?

Mr. Cowax said that it was certainly the lx?st form for jiortraiture.
Mr. Debenham showed a travelling lantern fitted with yellow paper

and green oiled silk, as described in our report last week of the technical
meeting of the Photographic Society of Great Britain.
Tho Chaiuman announced that the next montlily lecturette would lie

given on the 10th instant, by Mr. W. E. Debenham, On Lento.

GLASGOW PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
The eleventh gener.al meeting of the session of this Society was held in
the Religious Institution Rooms on the 20th ult.,—Mr. Robert Dodd,
\ ice-President, in the chair.

After the minutes of the previous meeting had been read and confirmed,
and the cjuestion-box disposed of,

Mr. W.M. Lang, Jun., read an interesting paper On Birlitvmateil Geln-
tine Films and the St<tnnoli/p( Proms. [See page 204 in our last issue.] Ho
also demonstrated the working of the process, which seemed both simple
and satisfactory. A number of specimens, lent by Mr. W. B. Woodbury
for the occasion, showing first-class work at all the different stages, Mrciio
very much appreciated by the meeting.
Mr. RoBEUTHON then gave a general description of the original Wood-

burytype process, and exhibited a number of lead printing blocks, and
impressions from them, which had Ix-en sent to tho Association by Mr.
Woodbury at the time the process was patented.
Votes of thanks were then awarded to Mr. Woodbury and Mr. Lang,

and the hope was expre.«sed that more practical demonstrations would be
given at future meetings. 1—
LIVERPOOL AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

The monthly meeting of this Asgoei.ition was held in the Free Library, ou
Thui-sday, the 27th ultimo,—Dr. Kenyon, Prc«iidcnf, in tho chair.
The minutes of the J''ebruary meeting having been read and passed,

Messrs. Arclier, Durnforfl, McMurtrie, New. and Williams, were elected
member-^ of the A.-ssotintion.
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The Hon. Libbari-vn (Mr. J. H. Day) announced that he haJ received

the following donations to the library :-A volume of the PAoto. Ne,os from

the Rev. H. J. Palmer, the records of the Photo. Society of Philadelphia,

and eighteen lantern slides from the Hon. Secretary. Mr Day expressed

a hope that many members of the Association would now follow tlie good

example which had been set them, and present numerous transparencies

for the lantern to the small collection at present connected with tue

The Hon Skcbetary read a letter from an American amateur, enclosing

some views of American scenery, and asking for English photographs in

Mr B.'Boothroyd gave some details with regard to Rufiford Hall and

its surroundings, and kindly consented to undertake the management ot

the excursion thither on the 2Gth instant. .,,„,, , . -.r / r
Mr. G. E. Thompson- then read his paper entitled Phologmphic Notes 0}

a VoyatKfrom Lirerponl lo Trieste in a Cnnard Steamer, Janimri/, IHM [see

page 2201, and exhibited a large number of interesting and beautiful pic-

tures taken by him on his recent tour. He said, moreover, that lie liaa

nssd Mr. Kirkby's shutter, and also one recommended to him by ill-.

Forrest. Both had given good results; but he had met witli some dim-

culty in obtaining sharp pictures, owing to the vibration of the stand.

He (Mr. Thompson) exhibited the whole of the apparatus used by him on

his journeys. , . , , . -.r mi. t

The Chairman proposed a cordial vote of thanks to Mr. ihoinpson toi

his most interesting and useful paper, and, referring to the fact that some

of the seascapes were over-exposed, said that lenses should be stopped

down when rapid plates were exposed at sea.

Mr. D\Y spoke apjirovingly of the views of shipping, &c., taken years

ago by the Rev. H. J. Palmer with a simple cardboard shutter; but he

thought, on the whole, that the shutter devised by Mr. E. Roberts was the

best for this class of subject. ,.1 1

Mr. R. Crowe remarked that over-exposed seascapes could always be

saved bv cai-o and management in the development.

Mr. J. H. T. Ei-LERBECK spoke very highly of Edwards s shutter, and

thought the results exhibited by Mr. Edwards were among the finest in-

stantaneous pictures produced.

The Hon. Secretary reminded members of the neglected condition ot

the Sooietv's album, no prints having been contributed to it for some time.

The Rev. H. J. Palmer gave an account of some further lantern experi-

ments, which he had been making with the pamphengos and the penta-

phane, since the last meeting. Mr. Watts had had one of Archer s re-

flectors substituted for the ordinary pamphengos reflector, but Mr. Palmer

liid failed to detect the slightest increase of brilliancy.

Mr. Blanchari) passed round an album of views, among winch were

8om3 extremely interesting pictures taken at Lagos, and other places on the

ccvst of Africa.

Mr. A. Beer exhibited some very fine enlargements from 10 by 8 nega-

tives belonging to him, made by Mr. J. Harmer, of Littlehan.pton, Sussex.

Mr. Thomp.son showed his camera, lenses, and shutters, a large number
of views in the Mediterranean, Sicily, Naples, Trieste, and Venice, and

also a portable Buckle stand with some improvements by Mr. Crowe.

The meeting was then adjourned to the last Thursday in April.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF IRELAND.
The annual optical lantern exhibition of this Society was held on Friday

last, the 2Sth ult., in the Royal College of Science, Stephen's Green, E.

As on former occasions, the transparencies were taken from negatives the

work of the members during the past year, nearly .ill being produced on

collodion films, the majority of the pictures evidencing a marked improve-

ment on former work.
The following i>ictures called forth well-merited applause -.—Interior of

Ruini of atastonhury Abbey, by Mr. F. C. Allen ; Interior of Bruc/es Cathedral

and Interior of SI. PanVx, Antwerp, by Mr. H. Bewley ; A Snow Scene, by Jlr.

Cunan. This was an exceedingly pretty picture, the snow being rendered

very efifectively. Mr. Pim's Studies of Trees were very interesting and
beautiful, he having made a speciality of this " branch " of photography
during the i>ast summer. The yawl While Rose, by Mr. E. 1'. Johnson,

was, as one of the members remarked, " a real gem." It was taken from a

punt in Killiney Bay, Dublin, Mr. Johnson holding the camera in his hand
while he made the exposure. A selection ot views, taken by Mr. .T. L.

Robinson, in Normandy, Lisieux and Bayeux, were also much admired.

The evening was most enjoyable, and to judge from the attendance—
nearly 400 ladies and gentlemen being present—the interest taken in the

exhibition was most encouraging.
The following members also sent in contributions:—Messrs. Curtis,

Baker, Webb, Robertson, Bewley, Mitchell, Scott, Roper, Watson, and
others. The next ordinary meeting will be held on Friday, the 9th May.

dimculties whicli had to be overcome in taking such «"^J.';'^'^-
^.f,,^'"'^'!

medal to Herr Schapiro, of St. Petersburg, for a series of '"terestii g phy

siognomieal studies, with accompanying explanatory text ^ which the

actor Burlack represented various scenes from the life "^
^,f

*<i"^^"-
^

bronze medal to Ilerr A. Tockstein, of Vienna, for his efforts to construct

ai.paratus practically adapted to photographic purposes, and Particularly

to the emulsion process. The committee, at the same time thanked all

those gentlemen who had assisted to make the meetings of the boc ety

interestiu.' either by communications made directly to the meetings 01 to

the Society's organ-particularly Herren Gelpke, Manot, ScoUk, Scamom,

Major Volkmer, Dr. Loient, and Captain Pizzighelli.
„„„j:.;„„ „f

Bai-on Stillfriel) then gave an interesting sketch of the condition o

photography in Eastern Asia, particular y in China, J*Pf»{.f"f 5'n.^^,;» Je
the last-named country it had for some time back met with little encourage-

ment. In China and Japan there were ,somfnf've professional photo-

graphers; but their productions were rather black and white affairs, and

did not display much taste. The apparatus used was of a very primitix e

make, the chemical knowledge being of the slenderest description. loi

landscape photographs there is no demand at all, the only sale for them

being am.uigst amateurs and collectors in Europe or the United States.

Tl!e Churman, in thanking Baron StiUfried for his communication,

announced that there would be an exhibition of that gentleman s Asmtic

views, &c., on the 12th February, at the Imperial Royal Museum of Art

""The" attention of the meeting was next directed to the objects placed

upon the table for inspection, and Major Volkmer was asked to give a

short account of the heliouravm-es shown by the Military Geographical

"mLjoi^Volkmer remarked that, in the case of the picture of General

Von Wanka—said to be Ijy the Klic process—that expression was not to be

taken too literally, but merely to be held as indicating that it was by a

heliographio etching process.
., , • n,„

The members of the Society had a good opportunity of comparing tlio

process as worked at the Institute by Herr Sominer with Herr Klics

process. The following applies gener.ally to both. An ordinary negative-

such as can be used for printing from upon albumenised papei-—is taken,

and a positive upon glass printed from it by means of carbon tissue,

consisting of very soluble gelatine with a rich addition of sugar in order

that the picture may not be in high relief) and fine lainpblaok. iliis

positive upon glass may easily be retouched either with lead pencU or

neutral-coloured ink. A negative picture, exhibiting a delicate reliet, is

then produced from this positive matrix upon a copper plate (rolled copper)

having a granularity produced by asphalte powder, and which is also

prepared with very soluble gelatine, sugar, and lampblack, but which a so

contains a suitable addition of carbonate of magnesia and albumen, llus

picture, in delicate relief, is then etched into the copper plate by means

of a rather concentrated solution of chloride of iron. The iron chloride

first hardens the gelatinous film; but at last the etching solution gradually

penetrates through that film to the copper, the metal being, more or less,

attacked according to the degree of relief at which the gelatine film stands

out at the different places. After this first etching the gelatine Picture and

asphalte granules are both removed from the plate, which then shows but a

flat and monotonous picture; but second, third, or even more subsequent

etchings bring it up to the desired power and depth. Preparatory to tnis

supplementary etching the surface of the plate is protected by a smootli

leather rolleri saturated with some fatty, acid-resisting ink, being pa^ed

across it and then warmed in order to close the particles of colour. lUe

most delicate tones take on the ink, and those beyond, which require to be

further etched, remain open and may be acted upon for a minute or two by

the etching medium. On repeating this procedure the quantity of colour

taken up by the roller and the amount of jn-essure with which it is applied

to the surf.ace of the plate are increased, and the time of etching may "a

doubled. A third or fourth coating of ink is applied, so that only tne

deepest shadows shall remain open, and these may be etched three or four

minutes. The negative from which the particular picture shown was done

was taken by Herr Luckhardt.
. , „» t j a

Dr. EnER showed a number of instantaneous views by M. Lugardon, ana

spoke of Mr. H. P. Robinson's method of introducing figures so as to give

life to even the most monotonous landscapes. He (Dr. Eder) then com-

municated his latest researches in the region of gelatine emulsion.

Herr Soolik gave an account of his experiments with a variety of deve-

lopers (particularly Nelson's).
. . ., _, .

The Chairman placed on the table the first number of the Portuguese

publication. La Arte Photonraphiea, to which La Senorita Relvas contri-

butes a landscape illustration, and the first number of Der PraktiiChC

Photograph, which hails from Breslau.

The meeting was shortly afterwards adjourned.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF VIENNA.
This Society met on the loth February, when the chair w-as occupied by
Dr. K. Hornig, President. The minutes of the previous meeting having
been approved, and a new member admitted,
The Hon. Secretary (Herr Luckhardt) read the report of the com-

mittee appointed to award the Voigtlander prizes, which they did
thus :—A silver medal to Lieut. David, for his studies in emulsion photo-
graphy, for the results of his labours as a photographic amateur, and for

the construction of various useful pieces of photographic ajiparatus. A
silver medal to Dr. Bruno Meyer, of Karlsruhe, for his transparencies
(numbering several thousands) intended for educational purposes, and for
his catalogue, compiled with great industry. A bronze medal to Herr Bop]),
of Innsbruck,- for a collection of sterooscojiic jihotographs on glass from
injected anatomical preparations, and especially in consideration ot the

dutuz^otxhmtt.

"FREE LANCE" AND THE MANCHESTER PHOTOGRAPHIC
SOCIETY.

To the Editors.
Gentlemen,—I very much regret that owing to the unavoidable, and

almost unprecedented, absence of the Secretary at the Febniary meeting

of the Manchester Photographic Society the discussion on the subject ot

swing-backs was not as fully reported as it was desirable it should have

been ; and I still more regret that Mr. Rishton's able lecture, which was

mainly extempore, and illustrated by a very clever model, was not repro-

duced in the report of the proceedings. Had this been done coiisiderabW

light would probably have been thrown on what " Free Lance is pleased

' to call a series of " mixed statements."
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As this vivacious writer hiui, appnrently, "caught mo tripping" I wish
to point mit that wliat 1 tliil say, liatl I boon fully rppiirtod, was that the
*xis of the lens bcinj; placed in an oblique direction to the siirfaco of the

I

"late, and also jwinting obliquely to the i)erpendieular front of a building,
)ut at an opposite auKle—a condition of things which obtains when the
«wingl)ack and tilted camera are used

—

must produce dittoriinn. I further
endeavoured to |)oint out that this opjwsito angle formed by the axis of the
lens with the front of the buildintr, being photographed, was an important
factor in the problem, and one not sufficiently taken into account.

I quite admit that the swing-back will preserve tlie parallelism of the
pori>endicular lines when the camera is tilted ; but it does so at a serious
ex|)en8u of uniform definition, and leads to horizontal distortion, very
noticeable near the top and bottom edges of the plate.

As the discussion on the subject will be reopened at the April meeting of
the Manchester l*hot"gra|>liic Society by a communication from one of the
meml)ers, who mil show the results of some test experiments, I will not
at present proceed further to elaborate the argument.—I am, yours, &c.

,

Afancheitei; March 31, 1884. J. S. POLHTT.—

•

SODIC SULPHITE—"POST FINAL."
To the Editors.

Gextlemis,—Before the final close of this discussion, I should like to
thank Mr. Herbert B. Berkeley for his kind and courteous offer; and in

return—as it ai)ppar3 that gratuitous advertising is the order of the day—
I beg to say that I shall bo happy to supply him or others of your readers
with extremely sensitive dry plates which, with ordinary skill in develop-
ing and without sulphite of soda in any form, will give the "wet-plate
quality" so much a<imired by Mr. Berkeley, and also by—Yours, &c.,
March 31, 1884.

'

B. J. Edwards.— —

•

SULPHUROUS ACID IN THE DEVELOPER.—SCREENS.
To the Editors.

Oentlemen-,—As to the objection of "Free Lance:" if he read the
article again he will see that by the method of development the film was
well soaked with free sulphurous acid before tiie ammonia rciched it.

Will Mr. W. E. Debenham kindly post me a sm.all fragment of the
green oil silk ? Mr. Fry has sent me a fr.agmont of " true " canary medium

;

but as its safety is due to its opacity, and as it blocks out twice as much
useful light as my present screen, 1 prefer to work in the bright and cool
light.—I am, yours, &c., W. H. Hahriso.v,
Sold du Lae, Lucerne, March 31, 1884.

MEASUREMENT OF SPEED OF SHUTTERS.
To the Editors.

GENtLEsrEM,-1 see from your report of the last meeting of the Photo-
graphic Society of Great Britain that Mr. C. Ray Woods claims for

Captain Abney the tuning-fork method for determining the duration of ex-

jjosure in connection with instantaneous shutters.

When I read a paper on this subject, some time l)ack, I wa.s not aware
of the fact that Captain Abney had published anything in this direction.

Had I known it 1 should most certainly have mentioned the Captain's
name in my communication.
Will Mr. Woods kindly give date, &c., when Captain Abney Jint

published his method? Awaiting reply,—I am, yours, &c.,
Jio]/al Jfai-al CoUegt, Greenwich, S.£., March 31, 1884, A. Haddox,

A QUESTION OF PRIORITY.
To the Editors.

Ge.vtlemes,—In a imjier by Mr. W. Lang, .Tun., printed in your last

issue, I see that he attributes to Captain Abney the discovery that an
image impressed ujion bichromated gelatine is capable of impressing in turn
another bichr<_^mated film.

Will Mr. Lane bo good enough to stivte where this was first published by
Captain Abney, as I have an impression that it is a discovery of very long
standing'/—I am, yours, &c., A. Colueh,

23, Weot Bill-street, Brighton, April 1, 1884.

G«o. S. Pkarce wishes to know if there be any solvent for the sulphur
stains in silver prints which are caused by allowing fingers soiled by
hyiTOSulphite of soda to touch the prints previous to toning and fixing.

Answer : We are not aware of any.

"Is there any restriction upon the manufacture 'tof changing -boxes for

dry plates'/—J. B." In reply: We are av.'are of none. Among the
numerous photographic patents obtained during the |)resent year some
may have been for apparatus of this nature ; but particulars concerning
these will only be ascertained after the specifications are published.

1, B. says :
—" Kindly tell mo through your columns what you consider

would be the effect in a silver bath which has been neutralised before
sunning with ammonia instead of carbonate of soda. Would it be likely

to induce fog? (Of course it would be acidified before using.)" In
reply : Under such circumstances ammonia would not cause fogging.

' Kindly inform me which side of the stop to use nearest the focussing-
screen. I have a lens fitted with a stop. One side of the stop has a
lievelled edge. I have looked through several books on photography,
and can find no reference to it.—.V f<EW Hand, Hanley." In reply :

The particular side is immaterial, but it may be safer to keep the bevelled
side to the front.

Will some one kmdlv advise me as to the liest photographic apparatus
to buy ? I know nothing at all of photography, tut want an apparatus
to pliotograph any pretty views, also imrtraits of jjcrsons and children —
IK.NORANCK. . In reply: "Ijfnoranco" should first of all obtain amanual giving practical information in photography, and then ijace him-
self in the hanfls of one of the numerous resjjectable dealers whoso
business announcements are to be found in the advertising pages of this

Geo. Thompson desires to know the best method for estimatinj? tlieamount of moisture in the atmosijhere. He has been made aware ofsome fieculiar class of hygrometer in which the indications are made by
the rising and falling of a column of mercury, and would be glad if any
reader could afford some information with respect to the construction of
the instrument. Wo pass on this ciuery to our readers, merely ob-
serving that the recognised best method of ascertaining the hygrometrio
state of the atmosphere is by means of the wet and dry bulb thermometer.

'^'
i^'i,^'~*^"i''

<="'''"''8I>on<lent lias been making varnish by the solution of
shellac in alcohol; but he quite fails in getting it made clear. He would
not mmd a little colour, but it is essential for the purpose for which lie
intends it that it be quite limpid. In reply: There are two or three
ways by which he can get a limpid solution, one of them beinir br
allowing sufficient time to the varnish to become clear. Of course there
will remain a sediment at the bottom, from which the clear portion can
bo decanted. Recourse may also be had to filtration in order to cause the
clarification of the solution. It has been recommended to mix finely-
powdered chalk to l.ac varnish, and then to heat and filter it in order to
obtain a solution of great purity and brightness. The proportions are
stated to be equal parts of chalk and lac.

A. A. B. says :—" After sensitising the albumen paper I float it one
minute on a fifteen-grain solution of citric acid; but as it gradually
weakens how am I to find out its strength, so as to know how much
citric acid to add to keep it about fifteen grains to the ounce after
several sheets have been floated? The argentometer is no use in thii
solution." In reply: If A. A. B. will make a fifteen-grain solution of
citric acid, and carefully note its specific gravity, as shown by the
argentometer, he has merely, in making subsequent trials, to see ttat
the strength is such as to permit the argentometer to sink to the mark
originally noted. By means of a few trials, and entries in one's note-
book, the argentometer may be made useful in determining the strength
of every aqueous solution made use of by the photographer.

" I SHALL be very glad if you will say in your Notes and Queriet, next
Friday, if there are any collodion dry plates (emulsion or otherwise) suit-
able for negatives, which can be developed like ordinary wet plates
now in the market. If not to be bought, will you kindly give a formula'
and state approximately how rapid they would be?—A. H. B." In
reply :

While we are aware of numerous formulae for the preparation of
collodion emulsions, the plates prepared by which are devefoiied by pyro-
gallic acid, we are unaware of any that are suitable for iron development in
the same way as wet collodion. We know, of course, that by immersion
ill, or being freely treated with, solution of silver nitrate, protosulphate of
iron may be employed as a developer of dry collodion plates under certain
circumstances; yet, so far as we have been able to discover, it is con-
sidered as being quite unreliable, and is not practised. We shall be glad
to hear the experience of those who have tried it.

Simonides inquires if there be any definite rule for placing the horizon in
a photograph. Very much deiiends upon the nature of the subject.We should like our correspondent to state a case with more definiteness'
If the query have reference to the placing of the horizon in a landscaite
background of a studio, then we should say that, although it oui/ht to be-
on the level of the head of the sitter, it is not quite expedient that it be
so, unless the composition of the landscape background be of that un-
defined class in which it is rather difficult to say with precision where the
horizon is really situated. A horizontal line of a marked character
sli<mld never bisect the picture in a line with the head, as it distracts
attention from the face. But, while certain sacrifices may be made to
conventionalism, the error must be avoided of carrying this too far as in
the case of certain American portrait and figure subjects, excellent in
themselves, which were described in this .Tournal some time since, and in
which the horizon line of the background was frecjuently as low down sa
the knees of the figures.

Concerning photo-enamels, .T. Berrj-man (Redhill) vvTites :
—" Some time

ago you were kind enough to give me your opinion on an enamel I sent
you. I promised to give you the result of my further experience. I dis-
covered that the fault was not in firing ; it was through the toning opera-
tion being defective. From what I hear and read I am convinced that
three-fourths of the failures in this process are due cither to an undue
thinness of image or incomplete toning. Having now acquired, by nothing
but hard practice fcir several months, some ability with this i>rocess, I can
positively say that its supposed uncertainties and mysteries do not exist.
As to the burning : it is simple enough. The great point to watch is the
character of the film before toning, and so nice, to a point, must it be
that no after-operation can in the slightest degree make up for the
slightest imperfection in it. If my experience should at any time be of
service to you I willingly offer it, and should do so the more cheerfully
because I have suffered a good many d.iys' experiment through the un-
generous misleadings of others." We thank our corresponcunt for hi*
kind offer.

^ _

(BuljanQt Column.
Wanted a really good dark tent or carriage for dry-)ilate work. Excellei t
exchange offered, or cash.—Address, H., 3K>, Lodge-rvad, Heckler,
Birmingham,
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1 will exchange .i thoroughly-good microscope and slides for a light, whole-

plate camera and double slides.—Address, A. Bugg, Stowmavket.

Tricycle—" Woodcock," Coventry, excellent machine, cost £-35, valued at

£15, for good tourist photographic apparatus, &c.—Address, Tkab, 12,

Clapham-road, S.W.

A half-plate wide-angle landscape lens and 12 X 10 glass bath, with ground

top, in exchange for a short focus carte lens.—Address, T. J. Lloyd, 2,

Bailey-lane, Coventry.

What offei-s for a dark tent and tripod, for 12 X 10 (new), 10 X 8 wide-angle

view lens, Photo. Stores' make (new), and Solomon's magnesium lamp.—
Address, C. Taylor, photographer, Cliislehurst.

Wh.U offers in exchange for a half-plate bellows-body camera, a quarter-

plate Lerebours lens, camera, head-rest, and nine double printing-frames ?

- Address, Jas. Driver, Co, St. Mathew's-street, Ipswich.

Wanted, instantograph or quarter-plate camera, &c., in exchange for

Iwoks, or part cash. Offered, Tymni's Wi/aU's Art of Illuminating.

The Sea, li-c.—Address, S. Wells, Gladstone-terrace, Goole.

I will exchange a quarter-plate walnut sliding-body camera, two single

dark slides, and a quarter-jjlate lens, by Shepherd, for a 12 X 10 water-

tight glass bath.—Address, C. W. G. ysHERWOon, Tonbridge.

I will exchange Photographic Almanaa, for 18.58, 18(30, and 1862, and
Delamotte's Practice of Photoijraphy, 1857, for a single landscape lens,

six or eight inches focua.—Address, Photo, 3, Cicely-street, Edge Hill,

Liverpool.

Wanted, bellows-body camera, 8J X G^, and Ross's rapid symmetrical lens,

for 10 X 8, and Shew's eclipse sliutter, in exchange for Pallmeyer's

No. 2b ordinary, and well-finished modern oil-painting.— Address, J.

Malin.s, Crosswood, Aberystwyth.

What offers in exchange for Watson's 10 X 8 bellows-body square camera,

latest improvements, two backs, two of Ross's studio cameras, Oborne's

Kureka camera burnisher, and Watson's dark tent, all in first-class

condition?—Address, Berlin Studio, 440, Old Kent-road, S.f^.

What offei-s for a cai>it.al half-plate jiortrait and view lens, double com-
bination, six and a-half-inch back fcwus, in good condition'? Wanted,
a cabinet, or larger, rolling-press, with steel plate, in good condition.

—

Address, PHOToiiRAPHF.R, Oxford Studio, High-street, Cheltenham.

Wanted, a large-size porcelain dish, two or three lenses, by B. French>
Boston, for Victorias, large-size rolling-machine, or offers, in exchange
for England's drying-cuiiboard, backgrounds, interior and exterior, head-
rests, grass mat, half-plate bcUows-body camera, three dark slides, three
cabinet lenses, and two and a-quarter ditto.—Address, .J., 12G, Bold-
street, Liverpool.

^nstors to ©orwsjpontr^nta.

<* Corre»ponilenti should never write on both tides of the paper.

S. WKLLS.--By advertising your special want you will no doubt meet with
a respoiLse from several dealers.

Smith (Manchester).—See report of the last technical meeting of the
Photographic Society of Great Britain.

W. H. Harri.son'.—We should advise you to give longer exposure. Per-
hajxs you over-estimated the value of bright sunshine.

P. Spencer.—Tlie plates are not made now. We cannot undertake to send
private replies, particularly when stamps are not enclosed.

Saml. Jutsum.—There is a work by Hiisnik on the subject, but it is in
Gorman. You can procure it through any foreign bookseller.

B. Westos.—You have used far too much glycerine. Refer again to the
formula, and see if you have not misread "drachms" for "ounces."

W. E. G.—Any working optician will construct a lens that will answer
your purpose as a condenser. The cost, we imagine, will not exceed a
few shillings.

J. H. H.—The meetings of the Photographic Club are held at Anderton's
Hotel, Fleet-street, E.G. The subscription is a guinea annually. Write
to the Honorarj' Secretary.

Tyro (W.C.).—The plates have, without question, been exposed to light
before they were developed. It is not a case of gi-een fog, as you suppose,
but fogging by the action of light. There is no remedy. Perhaps all the
batch are not in the same condition.

Stephe.v Rawson.—You are in error in saying that your communication
of the 17th ult. was not replied to. If you refer to the Journal of
March 21st you will see that it was answered. Surely you cannot take
much interest in the matter about which you inquire if you do not take
the trouble to look for the reply.

T. A.—We fear you will not be successful in removiiig the stains of wine
from a photograph coloured with water-colours. The best jilan will be
to send the picture to the artist who coloured it in the first instance ; he
may possibly be able to help you in the matter by washing off tlie colour
and repainting such jwrtions as are defective.

J. H. L.—To utilise a portrait lens for views you must remove the back
combination entirely and screw the front in its place—convex side next
the ground glass. You will have to employ a small stop—s.ay not largir
than (^ or /„ ; that is, if you wish for good definition over a moderate-
sized plate. We cannot undertake to recommend any particular maker •

that IS agaiBst our rule. Every optician mentions in his catalogue the
focal length of the lenses he supplies. From such data you will be able
to judge which will be most suitable for vour camera, "

Walter Grant.-The tissue has clearly been kept in a damp place, and

so has become mouldy. Its age will not, wo think, affect its working

qualities ; but the mould doubtless will, by producing spots of insolubility,

or, possibly, of differant solubility to the other portions. However, it

will not be much trouble to sensitise a piece and try how it works.

D. C—The best plan is to treat the solution to recover the oxalate of

potash. Add to the solution carbonate of potash until all the iron is

precipitated; you will then have a solution of oxalate of potash which
yon can use again with fresh iron. Wo c.innot trace the article to which

you refer. There is one oh a similar subject in our issue for 8th February.

Wm. Selth.—If you send negatives by the parcels post and they arrive

broken you have no remedy. You cannot claim compensation from the

Post Office. Ill future, if you continue to send through that channel,

you must exercise greater care in packing. If you forward through a

carrier, or direct by rail, and the package be labelled "glass," you can

recover in case of injury.

Pickwick.—The paper marked "B" has evidently been sensitised on too

weak a solution, wliich'is the cause of its yielding such feeble prints.

This does not apply to the s.ainple print m.arked "A," for the defect there

is that the print lias been mucli over-toned. It is clear that that sample
of paper will not bear toning to the extent of the purple tones you
require. This is a common failing with many of the ready-seusitised

papers now in the market.

S. S. S.—No advantage whatever. Some operators in the wet collodion

jirocess used to prefer fused nitrate of silver to crystallised for preparing
their baths ; but we never lioard it claimed for fused nitrate that it was
better for jirinting purposes than the ordinary nitrate of silver. How-
ever, it is still an article of commerce, and you can procure a sample and
try it for yourself. If your competitor's prints are so luuch brighter

than yours it must be duo to something more than the use of fused

nitrate of silver.

Received.—Rev, T. F, Hardwich; George Smith. In our next.

The Late Mr. .1. H. Dallmeyer.—From the lUmlratcd London
Xeim, we learn that the will of the late Mr. Dallmeyer, the well-

known optician, of 19, Bloomsbury-street, W.C, and of Sunnylield,

Hampstead-heath, who died on December 30tli last, was proved on
the 13th Feliruary, by Mrs. Elizabeth Mary Dallmeyer, the widow,
one of the executors, the value of the personal estate amounting to

upwards of £78,000.

Photographic Society of Great Britain.—The next meeting of

this Society will take place on Tuesday next, the 8th instant, at ei2;1it

o'clock, in the Gallery, 5, Pall Mall Eiist, when the evening will lie

devoted to an examination into the mode of preparation of lantern

slides, and their exhibition with tlie Society's optical lantern (oxy-

hydrogeu lime light). Amongst others—illustrating the various pro-

cesses, old and new—transparencies will be shown by Dr. Huggins,

F.R.S. (astronomical), W. F. Donkin, F.C.S., F.l.C. (Alpine), and by
R. Meldola, F. K.A.S. (scenes and natives of the Nicobar Islands).

GOOD FRIDAY.
Notice. —The British Journal of Photography for the week
ending April 11th will published at nine o'clock a.m. on Thursday
next, the 10th April. Advertisements intended for insertion in that

issue should therefore reach the OiBce by Tuesday Evening next,

the Sth April. Small Advertisements will be reoeived up to Nine
o'clock on Wednesday Morning next, the 9th April.

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
Observations taken at 406, Strand, by J. H. Steward, Optician,

For the Week endiivi April 2, 1SS4.
Tbesk Observations Ani Taken at 8.30 a.m.
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IMITATION OPALS.
As was stated in the previous article, the pigraeuted preparations

there described may be used in connection with transparencies pro-

duced bj' the carbon, collodion, or gelatine emulsion processes. They
niaj' also be applied either before or after the production of the pic-

ture ; that is, either as a substratum between the picture itself and the

glass or as a covering to the picture. Obviously, the different circum-

stances thus developed necessitate modi6ed modes of manipulation.

First, we will take the case of the application of the preparation

in the forni of a substratum. This is particularly well adapted for

use with the carbon process, but it necessitates a perfection of sub-

stance which is not essential when applied over the picture—a per-

fection which is almost as difficult of attainment as a similar

character in gelatine emulsion films. The difficulties are, in fact,

identical in both oases, and consist in defects such as " pits" in the

gelatine itself, dust and imperfections in the gelatine layer, as well

as inequalities in the thickness of the film—all of which detract

greatly, if present, from the beauty of the finished picture.

The last-named difficulties are merely mechanical, and are easily

surmounted if a sufficient amount of care be devoted to the mani-

pulations. The first, however, or " pits," is inherent in the gelatine

itself ; and if a tendency, however slight, to its production be present

that sample of gelatine should at once be rejected. Fortunately for

this purpose there need be no difficulty in securing a suitable

gelatine which, so far as we are aware, is absolutely free from

symptoms of pitting. This is secured in Nelson's No. 1, and, we
have little doubt, also in other samples of pure English make. The
softness of the brand mentioned is of less consequence for the

purpose under discussion than it is in emulsion work, as an addition

of chrome alum can be made to the baryta emulsion, not only with-

out an ill effect, but with actual advantage in more respects than

one. This is not necessary in the third method described, as the

alum bath serves the double purpose of giving opacity as well as

hardness to the film.

Glass of as even a surface as possible is chosen and well cleaned

;

the baryta preparation, very carefully filtered, is poured on to the

depth of one-eighth of an inch, the plate having been previously

accurately levelled. The thickness of the layer of gelatine will, of

course, greatly depend upon the quantity of pigment contained in

the emulsion and on the amount of opacity desired. If the emul-
sion itself be slightly tinted, then it matters not how thick and
opiique it may be ; but if it be intended to give a faint tint by
backing with coloured paper, or if the picture itself is to be tinted

by painting at the back, after the style of crystoleum, then a

certain degree of translucency must be allowed. However, expe-

rience and a knowledge of the particular requirements will soon

give the desired result.

The plate is allowed to set thorouglily, ami is then transferred to

a warm room or cupboard, free from dust, to dry, when it will be
ready for use at any time. The surface should now present a per

fectly smooth, matt appearance. The degree of deadness may be
varied within certain limits by suitably arranging the proportions

of gelatine and pigment respectively ; but it is scarcely possible to

obtain a glossy surface together with sufficient opacity.

When required for use the first operation is to wet the " enamel

"

surface, but the degree to which this operation is carried will

depend upon the class of picture it is intended to superpose—in the

case of a collodion picture the wetting being altogether dispensed

with. The first eftect of moistening the surface will be found to be
an merease of the dullness caused by the rapid absorption o£

the water by the porous pigment. In a few seconds, however,

the gelatine commences to swell, and gradually a more and more
glossy surface supervenes.

Now if a carbon print is to be developed on the enamel surface

the latter should be allowed to absorb a full quantity of water and
to become quite smooth, the hardened gelatine forming a fine sub-

stratum for holding the delicate half-tones of the cjvrbon image. If

a gelatine emulsion is to be applied, then the water must be allowed
to act no longer than is necessary to reverse the original deadening
of the surface and cause the emulsion to flow evenly. If the wetting

be omitted the emulsion will sink into the film unevenly ; if it be

too prolonged the sensitive film will be too long in drying. When
a collodion film is to be applied the wetting must be omitted, but if,

as will sometimes happen, especially with collodion emulsion, it sink

in unevenly, a thin coating of india-rubber dissolved in benzole

should be applied first and allowed to dry.

After fixing and washing in the usual manner the plate is dried

and varnished either with thin spirit varnish or else a water varnish

made by dissolving bleached lac in a boiling solution of borax.

This gives great depth to the shadows without destroying the matt
surface, and, moreover, forms a good protection.

In the case of a cirbon print there is nothing special in the pro-

cess of development; should any yellow bichromate stain be visible

in the pigmented gelatine immerse in very dilute sulphuric acid.

The development of either collodion or gelatine films must be as

rapid as possible in order to avoid stains, and this necessitates, as a

matter of course, that a full exposure be given. It is very desirable

in all cases where pyro. and alkaline development is used that

sulphite of soda or, better, sulphurous acid be also employed ; if in

spite of this precaution any stain accrue it will be necessary to re-

move it by dilute sulphuric or hydrochloric acid. The latter acid

will also remove the yellow stain that may arise from iron develop-

ment. However, these are simple matters to which the intelligent

operator himself will see.

If the barium preparation is to be applied upon the top of a

picture already developed—whether cirbon, collodion, or gelatine

—

the operations are much simplified, at least so far as the obtaining

perfect surface and freedom from stains are concerned. The glass

selected should be as thin and colourless as possible, and in the case

of gelatine negatives the films must be treated with chrome alum

and dried before applying the barium emulsion ; otherwise ))artial

solution of the surface under the influence of the warm emulsion is

probable. After drying, the back of the picture may be varnished

if desired.

Very pretty effects are obtained with great ease by backing these

pictures with suitably tinted papers, or by roughly colouring them

at the reverse side of the translucent ground ; but these are matters

which must be left to the t«8te of the operator.
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In addition to the hopeful effects, with very slight modification,

he same barium emulsion may be used in connection with trans-

parencies for window decoration. In fact, with the exception that

a thinner coating of emulsion is required, very little modification is

needful, and effects far supei'ior to ground glass are produced.

LIME-LIGHT EXPLOSIONS AND THEIR PREVENTION.
In our issue of last week, when offering some suggestions respecting

powerful lights that might prove substitutes, in some measure, for

the lime light, we spoke of the perfect safety of the latter when
placed under the management of competent individuals. We are

personally familiar with the circumstances under which several ex-

plosions have taken place, and can most positively assert that in

every instance they might have been prevented. It may seem
harsh to associate with such mishaps either ignorance or careless-

ness, but to one or the other of these, in more or less mitigated

association, they must all be relegated.

In the course of a communication by the Rev. T. P. Hardwich, in the

present number—an article certain to receive the greatest attention

from every reader interested in lantern proceedings—this gentleman
offers various suggestions calculated to prove of great utility, and
of which we recommend a careful perusal by every photographer.
Mr. Hardwich, in a short letter which will be found in our usual

correspondence columns, has also suggested that it might be well if

some photographic society were to take this matter up, and offer

a prize for the best safety tube and the best back-pressure valve.

This, we suspect, would be of but little use unless some legislation

were brought to bear on their employment.
We are tolerably familiar with many who are, in common par-

lance, " lantern exhibitors " or " dissolving view lecturers," but who
never had an explosion during their lives, and who would, and do
pooh-pooh ! the necessity or desirableness of any precautionary
measures being taken. With such persons the precaution is axiomatic
—"Keep your gas-bags properly weighted, and don't allow any
interference with, or standing upon, your pipes, and you cannot
have an explosion." This is a literal truth, but equally so is it a
literal and unpleasant truth that, even with such persons, notwith-
standing their knowledge of and intimate acquaintance with the
cmditions of safety, mishaps will and do occur.
A former editor of this Journal has placed it upon record that

the requirements of a certain well-known professor of astronomy,
who had had a narrow escape from an oxyhydrogen explosion, was
somethmg like the following :—« I want a burner that will give
me a light of the very first order, but one by which an explosion
shall not be possible by accident, by carelessness, or by design.'-
The result of this was that our predecessor (J. Traill Taylor)
invented and perfected a system of back-pressure valves, which so
far fulfilled the intended purpose as not merely to have met with
eulog.um when introduced-at first privately, and afterwards more
publicly through a communication to the South London Photo-
graphic Society in the beginning of 1868-but to have been made
an article of commercial manufacture, and sold at a low price by
leading scientific and commercial dealers of the period, namely, for
instance, by Mr. Samuel Highley and the London Stereoscopic
company But lantern exhibitors generally seemed to prefer
saving the ehilling or eighteenpence demanded for perpetual
msuraiice money for the safety thus provided, and to run the risk.We are not at this moment aware of the precise sum at which
these safety valvei were sold; but we know it was a very small
amount, for there was no restriction put upon the manufacture, the
invention having been given to the public.

i.^.T""'"^ °" ''''* '°P'° '^'"^ o"-" predecessor, he says, in effect,
that the ignorance that prevails at the present time with regard to
the terribly-potent mixed gases-oxygen and hydrogen-is such asought to call for legislative interference with their free use, unless
by those who can convince a competent examiner that they know
at least something respecting the forces employed. " If I want to

\Z t?,in
'"'"*°'* * ''T '^""^•''" •'« ^-^y^'

" °" '^ stream, on whichthe travellers are exceedingly sparse. Government steps in .and says
that I muat not risk my own life or those of my fellows until' I

shall have been examined by a competent authoi-ity as to my know-
ledge of steam and its effects, as developed in the yacht marine-engine,
and why should not a similar test be applied to ascertain the

competence of the individual who proposes to introduce a dangerous
power in the midst of crowds of men, women, and children? " All
this means, in plain English, that it is that gentleman's opinion

that no one should be permitted to exhibit photograi)hs or other

pictures in public by the oxyhydrogen or linie light but those who,
like the drivers of cabs or locomotive engines, are licensed to engage
in such work. As regards this proposal we shall say nothing at

present but this—that it would be certain to meet with streiiuoua

opposition.

In the beginning of 1868 (for the particulars of which the reader

is referred to Thr British Journal of Photography for Feb-
ruary 21st, 1868) Mr. Taylor brought before the notice of the South
London Photographic Society the subject of explosions and the

means of their prevention. We need not here recapitulate the

arguments made use of on that occasion, or the conditions under
which it was stated the mixed gases could with facility explode.

It concerns us more at present to find the circumstances under
which they could not explode. " If the weights on the bags," says

the writer in question, " be not equally adjusted, the bag which is

under the greatest amount of pressure has a tendency to transmit

its gas to the other unless the orifice be sufficiently large to allow

both gases to escape into the atmosphere. Should, however, the

orifice be stopped by a particle of dirt, or by any other means,

diffusion of the gases will take place with alarming rapidity." The
foregoing, it must be admitted, is the positive side of our negative

inquiry ; but it serves to throw much light on the subject.

AVhat is the effectual preventive of explosions caused by the

back-pressure of either of the gases which, when mixed, form

oxyhydrogen ? Back-pressure or safety-valves—" only this and

nothing more." The safety valve, which was introduced in con-

sequence of the accident by which Professor Piazzi Smyth might

have suffered seriously, even to the losing of his valuable life, is

constructed on the principle that, concurrently with the withdrawal

of the pressure caused by such an accident as the weight falling off

the bag, a valve should close, and then the greater the drawback
of the gases into the bag the more certainly would the valve act to

prevent it.

In the following diagram an outline of three forms of this safety-

valve are given. Nos. 1 and 3 are intended for insertion in the back

of the lantern, flexible tubes or other fittings being "sprung" over

FIQ. 1. FIQ. 2. FIQ. 3.

^^^^S^^^^^H^HJI^H^^SS^^B

^^^^^^^gmijiJiijj^^^^^^^H
HiHm^H

IS^^^fllll^^l
the two ends. In the first of these there is a seat upon which a

very light valve rests, but which is thrown upwaids upon the

admission of gas, remaining up so long as there is any pressure of

gas. If, by accident or otherwise, the weight were thrown off the

gas bag, and the pressure of the gas thus withdrawn, the valve

would immediately descend and close the passage through whicli

the gas passed, rendering impossible the passage back of the flame

beyond the safety-valve. Fig. .3 shows another way of effecting the

same end. In it a flap is loosely hinged above an orifice in a plate

which acts as a partition in the chamber. In itsnormal position itcloses

the orifice, but yields upon pressure being .applied behind by the in-

flow of gas. Fig. 2 is different, and is intended to be inserted any-
where in the rubber tube between the lantern and the bag. What
was effected in the previous two cases by gravity is in this one
effected by a delicate spiral spring composed of a thin piece of brass

wire, by which the valve is kept close as the normal position. The
oxidation of these valves is prevented by giving them and their

se.ats a thin coating of gold by the electro-metallurgio process. In
some instances the flaps were faced with oiled silk, in others with
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lliih leather and other pliant materials ; but preference appeara to

have been usually given to metallic contact, precautiona being taken
to prevent particles of any foreign substance from getting access

to the valves. Tlio protection wliich they afford is, we are told,

BO perfect that when they are employed it is not possible, wider
any circumstances xchatecer, to cause an explosion, even when the
most strenuous efforts are put forth to bring about such an
occurrence.

This being the case, what is wanted, we imagine, is not so much
a prize for the invention of an effective back-pressure valve as a
means of inducing, or even forcing, lantern exhibitors to make use
of them. There is no advantage whatever in looking for safety in

the transmission of the gas through extremely fine apertures, such
aa those in tubes closely packed with wire or numerous folds of
wire gauze, as the tenuity of the hydrogen flame is so great as to
enable it to p;i38 not only through these, but through porous wood.
Indeed, it is on record that Mr. Gurney has sent the flame through
a thin slab of plaster of Paris. Hence obstructive media of this

class is of no use whatever, safety consisting alone in the employ-
ment of back-pressure valves.

LENSES FOR LARGE PORTRAITS.
It is pretty generally admitted that large portraits (within certain

limits) taken direct possess certain qualities which, in the eyes of

most photographers, are superior to pictures of similar dimensions
produced by enlai-gement. Although, from a technical point of view,
a large direct portrait—say a three-quarter- or half-length figure on
an eiglitoen- or twenty-inch plate—if it be skilfully produced and with
good appliances, may be better than an enlargement, it is, doubtless,
within the experience of most professional photographers who have
made this class of picture a speciality that, however perfect they
may be, they frequently do not give entire satisfaction to the sitters

;

and, what is more, neither the sitters themselves or their friends can
explain why or in what jjarticular they are unsatisfactory. On this

point we sliall have something to say by way of explanation
jjresently.

At a recent meeting of the Photogi-aphic Club the subject dis-

cussed was The Bat Lenses for Lanje Portraits iritk Gelatine
Plates. Tlie decided opinion of all who took part in the dis-

cussion was that large and expensive lenses of the old portrait
or Petzval type were no longer necessary, nor, indeed, in prac-
tice were they nearly so good as several other forms. The only
advantage the old Petzval form of lens possesses over every
other is its large angular aperture, upon which rapidity of
action in all lenses depends, but with gelatine plates extreme
rapidity is not so essential as it was with collodion. After all, the
greater rapidity of large portrait lenses is more theoretical than
practical. • For example ; if we have a lens of five inches in
diameter, and we have to stop it down to three inches in order to

obtain sufficient definition in the different planes of the picture, it

at once becomes practically equivalent to a lens of only three
inches in diameter, while the difficulty involved in its construction
is immeasurably greater.

Now, having to stop down a five-inch portrait lens to three inches,
particularly if it be one of short focus, is by no means an uncommon cir-

cumstance
; even a two and a-half inch stop is frequently necessary to

obtain a satisfactory result. Of course, stopping down to this extent
necessitates a much-prolonged exposure, and the latter in the days of
collodion had often to be measured by minutes rather than seconds.

An exposure of from one to two, or even thi-ee, minutes was by no
means uncommon with large lenses. Where, then, it may well be
asked, is the utility of the large diameter, seeing that the full aper-
ture cannot be used, and the difficulties in making large lenses are so

much greater than with smaller ones ] The' only advantage is this

:

with the full opening, if the lens be a good one, small pictures

can be taken with fair definition. Larger ones, too, can also be
taken with a brief exposure, if wo are content with definition
in one plane only. This was often an advantage in collodion days,
when the light happened to be indifl'erent and a jwrtrait had to be
taken. Now, with gelatine this advantage—and it is the only one

such lenses possess—is not go great ; therefore, leuaea of amaller
diameter are much to be preferred.

At the meeting to which we have referred the opinion ezpresced
was that, for large direct portraits, lenses of the "universal" or
"group" series, or those of the "rapid" type, are the ones
most generally useful, and, for working qualities, are much to be
preferred to the old portrait form. Single lenses were also well
spoken of by some. In the selection of a lens, however, the profeo-

sional photographer has to take into consideration which kind is

likely to prove most advantageous under all circumstances. A single

lens, if stopped down, will undoubtedly produce good portraits in the
studio, and this is the cheapest form of lens to be had—no mean
advantage, be it remembered. But single lenses must be employed
in a good light, otherwise the exposure will be too protracted.

Lenses of the " rapid " type, even when used with their full open-
ing on a moderate-sized plate, are also very satisfactory for por-

traiture. But if a large plate have to be covered then diaphgrams
become necessary ; hence in a dull light, or for portraits of children,

unless very sensitive plates be used they may prove somewhat
inconvenient. Certainly, in a good light and with plates of

moderate sensibility they are all that can be desired.

The general impression at the Club appeared to be that, on the

whole, lenses of the " univei-sal " or " group " type were those to bo
selected. The only advantage, it may be mentioned, possessed by the
" universal '' over the " rapid " is the same as that which appertains

to the portrait over every other form of lens, namely, its larger

angular aperture, and, consequently, greater rapidity in working.

It may thus be made available, if the light be bad, when other lenses

cainiot.

At the commencement of this article allusion was made to the

fact that, however technically perfect, large direct portraits very

frequently do not meet with approval from the sitter, and we are

somewhat surprised that this point was not touched upon in the

discussion. Here is, without doubt, a frequent reason : large por-

traits, as a rule, are taken from a point much too near the sitter.

If they were taken from the same distance as is customary with

cartes and cabinets they would, doubtless, prove as satisfactory as

pictures of that size and the enlargements made from them. In
taking these pictures, if they be " full lengths," the camera is

usually placed from eighteen to twenty feet from the sitter, and if

"three-quarter" proportionately nearer. For this distance lenses

i-espectively of about eight and a-half and twelve inches equiva-

lent focus are employed (the back focus, which is generally

mentioned in catalogues, is considerably shorter than this) ; conse-

quently, the longest diameter of the picture, in either, is con-

siderably less than half the focal length of the lens, and the angle

of view included is, of course, very narrow indeed.

It has been generally conceded that in order to obtain the most
pleasing results in portraiture—both as regards perspective and
artistic appearance—the longest dimension of the picture should in

no case exceed one-half the focal length of the lens with which it is

taken. In the carte and cabinet portrait this limit is not reached.

But what do we find with lenses supplied for large portraits ! It is

a fact that, notwithstanding the greater difficulties in their con-

struction and their necessarily lower degree of perfection as optical

instruments, they are catalogued to take, and are actually em-

ployed to produce, pictures quite two-thirds—in some cases even

more—the length of their focus. Thus, a lens of about twenty-eight

inches equivalent focus (twenty-two inches back focus) is mentioned

in the catalogues of some of our leading opticians as being suitable

for pictures 20 x 16, and even larger. This is increasing the pro-

portion to two-thirds of the focal length, and consequently a much
larger angle is included, while the lens has to be approached very

close indeed to the sitter ; whereas to secure the best pictorial effects

the picture, for such a length of focus, should not exceed fifteen by
twelve inches. To take a picture twenty by sixteen, beaiing in

mind the rule just given, a lens of not less than forty inches equiva-

lent focus should be used.

Although opticians have succeeded in producing portrait lenses

which will cover a plate up to two-thirds, or more, of their focal

length they should never be utilised to this extent if really artistic
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ancUatUfactory pictures be desired. We put forth this suggestion at

the present season because the extreme sensitiveness of gelatine

plite has indu«fd many pholographt-rs to nialte a greater speciality

of large, direct pliotograpiis tlian tliey liave liitherto done

MINOR HELPS.

SbeIxO, as we do at time., so many faces, some strange and some

familiar, their owners all anxious to know, and many wilhng to

describe-whether faithfully or not we will not sUy to disouss-the

" latest thing out," we sometimes find a strong current of thought

or opinion running in certain directions, enough at times to be

worthy of prominence being given to it under a special heading

One topic that has become of passing interest in many quarters

is the fatigue of developing operations in dry-plate work, so many

operators and principals complaining of the extremely tiring

labour of continually bending over the sink, watching and attending

to the batches of negatives being produced as plate after plate

remorselessly passes through the dishes of pyro. without break

or pause.

In the olden days of wet-plate negatives the work was diver-

»ified in most cases by the operator taking up various kinds of

manipulatory details—a plate to be coated, drained, and placed in

the holder, then developed, intensified, and fixed, all involving a

little action, if even limited in character, and in a fairly-bright

light. But now it often enough happens that a good portion of

the day is spent in exposing plates; then the development is all

performed at one sitting, or standing, and dozens, scores, and hun-

dreds of plates pass under the photographer's hands almost without

the necessity for his once moving his position, the whole being

carried on—at anyrate until recently—in a light of a most dismal

character.

To meet this state of affairs, we cannot avoid thinking—and the

opinions of many are with us—that the device of a portable and

easily-removed seat, such as would be supplied by the adaptation of

a bicycle saddle, as has been described in our Almanac, will become

a common adjunct of the dark room of most photographers who

care for their operators' comfort, or even their own. A bar and

a strut with a bicycle saddle att.ached easily run under or from

under the developing trough is too simple to be neglected, it might

be thought. We heard rather a neat thing the other day apropos of

this subject. The principal of a studio was discussing with his

assistant (who also performed all the toning) this question of a

saddle, aud, a.sking for a suggestion as to the fixing of it, received

this reply :
—"A very good thing indeed, sir ! Don't you think one

would also do for the toning-room ?

The care of the eyes, too, during the prolonged work of develop-

ment is a really serious matter, and we have been glad to see it

taken up from various points of view. There is no doubt that the

selection of a light that shall give the greatest comfort and the

greatest safety is a matter well worthy of all the time recently spent

in public discussion upon it; but, whatever the light may be—day-

light or artificial, canary, green, orange, or ruby—the eyes of the

manipulator should be protected from the glare falling directly

upon them. Some wear screens or shades, and others coloured

spectacles; but the interposition of a sub-permanent screen that

would hide the light from the eyes, yet allow it to fall unimpeded

upon the plate, appears to us to meet the requirements of the case

in a perfectly-effective manner. There need be little or no expense

in connection with such an arrangement, and its adoption would at

once tend to preserve the eyesight and assist in forming a proper

estimate of the progress of the work—minute shades of differences

in density or delicacy of im ige not being readily appreciable when
the eye is subjected to the glare of a strong light.

The discussion on Willesden paper, held a few weeks ago, seems

to be oearing fruit, and from many quarters we hear of an inten-

tion to test its qualities. So far, however, as it has been brought

before our notice it is in the direction of its capabilities as a

builder's material (hat it has appealed to the photographic mind.

For such purposes it has real advantages, and we are informed by

pne ^oiidecuiin that be coutemplates making uae of it for screening

various portions of his glass roof during summer time at least, if

not permanently. Its advantages for this purpose are obvious when

it is remembered that a piece of galvanised iron or " corrugated

zinc"—the material usually employed for small building alterations—

weighs about ten times as much, area for area, as the Willesden

palier. The latter, too, can be fairly readily cut up into pieces of

any particular size required, while the corrugated sheets need a

skilled workman to cut and fix them. The prices for the thickest

"paper" aud corrugated zinc of average thickness are almost the

same, reckoning the superficial contents, while, as we have said, the

weights are as one to ten.

Turning now to processes: we would call attention to Messrs.

Eobinson°and Thompson's neat method of mounting adapted for

large prints, as described in our number for March 21st. It is a

variation of the method of applying the mountant to the damp

print and allowing it to dry before attempting to place it on its

mount; but in lieu of damping the latter—after the method described

by Mr. A. Cowan some time ago—the print itself is again damped,

though not sufficiently sot,^ „„„ _,__toenableittoexpand. The uninitiated might

easily perform this part of the work sufficiently unskilfully to render

the evil of cockling as great as ever ; but to prevent this contingency

occurring Messrs. Robinson and Thompson, who have had large

experience in such work, have given a very succinct account of the

method they liave for years adopted with complete success—such

success, they state, that even if the print were mounted in a book

the "cockling" would be too insignificant to notice. As this is a

point which we are frequently asked about we feel the greater

pleasure in calling attention to this method. [Vide jsage 191.]

While on this subject we cannot avoid calling attention to the

greater frequency with which instances are brought before us of

the distortion in portraits caused by the unequal expansion of tlie

paper when wet. It is obvious that the method we spe.ik of would

to a great extent, if not completely, obviate its occurrence.

We would conclude the list of " minor helps " by again drawing

attention to the plan we described a little while ago of immersing the

developed plate, with little or no preliminary washing, into an acid

solution of alum, using chrome alum in preference to the ordinary

alum, on account of the smaller quantity required and the consequent

increase in the rapidity with which it can be eliminated till a mere

trace only remains. We have given it a fair trial, and are

much pleased with the results. In the first place, we have found no

perceptible disadvantage in entirely discarding the washing before

aluming; and, secondly, even when plates have had a prolonged de-

velopment we have found that the negative treated this way has,

when fixed, little or no trace of the yellowness. Negatives finished

in this manner have more wet-plate character than almost any other

of which we have had experience. With the advent of warmer

weather there is a possibility that a tendency to frill may be

engendered. We trust not, and, meanwhile, shall be glad to learn

from others their experience with this mode of treating negatives.

Mb. Cecil V. Shadbolt has quickly got his arrangements into form

for aerial photography, and our readera will be interested to learn

that the first ascents for the year of the " Sunbeam " are arranged

to take place on Easter Monday and Tuesday, and we hope to be

able to communicate at an early date full details of the success

which, we trust, may attend them. Our readers will join us, we are

sure, in wishing him a safe and successful journey.

Various chemicals have been recommended in our columns from

time to lime for drying-chambers, boxes for dry plates, paper,

and soforth, and one or another has been pushed into notice as the

best without any very logical cause for the preference. Owing to

the researches of Herr E. Fleischer, however, a more definite value

can be placed upon the various exsiccating mattera employed, and

an explanation given of their mode of action. His results, which

we abstract, will be of considerable value to photographers. He
says it is generally assumed that the air contained in a desiccator

after exposure for a few hours to the desiccating substance is per-

fectly devoid of moisture. He made some experiments with a

hygrometer, and found that sulphuric acid after a lapse of thirty,

five minutes left thirty per cent, of the original moisture, after one
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hour eighteen per cent, and after one hundred and five minutes

none at all. C'iilcium chloride after two hours left thirty-one per

cent., after four hours twenty-five per cent., and after six hours

twenty-one per cent, of moisture. These result.s are so very exact

and conclusive tliat it is evident that chloride of calcium must be

entirely rejected when quick and efficient exsiccation is required.

It may be remembered that Captain Abney, one of the examiners

of the Council of the City and Guilds Institute, in his report last

year, had to make some very depreciatory remarks upon the technical

knowledge of the majority of the candidates in Ltst year's examina-
tion. This year it is gratifying to learn that he says the results are

much in advance of last, and that the past session marks a new era

in the technical teaching of photography. We are not aware if it be
IKwsible for a student to gain a prize for photogi-aphy who has never
seen a camera, but we have heard of a prize being gained in a
handicraft examination by a student who had no practical knowledge
of the tools of the particular trade in question.

It is known that the late Duke of Albany was thoroughly an fait

ill photograpliic matters, as indeed all Her Majestj-'s sons are, and
one of the last sad offices in connection with the interment was per-

formed by photography, a negative being secured of the royal coffin

.•xs it rested on the bier under its crimson pall. Photography, in

common with other arts and sciences, has lost a friend whose value

will only be thoroughly appreciated now that he is taken from us.

Mr. G. A. Hahs has devised a sunshine recorder, differing en-

tirely from those in use at the present time. It consists substantially

of a retort exposed to the sun, and connected with a condenser and
receiver placed in the sliade, but in the open air. Bisulphide of

carbon is placed in the retort, and a vacuum is made in the apparatus
so that it may contain merely the vapour given off by the liquid.

As long as the sky is overcast the liquid remains in the retort with-

out distillation or condensation. As soon as the sun shines the

bisulphide begins to boil, and the liquid collected in the receiver in

a unit of time is proportional to the quantity of solar heat received

in the same time.

TiiR following method of testing the quality of glue, doubtless

applicable in some respects for gelatine, is given in the Tischler

Ziiitxing :—A weighed piece of glue (say one-third of an ounce) is

suspended in water for twenty-four hours, the temperature of

which is not above 50° Fahr. The colouring matter sinks, and the

glue swells from the absorption of water. The glue is then taken
out and weighed ; the greater the increase of weight the better the

glwe.

APROPOS of the recent discussion on variously-coloured illumina-

tion for the dark room, in which singular differences of power in

perceiving light by various experimentalists was shown, it will be
interesting to make a note of a very elaborate series of experiments
made by Drs. Koinig and Dietrici, and communicated by them to the

Herlin Physical Society. By means of an ingenious and elaborate

arrangement these gentlemen caused minute sections of spectra to

be placed in juxtaposition for relative comparison, and so to test the
power of the observer's eye to detect slight differences of colour.

Not to cumber the subject with too many details, we may say briefly

that the results obtained enabled them to give three hundred as the

number of differences of colour in the normal spectrum which the

healthy eye could perceive. They observed three parts of the
spectrum where the eye could appreciate differences with greater

nicety. The position of the firet of these maxima lay with a wave-
length of ^uO near the D line, a second greater maximum with a
wave-length of 400 to 470 approached F, and a third smaller had
a wave-length of 450 to 440. It was observed that beyond 040 and
4:50 these experiments could not be carried out ; differences of

intensity, but not of colour, could be discerned. This was particu-

l;irlv tiie c«ise at the red end.

THE OXYHYBROCJEN LIME LIGHT. .
,

Fkw of your correspondents have had more experience with the

lime light for lanterns than myself. For forty years I have lectured

every winter and never had an accident. The accidents referred to

in your article of the 4th instant were, I suppose, those in or neat
Bolton, and you will remember they were both caused by using

ether for hydrogen, I have never seen the apparatus, bat, as you
know, ether is extremely volatile, the vapour often catching at
a light several feet off.

But the ordinary lime light is of two kinds. The best for large
pictures is that in which the two gases are mixed in a small
chamber in the jet before impinging on the lime cylinder. This
kind requires the use of two gas bags, and is perfectly safe provided
equal pressure is kept on both bags. It sometimes happens that
either people or articles of furniture cause the pressure-board of

one bag to catch, whilst the other, of course, goes on. But this is

manifest to the exhibitor at the moment by the light, and ought
never to be allowed to continue to a dangerous extent. By increase

of equal pressure this light may be made equal to pictures of

twenty-five feet diameter, I have often had such in the large

Town Hall of Ashton.
The second kind of lime light, and the best for pictures (say)

fifteen or sixteen feet diameter, is formed by what is called a
"blow-through" jet. In this jet the gases mix only at their exit

from the tube, and cannot by any possibility cause an explosion.

They are safer than .any kind of paraffine lamp ; for the heat caused
by four or five wicks is intense enough, I should think, to volatilise

the paratfine as dangerously as the ether above referred to. The
blow-through jet requires only an oxygen bag, the hydrogen being
supplied from the ordinary gas jet.

There is another very pretty little oxycalcium light (besides those
in which alcohol in a spirit lamp supplies the hydrogen for the
oxygen to blow through) which I invented many years ago, and
used in my trinoptic lantern, described in Mr. Chadwick's inte-

resting book on the Magic Lantern. It consists of a fountain
argand lamp, having in the centre of the half-inch circular wick a
small brass tube or jet of one-sixteenth or one-twelfth inch bore.

This feeds the burning wick with oxjgen and creates a small,

white, intense light, which is again increased by the suspension of a
lime ball half-an-inch in diameter by platinum wire right over the
centre of the wick, which, becoming beautifully incandescent,
unites with the flame and greatly intensifies it. This light b per-

fectly safe in any hands. The oil used is salad oil.

Now, one word as to the electric light :—My Rectory is lighted by
it and I have a Gramme dynamo. But the electric light will only
do for the lantern where the apparatus is fixed and permanent, as

for large discs the arc light must be used. This is the case at the
Crystal Palace. Incandescent lamps are seldom used of more than
twenty-candle power. In these the shape of the light is bad for

definition, and it is not suflicient for more than a small disc.

Accumulators are as yet far from perfect, and it would require a
very large number of them indeed to keep up an arc light for two
hours. Depend upon it there is no light for the lantern equal to

the oxyhydrogen lime light, and none more safe than the blow-
through jet, St, Vikcbst Beechet.

SAFE LIGHT.
No. II.

There is no such thing known at present as a safe light. It is simply
a question of comparative safety, and is in a very great degree
dependent upon the manner in which the plates have been prepared.

I insist that any photographic plate prepared in absolute dark-
ness has a certain amount of stability ; that is, that it will bear a
certain amount of exposure to actinic light, and still be able to

resist the reducing action of any ordinary developer. If

this were not so it would be impossible to produce a nega-
tive free from fog. The whole plate receives a slight general
exposure to diffused light arising from two separate causes
—reflection from the surfaces of the lens and reflections in-

side the camera. The first is far greater than is generally
believed, but is very well known as the "ghost" or "flare"
in certain cases. This is due entirely to light reflected from and
between the inner surfaces of the lens, and gives the obnoxious flare

spot in the form of a circular patch of considerable opacity in the
centre of the negative. This flare spot is caused by the stop being
at such a distance from the lens that the reflected image of the view
in front of the lens only extends over a small angle. The amount
of light which thus reaches the plate within this angle (through
which the reflection is visible) is quite suflicient to fog the plate.

The remedy is to alter the p<*«ition of the stop until the reflected

image is visible over as wide an angle as the plate subtends. The
reflected image is always there, and consequently always acts npon
the plate

;
yet a plate properly exposed shows no sign of fog,

while one under-exposed cannot possioly l>e developed fully
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If, tlierefore, it be granted that a photographic plate does, when
carefully prepared, possess a certain amount of stability it is not

difficult to believe that, unknowingly, this amount may have been

lessened by pi-eliminary exposure, not only during manufacture but

in the various mauii>ulatioii8 necessary before development can

commence.
It must be borne in mind, too, that this preliminary exposure

would have tl)e elfect of increasing the apparent sensitiveness of

the plate. It will then, I think, be allowed that the greater part

of the commercial plates must have had a vei-y full share of this

spurious sensitiveness, and that this must still be the case where
coating and drying are not conducted in absolute darkness. It is

quite- impossible for all the operations to be done in the dark. For
example : tlie plates must be examined for defects ; but, as far as I

can ascertain, the most reliable plates are those in wliich the working
liglit is not only reduced to a minimum but the greatest attention is

paid to the nou-actinio character of the light, and also that the

plate should only be exposed to this for as short a time as possible.

We now come to the question of what is the safest light, and to

this only a qualified answer can be given. It was asserted at one
time, some three or four years ago (but I cannot lay my hand upon
the exact date), that when a plate had received a slight preliminary
exposure to light, just sufficient to develope a stain, and that then
the plate was exposed to the spectrum, while the blue end had a
powerfully-actinic action the red end had a reversing effect, actually

undoing the work which had before been done by light. Here, then,
was the problem to solve: find a real red light, and it not only
would be safe for working by, but would actually restore plates

accidentally expo.se(L It would hardly have been a safe light for

all that, for I expect we should have had complaints that the
plates would not develope at all—that the red light destroyed the
A'ork done in the camera. Anyhow, it caused me to consider the
subject and to experiment upon it ; but, alas ! only with the result of
finding that, try whatever combinations I would, there was always
some actinic light wliich found its way to the plate through every
tone and depth of red I could procure.

The experiments themselves, however, were extremely inte-
resting, particularly in the extraordinary differences in colours,
which to the eye were very similar, and which were revealed
instantly by the spectroscope. It was easy to understand how
many of the deepest ruby tints were utterly unsafe, when,'
although the eye could not detect it, the spectroscope revealed the
presence of a large proportion of blue. Now, witliout going
deeply into the scientific question of colour, everyone knows that
the blue end of the sjiectrum contains all, or very nearly all, the
actinic rays, and that, consequently, blue photographs as rapidly
almost as pure white. It is, therefore, self-evident that a " ruby"
glass, which also transmits some of the blue, cannot be made safe
by doubling its thickness ; it remains absolutely the same. The
surface must be extended to give the necessary amount of working
light, when the same proportion of hurtful rays are present as
would be from the less surface of a single thickness. The blue
rays must be kept out, and, if possible, the yellow ones too ; for
why has bromide been employed in photography except for its
greater sensitiveness to the yellow than iodide or chloride i

It is, therefore, utterly inadmissible that yellow of any kind can
l)e a safe light, except under the conditions I have named, namely
that the plate is sufficiently stable to resist the action of even white'
light. This, too, fully explains the feat often performed of success-
fully developmg a rapid bromide plate by ordinary diffused liTht
It 18 only a question of degree. The wliite is safe for a time

equal illuminating power as could be ascertained, by the test o"f
reading printed matter, the yellow had about four times the actinic
ax:tion of the red This fully confirms my own early experiments
that the safest light is a red light, and that a light is only really red
when the blue is entirely kept out of it. In practice this is easily
done by the superposition of a suitable yellow. The red which
before allowed some of the blue rays to pass, is then noticed to
liave had a crimson tint. The addition of a yellow film alters the
tone to scarlet; but while completely cutting off the blue it does
not appreciably diminish the working light.

It becomes, therefore, more a question of personal appreciation
than absolute safety. There are many people to whom a red light
18 positively DaiufuL To such I would say-decidedly employ a
yellow light, l)ut do not for a moment believe it is, or that it can
possibly be, ^fe. Look at it with the spectroscope and say if it can
be safe

; aU the red, all the yeUow, and aU the green comes through

There is no such tiling as a yellow light to be found unless it be in the

spectrum, and even then it is very doubtful whether it is a simple or

a compound colour. It certainly does not exist as a simple colour in

any of the colours or pigments which pass by the name of "yellow;"

for these, as far as I could ascertain, all contain an immense pro])or-

tion of red. A most curious and interesting experiment to prove

this is to take a piece of violet or purple glass and look at any

yellow substance through it.

We will now speak " by the book," and I quote Tyndall on Light:—
"This is purple because it destroys the green and the yellow, and
allows the terminal colours of the spectrum to pass unimpeded.

From the blending of the blue and the red this gorgeous purple is

produced." What should happen, then, if we look at any object

through a purple medium? Only the red or blue which happens to

be present in the object looked at will be seen ; any other colour will

be absorbed by the purple glass. Look at the natural yellow. Take,

for instance, a calceolaria and a scarlet geranium side by sitle
;

through the purple they ;ire indistinguishable. Turn to the gravel

path, to faces of your friends, or to the sunlit clouds, and
everywhere that the eye sees a tinge of yellow this simple spectro-

scope shows a brilliant red. It must be existent there in what cv-

call " yellow," or it could not be sifted out by the purple glass,

which will allow none but red and blue to iiass.

The weight of argument is manifestly in favour of the reddest

possible light. Yellow Would appear to be admissible only in the

sense that its action is .slow compared with white or blue light,

while any shade of green as tending to cut off red and admit iiliu-

would appear to be the very worst of all. ({isoiiiiK S.Mirii.

NOTES ON THE LIME LIGHT.
fA oommunicatioii to the Ediiilnuxh Photof^raphic Society.]

At the present season of the year the interest in the oj)tical lantern

begins naturally to decline ; and yet, in one respect, it is a suitable

time to write a paper, because the impression left \>y the winter's work
is still fresh upon the mind. I venture, therefore, to coinmuuicate to

this Society the following extracts from my note-book.

In the process known as the oxyhydrogeu, or mixed gases, one-

twentieth of an inch has been fouud to be a useful size for the oritico

of the burner ; but, as a biuuial lantern consumes a large quantity of

oxygen, I have tried this year to reduce it. I find that it may be
reduced to one-twenty-iifth of an inch without much loss of light, but I

still give the preference to the former size when economy is not an object.

The actual size of the orifice, however, is not all wliich wc have to con-

sider ; the distance inwardly before the bore begins to expand must
also be taken into account. I lately purchased two burners, the nipples
of which, when gauged with a needle, corresponded exactly in size of

hole ; yet one transmitted thirty per cent, more gas than the other in

the same time, and gave a better light. On examination it appeared
that the bore of this nipple measured one-twenty-fifth of an inch at the
orifice, but, after passing inwards one-sixteenth of an inch, expanded to

one-tenth of an inch ; whereas the bore of the other extended three-

sixteenths of an inch inwardly before it began to expand. On drilling

the wide part of the latter lower down, it immediately transmitted the
same amount of gas and gave the same light as the former. These
nipples are sold at a low price—not more than one shilling or eighteen
pence each—and hence it is a good plan, if you use a dissolving lantern,

to purchase half-a-dozen or more and try them over until you find two
to correspond. Platinum points are more expensive, but tliey are not
necessary, as the brass points burn away very slowly and last a long
time.

The distance of the point of the burner from the lime, measured
diagonally, should be about a-quaiter of an inch, when tlie angle of

incidence is 45°. If you approach nearer, the dark cone of imperfect
combustion in the centre of tlic fl.-ime will be apt to touch tlie lime, and,
if so, a dark nucleus in the middle of the " spot" will be the result.

The point of the nipple will .ilso burn away faster, and will constantly
be getting choked up with particles of lime ; whereas, at a distance of

a-quarter of an inch, it remains clean and bright. ^Vhen the angle of

incidence of the burning gases on the lime is less than 45°, the cylinder
must be brought nearer. I have one burner, bent at an angle of

seventeen degrees, which works best when it almost touches the lime.

The flame then plays along the face of the cylinder, heating a large
area and giving a very good light upon the screen.

I have quite discontinued working with very heavy weights on the
bags, such as one and a-lialf or two ewts., finding the lantern more
difficult to manage without an assistant, and the danger of accident
greater. Abundance of light for all ordinary purposes can be got with
three-quarters to one cwt. on an eight-foot bag, if the joints are gas-
tight and the taps turned on full. I have never h;id an explosion, nor
an injury from fire to any part of the apparatus, during an experience of
many years ; but I take certain precautions when working away from
home, which it may be useful to mention:— 1. Never allow any
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voliiatsere in the aiulienou, who think they know "n little of magic
lanterns, " to ootno forward and liulp you. It often happens that thoy
know less tlian they suppose.

—

'2. Always strap on tlie weijjhts to

the pro3sure-bo:irds, or tie thein tightly with string; the "skeleton"
boardi, as they are called, are upt to roll over oi> one side during
the lecture, and to allow one or botli of the weights to fall ott".—3. Plaje
the boards at a aulKoiont distance from the wall so that they cannot
touch it in their descent, and put a reliable person in charge of

them, with strict injunctions to allow no one to come near.

1 liave spoken of very licavily-laden bags being dilhcult to manage,
but a further objection is that you cannot so easily get a noiseless

tiamo if you go beyond the tluce-iiuartersor one cwt., e»i>ocially when
the oritice of the burner is small.

Other causes of "roaring" or "humming" are as follow:—I. A
roughniss in the bore of the nipple, and nsuilly in the narrow part
of ihe bore near to tho point. I'olisli the interior of the bore by
rotating a needle in it with your lin;^er and tliumb. — 2. The two gases
present in tho wrong proportions ; an excess of hydrogen will make a
humming noise, which on turning on a little more oxygen will disap-
pear.—H. Atmospheric air, cither in tho hydrogen or in the oxygen.
The elfect of this is well seen in an ordinary house-gas jet, which roars
on first lighting it, until all tho air is burnt out ; also, in Brougliton's
ether tank, which does the same.

—

i. The mixing chamber too small or
.Tltogether absent. Wliat we call tlie "mixing chamber" is useful,
althougli some have said to the contrary, and if it l)e suppressed you
will tiiid it hard to get a silent Hame—especially so in the "ethoxo'
prjcess, since ether vapour does not mix with oxygen so easily as coal
gas. When any impurity—such as common air or nitrogen—is present
in the gases the Hame will often roar during the whole of the lecture,

unless you work with a large mixing chamber.—5. The plug of the
dissolver is sometimes a cause of this defect. The two gas passages in
it may not bo e(|Ual, and the hydrogen may begin to pass before tho
oxygen. A roaring noise will then be produced at the orifice of the
burner duriiiij tin- iliMolfiiitj. File away a little of the oxygen groove
anil the noise will cease.

Whilst on this subject of "dissolving," I may allude to the snapping
noise, like that of a percussion cap, which occurs with some burners
of the blow-through kind, when there are two concentric tubes, and the
outer tube of hydrogen projects beyond the inner tube for the oxygen.
I thought at first that it might be remedied by turning on a larger
by-jiass hydrogen llame, or by altering the plug of tho dissolver so as
to give the advantage to the liydrogen. It was suggested to me, how-
ever, as more effectual, to throw a little oxygen into the by-pass
llame, and this 1 found to answer perfectly. It acts by keeping
the base of the Hame at tho outlet, and by not suftering it to sink back
into the chamber beneath ; but you must use only a small quantity, or
the lime will become incandescent in the lauteru which ought to be
dark.

I strongly advise that all dissolvers shonld be made with a by-pass
tap to both gases; for, even in the oxyhydrogen process, a little oxygen
in the by-pass is very useful in keeping the lime of the dark lantern
red hot, and thus preventing it from cracking wlien the blow-llame
returns. The dissolving is also better, since the slightest touch of tho
handle makes the lime incandescent and brings in the second picture.
Manufacture of Oxyijen Gnu.— I have a word to say on the use of

chlorate of potash for preparing the oxygen. There is a difference in
the caie and rapidity with which the oxygen mixture gives off its gas.
Tho last sample which I had was purchased from a good London
house, and labelled "pure recrystalliicd," but it required a stronger
heat than usual to decompose it. I wa? advised to apply to Messrs.
Kurtz, of St. Helens, Lancashire, who are manufacturers, and have a
good practical knowledge of tho subject. They suggested tliat the
quality of the oxide of manganese might make a difference, and sent
me two samples—one containing eighty-tliree and the other ninety-
three per cent, of real oxide. Black oxide of manganese is a mineral
found native in Devonshire, aud varies much in percentage of MnO..,
moisture, and hardness. After experimenting with different samples,
I am inclined to think that the kind which breaks with a conchoidal
fracture and is very hard to pulverise is the most suitable ; but there
is probably something not yet clearly made out, because the chlorate
of one crystallisation supplied to me by Messrs. Kurtz appeared to
give off its gas at a lower tempsrature than the pure recrystallised,
with the same sample of black oxide.

Brouglitiiit'i Elhoji I.iiuf. Li'jJil.—When coal gas is not available I
still contiune to use tho ether process invented by Mr. Broughton, of
Manchester. From letters received I gather that ether vapour is

thought by many to be a more explosive substance than hydrogen or
coal gas. .Such, however, U not the ca»e. Tho experimeuts of Sir
Humphrey Davy and other chemists have shown that coal gas mixed
with atmospheric air and ignited, explodes with ten times leas violence
hiui liydrogen gas, and that ether vapour will not explode with air.

It will explode strongly, however, with oxygen in the right proportions,
which have never been correctly determined, but arc said by some to
bo six, and by others ten, volumes of oxygen to each volume of other
vapour. Tlie "detonating line," it I may be allowed the expression,
is very narrow, and an excess of oxygen on the one side, or of ether
vapour ou the other, prcventi the explosion from taking place.

An opinion also exists that the ethoxo lime light ia altogether more
powerful than that of hydrogen or coal gas, bnt I have not been aMo
to verify this in my own exporicnce. With me there in practically yery
little difference between the three ; bnt if I were aoked to arrange
them, it would bo In the order before given, namely, hydrogen, coal
gas, and ether. I should place hydrogen ga-s first in it» power of pro-
ducing incandescence of the lime when mixed with oxygen.

Ill Broughtoii's tank tho ether is not vaporised liy heat, but » small
quantity of oxygen is passed through it. I'his constitutes a sonro« of
danger, because an explosive mixture might be formed if the dinengage-
ment of ether vapour were not snfficiently copious. The oxygen shomd
be mt united, or nearly so, after which the mixture will bum like common
gas. Mr. Broughton seems to have studied this part of big subject
carefully, and 1 have received from him tanks with horizontal septa, in
which the oxygen travels through more than a foot of ether, and others
with vertical septa, whore it passes over as much as 8i« feet of ether.

Any of the above tanks will answer the purpose, bnt it is obvious
that, through defective soldering in the manufacture, theymight possibly

fail, and pass the oxygen by a much shorter route than that above in-

dicated. Or, supposing the apparatus to be right, the ether might bu
wrong, aud in either case a simple and reliable test of efficiency

promises to be useful. Such a test is found in the colour of the Hame.
When you have purchased a tank fill it with the lightest methylated
ether of •"'20 sp. gr., and light the Hame at the jet of the lantern. If

it burn yellow and luminous, like the Hame of a caudle, the proportion

of ether will be sufficient to give safety. So much for the general direc-

tions ; but now allow me to go into particulars, because this teat, when
properly applied, is as good as an analysis.

To study the colour of the Hame effectually it is not enough to turn

on the tap gently and to allow it to burn against the face of the lime.

Tlie lime would impart to it its own colour, and, therefore, must be

taken out of the way. Close the tap of the jet entirely, and put ou
a strong pressure from the H tap of the jet until the Hame shoots out,

like a blow-pipe flame, to a length of six inches. Vou will then notice

one of three iliffercnt stages indicating less and less ether, before the

last or explosive stage is reaohed.

1. In the first stage, when the ether is plentiful, the Hame is yellowish,

with an outer envelope of blue most marked at the base and point, tho

blueness beuig due to oxidation by the surrounding air. This tiamc,

when allowed gently to play upon the lime cylinder, does not heat it

red hot, except at the edge of the flame, but sometimes deposits carbon

upon it.

2. \\'itli a smaller quantity of ether iu proportion to the oxygen the

interior yellow flame dwindles away, and the outer envelope of pale

blue becomes more and more pronounced, until the flnme is blue

throughout with an edging of violet next to the air. This flame will

heat tho lime to bright redness, but it will not make it glow. By turn-

ing olV the tap suddenly you find that it is not explosive; for it dies

away like common gas, and at last goes out without jjassing back into

the mixing chamber beneath.

8. In the third stage the outer envelope of violet has encroached
upon the blue, just as the blue before did upon the yellow, aud the

whole flame is of a fine violet tint, fringed with a dull red or purple.

It will now heat the lime to whiteness and make it shine, but not with

the full degree of incandescence. It cannot be termed very explosive,

because if you turn off the tap it goes out quietly. I am not prepared

to say, however, that it could not be sucked back or forced back into

the mixing chamber ; but, if so, my knowledge of the subject teaches

me that the explosion would probably be an extremely-rapid com-
bustion rather than an explosion properly so-called.

4. In this last stage there is not a very material difference in the

colour of the flame, which is still a shade of violet; but the cow: of im-

ji rfict comhuition at its b.ase, which you can easily see projecting from

the point of the jet, is ivry much tmaUcr in «/':<'. Instead of being three-

quarters or one inch long, as it was before, it has diminished to a-quarter

or one-eighth of an inch, and if you find this yon may be sure that

there is danger. When you turn off the tap the flame will pass at once

into the mixing chamber with a sharp report. You will, perhaps, say—" Will it not pass still further and blow up the ether tank in which it

originated?" Let me explain that I have taken the precaution before-

hand to affix to the jet a small pumice chamber supplied to me with

the tank, and the flame on reaching this can go no further. I will

say a few more words on this snbject.

Back-pressure valves— whether made of metal or silk— however

good for arresting the flow of gas, are, according to my experience,

useless for stopping flame. It you fill a small india-rubber balloon

with explosive ethoxo gas, and place it behind one of them, the gas

will burn at the mouth of the lantern jet as long as the contraction of

the india-rubber keeps up the pressure ; bnt as soon as the balloon is

nearly empty the flame will rush back thnmgh tho whole length of

tho jet and through the valv«s shattering theualloon to pieces. The

l)umico safety chamber, however, is more effectual, and 1 have tilled

the same l)alloon live times running, and fired tho g.is with a loud

report, without any other effect than shaking tlio pumice and pul-

verising a part of it, the balloon on the far side remaining intact.

My advice, then, to persons holding crowded exhibitions is to pro-

cure two of these pumice chnniljors, to have Ihcm properly tested, and
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to place them—one upon the E uozzle, and the other upon the uozzle

of the tank at the end nearest the lantern. In addition to this a back-

pressure valve may be put on the nozzle of the tank at the end

furthest from the lantern to prevent suction if a weight were to fall

off the bag ; the protection will then be complete. The tank itself

has a reserve chamber, so that no back suction or forcing of elker into

the bag would be possible ; but it would not be wise to subject the

best of safety arrangements to the strain of a suction backwards. In

attaching the tubes be careful to use only the thickest and beat india-

rubber. Ether exerts a solvent action and softens the commoner kinds,

whicli speedily give way and produce laekage.

The principal inconvenience attending the precautionaiy measures I

have suggested is that they lessen the pressure of the gas, and, conse-

quently, the intensity of the light. In the first tanks sent to me by

Mr. Broughton, with horizontal septa, I could not use them on that

account ; but in the last tank received from him, which has vertical

septa, the pressure is so strong that I can overcome these obsti-uctions

and still get aU that I want, with no more than one hundredweight on

the bag.

Two questions have still to be answered :—Can the ether be used

over and over again by simply making it up to its original bulk with

fresh ether of 720? To test this point I took five fluid ounces of

ether which I had put away in a bottle as having been too often used

to be reliable, and, after tilling it up to eight ounces with ether of 720,

I poured it into a tank made to hold fifteen ounces. On passing

the oxygen the flame burnt yellow, but slightly inclining towards blue.

In half-au-hour it burnt pale blue, and in auotlier half-hour violet. Then,

in anotlier quarter of an hour the gurgling noise in the tank became
irregular, indicating that tlie ether was evaporating down almost to dry-

ness and that the last of the septa had been reached. On turning off the

tap the tlame went out quietly without explosion, and the tank when
weighed was found to contain exactly three fluid ounces of ether. Tliis

experiment speaks for itself ; but, to make assurance doubly sure,

I shall still continue to reject what remains of the ether after using it a

certain number of times in the tank.

But an objector may raise another difficulty. He may say that

the lecture room ia aometimea very cold, and this would be likely to

hinder the volatilisation of the ether. To find how far depression of

temperature affects the result I took two of Broughtou's tanks—one

with horizontal and the other with vertical septa—tilled both with
methylated ether of 720, and placed them in a vessel containing ice.

After leaving them for six houi-s in a cool cellar well wrapped up with
flannel I brought tbem in the pan just as they were, in their flannel

jackets, aud connected them with the lantern. Both burnt at the jet

with a blue flame, having a small kernel of yellow in its centre, aud
worked much in the usual way, excepting that less oxygen was required

at the tap of the jet to render the lime incandescent. This result

was better than I anticipated, for I had groat fears beforehand that the
ether would not rise sufficiently at a temperature of 32°, and that
the only ett'ect of passing oyxgen would be to fill the tank with
explosive gas.

The Oxi/yen Bag as a Source of Danger.—This bag has been known
to take fire more than once, even in the blow-through or safety
process, aud the cause is supposed to be an accumulation in it of a
dusty or powdery substance produced by the disintegrating action of

chlorine present in the oxygen as an impurity. Witb the experience
we have of the burning of flour mills, and ignition of coal-dust in
mines, it is reasonable to suppose that this powder would burn with
extreme rapidity if any flame were allowed to trjivel backwards into
the bag. I would auggest, therefore, that a back-presaure valve
should be placed on the nozzle of the bag when such a substance is

known to be present. After long use, however, my own bag is quite
free from powder, and the only precaution I take is to thoroughly
purify the oxygen. Pass it through two washing-bottles, the long
delivery tube of the second being closed at the end and then per-
forated with a number of small holes, like what ia called a "rose
burner." 'FUl each bottle three-quarters full of solution of common
washing soda in the proportion of a-quarter of a pound to the pint of
water, and the oxygen will then be nearly or quite free from smell.
No water will enter the bag if four or five feet of india-rubber tubing
of half-an-iuch internal diameter be used to connect it with the nozzle
of the second purifier.

Since my last communication to this Society I have seen a small
screw regulating tap, invented by Messrs. Oakley's assistant. It seems
to me likely to bo useful in preventing accidents, both in the oxy-
hydrogen aud in the ethoxo lime light.

I have also adopted the "Excelsior" limes of Messrs C. and P.
Darker, Forest Hill, London, as giving the best light of any which
I have tried. They are sufSciently hard and very well centered.

After I h»<l finished my "notes," aud made them almost ready for
the printer, I saw a report of the disastrous explosion at the Chadderton
Town Hall, and of the evidence given by Professor Roscoe. He en-
tirely condemns the use of the ethoxo light, bnt allows that he has had
no practical experience of it. If he had tried it I think he would have
come to a different conclusion.
The cause of the Chadderton accident was undoubtedly the forcing

of a little ether backwards into the oxygen bag from absence of a

reserve chamber, which ought to have been provided. The same thinjr,

in substance, has happened more than once with the mixed gases. A
weight has fallen oif one of the pressure-boards and the expansion of the

gas in consequence has sucked back gas from the otlier bag. I think the

confidence of the public will not be fully restored until backpressure
valves and safety tubes are brouglit into more general use.

I have also within the last few days seen an account of an accident at

a magic lantern entertainment, where the mislmp was said to be caused
by a rent in an india-rubber tube. Now it may seem at first that

a rent in the tubing would not be a vei-y serious matter—that it wouhl
simply allow a free escape of the gas to which the tube belonged. But
if you consider for a moment you will see that it would also allow a
return current of the other gas, and that the two would mix at the point

where the tube was injured, instead of in the mixing chamber of the

jet. T. Frederick Haruwich.

MEASUREMENTS IN LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY.
EvERy lover of landscapes as depicted by the aid of photography must
at times have felt how interesting it would be to have at the foot of the

view, or somewhere convenient for i-eference, an account of the dimen-
sions of the important objects included, as well as the distances of

hills, mountains, and other natural objects that form the background of

the picture. Moat artists take care to have a man or some figure of a
known height near the object to be specially brought out, so that the

eye of the observer at first glance may form an idea of its proportions.

If by some simple apparatus the actual measurement, or a close

approximation, can be readily obtained, I venture to think that a short

time would be spared to each picture for the necessary observations. I

propose, in the following remarks, to touch upon those instruments
suitable for the purjTOse :— 1. For sliowing incliuatioua and vertical

heights.—2. Distances of objects in a direct line from the observfi'.

—

3. Horizontal angles aud tlie distance apart, of different objects. Under
the first head will be considered instruments that show altitudes by means
of atmospheric pressure, by iuatrunients showing degrees out of plunib or

level, and by reflection. Of those tliat show by the weight of the at-

mosphere the aneroid barometer is the only one that need be seriously

considered, as its accuracy when well constructed is such that difference-j

of ten feet of ascent or descent can be at once seen. It is portable ami
not likely by fair usage to get out of order; whereas it is quite an
undertaking to carry about a mercurial barometer. Tlie aneroid will

be found a capital travelling companion, both as a weather glass and
altitude instrument—heights of accer'-iible places being taken by simply

. setting the zero of the altitude scale at starting, opposite the hand, which
will fall or rise as you ascend or descend from the level, and show at

sight the number of feet. In hilly and mountainous scenery this ia

very interesting.

For inaccessible objects, or those hills that would require arduous
climbing, a clinometer of some form is very useful, and generally tlic

most available. These usually fold up so as to be portable, aud have
the sight separated as far as possible consistent with their construction,

so that the eye may preserve a straight line when looking at the object.

The lower portion of the hinged limb has a small spirit level inserted
in it, so that the observer may see he holds it or places it on the camera-
stand correctly, and then while doing so he raises the upper portion of

the limb until the cross sight intercepts the object. An arc shows the
degrees of iuclination, and there ia a supplementary table showing the
rise in inches per yard horizontal. It follows that if the distance between
the observer and the object be known it is easy to find out the height.

Example :—26 degrees = rise of eighteen inches in each yard. If

the distance from the base of the ODJeot be thirty yards, the height
will be H X 30 = forty-five feet.

Several convenient forms of clinometers are made—some as folding
rulea six inches long and some are square or circular boxes, nearly all

having compaaaes attached so as to take horizontal angles, as explaiue<l
hereafter. Of the clinometers those with pivoted compasses are the
best, and for a clinometer compass the one in a flat, square mahogany
box approved by the profeaaors of the School of Mines is a really prac-
tical pocket companion, as it gives degi-ees of inclination, general
slopes, rise in inches per yard, aud degrees of magnetic bearing.

Ilegarding a reflecting instrument : the most portable is the box sex-
tant; but, while it is a most useful instrument for surveying, it requires
too much time for the purposea of photographers ; as all the calcula-
tions have to be worked out by trigonometry, aud in most cases an
artificial horizon (of mercury or perfectly flat glass) must be used.
A very simple method of determining the height of au iuaccasiblc

object when no instruments are at hand is the following :— Fix a staff

of a known length (one of the legs of the camera extended w ill do) in
the ground facmg the object (tree, spire, tower, mountain top, &c.) to
be measured, retire until the top of the staff agrees with the top of the
object, measure the distance between the start' and yourself aud
the object and yourself, and, .as you know the height of the staff, it is

only necessary to multiply it by this proportion of the two to get the
height of the object. Example :—Height of staff, five feet ; distance
from observer to staff, ten feet ; and of observer to object, sixty feet.
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TIr' proportion being oiio in six, it ij only necessary to multiply the live

feut less tlio height of the eye from tlie ground (say three feet when kneel-
ing) by six feet to got the answer. The rise being two feet in every
ten feet run. Tiie distances should be p.iced twice, and the mean taken
to ensure the approximittu accuracy. This plan is often used by military
men.
To Dilrrmin" d'uvrt DiMuneea from the Oliwrrnr ami also Distances

A/inrt of DijpniU Oljfct'i or J/orhoiilal A mjli/i.^Aa instrument of a
very ingenious character has been designed by Major Poste, and carried
out by Mr. .1. H. Steward, optician. Strand, London, to enable an
observation to ho maile {juickly and give distances, v'Uhout any calcula-
tion whiilrcir. The advantage of tills is that not only can dilferent
angles bo found, but considerable time saved when measuring the
height of an object by its inclination from the observer. It is of
moderate size, occupying about the same space iu its sling case as a fuU-
sizcd binocular glass, and, with the addition of sights, &c., suggested by
the writer, it forms an admirable clinometer. All that is necessary to
measure the distance of an abject is to lay out a short base at right
angles, and with the instrument to reflect the staff at the end of
the base on the object. As soon as this is done the distance is shown
by means of a cleverly-calculated arm intersecting a curved line. Any
length of base can be used, and distances of 8,000 yards readily taken.
The base can be measured before or after the observation, and the
instrument is provided with an optical square, so that a perfect right
angle may be laid out and the assistant or staff (the camera stand will
do) placed at the apex of the angle.
Supposing it is desired to know the distance apart of two inaccessible

or distant objects, it is only necessary to measure the distance of each
object from the observer. Take a proportionate part of that distance

—

say one-tenth or one-twentieth—and place staffs at these points in a
line with each object. If the distance between these two staves be
measured, and it is multiplied by ten or twenty, as the case may be
(that is, the proportion used), the distance between the two objects
will be found. The widths of rivers, mountain gorges, &c., can
also be ascertained by this instrument, and for those observers who
care to go scicntitically into surveying they can do with it all the work
of the box sextant.

There is one great point with the mechanical calculator attached to
the macromcter—that the divisions arc units of the measurement em-
ployed ; so it follows that, whatever the base is measured in, the distance
will be given in that measurement. Yards, metres, chains, &c., can be
employed at will. This instrument has been exhaustively tried by
Her Majesty's ffovernment and found very accurate. It has also been
highly npproved of by a number of engineens, surveyors, and military
men. Being of strong make it is not likely to get out of order.

The photographer has at hand in his camera stand a capital rest for

the instrument, and also, as explained, the means of making a staff to

use when judging heights or distances. I am aware that some gentle-

men do take with them on their tours u pocket barometer, and here and
there a clinometer; but I hope the above may be interesting, and at a
future time useful, to •% number of your readers.

To git Aiijular Dhtances,—The compass attached to the clinometers
or the macromcter can be used. The easiest mode of tixing the
relative position of objects is to show their compass bearings, .and then
from tliat find the observer's own position on the ground. This can be
done by taking bearings of two or more points and laying down the
back bearings from those points. The point of interscctiou shows the
spot of observation.

The compasses have check stops, so that the card or needle may be
brought to rest and locked when the sighting vane intereects the
object. The number of degrees shown by the compass for one object
is subtracted from that of the other when the angle is registered,

G. R. Baiu:r.

NOTES ON THE LIiME LIGHT.—ON THE
KEV. T. V. HARDWIUH'S PAPER.

(A eoinnmiiieation to the Kdinbnrgh Pl»ot«i;fraith ic S<x-ict>'.l

ItEixti favoured with a sight of the above paper, I gladly add a few re-

marks which occur to me. As regards the lij^ht from jets, those I have
most used have been only I mm. (one twenty-fifth) in bore, and I get with
those ample light for a disc sixteen feet in diameter. But in discussing

these mattci-s I feel the want of a standard to go by— slides differ so,

and some are satisfied with so much less brilliance than others. The
personal element we cannot check ; but I beg to suggest that it would
be a good thing if some society would prepare and issue a "standard
slide," of which copies could be had printed to one uniform density and
traosparency. We shall never get the most perfect jets till we have
some such standard, to be cast upon a sheet of a given diameter. I

think the best plan for the internal bore is to use a "broach," such as

w.itchinakers employ, which is ifry s/jy/irfy tapered— almost iin[K!rcep-

til)ly. Then, if a slightly-tapered steel wire be scored longitudinally

with coarse emery paper, the bore can bo beautifully polished at any
time by turning it round. At one-eighth inch from orifice the taper

should be widened. Much, however, dei)eiuis upon the outside of the

nipple, which should be nearly a knife-edge, and as thin as possible.

The nipple I send, made from the point of a Wilson stylus pen, is not

liuislied iiuidc, but outside lepruscuts my idea of what a nipple should
be, and, it will bo seen, casts much legs shadow tlian most nipple*
would do.

The only point I rather (juestion is as to distance from the lime. Mr.
Hardwioh, 1 think, reckons his "angles" with the surface itself. So
reckoned, I prefer about :i.'>', which keeps the nipple from caKlinij a
fhxiloic when of proper shai«). But with most nipples, on trial, I hud
more light the nearer the orifice, and the practical point seems deter-
mined Dy the distance needed to avoid clogging up. With larger
orifices the distance does get greater. I begin with one cwt., and na
pressure gets down put on half-a cwt. more to finish ; but I certainly
find more pressure, up to the capacity of the orifice, gives more light
within at least certain limits. You do not, however, get light in pro-
portion to extra gas. The best jet I know is one brought out by
Mr. I'lace, of Birmingham—I believe in answer to my own pressing iu
part. It has the great merits of cheapness, and raising the lime the
proper distance at each revolution. It was this latter I so much urged
upon him some time ago.

I, too, find "excelsior" limes the best, and especially in accuracy of
form. But of late, urged thereto by Dr. Maddox, so well known for
his interest in photomicrography, 1 have turned my attention once
more to oxide of zirconium. Within a short period lately, while
absorbed in the adjustment of lenses for the lantern-microscope, which
.1 have been working at for some time past with encouraging results
(the proboscis of a blow-fly can be well shown oil a screen from six to
twelve feet long), I have cracked three condensers through omitting to
turn the lime. I find the oxide can now ))e procured considerably
cheaper than formerly, and I have just purchased an ounce to endeavour
to make into pencils. Dr. Draper's experiments, to which Dr. Maddox
kindly referred me, seem to show that the two great points are—first,

exposing the oxide to intense heat for some hours before working up,
during which heating it shrinks considerably; and, in the second place,
to avoid all agglutinating material, but to make up with a little water
only by the aid of great pressure. A pencil so made, which needs only
be about one-quarter of an inch diameter by half-an-inch long (heated
by the jet at one end) would probably be tco fragile for ordinary
lecturer's use ; but, if it can be obtained, would be very valuable for

scientific work, even if not really "indestructible." I should be very
glad to hear from any one disposed to attempt its manufacture.
Like Mr. Uardwich, I think the "skeleton" boards very unsteady.

I never use them, preferring plain boards, with a hinged double leg at
one end, and a hinged stay or stretcher which tics to it. The support
is the full width and cannot slip ; and when the gas is half gone the
stretcher unties and the boards go down on the floor. A patent has
lately been taken out for a support which runs on castors and needs no
adjustment whatever, the feet being in a rigid line with the top board,
projecting iu front ; but of course this needs more floor Kpace.

It is impossible to say too much in favour of the double washing of
oxygen with soda. Not the least advantage is that you do just as well
with common chlorate at TJd. to !ld. jjcr lb. I only now use about one-
fifth of manganese, and find the gas comes off much faster, so that I
often get the bag filled in twelve or fifteen minutes ; indeed, the diffi-

culty is to avoid a " rush " of gas. A little experience guards against
this ; and as for safety the india-rubber WooU tops I use for wash-
bottles are each a safety-valve against mere pressure.

In regard to the ether light : one main point in my opinion—and hero
I differ very seriously and strongly from Mr. Broughton's printed
directions—is to turn on the hydrogen tap from the tank Jirgt so aa to
vent alt prcssiirr from the ether vapour. It is that which is the great
source of danger; and this can be absolutely prevented. But wiiilc,

on the one hand, I share Mr. Hardwich's profound regret that Pro-
fessor Uoscoe should have condemned indiscriminately and wholesale a
process he admittedly knew nothing of (and, if I am not mistaken,
even the mixed gases have exploded in Owens College, as a gas bottle,

said to be so " safe," has done at the Boyal Institution, and repeatedly
in America), on tlie other hand I do not think anyone can use tlie

ether light safely who has not clearly hforc hit mind its two special

dangers, and their reasons and their method of prevention. They are
—first, the risk of want of saturation; and, second, that of "back-
pressure." I do not think a few brief directions, and the statement
that all is safe if these are followed, gives that impression to an
operator, and I would urge more detailed instructions very strongly.

Mr. Digglc, at Chadderton, evidently had not the faintest real concep-
tion of the very serious danger when he found ether in the supply-tube.
I believe it was in the bag as well. He thought that when he bad
"poured it out" and the jet lit, all was right. The fact was, as I

believe, that at first the oxygen far outweighed the vapour as reganls
oxygensUfiAy (and it was the b.ag which exploded). But by degrees
the oxygen in the bag got exhausted, while the ether in the
bag (I cannot understand the bug catching fire unless ether was
in it) ftiU evajmrated at tin: same rale, until at last it was bound
to reach the exact explosive point. That is my reading of it after tho
evidence.

All this attaches grc^t importance to the now pumice safety-chambers.
If they stand exhaustive testing they will bo a great boon and comfort
to many. Hemming's p.acking has failed, so has (iurney's water
safety-chamber, ami gauze ii a sheer delusion : while anything that
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preteadi) to be "safe," antl is not, is obviously moie liann than good,

since reliance is placed upon it wliich there is nothing to justify, and
other care which might prevent accident is neglected. But a hona-Jide

safety arrangement is another thing; and I hope Mr. Brougliton's

pumice-chambers may ere long receive sanction which cannot be dis-

puted. Lewts Wright.
^

LECTURES AT THE ROYAL INSTITUTION.

PHOTOGRAPHIC ACTION.

The last lecture of the series was given on Saturday last, the 5th

instant, before the same audience which have attended the other

lectures. A commencement was made by referring to the different

moditioations of the molecular kinds of bromide, and the conversion of

the green form into the orange form by mechanical pressure. The
colours of the two kinds were very well seen, as they were exposed
side by side in tlic lantern, which, by-the-bye, has been ably presided

over during the course by Mr. C. Ray Woods. Various photographs
taken with the invisible rays were shown on the screen, and then the

lecturer passed on to consider the rays which were potent in causing
tlie reversal of the photographic image. He showed that an image of

the carbon points thrown through red glass on to a sensitive plate

which had been exposed to light, anil then treated with Ijromide of

potash, caused a destruction of the action, and further emphasised the
fact tliat not only red rays biit blue rays were equally efficient by
showing that the entire spectrum apparently undid the jirelimiiiary

exposure The image was developed ou the screen and turned out
successfully.

A sliort account was given of the history of photography in natural
colours, commencing %vith Seebeck's notice of the colouration of

chloride of silver in 1810. The labour.^ of Poitevin, Niepce ,St. Victor,
Simpson, and St. Florent were briefly alluded to, and the experiments
made by the lecturer were also described. According to Captain Abney
the colours ai'e due to two or three kinds of molecules, which are oxidised

|

molecules of silver sub-chloride. The impression of colour was much
more rapidly taken by tlie sub-bromide or violet-chloride in the
pre^fcnce of all kinds of oxidising material—such as bichromate of
)>otash, peroxide of hydrogen —whilst in the presence of those sub-
stances which could take up iodine, bromine, or chlorine, the produc-
tion of colour was impossible. The lecturer exhibited spectra in natural
colours on paper, on gelatino-chloride, and on daguerreotype plates. In
the second the colours were readily seen by transparence, allowing
that they did not result from interference.
The spectra on the daguerreotype plates were fairly brilliant in the

blue violet and green violet, and the red was clearly marked. The
lecturer stated that a mixture of the red and blue molecules would
give a green molecule, and that these were probably similar in com-

position Init different in mass,
thus giving rise to difference in
colour. Tlie existence of orange,
blue, and green forms of mole-
cules in bromide of silver were
adduced as exemplifications of
the possible existence of more
than one form of oxidised mole-
cule.

Tlie audience examined the
examples of colours withmarked
interest. The possil)ility of
photography in colours in the
future was discussed, and the
advent of such a jiossible pro-
cess insisted upon if earnest
workers in the field would but
put their "shoulder to the

wheel." The effect of dyes on films was then experimentally demon-
stratod, and in a photograph of a coloured plate it was shown that the
use of cyanine blue made the yellow nearly as actinic as the blue.
The principle that the work done on a sensitive plate corresponded
with the absorption of the particular rays was further insisted upon
experimentally, and three slides of spectra were shown, exhibiting the
fact that some sensitive salts could themselves act as sensitisers to
others. With this our readers are familiar, so we will not enter into
the arguments the lecturer adduced at this part of the subject.
The clock at this point struck four, and it should liave marked the

termination of the lecture, but it was evident from the shoal of diagrams
which were hung that Captain Abney had by no means exhausted the
subject-matter of his lecture. He kept his audience a few minutes,
however, in showing them one problem which recpiired solution, and
which, as it is novel, we give for the benefit of our readers. That the
lecturer had a partial solution of it we believe, but time did not permit
him to enter into it. A disc of cardboard, on which were pasted black
strips as given in the diagram, was made to rotate very rapidly on a
whirling stand, and to the eye, where the indentation in the star at
A and B took place, a thin, dark circular line was visible instead of a
lighter one, which would naturally be expected. 'J'o the eye the effect

might be due an optical illusion or to some physical phenomenon con-

nected with the eye ; but a photograph showed that the white ring

would be photographed when the rotating disc was set in motion, and
that, therefore, it was not subjective.

On auotlier disc, with the star showing white spurs on a black back-

ground, the lines at A and U were whiter than the adjacent spaces

instead of darker, as would be expected, and these also showed in the

photographs. This concluded the lecture, and brought the series to a
termination.

PHOTOMICUOGRAPHY FOR BEGINNERS.
[A eoinniunication to the North Staifordshii-e Photographic Association.]

As some of our members are ardent microscopists as well as amateur
photographers, perhaps a few remarks upon using the camera and
microscope together may prove useful, and should anyone profit thereby,

even though only in a slight degree, it will give me great pleasure to

have done what has lain in my power to assist him, and i£ possible to

transfer to other persons my own ardour in this interesting branch of

our art, the practice of which, unfortunately, my rather weak eyesight

will not allow me to pursue.

In the first place, all that is necessary for the production of photo-

graphs from microscopic slides is a good microscope, a camera of

quarter- or half-plate size, and a good lamp giving a steady flame. I

have in my practice used a microscope by Matthews—an old-fashioned

one with plenty of metal at its base, giving it a firm stand, and one
which is cajjable of being placed in a horizontal position. The camera,

an ordinary bellows-body one, is joined to the microscope by re-

moving the eyepiece of the latter and the lens of the former, and
placing the camera, with microscope attached, so that when the lamp
(this is one ttame) is placed behind the condenser the rays of light

will pass straight tlirough the whole affair, and fall exactly in the

middle of the ground glass. You can fill up the interstice between the

microscoije and camera-front with anything suitable, such as a silk hand-
kerchief wrapped round the brass tube; or it would, of course, be a

better plan to make a camera front specially fit the microscope tube.

Having seen that the lamp, liglit, condenser, object-glass, tube, and
centre of ground glass are all in one plane, you may commence opera-

tions with any suitable slides. In the first beginning, use a one-inch or

lialf-iuch power and practise with it until sufficient experience is

obtained to warrant your proceeding to a higher power. When
practicable, it is as well, or better, to use a low power and get a sharp
negative; this, of course, may be afterwards enlarged by the lantern to

any reasonable size. This enlargement is made upon argentic enamel
paper from the .accompanying negative of Saccharlna lephcua. I do
not know how many diameters it is enlarged, but you will see that one
of the animalculif is now ti;e size of the whole of the microscopic slide,

glass and all. You will also see that this "enamel" paper is very suit-

able for such a class of work as this, on account of its freedom from
apparent granularity.
The slides with which I have worked have been almost all injected

and stained histological specimens. They are about the worst subjects
one couhl choose as a beginner, on account of their lirowu and red
colour. The siiecimen photographs which I liand round will show that
the most successful are from slides wliicli have had no staining opera-
tions performed on them, such as crystals, &c., &c.
The slides should bo prepared expressly for photographic purposes.

If sections, the thinner they are cut the better ; in fact, they can-
not be cut too thin. Be content with a half-inch objective lirst, fasten
the slide in its jjlace, and, having adjusted everything as above directed,
cover your head and the camera as usual with a cloth, and focus first

with the coarse, and afterwards with the line, adjustment. It is as
well to remove altogether from the camera the piece of ground glass,

and replace it by a piece of plane glass which has been coated with a
solution of white wax in benzole and allowed to dry. This will give a
much finer and more suitable surface for the purpose than ground glass.

When focussed as sharp as possible the dark slide and slate may be
inserted and the exposure commenced. Tliis will, of course, vary
with the nature of the subject, and can only be judged liy practical
experience ; but by using a stand and light, such as an ordinary argand
petroleum lamp, after a few trials the necessary exposure may soon be
judged. By the way, in focussing, and using a half-inch objective (never
mind the same not being corrected for colour) with artificial light,

and getting as sharp an image as possible on the screen, it will come
out sharp on development. As to development ; I prefer Audra's
ferrous oxalate, for with it perfect control can be obtained, and should
a plate be slightly under-exposed it may remain any length of time in
the solution without fog, as in forcing with pyrogallic acid.
Again : should intensification be necessary do not use the mercuric

iodide and hyposulphite intensifier. .Some of these were treated with
it, and they are almost useless now ; whereas, had they been left alone,
they would have been nice, thin negatives, from which transparencies
could have been obtained. As regards the kind of plates most suitable
for use with the microscope : do not use a quick jilate—such a plate a>
is suitable for landscape work. One containing a fair proportion nl

iodide to bromide will give the best results, and be the most serviceable
for use with artificial light. The exposure will vary from ten minutes
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to two hours, 80 there is plenty of time to meditate and smoke a pipe

during the operation ; Ruil, lis the development 13 done but slowly, one

plate may be exposed while another is developed. For any other

iriformnlion 1 will refer you to the excellent articles which have lately

ai)peared in the technical journals, W, U. Ai.li.son.

RECENT PATENTS.

PATKXTS APPLIKD FOR.
Xo. .5,817. — " Photographic Studio Uaokgrounds." Jamkr Svros

Tl"l.LEV, 235, Hall's Pond-road, I^ondon.—/Mto/ April 2, lSH-1.

Xo. 6,'.ill.—"PliotographicC'amcr.'is." W. MwiiLRMim*.—Dated April i,

ART[FICIAL IVORY.
l.\- the foUowina; »|)ecification of a patent, by .I.\nvi,s boNKsTEKr, Kdsex, of

Vd.vns, Mais., I'.S.A., wo have a meanx vvhcicby tabUts of artificial

iv.iry Huitable, iii'.tr ulia, for photographic miniatures ni.ay bo prepared.

Tm.s invention relates t" the manufacture of artificial ivory from xylonite

or a cellulose compound.
The object of the said invention is the pnxiuotion of an article which

il.wely resembles, and is adapted for use as, a substitute for ivoi'v.

The said invention coo'^ists essentially in fiirniiiig a composition chiefly

..f such substances as .xylonite, or those elements w-hich arc formed chieHy

of pyroxjline. '"

.\ccording to the present invention I foi-m th» xylonite or its efpuvalent

siil>stance of different densities, and in some cases of slight dififerences in

I- ilour, and cut the same into sheets, by any of the well-known processes

f>ir such manufacture, and then combine them in the said sheet form by
iiillinf,' or piessinjf them together nnder great pressure, so as to compact
the Hcveral sheets into one entire mass, but in such a manner as to preserve

tlie peculiar char.-witeristics of the structure of each sheet, and at the same
time make .such a compact body tliat, when cut into thin sheets, the various

< -etioiis in the said sheets will show the different characteristics or grain of

the original sheets of which the mass was composed, and thereby imitate

tiie various growths or laminated character of the ivory.

It is evidiiit that this composition and coinliination may be made of

v.iriims matj'rials and in various manners without departing fi-oin the

nature of this invention.

Having thus fully described the said invention and the manner of per-

forming the same, 1 wish it understood that I claim

—

First. The method of forming artificial ivory or a substitute for ivory,

by fonning the material for the several growths or layers of .xylonite or

similar substance of different densities or different characteristics of com-
position ; cutting the same into sheets, and then compressing the several

•heets of all the elements into one entire mass; and making into sections

the several layers aa by the process of cutting, for producing the sheets

lo imitate ivorj' as hereinbefore set forth.

Second. An artificial ivory or substitute for ivory formed of xylonite or

similar compound, the basis of which is pyroxyline, so as to resemble ivory,

substantially as described.

I'RODUCIXG PRINTS OR TRANSFERS OF PHOTOGRAPHIC
PICTURKS.

The invention of Mr. Eugenie de Zuccato, of Charterhonse-street, London,

in the direction indicated by the above title, has been of such a comprehen-

sive nature as to have induced him to embody it in three separate specifica-

tions. It will bo seen that they all relate to the utilisation of the

Woodbury relief as a means of producing surfaces capable of giving prints

in fatty inks. As these si>ecitications follow e.ich other in immediate
snccession in the patent records we shall adopt the same order.

Xo. I.

Mv invention relates to an improved method or process of producing
prints or transfms of i)liirtographic pictures, and is carried into practice in

the following manner, that is to say, I take what is known as a " Wood-
b\irytyix? relief " of the picture which it is desired to print or transfer, and
I lay this relief upon a .sheet of pajier or analogous material, placed on
a slab or plate (such as those hereinafter described) having a smooth
surface which is inked with iirintcrs' ink so as to form a grain, stipple,

I ir series of closely-assembled linos or dots ; I then press the said relief, the

paiier, and the slab or plate together by suitable mechanical means, where-

u|K)n the printers' ink will more or less completely "set off" and be
impressed on the ))ai)er or analogous material, and thus form a grained,

^tipiilitl, or lined picture or inK-|)h()to. print corrcsiwnding to the said
'• Woodburytype relief." This grained, stippled, or lined image or picture

may then be transferred to metal or lithogr.iphic stone by any method
know'ti to [u'inters; or the grained, stippled, or lined image or picture may
lie photographed and a transfer made therefrom by any method known
tn photolithographers and photozincographers.

"The term " Woodbury tyi>e relief" is well nnderstood by jihotographic

printers; liut to prevent any misappiehensicm I desire to staU> that I mean
a gelatine film in which the varying tints of a photograph are.represented
iiy varying thicknesses of gelatine, or a substitute for the said "Wood-
buiyty|>e relief," such as a cast or mould.
The materials which, for the purposes of my invention, I regard as

analogous to paper, are such thin, flexible, or yielding materials as will

readily take an impression in printers' ink. Among these may be men-
tifmed tracing-cloth, riblied or grained transfer paper, tin or other foil,

gold-beaters' skin, silk fabric, or other suitable tissue.

To explain what I mean by "a slab or plato having a itmooth mlrfacx

which is inked with printers' ink so as to form a grain, stipple, or serieR of

closely-assembled lines or dots," I quote the following an examiiles. Tiz.:—

(1) A lithographers' stone upon which a stipple or lined ground ef any
kind is imprinted.

(2) A zinc t>Iato upon which a stipple or lined ground of any kind is

im)u'inted.

(3) A slab of any kind upon which a tint or stipple in printers' ink has
been inscribed or transffrred.

(4) A slab or sheet of i>apor, either enamelled or plain, iiiwn which a

lint or stipple in printers' ink h.as been iinprcssed, inscribed, or transferred.

By the term "printers' ink" I mean any ordinary printing ink in which
a pigment is incorporated with an oily vehicle, or siniilar fatty inks such

as are especially made and sold for the i>ur(K)se of transferring. When I

re-i)hoto^raph the ink-photo, jirint 1 sometimes use an ink of which tlic

vehicle is glycerine, mucilage, or a similar substance.

Soft wax, fat, varnish, soap, or a mixture of the.se materials may, in some
cases, he used in place of ink when the im.age is to be transferred to stone

or metal.
Having thus fully described my said invention, and the manner of |ier-

forming the same, I wish it understood that I claim

—

The production of a picture or transfer by pressing paiier or analoijouH

material between a " Woodburytype relief " and a slab or plate lined,

grained, or stippled with ink, subirtantially as described.

No. If.

Mv invention relates to an improved method or process of producing

prints or transfers of photographic pictures, and is carried into practice in

the following manner; that is to say, I saturate or ink a piece of fine

network or other textile fabric either with printers' ink or with a transfer

ink such as is used by lithographers, care being taken that none of the

meshes or rihs of the fabric are blocked up with ink, but that each rib or

thread is well saturated. This inked fahric is placed in contact with n
sheet of paper ; and either upon the said pajjer or upon the inked material

r place a " Woodburytyix' relief," and the whole is then subjected to

pressure by suitable mechanical means.
I can so vary the working of my invention as to ink the " Wi>odbury-

typc relief " itself ; but in this case the paper or analogous material must
always be placed between the relief and the fabric. The pressure causes

the ink to " set off " from the inked material on to the pai>er, uixin which
is thus formed a picture in a kind of stiiiple coiTesixinding to the " Wood-
burytype relief." 'This stippled picture is then either transferred to metal

or stone by any method known to printers, or it may lie photographed,

and a second transf<!r in fatty ink made, by methods known to photo-

lithographers and photozincographers.

I can, if desired, so practice my invention as to obtain the grained or

stippled image directly upon a plate of zinc or other metal, or upon a

lithographic stone. For this jiurpose I first lay the ink'-d fabric ui)on the

plate or stone; I then place the "Woodburytype relief" upon the said

inked fabric and apply pressure by suitable mechanical means as above
described.
Fine wire gauze may, in some cases, be used in place of the textile

fabric, and I may mention silk gauze, ribbed silk, ribbed or grained

transfer paper, and bookbinders' cloth as examples of the fabrics I use,

such fabrics as are thin and yielding or flexible behig best adapted to the

purix)ses of my invention.

The tenn " Woodburytyiie relief" is well understood by photographic

printers; but to prevent any misapprehension I desire to state that! mean
a gelatine film in which the varying tints of a photogiaph are represented

by varying thicknesses of gelatine; or a substitute for the said "Wood-
burytype relief," such as a cast or mould.
Those materials which, for the imriiose of my invention, I regard as

an.alogous to paper are such thin, flexible, and yielding materials as will

readily take an impression in printers' ink. Among these may be men-
tioned tracing-cloth, tin or other foil, gold-beater.s' skin, a collodion jiellicle,

silk fabric, or other suitable tissue.

By printers' ink I mean any ordinary printing ink in which a pigment is

incor|)orated with .in oily vehicle; or similar fatty inks such as are es|)ecially

made and sold for the purposes of transferrini,'. When I re-phofcograph the

ink-photo, print, I sometimes use an ink of which the vehicle is glycerine,

mucilage, or similar substance.

Soft wax, fat, varnish, soap, or a mixture of these materials may, in some
cases, replace ink, when the image is to be transferred to stone or metal.

Having thus fully described ray said invention, and the manner of

performing the same, I wish it nndcrst<H)d that I claim

—

yirst. The production of a picture or transfer by pressing an inked

textile fabric or the like against jxiper or other suitable material by means
of a " Woodburytype relief," substantially as described.

Second. 'The production of a print or transfer on paper or analogniis

material, which is [iressed between a textile fabric or the like and an
inked " vVoodburytyi)e relief," substantially as described.

No. III.

My invention relates to an improved method or process of pnxlucing
prints or transfers of |>hoto^aphic pictures, and is carried into practice in

the following manner; that is to aay, I take what is known as a "Woodbury-
type relief " of the picture desired to lie printed or tiiinsferred, and 1 lay

this relief uisni a sheet of |>apor or analogous material, .and on the other

side of this paiK>r or other material I place a ronghenetl, grained, stippletl,

or lined plate which has been ia)ced on its roughened side » ith printers ink.

"The roughened side of the plate must be next the i>aper or analogous
material. I then press the said relief, the paper, and the inky roughened
plate together by suitable mechanical means, whereuimn the printei-s" ink

will " set off " or be impressed on the \>af<or or analogous material, and thus

form a grained, stippled, or lined picture or ink-photo, print corresponding

to the "Woodburytype relief." 'ITiis grained, stippled, or lined image or
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victure may be transferred to metal or litliographic stone by any method

known to printers ; or the grained, stippled, or lined image or pictnre may

be photc'raphed and a transfer made therefrom by any methods weU known

to photofithoiiraphers and photozincographers.

The term " Woodburytype relief " is well understood by photographic

printers- but to prevent any misappreliension I desire to state that I mean

ajrelatine film in wliich the varying tints of a photograpli arc represented

by varying thicknesses of gelatine, or a substitute for the said Woodbury-

type relief," such as a mould or cast.
. . ^ j

Those materials which, for the purijoses of my invention, I regard as

aaalo"ous to i>aper are such thin, flexible, or yielding materials as mil

re.'vdily tiike an impression in printers' ink. Among tliese may be

mentioned tracing-cloth, tin, or otlior foil, gold-beaters' skm, silk fabric, or

other suitivble tissue.
.. , , ^ , i r j i i

Bv a grained, stippled, or lined iilate I mean a plate of any moderately-

hard materi.%1 of which at least one surface is rou<;hened, grained, or lined.

As examiiles I may, on the one hand, mention a metal plate or block of wood

which has been grooved or stippled, a cast of this plate or block in ebonite,

dry gelatine, or celluloid ; and, on the other hand, a sheet of emery cloth,

saiid-paiier, or bookbinders' cloth.
.

By printers' ink I mean any ordinary printing ink in which a pigment is

incoriiorated with an oilv vehicle ; or similar fatty inks such as are especi.illy

raade and sold for the puriwses of transferring. When I re -photograph the

ink-photo, print I sometimes use an ink of v.hich the vehicle is glycerine,

mucilage, or a similar substance.

Soft wax, fat, varnish, soap, or a mixture of these materials may, m some

oases, replace ink when the image is to be transfen-ed to stone or metal.

Having thus fully described my said invention and the manner of

iM-rforming the same" I wish it understocxl that I claim—
The production of a picture or transfer by pressing paper or other suitable

material against an inked roughened plate, or the like, by means of a
" Woodburytype relief," suljstantially as described.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.

Thk usual monthly meeting of this Hociety was held on Tuesday last, the

8th inst.,—Mr. .Tames (ilaisher, F.R.S., President, occupying the chair.

As had been jireviously announced the meeting was devoted to the

exhibition, by the Society's lime-light hmtern, of slides prepared by various

methods for comparison of the results thereby attained.

Mr. T. Sebastian Davis, who had acted as Chairman of the Committee
appointed to arrange the business of the evening, prefaced the exhibition

by observing that iihotography had come into very general use for the pro-

duction of slide;* for the lantern, and that for many subjects—but especially

for architectural ones— photographs were much to be preferred to even

careful hand-drawings ; because details were represented that could not

—in such a small compass as lantern slides—be drawn in by the artist,

and in some subjects the details really gave the character to the

whole. The various photographic processes that had been employed for

the purpose— wet collodion, coUodio-albumen, dry collodion, Woodbury
process, gelatino-bromide, and gelatino-chloride—were referred to by Mr.
I >avies, who went on to say that he had m.any years ago struggled with the

dilficulties attending dry collodion for this purpose, the chief of which was
that the plates, when prepared, would not keep. The introduction of

gelatino-bromide had removed this difficulty, and the plates jirejiared by
this process appeared to keep indefinitely, and, at the same time, gave
much greater rapidity tli.an before w.as olitainable ; but, having perfected

the negative process, we come now to the production of positives. Trans-
iiarencies of a very high character—perhaps even the highest of all—had
l>een obtained u)K)n wet collodion. The difficulty with gelatino-bromide
has been that tne high lights were apt to be more or less veiled. Some-
times i)erfectly clear prints could be obtained, but not with certainty.

The search for this jierfect clearness had culminated in a process which is

a very slow one—the gelatino-chloride : but this slowness is no disadvantage
tor the uarticular purpose now under consideration.

A series of slides made by wet collodion in the camera, the work of Mr,
V. M. Fincham, from a variety of subjects, including views of Ilfraconibe,

Brixham, Tyiiinouth, Plymouth, .and Clovelly were first shown.
Mr. V. Howard's slides, of somewh.'kt similar character, were next pro-

jected ui)on the ?creen.

Mr. Meldola's slides, also njion wet collodion, were then exhibited.

They excited much interest, as being records of the expedition sent to the
Xicobar Islands in 187.5 to photograph the eclipse of the sun.

Mr. C. Kay Woods then showed a series of slides, made upon wet collo-

dion and toned by the ferrid-cyanide and uranium intensifying process,

and by modifications with inm and copper suggested by this process.

Some of those toned with copper, also with uranium and a trace of iron,

were very rich. The iron alone gave a blue tone, which, however suitable
for some special subjects, would not be likely to find general acce2)tance;
whilst, when uranium was the only metal emjiloyed, the tone was warmer
than—except as a particular fancy—would be desired.

Mr. W. England showed some slides niivde in 1860 upon wet collodion,
upon coCfee plates, and upon tannin plates. Of these the wet collodion
were rather tli)! finest. Some collodion slides, by Mr. England, of st.atuary
subjects, were also shown. In these there was a bbck Iwckground siir

rounding the figure, with curtains at the top and side.s. Coloured shoots of

gelatine were used to give a glow to these curtains.

Several slides by the Woodbury process, sent by the Sciopticon Company,
were next exhibited. Amongst these were some beautiful slides from
microscopic objects, foraminiferous shells, and diatomaceie.

A series of slides of Swiss scenery, by Professor F. W. Donkin, were
then exhibited.

Mr. Moncrieff next showed a number of slides produced upon commercial
gelatino-bromide plates, and developed with sulpho-pyrogaUic.

Mr. J. B. B. Wellington exhibited a series of traiis])arencies produced
ujmn gelatino-bromide plates developed with Mr. .7. B. Edwards's ferrous

oxalate formula for chloride plates, with and without the addition of bro-

mide of potassium as a restrainer. One of these, without the restraining

bromide, was of a clear, pure black tone; whilst with the bromide the

slides varied in colour, according to its quantity, through brown up to a

claret colour. Three plates of a mill at Corfe Castle, developed in the

different ways mentioned, showed the beautiful variety of tones obtainabh',

Slides of I)r. Huggins's negatives of star spectra, and of the eclipse of

the sun of 1871, were next exhibited.

Mr. B. J. Edwards showed slides printed upon albumen, and toned with
gold and hypo. Some of these were very rich and fine ; but Mr. Edwards
said that e'lually good results could he obtained upon gel.itino-chloride

with much less trouble, and that was the jn'ocess he should recommend.
The CnAiRSlAN'—in projmsing votes of thanks to the exhibitors, to the

committee, and to Mr. J. C!adett for the management of the lantern, Mhich
were carried by acclamation—said that, after all, wet collodion held its own
very well, and, at all events, need not hide its head before the most recent

productions of the art.

Mr. Robert TindaU was elected a member of the Society.

It was announced tliat at the next ordinary meeting, on the 13th of May,
Mr. .T. Spiller would read a jiaper On Fadirv/, and Mr. W. E. Debenhaiii
one, accompanied by demonstrations. On Illumination of the Dark Bonm.
The meeting was then adjourned.

SOUTH LONDON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY,
Thk ordinary monthly meeting of this Society was held at the house of the
Society of Arts, John-street, Adeljjhi, on Thursday Last, the 3rd instant,-

-

the Rev. F. F. Stathani, M.A., ]''.G.S., President, occupying the chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting having been read and confirmnj,
Mr. A. T. T.agliaferro, of Malta,' was proposed, and duly elected a
member of the Society.

The Chairman then made the presentation of the silver medal given
by the Society in connection with its monthly competitions for the best

jiicture of the year. On this occasion the medal fell to the lot of Mr. F. A.
Bridge for his excellent picture, A River View—a scene on the Thames. In
making the presentation the Chairman took occasion to remark that m.any
very artistic pictures were to be obtained in and aljout London if they were,
as had been done by Mr. Bridge, carefully selected and then .artistically

treated. He quoted instances where most unpromising-looking subjects had
l>een really artistically rendered, yet perfectly' true to iiiiture, in some of

the illustrated periodicals, simply by judiciously selecting the (loint of view.

It was announced that at the next meeting Mr. Norman Macbeth had
kindly consented to read a paper on an artistic subject, and members were
requested to introduce a friend at that meeting, as the paper, from Mr.
Macbeth's well-known ability, would doubtless prove a very interesting and
valuable one, as that gentleman had devoted so much attention to the art

aspects of photography.
Messrs. C. and F. "Darker then gave an exhibition of objects in their

polariscope lantern. Before commencing the exhibition,
Mr. C. Darker concisely explained to the meeting the principles of the

polarisation of light and tlie use of the Nicol prism, illustrating his remarks
by projecting .sections of the tourmaline, Iceland sp.ar, selenitc, itc, upon the
screen. Space will not permit of our reproducing Mr. 1 )arker's remarks,
but those who desire information on the subject of polarised light aro
referred to a leading article on page 145 of our issue for the 4th ult. A
chameleon, several flowers and various designs, formed of seleiiite, were then
thrown upon the screen, and the an,alyser being rotated caused the colours
produced to change, and a most plesising effect was produced, exciting con-
siderable astonishment in those not familiar with the phenomena of jiolarised

light.
_

Passing from what may be termed the more popular portion of the
subject, Alessrs. D.arker exhibited specimens of rock crystal, shov.'ing a
"cross crystallisation" which at times causes considerable inconvenience to

opticians in the construction of " [lebble " len.ses. These defects, thou:,'li

not visible by ordinary light, were rendered very m.aiiifest when it was
polarised. Various crystals—such as s.aliciiie, benzoic acid, santonine, our
old friend (or enemy?) hyposulphite of soda, citrate of soda, tartari.'

acid, &c.—were next shown. A very interesting feature of this portion of

the exhibition was the form.ation of crystals of boracic acid. A slide, upon
which was a concentrated solution of boracic acid, was introduced into th'
lantern, and thesalt allowed to crystallise. The display under the polarisoi!

light was very interesting. Next the effect of pressure on glass was demou
strated. A plate of glass was secured in a frame in such a manner tlun
pressure could be applied to one edge at will by means of a screw. I'ulil

the pressure was ajiplied the glass was perfectly transparent and free from
colour; but immediately the pressure w.as applied brilliant colours wiif
jiroduced, which gr.adnatly disappeared as the pressure w.as removid,
clearly demonstrating the effect pressure had in .altering the moleculru
eonditi(m of glass. The effect of heat in altering the molecular state of

glass was also shown. Different rock .sections were next exhibited ; nii'i,

finally, several photographs of various crystalline substances, produced by
Mr. George Smith, were projected upon the screen. These pictures showed
the ad vantage which would often accrue if certa in olijects were photograjihed
in both kinds of light. Several of the slides exhibited, it may be mentioned,
were kindly lent for the occasion by our eoatributoi- Mr. Lewis Wright.

i
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The CiiAlnMAjr, in proposing u voto of thanlss to Messrs. Darker for

their iutirestiiig niid iiistructivd deuionstnUioii, rcuiarkccl that photo-
praplicri wpre inclined to lo ik to the prActical rather than tho theoretical
phasca of the subject, and suggested that polarised light uiiglit bo instU
available for detecting impurities or adulterations in the materials fiey
employed. In doing so he directed particular attention to the effect pro-
duciid by pressure and heat iipijn glass as demonstrated by the polariscope,
and also pointed out that the working qualities of photopraphic lenses
mijitit Ik" materially influenced by their being secured too tightly in their
cells, so that greater pressure was exerted upon imc iwrtion of the glass
than another. He (the Chainnan) said that, however much might be
read upon tho subject, ncithin)! could cnnvey an idea of the effects of
polarised light like a deinonstratinn such as they had just witnessed.
The vote was carried by acclamation.
Mr. K. York exlii ited and explained a camera ho just had con-

structed, the principal feature of wliich was that, althougli it was oblong
in shajie, pictures either vertical or horizontal could be taken at will with-
out removing it from tlio stand. This is accomplished in a very simple
njaniier. Tlie back portion of the camera which carries t!ie slide can be
e.'u<ily detached from the baseboard and replaced either horizontally or
vertically. To enable this to be d<uie the bellows, instead of being attached
as usual direct to the front of the camera, is fixed to a disc of inctal fitted to
the front in such a manner that it can be rotated a quarter of a revolution.
The simplicity and utility of the contrivance excited considerable ad-
mlratiiin. He (^^r. York) mentioned that although this form of camera was,
he iMjIieved, a novelty in this country, it had been in use for a considerable
time in France.
A subject, taken from the question box, "Does the burnishing of prints

proluce any chemical change in them?" was theiiidiscussed.
Mr. H.vUKlscix said that, as prints subjected to heat became of a warmer

Vi;k, some chemical change might [jossibly be produced by hot burnishing.
Mr. E. DlXMOltE remtirked that if any hyposulphite of soda, from

imperfect washing, remained in the print it would bo decomposed if

expiised to a strong heat, as in burnishing.
The discussion—in which Messrs. Ayres, Ashman, Foxlee, and others

took part—thou Ijecame of a desultory character, and no very definite
ci'nclusion was arrived at.

The meeting was then adjourned.

LONDON* AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
.\T the meeting of this Society, held on the 3rd instant, tho chair was
occupie<l by Mr. W. Coles.

Mr. J. B. B. Wellinutok said that he had tried the formula for

cmulsion given by Mr. Henderson at the jireceding meeting. He had
attempted to reduce the quantity of water, but found that that gave a coarse
prexipitate which would not proi>«'rly emulsify. Hi' succeeded Viest when
adding two or three grains of gelatine after the acetate was formed and
before adding the bromide. Tlie silver then emulsified properly, and he pro-

dnccil a transparency jtrinted on a plate made from this batcli, but he liad

not time yet to form a decided opinion as to the rapidity of the emulsion.
Mr. A.'L. Hk.ndf.kso.n said that he could, by tlie method described, get

an emulsion without any cooking that would give 25 on the sen-
xitumeter. He thought it inqmrtant that the acetate of ammonia should
be neutral. It was not so good either if the ammonia were in excess.

Mr. Wkllingto.v thought that he had mme excess of acid.

Mr. Hksdkkso.n lemaiKed that in excess of acid some silver was wasted,
and tlie emulsion might be thin.

Mr. A. Hadoox said that liquid ammonia was preferable to the car-

bonate for making a neutral acetate, a.s the carbonic acid given off from
carbonate of ammonia masked the indication of the test paper, and,
observing that the undeveloped plate shown by Mr. Wellington was of a
rich orange red, inquired whether with that colour the emulsion was rapid.

Mr. Hkndek-sox replied that, considering the colour, emulsions prepared
in this manner were wonderfully rapid. A little acetic acid might be
added before coating; this made the blacks very clear.

.Mr. W. K. Dkbenh.\m said that colour was no certain guide to the
rapidity of emulsions. In some cases the colour f»f an emulsion had been
referred to as evidence of its speed. Some orange or even red plates were
quicker than some blue ones.

Mr. A. Cow.vN had just been asked to try the speed of certain plates

;

ono of these was red and was slightly quicker than the other^a blue one.

The Chaikm.vn thought that colour was a guide in any particular jirocess,

but not when comparing tho plates made by one method with those pro-

duced by another plan.

Mr. Hai>I)OX inquired whether Mr. Cowan found the orange or the grey
emulsion gave the more density.

In the particular plates to which reference had been made Mr. Cowan'
had found a little more density with the grey.

Mr. Hkniikksun thouglit that acetate of silver washed and added to

bromiscd collodion should make a good emulsion.
An exposure shutter lent by Air. TumbuU, of Edinburgh, was handed

round amonijst the members.
Mr. Wkllisoton then gave the foUomng formula for an emulsion :

—

Xitr.ate of silver , DO grains.

Citric acid ; 50 ,,

Water 4 ounces.

To this sufficient liquid ammonia (about one and a-half drachm) to redissolve

the precipitated silver was added, and the solution was then to bo stirred

into tho follow lu-,' :

—

Bromide of potassium 45 grains.

Iodide ,, 1 grain.

Carbonate of ammonia 30 grains.

Gelatine , 10 „

Y'ater , 4 ounces.

Mix all cold. Tho colour at first was ruby, but after tweWe hours it

became blue, and two hundred grains of gelatine previously softked was
added, and, after melting together and setting, washed in the usual way.
He had tried a similar mixture, but with tlie application of heat at 190°—
instead of tho addition of ammonia to obtain rapidity—it became blue and
very thin.

Mr. Henderson related some experiments with artificial illumination
for the dark room. He had used the light reflected from a phosphorescent
tablet without any transmitting medium. He thought that tho tablet at

first absorbed tho actinic rays and so prevented thein from acting ufion tho
sensitive jdate, but that tho tablet soon became saturated, then gave off

actinic rays, and acted like an ordinary reflector. It was necessary, there-

fore, to change the tablet frequently. To avoid this ho had aidopted

another plan. He had used two phosphorescent tablets as transmitting
screens. The first one, he considered, absorbed the photographic rays, and
let those only pass through tho second which it was safe to use.

Mr. Debenham thought that in the first case mentioned the phosphores-
cent reflector was, at starting, in the same condition as an ordinary reflector,

but afterwards gave out rays of photographic jjower, and was worse than
the ordinary reflector. As to using pho.si>iiorescent paint to transmit liKht

through : it was not probable that it would give any safer light than another
medium of similar colour and opacity.

Mr. Cowan said that he had added ammonia to finished emulsion, as had
been recommended. He had put in five minims to the ounce. At first

there seemed to be no difference in the plates coated with it, but after

keeping a few days the ammonia plates gave in parts no image at all.

The second Thursday thi.s month fallini,' uixm the eve of Good Friday,
Mr. Debenham's lecturette. On Leiues, will be given on the 17th instant,

instead of the 10th, as previously anninmced.

MANCHESTER PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

The usual monthly meeting of this Society was held at the Manchester
Technical Schools, on March 13th,—the President, Mr. John Pollitt, in the
chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed. The
ballot was then taken, and the following gentlemen were admitted mem-
bers :—Messrs. W. Jenkinson, J. T. Lees, Levi Lambert, H. Pope, and
Charles Coote.
Mr. Jos. Greatorex read .an interesting and somewhat amusing paper,

the subject being A Sinnmer Holiday, consisting of notes of a recent tour
in Switzerland. [See page 218.]
Mr. .S. D. McKellkn gave a practical demonstration of the printing oil

argentic-bromide paper as manufactured by Messrs. Goodall and Steven,
and also made an enhirgement on the same paper, about 12 x 10, from a
3 X 4 negative. The method of enlarging acfopted by Mr. McKcllen was
to ilhmiinate the negative by the aid of a sciopticon lantern, and he stated
that he had found a sheet of ground glass interiwsed between the negative
and condenser a great improvement.
The HoxoR.VHV Secretary said if the condenser was laif;e enough to

cover the negative the ground glass w.-is unnecessary.
Several prints and enlargements were exhibited by the demonstrator,

and admired for their pure whites and general brilliancy.

Votes of thanks were passed to Mr. (Jreatorex and Mr. McKcUen.
Tlie Chairman then refeiTed to tho interesting paper read at the previous

meeting by Mr. Rishton, and said that but for the lateness of the hour he
should have invited a discussion on swing-backs and swing-fronts, as he
knew there were several members who had studied the subject and had
decided to communicate their views. He would, therefore, have great
pleasure in bringing the matter forwai-d at the next meeting.
The Honorary Secretary said he should give them a communication

and probably a demonstration in making enlargements from small nega-
tives at ail early date.

An interesting and enjoyable evening terminated at a late hour.

NORTH .STAFFORDSHIRE PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
The ordinary nrouthly meeting was held on Wednesday evening, the 2nd
instant, at the Mechanics' Institute, Hanley,—Mr. R. S. Burgess occupy-
ing the chair.

Mr. W. F. Fishburn was elected a member of the Society.

The Hon. Secretary exhibited a half-plate tourist apiwvratus by Mr.
C. E. Elliott, of London. The elegant ap|)earance and finish of the
camera were much admirtni, the excellence of the dark slides being also
remarked uiwn.
A jjajjer uiK>n and demonstration of the process of Photnmienffraphy for

Beyinnern [see |>age 234] having been given l>y Mr. W. B. Allison, a vote of
thanks was unanimously passed to that gentleman ; and, after some
interesting conversation upon the subject of photomicrography, and Mr.
Allison liM passed round some transparencies u|Km collodio-bromide, the
meeting terminated.

DUNDEE AND EA.ST OF .SCOTLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSOCIATION.

Thk annual meeting of this Society was held in Lamb's Hotel, on
ThurRd,aj', the .3rd instant, at which there was a good attendance,—Mr.
W. D. \ ftlentine, Vicel'resident, in the chair.

The CHAmUAS read a letter from Mr. J. C. Cox expressing his regret at
not being able to be present, and thanking the members for their kindness
in reelecting him President. He (the Chairman) said the tiociety was
fortunate in possessing in their President a gentleman who waa an enthu-
siastic photographer, an acknowledged artist, and of good social position.

Mr. Cox had spared neither time nor money in promoting the veUwe of
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the Society ever since its establishment, his latest gift to the Society

being a fully-equipped developing room, which was aliready being largely

taken advantage of.
-nr • a

The following new members were admitted :—Messrs. W. W. Moncneff,

J). R. Mitchell, John Jones, and D. R. Malcolm.
The election of officeljearers was then proceeded with, and the following

is the list for 1884-85 :—President: Mr. J. C. Gnx.—Vice-Pfesidenti: Messrs.

W. D. Valentine and D. Ireland.—C'oitnci7 / Messrs. G. D. Macdougald, J.

Geddes (Arbroath), H. G. Fraser, A. C. Lamb, Alfred Guthrie, and G. F.

Rodger.—ffon. Treamrer : Mr. John Robertson.—/fon. Secretary : Mr. D.
Ireland, Jun.—^liirfitors ; Messrs. John Megs and John R. Wilson.

A special vote of thanks was awarded to the Hon. Secretary and Hon.
Treasurer for the efficient manner in v.'hich they had fulfilled their duties

in the past session.

Mr. G. D. Macuovgald then read an able paper on Deielopmcnt, and
gave the particulars of a new developer which yielded negatives of a

peculiarly rich, non-actinic colour, another advantage being that all the in-

gredients were dry, only requiring the addition of water to form the

develoijer.

Some discussion took i)laoe as to whether the negative was better to be
of a blue or of a non-actinic colour. The opinion of the meeting wa.s that

the latter was preferable.
Dr. J. K. TiLLOCH said that a gelatine negative rarely printed quite

satisfactorily without after-treatment, and that he wjia in the habit of

applying bichloride of mercury, followed by ammonia, to nearly all his nei,'a-

tives. This treatment seemed to bring up the detail in the shadows, while
the high lights, being already opaque, were not affected by it.

The Chairman was greatly averse to the use of mercury, as he found
that negatives thus treated faded in the course of a year or two. ()n his

motion a vote of thanks was awarded to Mr. Macdougald. He (the Chair-
man) also showed a negative in which the sunlight on the pillars and wall

of the interior of a cathedral was perfectly clear glass, the reversal being
caused by over-exposure.
A vote of thanks to the Chairman closed the proceedings.

Results of comijetition for February :

—

Portrait Taken in Room : J. Stur-
rock, 200 marks; Dr. TuUoch, 1.50. For March competition,. 6'<(K Life,

there was only one entrj-, Mr. D. Ireland, Juu. , 200 marks.

dattm^anhmtt.

Armt Meetiko op the Photographic Societv of Frakce.—Re-
Tjucmxo PESCIL.S.—Oelati.so-Bromide Films.—A Demonstra-
TIO^f By M. AcDRA tor the 25th instant.—Mb. Henoerson In-

vited BY THE PhoTOORAPBIC SOCIETY OF FRANCE.

—

On EXPOSING
Films.—A New Dark Slide.^M. Mauduit's Electric Move-
ment FOR Instantaneous Shutters.—A Nf.w Seeker.—Ceramic
PnOTOORAPHY.

The April meeting of the Photographic Society of France was held on
Friday last, the 2ud instant,—M. Davanne in the chair.

M. Gilbert, a French manufacturer of blacklead pencils, presented a,

Bories of pencils for retouching photographic negatives. Several mem-
bers spoke highly in their praise. Patriotic feelings were then aroused,
as we have been tributary for years to a Prussian house for this very
useful article. A discussion took place upon the best means of render-
ing tlw hard, and sometimes very brilliant, surface of the gelatine
ne^.%tive sufficiently soft to retouch upon. Emery powder and many
other "dodges" were proposed. The most interesting to notice was to
pour spirits of turpenliue over the surface of the negative. Another
method was to plunge the negative for an instant into a five-per cent,
aolution of acetic acid,

M. Bernstein presented some gelatino-bromide films, which he
rerjuested to be experimented upon. No specimens were shown.

M. Audra offered to give a private soiree on the 25th inst., at which
he would publicly demonstrate his method of making emulsions. The
Society aceepted with pleasure and due acknowledgment this innova-
tion, and offered their place of meeting to M. Audra for his demonstra-
tion.

This idea does great credit to M. Audra, and is a novelty. In England
these public demonstrations are common, but hei'e they are unknown.

I had the honour of informing the Society that Mr. A. L. Henderson
had succeeded in making a gelatino-bromide of silver emulsion by pre-
cipitating the silver from aqueous solutions, and then adding the
necessary quantity of gelatine. Moreover, Mr. Henderson had in-
vented a new coating apparatus so simple in its construction that the
clean glass is put into one end, a tramway seizes it, carries it under the
coating machine, and then stacks the plates ready for the drying cup-
board. Mr. Henderson proposed to visit Paris in order to exhibit
practically the results of these new ideas to the Photographic Society
of France.
The .Society passed a vote of thanks to Mr. Henderson, and begged

me to inform him that they would be most happy to welcome him
among them,

M.\I. Bayard and Trevaux presented a means of fixing films in the
camera. Ai their system is identical with that of M. Leon Vidal I

will not repeat it, as I gave a full description in a former letter.

Diachylon is employed to hold the film upon an opaque surface of zine

or ebonite. This manner of holding the film has been found to be far

superior to that of placing it under a glass plate during exposure. The
light impinges directly upon it instead of first going through a sheet of

glass. The refraction of the glass, not to speak of absorption, is suffi-

cient to prevent its employment.

M. Mackensteiu presented a very novel double dark slide. The
shutter is made with very narrow bands of wood glued upon a piece of

linen, and is very flexible. Although the slide is double, only one

shutter is required for the two. The frame, when in its place npon
the camera, can easily bo opened by pulling up the flexible shutter.

In so doing the sensitised glass plate is uncovered. AVhen the expo-

sure is terminated the flexible shutter is put into its place, the dark

slide is turned, the other end of the flexible shutter is pulled out, and
tlie second plate is exposed. Having only one shutter for the two
sides of the dark slide, the latter can be made very thin and having a

minimum of weight.

M. Mauduit presented another instantaneous ratchet or catch for

rapid shutters. Instead of a pneumatic ball and tube he employs an

electric current, which, he says, has the advantage of not imparting

motion to the camera.

M. I'Abbe Fernique presented a little instrument which he had in-

vented in order to see the exact position of a moving object in taking

instantaneous pictures. It consists of a kind of lens which is fixed

upon the top of the camera. The operator can see the image he wishes
to reproduce reflected upon the instrument. He can then choose the pro-

per moment to take the picture.

Ceramic i>hotography is getting into fashion. Since Mr. Henderson's
public demonstration of his excellent process hundreds have been
experimenting in order to obtain the ne ]ylii.i ultra of photographic
productions—that is to say, the brilliant and permanent enamel. The
dusting-on process and the sul'stitution process of ourindef.-itigable friend

Mr. Henderson have been brought before the readers of The Brixi.sh

Journal of Photography; each has its respective merits and its

inherent faults. A gentleman of St. Petersburg has found a method
of obtaining photographs on chinaware or enamels by employing the

carbon process. Instead of the ordinary colour employed he macerates
with gum, honey, and metallic oxides. This emulsion is spread upon
paper, sensitised by a bichromate of potash solution, and treated in

every way like an ordinary carbon print. The image is then transferred

to gl.iss, enamel, or chinaware to be burnt in. The great superiority of

this process over all others consists in the advantage it gives the

operator in getting the depth of colour he desires, and also in the

simplicity of the manipulations. Ere long we may expect to obtain

permanent burnt-iu proofs as easily and as cheaply as the well-known
carte de visile.

"

E. .Stebbinq, Pro/.

25, Hue (les Ape.nnins, Pari", April 7, 1884.

CANARY MEDIUM.
To the EniTOiif?.

(iENTLEMEN,—With your permission I fihould like to say a few words
upon the last paragraph of Mr. G. Smith's contribution in your issue of

the 28th vilt. , and to show why it is that canary medium has been used in

the north of England.
At a meeting of the We.st Riding of Yorkshire Pliotographio Society it

h.ad been arranged to spend an evening in the development, &c., of gelatine
plates, and a member had promised to provide a suitable lantern, which
proved to be of tlie kind usually considered essential—that is, a deep ruby
glass, a candle being the source of light. With that aiTangement any
object more than about a foot from the lantern was in darkness, and
develojiers, &c., had to be found by touch rather than sight.

Mr. Bridges, of Bradford, also "brought a Lantern, and after tlie neces-
sary communication had btlen made to the gas brjicket it was lighted. It

was now possible to see the fe.itures of each other, even when some sixteen
or twenty feet away from the light, the whole room being filled with what
looked almost to be white liglit after the experience of the ruby. I believe

there was not a single member present who had not grave doubts as to th<^

possibility of such a light having any practical value. I can truly say
that I was a sceptic.

I had two negatives with me which experience had proved to be veri-

table twins. After dividing a gelatine plate in two, exiiosing the hahes
to tlie ruby and canary lights respectively, and developing together close

to the glasses of the two lanterns for ten minutes, in the same solution, we
succeeded in getting a faint transparency on each. Opinions differed as to
which was the more exposed; the impression was so very slight that a
comparison of details was impossible. With such a result no niember
could believe that either lamp arrested all the actinic rays.
One broad fact was made evident—that whereas you were compelled to

be close to the ruby light, and had to make a prolonged insiiectiim to find
out the progress of develo]iinent, with the canary you might be much
further away, and a momentary glance would reveal progress.
The opponents of canary have usually made one great mistake in com-

paring cnemical illumination, and not noticing visual illumination, as an
illustration. I might instance an experiment made, I believe, by Mr.
Cussons, of Southport, who put in a frame a ruby glass and a piece of

canary medium side by side, put a plate behind, exposed, and developed,
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Two substftiices might bo tested in such a way aiul yield identical rcBults ;

yet in one case the ratio of actinism to visibility niinht be as five to

one hundred, and, in the other case, as five to ten. It two rooms were

lighted through such media until objects were equally visible to the eye,

there would bj ten times as much foggiujt iwwer in one room as in the other.

And here I have a word of fault to find with the Editors. A letter I

Bont iMiititing out the relation of these items of chemical and visu.al power

was '"boiled down" into an intimation in "Answers to Corresixjudcnts,"

stating a fact witliout a particle of evidence to support it. What is the

practical good in using canary medium ? 1 venture to say that if you ko

the round of those studios where it is used you will not find that abnormal

shortening of the focus of the eyes which is said to be found where ruby-

lighted dark rooms are employed.
I have used ruby and had great pain in my eyes, which left me .shortly

after 1 put away the ruby and substituteil canary, aud I beg to thank

Mr. Bridges for the share he had in preserving my eyesight.

It is too late to judge canary solely upon theoretical grounds. Two or

three years' practical exi)erience affords data which ought to play a part in

estimating its value.
" Northerners must have been working slower pl.ates." As northerners

and southerners were alike in an experimental stage, and had not settled

down to the exclusive use of the plates of some favourite maker, it is

evident that the jjlates developed under a canary light were, in many cases,

of southern production, and, in fact, identical in character with those used

by the peojde who rejected canary medium.
If agreeable to the Editors, and thought likely to bo of interest, I could

send a description of my dark-room window, which allows a considerable

amount of modification of lighting under ready control.

t notice an inquiry has been made about soda instead of ammonia in

alkaline development. If ammonia produce chronic bronchitis, and tlie

sulistitution of soda or pot.ash could bo effected without introducing some
other drawback, the value of such a change would be health and life to the

oi>erator.—I am, yours, &c., JOHK GARR.\'n'.

Deusbury, April 2, 1884.

P.S.—Since writing the above I have been trying potash as a substitute

for ammonia, and send you two plates. No. i was developed with car-

bonate of ix)tash twenty grains, water one ounce, and bromide of potassium
half-agrain. No. 2 with carbonate of potash twenty grains, soda sulphite

twenty grains, bromide of potassium half-agrain—in each case with an
equal amount of pyro. solution six grains to the ounce. The soda sulphite

is added to jjotash carbonate, no neutralisation with citric acid, and the
effect is most marked in improving quality. A portrait I have since taken
is singularly rich in delicate tones.—J. U.

ACCIDKXTS AT RECENT LANTERN EXHIBITIONS.

-

A SUGGESTION.
To the Editors.

Gektlkmf.n',—I should l>e very glad to hear that some photographic
society liad taken this matter up and offered a prize for the best safety

tulje and the best backpressure valve. Although I have but little time at

my disposal, I would willingly assLst in testing these tubes and making the
award. T. FREDERICK Hardwich.

Shotlon Vicamfft, Cattle Eden, April 7, 1884.

A QUESTION OF PRIORITY.
To the. Editors.

Oenti.emKX,—In my pajwr, referred to by Mr. Collier, I find I have
l>een scarcely explicit enough. The action of a solarised biohromated film

imprinting its imago on another bichromatevl film was brought <int as a
process by M. Marion, of Paris, under the name of "Mariotype," a full

account of which is to be found in the Journal of the I'hotw/raphic sSwieli/

for M.ay, 1S73.

Captain Abney's researches on the continuing action of light on bichro-

mated films had been made prior to this, and Mariotype was more or less a
practical outcome of these researches.—I am, yours, &c.,

Crost Park; Purtick; N.B., April 4, 1884. William Lasg, Jux.

[The original paper by M. Marion, of Paris, together with leading

and other articles on the aubjocts therein brought forward by that

gentleman (since deceased) will be found in the issues of May 16th

and 23rd of The British Joi-rnai, ok Photookaphy for 1873.—Eii.s.]

UNIVERSAL ATTRACTION AND ITS RELATION TO THE
CHEMICAL ELEMENTS.

To the Editors.

Gestlemks,—Since your remarks, last «eek, uiwn my recent publica-

tion, contain certain statements which require altei-ation to agree with

facts, I request you will rectify same in your next issue, thougii I quite

believe they may' have originated in want of clearness of expression on my
part rather than in want of acquaintance with recent discoveries or want
of accui'acy on yours.

I am made to speak of Nature choosing firium when speaking of the

chemical atoms aud their numerical equivalents. What I said was that
" it is a libel uixm Nature to say she m.ade such comUmed ma»et," as the

chemical atoms are made to appear to fit the Newtonian philosoi)hy. I am
represented as confessing want of success in search of drtiitilioiu of "raas.s"

and "weight." What I sought unsuccessfully were mhiea for these in the

Newtonian equations consistent with the facts of chemistry. My " terres-

trial 8i)ectrum" illustration is ojien to grave misconception, separated m
it is from its contiguous paragraphs.

Leaving now the facts, and coming to qneitions of opinion, I iieok in no
way to question yours or othon), but I tender you my tnanlu for the cour-
tesy and tolerance which has promj)te<l you to notice in a Joumsl devoted
to the light science a subject destined to throw considerable light into »
dark corner of the basement premises which underlie all «cience. Your
courage in noticing, even as you have done, a subject which involves an
inconvenient dilemma that some have not been slow to appreciate in a
manner less scientific than significant entitles yon to the tnanlu of every
lover of fair and free inquiry.—I am, yours, 4o., W. H. SUABP.

Edinburgh, April 3, 1884.

GLOY.
To the Editors.

Gkntlemex,—In a recent number of The British Joubxal op Photo-
GHAPHy there is a d.amaging paragraph about gloy, as it is not only not
made from dextrine, but in any one of our products there is not a particle
of dextrine. Moreover, we are told that our gloy No. 2 mountA photo-
graphs better and cheaiwr than any other adhesive. Samples have been
frequently submitted to us ; and, in fact, our attention has been called to
your remarks by a photographer who constantly uses it.

You must have made experiments with some quality of gloy not intended
for the puriOTse, and we will thank you to insert this letter in your next
issue, and call attention to the subject.—We are, yours, &c.,

.S'(. Mary's-rhamberx, St. Mart) Axe, Glov Manufaotl-rixo Co..
April 4, 18«4.

[The above communication reached ua too late for insertion in onr
last issue. We can find no reference whatever to dextrine in connec-
tion with "gloy" in any of our recent numbers, and think it rather
unnecessary on the part of the Gloy Company to exercise so much
energy in repudiating a harmless ingredient which they have not been
charged with using, while they calmly ignore the more dangerous
substances which our short paragraph mentioned as appertaining to the
preparation of their adhesive. If the Company can with equal frank-
ness—and we may add truth—assure photographers that not only
dextrine, but also caustic alkalis and strong mineral acids, find no
place in any one of their products— that, in fact, our paragraph is
incorrect—we shall be glad, and photographers may than be able to use
gloy with comfort.

—

Eds.]

"As regards the 'ownership of negatives,' discussed in the last number
of your Journal, an analogous case occurs to me. You go to an engraver
and order vfsiting cards, he prepares a copperplate (or negative), which
becomes your property on payment.—G. H." JTay! Not so! The
engraver advertises "your name-plate engraved and fifty cards for half-
a-crown;" whereas the photographer does not stipulate to give up the
negative.

"Gektlemex,—You are quite right in your reply to 'A. H. B.' in last
Journal. Protosulphate of iron is utterly untrustworthj' as a developer
for dry plates—at anyrate for those formed of coUodio-bromide. Let me
hero take advantage of the Notes and Queries to ask whether any one has
made systematic experiments with ferrous oxalate in connection with dry
collodion, and if it possess that enhanced rapidity once hinted at hv
Mr. W. Brook.s.-S. S. A. B." '

F. DfGo.v, replying to the remarks of J. Berryman, which appeared in our
Notes and Queries last week, and in which he stated that he had been
ungenerously misled by others, says:-" I have witnessed a free demon-
stration of an enamel process, and have succeeded fairly well in my very
first attempt. The inuendoes thrown out by your correspondent seem to
be somewhat unjustifiable, and I write this in the interests of those
gentlemen who have written on the subject.

"

J. W. G. says :—" Will you answer me the following questions ? 1. How
to form an idea of the focus of a lens minus a camera.—2. The best all-
round colour for an outdoor background.—3. The liest lubricant for
prints previous to burnishing, and how to use it." In reply: 1. Hold
the lens close to a white wall at the back of a room, and move' it'slowly
out until an inverted imaire of those objects outside which are situated at
a distance is seen to be as sharp as possible ; then measure the distance
between the optical centre of the lens and the wall, and the result will lie
a tolerably near approximation to the equivalent focus.—2. This is purely
a matter of taste. Some prefer drab, others lighter, and others still
darker tints.—3. Like the previous question there is no "best" in this
matter, as there are many opinions. Try a two-grain solution of wax in
ether. For the manner of using a burmsher see any manual of instruc-
tions.

" In- reply to the query of Geo. Thom|«ion re9i>ecting a hygrometer in which
the indications of moisture are made by the rising and falling of a column
of mercury, I beg to say that if he will fit a glass tube (the bore of which is
large enough to allow a pin to drop through it) to a bulb composed of
animal membrane and filled with mercury, the bulb will contract ami
expand according to the state of the atmosphere as regards moisture.
The bladder of a rat has been recommended in some old treatises on
Natural Philosophy as the best membraneims substinco for a bulb. I
once constructed a hygrometer of this class, and althoiijfh the mercury
rose and fell 1 regarded it rather as a toy than a projier philosophical
instrument, and never put myself to the trouble of graduating the scale.
I do not see how it is possible that any real accuracy can be obtained by
its indications, as there is the thermoinetric change in the volume of the
mercury to note as well as the rise that takes place by the constructiun
of the bulb.—AiTD Reekie,"
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" I AM building a studio in which I require to get light from the south side

I pr«iM,se to make the roof clear glass and the side ground .glass The

roof, I presume, will be safe from interference by .my adjoining neigh-

Ixyii^ on account of its not overlooking his premises' Will not the

upright lijrht at the side be equally beyond his power «9 Pf«™'". *^ the

Window, being non-transparent, will not overlook h™ either?^ I dp not

know if this point has ever arisen in a court of law.—Bromo. —-bo tai

tts we remember this is a point in lighting that has not previously been

raised, and we shall be glad to see it discussed. ... ,, ,

W C C says—"Would you kindly inform me what IS the best method

bv which I can get a 'tooth' to the gelatine film for retouching "PO"- i

have tried several ways, but have not succeeded in getting it to my

satisfaction. I have used various media but instead of producing a

•tooth' to the surface, they have been of such a greasy character that

the pencil will not bite. I have been using Woltfs three and our H
leads, and have tried both with varnish and without. Would you

inform me how I can tone the ready-sensitised paper quicker? 1 have

only lately taken to use it, and find it takes a surprising time to tone. 1

have tried ammonia to neutralise the acid in the paper, but without any

more success." Instead of replying. to these queries we submit them

to our corresix)ndents, as being suggestive.

" I SHOULD be much obliged if you could tell me in your next number how to

prevent halation caused by a window directly facnw the camera in

photographing an interi,>r.-L. W. J."—lu reply :
The best way to

prevent halation under the circumstances described is to apply to the

back of the plate a mixture of any colouring matter of the nature of

Venetian red or Spanish brown, with water, glycerine, and gum arable.

The proportions of these should be such as to form a solid coating

capable of being removed by rubbing with a wet sponge. By this coat-

ing the light which would be reflected from the back of the plate on to

the sensitive surface is absorbed. An application of wet, red blotting-

paper to the back would answer the same purpose ;
but it is imperative

that it be wet, and in optical contact with the glass during the e.fposure.

«' On page 92 of the Almanac for 1884, among jottings (No. 13 in order from

beginnin"-), occurs the following :—' Shreds of gutta-percha dissolved in

benzole '°&o., &c. Would you kindly answer me a query m your next

issue as to how to dissolve these shreds? I have had some soaking m
benzole for three weeks, and they are not touched in the slightest degree

by the solution.—H. Ash." In reply : It is probable that the refractory

gutta-percha will succumb to the influences of a tolerably warm sand-

bath. The jotting in question is one of a number of useful selecticm.s

made from this Journal by the Rev. Locke Macdona, B. A. ,
from whom we

shall be glad to receive an answer in this matter. We have frequently

dissolved guttapercha in rather common naphtha, and we do not see how
it resists the more potent solvent powers of benzole. We need scarcely

say that, when heat has to be applied to iuoh inflammable materials,

caution must be observed.
^

(&xc)janQt Column.
Wanted, a student's microscope in exchange for slides, bells, troughs,

microscopic glass, &c. ; also a complete tourist set of photographic

apparatus in exchange for vignette cutting-shapes. — Address, H.
Parkinson, 118, Yardley-road, Birmingham.

I will exchange a set of nine exceptionally-fine Victoria lenses (Darlot's),

mounted ready for use, for a Seavey's really-good interior background

and stile and fence, or Dallmeyer's No. iB or Ross's No. 2 carte lens.

—

Address, W. Dakin, photographer. Nether Edge, Sheffield.

Wanted, a good, tourist's quarter-plate camera, latest improvements, with
two or more double backs, in exchange for Lancaster's instantaneous

lens, whole-plate, with new shutter, and 5X4 view lens ; also a quarter-

plate portrait lens, good for copying.—Address, Thomas Colph, 39,

Banktop, Blackburn, Lancashire.

Wanted to exchange a quarter-plate camera, bellows-body, with repeating-

back, screw wrench to focus, together with Vogel's short-focus doublet
lens, rotating stops, both in new condition, for a half-plate bellows-body

camera, with three double backs; must be in sound condition.—Address,
WluiAU Edwards, 9, Wellington-street, Chester.

A f! (Printer).—Without making an analysis it would be impossible to

express an opinion. Bristol board would, no doubt, be perfectly safe if

of good quality. Yes, copying a copyright picture at all is an infringe-

ment of the law.
.

Warwick.-We fear you will have to be content with warm tones with the

sample of paper you are using. From the examples forwarded it is clear

that purple tones cannot be produced with it, and the attempt to obtain

them would only end in mealiness.

J P B (Spot )—If cyanide of potassium will not remove the spots we fear

nothing else will be effectual. In future we should advise vou to protect

the film with varnish, and also bestow more care upon the removal of

the last traces of the hyposulphite of soda.
, , „ a

Puzzled Printer.—The marks across the prints are caused by the cotton

cord " upon which you have hung them to dry. Probably it contains

some traces of chlorine with which the fibre was bleached. We had a

similar experience ourselves some few years back.

A. G. Griostone.—The defects are more imaginary than real. Try the

instrument, and you will doubtless find in practice that its ^vorking

qualities are very 'little, if at all, impaired. However, be that as it may,

then, there is no remedy but to have new glasses.

S. J. G.—The chalkines? in the carbon prints is due to the tissue being in

a too-soluble condition. The remedy is to keep the tissue lunger between

sensitising and printing. Another remedy is to sensitise on a stronger

bath. We are assuming that you are not employing the water too hot in

the development.

Thos. Billinton.—We are unable to say if there bo a good opening for a

photographer in the town mentioned. This we do know, however, there

are some excellent photpgraphers there, and unless you can surpass them
we think you stand a somewhat poor chance of success in commencing a

new business. The town is by no means a large one, and, as we have

said, already possesses several good photographers.

J. T. HoULSTON.—The design for studio marked " No. 3 " is certainljr to be

preferred to either of the others. If you have space it will be advisable

to build it five or six feet Ioniser than the plsin shows, as this will enable

you to take groups with greater convenience, and from your note we
imagine this is a considoraticm with you. With reg.ard to the side light

:

it will be better to stop off rather less at the background end—say
four feet, instead of six.

A Country Artist.-The sand-blast process is largely employed in pro-

ducing the grained surface on opal glass. It possesses some advantage,

inasmuch as it is less liable to scratches. These are frequently very

prevalent in hand ground glass. The objection to sand-blasting is that if

there are any minute .air-bells in the glass near the surf.ace they become
broken and form small lioles. 0[)al glass with the sand-blaat grain is less

costly than that in which the grain is produced by hand "rinding.

»*, Owing to our going to press a day earlier than usual this week several

communications which arrived late must stand over till our next issue.

^natocra to (lorwapon&cnta.

ly Correspondent) ihould never write on both tide) of the paper.

Photoobaphs Registered.-
Edwin Debenham, 79, Princes-street, Edinburgh.

—

Four Photographs of
the Clergy of St. Mary's Cathedral, Edinburgh.

William l3uncan, Clifton Vale-terrace, Clifton .Junction, near Man-
chester.

—

Photograph of Brackley Old Unitarian Chapel.

Squire Knott, Yorkshire-street, Oldh&m.—Photograph of Mr. Ben.
Brierley.

Joseph Barwiae, 22, Station-road, Workington. — Photograph of St.

Michael's Church.

tf Several " Exchanges " are unavoidably left over till next week,

H. Hawkins.—After the remedies you have tried we should advise you to
procure a fresh sample of paijer.

Chrome Alum.—It is not advisable to use the bath after it has become
discoloured. The solution is not costly.

F. A. M.—The eflFect is very curious. Probably it is caused by particles of
dust settling on the filin.<t whilst they are drying.

Edwin Grant.—From two to three guineas and travelling expenses will
be a fair charge ; that is, if your work be of first-rate quality.

"

VlOTTi Krommer.—The water becoming "milky" will do no harm, nor
prevent the pictures from toning. All waters, as a rule, except distiUed
«r t»ia wftt«r, pt«du«« tiubtdity with nilrw iutr»t«.

Photographic Club.—At the forthcoming meeting of this Club, at

Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street, on Wednesday next, the 16th inst., tho

subject for discussion will be

—

On Packing and Jiepcwkiiitj Dry Plates

when on a Tour. For Monday next, the 14th instant (bank holiday) an
outdoor meeting has been decided upon ; but, owing to the earlier pub.

lication of this Journal, the locality selected on the 9th instant will

have been chosen too late for insertion. Members and friends desirous

of joining may ascertain particulars by application to the Honorary
Secretary.

A Fraudulent Photographer.— At the Leicestershire Quarter Ses-

sions, on Tuesday last, the 8th inst., George Daniels, a photographer,
of Nottingham, was indicted for having, on the 15th of August and
25th of December last respectively, obtained money under false preten-

ces from F.anny Upton and Tliomas Davies. In addition to this charge
(particulars of which appeared in our issue of February 15th, page 111),

the prisoner was further indicted with having stolen a lens, worth £5,
the property of Professor Colton, of Ratclitt'e College, on the 24th of

November last. The evidence for the prosecution in the latter case was
to the effect that on the day in question the prisoner called at Ratcliffo

College and requested Professor Colton to allow him to take a photo,
graph of several of the pupils. Professor Colton, who practises photo-
graphy himself, placed his dark room at the disposal of the accused.
The prisoner, after some three hours' interval, left the room, which
was then locked up by its owner. When Professor Colton again visited
his dark room, in March last, he found that one of the lenses in the
triplet lens attached to his photographic apparatus was missing, and
another glass put in its place. The lens, which was produced in court
and identified by tho owner, was valued at £5. Mr. Toller for the
defence argued that, owing to the great resemblance between the
lenses, it was quite probable that the accused, when leaving the dark
room, appropriated tho wrong lens in mistake. Tho jury found the
prisoner guilty on both counts, and he was sentenced to six months'
imprisonment with hardT labour.
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ADAPTING THE CAMERA TO LANTERN PURPOSES.
The rapidly-increasing popularity of the optical lantern leads ne-

cessarily to a growing demand for fresh slides, and, as the large

army of amateur photographers attach a greater value to the pictures

of their own production than to tliose of othei-s, we may anticipate

a consitlerable activity on their part during the approaching season
ill this particular branch of negative production.

The negatives suitable for the purpose may be divided into two
principal classes—those which require subsequent reduction, and
those which, being taken on quarter-plates, are suitable for contact

printing. But objections m.ay be, and are, raised againrft both these

clas-ses. In the first place, the lantern picture is, as a Jyie, when
not circular, squai-e, or nearly so, while the sizes of none* of the

|)late3 in general use approach very closely to that shape. Plates of

such sizes as .) x 4, 10 x 8, or, better still, 12 x 10 are near enough
to the regular shape to answer most purposes;,but, even with the.se,

it is frequently found tliat some portion of the subject must be left

out of the ''slide" and thus spoil the composition.

The tendency in focu.ssing and arranging the composition of a land-

scape is to make the best of the material before one on the size of

plate represented by the focussing glass, and in the case esijecially

of a large plate it would be obviously unwise to make the original

negative subservient to the requirements of the sn)all lantern

picture. Jlence, on looking over a collection of such negatives, it is

often surprising how few of thera lend themselves readily for

reduction to the dimensions and shape of the lantern slide without
in some degree Kpoiling the composition.

If, however, we turn to the far more popular sizes—such as 7i x 6,

7ix4i, or half-plate—we tind these difficulties to be even greater
in consequence of the wider disproportion between the length and
height of the picture. The obvious reply to these objections will be
that it is easy to provide a special camera of quarter-plate size, and
to tiike negatives directly suitable for contact-printing, and includ-

ing just so much of the subject as may be desired for the purpose
of the lantern picture. But a great many outdoor workers will

object equally to going out with " only a quarter-plate camei'a," and
to carrying two instruments. This forms the objection in the

second case, and though it is true the quarter-plates may bo used
for the production of enlargements the objection is, we have reason
to know, a valid one.

We propose, therefore, to describe here a slight adaptation we
have had made in one of our own c.^nleras which renders it

available both for lantern and ordinary purposes "at will, and which
involves no expense beyond a few |)ence, and |)ractically no increase

of imjiedimetUii. The camera in ipiestion is of the popular size,

7^ X 5, but the arrangement i.s equally adapted to other similar sizes.

The tii-st nece.<8ity is to cut, in the inner framework of the camera
to which the bellows are attached and immediately in front of tJie

focussing glass, a sunk rebate of the same size as, and corresponding
with, the position of the plate when in the dark slide. The depth of

the rebate need not be greater than one-sixteenth of an inch, or just

sufficient to take a sheet of zinc or stout cardboard. The latter

forms a mask by which one-half of the plate is covered during the ex-

posure of the other half, and two pictures can be protluced on the one
platp. This purpii.«e is etlVcted by cutting an aperture of the desired

size and shape in the centre of one-half of the zinc plate, thus :—

•

This plan is better than employing the central

partition usually supplied with cameras of the

sizes we have named, since it takes less time to

place the mask in position or remove it. It

allows lenses of any focus up to the full length
of the camera to be used, whereas the central division being in«

tended for stereo, purposes is i-arely longer than 6 inches ; and last,

but not least, if the aperture be of the dimensions of 3 X 3, the
operator sees at the time of focussing exactly the amount of sub-
ject he will have on his slide, and runs no risk of spoiling the
composition by crowding in too much.

Except with a lens of very short focus there is no absolute ne-
cessity to shift it from the centre of the camera front. If it be
capable of covering the whole of the plate when in that position it

will, of coui-se, cover the half ; but where it is possible, by lengthen-

ing the slot in the horizontal sliding front, to bring the lens opposite
the centre of the half-plate, or nearly so, it is obvious the best

portion of the lens will be utilised.

After taking one picture the mask is merely reversed, the front,

if movable, pushed to the opposite end of the slot, and the next
picture taken. Or if a whole plate be required the mask is removed
altogether.

With regard to the advisability of developing two different

exposures on the same plate, we may say that we prefer to cut the
j)lates previous to development, and thus develope each exposme
separately.

ON PHOTOGRAPHING SILVER PLATE, &c.

It is no unusual circumstance for photographers to be called upon to

photograph silver or gold plate, jewellery , and other objelt de liure of a
similar character. Indeed, many gold and silversmiths, now-a-days,
after they have completed a communion, dinner, or tea service of

exceptional design, make it a rule to have it photographe<l prior to

delivering it to the customer. Jewellers, too, often t;ike advantage
of photography to portray their handicraft, when it happens to be
of an unique or special design. It is likewise becoming very cus-

tomary, when a testimonial is presented, to have it photographe<l,

and for a copy to be supplied to eaofc subscriber. Wedding-presenta
also are frequently required to be photographed ; in<leed, photo-

graphs of the entire collection, in a group, of the wedding-presents

received by the happy couple are now becoming very general.

AVhen the pictures are required by the manufacturer for trade

purposes the photographing is generally deputed to those who make
this class of work a speciality; but when for private purposes the

work usually falls to the lot of the |MM'trait artist, who, possibly, liiis

had but little or no experience in this particular direction, and may
not even have the best appliances at hand for the purpose. As a
consequence, he often fails to secure a picture that ]>rove8 quite

satisfactory, the fault genei-ally being that the high lights of the

))icture, or the frosted portions, are a chalky, white m.tss, completely

devoid of detail, and the burnished parts black patches, showing
nothing but the reflected sash-bars of the studio. To photographers

80 situated a few practical hiilts miy be an advantage.
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Presuming a comniisaion has been received to photograph a

service of plate or plated goods, the best result will always be

secured if the picture can be taken before the articles are finally

polished or burnished. It is at this stage, it may be mentioned,

that mnnufacturers usually have the photographs taken. It some-

times happens, however, even in the unpolished state, that the

metal is too brilliant to photograph well, hut an oily rag

rubbed over its surface will at once enable the difficulty to be

overcome. However, it is not with the photographing of the

unfinished articles that we at present intend to deal, as these are,

by the way, usually entrusted to the hands of experts in this kind

of work. It is of the finished goods we propose to treat, as it is

these which are the more likely to come into the hands of the por-

trait artist, and it is he who is most in. need of assistance.

The chief difficulty in photographing plate arises from the white

or frosted portions impressing the sensitive film before the burnished

parts, which in silver, under certain conditions, are practically

black. Consequently, when the developer is applied, the bright

jiortions flash out and acquire intensity before the detail in the

darker ones can be brought out. But if the burnished portions be

dulled, much of the difficulty of obtaining a harmonious picture at

once vanishes.

There are several " dodges " resorted to by photographers for this

purpose. The best practically, and the one most generally adopted

1)y experts, is dabbing the burnished or excessively-bright parts

lightly, but evenly, over with a piece of common glaziers' putty.

This produces a dead surface which photographs remarkably well,

and enables the most delicate design to be clearly depicted. After

t!ie photograph has been secured the putty is easily removed by
brushing it over with clean, dry whiting. Instead of using common
whiting—which often contains gritty particles liable to scratch the

metal—precipitated chalk may be substituted ; indeed, it is a good
plan to make the putty itself of precipitated chalk to avoid risk of

scratches. A little of the chalk mixed with almost any kind of oil

will answer the purpose.

Another plan, which is frequently adopted, is to dull the surface

^ylth moisture by causing a dew to form upon it in the follow-

ing manner:—After the light has been arranged, the image fo-

oussed, and the plate ready foi exposure, a piece of ice is placed
iiuide each \"es9eL The metal, being a good conductor of heat, soon
l>ecomes very cold, and the moisture always present in the atmo-
sphere quickly condenses upon it in the form of dew, and so dulls
the surface. Immediately the surface is dulled the exposure must
be made, as the condensation continues, and eventually the moisture
f )rmi into drops and runs down in "tears." As soon as the exposure
Im bejn made the ice should be removed, and the vessel dried.
In summer, if the weather be exceptionally dry and this method
adopted, it may be necessary to sprinkle the floor of the studio with
water, or to spread out some wet cloths in the vicinity of the articles
to be photographed, in order to supply the necessary moisture. It
is obvious that the ice plan can only be applied to vessels, and not
to such things as salvers, candelabra, epergnes, and similar articles.

If either of the "dodges" we have described be resorted to the
photographing of plate becomes very much simplified. However, it

miy be well to mention that gelatine plates are preferable to
ollodion for the purpose, aa with them greater harmony will be
secured with far less difficulty. A very full exposure in all cases
must be given, and the intensity kept back as much as possible in
the development until all the detail in the darker portions are fully
out.

In photographing groups of wedding-presents—which may con-
sist of the hundred-and-one heterogeneous things of which such
gifU are frequently composed—considerable thought and judgment
are required to ensure perfect success. Some of the articles may
consist of plate, which require very little exposure ; while others
are of the darkest and most non-actinic character, and, conse-
quently, necessitate a prolonged exposure in order to obtain
anything approaching a satisfactory picture. However, by judi-
ciously arranging the articles themselves much of the difliculty can
be overcome. For example : the darkest objects should be so placed
thnt they ihall receive the strongest, and the brighter ones the

most feeble, light. In many cases one article may be so arranged

as to cast a shadow over some smaller one, which would other-

wise come out too bright. Much may frequently be done by

simply altering the angle at which an object is placed, so that if it

be of glass or metal it may reflect the light in a diflterent direction.

Miitters may sometimes be improved if the light be shaded from

some of the articles during part of the exposure by hohling a Ltrge

sheet of cnrdlioard between them and the principal lisjbt. A sheet

of thill muslin stretched some feet above the arcup will prevent

the reflection of the sash-bars of the studio in the polished articles,

which is always so objectionable in a photograph.

Before concluding it may be well to refer to the optical phase of

the subject. Throughout this article we have assumed that it is a

portrait artist who has to take the picture. Now many artists, who

usually confine their practice to portraiture, possess only portrait

lenses, and these are about the very worst form of instrument that

can possibly be employed for the purpose to which we here draw

attention. However, a very suitable lens for the work, if not the

best, may be extemporised by removing the back lens of a portrait

combination from its mount and screwing the front lens in its

place—so that the convex side be next the ground glass of the

camera—and then inserting a stop (in the usual slot) with an aper-

ture of one-twenty-fifth or one-thirtieth of the focal length of the

lens. The size of plate such a lens will cover sharply to the edges

with fairly even illumination will be about two-thirds of its focus.

We advise the use of so small a stop, not because it is necessary

to secure good definition, but because it will be found in practice

that when very light and very dark objects have to be photographed

in juxtaposition, a better result—particularly with collodion plates

—

will be secured with a small stop and a long exposure than with a

large aperture and short exposure, as the violent contrasts will be

found more equalised in the picture.

PORTABLE CAMERA AD.JUSTMENTS.

Thkre are three separate systems by means of which the expan-

sion and adjustability of the camera bodies are efl'ected, naiuely,

simple sliding, rack and pinion, and screw. Each of these has its

peculiar advantage, the first being pre-eminently the best as regards

simplicity and rapidity of motion or extension.

To extend the camera from its minimum to its maximum capa-

bilities of expansion is by means of the sliding system of adjust-

ment only the work of a second ; whereas by the agency of a

screw, even one possessing a quick action, some degree of loss of

time and rather irksome manipulation must be experienced. Better

in this respect is the rack and pinion, which, if an error be not

made on the side of having the teeth too fine, answers every

purpose in the most admirable manner, except that of (what may
be designated) instantaneous expansion.

It is known to those who have had opportunities of studying

the construction of c.ertain portable cameras of American manu-

facture that in some, and these not the least pretentious, the

simple sliding adjustment is adopted, the pinching-screw assuming

the form of a small projecting lever, and the screw itself being con-

cealed beneath the body. This pinching-screw has a triple or, at

anyrate, a very quick thread, so that about a quarter of a turn

suffices either to pinch it effectually or to effect its complete libera-

tion.

The objection which is urged against the sliding system is the

difficulty of being able to have recourse to extremely-fine focussing.

Its cheapness, and the rapidity of transit of the body along the base-

board, are undoubted ; but delicacy in focussing is difficult of attain-

ment, the analogy in this case holding good between the coarse and
fine adjustment of a microscope bearing a high power, or of an

astronomical telescope.

In certain portrait cameras of the same nationality a compromise
has been made between the sliding and the screw modes of adjust-

ment ; or, perhaps, it may be more correct to say that advantage
has been taken of both united in one—a species of dico in unn. In

this composite system the sliding is effected as iu the old French
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cameras of a former era, in which a piece of brass projects behind,
and throngii which passes tiie pinching bolt ami nut. But in the
American portrait camera of the class to whicli reference is now
being miule, the brass travelling piece ia not directly attached to

the camera body, but only connected with it through the interven-
tion of a quick-acting screw, having in its head a deep groove in

which works the end of the brass travelling plate, bent at a right
angle. The action is such that, when the coarse adjustment has
been made and the focus approximately obtained, the pinching-screw
is fastened and the fine adjustment then effected by rotating the
liead of the screw, which, unable to move backwards or forwards
itself, owing to the groove of which we have spoken, causes the body
of the camera to move on the base-board.
We have been shown an improvement effected upon this system

as applied to the portable camera, no matter whether the camera be
of English or American design. In this case, as in that described,
the travelling brass piece, to which is affixed the clamping-screw, is

not attached to the camera body, but supports a strong pinion,
which is geared into a short brass rack, one end of which is fixed
to the travelling body of the camera. When the pinching-screw is

liberated the action of the body of the camera upon the base-board
is that of the ordinary, primitive kind, and admits of the instan-
taneous sliding action of which we have already spoken, and
by means of which an approximately good focus may be quickly
m;ide. A touch on the side of the piuching-sorew immediately
renders the whole rigid and incapable of further adjustment so far
as the brass runner is concerned ; after which the milled head
of the pinion, standing in contiguity to that of the pinching-screw,
affords the means of effecting the fine adjustment of the focus
by the agency of the rack and pinion.

By the means described the special advantages of both systems
of adjustment—that of the simple slide and of the rack and pinion
—are secured in a manner at once neat, cheap, and effective.

SHELLAC AND ITS SOLUTION.
Considerable prominence has lately been given in various technical
journals to the process discovered by Herr Andes, fully described in
these pages a short time ago, for purifying and decolorising the
ordinary shellac of commerce. Shellac and copal are two of the most
largely-used gums employed in the arts,andif theformer, as imported,
could only equal copal in colour, or, rather, its absence, the already
wMespread employment it enjoys would be still further developed.
There are, of course, means of decolorising it; but all leave some-
thing to be desired, while, at the same time, a number of the pub-
lished methods are utterly futile. Some of them and methods of
di.-isolving the lac it is our purpose to discuss.

To facilitate the work of those of our readers who care to experi-
ment for themselves, it m.ay be serviceable to describe some of the
properties of shellac as already discovered by previous investiga-
tions. Our readers are, doubtless, aware of the source from which
it is procured. The lac insect deposits its eggs in the twigs and
small branches of the Bihar tree, and accompanies them with a
peculiar matter which entirely encrusts the twigs—a matter which
some observers have stated is neither more nor less than the body
of the female insect herself, who, after performing her maternal
functions, leaves her bodily frame as food for the future brood,
who are thus cannibals from their youth. Be this as it may, the
encrusted twigs are collected by natives, and are then known as
"slick lac." The encrustations taken off are termed "seed lac,"
which when melted and squeezed through cloth bags spread on the
broad surface of a prepared jjiece of planUiu tree, and then, chipped
or flaked off, is known as " shellac "—the form best known to
photographers. Many varnish formul» involve the use of aeed lac;
but, as will be perceived from our brief description, it cannot
possess any advantage over shellac, while it is certainly darker
in colour and contains more impurities.
The lac in the " shell " form contains two resins soluble in alcohol,

and a wax, but not a third, insoluble resin (laccin) found in seed lac,
ami, accor.ling to WatU, in his LU-tionanj, is soluble in "hydro-
chloric acid, acetic acid, potash, soda, and borax, but not in ammonia."

It is somewhat singular that the latter itatement should be made, for

a now well-known method of dissolving shellac for certjtin plioto-

graphic purposes is entirely based on its solubility in that menHlruum
or the carijonale, either of which may be made use of, the only
secret being that heat is to be employed to aid the dissolution. The
method of dissolving in borax hjw been long known, and indeed we
believe it is the one practised by the hatter in producing those
wonderful structures with which the average Briton covers his head.
The presence of the borax, however, militates against its employ-

ment in photograi)hy, and to obtain an aqueous solutioo of the resin

nothing, perhaps, is better than to place it in a water bath at
boiling point, cover it with boiling water, and then add ammonia
gradually, with constant stirring till all is dissolved, taking care
to employ as little as possible, or the colour will be too deep. It is

not generally known that the addition of a few drops of ammonia to
a spirituous solution of shellac will render it completely misciblo
with water in all proportions without precipitation. This property
is very useful in removing the varnish from a negative by alcohol,

as it prevents any dejwsit from precipitation when the alcohol is re-

moved by washing.

In dissolving shellac in alcohol the great difficulty is to clarify

the solution, and the drawback is the great waste of solvent which
is imprisoned by the docculent insoluble matter always found ia

alcoholic solutions of lac. The addition of chalk and magnesia
is often recommended to reduce the cloudiness of the solution,

which, however, it is stated, soon returns after the use of these

materials, although it be well filtered. It is further said that

with stick or seed lac the effect is not so prominent.

This milkiuess or flocculent deposit is evidently the effect of

the undissolved constituent of the lac, the wax we have described

forming one of its component parts. Many methods have been de-

vised for getting rid of it, but that of Herr Andes, which we have
spoken of, ia based on the insolubility of the wax in carbonated

alkalies, though lac itself is quickly dissolved. This being the case,

Herr Andes sets the lac to dissolve in a hot solution of carbonate of

soda, and then, after the whole has cooled, he removes the cake of

wax which h:is formed in the surface of the cold solution. The
soda, being neutralised airefully by sulphuric acid, throws down
the lac again in a purified form. It is, however, Siiid to be lowered
in quality and made brittle in texture; in other words, to have lost

its essential character of hardness and toughness.

In our opinion all processes which tend to the entire removal of

the " wax " are a mistake ; for we believe it is to the mixture
of all its constituent ingredients, and not any particular one, that

shellac owes its great value, and that if any one of them be removed
the whole mass suffers. We, of course, leave out of consideration

the colouring matter, whose presence per se we do not suppose to

confer any advantage.

Where it is desired to obtain a clear alcoholic solution of lac it

may be made by adding to the alcohol one-fourth of its bulk of

petroleum spirit, frequently shaking for an hour or two till dis-

solved. Two layers of liquid will form after a time, and they can
be readily separated from one another by means of a syphon or
a separating funnel. The upper layer of liquid is the petroleum
spirit with the wax dissolved, while the lower is the resinous con-
stituent dissolved in alcohol A similar effect ia obtained by first

shaking the shellac up with warm petroleum spirit before dissolving

in spirit. The shellac has to be coarsely powdered for the purpose,

and a troublesome task it is to perform. Those who wish to try it

can, however, buy powdered shellac, which ia largely used for pyro-
technical purposes.

The great staple lac for photographic use is undoubtedly " wbite-
lac," originally devised in the days when sealing-wax was an article

of great demand, the process of decolorisatiou leaving it in a furni

adapted for using with the moet delicate colours. For this purpuse
it is, or was, maile on a very large scale. Gmelin gives the folluwiug

as a method for producing a perfectly white shelhic soluble entirely

in alcohol ;
—

" Twenty-five parts of shellac are dissolved in six

hundred parts of water containing ten parts of soda, and the sobi^iun

is mixed with dilute hypochlorite of 80<la, and then with hydrochloric

acid as long as the precipitate redissolves. It is then exposed to the
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»un for a day or two, mixed with sulphite of soda, and precipitated

by hydrochloric acid." We do not doubt that anyone giving this

method a trial will feel as fully satisfied with the result in appearance

and working qualities as is possible with a white lac.

Our own experience, however, with white shellac of commerce is

thut in the process of bleaching it has lost much of its valuable

quality ; for a varnish made entirely with it is far less tough or bard.

It may comparatively be easily scratched with the finger nail, while

orange shellac dissolved in spirit never can be. We may say that we

have tried to reduce the colour of a sample by means of charcoal

and exposure to sunlight, as recommended in some works
;
but we

have been entirely foiled, scarce a trace of colour having been

destroyed after a continuation of the most vigorous daily shakings.

We may observe, too, that old experiments of our own in dissolving

shellac in ammonia and then endeavouring to decolorise by means

of chemicals other than chlorine, followed by precipitation of the

resin, never gave us any satisfactory results. When we have re-

quired a lac varnish we have used a solution of both white and

orange lac mixed, obtaining results which it would be most difficult

to surpass in usefulne.ss, and with so little extra colour from the

orange lac that no inconvenience was caused.

We may conclude by pointing out to those of our readers who

are not aware of it an important property of white lac :—Although

shellac retains its power of solubility in alcohol for an indefinite

period, white lac, on the contrary, will gradually lose its solubility

until in time it will become iis insoluble as stone. The best way to

preserve its qualities is to keep it covered with water, which will

greatly prolong its keeping powers without in any way injuring its

properties,

A C0ERE3P0SDEST from Wanganni, New Zealand, Mr. W. J.

Harding, gives us in a private letter the following method of

reducing over-dense negative.s. He says :
—" I find by practice

that a gelatine unvarnished negative, when dry, may be reduced

to any extent, either all over or in any part, by rubbing it with a

piece of rag wetted with methylated spirits. The rag becomes
black as if with indian-ink. I now reduce the over-intense iron

roofs of buildings in that way, and am very pleased with the result,"

Thk same gentleman says, in connection with our friend Mr.
Andrew Pringle's last series of articles :

—" I very much liked

Itovnd the World, by Andrew Pringle ; but we have no trouble to

get the Maories to sit for portraits in these parts. The trouble is

to keep them out of the studio, and I don't find them too honest."

Accompanying Mr. Harding's letter are some two or three dozen
jwrtraits of Maories, male and female. From a careful examination
of these we judge that the New Zealand "lines of beauty" differ

somewhat from ours.

What funny people some of our new-world contemporaries are to

be sure ! In a leading article in one (which is now in the twenty-
first year of its existence), entitled Our Influence, it waxes quite
jubilant that what has been designated the "fifth quarter" of the
world "has quite a list by herself, twenty-six subscribers being sup-
plied there every month." After proclaiming the fact that a new
subscriber has been received through Sampson Low and Co., of
Ijondon, it heralds the fact of its California agent increasing the
number of its pations to fourteen ! Those acquainted with the
trade in this country will conclude that some brethren are thankful,
and properly so, for very small mercies.

From the game journal we perceive that punning of a certain class
is now beginning to pervade the photographic literature of Pennsyl-
vania. For example :

—" What a fearful punster is brother Allen, of
Detroit. He is Orville (awful). Is a key i-equired ?

" We ven-
ture to say that a key is required.

Thb friends of Mr. George H. Croughton, formerly of Lowestoft,
will be interested in learning that he has become a regular contri-
butor to our Philadelphia contemporary. Mr. Croughton is now
a resident in the American city of " Brotherly Love."

From the contemporary just referred to we learn that " most of the
photographers on the Ohio River, from Pittsburg to Cairo, were

submerged more or less by the flood." We have not heard of any

of them having been drowned, but we sympathise with them none

the less, whether the submergence were in whole or in part, or

whether it was the photographers themselves, " their ox, or their

iiss, or anything belonging to them," that was "submerged.".

Who w,is it that, in the course of a paper read before the South

London Photographic Society, last year, on photography in America,

spoke in such eulogistic terms of the glorious and bright weather of

the New World in contrast with that of " Perfidious Albion V And
how must he feel when he reads the following from the leader page

of a local journal which ought to know i—"Business, since the first

of January, has not been the best. In moat localities bad weather

has been the rule, and sunlight the exception. Throughout the

Ohio Valley unprecedented rains have prevailed, and some photo-

graphers have not, on the first of March, been able to get olf some

of their Christmas work." In what respects, therefore, are meteoro-

logical conditions more favourable for the operations of the photo-

grapher in America than in England ]

At the last meeting of the Association of Operative Photographers

of New York the following curious statement was made by "A
Member":—"The English, he found, had gone back to oxalate; he

himself had gone back to pyro." This will, indeed, be nevys to the

majority of "the English" for more reasons than one. First, the

statement implies that the oxalate developer was the first used on

this side, and that photographei-s had seceded from th.it to pyro.

;

whereas, as a fact, alkaline pyro. was in general use at least fifteen

yeai-s before oxalate was heard of. Secondly, the statement would

leacl one to suppose that ferrous oxalate was, or had been, at some

time the favourite form of developer amongst English )ihotogiapliers

—a conclusion so singularly contrary to fact that we wonder at

anyone who even occasionally sees an English journal venturing

to make such an assertion.

Thk fact is that pyro. has always been the favourite developer

with the majority, and we expect alwaj-s will be. Further than

this: many of those who at one time used oxalate exclusively, on

account of its simplicity and the character of negative it gives, have

since learning the value of pyro. adopted that method in preference.

Indeed, from the report of the meeting alluded to, we find that that

is becoming the case even in American plates, where oxalate had

become firmly established. As the quality of American plates

improves with experience in manufacture .so will the use of pyro.

increase ; for, as Dr. Ijiesegang said at the Photographic Club,

in explanation of the greater popularity of ferrous oxalate on the

continent, the English plates are the only ones that will stand pyro.

development without green and other fog.

After a series of experiments with glass of various colours for

dark-room illumination, Mr. G. G. Rockwood, the well-known
photographer, of New York, h.os decided in favour of a combination
of orange, green, and ground glass, as giving in the highest degree

safety, comfort, and quantity of illumination.

Our old friend, Mr. P. Mawdsley, has been discoursing before the
Rochester (N. Y.) Photographic Association on the subject of stops

in landscape photography. His view is that by using too small a
stop atmospheric etfect is destroyed ; hence he advises the em-
ployment of as large an aperture as may be compatible with
definition.

Mr. Edoeworth, of the Chicago Amateur Photographers' Club,

has some novel notions on the subject of development. AVe learn

from The Exjc that "by using the developer with dry pyro. yon
would not get negatives with stains ;" and that " in the developer

of the two sodas there was no ammonia used." But the most sur-

prising result of his experience is that " the finest accelerator, in

his opinion, was water

—

of coune it developed alone." The italics

are ours.

TiiR explanation of the "dry pyro." developer and the "developer
of the two sodas " is found in another paragraph of the same I'eport,

where Mr. Edgeworth gives his formula. He says :—For the pyro.

solution take as follows : salicylic acid six gi-ains, to one ounce of pyro.

The accelerator was composed of carbonate and sulphate of soda.

He found it work well; it gave no stains." But he omits to say
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whether the salicylic acid is to be dissolved in the |)yro. or the pyro.

ill tlie siilicylio acid ; uor does he explain why " the finest accelerator,

in his opinion"—water—is entirely dispensed with.

A BOOK of some interest has been published by Messrs. J. Wilson
and Son, University Press, Cambridge, Mass., entitled liesearchet

on Astronomical Spectnun Photographs of the late Professor Henry
Draper, M.D. It consists of extracts from the Proceedinfjs of

the American Academy of Sciences, and contains callings from the

original notebooks and an introduction by Professor C. A. Young,
with measurements and discussions of the plates by Professor E. C.

Pickering. Altliough quite recently spectrum photography has

made great advances, an account of the work done by Professor

Draper in connection with this subject, with which his name is

inseparably connected, will be of great value.

We have already dwelt upon the probable future usefulness of

Willesden paper in connection with photogtaphic work—mainly,

perliaps, building work ; but with regard to indoor requirements we
cannot help thinking it j-emarkable that greater attention has not

been given to tlie advantages of "built-up wood"—^the peculiar

sheets made by glueing together pieces of so-called "veneers." The
material is, perhaps, most familiar in the form of cliair seats—semi-

elastic wooden slabs perforated with a number of small holes; but
it is produced in many forms, and of plain and ornamental woods.

It is made by well glueing sheet upon sheet of wood together, the

grain of one being crosswise to the next ; and when each sheet is

nearly saturated the whole is submitted to hydraulic pressure

which welds it almost into a homogeneous sheet without cleavage

and without possibility of splitting. The inside can be of inferior,

the outside of ornamental, wood ; and, as it is economical, strong

in every direction, and impossible to be cracked, it possesses advan-
tages of strength and permanence which should make it very
valuable for many photographic purposes. As an example of the

wide range to which its usefulness can extend, we may instance

canvas for artists and bindera' boards for book covers, for which it

has been found au efficient substitute.

Professor Brycb's bill " to secure access to the mountains and
moorlands of Scotland " ought to secure a hearty meed of praise

from the whole body of tourist photographers in the north, as great

restrictions have been placed on the access to some of the most
beautiful haunts of the lover of nature—"trespassers beware!"
staring him in the face in all directions. The bill embodies every
possible precaution against the abuse of the access craved. We
join in the wish expressed by a scientific contemporary that all inte-

rested societies " should use every legitimate means to obtain for it

pai-liameutry sanction."

Ql'illa bark is a very singular natural product—an infusion forming
a mixture possessing many qualities analogous to those of a solution

of soap, among them that of forming a permanent lather. Saponine
is an active principle obtained from this substance, and appears to

possess ))roperties that may render it serviceable in photographic
operations. Stiitz could not prepare it in a pure form, but
Schiaparelli states that he has been able to produce a perfectly-

pure sample free from all inorganic substances. He states that it

lias the property of preventing the separation of substauces in-

soluble in water, and that a solution of " soap bark may be looked
upon as a semi-emulsifying medium." We have no data available

to know its exact inodiis operandi; but though there are many
agents—such as gelatine, sugar, and other substances—which also

possess the power of interfering with the precipitation of insoluble

matter, saponine may have a place in photographic operations.

According to a technical journal, " Mr. St. George has devised a
method of recording telephonic communications by means of photo-
graphy. This is (lone through the action of a circular collodion-

covered plate, which revolves by clockwork. A pencil of light vibrates

through a small slit, and leaves a dark line on the plate. The record
of these vibrations is afterwards fixed in the ordinary maimer."

which glass can be written upon with a steel pen. Thfa etchins ink
should be allowed to remain for about half-an-hour before being
washed olF.

As iodine still finds a place on the shelves of the photographer's
laboratory, it may be well to note the best method of encountering
it if by any chance some should be swallowed by mistake. The
usual etfect of a poisonous dose of this chemical is the production of
so much irritation of the stomach as to cause sufficient vomiting to
eject the greater part of its contents. A German technical journal,

commenting on a recent case of poisoning by iodine, puts forward
starch paste as the best antidote under the circumstances ; but it

would certainly appear that "hypo.," which was actually used in the
case in question, is much more likely to be useful, as the chemical
change it would bring about would result in the production of a
comparatively inert compound, ^t

The second volume of the Calendar of Documents Relating to

Scotland in H.M. Public Record Office is in the press, and will

shortly be published. One of its distinguishing features, which the
Athoueum justly characterises as of great value, will be the autotypes
of a considerable number of homage seals. Photography is consider-

ably cheaper than engraving, and is infinitely superior to it for the
purpose, seals and coins being reproduced by photography with, of

coui-se, unerring fidelity, and, at the same time, with such veri-

similitude of representation that the eye can often be deceived, a
casual inspection giving the effect of true relief.

The following is given as an excellent formula for making an
etching ink for writing upon gla-ss :—Equal parts of sulphate of

barium ami fluoride of ammonium are mixed in a lead ves.sel, and
sufficient hydrofluoric acid is added to form a thickish liquid with

When shall we be able to have lumps of solid oxygen ? The other
day Professor Landolt exhibited to the Physical Society of Berlin a
cylinder of solid carbonic acid which had been made upwards of an
hour before he produced it. He allowed liquid carbonic acid to enter

a cloth bag in which, through the quick evaporation, it took the form
of a loose snow, which was then hammered into a mass in a cylindii-

cal cylinder.

By-the-byb, liquid sulphurous acid, always a favourite material

with experimentalists for producing intense cold, appears now to be
in great demand—at least so we judge from the fact that it is

advertised as a regular article of commerce, to be bought at so

much per pound.

Works of art—the term including photographs—imported into

America are subjected to a very heavy duty, on the principle, we
suppose, that being luxuries, they should be taxed at a high rate.

Formerly the rate was ten per cent ad valorem; the Tariff Act of

last year raised it to thirty, and the late Tariff Commission recom-
mended its being raised to forty per cent. ! There is, however, another
side to the question, that of the educational and refining influence

of pictures and sculptures, and some American statesmen hold tliat

their value on that account should secure their introduction duty
free; fortunately the question is not complicated with ideas of

"protection," for the American artists themselves ardently support
duty-free importation of pictures. The feeling of the country will

be put to the test, for Representative PeiTy, of New York, has now
introduced a bill which, if passed, would .admit, without any duty
being paid, all works of art, ancient or modern, the term to be con-

strued as including all " paintings, drawings, and photographs, as

well as statues of marble or other stone." The breadth of mind
which such a measure proves must be gratifying to all true lovers

of art, and it is to be sincerely hoped that the bill may pass in its

entirety.

MR PAYNE JENNINGS.
The subject of our illustration this week has been well known for

his artistic landscape work for many years past—not only in this

country, but also on the continent and in America. His first

success was scored in Ireland, his Eillarney series of pictures,

published about fourteen or fifteen years ago, attracting universal

attention by their freshness and novelty of style, as well as their

technical and artistic merits. Other portions of Ireland, the Lake
District, and Great Britain generally, have since occupied Mr.
Jennings's attention, and he has figured frequently as a medallist at

different exhibitions as well as in the capacity of judge, for which
post his technical knowledge and artistic taste eminently fit him.
Few figures are better known at the London meetings than Mr.
Jennings's, as he is at present, or iuj been, on the executive of tho
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Photogi-aphic Society of Great Britain, the South London Plioto-

grapliio Society, and the Photographic Ohib, of which last lie was

one of the original committee.

THE FOCAL LENGTH OF LENSES FOR LAEGE
PORTEAITS.

I READ with great pleasure the article in your last issue on Loises

for Large Portraits. I am particularly glad to see that photographers

ill general are beginning to understand a little more than they

formerly did the functions of the principal instruments of their

work, and that they are coming to appreciate the fact that, if they

work with a lens stopped down to give a certain angular aperture,

the smaller in diameter the lens itself is the better. Only a couple

of yeai-s since I remember at a photographic meeting there was

brought up a subject very similar to that which was treated at the

recent meeting of the Photographic Club, and that the general

opinion of members was that, used with the same angular aperture

as a lens of the " rapid " landscape type, the portrait lens had some

peculiar virtue of its own which was variously, but somewhat

indefinitely, described as "penetration," "intensity of action,"

" roundness of image," and sofortb.

Now, as a matter of fact, if these phrases have any meaning

at all, they describe properties which the portrait lens possesses in a

less degree than any other. Thus, " penetration " is a word whicli

may describe a property of a lens in giving the least possible

amount of diffused light in the camera, thus allowing deeper

shadows to be rendered with strong detail than would otherwise be

possible. This property is possessed in the highest degree by such

lenses as have the fewest reflecting surfaces. Thus, the single lens

exhibits it in the highest degree possible in any lens, as it has

but two reflecting surfaces. The lenses of the double combination

type with both combinations cemented, which includes all English

landscape lenses of the " rapid " type, come next ; whilst at the foot

of the list comes the portrait lens with its six reflecting surfaces.

May I venture to say that I believe the " universal" or group lens

is the best for large portraits only up to a comparatively-moderate

size, and that for very large sizes the " rapid " lens is by far the

best. From what I gather of the practice of the best portrait

photographers it is seldom that in the case of plates measuring

sixteen to twenty inches in length an aperture of more than

about /j or /, is used, whilst I understand that j^ or even /, is not

uncommon. Now, all these apertures can easily be got in the case

of a lens of the rapid rectilinear or rapid symmetrical type.

The special point on which I wish to say a few words is one which

hag, I think, been overlooked by the Editors in the article I referred

to at the beginning of this communication, and which is, indeed, one

very often overlooked by photographers generally. I refer to

the increase of focal length which takes place in a lens when it is

brought at all near the subject to be photographed.

In giving the focal length of lenses manufacturers always state

the length of focus when a distant subject is photographed. Now,
as we well know, in the case of portraiture the object is never dis-

tant. The increase of focus beyond that for a distant object which
takes place when we focus for a portrait is a small fraction of the

focal length in the case of short-focus lenses, but it is by no means
inconsiderable in the case of a long-focus lens.

As you justly remark—" It has been generally conceded that to

obtain the most pleasing results in portraiture . . . the longest

dimension of the picture shonld in no case exceed one-half the focal

length of the lens with which it is taken." This is very true, but
the rule applies not to the focal length of the lens when a distant
object is focuMsd, but when the portrait to be taken is itself

focussed. This gives us, in the case of very long-focus lenses, such
an increase of focal length that in using them on the plates which
they are advertised to cover we do not fall very far short of what
is demanded by the above rule.

The formula for calculating the increase of focal length of a
lens, when a near object is focussed, is very simple. Let/ be the
focal length of the lens for distant objects. Let n be the number of
times smaller that the ground glass image is than the object itself

;

then for that particular image the focal length will be ^^^^ x /.

We may put the manner of using this formula in words in the
following manner :—Discover how many times smaller the image
on the ground glass is than the figure being pliotographed. Divide
the focal length (for a distant object) by the figure thus obtained.
Add to the focal length for a distant object the iigure got by tliis

division, and we shall have the focal length for the near object.

This requires illustrating, and I shall take the case of the lens

which the Editors mention in the article referred to. This is a lens

of twenty-eight inches equivalent focus, which is to be used for

covering a plate 20 x 16 inches.

Suppose that the standing figure of a very tall man is being

treated. This will give the smallest benefit in the way of iiicre;isd

of focal length that we ever get in the case of portraiture, and ytt

this increase will be by no means inconsiderable. Probably about

fifteen inches of the plate will be occupied by the figure. Sup-

posing the man to stand six feet three inches, the image will be

exactly live times smaller than the object. We, tlierefore, divide

the focal length (twenty-eight inches) by five. This gives, as iie.-u-

as possible, five and a-half inches. This, added to the focal length,

makes thirty-three and a-half inches—certainly still a good deal

short of the forty inches required ; but then it must be borne in

mind that a standing figure, being nearly in one flame, there is not

likely to be much noticeable straining of perspective.

Worked out according to the formula that I have just stated, this

5 + 1

comes out as follows :—-^-- x 28 or f x 28, which, worked out,

gives precisely 33 '6 inches.

In the case of a sitting figure, in which the perspective is most

liable to be strained on account of the fact that parts of the subject

are much nearer the camera than others, we have a much greater

advantage. A very tall figure measures, when sitting in an ordinary

chair, four feet four inches in height. This will again occupy about

fifteen inches of a 20 x 16 inch plate. Fifteen inches is within a

small fraction three and a-lialf times less than four feet four inches.

Taking the formula again, we have—|j- x 28. This, worked out,

gives thirty-six inches. We are now very nearly approaching the

required focal length, which ought to be twice the length of the pic-

ture. It should be borne in mind that from a 20 x 16 inch plate

we shall probalsly not get a picture more than nineteen inches long

;

therefore all the focal length that we require is double that, or

thirty-eight inches. In taking head-and-shoulder portraits, which

will come out on a 20 x 16 inch plate at least half size, we find our

focal length increased to forty-two inches, or considerably more than

the greatest which can be desired.

Taking all this into consideration, I think it will be granted that,

so far at anyrate as perspective is concerned, the opticians are ex-

cusable in advertising their longer-focus lenses as capable of cover-

ing a plate proportionately longer than their smaller ones do.

Possibly they carry this affair a little too far.

Surely, however, there is no excuse for an optician who in his lists

mentions the back focus of the lenses advertised without making

any mention of the equivalent focus. A knowledge of the back

focus of a lens conveys absolutely no definite information to a

purchaser. Surely this is a matter in which our opticians might

with advantage recast their price lists.

There is another point in which I think they might make an

improvement. Why is it, I wonder, that our le.-iding opticians

still describe the properties and capabilities of their lenses in the

same terms which were applied to them when they were to be used

for wet plates only, but which in many cases do not correctly

describe their capabilities when used on dry plates I Surely it is

not with the view if imposing on ignorant customers by per-

suading them to purchase the expensive portrait lens, when a

cheaper lens would much better suit their purposes.

W. K. Burton.

A RAPID EMULSION FORMULA.

I SEND you a formula which I find excellent and very rapid. It is

very simple, and an emulsion can be prepared in a few minutes :

—

Stock Solution No. 1.

In ten ounces of distilled water dissolve

—

Bromide of ammonium 560 grains.

„ potassium 960 „

Iodide ,
80 „

Chloride of ammonium 200 „

Solution No. 2.

Absolute alcohol 10 ounces

Liquor ammonia (strong) 3j „

Sohition No. 3.

Distilled water 10 ounces

Nitrate of silver 750 grains.

In one ounce of No. 1 dissolve ten grains of gelatine by gentle heat

;

then add three ounces of No. 2 and three ounces of No. :i, shaking

whilst adding the solutions. Then add five drachms of dry gelatine

i
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And dissolve by gciitio licftt After complete solution pour it into

tifteoii ounces of warm inetiiylated alcohol, cool, and place the cake

of eimiiaioii in a mixture of

—

(Glycerine 5 ounces,

Absolute alcohol 5 „
Thymol n 5 grains,

which will Iteep it indefinitely. Ajax.

THE LIME LIGHT.
" Ik tlio multitude of counsellors tliero is safety." So says the

scripture ad;ige; and lis I have, in conjunction with Mr. Robert

M. V. James, of Watford, and Mr. Steward's lime-light jet maker,

conducted a number of experiments with a view to obtiiining im-

proved results in lighting, I will, with your permission, olfer a few
remarks on the same.

The lantern employed was a Bridgman triple, with lenses as

nearly as possible alike for focus, colour of glass, &a The gas was
in gas-holders and in bags. A photometric slide was put in each

stage of the lantern, aud consisted of a disc of brass fitted into

a mahogany block of the ordinai-y size, but very carefully made and
centered. A section of one-third of the circles (three and a-half

inches) was cut out of each in such a way that one-third of the disc

was illuminated by each lantern, and so an entire circle made up,

each plate being marked distinctly, so that a reference to degrees of

illumination couKI be quickly made.
In tlie first experiment No. I. jet had a nipple with a compara-

tively large orifice, and the nozzle bent considerably, so as to

concentrate on a spot. No. II. had the same-sized nipple, but the

nozzle was straighter, so as to give an elongated incandescent area

of light. No. III. was a small nipple, aud was supplied from a
twelve-feet oxygen and a fifteen-feet hydrogen gas-holder without

any other pressure than the weight of the dome. Nos. I. and II.

were supplied from gas bags in a double board with fifty-six

pounds pressure.

The result, as shown on the screen, was tliat No. III. was superior

to No. II., aud both were much in advance of No. I. in brilliancy.

The conclusion we Ciime to at this trial, and that which I think we
fairly demonstrated, was that the light should not be a spot, and the

orifice of the nipple should not be large when using a small pressure.

With the hydrogen tap full on in each instance I noticed that,

with the light at the best point attainable, the oxygen tap No. I.

was only one-third on, in No. II. was half on, and in No. Ill

was two-thirds on. To see what relation there would be in the

light by increasing the pressure on tlie bags and leaving the gas-

holder as it was, all the jets being |>reci3ely as before, two addi-

tional fifty-six pounds weight were added, making one and a-half

hundredweight, with the result that No. II. was increased so

nnich that it was cent* per cent better than No. III. (the previous

best), and No. I (the worst previously) was slightly better than No.
III. Conclusion come to :—The larger-sized orifice was available for

a high pressure with satisfactory results, thus proving the aperture

or orifice of the nipple must be regulated by the pressure. The maxi-
mum light to be obtained without noise could only be ascertained

by actual experiment.
A number of other trials were made with a view of overcoming

hissing and waving of light, the nipples being successively larger,

and tried on short nozzles, long nozzles of ordinary form, long swan-
neck nozzles, and so on ; but it was found that, no matter how care-

fully they were broached and made, the moment the orifice passed
a certain aperture with a certain pressure the hissing commenced.
The subject of safety-valves and chambers also engaged our

serious attention then, and very considerably since the Chadderton
explosion, aud the form that con\mended itself most to us was
Highley's water interceptors. Those, however, we made in accord-
ance with his description and drawings, we found, were not practical,

for two rea-sons— first, serious diminution of pressure ; second,
waving of the light. After a number of experiments and modifi-
cation of old forms of valves and entirely new valves had been
tried, we reduced to a working minimum the loss of pressure ; but
uj) to this time have failed to get over the fluctuations in the light

after the gas h.as passed through the interceptor (and consequently
through the water) to the jet. I may mention that some two dozen
difierent forms of vessels have been constructed of tall, short, and
broad make, and fitted with everything that oui-selves and the gas
engineers we have consulted could suggest, and we have not yet
found the right thing for practical work, althougii our approach to

it at times has been so near that we thought the goal nad been
re.ached. Although checked, we do not consider ourselves quite hors

de combat, and shall go at the enemy, "hidden danger," aa soon as

some fertile imagination can start another convoy of ammunition in

the shape of ideas. It will be very encouraging to the knterniat

and everyone using explosive gases if an absolute safety-valve can be
devised ; and I hope that Mr. firoughton or some of your correspon-

dents will be able to demonstrate that no explosion is possible when
using pumice chambers, and that they do not practically affect the

light.

I notice, in your issue of April 11, that the Rev. T. F. Hardwich
has tried these pumice chambers, and his test for safety seems a very

fair one. I shall be glad if he can kindly tell us what percentage

of pressure is lost by passing through them, and if he has tried them
with the most explosive form of mixed oxygen and hydrogen he

can make. I can endorse his opinion that oiled silk valves are no
use to stop ignited gas returning ; and, from what the Editors and
other experts say, even such material as plaster of Paris and wood
will not stop it. I am.trying some new metallic and non-inflammable

valves of a simple kind that have occurred to me, and if the results

are at all of value I will communicate the same to your excellent

Journal.

Unequal Pressure.—Our exjierience of unequal pressure is this

—

that there is no danger while both are forward, even if that on one

bag or holder be three times as great as that on the other, the taps

of jets sufficiently regulating the supply correctly. If anything be

wrong it will be indicated by the light, and it is wisest to at once

turn oflT the gases and make a general inspection.

C/as Dissolvers.—I find that among a great number of lanternista

the gas dissolvers are very little understood, and unless the principle

on which they work be mastered I can readily understand the hitches

occurring that we hear and read of. I would strongly advise a

periodical inspection of the dissolvers, as the grooves of plugs may
be partially stopped by the lubricant, or the chlorine deposited by
the oxygen. Screws that secure the plug should not alter by the

working of the plug, as I have known them to do, and so cause the

plug to become loose aud the gas pass round it.

Jets.—As most jets take to pieces, great care must be taken to

see that all the joints are sound. In the interchangeable and other

forms of jets where the nozzle removes, a little grease to the ground

fittings is occasionally required ; and if there are any washers they

must be sound to secure a gas-tight fitting. The popping-out of

light after or during dissolving is sometimes attributable to a

leakage in the jet. To test if a jet or chamber, such as a retort,

purifier, &c., is gas-tight, stop up by turning oflT the taps or

plugging with the finger, a cork, &c., all outlets except one, and
then try and create a vacuum by sucking. If on the outlet touch-

ing the lip, it hold fast, it will be sound enough for all practical

purposes. Another cause of occasional popping-out of the light is

having too large an aperture in the nipple of the jet If every-

thing else be right with the jet and dissolvers, and the light go out

with a report, the most likely thing is that the gases are not pro-

perly combining, and so they explode when the oxygen gets

sufficiently in excess in the jet or pipes. G. R Baker.

TRACING ON GLASS FOR THE LANTERN.
Some four or five years ago, possibly more, I gave, in one of the

almanacs, a process for tracing designs on glass for the lantern,

which, if it had only been followed up, would, I am sure, have been

much in use at the present day, and such things as ground gla.ss d la

transparent slate, and other like systems would be put entirely in

the shade. It was simply a varnish composed of dammar in benzole or

chloroform, to which a few dropm of india-rubber solution had been

added. After an hour's drying, it was ready for use. With a fine

lithographic pen dipped in indian-ink the finest drawing can be
executed. I nave myself written ray name in full, " Walter Bentley

Woodbury," in the diameter of a fourpenny piece ; aud by means
of a small piece of damped card attached temporarily, have by the

aid of drawing instruments, made some fifty circles in the space

of a couple of inches. The advantages are that the glass is perfectly

transparent, and even under a high power the lines show no sign of

raggedness.

1 should be glad if some of your readers, intereoted in this work,

would give it a trial and report on it

—

pro bono piMico.
W. B. WooDDnKT.

*-

THE LATE MR. F. A. WENDEllOTH.

It is over twenty years since articles of a brief yet practical nature

began to be contributed to this Journal by Mr. F. A. Weuderoth,
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of Philadelphia, who was at that time, unless we are misinformed,

a member of the photographic firm of Wenderoth, Taylor, and

Brown. It is with much regi-et that we have to record the death

of this gentleman—an event which took place on the 15th ult. A
native of Germany, Mr. Wenderoth emigrated to America when he

was thirty-five years of age, residing at first, and for several years,

in California. He afterwards, in or about 1857, settled in Phila-

delphia.

Although he was an able practical photographer, his predilections

lay most strongly in its artistic development. We possess examples

of his more purely pictorial photographic work, which are perfect

masterpieces of posing and artistic conception as regards grouping

of figures. He was specially successful in a system of printing on

opal glass originated by himself, and for instructions in which he

refused the offer of large sums, afraid lest it might fall into the

hands of those who would lower and cheapen a class of work for

which he entertained so high a regard. The stripping and trans-

ferring of collodion films, ghosts in the solar camera, flare in lenses,

the angle of view, the enamelling of photographs, the production

and painting of opalotypes—these are among the numerous subjects

upon which he wrote. In later years he devoted himself almost

entirely to art rather than to technical photography.

So far as we can learn, Mr. Wenderoth was slightly over sixty

years of age when he died. His latest contribution to our Old

World literature was an article by him in our Almanac for 1880.

He leaves a widow and grown up family.

PHOTOMICROGRAPHY.
[A communication to the Glasgow and West of Scotland Amateur Photographic

Association.]

Those who use the microscope for the study of natural history are fully

alive to the value of photography as a means of registering their ol)ser-

vations, but the great majority arc deterred from attempting its use l>y

the idea that it is diiTioult as regards manipulation, and costly as regards
apparatus. The various text-books of microscopy are greatly to blame
for this, and certainly their descriptions of heliostats, electric lamps,
and special microscopes are alarming. I hope, however, to show you
that, in these days of dry plates, much may be done with very simple
apparatus and little trouble.

There are microscopiats whose interest lies rather in raising the
microscope to the highest pitch of optical perfection than in its use for

the purpose of study ; and, doubtless, with the enormous magnifying
powers now at their command, manipulation does become difficult and
apparatus costly when they call in the aid of photography to test the
latest optical triumph. The other and larger class, who in pursuit of
knowledge use the microscope only as a tool necessary for their work,
would welcome photomicrographs for their indisputable truth and
manifest advantages over camera-lucida drawings. For sucli work as
they reciuire yon see here all that is necessary—a good, firm, micro-
scope, a "Lancaster" (Juarter-plate camera, with dark slides (the lens
of course is removed), and a source of light, which in this instance is a
magic lantern, altliough a paraffine lamp will do as well. The con-
denser between the lantern and object is the '

' bull's-eye " provided with
every microscope. The body of the microscope should be short,
if possible. Mme, as you see, has a short body with sliding-tube for
lengthening. As this tube contains a diaphragm which would lessen
the field if used full length, I keep it pushed in, and make up the
length by means of this wider tube on the camera front. A paste-
board tube well blackened would do for this purpose. It is advisable
that there should not be a rigid connection betwixt the microscope and
the camera, as putting the dark slide in place miglit disturb the focus.
The eyepiece, as a rule, is removed, though very minute objects may re-
quire its use, but then the loss of light is enormous.

Microscopic lenses, or "objectives," are in all good microscopes
achromatic combmations, and may be divided into two classes—
wide angle and ordinary. The first have greater resolving power—that
13, the power of showing minute details of structure which might
escape the narrower-angle objectives; but, on tlie other hand, these
latter have more penetrating power or " depth of focus," and when the
object 18 of appreciable thickness will show with comparative sliarpness
parts lying in different planes. This is the more fortunate, since the
ordinary lenses are much leas costly than those of wide angle, and are
the class s;cnerally supplied with so called "college" or "medical"
microscopes.
Here is the lens I find most useful. It is called a "one-inch objective,"
\ IS so called iKJCsnse it has the magnifying power of a single lens of
inch focal length, lo increase its penetration I have reduced its

aperture by one-half with a paper diaphragm, and have still plenty of
light. Here is one of a-quarter-inch focus much more powerful Here
is anotlier, to which I would direct your special attention. It is now
of one and a-h.alf inch power, but by turning this collar I can decrease
Its power by degrees to four and ahalf inches. Tliis means that a
comparatively-la^ge object may be viewed as a whole and magnified

and
onC'

a few diameters, and then, the power being increased, it may bo
examined in detail. There is a scale ou the revolving collar for

registering the power employed. In photograi>hy this lens is remark-
ably useful, as the object can be enlarged just sufficiently to cover the
focussing-screen. It is, however, only available for comparatively-
large objects.

I should like to ask any of our members who are well up in optics if

there be any reason why we should not have a variable lens like tliis

for landscape work. It would be peculiarly useful to us in the West of

Scotland, where at one time we are doing a "bit" in a glen with most
of the picture within a few yards of the camera, and next iniuute have
to deal with hills ten miles away. Under these circumstances a lens of

variable focal length would be very desirable.

The greatest difficulty in photomicrography is to judge exposure. It

varies with eveiy objective and with every object. The thickness, and
particularly the colour, of the preparation must be considered. Paits
of insects are, as a rule, of a reddish-brown tint, very non-actinic, and
require long exposures; while botanical preparations are generally

colourless or .green, and require much less time. As a rule, with an
object whicli is new to me I give an exposure which I know must be
full, and develope with hydrokinone, using a minimum of sodium
carbonate to begin with. The image comes up very slowly and is per-

fectly under control. When I know the right exposure I give it, and
use Edwards's developer, which seems to give a very fine grain to the

negative. Too mucli density should be avoided, as it is often desirable

to make lantern transparencies or gelatinobromide prints from micro-

negatives, and for such work a rather thin negative with lots of detail

is best.

It is generally stated in works on microscopy that the chemical and
visual foci of objectives do not coincide, and that, after focussing, the

objective should be moved closer to the object to an extent only to ho

found by experiment. This is doubtless true in theorj', Ijut so far as

any of my lenses are concerned 1 have found that a sharply-focussed

image gives a sharp negative. It will, however, be found that when
using a low power the objective may be moved through a very minute
fraction of an inch on each side of the point of absolute sharpness

without apparent detiiment to the image. In such a case it is ad-

visable that it should be moved to the nearest point to the object con-

sistent witli sharpness ; it will then be in focus for the blue rays.

My subject may not be of mucli interest to most of you, but after

seeing the operation of making a photomicrograph you may be able to

convince soma doubting friend that it is not so very tliHioult after all.

It is interesting to note, by the way, tliat probably tlie first gelatino-

bromide plates were used for this work, since Dr. Maddox, to whom I

believe we owe the process, is an eminent microscopist and uses photo-

graphy largely in his researches.

The apparatus I have sliown you is simple and inexpensive enough,

but good work may be done with a home-made camera. My first

attempts were made with a curious-looking affair made from some old

boxes and a bit of black velvet, and were quite successful. I found,

however, that some objects required direct sunlight to do them justice,

and then a well-made camera and dark slide are assuredly necessary.

To give you an idea of the exposures necessary I shall now take some
negatives. Wm. Goodwin.

A BALLOON TRIP.

In our issue of last week we announced that Mr. Cecil V. Shadbolt

intended to make two ascents in the "Sunbeam," on Monday and

Tuesday last. These aerial trips were to take place from Birmingham.

The first actually took place on Easter Monday. At the last moment
we have received the details of the start and ascent, which are so

gi-aphically described in Mr. Shadbolt's communication that we give

the particulars in that gentleman's own words :

—

I will tell you in very few words how I got on—or, perhaps, you will

think, did not get on—on Monday last down at Birmingham. The
fact is, I have had such a taste of the "shady side " of ballooning that I

should be sorry to have a similar experience again if it could be

avoided ; but, at the same time, of course we must just take all these

things as they come, if we want to do any good—the rough as well as

the smooth.
The wind was so high at the start that the balloon could not be got

under control, and, after being dragged about by an immense crowd of

people who were assisting us in the hope of getting something like a

decent start, we were obliged to let go everything and get dragged

along tlie ground through the immense throng of people who were
present, and who made way pretty quickly before us. Bag after bag

of ballast was tlirown bodily out, and at length we rose beautifully

without injuring anybody, which seemed rattier astonishing under the

circumstances. Mr. Dale was at one time tlirown clean out of the car,

but fortunately regained it in safety before we soared aloft. The
journey itself I need not describe, save that we reached an .altitude

of jnst upon 5,500 feet, and lost siglit of the earth for a considerable

time.

In cloudland all was, of course, calm and peaceful, and we seemed
to be hanging quite still in a scene of arctic beauty, although, in
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reality, wo were sotnliliii ^ along bofuro tlie wind at a 8^>ceil of somotliiiig

between tliirtyand forty miles an Iiour. When wedipped below the cloudii

Again wo were close upon Worcester, where we landeil, I am happy to

Bay, in safety, altlioiikjh the concussion and subsequent iinockiug about
was terrible, the car turning clean over and dragging on the ground in a
horrible manner. Kverything seemed in the most dreadful confusion.

My fellow-passengers seemed right over my head, an<l a heavy bag of

ballast fell on mo from somewliore. The bottom of the car must have
beeu up in the air at the time, and for the next moment everything
seemed to be in black darkness, but only for a moment. No bones were
broken, and my worthy little captain behaved admirably all through.
We pulled up within about fifty to one hundred yards of the river, into

which we must have gone had the grapnel not taken a firm and splendid

hold in the turf.

As to photographic work, it wiis impossible; and tho camera-holder,
which had been fixed to the car by a carpenter in the most businesslike

manner, was torn oft" "like nothing" some time before we got away
even. You will not be surprised when I tell you that after this, the
following day appearing equally unfavourable, I decided to "go up"

—

not by tho "Sunbeam," but by the 11.30 train for London; and here I

am, safe and sound on the whole, though rather shaken and stiff about
the arms and shoulders, awaiting more favourable weather for the next
ascent.

NOTES ON DEVELOPERS.
(A communication to tho Leeds Pliotographio Society.)

I HAVE had under experiment for some time the two following
questions:—"The relation between exposure and developer" and the

"colour of the deposit" in negatives and transparencies. This paper
may be taken as containing a few notes on certain developers which I

have used in the course of my experiments, anc^ a brief indication of

the line my investigation is taking. I reserve for a future paper
a more complete account of tlie investigation itself.

The question as to tho cause of the different colours obtainable with
bromide gelatine plates by the use of different developers is one which
is found, on close examination, to be by no means an easy one. It

resolves itself at once into two lines for observation—the colour due to

simple staining as in the yellow, over-developed pyro-ammonia negative,

and the green pyro. ammonia carbonate of potash negative, or the
colours produced by coml>ination of citrates, chlorides, and iodides with
ferrous oxalate developers, where staining does not appear to be an
important factor, if it plays a part at all.

As nearly all the formulie described in the paper have been published,

it is not necessary to repeat them. The following, however, may be
included :—Take citric acid twenty grains, sulphurous acid, B. P.

solution, half-drachm, water five ounces. SVheu the citric acid has
been dissolved add a quarter-ounce of pyrogallol. Use one drachm to

one ounce of water for a quarter-plate. This solution will keep
indefinitely. The one drachm contains as much citric and sulphurous
acid as will nearly neutralise one minim of ammonia. For the ammonia
solution take water five ounces, bromide of potassium forty-five or fifty

grains, ammonia, '880, half-ounce. Use one drachm to the drachm of

pyro. solution, preferably adding it in separate half-drachms as the
development progresses. The colour of the negative is nearly that of

ferrous oxalate, and the shadows are perfectly clear.

As bearing upon hydrokinone developers, I may state that I have
recently taken a very quick exijosure with Kcyuolds and Branson's
shutter, on a Nelson's ten-times plate, at half-past four on a March
afternoon, the subject being a street of red brick houses and children
playing. I developed with one grain of hydrokinone to one ounce
of water and half-an-ounce of saturated solution of carbonate of soda.

The picture came up with plenty of density and very fair detail

in five minutes.

As regards the colour of the deposit : I can only say that I have
so far secured a very wide series of colours with bromide plates,

and that I am now carefully examining them as fast as the limited
time at my disposal will allow. I have hopes that prolonged, careful,

microscopical examination will throw further light upon tho subject.

H. POCKLINOTOJJ.

POITEVIN'S PHOTO-RELIEFS.
[A communication to tho Glasgow Pliotograpliic Association.]

In ray former communication to the Society I ra.ade a passing reference

to what the French chemist, Poitevin, had done in the way of forming
relief pictures ; but I was unable to bring before you any examples to

illustrate his method of procedure. Since our last meeting I have made
several experiments, following out, with some slight modifications, the
lines laid down by Poitevin in his Traiti (leu Imjrres^ioin Photo-
graphlqiies. A copy of this work is lying on the table. It is the
second t dition brought out last year by M. Leon Vidal, who is, as you
are awaie, a no mean authority in photographic matters. Each chapter
is followed by an appendix, written by aI. Vidal, which adds greatly
to the \ aluo of the book, and enables the reader to form a more correct
estimate of the truly original nature of Poitevin's researches.

It i« not only i.itoresting, but instrnotivc, to go over the gronnd
traversed by the pioneers of photography ; and, among the many pro-
cosses that have become historical, hrliopUmtir, the name given to
his process by Poitevin, or sun-modelling, as it may be rendered in
English, is by no means one of the least suggestive. It is simplicity
itself. There are not many processes where all the development re-
quired consists in immersing the plate in cold water. When we
consider that it was about the year 1848, almost forty years ago, that
Poitevin conducted his exj)eriments, the wonder is that long ere this
there has not been some practical application of the work he then did.
For your inspection I have here an intaglio in moist gelatine produced
from a negative, and its accompanying plaster cast. Here is an electro-
type, got from one of these plaster productions, which will give an
infinite number of prints with gelatine ink in a Woodbury press. I
have drawn one or two, just to illustrate the principle, before coming to
the meeting, and they can be examined, although somewhat rough in
appearance. This is due, not to any imperfection in the process, but to
my not having prepared the plaster cast in a sufficiently careful
manner for the delicate operation of electrotyping.
To show the difference in the nature of the reliefs obtained when

employing a positive, and when a positive picture and a negative one :

here is a gelatine relief picture which has been exposed behind a posi-
tive, and with it the plaster reproduction. It seems to me some ofyou
professional men might revive, with advantage to yourselves, these
sun-modelled pictures ; they would be something new, I think, to the
present generation. The face as seen in profile would undoubtedly be
the best pose; further, having got your plaster-mould, casts could be
taken in white wax. There is no end to the many modifications that
one could work out in these matters. To show how perfectly the
minutest detail is preserved in these plaster pictures, here is a small
landscape subject. It occurred to me that it would be interesting to
try tlie effect of producing a plaster relief from a photograph of some
statue. I accordingly got a print which you see here ; it represents the
goddess Hebe. Having waxed it and put it into a frame in front of a
prepared film, on developing the mould presented the appearance it
has here, and the plaster cast from it reproduces very fairly in bas-
relief the original character of the statue. It wants, of course, the
rounded character of the original figure ; but perhaps, by sh,iding the
outer portions of the figure, a rounded character could be conferred on
the mould, and subsequently, of course, on the plaster cast. I have
not had, however, the necessary time to do anything in this direction.

I may mention that the films used in these experiments were pre-
pared from Nelson's gelatine, one ounce to eight ounces of water
a certain amount of sugar and glycerine having been dissolved in tho
water. Poitevin seems to have worked with gelatine pure and simple,
but you will readily understand that plates prepared thus dry badly.
I dried the plates at a temperature of 90° F. or thereabouts not
exceeding it, however—in a drying-box after England's pattern. A
concentrated solution of bichromate of potash was added to the warm
gelatine just before coating, sufficient to give a slightly-yellowish
colour to the solution. Contrary to what might be expected, a very
thick film is of no advantage. In coating, 1 first got a level place
on the table, put the plate down, and surrounded it with strips of
thick plate glass, cuttings of shop window glass, arranged to form
temporary slides. When set the glass was withdrawn, and the plates re-
moved to the drying-cupboard. Filled up to the level of these thick
glass sides there is always a uniform quantity of gelatine left on
tho plate. William Laso, Jnn.

LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY FOR AMATEURS.
[Condensed from a paper read before the Newcastle and Northern Chanties'

Photographic Association. I

At the annual lantern meeting of this Society Mr. J. P. Gibson of
Hexham, read a lengthy paper, which, unfortunately, our space dues 'not
permit us to give in full. After alluding to the caiiabilities ofphotography
in various directions, and its jiower of expressing art feeUng, he proceeded
to enforce the claims of landscaiw photography as a health-giving and
useful recreation, adding the following general directions for the use of
amateurs about to take up tho art for tl)e first time :

—

An exix'nsivo outfit is not by any means rcciuisite for landscape photo-
graphy. It is, I think, most convenient for an amateur to commence with
a miarter-platc camera—that is, one taking photographs on plates 4^ by 3i
incnes—as it is much less costly to work, and much more (mrtable than
those of larger size. For lady amateurs this size is specially suitable.
From the negatives taken in such a camera cartt de ritUe views and ma^c
lantern slides can bo got by direct printing, and by the aid of an enlarging
lantern bromo-gelatine paper prints can be made, up to about Hi by 12
inches, with very eood results. A portable camera of this kind, with
three or four double dark slides for the prepared plates, can easily bo
carried in the ixxjket of a shooting-coat or in a very small satchel. A fight
stand may bo got which can be used as an al|H>nstock in hill climbing.
Such an ajiparatus can be had coin|>lete from about £3 to £12.

After having thoroughly mastered the technical details of dry-plate
work the amateur may proccfd to attempt photographs of a larger size.
When the camera is required to be carried for long distances by the phnto^
grapher himi'elf without assistance a camera taking plates TJ x 5 inches is
very convcnientj as a whole-plate camera—that is, one taking views up to

8i X
6.JI

inches—IS very apt to feel heavy at the close of a long day's tramp
over rough country roads.
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By the uso of nple adapting-hack (luaitcr-plato views can be talcen

.„ le larger camera, ind witfi six large and six qnarter-plate dark slides

fiuS witg plates the amateur is fully e<iuipped for a lo.ig summer day s

work. I prefer double dark slides to any arrauRement for chiingu g the

Dlates during the day's work, the latter wastmg time in the most valuable

SIk of the ^day, an^ also causing a considerable risk o mjury to the

plates. In selecting an apparatus let the beginner care ully ••'v"'d o"e

Saving many loose pieces; and before starting to work let hi.n make out a

written list of the materials reciuired for his day's work, and caref dly

check it off before starting to see that he has fojg''tte>i iiothiiig. It is a

little depressing to find ^%en miles away from homo that that trifle the

a-, s, has been lift behind. A valued friend of my own, who is one of the

most enthusiastic and successful amateurs in the North of Kngland may

be taken as a type of the forgetful photographer. He might be exactly

d^sorilHjd by a slight paraphrase of the description of the baker in Lewis

CarroVs wonderfully-humourous poem, The Bunting of the Shar,,:

" There was one who was famed for the number of thuigs

He forgot when ho entered tlie ship,

His camera, tripod, drop-shutter with springs.

And the plates he had bought for the trip.

" He bad forty-two boxes all carefully packed.

With his name painted clearly on each,

But bavins forgotten to mention the fact,^

They were all left beliind on the beach."

His foi-getfulnsss (which gives him no end of trouble) is, however

cou-*lled, or perhaps surpassed, by the wonderful niechanical ingenuity

which he displays In getting out of the difficulties his lapses of memory

cause, .ind he manages to produce charming negatives which very often

tempt mo to feel envious. . ,. .. . „i

Coming to actual outdoor work : let me recommend begmiiers to tij at

first simple effects of lighting, such as can bo obtained with the .sun on one

side of and slightly behind the camera, as brilliant and satisiactory looking

na-atives are most easily got by this method of lighting. With the sun

straight behind the camera a direct front light is thrown upon the land-

scap?, which is usually the very worst form of lightuig possible to work

with, the resultant pictures being flat, tame, and spotty. Occasionally with

subjects which possess great contrasts of light and shade m themselves

even a front light may be utilised. j- ^ i
•

r ,

In photographing a wooded landscape, the sun almost immeduately in front

of the camera and just kept from shining on the lens by a sky-shade, gives,

p-rhaps the greatest chance of obtaining artistic effect to the phouograiilier

who has thorough mastery over manipulative detail, as nature seen tight

under the sun reveals many beauties otherwise hidden. Under tiie sun the

the shadows are broad and massive, .and the heavy summer foliage seems

s-iriMunded by a halo of light caused by the reflections from the upper

leaves which glisten and sparkle in the glad sunshine like numberless

jewels In attempting to obtain effects of this kind every possible pre-

caution must bs taken to i>revent the evil known to photographers as

" halation." Fine e.fects mav be often got on days when there is no direct

sunshine. A weak, diffused light suits be.^t heavy masses of foliage and

deep wooJed glens, such as tnose in which most of our Northumbrian
" linns

" are situated. While the attenti.m of the photographer is directed

to the landsc.ipe, atmospheric effects should not be neglected ; and an op-

portunity of taking a fine sky should never be lost, as he who does not

make his skies a material jxart of his i)icture neglects to avail himself of

one of his greatest aids. In the works of all the great landscape painters

the skies seem to sympathise with and form part of their subject. The

jiractice, so common with photograjiliers not long ago, of treating the sky

as a white sheet thrown behind their landscape is now fast becoming obso-

lete, and in almost all exhibition lactures, and in many procurable in the

Bht>ps of photograph dealers, we find natural skies, either produced in the

negative by the use of a sky-shade during exposure, or by the more trouble-

some but more effective way of printing-in a sky from a separate negative

taken si>ecially for that purpose.
.„ .. j ., , t-

Having surmounted technical difficulties the amateur will find it to his

advantage in every way to turn his .attention to some special and definite

pur|x>3e. To attain excellence in a special line is better than to be content

with mediocrity in many, and it is by steady, earnest effort in one direction

that the best results are most easily accomplished.

Let me conclude with a word of warning to the beginner. Do not attempt

too much at first. It is necessary to creep before walking. I have known
a man who could not develope a dry plate properly, and who certainly did

not know a good one from a bad one, commence to make his own gelatine

plates, giving as his reason that he wished everything connected with the

f>hotogrAph to be his own handiwork. Carrying out his jmnciple he might
lave started' a glass manufactory and a paper mill. To such a man there

comes in photograjihy a quick and stern Nemesis. Frequently it comes,

after a tour with the camera amid beautiful and enchanting scenery, when
in the silence and lurid red light of his developing-chambcr he attempts to

bring out the images of beauty latent on his plates. One after another is

|>Iunged into the developing solution ; but instead of the expected pictures

there results only fog ! fog 1—hopeless and universivl fog ! In his despair he

feels j>hotography is asliam and civilisation a failure ; and in the extremity

of his anguish perhaps he is tempted to utter the big, big D. We may all

take warning by the fate of the ambitious youth of heathen mythology,
Phston, who essayed to drive the horses of the sun ; and wo must remem-
ber that the horses of the sun god, whom we photographers so ardently

worship, will not be driven, but must be gently led.

RECENT PATENTS.

No 323.-" Frames for Holding Photographs and Other Pictures."

H. H. Hund; communicated by A. Brumng.—Dated April 12, 1«84.

NOTICE TO PROCEED.

No 5 081 —" Improvements in and Relating to Colour-Printing, also

PartlV Applicable ior Producing Coloured Photograi*s and for Similar

Purposes.'' W. R. Lake; communication from A. Bisson, ¥o.tii.—Dated

December 8, 1883.

PATENT SEALED, April 9, 1884.

No. 712. — " Improved App.aratus for W.ashing Photographs." F.

Hazeldink.—Daicrf Januarii 4, 1H84.

Notice —In the official journ.al of the Patent Office of the 11th instant,

we find a notice of application for the amendment of the specification of

George Duncan Maodougald, of Dundee, No. 410, dated January 2, 1884.

This specification was published on page 155 of The British Jouunal ok

Photogu\I'UY. The proposed amendment wiU not gi-eatly interest our

readers, and, therefore, we refrain from giving the details.

IMPROVEMENTS IN ASTRAGALS OR GLAZING BARS FOR
HOLDING AND SECURING GLASS FOR ROOF-LIGHTS AND
WINDOWS.

Although this is not a photographic patent, it is believed that it will

possess interest to every photo-raphcr who has a glass-roofed studio, seeing

that it embr.aces a new method of attaching the glass to the astragals.

The invention is by John Fka.ser, of Wellgate Works, Arbroath, Scot-

land, and the specification is as follows:—

Mv said invention h.is for its object the constructing of astragals or

glazing bars in an imiiroved .and extremely simple and economical manner.

And mv invention consists in a new and improved mode of conibiniiig

strips of thin le.ad with wooden astragals or bars, the lead strips being n.scd

in a manner which is now well known and commonly practised for holding

and clfsing the glass by being folded down on the glass when placed in

position. In carrying out my invention a saw cut or deep groove is formed

.along the top of the astragal or bar, and a pair of le.ad strips or one doubled

strip is inserted in the groove, with the outer edges of the lead projecting

sufficiently for being folded down upon the glass. The ead is^ secured m
the groove by tr.ansvcrse nails, sprigs, or pins. A single le.ad strip may he

used ill some cases.
, , e c • i\

And in order that my said invention, and the manner of performing tlie

same, may be properly understood 1 hereunto append a sheet of explaiuatory

drawings to be hereinafter referred to and representing examples of my
improved astragals or glazing bars

t n „ ;„„„,„.„,i
Fh 1 is a transverse section of a simple modification of the iniirovecl

astrag.al, which consists of a bar, S, of wood having formed .along the

middle of its top a deep narrow groove for the reception of a p.air of strips,

0, of thin sheet lead. After being inserted the lead strips, 6, are hxed by

FIQ. 1.
FIQ' 2-

PATENTS APPLIED FOR.
No. 0,242.

—"Obtaining Photographic Images on Porcelain and Ena-
melled or Glazed Surfaces." J. Wkiiek; communicated by .J. A. Burell.

—Dated AprU 10, 1884.

nails, 7, driven in transversely at suitable intervals along the bar. In .tiff.

1 the lead strips, 0, are shown as they .are before the glass is pliiced in posi-

tion Fir/. 2 is a section of the same form of astrag.al as that shown m ,ttfi.

1, but with the glass, 8, in position and the lead strips, (>, turned down upon

The wooden astragal or bar, 5, may be made of various forms or sections,

and if desired, it may have grooves or gutters, 9, formed along its sides as

shown in fifl. 3, for leading oft moisture or water ; or such grooves or gutters,

9, may be formed so as to be covered by the glass as shown in /'/. 4, or as

shown in h'ff- 5. Fu/. 5 also shows a mode of using a single lead strip for

securing the adjacent edges of two pieces of glass. This single lead strip

is cut from its top edge down to the level of the top of the glass at intervals,

•and the parts between the cuts .are bended down upon the glass alternately

to opi)Osite sides.
.

Instead of reproducing all the figures given .as illustrations of tlie siieci-

fications, we confine ourselves to.^s. 1 and 2, as from them may be deduced

all the others. The sjiecial claim is—
The fixing of lead strips to astrag.als or glazing bars by inserting them in

grooves formed ui the tops of the bars and by driving nails, or the like

transversely into the bars and through the lead strips substantially .as and

for the purposes hereinbefore described.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC COPYRIGHT IN THE UNITED STATES.

Is this case the Supreme Cmirt of tlio United States, acting m n Court of

Appunl, had before tlieni n copyright case. Aa it involvoH the portrait of

an Engliabnian more or less well known, Oscar Wilde, it is believed that

every ri-ader interested in the law of copyright in other countrieo will feel

miecially iaUiroatod in this case. The story, aa told by Mr. Justice Miller,

when delivering the opinion of the court, is substantially as follows :

—

The suit (he says) was commenced by an action at law, in which Sarony

(photogri\plior, ISew York) was plaiutiff and the Lithographic Company
was defendant, the plaintiff char^'inj; the defendant witl> violating his

coiiyright in regard to a photograph, the title of wliicli is " Oscar Wilde,

No. 18." A jury being waived, llie court matle a finding of facts on wliich

a judginent in favour of the plaintiff was rendei-ed for the sum of sJUOO for

the plates and 85,000 copies sold and exposed to sale, and .?10 for copies

found in bis possession, as ix'iuvlties under section l,'J<;5 of the Revised

Among the tindmg of facts made by the court the following presents the

principal question raised by the assignment of errors in the case ;

—

"That the plaintiff, about the month of January, 1882, under an agree-

ment with Oscar Wilde, Ixjcame and was the autlior, inventor, designer,

and proprietor of the photograph in suit, the title of which is 'Oscar

Wilde, No. 18,' being the number used to designate this particular photo-

graph and of the negative thereof ; that the same is a useful, new, har-

monious, characteristic, and graceful picture, and that said plaintiff made
the same at his place of business in said City of New York, and within the

United States, entirely from his own original ment.-vl conception, to which

ho gave visible form by jwsing the said Oscar Wilde in front of the camera,

selectuig and arranging the costume, drajjeries, and other various acces-

sories, in said photograph, arranging the subject so as to present graceful

outlines, arranging and disposmg the light and shade, suggesting and

evoking the desire<l expression, and from such disjwsition, arrangeiuent, or

lepresentation, made entirely by the plaintiff, he produced the picture in^

suit, Kxhibit A, April 14, 1882, and that the terms 'author,' 'inventor,'

and ' designer,' as used in the art of photography and in the complaint,

mean the i^rson who so pnxluced the photograph. '

Other hndings leave no doubt that plaintiff had taken all the steps

re(piired by the Act of Congress to obtain copyright of this photograph, and

section 4'.lu2 names photographs among other things for which the author,

inventor, or designer may obtain copyright, which is to secure him the sole

privilege of reprinting, publishing, copynig, and vending the same. That

defendant is liable under that section and section 4i)()5 there can be

no ipiostion, if those sections are valid as they relate to photography.

Accordingly, the two assignments of error in this court by plaintiff in

error are :

—

1. That the court below decided that Congress h:«l and has the constitu-

tional right to protect photographs and negatives thereof by copyright.

"The second assignment related to the sufficiency of the words "Copy-
right, 1883, by N. Sarony," in the photographs, as a notice of the copyright

of Xapoleou Sarony under the Act of Congress on that subject.

With regard to this latter question it is enough to say that the object of

the statute is to give notice of the copyright to the public, by placing upon;, by . _ _

each copy, in some visible shape, the iiame of the author, the existence of

the claun of exclusive right, and the date at which this right was obtained.

This notice is sufficiently given by the words " Copyright, 1882, by N.
Sarony," found on each copy of the photograph.

Tlie constitutional question is not free from difficulty.

The eighth section of the first article of the Constitution is the great

repository of the powers of Congress, and by the eighth clause of that section

Congress is authorised :—
"To promote the progress of science and useful arts, by securing, for

limited times, to authors and inventors the exclusive right to their

resiiective writings and discoveries."

The argument here is—that a photograph is not a writing nor the pro-

duction of an author. Under the acts of Congress designed to give effect

to this section the persons who are to be benefited are divided into two

classes —authors and inventors. The monoiwly which is granted to the

former is called a copyright ; that given to the latter letters patent, or, in

the familiar language of the present day, patent rii/ht.

We have, then, copyright and patent right, and it is the first of these

under which plaintiff assorts a claim for relief.

It is insisted in argument that a photograph, being a reproduction on
piijier of the exact features of sonn; natural object or of some iierson, is not

a writing of which the prodiicer is the author.

Section 4i)52 of the Revi-sed Statutes places photographs in the same class

of thin^ which may be copyrighted with "books, maps, charts, dramatic

or musical comiwsitions, engravings, cuts, prints, paintings, drawings,

statues, statuary, and models or designs intended to b<' perfected as works
of the tine nrts." "Accoi-ding to the practice of legislation in England
and America (says Judge Bouvier, 2 L<tio Dictionary, 3()3), the copyright is

confined to the exclusive right secured to the author or proprietor of a

writing or drawing which may be multiplied by the arts of printing in any
of its branches."
The first Congress of the United States, sitting immediately after

the formation of the Constitution, enacted that the 'author or authors of

any ma|), chart, book or books, being a citizen or resident of the United
States, shall have the sole right and liberty of jirinting, reprinting, publish-

ing and vending the same for the jieriotl of fourteen years from the

recording of the title thereof In the clerk's office, as afterwards directed."

This statute not only makes maps and charts subjects of co|)yright,

but mentions them before books in the order of designation. The second

section of an act to amend this Act, approved April 2!), 1802, enacts that

from the first day of January thereaft<;r, he who shall invent and design,

engrave, etch, or work, or from his own works shall cause to bo designed

and engraved, etched, or worked, iwy historical or other print or prints

8h«U have the Mune exclasive right for the term of (onrteen yean from re-

cording the title thereof as prcticribcd by law.

Uy the first section of the Act of J''obriiarv 3, 1831, entitled ' an Act

to amend the several acts re«i>ecting copyright," musical compointiou and

cuts, in connection with prints and engravings, are added, and the \mt\oi\

of protection is extended to twenty-eight years. The caption or title

of this Act uses the word copyright for the first time in the legiilation

of Congress.
The construction j>laced upon the Constitution by the first Act of 17'.»0,

and the Act of 1802, by the men who were contemporary with its formation,

many of whom were members of the convention which framed it, is of

itself entitled to very great weight, and, when it is lememlwfied that the

rights thus established have not l)een disputed during a jwriod of nearly a

century, it is almost conclusive.
_ , . . .

Unless, therefore, photographs can be <listhiguufhcd in the classification

on this point from the maps, charts, designs, engravings, etchings, cuts,

and other prints, it is difficult to see why Congress cannot make them the

subject of copyright as well as the others.

These statutes certainly answ«r the objection that books only, or writing

in the limited sense of a book and its author, are within the constitutional

provision. Both these words are .susceptible of a more enlarged definition

than this. An author in that sense is "ho to whom anything owes

its origin—originator, maker; one who completes a work of science or,

literature." So, also, no one would now claim |Chat the word "writing

in this clause of the Constitution, though the only word used as to

subjects in regard to which authors are to Ix; secured, is limited to the

actual script of the author, and excludes books and all other printed

matter. By writings in that clause is meant the literary prodnctiona

of those authors, and Congress very projjerly has declared these to include

all forms of writing, printing, engraving, etching, &.C., by which the ideaa

in the mind of the author are given visible expression. The only reason

why photographs were not included iu the extended list in the Act of 1802 is

jjrobably that they did not exist, as photography as an art was then

unknown, and the scientific principle on which it rests and the chemicals

and machinery by which it is operated have all been discovered long since

that statute was enacted. . .

Nor is it to be supposed that the framers of the Constitution did not

understand the nature of copyright and the objects to which it was com-

monly applied, for copyright, <is the exclusive right of a man to the

production of his own genius or intellect, existed in Kngland at that time,

and the contest in the English courts, finally decided by a very close vote

in the Hou.se of Lords, whether the statute of 8 Anne, chap. I'J, which

authorised copyright for a limited time, was a restraint to that extent on

the common law or not, was then recent. It had attracted much attention,

as the judgment of the King's Bench, delivered by Lord Mansfield, holding

it was not such a restraint, in Millar !•. Taylor, 4 Burrows, 2,303, decided

in 17fi!», was overruled on appeal iu the House of Lords in 1774. Ibid, 2,408.

In this and other cases the whole question of the exclusive right to literary

and intellectual productions had been freely discussed.

We entertain no doubt that the Constitution is broad enough to cover an

act authorising copyright of photographs, so far as they are representatives

of original iutellectual conceptions of the author.

But it is said that an engraving, a painting, a print, does embody the

intellectual conception of its author, in wliich there is novelty, invention,

originality, and therefore comes within the purpose of the Constitution in

securing its exclusive use or sale to its author; while a photograph is the

mere mechanical reproduction of the physical features or outlines of some

object, animate or inanimate, and involves no originality of thought or any

novelty in the intellectual operation connected with its visible reproduction

in shaiw of a picture. That while the effect of light on the prepared plate

may have been a discovery in the production of these [jictures, and patents

could proixirly be obtained for the combination of the chemicals, for their

application to the pajwr or other surface, for all the machinery by whicli

the light reflected from the object was thrown on the prepared plate, and

for all the improvements in this machinery and in the materials, the

remainder of the process is merely mechanical, with no place for novelty,

invention, or originality. It is simply the manual operation, by the use of

these instruments and preparations, of transferring to the plate the visible

representation of some existing object, the accuracy of this representation

being its highest merit.
, , , ^ i

This may be true in regard to the ordinary production of a pliotograpli,

and that in such case a copyright is no protection. On the question as thus

stated we decide nothing.

In rt«ard, however, to the kindred subject of patents for invention, they

cannot uy law be issued to the inventor until the novelty, the utility, and

the actual discovery or invention by the claimant hav e been established by

proof before the Commissioner of Patents ; and when he ha« secured such

a patent, and undertakes to obtain redress for a violation of his right i

court of law, the question of invention, of novelty, of origin.ality, is always

open to examination. Our copyright system has no such provision for pre-

vious examination by a proixjr tribunal as to the originality of tlie book,

map, or other matter offered for copyright. A deijosit of two copies of Uie

article or work with the Librarian of Congress, with the name of the author

and its title-page, is all that is necessary to secure a copyright. It is, there-

fore, much more important that, when the supposed author sues for a viola-

tion of his copyright, the existence of those facts of originality, of

intellectual production, of thoiightand conception on the part of the author

should be proved than in the case of a patent right.

In the case before us we think this has been done.

The third finding of facts says, in regard to the photomph in question,

that it is a "useful, nlw, harmonious, characteristic, ana eraoeful pioture.

and that plaintiff made the game * * • entirely from his own original

mental c<mceplion, to which he gave visible form by nosing the said Oscar

Wilde in front of the camera, selecting and arraunng the costume, dra^nes,

and other various accessories in said {ihotograph, arranging Uie subject so

as to present graceful outlines, arranging and disposing the light and shade.
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suggesting and evokint; the desired expression, and from suoii disposition,

arrangement or representation, made entirely by plaintiff, he produced the

picture in suit."

These findings, we think, show this photograph to be an original work of

art, the product of plaintiff's intellectual invention, of which plaintiff is

the author, and of a class of inventions for which the Constitution intended
that Congress should securo to him the exclusive right to use, publish, and
sell, as it has done by section 4952 of the Revised Statutes.

The question here presented is one of first impression under our Consti-

tution, but an instructive case of the same class is that of Nottage v.

Jackson, 11 Queen's Bench Division, 627, decided in that court on appeal,

August, 1883.

After referring to the opinions of Brett, M.R., and Lord Justice Cotton,
relative to the individual who is entitled to be considered the real author of

a photograph (see page 406 of our volume for last year), he continued :

—

These views of the nature of authorship and originality, intellectual

creation and right to protection, confirm what we have aleady said.

The judgment of the Circuit Court is accordingly affirmed.

(Bm mitoxml fable.

A Popular Teeatisb of Modeen Photography.
Glasgow: Qeorqe Mason & Gj.

Wb have reason to complain, in the first instance, of a rather misleading

announcement which appears on the cover of this book. It is stated to

be "by George Uawson, M. A. , formerly Lecturer on Photography,

King's College, and Editor British Journal of Pugtooraphy"—
presumably present editor. Mr. Dawson was for a time, eighteen or

nineteen years ago, one of the editors of this Journal ; but it is scarcely

just to trade on a long-broken connection as he is now doing. Of
course, all who are acquainted with Mr. Dawson will be under no
misapprehension in the matter ; but we think it is only right that we
should make this explanation on our own behalf.

The book itself is written for beginners, and contains a good deal of

information—original and reprint—that will be found useful by those

who have not an intimate back-knowledge in photographic matters.

There are some inaccuracies, which are unavoidable in the first edition

of any work of this description ; but, on the whole, the information is

sound.

—

The University Boat Race. By Wratten and Wainwright.

Messrs. Wratten and Wainwright have this year repeated their

feat of four or five years ago, in securing a number of photographs of

the annual meeting of the representatives of the two universities at
Putney. As is usually the case on " boat-race day," the weather was
anything but favourable for photographic purposes—for instantaneous
work especially; nevertheless, Mr. Wratten has succeeded in obtaining,
during the brief time at his command, about a dozen excellent represen-
tations of the race and its attendant incidents. Four of these are
published, namely. No. 1, Clearing the Course; No. 2, The Race;
No. 3, Steamers Following ; and No, 4, After the Race. In all of these
the various craft are depicted with singular clearness, while the smoke
of the accompanying steamers gives a bright and lively appearance to
the scene, though there is far less life on the river than we are accustomed
to on the occasion of the boat race. These pictures wiU form an inte-
resting reminiscence of the first \'ictory of Cambridge after a long spell
of ill success.

The Obsequies op the Late Duke of Albany.
By G. P, Cabtland, Windsor.

These pibtures, sent by Mr. Cartland, represent the reception of the late
Duke's remains by Her Majesty at Windsor. The first picture shows
the reception at the station yard ; the second, the gun carriage bearing
the remains, and attended by the sorrowing relatives of the deceased •

the third picture represents tlie Guards' band following ; and the last'
Her Majesty's carriage, drawn by six magnificent white horses. The
exposures given were about the one-sixth of a second, the plates
employed being, we are informed, Messrs. Wratten and Wainwright's
"drop shutter."

—«,

—

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION

^en bfiaf"i. M<i!kfe.^"°'''^'
'"''' "" "" ^<^"' "'^'='"'' "'« ''^^ *"«

i2^\\ rf'- l^^"^^;"'"' "?.'<' j* liad been contended at the previous meet-ing that It was not practicable to precipitate bion.idc of silver l,y the

Abney process, in a reasonable time, from a solution which should contain
as much as (say) one-eighth of a grain to the ounce of gelatine. To prove
that it was quite practicable he had, therefore, prepared an emulsion that
morning, and then showed some dry films and a negative taken upon a
plate coated with it. He also prepared a similar emulsion in the presence
of the meml)ers, using gelatine one grain, bromide of ammonium twenty-
three grains, nitrate of silver thirty grains, and one-tenth of a minim
of hydrochloric acid to the ounce. The important point was to let the
gelatine solution get cold before adding the silver. If it were hot the
silver would emulsify instead of precipitate. After settling down, the
supernatant liquid was poured off, and the precipitate enmlsified in a
solution of gelatine for an hour, at about 120° to 100° Fahr. The emul-
sion was very slow, but of good quality. The process was convenient
when speed was of no conseiiuence, and plates were wanted quickly; as
from weighing out the chemicals to coatin;^ the plate had only occupied an
hour and a-half. A few plates were distributed to those members desirous
of trying them.
Mr. A. L. Henderson showed a lantern, consisting of a box with a small

paraffine lamp, and furnished with two plates for modifying the light,
co-ated with phosphorescent paint. There were also grooves to admit in
addition plates of glass coated with iiurine. He found that one plate of
aurine and two of the phosphorescent pauit gave a safe light for dark-room
use. He remarked that the phosphorescent plate next the light was acted
upon so as to give out light, whilst the second, shielded by the first, left for
any time, did not become phosphorescent, as the first plate seemed to have
absorbed all the rays capable of exciting phosphorescence; and as tlitse

rays were the same that acted upon the bromide of silver, he thought that
the use of these phosphorescent pl.ates as mediums for passing light for
photographers' use should be advantageous.
Mr. Debenham said that it would be advantageous to make competitive

experiments with plates coated with material of a similar colour to the
phosphorescent tablets and of the same intensity.
Mr. Henderson replied that it was difficult to get plates coated to

exactly the thickness required.
Mr. Debenham suggested using the colour in the form of an emulsion,

and coating several plates to different thicknesses. One of these might,
when dry, be selected of the desired thickness.

EDINBURGH PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The sixth meeting of this session was held in 5, St. Andrew-square, on
Wednesday evening, the 2nd instant,—Mr. Wm. Neilson, President, in
the chair.

The minutes being passed, the foDowing gentlemen were unanimously
elected ordinary members :—Messrs. Archibald Brown, John M'Laren,
J. Keith Chisholm, David Munro, and Thomas Young.
Mr. Craig Christie moved that the Secretary be instructed to insert in

the minutes expression of the sincere regret of the Society at the death of
His Royal Highness the Duke of Albany, and that he prepare addresses of
condolence to Her Majesty and the Duc^hess of Albany, to be signed in the
name of the Society by the President, Vice-Presidents, and Secretary.
This was passed without dissent.
Mr. Craig Christie moved that the following be added to the rules of

the Society:—"That the Secretary shall call Council Meetings after con-
sultation with the President, and that he shall give three days' notice to
members.

"

The Secretary said that he had no objection to the proposal. It, how-
ever, occasionally happened that some matter of importance cropped up
which necessitated prompt action, and when such was the case it might bo
greatly to the disadvantage of the Society if a delay of four or five days
were made obligatory. He suggested that as the Council were about to
revise the rules this matter might be referred to the Council. This was
agreed to. He (the Secretary) then intimated that he had been favoured
with two important papers by the Rev. T. F. Hardwich and Mr. Lewis
Wright respectively, and proposed that the programme be departed from
in order that these papers might receive the earliest publicity. Mr. G. G.
Mitchell had courteously acceded to this, and proposed reading his paper
at the next meeting, subject to the will of the meeting.
The proposal having been passed by acclamation, a paper by Mr. Hard-

wich, entitled Notes on the Lime Light, was read by the Secretary, and
immediately after notes on the same paper by Mr. Lewis Wright. fSee
pp. 230 and 233, ante^
Mr. J. M. TuRNBULL said he had listened with much pleasure to the able

paper that had just been read and Mr. Wright's remarks thereon. Mr.
Hardwich was acknowledged to be an able and careful experimenter, and
members were bound to listen with attention and receive with respect any
conclusions to which he might come. With one or two exceptions he agreed
entirely with everything that Mr. Hardwich had said in his paper. He
thought that the proper angle for the burning gases to strike the lime
cylinder should be the greatest that could be given without giving a shadow
on the screen-that is, as near a right angle as possible. He .agreed with
Mr. Hardwich that "light for all ordinary purposes could be got with
throe-quarter to one hundredweight on each b.i.g

;
'' but where the very beat

light is wanted to fill a twenty-feet screen he believed in having plenty of
pressure. Square weights ought always to be used, or, still better, a long
flat-sided weight cast for the purpose, in shajje like a piece of pig metal.
With regard to the ether generator : he had used it many times with con-
venience to himself, and believed it was quite capable of giving a light
equal to the mixed gases. He thought it ciuile safe in competent hands,
but It should not be trusted in the nands of those who were beginners, or
who had only a slight knowledge of what they were doing. In making ex-
periments with the generator packed in ice, Mr. Hardwich did not seem to
be aw.aro that all properly-made ether generators were jacketed or encased
in a thick coiiting of aoni'i non-conductor of heat, such as coik ras|)ings t<v

sawdust, and consa lueully not easily affected by cold, or by a little heat such
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tt» that of a crowdwl mnlii, With regard to the Chadderton accident : he quite

agreed with the opinions of Mr. Hardwioh, Mr. Wriglit, and the published

upinion of -Mr. Hrou)?liton, that the cauno of the explosion was that there

wiin ether in the bug. The fact of the generator being on tlio table and the

iruii liag on thf floor was snttieiont in ittM'lf to account for it. Tliey could
not li '.vo bern pluced in a more favourabli' position for tliO ether to syphon
l>a';lv on the sliijhlestb.'u.lcprossnre arising. Hnch seems tohnvearisenfrom the

internal pressure in the generator itself before even the lantt^rn was liglited.

Hi' iliought Mr. Wright's suggestion to open the hydrogen tap of the gene-

VnVn- tir.-t in order to relieve any pressure a most valuable one. He did
not think .Mr. Wright's first objection to ether, naiiiily—wantof saturation—
a Borious one, as he had proved to his own satisfaction that eitlier air or

oxyson co\M be very easily satiuated with etlier to mal(e them burn freely

;

but the second objection (that of back-i>res3ure) was one tliat would require

to lie seriously met and remedied, either by the construction of a generator

that could be blown back without sending the ether Imck tlirough the t\ibe»

or by interposing some thoroughly tried safety contrivance. He had very little

faith in back-pi-ossure valves, &c., and the newlv-suggested pumice chambers
would require to be thorongtdy tested before tliey could be said to be safe.

Mr. W. HiMK remarked th.it the subject was a very important one, and
it was a very grave matter to have even the faintest risk of loss of life at

limi'-light exhibitions. It was, therefore, well to seek by full discussion to

eliminate, as far .as possible, all the error.s of manipulation which might
lead to danger. With regard ti> the preparation of tlie oxygen: he did not
find it neci'ssary to weigh tlie ingredients; but, when making the gas him-
self, he 8im|>ly l)l.ackened tlie chlorate with the nianganeso dioxide. When
once the 8ow of gas begins the heat should.he kept low, for a kind of fusee

Botiiui goes on in the mixture till all the oxypen comes oft' regularly if a
moderate heat he kept up below the retort. It is of the gieatest importance
that tlie tube leading from the retort be ranged out with a stout spiral w ire

e.Tch time tlie gas is made; for so much solid matter is carried over that it

Would ultimately choke the pipe if neglected after several makings, and to

this cause he attributed some of the accidents that h.ad happened. For
those who suspect black materials like ui.augaiiese dioxide, and do not feel

sure of the tests for it, he mentioned that red oxide of iron would suit ciuite

as well; indeed it was much preferred in some chemical laboratories, as

giving the gas more free from chlorous compounds. Common sea-sand
wouUl also help to give a steady flow of oxygen when mixed mtli the

lOTtass chlorate. He had used the mixing burner he exhibited very fre-

quently for the past five or six years with oxygen and coal-gas in separate
bags under one-hundredweight pressure each, without any approach to a
Ciisualty; indeed, lie considered it the safest arrangement that could be
used. The mixing chaml)er in this burner has no packing whatever. It

was not desirable or safe that the weights should fall oft' tlie bags; but the
last time he gave an exhibition in that room one ()f the weights fell off the
ixygen bag without anything going wrong except the duninution of light,

and all went right when his assistant replaced the weight. On former
occasions, too, while the light was burning he had lifted weights (vff and
pat them on again without any accident or even a snaj). Indeed he could
not see how an accident could happen with that arrangement without gross
cart^les-sness.

Mr. f;. A. Wilson said, with reference to the pumice safety-chamber,
liLs objection to it was that, after being reiwatedly used or knocked about,
some of it was apt to get pulverised and blown into the nozzle of the
burner and so choke it up. The only safety-chamber he used was a
common piece of cane inserted in the tubing near the burner. Through
that ill light would pa^s no matter what the composition of ga.ses might bt^

and no dust would pass from it into the burner. The diameter and length
would deiH'ud u|K)n the pressure available or necessary. He had found, with
oiie-huncfrfdweight on the bags, a piece of cane half-an-incli in diameter and
one inch or one and a-half inch long, thoroughly efficient. His re.ason for

S|>eaking so confidently of this safety-chamber was that some years ago,

before ether was spolcen of as a substitute for hydrogen, he had an
idea that it might be used, and, therefore, tried several experiments with
it. In one of those exi>eriments he fixed a |)iece of cane firmly in the out-
let of the ether generator, w'itli another safety-valve nearer the lantern,

and lighted the burner. This gave a splendid light for a short time, but
the light suddenly disappeared, travelled along six yards of tubinir, sent his
lirst valve to pieces, and burned with great force at the cane, but did not
p-ias through it into the ether generator. After considering a moment
(for the noise was very great), he turned off the oxygen tap at the bag, and
all was safe. If the flame could iiass in one moment along six yards
of tubing and stop at the cane, it appeared to him to be the simplest,
cheapest, and most reliable safety-chamber at present known. If a piece
i>f cane such as he described were attached to each burner he had not found
it |s>ssible that .an accident could occur, no matter what suction took place
by the weights falling off, or in whatsoever proiiortion the g.ases were
uiixi-il, Ivecuiisc they would not explode without a liglit, and the light was
.-top|>ed at the cane. With reference to the ethoxo limelight: he con-
-idered it safe so long as it was kejit burning sufficiently to make the lime
incandescent ; but tne moment it was turned down with the tap for
the pnr|)ose of dissolving with a double lantern it became dangerous. He
' ,'ht the danger due to the dissolving tap lx>ginning at a considerable

lice from the ether generator, and the intervening tulx- became filled

V. it'i; oxygen gas saturated with ether ; and, as the little escaping, or rather
liii! uing, at the nozzle was not issuing at high pressure, the flame rushed
back as s<ioii .as the di.ss'ilving tap was turned on. Nor is an explanation far
to st!ek, for the ether vapour being heavier than the oxygen gas, some of it

lias a tendency to regain its original liquicl form, and sejiarates from the
oxygen, falling back and down the tubing into the generator, leaving liehind a
deciiledly evplosive mixture which when liberated at the ta|> ex|)|odcs ; and
it is just a [sissible thing, without the cane safety chamber, the flame may
travel back t" the elhir generator. .Some lantemists held that it was not
possible for the fl;iiue to travel along tubing ; hut hi^ maintained that such
was not only possible but certain when using the mixed bunier, if the weights
should fall off the hydrogen bag, causing a suction of oxygen gas into the

hydrt^en bag. The oxygen gsm being such a powerful sup|iort«r of fimi-
bustion would keep the name burning inside tne tubing until it reached
the hydrogen b.ag, and- that burning caused a vacuum in the tubing so
great that an ample supply of oxygen would be drawn in to form an
explosive mixture, so that it was not only the falling i>ff of the weights that
caused the suction, but the combustion as well. The whole gas in the bag
would then catch no; and explode, just as an ordinary gasometer would do
if a light were applied. It vran an undoubted fact that bags sometimes
caught fire when the weights fell off, and that, he believed, might account
for it. With reference to th(' lantern microscope : he ha<l also been giving
his attention to it, and had succoeded^n showing a flea (the object, not the
disc), six to twelve feet in size, clear and distinct on the screen, by using a
s|)eciallyconstructed lens of wide aperture and high power.
Hearty votes of thanks were accorded to Mr. Hardwich and Mr. Lewis

Wright for their valuable pajiers.

Mr. Ans.\n moved that it be remitted to the Council of the Society to
petition, either by letter or de|>iitati<m, the Convener of the Committee of
the Parks and Gardens to remove the restrictions as to taking photographic
views in Princes-street tJardens, also the Surveyor for Scotland of H. M.'s
I'uliliu Buildings and Parks to remove similar restrictions against photo-
graphing in the IJueen's Park.

;\Ir. William Hi'.mi;, as an amateur, seconded the motion.
Sever.al members gave their experience as to having been stopped by the

park rangers, while others stated they had not been interfered with. It
was considered a great hardship that amateurs and others visiting the city
should be debarred from taking photographs where the general public
were allowed free access. To such the loss of time in applying for the
requisite permission meant the loss of their only opportunity under favour-
able circumstances. Ultimately an amendment by Mr. •Tames Crighton
was passed, empowering the Secretary and President to draw up a letter

of apjioal, or visit as a deputation, the Town Council for the removal of the
restriction.^ on photograiihing in Princes-street (Jardens.

Circulars concerning the Northampton Museum International Photo-
graphic Exhibition were disitributed, and a vote of thanks to the Cbairinan
terminated the proceedings.

—

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYXE AND NORTHERN COUNTIES'
PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

The ordinary meeting of this Association was held in the Patents' Room
of the Literary and Philosojihical Society's Institute, on Wednesday the
0th instant,—Colonel Sheppee, President, in the chair.

The minutes having been ccmfirmed, Mr. W. C. Fletcher was nominated
for membership, and Mr. .f. H. Inuess, F. W. Morgan, J. Russell, and
A. Ross were duly elected members.
A report was received from the Council with reference to the exhibition

and to outdoor meetings. .Some discussion followed, but finally it was
adopted unanimously.
The report contained recommendations from the Council as follows :

—

That no open competition be held this year. That a private exhibition of
members' work be hold in the autumn, at which a print be selected for
exhibition to members, the print selected not to be smaller than half-plate,
nor larger than 10 X H. The members to be the judges. Projiosed out-
door meetings :-.Tune, first Wednesday—Haward and Langley: leader,
Mr. J. P. (jibson.—,Iuly, first Wednesd.ay— Dilston and Devilswater

:

leader, Mr. ,T. W. Robinson, Jun.—July, third Saturday afternoon—Dilston
and Devilswater ; leader, Mr. ({oold.—August, first Wednesday—Bywell

:

leader, Mr. IJodds.—August, third Saturday afternoon—P>ywell : leader,
Mr. Giwld.—September, first Wednesday—Alnwick : leader, Mr. Auty.
The following offers, by gentlemen, members of the Association, had

been accepted with thanks:—Mr, George Borrow: A silver medal for the
best s<t of three pictures taken by a member at the Scwiety's outdoor
meetings this year.—Mr. J. P. Gibson : A prize for the two best pictures
taken at the Society's outdoor meetings this year, the successful competitor
not to have previously received a medal or diploma.—Mr. J. A. dialing:
A silver medal for the best set of three transparencies taken by a member.
The meeting then adjourned to the adjoining lecture theatre, where
Mr. J. P. Gibson gave an interesting lecture on LatuUeape Phottxiraphy

for Amateur). [See iiage 24it.l After pointing out the numerous benefits
to be derived from the practice by amateurs of outdoor photography, the
lecturer showed how, by the rapid .adiance in the manufacture of photo-
graphic appliances, and their consequent cheapening, all necessaries
for such recreation might be jirocured at no great expense. He explained
how the technical details of dry jilate work could be mastered, and pro-
ceeded to show how the many difficulties in the way of amateurs in
their attempts at landscape photography were to be overcome. The paper
was very well received. At its conclusion,
The tKK.sii)E.NT projiosed a hearty vote of thanks to the lecturer, which

was passed.
Mr. Allison, assisted by the Hon. Secretary, then proceeded wHth the

lantern exhibitiim. Some lieautiful slides were shown and much ap-
preciated. The best thanks of the Association are due to Mr. Allison for his
kindness in bringing his lantern, superintending the arrangements there-
with, and for tlio loan of a very fine sot of Egyptian slides. Also to
Messrs. York and Son, and Messrs. Watson and Sons, of London ; Messrs.
Mawson, Swan, and Morgan, and Mr. J. F. Maling, of Newcastle;
and Mr. .T. Hedley Robinson, of Tynajuouth, for omtributions of slides.

The Hon. Secretarj" read a comihbnication he had received from the
Rev. T. F. Hardwich ;—

"ShotloH Fiearagt, April 7, 1884.
"DE.iR Sir,—lam sorry that I shall not liable to attend the meeting of

your Society cm Wednesday, the 9th inst. , and c»p«-cially so as I Fee there
IS to lie a lantern demonstration at the close. The lime light is just now
attracting an unusual amount of attention in consequence of the jury at Uie
Chadderton explosion inquiry having advi.scd that restrictions should in
future be placed upon its xne.
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" What we want, in my opinion, is a more general understanding of the

causes which lead to these explosions, and then, I think, it would not be

diificult to prevent them.
> i

" 1 speak advisedly when I say that nine out of every ten accidents at

lantern exhibitions with the oxyhydrogen or ethoxo lime-light are due to

a sudden stoppage of the pressure by which the two gases are forced for-

wards, and to a return of one of the gases in the wrong direction. This

may result either from a weight falling off a bag or from a rent in the india-

rubber tubing. It may seem at first that the only effect of a rent in the

tubing would Vie to allow a free eaeaiw of the particular gas passing through

it ; but, if you consider for a moment,.you will see that it would also allow

a return current of the other gas, so that the two gases would mix at the

rent instead of mixing in the chamber of the jet. Under these circumstances

there would probably be an ex|)Iosion if a naked flame w-ere near at hand.

"A lecturer using the lime light should examine his tubing with the

same care that the coal miner examines his ropes ; and, if the exhibition is

likely to be a crowded one, he should put on a back-pressure valve to secure

himself against a return current of gas. Of the two, I lay more stress on

the use of back-pressure valves than of safety-tubes ; but why should we
not employ both, and in that way restore the coniidenoe of the public, now
so much shaken ?

"If some photographic society were to offer a prize for the val ve and tube

most free in action and least liable to get out of order the ingenuity of

mechanicians would soon supply the want.
"It must be borne in mind that back-pressure valves are intended to stop

gas, and not flame ; whereas safety-tubes are meant to atop Hame, but not

gas. By for/etting this distinction we may, perhaps, blame a safety-tube

where it did not deserve it. A rent in the india-rubber causes an explosion,

and we infer that flame must have travelled backwards through the safety-

tube attached to the jet ; whereas it was one of the fiases that passed through
the tube and meeting the other gas a little lower down formed an explosive

mixture, which became ignited from the light in the lantern or some other

source.
j" My own experiments, so far, seem to indicate that an effectual safety-

tube can be made without any difficulty, when it is protected from suction

or forcing by the addition of a suitable valve.
" In my own practice I have seldom used these appliances ; but if I be

spared to see another winter I shall, when lecturing away from home, em-
ploy the blow-through or safety jet, if practicable, and if not shall protect
myself as far as I can against all contingencies in the way now suggested.

A blow-through of the kind described in the paper which I read last year
before the Newcastle Photographic Association is very powerful, and for

most puriioses as good, or nearly so, as the mixed gases of the ethoxo lime-
light. "T. rKEDEEIOK HaRDWIOH."

GLASGOW AND WEST OF SCOTLAKD AMATEUR
PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

The usual monthly meeting of this Association was held in the Religious
Institution Rooms, on Tuesday, the 8th instant,—Mr. Hugh Reid, President,
occupying the chair.
The question-box contained the following :

—" Has any member tried the
North British dry plates ? " Several members testified to their being ex-
tremely rapid, and tetter worked with a shutter.
The following new members were then admitted :—Messrs. H. G. Gillespie,

Robt. T. Cochrane, Jas. S. Stewart, Jas. Bell, Chas. S. Mair, Wm. France,
and Wm. Reid.
Mr. J. Y. McLkllan then exhibited and explained Mr. Warnerke's

sensitometer. Mr. McLellan, however, did not consider it altogether
satisfactory, as from his observations it tended to deteriorate with age.
Plates which he found of the same rapidity in practice last year gave the
number 20 quite distinctly, this year only gave a little over 14.

Mr. W. Goodwin suggested that temperature had a great effect on these
phosphorescent tablets.

The discussion was continued by Messrs. Lang, Reid, and others.
Of the two ])lates tested by Mr. McLellan, both out of the same batch,

one exhiliited the number U and the other only 10. The plate exhibiting
14 had previously been treated by the Chairman with Dr. Eder's formula
tor rendering plates more sensitive, viz., nitrate of silver fifty grains, citric
Kcid fifty grains, water one ounce. The plate was soaked for three minutes
in one drachm of this solution to twelve ounces of alcohol. This showed
an increase in the sensitiveness in the ratio of three to one, which cor-
responds with Dr. Eder's results.

Mr. W. C. Berqins exhibited his novel form of portable tourist camera,
and in the course of a few introductory remarks said that a portable tourist
camera, which would unite all the qualities of a studio camera, an en-
larging camera, and a landscape camera, was as impossible as a horse which
would combine all the qualities of a racehorse, a Clydesdale, and a Shet-
land iJony. His aim in designing this camera had been extreme lightness
as well as the necessary strength. In showing the camera, which had been
made throughout from his own designs and under his own superintendence,
Mr. Bergins pointed out that it was a whole-plate, solid camera, made so
that the four slides, two fronts, two lenses, and all other necessary appa-
ratus were carried inside. The principal points were extreme lightness, the
whole apimratus weighing only eleven and a-half pounds, carrying seven
plates, very small bulk ; and, although the camera was made solid, it could
focus from five to eleven inches by putting the slides nearer or more distant
from the front, the exact focus liemg attained by rack-and-pinion lenses.
The tripod was made of bamboo cane going up like a walking-.stick, and
when a silk cover was drawn over it had the exact appearance of a pretty
heavy umbrella.
The members examined and admired Mr. Bergins's camera and tripod,

»nd he kindly answered a great many questions concerning it.

Mr. Goodwin then read a short lecturette and gave a demonstration of
Photomicngrapliy fsee page 248], taking a couple of very successful plates-
one of a flea and the other of a bit of a cigar box.

The members were very much pleased with Mr. Goodwin's deftiless of

hand and his extremely-clear method of work, and doubtless many will

now "go in" for this branch of photography.

The Chairman showed a camera-finder and view-meter which he had

had made at a trifling cost according to the directions in the Year Book

for 1884.

The members considered both very useful, especially the view-meter.

It was agreed, after a little discussion, that the first outdoor meeting of

the season "should be held on the first Monday in May, that the place ba

the Brig' o'Turk and Trossachs, and that members leave by the 6.50 or

9 a.m. train.s.

After the usual votes of thanks a very large and successful meeting was
adjourned.

•

LEEDS PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

The ordinary meeting of this Society was held on Thursday, the 3rd inst.,

in the Library of the Leeds Philosophical Hall,—Mr. J. W. Ramsden, Vice
President, occu|)ying the chair.

The foUowinj; gentlemen were elected members of the Society :—Messrs.
Hardy, Hubbersty, Stokoe, and Grimshaw.
Mr. H. Pocklington then read his paper, entitled Notes on Developers.

[See page 249.]

Mr. Washington TE.'VaD.\LK said he had tried, he believed, every kind
of commercial plate. The conclusion he came to was that nearly every
plate was capable of giving good results, and that good results could be
obtained by most of the developing forraulfe. The great question was how
the developer was applied to the plate.

The Chairman said that for negatives he had a strong objection to either

green or brown tones. He was anxious to obtain a colour that would allow

the light to penetrate in such a way that he could be sure of getting on the

print all the details that were to be seen in the negative. If it were a
question of the colour of lantern slides then it was another thing altogether,

and the result obtained depended whether they worked in what he would
call the acid or the alkaline lines. He would give two formulae, both
giving good results;

—

Pearlash , i ounce.

Water 1 pint.

Add two grains of pyro. to each ounce.

If the plate were fixed in the ordinary hypo, bath the result would bo a
brown tone ; but if a (juarter ounce of pearlash be added to each pint of

the fixing bath the result would be a golden-brown. If, now, any of the

ordinary clearing solutions were poured over the plate the colour would
change to a purple-black, and could be again changed into a golden-bro .vu

by immersion in the hypo. The second formula was

—

Sulphate of iron 3 ounces.

Water 10 „
Tartaric acid 1 drachm.

Mix one jjart of the above to six parts of saturated solution of oxalate of

potash. A plate so developed, if fixed in the ordinary hypo, bath, has a
cold tone; but if fixed in the alkaline hypo, bath it has a beautiful purple-

brown tone.

Mr. J. W. Reffitt reminded the members of a plan, suggested by
Mr. Rogers, of washing the plate well after development, and, if not

sufficiently dense, of increasing the density by flowing over it a solution of

auimonia and bromide. In his own practice, if a plate did not come up
satisfactorily, he found it best to mix up a fresh developer and place the

plate in it, when details and vigour would at once appear.

In reply to a question.
The Hon. Secretary said almost any tone of chocolate-brown could be

obtained on a bromide plate by increasing the exposure and developing in

a solution of ferrous oxalate with a large excess of citric aoid,

Mr. Teasdale, in reply to another question, said the best way to obtain

a good negative from one that was rather weak was to make a transparency

in the camera, under-expose, then over-develope, and, if the result were not

satisfactory, to repeat the process in making the negative from the trans-

parency.
Tlie Chairman recommended the use of washing-soda with pyro. for the

production of negatives from engravings, &c., and for photolithography.

Mr. W. T. Grimshaw exhibited some very pleasing effects of landscapes,

&c., printed on ferro-prussiate paper.
The meeting was then adjourned,

BERLIN ASSOCIATION FOR THE CULTIVATION OF
PHOTOGRAPHY.

This Association met on the 7th March,—Professor H. W. Vogel in the

chair. Several additions having been made to the library, it was resolved

to publish a complete catalogue of the books in the MMheilungen.
A number of groups of Indians of the tribe called "Los Caribes " (Brazil),

taken by an amateur, Carl Mohle, were then shown.
Some American portraits were exhibited, and gave rise to remarks upon

the superiority of the American photographic printer over his European
rival.

The discussion then passed to the training of the negative operator, and
a wish was expressed by several of those present that suitable courses of

lectures on chemistry and lesthetics might be inaugurated for them.
Herr Quidde remarked that he feared they would be but poorly attended.

Many photographers to whom they might be useful lacked the time re-

quired to attend them and the money to pay for them, and, he feared, in

many cases also the desire to benefit by them, as most young people knew
that if they were sufficiently skilful manipulators they might get good
situations without the trouble of real study. Very often the masters also

would be the better for a little study.
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The CkaiiuiaN, while agreeing with what Herr Ijuidde had said,

felt very much inclined to inatituto such a net iif lectures, which would pni-

bahly have t<> meet in the evenings or on Sundays, and tho fee would have

to be extremely aniall. Ho was aware that a courso of lessons on retouch-

in/, taught by an acadeniically-trainod retoucher, had met with little

or no encouragement, but he was willing to sacrifice something in tho

cause.

Herr OcHS (of Frankfurt-am-Oder) recommended the tise of tartaric

acid instead of sulphuric acid to acidify the iryu developer—in the pro-

portion of four grammes of tartaric acid to 500 c. c. of developer.

Herr .foor recommended citric acid.

Herr HABKKt.ANOT had tried the citric acid, but found that it made the

film cockle. He Imd also been advised to slightly increase the proportion

of sulphuric acid to the developer, but had found les.i delicacy in the high

lights and a general hardnes.f. [Dr. Vogel confirmed this last statement.]

He had also once laid a half-dry gelatine negative in alcohol in order to

dry it rapidly, an<l found afterwards that the parts which had still been

moist when laid in the alcohol had been strengthened (intensified). The
inference wa-s that, for very alight intcnsific.ition of gelatine plate.s, alcohol

might Iw used. But plates so treated with alcohol must not be placed-

upright, but left to dry in a horizontal position j otherwise they would be

apt to become streaky.

The Chaikm.in and Herr Joop had had similar experience with alcohol,

but they could not give a sufficient explanation of its intensifying action.

Herr Habebland mentioned another peculiar case. A wet coUiKiion

plate which had been intensified with mercury had to be weakened with

cyanide of potas,sium, which usually takes place readily enough. In this

case, however, instead of being weakened by the cyanide the plate was
actually intensified by it.

The Ch.airman said that old cyanide of potassium solutions contained a

great deal of carbonate of potassium, and that the cyanide of potassium

itself disappears by Birontaneous decomirosition, so that one would naturally

expect the action ot old solutions to be different from that of freshly-

prepared solutions.

Dr. Kay.skr showed a roll of sensitive gelatino-bromide film upoii a

flexible sup|H)rt two metres long. This he had at first tried to use (like

Mr. Warnerke) by rolling it up in a dark slide, but latterly he had cut the

sensitive film with its flexible support into pieces the size of tho glass plate

he would otherwise have to use. He also, to keep it flat, |)asted these

pieces ui>on cardboard the same size. The side of the dark slide was
furnished with a light-tight sleeve, through which the oiwrator inserted

his hand in order to remove the exposed film.

A number of portraits, by Riemann, of S,%n Francisco, and of lichtdrucks,

by Schober, of Carlsrilhe, were shown, after which a discussion on the

merits and difficulty of producing burnt-in enamels followed.

The Chairman made a few remarks apropos of electric lighting, and the

ignorance of the general public in regarding a thing as necessarily good
because it had been patented.

The meeting was then adjourned.

DRY PLATES IN SWITZERLAND.
To the EniTOUS.

Oentlemes,—Mr. W. H. Harrison writes in the last Journal that only

Monckhoven's plates are to be obtained in Switzerland. Allow nic to say

that my agent, Mr. C. (J. Scrinzi, 22, Rue de Lausanne, Geneva, keeps

the plates manufactured by me in .all standard sizes, and from him tourists

and others may obtain what they require.

I may state, also, that there is no danger of the plates having l)een

exposed to light, as no customs examination is required in Switzerland.—

I

am, yours, &c., J. Di;siR^, Enolano.
London, April 9, 1884.

IS A PHOTOGRAPHER AN ARTIST ?

To the Editors.

CJentlkmes,—1 have noticed in your Journal »ome correspondence upon
tho question whether a photographer is an artist. In a case in our Supreme
t'ourt, in wliich the copyright in iihotoj;rai)hs was in question, a decision

has been rendered, some portions of which may interest your readers.

The view I took in the argiiment was that each work must be judged
u|)on its own merits, and that while some photographs could properly be

classed as works of art, others might not attain to that dignity.

That view, suljstantially, was taken by the Court, as you will see. I

send j*ou a copy of the decision by this mail.—I am, yours, &c.,

32, Parkplacf, New York, April 4, 1884. A. T. GuBLlTZ.

[An abstract of this decision will he found in another page.

—

Eds.]

A QUESTION OF PRIORITY.
To the Editors.

Oevti.f.mek,—T thank Mr. Lang for his letter, which is, so far, con-

firmatory of the impre.«.<ion I had as to the disoovery of the commutability
f>f the light impression on a chromogelatine film being an old one ; but he
has omitted to reply to the question as to when Captain Abncy first pub-
lished the discovery.

Will he kindly i;ive the date, and tho name of the publication in which
it is to be found.—I am, yours, &c., A. Collier.

April 14, 188-J.

R. W. C. would like some reader to inform him "what metals the mott
readily transmit heat, and what metals resist heat the most. Alio, if

there lie any composition that will convey water through fire and tranimit
tho heat to it more readily than metal."

L. R. McLachlan inquires :—" Can you advise mo of a good proceai for
coating canvas (for the |iurt>ose of enlargements) with emulsion ? also, if

there be any work published describing the method ?
" In reply : We

are not aware of any work of this nature. Can any reader afford the in-
formation ?

B. F. writes :—" I am desirous of making a large number of lantern
transjiarencies. Kindly advise which of the many processes now before
the public I should adopt." In rci>ly : Our correspondent should con-
fine himself to wot collodion andthc copying camera. Let the collodion
be rather thin, and by preference fully riiie, ifnot somewhat old. Develope
with iron and tone with platina, if tones of a neutral character are
desired.

"What is the relationship between the gramme and the cubic centimetre?
I have been reading formulse professing to be translations from the
French, and things have got a little ' mixed.'

—

George J. Joh.vson."
In reply: The cubic centimetre is a meastire for fluids, whereas the
gramme is a weight for solids. Both, however, amount to nearly the
same thing, very much in the same way as our ounces and drachms,
which are both weights and measures.

" In your Notes and Queries of last week your correspondent, F. Dugon,
attacks mo for havmg ' thrown out inuendoes somewhat unjustifiable.'
When one writes for tho interest of fellow-labourers, and with the sole
view of helping them, it is scarcely wise or gentlemanly for Mr. F. Dugon
to throw out ' inuendoes' or to doubt an assertion which he cannot dis-
prove or for one moment contend against. If your corresiwndent will
send you one guinea for the benevolent fund if I prove my statement, I
will send you two guineas if I fail. Will Mr. F. Dugon agree to this?^
J. Bebryman."

Frederick W. Mincey writes :—" I should esteem it a great favour if

you would answer the following, as I experience some considerable
difficulty with stojis in my lens (rapid rectilinear) ;—Which is preferable
to use—a small stop and give long exjKisure, or a larger one anci short ex-
posure? I find the greatest difficulty in the subject of interiors as regards
the stops. Any information on the above will be most gratefully received."

In reply : Always employ the largest stop by which the reijuired de-
gree of definition can Ije obtained. In the case of interiors it is well to
use a much smaller stop than it would be desirable to employ when
photographing a landscape or other outdoor scene.

"Will you tell me how to pnweed to chemically clean an article of solid
silver with a good deal of delicate frosted tooling upon it, so as not to poli4h
the tooled work ? It has become much tarnished by exposure to the air,

and the ordinary plate-cleaning materials do not bring it up ichite and
clean, but sink into and leave a smudgy look about the tooled work. I
have an ideA that soaking it well in a solution of iodine and iodide of
potassium first, and then in strong hyixwulphite of soda, would restore
its whiteness by turning the present oxidation into icxlide of silver, and
dissolving it. You may know of some better method—possibly of dilute
acids ; but I am afraid of venturing on them without some prejiaratory
instruction.—Ll'X." In reply: Articles of silver are "bleached "or
frosted by first washing them quite clean, and then heatin;? gently and
with care, so as not to melt the solder, afterwards plunging into water to
which has been added from twenty to forty per cent, by volume of
sulphuric acid. Let " Lux" subject himself to an educational course as
follows, previous to attempting his skill upon the special article de-
scribed :—Place a shilling or a florin upon a ring of stout wire, and hold
it over the flame of a spirit lamp until it becomes nearly white—which
will be the case lx»fore it acquires a red heat—and then throw it into
water strongly acidulated with sulphuric acid as descriljed. Wlien he is

able by these means to make his coin of a pure matt white, like the new
silver dial of a watch or like a disc of clean white pa|)er, which he will do
after one or two trials, he may then venture the treatment upon the
silver article to which he refers.

ditljangg dToIumtr.
I will exchange several cases of stuffed birds, in perfect condition, for
photographic apparatus or accessories.—Address, H. Stone, Drayton,
Taunton.

Wanted, a good portable studio, 15 x 6 feet will do, in exchange for photo-
graphic ai)paratus. See sale column. — Address, Geo. Feab, photo-
grapher, Trowbridge.

I will exchange whole-plate J.S. portrait lens, rack focus, in perfect conr
dition, cost C5 a year ago second-hand, for instantograph, or offers.^
Address, E. B., 10, Wellington-street, Gloucester.

I will exchange Stanley's 5 x 4 portrait lens, camera, and stand for
Lancaster's quarter- plate instantograph or Le Meritoire complete.

—

Address, J. liRiM.SHAW, IG, Dale-street, Haslingden.

Wanted, in exchange for strong tripod stand, G-inch brass triangle top, an
old bellows camera, half-plate square, with or without focussing or dark
slide.—.-Vddrcs-', J. CoLLIs, 6, Deapenccr-street, Cardiff.

I will exchange a 10 x 8 burnisher, new, plain cloth (woollen), background,
and drying-box. Wanted, a haU-)>late Le Miritoirr or the instantograph
with three or more double dark slides.—Address, C. Arthur, Senhonse-
street, Mary|K>rt.
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I will exchange luy dark box, on fifty-inch wheels, for Ross's No. 1 port-

able symmetrical lens or a pocket camera with at least three doiible dark
slides. May be seen any evening after six o'clock.—Address, J. G. D.

,

30, Lower Robert-street, Plumstead, Kent.

Wanted, a fine 11 x G portable landscape camera, by Meagher, two single

slides, stereo, arran^'eraent, fine landscape lens, by A. Koss, fifteen-iuch

focus, rack and pinion, in exchantie for a symmetrical or rapid doublet
lens, or offers.—Address, H., 16, Berkley-square, London, W,

I will exchange a lar^e quantity of joiners' and cabinet makers' tools, also a

10 X 8 bellowa-body camera, with single back, folding tailboard, and
rising-front, value £7, for a good 12 x 10 tourist's bellows-body camera,
with not less than three double backs.—Address, Sedgwick, South View,
Sedbergh, Yorks.

I will exchange a 10 X 8 glass bath, in case, and glass dipper, also a half-

plate glass bath, in case, with ebonite dipper, for a water-tight bath
about half-plate. I have also a balustrade and pedestal, a landscape
background, a large artificial rook, a quarter-plate camera, tripod stand,
and Cassell's Popular Educalnr, in tliree large vohunes, new. Wanted,
Lancaster's pocket camera, printing-frames, view lenses, or what offers ?

—Address, James Bbemxer, 1, St. James's-road, Forfar, Scotland.

Wanted, a good 10 x 8 or larger modern tourist's bellows-body camera,
with double slides and good wide-angle lens, in exchange for a splendid,
large musical box, walnut, beautifully inlaid, with patent winder, &c.,
barrel sixteen inches long, plays eight oiieratic airs; also a mahogany

' sliding-body camera for plates (it K 4}, with three dark slides and a
quarter-plate portrait lens, .all by Hocking and Co.; a glass bath for

plates 10 X 8, with a ((uantity of silver solution, and a nearly new
portable tripod with sliding legs.—Address, Thos. Hikst, Main-street,
Sedbergh, 'Yorks. «

^nstora to Corwspon&iitta.

US' CorresponienU should never tcrite on both aides of the paper.

Notice.—Each Correspondent is required to enclose his name and address.
aUhourih not necessarilyfor publication. Communications may, when thouqht
desirable, appear under a nom de plume as hitherto, or, by preference,
under three letters of the alphabet. Such sir/natures as " Constant Reader,"
"Subscriber," cfcc, should be avoided. Correspondents not conforminff to
this rule will therefore understand the reason for the omission of their

. communications. ^_
R. JoT.VEB.—Probably the negative, and not the paper, is at fault. See
answer to "G. W. G."

H. W. B.—Several fonnulse for negative varnish are given in our current
Alm.vnac, to which we refer you.

A. A. A.—'The proportion of alcohol you have added to the emulsion is
much too large. One-third the quantity would have been ample.

R. Hazel.—The gentleman is still alive and, we believe, in perfect health,
though he has long snice relinquished the practice of photography.

Hy. J. Loc'OCK.—From your description of the apparatus we surmise it is
intended for measuring the focal length of lenses, such as spectacle eyes.

Thos. WIL.SON.—The cause of the dull patches on the enamelled prints is
due to their having been removed from the glass before the gelatine was
thoroughly dry.

A. Z.—Common spectacle lenses will.answer the purpose nearly, or quite,
as well as more exiiensive ones. Any working optician will supiJy the
lenses of almost any focus.

J. G.—The law requires that a license should be taken out to use a still for
any puroose whatever-even for distilling water. We fear, however,
that the law in this respect is frequently infringed, and a penalty incurred.

^„^'f\~r{?*'i''f'"''''
'"'' •"'" carry glass if properly protected, so asnot to be likely to cause injury to other parcels or to the officials. The

Post-Office will not be responsible for breakage, so you must pack care-

"^liirJ""
^"

"^t'^^-if ^°" T""*
t" 'nal'e tlie plates or to purchase themready prepared. From what you say we imagine the fault in your

negatives is due to the development, and not to the preparation of the

''^0,«ne?Bro}i;'p;7^-o'^Tl^''^-'
"'^""?^ '" '•" manufactured by Messrs.Chance Brothers.-2 There is no other society that holds its meetings

^^pWc SocTety"*"^
" the- Bristol andVest of EnglandpK

Omega -The paper, if it be at all like the sample enclosed, is quite
.

worthless, except to be burnt and added to your liidues. It appea s to

L^^hT "t"" ''''iT ""T "'J."""us fumes have had access to ft, and socaused the bronzed discolouration.

C. W. W.—'Very good work can be done by the Pretsch urocess- but so

mdfr r %''7''l' •!' r '"''
l'-"^

^'•'*^ ^™*«d in tht coTtry-l.at leas?under the 'Pretsch designation. As a rule exoerts wlm w'.irV .,l„.t„
engraving pn«esses do not publish the detSk-'ofX^e the; empU

''fY"l'"'7?'^n^'''i''''°
samples of paper you have employed were over-toned, P.^si 'ly, however the negatives may be at fault. You mustbear in mind that unless the negative itself be a strong and vigoroufone

It will bo quite .m,««s,ble to obtain rich purple tones with an/paper

^'^wu rK^-riT"'"" >'"" '^^'•''' '" "»= article by Mr. W. K. Burton in

r^n^ '^i'Jt" ;•*' ^'•''"
^:T,

^'" «!"' "'« i"f"nnation you require The
iS^.L ""'y.'i'"''''' ^ ".'"-ty times as sensitive as wet collodion^

Mo Is- whjr hI-v^, lY':'^^'^' ^^' °'^J"<=' "f the extra gelatine di^is
J3 lor use « lien \ ery prolongt-d expr.Bures ai-e required.

Lottie.—From the charaiiug little pictures enclosed you certainly require
no instruction in the selection of your subjects. A little more expe-
rience will enable you to overcome your very slight photographic short-

comings. Over - development appears to be the chief fault in the
examples forwarded. We shall, indeed, be pleased to receive the
promised jjictures.

Russell Steele.—So much has appeared in our columns during the last

few months on the subject of light for the dark room that we are some-
what surprised at receiving your query. If you refer to the back
numbers you will find all the information you require. We are son-y we
cannot iissist you further, as you do not say if you intend employing
artificial light or daylight.

S. J. STEPHENso>f.—The streaks and smears on the " chromotypes " arise
from the waxing of the plates. After applying the solution you have
not sufficiently polished thejilate; hence the "smears." The plate should
be polished, so that no trace of wax may be apparent on the surface. If

there be, you may rely upon its showing on the finished print. "Flexible
support " will give you a very good surface, but not equal to that given
by glass.

AilATEnB. --Without being made aware of the actual quantity of chloride
of silver in the paper it would be iuijjossible for us to state the theoretical
quantity of liyp(]sulphite of soda which would be required to fix each
sheet. Practical iJiotographers rarely trouble themselves on this point,
as the liyposulphite is so cheap they always employ a very large excess to
be on the safe side. A small quantity only of acetate should be added
occasionally.

*
Photographic Club.-At the forthcoming meeting of this Club, at

Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street, on Wednesday next, the 2.'Jrd inst. , the
subject for discussion wiil be—Oh f/njhliiuj in Lanilicapi' Photo'jraphy.

Trade Catalogue.—From Messrs. W. Watson and Sons, 313, High
Holljorn, London, we have received a copy of their new Cataloijue of
Photofirap/iic Lenses, Cameras, and Accessory Apparatus, new and
second-hand. It is very comprehensive, occupying sixty-eight pages.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Dat« of Heoltng.

April 22.

„ 23.

„ 23.

„ 24.

„ 24.

,, 24.

Ifamc of Society.

Bolton Club
Bristol Amateur
Photographic Club
London and Provincial
Liverjiool -Vniateur . . .

.

Oldhajii

Place of Meotiug.

The Studio, Chancery-lane.

Studio, Poi-tlaiid-st., Kiij;?.-*do\vi].

Anderton's Hotel, noet-street.

Masons' Hall, Basinghall-street.

Free Library and Museum.
Hare and Hounds, Yorkshire-st.

Vpwards 0/260 Pui/SS, Ci-otcnSvo.; Price Is.; Free by Post, la. 4d.

THE BRITISH JOURNAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ALMANAC,
AND PHOTOGlfAPHERS DAILY COMPANION FOR 1884.

ICditki) by \V. B. Bolton.
The work contains about 150 ORIGINAL articles of the highest practical value

from an artistic, manipulative, and scientific ]iaiiit of view in connection with I'hoto-
grapliy—c:oiitributioiis which arc eupiously illustrated with wood cngi-aviiijjs.

tS" The Frontispiece, taken on an Edwards's XL Dry Plate and printed in
Woodburytype, consists of a charmimi Portrait of the Son of I.onl
SobeH Bruce in the character of " THE LITTLE BEGGAR."

London : Husky Gkeexwood, Publisher, 2, York Street, Covcnt Garden, W.C.

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
Observations taken at 40G, Strand, by J. H. Steward, Optician,

For tu-o IVccks ending April 1C>, liiS4.
Thesis Obsekvations akk Takkx at 8.30 a.m.
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LENSES OF THE PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE.
TiiK comprehensive lecturette On Leases, delivered before the

London and Provincial Photographic Association, by Mr, \V. E.

Debenhani, and which will be found on another page, evoked a

pleasant discussion, in the course of which several matters not

generally recognisetl by the generality of photographers were
elicited. -t. •

.

Some, for example, are deterred from forming an intimate

practical acquaintance with photographic optics on account of their

imperfect knowledge of mathematical science. To these it will be

con-wling to be informed that there are some professional photo-

graphic lens manufacturers who are quite ignorant of mathematics,

yet of whose productions the great excellence is universally ad-

mitted. As one speaker said, a profound acquaintance with

chemical laws is not absolutely necessary iu the preparation of

sensitive plates possessing even great merit, uml so is it as regards

mathematical acquirements in the construction of a photographic

lens. On the authority of one who took part in the debate, himself

a mathematician, we learn that Mr. Leon Waruerke underwent an

arduous course of study iu mathematics in order to (pialify himself

for becoming properly acquainted with the nature and working of

photogi-aphio lenses, only to throw this all aside afterwards in favour

of the simpler and better mode of ascertaining their capabilities by
screwing them on the camera and witnessing in what manner they

behaved when projecting an image on the ground gla.ss.

In the testing of len.ses this method is unexceptionable ; but where

mathematical knowledge is really required is in the working out of

new forms or systems of lenses, although it is known that some of

these new systems have not been the result of such investigations as

are here implied.

The system introduced eleven ye&ra ago by tlie Astronomer-Royal
for Scotland, for enabling a picture to be obtained on a flat plate by
the full aperture of a jjortrait lens with such a degree of marginal

sharpness as to be susceptible of after-amplilication, was explained

by still another speaker, who showed, by means of diagrams on the

black-board, the path taken by the central a,nd oblique rays after

entering the anterior surface of the interceptor, which consists of a

large plano-concave lens placed immediately in front of the sensitive

plate, with its concave surface next to the lens. It was explained

how, by the agency of this intercepting corrector, the oblique or

marginal rays, which would otherwise have been brought to a focus

at a point far short of the sensitive surface when the centre was
sharp, were converted into a condition of pai-allelism, and in this

state brought into closer proximity to the surface of the plate when
Ibey were liberated, and allowed to converge to a focus on the

sensitive film.

In the course of the discussion an opinioa- T^as also hazarded as

regards the probable nature of the lens of the future. This, the

speaker said, would, he thought, partake of the general character of

thedi.alyte, by which he meant a front lens of positive focus, whether
aohromatised or not, that would have its aberrations controlled

by a back lens of a negative description. The reader acquainted
with the history of photographic optics will readily perceive that

\hii principle was identical with one of the two forms of lens cal-

culated by Petzval. Of these one was the portrait combination ; the

other, after being allowed to remain dormant for many years,

eventually emerged as the ortlioscopic—mistakenly so named, seeing

that it was not orthographic at all, and, from the nature of its con-

struction, could not possibly be so. We may add that no such

claim was even advanced on its behalf by the inventor. Since those

days, however, the problem has been again considered, especially by
Steinheil, who, by taking advantage of the superior qualities of

optical ghiss now procuraljle, has modified the form of the dialytic

lens with certain well-marked advantages.

But even in its original form—or, perhaps, more con-ectly, with a
very slight departure from its original form—this lens possesses

features not generally recognised ; for the orthoscopic oVijective was
discarded in favour of others before its powers and capabilities weie
well understood. So potent is the influence of a negative combination

upon one of positive character, that by the mere separation of the

components to the extent of a quarter of an inch, a difierence is

produced in the focus of the objective—in some instances exceeding

one inch; while such an extent of separation, small though it be

(especially in a lens of long focus), materially influences both the

delinition and flatness of tield. Such is the degree of perfection

attainable as regards definition that Petzval employed a combination
of this form as a,n object-glass to a telescope. Central definition of

such a quality, conjoined with marginal sharpness in fair ratio, are

properties which should secure for any combination of this kind the

greatest consideration.

With two such antagonistic combinations as a positive and a
negative it is possible to effect a compromise of thdir respective

characteristic powers iu a more perfect manner than if botli were
positive, and possessing features, whether for good or for evil, in a

similar direction. This method of combining opposite forces has its

parallel in chemical manipulation, in which by the judicious admix-
ture of an acid and an alkali, or of any bodies which react upon each

other, a third substance will be obtained, either in a state of

neutrality or with a more or less marked preponderance of either

of the combining substances at the will of the chemist.

In previous articles we have spoken of thickness as an ele-

ment iu the correction of a lens, especially as regards s))herical

aberration. Perh.ips the most notable example of the application

of this factor in correction is to be found in the recently-introduced

antiplanat of Steinheil, in which the back combination, like that of

the original orthoscopic, is negative. But, whereas the individual

components of the orthoscopic back were very thin, those of the

newer lens are thick in an abnormal degree—in a degree exceeding

all others hitherto made, it we cwreclly estimate some diagrnm-

matic illustrations of the objective in question, with which we must
confess personal unacquaintance. This extra thii-kness of glass

is not, however, confined to the lens to which reference has just

been made ; but is now a peculiai^ity in several others of entirely

different construction, though they iu some degree owe their iiicep-

tion to the continental savant previously named.

It will be gratifying if the various papers, lectures, or lecturettes

on lenses which are now being occasionally brought Ijefure Hi>nie

or other of the societies prove the means of inducing pliotugraphvrs
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to turn their attention, in a more earnest manner tlian heretofore,

to the nature and construction of lenses. Intricate chemical inves-

tigations and manipulations are made by the non - professional

chemist ; what is there to hinder a similar outcome of scientitic

ingenuity from being brought to bear upon lenses? The pleasure

to be derived would far more than compensate for the imaginary

trouble, while photography would be the gainer.

A NEW DEVELOPER.

It may surprise some of our readers to learn that the new developer

which today we introduce to their notice is only an old friend with

a new face—neither more nor less than sulphite of soda, llie

remarkable properties of this salt—which to those who have given

it a fair trial are too pronounced to admit of dispute, and too

valuable to allow it to fall into disuse—have yet been so much the sub-

ject of discussion, allegation and denial as to its peculiarities having

followed one another in a most confusing fashion, that we determined

to institute a series of experiments to set dispute, at anyrate upon

gome of its properties, at rest. Incidentally we discovered, while

prosecuting our researches, that sulphite of soda possessed a power,

similar to that possessed by ammonia and the fixed alkalies, of

developing, when combined with pyrogallol, the image on a gelatine

plate.

The course of our experiments showed, iu the first place, that

sulphite did not proiluce green fog; iu the next, that in all proba-

bility it is the reverse of a retarder; and, thirdly, as we say, that

when mixed with ))yro. it was capable of developing a plate without

any other chemical being added. We have made a large number of

triaU, and have still more in progress, but none of them are calcu-

lated trj throw any cl.ubt upon the conclusion at which we have

arrived. It. will suffi /e fnr our purpose if we here describe some of

the liv\diii.,' exp'^riiiients we m:((le.

A mixture of nine ijriinx of pyro,, eighteen grains of sulphite of

soda, and fnur ouncKs of watfr was made, and a plate which had

had the same expisur.' that would have been required for

ammoniwul pyrn. devnl.iiimi^nt wis phicA in it. After a lapse of

about t«"n minutes the ji.^htrtst portions of the image began to show

th«m«clvp3, and the negative then gradanlly gained in detail and

intensity till, in ninety minutes, a printing negative of first-rate

quality was produced, and one wliich we do not hesitate to say

might have been placed in the hands of ninety-nine out of a

hundred printers without their observing anything unusual

in it.

This was a fact sufRciently remarkable to render further investi-

gation desirable. The first thought that might naturally arise

would be legarding the purity of the sample employed. It was
" recrystallised sulphate of soda," purchased from a first-class house,

and answering every teat for ordinary impurities. As this salt, how-

ever, is manufactured by the addition of a measured quantity of car-

bonate of 80<Ia to a solution of sulphurous acid neutralised with soda,

there was the chance that, though recrystallised, there might in the

sa-^oessive crystallisations have been retained in the crystals sufiicient

carbonate to act as a developer without any question of sulphite.

We carefully tested the sample, and found no reason to suspect the

presence of that salt. Litmus paper is no real test, for the sulphite

is a salt with an alkaline reaction naturally, so that, however

rigidly it may have been purified, it would turn red litmus paper

blue ; hence the addition of an acid till neutrality to litmus paper

was reached would not necessarily show that free alkali was the

cause of the acid being " killed."

We, nevertheless, added citric acid to a solution of sulphite till

no change was capable of being produced by it upon litmus, and then

we ascertained the amount of carbonate of soda required to neutra-

lise this quantity of acid. We arrived at the conclusion that

one grain of carbonate represented the fullest neutralising capacity

of twelve grains of sulphite.

Possessing these data we mixed a fresh batch of solutions, comjwsed
only of carbonate of soda an<I pyrogallol. Taking six grains of pyro.,

and one grain of carbonate of soda as representing the utmost alkaline

equivalent o( the twelve grains of sulphite, we placed in it one half

of an exposed plate, and developed it side by side with the other

half in the pyro. and sulphite. In an hour's time the latter (which

was fully exposed) reached a density almost sufficient for printing

purposes, while the sodaic solution in the same time gave a poor,

feeble, under-exposed image utterly worthless for any purpose what-

ever. Solutions were then made with three and with six grains of

carbonate to the same quantity of pyro. as before, namely, six

grains. The whole plate became covered with fog before any image

had time to appear, and at the conclusion of an hour not a trace of

one was visible through the fog.

It thus appeared probable that the sulphite, as well as possessing

a power of initiating development, might also act like a bromide iu

preventing fog; and to test this we exposed fresh plates and

developed them as we did the last, with the exception that we added

twelve grains of sulphite to each solution, giving the same exposure.

The effect of the addition was remarkable. In place of hopeless

fog a soft and delicate image was brought out quite free from fog,

and showing evident signs of over-exposure.

It is clearly evident from this record of our experiments that

sulphite of soda, when joined with pyro., possesses a power of its

own—quite irrespective of any free alkali that it may contain—of

completing the development of a picture, and we have shown also

that it assists, or is assisted by, carbonate of soda to the same end.

What its precise function is when associated with ammonia should,

in practice, be well known ; that point, however, it is not our pur-

pose at present to discuss. We are continuing our experiments

with larger proportions of sulphite and other variations, and we

shall lay them before our readers if they present, as is most

probable, further points of interest.

We may conclude our present remarks by pointing out certain

characteristics of the negatives we obtained. Firstly: in none of

them (prolonged as was the development) did the sickly, deep yellow

" pyro. stain" become visible—a stain which even sulphite does not

entirely prevent in a long development. This stain appears to

require the presence of ammonia for its production. Secondly : not

a trace of green fog w.is visible, though the plates under experiment

could be made to exhibit it under a forced anmionio-pyro. develop-

ment. Finally : there is every reason to believe from these recorded

results that sulphite is the reverse of a retarding agent—a result

contrary to the recorded experience (erroneous, as we believe) of

many experimentalists.

THE EFFECT OF HEAT ON BICHROMATED GELATINE
WHILE IN A FLUID CONDITION.

The interest taken in processes based on the action of light upon

gelatine iu conjunction with the .alkaline bichromates, such as the

numerous photo. -relief processes, appears to be constantly increasing.

There is no disguising the fact, however, that all processes dependent

upon the reaction of light on bichroniated gelatine are beset with

difficulties to those who are unfamiliar with those reactions.

Perhaps, on the present occasion, it would be more correct to say

the reactions of the bichromate upon the gelatine itself under

difl'erent conditions and before its exposure to light. This is a

point which, if not entirely disregarded, certainly has not received

that amount of attention which is commensurate with its impor-

tance.

It not infrequently happens that an experimentalist will take up

a process and work it in strict accordance with the directions and

formula given, and yet he will entirely fail in obtaining anything

approaching a successful issue. Another, working with precisely

the same formula and apparently under the same conditions, on the

contrary, will succeed in securing a result of the most satisfactory

character. Now, both may have kept absolutely to the same

formula, even to using the same kind of gelatine—upon the character

of which much at all times depends
;
yet, upon comparing notes,

these two experimentalists fail to detect wherein lies the discrepancy

in the results at which they have each arrived.

If an expert be consulted, the first suggestion probably will be

that the two samples of gelatine employed were of a different

character, the one being suitable to the p.artioular process in

question Rnd the other the reverge, A further opinion, generally
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hazarded on similar occasions, ia that the caune of failure is due to

the bichromated film being dried too slowly and at too hi^li a

temperature, or, perhajis, too rapidly. The conditions under which
the films were dried are certainly some of the most prolific sources

of failure or success in many of the processes which are dependent
upon the solubility of the gelatine after exposure to light, as in the

case of the staunotype, the Woodburytype, the carbon, and pro-

cesses of an analogous character. This branch of the subject

has, however, so frequently been treated in these pages that it ia

quite unnecessary to dwell further upon it on the present occa-

sion. Our object now is to point out another cause of failure

which frequently arises when the films are formed in the sensitive

state; that is, when the bichromate is added to the solution of

gelatine before the film itself is produced, aa is the case with many
processes.

We are led to these remarks after reading the paper by Mr. W.
Lang, Jun., on Poitecin's Photo.- Relief Process, which he read

before the last meeting of the Gliuigow Photographic Association.

In his communication, after giving the formula for the gelatine

mixture employed, Mr. Lang says :
—" A concentrated solution of

bichromate of potash was added to the warm gelatine just before

using." The italics are ours. Now the time of the addition of the
bichromate to the gelatine is an important point in connection with
many processes beside the one in question ; and its importance is

not very generally recognised—at legist by tliose who have had but
limited experience in this particular direction. The importance to

be attached to the time that the bichromate is in contact with the

gelatine while it is in a fluid and, consequently, a heated condition

is very often overlooked in describing the working details of a
process ; or, if it be mentioned at all, it is very often unheeded by
the experimentalist, and this frequently conduces to want of success

or uniform results.

Let a solution of gelatine of a soluble kind be prepared and
divided into two parts. To one let a given proportion of bichromate
of potash be added, the mixture kept in a fluid state for (say) a
couple of hour^, and afterwards a film be formed with it—eitlier on
paper as in the carbon process, or on glass as in the Woodburytype.
At the same time let a corresponding film be produced with the

other portion of the gelatine solution, but, in this instance, with
the same proportion of biclirom.ite added immediately before

using. Then let both films be dried under precisely similar condi-

tions, and afterwards printed umler identical circumstances.

L^pon developing these two films a very marked diff'erence will be
observable between them. The one in which the bichromate was
added at the last moment will, doubtless, develope rapidly and
without the slightest difliculty; the other, on the contrary, will be
very difficult to develope, if it do not prove to be ab.solutely

insoluble. This, in all probability, will be the case, particularly if

the temperature at which the gelatine was maintained had been at

all elevated. If, however, a picture can be developed, a consider-

able difference will be perceived in the sensitiveness of the two
films. That in which the bichromate was added just prior to

the film being made will probably require as much as twice or

thrice the exposure of the other. This simple experiment will

serve to explain several of the discrepancies which at times have
been met with when experimenting with bichromated gelatine

processes.

It will now be manifest, in making comparative experiments with
bichromated gelatine films generally which are prepared in the
ensitive state, that in all instances the bichromate should be added
as nearly as passible the same time before the film ia formed or becomes
»et, in order to obtain uniform and reliable results. From the fore-

going it will be seen that if a large quantity of gelatine, with the

bichromate in it, be prepared at once and considerable time elapse

before it is used up a marked difference in sensitiveness, solubility,

and general behaviour may be anticipated between those films

which are first and those which are hist produced.
From what has been said it will be pretty obvious to all that the

larger the proportion of bichromate salt present in the gelatine, and
the higher the temperature at which the mixture is maintained, the

more exalted will be the seuaitiveoesa aud iosolubility uf the film. It

is tolerably well known that moist bichromated gelatine films, practi-
cally, are not rendered insoluble by the action of light ; but it U
not so well understood that an insolublising action is slowly set up
in the gelatine if it be kept long in a fluid condition with the bichro-
mate in it, which action results in total.iusolubility when the film ia

dried.

THE LATE REV. F. F. STATHAM, M.A., P.G.S.

The amiable and genial President of the South London
Photographic Society is no more. He died of bronchitis

(from which he had been suflering for several days), on
Tuesday last, the 22nd inst, at 7.30 a.m.

How much this Society, which he loved so long and so

ardently, owes to him, besides its existence, will probably
never be revealed. The sad bereavement is the more affecting

from the circumstance that the "silver weilding" of the Presi-

dent and the Society was to have been celebrated in a manurr
becoming the occasion on the 10th of next month. Fitting

pre|)arHtion8 were being actively made for the auspicious

event, including the presentation of a suitable testimonial

to a president who, by his unflagging attention and kindly
interest, had secured the affection and esteem of not only
the members of the Society and of London photographers
generally, but also of the numerous photogniphera from
the provinces who have occasionally come to town to attend
the annual technical meetings of the South London Photo-
gra))hic Society.

Mr. .Statham had for many years been rector of the
populous parish of St. Mary, Newington, London, and had
endeared himself to everyone by his unremitting attention

to his duties. We shall next week have a more extended
notice of our deceased friend, accompanied by a portrait.

The interment will take place at Norwood Cemetery
tomorrow (Saturday), at 4.30 p.m., the first portion of the

service taking place at St. Peter's Church, Walworth, at

3 p.m.

Mr. S. D. McKellen writes, in connection with our last week's
article on Adapting the Camera to Lantern Purposes, that the
exact method described by us has been adopted by him and applied
to every one of his new cameras. He rightly judges that this fact

was not known to us when we wrote, or we should, of course, have
mentioned it. The arrangement is, however, of sufficient value to

deserve all the publicity we can give it.

Two new societies are announced—one at Nottingham, the report of
the first meeting of which appears in the usual column ; the other at
Monte Video, probably the first organisation of that description in
South America.

An unusual compliment has been paid to English journalism by one
of our American conteniporariea in the publication twice over of

an article which appeared originally on "this side." As the subject

matter of the article generally did not seem to warrant such special

treatment we have souglit for some tangible explanation of the

extraordinary phenomenon, but have signally failed, uidess—and
the idea strikes us as too ludicrous to be accepted as a real explana-

tion—the cause is to be found in the fact that the editor of the

journal in which the double reproduction occurs is in the repro-

duced article spoken of as "that admirable example of the photo-

grapher, artist, operator, publisher, and man " (but, respect-

nig his modesty, we reserve the name). If that be the explanation,

then we are puzzled to know something else. Is it the suspicion of

being considered a " photographer," an " artist," an " operator,"

a "publisher," or a "man" that most tickles our contemporary's

fancy ? Perhaps when the time comes round again in the June
number for the third periodical republication he will supply the

information as an append.

Evert photographer takes an interest in incandescent lamps—that

form of electric illumiuatiou with which photography seems coa«
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nected through the name of Swan, though, aa a matter of fact, it is

the particular kind of electric light least suited of all for illuminating

the sitter. The Paris Opei-a is to be entirely lighted by these lamps,

and already the work of fitting has begun, four hundred being now
in use. Six thousand is tho entire number required.

OuE contemporary, the Chemical News, contains a droll " notice to

iiuposters." It appears that a large number of scientific men have

been victimised by a fluent rogue, who passes himself off .as a

chemist in distress, and on the strength of his tale has received

sums of money from all quarters. The editor of the Chemical

News gives a general notice, " in the hope that the gentleman in

question, being satisfied with the good haul he has got out of

tender-hearted men of science, will in future devote his talents to

harder-hearted men of the world, who are so much more able to

indulge in the luxury of giving."

That such impostors are to be met with in photographic ranks our

readers, doubtless, know too well, but they have generally walked
from the last town (usually a distance of forty or fifty miles) before

they have ventured to press their tale upon those they interview. A
close series of questionings will, however, in most cases dispose

of their claims if the photographer have a fair acquaintance with or

knowledge of his brother photographers. A contributor to these

pages once had an experience very suggestive of the impostor
the Chemical News describes. A distressed gentleman called upon
him at his private residence, and represented himself as a private

tutor belated. His story was disbelieved, and he departed, calling at

a neighbouring house where ladies only resided. Quickly discovering

the fact he so terrified the inmates that they gave him money to get
rid of him. The next day he made his a()pearance at the said

photographer's studio, a single night's rest having converted him
into a photographer's assistant. He did not recognise the features
of the photographer, and displayed considerable surprise when told

he would be given into the hands of the police if he did not leave
the neighbourhood at once.

In a recent address On Engineering Progress, the chief engineer of
one of the American railways predicted that aluminium was destined
at no distant day to replace steel for rails and bridge construction.
We hope that it may not be distant, for then this most useful
metal would doubtlessly find an immense field of utility in photo-
graphy; but we much fear our hopes are built upon sand.

The use of nickel, however, has become thoroughly naturalised
amongst us, and, whatever may be the probabilities as to aluminium,
photographers will continue to make use of nickel as a plating to
iron or steel. This plating is usually performed by the aid of elec-

tricity
;
but, according to .Stolba, small objects can be satisfactorily

coated without a battery. He gives the following directions for
the purpose :—A concentrated (saturated ?) solution of chloride of
zinc is diluted with twice its volume of water. This mixture is

boiled in a copper vessel, a few drops of hydrochloric acid being
added if there should appear a precipitate of basic chloride of
zinc. Next, a small ouantity of powdered zinc is added—an addi-
tion which causes a deposit of zinc upon the vessel. Hereupon
sufficient chloride or sulphate of pickel is added to the bath to give
a distinctly-green colour, and the previously-cleaned articles are
then immersed in the liquid in contact with zinc and allowed to
remain there for fifteen minutes, the temperature being maintained
at boiling point during the operation. If the coating be insufficient
the articles are again immersed till the deposit is of sufficient thick-
ness. In this way he claims to be able satisfactorily to coat articles
of zinc, cast and wrought iron, steel, and copper.

The following formula is recommended for a cement for fastening
together articles of brass and glass :—One part of caustic soda, three
parts of resin, and five parts of water, and then kneaded into half
the usual quantity of piaster of Paris. The cement will stand heat
very well, and hardens in from one-half to three-quarters of an
hour. If zinc white be substituted for the plaster of Paris the
hardening will be slower.

Watson Cheyne, of a subject whicli is attracting world-wide atten-

tion at the present time—the great group of minute organisms
known under the name of Bacteria. These minute forms of ani-

mated matter play a vast part in the economy of nature, decay and
disease being inseparably linked with them. Most of those fell

diseases that in the history of man have destroyed millions of his kind
are .set down to the presence and growth of these aniiualculse, each
disease having its own characteristic bacterium. A complete know-
ledge of their peculiarities of size and conformations is necessary to the

spread of a knowledge of their properties, and, in consequence, of a
possibility of finding a remedy against them, and here photography
plays a most useful part. They cannot, however, be photographed
just as they are found, and they require to be stained with certain

chemical preparations before being placed in the micro. -camera

—

some needing one stain, and others a different one. Details of the
manner of doing this which have been found most useful by experts

we may bring before our readers at some future time. Di'. Robert
Koch, at the meeting we speak of, exhibited a large number of

these photographs upon the screen, and they were inspected with the
closest attention. Investigations into the nature of these marvellous
bodies are, comparatively speaking, in their infancy, and we may be
sure that photography will play no mean part in elucidating them.

At a meeting in the Parker Museum at the close of last month, the
chair being occupied by Sir Joseph Lister, Bart., a most interesting
aemonstration was made before a distinguished audience by Mr,

LIME-LIGHT EXPLOSIONS AND THEIR PREVENTION.
I HAVE read your sensible leading article on Lime-Light Explosions
and Their Prevention with much pleasure, and agree with you
that, in the words of the old proverb, " it is easy to take a horse to

the water, but it is not so easy to compel him to drink." Still it

may be hoped that lantern exhibitors generally will be wise in

time, or they may, by-and-by, have to lecture to empty benches.
You recommend back-pressure valves as a preventive of lime-

light explosions ; but I think one reason why they are not more in

favour is that there are little practical difficulties in using them.
The metal valves are apt to "stick" and the oiled silk to become
porous, so that at last the gas passes almost as easily in one direc-

tion as in the other. I have lately used thin vulcanised rubber
sheeting in my Chadwick valves with advantage; but care must be
taken not to screw them up too tightly, or the india-rubber will

cockle and make the valve leak.

Hemming's safety tube is perfect of its kind, but scarcely avail-

able for the lime light, as the chlorine in the oxygen would be sure
to rust the wires. I used this tube for years in King's College,
London, and never knew an instance of the oxyhydrogen flame
passing back into the receiver ; but then the flame was burnt
near the mouth of the tube, and there was no forcing nor
suction. When safety tubes fail in the lantern it is, without
doubt, from one of these two causes. The latter—namely, suc-

tion—can be prevented by the use of back-pressure valves,

but the former only by placing the safety tube in the front part
of the jet immediately above the mixing chamber ; and this,

in the case of an old jet, is not always convenient. I have proved
that the pumice safety tube, alluded to in my paper, will resist

a considerable amount of forcing without allowing the flame to

pass; but it will not stand the "exhaustive testing" proposed
by Mr. Lewis Wright On connecting one of these pumice chambers
with the H end of the jet by means of a long tube of stout
vulcanised rubber, and then closing the O t.ap of the jet so as
to allow no room for recoil, I succeeded in driving the flame quite
through the pumice and shattering the balloon on the other side.

In this case the volume of the gas was lai-ge and the expansive
power on explosion sufficiently great to overcome the resistance. I

might, perhaps, have prevented it by using a longer column of

pumice, but then another difficulty would have arisen, viz.,

diminished pressure of gases and diminished light.

Altogether the subject is one which requires consideration, but
I believe it will eventually be worked out to a satisfactory conclu-
sion. Why, for example, could not a metal valve be placed imme-
diately in front of the safety chamber to break the violence of the
explosion and partially close the tube? Or, as an alternative, a
side opening might be made, stopped with a cork or a valve. Some
vent must be found for gas exploding, unless the volume be very
small; and if an outlet be not proviiled it will either burst the
rubber or force its way through the safety tube.
The best plan would doubtless be to construct the jet in tlie first

instance with a small chamber, of about half-an-inch in di.amoter bv
half-an-inch in length, immediately below the nipple, to be filled

with pounded and sifted pumice or with the finest shot procurable,
or -with coarse emery powder, If, in addition, a back-pressure
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valve were placed ou tlie nozzle of each gas bag I believe jou would
have "a burner by which an exploniou would not bo possible by
accident, by carelessness, or by design."

Since writing the above I have received the Journal of the

18th instant, containing a report of the meeting of the Edinburgh
l-'iiotographio Society, and also a communication from Mr. G. li.

Biker, to which I hope to reply next week,
T. Frederick Hardwich.

STANNOTYPE.
No. X.

At this] stage tlie process of stannotype may be said to end, inas-

much as the subsequent printing operations are in all respects

i lentical with Wood bury type. Stannotype is, in fact, merely a
.simplified metliod of producing a printing-mould from which proofs

on gelatinous ink can be made.
The printing-press, as used for this purpose, consists in its

improved form of an accurately-planed iron bed, to one end of

which is hinged an arched beam carrying the top plate of the

l>res3, wliich is also accurately surfaced. The top plate is attached
lo the arch of the |)ress by means of a screw and binding clamps,

:i l)all-and-socket arrangement allowing it to be tixed in any position

witii regard to tiie bed of tlie pres-s.

When the mould is ready for printing two or three tliicknesses

of stout blotting-paper or "drying-board" of the same size as the

niDuld are damped and laid upon the bed of the press with the

relief superposed. The three clamping nuts having been loosened

and the top plate allowed perfect freedom of movement, the press

is closed by means of the lever handle provided for that purpose.

The top plate will now lie in contact with the upper surface of the

niouhl, and, provided all the surfaces are true, tliere will be perfect

contact. The middle screw under the arch of the press is now
lightened, by which means the top plate is forced into contact with
the mould. In this manner the degree of pressure is varied ac-

cording to the requirements of each particular mould. The top
screw is then tightened, which clamps the top plate tirmly to the
.ircli of the press, and, finally, the bottom screw, which governs the
liill and .socket, and fixes the position of the pressure surface. If

the press be now opened and the top plate lifted it will always return

to precisely the same position and wiih an equal degree of pressure.

Tlie mould is prepared for printing by wiping it over with a
piece of flannel saturated with a mixture of paraftine and olive oil,

as thin a layer of greiise being left on as possible. This operation
is to be re)>eated after pulling each print, in order to enable the

gelatinous ink to leave the mould. If any portion of the surface

escape oiling the print is nearly certain to stick and tear away the
tinfoil, necessitating the removal of the old and its replacement by
a new facing.

The ink is composed simply of coloured gelatine, which may, we
believe, be purchiised in a concentrated form, requiring only solution

ill warm water. Those who prefer to make their own ink ain,

however, easily do so. A thick solution of any good, hard gelatine,

varying in strength from fifty to eighty gi-ains to the ounce accord-

ing to the temperature and season, forms the basis. This is coloured

by means of Indian ink with a little alizarine or purpurine added to

give warmth. A very convenient liquid indian ink is obtainable at

the establishments of most artists' coloufmen. The alizarine or
purpurine are dis.solved in strong ammonia, and added as desired to

the blackened gelatine, very little being required to produce the

desired effect. If the ink be made up with the addition of ten to

twenty per cent, of alcohol it will keep for a very long time.

No hard and fast rules can be laid down as to the exact compo-
sition of the ink, as this will vary not only with the season and
temperature but also with the depth of the relief and the nature
of the subject The chief jioints to bo observed are that more
gelatine will be required in hot weather than in cold, in order to

compensate for the retarding action of the increased temperature
ou the getting of the ink. As regards the colouring matter : this

should be increased in inverse proportion to the depth of the
mould, a shallow mould or one deficient in contrast requiring more
colour than a deep, well-contrasted relief. H»wever, half-an-hour's
practice at the press will teach the operator more than a volume of
written instruction.

The paper employed is of a special character, made expressly for
this purpose. Ordinary photographic paper of good quality and
even texture is treated with a solution of shellac in borax, and
then submitted to heavy pressure between steel roUei-a or plates, by
which means a fine, smooth, and impervious surface is impartoJ,

which prevents the ink soaking into the paper and destroying

the purity of the lights. The whole secret of success in this style of

printing rests in the paper, and to attempt to make rbift with
inferior or uusuiUible paper is simply to waste time.

We now proceed to the actual operation of printing. The ink,

carefully filtered into a convenient-sized bottle or jug, with suitable

arrangement for keeping it at the proper temperature, is placed
ready to the right hand of the press. The paper, cut to size, is also

placed within easy reach, auci clear of the greasy flannel used
for oiling the relief. Tlie mould having been properly levelled and
oiled, as already described, the press is opened and a pool of ink

poured on to the centre of the [irinting surface. A piece of paper

is taken and dexterously, but without hurry, laid over it and the

press closed. The paper is " sprung " into a curve and laid down
upon the mould in the same manner as in sensitising alburaenised

paper. Upon closing the press the superfluous ink is squeezed out

at the edges of the mould and collects in a groove at the edge
of the bed of the press, whence it may be removed in the solid state

and remelted when necessary.

The ink which escapes at the edges will serve as a guide to the

time necessary to allow the picture to set. Thus, as soon as the

surplus ink from the last closing of the press has become firm

the press may be opened and the print removed without fear. This

is done by simply lifting it by one corner, and slowly, but firmly,

peeling it away from the mould. It is then laid face upw.ards ou a

sheet of plate glass and the thick mass of solidified ink removed
from the edges by means of a steel spatula. The print is then ready

for the next operation of " ahiming," if that operation be considered

necessary, or otherwise, for drying.

A word may be said as to the necessity for observing a proper

temperature when using the ink. If it be too hot it will take

longer to set, and so slow the printing operation; while its greater

thinness will cause it to run away from the higher lights under
pressure, and so produce hardness and patchiness in the prints. If

too cold it will partially set before the press can be closed, with a

result that may be readily imagined.

The first adjustment of the press will rarely be found to be
exactly adapted to the requirements of the mould ; but an examina-

tion of the first proof will show what readjustment is required.

Tiius, the pressure may be too great, or cice versa, or the top plate

may not be in strict parallelism with the priiiting surface. Again :

the ink may be too dark or the contrary, or a thousand-and-ono

little details may strike the eye of the practised printer, who will

know how to remedy or modify them.
With regard to the " fixing " with alum : though not absolutely

necessary, many persons prefer to adopt it as an additional safety.

If not so fixed or hardened the picture, of course, remains soluble

in warm water, and so is liable to damage. The fixing process

consists in immersing the prints for from five to ten minutes in .a

saturated solution of alum (carefully filtered), after which they are

rinsed in one or two changes of water and hung up to dry, when
they become practically insoluble.

There is nothing special to be said with regard to the drying,

except that it is important here, as in every other portion of the

process, to avoid dust, owing to the sticky nature of the surface of

the moist print. When dry the prints are trimmed and mounted in

the usual way.

ELIMINATION OF HYPOSULPHITE OF SODA.

Wf. have lately had occasion to investigate the condition of a

number of silver prints which, about twelve years' ago, were made
under test conditions as regards the probability of their fading

owing to presence of hyposulphite of soda.

While it is known that several substances—peroxide of hydrogen

and hypochlorite of lime, inter a/ta—will decompose the minute

traces of hyposulphite of soda left in a print as the result of hasty

or imperfect washing after fixation, without injurious action

upon the print itself, provided a sufficient degree of dilution be

practised, the anti-hypo, agent in the case in question had been one

of the siilts of lead—the acetate. We may here observe that the

prints referred to had successfully withstood the ravages of time,

when such is understood to be confined to the period above men-

tioned. Indeed, there is a certain degree of justification in speaking

of twelve years as ouite a respectable period of duration in the life

of a silver print, when it is well known that many succumb before

the expiration of four or five years.

The strength of the lead bath necessary to ensure the safety of

silver prints, so far as such safety can be ensured by the removal of

the hyposulphite of sotia, is about one grain of acetate of lend to an
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ounc-e of water. The method of employing it is to fix a-s usual in a

solution of hyposulphite of soda, rinse the prints in three or four

changes of water, then transfer them to the lead bath, in which they

may remain from five to ten minutes, concluding with a final wash-

ing to remove the lead. The whole operation occupies far less time

than is considered necessary to remove the hyposuiplute by simple

washing, wliile it ensures the desired end being attained in an
effective manner.
One of the readiest and best tests for the presence of hyposulphite

in a solution is that which is so well known and often described as

the iodine and starch test. Upon a print having been cut in two
parts, and one half quickly and somewhat roughly treated with the

lead in the manner above described, while the other was allowed

to soak in water, occasionally changed, during an entire day, the

former showed by the test mentioned not the slightest presence of

the fixing agent, while in the latter its presence was quite apparent.

In the olden times—that is, between the years 1840 and 1850

—

the salts of lead were frequently employed by oalotypists in

eliminating hyposulphite of soda from their prints. It then became
pass4, or was permitted to fall into a .state of desuetude, eventually

being rediscovered or resuscitated in America by Mr. Henry J.

Newton, a New York amateur, who is now justly entitled to the
honour of its modern introduction.

But, however anomalous it may appear, we do not hold the
opinion that hyposulphite of soda, per se, induces fading in a print;

for, aa we have already placed upon record, and as the experiments
and opinions of others will confirm, a print, otherwise properly
treated, may even at a final operation be immersed in a (weak)
solution of this salt (sodium hyposulphite) and dried without subse-
quent washing, and remain quite good for many years, retaining
its pristine brilliancy. This was, in days of yore, aUo specially

noticed by M. Blanquart-Evrard, IMr. Thomas Sutton, and others.

TISSUE FOE BURNT-IN ENAMELS.
ExPERtMRST with the transfer process of Lieut. Pavloffski denion-
alrates that by making the niixtiire of gum, honey, and bichromiite
up as a tissue, not only is there more certainty in the result, but
the firing is much facilitated, as the collodion is apt to <leflagrate

and spoil the image, and also prevent the glaze from burning to
the proper brilliancy unless the tablet be overloaded with glaze flux.

This modification is not published for the mere motive of making
a different formula, but for the reason that in the writer's hands
the process as published did not realise expectations; therefore, the
modification was tried, and success was the result of the initial
trial, which was repeated with subsequent ones.

Of coui-se there is nothing novel in this change of procedure, as
the proce.s8 as published by Lieut. Pavloft'ski is upon the same lines
aa Swan's original carbon process, which was soon afterwards
altered in a similar way, with the result that the modification has
entirely supei-seded the original method.
The formula that was successful is as follows :

—

Gum arable X ounce
Water (boiled) [,',',[ 12 ounces,

dissolved by the aid of very gentle heat in about eighteen hours.
Stram first through muslin and then through flannel. Now take a
tube of Hancock's china colour (for water) and mix the contents
with three drachms of honey in a mortar by means of an ivory
spatula; then add by degrees the above solution of gum, and when
thoroughly mixed add two ounces of a saturated solution of bicro-
niate of- potash and strain through three thicknesses of fine muslin.
Now polish a piece of glass of any convenient size and smear

with a little vaseline, which polish off with a clean linen rag ; then
spread a comparatively thick film of the sensitive compound, and
place the plate upon a levelling-stand until .semi-dry. A piece of
plain Saxe paper cut to .size is now damped, and, after bein<r kid in
j)o3ition over the tissue compound is lightly squeegeed into contact •

atid the plate may be placed away to dry in a closet at about 120°
Fahr., or in front of a fire, and when the desiccation is complete
the film adhering to the paper backing is stripped off. Safe-edge
1 .ie negative to be printed from, and expose for about half the time
that a c.trbon print wonld require.

Prepare the enamel tablet by washing first in a weak solution of
fioda; then rinse and apply a weak mixture of water and nitric acid
Again rinse and coat with a filtered solution of—

^"n "'•'^Wc
, ,l,.achm.

Water ...... 5 ounces.
flatUMted .solution of bichromate of potash . .V drachm

Then dry and expose to liglit, bo aa to harden the tiliu

The exposed tissue is dipped in cold water, afterwards squeegeed
into contact with the prepared tablet, allowed to stand for a few
minutes, and then immersed in tepid water. Strip ott' the paper
backing and at once transfer the tablet to cold water, gently laving

the picture until the development is nearly complete. Then place

in a dish containing a mixture of water twenty ounces, methylated
spirit one ounce; transfer to another containing equal parts of

water and spirit, and finally to one containing methylated spirit

only.

The picture is now dried by the aid of heat, and then coated
with a varnish of oil of tar and essence of lavender. When this

becomes tacky dust upon it a glaze or flu.x powder by means of a
small pepper dredger, and place the tablet at the mouth of the
furnace until evenly heated throughout ; then transfer into the
muffle, and in a few minutes the firing will be coin|)letc.

The process is much simpler and the manipulations easier than
either the dusting-on or the substitution method.

It cannot be said as yet how long the sensitive tissue will keep J
in good condition ; but, judging from the life of bichromated pig- \
mented gel.atiiie, a week will perha])s be the limit. To obviate tlie

necessity, therefore, of preparing the tissue throughout as wantetl,

omit the bichromate in the formula, sensitise the tissue by immer-
sion ill a two-jier-cent. solution of bichromate as required, and dry
in front of the fire. " Gup."

ON THE PREPARATION OF GELATINE PLATES.
[A oommiinication to the Bristol and Wedt of Eii^'Iaiui Amateur riioto^'r.'iptiic

Atisoeiation.]

I.v taking up this subject upon which to read a paper before the
Association I do so with a considerable amount of difliduiice, as it has
been so fully and ably treated in the journals by those who liave been
able to devote not only their spare time but the whole of their time tu

it—both theoretical iind practical students.

However, as I have, ever since I adopted the gelatine process, m.'i'li!

almost all the plates 1 have used, I .nm perhaps somewhat (pialified io

ofTer some few remarks upon this subject, whicli rcni.-irks 1 shall

endeavour to make of as pr.iotical a nature as po3sihle. lu this deter-

mination I am perhaps soiiiewhat strengthened by the l)alief that much
assistance can be given by verbal explanation and ocular demonstration
which written treatises will not adequately couvej', and l>y certdn
inquiries made by various members which have seemed t.) imply a desire

that 1 should give such deuioustratioii. This lieiug so, 1 cheerfully
accede to the request, if by so doing 1 can impart information orreniUr
auy hclj"), even in any small degree.

I shall endeavour to treat tlie subject under two heads, namely,
Formula! and What lo A mid, and Modus Operandi and Dan'jers Incident
Thereto.

FOKMUL.B AND WlIAT TO AVOID.

Primarily I would say hereon— " Adhere to what is simple, and when
you get a good formula that suits you in all respects stick to it."

Gelatine plate-making requires much system and as much uniformity
as is possible, so that by often searching for novelties or being Icil

awiiy by much-belauded formula;, when one is already working a
process which gives certain aud reliable results, there is great danger
of sacrificing a certainty for an uncertainty, aud wasting much valuable
time, which, iu tlie present da}-, I am sure no oue can afford to do.

The formuloe m.ay be classed under two heads, namely, those involv-

ing digestion, and others boiling. The former has been a very favourite

method for somewhat slow plates; but I cannot help recommending
those desirous of making plates to adopt the latter course, namely,
boiling where possible, because much time is thereby saved, half-au-

hour or so takiug the place of twelve or fourteen hours. Greater
certainty is assured, the temperature during digestion sometimes
creeping up in a most unsatisfactory manner during the operator's

absence, the emulsion being thereby damaged. For a business man it

is far more convenient, as the whole operation can be completed during
the leisure of an evening, when iu the other case the stoppage ui

the digestion arrangements for setting, &o., Ac., have to be couducti-d
very often at a time when one's thoughts are being drawn towards the
shortly-to-be-eneountered business of the day, resulting in hurry and a

want of deliberation not conducive to careful and satisfactoi y
manipulation.

Of course in a paper such .as this it is impossible to go int« tlie

thousand-and-one ^rieties <if modes of getting more or less at the
same end, especially as, to a certain extent, one must perforce In-

guided by the difference of t.aste regarding speed, colour of plate, nnnl.-

of development, &c. I may, however, give my own ide.is aa to tli-;

class of formula which, taken altogether, is tlie most desirable.

I do not feel at all drawn to those formula' which include among-t
their ingredients chloride ; (or my experience has been that the result is

a cold, grey colour, neither pleasing in appearance nor facilitating tlu^

judgment of density. 1 have found the most reliable plates, .and those
possessing moat vigour in every respect, accompanied by clear shadows
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and ft general appearance of pluck, together with a rich warmth of

colour ill tbe resultant negative, have been prepared with an emulsion
oontniuiug iodide; and, so far aa my own practice is concerned, I see

no prospect of my oniittin;; this from my emulsions. Tlio negatives I

have brought for your inspection are tliose from wliich my pictures ex-

hibited at tlie LSristol International Exhibition were printed; and I

think I may aay that they are more of the wet-plate class of negative

than a good many gelatine negatives one sees—alike as regards colour,

clearness, and general pluck. They wore all prepared with au emulsion
containing iodide.

Another iinijortant point—in fact, the all-important one—in the
make of the emulsion is the complete, rapid, and yet steady admixture
of the bromoiodide an<l silver. For tliis purpose, various nicely-con-

siruotcd rapidly-revolving whisks and emulsion vessels have been
constructed; but 1 consider we are all of us greatly indebted to the
mode lately introduced by, 1 believe, llr. W. K. Burton, and which
method commends itself to me as being the most perfect (and almost
automatic) tliat we could possibly possess. Instead of pouring the
solution of bromo-iodide into that of the silver, the dry silver in

crystiils is placed iii a hot stone bottle, all the bromoiodide solution is

l)0ured into it, and it will at once suggest itself to you tliat only as the
crystals dissolve can the compound be formed, and tliereby a steady
and complete mixture is formed, only requiring vigorous shaking till

the crystals are heard to rattle no more. I have been exceedingly
pleased with this new iilea, and can most certainly say that the results,

.-n regards fineness of film and regularity, have been in my hands all I

cuuld desire.

We next come to a point upon which it is quite impossible for anyone
to make any definite statement with reference to what is coi'rect or

what is incorrect, each class being most desirable and snitable in its

respective sphere—I mean the rapidity of plates.

For my own part, I prefer for general landscape work a plate of about
five times the rapidity of an average wet plate. I am inclined to

think that much beyond this involves the danger of a probable loss of

pluck and clearness in the shadows ; also an absence of latitude in ex-
posure and treatment very desirable as qualities in a plate for general
Uiidscapc work. Of course, I do not for a moment under-estimate the
great value, in frequent cases, of rapid plates, and always take a few
with me when out for a day's photography.

MoDCS Operandi, axd Dangers Incident Theeeto.

Under this section I shall have to say but little—that is, not
accompanied by demonstration—so that if it be somewhat disjointed
I must beg you to excuse it.

I need hardly say that one of the most important points in connec-
tion with the actual operations is extreme cleanliness. This requires
more care and promptitude than in many other branches of the art, as
particles of old emulsion are very liable to stick to and remain on
dishes, vessels, &c., thereby causing mischief to fresh batches of

emuLiion, and being in frequent cases the cause of the failures so
e.«ercising the minds of operators. Great care is necessary in the
choice of gelatine, and samples containing any grease (a most general
defect) should be discarded in favour of those of purer quality, which
should be both hard aud soft, and mixed in the proportions which a
tiw experiments will soon determine as the best suited to the mani-
pulation aiul requirements of the operator. I find no brands of
tliis material superior to Heiorich's aud Nelson's "X" for hard
kinds, aud Nelson's No. 1 for soft. There is, I believe, another of

this latter class made at Wintherthur, in Switzerland, which is also
very good, but I have not tried it. There are three things which a
would-be plate-worker should have arranged at the very outset of his
endeavours, as being absolutely necessary for convenient comfort in

working (and I maintain no man will succeed who is not comfortable
in this work). These are a good levelling-cupboard, a spacious drying-
cupboard, and a light-tight cupboard. \'ou may say—Why a cupboard
for levelling 1 Would not a large sl.ib do equally well ? A slab would
answer the purpose, but would not do anything like so well ; for if on
any emergency you should be called from your room when coating, you
have only to close your levelling-cupboard, when everything is perfectly
safe till your return to complete the operation. This is a matter of
great convenience. And, while on the subject, I may say that such
cupboards should open aud close easily, and with no makeshift fasten-
ings; for it sometimes happens that one wants to get out a iilate from
the drying-box to test it iu a huny, and, unless the fastenings are
simple and sure, it is very probable that the result will be a number of
plates fogged whilst in the drying-box.

I may, perhaps, with advantage describe these two boxes. My
drying-box is a little above the ground—say one and a-lialf foot—and
the levelliag-box above. The latter i^ fitted with six shidves, each
.iccominodating six 10 x 8 plates, makuig a total of three dozen. The
-'lelvea are arranged in such a manner that on closing the box it at
lice becomes an additional drying-box. The drying-box proper holds
nearly sixty 10 x 8 plates on edge, in two rows.

I will now make up a small quantity of emulsion, remarking, as a
caution, that before commencing this operation the manipulator must
1)0 c.ircful to see that he has everything well arr.-viiged and at hand, so
that when in the dim light necessary to success—but none the less

awkward for working by—he (hall not have to hunt and grope sboat
for things with the certainty of breaking not a few.

U. A. Hood Damul.
[Mr. Daniel then fully described the mode, and gave a demonatratioti

of the making of gelatine emulsion and coating plates with his revolv-
ing coating machine, aud concluded with a few remarka on the develop*
ment of gelatine plates.]

.

ON LENSES.
[A communication to tbe London and Provincial Flictographtc Amoclatlon.]

In treating upon the subject of photographic lenses certain optical

terms have to be introduced, which will, therefore, be explained with-
out going more deeply into the science of optics generally than is

necessary for the intelligent consideration of the subject in hand.
Planes of Definition.—It is to be regretted that in such a science aa

optics, where the calculations are made upon very exact bases, such
an incorrect term as "plane of definition" should have come into use.

The surface upon which true definition is projected is almost always a
curve. It must, therefore, be borne in mind that, if the expression
"plane of definition" be employed in what follows, it is only to be
understood in the conventional sense.

Focus, Equivalent Focus, and Conjugate Focus.—The focus of a lens
is the place at which the rays proceeding from it meet to form an image

.

The word "focus" is also employed to mean focal length for parallel
rays, and in the case of a single plano-convex or double-convex lens is

ascertained by measuring the distance of the image which it gives of the
sun, or any very distant object, from some point in the lens itself. Witli
a double combination the expression "equivalent focus" is used to
denote the focus which would be possessed by a single lens, giving an
image of the same size as that produced by the combination. There are
various means of ascertaining the equivalent focus of a combination.
A very common one is to focus some object of the same size as itself,

and then to take one-fourth of the distance from the ground glass to
the object, as the focus required. This method is not quite accurate, for

it takes no account of the effect produced by the separation of the
lenses, aud is not always practicable, as there may not be a camera
extending sufBciently to give an image of the same size as the original,

A method which I ijublished in 1879, iu connection with a proposal to

introduce a standard of rapidity for lenses, which standard has since been
adopted, is, I think, to be preferred. Focus an image of some definite

proportion ; then measure the distance from the ground glass to the
original, multiply by the number representing the proportion, and
divide by the square of a number larger by one than the number which
has been used as a multiplier. Thus, if marks twelve inches apart are
made, or a foot-rule be planted with a head-rest against the background,
and these marks, or the length of the mlo, are focussed to be three inches
apart upon the focussing-screen, measure the distance from the back-
ground to the screen, multiply by four (the number of times that the
image is smaller than the object), and divide by twenty-five. This will

give the equivalent focus with only one-quarter of the error that exists

when focussing the object of full size, and is quite near enough for the
purpose required. Conjugate foci are the distances respectively of the
object and the image from what is known as the optical centre of the lens.

Aperture, Amjular Aperture, and Rapidity.—'The aperture of a lens is

its working opening as limited by the diaphragm. The angular aperture,

often spoken of simply as "aperture," is the proportion between this

opening and the equivalent focus of the instrument. It has been cus-

tomary to denote tfiis apertui-e by moans of a fraction, /, the focus of the
lens bciug the numerator, aud the relation of the focus to the aperture
being the deiioininator. Thus, f describes the opening of au ordinary por-

trait lens, which, having a focus of twelve inches, has an opening of three

inches. The rapidity of lenses is in inverse proportion to the square of the
number used as denominator ; but as the calculation of this is rather

involved, it has been decided to accept { as the standard or unity, aud
to reckon diaphragms by the length of exposure required iu comparison
with this unity. Thus, with a diaphgi-am of I, requiring an exposure of

four times that required with /, the diaphragm is, on the universal

system, numbered four.

It might seem unnecessary to add (but that I know it is not univer-

sally understood) that when from any reason a small stop must be used

the most rapid lens is no more rapid—disregarding any variation due
to colour or diflference of reflecting surfaces—than the slowest one of

the same length of focus which is capable of having the same-sized

stop; so that if, in order to get what has been called "depth of

focus," a small stop has to be used, there is no object on the score

of rapidity in using a rapid lens, and perhaps a slow lens may from its

other properties answer the purpose better.

Achromatir, Aclinic.—The various rays which, compounded, make up
white light are refracted or bent aside iu different degrees. They are,

therefore, dispersed .as well as refracted, aud those rays which possess

the greatest chemical power, or produce the most effect photngraphi-

cally (particularly the violet), are more refracted than those, such as

the yellow, which give the greatest visual power. The effect of this is

that, with any simple lens, a scries (if im.agcs of diffL-rent colours is

formed at different distances from the lens itself. The image will be
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most distinct to tlie eye when the yellow rays arc in focus, but will

give the sliarpest photograph at or near the place where the violet rays

come to tlieir focus. In a lens which is not corrected, therefore, the

camera back has to be shifted a little in after focussing. Tlie extent to

which this will be required varies with the kind of glass used, but may

be taken as from one-fortieth to one-diirtietli of the focal length. In

the diagram, as in other diagrams, the amount is exaggerated in order

to make it easily seen.
FIG. 1.

Chromatic dispersion by a single Iciis.

In uncorrected telescopes the evil is seen in coloured fringes sur-

rounding light objects. Newton thought that the defect was irre-

mediable, but it was afterwards found that different refracting substances

dispersed the light in different proportions from those in which they were

refracted, and, therefore, by uniting a convex lens of a substance of low

dispersive power with a concave one of a substance of high dispersive

power, it was possible to let tlie dispersive forces balance each other, and

leave a surplus of refractive power in the convex lens to form an image.

Acting upon this discovery Dolloud, more than a century ago, con-

structed the achromatic (without colour) telescope. There is a slight

difference between the amount of correction given to lenses for visual

purposes and those for photographic use. The word '

' actinic " applied to

lenses means that they are corrected for photography.

Spherical Aberration.— Spherical aberration is so important that

it is well to understand clearly what it means. It is that charac-

teristic by which the different parts of a lens uncorrected for this

defect bring the same object to different foci. It is evident that this

FIQ. 2. „ , .

b 5 >>-
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Spherical aberration,

must result in confusion or want of sharpness. When an image is

projected by an ordinary uncorrected lens, the marginal portions of the
lens bring the rays which pass through to a focus nearer the lens than
the focus of those rays which pass through the centre of the lens, and
the rays passing through the portion of the lens between its centre and
its margm are focussed at an intermediate place. This is called
"spherical aberration," and where it exists perceptibly no truly sharp,
well-defined image can be obtained, as every point is represented by a
circle. The nearest approach to a distinct image is where the circle of
confusion is small and the concentration of rays great, as marked in the
diagram. If a stop or diaphragm be now used, cutting off the marginal
rays, the focus will be lengthened to the point where the central rays meet

.4pfajia<tc means without spherical aberration. W. E. Debenham.
(To he continued in our next.)

ACTINISM AND COLOUR IN THEIR RELATION TO
DARK-ROOM ILLUMINATION.*

I ^w- now mention another of Professor Tyndall's experiments, from
which I think 1 have discovered an important point bearing on dark-

• From pressure on our siMce we have Ixjcii conipcUed to leave over this article
lot teveral weeks,—Eds.

room illumination. Having taken a piece of red ribbon and held it in

the green rays of the spectrum, he found that the colours were
quenched, but that heat had been generated; but when he held it in

the red rays the colour was sent back to the eye unchanged. The
quenching of the colour must, therefore, have resulted from the fact

that the wave-lengths of both colours were lengthened to that of an

invisible heat ray (1 suppose I ought to say of an infra-red ray).

I also thought it was most probable that if a certain colour were
reflected from or transmitted through a substance it would also pass

through glass ol the same colour unchanged, just as white light passes

through clear white glass; and, if it were so, it would be useless to put
two tliickuesses of ruby glass of the same tint in a dark-room lamp,

because if light jiassed unchanged through the second, one piece if

ruby and one of white glass would do nearly as well. 1 say "ueaily

as well," because in the case of ruliy glass the colour is only o:i one
surface, and is not in theSBubstance of the glass as it is in the grtcu ;

therefore the colour is not so even. I further believed that if I placed

on a piece of white paper a substance which reflected red li,^llt of

exactly the same tint as my ruby glass the red colour reflected from tlic

suljstance would pass through tUe ruby glass unchanged, and would he

of the same tint as the white paper appeared to be when viewed through
the ruby glass.

After trying dozens of experiments, with more or less success, c'laiice

came to my assistance. On looking through the ruby glass 1 noticed

that the red ink in the well on my writing table looked like perfectiy

clear water. I at once wrote a few words in red ink and was plca-i-U

to tind that on looking at them through the coloured glass tluij u-cn

quite inrisible. Tliis proved that when light had been brought to oi.o

wave-length by the ink the reflected colour had passed through tlie glas-s

unchanged; if it were not so I should have seen tlie writing. 1 louiied

at the same paper through green glass, and the red ink looked bhiuli—
indeed of a deeper colour than it it had been written with black iuk.

This evidently shows that it is unnecessary to use a number of thick-

nesses of the same media after we have once obtained a pure, <n ii

colour. Then wo need simply cut ott' the power of the light, and for this

purpose ground glass or white tissue paper would answer e(iually well.

I now come to the question—Why does Mr. W. E. IJebenhain's

combination of green glass and yellow paper give a whiter light than

either colour alone? We know that if we throw the blue and yellow
rays of the spectrum on one point we obtain a pure white light. Mr.
Debenham's colours, through not being perfectly coniplemei;taiy,

evidently transmit the remaining portions of the colour together wiili

the white light. But there are other combinations of colour \\ hieli

produce white light beside the blue and the yellow. The following

are given in Ganot's Elements dc Physique:—Orange and Prussian blue ;

yellowish-green and red; yellowish-green and violet. Though to the

eye all these produce the same pure white light, they would, most
probably, have a very different effect when thrown on a sensitive Hlni

:

and, from our knowledge of the actinic force contained in the dift'erent

coloured rays, there seems no doubt that, if we could get pure colours,

the white obtained by a combination of red and yellowish-green would
be the safest for photographic purposes.

Again: the question arises—How is it that these various combina-
tions of colour produce white light? It cannot be that, like the

Kilkenny cats, they have annihilated one another; and as I could not

see that an explanation was given by the absorption theory I have
been thinking it over.

We know that in light there is a certain amount of actinism and
luminous power, and that the two combined go to make white light.

Now, it is very evident that as the combination of any of the two
colours given above produce white light, the combining colours mi('<l

contain in the7nselt'es, tcithotti the addition of any other rays, those forces

in exactly the same relatire proportions that are necessary to produn-
white liijht. This shows that white light does not consist of a great

number of different constituent parts, namely, the ultra-violet, the

seven colours of the spectrum, and the infra-red rays; but that they
must all be due to the varying powers of two opposing forces, tlio

intensity of which depends on the opposition which the different

portions of the pencil of light meet with in their passage through thy

prism from the different points of incidence. Is not this another [loint

in favour of my theory—that there are only two forces in light, and
that the colour of each r.iy and the amount of actinic power in it is

due to the different propoi tions of these forces producing that ray ?

In reply to Mr, Macdougald's remarks : the example which he gives

as being "on all fours" with that of light, viz., tlie three dillerent

properties of sugar, is not to the point, because if he take an ounce of

sugar and divide it into seven equal parts the grains in each part will

be equally translucent, equally soluble, and equally sweet ; but if we
divide white light into seven parts (viz., the seven colours of the

spectrum) by the prism, we find that each part contains different

proportions of actinioity and luminous intensity. The present theory
that refrangibility, actinicity, and luminous intensity are inherent
properties of one set of vibrations in one light-carrying medium does
not explain the causes why these inherent properties are present iu

varying proportions in eacli ray.

The reason my first article on this subject was written was to ask
whether it would not be better to treat them as distinct forces. Old
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oxpcrimuntalistii, acUiing boat to tho number, treated tbeui ns sucb ;

but they made llio uiUiake iii thiukiug tbat the prism split up the

pencil ot lij{ht iutu di:itiuut divisions.

Tho theory of the inherent properties ia like a couutrymau's explana-

tion of tho content! of a Lonilon sausage :—First ot all be cut it

up into eiiu d portions. In one portion be found a greater amount
ot a uiysteiious white substance, and less of a no less mysterious

red subjtaiice, than in another, and be explained tho matter by say-

ing "tliese are inherent properties of a sausage." He might have
l>een justiiied iu leaving tUo subject at tbat point, because the

aniouuc of white or red substance iu the dill'erent portions is not
governed by any tixe<l laws; but in the case of light it is far

(liU'urent.

A di.iyram was exhibited by Captain Abncy iu a lecture given at

South Kensington, iu 187(i, iu which the maximum of actinic force in a
[leucil ot light transmitted tlirough a prism ou to a rilm contiiiniug

.'iiver bromide was shown to be at G. 1 ask—does not this prove that

there is a force in light governed or controlled by some other force';

11 it were not so there would be no reason why actinic force should not

lie as powerful at the B as at the (i hues. The amount of heat at the

different points ot the spectrum, as shown in a diagram by Professor

Tyndall, proves that with the decrease of actinic force we get an in-

croiiso in the length of the waves towards the ultra red rays. This in-

dicates tbat in order to obtnin a safe liglit for dark-room illumination

we must use a medium which will allow the long wave-lengths to pass

freely, but which will stop the short oues, and with them actinic force;

or, 1 should say, it must lengthen them, and render the vibration

slower. There are certain of the elementary liquids—bromine for in-

stance—and also solutions of the solid elements— such as sulphur,

phosphorus, ami iodine —which do this to a great extent. I am at

[present engaged in expeiiments in which I am using a saturated solu-

tion of iodine iu place of coloured glass or paper. Theoretically this

would help us in obtaining a safe light, and shortly 1 hope to show
practically that it docs so.

In Professor .Stokes's experiments on the invisible ultra-violet waves
lie proved that, by causing them to impinge on a paper wetted with a

.saturated solution of sulphate of quinine and afterwards dried, tliey

were brought within the range of vision in consequence of the vibration

being made slower and of greater wave-length. In my last article I

mejitioned tbat by Professor Tyndall's experimeut the visible rays were
I- ngthened to the length of invisible heat rays through being thrown
ou black ribbon. How will the absorption tlieory explain these facts ?

How can a thing be said to be absorbed or annihilated when it is

changed into something quite ditrereut ? Herbeut S. Stabn'e.s.

[[ii connection with Mr. Starnes'a previous article we were com-
|)elled to say that we could not hold ourselves responsible for his

views, and the same remark applies with even greater force to his pre-

sent one. It is really no use discussing a subject upon the basis of a
series of new theories, or rather hypotheses, which none but their

originator can accept. It Mr. Starnes had carefully studied the

.•uithorities he quotes so freely, he would scarcely have committeil
himself to a statement of belief that because certain colours of the

spectrum superjwsed produce wliite light that such colours employed
ill the form of glass screens would transmit a white light safe for pho-
tographic purposes. Thesafety under the latter conditions would be
undoubted, if safety can be said to be a necessary accompaniment of

al)3olute darkness. Nor do we think that any of the authorities will

support Mr. Starnes in his argument that white light is " due to the
varying powers of two opposing forces"—actinism and luminous
power. The fact that " chance came to his assistance" to teach him
that characters written in red ink upon white paper are invisible

when viewed through glass of the same colour, seems to prove
that Mr. Starnes, while attempting to elucidate the more ab-

!((ruse questions connected with light, has neglected to study the
elements of tliat science, otherwise he would have been acquainted
with a circumstance familiar to every schoolboy of a bygone
period, when science teacliing had not reached its present stage of

development. One more instance of the writer's illogical arguments
IS to be found iu the suggestion tliat two tliicknesses of ruby glass

are no better than one in a dark room, because the light passed
through one would also pass through the other unchanged. As well
might wo say that one sheet of tissue paper will have the same efl'ect

in stopping light as a whole ream ! Seriously, our columns are
kept open for the purpose of discussing matters of practical photo-
graphic interest—not of ventilating new hypotheses which, so far as
we can follow them, seem to be quite at Variance with observed
facts. Here the discussion must close.—Ena]

FlO. 1.

drawings of a sky-shado devisej by the former on the linea of the very
useful instrument invented by the
latter, but motlilied co as to be work-
able in tho rigorous climate of Canwla
West. Mr. Henderson write* appre-
ciatively of the etticiency and sim-
plicity of Mr. Porker's sliaiie, a de-
scription of which appeared in the
uuBiber of this Journal for November
0, 1883, but says that the photo-
graphers whom business or pleasure
take as far west as the liocky Moun-
tains, frequently having to work in a
temperature of 20' or 30" below zero,

cannot, with the indespensable fur
gloves, tear or cut the paper to the
re(|uired shape, and to overcome that
ditliculty be has dexised the foUouin^',
which the drawings will fully explain. •

Fiij. 1 is a front view of the lcn»,

with the shade arranged for a picture
with distant mountain at the head of

valley ami trees at sides. A, narrow
strips of brass, grooved and tonguid

B, the brass frame, iu which they slide easily,

1), the

,
Front of lens.

like ordinary flooring.

the necessary friction being got by turning the milled head C.

Fia. 2.

b. Front of lens tube.

. NOTES FROM THE NORTH.
At the request of my friend, Mr. .-Vloxander Henderso.n, of Montreal,
Mr. John Parker, of Glasgow, has recently scut me a description aud

rod by which the shade is

attached to the support E
(Ji<j. •!), to which it is hinged

just firmly enough to remain

at any desired angle and to

move easily when re(juired.

Flij. 2 is a side view of the

lens, showing the method
by which the shade is at-

tached, the dotted lines in-

dicating it partly raised.

Those who remember the

description of Mr, Parker's

sky-shade will see that the

only material difference be-

tween it and that just de-

scribed is the substitution

of permanent sliding strips

of brass for the temporary
pieces of paper or cardboard,

and no doubt the substitu-

tion will effectually answer
the purpose which Mr. Henderson had in view. Mr. Parker's shade,

either as originally introduced or in its improved form, should have
a place in the "kit" of every photographer who aims at including
clouds in his pictures, or wishes to place the distant hills and the

near foreground on his negatives in something like the relation they
bear to each other when seen by the eye.

The "ethoxo" light is having a bad time of it, but not worse than
it deserves. The readers of the Journal will probably remember tbat,

several years ago, I sounded a note of warning when the vapour if

sulphuric ether was first proposed to be substituted for hydrogen in

the production of the "lime light." I wrote feelingly ou the subject,

as I had for a number of years carried embedded in my muscular
tissue certain pieces of glass, the result of such an explosion, aud
naturally thought that if such accidents occurred in the hands of those
who had been trained for half a lifetime to the handling of dangerous
substances they were much more likely to happen to those whose
practice was regulated by " rule of thumb."

That the "ethoxo " apparatus, as constructed by its inventor, can be
worked with safety ami give a very brilliant light I know, as I have
assisted more than once at exhibitions where it was employed ; but /
hifw thf operator, and that makes all the difference. The average
peripapetic "magic lantern showman" knows just enough to get a good
light when all gees " as it used to do," bnt is utterly incompetent to
successfully overcome a hitch or correct anything abnormal in his
arrangements; and I would as soon smoke my pipe in a powder
magazine as stand beside him while using the "ethoxo' appaiatus. I,

therefore, heartily endorse the first recommendation of the jury in the
Chaddortou explosion case, to the effect that "ether-oxo gas should be
prohibited at all public entertainments."

I see that Mr. A. Duthie, at a recent meeting of the Glasgow Photo-
graphic Association, tries to revive tho old scare of hypo, iu the
mounts, and tbat " Free Lauce," in taking him to task thereanent,

** The generic idea of this shade has ticen so frequently published in this JoumiU,
or its AuiAKAO, as to leave ua a little in doubt a-s to who was reallr the first of those
whose claims to Ita pratemity are t^fore the world. Among tnoae whose namei
wo at this moment reoolleot in such connection, as indepuidejit inveators, ara
Messrs. Baynham Jones, Q. S. Penny, and W. M. .\yres. But, unless we are mis-
infornioti, a shutter of this class was on exhibition In the editorial ofllce of this
Jourual oiuetecu years ago. Query : Who was itt ioveotor!—Ess.
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seems to imply that he also is a believer in the presence of that dele-

terious substance in at least some of the cardboard employed iu

mounting prmts. I should like to know the test on which ilr. Duthie

relies as a proof of the presence of hypo. So far as my memory and

the pages of the Journal may be relied on, I think the test that has

generally been applied is the blue starch iodide; and in an article on

paper-making, published iu The Bkrrisii Joukxal of Photography
soliie years ago, I showed conclusively—to my own mind, at least—that

it is altogether fallacious. The reason is not far to seek. A trace of

sulphurous acid discharges the starch iodide colour as thoroughly as a

like quantity of hypo., and it is hardly possible for even a trace of the

latter body to remain in the finishecl paper, while in some kinds of

paper it is impossible but that the former must be present.

It is well known that hypo., under the name of "antichlor," is

almost universally employed to get rid of the chlorine used as a bleach-

ing agent ; but anyone who has seen the extraordinary amount of

washing to which the antichlorised pulp is subjected will easily under-

stand that nothing short of spectrum analysis could detect the infini-

tesimal trace that can remain in the finislied article. On the other

hand, the "animal size" used in a large quantity of the paper manufac-

tured in this country at least is, for technical reasons, made from
animal matter approaching the state of putreHoation. Sulphurous acid

is employed as an antiseptic, and any washing that would remove
it would also remove the size itself. ]'erb. sap.

JOHX NiCOL, Ph.D.

THE PRESERVATION OF THE EYESIGHT OP
PHOTOGRAPHERS.

As one who has given close experimental stndy during the past few
months to everything published in these pages in relation to developing-

room illumination, will you kindly allow me to summarise the practical

results of the whole examination ? The following are my conclusions,

and all but the last one will jirobably be generally accepted ; but, in

defence of the value of that last one, I am prepared to do battle if need
be.

To get the best results, and the best light for the comfort and preser-

vation of the eyesight :

—

A. Daylight should never be used as the original source of developing-
rooim illumination.

B. The flame used should not be a bright white one, but yellowish.
Green would be good if easily practically obtainable.

C. The coloured screen of the lantern should not be transparent, but
translucent.

D. The light from the lantern should be at a low elevation in relation

to the surface of the plate under development, an angle of al)0ut 40' or
45° from the top of the coloured screen being about the maximum.

E. The lantern window should be a very largo one, so that the whole
room is comfortably lighted up.

F. It is safest to ber/iii the development a yard or more from the
lantern window.

(i. Under no circumstances should two coloured screens of the same
material be used in the window of one lantern.

H. All lantern windows are faulty as regards comfort and preserva-
tion of the eyesight which do not possess at least one layer of a green
colour.

The following are my reasons for advocating the foregoing eight
rules :

—

A. The chief reason why daylight should not be used as the original
source of light is that it is so enormously rich in those actinic rays
which photographers are striving to keep out of the developing-room.
Why begin the operations with a maximum instead of a minimum of
the adverse force ? Another objection to daylight is the irregularity of
its intensity, so that a coloured window which is safe at one time may
bo unsafe at another, aul the operator, therefore, uncertain of the real
cause when some of his plates begin to fo".

B. A yellowish ilame is better than a bright white one, because it is
less rich in those actinic rays which the operator desires to avoid. A
candle, therefore, is better in a lantern than a paraffine lamp. In per-
manent establishments, perhaps, as good an easily-available light as
any is that of an argand gas flame after the central hole of the argand
burner has been plugged at the bottom by means of a cork. This stops
the entrance channel of the air to the centre of the flame, and renders
the Hame longer and yellower.

C. The coloured window of the lantern should not be transparent,
but translucent. When ground glass or tissue paper or other semi-
transparent fabric is used the rays from the ilame do not fall directly
upon the plate, but are more dilTused, and leave the window at a larger
angle. Nearly all the light from such windows is actually reflected
light, as iu the Starnes' lamp. For instance : the water of the
sea is transparent, but when broken into foam it is no loiicer
transparent m the mass, but translucent. The rays of light are
reflected in all directions inside and outside each of the innumerable
microscopic drops of water in the foam, and fmally reach the eye after
myriads of reflectio-.i?. It is the same with the transparent drops of
water whicli build up clouds. So is it with powdered glass, or with

paper. The light falling upon the vesicles of cellulose in paper is

reflected and refracted in all directions numberless times before it

escapes on the other side of the sheet of paper, and with each reflection

it loses some of its actinic power, both because of the selected colour of

the paper and because of tlie act of reflection itself ; for the actinic

rays liave less power of penetration through coarse media than the red

and yellow rays, which is why street gaslights look redder and yellower
in a London fog the farther they ai'o oft'. The true canary medium
paper sent me by Mr. Fry owes its safety to its thickness, and conse-
quently its power of breaking up the rays of light in its interior.

Otherwise its colour is very inefficient for the purpose, and this may be
proved experimentally by putting its component particles more in

optical contact with each other by soaking it in gum-water; it will

then be found to be as unsafe a sauiple of paper, so far as its colour is

concerned, as could well be selected. The discussions on these subjects
at the photographic societies will continue to be uuscieutiflc and desul-

tory until these two eiements of safety in any screen are distinctly
specified and separated from each other by the readers of memoirs, and
the true value experimentally determined by them for each. ^Vheu
fabrics are used as screens the authors of papers should state exactly
the weight iu grains per square foot of each sample of paper or fabric.

This would give a rough idea to readers how far their thickness may
form an element of safety. I am not in favour of thick screens, but of

very thin ones, intensely coloured with light and brilliant, not dark-
coloured, dyes—those, in short, which let plenty of light through,
highly coloured. Oil silk specially made and dyed for the purpose
would, I think, in time drive everytliing else out of the market. The
fault of tissue ijapers and coarser fabrics is their irregularity ; thej' arc,

actinically considered, full of holes, so that their "grain" can be
printed through a single thickness of any one of them upon a gelatine
plate charged with bromide of silver.

D. Figures to prove this point were given in a preceding article of
mine. \\'hen the light falls from a higher elevation than 45° or 50', a
very large percentage of it reaches the sensitive plate in the dish,

which light was previously reflected from the surface of the developer
without reaching the plate. Thirty or forty per cent, of danger of
fogging can be avoided by attention to tliis rule.

E. 'J"he lantern window should be a very large one for the benefit of

the eyesight. There is no reason why it should not be the whole
length of one side of the room, however large the room may be, and it

should have a row of gas jets behind its long translucent screen. The
intensity of light declines inversely with the square of the distance
from the source, so the light from the long Ivntern, lighting up the
whole room, will be harmless enough, the end of the long lantern
where it comes upon the developing-table at one corner of the room
being the only part to be careful about.

F. The way to exercise the care mentioned as desirable iu the last

paragraph is not to begin the development too close to the lantern
window. Begin it three or four feet off, and, when the image is

pretty well out, bring the developing dish to within two feet of the
window, which should be (say) one foot high, with its lower edge
touching the surface of the developing-table. By beginning with
a fairly good screen, and paying a'.tentiou to this matter of dis-

tance, which is of much more importance than small variations in

the actinic absorption of the screen, it is astonishing in what a
bright light it is possible to work. Monkhoven's plates are very
good ones, yet I develope them habitually with safety in a brighter
and cooler light than I ever saw iu use iu the days of the old collodion
jjrocess. In the history of religions the gods of one age of thought
became the devils of the next age, and in the photographic day now
dawning the old ruby and red lights which Mr. Debenliam has killed

will be regarded as the exploded devils of the earlier photographers,
and I believe that pure yellow and orange will go after them to the
same limbo.

G. This proposition needs no defence. The first coloured screen has
filtered out all the actinic rays it had the power to absorb, so a second
one of the same material can do little more by its colour; consequently
its presence, practically speaking, but darkens tlie room, and has little

influence but that of injuring the eyesight of the operator.

H. This may be a point of temporary contention. Quite recently I

stated that a doctor who threw red or yellow rays constantly upon the
eyes of a man of weak vision would be considered mad; also, that if

the fields and forests were of these hot colours we should all soon bo
blinded. Why then have them in the developing-room? It is true that
the green rays are dangerously near to the blue in the spectrum, and that
the blue must be sharply cut ott' for developing-room purposes. It is

possible to find a screen composed of two sheets of different greens whic'i
would do this, and the right greens can be easily discovered by mca n
of a polychromatic negative. But the yellows which will do this are
more numerous, and altogether Mr. Debenham's selection of yelljw
piiii green colours rests upon a sound scientific basis. His green is not
the best he could have chosen. An intensely bright apple or sea green
would be better. He can easily hit the best colours by the use of a
polychromatic negative with tissue papers.
As a fact other operators than Mr. Debenham, few in number, have

habitually n?ed a more or less green light: but to hihi belongs the
honour of having brought its utility, by his energetic public action, so
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VI ry i(.iu;i^ly bufoie i>liotc>^'aj)'.iurs, tlmt its value cm \>o no lo:i(jor

practically ignure<l, auil tlia eyesight of large mimbera of operators

must thereby be preserved. Ho has favoured nie with apccimeiis of the

materials lie uses. The yellow is the element of safety ; it is a thick

paper, liiglily colonrod, so has the advantages of the .Starnes' lamp
cdUiUineJ with f<iirly good absorption of the bine rays by colonr. His
green ia altogether unsafe, but gives the cooling efl'cot, aud cuts off a
fow actinic rays wliich escape tlio yellow. An improvement would
probably be to select a thick grccu paper, which green must be one of

the few (I ailmit there are but few) greens which are tolerably safe,

and to use very thin screens of bright yellow. His light will then be

cooler. My light, from only two thicknesses of highly-coloured yellow

nnd green specimens of the thinest tissue paper, is brighter than his,

area for area, and probably if it wore to be severely tested is not so

safe. But what does that matter? Development six inches further from
the lamp more than cancels all the dilTeieuce, and this slight alteration

of position of the developing dish is no great hardship.

A number of screens of while tissue paper will give the safety of the

Starnes' lamp by their interior reflections aud refractions ; experiments
niijiht well be made in this direction. Each additional sheet means, in

other laugnage, but increasing the distance of a bare candle-flame from
the plate.

Other experiments might be made with two magic lanterns by
throwing two discs upon the screen so as to overlap each ether, and
jilacing a differently-coloured paper in each lantern. The result of

mixing two llijlit« is altogether diflerent from the result of mixing
two dilforcntly-coloured pamtif, and to an astonishing degree to those

wlio have not tried it. In mixing paints red and blue make violet,

yellow aud blue make green, aod so on, as everyone knows ; but in

mixing ilitFerently-coloured injhla altogether iliB'erent effects of colour

are productd, aud if Mr. Debenham does this at his forthcoming
lecture to the L'mdon Puottigraphic Society, he will be able to state

and to show the actual colour of his light, which at the present

moment he confes-^es himself unable to describe.

As the object of these lines of mine has been to save eyesight, the

means of happiness and comfortable home to many a struggling brother
i>f my craft, it m.ay be well not to close this article without making
their meaning perfectly clear for practical work to those who do not
.study the siniplest sciontitic principles. I mean to those who offer

"your likeness and a rasher of bacon for sixpence," aud who, in the

open air or otherwise, produce the old soot-and-whitewash likeness,

embellished with comets aud other astrological mysteries. These
should go to the nearest shop where jilenty of coloured tissue papers
lire sold, and select one very bright green and one very bright yellow—
the colours so bright that they, unlike those of the other tissue papers,

liglit up the faces of the persons turning over the various sheets of

coloured papers in the shop. The brightest yellow and the brightest

green being thus chosen, those two papers should be selected and
pasted upon a cardboard lamp as its window, the light inside the lamp
being then a common caudle. .So long as the operators if;//i» their

development (say) two yards from this lamp, and bring the plate nearer

as the development approaches completion, I will answer for the safety

of the development, and that they will be working in a brighter light

than they have ever known before, if they have been mining their eyes
by the Debenham-killed dead-and-gone red glasses. If the colours

thus bought chance to be very good they can work with safety even
within but two feet of the light. A top and bottom to the lantern are

worthless. The white light escaping beneath cannot get directly into

the dish ; the top light after reaching the ceiling and coming down
.tgain is practically harmless, in accordance with the law that the in-

tensity of the light varies inversely with the square of the distance.

These are the simplest instructions 1 am able to give without testing

shop papers spectroscopically, or by means of a polychromatic negative.

The latter metliod is intinitely the best for practical pui-j)oses.

Where is the manufacturer of the future who will first introduce
into commerce a variety of intensely-stained green and yellow oil

silks, more especially green ': If I remember rightly, away hero from
liooks of reference, boiled linseed oil is the vehicle used in giving
transparency to thin silks. If so, there should be no difiiculty or
expense in making coloured experimental specimeus in a small way in

the first instance. AV. H. Harri.so.v.
Lucerne, April 17, 1884.

ON THINGS IN GENERAL.
What a ple.isure it is to see the fanuliar name of Hardwich in the
.Journal. It brings one back to the time when not only was no libr.iry

complete without a copy of " Hardwich," but when it formed tlio only
technical library of .ilmost every photogr.aphcr in the country. A quarter
of a century has seen many changes brought about in photographic opera-
tions and processes, but \ shall hoW with almost affection to my early
editions of Hardwich's Phofogrtrphic Clifminlr;/. The latest contribution
of the reverend gentleman to the practical side of magic lantern work,
80 closely conncctcil with phot(iu;r.:fihy, is very valuable, and, in connec-
tion with that by Mr. Lewis Wriglit, deserves most careful attention
from those interested in such matters.

Tiierc are at the presout time a largvi number of persons interisted in

lantern work—from the manufacturer who constmcta the lantern to
the exhibitor who uses it ; but most of all is the photographer concerned,
who bids fair to be almost the entire producer of, or at least inter-

mediary in, the production of slides. The slides, too, are growing in

value as an educational influence, from the scientitic and accurate
character of the diagrams and illustrations they exhibit; hence it is

that the importance of taking every step to ensure safety during
exhibitions becomes, if possible, intensified, and the experiments of the
capable gentlemen I have named arc of value. Few people but those
who have had personal connection with the subject have any con-
ception of the crass ignorance and the marvellous carelessness of

some who use oxygen and hydrogen or ether for their lanterns. .Safety-

jets, if a real safety-jet could be devised, would be a great boon to

nervous watchers; but a pseudo safety-jet would be worse than all.

I once saw evidences of an accident that would exemplify my mean-
ing—a room with the windows blown out and the ceiling damaged. A
number of young men met for social improvement, and one cleverer

than the rest got 'up some oxy-hydrogen experiments—mixed gases

—

a safety-jet of his own construction, an iron tube, some short
lengths of wire packed in, and a big nail to tighten it. Of course there
was an explosion, but, providentially, no harm was done to the
assembled students beyond a terrible fright. I fervently hope that the
practical outcome of the experiments initiated and the theories

described will result in the invention of a jet which may really deserve
the name of "safety."

Messrs. C. and J. Darker's polarisoope exhibition was of a most
interesting character, and the repetition of such lectures as that which
accompanied it are calculated to be of great value. Photography has
passed its period of babyhood now and requires real, intellectual food, of

which the rising generation cannot too readily avail themselves. The
race will be for tlie swift and the strong, and the combatants of the
future will have to equip themselves with something far in advance of

the mere dexterity acquired by practice if they are to take a forward
position aud its equivalent—high pecuniary recompense.

Science and art must be combined in one for the picture photo-
grapher; but mechanicnl and scientific photography is now of such
importance that the artist will not always be needed. An interesting

side light has been thrown on this phase of the subject from several

quarters lately, and the ruling of Mr. Justice Miller, in the Supreme
Court of the United States, in the Oscar Wilde copyright case, though
on a technical law point, incidentally gives his views on this old "art

"

question. In the picture in question he held to be proved (the proof
being an important link in the argument) the existence of those "facts
of originality, of intellectual production, of thought and conception on
the part of the author," which were more important to be proved in

the case of copyright than in one of patent right.

By-the-bye, I am much obliged to the editor of the St. Louis Photo-
grapher for the flattering terms in which he speaks of me ; but when
he quotes from my lucubrations virhatim I should be glad if he would
do so correctly. The March number of that capital journal contains
what he terms "the following extract from 'Free I-ance

' "—

a

sentence that in its present form "Free Lance" most certainly never
wrote. Something like it may be found in what I have written, but at
present I do not at all remember writing anything like the pariigrapU
quoted which I have just come across in the pages of the above journal.

Photography has afforded plenty of food for the lawyers of late, but I

never felt greater satisfaction in reading law reports than I have lately

when I see how a few disreputable scoundrels have been laid by the heels
—how one man for publishing those loathsome abuses of our art which,
at all risks, are still perpetrated gets a long term of imprisonment ; how
another for theft committed while receiving the courteous and kind
treatment of his victim is given some time for enforced rellectious upon
optics in general and photographic lenses in particular; and how aland
shark this time has actually been caught and made to disgorge. The
more of such rogues and canaille there are punished the better will the
ranks of photographers be for it ; they can well boar some weeding out.

The Swansea case, in which the right to a negative was decided by
the County Court Judge not to be vested in the client, is imirartant. I

believe there are far more of such cases occur in practice than ever
come up for judicial arbitrament. The mere fact of such claims being
made are a great annoyance; for the professional photographer in the
daily discharge of his duty has, in the nature of his work, distractions

and mental strain enough without being subjected to a gratuitous worry
of this kind. Perhaps, however, such an important judgment as the
one just referred to may help to nip in the bud many another attempt
at a similar imposition.

I wonder what possible use can be found in quoting from tbo A'rir

Yort Sint a method of dissolving gum in "collodion aud alcohol" for

attaching false whiskers, and >:tatiug that the mixture, which dries
immediately, can be removed by grease or spirits. The facts are as
absurd as tlie recipe is futile.

I think .Scotch photographers in general will not agree with Dr.
TuUo .'h's dictum, given at a meeting ofthc Dundee aud East of Scotland
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Amitei.r Photogi-.ip'.iio Asso.iatim., tliat "a gelatine negative laitly

prints quite satisfactory without after-treatment,' Dr. rulloch being m
the habit of using bichloride of mercury followed by ammonia to nearly

all his negatives! I thinlc he liad better change his plate-maker, tor

eelatiuo-bromide would not be worth having if every negative had to
° - Free Lanob.
be intensified.

A DAY ON "THE ISLAND."

PtRiups there is no tract of land in theworld which corapressesintosuch

a sm ill space so many diversities of configuration as the Isle of W ight.

IMS a miniature of the great country from whicli it has been separated.

There are moors and fells as bleak as those of Cumberland or the West

Eidinc ; chalk downs which recal Kent and Sussex ;
wooded iiudulat-

ing plains like those of Hampshire ; and great stretches of rich arable

laSd as fertile and as carefully cultivated as any in Leicestershire.

Amid such a variety of scenery, with the sea continually presenting

itself as a background, and historical reminiscences upon every side,

the amateur would be hard to please indeed who did not hnd subjects

enough to gratify his pliotographic propensities.
, ,.

In these days of rain and tempest, when outdoor photography is at a

discount, and tlie ever-vigilant eye of the Astronomer-Royal fai s to

detect a ray of sunshine for weeks on end, there is a pleasure in recalling

past campaigns with the camera, and hunting out from some secluded

drawer batches of old prints of valley, fell, torrent, and roadside urn,

everyone of which recals some pleasant companion or enjoyable excur-

sion. But more profitable than these musings over bygone days is the

pleasure of mapping out operations for the future. There must be

ininy who are making preparations for the bright spring weatlier which

will shortly be upon us, and to such a short sketch whicli may direct

their attention to " fresli fields and pastures new" must be of interest.

Let me endeavour, then, to give a brief description of what may be

d >ne within the limits of one day upon " The Island," as it is proudly

ciUed by its inhabitants, to the exclusion of all other islands upon the

surface of the globe.

To iny friend .Johnson, of London, the path to the Isle of \V ight lies

through the Waterloo Station. Behold him there at an early hour of

the morning, clad in a fearful and wonderful Ulster, and the slouched

h It dear to the artistic aud Bohemian mind. No need to inquire the

object of his mission, for under his arm is his folded stand, and in his

one hand he bears the most compressible of cameras, while the other

is occupied with a handy deal box oontaininj; plates and necessaries.

•Johnson goes through the formality of paying fifteen shillings and

receiving a return ticket toRyde in exchange; and then, with a feeling

that come what may his retreat is secured, is whirled off in a third-

class carriage.

The journey to Portsmouth occupies about two hours and a-half , and

the traveller is eventually deposited upon the harbour pier, alongside

which the fine, roomy "Victoria" is snorting impatiently out of its two

funnels, and in full readiness for its short voyage. There the doctor,

with apparatus corded and strapped, has been stamping up and down
for a-quarter of an hour waiting for the London train.

From the quarter-deck of the "Victoria" a magnificent view of the

liarbour was to be obtained. There was a-quarter of an hour yet

before the steamer could get the baggage aboard, and our photo-

graphers spied their opportunity. There was a clattering of straps, a

turning of keys, a fitting of joints, and two uncouth three-legged, one-

eyed creatures sprang into being. It was one of those bright, breezy

mjrnin<'3 on which mere existence is a pleasure, and which gladden the

iieart of the photographer. A few bystanders gather curiously round,

but the operators are imperturbable. The carrier is slipped in,

the slide is slipped out, the shortest of exposures allowed, and tlio deed
is done. Surely a more interesting view was never committed to

gelatine. In the foreground lie three great three-deckers— the

"Victory" (the old historical flagship of Nelson), the "Duke of

Wellington," and the "St. Vincent." Beside these great floating

monsters' is moored a tiny gunboat—a representative of the modern
tendency of naval architecture as compared with the ancient. By the

side of its companions it looks like a duckling among swans; yet in its

very insignificance lies its strength, since it offers no target tor

an enemy's shot. Around aud between these vessels a swarm of steam
launches, yachts, and shore boats fill in the scene, while behind it all

the quaint little town of Gosport Hues the water's edge and forms
a background to the picture. Both plates were complete successes,

giving as good an idea of the effect as can be produced without the blue
of the sea, the grey of the houses, and the fluttering, coloured peunons
of the men-of-war, with the artistic dash of brilliant scarlet from
the coats of the marines upon the quarter-decks.

And now the good ship " Victoria" gives a final snort of expostula-
tion, and churns up the water impatiently with her paddles. " All
aboard !" shouts the captain. The warps are thrown off, and the
Teasel steams slowly out of the harbour, passing under frowning
batteries, where the black - mouthed cannon peep sullenly out, as
though sulky at having no more honourable task than the firing of
salutes for so, many hundreds of years. The channel here seems to
the uuiuitiatcd to lie dangerously near the shore, even the largest

ships passing within a stone's throw of the beach. Tiiere is a story,

indeed, that on the occasion of some great wooden man of-war going

out in tlie beginning of the century she ran her bowsprit through the

coffee-room window of the BIub Posts Hotel, considerably to the

astonisliment of some gentlemen who were dining therein. How far

this is legendary and how far true is for some local historian to

decide.

After touching at Southsea Pier the steamer stood right across for

"the Island." Finer views could liardly be obtained than those of

receding Soutlisea, with its charming variety of colour, white and red

alternating in the houses, and the long line of shingle with the waves
breaking merrily against it, or of the approaching shores of tlie Isle of

Wight, with its undulating wooded hills, and the towers of Osborne
peeping above the trees on the extreme right. Both were transferred

to the plates of the photographers, together with a beautiful seascape

of the Solent, witli a solitary man-of-war lying at anchor at Spithead,

aud the three marine forts which stand out of the water like so many
gigantic cheese-boxes, and command the winding channel which leads

to the harbour. As the light was somewhat glaring the sky-shade was
used in taking these views.

The Solent is five miles broad between Portsmouth and Ryde, so that

twenty-five minutes of steaming l:)rings the travellers across. Johnson's

train has landed him on the pier at ten o'clock, and it is now hardly
eleven, so that our excursionists have still a long day before them.

Ryde pier is a very long one. As Johnson remarked, if it were a little

longer there would be no need for any steamers at all. Happily there

is a steam tramway which runs down it, and saves the necessity of

trudging over half-a-mile of planking. The town itself is a decidedly

hilly one. It is not so steep as the side of a house, but considerably

more so than the roof. If you slip anywhere within half-a-mile or so

you run a chance of reaching the beach in a shorter time than ever you
took to traverse tlie same distance before. This is when you do not

happen to bump into an inhabitant. In that case it is the inhabitant

who gyrates down to the shore. If balloons were substituted for cabs

in this town it would allow some small degree of comfort during the

short time which will elapse before the whole thing goes adrift and
slides majestically into the sea. I could say several ill-natured thing

i

of Ryde, but I refrain. A sense of my duty to the public, however,
compels me to warn all future photographic travellers against every
form of spirits in the island ; for malignancy and venom they transcend
anything I have ever imbibed, except, perhaps, the trade rum of Africa,

which, drunk raiv out of a broken cocoa-nut shell, tastes like a torch-

light procession.

To follow our travellers, however: the first move after getting into

the town of Ryde is to repair to a large horse-and-trap agency there,

and to engage an open carriage for tlie day—a matter which is not a

very expensive one. Thus provided, the whole island is at their com-
mand. Should their taste lie in the direction of Royalty, it is but six

miles from the palace, where there are many beautiful views to be had :

and just beyond lies the quaint old town of Cowes, with the many
studies of the finest yachts in England which can be obtained there.

If, however, the artist be of a historical and arclijeological turn, then
he should wend his way to the little town of Newjiort, the capital of

the island, where, besides its many inherent beauties, there is the oppor-

tunity of viewing and photographing the venerable castle of CarisbrooUc,

in which Charles I. was imprisoned before being taken to London aud
tried by the Parliament.
To confine myself to actual facts, however, the travellers, after a

council of war with their driver, decided upon a somewhat more
ambitious scheme than either of those indicated above. This was to

drive right across the island, after first inspecting the Roman antiquities

which have been lately unearthed at Brading. Brading is about four

miles from Ryde, and as the road runs along the hills overlooking the

sea the view was a beautiful one. Twice was the Doctor tempted out
of the carriage and twice did splendid seascapes reward him; while
Johnson, more improvident of plates and less accustomed to such
scenery, excited the slumberiug wrath of the driver by a long series of

stoppages at the most inconvenient places—a wrath which showed
itself in many multerings and shruggings of shoulders, and was only
eventually washed away by copious offerings of beer.

Brading is a pleasant little spot, aud derives its principal imporiance
from the magnificent specimen of a Roman villa which has been dui^

up in the immediate vicinity. From a short distance this interesting

relic looks more like a quarry than anything else; and, alas! the
operations of the photographer are confined to a distance, since the
jjicturing of the tesselated pavement and other remains are a monopoly
which the vagrant artist is not allowed to infringe upon. The tourists

had to content themselves, therefore, with this general treatment of

the subject, and then, after being divorced from their cameras, were
led through the different chamber.s by a remorseless guide who ex-

plained the habits and customs of the " hancient Romans " in a manner
which was more amusing than trustworthy.
The road from Brading leads to Newport, but there is a side road

which opens into the highway between Ryde and Ventnor, and this

was selected by the driver, 'i'liis main road, which runs from north to

south across the island, passes over a succession of undulating hilli,

from the summit of every one of which a m.igniliocut view is to be ob

d
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tained. Curious features in the secnery are the nnmeroua monoliths

—

long perpendicular stones erected upon the sdtnmits of liills, either as

landmarks or for some other purpose. These abound in the Isle of

Wight. A succession of little villages were passed through on the way,
offering as fine a selection of rural " bits " as could be fouud anywhere—
the little wayside cottage with thatched roof, diiimoud paued windows,
and cluniatis or Virginia creeper fringing the doorw.iy ; or, perhaps,
the grizzled, round-shouldered proprietor, with his black pipe in Lis

mouth, sitting " .iiili tnjmiHiJ'aiji," ilcnsely unconscious that he is about
to be endowed with a franchise, and that the press of the country are

clamouring about his wrongs. There is often more interest in a little

scene of this sort, selected artistically and well worked out, than
in the broailest and most ambitious rendering of the beauties of

nature.

Veutnor is about twelve miles from Ryde. As you plunge into the
heart of the country the sea disajipears entirely, and you might
imagine yourself in one of the midland counties of Kngland. About
throe miles from Veutnor there is a large inn on one side of the road
and a wicket gate on the other. Here the coachman pulls up with
decision. At lirst, knowing the habits and customs of coachmen, our
travellers imagine the inn to be the reason of this peremptory halt;

but the landlord quickly sets them right, and they learn that the
wicket gate is the attraction. Passing through it, camera in hand,
they pick their way down a winding path and then across a brawling
torrent. From there the patli runs down a thickly-wooded valley, the
trees meeting overhead so as to hide the sky, and the stream gurgling
among the bracken far beneath. This is the famous Shauklin Chine,
and certainly a more beautiful or fairy-like scene could hardly be con-
ceived. The Londoner did it justice, however, in the two plates which he
expended over it—a proceeding very jealously watched by the custo-
dian of the place, who derives his income largely from the sale of

prmts.
Leaving the Chine behind, the carriage rolled over a tolerably-level

road a couple of miles in length, terminating in a steep hill, which was
rather a pull for the tired horse. Up to this, as I have said, there
were no signs of the sea, but on reaching the crest of the hill a wonder-
ful view lay before the party. Almost directly benenth was the ocean,
stretching right away in every direction to the horizon. Gaming so
unexpectedly I know of no view in the world which gives such an idea
of an inhuite expanse. Here and there one looks straight down on the
deck of some steamer or sailing ship, ploughing across to St. Malo or
tacking along to Southampton. They look like toy vessels—mere
specks in the enormous stretch of water around them. It is needless
to say that cameras were once more in requisition, and this magnificent
seaseajjc packed away in our plate-carriers.

When one leaves Ryde he fancies that he has seen the steeliest
town in the world, but his mind broadens when he comes to Ventnor.
It is very much steeper, and gives the impression of being a little Tuore
than perpendicular. It is the fact of being bndt on the side of this
hill that gives the place its great reputation as a resort for consumptives.
No wind but the balmy south one can get near it. Still there are draw-
backs, and when a consumptive falls out of his front door down the
High-street and into the sea his language is just as virulent as that of
any healthy man.
Commend me to the "Crab and Lobster" Hotel at Ventnor. Its

situation is charming, its fare excellent, and its charges moderate; or,

at least, moderate for the island, which is never at any time an econo-
mical spot. At one of the open windows which line the elegant coffee-

room, and through which the summer breeze wafts the perfume of

many a flower unknown in higher latitudes, there sat that day two
pampered and enervated photographers who had solemnly packed away
their cameras and delivered their whole minds up to the one idea of a
comfortable dinner with a soothing pipe to follow. After all they had
a right then to indulge in a little dolce far iiieiiff, since they had
accumulated a finer variety of picturesque effects and interesting

views than could have been taken in a week in a less-favoured

locality.

It was necessary for the Doctor to be back in Southsea by nightfall,

.ind the Londoner was also determined to be back in town by the even-
ing train, so that after a climb over the curious little town the carriage

was discarded and the train taken back to Ryde. Here the six o'clock boat
was caught, and by seven the professional man was among his patients,

and his friend within two hours was striding once more along the plat-

form at Waterloo—a poorer man by some two pounds, but a richer one
by the varied assortment of artistic pictures which he bore in his little

deal box, as well as by the store of iodine and ozone which had re-

novated his lungs and oxidised the carbon of London.
In this little sketch I have simply attempted to give some idea of the

pleasure and instruction which may be compressed into a single day by
dint of a little energy and enter|irise. A few such excursions during
the summer months would, without being any great drag upon his

purse, teach the Londoner the beauties of his own native land, and
furnish him with a splendid series of pictures. If there be any one of

my read'^rs whose attention is drawn by this short article to the mag-
nificent field for outdoor work presented by the Isle of Wight, then I

have not written in vain. A. C. DoYLE, M.B., CM.

BECENT PATENTS.

PATENTS APPLIED FOR.
No. 0,442.—" Folding Strip Photographic Accessory." J, P. Gbaham.—

Dated April 17, 1884.

No. 0,491.
—" Menu or Programme or Photograph Holder," L. Mallock.

—Vated April 18, 1884.

PATENT~HEALED.
No. S,0C2.

—" Improvements in Persixjctogi-aphs or Instruments for

Reproducing Pictui-es, Plans, or Drawings." (i. M. CbuiK8MaNK.—Dated
October 24, 1883.

.^

^i^tings of ^mztm,
— ^^

—

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Date of HMltiit;. Naroo of SoviQiy. Place of Meeting.

April 29
„ .SO

Mayl

The Studio, Chancery-lane.

Anderton'a Hotel. Fleet-street.

Masons* Hall, Basinfrhall-strect.

Society of Arts, Johu-st., Adelphi,
The Bath^i.

Photographic Club
London and Provincial
South London

'*
1 Leeds Philosophical Hall.

Lamb's Hotel, Reform-street*
'* 1 Dundee
•'

J Coventry Coventry DiHpen8ar>-.

Collie, Cookridge-street.
" 1
"

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.

At the technical meeting of this Society, held on the 22nd instant, Mr.
W. Bedford occu|)ied the chair.

Mr. W. V. DoNKiN showed two platinotyjie prints of the same subject, by
Dr. Muggins, m!vde upon linen. One of the prints wjis mounted in the
ordinary way, and the other was inmiersed in glycerine and set between
two glasses. The last-mentioned print had a very rich appearance in the
shadows, resembling in this resi>ect an albumen print.

Mr. W. E. Dkbenham supposed that mounting behind a glass with
gelatine would give the same ajipearance.

Mr. A. CowAS showed a contrivance for carrying dry plates. The box
was of cardboard, and opened along one edge. It slid into a lid or outer
case—the open edge fiivit. In the box itself was a book with leaves of a
pure white paper. The plates were i)laced between the leaves of the book,
and could be easily taken out and replaced in the order of their exposure.
The box occupied less space than one with gioove.s, being only two inches
in thickness.
Mr. T. BoL.vs suggested that it would be better to have rims to the

leaves of the plate book.
Mr. DoXKiN had had a tin plate box, with grooves, which only

measured two and a-half inches in thickness.

Mr. W. Acklani) considered metal objectionable.

The Chairman said that the discussion suggested a qiiestion :—What is

the best method of p.icking plates?
Mr. W. Enoland thoufjht that the use of paper mats was best. Some

paper, however, made marks. He had found this iwrticularly the case
with white Bristol buard, while with a grcyish pai>er there were no marks
except occ.a.sionally with large plates.

Mr. Ltddell Sawter then read a paper criticising the exhibits at the
recent lantern exhibition of the Society, in the course of which he contended
that there was too much mutual congratulation, when sincere, outsixiken
criticism would be more beneficial.

Mr. BoLAM said Dr. Mayer, of Carlsburgh, had what might be con-
sidered a repre.sentative collection of slides for the lantern, and suggested
that he should be requested to send a selection for exhibition at a future
meeting of the Society.

The discussion turned upon the production of warm tones in lantern
slides.

Captain Abnet said that Colonel Wortley and Mr. Cooper were among
the first to achieve this npcm bromide jilates.

The colour of Mr. Wellington's exhibits Iwing referred to.

Sir. Cowan said that for the warm colours Mr. Wellington had given
very long exposure. He (Mr. Cowan) had given as nmch as 280 times the
projier exposure, and brought out a good transparency by using bromide
as a restrainer, sixteen grains to the ounce, in the ferrous-citro-oxalate
developer.
Mr. Peek said that he had develoi)cd a plate with oxalate and found it

irader-exposed. He had afterwards treated it with warm water, and
obtained a relief which did not appear to be under-exposed.
Mr. CowAN had tried Mr. Warnerke's method of washing away the

gelatine, as in the carbon process. In one case he had ex)x)sed through the
back of the glass, and after development had used water sufficiently not to
wash away the whole of the gelatme; but a jiowdery positive image was
left upon the glass.

Captain A bnet said that exposure through the glass would not answer
with Warnerke's pnxiess. The development must be upon the surface that
had been exposed.
Mr. liOLAS inquired whether Mr. Peek had tried inking the t>l*te which

he had treated as describetl, and, if so, whether it was capable of yielding
a good transfer.

Sir. Peek replied that he hod, and that a good transfer did esidt.

Mr. BoLAH considered that in that case it should prove tt v^luAblo
process.

The meeting was shortly afterwards adjourned.
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LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

At the meeting of this Society held on Thursday, the 17th instant, the

chair was occupied by Mr. W. K. Burton.
The Chairman, in calling upon Mr. Debenham to deliver a lecture on

lenses, said that the subject was one requiring great exactness, and the

lecturer from the strict accuracy^of his writings was particularly qualified

to deal with it.

Mr. W. K. Debenham then delivered his lecture On Lemes [see page 2G3},

illustrating his remarks by a large collection of lenses, by diai^rams, and

by photograplis produced with some of the instruments under consideration.

At the conclusion of the lecture,

The Chairman said that Mr. Debenham had kept clear both of the Sqylla

of inaccurate and slovenly statement and the Charybdis of those horrible-

looking mathematical formulae which were quite unintelligible to photo-

graphers generally. As a means of ascertaining the equivalent focus of a

lens the following method was the one which he had fouii<l the most con-

venient :—From his window a row of electric lamps was visible. Of these

he focussed two distant ones upon the ground glass of the camera. He
then marked the points which they occupied, unscrewed the lenses from
the mount, and in place of the diaphragm inserted a piece of card having a

f>inhole aperture. The camera was then racked until the images of the

amps occupied the same places that they had done when using the lens.

The distance of the pinhole from the ground glass was the equivalent focus

of the lens. Any bright distant lights would serve instead of electric

lamps, but they must be distant. On the importance of flatness of field he
quite agreed with Mr. Debenham. He had seen one of o\ir leading oi>ti-

cians, when examining lenses, satisfy himself that the correction for central

deKnition was perfect, without considering the requirements of photo-
graphers that that definition was required to be ujion a flat surface. As to

the diffusion-of-focus system applied to lenses; that was due to Mr. J. Traill

Taylor, who some time previous to the advent of Mr. Dallmeyer's lens had
read a paper upon the su ject before an Edinburgh society. With respect to

the varieties of single lenses : he had compared two—one tiie wide-angle land-

scape lens, and the other a lens of tlie old type made by Mr. A. Rosa. He had
been surprifed to find that with the old lens he could get a certain definition

with a larger diaphragm than with the other, and by placing the diaphragm
near the lens could cover as large a field. Finally: he would endorse Mr.
Debenham's advice to use the central and flattest part of the field only^a
narrow angle that is—whenever the subject permitted of it. He thought it

would be generally admitted that the best focal length was two or three
times the length of the pictiire.

Mr. J. T. Taylor, referring to the difficulty of getting flatness of field

with a large aperture, showed by a diagram on the black board Professor
Piazzi Smyth's method of overcoming tliis difficulty by meaus of an addi-
tional lens close to the plate. This lens had a flat surface next tlie plate,
and a concave one in front of the same radius as the focus of the lens used
in forming the image. The image was thus received ui»on its concave
surface and transmitted to the flat surface of the plate behind. This
arrangement was not to be considered as forming part of the lens itself,

but was an addendum to it. He thought that the photoijraphic lens of
the future would in all probability be constructed on the principle of the
orthoscopic or dialytic lens—that is, one having a concave posterior element
like the lens which Petzval had for a time laid aside. Referrini; to American
lenses Mr. Taylor said tliat several years ago Mr. Morrison, of New York,
had constructed lenses giving similar results to the non-distorting wide-
an^le. He had also constructed rapid group and copying lenses, for which
claims were made similar to those of the Jiuropean " rapid " or Steiuheil
aplanatic class. These were corrected in a different manner from those just
referred to; but doublets of Ross and Dallineyer had the advantage of
being more easily constructed and, therefore, cheaper. The general form
of these len.ses resembled some de.scribed by Sir J. F. W. Herschel in The
British Joiminal of Photography in 1801, and it was interesting to know
that among the various diagrams then ])ublished wa.s also one similar to the
system more recently adopted by Mr. Dallmeyer as the back of his patented
portrait lens.

Mr. .J. Cadett remarked that he hrvd gone through a course of mathe-
matical optics without it Ijeing of much benefit to him, and he adopted the
advice of Mr. L. Warnerke, who was a good mathem.aticiaii and had studied
the sul)ject—" put the lens on to a camera and take a j)hoto"fraph, then judge
from the result." What was wanted was a practical work on the subject,
giving reasons for tlie particular curves employed, the nature of the com-
promises that were made, and the effect of deviation in particular directions
from the sireoified details. As Mr. Debenliam had once said—" Optics is
not a matter of opinion, but of mathematical proof."
Mr. A. L. Henderson said that he had worked with an additicmal lens

hung on to the back of a portrait combination, and would like an explana-
tion of the effect which that produced. He also inquired whether the con-
tact surfaces of a lens might not with advantage bo vitrified together
instead of being cemented with Canada balsam.
Mr. Dkbbnham had not investig.ited such an extraordinary case as the

addition of a lens not centered with the other lenses. As to vitrification
he could see no advantage in it, and the lenses would probably bo deformed
lu the process.

Mr. J. Barker said that he had two lenses of the same focus but of
different diameter. On using the same sized stop in each, the one of large
O'ameter worked nearly twice as fast as the other. He found that by the
addition of a spectacle lens to an ordinary instrument it would work very
well, althougli with an altered focus. This allowed of the number of
lenses i-equired of different foci being reduced.
Mr. A. Cowan's ex|)erience did not coincide with Mr. B.arker's as to the

difference of speed amongst lenses of etiual aprture and foci. He had for
exiieninent taken photographs with lenses of the most o|ipoBite type, but
found that when stopped down in the same ratio no difference could b«
detected in their rapidity.
Mr. A. Mackie said that Mr. Debenham's able and lucid lecture would

have BUown how important it was to know something about the instru-

ments we use. For ascertaining the equivalent focus of a lens he always

employed the method described by the lecturer, and found it simple and

satisfactory.
. , ...it,

Mr. W. Coles inquired whether, in estimating the rapidity of lenses,

account had been taken of the difference between using them at different

distances from the subject.
, , , ._ ,

Mr. A. Haddon said that the Society had amongst its members some

who had studied the subject of photographic lenses. Would it not be

possible to form a committee of lens grinders? Many made their own
plates, and some certainly would like to make their own lenses.

Mr. Debe.vham, replying to the Chairman, said that he had used the

Grubb single lens in portraiture with an opening No. 12, answering to ^.

As to the slowness of the smaller lens, mentioned by Mr. Barker, that

might, to some extent, be accounted for with respect to marginal rays if

the lenses were set far apart, but not for central rays. With a rather large

stop, for all rays not central or nearly so, the amount of liijht which miglit

otherwise pass through would be reduced by the lens appearmi! cut off at

the sides. If there were thought to be any more difference in speed than

could thus be accounted for, he would like to examine the two lenses

referred to. As to the difference of exposure reiiuired according to distance,

there were two elements iu that. One which could not be calculated was

the veiling of the shadows by haze, equivalent to what was called auxiliary

exposure. With objects of the same class within ordinary limits, the

difference of speed due to the lens being used at a longer focus for near

objects was small and would not be likely to mislead the operator. For

copying or other work, when exceptional proportions had to be obtained

the distance would have to be taken into account.

On the motion of the Chairman, seconded by Mr. Haddon, the usual

vote of thanks was accorded to Mr. Debenham. The next lecture will ba

on The Science of Polarised Lhjht, by Mr. C. Darker, and will be given on

the 8th of May.

PHOTOGRAPHERS' BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION.

On Wednesday, the 2nd inst.ant, this Society held its monthly meeting at

181, Aldersgate-street. The minutes of the previous meeting were read

and confirmed. Mr. J. R. Nisbetit and Mr. J. F. Lattimer were proposed

aud elected members of the Association,

Attention was called to a paragraph in the Photographic News, of the

14th ult., suggesting that paid canvassers should be engaged. The matter

received tlie consideration of the Board, but no action was taken.

The other business Iiaving been dealt with, the meeting was adjourned

until May 7th, at eight o'clock.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF IRELAND.

The usual monthly meeting of this Society was held on Friday last, the

18th instant, in the Royal College of Science, Stephen's Green,—Mr.
Thomas Mayne in the chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting having been read and confirmed, Dr.

Robert Brown and Mr. James Robinson were elected members.

The Chairman then called on Mr. C. W. W.Uson for a communication,

entitled Retrospect. In his remarks,
Mr. Watson gave a short reaiim4 of photography from its earliest stages,

tracing out the various improvements that had from time to time taken

place up to the present period. Mr. Watson's paper was most interesting,

and elicited a well-sustained debate.
Mr. J. V. Robinson gave some valuable information on the various

methods of enamelling. In his hands the process of coating a previously

chemically-cleaned sheet of glass with collodion, then applying a coat of

best negative varnish, over that a thin layer of gelatine, and lastly pressing

the print on the same and squeegeeing the air-bubbles out, had worked the

best. The enamel proved tougher, the surface of the collodion apparently

not being so easily damaged as when the application of varnish was
omitted.

• • c c
Dr. Scott exhibited and exiilained a very simple and ingenious form of

actinometer which he had made. He had taken two pieces of sensitised

albumenised paper and exposed one to the action of light for thirty seconds

and the other for one minute. The colours thus procured were then

accurately imitated on a piece of glass. The modus operandi was as

follows :—When an exposure is to be made iu the camera take out a small

piece of paper and expose it until one or other of the colours has been

obtained, noting the time necessary to secure the change. The paper thus

acted as a standard. He (Dr. Scott) had tried this on several occasions

and had never found it to fail.

Mr. J. V. Robinson exhibited a whole-plate camera made by himself,

also a new camera-stand, the chief merit of which was the method of

shortening the legs, the Ixittom or single lath sliding between the two
upper laths and being clamped by a band of brass.

Mr. Watson also exhibited a'new 7i X 5 camera. The various move-

ments, as also the method of extending the base -boards, attracted a

considerable amount of interest.

The next and last meeting for the present session will be held on Friday,

May nth. —-*—

GLASGOW PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

The twelfth general meeting of the session was held in the Religious Insti-

tution Rooms on Thursday, the 10th instant,—Councillor Robertson,
President, in the chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.
Mr. Wm. Lang, Jun., then read an interesting paper on Poiteiin's Photo-

Beliefs [ante page 2-19] and showed a number of very fine specimens of work,
which were much admired and freely criticised.

The Chairman in a few words thanked Mr. Lang for the great trouble

be bad been at in getting up the paper and illustrations.
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The next busines"! was the nominntidn dt office-bearers for the ensuing

sessiim to Vw elected at the next ineetiner.
. j ^

Mr. McllHlK exhibited a numlMr of majfio lantern and window trans-

parencies printed by contact on Cowan's gelatino-chlorido dry plates. He
(Ntr. McUhio) said the |>roooss was excceiiin!,dy simple. The specimens

b-f(ire tlie nieetiiiK Wi're tlie first experiments lie had made with the plat^'i

and they were very satisfactory in every respect. In his exi)erience he had

found m.ignesiuin to bo the nio.st satisfactory liu'ht for printing with. One

and ahalf inch of ribbon burnt seven inches from the frame was sufficient

exposure for an ordinary negative. Ho also showed a new combined

shutter and skv-shado by (Juerry. The shutter had two Ha|)3, one of which

covered the sky for a certain part of the exposure, which time is regulated

by a little lever.
. , , ,, mr r^u' j ^u

The meeting terminated with votes of thanks to Mr. McUhie ana tne

Chairman.

tography, was convened on Friday evening last, the IStli instant, at

Corn Exchange, Nottingham. Amongst others present we noticed the

owing;— Messrs. Houriie, Geo. Shepiierley, A. Cox, Byron, Garnell,

ids, Dodds, Donahay, Inger, Taylor, &c. The meeting was well

NOTTS. PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

A MKBTISO, consisting of a number of gentlemen interested in the art of

photography, was convened on Friday evening last, the 18th instant, at

folio

Qands, .,^.^««.., -— J J --t, -, ',
; 1 iu t 1.

attended by amateur and profes-sional photograpliers, and the interest

exhibited proved beyond doubt the willingness to co operate in tins direc-

tion to make the A.«»ociation a success. Mr. George Shepperley occupied

the chair, and at the close of the meeting over thirty members were

The Chaiuman commenced his remarks by observing that some twenty-

three or twenty-four years had been allowed to elapse since Xottingham

possessed any organisatiim for the encouragement and supjwrt of photo-

grapliic art
;' and, as almost all towns in the kingdom of any magnitude

€atxtz^onhtnct.

gr:

fill.'urnishetl opixntunities to stimulate and foster experiment and research in

this direction, it had long been a subject of geuer.il surprise tli.at they

should lack such advantages. He pointed out how in the leading London

societies members of the profession with well-known reputations for skill

attended regularly the monthly meetings and demonstrated by illustration

and oxi)eriment the various new processes and apparatus. He alluded to

the opportunities offered to art-students by the existence of the Art

Museum School of Alt and instruction at the Town University, and

thought it anomalous that with these encouragements no such photo-

graphic association should have its existence in their midst. No occupa-

tion with which he was familiar was more pleasurable or fascinating than

the pursuit of this subject when once preliminary details had been

mastered. He hoped the largo and influential gathering « hich he had the

pleasure of addressing, representing as it did the principal jirofessional and

amateur talent of the town, was an augury of the prob.able permanent

character of the association which they were then desirous of establishing.

He called upon the gentlemen present to make themselves thorough and

pr.Kstical in their attendance, and he had then no doubt whatever to

the ultimate successful career of the Assiwiation. He (the Chairman) then

called on Mr. Sands to address the meeting.

Mr. Co.x followed with a promise of his co-operation in the undertaking.

Mr. BoLRSE, in the course of some remarks, promised the meeting he

would submit the large collection of his own works to the members, and

give them his jjersonal supjiort and assistance.

Other gentlemen spoke, after which the following officers were appointed

to act:— i'jT<ii'/''«(- Mr. G. fibepnerlay.— Vice-PresidaU: Mr. A Cox.—
Committer: Messrs. Townseud, Torquet, Inger, Byron, Dodd, Collins,

Bourne, Pendry, Stanley, and Spray.—2'mMi/)W.- Mr. H. Sands.—ffo«.

SeeMaf}/ : Mr. W. Uonahav, Hyson Green.

Mr. Wiuso.N-, supported iiy Mr. T. B. DouD, Hon. Secretary, made a

communication from the Naturalists' Society of their willingness to accept

the Association as a section, meeting at the social guild and enjoying all

their privileges, the Association haA ing its own officers to transact business.

Mr. Btbok pn)i)osed that the kind offer through the Hon. Secretarybe

allowed to stand over, and the meeting be adjourned till Friday, the 25th

inst., at 8 p.m. This was seconded by Mr. Cabnei.i., and carried.

A vote of thanks was then passed to the Naturalists' Society for their

kind offer; and after a vote of thanks to the Chairman the meeting was

brought to a close.
^

ST. HELKNS ASSOCIATION FOR THE PURSUIT OF
SCIENCE, LITEUATURE, AND ART.

Photoobaphic Section.

A MEOTISG of this section was held on Wednesday, the 2Cth ult.,—Mr.
Heather presiding.

The Chairman showed a transparency printed by exposing forty-five

minutes to his ruby lamp. It was under-exposed, but enough to account

for fog.
, , . 1 J

Mr. Brook exhihited an enlargement on Hutinets gelatmo-bromide

paper, developed according to instructions and with tno solutions re-

commended by .VI. Hutinet. This was admired very much.
Some members stated that they had a difficulty in getting the high

lights clear.

Mr. Taylor thought this was due to poor solutions, as he got them quite

clear when he used solutions made up from Hutinet's fonnula.

Mr. Sherlock showed a number of prints of ferns in natural colour.

The Chairmax and Mr. J. J. HouuHTON exhibited a selection of lantern

tlides they had made.
,

A large number of prints bv members were passed round for inspection.

Discussions on Cowan's plates, waxing photographs, photographing

interiors, lanteni slides, emulsiims, mounting photographs, ana photo-

jraphing in natural colours closed the proceedings.

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC SOOIBTY OF MONTE VIDEO.
To the EniTORfl.

Gentlemen,—I have great pleasure in announcing the formation of an
amateur photographic society in this city—I believe the first of its class in

South America.
Apart from tlie idea of stimulating the love of the art of photography,

the Society intends to imiM»rt apparatus, &c., to l>e sold to the memtiers at

a small profit, wliicli |>roceeds will Ix- placed to the fund destined to cover

the expense of building a gallery fully fitted, and the aoiuirement of instru-

ments, too costly for individual pockets, exclusively for the use of the
members.

Please accept the most hearty thanks from the Society for the interest

you so earnestly take in the progiess of the art, and please, through the

medium of your valued Jourijal, congratulate our fellow sticieties in the*

name of the Amateur Photographic Society of Monte Video, wishing
them all a limg life and a merry one.

The following are the officers of the Hociety .—PresidetU : Don Francisco
Zas.— Vice-President: Don Federico Vidiella.

—

Treiuurer: Don William
Lafone.—^ccouwtaH*.- Don Henry Elliott.

—

Stcretary: Don Horace Ellis.

(All honorary.)—! am, yours, &c., Horace Ellis.
Munte Video, March 25, 1884.

A RECLAMATION.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In your review last week of A Popular Treatise of ilodern
Photoyraphy, exception is taken to a statement on the title-page, and
attention is called to some inaccuracies, presumably arising from imperfect
revision of the proof sheets.

In justice to myself I desire it to be clearly understood that my con-

nection with the work extends only as far as page 53. I had nothing to do
either with the contents of the title-page or with selecting the printed

matter after the alwve-named page.—I am, yonrs, &c.,
George Dawson, M.A., Ph.D.

Iloks anil C^un'ifs.
" Will you please give me a good reciiie for blackening the inside of the
dark slide, both for wocxl parts and metal?-W. A. K." In reply:

Mix with ordinary negative varnish or lacquer a sufficient quantity of

lamp black or ve^'etable bl.ack to impart a dead black colour, and apply
it by means of a brush. This answers for both wood and metal ; but for the

latter heat ought to be applied in order tomakethe varnish adhere properly.

J. (i. inquires :
—" 1. To whom must I apjjly for a license to keep a still, and

what will it cost?—2. Are all jxirtrait lenses alike in definition that have
the same aperture and e<iuivalentfocus if made by two different makers

—

one being sold at £0 Os., the other at £15 1,5s.?' In reply: 1. Apply
to the Excise. We do not know the cost.—2. Certainly not; but if

formed of glass free from colour they will work with equal rapidity.

The definition will depend upon the curves selected and the (lerfection ol

the workmanship.

Mr. F. Dugon, in the course of a rejoinder to Mr. Berrynian, says that ho
is willing to take up the gauntlet thrown down by that gentleman ; but
he adds :—"There are several difficulties to be overcome. The first is as

to finding a referee. Another difficulty is this: processes are published
which in the hands of exijerts are good, but in the hands of others are
total failures. Your correspondent will oblige by suggesting how these
difficulties are to be surmounted.''

Mr. a. L. Henderson, writing apropos of the enamel topic now being
mentioned in our Xfotes and Queries, says :

—" I hope J. Berryman is not
one of the many who, when they fail, wlien trying any particular jinxjess

or formula, believe that something important has tiecn kept back and
' misleading remarks made,' especially as far as my process is concerned.
If .J. Berryman will give full details about tlie misleadings of others he
will confer a favour—at least on myself."

B. F., writing on the subiect of photo-enamels, expresses a hope that Mr.
Berryman will give a practical article on the subject. Referring to Mr.
Dugon's success, as alleged by himself, ho thinks it is scarcely ingenuous
in him, a relative of and assistant to a well-known skilful photo-enameller,
to allow it to be inferred that such knowledge as ho may possess is the
result of having " witnessed a free demonstration of an en&mel process,"

-

and of his having succeeded fairly well in his very first attempt—presum-
ably in consequence of such demonstration. In reply : Granting the
high vantage ground occupied by Mr. F. Dugon in this connection, still

we do not see anything .it all improbable in anyone being able to produce
these charming little photograph", with more or less success, after reading
the various articles which have apjieared on the subject and then wit-

nessing the process of buming-in the picture.

In a communication, dated April 19th, "S. T. W." says:—"In your issue

for yesterday you give a formula for a rapid emulsion, contributed bjr

"

'Ajax.' As I am but a beginner in einulsion-making I un rather
puz7.1ed to know whether ' Ajax ' means that the emiilsion is to be
melted in the solution of glycerine, alcohol, and thymol prior to coating,

or whether the cake of emulsion is to be taken out and melted with the
addition of water. If the latter, what quantity of water must be u.sed ? If

you would favour me with this information in your column of J\ro<« an4
Qiieriea you will very greatly oblige. " In reply : We imagine the cake
of emulsion is simply to be immersed, not melted, in the glycerine-

alcohol solution, Perhn>» " Ajax " will supply »n answer.
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"SKaELOCUu" (Lincoln) writes:—"A new album of views of this city,

similar to the albums published by Rook Brothers, has just been brought

out by a local stationer, wlio has, without my permission,, copied several

of my newest and best photographs. The pictures are cabinet size—

litho. copies traced direct from the photographs, and copied as nearly as

r)ssible. I wish to know if I liave aiiy. possible chance of redress, or if

can protect myself in any way. The photogi-ai)hs were not copyright,

but I am informed that I could stop any further production of the views.

Is it imperatii-e that a photograph shall be registered prior to the sale of the

same?" In reply: There is, in our opinion, no chance ofour corres-

ixindent obtaining any redress for what has been done. We base this

opinion on the second clause of the Fine Art Copyright Act of July,

1802, in which it is stated that "Nothins; herein contained shall prejudice

the right of any person to copy or use any work in which there shall

be no copyright?' The inference from this is, we think, that if a photo-

grapher do not protect hmiself by obtaining co))yright in his- productions

any person is at perfect liberty to copy them. Such protection must be

secured previous to the issuing of a single copy; that is imperative. But
whether obtaining copyright for the pictures, now that there has been
acknowledged copying of them, will act retrospectively we are not only

by no means certain, but have a strong conviction that it will not do so.

And, not only so, but registration now will only, at best, act prospectively

in the sense of preventing further copies being made from such picture

without having power to stop the issue of those made previous to

registration. No action can be brought on account of pictures issued

jireviously. In this re.'pect the law of copyright as regards books is quite

different from that relating to photogri^phs. In respect to books: regis-

tration need not be made until the morning of the day on which an
action for infringement or piracy is to be tried; but this registration,

although effected .at the eleventh hour, acts retrospectively. While such

is our opinion with regard to this imperfectly-understood question, we
would be glad to be favoured with that of others, especially of any who
have what we may term an "experimental acquaintance" with the

subject.

®£tIjatt0C ©olinntt.
^" Several " Exohanses " are crowded out till our next issue.

8. Wells (Goole).—Your notice is virtually an advertisement, and cannot

be inserted in this column.

I will exchange Shew's gem camera, with four lenses, for outdoor camera or

large view lens.—Address, D., 2, York-street, Govent-gavden, London.

I will exchange a dui)licate set of The Bhttish Jo[-rn'al of PiioTOfiBAPHY

for the last four years for years previous to 1874 cjf either JouuNAL or

AVwj, or any one year for the News of 18S0; also a large quantity of

duplicate numbers to excliange for others ; want to make uji set.

—

Address, W. E. Debe.n'ham, Massingham House, Haverstock-hill,

London,

^nalwera to Corwspon&^nts.

O" Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper.

PiiOTor,RAFH« Keristered,—
William Hudson, (i2. High-street, Bordesley, Birmingham.

—

Four Photo-
rfraphs of the Mmes Ormond.

Edmund Eocles, Broad-street, Bury, Lancashire.

—

Three Plioioyraphs of
the Rer. E. J. Smith, of Bury.

William Watts, High-stieet, UtAines.—Photograph of Train Containing
the Remains of the Duke of Albany.

Rev. Fban'C'is Johnston.—Received. In our next.

R. A. and two other correspondents this week have not enclosed their
names and addresses ; hence, according to our rule, their communica-
tions remain unanswered.

Portrait Lens.—For the widtli of studio mentioned four feet o))aque at
each end will answer very well indeed. If the studio were wider five
or six feet would iwssibly be better.

R. Cronin.—Far too mucli ])yrogalUc acid has been employed in the deve-
lopment of the negatives. One-third the quantity in future will be quite
sufficient. We shall at all times be happy to render you assistance.

A. B.—The change that takes place when crystals of sulphite of soda are
exposed for a long time to the action of the atmosphere is that the
sulphite is converted into the sulphate. No change is produced by light.

Fredk. W. Muncet and S. A.—If the negatives treated with mercury are
too thin they may be imi)roved by treating them with a solution of
Schlipiie's salt ; but if they are already too dense there is no satisfactory
method of reducing them.

Wm. Lano, Ji-N.—We are unaware if thit particidar modification of the
collotype process is lieinp practised, but we believe it is not. Tiiose who
employ collotype and kindred processes commercially are very reticent
as to any information on the i)oint.

BHADFOan.—You certainly should not condemn the paper because you fail
to obtain rich purple tones upon it, if the negative you forward for
criticism be a fair sample of those };ou are j)rinting from. Such negatives
will certainly not yield brilliant prints on any brand of i)ai)er.

E. Meaks.—The design for the shutter will do very well ; but for very
rapid exposures a smaller oiiening would, perhaps, be better. The
sample of paper enclosed does not appear to be the " true" kind, but we
have little doubt that it will answer the purpose quite as well.

Photo.—The sprits apjwar to be due to very ininute particles of some per-
nicious material getting into contact with them. If the prints had been
mounted on cards printed in bronze |)owdcr we sliould be inclined to
attribute them to that. Possibly particles of lime came in contact with
them while th?y wero drying or after they were mounted.

A TvRO.—Tlie larger lens wiW do quite well for the small work, provided

the camera will expand sufficiently long for focussing.
_
Few half-plate

cameras, of ordinary construction, will extend to suflRcient length for a

10 X 8 inch lens. If, however, yours will do so there is no objection to

its employment.
J. Batley.—For highly-finished carbon pictures on opal glass the kind of

glass known as "dead smoothed pot opal" is the best. Egg-shell surface

should not be employed for such pictures, notwithstanding it may Ije

somewhat lower in lu'ice. The difference in the cost of the two kinds is

but trifling as compared with the more artistic appearance obtained on
the dead smooth surface.

Q. E. D.—1. Any ordinary water-colours are suitable for working up carbon
enlargements on matt opal glass. You will, of course, have to match the
ci>lour to that of the pieture, as there are different colours in " carbon"
enlargements.—2. Op.al pictures by the carbon process are certainly best

unvarnished.—3. The colour may be obtained from Mr. W. E. Debenham,
158, Regent-street, W. A

M. E. D.—The polished surface of the portion of print enclosed apjiears to
have been produced 1)^ heavily rolling on a highly-polished plate. A
highly-glazed surface may be obtained on unmounted photographs by
squeegeeing them down on a jjlate of glass immediately on being taken
from the washing water, and allowing them to dry upon the glass. Wlien
tlie prints are mounted the glazed surface will, of course, be destroyed.

H. J. G.—You certainly can recover the silver by the method you suggest,
but what advantage will be "ained ? When you have the residue as a
chloride it is much easier to deal with in recovering the metal than if it

were in the form of sulphide. Where, then, is the advantage of dissolv-

ing the chloride residues in the hyposulphite of soda, and then precipita-

ting them as sulphide, from which the metal is not so easily recovered ?

Zeno.—Ziiie vessels will certainly not do for containing the hyposulphite
of soda in whicli to fix, prints. It would be much better to procure
earthenware dishes than attempt to employ any kind of met.al. If your
prints are small, and cost is an object with you, common brown earthen-
ware baking-dishes may be employed. If the sizes you work are large,

then you had better construct a wooden tray and coat it with paraftinc
wax. Tliis v.ill have no injurious acti(m on pictures.

W. H. Sims.—The common copperas of the oil-shops may bo used for

making the iron-developing solution for wet-plate work, provided it be
tolerably pure. Many operators we know prefer it to the ordinary
protosulphate of the chemist, as they find that the small proportion of
persulphate from the oxidation of the crystals conduces to intensity and
greater clearness of the shadows. The objection to the commoner article
is that there I's always a risk of its being contaminated with other salts.

Being sold by the oilmen at such a very small price, little or no care is

taken to ])reserve it from contaminatiuii.

Hecrixed,—Practical Guide to Photography. Marion and Co. In our next.

Photographic Club.—At the forthcoming meeting of this Club, at
Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street, on Wednesday next, the 30th inst., the
subject for di.scussion will he—Ou thi' Prrparalioit of Lantern SU'lc.
This being a lantern night, membersand visitors are invited to bringslides.

South London Photogkaphk; Societv.—At the next meeting of

this Society, to bo held at the Society of Arts, John-street, Adelphi,
on Thursday next. May 1st, at eight o'clock, Mr. Norman Macbeth,
R.S. A., has kindly promised some Xote.^ on the ComposMon of a
Piclun', when it is hoped that not only will the members attend to
welcome this eminent artist, but also make use of their privilege to in-

troduce a friend. In consequence of the lamented decease of tlie

President, the dinner announced for the lOtli proximo has been de-

finitely abandoned ; but the subscription list remains open, the form
the memorial will take remaining for the decision of the committee.

Canadian Piiotouk.aphs.—We have received a number of inte-

resting pictures of Canadian scenery and life by Messrs. Barraud
Brothers, of Barrie, Outario. As examples of photography they show
that our Canadian brethren are fully alive to what constitutes good
photographic work—as, indeed, we wero prepared, in this instance, to

expect, since we know tliat Mr. H. T. Barraud, on a recent visit to

this country, laid himself out specially to discover all that was to be
learnt in connection with photography. As specimens of Canadian
scenery the pictures before us lead us to feel that we should be glad of

the chance of being "out and about" with the camera in the same
region.

LONDON GAZETTE, r«ftsrf«y, April 22, 1884.
AD.U'DICATION.

Robert Basks, 3-2, Victoria-street, .-inii R«mbrandt House, Alcxaiidra-road, Man-
chester, and 7, Talbot-square, and South Pier, Blackpool, photographer. First
meeting, April «9, at 11 .80 a.m. at the Official Receiver's, .Manchester.
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MIXING EMULSIONS.
TiiK ijuestion raised in Mr. W. K. Burton's article upon this subject
is one of the very liigliest importance to all who manufacture emul-
sions, and one which, at the hands of amateur makera at least, has
never yet received any great amount of attention. On this account
alone, therefore, Mr. ]5urton's details of his experiments will be of

value as forming a starting-point from which other experimentalists
may work; and we have little doubt but that before' very long this

line of in((niry will have been subjected to a considerable amount
of re-search.

With the results of Mr. Burton's experiments we entirely agree
;

but with some of his deductions therefrom we must, to a certain

extent, disagree. Thus, so far as the result of a mixture of two
emulsions is concerned, we have invariably found that the mixture
partakes more of the ch.iracter of the more rapiil than of the slower
of the two, even when the proportion of the former is comparatively
small. The physical qualities of the mixture, however, will be
found to vary very considerably with circumstances; but, as a rule,

W(! have found that in mixing a r.apid, thin emulsion with a slow
and dense one in anything like equal proportions, the good qualities

of both .ire retained in the mixture—that is to say, that there is no
great falling olT from the sensitiveness of the one or the vigour of

the other in the combination.

This may at lii-st sight appear a .somewhat anomalous state of
affairs ; for, .is we well know, a certain weight of ice melted in a
given weight of water at a known temperature will produce a
temperature which may be calculated with unvarying exactitude.

A mean is, in fact, struck between the two. In the ease of the
mixture of two emulsions of diftei'ent sensitiveness, however, it will

be found upon second thoughts that the conditions are altogether
different. If the sensitivenes-s of the molecules of silver bromide
were an interchangeable quality which enabled it to average itself

throughout the whole mass—if, that is to say, a molecule of highly-
sensitive bromide couiiug in contact with a molecule that was but
feebly so, could impart some of its excess of that quality to its

glower brother, and so form two molecules of equal and moderate
sensitiveness—then we should have the conditions present in the
case of a mixture of ice and water or of water at two different tem-
jjeratureg. But we have yet to establish the fact that such a power
exists in sensitive bromide of silver; indeed, it is evident from
.Mr. Burton's and other experiments that it does not exist.

If, on the other h.and, we a.ssume—.is Mr. Burton seems inclined
do—that the insensitive bromide exists in the mixture as so
ch inert matter, we should have .ns a re.sult of such mixture an

..iiidsion possessing all the sensitiveness of the more rapid of its

two constituents, but giving less density of image in consequence
of the non-reduction of the slower molecules. But experiment
does not prove this to be the case ; for, as has been stated, the
sensitiveness under these circumstances is slightly lowered, while
the loss in density is so small in proportion to tlie attenuation of

I the layer of sensitive bromide that it is evident there is a screw
loose somewhei-e in that theory.

I

Our own view may be briefly stated, namely, that there is no
' rwd loss of sensitiveness, and that the slow broinide is not present
as inert matter. AVith regard to the lii-st : the apparent falling off

> iu the r.apidity of the mixed emulsion is due r ither to the decreased

I

density of the image, visible more distinctly in the delicate grada-

tions -which are usually taken as tI>o test of the degi-ee of action.

A similar effect is produced by merely diluting an emulsion (either

of gelatine or collodion), when the thinner films will give images
which are apparently less exposed than the others; but it is scarcely

reasonable to imagine that the mere .iddition of water to a gelatine

emulsion, or of ether or alcohol to a collodion emulsion, can lower
the sensitiveness.

,

Turning to the question of the inertness or otherwise of the slow'
bromide : we may refer briefly to Captain Abney's experiments with
double films made some years ago. That gentleman found that if

a plate were coated with an extremely rapid (but thin) film of

emulsion, then with an isolating layer of albumen, and, after expomm,
was covei'ed with a film of slow and dense emulsion (collodion being
u.sed in both cases), the image produced on developing the compounil
film exhibited the qualities of the latter emulsion as regai-ds density,

though the exposure was only such as sufficed for the more riipid

film. But, mo.st curiously, upon separating the two films of collodion

each caused an image partaking of the physical char.icterislics of its

pai-ticular emulsion—the one being thin, the other dense—and this

in spite of the fact that the latter had received no exposure to ligltt,

but had had the reducing action transmitted to it second-hand.

Now, it is pretty evident, if such an action proceed in the case

of two separate films, that it will proceed also in an emulsion or
film iu which molecules of exposed and unexposed silver bromide
(or, what amounts to the s.ime thing, molecules of widely-different

sensitiveness) exist in far more intimate contact. In other words,
that the impact of light which suffices to impress the more sensitive

molecules may leave the less sensitive p.articles intact; but that the'

molecular disturbance set up by the developer in the .sensitive

molecules suffices to transmit the reducing action to the surrounding
insensitive ones, which thus add their share to the general density

of the impression.

It is, of course, not only possible, Int probable, that the with-

drawal of developing force which the reduction of the unimpressed
molecules entails may cause a practical decre.ise in the sensitivenes-s

of the in)pressed ones. Be this >as it may, we think it is certain that

even the most insensitive or actually-unimpressed bromide takes

part in the formation of the image; and the theory or hypothesis

we have sketched goes far to explain the discrepancies between
theory and practice alluded to by Mr. Burton.

VIEWING LANTERN TRANSPARENCIES WITHOUT
A LANTERN.

It is matter for regret that one cannot employ binocular vision in

the examination of a transparency, such as a lantern slide, under
circumstances involving a high degree of magnifying. Could this

be effected, a very pleasant table instrument might result willi

which one could while away many an hour in looking at thes^e

attractive pictures, which would then be seen under conditions
more favourable than, and with apparent dimensions quite as great,

as when they are projected on a large screen for the benefit of the
multitude, and when no time is afforded for studying any one rr
more special subjects in detail.

According to the optical conditions given by :Mr. Robert H. Bow,
C.E., when, twenty-one years ago, he submitted to the Edi)ib\irgh

Photographic Society his table stand with leus and holdere for use
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in tlie exniniaation of transpiiiencies, the lens, which ought to be of

meniscus form, should have a focus not greatly exceeding the diameter

of tlie picture that is to be examined, which would give a focus of

about three and a-balf inches for a lantern picture of the usual dimen-

sions of three and a-quarter inches. The diameter of the lens employed

by Mr. Bow was one and a-half inch, and a plate of ground glass

was inserted at a distance behind the picture sufficient to ensure its

being so far beyond the focus as to prevent the texture of the

granulated surface from being seen.

But this instrument, elegant and useful as it might be made,

unfortunately recognises the examination of the picture by one eye

only. To render it applicable for both eyes Mr. Rowsell, the

inventor of the graphoscope, introduced an instrument under the

designation of the " photoscope," if we recollect aright, by which

both eyes could be employed. It consisted of a wide tube having

a large lens at one end, and at the other a receptacle for the

pictures, these being erected upon a stand suitable for placing upon

a table. This was imitated under various names both at home and

abroad, one American pseudo-inventor paying it the compliment of

applying for a patent for the " invention " in that country.

But all these tubular large-lens instruments are ineffective as con-

trasted with Bow's arrangement, on acoi unt of the feeble extent to

which the pictures are enlarged. With the latter one forgets that

he is looking at a small picture, because of its subtending such a

large visual angle that the eye roams over its surface as if Nature
herself were being viewed. One likes, however, to have the use of

both eyes, and this cannot be done with the short-focus lens. With
the tubular large-lens system both eyes, it is true, can be employed

;

but the amplification is so trifling as to fail in evoking feelings akin

to those elicited by the other plan.

Desirous of combining in one instrument the advantages of both
systems, we have constructed a piece of table apparatus which shows
a lantern transparency under all the conditions for successful

examination that can be dictated.

Having determined upon the adoption of four inchea as the focus

possessing the greatest general utility, we endeavoured to effect the

intended purpose by combining together large lenses of a diameter
not le.'ss than the intended focus, so as to give an image free from
colour and able also to yield the requisite amount of displacement
to ensure parallelism of the beams when entering each eye respec-

tively. Eventually this end was attained by a combination of three

lenses of four and a-half inches diameter ; but as two of the.se were
achromatic, one being uncorrected for colour, the great expense of

such an optical arrangement for popular purposes may readily be
conceived.

Reasoning upon the best methods by which the same effects could
be secured by a smaller expenditure of optical means, and tracing
by a diagram the path taken by the ray from the picture to the eye,

it was easy to perceive that the conditions of displacement lay in a
direction opposite to that required for the examination of stereo-

scopic pictures. Hence, by entirely reversing the positions of the
prisms in a stereoscope, so that their thin edges were turned to the
outside instead of the inside, the condition as regards displacement
was satisfied, but the requirements of amplification were far from
being so met in a corresponding degree.

We next obtained two achromatic lenses of four inches focus, and
by mounting them so that the axes of the eyes should be outaide of
those of the lenses to a material extent, we obtained both displace-

ment and magnifying power. But now another difficulty intervened.
When the separation of the lenses was such as to cause the
coalescence upon the retinse of the single image thus transmitted
by the pair of eyepieces the whole of the picture was not equally sharp.
When, on the other hand, the lenses were so arranged as to give
individual sharpness, the retinal coalescence was imperfect j besides
owinsf to the necessarily-small diameter of an achromatic lens of
four inches focus, and the necessity for having the axes of the eyes
very near to the margins of the lenses, the whole of the picture
could not be properly seen.

To secure greater dimensions in the eyepiece we next employed
two pairs of achroraatics of plano-convex form, each being eight
iDch«a ia focus, But still it was found necessary to separate these

systems so far apart as to cause the eyes to look through a point

much too near to their margins. Eventually, and as the result of

many trials in order to secure the best effects, we have adopted

eyepieces composed each of a plano-convex achromatic of eight

inches focus, combined with a lenticular prism also of eight inches

focus. This prism is one of the class so universally adopted as eye-

pieces for the well-known prismatic stereoscopes, and it is no small

advantage in connection with them that they can be purchased at

an exceedingly low price.

The manner in which these eyepieces are mounted is as follows :

—

The achromatic lenses—which, like the prisms, are of a class that

can be purchased very cheaply, and are one inch and three-quarters

in diameter—are mounted so that their centres are separated two and
a-quarter inches, or a rather less distance apart than the width of the

eyes, the point to be aimed at being the making of the axes of the eyes

to fall a little to the outside of those of the lenses. The flat side of

this lens is next to the eye. Now, immediately outside of it is

placed the prism, but, as already hiuted, it is made to take a posi-

tion quite the opposite to that assumed in a stereoscope ; for in an
eyepiece of this description the thin edge must be to the outaide

instead of being inside, as in the other case mentioned. The body
of the instrument is four inches in length, and at the end opposite

to that in which the eyepieces are inserted is a groove capable of

receiving a lantern slide-adapter of the class on which an improve-

ment revolutionary in its scope was so cleverly effected by Mr.
Alexander Cowan a few weeks ago, and for particulars of which we
refer the reader to page 150, in our issue for March 7th last.

The aiTangement above mentioned—namely, the combination

eyepiece and the adapter—forms a system so perfect for employ-

ment in the examination of lantern transparencies as to induce us

te believe that this mode of viewing them is greatly to be preferred

to that of projection on a screen ; altliough the fact that only one

person can examine them at a time is necessarily a drawback to the

enjoyment to be derived from such inspection.

Immediately outside of the aperture through which the light is

admitted to the picture a plate of carefully-selected flashed opal

glass is inserted. At first we experienced a little difficulty in ob-

taining opal glass of the requisite purity of colour, and in the

interim provided a highly-satisfactory substitute in the form of an
emulsion composed of clarified gelatine and oxide of zinc spread

upon gla.«s. This forms a fine, homogeneous backing to the picture,

permitting the most delicate details to be plainly perceived. Either

of these two backings is to be prefeiTed to ground glass, no matter

how smooth it may be, and even though it be so far removed from
the picture as to be quite out of focus. If preferred, a plate of gliiss

having bands of transparent colour painted across it may be inserted

behind the backing glass ; and we have secured some pleasing effects

by placing thin and partly coloured gelatine films behind, mounted
so as to give a warm or cold tone to the picture by the mere rota-

tion of a roller in the manner of a window blind. We can also

impart such effects as a natural colour to the sky while the fore-

gi'ound is green.

From the hints here given we hope that such readers as desire to

utilise their lamern transparencies in an exceedingly pleasing

manner, and at the same time provide a useful and pretty ornament
for their parlour table, will, from a perusal cf the foregoing descrip-

tion, be enabled to do so without any difficulty. We may state that

the angular size to which the transparency is magnified a«similates to

that apparent on a large screen upon which a picture is projected

in the usual way by means of a lantern.

PURPLE TONES AND READY-SENSITISED PAPER
It is well-known to every practical printer that the tone of the

finished print is in a great measure dependent upon the character

of the negative from which it is produced. This remark is not

confined to silver printing alone, as it applies equally well, though,
perhaps, in a minor degree, to all other processes of photographic
printing.

Even in the carbon process it might well be supposed that,

as the colouring matter is an actual pigment, all prints made
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upon any particular sample of paper must of necessity be alike,

whatever tlie cliaraoler of tlie iie;{ative eiuph'vcil. Su(;h, however,

iH not tlie case ; for, iii piartiw, il is touinl tiuit when two priiits are

niaile upon a given sjimplB of paper—the one from a strong; and

vigiiroui negative, clear in the shaiiowB, and the other from u

feelile one, with the shadows somewhat veiled—these two prints

will be so different in t(me that it is difflcult to conceive they were

|)rinted on the same kind of tissue. Now, although, as we have

just said, the effect exercised by the character of the negative in in-

fluencing the tone in the resulting print is well understood by practical

printers, the fact does not appear to be so well known to many
amateurs, who, therefore, when they are unable to obtain the tones

tliey desire, are inclined to condemn the paper, while in point of

fact it is the negative itself which is in fault.

We have had palpable proof of this from the large number of

letters we have received during the p;wt few months—and are still

receiving—from correspondents complaining of the difficulty, or

the impossibility, of obtaining anything beyond reddish-brown
tones on the ready-sensitised paper of commerce. It must not be

assumed that we are for a moment defending many samples of this

article now in the market; for we have experimented with some
which it was quite impossible to tone beyond the i-ed-brown stage

without obUiining mealiness, however strong the negative might
be. With some samples of ready-sensitised paper—and this is one
of the complaints frequently made by the tyro—a purple tint is easily

obtained in the toning bath if the negative be a strong one; but it

entirely disiippears in the ti.xing, leaving the print of a dirty

brown colour, often very woolly in texture, and far less purple in

tone than if it had been removed from the bath at an earlier stage.

Since the idea has gaiued currency that purple tones in all pro-

bability will prove more permanent than brown there appears to be
a greater desire to obtain them, and this it is quite impossible to do
on many of the ready-sensitised papers now in the market, not-

withstanding that the negatives are of a suitable character to yield

such tones on ordinary paper. This we have proved ourselves by
procuring, and printing from, some collodion negatives of the old

school, taken some twenty years or so ago, when clear shadows and
very intense high lights were the order of the day. Although the
prints, on the papers tried, bronzed strongly in the shadows, still it

was quite impossible with most of the samples to reach a deep rich

purple tone, which remained unchanged when the print was fixed,

and, at the same time, be free from mealines-s. Whereas, using the
same negatives, with paper sensitised by ourselves, on a plain sixty-

grain solution of nitrate of silver, no difficulty was experienced in

obtaining any desired tone ; indeed, with the lime toning bath a cold
black was reached without any indication of mealiness whatever.

It may be well to mention, however, that some of the samples of
onr own sensitising toned much slower than others ; and those
which toned the slowest, as might be expected, were those which
were the most highly albumenised. It is well known that the
more highly albumenised the paper—whether ready sensitised or
otherwise—the greater the difficulty there always is in obtaining
purple or black tones. Therefore, when these tones are desired a
piper should be selected on which the surface is less highly glazed.

Unfortunately, lightly-albumenised paper is rarely to be met with
nowadays, as all manufacturers appear to aim at getting the
highest possible gloss.

The difficulty of obtiining purple tones with more highly albu-
menised paper will be readily understood when we consider that
if the paper itself be salted and sensitised—as in plain paper
printing—the tendency of it is to print and tone to a purple or
black. Albumen, on the contrary, if sensitised by itself—say on a
glass plate—will print red and cannot be toned to a dark colour.
Now, it is very clear that if the albumen coating on the paper be
thick—as it is coagulated by the silver while being sensitised—the
Bolution scarcely reaches the paper at all, it being chiefly confined
to the albumen or its surface. Whereas, if the paper have a
thinner coating of albumen, the silver solution penetrates through
it and soaks more or less deeply into the paper itself. Hence, with
slightly albumenised paper, the image is partly in the paper, which
is proue to yield purple or black tones, and partly in the albumen,

which has a tendency to red. But with a very thick coating the

image, wt we h:ive already said, is formed almost entirely in the

albumen ; hence, at leiist, one great ditlicuUy in obtaining anythiii;{

beyond a brown tone on very highly albumenised paper.

Apart from the diffii;ulty of the image being so much confined to

the albumen, many of the ready-sensitised papers are difficult to

tone, owing to the preparatiim they have undergone in order to con-

fer upon them their keeping properties. The convenience of ready-

sensitised paper, however, is so great—particularly to amateurs

—

that, notwithstanding all its shortcomings, it will continue to be

as largely employed as heretofore. Therefore, we subjoin a practica

hint or two which, if taken, will enable somewhat darker tones to

be obtained with greater facility on certain samples.

All ready-sensitised papers are more or less acid, and acidity, in

any form, is always antagonistic to rapidity in toning. Consequently,

it will always be a good plan, after tlie free nitrate of silver is

washed out of the prints, to immerse them for a few minutes in a

dilute solution of common washing soda, or, indeed, of any alkali.

By this treatment the acid is effectually eliminated and the toning

greatly facilitated.

It may be remembered that, some time back, we directed atten-

tion to the advantage of the paper containing a certain amount of

moisture at the time it is printed. What was then said with regard

to paper of home preparation applies equally well, and perhaps with

greater force, to ready-sensitised paper, which, as a rule, is kept

as dry as possible in order to preserve its whiteness. It will, how-

ever, be found that if the sheets be suspended in a damp atmo-

sphere (so that the paper becomes quite limp) a short time before

it is printed, it will tone more readily and be a darker tint than

if it were exposed in a crisp condition. On this subject we may
possibly have something to say on a future occasion,

DAEK-EOOM ILLUMINATON.
As from Mr. Starnes' letter in our present number he appeared to

think we criticised him unfairly in our last, we propose to point out

briefly where we consider him to be wrong in his deductions,

leaving it to our readers, but more especially to Mr. Starnes him-

self, to form a final judgment.

First, as to his statement that " it is useless to use two or more
thicknes.ses of ruby glass, because the light which has passed

through one would pass through the other unchanged, and that

the action of the second thickness would be to simply cut off the

power of the light, and for this purpose ground glass or white

tissue paper would answer equally well" If ruby glass were a true

red—that is to say, if it passed only red rays—there might be some
truth in the first portion of the assertion ; but, as everyone knows,

the so-called " ruby glass" passes not only red rays but also orange,

yellow, green, blue, and even violet, in proportion to its density,

and that a sample of moderate intensity which allows a considerable

amount of green to pass will, if doubled, cut off the whole, or

nearly the whole, of that colour. There is no gainsaying that, and
therefore the light does not pass through the second thickness
" unchanged," even in colour.

We speak now entirely of the colour question. Bat will Mr,
Starnes or Mr. Harrison, to whom he refers, assert that the super;

position of layer upon layer of coloured media will not alter the

original colour of the transmitted rays ? If so, we think they will

see cause to alter their opiniona If " stained red " glass, or the more
common " pot orange " or " yellow," as it is called, be taken of light

tint and several thicknesses combined, the visual colour as well as

the absorption spectra will be found to alter considerably. Again:
if a saturated solution of chrome alum, made with cold wxter, be

viewed by transmitted light in bulk—that is to say, with a con-

siderable layer of liquid intervening between the eye and the

light—the colour will be red. But in proportion as the solution is

diluted or the thickness of the kyer decreased it will gradually

change to bluish-green. The most remarkable instance of this

change of colour, however, is shown by a sample of green sheet

gelatine given to us by Mr. W. B. Woodbury. This appears to the

eye in a single thickness as a pure chrome green ; but as the number
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of thicknesses is gi-adually increased the transmitted liglit passes

through a number of changes until it reaches ruby.

It cannot, therefore, be said that the light transmitted by a

coloured medium (not being a pure spectrum colour) passes un-

changed in colour through a second thickness of the same medium ;

while, so far as the loss of light from the want of transparency of

the medium is concerned, our simile of the tissue paper is directly

applicable. We do not intend to enter into any argument as to

whether " ground glass or white tissue paper would answer equally

well "—that is, equally as well as doubling the ruby glass—as that is

a question more readily settled by experiment than by controversy.

With regard to the superposition of two complementary colours

to form white light : Mr. Statues is evidently labouring under

a confusion of ideas which we shall attempt to remove. The late

Mr. W. Spottiswoode, in his popular lectures on Light and Colour,

used to exhibit an experiment in wliich two spectra were thrown

in juxtaposition upon the screen by passing the electric light

through a couple of prisms. By means of diaphragms the whole of

the rays were then cut off, with the exception of a small portion in

each spectrum representing any two complementary coloui-s. The
two circles of coloured light were tlien brought nearer together on
the screen until they overlapped, when the colours entirely dis-

appeared from the formation of white light.

Here we have the two complementary colours added one to the

other to form white light ; but, supposing we could glaze a dark-

room window with two glasses of true complementary colours, we
should have a very different state of affairs. One glass will rob the

white light of all the coloured rays but its own ; the second wiJl do
the same ; and, as each of the two suppresses the onb/ rays that are
transmitted by the other, total suppression or the safety of abso-
lute darkness ensues. Mr. Starnes would do well to study the
difference between the phis and minus signs, if we may so describe
the case, and then state his views on the subject of a "safe white
light" produced by filtering it through media such as he suggests. To
quote from Mr. Starnes' letter :

" it is unfortunate that" he " should
make such a mistake as to say that" uhite light " was produced when
glass screens were used." We thank him for the attempted correc-
tion; but, after the examples we have given, he will, we hope, see
that it was needless.

Now, Mr. Harrison's suggestion of the use of two lanterns
glazed with different-coloured ghiss, and also Mr. Starnes' own
idea of applying the two colours to liis reflecting lamp, set up a
different condition of things ; for the two colours are then working
in conjunction with, and not against, one another, as when super"-
posed. Moreover, if an ordinary dark-room window be glazed
•with (say) blue and orange glass by covering one half with each
colour, the elements of white light would be transmitted into the
room instead of all light being suppressed, as would be the c.%'(e if
the whole window were covered with both colours.
As respects the schoolboy experiments we mentioned, and to

which Mr. Starnes wishes a text-book reference : we must confess
that we, like himself, have never to our recollection found the
phenomena referred to in any recognised " text-book." We do
however, recollect, in our own schoolboy days, executin<r certain'
cabalistic signs and figures in certain coloured inks, which said
designs, appeared m different guises when viewed through glasses of
(liferent colour m consequence of the suppression of portions of the
design, the whole art and mystery of this ingenious and divertin<r
pastime having been derived from a boy's " pky-book" of the day the
name, author, and existence of which have passed away Ion- since

.A^ to Mr Starnes' theories we have nothing to say, .is the object
of this article is not controversial, but merely to show that we have
not thoughtlessly nor unjustly criticised him. If any misunder-
standing should still exist in his mind as to the matter specially
referred to, we shall be glad to discuss them personally or by private
correspondence, unless lie can show that we
when he Bhall have every opportunity of publicity

are wrong in our views,

STARCH, GUMS, AND OTHER M0UNTANT8.
The Moaiteur Srleat!_!l,p,e recently had in it, pages an intereatin<r
pai>er, treating among other things of the absorbent properties o1

starch, acacia gum, tragacanth, &c., in a manner that will afford

some instructive matter for photographic use. Gelatine and starch

in some of their many forms are, for mounting prints, perhaps, the

substances most in repute, or, at anyrate, in demand, though acacia

gum is often used; and tragacanth—less employed of any—possesses

capabilities that have not hitherto been duly appreciated.

At the present time there are so many complaints made about

the irregular expansion of albumenised paper when damp that a

demand arises for a mountant that shall not cause such expansion.

This want is best met by the proce-ss of dry mounting described in

these pages a few months ago ; for it will be noted that the irregu-

larity quite disappears when the print is thoroughly dry. We
may, in passing, observe that this dry mounting, at least in prin-

ciple, is by no means the novelty that some imagine. We saw
prints being mounted by a similar means nearly a score of years

ago at Mr. W. B. Woodbury's establishment at Brompton. Be
that as it m.ay, the method is most excellent, and, when possible to

be employed, should be chosen before any other, if only to avoid the

very large percentage of loss from prints too distorted to send out

—

an effect which, unfortunately, is only discovered after mounting

and when a mount is .spoiled.

When, however, dry mounting of this kind cannot be carried

out, the next best method is one where the adhesive material

employed does not expand the paper after being spread upon it.

Leaving out of question such substances as caoutchouc dissolved in

benzole, &o., there are left practically only those aqueous solutions

which are miscible with alcohol. Acacia, as representative of the

gums, does not allow this, as precipitation would ensue ; but gela-

tinous substances, typified by glue or gelatine, when dissolved in

water, admit when heated so large a proportion of spirit that the

small i-esidual amount of water is found not to produce any

increase of dimensions in any direction in the print. A hot solu-

tion of good glue will bear a very large quantity of methylated

spirit being added to it without causing precipitation ; and the

method of milking this mountant is to continue the gradual addition

of spirit till a permanent turbidity is just on the point of being pro-

duced. Wlien the mixture cools it becomes like a solid mass-
white, cream, or pale brown, according to the colour of the gelatine.

This mounting solution has been very largely made and used, and

ut one time was vended as a secret preparation ; but we have long

since described the mode of its manufacture. We must here point out

the necessity for employing a pure sample of glue if that form of

gelatine be employed, as some of the coarser kinds are not to be

trusted for mounting valuable photographs. We should recommend

one or other of the many forms of gelatine now purchasable under

the name of " gelatine " glue, being, as our readers are aware, simply

another name for a coarser sort of that substance.

It is important to note one point in regard to mounting with solu-

tions containing a large proportion of spirit, and that is, the print

before being coated with the material must not be damped. If this

be done the whole meaning of tlie process is lost sight of, and ex.

pansion of the jirint will follow as usual.

Many photographers, however, do not care to make use of this

alcoholised glue on account of heat being required to melt it,

which entails so much loss of time when a few prints only are

required. Beyond that, also, there is a feeling that glue mounting

requires defter manipulation ; and, as dexterous mounting is a

qualification which takes some time to acquire, preference is often

given to other substances. A solution of "gum arable" is often

used, and it forms a very handy mounting material. Further: if

for any purpose the prints need removal at some future time it is

readily done when the acacia gum is used. It possesses, however,

one grave disadvantage, and that is its liability to turn acid witli

keeping. This should lead, if not to ita entire rejection, at anyrate

to its most careful use ; for, whatever opinions may be held as

to the cause of fading, no one would suggest the safety of plac-

ing a print in constant presence of an acid substance. We may
point out that when this substance is used the liability to become

acid will be greatly lessened by dissolving the gum without the aid

of heat. Much more time is needed to bring about the solution, but

when finished the preparation is entirely different from that made
when heat is employed.
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Of all favourite mouiitants, however, we believe starch takes the

lead. It is cheap, easily made, and readily used ; though it will

not keep long after mixing, a very small quantity only is required.

Stai-ch paste should not be used after it has once begun to change

and lose its gelatinous character. Any of the forms of starch will

answer, but we strongly recommend those made from maize, and

sold under the name of " corn flour," &c. Being manufactured for

dietetic purposes the absence of chemicals may be assumed, and

the purest form of starch thus ensured. Prints mounted with

some of these starches are most diflicult to remove ; in fact, it is

almost impossible to stir them when once they are dried and rolled.

Dextrine, though made from starch, can scarcely be termed a form

of starch, as its chemical character is altered. It has, however,

been little recommended for mounting, perhaps on account of sus-

picion of chemical contamination when made by other processes than

Ihe torrefaction of starch. It should, notwithstanding, be valuable,

jis it is soluble in dilute alcohol We believe, however, that there is

still much to be learnt about mounting materials. A mixture that

would be adhesive without trouble, require no healing before being

ready for use, keep good for a long time, neither cockle the mount
nor distort the print, and, finally, would be ready for use at a

moment's notice, would be of great service and find a ready sale.

Such a mountaut would, in all probability, require to be

composed of more than one ingredient, and difficulty is here at

once to be perceived. The properties of the mixture of some of

these materials are not the mean of their individual qualities. For

example : mixtures of some gums and starch will remain fluid on

account of their viscosities being of different natures.

The following facts, however, which are embraced in the article to

which we have alluded, contain the germs of much knowledge that is

needed to form such a mounting material as we describe, and may
well be studied by those who would experiment in that direction :

—

Tragacanth gum dissolved in water in the proportion of 196 grains

per pint will have as much body as two and three-quarter ounces of

starch or four and a-quarter ounces of dextrine. It is difficult to

dissolve ; but the best method is to make a stifl' paste fii-st and gradu.

ally let it down with water.

Starch paste can be mixed with tragacanth. This mixture is

stifFer than either used separately. It keeps for a long time with-

out change, and the paste is more yielding and easily spread than

either substance by itself.

Gum acacia alone requires a large quantity to be mixed with

water to get much body. Half-a-pound to a pint gives a free-

flowing liquid scarcely thick enough for pasting photographs. The
danger of using it too thin is that it is apt to penetrate the paper

and render it translucent, just as a spirit paste would act.

These few data comprise, with the large amount of knowledge
which is already on record about gelatine, a nucleus of facts on

which we trust yet to see raised a new raountant for universal use

possessing the characteristics we have described.

From an announcement in our advertising columns it will be seen
that the programme of the next exhibition of the Koyal Cornwall
Polytechnic Society is now published. Information on the photo-

graphic department may be obtained, aa usual, from Mr. William
Brooks, of Reigate.—The programme of tlie forthcoming exhibition

of the Photographic Society of Ireland is also announced elsewhere.

According to a paragraph in La Nature, the purity of india-

rubber—an all-important point as regards its suitability for dis-

solving in benzole, &a, for mounting and other purposes—may be
Hscertiiined by placing it in a jar of water. If pure it will float,

but if adulterated with foreign matter it will sink. Pure rubber
also resists the action of all liquid acids.

A CORRESPONDENT of the same journal sends an account of a
curious experiment he has made, and fills a whole column in

describing how he has succeeded in obtaining a phosphorescent
photograph. His method is simply to place a glass coated with
several layers of phosphorescent paint in the camera, and to expose
in the usual m.anner ! He further explains how the force of the

image is influenced by the aperture of the lens and the brightness

of the landscape, which conditions, when favourable, allow him to

obtain his views in some miuutea If it faile<l in brightness a cure
was to be found by breathing upon it. By holding it over a
slightly-hot smoothing-iron the image became very brilliant.

Really, we thought that the time had gone by for this sort of thing.

We can imagine the disgust of an experimenter after exposing a
plate (say) eaily in the morning at the appearance—or the want of it

—

of his image when he came to examine it at night. If a phosphor-
escent image of the kind does possess any value it would be far

better to expose under a transparency, but Mr. Woodbury's method
would be still better. Phosphorescent photographs, however, have
never " taken."

Some of our readers may remember the excitement caused some
time—perhaps twenty years—ago by the announcement that an
acarus had been discovered capable of existing in and, indeed,

thriving upon nitrate of silver. It has been asserted that poison is

a mere question of quantity, and, as we know, nitrate of silver in

small doses is sometimes administered as a medicine; but we
question whether patients themselves, if permitted a voice in the

matter, would not almost prefer to take their chance of a fatal ter-

mination without its use if they knew the repulsive-looking objects

they would surely become after a course of silver nitrate—their

faces irremediably stained of an ashen, deadly grey colour.

No one, however, to our knowledge ever suggested a strong bath of

cyanide of potassium as a likely medium of existence for any orga-

nised body. But that even this deadly poison seems looked upon
as a natural delicacy by one form of animal life has been found by
Sir Frederick Abell, who, in speaking of barnacles off a ship's

bottom, states that he placed "some of these gentry in a strong
solution of cyanide of potassium, but he found it had not the
slightest effect upon them !" The members of this family, how-
ever, surely succumb to the virtues of pure water, a short immer-
sion in fresh water killing them off. Rather a hard nut for Sir

Wilfred Lawson

!

MM. DspifeRE and Clouet have lately been experimenting upon
the bleaching action of sunlight and the electric light They find

both lights to bleach, but that, though the action is not confined to
certain rays, it is unequal. Strange to say, they find the yellow
rays the least active and the red the most.

Odr readers may remember that a number of scientific men are

engaged in endeavouring to determine the practical units of light

and electricity. Their final meeting took place on Monday last.

Sir W. Thompson, Messrs. Preece, Hughes, Adams, Jenkin, Foster,

Graves, Hopkinson, and Captain Abney represented England. It

a unit of light of a really practical nature and not too intricate in

the mode of its production be devised there will be no body of

men to whom it will be of more use than to photographers. The
"ten, twenty, thirty, &c., times wet plate," though to those familiar

with collodion working possessing a really practical meaning, has
become a mere formula— meaningless, misleading, and utterly

untrustworthy—with regard to many of the plates put upon the
market.

We thought that every one kuew the history of the discovery of

bromine by Balard, who pointed out its elementary character, being
thus more acute than a well-known chemist who had isolated it

previously, but failed to discern its elementary nature. Believing

it to be a compound of iodine he laid it aside. This, no doubt, ia

the "story" referred to by Professor Thorpe in his late most
interesting lecture on Wohler, where he says—" We all know the

story of the young chemist whose unscientific use of the imagination

cost him the discovery of the element bromine." This sentence is

referred to by a writer in the Chemical Neics, who asks for its

elucidation, its explanation being simply the facts above narrated.

LIME-LIGHT EXPLOSIONS AND THEIR PREVENTION,
As I was not present at the reading of my paper, entitled Notet on

the Lime Light, at the last meeting of the Edinburgh Photographic

Society I should be obliged by your inserting the following remarks

on the discussion which followed it.

In reply to Mr. J. M. Tumbull, I may say that the ether tank

which I use is not covered with any coating of a non-conducting

material, aud I think it would be au objection if it were so. The
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copper sides of the vessel become very cold by the evaporation of

the ether, and the heat of the lecture-room helps to restore them to

a proper warmth. I am more afraid of depression of temperature

than of heat in this process.

I place the ether tank on the table as near to the lantern as

possible, so that I may be able to use a short connecting tube. If

the tank were on the tioor a longer tube would be needed, and the

chance of accident by a rent would be increased, the ether vapour

being absorbed by the india-rubber, and tending to make it rotten.

Although the tank is above the bag no ether can syphon back into

it, a reserve chamber being provided for the express purpose of pre-

venting such a calamity ; and in the latest edition of these tanks,

which I think is the best, the gas does not go through the ether at

all, but simply passes over its surface by a long and tortuous

channel Such being the case, it is comparatively immaterial which

tap you open first, provided you open them both at the same time.

But you must not open the oxygen tap and leave it with the hydro-

gen tap closed, or some diffusion of ether vapour backwards might

gradually take place in spite of the pressure from the bag.

Mr. Turnbull does not say why it is that he has so little faith in

back-pressure valves, but, if it is because they take off too much of

the forward pressure of the gas, I advise him to place them for the

future ^ipon the noziks of the hags, and he will find them to work
better in every way than when they are attached to the jets.

Mr. G. A. Wilson states that his objection to the pumice for

safety tubes is that it is apt to become pulverised and to be blown

into the nozzle of the burner. I have had to complain of the same
defect, and unless it can be remedied it will be fatal to its use. A
friend suggests to me that very coarse emeiy powder—which, he says,

is sold iu commerce—might, perhaps, do as well.

Mr. Wilson's idea of a safety chamber, consisting of a common
piece of cane inserted in the tubing, pleases me very much. I cut

a piece an inch long and tried its effect on the pressure of the gas
;

the diminution amounted to about thirty per cent. In the ethoxo
process a safety tube on the H nozzle of the tank would be of great

service even if it were not absolutely perfect. In two out of three

accidents of which I have heard the ethoxo gas was not actually

explosive, but burnt with great fury, exactly as Mr. Wilson describes

;

and 1 can quite well imagine that under such circumstances it would
stop at the cane, and give the lecturer time to turn the H tap of the

tank and put it out. I hope some day to try this simple tube side

by side with the pumice safety chamber, and if I obtain satisfactory

results I will report accordingly.

Mr. G. R Baker's paper on The Lime Light.—This paper, written
by one who has a practical knowledge of his subject, will be found
to contain some valuable hints. Like Mr. Baker, I have come to

the conclusion that an elongated, incandescent area of lime light is

better than a " spot." Mr. Lewis Wright, working with the micro-
scope, would not perhaps agree with this, because the requirements
are different. The light radiating from an incandescent area is not
brought to a true focus by the condenser, and hence much of it is

lost in passing through the objective of a microscope. It will pass
easily, however, through a portrait objective, and a bundle of rays
large enough to nearly cover the glass will be seen issuing from the
front lens. For the microscope an incandescent " point " is what
you have to aim at. To secure this as nearly as possible the lime
light must be brought almost close up to the burner, and a strong
pressure put on the bags to produce a very intense heat. The flame
will then drill a circular hole on the cylinder of lime, and you must
be careful to rotate it frequently, or the flame will strike off at an
angle and break the condenser. Keep the oxygen tap rather fully
on, HO as to prevent the little cone of imperfect combustion in the
centre of the flame from touching the lime and causing a black
nucleus. As regards the angle of incidence of the burning gases,
it should be as near a right angle as you can get without throwing
a shadow on the screen.

To produce the "elongated incandescent area" you make the
nozzle of the jet straighter, as Mr. Baker observes, about twenty-five
to thirtydegrees of incidence, or, as I prefer, you remove the nozzle, lent
at 45° as directedfor the microscope, to a distance of a quarter of an
iiuihfrom the lime; the spot will then be less intensely heated, but
it will be larger, and, according to my experience, will give quite as
good a light upon the screen. The advantages will be manifold, for
a rotation of the lime once in ten minutes or a-quarter of an hour
will be sufficient, and the point of the burner will neither choke up
nor burn away.
The O tap should not be turned on quite so fully when the jet is

a-quarter of an inch from the lime, because some oxidation takes
place m passmg through the surrounding air. Keep the cone of
imperfect combustion about au eighth of an inch long.

Mr. Baker asks what percentage of pressure is lost by passing

through one of Broughton's pumice safety chambers. I should say

about twenty-five per cent., so that the one hundredweight on the

bag is reduced to three-quarters of a hundredweight. I have not

tried these tubes with the most explosive form of oxygen and
hydrogen, but it would be quite necessary to do so before making
any report. The plan I follow is to take a biunial lantern, burning'

the ethoxo gas, and to turn on the O tap until the small interior

cone of imperfect combustion in the centre of the blowpipe flanie

almost disappears. The ether vapour and oxygen are then present

iu tlie right proportions to form the moat violently-explosive mixture,

and you can fill any number of balloons by means of the dissolver,

leaving the taps untouched.

Gas Dissolcers.—Mr. Baker's remarks under this head are useful.

I have known one of the two lanterns to go quite out in dissolving,

the explanation being that the screw which secured the plug had
become loose in working, and the plug had shifted in consequence.

If the plug were to shift it is obvious that the gases might pass

round it to some extent, and this would be a source of danger.

T. Feederick Hardwich,

THE MIXING OF EMULSIONS OF DIFFERENT
SENSITIVENESS.

The question of the effect produced by mixing emulsions of different

sensitiveness came up at a recent meeting of the London and Pro-

vincial Photographic Association, and there was a short discussion

on the subject.

The question asked was, so far as I recollect, something to this

effect :
—" Will the result of mixing an emulsion giving 10 on the

sensitometer with another giving 20 be an emulsion giving 15 or

notl"
The question is lacking in definiteness, as there is no mention of

the quantities to be mixed. It is, however, to be assumed that

equal quantities are intended, and probably equal quantities of

silver bromide rather than equal quantities of actual emulsion.

The experience I have had in mixing emulsions tends to show that

the effect of mixing two emulsions containing equal quantities of

silver bromide is not to get a sensitiveness which is a mean
between the two, but to get somewhat greater sensitiveness.

Judging merely from hypothetical reasoning before trying the

experiment, I came to the conclusion that the addition of a slow to

a rapid emulsion should not decrease sensitiveness at all. I judged

that, because in the mixture there were present the particles of

silver bromide which went to form the more sensitive emulsion of

the two, the sensitiveness should be nowise reduced,but thata thinner

image would be produced, the particles of the slower emulsion not

being reduced at all except in the higher lights, and these only to a

moderate extent.

This I found to be a mistake, and experiments made by mixing

emulsions of not very great differences of sensitiveness—say not

more than four to one—brought me to the following conclusions ;

—

First: the particles of the more sensitive emulsion of the two
require a greater amount of light to produce a developable reduc-

tion than before mixture.

Second: particles of the slower emulsion, which, with the emul-

sion used alone, would not be reduced at all, are reduced in the

presence of the more rapid emulsion.

Thus it appears that by the mixing of equal parts of two emul- I

sions whose sensitiveness does not differ greatly we get an emulsion

more rapid than the mean of the two, and giving about as great

density of the high lights and also of the details as would be got
j

with the more rapid emulsion alone. I should say that by "mean" I

here is meant geometric mean, not arithmetic. The sensitiveness i

indicated by the arithmetic mean on the sensitometer is a geometri- i

cal mean sensitiveness. For example : supposing plates giving the
\

figures 10, 15, and 20. Here the middle figure is the arithmetical

mean of the first and third figures. The sensitiveness of the plates

will, however, bear as nearly as possible the ratios of the figures 1,

4, and 16—the middle figure being here the geometrical mean of the

other two. An arithmetical mean would be 8^, and would in the

case supposed be as nearly as possible represented by 18 on the sen-

sitometer. I am inclined to think that by the mixing of equal

quantities of emulsion of different sensitiveness a sensitiveness

much more nearly the arithmetical than the geometrical mean is

gained.

When I say that where two emulsions of different sensitiveness

are mixed silver bromide of the slower emulsion is reduced which

would not be reduced were the more rapid emulsion not present, it
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lauat be borne in mind that I have imagiueil the aeiisiliveiiess of

the two not to vary enormously. Mr. A. Cowan gave, at tlie

meeting mentioned, an account of au experiment made by him, in

whicii two emulsions differing enormously in sensitiveness were

mixed, with the result that au emulsion somewhat slower than the

more rapid was produced, whilst a very thin image resulted, thus

apparently showing that the bromide of silver of the slower emul-

sion had not been reduced at all, and had simply acted as bo much
inert matter.

To proceed from general statements to practical details: I may
give a few instances in which I consider that two emulsions may be
mixed with advant.age.

The principal of these is where an emnlsion of great sensitiveness

is made by the ammonia process. All who have experimented in

this direction must have discovered that an emulsion which has

been made very sensitive by the use of ammonia is very transparent,

requiring a very thick coating to be applied before a film through

which it is not possible to see the shape of a gas flame is obtained.

It is possible, however, to add to such an emulsion enough of a

boiled emulsion to give considerable opacity without reducing the

sensitiveness perceptibly, whilst at the same time the quality of

image is improved in every way, the density being increased instead

of the reverse. I think the best way of explaining the matter will

be to give the actual quantities which I have used as an experi-

ment.
An emulsion is made by the ammonia process, four hundred grains

of silver nitrate going to make up from twenty to twenty-two
ounces of finished material. I suppose a sensitiveness represented

by 22 to 23 of the seusitometer to be reached. The emulsion will

be very transparent ; at anyrate, an ammonia-made emulsion of the

sensitiveness named is always very thin in my bauds.

A boiled emulsion is made as follows :

—

A
Silver nitrate 100 grains.

Water 1 ounce.

B
Bromide of potassium 80 grain&
Gelatine (Nelson's No. 1) 15 „
Water 1 ounce

Tlie solutions are heated and emulsified in the usual manner,
and boiling is performed as long as would be considered desirable

to pro<luce a fairly-rapid plate. In my own practice I should boil

I ill the emulsion had changed from red by transmitted light to blue,

and should continue the boiling for a similar time to that which
was necessary to bring about the change.

After this the emulsion is allowed to cool. When cold there is

added to it fifty grains of gelatine in the dry stiite. This is allowed
to soften. Heat is applied to mix the gelatine and sensitive silver

bromide. The emulsion may now be at once added to the ammonia-
made emulsion ; or if the latter has been washed the boiled emulsion
may be allowed to set, be washed separately, and be then added.
Ill any case it will be seen that there is only one quarter of the less

sensitive silver bromide than there is of the more sensitive. It has
been added without increasing the bulk of the emulsion by nearly
one quarter, whilst it will be found that the covering power
lias been quite doubled. The sensitiveness will not be decreased,
whilst even with films half as thick denser images may be got
from the mixed emulsion than from the ammonia emulsion
alone.

There is another procedure occasionally adopted in the manu-
facture of emulsions, which practically amounts to the mixing of a
slow, opaque emulsion with a rapid, transparent one. This consists
in adding to an emulsion as nearly as possible before it sets for
washing nearly enough silver nitrate to convert the excess of silver
bromide.

I shall again give a definite example. Suppose that in the case
of the first of the two emulsions which I presumed to be mixed
there was used with the 400 grains of silver nitrate 320 grains of
potassium bromide : this gives au excess of forty gi-ains of potas-
sium bromide, requiring fifty -seven grains of silver nitrate to
neutralise it. Now, suppose the process of digestion with ammonia
to be complete and the bulk of the gelatine to be added. We may
add (say) forty grains of silver nitrate to the emulsion. On
account of the presence of the large quantity of gelatine this will
form, with the greater part of the excess of bromide of potassium,
an exceedingly-fine emulsion, which will be very opaque.
The result of the foregoing procedure is to increase considerably

the opacity of an emulsion ; but whether or not the silver bromide
last produced is ever actually reduced to form part of the image I
cannot tell. Seeing that the last produced silver bromide must be

very much less gjiisitive than the fiinl produced, I doubt it It is

possible that so much inert matter might have the same effect as

the silver bromide produced at the end of the process ; but whether
this be the case or not an increase of density oi film is gained which
enables the emulsion to go considerably farther tlian it otherwise

would. The sensitiveness of the emulsion is not perceptibly de-

creased, whilst silver bromide, used merely to produce opacity of

the plate, has this advantage—that it is dissolved away by the

fixing bath.

A very good reason for the mixing of two or more emulsions is

that by so doing uniformity of result is gained. It is very difiicnlt,

in working on a small scale, to make emulsions in succession which
shall be each of the same sensitiveness as the one before it. It is

not, however, very difficult to so work that the mean sensitiveness

of any one set of three or four emulsions shall be very nearly the

same .as the mean sensitiveness of any others. And although the

mixing of each of these two sets of three or four sets of emulsions

may not give a sensitiveness which is the mean sensitiveness of the

three or four, it will give the same sensitiveness in each set as in

another.

Mr. A. Cowan has often recommended the mixing of several

emulsions for the sake of gaining uniformity ; and the practice is,

I believe, adopted by many commercial dry-plate makers.
W. K BUKTON.

THE LATE REV. F. F. STATHAM.
The funeral of the late Rev. F. F. Statham, whose portrait we give

this week, took place on Saturday last, as announced in our last

issue. The body was borne from the Rectory to St Peter's

Church (of which, not St Mary's, as was stated last week, he was
rector), where the first portion of the funeral service was per-

formed.
The church itself was crowded in every part, and an immense

assemblage thronged the approaches. After the preliminary service

the funeral procession, comprising the hearse and half-a-dozen

mourning coaches, accompanied by 400 of the West Surrey Rifle

"Volunteers and a detachment of the P Division of Police (of

both of which deceased had been chaplain) proceeded to Norwood
Cemetery. The line of route was thronged with sympathising

parishiouei-s and others who had known Mr. Statham. Owing to

the roads in a portion of the intended line of route being under
repair it was necessary to make a considerable detour which de-

layed the arrival at the cemetery by nearly two hours. On reach-

ing there a large crowd, of probably fifteen hundred or two thou-

sand peraons, was encountered, many having been waiting for some
hours. The three bands of the 4th Surrey drew up at the entrance

to the cemetery, and, as the cortr'ge passed in, played the "Dead
March." The coflSn—which was draped with the Union .Tack and
literally covered with wreaths and flowers, amongst which were
offerings from the South London Photographic Society and the

Photographic Club—was borne in a handsome open hearse, pre-

senting a singular contrast to the usual sable surroundings of the

funeral ceremony. This, accompanied by a guard of honour of

the 4th W,S.R."V., was followed by the line of mourning carriages

and the remainder of the volunteers, who paraded with side

arms only, with the exception of the firing party.

As the procession wended its way, attended by the great crowd

of mourners, across the picturesque cemetery the rain, which had
been threatening for some time, commenced to fall and the aspect

of things became dismal in the extreme. The contrast between

the white marble of the memorial erections and the outline of the

Crystal Palace, at no great distance—scarcely picked out from the

dull, leaden sky—was especially noticeable, the whole surround-

ings being mournfully apropos to the occasion. The service at the

grave was brief, being conducted—as was that at the church—by
the Rev. S. P. H. Statham, military chaplain at Aldershot, and the

Rev. Sherrard Statham, of Birmingham, sons of the deceased.

The coftin, of plain oak, was lowered into the grave with deceased's

bible and parade cap ; and after the close of the ecclesiastical part

of the service three volleys were fired over the grave by the mem-
bers of the 4th Surrey.

Amongst the throng of mourners the following connected with

photography were present : — Messrs. F. A- Bridge, F. York,

k Cocking, T. Sebastian Davis, John Stuart (Glasgow), J. Traill

Taylor, E. W. Foxlee, A. Cowan, J. A. Harrison, W. B. Bolton,

J. J. Ayling, W. Cobb, A. L. Henderson, J. Garrett, C. Darker,

and F. W. Evans.
As an extended notice of the deceased gentleman's me we

cannot do better than give the following abstract from the Sovtii
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London Press, a local paper edited by an intimate friend of Mr.

Statham during many years.

The Rev. Francis Freeman Statham, who died at St. Peter's Rectory,

Walworth, was the third son of Edwyn Statham, of South Lambeth, and

formerly of Nottingham, and was bom in London on the 8th of September,

in tlie year 1814. He was educated in various schools, but at the unusually

early age of eighteen he purchased the goodwill of the Xewington Grammar
School, then a large and prosperous academy. During the time that Mr.

Statham ivcted as principal the school still further increased in size and

jwpularity, and there are many "old boys" who remember the instructor

of their youth with affection and esteem. The whole object of his life,

however, was not centered in training and teaching the young ; for, with

that earnest assiduity which has always characterised his whole career,

Mr. Statham applied himself to the study of science, and at the same time

by constant mental toil perfected his knowledge in divinity and mathe-

matics so as to graduate at the University of Oxford.

At the age of nineteen Mr. Statham appeared before the public in the

rule of a scientific lecturer, sowing the seeds of that unvarying popularity

which has always attended him in that character. His "two very interest-

ing lectures on Hydrostatics and Hi/draidics " were attended with so much
success that in the same year (1834) he was invited to appear before an
audience in the Royal Institution, Clifton, the London Mechanics' Institute,

the Southwark Literaiy Institute, and was also engaged to give a course of

six lectures on electricity at the Bristol Mechanics' Institute. It was
during the fulfilment of this engagement that he became acquainted with

a Miss Kington, to whom he was married in Clifton Chuich on June 10,

18.3(), and who, still living, mourns her irreparable loss; for not least

amongst his many virtues must be counted liis untiring affection as a
husband and his unselfish devotion as a father.

Mr. Statham was ordained deacon in 1843, by the Bishop of Winchester,
and, in the following year, priest by the Archbishop of Canterbury, and
was appointed to the chaplaincy of the workhouse and then to the curacy
of St. Peter's, Walworth. The chaplaincy of the union he retained for

over thirty years, and his curacy was created an incumbent's living in the
year 1848. Of the immense activity which Mr. Statham displayed in past
years in tlie parish those who have only seen him in his later years en-

feebled by much toil, ment.T.1 and bodily, can never imagine. In the great
cholera year (1848) Mr. Statham buried four hundred and seventy-seven
parishioners who fell victims to that scourge. Walworth in those days was
a vilhige, in a comparatively open country, intersected with hideous open
ditches and sewers. These by his constant agitation were covered or filled

in. Schools were collected for and built, visitmg societies were formed and
presided over, and all the numerous duties of a i>arish clergyman were
rejndarly and spiritedly performed.
That Mr. Statham's death is a calamity which will be felt beyond the

radius of his parish cannot be doubted. His influence extended to many
distant parts of the kingdom, for his readiness to give assistance by
preaching, lecturing, or in anything in his way, was so great that there is

no diocese in England in which he has not officiated or lectured. Indeed,
his willingness to give voluntary and gratuitous services helped consider-
ably to augment the mental friction and exhaustion whicii at last over-
powered the body. For twenty-five years he was honorary chaplain to the
P Division of Police, taking a service regularly every week and visiting
whenever needed. He was President of the South London Pliotographic
Society from its foundation. The chaplaincy to the 4th Volunteer Battalion
Royal West Surrey Regiment has been held by him for nearly the same
period; wliilst the lectures he has delivered in aid of various charitable
objects are simply innumerable. From this point of view alone his ex-
cessive willingness to oblige and benefit others even at his own loss renders
him a remarkable man. But for many other reasons we may truthfully
assert that South London possessed no greater resident. The grasp of
his mind was immense—his genius indisputable. There are not many
men who, besides possessing a competent knowledge of the classics, are
also good mathematical scholars; but there are very few indeed who
in addition to these, can speak two or three modem languages, lecture and
write upon many branches of science, history, political economy, histories
and customs of many nations, ancient and modern; who can write well-
reasoned and original theological essays with as much facility as they can
write a leader in the paper, a prologue for a play, a libretto for a comic
opara, a skit upon some public topic, an article upon photography, papers
on geology and on mechanics; or compose a chant or a hymn with equal
skill as they can fill in the proper scores for a brass band, or compose the
music for operettas. Yet Mr. Statham did all these things, and did them
well. His book, TheMmaye of the Spirit to the Seven Chtmhes, and nearly
forty other published sermons, testify to his ability as a divine, while it is
not difficult to find copious proof of his capability to write upon all tlie
fore-mentioned subjects in various newspapers and other publications
Before the (geological Society, of which he was a member, he read several
papers, published m The Geologist, as he did before the British Society
upon Applied Mechanics. Under the name of " Sydney Vernon " he has
published several musical compositions of no mean merit, and there is
niore than one of his operettas still produced on the platforms of various
institutes who patronise entertainments after the style originated bvOerman Reed, whilst manjf newspapers, comic and otiierwise, contain
uuinerous proofs of his skill m WTiting humorous jxiems and skits Indeed
tlie number is so large that if it be possible to collect them thev will bemade into a volume and i>ublished; added to which the variety of subjects
upon which he lectured was simply marvellous-in fact, any subject sul'
gested to him as suitable-and, as we have already said, api)l.au.se anc
npnroval were never wanting. His success in lecturing consisted maiiilv
in his complete power over language and to the rich vein of humour which
he |»>sscs8ed.

The funexal sermon was preached on Sunday evening last, the
2, 111 ult., by the Rev. D. Moullier, rector of Holy Trinity, Newing-

Oiu- picture is from a photograph by Mr. William Cobb, of Wool-
wicli, and is, we believe, the latest portrait taken of the late Mr,
Statham. To Mr. Cobb, and also to Messrs. Sprague and Co., we
are indebted for the trouble they have taken to enable us, at very
short notice, to give the portrait of our deceased friend.

THE ETHOXO-LIGHT.
In the report of the transactions of the Edinburgh Photographic
Society, in your issue of the I8th ult., Mr. G. A. Wilson says that
the pumice chamber, after being used or knocked about, is liable to

deterioration through pulverisation of the pumice. I do not under-
stand how this can be, unless Mr. Wilson plays shuttle-cock with it

;

for I have never yet had my nozzles stopped up from that cause,
and I believe I have used them oftener than any other person. J,

too, have used cane for the same purpose, but found it to require too
much pressure to work it at its best ; and if Mr. Wilson had hesi-

tated many more minutes in his experiments with it (narrated by
him at the meeting) he would have come to the same conclusion
that I have—that it is not advisable to interpose any organic
medium to intercept flame. I do not as yet consider my pumice
chamber jOBz/c'Cil, but I hope .shortly to have one constructed combin-
ing the best points of the suck-back and flame-chamber combined.
With reference to the remark anent the safety of tlie ethoxo for

dissolving : I may say tliat I have used it every season for five

years. I have on but very few occasions used a single lantern, and
I have never yet had any trouble in dissolving with it.

Another mistake Mr. Wilson has fallen into is that ordinary gas
will explode. Oxygen gas, although a supporter of combustion,
will neither fire nor explode ; nor can hydrogen be made to do the
same, unless mixed with air or oxygen.
Mr. W. M. Turnbull seems to place reliance upon the generator

being jacketed. This is really a defect rather than an advantage,
as it prevents the ether getting the benefit of what heat there is in

the room ; for during the evaporation of the ether there is .a very
great diminution of temperature in the generator, and this is in no
way obviated by any external covering. With regard to the con-
struction of a generator, that the ether cannot be blown back : this

is what I have already done by the construction of reserve cham-
bers, which, if the proper qu.antity of ether be put in, will not
blow back, even if the generator be placed on its side, or upset
accidentally.

Pressure is one of the best safeguards against explosions, and of

this I am always careful to have plenty ; also to protect all tubes
and bag with forms or other available protection against stoppage
by the accidental pressure of the foot. Mr. Lewis Wright's sug-
gestion to turn on the H tap first I fully endorse, as I have by
experiment found a pressure in the generator, equal to four inches
water-pressure, at a temperature of sixty degrees.

W. Brocghton.

THE "HAPPY MEDIUM;" OR, DARK-ROOM ILLUMI-
NATION.

IN THREE CH.\PTERS.—CHAPTER I.

Although the fervour of the discussions upon the above important
subject seems to a certain extent to have cooled down during the last

week or two, I feel that the matter possesses sufficient interest to the
readers of this Journal to warrant the approach to it by anyone who
has carefully and honestly studied the question in its various aspects,

as I claim to have done. I have not only debated the question in my
own mind from various points of view, but I have made a few experi-

ments. I have given a demonstration to a practical club of photographers.
I have carefully perused all the writings of the past year that I can
find. I have compared notes person.ally with several eminently-practical
men; and I have consulted medical men as to the effects of various

coloured lights upon the human eye. As a matter of fact I have, in a
loose way, collected so much information on the subject that iny great
difficulty is going to be in the promulgation in a connected and concise

form of the information I have gathered from so many sources. I know
that my remarks must appear to men of better-ordered minds than
myself sadly disjointed ; but from such I claim indulgence, and to such I

submit that I shall advance in good faith, and without prejudice to any
man or to any theory, my ideas and convictions on the subject which I

treat here.

It is a curious fact, but it m a fact, that mankind insists on lunniug
into extremes; that the "happy medium"—in this case the "light
medium "—is the very last mark that we ever hit. Tlio present or

late discussion on darkroom illumination is a fine example of this

idiosyncracy of humanity. We have the premiss that all light is

hurtful to the sensitive s.alt of silver over and above what passes

through the lens from the object being photographed ; so we have a set
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of men wiio s;iy
— '• l^et us work in total iliukiics).' We have auutUer

axiom—that in order to see what wo are doing we must have a certain
|

amount of light in our duvcloping-room. Up starts a set of men who
exclaim—"Let us work in broad daylight, or as near as we can get to

broad daylight, without instant and utter ruin to our plates 1" But this

is not all. We find some men saying—"Ited light, u>if<l an I hare btnn

uihiij il, hurts my eyes." These men banish red liglit entirely from
their consideration and laboratory. Orange light otreuds and hurts

another using it in a certain (juantity and through a particular medium.
He, too, abolishes orange light in every quantity and shape. But the
greatest human perversity takes this form :

—"Red light (or orange
fight) hurts and oB'ends me ; therefore it hurts and offends my neigh-

bour. Consequently, I shall inveigh against red (or orange) light,

and despise and execrate the man who pretends to prefer oiange (or

red) light !" I write this in all earnestness, and not merely trying to

make a clever satirical epigram. I might concisely sum up the whole
cist of all that has been written and spoken ou the light question in a
few words such as— "Use any light you like, in any manner and
quantity you like, so long iis you get efficiency without damage." But
in order to guide tyros and others in tlieir choice of a light much has
been written, this article is being written, and probably much more
will be written.

If we rightly umlerstand our chemicals and our light, all light affects

the sensitive salts used in photography ; but if we are rightly to con-

duct our operations wo must have "omc light. Certain constituents of

light affect our sensitive salts less than others, so that our course is thus
far indicated. We must use the least hurtful parts of light for our
operations, and even of these parts we must use as little as possible

consistent with power to conduct our operations. These propositions
appear to me to contain the kernel of our nut. Some of the propositions
can be settled scientiHcally and accurately; some cannot, being matters
of taste dependent on our requirements, our visual powers, and our
idea of the "happy medium." Given a certain "sensitive salt," science

can determine what constituents of light affect the salt least and what
most ; but introduce a mixture of sensitive salts, a combination of

light-constituents, a diversity of human eyes, and at once science, or
accurate computation, is lost, and "give and take" is the order of

things. Now, I have built up a Hue wall which I cannot break down,
but if I can manage to displace a few stones I may make a little breach
through which my reader may perchance wriggle his body, and so
roach the treasure within—the "happy medium."

If no light at all were required for the development of a plate this

article ami all others on the same subject would be superfluous ; but
lii<ht of some kind is required. For the preparation of gelatine plates
light is not required ; blind people and machinery can do the whole
affair, so that I put these operations out of consideration. By no
means that I know of could a blmd person judge of the progress of
development on a sensitive, exposed plate. But various intensities of

liijht are required for various purposes and by various operators. One
man's eyes are better than another man's ; one man's eyes are better in

a particular colour of light than his eyes in another colour. Already
wo have got an element of uncertainty. Again : where exposures
have been one after another made upon similar objects in a slightly-

varying ((uality of light, as in studio work, less careful examination of

the developing plate is required than where exposures have been made
on landscapes in different situations on very different objects, and
during a period extending over days or even weeks. Another
element of doubt—another instance of the necessity for the " happy
medium."
My own work consists entirely of landscape work ; my exposures are

made over periods of weeks or even months, and these plates have to
be developed all at one time. Therefore I shall gain credence when I
say that 1 lean towards abundance of light for my developing-room.
But I also lean towards very sensitive plates. I abhor a negative
anything like fogged ; so I shall again be believed when I say I use as
• safe' a light .is I can get. My object, then, must evidently be to
lind a quality of light that I can use in large quantity without danger
to the purity of my negatives. And here I proceed to detail some
experiments I have made, partly for my own instruction in private,
but particularly in presence of a club of practical men in Edin-
burgh.
The weak part of all such experiments is that, though they are con-

clusive enough under stated conditions, they cover no other circum-
stances than those under which they were specially conducted ; and
whatever may bo the result of experiments conducted by one man,
trying to elucidate one question, with one material, at one time, nndcr
one set of circumstances, a totally different result might arise were all

or any of these conditions altered. However, I give what really
occurred in the course of my experiments with tliree media :— 1.

<;lass, ruby flashed on one side only. 2. The same glass with a thin
coat of matt varnish next to the light. :i. One thickness ©f "canary
medium," as presented to the Club by Mr. A. L. Henderson, of
London. The Club consists of thoroughly practical men ; and when
I say that there were present, among other well-known natnes in our
r.jnks, Mr. J. M. Turiibull, Mr. Tunny (a photographic patriarch),
Mr. Hume (chemist, microscopist, and photographer), Mr, ./amieson,
-Mr. Win. Forgan, 4c., it will be understood that what we did was

accurately ami carefully done. The lamp used was large, the lidts
about 12 X H inches, the burner a good largo fishtail gas burner, and
the sides " glazed " with the materials named above. The plates used
were Wratten's "drop-shutter" quarter-plates—a newly-opened box;
the tests, tablets of VVarnerke's sensitometer ; and the development
conducted in one dish with one dose of alkaline sulpho-pyrogallol.
My idea was to test the illumination and proportionate safety of the
media, and I began by handing the Cliairman a railway time-tabit,
covering consecutively two sides at a time of our lamp, and trying at
what distance he could read the small print in the time-table by the
light of the uncovered side of the lantern. With the clear ruby glass

he could read at seven feet distance from the lamp, with ruby glass

and matt varnish at four feet, and with " canary medium " at three
feet. So much for illuminating powers.
We then took three of the Wratten plates, three sensitometer tablets,

and three printing-frames, and exposed them (simultaneously) for

precisely two minutes to the three sides of the lantern. To the ruby
side we exposed No. 1 at seven inches distance, No. 2 to the ruby and
ground glass at four inches, and No. 3 to the canary side at three
inches. Developing all together as described above, the ruby-glass-
exposed plate gave about 11 on the sensitometer, the ruby-and-matt-
variiish plate about 6, and the canary 4 or 5. I speak approximately
as to sensitometer numbers, because there appears some doubt as to

what number ought really to be quoted in the use of such an instru-

ment. In this experiment the canary medium had certainly the best
of it, and I confess now, as I confessed then, that I was vastly sur-

prised at the result ; the " reason why" I shall shortly tell. It will bo
understood that I had and have no prejudice in favour of any particular

medium, and all my endeavour was to make a fair comparison between
the materials employed.
The fact, then, which I consider so far proved by my experiment

—

that this pale yellow-grecnisli light had the least effect upon my seusitirc

plate—set me thinking very seriously. In common with a great jKjrtion

of photographers I had always understood that anything approaching
to a pale lemon colour was a very delusive substitute for light-filters

of orange or red tints, and I had also believed that a spectroscopic test

of any material used for a dark-room lamp or window was a conclusive
test ; and here I found a material that, examined spectroscopically,
utterly failed to pass as a safe medium, acting with greater safety in

proportion to its illuminating powers than even a ruby glass which
stood the spectrum test very much better, and also the same ruby glass
with a light-diffusing material added. Considering what I had always
been taught to believe concerning the action of light on sensitive salts,

it is little wonder I was astonished.

I have repeated my spectroscopic examination of a number of sub-
stances and colours used for lamps and windows in the dark-room, and
all my observations tend to prove that there is some great error in the
theories usually laid down as to the action of the various parts of light
on our plates. Today (24th April), with a student's spectroscope, by
Browning, I have examined flashed and stained ruby glasses and orangu
papers oiled and plain, also canary medium and Mr. Debenham's com-
bination, and certainly the spectroscopic tests have not at all been
borne out by actual experiment with gelatino-bromide plates. I have
only one inference to draw, namely, either the spectroscope is a false
instrument, or our accepted theories as to the action of light on bro-
mide, chloride, and iodide of silver are, if not false, at least seriously
deficient in some respect. I need not say that I accept the latter
alternative. The canary medium under spectroscopic examination
passes all the green rays and some of the blue. Mr. Debenham's green
glass and yellow paper do about the same, but cut off some of the red.
The green glass alone has the latter effect. A double-flashed ruby glass
allows very little except red to pass ; so, too, does a stained red glass.

Orange in any shape passes a considerable amount of green ; and yet ou
trial—very careful trial— I found plates as little fogged by canary and
Debenham as by any of the other media, or almost as little.

Doubtless my readers will say that for all these reasons I use canary
medium or Mr. Debenham's combination for my dark-room window.
Such is not the case. I tried the canary some time ago, and the green
glass and yellow paper (juite lately; and after going to considerable
trouble and expense I undid all 1 had done, and replaced my ruby
glass just as it was before my mind was unsettled by the late discus-
sions. And why? Because I could not see with the yellow-green
light, and because all yellow-greens are obnoxious to me. And there
lies the reason why I deprecate all attempts to lay down the law on
such matters for other people, and why I decline to accept for myself
laws on such matters laid down by other people. But I must keep
further discussion on this and other points for a fntnrc contribation to
this " light " literature. Amurkw Fri>-olii.

ON LENSES.*
AsTUiMATHiN OR AsTIOMATlSM.— If a cross 1m! distinctly marked open a
card and focussed in the centre of the field of a lens, the two arms will
1>e seen with equal distinctness. If now with an ordinary portrait lens
the camera be swung round or tilted, so that the cross appears nc.ir the
margin of the field, it will not be found possible to focus both arms of

' Continued (rom psge 201,
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the cross at the same time. It th.it ivrni which is i;i a h;ie with tlie

diameter of the field be focussed the other will be wanting in sUaipiiess.

By turning the lens outwards, this other arm may be brought to a focus

;

but then the first one will be no longer distinct. The image of a point

of light falling near the margin of the field of a lens possessing con-

siderable astigmation, cannot be focussed sharply. On moving the lens

it will be seen that the point takes the form of an oval or an approach

to a short line, either in the direction of the diameter or the circum-

ference of the field, accordingly as the lens is racked in or out. If a

line happen to be in the same direction that the point is elongated, it

appears sharp, but if the elongation be across the line the latter will be

blurred. This characteristic is called "astigmatism" or "astigma-

tion." .

Distortion is caused by different portions of the lens, engaged in

forming the various parts of au image, acting as prisms in bending

aside the ray of light. Thus, with a single lens and a diaphragm at

a diatixnce from it, tlie axis of the ray coincident with the axi» of the

lens is not bent aside at all ; but those rays coming from parts of the

object towards the margin of the field, impinge upon portions of the

lens possessing the form of a wedge or prism, and the nearer the margin

the more this is the case. The images of tliose portions of the field

are, therefore, turned aside, and, whether the stop be in front of the

lens or behind it, proportionally more so the farther they are from the

axis. Distortion is avoided by having an additional lens upon the other

side of the diaghragm, giving a like amount of distortion, but in the

contrary direction.

Curvature and Flatness of Pidd.—With an ordinary lens the focus of

different parts of an image of equally-distant objects will be at some-

thing like the same distance from the lens, and to get them all sharp

Curvature and flatness of ficM.

at the same time, therefore, it would be necessary to employ, as the

ficussing-screen or the sensitive film, a portion of a sphere instead of a

Hat plate. When the oblique rays have their focus lengthened out, as

shown in the dotted line, so as to fall upon a fiat surface, the lens is

said to have a flat field. Lenses corrected in any degree for this evil

are said to be more or less flat-fielded. The great difiioulty has been
to get flatness of field without introducing an intolerable amount of

astigmatism.
Absolute flatness of field must not be expected. The sacrifice of

other good qualities in order to obtain this characteristic over any but
a small portion of the centre of the plate is so great that, except witli

lenses where a very small diaphragm is used, it is only attempted
approximately. It is, however, so valuable a quality that those lenses

in which it has been made a particular point of are for most purposes
to be preferred. It is, perhaps, the one quality to obtain which
opticians would be justified in making greater sacrifices in other direc-
tions than they have generally been disposed to do. A lens may be
examined for it in the following manner ;—Focus some object sharply
in the centre of the field ; then swing the camera round so that the
same object comes to points on the ground glass, at regularly-increasing
distances of (say) one inch from the centre, and mark how much
the lens has to be racked in at each distance. Now draw a straight
line, and at distances upon it equal to those upon the ground glass,
make uprights corresponding in length with the amount which the lens
has had to be racked in at each distance, to get the best focus.
Join the tops of these uprights by a Hue, which line will describe the
curvature of field of the particular lens. Tliis line should be com-
pared both with the straight line from which it diverges, and with the
-circumference of a circle having a radius equal to tlie focus of the lens
for the object that has been focussed. In order to reduce to an insig-
nificant minimum any error arising from not having swung the camera
accurately upon the optical centre of the lens, some distant object
should be selected for focussing.

Flatness of field only implies the delineation upon a flat surface of
objects at equal distances, and, therefore, even if absolutely attained,
would still require, for even definition, that the various objects included
should be placed in a semicircular curve round the lens, unless these
objects were all bo distant that the rays proceeding from them are

indistinguishable from parallel ones. To delineate upon a flat field the

image of a Hat surface, such as a map or a newspaper, would require

the marginal rays to be so much lengthened, that the field for parallel

or distant rays would be actually curved the other way—that is, con-

vex instead of concave.

By those unacquainted with the science of optics, curvature and flat-

ness of field have often been confounded with spherical aberration and
aplanatism ; and, indeed, a diagram showing only the former charac-

teristics, has actually beeu given by a professed teacher of the subject,

in illustration of the word aplanatic.

Diffraction has been spoken of in connection with photographic

optics. If it were really necessary to take it into consideration in the

calculations for the construction of a photographic lens, these calcula-

tions would be even more complicated than they are at present.

Fortunately this is not the case, and, as no scientific optician has

admitted it as an element into such calculations, it may be dismissed.

When in January, 18.39, Daguerre in France, and Fox Talbot in

Enolaud, announced that they had succeeded in fixing the image of the

camera, that instrument at once acquired an importance that could not

otherwise have belonged to it. The lens with which it was furnished,

although considered sufficient for a toy, or for occasional use to assist a

draughtsman, had several characteristics which made its work as an
instrument for the photographer very inferior to what a scientifically-

designed instrument would give. Taking an ordinary double convex

lens (say) of two inches diameter, and twelve inches focus, the follow-

ing four faults had to be corrected :^1. Difl'erence of the chemical and
visual foci, necessitating an alteration or adjustment of the position of

the plate, varying in amount with the distance of the object to be
photographed, after each focussing. '2. Spherical aberration, in conse-

quence of which the image was more or less confused and wanting in

sharpness everywhere. 3. Curvature of the field, in consequence of

which objects at equal distances, but upon different portions of the

field, would be out of focus unless the plate were cup-Shaped instead of

flat. 4. Slowness of action.

The difference of chemical and visual foci could be corrected upon
the lines already laid down, Daguerre himself, indeed, used an
achromatised lens, but in England some of the earliest cameras were
made for uncorrected lenses, and had graduations marked upon them
for adjustment after focussing. The second mentioned fault— spherical
aberration—was the most important, and the discovery of the remedy
for this, involved the cure of the fourth defect, or that of slowness

of action ; because spherical aberration increases with the aperture of

the lens—that is, with the proportion of the size of the lens to its

focal length—so that a lens which was scarcely tolerable in its definition

could not afford to have its rapidity increased by making it of larger

aperture.

The want of a suitable lens being perceived, opticians and mathe-
maticians in several countries set to work to try and cure the evils

above-mentioned. One of these—Professor J. Petzval, of Vienna

—

succeeded in calculating the formula for au instrument which has

always, and justly, been considered a triumph of mathematical science

So complete did it come into the world, that in more than forty years

it is questionable whether any very important improvement or modifi-

cation has been made upon it. This Petzval lens is the well-known
portrait combination, which, with gome little dififerences of detail

amongst themselves, has been made by photographic opticians in all

parts of the world. The essential and most striking characteristic of

this lens is the elimination of spherical aberration, and the means by
which this is achieved is, particularly, the separation of the com-
ponents of the back combination. This sep.iration allows the flint

negative lens to possess so much ncgatire spherical aberration as to

correct the positive aberration of the whole system ; and so perfectly

is this accomplished, that it was possible to have the lens much larger

in proportion to its focal length—quicker acting, that is—and, at the

same time, give far finer definition than could be obtained with the

then existing lenses, unless a very small stop had been used. The
focus, at the same time, was somewhat lengthened towards the margins,

so that the field, although not flat, was yet of a flatter curve, and did

not for some distance on each side of the axis depart far from the flat

plate.

By tolerating a certain amount of astigmatism it is possible to make
the field of the lens flatter, and the amount of sacrifice that should be

made i

upon
definition," meaning
margin of the field if that part only be focussed ; but in doing this with
a lens of round field, the centre of the picture must be thrown much out

of focus, or the subject to be photographed must be arranged in a deep
curve. When this is done, owing to the violence of the perspective,

all but the middle of the picture will appear exaggerated in size ; and
this effect is to be condemned, whether in the side figures of a group or,

as it has sometimes been put forward in favour of a lens of round field,

the advancing knees and hands of a sitting figure.

In some French portrait lenses of recent make, considerable flatness

of field has been attained. The absolute definition has had to bo »

little sacrificed, bnt I think this sacrifice well worth making.
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In the year 1866, the late Mr. J. H. Dallmeycr patented a variation

of the Petzval luus. This variation consisted in reversing the eleniCntit

of the hack combination with such a modilication of the curves as this

change involves. The particular advantage claimed at the time for

this form of lens h.-v3 since been abandoned. The putting of tlio nega-

tive Imis at the back allowed its distance from the positive element to

be varied, and thus tlio perfection of its correction for spherical aberra-

Fia. 4.

Portrait Lens—Potzval's OriginiJ.

tion to be modified. It was stated that by altering the distance of the

bauk lens, so as to reintroduce spherical aberration, and sacrifioe defini-

tion at the focus, improved definition was obtained upon the planes not

in focus. This claim—" iliffusion of focus" it was called—was shown to

FIQ. B.

Practical Guide to Photocibaphy.

London : Marios k Co., Soho Square.

ME.S.SRS. Makion ani> Co. have published, under the above title, a

useful hand-book of photography, wliich, without going deeply into

the more abstruse branches, deals in a lucid and practical manner with

the various operations connecte<l with every department of the science.

A short historical sketch is followed by a chapter on "The Application

of Modern Photography," after wliich the working of wet and dry

plates in and out of doors, printing, mounting, retonching, 4o., are

successively treated. Chapters on optics, on portraiture out of doors

and in an ordinary room ; instantaneous photography, printing in

skies, and combination printing; ferro-prussiate printing, and many
other brandies, deal with special subjects, and will prove useful to the

novice. The work, consisting of upwards of two hundred pages, is

handsomely got up and eminently practical.

Portrait Lens—Dallnicyei''8 Modification.

be mistaken, and is no longer made. The lens, liowever, when em-
ployed with tlie elements in the position of best definition is a useful

one, and some other well-known opticians have for some time past issued I

a sexies of lenses of this form. In this case, however, the back lenses

are burnished together into their cell, and no shifting or alteration of

their position is possible,

While on the subject of " diffusion " or " depth " of focus it may be re-

marked that a delusion on this point is cherished by a vast number of

p)>otographers. Kor this the manufacturing opticians are somewhat to

ulame. Tliey have been in the habit of advertising lenses as having great
'

' depth of focus, " whereas that is a quality that, except as attained by the
use of a small aperture or diaphragm involving slowness of action, does
not exist at all. Still many photographers—careful, practical men, too,

some of them—will tell you that they have, or have liad, some particular

portrait lens that will give the various parts of a sitter's head, the back-
ground behind Iiim, and generally objects on difTerent jilanes, with
sharper definition than other lenses of similar aperture and focus, that
have as tine or finer definition on any one plane. This is a curious case
of mistaken observation ; but in photography, unfortunately, mistaken
observations m,ay pass current as scientific facts.

Before passing on to the consideration of other lenses, it may be
observed that some discussion has taken place as to which is entitled
to be called a portrait lens. It is probable that portraits have, at some
time or other, been taken by all the kinds of photographic lenses in
existence, I liave myself had in regular use a single lens for panel
portraits and a lens of tlie rapid doublet, or Steinheil type, for pro-
menades; but as the name "portrait lens" has been accepted as the
distinguishing title for the Petzval intrument first described, and as
tlie most striking characteristic of that instrument is that it will give
good definition when used with an aperture of one-fourth of its focal
length or even more, it would, perhaps, be best to retain the name
portrait lens for a lens constructed on such principles that it may be
made to work with that airerture. ^V. E, Debe.viiam.

(To be continued in our next. J
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MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Date of Meeltng;.

Mays.

6.

Xamo of Society. Place of lieetlnj:.

West Riding of Yorkshire Godwin-street, Bradford.
Sheffield Freemasons* Hall, Surrey-street.
Halifax Courier Otflce, Kegent-street.
Bolton Club i The Studio, Chancer>*-lane.
Glossop Dale

\
Glossop Coffee Palace, High-street.
181, Aidersgatc-street.
Hall, 6, 8t. Andrcw>square.
Town Hall, Haiiley.
Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street.

Mechanics' Institution.

Masons' Hall, Bosin^^hall-street.

Royal College of Science, Dublin.

Benevolent ,

Edinburgh
North Staffordshire ....

Photographic Club . . .

.

Manchester
London and Provincial
Ireland

RECENT PATENTS.

PATENTS APPLIED FOB.
No. 6,688.—" Cameras for Photographic Purposes." S. IX McKellen,

Brown-street, JIancliester.—Z>a<«d April 23, 18,S4.

No. 0,7-43.—" Production of Printing Surfaces by Aid of Photo-Reliefs."
N. Macbeth, Bolton, Lancashire.—i^M April 24, 1884.

No. 6,820.—" Photographic Frames." P. J. Charlk-s,—Z)a««i April
25, 1884,

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

At the meeting of this Society, held on the 24th ult., the chair was taken
by Mr. A. Cowan.
Mr. A. Mackie, referring to the lecture On Lemes given at the previous

meeting, inquired what would be the effect, on the achromatising of a lens,

of separating its elements—the crown and the flint—for any distance, or of
having them in contact, but not cemented.
Mr. W. E. Debenham replied that altering tlie distances of the elements

of a lens would to some extent alter its achromaticity, but much more so
its correction for spherical aberration. Using the front elements of a
portrait lens in contact, instead of being cemented, would not affect the
achromaticity. There were advantages in the use of cement, as there was
less loss from reflections, and, particularly, there was freedom from a
deposit of dust, or of a film from exposure to the atmosphere. He had had
a telescope of Dollond's, the image given by which appeared flat and
mistv. The objective w.as burnished into its cell, but uixm turning away
the brass rim, so as to be able to separate and clean the elements—there
were three, a flint between two crowns—it gave a beautiful image. Lenses
having unceraented internal surfaces ought never to be burnisned in, but
always set in screwed cells, so that they could be got at when reciuired.

Mr. A Haddon remarked that the glasses of telescojw objectives were
often set a certain distance apart. No doubt this was done with a view to
more i)erfect correction of the sphericyil rather than the chromatic aberra-
tion. He then raised the question whether screwing a lens tightly into its

mount would permanently deform the glass.

Mr. Debenham considered that with such a perfectly-elastic substance
as glass ijemi.anent deformation would not result, but that it would return
to its original foi-m when the pressure was removed.
Mr. Haddon said that that was his view, but his reason for asking the

question was that an optician had given as the reason for the defective
working of an instrument which haA been returned to him that the lens
was permanently deformed from having been screwed down too tightly.
The Chairman remarked that whilst on the subject of lenses Be would

suggest that a table should be published giving the speed upon the uniform
standard of diaphragms of various sizes witli regard to lenses of different
focal lengths. Perhaps Mr. Burton would undertake this.

Mr. W. K. Burton had .ilready prepared such a table, giving the
increase of diameter of diaphragm by the ,V of an inch, and of focal length
by half inches.

The Chairman then handed round a book and box for carrying sensitive
plates. This will be found described in our last issue in the report of the
meeting of the Photographic Society of Great Britain.
A question was read—Will an emvdsion giving twenty on the sensito-

meter, if mixed with one of a lower numl>er, give a mean between the two ?

Tlie Chairman believed that they would get the speed of the quicker.
If there were much difference in the rapidity of the comimncnts—say ten or
twenty times—the slower one would be unacted upon, and, as so much inert
matter, would fix out, leaving the image thin, when they were neariv of
the same speed the slower emulsion would be acted upon in the high lights,
to which it would add force.

Mr. BniTON knew of one commercial manufacturer whose practice it was
to mix two emulsions—one a rapid on«, prepared with Mnmoni*, and giving
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a thin image ; the other a stout-bodied one of about one-half the speed, pre-

pared by boiling.

Mr. W. M. Ashman showed a sample of a bright lemon-coloured mate-
rial for dark-room Illumination, called "golden medium." Two or three

thicknesses of this and two of green oiled silk, such as is sold at chemists'

for surgical purposes, gave a light that was at once safe, sufficient, and
pleasant.

Mr. Mackie said a few days since he had fitted the same material round
a caudle for developing purposes. He was at first afraid of the light, as it

seemed too bright. However, he found that he continued development
under the light for ten minutes without getting any veil or deposit upon a
sensitive plate.

Mr. Hart had used a candle and ordinary orange paper, such as is used
for collodion dark rooms. With plates giving twenty-four on the sensi-

tometer the results were beautifully clear.

Mr. A. L. Henderson had the day previous substituted canary medium
and yellow glass for the two ruby glasses that he had previously employed
in his dark room. He found that with two minutes' exposure to his new
light he only got a tenth part of the image that thirty seconds' exposure to

the two rubies had given.

Mr. Barker thought that much depended upon the system of develop-
ment. He had found that red light neutralised the eiFect of any white
light that might be present. If a little ray of white light came sideways
uix)h the plate whilst close to the ruby window the light of the latter was
sufficient to prevent the white light from fogging the plate, as it would do
if there were no red light to counteract it.

Mr. Debenham considered that this was a case of mistaken observation.
Mr. Burton said that we must either doubt our knowledge of tlie laws

of nature or the accuracy of Mr. Barker's observation.

Mr. Haddon remarked that red light was not perfectly safe, and white
light was not safe. The addition of the one to tlie other was not to be
exi)ected to produce a safe mixture.
Mr. B.-VKKER said that in his dark room, lighted by ruby glass, he could,

when placing a plate of ruby glass over the developing dish, see the nega-
tive through the glass. In white light the ruby glass prevented his seemg
the negative through it. . Why was this ?

Mr. Debenham replied that in a red light red objects appeared light
like white. In his former dark room the red sides of pill boxes looked
almost as light as the white tops. Red glass in such a case would not be
very much more obstructive than white glass. In white light the eyes
would be so filled by its superior power of illumination that they would
not perceive clearly the light coming through the ruby glass—which light
must paas it twice, once to illuminate the plate and then from the plate to
the observer.

Mr. Henderson said that rapid plates would appear fogged in a ruby
light when they were not so in reality, but would fix out clear. This was
due to the fact that the more sensitive plates were composed of the green
bromide of silver, which in a red light looked dark.
A discussion then took x^lace as to the stage at which white light might

be admitted to a dark room in which collodion was worked.
Mr. HENDER.SON maintained that if it were intended to redevelope the

plate white light must not be allowed to fall upon the plate even after
thorough washing. Mr. Burton and Mr. J. Stuart, of Glasgow, took the
opposite view.
As to the lighting of the dark room,
Mr. Stuart now used only yellow paper for all operations, including

coating.

The Chairman referred to the death of the Rev. F. F. Statham, Presi-
dent of the South London Photographic Society, and stated, for the informa-
tion of those who might wish to attend, the time and place of the funeral.
On the motion of Mr. W. Ayres, seconded by Mr. Henderson, a letter of
condolence was ordered to be written.

EDINBURGH PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
" Round the World with a Camera" formed the subject of the Society's
third lantern exhibition, which took place on Thursday, the 17th ultuno
in Queen-street Hall.

'

Mr. Andrew Phingle, who lately returned from a tour round the
world, delivered the lecture, which was of a more than usually interesting
character, as Mr. Pringle spoke from the results of his own experience.
The views exhibited were derived from negatives taken by Mr. Pringle iii

the varied countries through which he travelled.
As the transparencies were of a very lii^h order, the views, illustrating

so many lands, were put on the screen in the most effective manner. The
frequent applause of the audience sufficiently testified to their complete
satisfaction.

A vote of thanks was awarded to Mr. Pringle for his lecture and
admirable illustrations.

LIVERPOOL AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
The ordinary meeting of this Society was lield at tlie Free Library, on
Thursday, the 24th ultimo,—Dr. Kenyon, President, in the chair.
The minutes of the March meeting wore read and confirmed, and Mr.

C. Harris was elected a member.
The Chairman announced the donation of two lantern slides for the

library, and eight prints of views near .Settle for the album, from Mr.
Watts. He (the Chan-man) stated that with reference to a passage in his
introductory address suggesting the desirability of a dark slide made with
the shutter to open inside the camera— in place of the usual drawn-out
shutter, which was too familiar in commerce—he had received a letter
from Mr. S. Sidey, of London, stating that he had constructed two such
slides about three years ago, never having seen or heard of one before ; he
had used them ever sine, and offered to send one for the Society t(i

examine. The Chairman gladly accepted the offer, and had the pleasure
of exhibiting the slide. The mechanism, it would be observed, was
beautifully simple and most ingenious. A slide of this kind would be
most useful in instantaneous work, and wherever it was desirable to have
the camera as inconspicuous as possible. The shutter exhibited was
lighter and more compact than the ordinary form. Its use presented less

leverage to the wind and less chance of admission of light during expo-
sure. The plate was uncovered far more easily than by drawing a shutter.

A rigid camera might be carried ready focussed, and with this slide expo-
sure could be readily effected without anyone knowing what was going on.

He (the Chairman) proposed a coi-dial vote of thanks to Mr. Sidey for his

kindness in sending this interesting exhibit.

Mr. J. Thomson (21, High Park-street, Liverpool) exhibited and ex-
plained a new stand of his invention. The main features of this new
stand consisted of stays for the purpose of steadying a large camera,
and a very ingenious compass - swing arrangement for instantaneous
work at sea, enabling pictures to be taken when the rolling and pitching
of the vessel would otherwise render photograpliy impossible.

Mr. H. N. Atkins recounted his last bank-holiday experience, when he
found an excellent substitute for a focussing-glass in a film of gelatine
which had had some milk added to it before it iiad set.

The Rev. H. J. Palmer corroborated Mr. Atkins' experience, and said
that five years ago he had read a paper in that room recommending the
gelatine-milk film as a substitute for ground glass.

Mr. Cornish exhibited a new stand of startling novelty. When in use it

was rigid and strong, and when not in use it could easily be stowed avv-ivy

in the pocket. Each leg was composed of a ribbon of brass, which was
rolled and extended on the principle of a paper spill-lighter. In answer
to numerous questions, Mr. Cornish stated that it took from five to ten
minutes to put up; its cost was 25s. It was admirably .adapted for cyclist-

photograi>hers. Messrs. Newton and Co. were the agents for its sale.

The Chairman showed and described a new camera by Hare, which
contained several novel features, and had been made especially for the
tricycle.

Mr. J. H. Ellerbeck opened the discussion upon the subject appointed
for the evening, namely, Tfie Beat Mode of Developing Instantaneous Nega-
tives. He thought that among the essentials for success in this department
of photography were slow development and the use of less pyro. than
usual.

Mr. R. Crowe said that there were three classes of instantaneous sub-
jects:—1. Open sea pictures with but little contrast. 2. Street views. 3.

Lake scenes, and subjects with deep shadows. His formula for instan-
taneous work was one ounce of ammonia to two ounces of water, with sixty
grains of bromide of potassium. For pictures in class 1 he would use a
double quantity of pyro. and double bromide, in order to increase the
contrasts. For class 2 tliree grains of pyro. to the ounce, and the usual
proportion of bromide. For class 3 less pyro. than usual, care being taken
not to force development and so produce fog.

The Chairman asked Mr. Crowe the lens and aperture with which he
usually worked.
Mr. Crowe replied that he used a Steinheil lens of eight and a-lialf

inches focus, and an aperture of /.

Mr. W. H. KiRKBY asked for further detail as to development.
Mr. Crowe said that the plate should be placed in pyro. solution first,

and then the ammonia and bromide added twenty drops at once, and as
soon as discolouration took place developing should be stopped.
Mr. Ellerbeck recommended keeping bromide and ammonium solution

in separate bottles. By using bromide and pyro. first, and then adding
ammonia, tliere would be greater likelihood of clean pictures.

Mr. KiRKBT preferred to begin developing with plain pyro., and then to
add ammonium and bromide.
The Rev. H. J. Palmer invariably gave a preliminary soaking in very

weak solution of bromide of potassium.
Mr. Watts, on the otiier hand, strongly advocated first soaking in water

with a few drops of ammonium, and then adding pyro. and bromide.
The Hon. Secretary suggested that as the discussion was an important

one it should be deferred to tlie May meeting, and be opened by Mr,
Watts.
Mr. Ellerbeck showed some prints from negatives recently taken at

Hawarden.
The Rev. H. J. Palmer produced an excellent developing lamp made

from a Chinese lantern, and rendered non-actinic by Thomas's ruby var-
nish.

After the usual votes of thanks to the exhibitors had been a<x;orded the
meeting was adjourned.

Corr^5|j0ntrinc£.

Special Meeting of thb Photographic Society op Feance.
An extraordinary and special meeting of the Photographic Society of
France was held on Friday last, the 25th ult., in order that M. Audra
might fully develope and demonstrate his plan of making gelatino-
bromide of silver emulsions.

I may call it an "extraordinary meeting," as tlie idea is an innova-
tion, it being the first time that the Society has thought fit to convoke
its members for such an object. The crowd of nieinbers and friends
present afforded a proof that this innovation should be repeated, or
that the gelatino-bromide of silver process is in appearance more
simple than in reality, and therefore numbers came to seek for in-

formation .

M. Audra is well known to the readers of The British .Journal of
PiIOTOGitAPHV as an enlightened and intelligent amateur—in fact, oue
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of tlio many to w}iom wo owe the present advanced state of photo-
graphy. I will endeavour to repeat hia demonstration as clearly as

possilile- not that tlierc is anything new in his formula or secret

"dodges" in his manipulation, but because there is a simplicity in his

manner <if working which I myself have never before seen, aud which
I am c'crtaiu will draw many adepts into this interesting field of our art-

science.

jM. Audra had before him on the table only a very few objects

—

those, in fact, indispensable for the demonstration. He began his

lecture by saying that the system he recommended for emulsion

making was simple in the extreme, at tlio same time that it did not

give the pnlm to any other either iu rapidity or perfection of result.s,

it being the fruit of three years of incessant study and experiment.

The object this evening (he said) is to obtain a silver salt incor-

porated with gelatine, and that in the form of an emulsion. To obtain

this result I introduce into a glass bottle holding about a pint

—

(lelatine (Nelson's No. 1) 4 parts,

Jhstilled water 200 ,,

Ammonium bromide 20 ,

,

'I'liis bottle is now placed in a kettle and the water warmed sufficiently

to dissolve the contents. ^Vhen the gelatine is dissolved the bottle is

taken out and allowed to cool down. The followiug solution is then
poured in :

—

Water
,^

"lO parts.

Ammonia ,, 15 ,,

Alcohol J ....< 50 ,,

1 now dissolve in a glass beaker

—

Distilled water 100 parts.

Silver nitrate 30 ,

,

When the silver nitrate is thoroughly dissolved I put a glass funnel

into the neck of the bottle containing the aqueous solution of l)romide.

This 1 give a whisk round, set t^e recipient upon the table, and pour
t'le silver solution into the funnel without any precaution whatever,
and that in full gaslight. I whisk it round once or ttvice. The silver

bromide can now be seen to be of a bright rubj' colour, and it will

remain so for an hour or two. The emulsion in this state is to be
kept twenty-four hours to ripen (without lieat).

I will suppose the twenty-four hours to have passed away. I now
weigh out twenty parts of hard gelatine, which, l)eing slightly moistened,

I put into the bottle and stir it well with a glass rod. If any silver bro-

mide has been precipitated this gelatine will act as a mop aud break it

up. I now put the bottle into cold water, and raise the temperature
until the gelatine is dissolved. The silver bromide has now a bright

blue colour, and has gained its maximum of rapidity. 1 then pour out
the emulsion into a porcelain tray and leave it to .set. Generally in the

morning it is hard enough to be cut up to be washed.
M. Audra then took a tray containing a jelly of gelatino-bromide of

silver, anil with a silver spoon he cut it into small square pieces ready
to be force<l through his canvas iu order to wash away all soluble salts.

He informed the members that up to this point all the manipulations
em be carried on iu white light and without any fear of fogging tlie

emulsion, as the excess of ammonium bromide sufficed to prevent the
action of liijht upon the emulsion.

I had here the privilege of putting several questions to M. Audra on
tie deoxidising influence of bichromate of potash, which he recom-
mended to be used. His reply Avas that he had found no necessity to

use the bichromate of potash, as his exi>erimeut3 had convinced him
tliat the free bromide iu the emulsion permitted the use of white light

in the manipulation up to washing, and that with impunity.
Here arc two excellent things wliicli AI. Audra has taught us :

—

I. That an emulsion need not be shaken or stirred to death by com-
plicated apparatus.—2 That white light may be let into the dark
room with impunity during the mixing or formation of the silver

bromide, and to the great comfort and convenience of the manfacturer.

Uan this be depended upon ? Let us see by a simple rule of three how
much free bromide M. Audra has in his enmlsion.
The equivalent of nitrate of silver being IVO, that of bromide of

ammonium 98, we state the problem as follows:—As 170 :98 ::30:17'3.

Therefore, as M. Audra employs twenty parts of bromide of ammo-
nium he lias but 2"7 parts of free bromide in his emulsion. Iu my
ordinary work I use more than this, and as soon as an emulsion is

made it is my custom to pour a band upon a glass plate and expose
half of it to gaslight in order to detect fog. When a dense black is

obtained and the white remains pure it is set .aside as good ; if a sign of

fog show itself, more bioliromate is immediately addo<l to cure it. I

Jay stress ui»n these facts in order that some discretion ni.ay be used,
and to prevent, if possible, a beginner from making an emulsion iu full

sunlight. I aui myself convinced that so small a quantity of free

bromide cannot render the emulsion insensitive to white light iu excess.

This digressioi\ explained, we will return to the lecturer.

M. Audra, in reply to a question as to the addition of iodide, in-

formed tlie members that he preferred pure bromide; but, if iodide be
used, it should not be in greater quantity than onc-tiftieth of the
bromide employed. It can be added to the jelly about one hour after

the emulsion is made.
M. Audra then put the small pieces of gelatine into a piece of

canvas, and sciucezed it through under water. This he did three'

times. When thoroughly washed ho a<ldcd thirty parti of swelled
gelatine, dissolved by a gentle heat, filtered, ami showed how to coat
plates. He expressed an opinion that exccsKive filtering was not neces-
sary. He liimself only liltercd through medical cotton—a kind of ctton
which, if put into a glass of water, will sink to the bottom immediately.
As soon as the plates prepiuerl by M. Audra were set he put

them into a kind of square box ilevoid of t"p and bottom. Each box
contained one dozen plates, and so made that they fit one upon the
other, and so form a kind of chimney. He said that the drying was
slow, but devoid of drying-marks, &c. He rubbed the plates over
with a two-i)er-cent. solution of silicate of potash before preparing
them. This chemical permitted the emulsion to run over it similar to
collodion. No glass rod was used, and frilling was unknown.
M. Audra was highly applaudeil, and a desire was manifested that

this interesting dcmoiistiation would be succeeded by others. A
hope was expressed that the next demonstration would be given by
Mr. A. L. Henderson, whose appearance is eagerly looked for by all

lovers of photography. E. Stssbiko, Prof.
25, Unii ih^x AjM'Kiiiitx, Parin, April 29, 1884.

LONG-roCUS LENSES.
To the EorroRS.

Genti.emkn',—This subject has recently been treated in your columns
with special reference to portraits. Perhaps a few remarks on the use of
a telescope object-gla-ss as a photographic lens of long focus may prove
interesting.

I have adapted the object-glass of a three-inch telescope of the cheap form,
so largely sold for about £."). Its focal length is forty-four inches, and its

form plano-convex. I have mounted it in a cell, with a fixed diaidiragra
2'3 inches in diameter jilaced four inches in front of the lens, the [ilane
surface of the latter being in front next the diajiliragm. I u.se this lens
with a 12 X 10 camera with the aid of a lisht pyramidal wooden tube, the
large open end of which fits over the front frame of the camera (the sUding
front having been removed), and is secured behind it by brass " buttons.
The flange for the lens is screwed on to a block filling the small (truncated)
end of the pyramid. Near the front end of the latter a U-shaped stirrup
of brass is fixed on the under side of the tube, and has a tapiied hole in the
centre of it. Thi.s is to support the long, overhanging tube, thus:—Ihe
12 X 10 camera is mounted on its tripod, tlie pyramid and lens fixed, aud
the object focui^sed. A small tripod is then brought up under the stirruji,

and fastened to it by its own screw, whicli works in the tapjied hole meii-
tioiied above. The camera is thus supported on six legs, and is extremely
rigid, both in hiprh winds and under tlie shock of a drop-shutter.

It will be seen that the ratio of aperture to focus is ^\. This stop gives
sharp martjinal definition on a 13 x 10 plate, and woul4 cover much larger
plates with smaller stops, or if, as in portr.aits, microscopic definition were
not required at the edges. I have takim very good portraits in a room with
ordinary side light with fifteen to twenty seconds'exposunt. The depth of
focus is very satisfactory. For landscapes of the "instantaneous" class, a
drop-shutter giving j'^th of a second effective exposure suffices.

There are several uses, besides that of t.<iking larKe portraits, for which a
lens of this abnormally-long focus is available. There are numerous views
which can only be t.aken from a point so distant that a negative taken with
an onlinary lens would have to be enlarged. I have also used it for taking
instantaneous views of children, &c., from my window. Of course it is

quite necessary to be unobserved in such cases, otherwise the figures
immediately range themselves in a perfectly-straight line and stare at the
camera. With my lens not only can figures be taken of a good sine at a
considerable distance—a five-feet figure fifty yards off conies out one and
a-half inch high^lnit the aiigh^ of view is so small that the camera can be
placed fur within the room and quite out of sight.

Shijiping is another subject where it is very often desirable to obtain dis-

tant objects on a larger scale than is ordinarily practicable. I have recently
been instructed to take a view embracing a very small angle from a given
IKisition at sea. Having moored a vessel on the reipiired station, I was
enabled with the 44inch lens to take a very ^ood view of the required bit of
coast, although the motion of the vessel was considerabh,'. The omditicns
were trying for a lens of such long focus, as an angular motion of the vessel
of only one minute during exposure would cause tlie image of a fixed object
on the plate to move alxiut i^tli of an inch ; but by dropping the shutter at the
moment when the vessel was stationary at the top or bottom of a pitch I have
reduced the width of blur to much less than this—perhajis itjisth of an inch.
The lens seems to answer equally well reversed ; that is, with the stoj) behind,
the plane face beiiii^, of course, still towards the stop. The angle is too
small for any trace of distortion, either barrel or pincushion, tt> be visible.

In conclusion : I would direct attention to the very small cost at which
such a lens may be fitted up. A suitable object-jilass costs about ."iOs., but
ime may often be procui-ed from the telescope-maker slisrhtly chipped,
so as not to be available for a new telescope, but practically as gi><>d for

jihotography. The cost of this would probaoly be about one {xiund. The
mount and the extension of the camera need not cost more than another
pound, aud the latter is very useful for enlarging purposes. It might
l>e made portable with a little more trouble.—I am, yours, &c.,
April 28, 1S84. K. K. W.

THE ADJUSTABLE SKY-SHADE.
To tlie EiiiTORs.

Gentlkhkx,—In a footnote which you api>end to Dr. Nicol's article in

the last numlier of the Journal (April 2.")th) on my sky-shade, you say you
"are a little iu doubt as to who w;u> really the first of those whote claims to

the patemUi/" of shades on this principle "are before the world."
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This conveys the impression that I am among the number of those who

make this claim ; and, as there is nothing more repugnant to me than

claiming merit belonging to another, I will esteem it a favour if you \yi i

refer to the number of your Journal for November 9th, 1883, m which

Mr. Norman Miicbeth's article, descriptive of my shade, appeared, and

where, by my request, he very fully states the sources from which 1 got

the suggestion to have been your .Journal for November 5th, 1870, and

your Almanac for 187G. In the former the Rev. Canon Beechy described

what he called a "split sky-shade," and in the liitter Mr. Baynham Jones

wrought out the idea more fully. Both of these contain the suggestion or

"generic idea" of mine, and they were fully acknowledged.

All that I claim is that, while fully admitting my indebtedness to these

gentlemen for the merit of the suggestion, I have put the application of it

into a much more practicable form; and a glance at their diagrams "» 'he

two communications above quoted, and to your number for November 9th,

1883, in which mine is civen, will. I think, sufficiently show this. Had
you referred to the article describing mine, your footnote, if given at all,

would, I believe, have been differently expi-essed.—I am, yours, &c.,

89, West Beyent Street, Glasffow, April 29, 1884. John P.\rkkr.

[Since writing the footnote to which Mr. Parker refers, and which

was not intended to convey anything approaching to an insinuation

that he had made, or was capable of making, a false claim to the invention

of tlie sky-shade, we are now able to give its e*rly history. Tiie shade,

whiph was for a considerable period on exhibition at this office—not

nineteen, as we inadvertently put it, but fourteen, years ago—was
invented by Mr. W. H. Price, and at page 24 of our issue for January
2Ist., 1870, it will be found described, together with an engraving

sliowing its formation. But Mr. Price, although a genuine inventor,

was not thefirst to invent this shade ; for, upon the publication of the

article just referred to, it tlien transpired that it had been not only
iiiveuted but patented in 1862 l)y Mr. J. Mann, of Bruce Castle

Academy, who illustrated his specification by drawings, one of which
was similar to that by which Mr. Pi-ice's subsequent invention, and
the sulisequent independent inventions of several other gentlemen,
were illustrated.—Ed.s.]

—

ENAMELS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In answer to Mr. F. Dugon: why does he make excuses
and call them difficulties? As he is anxious to take up the gauntlet, allow
me to make it worth his while by increasing the stakes fivefold

—

i/ourselres

as referees.

I am .'sure I shall not be alone in thankinc; " B. P." for his very interesting
information. Whatever Mr. P. Du^'on's abilities may be, it is well his
n^Iationship and position should be known.
But why a complaint from Mr. A. L. Henderson ? He seems to take to

himself a cause for displaying his strong feeling towards me. What can I
have said to sting him, f Mr. Henderson would do well to read my original
statement carefully, and expound it wisely to Mr. Dugon. If the Editors
endorse " B. F.'s" invitation, I will with pleasure give a practical article
on the enamel process as worked by myself.—I am, yours, &c.,

Jtembrandt Studio, Jied/iill, Ajjril 2S,1SS4. J. Bkrbyman.
[It will afTord na pleasure to receive the " practical article " proposed

by Mr. Berrymau.

—

Eds.]

To the Editors.

Gk.ntlemen,—Your correspondent "B. P.," writing on Photo-Enamels,
"thinks it is scarcely ingenuous, being a relative of, and assistant to, a
well-known skilful jihoto-enameller, for me," &c. I beg to state that I am
certainly in the employ of the photo-enameller referred to, but am not
nssistant to him in his capacity of photo-enameller, my occupation being
entirely different, so that the "high vantage ground decupled by Mr. P.
Dugon in this connection," mentioned in the Editors' remark, does not
apply. I knew nothing whatever of the enamel process until last November,
when I witnessed a demonstration, which was afterwivrds repeated at the
liondon and Provincial Photographic Association.

After perusing the above I think your readers will agree with me that I
am nerfeetly justified in attributing any knowledge I possess to the fact of
my liaving witnessed the said demonstration.—I am, yours, &c.,

April 2i), 1884. F." Dugon.
[With the publication of the above here ends the matter, so far as its

polemic aspects are conoerned,

—

Eds.]

GELATINE NEGATIVES.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—If you think the matter of sufficient importance you
might allow me to correct a small error into which "Free Lance" has
fallen as to remarks made by me at one of our society meetings.

In the first place : I do not think that "Free Lance" should "tilt" at
reniarks unless he has been furnished with a full report of wliat had been
said on the subject. Miitters reported "verbatim" are ffiir "game" for
him, but not surely the short reyorts of meetings held, which often
contain no more than a mere indication of what was the subject in hand.

I never said that "every negative had to be intensified;" on the con-
trary, I pointed out that if the action of the ammonia were continued
long enough the colour of the negative seemed to be changed without
adding to the apparent density at all, and that in my opini(ra detail too
transparent, or of bad printing quality, was brought up to its proper
power by this- proceeding without in the least over-burdening the high

lights. Of course this is only my opinion. If " Free Lance " considers

the gelatine negative all that could be desired, so much the better for him.

I liold another opinion.

Now and again, when the subject is entirely suitable, gelatine produce)

admirable work (after its own style) ; but I confess that I am sick of the

great bulk of gelatine work, and think it a rare treat to come upon a

photograph taken in the old days of wet plates. " Free Lance " considers

that " gelatino-bromide would not be worth having if every negative had

to be intensified." This, of course, is a mere figure of speech, as no doubt
" Free Lance," like the rest of us, would not grudge the extra work were

he assured that his work was improved thereby.—1 ani, yours, &c.,

Dundee, Api'U 28, 1884. J. K. TuLLOCH, M.B.

THEt NEW DEVELOPER.
To the Editors.

GENTLKMEy,—I have tried the new developer, described in an editorial

.article of your last issue, and got very good results. In one instance

development was prolonged over three hours, but no stain ; nor was there

any frilling, although I often experience this from the same make of plates

when development is at all prol(mi;ed.

I anxiously await further result.s, and am sanguine enough to hope that

at last a developer is forthcoming that will allow the much-desired latitude

in exposure.—I am, yours, &c., J- Bate.

April 29, 1884.

PHOTOGRATkiC SOCIETY OF IRELAND.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In the report of the meeting of the above Society held on the

18th inst., the name of Mir. G. Pim, who exhibited specimens of Willesden

paper and drew attention to the various uses this paper may be put to for

dishes, tr.iys, &c., was omitted. I would be obliged by your noting this

correction.-I iim yours, &c., Chas. W. Watson,

Di'Mlin, April 28, 1884.
__

^«««- •«'"' Secretary.

ACTINISM AND WAVE-LENGTHS.
To the Editors.

think my articles were such why did you publish them?
As to my statement—" that 'it is useless to use two or more thicknesses

of ruby glass, because the light which had passed through one would pass

through the other unchanged, and that the action of the second thickness

would be to simply cut off the power of the light, and for this purpose

ground glass or white tissue paper would answer equally well —it is most

singular that in the interesting article by Mr. W. H. Harris()ii on the next

page he expresses the same idea in nearly the same words. He there

says :—" tinder no circumstances should two coloured screens of the same

material be used in the window of one Lantern. The first coloured screen

has filtered out all the actinic rays it had the power to absorb, so a second

one of the same material can do little more by its colour ; consequently its

presence, practically speaking, but darkens the room, and has little influ-

ence but that of injuring the eyesight of the opsrator." Your readers will

see that Mr. Harrison's experiments fully corroborate my statement, or,

rather, what you are pleased to term " one of my illogical arguments.

As to the superposition of any two colours which produce white light
:
you

say the safety would be undoubted, if safety can be the necessary accom-

paniment of absolute d.arkness. How can any two colours (supposing, as 1

stated, that they could be obtained pure) proilurinff white tii/ht produce

absolute darkness ? It is unfortunate that you should nuvke such a mistake

as to say that absolute darkness was produced when glass screens were

used. For instance, if you take a piece of so-called " cathedral green of a

yellowish-green tint and put it in front of one sheet of ruby glass absolute

darkness is not produced ; in fact the light passing through thein is brighter

than that passing through two thicknesses of ruby glass. But there are

other ways of using the two colours. I thought of applying the idea to my
reflecting lamp ; .and it is a strange coincidence that in Mr. Harrison s

article he proposes to use two lanterns for the same purpose. I still

contend if we can obtain pure colours that the white light produced by the

superposition of red and yellowish-green would be the safest for photo-

graphic purposes, because (if I may be allowed to quote one more authority,

namelyl Mr. Lewis Wright, in his work on Lir/ht, published in 1882) we
may have a white light undistinguishable by the eye from any other white

light, which will not, on prismatic analysis, yield more than two colours.

And of the visible spectrum the two colours I proposed, which have

the longest wave-lengtli of any two which do produce white light, must lie

the best for photographic purposes.
I have re.ad (and, jjerhaps, carefully studied) several acknowledged text-

books on Liijht .and Colour, and have never seen any mention of the fact

that characters written in red ink on white paper, when viewed througli

glass of the same colour, are invisible, or any experiments of a similar kind

which you say were familiar to every schoolboy of the past generation. I

should feel obliged if you would s.ay in what text-book it is mentioned, as

the only experiment I ever remember seeing, at all bearing cm the subject,

was one mentioned by Prof. Tyndall, who said that Mr. Woodbury dis-

covered that on looking through a piece of blue glass at green leaves in

sunshine the light which came from the body of the leaves was crimson.

This was probably due to the chloi'ophyll in the leaves.

As to my theories:—1. That there are two opposing forces in liglit,

namely, that wliich ))roduces the long wave-length or heat power rrrsuj

that force producing the greatest actinic action.—2. The action of light on

a film, namely, the bursting of the cells of the gelatine through the expan-

sion or other action of the particles of silver bromide when acted on by
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light.—3. That light in patninj; throuffh coloured ^hvin or otiior medium in

brought to one wiive-length or rate ot vibration, instead of all colours but

the one beini? absorbed or annihilated : I can leave these for the present,

knnwinc, as I do. that they have started new trains of tliought in the

minds of several of our leading ex)HTimentali»ts.

In a conversation, a short time since, with a gentleman who was selected

a few years ago as one of the Cantor lecturers on photography at the

Society of Arts (so I siipixise we may consider him an authority), he said

there was probiibly a great deal in my theory of the action of light on

a film, an it woidd cxjilaiii several ditHculties, such as the etfect of friction

on a plate, the action of bichromate of potassium on an expiwed i>late, &c.

;

and we went into the question as to whether the microscoiie could not be

used for further exjierinients on the subject. Only this morning I received

a viry sympathetic and enco\u'aging letter from one of the old members of

the I'hotiigrapliio Club, who had seen your foot note to my article.— 1 am,
yours, *c., Heiibkrt S. SrABSt-i.

A/ml 2«, 18«4.

[Aa Mr. Starncs' article formed a chapter in an established discussion,

it was not our place to decide that he was in the wrong ; hence the

oppearaiicc of his article. We have a right, however, to differ from

hnn, anil to declare our points of ditierence, which we did. A further

explanation will be found in an editorial article on page 27o.— Eus.]

iloies antr (^u^ytes,

"Ajax" writes :—" With reference to 'S. T. W.'s' (juery in last week's

Journal, I mean that the cake of emulsion which will be found at tin-

bottom of tlic vessel (containing the methylated spirit into which the

emulsion is poured to eliminate the salts) sliould, only for keeping to any
future time, Iks placed in the glycerine, alcohol, and thymol.

"

" Do you know hi>w the famous Pellet paiier is prepared ? If you do, will

you give me the information? I refer to the paiier by which, when
copying from an architect's drawing, blue lines are produced upon white

paper, and a si)ecimen of which class of work I enclose.— Yours, &c.,

Ari'HITWT." In reply: The formula by which M. Pellet prepared his

jiaper originally was as follows:

—

Oxalic acid 1.54 giains.

Perchloride of iron 308 ,,

Water 7 ounces.

Those who have tried this process say that the quality of the drawings is

improved by mixing a little gelatine with the anove sensitising solution.

We have not heard of M. Pellet having modified or altered this formula.

I XOTUK that nearly all the good landscape or architectural phot"giaplis

that it has been my privilege to see were t.aken, or have the effect of

having Ix-en taken, in bright sunshine. Is it necessary ahv.^ys, to obtain
this effect, that there should be actual sunshine, and may fair results lie

obtained in actual shade? Presuming that a village street runs direct

east and west, the princiiml houses oeing on the north side, what should
be a suitable time to photograph, and what are the ndes for obtaining
the best effects in sti'eet pliotography? Could you not favour your
inexperienced readers with a series of articles on outdoor photography?
We shall have to pay for learning, but you may abridge the cost.

—

B. B." In reply: To obtain a plmtograph of the village street that
shall combine softness with boldness of effect, as regai-ds light and shade,

let the exposure be made when the sun is partially shaded by light clouds.

S. B.\RRY inquires if we can furnish him with a means of ))reparing an
extremely fusible alloy in the comi)osition of which there is no mercury.

In reply : We are aware of one that was discovered a few years ago,

and which will melt at a temperature below that rer^uisite to boil alcohol.

It is, so far as we know, the most fusible metallic conipoimd without
mercury that has been published up to the present time. Melt together

—

Bismuth 14 parts.

Lead 8 ,,

Tin 6 „
Cadmium 2 „

To test its great solubility, place a few lumps of this alloy in a test tube,

and iK)ur in sufficient alcohol to more than cover it. Then hold it over
the Hame of a spirit lamp, and the alloy will he ssen to fuse and i-emain

at the bottom a.^ a molten mass, while, as yet, the alcohol has not
commenced to boil.

The Rev. Fh.\ncis Johnston says:—"After reading your article on
Polarised Liiiht I attempted to adapt a Nicol prism to my camera lens,

but found it quite useless for all but axial r,ays. This is, donbtles-i,

owing to some shortcoming in the i>rism employed ; for I have heard of,

although I have never seen, prisms capable of transmitting an oblique
ray, and which might, therefore, be entitled to be designated ' wide-
angle |>rism3.' A friend who is at present residing with me speaks of

the existence of a fluid Nicol prism, oy which it is possible to transmit a
much wider angle of light than can be done by means of one formed of

calcite ; but none of our local opticians seem to know anything concern-
ing either its construction or capabilities. Can yon throw any light

\H)on this matter? The great advantages of a fluid polarising prism will
lie obviiius to any one who h.as given the sul)ject consideration." In
repl.v: The only prism which at all answers the de-scrijition here given is

one devised by M. Jamin. of Paris. It consists of a cylindrical ves.sel—
such as a tube of bra.ss—having glass ends, and filled with bisidphide of

earb<m, a thin slice of Iceland spar l>eing placefi iiblicpudy in the fluid.

This is the only fluid |K>larising prism of which wo are aware, and we
have no doubt of its capability of transmitting a wide angle of light.

But this can .also be effected by means of a largo solid prism of spar—not
wide, be it understood, in the same sense as that in which we s|x>ak of

^n an^le of view of a Inndiiospe, but »< ftpplied to [wlarisation of light.

(.». ('. B. says:—"I had a wide-an^le doublet, by a late London maker,
bequeathed to me, and U|xm exaunning it I find that it does not include
a wide angle, but, on the contrary, a very narrow one. The back lens It
tolerably close to the rotating diaphragms, but the front lens is three
times the distance of the other from it. Is there not something wrong
here?" In reply: Of course there w something wrong. It will be
found that uiion unscrewing the front lens a wide ring, the same
diameter as the mount, interposes between the lens and the monnt.
Unscrew this and lay it aside, as it has nothing to do with the objective
when used in its complete form. It is only when the front lens is to bo
used alone as a single landscaiie combination that the ring in question—
the width of which varies from half-an-inch to an inch according to the
dimensions of the lens -is to be emjiloyed, its function consisting in
keeping the lens at a gre.ater distance from the diaphragm than when it is

used as an element in the wide-angle doublet.
"(iKNTi.EMEN,— It has alw.ay8 been said that carbon photograi)hs wore
durable, and that, while there was every probability of silver prints fad-
ing with more or less rapidity, photographs in carbon were beyond
suspicion. In the face of this I have most positively to assert that a
print of this kind in my possessitui has faded, or, more correctly, that its

whites have become discoloured. I have the most ample means of \eri-

fying tliis ; for vyhen the print was placed in a frame a piece of white
paper, iqion which was written a brief announcement respecting the
individual (deceased), of whom it w.-is a portrait, was of precisely tlie

same degree of purity as the whites of the portrait. This pajier is still

white, but the whites of the photograph have become greatly deteriorated.
This being so—and that it is the case is jialpable to all who examine it -
it is evident that c.arlion photographs must be dethroned and removed
from the position which has been erroneously accorded to them. —Thomas
Bi.ACK."—;-In reply : Our reverend friend is )ierhai« not aware th;it the
evil of which ho complains has been recognised for many years. It
arises (or aruse, seeing it is now a tiling of tlie jiast) from a certain i>ecu-
liarity in the manufacture of the pajK-r itself, and has notliing whatever
to do with the kind of photograph which happened to lie printed ujOTn a
sample of such manufacture. The paper itself would have become dis-
coloured even although no photograph, whether in carbon or silver, had
been printed upon it ; but when representations were made to the pai«!r-
makers they adopted such precautions as ensured the eradication of the
evil. We are justified in s.aying that, if the final transfer pajier for
carbon printing be obtained from a responsible firm acquainted with the
requirements of the process, not the slightest suspicion need attach to
the peniianence of the ju-ints.

Y. Z. says :—" In making enlargements im wet collodion by means stiici y
analc^oiis to the now nearly-forgotten photo-crayon system of the laie
Mr. Oliver Harony, although I get, in nearly every instance, the class of
tone at which I aim I cannot get rid of a certain heaviness in the lights.
Not only does a s[)ecies of haze cover the highest lights, but there
is a want of delicacy in the half-tones. This ap|)e.aiance is not observed
when examining the enlargemont as a transjjarency, but it is painfully
apparent as soon as the photograph receives its paper backing. It wimid
be considered a special favour if you would give me a few hints as to the
cause of this appearance." In roi>ly : The collodion employed is
unsuitable. In this class of work sjH'ci.al caution must be taken to
secure cleanness throughout, with the most absolute transparence in the
high lights. In not one case in a hundred can this bo accomplished
when using negative collo<lion. The best way of employing ordinary
negative coUodiim for this pur|)oso is to reduce the jiroportion of salting
material present by adding at least one-fmirth of its volume of plain
collodion. Then dilute this by the addition of a mixture of etpial parts
of ether and alcohol, the precise quantity of this dilnent having to
1» determined by the thickness of the collodion. Sufficient tincture
of iodine (iodine dissolved in alcohol) must now be added until it is of a
deep sherry colour. The colhjdion is then fit for use, but the strength of
the silver bath must be reduced in a proportionate degree. Make use of
a pyrog<allic acid developer containing a f.air iiroportion of citric and
acetic acid, and if oixlinary care have been taken to prevent light from
obtaining access to the plate the result will be a perfect enlargement

—

pure in the whites, and transparent not merely in the delicate half-tones,
but in the deep shadows. We are pleased to find that this conve:iient
and effective method of producing enlargements is practised by at least
one of our readers.

(Bxctjan^t (Column.
I will exchange a Chadwick's pneumatic shutter for a whole-piate single
lens.—Address, Fked Dakino, Ipswich.

Wanted, photiigraphic apjiaratus; will give good exchange in books.—
Address, K. Clahkson, 2'.), The drove, likely, Y'orks.

I will exchange an Knfield rifle, in good preservation, for a small-sized
landscape background.—Address, C. P. Ukk, Weymouth.

I will exchange Seavey's background for a good studio table; photogrraph
sent—Address, Clarekck .Tames, Alexandra Studio, 1, Ramsgate, Louth.

I will enlarge and paint opals in exchange for a Lancaster's " instantograph "

in good order.— Address, G. Raixgeh, 6, Windsor-road, Tuebrook,
Liverpool.

I will exchange several gross of quarter-, half-, and whole-plate old nesa-
lives for anything useful in photography.—Address, A. Wabd, 64,
Brixtonroad, North Brixton.

I will exchange a very powerful magic lanteni, nearly new, complete, for
a half-plate liancaster instantograph com [ileto.-Address, R. J. Shkkk-
MAN, 147, Clarence-road, Lower Claptim.

I hare a Lerelwurs' jHirtrait lens (half-plate) which I will exchange for a
7i X 5 rapid symmetrical, by a g^xid maker. What offers?—Addresa,
R. S. Bo.v.sALLO, 4, Lower (Jladstoue-strcet, Sootholme. Hyson Oreen
>'ottinyhain, '
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I will oxcliangp a good photographic studio, show-cass, balustrade, jiedcstal,

and other accessories for a cottajfe |)iano of i,'o:)d make.— Address,

L. W. Greem, 18, Dennett'sroad, Peckham, S.E.

I have several large oleographs (Demtion, and others larger), handsomely
framed, which I will exchange for anything useful in photography.

—

Address, W. Sl.mer, 282, Albany-road, Camberwell.

Wanted, two good interior and exterior backgrounds—Seavey's preferred

;

also imitation rock work. To exchange, a new gem camera, with nine

lenses.—Address, G. P. Abraham, Pliotographer, Keswnck.

Wanted, a symmetrical or rajjid doublet, in exchange for an extremely

portable 11 X l> laudscaim camera, by Meagher, stereo, arrangement,

carriers, two single slides, &c.—Address, H. G., 3, The Grove, vauxliall

Bridge, S.W.
I have for exchange a large oil paint box, Htted complete, by Windsor and
Newton, wliich cost £5 5s., and hardly used; also, electric bell, by the

British Insulite Company. Offers requested.—Address, P. S. LtdijON,

2, Oakland Villas, Redland, Bristol.

My 5i) being too heavy for outdoor camera, I will exchange it for a 12 X 10

ra])id symmetrical or size larger: cash adjustment. What offers for a

sMlendiil iiaiid-pushiuK van for plates 15 X 12?—Address, John Hodge,
si, Union-street, Stonehouse, Devon.

I will exchange whole-]i!ate portrait lens by Jamin and Darlol, which
will take 12 X 10 views, witli centre glass, and Dallineyer's No. 2ij jiatent

carle lens. Wanted, Uallnieyer's or Ross's 12 x 10 patent group lens.

—

jVddress, 17, Sneyd-strect, Tunstall, St£^£fordshire.

I will exchange a Watson and Son's whole-plate universal studio camera,

in perfect coniiition, with all recent improvements, including the double-

swing back, for a tourist's dry-plate camera, about half-plate size, with

three backs. — Address, Th6.iias Coan, 93, Caledonian-road, King's

Cross, N.
Photographic studio, 18 x 9 feet, witli dark-room and printing-room

attached, two v/ashing troughs, oilcloth on floor, backgrounds, and
accessories, in exchange for astronomical observatory. Photograph and
scale tracing for twelve stamps. — Addi-ess, W, I. C, 22, Victoria

Crescent, Eccles, Manchester.

I will exchange Dr. Liesegang's Manii'il of the Carbon Process, Abney's
Photoyraphy loilh Enmhinmi, and Lake Price's Phoiofli-aphic Manipiilu-

tion, for other books. Wanted, Wake's Manual of Colouring, Chadwick's
Ma'jic Lantern, and Lewis Wright's Liijht.—Address, W. J., 2, York-
street, Covent-garden, London, W.C.

Wliat offers for large porcelain dish, 14 X 12, depth two inches; ditto

large bath, to take 10 X 8 ijlates; quarter-plate box, to hold si.x dozen
and six plates; small victoria camera, repeating back slide; and three
slips of cottage scenery, 7X3 feet? Wanted, a half-plate lens or a pair

of stereo, lens, or offers.—Address, S. Sidey, 419, Kingsland-road, E.

I will exchange an excellent camera and lens, all complete and in good
condition, takes portraits or views 9 x 7, 8| x Ci, and smaller sizes, with
five carriers, honestly worth £6, for a short-focus for groujis 10 x 8 (must
be good) interior or exterior backgi-ounds, or serviceable bead-rest, &c.
—Address, PitiNCiPAL, Berlin Photographic Company, 100, Victoria-
road, Aldershot.

1 will exchange a comiJete set of photographic ajjparatus, comprising a
best Spanish mahogany quarter-plate camera, first-class portrait lens,

tripod stand, and all necessary chemicals and apparatus, for a bicycle
forty-ei"ht or fifty inches; also negatives of Indian soenei-y, seventeen
splendid 10 x 8 plates, in strong plate bi ix, for anything useful.—Address,
B. Beniley, 21, Chatterton-road, Highbury, N,

Try

^iistora to Corrcsponiitnts.
*3" Correapotvlents should never write on loth aides of the paper.

Photographs Registkkkd.—
James Hargreaves, Union-street, Daltou-in-Furness.—rwo Photographs

of His Grace the late Duke of Jiucclcuch,

W. G.—E\idently you are employing a gelatine that is not suitable,
a different sample.

Iii.soKASiLS.—Either paper will answer quite well for such small sizes as
yon name. For larger sizes perhaps that known as "thick Saxe"
will prove more convenient.

A. N.—The machine is a copy of Eastman's, which has previously been de-
cribed in our columns. Copies of Mr. Eastman's specification may be
obtained at the Patent Office.

Wsi. Otway.—The idea is by no means novel. A series of similar i)ietures
wore published many years ago ; but, if we remember rightly, they met
with but little commercial success.

ViOTTi Krommer.—The water must be very peculiar to act as you describe.
We never heard of such a complaint before. Why not employ rain
water on every occasion, and thus avoid all difficulty?

S. J. Wink.—1. Yes.—2. Doubtless no fraud was intended. It was clearly
an error. Write to the firm, and they will certainly rectify it.—3. 'The
fault of the varnish, as you surmise.-4. Not that we are aware of.

R. A.—Kindly repeat your query and we shall be pleased to assist you. As
you did not enclose name and address your previous communication, ac-
cording to our usual custom, was consigned to the waste-jiaper basket.

R. Arnold.-For the early history of i)liotography you cannot do better
than procure a copy of Hunt's Photo'jraphij. It has been out of print for
many years, but copies may often be met with on second-hand bookstalls.

M. A. (Cambs. ).—Opinions differ very much as to wliicli is the better—dark
slide, or a cHanging-box. Some photographers use Ixith—the changing-
box when they take a large number of plates into the field, and dark slides
if they only take half-a-dozen or fower. If you onlv require to take
three or four plates out, with a changing-box your equipment is an cuw-
btwome ao if you took a doaen.

EuoENE.—There is no objection to your having (ilants in tlie studio, pro-
vided they are so placed that they do not interfere with the lighting of
the_ sitters. The perfume from them will certainly have no injurious
action on the plates.

G. P. C.—Twenty to thirty grains of gum dammar dissolved in each ounce
of benzole will make a good transjiarent varnish which will dry without
heat. It will do very wfll for glass positives, but is hardly durable
enough for negatives.

SOMEK-SET.—It is doubtful if the photographer be entitled to use the royal
arms unless he has some further right than that you mention. We fancy
if you were to employ them you would incur a penalty of twenty pounds.
So far as we can judge fiwm so small a picture, the lens appears to be a
fairly good one.

B. B. Bkxton.—From whaWou say we imagine there is no fault with the
japan itsely, but that you have failed to use it properly for your tin
developing dishes. You appear to have omitted an importont operation,
namely, " stoving ;

" that is, keeping the work hot in a japanncr's oven
for some length after the japan was applied. Hence the cause of failure.

J. Acres.—The lens is a decided "swindle.'' The mount is nicely got up,
but the glasses are simply plain lenses- spectacle eyes, in fact. 'The lens
is quite worthless for photographic purposes. Doubtless, if you apjily :it

the address given, and where you sent the remittance, you' will find the
vendor is unknown. Wo return the lens per parcels post, as requested.

Inquirer.—The cause of yom- failure is, doubtless, due to having too little

body in the picture. Tiie transparency should be very intense before it

is toned, and the toning f*ould be very complete. Possibly, as you send
the enamels to a china works to be burnt-in, they have been o\er-fired.
Much less heat is recpiired for enamels than for china. No glaze is
necessary, but you must use soft enamels.

J. T. Houi.nEN.—The fogging wliich "always occurs in the same part of
the plate "' is due to lixlit in the camera—possibly reflected from some
portion of the lens mount. Take the camera into a strong light and focus
tlie image. Then remove the ground glass (keeping the head covercl
witli the focussing-cloth) and carefully examine the interior of the camera
and lens. In all probability the source of the evil will be at once dis-
covered.

E. G.—A dark green baize of fine texture will answer the purpose very
well, .lud is not likely t<>,fade if the fabric be of good (|uality. Take
care that tlie colour is not a bright one, for two reasons : a very" brilliant
colour will detr.act from tlio i>ictures; and very Ijright colours, as :v

rule, are more liable to fade by the action of light tliau those wliicli
are less brilliant. Our cori-espoiident, at the conclusion of his communi-
cation, says:—"I have found a saturated solution of sulphate of iron and
a saturated solution of citric acid—say one ounce of iron solution ami a
few drops of citric solution added—:v capital tiling to reduce over-density
in gelatine negatives. If tile negative bo too dense when taken out
of the fi.xing-bath I put it into the above solution without washing, and
tlie density is soon reduced.'"

RiccKn ED. -A. Coiian Dm-le; W. H. Harrison; C. G. ; Pictare-Makiny by
P/iotoi/raphy, by H. P. Robinson.

OX THE DEATH OF THE KEV. 1'. F. STATHAM, M.A., r,ATE PRESIDE.VT OF
THE SOUTH LOXDOX PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
OxLV removed, tv-ansplantefl to .1 higher sphere
.\nd more conj'cnial clhiies, lie lives trinniphant there.
The flickering lamp too early broug-ht the t,'loom of night;
Uut, triumied afresh, it sheds a more refulgent light.
We mourn his loss, affections strengthened year by \ ear,
And vain the cfEoit to suppress the rising tear.
His smiles were like the genial warmth of early sprina';
No evil thought himself—sanetioned no evil thing.
Strained eulogy is needed not his worth to prove—
His e\ery act was kind and fraught with Christian love.
Keen sympathies, refined, through his whole natm-c ran ;

Say what a man should be—he was in truth that man.
William Cobb, Woolwich.—

—

Photocraphic Clfb.—At the forthcoming meeting of this Club, at
Anderton's Hotel, l<'leet-street, on Wednesday next, the 7th iiist. , the
suliject for discuasiou will be—Ok the Colour of JVeyatircs as Ajjidiny
the Positive. Prints.

PHOTOGKArntc BANKRUPTcy.—The fiist meeting of the creditors of
Robert Banks, photographer, who carried on business in Manchester
and Blackpool, was held in Manchester on Tuesday last, before the
ofiioial receiver, Mr. C. J. Pitt. Owing to a technicality in the new
Bankruptcy Act only four of the creditors had legally conformed with
the rules. It was stated that two of the bankrupt's houses were
morgaged for £1, 179, and it w^as believed that, if the property were sold,
no more than this sum would be realised by the sale. There was also
a sum of £'220 deposited for photographs which were not supplied, but,
in the opinion of the receiver, it was not probable that much troub'e
would be caused by these small creditors. The net deficiency of the
bankrupt was £289 iJs. 5d., and this sum could be realised by a sale of
the business efTects. A trustee and committee of inspection haviuj
been appointed, the meeting terminated.
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IODIDE OF SILVER IN EMULSION.
Ml!. W. K. BraroN's article in onr last imraber, on The Mi.ciag of
Kiiudnioits of Different Sensideeness, suggested one or two points for

consideration in connection with the use of iodide of silver in

gelatine emulsion. lodiile of silver is commonly supposed to be

luiacted upon by the .alkaline developer, and, thi^-eforo, its function

in emulsion is held to be a purely mechanical one. The fii-st part

of thi.s proposition has, however, been proved to be a fallacy, as

iodide of silver has been found to be reducible by a powerfully-

alkaline pyro. solution, though it is practically unacted upon by

the developer of the onlinary strength employed for bromide of

silver. Such being the case, it would seem that in .in ordinary

emulsion film containing both bromide and iodide of silver, the

latter, being beyond the reach of the normal developer, would play

a purely mech.auical part in giving density to the lilm, and, by

isolating the particles of bromide, preventing halation, as pointed

out by Captain Abney.

This would appear to be the case if we accept it as a fact that

inider these conditions the iodide does really remain unreduced.

But is it so 1 Some three or four years ago, during the period

when the rpiestion of iodide in emulsions was undergoing discus-

sion, we found that in an emulsion containing iodide made in the

usual manner by mixing the soluble haloids with the gelatine be-

fore sensitising, the small trace of iodide employed did suffer

reduction under the ordinary develoi)er. This we attributed to the

possible formation of a compound—a brorao-iodide of silver—in

which the iodide became more susceptible of reduction. From the

difference in the behaviour as regards sensitiveness and other pro-

perties of a bromo-iodide emulsion, made by mixing separately

prep.ai'ed bromide and iodide, we judged that tliis combination did

not occur under such eircmnstances, though we gave no special

attention to the matter at that time.

Mr. Burton's paper and our remarks thereon in our last number,

,
however, brought the subject back with renewed interest, inasmuch

' as it seemed more than probable that tlie same action which causes

the reduction of unexposed particles of bromide when in contact

I with exposed particles might also secure the reduction by an ordinary

'i
developer of silver iodide when in contact with exposed bromide.

{
In order to teat the question a bromo-iodide emulsion was pre-

1
pared containing iodide in far larger proportion than is customary.

i Tlie bromide and iodide of silver were emulsified .separately, e.ich

1 emulsion containing twenty grains of silver nitrate to the ounce,
','. converted respectively into bromide and iodide. These were mixed

f* in equal proportions. No account was taken of the sensitiveness of

I
the mixture, as our only object was to discover whether and under

f
what conditions the iodide of silver contributed to the formation of

the developed image. Plates were coated with the mixed emulsion

ud also with each of the separate ones, so that wo had plain bro-

)iiido, bromo-iodide, and plain iodide films for comparison.

The first experiments, made by exposing the plates in the

imera, were fruitle.-ts, owing to the wide difl'erence in the sensi-

iveness of the three films. The plain iodide, in fact, refused, as

wo anticipated, to f»ive any image at all ; while it was impossible

to tell how much of the dillcrence between the remaining two was

due to dilfereuce of exposure, and how much to difference of cou-

j

stitution. In fact, we found it necessary to relinquish the attempt
at comparison in this manner.

Next, a bromo-iodido film was exposed behind a cardboard mask
for a few seconds to weak diffused light, then developed initi

apparently no further reduction would take place, and the image of

the opening on the mask was clearly visible at the back of the

plate. One half of the film was immersed in the liypo. bath until

thoroughly fixed, when an examination of the fixed and unfixed

portions of the developed image showed that the latter was
decidedly the denser of the two.

This experiment proved of little real value; for it assumed
as its starting-point that the whole of the reducible haloid, both

I

bromide and iodide, had suliered reduction under the combined
' action of light and development. -This assumption is by no means
proved, and the loss of density in the fixed portion of the image
was as likely to be due to the removal of some unreduced'6TOHii'i/e

as to unreduced iodide.

Another plate was exposed and developed in the same manner,
and after thorough washing and "aluming' ore half was cautiously

treated with dilute nitric acid, without fixing. This slowly removed
the reduced silver forming the image, but leaving a considerable

amount of opalescence, which might consist of iodide or bromide or

both. Treated with dilute ammonia the residue proved to consist of

both iodide and bromide, but the i-esulta were so fai' incomplete and
inconclusive,

I The last experiment, however, left no doubt. A plate wm
' exposed, developed, washed, and "alumed" as before. One end of

the phite was then immersed to one-third of its length in dilute

nitric acid until the developed image was removed. After again
washing the opposite end of the plate was immei-scd in dilute

ammonia to remove the unreduced silver bromide. We had now a
plate showing three bands, the centre of which represented the
original film before exposure as well as the image after development.
One end represents the original film in juxtjiposition with the
residue of unreduced silver haloid left by the nitric acid ; while the
third i^ortion represents the original film and the developed image
with the whole of the bromide removed. A single glance suffices

to show that the iodide of silver has been almost entirely reduced

;

" for, on comparing the unexposed portion of the ammonia-treated
end with the exposed portion of the acid-treated end of the plate,

the former is found to be many times denser. In other words, the
residue of exposed and unreduced haloids (both iodide and bromide)
is fai' less opalescent than the residue of unexposed ioilide. A drop
of anvmonia placed in the centre of that portion of the iro.tge from
which the silver has been dissolved shows that a poi'tion of the

residue is bromide of silver, and that, therefore, the maximum
action of light and development has not been attained. If such
maximum can be attained it seems i-easonablo to suppose, therefore,

that, in the ]>resenco of exposed silver bromide, silver iodide sullers

total reduction under a developer of ordinary strength.

The establishment of the fact that silver iodide is not, as many
suppose, so much inert matter in emulsion has an important bearing

on the question of the sensitiveness of bromo-iodide entulsion.

Mauy still cling pertinaciously to the idea that iodide necessarily

slows an emulsion, and that the acme of seusitiveuess is unatUiiuable
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in the presence of iodide. Our own opinion, long since expressed,

is quite the reverse ; and it is corroborated by the fact that some of

the most rapid commercial plates in the market, as well as some of

the most rapid of private manufacture ever made, contain iodide.

SULPHITE OF SODA AS A DEVELOPER.
A FORTNIOBT ago we brought before our readers an account of

a number of experiments we had been making with the above salt,

showing that in combination with pyro. it aided development so

as Id hf r;ipable of entirely taking the place of ammonia. We also ex-

plained that when added to a carbonate of soda developer it greatly

heightened the sluggish action of the latter; and, further, that in

none of the trials we made did the sulphite either act as a restrainer

or cause the negatives to exhibit a trace of green fog, the last two

accusations having been freely made against it at one time or

another.

We have since then made a very large number of experiments

with sulphite as a developer, which in every way confirm our

previous results, and shed, at the same time, much new light of an

interesting nature upon the action of that salt. The experiments

we last detailed were with comparatively weak solutions of the

sulphite, four grains being made to take the place of one minim of

strong ammonia solution. The time required for development

being an hour and a-half, it was evident that, to obtain a practical

success, this must be considerably reduced. We, therefore, tried

gradually increasing quantities of sulphite, till at last we employed
a solution almost approaching saturation. Not to detail every step

of our investigation we may say that with such a solution (twenty-

five per cent., to speak accurately) we were able to take a satis-

factory negative with from fifteen to twenty minutes' development.

Having arrived at this stage, the next step was to make com-
parative trials with ordinary ammonia and bromide pyro. deve-

lopers, so as to obtain the ratio of speed and other data.

Developing two plates which had received identical exposures
side by side, we found that the oi-dinary developer gave an image
apparently about ten per cent, more exposed than the sulphite

developer. We then tried the effect of a restrainer, and this made
a very great difference in the effect. So small a quantity as one
grain of bromide of potassium to nine grains of pyro. " slowed " the
plate to a very large extent, necessitating an exposure three or four
times as great as when not used. A quarter of a grain to the same
quantity of pyro. reduced this slowing effect to a more workable
degree, and gave a negative of first-rate quality, though with in-

creased exposure still being necessit.ated.

So far we had thus extracted the best value out of the new deve-
loper that could be obtained without any aid from other developino-

agents, and our next step was to see what the effect would be with
the addition of ammonia in various proportions to the sulphite
developer, our previously detailed experiments showing the result
gained with carbonate of soda. We gave identical exposures to two
plates, and to ensure the trustwortiiiness of our results in this series
we developed these trial solutions side by side with the developer
with whose action we were quite familiar. (To avoid repetition we
may state tliat all the experiments were made with the pyro. of a
strength- of two grains to the ounce ; and when we speak of a pair of
plates we refer to plates having received exactly similar exposures).
The sulphite solution was of the same strength throughout, an ounce
by measure contained a-quarter of an ounce of sulphite. The
"ammonia-bromide" solution contained half as much bromide as
ammonia. We will term it "normal" when the ammonia added
was half the weight of the pyro. In making such experiments
we prefer to stop down our lens, so as to lengthen the time
sufficiently to enable us to make exposures that would not vary
more than one or two per cent.

A pair of plates were developed— one with pyro. in solution
of sulphite, the other with ammonia bromide in water, one-third
normal strength. Here the sulphite developer was unmistakably
the quicker, and to find the rates we gave increasing exposures to

different seta of plates ; but when the sulphite - developed plate

received only half that given to the plate developed in the other

solution it was apparently far more exposed. We did not see the

utility of proceeding further with this stage of the trials ;
we

should, however, estimate that with the foregoing solutions the sul-

phite developer would require only a fourth or fifth of the expo-

sure needed for the weak ammonia bromide.

We then tried the effect of adding ammonia to the sulphite, and
we found a distinct gain in rapidity for the mixed developer. A
pair of plates were developed with normal ammonia bromide in

water for one, and in sulphite solution for the other. There was a

clear gain of about ten per cent, in favour of the sulphite. When
the strength of the ammonia bromide was doubled, which was the

proportion we found best for the particular plates we were em-
ploying, the gain was still equally perceptible.

At this point we leave the matter in our readers' hands. To
sum up our results : they clearly show that sulphite of soda

solution and pyro. with no additions, though capable of producing

negatives of great excellence, possess no advantages over the ordi-

nary pyro. developer, and are inferior to it as regards the time

required to complete a negative ; but that such development can be

performed satisfactorily is a fact well worthy of being placed on

record, as, a prion, it would not be considered probable.

Finally : the verdict as to the effect of sulphite of soda in the

developer, apart from its developing properties, was foreshadowed

by us a fortnight ago in the trials we made with carbonate of soda.

The experiments we have completed have involved the expenditure of

considerable time ; but they emphatically show that sulphite of soda,

so far from being a retarder of development, or even of the process

of development, has the very opposite effect. It is an accelerator,

it does not produce green fog, and, in case of emergency, is capable,

when added to pyro. solution, of developing the image without

help or addition.

INCONGRUITIES IN SCENIC BACKGROUNDS.
It was, doubtless, owing to the lateness of the hour that the subject

of scenic backgrounds to portraits was not treated by Mr. Norman
Macbeth during his instructive lecture at the meeting of the South

London Photographic Society last week ; and when, in the course of

a brief discussion which followed, a member endeavoured to get

the opinion of the able lecturer on this subject, by inquiring as to

the principles by which artists are guided in determining the

position of the horizon line in the scenic background of a portrait,

there were probably other things which may have prevented the

scope of the query being observed.

But the miaappi-ehension as to the question elicited from Mr.

Macbeth one piece of information of interest, namely, that in paint-

ing a figure the artist adopts a shifting point of sight—one which
shall always be immediately in front of the particular portion of the

figure which he is at the time painting or drawing. For example :

when painting the boots or feet of the subject he would bring

his canvas down opposite that portion of the figure, and gradually

raise it as he proceeded upwards (or rice versa, as the case may be),

until when the head was reached—if the subject were a tall, stand-

ing figure and the painter deficient, as some paintei-s are, in longi-

tudinal proportions—the artist would have to mount a platform or
lobtain the elevation afforded by a pair of steps, in order to com-
plete his drawing under uniform circumstances.

Photographers, however, cannot resort to this method of securing
parallelism, and it would be carrying conventionalism too far did
they attempt to do so. The only thing left for them is to strike

a line somewhere between the offensiveness of the realism le-

sulting from an abrupt perspective caused by having the point of

sight too near the subject, and the practical impossibility of a point
of sight placed at infinity so as to secure parallelism of lines. Such
a compromise is possible by placing the standing figure at a distance

of not under thirty feet from the camera; and, if adopted, it would
prevent young ladies from denouncing photographers for having
represented them with feet of monstrous dimensions when the
peculiarities of the pose necessitate the feet being visible.

This adoption of different points of sight in one picture explains
what some photographers have designated the unreality and im-
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possibility of one of Raffaelle's cartoons, The Tranffiguration, •which

is iiiteiidoil to illustrate sceiiea that are transpiring aimiiltaueously

at the top of a " liigh" mountain and at its base. The whole of the

details of the scene at the base indicate the point of sight as being

very close to the actors grouped in tlie scene ; and, from such point

of sight, although it is quite possible the mountain top might also

have been seen, yet it is barely probable. Hence for the trans-

figuration scene itself the point of sight has been raised to nearly

the mountain summit ; and, not only so, but it is brought much
nearer to the figures there depicted. l?ut photography, being a

realistic art, must e.schew the conventional tricks of the painter, and

this brings us back to the scenic background.

It w.Ts stated by a speaker, at the termination of Mr. Macbeth's

lecture, that several photographers who had justly the reputation

of being eminent in their profession, especially as regards the

lighting and posing of the figure or figures forming a picture,

possessed .so little knowledge of perspective, and those laws which

determined the adjustment of a scenic background to the figure,

that the horizon in such ground, which should in most cases be on a

level with the head of a sitter, was in many instances so ignorantly

or recklessly placed as to be no higher than the hips or even the

knees, implying that the camera was brouglit down to that level

when taking the portrait.

.

Now, as in nature the horizon in a landscape is opposite to

the eyes, or point of siglit, so should it be in the photographer's

studio, in which the horizontal line of the scenic background ought

to be placed as nearly as practicable on the same level with the

lens. This would render impossible the perpetration of incongruities

of the nature hinted at ; and, although slight departures were made
from this rule, still thei-e would be nothing in the resulting picture

to greatly shock the sensibilities of an educated observer. Even a

superficial knowledge of perspective and its applications would be

much better than none at all.

A scenic background should never have a horizon line of a pro-

nounced character, and when such indefiniteneas happily prevails it

may, without interfering with the head of the portrait, be brought

up to its level ; and whereas we are most familiar with the faces of

our friends when viewed from a point approximately of the same
height, so ought the photogi-aph, in order to be a good and easily-

recognised likeness, also be taken from that altitude, whence it

follows that the horizon line of the scenic background will also be

on the line of the head, assuming such a background to have been

employed.

But truth in nature is not .apparently greatly outraged if we

I
take a slight liberty with realism, and lower the background six

! or eight inches from the point dictated by strict accuracy. This

j
alight degree of pandering to conventionalism does no harm, while

i it may be the means of withdrawing from the immediate sur-

! rounding of the head a horizontal line which would be a serious

I
interference. While no background painter possessing proper

I

skill would allow a well-detei'mined line to cross the scene in the

vicinity of the head, yet, unfortunately, such do exist.

We are not here contending for the display of taste in back-

grounds, otherwise we would say that the scene should be only

faintly suggestive in.stead of being depicted with full, pronounced de-

tail ; but we do contend that photographers themselves should make
an aim at being at least approximatively accurate in the selection

and placing of the background, so as to avoid the incongruity of

seeing in the photograph two entirely distinct perspectives. Go to

nature for a few minutes, and when you and your friend are walk-

ing in a field stop for a moment and examine the relation between
the horizon and the friend, when the former will be found on
n level with the head of the latter.

A USEFUL APPLICATION OF THE BITUMEN PROCESS.

The practical hint about to be given is one that may prove of value

to professional photographers for producing, by very simple means,

a copper plate from which the design or imprint on their mounts
may be obtained. Many photographers are capable of making a

tasteful and original design for the back of their mounts, but fijid

when they come to have it engwived of several different sizes, it

becomes a somewhat expensive matter, particularly if the design be

of an elaborate description ; hence they freiiueutly have to be con-

tent with the stock, and sometimes h.ickneyed, patterns of the

mount manufacturers. If the design be simply written direct upon

the stone the cost would certainly be leas, but the result is never so

good as when tranaferretl from an engraved copper plate.

By the method about to be described any photographer of

ordinary intelligence may produce his own printing plates—either

for his mounts, billheads, or address cards, and without any

previous knowledge whatever of engraving— at a cost (however

elaborate the design may be) but little exceeding that of the copper

plates themselves. The process is simply a photo-etching one.

In the first [)laoe, the design and lettering must be drawn or

written on a sheet of smooth cardboard, and from this a negative is

m!\<le. The best plan is to m-»ke the design on a larger scale than

is required for the plate—say on a royal or imperial board. The

advantage in proceeding in this way is twofold:—First, the draw-

ing need not be quite so neatly done, for when it is reduced any

trifling defects will be less noticeable than if it were made the same

size as required for the plate. Ssscond, when the design is on a

larger scale it may be reduced in copying to any size that may

afterwards be required, so that one drawing will suffice for several

dilTerent sizes. From the large design a negative is now made.

This should be fully exposed, so that considerable vigour may be

obtained in the development without risk of clogging up the finer

details, which would be the case if it were at all under-exposed. The

negative may be produced by any process ; but it is essential that

the lines be clear, transparent, and as free from fog ind veiling as

possible.

Now, if we were to employ our negative direct for producing the

etched plate, we should get just the reverse of what is required.

Therefore, from the negative we must take a transparency. This must

be very strong, the lines being as black as they can well be made,

while the other portions are as free as possible from veiling. This

quality it is impossible to obtain unless the negative, in the first in-

stance, be tolerably strong. If the transparency be made by camera

printing the negative may be taken somewhat larger than the

largest size plate required ; then from it any number of smaller sizes

may be obtained at will. Thus one negative will serve for any

size of transparency.

A suitable transparency having been obtained, the next thing is to

produce from it the copper printing plate. Copper plates of different

sizes may be obtained from any establishment which supplies

printers' materials. Possibly, however, if the plate have been long

in stock its surface may be somewhat tarnished. In that case it

must be repolished with wash leather and a little precipitated chalk

moistened with methylated spirit or benzole. In all cases it is a

good plan to subject the plate to this treatment, so as to ensure its

freedom from all traces of greasy matter left in the polishing. The

piate is now attached to a pneumatic ])late-holder, and a dilute solu-

tion of bitumen in benzole is poured on and drained off in the same

manner as collodion and dried. With regard to the strength of the

solution little can be said, as different samples of bitumen vary con-

siderably in their characteristics ; but, as a rough guide, we may
mention that it should be of such a strength that, when dried on

the copper, it should only be sufficient to communicate a slightly-

brown tint to the metal.

The transparency (which should previously be rubbed over with

a little French chalk as a safeguard against the bitumen adhering to

it while printing) is placed in a pressure-frame with the bitumenised

plate upon it, and then exposed to light. Strong sunlight is the

best; three or four hours will generally be required. In diffused

daylight as much as two or three days may be necessary, as the

bitumen process is an exceedingly slow one. When the print is

deemed to be sufficiently deep the plate is removed from the frame

and placed in a dish of turpentine, to dissolve the bitumen where

the opaque portions of the transparency has protected it from

the action of light, leaving the copper bare. With some samples

of bitumen, however, turpentine aloue will not dissolve it ; hence, if

it be found after the lapse ol ft few injnutes, that the bitumen is not
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being dissolved, a little benzole must be added, bearing in mind

that too much of this will dissolve the whole of the film, even where

the light has acted. When the copper has been rendered bare

in the lines the plate is rinsed in clear turpentine and then dried.

The plate should now be carefully examined, and if the design

show any imperfections it should be cleaned off with benzole and a

new one produced. Full and complete working details of the

bitumen process, wliicli is given here only in outline, will be found

on pp. 59.5 and COT of our volume for 1882, to which the reader

will do well to refer before commencing operations.

The photographic portion of tiie work being completed, the back

and all those parts of the plate—except, of course, the lines—which

are not protected with the bitumen are painted over with Bruns-

wick black. The plate is then immersed in a dish of the etching

fluid. The one we prefer is a strong solution of the perchloride of

iron ; but profe.ssional etcheni, as a rule, use dilute nitric acid—one

part of acid to two of water—the bubbles of gas, when this agent

is employed, being removed by gently rubbing the surface of the

plate over with a feather. AVhen it is judged that the design is bitten

in sufficiently deep the plate is washed and dried and then closely

examined. If the lines are not considered deep enough the plate

is replaced in the fluid, and the etching continued. If there be

much very fine detail in the design it is sometimes advisable,

before re-immei-sing the plate, to paint such portions (where it

occurs) over with Brunswick black, so as to protect them irom

further action, as it is not desirable that the finer lines should be

so deep as the bolder ones.

When sufficient depth is attained the plate must be thoroughly

washed with water to remove all traces of the etching agent.

Finally, the bitumen is cleaned off with benzole, and the plate is then

ready either for printing from direct, or for producing impressions

to be transferred to stone and afterwards printed from litho-

graphically.

It is not often that the photographer is likely to injure him-
self by accidentally splashing nitric acid upon his skin, though
when collodion was more used than it is at present this was by no
means infrequent. Slill, the acid is employed, and a method of pre-

venting any ill effect from such an accident will be useful to know.
A writer in the Chemical Newn states that he recently met with

such a disaster, the acid going on to his face. Copious etTusion

with cold water, followed by the application of ammonia, potash,

lime in water, &c., were tried, and without effect. Considering the

action of the acid to be an intensified process of oxidation, he ap-

plied a weak solution of suljjliurous acid, so that the nitric acid might
spend its energy upon oxidising it. The result was marvellous.

The blisters were reduced in a few minutes, the irritation removed,
and in an incredibly short space of time the wound healed.

We have been making a calculation as to the amount of metal
required for the aggregate amount of type that has been employed
during the last twenty years to " set up" in various periodicals

announcements of the discovery of photographing in colours. Three
lions from Trafalgar-square and a griftiii could be cast from them,
and still leave some to spare. The turn for the repetition of the
perennial story has come round again, so The Times informed us
last week that " an engineer at Versailles claims to have discovered
the art- of taking photographs in colours ; or, in other words, of
reproducing the colours of the body or landscape photographed."

The Bodleian Library, among its treasures, holds the Hope collec-
tion of engraved portraits, numbering some two hundred and ten
thousand, and it is taking steps to increase the number largely.
The librarian hius issued a notice asking for the presentation of
interesting objects, which he classifies under four headings, the last
being directed to authors, inviting them to present the library with
their photographs and engraved portraits, and to add on the back
their full names and any other particulars. By "authors" the
librarian understands composers of printed books, pamphlets, maga-
zine articles, maps, and mu.sic, his design being to form and per-
petuate a portrait gallery of literature.

were fully responded to is appalling to think of ; hence the recom-

mendation we had almost penned may be left unwritten. It was

to the effect that the libraiian should add to his notice the word
" ])ermaneiit " before photographs.

Br-THE-WAY, the engravers are making use of one of poor Kejlander's

pictures—the new edition of Lord Tennyson's works, to be published

the first of next month, being illustrated by a portrait engraved by

JVIr. G. .J. Stoddart from a photograph taken by the late ]\lr. O. G.

Rej lander.

Are we to have a new Copyright Bill at last or not ? Mr. Hastings

introduced one again last week, and on Wednesday it passed the

the first reading in the House of Commons. We have not yet re-

ceived a printed copy, but we understand that in its main features it

resembles that introduced last session.

Last year's Bill has, however, been carefully revised, and the

celebrated suit of the Stereoscopic Company—in which, as our

readers may remember, the Comjiany lost its case through a suc-

cessful contention being raised that the "author" of the registered

picture was not Mr. Nottage—has been the cause of certain modifica-

tions and additions being made, in order to prevent future disputes

as to " who is the author of a photograph." Mr. McLaren intro-

duced a short Bill last session to meet thi.s point, but it was dropped

at an early stage.

MasT of our readers have heard of the Jablochkoff candle—one of

the earliest departures of a novel character in modern electric light.

The inventor, from whom it derives its name, has re(«ntly devised

a remarkable kind of battery in which metallic sodium in thin

plates takes the place of zinc or other similar element. When not

in use the sodium is covered with a hydrocarbon to prevent oxida-

tion. A company has been formed in Paris to work this sodium

battery, which is stated to possess by far the highest electro-motive

force of any battery known.

I» tlieae days, when almost every other man is, or claims to be, an
" author," the mass of portraits which would accumulate if the appeal

We have often alluded to the useful department for the examina-

tion and verification of scientific instruments at Kew—an establish-

ment whoso scope of usefulness is still unknown to a large majority
;

though, when it is borne in minil that for a trilling fee a thermo-

meter, for example, can be examined and its performance given to

fractions of a degree upon every degree of its scale, the wonder is that

it is not taken advantage of to a far greater extent. Though a photo-

grapher in some delicate operations should always be provided with

a therniometrio instrument to be depended upon, it is rare that he is

called upon to undertake operations where the utmost exactitude in

time-keeping is required. It may, however, be interesting to learn

that he can now send even his watch to Kew, and for a sum vary-

ing from five shillings and sixpence to one pound, according to

the class desired, have his watch examined and a certificate of its

rate given to him.

The Liverpool Astronomical Society—the only similar Society out

of London—has done good work in photography, as our pages have

shown. Our learned contributor, the Rev. S. .T. Perry, F.R.S.,

whose article on astronomical photograph)' .at Stoneyhurst Obser-

vatory, which we gave to our readers a few months ago, was found
of such great interest, has testified to the same fact. In a lecture

he recently gave before the Liverpool Astronomical Society upon
Sun Spots, he recommended attention being given to a branch of the

science but little pursued—the photographing of "facula; and rice

grains," as certain peculiar appearances upon the face of the sun are

termed. By that means, he said, it was very probable the nature of

sun spots might be discovered. If the Society attempted it and
succeeded as well as they had done in some of the stellar photo-

graphs he had seen, he "would venture to say their sun pictures

would be second to none in the world."

We do not often hear of the magnesium light nowadays, except in

connection with sensitometer experiments. Its comparatively high

price has made its use a luxuiy, or even a curiosity, r.ather than a
necessity. And now that the electric light has made snch progress

it is doubtful whether magnesium, even if provided at a nuieh lower
rate, would take a leading place in pliotngraphic operations. But
experimenters are still at work, and often have we been promised
marvellous reductions in the price of the metal, which is mainly
governed by that of sodium—the chief factor in its economic produc-
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ti'iii. A iJiuceRS I'm!' ilie inoduction of magueaiura by electrolytic

agency lia« bwn patented, and, as a test of its capability, Dr. Frohlich

lately brought before the Berlin Academy of Sciences a large lump
of metal made under the patent. The mode of manipulation is to

fuse chloride of magnesium, and to decompose it by the electric

current while in a state of fusion.

PHOTOGRAPHY AT A FANCY DRESS BALL.

One of the latest novelties in connection With the practice of photo-

graphy, and one whicli a few years ago would have been regarded

as an imaginative dip into Utopia, is the system which has pi-evailed

iluring recent yeara of photographing the guests at balls during the

course of the proceedings, thus saving the trouble involved iu the

necessity for specially dressing for a visit to the photographer.

The introduction of artificial light into the photographer's studio in

a measure did away with the need for a special " dress rehearsal,"

as the person was thus enabled to call at the photographic studio on
his or her way to the ball itself, and, at the expense of a few minutes'

delay, secure the desired [licture. Even this slight amount of trouble

ileterred many from securing such representations of themselves iu

costumes i-emoved fi'om those of everyday use, the opportunities for

which, especially iu the case of fancy dress and masked balls, are of

sufficiently rare occurrence to render them noteworthy incidents iu

social life.

It remained for the late Siguor Lombavdi to solve the difficult

problem of how to induce the ball-going public to become ready

and remunerative clients of the photographer. His happy con-

ception of taking the studio to the sitter, instead of trying to

entice the sitter to the studio, was from the fii-st a success both
photographically and, we should say, financially. By means of the

iuxograpli apparatus—which, by its simplicity, does away with the

costly and cumbrous appliances required for the electric light

—

Signor Lombard i, assisted by Mr. Alder, the patentee of the luxo-

gj-aph, some five years ago made the tii-st successful experiment in

estiiblishing a photcgrapliic studio, if not in the ball-room, at least

iti an adjoining apartment or ante-room. The measure of success

may be calculated when it is stated that something like a hundred
and fifty negatives were taken on that occasion. The electric light

has since been used in a similar manner in Paris on the occasion of

a fHe, and subsequently in London the famous Cromwell House
" pot's plasti'/ues," and the recent fancy ball of the Savage Club in

the Albert Hall, have been so treated. But it is only the sim-

plicity and portability of their apparatus which enables the Luxo-
graph Company to make a special feature of this class of business.

Curious to see what progress they had made iu the course of five

yeai-8 in the establishment of a smoothly-working system, we seized

the opjKirtuuity of dropping into the " photographic room" during the

progress of a private fancy-dress ball at one of the large West End
lialis, having previously called to inquire whether photography was to

form part of the evening's programme. At 5 p.m. we found Mr.
Alder superintending the commencement of the erection of the
needful apparatus.

This consists, as many of our readers are aware, of an immense
reflector lined with silvered glass, by which the light is thrown upon
the sitter. This, with its pedestal, stands some eight or ten feet

high, so that it is not the most comfortable of pieces of apparatus
to move about. Iu the centre of the back of this reflector is a lai-ge

lantern glazed with blue or violet glass, in which the compound
that produces the light is burned. The products of combustion are
of a most poisonous and sufibcating character, ami must, therefore,
l)e led away into the open air. This is easily effected by means of a
few lengths of sheet-iron stove pipe passing from the lantern to the
upper part of one of the windows opened just sufficiently to allow
the tube to pass out into the open air. In wet or windy weather
the open window is protected by nailing over it a thick cloth or
canvas.

So perfect is the system that less than an hour suffices, in a
strange place, to erect the ajiparatus and make all the needful
an-.ingements ; and during the whole of the " subsequent proceed-
ings" the clients remain in happy ignorance of the fact that they
are oidy divi<le(I by a thin screen from the highly-poisonous and
almost unbreathable smoke produced by the combustion of the
nyrotechnic compound. The apparatus itself travels comfortably
ny rail, the particular one wliose erection we have witnessed having
traversed a good manjr miles of country in its time. As we leave to
prepare for the evening, Mr. Alder informs us " it will only be a
small ball ; one hundred and eighty arc down for supper, and that
is about the number of sitters w* reckon to gecure on big occasions."

Later on, about ten o'clock, we leave the brilliantly-lighted ball-

room, with its bright colours and ever-changing forms, and find onr

way to the quieter and less brilliantly-lighted apartment devoted to

photography. We are warned as we enter, by the soft blue light

that iitfully illuminates the centre of the room, which is bidden

from ua by the background, that an exposure is being made. We
wait until it dies out, when from behind the background emerges

a fairy form gorgeous in white satin and hair powder, and repre-

senting—goodness only knows what 1 She is followed in rapid

succession by three or four cavaliers in court costumes of much
similarity iu style but diversity of detail. Then follow a hetero-

geneous collection of characters of more or less (some principally the

latter) gorgeousness—from the bejewelled Indian prince, the Spanisli

datisetise, the coquettish cantiniiic, iu her smart dress, tasselled boots,

and (let us whisper it) immense " dress improver," to the typical

barrister in wig, gown, and check pants, the gentleman in the

canon's uniform (which somebody irreverently describes as that of a
" Somerset House porter)," and, lowest of all, the young mau who
turns up in his last season's lawn tennis costume. We looked on as

each took his or her turn, and could not help remarking how most

of them entered into the spirit of their respective characters. The
supercilious nonchalance of the courtier raised a desire to kick the

individual who in everyday life was probably a stockjobber. The
Spanish danseme appeared anxious to favour the small audience

with a gratuitous performance on the tambourine during the expo-

sure ; while our cantiniire, when persuaded that she would not be

able to keep still long enough in the act of delivering a militai-y

salute, became content to devote her attention to the exhibition to

the best advantage of her top-boots and dress improver.

The light for focussing was derived from a line of gas jets sur-

mounting the reflector, the operation of capping the lens being un-

necessary, as, except when the pyrotechnic mixture is burning, there

is no light sufficiently powerful to aflfect the plate. The exposures arc

measured by the quantity of the burning compound, and seemed to

average from twelve to fifteen seconds with a lens somewhat
stopped down. By a division of labour the work proceeded

smoothly and rapidly. One to arrange the subject, one to manage
the light, a third to change the plates and take the names and
addresses, formed the complete staff. The subject having been

posed and focussed, a signal is given and the sound of a " vesuvian"

striking is heai-d. This dropped into the dish of burning com-
pound, the door of the lantern is closed and the exposure com-
mences. No plates are developed on the spot, as, from a perfect

acquaintance with tjje value of the light, errors in exposure are

rare. "Have you many failures from any cause!" we asked.
" We had one at our last ball," was the reply. " It is impossible to

always to detect a move, but if we see unsteadiness or have reason to

suspect actual movement we repeat the exposure; otherwise we
trust to the fii-st plate."

We learnt subsequently that at this "small" ball (there were
about a couple of hundred dancers) between fifty and sixty cabinet

pictures were taken, two only of which were spoilt by movement of

the sitter. We concluded that, while this system is an undoubted
convenience to the sitter for the reasons already stated, it may
be made a most remunerative one to the photographer ; and it is to

us surprising that it has not become more popular than it is at

pi-esent.

NOTES ON THE COMPOSITION OF A PICTURE.
By Norman Maciikth, R.S.A.

(An abstract of a commimloation to tho South London Photographic Socioty.l

On entering on the subject which I have taken in hand, I wish it to

be understood that a great portion of what I shall have to say will

be of so desultory a nature that I expect more profit may be gained

from the answers to questions put than from what I now bring

before you.

Art is that power by which we manifest our individuality.

Every man has his own way of treating a subject, and it is of great

importance that he have a proper field in which to define his ideas:

therefore the first thing under consideration in art is " the field of

view"—that is to say, the space in which we are to exercise our

minds.
Perhaps you h.ave never asked yourself the question—" Why is it

that pictures are oblong and not square i " Wo have the precedent

of the square form in sculpture and in Roman architecture, but this

is generally where the centre forms a special feature of design. In

illustrations which are an evidence of expression and thought, how-
ever, the oblong, either vertical or horizontal, is always aaopted.

The reason of this is that we must have vanity/ in all that wo do by
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way of illuatration. Tlie difference between length and breadth

affords tliis variety. As an exami.le of the necessity for variety 1 !

show a square divided into four by two lines. A couspicuous object

placed at the crossing of these Hues is central; there is, therefore,

no variety. , , a

The best proportion between the length and breadth of a picture

is got by takiug the two sides of a square, the diagonal of which

foruis the leugth of the base. This proportion can be most beauti-

fully filled. My own studio is built on these proportions, namely,

thirty-five feet long and twenty-five feet broad. Having got the

field of view, it is important to see how we should subdivide it to

Bome purpose. „

If we divide such a space equally into three portions— nrsc

vertically, then horizontally—we shall find that each intersection

of a horizontal line with a vertical line gives a point -where an

object of interest may be placed. The same rule holds good

if we divide into five, or with any odd number. But, if we

divide with even, we land ourselves in the same difficulty mentioned

in connection witli the square : we lack variety. Attention should

never be drawn towards the centre of a picture if possible, but

rather away from the centre. Thus, if we are making the divisions

into five parts, an object at one of the outer intersections will be

more expressive than one more central. It is, further, to be noticed

that if we choose as a point of interest on one side of our picture the

intersections of any two certain lines we must not use the corres-

ponding intersections on the o|)po3ite side, but another. It is easy

to apply these principles to the camera by drawing lines on the

ground glass, wlien the striking objects may be made to fall on the

intersections of them. The principle wliich I have brought before

you is very old. I first saw it in Howard's Sketchers Manual,

which I would strongly commend as the best book I know on the

subject ; but I fear it is now out of print.

In using the camera it is important to fix a good base line.

This should be at least twelve paces from the point of view.

There is a tendency with many photographers to bring the base

line too near the camera by tilting the latter forward. Of course much

in this matter depends upon the height of the camera. Thus, the

view may be taken from the average height of a standing figure or

of a sitting figure. If we take in portions of foreground too near

U3 these appear too large in proportion to those in the distance.

The base line may subtend an angle of 60° to the camera. More

should not be included, as the eye cannot take in more without

going beyond the sphere of its axis. As already explained , the centre

of the picture should not be in the centre of the plate. To take, for

example, a street view : it is a mistake to make the two sides of the

street occupy equal parts of the plate. If the tiwo sides of a picture

are alike all interest ceases. It is necessary to distinguish between

the " centre of the view " and the " vanishing point," the latter of

which may be entirely out of the picture. [These matters were

made very plain by the diagrams illustrating them.]

We now come to the question of the horizontal line of a

picture. If we divide our field of view into three equal parts by

two horizontal lines, either of the.se may be used as the liorizontal

line of our picture. It is a mistake to have the horizontal

line in the centre, dividing the picture into two equal parts, as

there is thereby a division of interest. Where the view is low, as

in a sea view, the horizon line should be the lower of the two lines

mentioned. When the view is high, as in mountain scenes, the

upper line should be chosen. In the first case, room is left for

the composition of clouds ; in the second, for sufficient foreground,

trees, and mountains.

In connection with sky composition, I need scarcely point out to

you the lienefits to be derived from double printing ; but I would
s^iy a word in favour of the sky-sliade for use when tlie clouds

happen at the time to compose well with the landscape. I had the

pleasure of bringing before the photographic world, some time

ago, a sky-shade invented by Mr. J. Parker, of Glasgow. I find

the best times of day for getting skies to be the afternoon and
evening. Before I used the sky-shade I could not get the fore-

ground sufficiently exposed at the same time as the sky, but
now I can easily.

One of the charms of the works of the greatest artists is that

the principles that I have enunciated can be clearly traced, and
that they yet do not force themselves on one's view. The prin-

ciples tliat I have given you are easy. The whole thing depends

on the application ; but, adhering to the principles, there is ample
means for producing variety. It is true that these principles are

by many artists not known. Still even many follow them as it

were intuitively, being brought up with examples containing

them.

In coming to speak of figure subjects, I should advise those of

you who have not read it to get Burnett's book On Composition,

which I can strongly recommend. He points out in what difterent

forms a figure subject may be brought out—never square, but in a

diamond, round, serpentine, or diagonal form.

When portraiture was first practised by photographers there was

a tendency to place the head in the centre of the picture, leaving a

great gap above or to the side. The following method will be found

useful ill deciding the position which the head should occupy :

—

For an " English head " let the distance between the top of the

head and the top of the picture be a quarter-head length ; for the

" common head " size a half-head leugth ; for the " kit-kat," where

the hands are shown, three-quarters of a head length ; for a " half-

length " portrait a whole-head length.

Let me, in conclusion, commend to your notice Mr. H. P. Robiu-

son's new book, in which there is much that is most excellent. I

am only sorry that he has not shown more examples, less writing

and more illustration, especially pointing out what to avoid, as well

as what to pursue. [Mr. Macbeth very fully showed this by many
diagrams which he had before his audience. He also exhibited a

great many engravings taken from the works of the best p.aintcrs

during the last hundred yeara, most of which are to be found in

South Kensington and the National Gallery. Mr. Macbeth strongly

recommended all photographers to visit the exhibitions of the season,

and make the composition of a picture their special study. Any
novice can easily acquire the development of a plate, when he will

find himself at sea in the management and direction of the camera.]

RAPID VERSUS SLOW DEVELOPMENT.
[A communication to the Bristol and We3t of England Amateur Photograiihic

Association.]

The advocates of rapid development invariably object to slow

development—first, on account of the extra time required ; and,

secondly, on the ground that developing slowly causes a discoloura-

tion of the gelatine film. Now, as to the little extra time required :

this surely should be no objection to the amateur, who works for the

love of the art. A few minutes more or leas spent on each picture

certainly should form no objection. I readily admit that a very

protracted development may cause slight discolouration, but cannot

consider this as any serious drawback, because such discolouration

may readily be removed by a short immersion in the alum and

citric acid solution ; moreover, the advantages of developing slowly

are so great that they would far outweigh the disadvantage of a

slight staining of the film, even supposing such stain to be permanent

and not removable.

A slow development undoubtedly gives a greater range of grada-

tion between the high lights and deepest shadows, and as we have

in nature an infinite number of gradations, it follows that a slow

development will give a better and truer rendering of a subject

than a rapid one.

In order to develope slowly, three courses are open to us : we
may use a large proportion of bromide or a small proportion of

ammonia, or may add the ammonia gradually, adding it by succes-

sive small doses until the desired amount of density and detail are

obtained. This latter is the method I invariably adopt, and con-

sider it gives by far the most satisfactory results, as it enables us to

have entire control over the development, to avoid fog, obtain

brilliancy combined with delicacy and softness, and, most important

of all, enables us to correct errors of exposure.

In the instructions issued by most manufacturers of gelatine

plates we are told to add certain quantities of pyro., bromide, and

ammonia; then, if the picture flash out and show signs of over-

exposure, we are directed to apply more bromide, or, in other

words, when the picture is half spoilt, we are to do what we can to

prevent its total loss.

I cannot help thinking that this method of proceeding is totally

wrong, as it is building up a picture on an imperfect foundation ; for,

when once a trace of fog has made its appearance, it is impossible to

successfully carry the development further without adding to the

fog to a greater or less extent. But by slow development, even if a

plate have been exposed five times longer than necessary, it is

possible to produce a negative without the slightest trace of fog,

and, moreover, without any loss of brilliancy— in, fact, equal in

every respect to one which has received only the normal exposure.

Now, as an ounce of practice is worth a pound of theory, I pro-

pose to expose three plates under a transparency, to one of which I

will give five seconds' exposure, to the second fifty second.s', and to

the third one hundred seconds', or ten and twenty time? the correct

exposure.
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I cjui ailmit that the profesgional iihotographei-, working in tlie

stady witii tlie lijjht under control, may 8o accurately time

bis exposures that there may be no necessity for such oircful and
cautious development ; but with amateurs who, like myself, practise

upon all classes of subjects and under all conditions of light, errors

of exposure must occur. Still, if we observe the rule of always

giving a full exposure and developing slowly, not a single plate

should bo lost.

In adiliiion to the absolute certainty of thus working, the

results obtained are certainly superior to those by rapid develop-

ment, having the pluck and brilliancy characteristic of a good wet
plate.

Next as to formula for developer. I usually keep two stock

solutions :

—

No. 1.

Pyrogallic acid 1 ounce.

Bromide of ammonium ^ „
Citric acid 80 grains.

AVater 8 ounces.

No. 2.

Ammonia 1 ounce.

Water 7 ounces.

To develope a half-plate : take four ounces of water, to which is

added one drachm of No. 1 ; immerse the plate in this solution,

and allow it to soak for a moment or two. Next measure out one
drachm of the No. 2 solution, one-fourth or a-quarter drachm of

which is poured into a measure and mixed with the pyro. solution

in which the plate has been soaking. This solution is again poured
upon the plate, and if sufficiently exposed the higher lights will

slowly appear, but without much density. A second quarter drachm
of ammonia is now added as before. With this addition the more
brilliant half-tones will make their appeai-ance, and the higher

lights gain a little additional density. The third quarter drachm
of ammonia is then added, when the details and faint half-tones

will gain in force. The remaining portion of ammonia being added,
the faintest half-tones will be brought out and the high lights have
jfained the full density, the resulting picture being, as far as

development is concerned, all that could be desired. In the event
of considerable over-exposure, the tirst or second addition of

ammonia may be sufficient to fully develope the picture an<l give full

density—in which case, of course, no further addition should be made.
I do not attach any importance to the formula I have given

;

any good standard formula may be used. The one great point of

importance, however, is to commence with a small portion of the

ammonia, adding it by successive small doses until the desired

result is obtained. £. Briqhtma^.
«

TRANSATLANTIC JOTTINGS.

The great interest with which the recent discussions on dark-room
illumination have been followed in this country has been echoed in

\iuerica, and society after society has taken up the question and
liscussed it in all its bearings. The Photographic Section of the
American Institute, the Association of Operative Photographers of

N'ew York, the Chicago Photographic Association, and the Amateur
l'hotograt)liic Club of the same city have all in turn had before

1 liem the question of the beat and safest light to use in the dark
room. Jlost of them object to, or decry the use of, ruby gla-ss, and
the advantages of a screen or screens of a green hue in combination
with one of red have been well set forth, though no striking decision

lias been come to by any of them.

One of the best things of the month, however, in connection with
societies is an account in the PItotographic Times (New York) of

"A New Photographic Society." The preliminary meeting was
held in Chicigo, and was composed of about forty professional

photographers. The Chairman briefly explained the objects of the
meeting, and, when one of the assembled photographei-s asked if

they were to understand the object of the new society waa to

advance the price of photographs, he replied in the affirmative. One
member explained and apologised for having done pictures for

iliree dollars a dozen, and recommended that others besides those
present should be called upon to join the movement. Everyone
seems to have promised to further the objects of the society, and it

w:i8 arranged that the public should be taken into their confidence,
:md a notification advertised in two leading papers to the effect

that good cabinets cannot be done at three dollars a dozen, the said
notification to be signed by as many photographers as possible. It
is evident from the discussion that not only are cabinets made at
the low price named, but that- the public are still further enticed
by the presentation of chromos., panels, &c.

We reserve for tlie last the mention of one of the moat amusingly-
impudent lettera we have ever read. A Mr. Hartley, instead of
attending the Bieeting, wrote a letter giving hia views in regard to

their present movement, as he was the cause, he stated, of their meet-
ing together. Uo explained how he came to do cheap work—of

course, because others did it first ; and how he, therefore, " swore that
I would compel every gallery in Chicago to reduce their prices, which
I acknowledge I havo done." He further writes :

—" 1 now wish to
state that you can do nothing to advance the price so long as I say
it shall not be advanced. # * » You have not the courage and
backbone to advance the price on your own responsibility. * * *

So the best thing you can now do is to adjourn the meeting, go
home, and give your patrons more panels I" The Chicago photo-
graphers are evidently going to have nice times.

Society matters still : there appears to be no amateur photo-
graphic society in New York, and, in consequence, it is intended to

start one, a notice being given to the Photographio Timet to the
effect that a meeting was to take place towards the end of March.

Another instalment of a neatly-illustrated paper, by C. A.
Needhaxa, otiPicturesqttePhotocfraphi/, appears in the March number
of the same journal, and contains much readable matter and sundry
good illustrations. We confess, however, to a slight feeling of be-
wilderment at seeing the description of two sketches of a cross with
foliage twined round it. In the first picture the cross stands up-
right, but in the second it is thrown down and partly buried in the
ground. The upright cross is an example of " rigid symmetry," and
the second—the fallen cross—the same design " beautified by destroy-
ing its rigid symmetry, but preserving its equilibrium." True enough,
perhaps, in one sense of the word, out inaptly chosen as a verbal
illustration.

There must be something in the American climate inimical to
the working of carbon processes, for we have more than once had
to chronicle failures where success might have been anticipated.

The climate is dry and the temperature at times excessive—two
conditions either of which might be advantageous alone, but when
conjoined are calculated to place considerable difficulties in the way
of the beginner. At a recent meeting of the Photographic Section
of the American Institute a letter was read from a gentleman in
Malone, New York, describing his troubles with tnansparencies by
the carbon process. He had made beautiful pictures for both
windows and lantern slides, but after a few months they began to
crack, and now he has not one of them left of presentable a|)pear-

ance. Mr. Mason (Secretary) said his experience had been similar.

It should be known by these experimenters that if the plates had
been carefully coated with gelatine and chrome alum before squee-
geeing the tissue on to them the transparencies should have been
able to withstand a very considerable amount of rough usage with-
out giving way in any form. We have seen transparencies so
treated subjected to every variety of temperature and of moisture
without showing the slightest tendency to crack or peel.

Mr. Falk, whose remarkable photograph of a stage scene was
noticed by us some time ago—a photograph of stage setting and
actors in the " Russian Honeymoon "—has a long note in Anthony'»
Bulletin respecting his priority in the first suoce.-wful attempt to
obtain a photograph of the stage of a theatre with the actors upon
it, some doubt having been cast by an art journal uptm his claim to
be the first. Some misconception seems to have arisen, founded
upon the sequence of sentences in an article in the Mittheilungen
treating upon this interesting photograph. The editor of the latter

journal, however, clearly shows that he did not in any way call in

question Mr. Falk's being the first to achieve the feat.

American photographers have not much to learn from their British
brethren ; but when we read that, at a meeting of the Association of
Operative Photographers of New York, Mr. Buehler said that ho
still mainly uses wet plates, except when he has a very lively baby or
a dog to take, we think there is every probability that he will at

some future time take a leaf out of the British book and turn
wholly to dry plates. The public now will have quick pictures. As
to pyro. or oxalate : that will find its own level. We cannot
avoid thinking that the professional verdict on this side of the water
is almost wholly for pyro.

We do not believe that the following picture, extracted from a
correspondent of Anthony's Bulletin, will be considered to repre-

sent the character of English dry plates, however it may depict
the sins of which American plate-makers may be guilty :

—" It

is dirt everywhere. Not so bad now aa it was some time ago.
They are improving ; but yet there is room. Probably a bubble
will appear across the eye either in plate or film, or a long hair from
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some man's whiskera ; then a lump of hard gelatine on one ear.

Sometimea transpaieut veins run right across the features oi dress

The emulsion is not hltered clean, or the bottoni

ones of the batch are coated-dirt and all. Some of the plates in

the same box are clean. Why are they not all so Today I had a

plate spoiled on account of its not fatUng tlie holder, and the next

plate Wius too small. On the next plate the packing liad dropped

d own across the middle of the film and showed itself m the develop-

ment. All these things could be improved upon by a little caretul

raanipnlatiug."

THE "HAPPY MEDIUM;" OR, DARK-ROOM ILLUMI-
NATION.

IN THREE CHAPTERS.-CHAPTER II.

Iv ray last c.mmunioatioQ on this subject I related an experiment by

which I had proved to myself Wiat c^iuary medium was as safe a light

-

filter as a singlv-flashed ruby glass, and I also stated that having hajl

the four suiiare' feet of my dark-room window fitted with Mr \\. K
Uebenham's green "cathedral" glass, and having found the light

therefrom not only unpleasant, but for me iiisutEcient, 1 returned to

my old plan of yellow glass and douule-Hashed ruby glass—both ciear.

My experiments also showed how much the addition of a liillasing

element to a clear red glass enhanced the safety of the red glass. On

this dilfusiug character of ground glass, matt varnish, and the grain of

paper I place the highest importance. The spectrum i>f a glass is not

.Altered in character by such diffusion, but it is considerably dimmed in

With my ruby glass au naturel the small print could be read at seven

feet distance ; the addition of a very thin coat of matt varnish so

<limmed the illumination that the print could not be read beyond four

feet. According to the law of the intensity of light this gives the

effect of the extinguishing power of the matt varnish at a hixh figure,

the intensity of light transmitted by clear ruby being as forty-nine

to sixteen of the varnished glass at equal distances. This simply

means that the diffusion of the ground surface or grain of the paper

amounts to so much opacity. I think it is the diffusion produced by the

thickness and grain of the canary medium that gives its surprising

safety, for to me it is surprising.

Mr. Debenhain's glass, too, is not ordinary transparent glass, but

glass of the translucent kind seen in church windows and other places

where people are not intended to look out, and where the light has to

be diffused so as not to shine too strongly on the %vorshippers' or

auditors' faces or into their eyes. In greenhouses nearly the same kind

of glass may be found, the object being, as before, diffusion of light

and the prevention of strong rays of direct sunlight impinging on the

plants. I cannot see why Mr. Debenham uses green glass in particular.

I may be wrong, but I think any other equally diflfusing glass would be

as safe, and I am certain any other kind of glass would be more
pleasant to me. When I ordered the glass for Mr. Debenham's combi-

nation I got three samples sent. Of these, wishing to give the matter

the most satisfactory trial, I chose the darkest green. This may account

for my not seeing well, my window facing the north. As I said before,

I have a dislike to anything having a tint bordering upon green, and of

all the tints of green I dislike most the yellow tints. Probnbly hand in

hand with dislike goes weakness of vision in the antipathetic colour of

light. This brings me to another view of the subject iu hand, and a
very important view—the effect of the colours on the eye.

A considerable number of gentlemen assume—without reason, as I

contend—that a red light for the dark room is more hurtful to the eye
than a yellow or yellowish-green light. Even if these gentlemen are
correct with regard to their own particular eyes, they have no right to

apply the rule to the eyes of other people. In a subdued light of any
kind the pupil of the eye dilates, the supply of blood to the retinal vessels
diminishes, and on a sudden access of bright light the pupil suddenly
contracts to regulate the supply of light in response to a reflex stimulus

;

a rush of blood to the vessels takes place, and there is no wonder if

disagreeable sensations arise. This, I maintain, arises not from the
colour of the dimmer light, but from its scarcity and the subsequent
sudden access. Nothing hurts my eyes more than the sudden turning
up of a gas in a previously-dark room. Let anyone try turning a gas
jot quickly up and down, about twenty times per minute, watching
the light all the time. I give a quotation from the letter of a brother
of mine—a physician in London—who has paid some attention to
the study of the eye. Ho had evidently misunderstood my own
theory on the matter; but that is of little consequence so long as we
arrive at his. The excerpt is from a private letter to me, and thus,
possibly, not so carefully worded as it might have been had he known
it was to appear in these august columns. It will be seen that his con-
clusion does not entirely coincide with mine; but my object is to get at
the truth and not to nurse a pet argument on a diet of falsity. Here
beginneth the extract :

—

" About photographic light ; pure yellow light is in itself more directly
irritating to the retina than any other. The shades are irritating in pro-
jwrtion as they approach yellow. I know an artist of educated visional sen-
sibility who says that certain colours, especially ' rods,' pain liim, and there

is no doubt it is so. I tested him, and there was alw.iys yellow present. 1

don't think the thermic properties associated with red light can in any way

influence the retina, which is liable to far greater changes of tempera-

ture witliout appreciable imiiairmeut. So far as the colour of the light ijoeH

I am with you. [My proposition to him was : Red light does no more harm

to the eye than any other light under similar circumstances.-A. P.] But

I can't agree that contraction of the pupil, on coming into bright light,

can of itself cause dimness of vision. On the contrary, its etfect would

be to limit the field of vision, l)ut not improbably to t;ive increased detail

within that field. I would suggest the following theory, viz. : that the

retina in the dark room, being comparatively passive, receives comparatively

little blood; that when over-stimulated by the sudden flood of white light a

corresponding excessive 'rush of blood' to the retinal vessels occurs; tliat

the blurred linages are counterparts of the buzzhigs heard in the ears when

congested ; and we know that in feverish persons witli congested retina the

images .ire blurred just as they are iu aniemic brain conditions when the

balance of the circulation is deranged in the other direction. N.B.—The
parts of the brain for the action of the pupil and for the regiUation of the

retinal blood supply are tot.illy distinct."

In a supplementary letter on the same subject my brother, who had

meauwhilo cmisulted a professional specialist (Mr. Marcus Gunn) as

to the matter of his previous letter, wrote to me as follows :—

"The thermic properties of light are destroyed by passage through tije

liquid ' media ' of the eye, viz. , aqueous and vitreous humours. Oii thi>

whole, my views accord with your own that the eye disturbance will lie

proportional to the difference between the light of day and the ' dimness

'

of the dark room. There is a very great oiiening for idiosyncratic difference

both as regards mere sensitiveness and sensibility to certain qualities <^f

coloured light."

Now I am not too proud to confess that these letters, more especially

when backed by an authority of Mr. Gunn's calibre, gave me very

great pleasure. I had arrived at certain conclusions, and spoken them

boldly and publicly, before I noticed the remarks of Dr. G. A. Herschcll

in your issue of November 23rd, 1883. Heading the article by Dr.

Herschell I got what I may call a "facer" at first, but barring his

statement as to the peculiar dangers of i-ed light, which I do not find

his own arguments to bear out, I failed to see that his article helped us

out of our troulde. He condemned red light certainly, but he con-

demned dim light of other kinds almost as completely ; and, considering

that we must for plate-manipulation modify our light in some way, I

fear he left us just where we were. He does not recommend any light

in particular, so that the gist of his remarks is—"Give up photography

or run the risk of damaging your eyes." I admit at once—who doc>i

not'—that it would be better if we could work in daylight, but \v e

caniiot; and our business is to find a light suitable for our work and as

little damaging to our eyes as possible.

All the discussions before learned societies of late, all the changes

made and expense incurred in the lighting of dark rooms, have hung on

the assertion that red light is more injurious to the eyes than other

liahts, or on a one-sided and idoarious statement that yellowish light is

the most pleasant to work by. I for one am now satisfied that my own

original ideas were correct—not only that I prefer a red to a yellow

light but that my red is less hurtful than the vaunted yellows. I wish

for my own sake I had thoroughly worked out and investigated these

matters long ago, and I regret that I did not sooner give my opinions

to the readers of this Journal ; but I feel that late as I am in the field—

"Better late than never." Even since I wrote the first "copy" for

these pages evidence has been pouring in and experiments have multi.

plied, so that what I meant at first to be an article m one chapter h.ax

swollen to two chapters, and as I can take no more space at present I

must even add a third. Asdkew Pkinglk.

ON LENSES.*

Of single lenses there are three distinctly-marked varieties. The first

is the ordinary cowected meniscus. This is the well-known single

landscape lens. The two faults in it are, that a small diaphragm in

necessary in order to correct its spherical aberration and give good dcfi-

1. 2. 3.

SinKle Lense*-!. Ordinar>- Corrected Meniscus.—2. Grubb'8 " Aplanatio "—

3. Dallmeyer'8 Single Lens.

nition, and that it gives distortion. To con-ect to a certain extent the

first of these evils, Mr. T. Grubb, iu 1857, introduced what he called

hU aplanatio lens. It is not aplanatic, but the method of correction he

* Continued (rom p»s» 28?.
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I*et«vars Orthoscope.

employed—placing tlie negative lens at the convex siclc—mitigated

!;.!icrioRl aberration to auoU an extent that lie tUouglit it entitled to be

^'illed " ai)laiiatii; " in comparison with the ordinary single leua. It

in;iy, therefore, bo worked with a larger opening. The panel portraits

ni)\v shown were, with one exception, taken with this instrument.

Dalhncyer's single lens consisted, like some of Dollond's telescope

iiiijectives, of a negative lens between two positive ones ; but the curves

are, of course, quite different, being cilculated for marginal detinilion

anil flatness of lield.

The BO-callcd " orthoscopio Icus," introduced in 1S57, was constructed

from calculations made hy I'etzval at the same time that ho was

fiijjaged upon tl>e portrait lens. Tlio front part is identical witli that of

the portrait leus ; but the back consists of a dispersing lens, so that the

whole instrument is longer iu focus than the front

part alone. It was a curious misnomer to call it

"orthoscopic," seeing that it necessarily gives dis-

tortion, altbougli, from the diaphragm being at the

back, this distortion is in tlie contrary direction

from that given by the single lens. There were

some mood points about the instrument, and it is

(piite possible that if it had been introduced since

the advent of tlie rapid gelatiuobromide process, it

would have found more favour, especially for large

portraits, than it lias done. I should not be at all

surprised to see it or something modelled upon
it come into use. Sufficient care w.xs not always

taken to make the correction for actinic rays per-

fect. Iu one that I possessed it was necessary to

sliift the camera back nearly half-an-inch, but when this was done a very
good portrait might, in a quick light, be taken even with collo-

dion.

Triplet lenses were introduced in two ways. One was as an insti-ument

for obtaining architectural views without distortion ; and another was an
adaptation, to the portrait lens, of a concave glas.s iu tlie place of the dia-

phragm for the purpose of lengthening the focus and flattening the field.

SL-iter, in 1858 I think, made instruments of this kind for sale. As an
i>i;oasional expedient a similar device had long previously been employed.
Oerogy made many of such instruments, one of which is on the table.

Triplets have now been generally superseded by doublets.

To oliviate the distortion caused by the single lens many double

combinations have been devised. In these, the diaphragm being

placed between the lenses, the distortion caused by one lens is counter-

acted by distortion in the contrary direction produced by the other

lens. The first of these to come into any general use was the globe

lens of Harrison, brought out in 1860. This supplied such a much-felt

want—that of a lens of wide-angle without distortion—that it was much
nsetl ; but the exact globe form was found to favour the formation of a
patch of reflected light in the picture called a " tiare" spot. Some five

years later Ross introduced a lens which achieved great popularity,

and was really so useful an instrument that it deserves some special

mention. The front lens was a meniscus corrected in the usual manner,
Dut the back lens had, like the Grubb single lens, the negative leus

outwards. A description of a doublet with a back leus of this cha-

racter, made by A. Ross, was published as long ago as 1846. The
instrument had a wide angle of light; but this could be made even
wider by setting the lenses a little closer together, as has been done in

the case of the instrument now shown, and this, so far as I have been

Bow'a Doublet. Dallmeyer's WWe-
anglo KaetUnear.

able to ascertain, without in any way iujuruig its definition. The
great angle of light admitted permits of the lens being used even for
tall buildings by raising the camera front without tilting the back, and
1 tliink it is to be regretted that it is no longer manufactured. They
appear to be well appreciated, as I notice that when any aie in the
hands of the dealers they are marked at good prices. Dallineyer'a wide-
angle rectilinear is a doublet which, consti-ucted on different principles,
works very similarly.

Busch's pantoscope is a lens partaking of some of the characteristics
of the three last-mentioned lenses. It has a very wide angle, and is a
very useful instrument. It difl'ers from the globe lens in that the
exterior surfaces do not form part of one sphere. I have not found
"flare" when using it. A lens that I have not had the opportunity
of examining is a doublet by Morriaon, of New York. An excellent

Busch's PantoHcope.

judge, however, Mr. J. Traill Taylor, gives a favourable aocouut of it.

The striking peculiarity of this instrument ia that one of the element*,
the back one, is ainglo, all the cor-

rection being performed by a flint io

the front combination. 80010 eighteen
or twenty years eince I coDstmcted an
experimental lens, the front of which
was a single meuiscna and the back was
an objective out of an opera- gloss,

altered by having the flat side ground
concave. This lens gave an enormously-
wide lield, but required the use of a
very small diaphragm.

Before proceeding to the consideration

of the more modern doublets it is worth
while to notice two which I believe have gone out of manufac-
ture. These are the periskop of Steinheil and the Zeiitmayer lena.

Their particular interest consists in the fact that, being constructed of

uncorrected crown lenses only, something simihar
to them can easily be improvised. Steinheil's peris-

kop consisted of two similar meniscus crown lenses

placed near with a small diaphragm between them.
After focussing, the camera back had to be brought
nearer to the lens by 4',! of the focal distance. The
field was very Hat and the angle included large.

Zentmayer's lens was constructed on similar prin-

ciples, but was furnished with two diaphragms,
the larger of which was to be used for '

' convenience
of light " in focussing, and the smaller one for the
exposure. It was introduced a.s a lens not requir-

ing correction, although made of one medium Steinlieil's Perlicopf.

crown glass only ; but this paradox was only apparent, not real.

On looking at the diagram of spherical aberration (Jiij. '2) [page 264J,
it will be seen that the general approximate focus or a lens possessing
this characteristic, when used with large aperture is shorter than the
focus of the same instrument when used with a small diaphragm.
Zentmayer's lens had great spherical aberration, and it was, there-
fore, only necessary to make the focussing and exposure dia-

phragms of such sizes as to alter the focus in the same proportion
as the chemical focua was shorter than the optical one. I have
here a lens that 1 had constructed some years previous to the
Zentmayer being brought out, when I was desirous of photographing
subjects occupying a wider angle tliau I could get with the lenses then
to be purchased. The radii are about as six for the convex and seven
for the concave surfaces, and the distance of the leuses apart as four. If
the lenses are of large diameter in proportion to the focus an enormous
angle of view can be obtained.

This is the lens which within the last week your Secretary, Mr. J. J.
Briginshaw, has had for the purpose of photographing a tall building
in the city which he could not with an ordinai-y lens do, on account of
there not being space to retire with the camera. He has brought the
negative with him, and you will be able to judge of the occasional
usefulness of such an instrument. The camera was used level, and
the front much raised. From the point opposite to the lens five inches
can be measured to the corner of the plate. This gives a circle of ten
inches. The focus of the lena is about three and a-half inches.
The back was not altered after focussing, the correction, as with
Zentmayer's lens, being made by the insertion of the diaphragm.

W. E. Debknuam.
(To he. concluded m ovr next.)

A FEW REMARKS ON THE USE OF IODISED BROMIDE
OF SILVER EMULSION IN THE ESTABLISHJMENT OF
HERR KROH.

PROFE.S.SIONAL photographers often make the not unfounded complaint
that, when working with bromide of silver emulaiona and ammonia
silver oxide, the high lights and delicate shades are wanting iu the
clear parts ; and even though these may be present iu many cases in
the negative, it seems to be difficult to get them to come out in
the print. This ia a fault against which many experimentalists have
already tried to protect therasdves by incorporating iodide of ."ilver with
the bromide of silver emulsion. In Herr Kroh's studio we have made
the most various experiments, using various proportions of iodine and
of bromine, as in the collodion process; that is, ascribing to the
presence of the bromide of silver the highest sensitiveness to dark rays
(that is to say, to details iu the shadows), and the opposite to iodide of
sUver sensitiveness to the bright rays of light (that is to say, for the
intensity of the light). Certain advantages were attributed in the
collodion process to such diflferent strengths of iodising. After many
fruitless experiments we succeeded (as the pictures shown at the meet-
ing of the Photographic Society of Vienna, on the 3rd October last,
boar witness), with the formula here given, in getting modulation
brilliancy in the whites, and depths and shadows rich in details
combined with great sensibility,

*
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Place in a retort of two litres' capacity

—

Bromide of ammoaiuin 24 grammes.

Bromide of potassium 24 ,,

Iodide of potassium 5 ,,

Dissolve these salts in 500 c.c. of water, then add eighty grammes of

hard gelatine, and leave it to soften for a quarter of an hour. Mean-

while dissolve in a separate vessel sixty grammes of nitrate of silver in

500 c.c. of water, and in the usual way, as recommended by Dr. Eder,

add ammonia until the brown precipitate which forms at first is re-

disaolved; that is to say, until the sdver solution has become clear

again. Now place the flask containing the gelatine solution in a

water bath at 55" to 60° C, and leave it there until the gelatine is

completely dissolved; then add the ammoniacal silver solution to

it, a small portion at a time, meanwhile stirring vigorously and con-

tinuously (otherwise the bromide of silver would be apt to be thrown

down instead of remaining in suspension). Finally, digest the mixture

for three-quarters of an hour at about 50° to 55' C, shaking at short

intervals and pouring a trial plate every quarter of an hour, in

order to examine it at the light and to observe whether the

emulsion has been converted into the yellowish-green modification.

When a sample has passed into that condition the digestion may be

regarded as ended ; the emulsion is poured into a cup to stiffen,

squeezed through canvas, washed in eight to ten changes of water

in the course of two hours, and the nodules, after being placed

in a bag, hung up to drain over night. Next morning place

the drained nodules in a beaker in order to melt them, adding

250 c.c. water, which was omitted during the preparation, in order

to facUitate the washing, as well as in order to be able to reduce the

(juantity of water to be added in case the emulsion should have
absorbed much water during the washing. This can easily be com-
puted, and the excess of water absorbed during the washing can be
deducted from the quantity of the final addition of water.

Those who wish for still more powerful negatives may make the

following addition before filtering :—One gramme of sublimated iodine

is dissolved with iodide of potassium in ten c.c. of water ; about
eight drops of this solution are added in order to make the emulsion
work more powerfully. For reproductions, line drawings, and plans

this addition may be doubled or trebled according as one wishes to

have more or less dense negatives. Ch. Scolik.—Photo. Correspondenz.

THE DEVELOPING-ROOM LIGHT OF THE FUTURE.
O.VB omission in my last communication might lead to some fogging of

plates. The size of the developing-room was not stated, aud the
remarks about no top to the candle-illuminated cardboard lamp being
necessary applied only to those used in large rooms. A lamp without
a top in the little developing dens—once, if not now, common in Eng-
land—would probably lead to fogging, if but a short distance intervened
between the candle flame and the ceiling and closely adjacent four walls.
Ill small rooms a bit of yellow or green or white paper should be laid

on the top of the lamp, aud care taken so to fold it on the top of

the lamp nearest the developing dish that its lower surface cannot re-

flect light down on the dish. It may be so torn as to leave a rather large
hole on the top part of the lamp away from the developing dish,
so as to permit the escape of the last products of combustion.
Among coloured single-layered screens of whatever material made

there is not one in a hundred or one in a thousand which will give in
its purity but one of the seven primary colours of the spectrum. The
late Professor Allen Miller's large range of experiments prove this. A
summary of these experiments is published in some of the earlier
editions of his great work on " Chemistry "—perhaps the most valuable
Ixiok of reference on chemistry extant, next to the larger works of
(jmelin and Watts. I prefer the old editions of Miller to the new,
though the latter are more scientifically arranged, so as to form almost
a new work. The editors would have done better to have put what
they had to say in a separate book of their own, instead of bringing out
a hybrid work under the name of the great departed.
As it is unlikely that the best lamp of the future will possess but a

single-layer screen, spectroscopic examinations of a limited number of
single screens only are likely to be of little practical value. Two bad
single screens superimposed are indeed often likely to make one of the
best double screens obtainable ; that is to say, the two layers may
separately let plenty of fogging light through, but the one may have
just the power of cutting off the rays which do mischief through the
other, and the two superimposed may let more useful light through
than any screen in which attention has been directed only to the
power of actinic absorption of a single sheet. Hence the value of the
power, when it can be obtained, of selection from many green and
yellow samples of oil sQk. With twenty varieties of colour of those
silks on a polychromatic negative an experiment can be tried at one
blow on 400 superimposed pairs, on a siiigle half-plate, at a cost of but
a few pence, and the best pairs ascertained. Then the avxiliary power
of the spectroscope could be brought in to find out the defects of the
best pair (which defect', however, woiild probably be of little prac-
tical importance), and tlicn a third oil silk layer with scarcely any

colour at all in it might be found, but which would just cut oft' the few

feeble rays theoretically mischievous. Probably no screen is the best

which permits the shape of tlie flame to be seen through it, and perhaps

but two thicknesses of oil silk would let it be seen. Then more
layers of other varieties of green and yellow could be added. Thus
layer upon layer of new colours could be laid on—each layer also intro-

ducing more of the Starnes' lamp principle—at the same time that the

variations in colour empirically narrowed down the escaping light more
and more to a pure colour of the spectrum, preferably green /y/jw a little

yellow deterioration. Probably the best light will be that in which
enough layers of coloured films are laid on to prevent the shape of tlie

flame being seen througli the composite screen and no more. Of
course the papers or silks must not be gummed together where the

light shines through them—a very dangerous thing to do in the case of

papers especially. A man who thinks he can improve his paper screen

by rendering it more transparent, by gum or otherwise, usually labours

under a fatal error. W. H. Harrison,
Lucerne, April 26, 1884.

FOREIGN NOTES AND NEWS.
A CoLO.ssAL Albdm.—The Latest Parisian' Novelty.—A Check
TO POKCKLAIN PAINTING.

—

HeRR GlESSE ON PnOTOGRArillC
Portraiture in an Ordinary Room.—Papin's Digester as an
Emulsioni.ser.—The Action of Light upon Ferrous Oxalate.

According to the Archiv a large album is at present lying in the shop
of Herr Collin, court bookbinder, Berlin. It is to be presented to

Herr Henry Villard by the German guests present at the opening of

the Northern Pacific Railway, and contains their portraits in boudoir

size.

It is now the correct thing for a Parisian dame to have her photo-

graph taken at home, line dame du haul Ion who has made up her

mind to be taken sends a telegram to some photographer who makes a

speciality of this branch of the business, and, prealo! the thing is

done. Consequently, fashionable people no longer tell their servants

to say " not at home " when a bore calls, but prefer to say— •' Madam
begs you to excuse her ; she cannot see anyone, as she is having her

photograph taken !

"

Herr Giess, in the Archiv, makes a few remarks respecting photo-

graphing in rooms. He uses a large waU mirror (about five feet high)

as a reflector to help to lighten the shadows. The first time he used it

he simply leant it against a table, the result being that the rays of

light thrown by it were projected upwards instead of in the opposite

direction, thus causing the shadows under the chin, the nose, and
round the eyes of the sitter to disappear, or, at anyrate, to be too

much modified. He then got a carpenter to make a frame for it set

upon castors, which allowed him to move the mirror backwards and
forwards or to place it at any angle desired. With a portrait lens, a

three-inch stop, and moderately-quick dry plates, when using the

mirror he gave an exposure of from fifteen to twenty seconds in an
ordinary room. An energetically-working pyrogallio acid developer

was found most suitable.

The painters on porcelain in the Thiiringian Forest have, it is said,

received a severe check. The Photot/raphische Oesellschaft in Berlin,

which has acquired the right of publishing copies of the paintings of

many celebrated masters, have lately seized in one small Rhoneland
town a number of copies upon porcelain and the steel plates from which
they were copied, as infringing their rights; and a Berlin firm which
sold unauthorised reproductions in oil colours of some copyright pic-

tures has been condemned to pay a fine of 100,000 marks—say £40,000

or £50,000.

According to Graeter, in the Photo, Cmrespondenz, the length of time

that gelatine emulsion has to be cooked may be shortened by using a

Papin's digester. If the vapour pressure in it be equal to four atmo-

spheres the temperature will be about 140' C, aud then cooking for a-

quartor of an hour should be as effective as cooking for an hour at

ordinary atmospheric pressure. At such a temperature soft gelatine

would be destroyed.

In the Comptes liendus M. Lemoine relates that he has taken mix-

tures of oxalic acid aud chloride of iron in solutions of various con-

centration and of different quantitative proportions, exposed them to

sunlight always in films of the same height and thickness for the same
length of time, and observed the decomposition by measuring the

carbonic acid evolved. The rapidity of the decomposition (the intensity

of the light not being taken into account) is at first almost constant,

and continues so until about one-half of the mixture is decomposed ;

afterwards it decreases. It is, however, greater if the oxalic acid and
the chloride of iron solutions have each been previously and separately

exposed to light for a considerable time. The decomposition also

proceeds more rapidly when the solutions are dilute, or wlien they

contain an excess of oxalic acid. The latter then only acts as a diluent.

On the other hand, the decomposition ia retarded when the mixture
contains excess of chloride of iron, as that absorbs the rays of

light.
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RECENT PATENTS.

PATENTS APPLIED FOR.
No. 7,110.

—"Production of Coloured Photographs." J. Wetteb; com-
muiiicatud by L. Korquiguon.—i/a^fti May 3, 1884.

No. 7,201.—" Photographic Cameras." T. Samuels, Monken Hadley,
Middlose.x.—Z>a<fii J/uy 3, 1884.

(©rir iJtitorial fabb*

Pictpre-Makijio by Photoorapht. By H. P. Robinson.

London : Pitkr and Carter.

Tins latest work from the pea of Mr. H. P. Robinson will be welcomed

by all who are interested in the production of artistic cfifecta, containing,

as it does, the experiences of one wlio may be accepted as the English

representative of art-photography. The author's aim may be described

iu his own words from the preface :

—

" I fear that a great deal more will be found concerning my own per-

sonality and productions than a modest writer would willingly admit ; out

this cannot ejvsily bo avoided. The nature of the information to be con-

veyed and the lessons to be inculcated demand tliat I should teach the

results of my own experience, and suggest that the pictures which have

been the outcome of that experience would be the most suitable illustra-

tions. It will be evident that pictures which have been actually produced

by photography will better show the [jeouliarities and limitations of the art

than any other method of illustration."

And 80 Mr. Robinson proceeds to discuss in a chatty way the different

branches of his subject, not even overlooking the matters of " Gelatine

Plates and their Uses," and " Our Tools." In the chapters which deal

with the selection and treatment of subjects and the introduction of

figures into the picture, anecdotes are told of the manner in which

many ot his best-known works were conceived, reproductions of such

works being introduced as illustrations. The work contains four full-

page illustrations, by .Sprague and Co.'s " ink-photo." process, of some

of Mr. Robinson's best-known and most recent successes, besides a

large number of woodcuts taken from other of his works as they

h,appen to serve his purpose. The book should be in the hands of

every photographer.

PH(EXIX iNSTAJfTAITEOUS ShUTTEK.
Leeds : Ketkolds akd BRANSo.t.

We had occasion to notice this shutter some twelve months ago, but it

comes before us now, if not in a new form, at least with modifications

which so alter its working that it is practically a new shutter. It still

consists of the two essential parts—the rising flap and the drop ; but,

iu place of the adjustable spring which actuated the flap in the older

form, we have now a weighted lever adjustable to any variation of

exposure, from (say) a-quarter of a second to (iu combination with the

rubber band on the " drop ") any degree of rapidity.

The alteration is in many respects an undoubted improvement.

Springs are at best unreliable elements in any compound ; but the

simplicity of the weighted arm now substituted is beyond cavil, and its

efficiency diuals its simplicity. Its adjustability within certain bounds

is also an important feature. The alteration in the motive power of

1 the flap portion of the shutter does not interfere with its use for slow

I exposures ; and an arrangement is provided by means of which the drop

shutter is kept ont of action while the flap is manipulated alone to give ex-

posures of any duration.
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SOUTH IX)NDON PHOTOGHAPHIC .SOCIETY.

TUK usual monthly meeting of tliis Siwiety was h'M on Thursday, the Ist
inst., at the rooms of the Society of Arts, John-street, Adelphi,—Mr.
Edwin ('licking in the chair.

The Cii.MHMAX said :— It is my most painful duty to take the chair on
this first met-ting of tlit Hocioty after the Lamented cleath of our Pn-sidi-nt,
wh..s(i liiss «i. mU wi diriily deplore. For twenty-five years tliiK Swiety \\a*

oxiytcd under one I'lvHiduiit, and during those long years wo have not only

entertained feelings of deep rosjiect for him but, I may say. love. I think

it will be admitted that that feeling arow from one great chanwteristio of

our late President, which wa^i that of gonial, warm-hearted sympathy. He
was a man who was animated with the spirit of kindness, wnicn smoothed
down angularities, and brought to light the latent good in every one.

After listening to his remarks we felt that our tone of mind liaa been
elevated; and, besides the brighter view of things which his words inspired,

we felt grateful and our hearts warmed towards tlie man who, with such

unflagging interest, had presided over this Society ever since its formation.

Mr. F. A. Bbiugk :—It was thought that before the meeting took a

formal character it would be well that we make known that it is our desire

to send a letter of condolence to the relatives of our late President. As a
matter of strict etiquette we ought tonight to have apiiointcd a Chairman
to read the minutes of tho last mooting, and that bemg done should have
adjourned ; but wo had in our hearts the thought of our late President, and
remembered that witli him duty was always the first consideration. Besides

this, it happens that Mr. Macbeth is in London at present, but cannot bo
here in a month's time, and so we decided that the meeting should proceed.

Had we occupied the whole evening in proposing and seconding a vote

of condolence to the relatives of Mr. Stathani we could have ilone no
justice to our late President. In the South London Pres* there is a risumi of

the life of Mr. Statham which I would commend to your notice. I think

tho relatives of siich a man have much to be proud of, and that even we who
have met him here have also the same feeling. I would have the meeting

rise, as it were, to authorise me to send a letter of condolence to our

late President's family.

The minutes of the previous meeting having been read and approved,

Mr. Norman MACiiErH,R..S. A., was called upon to read his paijer, en titled

Notes on the Componition of a Picture. [See page .] Mr. Macl>eth pro-

ceeded to say:—! would take this opportunity of expressing how deeply I

sympathise with you in the ))eculiar circumstances in which you are

place<l. I certainly miss very much tonight the presence of your late

President. Although I had no personal interview with him, I may say

that I knew him through your Hon. Secretary. I know that in such small

efforts as I have made for you he took a deep interest, and that his

acknowledgments were most gratefully received by me.
Mr. M.acbeth liaving concluded his paper, showed a number of photo-

graphs and sketches .is illustrations of his remarks.

A vote of thanks having been carried by acclamation.

The Chairman said he noped some questions would be asked.

In reply to a question, asked by a Member, with regard to the proper

ratio to exist between focal lengths and size of plate in photography,

Mr. Macueth said that the question being a purely optical one he would
not take it ui). He would say, however, that he had a strong pretlilection

for the sinale lens.

Mr. E. W. FoxLEE asked what distance there should be between the

lens and the sitter iu taking a portrait.

Mr. Macbeth said that tlie distance should be considerable. He hoped
to get a lens which would permit of his using the whole thirty-five feet

length of his studio. It would be a single lens.

Mr. J. Traii,!. Tatlok observed that the persiwctive given by a lens did

not depend on its form but on its focal length merely.

Mr. F. YoKK said it was important first to fix the point of view, then to

use whatever lens took in tho necessary angle. It was common to

recommend a focal length slightly greater than the length of the picture.

He thought that a focal length equal to the diagonal of the plate would
give good results, but they might «8e much greater focal lengths. Never-
theless, the use of wide angles was at times unavoidable.

Mr. Macbeth thought the photographer should not commit a breach if

truth merely for the sake of convenience.

Mr. Bridge remarked that this was a matter more easily managed by
painters than by photographers.
Mr. Tavlor said that he would like to hear Mr. Macbeth's opinion on

the correct position of the horizontal lino in the case of portraiture. It

should, theoi-etically, be at least as high as the eye of the observer ; but at

times it was lowered to within twelve or fourteen inches of the ground.

Mr. Macbeth luvd fotmd it uect^ssary, in painting figures in tho studio,

to take the different portions from different points of view, the head being

tiken from a high point of view, and the lower portions from a lower

point of view.
Mr. Haubison Biiid that tho proportions of a figure varied no way

with the focal length of the lens used, so long as tho point of view

remained fixed. Tlie size only varied.

The Chairman' remarked how great a benefit it would be to members
could they have an opiwrtunity of going out for practical work with such a

man as Mr. Macljeth. He .isked for a formal vote of thanks to Jlr.

Macbeth, besides tho infonnivl one which had already been passed.

Mr. jiACBETH felt flattered by the reception liis remarks had met
with. He looke<l with no jealous eye on photographers, and thought

that painters in general were ceasing to do so. It only rem.iiued for

photographers, whilst adhering to the principles which he had laid down,
to display their individuality, for which there was ample scoi*. He
hojied it would not bo the last time he might be present at a meeting ot

the South London Photographic Scxiiety.

It was mentioned that Jlr. C. U. Pancoast, of the Photographic Society

of Philadelphia, was present, and that gentleman being called uim>u,

thanked the meeting for the welcome which n.ad been given to him. He had
been travelling in India, and had taken a number of negatives of the

exhibits at tlie exhibition there. He hoi)ed to send prints of them to the

Soutli Londcm rhotogra|>hic Society.

The meeting was then adjourned.

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIA-nON.
At the meeting of this Society, held on tho 1st instant, the chair was
occupied by Mr. W. E. Debenham,
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Tlie subject of diffraction in coauecti,>n with photographic optics being

""Mr'''^ Haddon said it could only be noticeable when extmnely small

.liinhracms were used. The pinhole used instead of a lens by Mr. A. U.

T e SntoprXe the photographs which had been «hown at a previous

niec-Mn- had not been small enough to produce any perceptible »" o™' o«

.iiffracuon, and the diaphragms used by photographers were always much

'TIr^T:cV^"^V remarked that Professor Stokes h.ad stated that if the

diaphragm were in the optical centre of the lens there would be no diffrac-

'' Thi'?S^;r:i!d "hf'^v^n a pinhole was made in any sul^Unce the

hole took the form of a short tube. The eft.ct of ight !e«ected froin the

sides of such a tube might have been mistaken for tl''".«f
<^'*f™'^l''°„._.

Jlr F W Hart remarked that it was sometimes desired to back a nega-

tive m part with a semi-tr.anspareut substance and j,ap,n- ««"f™'.';"d
i"^"

varnish were used for that purpose. Instead of scraping away the matt

varnish from those parts of the negative tliat were required to prmt more

8t""gly, the varnish might be rendered transparent in those paces by

!ct?n7the vapour of ether fall upon it, a soft edge ™te..d of a siKlden one

i^ing produced. He illustrated this, and explained that it was better not

to use a veiy strong ether for the purpose, or, if such were used, to mix

"Trt V'barker inquired whether anyone had succeeded in producing a

thoroughly-good matt varnish by using the pubb-shed formulie. He had

not been able to make it as good as that which was sold.

Mr Hart said that a formula for matt varnish was of no more use than a

f. .rmula for collodion. It was necessary to take into consideration tUe ditte-

rent characteristics of the various samples of material that were employed.

Mr. Uauker remarked that, notwithstanding the reniarks in the piioto-

uraphic journals, he was still of opinion lie was right in stating that witli

lenses of equal focus and size of diaphragm, the lens of large diameter

would be tlVe quicker. He also held that some lenses j-ossessed much more

depth of focus than others, aperture and focus being equal. On men-

tioning this to a neighbnuring photographer that photographer confirmed

his opinion, and gave him the carte which was now shown in support ot

his theory. It would be seen that the figures and background wore sharper

than it was usual to get both together.

In reply to Mr. Barker,

The Chairman showed on the black board that with lenses of the same

focus and size of diaphragm, increasiug the diameter of the leiis would

have no effect on the illumination of the centre of the picture. Towards

the margin it would have an effect, nnless the smaller lens were placed

nearer to the diaphragm, when, again, the results would be ecpial for speed.

\s to the idea that the particular lens of which the work was shown,

iiossessed any depth of focus more than was due to the size of its stop,

the claim only showed the necessity there was for showing how groundless

was such an idea, although so commonly entertained. The specimen

photograph produced, to lie of any value as evidence, should have been

accompanied by information as to the size of the diaphragm and the

length of focus of the lens : and it would be more conclusive to have

taken another photograph from the same spot with another lens not sup-

l)0sed to possess the same characteristics.

Mr. J. Cadett could see nothing in the photograph produced by Mr.

Barker to lead him to infer anything remarkable in the lens with which it

had been taken.

THE POSTAL PHOTOORAPHICAL SOCIETY.

A coMMiTrKK was held on Monday last, the 5th inst., at the Chambers of

the Honorary Treasurer, 3, Plowden-buildings, Temple.

After the minutes of the previous meeting had been read and confirmed,

the following gentlemen, provisionally admitted since la*t meetuig, wore

declared duly elected:—Messrs. Chaa. B. Stones, Brighton; tieorge Smith,

Dudley: John Kinder, Epsom; John A. Fothergill, Darlington; G.

Pei-civ.al Smith, Tunbridge Wells; E, Openshaw, Manchester; and C. W.
Kingdom, Cirencester.

The prints sent in for Competition IV. were insiiected, and the Com-
mittee decided that the value of the prizes should be as follows:—Class I.

First prize, £1 Is. ; second prize, entrance fees, 10s. Cd. Class II. First

prize, £1 Is. ; second prize, entrance fees, 123. Od. Class III. Prize of

10s. (id. Class IV. Prize of £1 3s. (donation by Mr. Ticehurst).

The two first cla.i8es will be found to contain some very good work ; the two
latter, however, are but poorly represented so far as qu.antity is concerned.

The Committee did not, therefore, feel justified in giving second prizes.

The next comi)Ctition was fixed for the Ist of July next, in the following

mbjects :^Claas I., landscajie (including architecture); Class II., por-

traits—groui« or figures ; Claas III., interior.

It was decided that throe competition.s per annum should lie held in the

future, picture to be sent in by the 1st of .July, the 1st of ( )ctober, and the

Ist of May, the subjects to be amiounciKl at the general meeting in Juno.

As in each album now issued there is a small competition (in accordance

with l>r. Day's motion at the last meeting), it was resolved, on the motion
of Mr. Pocock, that henceforth no greater number of prints from the saino

member shall be inserted in any one album than would fill three pages
thereof, and that a separate noting slip for each such quantity should bo
filled up by the member. [This would bo twelve quarter-plate, six half-

plato, or three whole-plate pictures.]

The voting book, having been sent to all the members, was next con-

sidered ; and the Committee found the result of the voting to be:

—

lat. That the competitions be continued as at present.—2nd. That the
annual subscription to the Society bo raised to 7s. (id.—3rd. That an
entrance fee of Is. (i<l. to the coin]>etitions should be continued.

Particulars of the amount subscribed by the members towards a testimo-

nial for the late Hon. Secretary wore given by the Hon. Treasurer, who
was authoiiEed to order a Rouch's 8i x 6J camera, Dallmeycr's W.A. lens

and tripod, to be presented to Mr. H. H. Cuiiniiigham, 15. A., in the name

"
The nu&stioi'i of secretaryship was for the present postponed, Mr. Baylis

statinglie was prepared to discharge the duties connected therewith until

the general meeting in June.

The meeting was then adjourned.

BRISTOL AND WEST OF ENGLAND AJIATEUR
PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

The ordinary monthly meeting of this Society was held at the Association's

Studio, on VVednesday, the 23rd ult. ,—Colonel Playfair, Vice-President, m
the chair. After the usual preliminaries.

The Chairman called upon Mr. E. Brightman to read his paper on

Rnpid versus Hlow Development. [See page 291.]

The Chairman said that Mr. Brightman, having exposed two plates ot

simiLar sensitiveness—one for eight seconds and the other for eighty

seconds—and developed both with successful results, had demonstrated

that, so far as these experiments were concerned, slow development poa-

sesscd decided advantages. He should like to have seen compared tiu;

development of two negatives correctly exposed—one loy slow and the

other by quicker development.
Mr. Bbigutjiax said that he should very probably bring such examples

at a future meeting, and he thought the results would prove the superiority

of the former mode.
The Chairman asked Mr. Brightman if he followed exactly the same

practice witli regard to under-exposed negatives.

Mr. BrightM/VN replied that ho did exactly, always using the same

quantity of pyro. ... ,,

The Chairman said that that appeared to him to quite oppose tue

usu.illy-accepted law. ....
Mr. Danikl said that probably the effect produced was that of obtaining

full detail at an earlier stage of tlie development, so that such detail w.is

really worked up before the pyro. was suthcieutly acted ui»n by the am-

monia to produce much density in the high lights.

Mr. Tribe had generally considered that in developing an under-exposed

negative it was desirable to lessen the amount of pyro.
, ,

After some further discussion, the iie.vt and first excursion meeting of the

session was fixed for Saturday, the ITth inst.

A cordial vote of thanks, on the motion of the Chairman, was uiiaiu

mously pa.ssed to Mr. Brightman for his interesting paper; after which the

meeting was adjourned.

GLASGOW PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

The annual business meeting of the session was held in the Religious Institu-

tion Rooms, on Thursday, the 24th ult.,—Councillor Robertson presiding.

The minutes of the last meeting were read and confirmed. The otfioo-

bearers for the ensuing session were then elected and were as follows :—

Preskknt: Councillor Robertson.— Ki>f--P»-csirffii<s.- Messrs. Robert Dodd
and John Parker.— jTrrasiO-ec: Mr. Geo. 'ReW.—lntcntii Secretai-i/ .- Mr.

J. Craig Annan.— C'o!«ici7.- Messrs. J. Craig Annan, Wm. Lang, Jun..

George Mason, James McGhie, J. Y. McLellan, and J. M. Skinner.

It was then arranged that an outdoor meeting should take place, ami

Cadzow Forest (the home of tlie Duke of Hamilton's famous white cattle)

was suggested .as the place, Friday, the (ith June, being the date. Thi-

arrangement of details was left to the Council and Mr. Falconer.

Some business of a private nature followed, and .at the close of tlu'

meeting Mr. Falconer showed a number of very good lantern and stere.>-

scopic transparencies and also a sky-shade. This was something like tli-

upper half of a diaphragm, which w-as composed of sliiw of card, and

which could be pushed up or domi to the approximate sliape of the sky-

line. It was inserted in a slip in the front of tlie lens during th'^

greater part of the exposure, and removed just before replacing the cap.

The meeting was closed with the customary votes of thanks.

DUNDEE AND EAST OF SCOTLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSOCIATION.

The eighth .and last monthly meeting of this Society for the session v,;..

held in Lamb's Hotel on Thursday, the 1st instant,—Mr. J. Geddis

occupying the chair. After the routine business had been disposed of,^

Mr. Jno. Robertson read a iiaper on Dark-Jtoom lUummation. Until

lately he had scrupulously obeyed the injunctions .accompanying dry plates

and had worked in ruby light. As the result of some experiments, how-

ever, he had entirely discarded ruby and fitted up his dark-room window

with two thicknesses of cathedral glass with a double sheet of orange tissue

between. The illumination of his dark room was now all that could be

desired, and he had never enjoyed such a perfect immunity from fog since

the adoption of this light. The result was so satisfactory tliat he was

fitting up the same light in his coating-room.

A hearty vote of thanks was awarded to Mr. Robertson.

One new member was admitted.
Mr. Walker, Broughty Fciry, kindly sent a collection of prints taken

about 18.5(5, which excited much interest; and the fact that in very few of

them were signs of fatling to be detected testified to the carefulness of tiie

manipulation.
On the motion of the Chairman a vote of thanks w.as passed to Mr.

Walker, and the meeting was adjourned.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF VIENNA.
This Society met on the -Ith March,—Dr. E. Homig in the chair. The
minutes of the previous meeting having been read and several new
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iiiombors acliuittpd, the rt'poi-t ei[ tha \'ienna Photographic AssiHtants'

.Society was read, and a Hubsidy voted to it, to be placed to the credit of

tlio siek and «ui>craumiation fuud.

The VoigttiiiidtT nunlals, awarded at a proviovw mooting to Lieutenant
1 )avid and llcrr KokstiMn, were presented.

A number of instantaneoiia studies of landscai>e«, clouds, and (ilantH,

from Java, Borneo, and Sumatra, by an amjitnur, were shown by Herr
Ivramt-r, and a variety of other pictures, includlnjf lichtdrueks, were
shown by other miMubers. The Chairman showed some specimens of

ieti>uehini? fr.mi the studio of Herr Fernando.
Ilorr H.weK called attention to the imperfect action of the springs

which push up the caudlo in certain kinds of dark-room lanterjis, and sug-

gested remedies.
The question-box was found to contain two papers. In the first a

memlier who had bought Kroh's rapid pr<x:e«s inquired how he could
dissolve gelatine in dilute alcohol, as that was a necessary part of the
pn»co8s.

Herr SeoLiK replied that the gelatine should bo treated with strong

acetio acid before the application of the alcohol.

The second paper asked what precautions wore retpiiied in enamelling
a picture so .xs not to wipe off the printing from tlio mount.
Herr W'kauet/. ssiid that the only precaution was to allow the varnish

1 n-esent in the ink, used as a cementing and tranaferring medium, to become
dry Iwfore removing the mount,

'file meeting wa.') shortly after adjourned.

>I*Y Meetiitg of the Photogbaphio .Society ok Fr.\nce.— M.
ArnR.v's KxpERiMESTS ON E.MtTLsioN Made Before tiik Socikty.—
MM. ThPRY AXI> AmEY's iNSTANTAXEOr.S Sht;tTER. — COMMl'NI-
C.\TIONS BY M. .SCOLA.— O.V KeSIDCKS.—A PlIOTO.VICIROSCOPE.—M.
ViDAL ON CeRA.MIC ORNAMENTATION BY' PllOTOURArHY.—N.\TCRAL
Colours Produced by Photography: Another "Canard."—The
Late J. B. Dumas and the Rev. i\ F. Statham.—A New Editor
FOR PhOTOORAPHIC PUBLICATION.S.— M. LiEBERT's TrEATI.SE ON
Carbon Printing.

The usual monthly meeting of "the Photograpliio Society of France was
held on Friday List, the 'ind instant,—M. Peligot in the chair.

M. Audra presented three proofs on glass made with the emulsion he
manufactured in full gaslight the previous Friday evening. A'ot only
had the eut-np and unwashed enuilsion been made in full ga.slight,

liiit it had stood on the t.able upon which it was made until five o'clock

the following day, thus being exi>osed to white light for several hours.

The exterior ha<l a grey appearance, but on being broken up he found it

t ) be white in the interior. Nevertheless, being fearful, he doctored it

by adding a solution of bichromate of potash and waslied it thoroughly.

Tlie emulsion was free from fog, but he could not obtain intensity, and
a good deal of rapidity had also l)een lost. '1 hese experiments were
intended to show that emulsions, even though they may have been ex-

posed to light during their manufacture, were not to be considered as

spoiled; but altogether it appeared that the less white light they were
exposed to the better.

I presented to my colleagues a double-action, rapid shutter, manu-
faetur«d by MM. Thury and Amey, of Geneva, intended for binocular

stereoscopic lenses, which is the lirst of that kind produced by them.
The action of this shutter is well known to all. It consists of two
strips of thin brass having each a round hole in the centre, and in

order to make the exposure they slide one over the other in opposite

directions. The centre of the lens is opened first, and then the hole
becomes larger and larger until the full aperture is attained. The hole

then diminishes in size until it is completely closed, and that in the
centre of the lens. MM. Thury and Amey have chosen a circular

hole, which resembles what is called in England the "eclipse" shutter,

but constructed in a more elaborate maimer. By means of a brake,

which can be regulated by a screw, any rapidity can be obtained, from
the

; ,Vnth part of a second to an exposure of two seconds. This brake was
very much criticised by some members, and, in my opinion, not with-

out good reason; for when the brake was fully put on the closing was
obtained by fits or starts. I consider we have no need of a rapid

shutter to give us an exposure of two seconds; that can be done watch
in hand. What we require is a perfect instrument giving a true

exposure from a fraction of a second (say one-half) to the nVnth part of

a second, graduated correctly and not liable to vary or get out of order.

Such an instniment is still to be constructed, and would secure a legiti-

mate success for the designer. The lens of MM. Thmy and Amey is

tilaced in the centre of the lens, and for this reason the drum of the

ens is to be cut in two, which is a great objection to many amateurs.
This position is the most natural and logical for a rapid shutter, as the
maximum of rapidity can thus l)c attained without difficulty, whatever
may be the shape of the opening chosen. There is the choice of a circular

hole (as in the "eclipse)," of a lozenge form, or that of a sUt. The
latter I adopted for my shutter, finding it better than cither of the other
two. Alas I the maker into whose hands I gave my patent, although aa
excellent clockmaker, built up an apparatus suflicicntly strong and
heavy for a steam engine, and thus neutralised all my etlorts towards
a perfect instrument.

M. Scola read a paper on the dilTeronce of rapidity in gelatino-bromide
of silver plates having a brilliant or a matt surface. Ho far aa I uould
glean, matt surfaces allow the reagents to penetrate more easily, and
therefore the image comes out more rapidly, but at the end no difference
whatever will be found. In order to cure Coignet's " pits," or elimiuate
grease from gelatine, M. Scola proposes to wash the gelatine iii beuzu-
line ; for grease is ouly upon the surface and not in the midst, and
very easy to <lissolvu by that system. M. Scola then discoursed alxjut
the best means to reduce residues. He gave the history of the electric

battery composed of silver chloride, and counselled emulsion makers,
if perchanco an emulsion were lost, to make electric cells with the
silver bromide, which would be a great saving of time and money.
Electric bells could be established all about the premises and kept at
a high degree of efficiency, and, at the same time, residues wouUl be
reduced I'cady for the refiner.

The Chairman said he was afraid that this system was not suited to
the means of every photographer. He had been asked for s
simple and efficient way to reduce residues. He counselled amateurs
and others to dilute the residues with a large quantity of water, acidulate
it with a little hydrochloric acid, and throw in a few scraps of zinc.

1 informed the Chairman that I had formerly employed that system,
but was obliged to abandon it, as I found that all the silver hfomide
was not reduced, because the nascent hydrogen very rapidly reduced the
silver bromide in juxtaposition, and then the action was stopped in a
great measure. Instead of sending mettdlic silver to the refiners a
great part of it was unreduced bromide of silver, which was found to
be a sheer loss. I found the best plan was to dissolve out of the
gelatine films, emulsions, and plates all the silver iodides and bromides
by hyposulphite of soda. When the hypo, solution is saturated tho
silver is precipitated by a solution of pentisulphide of potassium. By
this system I can obtain a better result than by any other method.
M. Bardy exhibited a very fine microscope made by M. Duboscq.

This instrument can be converted into a camera for photomicrographio
pictures with the greatest ease. A conical tube is placed upon the top
over the eyepiece, bearing not a ground glass but a very finely-polished

one, divided into squares by diamond cuts. When the object has been
finely focussed and the chemical focus of the lens (if any) allowed for,

the glass is taken out and replaced by a dark slide containing the sen-
sitive surface.

M. Vidal made a communication on ceramic prodnctions. He re-

gretted that photograjihy was not sufficiently employed in the decora-
tion of chinaware, and exhibited coloured proofs such as are used at
Limoges. These prints are upon gummed paper, and resemble those
coloured pictures which so amuse children and are known by the name
of "(Uralcomaiilf," the only dillerence being that the colours used in
tho pictures for decorating chinaware, &.C., are chosen to stand heat,
and are composed of metallic oxides. The picture and its colouration
is generally far from being a work of art, and M. Vidal is of opinion
that if those "would-be artists" could be persuaded to employ photo-
graphy the work done would be much more correct and render service
to public instruction.

M. Vidal has experimented upon the best system to attain the object
in view, namely, making enamel portraiture, &c., and that mechanically.
He proposes to modify Mr. Woodbury's process in this wise:—Instead
of gelatine being employed to hold the coloured matter, M. Vidal pro-
poses the use of gum. A metallic oxide is mixed in a thick solution of
gum arable, and poured upon tho leaden proof of u Woodbury press.
The paper is put on and the lever is pulled down. Now, we all know
what happens when gelatine is used. The gelatine sets, adheres to the
paper, and when the press is opened an image is raised, showing all the
form of the leaden model. Now gum will not set, but will remain
liquid. M. Vidal has overcome this difficulty by coagulating the gum
with rectified alcohol. After having placed the paper upon the
coloured gum the press is closed, and thus all the excess of colour is

driven out. The press is then lifted, blotting-paper impregnated
with absolute or pure alcohol is now laid upon the paper, and the
press is again closed. The alcohol goes through the paper, and sets or
coagulates the gum. In a short time the paper bearing the image can
be raised and transferred to the enamel, and then burnt in. This
system would be much more rapid th.in the dusting-on process. It
remains to be proved whetlier it be practical on a large scale.

A new invention, or •' photographic colours," was then discussed. I
can do no l>etter than quote the paragraph from The Timex of May 2nd
last :

—

" Pholo(iraphiiiij Colours.—An engraver at Versailles claims to
have discovered the art of taking photographs in colours ; or, in other
words, of reproducing the colours of the l)ody or landscape photo-
graphed." This is, as usual, a caiKird, as well a? a secret process.
An engraver of Versailles, named Baud ran, has been soliciting the

Ministre de I'lnstruction Piiblique for a yearly subvention or grant of
money, in exchange for which lie would reveal a secret by which all

the pictures in the Louvre could be reproduced in natural colours. So
insinuating was he and so firm in his own belief that he succeeded in
imparting some of his own confidence to many government officials.

An appointment was made, and the inventor was asked to reproduce a
picture. Of tho number of the picture he had been previously informed.
On the appointed day he made an experiment before the Ministre
de I'lnstruction Publique and a great number of statesmen. The pre-
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piration was covered with black paper, as he said he could not divulge

his secret, &o., &e.; in fact, his manner appeared like that of Kobert

Houdin, or any other conjuror or wizard. In a drawer he tore oflf the black

paper from his preparation, put the latter into a printin','-press upon the

negative of the picture, and exposed it to the sun's light. Tlie exposure

being sufficient the preparation was taken out of the priiitiug-fianie,

plunged into a bath, when, lo : and beliold ! a very pretty reproiuction of

the picture was presented to tlie audience with all the colours of the

origiual. "Marvellous !" "Wonderful !
!" "Extraordinary ! !

!" and many

other such expressions were heard and repeated. At last, when the

enthusiasm had subsided a little lower than boiling-point, one of the

audience—another St. Thomas, if not so incredulous as the sauit in

question—was at least wise enough to insinuate tliat before tlie world

should be informed of an invention far above any of the nineteenth

century, and which would not only confer honour and riches upon the

inventor but shed glory upon France, &c., &c., it would be wise to have

the opinion of some practical men well versed iu photographic manipula-

tions, &c. The proposition was seconded, and the inventor was

politely informed that another interview would be accorded to him. A
council of scientific men was called, and the following is, within a

little, the result of their investigations :—That the inventor lias not

succeeded in reproducing natural colours by photography. This is

short and explicit.

I will now endeavour to inform my readers how the inventor deceived

himself, and how the results he obtained can be got by any amateur

or photographer. M. Baudran is an engraver and an amateur photo-

grapher, but not very conversant with pliotographic lore nor manipula-

tions. This may be his excuse. Now, let any person take a negative of a

picture, print the image very slightly upon salted paper—that is to say,

paper prepared with a chloride and then sensitised upon a silver nitiate

bath. Upon this skeleton of an imago must be painted the colours of

the original picture, and that as similar as possible. The colours to be

used must be those mixed with albumen. I believe such colours are

sold in England under the name of "moist colours." When the colour-

ing is completed the paper is floated upon a solution of albumen
salted with a chloride. When dry the paper, canvas, or other material

is sensitised upon a silver nitrate bath, and when dry it is placed in juxta-

position upon the negative. The photographic image is now fully printed

out, as in an ordinary silver print. The image is then plunged into a
solution of hyposulphite of soda, and when fixed it is well washed and
then dried. All the colours can be seen through the albumen, the photo-

graphic image giving the half-tones and shades—in all presenting a very
pretty appearance, and quite capable of inducing any one to cry out
"wonderful !" This is the history of photography iu natural colours

which has made so much noise—not only in scientific circles, but also

among the public—during the last few days.

The Secretary mentioned the loss which photography had sustained

in the death of J. B. Dumas, one of the most illustrious represeutatives

of modern chemistry, and a lover and energetic protector of photo-
graphy. Perhaps had it not been for the pecuniary aid he gave to

Daguerre, photography or the development of the latent imago would
still remain to be invented. France has to weep for one of her samiit^i.

England has to bewail the loss of one of her children in the person of
the amiable President of the South London Photographic Society. I
had unhappily only the pleasure to be iu his company once or twice,
and I sincerely sympathise with the Society in their loss, and bewail
with the family in their sad bereavement.
A new publisher of photographic publications has come to the front iu

the person of M. Tiquol, 45, Quai des Grands Augustins. He has just
published a work by M. Liebert, the well-known photographer, on
carbon printing, being a practical description of the process and its
manipulations. I wish success to the author and publisher.

2.5, Itui' dm Aptnii'iM, Parh, May 5, 1884. E. Stkbbing, Prof.

INCREASING THE RAPIDITY OF
EMULSION FILMS.

COLLODION

To the EDiTon.s.

Gentlemen,—It has often been desired—at least by those who used
formerly to practice the old coUodio-bromide process—to obtain quicker
results on plates thus prepared. Reading in last week's Journal Mr.
W. K. Burton's article on mixing emulsions and your leader on the same
subject, it ocoirred to me that something might be done towards increasing
the rapidity of collodion emulsions.
You will recollect that last year Mr. E. Banks wrote some very able

and interesting articles on collodion unwashed emulsions, in which one of
the main features of the process he recommended was the small amount of
pyroxyline used in the collodion. The platen havine been coated with
collodion emulsion were washed and then coated with gelatine, which
allowed a strong developer to be used without fear of fog. 1 for one
followed those articles, and exiwrimented in that direction with a certain
amount of success; and I have reason to hope that that success will be
carried still further by adopting the principle contained in the articles
referred to above as to mixing emulsions.
My proposition is to carry out Mr. Banks's process up to the point where

he coats the collodio-bromide plate with gelatine ; but, instead of gelatine,
to use a thin, rapid gelatine emulsion just floated over the plate and run
off at the comer, so as to leave a very slight trace of gelatino-bromide over

the collodio-bromide. This would act as an accelerator and preservative,

and would develope quickly, which development would be comm inicated

to the collodio-bromide tilui in nuich the same way as by first setting fare

to a few sticks, coal will take fire from them.

This, if successful, will bring our old friend once more to the front a& an

old friend with a new face, and I trust with a sparkle on his face, too; and

I am sure the process would be welcomed by many old workers.

Plates thus prepared would dry very quickly, and could be used wet, if

desired, iu the studio or out of door.-i ; and for coating large plates, which

are sometimes very uneven, it would possess an advantage over gelatine,

which requires levelling. They would also be more uniform aud mare

easily worked in hot climates, and the films could readily be transferred or

detached.
During the next few days I hope to put this process to a trial, and 1

hope other old workers will do the same, as I feel sure^there is something

in it.—I am, yours, &c., G. V. J, PoiKON.

8, Victoria-chambers, Westminster, Man 6, 1884.

DARK-ROOM ILLUMINATION.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—It is satisfactory to hear from Mr. A. Pringle that the

committee of which he, Mr. J. it. Turnbull, Mr. J. G. Tunny, Mr. Hume,
Mr. Janiieson, Mr. W. Forgan, and other gentlemen were members, found,

as the result of their experiments, that a yellowish-green light had the least

effect upon a sensitive plate when compared with a ruby light; but it is

disapiHiinting to be informed that, in spite of this, Mr. Pringle himself pre-

fers ruby light, because to him yellow green is obnoxious.

I venture to say that a prefence for red light, as a matter of comfort and
pleasantness to the eyes, is quite exceptional ; and, although it is desirable

to put exceptions on record, it would be of general service to know the views

of the other gentlemen who took part in the exijeriments.-1 am, yours, &c.,

London, Mail 15, 1884. W. E. Dkbenham.

STANDARD DIAPHRAGMS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—As we have numerous inquiries as to whether it is our

intenticm to adopt the standard diaphragms recently recommended by the

Photographic Society of Great Britain, permit us to state that we have
already done so for some time in our new formulae of portable and rapid

symmetricals, and have advertised this fact in the Almanac for the present

year.—We are, yours, &c., Ros.s and Co.

112, Neto Boml-street, London, Mas 7, 1884.

SOUTH LONDON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Please allow me space for a few lines to inform intending

contributors to the " Statham Testimonial Fund" that the subscription

list will be closed tomorrow (Saturdav), M.ay 10th, and oblige,—Yours,

&c., F. A. Bridge,

i), Norfolk-road, Dalston-lane, E., Hon. Sec. and I'reamrcr,

Muy 9, 1884.

A CORRECTION.
To the Editors.

Gentlejien,—Permit us to correct an error in the report of the Liverpool

Amateur Photographic Association with resjiect to the new stand shown to

the members by Mr. Cornish.
The stand was first introduced and is manufactured by us. We are not

merely the agents for its sale, as incorrectly stated in the report.—We are,

yours, &c., Newton and Co.

5, South John-street, Liverpool, Mai/ 5, 1884.

Syntax inquires :
—"Of the following two methods of intensifying a gelatine

negative

—

a, bichloride of mercury, followed by ammonia ; b, bichloride,

iodide, and hyposulphite, as recommended by Edwards—which is to be
preferred ? " In reply : The former is believed to be the more
stable.

"I have a plano-convex lens twelve inches in diameter which I wish
to mount as a condenser for solar camera jjurposes. Which side should
I place next to the negative?—Fred. B. Hasletine." In reply: The
fiat side must be next the negative, the convex surface being to the out-

side.

C. Walker inquires:—"Can you tell me why the photographic image
appears upside down on the ground gUass of the camera? A friend
of mine is very anxioiis to know why it is not correct, the same as shown
in an opera glass ; and because I am in the photographic profession

he taunts me about not being able to explain the reason." In reply :

It is somewhat surprising that our correspouflent allows himseU' to

remain in a state of ignorance on such a simple matter, when by reading
the literature of his profession he may so easily acquire knowledge.
Meantime we refer him to that chapter in the series of articles on
tho Optics of Photograph!! and Photographic LenMs, published in our
volume for last year, entitled "The Cause of an Inverted Image," to be
found (m page 276. After reading this he will experience no dittioulty in

giving a reply to his friend.
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" 1» thci-e auy advantage in fuming ready-BenaitiBfd paper, or uhuuld it be

used just as inirchaned?—A. Scott. In xcply: There are some
brando of \m\>ct wliicli will not yield good tones unless they are very

much fumed ; but, as a rule, pajier purcliased from respectable dealers is

ready f"r placing in the printing-frame without such preliminary treat-

ment. Fuming may be resorted to if there bo much difficulty exiierienced

in getting a good tone.

U. T. asks :—" Is it necessary, when making chloride of gold from coins

which have been alloyed with copiwr, to remove the Kiser metal: that is

to gay, will the i>resenco of the coppi'r in the linisheil chloride nave an
iniuriiHH action on the tones of the finished iirints?" In reply; Chlo-

ride and nitrate of copper have a certain toning action which is said to

pass away in the fixing-bath ; but we have not heard of any injurious

effect having been produced bv their presence in the chloride of gold.

Perhaiw some reader who has had exiierience in this direction will give

some information.

r. B. J. write.*:
—"I have occasionally heard of dark slides for gelatine

negatives which have been fonned throuKliout of paper or thin card-

board. Is this (xissible? and, if so, where can such slides be obtained?"
In reply : It is quite correct that dark slides of this cla^s are made

and ."old—but only in America, not in Kngland. It is said that they
answer the intended purpose exceedingly well, tlieir thickness being
such that twelve slides filled with plates only ecjual in bulk eighteen
plates when iiiled together. The camera must have a sjiecial adapter

made for these slides. We are unacquainted with the details of their

construction, but imagine that they will not be able to stand much wear
and tear.

G. M. D. inquires :
—"Can you inform me what art the advantages claimed

to accrue from fuming sensitised silver pai>er with ammonia? I read in

certain American works accounts of the method of printing, and ammonia
fuming forms in every case an integral portion of the operation ; whereas,
on the other hand, I cannot discover any recommendation of, or even
allusion to, it in several Kiiglish works which, from the status of their

authors, should be considered authoritative."' In reply: The advan-
tages alleged to be derived from fuming with ammonia are increased

sensitiveness, the possibility of obtaining good tones with a weaker silver

bath than usual, and a ricli tone with a minimum of gold. It is better

to make use of strong ammonia and short fuming than to fume a long

time with weak ammonia.

J. T. T. says:—"With reference to the adaptation of a Nicol prism to a
lens for obtaining landscapes : there is no doubt that from the very

nature of its construction very few other than central rays can be trana-

mitte<t so as to prove of any benefit in depolarising the light fnmi a
landscaije. Having a large Nicol prism capable of transmitting a beam
of light, large in a corresponding degree, I had it fitted to the lens of a

pantoscopic camera ; .ind, as the rays by which the plate in this camera
IS impressed are all axial, I have had complete deiKilarisation of a subject

measuring 120' on the base line of the picture. I do not attach much
importance to this feat, as there are only few circumstances or occasions

under which it will be of practical value; still, it is well to jilaco it on
record as a means-aud, so far as I can see, the only means—by which
the photographini; of a wide angle of view by the agency of depolarised

light can be effected."

''At the lecture on photographic composition, delivered by Mr. Xoniian
Macbeth at the recent mectim; of the South London Photo^jraphic Society,

it was stated that Burnett's treatise on Comiwuitiqn was out of print. Con-
sidering how highly it was eul()gi.sed liy the lecturer jiermit me to inquire if

it coulifnot be reprinted? There is now no cojiyright restriction a))i>licablo

to this ca.<e, as the author has been dead for a very long i>eriod—indeed,

over the seven years mentioned in the act.— X. Y. Z." In reply:

The work mentioned, although valuable to painters, is not so to so large

an evtoiit to |>liotographer8. We believe it was reproduced by photo-
litho;^raphy (for there are more pictures than letterpress) in America
some years ago ; but, so far as we are infonned, it was not appreciated
by photographers as liighly as might have been ecmsidered desirable.

8ucn a discourse as that by Mr. Macbeth, prepared as it was specially

for photographers, if published in extenso and illustrated by the various

diagrams and jiictures he exhibitel, would prove invaluable to every
one who makes use of a camera for taking either a landscape or a
portrait.

Postmaster writes :
—" lara glad to see the subject of lenses of long focus

mentioned by ' 11. F. W.' When I read his letter I unscrewed the lens

of my astronomical telescoiw, which is rather larger and of longer focus

than that of your coiTespoiident. I fixed it teniporarily in a hole in an
exteini>orised shutter adapted for a small window in the rear of my house,
but from which a fine view is obtained. As might liave been expected, I
was channed with the large and distinct view projected on a sheet of
white eardlioard uiion whicii I received the focus; But I reasoned in this
way: the only difierence between this image and (me obtained from the
same point of view by any other, even the smallest, lens is <mo of actual
magnitude, not of difference in proportion. Why, therefore, not employ
a (|Uarter-platc camera to obtain a negative, and enlarge this up to the
same dimensions as those yielded by the lar^e and costly object-glass?
Not much sooner said than done. As the (luickest way of proceeding t

exposed a bromised collodion plate, develo[)ed it by allcaline pyrogallol,

treated it with nitric acid, placed the transparency thus obtained in an
oil optical lantern, and projected its imago side by side with the direct
large one obtained by the c(>stly teloscojiic objective. Both were alike in

dimensions. What conclusions ought I to draw from this experiment?"
In reply: The inference to be deduced from the ex|)eriment narrated

is that a well-made enlargement is of equal value with a direct large
picture—a doctrine that has been invariably tAught in this Journal for

Biany years.

(Eicljange Column.
No charge il made for imertin;/ thoe announeementt; but in no ease do we

insert anij arlirle merrlii okkkred kok sai.k, that beinri done at a tmafl coU
in our advertitimj jmi/es. This imrtiim of uurcotumnt it derated to exchanges
only. It is imjienilife that the lunne of the person proposing the exchange
be given Calthough not necemarily for publication, if a NOM D« FLl'MK be
thought desirable), otherwise the notice wilt not appear.

I will exchange two bo.vcs ferrotype i.lates, 14 x 10, 200 in box. Wanted,
good half-jilate lens, or offers.—Address, Studio, Krederick-st, Cardiff.

I will exchange roller background frame, to carry six or more changes, for
good 10 X 8 field camera, or offers.—Address, H. (J., im, Regent-
street, W.

Wanted, Dallmeyer's rapid rectilinear or Ro.ss°a rapid symmetrical lens, in
exchange for Uallmcyer'a 4l) i>at<'nt lens. —Address, Hmallet Bbos.,
2, West-street, Fleetwood.

I will exchange a 10 x 8 wide-anele view lens. Photo. Stores make, new

;

what offers? Wanted, Solomoifs magnesium lamp.—Address, "Taylor,
photographer, Cliislehurst.

I will exchange a Victoria camera, with four lenses, and part cash, for a
10 X 8 or 12 X 10 patent group lens by a good maker.—Address, W. H.,
13, Trinity-street, Hauley, Staffordshire.

I will exchange a good dark tent, Murray and Heath's, very compact,
suitable for a dark room, for a half-i>late camera with double slide or
offers.—Address, R. Morris, !)7, Price-street, Birkenhead.

I will exchange a Solomon's magnesium lamp, double burner, with two
coils of ribbon, cost fl 10s., for a good magic lantern. — Address,
A. Pahkbh, photograjiher, Broughtonin-l'"urness, Lancashire.

I will exchange a photomicrographie camera, 3(! inches bellows focus, for a
good half- plate or whole-plate lens, by a good maker; also, "Tiie Briti.'.h
Journal oi- Photography for 1873 for anything useful.— Address
C. U., 31, Wigan-street, Bradford, Yorks.

I will exchange a portable half-plate tourist bellows-body camera, three
double backs, and frames for other sizes, with tripod and view lens for
a whole-plate bellows-body camera and double back.—Address, (Jeo'roe"
T. Harris, Long-street, Atherstone, Warwick.

What offers in exchange for a 10 X 8 ebonite bath and dippers, with cover
a 12 X 10 iK)icelain ditto, collodion filter, Thomas's tent, with wheels'
Solomon's cabinet hot press, and Vogel's whole-plate triplet lens'—
Address, A. GoULD, Glen View Studio, Bournemouth.

I will exchange a 12 x 10 portable Kinnear camera, with one dark slide in
good order, Watson's twenty-one shilling shutter, new, a drop shutter,
fits two sizes of lenses. Wanted, Solomon's enlarging lantern and a
large-sized doublet lens, or open to offers.—Address, T. L. W. 19
Beckenham-road, Penge.

terrace, Abbeydale-ro.\d, Shonield.

Wanted, a No. 3 Ross's portable symmetrical lens, must be in iicrfect
condition, in exchange for any of the following:—A Seavey's rustic stile
and steps, cost £4 10s. (equal to new), an Oakley's Al tripod, two good
head-rests, by Harrison, and two cameo, cabinet, and carte embos-
sing presses, by Marion, also a sujierior iron studio table, with walnut
circular top and inl.ai<l chessboard. Photograjihs and particulars of any
of the aljovo on application.—Address, Edwin Eccles, lo, Broad-street"
Bury, Lancashire.

^nstuers to ©orwspon&^nta.
13" Correspondents should mrer icrile on Ivlh sides of the paper.

Notice.—facA Corresjmuhnt is required to enclose his name and address.

this rale will therefore understand the reason for
communications.

iforming ...

the omission of their

I!

Alex. Scott.—Doubtless one of the zinc etching processes was referred to
by the lecturer.

Photo.—Dickens's Dictionary of London, price one shilling, will answer
your puriKise best.

Argol.—The paper may be obtained direct fnmi the Willesden Paper
ComiMiny. Their address is Willesden, Middlesex.

B. P.—Any g<Kid |>ortrait lens having a l)ack focus of six inches for cartel
and eight inches for cabinets will answer. The latter will suit both
liurposes.

Bromo.—Precipitate the iron, cither with caustic or carbonate of imtasli
and employ the solution for making a new devcloiier by the addition o{
fresh ir<m.

A Novice.—The addition of a small quantity of carbolic acid to starch
paste, if employed for mounting photographs, will exert no injurious effect
ui«)n the pictures.

V. E.—This correspondent direcU o»ir attention to an advertisement in oiir
last number. H;id the ailvertisement alluded to come under the noticB
ul the Publisher of tbie Journal it would not have been inserted.
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J. C.—The jJate will kefep best if preserved in the same packajges in which

they are issued by the uianufacturei-s. The method of keeping proposed

by yourself would be no improvement. ^
R. W. C.—III reply to your query, we must ask w hat you consider the re-

quirements of "a i)rofessional landscape pliotoprrapher," what process

he is to work, and what size of picture he is to take?

G. T. H.—1. Yes, if the light be good and the plates very sensitive ; but

not otherwise.—2. If you send the jiictures here, together w'ith jjostal

orders for one siiillin^' and sixpence for each picture, we will effect the

registration of copyright for you.

Wm. Phf.xtk'E.—No wonder the i)lates fogged if your window was "pro-

tected " with the fabric of which you send a sample. In reality it is no
protection at .ill. It admits a large proportion of the violet ray. It is

quite useless for dark-room windows.

Thos. Snowdon.—I. If the wax be not decomposed the spots can doubtless

be removed by subjecting tlie picture to a moderate amount of heat.—2.

We are not aware what kind of monntant the gentleman employs.

Probably glue applied to tlie edges only of the picture will answer quite

well.

E. Jacobs.—As tlie lenses are sold for a few shillings each, and have the

sKine number of glasses as a portrait combination—which, indeed, they

are in miniature—you cannot expect them to possess a very liigh degree

of perfection. Certainly they cannot be expected to answer for photo-

micrography.

Hugh. -We cannot, at a moment's notice, search out the particular number
of the Journal in whicli the process was first published. Dr. Eder says

the plates will keep six days, and j)robably longer. Opticians in their

cataloi'uw, as a rule, mention the back focus of their lenses, and not

the cqiiivalent focus.

A. G. UowNiNC.—1. No satisfactoi-j' method. Yim had better make a

negative and jiroduce the prints from that.—2. We cannot in this

cimiinn devote the sjiace necessary to give the working details of an
entire process, more j artieularly when the process has been an obsolete

one for many years, and is, therefore, of no mterest whatever to our

other readers.

R. J. B.—The portraits are by no means well produced. Thoir principal

fault lies in the lighting. Too much front light has been used ; hence tlic

pictures are flat and lacking in i-otnndity. Stop off a largo proportion of

the light in front of tlie sitter, and admit a stronger one at the side. If

Ijy this treatment you find the shadows are a little too heavy, soften them
by means of the reflecting screen. There is no fault whatever in tlie con-

struction of the studio—rest assui'ed of that.

R. A.—Kmploy a small stop in the lens, and use a very large proportion of

restrainer in the development.—2. Gelatinochloride plates will not

be suitable for the purpose.—3. IJry collodion would possibly answer
best ; but jjlates by this process can scarcely be considered an article of

commerce nowadays. With slow gelatine plates, and a developer v.'ell

restrained, you should experience no difficnltj'. The notice with regard

to corre.si)ondents enclosing name and address does not appear every
week. It appeared tlie week you wrote, and again tliis week.

G. RichAEDS.—This correspondent asks—"How long will sensitised carbon
tissue keep good ?" This is a difficult c(uestion to .answer, inasmncli as all

will deijcnd upon how it is dried and how it is kei)t afterwards. If the
tissue have occupied a long time in drying it will not keep long-
probably not more than a day or two._ If it be 'piickly dried, and then
carefully preserved from atmosplieric influences, it will keep good for two
or three weeks. Wo have kept some for as long a period as six weeks
after sensitising ; but this was an exceptionally long time. You can
certainly "purify'' the bichrom.ate of potash liy reciystallising it; but
this it is scarcely necessary to do if you get a good commercial sample.
The additiim of a small quantity of si)irit of wine will not cause a preci-
pitation of the salt.

A MiNijvTuuE ANP Portrait Paisteh writes;—"Can you tell me what
is the best plan to adopt with regard to photograjihers'wlio carry on the
following system :—Tliey send a small order accompanied by cash ; this
is followed by a larger order, which they pay for ; and then comes a still

l.irger order, which they dotiH \v.y for. They obtain the artist's confi-

dence, and then abuse it. I believe there are several men who carry this
plan on regularly with all the advertisers. Four ))hotographers have
treated me like this lately. They expressed themselves iKjrfectly satis-

lied with the work, in-omising cash liy next post; but since then I can
get no reply to any applieatimi. Can such men be shown up?" We hope
our cotresjiondent will take legal proceedings, and thus "show up" at
least one of the fellows who follow such nefarious practices.

PnoTOOEAl'illc Club.—At the forthcoming meeting of this Club, at
Andorton'a Hotel, Fleet-street, on Wednesday ne.xt, the 14th inst., the
subject for di.scussion will be—Ok Vanlophiij trifh ami vithoiit Sulphite

of Sotla.

As OUTSIUE Rb.'OOSITION of PnoTOORAi'iiY.—At a conoei-8a::.'one in
connection with. the recent Kxhibition of the Horticultural Society
of Liege, Belgium, an albnm of Mr. Henry Stevens' Hower studies,
which hap])encd to be in the posse.'-sion of the President of the Liege
Section of the Belgian Photographic Association, was exhibited by him,
and so pleased the horticulturists that the Society has done Mr.
Stevens the unsolicited honour of aw.irding him a iiifdailte en vermeil
for the excellence of his photograplis. The Belgian Photographic
Association- has also awarded him a special diploma in addition to the
medal gained at the recent exhibition.

PnoTooRAPUic SociejY OF Gkeat Bkitain.—The next ordinary

meeting of this Society will take place on Tuesday next, the 13th inst.

,

at eight p.m., at 5a, Pall Wall East (the summer exhibition of the

Royal Society of Painters in Water Colours being on view), when the

following papers will be read :

—

Obxermtlous on Fading, by John Spiller,

F.C'.S. ; lUiunination of the Darh Room, by W. E. Debenham ; and Com-
mercial Fahrics Suitable for Dark-Room Illnmiiiation, by J. K. Sawyer.

The PiioToaRAPiiic Aetists' Co-OrKRATivE Supply As.sociatio.n,

Limited.—On dlt that the business of this Company, carried on at 43,

Charterhouse-square, E.G., has changed hands, and that a new Com-
pany has been formed to carry on the concern on the co-operative

prhiciple. Mr. A. H. Loring, Mr. A. F. Charrington, and Mr. W. B.

W'hittingham are mentioned as being on the Board of Directors, and
Mr. H. R.. Faulkner, wlio has been connected with the concern for

njiwards of five years, has been appointed Manager and Secretary.

BusiNES.s Changes.—When recently visiting the establishment of

Messrs. Home and Thornthwaite, philosophical and photographic

instrument-makers and dealers, Strand, we were not a little gratified to

find that the business had passed by purchase into the hands of our

whilom contributor, Mr. .lames Martiu, wlio will be remembered as

having been for many years connected with the business while it was
conducted in Newgate-street. Mr. Martin has made the purchase on
behalf of his son, who has graduated in a good school, no fewer than

eight years of the time devoted to acquiring a knowledge of the routine

of the trade having been passed in the establishment of Messrs. Ross
and Go. Aided by the great photographic experience of Mr. Wm.
Acklaiid—who still corttrols the important spectacle department—
we have no doubt that Mr. Martin, Jun , will prove thoroughly suc-

cessful in carrying on and increasing the business of Messrs Home
and Thornthwaite, the familiar title of which firm is still continued

under the new ri'ijimc.\

The Law of Copyright.—Mr. Hastings has again introduced a Bill

to amend and consolidate the law of copyright in works of fine arts and

in photographs, and the Bill was read a first tim') in the House of

Commons on Wednesday. The Bill is backed by Mr. Hanbury Tracy,

Sir Gabriel Goldney, Mr. Agnew, and Mr. Gregory, as well as by Mr.

Hastings. It is, we understand, substantially the same Bill as that

introduced last session, but it has been carefully revised, and some
modifications and additions have been made with respect to copyright

in photographs, to meet, or r.ither avoid, the vexed question, " Who is

the author of a photograph?"—a question that puzzled the learned

judges in the case of Nottage i\ Jackson, in which the ownership of

copyright in a pliotograph of the Australian cricketers was in dispute.

A short Bill intended to meet this point, and this point alone, was
introduced towards the end of lait session by Mr. McLaren, but was

dropped at an early stage. \Vheu the present Bill is printed we pro-

pose to examine and comment upon the clauses dcxling with jjlioto-

graphy.—.4^Ae««'ii)H.
. —

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
Observations taken at 40G, Strand, by J. H. Steward, Optician,

For three Wceki^ endinu May 7, 1SS4.

TlIKSK OnSEKVATInNa ABE TaKKN .\T S-.^O A.M.~
M,ix. M.ix

Mill,

TtJii.

30

Aj.rU. Tlaromctrr. WiuU. I>ryBiilb. WctBulb.
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lUul.
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RcmarkH.

17 29-97 NE 45 Cloudy.

18 30 02 NE 40 36 90 47 36 Cloudy.

19 29-8« NE 40 35 79 47 35 Cloudy.

21 29 97 NE 45 40 90 50 36 Hazy.

22 30-03 NE 43 38 84 51 33 Cloudy.

23 30 00 K 43 38 — 50 33 Hazy.

24 29 90 E 42 38 79 50 32 Bright & Clear

25 29-89 E 43 40 ^ 50 35 Overcast.

26 29 81) SW 45 41 82 54 39 Overcast.

28 29-75 SW 45 44 — 51 40 Raining.

29 29-81 NW 44 42 81 59 38 Foggy.

30 29-79 N 51 47 85 60 40 Hazy.

May.

1 29-93 W 47 44 93 57 38 Fine.

2 2979 NW 52 46 •84 57 46 Cloudy.

3 29-44 W 55 52 99 58 51 Cloudy.

5 29-49 W 50 46 103 59 40 Cloudy.

6 29-74 NW 49 44 95 fll 39 Cloudy.

7 .30-10 W 51 4fi 93 58 40 Hazy.
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IODIDE OF SILVER IN EMULSION.
At the close of our ai-licle on this subject last week we reiterated

the opinion we long ago expressed that the presence of a certain

proportion of iodide of silver is not necessarily injurious to the

sensitiveness of an emulsion of silver bromide. We say "not
necessarily" because under certain conditions such an addition

will, undoubtedly, lower the degree of sensitiveness in the same
manner that other substances will do.

Thus, if an emulsion be boiled or stewed in the neutral state for

fi given period, a certain degree of rapidity will be attained ; but if

to a second quantity, otherwise similarly treated, a small trace of

acid be added, an equal degree of sensitiveness can only be gained

by more prolonged cooking. In like manner the presence of a

small quantity of iodide of silver lengthens slightly the period of

cooking necessary to produce a given degree of rapidity, and this in

proportion to the quantity present; bvit, so far as we have been

able to ascertain, it the proportion of iodide be kept within reason-

able bounds, there is no perni.anent injury done to the sensitiveness

of the preparation, its only slowing effect being manifested in the

operation of cooking.

But; setting aside for a moment the question of sensitiveness, the

jjresence of iodide of silver, it is almost universally agreed, confers

l)eneficial effects upon au emulsion. Tiie chief of these is the

opacity it gives to the film, which minimises the chance of mecha-
nical " halation" (by reflection from the back surface of the glass),

and its specific action in the film itself in preventing chemical hala-

tion by separating the particles of silver bromide, as pointed out by
C'aptain Abney. It has also been claimed that the admi.vture of

silver iodide renders necessary a less "safe" light in the developing

room ;. but it has never yet been satisfactorily proved whether this

is actually the case—so far, at least, as it was said to reduce the

sensitiveness of the film to rays of lower refrangibility.

That films containing iodide are less liable to fog, are more easily

managed, and give generally clearer and brighter negatives under

similar conditions than those of plain bromide, is a fact which no

one who haa used both kinds can have failed to notice ; and
tlie difference in this respect is the more palpable in proportion as

the sensitiveness of the preparations is increased. Indeed, in the

course of a discussion on the subject of plates combining exalted sen-

sitiveness with perfection of quality, a well-known emulsion maker
some months ago espre.sged to us the decided opinion that in order

to secure this mueh-to-be-desired combination of qualities a certain

proportion of iotlide is abtoUftelif ncccsMry,

It is possible that this extra cleanness and vigour in working

which an iodide plate displays when compared with a plain bro-

mide one, while being purely chemical in its character, may have
given rise to the supposition alluded to that the sensitiveness of

the film to certain raya is lowered. In other words, if two plates

of equal camera-sensitiveness—the one a plain bromide, the other

a bromo-iodidc—be developed side by side under identical condi-

tions of light, and the one fogs while the other doeg not, then,

assuming that in the case of the brfmiide plate the fog is caused by
excess of light or by light of an unsuitable character, it would be

only reasonable to argue that the bromo-iodide plate, while equally

1
sensitive in the camera, is less easily affected by light of a certain

I

colour which suffices to fog plain bromide.

1
But if the cause of the fogging action on the bromide plate be not

light, but merely a stronger tendency to abnormal reduction under
the .action of the developer, then that argument fails completely. If

instead of "light" fog it be really "chemical" fog, then it only proves
that iodide has a beneficial chemical action wholly independent of
any consideration of the quality or quantity of the light admissible
during the various oper.ations of prep.iration and develoiiment.
The following experiments, from amongst many, will illuslratf

our meaning and tend to show that any advantage which iodide
confers u|)on the film is entirely besi<le the question of its colour
sensitiveness :—Two plates of commercial manufacture, and !t-<

nearly as possible equal in sensitiveness (the one plain bromide, the
other bromo-iodide), were exposed and developed side by side in

separate dishes until each exhibited the same amount of detail in
' certain portions of the subject. Both plates were equally exposed
to the light (ruby and orange) dnriiSg the time of development, and,
upon fixing, the ])lain bromide jilate showed a decided veil whilo
the other was quite clear.

Two similar plates were expo.«ed and developed, the dishes thin

time being kept covered, so that practically the development was
effected in the dark. Upon fixing, the bromide plate was again
found to be veiled, being, in that respect, not a whit better thn|i

the one which had been freely exposed during development. Here
we had ample proof that the difference w.is not caused by light but
by the neces.sity, on the part of the bromide plate, for a more
powerful fog restrainer.

Another line of experiment w.as then taken. The quantity of

restraining bromide nece-ssary to retain the clearness of the bromide
plate during the application, for a measured time, of a developer of
the strength already used having been ascertained, two more plates
were exposed, as before, for equal periods, and afterwards developed
under identical conditions. In this case, however, though the
bromide plate came out without veil, it was most ilecidedly less

exposed than the other. Here, then, we find that iodide of silver

is capable of replacing soluble bromide as a fog restrainer, ami,
what is of greater importance, it performs that function with less

effect upon sensitiveness of the plate than is exercised by the
bromide ; consequently, there is a probability we m.iy be able to

prove that, oHei-is paribus, a bromo-iodide plate may be actually
more (instead of le,ss) sensitive than a plain bromide one.

In a subsequent article we shall show that iodide is capable of
perfectly replacing free acid during the preparation of the eraulsioii,

and is especially valuable in connection with the ammonia luethodii.

PnOTOOBAPIIS ON IVdRINE : A NOVELTV.
It is scarcely necessary to make any explanation as lo what is meant
by " ivorine," seeing that it has been so extensively used during the
last year or two in the production of Christmas and birthday a\t\\r,

and is, therefore , familiar to everyone. The surface of this matcriiU,
from its ivory like texture, is e-xccedingly easy to paint \\\wn, and

i very delicate and effective pictures can be produced with the espea>
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(liture of but lillle time or skill, aiul, consequently, at a very cheap

rate.

Ivoiine, it may be explained, is simply gelatine containing some

white pigment, such as sulphate of baryta or oxide of zinc, together

with a smdl propirtion of glycernie, to prevent its becoming brittle

when in thin sheets. Tiiii solution (or, rather, emulsion) is poured

upon a levelled glass plate, allowed to set, and the plate is then

reared up to dry in the same manner as ordinary gelatine plates.

AVheu the coating ia dry, the film is stripped from the glass, and

this is the ivorine of commerce. It is almost needless to say that

the glass must have previously been waxed or rubbed over with

powdered talc to prevent the film from adhering when dry.

When looking over a number of these effective little pictures on

ivorine it occurred to us that photographs on the same material would

be exceedingly effective and very convenient for the album, as

they would be thinner than prints on the ordinary mounts. Also,

from the translucent (tharacter of the ivorine, the pictures could be

viewed as transparencies—a double advantage. Turtherraore : there

would be a certain amount of novelty about such pictures which

would possibly render them a success if introduced commercially.

The idea of employing artificial ivory is by no means new, as from
the very early days of our art-scieuce it has been used—or, perhaps,

it would be more correct to say has been attempted to be used, as the

results produced were not always the most successful. However,
the late Mr. Burgess, of Norwich, did undoubtedly produce—and on
a commercial scale, too—some most charming pictures by what he
named the "eburneum process."

Mr. Burgess's plan was to produce a collodion picture on glass in

the camera, as in the collodion transfer process, and then to apply
the eburneum mixture in a fluid state. This, in composition, was
similar to that now used for the manufacture of ivorine, except
that it contained a larger proportion of pigment. Although the
eburneum process was very successfully worked by Mr. Burgess
himself, it was not to any extent employed by others, as it

involved some few difficulties which they did not appear to sur-
mount. The chief of these were that by camera printing it is

difficult to obtain pictures of a pleasing, warm tone, and the inky-
black, so generally obtained by this method, was very objectionable
on a material like ivory. Added to this, the gelatinous coating, on
account of its thickness, took a very long time to dry, several days
being frequently necessary in damp weather.
We know quite well that any process to be useful commercially

must not be beset with difficulties, as was undoubtedly that just
alluded to

;
hence we abandoned the idea of employing the gelati-

nous preparation in a fluid condition. Having ascertained that
ivorine is an article of commerce, and is sold by most fancy
stationers, we procured several samples, and found, as might be
expected, that when placed in cold water they became soft and
pliable like ordinary gelatine. In hot water, after soaking in cold,
they dissolved freely, though some more so than others—possi-
bly from the more insoluble ones containing a certain propcrtion of
alum. From these experimeuts.it was clear that ivorine could be
made to take the place of paper, either in the collodion transfer or
the carbon process.

In putting the idea into practice with the latter process we met
with no difficulty whatever, and here is the method we adopted:—
Some carbon prints were made upon collodionised glass, in the same
manner as if they were to be transferred to paper, except that they
were not allowed to dry after being "alumed." The ivorine was
then soaked in water until it became quite limp. It was now
removed and laid upon the picture, the superfluous water being
expelled with a very soft squeegee. The pictures were then
allowed to dry, when they were stripped from the glass and
trimmed round the edges with a pair of scissore. The pictures it
may be mentioned, were developed and the ivorine applied in the
evening, and they were found to be perfectly dry by the following
miormng. Nothing can be simpler to work than this process, and
the results produced are exceedingly pleasing. One or two things
)ioticed during the experiments may, however, be mentioned,
as they may be of some little assistance to those who may try the
process, The ivorin« muat be made thoroughly and evenly soft,

otherwise, when it is squeegeed on to the glass, it will " buckle up"

and leave the picture. This we noticed particularly with one of

our pieces which happened to be thicker at one end than at the other.

When this piece was applied to the glass the thickest end (although

quite soft, was not so soft as the other) could not be kept down, but

upon re-soaking it all difficulty disappeared.

It is advisable not to soak the ivorine more than is necessary, as

the longer it is soaked the longer it will, of coursCj take to dry. All

the moisture it is possible to expel with the squeegee should be

expelled ; for, if any superfluous water be allowed to remain on the

surface, it will cause the gelatine to continue swelling, and be liable

to produce markings on the back of the finished picture from unequal

drying.

In our first experiments we had some doubts as to whether,

if the ivorine were simply softened in cold water, it would prove

sufficiently adhesive to the carbon film ; but our doubts were

groundless, as by no possible means could the two films be separated

when dry. However, it is quite possible that some samples of

ivorine may be more insoluble than those we tried, and the mere

treatment with cold water will not be sufficient. We therefore

placed a sheet of it in tepid water before applying it to the picture
;

but this rendered it very difficult to manage, as the heat dissolved,

or partially dissolved, both surfaces.

We then hit upon the following plan of softening, or, rather,

bringing about a state of partial solubility of one side only, which

at once overcame all difficulty:—The picture, after development

and being treated with alum, was dried. A piece of the ivorine

was now softened in cold water. The picture was placed in warm
water, of about 110° Fahr., until the glass had acquired that

temperature. The softened ivorine was then applied and squeegeed

down as before. By this method of procedure only that surface in

contact with the picture is partially dissolved, instead of both.

When this plan is adopted the ivorine should be cut somewhat

larger than the picture, as, when it is placed upon the warm glass,

it appears to contract to a considerable extent. It is well to put a

few American clips round the edges of the plate to pi-event any

portion of the picture from leaving it before all parts are dry,

which might cause markings.

It may be as well to mention that brown tones, to our taste, are

much preferable on ivorine to purple. Those most satisfactory, to

our mind, were printed in a warm chocolate pigment ; but, of

course, this is merely a matter of taste.

We commend this process to those who are in search of novelties

for the coming season as one that may prove remunerative.

PNEUMATIC AND HYDRAULIC SHUTTER
APPLIANCES.

The eulogiums in which we indulged when giving, in 1878, the

first details of the pneumatic shutter of Mr. J. W. T. Cadett have

been well endorsed by the success with which it has been attended

subsequent to that period. Ingenious experimentalists and mechani-

cians have had, by the invention of Mr. Cadett, their attention

directed to the value of pneumatics in other directions than that

described in the 1878 patent of this gentleman, mainly in that of

discharging bolts or operating upon triggers, by which instantaneous

shutters are started into action.

The convenience of being able to transmit through a long and
tortuous piece of flexible and elastic tubing, by a touch at its fai'ther

extremity, the force by which the shutter is actuated is one suffi-

ciently important to have induced photographers to ascertain, as

far as possible, the full capabilities of the system, so as to note the

direction in which further developments might be made.

When the flexible rubber tube is employed as the agent for

insulating a pair of wires communicating with a tolerably constant

battery of the capacity of three or four cubic inches, and without

any liquid to spill, so as to be capable of being attached to an

interior corner of a portable camera, with electric magnets en suite,

then an exposing power of exceedingly great value will be placed at

the services of photographers, who will very speedily discover the '

best and moat convenient form in which to have that power applied, i
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We are quite well aware that, several years since, and by means

of ingenious contrivances, electricity had been applied to cameras

in the studio j but what we now aspire to has reference to those

of a strictly portable class.

It is no secret tliat Mr. Loon Warnerke has recently obtained a

patent for a method of traiisniittiug force through a rubber tube,

from tiie liaud to the camera, by means directly mechanical rather

than pneumatic. Having had an opportunity of examining tlie

appliance we can speak of its success. The tubing, which need not

exceed tlie thickness of the handle of an ordinary penholder, is

lined throughout its interior with wire in close coils, such as that so

commonly found in rubber tube employed for conveying gas—an

.addition which scarcely adds to the expense. Througli the interior

of tliis is passed, loosely, a second length of wire closely coiled, very

much like the bass string of a pianoforte if the central core were

removed, the action of the system resulting in this—that if a button

at the end of the tube be pressed this pressure is immediately, and

with almost full force, responded to at the further end by the

interior tube or coil darting out with a measure of rapidity and

force coniniensui'ate with that applied by the liand of the operator.

Owing to the spiral form of the wire tubes it will readily bo con-

ceived that tliey may be curved or coiled without impairing the

action of the central piece. As we shall have occasion subsequently

to describe Mr. Warnerke's system in detail, no further allusion to

it is at present necessary.

A system which was exhibited during the past week at one of the

societies by Mr. A. Mackie elicited much attention from the

exceedingly simple way by which pneumatic force may be rivalled

by hydraulic force, in being made to operate upon an exposing

shutter. It merely consists in filling the pressure ball and the

connecting tube with water instead of air. That it answers the

intended purpose there cannot be a doubt ; and we are well aware

that a patent, which was allowed to lapse two months ago, took cog-

nisance of the substitution of water for air, strictly in this connection.

By way of experiment we have applied this hydraulic system to

shutters of various forms which had been previously actuated by

pneumatic force, and find that for some purposes—such as that of

liberating a catch, pulling or pushing a trigger, or elevating a shutter

or cap and keeping it so for a few seconds or minutes—the substitu-

tion of water for air is not attended with any disadvantage. Where
it would prove less successful would be under circumstances in which

two sharp puffs were required in rapid succession. This is, perhaps,

not a likely contingency ; but it is known that among the innumer-

able forms of quick-acting shutters is one, at least, which commences

the exposure of the lens by one quick pressure of the pneumatic

ball and terminates it by a second pressure, the sluggish action

of water for such a purpose contrasting unfavourably with that of

the more elastic atraosi)lieric air. For every other purpose, however,

the one fluid may be substituted for the other. It is possible that

the thickness, and consequently the elastic power, of the rubber

ball which acts as the reservoir for the force may have to be some-

wliat increased, and also that the water-ways of the fittings may
have to be somewhat enlarged in order to secure the highest degree

of efficiency. As stated, all our trials were made with appliances

intended for air alone.

But another question here arises : how will the substitution of

water or other non-compressible fluid for atmospheric air affect the

original patent of Mr. Cadett i It is not pertinent to the question

now before us to inquire here whether the claim for the shutter de-

scribed and figured in that patent specification—which was repub-

lished at page 512 in our volume for 1878—be considered sufficiently

comprehensive to include all that has since been effected—or, in

other words, to include the broad principle of the application of

pneumatics to the exposing of plates in the camera. This, we say,

is a question which need not be discussed here ; but what must
prove of interest will be the ascertaining whether taking one,

or a facsimile imitation thereof, of the admittedly - original

patented pneumatic shutters, precisely as described in the clear

language of the specification, and by ejecting the air contained

therein and supplying its place with water, would be what in legal

phraseology is designated a colourable imitation. And, if any case

arising out of this were to be submitted to the Vice-Chancellor for

adjudication, would he find that in this particular function air and

water were considered in one and the same light, and that pneu-

matics and hydraulics were interchangeable terms ?

If for the fluid in (piestiou oil, instead of water, were preferred,

then further complications, especially in scientific nomenclature,

would be expected to arise. On the other hand, should the dis-

covery be made, as humorously suggested by a member at the

meeting of the Society to which we have already referred, that the

rubber ball may be made to enact the part of a flask for containing

fluids for the refreshment of the inner man when fatigued with

searching for and photographing the beautiful and pictorially-

interesting scenes in nature, then we shudder in contemplating

the dimensions at which this at present small, egg-shaped vessel

may eventually arrive. ^

DEOl-PING, AND THE SIZES OF DROPS.

For many years, as it is scarcely necessary to remind our readers,

we have seized every opportunity to express our sense of the

necessity for exactitude in weighing and measuring in photographic

operations, if any approach to uniformity of result be desired. It ia

gratifying to note that the old mode of describing these manipula-

tions—such, for instance, as in the development of a dry plate, " a

drop" of this and "a few drops" of the other— is comparatively

rarely adopted nowadays. The manufacture of dry plates and, with it,

dry-plate development, have made great strides towards perfection

within a very short period ; and, in consequence, to obtain the full

value capable of being extracted from them, definite and accurate

measurements must be not only made, but also described, in such a

manner as to convey information to every hearer or reader.

Such information is not carried by the term "drop," and, whatever

meaning the word may have for any one particular experimentalist,

it is comparatively useless to another until reduced to a recognised

scale. AVhat we mean is that, if in using (let us say) ammonia for

the alkaline developer, the experimentalist always use the same

bottle, and really do count the drops, he will for his purpose get

a near and, perhaps, a sufficiently close approach to exactitude ; but

let him employ a different bottle, or desire to publish, for the benefit

of others, his method of producing certain results he has obtained,

and he is utterly at sea unless he reduce his drops by means of a

tentative experiment to an acknowledged standard. Whether it

would not be infinitely better to use weaker solutions and measure

them we leave our readers to decide.

The subject of the exact size of the drops formed by various

liquids, under different circumstances, has always been an interest-

ing one, and several tables are in existence showing the results of

ex[)eriments in this direction by various chemists. They are as

conrticting as interesting, and to read the details given by these

experimentalists and the figures obtained is sufficient to cause the

practice of dropping to be entirely discarded. When one experi-

mentalist makes more than half-a-dozen trials of the simple act of

dropping pure water out of a one-ounce phial, and, after counting

the nunrber needed to fill up a drachm, obtains results varying from

thirty-four to sixty-five, and a mean of forty-eight, the absurdity of

the system becomes evident, and it would be almost impossible to

bring stronger evidence as to the inadvisability of its employment

in any formula whatever.

We have made an examination of the various results tabulated

by different workers, and compared it with one lately published by

a French chemist, M. Boymoud. It one point more than another

about the tables impresses us it is the utter want of uniformity in

all the results and the impossibility of correlating them. We
extract a few of these to show our meaning.

A well-known work gives a table by Mr. Alsop, from which we

extract the following number of drops required to fill a drachm

measure ;

—

,

,

„ j •
Dropped trom a Dropped from »
large bottle. entail bottle.

Sulphuric acid, diluted 24 84

Hydrocyanic acid 35 (0

Distilled water 31 54

Ammonia 40 48

Alcohol 100 130
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Here the largest drop ia over five times tlie size of the smallest

;

bnt we may observe in the case of ammonia that,'-whether dropped

from a large or a small bottle, there was not a difference of more

than twenty per cent, in the two results, while with dilute sulphuric

acid the drops in one case were more than three times the size of

the other.

Take Professor Proctor, an American authority, and we have

—

Dropped from
a Pint Measure.

.... . 62

Dropped from
a Minim Mctsure.

Nitric acid. 44

Sulphurous acid dilute 49

Acetic acid ,
52'5

„ „ commercial 102

Alcohol diluted 124-5

Alcohol , 143

54

55

73

98

118

Chloroform 276-5 180

In this table the irregularities are extreme. The largest drop is more
than six times larger than the smallest, and instead of the invariable

increment in size of the drops from a large over those from a small

vessel, as in Mr. AIsop's table, we find no regularity at all. Thus,
dilute acetic acid gives drops the same size almost whichever vessel

was used, but the strong acid (not glacial) gives drops from the

large vessel half as large again as those from the small ; while
nitric acid exactly reverses this, the smaller vessel giving the drop
of increased size.

Still a third authority (American) gives :

—

Hydrocyanic acid 45 drops.

Muriatic „ 54 j,

Nitric
, 84 „

Sulphuric „ 90 „
Glacial acetic , 120 „
Dilute alcohol 120 „
Strong „ 1,38 „
Ether 150 „

The proportions here, it will be seen, bear no similarity to the
foregoing, and in some instances are the very opposite. Thus,
sulphuric acid drops are only half the size of those of hydrocyanic
acid, but in AIsop's table they are tabulated half as large
again I

We must say our own experiments tend more to the results
shown by these last of Durand than those of Alsop. We will, how-
ever, not add to the confusion by placing them on record here, but
will give the latest results obtained by M. Boymond, which, while
they give a more scientific aspect to the question, are of no further
practical help. He shows, firstly, that the size of the drop depends
not upon the interior but upon the outer diameter of the tube from
which they are delivered, the result being the same whether the
tube be wholly or partially occupied by the liquid while droppin<r,
the latter condition only affecting the speed. Secondly, that the na-
ture of the liquid only—be it water, alcohol, ether, chloroform, &c.—
and not the dissolved contents, whatever their proportion, influences
the weight of the drops. Thirdly, to obtain drops of distilled water
of a given size at a definite temperature, he gives the following
data :-Temperature, 15' C. ; drops, twenty to the gramme ; outside
diameter of the dropping tube, exactly three millimetres. Usin^
sucli a dropping tube and making his observations with the utmost
exactitude, he obtains the following results :—

A gramme of distilled water is equal to ... 20 drops.

" Alcohol
„ ... 61 „

,, Dilute alcohol „
. 52

„ Alcoholic tinctures with al-

cohol of 60' „ ... 53 „
Do., of 80' „ ... 57 „
Do,, of 90' „ ... (ii ^,

,. Fixed oils (variable) about.,. 48 „
" Essential oils „ „ ... 50 „
), Aqueous solution, weak or

saturated
, 20

Here we have results still more contradictory, and tendincr to
prove that, after all, dropinng under definite conditions may be
exact. But, again, we cannot decide for our readers, nevertheless

it is our earnest recommendation that a system of weighing and
measuring should be adopted in all cases, and the mischievous

practice of " dropping " entirely eschewed.

OuH attention has been called to a proposed art loan exhibition to

be held at Guildford, from the 26th iiist. to the 3rd June, Land-
scape photogi-aphs, by residents of Surrey, will be amongst the
exhibits admitted. Further particulars may be obtained from the

Hon. Secretary, T. M. Brownrigg, Esq., Guildford.

From Chicago, U.S.A., we have received the fii-st number of Photo-
graphy—a fortnightly journal to be devoted to photography. It

contains a variety of matter, of none the less value that much of it

is extracted from English journals. We give our young American
contemporary a cordial welcome.

Thk coloured afterglows, about which so much has been written dur-
ing the past six months, are now seen more fitfully and less brilliantly,

and we do not suppose it possible to take another photograph like that

illustrated in Z« Nature; bnt there is still a continual discussion

being carried on as to their cause, the eruption of Krakatoa being
the most generally-accepted explanation. This volcanic eruption
has been the subject of an investigation on account of the Dutch
Government, and the astounding calculation is made by its agent
that the ejected substances must have been at least eighteen cubic
kilometres in bulk. Such an immense mass of what wiis mainly
fine dust ejected to a great height in the atmosphere might well I'c

conceived to be able to extend in a state of suspension over tlie whole
face of the globe. At a meeting of the Meteorological Society an
account was given of dust that fell on board a vessel a thousand
miles away, which was clearly from Krakatoa,

In reference to the phosphorescent pictures, which, as alluded to by
us, a correspondent of La Nature described a week or two ago, M.
Leon Vidal writes to that journal pointing out, as we diil, the

futility of taking out a camera to get a fugitive luminous positive,

and suggests that a negative or a transparency be used for the pur-

pose—remembering that a negative will give a phosphorescent nega-

tive, while the latter will give a positive impression on sensitised

paper. He recommends gelatine sheets instead of glass for receiving

the paint, and green gelatine sheets for destroying the luminosity
when required. To prevent the action of the diffused rays before

the phosphorescent plate is quite in contact, a piece of black pajier

is to be placed over the sensitive surface while the plate i.s being

lowered ; it is then quickly withdrawn and pi-essure applied.

On the 28th ult. a paper was read before the Academy of Sciences,

On the Absolute Standard of Light, by M. Violle, who, as we have
before pointed out, proposed molten metal at the point of solidification

as a standard of light. He now finds that platinum best fulfils tlii'

conditions required as an absolute standard, as it rests on a perfectly-

defined and constant physical phenomenon, and constitutes :i

practical term of comparison with ordinary standards.

SisouLARLT enough, the committee on standards held their bust

sitting upon the same day, and ratified ]\L Violle's conclusion.

The resolution was that the practical unit of simple light be the
'

quantity of light of the same kind emitted in a normal direction by •

a square centimetre of the surface of nulted platinum at the tempe-
rature of solidification. The practical unit of white light is to be the ••

quantity of light emitted normally from the same source. So, if ii

photographer wish to test his plates according to this standard, he
will require an apparatus for melting platinum—a metal needing
the utmost heat obtainable by any artificial means short of the

electric current ! We do not doubt, however, that ordinary gas

burners will be made bearing, at a certain pressure, and witli .1

certain kind of gas or a vaporised hydrocarbon, a definite propor-

tion to this standard. Such .a series of burners to burn ether or :i

petroleum of a definite character would be invaluable for plate-

testing purpo.ses, as with a single burner the intensity of the light

can be regulated to great nicety by altering its distance from (he

object illuminated.

PrroTOGRAPHERS wlio tr.avel in unfamiliar parts of the country find
the use of an ordnance map almost a necessity. They Avill be
interested to learn from a " blue book" recently published that the : 1

t
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only parts remaining to be surveyed are the counties of Anglesea,
Caruarvon, Dorset, Pembroke, and Radnor, and that at the

preaent rate of progress the whole country will be surveyed by
1888, and the maps published in their entirety by 1890.

>L DB FoRCRAND has been investigating the properties of the

sodium sulphites and bisulphites, and he finds that the anhydrous
bisulphite is the only one which is permanent in solution.

We learn that, so far, seven hundred tickets have already been
issued to members and associates for the Montreal meeting of the

Uritisli Association. Associates, it is to be uudei-stood, includes

relatives of membet-s.

MM. Parmentier and Amat have obtained crystals of hypo-
siUphite of soda of a very unusual character. By cooling very

c-oncentrated solutions by means of a freezing mixture, in the

:ibsence of any particle of the ordinary form of crystal, they

obtained crystals agreeing in constitution with the ordinary form,

liut melting at ,32° instead of at 49'.

Hypo., it is well known, will dissolve in its own water of crystallisa-

tion, and a very ])retty experiment may be thus made :—A few
clean crystals—say two or three ounces—are placed in a clean flask

and gently heated. After a while the whole will become fluid. If

the Hiisk, lightly covered, be .allowed to cool without disturbance its

contents will remain fluid at the ordinary temperature for some
days. If, however, a small crystal of hypo, be dropped in, the

liquid will instantly begin to crystallise, and in a short time become
:i solid mass, disengaging so much heat at tlie moment as to cause

I lie flask to become too hot to hold with comfort.

THE LATE MR. H. BADEN PRITCHARD.
It is with more than ordinary feeling that we announce the

unexpected decease of Mr. H. Baden Pritchard, for the Last

four years proprietor of our contemporary, the Photoyntphio

Netrs. For many years previously Mr. Pritchard was well

known in connection with photography, and more especially

with the Parent Society, of which he w<as for some time

Honorary Secretary, and one of the .Vice-Presidents at

the time of his death.

Few losses would cause a greater blank in the rolls of our

art-science than will that of Baden Pritchard, and very few
men leave behind them so many mourning friends in so

many different circles of society. As a litterateur, rather

than by his connection with photography, will Mr. Pritchard

be better remembered by the world in general ; for his

energies were by no means devoted to the one subject, and
his nature was to make friends in whatever circle he
entered.

His death occurred on Sunday evening last, after an attack

of pneumoni.!. The crisis was supposed to have been sur-

mounted ; but somewhat unexpectedly a change occurred,

and he passed away. We reserve until next week a more
extended notice of the deceased, which will be accompanied
by a portrait.

The funeral took place yesterday (Thursday), at Abney
Park Cemetery.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF INTERIORS.

Intkkiors are, as a rule, the subjects which receive the least satis-

factory treatment at the hands of photographers, if I may judge
from my own experience in that line, ;us well as from an iTispeetion

of the specimens shown .at our exhibitions and in the shop windows.

Yet these subjects, as a class, are the very ones which, with the

expenditure of a small amount of trouble, are capable of giving the

most beautiful results, whether they be selected from amongst our
rathedrals, the stately halls of the nobility, or the more homely
(Irawing-roora of everyday life.

Many photographers, especially amateurs, are given to believe

that interiors .are difficult to photograph; and so, no doubt, they

were, in a measure, before the advent of gelatine pLatcs. Even with

wet plates exposures of great length were necessary, as a rule, while
the workers of dry collodion were practically out of the hunt With
gelatine plates, however, though comparatively long exposures are
still necessary, or at lejwt advisable, the difficulty of properly com-
bining the different gradations is altogether removed; and, with
careful and judicious development, it is possible to render on the
same plate, with equal truth and perfection, the delicate tracery of
a window outlined against the sky and the deepest shadows of the
interior. There are, of course, instances which present special
difficulties, as where very violent contrasts are found in close proxi-
mity. Then, again, halation has to be considered and avoided ; but
these cases may be met nearly invariably by a proper choice of
pLates combined with suitable development.
With regard to the sensitive films I for one consider that iodide

of silver is a sine qvA non for interior work. With a plate con-
taining a considerable proportion of iodide, and working as rapidly
as the ordinary run of commercial plates, I have exposed for an
hour directly in front of a window without losing a single thread of
the lace curtains from halation. I need scarcely say that every
precaution was also taken, by "backing" the plate, to prevent
reflection from the back, the iodide serving merely to binder
halation arising chemically in the film itself.

The most common fault in photographs of interiors is excess of
contrast. This lies in the very nature of the subject ; for even leaving
out of the question extreme cases, such as those in which a window
is represented, the contrast between the well- and feebly-illuminated
portions is greater than that met with out of doors. The light, in
fact, coming in through one or more small openings is less diffused
than it is outside, and consequently throws heavier and sharper
shadows.

In the old days of collodion dry plates it was these sudden con-
trasts that formed the stumbling-block ; for, in consequence of the
disproportionate sensitiveness of the films to the diflferently illumi-
nated portions of the picture, it was necessary to expose for the
shadows, giving exposures that too frequently ruined the better-
lighted portions of the picture, no matter how carefully the
development might be effected. But the sensitive gelatine film is

pre-eminently suited to the purpose of rendering these feebly-
illuminated portions of the subject, and the development offers

such a wide margin of treatment that the better-lighted portions
may be readily held in check while the shadows are being coaxed
out.

If we take an ordinary interior subject with the light pi-incipally
behind or on one side of the camera and proceed to develope in the
usual manner—that is to say, with the usual proportions of pyro.,
ammonia, and bromide employed for landscape or portrait work
where the contrasts are less marked—we shall find the following
results, presuming, of course, the exposure to have been sufficient.

First of all the high lights make their appearance and are soon
followed by the middle tones, the better-lighted portions of the
subject coming up in their completeness before the shaded parts and
recesses commence to show any detail. A pause now ensues, so far

;is the production of fresh detail is concerned, during which the
image already formed goes on increasing in density. It becomes
necessary to add more ammonia in order to reach tlie detail in the
shadows ; but this, while it effects the purpose thus intended, adds
still further to the density of the earlier developed portions of the
picture, and by the time the shadows have attained printing value
the higher lights have become too dense. It is, therefore, necessary
to make a compromise of some sort, sacrificing some of the perfection
either of the lights or the shadows.
The result may be modified to a certain degree by developing

more rapidly ; that is, by using a larger proportion of ammonia to
start with, or by reducing the proportion of restraining bromide.
A more harmonious result is thus obtained, but it is at the expense
of crispness and brilliancy. The tendency of rapid development is

to produce a thin, flat image, especially in those parts which have
received the greatest amount of light ; and the consequence ia

degr.adation of the lights and general flatnesa

If, however, we proceed nearly in a reverse direction we shall ob-
tain an entirely different effect, and this is the mode of procedure
I wish to recommend. The plan is to weaken the developer all

round—that is, in all its constituents—but especially in regai-d

to the pyro. and bromide. The result is a slower and more gradual
development, and the production of an extremely thin image which
is incapable of passing a certain point in density. We are thus able,

by continuing the action of this weak solution, to bring out the
finer details without giving undue density to the lights; in fact, we
form a thin, delicate image complete in all its detail, but devoid of

all density.
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Up to this stage the effect of the treatment has been merely to

keep back the density of the lights, without, liowever, destroying

their power of taking on density under more vigorous treatment.

Let it be observed that though I speak of the developer as a " weak
solution," its weakness as a developer is coufiued to its inability to

give density ; its power of produciug detail is great in consequeuce
of the pyro. and bromide having been reduced to a greater extent
than the ammonia. It is, iu fact, if I may use tlie expression,

aii energetic develoi^er restrained by simple dilution instead of

bromide.
At this stage the tliin image produced is capable of intensification

or modification in any desired maimer. The original effect of light

remains nearly unchanged, and under a more robust system of treat-

ment the higli lights possess the property of acquiring density more
rapidly than the less strongly impressed half-tones and shadows.
All that is necessary, then, is to judge the amount of additional
density required by the different portions and to convert the deve-
loper in a well-restrained, density-giving one ; in other words, to

add more pyro. and bromide freely, and ammonia more sparingly,
until the desired effect is gained. Every portion of the already-
developed image acquires greater density, but this occurs in direct
proportion to the original action of light ; and so any degree of con-
trast may be secured by suitably modifying the treatment.
With regard to the modification of the first development : this

will, no doubt, vary with different descriptions of plates ; but as a
guide I will mention the proportions I have found to answer under
my own circumstances. The plates I employ require for ordinary
treatment three grains of pyro. solution, to two ounces of which I
add, to commence development under ordinary circumstances,
equivalent to one-tenth of a grain of bromide and two minims of
strong ammoniii. In the modified development I reduce the pyro.
to one-sixth, the bromide to one-third, and the ammonia to two-
thirds. Or to put it in a tabular form, I use—

Pyro- 1 grain.
Bromide j»
Ammonia i minim.
"^'si' 2 ounces.

In addition to the greater harmony between lights and shadows
produced by this treatment the effect is similar to a great increase
in exposure, owing to the larger amount of detail it is possible to
get out before intensification. I recommend the plan to the readers
of the Journal H. Y. E. Cotesworth.

HE LATE DR. ANGUS SMITH AND THE ELIMINA-
TION OF HYPOSULPHITES.

The death of Dr. Angus Smith, F.B.S., of Manchester, is announced
as having taken place on Monday last, the 12th instant, at Colwyn

Dr. Smith was born near Glasgow in ISlV, educated at the
University of that city, and studied chemistry under Liebig at
Oriessen. His contributions to scientific literature were numerous
and important. Inter alia, he was the first to recommend carbolic
acid as a disinfectant For .several years he was President of the
Literary and Philosophical Society of Manchester

*!. "^wl" ^f^'
186G that Dr. Smith communicated to the world,

through the Photographic Society of Scotland, his discovery of themeans by which the last trace of hyposulphite of soda could beremoved from photographic prints. This he effected by the agency
of peroxide of hydrogen, by which those traces of the fixing salt--
wluch clung with such tenacity to the pores of the paper as to begot rid of only after a degree of washing to which it was not at alltimes possible to subject the prints -were eliminated, in the

the'sul hate'^
converted into another and innocuous body, namely,

T^JfVL^'T'*'^
necessary to observe that a particle of tlie hyposul-

F^vn,rf «V°?''"^"P ,"i,"'"
interstices of the paper as to be

^^nn nf T'^ 1 '"""'"'"'^ ^^^''^'''
'
^"^ *' ^"""t «sist the appli-

cation of a chemical reagent such as the peroxide of hydrogen. This

^nl^hl^r'""'
"' ''^'^""'^

T"*' ""^^ '=°"^^^t^ '"^"y protoxides
into higher oxides and several acids -the hyposulphurous, forinstance-into those of a higher class. Although other substances

l^rTin^r'i*'' P':°P«'-'i«« have since been discovered and made
Zt^ A

''>'-«'=t'.°n-Thypochlorite of lime, alum, and others;
yet

(^ Dr. Angus Smith is due the credit of being the first to poin

oflts'poweTr^iS '^'"°"'"''''^ "' '^^ <=°"'^ ^« '•'^P--' °f

^'
-'

i-j h regretted that the numerous engagements of thiqsavant did not permit of his directing his attention to photogra,,hlc

chemistry to a still greater extent than proved to be the case in his

busy professional life.

COLOURED AND NON-ACTINIC LIGHT.
I DO not think I should have made any remarks on a matter which
may, perhaps, be thought " none of my funeral," had not Mr. H. S.

Starnes referred directly to some experiments, described by me, as

to compounding white light out of only two colours of the spectrum.
Any confusion as to the effects of successively adding or subtractimj
the supposed two colours in plates of glass has been sufficiently-

dealt with editorially, and nothing more need be said about that.

But some confusion of ideas respecting the whole matter seems
very general in some other points, which a few plain words may do
something to clear up.

First of all, I should like urge very strongly a purely practical

suggestion. It is, simply, that everyone who makes experiments or
investigations in connection with this matter at all should do so

with a small direct-vision spectroscope constantly at hand. Such
can be obtained now for a very small sum. The cost even of one
which will divide the two D (sodium) lines is not very great; and
it would more than save its cost in avoiding useless experiments
and in preventing mistaken notions which confuse and throw one
off the track. There is the notion, for instance, that any kind of
light can be " converted" into some other kind.* If it were so—if,

for instance, a red glass made or converted out of white or other
light any more red light than there was before—it is plain that the
spectrum, after passing through the red glass, would show more red
tlian without it. The spectroscope shows that no light is ever
" converted" in this way—that there is not the least shade more
red than before ; and hence people who work with the spectrum
itself as their test never fall into these mistakes. They soon learn,

in a way no reading can teach them, that all colours, except original

coloured flames, are mere residuals after more or less colour has
been absorbed or otherwise taken out. Moreover, one glance
through the prism will show instantly whether or not any given
glass, or paper, or gelatine has the qualities which make it decently
promising for any given purpose.

In the next place : not only is it perfectly possible to compound
a white light out of green and reddish, but for all practical purposes
it can be done by sending the light through coloured glasses. A
room in the front basement of my house has blinds, for privacy,

glazed with lozenge-squares of variously-coloured cathedral glass.

There is no set pattern or order, but the various coloui's are fairly

balanced ; and there is no effect of colour thrown on the floor at all.

Now, in the same way, if we have found, or can find, any sort of

green glass and red glass which answer the required conditions—if

we glaze one side of a lantern with alternate narrow strips of each
colour, and an inch in front of this (by " in front " I mean farther
away from the light) arrange a piece of ground glass still further to

cross and diffuse the coloured rays—we shall have the white light

desired.

Whether it be desirable is the next question, and leads to the
further question of "non-actinic" light. I perceive the notion is

still very general that the so-called "actinism" and visible light are

bound up separately, as it were, in the rays, and can be detached,

so that we may have the " light " without the " actinism." This is

all a mistake. Science, so far, knows nothing but certain periods

of vibration in the ether. Some of these come within visual limit

and some not. Some which are too slow for vision are adapted to

set swinging the heavier atoms of gross matter, and so produce heat.

Some which are too swift for vision set up other motions, which
produce energetic chemical effects. Thus it happens that yellow
light produces very little effect of a chemical (photographic) kind
upon the salts of silver which were employed in early photography,
and so it used to be said they were chemically " inactive." But these

very rays are among the most active in producing vegetable changes,

which are also chemical effects ; and thus every rate of motion lias

its own special aptitudes. f And there is no "non-actinic" light

whatever, as Captain Abuey has shown already.

* In fluorescence, wtiere invisible or infra-violet rays are made to yield visible rays,
there may be thowght to be an exception ; but there is no direct '* conversion" even
there. Vibrations which are too short and quick to be seen set up vibrations in the
atoms of the fluorescent substance, and these ori^nate neiv vibrations which are
within the liniits of vision.

t A familiar illustration may make this a little more clear. We may drop a hammer,
with a nearly flat face and weighing four pounds, from a height of three inches u|K>n
a planed iron surfiice ; the latter will not be appreciably dented. We can calculate,
from the weight, height, and velocity at imimct the exact momentum of the blow,
and we may adjust the blow of a small hannner weighing a-quarter of an ounce so M
to give precisely the same momentum ; but in this case a very conspicuous dent will

1)3 made in the iron. The same mechanical encr^-y applied in rather different form
is adapted to produce very different effects.
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The iieiivest to it would be this, which will show us the next
esseutiiil in systematic experiment:—Suppose we have a bromide
pltte pieparcd in any given manner, and we throw upon it a spec-

trum from (say) the oxyhydrogen flauie : the solar spectrum is un-
suitable, because its dark absorption lines would lead to error; we
must have a foiUinuous spectrum. Giving a fair exposure and
developing, suppose we find in some part of the spectrum a band
which is absolute/// nnavle'i upon : in that case, could we find a
coloured light whose visual spectrum answered to that band utid

no oi/icr we should have what we wanted. iJut even then it would
only be for that particular foruiulii, and the least variation in the

condition of the plate used would do away with the absence of

cliemical action.

It iti doubtful whether any band of absolute no-action could be
found with sensitive plates and good exposure; and, did the
problem jiractically lie in finding such a colour, it would be in-

soluble, ['"ortunately it does nut. There is a wide diflerence in

the aiitoiiiil of chemical action, so that with s/tort exposures nearly
inoperative bauds can be found in the spectrum. And, secondly: it

appeara well-established that some iMall amount of exposure in

preparation is actually essential to sensitiveness itself, though too

much spoils it and causes fog. These two facts make the problem
practicjible, and define and simplify it. We cannot possibly find

"non-actinic" light; we may find that which combines with most
vi.sual power and least visual injury the amount of chemical action

which is desirable, and no more. Obviously we must find this most
quickly and most certainly (1) by finding the least actinic bands in

tlie actual spectrum on the actual plates to be u.sed ; and (2) by
finding, with the prism, coloured glasses or other media which
correspond with these b.inds. Any other method i.s a kind of " hit

or miss " that is sometimes necessary, but which, when better
methods are accessible, is like grojiing in the dark.

Tracing the matter thus, general experience is that red light

beyond a certain wave-length is the least actinic over a wide range
of bromide plates. JJut, in spite of individual opinions, the general'
demand for some other colour, Mr. Ackland's experience as an
oculist, and a variety of other evidence, go to show that the

colour is often painful and generally injurious. And now the
practical problem is of this sort : by adding green of certain wave-
length to it, as suggested by Mr. Starnes, and which is perfectly

practicable in the way above suggested, we can produce white
light wtiich will not be painful or injurious, and gives far more
visual iiower to average eyes. But the green to be added is,

undoubtedly, considerably more actinic than the red. The main
(|uestion, therefore, is simply whether thfe increased visual power
from the aildcd colour will allow of the total light being go far
redwecl as to leave the action on the plate within the allowable
limits. If it do the photographic object is secured ; and, while the
eyes of the operator may not possibly have actually more light to

work by, they will, at least, have it in a better shape and free from
the irritation of the colour. The -same applies to a yellow light

procui-ed by various expedients,* or to any other.

.Such is really the essence of the whole question. " Non-actinic"
light will never be found; the limits of permissible actinism for any
given plates may be found. That is a research with the purpose of
finding quantitative conditions in two directions. But the i-esearch

ought, 1 think, to be carried on systematically, by the methods in-

dicated, if tlie best results are to be reached with the smallest ex-
penditure in material, time, and trouble. Lewis Wright.

ASTRONOMICAL PHOTOGRAPHY IN FRANCE.
Oiii contemporary, La yatitre, had a week ago some interesting re-

marks upon astronomy and photography, and accompanied them by
an engraving from one of the negatives obtained by the French ex-
pedition to observe the solar eclipse last year. "The applications
of photography to scientific research," it says, " multiply daily, but the
results that it h.-is obtjiined, astronomically considered, are especially
remarkable, and the study of the sun, moon, eclipses, and even
the stars have of late years received most valuable aid from it."

The great advantage of photography, as M. Faze says, is to banish
the observer and to replace hLs eye and his brains by a sensitive
plate which receives and fixes the jihenomenon without any need for
his lying in wait for it, gazing at it with piiinful assiduity; and it

further entirely protects it from those erroi-s inseparable from rapid
observations.

_
I think sodium lijjht would he worth cxpciimoiit : and I may remark here that, as

ordinarily vroduecd. it is liy no means pure yellow, whirh niav inlnrc results. Tlirri'
[a eoiisideraMe lilue li^-ht in cither a sjurit or Bunscn flame : and this must lie Bto|i|H;d
lielnre the )K'rforniatK-o of Ihu >cIlow can fairly he judj^ed of.

Describing the mode of taking this pholograpli, La .Yature qnotea
M. Janxsen as follows :

—" ywo largo apjiarat^i carrying eight ca-

meras were prepared for the purpose or studying the question of

intra-Morcurial planets and of the form and extent of the corona.
As to stars and planets of the circumsolar region, these photographs
will require close examination ; but with regard to the corona it

may already be stated that the focal power of the objectiven
employed (eight inches and six inches), and the length of the
exposure, enable us to say that the corona has a much greater
extent than an optical examination would show with eitlier the
naked eye or a lens. Several of our large photographs of tlie sun
are very sharp. They show important details of structure which
will reciuire discussing. The form of the corona was unchanged
during the whole of the totality."

The photograph, which has also been reproduced in the Aimuaire
du /Snreax des Loitgitndes for 1884, has been neither retouched nor
enlarged. It was taken with an eight-inch objective of r20 m.
focus, exposed during the whole of the totality (about five minutes;,
and, as our contemporary justly states, gives promise of a great
future for astronomical photography.

THE LANTERN.
With the long days and light evenings the season for lantern work
may fairly be said to have closed, and the present is, perhaps, an
opportune time for making a few suggestions on the treatment of
lanterns and apparatus. I have seen really first-cla.ss and expensive
instruments, after being a short time in use, in such a condition that
should only be possible supposing they had been employed for
several years. The reason is (to sum it up briefly) " iusutficient

care." One would naturally think that we should not require to be
told that it is necessary to look after that which has cost us a consider-
able amount to obtain ; but, from practical experience in the matter,
I can a.ssure the readers of the Journal that such is the case, and
trust they will accept the following hints with the assurance that
they are given in the best spirit and in the hope that they may
prove advantageous.

All brass-work should be carefully wiped directly after me, so as
to remove finger-marks; for these marks— especially when made
by warm hands— soon eat into and stain the brass, and in the case
of sliding tubes prevent their working properly. In oil lanterns
the lamps should be taken out of the lanterns and carefully drained
of oil, and any spilt oil wiped up with tow or flannel.

Lime light lanterns should liave the jets taken ont, the lime-
holders brushed, and all steel jiarts wiped with a slightly-greased
rag or flannel. The trays should be freed from lime dust, and the
body of the lantern dusted out, so that all crevices may be cleared.
The dissolvera and all stopcocks should be taken out (one at a
time, so as not to get interchanged) and wiped with a greasy rag.

Benzoline is a capital cleanser and also lubricant for parts mucli
corroded. The tin-work should be rubbed over with a piece i>f

cotton wool having a little sweet oil on it, and the wood-work can
be preserved and revived by being gently rubbed with a tuft of
cotton wool inside a soft rag, damped with a mixture of equal parts
of linseed oil and vinegar and half quantity of methylated spirits.

The lenses should be wiped with a soft and clean chamois leather
and then gently warmed and wiped again. After this they should
either be wrapped in a soft leather or done up in tissue-paper fii-st,

and then in brown paper; or a wad of tissue-paper should be placed
before and behind the lenses in their mount If the polished parts
of brass-work are very much marked, then a little rotten-stone and
oil should be put on some cloth and the part polished by rubbing
in the same direction at when made, which will easily be discerned
when looking at it. All telescopic tubes should be polished length-

wise, and care must be taken to remove the flanges and so get ii

gootl movement up and down. All remaining grease, &c., should
be taken off from tubes and edges, so that the brass-work is left

dry and clean. Lacijuered work should only be wiped.
Some finger-marks that resist a dry leather will come ofl" with a

damp one ; but in no case must much force or friction be employed,
as the lacquering will not stand it, and relacqnering is somewhat
expensive. In some instances a rag very slightly oiled will some-
times clean lacquered work nicely; but all must be finally gone
over with a clean, soft rag or leather.

Before placing the instrument away for a long period, see tliat

all parts are thoroughly clean, as explained, and find a dry store-

room in which to place the apparatus. If any doubt be felt about
the only available space, then dry the box and apparatus thoroughly,

ami paste strips of brown paper round the doors, over keybulea,
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&c. Unless sure of the room being kept at a temperature of 40 or

more, then the india-rubber tubing should be taken off before

placing away, and kept in a drawer that is warm, coiled round m a

circle, so as not to get set in bends.

Neither in storing or travelling should any hard substance be

placed loose in the box, as the wood-work and brass mounts soon

get damaged, and it is very easy to wrap up any extra piece of

apparatus in baize, cloth, linen, or even soft paper to prevent harm.

Gas bags should be well rolled out and warmed ; then folded in

their entire breadth into (say) three pai-ts, and carefully wrapped in

brown paper and stowed away on the top of or inside a warm and

dry cupboard. All retorts, puriiiera, &c., should be well cleaned

and thoroughly dried.
, , r

In no case should the leather used for the lenses be employed for

any other purpose, and it ought to be always shaken before use, so

as to remove loose dust. The lenses should also have any loose dust

blown off before wiping. The lanterns would not get injured nearly

as much as they often are if care were taken to turn on the

hydrogen only a little at a time, and mixed with it, hf degrees, the

oxygen.
'

^
G. R. Baker.

THE "HAPPY MEDIUM;" OR, DARK-ROOM ILLUMI-
NATION.

IN THREE CHAPTERS.—CHAPTER III.

Not only have we a choice of colour to suit our individual taste—not

oaly can we choose between a transparent and a translucent medium

—

not only have we at command sunlight and artificial light, but we have

the clioioe of ways by which our light can be made to reach our plate

and our eyes. This opens another most interesting subject. It is per-

fectly certain that light reflected on to a sensitive plate is safer than the

same light shining directly upon the plate, wliiie a light may very

easily shine directly upon a jjlate or be reflected on to it without our

eye being within the influence of the light at all beyond the time when
the light is purposely reflected into our eye—beyond the time, in short;

when we are looking at tlie plate. This arrangement exists ia more

than one studio and amateur's laboratory with which I am acquainted.

I attempt to give a drawing of what I saw in one place in Edin-

burgh, and even my poor sketch explains itself. Here the light does

Opaque Shade. »»* directly strilte the eyes at all,

and the plate can be most carefully

examined without any strain or glare

Plate,

affecting the eye. In another arrangement
the light is cast straight down upon the
plate from the translucent bottom of a
triangular lantern, of which I show a „

~~
'

section. A is the source of light ; a gas
jet, B C, a translucent bottom ; D a glass window, shuttable at plea-
sure, through which the plate can be examined by transmitted light
when required—the plate being developed below B C, and the eye
being opposite the opaque side of the lantern, but able to see the
plate below if the lantern be swung at a proper height. The latter
I saw in the hands of Mr. Wardale, an ingenious Kdinburgh ama-
teur. For comfort and safety to the eye both of these arrange-
ments serve admirably, and the plates under development can be
examined even more satisfactorily than with the glare of the coloured
light shining into the eye. In fact, I mean to adopt both the
methods in my own dark room, and I can give them no higher testi-
monial;

If in spite of all ordinary precautions anyone finds pain or mischief
to arise from sudden emergence from the dark room into brilliant light,
I would further suggest a practice recommended by some writer whose
name I forget, namely, to have in a convenient spot near the dark-room
door a pair of blue or natural tint "goggles." A few moments' wear
of these on first encountering the bright white light would remedy to a
great extent the evil that might arise to weak eyes.

All that I liave yet written on this subject appears disconnected
and rambling, and I only regret that ray conclusion will still leave the
question an open one. But if the question is by its nature an open
one, so it ought to remain ; and I think that within certain limits the
matter should be settled by every man according to his own taste and
manner of working. For my own part I require to examine the plate
very carefully during the earlier and latest stages of development—
during the period when the image first comes up—in order to determine
what steps 1 shall have to take later, and, when development is almost
complete, in order to be prepared to stop the process at the proper
moment,

I have, therefore, determined how much red light I can nse for a
certain time transmitted by a certain medium without danger to my

plate. Of that quality of light I use the utmost safe quantity in ordi-

nary circumstances, shading niy plate entirely from light when I am
not examining it. When a more protracted development and more
careful, freiiuent, and prolonged examination is required, I simply add
to my ruby glass a yellow one. If 1 liked the yellow-green light 1

should act precisely in a similar manner. In a strong light, or during

a protracted examination of the plate, I should add to my yellow

window a layer of medium over and above what I found requisite under
average circumstances.

1 intended to finish these remarks at this stage, but I have just seen

two articles in the Journal of to-day's issue (ivtth April). I came upon
Mr. Starnes's remarks first, and 1 was as much "flabbergasted" as

puzzled until I reached the editorial postscript to the chapter. Mr.
W. H. Harrison's remarks, however, are more or less /)' n trorati : though
some seem to "go without saying," some to be doubtful, and some
totally contrary to my theories on light matters. Mr. Harrison "comes
in like a lion" with (A) "Daylight should never be used," &c. His
chief reason is that it is "enormously rich in actinic rays," &c. Illu-

mination and actinism are more or less inseparable, and I find daylight

not perceirtibly richer in actinic force, in i>''opor(ion to IKinninafiii'j

poiri'i; than artificial light, so I simply use less daylight than I should

candle light. For my own part I always use daylight, though I have
many kinds of dark-room lamps. When I have great numbers of

negatives to develope I rise with the sun, but never develope by the

gas. The same remarks may apply to bis B, and even to C. If a

translucent screen be used more light is required ; but I am willing to

admit that to some persons a diffused light is more pleasant.

As to Mr. Harrison's jjropoaition J) I speak with some diftidcnce,

for I have not worked it out. His theory appears to be that light

thrown on a plate at an angle of (say) .")0' tends to fog it. But, a-i

Mr. Harrison says, light cast at an angle of (say) 40' is reflected into

space from the surface of the developing solution. Well, is that not

simply light lost, so far as seeing the plate is concerned? If not, I

have misuiulerstood Mr. Harrison. I agree with Mr. Harrison so far

that the lantern should be large enough to illuminate the entire room

;

but, as I said before, I recommeud that the eyes shoulil be shaded from

anything like direct light proceeding from the radiant. Even with

translucent filtering media the difi'usion is not perfect. F seems to me
partly a truism and partly incomplete. I could suggest a safer than

his "safest," by substituting for his "a yard" my own "a mile." If

he mean that, when using a light not altogether to be trusted in

ordinary oases, it is advisable not to approach too close to the liglit

until it is necessary to do so, then I am entirely with him.

Mr. Harrison, under (i, says no two coloured screens of the same
material should be used in the window of one lantern. In detail he

says this proposition " needs no defence." He partly saves himself by

the words " by its colour." But the bare proposition G needs more
defence than is likely to bo forthcoming. Does Mr. Harrison mean to

say that a glass flashed with ruby on both sides is no better than

a (.dass singly flashed ? If he do mean that I must refer him to the

editorial remarks on part of Mr. Starnes's paper. Or does Mr. Harrison

insist that a single screen of a certain colour must of necessity filter out

the whole of any particular class of rays'; If Mr. Harrison filter

a solution once, does he never by any chance repeat the operation with

a second filter? or does he never use a double filter paper for the first

operation? That a double thickness of any material stops a certain

amount of light no one will deny, but that a double filter of rays

or anything else can do no more than a single one is a statement that

will require very able defence indeed.

Mr. Harrison's concluding proposition is worthy of respect on account

of its boldness—how much further I do not take upon me to say. Even
Mr.Debenham—thechampionof green light in combination with yellow

—

has not, so far as I know, made a statement so sweeping in its applica-

tion or so emphatic in its phraseology as Mr. Harrison's H. ilr.

Debenham has, no doubt, his reasons for recommending his shades of

green ; but Mr. Harrison says the blue rays of light must be " sharjfly
"

cut oft' for developing purposes. Has Mr. Harrison really found a green

that, either alone or in combination with any pale yellow material, will

cut off "sharply" or otherwise all the blue rays? If my two spectro-

scopes are to be trusted, 1 have not yet discovered any such combina-

tion, and many have been my examinations of various substances

brought before me in these columns and by private individuals. As an

argument against red or yellow rays Mr. Harrison adduces two state-

ments of his own, of whioli one is—that if fields and forests were all of

these hot colours we should all soon be blinded. I take it that our eyes

are subjected constantly to much greater heat than is produced by

colour, and yet I for one claim to have pretty fair eyesight. But I

have no mind to take up further space, and I shall conclude by stating

as succinctly as possible my ideas on the subject we have on hand. I

have commented on Mr. Harrison's paper partly because it is a strong

and able defence of its writer's principles, and partly because it happened

to come before me as I was writing on the subject. All I wish to do is

to protest against any rules being laid down by one person for another

on matters whicli, in my opmion, depend on taste.

The media most iu vogue at present are ruby glass with or without

yellow, and with or without dirtnsion, combinations of green and

yellow, and the greenish-yellow of canary medium. To these I may
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a ill papyii of vai'ioiis oraHjjo colours, oiled ami plain. Lot tlio photo-
graplicr take the ono of these that he likes best, try his most sensitive

filatcs under the most crucial tests likely to be required, use the most
ight he can with safety, pay his money, and--" take his choice !"

Andkew Pri.vgle.
«

PHOTOGRAPHERS AND SITTERS.
[A coiiiiiiunioaiioii to the Kdinburgh Photographic Society.]

I'rioTdKiiAriiv bemj; a comparatively recent art, the photographer

—

l)erhap3 much oftcner than in other professions—is still found to be a

man ulio did not begin his business life in acquiring a rudimentary
knowledge of it in youth. In a large number of instances ho will be
found to have come from some other Held of industry, and no doubt
this will always more or less hold. So far as I have observed, no
particular trade or profession has more largely than another been
relintiuished for the camera; but it has attracted all sorts of votaries,

varying much in their capabilities. But time goes on, and, while much
remains the same, wo find in the ordinary course of things new
conditions arise.

Kapid changes in our art soon make the past grow old. The collodion

age, with its capricious baths and laborious manipulations, has jjrac-

tically passed away, so that the present generation only know part of

the troubles and difficulties of earlier workers. Many of us know
nothing of them, and tlie rising generation will read of them as ancient
history, while doleful tales could be told of these old troubles ; but I

forbear, except to make one reference. One of our most eminent
members, whose experience goes back to daguerrotype times, related to

me the other evening how he had once been driven to the verge of dis-

traction through a mysterious spotting of his plates a few hours after

they were taken. He was harassed for days and night? to find the

cause, till at last, .about two o'clock one morning, his sleepless mind hit

upon a probable explanation. Ho immediately left his restless bed,

went straight to the studio, and found he was right. It was a very
simple matter, and so do all our old vexations seem wiien they are past

;

but we may never cry too loudly, for we are seldom very far out of the
wood. In proof of this I may just mention that, at our last meeting,

a member who makes capital gelatine emulsion was describing how he
had come to grief with something like pinholes in his plates, and was
quite balHed to discover the cause. So it goes round. Old faults are
overcome, while with the adviinoe of processes new troubles arise and
task our patience and carefulness. Perhaps it is better that this should
be ; but I need not moralise upon the uses of adversity, as photo-
graphers have some acquaintance with them.

I iiavc just used the designation " artist" without staying to inquire
concerning its suitability, and I think you must all be quite satisfied that
more than enough has been written and spoken upon the <(uestion

whether it be proper or not to apply it to the photographer. The seduc-
tiveness of the word to many, doubtless, lies in its desirable associations.

In the atmosphere of the Edinburgh Photographic Society—which I

suppose is the largest in the world—we occupy a pretty favourable
position from which to form a general idea of the class of men composing
our onler, both profoesional and amateur ; and, visited aa we are from
many quarters by gentlemen of distinguished position in the art, I

think a favourable impression must prevail iis to the fraternal interest

commonly manifested in what relates to the objects for which we seek
association.

In reference to the subjects upon whom we operate (for the somewhat
anatomical term "operator" is in familiar use amongst us) many have
been the published hints and suggestions oft'ered to gentlemen in our
profession as to how best to treat their sitters artistically — not
customers, mark you; that would not be a ijroper term, for photo-
graphers have no customore. Wo all know that certain words are
appropriate, or the reverse, as the subject varies to which they are
applied. It is not for a moment permissible to think of Sir Frederick
Lcighton speaking of his sitters as his customers. That style of sijcech
belongs to other, though not less worthy, folks, such as cotton kings
and merchant princes—in common, however, with sweeps, costermon-
gors, and an infinite number of other legitimate callings which the law
of usage has embraced in the matter. But the photographer—very
high on the one hand and very humble on the other—for some occult
rcasoD, probably the same that rules the Royal Academy, has never
ioiiio under this latter rule— never to my knowledge. He was a very
imid man at first, I believe, and did not for .some time speak of his
tudio; but the idea rapidly grew upon him, for his is an eminently
rogressive mind, and so from modestly speaking of his ski/l!ght—lor
iiich see his ancient advertisements—he now alludes without any
lisitation, aa he is properly entitled to do, both to his studio and his
"/' ri, sittoi-s and portraiture being associated as indissolubly as doctors
ail patients. Another word is indeed sometimes used wlicn we are
tikiu" very line "shop"—I refer to rJknlHr ; but its use, though per-
fctly legitimate, is still select, and perhaps exclusively employed in our
lilratnro Jis yet.

'owover, be they called "sitters," or by any other term, a good
det has been written as to the most artistic manner of treating them
wit a view to the production of pleasing and successful portraits.
Mav very good and useful things have Ijocn said, and much that is of

no practical use to anybody. But, while thankful for a er>od hint, of
course every man ha? an individuality of his own, and in his own hooae
will more or less make that felt, managing his own affairs in his own
way. It is one of the cliarms of life that we are not all of one uniform
pattern. A compelled dead level in human works and ways would be
uninteresting and dei)rcssing. It is well that a man's work should bear
his own stamp—that being as excellent as possible.

It is tlio case, generally speaking, that a person who steps into a
studio for the purpose of having a portrait taken does so in what may
be called a "smiling frame of mind." The idea is commonly looked
upon more or less aa a sort of joke, or at least something that is alluded
to with a smile, and as if the proposal nee<led just the faintest approach
to an apology. Whenever this is observed—and it will be often- it

should be accepted as the keynote to what intercourse may follow.
Other sitters come in serious moods. Partings and unhappy events
bring business as well as joyful occasions. Death itself at times de-
mands our services, and thus we do not always work under the most
favourable or cheerful circumstances.

If, as Pope says, " the proper study of mankind is man," perhaps in

this matter of portrait-taking we, who are engaged in it, see as con-
siderable a share of tlie human nature about us as most people who
serve the great British public; and while comparing one class with
another, and noting diflferences in the manifestation either of weakness
or of general social culture, we find there is a wonderful family likeness
running through it all, and to the thoughtful man it is most instructive.

Some studios, of course, invite, in the very nature of things, certain
classes. In some the comp.iratively poor man is never seen, and in

others, again, the aristocrat is a mm ttrh, or unknown. The experience
of these two extremes in many respects are very different, and both
present advantages or difficulties of treatment peculiar to themselves.
The better classes, without question, are, for example, more refined in

feature, and, of course, much better dressed. The sanctity of the
ivstlietio hangs about them all, all of which are distinctly great
advantages and aids towards successful portraiture. The educated f.acc

in any class lias generally an indication or suggestion of something
superior behind it. Low caste or very unintelligent features do not
attract the interest of any one, save it may be as a study of physiognomy.
But there is another and very valuable aid afforded by the better class

of sitters: they more easily assume a graceful or picturesque pose.
The habits of good society powerfully lend themselves to this, and
there is less failure through awkwardness in disposing of the hands
than in the commoner classes of society. Any one who has had a little

experience in the profession will readily appreciate these things as
matters of fact.

Apart from the question whether a portrait has pleased the sitter or
not—for that is a matter distinct by itself—picturesqueness, elegance,
and attractiveness are all often secured in a portrait without any but
the minimum expenditure of skill and tact on the part of the artist

when the subject is a favour.^ble one. Perhaps the professionals into
whose hands this superior grade of subject usually falls may not be
(£uite willing to admit much on this score which would at first sight
seem to lessen their artistic capabilities, but there is no necessary con-
nection. .Subjects vary immensely in the facilities they afford for good
composition, and so on; and I l)elieve it will be agreotf that it actually
demands from everyone more tact and knowledge of effect to make a,

passable picture of a commonplace subject than of one of a higher
type. That, I think, ought to be obvious at a glance. I do not now,
of course, refer in any degree to ijenre pictures, where, in the very
excess of the homely, rags and dirt even may be made to look delight-

ful
;
just as (to take an illustration from a different kind of subject) a

picture of a cottage (say) taken when it was built may be extremely
commonplace, but when it lias been vacated by its last tenant, and the
hand of nature, with its inimitable touch, has pulled its walls awry,
dilapidated its roof, and generally tinted it over with its own glorious
colours, then it has become, as by a witching process, a thing of

beauty. A beggar could not sleep in it, yet might its art presentment
adorn a palace.

Perhaps I may be permitted to touch briefly on a few of the
characteristics and odd points occasionally met with in sitters in our
everyday practice. Popular ideas about portraiture, as about many
other things, are often erroneous. Among these I would mention, for

example, the notion conimouly entertained that the photographer will

do all that is required himself. "He knows best, and so he does
doubtless ; but Giles and his sweetheart go into the studio as nearly as
possible in the character of lay figures. They have an honest rcsolvo

to be docile in order to get a good likeness, but wanting in intelligent

conception how to assist to this end. This sitter is probably more
frequently found in the shape of the country cousin than the town one,

but they come from all (juarters. When the lay-figure sitter is taken
to be poseil his distressing condition is most vexatious and trying, ami
it taxes the artist, who had better smile and bear it, to get him by any
kind of artful byplay to feel at his ease and to relax the rigidity of bis

muscles ; but no one unacquainted with the actual fact in extreme
coses could fairly credit how ditlicult is the task. The sitter is gently
inclined a little to this side or to that, and he mechanically obeys with
all the elegance of a leaning chimney-pot. But there is one grand
feature al>out this man : be never asks for credit—unlike my Lord
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Hcavyniaslier, wlio may give a world of trouble, ami to whom the idea

of cash payment is " bad form.

"

When a portrait is criticised and condemned, the difliculty of the

subject is seldom considered. It is the operator who is blamed
;
and

that he is often enough at fault I suppose none of us will deny, but in

many instances he may do his best and fall short of all he could wisli.

It is not sufficiently understood by many that whatever peculiarity of

expression is worn during the sitting that must be reproduced in the

photograph, such as tight-set lips or elevated eyebrows. Nor, again,

is the effect of certain little covert movements, sometimes indulged in,

correctly reckoned upon. Miss Joues, for instance, stands pleasantly

as placed, and all seems finally arranged for the moment of remo\'ing

the cap, -nhen she executes a little maiuouvre on her own account by

shifting a hand or rearrangiug something that has not been to her

mind exactly, which may turn out all rigdit, but is quite as likely to

be all wrong. In this same connection sitters will occasionally allo«-

themselves to be posed with tlie head-rest ; but having a dislike to its

use, from the impression that it makes them look " stiff," they (luietly

remove their heads from it at the moment of exposure, and by so

doing generally expose their having done so.

Ladies very generally miscalculate the effect of primmUiij the month.

That feature is one over which, after a comparatively early age, they

manifest a great solicitude, and it is precisely ou account of this

anxiety where the danger arises of a slight distortion. I need scarcely

remark that it almost invariably takes the form of contraction. I

make these remarks out of a deep respect for them, and a desire to see

tliem fairly represented. But the -weakness is not exclusively confined

to one sex, for I have seen fellows witli moustaclies do it. How sitters

can ever forget, or not imagine, that, in the strain after an effect, tlie

strain itself will be visible in the portrait is diflicult to account for;

but it is as common as portrait taking.

Another great blunder made is to suppose that the more unconcerned

and indifferent one looks the better it will be. Under tliis impression

we all get visitors who want to be taken with their legs aud arms

sprawled over the place, or they dump themselves down in a heap

before the camera in defiance of every grace or form of gesture that has

been known to man.
Again : we have a visitor who had once been young, and it may be

blooming, Avho, after looking at various styles of work, will, in con-

clusion, point to some pretty girl's portrait, aud, apparently oblivious

of any difference in the original, gives us a commission to "take me
just like that." How is it possible in these circumstances to explain

the impossible, even in the most gingei'ly-choscn terms ? It is better to

do your best and leave the rest to fate, which is often very kind.

Vvhat I have said has had reference to studio work, TIJiere are other

phases equally fruitful of remark, and I might have gone on to draw
thus upon photograpliic memories and experiences; but enough, I

think, has been said to make good the title of my remarks this evening.

I have recapitulated a few of our difficulties aud business characteristics,

aud the purpose they may servo may he regarded as merely relieving

our severer studies and technical discussions. I api^reliend that in our
meetings the lighter as well as the more weighty matters of the law
legitimately find a place, with the double object in view, understood if

not expressed, that our friendship socially, as well as our advancement
photographically, might be fostered and increased.

G. G. Mitchell.

ON LENSES.*
A NKw departure was made by .Steinheil in January, 1867, when he
introduced the lens which he called "aplanatic." I think it only
just to cxjjress my belief that photograpliic history will accord a
place to the genius displayed in the various introductions of tSteinheil

only second to that of Petzval. The peculiarity of this lens consisted
in the glass of which it was composed being of two kinds of flint

—

light and heavy—instead of crown aud flint as previously. By this

Steinhcil's "Aplaii&tift" Lene, rapid tonn

meant it wa« possible to so far reduce the spherical aberration that a
much larger aperture could be employed than with any previous

' Concluded from pa(,'c 297

Stcinlicil's wide-aiiglo "aiilaiiiitics.''

The landscape aud wide-angle aplanatics b;

Stehihcil's "yroup
aiitiplaThatic'

cemented photogiMphic combination. This lens, with a iioMer of light un-

equalled in any previous combination, except, of course, the portrait lens,

liad its field considerably flattened, and embraced a rather wide angle.

The instrument is symmetrical —that is, the back and front are alike.

The lens has had the sincerest flattery bestowed upon it in the manner

in which it has been imitated by all the leading photographic opticians

Differences of work-
manship, of course,

iuHuence the results

produced by different

makers, but it is very

doubtful whether any
improvement has
arisen from any little

variations from the

original calculations

that may have been
adopted l)y any par-

ticular iminnfacturer.

the same optician have met witli similar flattering treatment by otlier

makers, though not, perhaps, to so gi-eat an extent.
We now come to another lens of .Steinlicirs which is as yet scarcely

known in this_ country. It is, or, rather, they arc—for there are two
distinct varieties—called the "antiplanatic." One of them, called the
"group antiplanatic," consists of two cemented combinations set so

closely together as only just to allow of tho
insertion of the diapiiragm. Tho front lens is

of sliorter focus than that of the whole com-
bination. The back lens, when looked through
diagonally, diminishes very powerfully and
leugtheus out tlie side pencils of light projior-
tionally. By this means the field is mucli
flattened, aud the spherical aberration is so
far remedied that it has au angular aperture
giving a rapidity about ecjual to what would
be No. iJi on the universal system—less than
half that of au ordinary rapid portrait lens.

No doubt it will work better with rather a
smaller opening, but for large portraits it

is seldom, if ever, desirable to use a stop

giving more rapidity than No. .3 ; and with our modern rapid plates

smaller stops than this are generally employed. For ordinary por-

trait use it seems to me to be a very suitable iustrnnieut. However, 1

sliould judge tliat it is rather a diflicult and expensive instrument to

construct; but, unless other makers are deterred by these considera-

tions, 1 should l>y no means be surprised to find it largely adopted as a

model.
The so-called "portrait antiplanatic" has the back elements sepa-

rated like that of I'etzval ; but, like

the group antiplauatic and the or-

thoscopic, the back as a whole is

negative. Astigmation lias been
wonderfully got rid of; but there
is an amount of curvature of field

which renders it unfit for working
upon a large field, for which, how-
ever, it is not intended.

Lenses thei'e are—and very good
ones, too, some of tliem—bearing
other names than those
mentioned, aud some
grapher may think tliat

omitted sjieaking of his

strument. If he will careful!'

examine that instrument, lio^'-

ever, it is jirobable that he will find it included in one of the tyjis
described. AVhere the difference is not marked, and tlic particH^r
details of construction have not been published, it could not ue
expected that they should be here specified.
Having now gone througli these types, the question arises— " Whs is

the best Tens to use for any particular purpose ?" To say that for ryid
portrait work the Petzval form still holds its own, and that for Ind-
scape—when rapidity is not required—the old single view lens is ard
to beat, seems to suggest that no improvement has taken place ivtliin

the last forty years. It is, however, in lenses for other purposesthat
improvements have taken place. If it be desired to obtain the nost
perfect delineation of any particular subject, including nea- and
distant objects, irrespective of size of picture, that will bt l;est

secured by a lens of short focus. If it be desired to cover a citain-
sized plate, and there be a latitude in the amount of snbjectto be
included, or in the distance from which it may be photogiphcd,
choose a lens of long focus. This is particularly the case with nstan-
taneous views, where a small stop cannot be employed, aud f^' these
reasons :—The field of a lens such as must be used is always iirvtd.
Now, the longer the focus the larger is the curve, and a lin of any
given length— tho side of the plate—will lie nearer to thfcireum-
fcrcnce of a large circle than of a small one. Tho views of achts in

I have
photo-
1 have
pet

Stciiilieil's *' portrait antiplanatic."
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11 sail iww shown were taken with a SteinlicU npUnatic of about

\oiiteou iiicUes fuciis. The lougtli of tho plate is about one-half that

of the focus.

For portraiture, for the same reasons, flatness of the curve of delini-

tion, less departure from the focal plane, auJ tho use of as long a focus

lens as will take ihe subject of tho required size, will conduce to tho

general sharpness of the result. An occasional objection to the use of

a long-focus lens for portraiture is that in certain weather, especially

in towns, the fog or illuminated smoky atnidsphore between the lens

and the sitter, destroys the brightness of tho image, and the nearer the

subject can be approached, the less this is felt.

For copying itat surfaces, to avoid the curved field the longer the

focus the hotter, and 1 think that fur this purpose a lens might be

introduced having its normal field—that for parallel rays— convex.

Astigmatiou and spherical aberration might abound, but stopping

down would do a great deal to get ri<l of these evils, and for even

delineation all over tho picture, it is better to be in a rather bad focus

than to be a long way out from a very good one. For arohitecural

subjects there are to choose from, the Hatter curves of the modern
lenses nuide upon tho synmietrical aplanatic plan, and the rounder

curves of t!io earlier lense.<s that have been described. For very wide

angles the rounder curves have an advantage in transmitting more

li"ht towards the edges of the field, as it strikes tlie lens nearly at

right angles, and so le.-'S is lost by reflection. The flatter lenses,

however, have less spherical aberration, and thus permit of a larger

diaphragm being nsed ; but when a very wide angle is desired—unless

in the case of an interior, or with the sides of the subject advancing

considerably—a small stop is absolutely necessary for good definition.

In addition to the panel portraits taken with the single (Jrubb lens,

I have here some of the same size taken with the Steiuheil aplanatic,

and some promenades with a very similar instrument—the euryscope

of Voigtliiuder. Heie are also phot(igraphs of a sitter with accessories

and scenic background, taken with eight diU'ereut lenses without

altering the position of the camera. These were all worked with

apertures No. 3 on the universal system, and it will be seen that there

is little difference in tho results when thus brought to the same level.

The lenses are portrait lenses by two good makers—a euryscope, a

I'rcnch lens ou the 8teinheil aplanatic pattern, an antiplanatic portrait,

and an antiplanatic group, both, of course, by Steinheil. Here are

also some scenes taken by Mr. Haddon with a euryscope of eight

inches focus. Although the plates are nearly of the same length as the

focus of tho lens the definition is remarkably good. Of course, when
this angle is included a small stop is used. W. F. Debexiiam.

Aililirmlum.—I liave been requested by a member to state how to

calculate the focus of two lenses when combined in a doublet. Make
the focal length of each lens the denominator of a fraction whose
numerator is unity, and add. To those unaccustomed to arithmetical

calculations an example may make it clear. Say that two lenses—one

of twelve-inch and the other of ten-inch focus— are to be combined.

Add ,'» to ,'j by bringing them to a conmion denominator; that is,

.fW + 8% = CO- Now reverse the fraction—^J — 5f^—and the lens is

found to have a focus of 5^,, or just under five and a-half inches. If

one of the lenses be a concave the operation is similar. Let the convex
lens be of five inches focus and the concave one six inches negative.

Then \ -
I,
~

i'n
-

:rti
= as-

'^^^ compound has a focus of thirty

inches. Separating the lenses will make a dift'erence in the result, hut

not to an extent likely to mislead the photographer who wishes to pro-

vide himself with a set of lenses of different length of focus.—W, E. D.

Hkn
Mull

RECENT PATENTS.

PATENT APPLIED FOR.
No. 7,3().5.

—" Improvements in Photographic Shutters or Caps." Wu
KNBv Marshall, watchmaker and ojrtician, Scarborough, Yorks.

—

William
Dated

18»4.

Appabaits for TocoHDJa Up Photocbaphic Pictures, &o.

The following is the provisional specification communicated by J.

(iEK.><BEKUKN' and La Societe Geruzett Fheres, of Brussels, Belgium :

—

The after touch on photographic jiictures consi^^ts in the attenuation of

the ruKosity of the skm prod\iced by transparencies on the negative, as

well as unpleasant prominences on the face.

A skilful toucher up will then join in the just appreciation of the relative

value of the lights and shades a great delicacy of the hand in order not to

excee<l the object.

According to this invention an electro toucher up is produced which
mechanically produces a fine dotting by the vibration of the armature of an
electro magnet carried on a jHjncil. All that is necessary is to place lightly

this Litter, on the part of the proof the opacity of whicli is to be increased
to obtain a good result, without fearing, wliat often happens, a too-

prondnent or pronounced touching, thereby destroying tho anatomy of tho

face.

It will 1)0 easily understood from what has Iw^n said that the electric

vibrations arc regidar. The work will be thus divested from the nervous
influence of the person doing it. It will be much more correct and mote
regular, Ijcsiides the rapiility of execution will Ije increasr^ to a very great
degree.

The nijparatus is c<MniK)scd of a bed consisting of a cupboard or case for

containuig the electric piles. On the top of this bed a support is provided

carrying a balanced rod having counterivcight and regulating screw; at

the other end of this balance is «u»i)entled, by means of a string, fln electro

retoucher. This latter receives the electric current by means of a flvxiblo

connection having two conductors coming from an ajwrture formed in the

to|) of the l)ed ; on this same bed is placed a connnutator to distribute uioro

or less of the power desired to be given to the electric current.

it will be undcratood that when an electric current is brought into the

electro magnet its armature will oscillate and will cause a block or stock to

vibrate in a corresponding direction to which the pencil carrier is fitted,

which is retained by a movable spring giving flexiljility to it; the i>encil

carrier slides in a tube, in which is held, by means of a ring, a helical spring

carrying a md, one end of which is fitted in the head of the [wncil carrier.

A collar is provided witli a screw, serving to regidate the course of the

()encil; the tube itself carries a jiencil carrier, in which the \»nc\\ is placed.

The ixmcil or lead is held by a screw. It will be understood that by these

combinations the pencil will sharply and lightly puncture.

In order to give greater facility in the movement of the apparatus a
bridle is jointed to tlie points; that is to say, to its point of contact with

the electro retoucher and to its connection with the su»[jen«ion spring.

There is a regulating screw on the armature provided with a 6i>ring for

obtaining or producing by its vibration the rapid puncturing movement.
The pencil carrier may be balanced in a tube having at its end a tail piece,

against the bend of which a i)rojecting piece fitted to the end of the arma-
ture strikes. By this means the iwncil oscill.ites from top to bottom to give

strokes instead of dots or punches.
A small spring is placed inside the tube and bears on the i>encil carrier

to push the latter upwards when the armature goes towards the bottom.

The jiencil carrier oscillates (m a ring traversed by a pivot.

The invention may also be ai)plied as a tool for cngravei-s.

IjlI'KOVKMKNTS IN AND RkLATINC TO THE AliT OF OBTAINIXO BT PhOTO-
(;bai'HY Dekintte Photographs to he Used ix the Prodwtion of
Tvpockaphic Blocks and in the Art of Photolitho<;baphy asd
Like Arts. By Messrs. Brown, Barnt:s, and Bell, of Liverpool.

Our invention has for its object to produce definite photographs broken
up into dots, lines, or grains, so that they can be used in the production

of typographic blocks by the art of photo-etching and like arts, and can
also be used in the art of photolithography and like arts.

In the practice of our invention we proceed as follows :—We take what
is known as a photographic transparency of the object or picture ; we prefer

that tliis transparency shall be as clear a transparency as possible when
seen by transmitted light, and such a transparency can be obtained by pro-

cesses well known in the art of photography. Having obtained such trans-

parency we place the same >ipon a lined or hatched background, s\ich as a
sheet of white paiier, having a lined or grained surface, or a stippled cross

hatched or like surface printed or drawn thereon. Any material having
such a lined or stippled surface, or effect, or variety of effect, may be used

as the background for the transparency. The lining, graining, or stippling

of the background may also be varied to suit the picture or object and its

surromidines, so that portions of the background may be lined and portions

stippled. Having so backed the transparency when viewed by reflected

light, the picture of the object can be fairly seen broken up into dots, lines.

or grains of the backing showing through the half-tones and clear parts of

the trivnsparent picture when viewed by reflected light. In attaching or

fixing ou the face of such transparent photographs the lined, grained,

or stippled surfaces, or backing before described, we do not always confine

ourselves to a single sheet of the said surface or backing contaming one
design only, but we sometimes make combinations by placing in various

parts of tho transpivrent photograph suitably cut-out portions of various

and differing sheets of lined, dotted, or stippled material, so as to produce

a varied and harmonio\i8 variety of background suitable to the subject

under manipulation. Again, in preparing a suitable backing to combine
with the transparent photograph we prepare the backing by hand, or by
mechanical manipulation in an artistic manner best suited to the subject or

object. Having so prepaied and backed the transparency, we take from
the transparency so prepared and backed a definite photograph on paper,

glass, gelatine, or other sensitised material. This definite photograph has

the photograph of the transparency broken up into lines, dots, or grains by
the backing. The definite photograph Is thus in a condition to l>j used in

the production of tyimgraphic blocks by the art of photo-etching and the

like arts, and is also suitable to be used in tlie art of photolithography and
like arts.

Another method of producing a definite broken up or divided photograph,

having dots, lines, or grains according to our invention, consists in covering

the sensitive plato in the camera with a material such as net work, or with

a photograph on glass, or other tr.ansparent medium, of lines, grains, or

stipples, or cross hatched lines, fine or coarse according to the nature of the

result reouired. The photograph on the sensitive plate will then Ix.' broken

up into tne dots, fines, or grains which are photographed simultaneously

with the object on the sensitive plate. We thus produce direct a definite

photograph broken up and divided into dots, Unes, or grains, and in the

condition to be used in the production of tyi>ographic blocks by the art of

phiito-etching and the like arts, and also suitable to bo used in the art of

piioti lithography and like arts. When required we complete such photo-

graph by hand manipulation, removing or adding dark or light (lortions,

after the manner known in the art of photography as "retouching."'

By another nu'thod, according to our invention, to produce a typo-

graphic bhick wo proceed as follows :—We take a transparent photugT«|ih

of the picture or object, and we Like a transi>arent photograph of grains,

lines, or stii)ple8 ; and we prepare a plate, or block of anc, or other

suitable metal with bitumen, or other subetanco that will give a sensitive

surface to the zinc or other metal. We then place the photo^aph of the

picture or object and the photograph of the lines, dots, or stipples befon-

siwkvn of over tho 8ensitiii«d ziuc or other metal, and print by light iu the
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usual way, and thus we produce the picture in dots, grains, or lines upon
the surface of the zinc or other metal. We then develope the picture, and
subject the plate or block to the process of photo-etching in the usual way.
Having upw particularly described and ascertained tlie nature of our

said invention, and in what manner the same is to be performed, what we
claim is

—

First. The method substantially as herein set forth of producing from
half-tone pictures and photographs, photograi)hs to be used in the produc-
tion of printin^^ surfaces.

Second. The method substantially as herein set forth of producing in the
camera and direct from an object photographs to be used in the production
of printing surfaces.

Third. The method substantially as herein set forth of producing photo-
griiphs upon sensitised surfaces of metal, such as zinc, to be used in the
production of printing surfaces.

Rotary Stands fob Exhibitixo Photographs, &c. A communication
by C. A. Schmidt, New York, U.S.A.

The object of this invention is to provide a new and improved rotary
sample stand, for exhibiting samples of embroidery, photographs, pictures,
or any other articles.

The app.iratus consists of a reel-shaj)ed frame, constructed of a ijair of
discs fixed to the ends of a tubular body and tied together by rods, the
said frame being mounted to rotate on a verticle spindle, rising from a
suitable foot into the tubular body of the rotary frame. Between the to[)

and bottom discs of tiiis rotary frame skeleton frames or wings suited for
holding the photograph or other article to be exhibited are loosely pivoted
by their upper and lower inner corners, the said pivots being received in
corresiwnding sockets near the edges of the discs. The said frames are
easily removable from the central frame, and the hitter may be made with-
out the central tubular body above referred to, the lower disc turning on
the spindle, and the upper disc having a downwardly projecting central
pivot, which is received in a corresponding socket in the top end of the
spindle or standard.
The central frame in which the wings are moimted, and from which they

stand out on all sides, can be rotated by a clock-train contained in a casing
Ijeneath the central frame and gearing therewith, or by any other suitable
motor or by hand. A spring is mounted on auy fixed support so as to project
in the way of the wings or frames, so that when the stand is rotated the
outer end of each wing or frame will strike against said spring and be thereby
detained so that the sample upon the face of the wing can be distinctly
seen. Or a U-shaped spring may be provided having small rollers at its

ends which project in the path of the lower edges of the wings or frames,
said spring being fixed to the standard beneath the rotary part of the
frame and having its vertical shanks passing through guides in fixed bracket
arms.

If the frame be turned around rapidly, the centrifug.al force will swing the
wings outward, and their lower edges will strike the rollers on the ends of
the spring and will press the latter downward, thus permitting the wings to
pass ; but if any two wings are to be held open when the frame does not
revolve, the rollers hold the wings.

(Ir a spring wire coiled to increase its elasticity and liaving its ends
secured to the standard is bent to a semicircular form, and so placed as to
l)ress against the lower edges of the wings and hold them in whatever
iwsition they may be placed, the friction not, however, being sufficient to
prevent the revolving of the rotary frame. Or a flat ring or segment of a
ring is applied in the same position, and is carried on fixed arms by sockets
sliding on the upwardly turned ends of the said arms, and is pressed up
by coiled sjOTngs upon said arms.
The construction can be further modified in various different ways, but

in all cases the rotary frame carrying the wings is combined with a spring
for holding one or more wings open.
Samples of embroidery, uriholstery goods, knitted goods, dry goods, hard-

ware, cutlery, &c., can be held on the wings by suitable bands, or can be
cemented to the same. The rotary frame can carry any desired number of
wings according to the size of the apparatus.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Date of Meoltng, 1 Name of Society. Place of Meeting.

May 20
j
Bolton Club The Studio, Chancery-lane.

Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street.
Maaona' Hall, Basinghall-street.

„ 21 Photographic Club
„ 22 London and Provincial

PHOTOSRAPHIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.
The ordinary monthly meeting of this Society was held on Tuesday even-
ing last, the 13th inst., in the Gallery of the Society of Water Colour
Painters, .lA., Pall Mall E.ost,—Mr. .Tames Ghaisher, F.R.S in the chair
The summer exhibition of the Society of Water Colour Painters was oii
view.
The Chairm.an, in opening the meeting, said a few words on the sad

<leath of Mr. H. Baden Pritchard, who had been a Vice-President of
the Society. He had de'-ply regretted the death of the Rev. V. V Statham
who had for so long been President of the South London Photographic
Society, and had during all that time done what he could to advance
the affairs of that society ; but now lie had received a sliock which hu could
not describe. The other day he had o^.ene<i a letter and had found in
It simply the words "Baden Pritchard is no more!" For twenty ve.iis
Mr. Pritchard had been an e>:eelleiit member of the Plioto-raphic So^ety

of Great Britain. He had, moreover, been a member of the Council and a
Vice-President. Few men, he believed, had gatliered around them such a
circle of friends as Mr. Pritchard had done. His death would be deeply
regretted by all, and all would, he was sure, join in the expression of
sympathy to be conveyed to his widow in a letter of condolence from the
Society.
Mr. A. Cowan suggested that a formal tribute be sent by the Society in

the shape of a wreath to be placed in Mr. Pritch.ard's grave.
Mr. W. S. Bird seconded the motion, which was carried unanimously.
The Chair.man then called on Mr. John Spiller, F.C.S., to read his

paper, entitled Observations on Faditvi.

Mr. Spillek said that so much had been already written on the subject
that it might appear sui)ertluous to touch ujmn it again; but the supreme
importance of the matter, together with the fact that the subject had been
reopened by the reading of a paper by Mr. K. Dunmore before the South
London Photograi^hic Society, must be his justification. The cause of the
fading of silver prints was ()retty well known now by jihotograpliers, and,
as a rule, due care was taken to use fresh hypo., to thoroughly wash, to
use a neutral or alkaline toning bath, and to avoid weak negatives. But
the photographer, having seen to all this, was still at the mercy of the
paper-makers; for he had to mount his prints either on boards or (some-
times) in albums, and what use was it to remove all hypo, from his
prints if he proceeded to mount them on boards with this very substance
in them? Sixteen ye.ars ago he had pointed Out the effect of hypo,
on mounts. He had shown that cardboard was seldom or never free
from that substance, .and a mild appeal was made to paper-makers to
abstain from using this s.alt as an "antichlor." Now that the subject
had again come to the front, he had been making experiments and
collecting the exiierienoe of paper-makers. He had found that hypo.
Wiis still present in cards of recent make, and that the use of hypo,
as an antichlor was admitted by paper-makers. Experiments were,
however, being made on improved methods, which would, he hoped, result
in the introduction of a new system likely to be of benefit to photographers.
It was possible that a ))aper might be produced requiring the use of no anti-
chlor. There had been exhibited at a recent meeting of the Chemical
Society a jiaper made by the disintegration of wood at a great pressure, and
these specimens looked like the right article and required no antichlor.
At the s.anie meeting a large series of sulphites and bisulphites were
exhibited which had been used in experiments. He had a set of samples
of these chemicals with him. He had been told that the wood pulp could
be moved with an equal quantity of rag pulp to produce the finest quality
of paper, witliout any necessity for the use of hypo. If this were so, we
were out of our ditficulties. Ihere had been a demand of late for cheap
mounting-boards, and of course those who used these could not expect
much. A patent had been taken out some time iigo for neutr.alising the
chlorine left in paper with anti-chloride of lime. In looking back, how-
ever, as far as 1844, he found a claim m.ade for the same invention. It was
a misfortune for photographers that the process h.ad not been sufficiently
perfected to allow of its general adoption at that time. He had tried the
comparative effects of sulphite .and of hyposulphite of soda on silver
prints by immersion of them in saturated solutions of these two sub-
stances, and hatl found that, whereas the suljjhite had no effect, the
hypo, produced considerable fading. He had also tested the powers of
the tvyo substances to dissolve silver, and had found that, when a
few silver coins were placed in solutions of them, a test for silver
gave an indication in the case of the hyposulphite in a very short time,
but none in the case of the sulphite. This showed how the silver image
was effected, and how necessary it was to keep hypo, from it. Where
there \yas a question of sulphite or hyposulphite the starch test was useless
to distinguish which was present, as both acted in that case similarly. A
very ready means of distinguishing between the two was, however, afforded
by the fact that the sulphite discharged the colour of a solution of magenta,
whereas the hyposulphite did not. This would be a guide for the paper-
makers as to how much of the subst.ance to use. Tinted mounts were to
be preferred to pure white, as they were not bleached, and, consequently,
were not treated with an antichlor. He was informed that in the south of
Germany and in Scotland the paper-makers had given up the use of hypo,
as an antichlor. Perhaps the reduced price of sulphites would now incline
paper-makers to use them, in whicli case photographers would by no means
grumble.
Mr. E. DuNSiORE thought that had Mr. Spiller looked further into his

(Mr. Dunmore's) paper he would have seen it admitted that a solution of
hypo, would cause a print to fade. He contended that whilst the print
remained dry no such effect would take place.

Captain Abney said that Mr. Spiller had many years .ago gone into
another cause of the fading of prints, namely, the effect of acids on an
organic salt of silver in them, and h<ad pointed out tlie advisjvbility of
keeping the fixing bath alkaline. He thought that Mr. .SpiUer had been
more on the right t,ack then than now. He could confirm Mr. Dunmore in
his statement that, so long as a print remained dry, hypo, in it would not
cause fading.
A. Member said he had made a few such experiments and had come to

the conclusion that wliereas a weak solution of hypo, would cause fading,
a strong solution would not.

Mr. J. Weiioe had prints which thirty years ago had been most
thorouglily washed—first in a mass, and .afterwards singly—with tepid
water. These were all now as good as when they had been printed.
Mr. J. R. S.\wver had some prints taken thirty years ago on paper sen-

sitised on an eighty-grain bath, toned with hypo, and gold, aud most
imperfectly washed, but they were nov,' as good as good as ever.
Mr. T. M. Brown RIG ij remembered printing, twenty-eight years ago, and

afterwards immersing, the prints in a saturated solution of hypo, and
silver, then treating with gold, and washing very imperfectly. These
prints were .almost the only iiennanent ones he had.
Mr. T. .SKnAsTiAN' D.wis pointed out that we must distinguish between

a pure silver image and one partly converted int<5 gold by toning. He
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thought that if ther wero sufficiKnt guM in tbn print It would be
lioriiiaiUMit.

Ooi.. H. arcART WoRTLKY moiitlrtus'l a Cfwo wliero Roverftl of a batch of

prints tlmt had boon very iiuporfectly washed had faded, whilst others of

the Baiiiii bateli had rotaiiic<l tlioir colour.

iNtr. Si'IIjI.kh, ill reply, saiil that although possibly whilst a print re-

mained <iiiite dry hypo, in it niight have uo effect ; but paper was a

very hygroscopic substance, and dampness was sure to occur at times,

A great deal might bo said concerning the organic compounds of silver in

Itriuto. He had tried to remove the albiiminato of silver which remained
m the whites of a print by the use of sulpiiitc of soda, but had found it

(lid not answer.
The Cii.\iuMAN hoped that the paper-makers might take the liiut thrown

out to them. He then calle<l on Mr. W. K. Debenliam to road his i>aper on
IHiimimiliiM of the Dark Rfiom.

Mr, Dkiikxhaji said that the preservation of one of our f.aculties was
of great importance, and that there appeared litUe doubt that in the

case of photo^iraijhers that of sight was being greatly injured by the use of

red light. He quoted several authorities to show that red light acted
injuriously on tlio eyes. Ho w.as sure that for the greater number of

operators red light was a trying one, and tliat they would be glad to use a
yellow light of similar illiuninating power if they thought it as safe as the

deop red. When first bromide was used for dry collodion plates it was
stated that it was i>roiw>rtionatoly much more sensitive to yellow rays than
iodide, and so strongly had this idea seized on the minds of photographers
that when gelatino-bi-cmiide plates first came into general use, which was
in winter, it was said that their superior sensitiveness was entirely due to

their greater proportionate sensitiveness to the yellow light which is com-
mon at that time of year. When summer came round this was proved to

be a mistake. Captain Abney had stated that by using a small ipiantity

of iodide with a bromide emulsion the sensitiveness to the orange rays

W.13 so nmch reduced that an orange light might be freely used to work
the plates in. Dr. Kder stated that the .addition of iodide to a bro-

mide emulsion increased the sensiti\eness to the yellow and green
rays. These statements apiw.ared .almost e.xivctlj' opposed to each other.

He (Mr, Debenham) had a set of ribands representing as nearly as

niight Iw^ the colours of the spectrum. Emulsions had been made
containing—first, pure bromide; second, bromide with five per cent, of

ii'Jidc; an<l, third, bromide with ten (xn- cent, of iodide. The ribands

were photographed with plates prepared with these three emulsions, and it

was impossible to tell the one from the other; but in all cases the red gave
more photographic effect than the yellow, so that, were one to use reflected

light from sucli surfaces as a d.ark-roam illuminant, we should choose the

yellow colour by preference. He had at one of tlie technical meetings
^hown a lantern with four slides, havin'.; different coloured media in them.
The two most contrasted consisted of two thicknesses of ruby and twt)

thicknesses of yellow and one of greenish gl.ass. Thelatterhad given the most
agreeable light, whilst it gave by far the least photographic effect. Captain
Aliney had, again, brought forward the question, stating that red gave a
Iwtter result thanyellow, selecting as types the glass known as "stained-red,"

and the pajier known as "canary medium." .Stained-red has the peculiarity

that it is formed by the piling up of a yellow colour. If staineu-yellow be
piled up it becomes, with a sufficient thickness, red ; but the s|iectroscope

still shows the yellow. In the ex[)erimeuts of Captain Abney there

ap|ieared to have been an ovoi-sight. The trials for illuminating power
Were m.ado with a small lantern. Now, with clear glass we may reduce
the aperture without reducing the light, whereas with a diffusing medium
we may not. The trials for the photographic i>ower should, therefore, be
made at the same distance from the light as those for the illuminating

power; but this had not lieen done. Another curious thing is that Captain
Abney should have found so m\ich lass photographic action with stained-red
than with yellow, his (Mr. DebenhamV) e.xperiments showing the very
reverse. When jjlates were exposed under canary medium, stained-red, and
ruby glass, there was the smallest photograpliie effect with the first, and
the greatest with the last. Captain Almey had further stated that the
;iddilion of green glass to yellow cut off no rays but such as were harmless.
Now, Kreen glass cut off !»th ends of the spectrum, but let the yellow
through freely. It was thus possible to get a yellow light instead of the red,
which would arise from accumulating yellow glasses, at the same time
some rays of active power were cut off. Captain Abney had recommended
stained-red with colialt, A lantern fitted with this and one fitted with
stained-red and green were shown. The latter let pass far most light,

whilst the former gave by far the strongest photographic action. This was
demonstrated by the development of a plate at the meeting. An arrange-
ment was then shown whereby a comparatively safe irhitr. light could lie

got by reflecting on to a diffusing screen red and gieen light. At a reading
distance from this only the' faintest image was got on a sensitive plate by
•ne ininnte's exjwsure. Another thing in favour of a yellow lij,'ht was that
it suited better the yellowish-green colour of the i)late», so that the illumi-
nation tests, had tney been made with marked jjlates instead of with
matter printed on a white sheet, would have allowed the balance to bo
still further in favour of the yellow light than it was. He (Mr. Deben-
ham) in suniraarising his remarks, said ho considered that he had esta-
lilished— First: That the great difference in relative sensibility to dif-

ferent colours stated to exist in the two substances (bromide of silver
in gelatine and iodide of silver as in a wet i)late) does not exist,—Second

:

'ITiat a.s a consequence the difference said to be required in the colour
of the light in which these two are to Ix? worked is not necessary.

—

Third : That yellow light gives more luminosity in proportion to its photo-
grai>hic effi«t than does real red light.- -Fourth : That stained red glass
• •wes its power of passing luminous rays to the f:ict that it is an accumula-
tion of yellow colour. —Fifth: That- green glass cuts off both ends of the
spectrum, and therefore, in addition to rendering; a light colo\ir, is a con-
siderable proU'ction.—.Sixth : That green glass usi.'d as a supplement to i-ed

:tllow3 more illumination to pass than cobalt so used, and has much moiv
strongly protective effect.

Mr, Sebastian Davih: moved that the disoniMiuii on Mr. Debenbam'ii
paper l>e [sistiioned till the next meeting.
The CiiAiiiMAN rea<l a communication to the effect that the Art Uuiun of

Surrey would hoUl an exhibition in Guildford, in June, and that photo-
graphs of antiquities &c., of .Surrey, would be eligible for odiniMion.

It was statecl that Mr. Samuel H. K. Salmon had boon elected a member.
Mr. Spii,lkr announced that the funeral of Mr. H. B. I'ritchard wonld

take place at Abney I'ark Cemetery, on Thursday, the l.'ith instant.

The meeting was then adjourned.

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC A.SSOCIATION.
At the meeting of this Society, held on the 8th instant, the chair was
occupied by Mr. A. Haddon.
Mr. A. L. He.ndeiisok produced some developing solution made three

years ago; also a plate now developed with some of the same liquid.

There was plenty of intensity, and the fact that the mixture had not lust

its developing power he attributerl to his having added some bromine wator
to the usual pyro., ammonia, and bromide.
Mr. A. JIaokik showed a contrivance for releasing a camera shutter, in

which the ball and tube used were filled with water instead of air, a» in

Cadett's jmeumatic arrangement.
The Chairman then called upon Mr. C. Darker to give the Demonttra-

tions of some of the Phetiomena of Liijht, for which the evening had been
reserved.
Messrs. C. and T. Darker showed, by means of their oxyhydrogen

lantern, a variety of experiments illustrating the characteristics of light,

accompanied with appropriate explanations. Touching ujion the corpuscula
and undulatory theories of Newton and Huyghens, the speed of light wan
next referred to, as calculated by Reaumur from the eclipses of J upiter

;

and then the question of the time taken by the ojitic nerves to convey
impressions to the br.ain was considered. Several demonstrations were
made of the effect of rapid motion in causing objects to assume an
appearance not actually representing them. Two sheets of perforated
metal being revolved, in the manner of a chromatroi)e, when the speed
became high gave the effect of rays darting str.aight out from a central
])oint. The photodrome was next brought into play, .and light having been
thrown at regular intervals upon a revolving wheel the sjxikes of the
wheel api)eared to be at rest. The identity of the angles of incidence
and reflection of light was demonstrated by a beam passing through a
smoky atmosphere, and the application of the reflection to record the
feeble motion of a magnetic needle employed in hmg telegrai>hic lines

was shown. Some very beautiful effects were thrown upon the screen
by the lantern kaleidoscope of Messrs. Darker, very striking patterns
being produced by apparently unlikely subjects. The alteration in

light wnen reflected from a pile of glass plates was next discussed, and
tile effect of i)articular states of the atmosphere in inducing |K>larisation

was touched iqHJn and illustrated by a beam of light thrown into a column
of water rendered cloudy by a little mastic. A display of objects in the
lantern polariscope concluded the demonstration.

After a few observations from Mr. C. R.vv Woods, a hearty vote of

thanks was accorded to Messrs. Darker.
The next leeturette will be given on the 12th of June, by Mr. W, Coles,

on Altering the Dciuity of Gelatine Nenativca.

EDINBURGH PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
Thr seventh meeting of the current session was held in 5, St, Andrew
square, on Wednesd.ay evening, the 7th inst.,—Mr, William Neilson,
President, in the chair.

The minutes of the previous mcetine having been passed, Messrs. K.
Park, .lames Melville, Robert Gray, and J. Wilson Stewart were admitted
ordinary members of the .Society.

The .Secretary read the following revision of laws as re-arranged by tlio

Cmncil. These are to bo discussed at the next meeting :

—

1. The office-bearers of the Society shall be a President, two Vice-
Presidents, a Secretary, Treasurer, and Curator—to be elected annually,
at the first meeting of each session, and all of whom may be re-elected.

2. The Council sh.all consist of office-bearers and twelve councillors, five

of whom shall form a quorum at all meetings of the Council. Fonr
members of the Council shall retire aiinually by rotation. The Council
sliall have power to HU up any vacancy in their number during the current
year.

3. The Council shall make all necessary arrangements cminected with
the business an<l general management of the Society, including its funds;
but it shall not be entitled to 8|iend more than ten jsiunds without special
authority being obtained from the Society to do so,

4. The last Council meeting of the session shall be held sixteen days
jirevious to the annual meeting, when the Secretary and Treasurer shall

submit their reports.

o. The annual meeting shall lie held on the first Wednesday in November.
(!. Sjiecial meetings of the Sixjioty may lie called by the Council, or by

the President, <in his receiving a requisiti<in to that effect signed by teu
ordinary members.

7. Applicants for admission as memliers must be pmpoeed by a member
at a meeting, and at a subsequent meeting shall be balloted for, one
black ball in five lieing sufficient to exclude. This law shall also ajiply t<>

the election of corresponding and honorary mruibeni, but these sliall not
be liable to any contribution to its funds.

8, On iulmission members shall pay five shillings each as subscription for

the year then current. They sliall not exercise the privih^ge ..f memttership
until their sulwcriptions are paid; and tii" '

'

' '! 1«
liayable on the fir<t Wediies lay of Xo\ i »
inemlKT l>.> in ;irrear for a periotl of two y

.
- . • bo

a member.
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0. The proposer of a new member shall be considered resixinsible for the

first subscription.

10. The Secretary shall call Council meetings after consultation with the

President, and he shall give three days' notice to members. This law shall

not apply to cases of emergency.
H. The Treasurer shall keep an account current with a chartered bank

in his own name ; but when the Society's funds in his hands exceed thirty

iwunds the surplus shall be lodged in the bank, on deposit receipt, in the

joint names of the President and Treasurer as such.

12. The Treasurer's accounts shall, at the close of each session, be

examined by the Auditor, and along with his report thereon shall be

submitted to the Society at the annual meeting, along with a report by the

Council on the bnsines.s" during the previous session.

13. Members may propose a motion or law at a meeting of the Society.

The said motion or law shall be jirinted in the billet calling the next

meeting, at which it will be di.scussed ; the said motion or law to be
approved by at least two-thirds of the members present at such meeting.

14. Twelve ordinary members shall form a quorum at all meetings of the

Society.

Order of Business at all Meetings.—1. Chair taken. 2. Minutes of pre-

ceding meeting read and discussed. 3. Admission of new members.
4. ^fotices and discussion of motions. 5. Other private business.

0. Reading of papers and discussion. 7. Questions or other public

business discussed. 8. Exhibition of pictures, apparatus, &c.
Mr. G. G. Mitchell read a paper, entitled Photographers and Sitters

[see page 313], for which he received a vote of thanks, on the motion of

Mr. Tunny.
Mr. John Ann'ax exhibited a large number of landscapes by Mr. Andrew

Pringle, Mr. Hay, the late Mr. Black, and others, both amateur and
professional. He (Mr. Annan) had collected several sets, each represent-
ing the same subject, but by diiferent hands, and was thus enabled to show
great diversity of treatment. From the same point of view, and on the
same-sized plate, one man produced a bold, massive composition, while
another (perhaps through using a wider-angled lens) showed a poor, flat,

insignificant result. Another set showed the great diversity of results from
a very slight modification of the jjoint of sight; while another set showed
prints from the same negative, but cut in different sizes and shaiies. In
all these examples there was little difficulty in picking out one that stood
out distinctly superior to the others, and Mr. Annan pointed out the reasons
why, and showed how others had failed. The exhibition possessed high
educational value, but without the illustrations his remarks lose their force.
The Chairman, Messrs. Matheson, Brebner, M'Kean, and others con-

gratulated the meeting on the groat treat Mr. Annan had afforded them

;

and a vote of thanks was awarded to him, and to Messrs. Hay and Pringle,
by acclamation.
Packets of hydrokinone were distributed among the members wUling to

exi>eriment with it and state the results at the next meeting.
A set of photographs of tlie characters in the Passion Play at Ober-

Ammergau was exhibited by Mr. G. G. ilitchell, and excited considerable
interest.

On the motion of Mr. Thomas Wardale, it was decided to reappoint the
Picnic Committee of last year.
A vote of thanks to the Chairman terminated the proceedings.

SHEFFIELD PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The ordinary monthly meeting of this Society was held in the Masonic
Hall on Tuesday, the 6th instant,—Mr. Councillor Firth in the chair.
A very numerous attendance of memliers and friends assembled in anti

cipation of seeing the work of the first tri]> of the season, which took place
on Thursday, the 24th ult. Haddon Hall and Meadows was again selected
for the subject of our dry plate and camera campaign, and the force
mustered for the "out" was one th.at any intelligent or scientific person
might spend a very pleasant day amongst. There was a four-in-hand
coach filled inside and out, and several private conveyances besides.
The day was misty and damp in the early i)art, and the trees were in

some places covered with hoar frost; but as the \artv went on their
journey and the Sun went on his, light and warmth increased, and with
them the zeal of some of the members became almost uncontrollable, as
they felt disposed to try a plate or two long before they got to their
journey s end.

After pa.ssing through Bakewell, and making arrangements for a sub-
stantial wet i)late each, to clear and fix when the daylight was exhausted
Haddon was reached about 11 o'clock. The weather for the first hour
was not bright, but cloudy, and tlie sjilendid old Hall was overshadowed,
so that many of tlie first pictures of the venerable iiile and its surround-
ings, taken from the meadows, were wanting in contrast ; with the excep-
tion of one taken by the President, Mr. Firth, who waited and was
favoured with a gleam of sunshine which made his picture a brilliant and
ch,-\rnung rendering of the subject, with the river, field, and bridge in the
foreground, and the ma.ssive trees and the well-known castellated wall of
the Hall against the sky.
Mr. W. Uakin, with his new outfit of 10 x 8 camera, by Hare, and various

lenses by Dallmeyer to suit, used them as only one long connected with the
.vrt could be expected to do, and produced some charming pictures of the old
place—one, in particular, of Dorothy Vernon steps, which was very
original in selection and remarkably well-timed in exposure, considerinir
tlie very sh-idy corner the steps stand in.
Mr. J. Taylor, the Hon. Secretary, succeeded in adding to his already

valuable and choice selection of Ha<ldon pictures some splendid 12 x 10
V'?«'s from new and pictursqiie positions.

V, i ^eaman, of Cliesterfield, worked two cameras, both in and out of
tne Wall with unflagging enthusiasm all day, being the first to arrive and
ti)c last to leave, taking home with him a rich lot of pictures, both in selec-
tion of subject and quality of jnauipulation, .

Mr. H. Rawson, in his usual careful manner, selected a few choice bits

as stereos, and half-plate pictures. W. B. Hatfield exposed eleven plates

on such positions as were absent from his collection of Haddon, and
succeeded in winning in the contest for the best picture, with a whole-

plate representation of the banqueting hall interior. Mr. Wood showed a

lot of very good pictures—"i X o. Mr. Hayball also succeeded in making
up a nice and varied selection by availim; himself of the lady figures,

which were more for studies than representations of the place.

Mr. Mihvard, a careful amateur, who has long had in his possession

pictures of Haddon Hall which have been much admired at our exhibitions,

made some good additions to his stock. Mr. Foxen—a quiet, jilodding

worker in the art—found many subjects suitable to his way of producing
pictures, he having a preference for those compact " bits " he can enlarge.

On this trip there wiis a good attendance of new members, all amateurs

—

namely, Messrs. Gilley, Johnson, Pearse, Hibbert, Motterstam, and
others—most of these producing something which repaid them. In all

there were seventeen cameras at work, and 112 plates were exposed, of

various sizes, during the day. There were fifty-six finished pictures shown
at the meeting.
The next trip will be to Dovedale, on Thursday next, the 22nd instant.

The subject for the competition picture for the forthcoming meeting is

A Jltistic Bridr/e. Two prizes will be given.

Mr. J. Charlesworth was elected a member.

HALIFAX PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB.
The usual monthly meeting was held on Wednesday, the 7th instant,—the

Rev. W. E. Hancock, M.A., Vice-President, in the chair.

Mr. TnOM.ts Birtwhistlk, the President, gave a practical demonstra-
tion of the platinotype process, developing a large number of prints before

the audience. The simplicity of all the operations and the beauty of

the results were highly appreciated by all. The majority of the members,
however, did not consider the new sepia tint an unqualified success.

The Ch.\irm.\n asked Mr. W. Clement Williams if he still held the same
high opinion of single lenses for landscape purposes.

Mr. Williams always used them when practicable, and preferred one of

the longest possible focus. He did not think any modern single lens that

had come under his notice gave as good definition, depth, and brilliancy,

or as pleasing perspective, .is that afforded by the old-fashioned and bulky
form. Its weight and size were certainly a great drawback; but the b:'tter

quality of results was to him an ample compensation for the other " pains

and pen.alties " connected with it.

The annual trip of the Club was arranged to be held on Midsummer Day
next. Bolton Woods was the place selected for operations, when a number
of prizes will be offered for competition.
A hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Birtwhistle for his very abb and

interesting demonstration brought the proceedings to a close.

BOLTON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
On Wednesday evening, the 30th ult., the third annual soiVf'c of the

members of the Bolton Photographic Society was lield in the Baths
Assembly Rooms, when there was a large attendance of members and
their friends. Round the room were ranged tables filled with specimens of

the photographic art, the work of the members, the jirodiictioiis being

highly creditable to amateur effort, and would certainly not disgrace the

work of the accom[)lished professional artist.

Prominent amongst the specimens exhibited were those of our towns-

man, Mr. T. Parkinson—a hundred in number—which claimed, and justly

so, a large share of attention. Amongst the finest of these views was one
of the interior of Mytton Hall, the residence of John Hick, Esq., J.P., the

esteemed President of the Society. Anotlier was a good view, taken )>y

electricity some few years ago, of a group of the members of the Micro-

scopic Society in the Town Hall. Other specimens were a large cxrbon
plaque, on opal, of the Rev. Canon Powell, and mounted in plush ; a group
of the family of Major Cross Ormrod, taken at Barnacre, the family seat

atScorton; a carbon enlargement of the Parish Church interior; view of

the Germania Monument, on the banks of the Rhine; an interior of Holy
Trinity Church, in carbon; and the interior of the Botanic Gardens,

Southport.
Some exceedingly good si^ecimens of photography were shown by Mr.

C. K. D.alton, Bridge-street, including a view of Pandy Mills, near

Bettvvs-y-C'oed ; an instantaneous photograph, entitled A Cloud;/ Day at

Neio Briijhtmi; another instantaneous view of Bridge-street, besides a scene

in Ashworth Glen, in platinotype. Mr. R. Mercer, Market-street, had
some beautiful views, .liso in platinotype, chiefly of Smithills Hall, wliicli

were greatly admired.
Mr. John W. Hawksworth, the energetic Secretary of the Society,

displayed a few good specimens, recently taken, of Furness Abbey, as

well as a large view of the Fever Hospital, with the Sanitary Committee
posed in the foreground.

J. R. Bridson, Esq., J.P., Belle Isle, one of the Vice-Presidents,

displayed some twenty views of Windermere scenery, as beautiful in

execution and production as the exquisite subjects deserved ; and Pro-

fessor Heaton displayed some pretty views of Swiss scenery.

Mr. Wm. Banks, Cor|)oration-street, had a few good jmoto^raphs—one
of the Switrhinfi Jlonm, in connecti(m with the Telephonic Exchange at

Manchester, being particularly good. He also displayed a quantity of

ajiparatus, &c.
Mr. W. liaithwaite had a few good views of Turton Tower, the Jumbles,

&c. Mr. E. N. Ashworth, Turton, had some fine photographic iiictures of

Scotch and Cumberland scenery and Haddim Hall, with Dorothy Vernon's
door—dear to the lovers of romance. Mr. B. Ahhatt and Mr. J. S. J acksou
were also exhibitors, their specimens, though few, lieing good ; and the Rev.

J. W. Cundy, M.A., had some excellent pTiotographs of the Italian alps.
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Among the ouUide siiecimens may he mentioned tlirue cxcollent noa views
from tlio Autotype Company, London, and ii nunilwr of splimdid plioto-

graplis produced l)y Mr, J. 15. Wood, a member of the Manchester Photo-
prajihic Society, wrio kindly officiated us descriptive lecturer in the place
of Nfr. (lalloway, wlio had on jireviouii occa«ions amused the audience by
his anecdote)*, ko. In Mr. Wood was found a \oty able subHtitute, as ho
kept the company in roars of laughter by his ter.se and racy descriptions
and tales.

Mr. J. R. Bridson, one of the Vice-PresidentB, acted a.s chairman in the
absence of Mr. John Hick. Ho congratulated the Society upon its pro-
ficiency, and heartily wished the members siiccess.

Mr. Hawksworth, Secretary, read the rei>ort, .which was satisfactory,
Bhowing that since last season twenty new members had joined the Society.

The Bolton glee iwfty (Messrs. Houghton, H<iwarth, Warburton, and
Walls) were in attendance, with Mr. J. Bentley at the pianoforte, the
jirocecdings being enlivened by their united efforts.

— —
THE NEW DEVELOPKR.

To the Editobs.

Gentleukn,—Yonr article in the Journal of April 2.), on A Keto Vfvelopei;

was very interesting to me, as doubtles-s to most of your readers, for it

threw new light on the use of sodic sulphite, and esfjecially in connection
with carbonate of soda.

I have long preferred the carbonate of soda developer to the ammonia,
but have met with sundry difficulties in producing unifortrjy negatives of

high clogs, irpon reading your article I at once developed a Swan " ordi-

nary" according to your formula, and obtained in ninety minutes a fully

developed negative tliffhtlii veiled. I then gave some 7k X 5 Swan s
'* ordinary" and Autoty|>e *' challenge"' slow plates a five seconds' exposure
in fair light, with No. 5 stop {the »inalle»t) Ross's jiortable symmetrical, and
developed with—

Pyro 4 grains,

Sodic sulphite 30 ,,

Water 1 ounce.

Anhydrous carbonate of soda 40 grains,

Water 1 ounce.
T flooded the i)lates with water for (say) a minute, then applied one ounce
of iiyro. and sodic sulphite; I kei)t it moving for, perhaps, half a minute to

a mmute, and then added one ounce of the carbonate of soda. The image
developed ([uickly and with ample density, excellent gradation, and beauti-
fully clear shadows; while in colour, gra(lati<m, and sparkle it more nearly
reseml)led one of my old iron negatives than anything I have yet obtained
with gelatine.

I have also given an exposure of five seconds to one plate and ten
Beconds to another, and by using a less quantity of the carbonate of soda to

the ten-second plate produced two negatives barely if at all distinguishable
one from the other.

I prefer the .anhydrous soda to the ordinary or bven the recrystallised ; it

seems to give clearer shadows and crisper pictures, and it nmst be a more
definite pnxiuct than either of the others.

If you have not tried this form of developer, and will take a Swan
ordinary jilate, give a .ihnrt exposure with a small stop, cut it in half,

dcveloiio one half with the aoove and the other with the ordinary
nmnionia-pyro. develoiwr, I think you v\ill find that the former will give
you by far the best negative and with at least one-third less exposure tlian
for ammonia and pyro.
As to the asserted |>ermanent char.acter of the sulpho-pyro. developer

:

if you will mix (say) enough to developo two or three negatives as per the
aljove formula, developo one negative and note the exposure and time
of development, then keep the remainder for only one week and give a plate
a similar exposure, also cut it in h,ilf and develope one half with the week-
old mixture and the other with a freshly-made one, you will find that you
will hardly get any image at all on the first while the second will bo all
right.

Have you ever tried precipitated elialk for removing the gloss of varnish
for retouching? If not I tliink nyom trial you would prefer it to either
ground cuttle-fish, a pumice, or any of the mnenrii messes which are used
for that puriKwe. It gives a very fine matt surface without any scratclies.
—I am, yours, &c., W. Bassano.
Hadcn Croa, Old HUl, May 12, 1884.

MOUXTIXG PRIKfS.-PRE.SERVING THE MOUNTING
SOLUTION.

To the EoiroRS,

GsVTr.KJIKS',—t may first say I know nothing of chemistry, and only
work in a practical way as taught by the skill and exiwrience of others.
There may, therefore, bo something wrong in what I recommend; but
I only give my own exiwrience, to be tested by others possessing more
knowledge than myself.

I mount my prints with the solution of gelatine and alcohol given in yrmr
Alm.\nac. I found that hero, in India, it went bad in a week, I nave
l)een in the habit of using Ixiro-glyceride to keep meat and milk fresh, and
I find one teasisionful of boioglyceride will kcej) a pint i>f milk sweet for
cpiite a week, I therefore, in making up my mounting solution, put a
Muall egg siK)onful into the solution of about three o\mces. T m;ide up a
bottle of solution in October, 188,3, and when \ bad occasion to use (t a tew
tisya afo it WW perfectly good and Bweet.

Porhap* this boroglyceride may be a uwful addition, not only to the
mounting solati<m, but also to albumenised paper, uid may be to emulsion.
—I am, yours, &c., K. P. R.
MahalAiikmar, Bumbaij, April 23, 1884.

DEVELOPINGROOM ILLUMINATION.
To the EnrroBS.

Genti.emks,—Your correction was technically right about there being
more colour alMorption by two sheets instead of one of the same glass,
especially feebly-coloured samples. I stated there was some. I was writing
briefly for practical pur|)ose», and in a general si-nso the rule of action was
correct. Krom recent exi)erience I should lie sorry hereafter to us<: a screen
which did not let more and cooler light through than (me sheet of ruby
glass : but this can only l» done by selecting two screens uixin scientific
principles—translucent and not transparent.
What does Mr. W. E. D.ibenham mean by entitling his i>a()cr to the

Photographic Society " Illumination of the Dark Room?" If the room be
dark, now can it be illuminated ? The same qnostion may be put to Mr. A.
Pringle, who heads his articles "The 'Happy Medium,' or Dark-Room
Illumination."' If one thing more than another makes a medium unhappy
it is the illumination of the dark room.—I am, yours, &c.,
London, May 9, 1884. W. H, Habbisosj.

HYPO. IN PHOTOGRAPHIC MOUNTS.
To the Editobs.

Gentlemen,—Having noted in your issue of April 25th Dr. Nieol's
remarks regarding Mr. A. Duthie's statement as to the presence of hypo-
sulphite in mounts, .and having examined some of the same mounts, I beg
leave to confirm Mr. Duthie, my tests having shown undoubtedly the
presence of that substance in distinct traces.
The tests were conducted very carefully in my own laboratory. Every

precaution which the science of chemistry could suggest was used, the,
mounts being digested in boiled distilled w.ater to prevent oxidation. One
of the tests employed, according to Dr. E. J. Reynolds (Chemical News,
vii., 283), detects hyiK). when present in tho minutest traces—even riniWiitl>
part.

If Dr. Nicol will state the test which apparently satisfies himself I shall
be happy to use it, and state my results.—I am, yours, &c.,

Gtoiyoic, May 12, 1881. James Muter.— .».

—

THE SOCIETY OF AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHERS OF NEW
YORK.

To the Editors.

Gknti.EMKK,—It may interest you to learn that we have just organised
a new amateur i)hotograi>hic society for this city and vicinity, of which I
am President.
No society here proposes to do or does what we intend to perform. We

have several wealthy amateurs interested, and propose to fit up a hall with
suitable appliances for photographic exijeriments, in order that practical
demonstrations can be given at meetings.
We also wish to establish a system of exchange of pictures, apparatus,

and neg.itives with foreign societies, and open a correspondence with the
same. We expect to have a very complete photographic library replete
with copies ot the latest English and American patents and current
literature.

Should you or any of your friends visit this country be sure and give us
a call.— I am, yours, &c., 1'. C. Be.\ch.

3C1, Broadway, New York. Preaident, Socicti/ of Amateur Photoyraplurt.

W. M. H. writes :—" Can anyone inform me as to the best means of
improving a studio where the side lights have been blocked out by a
wall higher than the said studio, and situated at four yards' distance?
Would painting the said wall a light colour do? The sun, it iiaHt be
remembered, shines all day on the wall. Would anyone who has Ijeeii

in the same 'fix' give me the result of his experience, which will be
thankfully receivea."

"There appeared in your Journal, some time since, a letter from Mr.
Smith recommending tho use of the ' ferrous ox.al.ato developer,' and
great stress was laid on the fact of its keeping qualities. N'ow, I have
given it a fair trial, and am |>erfcctly satisfied with it a» a developer;
but I cannot prevent it forming crystals and turning the sides of the
JKittle green when kept and allowed to remain where the sun can shine on
it to revive it. I have tried it with more or less acid, but it just goes the
same, although I have carried out M. Audra's fonnula to the letter. I
shall be glad if Mr. Smith or any other reader of the Journal inform
me how to prevent the formation of crystals, and keep the developer np
to its strength.—A. Holt."

"Is there any way by which, old collodion can bo decolorised? I have
some obtained a few years ago for negative work; but which the influx
of gelatine plates caused me to abandon. It is now of an exc<-pdingly
deep, red colour, and I am desirous of trying the wtt coll<xlion'proce8.i

once more, previous to which I wish the colUxlion respired.—S, R, S."
In reply: Shake up some zinc filings with the collodion and it is

probable that the colour will disapi^>ear. But we do not l>elievo that the
original sensitiveness of the collodion will ever be restored. If it bo re-
quii'ed for the preparation of lantern or other transparencies, then its age
will prove no drawback to its employment, Iiecause, for tbiu purpose, ojd
coUodioQ not uttfre<}uently Auswen better (baa new.
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"Isqi'IREk" is making a coUectinn of "men of mark" in ))hotogi-aiiIiy

who have |)assed away, and aska by wliat means lie can procure a jior-

trait of Mr. Thomas Sutton.——We reply that in 1H7'>, within a few
weeks subsequent to the death of that gentleman, we piiblished a sketch

of his history illustrated by an admirable portrait, which in the estima-

tion of his friends is one of the best that nas ever been taken. To the

volume for the year mentioned, and page 211, we refer " Inquirer.'

Geo. BAncL.\Y says :—" I observe, in a report of the proceedings .at <ine of

the London photographic societies, that attention was specially directed

to the use of a plano-concave lens inserted immediately in front of the

sensitive plate as a means of ensuring extreme sharpness up to tlie edges,

even when a lens is employed with full aperture. Will you inform me if

such plano-concave lenses can bo readily procured, and, if so, where ?
'

In reply : Lenses of the class referred to are not commercial iiroductions,

and to pmcure one it would be necessary to have it specially made.
" In practising the collodion transfer process what is the best preparation

for the plate to enable the collodion film to leave it readily? I sometimes

experience difficulty in stripping, and imagine that it is owing to the

intimate adhesion of the collodion to the surface of the glass.—V.P.A."

In reply : The plate may be rubbed over with a five-grain solution of

wax in rectified benzole jnevious to ajiplying the collodion ; or it may be

briskly rubbed with a calico pad well charged with finely-powdered

Freno'li chalk. This will ensure successful stripping, jn-ovided the

transfer paper be good.

" I KIND it rather difficult to follow the description of the instrunient for

viewing lantern triinsparencies without a lantern, suprgested in your

article of the 2nd instant. May I ask, in my own interest and that of

my fellow-readers, if you could kindly give rather fuller details, illus-

trated by- a simple sketch or sectional view? Thus would prove

very useful to all those who, like myself, intend to construct it.

—

jj \)_ s." 111 reply : We shall endeavour before long to place on

public exhibition one of the instruments described, with full permission

to 9.11 to copy or imitate it to any extent desired. We have t!ie .satisfac-

tion of knowing tliat the descriijtion we gave h.as proved in more than one

instance sufficient to cause a satisfactory result to be obtained.

" I PROVOSK making a camera to take views about 2J, x 2 (to lie afterwards

enlarged) with a sua]) shutter and iJatcs or, if obtainable, films, of such

ra|>idTty as to allow of ])ictures being taken while the camera is held in

the hand. My <piestion, therefore, is—' Wliat lens would be the most

suitable?' I should prefer one of some deirth of focus, so as to dispense,

if possible, with the necessity for adjustment. I intend to use a view-

meter. I read, some time back, a paper by M. Leon Viilal, in which he

siH)ko highly of some films made by a fellow-countryman of his. Are
these obtainable in London (if, indeed, you can identify them from my
somewhat vivgue reference) ?—Regd. M. SJirrH."——In reply: Let our

correspondent employ a portrait lens of the class intended for lockets,

and which will usually cover the size of plate intended to be used in this

case. If of foreign maiuifacture the cost will not exceed a sovereign.

Siiould a diaphr.Tgm be found necessary, let it be placed as closely as

jiossible to the front lens, in order to diminish the chances of a flare

BiMit being formed in tlie centre of the ))icture. We have no jiractical

knowledge of the films of which M. Leon Vidal has spoken ; but, for

pictures of sucli small dimensions, we, think glass as a means of sup|iort

will offer advantnges sujierior to flexible films.

(Buljan^t CDolumit.

I will exchange a new victoria camera, with nine lenses; also, a Shew's

.1X4 extra-rapid r^ictilinear lens for anything useful in value.—Address,

C. V. Gke, Weymouth.
1 liavc a Solomon's magnesium lamp and a 10 X S wide-angle view lens

(I'hoto. Stores make) for exchange. What offers?— Addre.ss, Chas.
Tayi.ob, photogi-apher, Chislehurst, Kent.

.

I mil exchange eighty-nine numbers (complete) of Cassell's Illustrated
Dictionnrij of Mechanics fm- a pedestal and b.alustr.ade, or other useful
studio accessories.—Address, A. 3. (>., photographer, Honiton.

I will exchange a beautiful double-jJated electric machine, equal to new
and cost £1.5, for a good half-]jlate bellows-body camera with double
backs and lens, by a good maker.—Address, (>. J. H., Post-Offioe,
l!allincoUi(t, Co. Cork.

I will exchange a Ross's 10 •' 8 rapid symmetrical lens, quite new, used a
few times, for a half-plate, same make, or half-plate doublet, must bo
Kood; also, wanted a solar enlarging lantern.—Address, J. Collis,
8, Stuart Hall, Cardiff.

Wanted, a good 10 x 8 Kinnear camera in exchange for a cabinet rolling-
press, upright rollers, eight inches long, cost £4 4s. six montlis since, and
a mahogany camera to take two on a .5 x 4 plate; iihotograplis, three
stamps.—Address, H. Walker, 1.00, College-road, Bradford, Yorks.

I will e.\change a four-lens gem camera, which takes twelve on a-quarter
plate, dark slide, all in complete order, for a 5 X 4 or h.alf-plate lens feu-

group.s, &.C., or a good binocular stereoscopic camera and lenses, with
dark slides, or ferrotype plates.—Address, 21, Bartholomew-street, St.
Olave'a Row, Exeter.

^nstows to foxtt^mxiitwl^.

O" CorfeipotulcnU should never write on loth sides of Ike paper,

A. Skt.moi-r (Cambs.).—If you copy the cartoons in Puneh, carte si?.e,'and
publish them, as you proimse, you will certainly get yourself into
trouble. Punch is very jealous of his copyright.

Knthisiast.—We fear you are aspiring to too much. Such pictures are
very interesting as local views; but they will have little commercial
Vftluo out o{ the district ia wliich they are taken.

R. S. HiLt.—In all prob.ability the print was sulphuretted in the fixing

bath; hence the cause of its fading so raiiidly, Tossibly the mountant
^\•as acid, and that further accelerated the fading.

In the Dark.-If the lens be three and a-half inches focus the plate wi
liave to be, approxiniatclj', that distance from the optical centre when
the view is taken. We should recommend you to purchase some cheap
work on ojitics.

R. B. Y.—Your surmise ia probably correct—that it was the thunder that
caused the emulsion to behave in the way it did. Your experience is by
no means exceptional. Thunder has often a marked influence on solu-

tions of gelatine.

B. Clark.—If you reckon the p,art» as drachms or ounces, according to

your requirements, whether fluid or solid, yuxi will be correct. Heinricli's

gelatine may be procured from Messrs, A. and M. Zimmerman, 27,

Minciug-Iane, E.G. ^
X. A. B.—The old makes of photographic papers—such as Canson's,

Turner's, Whatman's, and others—wliich were used in the calotype jviiil

wax-])aper processes, are not to bo procured at the present time. Try
.S'lj-w or Jiiirs instead.

J. W. \\yHiGur.—If you.stop out all the light from the end of the studi
you w ill find a marked improvement in your pictures. It is having so

much front light in the room which causes the faces to appear so flat and
wanting in rotundity.

Wsi. J. J.—The process has not been published, nor is it likely to be at
present, as those \ylio work it keep the details a seci'et. It is, however,
believed to be a -modification of one invented by Mr. Woodbury— tli e
same you refer to at the conclusion of your letter.

A. Brat.—The want of sharpness in the pictures is clearly due to a move-
ment of the camera during the exposure, ijossibly caused by the instan-
taneous shutter. The remedy is to make the shutter run more freely in
the groove, or to get a new one on another priuciiile.

A YouTHKUL Exi'KHiMENTEit.—Unless the pyroxyliue be an exceptiona
.sample, ten grains to the ounce of solvent will lie a great deal too much
for collodion in the wet process, notwithstanding what you were told by
the chemist. Five or six grains is much nearer the mark.

W. H. James.— 1. Tlie atiparatus is not yet an article of commcrci-: you
will, therefore, have to construct it for yourself from the description
given.—2. You will have to substitute another fin-m of shutter. j\ny
shutter that works horizontally instead of vertically ^vill answer. /

G. R.. I'"lidi)ER.—The instrument is very good, we believe, for the price.
(Jf course it would not be fair to compare it with one costing several
times the amount, such as the seccmd you mention. With regard to tlw
shutter: we have had no jn-actical experience with it, so can offer no
opinion.

Bom.—The washing out of the delicate half-tints of your carbon prints i.-i

duo to the tissue being in a too-soluble condition; that is, supposing you
have printed sufficiently deep in the first instance. Tlie remedy is either
to keej) the tissue longer before printing it or to dry it more slowly.
Another remedy for this evil is to sensitise the tissue in a stronger bath.

Rev. J. B.—The best suggestion we can make is that you get a few
jiractical lessons in lithograpliic printing from some exiierieiiced litho-

grapher. If you understand a little of the practical portion of the work
you will find the knowledge of great value in your experiments. Indeed,
It is almost imperative that you understand the printing before you
commence to exiierim'ent.

ErcLESiASTic. — The "canon's nnifonn," referred to in the article on
Photograph;! at a Fancy Dress Ball, is an emendation of the "devil''—
the "p. d.'' of course. We cannot exjiect him to have an intimat<*
knowledge of things ecclesiastical, but we fail to discover the line of

thought by which he connects a "canon'' with a "Somerset House
porter." We wrote " curioui uniform," but then we don't write copper-
plate.

Ni'MBER ON'E.-^Yes ; if you dissolve silver in nitric acid you get nitrate o
silver.'; But in dissolving your half-crown you ha\o got nitrate of copper
as well as nitrate of silver; hence the cause of the green colour. You
aiipear to be unaware of the fact that tlie current coin is not pure silver,

but an alloy of silver and copper, and therefore should not be employed
to make nitrate of silver for photographic purposes. You will find it

much better to purchase your nitrate of silver than to manufacture it

yourself.

Recei\£1).—A. Couan Doyle, M.B., CM. In our next.

Photogkaphio Club.—At the forthcoming meeting of this Club, at

Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street, on Wednesday next, the 21st inst., the
sulijcct for discussion will be—Oh the J!i[aiivi\ j\leril< of JioHcd and
Ammonia £mi<hiuns. Tomorrow (Saturday) the members will have an
"outing" to Watford and Grove Mill.

Bali.oox Society oi' Great Britain-.—This Society has made nr-

raagomenta for holding a number of garden parlies during the ensuing
season. The first will be held at the Crystal Palace on Saturday, the
31st inst. Photographers who are members of the Society, desirous o£

being present, niaj' obtain tickets on application to the Secretary.
'
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IODIDE OF SILVER IN EMULSIONS.
In oui- j)revious articles we have spoken of the beneficial restraining

action which iodide of silver is capable of exercising when present

in a sensitive film ; and we now wish to demonstrate that a similarly

beneficial effect is produced by it during the preparation of the

emulsion.

Let us first mix a bromide emulsion in the ordinary manner,

observing that it is strictly neutral, and before boiling divide it into

two portions, to one of which a few grains—say one grain to each

ounce—of iodide of potassium are added, and to the other an

equivalent quantity of bromide of potassium. AVe have now two

emulsions containing precisely the same quantities of silver and the

same excess of soluble bromide; but differing in that one contains

plain silver bromide, the other bromo-iodide. The colour of the

latter by transmitted light will be of a deeper and browner red

than the other, and it will be found upon boiling the two that the

red colour is more persistent in the case of the iodide emulsion.

Thus, at the end of half-an-hour's boiling, under whatever conditions

that operation may be performed, it is nearly certain that the

bromide emulsion will have lost every trace of red or orange by

transmitted light ; but in all probability the other will still retain

a decided orange tint, and will give a film which dries full orange^

or even red.

If the boiling be prolonged, and small quantities of each emulsion

drawn off at measured intervals for trial, it will be found that not

only in the matter of colour is there a marketl difference between

the two emulsions, but thjit the character of the image as well as

the sensitiveness vary greatly. The image given by the plain

bromide will, when a certain st.age is reached, commence to grow

thinner, the sensitiveness continuing to increase until a point is

arrived at w^here the thinness of the image is so excessive as to

render the emulsion useless. This thinning process, in fact, governs

the degree of sensitiveness practically attainable. In the case of

the bromo-iodide emulsion the process goes on, but the thinning of

the image is more gradual and commences at a later point. The
rate of increase of sensitiveness is about equal in the two emulsions

—

if anything slightly more rapid in the case of the plain bromide.

The result of pushing this experiment to its utmost limit—that is

to say, of continuing the boiling in each case until the emulsion

becomes useless—will be to find that a more sensitive preparation

is obtainable with than without iodide. If carried to the extremest

limit which will permit of the formation of a developable image,

the mixed emulsion will be many times more sensitive than the

other ; but, confining the experiment within the bounds of practica-

bility—that is, arresting the process before the image ceases to be

of a utilisable character—we can get a sensitiveness of 3 : 1 in

favour of the iodide. This, of course, involves, as will have been

^'athered, a longer boiling in the case of the iodide containing

emulsion, the function of the latter being to retard the acquisition

of sensitiveness and the production of fog and thinness of image,

but the action is proportionately feeble in the first case.

That the effect produced is really a restraining action of some
sort exercised by the iodide during the process of boiling is, we
think, cleaily proved by the fact that the addition of the iodide

after boiling appeare to be quite without effect. A plain broniid**
emulsion mixed and boiled to the verge of fog was divided into
two parts, to one of which iodide of potassium was added in the
proportions mentioned previously. In apite of the circumstance
that this last emulsion would contain a larger proportion Of free

bromide than the other, )iot the slightest difference was discover-'
able between the two. The addition of a portion of a separately-

'

formed and washed iodide of silver emulsion in place of the
iodide of potassium produced also negative results ; but when
this addition was made before boiling the benefieial action of the
iodide became evident.

So far we have spoken only of boiled emnlsion, as our experi-
ments with neutral mixtures have been confined to that method of

preparation ; but there is no reason why the same effects should
not be obtained when any other method of emulsification, pro-

longed or otherwise, is adopted. Possibly in any of the precipita-

tion proces-sea the different molecular condition of the iodide of

silver may cause a variation in the results, but it would not be
difficult to devise a modification of the usual mode of procedure by
which the beneficial action might be secured.

Turning now to the method of emulsification with ammonia—we
treat the method as a principle without reference to variations

of formula;—we find the presence of iodide even of gi-eater benefit

than under the conditions already stated. The beneficial effect

in this ca.se, however, is more marked upon the quality of the
image, and, of course, through that, indirectly upon the practical

sensitiveness of the preparation. The ammonia appears to exercise

a powerful sensitising action upon the iodide of silver, or, perhaps,

more correctly speaking, it confers upon it the power of giving

dense images. Something of the same sort may be seen if a drop <<(

dilute ammonia be placed upon a film ctmtainiug iodide of silver,
'

when, if taken into daylight, that portion of the film will darken
rapidly to a dense black.

If a series of comparative experiments similar to those referred to

above be conducted in connection with an ammonia emiilnion, the

same general results will be obtained; but in this case the beneficial

action of the iodide becomes more and more apparent (in iinprnvp-

ment of the quality of the image) in proportion as the ivensitivrness

is increased.

Before finishing we may describe the method we adopted in

perfomiing the successive trials of the eniulsiim at difffrent 8tHf;es.

At stated intervals small portions (of one drachm each) of the thin

emulsion were drawn off into test tubes, and to each were added
two and a - half grains of dry gelatine. When dissolved the

drachm of emulsion was spread upon a quarter-plate, allowed to

set, plunged into a mixture of two parts of alcohol and one of

water for five minutes, then for two minutes mi«re into undiluted

alcohol, and finally rinsed over with a third application and dried.

By this method a comparatively-Kmiill qunntitv of emuUion suffices

for a Large number of conipai-ative experiments. The inconvenience

of removing the decompiwition salu from a large number of dis-

tinct emulsions is minimised by treating the films separately; and if

care be observed we secure almost absolute identity of treatment

in all cases.
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la conclusion : let us iuipfess iipoa our readers tiiat wo Jo not for

one nument claim, or wisli to appear to claim, tliat iodide of silver

is more rapid th in bromide, or even a^i rapid ; but that, by utilising

the peculiar restraining action it exercises, the bromide of silver

itself ra ly be made more practically sensitive than is the case when

it ia employed aloue.

REVOLVING ADAPTER FOR LENSES.

To obtain results by the quickest and most direct means is one of

the characteristics of the age, and it pervades many departments of

applied science. In none, perhaps, is this tendency more definitely

displayed than in what are so well known as revolving firearms. In

microscopic science, too, has the principle of rapid successive action

been applied, and with such an acknowledged measure of conve-

nience and success as to have led to its further extension. We here

allude to what are so well known as " nosepieces" for objectives^

which, at first, double, soon became triple, and are now quadruple,

in their scope. The function of these, we may here inform the

non-microscopical reader, is to carry, screwed up into position on a

rotating plate or adapter, a variety of objectives or powers of vary-

ing degrees of strength, which are capable of being brought in

succession, and almost by a touch of the finger and thumb, into the

axis of the instrument, thus enabling the observer to study any
special object under circumstances of quick transition from a low

to a high standard of mignifying power. In photographic optics

an instance of this successive adaptation is familiar to every reader

in the form of the rotating plate of diaphragms.

Taking advantage of the uniformly small sizes in which photo-

graphic lenses of great focal range are now constructed, we have for

a considerable period had a battery of three lenses of this class

screwed side by side on the camera front, the outer two being of

similar foci for stereoscopic purposes, and the central one of longer

focus for covering the whole area of the plate (7^ x 5) in that

particular camera. This principle of utilising what would other-

wise be waste space and saving an extra front to the camera is

known to, and adopted by, several of our readers ; but of late we
have sought to carry this adapting principle much farther for single

camera views in contradistinction to binocular photography.
At first we had a row of small lenses of different foci mounted

upon a straight strip of wood in which were a series of notches, and
into these a catch fell when any lens was brought directly opposite

the aperture in the camera front. This answered its purpose well and
provided the means of viewing upon the ground glass the scene

intended to be depicted under various degrees of amplification, and,

of course, with more or less of the subject included. Under ordinary

circumstances this could only be effected by the tedious process of

unscrewing one lens from the camera and screwing in another; but
here it is done with a touch—the lens is pushed to one side, and a
click announces that its successor is centered and in its correct

position.

Although the system just described has answered the intended
purpose in an admirable manner, yet of late we had experienced a
desire to try a rotary system in strict analogy with the six-chambered
rotating charge-holder of the modern revolver firearm. Premising
that the camera is a portable one for 8 x 5 plates, we have a
circular plate of four and a-half inches diameter revolving upon a
screw in the centre, like the rotating diaphragm plate, and having
five perforations round the margin. In these are screwed four

small lenses of a strictly portable class, having equivalent foci

varying from three and a-half inches up to twelve inches, together

with a fifth lens of larger dimensions and greater rapidity of action

for employment with an instantaneous shutter.

The advantage of this method of mounting lenses lies in the

extreme rapidity with which any one of the battery can be brought
into action at a moment's notice, and the tentative system that can
be adopted without loss of time, permitting the effect to be per-

ceived on the ground glass whether the subject be depicted by a
long- or short-focus lens.

lu fitting a number of lenses in this revolver fashion certain

precautions are necessary, but, happily, they are only few. The
(gUtins ^late upon wtt^gli tbe leasee are icrewed miut be atto6be4

to the rising front of the camera, and the circular aperture in this

front must be no larger than the back cell of the lens at the front,

while it must taper out rather widely at the back to admit of the

transmission of an extremely-oblique ray when a lens of very short

focus is employed. Again : the rotating plate upon which the

lenses are screwed must be fitted so closely upon the camera front

as not to permit of any leakage of light between them. But it

would be almost an insult to intelligent photographers to hint that

such leakage may be altogether prevented by the insertion of a

band of velvet ribbon, such fact being obvious to every reader.

When only three or, at most, four lenses are employed they may
be attached to the revolving piece by the usual flanges ; but when,

owing to their increased number and consequent proximity, there

would be no room for them were such flanges adopted, then they

must be afiixed by other means. The most simple method is to cut

an aperture in the wood of a size just capable of admitting the lens

and a ring which is inserted from behind and screwed upon the lens

mount. True, a flange could be employed in the usual way, having

its sides cut away so as to enable the lenses to be brought close

together, but the projecting plate of rotating stops would in most

cases interfere with this ; for, unless these were previously removed

from the mount, the latter could not be screwed in its flange

on account of the contiguity of the adjoining lens. But no matter

by what means the lenses are screwed upon the revolving front it is

necessary that there be no projections whatever upon or behind the

latter.

The lenses, when brought in rotation precisely opposite the aper-

ture in the camera front, must be retained there until a mark is

made on the periphery of the circular revolver, in which a notch is

eventually cut. We may add that no one who tries this system of

mounting lenses will care to revert to the old and original method

of screwing and unscrewing the lenses to suit the varied require-

ments of the subject about to be photographed.

THE NEW COPYRIGHT BILL.

Once more a new Copyright Bill has been introduced into the

House of Commons, read a first time, ordered to be printed, and

was issued last week. Whether it will share any better fate than

its predecessors—which have been brought forward annually or

several years past—time alone will determine.

In its main features the present Bill differs in no material extent

from the former ones, most of the principal clauses being retained

in their entirety. But some few and by no means unimportant

ones have been added—the necessity of which have been suggested

by the recent decisions under the old act of 1862—while others have

been amended. Eor instance ; in clause 9, which in its meaning is

similar to that in former bills, we find the term "author"—upon

which the now famous case of Nottage versus Jackson broke down

—

is expunged, and that of "person" used in its place. With this

clause is now embodied clause 11 of the former bills, which provides

that the copyright in all work executed by an emploijd is to be the

property of the employer. This clause also defines the duration of

copyright in photographs, which is to be fifty years from the date of

publication. As this clause is one of the most comprehensive and

important in the Bill we here give it in its entirety :

—

9. Every person who, without infringing any copyright, shall lawfully

make or have made any photograph wliioh shall not have been pub-

lished before the commencement of this Act, such person being a

British subject, or domiciled iu some part of the United Kingdom, at

the time when such photograph shall be published, shall liave the sole

right of copying, reproducing, and multiplying the same for the term

of fifiy yean, commencing on the first day of the calendar month in

which it shall be published: Provided always (first) that, where in

making a photograph a negative is first made, the said right shall

belong to the maker of the negative; (secondly) that, where a photo-

graphic copy of any work of fine art is made on commission for or by

request or permission of the owner of the copyriglit in that work, the

copyright in the copy shall belong to the owner of the copyright in the

work copied; (thirdly) that if any person employs another as his

assistant, servant, or workman to work for him for salary, wages, or

hire, for the purpose of making or assisting in making any photograph,

or the negative of any photograph, the copyright in such photograph

ud negative ebaU belong to tbs employer, sueli employer being »
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British subject, or domiciled in some part of the United Kiogdom at the

time when such phi>tograph shall be published.

CIrtuae 22 is framed expressly to prohibit the importation of

pirated works of aft mid photographs produced abroad, Which

experience shows to be very uecessary. It enacts—or will enact

if it become law—that any owner of copyriglit, if lie have reason-

able cause to suspect that any parcels of goods being imported

contain pirated copies of his worlt, may make declaration to that

eflfect. Then any such suspected goods will be unpacked and
examined by the Custom House oflicials, and by them detained.

Notice of tlie detention is then to be served on the importer, and
if within fourteen days an action in respect to such detention shall

not be brought against the owner of the copyright, then all the

pirated copies are to be delivered xip to him or his agent, and will

become liis property.

A very important clause in the new Bill is clause 23, which
enacts that anyone selling pirated copies of any photograph or work
of art is bound to disclose from whom he procured them. The
importance of this clause is great, inasmuch as it will enable the

actual pirate to be detected and probably brought to justice.

This it is next to impossible to do under existing circumstances,

unless the evidence be voluntarily given by the seller. Hence, in

prosecutions for infringement of copyright, it is no uncommon cir-

cumstance for the prosecution to withdraw the case as against the

seller, or to ask only for mitigated penalties, upon the consideration

that he will give information as to the actual producer of the pirated

pictures. Upon refusal to give the necessary information a penalty

of five pounds will be incurred. As this clause is entirely new, we
give it at length :

—

23. Every person who shall import or export, or cause to be imported
or exported, into or out of any part of the United Kingdom, or shall

exchange, publish, sell, let to hire, exhibit, or distribute, or offer, or

hawk, or carry about, or keep for sale, hire, exhibition, or distribution

any unlawful copy, repetition, or imitation of any work of fine art, in

which or in the design whereof there shall be subsisting copyright, or

of any pliotograph in which there shall be subsisting copyright, or any
work of fine art upon or to wliich any name, initials, monogram, or

mark shall have been signed, placed, or affixed in manner prohibited
by section twenty of this Act, shall be bound, upon demand in writing

delivered to him or left for him at his last known place of abode or

business, or at the jjlace of such exchange, publication, sale, exhibition,

or distribution, or olferiug or keeping for sale, exchange, exhibition, or

distribution as aforesaid, by the owner of such copyright or otlier per-

son aggrieved, to give tiie person requiring the same, or his attorney or
agent, within forty-eight hours after such demand, full information in

writing of the name and address of the person from whom and of the
times when he shall have imported, purchased, or obtained such copy,
repetition, or imitation, or such work of fine art, and the numlier of

such copies, repetitions, and imitations which he shall have imported,
purcliased, or obtained, and also to produce to the person requiring such
information, or his attorney or agent, all invoices, books, and other
documents relating to the same ; and it shall be lawful for any justice
of the peace upon information on oath of such demand, and of refusal
or neglect to comply therewith, to summon before liim the person
refusing or neglecting, and on being satisfied that such demand ought
to be complied with, to order such information to be given and such
production to be made within a reasonable time to be appointed by
liim ; and any such person who shall refuse or neglect to comply with
such order shall for every such offence pay to such owner of copyright
or other person aggrieved the sum of Jin' pouwU, and such refusal or
neglect shall be jnrimA. facie evidence that the person so refusing or
neglecting had full knowledge that the article or thing imported,
purchased, or obtained was an unlawful copy, repetition, imitation, or
work of fine art.

A former clause gives power to search any premises suspected to

contain pii-aciea, and to seize them if found. Hence it will be seen

that the Bill is constructed to prevent piracy as far as possible. In
the new Bill the price for registration is (o be one shilling, as here-

tofore; and for a certified and stamped copy of the entry two
shillings and sixpence will be charged. This certified copy will be
accepted as primd facie evidence in legal proceedings that the
registration has been duly effected.

Clauses 33 and 34 are quite new. The former provides that any
inaccuracy in the registration at Stationers' Hall shall be no defence
in case of prosecution, unless the Court be of opinion that the inac-

curacies were of such a character as to cause a misapprehension on
the part of the offender. The latter clause gives power to amend a

registration. Upon written application the regiMtrar of the Sta-

tioners' Company may make any correction in the name, style,

place of aboile, &e., of the owner of the copyright. The chnrgo

for making the amendment is fixed at one shilling for each entry

corrected. This projected Bill, if it pass into law, is to take effect

on the 1st of January next year.

We regret to find there is nothing in the Bill, if it pass the

House, to make it retrospective with regard to such photographs

as have from time to time been duly registered, under the im-

pression that the registration was being effected in strict accordance

with the requirements of the existing Act. We refer to such

pictures as have been taken by paid assistants, as in the well-known

Nottage-Jackson ciise, and were registered in the name of the em-
ployer. In all such work there is now, practically, no copyright

whatever, notwithstanding tliat it was registered under tlie boiui

fide impression that all had been done that the law required, and

this, up to the decision iu the case referred to, was never before

questioned.

No doubt this omission is, in great measure, due to photographers,

as a body, being so generally apathetic with regard to their com-

mercial interests in the matter of copyright. We have on several

previous occasions directed attention to the necessity of professional

photographers—particularly those who publish their works—band-

ing themselves together to watch over their interest in any new
Copyright Bill that might be introduced. It is scarcely possible

that the gentlemen who are associated together in promoting the

new Bill have any practical experience in what is actually required

by photographers, but, doubtless, they will be open to any sugges-

tions if brought forward in a definite form. So far as we are

aware our advice has been disregarded. Possibly, had the

desirability of making the Act retrospective, so as to meet such

cases as those referred to, been -brought prominently before the

promoters of the present Bill, a clause might have been inserted

which would have remedied the present unsatisfactory state of

affairs.

Some of the clauses of the Bill, as at present framed, it it pass

into law, will materially affect the system of business now being

practised by many professional photographers. Next week we
shall make some further remarks on the Bill as it now stands,

and point out some of ita most salient features affecting photo-

graphers generally, and professional portraitists more particularly.

THE PERMANENCY OF SILVER PRINTS.

The discussion on Mr. E. Duumore's paper on Old Photographs, in

which prominence was given to the question of the permanency of

silver prints, again brought before thinking men a problem of

paramount importance to the wellbeing of the art and its pro-

fessors. It is one that is too apt to be lightly cast aside as a

threadbare topic, the interest in which has quite ceased, and so-

forth. The interest in the subject ought never to cease. Con-

tinued observations on the facts of fading, and a careful superin-

tendence of the practice of those to whom printing operations are

deputed, should be carried on by all who love their art and have a

respect for their profession. The composition of a gold - toned

print is complex and uncertain to an extent that forbids any con-

clusion of value to be drawn from their supposed composition, so

that the results of actual practice, guided by certain known chemi-

cal facts regarding the production and toning of the picture, are all

that have to be relied upon at the present day to enable us to solve

the question—" Can a silver print be permanent i

"

There is a tendency at prewnt to propose a return to the older

methods of toning ; but we think a very complete discussion should

take place before any such decision be arrived at It is now aboat

a quarter of a century since the method of toning which receives

the name of "alkaline" was introduced. It was before the pre-

valence of the carte mania, and when that became so very pro-

nounced photographers generally had had every opportunity of

forming a judgment as to its possibilities, relatively and absolutely.

Have any new facts been since discovered to overturn the unanimous

verdict which the practice of photographers showed forth so clearly i
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Those of us who are familiar with the photography of a score of

years ago know very well the sort of thing the print from the old

toning and fixing bath used to be—very beautiful on plain and very

rich on albumeui-sed paper, frequently permanent in the former and

usually fading in the latter in a very short time—a fading quite

different from the familiar alteration undergone by prints of the

present day. If silver printing, as then prjictised by the leading

men of the day, were universally canied on under the alkaline

system, there must have been most excellent reasons for it.

Mr. Mayall may be said to have been at the head of professional

photographers at the distant time we refer to—certainly as to the

magnitude of his business ; and we believe we are correct in

instancing him as the last prominent photographer of the time to

continue the gold toning and fixing system in the routine of the

work of his establishment, his results having all the peculiar

richness that so characterised that process. But in time he

also abandoned it and took to alkaline toning. It would be

interesting to know whether it was from a conviction of the non-

permanent character of the old process, or from the greater facility

for quick " output " offered by the newer.

Those were not times for a professional photographer to play at

experimenting. He had to make his election; he had to decide upon

the tools to use or his harvest time might pass. The election of

the process to be employed came at a time when the immense in-

crease of photographic operations was so great and so sudden that

we may fairly believe considerations as to permanency were not the

only ones actuating the general body of photographers. The time

Las now come when the question may be re-opened with the

advantage of a vast accumulation of facts having been collected,

and with lai'ge numbers of capable and earnest men being con-

nected with the science.

The question is twofold in its aspect. Here we have two pro-

cesses decidedly different in their mode of execution, and, to the

best of our belief, embodying chemical changes of a very opposite

character. Does either present possibilities of permanency, whether
as at present carried on or under any possible alteration of condi-

tions ? It is the answer to this question that creates the uncertainty

and confusion which undoubtedly exist, and which are increasing

in intensity at the present time. It is unquestionable that many
prints may now be seen toned by the old method of toning and
fixing in one operation, which, though twenty or thirty years' old,

are still very beautiful and apparently unfaded. There are also a
large number of photographs still to be found which owe their tone

to "alkaline toning," and which are equally beautiful, and also

apparently as free from fading as the day upon wliich they were
first produced.

We cannot, however, forget that the outcry against fading was
very strong when the old method was in vogue, and perhaps the

chief consideration that led to its abandonment was the promise of

permanency given for alkaline-toned prints. Many books at one
time were illustrated by the prints toned in the old way ; but they
faded so very rapidly tliat a reproach was very quickly cast upon
the art from which it has never entirely recovered in popular esti-

mation. Prints toned by the present method have also faded in

large numbers ; but it is our opinion, arrived at after a long and
most careful weighing of evidence, tliat the proportion which of

late years faded photographs have borne to unfaded is far less than
that relatively borne by prints a quarter of a century ago.

It cannot be denied that the existence of even a few pictures after

the lapse of a score of years indicate that fugitiveness of results

cannot be inherent in the process, though it may be so complicated
by side issues, so to speak, which cannot be thoroughly worked out,

that want of permanence is the actual character of the results. That
character sittaches more to the old than modern processes.

Having thus laid the ground for a fair discussion of the process on
its merits, we propose in our next to bring forward the more definite
conclusions which it appears to us may be drawn. We may conclude
by saying that we are justified in believing the chief distinction
between the results of the produce of the two processes is that in
the new any fading that supervenes is not necessarily in the print
itaelf, but is' owing to external influences; while ia the old, not

only is the print subject to the same external influences, but in

the majority of instances it also contains within itself the germs

of fugitiveness. ^

al of
is not often that photography gains the unqualified approval c

! artist or art-critic ; but so great an authority as John Kuski
It

hiis paid a very high compliment to a photograph, ileterniig to an

ink-photo, portrait of himself, printed by Messrs. Sprague and Co;,

he writes :—" The portrait is out-and-out the best yet done of me.

It is a new feature in the character of an operator that is souglit by

an advertiser in another column. The operator, preferably a lady,

must "have tact to cope with the ignorance and manners of a

shabby-genteel neighbourhood." The neighbourhood, however,

is one that is far from considering itself "shabby-genteel."

By the way, it is news to us that the unit of time, the second,

belongs to the metric system, nor did we know that it was due to

the originators of that mode of measurement; yet, in the article

described in another portion of our columns, La Nature speaks of

" the illustrious founders of the metric system, and the admirable

system of weights and measures they have founded. All scientific

measurable quantities are now expressed in terms of the three

fundamental units—the centimdtre, the gramme, and the second."

WiLLESDEN paper—a communication on which was recently read

before the South London Photographic Society—was the subject of

a paper read before the Society of Arts the other day, and which

seemed to create considerable interest. It appears that the manu-

facture may be said to have been in hand for a considerable time,

but many practical difhculties have stood in the way; tliey ixre,

however, now removed, and a very large demand ought to spring

up for tlie material. We see nothing whatever to stand in the way

of its employment for many photographic purposes. For tem-

porary studios it possesses manifest advantages, as also for the

many little odds and ends in alterations which a photographer

more than most men is so frequently carrying out. Asa temporary

roof, even, during summer months it must be of great value, while

for dishes for development it should form a very valuable cheap

substitute for the expensive ebonite. The Willesden Company

make a solution for uniting the surfaces together, though expe-

rience in its use is required to perform the operation satisfactorily.

The rationale of the manufacture is simple :—An ammoniacal solu-

tion of copper, which possesses the property of dissolving cellulose-

paper, &C.—is allowed to partially act upon the surface of the

material selected, which is then dried, when it has a varnish-like,

impermeable surface of dissolved paper. Very full details of the

process and its application at Willesden are to be found in the

Journal of the Society of Arts for May 16lh, to which we refer

those of our readers who may desire further information.

When " solar enlargements " were more in demand than they now
are, an instrument for keeping the rays of the sun in a constant

direction would have been an important consideration ; but its use

at the present time would be more for astronomical or spectroscopic

photography, for which, particularly if it were not expensive, there

should be a demand. ' Dr. Johnstone Storey described such an instru-

ment before the Royal Dublin Society, there giving to it the name
" local heliostat," on account of its being capable of use anywhere in

the British islands without any special adjustment being needed.

He stated that this local heliostat had hitherto been made with

mirrors about six inches by three for use in physical laboratories

;

but the design has been rendered so simple that it could be made at

a small cost with a mirror as large as a toilet glass and driven by a

cheap, common clock—a form which Dr. Storey points out would

render it useful in photograjihy.

Solar photography formed the chief topic of discussion at the last

meeting of the Royal Astronomical Society, our esteemed contribu-

tor, the Rev. S. J. Perry, of Stoneyhurst, having started the discus-

sion by an interesting paper on solar spots. Colonel Tennant rather

objected to drawings of such appearances. " What we want," he

said, " are photographs of sun spots on a larger scale than they have

hitherto been taken, so that we may study the rapid changes which

take place." This was being done on a large scale at Potsdam, it

was stated, but not with sufficient frequency. Mr. Brett caused
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some laughter by remarking that " it is easy to exaggerate the accu-

racy of photographs. Photographs are liable to misrepresent appear-

ances unless they are taken by artists."

This ia a very far-reaching assertion, as artists are usually supposed

to fight shy of photography. They, or some of them, let othera

(ihotograph, and "set" the results in the framework of an evolution

uf their inner consciousness.

Mr. Norman Lockyeii reminded his hearers, at the same meeting,

that the subject of good observational work Wiis necessarily mixed

up with the "brutal question of finance." He believed that all

future observations would be made photographically. "No one

MOW, for example," he said, " would think of drawing the nebula of

Orion after what Mr. Common has done; and, if we are to do any-

thing for the people who come after us, we must hasten to obtain a

complete photographic catalogue of the whole heavens. We picture to

ourselves, in a hundred or thousand years hence, a gallery tilled with

photographs which will give a complete picture of every part of the

heavens, from the North Pole to the South. The great telescope

will be charged with twelve plates at a time, which can be exposed

by means of an electric magnet, and the whole work of the observer

will consist in reducing and comparing the photographs. I hope

members of the Society will agree wi^h me that it is our duty

to do what we can to provide such a celestial library to those who
come after us."

We can cordially re-echo Mr. Lockyer's wishes, and we should be

glad to find that, whenever such work is cariied out, those for whom
such photographs are taken may really see them as thej' are pro-

duced, and not through the translation of an engraving executed

by an artist, possibly one who knows nothing of either photo-

graphy or astronomy. We would again impress upon all who are

connected with such work the desirability of letting photography

tell its own tale. If it be the valuable aid to science which is

generally admitted, why should its evidence be smoothed and

made pretty to such an extent that deductions may bo drawn from

incorrect premises where rigorous exactitude should obtain ? We
shall not tire of harping upon this striujj till we see photographs of

spectra, snnspots, stars, and comets—in tact, of all phenomena of

scientific interest—brought before the scientific public as photo-

graphs (it should be known by every one now that permanency can

he eiViily ensured) and not as pretty examples of the engraver's art.

With the unerring certainty of the camera to check too exuberant

exercise of imagination the illustrated papers—at anyrate in scenes

near home—may be expected to keep fairly close to literal truth,

.md photography in that sense subserves a most useful end. Thus,

the recent earthquake in Essex offered a fine field for exaggeration

;

hut negatives have been secured of the effects, and at the Royal
Society's conversazione the week before last photographs of the

damaged buildings were shown, that all might see the actual extent

cf what really was a di^a«ter.

THE LATE H. BADEN PRITCHARD.
The late Mr. H. Baden Pritchard, whose sudden death was briefly

announced a week ago, and whose portrait embellishes our present

number, w.as the third son of the late Andrew Pritchard, well

known as a microscojiist and the author of the Jlistory of Infusoria,

as well as the constructor of diamond microscopic objectives of high

refracting power. Mr. H. Baden Pritchard was born in November,
1841, and at the age of twenty entered the Royal Arsenal at

AVoolwich, where he remained without intermission until the date
of his death, and wh.ere, many years past, he had had the direction

of the photographic department.

In 1868 Mr. Pritchard joined the Parent Society, to the council

of which he Wiis elected in 1870. Two years later he became
its Honorary Secretary—an office which he continued to hold for

three or four years—and in 1883 was elected one of the Vice-
Presidents. On the formation of the Photograpliers' Benevolent
Association Mr. Pritchard was elected Honorary Treasurer, which
office he held continuously to the time of his death. Mr. Pritchard
contribnted numerous papers to the Parent Society, and occasional

articles appeared from his pen in various journals, but chiefly in the
Photographic Xetn with which he was intimately connected as a
contributor for many years, and of which he became managing

proprietor on the death of Mr. George Wharton Simpson, a little

more than four years ago. Bat photography alone did not claim
Mr. Fritchard's energies for bf was a prolific contributor to general
literature, the range of his powers extending from newspapers
leaders, scientific essays, and lighter magazine articles to three-
volume novels. In the last-named department he gained some dis-

tinction with Dangerjield, Old Charlton, George Vanbruqh't Mistake,
and The Doctor't DanglUer, while his Tramp* in the Tyrol, and his

latest effort—but just published

—

A Trip to the O'reai Sahara mth
the Camera, by " A. Cockney," showed his capabilities as a descrip-

tive writer.

His connection with literature necessarily brought him in contact
with menof allsortsand conditions within thecircle which issupposed
to constitute " Bohemia ;

" but the modern Bohemia differs widely
from the shady and loose mode of life with which tradition and
outside popular opinion are too ready to connect the name.
A member of the Savage, Whitefriars, Urban, and other literary

clubs, Mr. Pritchard was intimate with many of the foremost men
in connection with literature, art, science, and the drama, and his

bright, genial disposition, his fund of humour, and his kindly
nature made him friends everywhere. In social life he was espe-

cially a favourite, and whether the occasion were a chddren's party
or a more sober literary gathering he was equally able and willing

to contribute his quota to the general enjoyment. Many of our
readers may have had the opportunity of hearing some of his

humorous songs—a number of which were his own composition

—

at recent annual dinners of the South London Photographic Society

and Photographic Club, while those who have the entree of the
narrower circles of the Whitefriars and Solar Clubs are aware that
he was one of the moving spirits in both.

Mr. Pritchard was passionately fond of travel, and had penetrated
almost every country of Europe, with many of which he was nearly
as familiar as with England. His latest journey, from which he
returned but a few weeks ago, Wiis to Algeria and the Great
Sahara, and already his experiences in that new field have been
printed and published.

In 1873 Mr. Pritchard married Miss Evans, whom he met at the
house of his friend Mr. H. P. Robinson. This lady and four
children survive to mourn his untimely loss—a sorrow that will be
participated in by a very large number of friends in the circles of

photography, literature, and art.

The funeral took place on Thursday, the 16th instant, at Abney
Park C'emetery, within but a short stone's-throw of the last resting-

place of his former friend and predecessor, G. Wharton Simpson.
The hearse bearing the coffin (heaped high with flowers and
followed by several private carriages) arrived from Blackheath
shortly after half-past four. A brief address took place, and the

coffin was lowered into the grave where already lie his father, a
sister, and a nephew; and, after a last look from sorrowing friends,

who again showered flowers and wreaths upon the coffin, the crowd
of mourners separated.

In addition to the immediate relations of the deceased a very
large concourse, including many ladies, assembled in the cemetery.

We counted upwards of thirty faces from amongst the photographic
friends of the deceased, while, in addition, there were many
members of the Savage, Whitefriars, and other clubs to which he
belonged, including amongst them leading representatives of science,

literature, art, music, and the drama.
Looking around on the sea of faces during the delivery of the

mournful address, it was easy to see that no mere feeling of

curiosity or of formal duty had drawn many to the spot.

The sorrow was unmistakably genuine ; and the large attendance,

despite the fact that no public notice had been given of the sad

event, spoke volumes for the esteem in which Mr. Pritchard was held.

Our portrait is from a photograph by Chevalier Lafosse, of Man-
chester, and is remarkably characteristic of our departed friend.

PACKING DRY PLATEa
This is just the time of the year when such questions as that of the

best method of packing dry plates are likely to assume an im-

portance in the minds of many landscape photographers which tliey

do not possess during the stay-at-home period of the "off" season.

In fact, as the photographer begins to form his plana for the

coming campaign or for his summer holiday he will, if he be wise,

pa.s.s in review his experience of the previous season, with the

object, wherever possible, of improving his arrangements.

To the travelling pliotographer there is, perhaps, no single ques-

tion which has given rise to so much doubt and di^culty as that of
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packing platea I do not, of course, refer to mere packing for

htora{;e pur|)Odes, but packing for travelling, where it is necessary

to combine under the head of general convenience the qualities of

compactness, portability, facility for packing and unpacking, and,

of course, safety from breakage. There are many ways of securing

each of tliese qualities separately, but perhaps i/ie perfect combina-
tion of the whole remains yet to be discovered.

In the course of many years' dry-plate work I have tried, I think,

eveiy method of packing that has been suggested—from the bulky
grooved plate-box to the mere insertion of slij)3 of cardboard between
the borders of the plates. The comparative hardness of the gelatine

film, and its consequent less liability to injury than collodion,

renders the matter of packing somewhat simpler nowadays ; but, on
tlie other hand, the greater sensitiveness necessilates a method
which enables the plates to be unpacked, transferred to the slides

and repacked with the utmost celerity, and, sometimes, in absolute

darkness, in order to avoid fog. A plan that I used for some time
with satisfaction on short joiu-neys consisted in simply ]jlacing

sheets of smooth tissue paper between, and in contact witli, the
surfaces of the films; but I found that if kept for a few weeks in

this manner the plates became liable to markings of various sorts.

About this time I noticed Mr. England's method of using card-

board masks the size of the plate with tlie centre cut out, leaving a

narrow frame an eighth or three-sixteentlis of an inch wide, whicli,

when placed between two films, came in contact only with the
borders. Here seemed to be the ver}' thing that w;is required ; but,

upon making inquiries of a mouut-cntter for a supply of such masks
made of very thin cardboard, I found he would only undertake the
order at a price that was perfectly proliibitory, the separating masks
costing about twice as much as the plates. I then set about building
up a supply of the frames after the manner mentioned by Mr.
England, by joining strips of card by means of squares of paper
pasted on to the corners. The process was a slow and tedious one.
The frames were not always square, and, when made, were very
iable to break at the corners ; but the three or four dozen I made
answered their purpose so much better than anything I had pre-
viously used that I resolved to adhere to the principle, and, if

possible, improve the method of manufacture.
I think I may say I have succeeded in simplifying the method

and accelerating the speed of manufacture, and in producing a mask
which is practically as strong as, or even stronger than, a cut-out card-
board one ; and, aa the method will be useful to others, I will briefly
give it.

The weak point in Mr. England's masks is the difference in
strength between the cardboard and the paper corners ; if the
mask be bent or strained the paper breaks. It struck me' that by
building up the masks of different thicknesses of paper instead of
cardboard, and dovetailing, or rather "mortising and tenoning," the
corners together the necessary strength would be gained ; but at
first sight the trouble of manufacture seemed likely to be greatly
increased. After one or two experiments, however, I found in the
latter respect the reverse to be the case. Here is the method of
working :

—

Take any good smooth and tolerably-stout paper, and cut it into
pieces of any convenient length and of the following widths—the
length IS immaterial, the width important :—Two strips a quarter
of an inch voider than one dimension of the plate, and one strip an
eighth of an inch narrower than the same dimension ; then two
strips an eighth of an inch nanmcer than the other dimension and
one a quarter of an inch wider. The two sets of three are then
pasted together sandwich fashion, with the two longer (or shorter)
strips outside and the odd one in the centre, as shown in the
diagram, which represents an end section of the compound sheets.An examination of the figure will show that A and C form what

^^

frame, the gummed extremities being moistened with the tongue,

placed together, and pressed into contact with the thumb and fore-

finger—four such operations, which occupy less than a minute, com-
pleting the frame.

As an example, suppose the masks are required for a half-plate

(6^ X 4|) : we cut two strips of paper 6| inches wide and one 6j
inches for one dimension, and one strip inches and two 4§ inches

wide for tlie other dimension. If the composite sheets are cut into

strips three-sixteenths of an inch wide they will form, when fitted

together, masks one-eighth of an inch smaller each way than the

plate, the corners crossing like an Oxford frame. When dry the

corners are trimmed square with the scissors. The masks made in

this manner will bear any degree of rough usage within reason
without breakage, and they form the best means of packing either

plates or negatives that I have ever tried. In the course of a
single evening a sufficient number may be made to pack a gross of

plates. I have timed myself and find that, having the composite
sheets ready to cut up, I can easily cut the strips and put together

six dozen masks (sufficient for a gross' of plates) within an hour and
a-half ; so that however complicated the description may look

on paper there is but little trouble in practice.

With regard to the comjjletion of the packing of the platea : I

place them in pairs face to face with a mask between, and these are

wrapped in half-dozens, two sucli packets (sometimes three if the

plates are thin) being enclosed in one of the cardboard boxes in

which commercial plates are issued. For convenience in unpacking
and repacking when away from home only one thickness of orange
))aper is placed round each packet inside the box ; and for protection

from liglit I trust to the box itself and its outer wrapper of brown
paper. If commercial plate-makers would expend more of their

energies in wrapping the boxes and less in wrapping the plates they
would, I think, save a good deal of dark-room bad language.

For convenience of packing in absolute darkness, or by the feel

as in a changing-bag, I put the plates direct into the box without
wrapping. The first plate is laid face upvrards and on it a mask,
tliese being pushed into one angle of the box, the two containing

sides of which act as guides ; the second ))late follows face down-
wards, and so on until the box is full. The ordinary commercial

boxes will be found to allow sufficient room for the insertion of the

finger to pick out the plates; and this extra space, when the plates

are packed, can be filled up with a wedge of paper to keep the plates

firm.

In conclusion : I can recommend this method of packing to all who
study comfort in travelling. I also apply it myself to the storage of

negatives, which, if kept in the usual grooved boxes, take up sadly

too much room. I keep mine in the ordinary boxes in which the

plates are sent out, with a memorandum of the numbers of the

negatives pencilled outside for reference. C. Beckett Lloyd.

the jomer calls a tongue and groove." When quite dry, the two
surfaces of the projecting portions at C and 1) and, if 'necessary
the inner surfaces at A anrl B are well gummed (the latter being
opened, as at B, for the purpose), and again allowed to dry.We have now a three-sheet cardboard with its edges ton<nied and
grooved. By means of a sharp penknife ami straight edge tl.e sheets
are ciit in o strips, three-sixteenths of an inch wide, in the direction
of AB, CD. The.se strips, which present the same sections as in
the diagram^, are fitted together after the manner of a school slate-

THE NEW STANDARD OF LIGHT.

Writing of the International Conference upon standards, whose
conclusions upon the light standard we described in our last issue.

La Nature speaks of the great stress it lays upon the subject.

" Up to the present time," it says, "the quantity of light emitted

from a given source was estimated by means of arbitrary units.

In I'rance it was the Carcel lamp, and in England and Germany
the candle. Other standards have been proposed—the Schwendler,

Girond, Vernon Harcourt, Siemens, &c., standards. None of these

lights satisfied the conditions that ought to be fulfilled by a repre-

sentative standard. These conditions are indeed numerous. The
standard must be constant, it must be able to be reproduced at any

time and any place, it must be of a convenient size relative to the

quantities to be measured, and, in fact, it must lend itself to an exact

comparison with thosj quantities. The last condition involves a

requirement particu! aly difficult to satisfy—that of colour. The
standard itself ought to possess a sufficiently-white colour to be

comparable with modern lights, and in all cases to show in the

spectroscope the whole range of the scale of colours, so that light

of any colour whatever may be compared with that of the standard

in each part of the spectrum."

This, as onr readers will see, has a most important bearing on the

use of such a standard for photographic purposes ; but it neces-

sarily adds to the difficulties of finding an efficient substitute for the

fused platinum. "This comparison," the editor continues, " is ueces-

Siiry in exact me.asurements. All natural lights being formed from

the superposition of ditt'eient simple lights, the intensity of each of

these simple lights should be measured by comparison with the

corresponding portion of the spectrum."
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M. Violle li:ul proposed to the International Coiigresa, in J881, a

scale satisfying all the required conditions. It is tlie light emitted

hy 11 square centiniutre (if fii.^ed platinum at the teniperaturo of

soliditicition. Thia temperature is very great (1775° C, according

to M. VioUe's measurement), and, in consequence, the light emitted

is whiter than that of the Carcel lamii or a amdle ; it most nearly

approaches that of an incandescent electric light. The radiation,

like the temperature, is absolutely constant during the whole period

of solidification, and it can always be repeated exactly similarly,

since it is derived from a natural phenomenon unvarying of itself.

Tlie light is the same from all points of the radiating surface—

a

very valuable quality which enables any desired multiple of the

unit to be obtained in a moment by taking a surface two, three, &a,
times as large.

Some practical difficulties concerning the production and main-

tenance of this unit were the only obstacles in the way of the

conference of 1880 immediately adopting it. These difficulties

have been cleverly surmounted by M. Violle in a series of experi-

ments carried on for the last eighteen months in the cellars of the

Ecole yoifiwde; and the conference of 1884 has definitively adopted

his unit, —
SOME EXPEIUENCES OF A BEGINNER

[A communication to the Leeds Photographic Society.]

The use in the dark room ot light which has passed through ruby
glass is attended with many disadvantages, and a yellow light is far

preferable. The lijjlit from a small benzoline lamp, after passing
• throngh one thickness of "canary meilium," exerts a considerable

effect on a gelatino-bromide plate if the latter be exposed directly to

it ; but this light can be used with safety if care be taken to keep the

plate covered up during development, and to expose it to the light no
more than is necessary for proper examination,

Deivlopment.—Any method of development in which the whole of

the ammonia is added to tlie pyro. at once gives the operator very
little control over an over-exposed plate, and indeed throws away the

principal advantages of pyro. development. The ammonia solution

shouhl be moderately strong and ought to be added gradually to the

pyro. as the course of development indicates. The relative proportions

of ammonia and ammonium bromide difter greatly in different formulas.

In some the amount of bromide is much too small; in a few it is too

large. A solution containing

—

Ammonia, -880 1 ounce.

Ammonium bromide 4 ,,

Water .... 9 ounces,

forms a convenient stock solution for all makes of plates. One drachm
«f this solution added to one ounce of water containing two grains of

pyro. will develope a properly-exiiosed quarter-plate.

When sodium sulphite is used with the pyrogallol in the developer

the solution becomes much less highly coloured, and remains clear

during development ; hence the progress of the change can be more
easily seen than with the ordinary developer. The shadows are kept
clearer, and there is much less tendency to fog. But the sulphite

exert." a certain restraining action, and in order to gain good printing

density the plate must be left in the developer much longer than is

necessary when using plain pyrogallol. The amount of sulphite

usually recommended is unnecessarily large; twice as much sulphite

as pyrogallol is quite sufficient, and the solution should be acidified

with sulphurous acid in preference to citric acid. My experience
refers only to solutions which have been kept not more than a week,
an<l does not extend to soln lions which havel^een kept for a long time.

InleimJiccUiou.—When intensifying by means ot mercury the grada-
tions of ligiit and shade in the negative can be preserved if care bo
taken not to keep the plate in the mercury solution too long, and if in

the sulisequeut treatment the ammonia be added gradually instead
of all at once. Dr. Edcr's uranium method usually gives satisfactory

results, and has the advantage that uranium ferrooyauide is soluble in

alkalies ; hence, if the intensification have not been satisfactory, the
deposit can be removed by treatment with dilute ammonia, and other
methods of intensification can afterwards be applied.

Ki'diicinij .Vc(/rt( »<•«. — In reducing negatives by means of ferric

chloride it is best to use a moderately-dilute solution, and care must be
taken not to keep the plate in the liquid too long. A convenient
strength of solution is

—

Ferric chloride 1 drachm,
Water 8 ounces,

and the plate should be allowed to remain in it for one, two, or three
minutes, or longer, according to the amount of reduction required.
The brown stain, which is usually produced, can be removed by means
of alum and citric acid. This method of reduction diminishes the
contr.-i8ts in the negative.

In all cases where processes are applied to plates which have been
dried, and especially if they have been alumed, it is advisable to leave
them to soak in water at least three hours, in order to bring the fdms
into a homogeneous condition.

Rfproiluction of NegcUiixs.—Negatives can bo readily reproduced by
making a transparency by the or<linary contact method, and tbeu
printing a new negative in the same way from this transparency.

The new negative may be even better than the original, since con-

trasts can be increased or diminished at will by varying the propor-

tions of pyrogallol, ammonis, and ammoniam bromide in the deve-
loper.

ImtarUaneous Work.—Instantaneous photographs taken with very
short exposures are valuable from a scientific point of view, bat are

frequently inartistic. Any impression received by the retina of the
eye persists for about one-tentn of a second, antl it follows that all

motions taken place during this interval are compounded by the eye
into one resultant motion. If the exposure be only one-fiftieth of a
second, or even less, phases of motion are represented which are never
actually seen as distinct positions ; and to obtain artistic pictures the

exposure should not be less than one-twelfth to one-fifteenth of a
second. Very good pictures of such subjects as breaking waves can be
taken with an exposure of this duration made with a simple drop
shutter. C, II, Bothamlev, F,C,S.

ON THE CORRECT REPRESENTATION OF COLOURS
BY PHOTOGRAPHY,

The task of aU reproducing arts, to which photography belongs, is

to represent the tones of the original in their prop3r proportionate

values—that is to say, the bght shall be represented by light and the

dark parts by dark. That a photograph does not rightly fulfil this

task, when dealing with a coloured original, is well known; it, indeed,

often gives the opposite of the original. The light part, if it be yellow,

often comes out dark, and the dark part, if it be blue or violet, white.

This contrariety is most vexatiously distracting when paintings have

to be copied, but that it also displaces values in portrait photography

every photographer knows.
Until now negative retouching has been employed successfully to

grapple with this drawback. Since MUster showed, eighteen years ago,

what a distinguished artist could make of a negative after an oil

painting, the reproduction ot oil paintings has grown to be quite an
important branch of tierman art industry, which has considerably

injured the copperjjlate and lithographic branches, and has in the

shortest time made the most striking masterpieces of modern time

accessible to the whole world. But the progressive spirit of discovery

is not contented with the present, however good it may be. The
reproducing photographer sets himself new aud great tasks — the

replacement of the silver print by a mechanical process, and the sub-

stitution for retouched negatives ot direct photographs upon plates

specially prepared to offer sensitiveness to colour.

The first of these tasks has already frequently occupied our attention

in these pages, and efforts to produce something resembling Gonpil's

photo-engravings have, as is now well known, been crowned with success.

The second point, however, still merits a more particular description of

the newest efforts which, in the matter of representing difiicult colours,

especially in old pictures, give astonishing results. ^Ve saw lately, at a

meeting of the Association, two reproductions of an old Italian painting

—one by Braun, of Dornaoh, and the other from a Berlin establishment.

The difference was as between light and day. The Berlin one showed
broad black spots, where Brauu's one was full of details which a person

could see were not owing to retouching on the negative. Equally

astonishing was the difference between Hraun's copy and that of a

Munich firm of a Cornelius fresco, and, further, a copy of a choir stall

with coloured interstices in the lierliu Museum, in which the values

of the tones were most faithfully maintained. Hero the problem of

representing in almost their true proijortionato value at least some
colours was solved, and by the practical application of the principle,

discovered by mo eleven years ago, that bromide of silver can lie

rendered sensitive to the so-called chemically-inactive r.iys by the

addition of substances which optically absorb these rays {MiltheUungeii,

vol. x., p. 233).

This discovery was at the time of its publication doubted by men
such as Carey Lea and the l.ate Monckhoven, and its alleged incorrect-

ness was attempted to be shown by experiment. TnK Britlsh Journal
OF Photouraphy also laughed at the whole thing, and it was not until

a year after that ISecquerel proved experimentally that these ob8e^^•a•

tions were correct. Still, men like Captain Abney continued to doubt

as before. In 187.5, on the occasion of the British expedition to

observe the eclipse of the sun, M.ijor Waterhouse, at Calcutta, saw my
photographs of the red and yellow parts of the spectrum, taken on

coloured collodion. A year later he repeated this experiment with the

most complete success, and indeed added now dyes to the regions of his

researches. Until that time the thing had only been worked out scientifi-

cally. But so far back as in 1873 I had the good luck to photograph •

dark blue band upon an orange ground in the correct proportionate shades

—that is to say, the blue dark and the ytUow light.* Vet years

Fassed away before any practical use was made of these observations,

n 1877 Duces du Ilaurou and Alliert made a beginning. They aimed

For corrobor*lion m( *U those stnteiuenli ho itilthtilmujfn, vo). xl...p. »7;

to), xii., pp. 190 and 2<7 ; vol. xUI., pp. 1«, IV7, SSS : vol. z, p. 237.
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higli. Tliey not only wished to represent colours by monoclirouio, but

colour by colour—an attempt whicli ofiered great difficulties, because

in tlie latter case nature does not itself counterfeit its own colours, but

these have to be selected by the printer. (See Vogel's Lehrbm/i, 3rd

edition, and Mittlieilimgen, vol. xiv., p. 176). Albert and Duces used

coloured collodions and coloured glasses. With the latter tliey cut off

the access to the plate of colours, tiie action of which they did not wish.

(I had already employed this means in MMItcUuiigen, vol. x., p. 237.)

The labours of Cros, of Paris, were parallel with these experiments.

Lately, attempts have been made to apply the same principle to

gelatine plates also. I published my experiments in that direction in

Miltheilungen, vol. xvii. , p. 1.5. The best medium of absorption for these

plates proved to be eosine, which has also been used for collodion plates

by most investigators who have experimented on this point. Tiie eosiiie-

gelatine plates of Clayton and Tailfer are already a commercial article.

The action of eosine upon bromide of silver is explained in my
Lehrbuch, and made clearer by an illustration. By it the sensitiveness

to yellow is considerably increased, and that to blue lessened. The

latter eflfect is also apparent when other dyes are used. This ciroum-

Btance—the weakening of the sensitiveness to blue along with the

increase of the sensitiveness to yellow—is of very great importance,

since, were it absent, in photographing dyes the blue would act as

powerfully as the yellow, and appear as light as the latter.

\\'hen I examined speotroscopically some of Clayton and Tailfer's

plates I found that they were about twice as sensitive to yellow as to

blue ; their sensitiveness to red is, on the other hand, no greater than

that of ordinary plates. The above-mentioned sensitiveness to yellow

was, however, not sufficient to make it possible to take yellow pigments

alongside of blue ones, and to represent tlieir relative tone values

correctly ; for yellow pigments are very considerably darker than

the yellow rays of the spectrum (V^ogel's Lehrhuch, p. 157). I then

tried whether it would not be possible to still further increase the

Bensitiveness of the plates to yellow, and, at the same time, to amend
the faulty sensitiveness to red. / hair succfeded in doing both. I hare

jinjxtred vH collodion plati'n whicli are nt least eight times as sensitive to

yell'iw as to tlm, and, besidi's, exhibit a sufficient sensitiveness to red.

The results are briefly :—l. Upon gelatine plates not only does eosine

act, but also cyanine and methyl violet. Of fuuhsine I have already

saiil that it does so. These dyes, in accordance with the theory 1

propounded eleven years ago, render gelatine plates more sensitive to

those parts of the sun's spectrum at wiiich ihey show bands of absorp-

tion. But the sensitising action of dyes upon gelatine plates is very

much less than upon collodion plates. The difference in that respect

between bromide of silver sensitive to blue and that sensitive to indigo

is the most striking (Mittheiiungen for 1883, page 99).—2. The impres-

sion of liglit which many dyes suffer can be rendered developable. If,

for example, fuchsine l)e exposed for a veri/ long time to the action of

the sun's spectrum, in the presence of nitrate of silver, the latter is

reduced, and when treated with a physical developer (solution of ferrous

sulijhate) shows a distinct image. Since as yet there are but few
substances which, like chloride, bromide, and iodide of silver, admit of

physical development in presence of nitrate of silver, it would be
interesting to see the range of such enlarged by organic substances. If

one should succeed in rendering particularly sensitive to light organic

substances available in this way, the basis of a new photograjjhic process

would be obtained. That fuchsine and other dyes exposed with nitrate

of silver to the spectrum are only sensitive as above to the rays abmrbed
I merely mention as a matter of course. The correspondence which
here shows itself between absorption and chemical action is wonderful,
and offers the investigator a sure guide in further experiments. He
who knows the absorption and how to judge of the spectrum can
measure the action of the dye in advance.—3. Only dyes of high
absorbing power act as sensitisers on the silver salts. The conditions
under which a dye stuff acts as a sensitiser are different for each
substance, and must be determined for each substance separately by
experiments with the spectrum. Apparently it will prove on further
experiment that many dyes which have until now been considered
nactive are capable of acting. H, W. Vogel, Prof.—Miltheilungen,

THE TEMPERATURES INSIDE GLASS STUDIOS.
Has the question ever been raised in the photographic world of the
advantages and disadvantages of building glass photographic rooms
with two surfaces of glass, tlie one twelve or eighteen inches within
the other? Out here in Switzerland nineteen houses out of twenty,
even the poorest habitations, have double windows, in moderate time
the extra expense of construction being saved in the cost of fuel, less

tire being tlien necessary to sustain the temperature of the room, in
addition to the great extra comfort conferred and the freedom from
draughts. The plan would somewhat lessen the light for photographic
purposes, by giving four reflecting surfaces instead of two, and by
giving two slightly absorbing layers instead of one ; but in these d.-xys

of quick gelatine plates these two objections may not be of practical
optical importance. If, however, they were of importance, portions
of tlie inner layer of glass might be made to slide away temporarily,
during the time only of the taking of a portrait.

The extra cost of fuel with but one layer of glass is astonishing to

those who have never tried the difference. If a glass door in a public
Swiss cafe is not made double like the windows, but opens directly
to the outer air, the seats near it are deserted by the frequenters, the
temperature there being so much lower than in other parts of the
room, for which reason a kind of double entrance is commonly con-
structed. In hotel bedrooms when the inner window is opened in cold
weather a sudden chill is felt, because of the layer of cold air between
that and the outer one. The distance between tlie two is usually
about one foot, and in some few houses the intervening space is

utilised as a small greenhouse, the lower part being filled with mosses,
ferns, and flowers. One reason of this superior building here is that
the Swiss house-dwellers are their own landlords, and land is a free
article of commerce. Hence the houses cover more space, and the
people have no interest in possessing "jerry" buildings—to tumble
down as near the end of a lease as jjossible ; tliey build solidly, and
the bulk of the population have homes far more comfortable than are
generally known in England. Iii England the people are overcrowded
and squeezed into a very limited space in towns, so that it is not
so easy to get extra room for the larger glass studios herein sug-
gested.

Another item in the saving of cost of fuel in Switzerland i.s the
stoves, in wliich all kinds of fuel can be burnt—but coke most econo-
mically. There is no smell from the stoves, this being avoided by
giving them a much larger heating surface than is usual with us ; the
heat being spread over a larger area in the stove, the surface of the
latter has a lower temperature than our small ones.

A Swiss room with double windows—the size of that in which the
Photographic Society of Great Britain holds its meetings in Pall Mall
—can be kept comfortably warm with coke by a Swiss stove at a cost
of from one penny to twopence a day, although fuel is dearer here than
in England.
The larger stoves are usually cylindrical, some of the old-fashioneil

ones for burning wood being as large as locomotive boilers placed on
end, but the size of the modern ones is not so excessively large. Their
chimneys consist of concentric thin iron rings, and are bent aljout near
the ceiling in elegant curves, like the scaly tail of a dragon, so that by
their great length they may give up all thcii- heat to the room before
tliey enter the stone chimney proper of the house. Here ag.ain, iu the
power of using large stoves, the Swiss feel the advantage of their great
space inside towns and houses. There is a very thick linino' of fire-

brick between the iron exterior of the stove and the lire ; in fact, after
the large stove has been well heated it will warm the room long after
the lire has gone out. The stoves have intelligently-made air and
smoke valves, by which the combustion of the fuel is regulated more
than by poking. The poker, in fact, is scarcely ever used, but is

available if wanted. These stoves have also an arrangement for warm-
ing air inside as well as outside themselves, and of discharging the air

so wanned into the room.
'The accompanying diagram represents the side of one of a Swiss

cylindrical stove, as manufactured by Herr Weltert, of Sursee, in
whicli town he has the largest manufactory of the kind in Switzerland.
In this cut A is the interior, or place of the burning fuel of the stove,
and B the exterior. The inner wall, DD,
is of fire brick, about three inches thick.

Then comes a layer of small, rounded river

stones, EE; these stones are a peculiar

local variety, which will bear much heat
without crumbling to pieces under it. F F
is the inner iron skin of the stove, and N N
the outer iron skin ; between them is the

air space K, in which fresh air from out-

side the house is warmed before entering

the room. In the morning the stove is

half filled with coke, on the top of which
a small coal fire is lit to ignite the upper
part of the coke below. The doors of the
stove are then closed, and throughout the day the amount of com-
bustion is governed by regulating the quantity of air supplied to the
fire. The coke being lighted at the top, the fire consumes its own
smoke and burns slowly. Several minor scientific details might be
added, but what has been stated will give a general idea of the
construction.

Another advantage of more household space, if it were as obtainable

in England as on the continent, would be that those studios would be
more numerous iu which it is possible to use lenses of long focus.

There is no doubt that lenses of short focus will not do, gener.ally

speaking, such good work as the others, especially in these days
of quick plates. The best photographer in Milan scarcely ever uses his

portrait lenses, although they are made by the best opticians of

England and (Jermany ; he finds that he obtains better pictures with
an aplanatio doublet, partly because it has fewer reflecting surfaces. It

ever I had to do with portraiture I should really try quick plates with
a long-focus single landscape lens made to cover a plate much larger

than that in use, employing at the same time a large stop. It would be
a good thing if the brilliancy given by a single lens with only two
refecting surfaces conld be utilised in glass-house portraiture. Besidesi
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the fociu of a loil3 sliould always bo 38 luug aa the diatance at wliicli

tha portrait will be held from the oye by any persou viewing it, to

give the best results.

All tliis implies tlio power of buildiiij; a long and largo glass house.

Oue objection in Kugland is the dirty air of cities caused by the fuel

wasted iu the form of coal-smoke ; also the deterrent photograjihic

influence of fogs when they enter long rooms. Interruptions of work
from such causes would bo infrequent, and it is possible to apply

a remedy. The public could enter by one pair of double swing doors

at the bottom of the stairs, and another pair at the top, so that they
would only momentarily let iu a little of the outside air on entering

;

whereas the bidk of the air in actual use in the room could be drawn
through another chiinnel, and be liltered from the dirt it had been
carrying outside. Cotton wool is the best and cheapest material for

filtering air. The air might enter the room through a pipe two feet long

and one or two feet in diameter, loosely stuffed with cotton wool, and then

be passed through the air-warming part of the stove before it escapes

into the room. This plan would baffle the fog and dirt demons. The
late Mr. C F. Varley, the electrician, used to filter the air breathed in

his earlier private residence, Fleetwood House, Beckeuham, Kent.

The house was subseijuently purchaseil from him by Captain Halpin, of

the Great Eastern steamship ; I ilo not know if the apparatus l)e still

there, but cotton-wool was the filtering medium employed.
As at present constructed nothing can be worse for temperature than

a glass photographic room. It gives the heat of a jyeenhouse in summer,
and is kept warm in winter by great expenditure of fuel, but with a

layer of more or less chilled air near the glass. It constructed with

double layers of glass it would be one of the best rooms in the world
for temperature, air being such a bad conductor of heat. It is not the

fabric of our clothing, for instance, which keeps us warm, but the air

entangled in the interstices of the fabrics. Blankets are, therefore, so

very warm because of the large (juautity of air they entangle; and fur

dresses, with the fur inside instead of outside, are about the warmest
to be had by travellers in polar regions.

A double-surfaced glass house offers facilities for being kept cool in

summer by cooling the air as it enters through tiie artificial channel.

The English Houses of Parliament are the best-ventilated buildings in

Kuropo, and the air for them is chiefly cooled in summer by means of

the lowering of temperature produced by the evaporation of water. The
principle may be explained by the aid of annexed iliagram, iu which ABC
is the wall of the house ; U B C U cloisters opening into a courtyard at K,
and H B C N is a room for temperature-regulation beneath the door

of the house. A B H is the house, and the hot or cold air enters it

from below through its periorated iron floor, on which is a string

carpet of wide mesh. The foul air escapes at the top of the house,

and is discharged through a shaft in the Victoria Tower, the draught

being caused by a fire constantly burning at the bottom of the tower,

on tlie colliery-ventilation principle. E is one of a series of metal

buttons in the cloisters, against each of which a jet of water is driven

through the pipe F. This water is driven with great force, so that it

bursts into spray by impact on the button, which spray evaporates

to some extent in the damp cloisters.

At B C are large sheets of very coarse

canvas, through wliich the cooled air

passes, and on which it deposits some
of its London dirt, so that the canvas
refjuires frequent washing. It is long

since I examined these arrangements,

but I have no doubt they are still in

use, as the building is constructed to

harmonise with them. Sometimes, in

hot weather, unscientific members of

Parliament open windows to cool them-
selves, forgetting that they are already

supplied with cooler .air than obtainable

I directly from outside.

JV jr B To get artificially-cooled air into a
glass room in summer it would be

necessary, in the absence of a fire, to set up artificial circulation. This
could be done by a long iron pipe, three inches in diameter, rising from
the roof, with a gas-jet burning at its lower orifice inside the house.

This plan of ventilation is common in Switzerland for public smoking
rooms, W, H. Harri.'jox.

fVerllitniilein, Sirilzerland, May 1, 1884,
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ON THE DETERMINATION OF THE DURATION OF
THE EXPOSURE,*

II. I! EiU'LAR ClKriLAH MoTios.— In order to produoo a regular circular

motion which can be jihotographed various means are employed :

—

Ui) Thr ^[orenvnl. of fke Iwt-x llnml of n, VIor.i:, the pendulum of

which has been removed. As one will immedi,ately perceive, such an
arrangement can only be used when the index is moved rapidly enough

;

but that would never be the case with an ordinary clock for really

L'uiti;liKlctl Iroiu p.i^u jl2, \oI, x.\x,, ISSJ.

short oxpotures, because, even if the progreM of (uch a one become i

sixty times faster owing to the removal of the pendalum, atill the
minute hand would only go round the dial once in »ixty seconds, an<l

one would not be able to demonstrate fractions of a second thereby.

But if a second hand were there which would now pass round the dial

in one second, if it stood out white upon a black ground it would l>e

sufficient to demonstrate au exposure lasting from about one-sixtieth to

oue-hundred-and-twentieth of a second. For shorter exposures even
that would still not be sufficient.

(/>) The Herohuioii of a S/Hiidk Scl in Motion by a Weight, where a
wind-sail serves as regulator.—Perhaps for the purpose now in view
such a spindle running ea-tily on a pivot, and furnished at one end with
an indicator and also with a wind-sail, is tho best instrument, because
by the heaviness of the weights and the si/.e of the wind-sail one has
complete control over the duration of the revolution, and can accelerate

it at pleasure. Of course the index must be white licre also, and must
pass before some kind of black dial upon which the divisions of a circle

are marked oft', from which the duration of the exposure can be dis-

tinctly read. The length of the exposure can also be easily ascer-

tained even without such a division, since, if the indicator be as long as

r, if it go round the dial n times iu a second, and if during the exi>o-

sure its tip have described thecourse d, then theduratiou of the exposure
t is equal to—

2 ?• IT «

c. 77(C Coiime PctsKed Oar During (he Exposure hy a White Roil

Sfuui/ Bound lieyularhj by ii Man in Front of a Dark Jiacbjronnd, or

a White BaU Fixed to a Slrimj and Whirled Round, in the Same Way.—
Also by this method it is necessary, when determiuing very sliort

durations of time, to swing the object round as rapidly as possible

;

each revolution should, indeed, not last longer than a second. The
calculation is then made by means of the formula already given.

d. With the Help of Attirood'x FaHinr) Machine.—A powerful top
weight is jilaued upon it, and when it has gone a considerable way one
causes it to be raised by the ring, and photographs during the regular

motion now produced.
e. The MoeenunI of a Hall llunnimj Downmirdx in a Oroore of Kiioirn

hiclinotion, aiul then proceeding in a horizontal direction.—This
method is much less exact than the preceding. If x be the angle of

inclination of tlie groove, then the accelerating force is ;/ sin x.

Ax Ueary as Possible a While IMl is Alloireil to Fall, from o«
Exaethi-Knoirn Jfeiijht in Front of a Dark Jiaeh/round, and an Kr-
jioxure' is Mad'- Duriii'j th- /'«//.—The instantaneous shutter must be
set free very quickly after the ball is allowed to fall. Now, if from the

picture one ascertains that on the shutter l>eing opened the ball had
already got as far as s, and when it was closed as far iV, then one
knows that for the corresponding times t and T give the equations :

—

•'

«

'2 s
t = ^-f.T=^'^

From which, as the time of the exposure, we obtain

—

T- t = (,s/S - V«)\"
.7

This method is, perhaps, the most suitable for determining the length

of very short exposures, especially if a great height be available for tho

fall. A very excellent ball is secured by tilling a glass globe, silvered

on the inside, with small shot, and letting it fall in front of a dark

surface upon which the sun shines. The globe will then reflect an

image of the sun of small diameter,

B,

—

The Objective or the Sensitive Plate Movies, ok Both
Move SiMni.TANEOC.SLY.

It is evident that by this method the time of the exposure can be de-

termined it one take a bright, white rod or a similar circiUar spot

in front of a dark background. Yet the two first methods of proceeding

are hardly to be recommended, as it would \>e extremely difhcult

to endow either the plate or the objective with a regular, exactly

-

known, and well-isolated movement. It is othenvise with the thinl

case. A camera can very easily be placed upon a pivot and mado
to revolve with a constant rapidity round a perpendicular axis. For
this purpose a si)ccial camera stand will have to be constructed, the top

of which can be made to revolve by means of a hand-winch. For

less exact determinations it is also possible to take hold of the camera

by one's hand and so turn it round ; or, finally, one can suspend it to a

cord revolving by being twisted, or to one of the revolving show-

frame contrivances. Now, if the focus of the objective be /, the

number of revolutions in the second n, and the distance traversed in the

picture d for the time of the exposure /, one gets

—

f. 'L-
2/wH

This method is, aa one sees, very convenient, because it is not necessary,

as iu A b, first to settle the actual movement from tho picture,

because that is given almost directly by the measuring o(T of the

picture by the aid of a short diviition. But, on the other hand, since it

IS diirieult to make the revolution so regular and certain by this

method as by that, it cannot, therefore, compete with it in respect iu
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exAotituds ;
yet tlij CJkia with >vli:c!i a sia^'.a pjrjjii ciu, witli j'at ot'.iar

apparatus than a light camara, deteriuiue the duration of the exposure,

makes this method S33:n eapeoially worth recommending for most

practical purposes. Fr.vnz Stolzb, Ph.D.
— Wochenblatt.

FOREIGN NOTES AND NEWS.
Award to Professor Vogel.—A Norweoian Photographic Societv.

—The Behaviour of Iodide of Cadmium to Etiike.

At an extraordinary general meeting of the Berlin Association for the

Cultivation of Photogr.iphy, lield on tlie 16th ultimo, it was resiilved

to found a prize of 1,000 marks {say £50), and to award it to Professor

H. W. Vogel as an aoknowledgnieut of his discovery of the collodion

process as sensitive to colour and in recognition of his services to

photography in general and to this Society in particular, both as founder

of the Society and as its guide and President. Tiie process of wliicU

mention is made above is not a method of photographing in colours, but

of representing colours photographically in their true values. A detailed

description of the process, which Dr. V^ogel has not patented, appears

elsewhere. [See page 327.] It seems that for photographing paintings

or other coloured objects the collodion process is far superior to the

gelatine, but that the collodion plates had better be dry than wet.

In Norw.ay a photographic society has been founded under the name
of tlie Del Fotonraphiilce Selskah, The ofSee-bearers are

—

President,

h. Szacinski ; l'"tce - President, Fr. Klein ; Treasurer, C. Wichman ;

Secreta}-y, H. Abel.

In the Ghemiker Zemiiiff Herr Georg Buchner calls attention to the

very peculiar behaviour of iodide of cadmium towards the so-called

"pure ether" of commerce, as it furnishes an easy and rapid means of

testing the purity of the ether, and li.as also special merits in tlie case

of ether which is intended for the preparation of iidised collodion for

photographic purposes, as iodide of cadmium is also employed for that

purpose. Herr Buchner observed the reaction in question once when
he was preparing an etiierial solution of iodide of cadmium. In a quarter

of an hour the solution became yellowish, and by the end of a day it

had become a brownish-yellow, while, at the same time, the solution

first became turbid and then deposited a small quantity of a white
precipitate. As the ether used did not discolour litmus-paper, and
therefore seemed free from acid, and, as there did not appear to be any
other impurities present, he at lirst thought the cause of the phe-
nomenon must be tliat an ethevial solution easily absorbed oxygen, and
that that would give rise to the reaction observed by simultaneous
separation of the iodine and formation in the ether of insoluble iodide

of cadmium oxide. But, as every ether did not give the same amount
of reaction, and as one sample of ether afterwards procured liardly gave
any reaction at all, he became convinced that tlie cause must lie in

some impurity in the ether itself. He then observed that the strongest

reaction of all was given by a sample which had been supplied to

him as the very purest absolute ether, and by another sample which
he had himself rectified over chloride of calcium. A small quantity
of ether distilled over iodide of cadmium furnished a distillate which
remained perfectly indifferent to iodide of cadmium, even when heated
on the water-bath, which otherwise accelerated the reaction. 22'0

grammes of absolute ether were distilled over iodide of cadmium. The
distillate was colourless, and the almost dry residue was a brownish-
yellow. The residue was flowed over with alcohol, when it dissolved,
assuming a brownish-yellow colour, and throwing down a white
precipitate. The precipitate was washed with alcohol and dried. It
weighed 0'103 of a gramme. The brownish-yellow solution, containing
the iodine thrown off, combined with the washing water, gave, when
(lubjected to volumetric analysis, with one-tenth of normal sodium
thiosulphate, 0' 06096 of a gramme of iodine. This quantity corresponded
to 0'17 of a gramme of decomposed cadmium iodide, from winch one
would find by calculation that there had been 0118 of a gramme of
iodide of cadmium oxide (of which, as shown above, O'lOS of a gramme
was actually found). Though Herr Buchuer is, for the moment, un-
able to give more exact details regarding the substances on which this
reaction is produced in commercial ether, yet from the foregoing it is

seen that the quantity is not inconsiderable, and that by rectification
over iodide of cadmium the iodide cau bo purified from it. He thinks
it is apparent that this impurity is the reason why iodised collodion
often becomes so rapidly red. To test ether take about 2 of a
gramme of iodide of cadmium in a test-tube, then add ten c.c. of ether,
and place it for an instant in the water-bath. Should the ether be
impure it will become coloured in a few minutes, the depth of the
colour varying from pale to golden yellow. It will then become a
brownish-yellow and turbid, and throw off a white precipitate of
iodide of cadmium oxide. Under the same circumstances pure
ether remains perfectly colourless.

EASTER MONDAY WITH THE CAMERA.
Portsmouth is'uever at any time a dull place. The coming and going of
aion-of-war and of transiwrts, the large garrison, the crowds of "blue

jac'.cets," and the annual fashionable infiir; into Siuthsoa—all prevent its

ever becoming so. When the town is en fSte, however, and puts up lier

triumph.al arches, decks herself with g.^y ribbons, and assumes her other

coquettish airs, she is as lively as any Spanish city in carnival time. Those
who had the good fortune to see her last Easter will not readily forget her
attractions.

Projn Saturday to Monday the main streets of the borough were a gay
spcct.aele. Above, every variety of flag and banner were festooned across

from house to house, or fluttered from wiudow or roof. Mottoes, devices,

and illuminations glittered .and glanced on every side. The pavements
were crowded with uniforms. Blue marines and red marines, linesmen
and dragoons, rnyal artillery and blue jackets, volunteer artillery and
engineers, spruce London Scottish and grey Artists, riflemen, black, blue,

red, and grey from the metropolitan corps—all swarmed and jostled and
pushed from one end of Commercial-road to the other. Very serviceable

the citizen soldiers looked, with bayonet and water bottle, blanket and
iiaversack—ready apparently to go anywhere and do anything, more parti-

cularly to drink. Considering that on Saturday night there were some
fifteen thousand men in the town order was wonderfully well preserved.
There was only one disturbance of any consequence which I observed,
where some regular engineers having given offence to a few volunteers a
free fight ensued, in which a couple of sailors joined, fighting apparently
like Hal of the Wynd—each for his own hand .and with the strictest impar-
tiality. In this skirmish the volunteers had decidedly the best of it, and
remained in possession of the field.

Easter Monday morjiing broke bleak and raw, and it became a problem
of some difficulty to knov/ liow camera and stand and carriers were to b?
conveyed to the top of the Portsdown ridge, some throe and a-h:ilf miles
from the town. Vehicles were at famine prices, and even the 'bus com-
panies had run up their fares in a way which prompted all public-spirited

citizens to "boycott" them. As my two companions and myself included
ourselves in the category we proceeded to put our princi|jles into practice

—

a resolution which led to sore heels, blisters, and much dust and exaspera-
tion. As far as we can learn, our abstention had not .any perceptible eft'ect

upon the market value of 'bus shares. We have given up " boycotting "

large comp.anies since then.

Trudging along three miles of very dusty road with a camera in one's
hand is not the most blissful of human employments, more particularly

when the crowd upon the footpaths the whole way is so thick that you
have to regulate your pace by that of others. You tread on the heels of

those in front of you, and, while they are expressing their oi)inion of you
and of your proceedings in flowery .and scriptural language, you are
yourself trodden on by those behind. Vehicles of every sort and descrip-

tion clattered along the causeway, and as no rule of the road appeared to

be observed it was dangerous to go off the footpath for a moment.
The lines of Hilsea having been passed, the first sign of warlike opera-

tions became visible in the sliape of a pontoon bridge thrown across tlic

canal by the engineers to allow the garrison to make their sortie. A little

further on in a bye-road there stood a commissariat waggon of the London
Scottish, with a guard of half-a-dozen men smoking round their stacked
rifles—a pretty little warlike " bit " for the photographer ; but the hurry-
ing, remorseless crowd prevented any possibility of taking it. We were
glad to reiich the prettily-decorated village of Cosham, and gladder still to

get a glass of bitter beer, for we were coated with dust and as dry as if we
had swallowed Paley's Evidences of Uhrittianity.

The b.attle was to begin at twelve o'clock, and as we were anxious not to

miss .any of the slaughter we made a forced march so as to get on the ridge
before that hour. There is not a finer n.atural theatre in the world than
the Portsdown hill and the countrj' around it, nor any place where such a
large number of spectators can follow operations upon a large scale and
gi'asj) the drift of them. On one side beneath you is the village of Cosham
and the little town of Portchester, with its historical castle, and on e.ach

side the broad stretches of Portsmouth harbour and Langston harbour. In
the background lies the great Hampshire seaport itself, and beyond it the
silver streak of the Solent, bounded on the horizon by the long, well-wooded
shores of the Isle of Wight. On the other side tho declivity is as sharji,

and the spectator looks down on an undulating, fairly ojien country, rolling

awaj' for some twelve miles to Butser Hill and the Petersfield district. The
main roads stand out like lines of chalk—as, indeed, many of them are

—

upon the landscape. Both views, to the north and to the south, make
splendid photographs, but we had already done them justice and were in

quest of rarer game.
To underst.aud anything about the in.anceuvres it was necessary to have

a highly-trained imaginatiim. To grasp tliem thorou^dlly argued an im-
mense power of fancy, only to be obt.ained, as one of my companions
declared, by the aid of stimulants. The great forts which line the summit
of the ridge, and command the country round for miles, are to \m: supposed
not to exist. This is out of consideration for the wives and families of the
invading army. Then the sea is also abolished and put out of the question.

For the d.ay Portsmouth was an inland town, defended by a garrison of

some two thousand men. A reinforcement of four thousand or so arc cm
their march from the westward to strengthen the place. An enemy, how-
ever, numbering ten thousand or so, comes down from the north in a
highly-reprehensible and vindictive maimer, and interposes itself between
the town and the relieving column, and endeavours to prevent its getting
into the town. This was the cause of all the trouble.

Looking down at the wooded country to the north and west it was
difficult to believe that some fifteen tliousand troojjs were within a radius
of a few miles. The mystic hour of twelve arrived, and whereas we
civilians had fondly imagined that that moment would be the signal for a
roar of firing, for hidden troops to rush out of ambuscades, and for a
general lively time, to our intense disappointment notliing whatever
occurred. Tiie landscape was as placid as before, and not a human being
to be seen in the north valley except an occasional staff officer or umpire
galloping furiously along.
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Presoutly a couple of Midclleaex Yoomanry, with tlicir carbines unslung, l

canio trv)ttiiig along the ridgo, followed by twenty or thirty of th« same '

C"ii>a. Thusu wore tlio extrunio advance piard of tho northern force. Al-
nio.tc at the xanie lU'inient u brivts-hehneted body of men, looking like a

{

mounted tiro brigade, came galloping: up from tho other direction. These >

were the "scouts of tho western ai-my. Ihore was the material for a pretty
|

little cavalry skirmish, and the crowd's ilesh began to creep; but no gore
|

was shed, for the Middlesex man scampered back to their supports and tho
Hi'.mpahircs disuiouuted and occupied some broken ground in mounted
iafantry fashion. We tried a plate over this mana-uvering of cavalry, but
it was not a success. The dim weather necessitated a somewhat long
exposure, and it was no easy matter to keep our camera on its legs, or to

get a clear foreground in front of the lens.

By this time there was a glitter of arms away to the eastward, and
eo'.unni after column of troo[w—black, ijrey, and rod—appeared in sight

marohiu,' up the valley, with a double line of skirmishers in front of the
leading brigade. This was the attacking force. Their advance was
directed towards the relieving or western army, but a rattle of musketry in

the distance showed that the garrison had made a «ortie and were en^'aging

the flank of the invaders. At the s-ame moment the head of the western
force l)egan to apiiear near Fort S<nitliwick, and very sliortly the skirmishers
of 1) >vh sides wore hard at work. The sight in the valley now was a.

pretty one. Two long lines i>f smoke showed the position of tho hostile

skirmishers. Behind these on both sides were regimeuts hurryim; up in

open order to join in the fray; behind that again was the main body
coming up in columns of companies, while the cavalry, finding the situation

bscommg somewhat %varm, were slowly retiring. Vv'e would have found it

impossible owing to the crash to havo done any good work was it not for

the kindness of a sergeant of mounted engineers, which corps was keeping
the ground. Seeing our difficulty, he very kindly allowed us to come
outside tho line of demarcation, and so to work ^^ithout having the
apparatus broken or being elbowed off our legs. In this way we succeeded
in getting a series of plates of the proceedings; but, as I have said, the
weather w.as against any very brilliant results.

In the meantime there were terrible doings in the valley. The fighting

line of both sides had b^cn strongly reinforced, until it had absorbed the
greater portion of either army. Those two long lines were blazing away at

each other with the greatest sany-froid, at distances wliich varied from fifty

yards to two hundred. Occasionally a regiment would rise and make a
rush forward or backward in a way which would have entailed a premature
interview witli their Creator had it been done in actual warfare. The
reckless hardihood of t!i 'se men was almost incredible. They were too
brave to lie down, so they strutted about regardless of rifles and Norden-
feldts, with a cool contempt of danger which came like a revelation upon
one of my companions, who had seen some real hard fighting in his lifetime,

and who bore in his waistcoat pocket a certain piece of bronze called the
Victoria Cross—as honestly earned as ever a decoration was. " Why," he
remarked, " there wouldn't have been any of them left at all. They would
have been utterly annihilated;" and we forthwith began planning out
graveyards and aiianging for the decent interment of tho belligerents.

So far we had, all things considered, no reason to be dissatisfied with our
day's work from a photographic iroint of view. When the " cease firing

"

sounded, however, and the march past was about to begin, we found the
crowd so ch:nse about the saluting point that photography was not only out of

tlie (piesticm, but it was absolutely necessary for us to abandon our apparatus
if we wished to see anything ourselves. Handing it over, therefore, to the
care of a friendly sutler, we elbowed our way through the crowd—there must
liive been more th.".n a hundred thousand people on the side of the hill—and
eventually secured a position not very far from the staff, where were the Duke
of Cambridge, Prince Edward of Saxe-Weimar, the p<>pular Governor of

Potsmouth, and many others of light and leading, including the French mili-

tary attache—a gaudy warrior in red trousers and sky-blue coat, who seemed,
t'» judge by his expression, to think very small beer of our citizen army.
The march past began with the scanty force of yeomanry, and then for

rather over an hour regiment followed regiment until the whole had gone
by, some of the principal ones being cheered by the crowd. 'The local

Ham|>»hire corps, some eight hundred strong, went by in the opinion of
experts in better style than any of the metropolitan regiments, which may
bo explained by the fact that belongin:,' to a military town they have con-
stant opiwrtunities of imitating and competing with the regulars. The
Victorias, the Artists, the Limdon Irish and Scotch, the Westminsters, the
Second Sussex Artillei-y, the Inns of Court, and the Tower Hamlets all did
well. Tiie Xordenfoldts—grim-looking machines, pulled along in the rear
of the Victoria Rides—created considerable curiosity among the crosvd.
" What's them ? " a.sked one fellow near us. " Them's the regimental
cookin' apparatus" another answered, with a look of superior wisdom.
" For cooking the enemy's goose" we ventured to suggest, but that joke fell

upon Ijarren ground and was lost. Taking them all in all tho general
opinion seemed to be that, though there were a good many weedy men in
iho ranks, the average of physique was very fair—imdoubtedly superior to
tiiat of most of the present short-service regiments.
There was one episode in the fight upon Saturday which was somewhat

amusing. Among the defenders there was a troop of the 4th Dragoon
(iuards—t!ie heroes of the Kassa.ssiu charge—and these slashing horsemen
took a great delight in chasing and chevying any of the opj>osing yeomanry
who came near them, thinking, uo doubt, that it was capital fun to take a
" rise" out of these amateur soldiers. One innocent-looking yeoman, after
this game had been going on sume time, rode straight towards the dragoons,
and then, as if surprised at finding himself in the jaws of the lion, turned
and fled. Away clattered the whole troop in hot pursuit, and rode right
into a nice little ambuscade prepared by the Westminster Uifles, where
t'.iey were all m.'wlo prisoners. The innfjcent-loolcing yeoman had been a
decoy duck, and the crestfallen dragoons rode back, sadder and wiser men.
With the conclusion of the march (xast the procoedins^s terminated, and

the various regiments began to file off the ground iu different directions

Our sutler had moved off with his cart containing the camera and carrier*,

and it took an houi's seeking Ujforo we discovered him. However, at last

wo unearthed the deliuquBiit and roovored our invaluables, after which
we turned our backs on tho battle-field, where the carrion crow waa
already flapping its heavy wings over tho empty giugur-beer bottlen, and
struck out for home.
Just imtsido Cosham we overtook an omnibus, which, for a wonder, Wft«

not full. Wo said nothing, but looked at each other. Should wo b«
iiartiiers in bolstering up this mcmoixily-this indefensible overcharge?

VVe had spent the last week in denouncing it. Were we to submit to it

now? Wo got inside tho 'bus while we were turning the question over in

our minds, and arrived at Portsmouth before wo had been able to come to

any definite conclusion. A. Conah Dotuc, M.B., CM.

THE ROYAL INSTITUTION.
A Lectuue by Professor Dkwar.

O.s Thursday, the loth instant. Professor Dewar, in the course of a lecture

at this Institution on Ftamc and UxklatUm, showed that platinum black

would liberate iodiue from iodide of potassium.

Professor Dkwak threw some platinum black into a solution of iodide of

potassium and starch, and the liquid was coloured blue by the iodine

tliereby liberated. He stated that this was due to the oxygen which the

platinum black carried down with it, and showed that platinum black

taken from under boiled water t<i first get rid of its oxygen had not the

same effect. By the same power platinum black oxidises alcohol into

acetic acid. Professor Dew.ir also stated that tho oxygen gas liberated

by the leaves of trees under tho influence of light docs not appear to be

ozonised. 'The enormous heat of burning magnesium is just strong enough

to partially decompose carbonic acid ; tiut how the leaves of trees do it

under tho influence of light is a mystery. The red rays of the spectnim

are most active in setting up the decomposition liy the leaf, and the action

of .sunlight is clearly a deoxidising one. The carbon is not deix)sited in a
pure state, otherwise it could not be carried into the plant. It seems to be

produced in the first instance as sugar, which afterwards clianges to

staroh, or possibly starch is produced first and sugar afterwards. Starch

cannot be carried about in the plant; hence tho inference is that sugar is

produced first. Ho then exhibited the liberation of carbonic acid gas

from a liquid, under the action of tho light from the electric lamp, but

did not say what the liquid was.

Dr. ODLI^fG ON CuBious Properties o? Hyposulphite op Soda.

Last Friday evening Dr. William Odling, F.R.S., lectured at the same
Institution on Oxygen in Wate): Sir Frederick Bramwell occupied the

chair. Among the listeners were Professor Tyndall, Mr. William Crookes,

various other men of science, and a few members of the nobility. The
auditory was a fairly large one. In the course of his lecture.

Dr. OuLiNO said that 100 volumes of water at 0° C. dissolve 4'11 volumes
of oxygen, and at 15° C. dissolve 2'99 volumes. Bunsen was the first to deter-

mine this. At 0° C. 100 volumes of water dissolve 688(5 10 volumes of sul-

phurous acid, and at 15° C. 43uG'40 volumes ; at 0° C. 11480000 volumes
of ammonia, and at 15° C. 7827000 volumes. In some way these gases are

reduced to the liquid state in the solution, and the bulk of the original

water is tliereby increased. At 45° F. one gallon of water dissolves aiUO
cubic inches of oxygen gas, and at 70° F. 1797 volumes. By weight,

water contains about four grains of oxygen per cubic foot in summer, and
five grains i)er cubic foot in winter. variation of barometric pressure

causes a small fraction of a grain difference of oxygen in each cubic foot

of water. Although these proportions may seem small, the quantity of

liquefied oxygen carried in water in a short time over Teddington Weir, on
the Thames, can be reckoned by tons. It oxidises the sewage lower down
to some extent; consequently the oxygen in river waters tends to keep the

streams pure and sweet. In explaining the methods now adopted by che-

mists to estimate the amount of oxygen in river waters he (Dr. Odling)

said that hyposulphite of soda or of lime is used, but not exactly the hypo-

sulphite of soda used by photographers, which is in reality thiosulphate.

The salt used by him bleached the ammoniacal solution of copper, and
deoxidised indigo, magenta, and iodide of starch. He showed, by experi-

ment, that a solution of white indigo turned blue when mixed with water
containing air, and that when a solution of hy^iosulphite of soda is added
to such blued water it has the choice of deoxidising either the indigo or the

air in the water ; also that it deoxidises the water first, after which it

decolourises the indigo. Thus the ipiantity of hyposulphite of soda added
to the water before it decolourises the blue indigo tears a direct relation to

the quantity of oxygen in the water, and affords a means of estimating its

amount. In one exiwrimeut he (Dr. Odling) added just enough hyposul-

phite of soda to decolourise the licjuid, and then poured it from one glass

vessel to another. In its passage it took up oxygen from the atmnephere,

and, conseqiiently, fell into the second ve-ssel as a blue liquid—a striking

result which "brought down the house" in the way of applause. Tho
lecturer then gave the results of various analyses of the water of tlie

Thames, in relation to the projxjrtion of oxygen it held in solution. At
Richmond it had nearly its projxT quantity, and as it came into contact

with sew.age the quantity gradually decreiused. In London the quantity

was very low, and off Eritu the water contained but half a cubic inch of

dissolved oxygen instead of two cubic inches yicT gallon. Near the mouth
of the Thame* the proportion of oxygen rose a^aiu to within ten per cent,

of its proper amount Although river water is a very weak solution of

oxygon it must be remembered that it also contains but a small amount
of sewage in proportion to its volume. Oxygen thus renders haimless a
proportion of tho sewage ; but it is not certain as yet whether, in river

waters, it destroys those minute living organisms wliich are the genns o{

certain diseases. On this point the opinions of scientific men at present

differ greatly.
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RECENT PATENTS.

PATENTS SEALED, Mat 13, 1884.

No. .5,204.
—" Improved Jlethod of Producing Surfaces for Mechanical

Ink Printing by Means of Photography." Harhisok Garhive.—Dated
November 2, 1883.

Noi 410.—" Improvements in Apparatus fur Storing and Applying De-
veloping and other Chemicals for Photography." G. D. Macdougalu.—
Dated January 2, 1884.

PATENTS APPLIED FOR.
No. 7,678.

—"A]iparatu9 for Washing ITnmounted Photographs aiid the
Like." A. McDonald and T. W. KeS!,all—Dated Man 14, 1884.

No. 7,740.
—"Adjustable Instantaneous Shutter for Pliotographic Pur-

poses." (Complete.) T. Purnell.—J9o(fd il/a^ 1."), 1884.

No. 7,792.—"Instantaneous Shutter for Photography." W. He.wh.—
Dated Mat/ 10, 1884.

No. 7,8.53.—" Retouching Photographs by Aid of Electricity." G.
V>RO\X}l.—Dated May 17, 1884.

Prodccin'g Printing Blocks by Means of Photographv.

The following is the provisional specification of Mr. W. B. Woodbury.—
Dated October 5, 1883.

My invention relates to surface blocks by the aid of wliioh tyjwgraphic
prints may \x obtained in the ordinary printing-piess, and it has for
its objects novel methods of giving to photographic negatives or jwsitives
the necessary riualities to produce from them sucTi surface printing
blocks.

These qualities have usually been obtained by breaking up the continuous
lialf-tone of the negative or positive produced in the ordinary way by
Ijhotography into a series of lines, simple or crossed, dots, or grain similar
to that produced by a lithographic stone or by effects similar to network or
gauze. From negatives or positives so produced printing bhicks have liere-
tofore been obtained either by making reliefs in the well-known way and
pressing such reliefs into the surface of metal, or by transferring to zinc and
then etching ; also by exposing negatives so produced over a sheet of zinc
covered with a substance having the property of becoming insoluble by the
action of light, such as bitumen, or gelatine and bichromate of potasli, and
after removing the soluble parts etching the parts left bare. These processes
are and have been for some time in ordinary use, .and my invention consists
in new or improved methods for the production of negatives or positives
suitable for the purposes above described,

In order to put my invention in operation, I procure a series of negatives
or positives from such objects as fine ruled lines, netting, gauze, dots, or
a print from a grained stone. I use these as " resists " from wliich I make
in the ordinary way what is well known .as a carbon transparency, and
I transfer the same by the ordinary method to the negative or positive and
by then washing away the soluble portions Igive them the necessary qualities.
t)r, sometimes I make a photolithographic transfer and I transfer the same
to the negative or positive, and if sufficient density is not obtained I dust
bronze or otlier opaque powders over the image, so increasing it in force.

In another method which I sometimes adopt, by means of what is known
as the dusting process, I coat a sheet of glass with a compound of gela-
tine or albumen, grape sugar, and bicliromate of potash, and after exposure
under a negative or positive I sift over it suitable gnanular powders or the
material used for flocking paper, thus producing a grain negative or
positive suitable for the purposes already described, or I coat a negative or
l)ositive with the same solution, and I treat it in the same way as the
plain glass.

Or sometimes by means of what is well known as the Woodbury iirocess
I make a relief image from the combination of the negative or positive and
any of the various resists mentioned, and by rolling or other convenient
pressure I make a reverse relief of the same in a sheet of enamelled or
glazed cardboard. This image I ink over carefully with an ink roller and
I transfer ni the ordinary the image so produced to zinc for etching
or to stone for lithographing. °'

Or sometimes I take a gelatine relief, developed on glass by the Wood-
bury process m the usual way, and, having warmed the relief, I pour over
It melted wax, paraffine, or sundar suitable material, and im this I lav a
sheet of plate glass, previously greased and warmed, and after soueezme
out the superflous wax I allow it to cool. When set I detach the glass
leaving a smooth and even surface of wax filling up the hollows of the
relief. Over the surface so prepared I pass backward and for\\'ard a fine
llHxible, and elastic V-shaped tool in the same way as in an ordinary planine
machine, the tool cubting deeper or shallower lines according to the depth
of the wax

: the same operation is then performed in a transverse direction
giving a sencs of crosslines varying in depth and thickness, and from this
I take an electrotype, from which I take a second one, which forma the
printing matrix.

APPAEATU.S FOE EXPOSING SENSITISED PHOTOGRAPHIC PLATES
OR Films.

The specification of Mr. John Edwin Atkinson, of Greenwich, for the
above invention is as follows :

—

My invention relates both to indoor and outdoor photography and con-
sists in improved means or apparatus for holding and protecting 'sensitised
dry plates or films either for transit or storage, and for enabling the plates
or filins to be readily placed in position for exposure in the camera andremoved therefrom after exposure m open daylight, whereby a number of
such plates or hlms are rendered more conveniently portable than in ordi-
nary double backs, changing-boxes, or other costly .-rnd inconvenient
apparatus as heretofore constructed.

My invention consists in the employment of envelopes made of card-
board, papier mache, or other light and cheap material in the form of a
square or rectangular frame, constructed to carry one or two plates or films
(preferably one plate or film only), having an opening at front' rather
smjiller than the plate or film to be carried. This opening of the frame is
closed by a sliding shutter, preferably flexible and sliding in grooves or
otherwise, and the plate or film is introduced at the back of the envelojie
(when constructed to carry one plate or film) by being laid therein, face
downwards, and the envelope is merely closed at the back by four loose
flaps respectively attached to its four sides and merely folding down over
one another, or by other suitable means whereby a light-tight closure is

ensured.
The plates or films are carried preferably each in its own envelope, and

the camera is provided with a "back," being a receptacle or box which is

adapted to fit against the back of the camera, and is hinged thereto or
fitted in slides thereon so as to be readily moved in and out of position to
enable the operations of focussing and exposing to be expeditiously per-
formed. This box or receptacle is of a size to exactly contain one enve-
lojie ; it has an opening at front corresponding to that in the envelope, and
a door at back at which the envelope is introduced, and a slot at one side
to enable the slide or shutter of the envelope to be withdrawn.

Tlie operation is as follows :—The envelope containing the plate is

placed in the box or receptacle, the projecting portion of the slide or
shutter of the envelope being passed through the slot in the side of the
receptacle. After focussing the picture in the usual way the " back" is

placed in position for exposure, and the shutter or slide of the envelope is

drawn out through the slot in the " back." After the evposure is termi-
nated the shutter is ]ius!ied in and tlie envelope removed from the "back,"
the exposed plate which is still contained therein being subsequently dove
loped at leisure.

The focu.ssing-screen is hinged to the camera, and the hinges are so ooii

structed that the screen may be folded against the rear of the " back " in
packing the camera for transport.

[The final specification is illustrated with three sheets of drawings,
showing in what manner it is proposed to carry the invention into effect.

We are led to inquire if the patentee be aware that dark slides or
'

' enve-
lopes " formed of paper, together with frames by which to adapt them to

the camera, have for some time been manufactured and more or less

extensively employed in this and other countries?

—

Eds.]

Changing Box and Dark Slide Combined. By Dr. Heinrich Kayser,
of Berlin.

My invention relates to the construction of photographic exchange boxesi
tlie object of which is to permit the removal of the exposed plates and to
bring a fresh plate in its place in full daylight, without being compelled as
heretofore to slide the box or case into a second case in order to be able to
effect the said manipulation, id. est,, the excliange of a fresh plate for the
exposed plivte.

I5y employing my construction of exchange boxes I am able to exchange
a series of twelve to fifteen i)lates when gl.ass plates are emplt*yed, and
expose them consecutively.

The front or foremost jilate lies just behind the slide in suitable position
for exposing, and is, after being exposed, withdrawn and jilaced behind
the other plates which have not been exposed. For this purpose one enil

of the box or case is made to act as a door, so that the exchange can be
reiidily effected by inserting the hand ; as, however, the plates must be en-
tirely withdrawn from the box or case, and it is necessary to exclude the
light, I employ a sleeve of siiit.able material, capable of excluding the light,

which is slid or inished over the arm of the operator. A suitably-arranged
spring or springs presses or press against the movable partition or false

b(>ttom of the box or case, and hold the series of plates firmly against each
other when the outer or foremost plate is to be exposed, whereas a device
is jjrovided so that the pressure of the spring can be removed, and so that
the plates rest loosely against each other and can be readily exchanged.
The accompanying drawings represent my improved exchange box or

case in section.

A is the slide for closing the box or case, behind which the plates B,
which are to be exposed, are arranged so that they rest against the frame
of the box f>r case.

The single plates are separated by an intermediate layer of bliick or
other paiier through which the light cannot penetrate, which said layer is

loosely attached to the b.ack of each plate. The plates B are continuously
liiessed against the bearing surface of the frame by me.ins of a suitable
sjiriug acting on the movable or false bottom, so that the front or foremost
plate is kei)t in focus.

I represents the side of the box or case which is formed to act as a door,
which said door lies snugly .against the two ledges or rails K and L, and is

movably connected with the box or case by means of a piece or strip of

canvas, leather, or other suitable material which is glued or otherwise
attached to the box or case frame and clamped tight by means of the
ledge K or a suitable joint; hinge or hinges can bo employed to the like

purpose.
The ledges K L serve also to hold the sleeve of suitable fabric which

vvill exclude the light, which said sleeve can be folded up and carried in

the space M of the box or case between the door I and the outer door N,
to the exchange box or case, which said door is provided with suitable
hinge or hinges I. The requisite play for en.abling the plates to be readily
exchanged, is attained by drawing back the false bottom or i)artition C
towards the bottom of the said box or case, thereby compressing the spring
or springs I), which can be effected by connecting a rod or spindle E to the
false bottom C, which said rod E is provided with a suitable knuckle or

other joint F and reaches through the bottom G of the box or case. The
outer end of the rod E is provided with a ring H, so tiiat by pulling this

ring outwards the joint l'' is drawn to the outside of the box or case, the
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iprinff I) compressed, and spaco or play for the exchange of the plates in
the siiid exchange box attained, whereby the false Uittoni C can be retained
in the position niuutioncd above by Kiuiply giving the outer cud of the rod
E a partial revohition of 45"" around the knuckle or
other joint, so that the said outer end of the rod K
lies flush, or about flush, with the bottom or back of
the box or case.
As soim as the exchange of the plates has been

etfected the rod K is returned to its original straight
IJosition by means of the ring H, whereupon the plates
are again firmly comi>ressed by the intervention of
the false bottom C and the spring 1). My improved
exchangt! box or case for i>hotographic plates jxis-

sesscs, in comparison with tlie orilinary exchange
boxes, not only the advantage of the enormous reduc-
tion in weight, but also of being able to employ plates
of various sizes ; for which purpose it is only necessary
to insert a suitable, adjustable, or readily removable
ledge to lessen tlie length or width of the said liox or
ca«>, b\it so as to leave the space next the door I free.
My said improved box or case can be employed for the
ordinary dry plates, but is sjjecially adapted for dry
plates in which the emulsion is not attached to glass,
b>it to a thin flexible plate of suitable material,
such as have already been the subject of v,arious
patents.
The photographic exchange box, as shown in .the

accomijanying drawing, can contain about fifty of such
said flexible plates, and when such said plates are
almut eiKhteen centimetres wide and twenty-four cen-
timetres long, weighs, inclusive of the iJates, only
about four pounds.
The back or bottom of the case is also provided with suitable hinges to

facilitate the introduction of tlie plates into the box.
Having now described and ascertained the nature of my said invention

and in what manner the same is to be performed, I declare that what t
claim is—

1. The construction of a photographic exchange box or case, in which the
plates can be changed in full daylight by employin^' a suitable sleeve O, of
a fabric which will not permit the light to penetrate the same, thus render-
ing the employment of an extra case unnecessary, whereby the said box or
case consists of the Ijottom or back (i arranged to oijen on suitable hinges
the slide A, the movable false bottom or partition C, which said false
l)ottom and with it the plate.s are pressed forward by means of a suitable
spring or springs I), so that the plate to bo exposed is pressed snu"ly
against its seat in the frame, and of the door I formed in the one end"or
side of the said box or case substantially as described and shown in the
accompanying drawings.

2. The movable false bottom C is provided with a rod E, which said rod
has a knuckle or other joint K at about the centre of its length, and a ring
H, or iU equivalent, at the outer end, so that when the ring H to the .said
rod is pulled outwards the rod E is drawn out through a boring in the back
or bottom of the box or case, the soring or springs D is or are compressed
the false bottom drawn back and the plates given free so that the exchange
can be made, for which purpose the rod E is turned on its knuckle or other
joint F and the false bottom held in its rear position, whereby the ana of
the operator must l)e inserted in tlie said sleeve O of impenetrable material
or fabric, substantially .is described in foregoing si»cification and shown in
the accompanying drawings.

3. The combination of the door N to the space at the end of the box or
case to receive the sleeve O, with the said sleeve of light-excluding fabric O
and the door I to the inner space of the said box or case, substantially
as descrilxd in the foregoing siiecification and shown in the accompanying

4. The general arrangement and construction of the parts of ray improved
photographic exchange box or case substantially as and for the purpose set
forth in the foregoing speciBcatiou and shown in the accompanying

Impeovejients in Obtaininq Bklikf Printing Scrpaoes.
Abstract of Specification. By Hknbt Eafter, Artist, Lee, Kent.

The principle of this invention, the prior conception of which I claim,
consists in combining " process " for relief printing surfaces with " wood
cngravmg."
In the first place, the surface of an ordinary wood block, metal jJate, or

otlicr smtable surface, undergoes a preliminary engraving either by
machinery or hand, whereby it receives certain "tints and grounds "re-
quired fur a proposed drawing or work of art.
After the surface of the block has been thus treated, the object of

the proo'ss for relief printing surfaces is to raise np and create in these
furrows and cavities, left by the preliminary engraving, certain matter,
substance or material, which being artistically disposed and distributed
over the block will, in conjunction with the said "tints and grounds,"
represent in proofing' the outbnes, shadows, and general features of th»
drawing or work of art.

The " lights, clearing, and cleaning," are then executed by engraving.
i make use o^ m part, of the process already patented in the two

following expired patents as a factor in the practicability of my inven-

A.p. 18C0, September 21, No. 23(9. An improved mode of prcducing
relief pnnting surfaces.

facM
^^'^' ^^P''""'^'' '^' ^°- ^^^- Producing relief printing enr-

The furrows or cavities already mentioned as being left bet»veen the
nogei or reliefs by the prelumnary engraving of the " tint* and grounds "

' are filled, under pressure, with a material such as pulverised chalk, oxide
: of zinc, &c.. which is forced into an exact level with the top of these
ridges or reliefs, producing a " prepare<l surface " api>arently similar with
the original surface of the block unifonii and iHilished.

This "prepared surface" is then ready to receive the "artistic work,"
which will princi|>ally consist o(4|}8 outlines, shadows, and general feature*
of the drawing or work of art, as distinguished from the "tints and
grounds."
This is either drawn direct on the prepared surface or transferred, photo-

graphed, or otherwise projected on it, inks or other suitable mediumi
being used, which, wherever applied, will harden or protect the surface of
the material pressed into the ctvities.

The rest of the material in the cavities, not having its surface hardened
or protected, can then be brushed or wiped awav ; whereupon the "tints
and grounds" will appear in equal relief with the "artistic work" repre-
sented by the hardened or protected parts, the "tints and grounds" termi-
nating, or rather being merged, in the "artistic work" wherever the latter
crosses or covers them.
A thorough hardening of the material left in the cavities can now !«

made, with either fluid silex, wax, varnish, or any suitable medium.
If the "artistic work" is executed by "etching," intaglio engraving,

photolithography, photozincography, or similar methods, it is necessary to
procure an impression of the same in tr.insfer ink on triuisfer paper, then
coat the impresiion with an adhesive medium and lay it on the "preparefl
surface " under pressure until the adhesive medium has dried. Damp and
remove the transfer paper, leaving the impression in transfer ink on the
"prepared surface;" this mk will protect those parts that are not to be
removed in the subsequent brushing or wiping. In this last operation the
" material " will require diimping.
By the means of the well-known effect of light acting on a film of gelatine

sensitised by bichromate of gmtasli, I spread a sensitised film of gelatine on
the "prepared surface," and exposing it under a negative cjjtained from
the "artistic work." I retain the parts acted on by the light, by brushing
awivy after damping the film and " material " unacted on, thereby leaving
the artistic work " in equal relief with the " tints and grounds.

gUtttinp of ^adttm.—

—

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Dato of HMtlng. Name of Society. Place or tfeetiiv.

May 27 Bolton Club The Studio, Chancery-lane.
Studio, Portland-st., Kin^sdown.„ 2S

„ 28

„ 29
„ 29

London and Provincial Masons' Hall, Biislnghall-street.

Free Library and Museum.
;; 29

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION,
At the meeting of this Society, held on the 1.0th inst., the chair was taken
by Mr. ¥. W. Hart.
A letter from Mr. F. C. Beivch, of the ScieiUific American, was read.

Mr. Beach stated that an Amateur Photographic '.Society was in course of
formation in New York—the first of the kind in that city—and suggested
an interchange of correspondence between the new Society and the London
and Provincial Photograpliic Association.
The suggestion was approved, and it was considered that it would be best

carried out by an interchange of copies of minutes. The Secretary waa
directed to write to Mr. Beach on the subject.
The death of Mr. H. Baden Pritch.ird, so well known and esteemed in

photograjihic and literary circles, and a member of the Association, was
referred to by the Chairman and sever.al of the membei's, and a letter of
condolence was ordered to be sent to the relatives.
Mr. W. M. AsHUAN inquired whether any of those present had tried

"golden fabric" as a medium for dark room use.
Mr. A. Cowan reiilied that Mr. Mackie had, at a former meeting, given

favourable details at his experience of its use.
Mr. A. L. Hkndkrbon showed a plate box made of tin. The grooves

were intended to hold two plates each, and were formed of a single thick-
ness of tin bent at a right angle and soldered to the side of the box. The
entire thickne.is was much less than that of a box fitted either with paper
or wooden grooving.
Mr. W. E. Deiiknham thought it objectionable that there should be sharp

edges of tin, which would be apt to scratch the edges of the plates. If the
grooving were made of thin sheet tin folded it woidd take scarcely any
more space than in the box shown, and could be soldered against the side
more quickly than the five separate strips could.
Mr. Henderson did not mind the scratching of the edges of the plate,

and i)referred the siiifjle thickness of tin.

Mr. Cowan said that with folded tin plate the metal need be only half
the thickness of that in the box shown, and would then take up no more
space.

Mr. AsHUAN remarked that particles of iron would cause block spots on
the plate. These would be more likely to be given off from the raw edge
of the metal than if it were folded.
The Chairm.an inquired whether, if plate and iiartides were both dry,

there would be any action.

Mr. Ashman replied that there was difficulty in entirely reinoTing
particles from the surface of a plate, and if carried into the developer they
would act, of course.
The Chairman said that he hod n^ently made many inqoiriee as to bow

to avoid spots which appeared to be caused by iiarticlea on the surface of
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plates. He had suggested the use of chamois leather for wiping plates

before exposure and development, and it had proved successful.

Mr. Henderson remarked that a. pupil of his had had maiiy failures frotn

gpot$ in plates^ coated with emulsion, which he had prepared. The cause

had been traced to a tube of grey india-1-ubber that had been used fur the

Water supply
;
particles of sulphur were given off.

Mr. Cowan said that red or black rubber should always be used for the

purpose.
. The Chaibm.'VN added that the cheaper kinds of red rubber were almost

AS bad as the grey.
Mr. Hendkkson said that a large professional plate-maker had used red

rubber as a roller for coating, but had to abandon its use on account of the

spots caused by it.

A question was read—"Why does a boiled emulsion fix out more than
one prepared with ammonia?"
Mr. I)ebenh.\m said tliat this question w,x3 one of an objectionable kind,

as it assumed something to be a recognised fact which had yet to be
established.

Mr. Cowan remarked that the question should be

—

"Does an emulsion
prepared by the boiling process lose more in fixing than one prepared with
ammonia?
Mr. Hexoerson said it was a fact that boiled emulsions did fix

out more than those prepared with ammonia. He had prepared many
emulsions both ways, and could speak decidedly.
Mr. DEBES'HASt inquired wliether iu Mr. Henderson's experiments he

had used the same quantity of iodide when making a boiled emulsion, and
when using ammonia.
Mr. Hknoerson replied that he used eight times as much iodide when

boiling as with ammonia.
Mr. Debenham asked whether in that case the question might not as

fairly be—" Why do ])lates containing a large quantity of iodide fix out
more than those made with a small quantity ?

"

Mr. Henderson believed that when a large excess of soluble bromide
was employed the iodide of silver was reconverted into bromide. He
thought from the fact that the plates he spoke of were quickly fixed
they did not contain a large quantity of iodide of silver, although a
considerable quantity of soluble iodide was employed iu making the
emulsion.
Mr. Cowan produced two plates cut from the same plate originally,

which had been exposed under Warnerke's sensitometer. In the one case,
however, the jjlate had had three successive illuminations to the phos-
phorescent tablet; but it did not give numbers on the sensitometer
indicating more than twice the sensitiveness or exposure. He thought it

better, when using plates of high sensitiveness, to give only half the
exposure rather than rely upon the higher figures of the sensitometer.
Mr. Henderson stated that there was a great difference in tlie intensity of

sensitometers, some giving a higher number than others with the same plates.
Jlr. A. MACKIE said that a gentleman had that day told him that he used

with success the " leucine " solution in making emulsion, but had made a
variation by allowing the silver to precipitate from it, jjouringit off, finish-
ing as in the precipitation method advocated by Mr. W. K. Burton.

Air. Henderson said that that plan might prove very successful if the
solution were used as it was, instead of being diluted with water, and in
that case the same solution would, after filtration, serve repeatedly and be
all the better for the accumulation of nitrates.

.
Mr. C. Ray Woods was elected a member of the Association.

PHOTOGRAPHERS' BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION.
The Board held their monthly meeting on Wednesday, the 7th instant, at
181, Aldersgate-street.
The minutes of the previous meeting having been read and confirmed,

Mr. (i. Haupt was elected a member.
This being the first meeting of the Society since the decease of their

Vice-President, the Rev. F. V. Statham, a letter of condolence was for-
warded to Mrs. Statham.
The next meeting will be held on Wednesday, the 4th June, at 8 p.m.

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE AND NORTHERN COUNTIES'
PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

The last ordinary meeting of the session was held in the College of
1 hysical- Science, Newcastle-on-Tyne, on Tuesday, the 13th instant,—
Professor Bedson, D.Sc., occupying the chair. Jfessrs. W. C. Fletcher,
P. Hall, and A. D. Fisher were elected members.

Professor Hebschel, M.A., &c., then delivered a lecture on The History
atid Results of Iiaprnvements in Photographic Lenses, which wiis followed
with close interest by a good musterof members. Professor Herschel related
particulars of the first aerial telescopes of long focus, and explained the
principles of correction of chromatic aberration of single lenses by which Hall
and l)ollond, at the middle of the last century, and Dr. Blair, produced com-
pound objectives of two-feet focus equal in magnifying power to the single
lenses of (>0- to 120-feet focus made and used by Huyghens. The non-agree-
ment of the focus of red rays with that of blue rays in a single
trateil with the lime light, as well as the different positions in t
the foci, towards which it collected rays passing

i-agree-

,'le lens was iilus-

i the same lens of

. .
., ,—ssing through it resnectively

near its centre and near its margin. The removal of this second defect, or
spherical aberration of objective lenses, is connected with the subject of
increasing the angle and flatness of field, and of lessening distortion of the
image in modern combinations of photographic lenses. As it embraced amuch wider class of corrections than that performed by methods of achro-
matismg, further explanations of it were reserved ; and, if another op-
portunity for describing them should occur, it would fonn the subject for a
future lecture.

The Chairman proposed, and Mr. J. P. Gibson seconded, a vote -of

thanks to Professor Herschel, which was carried.

Six phbtographiS prints, avie 18 x 10 downwards, were then balloted for

jlnd duly handed over to the successful members. These pictures were

given by^Ir. Ed. Goold and Mr. P. M. Laws. The former gentlem*n also

presented a few to the Society.

Mr. Wm: Ridley was appointed Curator to the Society's album and
portfolio, in place of Mr. Kemmish, resigned;

The Hon. Secretary showed an universal camera having revolving

bellows and great length, the half-plate size extending to sixteen inches,

and very light and portable; also, two of Guerry's pneumatic shutters

(sent by Messrs. Proctor and Sons, of Newcastle). These were examined
with much interest by members, and attracted general approval.

The meeting was then adjourned.

LEEDS PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The ordinary monthly meeting of this Society was held on Thursday, the

Ist instant,—Dr. Thorpe, F.R.S., in the chair.

Messrs. Dennison .and Hirst were elected members of the Society.

Mr. C. H. Bothamley, F.C.S., then read a paper entitled Some Expe-
riences of a Beginner. [See jiage 327.]

Mr. Washington Teahdale, F.R.M.S., referrihg to Mr. Bothamley's
remarks respecting the use of canary medium, said that, so far as he was
personally concerned, he much preferred the use of that medium, and he
had used the most sensitive plates in the market ; but, by carefully shield-

ing the iilate d iring development, he could produce negatives free from all

trace of light fog.

Mr. T. W. Thornton (Hon. Secretary) said Mr. Bothamley spoke very

favourably of the use of sulphite of soda. Some little time .ago he had
obtained from the Platinotype Company some of their sulpho-pyrogallol,

but did not notice any benefit arising from its use. Since then, seeing the

very favourable notices in the Journal, he had made ui) a solution by the

formula given by Mr. A. Pringle, and, although it worked well imme-
diately after preparation, in the course of a short time it would not

develope a fully-exposed plate in any less time than forty minutes, and
then the resulting negative was of a deep yellow colour. He knew of

several members who Tiad tried the s.aiue formula, and all had the same
experience. This strikim.' difference in results led liiin to suppose that the

sulphite of soda used by him must be of a very different nature to that

used by Mr. Pringle. He would add that both the solution made up by
him and the one obtained from the Platinotype Company had turned a

deep claret colour after standing for a few days.

Mr. Teasdalb said he had noticed the s.ame appearance in the colour of

the sulpho-pyro. solution, and in his hands it was most prolific in giving

green fog.
,

Mr. F. W. Branson suggested the use of an American clock for timing

the exposure given by an instantaneous shutter—first removing the

pendulum.
The Chairman gave the results of an inquiry as to the changes brought

about by adding alum to the ordinarj; hypo. bath.

Mr. H. RoDWELL exhibited a series of views taken in Cork and the

neighbourhood.
Mr. Teasdale exhibited some platinotype prints and lantern trans-

parencies from "instantaneous" negatives recently taken by him of

moving objects, some plates being developed by pyro. and others by
hydrokinone. He called attention to the general clearness and absence

of light fog, in connection with the fact that all the plates were developed

by the light of his usual lamp of canary medium, and that while printing

the transparencies on plates of only moderate rapidity (nominally ten

times) he had indulged in the warmth and extra light of a Fletcher's open
gas fire in a small operating-room about ten feet by eight feet. Mr.
Teasdale also exhibited two nej^atives which, on being put into the ordi-

nary clearing bath of alum and citric acid, had immediately become over-

spread with a crystalline formation of most unusual and peculiar character,

appearing under the microscope like a longitudinal section of vegetable

tissue with fusifonn cells circularly dispersed around the nuclei. These
crystals gave no colour under the varied conditions of polarised light,

which may have been due to the crystalline deposit being too thick.

NOTTS. PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
A meetlnc. of tliis Associatiim was held on Friday, the 9th instant, at the

Morley House, Shakespcre-street,—Mr. G. Shep|)erley, President, in the

chair. There wivs a very good attendance.
Tlie Chairman spoke on the rise and progress of photography in

Nottingham, and the difficulties that had been encountered through various

obstacles, but which had been successfully overcome. He advised the

members to study nature .as much as they could during their trips in the

coining summer, for the mure they indulged in such study the more would
it reveal itself in its true and interesting character.

Mr. S. Bourne (President of the Nottingham Society of Art), in moving
a vote of thanks to the Chairman for his address, said that the subject of

photography was an interesting one, which could not be exhaustively dealt

with in one paijer; .and the degree of excellence at which it had arrived

had not been brought about by one, two, or three men, but by a little

army of workers. He might s.ay tliat he was tlie principal founder of the

old Nottingham P]iotograi)liic Society tliat had been in existence twenty-
five years ago, but which had died a natural death through the removal
of one and another. He heartily wished the present Association great

success, which it was sure to have fr<mi the evidence he had before him of

modern apparatus ; and the rapid shutters kindly brought by the members
showed an interest which, if retained, was an indication of great success.

They, no doubt, had heard of the Fothergill process, Plates prepared by
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tliat proceas required ft long exiwsiuo, cimiparetl with tlio present rapid

polatine plates. He might day it was due to hiin aa a member of the NottiiiK-

li;>iii Photographic Society that the Fothei'gill prociws l)ecaiue so imiversally

ailoptod ; for, altliough tlie proc6«a Inul bcfU made iiublic, no one took it up
priictically. He, liowover, prci)ared four dozen platcH by it, toolc them to

the Knglish lake district, and brought homo forty-five good noijativcs.

This was a great success in the early days of photography, and this success

was made known by him in a letter which ajipeared in The Times. As a
result of that letter he was dehiged with correspondence from all parts—so
niueli so that the [wstal authorities of Nottingham had to give the exclusive

tise of a post-bag to deliver the letters, which numbered sometliing like 150
each jKist. It was impossible for him to sit down and reply to all, but he
replied through The Timfs, detailing the particulars of the process, and, as

a result of that letter, ho had met gentlemen in India and elsewhere who
successfully practised it. Beautiful as that process was it is now slumber-
ing as a process of the past, and has given way to its rival, tlie gelatino-

bromide process. The march i>f progress places its stamp upon all processes,

and one by one gives way to that which is more excellent.

The motion, having been seconded, was carried nein. con.

The members proceeded to the investigation of the apparatus, &c., after

which the pnweedings terminated.
The next monthly meeting of the Association will be held on Thursday,

June 12th.

dants^on^mct.

RAPID rSRSVS SLOW DEVELOPMENT.
To the Editobs.

Gkkti.kmes,—In Mr. E. Briglitman's ])aperonthe above subject, read at

the meeting of the Bristol and West of England Amateur Thotographic
Asaociati.'ii, and reported in the Journal of May 9th, I see he omits sodic

sulphite from his develoiwr. As I am anxious to know icAy—more espe-

cially since none of the members jjresent seemed struck by the omission—

I

should be obliged by the information through the Journal, should this

catch the eye of Jlr. Brightman.—I am, yours, &c., Cimous.
Ma;/ 19, 1884.

^atta anb (^ixevits,

W. Brown inquires if it will do any harm to a iihotogi'aph ou albumenised

paper if it receive a coating of spirit varnish i>revioua to its being jjaintcd

upon. In reply : We have a vivid recollection of sunilar treatment

having been strongly recommended as a preparation for painting upon
the photograph.

DON.\LD Fraskr says :—" I have some photographs I highly prize which

wei-e mounted on cardboard some years ago. >iow I wish, if possible, to

have them taken from their mounts and placed in a loose scrap-book.

Can this be done? If so, how best can I do it?'.' In reply : Place the

picture in warm water for a few minutes, and a separation of the photo-

graph from the mount can soon be effected.

W. says:
—"In working instantaneous photography with rapid shutter I

find the plates are, as a rule, considerably under-exirosed. How would

you recomuiend mo to develope these plates?" In reply: Let "W."
adopt the formula given by Mr. H. Y. E. Cotesworth on page 310 of our

issue of la-st week. If this do not effect the desired end, let him employ

either more sensitive plates or a shutter that does not act quite so

rapidly.

" Which is the denser, from the point of view of optical refraction-water

or alcohol ? And what relation do these bear to glass and other sub-

stances? Your reply will oblige, yours, &c., John P. Richards."-—-
We reply that alcohol exceeds water in this resiiect—the former having
1-372 and the latter 1-330 as its refractive index. That of ordinary plate-

glass is ir>40, which, however, is only approximative, as the refractive

index varies with different samples.

"Mt studio is a ridge roof, having glass on one side only of the same, and
glass down to within four inches of the floor on the same side—that is,

the south side—consequently the sun is shining on it all day, and I have

great difficulty in getting soft shadows. All the glass is covered with

white blinds, and I have tried black over these at the sitter's end, but

without much success. Will any readers help me by offering their

experience or suggestions, which will be gladly tried by — Stronq
Light !

"

A. McKiNNELL writes:—"I want to prepaie some pellicle, and should

feel much obliged if you would enlighten mo a little by answering the

following <iuery :—After preparing an emulsion, if, instead of washmg it

when set, I were to pour over it enough alcohol to cover it, would the

ammonium nitrate be eliminated from the emulsion as well as the water."

In reply: By treating the emulsion with alcohol in the manner
described the ammonium nitrate would be eliminated along with the

water.

" I Ki.VD that a portion of my studio which is much exposed, and which has

to be put together with glue, gives me no end of trouble owing to

the action of the weather. Can you suggest any means by which the

glue may be rendered im|)Crvioua to this atmospheric action? I have

thought of alum and also i>f bichromate of potash, but ask your a<lvice

jirevious to adopting any decided ste|>s.—FBEn. Nelson." In reply;

Obtain some of the strongest Scotch glue and dissolve it in the smallest

possible quantity of water, afterwards adding linsaed oil and stirring

well together. This is said to be very strong and well adapted for suen

« purpose AS that indicated.

"Thk best remedy I c!hi suggest to ' W. M. H.' is to glaz« with ground
glass (the ground face outwards) the whole of the aasnes through which
the wall can be seen from the nlter'i point of view. He may try the effect

by pasting tissue pa|>er inside his present glass. If he can whitewash
the wall it will add to the light If the top light—that is, light from the
sky—ha.s not been reduced materially by the erection of the wall he
will, I belie\e, be agreeably surprised at the result obtained by the OM
of tlie ground glass.—J. M. Youxu."

"To whom are we indebted for the first symmetrical lens employed in
photography and what is the date of its introduction ?—HlSTOBIcfs."
In reply : The first symmetrical doublet of which we have any account
was described by Mr. (4. Cundall in the Phihtoiihical Magazine, in 1844,
It was comiMised of single (or non-achromatic) meniscus lenses, one being
mounted at each end of a tube, the length of which slightly exceeded
the diameter of the lenses. This gives forty years as the i)eriod which
has elai'sed since the invention was first introduced.

E. U. inquires :
—" 1. Is it necessary or compulsory that unmounted copy-

right pliotographs should bear any words or notification to the effect of

their being copyright?— 2. If I buy an unmounted photograidi at a shop
or from dealers do I run any risk in copying it and selling copies, suppos-
ing there is no intimation of any copyright on it?"-;—In reply : 1. It is

not necessary that a photograph shall loear upon it any announcement
of the fact of its being copyright; hence—2. Any person who copies and
sells under the circumstances described does so at his own risk.

Geo. Sanderson writes:
—" One of the sides of the front lens of my large

portrait combination has got a dark stain or series of stains over it. It
does not seem to affect the definition ; but I feel quite convincKl that it

must cause the lens to work much slower than it once did. Is there any
method by which I can dissolve out the stain? I have rubbed it with
precipitated chalk spread upon a soft wash-leather without producing
any effect."-—In reply: Mr. Sanderson must obtain some putty powder,
and, having carefully and thoroughly washed his hands, dip the |M>int of
his finger first in water and then in the powder, and rub the stanis very
smartly witli the finger thus prepared, riiis will effect their removal.

Lbns writes:—"Are there any means whereby a tall ])erson can be made
to look shorter in a cartr-de-rinite full length? I fancy there are, but am
not certain. I have tried tilting tlie camera, raising and lowering the
front, &c. I have seen other people's full lengths, same size print, yet a
larger face and plenty of room to spare at this top and bottom of the
figure. I get distortion from somewhere."——In reply: If "Lens"
has a studio of sufficient length he may with great ease reduce the
I)hotographic longitude of his tall friend to any required extent. Let
liim raise the camera (not the camera front) to a height nearly on a level

with the breast or neck of the subject, and place it at such a distance as
to give the required dimensions upon the fiwussing-screen. If, however,
the studio be not sufficiently long to admit of this, then a lens of shorter
focus must be obtained. If the camera Ixj kept square—that is, with-
out being tilted— our querist may deiiend upon obtaining a portrait in
which there will not be any distortion, but everything in harmonious
proportion.

Pembroke Mar.shall (New York), referring to a letter in our issue of
February 1.5th, respecting the United States as a field in which to
establish a lantern business, states tliat such an enterprise demands
mature consideration Iwfore being embarked in, because (he says) "the
jirice of labour here, the inferiority of native materials, and extortionate
and almost j.rohibitory tariff on any foreign production render a mere
comparison of English and American prices decidedly misleading."
We imagine that Captain Marshall, in speaking in a detracting manner
of the quality of the "native materials ' of his adojited country—such
materials, at anyrate, as are reqtiisite in the production of photographic
transparencies and lanterns—does so with an insufficient acquaintance
with these, as all iihotogiaphers of experience attest the excellence of
American chemicals and api)aratus; and in this connection wo do not
jierceive what other "native materials" are recpiisite, unless it be the
glass and the paiier for binding the edges. Neither do such specimens of
brass and tinware (employed in lantern construction) as we have seen
indicate the inferiority alleged. The high price of labour referred to is,

doubtless, a consequence of the tariff on foreign productions; but with a
more intimate knowledge of the lantern trade than our corresi)ondent
can be expected to have acquired he would know that the prices quoted
in American catalogues leave, to those who understand the busines', emolu-
ments considerably in excess of what is hoped for by dealers ou this side
of the Atlantic, and this after making all allowances for high labour and
prohibitory tariff.

_4

(Efrljangc (Eolumn.
I will exchange a good and pretty portable studio for anything useful in
photography or out of it, if portable (see advertisement).—Address,
J. W., Bridge-street Portrait Rooms, Runcorn.

I will exchange a splendid liackground, 12 x 10, originally cost £10, for a
liaif-plato camera and new lens, or anything useful for an amateur
photographer.—Address, Mac, 40, Breck-road, Liver|)Ool.

Wanted, a good lens for 10 x 8 and smaller groups, in exchange forasilver
lever watch, or a new .Singer's sewingmacliine, i'G (Is., or a good |)ortrait

camera for whole-plates; difference adjusted.— Address, Prinxipal,
Berlin Photo. Co., 100, Victoria-road, Aldershot.

I will exchange a 12 x 0-inch double-geared rolling-press, with steel plate,

and in perfect condition, for a good interior b.ickground or useful acces-

sories, also Burrows and Cotton t Relouchitvj in exchange for Robinton't
Pictorial Effect or Pictmt-Uakiny by -PAof<V'»My'"Address, IJ. Pabw.v,
Bridge-place, Workwp,
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I will exchange an excellent cabinet lens, eight-inch equivalent focus, or an

extra-rapid carte lens, for an orthoacopic or extra-large portrait lens or

for a tourist camera; difference adjusted.—Address, \V. E. Dsbenham,
Massingliam House, Haverstock-hill, jS^.W.

Wanted, Boss's No. 2 carte lens, in exchanRe for a new mahogany half-

plate bellows-body camera, screw adjustment, double swing-back, three

double dark slides, or stop of co. diapason pipes, fifty-four notes, new,

complete.—Address, S. Ablidoe, photographer, Weedon, Northampton.

I will exchange a four-lens gem camera, repeating back, takes twelve on a

quarter-plate, or a Victoria camera and lenses, takes four on a quarter-

plate. Wanted, a 5 x 4 or half-plate lens, for groups and architecture,

good definition, or a binocular stereoscopic camera, with slides, &c., in

good order, or offers.—Address, A. Hopkins, 21, Bartholomew-street,

St. Olave's-row, Exeter.
.

^ttstora to QtorwBpottttcnta.

KS" Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper.

PnoTOGRAi'Hs Registered.—
Frederick Argall, High Truro. — Seven Photographs of Dr.

-Photograph of Bercdos

Cross

Wilkinson, Bkhop of 'Truro.

John Thornbury, Brunswick-road, Gloucester.

in St. Michael's Church, Gloueester.

William Lawrence Wildy, Dumfries House, Armley, Yorkg.

—

Photo-

graph of the Interior of a SiCDicns' Furnace after Melting 2,000 Tons of
Stetl.

Peter Davidson, Eglinton Photographic Studio, Egliiiton Toll, Glasgow
—Three Photographs of the Ewjliih and Scotch Draught Team— On^
Photograph of the English, One of the Scutch, an One of Both Together-

Db. E. L1E.SKGAN0, Ph.D.—Received: Die Collodion -Verjahren and Dcr
SUber-Druck. In our nest.

A. Z.—We shall bear the subject in mind, and may possibly devote to it

an article or two on some future occasion.

Darkness.—Well-seasoned pino will answer quite well for a box for

storing dry plates either before or after exposure.

F. F.—The crown masks and discs are only to bo obtained through agents
or dealers. The manufacturers do not supply them retail.

W. C. (F. Hill)—The stains appear to be due to the prints adhering to-

gether while in the hyposulphite bath. See answer to "P. P."

W. J. Blagues'.—Your orthographic lens is incomplete if, as you say, the
back compound consists of only one glass. No wonder it does not
perform satisfactorily. You had better take it to the optician whose
name the instrument bears.

F. S. L.—Better send us a negative or two to see the effect. From what
you say, however, we surmise that lif,'ht fiuds its way through tlie leather
hinge and produces the effects of which you complain. Examine the
slides carefully in strong sunlight.

BARTHOJ.oaEW.—You would do better to purchase the material than to
make it yourself, unless you have some little knowledge of chemistry.
We imagine that any photographic chemist can supply it. Messrs.
Wratten and VVainwright, we know, keep it in stock.

Warwick.—Your best plan will be to advertise in the columns set apart
for the purpose. Judgini; from your specimens, if they are a fair sample
of your work, we should say you will have but little difficulty in
obtaining employment as assistant operator at a moderate salary.

W. H. H.—The neutral sulphite rapidly oxidises into sulphate both in the
crystals and in solution. The acid or bisulphite is more permanent

.

and, from the fact that it contains a larger proportion of sulphurous acid'
is butter, and retains its properties longer as an adjunct to the developer'

Wm. G. P.ATE5IAN.—The cause of the blurring is not that the exposure was
not rapid enough, but that the camera moved during the exposure—i>er-
Uaps from the jerk of the shutter. If you examine the negative closely
you will find that the buildings and stationary objects are quite as much
blurred as the moving ones.

S. J. Y.—If you read the article again you will see that, when the ivorine
was simply soaked in cold water, and then applied, the picture was not
allowed to dry first. If the picture be dried, then we advise its being
made warm before the ivorine is squeegeed upon it. When this has
been done perfect adhesion will, undoubtedly, be secured.

F. AsHTON.-;~AU wiU depend upon your ability. You nuist bear in mind
that a business is not established and a good connection secured at once
some time being necessary for tho purpose. Doubtless, if you advertise
well, and issue good work, you will succeed. Possibly the vicinity of
London would be the most desirable ixjsition in which to commence
business.

Studio.—It is almost impossible to answer your query, as you have failed
to include in your drawing any more than the actual roof of the house,
and nothing below. If there be a room below what is shown in the
sketch-say nine or ten fest high—then all you have to do is to put in a
glass side ; also remove a portion of the slates and substitute glass in
their place.

P. P.— 1. Imperfect fixation is the cause of the stains. Either the fixing
bath was too weak in the first instance, or too many prints had been
fixed in it. The stains may, however, have been cau.sed by the prints
sticking togetlier while in the hyposulphite solution or in tho first
washing water.—2. The meanmg is that witli a large aperture the lens
will Qover the smaller size, and with a small stop the largest-sized plate.

G. Withers.—The marking on the varnished negative is due to the hypo-
sulphite of soda not bemg thoroughly removed by washing; conse-
quently it has crystallised out through the varnish. If a negative
contain hyposuliihite of soda no varnish will prevent its coming through
to the surface.

G. E. L.—By merely looking at a sample of gelatine it is impossible to pass
any reliable judgment on its merits for dry-plate making. All thin gela-
tines of the best kind are so much alike in outward appearance that w«
cannot say, from the examination of a piece a few inches square, who is

the m.iker of the particular sample you enclose. This, however, we can
say with certainty, namely, that this particular sample is one of
excellent quality as a gelatine. As you do not succeed with it for dry-
plate work try another sample.

Photociraphic Society of Great Britain. — The next monthly
technical meeting of this Society will take place on Tuesday next, the
27th iust., at eight o'clock p.m., at 5a, Pall Mall East.

Photographic Club.—At the forthcoming meeting of this Club, at
Andertou's Hotel, Fleet-street, on Wednesday next, the 28th iust., the
subject for discussion will be — The Preparation of Lantern Slides.

Tills being the last lantern night of the season, members and visitors
are invited to bring slides.

A Caution.—The following m.ay be interesting to many photo-
graphers:— An order has, it is stated (according to the Standard),
been issued from the Home Office to "Royal tradesmen" throughout
the country, calling upon them to produce the letters patent permitting
them to use the designation. The order has caused considerable flutter

in Aberdeen, where, by reason of the proximity of Balmoral, there are
some thirty tradesmen who, having been appointed to purvey to the
Queen's household, use the word "Royal." The letter points out that
if the persons are unable to produce letters patent there are certaia
heavy penalties to which they have subjected themselves for the trad-
ing under a false title. There are many photographers, both in

London and the provinces, who are employing the royal arms without
any further right than having on one or two occasions photographed
members of the royal family.

Improvements in Head-Rests.—Notwithstanding the reduction in

the time of exposure that has been effected by the employment of

gelatine plates, and the less liability there is to move on the part of the
sitter, no photographer who values his reputation will care to forego
the iiU-powerful services of the head-rest, which ever since the appli-

cation of photography to portraiture has rendered most important aid
to the artist in obtaining stability and consequent sharpness. Our
attention has been directed to several improvements recently effected

in this important studio adjunct by Mr. E. E. Emmerson, engineer,
Leeds, who for many years has made this piece of apparatus such a
favourite study as to have arrived at as near an approach to perfection

in its construction .as we ever expect to see accomplished. The charac-
teristics of the latest mechanical efforts of Mr. Emmerson are extreme
rigidity combined with great facility of movement and adjustment to

the figure. Our readers will remember that we had occasion a few
years ago to eulogise very highly the Emmerson head-rest. Since that

time the special features to which we then directed attention have been
still further improved.

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
Observations taken at 40C, Strand, by J. H. Steward, Optician,

For Two Weeks ending Mag 21, ISS4.

TlIKSB ObSERVATIO.NS ABE TAKEN AT 3.30 A.M.

Miy Barometer. WUid. DryBulb.'wotBulb.
Mix.
Solar

Max^
Shade MIn.

Remarlu.

AV 58 51

Had.

90

Temp.

62 478 30-03 Cloudy.
9 30-23 sw 53 50 110 67 48 Cloudy.
10 30-28 w 59 53 114 75 48 Bright & Clear.

12 29-99 NE 63 55 110 79 55 Bright & Cleai-.

13 .30 02 E 55 52 99 70 51 Overcast.
14 29 8-t W 57 50 101 59 48 Cloudy.
15 30.15 w 53 48 9G 62 48 Cloudy.
IG 30.07 WNW GO 56 115 72 51 Cloudy.
17 29.85 SW 56 53 115 75 52 Overcast.

19 29.90 E 55 49 96 63 49 Overcast.
20 30.07 W 54 47 100 66 47 Bright & Clear.
21 30.46 SE 55 48 102 67 45 Hazy.
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FREE SILVER AND SENSITIVENESS IN GELATINE
EMULSION.

\Vritiso on the suljjoct of Mr. \V. K. Burton's method of forming
an emulsion by precipitation and subsequent removal of the decom-
position products of the operation, we some' fifontlia ago suggested

(the po.ssibility which tliis process seemed to afford of utilising the

sensitising action of free nitrate of silver upon the bromide without
bringing into force the fogging effect that salt usually induces by
its combination with the gelatine.

It is somewhat surprising, considering the important rt/le that
free silver played in rapid collodion em\ilsions, that something more
should not have been done to extend its nse to gelatine ; but the

neglect in this direction has, no doubt, been mainly due to two
r. causes :—Fii-st, the deleterious action of the free silver on the gelatine

;

I aud, second, tlie fact that a large excess of soluble bromide in the

emulsion, while safe-guarding it from fog, exerts no injurious

influence on the sensitiveness of the resulting films if completely
removed by washing. In the case of collodion emulsion the result

is diB'erent; for every fraction of a grain of free bromide employed
in the preparation of tlie emulsion produces an efJect upon its final

iensitiveness, however thoroughly it may be removed. To secure the
highest sensitiveness it is absolutely needful to have an excess of

silver nitrate—a condition of things usually adopted in spite of the

neceisity it brought for increased precautions against fog and the
greater delicacy required in all the manipulations. When, there-

fore, it was found that free bromide exerted no slowing action upon
a gelatine film under certain conditions, whiie it preserved it from
fog during preparation, it is scarcely to be wondered that experi-

mentalists should turn away from free silver with its concomitant
troubles—far greater in connection with gelatine than with collodion.

It is true that some of the early formuUc for gelatino-bromide
provided for, or even attached special importance to, an excess of

silver over soluble bromide ; but it may be questioned whether the
modes of emulsitication then adopted really secured an excess of
silver, or, in any ctse, whether films so preparcil possessed even the
most ordin.ary keeping qualities. During the earlier days of the
gelatino-bromide process the emulsitication only extended at the
most to a few hours, .ind the full strength of twenty grains of
'.,'elatine to each ounce of emulsion was present during that period,
('ndcr such circumstances it is probable that, though according to
the equivalents of silver and bromide employed the former might
be in exces?, yet, in consequence of the shortness of the emulsifi-
cation and the viscid nature of the vehicle, that complete combination
miglit not have takeii place and that both silver and bromide
remained in the free or uncombinod state. In this latter case the
beneficial action of the excess of silver upon the sensitiveness of the
emulsion coidd not arise, though its injurious combination with the
gelatine would be proceeding all the time; and though the efTect

might not be immediately evident, being masked by the action of
the uncorabined bromide, it remained nevertheless to make itself

visible in a very short time after the removal of the soluble bromide.
Thus, Mr. Herbert B. Berkeley, some live years ago, exhibited at

one of the meetings of the Parent Society a number of plates prepared
in the earlier experimental days of the gelatine process with excess

o£ ailver, aud wLich Lad been kept only a few weeks before they

turned red from the action of the silver upon the gelatine. The
emulsion was thoroughly washed to free it from the excess of silver,

and the piates when freshly made worked perfectly ; but, after a
short time, the spontaneous decomposition of the gelatino-silver

compound set in and ruined the plates completely.

It was a well-known fact that with many of the old and obsolete

dry-plate processes very sensitive films (in those days) could be

obtained by using a preserv.ative containing a trace of silver

nitrate, or (which amounted to the same thing) by not removing

the whole of the free silver from the film l)efore applying the pre-

servative. But such plates possessed veiy poor keeping qualities,

and were, moreover, far more prone to fog and other defects than

those entirely free from silver. Similarly, it has been proposed on
the continent to increase the sensitiveness of our present gelatine

plates by treating the dried films with a dilute solution of silver

nitrate or other soluble silver salt; but, though the effect sought is in a
measure gained, the plates will only keep for a few hours, or, at the

most, a few days.

We will revert to collodion emulsion with a view of showing the

analogy between gelatine and collodion films in connection with free

silver. An emulsion made with a decided excess (not necessarily a

large one) of soluble bromide possess considerable keeping powers
whether in the unwashed or washed state, but never attains to the

highest degree of sensitiveness. Here the soluble silver salt, having a
comparatively feeble attraction for the organic matter of the collodion,

is monopolised, so to say, by the bromide ; no organic compound of

a fogging nature is formed, and the excess of soluble bromide acts

as a restrainer to any fogging tendency that might arise.

If, however, the conditions be reversed and the silver be in

excess we have an emulsion which up to a certain point works

well and will attain a sensitiveness greater than in the previous

case ; after this it commences to become foggy, grows worse and
worse, loses its sensitiveness, and finally becomes utterly wortldess.

If it be used for coating plates, or be precipitated iu the form of

pellicle just when it has reached the proper stage, the resulting

films (or pellicle) retain the good qualities which the emulsion

possessed at that stage. This stage—that is to say, the point at

' which the highest sensitiveness and the least tendency to fog are

i
best combined—may be presumed to arise when exact neutrality

I has been i-eached, when the whole of the soluble bromide has

been taken up by the silver nitrate. From that moment, though
' the sensitiveness may go on increasing (by the action of the excess

;
of silver nitrate upon the silver bromide), the injurious action of

the free silver exerts itself upon the organic constituents of the

I

emulsion, and, sooner or later, according to the degree of excess, the

I
whole becomes useless.

But let us go a step further. In addition to the excess of silver

mentioned in the hist instance let us add a certain quantity of nitric

acid ; the exact amount will depend upon the quantity of silver iu

excess and other conditions. Now we shall find that when the

neutrality point is reached—that is, when the whole of the soluble

bromide has been converted—the emulsion goes on increasing in

sensitiveness, but retains its good qualities, instead of " going back,"

as in the previous case. By a suitable adjustment of the quantities

of silver aud acid au ouiultiiou uuy be made whicU potiacssca Ut9
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property of keeping, if not indefinitely, at least for a very long

period—extending to months at auyrate—and the sensitiveness of

which becomes very great.

The first infei-ence to be drawn is that the acid prevents the

combination between the silver and the organic matter ; but this is,

we think, disproved by the progressive alteration in the character

of the structure of the collodion as well as of the image produced

by the emulsion as the length of action is prolonged. The action

appears rather to lie in the power of the acid to prevent the forma-

tion of an insoluble organic compound. While the free silver goes

on producing its accelerating effect upon the silver bromide it is,

also, in conjunction with the acid, acting upon the cellulose. In the

absence of acid a "pyroxylate" of silver or some similar compound
of an insoluble character would be formed which, remaining in

the collodion film after washing, produces fog. In the presence of

a suitable acid, however, the organic compound, whatever it may
be, remains, if not permanently, at any rate for a considerable time,

in a soluble condition, and in that state is removed when the films

(or pellicle) are washed, and so the fog is eliminated.

Such, at least, is the most plausible theory that suggests itself in

explanation of the action of acids in emulsions containing free

silver. For instances of an analogous character we need not go
beyond the bounds of photographic practice. The addition of acid

to the developer for wet plates is simply made for the purpose of

arresting or delaying the formation of a precipitate when
it comes in contact with a solution of silver. In tlie case of

the iron developer the organic element is absent ; but with gallic

or pyrogallic acid we have conditions nearly identical with those

that prevail in the case of an emulsion containing free silver.

Watch a solution of plain pyro. while a few drops of neutral solu-

tion of silver nitrate are stirred in. It instantly becomes black,

muddy, and opaque, and in a very short time a dense deposit is

formed. Into the same solution of pyro. now stir a little solution of

silver acidified with acetic, citric, or, better still, nitric acid, and note
the result. At first there is no change ; then a slight discolouration,

which gradually deepens through various shades of yellow and red
until the solution becomes opaque from the intensity of the coloura-
tion, but remains clear, and if diluted becomes again clear and
transparent. In the presence of acid tlie formation of the muddy,
opaque deposit is delayed for a considerable time, even when the
proportion of acid is small ; and if nitric acid be employed the time
is prolonged to hours.

It is not diflicult to conceive that the acid added to an emulsion
may perform a strictly similar function; indeed, it is by no means
difficult to prove the case if argument by analogy be accepted as
proof. But this part of the subject we must leave until next
week.

SUBORDINATING OBJECTS WHILE BEING
PHOTOGRAPHED.

Ik the last issue of the American Photographic Times we observe
that our friend the editor of that well-known journal describes a
method by which any one object situated on a different plane from
another—and, from its nature and configuration, apt to have its

characteristic outline lost by becoming merged into the other—may
be dissociated from it so as to preserve its individuality in a photo-
graph. For example: a tree backed by other trees of similar form
and colour; a piece of architecture backed by edifices into which its

tout ensemble becomes merged—such subjects, when photographed,
would lose their identity in those situated immediately behind.
The means recommended by our contemporary for discriminating

between them is the introduction of an extemporised atmospheric
perspective, which would act very much in the same manner as if a
huge white screen had been dropped behind the chief features of the
new which was being photographed, and allowed to remain there,
perhaps, two-thirds of the time of exposure, and then withdrawn.
The method by which this "artificial atmosphere " (as it is termed)
U obtained is by the igniting of any smoke-producing material
between the tree, monument, or whatever other object is to be
photographed in its individuality and those objects situated at a
f[reat«r distance Ivon the camera, but stiil suffloiettUy uear to wai-,

by their presence and force, the completeness of the piece de resistance

of the picture.

Having lately tested the system to which we have referred, we
can vouch for its eflicacy, especially when the circumstances of the

composition lend themselves to this method of obtaining an artificial

atmosphere ; but in many cases it is not convenient to accomplish,

nor, if it were, is it at all times expedient to adopt, such means of

improving upon nature. We, therefore, propose here to describe a

purely lenticular method by which the same end may in some
measure be achieved.

This system is based upon the fact that dissimilarities in the

anterior conjugates of a lens of long focus and large aperture exist,

and are of so pronounced a character in their bearing upon definition

that when an object situated on one plane is made sharp everything

else is quite out of focus. The object may be a tree, a garden shrub,

a monument in a cemetery, or any other object having a position on

a plane removed in a greater or less degree from that upon which
are situated the objects at each side of the composition and behind

the chief subject here under consideration. Under ordinary circum-

stances lenses are well diaphragmed down in order that they shall

have great penetrative power, or "depth of focus," as it is some-

times designated ; but in tlie case now contemplated an effect of a

totally opposite character is sought to be produced. We require to

have the individual tree sufficiently sharp to stand out isolated from

its forest companions, which must all remain in such complete sub-

ordination to it as to form mere accessories to a picture in which it

plays the chief part.

Every portrait photographer is well aware that a large portrait

combination of (say) ten or twelve inches focus possesses so little

ability to represent different planes with an equal degree of sharp-

ness as to render it difficult, when working with full aperture from

a near standpoint, to get the nose, eyes, and ears of a sitter de-

lineated with an uniform degree of sharpness ; and this discrepancy is

still more strongly marked when the focus is longer. We here

subjoin a few instances of effects obtained out of doors by working

with certain lenses at full aperture.

A tree situated at a distance of fifty feet, having other trees of

similar form and colour as its background at a distance of tliree

liundred yards, was projected on the ground glass of the camera by a

lens having a diameter of three and three-quarter inches with a focus

of thirty inches. When this tree was in sharp focus those at

greater distances were represented as a confused mass. For scien-

tific purposes, a correct picture of the tree being required—one in

which its individuality would not be interfered with by the intru-

sion of the details of those beliind—this condition of lens and
aperture fulfilled the requirement in the most perfect manner. To
get the more distant objects delineated with the same sharpness as

that of the principal tree a stop of half-aii-inch had to be em-
ployed, but under these circumstances the outline and individuality

of the foliage of such special tree wei'e quite lost.

The position of the camera was now shifted so as to bring within

the line of central sight a second tree standing about sixty feet

behind the primary one to which reference has been made. When
working with full aperture thei-o was a proper degi'ee of distinction

between the sharpness of the two, but not sufficiently so to get one

tree thoroughly isolated from the other. As this appeared to be a

good subject for trying the Times' method of effecting a separation

of the two by the introduction of the "artificial atmosphei'e" we
inserted a diaphragm sufficiently small to render both equally sharp,

in which state their identities became completely merged in each

other. A friend who was in attendance to aid in the experiment

now ignited some damp hay between the two trees, and the day
being calm and well adapted for the experiment a thin film of

smoke was soon perceived to spread throughout the space inter-

vening between the trees; the nearer one was shown as being

clear and brilliant against a smoky background, in which, however,

the second tree was plainly to be seen, but through a hazy raediuiu.

At this juncture an exposure was made, and the photographic effect

of the intervening "atmosphere" was of even a more pronounced
character than that presented to the eye without the camera, The
success of the scheme was uomistakable.
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A staiidnrd rose tree Was brouglit directly against an iron gate
liaviiig tliick vertical bare and an ornamental design at the top, tliis

an-angeiiient having been selected in order to render the subject a-x

confused as possible. The tree was photographed by the full

aperture of a whole-plate portrait lens at a distance of eleven feet

from the camera, and its outlines were exceedingly well defined.
The gate, on the contrary, was so blurred by being out of focus as

to be quite indistinguishable as regards its details. From a scientific

point of view this photograph possesses interest; pictorially it is

offensive. By inserting a diaphragm suflSciently small both gate
and tree were brought into an equal degree of sharpness, and a
second pliotograph was taken, in which the gate is so decided in its

angular outlines as to destroy the pictorial beauty of the tree. A
third one was then taken, and during the exposure a few chips of
resinous wood, which had been ignited to an extent sufficient to
emit smoke, were laid on the earth between the tree and the gate.
On developing the resultant negative it was soon found that an
astonishing dilTerence had been effected; for the gate, although
sharp as before, was now seen as through a misty veil and subordinate
to the tree to an extent greatly exceeding the anticipations of those
present during the experiment.
The conclusion at which we have arrived from these and numerous

other similar experiments is this—that for such scientific purposes
as the delineating of a monument or tree for placing upon wood to
be engraved, for isolating it from its surroundings, so as to be made
readily amenable to the touching-out brush or for being examined
in the interests of science in contradistinction to those of art, a lens
of long focus worked with a large aperture fulfils the condition
sufficiently well for such purposes. But in all cases where great
penetrative range is to be secured by the employment of a small
diaphragm, recourse will have to be made to an artificial atmosphere,
such as that obtained by the means here mentioned, unless the
natural atmosphere be at the time sufficiently dense to effect the
isolation, in whole or in part, of the object requiied to be photo-
graphed.

THE NEW COPYRIGHT BILL.
Last week we promised to refer again to the projected Copyright
Act, there being one or two points in connection with it, if the Bill
pass without amendment, which will prove very inconvenient to
many portrait photographeiu We allude to those contained in
clause 10, which prohibits the exhibition of portraits without the
sitters' consent. Some two years back, it may be remembered, we
directed attention to this matter, and some discussion on the subject
took place in our columns at the time. But the same clause,
withjut alteration, is, we find, included in the Bill now before
Parliament.

In this clause nothing is said definitely as to the absolute owner-
ship of a portrait negative taken in the ordinary course of business.
By implication, however, it is clearly to be, as it is at present,
according to the custom of trade, the property of the photographer
Although there is no mention in the Bill to this effect, the clause is

very stringent with regard to the use that may be—or, rather, may
not be—made of it, thereby implying the ownership in the photo-
graph. It stipulates that in oonneotion with any portrait taken on
commission it shall be unlawfulfor the photographer, whether be owns
the copyright therein or not, to sell, offer for sale, or exhibit in public,
or in any shop window, "or otherwise," any copy of the portrait,
unless he has previously obtained, in writing, the consent of the
Bitter. This clause will, of course, render it illegal for anyone to
exhibit portraits in show-cases or reception-rooms without first

obtaining the sitters' permission.
This clause enacts, if it become law without amendment, that

anyone infringing it, by making use of the negative without the
consent of the sitter (and in writing, too), may be summoned before
any court having summary jurisdiction-such as a police court, for
instance—when the judge will have the power to order all copies to
be given up to the sitter; and not only the prints, but the negative
also. Very stringently framed is this clause, for it enacts that, in the
event of the copies and negatives not being given up as ordered, or
"upon the evidence of one credible witness" that all of them have

not been delivered up, the court may grant a warrant to search the
photographer's house or any premises belonging to him or that may
be suspected of containing them, and, if any be found, to seize them
precisely as if they were infringements of a copyright, as in clause

17, which gives power to search premises suspected to contain
pirated copies.

The Bill, if it pass, will press heavily on those photographers
who, when they hap|)en to obtain an exceptionally-good picture, or
the portrait of some well-known or illustrious individual, scruple
not to utilise the negative for producing specimens for their show-
cases—perhaps, even for sale—whether the sitter acquiesce or not.

At the present time if this be done it is, perhaps, questionable if the
sitter have a legal remedy, except, perhaps, by process of injunction
in chancery, which, to say the least of it, is an expensive and, in

this instance, for want of a precedent, a somewhat dubious pro-

ceeding. Certainly, at present sitters have not a remedy by
summary proceedings, but under the new Bill all they will have to

do will be to summon the offending photographer to the nearest

police court, when the magistra;te will compel him not only to

discontinue the exhibition or sale, but to hand over to the com-
plainant sitter all the prints in his possession, as well as the

negatives, which will then become bis or her property.

We are aware that many show-cases would present a very

different appearance to what they do now if it were imperative

that portraits should not be exhibited without the sitter's per-

mission first being obtained. In such instances as this the new
Copyright Bill, if it become law, will prove very inconvenient.

But, after all, we can see no legitimate ground for complaint. If

the exhibition of a portrait be not unplea-sarit to the sitter per-

mission can easily be obtained. If, however, permission be not

accorded then tlie exhibition would certainly be distasteful, and
thus cause annoyance.

This same clause will also materially affect the returns of many
photographic establishments who do a considerable business in

making enlargements without previously obtaining the sitters'

permission, simply on the speculation that they may eventually be

purchased, or, if not, will serve for specimens. Such pictures, when
made, are often purchased, rather to prevent the chance of their

being publicly exhibited or disposed of in a manner distasteful

to the sitter than because they are actually required ; or, in some
cases, as we know, even approved of. Under the new Act—if it

become an Act—this system of trading will become illegal, and
sitters, instead of being compelled to purchase pictures in order

to ensure themselves from annoyance, can summon the offending

photographer before a magistrate, who will compel him to band
over the enlargement, ' and not only the enlargement, but the

original negative, the enlarged transparency or negative (if any),

as well, without payment.

Looking at the matter in an impartial spirit, it will scarcely be

disputed that the photographer who has been paid for taking a

portrait, in the ordinary course of business, has no moral right

whatever to afterwards make use of the negative for his own
purpose—whether it be to produce from it copies as specimens for

his show-case or reception-room, for sale, or to make an enlargement

speculating on its being eventually purchased. He has been paid

his price for the work he was commissioned to do, and should,

therefore, be content with the transaction.

As the question now stands there appears to be very little chance of

this portion of the Bill being amended in favour of the photographer,

nor can we see any legitimate ground for amendment in this respect,

as it is apparently framed for the purpose of giving protection to

the public from the improper use occasionally made of portraits, as

well as to secure a copyright in his work to the photographer.

As clause 10 at present is framed, we can, however, foresee one

or two legitimate inconveniences that may possibly arise and give

occasion for litigation. Although a photographer is prohibited from
selling copies of portraits without consent, nothing is said about the

negative itself ; but it is clear that that is intended to be included

as well as the copies from it If this be the oise—and there is no
reasonable cause for doubt—how will a photographer have to

arrange when disposing of bis business i In accordance with the pro
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posed Bill it would appear that he will have to obtain the consent

of each individual sitter before he can dispose of his negatives, which,

of course, are part and parcel of the goodwill of a portrait business.

Again : it frequently happens that a photograplier may possess a

egative, produced in the ordinary course of business, of some one who

has, since it was taken, brought himself—or it is suspected he has

—

within the pale of the law, and copies from it are required to facilitate

his apprehension. It is clear that, as the Bill is at present framed,

it will be illegal to supply them, even in the furtherence of the

ends of justice. However, a short clause may possibly be introduced

nto the Bill to meet these and similar slight ditiiculties, if the

matter be brought before the notice of its promoters.

CAN A SILVER PRINT BE PERMANENT ]

We return to the subject of the possibility of permanency in silver

prints, as opened in our last number. In the course of our remarks

we put the question in the following light :—We stated that it was

"twofold in its aspect. * * * It is unquestionable that many
prints may now be seen toned by the old method of toning and

fixing in one operation which, though twenty or thirty years' old,

are yet beautiful and apparently imfaded. There are also a large

number of photographs still to be found which owe their tone to

alkaline toning, and which are equally beautiful and apparently

as free from fading as upon the day on which they were first

produced." Herein lies the key to the enigma if only it were

known how to apply it.

In the first place, it is to be noted that the older toning methods
were applied to a great extent to plain paper, while modern toning

introduced an era in which albumenised paper was all in all—the

delicate beauty of a plain paper print being quite a rarity. Most of

the old prints which have remained unchanged are on plain paper.

This difference, also, may affect the prints in two ways. Firstly,

the solutions made use of will far more readily permeate plain than

albumenised paper, and hence permit of a more rapid action of the

hypo, upon the silver salts contained in its texture. Secondly, the

image instead of being confined to a thin section of the paper, so to

speak, as in an albumenised print, is engrained almost into the

entire substance of plain paper^facts which hav» an important
bearing upon another consideration shortly to be discussed.

Next, we have the processes themselves to consider, and at

once a very striking peculiarity is seen. MM. Davanne and Girard's

classical researches upon the cause of fading pointed ont the need
for using hypo, in much larger quantities for a given number of

prints than had ever before been considered necessary, and the full

benefit of their recommendation was only felt by those who had
adopted alkaline toning—a vast advantage in favour of the latter.

Our readers will bear reminding that these experimenters showed
that chloride of silver exposed to the action of weak hypo, solution led

to the production of an unstable and insoluble silver hyposulphite,
which, when contained within the texture of the picture, gradually
decomposed and resulted in staining or fading. The reconnnendation
to use a far larger quantity of hypo, than had hitherto been the
custom was strongly pressed by ourselves and others, and we
believe that in the hands of conscientious workers the plan is and
has been generally adopted, thus removing in the main one pro-
minent cause of fading.

Owing to the instability of solution of hypo., especially when
containing dissolved chloride of silver, fresh hypo., made daily, was
shown to be a necessity where permanent results were desired. In
the old method the same bath was used for fixing and toning day
after day, week after week, and, in fact, the older it was the richer
were the tones it gave. The condition of the relation between the
hypo, and the chloride of the image were naturally the same as in
alkaline toning, and it is obvious that, in its earlier stages, the
"mixed" bath must have been fully equal to the proper fixing of the
prints, while after a time it would be both unecpal to proper fixing
and in that decomposed state which has usually been considered most
favourable to fading. Is it not, therefore, a perfectly legitimate
Buggestiou that the unfaded prints which have been left to us from
those times have been produced in tiie earlier period of the bath's

existence, when, at anyrate, its fixing powers were not impaired ?

This would be a very simple way of accounting for the still un-

faded prints made by the old process, at least when conjoined to

other conditions equally affecting both classes of prints.

Coupled with the use of fresh hypo, (as so prominently recom-
mended in the early days of alkaline toning) was the more
complete and thorough washing of the finished prints; and here,

again, the new process in a double way had all the advantage in

its favour. Prints done by the " alkaline process " have had more
chance of surviving on account of that extra washing, and, further,

the solution to be removed by such washing would in all probability

contain far less of unstable salts, so that, even under imperfect
washing, less injurious matter would be left in the one case than in

the other. Again the gain is in favour of modern toning.

From this point we are naturally led to consider the question of

hypo, in the print. Experiments during the last year or two have,
comparatively speaking, been so numerous that the statement can
scarcely be doubted that a pruit may contain large quantities of

hypo, and yet remain uninjured after the lapse of one or two years.

We think, however, it will be found that prints so experimented
upon have been kept dry, and it is a truism to say that many
chemical changes require the presence of moisture before they can
be initiated ; we may instance the well-known fact that in the
absence of moisture bleaching in the presence of chlorine does not
occur.

We are inclined to believe, however, that the evil due to the

presence of hypo, is less the result of the action of the hypo, itself

than of the silver salts accompanying it, so that when a finished

print is dipped into new hypo, solution and dried without washing
there is presumably no unstable silver salt left in the print. On
our supposition it should not, therefore, be much acted upon if the

print be kept dry—a condition, however, not very likely to occur

in the everyday life of a print.

Finally : we have to consider the fading of prints admittedly pro-

duced with the observance of every precaution considered desirable

to ensure permanence. It is our conviction that in all such cases i

the fading is due to the action of the atmosphere. We will not now
(

pause to consider whether it is the normal constituents of the air
j

including moisture, or their adventitious accompaniments, the pro- ^

ducts of combustion, &c. The action .arises, and we take the results

as seen.

We have, today, opened a packet of old cartes de visitc, which
have been entrusted to us for examination by a photographer whom
we know to have been always a most careful worker, and which:

have been kept wrapped in the same paper in a desk during the greater

portion of the period since they were taken (at various times in tlie

year ISGfi). Some of them are almost as rich as they must have been

when first attached to their mounts ; others are faded in ])arts, but

not all over. A careful examination, however, soon shows that the

fading all starts from the edges ; in no one case does the who!<

of the print show signs of fading. We cannot see any but one con

elusion to be drawn from this examination—that the fading 1ki

occurred in those portions to which the air has obtained easiest access

namely, the edges, and that when by reason of the pressure of card

against card the circulation of air must have been but sliglit

the pictures, carefully made and eighteen years' old, remain ii

their original state, and, possibly, would do for scores of years longei-

We have found another proof of the same theory. A photographei
of our acquaintance keeps a register of all his negatives, a piiu'

from each being pasted in a series of books. An examination showi
that each of the earliest prints are faded in those parts where ai

would have the most ready access, but have remained unfaded in othe
portions. An exception is to be seen at one period embracing a shoi

time only—some of the prints are faded all over. The gentloma
in question puts this down to some unknowTi irregularity in tli

printing department, as with these exceptions the pictures ai

uniform for about a dozen years or more.
Now, it is obvious that a plain paper print, with the im.a^

penetrating almost the whole substance of the paper, must offt

more resistance to l,lie action of the air than the thin film whic
contains all the image in an albumenised paper print; and so, seeiii
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that in addition the total amount of image-forming silver salt in a

plain paper print far exceeds that in an albumenised print, we

must, cateris paribus, expect less permanence in the latter.

To sum up our conclusions : we should say the evidence proves

that as—at anyrate for a score of years—a silver print kept from

atmospheric influences often remains unchanged, a close approach

to jjermaneucy is a reasonable expectation. As to the relative

value of the old and new processes as regards permanency the

question is an open one, which will not be solved till further experi-

ments are made; and, as an albumenised paper print possesses a

character and a beauty sui generis, we think benefit would accrue

by a systematic trial and investigation of the old toning system

under modern lights.

riiKV manage this sort of thing better in "the States," and the hint

may possibly be useful to secretaries of scientific societies on this

side of the Atlantic. The following announcement is reproduced

rerbatim et literatim from the Chicago Eve:—" The secretary of the

State of Illinois Photographic Association informs Mr. Ferguson,

and all foots Hie him, that no notice of his communications, or

others of the same tenoi-, will be noticed or read to the society."

The italics are "the secretary's" own. Happy Mr. Ferguson ! To
have made such a palpable impression upon the mind of a secretary

is more than some people have succeeded in doing ; but we rather

fancy that, if secretaries on this side adopted the Chicago system of

publicly conferring gratuitous characters upon full-aged and able-

bodied " Mr. Fergusons," the impressions made would be sub-

sequent rather than anterior to the publication of character, and
would be corporeal rather than mental in their application.

" For the information of The British Journal and others," the

same number of the Ei/e gives the following explanation of the

pyro. and salicylic acid developer mentioned at one of the meeting,

by Mr. Edgeworth, and to whicii we recently alluded in thLs columns
The solutions are composed as follow :

—

No. 1.

Pyro 1 ounce,
\Vater 60 ounces,

Salicylic acid 10 grains,

which must be dissolved in half-an-ounce of alcohol, as it is very
difficult to dissolve in water.

No. 2.

Sulphite of soda—saturated solution.

No. 3.

Lewis' lye—half-an-ounce to 30 ounces of water.
To develope take equal parts of Nos. 2 and 3 and a few drops of

a solution of bromide of potassium (twelve grains to the ounce) and
mix, and of this solution take in the proportion of one ounce to cne uf

No. 1.

But " Lewis' lye " is an " unknown quantity " here.

Apropos of the permanency of silver prints, a most interesting

example lies before us as we write. It is a very richly-toned print

on plain paper—a copy of a chalk drawing—and is so rich and full

in colour that it can have altered little, if at all, since the day it

Wiia produced ; and this, a manuscript note on the back informs us,

was in 185G, nearly thirty years ago ! It is difficult to believe that,

if carefully kept, it viill be any different when a century old.

There is, however, in connection with this picture another very
striking manifestation of a phenomenon which apparently is leas

known than might be expected—we mean the action of light upon
wood. The print is framed in the ordinary way with a plain pine
back-board, and upon it is strongly marked in brown a negative
reproduction of the print. Our first thought was that some gaseous
matter from the decomposition of the image had gradually permeated
the print and its mounting, and so acted upon and discoloured the
pine wood. A closer inspection, however, quickly showed the cause
to be simply the action of light. The print had not been mounted
upon cardboard at all, but was simply stretched across the circular
cut-out mount, and, being thus kept close to the back-board, the
long-continued action of light had printed the image upon the latter

in a moflt decided manner.

light, discolour nufticiently to give rise to the imputation of fading

wlieu carbon priula were developed upon them.

Wb called attention a little while ago to a new patent process for

producing bichromates, and from the advertising columns of the

Chemical Neus we learn that the soda salt, under Potter and Higgs'

patent, is to be had from the manufacturers. They advertise that

"it is supplied in largo or small lots to suit consumers," though
we rather imagine the phrase to allude to manufacturers' rather

than photographers' quantities. But the same salt can, doubtless,

be purchased in the shops, and there is every probability that it

may become an article of constant use on account of the advantages

it possesses. It is very soluble in water, which will take up its own
weight, and it is lower in price.

M. LfoN ViDAL writes to La Nature to expose the perpetual photo-

graphs-in-natural-coloura craze, which has of late again seized hold

of the publia There has recently been quite a noise, he says,

about a pretended new invention destined to revolutionise the

photographing of coloui-s, and he deems the moment opportune for

explaining how the feat may at anyrate in one way be performed.

A weak print is made from a negative, and after finishing is well

washed. This print is then tinted by flat washes of the colours

desired, which are diluted with salted albumen instead of water.

The print so treated is next floated on a sixty-grain bath, dried,

and placed under the negative, care being taken to ensure its

proper registration. The rest of the operations are as usual.

Another method consists in painting a weak proof with water-

colour pigments let down with salted albumen. It is then

coagulated with alcohol, recoated with salted albumen, floated on
silver, printed, and finished as usual as just described.

Black surfaces can also be so treated, according to M. Vidal, so

as to obtain a print more in accordance with the old and faded

original when a dark oil painting has been copied. There is nothing

new in ail this, he says, and he only describes it so as to put people

on their guard from accepting as a miracle what is nothing but a
tour de force—ingenious, doubtless, but of no value, artistically or

scientifically.

The days of iodide of cadmium for collodion purposes have passed

their perihelion, we should imagine, though large quantities of

collodion are still being made ; but we hear of a new use for the

metal—a well-known firm of nickel refiners, Messrs. Henry Wiggin
and Co., of Birmingham, having invented a new metallic alloy of

cadmium, which they have registered under the name of " silveroid."

It is said to be of great whiteness, brilliancy, and tensile strength,

and producible at comparatively small cost.

The beautiful coloured afterglows have still another explanation.

Signor Aloise G. Moceingo describes them as extra-telluric, inter-

planetary, or cosmic conditions recurring at long intervals, possibly

never before having arisen since man's advent upon earth !

With a singular effect like this before ns it is not difficult to

imagine how easily paper made from wood might, when exposed to

OiTR readers may possibly remember the life album designed by
Mr. Francis Galton, of photographic-average fame—a book in

which was to be placed the life history of the owner, with details

about his grandfather and grandmother, with their progenitors for

some number of " great, great, greats." A valuable prize was to be

awarded to the compiler of the best series of records, which were to

include photographs at various ages. Mr. Galton writes that he

has received upwards of one hundred and fifty good records of

different families. ^
We learn that platinum has been found in New Zealand in a quartz

vein—a most unusual occurrence. We do not, however, think it

at all probable that the "find" is likely to lessen the value of this

refractory metal, nor, as a consequence, reduce the cost of platino-

type printing. ^___

The total number of applications for tickets for the British Associa-

tion this year is 772, and the Council have resolved not to receive

any more prior to the meeting at Montreal, when members and

associates will be elected as usual.

A NEW use for collodion is found as a fixative for mieroscopie

sections. The method of using it is to mix the collodion with
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oil of cloves (oue to three) and paint tlie microscopic slide with it by
means of a tine brush at the time of using. Then the sections are

placed upon the slide when painted, and the oil driven off by heat.

Guy recommends the collodion and oil to be applied separately,

the microscopic slides to be coated just like the coUodionising a

plate, and kept in stock. When required for use they are moistened

with the oil of cloves, which is afterwards driven off by heat.

HARDWICH ON LIME-LIGHT EXPLOSIONS AND
THEIR PREVENTION.

In the following experiments with flame extinguishers, or "safety

tubes " as they are sometimes termed, the tubes were attached to

the taps of the lantern jet when the contrary is not specified. The
explosive ethoxo gas was forced through them by means of small

india-rubber balloons, and was burnt at the orifice of the jet. To
make the article complete the experiments should have been repeated

with oxyhydrogen gas, but I am not sufficiently at leisure at the

present time to be able to do this.

No. 1. A Hemmiug's safety tube, half-an-inch long by half-an-

inoh wide, made with 360 of Kirby's S.W. pins packed in tightly side

by side. The pressure of gas reduced about thirty per cent. The
flame passes through the tube and shatters the balloon on the other

Bide.

No. 2a. A piece of cane one inch long. Pressure reduced thirty

per cent. Result: same as No. 1, balloon being blown to pieces.

No. 26. Pieces cut out from the centime and best part of the cane

carefully fitted into a tube three-quarters of an inch long and three-

quarters of an inch wide. Pressure reduced about twenty per cent.

Result : same as No. 2a.

No. 3. A column of fine shot (sold as "dust shot") two and a-half

inches long, and reducing pressure of gas about thirty per cent.

Flame passes readily, as in No. 1 and No. 2

No. 4. A Broughton safety chamber consisting of a tube ^^gths of

an inch long and fths of an inch internal diameter, filled with
granulated pumice, previously screened by means of two sieves, the

top sieve containing forty-eight meshes to the inch and the bottom
sixty meshes. This tube reduces the pressure of the gas about
twenty per cent. The flame does not pass it, and the balloon on the

other side remains intact.

No. 5. Same as No. 4, but the pumice chamber is separated from
the jet by a piece of stout vulcanised tubing eighteen inches long
and a-quarter of an inch internal diameter, in order to increase the
volume of explosive gas. The flame now passes through the
pumice with a loud report and bursts the balloon.

No. 6. Same as No. 4, but with a Chadwiok back-pressure valve
attached to the pumice chamber on the balloon side. Elame passes
through and destroys both valve and balloon.

No. 7. Same as No. 6, but with the valve on the j*t side of the
pumice chamber. Flame passes through the combination exactly
as before.

No. 8. A Broughton safety chamber, j'gths by fths, emptied of
it* pumice and filled with filings of " soft solder " (two parts of tin
to one part of lead), sifted by means of two sieves—one containing
thirty-six and the other seventy meshes to the inch. Pressure of
gas reduced about twenty per cent. Flame arrested, and balloon
intact.

No. 9. Same as No. 8, but eighteen inches of quarter-inch
tubing between the jet and the safety chamber. Explosion more
violent than before, and balloon jerked upwards into the air, but
not injured.

No. 10.
.
Same as No. 8, but chamber filled with sifted scrapings

of slate pencil instead of filings of soft solder. Pressure of gas
reduced about twenty per cent. Result as in No. 8. Flame inter-
cepted and balloon saved.

No. 11. Same as No. 10, but eighteen inches of quarter-inch
tubing between the jet and the safety chamber. Result as in No.
9, balloon being thrown upwards into the air but not broken.

No. 12. A Broughton safety pumice chamber, same as No. 4, but
larger, being three-quarters of an inch deep and three-quarters of an
inch wide, not attached to tap of jet, but separated from it by a tube
eighteen inches long and quarter-inch internal diameter. Pressure
of gas reduced about twenty-five per cent. Result satisfactory,
flame being intercepted and balloon saved.

No. 1,3. A tube three-quarters of an inch deep and half-an-inch
wide, filled with zinc filings, and screened iis before. Pressure of
gas reduced about twenty-five per cent. Flame arrested as in No.
12. In this experiment I examined the gas remaining in the
balloon, and found it strongly acid and contaminated with the pro-

ducts of combustion, which appear to pass through the tube,

although the flame is extinguished.

lu tabulating the results of the above experiments the first thing

which strikes me is that the safety tubes in which the channels for

passage of gas were straight, so that you could see the light shining

through on holding them up to the light, all failed ; whereas the

tubes which had zigzag passages, as originally proposed by Mr.
Broughton, of Manchester, succeeded (with the exception of the

shot, which was evidently too coarse). The pumice, however,

seemed to require a longer column than the others, and this I did

not at first understand. On opening the Broughton chambers,

however, the reason was obvious, for they had been a long time in

use, and the grannies had sunk down, leaving a portion of the

upper part of the tube empty.
Metal filings (of which, perhaps, filings of pure tin would be the

best) have this advantage—that they are better conductors of heat,

and must, therefore, tend to cool the flame. They are also not

liable to disintegration and dust ; on the other hand, the chlorine

contained in the oxygen gas would be more likely to affect a metal

than to act on a substance like slate or pumice.

The screening of these granules is a very simple operation. All

that you have to do is to cut two squares of wire gauze of the right

degree of fineness, and then to lay the filings on the top piece and
tap it gently with the handle of a knife. All that passes through

the first sieve and remains in situ on the second should be retained

for use. The fine dust will pass the second sieve, and must be
rejected.

Flame extinguishers should be carefully made, and should also

be examined from time to time to see that they are quite full.

Sift out the whole of the tine dust from the pumice, or it will be

blown through into the flame, causing it to flicker. Fill the

chamber to the top, tapping it gently until the pumice has well

settled down ; then remove the excess with a straight edge, and
keep it in position by a circle of wire gauze seventy meshes to the

inch. The tube should be made to open easily, with the top

nozzle screwing upon a leather washer to make it air-tight.

As regards the proper position for the safety tubes : I suggested,

in my paper read before the Edinburgh Photographic Society, that

they should be placed on the nozzles of the ether tank. I now see,

however, that this would be too low down, and that the volume of

the exploding gas in front would be dangerously large. The nozzles

of the dissolver would be better, but the taps of the jet would be

best of all, unless the jet could be made purposely with a safety

tube between the mixing chamber and the nipple, which is theoreti-

cally the right place for it to occupy.

Taking into account the number of experiments I have made,
and the repetitious of the same in cases where any doubt remained,

I think I am in a position to say that a safety chamber three-

quarters of an inch long and half-an-inch wide on each tap of

the jet will give complete security. Some, however, have thought

that a back-pressure valve should be added to prevent suction

when a weight falls off from the bag. This at first was my own
opinion, but I now see that I was mistaken, and that the falling

of a weight does not produce that strong suction which is usu-

ally supposed. When there are two bags no doubt the gas passes

rapidly from the one to the other in such a case, but that is

explained by the loaded bag forcing it into the bag from which
the weight has fallen. With a single bag, as in the ethoxo process,

the compressed gas expands and regains its original bulk, but it has

no power to draw in either fresh gas or liquid. To prove this you
have only to take an empty wash bottle and connect it on one side

with a bottle of the same kind containing water, and on the other

with a loaded bag of air. Now, remove the weights suddenly, and
you will see that the level of the water is not disturbed, and that

the empty bottle remains dry. If there had been suction to an
appreciable extent some of the water would have been drawn from
the one bottle into the other.

So satisfied was I with the I'esult of this and a few similar experi-

ments that I did not hesitate to fill a pig's bladder with explosive

gas and to pull the forty-pound weight off it whilst it was blowing

a strong, hissing flame at the orifice of the jet. The flame piissed

back into the jet with a report, but it stopped at the pumice
chamber and did not enter the bladder. I tried the same experi-

ment a second time with the same result ; there was either no
suction at all or not enough to interfere with the protective power
of the safety tube.

Back-pressure valves, however, although not so urgently needed
in the ethoxo lime light, are moat useful in the oxyhydrogen process

when two bags are employed with separate boanla and weights;

and it is not easy to see how an explosion could happen in such a
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case, even without safety tubca. Tlie two togetlier—tubes and

valves—would give absolute security, but the pressure of gas would

be niufih reduced, and heavier weights would be required.

I have been in correspondence lately with the North British

Rubber Company, of Charlotte-street, Manchester, and they have

sent me a sample of vulcanised sheeting, g'jth inch in thickness,

which I tind to answer admirably for Cliadwick's back-pressur*

valves. They have also recoinmonded the " pure grey rubber

"

tubing, as less liable to tear or crack than the red or any other

variety. T. Frederick Hardwich.

COLOURED AND NGN -ACTINIC LIGHT.

It is a pleasure to find the pen of so able a writer as Mi-. Lewis

Wright engaged, as it was in yonr issue of the 16th instant, in the

consideration of this subject ; and I should not have felt disposed to

comment upon that gentleman's remarks if it were not that, as it

appears to me, he has somewhat overlooked an essential factor in

the question, which I believe only requires to be pointed out to be

admitted.

Mr. Wright says that we must proceed by "finding the least

actinic bands in the actual spectrum on the actual plate.s to be used,

and by linding, with the prism, coloured glasses or other media

which correspond with these bands. Any other method is a kind

of ' hit or miss ' that is sometimes necessary, but which, when better

methods are accessible, is like groping in the dark."

The method recommended by Sir. Wright is certainly that which

has been adopted and advised pretty generally; but there are

several reasons why the result thus arrived at may not be the true

one. The fii-st and principal objection to it is that it takes no

account of the different illumiiMting powei-a of the diflerent parts

of the spectrum. Suppose it to be found that the lower down the

spectrum tlie less is the photographic action, it would follow as a

matter of course that deep crimson red or magenta is the proper

colour to use in the laboratory. As a fact, however, the red

possesses very much less illuminating power than the yellow,

yellow-green, and yellow-orange ; and the question should rather

be—Which part of the spectrum possesses the least effect upon

the photographic film in proportion to its illuminating power?

Now, although various portions of the actual spectrum could be

actually isolated and their luminosity compared, I am not aware of

its ever having been done in this connection. Moreover, the

nature of the source of light would so greatly affect the luminosity

of the various portions of the spectrum produced from each

particular radiant, tlvat a number of tables would have to be made.

Another reason why visual comparison, through a spectroscope

might fail to indicate the safest medium to use is that the ultra-

violet rays which have such a powerful, photographic effect would

esaipe notice altogether.

Yet, again : of the media which are available there are none that

]>ermit the pa.ssage of light from one portion of the spectrum only,

and to have to calculate the effect of small and constantly-diminish-

ing quantities of photographic effect would render the problem

extremely difficult, and probably cause the answer to come out

incorrectly. Further: there appears to be great difficulty in ob-

taining definite results with spectrum photography. The observations

of the same experimenter made one day may not accord with those

produced upon another occasion, and great differences occur in the

statements of different experimenters.

Captain Abney states that the effect of the addition of iodide to

a bromide emulsion is to m;ike it so much less sensitive to the

orange that plates containing iodide, as plates now made generally

do, miy be safely manipulated in an orange light ; whilst pure bro-

mide ones are sensitive as low down as the orange, and reqiiire to be

worked in a red light. Dr. Eder has quite recently stated that the

addition of iodide renders plates more sensitive to the yellow,

which is close to the orange ; and his statement, therefore, may be
taken as opposed to that of Captain Abney and more in accordance

with the later experiments of Sir J. Herschel, who considered the

addition of iodide necessary in order to obtain sensitiveness in the

lower portion of the spectrum. In any case the actual diflerence

is much less than the photographer, reading of the results of expe-

riments in spectrum photography, would be apt to believe.

In photographing a sheet of bright-coloured ribbons with rapid

emulsions of three varieties—one containing only bromide, one with

five per cent, of iodide, and one with ten per cent.—the difference of

sensitiveness to the different colours was so slight that it could not

be absolutely aiTirmod. It there were any dififorence I incline to

think that the result was slightly in faTour of Sir- J. Herschel'a and

Dr. Eder's views—that the sensitiveness with the iodide added waa
a little greater in the orange than with the pure bromide; bat the

amount of difference was so small that, as I have said, I should not

like to affirm it as a fact.

I think it must be admitted that a simple and better manner of

ascertaining the comparative safety of any two is to find some
distance at which a certain visual power exists—by reading, for

example- -and then to expose a plate for a certain time at that game
distance.

Mr. Wright, in speaking of the necessity for ascertaining the

le \st actinic bauds in the actual spectrum on the actual plates to be
used, doubtless assumes, as anyone would do frfim what has been

written on the subject of spectrum photography, that slight dif-

ferences in the composition of the plates—such, for instance, as that

which has been referred to, namely, the addition of a small quantity

of iodide—will cause considerable difference in comparative sensi-

tiveness to different parts of the spectrum, and that this will corre-

spond with a proportionate difference in the behaviour of the

sensitive compound to the coloured light given off by natural

objects or passing through tinted screens. That this is not the

case I believe I have shown.
There is another jwint upon which Mr. Wright appears to have

been misinformed. He says :—" It appeai-s well established that some

small amount of exposure in preparation is actually essential to

sensitiveness itself." I suppose the ground for this is the fact first

demonstrated by Mr. W. K Burton, that preliminary exposure does

make a film more sensitive to faint traces of light, as shown in the

higher figures of the .sensitometer ; but any apparent sensitiveness

thus gained is of very doubtful utility in the camera, and, certainly,

it cannot be stated as a general fact that light in preparation is

essential to sensitiveness. That would imply that there is no sen-

sitiveness without it.

Mr. Wright suggests glazing a lantern with strips of differently-

coloured glass, so as to produce a composite white light. I showed

a lantern on a similar principle at the meeting of the Photographic

Society of Great Britain on the 13th inst. In this lantern the light

from two paraffine lamps—one glazed with " stained-red" glass and

the other with a yellowish green—was projected upon a white card

and then passed tlirough tissue paper. The light given, compared

with daylight, was somewhat yellowish; but not so yellow as when
the coloured glasses were removed and the lamp turned down to

give about the same luminous effect to the eye. Nevertheless,

whilst with the latter arrangement—low lamplight reflected from

card and passed througli paper—a strong image was given upon a

plate held for a minute's time at a reading distance. From the com-

posite white light the image was so faint that it could scarcely be

said to be visible at all, and would not have shown as fog if there had

not been a sharp edge to the mask covering the remainder of the plate.

No one need expose a plate to the light that he is working so

much as to be equal to being held full square to that light for the

space of a minute at a reading distance; and, therefore, with

ordinary precautions, such a light may be safely used for developing

purposes, although not so absolutely safe as a yellow light.

There is a point in my experiments upon which an explanation

from such a lucid and careful writer as Mr. Wright would, I

think, be welcomed. The stain in the glass known as " stamed-red
"

is one which, when in a thin layer, is yellow, and is due to silver.

By increasing the thickness of the layer the colour to the eye passen

first from yellow to orange, then red, and lastly ruby or crimson. A
gold stain, when thin, appears pink or pale purple red ; but upon

increasing the thickness of the layer the colour aj'pears to incline

less and less to the magenta, and finally tends more to the oninge-red

than the pilcd-up silver-yellow. The ordinary ruby glass stained

with copper undergoes no such changes. W. E. Dkbekham.

PHOTOGRAPHIC INDUSTRIES.-

THE LANTERN FACTORY OF MESSRS. W. H. OAKIiET k CO.

However correctly it may be asserted of certain retail tradesmen

that they display their entire stock in their shop windows, such can-

not, at anyrate, be said of Messrs. W. H. Oakley and Co., who do not

put themselves to the trouble of displayinc; any of their lantern or

philosophical appliances either in their window or, for that matter, in

their shop. In good truth it must be said that the outside of the

premises in Grange-road, Bermondsey, affords not the slightest clue

as to their being connected either directly or indirectly with the

philosophical, not to say tine, arts. For this there is a good reason

as will suuu be perceived.
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Establislied about forty years since as an operative engineers'

factory, it is only of comparatively recent date that a photographic

and lantern branch has been grafted on the original engineering

business ; but this department has already grown into large propor-

tions, more especially that devoted to lanterns and lantern appli-

ances, and to which we purpose conhning our notice on the present

occasion.

The more purely engineering department of this establishment is

situated on the ground floor—a fact of which the visitor becomes

immediately aware as soon as he passes the threshold, the shelves

on his right groaning under iron pipes intended for gas or water

purposes, those on the left with numerous and varied appliances

cognate to mechanical engineering, while straight ahead and in the

distance appear turning lathes, work benches, and the paraphernalia

of a large workshop, which are propelled by two steam engines

of six- and ten-horse power respectively. According to the pres-

sure of orders these are worked either singly or conjointly. With

this portion of the establishment, however, we have nothing to do

at present, but proceed into an upper room crammed to repletion

with what we may designate lautem stock in every stage of progress,

from the separate pieces which comprise the elements of an outtit to

the completed lantern outfit itself;

When, twelve years ago, the determination was arrived at by
this firm to enter into the lantern business, the intention was
formed to keep as much as possible out of the well-worn and beaten

paths in which such a branch of business had previously been con-

ducted; and in adopting lantern making as a speciality, Messrs.

Oakley and Co. resolved to apply their powerful mechanical

appliances and resources to this end, and to manufacture everything

except lenses and slides, thus taking a new departure in their busi-

ness as far as such was possible. This, it will be remembered, was
soon after the period when the lantern had slowly emerged from
its quondam position as a toy into the rule of a scientific instrument,

and wlien there was a tolerably wide field before any ingenious and
enterprising aspirant who chose to enter into that business.

Among some appliances possessing a degree of interest more or

less historical, we were shown the original slide adapter from which
arose, or sprang, others of the adapting class ; that is, those by
means of which slides of various dimensions can be brought into a

central position in the axis of the condensers. The notched adajjters

(if such a term be admissible), now well known from the publica-

tion of their structural details in The British Journal of
Photography and elsewliere, seem to owe their inception to the

unpretending slide submitted to our inspection.

Knowing the importance of system when exhibiting lantern

slides, we were interested in a box cheap and of somewhat unassum-
ing appearance which was presented to our notice. It bears the not
very poetical name of a "consecutive box," and we think a brief

description may be useful to some who, like ourselves, have never
before become acquainted with this useful piece of apparatus. It

consists of a box in which the slides are laid in proper consecutive
order. It has a bottom and sides, but no top—at anyrate while in use.

The sides, however, are formed of corner pieces so arranged as to

render it quite easy to pick out one slide after another for transference
to the lantern. The simplicity of this is almost ludicrous—the
value unmistakable ; and after this we shall not willingly be without
a " consecutive box " when exhibiting photographs by the lantern.

Another appliance with which we were much pleased was a por-
table screen elevator. This piece of apparatus is not only quite
portable, but can be adapted to the dimensions of any screen
which the exhibitor thinks it prudent to adopt—anything, for
example, from five feet square to twenty feet square, beyond
which it is not considered necessary to go in the usual course of
such exhibitions. We do not intend to describe this apparatus
here, but content ourselves with saying that by an ingenious and
very simple adaptation of rods, which fix into each other by some-
thing similar, to fishing-rod joints, the dimensions of the supporting
frame may be adjusted to suit any particular size of screen adopted
under any special circumstances.

We were much pleased, also, to see a simple method by which the
tap of a gas-bag could be so locked up as to be placed beyond the
tampering propensities of any curious or prying spectator. Those
who have had experience in lantern work know the feeling of
insecurity engendered when leaving an oxygen or hydrogen
ba;,' fully charged under the control of inexperienced or ignorant
persons, who, without intending any harm, might amuse them-
selves by turning the taps in order to hear the gas rush out. In the
protected tap immunity from such a course is secured by a metallic
belt being passed round it, so as to prevent the tap being turned
round or tampered with, a small padlock securing it when in position.

We could perceive that Messr.-'. Oakley and Co. did not look with
much complaisance upon the supply of oxygen from metallic chambers
in which the gas was compressed as when gas bags formed the
reservoir. The objection seemed to lie in the constant changing and
diminution of the pressure, which rendered it necessary to have a
continuous supervision of the tap, whereas with the bag this is

unnecessary. The initial pressure in the gas tank is about 550 pounds,
and from this down to the minimum the transition is very sudden.
In the case of steam pressure, on the contrary, it can be reduced
from fifty pounds to ten jjounds with ease ; not so, however, is this the
case witli an initial pressure so great as that in an oxygen cylinder.

The difliculty of getting a camera erected on a rail fence from
which to photograph a race-course, or on the gunwale of a vessel,

will be readily appreciated. We were shown an appliance specially

adapted to meet such a case, and it was most effective.

As might well be undei-stood, the preparation of oval or circular
shapes in metal for cutting out mats for lantern mounts is, in a large
factory such as that here under notice, a matter involvino- no
trouble or difficulty. Accordingly, we saw many such shapes just
as they were brought from oflf the oval chuck of the turning-lathe.
The machines for shearing and bending iron plates into lantern

form, and also for punching into them the apertures appropriate to
the various requirements of the business might here be referred to,

but could not so easily be described.

Our readers would probably feel but small interest were we to

attempt a description of the various operations connected with the
woodwork of this lantern factory, which were carried on in an
adjoining room ; but the machines for grooving the wood for boxes
and frames are of the most perfect order, and evince great ingenuity.
One of the most useful devices manufactured by this firm consists

of a reading-lam|) and desk. These are erected upon a sleniUr
pillar, the lower end of which screws into the floor. The heiulit

can be adjusted to suit the requirements of the lecturer, and the light

emitted from the lantern is confined to the MS. of the lecture lying on
the desk. A touch of a tiny bell, or the flashing of a signal, announces
to the exhibitor the proper moment at which to change the scene.

Noticing the excellent quality of the india-rubber goods employed
by this firm, we were informed that one of the family was connected
with a large india-rubber factory, by which they were enabled to

have just the class of goods made for them which they i-equired.

In the stock-room drawer after drawer was pulled out, displaying
a plethora of appliances for lantern manufacture, the season for

which will soon commence ; for in this trade the shadow of winter is

cast long before the advent of that season.

In conclusion : we were much pleased with all we saw at this

extensive establishment, and felt impressed with the fact that there

was no fear of this country losing its prcstirie in lantern manufac-
turing so long as able mechanicians and philosophic instrument-
makers like Messrs. W. H-. Oakley and Co. are to be found engaged
in the production of apparatus which are in modern life now found
to be indispensable.

ON THE SENSITIVE-TO-COLOUR COLLODION PROCESS,
OR THE CORRECT REPRESENTATION OF COLOURS
BY BLACK PHOTOGRAPHS.*

I.—lNTROI)UCTIO>r.

Mention has already beeu made in these pages of the fact that I have
succeeded, according to the principles laid down eleven years ago, in

preparing collodion plates which are at least eight times as sensitive to

the yellow as to the blue of the spectrum, and that it has, therefore,

been possible to photograph the colour scale in my Lchrhtich, so as to

give the blue, yellow, and green their proper values. The matter has
excited the liveliest interest in scientific and photographic circles, and
stress is everywhere laid upon its importance in rei^roduction by photo-
graphy. Consequently, the Association for the Cultivation of

I'hotogi-aphy has resolved to acquire the process, and by its puhliua-
tiou to make it jjublic property.

According to the decision of the Association I herewith publish the
process, and begin with the purely practical part, referring to articles

in former years, and to that just published [see page 3"27], for the
principles of the matter. Later on I shall give a more minute descrip-

tion of my experiments.
Ordinary portrait collodion shows its highest sensibility to the dark-

blue parts of the spectrum, which are erroneously called "indigo
blue." It is only after a very long exposure that a sensitiveness to

green, yellow, aad red appears. According to the principle first

demonstrated by me, one can increase the sensitiveness to green,

yellow, and red by the addition of dyes which absorb these rays.

' This is the process " crowned " by the Berlin Association for the Cultivation of
Photography.
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[ riiciu still iiifViiils in many circles, uvou iu those whcio one would
expect better thiugs, the most complete ignorance respecting the effect
of tliese additions. For example : one could Utely read in a trade
journal that " the employment of cosine does not produce the slightest
increase of sensitiveness to yellow." How far this contention Hies in
the face of facts will best be seen from thi»—that the collodion to be
hereafter described already gives a representation of the yellow of the
spectrum after an exposure of one second, while the same collodion
irithout eosiuo shows but a slight trace of the action of yellow after an
exposure of one minute. The sensitiveness to yellow is at least in-
creased sixtyfold by the measured addition of eosine to that collodion.
But should it be objected that that applies only to the spectral colour,
and not to the ordinary pigment colours, one can easily convince
himself that the sensitiveness to yellow pigments is also greatly in-
creased by the addition of eosine. Kor example : one may photograph
a colour-scale through yellow glass upon pure bromised collodion and
upon collodion stained with eosine, and will at once recognise the
increased sensitiveness of the latter to yellow. That by the addition
of many dyes the sensitiveness to blue rays may also be decreased I
h.-ive already mentioned in the third edition of my L'-hrluch, page 153.
\V et cosine-stained bromide of silver plates are about two and ahalf
times less sensitive to blue than unstained bromide of silver plates.
Any reader who may bo interested in this point is referred to what I
<lid in 1878, and to the chapter treating of th.at subject, pages 149 to
I'^O oi my Lehrbuch.]

_
The great majority of these dyes act best upon collodion dry plates,

as proportionately few are suited to the wet process. To these belong
the dyes known under the name of "cosines." In commerce two kinds
of eosine arc known—eosine yellow (the scientific name, fluoro-tetra-
btoniide of potassium) and eosine blue (the scientific name, fluoro-tetra-

\iodide of iiotassiuni); besides methylated, chlorated, and nitrated
products—all of which I have tried. Keeping back the details of the
action of these for the present, I only remark here that these substances
are produced as important dyes, but that tliey are not to be had pure
commercially, and are often adulterated witli dextrine, &c. These
iinpurilies have an injurious effect upon the silver bath.
The Joint Stock Analine Dye Manufacturing Company, near the

Silesian Gate (Berlin, S.O.), has, at my request, undertaken to prep.arc
purified dyes for photographic purposes. Of the two cosines—yellow
stick and blue stick—the latter gives rather more intensity than the
former. When united to alkalies both show a so-called fluorescence
(shimmer—changing of colours like shot silk) ; in dilute solutions they
dissolve with ease iu water, but not so readily in alcohol, and they
absorb very gree.lily the yellow-green and blucgreen rays. When
a<lded in proper proportions to collodion dry plates they render them
sensitive to these rays, and upon this their action iu the matter of
sensitiveness to colour is based. Beside these substances, a dye (not
yet exactly determined—cyanosine), which I owe to Dr. Martins, has
proved a very active sensitiser of wet plates for yellow rays. It indeed
surpasses the eosine, since its absorption region extends further to-
wards the red of the spectrum, and, consequently, it not only gives
rise to a sensitiveness to yellowish-green, as eosine does, but also to a
sensitiveness to orange.

Cnfortunately, this material, as sent into the market, is not pure
enough for photographic use, and as yet the Aniline Dye Manufacturing
Company only niake a special preparation for photographic use of the
yellow-stick eosine, which, by my directions, they re-crystallise twice.
This I recommend provisionally to all who may desire to experiment
with stained collodion. Afterwards, erytluosine is to be specially
prepared for photographic purposes, and then, of course, it will be
preferable to the eosine. If this dye be tried upon gelatine or collodion
dry plates, one will soon see that the former plates can be rendered by
It, at most, twice as sensitive to the yellow of the spectrum as to the
blue of the spectrum. This would practically be of little advantage,
since the yellow of pigments is so dark compared to the yellow of the
spectrum that, as I have already mentioned, the sensitiveness to yellow
must exceed the sensitiveness to blue by twenty-five times in order to

l^n'S'^*'"°'"'*>'
*'" P'S'"''''' yellow as really lighter than the blue.

Collodion plates furnish much better results. .-Vt the very first attempt
I succeeded in preparing plates which were from eight to ten times as
sensitive to yellow as to blue. I am, therefore, <iuite justified in
turning for the solution of this interesting problem direct to the collo-
dion process.*
The action of the dyes, however, depends greatly, as I have shown

both aliove and on former occasions, upon the composition of the
collo<lion. If about five per cent, of a 1 : 400 solution of eosine or
cyanosine be added to some ordinary iodised collodion, one will observe
but little sensitiveness to yellow on taking an ordinary photogi-aph. I,
therefore, made experiments with iodised collodion containing various
proportions of bromide, ami these showed that the wn»ilii-tn >'.' to
y^l'o'r mcn'ii-<i,l th- man- th- richer the colloilhu ir't.t in ml/:< of liromiif.
ibis experiment at once pointed to the use of a hromiml co'lodion. It
proved, however, that a slight proportion of iodine had a favourable
effect ui>on the general sensitiveness. If the silver bath, by long

My exiicriuiciits with jrilatine pl.ittw will te descriliol afterwards, l shnll only
reaiirk hoie that even the I'arisiaii isochroiiiatic plat«» or Mr. Clayton and M. TRtUer
wore only twie« ri fcnjitlvo to vellow m to blue

coiilinued ii«e, alrcidy contains iodine, then -n sufficitut quantity of
iodide of silver will be precipitated by it upon the plate, so that pure
bromised collodion can be used; but when the silver bath is freshly
prepared and poor in iodine it is as well to add five per cent, of pure
iodised collodion. Generally, it may be assumed that the aensitiveneas
to white light of the bromised collodion plates stained with eosine and
sensitised in a bath containing iodide of silver is three time* leu than
the sensitiveness of ordinary portrait collodion.

H.—FoRMULvE.
Solutions of Dye». — For the present— that i«, go long as other

sufficiently-pure dyes do not find their way into the market—eosine-
blue and eosinc-yellow are recommended. Dissolve half-a-gramme, by
prolonged agitation, in 160 c.c. of alcohol of 95°. Let what remains
undissolved settle down, and then pour off the clear liquid.

Collodion.—Dissolve two grammes of bromide of cadmium in thirty
c.c. of alcohol; filter, and mix one volume of the filtrate with three
volumes of neutral celloidin collodion containing two per cent, of
cotton. For many purposes a thicker film is preferable. Such may bo
obtained by dissolving two and a-half grammes of bromide of cadmium
in thirty c.c. of alcohol, filtering, and mixing in the above proportions
with a two and a-lialf (instead of a two) per cent. coUocfion. Such
a collodion flows with difficulty and silvers more slowly. To ninety-
five e.c. of the above collodion add five c.c. of the above eosine solu-
tion and shake well. The collodion is best kept in yellow bottles and
exposed as little as possible to daylight. (An increase of the proportion
of the eosine solution does not increase the sensitiveness to yellow. It
only lessens the general sensitiveness of the plate; but lessening the
proportion of eosine docs lessen the sensitiveness to yellow. The
above proportions were arrived at by numerous experiments witli mix-
tures of various proportions.)

The Silver /iH//i. —Crystallised silver salt 50 grammes, water
500 c.c, 1 :100 solution of iodide of potassium 13 c.c, acetic acid
until a distinctly acid reaction is observable (at most six drops). Nitric
acid does not recommend itself for sensitising, as it acts too strongly
lipon the dyestuff. It must be expressly mentioned that eosine
destroyed by acid will be converted into a yellow dye which no longer
exercises the desired reaction of increasing the sensitiveness to yellow,
and, therefore, an excess of acid is to be avoided. Keeping in view
the danger of the silver bath being contaminated by the impurities
which are a<lded to the existing commercial dyes, I do not consider it
advisable to silver the stained collodion plates in the same bath in
which portrait plates or other plates for reproductions are to be silvered ;

therefore, in order not to use too much bath solution I use a flat bath
and not a dipping bath.

Developer, Intemijier, and Fixwje.—'Por these the usual solutions
used in the ordinary wet process may be used. The plates are treated
just as in the wet process. It is one of the advantages of this process
that it does not necessarily entail any change in these operations, and
that anyone acquainted with the wet process can at once work with
stained collodion. The pyro., corrosive sublimate, uranium, and lead
intensifiers can all be used just as upon ordinary collodion.

III.

—

Mode of Workiso.
It is best to gelatinise the plates. Dissolve one gramme of gelatine

in 300 grammes of warm water, filter, and when cold add to it 6 c.c.
of a 1 : 50 solution of chrome alum, prepared cold. (Clean the plates
with acid, wash them, lay them on a flat dish amongst distilled water,
and then coat them twice with the gelatine solution. The first coat only
serves to drive off the water, and what runs off should not be collected.
This operation is best performed in a room that is not too cold. ) Coat
with collodion as usual, but silver a much longer time, as the bromide
of silver forms very slowly, taking at least five minutes. The stronger
the silver bath the more rapidly does the formation of silver take place.

The bath nhoidd be tested with litmus for acid and the requisite acetic
acid added before beijinnimj work. With regard to the lighting of the
dark room one does not need to be too anxious. I recommenu a lamp
with an orange-coloured lamp chimney. Kosine itself renders the
collodion but little sensitive to light. If the plate be held as much aa
possible in the shade, even yellow light may be used for the dark
room. When I have to work with the bare yellow light 1 hold the
plate so that it is canted away from the light, and thus there is no
danger to be dreaded.

Jix]>osure.—As already mentioned, the sensitiveness of the eosine-
stained bromide plates is about a third of that of ordinary iodised
collodion plates. From that the length of the exposure can be
measured. In taking coloured pictures, such as the colour scale in
my fjchrbuch, the increased sensitiveness to yellow docs not appear so
strikingly as many might expect. But on the other hand it does come
out very distinctly in the case of rose-coloured dyes, as the madder
lake of the colour scale. These stand out with their proper values.
But for other tones (as green) the action of the eosine also appears
very positively. If it be desired to still further diminish the action of
blue, recourse must be had to yellow glass slides. The accompanying*
scale w,u photographed through a yellow slide. In the choice of theae

' This allusion is to the llluetrotion which acoomraalcd the article in the
Mittheilioijtii.
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some cai-o must be exorone;!. A sliL^ht want of sli;vrp;icsi is nbservable

in this photograph, tCo cause of which is that the only piece of yellow

glass at my disposal was not plate-glass, but foggy, yellow wiuJow
glass. Through plate-glass one would get faultlessly sharp pictures.

It is also very important to get the right shade of yellow in plate-

glass. If it be too dark it prolongs the exposure too much ; if too

light it does not siifficieutly counteract the blue. I distinguish the

proper shade by the use of the spectroscope. To be able to use a

spectroscope will soon be a matter of necessity for those who wish to

take up such experiments ; but he who cannot use the spectroscope

may test for the tint photographically.''

I do not, however, say that every picture must be taken througii

yellow glass. There are many pictures which can be best photo-

graphed without it, but he who has much to do with copying coloured

pictures will soon learn by practice if a picture would be best copied

with or without the yellow glass, or if not a few experiments will

eventually bring him to it. It must, however, be boi'ue in mind
that the yellow glass always increases the length of the exposure

—

often even three tmies—as even the best yellow plate glass absorbs not

only blue light, but some yellow also.

In using stained collodion I usually employ an aplanatic which gives a

picture sharp enough oven with the fiUl aperture. When the exposure

jis likely to be long I use a dark slide that has a sheet of plate ghiss let

11 to the front, in order to prevent the plate from drying, and if required

this might be yellow.

Tlie Second Silver Bath.—After the exposure the plates may be de-

veloped just like any other wet plates, if the bath be not much affected

by the impurities inherent to most dye stuffs, and which cause so-

called organic bath flaws to apjiear after a few plates have been
sensitised. These consist partly of crescent-shaped streaks extending
from the edges towards the centre. These may be avoided, or at

least diminished, by diligently moving the plate about in the bath. If,

however, tlie bath be strongly affected by organic matter, then the only
remedy for these impurities is the second bath, which may be called the
" developing bath." After exposing, and before dvvelopiny, dip the plate

in the following bath :—Silver salt, 50 grammes ; water, 500 grammes,
nitric acid of 1 '22 spec, gravity, 4 to 8 drops. Move the plate about
steadily in this for a couple of minutes ; the adherent impure silver will

be rinsed off by it, and tlio eosine will be decomposed by the strong
nitric acid. The development may then proceed without any risk of

the above-mentioned faults showing themselves.
In time, of course, the developing bath will become dirty ; it may

then be taken into use as a sensiiisiug bath after it has been neutralised,

and then acidified again with acetic acid. Tliis bath also miiat be

te.sted for acid with litmus before, it is taken into tise.

The Development.—The plates are, as a rule, developed with the
ordinary developer for wet plates ; but the alkaline developer maybe used
\\itli equal success, audwith this advantage—when organic impurities are
present fewer stains show with it than with the acid developer. With the
acid developer only one silver bath is used. The exposed plate is washed
first with distilled water, then uuder a tap for about five minutes,
rinsed again with distilled water, and then developed—preferably in
a flat dish—with the following developer :— I to solution of carbonate
of ammonia, 2 c.o. ; 1 to 4 solution of bromide of potassium, 0'50 of a
o.e. ; 1 to 10 alcoholic solution of pyrogallic acid, 1 c.c. ; water, 30 c.c.

With too sliort exposures the quantity of carbonate of ammonia (which
must be dissolved fresh from the glass-like condition) may be increased.—Mittheilungen. H. W. Vogel, Prof.

(To be continued.)

THE SPECTROSCOPE AND DEVELOPING-LANTERN
SCREENa

Xow that photographic operators learn that they have been unneoes-
Harily injuring their eyesight for years, by the unscientific nature of
the coloured screens hitherto in general use for the lantern or window
of the developing-room, an apalling reaction has set in, so that in some
cases the accuracy of the first principles of science is being denied,
specti-oscopic facts arc cited as untrustworthy, aud before long we
may hear the zodiac spoken of with disrespect and the equator de-
clared to be a humbug. A spirit of irreverence is abroad in the photo-
graphic land.

The well-proved principles of photo-spectroscopy and optics have in
no case been in the slightest degree invalidated by any of the changes
going on in developing-room illumination, so far as I can see. For
instance : let the general avoidance of green light in the past, because
of sweeping assertions founded on spectroscopic facts, be first con-
sidered.

In the first place, the maximum actinic power of the spectrum does
not lie in the green ; in the second, a little actinic light in the develop-
ing-room does no harm, and may do good if the plates are suflBciently
good to have a reserve of the anti-fogging power spoken of by Mr.

• In order to make the nintter easier to uhotoitraiilievs IJcvrich, of Berlin, lias
nnilcrUkcti to supply yellow plate-glass which I have tested spectroscopicallv, ami
also an arranscmcpt for afflxins the yellow slide on the inner aide of the leu's, and
also all too other retiuisites for too process.

George Smith ; and, in the third place, attentiou can be advantageously
given in developing to the law that the intensity of light diminishes
with the square of the distance from its source. So far as I know, none
of the persons who have worked with spectroscopic cameras have printed
some required detailed tabular results of painstaking experiments,
which Would have been of special value in photography.
For instance : tabulated experiments as to the spectra produced by

differences of time of exposure, all other conditions being the same,
would be of value to show how much photographic action is set up in the
most active part of the spectrum before the rest of the field produces a

developable image, and to show what are the times necessary to drive
a developable image through the green and ultra-violet regions. A
standard light would have to be employed. The same experiments
should be repeated and tabulated, with standard lights of other degrees
of intensity. Then some of the series of experimeuts should be gone
through again with sets of plates of varied make and rapidities ; for it

is only from such data as these to work from that opinions can be
formed for practical purposes bearing upon many questions in photo-
graphy.
With a pure spectrum how long an exposure is necessary to produce

a developable image in the red, as compared with those of the green
and blue? A bald statement that certain parts of the spectrum produce
certain effects on photographic plates is practically almost valueless
without tabulated information as to times, iuteusities of lights, varia-

tions in t!io make of plates, and so on. The effect is comparatively
feeble in the green, and if that little require a long exposure to bring
up well, one iioiiit is unravelled explaining why recent practical results
are not at variance with the indications of the spectroscope.
By turning his back to a candle at the end of a room of moderate

size the operator can develope a dry plate by candle-light, yet this

development by the light of all the rays of the spectrum does not
nullify the results of spectroscopic research ; it means only that another
law has been called into use, namely, that the intensity of light varies in-

versely as the square of the distance. With a sheet of white tissue paper
round the candle the operator might turn his face to the caudle at the
opposite side of the room and develope the plate, for the tissue paper
would but have the same practical effect as if the candle had been
removed to a greater distance. A plate of transparent, colourless glass

would not have the same effect, for then the photographic differences

between transparent and translucent screens come into play. If the
operator next put proper colour into his sheet of tissue paper he cau
work very much nearer the candle; and with properly-selected grccu
and yellow tissue paper—one thickness of each—lie cau develope
ordinary gelatine plates within seven or eight inches of his tissue-paper

lantern. A bright paraffiue flame in the lantern, instead of a candle
flame, or a badly-selected sample of green tissue iiaper would fog plates

under these circumstauces ; so a little care is necessary in thus obtain-

ing a bright light for developing purposes. W. H. Harrisom.

ON THINGS IN GENERAL.
I WAS very much interested in the perusal of Mr. Lewis Wrighfs paper
on Coloured and Non-Actinic Li'jht in this Journal for May 16th. He
puts the question of actinic illumination in a manner easily under-
stood, and his dicta, being those of an exceedingly practical man of

great scientific attainments, should be well received by the general

body of readers of "ours." He points out very properly that there is

no such thing as a non-actinic light ; yet, I think it may be quite

permissible to speak of a non-actinic illumination, the former having a

more rigidly scientific import than the latter, which one may refer to

the practical effect under given conditions. This discussion, initiated

by Mr. W. E.Uebenham's valuable papers, which throw an entirely new
light upon an old subject, has been most interesting, and if it have
done nothing more it will have caused photographers to think about
subjects they have hitherto looked upon either as truisms or as out of

the bounds of controversial consideration.

Is there any photographer living who (being a user of gelatine plates)

cannot cordially re-echo Mr. G. Beckett Lloyd's remark—"If com-
mercial dry-plate makers would expend more of their energies in

wrapping the boxes and less in wrapping the plates they would, I

think, save a good deal of dark-room bad language. " What is more
provoking, when closely pressed for time and not a single moment to

spare, than have to remove cover after cover from a dozen plates before

the slides can be charged? Possibly a piece or two of string has to be

cut in addition—a piece of string just too strong to be broken by the

hands, which, in the effort to do so, may themselves be very readily

frayed and cut in lieu of the string. Dry-plate makers take notice,

and do not pack up all your plates as though they were to be used by
idiots.

The reports of the lectures at the Royal Institution, given from time
to tune in these pages, are often very interesting. That by Dr. Odling,

the other day, describing some curious properties of hyposulphite ot

soda, was particularly so. By-the-bye, how confusing to read of hypo-

sulphite of soda as spoken of in a photographic journal and in a chemi-

cal journal, two entirely distinct salts Being referred to I No doubt
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many of my readers know quite well what is moant in either case, but
with photography uuder it.s present scientilic aspect the im'laii'je should
not exiat, and might eau3o coniiidurable coufuston under soniu circum-
stances. I note that, an a rule, the Editors in their loadiu); articles use

the term " hypo." rather than the photographic word in full. If tliia bo
douc of set purpose the plan is excellent, and may jiavo the way to the
nse of the the term "thiosulphate," which is the name given by chemists
to the salt used by photographers under the name of "hyposulphite of

soda." The latter, indeed, is a developing rather than a fixing agent,

and I see no reason why experiments made witli it in that connection
should not be attempted. Kothiug has been done since Mr. Saaman's
trials made several years ago, and published in the pages of this Journal.

At a meeting of the Parent Society the other day it was very pertinently
remarlied that some samples of "hypo." contained a considerable

amount of sulphite of soda. I believe this to be (juite true. I have
seen a cask of hypo.—which certainly was kept in a rather warm place,

but some of whose contents were being removed daily—show before it

was half empty a considerable amount of effervesced salt, which in all

probability would be eitlier suljjlnte or sulphate. (Juito possibly it

might, in these days of sopliistication to meet the demand for cheap
goods, be sulphate purposely added as an adulterant,

Mr. Debenham's lecture on pliotographio optics was particularly

interesting, and calculated to impart a large amount of information in

a small space, if only it were read. Unfortunately, however, there

are such a number of photographers who don't read—that is, in the

sense of studying; yet, after all, one ought not to grumble, for there is

a far larger proportion of good men (really intelligent, educated men)
Id the ranks of photography than there were even ten years ago,

not to speak of the period when photogi'aphy eclipsed school-

keeping as a refuge for the mentally halt and maimed, and was the

thing to lly to when a man had failed in every other walk of life.

However, there must be a beginning to all things. It would be

rather disappointing to hear, at the above lecture, Mr. Cadett's remarks
that, after all, mathematics were not found to be of much actual

value, seeing that Mr. Warnerke, who had purposely qualified himself

in optical mathematics, found his knowledge of no use—practically,

1 presume, found the system of trial and error the best to work by. At
the same time I take it that the leading opticians, though they may be

aided by such a system, do not make any fresh departure without the

aid of elaborate theoretical investigations, and, if I mistake not, we
shall see the outcome of such investigations in the very near future.

Much sooner than I expect to see any result from Mr. Matthieu
Williams's amusing hypotheses. That gentleman has recently been
writing for the Genlkman'a Miu/azine a disquisition on phosphorescence

and illumination, in which ho indicates that he looks forward to the

time when we shall get something in the nature of extract of glow-worm-
light without heat—a pound of wax candle to be converted into a

phosphorescing mass that shall not waste ninety-five per cent, of its

available energy up the chimney. "Never prophesy unless you know "

is Mark Twain's most excellent advice ; but I think one might hazard a

prophecy that Professor Radziszewski's Pelagia noctilucu, which shine

so brightly in the ocean, will be without a rival in this respect during

the lifetime of any of my readers.

Mr. Norman Macbeth delivered a capital lecture before the South Lon-
don Photographic Society early in the month, and made one or two very
good points. I can cordially endorse his recommendation to study
Burnett's work on composition, if my readers can get it. It has
long been out of print. I have rarely come across the work in

a bookseller's second-hand catalogue, and there are few libraries

where it is to be found. I do not know how long the copyright
in it exists, or whether it may have expired, but I have seen
advertisements of American reprints which could not legally be
iiuixirted if the copyright still existed. The work was originally

published in four parts, one or two only of which would be needed by
the photographer. Mr. Macbcth's remarks upon the various subjests

known under the name of " composition "—a rather far-reaching term

—

contain much instruction ; but, as usual with artists, he was rather
foggy about angle of view and straining a lens. By-the-byo, artists'

prmtcrs themselves are far from perfect in their arrangements of light

and shade. Any academy exhibition will contain a considerable variety
of outdoor pictures, illuminated eviilently by the lamp or the studio
light. But any instruction from a talented man like Mr. Macbeth,
who, as his acts show, is so entirely friendly to photography, will

be received with pleasure by all true photographers. Free Lance.

THE ALBUMEN PROCESS AS APPLIED TO POSITIVES
ON GLASS.

(Read Iwlore tho Photographic Society of Philadelphia.]

Bkkokk describiug the practical details of the manipulation of albumen
plates, it will be well to make the following classification of films prepared
with (1) pure albumen and (2) coUodio-albumeu—the actual sensitive
material, or iodo-albumiuate of silver [if we may so term it), being the
same in both cases.

Tho earlier exporimcntalists devoted thomaclvcs almost exclusively to

the pure albumen film, believing Cliat the presence of collodion injured
both tone and delicacy of detail; but as time passed by this was seen
to be an error, for collodio-bromido plates were found to possess every
good quality, and to bo decidedly easier of preparation and develop-
ment. Nevertlielt'ss, wo find an article, by Air. Willis, in The British
.lorn.NAi. I'HoToGRArHic Almanac, as late as the year 1875, giving full

directions for the preparation of iodised albumen plates witbont the use
of collodion, showing that the older process was still a favourite. The
directions there given may be condensed as follows :—A mixture of

the white of egg, water, and iodide of ammonium is beaten to a froth

and allowed to liquefy again, after which it is applied directly to clean
glass plates. A jiiecc of broomstick, about a foot long, is tipped at
one end with a small piece of gatta-percha softened by heat; this is

applied to the back of the glass until it adheres, and the iodised

albumen having been poured on tho face of the glass and guided ont
to the corners by a glass rod, the stick is rapidly twirled between the
palms of the hands so as to throw of any excess and leave a thin,

uniform coating. The plate is now dried in a closed box, to prevent
any dust from falling upon it, and is then sensitised in an aceto-

nitrate of silver bath, after which it is washed, dried, and exposed.
The development is conducted by pouring a saturated solution of

gallic acid into a glass pan supported over a sand bath or other con-
venient source of heat, and immersing the exposed plate, previonsly
adding a minute amount of nitrate of silver. The image appears in

about twenty minutes, and the plate is fixed in hyposulphite of soda
containing a little chloride of gold, which tones the image at the same
time.
Here then, it will be seen, we have an albumeno-iodide of silver

alone. The tedious development and troublesome coating of the
plates—during which, by-the-bye, the greatest care must be taken
against dust—have probably been the chief reasons why this process
was never a universally-popular one. The process now to be described
fulfils, I believe, all the desiderata in an albumen positive, and, so far

from being troublesome to work, is remarkably easy. I may mention
that it is not a dozen years since this process was sold to the pro-

fessional photographers of Philadelphia at quite a high price, and was
used by a number of them with great success. It was given to me
shortly after by a friend. The directions are substantially as follow :

—

Glass is cleaned, coated with any good bromo-iodised collodion, and
then washed under the tap. While still wet, it is flowed with iodised
albumen, and then dried. It is then sensitised in aceto-nitrate of

silver, washed, dried, and exposed. The plate is developed in the
hand with acid pyro. and a little nitrate of silver, using a spirit lamp
to keep the developer about blood warm.

Thus, it will be seen that, while identical in theory with the process
as described by Mr. Willis, this one is far less laborious. The coating of
the plate is easily and quickly done, and seems not to require any
further precaution against dust than such as any good operator would
instinctively take. The development is by no means as tedious, being
complete in three or four minutes, unless the plates have been nnder-
timed, or the developer allowed to get chilled. It is also simpler and
more economical than the Taupenot process, from the fact of only one
silver bath being used. Still, it has its drawbacks in being very insen-

sitive when developed as described, and in the film being so nearly
transparent that, in the event of over-timing, solarisation is almost
sure to occur. Another trouble which sometimes makes itself pain-

fully felt is blistering or slipping of the film. This, however, can be
entirely got rid of by using no albumen substratum on the cleaned
glass, and, instead, giving each plate a rub off with powdered French
chalk, applying the collodion directly afterwards. A number of

experiments recently made to test this special point prove it beyond
doubt to my mind.

All things considered, however, the Taupenot process is the most
generally useful for slide-making. Although the labour of preparing
the plates is great, undoubtedly, still it has this in its favour, that the
manipulations need not— indeed, ought not to—be done all at one
time ; and I feel safe in saying that anyone, after a few trials, will be
surprised to see how naturally and easily the process divides itself up,

as it were, into a series of operations that may be done at any convenient

time.
Everyone knows the exquisite quality of the French slides—both in

tone, in detail, and in brilliancy or perfect freedom from deposit.

While I do not for a moment presume to place my own efforts in

comparison with the work of Levy and other nimed Parisian operators,

I have still, in the course of some experiments very carefully made
during the present winter, noticed a number of points in which my
own work resembled the French so far that I feel convinced the

Utter are made on Taupenot plates and toned by mercury, followed

after a careful washing by cyanide of silver. I have some reason to

believe that the development, instead of being conducted with pyro.,

is done with gallic acid by the aid uf heat, and the plates developed

film side down. There are decided advantages to be gained hj this

method. In the first place, the development of an albnmen plate of

any kind, but particularly of those such as the Tanjjenot, v here

idbumen is the principal constituent of tho compound film, must be
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slow when compared to other plates if the finest result be desired.

This is a cardinal point in the management of albumen films, both j)Ositive

and negative. In the next place, the quantity of free nitrate of silver

added to the developer must be very small, particularly at the beginning

of the development. The solution being thus excessively weak, heat

forms a useful adjunct to the process, which would otherwise drag along

in a most tedious manner. Now, when plates are developed in the

hand over a spirit lamp, the fingers get cramped when tlie development

is so long, and tlie temptation to add a little additional silver is well-

nigh irresistible. In the dish this, of course, would not apply, and I

may here say that nothing but the impossibility of obtaining the

proper kind of glass pan, with ledges on the bottom to support the

plate, has prevented me from trying tlie older-fashioned method.

Any article other than glass can hardly be recommended for gallic

acid development; for the addition of the silver makes a fluid

highly susceptible of decomposition by contact with the slightest

impurity. This was alluded to as long ago as the year 1858, by
Hardwich.
The blistering of the film, of which I have spoken before, is apt to

cause the loss of many plates in the hands of a beginner. It depends

partly upon the condition of the substratum (or, rather, of everything

which underlies the albumen film proper) and partly upon the albumen
itself. It should not be forgotten that the whites of eggs vary in

glutinosity, some eggs yielding an albumen so thin that it may be

filtered with ease, while that of others is a stiff, gummy mass that

requires hard beating in order to become workable. Under any cir-

cumstances, however, when albumen dries it becomes a dense, horny, im-

penetrable pellicle of great contractility, so that it is not at all strange

that the tension on the film, produced by its desiccation, should often

be sufficient to blister the film, or even to draw it entirely off the glass.

It will, therefore, always be well to add (say) sixty or eighty grains of

white sugar, or an equivalent proportion of molasses or honey, to the

iodised albumen. This modifies the horny structure of the latter, and
will often be a complete cure for blistering. If the plates should be
exceptionally obstinate, the application of French chalk, as before

alluded to, will effect it. In comparing the process by iodised

albumen with the Taupenot, it will be seen that in the former
the coUodionised plate is dipped into water before the iodised

albumen is flowed on. Evidently, any substratum previously ap-

plied would thus be dissolved away, and might as well not he
there at all. Some operators have doubtless depended upon the
coagulation of the substratum by the alcohol in the collodion. This is

a false idea, a layer of dry albumen not being susceptible of such
treatment. The attempt has, indeed, been made to coagulate albu-
menised papers by dipping them into a dish containing alcohol, and
partial success obtained ; but the difl'erence between a layer of

albumen on a spongy body like paper, which could absorb and retain a
large quantity of spirit, and a thm layer on glass, approachable by only
one of its surfaces, is manifest. Now, in the Taupenot, or any other
process where the plate is dipped into the silver bath before being
washed, the silver salt—one of the most efficient coagulators of

albumen known—has an opportunity of penetrating to the substratum
and fixing it by rendering it insoluble.

To obtain the best results with any kind of albumen plates,
they should not be kept long after sensitising in the aoeto-nitrate.
Three or four days in winter, or twenty-four hours in summer, would
be an extreme limit. But it fortunately happens tliat we possess
in gallic acid an agent which confers almost unlimited keepin"
qualities upon the film, provided that it be applied immediately
after the aoeto-nitrate of silver has been washed off. The washiu" in
this case must be very thorough, any traces of silver whicli remain
causing a red stain. The sensitiveness is decidedly lessened by the
gallic acid—at least thirty per cent.

The sensitiveness of albumen plates wiU vary with the method
of preparation, and the presence or absence of a iinal wash of gallic
acid. As previously mentioned, pure albumen films, even without
gallic acid, are very slow if developed with acid pyro. ; and when "allic
acid is the developer the process is so lengthy that it becomes im-
possible to do it in the hand. But a freshly-sensitised Taupenot plate
is quite the reverse, particularly when alkaline pyro. is used at the
beginning. Under favourable circumstances it would be quite feasible
to take quasi instantaneous views on these plates—that is, street views
and marine studies. This is also confirmed by M. Ferrier, the pre-
decessor of Levy in Paris, who ranks Taupenot plates as the 'very best
of all known forms of dry plate, suitable for both professional and
amateur photographers, and unexcelled for keeping qualities when
treated with gallic acid. It will be understood that the gallic acid
wash is only intended for plates that have to be kept for a long time ;

but when lantern slides are to be made it is better dispensed with and
the plates used as soon as possible after sensitising, the tone of the
image being finer without it. For negatives this is not of so much im-
portance.

A deposit is apt to form on plates that have been long kept or
when the developer is over-heated or the process too much forced
This may easily be removed by gently rubbing the film with a ball of
soft, clean cotton, thoroughly wet, holding the plate under the tap

The coagulated albumen is hard enough to bear this treatment
perfectly.

Those who are familiar with the published formula for the Taupenot
process will notice two differences in what follows :—First, the addition
of white sugar to the albumen, the reason for which has already been
given ; and, second, the wash of fifteen-grain iodide of potassium,
wliich is applied to the film immediately before the albumen. It

might very pertinently be asked—Why is an aqueous wash of iodide,
immediately preceding the application of the albumen, loaded with the
same salt necessary ? In order to answer this satisfactorily, it must be
constantly borne in mind that the Taupenot film is double—tha.t is, an
albumeno-iodide of silver is superposed on a collodio-iodide. Now, in
order that the alkaKue iodide may enter thoroughly into the pores
of the collodion film, it is necessary first to apply it in a form more ca-
pable of working its way in than the viscid, thick albumen, which
always has more or less tendency to remain on the surface. Mr.
Hewitt was the first to notice this fact, and to introduce the aqueous
wash, and I consider it a very important improvement in the process.
If the albumen were directly applied we would have to expect more or
less irregularity in the film, and perhaps partial sensitiveness to day-
light, which is not the case in plates prepared by the following
formula ; in fact, all the manipulations up to the second sensitising
may be done in white light—a great jiractical advantage to the
operator desirous of having clean, well-coated plates. The iodide wash
completely obliterates whatever eff'ect the white light may have had on
the collodion film.

Before concluding I will give the formul;^ for both processes. The
iodised albumen may be the same in both, and I have found no reason
to alter the formula; which were given to me by Mr. Hewitt some
years ago.

Iodised Albumen.
Iodide of potassium .35 grains.

Water J ounce.
Tincture of iodine 3 drops.

Dissolve and add to five ounces of white of egg, taking care that there
is no yolk present. Beat to a froth, and let stand until liquefaction has
taken place; then add from three hundred to four hundred grains of

white sugar, and one-half drachm of ammonia. Keep it in small bottles

filled to the neck and tightly corked, adding to each bottle a piece of

camphor the size of a pea. If stored in a cool place it will be good
after some weeks.
For the simple albumen process the plates are coated as before

described, and well dried. For the Taupenot process the glass (cleaned

and albumenised as usual) is coated with a rather thin and ripe col-

lodion, dipped in the ordinary silver bath, and then washed free from
silver; after which it is flowed with a fifteen-grain solution of iodide of

potassium and drained. It is then treated with two portions of iodised

albumen and dried.

Aeeto-Nitrate Bath,

Nitrate of silver 400 grains.

Water 10 ounces.

Glacial acetic acid 1 ounce.

Nitric acid 2i drachms,
The bath should not be exposed to daylight.

Development,
Pyrogallic acid 40 grains.

Glacial acetic acid , , 1 ounce.
Distilled water 20 ounces.

Citric acid 15 grains.

(a) Nitrate of silver 10 grains.

Water , 1 ounce.

(h) Nitrate of silver 20 grains.

Citric acid 30 ,,

Water 1 ounce.
Plain albumen plates are developed with the above solutions

by the aid of heat. I rather prefer to use the second formula
for silver solution (i), in spite of the large amount of acid. The
development being lengthy, there is less risk of staining if there
be a full amount of acid present. A few drops of the ten-grain solu-

tion may be added if more intensity be desired. It is well to pro-
vide each bottle with a dropping-tube, so as to be able to measure
the amount exactly. A siixjle. droxi of either is enough to start the
development.
In the case of Taupenot plates the detail should first be brought out

by a two-grain pyro. solution containing one drop of a saturated solution
of cai'bonate of ammonia to each quarter-ounce, the strength being
afterwards brought up with the acid pyro. and silver.

Fixing and Toning Bath.

Hyposulphite of soda 6 ounces.
W.ater 1 pint.

Dissolve, and add four grains of chloride of gold dissolved in two ounces
of water, throwing in a small lump of white chalk to neutralise acidity.
All traces of the developer must be washed off before laying the plate
in this bath.
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Toning aiid Intent^fying.

(a) Bichloride of mercury 1 ounce.

Chloride of ammonium 1 ,,

Water 4 ounces.

(() Cyanide of potassium (pure) .,; 20 grains.

Nitrate of silver 20 ,,

Water 1 ounce.

Dissolve the silver and cyanide separately and mix, stirring until tbe

precipitate redissolvcs. There must be a sliglit excess of cyanide in

the solution.

The plate, after being fixed and washed, is flowed with tlio mercury
(a), diluted cul lib.; then, after a Ihorovgh washing, followed by the
cyanide of silver (/;), and again quickly washed to prevent loss of

intensity, which will occur if the solution be left on too long.

ElrUtRSUE WaHACE, JtJN,

FOREIGN NOTES AND NEWS.
Differences ik Readixos of thf. Photometeb.—A Cheap Substi-

TrTE FOB Ground CtLA.ss.—A Newly-Paie.vted Licht-Faus Pro-
cess.

Is the Bulletin tie la SociH^ de la Photographie, M. de La Nod said

he had fomid that, when examining a photometer in the morning or

in the evening, one would read off higher numbers than at midday,
because at the latter time the eyes are more affected by the dazzling

brilliancy of the midday light, and, therefore, are less sensitive than in

the morning or evening. He also declared that an observer who had
remained for a-quarter of an hour in the dark, and whose eyes con-

sequently had been rested, could recognise the twentieth degree on an
exposed photometer, while a jjerson who had been working in bright

daylight could only read as far as tlie fourteenth degree. He, there-

fore, considered photometers based on the recognition of the oommeuco-
ment of an impression of light as unreliable.

In commenting on the above, the editor of the Millhilungen remarks
that errors of six degrees, such as that cited, would certainly render

the photometric quotations totally unreliable, since the intensity or

quantity of light required to render the numlier twenty visible is five

and a-half times as great as that required for number fourteen. The
error is not, however, actually nearly so great. Surely it must depend
a good deal on the eyesight of the individual observer. The editor

has, however, often made tlie experiment of causing two persons—one
of whom had been working for several hours in a darkened room and
the other in a bright light—to read off the same photometer, and the

difference between the two readings was at most one degree.

In tlie Deutsche Pliotngraphen Zillung, Herr Sclilechter, of Carls-

ruhc, suggests a simple plan for obscuring the glass of the studio,

which he lias seen used by gardeners for keeping off the too

briglit light of the summer sun from the contents of their green-

houses. He tried it on his gla'is-house and found that it answered very
well. Some glass-houses, where the roof or sides require to be as

tran3p.arent as they can be made in winter, yet require to be obscured

at least during the height of summer ; for this purpose m.any persons
paste thin tissue paper upon the panes, and others get a house-painter

to paint them. Herr Sehlecliter's plan is to pound down some chalk
and mix it with milk to any desired consistency and tlien apply the

mixture with a large Hat brush. One coat would last the whole
Rummer and bo extremely cheap. The idea is very good, and the
present writer has seen something similar successfully carried out

—

only in this case the coat of obscuring mixture was applied outside the
glass instead of insiile, and consisted of buttermilk and whiting laid

on with a white-washing brush—outside the glass roof of a factory.

The reason why it was put outside was obviously to save the great
expense of erecting the high scaffolding that would have been required
had the inside of the glass been coated or had blinds been put up.
There was the further advantage that no trouble had to be taken to

remove the whiting, as the sun and rain had effectually removed it

before the dark d.ays of winter set in ; but. of course, as the photo-
grapher would need all the light he could get in winter he might give
the weather a helping hand in the removal, with advantage as regards
tbe appearance of his premises.

Herr Nickel, of Chemnitz, has patented a licht-paus process in the
German Empire. The process is intended to reproduce by licbtpaus,
in blue lines upon a white ground, any kind of a drawing by using the
well-known licht-paus paper, which is sensitised by treatment with
citrate of iron and ammonia, and red pnissiate of potash. Tbe process is

based upon the production of a negative copy of the drawing to be
multiplied, by using as follows a special licht-paus fluid:—Take some
filtered gum aral>ic and mix it witli acetic acid, in order to render it

fluid and prevent it from spoiling ; then add a little dissolved soap, in
order that the lines drawn by this mixture m.ay not bo brittle when
dry. Add Indian ink to this mixture until a drawing made with it is

quite visible. Make a copy in the usual way, with this ink, of the
drawing to be copied, drawing upon the rough side of the ordinary
paper. Then witn the finger rub upon the same side Qf the copy m

much common, soft, black chalk as the paper will take on. The chalk
had better be previously pulverised. W hen all that has been done tbe
drawing is laici in water and then carefully rinsed. Uy this mean* the
whole of the lines drawn with licht-paus ink dissolve out »nd diMppear,
leaving the drawing in sharp, white lines upon a black groand. If this

negative-copy is to be often used, it is recommended that it should be
fixed by brushing it over with a broad hair.pencil di|>ped in spirit varnish,

or by coating it with a solution of gum arable t<i prevent the black chalk
from spreading over the white lines. When such a negative has been
made one may proceed to throw off an uiiliniited number of licht-paus

Eictures by means of the sensitive blue licht-paus pa[)er, which give*

lue lines on a white ground, by which a further carrying out oi tbe
licht-paui by means of colours is facilitated.

RECENT PATENTS.

P.A.TENTS APPLIED FOR,
No. 7,974.

—"Producing Printing Plates or Blocks by Photography."
H. J. Haddon; a communication from Henrich Riffrath, Gladbacb,
Germany.—Z)o(erf May 20, 1884.

Improvements in the Constrcction of Photooraphio Cameras.
Si>euification by Messrs. Sands and Hunter.

The object of this invention is to render cameras adjustable in a superior
manner and to afford increased facilities for working the same, by means
of a double-swing action or cradle.

In carrying out our invention we so mount the cradle or swing action
that it can be placed at any part of the base-board and at any angle thereto
that may be required. The camera can be placed upon the cnulle either
horizontally or vertically. We use either a rigid base-board or one extend-
ing either at the front or back by means of a screw, rack, or clamp ; niwn
this base-board is placed the cradle or double-swing action. To facilitate

the rocking and swinging of the cradle or camera, we introduce a new
double action raek-and pinion movement, one pinion working through the
head of the other, or by two or more separate rack-and-pinion movements,
or by screw movements. This is arranged in the fnUowing manner, viz. :—
The cradle or double swing is conttructed of two or more slips of wood

or metal, the top one being slis-htly rounded underneath. It is sup|>orted
by means of two pins, one at each end, passing through a piece of metal
fastened to one of the under-pieces ; if the under-piece is of metal it is

turned up at each end, to support the upper piece or rocker and receive
the pins. The under piece of wood or metal may he connected with the
base-board, or fixed to another slip of wood or metal made adjustable to
the baseboard.
These slips of wood or metal are made to move in their separate direc-

tions by a double-headed rack and pinion, one pinion working through the
head of the other, the rackwork being attached to the upper and lower
pieces. By turning the head of one pinion or screw the upper slip of
woml or metal can be rocked backwards or forwards, thus giving the
double-swing actinu.

The same action is obtained by means of clamps, one clamp being
attached to the top rocker, the other to the under-moving piece, which
enables them to be moved or fixed in any direction, the clamp passing
through slots in the side brasses. This method of moving the cradle being
ill substitution for the pinion or screw movements.
The camera can be fixed on this cradle either horizontally nr vertically,

by means of a spring screw, nut, bolt, or any other convenient means, and
can thus be made to swing in any direction. The front of the camera can
also either be fixed or made removable to any part of the base-board, and
the bellows is also so arranged that it will revolve on the front, or can be
taken out and turned in any direction, for which purpose the front is held
in position by means of a circular flange, which permits the rotarj- move-
ment to tiike place as on a fixed centi-e. [Hero follows a description of

certain drawings.]
Our said invention can be adapted to any suitable camera.
Having now particularly described and ascertained the nature of our

said invention and in what manner the same is to be performed, we declare
that what we claim is

—

1. The method, means, and appliances of and for adjusting cameras by
a double-swing action cradle, substantially as hereinbefore described and
shown on the drawings.

2. The use of clamps and other arrangements for effecting such double-
swing action as hereinbefore descrioed and shown in figa, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 0,

or any mere modification thereof.

3. The use of the pinions, racks, and other arrangements for effecting

such donble-swing action as hereinbefore described and shown in fig*. 7, )S

il, and 10, or any mere modification thereof.

4. The several and respective arrangements and appliances to cameras,
together forming our improvements in the construction of photngraphic
cameras, substantially as hereinbefore described and shown in the drawing*.

O^ur (Btiiforial fabk.

'Die Coixodion-Verfaiiken " and " Der Silbrr-Dbcck."
By E. LiisEOANo, Ph.D.

We have received the eighth editions of the above two popular worki.

The mere fact that these little books have rcacbe<l an eighth edition
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ipeaks mucli for their practical character, but a dip withiu the covers

will show still more their real utility. It may be supposed by some

that collodion processes are out of date and out of use, but such we
know is not the case ; and those who still enlploy wet cdllodioil, or

*ho wish to be instructed in its practice, will fiud in Dr. Liesegang's

Die Collodion- Verfahren a safe guide in every department, even to

collodion emulsion.

—

Der Silber-Druch is an equally valuable guide

tlirough all the different branches of printing, whether on albumenised

paper upon opal glass or by development—by artifloial light as well as

by daylight. The surrounding operations—retouching, mounting and
finishing—are also well treated, and notes on artistic matters make the

work complete.

iit05 of ^oti^tws.

MEETINGS OP SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

X>ate of Ueetlng. Name of Socloty.

June 2
[
West Ridin? of Yorkshire

Place of Meeting.

Qodwin-streeti Brtrtfoi'd,

Sheffield Freemasons' Hall, Surrey-street.

Halifax Courier Otfice, Itejjoiit-streot.

The Studio, Chancerj'-lane.

Glossop Coffee Palace, High-street.

131, Alders^Txte-street.

Hall, 5. St. Andrew-square.
Town Hall, Ilanley.

Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street.

Masons' Hall, Basingfhall-strcet.

Society of Arts, John-st., Adelphi.
The Baths.
Philosophical Hall.

Coventry Dispensary.
College, Cookridge-street, Leeds.

Bolton Club.
Glossop Dale
Benevolent
Edinburgh
North Staffordshire . . .

.

Photographic Club
London and Pro\inciaI
South London
Bolton
Leeds
Coventry
Yorkshire College

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF GREAI BRITAIN.
At the monthly technical meeting of this Society, held on Tuesday, the
27th instant, the chair was taken by Captain W. do W. Abney, F.R..S.
Mr. T. SEii.i.STiAM Davis said that for some time past he had been in a

difficulty from the fact that his negatives had given much thinner images
than before, and had required considerable intensification. The negatives
even then wanted sparkle. This lie attributed to a want of transparency
in the shadows as well as to the thinness of tlie image. Someone had
suggested that these difficulties were due to a want of thoroughly wasliing
the emulsion. He had, therefore, waslied more—very thorouglily, in fact

—

biit found no gain from that proceeding. In answer to (juestions as to the
formula used he (Mr. Davis) said tliat he used rather a large quantity of
acid—equal to something more than li.ilf-a-minim of pure hydrocliloric acid
for each ounce of finished emulsion to be made. l'"or a ten-ounce batch he
used 200 grains of nitrate of silver, ISO {trains of potassium bromide, and
ten grains of chloride of ammonium. This he digested with eighty grains
of gelatine for an liour at a temperature of 100'. Afterwards 220 grains
more of the same gelatine (Heinricli's) were added. The emulsion was
ciuicker than that he formerly obtained when he was getting greater
density.
Mr. W. E. Dkbenham and Mr. A. Cowan remarked that they should

have expected an emidsion so prepared to be decidedly slow.
Mr. Davis continued that he liad got greater speed since he had adopted

the method of mixing-in the silver solution drop by droj) instead of the
usual method. The gelatine was Hoinrich's ordinary kind for photograpliic
use—not an extra-hard kind, which was also made.
Mr. Leon Wahnerkk had tried both kinds without finding much dif-

ference.

The Chaibman had made a long series of experiments, and found that
with a digestion process the more gelatine was added the quicker were
tlie plates, but this was not so with the bailing process. He aslced if

Mr. Davis's plates showed tlie imago strongly at the b.ack.
Mr. Davis replied that they did not with his usual development. If he

much prolonged the development the image did appear at the back, but at
the same time lie got fog.
The Chairman remarked that there was an unusually large quanitity of

hydrochloric acid employed, and tliat that acted upon the gelatine. He
would recommend tlie use of a small trace of hydrochloric acid only, and
the addition of free iodine to obtain clearness.
Mr. Wahnerke considered that equivalent to using liydrobroraio acid.
The Chairman said that iodine did not liberate hydrobromic acid. He

had tried hydrobromic acid and did not like it at all.

Mr. Davis said that, hoping to obtain density, he had tried the addition
of gallic acid to the emulsion; but it was not beneficial, as it had been in
the collodion process.
The Chairman inquired how long Mr. Davis took to develope.
Mr. Davis replied that the development was rather rapid. The image

began to appear in about twenty seconds, and development was completem two minutes. He used two grains of pyro., two minims of ammonia,
and half-a-grain of bromide.
Mr. Dkbenham suggested the use of a much larger proportion of bro-

mide—at least as much as of pyro., if not more.
The Chairman said that lie generally used half as much bromide as

pyro., but he Ixlieved that the use of equal yiarts was safer. He Inquired
the sensitomotor speed of Mr. Davis's plates.
Mr. Davis replied that they were IC.
The Chaxbman asked whstnec Mr, Davis had tried changing his gelatine,

Mr. Davis had used several kinds, which he mentioned—amongst others,

Swinburne's isinglass.

The Chairman believed that that was a gelatine,

Mr. Wabnerke inquired why so?

The CilAiijMAN replied on account of its price;

TAt. WAHnkrke .said that at the recent Fisheries Exhibition isinglass was

sold at eighteeiipence per pound. That iiiade from the' bladder was expen-

sive, but isinglass or fish glue was now made from the entire fisH, and ccfiild

be sold at the price mentioned. This cheaj) kind was not, however, adapted

for i)hotographic purposes. A test for isinglass, to distinguish it from

gelatine, was its appearance when soaked in cold water. Gelatine some-

times became a little eloudv-looking, but isinglass acquired a characteristic

bluish opalescence. The character of the gelatine used had a considerable

influence upon the emulsion; but, unfortunately, it happened that two

batches from the same maker professing to be of the same kind would diner

considerably.
. , ,

Mr. Davis inquired whether ammonium or potassium bromide was to be

preferred in making emulsion.

The Chairman replied that the potassium salt was to be preferred, and

gave greater density.

Mr. Davis said that, having been one of the committee to select the best

process for awarding the Paget prize, he remembered that the successful

candidate, Mr. W. .T. Wilson, strongly recommended the use of a certain

make of potassium bromide.
Mr. T. Boi-AS s.aid that commercial samples of bromide of potassiuin

varied much in their constitution. Most samples coming from Germany—
at all events some time ago—contained traces of iodine. It was of impor-

tance to know precisely what were the chemicals one had to deal with, and

he would recommend the preparation of a pure bromide by fr.ictional de-

composition of the salt. For ordinary commercial purposes absolute purity

of the bromide was of no consequence, therefore one must not expect the

makers to supply it as pure as it should be for photographic purposes.
_

The Chairman said that he had known bromide of potassium to contain

as much as twenty-five per cent, of chloride. It could be freed from

iodide by the addition of a very small quantity of nitrate of silver solution.

The iodide contained would go down as iodide of silver, and the amount of

silver solution being known, the strength of the bromide remaining would

also be known. With bromide, as now supplied by English dealers, he

thought no trace of chloride would be f((und.

Mr. BoLAS considered the question of the purity of the commercial

bromides, and the effect of what other haloids might be contained m them

as impurities, was so important to photographers that the Society would

do well to tiike the matter up.

The Chairman thought that the time had come for such matters to be

taken up by sub-committees, and it was arranged that the proposition to

deal with the question in this manner should he brimght before the next

meeting of the Council of the Society. He asked Mr. Davis whether he

had examined the image on his present plates with a microscope?

Mr. Davis had done so, and found a grain.

Tlie Chairman had found that in a dense negative the grain in the plate

itself before dcveloiiinent and in the developed image was fine, but ma
plate whicli gave a thin image the grain was coarse. For examining the

ten-thousandth of an inch an inch power was sufficient ; but to see grain of

the fineness of one-hundred-thousandth of an inch a quarter-inch power

and high magnification wth the eyepiece were necessary.

Mr. Waknerke inquired whether there was any difference between

the grain given with pyro. and that with ferrous oxalate.

The Chairman said that the ferrous oxalate grain was coarser.

Mr. Warnerke stated that in the March letter of the Chairman to the

Balletin Beige there was a riddle, whioli he asked the Chairman if he was

prepared to" solve. In that letter the reader was directed to dissolve some

magnesium wire in oxalate developer, and then see what the result would

be.

The Chaibman was not prepared to say.

Mr. Wabnerke said the result was that the developer was improved,

and brought out details which would not be brought out without the

magnesium.
Mr. BoLAS remarked that ferrous oxalate solution alwiiys contained

some traces of the ferric salt. The magnesium would reduce this to the

ferrous state. Zinc would have the same effect.

The Chairman observed that ferric salt acted as a restrainer, and if some

of an old, but unused, oxalate developer were added to a fresh solution the

mixture might be employed without the addition of any bromide.

Mr. Warnerke referred to the tin tubes—such as colours and scents

were sold in—and said that they were convenient for two photographic

purposes. One that he employed them for was the keeping of developers

air-tight ready for use; another use was for keeping ink in for collotype

or other printing-press process. He {Mr. Warnerke) also inquired

whether anyone could speak of an accelerator which bore ,in English name
and W.1S favourably known on tlie continent. He h.ad tried it and found

that it actually did what it professed to do. It had an acid reaction, and

smelt of acetic acid. When a plate had had only one-third of the proper

exposure it would, after immersion in the solution, develope as if correctly

exposed, and gave, if anything, a brighter and better picture than with

longer exposure without the accelerator.

Air. BoLAS referred to an experiment wherein plates exposed five hun-

dred times too much were developed after an immersion in bromine water.

This suggested the use as an accelerator of some absorbent of bromine.

After a short discussion on gas burners for heating purposes the meeting

was adjourned,

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
At the meeting of this Society, held on Thursday, the 22nd instant,

Mr, J, H, Hare oecupied the chair.
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A Icltor from tlio Piesiileut of tlie B4Kiou Society of Great Britain was
read informing the uiembera of the first of the balloon garden parties,

which was to be held on the 31st instant, and sug^estini? that some of the

nieniboi-rt should attend with tlieir cameras to obtain pliotograi)hic records
of tlu; i>ccjision.

Mr. W. K. Debenmiam showed a contrivance for changing and deyc-

lo|)ini; plates when away from lionip. It consisted of a tin dish with

slantiiis' sides liko a b;vkiMg-dish, about thirtouri inches by ei(;ht at the
bnttom. and an inch and ahalf deei). A folding frame of stout wne covered

by two thicknesses of black twill was placed standing on the bottom of the
dish, and rising to a height of about ten inches. There were sleeves in the

covering to admit the hands, and the wii-e frame was bent at each end into

a curve so as to allow greater freedom to the movements of the arms and
hands. Tlie dark slide and the box for changing' or the dish for deve-

loping were first iil.iced in the tin tr,%y or dish, and the cover then erected

over them. A piece of elastic sewn into the hem of the cover served to

keep it in place over the side of the tray. The hands were then intro-

duced tliroiigh the sleeves, and the changing or developing conducted in

darkness. Mr. Uebonluim said that although a \)late developed in darkness
could not be humourod to suit under- or over-exposure, still it would come
out pi-opcrly if correctly exposed, and, if not, it would servo as a guide in

exiwsing others. It was very desirable, when away from home, to know
whether the exposures that were given were about right or not. He had
recently used the appliance w ith success when photograjihing machinery in

au engineering workshop. Having got the exposure by developing one

negative, for the others, to be taken, he had merely used it for changing
plates. Another use for the appliance was for demonstration before a

meeting. To illustrate this a transparency was printed by the light of

magne-^ium wire and the plate devclojied. The development was, of

course, reckoned by time. With the solutions he was using and the tem-
perature at the time a minute and a h.alf was right in this res[iect. When the

wire frame and cover were taken down they were carried inside the dish.

Mr. A. h. He-nuer-sos thought that such a contrivance was unnecessary,

lu one should be able to judge sufficiently well the time of exposure re-

quired. He would rather take luiUa-dozen plates with him than be
hampered with such an arrangement.
Mr. A. Cow.w pointed out that it there were several subjects to be

photographed it would be inconvenient to have to carry half-a-dozen plates

for each in order to ensure correct exposures. He thought it was desu-able

to have a test apparatus.
Mr. Hexderson, commenting upon the differences existing between

Warnerke sonsitometers, said that a professional plato-maker had that day
tnld him that the one in Mr. J. Cadott's possession registered two degrees

higher than his (Mr. Henderson's).
Mr. C. Ray Woods said that a gentleman of his acquaintance had a

sensitometer which registered several degrees higher still than Mr.
Cadetfs—he thought tliroe desirces.

Mr. Henhersox remarked that, at the risk of being thought unscientific,

ho would i>rodnce the results of some experiments he had made in the

direction of dark-room illumination. He showed two plates, which he said

had Ijoen cut originally from the same plate, and exposed under the same
SHnsitonietric screen for the same length to the same lamp-flame, covered

with a screen of aurine. The one showed numbers indicating an action

six tunes as great as that of the other. The difference was that in the one
case the light had been made to pass thn>ugh a ditfraction grating, and in

the other tlirough two thicknesses of glass, with the same sized opening as

that of the grating, and slightly obscured, to render the gla.ss equally
obstructive to the light, so far as the eye was concerned. To the inter-

position of the <litfraction prating he attributed the great immunity from
the effect of the light of the lamp upon the plate. At the next meeting the

lamp and arrangements should bo produced, and the members could
rt'ix'at the experiments themselves.
Mr. C. Darker said that light might be manipulated in more ways than

photographers thought. In answer to a question as to how large diffraction

gratiinjs could be made he said tliat Mr. W. G. I<et»am had one of five

inches square, but of that size they would be exceedingly expensive.

Mr. Rat Woods said that Professor Holmes had made several very large
ones. There were some at South Kensington measuring six inches by two.
The Chairman showed an instantaneous shutter the oi^ning of which

was achieved by an elastic band, the hook engaging it being thrown out
of gear when tlie slide was raised to the highest point. It then either

reclosed by falling with the sjieed induced by gravity, or by means of a
metallic spring which, being pushed in more or less, acted with more force

and rapidity.

At the request of the members, for the purposes of demonstration, Mr.
Debenham presented the Association with the changing and developing
appliance that he had shown.

-

SULPHO-PYROGALtOL.
To the KniTORS.

ftKNTLEMEK,—The experiences of Mr. J. W. Thornton and of Mr.
Washington Toasdale, contained in the report of the meeting of the

Leeds Photographic Society on the 1st instant, are so contrary to any of

nur own that wo wish you to permit us to make tliis statement, since we
consider that an erroneous impression would tend to be given of the quality

of our manufacture were the remarks pennittcd to pass unnoticed by us.

We can only presume either that a trace of iron or some foreign matter in-

advertently ottAined access to the liquid at somo time after the bottle was
oficncd, on that tho avlution, a« gupplied, was diluted with water by tbo

A great number of your readers could report very differently of tho
sulpho-pyrogallol made by—Yours, Ac, THg PLAIlMOTTri Co.

2», Southampton-row, W.C., Mag 23, 1884,

THE NEW DEVELOPER.
To the Editors.

Gentlkmes,—I think that if ray letter re the new developer has not
become ashes, you will find that I added one drachm of tho carbonate of
soda, and not one ounce, as I am made to say in your last week's issue.

If anyone has tried the developer and used the ounce they will probably
have been uncomplimentary in their language respecting new develo|iers
and amateurs.

I have today obtained somo very good 10 X 8 negatives with the formula.
—I am, yours, &c., W. Bassano.
Haden Croii, Old Hill, May 24, 1884.

A CORRECTION.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—A reference is made in one of the articles, in yonr issue of
last week, to a contrivance for liberating a drop shutter exhibited by me
at tho London and Provincial Photographic Association, in which water
takes the place of air.

I acted simply the part of the exhibitor, and whatever credit is due for
this ingenious exchange of the elements should be given to Mr. Sands, of
the firm of Sands and Hunter, Ciaubourn-street, W.C—I am, yours, &c.,

7, Goldhunt-road, N. W., May 21, 1884. A. Mackik.

HEAT-RESISTING CAMERAS.
To the Editors.

Gentikmen,—Photographers in India are often confronted by a diffi-

culty unknown to their brethren working in cooler climes—I refer to the
splitting of the camera and dark slides. The latter, csiiecially, become
warped into all sorts of shapes directly the warm weather begins, and I
find that instruments by first-class makers suffer as much as any others nf
cheaper make.

I have been told that cameras and slides are now made in England of
compressed paper, whicli will neither warp nor split. Can you or any
readers of your interesting Journal tell me who the firm is, that I may givu
them a trial? Perhaps the Willesden paper one hears of so much now
might be made up into slides, or even into cameras, if sufficiently-thick
sheets arc procurable.
This difficulty of warped woodwork has bothered me more than all the

usual troubles one expects in a hot country, and I should be most thankful
for any information which would enable me to avoid it.—I am, yours, Ac,
East Indian Bailway, Cawnpore, May 3, 1884. H. G. .S.

[Our iuformatiou on this subject is at present limited to what we
receive from our adrertisiug pages.

—

Eds.]

Frank Davidson suggests that it would be useful if we were to give ono
or more articles upon binocular photography and the preparation of
transparencies for the stereoscope. We shall consider the matter.

In reply to "15. F. P.," who inquires which of two lenses is the better

—

one having a fixed stop of an inch and three-quarters, the fixed stop of
the other being a half-inch less. We would say that if, when working
with tho apertures above mentioned, both define equally well, then the
former is to be preferred.

Can our Editors or any conespondent inform me how the ink-photo, is pro-
duced? Is it a mechanical transfer from a negative? and, if so, is tbo
process patented ? Or is it a drawing on agraii>ed surface ?—Puzzled."
Perhaps some of our correspondents who may know all about this
process will reply. We are in a position to say that it is not patented'.

" What is the best way to photograph a somewhat frisky horse who will
persist in tossing both head and tail when I desire to uncap the lens ?

—

Charles F. Reid." Let our correspondent try the effect of getting a
friend to blow a loud and shrill whistle just when he is ready to expose.
This will startle the horse for a moment, and cause him to remain per-
fectly still for the time requisite to make a good exposure.

" Would you kindly advise me as to the most suitable lens for outdoor work
—to take animals, groups of children, or suchlike? I have a Knfa's
rapid symmetrical, but in our smoky atmosphere of Lancashire it it too
slow.-G. MacG." In reply: The lenses next exceeding the "rapid "

class in rapidity of action are the " D " series of DaUmeyer and the
" uuiversals " of Ross and Co. If these prove to be itiU too slow, the
ordinary portrait lens must be tried.

Gkobob Melooxu aska:—" What is a panoramic photograph? " and wishes
that wo would give him, what he pleases to term a definite answer.
Well, this is a matter upon which a good deal ni.ay be taid pro and con.

If our correspondent desired to know the difference between plane and
panoramic projection we should not experience much difficulty in reply-
ing; but to define a panoramic i>hot«graph is a very different matter.
Roughly speaking, we might say that if, as some artists assert, an an^lo
of sixty degrees is all that ought to be included in a picture, anything
extending beyond that is entitled to be classed as panoramic, more
especially if the top and bottom be removed to such an extent as to
iminrt a decidedly elongated appearance to the photograph. Jf tho
anglo included be over 100° we ehould uuliesit*tingly rcle^ate the phuto-
({ra^b tu the ^uorawi« da«t).
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C. JoxKS says :—" Tho death of Mr. H. BaJeu rritchard, of youi' weekly
contemporary, prompts me to ask if it would not be worth while for any
enterprising photographer to make a collection of a few dozen portraits
of men whose names come before photographers with more or less fre-

(juency? Such a collection would be of great interest. It would, I
think, sell sufficiently well to prove remunerative, and I do not imagine
that any difficulty would be experienced in the compilation. What
think you ?" In reply : We pass on tlie suggestion to our readers.

"I HAVE often heard of a 'globe' lens ; kindly inform me what it is, where
it is to be obtained, and what are its functions.

—

Geo. Thomas." In
reply: Tlie globe lens is not now manufactured. It may be designated
the parent of the doublet species of lenses at present in general use,
although we are aware that this distinction is open to be disputed. It
is a symmetrical combination which was invented by Harrison and
Schnitzer, of New York, and patented by them in 1802. It has been
entirely superseded by improved forms and cannot now be obtained.

An Old Correspondknt writes:^"! have access to unlimited supplies
of lemon juice. Can you inform me of any method by wliich I can crys-
tallise the citric acid contained therein so as to be able to retain it in
the usual solid form '!"——In reply : Saturate the lemon juice with chalk
or whiting, and when the solution has become neutral to test paper wash
the citrate of lime with hot water, and treat with dilute sulphuric acid,
by which sulphate of lime is formed and citric acid set free. This is

then crystallised. We have here given merely .an indication of the
principle underlying the preparation of the acid ; there are details into
we cannot here enter.

T. D. says :—" Will you kindly, through the Journal, inform me of
the best keeping formula for chloride of gold stock solution ? I liave
tried one lately published, viz., chloride of gold, 15 grains; acetate of
soda, 1 ounce; water, 15 ounces. Also another:—chloride of gold,
15 grains ; water, 2 ounces. In the former the gold dejjosited after
a couple of days. .The latter kept much longer, but eventually deposited
tho gold very freely. As I only use an occasional grain I find the stock
solutions, as stated, to be very wasteful and disappointing." In re|)ly :

Seeing our correspondent uses so little gold, and at such infrequent
intervals, it will be better for hiin to keep his gold in some other than
the stock form mentioned. If it be more convenient to keep the gold in
the liquid form, tlien he must see that it be slightly acid ; for, if neutral
or alkaline, it will decompose in the ui.anner specified.

^xcfjanQt (Kolumtt.
I will exchange a whole-plate lena (Darlot's) for a half-plate lens.—
Address, Stcdjo, Krederick-street, Cardiff.

I will exchange a cottage window and large tree stump, suitable for
photograpliing children. Wanted, large rolling-press.—Address, W, W,
Winter, Midland-road, Derby.

I will exchange DaUmeyerV 2c carte lens, cost £15 15s. ; instantaneous
shutter, cost 21s. ; another, 8s. (id. Wanted, Ross's symmetrical lenses,
or offers.—Address, T. L. W., 19, Beckfuiliam-road, Penge.

I will exchange a half-plate camera, by Watson, all iinprovemeuts—tliree
backs, folding tripod, Ross's mrtc lens, and instantaneous shutter—for
larger instrument.—Address, X., 7, Abbeygate-terrace, Colcliester.

Wanted, a really light and perfect tent for changing plates up to 12 x 10 at
least, in exchange for polished opal or flatted crown glass, 12 x 10 bath in
mahogany case, or ormolu frames, 12 x 10, by Marion, never opened.—
Address, W. Pebrt, S.-Hidgate.

I will exchange a Lerebour's half-plate portrait lens, in good condition,
with stops, for a Dallmcyer's patent wide-.angle landscape lena, in good
condition, for plates 7i x 5.—Address, R. H. BoNNALLO, 45, Scotholme
Villas, Mosley-street, New Basford, Notts.

I will exchange any of the following for useful studio accessories or
apjiaratus, namely. Burr's carte lens and camera, nine Victoria lenses,
by Darlot, mounted on brass plate, tapestry curtain, witli rings complete.
—Address, W. Dakin, photographer. Nether-edge, Sheffield.

I will exchange a 10 x 8 camera and portrait lens, reversible, bellows-body,
folding tail-board, nearly new ; also, magic lantern, three and a-half inch
condensers and slides, 10 x 8 dipping-bath ; also, Victoria camera, four
lenses. Wanted, a half-plate bellow^-fcody camera with good lens, for
•any of tho above, or offers.-Address,>.T. L. McCaxx, 49, Greenvale-

. street, Glasgow.
4^

^ttstoera ta Corr^spontrgnts,

tS' CorrupoivJents should never write on loth sides oj the paper.

Photograph Registehed.—
'~' ~~

William Butt, Southampton House, East-streot, Blandford.— PAofo-
araph of rripkts, Sons aivl Dawjhtcr of Charla W, and Jane Downes,
of lUandford.

\V. S. B. S.—Without seeing an example it would bo misleading to pass an
opinion. Send us one.

E. H. Derham (Boston, U.S.A.).—Wo shall refer, and perhaps act on
your suggestion. Tlianks.

Erskine Bevkuidoe.—If you forward a communication here we will trans-
mit it to the gentleman. We cannot give private addresses in this column.

A. E. I.—The market value of the whole is, probably, not more than a
couple of pounds. Possibly in the first instance it might have cost tta
times the amount.

G. MfKAT.—We shall possibly have an article on the subject shortly. It
would be impossible to give you reU»Wo iaformatign in tho limitod sijacc
*l VOX disposal ia tto coluaw.

*

C. Clkment Leigh.—'The advertisement columns of the Jocbnal and
Almanac ^vill supply the desired information. AVe canuot undertake to
recommend any particular firm.

W. W.—The best work on retouching with which we are acquainted is

that of Messrs. Burrows and Colton. It is now out of print, but you
might possibly obtain a copy by advertising.

Wm. Baker.—Most persons have noticed the relief you mention. It will
be a matter for you to experiment upon and see if you can secure it

wheji dry. Many would like to know how it is to be accomplished.
Hants.—If you cannot succeed in the light we are now having we do not
expect you will get on any better as the summer advances. Bear in
mind that the light during the spring is more actinic, as a rule, than at
any other iieriod of the year.

Felix. —The lens named will be of too long focus to take a full-length
portrait of caluuet size within the length of your studio. You will havo
to be content with one of shorter focus—say, the next sire smaller. The
first, however, will be better for half-lengths or busts. If expense be
not a serious object with you we should advise your having both.

S- E' J.—The object-glass; though its optical and chemical foci do not
coincide, may certainly be employi-d for the delineation of microscopic
objects. All you have to do is to find out the correction necessary
(according to the instructions so frequently given in these columns), and
you may then rely upon getting satisfactoi-y results—quite as good as if

the two foci were coincident.

Hy. Sims.—There is very little doubt that the lens has been injured
by the fall, as you say that it does not work so well as formerly. Your
best plan is to get some practical optician—the maker of the instrument,
if possible—to take the lens out of the dented cell and put it in a new
one. When this has been done, in all probability the lens will be
restored to its original condition.

A Coi'NTRY Amatelr.—The fault in tlie picture is not in the developing
alone, but also in the cx])osurc. The picture is very much o\er-exposed,
and you appear to have had the sun shining into the lens at the time.
Cannot you induce some photographic friend to give you a few practical
lessons ? Seeing half-a-dozen negatives developed will be of more value
to you than any amount of reading.

R. J. Bidder.—If you purchased the gelatine as being by the manufac-
turer named you certainly have been deceived. The sample shows at a
glance that it is one of the commonest kinds to be found in the market,
and its value is, we should s.ay, not more tlian tenpence or one shilling
per jjound—not three-and-sixpence, as you have paid. Such stuff is use-
less for emulsion work. No wonder you failed.

Lottie.—Many thanks for the promised collection of charming little stud ies.

They certainly will find a' conspicuous place in our album. The pictures,
if you will permit us to say so, show a very marked improvement on
those you first sent, and they were good. Many of the collection are as
near perfection as it is possible to obtain in photographs. We shall hope
to see some of your work in tlie next exhibition.

An Experimenter in Cardon.—Why not employ indian-ink in your
experiments in tissue-making? It may be somewhat more expensive
than lamp black or ivory black, but its colouring [)Ower is much greater,
consequently it will go further. You can procure it in a moist form,
which is a groat convenience, as it will save you having to grind it your-
self. Any artists' colourman will supidy it, as well as any other colours
you may require. Use a very soluble gelatine, or you will not succeed.

NoRVAL.—We see no reason why you shoulil not succeed in using dry
plates on the West Coast of Africa, provided you adopt the precautions
usual for working in hot climates. Of one thing you will have to take
especial care, namely, to keep the plates well packed in wateriiroof or
damij-resisting material during the rainy season, otherwise they will be
sure to suffer injury. Your safest jjlau will be to keep the plates in
air-tight metal cases, soldered up or otherwise hermetically sealed, to
prevent access of moisture, which pervades everything at that season.

Y. E. S.—If you are using the royal .arms, and styling yourself " photo-
grapher to the Queen," simply because you have executed a few small
commissions for Her Majesty, yon certainly are rendering youi-self liable
to a penalty of twenty pounds. Your neighbour, who photographs the
prisoners in the county gaol, has no more right to stylo himself " royal
photographer ' than you have. Our advice is—take down tho arms a"nd
drop the title as quickly as possible, or you m.ay find yourself involved
in trouble. We believe the authorities intend to enforce this part of tlie
Act rigidly.

An outdoor meeting will bo held 04 Whit Monday at Welwyn.
leaves King's Cross at 10.33.

Traill
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FREE SILVER AND SENSITIVENES^-IN GELATINE
EMULSION.

PuRSLixc the subject of the fiiuctiou performed by free acid in

preventing fog in emulsions when an excess of soluble silver salt is

present, we may repeat the view we expressed last week, namely,

that the action of the acid is simply to retain the organic silver

compound in a soluble condition, in which it is removable by
washing.

In addition to the instances of similar action quoted in our pre-

vious article, we may allude briefly to one or two others which tend

to prove that this view is correct. Every dry-plate worker knows
what is the result of applying a solution of tannin, gallic acid, or

pyrogallol to a film containing free silver. The latter is imme-
diately reduced and the film badly discoloured ; but, some years

ago. Colonel .Stuart Wortley showed that an emulsion plate carrying

a large excess of silver together with free acid might be plunged

'llreclly into a preservative of the character immed without the

slightest tendency to the production of fog.

Later, in 1875, Mr. M. Carey Lea described a washed emulsion

|)roces8, in which the " pellicle,'" containing a considerable quantity

of free silver, was immersed without previous washing in an
organitier consisting of various substances, such as tanuin, gallic

acid, pyro., cofi'ee, and many others, acid being present both in the

emulsion and the preservative. Here we have the free silver

actually soaked out of the pellicle on a solution of a reducing agent,

the reduction being arrested by means of acid. In either of these

cases the organifying solution becomes very dark in colour from
the formation of an organic silver compound, but retains its clear-

ness because the compound remains iu solution.

Tiie presence of an acid during the preparation of an emulsion

will thus prevent the formation of an insoluble fog-producing

con\pound ; but it w'ill do more than this, aa (n many cases fog,

alre.ady present from such causes, may be removed by the action of

an acid. Thus, some years ago, we were consulted by a gentleman
on the subject of a quantity of washed emulsion which was hope-

lessly fogged. According to his description of its preparation he
hail eschewed free silver (not being a believer in tiie principle) and,

consequently, also free acid. Before washing the emulsion it had
been tested and found to be all right, but when washed and re-dis-

aolveJ it was so badly fogged that no trace of an image could

be found amongst the general veil.

Upr>u examination of our friend's formula we found that, iu

ubstituting one bromide for another, the difference in combining
' luiv.ilenLs had been ignored, and, instead of the emulsion containing

1 slight excess of soluble bromide, it really carried a large excess of

liver and no restraining acid. As a large quantity had been made
—involving not only the silver and bromides employed but also the

eipially-expensive ether and alcohol—it became important, if possible,

tf) utilise the emulsion rather than relegate it to the waste-tub.

After one or two experiments we succeeded by dissolving in a
ciiicentrated form—adding nitric acid and reioashing—in producing
M\ enuilsion perfectly free from fog, of good sensitiveness, and only

differing from an ordinary one in giving a thinner image. The
addition of acid without subsequent washing produced no effect

whatever, as the silver compound remained, though in a soluble

condition, in which it was easily and entirely removed by washing.
It will be obvious from the tenor of our remarks that we intend

\

to suggest the same application of acids in connection with gelatine

emulsion as that we have alluded to in the ca.se of collodion. Assu-
ming the power of utilising the effect of free silver under such cir-

cumstances to be an advantage (and reasoning from analogy we see

j

no necessity to doubt it), it seems to us probable that the formation
of the gelatino-silver compound which causes the red fog in a gela-

tine emulsion would be as thoroughly destroyed or arrested in

formation as the more definite silver compounds with tannin and
,
similar substances. At the same time there are certain considera-

tions which partially remove gelatine from the exact position occu-

pied by collodion.

First, with regard to the probable advantage to be derived from
the use of an excess of silver : we know that prolonged emulsifica-

tion, increase of temperature, and the addition of an alkali all tend

to heighten the sensitiveness of a collodion emulsion in the same
manner as in gelatine, but in a less degree. We also know, as has
been already stated, that the highest degi-ee of sensitiveness in

collodion can only be obtained when the silver is in excess ; and it

' is, therefore, but reasonable to assume that what proves to be the

most powerful accelerator with collodion may also be the same with

}

gelatine.

It m.ay be urged that the acid employed will counteract auy gain
1 in sensitiveness arising from the excess of silver, because in the
ordinary "boiling" process an acid emulsion requires longer cook-

ing ; but a moment's consideration will show that the conditions

: are so obviously changed when free silver is introduced into the

question that the objection is not for an instant tenable. That

\

the presence of nitric acid in combination with silver nitrate is

not inimical to sensitiveness is proved not only by its action in

I

collodion emulsion, but also in the acid bath introduced in America
. some years since by Mr. J. W. Black, of Boston. In this an
abnormally large proportion of acid was employed, with the result

that extreme rapidity and great softness were obtained.

The action of the acid upon the gelatine has, of course, to be

taken into account, independently of its suggested fog-preventing

;

power. Thus, we know that if gelatine be heated for a very short

: time in the presence of an acid, it loses all setting power and be-

comes converted into a pernianently-Jiquid state. This fact milit.ites

,
against the employment of an excess of acid silver in any of the

methods of emulsification which involve the use of the full strength

of gelatine during the operation ; but, on the other hand, it favours

the processes in which pi-ecipitation is relied upon.

It does not follow, however, that (bearing in mind the compara-

tively small quantity of acid neces.sary and the low temperature

usually adopted in the " prolonged emulsification " methods) the

effect will be so great as to destroy the setting power of the whole

of the gelatine, or even to affect it to a serious extent. If so large

a proportion as twenty-five per cent of the gelatine be destroyed or

converted to the soluble salt, it would be removed with the other

soluble mattei-s in washing, and, if necessary, could be replaced

with fresh after that operatiou.
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But it is in the diieotiou of precipitation that we are inclined to

loolc most hopefully for success—not only as presenting fewer

chances of injurious complications arising from the organic silver

compound, but also as alFording the most convenient and scientific

method of preparing a pure emulsion. A minor consideration

(one of economy) is to be found in the greater convenience precipi-

tation presents of collecting the surplus silver removed from the

emulsion—an important item in the case of large operations.

So far we have said nothing as to the practical results to be

obtained when working on these lines. We have preferred just to

give in detail the principles upon which we have proceeded, and

shall shortly publish the results of a number of experiments in the

direction indicated.
•

CERTAIN NICETIES IN FOCUSSING.

When recently attempting to focus a subject of extreme delicacy

we found the ground glass of the camera much too coarse for the

purpose, notwithstanding the fact of its being a specimen of the

finest ground glass possible to be obtained. This is an experience,

we may observe, that is more or less common to all who attempt to

photograph diatoms and microscopic objects of the finer class. The
point of best focus can readily be ascertained, more especially if

recourse be had to the magnifying services of a focussing eyepiece

of low power. But the amount or extent of the definition cannot

always be perceived ; for, when to secure this end the power of the

eyepiece is increased, then the granulated surface of the focussing-

screen appears so coarse as to prevent the desired end from being

attained.

It is all very well to tell us to discard a ground surface in favour

of a plate of plain glass ; but this presupposes the function of the

focussing-screen to be limited to that purpose from which it derives

its appellation, namely, that of focussing upon, whereas one im-

portant use of this surface is to permit of the composition of the

subject being properly noted and arranged.

The highest order of focussing is that effected by the aid of a
compound microscope, by which we here mean two systems of

lenses in a focussing eyepiece instead of one. To explain : a direct

magnifier—composed usually of one, but sometimes of two, or even
more, lenses—represents the latter, and by means of it the image on
the ground glass is itself viewed ; but by the former we mean such
a system as that by which a second or virtual image of that which
is on the focussing-screen is formed at the other side of a lens, and
which image is viewed by a second or eyepiece system. This forms
the best of all focussing-tubes, because it may be easily made in

such a manner as that, when once adjusted to the front surface of

the focussing-screen, a difference so trifling as the ten-thousandth
p.irt of an inch in racking in or out the photographic objective can
be readily perceived from the degree of sharpness of the image.
This is, of course, assuming a very careful measure of correction of

the photographic lens.

Desirous of "running to earth" this subject of focussing, we first

of all constructed a compound focussing eyepiece. It consisted

externally of a paper tube, formed by wrapping a long strip of The
Times newspaper, six inches in width, round a circular desk ruler
with a cement of ordinary glue, made rather thin, between each
layer. .When the glue was dried the rigidity of this tube was
marvellous.

Just here, and while on this subject, let us say a few words on
paper tubes. In our estimation paste, which has so commonly
been recommended as the means of uniting firmly together layers

of paper, is greatly inferior to glue. We speak of this after acquir-

ing some experience in the formation of two or three long tubes for
astronomical telescopes. Let any reader make one tube, long or
short, of a few thicknesses of brown paper well saturated with flour

paste, and a second tube in which glue forms the cement, and he
will be satisfied as to which is the better. One of the latter, about
four feet in length and three and three-quarter inches diameter,
which we had placed on the roof of a house to dry, was caught
(after being dried) by a gust of wind, and after being carried more
than sixty feet was thrown against a Lard pavement without bus-
t«iuing th« slightest damage,

Into a tube formed of this material we inserted a cheap, French-

made one-and-a-half-inch microscopic power of the usual triplet

class, inserting at the other end an ocular composed of two plano-

convex crown-glass lenses, mounted Huyghenian eyepiece fashion.

By the aid of a cap sliding over the tube we adjusted this compound
focussing system so that when the lower end of the tube was pressed

in contact with the back of the focussing-screen the granulated

surface of the other side of the glass was in sharp focus. By means
of delicate scratches made on the anterior surface of the plain glass,

intended as a substitute for the ground glass, we found that the

thickness of both was identical.

Here, now, became apparent a difficulty that had been to some
extent anticipated. When focussing upon the plain glass we could

obtain, without any difficulty, a focus which was absolutely sharp.

It only sufficed to place the end of the pocket compound focussing

microscope, just described, firmly against the focussing-screen and
rack the lens in or out until the maximum visual sharpness was
obtained, precisely in the manner in which a telescope is used, and
upon a sensitive plate then inserted was found delineated all the

sharpness of definition which the lens employed was capable of

yielding. This was all right, so far as it went ; but upon a plain

plate of glass it was found to be wellnigh impossible to adjust the

subject as a composition. On the other hand, when the ground-glass

screen was employed it was found to be difficult to focus sharply.

After some consideration we formed a circular hole in the centie

of the ground glass by making a perfoi-ation, half-an-inch in dia-

meter, as nearly in the centre as possible. This we did by chucking

a small piece of brass tube in the turning lathe and applying emery
^

powder and water to the end, pressing this against the plate of

glass, by which a hole was speedily cut through. To this hole the

microscope was applied after making a very slight adjustment to

compensate for the removal of the thickness of the glass and restore

the equilibrium of spherical correction.

This system worked to perfection ; but we reflected that, from a

practical, everyday point of view, it would be ])reposterous to expect

photographers to be able to "follow suit," as the number who have

appliances for effecting the perforation of the ground glass is

necessarily limited. We therefore tried the effect of polishing a

small portion of the centre of the ground glass. This experiment,

too, was attended with success; but, like the one previously de-

scribed, it was troublesome.

We eventually hit upon the thing of all others best adapted to

the purpose, and we can recommend it as costing comparatively

nothing either in expenditure of cash or trouble, while it fulfils the

purpose desired in a satisfactory manner. It is as follows :

—

Having rendered the ground-glass surface of the focussing-screen

quite clean, take one of the circular thin glasses employed for

covering the objects on microscopic slides, which are sold by all

opticians for this purpose at so much an ounce, and having placed a

small drop of Canada balsam upon the centre apply it to the ground

surface of the focussing-screen as near to the middle as possible.

Instantly the granulated surface disappears (at least sufficiently so

for our purpose) in favour of a bright, polished spot. By the appli-

cation of heat the small portion of balsam that oozes out at the

margins of the disc of microscopic glass—which may vary in

diameter from half-an-inch to three-quarters or more—soon becomes

sufficiently hardened to enable it to be chipped away by the point

of a knife, or dissolved by the application of benzole or ether.

Next week we shall take occasion to follow up certain ideas here

indicated.

EOSINE IN THE COLLODION PROCESS.
EvERTOKK knows the difficulties attendant upon, and the unsatis--

factory results which, as a rule, are obtained in copying works of

art. The real difficulty is that of rendering in monochrome by
photography the different colours of the picture in their correct

value. It frequently happens that the lights and shades in certain

portions of a painting are completely reversed in the photograph, if

the former contain a large proportion of yellow and the latter blue

or violet. This, of course, often renders the pboto^raphic copy

Jitllti slioi't of a builesijue ou the original.
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Oh the continent, where tlie reproduction of worka of art is

made a greater fealiiro as a branch of buHiness tlian in tiiis

country, much better results are usually obtained. We have in

our mind's eye just now some of the wonderful reproductions

from tlie old masters by MM. Braun, of Dornach, MM. Goupil's

reproductions by their photogravure process, and the worka of

other firms we could mention. It is not our present intention to

refer to the causes frequently assigned for this superiority, as allu-

sions have been made to them in our columns on previous occasiona

It may, however, be remembered that, a year or so since, a report

gained currency that the superiority of the work issued by some of

the continental firms w.as due to the employment of a modified collo-

dion process, by which the colours of the picture were rendered in the

photograph in the same relation as to tone as occurred in the painting.

About the same time MM. Clayton and Tailfer, of Paris, introduced

a special make of gelatine plates, for which it is claimed that they
reproduce colours in their correct relation, this being secured, it is

said, by the introduction of eosine—one of the aniline dyes—into

the emulsion. These plates are now, we believe, an article of com-
merce in France, though, so far as we are a>vare, they have not

been introduced into this country, consequently we have had no
opportunity of testing their merits.

Recently, Dr. Vogel lias brought the subject of rendering colours

in their true proportion by photography before the Berlin Association

for the Cultivation of Photography, and described a means by which
he claims that the collodion film is rendered ei'g/il times more sensi-

tive to the yellow than to the blue rays. This result is obtained by
the addition to a bromised collodion, containing a little iodide, of a
certain proportion of eosine. The after operations of developing,

intensifying, and fixing the negative are much the same as those of

the ordinary wet collodion process, similar solutions being used ; so

it will at once be seen that the new process is by no means beset

with complications.

The idea of employing different colouring matters in the sensitive

film, with the view of absorbing the more non-actinic rays, is by no
means a new one, as it was promulgated several years ago, and at

different periods many have tried it, but with varied results. Some
experimentalists liave maintained that certain advantages were
g.ained by the addition; while othei-s, on the contrary, affirmed that

no advantage whatever accrued, and, furthermore, gave reasons why
none should be expected.

Up to the present time, so far as we know, the plan has never
been brought into use commercially, unless, indeed, it has been
worked as a ".secret process." It is quite possible, after all, that
the discrepancies in the results hitherto obtained by different ex-

perimentalists may, in a measure, be due to the particular method
of working adopted by them or to the character of the colouring
material employed. Be that as it may. Dr. Vogel, who has devoted
ronsider.ible attention to the subject for many years past, has now
published in the Mittheihinz/en full working details of his process,
which we reproduce [see page 244 ante, and page 360 of the current
issue], so that any one may try it, and on its merits decide for him-
self.

Presuming the process will accomplish or secure even a portion of
what is claimed for it by Dr. Vogel, it is simply impossible to over-
rate its value to those who make a speciality of copying works of
art; because, however skillfully a negative may be retouched or
the painting it-self may be manipulated or "dodged," the copy can
never possess the same value it would have done if equal results
could be obtained direct from the original without sophistication.
Whatever advantages may be obtained by the new process we can
foresee they will not be gained without some attendant incon-
veniences, and of these Dr. Vogel appears to be fully cognisant.

For example : we are told that the eosine-bromised plates are
about three times slower to white light than ordinary wet collodion
plates; and, further, it is advised, in the event of blues coming out
too light in spite of the eosine, to take the negative through a plate
of yellow glass, which, as a matter of course, will still further
prolong the exposure. When we consider that in copying oil

paintings it is generally necessary to stop off a large proportion of
the light falling upon them in order to avoid refleclions, it wijl be

seen that the exposure will become inconveniently long. Further-
more : when large sizes have to be produced—say on plates of

twenty-five or tliirty inches, such as those produced by some of the

continental houses—lenses of long foci become imperative, mid even
then very small stops must be used in order to obtain good delinitioii

over the large plate ; hence, it will be observed, a very long expo-
sure will be absolutely necessary in working this process. We are

aware it is no uncommon thing for an exposure of three-quarters of

an hour or longer to be given in the ordinary wet collodion process,

as at present employed, when copying old oil paintings. Occasionally,

when a painting cannot be removed (as is the case in some collec-

tions) and it has to be copied in situ, several hours' exposure is fre-

quently necessary. In such cases the new process will, of course,

be placed at a considerable disadvantage.

Now, tlie great difilculty in working the wet collodion process

with such protr.acted exposures is that of preventing the plate from
drying, or partially drying, during the time. To overcome this Dr.
Vogel employs a ilark slide with a plate-glass front, so that the
evaporation is to a great extent retarded. It appears, also, that the

eosine has a very injurious action upon the silver bath, which causes

it to become disordered after a few plates have been sensitised
;

indeed, two baths appear to be necessary in practice—the second to

immerse the plate in prior to development, so as to remove the im-
purity left by the first. However, this is a very trifling matter, as
large plates are usu.illy sensitised in horizontal baths, so that onlv
sufticient solution to cover the plate need be used. When this

becomes disordered it can be discarded and a new one taken into

use. The old solution can then be restored at leisure in the ordi-

nary way, or added to the residues, without incurring much trouble

if the former plan be adopted, or much loss if the latter be em-
ployed.

'These comparatively trivial inconveniences, however, are scarcely

worthy of consideration if the results to be obtained approximate
to what is claimed for the process. They certainly are not of such

a character as to deter for a moment any person from giving the
process a fair trial now that such full and complete working details

are jjublished, particularly when we consider that it is quite possible,

as the result of further experience, that the difficulties to which we
have alluded may be eventually overcome, or at least considerably

ameliorated.

If the value claimed for eosine in collodion can be secured

equallj' well in the gelatine process it will prove an immense
advantage, as then the difficulties of disordered baths and pro-

tracted exposures will be entirely obviated. We are pleased to

learn that Dr. Vogel is still experimenting in this direction, and we
hope he will be able to bring his experiments to a successful issue.

OPACITY OF FILM AND QUALITY OF IMAGE.
In the search for sensitiveness in gelatine plates almost all other

qu-ilities were for a long time ignored; so long as a plate was
extremely sensitive, and especially if it did not frill, it was looked
upon as pre-eminent, though, certainly, we may say density was,

almost concurrently, considered a desirable characteristic, but it

held quite a second place. Quality of image was about the last

thing sought for, and, indeed, at the present day it is only occa-

sionally that, irrespective of the question of density and clearness

of the shadows, it has been discussed to any serious extent.

We have for some time past been making a series of trials of

various makes of plates witli this particular point in view, and we
have formed a very positive impression as to the bearing of facts in,

at auyrate, one direction. The distinct opinion we have arrived at

is that, outside all considerations of iodide or chloride admixture
with the gelatino-bromide, the opacity of the film exercises a moat im-
portant part in determining the character of the image. The addition

of iodide has been said to make a plate less sensitive, and also to in-

crease its sensitiveness—to render it more and to render it le&s liable

to green fog, more sensitive to the red, and less sensitive ; in fact, to

perform all the most contradictory feats imaginable. But that this

greater or less opacity of the film, especially in portraiture, affects

the character of the image as regards delicacy, crispness, and range
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of tone may be conclusively proved. Tlie facts upon which this effect

is based are well known ; it is their application upon which we would

lay stress and draw attention, seeing that, so far as we have observed,

little or no publicity has hitherto been given to any such opinion.

A very little argument will prove our position, and, if we
mistake not, indicate a point of departure for all dry - plate -

making experiments. "A good, thick film" has for some time

been looked upon as a desideratum without any very logical

reason being assigned. We proceed to indicate our views as to

its function. There has not been an exhibition in Pall Mall yet

in which the presence of " halation " has not marred some of the

pictures hung. Parts that should have been black have been in

some instances so affected as not to be deeper than a middle tint

—

sometimes to the ruin of a picture, and at others scarcely to the

injury of the effect at all ; but if a plate be liable at all to hala-

tion, little or much, who can say when the effect will not be most
prominent and most injurious ? If anyone look through an album
of portraits by different artists he will iind in almost one-half of

them, where a white collar and a black coat are portrayed, that the

purity of the deep black is degraded close to the collar owing to

halation ; while in cases where much linen is displayed the effect

is sometimes ludicrous, a species of aureole surrounding the dignity

of a large white cuff or the weeds of a widow displayed over her
sombre attire.

We have before us two pictures, in taking which similar diffi-

culties met the operator, but which have been encountered very
differently—one being a steamship taken by a photographer in the
north, and the other a large crane by an artist in the south. In each
case there were fine lines of dark ropes or chains set upon a
background of clouds—a most difficult class of subject. In the first

named they were as sharply rendered as though cut out of the nega-
tive with a knife ; in the second they were grey and flat to a degree.
Now, without any knowledge of the mode of manipulation

employed, we have little hesitation in saying that the one was
taken with an opaque film and the other with a more translucent
one. So far the inference from these facts would not be disputed,
but we will go a step further. We would ask—Can it be doubted
that, if a gross amount of degradation of shadows can be indubitably
shown in some cases, there are a multitude of others where the
lighter tones must also be degraded, but in a manner that cannot
be readily seen and pointed out ! It is the absence of this degradation
that causes the effects termed "crispness," "pluck," "brilliancy," &c.,
and it is its presence that reduces the variety of tones by merging
the more delicate ones into the high lights, so as to cause complete
absence of tone.

When the light on a plate is very feeble, either through slight
illumination of the view or portrait, or through excessive stopping
down, halation is reduced to a minimum or is entirely absent. In
such cases a thin film is equal to a thick one. But when the subject
is brightly illuminated, or a large diaphragm is employed, those
parts of the plate which receive a bright portion of the image allow
it to pass through and become reflected in the now well-known
manner. Similarly with a portrait. With average illumination and
a stop not too small a thin plate will allow sufficient light to pass
through that portion where the image of the face is thrown to be
reflected back to the film, and so destroy those delicate tones that
lend such beauty to a photograph. But, as when the light is poor
(which is 80 often the case in our variable climate) or a diaphragm is
used, the light becomes too much reduced to have much effect, this
special characteristic is lost sight of, and the distinct defect of a
thin plate remains undetected.

It is very difficult to point out—as can be so easily done in the
case of a white cuff, or an open book on a black surface, &c.—an
example of this defect in the lighter parts of the picture; but we
can show how it may be easily appreciated. Let anyone take two
or three negatives on thin and two or three on thick films of a lady
in a white dress, or of a chorister, for example, in his white gown
choosing a bright light, using no diaphragm, and not "backing"
either of the kinds of plates. Let him obtain the best negative he
c.in, and he will find that the thick film gives an infinitely |better
effect than the thin, no matter what developer he employs.

This will be further seen on the back of the plate. The thin film

will exhibit the whole of the image at the back, while the thicker

film will show less of the image, or none at all, according to the

amount of its opacity. There will, however, be more to be observed

than this. The image seen at the back of the thin film will have a

misty, unsharp, or fogged appearance, while that slightly showing
through a thicker film will be crisp and sharp—the first instance being

distinctly a localised fogging of the image in special portions only.

It will thus be seen that the old criterion of the correctness of

the exposure, namely, the image showing through to the back, will

be quite useless for some plates—plates that we would recommend

—

and could only be of service in the thinner and more defective plates.

We need not point out that a great deal of this effect of halation

proper and of degradation of the middle tints will be greatly

diminished by the use of backing. They will not be entirely

diminished, but all such additional labour should be avoided, if

possible ; and this will be facilitated by the use of a plate with

a thick film. Such a class of plates entails other difficulties which
we cannot now discuss ; but we may say that the greater the num-
ber of plates we have experimented with in this direction the

stronger grows upon us the conviction of the great superiority of

an opaque film—so much so that we hazard the opinion that in

half-a-dozen years' time, for ordinary work, it will beat all other

(thin) plates out of the market.

There exists a pretty close intimacy, as a rule, between the
theatrical and photographic professions, but it is perhaps impos-
sible to expect that they should always rub on together with
perfect smoothness. Here, at least, is evidence that somebody (the

photographer, of course) has been " had " once, and doesn't mean
to allow it again. The correspondence reaches us from a midland
town :

—

Says the "acting manager" of a travelling company:—"Dear sir,

—

Do you make any charge to the dramatic profession for photos.? I
require some for professional use only, and have heard you very
highly spoken of. Should be glad if you would drop me a line," &c.,

&c.

Ix response to this the guileless collodion man says :
—" In reply to

your note received this day I beg to say that when the places of

dramatic entertainment are thrown open free of charge to the
photographic profession, then you will probably be able to obtain
what photographs you may require without paying for them. Until
such somewhat doubtful advantage is attained I, for your further
information, beg to say that my terms are—for cartes, Cs. per
dozen ; for cabinets, 12s. per dozen ; and with the profession strictly i

cash with order.—I am, yours," &a i

We have employed the italics because we think that this photo-
grapher's knowledge of " the profession " deserves emphasising.
If some of the " giiinea-a-dozen " carte men would do less in the
way of not making "any charge to the dramatic profession," many
of their fellows in, perhaps, a less flourishing way of business would
be saved a great deal of trouble from such attempts as the above,
usually made by the " tag-rag and bob-tail " of the profession they
do anything but adorn.

We read about a new patent cork lately invented, to be called the

"reversible distributor cork," which seems to possess promise of

usefulness. It is coned from the middle to each end so as to fit

either way up, and, in addition, has at one end a pair of grooves cut

opposite one another, starting at the middle and terminating at

the extremity, so as to enable the ubiquitous " drop" to be delivered—
one groove permitting the fluid to pass while the other admits
the necessary amount of air.

By the way, why ai-e not all corks made cone-shape, or " taper," as

the technical term runs \ If we send to the nearest chemist for a
dozen or two corks we are too apt to be supplied with a number of

short rods instead of a nice cone-shaped, ehustic stojiper of beautiful

velvety-looking m.aterial—as different from the "cork" rods as a
building brick is from a majolica vase. We learn, too, that the term
"velvet" also is appropriated by the cork-cutters to describe one
superfine quality of material. We shall in future always ask for
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"velvet taper corka" when we require an easy-fitting stopper that
will neither send a dust spray into the bottle to which it is applied
uor break off short when we attempt to extract it.

Last week we .illuded to the new substitute for bichromate of

potash—the bichromate of soda—which it was advertised by the
luakera would be much cheaper than the older salt. It would,
however, need to be vended at a very low rate if it is to successfully

compete with the potash salt spoken of at the meeting of the
A pplied Chemistry Section of the Society of Arts on the 28th ult.

Mr. Barr, the maker of an ingenious primary battery, said that
witeu his firm commenced the manuf.acture of the batteries they
paid sevenpence per pound for bichromate of potash, while now they
only gave threepence halfpenny for it. It occurs to us that possibly

it is the soda salt that he referred to when quoting the lower price.

TnK old familiar sulphate of iron, usually shortened to "iron"
among photographers, is recently exhibited in quite a new r6le,

a chemical investigator having ascertained that it possesses high
manurial value, while he now informs us that chlorophyll—that
marvellous colouring matter which furnishes the prevailing tint of

green that beautifies the face of the globe, or would do if we
had a little more rain—owes also its colour to sulphate of iron. He
considers it probable that in " the chlorophyll cells the molecules of

ferrous sulphate which are taken up by the roots are constantly

being decomposed, the iron combining with the colourless variety

of this glucoside (that is, the leukoplastids of the vegetable physio-
logist) forming the green glucoside (chlorophyll)." It will be
singular if the colour which of all others is most ant.agonistic to the
action of the developing solution should really turn out to be
caused by the main constituent of that solution.

It will be remembered that about a year or two ago the scientific

papers were full of accounts of a new mode of preparing alumi-

nium, which, it W.1S asserted, would cause its price to be so low as

to bring it into common use. Nothing further was heard of the
process, and in Messrs. Spon'a new Workshop Recaipts reference is

made to the method, which, it is stated, only cheapens the price of

alumina, not the metal. This book states that if the method enabled
the alumina to be produced even fifty per cent, cheaper than by
that of a well-known maker on the continent it would only
cheapen the price of the metal five per cent.

The example set by Oxford and Cambridge in declining to exclude
the fairer portion of the community is becoming contagious. The
other day the Royal Microscopical Society held solemn conclave to

decide whether they should admit ladies to the privileges of the
Society, and they passed a resolution— "That ladies shall be
eligible as Fellows of the Society, and shall be subject to all the
obligations and entitled to all the privileges of Fellows, except that
they shall not be entitled to attend the ordinary meetings of the
Society." We think that lady photographers would, if we may
be allowed the expression, be received with open arms by the
leading photographic societies of the country.

In connection with the old silver print and its singular set-off on
the backboard of the frame that held it that we described in our last

issue, we have been able to ascertain how it was produced. The
plain paper was coated with a solution founded on the lines of a
formula published by our late esteemed collahorateui; Mr. Thomas
Sutton, and was aa follows :

—

Chloride of sodium 10 gniins.

Gelatine 1 grain.

Sngar of milk 30 grains.

Distilled water 1 ounce.
It was toned, we learn, by tel d'or, and is, as we said, a beautiful
colour. Seeing that it was, as we are informed, printed from
a " converted positive," as the terra run in those days, there never
could have been much half-tone in it ; hence it is practically as
good now as upon the day it was first produced, though it has been
knocking about without any care whatever having been given to it.

-
COLOURED AND NON-ACTINIC LIGHT.

Is reply to Mr W. E. Debenham's article : I think if he refer to
mine agaiu he will see that I did take account of the diflferent

illuminating powera of diflferent part* of the spectrum, and that the
greater portion of my remarks towards the end wmn in the expreM
direction of his own question—"Which part of the ipectrum
possesses the least effect upon the photographic film in proportion to

its illumituxting power if" Looking over what I wrote, I really seem
(to myself) to nave gone very directly to that precise point, though
I know " the heart is deceitful above all things" in matters of one'*
own authorship. Mr. Debeuham " has " me fairly enough in another
matter, for the simple reason that I made no attempt to treat
exhaustively of the subject, and would, indeed, have thought it

presumptuous to attempt more than some main outlines. He is, for

instance, quite right in saying that some media which pass little

visible light may pass invisible actinic rays. But, practically, this

objection applies to scarcely any media likely to be used in experi-
ment ; and hence I took no notice of a point which perhaps ought
not to have been omitted. In practice it will be rather difiicult to

find a medium which only passes the less actinic of the visible rays,
that does much harm by invisible rays, and so I let it alone.

There will not be much difference between us if I say that in my
remarks I made not so much reference to the final and conclusive
results, aa to which I concur that the photographic plate must be the
final appeal, as to the preliminary work of choosing and compound-
ing media. The prism, merely used at the eye, does swiftly and
surely what otherwise is haphazard ; and it is most of all advan-
tageous becmise most media "allow more than one band to pass."

Taking any two, three, or four media, one glance through the
prism shows at once the residual light which gets through the
whole; and, since the eye itself can judge of the visual effect, the
operator knows at once if he has got a promising combination,
which can then be submitted to more crucial tests. But the prism
infallibly casts out at once, without further trouble, media or com-
binations which cannot possibly lead to any good result, though they
might consume much time and many plates if tried on account of

their appearance to the eye alone.

So, again, my remarks as to differencea in plates referred to the
case of absolutely " non-actinic " light. If such do exist at all,

my remark was that it could be only for one precise condition of

the salt. In practice, on the other hand, I referred to "a wide
range of bromide plates" as showing broadly the same result.

About the effect of exposure on sensitiveness I can pretend to no
authority; but my impression was founded on many scattered
statements here and there. It must be borne in mind that all

plates do have some exposure. Query : would a bromide-gelatine
plate prepared from first to last in absolute darkness be as sensitive

as one prepared in the usual way 1 My impression, gathered
mainly from facts I have seen stated, is that it would not be. Mr.
Debenham thinks it would be. The question is exceedingly in-

teresting from the molecular point of view ; and I ahould think it

was of enough practical importance to be decided beyond cavil.

Meantime dogmatism on either side is probably unwise.
The question in the last paragraph of the article is a very simple

one—another of those which is at once answered by the prism ; and
here let me say that when I mention the prism I mean no compli-
cated "spectroscope," but simply a prism of any kind, held at the

eye, though a direct vision is the best, and a small thirty-shilling

pocket spectroscope handier still. Nearly all coloured media trans-

rait raore than one colour, as Mr. Debenham has noted, and most of

them show more than one absorption band. Now, by using more
and more of the medium it will be seen that the bands become
wider and darker, till at last two bands may approach and coalesce.

There is no better example than the litmus solution so often men-
tioned in text-books. Suppose we have it in a wedge-shaped cell, so

that we can look through gradually-increasing quantities. A thin
layer only shows a narrow band near the D lines. As we pass the ob-
servation-slit towards the thick end of the cell this band rapidly

widens and darkens, and another appears at the violet end ; and as
more medium is employed these bands approach till there is percep-
tible a))sorption even midway, and the total light allowed to pass is a
purplish-red instead of blue. The explanation, of course, is that there

really is some absorption in the thinnest layer long before the eye
can take account of it As we add more medium all the absorp-

tions increase, but not all in the same ratio ; so that the final colour

may be very different from the first. The prism will show beauti-

fully how successive portions of the spectrum are gradually en-

croached upon by more of the absorbing material, till at last total

obscuration is the result. The glass coloured with cop|>er oxide
changes little or nothing except towards darkness, because at the

very first most samples transmit only reddish rays. But as half the
whole spectrum at the red end, when gathered together, appears

orange, or even yellow if more green be taken in, and the other
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whole half appears blue, it is easy to see what chauges may be made
by greater aud greater absorptions in blue or yellow of such a com-

pound nftture, instantly revealed by the prism, though the eye is

deceived.

I was rather interested, and may frankly say puzzled, by the

alleged effect of passing liglit through a diffraction grating, as

mentioned at a uit-eting of the London ai d i'ruviucial Photo-

graphie As»( ciatiou. That employed wouW probably Ije a photo-

graphic copy i/i Wobert's ; and the usual size (about one and
one-eigiith of an inch square, 3,000 hues to the inch) 1 have seen

advertised in the English Mechanic at half-a-guinea, Mr. Lett-

soma, which was refeireU to, if a Eurnerfurd (which it probably

is), would be on speculum metal, and would give reflected spectra,

with, probably, different results. Professor Eowlaiid's are also on

speculum metai, an<l one four inches square costs from £8 to il2
;

smaller ones are much cheaper. Mr. Brashear, who has the dis-

posal of them, informs me that they are not at present ruled upon
glass, as the demand for metal ones cannot be supplied. These are

far the best yet made, when the best quality is obtained.

Another expedient may be worth investigation. As Mr. Darker
observed, there are many methods of modifying light ; and there

inighi be photographic advantages in passing light through fluores-

cent media. The rays most active in exciting fluorescence are the

niost actinic also, and in doing this work they are bound to disappear.

Two or three layers on glass of even luminous paint must necessjirily

absorb most of the invisible actiuic rays, for instance, though the

visible rays may remain. But a cell of eosiue solution might be
worth trying, and so might a piece of uranium glass in combination
with other media. Probably neither would answer alone ; but most
of these substances are such powerful absorbents of all tlie invisible

actinic rays that in combination they should be useful, and both
the yellowish-green of the uranium glass and the orange-red of the
eosine would not be bad colours to start with as the foundation.

Has anyone ever tried the two in combination ? Tbe glass can be
got in small pieces of sheet very readily. Lewis Wright

P.S.—By a strange coincidence, since the above was despatched
on Monday, I have had the pleasure of seeing the solar spectrum
as shown by Mr. Lettsom's magniticeiit grating, in company with
Mr. Darker. It is, as I supposed, a Eutherfurd, on speculum
metaL—L. W.

*

CLOUD PHOTOGEAPHY.
Op all the classes of subjects which are presented to the camera
that of clouds receives but little attention. Whether it is because
these lovely objects are common to every place alike (too common
in England sometimes, perhaps) that none are worth pictorial

record, or that there are not the opportunities as in landscape work
for the display of taste and skill, is not evident. There is a failure,

at anyrate, of one great incentive, in that a picture composed
principally of cloud would not excite the pleasurable sensations
derived from old associations and enjoyment as one of a place
visited ; therefore, the impulse to practice this branch of photogi-aphy
must arise more from the love of depicting the beautiful. With
the dictum that one needs but little skill I most certainly disagree.
The chief charm of cloudland consists in the great variety and

ever-changeableness of its character. When a grand effect displays
itself it is on this account of more importance to secure a photo-
graph, aud because of the certainty of its never recuning. There
may be similar ones of the same class, and although the likeness
may be great there is still variety.

Cloud. photography up to the present, except in a few instances,
has been limited to the production of tliose of a marked character,
for the purpose of breaking up bad skies in land.scapes. As for this
purpose it is necessary that they be thin in the negative and quick
printers, to suit the requirements of double printing, and also not
too obtrusive when appearing over a landscape where breadth and
depth of tints are so small tliat anything beyond a mere indication
would detract instead of enhance, all their beauty excepting that of
form is suppressed, and the loveliness of their delicate gradation is
never seen. Now, negatives of clouds for pictures in which the
landscape is to be subordinated must have their scale of gradation
complete, and therefore require, in comparison with the thin ones
mentioned above, rather longer printing.

In these cases the process of double-printing should be reversed,
the cloud being first printed to a depth sufficient for its finer
details to escape the destroying influence of the toning and fixing
baths, aud the landscape printed up to harmonise with it. This
procedure is absolutely necessary. The great difficulty is to obtain
brilliancy. The lights of nature are so pure and strong, and the

extremes of light and dark so great, that the artist is compelled to

resort to opposition of extremes and juxtaposition of coloure to

eliminate the muddy element from his comparatively-restricted

scale of tints, which range from dirty grey to black. Nothing on
paper or in pigment will bear placing beside nature, for lack of

purity pervades all that is artificial. The nearest approach to

natural effects in respect of brilliancy would be found in trans-

parencies illuminated by electricity. These being the most perfect

kind of photographs, in not having the greater part of their details

washed out or dogged as in [laper photography, the richness and
depth of shadows could be made to subdue the strong illumination,

while its full power sparkled through the highest lights. Paper
work alung.-side is crude and out of the hunt. I never have seen
a good cloud on a paper photogra|)h ; they invariably fail to show
all gradations of tone. The art has yet to be mastered ; the
process is still wanting.

The skill and judgment required to successfully photograph the

beauties of the sky are of a very high order. Some of these, how-
ever—such as the masses of cumulus in a storm-cleared sky—are

not very difiicult ; and upon these it would be well for a new
adventurer in the field to commence. In their being strongly

contrasted with the blUe background the duration of exposure and
after treatment of the plate need no special care. It is otherwise
when delicate cirrus, " mares' tails," " mackerel " skies, masses of

cumulus in heat haze, storm clouds, and evening effects are at-

tempted. These tax one's ingenuity to the utmost. The very slight

difference in the photographic action of the various parts render it

necessary to use the greatest care in timing the exposure and re-

straining development to intensify this slight difference as much as

possible ; otherwise a plate simply exposed to light and developed
will give an equal and possibly a superior result.

Evening skies are most deceptive on account of colour. It

is not advisable to attempt these too late. Some of the bril-

liant effects appearing a short time before sundown, in the ab-

sence of haze, photograph easily ; whilst others fail to impress
anything besides a few of their main features. I was on one
occasion most thoroughly deceived in an evening sky. It was a
very fine one—all aglow in colour, with just suSicient haze to

allow one to define the sun's limb without distressing the eyes.

Two plates were exposed, with no other result than that of im-
pressing the contours of a few of the upper clouds, the sum of

those near the horizon consisting in a slight and uniform fog—no
sun, nothing beside. It was rather expected that the orb would
have given some slight indication of his presence, but not the

faintest trace of him was visible. He, in common, and equally

with his surroundings, had contributed sufficient light to produce
fog, neither more nor less.

If the design in photographing clouds were for pictorial pur-

poses only many of the most difficult kinds need never be at-

tempted. Should, however, the photographs be required for scien-

tific use in meteorology, then all kinds of these valuable weather
signs must of necessity be obtained, partial record being of little, if

any, use. The camera must be out in almost all states of wind and
weather, when uniformity of tint does not prevail.

The best selection of clouds for general professional work are

those api^earing after a sou.'-wester or during the prevalence of a
westerly wind. Absence of haze is the distinguishing characteristic

of weather from this quarter; whereas those appealing in the N.E.
(here at Littlehampton, at anyrate) are pea-soupy, mangy, plague-

striken-looking things poisoned, I firmly believe, with " London
particular;" for yellow haze is perceptible a few hours after a
change of wind into this quarter, and in winter especially this

smoky veil hangs over us like a very dirty yellow blanket. It is

our " plague wind "—a curse to phiitt)graphy and photographers.

Half a gale from the S. W. is heralded with unmixed feelings.

To enable pictures to be made at all points of the compass an
elevated position or an open space is, of course, a necessity. The
camera should be of a substantial make, light-tight in strong light,

and fitted with a hood in front to cut off all extraneous and useless

light. A view meter or sights is an important addition. Its stantl

must be firm and strong— to attain which leave the element of

portability out—and its head fitted with a means for moving it in a

vertical direction and in a horizontal circular one. A ball-and-

socket motion is the kind of thing, if it were not spoiled by tendency
to vibration in high winds. Whatever arrangement is adopted its

adjustments must be free and firm, for no time can be spared in

dealing with quickly-moving clouds; they will very soon pass into

the wrong place on the plate. Focussing having been once per-

formed for clouds with a particular lens, the camera may be marked
and the screen removed.
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The aingle lena iii tho best adapted for use, from its being more
briiliitiit ill iioliuii and free fruiu the annoying refluctiona which
arise when double combinations are presented sunward, or to other
intensely -illuminated sputn. In the use of the stop attention
should be paid to the fact that tho smaller the one usetl the lesser

the brilliancy, and vice versd; therefore, with subjects deficient in

contrast, enlarge the aperture and reduce the exposure. This is a
matter of great importance, and frequently makes all the ditferenco

between success and failure.

Let the rapid shutter be an adjustable one, with a range from
about one-hundredth of a second, or less, to a second aud a-half.

It will be gatheretl from what has been already written that the
great stumbling-block in this branch, as in all ()hotography, is

the judging of the exposure, the difficulty, however, being much
increased from the fact that its latitude is more restricted, the
interval of time being shorter ; that intervening between uuder-
and over-exposure of a mackerel sky would be but a small fraction
of a second.

Ill selecting the kind of plate, that capable of yielding the greatest
scale of tints in their true relation, together with freedom from fog

and cloudiness, are the qualities to be taken note of. It need not be
of a very rapid description. Their coating should be liberal and
opaque, or they must be backed with a solution of asphaltum in

benzole, for halation is not required. Be sure of its working clean.

Kapidity may be sacridced, and with advantage, to ensure this.

Development must be well restrained and cautious, and rather
inclining to excess of vigour till sufficient progress is made to enable
an exact judgment to be formed as to what treatment it must
receive. Wet plates are preferable to gelatine ones. They are quite
rapid enough, and well under control ; but one might just as well

.speak of daguerreotype and waxed paper as make any remark in

favour of wet collodion.

Nothing need be said respecting fixing, this operation being as

usual. Should the negative, however, require much intensificiition,

and of a line effect too good to throw away, intensify it to full

strength aud reproduce it by carbon transparency. The fog and
thickness may be eliminated in the pi-ocess and a fair result

obtained. Bear in mind the purpose for which the clouds are
intended. If for printing-iii purposes they must be kept thin and
clear ; if for cloud pictures they should be fairly intense aud full of

detail.

The negatives in [jossessiou, their printing into landscapes is an
easy matter. About the simplest plan to follow is to take the
printed iHiidscape and tear out a piece of paper to the shape of its

«ky line, adjust the print upon the cloud negative, close the frame,
and t;ike it out to print in the sun, during which keep the mask
gently movinj( to prevent abrupt lines, but with care not to fog the
edges of the landscape. Tear the paper slightly larger than those
parts projecting into the sky, so that the chances of their being
expased may be iia small as possible. As one does not approve of

this operation taking up much time, the negatives are made thin
anil clear, so that a few seconds may sufHce. In selecting a cloud
for a picture, while the question of pictorial suitability is receiving

full attention, some thought should be expended in making choice
of such as have deep portions to shelter any projecting parts whose
|)urity would Ije spoiled by exposure to light. To illustrate : a
tower or spire or any other object might appear in a light portion
of cloud, and be thus protected—to the advantage of the picture,

in all probability, in its pictorial aspect. John Harmbr.

OX THE DEVELOPMENT OF INSTANTANEOUS
PICTURES.

fA eomnmiiication to tho I^ivcrpool Amateur Photographic .\ssociation.l

Whev, somewhat rashly perhaps, I ventured at last mouth's meetinn
upon adding a few words to the discussion upon tho development M
instantaneous negatives, I did not anticipate that the penalty would be
that I should be put into the forefrout of the battle tonight. Had I
done BO I might probably have considered discretion to be the better
part of valour. Yet, as I think it the duty of every member of a
."Society like this to contribute what ho can to tho general benefit, even
though it be but the widow's mite, I could not refuse to obey tho call,

although I am conscious that I shall contribute nothing new and
nothing probably which other members of the Society would not be
better able to bring before you.

Mr. R. Crowe, in his interesting remarks upon the subject laat month,
divided instantaneous negatives (by which I presume are meant those
taken by the aid of a ({uiok-acting shutter) into three classes. Now, I
accept his principle, so far as believing that all instantaneous negatives
are by no means to l>o treated alike; but would prefer to make two
divisions only, namely, fully-exposed aud uudcr-exposed negatives.

There is one class of instantaneous negatives which, requiring only •
very brief exposnro, have by means of tho shutter receired c^oite aa

inuuh as they need. Such are sea views, which I look upon M uxtao-
taiiuoua pictures merely in name—that is to tay, they ar* aa falJy

exposed by action of the light lasting only a fraction of a second «
the average of plates where there is nothing to limit the amouot of

exposure hut the photographer's own judgment.
In Mr. W. K. Burton's table of exposures I note that, for a rierw

containing open sea and sky in good Ught, the correct exposure with >
lens of ( (about the aperture of the No. 1 stop of a symmetrical) i*

given as j'g second ; whilst, when the lens is stopped dwwu to /, (about
the No. 4 atop), tho exposure ought still to be as little as A second. It

may easily happen, therefore, that even with a quick shutter such a
picture may bo rather over- than underexposed, and. conaequentlr,

may demand the treatment suitable to the former rather than to the
latter class. For such negatives the treatment Mr. Crowe lays down
for his first class is no doubt exceedingly well suited, although I miiat

confess that my own experience leads me to believe that there is no
advantage (and probably no disadvauta^te) in the preliminary soaking

in pyrogalloi over plain water, and that the essential point of hi*

developer is rather in the relative proportions of pyro., biomide, and
ammonia being especially well suited to the peculiarities of the subject.

I would take, however, as my second class of instantaneons negatives

those where, had it been convenient, a longer exposure would have
preferably been given, and where only the exigencies of the subject

have necessitated an exposure of so limited a duration that objects in

motion may not seriously spoil tho picture or may even be taken with
good definition, such as street views or a train in motion, the latter

being a subject wliich most amateurs have, at some time or other, been
tempted to attack. Such negatives, I think, need a different treatment,

and the method I advocate is to soak them before developing in dilute

ammonia.
I have said that I claim no credit for anything new. I am merely

endeavouring to remind the members of what most must already have
read, but which, perhaps, may either have been forgotten amongst the

multitude of suggestions that are constantly being made, or which
some amongst our numbers may never have brought to the test of

actual experiment. It is some years a!»o (I think iu the Almanac for

1882) since Colonel Stuart Wortley advocated this method of develop-

ment, without, however, making any distinction between the classes of

instantaneous photographs. My only claim in briuKing the method
forward again is that, being struck at the time with its apparent
reasonableness, I forthwith experimented upon it, and think I have
obtained better results in that way than I could otherwise have ex-'

peoted.

Probably, the most convenient method of employing this mode
of development— at all events of those who use the more scientific

method of separate tcn-por-cent. solutions—is to add the correct amount
of ammonia to the full quantity of water to be employed, and to leave the

plate soaking in that whilst measuring out the pyro. and bromide solu-

tions (which may, of course, be in the relative proportions that experience

suggests as suitable to the class of subject and make of plate) ; then
return the ammonia solution to the developing cup. and flood the plate

with the mixture. Thus, if developing a quarter-plate, and using

three grains of pyro., two minims of ammonia, and one grain of

bromide—which, I believe, is an average formula—I should take twenty
minims of ammonia to one ounce of water in which to soak theplate, and
while soaking place in the developing cup thirty minims of pyro. solu-

tion aud ten minims of bromide solution, return the ammonia to the

cup, and finish development in the usual way. In my own practice,

however, as I use Edwards's method of developing, in which the

ammonia and bromide are mixed in one bottle undisr the name of

"accelerator," I soak the plate in water containing a few drops of

ammonia whilst mixing the usual developer, throwing away the dilute

solution of ammonia, or keeping it for the next plate, and developing

with the mixture in the ordinary way.
In case any of our members should not have employed the sulpho-

pyrogallol solution, I may perhaps, in passing, advert to the great

convenience of that mode of employing pyrogalloi, particularly for an
under-exposed plate, where a good deal of forcing may be required.

The sulplio-pyrogallol solution permits the addition of a good deal of

extra ammonia when necessary, and of a very prolonged development

without any staining of the plate. Thinking it mig ht interest the members

to see the result of an actual experiment, I took an opportunity, whilst

at New Brighton last Saturday, of exposing three plates, with a drop-

shutter working in about one-twentieth of a second, on the same subject

in rapid succession, ao that the light might bo presumed to be unaltered.

One of these plates then received a preliminary soaking in ammonia and
one in pyro., the two being afterwards developed together in tho tame
dish with the same solution. The third plate was developed without

soaking in either pjrro. or ammonia, but with the same proportions as

the other two. Only one half of that plate was soakecT in water, tho

other half remaining dry, in order to test the question whether soaking

in water was to bo taken as an advantage or a disadvantage.

On developing, the negative soaked in ammonia began to come up in

ten seconds, and was finishetl, as I judgwl, in nine and a-hslf minutes

from the time of commencing, when it was removed from the develop-
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ing dish, leaving the other one still clevelopiug The 0"«
«?f

^ed

in pvro showed no signs of developmeut until eighty-five seconds had

eU-d and was not finished until it had been in the. dish for twelve

and a-half minutes. The third plate, half soaked in ^''tfj-
^egan

to show signs of action on the unsoaked side m ninety seconds and on

the soaked side not till the expiration «« 150^««""
;;.ethe otW

inconvenient to remove the one half from the ^'^l^^ before the other

both were pronounced finished at the same time, namely, m sixteen

""The'result is that the soaked side is perhaps a shade less dense than

the unsoaked one, but is, I think, somewhat clearer,
.f

print is before

vou and I will leave you to judge which side shows the advantage, i

^ny! 7n dereToping these three plates I used Fp^'s p ates and employed

Fr^'s ordinary Sevlloper, taking care that «a=h plate was subjected as

nearly as possible to the same treatment. I did not, therefore, vary

?he solutions, and arrested each when it had attained tl^e ««;'"^^degr«,^

of density as the first. It might, perhaps have been in some respects

a fairer test had they all been developed for the same period of time

I, however, exposed another plate to an exactly similar ^''^^Ject at the

same time of day but a somewhat diefereut point of view and that plate

I developed according to the best of my judgment, first soaking in

ammonia and, when partly finished, adding a double portion of accele-

rator. This began to come up in ten seconds, was finished in nine

minutes, and I think is undoubtedly the best of the four. I place

before you for comparison the four negatives and prints from them, ana

will leave you to judge in which way the difference of quality lies. 1

must say, however, that, in my ojiuiou, it is less than 1 should nave

CXDGCtCCl

Probably the exposure was not very insufficient, as the view was

brightly lighted, and I gave about ,i>(rth second with an aperture ot ,.

Witli less illumination or more rapid exposure the difference between

the two methods would probably have been more marked. Ihe tact,

however, that one negative attained a certain density lu ume and a-halt

minutes, whereas with the same developer the other took twelve and

a-half minutes to reach the same point, seems to me to show considera-

ble gain in sensitiveness, due to the preliminary soaking in ammonia.

1 intend, however, to try the same comparative plan in exposing and

developing two negatives under considerably less light, and should 1

obtain any additional evidence I shall be glad to report it on a future

occasion.
,

In confirmation of these views as to increased sensitiveness uuder

difficult circumstances of light, I may perhaps venture to call your

attention to a print of a plate exposed during our recent \a3it to

Rufford. The light ou that occasion was so unusually dull as to

cause us almost to despaii- of getting ordinary pictures, and when

inclined to try a drop-shutter picture on a magnihcent bull, the mere

idea of getting any result seemed almost an act of lunacy. I ventured,

however, upon the trial, and, although I certainly cannot say I ob-

tained a picture, yet there is something to show, which would probably

be considerably improved by intensifying the negative. So bad was

the light that I should scarcely (but for knowing the effects of soaking

in ammonia) have been surprised had the plate shown no result what-

ever, but been capable of being used over again. As Mr. EUerbeck

with a much quicker lens and, I believe, quicker plates {I used Fry's

20 times) took the same subject, perhaps if he would kindly show his

result and explain his method of development it would be interesting.

Another experiment bearing upon the same point is as follows : —At
Easter of last year I took a very peculiar subject—a deep pot-hole in

the limestone district at Settle. Some portions of the hollow were in

deep shade. In another portion a stream of water falling over had
frozen into a mass of stalactites with a hill of ice underneath, into a

basin on the top of which the water fell; this portion and the masses of

snow were in sunlight. On this subject I exposed two plates

(Edwards's). One, with a stop of /^, received four seconds' exposure ; the

second, with /, was taken with the drop shutter. The first was de-

veloped by Edwards's ordinary formula, whilst the second was soaked
in ammonia. After finishing, the two plates were so much alike that it

was difficult to distinguish which was which except by the numbers
attached.

I ought to apologise for taking up so much of your time ; but as this

is an interesting subject, and as the object of adjourning the discussion

was to get a fuller expression of the views ot the members, I have been
desirous to put before you as fully as possible the method that I advo-
cated in the few words I spoke at our last meeting. W. A. WATr.s.

ON THE SENSITIVE-TO-COLOUR COLLODION PROCESS,
OR THE CORRECT REPRESENTATION OP COLOURS
BY BLACK PHOTOGRAPHS.*

Precactionary Measures.

Is a previous article I have minutely described the mode of operating

with stained collodion, and now add the following remarks based upon
newer experiments :— 1 . If two or three per cent, of alcohol should be

' Concluded from page 311,

added to the first silver bath (the sensitising bath), that will prevent

the formation of the crescent-shaped streaks, which are produced in

consequence of the stained collodion repelling tlie silver bath more

decidedly than ordinary collodion does. 2. When exposing with-

out yellow glass twice the exposure required for ordinary iodised

collodion should be sufficient for stained collodion. 3. When exposing

through clear yellow glass about five times as long an exposure as for

wet iodised collodion will be necessary. 4. Since eosine is alkaline and

neutralises the silver bath, and since by its means disturbing organic

substances easily find their way into the bath, it is necessary before

every time of working that both baths should be tested. A few drops

of a one to one hundred solution of permanganate of potassium is added

to them ; if the rose-red colour disappear at once add a lew more drops,

and then a third time another few drops until the rose colour remains

for a minute. Then test with litmus, and eventually acidify either with

glacial acetic acid for bath 1 or with nitric acid for bath 2. With

reference to the second bath, it may be observed that it contains the

same addition of iodide of potassium as the first.

It has often happened that my pupils, who are already making

practical technical use of the stained collodion process, get thick fog

and very peculiar granularity with comet-like tails, which have a

perfectly frightful apMarauce. With three drops of permanganate of

potassium and a couple of drops of acid the fault was removed in a few

minutes, after which faultless jjlates were obtained.

The Restoration or tue Silver Bath.

The organic impurities which arise in the silver bath owing to dyes

are more difficult to remove than those which one has usually to combat

in photoijraphy. In order to reader them harmless at length cold

treatment witli perm^ganato of j)otas5ium no longer sutiices. Tiie

baths must be heated to boiling-point in a porcelain dish, and then

some 1 to 50 solution of perniaugaiiate of potassium dropped into

it first, oue drop, which usually tarns the bath brown immediately

;

then a second drop is added, and so on. Finally comes a time when
the addition of one drop more turns the liath of a rose colour. If this

colour remain for half-a-miiiute stop adding any more of the perman-

ganate solution, filter,' and, testing with litmus, acidify again with

glacial acetic acid for tlie sensitising bath and with nitric acid for the

developing bath. Pcnnangauic acid is the best of all restoratives of the

bath ; but many persons are unsuccessful in their use of it because they

add too mucli of the preparation.

Effect of the Granularity ox the Picture.s.

The slightness of the effect of the granularity of paper, which

elsewhere lias such a dis'-urbing effect, is a remarkable phenomenon in

the case of stained collodion. 1 have not infrequeutly taken the same

picture successively on ordinary iodised collodion and on stained

collodion. In the case of the first plates there was a very strongly-

marked and disturbing gi-anularity ; on the latter plates, taken with

proportionately exactli/ equal exposure, there was often not a trace of

granularity. I and my pupils have so often observed this plienomenou

that there is no longer any room for doubt respecting it, and this

circumstance forms one great advantage of the new process. The
explanation of the phenomenon is that the shadows of the grain of the

paper are only illuminated by the yellowish reflex light of the studio.

This acts on ordinary plates like black, aud therefore marks very

intensely; on stained collodion plates, on the other hand, this yellow

reflex light from the studio walls acts like white, the shadows are

not clear but dark, and so disappear.

On the Reproduction of the Colour Scale.

The accompanying photograph of tlie colour scale, when compared

with the reproduction in Vogel's Lehrhuch, shows quite surprisingly

distinctly the powerful action of the yellow and of several of the green

tints. But the action of the madder, the vermilion, and the ultra-

marine shows better in the silver print than in the lichtdruck print. *

In the silver print the tints mentioned are distinctly lighter.

It is the light-green tones that still act somewhat too powerfully :

but by the addition of cyanosiu, the absorption lines of which lie

further towards the yellow, I hope to overcome this drawback. Tlio

granular appearance of the colour lield is caused by the coating of

colour having been unequally taken on. Of course it is understood

that the plates were not retouched. At present the dyestnfl's that

render collodion sensitive to red are not in the market sufficiently pure

to justify one in recommending their addition to collodion.

A Final Word.

It is an old and well-known fact that, whenever a discovery is

published, there are immediately some people who say that they

had discovered this', or that before. This is also the case with this

stained collodion process. It is certainly quite possible th.it many
persons may have a similar process— as Braun, of Dornacht—because

the principle discovered by ine is not new ; but then they have not pnb-
' Tho print of the colour scale referred to here appeared in the Mittheilungen.

+ Dr. Eder remarks, on page 274 of the Photo. Correspondenz, that the firm of

Braun, of Dornach. "apparently brought collodion stained with cosine" into the

market, but the llrm of liraun. of l>ornach, have informed the editors of the

MiWuilungm by letter that such Is not tho case.
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lUhod tlie ai:itter, bub ku^jt it a seuret, aud, accordiug to the old axioiu,

tho claim to priority of discovery is considered the due of him who
lirst pul>lii)hea liia discovery. This applies to mo also iu the ease of

tlic process I pul>lislied fur purifying gulatiue. With regard to the
conteutimi that M. Uucoa du }iauroa was the first to take through
yellow glass : I only remark hero that as early as 1873 1 used yellow
glasses, as anyone may learn by referring to the Photo. MiUheilungen,
vol. X., p. 237. H. W. VoosL.

m

THE SCIENCE OF DEVELOPING-ROOiM ILLUMINATION.
Now that the subject of developing-room illumiuation has been well
started iu these pages, it would be a public loss should its examination
cease before the approximate limits of practical improvement have
been reached, so far as present knowledge can go. One point ought to

be decisively settled, namely, that it is unscientitic to use two or more
thicknesses of any deeply-coloured screen of the same material to

obtain a safe light in the developing-room. It is true that if feebly-

coloured glass or paper be used there may be advantages in using more
than one layer of the same material to get fair intensity of colour; but
when a substance so deeply stained as the or<liuary ruby glass is

employed a second sheet gives the extra security chiully—not entirely

—

by the general darkening of the room, and a proper screen selected on
better principles and with proper illumiuation should let as much
light through as one thickness of ruby glass, aud yet be more safe.

Two bad screens, properly selected, are likely to give a safer light

than two good screens of the same kind of glass. For instance :

suppose a photographer to possess a tolerably safe sheet of orange glass

and a tolerably safe sheet of ruby glass, and that these two sheets
could be split into four, each of half the previous thickness, the super-
position of one of the thin orange upon one of the thin ruby sheets
would be likely to give a safer light than either colour before gave by
itself, for tho simple reason that one of the combined sheets is likely

to cut off many of the particular rays which were doing mischief
through the other, aud this advantage is gained with scarcely any loss

of light by the general darkening of the room.
As a rule for practical guidance, with coloured screens of ordinary

intensity there is no doubt that two layers of the same glass should
never be superimposed to get the best results. Whether the molecules
of the one material bo in the solid, liquid, or gaseous state, the first

fairly-colonred layer does most of the sifting of the beam of white light,

and the next layer is in greater part transparent to the previously-
transmitted rays, except by darkening the room. In experiments
on the transmission of light through ice— such as setting tire to a
substance by rays brought to a focus by a lens of ice—it is usual to

lirst pass the beam from the electric lamp through a plate of ice or
through a layer of water. In the former case the plate melts rapidly; in

tlie latter, which is the better method, the water becomes nearly boil-

ing hot, but the sifted beam is in both cases practically cold, so" far as

its action on the ice lens is concerned. The substance ignited, how-
ever, by the sifted beam which will not melt ice without great delay,
becomes hot because it absorbs rays to which ice is transparent, just as
glass of one colour will absorb some of the rays to whicli glass of

another colour is transparent, as already stated. These are established
facts of physics.

Unground glass, 1 am convinced, should not be used at all for a
lantern screen to get the best results, which is the reverse of what
might be expected without previous attention to the subject, as its

preferable substitute—paper—is full of minute holes. The reasons for

this conclusion were given in my last article on this subject.
The Editors have favoured me with a piece of the remarkable green

sheet gelatine made by Mr. Woodbury, a few superimposed thicknesses
of which are green by transmitted light, whilst many superimposed
are rccL In the spectroscope a few layers of the specimen cut off all the
yellow, orange, and yellowish-green rays, but permit plenty of red, as
well as most of the blue and violet and bluish-green, rays to pass.
Hence when many thicknesses of this green medium are superimposed
the delicate blue and violet rays are gradually absorbed, until at last,

with a three-parts opa(iue set of layers, only the red rays can force their
way through, but the transmitted light is then feeble.

Coloured materials which cut much out of the middle of the visible
spectrum, but allow the two ends thereof to pa«s, often present curiinis

optical pheuomena. One of these is a solution of cyanine, which
possesses the blue of the com- flower by daylight and a bright violet
colour by gaslight—the light in which it is so difficult to exhibit a
bright violet, i'he violet of cyanine is not, however, for the most part
a true violet, but a violet made up chiefly of blue and red, as revealed
by that optical policeman—the spectroscope. Hence, as daylight wanes
and gaslight takes its place, the chemical rays become less plentifnl,
the red in the cyanine gains more proportional ascendancy, and the
liquid assumes a rich violet hue. 'J'hese effects afford a strong argument
in favour of yellowish artificial light in place of daylight behind the
coloured screens used in phototjraphy, since the chemical rays so pre-
ponderate in proportion in daylight as to thus change the colour of
particular exceptional screens of a given thickness from the colour they
possess by gaslight.

A livc-per-cent. Hulutiou of chrome aluui iu cold water, m pointed
out to mo by tho Editors, possesses curious optical prnpertiei. A
moderately-thin layer of the solution transmits greeniih-tfuo rayt ; •
layer two or more inches thick appears red when viewed by tran(-
mitted light. If the solution is in a bottle of somewhat large diameter
it is but necessary to turn the bottle upside down ; the liquid ia the
neck will appear to be of one colour by transmitted daylight, and that
in the larger part of the bottle of another colour. As in the cyanine
example, it is a liquid which absorbs much of the middle of the visible

Bpeetrum, so that when the thickness of the layer is increased most of
the blue and violet rays are absorbed ; the green and yellow have been
absent all along, and therefore the red, for the most part, find their way
through. The red light, however, is then not bright and strong ; the
safety from the blue rays has been largely purchased at the cost of
general absorption—in other words, by piling on an undesirable amount
of relative opacity, as in superimposing two sheets of ruby glass.
With a saturated solution of cyanine in alcohol and water the

thickness of the layer of the coloured liquid matters little; it is

simply blue by daylight and violet by gaslight. Its value in Dr. Vogel's
new experiments consists iu its power of cutting off the yellow, green,
and some of the red rays of the spectrum. The greens which are of any
use as fundamental screens in developing-room lanterns are yellowish-
greens, and not bluish-greens. They must also bo true greens, and not
greens produced by mixing yellow and blue colours; therefore, many
bad greens are readily available, which perhaps has been the canae of
the absence hitherto of general utilisation of green light in the
developing-room. Good greens for the purpose can easily be discovered,
and selected from a number of samples, by means of a polychromatic
negative.

Arguments drawn from photographing coloured papers or ribands are
valueless as applied to sjiectroscopic problems, because the violet mav
not be a true violet, but a mixture of red and blue ; the green may not
be a true green, but a mixture of blue and yellow, and so on with
other tints. Had the dyer used colouring matters of another chemical
composition the photograpliic results might have been different. If

the rays thrown oft' by the ribands were to be first analysed by the
spectroscope to ascertain their real nature, arguments resting upon
such a foundation would begin to be of value.
Mr. A. Pringle's statement that the great extra safety obtained by

allowing the light to fall upon the solution in the devcloping-dish at a
low angle means so much light withdrawn from the illummation of tho
plate under development is quite correct. The advantage is that by
moving the dish five or six iuches nearer to the lantern more light on
the plate can be had, i/ wanted aud tclieii wanted ; and I find it safe to
develope in that bright light all the way through. Still, the moving
of the dish six inches away to gain the two very great additioDiu
elements of safety—namely, low angle o( incident light and increased
distance from the translucent screen — gives a feeling of absolute
security which is psychically soothing. With extremely-sensitive
plates attention to these two latter points might be more necessary.
As coloured oiled silk is not made in England could not the tracing-

linen used by engineers and surveyors be stained ? (j\aaa is not trans-
lucent, ordinary papers and fabrics are too thick, and thin papers too
irregular. What is wanted is plenty of choice, on the part of the
purchaser, of many varieties of green, orange, yellow, and red. The
latter colour, I believe, will go out of general use for practical photo-
graphic purposes unless it be modified by a companion layer of green ;

but yellow and green are likely to give light more for the benefit of
the eyes. I hope Mr. W. J]. Dehenham will bring up some better screens
and more suitable lights at tho next meeting of the Photographic
Society of Great Britain, for he has not yet reached the limits of
possible improvement ; aud it would be a pity to stop half-way to
continue his antagonism with the solar spectrum.

This article is written to show reasons for further advance whore
good authorities are now stopping short. Week by week good authori-
ties in photography admit their use of two thicknesses of ruby glass ;

the point hereui advocated is that on other principles they can get equal
safety with all the illumination of less than one sheet of ruby glass. A
good authority, Mr. Prmgle, says that the chemical and other visible laj »
are in the same relative proportion iu daylight and in ordinary artificial

white lights, which is herein denied. The brilliant oxyhydrogen lime-
light and its poverty (too much generally over-estimated) in chemical rays
is an additional case in point. If my views are right—and they can bo
experimentally tested—Mr. Debenham's good light is only on the road
to tho brighter light of the future, which he ought to be the man to
introduce instead of quarrelling with the spectrum.

W. H. Habbmo.v.

EXPERIENCES ON THE THAMEa
" WnKKK to go with the camera" and obtain pretty little pictuiesiiue
"bits" has often been a puzzle to myself and, as far aa I know, to
many others to solve. With my friend, who will figure in the following
ExiKrience* on the Thnmet, I have made several excursions. One
tune we visited Kltham to get pictures of the fine old ruined abbey, said
to have a long historical past. Tho abbey is picturesque enough iu its
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way, and so is the poud close by the station ; but as i's tran<iuil surface

is brokeu by neitlier swan, duck, nor boat, our subjects were still life

only. The results we obtained did not come up to the ideal we expected.

Another time we tried Box Hill, with its pretty villas and cottages

nestling acnongst umbrageous bowers ; its rippling, meandering stream
bounded by overhanging trees ; and its fresh, sparkling waters covering

'
' Here and there a lusty trout,

And here and there a grayling.

"

Here and elsewhere on our rambles we have obtained a few interesting

negatives ; but we longed for something more, and were, moreover,
eager for adventure and novelty. At length an opportunity occurred
to myself and friend—who I will henceforth refer to as the "Philo-
sopher" (for he always did the philosophising en route)—to "do" the

Tliames from Oxford to Windsor. It took us a long time to make up
our minds to do the trip, and it took us a still longer time to make up
our minds " how to do it." We often regretted we had such a mental
supertluity.

First, the idea of a steam-launch naturally occurred to us. We
thought and dreamed of the pleasure we should have in skimming
along the tranquil surface without any labour of rowing. We would
sleep on board, cook our own provisions, and be independent of

rapacious hotel-keepers. One fatal objection was urged against such a

course : we feared we might be so enthusiastic and absorbed in our
search after the picturesque scenery of the Thames that we might
forget all about the boiler, and a blow-up might happen in consequence.
This, we argued, would cause us a considerable amount of inconvenience
and a needless destruction of valuable apparatus ; we, therefore, re-

luctantly gave up those dreams of lu.xuriating on the Thames in a
steam-launch, deciding at last to go in for a small boat, and we
wrote to Salter's, at Oxford, to arrange for the hire of a suitable vessel

(the " Philosopher " always diguilied our boat by the name of "vessel ").

At length the morning of starting arrived, but it rained in such
quantities and blew such a gale that we were naturally '

' found wanting.

"

However, next day it cleared somewhat, and at 9 a.m. we were at

Paddington, in the main-line express, bound for Oxford, rid Didcot,

arriving at our destination about two hours later. Leaving our luggage
at the station we had a look at the town.
The antiquity of Oxford is pretty remote, and is probably as great as

that of any other English city. The early chroniclers never worried
themselves about facts when fiction was equally acceptable. One of

them, who was burdened with a large amount of inventive ingenuity,
was an ecclesiastic named Gcoflfrey of Monmouth. This worthy man,
who lived in the twelfth century, gives us a very fanciful and amusing
account of the founding of this city. He declares Oxford to have been
built originally in 1009 B.C.—more than 2o0 years before Romulus
founded a city on the banks of the Tiber—by Memphric, King of tlie

Britons, "upon the ryver Temes, " and, therefore, "deserves to be
reckoned not only amongst tlie first and most antient cities of Britain,

but of all Europe and of the world." However, we know it suffered
much at the hands of the Saxons, was burnt by the Danes, and ever
8u6fered severely during the internecine wars from the Conquest to
Charles I. To its university Oxford owes its fame. It is asserted that
iu the ninth century it had become a fountain whence issued many
learned clerks ; and that amongst the earliest to endow it was King
Alfred. The separate erection of colleges for the special accommoda-
tion of students did not commence until the middle of tlie thirteenth
century. Mertou, Balliol, and University are the oldest, being founded
between the years 1264 and 1300. Altogether there are nineteen col-
leges in Oxford.

" Ye fretted pinnacles, ye fanes sublime.
Ye towers that wear the mossy vest of time

;

Ye massy piles of old munificence.
At once the pride of learning and defence

;

Ye cloisters pale that, length'ning to the siglit,

To contemplation step by step invite

;

Ye high-arch'd walks, where oft the whispers clear
Of harps unseen have swept the poet's ear

;

Ye temples dim, where pious duty pays
Her holy hymns of ever-echoing praise

;

Lo 1 your loved Isis, from the bord'rini^ vale.
With all a mother's fondnes^^ bids you hail

!

Hail! Oxford, Hail!"

The arms of Oxford are emblematical of the city's name, being au
"ox crossing a ford." At length, after being duly impre3se<l witli
respect for those venerable piles of colleges at that ancient seat of
learning, we readied Salter's, where we had hired our boat. We were
somewhat anxious about our vessel ; for wc had been liberally enter-
tained with dreadful stories of accidents to small boats, and several
kind friends had even requested us to make our wills in their favour
and then "never mind." We inquired for the manager and asked him
to show us our vessel. Ho apologised; that being Henley week he had
not quite such a large choice to offer us, at the same time showing us
several which, from their delicate taper and want of width of beam,
simply shocked our nerves. He asked us what we did want. We told
hiin we had a very large cargo of valuable apparatus, besides baggage,
including waterproofs, rugs, vast ([uantities of dry plates, cameras,
cooking utensils, &c.— in fact, all tho paraphernalia for a regular

c.impaign, all more or less valuable, and we wished to risk nothing.
What we wanted was a kind of elongated tub, or, more piojjerly

speaking, something of the lugger type. Our man thought he under-
stood and selected the most tub-like form he had iu stock. As he had
nothing broader wo were forced to be content, and forthwith gave
orders to have her fitted up with awning, for protection from the sun
(which rarely shone), and all the usual gear of sails, mattresses, towing
line, &c.

This important business completed, we took a more tranquil look at
the university town, and regretted we could not spare time to have a
few "shots " at the various colleges, for we were convinced we might
get some very interesting negatives.

After making further purciiuses of provisions, including eggs—which,
unfortunately, very soon got into a leaky condition, much to our dis-
comfiture— Ave got back to Salter's in the afternoon.
Our first act was to have a " shot " at Folly Bridge. Friar Bacon's

study, which forms the subject of our first illustration, formerly stood

on the bridge "near the end next the city," but was taken down in

1779. It is traditionally narrated that to tliis tower the great Roger
Bacon, one of tho greatest luminaries of the middle ages, used to resort

at night "to take the altitude and distance of the stars." Popular pre-

judice accused him of magic, and he was sent to Rome by the general

of his order to answer his charge, but, having cleared himself, was
sent back to England, The second illustration is the picture which we

took. The Philosopher manipulated the camera, whilst I posed myself

in a ])unt so as to form an attractive foreground. We had carried

several rigs-out in the way of changes of garment and hats, so as not to

be recognised as "that same individual again," and we even went so

far as to purchase a couple of decoy ducks, and these added variety

and "charm" whenever the foreground was a weak one. The
Philosopher wanted to get one or two decoy sw.ans. I have no doubt
this was a good idea, but, luckily for our comfort, they are not manu-
factured. Many other pictures we got in this neighbourhood, Avhich
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iiicliulcil views of the university bargeii ilown the stream, the (iraud

Pout, lie, oiul, OS we liad Salter's boats at our disposal, wc had no

difflottlty about {.rogroumU. At length, though rather late in the day,

W8 (j"t ready for the start ; but meanwhile the wind—which had already

cauiod ua serious interruption in our camera work (one camera narrowly

eseaped going to ihe bottom)—blow a regular white S(iuall. We wore

goltuix iiuitc nauiical liy this time. However, we got our l)aKg,ige and ap-

paratus on board, but our enthusi.ism was rapidly running down to zero.

Wc li.^d btarte<l and had proceeded for about a couple of hundred

yards when one of ua whispered wliether it would be wise in face of such

a •'gale " to keep on. We stopped to argue the point, but just then an

extra gust came wliich earrieil away several things out of the vessel and

one of o\ir luus. This decided the question ; so, after collecting what

wo could, we boat a haaty retre.it back to Salter's, deciding to make an

early stmt on the morrow. For the rest of that day our cameras

remained idle.

In the evening we developed a few of our plates and found wo had hit

the exposure fairly correctly. Circumstances necessitated a rapid ex-

posure; we could r.-vrely give more than a-ijuarter of a second. Our

plates registered 22 on Warnerkc's sensitomcter; and we found that,

with a rapid rectilinear lens and the No. 5 stop, a-quarter of a second

W.1S quite suliicicut for sunshine, whilst for a picture without sun we
either used a No. 3 stop or exposed longer—usually tlie former alterna-

tive, for we had rarely a chance, iu consequence of the windy weather,

of uivine more than a-quarter of a second.
' ^ .T. J. AcwoETH, F.I.C., F.CS.

(To be continued in our next.)

THE ROYAL INSTITUTION.
The Production ov CJololbkd Lights.

On Thursday, the 22ud ult., Prote.saor Uewar delivered another of hia series

of afternoon lectures at the Koyal Institution, on Flame ami Oxidation, in

the course of which he exhibited apparatus for pnxiucing coftiured flames,

which would be of use in obtaining coloured lights for experiments in

developing-room illumination. Hydrogen bums with an almost non-

luminous and colourless flame, ita tinge of yellow being chiefly due to

impurities in itself and in the air, in the shape of floating' ijarticlea of soda

salts; but this tinge ia not deep enough to do harm in the apidication of his

apijaratus to the purposes just suggested. ,.,_,.
"The apparatus consists of a kind of " spray-producer," by which the gas

is first charged with particles of any desired salt in solution, and then con-

ducted to the burner.
. » ^ ^, t, ,

To obtain a ateady flame a steady blast of gas is necessary. At the Koyal

Institution hydrogen, compressed in an iron receptacle, ia used; but any other

arrangement which gives pressure enough will answer the same purpose.

Professor Dewar charged the hydrogen gas with solution of chloro-

chniinic acid. This gave a brilliant white flame, rich in rays which act on

photographic films. It also gave off a white smoke, which, on being col-

lected on a white plate, was seen to really consist of green particles of

oxide of chromium ; indeed, the plate was coloured a bright green. By
means of a salt of sodium he gave a yellow colour to the flame, and to

inmself a ghastly appearance. In short, the apparatus affords a ready

means of keeping up a steady and large coloured flame when the operator

has a steady supply of hydrogen at sufficient pressure. It is better than

the old-fashioned plan of colouring a spirit flame by salts dissolved in the

alcohol, because many salts will scarcely dissolve therein at all; and when
they do, and arc not volatile, they often clog the \vick, and do not find

- " -lu.. :_i„ 4.i,„ a.-ne. The construction of the
apparatus is a very simple

their way in any gieat quantity into the flame,

pray producing part of Professor Dewar's a]

ii.ittor of glass-blowing
111 the course of some experiments on increasing the luminosity of flames,

rrofessor Dawar proved that increasing the quantity of air would, under
I'lrtain conditions, increase instead of decrease the light of a Bunsen's

lime. He directed a jet of air into a Bunsen's flame, and, when a

•articular steadiness and pressure of air-blast had been reached, the air

iloured the flame green where it passed through it. He also exhibited

I'raukland's experiment of buroiiig an oxyhydrogen flame under pre.ssure,

uid ita luminosity increased with the pressure. Prom this Frankland
.iiT^ued that the luminosity of flame does not necessarily depend upon
;
iirticles of solid matter liberated iu the flame, for in this experiment no

• 'lid Blatter is present. Professor Dewar said that there is some truth in

I'i'ankland's hypothesis that the luminosity of flames is due to bighly-

cndensed g.ves, and a great deal iif truth in Davy's original hyiOTtnesis

that the luminosity ia due to liberated particles of carbon or other solid

Mi.itter in the majority of cases. He next proved that the luminosity of the

'.ectric sjiark increases under extra pressure of air, but said that the result

iniKht !>' explained by a variety of hyiiotheses, so that its real cause is

littiLidt to unravel.
The lecturer further stated that some hydrocarbon compounds enter, like

I
arartine, into combination with other substances with ditticulty ; others,

like iilofiant gaa, acetylene, and naphthaline, are easily decomix)aedj or easily

ntcr into new cim'binations. In illustration of this he e.xiierinientally

uroved tliat a small quantity of bromine will quickly absorb a laiye volume
of olefiant gas, and also that bromine readily unites with naphthaline, giving

iff vaiKJur of hydrobromic acid in the act.

Pojfessor Dewar remarked that in scientific research it is sometimes
necessary to uae a flame fiee from superheated steam. Such a flame can be
most readily obtained by burning a jet of chlorine and hydrogen, mixed
near the nozzle of the burner, for sivfety, and care being taken to carry off

the hydrochloric acid gas, which is the product of the combustion.

PhOTOOHAI'HV AlTUKD TO SlDKUKAL AhTBOSOMT.

On Friday, the 23rd ult., Mr. David Gill, F.R.S., H.M. Astronomer at

the Capo of Good Hojie, delivered an evening lecture at the Koyal Insti-

tution, on JUcent Ueuarckei on the Ditlancn ojf the Fixed Start. iMfd Kowo
presided , and among the listeners were Professor Huxley, Professor Tyudall

,

Dr. Uuggins, Lady Arthur Kussell, Mr. William Crookes, Dr. Edmunds,
Pi-ofessor Dewar, and Dr. Mann. There was a large attendance altogether.

Mr. Gill began by stating that the atudy of sidereal astronomy is par-

ticularly fascinating. Wo gaze upon the galaxies of suns which surround
us, and wish to loam whence wo come and whither we are drifting in the

realms of space, and what is the (M)»ition of our own sun in the starry liiwt.

Are the nAnila; for ever to retain their ghostlike forms, or are they con-

densing into sous? The discoveries of the pa.st prove that "art is hui},' and
life is fleeting," and that in the li>ng nin careful observation will do mori!

than the most brilliant siwculations. He would not, however, undervalue
the imaginative faculty; for nothing else wcnild sweeten the dreary watches
of the night and make the work of the astronomer a labour of love. Ho
then s|K)ke of the distances of the fixed stars, so far off that before 1832 all

attempts to measure the distances of any of them had failed, and then iii-

formation began to be gained by comiiarinc small changes in their position

I

in relation to other stars ajiijarently near them. Henderson, of the C»|.e

Observatory, was the first to obtain the parallax of a star by dii-ect

measurement, and the distance of the stars is so great that it is customary
to state their position by the time light takes to travel from them to tho
earth. Light takes SUO'aeconds or ii}i minutes to come from the sun to the
earth ; this estimate of the time ia probably right within one second. The
distance of the sun from the earth is about 93 millions of miles ; this esti-

mate of distance is probably correct within 200,000 miles. The time in

which light travels to the earth from other fixed stars than our sun has to

be expressed in years, the other stars beini; so fai' off. He and a young
American astronomer. Dr. Elkin, had for two years been measuring the
distances from the earth of some stars in the southern hemisphere, by
means of a telescope with a divided object glass, the two halves of which
could be placed at measured angles in relation to each other. The result

of their observations was that light was 4'3(> years in travellini! from
Centauri to the earth ; 8'6 years from Sirius ; Lacaille (0352) 11 years ;

E Indi, 15 years; O 2, Eridaui, 1S)0 years; Eridani, 230yeais; TucaiuE,
."UO yeais. The broad conclusions at which they had arrived were that
neither tho apparent sire nor apparent proper motiim of a star gave any
true idea as to its distance from the earth. Mr. Warren De la Rue was
the father of the application of astronomy to photographic observatiims,

and his results were well known to all present. Of late ycare great strides

have been made in the chemistry of photography, especially in metlu>ds

of manufacturing highly-sensitive dry plates, so that photography is in-

creasing in its power of giving aid to astronomy.
The lecturer then exhibited on the screen, by the aid of the electric

lamp, some photographs of the great nebula of Orion, taken at Ealing.
The time of exposure of the plates had varied from one minute to one
hour, the latter giving a splendid representation of Orion. No hand of

fallible man (said the speaker) had touched these representations; the soul

of the artist was not in them, but so much the better for science. Elaborate
drawings of Orion had been made and engraved in the past; but a hundred
years hence, if astronomers were given the choice between the destruction
of all the engravings or of the photographs he held in his hand, he thoin;ht

they would vote unanimously for the preservation of the photographs at

the sacrifice of the drawings. Was it not, then, the duty of the scientific

world to begin the photographing of the heavens? Did not future genera-
tions demand the performance of the work as a duty to them ? A photo-
graphic library of the heavens was wanted, but the work must be done by
proper instruments made for tho purpose ; and it was a work which
must bo done on a national scale. Mr. Norman Lockyer had recently
declared that the future of astronomy lay in photography, and had laid a
proposition in practical form before the Royal Astronomical Society. Mr.
Lockyer also considered it to be the duty of the nation to take up tho
work. He (Mr. Gill) would conclude his remarks by (]Uoting the words of

Sir John Herschel—words as beautiful as they were just, and uttered in

the early days of stellar astronomy, when the strongholds of space wero

i'ust beginning to yield to scientific research. What a pleasure it would
Lave been to Sir John Herschel, could he have seen the photographs of tho
nebula he so laboriously studied ! The following words of Sir John Herschel
were uttered forty-two years ago, in presenting the medal of the Royal
Astronomical Society toM . Bessel, for his reseaiches on the annual parallax
of the star 61, Cygni :

—"Such resiUts are am<mg the fairest flowers of civilisa-

tion. They justify the vast expenditure of time and talent which have led up
to them ; they justify the lauguaRe which men of science hold, or ou^ht to
hold, when they appeal to the governments of their respective countries for

the liberal devotion of tho national means in furtherance of the Kreat objects
they propose to accomplish. They enable them not only to hold oift but to
redeem tneir promises, when they profess themselves productive labourers
in a higher and richer field than that of mere material and physical advan-
tages. It is, then, when they become (if I may venture on such a figure
without irreverence) the messengers from heaven to earth of such stu-

pendous announcements as must strike every one who hears them with
almost awful admiration, that they may claim to lie listened to when they
rejieat in every variety of urgent instance, that these are not the last of
such announcemouts wnicli they shall have to communicate—that there are
yet behind, to search out and to declare, not only secrcta of nature which
shall increase the wealth or jiower of man, but truths which shall eiiiioblu

the age and the country in which they are divulged, and, by dilating tho
intellect, react on the moral characti^r of mankind. Such truths are things
((uite as worthy of struggles and sacrifices as many of the objects fur which
nations contend and exhaust their physical and moral energies and re-
sources. They are gems of real and duralile glory in the diadems of princes,
and coiiuiiesta which, while they leave uu teua behind them, cuutuuefvr
ever unajteuable."
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RECENT PATENTS.

PATENTS APPLIED FOR.
No. 8,351.—" Photographic Apparatus." S. M. Mkssinesi, 16, Philpot

lane, E.G.—Dated May 28, 1884.

No. 8,463.—" Photographic Cameras." S. D. McKellkn.—Doferf May
31, 1884.

No. 8,470.—" Photographic Camera for Travelling Purposes. " J. Joykeh.
—Dated May 31, 1884.

New Apparatus for the Exposing of Photographic Sensitive
Plates in Cameras.

This is the specification of John and Alfred George Hopkins, of

Hoddesdon, Herts.

OcR invention as above, to be designated hereafter as the simplex slide

and reversible camera back, consists of a perfectly light-tight box or

slide, made so as to receive the plate in a carrier, which said carrier is

made to run in grooves in slide, and which cannot get displaced when
putting in or taking out plates. This said slide is made perfectly imijer-

vious to light by means of a simple lid affixed to the plate carrier, in such

a manner that when the said carrier confciining sensitive plate is pushed
home into the slide, and by means of a simple turn of screw let in on top

of slide into a screwed plate on plate carrier to keep it fixed, it becomes
perfectly proof against light. The camera back is so made, with an
opening on top the exact size of the plate slide, which, when exposure is

to be made, it is fixed thereto by means of two levers each side of b.ack

inserted in small grooves made in plate slide, which by this means makes
the whole perfectly rigid. The exposure of plate is made by simply

removing the small screw on top of slide, and inserting a rod with screw
at end, so as to screw into plate carrier, by which means the plate is let

down or drawn up at will of operator; the said rod to be just the lengtli

of slide, so that by simply pushing the plate carrier down in grooves into

the said back the sensitive plate is kept in position by means of a spring,

which is attached to back of plate carrier. The plate is then ready for

exiHjsing. The camera back is made with a door, so that the focussing-

screen can be inserted or taken out without interfering whatever witli

I^late slide when attached to camera back, so that the focussing of a sub-

ject and exposure of plate on same becomes a most simple and very easy
method and very quickly done.
Having now particularly described and ascertained the nature of our

said invention, and in what manner the same is to be performed, we declare
that what we claim is

—

1. The plate carrier, with spring back and light-tight lid affixed.

2. The slide or box to receive plate carrier.

3. The ai'rangement of rod, with screw end passing through top of slide

into a screw plate on carrier, for bringing into position the sensitive plate
into camera back for exposure and then also into slide after.

4. The arrangement of the screw passing through top of slide into screw
plate of carrier, for keeping slide impervious to light when closed.

.5. Reversible camera back, made with an opening to receive plate slide.

6. Levers on camera back, for making slide quite rigid when brought
into grooves of slide.

7. Method of inserting focussing-screen into camera back without inter-

fering with slide while attached to the back.
8. The camera back can be made to fit any camera, and any number of

slides can be used with same.

CDntemp0rarg ^xtss,

A SIMPLE TEST FOR THE DETECTION OF A BROMIDE
IN THE PRESENCE OF AN IODIDE.

[E.VGLISH MBCIIASIC]

When chlorine or chlorine water is added to a soluble iodide in the
presence of starch or dextrine, the well-known violet-coloured iodide of
starch is produced, this compound being destroyed by excess of chlorine,
owing to the formation of chloride of iodine. A solution of bleaching
powder or of sodium hypochlorite behaves in a similar ma»ner when sub-
stituted for the chlorine or chlorine water.
When chlorine or chlorine water is added to a soluble bromide in the

presence of starch or dextrine a yellowish-brown or br»wn colouration is

produced, according to the amount of bromide present or to the state of its

dilution. This colour is not so easily destroyed by excess of chlorine.
With a solution of bleaching powder or of sodium hypoolilorite no coloura-
tion is produced until an acid (in most cases dilute sulphuric acid is prefer-
able) has been added, when we get the ordinary colouration duo to bromide.
Uv>on this fact depends the following simple test for the detection of a

bromide in the jiresence of an iodide:—To the solution containing an iodide
and a bromide starch or dextrine is added, and then a drop or two of solu-
tion of bleaching powder or of sodium hypochlorite, when the violet colour
indicating the iodide a]>pears. Sufficient hypochlorite solution is now added
carefully to produce the chloride of iodine, or until the blue colour dis-
appears. Then, on the addition of dilute sulphuric acid, the brown colour
indicating the bromide is at once brought out.

The bromide reaction is by no mean so delicate as that of the iodide, but
from fxi^eriments made it was found possible to detect s'sth of a grain of
bromide of |K>t:>ssium when nii,\ed with jjjth of a grain of iodide of
iwtassium in a concentrated solution, and Jth of a grain of the bromide in
the presence of j^^th of a grain of iodide when dissolved in one fluid ounce
of water.
The test was applied to the concentrated fluid obtained by the evapora-

tion of twenty ounces of sea water tn the luilk of thn-v' ounces, and an

excellent result was obtained. A similar experiment with 1,000 grains of

sea water was also made. In this case the salts deposited were removed,
and the mother liquor concentrated to a very small bulk. On applying the
test there was an abundant indication of bromide.
The test has also been ajjplied when the iodide and bromide were mixed

with salts of tlie following metals, viz. :—Potassium, sodium, ammonium,
aluminum, zinc, and magnesium, with excellent results. With barium,
strontium, and calciimi the reactions were distinct, but on account of the
precipitated sulphates when dilute sulphuric acid is employed the colour of
the bromine is not so definite. Hydrochloric acid may in such cases be
substituted for sulphuric acid, and excellent results obtained. With salts

of chronium, iron, manganese, nickel, and cobalt the test cannot be applied.
If a bromide or an iodide should be present with these metals they can be
detected by first precipitating the met.als by means of potassic hydrate, and
then examining the filtrate in the usual way.
Also in the presence of the following salts of the alkali metals—sul-

phates, chlorides, phosphates, carbonates—with satisfactory results. With
soluble sulphides an opalescence occurs due to precijiitated sulphur, which
hides the bromide reaction. The iodide is also unworkable in the presence
of a sulphide. If, however, the sulphide is precipitated by zinc sulphate
solution, the filtrate may then lie employed to detect both the bromide and
and iodide with excellent results. With chromates the reactions are also
indefinite. In tliis case the chromic acid may be reduced by sulphurous
acid to chromic oxide condition, then precipitated by potassic hydrate, and
the filtrate examined for the bromide and iodide.
In the [iresence of a chloride the bromide is tested for in the same way,

and, having the ehlorochromio .acid test specially for the chloride, this test

leaves nothing to be desired in the detection of these three acids when
mixed in a solution. Henry Thos. Jonf.h.

Universitij of Aberdeen.

#«r CBtrttnnal %Mt,
The Royal Academy Illustrated.

- London; Chapman axd Hall.

In this, the first of a new series of illustrated guides to the Royal

Academy, Mr. Henry Lassalle has collected together nearly two hundred

of the principal works of art in the different classes in this year's

collection. The work resembles more in its character the llltintrated

Catalogue, of the Parit Salon than our own Academy Notes, the illus-

trations being for the most part of full-page size, and have been repro

duced by a photographic process from the sketches supplied by the

artists themselves. We learn from the editor's preface that the idea of

the work was only conceived a few days before the opening of the

exhibition. The task of collecting together in so short a time so large

a number of pictures must, therefore, be considered to have been carried

out in a most admirable manner; and it may be hoped that, with more

time in future years and the increased facilities brought by experience,

Mr. Lassalle will be able to achieve even greater success.

All About Derbtwhirs.
Derby; R. Kekne.

This is a pretty volume of nearly 400 pages, consisting, os the preface

informs us, of a number of occasional articles contributed to various

journals by Mr. E. Bradbury descriptive of Derbyshire scenery. Mr.

Bradbury's name is not unknown to our readers, he having contributed

one or two articles to our Where to Go with the Camera series last year.

His style is clear and pleasant, and the character of the book is as far

removed from the matter of fact "guide-book " pattern as it is possible

to be conceived. The work is profusely illustrated by woodcuts and

photographs, the latter consisting of full-page platinotype prints pro-

duced from his own negative by the publisher, Mr. R. Keene, whose

photographs have also been utilised by the wood engraver. The book

will form an elegant addition to the libraries of lovers of English

scenery

.

Mttim%% of ^QtxtXm,—»- -
MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Date of Meeting,
[

Najno of Society". Place of Meotiiig.

5a, Pall Mall East.
in 1 Bolton Club The Studio, Chancerv-lanc.

Tenii>erance Hall.

Anderton's Hotel, FIt-et-f-trect.

Masons" Hall, lia^injrluiU-strct-t.

Morlcy House, Sliakespcate-st.

,, 11 Photographic Club
„ 12 London and Provincial

JO Notts ...

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
At the meeting of this Society, held cm the L'Ttli ult., the chair was

occupied hy Mr. A. L. Henderso;
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Letters were read that had been received from Mrs. H. Baden Pritchard
and from tlu' dauptliter nf the Rev. K. F. Statham avknowIod);in^ letters of
condolence whicli hatl been sent by the Society.

A coniMiiinication was also read from itr. Berrym.an, in answer to
one that had been written by Mr. A. Haddon, Curator of the Hociety,
roiinn8tin>; a lecture and demonstration of the enamel process as practised
by .Mr. Bcrrynian. This ^'entleman's reply consisted of a promise that he
would ill the atitiinm comply with the request of the Society.
Mr. A. Cowan said it liad often been stilted that the addition of chrome

alum to nn emuUion h.id the effect of shiwing development; it had
also Ijcen asserted that it made the emulsion slower—that i-i, less sensitive.

Ho now jiroduced two nep;ativo9 which had lieen similarly oxiwsed and de-
veloped together in the same dish. The one phato had been coated with an
ordinary emulsion ; to the other chrome alum in th<" ])roportioii of one grain
to ei^ht ounces had been added before coating. Tliere wjis no noticciblo
ditference between the two negatives either in apiiarent sensitiveness or
ilonsity.

The Ch.mriian had always foimd that a soft gelatine gave greater aensi-

tivene.ss than a har<l one; tnere might, however, be great advantage in the
usii of ehronie alum, as development could then bi' conducted warm. Ho
reipK'sted Mr. Cowan to try the effect of hot, weak solutions on the plates
and to reisn-t the result.

Mv. W. Conn remarked that chrome alum solution required to be verj'

carefully mixed with the emulsion or it would cifljse parts of it to become
gelatinised. He had obtained some of his most sensitive emulsions when
using a hard gelatine.

Mr. W. E. Df.bknu.^m said his exiierience was similar to that of Mr.
Cobb's. ..,,

Mr. W. A[. Ashman thought that in the case of the negatives shown the
I>oint was that sensitiveness had been tibtajned before the chrome alum
wiw added. A small quantity of this salt did not render gelatine insoluble,

as was exemplified in a solution used as a substratum. Mr. Cow.an had
proved that, even if the gelatine were hard, development went on all the
same,
Mr. Cowan had reccive<l a letter from a gentleman whom he had in-

^-Inicted in the emulsion i>rocess, and who wjis now at the Cape of Good
Hojie. The writer mentioned having a batch of emulsion the gelatine in

which, from long keeping, had become decomi)osed and useless ; upon
adding fresh gelatine it had given pictures surpassing in quality and
rapidity those that had been obtained from it in the ordinary wny.
Mr. Cobb said that this pointed to the desirability of allowing the gela-

tine to bccimie di-composed.
.Mr. H. .S. SiAKNEs suggested the use of a very small quantity of gela

tine, and of allowing it to become entirely decompised.
The Chairman said that if either a hard gelatine were used or the

chrome alum .added to an emulsion the result would not be affected

I
thereby, jirovided the plate were soaked before the commencement of the
di'velopmiiit ; but if pyio. were used in the first instance the film became
parchmentised. It was found that the addition of metagelatine to an
emulsion induced greater speed.
Mr. Starnem described a dark slide made of sheet tm, which he would

Ipro<luce at a future meeting.
Tile Chaikman referred to two develo|)ed but unfixed i)late3 that had

I
been shown at the previous meeting. To prevent development from going
'in, these plates had been for a short time immersed in a solution containing
;i small quantity of bromide of potassium and of nitric acitl. The eifect of

this had been that the image was reduced, and, indeed, it happened in

R the case of the more powerful image that it was removed altogether. He
(the Chairman) then showed a clamp, which had been lent him by Sir. V.
York, to bo used instead of a cainer.a-stand, in places where the emjjloy-
ment of the latter would be impracticable. It consisted of a top with
screw for attachment to the base of the camera, connected by means of a
universal joint with a cramp for fixing to a window sill, the edge of a
vehicle, or any convenient siqijiort. Ho also showed a negative taken the
previous day, at Kpsom, of the hoi-ses starting for the Derby.
Mr. Dkhknham then exhibited a lantern to demonstrate that comiwsite

,
white light might safely be employed for dHvelojiing purposes. In the

B
sides of the lantern were two parafHno lamps—cme glazed with glass of a
yellowish-green colour and the other with a sheet of stained-red. The
'

' ' froni these lamps was not allowed to f.all upon the front of the
;i direct, but was received on a sheet of white cardboard cinved to

I :.(' Iiack of the liintepn, over the front of which a sheet of tissue-paijcr
\\ as Btiftched. To compare the light thus produced with that resultnig
i lom roflectii>n only—and which it had been said was sufficiently safe for
ieveloping purposes—the coloured screens were removed from the lamps
Hid the wicks turned low. The light from the front of the lantern was
lien to the eye very similar to the composite light first exhibited. A
i ariation was now shown by means of which still greater safety could lie

. ttained. The coloured glasses were re-inserted, but a sheet of yellow
laper was s\ibstituteil for the white cardbtiarfl employed as the reflecting
surface in the first experiment. The yellowing effect to the eye resulting
from this change was less than might have been cxi>ectcd.

In order t<i test the photographic effect of these lights several of the
members—including Mr Ashman, Mr. J . .J. Briginshaw, Mr. J. Cadett,
-\Ir. Cowan, Mr. Debenham, and some others—adjournejl to an adjoining
'l.arkened room. Mr. Cadett was selected to decidi; the distance at which
111- could read ordinary print for each of the lights to be tried, the wicks,
!i A'.' Alt, Ix'ing so adjusted as to make these distances as nearly a» possible
' I'l^J. .Mr. -Vshman exposed a portion of a plate -which had be,!u snp-
|li' il by Mr. Cowan for the purisise— full square to e;«;h light, for a period
of one minnte, at the reading distance as found by Mr. Cadett. The plate
was then developed in the ap[>liancc exhibited by Mr. Debenham at the
previous meeting, and handed round to the members. A strong impression
was found to have been jiroilueed by the reflected light, when n.-<e<l without
eiiloured screens; but no trace of an image bad resulted from cxixwure to

the composite white light, reflected either from the white cardboard or
from the yellow pa|ior. In reply to a question,
Mr. Cowan said that the plate just us>xl wan one regintering 19 on the

sensitometcr.
The Chairman said he would now repeat the oxpariment he had iihuwn

some time previously at a meeting of the Society, and which had Ixsen

sneered at at the time as unscientific, but which ho considered to bo the
same in principle as the comixisite light just shown. The idea, ho might
say, ho had obt.ained from Mr. J. W. Swan. Two gan jets were light<-a

—

one turned low, and the other surrounded by a globe of ruby glnsi. An
opaiiue object was then placed in such a position as to cast side by sidi-

shaciows from the two burners upon a pa|>cr screen. (Jne of them
shadows was, he (the Chairman) observed, red, and the other green. If

tlio light proceeding from these portions of the pa|)cr were combined a
compound liglit would be proauce<l similar to that shown by Mr.
Debenham.
Mr. Debenham pointed out that the shadow from the red light only

appeared green by contrast. The green-looking space was simply illuminated
by the uncovered burner, and to use the light from this in conjunction
w-ith that from the red covered light would only bo to use white and red
light together.
Mr. Hauix)n remarked that the eye_ supplied the effect of the colour

complementary to that actually falling upon it.

Mr. St.vi'iNKS said ho was much obliged to Mr. Debenham for demon-
strating the truth of the remarks which he (Mr. Starnes) had made as to

the use of .an artificially-produced white light obtained by the snperpoxition

of coloured lights. Those remarks had been denounced by Mr. I^ewis

Wright and by the Editors of Thk Bihtish Journal ok Photography ;

but he was glad to see that their correctness was now fully demon-
strated.

Mr. Debenham was afraid he could not lay claim to Mr. Stames's grati-

tude. As he understood it, Mr, Stanies proposed to convert rays of one
colour and refrangibility into those of another colcmr and refrangifiility.

If two madia could be employed, each of which transmitted one ray of the
sjjectrum only, and this ray was not the same for each, the superiiosition

of these media would produce darkness. All the available coloured media
—at all events when used of moderate thickness —allowed rays to pasa
from some considerable portion of the spectrum. Thus the red and the
green gl.asses he had been using both allowed yellow to pass, and therefore,

if superposed, let yellow light through. Tiie sui)erposition of coloured
lights upon a reflecting screen was. however, quite different from the
superposition of coloured screens sucn as he had understood Mr. Stames
to ad vocate.

Mr. Debenham inquired whether the Chairman had brought the lami>
with diffraction grating (which, at the last meeting, had been stated to

jiroduce such a remarkable et" ' "

tion.

effect) for the puriK>se of test and demonstra-

The Chairman had not brought it, but would do so on a future occasion.

Ultimately the 13th instant was fixed upon for the purjiose.

Mr. Starnes replied that ho had proijosed the suiierposition of colouretl

lights, and had not mentioned that of either coloured gl.isses or other
transmitting mediums.

It was announced that Mr. \V. Coles's lecturette on Altering the Dtnaitu
of Gelatine NeyatirfS would be given on the 12th instant.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF IRELAND.
The closing meeting for the session of 1883-4 was held in the Royal College
of Science for Ireland, on Wednesday evening, the 21st ult,—Mr, Thomas
A. Rewlcy in the chair.

Mr. Howard Gkubb, F.R.S., delivered a most interesting and instructive

discoui-so on Photographic Lenses, in the course of which he described the
nature of lenses in generfvl and the way in which rays i>f light were refracteil

in their passage through them. He next touched on the many errors
arising from spherical and chromatic aberration, astigmatism, &c., and the
various means adopted for the correction of such errors iu different types of

lenses used in photography.
An animated discussion followed, in which the Chairman, Messm, J. V,

Robinson, H. Bewley, E, P. Johnson, (1. Pirn, and others took [lart.

Mr. R. C. W.\LKER showed a single "back" whieli he had constnicte-l
almost entirely of Willesden paper, and which was found to answer
exceeduigly well, being very light and portable.

The meeting was then adjourned to October next.

LIVERPOOL AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC AS.SOCIATION,

The monthly meeting of this Society was hold at the Free Library, on
Thursday, the 2Jth ult.,—Dr. Kenyon, President, in the chair.

The minutes of the May meeting having boon read and confirmed,
Messrs. Ci'oss, Hea|)e, and .Stott were elected members of the Association.
The Hon. Secretary read a letter from the .Secretaries of the Associated

Scientific Societies, and also the balance sheet of last year's toirif. With
reference to the suggestions of the Committee contained in the letter,

Mr. J. H. T. Ki.LKRBKCK prop<i«ed and Mr. B. BooTHRoyo seconded
a resolution that the Liverpool Amateur Photographic Association should
repe.it its guarantee of £5 towards the funds of the .Vssixjiated mirce.

Sonio discussion ensutwl a-* to the proptt.Hal3 of Mr. Leslie for more ex-
tended action on the part of the .\ssociate.l Scientific So:;ieties of Livertx^il.

Finally Mr. Boothrovii proposed and .Mr. A. BiKS seconded a resolution

that the present delegates of tlie .\ssociation to the Assiciated Committee
bo re-elected, an I that they be instructed to rop:<rt further to the Societ/
on the subject of Mi-. Ijeslie's proposals.

Both the resolutions were assented to.
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Mr. A. Bebr exhibited and explained a new and very ingenious changiug-

Mr. E. RoBEKTS showed a fine negative developed by himself mth—
Wa3hin'4 soda 1 ounce.

Bromide of potaasium 3 grains.

Water 10 ounces.

Tyro 10 grains.

This formula had been given in the present year's Almanac, and Mr.

Roberts said he found it a capital developer, giving clean negatives of good

printing colour and density.

Tlie Chairman asked Mr. Roberts how this developer actsd as regards

fog.

Mr. J. H. Day remarked that an artist friend of his had used tlie soda

developer exclusively for some time with the very beet results, but he (Mr.

Day) would like information as to rapidity of action.
^

Mr. Roberts said that he had only used this fonnula with some Swan s

jiUtes which he had kept by him for some two years, and with these plates

he certainly found it slow'; but jjossibly it would not diifer from other

developers in this respect when fresh plates were used. There was perfect

freedom from fog.

Mr. Rogers and the Cliairman exhibited specimens of Mr. George

Smith's sciopticon camera. This, little camera nieasvirea when folded

'2i X Sjj X 4g, and weighs imiicr 1| pound ; yet it carries a SJ-inch square

lilate, and has a ran,i,'e of focus of from 2| to 12 inches. The dcjuble dark

slides are correspondingly light, and the whole work in the most siniji'e

and yet rigid manner ; tliere is a rising front and a swing back. The
great novelty is the manner in which the extra range of focus is provided

for without detriment to the field of short-focus lenses, and in this respect

tlie pattern is the very modfl of perfection. At last photographers have

an apiiaratus so portable that it can be carried anywhere without fatigue,

and yet of such range of power and rigidity that thei-e is really no
drawback in regard to efficiency. Mr. Smith's persevering efforts to

introduce lightness without sacrifice of power into photon;raphio appa-

ratus have thus at last .attained a comjilete success. A light stand is in

course of preparation ; meanwhile, tlie original scenograph with stand

answers |)erfectly for mountain work.
The Chairman called attention to some good prints of portraits and

groups taken by Mr. H. N. Atkins with one of Smith's cheap single

lenses.

Mr, Watts read a paper, On the Development of Instantaneous Pirtures [see

page 3r)9], and passed round a number of prints in illustration of his

i-emarks.

The Chairman, in proposing a cordial vote of thanks to Mr. Watts for

his careful and useful paper, remarked that the Society was much indebted
to Mr. Watts for his paper and for the trouble he had taken in preparing
negatives to illustrate it. He (the Chairm.an) had little doubt but that the

principle enunciated by Mr. Watts was the correct one, and would in

practice be found of substantial benefit. This was testified by the rela-

tive times occupied by the development of the negatives exhibited, and to

some extent by the relative densities of the negatives; but, as to detail, it

was noteworthy that the difference between the neg.atives exhibited in this

respect was scarcely appreciable. Tliis corresponded with the recorded
experience as to ditferent i>roportions of bromide in the devt^loper, viz.,

that a large proportion of hromide, although it lengthened the period of

development, produced no real loss of detail.

Mr. H. N. Atkin.s had, since the last meeting, been experimenting
in the direction pointed out by Mr. Crowe in his valuiible remarks at the
April meeting, and found liis formula; work admirably.
Mr. Watts said that he thought it important to use sulphite of soda in

fresh solution of pyro., and alluded to the tendency of sulphite to change
to sulphate if tl)0 solutions were kept too long.

Mr. Chowe exhibited some specimens of his instantaneous work, taken in
the streets of Liverpool on the t^ueen's liirthday.

The Ch.virman explained a new apparatus by Lancaster, of I!irmingham,
for affixing a camera to a bicycle.

The meeting, which wa? numerously attended, was then adjourned to
the last Thursday in .Tune.

*-—

DKRBY PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
At a meeting held at Rodney-chambers, Coi-n Market, Derby, on Wednes-
day, the 2«tli ult., Mr. Arthur J. Cox occupying the chair, the Derby
Pliotographic Society was fonned for the promotion of the art.

About twenty members were enrolled, and the Society shows every pros-
[>o;:t of being a most successfid undertaking. Among those elected were
lessrs. C. E. Abney, Ricliard Keene, Arthur.]. Cox, H. ArnoUl Bemrose,

.1. E. Kaye, .1. W. Price, and T. Scotton. Mr. Fred. W. .Simpson, Hamil-
t in Villas, Mill Hill, Derby, was elected Hon. Secretary.
The first meeting will be hold this month, when a paper will be read

on some photographic subject by a member of the .Society, and will be
followed by a discussion.

,

,

*

BOLTON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The first outdoor meeting of the season w.ag held on .Saturday, the 24th
ult., at Adiington, near Chorlcy. The weather was beivutifuliy fine and
clear, and caused a good muster of memljers to assemble. About twenty
(including some friends) left Trinity-street station for Chorley, and thence
w.^lkcd on to Y^arrow. As most of the members were fully armed for
photographic warfare their apijearance caused no little surprise to the
natives, and in one or more instances the object of the strange party was
rather energetically canvassed.
The woods behind Yarrow hotel proved fertile in "bits," and the

members soon began operations. Modesty prevents us stating the number
of plates exixwed, but the manufacturers certainly had an "innings,"

S

Proceeding through the woods the party emerged on the banks of tie canal

above Adlington. Not " striking ile " a start was made for the Bolioniau s

clysium—Rivington. Plates were exposed on the house and b.'autiful

grounds of the late Mr. Martin, and it was getting late in the evenmg
when a reunion took place at the " Black Lad " for tea.

Thanks to the kindly forethought of Mr. R. Harwood, tea was soon

served and fully appreciated. Great praise is indeed due to mine hostess

for the liberality of lier catering. After spending some time in strolbng

around the lakes a start was made for Horwicli Station, and the party

arrived in Bolton .about nine o'clock. The trip was thoroughly eujoyed,

and it is hoped that future outdoor meetings may be favoured with similar

weiither,

The next meeting is appointed to take place at New Brighton.

NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

A MEETING of this Association was held on Wednesday, the 4th instant, at

tlie Mechanics' Institute, Ilanley,—Mr. C. Alfieri, Vice-President, in the

chair. .

Mr. R. S. Bl'RGEHS exhibited two instant.aneous shutters received from

Mr. .1. .T. Atkinson, of Liverpool—the " Kirkby " and " Eclipse."

The Chaihjian exhibited two shutters of his own manufacture, both

opening and closing in th»i centre, working behind the lenses, and forming

.at the same time the sliding-front of the camera, the weight of the whole

being but a few ounces.

A shutter sent by Messrs. Reynolds .and Briinson was also exhibited.

It w.as unanimously agreed tliat, as the Society could work more harmo-

niously free from the professional element, with the exception of one

gentleman, the names of the above be erased from the list of members,

and that tlie Society henceforward be designated the " North Staflfordshire

Amateur Photographic Association," the following gentlemen constituting

the committee :—Messrs. Emery, Alfieri, Burgess, Taylor, Insull, Kamp-
t 111, and Kirkby. o- u i

It was resolved that an excursion be made on Wednesday, .Tune 2oth, to

Alton and Froghall, per conveyance from Stoke-on-Trent, the members to

assemble there, each to have the privilege of bringing a lady friend. It

w as also resolved to engage permanently a room at the Potteries Mechanics

Institute, Hanley, for purposes of holding meetings, giving demonstra-

tions, &c. . ,

After some interesting conversation and discussion upon various photo-

graphic topics the meeting was terminated.

I

I

BERLIN ASSOCIATION FOR THE CULTIVATION OF
PHOTOGRAPHY.

This Society met on the 21st March,—Professor H. W. Vogel in the chair.

Several new members were .admitted.

A letter from Paris was then read, in which Herr Trant described

Klary's method of colouring photographs, so as to make them look like

water-colour drawings, and a new retouching pencil by Faber.

Herr V. KoLKOW incjuired what was the best sort of glass for the roof of

a glass-house, and several of the members present recounted their ex-

periences with different sorts of glass. He (Herr Kolkow) then mentioned

that some Westendori> gelatine plates, which h,ad been taken on a ^"fth-

Pole expedition, and had been subjected to a temperature of 30% had

behaved very well; but, unfortunately, most of them appeared over-

exposed.
. , , I,.

Herr Twchentscher sent some cuff-studs ornamented with photographic

portraits, the preparation of which he makes a speciality. The picture

side of the photograph is coated with gelatine and affixed to the back of a

r.iund glass, and then the whole fixed by itiUimantine cement to a stud b.ack.

Herr T schentscher coniiJaiued that the photographs generally soon turned

yellow, and inquired whether that might be caused by the gelatine or the

cement?
No one being acquainted with the cement named, it was not possible to

say anything positive (Ui tliat point; but one of the front jilates which

was pulled off from the stud part was pronounced to have an acid taste,

and the probability is that acid in the cement was the cause of the yellowing.

It was s.aid that many of the cements sold under various names consist

mainly of gelatine and acetic acid.

Herr Chhistmann remarked that pictures mounted with gelatine upon

glass yellow more rapidly than those mounted in the usual way—perhaps
owing to the acid in the gelatine.

The i)rograninie of the Photographic Society of Great Britain was then

discussed, particular attention being given to the standard stops. Some
members approved of the idea, while others considered it impracticable

and the gradations not gradual enough.
^

Herr (iRAF showed some plaque portraits and an embossing press. The
p<irtraits were much admired ; but it was suggested that they wanted some
protection from air and dust, either in the form of a glazed frame or of a

coat of varnish.
i

•
i

Herr Kurtze exhibited a large collection of landscapes and architectural

views.
. .

The Chairman gave an account of his experiments towards giving the

true optical value of colours to photographic reproductions of pictures. He
showed a photograph of a colour scale taken by the old method, and the

same by a newer method. The difference between them was very strikmg.

Chrome yellow, yellow ochre, and Schweinfurt's green all appe.ared lighter

than ultramarine blue. Red lead and vermilion were both lighter than

formerly. Alizarine, on the other hand, by the new method of staining

films, is darker tlian formerly.
The short lecture was listened to with great interest, and at its con-

clusion the meeting was adjourned.
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ALBUMENISKD PAPER.
To the Editobs.

Gsxri.KMB«J,—For soiue time past I have useil almost exclusively tlio

i-eacly-TOiiBitised \Mxpet now so common. Tliis, though undoubtedly con-

venient !Uid j)osseisiing some advantages, has also disadvantages, wliicli

make me dcsii-ous of giving it un.

results at all apinoaching tlio.so I obtain on the rcady-sensitised, nor even

equal to those 1 once obtained with ease. Comparing some of my pictures,

produced before the days of ready-sensitised papers, I can but aigh and
wish that I could equal them now.

. ,

What is the re.ison of this falling off ? I am myself convinced that it is

in the pajjei-s supi/lied at the present time (I nave tried most of them
of gmxi repute, with similar results), for only a few weeks ago I acciden-

tally came across a-quarter sheet of albumenised paper that nmst have been

in my possession at least twelve years, and uiion trying it, as a matter of

curiosity, I was surprised and struck with the marked difference in its

Iwhaviour as compared with modern samples. Not only was the quality of

the prints better than I am now accustomed to, but the results were

got without any trouble or "nursing" in the toning and fixing.

If, as I believe, the modern pa\>er is at fault, cannot something be done

to induce pat>er makers or albumenisers to revert to their old methods ? If

it is merely a matter of using pure albumen, stronger salting, a more care-

fnlIysizo<l paper, or anything else that adds to its cost, then I for one

wo\ild glikdiy pay twice, thrice, or ten times the extra cost to get a good

article. Albumenising is not an operation that can be performed on a

suuJl scale, or I would be independent of commercially albumenised pajier.

Is there anything that can be done to improve the quality of the prints

obtained upon a weakly-salted or albumenised, but otherwise good, pajier?

The makers of the ready sensitised article appear to have some such secret.

—I am, yours, &c., A. E. P.

Lotulon, Jiitie 4, 1884.

TMPROVEMEXTS AND DISCOVERIES.
To (A« Editors.

CJentI.emkx,—Under the heading of " A Correction," Mr. A. Mackie
gives the credit of the discovery of water in the i)l.-vce of air for the releasing

of catclien attached to photographic shutters to Mr. .Sands. This I believe

to be incorrect, as our esteemed Hon. Secretary of the Manchester Photo-

graphic Society, Mr. W. J. Chadwick, patented that and other fluids and
semi-fluids.

In the same article which called forth Mr. M.ackie's remarks tliere is an
allusion to a new mechanical arrangement for releasing catches patented by
Mr. Warnerko. This I have h.id attached to my camera for the last three

years, and others I have made for members of our Society. This is another

iif the instances in which two minds arrive at the same result, and which

the pages of Thk British Joukn.\l of Photography have been so familiar

with during the p-Tst few years. The one I have attached at present I

believe is a decided imi)rovement on Mr. Warnerke's, as instead of the

motion being a push it is a pull, which enables it to be attached to a flap

shutter for the purpose of keeping it open for a longer or shorter peri(xl,

similar to Cadett's pneumatic flap. The inner coil of wire I make upon a

knitting needle nmning in the lathe, afterwards covering it with Maw's
bhack india-rubber tubing used for feeding bottles. For the inner wire I

substitute catgut, which I find far preferable to any metallic motor, as it is

not li.ible to become bent and gives more elasticity to the arrangement

when finished.

I shall have great pleasure in sending you a camera to which it is attached

for your insjiection, if you think it would be of any service.—I am, yours, &c.,

tictoria CoUnnt, Vernon Grove, Eecles, W. BroughtoS.
Muni-heker, May 31, 1884.

[It will afford ua pleasure to examine the camera.

—

Eds.]

THE REGISTERING LANTERN CARRIER.
To the Editors.

GextI-EMEN,—Our Mr. William Chadwick thinks your article on Lantern

Industriea m this week's journal reads somewhat as though Messrs.
I >akley were the original inventors (or proprietors) of the registering

lantern carrier.

Mr. William Chadwick, Mr. Arthur Coventry, and the late Mr. Michael
\oton used a carrier of this description, for a single size slide, seventeen or

. ighteen years ago—thus five or six years before Oakley's commenced
1 •usiness.

The carriers for registering the viirions size of slides is undoubtedly the

a original invention of Mr. Chadwick, and those made by him were perfect

J pieces of apparatus, although the imitations made by other firms were far

\ from being so. (See his contribution to Tmk Biuii.sh JouR-NAL Photo-
GBAPHic Almanac in 1878).—I am, yours, &c., R. H.

Liverpool, May 30, 1884.

[The first registering carrier for lantern slides of which we have any
account is that described in the issue of The British .Tournai. or

PiioTor.RAniv for January 10, 1808, in an article by the then Editor,

entitled Trnnnparencifi : flow to Mount and How to Jixhibit Them, in

the course of which our predecessor e.ays :
—" The method wo are now

about to advocate is one that we designed many years ago, and have

had in constant nse over since. There is no person to whom we have

ebuwu or iccont'ocndcd it wUo baa noi tieen pUasotl wi(U its officieuc/

and simplicity. It oon.sist» of an adapter, whieli is placed in the

lantern and allowed to remain there." And then follow* » detailed

account, illustrated by a drawing, and giving all the neceasary meaaure-

ments for constructing the adapter that is in general lue at tba preaent

day for exhibiting slides of one standard size.

—

Em.]

CHANGING PLATES.
To the Editors.

Gentlemkn,—Tlie following may be useful to some reader:—A year ago
I had a changing-box made of light American wood and the size of camera
I use for wlu)le plates. When out for a day the box holds camera, plates,

&c. 'That makes only one box to carry.

The sleeves I got made of brown leather, which is much better than any
textile fabric. I have used the same box lately for changing platei*

(quarter size) in the studio, and find it much more pleasant for the eyes

than shuttiii'^ myself in the room to change plates, and rush out in the

glare of the glass-house. (Take note who wants to take care of the eyes.)

Tliere is nothing easier thiin changing plates by fcelimj in the box. I

read of someone who tried their blankets for a changing-bag ! This is

better. I changed twenty-two ((uarter-plates the other day, using my
waterproof coat for a b:>g. Button up the front and lay the coat flat

down, keeping the back up ; fold in below the lower i)art so th,at it may bo

close and tisjht ; insert the dark slide at the neck opening, and fold imder
the same ; hands in through the sleeves, and see it is close, and you can
chaiiyc plates without any light getthig on them if your coat be really

waterproof. Try it if you over leave your changing-biix l)ehind and find

yourself in a "fix;" though that was not the case with,—Yours, &c.,

Lerwick, Shetland, May 28, 1884. C. Spe>xe.

iloUs anb (Qufrits.

George Baxter inquires :—" What will lie the effect if I place a piece of

pale green glass in front of the lens when I take a landscape? In
reply to this we inquire, in return—"Why not try the experiment, and
let us know the result?"

Henry Martin inquires what has been the final outcome of the addition
of iodide of mercury to the developing solution, aa recommended by
Mr. Henry J. Newton, of New York. We reply to this by saying that
we do not know. In the hands of ourselves and a few friends it was not
found to produce the effects indicated.

Uranu.s.—This correspondent desires to have our opinion on a solution of
iodine in ammonia as a detergent in the case of several very bad silver

stains on his hands. It is certainly a desperate remedy, but still it m
a remedy, for the evil of which "Uranus " complains. All we would say
is this:—See that the iodine is always largely in excess, and then no
danger will accrue.

B. V. says he has tried a method of mounting prints recommended on the
authority of Mr. A. Cowan and others, but without success. He applied
starch to the backs of the prints and also to the face of the mounting-
board, and allowed both to become dry. He then passed a damp sponge
over tile surface of the mount, and, laying a print down upon it, pressed
them in close cont-ict ; but, after allowing a reasonable time for tliem t»
become dry, he found that they were not attached at all. We have no
doubt the failure in this case ai-ose from the pressure having been .ilto-

gether insufficient to bring the print into the re<iuisitc close contact with
the mount. We can testify to the efficacy of the system when properly
worked with the degree of pressure necessary to its being effectively
done.

Batchelder and Co. (Melbourne).-Our correspondents inform us of an
invention m.ade and iwrfected by an amateur in New Zealand, by which
any amount of angle of view can lie included. It differs in construction
from the pantascopio camera, or from any other i)reviously described. A
l)rint measuring 24 x 5 inches and embracing an angle of 140° has been
seen by our correspondents, who inquire if such an apparatus would be
likely to " tivke" in this country. This is a matter upon which we have great
diffidence in offering advice. At various times in the course of the riaat

thirty years jianoramic cameras have been introduced, some of which
have been most effective, and yet none of them have, so far as we can
learn, been commercially successful. We shall be glad to put any maker
desirous of taking it up in communication with our correspondents at
the Antiixxles.

Photottper would like to be informed of a method by which collodion
negatives from engravings coiUd be rendered very intense, so as to stand
severe printing in a strong light without the whites Incoming affected.

Answer : There are two among many other methods of intensifica-

tion by either of which he will attain the desired end. The first consists

in bleaching the negative, after being fixed and w.ashed, by the applica-
tion of a solution of bichrom.ate of iwtash to which have been added
a few drops of hydrochloric acid. After the deiwsit has liocome quite
white wash carefully, and apply a ten grain solution i>f Schlipiie's salt,

by which the im,ige will be iiuidfl of a dense brown colour. By the other
method the negative, after fixing and washing, is bleached l>y a Milution
of bromide of copwr, followed, after being washed, by a solution of
nitrate of silver. This gives great op;icity to the de|H>sit. If any diffi-

culty in procuring the bromide of cop|Kr be experitiRcd it in.iy be readily
mocte by dissolving nearly equal parts of lironiide of |><>tassium and sul-

phate of copper in different vessels and mixing them together. Nicety
of proporticms is not reriuired in this case, nor dues the preaeoce of Um
sulphate o{ potasti intertcn with its worluog-
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W. p. H. lias nil :u;ciiiii\i!:iliiiii of fjel^alm- |)l;'.tc.s tl;iit ho Iki:- iiuiiir ;U

\ariuii.-> times fur i!:vi>erimeiit:vl puriioses, some of them being very rich in

silver. He inqxiires if there be any ready method by which he can
recover this silver, which, in his estimation, must amount to many
ounces. In reply: Let him immerse them in a fixing bath and tlien

recover the silver in the form of sulphide, in the usual way.

Rev. Benj. F. Stopare.—Our correspondrnt has become the possessor of

a fine engraving by (ioupil, executed by the Rousillon process, and he
inquires if we can afford him some information concerning the process of

engraving employed. So far as we know the Rousillon process is

similar to one by Jlr. W. 15. Woodbury, who invented it and introduced

it sufficiently to enable any skilled workman to carry it into practical

effect. The Rousillon method may, howe\er, be quite different. Being
worked iis a secret process we have no means of pronouncing upon it

;

but we are at one with our correspondent regarding the admirable

results obtained by its agency.

Cpicljangc ©olumti.
We will e.xchange a Meagher's 10 x 8 portable camera and slide, gem and

\'ictoria camera, nine lenses, cost £7, and enlarging lantern. Wanted,
lai-ge roller, oftor-s or cash.—Address, Simjion.s a\d Lawiuk, Galway.

I will exchange a 10 x 8 view camera, long bellows, screw adjustment,

single and double dark slides, for back voluinos of The British Journ'ai,

OF Photography or Photo. JVfiO,?.—Address, W. E. Debenham, Mas-
singham-house, Haverstock-hill, N.W.

I will exchange a good exterior background, glass bath, dish and dipper,

dark tent with tripod, two show mounts, and cash, for Dallmeycr's or

Ross's view lens to take (A x 8i picture.—Address, H. MowKR, photo-

grapher, 2!l, South-street, Exeter, Devon.

Wanted, a binocular stereoscopic camera, with one or more dark slides,

with or without lenses, in exchange for a gentleman's good silver watch,

or Victoria camera and lenses, perfect, or offers. — Address, 21,

Bartholomew-street, St. Olave's-row, Exeter.

I will exchange a whole-plate portrait lens, fitted with diaphragms, equal to

new in condition, als<i two quarter-plates, one by Cox and the other by
li-arlot. Wanted, a l.v wide-angle landscajie Ions, 84 x GJ; difference

iu cash adjusted.—Address, Vernon, Tonbridge-road, Maidstone.

Wanted, a 12 x 10 portable camera, with double slides, or 10 x 8 rapid
rectilinear or rapid symmetrical for 10 x 8 jilates, in exchange for any of

the following:—View lens, for 10 x 14 plates, interior background, grass

mat (new), iron flower-stand, or four-wheel dark van for co'o horse,

—

Address, J. Burgoyne, Coventry-road, Birmingham.

/t3" ComsponJenls nhouJd never write on both sides of the pa}>ei:

Notice.—Each Correspondent is required to cnelosc his name and address,

althmnjh not necessarilyfor publication. Cominmiications mat/, ichcn thovtjht

desirable, appear under a, N0.\l UE I'LUJIB as hitherto, or, by preference,

under three letters of the alphabet. Such sUpiatures as ** Constant Header,'^

"Subscriber," etc., should be aroided. Correspondents not eonforminn to

this rule will therefore understand the reason for the oinisiion of their

comman icat ions.

Photographs Registered.—
Thomas Riley, .12, Manchester-road, Burnley.

—

Two Photographs of the

Laving of the Foundation Stone nf Victoria Hospital for Burnleu and
District.

W. Lang, Zvs.—AmO. Zeitschr., 23, 33-35.

J. Knowles. — Sealing-wax varnish — such as that used for electrical
machines—is simply ordinary red sealing-wax dissolved in methylated
spirit.

PVRO.—There is no satisfactory way of making enlargements direct on
canvas. The powder or the carbon process is the best we know of for
such pictures.

(). P. S.—From the description given of the instrument we believe it to be
an orthographic lens; but without seeing it we could not pronounce
definitely with respect to its capabilities.

A. S. Feugubon.—There is nothing at all extraordinary in the first washing
water of your prints having a strongly acid reaction to litmus paper.
Most ready-sensitised pajiers are strongly acid.

Bknjamik.—The affair is more of a toy than a really serviceable photo-
graphic apparatus. So far as we are aware it i.-i not now an article
of commerce, for we liave not seen one for several years, except in an
auction room.

A. T. Penfoi.d.—Do not send the kaolin itself to the refiner, but wash it

in two or tliree changes of water containing a little nitric acid. Add
this water to the washing waters from the prints; then the sUver will be
jirecipitated as chloride when the salt is added.

W. J. S.—The spots arc doubtless caused by metallic particles detached
from the " gold-edged " cards upon which the piintn are mounted. Pure
gold leaf wuuld have no effect on the prints sliould any small particles
get detached and come in contact with the photograph.

Abgol.—Your chief fault apiiears to be in the employment of a too high
temperature in emulsifying. The variations in the formula; would pro-
duce no sych effects. It is also possible that yoii are employing too
email • qTiantity of gelatine in the eai-lier stage of the process.

T. r.. (Liveipiioi). -V.riir c;iu'iy should be put to a rrsi'cciable snlicitur.

Wo cannot undertake to answer (juestious on purely legal matters.

From your statement we should surmise that you have good cause of

action, and morally you should succeed. Consult a solicitor without

delay.

L. H. W.—Two tliicknesses of the orange paper enclosed will answer quite

well for the window of a dark room where only collodion plates are

manipulated. We fear, however, the colour will not prove very

permanent. Keep a watch upon it, and make a change as soon as

the outside sheet shows signs of fading.

J. S. R.—Without actually trying the paper it is impossible to give an
opinion as to whether it will yield purple tones. You must bear in mind
that rich puq^le tones in prints deiiend nearly as much upon the character

of the negative as upon the paper. If the negative be unsuitable it is

impossible to get purple tones on any paper.

Thos. Benton.—Your failure, we should say, is due to your employing a
sample of gelatine that contained alum, or, possibly, it was acid. In all

processes dependent upon the solubility of bichromated gelatine a very
pure sample *»f gelatine is imperative. That which you have employed
IS, we know, very unsuitable for such purposes.

C. W.\TS0N.—Yes; mix the two kinds of residue together before you send
them. We advise you, after mixing, to m.ake the residue thoroughly
dry, pound it in a mortar, and then jjass it through a sieve. By this

means you will reduce it in bulk and remove all extraneous matter, and
so assist the refiner, enabling him to make a smaller charge for reducing.

Alpha.—The reason yoiy collodion turned quite red as soon as the iodide

was added is that the etlier was in fault. You say you have had it in

stock for "two tir three ye.ars,*' and tliat t!ie bottle it was kejit in was
only half full. The ether being at fault is further proved by the rancid
smell you say it has. We fear you will not now succeed in making it a
good working collodion, although you may be able to render it colourless.

E. A. Coi:les.—Your failure, in making a solution of india-rubber, is

tv/ofold :—In the first place : you have used benzoline, in which nibber
is not soluble, instead of benzole, in whieli it is. In the second place:

you have em[>loyed vulcanised rubber, and that is insoluble, even in

benzole. Try again, using benzole and good bottle rubber. If yon can
get "masticated" rubber in your neighbourhood it is the best kind to

cmiJoy, as it will dissolve more readily.

Lex. — We have always succeeded very well with the ozone bleach.

Perhaps with more exiierience you will succeed better. The best jilan of

reducing by abrasion is that of Mr. Barber, who recommends the film to

be gently rubbed with cuttle-fish powder. In our hands tiie former plan

is the more satisfactory. Messrs. Hojikin and Williams will supply the

chemicals in a state of the greatest purity. The foreign fiyrogallic acid

named by you is of very good quality indeed; so is the English manu
faoturcd by the above firm.

PuoTOOKAPHic Club.—At the forthcoming meeting of this Club, at

Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street, on Wednesday next, the 11th inst., the

subject for discussion will he—Oh the Bcfl Metlioih nf Pre.^erritig

Sensil>'<i:<l Paper. Saturday afternoon meeting at Hamjistead Heath,

North End, and West Heath. Members will meet at the Bull and
Bush, at 6.30.

Photooraphic Society ov Great Britain.—The next ordinary

meeting of this Society will take place on Tuesday next, the 10th inst.,

at eiglit p.m. , at TiA, Pall Mall East, in the Gallery of the Royal Society of

Painters in Water Colours, when the discussion upon Jlr. W. E.

Debenhain's paper, read at the last meeting, will be taken. Papers

will also bo read on Commercial Fabrics Smtublefor Darl; Itoom lltumi-

imlion, by Mr. J. R. Sawyer, and on fiHrrr Prints, by Mr. E. Diuimore.

Balloon Ascent.—JVe are favoured with the following from Mr.

Cecil V. Shadbolt : — '' The first ascent of our new balloon (at present

without any name) took place, on Saturday afternoon last, from the

Crystal Palace, at about ,-i.20, when we had a moat enjoyable trip.

The little machine fully realised all expectations and lifted three persons

easily. Tliere were in the car General Briue, Mr. Dale, and myself,

and the ascent was a very steady one. We did not go much beyond

2,000 feet lii,<,'Ii, and when over Croydon at that altitude a pigeon was

let loose, which reached its home at Chislehurst about two hours later.

Anotlier despatched five minutes after the first did not get in until after

dark. The descent was effected at Woodcote (irove, Wallington,

Surrey, on the estate of Mr. Buckle, who, with his son, accorded ua a

hearty and courteous reception, and, after having entertained us at bis

house, kindly placed his wagonette at our disposal, in which we drove

to the station, the balloon having previously been sent on by a cart,

also belonging to our host."
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THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

We should not liave noticed a matter which somewhat affects «s,

had it not been that the correspondence published in another

column (a portion only of what we have received) proves that the

letter to which reference is there made has already produced an

impression—so far, we are glad to say as it affects us, favour-

able to our side. The charges, if we can so call them, are also by

this time in the hands of every member of the Photographic Society

of Great Britain, a very large percentage of whom are country

members who, beyond the Society's Journal, have no means of

gauging either the opinions of their fellow-members or the cor-

rectness or otherwise of the reports of its meetings.

In order, then, to prevent any misapprehension on the part of

non-resident members we shall make a few explanatoiy remarks

;

and, as many of our own i-eaders are not members of the Socii;ty,

we append Jlr. Herbert B. Berkeley's letter in full, which appeared

in the last number of the Parent Society's Journal, in order tbaf

they may be able to judge the value of his complaint :

—

29, Southampton-row, W.C, May 3id.

To THE Editor.
Sir,—Would it not be well to revive a former custom of sending out

slips for the correction of members who have spoken at the meetmgs,
whether general or technical ?

Errors and omissions are of frequent occurrence in tliis Journal, and
not only in tlie reports of other jnnruals, where, under tlie present

Syst'^m of publication of a non-official character, such errors must
rem.ain inevitable. By the way, I fail to see any loRic in the conclu-

sion that, were the publication of the reports of meetings now contained

in the weekly photograpliic press delayed until the full and corrected

(presumably) report could be taken from this Journal, such publication

would form "stale news.' As well might we say tliat the papers so

delayed in publication are "stale news." I take it. correctly speaking,

that the paper read requires publication rather before the remarks
made upon it than after them. Hence, delay in the publication of the
discussions arising upon papers should be an advantage of some impor-
tance. Properly, one and the same issue should contain both paper

' and the discussion upon it.

But the l)est argirment of all must he that at present the reports in

the weekly press are meagre and incorrect; while, I admit, that those

in this Journal might be improved upon by adhering to the practice of

sending out slips for correction."

. Again, in any case, what is the use of "fresh news" if it is not to b»
depended upon as correct ?

I

I should suppose that many who are readers of the photoeraphio
I press must he of much the same opinion as myself upon these matters.

—

I I am, sir, yours faithfully, Hekkert B. Berkeley.

[
So far .IS concerns the management of the Society's Journal and

•j the sending out of slips we have nothing to do, and shall confine

L ourselves to the portion of the letter which afi'ects the " weekly

(
journals," premising that under the " present system of reporting,'"

whether official or "unofficial," or, indeed, under any system

; whatever, it is perhaps inevitable that errors must remain—at least

> in the opinions of some. If the condensation of a speaker's

• Since writing the foregoing letter, I have been informed that the slips are still

Mnt mit for tlie corrections of members who have spolcen 5t the meetinffs of the
Society—1 presume whether general or tcclinical. 1 can only say that 1 have not
received such after tlie more recent occasions on which I have m»de a remark ; and
that certain errors I have observed in the reports, from time to time, lead me to inter

. that my statement was correct. I also had further reason for my belief, i^to which it

will not be necessarj- to enter. It may be, then, th-it elipe do not alw»y» reach the
I banda «t (or are oiislai*! t'.v) tbo mcmben tg wbom thoy arc cent.

remarks while still retaining his seme constitute error, the whole

science of reporting is vicious ; if, on the other hand, the care-

ful elaboration, extension, and final polishing of a speech until it

represents what the speaker himself thinks he intended or

ought to have said be the ideal of correctness, then a new style

of journalism must arise before the system can secure adoption.

"Weekly" or "commercial" journals, whether photographic or

otherwise, h.ive too many calls on their space to permit them to

be run in the interest of any one society. Their object is to work

for the benefit of the greatest number, and their success is com-

mensurate with the manner in which they carry out the attempt.

Mr. Berkeley can scarcely charge us with any want of attention iu

this respect to the society to which he belongs, reports of whose

meetings occupy at least its much space and, we venture to s;iy, are

quite as accurate as those of any of the numerous other societies

whose proceedings we record.

Turning to tlie suggestion of the delay of our reports until

the publication of the official corrected reports, we can only say that

it was waste of time to mention it. If tlie weekly journals con-

sented to this course, which they are not likely to do, they would be

sadly wanting in their duty—not only to photography and photo-

graphers generally, but especially to the members themselves—if

they kept back any account of the proceeilings of the Society until

such time as they were able to cut it bodily from the official Trans-

actions, in which every member would already have had an oppor-

tunity of seeing it ; and this because a few members hohi the idea

that the Society should have a sort of copyright in its proceedings.

Considering that the Photographic Society of Great Britain

is supposed to be the representative national society, it owes it to

British photographers and the world that its proceedings be as

promptly and as widely circulated as possible, instead of being

nursed for a month, and finally given to the world iu a private

journal which scarcely circulates beyond the members of the

Society.

On the question of accuracy in reporting the speaker himself is

not, perhaps, the best judge ; and where the reporters employed are

practical men—that is to say, not only reporters for the nonce, but

practical photographers—they may well be entrusted with the task

of condensing the sense of a speech within the bounds necessary in

a weekly publication. This task is, we make no hesitation in say-

ing, carefully and admirably performed in the " weekly journals,"

and fully as great accuracy obtained as by the system of permitting

each speaker to elaborate and modify the remarks he may have

made.
The "stale news" question would be settled simply and at once

by the publication " in one and the same Issue of both p.aper and the

discussion upon it," which Mr. Berkeley recognises as the proper

method. This can only be done when the Parent Society consents to

place itself in the same position as every other Society in the United

Kingdom, by allowing the weekly journals to have access to the

papers re.ad in time to be printed the same week they are delivered.

The possibility exists if the will were there ^ but at present we fear

wo cau see no probability of improving the " raeagreness " of our

reports—so far, at least, as the publication of the papers is concerned.
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As regards their accurariy we are content to leave the majority
to decide.

In conclusion : it ia worthy of note that in the present number
we publish simultaneously the report of the June meeting of the
Society and the papers read at the May meeting—a fact which
speaks for itself.

o^ Albumenisino paper
CoMPLAl.VTS still continue to reach us from correspondents stating

that it is now impossible to obtain the rich tones in silver prints

formerly produced. The cause of this difficulty is usually ascribed
to the use of the " ready-sensitised paper," together with negatives
of a totally unsuitable character to produce audi tones. However,
as some of our correspondents write, this is not all ; for if, instead
of employing the ready-sensitised paper, they tiike the albumenised
paper now in the market and sensitise it for themselves (using the
strength of bath as recommended by the makers) the same difficulty

still exists in securing the deep purple tones of former times, even if

ihe identical negatives of old be employed. In a word, it is a.sserted

that from the same negative it is now impossible to obtain prints of

simdar tones to others still in existence produced year* ago on
paper then an article of commerce. With this experience before
them, it is by no means surprising that many should conceive the
idea that the albumenised paper of the present day is prepared
differently from what it used to be, or that the paper itself may be
of a different character.

A letter from a correspondent which appeared in our last issue is

a fair type of a very large number we have received during the
past year or two, with, perhaps, one exception. Our correspondent
gays lie accidentally found a piece of albumenised paper prepared
some dozen years or so back, and curiosity induced him to sensitise

and print it. The difference he found lietween its behaviour and
that of any he can now procure was very marked indeed. He,
therefore, not unnaturally inquires why manufacturers will not
supply the same kind of paper at the present time. There is no
question whatever that the albumenised paper of commerce is of a
dilfeieut character from that of a previous period, and the dis-
crepancy has mure than once been explained in our columns during
the past few mimtlis. But this difference, it should at the same
time be remarked, has been brought about, to a large extent, by
photographers themselves. They have demanded a paper with the
highest possible gloss. They also required a paper which could be
weakly sensitised, as that kind of paper is found, to suit better the
general class of negatives now taken ; and, furthermore, taste has
changed, and warm, recUlish-bruwn tones have become the pre-
vailing fashion for photographs in place of purple.
Now, the first of these conditions, as we have before stated

(see page 274 of the current volume), is directly opposed to the pro-
duction of deep purple or black tones, inasmuch as the image is

coudned almost entirely to the albumen coating ; whereas, for dark
tones, it is necessary that it should, to some extent, be in the body
of the paper itself. The second condition has necessitated that the
albumen should contain but little chloride.

It is tolerably well known among practical printers that little or
DO advaiitage is gained with a weakly-salted paper by increasing
the strength of the silver bath beyond a certain point, as no larger
proportion of chloride of silver can be formed by so doing ; there-
fore it is of little use, as many have discovered, employing a strong
sensitising solution if the albumen contain but a small proportion
of chloride. As the matter now stands, it would appear that if

paper of the old character be required, capable of yielding a
deep tone from suitable negatives, the only way of obtaining it

is perforce to prepare it for oneself or to get it prepared specially.
The latter is easily done if a ream or two be ordered, but few
albumenisers would undertake to prepare a quire or two specially,
or such small supplies as would satisfy the requirements of the
amateur.

The preparation of albumenised paper, it may be mentioned,
is by no means a difficult operation, though up to the present time
very few working details have been published on the subject. It is

Jor tiiia reason, perhaps, that it is jeaeraUy assumed the aibumen.

ising of paper is a somewhut formidable undertaking. However,

it is not so in reality, and we shall here give such practical informa-

tion on the subject .is will enable any one, with a little practice,

to prepare exactly what he requires.

The first thing for consideration is the selection of the paper itself.

Of this, unfortunately, there ia but little choice ; for, practically,

there are- but three suitable for photographic purposes from which

to select. These are the Saxe and the Rives. Of the latter there are

two manufactories, but between the two there is little to choose in

point of quality, though one is a tride lower in price than the other.

Formerly there was a considerable difference between the characters

of the Saxe and Rives paper, but of late years this difference has

been less marked. Each manufacturer appears to have emulated

the best qualities of the other, and so the features of the two papers

have become more assimilated. Still there is a difference, and it is

very much a matter of taste as to which is to be preferred. It may,

however, be mentioned that the Saxe is a tougher paper when wet,

and for this reason is often preferred for large sizes. Each kind is

supplied of different thicknesses. That more generally used is

known as "ten kilos"— equal in weight to about twenty-two pounds

per ream.

The paper being decided upon, the next consideration is the

chloride to be used for salting it, and its proportion. The chlorides

usually employed are those of ammonium, barium, or sodium—some

preferring one and some the others, and some a mixture of two or

of all three. It is said that the base of the chloride used influences

the colour of the print ; but this, in practice, ia more imaginary than

real—that is, in the finished print, though there may be a difference

in the colour when it is first taken from the printing-frame. How-
ever, owing to the difference in the atomic weights of the salts, the

pi'oportion used is a matter of great importance, inasmuch as ten

grains of the ammonium chloride is equal in the amount of chlorine

it contains to eleven grains of sodium chloride, or twenty-two of the

barium salt. The salt generally employed, and the one we prefer

ourselves, ia the chloride of ammonium. With regard to the propor-

tion : that must be dependent upon the strength of sensitising bath

to be employed. Bear in mind that the more strongly the paper ia

sensitised, all things being equal, the stronger will be the resulting

print; for the more reduced silver it contains the greater will be the

ease with which dark tones can be obtained when required.

It has been found in practice that, as a rule, the best results are

obtained, so far as the print is concerned, when, supposing the

chloride of ammonium to have been used, the proportion of chloride

in the albumen equals in weight one-eighth of the nitrate of silver

employed in the sensitising bath. Thus, if a forty-grain bath be

used, the albumen should contain five grains of chloride to each

ounce ; but considerably less than this, we are informed, is often

employed, and there are still weaker baths than that mentioned. Eor
a sixty-grain bath seven and a-half grains is found to be about the

correct proportion. When it was customary to salt the paper as

highly as ten or twelve grains to the ounce of albumen, baths of

from eighty to one hundretl grains' strength were in vogue.

With these preliminary notes we shall defer until next week the

consideration of the practical portion of the question.

FOCUSSING-SCREENS.
In a previous article we have spoken of the twofold function of

the focussing-screen as a means of securing a sharp focus, and also

of seeing the composition of, and arranging, the subject to be

photographed. Bearing in mind what has been said concerning the

value of a compound microscope for securing a sharp focus upon a

plate of plain glass, and the difficulty of doing so upon a ground-

glass surface, there are certain compromises between the two that

suggest themselves iu addition to those of which we have already

spoken.

A surface rendered granular by means of what is so well known
as ground-glass varnish answers well for one purpose—namely, the

examination of the subject—but not for the other. Still, this

method of preparing a focussing-screen is useful when a magnifier

auoh aa that which we advocate ia employed j for it is easy by
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means of benzole to clear ofT a small spot in the centre of the screen

against wliifli to pliice the pocket fDCiissinsf tube. This ia a me-

thod we have tried with complete success, the ground-glass varnish

employed for the purpose having been composed according to the

stanilnrd formula published at page 229 of Thk Bkitish Journai,

PnOTOanAPiiic Almanac for the current year. But, as we have

observed, this forma a bad surface upon which to focus with any

degree of retiuement or certainty, because o£ the particular nature

of the matt formed by the action of the two Antagonistic solvents

of the gums, benzole and ether.

When gl iss is coated with a thin solution of starch and allowed

to become dry, a surface is secured which possesses certain advan-

tages over all others. It possesses a very fine grain—one which,

better than any other, is adapted for arresting the rays from the lens

under circumstances conducive to the examin.ation of the image

either by a single powerful magnifying glass or by the compound
tube. The objection to the employment of a single or simple

magnifier, even if it be composed of a doublet or tri[>let, is this

—

th.it when used in conjunction with a plain glass focussing-screen

there is a certain degree of latitude in the determination of the

precise plane upon which the virtual image is projected—a latitude

that does not exist when the rays are arrested by any image-
receiving surface on the one hand, or, a.s already explained, by

any polished surface on the other, when used in conjunction with a

compound magnitier.

An etherial solution of wax has sometimes been recommended its

a coating upon which to receive.an image. In such experiments as

we have made with this substance the result, although exceedingly

pleasing when employed as a backing for a transparency, is not suc-

cessful when used as a focussing-screen. Much better is a lilra of

cjllodion raixlified in its physical structure by the admixture with

it of an alcoholic solution of lac or the other gum resins which form
the solid constituents of a good negative varnish. It is, doubtless,

known to many of our readers that if collodion and negative varnish

be mi.xed in certain proportions—the precise nature of which could

not be stated unless the exact constituents of each were known—

a

varnish results which, when applied to a glass plate, dries with an

appearance possessing singular beauty. Although both constituents

are in themselves transparent, and give transparent films when used

separately, yet when mixed the film given by their union is neither

opaque or transparent, but it possesses a remarkably-beautiful

opalescence.

This, although pleasing and useful as a backing for transparencies,

is still of too purely an opalescent character to render it useful

for receiving or arresting an image. It gives a surface too neaily

eonforming to that of opal glass to be of any utility as a focussing-

B3reen, This also applies in some meiisure, although not to such an

extent, to the employment of a bromo-iodised, collodionised plate

which, having been immersed in a silver bath, is afterwards charged
with atoms of reduced silver through the intervention of a develop-

ing solatiou, these silver particles being exceedingly fine. In this

category, too, may fittingly be included emulsions composed of such

amorphous salts as sulphate of baryfes suspended in either collodion

or gelatine.

We may here observe that this last-named preparation forma an
admirable backing for transparencies, es|>ecially for those which are

intended to be viewed through powerful magnifying glasses. The
best way of forming the barium sulphate is by adding a little sulphate

of soda to a solution of gelatine, and afterwards a solution of chloride

of barium. If this be done well, with constant agitation, the result-

ing sulph.ate of barytes is very fine and evenly distributed through-

out the entire substance of the gelatine.

If, by accident, a focussing-screen has been broken when the

photographer is at a distance from any point of supply, the best

substitute he can adopt is starch, which, happily, is procurable every-

where. To apply this substance to plain glass all that is requisite

is to level the plate, and, having previously boiled and strained the

starch, to pour it upon the glass, allowing it to remain quite level

until by the evaporation of the water the film becomes hard and dry.

There are some photographers who adjust the subject to be

photographed by sights placed on the top of the camera. This is an

excellent system, especially when photographing at a distano«

from home. We have no hesitation in saying that the caroenui of

ivery traveller should have such sight* ai&xed to them in case

if accident to the ground gla-ss.

Further : to permit of sharp focussing when such accident

happens, it would be well to have provided a small but rigid strip

of wood capable of being laid across the frame of the focussing-

screen, and carrying in its centre a magnifier adjusted in such

I manner as to enable a sharp image to be received in air when
ihere is no ground glass at all to intercept it. This air imag«

must, of course, be made to correspond in position with that which

falls upon the surface of the sensitive plate. For such a purpose

the magnifier, when once adjusted, must be rigidly fixed so as to be

incapable of alteration. This will render the photographer entirely

independent of the ground focussing-screen sliould it by accident

become destroyed,

DECOMPOSED ALBUMEN: ITS EFFECTS UPON PRINTS.

Wr have had shown to us some albumenised paper prints the

ippearance presented by which caused a complaint to be made that

" the paper was defective and decomposed, having a very strong

smell to start with, and before the prints were finished washing

that caused them to go bad and turn a sickly-brownish green

colour." This case forms such an instructive rider to our recent

remarks upon the all-important question of permanency that it may
be worth while to watch the passage of a print through all its

atafes to see where faults could arise, and to understand their

citnse.

We naturally turn first to the examination of the albumenised

paper, with regard to which it is a common experience that the

market is nowadays flooded witli foul-smelling samples, whose very

presence in a room is in the highest degree obnoxious. It is matter

of surprise to us that the printers who employ it do not suffer in

health, the odour of even a spacious and well-ventilated room

where it is employed in quantity being most offensive to the

olfactory nerves, and, it might be thought, productive of certain

injury to those who were long subjected to its effects. The

cause of this smell may be traced to the combined influence of

cheap prices and that demand for a highly-glazed surface iu the

production of which manufacturers are continually endeavouring

to excel each other. In the first place, other than egg albumen is

employed ; and, in the next, when such albumen is used it is

allowed to become putrid, in order to permit of its more easy flow.

When albumenised paper first came to be employed a very slight

gloss only was given, and such samples as are now to be seen were then

unknown ; but, as the demand for portraiture grew, it was quickly

discovered that greater richness was given the greater the amount of

surface gloss. Foul-smelling paper was at that time unknown ; but

the difiiculties of getting a brilliant surface were so great that, when

it was discovered that by keeping the albumen till putridity was

developed it became much more limpid, and the paper in consequence

more readily coated, this method of treating the albumeii became

very common, though there were many honourable exceptions in a

trade which, even at that early date, had already begun to assume

large proportions. The paper, however, coated by egg albumen that

had undergone partial decomposition did not possess the extreme

offensiveness common to so many kinds at the present day. When

coated and dried it was certainly mal-odorous as compared with that

made with fresh albumen, which, practically, was without smell at

all ; but the odour was very different in character, and not nearly so

powerful nor so nauseous.

This increased offensiveness we believe to be owing to the employ-

ment of blood albumen—which is apparently similar in composition

to egg albumen, and is now produced in very large quantities—but it

is difficult to purify, and we should have a decided prejudice againrt

ite employment. It is, however, cheaper, so that a highly-glawd

paper can be sent into the market at a price which would render

competition almost impossible with paper coated in an orthodox

manner and with pure fresh egg albumen. A paper put upon the.

marfwt many years ago-which was i-eadily distinguishable by ita.

smell, but which had by no means a particularly bright surface—
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•was one of the earliest samples we have seen of impure papers. It

was one of the easiest to tone, and, farther, gave a very rich

colour ; it also, worked pleasantly and easily all through.

. Itis evident, now, that more causes than one contribute to create

the smell of the oflensive class of paper, and the only question to

consider. is^Which, if any, causes, or is likely to cause, fading!

Nitrate of silver is so readily reduced by many organic com-

pounds tliat if its decomposition took place upon the paper by

reason of their presence in any form, volatile or fixed, we might

have a legitimate expectation of seeing visible witness of their

existence by staining of the paper ; and from the absence of such

stain the inference might be fairly drawn that compounds capable

of decomposing the silver were also absent. It goes without

saying that some of these objectionable papers are quite capable of

holding their own against those of undoubted purity when the

(question of purity of whites is concerned.

There isj however, one constituent of albumen, namely, sulphur,

which all photographers have been taught to look upon with

suspicion, and it is tins element which predominates in the gas

g'iveu off by decomposing albumen. But it is also to be remembered

that the sulphur exists in the albumen before it decomposes, and

it is a fair question to ask—What grounds exist for supposing the

sulphur, when separated into what must unquestionably be a

simpler form of combination—the unpleasant smelling gas—to

be nioi'e liable to decompose silver compounds than in its tirst state,

when it is combined with other elements to form egg albumen 1

Logical deduction really would point to an exactly opposite con-

clusiiin, namely, that the more simple compound would be the less

easily decomposed, and we all know how readily sulphur can be

separated fmm egg albumen. The appearance of a silver spoon

wliicli h;i8 been used with a boiled egg is convincing proof.

It is liiglily probable that whenever albumenised paper is silvered,

however pure may have the albumen employed, a sulphur com-

pound is formed; and, indeed, Mr. John Spiller showed years ago

that unless ammonia were used with the hypo, there always remained

silver in the purest-looking whites of every fixed print.

All argument, therefore, g(je8 to show that the employment
of decomposed albumen is not more likely to produce fading in

albiimehised paper prints than is pure albumen. Experience, again,

fs here the best, and indeed the only, guide; for almost any result

might be predicted from purely chemical arguments founded solely

Upon supposition.

The subject is important, and all data that can be collected

must be of great service. As a matter of fact we possess photo-

graphs taken a score of years ago which, though we know them
to have been printed upon foul-smelling paper, are equal to any
in our collection in richness of tone and absence of signs of fadinw

—

saving only at their edges, where the air has had access to them.
The question is one peculiarly suited to our readers generally.

We bring it before them, pressing it strongly upon their attention
;

and we invite them to contribute their experience with the two
kinds of paper (p\ire and impure), to enable a fair judgment to be
formed from facts rather than from fancy.

to test the projectile-resisting power of armour plates of various

makes, and the journal we name gave a series of sketches of the

plates after the impact of the shot. These pictures were objected

to on the ground of inaccuracy, as also have other illustrations by

another journal, and, in consequence, engravings of the otticiul

photographs have been given in their place. Both sets of sketches

differ from the photographs—most conclusive evidence of the true

mode of giving pictorial scientific evidence.

As will be seen from Professor Stebbing's communication, a fund is

being raised in France for the purpose of erecting a monument to
the memory of Poitevin, to whose discoveries photographers owe so
much. We trust England will not be behindhand in subscribing
to so deserving a fund. We shall be happy to receive and acknow"
ledge any sums sent for the purpose.

Anvone examining the Uhistmted London News for the Ist instant

will find in one of the pictures what forms a very ironical com-

mentary upon our remarks as to the usefulness of photography for

ensuring the truthful depicting of interesting scenes. We must

make all allowance for artistic licence and the necessity for pic-

turesqueness and soforth, but, really, even when that is all done, it is

difficult to keep our risible muscles under control in examining

wliat we presume to be' meant as a serious picture

—

The Conmcts at

Work at Portland. To the immediate left in the foreground may
be seen two convicts—certainly by no means of herculean propor-

tions—toying with a square block of stone, which they appear to be

jauntily moving out of the way of an approaching police officer,

the said stone, from its size, weighing no doubt thirty or forty

hundredweight. In the centre of tlie picture we have a somewhat

similar block being hauled and pushed along the ground, by ropes,

by half-a-dozen or so of these unwillingly-industrious workers. Can

it be doubted that a photographic repi'oduction of such a scene

would be of more interest than drolleries of this kind !

Profes-sor Dewar, in his lecture at the Royal Institution on Flame
and Oxidation, exhibited a very curious experiment. The oxidising
powers of permanganate of potash an<l of peroxide of hydrogen are
well known to our readers; yet, notwithstanding this, Professor
Dewar showed by experiment that the permanganate wa.s oxidised
by the peroxide.

The value of photographic evidence is very pointedly shown in the
current number of the Engineer. Some very important artillery
experiments have recently been made at Amager, near Copenhagen

In Roscoe and Schorlemmer's great work on chemistry, which con-

tinues slowly to appear, there occurs a reference to cellulose, which

may be alluded to by us as a reminder of one of the dangers of

stored guH-cotton—applicable also, though in a less degree, to

pyroxyline. Referring to the great explosion of gun-cotton at

Stowniarket in 1871, which was shown to have been caused by the

presence of acid in the stock of gun-cotton, these gentlemen say it

was caused either by insufficient washing or to the felonious

addition of acid. The coroner's jury sitting at the time found

that the acid had been maliciously added ; but, in any case, the

warning to photographers to thoroughly wash their pyroxyline is

equally strong.

There is an interesting reference to solar photography in one of

the papers by Dr. Joule, which have recently been published in a

collected form. He infers that the circumference of the sun's disc

gives out a very feeble radiation compared with that from the

central part, as measured by its photographic action upon a

collodion plate.

We suppose a wholesale annexation of our articles is the penalty we
have to i)ay for a widespread popularity and large circulation ;

but

we do think that when our contents are appropriated a correct

acknowledgment should be made. A few weeks ago we pub-

lished the result of a long series of experiments we had been making

upon the power of sulphite of soda as a developer. They are dis-

missed in about half-a-dozen lines by the editor of a little monthly

series of jottings as being the process of a gentleman whose experience

with our suggestions was published in a letter to these columns.

Annexers, kindly take note !

A STATEMENT which, if founded upon actual fact, contains informa-

tion that might be of great usefulness to photographers was published

a little while ago in an American technical journal. The writer

avers that if a very thin coating of glycerine be applied to a glass

surface it will entirely prevent any moisture settling—meaning, of

course, the condensation of aqueous vapour in the form of sniall

globules, similar to the well-known effect pi-oduced by breathing

upon a plate of ghuss. As an example of the potency of the plan, lie

goes on to say that " if used on a looking-glass you can shave your-

self in an ice-house and the glass will not show your breath.

* * * In fact, it can be used anywhere to prevent moisture

forming on anything. It does not injure the usefulness of field

glasses, &c. * * * I first saw this used on a steam-gauge glass

on a Sound steamer where the gauge leaked inside." It is not a

diflicult matter to put to the test, and it is obvious that the plan would

possess a wide sphere of usefulness. In such experimenls, for example,

as photographing the laryngeal chords, described by us a few months

ago, it would materially facilitate the employment of the ueces-

ii
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mry mirrors. Indeed, the many uses that could be made of such a
convenience will at ouce present themselves to our readers. Tliat
even in very thin films it should have no effect upon a lens must,
however, be received with some little doubt

Mr. E. C. C. Stamford read a paper before the Society of Arts
which was full of details moat interesting to photographers. The
communication was i'pon the Economic Applications of Seaweed;
and the writer dwelt very fully upon the extraction of iodine and
bromine, which, as many of our readers are aware, used at one time
to be extracted wholly from " kelp," the name given to burnt sea-

weed—formerly the chief source of the carbonate of soda used in

this country. Chloride of potassium wa» obtained from one variety

—that richest in iodine—and was worth twenty-tive pounds per
ton. Immense alkaline deposits were discovered on the continent,

and the chloride became so plentiful that it dropped quickly to a

third of this price. Bromine was then discovered (also in the

deposit), and in such quantity that, instead of being able to fetch

thirty-eight shillings per pound in the market, it gradually dropped
to fifteen pence—its present market price. Iodine is extracted

largely now from the caliche of Peru, so that " kelp " is no longer

used, either for bromine or iodine extraction, though Mr. Stamford
has introduced such improvements that it may be worth while if his

suggestions should be carried out to recommence such extraction.

Iodine itself has kept a fair average price, twelve shillings being
now obtainable, the highest decimal average having being fifteen

shillings and elevenpence.

Of coui-se everyone knows that the sea contains vast quantities of

dissolved silver, though no one has yet been able to extract it in

paying quantities. Similarly, it contains iodine and bromine. The
quantities found by Mr. Stamford were of iodine not more than

one part in two hundred and eighty millions, but of bromine there

existed one part in sixteen thousand. It might be thought, from
analogy with the continental potassium deposits, that our English

salt mines might contain bromine, but such is not the case. The
Cheshire mines have been subjected to a careful examination with-

out any success. At the present low priee of bromine, however

—

which (except through occasional speculative purchases) is not

likely to be increased—there need not be much disappointment.

Bromides are quite aa cheap as is necessary for photographic

purposes.

HOW TO MAKE AN IODIDE EMULSION.
Ak inquiry in our correspondence column points out a difficulty

which has been experienced by a large number of emulsion experi-

mentalists, namely, the granular formation of the iodide of silver.

The granulary of silver iodide differs so much from that induced by
boiling, or other means in the case of bromide, that, instead of

remaining in the emulsion to impart coai-seness to the resulting

film, it is either precipitated or removed in the course of filtration.

It thus happens that, by some methods of emulsiflcation, it is quite

possible that no iodide whatever may be present in the finished

film, though a liberal proportion may have been employed in the
formula.
Owing, therefore, to the readiness with which the iodide assumes

the granular form, it is important in emulsifying or mlxiug to use
every endeavour to counteract this tendency. But as the means
adopted for that purpose are, as a rule, identical with those which
conduce to the production of a slow emulsion, or which require a
considerable prolongation of the period of cooking, it is plain that

in making a mixed emulsion we are scarcely at liberty to do as we
please in connection with the iodide.

tJnder such circumstances

—

i.a., when a bromo-iodised emulsion
is to be made—perhaps the best plan is to add the silver, slightly

acidified, to the concentrated gelatine first of all ; to that the soluble

iodide is next added (and this may, with advantage, be mixed with
a separate portion of the gelatine), and, finally, the bromide is

stirred in. By this method the iodide of silver is formed in the
presence of a large excess of silver nitrate and also in a concentrated

solution of gelatine ; the solvent action of the nitrate of silver

materially aids in imparting fineness, as does also the thick gelatine,

and if the bromide be subsequently added gradually the iodide

retains its fineness to the end of the operation.

Another plan, where the proportion of iodide is not large, is to

precipitate it separately from aqueous solutions, and, after washing,

to dissolve it in the concentrated silver solution, to be added to the

bromised gelatine. Here, as the silver nitrate is gradually decom-
posed, the solvent power of the solution gradually decreaaea, and
the iodide is precipitated in a fine state of division.
The method of forming a fine bromide, and, subse«[uently, by the

addition of a soluble iodide, converting a portion into silver iodide,
does not—at least, in solutions poor in gelatine—have the deaired
effect, as the particles of iodide are aa likely to be coarse a« not
Where a plain iodide emulsion is in question the matter ia to a

great extent simplified. There is no neceasity to "cook" the
iodide for the sake of sensitiveness, as it is doubtful whether any
such treatment is productive of effect except physically. We can,
therefore, mix in the presence of the full quantity of gelatine, and,
indeed, the solution of that may be concentrated, if desired, so as to
render the mixture as viscid as possible, and so prevent the forma-
tion of coarse iodide. It is surprising, however, even under these
conditions, how large a quantity of granular matter will be found
left upon the filter.

In order to produce the most perfect fineness it is poasible to
obtain we have frequently proceeded as follows :—Weigh out the
necessary quantity of silver nitrate, say 100 grains, to make five
ounces of emulsion, and dissolve it in (say) two ounces of water, to
which add fifty grains of gelatine and two minims of nitric acid.
In another two ounces of water dissolve fifty grains of gelatine
and forty grains of chloride of sodium. When dissolved mix the
two solutions, stir carefully and keep in a warm place for an hour,
then allow to set We have now an emulsion of chloride of silver
which, as is well known, forma in an extremely-fine state of divi-
sion—so fine, indeed, as to form perfectly transparent films even
when a large proportion of the chloride is present An interesting
illustration of this consists in taking an ordinary transparent
gelatino-chloride film and dropping upon it a drop of a ten-grain
solution of bromide or, better, iodide of potassium ; the result
will be the conversion of the transparent chloride of silver into
more or less opaque bromide or iodide, while as the particles are
held in the solid film they can scarcely undergo much coarsening.

This is precisely the line upon which we next proceed with our
chloride emulsion. Having permitted it to set in a beaker or other
convenient vessel we pour upon it a solution composed of iodide of
potassium, one hundred and twenty grains dissolved in two ounces
of water. The conversion of the chloride into iodide will proceed
slowly from the upper portion of the mass, until at the end of a few
hours it will have penetrated completely through it All that now
remains is to break up the emulsion and -warn it in the ordinary
manner.
A quicker and perhaps more satisfactory method is to break up

the chloride emulsion into the solution of iodide, when the conver-
sion proceeds with great rapidity, and the washing completes
the operation.

The result is in either case an emulsion of the most exquisite
fineness, but it will be found that if kept liquid for any length
of time the iodide subsides and conglomerates into coarse particles.

It is, therefore, desirable to preserve the emulsion under alcohol or
in the dry state until recjuired for mixing with a larger bulk
of gelatino-bromide, when in its more dilute form the iodide shows
less tendency to agglomerate or become coarse.

As the efficacy of the iodide depends solely upon the fineness of its

division the value of this method will be recognised. It may seem
a somewhat roundabout way of arriving at the result, but when the
ease with which an exquisitely-fine chloride emulsion can be made
is taken into consideration, as well as the simplicity and certainty of

the subsequent operations, it will be found to be a real gain.

ON A MODIFIED FORM OF TRIPOD.
The photographic tripod stands, as now commonly employed,
answer well for general purposes ; but there are many special cases

where none quite fulfil the conditions required. Those with fixed

heads are all right for working upon firm and moderately-even
ground ; but to level the camera upon one on beach or loose and
uneven soil is no easy matter, and takes up much time. The
adjustable head is an improvement upon these ; but still there ia

waste of valuable time in levelling the camera, for very few photo-
graphers avail themselves of the circular level to assist their judg-
ment and ensure accuracy in this particular. How great a
proportion of architectural photographs are spoiled by distortion

from this cause alone, the lens often being blamed for defects of

this character entirely attributable to slight tilting ! The ball and
socket, as hitherto constructed, labours under the same diaadvan-
tiige. Not any of the above are suitable for photogi-aphing from
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bouts or any swaying platform, because the rigidity of the tripod

head makes the camera a fixture to the boat, and causes its point of

siglit to be changed skywards or waterwards as the boat pitches

and rolls.

The modification of the tripod or addition to the ball and
socket (whichever you like) I wish to bring to notice will be with-

out these defects, the portion of head bearing the camera either

swinging free of the other portions or being made rigid at will. It

consists in drilling an inch hole through the triangular piece (about

two inches thick) to which the legs are fastened, and, further, in

turning out the top of the hole into a semispherical hollow about

two iiiclies in diameter, and in slightly coning out the hole on the

other side of the piece. This is the seat for the ball. A cap of

metal, with a cavity of like dimensions and drilled with an aperture

of an inch and a-half or more, to be strongly but loosely hinged to

one side of tlie first-named hollow and a set screw ou the other,

secures and binds the ball. This completes the socket, which is in

all respects similar to others, excepting that it has a larger opening

underneath.
The ball of wood or metal to fit the socket is turned upon a rod

which projects to the extent of fifteen or eighteen inches, with a
thickness of from five-eighths to three-quarters of an inch on one

side of the ball and about three inches on the other, but conical

from the ball outwards to give strength and substance for framing it

seciuely to the board which is to bear the camera. The ball is then

placed in the socket by passing the long end through the hole, the

c:ip is placed over, hinged, and the binding screw fixed. The lower
end of the rod being furnished with a hook, an india-rubber door
spring, with string and loop, completes the tripod.

Its use is as follows :—When set up the foot is placed in the loop

and the binding-screw released, and the camera is immediately drawn
level and clomped. If used on shipboard a weight is liung upon
the hook and the binding-screw unfastened. The head is then free

to accommodate itself to the motion of the shij) by retaining its

level in all circumstances of pitching, tossing, and rolling, to which
the platform supporting the tripod is subject.

For ordinary use tlie camera case would be sufficient to keep it

steady, and one might ;dways rely on the instrument being level.

The head may be made in metal or wood—if the former, cast

hollow, and all superfluous portions removed to keep down weight.

John Harmer.

OBSERVATIONS UPON FADING.
[A communication to the Photograpjiic Society of Great Britain.)

So much has been said and written niioii this subject that it might be
thought almost superfluous to attempt to throw new light upon such a
worn-out topic ; but the supreme importance of the matter, couijled

with the fact that discussion has been re-opened by the reading of a

p iper on Old Photographs, by Mr. E. Dunmore, at the March meeting
of the ISouth Loudon Photographic Society, must be my justification

for once more returning to the subject.
The conditions of permanence are tolerably well understood by

photographers, and, so far as regards silver prints, much more care is

takeu at every stage of their production than was formerly the case.

By the liberal use of fresh hyposulphite, and subserjuent removal of

the excess of fixing salt by very tliorough washing in water ; the em-
ployment of alkaline, or, at least, well neutralised gold toning baths

;

silver sensitising bath, not too weak ; negatives not too thin—all are
points to which attention must be paid, and, so far as my inquiries
lead, are now generally observed.

Tlie photographer, having done his best, is now unhappily at the
mercy of the paper-maker, for he must needs mount his pictures in
some sort of presentable form, and these perchance will find their way
into portfolios or albums. What, now, if after all the operator's care
and trouble in the exclusion of every trace of hyposulphite from his
finished print, he proceeds to mount it upon a cardboard impregnated
with this very substance? Or it, careful himself about the card
mount, his client thrusts it through the grooves of a mass of paper
stuff in the shape of a common album, or puts it behind a heavy
"cut mount" of doubtful constitution, with a view to its better
preservation !

Sixteen years ago I pointed attention to the Occurrence of Hypo-
gulphiies ill MounUnij Cardu, in an article written for the Pholorjraph!c
AW'.i, which this Society did me the honour to reproduce in the
Photographic Journal for May, 1868 (vol. xiii., p. 54). It was there
shown that cardboard w.vj seldom or never free from hyposulphite, and
a mild appeal was made to paper manufacturcr.s to abstain from using
this salt as "antichlor." Now that the subject of fading is again to
the front it seemed to me desirable to re-open tliis old question, and I
liave been testing cards and mounts and malaiig a heap of inquiries of
the paper-makers. My report, brielly stated, is as follows :—Hypo-
sulphite still to be found in cards of recent make, and the practice of

using this salt as anticluor generally admitted by the English paper-

makers.
Without meatiouing names I may say that the testimony is most

conclusive as to its continued use ; but I am not without hope that

experiments now being tried on the largo scale, on improved methods
of mimufacturing paper-pulp from wood, &c., by tlie bisulphite of

magnesia process, will result in the introduction of a new system
likely to be of considerable beueht to our craft. If this should suc-

ceed—aud I hear favourable reports from several quarters—a revolu-

tion of manufacture will be brought about, and henceforth no anti-

chlor will be necessary. At the recent soirie of tlie Chemical Society

(April '24th) Messrs. Cross and Bevau exhibited some samples ni

Ekmaun's new paper-stuli', made by the disintegration of wood under
great pressure and boiling with the bisulphite solution, and these
specimens certainly looked like the right article. On the same occa-

sion Messrs. A. Boake aud Co. , of Stratford, exhibited a large series

of sulphites and bisulphites, as used by paper manufacturers. 1 am
told that Ekmaun's pulp can be mixed with au equal quantity of

whi'.e rag pulp to make tlie finest paper, and that there is no necessity

to employ hyposulphite. If this exjjerience be confirmed we are out of

our difficulties. On the other hand, we know there has been of late a
demand for extra-thick mounting boards, whicli could only be supplied

at a low or moderate cost by t)ie use of very interior materials, faced
and backed with a better quality of paper. This, of course, offers no
guarantee of permauence to the photographer, aud the black or highly-

coloured tablets are often the worst of all.

Tracing the history of this "antichlor" proceeding I find, on refe-

rence to the English patents, that in the year 18.V2 (November '26th),

Thomas Aiiisley Cook filed a petition for "Improvements in Bleach-
ing," described as follows; — " lu all bleaching operations where
chloiine is employed it becomes necessary to take up or neutralise any
ohlotino thiit may be iu excess. Now, my invention consists in tlie

use of any of tiie following salts :— Hyposulphite of lime, of soda, of

ammonia, of potash, of magnesia, or of alumina, which 1 apply to the
goods after being treated with chlorine, when the hyposulphite used
will neutralise any excess of chlorine that may remain in the material
bleached."

Eighteen months later (May 9th, 1854) Eben Norton Horsford took
out a patent, No. 1,038, for tlie "Removal of Chlorine from .Sub-

stances and Fabrics." This invention "consists in neutralising chlorine

by means of the substance called ' autichloride of lime,' which may be
prepared by passing the fumes of burning sulphur into milk of lime,

contained in a suitable vessel provided with agitators. The anti-

chloride of lime, being collected on filters, may be dried and [^reserved

for use. It may be applied by adding a small quantity directly to the
pulp engine; or fabrics out of the 'chemic' may be passed through
water slightly acidulated, containing in suspension a little of the auti-

chloride.

"

Here, then, it will be seen that sulphurous acid was proposed to be
used instead of the hyposulphite. On tracing b.tck, however, to the

earliest mention of the use of sulphites in paper-making 1 fiud a p'

claim in favnur of John DonUin (October 15th, lS4(i, No. 11,41,

and, as 1 shall presently show, it is a true misfortune for us that at

this early date the manufacture of bisulphite of soda was not sulli-

cicntly perfected to allow of its general use as an antichlor, or mc
should have been spared many of our troubles during the last thiriy

years. The specification runs thus:—"Improvements in the Manu-
facture of Paper, or in the Machinery Employed Therein, and in the

Process of Bleaching Paper, Linen, and Other Manufactures in which
Chloride of Lime is Employed." By disclaimer (dated March 22nil,

1847) the title of this patent is altered to "Improvements in the

Manufacture of Paper, and iu the Process of Bleaching Linen and Other
Jlanufactures in which Chloride of Lime is Employed. " This invention

consists in "the application of bisulphite of soda in solution to paper,

pulp, linen, and other articles or materials which have been bleached
by means of chloride of lime, so as to decompose and get rid of the

chloride of lime which may be remaining mixed therewith or attached

thereto." In practice the patentee has found that "about a pound of

the saturated solution of bisulphite of soda is sufficient for decom-
posing the chloride of lime in the pulp obtained from a hundredweight
of rags, when the pulp has been well drained or pressed."

By all means let the paper-stuff be well washed from the bleachiiij;

lime and other salts subsequently applied as autichlor ; but, in order

to determine by actual experiment the relative effects of sodium sul-,

phite and hyposulphite if left inadvertently by the paper-maker, V

took two photographs (silver prints), cut them in halves, and sub-;

mitted them for equal periods of time to the action of these two solu-

tions. The results (exhibited) show that sulphite of soda has nt

appreciable effect in fortj'-eight hours, whilst the other portions of tin

prints immersed in the hyposulphite are considerably bleached, or, oa

we should say, badly faded.

These striking differences are home out again by another experimeui
which 1 then made. Clean a few sixpences or small silver coins, pu;

them into sulphite of soda solution, weak or strong, hot or cold, an(

leave them there for au hour. Pour ofi' the top liquid, and test fo

silver by adding a drop of sulphide of ammonium. No trace will h

found dissolved. Now try a similar experiment with the hyposulphite
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usiug tho sumo coins, aud wo shall soou find very dLstiuct cvideuco of

silver in tho solution, showing tliat the metal has been attacked and
dissolved l>y the combined action of air aud hyposulphite, formiug the
well-known double salt of sweet taste.

With these facts before us, tlie fading of a silver photograph becomes
perfectly intelligible, and the necessity for thorough washing and care-

ful exclusion of hyposulphite from the tiuished print becomes at once
apparent. I have described these results somewhat at length, because
they furnish an answer to Mr. Uunniorc's extraoi-dinary statement
that "fresli hyposulphite, even as strong as a twenty-per-cont. solu-
tion, applied to and left in the prints and dried in the usual way, has
n > effect whatever on their permanence."*

Forced to indicate tho cause of fading, the last-named author attri-

butes the deleterious effects, wherever it arises from tiie mounts, to
the presence of chlorine (excess of bleach) rather tlian to the hypo-
Bulpliite. I have looked into tliis question also, and certainly lind

soluble chlorides in the cheaper sorts of cardboard, with plenty of

sulphates and all kinds of mineral rubbish, but never met witli free
chlaiine in the linished mounts. It would most likely be absorbed by
the sizing, if traces only were left in the pulp.

Now, in the event of the paper-makers accepting the suggestion to
use sulphite instead of hyposulphite, how would this affect tlie iodide
of starch test, upon which we have been accustomed to rely for the
detection of tho last-named ingredient ? It is known that sulphite of

Boda will also quickly discharge the blue colour of tho starch coni-
)>ouud. Thus far no difference. But we have a ready method of dis-

tinguishing between them, for the sulphite instantly discharges the
colour of weak magenta, whilst the hyposulphite has no sncli action.
This, then, ought to be the paper-maker's guide as to the quantity he
should add to the bleached pidp -r so much as will neutralise the
cldorme and yet not discharge the colour of highly-diluted magenta.
Messrs. Giles and Shearer have gone fully into the testing of sulphites
ill a recent communication to the Society of Chemical Inilustry, which
was printed in their last month's Journal. They worked upon some
very pure samples of crystallised sulphite of soda made by Messrs.
A. IJoake and Co., on a large manufacturing scale, which tested over
ninety-nine per cent, 'i'liis proves that high qualities are now pro-
curable, whicli was not the case when Donkin took out his patent.

Mr. Valentine Blauohard, in speaking of "The Finished Photograph, "t
says :^"In a conversation with Mr. England some little time ago on
this subject (fading) we confirmed each other's experience that prints
mounted on a litliographic tint were more permanent than prints on the
ordinary board. Tho reason for this is not difficult to find. The thin
layer of greasy ink keeps the photograph from contact with any dele-

terious matter in the board, and that such matter exists in a great many
samples of pasteboards is only too well known to most of us.'

Tlie selection of tinted mounts in preference to pure white is always
to be recommended, for then the paper-stuff need not be so highly
bleached, and a further precaution is the final application to the photo-
graph of an encaustic paste, which, by diminishing the hygroscopic
qualities, helps to shut out the influence of moisture, always so detrimen-
tal to the permanence of a photograph exposed in our variable climate.

I have only to add that Dr. Hugo Muller informs mo that in South
tjermany the makers have entirely given up the use of hyposulphite,
and he says the same of North Britain. From another source 1 learn
that the paper-makers of Angouleme tried to do without it a few years
ago, but have gone back to the old practice. Perhaps now the i-educed
cost will again offer encouragement to the xise of sulphites ; if so, the
photographic community will be well content to hear that a fertile

cause of fading has been banished for ever. .John Spilleb, F'.C'.S.

FOREIGN NOTES AND NEWS.
Tkofessor U. W. Vooei. ix Moll'.s Noiixex on TiiK Intensi-

fication OF Gelatine Plates.

I N Moll's Xoliien Professor H. W. Vogel, writing regarding the
intensification of gelatine plates, says that when gcl.itine plates first

inio into use many people thought that any intensifier tiiat was suitable
for collodion plates would do for gelatine plates ; but they soon discovered
'u.ir mistake, and at length found themselves almost limited to mercury.

I rcury worked admirably, but, alas! for a jjlate intensified with it

len one wanted to use it after it had been lying by for some time!
I>ry-plate makers now endeavour to make their plates so that they sliall

not require to be intensified; but for all that it occasionally happens
in dark weather that the portraitist has to intensify, aud it frequently
occurs that the landscipo photographer rinds \\U negatives print too
flat, and therefore urgently requires a reliable intensifier. For a long

:iie it was not understood why so many kinds of development did not
i';ceed with gelatine plates, but it is now known that the gelatine

Itself is affected by many of the chemicals used, while collodion is a
perfectly indifferent substance :

—

"Dr. Eder has just recognised that not only red prussiate of imtash, but
also uranium salts, have a tanning action upon gelatine they harden the

Phit'iiinipUi-: \eicy, Marrli 14th, p. IW.

t yearOoQk of Photography, 18t(4, p. 77.

film and at tlio same time obstruct the paaragcT into the interior. It i«>
therefore, explicable that tho uranium intensifier, which haa such an excel-
lent effect upon collodion plates, containing as it does a mixture of both
the tanning materials, should liavo but a bad effect upon nelatino plat<».
For tho same reason it is difficult to do anything satisf.ictory with Ii-ad
intensification with which red prussiate of potiuih is n.sed. Chloride uf iron,
which can be used on collndiou plates like chloride nf mercury, has aUo a
tanning action upon gelatine, and therefore acts as its own prohibition.
Permanganic acid is reduced by th« gelatine film, aud the latter also
becomes coloured by it at pl.acos where it should have remained transparent.
Lastly: iodine applied in solution to the gelatine film is retained so obsti-
nately by the latter that the brown colour produce<l by it can only be
removed after long-continued washing, and consequently it seems impossible
to seize the right instant for breaking off the intensification. It is also
difficult to do anything with the ordinary silver intensifier. The reason
hero lies less in the slightly-tanning action of the pyrogallic acid than in
the difficulty with which it penetrates tho gelatine film. In five minutes a
collodion plate is washed and finished; a gelatine plate re({uire8 at least
half-an-hour—a proof of how difficult it is for the chemicals to go out of
the latter. They have equal difficulty in penetrating it, and that is bo
much the worse in that the chemically-developed gelatine picture lies much
more within the film than the physically-developed collodion picture. The
fact is that in the case of physical development the silver is precipitated
much more on the surface, and consequently remains much more accessible
to chemicals, and therefore to intensification. This circumstance alone
greatly facilitates the intensification of collodion plates.
"From the foregoini; it is clear that for the intensification of gelatine

plate.s tho.se clieniieals are moat suitable, firstly, which exert no influence
upon tho gelatine itself, and, secondly, those that penetrate the film and are
most easily remmed again. So far as our ])resent knowledge extends, the
mercuric salts of silver fulfil these conditions best. Now, these are recom-
mended in the most various modifications. I may here mention the chloride
of mercury and ammonia intensifier; Edwards's intensifier, chloride of
mercury with iodide of potassium and hyposulphite of soda ; and Kder's
intensifier, chloride of mercury with iodide and cyanide of potassium. The
last-mentioned intensifier works very well, only the cyanide of potassium
solution soon decomposes. More cyanide of potassium must then be added
to freshen it up. The carbonate of soda formed by its decomposition has a
dissolvin^-off (loosening of the film) action upon many gelatine films.
Edwanls s developer keeps better ; but, as Eder has shown, it soon
eventually decomiwses with formation of mercuric sulphide. With regard
to the ease with which these three inteusifiers can be washed out of gelatine
films wo have no experiments before us; but I know some experienced,
practical men who complain that in time negatives treated with Edwards's
devcloiwr become yellow, while those intensified with mercury chloride and
ammonia do not. That speaks in favour of the latter intensifier, and I can
only agree with it. It is, however, the fact that negatives intensified by it

have not proved durable ; here the imperfect washing bears the blame. It
is urgently necessary that plates should be thoroughly washed immediately
before being treated with mercuric salts in order to remove every trace
of hyposulijliite of soda, and then (though this is often neglected) again
after the treatment with chloride of mercury, with dilute ammonia, which
turns the plate brown, for at least half-an-hour, in order to remove every
trace of the mercuric salt ; after that a short washing suffices. If one pro-
ceed in this manner he will not have to complain of spoilt negatives."

EXPERIENCES ON THE THAMES.*
We made up our minds to keep to a certain number of good I'esolu-

tions before starting. One was that we would always be out at 5 a.m.,
our photographic friends strongly advising that course. This was, like

the rest, "more honoured in the breach than in the observance;" for it

was 8 a.m. before we found ourselves in the hotel coffee-room, aud
nearly !) a.m. before we had made a move towards the river. It was
still windy and rough, and, worst of all, a head wind. Between 10 and
11 a.m. we took an affectionate farewell of Salter's employes and made
onr final start, one of us taking the sculls as before.

We had proceeded in this comfortable fashion for half-an-hour or so,

getting farewell "shots" at the university barges and Oxford, when " one
of us"—not tho coxswain—suggested the advisability of a change of

programme as regarded progression, and that it might bo as well, now
we were out of sight of Salter's jieople, to try towing. This we did

;

but the coxswain, at our next halt, thought it highly undignifieil to

begin towing so soon, and suggested that we should take an oar ai)iece.

To this we both agreed. Unfortunately, under thcso new conditions

our lugger would not go straight, but always had a tendency towards
one bank. This c.iused some chaffing, and "one of us" (the culprit)

put forth a gigantic eff'oi-t to alter this state of things. It was at the
same time a bold and irresistible effort, and the result was that before

we know where we wore or coiUd slacken speed we had charged full

tilt into the trunk of a large old willow at the bank. It neirly

upset us and "shivered our timbers" from stem to stern. A further

result was to cause the Philosopher, who was too deeply absorbed with
his philosophic calculations to notice such a trivial oconrrence, to place

his feet where his head should have been, and vice rernd, and on sufficient

recovery of self-possession to exclaim—"What is it?" Luckily no one
saw our contretemps, so that we made our investigation in private. Wo
found the tree had suffered more than ourselves. Our lugger had
happily not sprung a leak ; our baggage only was scattered in »ll dir«e-

Continued from iwtre SCS. A
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tions, aud our nerves aomcwliat shaken. The tree had fared badly, for

we had rammed a big hole and carried away at least a square foot of

bark as a trophy. We held a council, and decided to try ramming no
more.
Another short pull brought us to Ifiley, where we passed through our

first lock—a fall of some four or five feet. At Iffley we had a "sliot

"

at the church—a very ancient Anglo-Norman
structure supposed to have existed prior to the
twelfth century. This is by no means one of the ,•'

prettiest along the river, and we failed to get a . ,^

good near view. Iffley Look absorbed another
. A?"

plate or two, and then we came just below
the lock to Iffley Mill—a very ancient and
really picturesque "bit;" and, as it was the
first we had come to, it was duly appreciated
and we tried to do justice to it. The third
illustration is one of the views we obtained.

Rarely did we find such a variety of interest

for the camera as between Oxford and Iffley.

We now each took an oar and were proceeding
fairly satisfactorily and cautiously, when sud-
denly the Pliilosopher stopped rowing. In alarm
I asked him what was the matter. His face

had visibly elongated, and in measured tones
)ie replied—"Why! do you know tfie force

required to propel our man o' war (this was the
last name it had acquired) increases as the
square of the resistance ; so that, for instance,

the force required to drive her three miles an
hour—supposing that feat possible—is just nine
times that required to drive her one mile an
hour ''" I conJEessed the question had not oc-

curred to me, and that it was very serious.

The only remedy was to go back to Oxford
and change our "three-decker." This we de-
cided not to do,

Kesuming our voyage in a rather discensolate
mood, our next point of attraction was Sanford
Look—an example of one of the many pictu-
resque combinations of lock, weir, and miU.
Here we exposed a couple or so of plates and
obtained satisfactory results, to which our
decoy ducks added some efi'ect.

From Sandford the river increases in pioturesqueness until we reach
a climax of beauty at Nnneham Courtney. This, the seat of the Har-

hang luxuriantly over the river, and form a perfect wealth of foliage
piled on the rising banks. The whole property was purchased for only
£17,000 by the first Earl of Harcourt. Those pretty rustic cottages we
see in the illustration have been erected for the convenience of picnic
parties ; for Nunehara Courtney has long been a favourite holiday
resoit for Oxford students ar.d citizens, and all the summer through

ejMj -J i*'* }"_ l;l .-lis ti;;*s.soa t,^

court family, is the subject of our lUuetration, and is certainly one ofthe finest and prettiest spots on the Thames. The park is well tim-
bered and covers something like 1,200 acres, The maguifloent trees

pleasure-seekers leave Oxford for a day amid the shade of those
umbrageous woods, or within those cottages erected solely for public
accommodation by tlie Earl.

Our first "shots" were in the evening,
just after sundown. Thinking there was

JW;l's^*'*5-s;v little light we gave twenty seconds' expo-
sure, but on developing at our hotel later

on in the evening we found we had hope-
lessly over-exposed, the probability being
that two seconds, or less, would have been
sufficient. A further pull brought us to
Abingdon, where we stayed the night and
became acquainted with our error of judg-
ment, thus showing the value of being able
to develope en route.

Next morning, instead of progressing, we
made a retrograde movement in the direction
of Nuneham. This time we obtained good
results, in which our boat and accessories (the
ducks, &c. ) were turned to useful .account.
On our return from Nuneham, the Philoso-
pher suggested he should take both sculls.

As I had certainly no objection to doing a
little dolce far niente at the stern of the
vessel I willingly accepted the offer. 1'he
Philosopher intended to do a little "show
off" this time, but before he had m,a(le

twenty strokes there was a sudden elevation
of his feet with an opposite depression of his

t_head in the direction of the bottom of the
river. Curiously enough he had previously
remarked—"How nice it would be to have
a dive in the cool, limpid water!" When
the Philosopher became sufficiently acquain-
ted with the state of things at the bottom of
the boat he quietly suggested—"This is very
much like catching a crab." I remarked it

was the finest species of the crab genus I had
ever seen. Again we were thankful ; there
had been no "spill."
The first pretty view of Abingdon we ob-

tained on our return was a general one which embraced the church
steeple, bridge, and sweep of the river. Further interesting ^dews
of Aningdon we also secured at the other gide of the bridge. Abingdon
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19 a pretty old town and used to be a place of consulorablo impor-
tance, and many stirring events of Kngfish history have been enac-

ted there. Today it is (juict, dull, and clean, like many another
town whoso small manufacturing industry has long siucu departed,
leaving it solely dependent on agricultural interests. It is narrated
by easy-going chroniclers that the Mercian Kings used to reside at

Abingdon ; and as early as G86 a monastery to the Virgin Mary was
founded for the monks of the Benedictine order—those good monks
who so nobly devote themselves to the manufacture of a cordial

of that name, and, in the words of the Philosopher, I add, "long may
they live to ni.ike it !" The abbey was unfortunately later on burnt by
the Danes, and the ruin of the monks was completed by King Alfred,

who took away the estates from these militant saints for not having
resisted the enemy with sufficient zeal.

A new abbey was built, which suB'ered various vicissitudes until its

final demolition early in the sixteenth century. The remains of the

thick walls can still be seen. Daring the civil war Abingdon played
an important part in the contest, being first established by Charles I.

as head-quarters for his horse, but subsequently taken by the parlia-

nientary forces. There are many interesting churches at Abingdon.
That of St. Nicholas, the Roman Catholic, in the Market-place, is an old

Norman ediliee. St. Helen's church stands close by the river. Its

spire is a conspicuous object up and down the river tor some distance,

and in every general view of Abingdon, from any point, it always
fiirms a very prominent feature.

J. J. AcwORTH, K.I.C., F.C.S.
(To he contimud in cmr iwxi.)

ILLUMINATION OF THE DARK EOOM.
[A coiimiuiiicatioii to the Photographic Society of Great Britain.

1

The preservation of one of our most cherished faculties—-that of

sight—is of so much importance to our comfort and well-being that it is

proper to give full consideration to the question of how it may be
aftectcd by the light in which we work.
Mr. W. Ackbind remarks that, since the introduction of red light into

photographic dark rooms, he has observed a remarkable increase among
photographers, more than others, of failing sight. On this ground he
deprecates the use of red light, and recommends the employment of one
of a cooler character.

Dr. G. A. Herschell writes:—"Unfortunately for the dark-room
operator, red light of all colours is a great deal the most injurious."

I By those who advocate the use of red light in the dark room other
reasons have been sought to account for the photographer's special

liability to failing sight. To some extent these reasons may co-exist

with the evil influence of the red light. There have even not been
wanting those who say that they prefer a red to a yellow or greenish

light as a matter of personal comfort; but I am sure that the great

majority feel the fatigue and irritation to the sight of working in red
light, and would gladly change it for light of a cooler colour if they
were aware that the necessity for using a red light, which has been so

long insisted upon, is a mistake, and that yellow light of the same
degree of illuminating power has no more effect upon the photographic
plate, if as much, as the long-vaunted ruby.
The question naturally arises—How is it that if there were no

necessity for red light, it came with the introduction of gelatine-bromide
plates to be insisted upon and almost universally adopted? It was
because it was said that bromide of silver was—compared with the wet-
plate collodion, the sensitive compound of which consisted mainly of

i'jdide—much more sensitive to the yellow light in particular, and that
nd light must therefore be used for bromide, whereas yellow was proper

r iodide, manipulations.
Ft has often been stated that bromide of silver, whether in the form

or collodion or of gelatine emulsion, is more sensitive to the colours of

the middle and lower part of the spectrum, and will represent these as
lighter, compared with the blue and violet, than the old collodion bath
plate, which ordinarily consisted of iodide of silver and a small pro-
portion of bromide. So strong a hold had this idea upon tlie minds of

' photographei-s that when collodio-bromide emulsion came into use,

although it was less sensitive as a whole than bath plates, it was said

', it was so sensitive to yellow and orange light in particular that it was
' necessary to use red light for the purpose of the dark room, and plates

were stated to be fogged in a laboratory the light of which did not injure

the bromo-iodide bath plate. This probably arose from the much longer

; time that bromide emulsion plates were exposed to whatever light was
1' used during their preparation and lengthened development than was
' necessary with bath plates.

\yhen rapid gelatine plates first came into common studio use it was
daring a winter season, and it was asserted that their rapidity was due

,

to their greater sensitiveness to the yellow light of winter ; and it was
predicted that when the spring and summer came round itwould be found
that they would be no more sensitive than the accustomed collodion.
This was found to be a mistake, and the most careful experimenters
conld find no dilTerence in the relative sensitiveness of the two processes
in the winter and summer seasons.

Captain Abney, when recommending the use of a small portion of
iodide of silver in bromide emulsion, Rtat«<l that this addition 10
changed the range of sensitiveness of tlio compound, by loweriog the
sensitiveness to orange light, that plates containing a small quantity of
iodide might be safely developed in such light, whilst those containing
pure bromide only and of cijual general sensitiveness were so sensitive
to orange that a red light only must bo employed in the dark room.
Dr. Eder stated recently ( I'hotof/raphiwhi' VurriKpoiulinz, April, 1884,
page 95) that the addition of iodide renders the plates more sensitive to
the yellow and green. Considering that yellow and orange are so close
together in the spectrum, and that the bulk of photographic action ia

at tlio other end m the blue and violet and beyond it, these statement*
are almost exactly opposed to each other.

I have here a sheet of coloured ribbons, made up of violet, blue, green,
yellow, orange, scarlet, and crimson. The colours, of course, are not
as pure as those of the spectrum, but they are much purer and brighter
and should produce more difference of photographic effect than the
colours of natural objects with which the photographer ordinarily has
to deal, and in the delineation of which spectrum photography professes
to direct him.
For photographing these I have prepared three emulsions—No. I

containing bromide only. No. 2 containing five per cent, of iodide, and
No. .3 ten per cent. The emulsions were prepared in other respects in a
similar manner, and were made by the boiling process. Here are photo-
graphs produced with these emulsions, and I think you will not be able
to find any difference between the results sufficient to be positively
affirmed. In each case the violet has come out the strongest, and then
the blue. From the green downwards the colours have all come out in

each plate of nearly equal depth, but it will be noticed that the yellow
and orange have had less effect upon tlio plates than the reds. Probably
some white may accompany the reds, although they were the purest
colours I could obtain in ribbons ; still the main point is that with each
plate the result is about the same. From this we gather two things
first, that the addition of iodide does not make that difference in the
range of sensibility to the colours presented to the camera that has been
stated; and, secondly, that if we were to work in our dark rooms by
light reflected from these surfaces we should choose the yellow and the
orange, as having less effect upon the plate than the reds, and giving at
the same time far more luminosity.

About a year ago Mr. J. R. Sawyer showed a somewhat similar sheet
of coloured ribbons and photographs from them, in which it was re-

marked that each colour came out lighter or darker than another in
precisely the same series, whether the negative had been taken on an
ordinary bath plate consisting of iodide and a small quantity of bromide,
or of a gelatine plate containing bromide and a small quantity of iodide.
There was not, however, among Mr. Sawyer's experiments one with a
plate containing bromide only; and it is to compare this with plates
also containing iodide, and to examine the alleged effects of this addition,
that these experiments are made.
At one of the technical meetings of this Society I brought forward a

lantern, the four sides of which were glazed with different materials,
the two most contrasted of which were two thicknesses of ruby glass in

the one case, and in the other a yellow produced by two thicknesses of
yellow paper and one of a yellowish-green glass. The latter combination
was considered by all those present to give a much better, as well as a
more agreeable, light to work by than the rubies, and at the same time
it had been found to produce at a given distance much less effect upon
a sensitive plate.

Captain Abney, at the March ordinary meeting of the Society, followed
with a paper in which he spoke of the question, which he had con-
sidered settled, as having been re-opened, and, without referring specifi-

cally to the particular light that I had compared, maintained that red
was better than yellow for the purpose of dark-room illumination,
selecting as the types for comparisons a glass known as " stained red "

and a yellow paper known as " canary medium." Now, the stained red
glass has this peculiarity—that it appears a red, but is really formed
by the piling up of yellow. It is a curious fact that if a clear, transparent
yellow be taken, and fresh thicknesses of the same added, the trans-
mitted colour becomes orange, and finally to the eye red, although
when examined with the spectroscope it will be seen that the yellow
still passes ; and this adds to the luminous effect to the eye, although
the existence of the colour is unperceived. Every one who has used
bichromate of potash solution must have noticed that a thin layer appears
pure yellow, but a thick one orange, and if very thick red. Stained
red is a silver-stained glass in which the quantity of silver is sntiicient

to give an orange-red appearance instead of the yellow which a thinner
layer shows. I have here a wedge made up of increasing thicknesses
of stained yellow, where it is seen the colour passes from a ]>ale yellow
to a reddish-orange. More thicknesses would show a colour identical

with that of the stained red, except for the fact that the natural
greenish tint of so much ordinary glass wonid have its effect. If a piece

of stained red be broken it will sometimes happen that it will chip a
little so as to divide the layer of stain, when, as in this piece, it will be
seen to be yellow. Immersion for a short time in hydrofluoric acid
will, by dissolving .iway part of the layer, allow the characteriatic

yellow to be seen, as in the piece now handed round.
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In the experiment described by Captain Abney in tlie Marcli paper

there appears to have been an unaccountable oversight, which, when

pointed out, will, I think, be admitted. The trial of illuminating power

was made by light passing through ratlier small holes m the side of a

lantern. Now to iiud a reading distance with a clear medium like

stained'glass the opening in the lantern may be reduced until no larger

than the flame, without affecting the result. With a diffusing substance

like canary medium the smaller the opening the more the light is cut

off, and the nearer the observer has to come to it to see with equal

dis'tinotness. The trials for protective power should have, therefore,

been made in a similar manner at definite distances from the screens of

the lantern. Instead of this, the glass and paper were laid upon a

plate, and this exposed to the light of a candle flame; the conditions

were therefore not comparative. It is, of course, obvious that when

using a clear medium—the stained red—enlarging the area of the sides

of the lantern would not have increased the illumination at any given

spot (the book read from), but would have made a great difference to

the diffusing medium—the yellow canary. Another, to me, unaccount-

able circumstance, is that Captain Abney should have found so much

more protective power with the stained red glass than with the canary

medium. I have examined several samples of the stained red—which,

however, differed but very slightly—and hud in each case that more

photographic action passes than through canary medium. I have

here a sort of negative, composed of three media side by side—

a

piece of stained red glass, a piece of canary medium, and one of

ruby glass. Exposed either to lamplight or daylight the canary

medium shows less image than the stained red, and the latter less than

In addition to condemning the use of a yellow light Captain Abney

stated that the use of a green glass only stopped those rays that were

comparatively harmless ; and in an article, about the same time, in the

BMel'm Beige, said that he thought the recommendation to use it

proceeded from a confusion of ideas. Now, if a piece of green glass,

such as I have here, be examined in the spectroscope it will be seen

that both ends of the spectrum are cut off, the blue is darkened, and

the violet almost entirely cut off; the red rays are very much stopped,

but the yellow passes pretty freely. When, therefore, such an accu-

mulation of yellow is employed as to present a red appearance to the

eye, the use of a green supplementary medium, by cutting off the red

rays, restores the yellow character which, to most people certainly, is

more aareeable and less irritating than red or orange, at the same time

that it assists in more completely cutting rays off of some actinic power.

In the leatures last delivered by Captain Abney before the Society of Arts

it was recommended, when additional safety was required, to supple-

ment stained red glass by a sheet of cobalt. I have here a double

lantern in one compartment of which I wUl use a stained red and a

cobalt, and in the other a stained red and a green. It will be seen

that much more light passes through the stained red and green than

through the red and cobalt.

Taking the average of three observers—Mr. J. Cadett, Mr. T. Bolas,

and Mr. W. K. Burton—it was found that the distance at wliich

printing could be read with the light passing through the green supple-

ment was within a trifle of half that required when the cobalt was used.

Tills indicates a superior power of illumination of between three and

four. I have here a printing-frame containing strips of tlie same green

and cobalt glasses, each in union with the same stained red. I will

now expose a plate behind these to the light, and develope together.

It will be seen that the red and blue yield a powerful image, whilst the

red and green give only a trace. As a supplement to stained red glass,

therefore, the green allows three or four times as much working light

to pass, and gives much more protection to the plate than the cobalt.

The cobalt, in fact, acts by cutting off the useful yellow illuminating

power, and renders the red deeper than before; whilst the green, by
allowing the yellow rays to pass (and remember that the so-called

stained red is really an accumulation of a yellow-transmitting

medium) acts by cutting off some of the red and restoring a

yellow character to the light. How much of the additional protec-

tion afforded by the green glass is due to the removal of the

red, and how much to the cutting off of the other end of the spectrum,

it is not necessary now to decide. I should think, however, that,

in addition to the greater safety and the more luminosity, almost
every one would prefer, as less disagreeable to work by, the
yellowish light with the green supijleineut to the crimson with the

cobalt.

As a method of working independent of coloured screens it has been
recommended as a good working method to employ the comparatively
white light of a candle or lamp, taking care to allow no rays to fall

direct upon the plate, but to use only the light reflected from the

ceiling and walls of the apartment. Those to whom any coloured light

is offensive or objectionable may be glad to know of a method by wliich

they can use a light of the same apparent character as the bare candle
light, but of much greater safety. Here is a lantern containing two
paraffine lamps—one furnished with stained red, and the other with a
green glass. By allowing the light from these to fall upon a sheet of

white cardboard, ond stretching a sheet of white paper in front, a
light is produced which is quite as white as tliat given by one of the

lamps when used with no coloured glass, and illuminating the card in

the same manner, and turned to such a height as to give equal illumina-

tion at a given distance from the screen. Mr. W. K. Burton, who
kindly assisted me in making this experiment by taking the reading

distance and exposing the plate at that same distance, considered,

indeed, that the composite white light was in this case decidedly the

ivliiter, less yellowish, of the two.

I v/ill show you both, and I think you will agree with him. On
developing the plate we found much less image on tlie i^late exposed to

the composite white light tliaii on the other ; and this, indeed, was to

be expected, as both glasses used cut off' the violet and ultra-violet

rays the most powerful photographic portion of the spectrum. I do

not recommend this light for absolute safety; but upon a sensitive plate

an exposure full square to the light for a minute, at a distance at which

small print could be read, gave the merest trace of a mark—such as

would not be recognised as fogging if there were no sharp edge

to mark it. Now, there is never any necessity for giving a

plate so muohexposure to the developing light as this is equivalent to ;

and those who are particularly sensitive to coloured light may, by

usin" obvious precautions, safely work with a light of this descrip-

tion.

From the experiment described with the ruby, the stained red, and

the canary medium, the latter shows the most protective power; but,

at the same time, it transmits less luminosity. When these conditions

are equalised the comparative lesulte show the least safety for the

ruby ; with the other two they are about equal.

With ruby glass, as stated a week or two back by Mr. A. Pringle, in

describing the work of a sort of committee of investigation of well-

known photographers in tlie north, the result was that canary medium
showed less actinic effect than ruby glass in proportion to its luminosity.

That stained red .and a yellow material like canary medium should

be about equal is only what might be expected from tlie consideration

that stained red is, as has been pointed out, an accumulation of yellow,

and yellow light passes largely tlirough it. To compare red light with

yellow light a medium of true red colour should be used, and then the

experiment comes out in favour of the yellow medium. There is

another consideration which also tells in favour of the yellow. The

plates wo use, and to see which we require the illumination of our dark

rooms, are of a greenish-yellow ; and the reading tests, to be accurate

for the work, should have been on paper of a colour similar to that of

the plate. These tests were, however, made on ordinary printed

matter, and when—with the only observers with whom I had an

opportunity of trying, Mr. .1. Cadett and Mr. J. J. Brigmsliaw—

a

gelatine plate with writing upon it was substituted for the ordinary

printed paper, it was found that it had to be brought relatively nearer

to the red than to the yellow light before the writing could bo

deciphered. „ , , ,, ,

If the balance of photographic and luminous effect of yellow and

red light were equal we should choose the former, on account of its

cooler, less irritating character, and the comparative absence of feeling

of strain or fatigue, which most people, at all events, feel when com-

pelled to pass any length of time in one as compared with the other.

When we add to this the consideration that it is probable that some

are now permanently and hopelessly injuring their eyesight in the em-

ployment of dry-plate manufacturers and of busy photographers, I

think great responsibility rests upon those who would strive to per-

petuate the present state of things.
, , ,. , •, J

The following propositions may now, I believe, be considered as

established :—That the great difference in relative sensibility to

different colours stated to exist in the two substances, bromide of silver

in gelatine and the ordinary bromo-iodide bath plates, does not so exist

;

and that, therefore, the difference in the colour of the illuminating

medium said to be required is a mistake. That yellow light gives more

luminosity, in proportion to its effect upon the photographic plate, than

real red light. That stained red glass owes much of its lummosity

to the fact that it is an accumulation of yellow medium. That green

glass cuts off both ends of the spectrum, and, therefore, in addition to

rendering the light cooler, is a considerable protection. That green

glass used as a supplement to stained red allows more illumination

to pass than cobalt so used, and is much more strongly protective of

the plate by obstructing photographic power. "' ^' t^»=»««amW. E. Debenham.

REGENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 8 538.—"Preparation or Compound for Photographic Purposes."

Jean Jo'sKPH Desirk Hutinet, Paris, France.—Xlo«cd Jum 3, 1884.

Xo. 8,586.—"Mechanically Shifting Photographic Scenes." Georqs

WiLSOK Morgan, Aberdeen, Scotland.—J9a(cti June 4, 1884.

No 8 643 — " Coating Photographic Plates or Paper with Gelatine

Emulsion." (Comjilete.) Be.njamin Joseph Edw.\kds, Hackney, Iiondon.

—DaUd June 5, 1884.

No. 8,721.—"Photographic Cameras." W. S. Atwoou and S. B, G03UK.
—Dated June 7, 1884.
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Rkady-Sensitiseu Paper. W. W. Rocch and Co., London.

We liave received samples of a new brand of ready-sensitised paper
specially prepared for Messrs. Rouch and Co. It is tine in texture,

possesses a smooth, even surface, aud a high gloss, without the exces-

sive tendency to crack which double albumenised paper exhibits. It

prints rapidly and to a rich colour, and tones with reatliness in any of

the recoyuised toning baths. \Vc have not yet had an opportunity of

testing its keeping qualities, but they are said to be very good.

^tttinp of ^mttus,
MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK,

Dftt« of MMtiOR. Name of Sodotr. PlJtco of Maetins.

The Studio, Chancery-lane.
Anderton's Hotel, Hcct-street.
Masons' Hall, Bosiiighall-street.:: }^::::::::

Photographic Club
London and Provincial

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.

The last ordinary mectinp; of this Society for the present session took
place on Tuesday last, the lOth inst., at OA, Pall Jlall East, in the Gallery
of the Royal Society of Painters in Water Colours,—Mr. James Glaisher,
l'Ml..S., President, in the cliair. The minutes of the last meeting having
been re,id and couiirmed, the Chairm.an called upon

Mr. J. R. Sawveu to re.id his paper, entitled Commercial Fabrics Suit-

able for Dark-Room II !ii ruination. Mr. Sawyer, after deprecating the
warmth which had been evident in the discussion of the use of various
colours for illumin,^ting the dark room, remarked that Mr. W. S. Bird had
some little time ago called attention to the discrepancies exhibited by the
statements of different observers in regard to the chemical action of the
8i>cctrum, and had stated his opinion that there must bo something wrong
in their knowledge of the facts, and especially as the deductions from spec-

trum analysis differed so much from what was gathered by putting the
matter to a practical test. Further inquiry was certainly desirable. He
had tried to perform such experiments as would make it possible to give a
verdict as to what was the best fabric to use for dark-room windows out of

those easily obtainable commercially. He wished to avoid all controversial

points In the first place great stress had been aid on the hurtful effects

of deei> red light, but surely those who brought this m.itter forward were
in the habit of gazing fixedly at the red light itself, which was by no means
necessary. Ho believed that no harm came from the colour of the light

but only from the rapid transition from a bright to a dull light, and rice

rcrmi, the ciliary muscles not acting instantaneously in contracting or ex-

panding the ^iA\ as we come from a weak to a strong light, and rice vend,
but allowing us to be for a time dazzled in the first instance and unable to

see at all for a time in the second. He (Mr. Sawyer) hivd read a paper
l)efore the .Society more than a year ago, in which ho had explained the
effect of photographing bands of different-coloured ribbons. He had that
evening with him the bands of ribbons and the photographs, and it would
be seen that a light yellow ribbon, alth<nigh immensely more bright to the
eye than an orange or a ruby one, gave less photo;^raphic effect. This
formed a powerful argument in favour of yellow lit,dit for the dark room.
He had tried the effect of the following fabrics and combinations of fabrics,

namely, ruby fabric, orange, yellow, ruby orange and yellow, orange and
yellow, and ruby and yellow in combination ; also yellow paper treated
with aurine vai-nish, white pai)er similarly treated, the above together

;

the same, but with two thickni^sses of orange paper. Plates which would
(five 24 on the sensitometer had been exposed at a distance of eighteen
inches from each for a space of five minutes, the source of light being a
bright lamp. The plates were placed during exposure belrind stencils in-

dicating by letters the materials used, and were afterwards all developed
in the same dish, being forced to the utmost. The various fabrics and
combin.ations were shoivn in front of the lamp which had been used in the
experiments, and also the plates which had been exposed. The yellow
palmer, which could be obtained from Messrs. Spalding and Hodge, Drury-
lane, although permitting much more luminosity to pass, gave a less

photographic impression than either ruby or orange. The fabrics in which
there w.as aurine were safer still, but gave nmcli less illuminating power.
In the case of the last two media mentioned the plates were not acted upon
at all. As to the priictical arrangement of the dark-room window, ho
considered a good plan to l>a to divide it by horizontal lines into three
equal portions, the upper third being covered with one thickness of what-
ever medium was used, the central with two, and the lower with three.

The top t>ottion could Ix) swung open to admit white light when desired.
A roller blind worked from the top would allow the light to be very jier-

fectly regulated. He had tried the effects of using greens, but would not
enter into the matter then, except to show a dark green which gave a very
coiisidorablo photo^raiihic effect, whilst a lighter one, allowing much more
visual light to p.a»8, gave less photographic effect. He ho|)ed the meeting
would consider that his experiments had been carried out in a fair and
practical manner, and that he ha<l proved it was jiossible to have in

the dark room such an amount of light as would ensure no damage being
done til the eyes from abriqit transition to the outer light, and which yet
Would bo safe,

Mr. W. E. Uebenham wished to show an improvement which he had
made on his com|x>sitc lamp. His lamp, it would be remembered, was so

c'>n.it:'t:cted, that on a ii!i93t of white paiier there u received the light
filtered through a red glau, and also the light filtered through » green
glan. The coloured light received on the white screen is reflected on to s
piece of tiseue paper, and, combining, makes a whit* light. He had rob-
•titutod for the white reflector a yellow one, and in front of the white
tissue paper had placed a piece of golden fabric. The light even then
apiicared as white as that obtained by reflecting the light from a lamp
turned low, from a piece of white paper on to a piece of white tissue
pai)er. Exiicriments made at " reaching distances " gave the following rg-

suits :—With the last mentioned light a transinrencv was obtained in one
minute. With the composite light and yellow reflector, but no golden
fabric, a faint image only in a quarter of an hour. With the yellow
reflector and golden fabric no image in an hour's exposure.
Mr. C. Ray Woods wished to draw attention to a few |>oint* in Mr,

Pobenham'fl paiier, read at the last meeting. [See page 377 in tiie present
number]. He bad compared the results obtained by using canary medium,
orange paper, and stained red glass. He found the orange i)aper to have a
slight advantage over the canary medium, and the stained red to have
a great advantage over the orange glass. He considered that Mr. Deben-
ham had failed to get the same stained red glass which Cai>t»in Abney had
used, and which was flashed with silver on one side, and on the other with
oopixjr. The stained red used by Mr. Debenham was flashed only with
silver and jtermitted ultra violet rays to pais, which accounted for Mr.
Debenham having found a result of greater safety by using green
glass in conjunction with it than when using cobalt glass, as recom-
mended by Captain Abney. He considered that he was justified in

using the expression "cathedral green," as it was once employed in the
glass trade.

Mr. J. Cadett said he had carried out some experiments on the subject
under discussion, in which he had been assisted by two or three other
observers. He found that, as compared with theirs, his eyes were very
insensitive to red light. Still, in the exiicriments which he had carried out,
there had been evident a ver>' little advantage in the case of stained red as
compared with canary medium. In the case of those with eyes more sen-

sitive to red the advantages had been more marked. This was to be re-

marked, however—that the advantage which the red colour displayed over
the yellow was only noticeable in the case of a bright light. When we came
to the use of a feeble light the state of affairs was renewed. He believed
this fact was the cause of many of the discrepancies evident. Yellow light

had a decided advantage over red in that it was better for the general
illumination of a room. Thus, for example, it would be best to use yellow
light in a drying room and red light when we came to examine plates
individually for defects. He would say a few words regarding the spectro-

scoiies. Some [jeople were always tending to extremes, and a certain few
had gone so far as to say that because the spectroscope could not alone de-
termine the best medium to use for illuminating the dark room it was,
therefore, entirely useless. He thought this a great mistake. To take an
example : it was extraordinary how much blue light the spectroscope showed
to pass through canary medium, thus indicating in what direction to work
to make this light safer than it is by using some medium which will

absorb the blue. Again : it was remarkable to compare two lights so
apparently similar as those got through ruby glass and stained red, and
to see how much blue was in the former whilst there was none in the
latter. The spectroscope used with discretion would be found most
useful.

Mr. DEBENHAjr, in reply, said that he had found, on looking into the
matter, that the stained red glass which he had beien using was of two
different kinds—one, that described by Mr. Woods, flashed on both sides,

and the other, that flashed on one side only, and with silver. He had
written to Messrs. Chance and Co. abrat the first-mentioned glass, and
had learned from them that it was described as " flashed ruby, one side
stained, yellow the other." It so hapiiened he found that the red glass
used in the exjieriment with the green and cobalt gUss was of this descrip-
tion. He had one piece of even a deeper red than Captain Abney's was,
and with this the result of his experiments was still the same. He got
much less illuminating [lOwer with cobalt in conjanction mth it than with
green, yet far more pliot<igraphic effect. Mr. Debenliam wished to ask
Mr. Cowan if his reported statement that seven thicknesses of his (Mr.
Debenham's) stained red were not as deep in colour a« one of Captain
Abney's was correct.

Mr. A. Cowan replied that he alluded to Mr. Debenham'* stained
yellow.
Mr. Debexham said that Mr. Sawyer had referred to the discrepancies

in the results obtained by scientific experiments and practical workers;
but he would ask if the method of proceeding in which the visual powen
of various lights were first standardised, and the photographic power
afterwards taken, was not as seientific as any, and more so than determina-
tion by the use of the spectroscope. Mr. Sa>vyer's experiments had proved
very powerfully the advantages of yellow lignt over red, and would have
done so still more emphatically had allowance been made for the visual
intensity of the lif^hts, the plates being in all cases put at such a point
that the illuminating power was equal in each. With regard to Mr.
Sawyer's experiments with green light, he was not aware that any one had
su^'ested the use of a green fabric alone. He certainly had not. When
using a green it was necessary to have a yellow green—not a blue one. He
did not consider it advisable to speak of glass as cathedral green, as, even
if that namo were once used at all, it would refer to half-a dozen different

shades.
Mr, L. WARfJEBKE objected to the use of anrine, as the colour

faded. He had been experimenting on different fabrics, and considered
by far the best to be one got by impregnating jiaper with chremate of
lead.

Mr. W. Peck thought red light had no injurious influences on
tiie eyes. He considered Mr, Debenham's plan of testing at a r^tding
distance not a good one, as it permitted the influence of individnid
peculiarity.
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Mr. Sawtek, in reply to the variims speakers, said that with regard to

the scientific aspect vi the matter it might be more correct to test the
plates at the reading distance fronj tlie source of liglit ; but with reference to

the practical side of the question tliey had in their dark rooms windows
fixed and sinks fixed, and, therefore, ho considered the method which
he had employed the most suitable. He hoped Mr. Debenham woUld not
consider himself neglected because the question of greens had not been
brought forward more fully. He himself considered that green in com-
bination with other colours reduced illumination without introducing
corresponding advantages. He was sorry to hear from Mr. Warnerke
that the colour of aurine (a substance which had been recommended by
Mr. J. SpUler) was not permanent, but if it were not there was an
end of the matter. He felt great curiosity concerning Mr. Debenham's
composite white light, and would like to have an opjiortunity of try-

ing it.

The Chairman asked for a vote of thanks to Mr. Debenham and Mr.
Sawyer. He did not object to hear differences of opinion expressed, but
hoped that discussions would always be carried on in a scientific manner,
each trying merely to bring forward the truth of matters and avoiding
any controversial spirit. His own exi>erience had been that it was impos-
sible to get any two samples of glass precisely the same, and that no two
people saw in precisely the same manner with regard to colour.
The vote of thanks having been accorded,
The Chaikman called upon Mr. E. Uunmore for his paper, entitled

SHrey Prints. He then vacated the chair, which was filled by Captain W.
de W. Abney.
Mr. DuNMORE wished to give a few supplementary notes on Mr. Spiller's

recent paper on the fading of prints. The word " permanency " might have
a very elastic meaning. It might be used as indicating indestructibility
or durability. He understood it in the last sense. Many prints of old
days had remained good to this day, and certainly if we could follow the
precise method by which these were produced we could again get permanent
Srints. Mr. Spiller had long ago recommended alkali in the fixing bath,
[e (Mr. Dunmore) had at that time himself been using carbonate of soda,

but had given it up for the ammonia recommended by Mr. Spiller. He
found, however, that this resulted in a slight powdery deposit on the prints.
Mr. Dunmore then traced the production of a silver print through all the
processes. He pointed out that the manufacture of the paper, on which
much depended, was the only thing which was quite beyond the control of
the photographer, although the albumenising was also so in most cases, as
few photographers albumenised their own paper. He recommended a
strong sensitising bath as tending to permanency. In talking of the jirint-

ing and toning of ^)aper he pointed out the double nature of the image, there
bemg one image in an organic salt and another in metal. This accounted
for the fact that a print from a thin negative would not take a rich
tone. The image was almost entirely composed of the organic salt and
the gold was not deposited on it. In toning a print from a clear nega-
tive they should stop the process before the naif-tones are bleached. In
fixing it is important to use freshly-mixed hypo, and to give a suificient
time for fixing, which might vary from ten to twenty minutes. After
that, if the prints were thoroughly washed, he believed they would be
permanent.
The Chairman admired the manner in which Mr. Dunmore had brought

forward his observations, and especially considered his remarks concerning
the double nature of the image to test by most v.aluable.

It was announced that Saturday, October 4tli, would be the date of tlie
opening soiree of the Exhibition of the Society, and that Thursday,
September 25th, would be the last day on which pictures would be
received. The following gentlemen had been elected as judges:—The
President, Messrs. W. Bedford, W. F. Donkin, W. England, J. E.
Mayall, W. Mayland, and Andrew Pringle.
The following gentlemen were unanimously elected as members of the

Society:—Messrs. W. Van Sommer and S. Gi B. Wallaston.
The meeting was then adjourned.

SOUTH LONDON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The ordinary monthly meeting of this Society was held at the House
of the Society of Arts, John-street, Adelphi, on Thursday evening, the 5th
instant,-Mr. F. York in the chair.
The Secretary having read the minutes of the last meeting,
The Chairman made a few remarks on the much-lamented death of an

old member of the Society, Mr. H. Baden Pritchard.
Mr. E. W. FoxLKE proposed that a letter of condolence be sent to Mr.

Pntchard's widow, and Mr. W. Cobb seconded this motion.
The question of the annual trip of the Society was then discussed, and it

was resolved that a meeting should be arranged for the last Saturday
in July, unless Mr. Thornicroft could be persuaded to lend his steam launch
to the Society for a day on the river, in which case the determination
of the date would be left to that gentleman. It was suggested that
the members of the Photographic Club be asked to join in the excur-
sion.

A letter from the son of the Rev, F, F. Statham, the late lamented Pre-
sident of the Society, was then read.
The question of the presentation print to the members of the Society

came up for discussion.

Mr. A. L. Henderson said he thouglit it would be satisfactory
for all if a print from some negative of the late President were to form the
presenta tion picture. He himself fot one would like to have such a
pictrrj.

Mr. F. A. Bridge said that Mr. Henry Greenwood had been kind enough
to present to the Society fifty prints of the Rev. F. F. Statham similar to
those which had appeared in The Britihh Joubnal of Photography, but
on finer paper. He (Mr. Bridge) had unfortunately not brought them with
lum that night, but he would send them to the members.

On this intimation Mr. Henderson withdrew his proposal.
Mr. A. Cowan proposed that the presentation print be chosen from

the competition pictures of the members, and further proposed that a
committee be elected to choose the print.

The following gentlemen were then proposed and elected for the
Committee -.—Mt. F. York, Mr. \V. M. Ashman, and Mr. W. K. Burton.
Mr. Bridge announced that the Council had determined to make

the October meeting a special one to consider the future of the South
London Photographic Society.

Some prints froih paper negatives by Mr. Morgan, of Greenwich, were
passed round. The general opinion was that bo grains were visible in the
prints. The paper for the negatives had been sensitised with gelatine
emulsion.
The following question was then put before the meeting:—"What is

the best developer for gelatine plates when copying engravings and line

work?"
Mr. Henderson objected to the use of dry plates for such purposes. Ho

would use wet collodion plates.

The Chairman pointed out that this was wide of the question, which
asked for information regarding gelatine plates. He would himself use a
ferrous oxalate developer.
Mr. Henderson suggested a slow emulsion.
Mr. FoxLEE preferred the ferrous oxalate developer to any other.
Mr. W. K. Burton thought that if a sufficient exposure were given, and

a pyro. developer were used strong in pyro. and restrainer but weak in

ammonia, as dense a negative would result from sufficiently long develop-
ment as with ferrous oxalate.

Mr. E. Cocking corroborated this statement.
The Chairman said that on account of the colour of the negative he

would prefer carbonate of soda to ammonia. He used Mr. H. J. Newton's
formula, and found excess of density rather than insufficiency to be his only
difficulty.

Mr. Henderson differed from the Chairman on this point.
Mr. FoxLEE said that in a line subject the great thing to do was to keep

the black lines quite transparent.
Mr. W. Cobb thought that specially-prepared plates should ba used.
Mr. Henderson asked the Chairman if the carbonate of soda did not

cause frilling of the plates.

The Chairman rejilied that it did not if alum were used after develop-
ment. It was curious that the plates took longer to fix when soda was
used than when ammonia was emjiloyed.
Mr. W. Brooks would develope with ferrous oxalate, and would after-

wards intensify witli mercury.
The meeting was then adjourned.

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
At the meeting of this Association, held on Thursday, the 5th instant, the
chair was occupied by Mr. A. Mackie.
Mr. H. S. Starnes showed a dark slide made of tin plate. The advan-

tages claimed for it were the small space it occupied and the cheapness
with which it could be constructed. The plates were slid in at one end,
which was then closed by a strip of velvet-coloured wood, leaving space
only for the doors to slide on either side of it. A jjortion of the end of

each door was bent over at a right angle to hold the strip of wood in plac^

while the other door was open for exposure.
The Chairman considered that for a cheap dark slide it would be bet

to have a combination of wood and cardboard.
Mr. H. MouL said that it was most difficult to get card slides to work.

Card was apt to buckle a little, and would then refuse to enter the groove
at the end of the slide. i

Mr. W. E. Debenham thought that the same objection held good with
respect to sheet metal slides. He believed it would be better to make the
frame somewhat thicker, so as to leave a space of about one-eighth of an
inch between the front of the plate and the sliding door. The metal sepa
rating the plate from the door could then be folded, and at the end of tlio

groove a little bevelled. This would allow the tin, although somewhat
buckled, to find its way home.
The Chairman, referring to the screw-stoppered bottles now in common

use for aerated drinks, said that he had requested the proprietors to niak«
some bottles on the same system for chemical use, for which he thought
they would be well adapted. He inquired whether any of the members
could inform him of tne nature of the material of which th« bulk of

the stopper was formed.
Some of the members thought that a gum resin or lac entered largely

into the composition.
A short discussion took place upon the very divergent opinions that had

recently been expressed with regard to a long washing of prints a;

an element of permanency.
Mr. Debenham believed that a long stay in the water was apt to causi

fading—probably induced by the partial decomposition of the sizing of th*

paper. He had observed that prints left washing from Saturdaj- t'

Monday commonly looked weaker than those which nad only been in tht

water for a few hours,

A question from the box was read ;
—" Why does a very rapid plate taki

longer to develojie when exposed with a drop shutter in the open air thai

the same plate given its proportionate exposure in the studio?

'

Mr. A. L. Hendbrson said that this question assumed as a fact tha
which was not proved.
Mr. Debenham said that the conditions under which instantancou

outdoor photographs were taken were frequently, although not ahv.iys

conditions favourable to the production of a weak image. In such a cist

if by time of development was meant time necessary to get up a certai

amount of density, the matter was explained.
Mr, £. White was elected a member of the Aaaociatiou.
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JirsE Mketino of the Photographic SociETy op France.—An Ea-sy
Method to Kmi-lov Eosine.—The Eorthcomjno Exhibition in
Dublin.—iNsTANTANKot.-s Pictures by M. Braun.—M. Boro on
Detaciunq Films.—Photocalque.—a Cheap Photooraphic Out-
fit. —Competition for Photooraphic Lenses Postponed until
December, 1885. — Photographino Balloon.s. — i\l. Balaqut's
Films. — A Pocket Camera and ENLASfiiNa Apparatcs.—
POITEVLV'S MONCMENT.

The Photograpliio Society of France held their monthly meeting on
Friday, the 6tli instant,—M. Davanne in the chair.

^
Among the correspondence which was read I gleaned the following :

—

Tliat any commercial gelatino-bromido of silver plate can be rendered
sensitive to the coloured rays by an iniinersion in a bath of eosine. It
is preferable, however, says the writer, to put tlie eosine in direct con-
tact with tlie emulsion. His bath is composed of

—

Water 100 parts.
Eosine 30 ,,

Ammonia 10 ,,

If this simple immersion be all that is necessary it will greatly simplify
the maiiuf;ioture of eosine plates. The dye, when added to collodion or
gelatine emulsion, CHUses great trouble by stains, in filtering, to the
operator's clothes, hands, &c. I remember the difficulty I had five
years ago, when I made plates for M. Duoos du Hauron, to induce an
operator to work with the dyed emulsion, and one absolutely refused
to have anything to do with it. The simple immersion will do away
with all this, and will be a great boon to photographers who have to
reproduce oil paintings or water-colour pictures, as they can dye the
ordinary commercial plates themselves and use whatever purified
photogr;)phic dye they may choose, according to the principal colours
in the picture they have to reproduce. It is in the reproduction of
polychromic pictures alone, in my opinion, that the introduction of
aniline dyes will render service to photography. I have not yet seen
any advantage in their use for landscape purposes.

I informed the members that I had received a letter from Mr. George
Mansfield asking me to acquaint them that the Photographic Society of
Ireland intended opening an exhibition in Dublin in November next,
and that they should be happy to receive from France pictures and
photographic apparatus and appliances. Any aid from their sister
society would oblige.

The Chairman then replied that the Photographic Society of France
would do all in their power, and ordered it to be inserted in the
Bulletin of the Society.

M. F. Braun presented some very fine specimens of instantaneous
photography, which were much admired.
M. Audra said that M. Borg, of Bordeaux, had intended to make

a communication on the subject of a method by which the films of
gelatino-bromide of silver negatives can be taken oflf their glass sup-
port without any previous preparation, such as the plate being
collodionised, Ac, &c. He (M. Audra) said he should have been most
happy to have shown the members how to do it, but at the eleventh
hour he had received a letter from M. Borg asking him not to
communicate the secret. He could only show those present the results
obtained by M. Borg. Loose films were then passed round, also films
transferred to glass and paper, showing that the result was very satis-
factory, and giving the idea that the "dodge" was a good one,
making many regret the retractation of M. Borg (if it may be so
called).

M. Cheysson was to make a communication on his process of Photo-
tlqite, as employed in government offices.

M. Davanue explained the process, which is too long to give here,
I'Ut if found worthy will be inserted in full in The British Journal of
I'HOTOGRAPHY a little later on. M. Davanne then presented to the
tice of the members a photographic outfit, given by a journal as a

prize to yearly subscrilrers. He said that these apparatus gave a
taste to youths to becDme amateurs, and was, so to say, a hot-bed for
future members of their Society. The box contained everything neces-
sary to make negatives, and positives were not lost sinht of.

The gelatino-bromide plates of M. Hutinet and films of M. Bornstein
were returned to the makers, as the Society is determined no longer to
make a practice of giving tlieir opinion upon the diilerent commercial
makes. The members are open to experiment privately upon any new
preparation and give their opinions.
The Chairman informed the members that the competition opened by

the Society and " Le Ministre do I'lnstruclion Publique" to obtain
» new photographic lens has not gained the lioped-for result ; therefore
the committee proposed that the competition should be postponed until
December, 1885. This was agreed to.

M. Balaguy presented some negatives obtained on his gelatino-bromide
of silver paper ; also, some specimens of Tunisian ruins, &c. The tone of
Hie proofs was very good. An inquiry being made, M. Balaguy said that
he had been inspired by the magnificent exhibit of Mr. Payne Jennings
in the last Paris exhibition, and after many trials he has succeeded in

obtaining a tone of picture aimilar to that gentleman's by meaos of •
hot toning solution. Two solutions are prejmred in advance :—

A
Water 1,000 parts.
Chloride of gold i part.

B
Water i,ooo parts.
Borax 30 ,,

B solution is heated to about 122° Fahr., and 200 parts of A added

;

the proofs are then plunged in and toned. They are then well washed
and fixed in a hyposulxmite of soda solution rendered alkaline by the
addition of ammonia.
M Vidal informed the mt^mbers that it was the intention of the

Chambro Syndicate de la Photographic to deliver a lecture on the 16th
instant on the value of photography for reproducing works of art, to
which all the members of the Photographic Society of Franco were
respectfully invited.

M. Mosset presented some proofs of a balloon at different elevations,
and showed the camera with which he had obtained the negatives—

a

quarter-plate camera, having in the place of the stand a small handle,
and on the end of tlie tailboard a piece of wo<xl by which the camera
can be held to the shoulder like a jjun. A " finder" is placed on the
side of the camera in order to obtain the position of the balloon. M.
Mosset employs a portrait lens, on the tube of which are marked or
engraved different lines showing the position of the focus for a distance
of 50, 100, 150, 200, or 300 metres. The shutter is on the guillo-
tine principle. M. Mosset stated that the camera was aimed as soon
as the start was accomplished, and when at a guess the balloon was
about fifty metres from the earth the first picture was taken. The
plate was then changed and the screw of the focus regulated, during
which time the balloon had had time to rise another fifty metres, when a
second " shot " was taken, and so on, until tne balloon disappeare<l from
view. The proofs were shown, but only the first or second were of
interest, as a want of sharpness in the others was very conspicuous. The
fault is in the lens employed being a portrait lens having a short focus.
A long-focus rectilinear lens ought to be used. A larger image would
result and a more perfect definiticm be obtained
M. Bardy presented a pocket camera made for M. Hutinet, the lens

being the same as on M. Vidal's pocket camera, which I described in a
former letter. The general opinion was that M. Vidal's pocket camera
was far superior to the latter in weight and manufacture, the lens and
dark shutter being the same. He (M. Bardy) then presented a new en-
larging apparatus by M. Molteni for enlaruing small negatives. The
same instrument can be used as a magic lantern for parlour instruction
and amusement. M. Bardy complimented the maker on having supplied
a want, as he himself believed that ere long none but very small cameras
would be used for landscape work. Many persons were working in
that direction, and they had had cameras presented before them for that
purpose. MM. Stebbiui^, Vidal, and Hutinet had all small cameras,
but M. Molteni remlered such small instrnments of service by inventing
a cheap enlarging apparatus. The capabilities of the instrument were
put to the test by projecting the images of some negatives upon a white
ground. The uniformity of illumination was very apparent. The appa-
ratus consists of an iron box, in the centre of which is a petroleum lamp.
Behind the lamp is a concave silvered reflector, and before it is an
achromatic condenser having the same concavity (towards the light) as
the reflector. A camera with a movable bellows is adapted to the iron
box. In front is placed any photographic lens which an operator may
have at hand. The negative is introduced just in front of the con-
denser, and the rays are taken up by the front lens and then thrown
upon the screen. The further the screen is from the apparatus the
larger the image, and vice versd. The great fault in this instrument is

that only small negatives can be used. M. Hntinet's enlarging
apparatus is superior from this point of view, as any size of negative
can be employed.
M. Vidal, in the name of the committee for the erection of a monu-

ment to Poitevin, informed the members that the voluntary contributions
amounted to 8,500/., and that 1,500/. more were required to complete
the sum demanded by the architect, which sum the committee hoped
would be obtained, as several houses that had gained fortunes by
Poiteviu's invention had not yet come forward with one penny.
A pressing invitation is, therefore, made to the photographic com-

munity for funds. Any contribution from the readers of 1'he Briti.sh
Journal of Photooraphv will be thankfully acknowledged, and will
be received by me in Paris or' by the Editors in London. As the
subscription is international, and many English photographers have
already forwarded subscriptions, it would be well that their brethren who
employ the carbon, photolithographic, and other permanent processes
based upon the reaction of the chromic salts show tueir gratitude to the
inventor of those processes, of whatever nation or country he may be.

25, Jiiie ik') Aju'nnim, Park, Jum 9, 1884. E. Stcbbino, Prof.

THE PERMANENCY OF AURINE.
To the Editors.

CtENtlimen,—In the paper read by me on Tuesd.iy last before the Photo«
graphic Society of Great Britain upon Commercial falrria /or Dark-Soom
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Illumination^ and of which a report will doubtless appear in this Journal, I
fecomrtteuded the use of aurine, dissolved in negative varnish, to give
a very non-aetinio colour to paper and fabric for Use in lanterns and dark-
room illumination generally; In the short discussion that ensued >Ir.

Warnerke stated that he had found the aurine very fujjitive in daylight. I

have had really no experience with it in daylight, but it is perfectly
stable with artificial light, and when introduced some years ago by
Mr. Spiller was believed to be permanent under all conditions.
Upon inquiry I find that it is a i)Brinancut colour when used upon

certain fabrics—silks and wofjllens, I believe, but not upon cotton goods

—

and according to Mr. Warnerke's experience ilot a pernlanent colour

on paper. For all that it is e.xoeediugly useful for artificial light work, and
a-^ I applied my aurine locked \ip with gUnis as a varnish I am not
disposed without further trial to abandon it for daylight work. I shall ex-

pose one of Illy aurine screens to the full daylight and sunlight for the next
two months, partially shielded, and with your permission report progress
in the pages of your Journal.

I may mention that on receipt of a stamped and directed envelope I will
send samples of the yellow fabric and yellow paper that I recommend, and
which in my hands form a perfect and safe screen for making or developing
the most sensitive plates. The paper is treated with a drying varnish
to give it transparency.—I am, yours, &o. J. R. Sawyer.
Autotvpe Worki, Ealintt Dene, W.,

June H, 1884. —•

—

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN
AND ITS REPORTS.

To the Editors.

GKVTLEifKS,—Will you allow me space to make a few remarks upon
Mr. Herbert B. Berkeley's letter on this subject in the last number of the
Society's Journal, which has reached me today?

I gather from Mr. Berkeley's letter tliat some discussion must have
taken place with regard to "errors and omissions" which occur in the
leports contained in that Journal, as he alludes to a "conclusion" which
has apparently been arrived at on another branch of the subject. As con-
cerns errors and omissions, these may or may not be preventiblo; but
they are, at least, open to correction when they do occur. I shall, there-
fore, confine myself to the "conclusion" which Mr. Berkeley now
discusses.

Mr. Berkeley fails to see any logic in the conclusion that the .suppression
of the present reports in the weekly journals would constitute them, when
they did appear, "stale news," and goes on to opine that it would be as
reasonable to consider the papers when theii appear " stale news. " I venture
to a-jsert my own opinion —which coincides with those of many other mem-
bers, though not with Mr. Berkeley's—that the papers as they now appear do
form unnecensarilji stale news, and are, moreover, in a certain sense, un-
necessarily published ; for the abstracts published, both of papers and dis-
cussions, by the weekly journals within three days of the meeting contain
all that is necessarj; except to those who may be particularly interested in
any special discussion. Such may refresh their memories or acquire more
elaborate details when the Society's Journal appears—perhaps a mouth
later.

The condensed reports, too, offer the advantage of being handy references
by which the discrepancies arising between what actually occurs at a
meeting and what appears in Mr. Berkeley's "full and corrected (presum-
ably) report as having occurred." I thank him for the interpolated word,
because it was a pretty general opinion when a recent case was partially
discussed before the Society that the " weekly journals," three davs after
the event, gave a truer account of the matter called in question t'lan did
the Society's "full and parrocteJ (presumably) report" daaed (but not
appearing) a month later. The charge fell through in consequence of what
I may call a legal inaccuracy of description.
Mr. Berkeley s " best argument of all," based on the assumption of the

me.agreness and incorrectness of the weekly journals' reports, is tlie most
singularly unfortunate he could have chosen; and I may conclude my
references to his letter by stating, in reply to his last paragraph, that, as
a member who_ attends the meetings and also as a "reader of the photo-
graphic press," I for one am anything but of the same opinion as himself
upon these matters.—I am, yours, &c., A Mbmber
June 9, 1884.

To the EniTORS.
Gkntlemex,—I do not quite " see the logic" of Mr. Berkeley's letter in

this month's number of the Tranaactions of the Society. That there is
abundant room for reform in the management of the Society and its
.Journal no one will deny, but not in the manner suggested by Mr.
Berkeley, namely, by giving the Journal a monopoly of the Society's
reports, and keeping them from the public and country members for a
month.
That there is a great deal of "staleness" about the Society's reports and

about Its whole proceedings is another undeniable fact which is solely and
directly due to tho Council's endeavours to perpetuate and render absolute
the very course Mr. Berkeley now suggests.

It is a melancholy circuinstanco that tho ordinary meetings of the repre-
sentative (or what should be so more than in name) society of this country
should be of so tame a character. The names of authors of papers and of
those who regularly take part in the discussions may be very nearly counted
on the fingers, and this in a society comprising four or five hundred
members. This state of affairs is d,ue to two causes, viz., the manner
in which the ordinary meetings are conducted with a view of keeping them
within the limit of one hour, and the present system of reporting. These
I will take singly and offer a suggestion in connection with each.
One of the rules of the Society says that "the chair shall be vacated as

Bonn after nine o clock as may bo convenient." The result is that in order
to keep to thi»nUe it is frequently necessary "to take a paper as read," or

for the author to give an "abstract" of his communication. In the first

case the paper is publisued in due course, and if the author be " nobody "

there is an end of tlie matter. If, however, he be a person of importance,
or of sufficient energy to demand it; a disciisSiort ensues at the next ^of

some subsequent nleoting. In a receilt instance the discussion toiik place

seven months after the reading of the paper. In the seccmd case the dis-

cussion may take place upon something that is entirely different from
the |)aper actually publislied, as occurred a few months ago. Besides
this the readers of papers are not uiifrequeiitly quite or nearly inaudible to

all but those sitting on the Council benche.<, and the majority of the
are oonseqitently Urlable to take aiiy part whatever in the discussion.

Moreover, not knowing how much may have been keep back from the
"abstract," many are unwilling to lay themselves o])eii to the chance
of being made ridiculous by the author' informing them, in his reply, that
"that is the opinion expressed in the paper, but for want of time omitted
from the ' abstract.'

"

It results from this that the discussions are too often perforce confined to

those few wlio are in tlie habit of experimenting together or who may
communicate their ideas one to another in private, and who, conse-

(juently, are in a position to know the contents of the unread paiier.

Thus Mr. A. delivers a brief rhumi of a paper he has prepared and,
upon hii sitting down, a discussion is invited. After the members present
have gazed stolidly before them for some time, Mr. B. rises and states

that " by the courtesy of Mr. A. he has-been permitted to witness some of

his experiments, and is convinced that'his deductions are quite coiTCct."

After another jiause, Mr. C. (who is beyond the charmed circle) perhaps
ventures to suggest that if such and such an experiment of Mr. A. 's has
been conducted in a certain manner it is scarcely conclusive; when up
bounces Mr. D. with the infornlation tliat "he is in a position to state"
that Mr. A. conducted the exi)eriment referred to in a manner quite
different from that suggested by Mr. C. If it be nine o'clock Mr. A. then
replies generally, corroborating Mr. B. and Mr. D., and extinguishing
Mr. C. ; the Chairman declares the meeting adjourned, and a sigh of relief

passes round the room as the members rise and form into groups to

discuss matters of pra;tical interest over a cheering cup of tea or coffee. If

nine o'clock has uut .sufficiently approached wuen the subject is thus
exhausted, Mr. E. utters a few mild platitudes which, by raising a dis-

cussion on a side wind, keeps the ball rolling until the meeting is

abi'iiptly adjourned at the usual time.
Now, if instead of, or in addition to, attaching so much importance 'o

the rule I have quoted the Council would enforce another one—that whicli

sunf/'s's that " coEninunioations intended to be read to the Society sliould

be submitted to tho Council one month in advance," and directs that " in

no case can papers be read at any meeting which sh.iU not have been
received one week in advance," a different state of affairs would arise. It

would then be easy to hive the pipers printed before the meei-ing, and
printed copies distributed to the niMnbers present; or, better still, issued

by the Secretary with the notice of meeting, when the numbers would
arrive with the subject well stuiiei, and fully prepared to enter into an
interesting discussion. Then, in leed, tho pxpei might be "taken as read"
with actual advantage, and the time saved.
With regard to the reportinj; : the plan I have suggested would enable

the papers read to be published in the weekly journals (and, for that
matter, in the official organ also) the same week, which, as Mr. Berkeley
points out, is tlie proper plan. If the editor and publishers of the
Society's Journal cannot manage to get through their work in the same
week, then by all means let the mjre energeuc weekly journals, if they
be willing, do for the members what the publication their subscriptions go
to suiipoit cannot. If the Journal must cost upwards of £100 a year to the
Society it need not aUo orove an injury to the members' interests.

Few of the members besides Mr. Berkeley would object to the publica-

tion of the papers a day or two after they are read and while the subject

was still fresh, accompanied thoug'n they might be by the "meagre and
in'^orrect" reports of whicli he comolains. The "full and corrected"
official report would still remain, if published only once a year, to supply
tfie covetej fuilness and accuracy,—1 am, yours, &c.,
June y, 1884. One Who Seldom Misses a Meeting.

To the Editor.'}.

GE^J^LEME^^,—Allow me to call your attention to Mr. H. B. Borkeley'.s
letter in tho present number of the Photograpic Society's Journal, and to

add my complaint and suggestion.
I do not know whether ho includes amnngst his omissions the fact that

no report is ever made in any of the journals of the proceedings after the
Chairman has vacated the chair. This is the period when, in addition to

thj attractimis of the refreshment table — always welcome after the
intellectual drought of the previous hour—more luminous ideas are evolved
and more really practical information passes from one to another in a single

evening than, perhaps, in a complete session of the Society's formality.
To supply this would not, I imagine, cause yon more trouble than

to t^ive the full and accurate report of each si>eaker's remarks as delivered,

which seems to be so mucli desired. In this portion of the verbatim report,

too, the speakers would be less likely to appear as if sometimes suffering
from some temporary impediment of speech, or to have lost themselves
in a sort of "Kosamonl's bower" of verbiage than in the earlier pro-

ceedings. But we should have precision of diction, which is, after all, the
main thing.—I am, yours, &c.,
June 9, 1884. A Lookkr-on an'D Listen-er.

[We have received two or three other letters on this subject all in
much the same strain, but the above represent all that is to be said
on the subject. The anonymous writer of an attack upon some of the
leading members will understand why we take no notice of his com-
munication. Our own word in the matter wiU be fouud in another
column,

—

Eds.]
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IODIDE OF SILVER IN EMULSION.
To the Editobs.

Gesti.kmen,—I have been interested in your articles on Iodide of Silrer

in b'muUion, and have tn loivvouied to introduce a small quantity of the
iodide by mixing with a broraidt" emulsion a small quantity of a separately-

formed iodide emulsion. I succeed to a certain extent, but it seems to me
then- is ijrcat loss of silver in consequence of the coarseness of the iodide,

ini!ch of which is filtered out. Can this be prevented ?—I am, yours, &c.,

JiineV, 1884. W. H. 0.

i'. B. J. asks if the prenaration of nitrous oxide is a matter of much diffi-

culty. In reply: 'Ihero is no difficulty whatever in its preparation.
All that is necessary is to place a quantity of crystals of nitrate of

ammonia in a retort and apply heat. The ga.s is then evolved in great
abuudanuo and in a state of purity. Our correspondent is doubtless
aware that this is the "laughnig gas" of the lecture-room of a former
(criod, its uses at present being ra.ainly confined to amesthetic purposes
m connection with surgical oi)erations of the minor class, such as the
extraction of teeth.

(
'. O. K. A.—This correspondent wishes to know if the ])roce8S of rendering
photographs transparent by vai-nish after i>asting them on glass, pigments
being afterwards employed to colour them, is secured by patent. In
reply : There are more patents for this special department of photography
than for any other; but, seeing that the process as descrited in the
qui stion of our coi respondent was published more than once long previous
to the first patent having been applied for, it follows that any one who is

en nioured of this particular style of painting is quite at liberty to adopt
it in everyday practice.

What is the readiest method for me to employ in converting a solution

of 1 itrate of silver into metallic silver?—O. N. C." In reply: Im-
me se strips or slips of clean copper, and the silver will immediately
1 ecome precipitated upon it. The action that takes place is this :—The
silver of the nitrate leaves the nitric acid with which it was previously
ion bined, the acid in turn dissolving some of thecopjjer. The preci])!-

tale is, therefore, metallic silver, and the solution becomes one of nitrate
cf copper, acquiring, of course, the greenish-blue colour characteristic of

the presence of the copper salt. If the precipitate be washed and fused
it will yield a button of pure metallic silver.

Tno.'^. B. Hunt says :
—"I do not quite understand what is meant by the

spherical .aberration of a lens, and would beg for a few words of explana-
tion, thanking you doubly in advance it you will make such explanation
capable of being comprehended by one who lays no claim to the possession

of any scientitic knowledi;e whatevi-r." In reply: We scarcely know
what terms to employ in describing this i)henomenon plainer than those
•Iready made use of, but we sliall try. Spherical aberration means the
inability of a lens to bring to a focus at one point all the rays of light

which fall u|>un it and are transmitted. When the margin of the lens

causes the focus of their rays to bo nearer to the lens than those trans-

mitted near the centre the aberration is jx)sitive._ Wlien, on the contrary,

the marginal rays come to a focus at a greater distance than those of the
centre, negntive spherical aberration is indicated.

Gbo. Savder.son writes :
—" One has sometimes proverbially to go far from

home to hoar home news. Some time ago I read in an American journal
that the details of a recently-invented plate-coating machine, an inven-

tion by an Knglishman, were to bo published. Can you inform me if

such an invention hag ijeen published or even completed, or must we
regard it as as a faron de parler!" In reply : We are not aware of

publication havinij been yet made. We understand that certain
mechanical details m connection with the machine probably referred to

are in course of being perfected, and until tiiis has been completed it

would not bo wise to bring it before the public. But from a perusal of

our list of new patents in the jiresent issue, it will be seen that a dry-
plate manufacturer, ilr. B. J. Edwards, who, it is well known, prepares
Iiis plates by machinery, has secured a patent fen' the invention as,

doubtless, worked in his own establishment. Seeing that Mr. Edwards
has lodged a complete specification, our correspondent and those interested
will have to wait only a short time until the specification is published.

J, H. B. says :
—" I have a number of half-plate negatives of landscapes

and street scenes from which I want, if possible, to i)roduce lantern
slides of the usual size. Can you oblige by advising, through the medium
i)f your valuable Journal, the simplest metliod of effecting the reduction

?

I may mention that I exclusively use gelatine plates, and my negatives
vary very much in density. I have looked through yonr Almaxacs and
also the Year-Books for the past throe or four year9,i*ut cannot find any
way of reducing, although, of course, plenty of methods for enlarging
are given." In reply : In each of our Ai..man.\C3 there is invariably
given a table of both enlargement and reduction, from which our corres-

pondent ought to have deduced what he requires. But for his benefit,

and that of any othetii who may be similarly situated, we shall
nndeavour to make the matter plain. Let the negative be erected
in fnmt of the camnra and under such circumstances as to have a white
or bright ground behind it at a distance of a few feet. This ground may
either consist of a mirror reflecting the sky or a sheet of white cardboard
uiwn which light falls. To the negative thus arranged the camera
is pointed. If tho camera be a small one having a lens to correspond
the probability is that, if it be four feet aw.ay, the image will he too
Biuall ; but in proportion as the camera is approached towards the nega-
tive 80 the dimensions on tho ground glass increase. Wlicn in this
mariner the size desired has been obtained, all that is necessary is to
insert a sensitive plate in the camera and expose. The photograph
v.hich results from this treatment is a transi)arency, aud| il clear and
bri{jbt, it will be adai'ted for extiibiUon iu tb« Imtsra.

QCEBIST.—A very good idea of the Jjortablo camera holder of Mewra.
Oakley and Co. may be had by examining the diagram and reading the
description of the same given on page 122 of our Almanac for this year.
There is no patent restriction on its manufacture or employment.

Wilson Noble writes:—"I have a fancy for long-fixjiw lensca, but I
exi>erieuce a certain difficulty in getting what I want. I use an 8^ X 6A
camera, and for landscapes (I never take portraits ; my friends fina
them so good when I do that they want too many copies) I use a 10 X 8
rapid rectilinear, eighteen inches focus, and a portable symmetrical, seven
inches focus, and m preference use the latter without the front lens,
thereby getting a lens of fourteen inches focus. What I want is a
single combination lens of sixteen or seventeen inches fi>uu8—not to cover
more than 10 X 8. A narrow-anfle lens could be made with a large
aperture, thereby having considerable rapidity; but in this I may be
wrong." In reply : Our correspondent should procure a single achro-
matic lens of the focus desired. It will not tax the powers of any working
optician to grind a lens of this class, inasmuch as it is intended to include
only a very small angle of view. The dimensions of the lens need only
be small. One of this class, which we have mounted in a cell as a
supplementary lens to screw into a whole-plate rapid symetrical mounting,
has a diameter of an inch and five-eighths, its f(Kus being sixteen inches.
But our correspondent is wrong in supposing that a single lens of the focus
he desires (seventeen inches) will bear a larger aperture than, or even so
lar^e as, the eighteen inches rapid rectilinear of which he is in possession.
This being tho case, ho has nothing to gain, but everything to lose,

by adopting the use of the single achromatic. True, with lenses of tho
combination class mentioned a iiare spot not unfrequently appears in the
centre of the plate ; but this may be easily got rid of by adopting a
supplementary mount, the length of which is a little greater than that of
the original mount, which must on no account be tampered with.
The separation of the lenses of an objective of the genus ** rapid," by
whomsoever manufactured, not unfrequently effects a total cure of the
flaring propensity so common in this class of lens, although we have iHo
done so by diminishing the distance between them.

(BxcljanQt OtoUtmn.
I will exchange a earte lens, by A. Ross, for a six-inch condenser (or

enlarging lamp.—Address, VICTOR Lawbence, 11, Roscoe-street, Mumin,
Oldham.

Wanted, a 15 X 12 tourist camera and Dallmeyer's 15 X 12 rapid rectilinear
in exchange for large rolling-press, burnisher, backgrounds, or cash.

—

Address, 24, Cunliffe-terrace, Bradford, Yorks.
I will exchange a carte rolling-press, in good condition, for a 10 x 8 or

8J X ^ square bellows-body camera and slides; difference in cash ad-
justed.—Address, GO, Alexandra-road, Heeley, Sheffield.

Wanted, a first-class whole-plate camera, or larger size, in exchange for a
first-class new burnisher fitted with all the latest improvements.—
Address, Cha.s. W. Appletaud, 1.5, Miall-street, Bradford.

Wanted, a portable bellows-body camera, not less than half-plate, in
exchange for Ross's No. 2 portable symmetrical, quite new; difference
adjusted in cash.—Address, D. Bauin, Heaton-moor, Manchester.

I will exchange two of Marion's backgrounds, interior, and a balustrade, in
good condition, for anything useful—preferred, a good embossing-press
or instantaneous shutter for 12 < 10 lens.—Address, W. M. Harbison,
photographer, Falmouth, Cornwall.

I will exchange a 11 x (J landscape camera, extremely light, leather
bellows, rack and pinion, two slides, stereo, arrangement, and carriers,
by Meagher. What offers? Lenses iircferred.—Address, CoccH, Tho
Grove, Vauxhall Bridge-road, South Lambeth, S.W.

I will exchange a 5 x 4 combination lens, folding camera and three dark
slides, or mahogany studio camera with good half-plate lens, for a good
quarter-plate ajiparatus. Wanted, a light, folding tripod. Specimen
photographs sent.—Address, S. Wells, Gladstone-terrace, Goole.

I will exchange a rustic chair, stile, and fence, 12 x 10 copying-camera on
base, complete, dark tent for 12 x 10, and lot of printing-frames.
Wanted, a stereo, camera for plates above 6J x SJ, with six or more
backs, or lenses by Ross and Dallmeyer.—Address, C. R. 'Tbueman.
Southwold, Suffolk.

I will exchange the PhotoffrapMc Newt, first six vols., from the commence-
ment to end of 1862, now out of print and scarce, bound in four vols.,
half rod calf, for a bellows body camera with two or three double dark
slides, not less than 64 x 4?.—Address, JoHN Talbois, 4, Aston Villas,
Lavender-hill, London, S.W.

I will exchange Miller's Chemistry, two vols., second edition, Sutton't
Volumetric Analysis, second edition, Frankland's Notes for Chemical
Sludenti, two vols., and The British Journal of Photoorapht for
1878, bound, for a chemical balance or anything useful in photography.

—

Address, Herbert J. Cover, 101, Waterloo-street, Hanley.
Wanted to exchange a Ross's ') x 4 portrait lens, with an extra lens for
landscapes 8J x 6i, a sliding-body camera (one single- and one double-
back) for 5x4 portraits, mahogany stand, with screw for same, and
The British Jocrnal of Photo(!bapht. nearly complete, for 1880, 1881,
1882, and 1883, for a Ross's or Dallmeyer's 10 x 8 rapid symmetrical.

—

Address, P. J. Kino, 24, Maxwell-road, Fulham, S.W.
I will exchange an electric-light apparatus, in good working order, includ-
ing eight Bunsen's quart cells, two Swan lamps, Ac, two seascaiie and
two landscape backgrounds, Marion's plaque press, Elliott and Son's
burnisher (l.S x 7 plate), complete, all nearly new. Wanted, a 15 x 13
rectilinear or symmetrical lens, a Seavey's interior background, a
balustrade, or anything useful and thorvughiy good. — AddfOli, 8,
UsiiBTXA>') Rembrandt Studio, RediuU.
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I will exchange the following for a whole-plate studio camera (bellows pre

ferred ), or anythinguseful :—Repeating-back camera, half-plate ; copying

camera. 12x10; The Bbitish Jolknal ok Photography for three

years, 1881-2-3 ; Ottewill's changing-bnx for eighteen stereo, plates ; and
» strong tripod. —Address, W. B., 32, Stoke-road, Guildford.

^ttstors to (lorwapottb^ttts.

<ar Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper.

Photographs Rkgistered.—
Edmund Eocles, Broad-street, Bury, Lancashire.—i'bwr Photographs of

Sir Hfnry James, O.G., M.P.
John William Watson, 2, Garden-street, Bury, Lancashire. — Three

Photographs of Sir Henry James, G.O., M.P.
Frederick Argall, High Cross, 'Smro.—Photograph of Dr. Wilkinson,

Bishop of Truro, and CkapIaAn Rer. Maxwell- Lyte, also Bev. A, J.

Mason, Vicar of Barking and Canon of Truro.

D. T.—Keep the chloride of gold in solution as directed. Add a couple of

drops of hydrochloric acid to each fifteen grains of gold.

L. S. A.—Without the permission of the authorities you will not be per-

mitted to photograph in the grounds or buildings of the Health Exhibition.

Thos. J. WiSTOS.—If you refer to our volume for last year you will find

that a very great deal has been published on the subject of plioto-

micrographj'.

J. Huff.—The prints in question are probably rolled with very heavy
pressure on a highly-polished plate. The kind of paper will not account
for the difference.

Ht. Young.—For ordinary carbon printing you cannot do better than
employ the common bicliromate of potash. There is, for this purpose, no
advanta:?e in using the more expensive salt—the bichromate of ammonia.

Wilson Noble.—The carbonate of potash used in combination with pyro.
is far more prone to discolour and produce stains than any other form of

alkali we have tried in development. It is energetic, but apparently
little under control.

A. B. Z.—Soak the glass for a few hours in a strong solution of common
potash ; the films will then be easily removed. After that place the
glass for a few hours in dilute sulphuric acid, aud then dry and polish
with tripoli as usual.

C. E. F. N.—Evidently the plate had not been cleaned before the emul-
tion was applied. Tliis is the only suggestion we can offer. All solutions
containing citric acid are liable to become mouldy by keeping. We have
not noticed it witli common alum and citric acid, but we have with
chrome alum.

C. TucKEB.—The ordinary "white-lead" varnish of the oil shops, when
diluted with methylated spirit, will, it is true, make a varnish that may
be used for negatives. But such a varnish will certainly not prove a
very durable one if the negatives are subjected to much rough usage, as
they frequently are, in printing.

T. C. L.—The fault is in the manipulation and not in the chemicals. You
have prolonged the development too much. Had you brought out the
pictures quicker you would have avoided the staining. If in future you
resort to such slow development, you must employ a much larger pro-
portion of bromide to keep the shadows clear,

B. R. Wilson.—For enamelling silver prints you should employ a gelatine
as free as possible from colour—one that is transparent. What you have
been trying' is quite -unsuitalile (though a very strong and good
gelatine of its kind), because it is opaque and has a considerable amount
of colour; hence you do not get so good results as those you «o much
admire.

W. M. J.—It is quite possible that the india-rubber has had an injurious
action on the silver solution; indeed, from what you say, it is more than
probable it has. Have you, for the water-tight top of the bath, used pure
or only the vulcanised rubber? If the latter, the trouble is fully ac-
counted for. The vulcanised rubber contains a large proportion of
sulphur. This reacts on the silver solution, aud in a short time renders
it useless.

Falstapf.—One of the easiest methods of recovering silver from waste
emulsions is to melt them and then stir in about four ounces of sulphuric
acid to each pint. This will react upon the gelatine, and render it so
limpid that the bromide of silver will quickly sink to the bottom. The
litpiid portion is then decanted, and the bromide rinsed in two or three
changes of water. It is then collected aud added to the otlier residues,
or dried and sent direct to the refiner.

F. MuNCEES.—1. All will depend upon the size of the negative to be
enlarged. If it be very small then you can employ the quarter-plate
portrait lens; but if the size exceed (say) three inches and a-half,
you had better employ your whole-plate rectilinear. Practical enlargers,
as a rule, always employ a lens which is capable of taking a negative a
tize or two larger than the one to be enlarged.—2. If the lens be a good
one it will not require much stopping down.-3. Keep the solutions
teparate, and mix as required.

A. Villars.-The trade mark is that of one of the foreign opticians. Wo
have seen some lenses bearing it which were very good in quality. We
do not see what difference it can make whether you purchase the lenses
you require direct from the maker or through an agent. Of course they
are all of the same quality. First-class opticians do not make two
qualities of photographic lenses. The colour of the blinds must, in a
great measure, depend upon the aspect of the studio. If you have to
stop oft direct sunshine you will require an opaque and dark material.
A dark green is as good a colour as aoy, If only a aortb light, pale blue
9X white may be used,

^

T. LKriASD.—From what we can see there is vei-y little doubt that tha
stains on the prints are due to careless manipulation. This we judge
from the general dirty appearance of the prints. They are covered on
the back with finger-marks and other evidences of clumsiness.

Received.—Andrew Priugle; W. H. Harrison. Thanks.

A Photographic Meeting.—We learn through a correspondent that
the empluyis lu Mr. W. W. Winter's establishment at Derby made their

first annual excursion to Dovedale a few days ago.

Antwerp International Exhibition, 1885.—Messrs. C. B. Pare
and Co., 126, Loudon Wall, E.G., have been appointed otHcial agents to

represent British exhibitors and facilitate the transport of their exhibits

to the Antwerp International Exhibition of ISSo.

Photographic Club.—At the forthcoming meeting of this Club, at

Andercon's Hotel, Fleet-street, on Wednesday next, the ISth inst., the
subject for discussion will be

—

On Printiwj-in Skies. Saturday after-

noon outing will be held at Waddon. Trains from London Bridge at

2. 35. Finish at Carahalton.

Greenwich Observatory.—The annual visitation took place on
Saturday last, 8th iust., when Mr. W. H. M. Christie, the Astronomer-
Royal, read his annual report. From this it appears that photography
continues to occupy a prominent position in the work of the Observa-
tory. Solar photographs were taken at Greenwich on 215 days
during 188.3, and on 125 of the remaining days. Indian photographs
were available to fill the gaps ; so that but twenty-five days of tlie

whole year remain without solar photographs for measurement. For
this special purpose a now photograph micrometer, by Messrs. Troughton
and Simms, has been added to the apparatus of the Observatory during

the year, which is capable of measuring photographs up to a foot in

diameter. The continuous records kept by means of photography during

many years past have been followed up during the past year ; in fact, it

would now be impossible to disiJeuse with them. On the whole, photo-

graphy may l>e said to have improved its position at Greenwich.

Keeping Qualities of Gelatine 1'lates.—Mr. G. A. Addenbrooko
says, in the .Journal, of the /'holographic Socif/y:—The following ex-

perience regarding the keeping qualities of gelatine plates may, jierhaps,

be worth noting :— A friend lately gave me an unopened packet by a

well-known firm, stating positively that they were purchased l>efore the

summer of 1880—how long prior to that he could not remember. He
says they were taken no particular care of, having lain for some months in

a cupboard too damp to keep clothes in, and the remainder of the time

in his dressing-table drawer. The first plate tested developed well but

blistered all over in the fixing bath ; tlie second was immersed in strong

alum before fixing, and proved a very good negative, with the exception

of an insensitive and fogged rim about a quarter-of-an-inch deep all

round. The rapdity seemed about one-quarter less than the average

rapid plate in the market now. I must confess I was not prepared to

see the plates turn out as they did, aud felt very gratified to find that

so exquisitely delicate a thing as tlie sensitised gelatine film would keep

so long a time with such slight prtoautious, if well prepared.

METEORaLOGICAL REPORT.
Observations taken at 406, Strand, by J. H. Steward, Optician,

For three Weeks ending June 11, 1SS4.

TnF.^K Obsrrvatioxs Ana Taki-n at 8.30 a.m.

Mux. .M,1X
Mln.
Tem.

48

May Barometer. Wind. Dry Bulb. WotBull). Solai
Usui.

110

Sliado
TL-mp

73

Beiuarks.

22 30.46 E 60 53 Bright & Clear.

23 30.27 E 63 57 IH 78 50 Bright & Clear.

24 30 05 E 64 57 117 80 52 Hazy.

26 30.19 E 55 52 109 G9 48 Bright & Clear.

27 30.34 E 64 50 104 70 45 Bright & Clear.

28 30-23 E 59 45 — — 4i Overcast.

22 30 17 E 51 47 71 50 47 Overcast.

30 30 05 E 55 50 111 69 45 Cloudy.

30 30-02 E 54 49 75 58 43 Cloudy.

June

2 29-67 SW 57 53 107 69 47 Overcast.

3 29 57 £ 58 53 91 65 50 Cloudy.

4 29-75 NE 54 51 —

.

.

—

51 Raining.

5 29-82 NW 57 54 104 di 51 Cloudy.

6 29-77 W 50 50 83 55 47 Raining.

7 29-58 E 49 47 90 59 46 Raining.

9 29-87 N 50 47 86 59 45 Overcast.

10 30-11 E 55 52 100 GO 49 Cloudy.

11 30-12 W 61 55 108 69 50 Bright & Clear.
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FILTERIiXG AND CLARIFYING SOLUTIONS OF
GELATINE.

It is frequenUy desirable, even if not absolutely necessary, to

clarify a solution of gelatine ; that is to say, to remove every trace

of matter which tends to make it opalescent, and to render it bright

and transparent. Now, while this is an e<isy matter when compara-

tively dilute solutions are in question, it becomes considerably more

difficult when the viscidity or state of concentration is increased.

As a familiar example of the first we may instance the culinary

operation of clarifying jelly, which is performed by the joint agency

of coagulated allnimen and straining through Hannel. But if the

same means be ajiplied to a thicker solution of gelatine—say, even

of the strength of an ordinary emulsion—it would be found to be

wholly inadequate.

Albumen is undoubtedly the best method by which the clarifica-

tion can be effected, if only the coagulum itself can be removed
j

from the gelatine after it has done its work. In passing from the

sohible to the insoluble state under the action of heat, the albumen

collects together, as it were, the excessively-minute particles of
j

matter which are to be removed, and which from their minuteness ',

are beyond removal by filtration. In a non-viscous liquid the
i

coagulated albumen at once separates into clots, which are readily

filtered out and the liquid left perfectly clear and bright. In a

viscid solution like gelatine, however, the result is the formation of

a sort of emulsion, the clots of coagulated matter being formed in a '

very minute state of division and held in suspension in the thick

liquid, from which it is extremely difficijlt to remove them.

Some time .ago ;i method was described^in these cohmnis in which

albumen is mixed with the gelatine solution and the whole beaten

into a froth, the temperature being kept just below the point of

coagulation. The proper state of " froth " having been reached, the

temperature is suddenly raised in orderto effect the coagulation of

the albumen, which, upon allowing the mi.xture to rest, rises to the

surface in the form of a scum, carrying with it all impurities. This

method, however, is only practicable on a large scale, and requires a

considerable amount of skill and judgment in its execution.

Having recently had occasion to utilise the albumen method
of treating gelatine we have endeavoured to substitute for the

method just described the process of filtration under pressure, a

very simple means of performing the operation being now available

to every one in the apparatus described by ^Mr. C. Beckett Lloyd

iu our pages twelve months ago. But even filtration under pressure

proves successful only under favourable conditions, which we shall

describe.

In the first place, the albumen must not be added in excess

of what is requisite, and must be most intimately mixed with the

gelatine before it commences to coagulate ; iu other words, it must

be added to the gelatine when the latter is at a comparatively low

temperature, and, after thorough incorporation, the whole must be

rapidly raised to the temperature of coagulation.

With regard to the quantity of albumen necessary : this will

vary according to circumstiinces—that is, according to the quantity

of foreign matter to be removed, and also, to some extent, to the

hardnes.s or otherwise of the gelatine. The white of one egg

beaten up with four ounces of water to a still' froth and allowed

to subside is what we have employed, and of this mixture one
drachm suffices for ten ounces of a twenty -grain solution of

Coignet's " gold label " gelatine.

To apply the process the gelatine is firet of all dissolved, and it

should be dissolved in the largest quantity of water allowable.

The albumen is then added at a temperature not exceeding 120'

Fahr., and thoroughly mixed either by stirring or nhaking. Have
at hand a vessel of boil'ng water kept in a st.ate of ebullition by
suitable means. Into this the jar or beaker containing the gelatine

an'd albumen is jilunged, the stirring being kept up continuously

Albumen coagulates at a temperature considerably below that of

boiling water ; hence the heat available will be ample for the

purpose. But a sufficient time must be allowed, as the process of

coagulation is by no means instantaneous. Here is one of the

chief causes of failui'e.

When the gelatine is first immersed in the boiler no immediate
change will be apparent ; but after stirring for some time, and
when the temperature h.is reached 150° or 160" (perhaps before),

the mixture will commence to turn opalescent, and will rapidly

become quite opaque from the formation of finely-divided coagu-

lum. As soon as the opalescence commences to appear cease

stirring, and continue the action of the heat for at least another
five minutes.

In very rare and favourable cases the gelatine solution will be
nearly transp.ircnt, the albumen separating into distinct clots ; but
in the majority of instances it will be found to present mora the

appo.irance of a tolerably-fine emulsion, and will require very close

and ciireful filtration to render it clear. For this purpose we have
recourse to the "steam-exhaust" filtering arrangement described by
Mr. Beckett Lloyd, or, rather, to a modification of it.

In its simplest form Mr. Lloyd's filter (figured on page 220 of

our current Almanac) consists of a glass flask, to which a funnel is

attached by means of a perforated cork. The flask being tilled

with steam the funnel, previously plugged with cotton wool, is

fixeil tightly in its neck, and as the steam condenses a vacuum is

formed which draws through the filter any liquid that may be
poured into the funnel. In the first place, the glass flask is not

strong enough to sustain the pressure from outside when it re.iches

a certain point ; it is not, in fact, adapted for slow filtration, and
the plug of cotton wool is liable to clog on the one hand or filter

imperfectly on the other. If a filter-paper suitably protected to

prevent its In-eaking under the pressure be used air will gain access

to the flask between the funnel and the filter, and so destroy the

vacuum without effecting the desired end. For these reasons we
have modified the arrangement in the following manner.

Instead of the flask a porcelain or earthenware jar or bottle is

employed, taking care to select one with as narrow a neck as can be
conveniently be employed. This is fitted with a good cork,

I thoroughly saturated, by boiling for some time, with parafline.

This is bored with two holes, through one of which is imsscd one
• leg of a "thistle-headed" funnel previously bent into f\ form;

through the other a tube bent at a right angle and fitted with a tap

or cock, the joints being made secure by melting more parafline ou

to them. The tube connected with the finincl reaches nearly to the

> bottom of the jar, the funnel itself reaching dowu to about the
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same heifiht outside ; the other tube, which may be of brass or

copper,
I
assei through tlie cork only.

In order to use this funnel a piece of thick felt, two thicknesses

of filter paper "sandwiclied" between nuislin or calico to give

strength, or any suitable medium, is tied over the "thistle" of the

funnel, and the latter is dipped into the solution to be filtered

contained in any suitable vessel—a cup or beaker, for instance—of

sucli depth that it will reach to the bottom, and so take up all the

liquid. The second tube is now connected with a small glass iiask

containing water, which is brought to the boiling point, sending a

stream of steam into the large jar, and thence through the funnel

into the liquid to be filtered. When the steam is seen to be passing

freely into the liquid the cock on the bent tube is closed, the heat

removed from the water fi:isk, and, as the contents of the jar cool, a

vacuum arises which causes the liquid to be filtered to pass through

the filter and into the jar. Upon the perfection of the joints depends

the degree of thoroughness to which the filtration may be carried.

If only moderately good an immense pressure is brought to bear

upon the liquid, sufficient to force it through almost any medium
that is at all pervious.

Another application of this method of close filtration is in connec-

tion with the cure of " pits." So far as we have been able to

ascertain with a number of samples of gelatine liable to the fault, it

proves an infallible cure. It must be applied to the gelatine, how-
ever, and not to the emulsion, otherwise a large portion of the silver

salts will be removed.

PRACTICAL DETAILS OF ALBUMENISING PAPER.
Eedeemino the promise we made last week, we shall now proceed

to describe the working details of the preparation of albumenised

paper.

The first thing is to decide how much albumen has to be pre-

pared to coat the quantity of paper required. As a guide, it may
be mentioned that a ream of paper will consume from a gallon and
a-half to two gallons of albunten ; and, as one egg yields from three-

quarters of an ounce to an ounce of albumen, according to its size,

it is easy to arrive at the number that will be required to coat a
given quantity of paper, bearing in mind that more than is actually

consumed liy the paper must be prepared—sutHcient to well cover
the bottom of the dish when the last sheet is floated. Thus, a couple
of quires of paper (a convenient quantity for an amateur to prepare
at a time) will take something like a quart of albumen ; this, on an
average, will be obtained from about fifty eggs. If the paper bo
coated in the whole sheet of course considerably more than this will

be necessary ; but, for the nonce, we shall assume that the paper
will be prepared in quarter sheets, as that will be the most convenient
size for the novice to commence with.

Fresh white of eggs can now be purchased in any quantity, the
egg merchants finding it to their advantage to break the eggs and
sell the albumen and yolks separately, as there is a laige demand
for both, but for different purposes—the former for albumenising
paper for photographic purposes, and tlie latter in the preparation
of kid leather for the manufacture of gloves. Therefore, when the
albumen can be conveniently purchased separately it will be found
more economical. However, we shall assume that this cannot be
done, and therefore the eggs must be broken by the operator
himself. Here some little dexterity is required in' order to avoid
the yolk getting mixed with the whites. The best plan is to break
the egg by giving it a smart tap on the edge of the cup, and then
drain the albumen into it, retaining the yolk in the shell. By
draining the white from each egg first into a cup, the yolk, if it be
accidentally broken, does not get mixed with the bulk of the .albu-

men. The yolks can, of course, be transferred to the culinary depart-
ment, where they will doubtless prove acceptable.

It is generally recommended, in breaking the eggs, to separate
the germ from the albumen, but this is never done in actual
practice. With regard to the kind of eggs to be used : good ordinary
French eggs will answer quite well, and they will be found prac-
ticably as good as the more expensive "new laid," The requisite
(jii.'iDtity of albumen beip^ obtained it is well stirred up, aiid

to each quart three hundred grains of chloride of ammonium,

dissolved in the smallest possible quantity of water, is added. The

whole must now be converted into a perfect froth. Unless this

part of the operation be very perfectly performed it will be quite

impossible to ensure a perfect coating. Professional albumenisers

usually employ an American churn for this purpose ; but, on a small

scale, the domestic egg whisk borrowed from the kitchen will

answer quite as well. The whisking must be continued until the

vessel containing the albumen can be inverted for a minute or two

without any of the albumen draining out. The vessel is then placed

away in a cool place for tlu-ee or four days according to the tem-

perature, to allow the albumen to subside. By this time it will have

become very limpid. If the albumen be kept in a cool place, and the

eggs be tolerably fresh when broken, it will keep the above length

of time without fear of decomposition. It could be used after

a day's keeping, but it would be next to impossible to obtain a

coating perfectly free from streakiness.

Some albumenisers, we believe, keep the albumen for a much
longer period than that named—or until it has become quite putrid

—before use, as then it is more easy to manipulate, and produces

a finer gloss. We have been given to understand that dried blood

albumen is sometimes added to thicken that obtained from the

eggs, so as to obtain a still higher surface. However, the employ-

ment of decomposed and blood albumen was spoken of last week,

and it need not be further alluded to here, the object of the present

article being—assuming the paper such as that supplied some dozen

years or so ago cannot now be purchased—to show how anyone may
prepare it for himself. The proportion of chloride recommended

above will give seven grains and a-half to the ounce of albumen,

and will, therefore, be suitable for a sixty-grain sensitising bath

similar to the one in vogue about that time.

Leaving the subject of the albumen for a few minutes, it will be

well to direct attention to the paper itself. It is tolerably well known

that the two sides of a sheet of paper are ditt'erent, one being very

smooth, while the other possesses a certain amount of roughness,

due to the web upon which it was dried in its manufacture. Of

course it is the smoother side which is to be albumenised. As the

reams are received from the mill the smoother side is always

packed in the same direction ; but when the ream is broken, and

the paper sold in small quantities, it frequently gets mixed.

Therefore it is necessary to examine each sheet separately, and in

cutting it up—supposing it is to be prepared in less than the whole

glieet—to take the precaution that the smoother surface is arranged

all one way, so that no mistake need be made in floating the wrong

side on the albumen.

The albumen having stood the requisite time, it is now carefully

strained ; a fine cambric handkerchief will form a good medium

for the purpose. After straining, the most careful albumenisers

filter the albumen through a sponge ; but this is scarcely necessary

if the cambric be close in texture, and the albumen has been care-

fully decanted without disturbing the sediment. It is now poured

into a dish of a suitable size, avoiding the formation of air-bubbles

as much as possible. After standing for a short time, to allow any

minute ones that may be accidentally formed to come to the top,

the albumen is carefully skimmed by drawing a piece of blotting-

paper along its surface. It is now ready to receive the paper.

In floating the paper some little dexterity is required to avoid

bubbles, and many operators have different plans of placing it

upon the albumen. Some bend the paper in a curve and apply the

middle first, and then gently lower the two ends. Others, holding

it by opposite corners (diagonally), bend it, and apply first one of the

free corners, gently lowering it to the other, and finally lower the

two corners by which it is held. Many apply the paper in this way,

and it is the plan we prefer :—Holding the sheet by its two ends

they place one on the surface of the albumen at one end of the dish

and gently lower the remainder. By this method any air-bubbles,

should they be accidentally formed, will be driven towards the end

of the sheet, where they can easily be forced out by gently tapping

the back of the paper with the tips of the fingers ; whereas if any

be formed when the middle of the sheet is applied first they are not

sp easily noticed, or exj)elled when tliey are.
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When the paper is first applied—particularly if it be very dry

—

it will prnhalily curl up an<l leave the albumen at the edges, but it

will speedily tltttpii out again. It must not, however, be removed
until it lies uiiifurnily flat ; otherwise the coating will prove unequHl
in thickness when dry. In practice it is advantageous to employ
two dishes, and it will then be found that by the time the second
sheet is floated the first one will have become flat and ready for

removal, and thus time will be considerably economised. If the
paper be floated for too long a time the albumen will sink deeply
into it, and thus, to some extent, prevent a high gloss being
obtained.

As there are many little manipulatory details of importance in

connection with the removal of the paper from the albumen, and
the drying of it, which pressure on our space precludes our entering

into now ; and, as we oi'e anxious to make the instructions as

explicit as possible, we defer until next week the final portion of

the subject.

fitE INFLUENCE OF A LENS SUNSHADE.
It is always a safe practice to prevent, by means of a suitable hood,

any more light from falling upon a lens than that which comes
from the subject to the reproduction of which the ])hotograph is to

be confined. Anything beyond this is of no utility, and, under
certain circumstances, may prove mischievous.

It cannot have escaped the notice of our readers that whereas in

front of some lenses the mount projects so far as to form quite a
deep hood, in others the lenses are brought up to the end of the

tube in which they are contained, and no more of the tube remains
projecting than is barely sufficient to shield the convex surface of

the glass, and protect it from being scratched if laid down upon its

end. Now, in such a case as this, it follows that the lens is totally

devoid of the protecting agency of the hood a.s a sunshade, by which
is here understood any means to screen the lens from a bright sky.

Having observed on one occasion that two negatives of the same
ubject—the lens in one case having been carefully screened, while

in the other it was not—were alike equal in brilliancy, we have
been led to bestow some attention upon the subject of the uses of

sunshades.

The function of the hood, in addition to its forming a place for

the cap, is to prevent more light from entering the lens than is

requisite in forming the picture. There is an idea prevalent that if

the light from the sky strike the lens it will, in some measure, tend
to fog the photograph. In ascertaining the precise degree of truth

contained in this surmise it is necessary to take an extreme case,

and we have done so by directing the camera towards a view pos-

sessing an abundance of deep shadows as well as high lights, re-

moving, for the purpose of our experiment, the hood of the lens and
permitting the direct rays of the sun to fall upon its surface. The
lens employed upon the occasion to which we here refer was one
of the well-known "rapid" type. This, it will be admitted, was,
indeed, an extreme case.

Having first of all attached to the front of the lens a movable
skyshade, which was " set " in such a manner as to cut off all that
was not intended to be included in the photograph, we examined
the image on the ground glivs.<<. While engaged in doing this a
friend, by iirrangement, turned up the skyshade so as to permit a

beam of direct sunlight to fall upon the lens. There waa a slightly

appreciable increa.se in the illumination of the foreground shadows,
showing that the direct sunlight upon the front lens had exercised

some degree of agency of an adverse character. To ascertain the

immediate cause of this increase in illumination, the ground glass

was removed and the appearance of the lens observed, when the eye

was placed in the line of light reflected from the lens. The impact
of the solar beam did not appear to aff'ect the instrument itself in

the slightest degree; neither was there any reflection from the edge
of the lens, which was hot oidy well blackened with varnish, but
had an annulus of blackened brass inserted in the cell, so aa to cover
up the margin of the lens completely. But from the fixed central

stop in the lens, composed of an unnecessarily thick pair of

plates of bra-ss, and upon the edge of which the solar beams im-
pinged, there was a reflection of a decided description, and it was

this that caused the illumination of the shadows of which we ha\e
spoken.

When the lens had been unscrewed from the camera and special
precautions taken to prevent this reflection from the edge of tk«
fixed stop, by painting the brasawork with a very deep, non-reflec-

tive black varnish, tlie cure of the evil was effected. There wa«
then no difference perceptible between two negatives, one of which
was taken with the lens entirely shielded from the suns rays, the
oilier with the rays allowed to enter obliquely as already described.
Of course, in no case was the light of the sun permitted to pass

through the lens on to the plate ; all we aimed at was to secure its

transmission at nu angle so oblique as only to impinge upon and
illuminate the sides of the mount.

The whole of the evil attributable to the impact of strong light

upon the anterior surface of a lens such as we have been speaking
of is not caused by any internal or other reflection of an optical

nature, but arises solely from the mount. To demonstrate this we
arranged a lens in relation to the direct solar rays, so as to give the
maximum of reflection or flare. Then, without disturbing the
camera, we unscrewed both lenses from the mount, which we
replaced by two boards that might be represented by the top and
bottom of a cigar-box, and, in truth, formed the arrangement iu
this case. Here, then, we had the lenses separated from each other

to the same extent as in the original mount. They were inserted

in apertures made in the top and bottom of the box directly opposite

each other, without the slightest chance of any reflection being
caused from the sides of the box. In this experiment, no matter to

what extent or at what angle the sun's rays were permitted to fall

upon the front lens—so long as they were not permitted to have
access to the second—none of such rays seemed to have the slightest

influence upon the image on the ground glass, which was quite

bright and sharp, no matter whether the solar rays fell upon the
anterior lens or were prevented from so doing.

There are, however, circumstances in which this immunity from
fogging will not be secured. Uidess the anterior lens be not only

polished in a most perfect manner, but is also quite clean at the

time of the trial, it will become not alone a transmitter of light but
a radiant that diffuses in every direction, in a greater or less

degree, the light falling upon the surface. It is under these cir-

cumstances that fogging is induced by the impact of light upon the

front surface of a combination.

From what has been said it follows that, if a lens be well

polished and properly mounted, there exists no necessity whatever
for having a prolongation of its mount in front ; for a hood does

not in the slightest measure diminish the chances of fogging when
the sky is bright, or the direct rays of the sun are absorbed by
the anterior element of the combination.

A NEW GELATINOUS MATERIAL.
The uses to which gelatine and similar substances are put in photo-

graphy are so manifold and so important that an account of any
addition to the list naturally possesses great interest. We gave de-

tails last week, gleaned from Mr. Stanford's paper read before the

Society of Arts, of the connection between seaweed and the impor-

tant elements bromine and iodine ; and today we purpose bringing

before our readers particulars which suggest a practical outcome iu

photographic directions of that gentleman's investigations upon the

gelatinous materials to be obtained from seaweed.

Many inquiries have of late been made about gelatinous sab-

stances from E.istern sources, but of whose actual origin little

seems to be known, the so-called "Japanese isinglass," sometimes

termed "gelose," being one of them. This remarkable substance

which has been successfully tried in emulsion-making, is extracted

from a species of seaweed to be found on our coasts, though not very

readily, the particular plants to which Mr. Stanford directed his

attention being of common occurrence, and found in practically

illimitable quantity. The well-known orders of Fuci, familiar to a
dwellers by the shore as " wrack," " bladder- wrack,"' &c., at one time

furnished all the seaweed used for m.iking kelp; but they are now
entirely neglecte<l, and the iaminan'a—the red weeds found grow-
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iniT only niirler water, though often torn up by storms aud cast

ashore as " tangle"—are employed in their stead.

The extraction of iodine is the chief olgect of the collection of

this weed, but this new gelatine is now proposed as an equally

important pr<iduct by Mr. Stanford, who has devoted a lifetime to

the investigation of the weeds and their economic appliciitions.

Before describing its properties in detail it may be well to refer

to the properties of the gelose alluded to, as tabulated in comparison

with other similar substances by that gentleman. He finds 1,000

parts of water to require of

—

Parts. rroportioii. Mdtliig Point.

Gelose 4 1 90' F.

Gelideum corneum 8 .
- 2 90° „

Irish moss 30 7"5 80° „

Isinglass 82 8 V0° „
Gelatine 32 8 60° „
Carragheenin 36 9 70° „

Agar-agar 60 15 90° „

Gelatine is a very wide term, but the table gives, no doubt, an

average.

Coming, now, to the mode of procuring this new material, it may
be briefly described as the gelatinous matter mixed wiih cellulose

that remains after the weed has been macerated with water to

remove the salts, and the name " algin " is proposed to be given to

it. Algin is a combination of calcium magnesium and sodium, with

a new acid to be called " alginic acid," and it is extracted by macera-

ting the plant in carbonate of soda, and by a peculiar process

separating the cellulose. The liquid obtained is precipitated by
hydrochloric or sulphuric acid. The alginic acid separates, and is

washed and pre.ssed into a compact cake, in which state it may be

sent into the market, or it may be easily bleached first. It may also

be saturated with soda and sent out as alginate of soda. It is thus

seen that it possesses the great advantage of being a strictly-defined

chemical product, which might be expected to be made by purifica-

tion of uniform character. We do not forget that the same remark
was made of gelatine as opposed to pyroxyline, though it was quickly

discovered that no such expectation could be realised.

With regard to the properties of sodium alginate: it will be seen

that they are very remarkable, and, either as a medium for emul-
sion or as a mounting material, the substance evidently deserves a
thorough trial. It forms a thick solution when of two per cent,

strength, and when above five per cent, it will not pour. Its vis-

cosity is extraordinary. It was compared with well-boiled wheat
starch, and with gum arable in an ordinary viscometer tube. The
strengths employed were as follow. It was found impossible to

make the algin run at all over the strength employed :

—

Second8.
Gum arable solution... 25 per cent, took 75 = 1 in 3,

Wheat starch 1-5
„ 25 = 1 in 8,

Algin 1'25 „ 140 = 1 in 112,
BO that algin has fourteen times the viscosity of starch and thirty-
seven times that of gum arable. The evaporation of the algin so as
to form sheets is performed in a similar manner to that adopted
with glue, and the sheets are almost colourless and very flexible. It
possesses several remarkable properties which distinguish it from all

other known substances.

Algin, -or sodium alginate, is precipitated among other things by
alcohol and collodion, but not by ether. Many acids, silver, and
other metallic salts precipitate it ; alkalies, pyrogallic acid, bromine,
iodine, or chlorine water, &c., do not precipitate it, nor does tartar
emetic, thus being distinguished from gelatine, and also by not
being acted upon by tannin. It most resembles albumen, but is not
coagulated by heat; and, unlike gelose, it does not gelatinise on
cooling. In this particular it is more like tragacanth—a much-
neglected mounting material. It is not dissolved by boiling water.
Among its other properties is a power of forming a compound

with aluminium, which is soluble in ammonia, and forms when dry
an insoluble varnish. With chromium it forms a compound soluble
in cold water, which is rendered insoUiljle by boiling. It behaves
in a similar manner to gelatine when mixed with bichromate, becom-
ing insoluble under the influence of light. The silver alginate is

eUted to darjceii very rapidly under exposure to light, Finally

:

Mr. Stanford says—" It forms a singular compound with shellac,

both being soluble in ammonia. It is a tough sheet, which can be

rendered quite insoluble by passing it through an acid bath."

Thus, as a possible substitute for and improvement upon gelatine

for emulsion, for mounting, sizing, varnishing, and other purposes,

algin or sodium alginate promises to be a most interesting and

valuable addition to the list of photographic chemicals.

OuB friend Dr. Liesegang recommends in another column, as a
protection to the surface of collodio-chloride prints, the appliciition

of an extract of Semen psyUii. As many of our readers may be

ignorant of the nature of this substance, and probably cut off' from
sources of reference, we may say for their benefit that the seed

referred to is that of Pui/Uium pulicaria, belonging to the order of

Plantagenece, and commonly known as Fleau-ort. The seeds are

remarkable for their mucilaginous character, and have been used as

a substitute for linseed and marsh-mallow in the concoction of

demulcent potions. The extract or decoction is also used as a

substitute for starch in the getting up of some of the finer forms of

linens and muslins.

Few people are unacquainted with the difiiculty and trouble atten-

dant upon the want of adhesion of labels to metal and to glass

bottles where exposed to variety of temperatures; hence any new
mode of meeting the difficulty will be useful. For glass bottles a

solution of chrome alum and gelatine is, perhaps, as good a damp-
resisting mountant as any. Metal always presents difiiculty, es-

pecially when exposed to damp ; but, according to a foreign contem-

porary, it can be overcome by the use of albumen for the purpose.

White of egg well beaten up is diluted with its own bulk of water

and applied with a brush to the surface to be united ; and then,

before it is dry, a hot iron is passed over the paper so as to coagulate

the albumen. It is also suggested that, by means of successive layers

of paper aud albumen, waterproof boxes, &c., may be formed.

Visitors to Padua are familiar with the church of St. Antonio

(the Santo), where are to be found some of the most beautiful

bas-reliefs and statues by Donatello—marvels of delicacy and per-

fection of execution, forming most attractive objects to the student.

They are, however, in many instances, placed most awkwardly for

obtaining sketches, and a demand for pliotographs has often been

made. According to the At/wnceum, well-known Italian jdioto-

graphers have been applied to for photographs of the many objects

of interest in the Santo, but have been met with the invariable

response that neither their position nor the light they receive

permits their being executed with any chance of success. The

result has been that, so important are these bronzes considered in

the world of art, they have been repeated in plaster, for the purpose

of the plaster cast being photographed. This has been done very suc-

cessfully, and a series of twenty-five photor/raimres have been obtained

which exhibit the qualities of the original in a high degree. We are,

however, quite one with the Athenmim, which, speaking of a par-

ticular subject, says:—"Supposing, now, that this altar front was

set in a fair light before a photographic camera, although in the re-
^

production some of the detail would be lost, on account of the

varying colouration, yet the gain in depth of tone would more

than counterbalance the trifling loss of some minor incidents."

The names of Swan and of Edison are inseparably connected with

the electric light, and more particularly with the incandescence forms

which may be said to have been brought to perfection by these

gentlemen. It is stated, however, that Mr. Edison is changing his

views upon the advantage of the incandescence system, and is

about to introduce an arc light.

Wb would call the attention of our readers to a most interesting

extract [see page 395] from a lecture by Dr. Gill, whose photo-

graphic work at the Cape in connection with the great comet

of 1882 will, no doubt, be fresh in our readers' memories. The

growing—indeed, we may say tiie paramount—importance of photo-

graphy in ftstronomical operations is shown in a strong yet lucid

manner, and the utmost emphasis is laid upon the actual necessity

for its employment and the important place it will occupy in

the future. So much, however, have photograjihic ju-ocesses

advanced that we are strongly of opinion that, at no distant date,

trained specialists in photography will be needed in addition to the
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oixliiiary astronomical staff to obtain the liigliest results of which
photography is ca|)abie. The time must come when training in
j)liotogriiphy will be almost as important as in chemistry, and steps
will have to be taken for establishing a centre of teaching.

Cadmium is filling a new function in forming, in the metallic state,
one constituent of a very fusible alloy. Professor Guthrie, in the
course of an investigation upon the behaviour of salts in solution,
carried his experiments into the region of metals in a state of fusion,
and devised one alloy which melts at an extraordinarily low tem-
jierature— ICO' Fahr. This, it will be seen, is far below the tempera-
ture of boiling water.and, if the alloy were available otherwise, there
would be no obstacle in the way of obtaining a mould from a gela-
tine relief. It is composed as follows:—47'38 parts of bismuth,
13-29 of cadmium, 19-36 of lead, and 19-97 of tin. It would,
however, be rather an expensive metal when required in quantity,
otherwise many very useful applications might be found for it in
photographic processes.

«
MR. J. W. SWAN.

There are few names in contemporai-y photographic history that are
more familiar or have been longer known to the readers of this
.Journal than that of Mr. J. \V. Swan, the subject of our illustration
this week. Fij-st known in connection with the late Mr. John
Mawson, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, as a member of the firm of photo-
graphic chemists in that city whose collodion and other products
have gained for them a reputation wherever photography is practised,
Mr. Swan upwards of twenty years ago devoted his energies
specially to the solution of one of the problems of the day, and the
result of his devotion to progressive photogi-aphic research was the
publication of the first practical carbon printing proces.s.

Utilising the discoveries of Poitevin, Mungo Ponton, and others,
and working on somewhat the same lines as Fargier, in France, he
was the first to bring carbon printing within the domain of daily
l)ractice, by not only recognising the necessity for, but actually
carrying out the development of, the " ti-ssue " from the back, and
thus rendering it possible to secure natural half-tone where hitherto
it had been only possible to secure black and white. Swan's patent,
taken out in 1864, formed the basis of the present process known
as " autotype," and the company still in existence bearing that
name was founded for the purpose of purchasing his patent.

Since that period Mr. Swan has lent his energies to many
applications of chromated gelatine and mechanical printing pro-
cesses, as well as to other branches of photography. He was one of
the earliest to recognise the value of gelatine dry plates, and his
firm was among the first to place them commercially before the
l)ublic.

To the outside public—that is, to the non-photographic public

—

the name of Swan is as familiar as it is to photographers, through
his connection with electric lighting. Swan's " incandescent lamp,"
though an outcome of the most modern advances in electrical
science, is no new idea to its inventor, as the first publication of the
principle of incandescent lighting came from Mr. Swan as far back,
we believe, as 1847 or 1848. But at that time it was unfortunately
impossible to carry out the idea, owing to deficiencies in the
mechanical appliances a3 well as in the scientific knowledge of the
day; but the introduction and rapid development of dynamo electric
machines, and the consequent cheapening of the production of
electricity, with the improved methods of exhausting the globes of
the lamps, no less than the great rage for electric lighting, combined
to render the Swan mode of lighting a great success.

I
Mr. Swan is a Fellow of the Chemical Society and of the Institute

of Chemists ; a member of the Society of Telegraph Engineei-s and
of the Society of Chemic-il Industry. He was President of the
Xewcastle Chemical Society in 1882. Last year, in recognition of
his services in the interests of science, the University of Durham
conferred upon Mr. Swan the honorary degree of M.A.
Our portrait is from a photograph by Mr. E. 1). Lavender, of

Bromley.
4

LIME-LIGHT EXPLOSIONS AND THEIE PREVENTION.

I

In repeating the experiments of my last paper with oxyhydrogen
gas instead of ether, I did not think it neceawry to record the whole
of them, but merely a few of the most distinctive.
The results obtained were different from what I expected, for I

have often noticed that a flame of ether burning at the orifice of a
jet is easily blown out by the breath or by a puff of wind ; whereas

so readily extinguished. I expected, therefore, to find that the
oxyhydrogen would be more difficult to deal wilh than the elhoxo
gas, and would force its way through a longer safety tube. The
contrary, however, appears to be the case, as the following experi-
ments will show :

—

No. 1. A balloon filled with explosive oxyhy<irogen gas and
attached to the tap of the jet. The flame burus at the orifice of
the jet as long as the pressure keeps up, but as soon as the sides of
the balloon collapse it passes back with a loud report

No. 2. Same as the last experiment, but with a piece of cane an
inch long attached to the tap of the jet. Flame stops at the cane
and does not enter the balloon.

No. 3. Same as No. 2, but balloon filled with an explosive mix-
ture of coal gat and oxygen instead of oxyhydrogen. Flame passes
through the cane and bursts the balloon.

No. 4. A safety tube half-an-inch in diameter and half-an-inch
long, filled with tin filings screened as before described, and placed
in the fionl part of the jet immediately below the mixing chamber.
Balloon filled with coal gas and oxygen, as in the last experiment.
Flame arrested by the tin filings and does not enter the balloon.

No. 5. Same as No. 4, but Balloon filled with ethoxo gas instead
of coal gas and oxygen. Flame passes through the tin tilings and
destroys the balloon.

No. 6. Same as the last experiment, but granulated pumice used
instead of tin filings. Flame arrested and balloon saved.

No. 7. Ditto, ditto, but screened scrapings of slate pencil substi-
tuted for pumice. Flame extinguished as before.

No. 8. Ditto, ditto, ethoxo gas being used, but tube filled with a
substance known in commerce as "flared glass," screened as described
in my last communication. Flame passes through the glass and
shatters the balloon.

No. 9. Same as No. 8, but the tube containing the glass removed
from the front part of the jet and attached to the tap at the other
end. The flame is now extinguished and the balloon saved.

No. 10. Same as No. 9, but with eighteen inches of vulcanised
tubing between the tap and the safety tube to increase the volume
of the explosive ethoxo gas. Flame extinguished and balloon
saved.

The " flared glass " above referred to was sent to me by Messrs.
W. H. Oakley and Co.'s assistant. It consists of rounded particles
of coloured glass which pass through a sieve containing thirty-six
meshes to the inch, but are retained by one of sixty meshea As it

is quite free from dust and not liable to be acted on by the gases it

seems likely to be a useful material for the purpose we are now con-
sidering. It is not, however, equal to pumice granules nor to scrap-
ings of slate pencil in its power of arresting the ethoxo flame, and
it reduces the pressure of the gas to a somewhat greater extent
(about twenty-five per cent, for a tube half-an-inch long).

No. 11. Two balloons of the same size, filled resi)ectively with
ethoxo gas and oxyhydrogen. The balloons are attached alternately
to the tap of the jet without any safety-tube, in order that I may
count the number of seconds which elapse before the flame passes.

The difference is at once obvious, the ethoxo gas exploding in the
balloon whilst still half-full, whereas the oxhydrogen burns at the
mouth of the jet until the balloon is comparatively empty and the
pressure has nearly ceased.

In considering the results of these and many other experiments I
notice, in the first place, that the effect of placing the safety-tube in
the front part of the jet is not what I anticipated. I expected by so
doing to give it an advantage, but it proved to be quite the con-
trary. The explanation of this discrepancy between theory and
practice is not obvious, but I may remark that the tube was placed
for the sake of convenience beneath the miring chamber; whereas I
suggested in my last communication that the right position for it to

occupy theoretically would be above the mixing chamber, and be-
tween it and the nipple.

If any of your readers should be disposed to repeat these experi-
ments I may mention for their guidance that I prepared the
hydrogen gas in the way I usually do for lantern wort, namely, by
the action of dilute sulphuric acid on iron filings. The gas so
obtained is not pure, but it answers very well for the lime light

To find the proportions for giving the greatest explosive power I

turned on the oxygen tap of my biunial lantern until the little cone
of imperfect combustion at the base of the blowpipe flame Jutt
began to ditappear, and the flame became solid throughout Re-
peated trials with a little more H or a little more O satisfied me
that this was the best point to hit, namely, suihcient O to boru the

H without any assistance from the external air.

In the case of coal gas and ether, both containing carbon, the

penetrating power of the explosive flame is greatest when the dark
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cone at the tip of the jet is about oue-sixteeuth of an inch long.

And if you wish to drive the flame through the cane you must '

attend to this point very carefully, since the smallest excess of
_

either coal gas or oxygen will cause the flame to stop when it
|

readies the caue, although it will still explode in the mixing
j

chamber when you turn otf the tap of tlie jet. !

The sum of the whole matter, so far as I have been able to

ascertain, is aa follows:—That the flame of oxyliydrogen gas is

more easily arrested by these safety tubes than that of oxygen and

coal gas, and oxygen and coal gas more so than the ethoxo gas.

Tile best materials which I have tried for stopping the flame are

jjumioe and slate scrapings, and next in order metal filings and
"^ared glass." Porous wood like cane and small shot are not

without efl'ect, but stand lower down in the list.

A safety tube properly made and attached to each tap of the jet

may be relied on for stopping any of the above-mentioned ex-

jdosive flames ; and the pressure of the gas is not so far reduced

as to make the process unworkable.

In my last communication an error occurred in correcting the

proofs. In the thirty-fifth line from the top, instead of " No. 6 same
as No. 4," it should be " No G same as No. 5." As it now reads the

addition of a Chadwick back-pressure valve is said to weaken
the safety tube ; whereas the experiment merely showed that it did

not materially strengthen it. T. Frederick Hardwich.

EXTRACT OF PSYLLIUM FO* PROTECTING THE
SURFACE OF COLLODIO-CHLORIDE PRINTS.

In a former communication I have recommended to soak the washed
coUodio-chloride px-ints in an ammouiacal solution of bleached lac,

which imparts to them a very hard surface like that of albumen
prints. As this solution is not easy to prepare, and as it changes
through the evaporation of ammonia, I have been induced to find

another medium, and I think the best of all I tried is an ex-

ti'act of Semen psyllii.

A quantity of this is covered with ten or twelve times its volume
of cold water, and, after standing for a day, interrupted by occa-

Bioual shaking, the liquid is filtered, a small quantity of methylated
spirits being added. Those who prefer to mount the prints when
dry may add some glycerine. After washing the prints are soaked
in this fluid for a few minutes and dried. Even prints made on
paper prepared with soluble gelatine may, after this bath, be
treated like ordinary albumen prints without the collodion film

breaking.

If it be desired to give the prints a coating of varnish I find a
solution of one pound of copal in two pounds of linseed oil gives a
splendid and most resisting covering, if applied with a pad of

cotton or a brush. Prints treated in this way may be considered
as permanent—neither light, nor air, nor humidity having the
least influence upon them. Ed. Liesegano, Ph.D.

MISTAKES IN EMULSION WORK.
It is curious, in looking back on the last few years of experimental
work in connection with gelatine emulsion, to see how many condi-
tions have from time to time been laid down as essential to success

which have afterwards turned out to be by no means so. I cannot,
I am sorry to say, claim that I have not been among the mistaken
ones; for I find that at times I have insisted on certain conditions
which I. now consider to be quite unnecessary, or even believe
objectionable.

I would take several of the conditions which it was at one time
thought essential to observe when great sensitiveness was re-

quired and say a few words on each, giving the results which have
been indicated by recent experiments.

It was generally considered, some years ago, that if an emulsion
were to be rapid the excess of bromide should not be very great

;

that no iodide be introduced ; that the solution be neutral or but
slightly acid ; that the amount of gelatine used in emulsification and
subsequent boiling be small ; and that the amount of gelatine in the
finally-finished emulsion be not great in proportion to the amount
of bromide of silver in suspension. I do not mean to say that all

these conditions were insisted upon by any one experimentalist,
but I think they represent pretty fairly the general opinions held
about two or three years ago.

To take first the excess of bromide : it is now pretty well recog-
nised tluat sensitiveness is more rapidly gained with a large excess
thau with a small one; and now it is the rule to allow a large

excess iii almost all formula) which are published. I am by no
means certain, however, that we are not going too far in a direction

opposite to that towards which we tended some time ago ; that is to

say, we incline to use now too large an excess of bromide. There
is no doubt that by the employment of a very large excess we have
a most rapid transition from the red bromide to the blue (by trans-

mitted light) ; but when we have gone beyond a certain length in

the matter of excess the image which is developed on the plate

appeal's to suffer, becoming thin. Recent experiments incline me to

think that a good amount of excess to have is about ten per cent.

;

that is to say, let there be used ten per cent, more bromide of

ammonium or potassium than would be required to convert the
whole of the silver nitrate to silver bromide. This will give sensi-

tiveness in a fairly short time, and will produce a plate giving good
density. I lay down the ten per cent, excess merely as an approxi-
mation, because the excess required or permissible may vary with
other factors.

With regard to the introduction of iodide in emulsions it appears
unnecessary to speak, as the subject has beeii treated i-ecently by the
Editors. I may just say, however, that I can corroborate their state-

ment that a more rapid emulsion can—under certain circumstances,

at anyrate—be made when iodide is present than when it is not ; in

fact, I consider iodide a necessity if we wish a very rapid plate of

good quality. As to the amount : I could recommend, if potassium
salts be used, three to four per cent, of the quantity of soluble

bromide.
I now come to the question of acidity of the solutions, and here

I must say that I have got some results which have surprised me
very much. Before, however, taking into consideration the acidity

of solutions, I would say a few words on the effect of one of the
constituents of an emulsion which requires more attention than has

been given to it. This is none other than the water which is used

to dissolve the chemicals. This little matter has had but small

attention, having been once or twice casually mentioned, but, so

far as I know, never having received any considerable share of con-

sideration
;
yet it is the one which ought in reality to have, perhaps,

more than any other ingredient of the emulsion.

It may surprise some emulsion experimentalists to hear that,

allowing the quantities of all the constituents of emulsions, with the

exception of the water used in emulsifying, to remain the same, and
varying the water only within the limits found in published formuhe,

we may get two emulsions—one of which will require five hours of

boiling to produce sensitiveness, whilst the other will require but

ten minutes ! This is an enormous diff'erence, as will naturally be
observed. Still I have found it so. The largest total quantity of

water which I remember to have heard recommended for an emul-

sion in which 400 grains of silver nitrate are used is twenty ounces.

The smallest is seven ounces. With the first-mentioned quantity it

will usually be found that several hour's of boiling are necessary

before the blue silver bromide is produced. With the latter

quantity only a few minutes is necessai'y. I must state, however,

that I have never been able to cause the silver bromide produced

fi'om 400 grains of silver nitrate to suspend itself in seven ounces

of water and gelatine. Eight ounces is the least quantity in which

I have been able to emulsify 400 grains of silver.

To return to the acid, however : I was astonished to find in recent

experiments that, when concentrated solutions are used—when, for

example, we dissolve 400 grains of silver nitrate and the correspond-

ing bromide solution each in four ounces of water—we may use a

very considerable quantity of acid without much increasing the

time necessary to gain sensitiveness. I have recently used as much
as twenty minims of strong hydrochloric acid with the quantity of

emulsion indicated above, and found, to my surprise, that after five

minutes' boiling the colour of the emulsion by transmitted light was
nearly blue, and that a fairly-rapid emulsion was the result. After

a quarter-of-an-liour's boiling the change of colour was complete,

and the emulsi'ui decidedly rapid. At the end of half-an-hour's

boiling it was very rapid, and here the experiment stopped ; but

from the quality of the plates, which would stand very great forcing

without showing fog, I have no doubt that boiling might have been

continued much longer. Tiie plates were marvellously bright, and
gave good, clean images. I consider the use of this lai'ge amount of

acid mentioned to be most useful.

Another point on which opinion is rapidly changing is with

regard to the amount of gelatine present during emulsification and
boiling. It was until recently considered that the smaller the quan-

tity of gelatine used at this stage of the process the more rapid

would be the emulsion, or, at anyrate, that sensitiveness would be

the more rapidly gained. I have always held that the amount of

gelatine might be increased considerably beyond the minimum
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which it is necesaury (o use lo keep the silver salts in aiispeii.sioii

without ill :iny way refaixliiig tlie accession of seiisiliveness ; but it

WAS not till recentlythat I discovered to how great a length wo
might go in the direc ion indicated. I think the best plan will be
togivo at this stage a formula which incorporates the several points

that have been, or are to be, mentioned, and which I should have
pronounced had I seen it a month ago to be one quite incapable of

giving a rapid emulsion :

—

A.
Silver nitrate ...<,.., 400 grains.

Water 4 ounces,
B.

Mromide of pntassium 296 grains.

Iodide of putassiiiin 20 „
Nelson's No. I gelatine 200 „
Hydrochloric acid 20 minims.
Water 4 ounces.

V.

Heinrich's gelatine 800 grains.

Water lo soak this.

Now, it will be seen that iii this the .Tmount of gelatine tised in

emiilsitication is very great indeed
;
yet the formula is the very one

u^ed when I got the results mentioned in connection with the large
quantity of acid used.

It may be iisked—Why use so large a (Quantity of gelatine if less

will serve to suspend the bromide of silver? I believe that not
only do we get as great sensitiveness with the large quantity as

with the small, but that we secure possibly more, whilst we cer-

tainly get more density of image. This I believe to be due to the
partially-decomposed gelatine which results from the boiling.

I have proved to my own satisfaction that decomposed gelatine
li.as tlie property of giving dense negatives in the following man-
ner : — An emulsion was prepared by precipitation. A certain
quantity of meta-gehitine was prepared by adding ammonia to a
;elatine solution, and boiling till all trace of ammonia fumes had
disappeared. This raeta-gelatinc added to the emulsion prepared
by precipitation increased sensitiveness a little, and density of
image somewhat more. It also brought about green fog ; but,
possibly, had the meta - gelatine been produced by long boiling
instea(i of by the use of ammonia the result would have been
ditt'erent.

With regard to the point which is last mentioned, namely, the
amount of gelatine finally put into the emulsion : it will be seen
that in the formnloe given this is unusually large. In spite of this

I find that the emulsion is certainly not made any slower by the
use of it, nor is there any thinness of image produced, whilst, of
course, a larger quantity of emulsion is obtained.

In conclusion : I would ask your readers to give the above very
impromising-looking formula a trial, and report results. I think I
can guarantee that the emulsion will stand an hour's boiling without
showing any fog. W. K. Burton.

*

ALTERING THE DENSITY OF GELATINE NEGATIVES.
[A communication to the Lon'lon and Provincial Photo^apliic Association.]

It maj' well be imagined that, as the post of lecturer has previously
been filled by so many able men, I naturally feel a certain amount of
hesitation in attempting to follow in their wake, and I must confess
that my native modesty would have prevented me from so doing but
for the following reasons, which 1 must ask you to hold as sullicient

excuse for occupying your time this evening.
In the first place : I have always held the theory that each member

of a society «uch as this should endeavour to do something to make its

meetings interesting, even though he may not be able to impart much
information. We cannot all read papers detailing original ancfelaborate
experiments, nor discourse learnedly and eloquently on scicntitic sub-
jects; but everyone, amateur or professional, should at least try to do
more than simply absorb as much as possible from the brains of others
without, in return, doing his share in bringing forward matter for
profitable discussion.

Another reason is that I thought possibly the example of one of the
rank and file might induce others to come forward who, till now, have
kept too much in the background. Under these circumstances it was
siiinewhat dilficult for me to find a satisfactory excuse when our
indefatigable Curator wished to press me into the number of monthly
lecturers.

Our subject this evening is Altering the Density ofOelatine Negatives.
Some there are who say they scarcely ever require to do this; but it

may, I think, l)o taken for granted tliat, notwithstanding improvement
in the quality of plates and better illumination of the dark room than
formerly, it is still advisable frequently to slightly modify the density
of the image after fixing, if the best results be desired. Wliat
constitutes "proper printing density"' I sh.ill not .ittcmpt to define.

Xo two j)hutographor« taken nt random would bo certain to agree on
that iiuint, and 1 hIuiII content myself with alluiling to the means
whereby wc may secure the end, without taking upon myself to set np
a standard.
Inasmuch, however, as loinering rather than inerenjiiiuj the opacity is

the easier (if colour and permanence ore to ho taken into account), it is

preferable to make sure of sufficient density to start with, and rrkue*.
if necessary, than to stop development too soon and have to intensify.
Keduction of density may bo obtained in several ways; and the

following remarks will apply pretty equally to negatives or positives
(with, perhaps, tbo omission of lantern slides), and, excepting the action
.of acid, to results obtained by pyro. or oxalate development. Negatives
may be uniformly too dense, or have the high lights too thick and the
half-tones thin ; or there may be excess of detail with, at the same
time, too great general opacity. The treatment of the negative most
depend, therefore, on the existing gradation.
We will consider, first, the cases in which a thin layer of the deposit

may be removed from the whole film, without injuriously aDTecting the
giadation. On most pyro. -developed negatives acid will produce a
change of colour dependent on the amount of yellowness present, and
the strength of acid or time of immernion in it. This may be usefully
taken advantage of, where only a slight reduction is rerjuired, by
employing a weak acid (five per cent, will do), and removiuK and
washing the plate as soon as the action ha.s gone far enough. Owing
to the tendency of acid alone to produce frilling, it is customary to
dilute it with a strong alum solution instead of water.
The weakening effect of acid not being always suflicient, it is desir-

able to be able to have recourse to other means. These may be

—

attacking the image only, or removing a layer from the film itself.

Hypochlorite of calcium (chloride of lime), hypochlorites of the other
alkalies or of zinc, and ozone bleach have a solvent action on the gela-

tine, and will remove a thin skin from the negative, carrying with it,

of course, the silver contained in that portion of the film so dissolved.

I have used this method, both successfully and otherwise, but do not
recommend it. It was very well till we knew of a better. Gelatines
are not equally acted on, the softer kinds yielding too freely. The
harder sorts are more tractable; but if hardened still more by alum the
softening of the gelatine is likely to proceed but slowly, and then all

at once the film commences to come away rapidly, so that great care is

necessary to ensure a uniform and certain result. If a heavy stream
of water be allowed to fall upon the plate when it is desired to arrest

the action by washing o(F the bleach, the film sometimes gets carried

away more in one part than another; and even in holding the negative

up to watch the progress of the operation there is a liability to havo
the film drip off in little rivulets, giving streaky marks. A fine spray
from a rose should be used for washing. Ozone bleach may be diluted
with about six or eight parts of water. A saturated solution of chloride
of lime should be dihited with twelve parts of water.
The methods of acting on the silver alone are many. The metal

itself maj' be dissolved away by cyanide of potassium, or a portion
converted into chloride or bromide and dissolved out by hypo, or

cyanide. For this purpose ozone bleach with chrome alum has been
recommended and employed, but it possesses no advantages over other
chemicals more agreeable to use.

.Some metals—such as copper, iron, and gold—form two kinds of

chlorides (and bromides), one containing more chloride than the other
;

and when the one with the larger quantity of haloid (that is, the
cupric, ferric, or auric chloride) is brought into contact with silver, it

gives up a portion of its chlorine to the silver, being itself converted
into cuprous, ferrous, or aureus chloride. According to the extent to

which this proceeds the image becomes ch.inged into chloride, and,
therefore, soluble when placed in the fixing solution. An alteration in

colour is produced without dissolving out the chloride of silver; hut
this would probably darken if left in the film, so should be remove<l.

It is desirable to wash thoroughly before commencing to reduce, in

order to prevent stains.

Chloride of copper or cupric chloride is of the three, perhaps, the
best to use. Gold is expensive. Iron is, I fancy, more likely to give

a yellow colour to the negative than copper. Five erains of ferrio

chloride to one ounce of water is a good strength. A few drops of

hydrochloric aoid in addition has been recommended. It may, if pre-

ferred, be mixed with the alum solution. If any pyro. stain exist it

should first be removed with acid. The solution can be used until it

becomes weak, and then strengthened or thrown away. Ferrio oxalate,

as yon are aware, Is also used. Its action is similar to that of the
chloride. Captain Abney drew attention some two or three years ago

to the fact that its presence in old oxalate developer was a caose of

thin im.iges, the metallic silver being attacked as soon as formed.

Cupric chloride is a very nice reducer—easy and clean to use. I hftve

employed it for some timo, and find a suitable strength to be—
Copper sulphate 4 grains.

.Sodium chloride 6 ,,

Water 1 ounce.

The stock solution may, if preferred, be made more concentrated and
diluted for use. If a good quantity be kept in the dilute state it can

bo used over and over ."Xijaiu for some timo without getting weak.
•When it is thought th» the silver has been sufficiently acted on, the
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nogativ-c is waalied and flowed over with, or placed in, clean hypo. If

not reduced sufficiently, after washing the operation should be repeated.

The cuprous chloride f»r,ned is not roa lUy soluble in water, but is

easily washed out if the plate be dipped into weak acid and alum after

the hypo, has been removed. As the cuprous salt while in the film

gives "a slight brownish tinge its removal lowers the density a trifle

more, and a little allowance should be made for this. With practice

tliere is no difficulty in obtaininj; any required reduction. Should

the solution by any chance be used too strong, or from unequal

wetting of the plate with it the negative be more affected in one part

than another, the plate should be left in till the image is bleached right

tlirough, and then, after treating with acid and washing, be rede-

veloped, again washed, and the reducing resorted to. If washing

between each operation be not pretty thorough, stains wiU probably

make their appearance.

I now call your attention to an exceedingly easy, clean, and practical

method to which publicity was given by Mr. E. Howard Farmer
in the Year-Book for 1884. The reducing agent is ferrid-eyanide

of potassium ; and, as this can be mixed with hypo, and will

remain clear for some time, we have the very decided advantage of

requiring only one solution instead of two. The slight uncertainty

which always exists where reducing consists of two operations is here

removed. I had been experimenting a little in this direction last year,

but on the appearance of Mr. Farmer's article I found that someone else

had forestalled me.
Mr. J. Spiller's modification of the chloride of copper process, pub-

lished in the Almanac at the same time, was an attempt to do away
with the use of hypo, by employing a saturated solution of common salt

along with the chloride of copper. In my hands the strength of cupric

chloride recommended by him is too great for the operation to be well

under control, and the action of the sodiiim chloride does not seem
to keep up with the copper, so that tlie image gets converted into

chloride of silver faster than the sodium chloride will dissolve it

out. Possibly an alteration of the proportions might give satisfac-

tory results. The ferridcyanide of potassium I prefer to use rather

stronger than suggested by Mr. Farmer, namely, about three grains to

one ounce of a five-per-cent solution of hypo. It must be used fresh, and
the negative is allowed to remain in this till sufficiently reduced, and
then well washed. As there is then a slight yellowish tinge imparted
to the film the plate may be dipped in acid and alum after previously
washing it. The ease and certainty of this process will commend it to

all who try it.

The double oxalate of iron and potassium found in old oxalate
developer has been recommended when dissolved in water with hypo.
This, it is said, will keep. As it does not appear to possess any
advantage over the process just named, and as those who do not use
oxalate developer will find it easier to obtain the ferridcyanide (red
prussiate of potash) than this double salt, I have not thought it

necessary to do more than allude to it.

Cyanide of potassium alone will act on the silver, but not quickly,
and I think on the finer details most. I am speaking now of a solution
applied to the plate. Mr. A. L. Henderson has told us that it may be
better employed by exposing the plate face downwards to the fumes
arising from a strong solution. One of the conditions of success is that
the film must be thoroughly wet right through, so as to be soft and
easily permeated by the fumes, and that the surface of the negative
should be wiped free from drops of water; otherwise the reduction will
not take place uniformly. Some of Mr. Henderson's experiments do
not, when repeated by others, quite tally with his own ; but in this case,
as the negative I send round shows, if the details are attended to any
amount of reduction can be obtained. Strength of solution, about one
in six ; distance of plate from liquid, perhaps three-eighths to half-an-
inoh. At the end of fifteen minutes no change observable ; in three-
quarters of an hour, some reduction ; in an hour and a-quarter, a con-
siderable lowering of density had resulted. Still it does not come up
to the ferridcyanide of potassium and hypo, method. The time re-
quired is too long for anyone to stand by and watch it, and if the dish
be plaeed on one side there is always the possibility of forgetting it till

the a'ction has gone just a little too far ; whereas Mr. Farmer's process
is quick or slow, according to the strength of the solutions, and quite
under control. It is, therefore, equally applicable to large or small
plates. In using the plain cyanide it is advisable to lift the plate up
frequently, as, if the air charged with cyanide fumes long remains
stationary, irregular markings might be produced.
Loral Redaction of Den-nUj.—When the dense part is of a fair size a

good way is to flow over first with a weak solution of the chemical
employed, and then to pour on and off a stronger solution, letting the
liquid impinge on the plate where most reduction is needed. When,
however, the too intense portion is of small dimensions, as in the ca.se
of a hand or finger, it is better to partially dry the negative, so that
the liquid shall not readily spread, and apply with a brush, keeping the
outline sharp. A still better way is to paint carefully with a tough
varnish round the part to be reduced, and when it has hardened to
bruih over with the reducing agent. Unfortunately, ordinary .spirit

varnish has a tendency to split up when wetted with water, so that
there is danger of the chemical finding its way through the cracks and
producing markings where not wanted. For this reason I think a thin

asphalte or turpentine varnish is the most suitable to use. After the
plate has been washed and dried the surface should be clcantd by
rubbiui; witii spirit or turpentiuo and vurnishcd in the ordinary way.

Se-lrctire Reditclion.—Thinning the shadov/s mure than the high
lights, or rict iv.rnA. Tne building up of the image in development
commences at the surface and proceeds gradually down through the
film; the silver forming the detail in the half-tones and shadows,
therefore, lies pretty much on the surface. As in most reducing pro-
cesses an even layer of silver is attacked, it follows that the shadows
lose proportionately jnorc than their share, so that there is rarely any
occasion to act specially on thcra. It may happen, however, in the
case of a much over-exposed and over-developed negative that it would
be improved by a little thinning down, chiefly in the shadows. Such a
negative would, perhaps, be best treated by x-educing it altogether—
which would, of course, leave the shadows barer—and then intensifying
what is left of the image.
Reducing the high lights only is much more difficult. The theory is

good, but the method of carrying it out requires perfecting. In a
leading article in Tub Biutish .Jockxal of PHOTOGKAriiY for April
20th, 1883, it is suggested to convert the whole of the silver into
chloride and then rcdevelope with ferrous oxalate, using a large
amount of restrainer. When all is developed except the highest lights
the negative is washed and dipped in hypo, to dissolve the remaining
undeveloped chloride. In this manner the detail in the sliadows would
be preserved. Easy as this looks on paper it is not so easily performed
in practice.

At a meeting of this Society sometime last autumn, at which I was
not present, I saw by the report that a discussion took place on
abrading the film with hard powder rubbed on with the finger or a
stump. If any present have tried this method perhaps they will give
us the benefit of their experience. Cigar ash appears to me best suited
for the purpose. I have tried it on waste negatives, but witlio\U
sufficient success to warrant me in using it on a negative of any value.

Intcim/icalion of SS'i'iicctivca.—On this subject I have less to say than
on the preceding one. When it can be seen while developing that the
image is showing on the back of the plate before the details are out, a
more brilliant print will be obtained if the developer be washed off as
soon as sufficient detail appears and intensification resorted to than it

it be attempted to get printing density by allowing the plate to soak
till it has acquired enough jiyro. stain to make it deuse. Granted that
a negative is to be strengthened, the (question arises what shall be
used. There are in the market some preparations the composition of

which has not been made public. Of these I shall say nothing.
If a very little additional density be needed it will suffice, after

fixing, to dip the plate in fresh hypo, solution containing about live or

ten per cent, of ferrous sulphate. This is rather of the nature of a

stain than a deposit on the silver already forming the image, so does
not impart much brilliancy ; but it is, nevertheless, useful at times,

when the negative is merely thin but not over-exposed. Where more
than a slight increase of intensity is required we must resort to other
methods, of which we liave several to choose from. The principal

qualities desired are permanence, a suitable colour for retouching, and
ease of application. Unfortunately, these do not always go together.

The tirst is nearly always wanted for any class of work ; the second
is immaterial for general landscape and architectural purposes, copying,

&c. ; but for portraiture a good colour is very important.
Silver intensification has always been recommended by the editorial

department of one of our photographic journals. The chief condition
necessary to success is that all hypo, should be thoroughly removed
from the film. It does not, however, follow that all makes of plates

are equally amenable to this treatment. Those which have a matt
surface take the silver best, and some gelatines are much less liable to

stain than others. If the negative be not filled up much in tlie shadows,
and possess proper gradation, silver intensification is certainly to bo
recommended. It must be borne in mind, though, that since the silver

is deposited on the surface there is a tendency to flatten the image, .as

the half-tones receive nearly as much fresh silver as the high lights.

For this reason it is less suitable for over-exposed, flat negatives than
some other methods. Bleaching the image with an iron or copper salt

and redeveloping has been recommended. I do not find that after

clearing with acid to remove the discolouration of the film which is

produced there is much increase in opacity.

Negatives intensified with uranium salts are, I believe, found to get

denser by keeping. The colour also is objectionable for portraiture.

Two processes which give very similar results are Monckhoven's and
mercuric chloride, followed after washing by ammonia, the negative

being then placed in water containing a few drops of a solution of

sulpliuretted hydrogen in diluted glycerine. The colour with either

of these is a nice brownish black. I have here a series of little nega-

tives, intensified about eighteen months .igo by various intensifiers,

and so far as I can judge there has been no deterioration in those

treated by the two methods just named. These, however, will not

always impart stifficient density to very thin, over-exposed negatives.

For this there is nothing, I think, so useful as bichloride or iodide of

mercury, followed, after a thorough washing, by Schlippe's salt. 1 iln

not recommend this for portraiture where it can be avoided, because of

the reddish-yellow colour which renders the retouching of such negati\ c^
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a matter ui clitHciilty. I^o far as i)rcaerviug gratUtioii ami being under

control is conccrneil it answers every purpoaa. I was somewhat surprised

to see some little time back, iu tho " Answers to {'urrcspomleiita " given

in a pliotograpliio journal, tho statement that this intensilier was only

suitable for line work on account of tlie gieat density produced. Since

the density ia easily regulated with a little care and practice, it seoma

to me that for cxccediugly-thiu portrait negatives (which, of course,

are only obtained now and again through accident) and for general

outdoor work (on which retouching is not generally required), more
especially for large plates on which it is somewhat ditiicult to use silver,

mercury and Sclilippe's salt form a serviceable permanent intensilier.

William Cole.s.

TUE OXYHYDROGEN EXPLOSION AT DHURY-LANE.
Most of the readers of this Journal will have read in the daily or

weekly newspapers of the explosion which occurred at Drury-Iane

Theatre, on Wednesday, the 4th inst. ; but as no technical particulars

were given, 1 thought 1 would attend the imjuest on the body of the

poor man who succumbed to tho injuries ho received, to ascertain, if

possible, the cause of the explosion, and get any information that might

be of value to tho lanternists and photographers who employ the lime

light.

By the courtesy of the authorities I w.is enabled to ^-iew the scene of

the explosion and the materials employed. The room in which the two
lime-light men were working was underneath the stage, and had a gas

bracket with a wire guard over it placed about four feet from the

ground on one side, and a large supply i)ipe coming down the end wall

of the room to the bottom, wliere there was a large outlet and T con-

nection. I soon found that the accident had not happened while work-

ing the lime light—as one would naturally suppose from reading tlie

accounts published—but while preparations were being made for the

performance.
The plan adopted at Dniry-lano Theatre appears to be that the gas

required to be used for the lime light has to be taken into the theatre

before the performance, and any left is supposed to be taken out after-

wards. There were remnants of two bags on the floor—one (the

oxygen) split into shreds, and the other (tho hydrogen) rent and in-

jured, but retaining its wedge-shaped form. The oxygen gas bag must
have been by .some means partly tilled with hydrogen as well as oxygen,

and one of the attendants must have applied a light for some purpose

to the nozzle, or by pressing on the bag while it was connected with

the large supply pipe and then withdrawing the pressure drew down
the flame to the bag and so ignited what had become, by mixing, an

explosive gas. Or it may be that the light caught some part of the

UKiterial of the bag, set it on tire, the oxygen feeding the flame and
becoming so rarelied that it soon burst. From the fact that the poor

fellow that died having been very much injured in the lower part of

the body it seems likely that he was standing over or behind the bag

with his legs apart, probably giving some attention to the bag when
the explosion occurred.

I noticed that the bags were about the same colour ; that the stop-

cocks were the same size and colour ; and that although there was an

"H'' on the hydrogen bag, which was the larger one, it was only tem-

porarily marked—not in a bold and unmistakable manner. This being

so, the question arises—What precautions can lime-light operators

take 80 as to secure the minimum risk ! I would suggest

—

1st, That each bag should be marked with an "H" and an "0"
respectively, so that it could Ix; seen at once in a very faint light—

a

good block letter of a large size on both sides of the bag ; and it would
nut be amiss, as an additional precaution, if on the wedge as well. If

the bags be black or brown, the letters should bo in white paint ; and
if a light-coloured or chequered bag, then black paint.

2nd. That the tap or stopcock of the hydrogen bag should be of a
dilTercnt pattern and size to that of the oxygen bag, so that a connec-

tion could not possibly be made unwittingly from the hydrogen or

house gas supply to the oxygen receptacle.

;ird. That the colours of the taps and fittings of the two gases

should be different—all the hydrogen being bronzed and the oxygen
lacquered bright, so iis to be distinguished at a glance.

4th. That m no case whatsoever should a light ever be applied to

the tap of a gas bag, or should any connection be made to a pipe or

service on which a jet may be aliy/U if there be any chance whatever
of tho gas bag, while filling, being disturbed.

.5th. That if any doubt exist as to the nature of the gas in the gaa

bag or holder, it sliould, before applying a light to any attachment to

the outlet pipe, be passed through a water interceptor, so made that

only a small ([uantity of gas coiild collect above the water, apd this, in

the case of ignition if it exploded, would blow out a cork or india-

rubber bung lightly Httcd in an aperture at the top.

Xearly all the serious explosions 1 know of or can learn anything
about have been the result of accidental mixing of gas in the bags or

holders, or the choking up of the pipes while making oxygen gas.

With care this should not occur; but, as apparently inexplicable

things do sometimes happen, I would impress on all lime-light operators

the necessity of having safety-valves or vents to each part of tho

apparatus where an explosion could oocnr, and from it* conatmction,
by blowing about any portion, du serion* damage. I<'or inctance:—
The retort for oxygen making should have innerted in the top a tnbe
three or four inches long, lightly covered by an india-rubber cap, cork,

or spring valve, so that when the pressure of gas became greater than
would naturally pass through the outlet tho cork would rise and form a
vent. The purifier or wash-bottle should also have a bung inserted to

form a vent ; in fact, it is better to use more than one puriiler, so

that the gas may be thoroughly purified and dried. I would therefore

suggest tliut two should be of the ordinary form, having an inlet pipe

gomg to nearly the bottom, and an outlet pipe inserted at the top, and
the third a water interceptor.

One of the ordinary purifiers I would have empty when making
oxygen, and place it next the bag for filling ; the next ahonld have
water in ; and the third, that nearest the retort, lime dust and water

or caustic soda. The result of this would be that the chlorine in the

oxygen gas would be stopped by the purifier next the retort, tho

gas would be cooled in tlie second, and dried in the one next the bag.

There is no doubt that having an empty purifier next the bag saves

tho material of the gas bag from wear very considerably, by stopping

the particles of moisture which tend to rot it if deposited inside

;

and any one who uses this plan can testify that often there is a
measureable quantity of water in the purifier that was empty Ijefore

commencing operations.

I fear there are a great number of oxygen retorts still in nac that

have no safety outlets if the delivery tube get choked, and I would
advise all who have such to get them altered at once. It is a matter of

duty to do so. I recently saw an apparatus, issued by the Governmont
for some special work, and this had no safety-valve ; and when we re-

member that one fatal accident occurred some years ago through the

retort toppling on one side and the delivery tube getting choked, it

cannot be urged too strongly by all interested in the lime light—in fact,

insisted on—that the apparatus employed shall be the safest possible.

No steam-engine is without its safety-valves ; so no oxyhydrogen ap-

paratus must be without ineaiis to render mishaps comparatively harm-

less.

To sum up: I am of opinion that no lantemist or photographer need
hesitate to use the lime light if he will, first of all, master the

principles on which the light is worked and the nature of the gases em-
ployed. But wh.it is to be deprecated is the haphazard employment of

apparatus new to the operator without having received proper instruc-

tion in the use of the same. There is something to learn in everything,

and it is not because an explo.sion of ordinary gas occurs in a house,

through a tap having been left turned on or through some other

accidental oocuiTcnce, that the use of gas for illumination is to be pro-

hibited. So with regard to the lime light: it must not be admitted for

one moment that prohibition can be tolerated. The great thing is to

exercise care in all details, and remember that under no circumstances

are the oxygen and hydrogen gases to be allowed to mix until the

moment they are emerging from the jet to produce the light.

O. E. B.\KEK.

We have received the following report of the adjourned inquest from

a correspondent who was present:

—

LoxnoN not being troubled enough by explosions caused by "dyna-
mitards"—whose proper apiiellation is certainly "fools"—must occasionally

have a further addition in the way of lime-light bursts caused by gross

negligence and the employment of incompetent men. Such an one oc-

curred on the afternoon of tho 4th instant at Urury-lane Theatre, resulting

in the death of one man within twelve houi-s, and such injuries to the

other that from his api>earance the meeting of the "mates" in the "great
beyond" will not be long del.iyed.

The coroner's inquest commenced on Mondiiy, the 9th instant, at King's

College Hospital, where Imth tho injured men—Harris and Crecd--wcre
conveyed after tho " incidi.-nt," .%» a theatrical contemporary calle<l it, but

was adjourned, after the body of jwor Harris li;ul been identified by his

brother, for the dual puriK)se of getting Creed's evidence and communicating
with tlie Home Secretary, the Coroner (Mr. St. John Wontner) stating

that the affair came under tho Explosives' Act. James Harris's trade was
given as that of a " boot finisher I

After the adjournment the jury proceeded to the theatre to view the

dehriJi. After descending a flight of stairs, and beiiiff guided along a narrow

ami tortuous passage, a cellar fourteen feet by ten feet was reached, where
the "incident" occurrwl. One wall sliKhtly bent; the plaster from the

ceiling tvansfen-ed to the floor; the baths hanipng in grotesque fashion,

resembling an uncomlwd head of hair; fragments of what had Ijecii a jras

bag, with another one split in twain up the (^isset, lying in the centre of

the room : ami the door off its hinges—all tliese attested the fact of the

two gases having been in loving company in one receptacle.

On Monday last, the Kith instant, tho inquest was resumed. Tho
Coroner read a letter from the Homo Secretarj-, who stated that as tho

matter wa.s not within the scoiw of the Kxplwivps' Act of 1875 it was
nnnccessary for any one to attend from his oihce.

.James CVocd, who is still sntfi'ring severely from his injuries was tho

first witness. Ho was a jiainter by trade, but had also been working the

lime light for eighteen fir nineteen years. Three hydnvgen bags were
eniploye'l ; Imt on this partictdar afternoon he only saw two, and remarked

to Jlarri.s-"Jini, there is something wrong; we must be earvfwl and sc«?

what's the matter, as there were three here last night.'' Thorcu|ion they

both tog<^ther tried one bag, which proved to be oxygin. Ho then saw the
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Sas drawn to tlio otlier, cricl
—" Lo.ik out, Jim 1" and remeiiibRred iiotliin^'

for two or tliree inimite.-j, wlicu hf cried f<jr liclii and was I'escned by tlic

fireman of the tlieatre. Replying to several questions, it seems the mot/iis

operandi was to have five bags—two for oxygen and three for hydrogen

;

that after the lights had been used in the Hies the bags were conveyed to

tiie collar, where the oxygen was transferred to one bag, the other being

replaced by a full one sent from Mr. Kerr's factory daily. The hydrogen
bags were replenished in the dungeon bearing the sovhriqitet of the "lime-
liglit room," doubtless on account of its darkness. Harris being on the
jirompt side, got into the cellar fii-st, and connnenced transferrin^,'. He
was followed by Creed, who, of course, cuuld not account for the e.xplosion.

It might have been dni-ing the transferring proce8.s, or a bag might liave

been sent mixed ; but he could not say how it went off. He had never liad

an accident before. He received Is. Cd. for each performance. All the
b.ags were one colour, not marked, and had taps alike, tliough the rule was
that they should be different colours and marked, .as well, "O" and "H."
Thomas Donovan, a private fireman at the theatre, heard the explosion

and saw the scenei'y in the " scene dock " jerked from side to side. He
went below and rescued the men from tlieir perilous pi>sition. The next
" room " was found damaged.
Mr. James itatthews, .Assoc. JT. Tust., C.l'^, the gentleman cmjiloyed

by the renters of Drury-lane Theatre as ga.s engineer, hapjiened to be in

the house when the explosion occurred, and, guessing its cause, hnn-icd
downstairs and tunied off some twenty-five burners which had been
extinguislied in the passages. As he heard the sound of escaping gas in
tlie room, he felt down the wall atid discovered an aperture connected
witii a T-piece provided with a cock for the express purpose of filling the
bags. Not finding a plug at hand the right size, he inserted a taji from
one of the bags, of which he noticed five, two being dismembered, one
marked "H," and the other tin'ee filled—one with oxygen, two with hydro-
gen. He had them placed in Vinegar-yard. Replying to a juror, he
stated that the men who worked tlie light were recruited from all trades
cm account of cheapness ; that they soon acquired enough skill to work it

;

and that there wa.s absolutely no danger.
Mr. Walter Kerr, whose apparatus was used, supplied the oxygen from

his factory at Adelphi Arches, Strand. He described how the gas was
furnished, the hydrogen being taken from the main. When asked why he
did not use bags of different colours he stated that the black ones did not
last. [A desultory wrangle here ensued, it being suggested that they were
marked, as sheep are, witiv red chalk.] The b.igs were new. No comjietent
man wcrald try gas by putting a light to the bag. but would fill an india-
rubber tube, put one end in the mouth and blow it through a giis flame I

He considered the men he employed were comi)etent, and adduced the fact
of Creed's exi)erience of nearly twenty years.

After the doctor had stated the cause of death, Mr. ]5aker (representing
Ml-. J. H. Steward, the lantern specialist), kindly offered by the aid of a pair
of model bags to ex|>lain the effect of suction, &c., but the jury considered
tiie evidence .sufficient .and retired to consider their verdict^ with which
they returned in a few minutes, .and which was that death was caused from
an explosion of gas, the origin of whicli the evidence was not sufficient to
prove. A rider stated that the lime light was worked at Drury-l.ane
Theatre by incompetent men, and in an unfit place under the stage.
From the contradictory evidence it will be seen that no one knew how the

accident occurred, further than that it was clear enough that a bag of mixed
gas h.ad a light applied to it. How much longer tlieatrical managers are
going to have such things as bags, and " boot finishers " and " paiul^ers " to
use the light, is hard to tell. These folks sliow the crassest ignor.ance of
science, and when as occurred within my knowledge, "them 'ere lime
lights''—as the artist in charge called the api>.ar»tus, consisting of lens,
box, two bags, pressure-boards, and six fifty-six-oomid weights—fell on the
stage just as an actor (fortunately for liim) made his exit, it seems time that
such antique machinery should be consigned to oblivion in some "lime-
light room" where they never more would cause trouble by their explosive
presence. Siriub.

THE ROYAL INSTITUTION.
A Photometer for CoirPARiXG Coloured Lights.

On Thursday, the 5th inst.. Professor Uewar closed his series of lectures at
the Royal Institution on Flame and Oxidation. In the course of the last
two lectures the chief matter of interest to photographers dealt with by
him was a photometer for measuring the relative intensities of lights of
different colours, affording a much more trustworthy and independently

—^ K

H

n N
verifiable method of comparing them than that at present in use, during
cxiwrimcnts in developing- room illumination, by ascertaining tlie (listiince
from a screen at which small jirint can be read ijy an individual. Professor
Dewar said that it was impossible to compare "the relatire intensities of

lights of different colours, except by means of a " shadow " photometer,
one of which he had fitted up behind tlie lecture table. It consisted of a
fixed coloured light A, and a movable one D. At H is a screen, consist-
ing of a piece of cardboard with a star cut out of its centre; over tlic card-
board, on each side, is then pasted a very tliin jnece of translucent paper.
The eyes of the observer are at B, and he sees both sides of tlic screen il
by reflection from the two mirrors K, F. By shifting the light 1) until the
lights are so balanced that the star can no longer be seen vn either side of
the screen H, the relative intensities of the two coloured lights are ascer-
tained by their relative di.-itances from the screen. The mechanism was of
sueii a natui'e that he could also shift the light D in the direction K or N,
so that when desirable lie could measure its intensity when it fell upon the
screen H at other tlian a right angle.

Tile lecturer said that in Haine the combustion is not perfect except near
its apex ; near its root a certain amount of dissociation is going on, and the
heat of the fiame is greater where the combustion is less perfect. Com-
bustion often takes place more (luickly with liydrogen than with carbon;
fur instance, an explosion travels more rajiidly through a long pipe filled
with hydrogen and oxygen than througli a similar tube filled with carbonic
oxide and hydrogen. Alany varying conditions come into play in obtaining
the maximum possible light from coal gas. One way is to pass the gas over
n.apthaline crystals placed in a Ijulb near enough to the burner to be
slightly warmed by it; this much increases the illuminating ixiwer and
promotes economy. He spoke favourably of the fishtail burner for
common gas.

Professor Dewar also gave the results of some experiments he had been
trying as to the influence of the London combustion of gas and coal on the
local atmos[)hcre. A sheet cleaned with carbonate of soda, then well
washed in changes of clean water, and when dry painted witli
par.affine, was stretched over a jiart of the roof of the Royal Institution to
catch the rain-\vater of showers, and the water thus collected ran into
a bottle through a hole in the middle of the slieet. The rain, of course,
waslied the air through a great height, and brought down its soluble
contents. The first shower brought down more impurities than succeeding
showers ; these impurities consisted of sulphurous acid, sulphuric acid,
ammonia, and albumenoid ammonia. The slightest trace of sulphurous
acid in the air has great influence in promoting dense fog ; aqueous vapour
hy itself is not nearly so mischievous in tliis direction. He jiroved this by
experiments showing the condensation of jiure aqueous vapour in a bell jar,

and also its condensation when mixed with a trace of sulphurous acid, lie
then exhibited a method of cooling flame, so as to vary the character of its

combustion, and to permit different parts of it to be examined by the
spectroscope. The plan ccmsisted of causing a thin sheet of water to flow
down one side of a glass plate, the flann; being tlien laid against the sheet
of water, and examined from the other side of the glass. The flame
of cyanogen has a purple colour, and a much higher temi^ratnre than any
ordinary flame ; it .also gives a most magnificent and remarkable spectrum,
due perliaps to a complicated molecule of carbon. This flame contains no
hydrogen, so is in reality a flame of pure carbon. The chemical reactions
taking place within it differ from those in any other carbon flame.

The Pi.ATiNUJi Photometer.

Professor Dewar st.ated that at present .all statements of illumin.atiiig

jiower are in England referred to a standard candle—a crude methtKl.
because the quality of the candle cannot be guaranteed; it .also does not
give a steady light, and is affected by currents of air. The French e.arly

adopted a flame from the combustion of oil, and their standard—the Carcel
lamp—is undoubtedly steadier than ours. At the Electrical Congress it was
proposed to adopt some better standard, and the liglit from a measured
surface of jjatinum at its melting-point was suggested, the surf.ace of
platinum being so unalterable. The present best standard of white light is,

tlierefore, that of platinum at its point of solidification. An error is abroad
in the supposition that this standard is suppcsed to be in direct u.se by every-
one who makes photometrical experiments. It is not so. The pliitinum
standard is for the purpose of verifying the accur.acy of the Carcel I.amps
einployed ; it w.as never supposed that every experimentalist would carry
fusing platinum about with him. He then fused a piece of phatinum, .and

said that in previous experiments ho had found the following to be tlie

light radiation of platinum :-

Temperature.
Luminous Intensit.v.

Degrees Centrigrade.
R«d rays. Green Rays.

954
1,045

1,500

1,775

1-00
3-27

154-00 •

507-00

1-00
3-64

219-00
80900

I = Hi T"' (l + ea ) when T = absolute temp. Luminous intensity
above 500° increases as the T" for red rays and as T' for green rays. As
the proportions of the coloured rays to e.ach other vary at different tempera-
tures, mean white light is taken as a photometric .standard, and not in-

dividual rays.

The lecturer then proved by experiments that liy diminishing the jiressure
of the air round a candle perfect combustion will still go on steadily and
without smoke, but the inten.'sitj; of the light is diminished. Probably,
however, a new kind of combustion is set up. In the course of some ex-
periments witli acetylene, he passed the latter into a solution of oxide of
silver in ammonia ; a white precipitate of acctylide of silver was the result.
He did not say whether it h.ad .any photographic properties, lie stated
that tlie oxyhydrogen flame docs not give a continuous spectrum,
especially in the invisible part, and the b.ands are chiefly duo to water.
'\Vhen gases contain ammonia, and the temperature of the flame is not very
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liigii, pnisaic acid cnn iisimlly bo drawn from the coutro nf the llamo. Ho
closea llio loctuif by dcwribiiiK tlio (iriiiciiilesof eombustiou in gas engines,
and by giving » destriptiou of tlie new «ourco of Bupply of petroleum fr«ni
.Siiulheni Russia, near the Ua*pi»n Sea. It wan showu to give a slightly
better liyht tliivu American iK;tii>leum,

l.ich
in-

nai

DIl. GILL OX PHOTOGRAPHY AND ASTRONOMY.
(Extinct from a U»turu >li;livcrod at the Ro.\ al Iiiatitiitioii.J

1 wi>u briefly to allude to another engine of reseaich in sidereal astronomy
whieli quite reoeutly has reeeived an enormous develu|/nient, and whose
application ai.;'0.i.-> to otfer a rich liarvest of results. 1 refer to the apiili-

aelion of photo^jraphy to :>«tronomieal observation.
Vour respeelod member, Mr. l)e la Kuo, is the father of this method.

Time doe.i does not i>crmit me to dwell oij his early endeavours and his
-.uceesiiiul results, but tiiey are well known to you all. He oijened up the
heUI, and he cleared the way for his auecessora.

The recent strides in the chemistry of jihotography and the production of
ilry plates of extreme sensibility have jierraitted the application of the
wietliod to oljjects that formerly could not bo photographed. Hero, on the
>oreou, are the sijectra of stars jihotographed directly from the stars by l>r.

Ituggins, tlie lines which tell of the chemical constitution and temperature
of the star's atmosphere being sharply defined.
Hero are photographs of the i^reat comet of isy^, which, with the co-oiiera-

tion of Mr. Allis, of Mowbray, 1 obtained at the Cape, by attaching his

ordinary camera to an equatorially-mounted telescope, and with its aid
following the comet exactly for more than two hours. Kach one of the
thousands of )x>ints of light that you see is the picture of a fixed star. The
photograjili suggests tho desirability of producing star maps by direct
photography from the sky.
Hero on the screen is a i)hotograph of the great nebula of Orion, or rather

a series of photographs of it, made by Mr. Common, of KuUug. You
will note the gr-odual development of detail by increase of exposure, and the
wonderful amount of detail at last arrived at. Here are i>hotographs from
drawings of the same, and you will note the discreptuicies between them

;

and here is a photograph of a star cluster, also by Dr. Common.
No hand of man has tampered with these pictures. They have a value

on this account which gives thorn a distinct and separate claim to confidence
above any work in wluch the hand of fallible man has had a part.
The standiHjiut of science is so ditferent from that of art. A picture

which is a mere copy of nature, in which we do not recognise somewhat of

the sold of tho artist, is nothing in an artistic iwint of view; but in a
scientific jjoint of view the more absolutely that the individuality of the
artist is suppressed, and the more absolutely a rigid representation of

nature is obtained, the better.

Here is a volume compiled by one of tho most energetic and able of
American astronomers—Professor Holden. It contains faithful reproduc-
tions of all the available drawings that have been made by astronomers of
this wonderful nebula of Orion from tho year 1656 to recent times.

If now we were to suppose one hundred yeara to elapse, and no further
olwervation of the nebula of Orion to be made in tlie interval ; if in soma
extraordinary way all previous observations were lost, but that astronomers
were offered the choice of recovering this photograph of Mr. Common's, or
of losing it and preserving all the previous observations of the nebula
reeoi'ded in Professor Holden's book, bow would the choice lie ? I venture
to say the decision would l«—Give us Mr. Common's photograph.

Is it not, therefore, our duty to commence a systematic photographic
record of the present aspect of the heavens? Will not coming generations
expect this of us? Does not photograjjhy offer the only means by which,
so far as we know, man will be able to trace out and follaw some of the more
slowly-developing phenomena of sidereal astronomy?
Huggins has shown how the stars may 1» made to trace in significant

cipher of their spectra the secrets of their constitution and the story of
their history. Common has shown us how the nebula; and clusters may be
separately photographed, and it is not difficult to see how that process may
be applied, not only to special objects, but piece by piece to the whole sky,
till we iK>8sess a photographic library of each square half-degree of the
heavens. But such a work can only be accomplished by consuinmata
instruments, and with a persistent systematic continuity which the unaided
amateur is unable to procure and to emphiy . It is a work that must be taken
up and dealt with on a national scale, on lines which HuKgins and Common
have so well indicated, and whicli has ali-eady been put in a practical form
by a prop )sal of Norman Lockyer's at a i-eceut meeting of the Royal
Astronomical Society.

I would that I had the power to urge with due force our duty as a
nation iu this matter, but my iwwers are inadequate to the task.

I employ rather the words of .Sir John Herschel, because no words of
mine can e>|ual those of him who was the prose poet of our science, who»o
glowing language was always as just as it was beautiful, and whose judgment
in such matters has never been excelled. They were siioken in the early
days of exact sidereal astronomy, when the strongholds of space were
but beginning to yield the secret of their dimensions to the untiring labour
and skill of Bessel, of Stnive, and of Henderson. Think what they would
have been now wiien they might have told how Huggins' siiectroscope had
determined the kinship of thr^ stars with our sun, how it had so far solved
the mysteries of the constitution of the nebula;, and pointed out the means
of determining the absolute veljcity of the celestial motions in the line

<>f sight. Think what Herschel would have said of those photographs by
Common that we have seen tonight of that nebula that Herschel liimself so
laborously studied, and whose mysterious convolutions he had in vain
endeavoured adequately to ijortray ; and think of the lessons of opporttmity
and of duty tliat he would liavu drawn from such discoveries, as you
listen to his words sixiken forty-two years ago :

—".Such results aro among
the fairest flowers of civilisatiou. They justify the vast exi>enditure of tiuio

and talent which have led up to them; tliey justify the Inv.-"- -

men of science liold, or ought to hold, when they apjieal t

ments of their re.-<|)cctive countries for tho liberal devotion
means in furtherance of the great objects they pruposw to accoinplijh. Tlioy
enable them not only to hold out but to redeem their promi»<'s, when tliey
profess themselves productive labourers in a higher and richer field than
that of mere material and physical advantages. It is then, when Uiey
become (if I may venture on such a figure without irreverence) tho messen-
gers from heaven to earth of such stupendous announcements as must
strike every one who hears them with almost awful admiration, that they
may claim to bo listened to when they rep<-at in every variety of urgent
instance that theso are not tho last of such announcements wliich they ^lall
have to communicate ; timt there are yet behind, to search out and to
declare, not only secrets which shall increase the wealth or power of man,
but TitlTHs which ^-Imll I'linobli! the age and country in whicli they are
divulged, and, by dilating the intellect, react on the moral character of
mankind. Kuch trutlis are things ({uite as worthy of struggles and sacrifices

as many of the objects for which nations contend, and exhaust their
physical and moral energies and resources. They are gems of real and
durable glory in the diadems of princes, and com^uests which, while they
leave no tears behind them, continue for ever unalienable."

David Giix, LL.D., F.R..S.

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 8,771.

—"Manufacture and Subsequent Treatment of Sensitive
Paper for Copying Drawings, Documents Written on One Side, or the like,

by Photography," H. J. Shawukoss, Lord-street, Liverjxjol. — Dated
June 10, 1884.

No. 8,853.—"Uncapping and Capping Lenses," ¥. W. Bh.isson',
Lfuda—Dated June 11, 1881.

No. y,026.
—" Producing from Photographic Negatives Blocks or Plates

Suitable for Typographic Printing." H. Gabunkb; communicated by Ci.

Sutherland, journalist, Adelaide, S. Australia.

—

Daied June 10, 1884.

OBTAi.Nisa Incised or Raised Designs oy the Flat ob otuku
Surfaces of Stekl, &c.

Provisional Si)ecification of Joseph Browx.
In carrying out my invention the improved process is as follows :

—

I take a hand drawing, print, or engi-aving, from which I obtain an
engraved plate in one or more sizes by any of the well-known or ordinary
methods either by i>hotography, lithography, or eorn>er-plate. From this

plate or printing surface 1 obtain an impression in a lutumiuous .isphaltuin,

or resinous varnish or material sufficiently strong to be acid-resLiting, I

then take this print in bituminous or other varnish and transfer it, by
slight pressure, on to the surface on which I intend the drawing to be
reiiroduced ; the pajier being removed leaves me the impression in the
bituminous ink or varnish jierfectly intact on tho plate. 1 then proceed to
protect those parts not forming the design with a wax or other protective
varnish, and the i<rint thus transferred to the plate is then gently sprinkled
with bitmninous jxiwder, should the case require it.

The plate or metal surface in its thin condition is submitted to the
action of acids, or an electric battery, or any well-known mordant, until
such parts unprotected by the bituminous varnish are acted uixin until

tho required depth is obtained.
This process particularly applies to the production of plates for {xittery

printing purposes, calico or other textile printing, the production of

cloisonne of mosaic work in enamels, for the preparation of dyes, for metal
and pai>er printing and stamping, for leather stamping, and for obtaining
designs on any other metal abo\ e referred to.

Also for obtaining designs on cyUndrical rollers either for re|ieated

patterns or otherwise, as well as for producing raised type printing blocks.

In places where the pattern repeats itself I build up as it were or rejieat

it by multiplication to any extent required.

Impbotements in the Pbodcction of Surfaces fob Pbistino, Ac.
By Joseph Julics Sachs.

My invention has for one of its objects to produce rejiroductions from
photographs, drawings, paintings, or the like, in which reproductions are
obtained of the half-tones, full-tones, and lights and shades, so as to give a
faithful representation of the original. In order to effect this it is necessary
to print from the original, or a transparent reproduction of the same, upon
a sensitive ground (such as one of chrome gelatine) with the interposition

of a transparent medium, upon which is made a number of fine dots or a
grain. This grained or dotted medium it has been pD>posed to obtain by
means of prints from surfaces which have boon lined or "cross hatched" by
hand and in any other ways, but hitherto it has been impossible to obtain
satisfactory results by these means. According to my invention I obtain a
dotted or transparent medium as follows:

—

I take a metal roller, or other surface of metal or hard material, and I

submit it to the action of the impact of hard particles, such as is obtained
by the projection of sand propelled by a blast against the said surface. I

thus obtain a grained surface of a degree of fineness in acoordanoe with the
fineness of the hard particles employed. I then roll over the surface thoa
obtained, or cover it with ink or an opaque substance, and I tale an
impression therefrom upon a transparent medium, such, for example, as

upon paper or the like prepared as desoribed in the specification ot my
I

Letters Patent, No. 3,948, dated 14th August, 18R& I take the transparent
medium tlms covcrwl witli an opajpie grain, and I c<ner it over or place it

uiwu the photograiih, drawing, painting, or original to be copied, and then
' place these together over a Bensitiied layer such as chrome gelatine, which
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will become hardened on exposure to light ; and I tlius obtain by the light

l)assing through the grained surface and the photograph, drawing, painting,

or the like, a reproduction of tlie same upon the benaitive layer which,
when it is upon or has been transferred to a roller or other siu-face and this

is treated and etched according to any suitable process (such, for example,
as is explained in the specification of iny prior Patent, No. 200, dated iilst

January, IStil), will give a printing or embossing surface from which im-
pressions can be taken resembling the original, i^or the i)urpose of the

transfer to the roller or other surface the sensitive layer may, before ex-

posure, bo covered witli a film of asphaltuni or other .suitable resist. The
grained jjrint or reproduction from the surface treated by the sand blast

may be obtained by direct printing upon a transparent medium or by any
suitable direct or indirect process of tran.sfer, or it be may printed directly

upon the photograph, drawing, painting, or the like without the intervention

of a s]>ecial transparent medium.
In order to give a colour-holding surface to the design eventually produced

upon the roller ov other surface, I may treat the same (after it has been
etched in the etching bath) with the sand blast so as to give a roughened
surface to the sunk part", the raised parts being protected by the original

or a special resist or covering.

A further object of my invention is to obtain ornamental effects upon
metal surfaces to resemble inlaid work.
According to this part of my invention I take a metal surface and I

roughen it by submission to the sand bla.st or the impact of hard particles,

and I then cover it with a sensitive layer which I expose to the action of

light beneath the negative or design to be reproduced, whereby the parts ex-
posed to the action of light are hardened. I then roll over or cover the
sensitive film thus treated with a resist or ink which adheres to the hardened
parts of the sensitive layer, but not to the unhardened parts, which latter

may be then removed by washing or in any suitable way leaving the metal
at tliese ]jarts exjjosed. A metal preferably of another colour or kind may
then be depo.sited by electro-deposition uiion the exposed parts, and then
on removing the resist and hardened gelatine from tlie other parts the metal
surface will have the appearance of inlaid work. Instead of the process of

electro-deposition, I may bite into or through the metal at the exiwsed
parts, whereby I obtain perforated ornamental work resembling lace
patterns or other designs which give very beautiful effects when used for

decorative purposes. In the process wherein electro-deposition is used the
metal at the exposed parts may, before undergoing the process of electro-

deposition, be again submitted to the sand blast to give different grains for
the design and the ground.
Having now described and particularly ascertained the nature of my

said invention, and the manner in which the same is or may be used or
carried into effect, I would observe, in conclusion, that what I consider to
be novel and original, and, therefore, claim as the invention secured to me
by the hereinbefore in part recited Letters Patent, is :

—

1st. In the production of rollers or surfaces for printing or embossing
purposes, obtaining by moans of the sand blast or the impact of hard
particles a surface from which a dotted or grained medium is jjroduced,
which is placed together with a photograph, drawing, painting, or the like
upon a sensitive layer or material which is upon or is afterwards transferred
to the roller or surface to be etched, and afterwards treating and etching
the said roller or surface, all substantially as and for the purpose herenibefore
described.

2nd. In the production of rollers or surfaces for printing purposes ob-
taining a colour-holdhig surface by submitting the said rollers or surfaces
to tlie action of the sand blast or the impact of hard particles, after the
design has been etched or produced on the said rollers or surfaces, and
whilst the parts which are not to hold colour are protected by a material or
substance capable of resisting the action of the said saud blast or impact,
substantially as hereinbefore described.

3rd. Obtaining ornamental work by first roughening or graining a metallic
surface by the sand blast or the impact of hard jmrticles, then covering it
with a sensitive layer and exposing it to the action of light beneath the
negative or design to be reproduced, then rolling over or covering the same
with a resist or ink, and then removing the soluble parts of the sensitive
layer and afterwards submitting the exposed parts to a process of electro-
deposition

; or of etching or biting through, or, as an alternative, submitting
the said exposed parts again to the action of the sand blast or the impact
of hard particles, and afterwards to a process of electro-deposition, all
substantially as hereinbefore described.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Date of Meeting. Name of Society. Place of Meeting.

June 24 Bolton Club The Studio, Chancery-lane.
Studio, Portland-«t., Kingsdown.
Anderton'a Hotel, Fleet-street.
Masons' Hall, Basinghall-street.
Free Library and Museum.
Hare and Hounds, Yorkahirc-st.

„ 25

;; 25 Photojfraphic Club
„ 28
„ 20

London and Provincial (A. Meet.)
Liverpool Amateur

„ 28 Oldham"

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOCRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
At the meeting of this Society, held on the 12th instant, the chair was
occupied by Mr. A. Cowan.
Mr. A. L. Henderson produced two negatives upon plates which had

been exposed to the light and initialed by some of the members at the
previous meeting. The effect of the previo\is exposure had been removed
by an immersion in a ten-iier-cent. solution of bromide of potassium acidu-
lated with nitric acid, After tliis treatment tluiy liad Iweu washed for

aboiit an hour, and dried previous to receiving the second exposure. The
sensitiveness was very much reduced, necessitating an exposure of about
twenty times that originally rei|uired by the same plate.
Mr. W. K. BUKTON inquired whether Mr. Henderson attributed the

action that had taken iiiace to the bromide or to the acid.
Mr. Hendkhson replied to both.
Mr. J. Bakkek thought the action was caused by free bromine.
Mr. Burton said that free bromine would eliniiuate an undeveloped

image and even a developed one, but for the latter purpose the solution
must be so strong that the whole film miglit be destroyed.
The Chairman then called upon Mr. W. Coles to deliver hi.s lecturette

on Altering the Deiuitij of Gelatine Negatives. [See page Sill.] Mr. Coles
illustrated his remarks by demonstrating most of the methods to which lie
had referred. At the conclusion of the lecture.
Mr. Heni)KK.son said that the clearing effect of solutions of citric acid

and alum or hydrochloric acid and alum went off if the plate were long
washed afterwards. As to reducing the density of negatives: he had
saved many by the use of ozone bleach ; hut since he had found the reducing
effect of the vai)our from cyanide he preferred, on the whole, that method.
A wash of ozone bleach was useful as an application to a negative before
intensifying. An objection to the use of the bleach was that with some
gelatines it would cause frilling.

The CllAiHMAN said that almost all gelatines would stand ozone bleach.
He liad successfully treated some which were so intense that they would not
print in a week before reducing.
Mr. W. Cobb was rather surprised to hear Mr. Henderson say tliat

ozone bleach caused frilling. If the plate were dried before its application
there was no danger on that score.
The C'HAiKMAN s experience confirmed that of the last .speaker.
Mr. Bubton observed that some gelatines were so hard that they might

be immersed in liydrocliloric acid (British Phitrmacopeia strength) without
dissolving.

Mr. A. Mackie said there was a method of treatment which gave soun-
density, but which also allowed of density being reduced if followed by
alum and acid. He referred to the method with sulphate of iron.
Mr. W. H. Ashman inquired whether the lecturer had tried reducing in-

tensity by cutting down the surface of the film with an abrading powder.
He had treated many in that manner, using either powdered reoin or cuttle-
fish bone.
Mr. \V. E. Debe.n'Ham said that, in introducing ozone bleach for photo-

graphic purposes, he had been influenced by several considerations to select
that rather than the hypochlorite of lime solution referred to by tho lec-

turer. Commercial chloride of lime is a compound of variable composition.
Ill any cas» a saturated solution made from it would probably be saturated
\rith caustic lime, and some carbonate might be deposited in the film. One
of the purposes for which it had been brought forward was to decompose
and remove the last traces of hypo, from tho negative preparatory to silver
intensification, when it was intended to use that method.
Mr. Coles said it was true that ozone bleach was a more definite

solution than that formed from chloride of lime. The amount of lime de-
posited in the film from the latter solution was so small that he did not
think it was important.
The Chairman objected strongly to .any method which would dejiosit

sulphur in the film, such as the employment of an alum bath before the
hypo, had been effectually removed.
Owing to the lateness of the hour at which the lecture had terminated it

was arranged that tlie discussion that evening should be confined to
the question of reducing density only, and the one upon increasing intensity
should be deferred until next meeting.

In reply to a question, Mr. A. L. Henderson said that he intended
leaving for New York on the 11th of next month, and while in that city his

address would be Grand Central Hotel.

THE POSTAL PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The annual general meeting of this Society was held on Monday last, the
loth instant, at 3, Plowden-buildings, Temple.

Dr. Horace Day having been voted into the chair, and the minutes of

the previous meeting read and confirmed, the Hon. Treasurer reported a.s

to the progress and position of the Society, and handed in the following
balance sheet, which was approved :

—

Balance Sheet of the Postal Photographic Society for the year cndimi
June IS, ltiS4.

Kbceivbd. £, s. d.

Entrance fees—46 at 2/0 5 15
Annual Bub.scriptions—75 at 5/- 18 15
Half-yearly do.—10 at 2/0 2

One iionorary do 010
Prize Fund—Donations 3 10

Do. Entrance fees— 9 6
Sundry receipts 5

SO 16
Balance from last year 5 19 2i

£42 14 8i

Expended. £ a. d.

Petty cash, stamps, stationery,

&c 10 5 11
Printin^f, circulars, notices, &c. 1 18 4|
Albums, note books, &e 4 2 11
Prizes 4 19
Pall Mall Exhibition 3 o
LateSec.'sclerk, and boxes, &e. 2 2 U

20 7 11
Balance-

In Bank.. £15
Cash in hand 1 9}

10 nj

£42 14 ki

\

Examined with books and vouchei*s and found correct,

Waltbr WiiiiAiii,, Auditor.

Tho balance of £10 is forestalled for prizes of competition now* in circulation.

Tho question of appointment of an Hon. Secretary was then brought
forward, and it was p'liiited out that liy the resignation of both the
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President, Mr, Pocook, who had hitherto pasted Ihe prints into the
albuum. and of tlio Hon. TrcftM'.icis tin; duties of this ottiuo would bo
so much iiiuroased tlmt no gcntloniau would be prt'i)ai-('d to dovoto the
ncceaxary time for such a i)ur|)os«. In thu cud it was uiianimouHly resolved
that .Mr. \V. AI. IJaylis be elected Hdh. Secretary and Treasiuerj and that
ft «uui of three shillings per week ba paid by tho Society for assistance
in the secrttariivl work and pastinjr prints into Albums, *Ci, Mr. Maylis
stating that he could obtain such as^i3tancll for that amount.
The vacancies in tho committee, caused by the resignation of Messrs.

locock, Henier, and Cowley, were filled up by the fuTlowing gentlemen
being elected in their stead :—Mr. Harris Heal and Mr. J. C. Cohen in
place of Messrs. Pocock ami Senior respectively, for London ; and Dr. H. A.
Roomo, of Cuildford, in place of Mr. l'\ Cowley, for tho country.
Some discussion followed upon the present system of comiwtitions, &c.,

and it was unanimously i-esolved that in future one album jier month (at
least) should bo issued, and that there should be two prizes—one of ten
shillings and one of five shillings—awarded by tho members to the two best
pictures in each, and that entrance fees for competition- should lie abolished.
In order to stimulate the i)roduction of various classes of pliotograjihy

Mr. B.ankart's suggestion was adopted, and it was decided that every
alternate album should bo comi)o.sed of pictures of some one particular
class, such as land and water subjects, interiors, architecture, portraiture,
&c., and the dates and subjects of these special albums were decided upon
for the ensuing year.

< )n the motion of Dr. D.w, the Hon. Secretary was requested, on behalf
of tho members of tho Society, to convey to Mr. Pocock their thanks for
his services connected with the initiation of the Society, and to express the
great obligation they were under to him for having discharged the
unenviable duty of pasting some 1,400 prints into twenty-four albums:
and also their great regret that his connection with tlie Socuety was about
to terminate, this step being imperative in consequence of increasing
business engagements.
After some general conversation, the meeting was dissolved.

MANCHESTER PHOTOGRAPHIC .SOCIETY.
The second outdoor meeting for the present season of the Manchester
Photographic Society took place, under the leadership of Mr. Coote, on
Satui-day, the T4th iiist., in the form of an excursion to a district which
has on more than one occasion previously proved a delightful hunting
yround, namely, Siddington, Marton, and Gawsworth.
The party, which included four ladies, left London-road station by the

one o'clock p.m. train, and, on arrival at Macclesfield, were met by Sir.
E. Woodward, who had liespoken wagonuettes for the drive, which
covered a distance of some twelve miles.
Leaving photography out of the question, the weather was all that could

lie wished for as a typical summer day; but the object of the journey being
of a purely photographic nature, it is to be regretted that the stiff and
continuous bi-eeze which prevailed throughont tlio aftenioon rendered the
work of the camera—at least in such a district—almost futile.

^
The first serious attempts at exposures were made at tho famous

"Marton oak," referred to in a previous accoimt of a visit to the locality;
l>ut not a momentary lull was perceiitible in the violent motion of the
branches, during which the most rapidly-efficient exposure could have
been matle. This was the more disap|x>iiiting as the freshness and beauty
of its foliage were, probalily, never seen in greater perfection ; the ladies
were, however, posed in the hollow of the trunk, which is one of consider-
able capacity, and several jjlates viere "shied" on the group so arranged.
After some further exposures on the rustic cottages which hero abound,
witli their characteristic patches of flower garden, Marton Hall was visited.
The building is one of tho numerous half-timbered structures of the Eliza-
bethan iieriod which are met with in many parts of East Chesliiie and
Lancashire, and is by no means a bad subject for the camera. Unfor-
tunately on this occasion tho sun had got behind the subject, and it recpiired
considerable skill to shield its rays from the lens without cutting off a
portion of the sky. Several plates were, however, 8ucces^fnlly exposed.
The journey was then continued to Gawsworth, where it was hoped, by

reason of its more sheltered situation, tlio high wind which had hitherto
been so troublesome would no longer prove an inconvenience; but on arrival
there the hope was soon found to have been a delusive one. The foliage of
the s|)Iendid avenue of lime trees which forms the western approach to the
church was found to be siifheiently unsteady to make iihotographic work
dilficult, and the two beautiful ponds in front of the chui-ch were so rii)pled
with the breeze that the charming reflections which, under more favourable
conditions, form so attractive a feature Vv-ere only momentarily recognisable.A defcichment of the party paid a visit to the grave of Samuel Johnson,
M-hich IS situated in a plantation skirting the Macclesfield road, and only a
i'.iort distance from the church. Tile pl.aco is vulgarly called " Maggotty
•fohnson's grave." The eccentric individual who cliose this "sylvan spot,"
l..r his last resting-place, is described under the alias of " Lord Flame " as
a poet, wit, and player, and is supposed to have been a proter/e of the
Harrington family, lords of the manor, about the middle of the last cen-
iiiry. The ladies were n.uch interested in conning over tlie curious epitaph,
and were afterwards photographed in a group at the head of the tomb.itone.
At the hostelry, whilst tea was being prepared, Mr. Garnet showed some

verj- Ijoautiful jirints of instantaneous and other subjects. He also exhi-
I'lr. H nnd described a very simple contrivance by which he w.as enabled to

I
. .-.ir dissimilar subjects on one plate. Tho arrangement consisted of a
f vulcanite the size of tho plate used, with a corner one-fourth of

! !i;>erficial area cut away. This is inserted in a rebate made for the
pill-pose inside the camera, and immediately in front of tho sensitive plate.
Tlie cut-out portion of the vulcanite permits only one quarter of the plate
to lie exi>'sed at one time, and by a sliding arrangement at the front of
the eiunera the Iciw can ho centered for each of the four quartcw of the

plato, which may bo ex|>osed in iniccetaion by simply changing the poaitioh
of the vnlcanito in front Of the plate. The arraugemunt wan much Com-
mended both for its simplicity and usefulnesti.
The next outdoor meeting will take phico at M "

'
!

'
'

, on .Saturday,
the 2l8t instant ; train from Central Station,

; , at one p.m.
Members iutuilding to join were requested to I : rangemenbi by
giving in their names not Uter tbiin Thursday, tho Wlh iiwtout.

HALIFAX PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB.
Tub usual monthly meeting of the Club was held on Tuesday, the 10th
inst,—Mr. T. Birtwhistle in the chair.
Mr. Councillor Joii.v Smith gave a practical demonstration of the .Stan-

notype process of Messrs. Woodbury, Trcadaway and Co. Tho great
simplicity of all its working details, ami the beauty of results, at once
commanded the admiration of all present, the unanimous verdict being
that a great future lay before thojirocess.
A vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Smith for his very exhaustive lecture

and elaborate [ireparaticms.
The thanks of tlie .Society were heartily accorded to tho patentees for the

kind manner in which they had responded to Mr. Smith's invitation to send
samples illustrating tho mode of working their process.
The meeting was then adjourned.

ST. HELENS ASSOCIATION FOR THE PUR.SUIT OF SCIENCE.
LITERATURE, AND ART.

PlIOTOORAPniC Seitiox.

A MEKTiNo of this Section was held on Wednesday, the 28th ult.,—Mr
Heather in the chair.

It was stated that tho Association had held its first field d.-iy at Knowsley
Park on May 11. The members, favoured by fine weather, were busy all
afternoon taking views of the hall, grounds, &c., with cameras ranging in
size from 74 X 5 up to 12 X 10. A large number of prints and negatives of
these views were shown at the meeting and much admired.
Mr. Brook exhibited a number of mounted prints of woodland scenery

at UphoUand taken with his 12x10 "instantograph," which were very
pretty, but eiich had a light spot about two inches in diameter in the centre,
which somewhat marred the picture.
Mr. Taylor exhibited a transparency, TJ X 5, of an exceedingly pretty

rose-coloured tone, which he attributed to a finely-divided deposit of silver
—an opinion shared by most members present. He intended trying to get
the same tone again, and, if possible, to reduce it to a method of working,
as it would be a very effective tone for lantern slides of autumn scenery.
Mr. Brook asked for information as to tlie best method of packing plates

for safe carriage after exposing, as he intended taking a trip to Canada and
the United States this summer, and did not intend developing until ha
arrived home.
A variety of plans were suggested, but all appeared to have some defect,

taking up too much room, rubbing, &c. (Will any reader kindly oblige by
giving a few hints on a plan he has tried ?)

Mr. Sherlock forwarded the following communication on a Procttt for
Photoiiraphic Printing in Coloxra

:

—
In this process it is necessary to use coloured n^t/atines—that is, ordinary

negatives which have been hand-painted in their proper tints with trans-
parent colours.—1. Take a piece of ordinary sensitised paper and wash it to
remove .iny free silver nitrate.—2. Place the washed pai)er in a solution of
protoclilorido of tin, and expose to weak light until tho silver chloride is
reduced to sub-chloride, and the paper assumes a uniform grey colour.

—

3. Float the paper in a mixed solution of chromate of potash and sulphate
of copper, and dry in the dark.—The paper is now sensitive to all tho
colours of the spectrum, and by printing on it with a coloured negative the
colours of the negative will ba reprouuced. After printing wash with cold
water and dry.
A discussiim then took place on the process, but was adjourned until tho

members had tried it.

Wo learu that at the previous meeting of this Association, held on the
31st April,
Mr. Shekloc'K distributed a number of plates of his own manufacture to

meiubers present to try them. They wore made by tho aid of a naked
spirit lamp, a salt of strontium having been dissolved in the spirit. His
method of manufacture was original to the members of the Section. Mr.
Sherlock dispenses \»ith wjishing, dries quickly, and brushes the crystals of
nitrate of potasshim off when drj-. He promised to demonstrate his method
shortly. The plates were very good and rapid.

BERLIN ASSOCIATION FOR THE CULTIVATION OF
PHOTOGRAPHY.

The annual general meeting of this Association was held on the 4th April.
—Professor H. W. Vogel in the chair.
Herr Tonndorff, of St. Louis, U.S.A., forwarded a number of noftase-

stamp portraits wnth jierforated edges and gummed on the back.
Herr Mandel, New York, sent some specimens of a dustingon procen,

whicli the Chairman thought seemed to lie identically the same, or at least
very like, Capt.iin Pizzighelli's process.
Herr Grimm, of Offenburg, presented a copy of a work entitled Att Atlai

9 ,
^,'!"' "^ ^«»""' /(""s/» and nj Animal*, by Professor Waldcyer, pro-

fusely illustrated by photomicrographs.
Herr Gaillabd showed a specuuen sheet of his new autotypes.
The Cn.MRiiAN l.iid on tho table a splendid album, bound in red velvet

contaiumg M. Scliapiros pictures illustrating the Life of a Madman, with
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aceompan;^ing text by Gogol, in Prussian and French. He (the Chairman)
ftlso exhibited a new specimen of his process for photographing coloured
objects with their true values of tints. It was a picture in the Japanese
style, with yellow, j;reen, and blue birds, and rose-coloured and dark blue
flowers upon a yellow ground. The contrast between a photograph taken
of this arrangement upon ordinary portrait collodion and one upon the
specially•stained collodion was very striking. In the former many of the
blue parts seemed over-e.xposed and the yellow under-e-xposed. In the

latter the light parts carue out light andf the dark parts dark, except
the vermilion red, which had hardly acted sufficiently. The Chairman
explained that this was only a first result, and that in it he had not yet
perfectly succeeded in managing the rod, as the substance he added to the
collodion in order to absorb red had decomposed the silvfer bath. In the
dry method he had, however, secured the required action in the red.

Herr .loop remarked that, in spite of this still-insufficient action in the
red, the results were surprising. Others spoke in similar terms, and the
whole assembly rose to their feet to cheer Professor Vogel.
The Chairman replied, thanking them for then' words of encouragement

to per.sevpre with his experiments, and said that he had already publislfed

what he had done and the substances used to attain this end.
Herr Quidde remarked that what was wanted was perhaps not so much

a list of the names of the substances used and a bare enumeration of

principles perhaps already known, but a thoroughly-worked-out, systema-
tised process.

The Treasurer {Herr Bergmann) then presented his accounts, and the
Lil)rarian (Herr Haberlantlt) and the Custodian (Herr Halwas) of the
sample and travelling collection, presented their respective rejjorts.

The office-bearers were then elected for the ensuing year as follows :

—

President: Professor Vogel.

—

Vice-Prcsi'fent : Dr. Kayser.'

—

Treasurer : Herl'
Bergmann.

—

Sfi-retaries : HerrenQuidde and Schultz-Heneke.

—

Committee.:
Herren Graf, Haberlandt, Halwas, Joo]), and Milster. Professor Vogel
has presided over this Association for twenty-one years.

—*

—

A SODA DEVELOPKK.
To the EDiTons.

Gestlejiek,—In some very delicate photomicrograjihic work lately, by
artificial light, a soda developer was used which furnished finer gradation
under my hands than the usual jiyro-citric acid and ammonia solution
under the same conditions ; hence it may, perhaps, prove useful to others,
and in other ways. It is a modification of several formulas, therefore
nothing new is claimed.

The pyro. Bolution is made somewhat after Edwards's plan, thus;

—

No. 1.

Pyro 32 grains.
Glycerine 1 drachm.
Alcohol 5 drachms,
Distilled water 2 „

No. 2.

Sodio sulphite (Hopkin and Williams') 480 grains,
dissolved in ten ounces of hot water,

No. 3,

Crystallised wa.shing soda 480 grains,
Potassic bromide 3 „

dissolved in ten ounces of hot water.
(Genlain's formula, which he recommended with dry pyro.) Each filtered
when cold.

For u.se : pour water on the gelatino-bromide plate ; then take (say) for
a quarter-plate, half a drachm of No. 1 and two and a-liaif drachms of No.
2, with five drachms of water. Pour the water off the plate, and pour on the
mixed solutions (1 and 2). Let it stand for a minute or more ; then pour
into the rinsed developing glass two and a-half drachms of No. 3. Pour off
the mixed solution (1 and 2) into the glass and return to the tray.
The development is gradual if correctly exposed. If over-e.xposed, add

about ten drops of an eight-grain bromide solution. Well wash before
passing to the hypo., and do the same before passing to the alum and citric
acid bath. Afterwards soak well.
The solutions, used thus, permit of easy modification. Trusting it may

prove useful to others, with every apology for trespassing on the spare
corner,—lam, yours, &c., R. L. Maddox, M.D.
P.S.—To distinguish easily, b>/ touch, between two similar bottles in use

in the dark room, place a rather thick india-rubber band round one.—
R. L. M.

" ENGLISH MISSTATEMENTS ABOUT THE LANTERN
IN THE UNITED STATES."

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Under the above heading is given, in what .appears to be
a private trade journal, published by a C. T. Milligan, of Philadelphia,
some attempt at a reply to a letter by me published in your issue of Feb-
ru.ary 15th. Previous to dealing with it let me, first of all, say that I have
had letters of thanks from iihotogranhers in the United States for having,
as stated by one writer, "stnick a blow which may prove the breaking up
of the lantern ring." Although I was not previously aware of the fact, it
seems feasible enough that a "ring" may indeed have been formed there to
keep up prices. This, however, is a matter with which I do not, and shall
not, concern nij'self

.

In rny letter of the date before mentioned I specified certain prices that
were charged in the United States for both English and American produc-

tions, contrasting such prices with those charged in England. The stite-

raents I make and the prices I quote are characterised by the writer of the

chief article in the trade journal in question (and which adojrts as its title

the Exhibitiir) as erroneous, but which "would have been true about

eighteen years ago, when war ]irices prevailed." Let us see.

The Milligan Kchibitor says :—" Statuary with black backs are seyeuty-

fivo cents each, and hure not been hujher for ten yean." It will be in t'la

recollection of those interested that I said the American price was "a
dollar and a-quarter, or five shillings and twopence-halfpenny each."

Upon looking at the nicely-printed "Catalogue of magic lantern slide*

manufactured and for sale' liy E. L. Wilson, of Philadelphia, a townsman
and, as proclaimed by C. T. Milligan, a patron of the last-named indi

viduttl—a catalogue bearing date 1880—1 fiiid at page CO the announcement
that atatuury "with backgrounds touched out" are, per slide, .¥r25, a list

of seventy-two being given on that page, forty more following on page 70,

prefi.xed by ".fl 25 each."
In the preface to the catalogue to which I allude the compiler of the

work refers to the fact tliat "our long connection with ]ihctographers all

over the world secures to us unequalled facilities for knowing not only

where the best subjects are to bo had but how to r/et them, at the loKcst

prices.'' This, I believe, will effectually dispose of the reckless statement
made by the writer as to the prices not having beeii higher than seventy-

five cents for ten years. As I am quoting the prices of one with \vhom he
in-oclaims his business connection, I think 1 am justified iii assiiniing th.'jt

he has the means of verifying such quotation now that his attention is

directed to his erroneous statements.
I spoke of "comic slip slides of good quality, lantern conundrums," and

subjects of a similar description, as selling for a dollar and a-quarter eacli.

This I am told is incorrect, and that comic slip slides are S7'.")0 iier dozen,

a7id hare not been more expensive for tivelre years. Having the catalogue

already mentioned as jiublished in 1880 now open before me, I turn it up,

and what do I find? At iiage M I read—"comic movable slides, coloured,
81'25 ea'ch." On page 03 "lantern conundrums "—which, as my expert

readers well know, are the simplest and cheapest affairs conceivable

as regards cost of manufaeturo—are quoted at SI '25 each. The English

price of the class last mentioned is about equal to the price just mentioned
if the odd dollar be thrown off, and be it well understood I speak of retail,

not wholesale, i)rices. In short, every sale price quoted by me, and to

which exception is now taken, is more than verified by reference t<i the

catalogue from which I am now quoting.
^

It follows, therefore, that the writer of the leading article m the

C. T. Milligan trade pamphlet, the Exhibitor, Is either quite ignorant of

the prices which ])revail in his own city and among his own business

con freres or otherwise entertains a charming disregard for facts. He says :

—

"We do not know Mr. J. Traill Taylor;" but he speedily makes it

apparent that he does know that person by the palpable sensation evinced

at the exposure made of the vendor of the bogus Morton condensers,

concerning which, in the interest of the writer of the article in question, I

draw a veil.

Perceiving that he is about to send you an American lantern catalogue,

which, he says, " is about four times as large " as any English catalogue

that has found its way to the American side of the Atlantic, and knowing
precisely the catalogue to which reference is m.ade, I ask you, gentlemen,

if the said catalogue would, if added to one of the larger English catalogues,

make it sensibly larger?
I liave referred to letters I had received from America from photographers

who desire to see the lantern " ring " broken up. Permit me to here acknow-
ledge one in particular addres.sed to " C. 1'. Milligan " (presumably for

publication in his Exhibitor for the next quarter), a copy of which has been

sent to me by the author, Mr. C. Ferris, Malone, New York. As this

gentleman, although a stranger to me personally, is a reader of this .Journal,

I doubt not that he will excuse the liberty I take in giving extracts from
his letter which show very clearly the comparative state of the trade in

both countries. Addressing Mr. Milligan, he enters fully into the prices

charged by him, and makes no secret as to his estimate of the quality of

wares for which he has had to pay so high an amount. By quoting the

prices from contemporai-y Philadelphia catalogues he shows how reckless

are the statements made by the writer of the Milligan article. After soma
remarks complimeutary to' myself he addresses Mr. Milligan thus :

—

"The
trouble with you is that Mr. Taylor treads on your toes a little too hard
when he referred to the exorbitant in-ices charged for lanterns in thia

country. But in this he was not very wild either, for lanterns that are

catalogued at .S45 in this country are catalogued at S20 to .Sl'2'-lO in London,
and they are both identically the same thimj. I speak of what I know, for

we have one of each in town. One was bought in Philadelphia at $45, the

other in Londim at Sril, and in consideration of the purchaser being a^

clergyman they put in a dozen of Valentine's Scotch views. I wish you
could see these views. They make yours look pretty sickly when thrown
on the screen together." No more need be added.—I am, yours, &c.,

Woodrjreen, London, June 17, 1884. J. Tuaill Taylor.

[Having received from Mr. J. T. Taylor the various documents
referred to in the foregoing letter, aud having also received Mr.

Milligan's price list and Kxhibitir, we are in a position to atteat

the accuracy of the prices quoted by Mr. Taylor.—Eus.]

"ON ALBUMENISING PAPER."
To the EniTOKS.

Gentlbmkn,—Brilliant prints of deep imrplo tone, as in the old days,

could be as easily obtained now if photographers -would (one and all)

express their wishes for such a change; but they must be prepared to assist,

as well as albumenisers.
Paper, as now prepared with weak salting solutions, requires only a

weak silver sensitising bath, and the result of such a weak state of things
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in—wuak prints (deep purplo tones ore out of the question) ; and last, but
nnt luast, tilt! pictures are not su permanent.
Incivaao tln! Halting aolutinn, utiitf/ pure (dbuiMii only, and float nn :v

silver bath of sevi'uty to eighty grains—then we shall see butter jirintu,

rich, deep tones, and permanency better socni'otl.

As regards 'r<>ady sensitised paper," the above remarks api)ly just the
ssiui'. rho demand nowadays is for everything chea]!. The supply comes
to liaud, tlie Iniyur complains, and the vendors cannot alter it (at tlio price).

If cvcrythinjr must bo had cheap the niatoi'ials lack (inality, and the conse-
quence is that everyone snffers in the end.

It rests entirely with the public to .isk for better goods, consenting to

|>ay a hotter j)rice; then the change will gradually come. Tlia cheap and
niaty will disappear, smiling faces and fuller pockets will ho. the one
general and universal result; at least such is the humlile opinion of

—

Yours, &c., W. H. Hint.
WtllceUtn, N.W., June 17, 1884.

JOURNALS OF PHOTOGRAPHi;g .SOCIKTIKS.

Tu the Kditobs. •

fJEXTI.E.MEV,—As one of the "country members" so touchingly alluded

to in your lea<ling article in last number, as well as in the character of one
who takes a lively interest in tlie welfare of all that is photographic, I

crave y(jur \)ermission to nutko a few remarks on jiliotographic s(x:ieties in

general and on their system of reimrting proc.?edings in particular.

Mr. H. }5. Berkeley's remarks having been, as he avers, wrongly reported

in the Journal of tne Photographic Society of (Jreat Britain, he (Mr.

Berkeley) has certainly a grievance of some weight; but his suggested cure

for his grievance would, in my opinion, c«mstitute a very serious and lasting

grievance on the photographic public in general. If Mr. Berkeley will

excuse the remark, I would say that his letter to the editor of the Parent
Society's Journal is not written in his \isual clear style, ond I had to read

it rei)eatedly and cirefuUy before 1 arrived—or thought 1 liad arrived—at

the writer's meaning.
So far as I can gather Mr. Berkeley's suggestion is t\yo-fold :—First,

that pa|)ers to be read at meetings of societies should be printed before the

meetuig ; and, second, that the public |)eriodicals should not be allowed to

imblish remarks until they are issued in the Society's Journal. Mr.
r.i-rkeley's first sugkjestion is so curious, so unexpected to me, that I don't

know what to say to it, except that it .'<sems t" me impr.actieaijlo and unde-
><iral)lo, because a speaker often, while speaking, introduces matter which
has occurred to him, and very valu.ible matter, during the remarks of

uthers preceding liiin or even during the progress of his own remarks.

I fancy Mr. Berkeley's second suggestion—the muzzling for a time of the

public press—has 1 leen mooted Ijcfore ; but I, for one, would deprecate

such .1 law, and fight it with all my force.

'Y^ou, gentlemen, and otlier photographic editors, have reporters at the

meetings of all societies ; and your reporters, trained to their business, give,

- ion after the meetings, an account, more or less accurate, of what jjassed

.1 the meetinff in question. Your account and that of your ontemiKirary
opposition,' circulate throughout the counti-y, wherever photographers
are, a day or two after the meeting. If your reiM)rts are "meagre and in-

lorrect," the Parent Society's Journal coming some weeks later, but to

iiiemhers only, is welcome and advantigeous ; but if your reports, as I must
ay I have always found them, are fair, accurate, condensed reports of

« liat was 8.aid and done, the Parent Society's Journal, dropping in casually

after the affair is past and almost forgotten, is of little or no use to anybody
except to the members of that .Society who take neither of the jiublic

photographic periodicals, and how many are there in that position?

I thinlc I have put the matter fairly. '

I suppose that if the authorities of the Photographic Society of Great
Britain saw no use for the Society's Journal they would not publish it,

especially when its cost amounts to so serious a sum as £100 per annum, as

is state<I by one of your correspondents. The Kdiiiburgh Photographic
Society also sends out printed Trnnsuctiom ; but wliat the cost is I am not

able to say. I confess myself that 1 cannot see why so large a sum as £100

—

or oven £10—should be annually spent on what is, at the most, little more
than a rejirint of what appeared a month before in the jmblic press.

Greater accuracy might be expected, but from Mr. Berkeley's complaint is

apparently not gained ; while, as a rule, papers read are all the Iwtter for

condensation. And why should not the editors of the weekly poTiodicals

have access to the papers as soon as read, so that the public would
immedinlehi have accounts accurate and sntfioiently fletailed of all that was
ftaid and done at any particular meeting of any stx^iety ?

And, once more : what is the reason wo have not either at Pall Mall or at

St. Andrew's-square shorthand writers? Surely that would Ije a "happy
issue out of all our woes," and there would be no necessity for slips being

ent out to some and iu»t to others, as appears to be the system at present.

Surely in the .500 members of the London, and the GOO of the Kdinburgh,
Societies there is one man who can write shorthand and would do so for a

consideration. If there be not such a man the editors in the one case, and
the secretary in the other, should be " told off for shorthand duty," or find

A substitute.

In short, I think that the Journal of the Photographic Society of Great
Britain should either ai>iiear immediately after the meetings, and in an
accurate tm'm, or else l)o discontinued, and the money now B|>eut on it

applied to some purpose conducive more directly to the good of photo-

graphy and to the sustaining of the Society's character as the representa.

tive of British opinion and British work. I have alw.ays thought thus ; but
it is only now, when the pool is troubled, that I have ventured to dabble
in it.—I am, yours, &c., AxpBEW Pbi.vole.

Cmijdcuyh, N.B., June 10, 1884.

P.S—My remarks do not apply so strongly to the Edinburgh Photo-
graphic Society, for there are many members not in a position to take a
weekly journal; but any one paying one guinta a year subscription to the

Photographic Society of Great Britain must take mare than a paming
interest in photography, and be a man beyond tke necenity (or petty
economy.—A. P.

To the Editors.

Gkktlkmkn,—With reference to the suggestion, made by Mr. Herbert B.
Berkeley, that the weekly journals should wait for the " full and corrected"
re|)ort8 of the meetings of the Photographic .Society of Grejtt Britain
published in the Society's own Journal, allow me Ut state that I have
on more that one occasion been so misifpresonted in these "corrected"
reports, owing to an alteration of what hiul been said by a previous s|jeaker,

that if the circulation of the Society's Journal had not now sunk to such a
low ebb I should liavo felt bound to try to set myself right with its readers.
On one occasion I was made to say that the "ferrous oxalate is not

a modern develoiK'r." I certainly never either thought or said so. Never-
theless, I do not think that the plan of sending slijis of their own remark*
to individual members to correct is a gisKl one, or one that ought to

be tolerated, although in the instance mentioned, if 1 had Iwcn one of the
favoured ones, 1 could have coiTccted the mistake referred to. A speaker
may, by " ciuTccting " his remarks, make those of other epeakers appear
pointless and absurd. By the putting into one sentence the observations of

a si^eaker made before and after my remarks I have been represented aa
asking a questicm that had just been answered. The rejiort should be that of

what lias taken place, and not of wh.at each speaker would like to have said
if he had had the benefit of hearing what siibsequent speakers had to say.

I might have brought up the matter in question at one of the meetings of

the Society, but that I was officially informed that such a subject would
only be allowed to be entered into at the annual meeting. When it is con-
sidered that the annual meetimr consists chiefly of the officers of the
Society, who occupy the evening in mutually ctmgratulating and in passing
votes of thanks to each other, it will be understood what 8(>rt of reception
anything in the nature of a compl.aint is likely to meet with at such a
gathering.—I am, yours, &c., W. E. Ukbenham.
June 17, 1884.

•

"How can I polish a small spot in the centre of my ground glass, as
described by you, for purposes of accurate fixiussing ? I may say tliat I
have succeeded in obtaining a microscope which is well suited for the
purpose.—E. P. H." In reply: Try the effect of cementing a short
piece of brass tube as a guide-piece upon the centre of the ground glass,

and then working inside of this with a flat plate of brass or glass attached
to a suitable handle, employing at first fine washed flour emery and then
putty powder and water. Previous to ajiplying this last-named powder
let tne glass or metal rubber be faced with pitch. In this way a fine

surface will be obtained, which will Ite confined within the si>ace bounded
by the guide-piece, and not only act well, but look well. Tliis, at any-
rate, is our experience.

" I am extremely desirous of obtaining a powder which will give an instan-
taneous flash of the greatest jiossible actinic power—one by the light of
which I can take a negative of an oliject in motion. Can you give me a
receipt for making such a powder?—S. T. Brown." In reply: Several
years apo the best ingredients and jiroportions of a pyrotechnic powder
for actinic illumination were carefully worked out by repeated experi-
ments, and the following formula was the consequence of such mvestiga-
tiou :

—

Chlor.%te of pot,ash (dried and powdered) 4 ounces.
.Sulphide of antimony 2 ,,

Sublimed sulphur 1 ounce.
Magnesium filings 1 ,,

Let these be carefully incorporated by mixing vnth a bone paper-knife.
This ])owder flashes rapidly, giving an intensely luminous flame having a
slightly violet tinge.

"I HAVE taken several architectural photographs during the j>ast few
mouths, but the firm for whom I took them complain that thev arc
faulty in consequence of the perspective being too sudden. ^They
cliar.acterise them as 'distorted.' Now as I have read somewhere in the
pages of The Briti.sh Journal of Photography that, by adopting
a certain process of recopying, the distortion in a photograph can be
cured, I re9|>ectfully apply to you for aid in this annoying case.

—

Zkta."
In reiily : This is a matter the pro|)er remedy for wliich oinsists in

the retaking of the negatives. The " distortion " spoken of is not correctly
designated by this term, inasmuch as the photographs are a truthful
rendering of the subjects as seen from a certain standpoint The mistake
lies in " /eta " having selected the point of view too near the buildings,
thereby producing a violent perspective ; and, as we have B.aid, nothing
remains but to take them over again from a more distant |)oint of view.
From a ixirtion of " Zeta's " letti-r which we have not given we find that
he is inclined to attribute the fault to the employment of lenses of too
wide an angle ; but in this surmise he is mistaken. Had a narrow-angle
lens l)een used the only difference in the result would bo that fri>ni the
standpoint taken the whole of the edifice could not have liecn got in ;

but the portion that was delineated would have had precisely the aamo
violence of poi-sjiective as that in connection with which the complaint
was made. It is quite true wo have said that a distorted photograph
could be cured by recopying, and wo have on a previous occasion described
the manner of doing so ; but the distortion to which wo then alluded was
tliatof curvilinearity—notof jiersiwetive. If an architectural photograph
be taken with a single lens the sides of the building will, if near the
margin of the plate, be curved instead of beini{ absolutely straight. 'The
repairing of this by copying it with a lens arranfied to give distortion of

an opposite character, and to the proper vntent, is a matter involving no
ditUculty ; but to remedy an iBii>crfeclion in j>orsi>ective is imj>nfvibleL
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Geo. a. Keith inquires if a microscopic objective, sutHcieutly powerful
for photogi'aphing the general run of objects, cannot bo made by mounting
three or four short focus stereoscopic single lenses together. In reply

:

Such a combination will answer oNCcedingly well for the larger class of

objects, such as flies, fleas, and minute flowers, and we have known
many excellent photomiorograijhs obtained by such agency. But a com-
bination of thi.s cla.ss will not be suitable for high-power objects, such as

diatoms ; for these a properly-constructed microscopic lens of short

focus will be necessary.

J. Ch.mibebl.un writes :—" Can you give me a little advice with regard to

the following questions, for whioli I shall feel very much obliged, being
quite a novice ? I have a vignette of a friend who is deceased, and it ia

the only one there is of him. How can I copy it ? Ought it to be copied

on to a gelatine dry-plate first ! I tried in my printing-frame with some
paper, and you can tell the result : it was wliat you would call a positive

on jiaper. What exposui-e should I give, and can I take a copy by gas-

light? What is the cause of the stains on the jjhotograph enclosed?

They come red in the toning bath, or, in fact, do not tone at all. I some-
times fancy that it is i« connection with the paper, which is procured
ready sensitised. What is the cheapest enlai'ging apparatus in existence,

and could an ordinary view lens be used for the purpose?" In reiily :

To copy the vignette proceed as follows :—Place it in front of the camera
luider such circumstances as to enable a beam of direct sunlight tobe
reflected u|)on it from a mirror, which may be held in the hand dining
the operation. If the copy is to be the same size as the original it will be
necessary to expand the camera to double the focus of the lens, which
with the camera you are using can scarcely, we imagine, be done unless
your lens is of sliort focus. With a very small stop and a gelatine plate

give an exposure of fnmi si.v to ten seconds, and develope by a tentative

system ; that is to say, let the strength of the ammonia be such as to

cause the development to proceed very slowly, thus allowing plenty of

time for the addition of either bromide, jjyro., or anniionia as required.
For such copying a landscape lens will answer the purpose (juite well.

The stain on the print enclosed appears to be the result of contact with
a minute portion of hyposulphite of soda. The cheapest form of enlarging
camera is that constructed on the i)rinci[]le shown at page 221 of <jur

Alman.vc for 18S-1; but a portrait lens should be employed.

(Bifljange ©olumtt.
I M'ill exchange a fi>ur-wheel dark carriage (can also be used as a wagonette)

for a 10 X S landscape camera with double dark slides, — Address,
B. C. !>., Athenteum, Bristol.

I will exchange a carved cabinet, with five changes, for anything useful in
photography; a good 10 x 8 camera preferred.—Address, Geokgk Read,
photographer. Market-place, Preston.

1 will exchange a new mahogany sliding-body camer.a, fitted up with half-
plato lens, for a good violin and case. — Address, James Alston,
80, Kemp-street, Fleetwood, Lancashire.

1 will exchange a whole-plate camera, half-plate ditto, and a quarter-plate
ditto, for a 5 X 4 rapid rectilinear, by Dallmeyer, or backgrounds.—
Address, Bindo.n, photograi)her, Egham, Surrey.

I will exchange a whole-plate lens, by Charles Chevalier, and a cabinet
lens, by Ed. Burton. Wanted, grass and fur rugs, or any good studio
acoBssories.—Address, F. V., Southwark Park-road, S.E.

I will exchange a thorough good cabinet lens, by a good maker, for a good
Victoria camera and lenses; also several books on chemistry in exchange
for anything useful in photography . —Address, S. Hyams, Guernsey.

I will exchange a good revolving walnut stereoscope, by Dallmeyer, for a
large-size iiinoeular field glass, external condition no object if optical
arrangements are all right; also Robinson's Picture Making and Alni/.t
Pkotoiiraplui and Phoioc/mpfiers, for UTonckhomn's Traite Pratique <le

Photographic uu C'AarioH.—Address, Harmer, Wick, Littlehampton.
I will exchange a good whole-plate camera, mahogany, double swing-back,

bellows-body (for studio use), with extra back for 10 x 8, two cabinets on
a plate, and three dark slides, a good half-plate lens (portrait) by
Lerebours, and a lens for 18 x 15 landscapes, by Grubb, for a good
English lever or Albert chain ; a lot of photographic things also.—
Address, Mrs. Kuffam, 11, Victoria-grove, Kensington, W.

^itBtofra to^j^orwaponbcnts.
US' Correspondents should never write on loth sides of the paper.

PlIOTOOnAPIIS RKGISTEREI).—
E. Uebenham, 70, Priuces-atreet, Edinburgh. — /«»/• Photo'/raphs of

Sir Stafford Northcotc.
J i' J

At.F. Werni-.-Any camera-maker would, doubtless, supply what you
require.

E. Watson.—Yes ; by doing what you propose you should obtain a studio
with sufficient light for all practical purposes.

G. T. MuiH.—The subject of your letter is in no way connected with photo-
graphy, but applies to a topic with which we cannot deal.

W. Cox.—The way tho so-called "magic photographs" are prepared ia
this :—After tiie print is taken from the frame it is washed to free it
from silver ; it ia now immersed in a solution of bichloride of mercury
until the image entirely disappears, and then well washed and dried.
Now, if the paper be immersed in a solution uf hyposulphite of soda the
image will again make >ts appe.-vrancc in a brown colour.

y. A. J,—Your pictures certainly bear out all that has been said on the
subject. We are not aware that it has been denied that good portraits

can be taken in an ordinary room.

Sheffield Photographic Sogikty.—We regret that, owing to the lateness

of the hour at which we received the report of the last meeting, we are
obliged to postpone its publication till next week.

G. E. JI.—Blood albumen can be procured from most drysalters. It ia a
regular article of commerce. As you only require it in small quantities,
it wUl answer your jiurpose much better, we imagine, to purchase it than
to make it for yourself.

F. J. Deakin'.—Either of tlie lenses named will take a good portrait, but
one will work in much less time than the other by reason of its larger
aperture. With regard to the quality of the work produced by each
there is little to choose.

G. J. LoossiORB.—Any work on photography published twenty-five years
or so ago will give you practical working details of the daguerreotype
process. Possibly if you were to advertise you would be able to procure
all the necessary app.aratus.

Leeds.—Some samples of bitumen answer much better th.an others. That
which you have, and of which you enclose a sample, is certainly not
suitable for photographic purposes. It appears to be a compounded
article. You must procure a sample of the natural product.

Syntax.—Your fixing bath .apjiears to have contained little or no hyposul-
phite of soda, as tlie ivints darken immediately they are exposed to tho
light. If you prei)are the solution, as you say, "five ounces to the pint,"
it is clear tliat you did not use hyposulphite of soda at all, but some
other salt; hence the cause of your difficulties.

I.N'ITIATED.—All the portraits show a decided preponderance of top light.

With the circumscribed space at your command we fear that you cau
scarcely make your back yard available for good iiortraiture. If you can
erect a studio at such a height u]ion the wall as will enable you to obtain
your liglit fi-om the north it would be your best method of procedure.

A. J. Sy.moxds.—The sample of pyroxyliiie is ciuite unsuitable for collodion
emulsion, and, indeed, for any photographic purpose whatever. It has
evidently been prepared for blasting puriioses. The best way for you to
dispose of the large (piantity you have is to pull it into small tufts, jilace

them in the open air, and firo them seijarately with a taper.

C. H. B.—We think it very probable that you are over-toning your prints.

Try the effect of less toning, and the addition of a drop or two of nitric

acid to the sensitising bath—just sufficient to give it an acid reaction to
test paper. We believe that those who teacii that kind of colouring
supply their pujiils with a pamphlet on the subject, but wo are not
positive on the point.

W. D. W.—The uiiiileasant ajipearanco in the iiicture is caused by its

being t.aken with a lens of much too short a focus; hence tlie angle
included is abnormally large. If you take the view again from the same
standpoint, using this time a lens of longer focus, you will have a much
more pleasintj result, as the angle included will be leas; also, those un-
sightly buildings at tlie side will not then bo in tho picture—a still

further impro\ement.

H. Hill.—If you re-read the reply given you will find that it was in refe-

rence to enhirtiing direct on canvas—quite a different thing to jjrinting

upon it from a negative. You are in error in saying that the perma-
nence of the basis is of no consequence bac.iuse the picture has to be
painted over. As a matter of fact, if your silver liasis fades the fading
will make itself manifest through the paint. It is not a fact, as you
assume, that oil-painted fiortraits of necessity crack and peel off. They
do not, except the photograph be very carelessly m'oduced.

PHOTOOEAPHtc SOCIETY OP Gkeat BRITAIN'.—The iiext monthly
technical meeting of this Society will be held on Tuesday next, the
24th instant, at eight o'clock p.m., in the Gallery, oA, Pall Mall East.

South LoNooii PnoTociBAPiiic Society.—We are requested by
Mr. F. A. Bridge, the Hon. Secretary and Treasurer of the above
Society, to announce tliat, in future, all communications should be

sent to his neii: address—East Lodge, Dalston-lane, Loudon, E.

PnoTOGKAPnic Club.—At the forthcoming meeting of this Club, at

Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street, on Wednesday next, tlie 2uth inst. , the
Buliject for discussion wiil be the adjourned discussion

—

On I'rinting-in

Skies. The Saturday afternoon outing \vill be held at North End and
West Heatli, Hampstead. Meeting afterwards at (i..SO at the "Bull
and Bush."

PoiTEViN Memorial Fund.—Wo have received a cheque for two
guineas from James C. Cox, Esq., Lochee, Dundee, towards this fund,
and we commend to our readers the excellent remarlts which accom-
panies Mr. Cox's contribution;—"To few men does photography owe
more than to Poiteviu, although a mere amateur. I cannot but add my
mite in gratitude to one who has taught us so much."
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DRYING GELATINE PLATES IN HOT WEATHER
I.v speaking of the drying of gelatine platea we refer principally to

the perforuiance of that operation during the process of preparation,

as the after-drying of the negatives under no circumstances presents

any difficulties.

Hot weather, it might be supposed, would be the most favourable
for (at least) drying the plates, even though it does introduce
difficulties in the matter of the setting of the gelatine. Once set,

the process of desiccation might be expected to go on rapidly and
regularly without giving any further trouble or anxiety How far

this is from being the case most of those who have experienced the

pleasures of plate-coating in summer weather will be aware ; but,

perhaps, some few may not suspect that the very means adopted to

guard against the evil, and the precautions taken to promote rapid

and equal drying, may frequently be the actual causes of the

trouble.

On two or three occasions lately, during the fitful visits of sultry

summer weather with which we are so familiar, our attention has

been called to examples of the results of sudden attacks of irregular

and abnormal drying. In each case the drying appliances have
been of the most perfect description in use amongst amateurs.

(We may here interpolate the remark that it is the amateur who
suffers most in this way, for reasons which will be pointed out.)

In two in.stances drying-boxes fitted with a gas arrangement for

setting up an induced current of unwarmed air in an ascending

direction were used, a third being on Mr. W. K. Burton's prin-

ciple, in which the current of air moves in the contrary direction.

All these have been in use for some time \mder precisely the same
local conditions without giving the slightest trouble until the

recent hot weather. Indeed, in one case tlie apparatus is provided

with an arrangement by which tiie current of entering air can be

heated to any desired temperature ; and during tlie winter months
it has been the practice to employ a temperature some degrees

higher than that which has caused the recent troubles. But of

this more anon.

A few words may be said of the eft'ecls produced in the instances

which have come under our notice. These consist mainly of uneven
drying marks following two—sometimes three—edges of the plate.

At times the mark takes the form of a broad, irregular band along
one edge only of the glass ; but in all cases one portion of the plate

presents a matt surface, and the other more or less ghiss. in two
instances, however, the defect took a different form—the film

refusing altogether to dry, reaching a sort of gummy stage beyond
which it would not go without the application of a considerable

degree of heat.

Obviously, in all cases the result was due to decomposition, more
or less pronounced, of tho gelatine during drying. If there could
be any doubt as to whether the decomposition had commenced
before coating the plates it is set at rest by the fact, noticed by one
of our informants, that a number of plates coated from tho same
bottle of emulsion gave perfect films a week or more after it had been
used in the production of defective ones. In the case of the plates

which refused to dry most probably the emulsion itself was also in

fault, an in a similar experience of our own a few years ago we
found the emulsion Lad not been properly washed, the films

containing a considerable quantity of hygroscopic nitrates which, by
delaying the drying, helped on the decomposition.

As to the cause of the decomposition, it is not fai- to seek. It

lies in the drying-box itself. The practice of cramming a large

number of plates into a small space to dry—a practice too common
with amateurs—is one that results in more failures and troubles

than perhaps any other. The idea that, so long as air space exista

between the film.s, the box or cupboard may be crammed full, and
that the same current of air which will dry a dozen will prove equally

effective for a gross of plates, is one that cannot too quickly and
completely be dismissed from the mind.

Putting the matter in its simplest form, the plates in drying give

off their moisture gradually and regularly to the surrounding
atmosphere. If this be stagnant—that is to say, it the space be

confined and there is no ventilation—the atmosphere soon becomes
saturated with moisture and drying cea.ses: hence the necessity for

a constant change or current of air. Now, as air will only take up
a given quantity of moisture (varying with circumstances) in a

given time, it is plain that a current of air passing through a
drying-box may suffice to carry off the moisture from (say) a dozen

plates, while it will prove wholly inadequate for a gros.s, which

number would require twelve times the volume of air or a current

twelve times as rapid to effect their drying. With the larger

number of plates and the insufficient current the atmosphere of the

drying-box is constantly charged with moisture, the plate.n are

unable to give off any more, or that but slowly, and the drying is

checked.

We all know that gelatine in the presence of moisture (especially

when the latter is accompanied by heat) rapidly decomposes ; hence

we need not be at all surprised if, under the circumstances noted

above, plates dry unevenly. Of course a hot day in summer may
vary very mucli in its character ; it may be dry heat or it may
be moisture-laden. It is the hot, close, heavy days, when the air is

highly charged with aqueous vapour, which bring out the weaknesses

of the drying-box. A hotter day if dry will probably cause little or

no trouble ; hence the reason of the result obtained with the weak,

old emulsion quoted above.

The moral, then, is, if a drying-box mint be used, not to overstock

it ; but it is far better, when possible, to dry in an open room well

ventilated, as most of the commercial makers do. The ordinary

coating-room will do if the window be covered with an opaque blind.

The plates should never be left exposed to any light of whatever

colour ; and if the interval of night be selected for drying, no time will

be lost. In any case the room should be left to itself, as any moving
about would raise dust and spoil the films. At this season six or

eight hours in au ordinarily-ventilated room will be found amply
sufficient.

PRACTICAIi DETAILS OF ALBUMENISINO PAPER.
REauMlso the above subject where we left it List week it will now
be necessary to digress for a moment from the actual mauipulationa

to say something about the drying-room and its fittings.

When the preparation of the paper is on a commercial scale the

atbnmenising- and drying-rooroa must be specially fitted up for th«
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purpose. This is usually done by having light frames or racks

constructed to hold the wooden rods over which the paper is laid

when it is removed from the albumen. These rods are of deal and

usually about the thickness of an ordinary broom handle. Rods

suitable for the purpose may be purchased in lengths of from ten

to fifteen feet at any of the steam moulding works, where they are

rapidly produced by machinery, and are, therefore, very low in price.

The wood should receive a coating of shellac varnish, and then be

slightly polished with bees'-wax dissolved in turpentine—or, better

still, rubbed over with a little cocoa butter. The object of this

treatment is to prevent the edges of the paper adhering to the wood

if, by accident, a trace of albumen should get on the back.

In close proximity to the dishes containing the albumen (which,

by the way, must be placed in the coolest portion of the room)

a frame should be fitted with holes, into which the ends of the rods

will slip, the object being that when the paper is taken off the albu-

men it can conveniently be placed across a rod, fitted into one of them,

where it is allowed to drain into a receptacle while the next two or

three sheets are being floated, or until it ceases to drip. Then it, rod

and all, can be transferred to the drying-racks. If the paper be laid

across the rods diagonally—that is, with the two opposite corners

lowermost—the albumen drains off more completely than if it wei-e

laid lengthwise or widthwise, as then we get an accumulation of

albumen, forming a ridge, along the entire length of the two lowest

edges ; whereas, if the other plan be adopted, the albumen drains

off from the corners of the sheet. It is true that this plan takes up

a little more space ; but that is more than compensated for by the

advantage gained by being able to utilise the extreme edges of the

paper without waste.

However, it is not our present purpose to discuss the preparation

of paper on a commercial scale, as every manufacturer has his own
particular method of procedure, our object being rather—as we said

at the commencement—to show how the amateur, or professional

with limited business, may prepare a paper to suit his requirements,

assuming that such (as has been asserted) cannot be obtained in

commerce. Therefore we shall now say a word or two on extem-

porising a room for the purpose. This is easily done by fixing a

number of strings across the room, which, it is scarcely necessary to

say, must be as free as possible from dust.

The room should be a dry one, and one that can be made
tolerably warm, because it is essential that the paper should be
dried off quickly after it is coated; otherwise a high gloss will not

be secured. The requisite number of lines being fixed to contain

the quantity of paper to be prepared, and a fire having been kept

burning in the grate for a few hours ])reviously, to warm and dry

the atmosphere, we again turn our attention to the manipulation at

the point we left off last week, namely, the removal of the paper
from the albumen.

If the paper be lifted off quickly it will bring with it a large

excess of albumen, which will have to drain away when the paper is

hung up. If, on the contrary, it be gently and slowly raised it will

take away but little excess—indeed, it is possible to remove the
paper in such a manner that not more than two or three drops
will drain off when it is suspended. This, however, is scarcely

to be advised, as there may be a risk of not retaining sufficient on
the paper. In practice the best plan is to take the paper by the two
nearest corners, and gently " strip " it ofl" with an even motion. On
no account should a pause be made in removing the sheet, otherwise
an uneven wave will be formed which will eventually dry in a ridge,

and show in the finished print. The paper having been removed, it

is then pinned by one corner to a line close to the coating dish—

a

vessel being placed below to catch the drippings—while other sheets

are being floated. After the albumen baa ceased to drip the paper
ia removed to another line in a warmer part of the room, where it

is allowed to remain till dry. Instead of pinning the paper on to

the line it might be laid across it, after the method employed with
the wooden rods j but this is liable to produce a mark in the albumen
by reason of the small diameter of the string causing a sharp fold

in the paper.

We have assumed that the paper is being prepared in quarter
sheets only

j but if the whole sheet be dealt with it will have to be
ninned up by two corners, as one will not be sufficiently strong to

sustain its weight Theoretically, paper suspended by one end, or by

one corner, to drain and dry will not prove so evenly coated as if

were hung from the middle ; but in practice there is little difference

and this little may be totally d isregarded^certainly , in quarter sheets

We may, in passing, mention that we know one very successful

commercial albumeniser who for years used to, if he do not still

suspend his paper from the end of the sheets. Whichever way the

paper is suspended when it is taken from the albumen its direction

must not be altered afterwards ; otherwise the draining will be

partially arrested, and an irregularity in the coating will result.

When all the paper is coated the fire must be made up and kept

burning, so aa to ensure as rapid drying as possible. This is essential,

or a highly-glazed surface will not be secured.

It sometimes happens—more particularly in hot weather—that

innumerable minute bubbles will suddenly make their appear-

ance on the surface of the albumen, and if they be skimmed off

others immediately form. When this occurs it is useless to

continue the work, as a decomposition or fermentation has set in.

The inconvenience, however, is only temporary, and, it the albumen

be put away in a cool place until the next day, it will be found to

have recovered itself and be, apparently, in no way deteriorated

Sometimes a few hours are all that is necessary for its re-

covery.

When the paper is dry professional albumenisers, as a rule, roll it

with heavy pressure between metal plates, but there is really no

advantage in this beyond giving it a smoother and more sightly

appearance for the market. No difference whatever can be detected

in the finished prints between those made on paper which has been

rolled after albumenising and that which has not.

After the albumen has been used up so closely that no more

paper can be floated, it is a good plan to collect what remains,

together with that which has drained from the sheets, and to dilute

it with an equal bulk of water containing seven and a-half grains

of chloride of ammonium to the ounce—that is, supposing the

albiimen be salted in this proportion. Then a small quantity of

paper should be floated on this, as a little lightly-albumenised

paper is often very useful, particularly when extra deep purple or

black tones are desired.

LANTERN ILLUMINATION.
The first thought that arises upon reading the report (in our last

number) of the inquest upon the body of the man who was killed

by the oxyhydrogen explosion in Drury-lane Theatre is surprise

that, in a place of public entertainment like this, there could be

such loose management in a highly -important department as to

render such an explosion possible. We do not so much blame the

individuals themselves—mostly uneducated for the purpose though

they be—to whom is entrusted the working of gases in which lurk

a large power for mischief, as the system under which such work is

carried on. Perhaps it will be after the manager of some important

theatre has fallen a victim to the inefliciency of the system and the

incapacity of the employe's to whose control are entrusted the pre-

parations for, and exhibition of, the lime light that the managers of

other places of public entertainment will bestir themselves in this

matter, and adopt the necessary precautions for safety—precautions

so simple and almost self-evident as to make " accidents " synony-

mous with results of carelessness.

That the employment of gas bags instead of gas bottles has much

to do with such " accidents "—of which we read more frequently

than we desire—there cannot be a doubt ; nor is there any doubt

that in the mixture, through carelessness or inadvertence, of the

two gases (hydrogen and oxygen) in one bag lies the immediate

origin of the explosion. Some exhibitors adopt the system of

having one bag red and the other black, in addition to large initial

letters, so as to prevent the possibility of a mistake ; but we can

readily enough understand that there are mental conditions which

might for the time being so govern the manipulator as, aided by

other circumstances, would even then cause him to mistake one bag

for another. For this evil we see an effective remedy in the employ-

ment of compressed gas—the oxygen, in particular, to be employed

in this condition,
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Tlie gas bottle or cylinder system, although recognised and in a

small lue.isure employwd in Enj^land, exists in such a crude form as

to be objectionable in no small degree. One objection occurred to

us when examining such a bottle a few days ago. It was too small

to contain an adequate supply of gas for an evening's entertainment

of two hours' duration unless placed under a high degree of pres-

sure ; while to willistand such pressure the cylinder had to be

formed of metal so thick as to make its portability one of some

difficulty. In New York (as we learn from a communication

received three yeai-s ago from our then American correspondent)

the gas cylinders are sufficiently light to be easily handled, wliile

at the same time they are not inconveniently large. A cylinder for

containing fifteen feet of oxygen measures eight inches by thirty-

two inches, and weighs thirty pounds. When fully charged the pres-

sure is 225 lbs., but each cylinder is tested to 600 lbs. before

leaving the factory where these receptacles are constructed.

An objection to the employment of an oxygen cylinder of the

description referred to consists in the ever-varying pressure which,

as it diminishes, necessitates more or less constant attention at

the tap that regulates the exit. Again : there u such a lack of

delicacy in the construction of the supply tap of the American

cylinder as to necessitate the utmost care in regulating the flow of

the gas. The lever must be moved with a very steady hand ; for,

if allowed to be carried only slightly too far, the oxygen rushes out

with such velocity as to cause the reservoir to become quickly

emptied.

Several yeai's since, and in an editorial article in The British

Journal ok Photography (for December 7th, 1866), a tap was de-

scribed which possesses every good quality that can be desired.

Unlike at least one of more recent times with which we have

had ample opportunity of becoming acquainted, the regulating

milled-head moved quite easily without stiffness; and, similar

to the fine adjustment of a microscope, it could be rotated to

a considerable extent without greatly influencing the outflow of the

gas. But, even with this, there still existed the objection con-

sequent upon a constantly-diminishing pressure of the gas in

the bottle.

To obviate this, various devices were at the time resorted to, the

most feasible consisting of a small reservoir constructed like a

bellows, under pressure, through which the oxygen passed from the

reservoir, and by which it was supplied under a uniform pressure

to the burner. When the supply in the bellows became nearly ex-

hausted a lever attached to its wooden top operated upon the

output tap of the reservoir by which the bellows received a fresh

supply, the lever then cutting off any further output of the

compressed oxygen. The smoothness of the outflow to the burner

reminded one of the equable supply of air to the pipes from
the wind chest of an organ.

We are pleased to learn that an easily-worked and practical

automatic regulator of the outflow of gas from a compressed

supply has been recently invented, and which, it is hoped, will

soon be rendered available to everyone. Patents have been

obtained for this automatic equaliser both in this country and
in America, and in due course we shall publish full details, from
which it will be seen that all objections at present existing against

the employment of compressed gases have been anticipated. Let
us hope that gas bags will soon become things of the past, and that

convenient metallic receivera, and equally convenient force pumps
capable of being employed by hand in the compression of tlie gas,

will be available to all.

There is a class of lantern exhibitors for whose special require-

ments we would make a strong appeah It is that class who, through
being situated at a distance from towns or villages in which gas is

laid on for illuminating purposes, must either make their own
hydrogen or ado|)t some substitute for it. The ethoxo lime light,

as we all well know, forms beyond doubt the most brilliant

substitute for the mixed gases. Mr. W. Broughtou, it-s practical

introducer for this purpose, will be gratified to learn that within a
brief period of his bringing the light before the notice of the

Manchester Photographic Society it was so much appreciated in

Philadelphia that a " cute " citizen of the United States had made

application for a patent in connection therewith. Owing, however,

t-o a recent explosion, an atmosphere of suspiciou surrouoda tbia

convenient light just at present.

Too much praise cannot be accorded to the Rev. T. Frederick

Hardwich for the strenuous efforts he has been, and still is, making

to eliminate from the ethoxo light every element of danger, from
such experimental researches of this honoured tavant as we have

published our readers will, with us, have arrived at the conclusion

that there is a safe as well as brilliant future in store for the

ethoxo light.

But there is a blow-through method which may be applied to

ether as well as to carburetted hydrogen. We are unable at this

moment to fix the date of its introduction, but in Griffin's Chemical

Recreations—a work which, when published in 184G, became im-

mensely popular with the rising generation of the period—there is

a description, accompanied by a drawing, of an ether lamp, in the

flame of which, if a piece of lime were held, it quite dazzled the

eye. We append a brief description in order to show that so long

ago as the date mentioned the heating powera of ether and oxygen

were amply recognised, the lamp being of such a construction as to

render any explosion quite out of the question.

A spirit lamp, containing ether, has a small wick formed of

asbestos which, dipping into the ether, becomes saturated by

capillary attraction in the usual way. It is encased in a burner-

tube of metal or stoneware. Passing up through the centre of the

wick is a small pipe, the upper end of which terminates in a blow-

pipe orifice that is close to the surface of the asbestos wick, the

lower end being connected with a bag of oxygen. " When the

lamp is lighted and the pressure of oxygen set on, the flame becomes

very small and gives little light ; but it has such intense power as

to be able to melt platinum instantaneously." This quotation is

given from the original edition of the Recreation, and it demon-

strates the impossibility of originating any of the conditions

required for an explosion, while there is heat of sufficient intensity

to provide a light that may be considered powerful enough for

lantern exhibitions of the ordinary class.

Apropos of this subject, we would here (and still in the interests

of those who have no gas near them) desire to put in a claim on

behalf of a system of lime-lighting which, when managed at its

best, is but little inferior to that obtained by the safety or blow-

through jets—-we mean the oxycalcium light. Its improvement has

not kept pace with the times
;
yet we know that it is capable of giving

a bright light on a sixteen-feet disc when all the conditions are

favourable. But what these conditions are we had no opportunity

of ascertaining from the exhibitor, who for one and a-half hour kept

a screen of the above dimensions beautifully illuminated. The

relation of the orifice of the blow-pipe to the alcohol wick, together

with the hardness or softness of the limes, are the leading factors in

determining the illumination. In our own experiments with this

lamp we have obtained the best results when employing a low

pressure, a large orifice in the jet, and a soft lime.

PERMANENCY, AND TONING AND FIXING.

A FORTKicnT ago we dealt with the question of the connection

between the permanency of prints and the chief material employed

in their production—the albumenised paper. We now go a step

further and discuss the materials employed, and the operations

involved at a later stage of the process of printing, with a view of

ascertaining to what extent they involve considerations of per-

manency. A {consideration of the sensitising of the paper need

occupy but little of our space in doing this, though i-f the fact

of the salting of the paper and the strenjith of the bath afTecting the

degree of permanency of any print few will be inclined to enttriain

any doubt.

It is well agreed tliat makers at present put far less salt in the

albumen with which they coat their paper than was the cuiitom

many years ago, and, in consequence, less strength is needed in the

silver bath. It will, nevertheless, be conceded that as such weak

Bolution; must lead to the pnxluction. of a smaller quantity of
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precipitate within the coating of albumen upon the papei-, and, as

a consequence, an image composed of a smaller quantity of material

than that produced upon a more highly-salted paper. It is evident

that the greater the amount present of this image-forming silver

salt the longer must be the time needed for the usual influences to

set to work and give visible evidence of their action. A large

portion of the image might be rendered colourless and yet leave

sufficient behind to show up a vigorous image. With a thin deposit

within the film, contrariwise, a very small amount of fading would

show at once.

The first stage after printing is the preliminary washing before

toning. Here there is nothing likely to occur that would tend to

induce fading, for, except where the operations are performed in an

unusually careless manner, any silver not extracted at this stage

would be most probably got rid of during the toning and washing

after toning. As, however, we know that a regard for ultimate

permanence is not an active force with some workers, we may here

point out that an ill-washed print quickly toned and immediately

fixed would most probably contain a small quantity of silver—some

of it possibly as nitrate ; and, if it did, would as likely lead to a

decomposition with the hypo.—a decomposition that might show at

once or after a time.

Similar remarks may be made in regard to the toning, confining

ourselves, of course, to " alkaline toning." It is next to impossible

to perform this operation in any way that might induce a tendency

to fugitiveness. One particular form of toning which has excited

attention in its time has been supposed to tend to imperfect security

;

but it requires very little consideration to show that no foundation

existed for impugning its integrity. We allude to the bath made
of gold, neutralised with chalk, and chloride of calcium (not bleaching

powder) then added.

This bath actually requires the silver to be imperfectly removed,

the toning tlien being many times quicker than when the nitrate is

entirely washed out ; but it carries its own antidote in the action of

the chloi'ide, which would throw down the silver in a form very

easily dissolved in the hypo. At the same time, if the print reached

the hypo, too quickly, it would be possible for some trace of nitrate

of silver to remain in the paper, and so lead to fading ; for it will

be understood that when nitrate of silver and hypo, are brought
together a decomposition ensues which ends in the production of

dark sulphide of silver, an infinitesimal proportion of which would
suffice to injure the whites, so that, though the picture might
not be said to "fade," it could not at anyrate be termed permanent.

It is at the next stage, however—the washing after toning—that

danger is most likely to arise, and here, unfortunately, is disputed
ground. Some first-rate printers hold tliat no washing here is

needed, and that prints placed in the fixing, either direct from the
toning or after the slightest of washings have been given to them,
are quite as permanent as those which have received a plenteous
washing, while being more beautiful to look at. Tbis, it will be
seen, is neither more nor less than a modification of the old combined
toning and fixing bath freshly made, and it is difficult to see why if

one is good the other should not be, and vice vend. Our own
opinion is strongly against this mixing of the two agents—the gold
and the hypo.—even in a diluted form.
Actual experience may be able to throw some light upon this

matter
; but it must ever be remembered that an old unfaded print

is not of great value as evidence unless a very completely-detailed
record of all the processes and materials employed have been kept.
The number of obscure and complicated reactions which occur in
the use of so easily decomposable a substance as hypo, may lead to
many errors being made if too much be assumed as to what existed,
or did not exist, a number of years ago in the materials used in pro-
ducing a given picture or set of pictures which have not faded. An
extended series of pictures continuing over a considerable period of
time would be very strong evidence of the best kind ; but, failing
any such data, theory must form a most iinportant element in
drawing conclusions as to the safety or otherwise of a given process.
With regard to the introduction of gold into the fixing : it has to

be looked at from many points of view. The gold, or the hypo., may
be acid or alkaline; a possible chemical change from the admixture
may occur at once or require time for its development j reaction

may set in between the two salts themselves or only when the
hypo, has begun to dissolve the chloride out of the paper. These
are a few of the many considerations that have to be dealt with in

forming a judgment.
If anyone wish by experiment to see what will occur upon the

admixture of gold" and liypo. solutions he can very readily do so.

He will find that neutral or alkaline solutions of gold cause upon
the first admixture a decided change of colour, while acid solutions

cause no such change, but yet cause the evolution of sulphurous acid,

as indicated by a faint smell. Are such changes injurious or not?
They have not been followed up theoretically, so far as we are

aware ; but it has long been shown that acid in the hypo, is

injurious. Whether the change indicated by alteration of colour be
so or not is open to investigation.

As a broad rule it may be stated that anything that causes a
change in the hypo, solution should be looked upon with suspicion,

and it would be safest to leave on one side any such chemical.

How hypo, acts upon the print, and what its dangers are, form the

most important part of our present survey. It is an old story, but
may well be retold, if only for the benefit of those who have
taken up photography since the days when this vital question wa.<i

so well investigated. It is too wide and important a branch of

this subject to deal with at the end of an article, and it is our

purpose to conclude our resume of matters germane to this part of

the subject in a future number.

The veteran Herbert Watkins is " on the war path " again, having
been aroused by the capabilities of gelatine plates to a renewed
enthusiasm for the profession from which he had some years ago
retired. His attention will be chiefly engaged with instantaneous
work, in which department he hopes to effect some great things.

In porti-aiture it was, in former days, that Mr. Watkins made his

reputation, and few photographers of the present time, even with all

the increased rage for " celebrities," can, we imagine, show so

valuable—so priceless—a collection of "portraits from the life" as

one we looked over with our friend, Mr. Watkins, the other day,

each picture being accompanied by a little story of the circumstances

under which it was taken. Out of a collection of thirty or forty

notabilities of the past generation we may mention, from memory,
Macready, Lord Brougham, Lord Palmerston, Thackeray, Dickens,

Harrison Ainsworth, Dumas Sen., Garibaldi, and Michael Balfe,

with "Johnny" Toole, Sims Keeves, and Edmund Yates, in their
" salad days," to keep up the connection with the present generation.

Each of these pictures dates back at least twenty years, many of

them far more, so that we may soon begin to believe that photo-

graphy is growing nut of its infancy.

TitE portrait of Henry, Lord Brougham mentioned above is the

only photograph of the deceased statesman we have ever seen.

We wonder if it be the only one in existence. If so, the per-

sonality of a character whose name will figure so prominently in

future history should be preserved for posterity, possessing as it

does that impress of truth which only photograpliy can give. The
early pages of Punch supply innumerable representations of the

remarkable features of one of the leading politicians of that day

;

but, however good as caricatures, these will never pass to a future

age as portraits.

The question of colour value, colour sensation, &c., is surrounded
with difficulties of which those that may be termed the " mechanical"
are not less than others connected with the personal equation of the

observer, some interesting examples of which latter quality were
exemplified at a recent meeting of the Photographic Society of

Great Britain. When an ol)server is colour blind to a considerable

extent—in all probability without knowing it—his verdict as to the

power of a certain light in a dark-room window is not likely to

coincide with that of another possessing a natural power of dis-

tinguishing colour. And when it is desired to note and compare the

effect of the admixture of colours most instrumental means are

really inadequate, and the better class are cumbrous or costl}'.

Thus many of Helmholtz's recorded experiments were founded
upon the admixture of lights from coloured discs, which evidently

left unexplored a very wide field. A communication, however,
was recently read before the Physical Society, describing a new
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form of instrument, which would seem to offer considerable facilities

for investigiiting tliese phenemona so interesting to the photo-

grapher. The colours are obtained by sending the liglit from a
series of incandescent wires through prisms, and tlie instrument
enables those dilferent rays to be superposed at one time. If this

should prove to he a serviceable piece of apparatus it may be
expected to shed considerable light upon the subject.

We mentioned a few weeks ago a sample of sheet gelatine which
exhibited a remarkable form of dichroism, the colours shown being

green and red respectively, according to the number of thicknesses

of material. We liave since been shown a piece of coloured gelatine

which exhibited in a very remarkable manner the transparency of

coloured media to other than the prevailing tint. This particular

piece of gelatine appeared of a bright, bluish-purple hue, and wlien

held in the hand seemed to impart that tint to all objects ; but when
brought close to the eye, and a face viewed through it, the predo-

minant colour given to it was not purple but crimson—a result

.so unexpected iis to be almost startling. A more instructive experi-

ment could not be given to show, in a popular manner, how in-

capable the eye is of forming a true opinion of the transparency of

a medium to any particular coloured light.

Still on the subject of colour : a correspondent writes to us, apropos
of Mr. Sawyer's letter, that last year he used a window coated with
aurine dissolved in ordinary spirit varnish for the purpose of screen-

ing his silvered paper, and so is in a position to give au account of

its value. The window faced due east, and for a while appeared to

hold its own against the light; but after a montii or two it rapidly
changed and became quite useless.

A DARK room for scientific purposes eight feet wide may be ample,
but is certainly not remarkable. When, however, we read of the
walls of such a room being six feet thick there is occasion for some
surprise. Tiiese are the dimensions of the photographic dark room
which is to be added to the Ben Nevis Observatory, an account of

the opening of which we gave to our readers last October. The
station has been so successful that great results are expected from
it in the future, and it has been determined to double its present
size, with the result of the accommodation just named for photo-
graphic purposes being designed.

I

The pursuit of astronoraiciil photography presents many difficulties

of no light nature in the path of its votaries. No one, for

example, would consider the necessary watching in the small hours
for favourable opportunities to secure stellar or lunar photographs
as a light pastime for leisure hours ; still less would he look upon
an observer lying on liis back on a cold winter night for au hour
and a-half steadily turning a handle as engaged in frivolous amuse-
ment, even though the observer were a clergyman. Tliese troubles,

however, are trivial in connection with one that recently the Kev.
T. K. Espin had a narrow escape from. Engaged in near proximity
to the rear of his church, with his scientific paraphernalia about
him, ready to seize a suitable moment for his favourite work, he
was alarmed by a sudden fl;xsh of light, which he knew came from
neither comet nor meteor, and to his horror he was seized from
behind by two stalwart men. Their bull's-eye lantern revealed
them to be policemen, and they arrested him as a dynamitard !

Fortunately a catastrophe was averted, for the men discovered
they had arrested their pastor, and their dismay may be more
readily imagined than described.

At a meeting of the Royal Astronomical Society, on the 13th inst,
Mr. Ranyard read an original paper on 7'Ae Cause of the Blurred
Patches ill Instantaneous Photograplis of the Sun, in which he gave
a most ingenious explanation of the possible mode by which the
phenomenon might be produced. M. .Tanssen explains these
appearances in his own photographs as being due to solar clouds
or gaseous masses above the photosphere, which he supposes to
change rapidly; but Mr. Ranyard attributes them to currents of
heated air within the body of the telescope. He placed a heated
iron chisel in various positions in his telescope lulie, and by the
eft'ects produced upon the image of a star out of focus he was able
distinctly to localise the spot where the hot body Lay. Following
these indications ho took an instantaneous photograph of the sun
with the hot iron near the mouth of the telescope, and also one

when the sun was just seen above a heated roof. In both caaes the
limb of the sun was much distorted, and brignter areas were Meu
extending into the disc of the sun.

There seemed a tendency to banter the reader of the paper, Mr.
Common's remark that " with perseverance no doubt very bad
photographs can be got, but the im|Mrtant <|uestion is how to get
good ones," being received with laughter. It was, however, scarcely
a fair remark to make, and the explanation offered by Mr. Ranyard
appears a very natural one. Plenty of food for thought, and work
for committeemen, may be got out of the sun's legitimate appearance*
without inventing solar facta to account for mechanical or instru-
mental vagaries.

LIME-LIGHT EXPLOSIONS AND THEIR PREVENTION.
There seems no doubt whatever that the safety tubes on which
I have been lately experimenting are quite effective in preventing
lime-light explosions, and it is to be hoped that they will be much
used during the coming winter. I foresee, however, that the result
will not be entirely satisfactory unless certain little points are
attended to. The opticians who manufacture these tubes must
supply with them an extra quantity of the granulated pumice or tin
filings, as the case may be, to be kept in stock ; and also little

circular discs of wire gauze, cut out with a steel punch and slightly
larger than the tube, so that they will not move when pushed in on
the top of the filings to keep them in position.

Those who wish to make their own safety chambers can easily do
so by cutting a piece of tin or brass tubing about three-quarters of
an inch long by half-an-inch wide, and filling it with slate siftings.

A disc of wire gauze, sixty meshes to the inch, must be placed
at each end as before described, aud the tube may then be attached
to the jet by a connector of vulcanised rubber. To prepare the
siftings crush two or three slate pencils in a Wedgwood mortar, and
throw the coarse powder on a sieve of thirty-six meshes to the inch.
All that passes through must be screened from dust by a second
sieve of sixty meshes to the inch, and the rough pieces left on the
first sieve returned to the mortar for further pulverisation. In this
simple way a material is produced equal to the pumice as far as
I have tried it, and sufficiently free from dust if well screened.

I find that after the tubes have been long used the wire gauze is

apt to become rusted and choked up, so that from ten to fifteen per
cent, is taken off the pressureof the gas, independently of the granules.
The lecturer should accustom himself to examine the tubes before-
hand by drawing air through them with the breath, and should put
in fresh gauze whenever it is required. This can be done in a few
minutes if the tubes be made to open at both ends ; and they can
be rendered gas-tight by a small washer of lead, or, better still,

by springing a piece of vulcanised rubber over the whole length
of the tube flash with the milled heads of the caps at the ends. If

the red rubber be used it will present a very neat appearance, aud
when once the rubber is on it will not be necessary to remove it in
unscrewing the caps. Tested by suction the tube will be found to

be quite air-tight if the screw has been greased with a little tallow.

The credit of this invention belongs to Mr. Broughton, of Man-
chester ; but I presume he will place no restriction upon the manu-
facture of the tubes, since we are all interested in restoring the
confidence of the public, and in enabling them to listen to the
instruction we have to impart, without any nervous fear of an
explosion. T. Frederick Hardwich.

AN ELECTRIC TIME ALARM WITH AUTOMATIC
SHUTTER.

Those who have much to do with copying and enlarging cameras,
in which the exposures are usually not tirae<l in seconds, feel
the desirability of some kind of alarm to warn them of the termina-
tion of tho.se periods, and a shutter to cover up the lens at the
same moment the aural notice is given. It is not always convenient,
when two or more oimeras are employed, to attend to any one
of them at the proper time, either in conseqnence of being engaged
in the dark room or lest others should be shaken by moving about
the floor ; besides, one's memory does not always serve. Time
appears to pass so rapidly the more busily an operator makes use of
it that the interval is found to have been exceeded on referring to
the clock, the result being a spoiled plate ; whereas, if each of the
instruments were fitted with a shutter and bell in electrical com-
munication, and controlled by the timepiece, failures from such
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a cause would cease to be. To this end I intend to describe a

moderately simple and cheap arrangement for the purpose, and, by
wiiy of preliminary, to indicate the requirements and give some idea

of the conditions whereby electrical energy may be applied to enable

photographers, who are not even amateur electricians, to fit up
the thing for themselves.

The mechanical and other appliances consist of a cheap American
clock (preferably one of the older forms in wooden case), a charged

No. 2 Leclanchc battery, a small electric bell, and an electro-magnet

for each camera fitted. A few yards of silk or cotton-covered

copper wire, and some small terminals for convenience in connect-

ing up. completes the list. These may all be purchased at a cheap

rate, and are permanent, with the exception of the battery, and
this might also be considered so, in that the slight amount of work
it has to perform will not necessitate its being re-charged more
than once a year, and only costs a few pence if sent to an electrician

to be done. This form of battery is so common an article of

commerce that it scarcely needs description here; as it is, however,
the source of power, a little must be said respecting its action.

Upon the top of the jar are two terminals, soldered respectively

to a plate of carbon and a rod of zinc. These are called the poles,

and, while unconnected by a conductor of electricitj'—which, to

speak roughly, consist of metals and non-oonduotoi's of wax, dried

wood, glass, ebonite, gutta-percha, resinous substances, and so forth

—no action takes place among the chemicals and metals in the

receptacle ; but when conneeted~a re-ai-raugement of the elements
of these substances takes place, and developes the subtle and pecu-

liar energy known as electricity which flows through the conductor.

This course of the current is called the "circuit," and will in our
case bo of copper wire, in which the apparatus for utilising the
energy will be placed and form part of it. A covering of cotton or

silk is advisable to prevent leakage or short-circuiting through some
material affording a path of less resistance between the poles of the
battery than that of bells and wire.

As it is not intended to allow the energy to waste by continuous
action of the battery, but to make it available at the right moment
to perform the service required, the line is severed and coiniected

up to the clock in such a manner that the making and breaking of

the circuit is controlled by its agency alone. More on this point further

on. To convert the current into the servant ; the quality it possesses

of magnetising a piece of soft iron placed in a helix of covered
copper wire through which it is passing, and therefore conferring
on the soft iron core, while under its influence, the property of

attracting that metal, is the only one to be here noticed. The
electric bell and shutter being both actuated by one of these
electro-magnets, and the whole being purchasable ready to connect
up in the wire, nothing further need be said respecting their
construction.

To prepare the clock for its office : provide it with a base piece if

to stand, or a backing if to hang, of thoroughly dry wood, and
secure upon the dial in the track of the end of the minute hand a
little flat staple of wire partially embedded in ebonite or gutta-
percha, to insulate it from the metal of the dial and other portions
of the clock—one of the ends of the wire to run through the sub-
stance of the insulator to a terminal also set in it. The timepiece
thus becomes a contact-breaker when placed in circuit—byconnecting
the wire from one pole of the battery to the terminal of the contact
on the dial, and that from the other pole to the metal framing of the
clock work—and only permits a passage of current insulated upon
the dial whilst its minute hand is travelling over and touching the
wire staple.

The electric bell and electro-magnet for the shutter we will pass
over, in supposing them to have been bought and all right for
fitting up.

The shutter for the lens is of the simplest character. It is com-
posed of a piece of three-quarter inch deal, in length about three
times the diameter of the hood of the lens, and in width about
twice the same. At the lower end a hole is cut to fit on the hood,
and on its face, a little more than the width of the aperture, are
glued some strips of wood for the shutter to slide in. This need be
but a little longer than the aperture in the board, and when raised
for exposure is held in position by a small iron bolt which is di-awn
to release it by a small electro-magnet fastened on one side of the
board.

Having provided the mechanisnj — battery, clock, bell, and
shutter—the fitting up is the next consideration. In the first place,
connect up one pole of the battery, by means of covered wire, with
the works of the clock. The union thus effected may be looked
upon as permanent, because, whether the clock be used to regulate
one or many cameras, it serves for all. From the contact on the

dial a piece of wire is taken to one terminal of the bell, another
length connects the other terminal with one of the electro-magnets

on the shutter, and, finally, another length unites the second
terminal of this last with the other and vacant pole of the battery.

It will be then found, as stated above, that the circuit is only
complete when the hand of the clock touches the metallic contact on
its dial, the action of the contrivance being as follows :—When an
exposure is to be timed—say, for five minutes—the hand is set

back that interval from this contact, and the shutter drawn and
bolted. At its expiration the hand makes contact, and, completing
the circuit, the electric energy magnetises the soft iron cores in the

electro-magnets of the bell and shutter, enabling them to attract

iron in their vicinity and perform the duty required—to give an
alarm and release the shutter, which falls by its own weight antl

terminates the exposure.

Should the clock be required to regulate the exposing con-

trivances of several cameras, or do other work of timing either

separately or simultaneously, there is no difliculty in fitting it for

the duty. For one instrument at a time only the one contact on
the dial is needed. This on being connected up by wire to a board
to which the wires from the various apparatus are brought, the

current is carried through any one of the series by luiiting it with

the clock wire by means of a switch—a strip of spring brass

screwed on the one wire and capable of being turned to touch any
of the others.

For simultaneous regulation a slight modification of the clock

will be necessary. As each set will require a hand and contact on
the face, there must be an extension of the hand arbor of the

clock to admit of several being placed upon it. The hands, instead

of being put on a square, must be slid upon the round spindle and
fit sufiioiently tight to move with it ; but not enough to prevent the

setting back of any one of them upon it. A key or cross-piece

on the end of the arbor will be very desirable for checking any
tendency to its turning with the hands. The contacts must be in steps,

as it were, rising outwards, and the hands respectively of suitable

length for each one. If half-a-dozen or fewer be used they must be

placed on the spindle in the order of their size, the shortest

one first—each one, in setting, to be put back from the contact

to vifhich it has been paired. In employing several bells they

should be chosen differing in tone as much as possible, to avoid

confusion.

An electrical servant of the above description can be usefully

employed in many other ways besides timing exposure— in

fact for any purpose where the period is definite and known before-

hand. John Harmeu.

PHOTOGRAPHIC INDUSTRIES.

THE SCIOPTICON COMPANY.
Desirous of becoming acquainted with the state of the sciopticon

as regards the probable demand for it during the forthcoming
season (for the lantern trade of the winter makes itself felt among
manufacturers several months in advance), we took occasion to pay
a visit to the head-quarters of the Sciopticon Company at 20, C'ole-

brooke-row, Islington, London, in which place it is established

under the management of Mr. George Smith—a gentleman well

known to our readers as an able writer on many topics, especially

those cognate to applied optics and projection.

But Mr. Smith does not confine himself to "scioptics" alone, for

he has also entered the domain of photographic apparatus construc-

tion, confining himself in this respect to what are mainly his

own inventions. At the time of our visit Mr. Smith was contem-
plating, with the fond eyes of a parent, his latest achievement in the

way of camera stands—the "Manx stand''—so called, as he ex-

plained, as being an embodiment of the sentiment conveyed in the

Manx motto, Quo'-imq>ie jeceris Uabit. This, the latest-born among
portable stands, partakes in some of its features of the Kennett
stand, only being much lighter, while the lightness is not secured at

the expense of rigidity. Without a drawing it is very difiicult to

convey a precise idea of its various details; but we m.ay say that in

the sliding central portion of the leg, by which the height is adjusted

to suit the requirements of uneven ground or elevation of point of

sight, rigidity is conferred upon it by a clever adaptation of

the T .system. There are many neatly-contrived adjustments con-

nected with the Manx stand, indicating thoughtful care throughout

in its construction.

C!onversing on the subject of the size of camera possessing the

balance of advantages for the amateur tourist ]ihotograp!ier, Mr.
Smith gave it as his opinion that the quarter-plate camera fulfilled'
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lliis requiremeiit in .i manner more pi'ifvclly, perluiiw, tliuu nny
other. In proof of tliU lie showed U4 liia own working outfit

neatly ]),aoi<ed in .a leather Ciise. It comprised a camera of the

dimensions just mentioned, havinj; a focussing-range extending
fron\ two to twelve inches; a small battery of lenses, also part of

the outfit, providing the means of obtaining photographs at either

extremity of this great focal range, or anywhere throughout its

scope. A supply of eight plates for the single journey is contained

in four double dark slides. The quarter-plate size, Mr. Smith
states, is all that is necessary when one desires to print from the

negative direct on to lantern -size plates for transparencies of

.3| X 3|— the recognised standard dimensions of pictures of this

class; while, if larger iirints are desired, the negative is sufficiently

shai'p to produce them, by a simjile system of enlarging, up to

15 X 12 inches.

llespecting the capabilities of single achromatic lenses for por-

traiture, we were shown by Mr. Smith some portraits obtained with
single lenses the working ai)erture of which had been enlarged to (.

While amply sharp enough in the face the definition of the parts of

the figure remote from the face was of a pleasing degree of softness,

contrasting favourably in this respect with the definition obtained
with a portrait leus having a large angular aperture, by which some
portions were extremely crisp and sharp, while others contiguous,

but situated on another plane, were quite hazy and indistinct. The
property inherent in single lenses by which this great contrast can
be obviated has fi-equently been brought before our readers.

There is a material known as " vulcanised fibre " that has recently

been introduced, and likely to prove of great value in various

departments of photography, which we saw commercially utilised

fur the first time during our visit. This material is up to the present
time supplied only in sheets, these being of various degrees of

thickness. It is .said to be j)repared with parchmentised paper; at

anyrate, it is light, impermeable to the action of acids or alkalies,

quite flexible, and exceedingly tough. Mr. Smith has been trying
the eflect of employing this substance instead of brass for making
lens diaphragms, and there can be no doubt of its value for this

purpose.

lie still adheres to the system, introduced by himself, of provid-
ing for a long focal range in the camera by a duplex system of tail-

boards-'one made in three pieces, and wrapping round the camera
when closed, like the cover of a book. When these are opened out
and kept in a ilistended and rigid position by suitable fasteners,

the body of the camera can travel from end to end of this double
or triple tailboard.

The basement of the seiopticon premises is devoted to the pro-

duction of moulds and the printing of lantern slides by the Wood-
bury process. Here stands a powerful hydraulic press, by which
the gelatine reliefs are pressed into the surface of the lead ])rinting

moulds. Of these latter we saw several hundreds stacked away on
shelves, .all being classified according to the subjects. A distinguish-

ing feature of lantern slides made in this manner is the transparency
of even the darkest shadows, while the tone is entirely at the option
of the printer, who can employ ink of any colour according to the
inclination of his mind. That which Mr. Smith has adopted as a
standard colour is a peculiar sort of dark brown, which he finds

meets with more general acceptance than any other. It is of a tone
much like that which characterised the transparencies of the now
extinct firm of Ferrier and Soulier, of Paris.

There are also several printing-presses here of simple form, but
which have been found well adapted for transparency printing. In
this class of work it is absolutely indispensable that thin plate-

gla-ss be employed. This department of photography, we may here
observe, is one with which Mr. Smith is exceedingly familiar,

having been at the outset a pupil and an assistant of Mr. W. B.
Woodbury's, and having for several years subsequently occupied an
important technical position in the Woodburytype department of
Goupil and Co., Paris. The supply of lantern slides kept ready in
stock is both great and varied. Mr. Smith is a strong believer in

the efficacy of tlie double-wick seiopticon in contrast with those in
which the light is obtained from three, four, and even five wicks,
and considers that the slight increase of illumination is dearly
purchased by the greatly-increased heat.

\ye were shown a new adapting slide-holder for the lantern by
which the effects of dissolving views could be obtained when
employing a single lantern only. As this slide-holder possesses
some features which we think exceptionally valuable, we .shall defer
the details connected with it till a future number, more especially
as it could scarcely be said to be in quite a completed form at the
period of our visit. Still we may here state what effect is produced.
The picture is seen fully illuminated upon the screen, the source of

ilhniiinalion being either limu or pi'trolvuni ; a diminution of the
light then takes place, more or less rapidly at the option of the
exhibitor, until it culminates in an instant of darknenn, after which
the light again increases to full intensity, but with a different picture

now on the screen. The rapidity with which one plate may thuii be
merged into another is entirely under the control of the exhibitor,

who can either prolong the transformation during a quarter of a
minute or flash it off in half-a-second. The means by which this it

effected will form the subject of another article in an early
number.
The upper portion of the premises is devoted to the braas work

connected with a growing manufacturing business, in which metallic

fittings play no insignificant part Mr. Smith, we may observe, is

quite at home at the work-bench and turning-lathe ; and in this

respect, and unlike many other inventors, he possesses the advantage
of being enabled to carry his special ideas into practical effect with
his own hands.

EXPERIMENTS WITH PHOSPHITES AND VAEIOUS
ACIDS IN DEVELOPERS.

The objection to sulphite of soda in the developer, raised in these
pages some time ago—that it acts as a restrainer—was experimentally
refuted by the Editors, who proved that it, by itself, acts as a glow
developer, which was to be expected, because all developers, including
pure sulphite of soda, are absorbents of oxygen. Another reason is

that it has a feebly-alkaline reaction, and the presence of alkalies

increases the absorption of oxygen by silver reducers. Then, again

:

sulphurous acid is one of the weakest of the inorganic acids. It ia not
much more powerful in its combinations tlian carbonic acid ; so that
thei'c are certain resemblances between carbonate of soda and sulphite
of soda—the former, however, having the stronger alkaline reaction. As
sulphite of soda is a developer, how is it that a solution of it rendered
slightly acid preserves pyrogallio .acid? This may be because there is

so very much matter in the concentrated solution to oxidise, and
because the specific gravity of the liquid is such that when its upper
surface is oxidised the thin film acts partially as a protecting layer

upon the bulk of the liquid below. Without the sulphite the oxidised
layer sinks in streams to the bottom of the solution, fresh liquid takes
its place, to be in turn oxidised, and so the whole mass discolours

rapidly. The oxidised solution is a brownish-yellow vegetable dye.

Undoubtedly sulphite of soda slows development, which is a different

thing from slowing the plate. To operators not in a hurry from com-
mercial stress or other reasons, the lengthening of the time of develop-
ment by a minute or two is an advantage rather than otherwise. The
whole operation is then more under control, and it is easier to bit the
proper intensity, thereby avoiding subsequent strengthening or re-

ducing of the negative.

Wishing to know the function of .acids in the sulphite of soda deve-
loper, and to what extent different acids affect the colour of the image,
I tried several new developers, all of which worked well. The first

picture was, however, developed with the usual sulpho-pyrogallol de-

veloper, slightly acidified with citric acid in order to compare it with
the others. The acidulated sulpho-pyrogallol and bromide of potas-

sium were applied first to the film that it might obtain the benefit of

the action of the free acid before the latter was neutralised by ammonia.
By soaking the plate in this way for more than a minute, and brushing
its surface under the liquid before the addition of the ammonia, it is

easier to obtain clean, unspotted, and dense negatives. Soaking the
plate with water alone before development has always bad a bad effect

in my experience.

The following are the new developers tried. The sulphite of soda
used was the recrystalliacd variety ; all the chemicals employed were
those of Messrs. Hopkiu and W'illiams, except the pyrogallol, which
was Scheriug's. In all cases, of course, the acid was put in the liquid

before the pyrogallol was added.

1. Lactic Acid,

The stock solution consisted of

—

Luetic acid 60 minims.
Saturated solutioa of sulphite of soda 1 ounce.

Pyrogallol 45 grains.

In this and all the succeeding experiments, before developing, one part

of the stock solution was added to fifteen of water containing the

bromide, and the ammonia was added after the plate had been treated

in the manner already stated. The above stock solution at once took a
faint, pinkish straw colour.

2. BlSULPinTE OF SOOA.

The stock solution consisted of

—

Saturated solution of bisulphite of soda 1 ounce.

Pyrogallol 46 grains.

This salt is strongly acid to test paper ; in fact, it will dissolve zine,

and undergo decomposition in the process. The solution was of a
feebly-tinted, bl.ockish-greon colour. Bisulphite of soda is ninch l«n
soluble in water than the sulphite.
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3. Sulphurous Acid and Sulphite of Potash.

Water 1 ounce.

Sulphite of potash 2 drachms.

Sulphurous acid 1 drachm.

Pyrogallol 45 grains.

The sulphite of potash had an alkaline reaction, and the above

quantity of sulphurous acid made it but sligbtly acid. The solution

was of a dark, sage-green colour.

4. Carbolic Acid.

Saturated solution of carbolic acid in water. . 1 drachm.

^V'ater 7 drachms.

Pyrogallol 45 grains.

At the time of mixing, this solution was colourless; but it gradually

took on a yellowish-brown tint, aud at the end of three weeks became

the colour of ordinary negative varnish. Carbolic acid or, more pro-

perly speaking, phenol, is not an acid at all; the behaviour of this

developer was, therefore, unlike the others, as stated farther on.

5. Phosphorus Acid.

Water 1 ounce.

Phosphite of potash 110 grains.

Pyrogallol 45 ,,

Tlie phosphite of potash had an acid re.aotion of its own. The solution

was a dark, sage-green colour, and slightly opalescent before and after

liltering. In three weeks it exhibited symptoms of slight turbidity,

but was possibly only ridding itself of that which caused the opales-

C€I1CC

6. Phosphorus and Citric Acids.

Water 7 drachms.

Phosphite of soda 220 grains.

Solution of one drachm of citric acid in

eight drachms of water 120 minims.

Pyiogallol 45 grains.

The phosphite of soda had an acid reaction ; but on adding the pyro-

gallol it went a dark colour, so I added the above citric acid, which at

once partially decidourised it. I do not now think that the addition of

the citric acid Avas necessary ; for the dark colours struck with the

phosphite salts appear to be harmless, and do not show in the de-

veloper when first diluted for use. The stock developer now under

notice assumed a greenish-brown colour.

The general result of the trial of all these developers was to show
that, with ordinary exjjosures, the particular acid in the developer

has very little influence on the colour of the image, though it has much
on the colour of the developer. The free acids in these developers all

acted as restrainers, with tlie development conducted in the manner
already stated. In fact, with the very acid, bisulphite of soda. No. 2

developer, more than treble the usual exposure of the plate was
necessary. On the other hand, as the exposures were lengthened and
the developers made more acid the vigour of the images increased, and
acquired more the characteristics of those taken on chloride of silver

gelatine plates. I am not sui-e whether by following out these

principles it may not be possibh^ to get the same class of transparencies

as witli chloride plates, aud to avoid the long exposures to lamp-light

on the one hand, or to burning magnesium on the other, as well as to

avoid keeping one set of plates for transparency printing aud another

description of plates for the camera.

According to Miller, sulphite of potash in solution undergoes slow

decomposition in closed bottles; and a recent paragraph in these pages

announced that a French chemist had stated that sulphite of soda in

solution slowly decomposes. The latter paragraph may have merely

meant the ordinary decomposition by oxidation ; but if it meant decom-

position in closed bottles the subject should receive attention. Watts
Bays that the solutions of the phosphites alter little by exposure to air,

B) there is a probability of advantage in substituting them for the

sulphites in developers.

These experiments proved to me that variations in the amount of

free acid in the sulphite class of developers affect the results—whether
more so by my method of applying the developer than by other methods
I cannot say; but, as the citrates of the alkalies are powerful retarding

agents, it is probable there is restraining in every case. A bad sample

of sulphite of soda is a mischievous thing, because the decomposition of

any free carbonate of soda in it, when citric acid is added, produces the

strong restraiuer, citrate of soda, in the solution ; therefore the sulphite

of soda should be pure and recrystallised.

In all cases litmus paper should be called into use when mixing the
sulphite developer. When the solution is but just neutralised, or but
faintly acid, it has much more tendency to fog the plates than if a little

more acid be added. Tlie stock developer may give a fairly-strong

reddening of litmus paper before the acid is in sufficient ascendancy to

effect retardation of practical importance ; but the chances of fog are

greatly diminished. Some of the discrepant experiences of various new
users of the sulphite of soda developer may have been due to their

following one formula, and mixing the same quantity of citric acid

with different samples of sulphite of soda. The latter must be pure to

be sure of good result.^, and the mixing should be done with the aid of

the information given by test papers,

As an example of the danger of using different samples of sulphite of

soda indiscriminately, it may be mentioned that wliile at Lucerne I
received a French sample of the salt, and did not recognise it, its

appearance was so "chalky." Seven ounces of saturated solution of

it were made and filtered, and having no litmus paper at my hotel I

took the solution to Herr Prunck, of Zuricherstrasse, to be rendered
very slightly acid before adding the pyrogallol. He informed me of a
more delicate test than litnms paper, namely, a very weak solution of

cyanine, the beautiful blue colour of which is destroyed by the feeblest
trace of acid in any liquid added to it. To hit this neutral point we
had to put into the seven ouuces of solution at least a ((uarter of an
ounce of strong sulphuric acid, that acid being selected for the purpose
of liberating a little free sulphurous acid. The quantity of carbonate
of soda in the original sample of "sulphite" may therefore be imagined,
and had the neutralisation been performed with citric acid a heavy
amount of the powerful restrainer, citrate of soda, would have been in

the developer. This abundantly shows the necessity for using test

papers or test solutions, and pure chemicals, in makiug the sulphite of

soda developer. This developer works best when not quite neutral

;

it should have a moderately-strong acid reaction. I did not find that
sulpliate of soda acted very strongly as a restrainer, much of it as the
solution contained. Many salts, containing more oxygen than the
sulphites, act as restrainers in chemical actions. An article by Mr.
Hood in a back number of the PhUonophiral Maija:.ini: states that the
oxidation of ferrous sulphate througli chlorate of potash is retarded by
the presence of the sulphates of potash, soda, .ammonia, aud other
salts, in proportion to the weight of each inactive salt added. In
photography any tendency to yield oxygen checks development, and
any tendency to absorb oxygen increases the energy of development

:

even salts chemically inactive seem to exercise some little "strain" in

either the one or the other directiou.

On my notes are the following items of further information about
the six developers already mentioned :

—
The lactic acid developer. No. 1, gave a briglit image, which came

out rapidly. This acid possesses mucTi power in the way of preventing
the decolourising to any great extent of the pyrogallol stock solution,

which in three weeks has undergone no visible change. The lactic

acid used was not very strong, but that known as "medicinal,"
specific gravity 1040.

Developer No. 2, with bisulphite of soda, was so acid that it re-

quired about three times as much ammonia as the other developers
to energise it. 1 find the curious remark on my notes that the
plate developed with it took longer than the others to fix in the thio-

sulphate of soda solution, but this requires verification by more ex-

perience.

J'he sulphite of potash developer, No. 3, presented no unusual
features. The carbolic acid developer. No. 4, darkened rapidly over
the plate; in short, it behaved just like the ordinary pyrogallol

developer without sulphite, aud the image came out quickly. No. 5,

with phosphite of potash, gave a vigorous image; the diluted de-

veloper became slightly opalescent. No. (j, with phosphite of soda and
much citric acid, gave one of the best trausparencies of the series; but
the exposure was necessarily longer than with plates for development
in a less acid solution. The develoi^er acquired a deep colour—not
irregularly; yet I do not think it was more decomposed than if the
ordinary sulphite developer had been used. These colours of the
liquids are very deceptive, .and, as a rule, are harmless, forming no
guide as to the relative amount of decomposition going on in various
developers. The phosphite of soda developer took the colour of strong
old ale over the plate.

All these stock solutions work well ; and, as I use them up, if they
should present any peculiarities not yet observed, any such jjoiuts of

interest will be published. W. H. Harrlson.

ON THINGS IN GENERAL.
OxYGKN explosions still to the fore ! I suppose, also, they will be till

the arrival of the millenium. The first time a man starts exhibiting
lime-light, if he be not tlioroughly iguorant, he is generally in a state

of nervous tremor; and when he makes oxygen, if he have heard any-
thing about its danger—a problematical occurrence, by-the-bye—lie

almost buys a suit of plate armour .against possible explosions. But
after a few trials, when he finds the whole thing so simple, he rapidly
proves the truth of the adage, "Too much familiarity breeds con-

tempt," and he has nothing but wonder for the fools who have " blow-
ups," till, perhaps, some day he finds himself testing the strength of

the ceiling with his head. When, however, the work is delegated to

ignorant servants, the occasional occurrence of accident is an actu;il

necessity, and the wonder is that there are not more of them. Fven if

the danger be well known to them, and steps devised to ijrevcnt

accident, they will not make use of them. There are manufacturei'S

who will not have their steam-boilers examined by an official examiner
as they might be put to expense in repairing them ; and there are work-
men who load the safety-valve. The same class of treatment is given to

gas bags, and would be to nitro-glycerine if it could be turned on by a

tap. Due has only to observe the usual course of proceeding wheu
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there is an escape of gaa. Most iRojile know that if it get alight it

will expluilc, so the cuniiiion plan is to strike a light at onco ami apply
it where the gas smells strongest, with the idea, I presume, of ascer-

taining whether it is tiangerous. Unfortunately, too many of these

rash jieraons carry the knowledge to the grave. I do not for a moment
wish It to be supposed that I would deprecate any attempt to introduce
safeguards ; the more, and the better in quality they are, the fewer
the accidents there will be. But it is useless for anyone to expect
perfect immunity from accident when the ordinary plan of the workman,
who imagines that the gas has got mixed, is to apply a light to the tap

to ascertain the fact. The minstrels who were performing at Drury-
lane where the accident recently took place deserve a medal for their

presence of mind, for it prevented the occurrence of a panic. Aa
soon as the noi.se showed something to be wrong they interpolated a

few comic remarks, and led the audience to believe that it formed part

of the entertainment.

Kxplosive substances seem to connect themselves most closely with
photography. \\'itli ether, pyroxyline, oxyhydrogcn, &o., so constantly

in use, no wonder the fire insurance companies make us pay heavily

;

and now we have still more dangerous chemicals suggested. M.
(Juyard has proposed iodide of nitrogen as a light measurer—a chemical
which will literally explode by a breath of wind, and cannot be kept
in quantities of more than a few giains at a time. I note a correspon-

dent of this Journal writes to the Editors to know if iodine dissolved

in ammonia would remove very bad silver stains. He is informed that

they will, but is cautioned to keep iodine always in excess to avoid the

formation of the above-named terrible compound. But why use such
a compound at all? A preliminary treatment with strong solution of

iodine, followed by cyanide or even hypo., is quicker than any plan

known. It is incontestably superior in point of efficacy to any other

plan published ; but it has not been told more than a thousand times,

80 I presume it is not generally known.

Mr. W. Coles's paper on Allfring (he Density of (.likidni Nenalive"
was a most useful one, though, as a matter of course, he could not
include all good methods. He nuist be a courageous man, for he
positively admitted that it was possible for him to make an error of

judgment in the density of a negative. My experience of photographers
is that, like doctors and lawyers, they never make a mistake, Mr.
Coles no doubt believes with nie the jihilosophiciil dictum—" Show me
a man who never made a mistake and I will show you a fool."

Mr. E. Dunmore, at the last nieetiug of the Parent Society, made a
very pertinent remark (iniiit permanency. He said tlie word "might
have a very elastic meaning; it might be used as meaning inilestructi-

bility or durability." I can give him an instance showing that the
public may put the former construction upon the word. A reception-

room attendant was showing to a lady a beautiful picture in water
colour upon a carbon print which had just left the artist's hands and
was not yet framed. "This is done by the permanent process." " Is

it," was the reply, and the lady (luickly rubbed the face of the picture

with her gloved finger before she could be interfered with. Talilcnn

!

I see that Mr. H. B. Berkeley has been complaining about the reports

in the journals of the meetings of the Photographic Society of (ireat

Britain. He says:— "Under the present system of publication of a
non-official character such errors must remain inevitable." Mr.
Berkeley is nothing if not logical. Where is the logic here ? By the
same argument all the simimaries that appear in the daily papers
even are necessarily inaccurate 1

I was much interested in reading the account of the method of

getting rid of obtrusive backgrounds that the editor of the Pholu-
ijiii/iliic Tim<:< (Xew York) devised. He made bonfires, and the smoke
formed a screen that quite obscured the objectionable parts. Our old
friend is a lucky man, or deserves to be ; but was not the wind a very
convenient wind on the occasions he named—never once blowing the
smoke the wrong way, on to the foreground instead of oft" it '.

Photogra]>hy and fine art are again in collision on the continent.
This time there is actually on view a iihotograph and a painting of the
same spot—the interior of a studio—with similar surroundings, and the

Eainter is accused of undue use of the photograiih. The jury of honour,
owever, has acquitted him. This artist did not adopt a safe plan ; he

should have got hold of a beautiful landscape photograph, the result of

thought and clever selection by an educated photogi-apher : no one would
have blamed him then, as that sort of thing is considered all right.

Photography in colours once more and not a secret process, the
whole being given to the world without fee or reward ; See report of a
meeting of the St. Helens Photographic Section. I did not hear
of any picture being shown that had been executed by the process. We
shall see what we shall sec !

Mr. J. U. Sawyer's remarks about coloured light in dark rooms w.is
i|uito to the jioint ; in well-arranged works they do not stare at the
light. In the first place, the workman has his work to look at; and,
in the second, even if his eyes did wander, there should always be an
opa(iue screen between them and tlic direct glare of the light. It is

only onr dark-room visitors who stare at the windows and say

—

"does not the light dazzle your oyc«?" Frel L.iNCE.

WIIKUli TO <;0 WITH THK CAMKUA.
tit U hoiKxl that this series o( artlulea will be lontiiiuixl it rcKulM Mid Insquent In-

toivals (luriiiK the vacation inoiithii, and wc ahull Iw ulail to rei-clvc contriliiitloni to
the scries (rum any friends ahle to treat of new and interesting ground.]

AMONG THK ALP.S IX JUNE.
Ai-Tilor(iH weather in Switzerland was very ba<l during July, 1883, we
were fortunate in having sevunteon perfect days among the Alps in Jt'ine.

The passage from Southampton to Havre on the uight of the 19th wm
exceptionally smooth, and the journey wa« continued viA Rouen, Paria,
and Dijon to Lausanne without a break.
About four o'clock on AV'ednesday morning the train wound above the

gorges of the Jura. Heavy mista clung to the pine-clad mountains, an<l
the meadows were carpeted with forgetme-notg and what appeared to
Ije narcissus. There is a solemn beauty about the Jura that is most im-
pressive—" foresplendouriug," as Carlyle would say, the greater glories
of the high Alps. Lausanne, the last resting-place of Kemblc, wag
reached about nine o'clock, and Onchy shortly after, where we slept
for the first time. The main features of interest at Oachy are the
old Clock Tower, the washerwomen (each standing at her tub), and the
water-carriers ; these are very picturesque.
Thursday was superb, aiul we left early by boat for Chillon. The old

castle ou the lake with its background of hills glowing with colour,
between and above which rise the snow-clail mountains, formed a picture
never to be forgotten even amongst the grander scenery of the Alps.

Eight o'clock next morning found us on our way through the Rhone
valley, rid Brigne, to Bel Alp. Skirting the lake we saw the railway
to Glion (a mountain village) in progress. It is now open, and is said
to be (excepting Vesuvius) the steepest railway in the worhl. The
gradient is fifty-seven per cent., aud the line nearly TOO metres long.
At St. Maurice we changed trains. There is lialf-an-hour's stay here.

We did not see the line grotto here, thinking half-an-hour insutiicieut.
There had been heavy rain about three in the morning, so that the op-
pressive air of the Rhone valley was in as good condition as it ever
can be with its miles of stagnant swamp. We saw the cascade of
Pissevache ; it was very full, and niakcd a beautiful plate. Near here
is the Gorge du Trient, which also makes an interesting picture.
Further up the valley, on the edge of a snow-clad giant, blushed the
exquisite pink of the Alpine rose.

At Martigny the Rhone turns a sharp angle and accompanies the rail

up the valley to Brigne, which we reached about half-past two. The
porter of the H'Hel d'Angleterre .speaks English as well as an English-
man, and, as a rule, the porters of the Swiss hotels all speak English.
They accompany the omnibuses to meet the trains ; therefore all you
have to do, if you speak neither French nor German, is (having decided
upon your hotel Iw/orf arrlfinij) to make at once for the right omnibus
and address yourself in English to the porter.

After lunching at Brigne we started on foot to climb Bel Alp, some
7,000 feet. Crossing the Rhone at Brigne we soon began to ascend
a bridle-path, which is very steep, and more or less a staircase of large
stones. Here and there watercourees overflowed the path, rendering it

muddy and disagreeable, ^'alai8 is a Catholic canton, and around the
cli<Veli on our way the dirt aud mire were indescribable. We had not
ascended far when we found the Turk's-cap lily, pink with red spots,
growing abundantly. I believe it to bo the martagon lily. As we
ascended, the grandeur of the view rising behind us defies description.
In the front a mountain torrent born of the snows above, Ben Alp, came
rushing down, forming here and there beautiful pictures for artist
or photographer.

At something over two hours and a-quarter we reached the half-way
house. Here we had milk, and the horses fed on black bread. It
was past eight in the evening when we reached the H6tel Bel Alji.
The air was quite frosty, and we were glad to take a<lv8iitage of a
large wood fire beside which to dine. It was too late to see anything
after dinner, but next morning ie\ealed one of the finest panoramas
in Switzerland in a semicircle heforc us.

Wrapped in garments of eternal snow the mountains stood like
saints in robes of righteousness. First came the Wcisshorn, next
the Matterhorn, the Mischabel, the Fletchhorn, Monte Kosa, and
several other peaks. From the Sparrenborn, three hours up liehind the
hotel, a more splendid view is obtained. Five minutes off is the
"Maison de Tyndall," and certainly the professor has shown his
appreciation of air, which we thought unrivalled. There are two
hotels, both belonging to Klingele. The new one looks straight on to
the great .-Vlctsch Glacier—"the wiilcst, the longest, and the grandest
glacier of the Alps"—at once a marvel and a terror. The Ixjrdcr liuo
on the Eggischom side—which seen from this great height appears a
short walk-is fifteen miles long, and takes fourteen hours to traverse.
On the path to the glacier we found the yellow violets f Yinla

bijiuru ), anil round the hotel lu.isses of lltiiliaiia rtiim, (•'tiilinHii.

ucaii'in, violas of different shades, crocuses, Tomtoutlla Alinmi,
myosotis, blue and white, and many other HoMers unknown. I had
with me a 7J x 5 camera, and here I to.ik several plates—notably one
(if the Great Aletsch Glacier, which I thought goo<l, but which was
broken in going home. My bottles were eacli in boxwood cases, but,
nsverlhvlcss, one bottle was broken to pieces, I ueeil Keunett's slow
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plates. The exposure was generally nine seconds, t!ie Alps being covered
with a black card kept moving until tlie last two seconds. I received

this liint from a gentleman of great Alpine experience, who advised the

card in preference to a flap shutter.

All Saturday, Sunday, and Monday the Alps were cloudless. Finer
weather could not be; and the sunrise on Sunday morning at Bel Alp
will never be forgotten by those privileged to see it.

On Monday, June 25th, we went down to Brigue. Soon after leaving

the Bel Alp Hotel we came to a tir wood gemmed with Anemone var

sit'phm-ea, and further on found Autherictim ( PartulUia) lUiantrnm—
otherwise called "St. Bruno's lily." The word " paraili-iia" is very
applicable to the purity of this flower, and it grew in profusion. We found
several more flowers we knew, but the number of the beautiful unknown
prevailed. Our horses having preceded us to Brigue, the maltrc d'hotel

took upon himself to send a carriage to meet us at the bridge, which
was fortunate, for we had not been live minutes in the hotel before a

violent thundei-storra came on. Rain fell in torrents, and the lightning

was magnificent. This storm cleared the air, and, as before, we had a
cool journey through the Rhone Valley.

Leaving Brigue about seven next morning we reached Interlaken that

evening about nine. Interlaken is charming. Nearly all the houses
are built in chiilet style. The shops are good, and the place is highly
picturesque, bright, and clean. But I was disappointed in the Jungfrau
as seen from Interlaken. How could it be otherwise after the grand
panorama of Bel Alp—the Mischabel alone being lifteen thousand feet

high? However, the weather was jierfect, and on Wednesday we drove to

Orindelwald, where I took several plates. I greatly regretted not
having the camera with me at the Gorge of the Littsobine. The time
was l)etween nine and ten a.m., and the light was just right. We went
to the lower part of the glacier, and there the fantastic shapes of ice

made a wonderful picture.

Next day we drove to Sauterbrunnen. The road is Very beautiful,

tlie white Liitschine on one side and the pine-clad mountains on the
other. At Lauterbrunnen, the "Staubbach," or dustfall, was full. It

falls at one leap 980 feet, and it is so airy that a strong wind will blow
it considerably out of its perpendicular. I got a good plate of it, and
also of tlie Trtimmelbach—a fall about a mile down the valley. There
are, I believe, twenty-five falls here, and these two are the finest. The
word " Lauterbrunnen " means "nothing but fountains." There ai'e a
iiuantity of trout in the Liitschine, and it seems a pity to serve them,
as was done, before they were half grown.

Early on the 29th we started for Miirren. Tlie bridle-patli from
Lauterbrunnen is steep, but not nearly so evil as the Bel Alp staircase.

The view going up is magnificent. The Jungfrau, Miincli, Breithorn,
and Kiger seem very near, and splendid pictures can be taken eu route.

Halfway up is a small inn, and close by the Staubbach takes her leap
into the valley below. After two hours and aquarter we arrived at
the Hotel des Alpes. It is a lirst-rate hotel, with a fine billiard-room
and every luxury, even to a hairdresser. This hairdresser is an intel-

ligent little man. He showed us over their museum, wliich is very
interesting, and told us he often saw chamois on the black Miinch. He
said the license had been raised to over four pounds, owing to the
chamois having been killed down. They had two owls alive and
several fine rough-coated St. Bernards. When one considers that all

the velvet couches, chairs, piauos, &c., &c., have to be carried up these
mountains tliere is room for astonishment. After a good second break-
fast we left Miirren, and the following morning left Lauterbrunnen for
Giessbach and on to Thun, which we reached on Saturday evening.
The Castle of Ziihringeu-Kyburg, with its four turrets, is most

picturesque, and so is the principal street, which recals Chester. The
Castle of Spicz, on the lake, makes a beautiful plate, with the Stock-
horn and Nieseu in the background. There are several other good
j)icture3 to be had at Thun, but the air is oppressive, which is a draw-
back. Being Sunday I did nothing, and next morning we left early
for Berne. There is a beautiful view of the Alps to be taken at Berne.
The mountains were clouded the day of our visit, which was a loss.

The cathedral belongs to the old Ulm school of architecture, and dates
from 1421. The stained windows of the choir are very fine, otherwise
the interior is disappointing. The sculpture over the chief portal is

the masterpiece of Krhard Kung, of Westphalia, towards the end of the
eighteenth century. The face and figure of the Goddess of Justice are
beautiful.

The clock tower makes a nice plate; but the bears which perform
when the hour strikes are so small and dark that they do not come out
well. The fountain of the ogre is another capital subject. We went
to the museum to see the celebrated St. Bernard dog "Barry." He
was a smooth-coated dog, and was considered Al at the monastery.
Rough-coated dogs cannot stand the exposure and are drafted away.
This noble dog had saved fifteen lives. We obtained two photographs
of him at the museum. " Barry's " interesting history and that of his
successor is given in Vero Shaw's Book of tkr JJor/.

We left Berne for Friburg in order to see the suspension bridge,
which hangs on chains between two arches and vibrates with the tread',
and to hear the great organ. M. Vogt (son of the late performer)
played the celebrated thunderstorm, the cox AHniaua interpreting the
chorus of peasants. The organ has immense power, but lacks sweet-
ness. Near the cathedral stands the lime tree of Morat. This veuer-

able tree, fourteen feet in circumference, makes an interesting plate.

The story goes that it was once a twig carried in the hand of a lad who
ran into Friburg to announce the victory of Morat, in 1476, utterly ex-
hausted. The boy fell dead with " victory " on his lips, and his twig
was planted where he fell.

Our faces were now turned homewards, and we halted for the last

time at Rouen. Near the station for Havre stands the modern church
of St. Gervais. Here is a crypt of the fourth century. The church
stands on the side of the old Priory of St. Gervais, where William the
Conqueror died. A marble slab outside tlie church relates this. We
went on to the Cathedral, which the guide-book mentions as " viciously
florid," but Time has thrown his gracious mantle over the pile, refining
and beautifying the whole. Inside we found the tomb of Rollo, first

Duke of Normandy, and in the north aisle that of his son, William
Longsword, assassinated in 944. Near the choir is the long-buried
eifigy of Richard Cceur-de-Liou.

For the first time rain fell on us in torrents and prevented an exami-
nation of the carving outside, so we hurried to St. Ouen's, the most
ancient abbey in Normandy, founded by Clothaire I. in o.S3, The
abbey was destroyed four times, and the present church was begun
and almost completed during the fourteenth century, the west porch
being the latest portion. The greater part of St. Ouen's is built of
hardened chalk, which abounds in the district. The exterior of the
abbey is most beautiful, being so harmonious that an idea of perfect
unity is conveyed. The Portail des Marmousets, on the south side,

will arrest the photographer.
I was disappointed with the nave, which is extolled as "pure

Gothic;" and I afterwards found that Mr. Ruskin, in his Seven Lamps
of Architeeliire, page 35, says of St. Ouen's— "Its nave is a base imita-
tion:" whereas Mr. Freeman says^" Nothing is introduced which
derogates from its claim to be the noblest of Gothic churches " (Hidory
of Arehiterlnre, page 399). The Norman tower, containing the ehambrr
aux f/fcc.i, at the corner of the north transept is the only remains of the
pre-existing churches. There are three exquisite rose windows—one
the work of the master mason, Alexander Borneval, and another by
his piipil, called "The Apprentice's Window." Berneval killed the lad
out of jealousy, and was tried and executed. Master and pupil lie side

by side in a chapel near the choir—date 1440. There are besides these
^vindows 125 otlicrs. Near the western entrance is a black marble
benitura, which reflects the nave in a striking manner.

Passing by the wretched statue of The Mail/ in the Place de la Pucelle

we came to the Hc'>tel Bourgtheroulde. The principal hn>:-i-eliif repre-

sents the Field of the Cloth of Gold. There are also several salamanders
and other sculptures. This hotel was begun in 1485, but not finished

until the middle of the sixteenth centurj'. The stone is a green grey.

From hence we walked to the museum of antiquities, where reposes

the heart of Richard Cieur-de-Lion, the mark of ^Villiam the Conqueror,
a fine collection of faience, one of the celebrated blue and white
violins in delft, and much else too numerous to mention. Time did not
allow us to visit St. Maclou—a most beautiful church, judging from the
exterior ; neither did we see the famous gradual of the monk Daniel
d'Aubonnc to be found in the public library. Wu much regretted not
seeing the old housei that still exist—notably those in the Rue Malpalu,
the Rue Nouveau Monde, and the Rue des Arpent, so attractively de-

scribed by Mrs. Macquoid in Through Normamhj : but time compelled,

and we were soon on our way to Havre, from whence a smooth sea

carried us back to the shores of old England. Booue.

FOREIGN NOTES AND NEWS.
M. Beroe's Print-Washini! App.\ratcs.

Bergk's washing apparatus, in which the water Is automatically

changed, forms the subject of an article in the Photographische Corres-

poiidenz. The washing apparati that have been described these last

few years have generally been intended for the gelatine negative

process, but this is for the removal of hyposulphite of soda from silver

prints. Of course, the idea of washing prints automatically is by no

means new, and there are already many more or less successful

machines in the market; but there is always room for another. Kvery
practical man knows how diflicult it is to remove the hyposul])hite

completely from the prints, which have often, before that has been

effected, to lie so long in water that- their appearance suflfers ; and it is

generally conceded that the quicker the washing can be done the

better are the results. With this apparatus the prints may be
thoroughly washed in from one to three hours. Description of the

apparatus :—The apparatus can be set up any size suitable to the

requirements of the establishment. The accompanying cut sliows the

arrangement according to the following proportions. In the cistern A,

holding fifty-five litres, there is a vertical wire ES to which is affixed

a valve S which permits the outflow of the water when the lever I) is

moved by the counterweight P. The water runs through the india-

rubber jjipe T into the washing vessel B. A very light bucket \',

capable of containing about a litre, is bung to the arm IC of the lever

D as near to E as possible, and at its under side an ai)erturc of three

or four mm. is made at G. A circular water-holder, B, of O'l of a

metre in diameter, has a floor at H, and is connected by an aperture
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in its floor with the annex K. lu the centre of this Annex, 0'03 of a
motro above the Hoor H, there rises the pipe K—the interior diameter
of which is eight mm., ami which carries of}' the washing water into
the pail V. Above the pipe 11 a movablo bell glass is inverted, the
dimensions of which are so chosen that the washing water finds its
way into it. In this way an intermittent outflow is established. The

gntta-percha tube T, which brings the water from the cistern A, is con-
nected witli a brass tube, whicli passes through the wall of the vessel

B and empties itself in an obliqne direction. The stream of water
runs out with great force, and communicates to the water already in

the vessel—a rotary motion by which the pictures are always brouglit in
contact with fresh water. Mode of working the apparatus :—The
cistern A is filled. Tlie lever D E rai.ses the valve S ; tlie water enters
the holder B by the tube T witli a rapidity which can be regulated at

pleasure. Since the aperture G in tlie pail is smaller than the opening
aI in the lever, the pail becomes rilled, and when its weight is more than
one kilogramme of water it exceeds that of the counter weight P ; it thus
causes tlio lever of E to move backwards, and therefore causes the
v.alve S to close, by which the fiow of the water from the cistern A
into the vessel B is interrupted, and the latter empties itself completely.
Then when no more water (lows into the pail V it will also empty itself

completely, and thus become lighter than the weight P, which wUl
again come into action and open the valve S, so that water can once
more run from A into B. This filling of the holder B at M (the escape),

as well as the snbsefiuent emptying of the vessel, goes on repeating
itself as long as any water remains in the reservoir A; and, of course,

the greater the capacity of the reservoir, as compared with tlie receiver
B, the oftener will the water be changed, and after each change of water
the pictures are brought into contact with a perfectly-fresh supply. To
convert the intermittent flow of water into a continuous flow all that
has to be done is to remove the inverted bell glass at M. There is no
fear of the water in B running over, because as soon as the water rises

above the tube 11 the pail V is set in action, and cuts off the inflow of
water from A.

THE ROYAL INSTITUTION.
The Freezinu op Etuer and Alcohol.

On Friday evening, the 1.3th instant. Professor Dewar gave an experimental
lecture at the Koyal Institution on The Litiuefuction of Gases. Mr. Warren
l)« la Hue pri'.sided. Among those present were Professor and Mi's.
Edward Krankland, Sir William Bowman, Professor Tyndall, Lord
Ranelagh, Professor Hughes, Miss Ottley, Colonel Pinnoy, Dr. Topham,
Dr. Maudslay, Miss Emmett, Dr. Macpherson, Earl Percy, Caiitain
Baillie, Dr. Tidy, Mrs. Ralli, Rear-Admiral De Kanzow, Mr." Dent, Mr.
and Mrs. William Crookes, and Dr., Mrs., and Miss Edmunds.

Professor Dkwar had arranijed in the tlieatre a variety of pieces of
apparatus for the production of extreme cold far below that obtainable by
means of a solution of solid carbonic acid in ether. He first, however,
drew attention to an iron vessel cimtaining carbonic acid lifjuefied by
pressure ; when the carbonic acid was permitted to escape by turning
a stojicock it chilled itself by expansion, and became condensed as
carbimic acid snow, which could be handled with imiiunity despite its
intense coldness, because it does not touch the hand, a layer of its vaimur
Iieing always between the hand and the snow. This snow floated on
the top of cold water, but when he compressed it into carbonic acid ice by
a force of between one and two tons to the M|uare inch, it sank in
water, and gave off bubbles of gas freely. The ice could not be so easily
bandied as the snow. A solution of solid carbonic acid in ether gives
a temperature of - 80° Centigrade, which is the boiling point of carbonic
acid ; at this temperature mercury is frozen rapidly. By placing the
mixture under the air-pump, to increate the eva|x)ration, he obtained
a teminir.iture of -110 C, and ho stated that -ll.">' C. is about the lowest
tcm[)erature obtainable by means of solid carbonic acid, which wa.s the

hiwest temperature Faraday could obtain in the state of knowledge in hi*
dav.

In the lower tomiwratures now obtainable, he said, an air thermometer
is useless for measurement, for air it«elf can now bo liqueH(Kl by cold and
pressure. The thermometer he used was, ho stated, both simple and
effective. It consisted of long, thin bands of copi>er and iron soldered
together at the ends so as to form a tlicrmo-pile. The soldered junctionjf
of one end of the pile were kept at a constant temixtrature by biMng placed
in water containing melting ice ; the other end of the pile was put iu the
liquid the temperature of which had to be ascertained. The ciirr«nt from
the pile passed through the coils of a reflecting galvanometer, which threw
a vertical line of light upon a long whiti' paiier scale stretching all acrom
the back of the theatre of the Royal Institution. The movements of this
line of light along the scale indicatc<l the temiieraturo obtained in each
experiment.
Liquid ethylene was the substance employed to produce the intense cold

afterwards employed by the lecturer. About five ixiunds weiglit of it,

under a pressure of 100 atmospheres, was stored in an iron Ixjttle. His
assistants ha<l l>een about a fortnight making this quantity. They made it

a little at a time and then put it in the large bottle, which stood iii a vessel
siinounded with ice and salt to keep it cold ; for ethylene cannot exist in
the liquid form above the temperature 10° C. Ethylene is the chief illumi-
nating constituent of common coal g.a><, and bums in air witli a smoky
flame. The boilinii-tmint of ethylene is -103^ C, and by placing it under
the air-i>nnip a cold of -Ur>' C, or -IW C, can tie obtained. Tlio
following are the temperatui-es at which the gases named become liquid :

—

BoiUNO Points Below the Freezing Point ok Water.

Boiling Point below
F. P. of Water.

Carbonic acid ...

Nitrous Oxide...
Ethylene
Oxygen
Nitrogen
Air
Carbonic Oxide

Degrees Centigrade.

- 80
- 90
-103
-184
-198-1
-192-2
-193

Boiling Point in
VBCunni.

Degrees Centigrade.

-IKi

-142
-198

The greatest cold yet obtained by man has been reached by two Russian
physicists, Wroblewski and Olszewski, who by the use of liquid uxygen
produced a temiierature of - 200° C. Hydro^n has been condensed into a
mobile, colourless fluid ; and although, chemically, hydrogen (wssesses the
properties of a metal, in its liquid state it presents no appearance of
metallic reflection.

The experiment of most interest to photographers was that in which
Professor Dewar froze absolute alcohol. This was done by allowing some
licjuid ethylene to flow through a brass tube surrounded by solid carbonic
acid and ether. When thus cooled it was passed into a large test tube, in
the middle of which was placed a gliiss tube with a flattened bulb at the
end, the bulb being full of absolute alcohol. The evaporation of the ethylene
was then accelerated by the use of the air-pump, and the alcohol was frozen
into a mass as clear and transparent as crystal. The tulie containing it was
turned bottom upwards, and as it melted it assumed exactly the consistence
of glycerine, flowing in a sluggish way down the sides of the tube. Ether
requires less cold than alcohol to freeze it, and in several of the experiments
ether ice formed on the sides of the glass vessels; but Profes.<or Dewar said
nothing about its (leouliarities, except that it interfered with the view of
what was taking place inside the vessels. The warm air of the theatre was
constantly condeuBing as snow or hoar frost on some of the vessels u.sed in
tlie experiments, and the chief difficulties of the lecture were the projecting
of the exiieriments on the screen by the electric light so that all present
might see what was taking place.
During the evening Professor Dewar momentarily liquefied oxygen. The

lecturer also juoved that ozone is a blue gas, which at a verv low tempera-
ture dissolves in bisulphide of carbon, forming a blue li(|uid. As the
temperature rises, the ozone oxidises the bisulphide of carbon with explosive
violence. He said that there was no reason why some of these condensed
substances should not be utilised for practical purposes—indeed, that there
was no doubt they would bo so utilised.

In the course of the lecture Professor Dewar called attention to tlie
following table, the first column of which gives the temperatures at whrch
the various substances are liquefied :

—

Ranoks ov Physical Conditions.

Water
Cyanogen
Carbonic acid
Sulphurous acid
Ammonia
Hydric sulphide
Nitrous oxide
CliU>rino

Carbim sulphide
Hydrochloric acid
Piiosphorous chloride
Ether
Alcohol
Amyl alcohol

Point of
Fusion.

Bangcot
UqokL

Banceo
SoOd.

Dnr.C. Dcg. C. Di-g.C.
370 273

- 34 1.^)8 239
- «6 97 •JOK.

- 76 230 !>.S

- 75 204 tk'i

- 85-6 18(> 187 5
-100 13.-) 173
-102 S50 171
-UO S8G lii3
-112-6 163 IW
-U4 400 150
-U7-4 413 155
-130 96o 14S
-134 440 138
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RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATION FOR PATENTS.
No. 9,359.—"Portable Stands for Photographic Cameras." Geo. Sjiith,

Colebrooke-row, London.

—

Dated June 24, 1884.

Improved Method of Pboducing Surfaces fou Peixtixg.

Specification of Harrison Garside.

This invention consists of an improved method of producing surfaces for

mechanical printing by means of photograpliy, and the object of my inven-

tion is the ])roduction, by mechanical and chemical means, of surfaces for

mechanical or ink printing, and it is applicable to typogi-apliic, lithographic,

and plate printing, and to the printing of fabrics by means of rollers.

Its leading feature is the breaking up of natural tints or photographic

reproductions of the same into dots or lines of varying magnitude. This

I effect in such a way that the so-called lights of tlie object to be represented

are translated into minute dots or lines, and the shadows into dots or lines

of such magnitude, and at such a distance apart, as almost to reiiresent

actu.ll blackness.

One of the ways in which my invention can be carried out is as follows :

—

I produce a grained plate or mould by cutting or punching, in a flat metal
or other plate, a series of shallow recesses of conical form and having their

edges in close contact. From this mould I produce, by the method known
as Woodburytype printing, a transparency on glass or thin paper, using

such a mixture of fluid gelatine and jiignient as will give absolute opacity

at the extreme depth of the mould. I now copy this transparency in the
camera on a suitable scale to give the grain desired in the printing block or

plate. This grain may be conveniently varied to suit the different classes

of work and printing. This copy, which consists of dots of absolute trans-

parency, shading into absolute or nearly absolute opacity, may now be
duplicated in any of the usual ways and for convenience in the form of

films. If one of these grained films or screens be now applied to the face

of an ordinary photographic negative it will be found on examination by
transmitted light that the more opaque portions of the negative are now
absolutely impervious to lii,'ht, except in the form of minute spots, while
the more transparent portions or shadows are veiled by a tracery of lines,

which by suitable printing may be nearly obliterated in the further opera-
tions, while between these extremes the varying tints of the negative are
seen as spots of varying dimensions. From the negative so adapted a
photolithographic transfer may be made and transferred to stone or to a
zinc or other plate if an etched surface for block printing be desired. If a
surface for plate or intaglio printing be required the operations are the
same, using in this case a photographic positive and reverse mask.
For certain s\ibjects such as portraits, and in cases in wliich it is desirable

to make improvements by liand, either mechanical or artistic, after the
translation to grain has been made it is convenient to make an enlarged
))icture frfim the photographic negative and the grained film combined.
From this enlargement, after the needed improvements have been made,
a grained negative may be produced on the .scale required.

I do not confine myself to the use of shaded dots in working my invention.
For some subjects, such as the representations of m.acliinery, statuary, and
coins, shaded lines msiy be conveniently substituted, or a combination of
two or more screens composed of shaded lines may be used as a substitute
for the shaded dots.

The grained plate or mould may be also ])roduoed in various ways. For
instance, a less mechanical translation may be made as follows:

—

.\n exposed coUographic plate is to be inked np with a tint approaching
lilackness and a grained resist transferred to a metal plate, or a similar
transfer may be made by means of the grained paper which is i]i use by
lithographic artists, or in other ways. The plate may now have a conical
grain produced by repeated etchings, as practised in typographic block work.
In some cases it is convenient to produce the griiin on the photographic

negative in the first instance, by placing in front of the sensitive plate while
exposed in the camera a gr.ained screen, or by exposing the sensitive plate
before or after exposure in the camera to tlie .action of light under a grained
screen, and in this case the exposure in the camera may be somewhat
reduced.
My invention may also be carried o>it in the following way :—I expose a

piece of sensitive carbon tissue under a negative, and after development I
support it on a surface of soluble gelatine, and while still slightly soft I lay
it upon a hard metal plate having the V-shaped grain and' subject them to
sufficient pressure to force the gelatine into the recesses of the plate ; and
I so proportion the thickness of the gelatine relief that the grain of the
plate is entirely filled by the thickest portion of the relief wlien dry. I
now dissolve tlie soluble support and produce a printing plate by electro
deposition or in any other convenient way ; or a piece of ordinary carbon
tissue may be exposed and developed in the usual way and transferred to a
white surface thickly coated with colourless gelatine or other slightly ductile
material. While still in a softened condition it is to be placed in contact
with the hard-grained plate, which m.ay be waxed to facilitate removal
and subjected to the necessary press>n-e. After drying the picture is to be
removed, and it will be found that the tints are broken up into dots of
varying dimensions in proportion to the varying thickness of the relief
picture. From this picture a negative in black and white may be made,
and a block or other printing surface produced by the usual means.

Instead of using a mask or screen consisting of sliaded dots or lines a
mask composed of transparent dots or lines on an 0|>aque ground may 'be
used in the following way :—The mask is to be placed at an appreciable
distance from the face of the negative which may l)o in contact with the
surface to be impressed, and such a combination of direct and diffused light
is to be thrown upon the mask as will cause the rays to disperse to'an
extent equal to very nearly the pitch of the dots or lines before reaching
the sensitive surface.

Having thus descrilied the nature and object of my said invention, I
declare that what I claim and desire to be secured to mo is—

1. The method of breaking up the tints of a photogi-aph into positive
dots or lines of varying dimensions, by means of masks or screens, consist-

ing of shaded dots or lines substantially as described.
2. The method of filling up the grain of a plate by means of a gelatine

relief for use as described.

3. Tlie method of breaking up the tints of a gelatiuo-oarbon or other re-

lief jjicture by pressure in contact witli a plate having a V-shaped grain.

4. The use and application of the_ above methods to the producticm of

surfaces for ink and colour printing in all their branches substantially as
described.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Data of Meetbig. Name of Society. Place of Meeting.

July 1 Sheffield Freemasons' Hall, Surrey-street.

„ 1 Halifax .... Conrlei' Office, Hegent-street.
„ 1 Bolton Club The Studio, Chancerj'-lane.

„ 1 (IIossop Dale .... Glossop Coffee Palace, Higli-street.

,, 2 Benevolent .... 181, Aldersitate-strett.
'> North Staffordshire Town Hall, Hanlev.

„ 2 Photographic Club .... Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street.

„ a London and I'l-ovini ial .... Masons' Hall, Basinghnll-streit.

„ 3 Bolton The Baths.

„ 3 Leeds : .... Philosophical Hall.

,, 3 Coventry Coventry Dispensary.

„ 3 Yorkshire Collejre .

.

College, Cookridge-atreet, Leeds.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.
At the technical meeting of this Society, held on the 24th instant, the
chair was occupied by Colonel .Stuart Wortley, Vice-President.

Several questions were i-ead from the box. The first was—"During the
prevalence of the recent east winds albumen paper prints have been found
to become covered after drying with fine cracks upon the surface. What
is the cause of this '!

"

Mr. Peek had noticed that this was the case particularly with those
prints th.at had been treated « ith encaustic paste.

Mr. W. E. Deuenhasi would have expected that filling up the pores
with wax would prevent rather than cause cracking.
Mr. W. Davey attributed the cracking to the paper being allowed to

dry up thoroughly after sen.sitising.

The Chaiujian, if he found a print cracking, would certainly try to

improve it by using encaustic paste. East winds were generally dry, and
for that reason would be favourable to the in'oduction of cracks.

The next question w.ts
—"If the time occupied for the transfer of an

image from the eye to the brain were one-eighth of a second, will the
photograph of a moving object, such as breaking waves, give so true a
record of the impression produced if taken in a shorter time than the eighth

of a second as it would if that were the duration of the exposure? "

Mr. E. Addenkkooke said that if each image took tlie eighth of a second
to reach the br.iin and record itself, it did not follow that it was not suc-

ceeded by the next image appearing, although that might only be the

thousandth of a second afterwards.
The Chairman inquired whether there was any evidence that one-eighth

of a second was the time actually occupied in reaching the brain to pro-

duce an impression.
Mr. Leox Warneuke said that the time varied with each individual.

Mr. Peek would not use a vei-y quick shutter to photograph breaking
waves, but would prefer a rather slow one.

Mr. Bebenham would use the quickest shutter that would give sufficient

exposure to the plate. He had employed one for the purpose working in

about the fiftieth of a second.

Mr. Peek would consider that a slow shutter.

Mr. W. Harrison agreed with Mr. Warnerke that the time for percep-

tion varied with each observer. In establishments, such as tliiit at Greenwich,
where astronomical observations were made the time for each indivi-

dual using tlie instruments was noted and set down as his person-al

equation. In case of illness, however, the personal equation of the

individual would be different.

Mr. Francis Cobb said that all the evidence was that from eye to brain

the sensation was instantaneously transmitted. The eye has been known
to shut, when a. splash of ammonia was coming, in time to catch it on the

outside of the eyelid .tnd save tlie eye. From the brain to the hand in work-

ing a recording instrument some time was taken.

Tlie next question was—" What is tlie cause of green fog? Fr<im the

photographic journals it appears that this question is one th.at had been
used in the examination of students at the City Guilds' Institute. If the

cause has been definitely ascertained the writer wishes to know what it is."

Mr. !". BoLAS said that some years ago Mr. Plener had found that

one kind of green fog consisted of metallic silver. Tlie fog mentioned lay

between the film and the glass, and by removing the film from the glass

with dilute hydrofluoric acid the fog could be got at. On rubbing it with

mercury it was dissolved away.
The Chairman said that one form of green fog was upon the outer

surface of the film and could lie removed by rubbing. Po.ssibly tlie kind
referred to by Mr. Bolas might have been also removable by rubbing only,

without mercury. That kind, however, wivs, he thought, iridescent fog,

and liable to be caused by imperfectly-cleaned glass.

Mr. Warneuke handed round a negative which had become covered

—

except in a part wliich had been protected by a glass lying against it—with

a deposit reseiubliug green fog. Tliis plate had been very carefully

washed but not varnislied, and he thought the lesson to be taken from it

w.xs triat plates should be packed closer together for mutual protection.
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Mr. Dbbenham considered that the iridescent stain in this case wtm due
to 8<il|>hurittii>ii of the silver from an impuro atmosphere, esiwcially from
cue containing ga« vapour.^. That it showed in the shadows of the negative
was not contradictory of this view, a* the plate was a little veiled, and any
want of clearness indicated the presence of a certain amount of silver.
Mr. U. Uav Woods said that green fug was not often heard of before

manufacturers had made their plates much more |)erfect than they had
formerly been pnxiuccd.
The Ohauui.^n replied that he had noticed green fog in his eai'Iicst

experiments, before any plates wei-o commercially made at all.

Mr. Dkhknham said that in Mr. Bennett's first published formula green
fojj was mentioned, and certain precautions referred to in order to guard
.against it.

The Chairman continued that if a certain plate were brought with some
iletails resiwoting it, and he was asked what was the cause of green fog in
that plate, he might s\iggost an answer, but that the question could not bo
answered in the general way witliout regard to the particular case.
Mr. .\. Cowan expressed himself similarly.
Mr. 'SN'ahnerkk said that green foa was unknown in Russia. He thought

that this was duo to the dryness of tlie atmosphere.
The Chairman had observed thatjplates newly made might give green

fog, but if kept for some months in a dry atmosphere the tendency went off.

Air. Woods said that green fog could not be obtained with iron develop-
ment unless some solvent of silver bromide were present, such as hypo, or
ammonia.
Mr. T. Sebastian Davis said that at a former meeting he had com-

plained of a want of density in his negatives, and it had been suggested to
use a much greater quantity of bromide in de felopment. He had done
this with complete success, using the following formula :—

Pyrogallol 2 grains.
Water ^ ounce.

Ammonia, "SSO 2 minims.
Potivssiura bromide 4 grains.
Water J ounce.

Mix, and apply to the plate. This was eight times the amount of bromide
he had been using previously. The time of development was increased,
but not the time of exijosure.

JVtr. WooD.^ generally used two grains of bromide to one of ammonia.
The Chaibman thought.that when increasing the dose of ammonia during

develonment it w.as wise to add a little pyro., otherwise that constituent
might oeeome exhausted.
Mr. Cowan said that it was asked some time ago whether it was better

to mix the d('velo|)er all at once, or to add the ammonia little by little.

He fomid that by the latter treatment he could get a good, bright picture
on a plate that, when the whole developer wa.s mixed at once, would only
give a poor, foggy result. He produced two negatives, one develofjed in
u.ach waj'. Tlie difference was very strongly marked.
The Chairman said that development was a science. He could teach

anyone to make plates, but not to devclojie.

Sir. Cowan naid tU.at a letter had recently appeared in one of the photo-
graphic journals asking whether there was any injurious effect upon the
brightness of the image from using a very small stop, and that Captain
Abney had written on the same subject. He (Mr. Cowan) produced two
negatives on the s.ime plate, one of which h.ad been taken with an ordinary
Ntop, and one with a stoj) measuring only ,/,,, requiring an exposure of
nearly 4,000 on the universal system. There was no loss of sharpness from
diffraction, and no difference in brightness in the two results obtained.
Mr. Dkubnham referred to a negative of a statue taken by Mr. A. L.

Henderson, at Southampton, vfitU a pinhole, meaning y^trth of an inch,
and no lens. There w;is no lack of brightness in the picture.

Mr. Cowan said that that picture was a trying test, as it was of a white
statue against dark trees. There was no effect of diffraction visible, and
the inscri|)tion ou the j>edestal, although coming out very small, could be
distiuctiv read.
Mr. W^ooDs said that if such an opening were used in photographing the

sun, diffraction woidd come in.

The Chaibm.vn had used very small stops in taking views without any
injurious effect.

Mr. Davis showed a printing-frame of large size into the centre of
which one of Mr. Wamerke's sensitometers had been &tted, so that a large
plate might be tried instead of having to cut it.

Mr. George Ssiith showed a triiwd stand on the general principle known
as Kennett's, but it wa.s improved by having on the side of the lower or
single part of each leg a piece of wimkI screwed. This wood was broad but
thin, and served to increa.se the rigidity of the ^tand, which waa very light,

weighing less than a [Hiund and ahalf.
Mr. Waknekkk showed some very fine photographs of the interior of a

palace at Jtoscow, taken by a friend of his. The negatives of these photo-
i,Taphs had been much over-eximsed, but had been treated before develop-
ment by immersion in a ton-iwr-eent. solution of bromide of jmtassium,
which had had the effect of producing perfect negatives. He mentioned
also that the plates were of an exceedingly-rapid make, giving 2o on the
sensit'juiet<r. He thouglit that this would prove that rapid plates were not
necessarily deficient in quality.
Mr. Dkke.nham inquired whether the i>latC8 would have given as fine a

nault if they had had only their normal ex{)osure and been develojwd in
the usual way.
Mr. Warneuke believed that they would.
The meeting was then .adjourned.

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
At the meeting of this Society, held on Thursday, the 10th instant, the
chair was occupied by Mr. W. H, Prestwich.

The diBoujwion uimn Mr. W. CoIe»'i lecture—On Altering the DetuUg of
adatiiie Neijativea (which at the preceding meetiuy bsd only been carried

j

as far as the reduction of intensitj;)—was reiumed on the quosUoa of the
j

various methods of increasing density.
! Mr. W. E. Dkbenham said that the method referred to by the lecturer,
of using a solution of Schlippo's salt after treatment with niereury, wu
the one which he preferred and regularly used. He did not find, when
used after the iodide solution of lucrcui-y, the colour so red m to be
objectionable. After a bichloride solution the colotu- of the negative
certainly was red, but that was not the course of pnKeeding he adopted.
Mr. W. Coi.E-s replied that the negatives were not »o red in colour when

hypo, was mixed with the mercuric solution—in the formula of Mr. B. J.
Edwards, for instance.
Mr. A. Cowan cooaidored Ur. Monckhoven'a method with cyanide of

silver to be the best.
The Chairma.v used bichloride of mercury, followed by ammonia.
Mr. A. L. Hendeiihon preferred the use of lime-'water, inst-ad of

ammonia, after bichloride of mercury. When using silver as an intonsifier
ho always found the negative became eventually stained. These stainx
did not show in the first instance, but came out as sirats afterwards,
Mr. Cowan advised the iilan of getting sufficient density or some exoesa

in the first instance. He considered it easier and Utter to reduce intenaitv
afterwards than to add to it.

Mr. \V. M. Ashman formerly intensified with mercury followed by
ammonia. All those negatives which had been thus treated were now
much stained. He had also used mercury followed by ammonium
sulphide, and this had given permauent results. He produced examptes
of both methods.
Mr. Debenham remarked that t)ie ammonium sulphide very much

resembled in its action that of Schlippe's salt, but its horribly-offensive
smell was an objection to its nse.
Mr. Ashman added that those negatives in his possession which bad

been inten.sified by silver were now useless.
With reference to one of the experiments iierfornied by Mr. Coles, and

to a question proposed by him at the preceding meeting, a letter was read
from Mr. T. H. Norris. as follows:—"Iliaveljecn trying some ex|)erimentii
with liviK). and ferric chloride, and find that when Fe,, Cl„ is added to hypo.
in small quantities there is a preciiiitate which I have analysed, and find is
oxide of hydrated oxide of iron (ferric), and no sulphur is thrown down if
solutions are neutral. If solutions are made corre8iM)nding to -

Fcj Clo + Na. Sa Oa 5 (O H.,),

325 248
these, when mixed in equal quantities, give no precipitate, and there is a
certain quality of ferric chloride left; but if three of Fe t<i four of hyjx).
the solution gives a preciintate, and the iron is coMplftthi converted "into
ferrous. There is no sulphate formed, and, no doubt, the reaction is the
following :-Fe., Cl„ -I 2 Na., S„ (), = Fe^ CI4 -!- 2 Na CI -i Na, S. O.

;

but, considering there are many more sulphur acids than these, i>erhaiis it
may be converted into some of the following:

—

(Xaa S5 OJ
Na, .Sj 0,
Na, S, O,.

Na, S« 0„
Na.jS, Ou

I vyill try .and make some more experiments before the 2<>th. I think of
being at the London and Provincial Photographic Association that even-
in^.—Yours, very truly, T. H. NoRRls."

The Chairman, in commenting upon Mr. Coles's lecture and the discus-
sion which had ensued ui>on it, expressed himself as indebted to the
lecturer—a sentiment which was .supported by a very hearty vote of thanks
on the part of the members.
Mr. NoBBis sent samples of a material called " vulcanised fibre," which

li.ad been applied to thtj use of the 1 ihotographer as the material of which
to form the sliding shutters of dark slides, and which, it was suggested,
might be advantageously employed for other photographic purposes.
Mr. Cowan showed two negatives of the same subject, one of which had

been developed in the usual way with pyro. and ammonia, and the other
by Mr. Munni's formula with carbonate and sulphite of soda and carlxinate
of potash. The latter gave rather more intensity of the two. He thought,
however, it suited slow plates better than quick ones, and was worth
further exiieriment.
Mr. Henderson said that he had bronght with him the diffraction-

grating lamp of which he had spoken at a previous meeting. His experi-
ments with it, however, since that time yielded the most iH>rplexing
results. Sometimes it had given similar results to that which he had
mentioned before ; at other times the results from the diffracting and from
the plain gla-ss appeared about equal. In one instance the light through
tlie plain glass had given the fainter indication of the two on the
sensitometer.
Mr. Dkbenham thought that this pointed to the probability that the

differencts which had been observed were due to some extraneous un-
noticed differences of conditions, and that the diffraction grating itself ba<l
had no infiuenoo in producing the result. As had been observed by
Mr. W. K. Burton and himself a slight preexposure to light would cause a
plate to register many degrees higher on the sensitometer, and if some of
the plates used had lx*n more exfiosed to the light of the coating-r»om
than others that would be one ixMsible way of explaining the differeuces in
the results referred to by Mr, Uendersvn.
Kxperimcnts were then made in an adjoining darkened rnnm with the

lamji, with and without the interposition of the diffni
'

Ing. The
differences in the results" obtained apjieared to lie slig! r of the
nse of the grating, but were so small that they win- x.. \ ii, ^,v
way decisive.

Mr. W. K. BiBTON proposed a question for ditcuiwion—" What ia the
best proiwrtiou of bromide to be in excess in making an emulsion?" H«
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said it had formerly been recommended to use the silver and the bromide
nearly in their equivalent ))roportions, but lately the proportion of excess

of bromide that was advised had been very largely increased. He thought

that this had been carried too far.

Mr. Henderson had successfully used equal weights of silver and
bromide, and had even gone so far as to use one and a-half part of

bromide to one of silver. On the question of obtainins? density he
(Mr. Henderson) said that great density could be gained by adding meta-

gelatine, sugar, or glycerine to a finished emulsion, but the addition caused

a tendency to fog.

Mr. Burton thought that density in the boiling process was favoured by
the use of a large quantity of gelatine with which to boil.

Mr. J. B. B. Wellington, in makin<j an emulsion by a cold emulsifica-

tion process, found that by keeping in the cold state for some hours before

adding the gelatine the bromide passed into the blue state, but gave
scarcely any quicker plate than if used at once, when the emulsion

remained red throughout.
Mr. Deuenh.vm's experience was similar to tliat of Mr. Wellington's.

Mr. Heniierso.n contended that rapidity did accrue from keeping before

adding the gelatine.
«

SHEFFIELD PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The usual monthly meeting of this Society was held on Tuesday, the 10th

instant, at the Masonic Hall,—Mr. Councillor Firth in the chair.

A large number of members wei-e present, there being a very attractive

programme for the evening, namelj', the i)ictnres and talk of the trip

to Dovcdale, and the pictures in competition for the subject composition of

A Bnstic Briilfje, two prizes having been offered by the committee—one for

the best in half-plates and under, and one for whole plates and over. Many
members took part in the competition, and a very beautiful variety of

bridges were portrayed, yielding a pleasant and interesting exiiibition

for the non-competitors as well as the competitors. The collection

embraced most of the picturesque bridges in the surrounding country.

Tile prize for whole-plate and over was won by Mr. Firth (President) for

a very brilliant picture of the rustic bridge at the entrance to Dovedale.
Mr. Thomas Hibbert (one of this season's "colts" in the art) managed to

"pull oft" the prize for half-plate and under, with a very carefully-

selected and interesting representation of the wooden foot bridge near
Eivulin paper mill.

Many of the pictures were beautiful and highly creditable, and in one or

two cases ran very near the winners in the ballot box.—Mr. H. Rawson
showed a stereo, picture of fine manipulation and poetic subject.—Mr. B.
Wood exhibited an enlargement by the Autotype Conipany from a negative
of a rustic bridge in Padery Wood, which called forth great praise (not for

competition).—INIr. T. S. Yeomans showed a very beautiful cabinet
vignette of Rustic Bridge, Foliage, and Bippling Brook; carefully selected

and rich in tone.

Mr. W. D.\KIN drew the attention of the members to the high <iualities

of a developer he had mixed and trifed (which was some time ago ])ublished
in The British Journal of PnoTOfiRAPHY and News) and worked with
great success on both in- and out-door pictures, but which he said was
invaluable for outdoor work and amateurs, as a protracted develoi)ment
did not stain the film, there being no ammonia in it. The formula runs
thus ;

—

Carbonate of soda. 125 grains.

Carbon.ate of potash 125 ,,

Sidphite of soda 125 ,,

Water 10 ounces.
Use pyro. as usual to the respective sizes of plates, and enough of the above
solution to flood with.

Mr. H. Rawson brought a few dishes made by the Patent Pulp Company,
which were white, and seemed very likely to be of great use in the art,

having the requisite chemical-resisting properties, along with durability
and cheapness.
The subject of the next trip was then brought on, and Miller's Dale wa»

selected.

Mr. Drummond was elected a member.
Tlie subject of Dovedale, and the pictures got there, then formed the

topic of conversation, the trip having taken place on the 22nd ult. on as
fine a day as such an assembly could desire. The party numbered
twenty-two, starting with their valuable baggage from the Midland
Station at 6-30 for Cromford, and landing tjiere about eight, where, as
per arrangement, two waggonettes were waiting to convey the party the
remainder of their most delightful journey. The route was through Crom-
ford, which is a very interesting as well as picturesque little place, leading
up to one of the Kdens of the Peak, the " Via Gellia," through which no
nian having a love for art or for Nature's grandeur could pass without its

kindling in his breast more pleasure and gratitude than his language could
possibly express. The sun, by the time the i-oi/ageurs had got fairly between
the two grand hills, was high enouiih to throw its brilliant rays alcmg the
varied foliage of the valley, and light with vivid whiteness the peaks of
limestone rooks which here and there broke through the wooded clothing
of the hills, making jiictures which changed every turn as the horses sped
along through the winding road. The sweet scent of the lime bloom,
mingled with the bursting hawthorn, rendered the air a perfect stimulant
to the party of picture hunters. There is, too, a rippling brook wliich runs
through the dale, and which varies the near pictures by first running on
one side of the road and then on the other, but all the way being lined
abundantly with forget-me nots and pretty wild flowers of many colours.
After running for about five miles through this glorious country we came
on a more barren p.wt—the termination of the High Peak Railroad—where
a short time was allowed for the refreslinient of man and beast. A clear
nm was then made through the Isaak Walton, which is situated at the
entrance to Dovedale. All arrived safe, and delighted with the prospects
before the party.

A bright sun, a clear atmosphere, a country around rich in charming
pictures caused very little time to be lost before men and apparatus were
seen taking different directions for work. There were thirteen cameras,
and 112 plates of various sizes were exposed. Many of the members took
up the dale, and the most experienced and careful of picture-hunters were
delightfully surprised at the wild beauty around them. Nothing can sur-

pass the romantic wildness and luxuriant veidure of the hills, the view
embracing the river Dove, so clear and sparkliny, and so richly reflecting

the dark green and pointed tops of the majestic firs and larcli, mingled
with the feathery foliage and graceful drooping of the silver birch, with

here and there standing out in bold relief gigantic pillars and cones of

limestone rock, dotted with patches of dark-green moss, and bearing from
their giddy height festoons of ivy and otiier creeping jilants, which cause
this spot to look as if some tasteful mortal had displayed his tact to

make the place sublimity itself, rather than the result of ordinary law
surrounding common things. Plate after plate in quick succession received

its charming imprint, and many were the sighs and exclamations of
—"Oh !

I hope that will come out all right ! It is a beauty !" It must be admitted
that many have justified the expectations formed.
Mr. Thos. Firth, who worked the whole length of the dale with whole-

plate camera, is well repaid for his trouble with some excellent pictures.—

Mr. Taylor also succeeded in getting some choice views,—Mr. H. Rawson,
armed with a new stereo, fit-out, secured some charming "bits" of river,

rocks, and trees.—Mr. W. 15. Hatfleld worked a long range lens on whole
plates, and was very successful.

Mr. Dakin and Mr. Milward left the party with the object of varying

the collection of pictures, and went to work at Ham Hall and grounds,

which stood a short distance from the dale, nicely surrounded with majestic

timber and sufficiently high up the hill to impart to it a incturesque pro-

minence over the sun-ounding country. After obtaining permission from
the owner—who gave it in a good-humoured and welcome fashion—they

commenced work. Mr. Dakin got five 10 X 8 negatives from choice jjosi-

tions, and with a success that has left nothing to be desired. They are

among the finest the writer has ever seen as regards detail, contrast, and
selecticni. Through some accident with Mr. Milward, when changing his

box, his work was spoilt.

Messrs. Turner, Wood, Pilley, Mottersham, andPearse all brought home
some lovely things; and, taking one thing with another, the day was one of

the best the Society has ever had.

DUNDEE AND EAST OF SCOTLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSOCIATION.

The unsettled weather of Monday and Tuesday had been regarded with

some little anxiety by those members of this Society who wennntending to

join the annual excursion to Edzell, on Wednesday, the 18th instant ; but

the more prgmising state of the weather on the morning of that day, along

with the fact that the weather forecast of the district promised "soma
rain," entirely relieved the minds of those interested. A party numbering

over sixty, ciimposed of the members of the Association .and their friends,

left Dundee East Station at 9.15 a.m. Through the kindness of Mr. Hunter,

station-master, a coujile of special carriages had been ordered through from

Glasgow for the occasion, and this materially added to the comfort of

the excursionists.

Arriving in Brechin at 10.45 the party found five br.akes in readmess to

convey them to Edzell, which was reached after an exceedingly-pleasant

hour's drive, without more than a few minutes' delay for slight refresh-

ment. Most of the party arrived with cameras of all dimensions—from

quarter-plate up to the size playfully alluded to as "dog-kennel"—and

walked along to Gannochy bridge, the picturesque glimpse from which

was the signal for commencing the attack. Proceeding up a path which

ran beside the river there were also presented to the view numerous subjects

for the camera.
Returning to Edzell at 2.30 p.m. every one did ample justice to a first-

rate dinner purveyed by Mr. Keith Knowles, of the "Tanmure Arms,"

after which a start was made for Edzell Castle, a short distance from the

village, where an hour was pleasantly spent and several more pictures

taken. 'The total number of jjlates exposed during the day was abo\it 120.

After tea a couple of photographs of the jiarty grouped round the front of

the hotel were taken by Messrs. Johnston and Geddes ; and at twenty

minutes to six the return journey was commenced and Dundee reached at

8.45 o'clock, after a most agreeable day's outing, which was thoroughly ,

enjoyed by all present.
^

I

DERBY PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

A jiEETiNf; of this Society was held at the London Restaurant, Derby, on

Wednesday, the 18th instant,—Mr. R. Keene, Vice-President, in the chair.

The min'utes of tlie (jrevious meeting having been read, the following

gentlemen were declared duly elected :—As honorary members : Mcs.srs.

R. J. Billinton, Henry Bolden, George Rice, and W. W. Winter. As

members : Messrs. F. Campion, J. Crossland, E. A. G. Jewitt, J. Merry,

and R. L. Warham.
The Chairman then read a proof of the proposed rules. After a dis-

cussion, during which several alteratitms were made, the amended copjr of

the rules was unanhnously adopted, on the motion of Mr. A. J. Cox,

seconded by Mr. H. A. Bemrose.
The first technical meeting of the Society w;as fixed for \N ednesday,

July 2nd, when a paper will be read by Mr. R. Keene.
After the usual vote of thanks to the Chairman the proceedings ter-

min.ated. . ,„ .

The following are the officers of the Sociity -.—Pivsident : Captam W. de

W. Abney, R.E., F.li.fi.— Vice-Presidents: Charles Edward Abney, B.A.,(

H. Arnold Bemrose, M.A., and Richard K(>ene.—Committee; Arthur J.I

Cox, James E. K.aye, and Thomas Sc"tton.-- ^^f"n. Secretnry and Tr(am>fr:\
Fred, W. Simpson,
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BERLIN ASSOCIATION FOU THE CULTIVATION OF
PHOTOGRAPHY.

An ordinary meeting of tho above Association was held on the 18th April,

—Professor Vogel in the chair.
. ...

A letter was read from a corrosjrondent in Holland comnlaming that of a

number of photographa mounted at one time—some on black and some on

white mounts—those on black mounts had become spoilt, while those on the

white mounts remained in pood condition.

The Ch.\irman gave suitable advice.
_

A letter from Dr. Brownski, dated .Mossul, Mesopotamia, was then read,

after which a landscape said to be taken by moonlight, by Herr /ang, of

Souneiiburg, with an eximsuro of thirty-five seconds witli the full aperture

of a Voigtlander thirty hues rapid lens, was exhibited. Th« landscaiio was

Boniewliat under-oxposed, but the moon itself was over-exposed.

Herr .ScmLTX-HF.NCKE remarked that he had taken photographs by

moonlight with the moon behind him aud shining on the objects taken, but

that he had required an exposure of eiK'ht hours.

Herr An«chiltz showed a number of instantaneous pictures of landscaiies,

men, aud animals. ,

Herr Codeljce, of Leyden, exhibited a number of instantaneous land-

Hcaiies and sea views.

The Chairumn communicated a very simple moans of purifymg gelatine

with which to make emulsion. Ho is convinced that by employing this

process almost any gelatine can be used for the pre|)aration of emulsion.

Herr Jooi' expressed his opinion of wh.it photoeraphy in general and

heir Association in particular owed to Professor Vogel, and mentioned

hat they had just founded a iirize of 1,000 marks (say £50) which they

would award to him as a token of their appreciation of his services.

After tho applause wliich followed had subsided,

The Chaikmax returned thanks in a suitable speech, in the course of

which he said he had been called, in no complimentary sense, a theorist as

opposed to a practical man ; but he thought tlie Iwst pr.ictice was founded

upon true theory—at least his practical proces.s was based ui)on his theories.

He (the Chairman) then described his new process. [This description has

already appeared in The Bkitisk Jour-sal op Photoguapht.]
Herr Joop lecommeiided a method of purifying the silver bath to be used

nstoad of the usual process with iwrmangauate of potassium.

The contents of the box were then dealt with, after which the meeting

was adjourned.

ample aink-room with four tap*, alhiwing eight meuben to work at oM
time. There is a printing-room, with an unobstructed «outhera expoim,
containing burnisher and sensitising apparatus, and windows arranged

with exterior platforms for frames. A small room, not yet furnished, ia

to Ix) used for emulsion-making or other experiments.

We now have alxiut forty active members, and are receiving applications

80 rapidly that we fear in a short time we shall be oompelled to limit our

membership, owing to tho encouragement given us. The want of aoch •

club was felt, and we do not wish to be classed as having followed the

ideas of others.

Trusting you will correct Mr. Beach's claim,—I am. yours, 4c.,

!K)7, FiUterl Street, Philadelphia, Jane 12, 1884. Geo. W. PeaBSOST,
Stertttrg.

"ON ALBUMENISING PAPERS."
To the Editors.

Gbntlemkn,—We have read with great interest the correspondence and
leading articles which have appeared lately on albumenised papers and
albumenising, &c. We beg to say that, so far as our long experience goes, wn
have always advcxated the high salting of the jiure fresh-egg albumen and
strong silver solution for sensitising the same, so as to secure, as far as the

fiuality of the negative will allow, a good Ixidy of silver in the pictures to

tone, fix, &c. Assuming tho prints were thoroughly washed there would

be a fair chance of permanency. This cannot be obtained with weak
salting or sensitising solutions.

In last week's issue you mentioned seven and a-half grains of chloride

per ounce, and silver bath sixty grains. For years past we have prepared

our paiiers witli that amount of chloride, and have i-ecommended a sixty to

sixty five grains' silver b.-vth. We beg to enclose you samples of paiiers so

prepared for your insijection or trial.—We are, yours, &c.,

Willaden Green, N. W., June 24, 1884. A. RivoT AND Co.

(lcxus^an\itntt.

THE EFFECTS OP RED AND YELLOW LIGHT ON THE EYES.
To the Editors,

Gkntlemen,—I see that the subject of light for tho operating-room is

still occupying public attention, and that the champions of the greenish-

yellow medium—notably Mr. W. E. Debenham—are still busy lauding .and

recommending their special fancy. To Mr. Debenham, as I believe, is due

the credit of liaving started the investigations into the matter; but 1 also

believe that Mr. Debenham took for his original text the assertion that red

light is more hurtful to the eyes than yellow. I held a different omnion,

ft£d stated, in your issue of May 9th of this year, that yellow light was

more hurtful than red light. Had this statement rested on my word alone

i should have expected that some sort of denial or contradiction would

have been fortlicoming even in ordinary courtesy ; but, when my statements

are supportwd in the most plain and direct language by two medical men-
one an ophthalmic specialist of repute—it appears to mo to be incumbeut on

my opponents to notice at leastmy objections to their arguments, and, before

proceeding further, to prove that my medical authorities aud I are wrong.

My assertion is—Yellow light is more hurtful to the average human eye

than red light. I am backed by the only medical men I have consulted,

and I appeal to your readers to say whether or not I deserve any attention.

If I am right, or remain uncontradicted, what is the use of hunting the

" grecnery-yallery " colour to death ? Much good h.as been done by Mr.

Delienham and his associates; new light has been thrown on several

subjects ; but if our eyes are to be losers instead of gainers by the innovation

it would be better if we had " let well alone." To nie the matter seems of

su6ficient imiKirtance to wairant an apjieal to a jury of ophthalmist'i. At
present the iiuestion stands thus : Dr. Herschel and Mr. Ackland rersus

Mr. Marcus (lunn and Dr. Pringle.—I am, yours, &c.,

Craiycleuiih, June 23, 1884. Andbbw PbiNGLE.

p_g__I,i niy letter addressed to you last week I see I have overstated

the inombership of the Photographic .Society of (ireat Britain, and also tho

exiiensc incurred in the publication of that Society's Journal. Tho mem-

bership in Fol>ruary this year was under 400, and the Journal expenses do

not amount to £100, as from the £115 of outlay £76 have to be deducted for

income. When I wrote I had not at hand the balance sheet of the Society,

and I am to blame for not being more accurate.—A. P.

PHILADELPHIA AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB.
To the Editobs.

Cbxtlbmex,—In your issue of May IGth I notice a letter from Mr.

Be;ich, in which he states that the "Society of Amateur Photiwraphers

of New York " is the first to give its members dark-room and experi-

mental facilities. From the expresssioii used one would suppose ho was

referring to the entire country.
. .„„„ , . ,

Dur Club, as above, was formed December 21.st, 1883, and a »'''''"":'

I Ills procured early in February, where we give our memliers all 'acili-

ti - necessary. We now have a reading-room furnished with all photo-

KiMihie journals, as well as a library of about one hundred volumes, a

tlttik WW with twenty-five closets for individual meujhors, ftud »I»o ai|

Geobge Dabnslet wishes to be informed what is the difference between
the "ivorine" of 1884 and the translucent medium formed of gelatine

and a white pigment which was employed eight or ten years ago, by the

late Oliver Sarony, as a basis on which to mount his carbon prints.

We reply to this by saying that we do not know.

"Can I copy a lithographic jiortrait published by a Boston (America)

firm? It is not stated on the print that it is copyright—QfERiST."
In reply : As it is imperative in the United .States to imprint upon all

copyright works the fact of their being copyright, we do not imagine

that, in the absence of such announcement, there is any legal difficulty

in the way of copying the portrait sixjcified.

W. H. Harrison says:—"Your paragraph, in the last number of the

journal, speaks of care in mixing chlorate of potiish and sulphide of

antimony by means of a bone knife; but please allow me to jioint out the

deadly danger of an incautious person triturating the two together in a

mortar, should lie do so in ignorance. The mixture is far more energetic

than gunpowder, and is explosively ignited by friction. ()nce I biuut

about half-a-dozen toy cannons with it, which were r^uite safe when
charged with gunjiowder to the muzzles.'

Rev. J. Brown wishes to know what is a suitable solvent for bitumen when
it is to be employed for photographic puriwses, such as coating a metallic

plate for photoengraving. We reply : Benzole and oil of tur|)eiitiuc,

both singly and mixed, have been successfully emjiloyed. In order to

obtain greater clearness of the image it hiis been recommended to add
certain essential oils, such as oil of lemons. If our correspondent have
access to the work on this subject by Niepce de St. A'ictor, which was
translated into English many years ago, he will find much useful infor-

mation given in detail.

R. T. W.VTSON has found, when photographing an interior on a 12 x 10

plate, that instead of there being only one window in the negative, as

IS the case in the natural subject, there are two — the original and
proper one, accompanied by another which is fainter and upside down.

This is a 8i>ecial class of ghost picture which not infrequently

accompanies the employment of lenses of the " rapid ' class. It is

caused by reflection from the inner surfaces of the lenses, by which a
non-inverted image is formed. The remedy consists in altering the

distance between the front and back lens of the combination.

"Can you inform mo of any simple methi>d within the [lowers of a young
and inexperienced photograi)her by which I can ascertain whether my
lens has a chemical focus? I invariably get a beautiful and sharp image
uiKin the ground glass, but when I take a negative of any scene, no
matter how sharply it is focussed, the negative never possesses the same
degree of sharpness dispLayed ujion the gnmnd glass. My camera is

made by , which may be considered as a giiarantee that the fault

does not lie there, but with the lens, which a friend informs me must
have a chemical focus, whatever that may be.—Ctmbria." In reply :

By the term "chemical focus" is meant that the lens is not pm|ierly
corrected for colour, owing to which the visual imago seen on the fociis-

eing-screen is brought to a focus nearer to or farther from the lens than
the plane uiM)n which the chemical rays find their focus. To ascertain if

the lens, in tho case mentioned, possess this pro|)prty, focus very sharply,

employing a large stop, u|>oii bold ]>rinted matter situated at a distance

of a few hundred feet (signboards or showbills answer the purpoee quite

well), aud take a negative. Then push in the ground glass towards the
lens about a-quarter of an inch, by which tho image will bo out of foeua

visually, and expose a second plate. Lastly : withdraw tho ground glaa
from the lens a-q^uartcr of an inch beyond the jioiut of licst visual fncua

and expose a third |>Iate. If the second picture be sharpest then tho
lens is under-corrected, over-oorrvction for colour being proved by (Iw
ti)iid imafje beio^ boet defiiied.
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" Kindly permit me, through the medium of yom- useful Notu and Queries

department, to submit a case to my fellow-photographers. I have access

to a window, nearly opposite to whicli, at no great distance, is a corner of

a street wliich is bifurcated, and at wliich many actors, artists, and
leading men of the day take occasion to stand for a few moments when
bidding each other "goodbye" previous to passing each on his own way.

I have already succeeded in obtaining several instantaneous groups in the

utmost perfection, in which the figures are small ; but I am thinking of

obtaining a large lens of long focus for the special purpose of taking

these figures on a scale of about four or five inches. Previous to incur-

ring this expense, which will be considerable, I desire to know if I should

be justified in offering such groups for public sale, or have the persons

composing these groups the power of preventing such sale. If they have,

then might not such power also be possessed by any recognisable

individual whose portrait, as one of tlie multitude, appears in any
ordinary street, boating, racing, foundation-stone laying, or other similar

view to which the camera has been directed? Soliciting replies—I am,

yours, &c., Alpha.''

{E^Ijangc Column.
Wanted, The British Journal of Photography for 1879, bound or

unbound, in exchange for 4J x 3J gelatine plates.—Address, Edwin
DODDS, Church-road, Low Fell, Gateshead.

Wanted a good 5 x 4 or half-plate lens, in exchange for either four-lens

ropeating-back gem camera or Victoria camera, takes four on a quarter-

l)Iate.—Address, A. Hopkins, 21, Bartholomew-street, Exeter.

W.inted, a stereoscopic camera and slides, in exchange for a .3.1 x 31 sciop-

tioon camera, rolling-press with glass bed, lantern slides, or scores of photo-

graphic things.—Address, W. J. Chadwick, Eccles, near Manchester.

I will exchange a quarter-plate lens, black stand table, caHe burnisher, new,

small ash cnair, nearly new, for a ch.-vir with changes and exterior back-

ground.— Address, Wm. Brewster, photographer, 3, Charles-street,

Preston.

I will exchange a midget camera, with six lenses, as goodas ne\y, two

slides, one quite new, by Marion, for taking twenty-four midget pictures

on one plate, in four positions, for anythmg useful.—Address, W. W.
Winter, photographer, Derby.

I will exchange a good fivo-chambered repeating-revolver, in mahogany
case, fitted with powder flask, for an interior background, or a good set

of curtains fit for studio, or anything iiseful in photography.—Address,

J. S. W.\LKER, 48, Wellington-street, AV'oolwich, S.E.

Wanted, a first-class rectilhiear or symmetrical lens and bellowa-body

camera, about Si x (il or 10 x 8, in exchange for a fifty-t\yo-inch half-

l)Iated Timberlake bicycle, used only a few times, quite perfect, cost with

extr.as over £16.—Address, W., 2, Claremont Cottages, White Hart-lane,

Bai-nes, S.W.
I will exchange a nearly-new eight and a-haU-inch square bellows-body

folding camera, in perfect condition, with two single- and four double-

backs, for a modern half-plate square ditto, with double- and single-

back, and a good lens; inspection allowed and required.—Address,

Jso. Storr, Westgate-on-Sea.

^ttstors tcr Corwspontrenta.

K3' C'orrespoiulents thould never write on both tidet o/ ihe pamper. •

PHOloaHAPH Registered.—
Frederic Gorham Tirehurst, the Old House, Battle. — Phototjraph

entitled " Cliiba is Trumps."

J. W. V.—Any dealer in photographic requisites will get the burnisher
repaired for you.

S. J. Weare.—See article in the i)resent number. This will give the
desired information.

Amateur (Bradford).—Either Nos. 1 or 2 on your list will answer better

than the others. We employ No. 2.

Lehoy.—For purely line subjects the bitumen process will be the best. For
half-tone the gelatine must be employed.

LArNCELOT GuBBiNS.—The phosphate of soda toning bath, as given on
page 230 of our Almanac for the current year, will answer your require-

ments perfectly.

York.—With your lens of the "rapid" type you certainly can take full-

length caHe-de-visile pictures, and very good ones too. You will have to

place the camera about fifteen feet from the sitter.

Botanist.—Without special permission you will not be allowed to take
photographs of the different specimens in Kew Gardens. You will have no
difficulty in obtaining the necessary permission, we imagine, by applying

by letter to the Director.

J^_ W.—The process of making photographs on " ivorine," described by ua

a short time back, is not patented, notwithstanding what you may be
told to the contrary. You may work the process without let or

hindrance. The process is open to all.

Nemo.—Botwecu the lenses of six inches focus there is, practically, but
little to choose. We should not advise you to select one of shorter focus

than this. The height of the camera-stand mentioned is, wo believe,

about three feet six inches when set up

IfovicB.—The weak, flat appearance of the little enamel appears to be duo

to the transparency not being made sufficiently intense in the first

instance. In future make them denser and tone to a greater extent.

Do not subject them to too high a tempenUtire in tho firing.

Ajax.—The pictures are moderately good for a beginner, but they are

capable of improvement. The chief fault is that they are all under-

exposed and over-developed. Try the same pictures again, under similar

conditions of lighting, and give at least double the exjiosure. WitU
mow esi)erieuco you will have uo difljculty in inxiducipg btttcv work.

Smoker.—You may safely indulge in your "weed" when developing tho
plate after the day's work is done. When you experience fo^; in the
plates you may rely upon it that it does not proceed from the fumes
of your tobacco. You must, therefore, seek for another cause,

J. E. Wilson.—Had you adhered strictly to the formula given by Mr.
W. K. Burton you would have produced a totally different plate. In
departing from the formula you have involved yourself in difficulties.

The chief ones arise from the use of an unsuitable gelatine, which is very
prone to produce " pits." Try again, but this time work to the formula
given by the author.

W. R. S.—We do not know the imdtum-in-parvo accessory you name, so
cannot pass an opinion on its merits as a " property." As a I'ule, when
one piece of apparatus can be transformed into so many distinct pieces
of furniture, the articles they form are very unlike anything found out-
side a photogi-aphic studio. As you state that it was made in " the days
of glass positives," we should say its market value is very small indeed.

Poitevin Memorial FuND.-Our clever "P. D."hasbeen "atitagain!" In
acknowledging Mr. J. C. Cox's contribution to this fund last week, and
quoting from Mr. Cox's letter, the " P. D." makes that gentleman say :—
" To few men does photography owe more than to Poitevin, although a
mere amateur. I cannot but add my mite," &o , &o. If our "P. D." would
have left the full point where Mr. Cox placed it—after Poitevin^the sen-
tence would have read sensibly. Fancy Poitevin " a mere amateur !"

A. Wfieelkr.-The " puckering up of the film " (as you term it) in youi"

carbon transparencies is what is technically known as "reticulation." It
is always more prevalent in liot weather than in cold. It may, however,
generally be avoided by drying the tissue more slowly, so that it occupies
about the same time that it does in winter. You will find it a good plan
to coat the tissue with plain collodion after exposure, and allow it to dry
before squeegeeing it down upon the stratum of insoluble gelatine. With
these modifications in your working w& have little doubt you will

master your difhculties.

Received.—B. Talk; Oscar Scholzig ; A.Pringle; Dr. Xicol. Inournext,

PuoTOGBAPmc Club.—At the forthcoming meeting of this Club, on
Wednesday next, July 2nd, the subject for discussion will be

—

On the

BtH Method of ilakimj Uteno. Tranaparcticie^. The Saturday after-

noon outing will be held at Teddingtou. Meeting afterwards at tho
Clarence Hotel, near the Railway Station.

ItoiiBERY OF Lenses from the WooDiiiRrrypE CoMrASY.—At the
Brentford Police Court, on Wednesday, the 18th inst., before (ieueral
Sir Charles Daubeney, K.C.B., and General Trcmenheere, Richard
Carter, 1, B.aynham-terrace, Ealing Dean, was charged with stealing,

between the 3rd and 16th instant, three lenses and two mirrors, value
together £70, the property of George Coope AVhitfield, one of the
principals of the Woodburytype Company, at Kent Gardens, Ealing.

—

Mr. T. W. Fry stated that he was manager to the Woodbui-ytypc
Company, and the prisoner had been in their employment as operator's

assistant for about nine months. The lenses and reversing mirrors
produced were the proiierty of the Company. On the Kith inst. there
was occasion to use one of the lenses, and the prisoner was sent for it to

the store-room. It was part of his duty to take them back to the store-

room after use. He came to the witness and asked him for them, but
witness replied that the prisoner was the last person who had handled
them. He gave information to the police. The value of one of the

articles produced was to the firm l!0 guineas ; the whole were valued at

about .-CtO.—Detective Constable Cluney deposed that at the prisoner's

lodgings at Ealing Dean he found three i)awu-ticket3 in the prisoner's

coat. They referred to the lenses, and had been pawned for £3 63.

He went to the prisoner and showed him the tickets, when he admitted
that he stole the property.—Walter Tattle, assistant to Mr. Harvey,
pawnbroker, of Paddington, stated that the prisoner came and ottered

the large lens in pawn for IGs. Witness questioned him as to the
ownership, and the prisoner replied that it was his own. Witness
asked him if he wanted more on it, and he replied that he did not, as

he only wanted the money for a short time.—Frederick Lear, assistant

to Mr. William Ayres, pawnbroker, of King-street, Hammersmith,
stated that on the 30th of May the second mirror was pawned at his

place for £2, he believed by the prisoner.—Henry Finch, assistant to

Mr. Clears, at 27, Goldhawk-road, stated that the prisoner pledged the

small lens for 10s.—Tlie prisoner, who asked no questions of the

witnesses, pleaded guilty, and wished the case settled at once.— ( ieneral

Daubeney remarked that the persons who took in such viduable articles

as the first two lenses should have made further inquiries as to the

ownership of the articles, and they would probably lose their money.
The prisoner would be sentenced to six months' hard labour.—Tho
witness Lear stepped into the box and said that, so far fi-om believing

that the article was very valuable, he refused to lend the prisoner £3
on it as he asked, and ho considered that the prosecutors might have
taken better care of their property by having their names and addresses

engraved on them.

—

Middlesex Cov.iUt/ Times.
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KEEPING COOL.

Thk recent sultry weatber lias, no doubt, proved trying to most

people, but to none more tbaii to photographers, and plenty of

opportunity has been afforded for the exercise of inventive genius

ill tlie direction of keeping cool. With the temperature standing,

as it has done, over 80' in the shade out of doore, and probably

many degrees higher in the more confined atmosphere of the

skylight and dark room, it is readily conceivable that the ordinary

jjliotographer's resources must have been strained to the utmost

;

while, for those whose round of duties includes plate-coating,

the time must have been a particularly trying one.

The mere storage of chemicals during such weather as we have

1 itely enjoyed becomes a matter of no little trouble where the

natural facilities of the establishment are, perhaps, never at any time

of the best. Collodion, ether, alcohol, negative varnish, ammonia,
and other liquids have an awkward way of taking matters into their

own hands by either bursting their bottles or blowing out corks or

stoppei's at unexpected time.s, and thus causing, in addition to the

waste of material, much danger and actual discomfort in the already

unbe.irable atmosphei'e of the laboratory. Where this latter is situate

in the basement little trouble will be experienced; but when, as in

m >st cases, it is on the top floor, and exposed to all the sun's heat,

8 )ine special precautions will be absolutely needful.

We have recently been watching with interest the variations in

temperature in a basement apartment temporarily converted to

photographic purposes, and have been astonished at the very slight

fluctuations. A self-registering thermometer has shown a mimimum
of 00° and a maximum of 56'5° (with the' exception of a sudden

rise to 60' on one occasion) as the result of a month's observations,

and this during a period when, in the skylight, the temperature

has been over 100°. Where, therefore, a basement is available it is

to be recommended ; and for special purposes it is even worth the

trouble to make a temporary change during specially hot weather.

When, however, a cellar is not available the best must be made
of existing circumstances. So far as concerns the storage of chemi-

cals, these should be placed as far as possible beyond the reach of the

tan's rays, and preferably in a dark cupboard. With specially-volatile

liquids.such as those we have already named, extra precautions should

be taken to keep them cool. A simple plan we have recently seen in

operation struck us as being particularly effective. It consists in

wrapping the bottles in blotting-paper and standing them in a flat

dish containing water. The blotting-paper envelope is thus kept

saturated, an<l the evaporation which goes on keeps the contents of

the bottle in a state of comfortable coolness.

In the sjime establishment we met with a device for preventing as

f.ar iis pos-sible evaporation of ammonia in the developing-room. An
ordinary flower-pot of porous earlhenw.are is filled with ('alaia sand

thoroughly saturated with water, and into this the ammonia bottle

is plunged up to the neck. When a dropping-tube is used no
further arrangement is necessary, and it would not be difficult to

devise means of adapting the same principle when it is required to

use the bottle for pouring purposes.

We will conclude with one more "dodge"—this lime for cooling

aud veutilatiug a plate-coating room. The lower p.ut of the sasU

having been thrown up, the Bpace ia filled up with a frame in which

are stretched, half-an-inch apart, three or four " sponge cloths"—

a

coarse, wide-meshed cotton material well known in the laboratory

for dusting purposes. The sponge cloths are allowed to dip into a

trough of water, by which they are kept saturated, and the air in

passing through is simultaneously cooled and freed from dust. This

plan, of course, involves the existence of means of keeping up a

current of air.

PREPAEING TRANSPARENCIES FOR COLOURING.

While sitting one day beside one of our ablest transparency

painters, watching him at work, he referred to the impossibility of

executing creditable work upon such photographs as he very

frequently received for that purpose. It seemed impossible, in his

estimation, to induce photographers to distinguish between the

treatment required for a photograph that has to be coloured and

one which is not to be subjected to artistic treatment of this nature.

" Who," he in<iuired, " can do justice to skies so dark and ' grumly

'

as to render it difficult sometimes to read a piece of printed matter

through them?"
We suggested the desirability of his subjecting each picture of this

class to chemical treatment so as to be i-educed previous to passing it

over to the painters, several of whom were at the time pursuing their

avocations. To this end we thought that a denuding ink possessing

three grades of power might be made use of with great effect. The

first, if applied to any particular part by means of a camel'a-hair

brush, should possess the property of dissolving the image entirely

away wherever it touched, leaving the glass quite bare ; the secmd

should be able, when applied in like manner, to thin the image in a

very material degree, but without removing it altogether; while

the third should possess a property similar to the second, but in a

much less potent form. "Could such inks be invented," said our

friend the painter, " they would prove a great boon ; but," added

he, " most of the transparencies sent for painting, especially those on

collodion, are varnished, and will resist the solvent action of the

inks you suggest." To this we made resjwnse that the removal

of varnish was really a very slight matter, as it would not involve

any difliculty.

There are so many solvents of silver that a difficulty in making a

selection meets one at the outset. For many years we have made

bare our skies and removed objectionable features from transpa-

rencies, previous to their being coloured, by the agency of iodine

dissolved in an aqueous solution of cyiuiide of potassium. When a

strong solution has been prepared, and suflicient gum arable added

to impart a body jimilar to writing ink, it forms a denudent of

great value.

Let us 8upi)03e that a dirty sky has to he removed from a land-

scape. The transparency is placed on the painting or retouching

desk, the foreground to the top, and a brush charged with the

destroying ink is run across the sky close to the horizou. There

is no danger to be apprehended of its spreading inwards upon the

film where it is not required, as the gum prevents this from occur-

ring. By employing a larger brush the whole of the i^ky is treated

io like mauuer, and it is now seen to be denuded of everything
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savouring of Jep33iteJ silver. At this stage we usually prefer

to wash off the solvent before proceeding further. When the fllra

has become once more dry it will be found that by having laid the

sky bare the liorizon, which may be assumed to consist of trees or

hills, will be found to be too heavy and lacking in aiirial perspective.

To lighten this a solution similar to the former, but much weaker

and containing a larger proportion of cyanide, is applied to all

the parts that are to be made retiring, carrying the solution down
to the sky. During this operation a broad, soft brush saturated

with water must be placed ready to be grasped and applied to the

photograpli the instant the reducing action is found to have pro-

ceeded far enougli. It is scarcely necessary to say that the eye

must not for a moment be taken off the part undergoing treat-

ment.

Owing to the volatile nature of tlie agents in the reducing

ink described, and also to their well-known poisonous properties,

we have of late discarded them in favour of others more in-

nocuous. Of these, ferridcyanide of potassium appears to be the

best and most convenient to use. If a strong solution of this

salt be applied to a transparency (or negative) by means of a brush

the image instantly disappears. This property is very useful for

employment under such circumstances as the entire clearing away
of "skies" or "seas" which are to be afterwards painted in.

Although every vestige of an image is removed a yellow, although
transparent, stain results, to remove which it is only necessarj' that
a solution of hyposulphite of soda be applied. By dissolving the
soda salt with the ferridcyanide the action goes on simultaneously.
When the soda is in excess the action is slower, and, therefore,

more manageable ; and when the solution is much diluted it may
be rendered exceedingly slow. The ferridcyanide with which our
experiments were made is a cheap commercial sample of tlie

ordinary red prussiate of potash, which we find to answer so well
as to leave no desire for any purer specimen—certainly it is so for

the purpose in question.

What we suggest as the most practicable manner of utilising the
solvent action of tiie ferridcyanide of potassium is to liave two solu-

tions—one saturated, or nearly so, which will act quickly and
thoroughly ; the other having its strength so much reduced by
water as to remain on the transparency for nearly half-a-minute
before its reducing action becomes apparent. Let the solutions be
kept in small, wide-mouthed bottles, a brush to be specially reserved
for each, care being taken throughout that each solution be applied
by means of its own special brush. Two trays—one containing a
solution of hyposulphite of soda, the other containing water only

—

must be placed beside the operator, who will proceed as follows :

—

The sky and all the portions to be made " bare glass" are subjected
to the action of the strong solution, and the brush returned to that
bottle. The weaker solution is then applied, lirst, to those parts
which have to be most illuminated, such as the horizon, the distant
hills and trees or other foliage, which are usually much too dark for
effective colouring; and subsequently to other portions of the fore-
ground which do not require much reduction. Expedition and
judgment must be used, as the reducing action may proceed too far
if delay bo permitted. The instant everything is seen to be right
plunge the plate into the tray of water and rinse off the ferrid-
cyanide ; then transfer to the hyposulphite solution, which in a few
seconds will remove the yellowness, leaving the portions acted upon
free from colour. Washing and re-varnishing follow.

We have referred to the facility with which varnish may be
removed from a film protected by its agency. Make a solution of
one part of caustic potash in ten parts of water, and add to this
ten parts of alcohol. This solution, if applied to a varnished tilm,

will dissolve the varnish, which must be removed by washing the
film. This leaves the collodion surface in the state in which it was
found previous to the application of the varuish.

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES ON ALBUMENISED PAPER
AND ALBUMENISING.

Them are a few other matters in conneotiou with this subject

JwUich it was undesirable to embody in the purely ^nanipulntor^

details) that it will be well to lay before those of our readera who
m^y be induced to prepare their own paper. For instance : there

is the vexed subject of blistering in the prints during the fixing and
washing operations. It is true that many plans have from time to

time been suggested for overcoming or avoiding this difficulty; but
there is no question that, in the majority of cases, the evil has
its origin in the paper itself, and also that it may be still further
influenced for better or woree in the albumenising.
At the peiiod when highly-salted and sensitised paper with far

less gloss was in vogue, blisters were of rare occurrence. It was
only when the extremely high glaze was introduced that the evil

made its appearance in a really troublesome form, and it was then
found that the higher the glaze of the paper the more prone it is to

blister.

If we take a print which has blistered and carefully remove
the blister, in most cases we shall find that it is not the albumen
alone which has separated, but that a thin layer of the paper (or at
least some of its fibres) has accompanied it, which clearly shows
that the sizing material is not sufficiently adhesive to the body of

the paper to withstand the apparent strain put upon it by the
coagulated albumen during the fixing and washing of the prints.

Let us just see how the albumenising m.iy influence the blister-

ing. As we have said in our previous articles, if the highest gloss

be desired the albumen must be kept as much as possible on the

surface of the paper. Now, before the paper leaves the mill it is

heavily rolled, and some albumenisers, we are informed, even roll

the paper again before it is albumenised, so as to render its

surface still harder and impenetrable. The paper is then floated

on thick albumen, removed immediately it lies flat, and dried

as rapidly as possible—artificial heat being used for the purpose.

It is easy to conceive that with paper so treated the albumen does

not penetrate beyond its outer surface. But if, on the contrary

the paper be floated for a longer period, so that the albumen soaks

more into it, and afterwards be allowed to dry slowly, we shall
j

have the albumen more in the body of the paper instead of being !

confined to its surface only. When the paper is sensitised the nitrate

of silver coagulates the albumen, and that which is in the body of

the paper acts, as it were, the part of a supplementary sizing

material. It is found in practice that paper which has been

floated for a long time on the albumen, and then dried slowly—
although it may have the same quantity of albumen upon and in

,

it—rarely blisters; but such papers do not possess that high gloss J

which now appears to be a sine qud non of a good albumenised paper, j
Blisters, when the paper is very thickly coated, have been attri-

buted to the silver solution not penetrating the albumen completely

so as to coagulate it throughout, thus leaving the under surface

—

that next the paper— in a semi-soluble condition. This may pos-

sibly be the case in some instances ; but it will not account for the

albumen, as it usually does, bringing away the surface of the paper

itself.

Some albumenisers we know attribute blisters to coating the

paper while it is too new, and with them we are in a measure

inclined to agree. Good paper, it is well known, like good wine,

improves by keeping—doubtless because the sizing material be-

comes harder with age.

In connection with the age of paper we may mention a some-

what curious experience which occuri'ed some few years back. A
photographer purchased at a sale a quantity of albumenised

paper at a ridiculously low price—only a few shillings per ream

—

intending to use it for parcelling purposes. However, a few sheet*
,

were tried for printing, by way of experiment, and it turned outjV

as was anticipated, quite worthless for photographic purposes. The

paper was put away and forgotten for a year or more, when, being I

in trouble with his printing, it occui'red to the owner that it might-]

be worth while to again try this particular papei-. This was donej \

it then pi-oved all that could be desired, and was, eventually,

used up to the last sheet. Clearly by keeping it had undergone
[

some change, for its character appeared to be completely altered.

At the present time the fashion runs very much upon tinted

papers. These are produced by colouring the albumen by tlie

addiiion of one or other of the aniline dyes—according to Ihj
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tint desireil. Tlie amount added uuist be determined by experi-

ment. A little colour is added to llie albumen—the quantity being

noted—anil a small piece of paper floated and dried. It is necessary

that the p iper be drie I, as it is impossible to jud<;e with accuracy of

the tint while it is wet. Of course when once the quantity requisite

is arrived at it will do for, all time, bearing in mind tliat if the

thickness of the albumen be increased the amount of colour must

be reduced, otherwise the tint will be too strong by reason of the

greater thickness of the coating.

In our previous articles—which wore suggested by the frequent

assertion that albumenised paper as of old could not now be

procured commercially—we have given as foil and complete working
details of albunienising generally as it is possible to do in writing

;

but it must not be assumed, because the process is simple, that

neither experience or judgment are required in the operations.

Like every other process in connection witli pbotograpliy a certain

amount of skill must be acquired before complete .success is ensured,

and albunienising paper is no exception to the rule. It is for this

reason that we have recommended the beginner to commence by
Jirepriring the paper in quarter-sheets only. As a piece of furtiier

advice we suggest that, in all cases, if the exact character of the

pnper required can be purchased ready prepared, it will be to the

advantage of the small consumer to buy it in preference to pre-

paring it himself.

It is now pretty generally understood that highly-sensitised

paper is likely to produce far more permanent prints than one that

is only lightly sensitised; also, that a lightly -albumenised and
strongly-salted paper conduces to purple and black tones as well

as permanency. We cannot, therefore, avoid thinking that albn-

menisers would do well to supply paper of dift'erent kinds^such,
for instance, as that at present supplied to be sensitised on a weak
bath for those who require a high glaze and light-brown tones, and
a more lightly-albnraenised and heavier-salted paper suitable for a

strong bath, for those who seek for purple or black tones and
eidianced permanence. No doubt if a demand for such a paper
as the latter really exists the supply will soon be forthcoming.

PHOTOGRAPHS AND THE POST-OFFICE.
Whkk the cMrte de visile was first introduced into this country it

took hold of the popular taste with such startling rapidity that,

before two or three years had passed, many fortunes, we are within
the mark in saying, were made by it. Its sway was long con-

tinued ; the old glass picture became a thing of the past in first-

class studios, and it was long before any change in its style was
permissible. " Vignetted " busts almost from the first -were pro-

duced, but that was all. Gradually, however, arose a feeling that
the full-length portrait on the carte was too petit for the process of
portraiture, and the halt or three-quarter length in time almost
superseded the long favoured style, till at last, in the shop win-
dows—the great index of popular demand—the full-length carte

de visite became extinct. The cabinet size was introduced in this

country, but fell flat. It was taken to America, where it became very
popular; went to the C'ontinent and succeeded; and, finally, slowly
crept into popularity in the land of its invention, until at last it

sliows every promise in first-class studios of entirely ousting the
irte de visile.

We hear from every direction that this is so. The manufacturer,
th* dealer, and the photographer himself, all remark what a change is

taking—or, rather, has taken—place in the popular demand. Some
Rtadios rarely take a carle picture at all now; and in others, where
a general cla-ss of work is done, the cabinet pictures taken usually
equal, if they do not surpass, in number the cartes taken. Thus, one
geatleman informs us that two-years ago he used to take about twenty
cartes to one cabinet, while now he takes more cabinets than cartes.

From another we learn that he looks upon cartes nowadays as an
exception. Promenades, boudoirs, panels, and the numerous large
^'i»8 are more in demand in some quarters; but the staple work

f the average number of photographers is the cabinet.

With this change in style a new and pressing consideration is in-

volved which, from what we heaj- jn almost all directions, 14

becoming most serious. We refer to the despatch through poet
of the many parcels which photographers make np and send to their

clients, and which must be counted annually by tens of thousand!.
The packet of a dozen cartes and their wrappen, or even of
a single carte with protecting boards, forms a compact little parcel

which is easily handled and very slightly liable to get bent or
broken through concussion or pressure. But with the cabinet the
conditions are quite changed ; with the increased area there is more
risk of damage and less strength to resist it. The consequence
is—what really might be expected—the packets of cabinet portrait*

get damaged in transit.

If a few instances only occurred it would simply be the annoyance
of a few pictures injured, and no attention need be drawn to the

matter. But the numbers so injured are not counted by single

instances; tliey are almost universal; we should think there is

scarcely a photographer in bu.sine88 who has not Lad sundry
pictures irretrievably injured in the post — pictures that were
packed in a manner to which apparently no exception could be
taken. The professional photographer is thus injured in a twofold

way. The growing demand for cabinets is, to some extent, restricted

by those sitters who wish to send their pictures in the main by post

having cartes in lieu of cabinets in many cases, to avoid injury in

the post-office. We are sure our readers will bear us out in this

assertion. Secondly, the number of pictures so injured is sufficiently

large to constitute a real grievance between photographer and
client ; for we gather from our professional friends that it is looked

upon as a matter of course for pictures so destroyed to be "restored"

—

practically replaced by fresh prints and mounts.

Having been greatly impressed by this state of affairs, we have
made it our business to write to the Postmaster-General, pointing

out the widespread nature of the damage inflicted, the serious loss

which in many ways it entails upon photographers, and asking

him for any suggestions in regard to the mode of despatching such

parcels. An official has called upon us to discuss the matter, and
we must confess it seems rather difficult to see any remedy. He
points out that the damage will occur principally in certain districts,

and is caused by the arrangement adopted by the Posl-office for

picking up and dropping letters. This is done while the mail is

speeding along at its full rate. By means of automatic arrangements

the train drops or picks up bags of letters at sundry stations along its

route without in any way slackening its speed, and the consequence

is that if the bag be a heavy one, or contain such parcels as cabinet

pictures, they are bound to be crushed if they should happen to lie

in an unfavourable position at the moment of contact with the wire

netting which forms the receiving receptacle. Taking the rate at

forty miles an hour, which is often exceeded, it will be seen that

the picture would be dashed against the unyielding wire with far

more force than if thrown from the hand with the greatest strength

possible, and with increased danger on account of the miscellaneous

crowd of letters, &c., all adding to the weight of the impact.

At present, therefore, we see no remedy but increased—greatly

increased—strength of packing, which adds both to the expense of

materials and the cost of postiige. This will introduce an irritating

question. Many, if not most, first-class photographers send their

portraits out without charging for postage ; but the increased charge

which only, under existing arrangements, ensures safe delivery

will form a very serious tax upon their cost, and questions of who
is to pay the postage will arise and form fruitful sources of annoyance

between photographer and client.

With a view of diminishing the cost of postage to the utmost

exent we have suggested to the Postmaster-General that he should

send us, or publish generally, a list of those places where the

mechanical dropping arrangements are in force, so that photo-

graphers may put packing of increased strength upon all parcels

sent in those directions. If such a list be forwarded to us we will give

our readers the benefit of the information to guide them in their

packing arrangements.

We may say that in the course of onr conversation with the

official in question we asked if sending parcels of cabinets by
parcels post would not add to their safety ; but be replied that he waa

afraid not, as the Post Office ^iuids many parcel8-|K)Bt pack.igra by

the ordinary mail bags.
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In conclusion : we may say that we consider the question we

Lave opened to be one of very wide interest, aifecting a far larger

circle than that of the photographic fraternity alone, and our

columns will be open for remarks upon the subject. Two very

forcible questions arise — " Cuuld not better arrangements be

devised ? Is it a proper thing that, as admitted, it is a matter of

necessity that thousands of parcels be annually injured by the

mode of working at present adopted?" In this age and in our

country the present answer to be given seems a slur on our civili-

sation. Let the British public see to it, and memorialise the

Postmaster-General.
4> ^

Ix glancing over the paper, a copy of which has been sent to us,

read by Dr. Hunter at the last meeting of the Edinburgh Photo-

graphic Society, we are led to inquire if it be not somewhat unusual

for tlie essayists in the active Pliotographic Society of Modern
Athens to give a species of negative confession of their own religious

faith by pronouncing upon that of certain others. It has always

been the custom in that and, indeed, in every other well-conducted

pliotographic society to abstain from x-eferenee to party politics and
sectarian peculiarities of religion. It is so in an emphatic sense in

the CHiiducting of this Journal; and, this being the case, we are

precluded from pul)lishing the paper in question. As it partakes

rather of a Hindostanic than a photographic character the loss to

our readers will be the less severe. We may say, however, that

Dr. Hunter, without entering into formula; or technical details,

merely expresses his preference for the now nearly extinct waxed-
paper negative process, which he considers, from its simplicity and
relative cheapness, to hold out to artists advantages which modern
processes do not possess. In the course of his paper he gave much
interesting information concerning the temples and religious beliefs

of India.

Prophesyiso, especially in weather matters, is proverbially unsafe.

We have all heard of the old lady who took her weather glass to

the door telling it, with something very like an expletive, to

"believe its own eyes" as it stood tirnily at "set fair" while a
torrent of rain was falling outside. M. Montigny, however, has
risked his reputation by prophesying that we, or at anyrate the

people of Brussels, are to have a dry summer. In examining the
colours of stars through his scintillometer he has noted that they dis-

play a predominance of green and violet, which he proves to indicate

drought, while blue foreshadows rain. He explains the fact by
supposing that water or ice in great thickness is blue, and that, as

the stars in their twinkling do not show that colour, water is absent,
and, therefore, a dry season is to be expected. We shall be better

able at the end of the year to say if his prophecy be correct.

Our contemporary, La Nature, states that painters are finding

a new use for photography. It says that when an enlargement
upon canvas is desired an image is obtained in black lines which are

most difficult of removal by covering with colour. Painters, when
they wish to rub in a quick sketch, use charcoal, the lines made by
it being readily removable. Nowadays, however, our contemporary
Bays, all that is done is to take a negative and project an image on
to the canv,as, which is then outlined in charcoal by the painter.

Thus, it goes on to observe, by allowing the artist freer play to

his poetic fancies, photography so used is of great service to him.

This is.no doubt, very interesting reading for the public; but,

seeing that details of such a mode of working were first given
in our columns a dozen or two years ago, it is rather difficult to

find the novelty of the plan now spoken of as though it were quite

a recent invention.

Odr readers may have noticed the reappearance of the corpuscular
light aoain after a period of absence. Tlie Times Berlin corre-

a|)oiiileiit telegni plied a week or two ago to the effect that it had
bet-n a^'en ilii-re wil h a brilliancy equal to that observed in November.
It i.s UMfi)rtiinate I hat more photogniphic work in connection with
it liii.<i not bffii d.ne, tlie illustration in La ,Vature, alluded to by
u.^ some time ago, being the only satisfactory photograph brought
before the public.

The reactions of albumen are always of interest to the photo-
grapher, and the body is of such a complex nature— its exact
formula never having been agreed upon—that there ia still scope

for much information to be gathered. M. E. Grimaux, in Comptes
liendus, says that albumen in dilute solution behaves very ditfe-

rently from what is observed when undiluted. According to his

paper, when one-per-cent. solutions are heated to 194 Falir. for

some minutes a few floceuli separate, but when the solution is

then filtered it does not become turbid after being boiled. Carbonic
acid ill the cold gives a gelatinous precipitate, which redissolves in a
current of air. The albumen is converted into a body having proper-

ties like the albumenates, closely bordering upon those of caseine.

The old joke of bringing home chips of the North Pole has given
way to equally humorous suggestions for photographing it, and, as

we know, some very interesting photographs have been taken of

regions not far distant from that often-attempted goal. There is every
prospect that before long pictures of regions still more closely adja-

cent may be obtained, for the Bussiau Admiralty are contemplating
yet another expedition, with precautions suggested by the " Jeanette"
disaster. The idea is to take an expedition a certain distance by
steamer, and then by sledges and on foot. The party is to be
divided into three sets, one going before the other and finding

camping grounds and establishing depots. It is estimated that it

would take three years to reach the pole and get back to Siberia,

It will be remembered what interesting and graphic accounts were
given of the difficulties met with in one expedition, and how wet
plates were frozen but yet gave good negatives. Fortunately, all

that is done away with, and the gelatine plate will work with equal
facility in cold as in more temperate climes, and much better

than in tropical countries.

It is to be hoped that whatever make of plate be chosen for the

outfit it will be seen that it is one with a thick, opaque film, so that

no lack of delicacy may be brought about through back-reflection

—

a point which, as we lately showed, is of very considerable import-

ance, and must be doubly so for views with such a preponderance

of light objects as would be found in those icy regions.

We liave frequently alluded to the Liverpool Astronomical Society,

and the earnest work it has done. They have, in a pamphlet
separate from their Transactions, just published a catalogue of five

hundred stars in the constellations Auriga, Gemini, and I/CO

Minor, which have been determined from photographs taken witii

the equatorial stellar camera by the Eev. T. E. Espin at the

Society's observatory.

GAS BOTTLES VERSUS BAGS.

I VENTURE to enter a demurrer to what I underatand to be the

strong contention of the Editors that, on the ground of safety from
accident, gas bags should be superseded by bottles of compressed
gas for working the lantern. To ground presumed safety upon any
such supposed "improvement" can only lead to calamitous result.".

There are various reasons for and against both bottles and bags ;

but in regard to the question of "safety," at present (in my opinion)

the bottles are far more dangerous of the two, and even with the

improvement spoken of they will not be more than equal in safety.

The great advantage of bottles is, of course, their portability and
the saving of trouble. I have been glad, ere now, to get a bottle

and carry it home myself rather than have the delay of the retort

business, when time was precious and the light of a blow-through
jet would suffice. But this only applies to large towns. If it came
to travelling about, a lecturer would be subjected to very much
uncertainty as to his bottles always reaching him in time, niiless

he kept a rather large number in use. On the other hand, with

bags he can make his oxygen anywhere, and can fill up his other

bag (even for a village) at the last town where they have gas, and
take it on. And the expense also is rather seriously against the

bottles. We can make eight feet of oxygen for a fraction under
Is. Cd., whereas in bottles it is charged from ,')S. to 6s. lOd. To
those who use the lime light constantly this would make a consider-

able ditlerence, and it is on their behalf I question your sweeping
conclusion.

In what does the presumed greater danger of bags consist ?

Using them with the oxygen underneath liie pressure muM be

fairly equal, and any tendency towards mixture the uneven pre.ssure

is shown at once by snapping in the jet. No signs or contrivances

whatever can or will prevent gross ignorance, or nervousness, or

carelessness from producing explosive mixture by such causes

as wrong connections. But this all .applies equally to bottles; and
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there is no conceivable way of distinguishing a bottle which cannot
be applied in exactly the same way to a bag.

On the other hand, in the varying pressure wliich has hitherto

accompanied the compressed method there has been a most serious

clement of danger. This cause of mixture may elude even fair

ordinary care, and I believe has eluded it in many cases, the

strongest pressure running into the weakest, and so causing ex-

plosive compound. Be this as it may, and whatever tlie cause, in

the United States, where bottles are used far more largely, ex-

plosions have been both more numerous and far more fatal than
here. It is very rare for a bag explosion, even when it does occur,

to cause loss of life ; but the explosion of a bottle is like that of a
boiler or a shell. Ask Mr. R. A. Proctor, who has lectured in the

States, what he thinks of the comparative safety of bottles and of

bags.
" Dust " as au alleged cause of bag explosion I believe to be a

pure myth ; at all events no explosion has ever been traced to that

cause so far as I know. It is very easy to purposely produce a

dust explosion in a bag; but it is quite another thing whether
explosive dust ever has or can have naturally occurred in a gas

bag, and one is not the slightest proof of the other.

The danger above pointed out will be removed by the improve-

ment you mention, and that great improvement will also remove
the greatest practical drawback and difficulty in the use of bottles.

I have reason to believe that another inventor besides the one you
pi-obably refer to has about perfected a governor - valve for the

same purpose. But if, as I understand you to suggest, this is

accompanied by some simple apparatus for lecturers to do their

own pumping with, we shall then be confronted with another

danger of a very real character. In compressing gas a great deal

of heat is produced—^sufficient, in a familiar experiment, to ignite

tinder in a tube by the mere sudden pressure of the hand. Now,
iron it4elf icill burn in oxygen if a particle of lighted carbon be
brought into contact with it ; hence the danger is readily seen, and
I fear will be practically illustrated if wo are to have people

generally compressing their own gas.

In case I am thought an alarmist, it may be aa well to state that,

after a very serious explosion of a bottle some time ago at the

Royal Institution (where, if anywhere, things should be well ma-
naged), the iron was actually found burnt; and it was supposed, or

said to be, that it had been ignited owing to the heat produced by
pressure, (iranted that this risk would be diminished by the lower
pressure you propose, it will still remain very appreciable.

I do not, however, question for a moment that the improvement
you so warmly commend is worth all you say of it. It is ; and will

be one of the greatest boons possible to many—myself included

—

who are so located as to be able to take advantage of it. No one
will be more thankful for it than myself. But bottles will still

continue to have one special danger peculiar to them, and may also

burst through flaw or want of strength at any time ; and, on the

other hand, I fail to see one single reason why bags should be con-

sidered inferior in point of safety. The same man who would
"come to grief" with them might, if he acted in the same way,
produce just the same results with a pair of bottles ; and the same
dangerous point (when pressure is almost all gone by exhaustion of

gas) occurs in both alike. If there be any difference, my belief is

that safety still lies rather on the side of the bags, even with the
improvement in the bottles; without it, bags have the advantage
by far. But, in either case, something like decent competence and
care are the true and oidy preventives of accident.

I must say, finally, that an occasional accident from sheer care-

lessness hardly seems worth all the fuss made ; and the general
public, happily, do not seem so scared as one might think all of us
were. Such accidents occur with house-gas, and candles, and
matches, and suchlike ; but no one dreams of abandoning their

use, though we do try to keep young children and imbecile.^ from
touching them. It is, no doubt, true that there are lanternista who
do need to learn the necessity for constant, deliberate care with
their apparatus ; but, let us keep our heads cool, and, meantime,
acknowledge our debt to those who, like Mr. Hardwich, are by
calm experiment working their way to as near "safety" arrang-
ments as the case admits of. Lewis Wriout.

PHOTOMICROGRAPHY AT THE HEALTH EXHIBITION.
The increasing interest in the absorbing question of hygiene, as

evidenced by the crowds attending the present Health Exhibition
at South Kensington, induces us to say a few words, without too

largely trespassing upon the domain of medicine, on the remarkable

exhibits in the section devoted to the French department connected
with the subject of bacteriology. Naturally, a subject which
relates to the laws and media governing health belongs to medicine
and surgery ; but, at the same time, it is common public ground, in

which all who value health may be considered to nave a universal
right. The more extended the knowledge of the construction and
uses of such instruments as have been now brought together

—

being those which are actually employed by such savants as M.
Pasteur, of the Normal School of Paris, and Dr. Kiquel, of the
Observatory at the Park of Montsouris—the more likely it is that
others may be induced to profit by their researches, and lend help to

one of the most difficult yet most interesting questions of the oay.
Photographers are generally busy people, and too much occupied

with the eye of the camera upon the " face divine," or on the lovely
or rugged features of external nature, to be able to make a sacrifice

in time—and we may be explicit, and say such study makes large

demands ; but many photographers are sdso wedded to the smaller
observing eye of the microscope, and it is to these more particularly

that our remarks may be acceptable.

The present phase of our knowledge of contagious and infections
diseases, through microscopic research, shows such rapid strides

amongst the aerial germs that already such study has taken a fair

position with those which are the subjects of strict scientific

investigation
; yet, without the necessary precautions against con-

tamination, it would be liable to very erroneous interpretation, for

we have to deal with the most minute and ubiquitous living

organisms in the universe. To fully describe in detail all the
beautifully-constructed apparatus exhibited would demand more
space than can be accorded in these pages, and, moreover, the
generally-appended tickets explain to a certain extent either the
construction or the use, or both, of the special apparatus.

In dealing with this subject, the order of procedure will be
inverted by alluding firstly to the exhibit of Dr. Miquel, which
embraces various apparatus of considerable originality. This gen-
tleman—the author of Les Organiames Vivanis de VAtmospkeri—for

many years has devoted himself to the study of aerial bacteriology,
and to him we owe the present state of the statistics in this depart-
ment of hygiene. He has taken up the subject at the point that
was left by Drs. Maddox and Cunningham, and with modifications
of the app>aratus of the former and the adaptation of an aspirator,

he has converted their quaUtative examinations of the air into a
quantitative analysis, upon which he bases the results of his most
extensive series of experiments. For many years, and by various
observers, an attempt was made to analyse the dust matter float-

ing in the atmosphere ; but the methods employed were faulty in

many ways, especially as, being without any attempt at culture, it

would be impossible to say whether such organisms as were mixed
with the ordinary air-borne inorganic particles were living or dead.

Dr. Maddox employed a vane which consisted of a kind of

multiple funnel for the passage of the wind, and which supported
in front of the point of the receiving funnel a thin ordinary
microscope cover glass smeared with a sticky, sterilised material, the
cover, with its deposited dust, after certain hours of exposure, being
removed and placed on a culture-cell for prolonged microscopic
observation. The results of au extended series of examinations were
duly published in the monthly Journal of the Royal Microscopical
Society. Dr. D. Douglas Cunningham carried the observations
still further in India, and published a thin folio with many figures

of the principal deposits as found in the air of prisons and sewers.

Both of the methods used could only deal with the qualiUitive

aspect ; hence Dr. Miquel not only modified the aiiroscope of

Maddox so that it might be constantly in service, but, by adding
an air meter and aspirator, he verified the amount of air trans-

mitted, and was thus led by degrees to perfecting the apparatus
e.'chibited. He has now several registering acroscopes and also a
kind of steam injector, by which a constant current of steam can be
blown through a tube and induce a strong current of air by aspira-

tion in its course, thus leading to the passage, if required, of 12,000

litres of air through the atiroscope per hour. The large injector can

be attached to several aeroscopes, or to sterilised bulb-flasks, sealed

at their points, containing sterilised, nutrient fluids—as neutralised

beef broth—so that the moment the point is nipped oflf by sterilised

pliers and the injector set in action, the air begins to pass through
the liquid, leaving its air-borne particles in the fluid—a conple of

sterilised asbestos plugs being placed at the opposite end in the tube

fixed to the aspirator, to prevent the influx of aerial germs when
detached.

The experiment, which may last any reasonable time, being

finished, the fine point is closed by the blowpipe, the bulb re-

moved, and set in the culture-oven. By uaiog a uu:ge namber of
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bulbs containing iluid from the same sterilised stock, carrying

the experiment over a number of hours, each bulb having received

a delinite quantity of air, and by noting later on how many of the

bulbs in the culture-oven have "gone bad" or show cloudiness, he

infers the amount of bacteria iu the air at that particular period

and particular place. Some germs rejuvenesce in less than forty-

eight hours ; others may need several days. Some rejuvenesce earlier

or later in liquids of a particular density rather than in the same iluid

of higher or lower specilic gravity, so that the bulbs are kept at a

constant temperature in the culture-oven for a sufficient number of

days to determine that the clear ones remain without change.

Thus, if from yesterday's experiment 100 bulbs " went bad" out

of 500, and today out of the same number of bulbs 200 " went bad,"

then the natural inference is drawn that in the same quantity of i

air today there are double tlie number of aiirial germs. The actual

uumlier of bacteria or fungi (mildew germs) is not required
;
for to

count such would be practically most fatiguing and unnecessary,

though this has been done several times by IJr. Miquel and his

assistants, when the germs were deposited on a glass slide and

retained by a sticky substance.

But the inquiry does not cease liere ; for tables are constructed

showing the curves of temperature, rainfall, force and direction of

wind, moisture, and number of bacteria at the same hours of the

entii-e experiment. We are aware that Dr. Miquel has now pending

some researches confirming a hitherto unknown condition of the

atmosphere as regards the maxima and minima of the bacteria in

the air at certain hours of the day and night. There is also a por-

table form of injector which is used for mountain experiments;

though in the first essays of M. Frendenreicli, conducted for Dr.

Miquel amongst the snow-clad mountains of Switzerland, a jximp

throwing a litre of air per stroke was used, the results being for-

warded, with all due precaution against contamination, to Dr.

Miquel for cultivation and comparison.

Still Dr. Miquel has not rested here. He has obtained the assist-

ance of Commander Moreau and Dr. Plautymausion, of the

Mediterranean service, and through their aid, using various forms of

apparatus, he has been enabled to analyse the sea air, both near and
far from the land. The interesting results are published in the

Semaine Medicaid, 6th Marcli of this year, and the researches show
the purity of sea and mountain air. At different points in the city

of Paris, also in the sewers, experiments have been conducted at the

same time and similarly to tliose at Montsouris, and thus a general

idea is gathered of the aiirial dust in very different places and
conditions.

This article will be completed next week, when we will deal with
the other parts of the exhibit, also M. Pasteur's, and with the
photographic aspect of the subject.

TRANSATLANTIC JOTTINGS.

At a meeting of the Photographic Section of the American
Institute a very cogent proof of the value of photography was
given by a coxTespoudent of Frank Leslie's Illustrated WeeHi/.

Photography has almost destroyed the business of the miniature
painter, and where his work was only mediocre, or worse, luis im-
proved him off the face of the earth, and the gentleman iu question
(Mr. McSpedon) faintly indicates a similar fate for the " special

artist." This artist and correspondent, who has had a wide ex-
perience, says most of his sketches on his recent tour in the far West
were made with the assistance of photography. Whenever lie

halted he went directly to the photographer, and through him
gained the best and readiest me.-ins by which to illustrate his

descriptions. He was convinced, he said, that the travelling artist

or correspondent hereafter would have very little to do with the
making of sketches. Voyages round the world have ere now been
written from an arm-chair in Fleet-street ; but the idea of the pos-
sibility of "our special artist" receiving his inspirations from a
source no further from home than from a bundle of cartes on
his studio table is a terrible picture to contemplate.

The discussion initiated by Mr. W. E. Debeuham's interesting
communication on the subject of the Illumiiiation of the Dark Room
is carried on with a lively interest in America, many writers
testifying to the value of the yellow-green screens for dark-room
windows in lieu of the old ruby. The remark of one writer is

worthy of quotation on account of its attempt at describing a colour
without reference to the spectrum scale which, there is no doubt, is
" caviare to the general." This writer, treating only of gas-flame
illumiuatiou, places at six inches from the giis-biiruer a screen, cf

olive-green glass and two thicknesses of lemon-yellow tissue paper.

The special tint of the olive-green he describes as being, when
looked through, " that peculiar, rich, greenish-yellow so common in

this latitude,"in summer, in grass and foliage just at that moment
when the sun has set and the sky is cloudless."

The editor of the Photographic Times (New York) describes a

method lie has employed, in several cases, with success for reducing

the prominence of objects forming a background to that portion of

a picture in which ic is intended that the chief interest should

centre. By means of the burning of materials, which produced a

dense smoke at the back of the object to be delineated, he was able

to fog the background, as it were, and throw up the desired

object with any amount of force, in a manner far superior to the

effect obtainable by stopping-out the background. Such an expedient

should be very useful in the photographing of machinery, as a jet of

steam mii'ht very easily be sent in any direction, and from the pure

white colour it presents it would impress the plate in an instant

before contrary currents of air sent it in tke wrong direction.

Mr. H. J. Newton (whose soda developer has often been alluded

to in these pages) gave at the Section above named an exact formula

for quick work, which runs as follows ;

—

Carbonate of soda 15 grains.

Carbonate of potash IS „

Sulphite of soda 15 „

Water 1 ounce,

and pyro. two and a-half grains to tlie ounce. He also adheres to

his mercuric accelerator, and said he sehlom found anyone to fail

when following his directions. The iodide of potassium used in

making the solution should be largely in excess, and the failure

to make the solution iu this manner will account for a large

number of failures, he believes. We give this precautionary

advice of Mr. Newton's for what it is worth. It is, however, ditK-

cult to imagine how the verdict of English experts who have

examined it and pronounced against it can be reversed.

The very small quantity of sulphite given in the abo*e formula

is not likely to do nmch in the way of keeping the negatives free

from yellowness. Its other functions, recently dealt with at length

in these pages, would not be perceptible with so small a quantity.

It is, however, difficult to account for the remarkable proportions

of the ingredients in some developers published on the other side of

the Atlantic. So much so is this the case that we are tempted to

believe the formulie mere blinds to hide knowledge considered

more valuable.

Mr. Roche gives a formula for what he terms a "combination

alkaline developer," which, he says, is "equivalent to all the

alkaline developers put into one bottle." We do not think he is far

wrong, and we should advise a few developers less to be put into the

bottle; for, when we reckon up his proportions, we find that for

every grain of pyro., in addition to two minims of ammonia (a very

large allowance), he adds five grains of carbonate of potash, over

three of carbonate of soda, sulphite of soda less than a grain, and

bromide the twelfth part of a grain. A formula like this is almost

sufficient to fog a piece of leather, though Mr. Roche states that dry

plates would not fog in it nor become stained

!

A method of making an aqueous shellac varnish, based on one first

published in our pages by Mr. G. Watmough Webster, was given by

Mr. Gardner at this Section. As it would be rather useful for some

purposes we here give the method in Mr. Gardner's words:—He
" took boiling water fifteen ounces, and to this added two ounces of

aqua-ammonia, and two ounces of white shellac dissolved in three

ounces of alcohol" We think the formula would be greatly inipivved

by adding the ammonia to the spirituous solution of lac and then the

boiling water as in the first-named case ; otherwise there would be a

violent disengagement of gas before the lac could be acted upon.

Mr. Edward L. Wilson has a droll disquisition on the connection

between a photographer's prices and the state of his health
;
yet it

contains some truths on the state of the photographic business.

Speaking of the cheap man, he says :—" Working in a fret, as

he does every day, hunger pressing upon him continually, he never

has time to think of anything but his stomach, and so lets all the other

good things of this world go by." * » * "Art journals, photo-

graphic books, &C." " Why do Rocher, &c., &c., get better prices

than others ] Because they feed well intellectually and physically,

and, therefore, have more of Rocher, &c., to put in their work."

A correspondent of the Photographic Times (New York) gives a

method of removing the albumen film from a sheet of paper that if

successful may turn out to have a, -coiisiderable sphere of usefulness.
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Tlio plan simply consists in soaking the print in :i n;iturated solution

of borax, when the lilin becomes loosened and may be stripped off.

AVe have not yet tried the plan, though we may do so, as tliere are

many instances where a stripped lilm would be very valuable.

EXPERIENCES ON THE THAMES.*
Irom Abingdon there is not mack that is interesting until we come to

Culham, about two miles lower down—the river flowing the whole way
through fertile meadows and banks covered with wdd flowers and
forget-me-nots, whilst further in the stream in shady, secluded spots

wo pass by many banks of pure white water lilies.

Passing through the lock we reached the junction of the weir stream

with the river proper. We thought it would be a yood idea to try to

ascend the weir stream and see what the mill was "like" (for the mills

are usually picturesijue). We found it extremely hard work rowing
against this rapid stream, and, needless to say, we had the water
entirely to ourselves. The Philosopher thought it very much like

ascendmg the Niagara below the Falls. 1 did not think it was quite

so bad. At length, after a hard pull, and dodging the swiftest part of

the stream as much as possible, we succeeded in getting pretty close to

the mill, and in a most sequestered spot near the Pool we moored our
boat to shore. Whilst tlie Philosopher had gone with the camera
to get a good view of the mill from above I made the first use of all our
elaborate cooking apparatus, which had hitherto lain idle. We decided

upon making some tea. The spirit lamp, of course, came into requisi-

tion, and unfortunately caused an accident that miglit have been
serious. All was going on well between the kettle and spirit, when all

at once I tdted the boat on one side, which overturned the kettle con-

taining nearly boiling water, and the lamp full of spirit, causing the

ilaming spirit to flow in all directions. However, by the use of our
vugs, I easily managed to e-xtiugnish the flames and put an end to what
nt first appeared to be a rather alarming state of things. Not to

done, I made a second and successful experiment at tea brewing,
1 I this time without contretemps. The Philosopher never slept a

wink that night, and on finding out next morning it required a handful
of tea to make two cups he thought he knew the reason why, and
decided ho would never again have his nerves ui)set by tea of my
manufacture.
From Culham we had hard work to get our "man o' war" along.

The wind was diametrically opposite to the direction we wished it to

be. It was now blowing quite a gale and the river became covered with
white-crested waves—"breakers" the Philosopher called them

—

causing our boat to dance up and down as if we were on the sea, and
sometimes we even shipped water. Finding wo made very little head-

way we again resorted to towiug. This change, however, in our means
of progression was the cause of a very serious accident to one of our

cameras ; for, whilst towng the boat round a rather difficult bend, the

towing line got entangled in the tall reeds, the boat gave a lurch, and
the cox wain, to save himself, fell upon one of the rigged-up cameras by
his side, causing a collapse of that valuable piece of apparatus. As no
immediate remedy was at hand we packed tbe damaged camera away
and waited until we arrived at Clifton Hampden to see what could be
done.

Passing under the railway arch at Appleford we next came in view of

the quiet village of Long Whittenham, where supposed Roman earth-

works have been discovered and some line Anglo-Saxon jewels

exhumed.
Another short pnll brought us to Clifton Hampden—an extremely-

picturesque idace, even including its inns. First we thought of staying
at th« " Barley Mow " on the right bank; we made an inspection and
r\me to the conclusion that it was a very curious place. We then had
look at the " Plough " (the alternative), also a very curious, thatched,

old-fashioned (and that is saying very little) place. We thought this

was one of the earliest species of inn ever invented. We decided on
trying the "Plough," and had not the slightest reason to complain.

The only difficulty was (although the inn is so small as to possess only

two or three spare rooms) that of finding our way upstairs, the stair-

case being nearly vertical, perfectly dark, and about eighteen inches

wide. Our host of the "Plough " and all his had contracted habits in

harmony with their tranquil surroundings, for we found 10 p.m. was
their curfew hour (excepting the night wo were there), whilst they are

np between 5 and a.m.
Our tii-st thought, after having satisfied our somewhat wolfish pro-

pensities incurred by towing, rowing, and photographing, was to try

to heal the wound caused to the camera. The Philosopher, who is ever

ready on an emergency, and besides deeply learned in the physical and
chemical properties of gelatine, at once thought of his favourite

medium. But the good people of Clifton Hampden scarcely knew of

the existence of this " desiccated extract of the ossiferous portions of

defunct animals " (the Philosopher's own definition), and we failed in

oar efforts to obtain any. W e next suggested there might be a car-

penter in the pLice, and for a consideration there would be a means of

either bpggvng, borrowing, or stealing his glue-pot. At last, after some
• Continued from pago 377.

trouble, wo got an introduction to this worthy man, who, on finding

oat what was the matter, suggested he could do the work better him-
self. We thought difforcntly, and by means of a bribe obtained poa*
session of the much coveteif pot. The Philosopher, who add» to bis

many accomplishments that of being a skilful mechanic, made a very
neat mend. We hung it up to dry that night and next morning were
glad to find it could again be pressed into service.

Rarely have we found any village so picturesque as Clifton Uampdon,
and rarely one so well ordered and neal. Almost every few yards wo
found something we thought a worthy sul>ject for the camera. Our inn
was as rural and quaint as could possibly be imagined, and we photo-

graphed it with two or three village children as an appropriate fore-

ground. The church there is situated on tbe brow of a hill overhanging
the river

—

" Wliich, hid by beech and pine,

Like an eagle's nest, hangs on the crest

Of purple Apennine.

A prettier church or one more charmingly situated it would be difficult

to conceive. It is a most attractive and graceful object (and for the
camera too) as seen from the river, and will bear the closest inspection,

for externally and internally it is about perfect. From the tower of

the church we may obtain, at this high elevation, a fine view of Oxford,
and of the silvery meandering streak, np and down, of Father Thames
passing on his way to the ocean

—

" The tranquil cot, the restless null.

The lonely hamlet calm and still

;

The village spire, the busy town.
The shelving lank, the rising down ;

The fisher's punt, the ijcasant's home

;

The woodland seat, the regal dome

—

In quick succession rise to charm
The mind, v,'ith virtmms feelings warm

;

Till where thy widening current glides

To mingle with the turbid tides.

Thy spacious breast displays unfurl'd
The ensigns of th' assembled world !

"

Perhaps one of our most successful pictures at Clifton was that of

the bridge, with the church steeple behind. To adorn a rather tame
foreground one of us posed as the "complete," though unsuccessfa],

"angler." At first, if we ever had nothing to do, we used to get out
ouf line and try to hook a fish or two. Neither of us are really piscato-

rially inclined ; however, we did not wish to go up the river without such
a usual accessory, so before starting we purchased rod and line. Wc
were told we were going in for the " 'something' at one end and a worm
at the other." But we paid no heed to such base insinuations; we
intended to show results. We read Is.iak Walton's advice—" When
you fish for roach or dace you must have a small book, a quick eye, and
a nimble hand." About the former there can be no doubt, for we have
placed that small hook under a glass case ; with regard to the latter we
thought that between ns we had a "quick eye" and a "nimble hand."
However, we never caught .inything, but were afterwards told by a
man at one of the ferries that many people came and remained whole
days without catching anything. " Extremely interesting occupation !

"

we remarked. After that we never were again the " something at one
end, " but for posing purposes frequently used the extended rod without
line at all.

The village school at Clifton is another pretty "bit," but it becomes
almost invidious to point out one or two when every cottage and every
gateway seems made subservient to art-rules. We learnt the reason,

however : the .S(fuire owns the village, and is, or used to be, the Vicar

besides; consequently ho allows Clifton Hampden to bo none other

than a model village. We left Clifton mth many regrets, and wondered
whether we should

"Look upon its like again."

There are many easier ways to see and enjoy the beantiea of the
Thames, but we doubt if there be any which possesses so many advan-
tages and attractions as that of rowing down the river in a small boat.

There is no hurry, no race for coach or train, and it was, indeed, on
one or two occasions, in the absence of a head wind, pleasant work
quietly gliding do\vn the ti-anquil stream, and admiring those lovely

scenes around as—sach scenes of which the poet speaks :

—

" Everywhere
Nature is lovely : on the mountain height.

Or where the einbosom'd glen diiiplays

Secure sublimity, or where around
The undulating surface gently slopes

With mingled hill and valley—everywhere
Nature is lovely. Kvon in sceuei* like these.

When n<it a hillf>ck breaks the unvaried plain,

The eye may find new charm» that seeks delight."

After passing Clifton Hampden the hills, capped with clnmps of

towering trees, liecome very picturesque and assume a somewhat boldar

character. We next passed Little Wittenham oharch nestling in a
luxuriance of foliage, and then the river makes a circuit with low and
fertile meads on either side—at this time heavy with a rich crop of hay
being gathered in. Farther on we come to the River Thame, whereon,*

;i short distance up the stream, Dorchester is situated. We regretted
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we could not spare time to row up this interesting tributary to see that

ancient "city" with its remains of Roman Amphitheatre and half-

ruined abbey, and which now, like many another "grand old city," has

long since descended to the grade of a poor village.

A short pull from the junction of the two rivers brought us to ShiUing-

ford, where we made some "shots" at the bridge, several of -which were

during heavv showers, which considerably "damped" our enthusiasm,

and had the unfortunate effect of somewhat hastening our return to

London. However, we obtained very fair results in spite of the rain,

although we were by this time getting rather disgusted with the " Clerk

of the Weather," and on leaving ShiUingford we were not in the most

cheerful mood, with water everywhere around us. ShiUingford is

another " antiquated old place," as books tell us. However, we failed

to find anything of interest in the place, except the " Swan " Inn, duly

patronised by us, and which is certainly about the most picturesque on

the river, being literally covered with roses and other flowers.

J. J. AcwoRTH, r.I.C„ F.C.S.

(To he continued in our next.)

ABOUT PRINTING.

The revolution which, a few years ago, so rapidly deposed wet collo-

dion in favour of the now almost universal gelatino-bromide seems to

have concentrated the thinking and experimenting powers of the great

body of amateur photographers on the production of the negative,

which is merely the means to an end, to the exclusion, in particular, of

the print, which is the end itself.

This fact was forcibly pressed on my attention by the observations of

a friend—one of the most successful amateurs on this aide of the Tweed
—during a conversation on matters photographic a few days since.

Pointing to a number of prints which looked fairly good in the absence

of contrast with the best that the negatives were capable of giviug, he

said :—" I am really disheartened with the result of my efforts to pro-

duce good prints, and more than half inclined to give it up as a bad job.

I don't think I shall ever exhibit a print again, or at least one of my
own printing." The friend in question is not far short of being facile

primeps of northern amateurs, and his collection of prints has been

much admired by all who have seen them, including, I may add, himself,

until very recently, when an incident occurred which revealed the fact

that they were not nearly so good as they might have been.

It seems he had been showing some prints at a gathering of friends,

when one of them—a clever professional photographer—requested to

be permitted to borrow several of the negatives for the purpose of

producing prints for his private collection, and when he returned them
showed the owner of the negatives the prints he had secured. To say

that the professional printer had produced better prints than the

amateur conveys no idea of the actual fact. They were so much
better, and so very difi'erent, that nothing short of actual knowledge
would have convinced even an expert that they were printed from the

same negatives. They were delightful in tone, brilliant, juicy, and
different in form and arrangement. Squares had been made into ovals,

oblongs turned to uprights, foregrounds increased or curtailed ; and in

one case where in the amateur's print the mast of a vessel reached
(juite to the top, in that of the professional it was surmounted by a
charming sky with delicate cloud effects.

Now, although I do not say that all, or perhaps even the majority,
of professional photographers are such clever printers as the one here
mentioned, it is well known that, in the larger establishments at least,

the printing is superintended liy an operator whose whole time is

devoted to it, and the amateur who enters into competition with
Avork so produced is indeed heavily handicapped.
Should the amateur, then, either employ a professional printer when

he wishes to see his pictures at their best on the exhibition walls, or
content himself by privately showing to admiring friends such work as
he can do. himself ? By no means. He has shown that he can hold his
own in the production of negatives ; and if he would only devote a
little of the time and attention to the theory and practice of printing
that he has given to them, I have no hesitation in saying that his work
would soon compare favourably with the best artistic productions
usually seen in our exhibitions.

The art of printing has been far too much neglected by amateurs

—

looked upon as merely a mechanical process, to be taken up at odd
times when there was nothing else to do, and when negatives had
accumulated to the extent of a dozen or two. If he sensitise his own
paper, the bath, probably dirty and of uncertain strength, is hurriedly
filtered, and the sensitising is carried on simultaneously with several
other occupations, the result being that no two sheets are left in con-
tact with the solution for the same length of time, and are consequently
not amenable to the same treatment. If he use paper ready sensitised
his stock has been on hand long enough to have undergone a change,
or he procures a fresh supply that may be very different from anything
he has before employed, and the single print from each negative that
he requires is printed before he has made himself acquainted with its

peculiarities, or ascertained the best method of obtaining good results
on this sample of jjapcr.

I have said "a single print from each negative," and wish to direct

particular attention to this as one great cause of weakness in amateur
printing. Negatives, like almost all other things, have each a special

character of their own, requiring peculiar and sometimes very different

treatment. Two that may to the untrained eye look precisely alike

will, with the same treatment, yield results altogether dissimilar

;

while each with treatment suited to its character will give perfect

prints. No doubt the trained eye constantly engaged in printing

operations will know at once, in the majority of cases, how exactly to

manage each separate negative ; but the amateur, who prints only by
fits and starts, must feel his way, and can only make the best work by
a system of trial and error, which implies the making of several prints

from each of his batch of negatives.

An examination of the collections of most amateurs, or even of their

pictures in our exhibitions, recals also the fact that they are very

unwilling to sacrifice any portion of what they consider a fine negative

;

and hence we see otherwise line pictures spoiled by excessive fore-

grounds or objectionable marginal objects left to retain the full size

and proportions of the plate, and which, if the pruning knife had been

freely and judiciously applied, would have been gems of both pictorial

and technical excellence.

I suppose there is no finality in the production of negatives ; and,

therefore, while not advising amateurs to "rest and be thankful"

always with what they already can accomplish, I would urge them to

rest in the meantime, and till they have mastered the diflficulties inci-

dent to the production of prints as perfect as their negatives, each

keeping before him the fact that the beat negative in his possession is

but labour in vain, so far as he is concerned, as long as he cannot pro-

duce from it an equally good print. But he will never succeed in

doing this while he looks upon printing as a merely mechanical opera-

tion. He must learn to feel that it is one requiring both knowledge

and skill ; must regard each negative as a wise parent does each of his

children, and try to ascertain its particular character and idiosyncrasy,

not considering several sheets of paper wasted in the attempt to dis-

cover how best to make it yield the most perfect result. Neither

should he encourage a hankering after the full size or shape of the

negative, but must ruthlessly cut off a foreground tliat dwarfs the

principal objects in the picture, or mask the sky so as to .add to its

height, and lop off the sides so as to convert an oblong into an upright,

if tliereby a better result be secured. In fact, he must consider the

negative in all its bearings, not as a thing of beauty per se, but as a

means of enabling him by thought, care, and skill to produce an

artistic picture. ^ John Nicol, Ph.D.

WHERE TO GO WITH THE CAMERA.

[It is hoped that this surics of articles will be continued at regular and frequent in-

ten'Jiis during the vacation tnontiis, and we shall be glad to receive contributions to

the series from any friends able to treat of new and interesting ground.]

A TRIP AMONG THK ENGLISH LAKES.
In the hoiie that the spell of good weather, which broke over the n >: !i

about the last week of May this year, might continue for a weels. L.r

two, I set about preparing myself and my "touring kit" for a long-

anticipated trip among the English lakes. Although I may not be

able to offer anything but "stale news " to many readers of this Journal

though my trip was suddenly cut short prematurely by family mat-

ters and what looked like a set-in of bad weather, and, besides, nothing

very startling or very instructive occurred during my little trip—still,

at times, a little light reading is beneficial to our general public, and 1

offer to the Editors a few notes on my ten days' experience among some

very grand scenery.

I am happy to think that the days are far past when the production

of negatives was a matter not only of great bodily toil but of ditiicult

operation and doubtful issue at the best. We do not now scale Yosemitu

precipices with tons of baggage, nor even crawl through the country

with uncanny-looking vans. We throw our camera over our shoulders,

or carry it in our hand; nor need we "groan and sweat" under a

tropical tent. We can put our prepared plates in a case or even in our

pocket, expose them, and develope them at home with a cup of coffee

or a lemon-squash as ready to our hand as our aulj)ho-pyrogallol. All

this has given a great impetus to amateur photography ; my only

wonder is that the impetus has not been greater. As a matter of

expedition the sketcher is not "in it " with us, while a man wlio can

both draw and make a decent negative is a man to be admired and

envied. Our science has now reached such a state, and our manufac-

turers have attained such perfection, that any j^erson of ordinary

intelligence can, with a little practice, make himself pretty certain at

any time and under almost any circumstances of getting, if not a perfect

picture, at least a fair and pleasing transcript of whatever he offers to

his plate through the medium of his Inns.

To attain the "consummation devoutly to be wished," what is the

trouble requisite ? A tritle—a mere nothing ! .Supposing the tourist

to buy his plates packed, he recpiires nothing but a ruby or other non-

actinic lantern, some packing paper, and a little gummed paper, besides

a pocket book, and who is without one ? These articles are absolutely

all that are required beyond the camera, stand, plates, and lens that
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ai'o BO useful iii phubography. (It may soeiii uuriuus—ev«u iutixpU-
.

cable—that witbout one or other of these articles I never yet prodiiucd
|

a negative that I conUl well send to an exhibition, but so it is.) The
above articles wore all I carried abo\it with me, and tlio lantern I

niiulit have done without had 1 cared to ask photographers in Keswick
and elsewhere tor the use of their dark rooms.

As usual, like a fool, I could not content myself with one camera. I

took my largest (a 10 X S), and for instantaneous work I took also a
smaller one—the same that went round the world with me. I not only
carried changing-boxes for tliese cameras but also slides, I might have
saved the trouble of one or other, I further took two pairs of strong
legs ; my wife usually carried one set, the other set carried me ! My
camera legs were "quite too utterly" heavy, but when once set up
were certainly rigid enough and exceedingly adjustable, the worst
tiling being that fhad to carry always a key or spanner for the nuts.

1 did not carry a sledge-hammer or a hydraulic press. The fact is I

had somehow lost my ordinary stand ; but I so liked the ease of adjust-

ment for awkward places given by my heavy stand that I am trying to

get a stand made on the same principle but of loss weight, and not

requiring a tool chest to be carried. This is a long story about my
stand ; but it is worthy of it, for it could be made nine or ten feet

long—about one Moreij liigh, in fact. I decline to tell how many plates

1 took Avith me, but 1 brought home thirty-four exposed plates.

On the evening of Miiy 'llth. we arrived at Lodore Hotel, by the side

of Uerweutwater, in Cumberland, my slides and changing-boxes being
all filled. Next morning, about 6.30, I went with my big camera a
mile or two towards Horrowdale, and got a couple of very good views
from a point a bit up a hill, climbing which I found that though I had
come in a train I had not come in training ; but I must not be intraini

into these silly puns ! After breakfast I climbed partly up Lodore Fall

and "let tiy" at a couple of views; but, as 1 expected, the wind
among the foliage spoiled the effect. My picture is truly a "moving
scene." There was also very little water in the fall—about the size of

a grey horse's tail, but not nearly so big as the Grey Mare's Tail, near
St. Mary's Loch, in Selkirkshire. Then my little camera came into

requisition, and I took a few dark "bits" in the bed of the stream
below the fall.

The 29th brought to light a very beautiful view of Borrowdale and
Castle Crag. I found the view, before breakfast as usual, behind a
village called The Grange, about a mile and a "bittock" from Lodore.

It was a beautiful calm "bit" of river with tall reeds growing, and three

cows who would not stand still—the low beasts ! However, their dis-

tance lent enchantment to my view, and their restlessness has not done
much harm. If a cow has two digesting apparatuses why should she
not have two beads and two tails ?

That afternoon we had a drive round Derwentwater, but no particular

event came of it. I took two small views with rapid exposure ; visited

Friar's Crag, and resolved to let the Friar alone till some other time at

least. Next morning, having hired a trap to take us to Grasmere, we
returned ! i the Crag, but I only secured a view of the boat landing at

Keswick. I know that views of Friar's Crag sell well, but it was a
"sell" to me, for I could make nothing of it. Resuming our journey
'H ro'Uurn towards Grasmere, we drove through Keswick up a steep

hill, getting every here and there glorious views of Derwentwater and
its adjacents. At one time we had a lovely panorama of Bassenthwaite
Water, and at another we saw the beauties of the Vale of Newlands. I

exposed two rapid plates on views of this grand sort, not expecting good
photographs, but merely hoping to fix on my mind the outlines of the
mountains ; but my plates were covered with curious meandering, crapey
markings, which looked so detestable that I threw the plates away un-
printed. This is a kind of mark that I have occasionally noticed before ;

it comes always in distant hills or sky. Will anyone explain the matter
to me ? Driving along the Vale of Naddle we got a good view back-
wards along the V'ale of St. .John, and at last, after passing the queerest
ecclesiastical building in Britain—I dare not call it a church—we
arrived on Dunmail Kaise, wlienco we overlooked Grasmere lying in all

its quiet beauty beneath ua, with Helm Crag on our right—a hill

sometimes called the "Lion and the Lamb.' Both my wife and I

saw the likeness distinctly, only it turned out that I was viewing the
whole mountain, and she noticed only a big boulder at the top of it.

We were quite satisfied all the same.
Arriving at Grasmere, and having refreshed, we set out view-hunting.

Carrying the big camera we "prepared to mount," but after a long
walk we turned oack viewless. However, on nearing our hotel on our
way back, I got two pretty views of Grasmere and Helm Crag ; only
one view has a gas house and a gas-holder for a foreground, and the

other seems over-exposed, though printable.

On May .SOth I began with a couple of views of Grasmere from a

wood near the hotel, and then, catching sight of some particularly

gootl photographs in a shop window I proceeded to inquire where the

artist lived. I found he was Mr. T. A. Green, a native and inhabitant

of the village, and to his abode I proceeded, not only wishing to know
the producer of such artistic work, but hoping to get leave to change
and pack plates in his dark room. This facility was given me at once
and cordially, and I had the privilege of seeing some very fine work by
Mr. Green, not to mention partaking of various cups of tea with Mrs.
Gre«n, While "fosaacking" about Mr. Green's place I came upon ono

or two oxcjodiujjly iiig>iiiou« kffidri—a Tory good wuh-trough for
pruits, a very useful system for joining several priotii from Mreral
negatives, a first-rate stand for carrying printing-frames, but, neateat
of all, an arraugeinent for carrying a big camera along a bad roxl, or
even up the " fells " of that district. I tried to persuade Mr. Green to
give your readers the benefit of this vehicle, but nis modeaty seemed to
stand in his way—or, rather, in your way. I hope be will relent and
let us have a description and drawing. The thing looked like a cross
between a bicycle and a plough. It had a wheel in front and long
curved handles like a plough, and the camera case sat about the centre
of gravity. Considering that Mr. Green takes a 15 x 12 Rouch's camera
up some of the highest mountains it will be believed that some such
contrivance is required. I found the convenience of a proper dark room
for packing plates, and, having a small bottle of sulpho. pyro. and some
ammonia and bromide, I developed a couple of plates and found all

going well as regards exposure. Every tourist, I think, ought to de-
velope a plate now and again when he gets the chance. Not only is it

a check as to exposure, but his camera or slides may have sprung a leak,
which without tnis precaution would remain undetected and the whole
tour lost.

Our best day was the 31st of May, and a glorious day it was. My
wife and I drove early to the foot of Rydalmere—not to the Imttom of
the lake, as some have it. We began with a bridge over the Rotbay,
ill a darkish situation. It is a good enough footbridge bnilt on roagh
piers of stone, but I could not cjuite get the whole bridge in, which
does not look very well. I carry only one lens for each camera. For
my 10 X 8 1 use a rapid rectilinear—a cracked one, by the way. I am
sure that people make more mistakes by using a host of different lenses
and plates than in any other way. For some reason I cannot state 1

do not like views taken with wide-angle lenses, and when any one lens
does not suit my view entirely 1 simply pack up and "shunt."
At the foot of Rydalmere I got several lovely views which have been

depicted by painters and photographers without number. On a calm
day, when the reeds arc steady, some of these Rydal views are as well
adapted for our work as any I know. This same morning—before break-
fast, 1 omitted to say—we rowed across Grasmere and got a view of the
" Wyke Cottage," once the residence of the Barbara Lewthwaite of
whom Wordsworth sang. All this time the weather had been lowering
in the evenings, and everyone felt sure that bad times were coming ; but
the rain kept off as long as it could apparently. Grasmere is to Der-
wentwater what Maggiore is to Como. Derwent and Como are perhaps
grander, the hill lines more imposing, and the sheet of water more
extensive in appearance (of course Lago Maggiore is larger than Como
really) ; but for peaceful scenery commend me to Grasmere and Rydal,
as also to the parts of Maggiore about Baveno and Pallanza. I do not
wonder at poets making their homes among the quiet Westmoreland
lake scenery.

On Monday we did but little, there being too many tourists al>out

;

but on Tuesday, June 3rd, we took a drive up Langdalc, Mr. Green
being in our company as cicerone. The Pass and Pikes of Langdalo
are very imposing, but there was a nasty haze on the hills which
rather made me fear for the results of my work. However, on the
way up the valley I got four or five views which at least repay the
trouble of taking them and carrying the camera a mile or two.
Though we knew there was almost no water in Dungeon Ghyll we
determined to climb to it, and a fine climb we had on a very close,

warm day. Having tire<l myself very much climbing a steep gully we
found that we were on the wrong road altogether, for we had climbed
Stickle Ghyll in place of Dungeon Ghyll. However, having carried
my camera for miles at 103° in the shade in California, I was not to be
beaten. So we retraced our steps, and finally, exhausted, we reached
Dungeon Ghyll—an ugly-looking fissure in a rock, with a mere driblet
of water flowing through it. 'rhe wind, too, had risen as ours fell

;

but I had a "shot" at the Ghyll in spite of the wind moving the ferns
and shrubs, and the result is pretty fair.

On our return to Grasmere I found the whole sky dark with cnrioas-
looking, square and pyramidal objects. The passages of the hotel
were also lined with these strange objects, and at hrst I attributed
them to some novel kind of meteoric shower ; but on closer examination
I found them to be cameras and stands. A few gross of the members
of the Amateur Field Club had turned up at the hoteL I was so
amazed that I have lost count of dates and numbers ; for my wife says
it was on the Wednesday and that there were only six gentlemen, and
no doubt she was right. I had on the Wednesday a "crack" with one
of these gentlemen, and I found he had been getting some good views,
making a lot of drop-shutter exposures. 1 am not fond of such qoick
work for landscapes, but witli the wind tliat prevailed it was the only
way to do.

We drove to Ambleside in the afternoon. I took ono view of the old
mill, and went to bed hoping that the weather next day might be
better than it promised at night. Rising early on Thursday morning
I found a steady, determined downpour of rain, and, as it looked like

lasting, we started for home by the first train we coald get from
Windermere.

I had thirty-four negatives 10 x 8 to develope, besides a few smaller
ones; and having now got them done I have to report a very fair

average. My exposures navo all been about correct, and in some cues
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the distant hills have boon preserved with sufficient clc.aruess ; Imt the

great majority of my plates are spoilt witli insensitive lines about lialf-

an-inch wide and an inch from the edge of the plate. This necessitates

my cutting down my prints, which in most cases sadly mars my in-

tended compositions. This is the more exasperating becatise the
quality of emulsion is first-class. In spite of the nuisance of coating

and drying gelatine jilates I shall have to recommence the process if I

cannot get good emulsion, veil laid on, in the market.
If I secured nothing else I gained a considerable amount of exercise

and health, and I can recommend a tour to the Lakes to anyone who is

dyspeptic or out of sorts. Travellers, however, must have their pockets
full of money, for the hotels are very dear. With all my experience of

hotels I do not think I ever got less for my money than at some of the
hotels by the Lakes. The charges depend more upon "season" than
upon reason. Andrew Peingle.

THE ROYAL INSTITUTION.
MONSIEUR E. MASCART ON COLOURS.

Ir is a bold undertaking to address you in a foreign tongue on a subject
which is not new to you, and in a theatre in which you are accustomed to

hear the greatest minds expound their discoveries. You will find, without
doubt, tliat it is legitimate on my part to ask all your indulgence, under
the desire that my honoured friends shall not have to regret the invitation
they have done me the honour to give me.

The Spectrum.

Light is characterised by two qualities—its intensity and its colour. The
comparison of two lights having the same colour can be made without
having recourse to our organs of sense and by physical means; but it

is imptissible to compare different colours without the intervention of

tho physiological impression. It has been known since the time of the
labours of Newton that white light—or, to be more precise, the light of the
sun—is formed of a great number of different colours, and that tlie union
of all these colours in the same proportion, acting upon the eye either
simultaneously or in short intervals, reproduces exactly the impression of
white.
Starting with the preconceived idea of an analogy to the notes of the

gamut, Newton divided the solar spectrum—that is to say, the image
obtained by decomposing white light by means of a refracting prism—into
seven different colours. In reality this division is arbitrary, the colours
passing th» one into the other by insensible gradation, and each of them
Deing characterised by their refraction in a prism, or, rather, by the length
of the undulations to which they correspond.
Wlien we reunite at one point a portion of the rays of the spectrum, we

obtain either one of the primitive colours, more or less pure, or a new tint.
If we arbitrarily divide tho spectrum into two parts, and reunite the rays
of the separated parts, we obtain two distinct colours, the superposition of
which again reproduces white light. This can bo proved exiierinientally
by means of the ordinary spectrum, and it is effected naturally in the
phenomena of rotary polarisation, by which the most brilliant colours are
obtained.

Visual Lusiinous Lmpressioxs.

These general proi>erties are stated only in order to deduce two con-
clusions. It should be noticed that the mixture of pure or homogeneous
lights in any proportion whatever produces always on the eye a single
impression—that of a single colour. Whilst the ear can distinguish all the
notes which constitute harmony the eye seizes but upon one colour,
without the power of distinguishing if it be really simple or formed of
different lights. In the second place, the mixture of colours provokes but
one new impressi(m. That of purple, for instance, can be obtained by
mixing red and violet, and all the varieties of rose colour are nothing but
mixtures of purple and white.
White light can be reproduced by two simple colours only, such as red

and green. In a more general manner, if three carefully-selected colours
of the spectrum bo isolated—such as certain shades of red, green, and
violet—it i» possible, by mixing them in different proportions, to imitate
the impressions produced by all colours. Artificial colours, formed by rays
taken from the spectrum, for example, may be either simple or composite,
without the eye being able to distinguish between them—except, perhaps
when they have a shade of purple or rose, because these two colours are
known not to exist in a simple state.

It is the saine whether the colours be those of nature or those artificially
manufactured. An object apiiears coloured because it returns to us a
portion only of the light which it receives from the general supply. The
separation may be made by transmission, as in coloured glasses; or by
reflection, as by metals; or by diffraction, as by the wings of certain
butterflies; and by the coronas which are sometimes seen around the moon.
The portion of the light which does not reach the eye is absorbed, or sent
off in a different direction. By studying the phenomena of fluorescence it
will be seen that an object has not colour in itself; it can but utilise
from the general supply of light tho tints which are i)roper to it, and
the aspect which it presents is very different according to its mode of
lighting. A red riband, for example, placed successively in the different
colours of the spectrum appears black, except in tho red portion of the
spectrum ; it then returns by reflection an almost homogeneous light. A
rose-coloured riband appears to be illuminated in a very unequal manner
in various parts of the spectrum; the light which it reflects is, therefore
very complex. '

The Phenomena Presented by Monochromatic Lmht.s.
It might be asked, what would be the effect in nature if the light of the

sun were absolutely homogeneous. Certain bodies would absorb it com-
pletely, and njipear black ; others would reflect it more or less actively, and

they ^vould exhibit more or less luminous intensity. If no other standard
of comparison existed tho eye would give the sensation but of white, black,
and intermediate shades. It does not appear to be necessary to give any
proof; but an experiment is never useless, and it always serves to impress
ideas.

Pascal said that nothing would cause the properties of air to be better
understood than to be where it did not exist ; in tlie same manner, nothing
would better serve to make known the properties of colour than seeing the
asjieet of the world under the influence of homogeneous light. The
volatilisation of a salt of soda in the flame of a Buusen's burner realises
this condition in a manner almost perfect.
With similar illumination fabrics of the richest colours appear but white,

black, and shaded ; the art of the painter exists no longer. Behold under
this light a superb picture by Ed. W. Cooke, lent to me bj; Sir W. Bowman,
and which represents the aspect of Venice under the setting sun. It seems
nothing but an engraving. Here, again, see two landscajies p.ainted under
the influence of the sodium light by an artist who thought ho was employ-
ing none but black and grey colours. He was using, in reality, the most
brilliant colours, as j'ou will see when you look upon the picture in ordinary
light. This bouquet of flowers is nothing but a collection of white and
grey blotches uimn black foliage. The human figure aisumes a cadaverous
appearance. It is necessary to witness a spectacle like this several times
over to completely appreciate all its features of sad and sepulchral
monotony. Assuredly it would be a strange punishment to be obliged to
live under these conditions; and we should be filled wtli joy indescribable
if the wand of a fairy brought out in their ordinarj' colours the objects
around us, as I do at this moment by lighting a strip of magnesium. I
am sure that you yourselves feel a sort of relief at coming to tlie end of this
lugubrious experiment.

CoLOUR-BlINDNESS.

The recognition of colour being due to the impression produced on the
retina, it is a foregone conclusion that the human eye will not always
exercise this functicm with equal accuracy.
At the outset the different parts of the retina are unequally competent

to indicate colour. To distinguish the details of an object it is necessary
to direct the attention towards that object; that is to say, to produce an
image on the central region of the retina, where the acuteness of physio-
logical perception is much the strongest. It is the same in relation to
colours. When tho gaze is concentrated in a fixed direction, and a
coloured object is placed in the visual field in such a manner that its imago
is produced laterally, it will be noticed that the j)erception of its colour
becomes enfeebled more and more the farther it is removed from the line
of central vision, and is lost towards the limits of the field.

But the most important fact is that different observers do not distinguish
the various colours with equal facility, and they even confound with each
other colours which appear to us to be tho most discordant—sucli, for
instance, as red and green. Tho discovery of this particular form of
infirmity is due to Dalton, who was affected in this manner to a very high
degree, and who analysed the errors of his judgment with the greatest care.
Wo are in the habit of calling "Daltonism" tliat which you call "colour-
blindness;" and that is, perhaps, abusing the name of a philosopher who
has several other titles to have his name handed down to posteritj'. This
defect of the eyesight, so long unperceived, is in reality very common.
There are fully "ten persons out of every hundred who in coiuparuig colours
commit errors sufHciently grave to give tho power to put them in evidence
for close examin.ation. In general, this imperfection of sight is not incon-
veniently serious, and is unconsciously corrected by habit, the recollection
of objects, and the judgment of others. The case, however, becomes
extreme when they cannot distinguish, for example, red from green, a
cherry ox a rii)e strawberry in tho middle of foliage, a red light or a green
light in railway signals or those used in navigation. Artists have often a
marked predilection for certain colours. Lesueur put blue in profusion in
all his works. Your great painter, Turner, appears to have sought more
and more for red tones. There is reason, perhaps, to inquire whether the
choice of colours by certain painters is absolutely intentional, or whether
it is the conseiiuence of a physiological state.

Peojjle are often colour-tjlind from birth, but this defect of sight is some-
times the result of an accident ; in certain nervous affections it is mani-
fested occasionally in a temporary manner and under the most bizarre
forms.

CoLOUKS IN Apparent Relief.

Vision is more liable than the other senses to numberless errors and
illusions. To speak only of those which relate to colours the effects of the
contrast of two adjacent colours may be cited, or those which follow the
impression of an image, or, again, the subjective colours seen with closed eyes
because of a mechanical action of the eye, and I will limit myself to bringing
before you several experiments relating to the apparent relief of colours.
When we examine an image of the spectrum upon the screen, produced

by a direct-vision prism, the various colours apiwar to be upon the same
plane; but if we slowly turn either the diaphragm or tho prism the illusion
is presented of a wave in relief, of which the red extremity is in advance.
The effect is more distinct when the slit of the diaphragm has the form of
a V; the speetmin now ai)pears to be a veritable cylinder. On replacing
the diaphragm -with another having the word "DAVY" upon it iu trans-
parent letters, we can see upon the screen, and with extreme exaggeration,
the letters standing out in relief, as is sometimes the case with the names
fixed over certain sliops.

The Invisible Rat.s of the Spectru.m.

In .addition to the colours which are seen habitually, the solar spectrum
contains other radiations—the one set less refrangihie than the red, and
distinguished by calorific properties; the other set nmrc refrangible tlian
the violet, remarkable for its photographic effects and by the action Hhioh
it exercises ou iluorescent substances. The ultra-riolet solar sijoctrmn
produced liy the refraction of a prism exttaids almost to the same length
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Ix'yond the visible «i>ectruin lis thr length of that ai)ectriiin itself, and Mr.
Stakes haa doinonstratei.1 tliut the ck'ctrio arc gives an ultra-violet 8|>ectrum
live or six times lonrjer.

It is astoiii-ihini,' tliat siiflit is restricted to so small a part of the radiations
emitted liy Iiuimikius sources. We may remark, however, that it is tho
same witli the other senses. The touch will give no idea of the temiierature
of a body, except lietween very restricted limits; the ear iwrceives neither
the deepest nor the most acute sounds, and tho highest sound it can hear
pnxlucfH a p.iinful iuipressinn. At the infra-red end of tho sjxjctrum the
visil)lo spectrum is arrested almost abrui)tly, and tlie efforts of Brewster
hut little iucroased the limit of the range of rays to be seen by the eye.
It is only by ingenious processes—such as those which Captain Abuey has
employed with so much success—that we have obtained a complete liistory
of tliis region.

On till! other side of the siwctrum tho visibility persists in a remarkable
nuinner. Helinlioltz has discovered that, by taking the requisite precau-
tions, it is iwssible to see the entire ultra-violet spectrum, so far as it lias

been i-eveale<l by photography. Having ha<l occ.ision to study the light
cniitted by metallic vaix>ui-s, I have proved and published tliat, with a
prism of Iceland spar, ordinary eyesight can distinguish the ultra-vinlct
speolruui to three or four times the leuj^li of tho luminous spectnim. One
of my iollabonUeuri with keener eyesight has seen and map)>ed all tlie

rays it \v.is i,o»sible for me to iihotojjraph. If, instead of considering' tlie

refraction of these rays, which varies with different substances, they are
defined l)y wave-length or period i.f vibration, it may be said that the
iirdinary luminous sjn.'clrum is one octave in length, and that it is possible
to see another oct;ive mure refracte<l.

Ill describing the different properties of Unlit I wish hero to interpose a
few remarks. Sir W. Thomson has expressed surprise that Naturo has
forgotten to give us a siiecial sense to enable us to see the magnetic pheno-
mena in the middle of which we live. Here, on tho contrary, we are in
the presence of radiations which do not exist in tho liglit of the sun—or, at
ledst, which di> not reach us—which are energetically absorbed by most
transi^arent substances and in particular by tihe humours of the eye, rays
of which wo know absolutely nothing in ordinary life, and which neverthe-
less act upon the retina. Tlie nervous conch of the retina is extremely
sensitive to their action. Does it not seem that in this case we possess
superfluous sensibility, and that there is a want of harmony in the struc-
ture of the organ and the uses it should jjerform?
A question arises in relation to this subject which is of great interest

from a philosophical point of view, namely, whether man is susceptible of
an organic perfectitui, and if it be ixissible to follow the line of progress
marked by tho seeing these colours, and consequently in the structure of
the eye. One eminent Englishman has not disdained to occupy himself
with tliis (luestion. Mr. Gladstone has made a complete collection of the
expressions emnloyed by Homer to describe the colours of objects. It
comes out clearly as the result that the terms of Homer are applied in a
very uncertain manner, for the great poet seems to have confounded green
with yellow and blue with black.

Before quitting the curious problem whether the aeiisation of colour is as
yet but little developed, it may be remarked, fjerhaps, that the interval
which set>arates us from Homer is a very insignificant one in the history of
humanity; that the Greeks, but a short time after Homer, made great use
of colours on their walls and painted statues, of which the specimens are
so numerous that the frescoes of Pomiteii present the most varied colours;
and that even an attentive examination of modern authors tends to lead to
the same conclusions as those which are drawn from the writings of
Homer. In the middle of the seventeenth century, at the period in which
Lcsueur made a special use of blue in painting, is it not singular that
a specially naturalistic poet. La Fontaine, never once employed the word
" blue " to describe a coloured object or the colour of the sky ? The smallest
novel of to-day would furnish a collection of names of colours com-
paratively imiiortant. Literature has for its object the recording of the
facta of history or the pa.ssions of man to produce the desired impression on
the mind of the reader. The painter concerns himself alone with design and
colour. For some time past—at least in France—it apjiears as if the parts
had been interchanged: literature is becoming pictorial and painting
impressional. Without recfmrse to a modification of our organs, the change
of ideas and the desire to present something new suffices to explain
the higlily-coloured language of contemporaneous literary men.
Otherwise, if humanity is capable of such rapid development in tho

direction of perfection, it becomes necessary to admit that the people who
have remained in the stone age, like the natives of Cai)e Horn, have not
jiarticioated in the general progress. The French exiiedition, which re-
mained for one year at Terra del Fuego, conceived the happy idea of
studying the natives from this point of view. The language of the natives
had names for only two colours—the one for red and analogous tints, the
other fur blue and green ; but this poverty (jf language was due solely to
the circumstance that colours do not play an imijortant part in the existence
of the Kuegiaiis, since it was found that after a little iiractioe they ooiUd
distinguish and classify the colours and their different shades as accurately
as the most civilised £uro|)ean. The organic development of their visual
apparatus left nothing t'} be desired.

(To be concluded in our next.J

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 9,417.—" PorUble Photographic Lena Mount." S. D. McKjillej.—

Dated June 26, 1884.

No. 0,440.—"A New or Improved Apparatus for Dnrin^ Photographic
lates." L. A. Groth; a communication from L. Micciullo. Biunano.Plates.

Italy.—Z)a<«< June 26, 1884.
communication from L. Micciullo, Bassano,

No. 0,461.—"Panorunio Photographic Oamera." A. M. Ol.aBK; com.
municated by P. Moi-mMtd.—Dated June 26, 1H84.

No. 9,531.—"Improvements in Photography." A. G. Bbookcb; oom-
municated by T. S. Nowell, Boston, V.H.A.—Dated June 28, 1884.

No. 9,012.—" Pi-ejiaration of Surfaces for Printing or Ktching by Aid of
Photography." A. G. ISiioOKEs; communicated by K. Knnklor and
J. Rrnmwr.—Dated J lilt/ 1, 1884.

No. 9,641.— "Self-Acting and .SelfSupiiorting Frame for Fastening
Photographs to (Jlass." K. V. WlTTMAmi.—DcUed July 1, 1881.

PATENT SEALED.
No. 1,908.—"Improvements in Obtaining Relief Printing Surfaces."

Hknrv R.\tTEB, artist, Lee, KetA.—Dated January 22, 1884.

PaODlOl.NG COLOVBKIJ PUOTOGBAPHS.
Tliis invention, by Albert Keplkr,* Acuillg Mokin ue Pkeuiox, and

AiFREi) PioEAU, received provisional protection only.

This invention has for its object im]>rovements in the process and appa-
ratus employed for i)roilucing coloured photographs, by means of which
ordinary positives are rendered transparent, and consists in the employ-
ment of a certain solution or com[)ound hereinafter described, by means
of which and the aid of suitable apiiaratus, and in the employment of a
wash for removing the surplus solution, the iiositives are made transparent
and ready for being coloured at the back; after which, on applying
suitable artists' oil colours on the back of the said positive, a most accu-
rate and faithful representation of the objects in all their colours results—
but which up to the present time by ordinary photography are only
produced in black and white—by which means the cost of producing
durable and brilliant coloured photographs is greatly reduced and sim-
plified.

Ill carrying our invention into practical use or affect we take one r>r

more ordinary photographic positive or positives and place the same in the
preparer— which may be a metallic box, chamber, or receptacle so ar-
ranged as to admit of being adjusted to and maintained at a uniform
tennierature without any great variation or loss of the heat in which
preparer we have previously placed a suitable quantity of the solution or
compound hereinafter described ; this solution or comimund is kept at a
uniform temperature of !K)° Cent.—say 1U5' Fahr.—which is maintained
for three hours, during which time it is allowed to act on the positive or
positives, and at the expiration of this time it is allowed to cool and
coagulate and remain in that state for twelve hours. At the end of this
tinio the preparer is ag.%in heated in order to allow of the withdrawal of
the said positive or positives.

The solution, compound, or bath hereinbefore spoken of is composed of
equal parts of clarified resin and essence or spirits of turpentine in about
e<iual proportions, which are melted together and maintained at or in a
liquid state or that dua to a temperature of 85° to 90' Cent—say 194'
Fahr.—and this must be kept up whilst the positive or ixwitives are m the
bath for about twelve hours.
On removing them from the preparer they will be found to have a thick

layer or coating of the solution or compound adhering to them, from which
it is necessary they should be freed. For this jiurpose we employ a dryer
consisting of a metallic trough or receptacle arranged with a jacket or casing
into which steam, hot air, hot water, or other suitable and convenient
means for heating—being adjusted to, and maintaining the required tem-
perature—is or are allowed to pass so as to maintain tlie same temi>erature
as that in the preparer, namely, 90° centigrade—say 195" Fahr.
The positives are placed at the bottom of the dryer-which is or may be

provided with a false bottom and a ready and convenient means for re-
moving the positives—and the heat causes the solution or comixiund to melt
and run off from them to the bottom of the dryer ; and when the solution
or compound is fully liquid and has passed off the ixisitives may be lifted
out and suffered to drain for a few minutes without cooling, when the re-
maining solution or compound may be easily removed from the positive by
the aid of a wash, consisting of benzine applied by the aid of a sponge or
wad, or in any other convenient or suitable manner.
The positives are then laid on a perfectly-clean surface for a period of a

few minutes till dry, varying according to the dryness and temiierature,
when they will be found ready to be painted at the back with the desired
artists' oil colours, each of which is laid im uniformly over the surface it is in-
tended to occupy without any regard to light or shade on such part ; and in
consequence of the materials usad and tho manner of employing the same,
the paper on which the [jositive has been printed permits the colours to
[jenetrate into and amalgamate with it in such a manner as to render them
indelible whilst retaining the brilliancy and durability of oil paintings, and
thejy may be then cemented or mounted on a suitable surface or surfaces
and subjected to a strong pressure to render the adhesion compute.
By preference we employ the best artists' oil colours, which may be either

those contained in tubes, or we may take the dry colours and mix them as
required.

(l^nr i5tforiaI fabh».
—

—

DOCBLE ALBCMKNI.SEO, lUikDY-SCN'SITISED PaPIB.

We have received from Mr. Otto .Schulzig specimens of the difTereut

brands of ready-sensitised, albnmcniscd paper. These are of two
classes— "brilliant" and " enamel "—both being evidently more
highly albumeniscd than the usual samples of foreign mauufaoture. On
trial wo have found these papers to give every satisfaction—printing
rapidly, and toning easily by three or four of the most ordiwuily.
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employed formulie. The toning formula issued with the paper consists

of a combination of the acetate and carbonate baths ; but we liave

found the plain acetate, the carbonate, and the borax formulas to work
equally well. With a leaning in the direction of brown shades,

probably the phosphate would be preferable to any other batli. In
spite of the strength of the albumen film we have experienced no
difficulty in the matter of either blistering or cracking of the surface,

and the film retains its brilliancy throughout the whole of the
operations.

BuENT-iN Enamels. By R. T. Wall. Loxgfleet, Poole.

We have liad submitted to us a specimen of photo-eeramic work
executed by the process recently patented by Mr. K. T. Wall, in

which the sensitive material employed is an extract of wliite pepper.
This, upon exposure under a negative, forms an image in exactly the
same manner as the ordinary "dusting-on" process; and, vitriable

colours being employed, tlie image may be burnt-in in tlie usual
manner. Witliout having tried the process we cannot speak of its

capabilities; but, judging from the specimen before us, it appears well
suited to the purpose to which it is applied.

Highly-Salted Albumenised Paper.

From Messrs. Rivot and Co. we have received samples of albumenised
paper prepared according to the system of heavy salting advocated by
us in the last and present issues of this Journal, and upon the advan-
tages of which, as contrasted with light salting, we do not in this notice

feel called upon to enter. When excited on a sixty-grain bath, as

recommended by Messrs. Piivot and Co., it yields brilliant results. The
particulars of salting and nature of the albumen employed were given
by Messrs. Rivot and Co. in our correspondence columns of last week.

Photographs. By B. J. Falk, New York.

Some examples of a peculiar class of photographs are before us.

Whether they can be considered as advancing the claims of photo-
graphy to be considered an art is a matter of taste ; but they, no
doubt, exhibit evidence of cleverness in their production — a clever-

ness, however, which belongs rather to the stage carpenter than to
the artist. The following account, taken from the New York Dramatic
News, sufficiently describes them :

—

"One of the most difficult feats in modem photography has recently been
achieved by Falk, the Broadway phot<jgrai>her. It represents the heroine
of the Curfew clinging to the tongue of the bell and swinging out over the
town. The lady who consented to be the subject of this picture is the
actress, Mrs. Charles Watson, and some idea of the discomforts she under-
went while the photograph was being made may be gained from the
following detailed account, which was procured from Falk by a representa-
tive of the Dramatic Neui.1 .—The bell itself, which was specially constructed
for the purposes of this ])icture, was of papier mache, and about three feet
wide. As the object of the picture was to represent the heroine of the
C\irfew as she was being swung to and from the belfry tower, and as a
papier mach^ bell is hardly substantial enough to support oven the lightest
form, the diflScultiea of picturing realism by artificial means loom up in all
their staggering proportions. The bell having been made fast to the top of the
skylight, was fixed at the proper angle by wires, which were so fine as to
be invisible against the background. At the same a stout wire, painted
such a shivde as to lose itself in the colour of the background, was suspended
from a brace in the centre of the skylight. This wire was attached to a belt
which encircled the waist of the plucky heroine. By the aid of this central
supiKirt she was enabled, while appearing to cling to the tongue of the bell,
to reach the corresponding angle without any strain on the bell proper.
The supixirt for her hands was furnished by a stout rope which passed
through the tongue of the bell. To obtain the proper effect a certain
amount of realism was required, and it was intended that at the last
moment the victim should really dangle in the air with no support under
her feet. As, however, the slightest motion of the feet would have been detri-
mental to the picture it became necessary to attach wires to her heels, wliich
wires, in the hands of an assistant, were to aid in raising and lowering the feet
to the proper position. To add to the realistic effect it was desired to give to
the dress and hair the floating tendency which under such conditions it is
known to assume. As there were no blizzardsoroyclonesavailable for the pur-
pose, this was effected by attaching numerous threads to an equal number of
bunches of hair as well as to the trail of the dress. These apiiendages were
operated by the mouth of the assistant, whose liands were employed in
working the heel supports. When all itreparations had been made the box
on which the sitter, or rather swinger, stood was pulled from under her,
and she was left to whatever support the central wire offered. This was a
most dramatic situation. The agonised expression in the picture was more
truth than fiction. There she hung waiting for release ; every second
seemed an eternity. A few feet away stood the photographer, calmly
contemplating the helpless misery of his victim, yet, at the same time,
closely watchmg for her swaying body to remain motionless for a second.
It ceases to sway for an instant only, but this was enough to allow the light
which had been concentrated ni«>n it to do its rajiid work. The signal
is given and all liands rush t.i her siipixirt. .She is cut down, a restorative

in the form of wine is applied, and the agony is over. The severe strain
upon the nerves of the brave heroine may be calculated when the reader is

informed that it was only after the twelfth attempt that the final

successful result was obtained, since in the other exposures there had been
just sufficient motion of the body to destroy the sharpness of the picture."

As regards the technical qualities of the work it is needless to say
that, as might be expected from Mr. Falk's establishment, it is beyond
suspicion.

MEKTINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Dato of Meeting. Name of Society. Place of Meeting.

July 8 Bolton Club
„ 9
„ 10 London and Provincial Masons' Hall, Basiughall-street.

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
At the meeting of this Society, held on the 2Gth ult., the chair was occu-
pied by Mr. W. M. Ashman.
Mr. F. W. Haut showed a case containing chemicals and appliances for

developing quarter-plates, in the construction and arrangement of which
economy of space had been especially studied and effectively accomplished.
It consisted of a zinc box measuring six inches by four and a-half by three.
This box when empty formed a washing trough, in which was a plate rack
for holding the plates whilst washing, and by which they might be lifted

out to drain. The case also contained two celluloid developing dishes, two
zinc dishes, and a box containing chemicals.
Mr. J. Bauker inquired what was the projier way of using Schlippe's salt

for intensifying negatives. With him it had stained the plate.

Mr. W. E. Debenhaji said that it was necessary before using it to

throughly wash out the mercury solution that preceded it. How long had
Mr. Barker washed ?

Mr. Bakker replied about ten minutes.
Mr. Debknham said that half-an-hour was not too much. If the plate

had been thickly coated with emulsion a longer time would be required.
Mr. A. Mackie asked whether Mr. Debenham would explain what

diffraction was. The subject had lately been introduced into the question
of the use of lenses and stojjs.

Mr. Debknham replied that when light passed the edge of an opaque
substance a portion was turned very slightly out of its path and suffered

diffraction. This portion was so small as to be quite insignificant

compared with the whole volume of li{;ht passing through any but an
extremely narrow aperture. As they had seen photographs taken with a
pinhole aperture of yiifth of an inch, in which no effect of diffraction was
visible, and that was much smaller than any diaphragm that photo-

graphers were likely to use, it was not likely to trouble them. A more
probable danger was the reflection from the edge of the opening. When
a hole of very small diameter was made in metal or card the hole really

was apt to hv a short tube, from the sides of which, compared with the
amount of light directly transmitted, a considerable quantity of light,

would bo reflected. *

The Chairman observed that the subject of diffraction scarcely had a'

photographic bearing. '

Mr. J. B. B. Wellington showed a sample of gelatine, which when
soaked in water displayed some curious markings. He inquired whether
they indicated anything that would probably cause green fog. No very
decided opinion was expressed by the members on the point.

This being the annual meeting, the Secretary then read his report, from
which it ajjpeared that the members had much cause for congratulation.

It was noticed with satisfaction that the balance in the hands of the Trea-

surer showed an increase upon that in the last balance sheet, proving that

the experiment of fixing the qualification at a low rate had been made upon
a sound basis. The characteristic feature in the proceedings of the Asso-

ciation during the past year had been the series of monthly lectures, pro-

posed and organised by the Curator, Mr. A. Haddon, and given by various

members of the Association on subjects of photographic interest. Apart
from these lectures many demonstrations had been given and articles ex-

hibited, the discussions upon which had given rise to new theories, and in-

'

stigated further experiments and investigations on subjects of photographic
;

interest.

The acknowledgments of the Association were given for several dona-;

tions, special mention being made of a volume on feht and optics from ',

Mr. J. Burgess; a blackboard and easel from Mr. J. H. Hare :ind Mr.
Burgess; a changing and developing-box from Mr. W. E. Debenham; and
copies of photographic publications regularly mailed by Enghsli and
American publishers.

After a feeling allusion to the loss that the Association and the photc-

graphic community had sustained by the death of one of the meinlx-r.-',

Mr. H. Baden Pritchard, the circumstances were referred to that had
prevented the late Secretary, Mr. C. B. Cutchey, from giving the full

amount of time and attention to the affairs of the Society tliat ho wouli'

have wi-shed, and which eventually led to his resignation and the appoint

ment of Mr. J. .T. Briginshaw, the present Secretary. The increase in tin

funds and in the number of members introduced the expression of thi> liopi;

that each recurring anniver.sary might witness a higher position won, aiKi

that the AssociaJtion would find increased stability and a sure prosjicct o

jirogress in usefulness.

Report oy the Curator.

Mv object in addressing you tliis evening is twofold— fir.st, to thank thus

of our members who so kindly and willingly came furward in answer to m;
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api)eal to give us lactiiros on thoso Hiibjects they wnro well acqiiaintcd with

;

una, eecoiid, to reiiiiuU those iiioiuberN present this ovonintr, and who nmy
not have been present at all the lecturettes, what ground li:i» boon gone
over by the lecturem.
The subjects dealt with in the leetnrea cover almost the whole of photo-

graphy, in a general way. Mr. Darker showed us a scries of Vieaiitiful

c.xponments on light, mainly polarised, so as to give us an idea of the force
with which we are constantly dealing; and a thorou^di iict[uaintanco with
which would, he considers, the better enable photographers to coi)e with
the many dittiuultics they have every day to encounter.
Mr. Debenhiim told lis what the lens att.iclied to an ordinary camera

ubscura was when Dngiierre first began to use it for |>hotographic purposes,
and how, step by step, it has b<>en improved. The lens as used by Porta
could only cover a plato { with a stop /^ or /„; by using a converging
meniscus instead of a planoconvex a much greater area could bo covered,
other things being etpial. He showed us a series of lenses from the very
early attempts down to the most recent, and these, as most of you know, will
now effect with ,' almost a.s much as the originiu lens woultJ with ,^ or /,,.

In the coiu'se of the lecture it was remarked that opticians of the present
day aim too much at microscopic definition at the centre, and neglect more
than they should do the marginal definition. When they turn their minds
to the improvement of this quality of the lens we may hoiie to see a great
advance in the i>erformance of the photographic lens.

Mr. J. Traill Taylor gave us a very interesting lecture on the manufacture
of lensi's, showing us what kind of tools are necessary for the production of

the differentcurves on tlu; surfaces of the glass, and the rough glass as received
from the glass manufacturer ; also the different grades of emery and putty
powder used in the grinding and iwlishing of the glass to the curves deter-
mined upon by the mathematician. Mr. Taylor has done us a good turn
by illustrating his lecture in the manner he did ; but, unfortunately for

him, I hope ho will not stop there. Some four or five of the members of

the Association are now learning from a practical man the modus operandi
from Ijeginnin;,' to end as regards the prod\ietion of lenses. Will they stop
there? 1 hojw not. What 1 should, therefore, bo glad to see would be the
publication of a series of curves by means of which, with two lenses as a
nucleus, one could lengthen or shorten the focus of such a combination,
either by the addition of another lens or by the substitution of a lens of

different focus for one of the two already in the mount, and, in addition,
that all, or at lca.st most, of the positive lenses could be used singly for

landscape purposes. Mr. Taylor has partly promistjd to give us the neces-
sary curves for doing what I nave here pointied out, and I hope ho will be
as ready in redeeming this promise as he was his last to lecture on lenses.

Mr. W. K. liurton gave us two formidfe for the production of emulsion

—

one by the b<iiling method, and the other for very rajiid plates produced by
means of ammonia. The Ag I5r i)roduced by either of these methods can lie

allowed to subside, and then the supernatant liquid containing the altered
gelatine and the salts re.sulting from the double decomposition poured off,

.io that iwrfectly-pure Ag I'r is left behind. Hy " pure " I mean the
sensitive salt freed from gelatine and foreign salts. Mr. Burton seems
lat^lj' to have modified nis formula very cou.siderably as regards the
ipiantity of gelatine associated with the Ag Br during boiling, and also the
acidity of the liquid, in presence of which the ripening action goes
on.

The next lecture should have been on the AH Side of Photogmphy :

niidl to Select, What to Aroid, and the. lieaaum ; but, unfortunately, those
nc<iuainted with the subject are b.i«hful and reserved, or do not care to
enter utKin ground which must be disputed at every inch. But, neverthe-
less, I hojie this gap will be filled uii during the next year.
Mr. W. M. Ashman told us of tlie different methods that are and have

been adopted in order to prei)are paper suitable for photographic (jurposes.

He exhil>ited specimens of iirints produced on jiajjer sensitised fni baths of

different strengths, and showed also the great advantage gained in some
cases by using ammonia gas before printing. Here, again, a link is want-
ing, "fhis is a lecture On Tonimj and Fixing ; but this, I think and hope,
will b<^ supplied by Mr. Ashman during the next season.
Mr. A. \t. Henderson showed, as far as he possibly could in the time and

under the circumstances, the niethod he adopts in order to produce his
beautiful enamels, which are always so rich and full of detail, and, above
all, as far as our present experience goes, permanent. The result obtained
by Mr. Henderson during the lecture was (piite sufficient to jirove that he
wan the right man to c.iU upon to give us a lecture on this subject, which
by dint of hard work he h.os made entirely his own. This subject is so
important that if photographers of the present day wish their work to be
handed down to imsterity they should take it up a little more seriously than
it has lieeii. I do not say that any one could go and produce right off an
enamel such as Mr. Henderson is in the habit of producing; but with
Mr. Henderson's lecture before him is he not in a better position than Mr.
Krendersou was when first he commenccfl work?
We cannot have too much of a good thing: so I for myself am glad that

our Secretary has obtained the promise of a lecturette from Mr. Berryman
on this same subject. Perhaps Mr. Henderson himself will be able to see
an easier way of producing his enamels when he learns how others are
working in onler to produce like results.

Mr. T. Bolas gave us a most instructive and interesting lecture on the
reduction of pliotographic pictures in fatty ink. He showed us how a
iVoolbnrytyi>e relief could he used in order to produce a picture on ruled
iwiK'r, so that the image could b« transferred to zinc and stone, and then
iiow the former could be used in order to produce prints at the same rate
a< letteri'ress.

Mr. W. Coles, during the last lectiuette, showed us results and demon-
strated on the spot how it is possible to alter the density of negatives
which from force of circumstances have been produced either too dense or
too weak. From what he told lis I gathers that photographers ought
always to try to get as much silver reduced as jjossible, and then, if

necessary, to reduce the density by after treatment. When metallic

\;

silver only i* left in the film there is less chance of after changes than
when the silver ia converte*! into some other form, the iitability of which
we know very little. When intensification is at>»olut«ly necesmry, bi-
chloride of mercury followe<l by .Schlippe's aolt srenu to give a more
liormanent result than any other in the ux|i«rieooe of the loctun;r. L<>cal
reduction is most valuable, and in the hands of some can undoubtedly be
made to improve negatives very much. For this piinxxie Mr. Coles pre-
fers Mr. K. H. Farmer's reducer—ferricyanide of potassium and hyjio. —in
consequence of one solution only being rwiuired, so that as simn as the
reduction is nearly completed the action can be arresced by washing.
The last chapter in this short history is in c<mnection with Mr. F. W.

Hart's lecture, wherein he gave us the exact dimension of furnace to be
built, the pro|)ortion of carbonates and sand to be used with the haloid salt
of silver to be reduced, and even the kind of fuel to l>e ii»ed in the fiimsce.
The Ijest precipitant for the silver from washings of prints Mr. Hart finds to
be dilute H CI, and from the hypo, ordinary sulphide of iiotassiuin ; l)ut in
neither civse should they be used in too large an excess, as the resulting
compound of silver is slightly soluble in them, and, in addition, in the
case of the sulphide, the smell to many is anything but pleasant. Mr.
Hart told us that within his own experience he is able to recover about
ninety per cent, of the metal employed, so that if photographers would
only take heed of what he said tliey would Iks able in a very short time
to diminish considerably the exi)en.ses in the |)rinting dei>artment. A
Large amount of silver in many establishments, 1 am sure, goes down the
sink, because the heads do not think it worth the trouble to save the hypo,
for treatment. All photographers would not, most probably, care about
reducing their own residues ; but, fortunately, refiners are glad to do it for
them at a small charge.
In conclusion : I beg once more to thank those gentlemen who so kindly

gave us the lecturettes and responded so heartily to my appeal. 'One thing
only I regret—that is, the small encouragement yon have given to the
lecturers. Nothing can, I conceive, be more disheartening to lecturers
than to see only a small audience after the hours they have devoted to the
preparation of their lectures. In future, therefore, if the ex|wriment that
li.as been made be continued, I ho|)e to see a larger attendance ; this
will be the moans not only of disseminating the useful knowledge imparted
in the lectures, but, at the same time, of proving that the subjects of
the lecturettes are of interest. The experiment is at an end. The result I
leave to you to judge. If you think it a success, I will endeavour in
the C(mi-se of next year to lay before you an equally inyiting menu and
feast for the mind.

After the usual votes of thanks to the officers of the Association, the
election of officers for the ensuing year was made, and resulted as follows:—
I'rustees: Mr. W. K. Burton and Mr. W. Ci^hh.—Curator : Mr. A. Haddou.
—Treamirer: Mr. W. H. Prestwich. —5fcce<«ry; Jlr. ,T. .}. Briginshaw.
An alteration in Rule 7 was then, after some discussion, carried. The

rule now stands as follows: -"The subscription .shall lie 53. per annum,
payable in advance in the first week in July. Kach member on election
shall pay the annual subscription, but from his second subscription shall lie

entitled to a rebate proportionate to the number of months that had elapsed
during his first year before his election."

EDINBURGH PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
Thk eighth meeting of the Session was held in 5, St. Andrew-square, on
Wednesday evening, the 4th ult.,—Mr. W. Neilson presiding.
The minutes of the last meeting having been approved, Messrs. .John K.

Dawson, Alex. B. Dawson, and Richard Kerr Miller, C.E., were elected
ordinary members.
A lengthy discussion took place on the new edition of the rules, proofs of

which were submitted at last meeting by the Council. It having been
agreed at that meetiui; to term them " laws," they were read seriatiiH and
very fully discussed, Me-ssrs. Forgan, A. B. Stewart, Forbes, and Craig
Christie taking i>rominent i)arts. Some of the changes proposed were not
adopted by the meeting. The laws of the Society and the order of business
at its meetings were finally adopted as revised.
The Chair-maV intimated that ho had made inquiries about the alteration

of the municipal laws as to photographing in the jmblic gartlens of J->lin-
burgh, and he found that no modification would be entertaimnl, in ctm-
sequence of the great nuisance that had .visen through excursionists
having photographers among their number and bringing about a disorderly
crowd.

Dr. Ar.KXANDER HuNTKR read a jiaper On the WtueJ Paper or Calolne
Procett, illustrated by upwards of ninety calotype prints, few being less
than 12 X l-'i. These were examine*! with very great interest, and a cordial
vote of thanks to Dr. Hunter was paasod by acclamation. [Dr. Hunter's
interesting pa|)er dealing more with his Indian expi-riences than with
practical photography, past or present, we merely refer to it brieBy in
another i>ortion of our impression.]
Mr. NoiiMAN Macbeth, R.S.A., brought before the notice of the mem-

bers the importance and desirability of making the study of the
picturesque more an object of this S.)ciety, and for iU cnomragement in
this direction handed for inaiiection the work which was auarxled the first
prize of the South London Photographic .So.-iety last year. That .Society
have instituted as one of their principal aims in their proceedings the
setting apart each month the best piwlucti' n then siibmitte<l for com|>eti-
tion—without names of parties ooncemod, but havin.; a title or motto
attached to each work. These again, at the close of the session, am
submitted to a comiwtcnt judge (unknown to the memliers. at least not
having seen the works before), who adjudicates, and a*sign< the b««t.
With a view to have a similar effort made in the Edinburgh Photographic
Society he (Mr. Macbeth) tabled a resolution that it was his intention nt th»
first ordinary meeting to move—"That we .ifl..|it such a pr.Kfodini.', and
appoint a small committee, who shall draw out the pro] os«l in detail and
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regulate its management. Tliis proposal to be afterwards submitted to the
Council fur tlieir approval and rocommendation."
Owing to the lateness of the hour several items had to be passed over.

The ne.xt meetin;; of the Society will be held on Wednesday, 1st October.

LIVERPOOL AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
The monthly meeting of this Association was held on Thursday, the 26th
instant,—Dr. Kenyon, President, in the chair.

The minutes of the May meeting were read and confirmed, and Messrs.
Barlier, Evans, Hartley, Huglies, and Moore were elected members of the
Association.
The Rev. H. J. Palmer proposed, and Mr. A. W. Beer seconded, a

j-esolution that the Shrewsbury e.xcursion to Condover, Acton Burnell,
Pitchford, and Buildwas Abbey take place on Tlmrsday, July 17th, in lieu

of t!ie excursion to Cliurchtown, and this was carried unanimously.
The Rev. H. J. Palmer read a paper descriptive of a recent visit to

Hawarden, and exhibited a number of specimens of his work there,

including some fine portraits of the Premier.
Mr. R. Crowe described a number of exhibits sent by Mr. Atkinson, of

Liverpool, including some bottles of corrugated metal for the safe carriage
of concentrated developing sohations, Samuel's very ingenious changing-
box slide, a camera fitted internally with Kirkby's shutter, and Blair's

tourograjjli. The last exhibit excited much interest from its m:tny novel
and ingenious features. Mr. Crowe jjoiuted out many of its advantages
over other cameras, and especially its lightness and strength, the capital

arrangement for the rising front and swing back, and the exceedingly
clever double dark slide.

The CH.iiRMAN announced the donation to the Society of fifteen 10 X 8
prints, by Mr. Beer ; three numbers of Phntofimphy, from the editor in
Chicago ; and one number of the Photo^irapkic Tiines, from the editor.

Mr. H. S1MP.SON described a cheap and compact camera and case com-
bined, invented by himself. The case consists of a box of quarter-inch
baywood covered with American cloth, and measures 12 X 7 X 10 outside.
The side is hinged to the body of the case at the bottom. The camera
bellows are fastened to the centre case. To use the camera, the side is

unfastened and laid down at right angles to the case. Tiie bellows and
rising front are drawn out and kept ])erfectly rigid by wire supports, as
used in the scenograph. These supports are strongly hinged one-quarter
of an inch inside the case, and when closed up fold over the camera front.
The side is hinged on the top, and a bag and frame (similar to that
described on page 114 of the Almanac for 1S84) is drawn out of the box.
The bag is preferable to a bellows in this instance, as the former may be
fastened within one inch of the edge of the case, thus leaving two inches
of clear space inside between the end of the b.ag and the camera bellows.
The frame is supported in the same way as the camera front. 'The jilato
is placed in an arrangement of metal gimbals held in position by brass
screws and slides, thus giving the effect of a double-swing back. Tlie
gimbals are carried in a metal frame, which works in the two inches of
space referred to, and is moved backwards and forwards by a rack-and-
pinion motion. The pinion passes through the top of the inside of the
camera, and through a packing-box at one end, where it is turned by
means of a small stock key.
Messrs. Beer and Riley exhibited prints of negatives taken during the

last excursion to Rivington Pike; Mr. Coinish some views in Devonsliire;
Mr. Plympton pictures in Hereford and Gloucester; and Mr. Crowe some
instantaneous pictures taken with Kirkby's shutter.
After votes of thanks to the Rev. H. J. Palmer, Mr. Crowe, Mr.

Simpson, and the other exhibitors, the meeting adjourned.

LEEDS PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The usual monthly meeting of this Society was held in the Philosophical
Hall, on Thursday, the ,'jth ult.,—Mr. Washington Teasdale, F.R.M.S. in
the chair. Messrs. Daw.son and Hagyard were elected members.

'

Professor Rucker, P.R.S., made some observations n\mn Photographic
l.ennes, of which the following is an abstract :—The ideal lens would so
deflect the rays of light which fall upon it from any single jMiint that, after
iiasamg through, they would meet in a second point which would thus
form the image of the first. In real lenses this condition is not fulfilled, for
two reasons. In the first place, convenience dictates that the surfaces of
lenses must, in general, bo either plane or splierical, and rays of liglit
which diverge from a single point cannot, by passing through a lens
bounded by such surfaces, be made to converge to a single point. Hence a
defect arises which, since it depends on the spherical form of the surface of
the lens, is called sph(!rical aberration. In the second place, such ray of
white light is broken up into its constituent colours, and to the .scjiaration
of these is due (among other effects) that the position in which the best
optical linage is formed is not necessarily that in which the clearest photo-
graphic iiictures will be obtained. [In the lecture the i)r!ncipal methods of
diminishing these defects were briefly discussed.] Spherical aberration
may be minimised for objects at a given distance by giving the lens
a suitable form, but the connection will be less perfect for other distances.
The distance from the lens at which the image is formed is also dependent
on the distance of the objects. A lens in which this defect is marked fails
to form a clear picture of objects which are not all at nearly the same
distance from it. The blurring due to this is diminished by reducing the
sJM of tlie pencils of light which pass through tlie lens bv means of a stop
This, however, is attended with the disadvantage that the amount of light
which falls on the plate is reduced, and therefore also the quickness of the
lens is diminished. If the stop be placed close to the lens the rays which
pass through it at different angles are brought to a focus at different
distances, so thaf either tiie centre or the edges of the field are indistinct
In this case the field is uaid to want flatness. By moving the stop away

from the lens, rays parallel to the axis pass through the cent-e, while those
inclined to the axis are transmitted by jjarts nearer to the circumference of

the lens. The fact that the focal length is different for t'le central and
circumferential parts is thus utilised to diminish the curvature of the field.

This remedy, however, tends to produce distorted pictures; but the
nature of the distortion is different according to whether the stop is in

front of or behind the lens. By placing it between two lenses, opposite
distortions may be made to neutralise each other. The use of two wiJely-
separated lenses is attended with the drawback that the quickness and
angle are diminished. Finally: chromatic aberration, or the breaking up
of white light into its constituent colours, has to be avoided ; and this may
be done by the use of compound lenses, the various parts of which are
formed of different kinds of glass. The principal jjoints referred to may
be thus summed up:—A small stop increases the depth, but diminishes the
quickness of the lens. Moving the stop from the lens diminishes the
curvature of the field, but increases the distortion and reduces the field of

view. By the use of two lenses, with a stop placed between tlieiii, the
distortion may be diminished, though a great distance between the lenses

reduces the field of view. A large aperture increases t'le quickness; a
large focal length diminishes it—the time of exposure being inversely
proportional to the square of the diameter of the opening, and directly

proportional to the square of the focal length
The i>rineiples above enunciated were illustrated by the care of a com

billed objective for landscape and i>ortrait work.
The Ch.\irman', in opening the discussiim, referred to several points

mentioned by Professor Rucker, and illustrated the principles by facts from
his own experience.
Mr. Pe.'Irson said he had a shutter made by a well-known maker which

worked between the lenses of a doublet, and consisted of two circles

passing each other in the centre of the lens. According t".i Professor
Rucker this varying aperture must be gradually cutting off the vertical

rays in a vertical, but not in a horizontal, plane, and it would, therefore,

appear that a shutter made on this principle must give a blurred image.
Messrs. Marshall, Warburton, Bramson, Relfitt, and Walker also joined

in the discussion.

Mr. J. B. Spurge, of London, was introduced to the meeting by the

Chairman, and very heartily received. He exhibited and gave a descrip-

tion of his sensitometer for testing gelatine plates.

Mr. Asquith exhibited an instantaneous shutter, simple in mechanism,
but most effective for the purpose required.

The Chairman, on behalf of the Scioijticon Company, exhibited the new
quarter-plate camera, Manx stand, and lenses for ditto. This camera was
much admired on account of its extreme portability and the great range of

focus it possessed.

The meeting was then adjourned.

NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

The ordinary monthly meeting of this Society was held on Monday even-

ing, the 30th ult., at the Jlechanics' Institute, Hanley,—Mr. Charles
AlHeri occupying the chair.

The minutes of the jirevious meeting having been read and confirmed,

the Secretary presented his financial report for the past six months, show-
ing a balance in hand of £1 7s. !)d. The report was adopted.

On the motion of Dr. GriflRths, an excursion was arranged for to-morrow
(Saturday), the oth inst.. to Alton Towers and Croxton Abbey, the party

to meet at Stoke-on-Trent, and jirooeed thence per rail to Alton.

The Chairman cautioned the more inexperienced of the members
against over-exposinpf their plates. He last week found the light very

actinic in the same district (Derbyshire), an exposure of one second having

been too much in taking a view of Haddon Hall.

Mr. W. B. Allison passed round some fine platinotype prints from
negatives of groups of ferns.

After some conversation upon various topics of photogi'aphic interest the

meeting terminated.

BERLIN ASSOCIATION FOR THE CULTIVATION OF
PHOTOGRAPHY.

The Association met on the 22nd Jlay, when Dr. Kayser occupied the

chair in the absence of Professor Vogel, who was attending a meeting
of the Senate of the Technical High School.

The Chairman laid on the table the specifications of three patents,

amongst which was Schlotterhoss's automatic printing arrangement.
Herr Pietschmann wrote to say that he wished to arrange for a photo-

graphic tour amongst the mountains this summer, and invited members of

the Association to join him.
Herr Schultze showed a shutter to be placed behind the lens.

Herr Scamoni, of St. Petersburg, sent a number of photo-mechanical
prints after well known pictures.

Herr Quiddk called attention to some peculiar matt streivks on a few
mounted cabinet pictures, which proved to be caused by small cr.acks in the
surface of the paper, and which were not noticeable in the unmounted
prints.

Herr Joop thought the albumen with which the paper was coated was at

fault, and recommended mounting the pictures before they had become
quite dry, or, if for any reason it were inconvenient to do so, the pictures
when taken out of the water might be roughly dried with blotting-paper
and then placed between sheets of paper and rolled, albumenised side
outwards.
Herr Qcidde called attention to the gold, silver, and bronze medals to 'oe

awarded for the best portrait at the forthcoming wandering meeting of the
German Photographic Society.

Professor Vogel, having arrived, showed a couple of Obsrnetter's |)h'ito-

gravures after views from nature, which excited con«ider.vble interest.
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A coniiminicatioii from Dr. Lohse, of the Pot*di\iii Observatory, was tlion

read, in which an account was given of the hehographio work executed at

that celobratoil institution. Dr. Lohsc is just tini.ihiiig a view of the sun
measuring about a foot in diauiet<>r, which showd the atructure of the aun's

Btirface iti a remarkably sharp miinnor. The mirror of the lieliontat nnist

bo expo.sod to tlie sun as little as iiossible, or ol"e the heat would change its

surface. Tlien tlie air must be perfectly still, which it very seldom is,

otherwise the picture would be iwelcss. In order to seize a suitable moment
Dr. Lohse observed the sun by means of a large reflector placed in a cupola
of the building, the heliograpliic instrument boim? placed on the ground.
The exposure was made by means of an electric attachment connected with
the instantaneous shutter.

Professor VociKt. sp ike about the zinc baths often used for the ferrous

oxalate devehipcr. He had been i)rejudiced against them by finding that
certain black specks, which occasionally appeared upon otherwise gimd
dry plates, quite disaiipeare<i whenever ho gave >ip employing the zinc

dishes and used carton-pirrir ones instead. Indeed, it had been found
that tliese sjieeks could b-' artificially produced by means of particles of

zinc powder. He thought they were caused by small iiarticles scratched off

by the sharp corners of the plates from the surface of the dishes, and that
tney somehow reached the face of the film. It was also to be remarked
that they wen^ not only found when new zinc dishes were used.

Herr .foor recommended for use with the ferrous oxalate developer thin
woixlcn trays coated with asphalte.

Professor Vo«Kr. then spoke of his new sensitive-tocolour collodion pro-

cess. In giving his formula for the silver bath he had forgotten to mention
that two to three per cent of alcohol should be added to the sensitising

bath, otherwise it would be repelled by the (ilates. The action of the dj'es

he bad used was very various, and differed with the kind of plates used.

The action of the dyes was proportionately smallest with gelatine plates,

but there was also great difference between wet collodion and dry collodion
plates. 8ome worked best with wet collodion .and some with dry. At
p esent he was directim; his attention principally to bromide of silver

collodion emulsion plates, on which ho found the effect was, on the whole,
best: but, unfortunately, the necessary short-fibred cotton was not to be
obtained jiist then. Herr (iiidike had given him some beautiful collodion
emulsiiin, but it had proved unsuitable in conseiiuenoo of the lon^j-fibred

cotton from which it had been m.ade. As a matter of curiosity, he men-
tioned that he had tried a quantity of ci)llodion"eniulsion six years' old,

and found it quite (iseablo and furnishing the best results. It was quite
easy to work with coUixlion emulsion. It could be stained at pleasui-e by
tl;e direct .addition of alcoholic solutions i>f dyes. The plates coated with
it were it'.idy for use in a few hours. If it were desired to hasten the drying
the plates mi>;ht be laid upon a vessel containing hot water. The exposure
was abjut three times as long with collodion emulsion as with wet collodion

stained plates. The development was alkaline. In e.ase of manipulation
tie collodion emulsion process exceeded all others.

The meeting was shortly afterwards adjourned.

(lams]ionhmtt.

DARK-ROOM ILLUMINATION.
To the Editohs.

Gentlemem,—A letter in your last issue from Mr. Andrew Pringle,

in which he charges me with want of courte»>', calls for some notice on my
I>art.

It is inqKissible here to go through the whole of Mr. Pringle's lengthy
conimimications on the subject of the proiwr light for use in the dark room.
The gist of them, however, as I understand, was that different jiersons fotmd
dififerent results in the agreeable character or the reverse of red and yellow
liijht ; that whilst admitting that the yellow lis,'ht which he had tried gave
mi>re illuminating power in pro|)ortion to its action upon the sensitive plate
than the red, yet he jiersonally jireferrpd red, Ijecause "yellow-green was
obnoxious to him," and that he " deprecated all attempts to lay down the
law on such matters for other people." In summing up he said :—"Let
the photographer take the one of these colours that he likes best, try his

most sensitive plate tinder the most crucial tests likely to be rwiuired, use
the most light he can with safety, j)ay his money, and take his enoice.''

That there is varying susceptibility to different coloured rays with
different individuals I am re:idy to admit, and have admitted ; but I

believe that those who find greater " comfort " in the use of red light than
of yellow form a very small minority. The receipt of letters containing
opinions similar to that expressed in one to hand this morning—"you have
been the means of relieving the eyes of others from the dreadful red light

that is so painful to most jteoplc ' --confirms me in this view.

If there be really the conflict that Mr. Pringle supposes in the medical
testimony on the ra.atter, let each, mcuitinie, do as Mr. Pringle advised in

his first article—decide for himself. 1 have no doubt as to which colour
^ill generally be found the least trying.

Mr. Pringle's idea that as he had expressed an opinion contrary to mine
I was bound in courtesy to give him further "denial or contradiction''

seems to me curiously illogical. It .aiipears to me that it is sometimes
more courteous tt) pass over a contradiction rather than to contradict again,

and to be eager, in schoolboy style, to have the last word.—I am, yours, &c.,

Jul!/ 1, 1884. W. E. DKBE.NHAM.

To the KniTOliS.

Gestlemkn',—The vexed question as to which light—that transmitted

through a greenish-yellow, or that through a ruby medium—is the best to

use in the operatingrocim will probably never be seltltd unanimously. No
d"ub{ diffef'.()t subjects are vari ">sly nlTtcted, and the mere statepjent of

a IKi'son that ho finds the one or other coloured light in all respects tb«
most suitable to work by is likely to be productive of no very concludve
result.

I would suggest a physiological test that may, perhaps, be of use in
assisting to decide which light \a best adapted for any particular individual.
Thus, all things being erpial—the same amount of visual {Kiwer l>eing given,
the eyes being exposed to each light for the same duration of time and
under similar circumstances, and so on—it is (xmsible that the pupils would,
on the admission of white light, Ijecomo contracted to a greater or lesa
degree in direct proiKirtion to the amount of irritation res|>fctitely caiuad
by the differently -coloured rays in the deejier structures of the eyes.—I am,
yours, ftc, F. R. Fihukb.

(trnsmior-$treft, W., June 30, 18»4.

iioUi nitit (Spumes,
"How shall I prepare silk so as to print upon it?—H. Pkbkcns." Reply:

Dissolve one ounce each of chloride <if sodium and gelatine in twunty
ounces of water, float the silk ujHin this fc^r one minute, and when dry
excite upon a sixty-grain silver bath. Tone and fix in the same way a«
for paper prints, and when washed and dried iron between damp cloths.

R. B. wishes to be informed what are the best iirojjortions in which to fonn
the ferrous oxalate develoijer. Let him make saturated solutions, in
separate bottles, of neutral oxalate of potash and protosulphatc of iron,
and acidify the latter with sulphuric acid ; then, just before using, mix
them in the projwrtion of one [wrt of the iron solution to four of the oxalate.
Under certain circumstances the pro|)ortiona may be one to three; but
for general puriioses the former iirojiortions will answer Ixist.

Georcie a. Fuench wishes a formula for a develoi)er for ebumeum pictures,
such as those introduced by Burgess, of Norwich. We respond by
giving the formula employed by Mr. Burgess himself, namely:—

Pyrogallic acid 3 grains.
Citric acid 3 ,,

Glacial acetic acid 10 to 20 minims.
Water 1 ounce.

J. Groroe Gibson' wishes to know what course to adopt in order to effect
registration of some photographs, and the advantage accruing from
such registration.——Let him send unmounted copies to the Publishing
Office of this Journal, together with one shilling and sixpence for each
photograph, and the Publisher will see that the proper forms are filled
up and the registration effected. The advantage is that no one can
legally copy a picture after it has been thus "entered at Stationerx'
Hall."^

" Will you inform me how the ready-sensitised iiaper of commerce is pre-
pared? I would like to be able to prepare some for my own use.

—

K. A. L.MiKiN." In reply: Eiich maker has his own method of pre-
paring it, which he keeps as a trade secret. Some mix the preservative
substances with the silver; others float the back of the pa|>er, after
sensitising, upon the preservative. Within the last few days we tried a
solution of oxalic acid for this purpose, and it toned quite easily. Some
employ other acids, such as citric and tartaric ; but our corresp<nidcnt
had better make a few trials for himself, and adhere to that which he
finds to answer his purpose best.

Rev. V. D. says :—" I have a large and fine graphnscope, the large l<-ns of
which shows photographs with very pronounced fringes of prisnuatio
colours. Ought it not to be achromatic? and, if so, would it not then
answer ever so much better for showing the coioiirs of the |>ainted photu-

fraphs of flowers which are seen to such effect in this instnuiient?"
n reply : For the examination of plain photographs and engravings it

would certainly be an impi-ovement to have the lens achromatised : but
it would not answer at all in the case of the painted flower subjects
spoken of, as the chromatic alierration of the lens is the cause of the
relief by which these coloured flowers are characterised when examined
in the graphoseope.

LoNi'ox AND PnoviNci.iL Writes :—" Apart from the fact of the nrtho-
giaphio lens, as constructed twenty-five years ai,'o, not giving ortho-
graphic projection, has it any other fault in consequence of which it

could not be employed for rapid landscape or group work ? So far as I

am able to undei-stand its principle of construction it ajipears as if great
things ought to \k exjiccted from it." We reply; If well made—that
is, if the corrections are properly cff^Kted- the orthographic lens gives
good defiuitiou with a moderately-large aperture, and with gelatine dry
filates may be employed for portraiture, groups, or landscapes. In the
ast-mentioned class of subject it may be used with a drop sliutter. jVn
opinion has lately been placed uiK>n record that in a modification of this
form of objective will be found "the lens of the future.'

William Stlbiis (Melbourne) sends for examination a panoramic photo-
graph, iiroduced by a camera invented by Mr. John Somerville, Dunedin,
New Zealand. 'The picture is about twenty-four inches long by six
inches wide, and is in tnie panoramic |>erspective; that is to say, it is

not comiH>sed of a iiumlier of views taken in plane perspective by a wide-
angle lens and then joined together. We are lisked to give our idea of
the utility of such a camera. In reply: The advent, several year* ago,
of the |>antascopic camera of Johnson and Harrison was hailed with
groat delight by many on account of the wide angle iucludexl and the
iwrfection of the definition. Although several were made, the result,

from a commercial i«)int of view, was not considi'red to justify the con-
tinuance of their production. As we have received no information from
our friends at the Antipodes as to the mechanical construction of the
Dunedin camera, we cannot offer any opinion on its merits. There are,
however, numerous subjects for the representation of which a paBonunig
esDiera is uot only adviiable but nefessary,
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A. J. Mac'DO-Salp inquires if there be any niac!)ine available for coating

plates with gelatine emnlsion? I'rom this (juery we imagine that Mr.
Macdonald does not read thia Journal very carefully, otherwise he would
have seen, several times mentioned, that a machine was patented in this

country by an American gentleman a few years ago, and that the patent

has now expired. He would have seen, further, an announcement only

a fortnight ago that another patent for a second machine had been applied
for during the past month.

(BxcljanQZ Column.
I will exchange, for anything useful in photography, a large mahogany
camera (rigid) with four single lenses; would make a good enlarging or

copying camera.—Address, J. Edwards, 70, Ashford-road, Eastbourne.

Wanted, a half-plate, square, bellows-body camera, in exchange for a

repeating-back camera, to take two carles de visite on half-plate, and a

good portrait lens.—Address, F. M. Pi'GH, 18, Kirchen-road, Kaling

Dean, W.
I will exchange a dolphin table, interior and exterior backgrounds, and
one large piece of rock (imitation), for a 10 x 8 bellows-body camera with

two or more double backs.— Address, Mr. HoLtiATE, photographer,

Caryon-street, Burnley.

Wanted, whole-plate (or larger) folding camera with double dark slides,

and rapid symmetrical or other good lens; also rolling-jiress. Will

exchange tricycle, i)air of silver wine-slides, gold albert, breast-pin, signet

ring, half-plate camera, portrait lens, plate-washing trough, and leather

case, 1.3 x x 2J.—Address, W. L. Knott, OS, King-street, North Shields.

I will exchange cameo press by Marion, cost £5 Bs., for cabinets and cartes,

nearly new ; Seavey's boat, carte rolling press, lime-light apparatus,

lantern, gas-bag, and pressure-board, new; also a set of slides and an
oxygen retort. Wanted, 10 x 12 or 84 x 6j portable camera, witli two
or more dark slides, by a good maker.—Address, Mr. Puidgkon, 73,

Marlborough-terrace, Newport-street, Swindon, Wilts.

^naiu^rs to Corwsponbfnta.

US' Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper,

Photogbai'ii Rkgistered.—

Miss Emma Caroline Lawford, The Sisters' House, Fulneck, near
Leeds.

—

Photof/rapk of Water- Coloicr Draicing of the Chapel, House of
the Principal, and Schools, Fulneck, near Leeds.

S. R.—Received as we are going to press. In our next.

R. Brooke.—Thanks. By all means send us a report of the meeting in

(piestion.

S. S.—One or other of the' zinc etching processes will bo the best for your
present purpose.

Eeurotvpe.—The Phot,o<jraphic Times. Write to Mr. J. J. Atkinson,
Mancliester-street, Liverpool.

Romany.—Messrs. Marion and Co., Soho-square, will, doubtless, supply
the ornamental glasses you reepiire.

EuKATL'M.—In Mr. W. H. Harrison's article last week "phosphorous
acid " was by a printer's error given as " phosphorus acid."

N. I). P. SuuE.—Your slide is very similar to one patented some time
since, except that it is more bulky and somewhat heavier. The slide

will be returned.

Tlko.^.—If you refer to our Ai.manao for the current year you will find

the formulie you require. For fixing, use four ounces of liyposulpllite

of soda to each pint of water.

E. R.--Ten grains to each grain of gold is the proper ]>roportion to use.

It is quite a matter of taste ; some prefer one and some the other. Why
not give both a trial and judge for yourself?

J. B. Ro<iER.s.—Yes ;
your surmise is quite correct. It ia a decided case

. of green fog, and in its very worst form too. Discard the plates for four
most particular work, if not altogether. The latter will be the best
course to pursue.

B.—Soak the glass in a strong solution of washing soda or American pot-
ash, and afterwards in dilute sulphuric acid. This treatment will render
glass wliich has been employed for collodion negatives perfectly clean, so

that it may be utilised for dry plates.

G. E. Williamson and Son.—Mr. Woodbury's stannotype process is

patented, so that you will have to secure a license to work it. "The Wood-
imrytypo patent expired some years ago ; hence you can employ that, if

you choose. As you are aware, it requires a somewhat expensive plant.

Printer, and One or Two other Correspondents.—To the communica-
tions received we do not reply, for the reason that the writers have not
conformed to our rule by enclosing their names and addresses. In all

instances, when this rule is not complied with, the qiieries are consigned
to the waste-paper basket.

E. J. Wueeler.—If you ask our advice, we should rccnmnieud you to
defer your experiments in collotype jirinting until we get somewhat
cooler weather. Even in experienced hands this is a troublesome process
to work in an elevated temi)erature. You may certainly exjK-ct to meet
with difficulties no\v which will bo absent when the temperature is cooler.

Wm. L. Knott.—So far as we can judge from the plan forwarded wo fear
you will not be able to etjiciently utilise the backyard for jiortraiturc. It
ii so surrounded by high walls, and is so circumscribed in space,

' that you will practicnlly only get a top light. Your best way will bo to
build a studio over t\w whole of the yard, but vaisiiijf it to the he'glit of

tlie eurruunding buildiu|;».

J. CHARr,r:s.—With the lenses you possess you will have no difficulty what-
ever in taking breaking waves on plates of moderate rapidity. Your
drop shutter is about as good as any you can possess for the purpose.

T. B. L.—Your idea is certainly very good. The india-rubber solution

will, to some extent, insulate tlie print from the cardboard. Should the
latter contain anytiling deleterious to the picture, a greater degree of

permanence might be expected from the employment of the india-rubber
mountant; but there is the unfortunate fact that the rubber itself

perishes—becomes resinised—and then the print comes off the mount.
A Perplexed Printer.—The cause of the hardness of the carbon print is

that the tissue is in a too-soluble condition; hence the delicate half-tints

wash away. This is a very prevalent trouble during hot weather. The
remedy is to bring about a more insoluble condition in the tissue. There
are two or three w.ays of doing this. One is to retard the drying, after it

is sensitised, by hanging it in a room where the atmosphere is somewhat
moist. Another plan, and the better to adopt when time will iiemiit, is

to keep the tissue for several days before attempting to use it. Always
keep the developmg water as cool as possible.

J. Adams.—A battery of lenses, such as you suggest, would be about the
best selection you could make. It is quite true that for large portraits

lenses of the "rapid" series can be employed with advantage. If you
procure the instrument from either of the two ojjtioians named you may
rely upon their cpiality. The cheap lenses by some of the foreign makers
are sometimes very good, but by reason of the small price charged
for them not allowing of a very careful examination and correction, they
are frequently very inferior. It is much a matter of chance whether you
get one of excellent or one of mediocre quality. The form of lenses

about which you specially inquire must, in our opinion, be employed
with somewhat small apertures, which render them slow in action.

A Risky Job.—The following extract is taken from a letter, dated
Mossul, Mesopotamia, written by Dr. Brownski to Professor H. W.
Vogel, Berlin:—" Some time ago a happy chance put me in possession

of tlie holy book of the ./eiiWcv, erroneously called '
' Devil worshijjpers

"

—a l)Ook which has hitherto remained secreted and unknown, in spite

of the most diligent search after it. This book contains an account of

the religion and part of the history of this mystical sect, and there is

only one single copy of it in existence. All that Mr. Layard ( ? Sir

Austen Henry Layard) and other authors have written, basing their

statements upon hearsay, is false. Intentionally-false statements \vere

made to these gentlemen, and they were imprudent enough to accept

them as genuine. They were unaware that the most sacred command
addressed to every Jezide ia to keep the secrets of his religion (eveu to

the smallest detail) strictly from the knowledge of persons of other

religions. Tlie book having fallen into my hands in such a manner that

I could only retain possession of it for a few hours, and in order not to

thoroughly spoil the whole 'game" (for many persons far more innocent

in this respect than I am have gone home headless from the Jezideu

districts), as I happened to have a small photographic apparatus at my
disposal I copied tlic book as quickly as possilde, page by page. For-

tunately all the plates (ferrotypes) turned out well, and now I am
engaged iu translating this Jeziden bible from the Arabic into German."

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
Observations taken at 406, Strand, by J. H. Steward, Optician,

For three Weeks endimj July '', ISS//.

TUESK (iDSKKViVTIoSS ABE T.VKFX AT 8.30 A.M.

Max. Max
1 »„„

Juno naromctor. Wlud. DryBulb. WctBulb. SoUr
Rad.

106

Sliailc

Temp.

77

Tern.

56

Remarki.

12 30-32 E 65 59 Hazy.

13 30.33 E G4 57 98 75 55 Hazy.

14 30. 2G XE G2 57 117 72 57 Cloudy.

IG 30-21 W 58 51 98 64 51 Cloudy.

17 30.19 N 57 51 92 63 50 Overcast.

18 30-21 NE 56 51 — 59 50 Cloudy.

19 30-26 NB 59 55 95 73 54 Overcast.

20 30-25 E 58 55 102 71
i

55 Overcast.

21 30-24 E 57 53 102 70
1

53 Cloudy.

23 30-05 N 63 58 115 72
1
58 Hazy.

24 30 01 NW 60 55 113 77
!

52 Cloudy.

25 30 08 NNW 64 60 111 75
1
58 Overcast.

2G 30-18 NW 66 57 116 83 66 Bright & Clear.

27 30-16 NW 08 G2 113 83 59 Overcast.

28 30-23 E 69 62 116 80 57 Hazy.

30 30 11 W 62 57 U6 77 54 Hazy.

Julv.

i 30-19 W 05 60 116 78 57 Hazy,
2 30-20 sw 66 59 105 80 i 55 Hazy.
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PRINTING STEREOSCOPIC TRANSPARENCIES.
As the subject of stereoscopic transparency printing has been
recently revived, and a discussion raised at one of the meetings of

the Photographic Club by Mr. Lawrence Baron as to the best

nietliods and appliances to adopt, in response to a wish expressed

by one or two friends we propose to describe a printing-frame we
devised and had constructed some years ago which, while obviating

the necessity for cutting the negatives, enabled the necessary adjust-

ments to be made with rapidity and precision.

In its simplest form—that is to say, when required for use only
with negatives of the old stereoscopic size, GJ x 3j—it consiste4

merely of a negative frame {Jiy. 1) and a sensitive plate-carrier

( /'17. 2) of peculiar construction. The fortner consists of a sort of

tray, about three-quarters of an inch deep, with an aperture A, in

the centre of what may be called the bottom B B, of the exact size

the pictures are required to be—two and three-quarter to three

inches square according to taste ; or a shallow rebate may be sunk to

receive masks of stout zinc or cardboard, so that the shape and size

of the pictures may be varied to suit the subject and circumstances.

The longer sides of the frame consist of mouldings having the

section shown at C (Jig. 1), the ends being solid. On the upper sur-

r-EC I

face of each of the sides DD two slots are cut as shown, so that

when the plate-carrier is placed in the centw of the frame its pro-

jecting runners will drop into the longitudinal grooves EE, only

one of which is visible in the diagram, a space of (say) one-eighth of

an inch remaining between the lower surface of the plate-carrier

and the bottom of the tray. In the lower floor of the groove E at

each side are cut three similar slots—one in the centre, the others

equidistant therefrom and corresponding with the width apart of

the projecting runners of the carrier.

The carrier, which is shown in Jig. 2, with its under side upper-

most, consists of a block of perfectly flat wood half-an-inch thick,

three and a-quarter inches wide, and eight and a-quarter inches

'''°*
T WK K ^ S

a a
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long. Across one end is glued a strip of very hard wood or of brass

three-quarters of an inch broad and one-sixteenth thick, with a per-

fectly square edge. At the opposite end a groove H is cut, three-

eighths broad, three-eighths deep, and the same distance from the

extremity of the carrier. A strip of very hard wood or brass, J, an

eighth of an inch thick and of such length and width that it reaches
from side to side of the carrier and projects one-sixteenth of an inch
beyond the surface, is kept in position by a good, strong spring or
springs, as shown. The projecting runners K K K K may conve-
niently be made by driving into the sides of the carrier short lengths
of brass rod an eighth of an inch or three-sixteenths thick, allowing
a-quarter of an inch in length to project. The reverse side of the
carrier has a knob by which to hold it.

Now, it will be seen that if a plate measuring 6J by 3j (the size

of a stereo, slide) be pressed down upon the centre of the block it

will be gripped between Q and J by the spring, and so securely

held. Further : if the carrier with the plate downwards be placed

in the centre of the frame D D D D the nmners will drop into the

longitudinal groove, in which position the carrier maybe freely moved
to either end of the frame without the surface of the plate coming in

contact with anything. But as soon as the carrier reaches the ex-

treme end of the frame its runners on either side coincide with the

two of the lower slots, and the plate and carrier drop into contact

with the bottom of the ti-ay, in which position—if the respective

dimensions of the runners and the slots be properly arranged—there

is no chance of abrasion of the contact surf.ices by lateral motion.

To use the frame the negative is laid face upwards at one end of

the tray, its position being fixed by a strip of thin brass shown by
the dotted lines at either end, so that the proper portion comes
opposite the aperture A ; the carrier, with its sensitive plate, ia

placed in position and run to the opposite end of the frame, when
the plate falls into contact with the negative, the left-hand half of

the former being superposed upon the right-hand half of the latter,

or vice versa, and white thus held in contact the first exposure is

made. Now, by means of the knob, lift the carrier into the central

groove, and while sliding it to the opposite end of the frame incline

the latter in the contrary direction, when the relative positions of

negative and plate are reversed, and the second exposure is made.

This form is, as we have said, only suited for negatives of the

old standard size, but the same principle can easily be adapted for

use with double negatives of any size, though it then necesaarily

becomes a more complicated arrangement. Fig. 3 will, however,

sufliciently explain the more complete frame. Here DDDD is again

a frame identical in size and construction with fig. 1, but minus the
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bottom, which converts it into a traj'. F again represents the

carrier, which is in every respect similar to fig. 2. The tray in this

case is separate and the frame attached to it by hinges ;
its size

will depend upon the dimensions of the negatives to be used. In

order to permit a three-inch square to be printed from any portion

of either half of (say) an 8 x 5 negative it is necessary to provide

movable guides regulated by screws, two of which are shown in

L and L', the third, corresponding with L', being hidden by the

hinged frame D D D D. The position of the negative shown by the

dotted lines may be varied, by altering the positions of the guides

or stops, so that the top right-hand corner or the bottom left-hand

or the centre of either half of the negative may be selected.

It would be quite useless to attempt to give working dimensions

without knowing the size or sizes of negatives to be employed, the

distance apart of the lenses, the distance apart the images are

required, and the size of the half pictures—all elements of im-

portance. A frame for 7i x 5 negatives only may be made whose

extreme dimensions will be 12i x 10, and allow every latitude. If,

however, it be required for use with 6| x 3|- negatives as well,

more elaborate adjustments would have to be made in order to

accommodate the greater range required in the sliding parts. The
frame for 6| x 3| negatives measures about 12 x 4|, and can be

constructed for a few shillings.

Sixteen or seventeen years ago, when stereoscopic work was moi'e

in vogue, we had several of these frames made of various sizes for

ourselves and friends, and found them a very great convenience,

more especially when duplicates were required from the same
negative. The adjustment once made, the trouble is no greater and
the time occupied longer only by a few seconds than in making a

single transparency by superposition.

PERMANENCY AND THE FIXING OF PRINTS.
We now propose to complete our survey of the various causes that

may have a tendency under certain conditions to interfere with the

stability of a print by referring to the concluding operations of fix-

ing and washing. The story is really a very old one. It is now
about a quarter of a century since the theory and practice of fixing

was thoroughly investigated, contributors to these columns taking
an earnest and important share in the experimental trials and the

forming of the resulting theory.

Once more we refer to the old method of toning and fixing, the
adoption of which re.sulted in such a quick and heavy crop of faded
prints in some instances, while in others left prints which to this day
are in good condition. It was shown that, in many cases, the tone
was produced by the aid of sulphur deposited from the decomposed
hypo, within the texture of the paper, and, further, that this class of

toning led to the production of prints which faded most quickly.

The term "sulphur-toning" was devised for this mode of action, and,
as was soon seen, it was brought about iu many ways, though
as these were somewhat intricate as to their chemical bearing they
were not understood by non-chemical photographers, who iu prac-
tice merely followed the indications of their teachers—the experi-

mentalists of the day. They gave up, whether for better or worse,
the old " toning-and-fixing " system, and universally adopted that
of alkaline toning.

This great step taken, we are afraid that in a sense photo-
graphers rested upon their oars. They took some credit to them-
selves for adopting the process that science suggested. Some ren-
dered themselves thoroughly familiar with its rationale, and others
had a smattering of knowledge about it ; but the greater number of
workers looked upon the new system merely as a new recipe. Hence
all through the chapter there has been a liability to ignore the main
points upon which permanency depended, and, as numerous pictures
have been brought before us which have been injured through
a want of attention to these matters, it is plain that good may be
done by pointing out once more where danger might be imported
unawares into the processes involved in completing a silver print.

The main part of the substance removed, after toning, from a
print by the "hypo," solution is chloride of silver. This is con-

Virt«d Into thiosulphate of lilver, and iU chlorine goes to form

chloride of sodium. Hypo.—correctly termed " thiosulphate of

soda"—has the power of dissolving about half its own weight of

chloride of silver, its mode of action being first to convert it into

thiosulphate of silver, and then to combine with this new salt and
form a double salt—thiosulphate of silver and soda—which double

salt is soluble in hypo. This seems all very simple, but complex

reactions are very readily caused to set in. In the first place, this

thiosulphate of silver is very easily decomposed when not combined
with hypo. ; and, in the next, it is very liable to be formed when
there is only a small quantity of " hypo." present. From this it will

be gathered that one condition of success is the presence of a

sufficiency of hypo, during the fixing of a print. We may here

further add that when the double salt is dissolved in hypo, it may
be converted into another—an insoluble—double salt when an
excess of chloride of silver is presented to it.

This is, perhaps, sufficient of theory to show how we may be guided
in fixing a print. If we had all the chloride of silver present in the

unfixed print separated and able to be added by degrees to the fix-

ing solution we would find that a quarter of a pound of hypo,
will dissolve the contents of a great many sheets of paper. But
the very fact of this not being the case is the cause of the large

quantity of hypo, which, wisely, has always been recommended to be
employed in fixing operations.

Seeing that the hypo, is distributed through a large bulk of liquid,

while the chloride of silver lies all within a circumscribed space

(the texture of the paper), it follows that unless a large excess be
used the conditions will all favour the production of the insoluble

salt in the paper itself—a salt which is so unstable that it begins

to decompose almost at the instant of forming if there be not more
hypo, present. •

This, too, is the reason why it has always been recommended to

keep the prints moving continually while in the fixing bath. To
follow out an instance of the wrong method—that is, leaving the
prints to soak without keeping them in motion—we shall see that

the first action of the hypo, is to dissolve a layer of chloride from
the print and take it up as a double salt. As the solution pene-

trates the print it contains less and less hypo, as the chloride becomes
dissolved, till at last saturation is ai-rived at, and the action of the

chloride of silver still undissolved is to cause a precipitation when
it is presented to the restricted layer of liquid held between the

prints. This precipitate at once begins to decompose, producing iu

so doing sulphuric acid and depositing sulphide of silver, the

sulphuric acid being ready to decompose fresh hypo, as soon as it

comes into contact with it upon the removal or stirring of the

prints and the liberation of the changed liquid lying between them.

It is not our intention to enter at all into detail here. We wish

broadly to explain the theory undergoing the consistently- and
persistently-recommended practice of using a large excess of hypo,

in the fixing of prints. Those who wish to have a full account of

the original experiments and the theories drawn from them will find

almost all they need in vol. vii. of The British Journal of Photo-
graphy.

We must, finally, point out that in the washing of the prints there

is equal risk of producing the dangei-ous form of silver salt unless

intelligent care be taken. When the hypo, solution containing the

silver salts is much diluted it is apt to decompose very quickly,

especially if it contain a large proportion of silver. These are just

the conditions that prevail in washing the print: that portion of

fixing solution within the print will—if there be a difference, as

is most probable— contain a larger proportion of silver thio-

sulphate than the bulk of the fixing solution, and so be more prone

to decompose ; hence, when the prints are placed in the washing

water, unless the adherent solution be quickly removed a deposit

will certainly occur, and so a want of permanency characterise

the print.

We have had prints sent to us many of which were visibly stained

through want of this elementary precaution ; how many more, there-

fore, must exist where an equally bad, but at first invisible, effect has

been produced 1 A professional photographer has informed ua of a
batch of bis prints having been once left to a junior hand to finish

the washing after fixing, and which were entirely destroyed through

Jjia want of attention at this etajfe, He throw the whole batch into a,
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dish of water, left them there for half-!in-hour or so, and then

turned tlie tup on. Almost every print was stained and marked,

and it was oidy throua;li the stains that tlie way ll)e prints had been

treatwl was discovered. If the carelessness had not been quite so

gross the prints would have been circulated bearing within them
the seeds of decay, and bss of reputation would have resulted. It

is not always that such lack of attention can be detected, and there

is little doubt that the fading of many thousands of pictures could

be traced to similar causes.

With the use of as few scientific terms as poasible we have thus

taken our readers over the whole held of the production of a silver

print ; and it is to be hoped that we may have shown the pitfalls

which lie in the way in a manner that will be understood even by the

tyro—our remarks, as we stated, having been intended more for

the new race of photographers springing up than for the experienced

band,

CALOTYPE OE WAXED PAPER PROCESS.

As allusion to this process in our last number as still being

practised by some prompts us to devote a brief space to its considera-

tion, especially as on account of its being the earliest of all negative

processes, and its long having fallen into a state of desuetude, com-

paratively little is known of it by those who have more recently

adopted photography as a pastime or profession.

The calotype process was so named by the late Mi\ Fox Talbot,

its inventor, although by some of the admirers of that gentleman it

was designated "Talbotypo," its nomenclature afterwards receiving

the additional title of the " waxed-paper process," from the circum-

stance of the paper upon which the negative was taken having been

rendered ti-anslucent with wax previous to, instead of after, the

production upon it of the negative. But notwithstanding the

variety of its appellations and, what is of more importance, the

vai'iety of formulae and routine methods of action, the process

remained in principle very much the same as when it was first

published by Mr. Talbot.

Described in generic form the calotype process, as originally pub-

lished, included, first, the iodising of a sheet of suitable paper;

secondly, the exciting of this paper shortly before using, by means

of a solution of nitrate of silver, acidified by acetic acid, with a

small addition of gallic acid. The developer was gallic acid, with

or without the addition of aceto-nitrate of silver. When fixed and

washed the paper was rendered translucent by waxing. By means

of this primitive negative process, most admirable portraits, land-

scapes, and other scenes have been obtained ; and, in breadth of

effect and other art qualities, some of these early photographs have

not yet been very greatly surpassed.

Photography having become a living thing in the hands of

many ardent experimentalists it advanced, and, as subsequent

history recortls, has advanced with rapidity. Mr. Talbot's system of

iodising the paper was cumbrous, and, when viewed by the light of

1884, somewhat inefficient. He effected this by impregnating the

surface of the paper with iodide of silver. This was done by float-

ing the paper upon (or sponging it over with) iodide of potassium

in solution, and, after drying, treating it in like manner with

nitrate of silver. All the soluble salts were subsequently removed

by washing, leaving the paper of a pale primrose colour. A modi-

fication of Mr. Talbot's method of iodising was introduced. It con-

sisted in adding a solution of iodide of potassium to one of nitrate

of silver, by which iodide of silver was precipitated, which after

washing was dissolved in iodide of potassium. This solution was

then applied to the paper, and the latter after being dried was
floated upon water, by which the iodide of silver was precipitated

in a finely-divided form on the paper.

Innumerable were the additions afterwards made to the salting

bath ; for, not content with dissolving the various ingredients in

pure water, many professed to find advantages in employing rice-

water and boiled whey instead. Many also were the formulse for

salting communicated to the public, and very heterogeneous were
their components. They embraced iodide, bromide, fluoride, and
cyanide of potas-sium ; chloride of 8odii\m ; sugar of milk, honey,

albumen, isinglass, gelatine, gum arabic, and iodine. Things had

become much complicated when Mr. Frederick Townsbend appeared

(just thirty years and one month ago) in the rt)l« of reformer, and

demonstrated how simple the process might be made. It would b«

futile to give hero illustrative formulw showing the progress of

improvement; but we may mention one which shows the state in

which the negative paper piocess was left near to the time when

the efforts of photographers were being directed towards the

attainment of a reliable dry collodion process.

Plain paper is immersed for over an hour in the following :

—

Iodide of potjissiura 15 grains.

Bromide of potassium 6 „

Water 1 ounce.

To this sufticient iodine is added to render the solution of a sherry

colour. When dry the iodised paper is excited by being floated for

about five minutes upon a thirty-grain solution of nitrate of silver

to the ounce of water, one minim of acetic acid being added for each

grain of silver present. The same precaution must be taken in the

formation of this bath as in that for collodion, namely, it must be

saturated with iodide of silver previous to being employed. The

paper is drawn over a glass rod to remove the surplus solution, and

is then blotted off by means of perfectly clean bibulous paper.

Paper thus prepared remains good for twelve hours ; but if it have

to be kept for several days it will then be necessary to float

it for from balf-a-minute to three minutes upon plain water

to remove more of the free nitrate of silver. The longer it

is floated the better will it keep, although at the expense of

sensitiveness.

The exposure required in the camera was in those early times,

when gallic acid w.w the developer, estimated not by seconds but by

minutes. We here allude to the application of the calotype process

to landscape photography, a slow lens being employed. With the

process as practised by Talbot for portraiture, when gallic acid and

aceto-nitrate of silver formed the sensitiser as well as the developer,

we have obtained portraits in fifteen seconds, and street views in

proportionately less time ; but when the paper has been prepared

for keeping several hours an exposure of a minute and a-quarter,

with a.lens working at /,, was necessary.

Upon removing the exposed paper from the dark slide it is

floated upon a saturated solution of gallic acid (about three grains

per ounce of water), until the details are all visible, when the image

will be of an unpleasant red colour, and it may then be completely

immersed. After ten or fifteen minutes the image will have

acquired great vigour, when a few drops of the sensitising solution

may be added to the gallic acid, and the negative again immersed.

It now acquires a dark colour very rapidly, and after examining

the image by transmitted light, and ascerUining that it is fully

developed, the negative is fixed in hyposulphite of soda. Having

been afterwards washed and dried the paper is rendered translucent

by being waxed. Some have performed this operation by placing

the paper on a warm slab, and then applying wax to the surface,

which, by melting, impregnated its texture, the surplus being after-

wards removed by blotting-paper and a warm flat iron. Others

have dissolved the wax in oil of turpentine and immersed the

negative in this solution for a brief period.

The advantages of paper over glass for the tourist photographer

do not here require mention ; but in another article we shall speak

of certain refinements upon the process, by which some of the more

modern photographic discoveries have been pressed into the service

of this the first of all negative processes. The mistiike must not be

made that, because of the material being paper instead of glass,

good detail and sharpness cannot 'be secured ; for, on the

contrary, by care in selecting the paper and in focussing, a

very sharp image may be obtained.

WHAT IS THE MOST SUITABLE COLOUR FOR A
PHOTOGRAPH ?

Is discussing this subject we set aside all consideration of the vexed

question which has been so much discussed of late— that one tint,

or tone, may possibly prove of greater permanence than another in

silver prints—simply confiuhig ourselves to the subject of the most
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desirable colour for a photograph, regardless of the means or process

by which it is produced. It is quite true that with silver printing

the colours to be obtained are very limited indeed, as they are con-

fined to tints ranging from a warm brown, through purple, to a

more or less decided black. By the platinotype process both a good

sepia colour and a black are obtainable. By the carbon, Woodbury,

and the collotype processes any desired colour can be easily produced

in the admixture of the pigments employed.

Now, does the public taste demand that all photographs—simply

because they are photographs—shall be in the well-known photo-

graphic colour and have a glazed surface 2 It would appear so, if

we can take as a criterion the fact that in the majority of cases

when pictures are produced by any of the latter processes they are

as close imitations of silver prints as it is possible to make them.

The tint itself may vary, but the photographic colour is retained.

Even in enlargements made in carbon and worked in monochrome
the usual photographic tint of brown or purple is, as a rule,

employed.

Prior to the advent of photography, it may be mentioned

—

although prints from engraved plates or wood blocks could, of

course, be made in any colour—we have never seen a print produced

at that period at all approaching a photographic tint. Tliey were

actually produced in almost every colour but that just mentioned,

which, in the case of photographs, was, after all, not one of selection

but of necessity, and cei'tainly cannot be considered in any way
artistic.

Seeing this, it not unnaturally suggests the further query—" Is the

ordinary colour and surface of silver prints for ever to be considered

the acme of perfection in photographs ? " We think 'not, inasmuch

as we have noticed during the past year or two unmistakable

evidences to the contrary, and that the public taste for certain

subjects will demand a variation. It was no uncommon thing, at

the last exhibition of the Photographic Society of Great Britain, to

overhear visitors remark, while examining picturesby the platinotype

process of a sepia or black tone, or by the carbon process of a red

chalk, sepia, or black, that they were excellent " because they were
80 very unlike a photograph." Visitoi-s to the exhibition, for many
years past, have been familiar with the charming portraits of

children, printed in a red chalk or a sepia colour, by Mr. E. Faulkner
and also by Mr. W. J. Byrne, and the admiration they have always
commanded—more particularly from the non-photographic portion

of the public and the press.

Recently we were shown some excellent cabinet-sized picture's

(portraits) which were very artistic, and were also decidedly novel.

These were rather large vignetted heads, printed by the carbon
process, of a red chalk colour, on somewhat rough drawing-paper.
They were mounted on the ordinary cards, but had, apparently, not
been rolled so as to destroy the original roughness of the paper

;

hence they looked very much like small chalk drawings. This
appearance vrould have been enhanced still further had the portraits,

instead of being produced with a plain, flat background, been taken
with one on which a few hatched lines had previously been made
just about where the shoulders of the sitter came.
We have also seen some exceedingly good pictures possessing a cer-

tain amount of novelty, chiefly arising from their colour and the style
of mounting. These were panel-size portraits—apparently enlarge-
ments from smaller negatives—printed in platinum and of a black
colour. They were mounted on plate paper with an imitation India
tint and wide margin, and had been rolled on a plate so as to give a
plate-mark like that in an engraving. Of course they were framed
without the ordinary orthodox mount. When completed, these
pictures pos«e.-ised very much the appearance of engravings, as they
had—hy reiiKoa of their colour and matt surface and the style of
mountin^t aiul framing—lost much of their photographic character.
If we mistake not, some pictures very similar to these were shown at
the la-t exhilution—only they were in carbon and, perhaps, of a
«oine»l,,it hl.icker colour. For years past, by the carbon proce.ss,
enl;.ru;eraent3 have been made on tinted crayon papers, and finished
in chalks or crayons; but generally they are made in the usual
photographic colour instead of in black, which, in this case, we
cannot help thinking would be an improvement.

Hitherto our remarks have chiefly been directed to portraiture,

but they apply equally well to landscapes. These, if printed in

sepia or black, either by the carbon or platinotype processes, and
then mounted on plate paper with the usual Indian paper tint, being
also " plate-marked," would prove very elTective, as the matt sur-

face of the paper, together with the colour, destroys much of the
photogi-aphic appearance of the pictures.

In the foregoing remarks we have only alluded to pictures
in sepia, black, and red ; but of course, if the carbon process be used,

any other colour might be substituted. Although, apart from the
usual photographic tints, the different coloured tissues obtainable
in commerce are somewhat limited, still there is little doubt that
if additional colours were in demand they would readily be
supplied.

The subject of this article suggested itself from the fact that

photographs are now being produced, though to a limited extent, in

colours other than the orthodox photographic tint, and that such
pictures are apparently much appreciated by the more artistic

portion of the public. Therefore, we think that an increased taste

for pictures of this character may, with advantage, be cultivated by
photographei-s in the future.

At the present time, when a choice recipe for concocting a claret-

cup would be more important than the votes on the Franchise Bill,

and a rumour that ice had given out would be more disastrous than
a drop in consols, there is almost a feeling of satisfaction to be
experienced in reading the latest account from the seat of heat.

Dr. J. Hiltiker has been taking particular note of the diameter of

the solar orb during the last twenty years, and he states that there

is evidence of a change in the diameter of the sun according to the
frequency of the spots; the more the spots the less the diameter,
and vice versa. As we have been having a considerable number of

these singular visitants of late we may expect the sun's diameter to

be reduced, according to Dr. Hilfiker's theory.

Still, whatever the diameter, we have lately had an almost
tropical heat, and we have heard of no diminution in the actinic

power of the sun's rays having been observed in any quarter.

Perhaps the new sunshine recorder, lately described by Professor

H. Macleod before the Physical Society, may give us some interest-

ing data as to the recent solar radiation.

At such periods as the present, when the sun obtains its greatest

altitude and is not oveicast in tlie middle of the day, there are few
studios that do not suffer from the heat, notwithstanding all that

may be done to protect them. We have seen automatic ventilators

made use of, but the effect has been little proportioned to the

expense. Our contemporary La Nature has described a new atmo-
spheric turbine which, it appears to tis, might with very little

trouble be so applied as to work a fan in connection with a

ventilating apiiaratus with some degree of real efficiency. The
apparatus is the invention of M. Sanderson, and has already been
in use in three separate places, where it has done admirable duty
in pumping w.ater, &c. The construction is simple, being merely
two semicircular fans mounted at right angles to one another,

at an angle of 4f)' with a shaft working horizontally. Like au
ordinary windmill it will work without being set, and whatever the

quarter from which the wind blows it is equally potent in a hurricane

We have carefully re-read Mr. H. B. Berkeley's letter in the Parent
,

Society's Journal, without discovering the slightest ground for the
charge of "misrepresentation" which he makes against us in his
communication this week. That Mr. Berkeley wrote in the inte-
rests of the Society, or at least intended to do so, we quite believe

;

and had he confined himself to the main intention without inter-
fering with the business of journals which have nothing whatever
to do with the Society nor the Society with them, all would have
been well, and we, at least, should have allowed Mr. Berkeley to
air his little grievances in peace. But when " in the interests of
the Society" he devotes the greater part of his letter to matters
over which the Society has no control—matters, too, nearly affect-

ing the " weekly periodicals"—we felt bound to take some notice
of the affair. From what we have already said we have nothing
to retract, and it is scarcely worth while saying any more.

I
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that would either stop or destroy an ordinary mill. This new
motor has been termed by its inventor the "jMtitanemone,"

Thb use of a convenient apparatus for regulating the temperature

automatically, causing a drying chamber to remain at a constant

heat and aoforth, is too well known to need attention to be drawn to

it. There are many pieces of apparatus for the purpose before the

public, each having its own special excellence and, we may add,

defects. According to the Lancet, however, an important advance

in the mode of construction of such instruments has been made by

Dr. Reichert, of the University of Philadelphia, who has designed

a new thermostat, whose principle of action is essentially the same as

that of the older iustruments, but which is more efficient in use. The
range of temperature is obtained by the employment of a graduated

plunger of peculiar make, which forces the column of mercury

towards or from the gas regulator, thus arranging for the presence

of a greater or less degree of heat to maintain the column of

mercury at this point.

The late Sir W. Siemens, who did so much for the science of

lighting, is to have an appropriate monument in Westminster

Abbey in the shape of a memorial window, subscriptions to which

are limited to one guinea. A very powerful committee has been

formed, the Hon. Secretary being Mr. J. Forrest.

Watt's Dictionary of Chemistry is almost a household word. We
regret to announce that its talented author is no more. He died

suddenly, on the .30th ult., of syncope of the heart. He was engaged

at the time of his death in writing a new and abridged edition of

his Dictionary, also in editing a new edition of Richardson and Watt's

Chemical Technology, and the thirteenth edition of Fownes' well-

known Manual of Chemistry— 2i\\ of which works are of the highest

value to the photographer and the chemist.

THEaE is every probability that nickel and nickel-coated vessels

and instruments will gradually become more general, now that

Fleitmann's discovery is so popularised. In 1879 he discovered, by a

process of reasoning which proved correct in practice, that the

brittleness of pure nickel—which had hitherto been an insuperable

obstacle to its extended use—could be got rid of in a simple manner.

He considered the unworkable character of the metal (which still

prevailed, though it was pure to a fractional percentage) was due to

occluded carbonic oxide, and he added a small quantity of magnesium
to get rid of the brittleness. The addition was perfectly successful,

though even in quantities so small as one-eighth per cent. Metal so

treated can be welded at a red heat with iron and steel, and the

welded sheet can be rolled out without breach of continuity to a

very great extent. For rolling-press rollers and beds such an
arrangement should to be of the greatest value.

An interesting paper by Dr. H. Hager appears in the columns of a
foreign journal, treating of matters chemical. It is upon the Drop
Method of Chemical Analysis, and affords hints for many useful

modes of testing some of the chemicals employed in photography.

The method is named from the fact that drops only of the material

operated upon and the reagents employed are made use of. The
list of materials required includes rod and blue litmus paper and
turmeric paper ; extract of indigo paper, which is turned yellow by
hot nitric acid and caustic alkalies, but not by ammonia ; rosani-

line paper, as a test for alcohol ; potassium ferrocyanide paper,

as a reagent for ferric salts (to which it gives a blue coloura-

tion) ; copper and uranium (deep brown)
;
gold (greenish-brown)

;

)>latinum (brownish-green to reddish), &c. Potassium sulpho-

cyanide paper is turned decidedly yellow by bismuth nitrate,

bluish-black by salts of copper, red by solution of gold, white

by mercuric nitrate, black by mercurous nitrate, and blood-red

by ferric salta. Potassium iodide paper is turned red by mer-
curic s.ilts, green by mercurous salts, and yellow by solution of

lead. For detecting chlorates: half-a-draohm to a drachm of the

liquid is put into a small test tube along with a slip of the paper,

half-a-drachm of dilute sulphuric acid added, and heat applied. If

a chlorate be present the liquid tunis yellow. Mercurous nitrate

paper when moistened is turned black in the presence of vapour of

ammonia; caustic alkalies and alkaline monocarbonates stain it

greenish-brown to black ; whilst the alkaline bicarbonatea leave

it colourless. Silver bichromate paper turns yellow with free

hydrochloric acid. The author gives other tests for subataacea

not likely to be met with in photography; but the list abore
given, as will be seen, is made up in the main of subatancea likely

to be met with on the shelves of the photographer's laboratory.

The method of employing the test consists in letting a drop of the
liquid, or solution of a solid, fall upon a slip of the paper, and it

seems to be so exceedingly simple and useful that we may expect
little seta of the test papers to be prepared and offered for sale.

They would be of considerable value in the photographer's dark
room, if only for the occasional identification of forgotten or uu>
labelled chemicals.

>

FILMS DISSOLVING IN THE HYPO, BATH,
It has been observed that gelatine negatives, if left in the hypo,

fixing bath all night, sometimes dissolve from the glass, whilst at

other times no such action takes place. This effect of solution

came under my own observation for the first time quite recently

under circumstances that admitted of some investigation of the
phenomenon.

It happened that by an oversight two plates were left in the
hypo, baths all night ; and in the morning, whilst one was found to

be uninjured, the other had lost the film entirely from nearly the

whole of the plate, only a slimy, shapeless ridge of gelatine re-

maining on a small portion of what* had been the negative. The
plates were from the same batch—two of a dozen of a commercial
make that had been obtained to see " what they were like," and then
used in the ordinary course. The immediate cause of the dissolving

among the film, therefore, had to be sought in the hypo, baths
themselves, although it was still possible that the make of plate

might have so much to do with it that those of another constitution

would resist the solvent action.

On examining the hypo, baths it was noticed that the one which
had not injured the negatives was almost perfectly colourless

—

evidently freshly mixed. The specific gravity of this solution was
1,145, and a measure of a thousand-grain capacity of the liquid was
evaporated to dryness in a porcelain dish. This yielded solid matter
equal to nearly one-fourth of the whole, showing that there was
one part of hyposulphite of soda to about three of water.

The other bath—that which had dissolved the gelatine—was
examined, so far as its specific gi-avity was concerned, and found to

be 1,090. It was somewhat discoloured from use, but was not what
would be called an old bath. I have an objection to the use of

any solution that has become so weak as to require a long time for

dissolving the unaltered silver or so contaminated as to stain the
film. It unfortunately happened that before I could make a com-
plete examination of the second solution it had been noticed that
the vessel was not full, and some fresh, strong solution had been
poured in, amounting in quantity probably to about one-third of

that which the vessel already contained. It was with the hypo, bath
thus altered, therefore, that I was compelled to make my experi-

ments; but the effect of the addition that had been made would
probably only diminish its characteristics without entirely removing
them, and so, indeed, I found it

The plates which had been accidentally submitted to the action of

the two baths were, as has been stated, of a commercial make. The
surface was more matt than in plates of my own make, and the film

apparently thinner, although not wanting in opacity, and more
easily scratched. These appearances led to the inference that the
quantity of gelatine in proportion to the silver haloid present w.ia

small. From their rapid fixation and absence of yellow colour

in the unexposed film it was probable that no iodide was pre-

sent.

One of these plates and one of my own manufacture, made with
a hard gelatine and containing some iodide, were marked with a
diamond, so that each could be easily broken into three parts in the
dark room, and were then exposed in a camera, the dark slide of

which was arranged to slide so as to give three exposures on each

Elate, corresponding with the divisions in which the plates were to

e broken apart. After development the plates were divided along
the diamond marks, and one piece of each was placed in each of the
baths as follows :^No. 1 bath was the fresh and strong one, which
had not affected the plate in the first instance. No. 2 was the one
which had dissolved away the film, but which had been somewhat
modified, as described, by the addition to it of about one-third of

its bulk of strong solution; and No. 3 was the Na 1 solution

diluted with twice its bulk of water. The third l>ath was made in

order to try whether the mere fact of the first bath being stronger
was the cause of the immunity from solution of the film left in

it, or whether there was something acquired in No. S which had
produced the solvent action.
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In a little time the commercial plate in each bath was fixed.

Shortly afterwards the plate containing iodide and immei-sed in

the strong hypo, bath was also tixed, but a considerable time

elapsed before those of the same make in the two weak baths were

fixed. I may mention, en passant, that I have often been surprised

to see it recommended to use weak hypo, baths, accompanied by
statements that the haloid salts of silver are as rapidly or more
rapidly dissolved in them than in a stronger solution.

The plates were left in the baths all night. In the morning those

in the first and third baths were found unaltered, but those in the

second bath had become softened and slimy, and for some distance

round the edge entirely dissolved away. No doubt the addition of

fresh solution to No. 2 had so far attenuated its solvent action that

it would have required longer time to dissolve the film from the

whole of the plate. The fact that No. 3 had sufi'ered no in-

jurious action showed that the solvent power of No. 2 was not

due merely to its being a more dilute solution of hypo, than

No. 1, but that the property had been acquired.

As the dissolving bath No. 2 had had sufficient plates fixed in it

to render it somewhat discoloured, whilst Nos. 1 and 3 had scarcely

been used at all, it seemed probable that a certain quantity of am-
monia had been carried into it with the developed plates, and that

alkalinity might have something to do with the solvent effect upon
the gelatine. To see to what extent alkalinity existed, portions

measuring one thousand grains each were taken from Nos. 1 and 2.

Small quantities of weak hydrochloric acid were added to each by
degrees. The acid was that known as the dilute of the pharmacopoeia,

to one part of which nine parts of water were added. Of this weak
solution the fresh bath took thirty minims before any acid reaction

was visible on test paper, whilst the other required about thirty-six

minims to produce a similar effect. The bath which dissolved the

film was, therefore, slightly more alkaline than the other, but the

difference in this respect was so very small—requiring only about
one-twentieth of a grain of real hydrochloric acid in more than two
ounces of solution to equalise it—that the true cause must probably

be sought for elsewhere.

If time and opportunity permit I shall probably continue my
experiments in the matter; but meantime, perhaps, the indications

given will induce some other experimentalists to make further re-

searches into the cause of the peculiar reaction between two of the

materials—a gelatine film and a hyposulphite bath—that are now
in such constant use. W, E, Debbnham.

OXYHYDROGEN EXPLOSIONS.
Not being in the secrets of the manufacturers I cannot say what is

the nature of the dust which is found, often very abundantly, in

gas bags when, owing to accident or design, the contents of the
interior are laid bare ; nor am I chemist enough to be able to

ascertain this from an inspection of the powder. I presume it to

be steatite or French chalk, or some other form of silicate of mag-
nesia, such as powdered tala Now, as the former of these is repre-
sented by (3 Mg 0, 4 Si O^), and the latter by (4 Mg O, 5 Si Oj), it

is not easy to conceive of inflammability as connected with such
dust, either in its state of purity or after being subjected to the
action of the gases in the bag.

But although / am not able to indicate the nature of any change
in the powder after its "reposition" in a gas bag, some cliange
appears to be induced, if one may judge of this by the very pecu-
liar smell of the powder after a time. One thing may be assumed,
namely, that if the dust be rendered inflammable it scores in favour
cf the safety of gas bottles as against gas bags.

I do riot gather from the article by Mr. Lewis Wright, in the last

issue of this Journal, to what extent he understands dust to be
productive of explosions of any class; that he disbelieves in it as a
cause of gas explosions he has stated. But in instituting a compari-
son between the United States, where it is well known that gas
bottles are extensively used, and this country, where, as yet, bags
occupy the most prominent position, he cites a witness whose
testimony is against himself; for in the New World—where the
go-ahead, regardless-of-consequences spirit prevails—we hear very
little of explosions arising as a consequence of employing bottles, or
even of explosions in themselves irrespective of cause, and this
notwithstanding the fact that the lime light is used there to an ex-
tent exceeding by fiftyfold its employment in England. I have, fortu-
nately, access to many of the class journals and newspapers of the
United States, including those in which the details of gas ex-
plosions of all kinds would be recorded, and, so far as I have been
able to institute a comparison, oxyhydrogen explosions might be
eaid to be but little known there.

I have yet to learn of the first explosion that has taken place in

consequence of a bottle having been used instead of a bag either

here or in the United States. I have used both, and give preference

to the bottle. Quite realising how unsafe it is to indulge in pro-

phecy, I yet venture to say that in a "few short years" gas bags
will be but little known uidess as a reminiscence. In this I take
ground similar to that of the enthusiast of a former epoch who
prophesied the success of steamboats, nothwithstanding the adverse
opinions pronounced against them by our own and the French
Admix'alty authorities, and even by Napoleon himself.

As regards dust as a source of explosion : this terrible force does
not appear to be adequately appreciated. It is not yet a period

of three years since the destruction took place of one of the largest

and finest breweries in the world by fire, directly traceable to the
explosion of dust which was being conveyed through an air-shaft, in

the vicinity of which a light was burning. This caused nmch talk

in the neighbourhood at the time, and a professor of physical

science in one of the universities published a most interesting state-

ment with respect to the length of time required for the destruction

by fire of a log of wood, as a log, as thin boards, as shavings, and,
lastly, as a fine powder suspended in the air. Some suggestive and
instructive points on this subject have been given in the New York
tSiin of the 6th ult., an extract from which I may fittingly in-

troduce here :

—

"Professor Peck, the chemist, has made some experiments that demon-
strate the enonnous power of sawdust, various flours, starch, and grain of

all kinds. In one of the experiments he took three-quarters of an ounce of

starch, and, by raising it as dust in the air, ignited it in a compartment in-

tended to represent a room. When exploded it threw a box weighing six

pounds twenty feet into the air. You can judge yourself of the power of

the material. Half-an-ounce of starch ignited in the same way was shown
by the Professor to Uft the cover of a box, and a heavy man standing on it,

three inches.
" One of the most dangerous materials is the wheat dust of flour mills.

When burned it goes off like a flash. One of the first movements in making
flour is to rattle the wheat and pass a heavy draught at the same time over
it to carry off the highly inflammable dust. Yet, despite all care, the air

often becomes perfectly loaded with it. Prof. Peck has shown what flour

would do by taking a box with a capacity of two cubic feet and placing it

in a little flour, the light of a lamp entering through a hole in one corner
and the mu::zle of a bellows through the other. The cover of the box was
nailed on, and a man took his place on it. The Professor then worked the
bellows, and the small amount of flour within immediately filled the air in

the box as dust, the facsimile of a dust-laden mill being produced. The
flour immediately ignited from the lamp, and in a second the cover
was blown off and the man lifted several inches into the air, while a blaze of

fire burst out from all sides. A number of interesting experiments were
performed by the same gentleman, showing that in our large mills and
manufactories where dust was likely to be formed there lurked a power as

dreaded as dynamite.
"Peck states that one pound of carbon and two and two-thirds of

oxygen, when they combine to produce carbonic acid, will evolve heat
sufficient, if applied through a perfect heat engine, to lift nearly GOO tons
ten feet into the air. Then he assumes that if forty per cent, of flour

is carbon, it would require two and a-half pounds to accomplish this

result.

"

From the .above extract it will be seen that dust is an agent of

great potency in the production of explosions, although it has not

been as yet .adequately recognised as such. J. Hoi-ston.

COMMERCIAL FABRICS SUITABLE FOR DARK-ROOM
ILLUMINATION.

[A couimunicatlon to the Photographic Society o( Great Britain.)

The paper that I have the honour to read before you tonight was
intended for our last meeting ; but as there was not sufficient time to

do justice to the discussion on Mr. Debenham's paper upon the same
subject, and to receive my contribution, it was decided to defer both
until this evening.

The tone of Mr. Debenham's paper, and the warmth of some of the
observations that it elicited at its close, brought to my mind some
remarks made by my friend Mr. Bird, at the meeting on March 28th,

and which I will venture to quote. Mr. Bird said :
—" The great dis-

crepancy between the scientific evidence and the experience of skilled
observers indicates that something is wrong somewhere. May it not
happen that our knowledge of the chemical effects of the spectrum is

not so exact as it might be ? When some observers are convinced that
a light modified with yellow paper and a green glass will give the
maximum of luminosity and the minimum of chemical action, it is

bewildering to be assured that spectrum analysis demonstrates the
contrary. Further inquiry is necessary to clear up the subject."
Exactly so; further inquiry is necessary to clear up the subject. But
permit mo to ask is there any reason why this inquiry should not be
carried on in a friendly spirit—why it is necessary that there should
be any personal feeling imported into this question, or any question
that may come before the Society t Is it not possible to discuss this
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matter without mngiug oursvlvcs iuto two hostilo cam])8, tho onu tak-

ing ruby rod aa tlieir onsign, the other oranue V lu my coutriliut.ion to

this matter I muan to be cntir>ly practical. I liavc endeavoured to

carry out tlie experimcuts, the resultii of whicli I shall lay before you,
with a view to enabling you to pronounce upon certain fabrics, readily

procurable, a verdict as to their suitability in all respects for the
illumination of the photographer's work-room. I wish to steer entirely

clear of all the subjects that excite so much feeling. Spectral analysis,

coloured glasses—whether stained red, Hashed, canary, green—are all

out of my prov inoe. Tho materials I shall recommsud are easily pro-

curable, easily adaptable, and in my experience, as a commercial dry-
plate maker and user, answer the purpose most thoroughly.

But, first of all, great stress has been laid U]JOn the hurtful effect of

red light upon the eyes ; bnt it seems to me as if the persons who urge
this argument imagine that those who make and those who use dry
plates (lid nothing but stare at their red light ; but in all well-arranged
works the eyes of the workers are not tlirected to the light, but to the
work they have to do. The light, whatever it may be, should be
arranged to illuminate the work, and shielded from the eyes. When
you reatl a book or write a letter your eyes are directed to your book or

paper, not to tho light, and the working of dry plates is, or ought to

DC, no exception to this rule.

As to the real cause of the evil Mr. Bird, I think, hit the matter
exactly when he said :

— " There can be no doubt that the sudden
transition from dark to light is extremely trying to the eyes," If we
consider for a moment the anatomy of the eye, we shall soon see how
this is. The iris is the thin membranous coating, in the centre of

which is seen the pupil of the eye. This pupil varies iu size according
to the action of the muscular tibres of the iris admitting more or less

light into the interior of the eyeball, and the diameter of the pupil is

So varied from about Jrd to J^th of an inch. Now these muscular
tibres, known as ciliary muscles, are brought into play by the amount
of light presented to the eye; the stronger the light the more they
contract the pupil, and the weaker the light the greater is the dilation

of tlie pupil. But these muscles come into play comparatively slowly.

If you go from bright sunlight into an obscured apartment you can at

tirst see but little ; in a short space of time the muscles effect the
dilation of the pupil, and you are enabled to see more or less perfectly.

On the contrary, you go from au obscured chamber to a brilliant sun-
light and you are pained and dazzled by the glare of light ; but in a
short time the ciliary muscles have succeeded in contracting the pupil
of the eye, and, allowing no more light to enter than is requisite, vision

becomes normal.
But here comes the moral of the story. The ciliary muscles act

sloirly, and suihhn transitions from obscurity to bright light are
hurtful ; the sudden access of light strains the muscles iu the effort to

rapidly close the pupil. Tho remedy, of course, is to avoid sudden
transitions—if necessary, to wear a veU, or enclose the eyes in protectors

of gauze wire and coloured glass of the proper tint when leaving the
dark-room.
More than a year ago I read a paper before this Society upon Photo-

•Ji'nphi/ in Rdation to Colour. It will probably be within the recollection

of those who heard that paper, and of those who afterwards read it, as

it apjicared in the Jouriud cf the Society, that of all the coloured bands
1 exhibited on the screen—which I have again placed before you—the
yellow gave a greater sensation of brilliancy to the eye, while its photo-
graphic effect upon a bromo-iodised gelatine plate was much less than
any of the other colours. This fact, to my mind, showed the direction

in which experiment should be made ; for, other things being equal,

there could be no doubt that the red light then so common for laboratory
illumination was 2x1' •"' more trying to the eyes than a yellow light.

The ncut step was to discover material easily obtainable, which could
be purchased commercially, either of the right tint or capable of being
made of the most suitable tint. After some search I have found a
fabric called '

' bookbinders' cloth
''—no doubt procurable in many places.

My s.iinples were procured at Messrs. Berry and Roberts's, 21, Bride-
street, near Ludgate Circus. This fabric, in combination with a yellow
paper, procurable wholesale of Messrs. Spalding and Hodge, Drury-
laue, and retail at many dealers in photographic goods, has given in my
hands a diaphanous screen which, whilst having quite suflicient illumi-

nating power, is absolutely innocuous to the most sensitive plate.

To elucidate the ((uestion as to the best colour I fitted up the lantern

which I now place before you. You will observe that it is not unlike a
magic lantern. It contains a parafhne lamp, and is opaque on three

sides; it has a donble-bent chimney to prevent the passage of wliite

light and to afford ventilation. The fourth side carries two glasses,

connected by a hinge of cloth, and so arranged that pieces of the

material to be tested can be readily placed between them. When this

apparatus is used the lamp is lighted, the colour or combination to bo
tested placed between the glasses, and the sensitive plate exposed at a
distance of eighteen inches from the screen, through which the light

from the lamp must pass to reach the platen

Before going further permit mo to call your attention to a chart of

colours and combinations, with their symbols. The symbols have been
written on pieces of clear gla-ss the size of the sensitive plates, in bold

characters, with opaque vaniish. It ia evident that tlie portion of a
sensitive plate underneath tho characters will have been shielded by

them from the light, whilst all the rest of tho pUta will luive been
exposed to its full power. Thus, we shall find the ubaraetera should
come out clear, even though the rest of the plate hM been fogged by
the action of the coloured light.

Thc Chart.
Coloun wid coinbinatioiM. Sjnnbob.

Ruby fabric E. F.
Orange,, 0. F.
Yellow , Y. F.
Huby and yellow fabric R. Y'. F.
Orange and yellow 0. Y. P.
Ruby and orange , R. O. F.
Yellow fabric treated with anrino Au. Y. F.
White paper „ An. P.

f Au Y F
The above two in combination -i ^^ j^^' p

Ditto, but with two sheets of the paper . . i ^^ ^^ ' p
I made also many experiments with green fabrics of varions shades,

but I found a tremendous loss of light without the slightest corres-

ponding advantage ; and, as I have no wish to overload my paper with
useless material, I hare thought it best to omit all reference to them,
and only to bring before you those experiments which tend to practical

usefulness.

I must now ask to have the light lowered, that I may pass before

the parafHne lamp in my lantern the various colours and combinations
that I have to bring l>efore you.

I place between the glasses with which my lantern ia furnished a
single piece of the ruby fabric, and also exhibit the sensitive dry plate

that has been exposed for five minutes to the light passing through
this ruby fabric at a distance of eighteen inches from the coloure<l

screen. Upon thc sensitive plate was imposed a piece of clear glass

bearing the letter "B" in thick opaque pigments. The portion of tho
plate under the letter has consequently been shielded from the light,

whilst the rest of the plate has had the light full upon it for the five

minutes. All the plates I shall show you have been fully developed for

four minutes with a maximum dose of alkali.

You will see that tho X comes out clear upon a decidedly dense
ground, showing that one thickness of ruby lets through a great deal

of actinic light. I now place a piece of the orange fabric in tho lantern,

and show you the result. You will notice that the orange has been even
less efficient than tho ruby.

Now we pass 011 to the yellow fabric. You will notice how much
brighter the light appears—that is, there ia much greater illuminating

power ; yet the action upon the seiisitive plate is actually lati than with
either the orange or ruby.
We will now put into the lantern combinations of these colours. Wo

will take, first, ruby and orange. The result is still a considerable

veiling of the plate. Yellow and orange give less veil than ruby and
orange. Ruby and yellow give less veil than either of the other two

—

due, no doubt, to the protective power of the yellow.

It being quite clear that yellow gives more illumination, and has at

anyrate as great a protective influence on the plate as either red or

orange, I decided upon adopting yellow as my standard colour ; and my
experiments were tlien directed to finding materials most suitable for a
coloured screen—whether fabric or paper, or a combination of the two.

I took some thin, close-texture white paper, and coated it on both
sides with a solution of aurine in varnish—tlry-plate negative varnish

one ounce, aurine one drachm. This had the effect of making the paper

both tough and transparent. I also coated the yellow fabric witn the

same solution, and the results I will now place before you.

The first is a single thickness of aurincd paper. This shows the veil

considerably. I now put in a piece of the yellow fabric treated witli

aurine. The veil is still there in a very slight degree—mnch less than
with the yellow fabric HiiniM the anrine—the illuminating power being

about the same. On placing the aurine paper and fabric together wo
get a screen that gives a good illumination and affects the plate very

little. As a matter of practical experience this screen is perfectly safe

either for the making or the development of sensitive plates.

I now place in the lantern one piece of yellow fabric and two pieces

of aurined paper. This gives a fair amount of light, and its effect upon
the sensitive plate is absolutely nil ; no trace of the lettering can bo

made out. I consider this last combination absolutely perfect, either for

daylight or artificial light, and should have no fear about workinc in a

room lighted by a window of any size if covered by tlicse materials.

As reference has been made to the grcnt, I tried them both as Tihrics

and coated glasses, and found them eminently unsatisfactory. When-
ever a green can be got to have but little influence on the plate it is always

terribly low in illuminating power. I have brought a few of my exjieri-

ments to show you, as the results were at anyrate unexpected by me.

I have here a dark-green fabric, one thickness. It allows very few

illuminating rays to pass, yet its .lotion upon the plate is very great.

The next is a light green—plenty of illumination, and the action upon
the plate actually less than with the dark green. Dark green in combi-

nation with orange is better, but a lot of actinic light still pasaes.

Dark green with yellow is a slight improvement upon the former.

Light green and orange is actually better than dark greeu and orange.
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I think it is clear that of the three colours experimented upou--

yeUow, red, and orange—yellow has most illuminating power, combined

with the least actinic eflfort upon the i^late. I find, for practical

purposes, that one thickness of yellow fabric with one piece of paper

treated with aurine to be absolutely perfect, to give a light compara-

tively pleasant to the eye, and to be perfectly innocuous to the most

sensitive plate. For daylight I would advise one thickness of yellow

fabric with two tliicknesses of aurine paper to form the covering for a

window of almost any size, with absolute security.

A most practical and convenient way of arranging these materials for

the window of a photographic laboratory I find to be as follows :—Have
an inner frame made to the window, let the lower third have another

frame, which can be opened to admit white light when necessary; cover

this third with one thickness of yellow fabric and two thicknesses of

aurine paper. Let the middle portion have one thickness of each ; let

the top portion have one thickness of fabric. Now, have a rolling-

blind, made of American cloth, fitted to the top of the frame. In

taking the plates from the packet, placing in the dark slide, and

commencing the development, use only the light of the lower third.

When the development is well started the blind may be drawn up two-

thirds of the way, and when the development is completed the blind

may be drawn up entirely, and a flood of useful non-actinic light will

pervade the apartment.
In some such way as this the working of dry plates will be found as

easy and as pleasant as our old friend collodion. By increasing the

quantity of light gradually, the strain on the ciliary muscles of the eye

will be reduced to a minimum, and we shall have fewer complaints of

damage to the eyesight. J. R. Sawybb.
*

ON LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY
[A communication to the Derby Photographic Society.]

The love of Nature is more or less an inborn feeling belonging to all

capable of development and cultivation. It is this feeling which calls

forth the Isaak Waltons of our day, from the busy liaunts of men, to

wander in deep tree-shaded dells where the music of trout-haunted

streams charms the ear, or along the margin of rivers, loitering through

level meadows whose quiet breadth and beauty delight the eye. Tlius

the angler gets much of his pleasure from being brought face to face

with Nature in her ever-varying beauty.

It is not less so with the pursuit of the landscape photographer in his

search after the "beauty-spots" of any locality where he may chance to

be wandering; for surely no other calling—or amusement only, it may
be—could bring him into such intimate communion with Nature, or

afford him such ample opportunities for educating himself into a

higher appreciation of the beauty by which he is surrounded. I may
carry out the simile of the fisherman and the photographer further in

their prospective and retrospective enjoyments ; for much of their

pleasure lies in anticipation, as it also does in looking back at their

journeyings. And as the fisherman recals his piscatorial victories in

this and that stream, and the many instances connected therewith, so

does the photographer, in an intensified degree, as he turns over the
products of his past labours and looks with loving eye on his past
achievements with the camera. Every picture he has taken has some
tale to tell ; and I know of no more pleasurable feelings, after long
years have passed away, than those caused by the inspection of a book
of old prints taken by one's self. It recals the past more vividly than
aught else, and a thousand forgotten events start up in the memory,
proving the exposed plate was not the only thing in which an impres-
sion had been made.
The advent of gelatine plates has placed in our hands a new power,

and brought into the field a host of amateurs who would never other-
wise have entered our ranks. When we look back at the toil and
labour of a quarter of a century ago—the cleaning of glass, the careful
packing of chemicals, baths and dishes, the difficulty of transporting
th?m from place to place, the carrying of water, the smell of chemicals,
and the slopping in the stuffy tent—one cannot wonder, now that so
many difficulties have been cleared away, at the great accession to our
numbers. Even in those days—all difficulties overcome—how delightful
it was to carry home the treasured results of a day's labour ! CoUodio-
albumen dry plates^all useful in their day and generation, and slow as
they were (fancy standing in a view from three to ten minutes), each
had some advantages over the wet ones, for they could be carried about
in places where it was hopeless to get your travelling tent.

My last love was the wet plate. It was little trouble to prepare,
kept well, and was slow and sure. Slowness was its only fault, and I
'

' stuck to my beer " till only two years ago, for I never had a better
or more trustworthy friend.

Of course there were many things we could never hope to get with
these slow', old plates, or even with the wet ones. Now we can attempt
almost everything with gelatine—from the quietest scene to the restless
sea-wave, the rushing train or the rapid movement of a galloping horse,
l>ut are constantly reminded that the greater the speed the greater the
risk. I have found it so, for I have spoilt more plates during the last
two years, since / (face up beer, than during the whole of my previous
experience.

But I must tell you this is partly owing to trying so many different
makers, including some of iny own. Let me advise you not to waste
time in making plates, but find the one you like best. Let it be as
slow as you can get it, and stick to it. Even then you will have failures

from the faults of others, through uneven coating, &c. Never mind ; if

you want to make pictures it leaves you perfectly free to give your
whole attention and time to the artistic part of the work. It comes
cheaper, and, most likely, better in the end.
We take it, then, that no other occupation gives more advantages to

its followers in the study and knowledge of Nature than landscape
photography—not even that of the artist ; and, though we have not the
use and charm of colour, nor the same power of adajjtation and selec-

tion as our brother of the brush, yet much can be done by the patient
and painstaking photographer who bides his time and watches for the
best effect before he secures his picture. Like the fisherman who baits
his hook with that which is most likely to take his fish, the photo-
grapher baits his camera with the best plate he can procure. Both,
then, must wait patiently for the proper time to secure their prize.

And now, perhaps, I may offer a few words of advice about this
"proper time," and any other matters connected with outdoor work
which I may think of as being useful to beginners ; for it is to such only
that I can hope to make this paper useful. Let us suppose, then, tliat

you are fully equipped with a trustworthy camera and dark slides, a lens
or two of different lengths of focus, and that you are possessed of plenty
of pluck and patience to bear up against adverse conditions, disappoint-
ments, and failures. You have tried your plates and know pretty well
how long such and such a lens, with its smallest stop, takes to secure
an ordinary well-lighted subject. You drop from tlie train at some
little country station and are eager to begin work. Don't hurry. Wait
till you see something really worth taking, and then see that the liglit

comes in tlie right direction to give your picture the best effect. A
cross or side light is generally the best, throwing shadows and bringing
out the subject in relief. Never take a view with the sun shining
plump behind you, for the result will surely be flat and uninteresting;
there will be no contrasting light and shadows to give the charm so
essential to a photograph, which has no colour to hide its shortcomings.

In the early days of photography the marvellous amount of detail
given by camera work covered all other deficiencies. Its products were
looked upon as mechanical miracles which had no connection whatever
with the world of art. It is not so now ; and he wlio would excel in
his work would do well to study tlie methods by wliich our best
painters have produced their best effects. A spotless and untouched
negative was once the photographer's pride and boast ; and no doubt it

tended in its day to the production of clean and good mechanical work.
Now science and art go hand-in-hand, and few, I presume, will be con-
tent with such results as even satisfied the photographer and his friend.

Hard representations they were, like soot and whitewash, with great
white spaces for the sky^no clouds, no productiou of light and shade,
such as I am thankful to say is now required at our liands. Vertical
lines were over everything, but perpendicular to the base of the picture

;

and sometimes they were bowed not a little, so that a square tower
assumed the shape of a barrel.

But all these things are defects of the past, and can be so ; and the
photographer now rejoices in the possession of such improved lenses

and such good cameras that he can use his magic plates—improved,
perhaps, more than anything else—to the best advantage, and has little

to think about but the artistic part of his work. Let us turn to another
phase of the subject. Minute finish in a painting and mere detail in a
photograph do not make a picture. Something more is looked for.

Elaborate finish in a painting is often a matter of patient, misspent
labour rather than the outcome of observant knowledge and brains.

In a photograph the finish h there, whether you will it or not

—

every pebble, every leaf, every twig, and every blade of grass. But to
make your photograph a work of art (I use this expression adviseiUy

;

for, if you put art into your work, wliat else is it, whether you use
colours or chemicals?), you must see first that your subject composes
well—that is, that the principal lines balance each other, and that the
distribution of light and shade in masses is harmonious and complete.
" How is this to be done ?" you say ; "we cannot move trees or build-
ings, neither can we turn on the sunshine in any direction we may
wish." No; but the camera may be moved till the very best stand-
point is got, the composition may be helped by the introduction of

figures and appropriate clouds, and, as for the light and shade, there is

no other way than taking the view at the proper time.

It has often been recommended to give up a day to the study and
selection of your subject before taking out your camera ; and if this

were done more frequently we should, no doubt, get better work. The
two great points, then, to aim at in your picture are the composition of

its main lines or features and its clearness or proper disposition of light

and shade. Birket Foster's Pidures of English Scemyy combine finish

with breadth as far as it is possible to go, and come nearer, perhaps, to
the work arrived at by the photographer than the production of any
other artist. I would recommend this to your notice. Some artists,

indeed, give you much finer effect, with great breadth in their treat-

ment. Study all you can, and fuller knowledge will gradually dawn
upon you as to what really makes a picture. You will begin to see the
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»!')'/«.• o/"i-iiiiili of tlio piiiitor, anil it will lx> your ploasuro to follow

liiin, howuver iiiiperfccUy ami luimbly.

We need not have any false shame in owning anch help as we may
thus get, for the assistance wc receive is reciprocal. .Sometimes there is

more art in a really good photograpliic picture than painters are willing

to acknowledge. No class of men are more indebted to the use and
beautiful products of photographers than are artists; they make fre-

({uent use and get much valuable help and knowledge from the works
they often pretend to despise.

The next piece of a<lvice 1 have to offer is to recommend the use of a
note-book wherein to enter every plate you expose—the date, title of

subject, time of day, and the kind of light, together with the limit of

lens and stop, amount of exposure, and any other remarks you may
deem worth recording for future guidance. In the same book, upon
developing, note the result. You will find this a valuable book of

reference, where you may refresh your memory when doing similar

work, and SO save many a blunder. New beginners are often surprised

and not a little perplexed, when developing a batch of plates, to find

one with an exposure of one or two seconds, perhaps, thoroughly
exposed, while another exposed three times as long is only half done

—

all because of the greater dill'erence, not at first appreciated, in the

amount and (juality of tlie light. Compare an open, sunlit landscape,

contiguous to no very near dark object, with that of a wood scene

where tlie little light one obtains comes (iltered through green lenses,

and where dark robes of trees come within a few yards of the lenses.

Compare also the taking of the exterior of a church with the interior.

In both these cases the difference in the amount of light yon are

working with is enormous. A ream of such extreme experiences in

your note-book is most valuable. A while ago I recommended the use

of the slowest gelatine plate you can get because I tliink they are

capable of producing the most uniformly good work, and are more
manageable in development ; neither is there the same danger of getting

them fogged if you use a bag to change them in, as I sometimes do.

Speaking of a chanjjing-bag : I may say you will find this a very

useful article ; for, besides its first use, it serves as a large focussing-

cloth and a protection from rain. But take an umbrella with you on

your journeys by aU means. It packs easily with the legs of your
camera, can bo tied to them when not wanted, and will often be found
useful to shade the lens or yourself from the sun. Many a time in

taking buildings, or, may be, a railway bridge in some exposed situa-

tion, an umbrella has been a good friend in warding off the wind and
preventing vibration or the overturning even of the camera.

Take also with you on every journey a piece of string. No photo-

grapher should ever stir from home without it. I once had the shutter

of a 15 X 12 dark slide blown back, snapped off, and carried twenty

yards away while stooping for a stone to weight it down, because I had

forgotten my string. Tliese are apparently small and trivial matters,

but I have recorded a case in Camera Cata-ilrophts, published in one of the

almanacs, where a piece of string saved me from the loss of many pounds.

I have only lightly touched on a few points relating chiefly to the

artistic side of photography. The subject is a wide one and cannot be

compassed within the limits of a single paper. Mr. H. P. Robinson

has recently published a clever little book, called PMure-nmkiug by

Photographi/, where you may find many valuable instructions—more
particularly, perhaps, as to grouping figures in landscapes, which will

lead you much further on in the path I have pointed out.

Richard Eeeke.

MR. DEBENHAM ON "THE ILLUMINATION OF THE
DAEK ROOM."

fA communication to the Photographic Society of Great Britain.

1

At the last meeting of this Society, when Mr. Debenham read his

paper on The Illumination of the Dark Iloom, I brought up the result

of a few experiments in connection with this discussion, but the late-

ness of the hour prevented me bringing them forward. I wish to do so

now, and am desirous, at the same time, of drawing attention to a few
points in Mr. Debenham's communication.
Here is the result of an experiment to which I referred in the dis-

cussion on Captain Abney's paper. A negative is formed of one and
two thicknesses of orange paper and canary medium placed side by
side. The common orange paper lets throngh, it will be seen, much
more light than the canary metfium. Here is a transparency taken by
coutact, the source of illumination being an ordinary paraffinc candle at

a distance of twelve inches. At a first glance the orange paper seems

to have the best of it, but it will be found on closer inspection that the

inc<|Halitica in its texture brings it down to about the same love! as the

canary medium. With two thicknesses the canary medium has a slight

advantage in protective power; but the superiority of the orange pajier

in the illuminating [lower of the light transmitted is most marked. I

show hero a similar experiment with ciiuary medium, orange paper, and
the yellow paper which Mr. Debenham uses in his lamp. The latter is

a thin paper of very uneven texture, but it is a decitied improvement

on canary medium. Three thicknesses transmit .is much illuniiii.iting

power as two thicknesses of orange paper, the two thicknesses of

orange paper being the safer medium, though only slightly so. The

weak point, however, in alt paiwrs and fabric* ia that so much of their
safety is duo to general absorption.

Here is a com^rison of orange paper with three coloared nlinw
Holes were cut in a sheet of orange paper, a little smaller tbantlie
pieces of glass, but corresponding in sha{>e. The paper was then
placed on a gelatine plate, with the coloured slauei covering the holes.

The edges of the plate were then protected with black velvet placed
loosely round, and the whole presented s<juare to a fish-tail gas flame at
a distance of four feet. Where the plate was only protected by orange
paper (which has already been shown to be about equal in protective

power to canary medium, by gas or candle light) the light Las bad a
considerable effect. A slight effect has been produced on th« part pro-

tected by stained red glass. The second glass—an orange glass, some-
times called "stained red"—shows protective power very little superior

to that of the orange paper. The tliird glass is a piece of very dense
ruby, equal in tint to about Ihrf thicknesses of the ordinary ruby
glass. The exposure was not sufficiently prolonged to produce any
appreciable effect through it, but its safety is purchased at the expense
of illuminating power.

I have here a piece of the stained red glass used in this experiment.

A portion of the surface at each end had been removed, leaving the
centre untouched.
Here is a plate which was exposed beneath it. The part protected

by the central portion of the glass remains untouched with an exposure
sufficient to impress the two ends. This slip of glass forms part of a
large piece I obtained from a glass merchant at Kensington, and it is

similar to the stained red glass used by Captain Abney, which was
labelled "Chance's stained red." In his paper of March last. Captain
Abney makes use of the expression—"I do not mean orange or fiashed

silver glass, which is often spoken of as stained red." Before making
any experiments, therefore, Mr. Debenham should have endeavoured
to obtain the precise glass which Captain Abney used. Instead of

doing so, he obtained a glass which he himself describes as a silver

flashed glass. In a communication to the Society in February, 1883,

Captain. Abney describes this silver flashed glass as nnsafe, inasmuch as

it lets through some ultra-violet rays. The reason wliy Mr. Del)enhan
found cathedral green a more protective supplement to it than cobalt
glass is therefore apparent. Cobalt glass lets these ultra-violet rays

pass through, and cathedral green cuts them off. I may here mention
that the rays which produce the greatest effect on bromide of silver are
generally recognised to be in the dark blue, not in the violet and ultra-

violet, as Mr. Debenham states in his communication. In the experi-

ment by which Mr. Debenham endeavoured to show the inferiority

of stained red glass to canary medium, had he used the glass recom-
mended by Captain Abney he would have obtained some such result

as I now pass round. Here stained red shows itself superior to orange
paper, orange paper to canary medium, canary medium to orange glass,

whilst the thinner flashed silver appears verj' bad indeed. This was
taken by lamplight, and is a fairer test than that given by Mr.
Debenham ; for photographers do not nse a light so rich in rays of high
refrangibility as that emitted by burning magnesium. But even when
so actinic a light as that given by magnesium ribbon is used, the stained

red holds its own, and the others appear in the same order. As might
be expected, a much stronger impression has been produced through the
orange glass on account of the richness of the light in ultra-violet rays.

One word in reference to green glass. I have seen no green glass

that does not let any blue light through, and photographers will do well

to follow Mr. Debenham's advice to take "obvious precautions " when
using a lamp^part of the light from which comes tlirough green glass,

nnsupplemented with any other colour-absorbing medium. In Mr.
Debenham's arrangement for using two lanterns—one glazed with orange-

red, and the other with green—the approximation to white light is

produced not by the mixture of red and green rays only, but by a
mixture of red, orange, yellow, green, and, in a lesser degree, blue rays.

Such a mixture of coloured rays is not unlike that which passes through
canary medium, excepting that it contains a larger proportion of blue
rays, and is therefore less safe, and at the same time whiter.

I beg, finally, to refer to a previous discussion in this room, when Mr.
Debeuliam corrected me for making use of the expression "cathedral
green." I have since found that that expression is in common nae
amongst glass merchants, one of whom showed me a transparent glan
which he called "cathedral white." As I see such glasses arc quoted in

Chance's list as "cathedral tints," not "tinted catheilral glass," I

consider that myself and others that have spoken of " cathedral green "

were perfectly justified in using the expression.

C. Kay Woods.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.

The Exhibiti.m of this Society, for 1884, will bo held in the <>allery of

the Royal Society of Fnioters in Water Colours, 5 A, Pall Mall East,

Loudon, 8. W. It will be inaugurated by a convtrsoiitiie, open to

members and their friends, at 8 p.m., on Saturday evening, the -tth of

October. The ICxhibition will remain open daily (Sundays excepted),

from Monday, (ith of October, until Thursday, 13th of November. All

packing-cases must be sent (carriage paid), addressed to the " Photo-
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graphioSociety of Great Britain," care of Mr. James Bourlet, 17, Nassau-

street, Middlesex Hospital, London. They may be sent befm-e, but must

arrive not laUr than Thursday, September 25th. No packing-cases can

he received at the Gallery. Pictures by hand will be received at the

Gallery, 5a, Pall Mall East, on Tlmrsday, September 25th, until 9 p.m.

Photographic transparencies will be shown with the Society's optical

lantern on Monday evenings during the Exhibition. Slides (which

must not exceed 31 inches in height) must be sent in either on or

before Thursday, September 25th (to come with other exhibits before

the judges of awards), and will only be eligible for award when both the

negatives and slides are the work of the exhibitor. Each exhibitor must

send a letter of advice containing a description of each picture, as also a

statement of process and any further detail, to be inserted in the cata-

logue (and it is suggested that when the work shown is taken by a special

process, prepared and made by the exhibitor, information as to par-

ticulars should be communicated), addressed to the "Hon. Secretary,"

Photographic Society of Great Britain, 5a, Pall Mall East, London, S. W.
By Order of the CowHcii.—The rules and regulations respecting the

Exhibition are to be strictly adhered to, therefore no picture will be

received after nine o'clock p.m., on Thursday, September 25th.

Medals will be placed at the disposal of the judges for artistic, scien-

tific, and technical excellence, and the judges are instructed to reserve

three medals for portriiit or figure subjects, and one for lantern trans-

parencies (if they find them worthy of awards).

The judges will consist of the following gentlemen :~The President

of the Society—James Glaisher, F.R.S., P.R.A.S., &c.; three members

of the Council—William Bedford, William F. Donkin, M.A., F.C.S.,

F.LC, William England; three members of the Society—John E.

Mayall, F.C.S., F.R.M.S., William Mayland, Andrew Pringle.

Any farther information respecting the Exhibition and lantern slides

can be obtained from the Assistant Secretary, Mr. Edwin Cocking, 57,

Queen's-road, Peckham, S.E.

ROYAL CORNWALL POLYTECHNIC SOCIETY.

The fifty-first annual report of this Society is before us, and contains

the usual mass of technical information in the shape of judges' reports

on the exhibits in the diflerent departments at the last exhibition.

The exhibition of the current year will be opened at the Polytechnic

Hall, Falmouth, on Tuesday, August 12th, and all pictures for ex-

hibition must be delivered at the Hall not later than Tuesday, August
5th. The following is the list of prizes offered :

—

Professional Photojp-aphers.—Medals are offered by the Society for

meritorious prod\ictions in the following subjects;—1, Landscapes; 2,

Portraits; 3, Composition Pictures; 4, Instantaneous Pictures; 5, In-

teriors ; G, Transparencies for Lantern or Window Decoration ; 7, Pic-

tures by Improved Processes ; 8, Enlargements. All enlargements for

competition must be the work of the exhibitor.

AnuUeiirs.—Medals are offered for meritorious productions in this

department.
Photographic Appliances.—Medals are offered for improved apparatus

and appliances, including magic lantern apparatus, &c. All exhibits in

this department must be accompanied by a written explanation of their

specialities.

Further particulars may, as usual, be obtained from Mr. William
Brooks, Laurel Villa, Wray Park, Reigate.

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 0,7!l2.

—"Propelling and Rejwlling and Self-Centermg of Photo-
Transparencies and Views." R. R. Bkari).—Dated July 5, 1884.

No. 9,800.
—"Photograph Stand." (Complete specification.) L. A.

GnoTH; comnmnicated by T. Miinch.

—

Dated Jidy 8, 1884.

No. 0,914.—"Vignetting Apparatus for Photographic Printing-Frames.

"

E. U. Adcock.—Z*a<cd Jxdy 8, 1884.

PATENT SEALED, July 1, 1884.

No. 5,353.
—"Improvements in Photographic Exchange Boxes, with

Sleeve for Preventing the Penetration of Light to the Plates." Heinbich
Katskb, Ph.D., Berlin.—i)a(crf March 24, 1884.

Putting Designs UrON Glass, &c.

Specification by William Hknry Warren, Artist, 5, Suffolk-place,
Pall Mall, London.

Mv invention relates to a method of repeating or duplicating designs
upon glass or other material, whereby I am enabled to make exact copies
at comparatively small cost.

I take a design etched upon the flat surface of elass in the ordinary way
with acid, the etched portions being filled up (say) with lampblack ground
in light furniture varnish to a thin paste, in the proportion of about one-
third of lampblack to two - thirds of the varnish ; or I may use any
suitable colouring material for filling up ; or I take a design in open work
Upon a flat surface of any material through parts of which the light

cannot penetrate ; or I take a plate of glass upon which a design is

simply traced in any colour.

This design, hereinafter termed the original, I place against a plate of

glass preferably white ; but in some cases I use coloured plates, or

against any other flat surface previously coated with a preparation such as

that hereinafter described, and I expose them to light during (say) about
two hours, taking care to place the plates at such an angle that the
strongest light obtainable is thrown upon them. I prefer exposing the
plain side of the original to the light.

I find that ordinary dayliglit will give me the desired result; but electric

or any suitable artificial light may be used.
After being thus exposed I remove the original and immediately place

the plate of glass or other material, hereinafter termed the duplicate, in

a darkened room, where it may be kept until required for further opera-
tions.

When the duplicate prepared as above described haa remained suffi-

ciently long in tlie darkened room (I have found half-an-hour suttice in
most cases, but this will be varied as experience may suggest), I remove it

and brush over lightly with turpentine, benzine, or kerosine or coal oil,

together or combined, or any equivalent which will remove such portions
of the coating with which this duplicate was prepared as have not been
acted upon by the light ; while the parts which have been exposed to the
light i-emaining hard will not be removed by this brushing, but will form a
duplicate design or copy.

I then wash the duplicate thoroughly clean with soapy water, dry it

with fine sawdust, and dust it lightly with a feather duster.
Any indentations or slight recesses which have been formed in the

duplicate by this brushing, or otherwise, I now fill up with ordinary
asphaltum or tracing colour, as is well known to embossers upon glass.

The design being now duplicated upon the glass with even greater exact-
ness than if it had been traced by hand in the ordinary way, but in a com-
paratively very short thne and at unmeasurably less cost, it may be simply
painted, gilt, silvered, or otherwise prepared ; or it may be embossed by
etching with acid in the ordinary manner.
That is to say, I build around the duplicate a wall of wax, or I simply

coat the back of this jjlate or sheet with wax, and place in a tank contani-
ing an acid—say fluoric acid—of the strength usually employed by em-
bossers in sufficient quantity to cover it sufficiently to permit the acid to

eat clean into the plate or sheet to the depth desired. I then pour the .icid

off and wash clean in cold water, and the plate or sheet is ready for placing
in a window sasii or for any other application.

I would here observe that in preparing an original design upon ordinary
sheet glass I prefer to trace upon what is known as the round or convex
side of the sheet; also that I preferably coat the convex side of the sheet on
to which I am going to repeat the design with my novel preparation, so

that there may be no space between the sheets when placed against ejich

other into which light might penetrate. Where plate glass is used it is

obvious that either sui'face may be employed.
It will be understood that l)y my process I am enabled to repeat the

design any number of times, takuig it either from the original traced design
or from the copy already produced.

In some cases I take a design, not etched but simply traced in colour

upon the glass, and duplicate it by the same method ; or I take any open-
work pattern—say a i)iece of lace—and copy it upon glass or other material

by coating this glass or other material with a preparation or composition
such .IS is hereinafter described, and by exposing the two together to light

and operating as above described.

The novel preparation, which I find may be advantageously used for

coating the plate upon which the duplicate design is to be produced before

exposing it to the light, hereinafter called Mixture III., I compose in the

following manner :
-

I take, firstly, asphaltum (I have found what is known as dry Egyptian
asphaltum to answer best), say twenty pounds in weight, and place it in

any suitable cooking vessel—preferably heated by steam. I then mix it

mth turpentine until it forms a thick paste, and boil it for about five

hours at a moder.ate heat. I then remove the vessel and allow the mixture
to cool sufficiently to permit me to thin it down with turpentine to the

consistency of ordinary paint, and, finally, I strain it through a fine sieve

intB a clean can or receptacle.

I then take (say) two pounds of dry pulverised bichromate of potash

and about a-quarter of a pound of tartaric acid, grind the two together

tine in spirits of turpentine, and put this into a can, bottle, or other vessel,

which I close as hermetically as I conveniently can and set aside in a dark
place until I require a portion of it.

I then prepare the following mixtures :—
Mixture No. I.

Alcohol 1 quart.

Tartaric acid li pound.
Crude bichromate of potash Jounce.

The whole to be well shaken together.

Mixture No. II.

Alcohol 1 quart.

Tartiiric acid 3 pound.
Mixture No. I S SiU-

The whole to be well shaken together.

Mixture No. III.

Varnish, such as light furniture varnish 4 pint.

Asphaltum, prepjired as above described g „
Dry biclironiate of potash, previously ground fine

in turpentine to form a paste as above described 1 gill.

Lampblack, dissolved in one ounce of the mix-
ture No. II 1 tablespoonful.

This mixture No. III. , having been well stirred and thoroughly combined,
should be covered up and placed away in a dark room for about five hours

to permit it to settle. The liquid may then be poured into another vessel aud
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is now ready for application witli a bniHh iipo'.' tho plato upon which tho
ilcsi^i i« to be duplicated as hereinbefore described.

The relative proportions above given arc not absolute, but such as I have
found t4i answer well in practice, and, as is obvious, the niixturcs and tlieir

ingrediints may bo prepai'od in any quantity recniired. Again : for some
of the ingredients ccjuivalents may be em|)loyc(l, but those s[)ecified will

be found s\icce8sful in practice.

AH uiy preparations should be kept in tlio dark, and protected from air

and lixht as much as possible.

Having now described the nature of my said invention, and in what
manner the same is or may bo performed, what I claim and desire to
secure by letters jiatent is :—

1. Tho method of duplicating or copying designs upon flat surfaces of

glass from a design i)revio«sly etched upon glass, substantially .is described.
2. The manufacture of ornamental plates of glass by applying to their

surfaces duplicates or copies of previously-prepared or existing designs,
substantially a» doscrilwd.

.*!. The within-described preparation or composition used for coating the
surface ui>on which tho design is to be put, compounded of ingreilients

such as hereinbefore described in about the relative proi)ortions, quantities,

and manner sot forth and siiecitied.

iMPROVEUENTa IN COLOURING PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTS.

The sijecification of William Blair Anderson, photographer, Union-
terrace, Aberdeen.

I T.\KE an unmounted print {which has been previously toned, fixed, and
washed in the usual manner) and mount it on a plate of opal glass or other
prepared surface. After pressing out all air-bells it is allowed to dry.
riieriafter the plate is heated, .and bees'-wax, parafline, naphtha, or other
substance applied till the print is perfectly transparent. The suiierHuous
wax or other substance is then wiped off with a cloth, and when cool the
print is gently polished with a silk handkerchief or other suitikble soft

material, when it is ready for being coloured or iiainted in monochrome,
which is done by the application of oil colours according to the effect desired.
Having now particularly described and ascertained the nature of my

said invention, and in what manner the same is to be performed, I declare
that what I claim is:—The absolute and exclusive right to take an un-
mounted print (which has been previously toned and fixed in tho usual
manner) and to mount it on a plate of opal glass or other suitable or pre-
pared surface, and, after pressing out all air-bells and allowing the same to

dry, to lieatlthe plate ancl apply oees'-wax, paraffine, naphtha, or other sub-
stance until tho print is perfectly transparent. Then to wipe off the super-
fluous wax or other substance ; and, when cool and gently polished, to
colour according to the effect desired by the application of oU colours.

Illuminating bt Means of the Incandescence of Refbactoby
substance.s.

By Otto Fahneiuelm, Stockholm, Sweden.
The object of this invention is the production of light of superior quality

by convenient and economical means.
And this invention relates first to the manufacture of suitable refractory

substances in the form of small wire pins or lamellie, these being fixed in

suitable holders that they may be capable of the necessary adJHstment;
and, secondly, to a method of causing the incandescence of these refractory
substances so prepared and arranged by the action of the heat caused by
the combustion of the mixture of gases, commonly known as "water gas
in air, at the ordinary pressure and under the ordinary conditions of the
atmosphere.
Having thus stated the nature of the said invention, I proceed to describe

the m.anner of carrying it into effect.

The substances out of which the small wire, pins, or lamellce are con-
structed are refractory oxides, such as those of magnesium, calcium,
zirconium, or silicon, either singly or mixed together in suitable proper-
ions ; magnesia has been found to be generally preferable.
A convenient method of manufacturing the small wires, pins, or lamelUe

is by well mixing the finely-powdered oxido with a solution of starch, gum,
or other gelatinous substance, in such proportions as to obtain a plastic
mass. By pressing this through a small hole or die, or by other suitable
means, k thread may be obtained of a thickness corresponding with that
of the desired wires, pins, or lamelhr. This thread while still soft may be
cut into pieces of the required length, and these may be made straight or
bent into any suitable fonn.
This should then be dried and afterwards burnt at a high temi)erature.

If the burning be omitted the said wires, pins, or lamelloe are liable to twist
.and bend when exposed to the heat of the " water gas" flame.
A immber of these small wires, pins, or lamelhjB are fixed in rows or

rings in a socket or other suitable arrangement, so as to bo capable of accu-
rate adjustment in order to obtain the full effect of tho heat. Such an
aggregation of wires, pins, or lamellre is termed a "comb."
The socket is preferably constructed of iron, brass, or other suitable

metal, and may be in section of a shape of a U. It is filled with a plastic
mass, such as damp clay or magnesia, and the wires, pins, or lamellce are
fixed in such a manner ax may Ix- desirable by inserting one end in tho soft
mass, which is afterwards well dried.

These sockets may lie straight, curved, or circular, according to the kind
of riainc to the action of which it is intended to subject tho wires, pins, or
lam<'lln> ; and they should be provided vnih cars, loops, or other suitable
arrangements for fixing them to a support, by which they are suspended in
the flame. This support must be capable of being moved at will in every
diructiiin, in order that the necessary adjustments of tho comb may be
thereby obtained.

If the wires, pins, or lamellce are bent into the form of loops, a comb
may bo formed by arranging them on a metal wire or hook. In any case
the wires, pins, lamelloe, or combs must be so arranged on tho supports that
they may be easily replaced, because at tho high temperature of tne " water

gras" flame all the refractory substances of which they are composed are
more or less volatile.

Tho modes of producing " water gas " are well known, and have been
made the subjects of several patents. A convenient method of production
is by passing steam over coal or coke at a high temi>eratiire ; the mixture of
gases thereby produced consists |)rincip.'Uly of hydrogen and carbonic oxide,

Tliis " water gas" may be conveniently burnt in gas burners of the form
generally used fiir the combustion of ordinary illuminating coal gas ; the
description of burner which has been found preferable is that knuwn as a
fish-tail burner.

Certain diawim^s show convenient arrangements of the apjiaratus. One
of these represents a frame made of iron, brass, or other suitable metal.
In section it has the form of U. It is filled with a plastic mass, such as
moist clay or magnesia, and straight pins are arranged in one or more rows
by inserting one end in the soft mass, which is afterwards dried. These
frames may be straight or curved. They are i)rovidcd with means of

attachment to a support. These are ears or loops, or a clip. The pins are
srraiiged vertically or horizontally.

In the latter case, when the pins are exposed to the heat of the " water-
gas " flame, they bend and assume a vertical position.

A different arrangement is shown, in which loojw or hair pins of refrac-

tory material are siis|)ended on a hook.
The supjjorts to which the refractory substances are attached can be

made capable of the necessary adjustment by means of some such con-
venient arrangement of screws as shown in the drawings.
The claim is as follows :— First. The manufacture of wires, pins, or lamellce

composed of magnesia, lime, zirconia, silica, or other suitable refractory or
fireproof oxide, either singly or mixed togetncr in forms suitable for incan-
descence when exposed to the heat of a " water gas" flame substantially ax
described. And, secondly. The use for the production of light by incan-
descence of oxides of magnesium, calcium, zireoniuin, silicon, or other
similar refractory or fireproof oxides, either singly or mixed together, when
such oxides are formed into wires, pins, lamelloe, or other similar shaiies,

the oxides being acted on by the heat of the flame of " water gas" burning
in the air at the ordinary pressure and under the ordinary conditions of

the atmosphere substantially as described.

ffitttm^s of ^Qtutm.
MEKTINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK

Namo of Sodetr,

Bolton Club
Photographic Club . . .

,

London and Provincial

tUiM of MmUsc.

The Studio, Cbanceiy-lsne.
Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street.

Masons' Hall, Bosingball-street.

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
At the meeting of this Society, held on the 3rd instant, Mr. W. K.
Burton occupied the chair.

The Secretary read a letter received from Mr. Beach, of the Seientijie

American, and ' secretary of the newly-formed Amateur Photographic
Society of New York. In addition to referring to the proposed exchanges
of minutes, and to a cordial invitation to any of the memlx>n< of the
Society who might be visiting New York, Mr, Beach described particularly
some experunents with a modified developer, by Mr. H. J. Newton, the
formula for which is as follows :

—

No. 1.

Water 12 ounces.
Formic acid 12 minims.
Pyro 48 grains.

No. 2.

Dry carbonate of soda 3 ounces.
Carbonate of pot.ish S ,,

Sulphite of soda 3 „
Water 40 „

To develope: take three-quarters of an ounce of water, a-qnarter of an
ounce of the alkali solution No, 2, and one ounce of No. 1. It was stated
that great latitude was allowable with this developer, and that of two
negatives—one of which had received thirty seconds' ezpoeore, and the
other only two seconds on the same subject—it was impotaible to tell

which haa had the longer exposure, and that both were penect negatives.
Mr. W. M. Ashman inquired whether any of the members present had

experimented with formic acid in tho developer.
Mr. A. L. Henderson had tried some years ago formic acid both in

emulsion and developer without finding any .advantage.
Mr. iVsHMAN understood from ilr. Beach's letter that it was claimed

that formic acid was a developer in itself.

Mr. Henderson believed that formic acid was not a developer but a
restrainer, though it did not restrain so powerfully as other acids. About
twenty years ago M. Claudet had introduced the use of formic acid in the
developer for the puqiose of obtaining more rapid exposures.
Mr. W. E. Deiienham said that Mr. MaxweU-Lyte had recommended the

use of formic acid in the develoiwrsome ten years earlier—about the yearIKKL
>Ir. HENDER.SON thought that glycerineor sugar would answer just as well.
Mr. W. Coles remarked that in American formulw it should be borne in

mind that sixteen ounces, and not twenty ounces, to the pint were intended.
Mr. Debenham said that some time since a member na<l mentioned that

during the hot weather a plate, having been left in tho hyjxi. bath all night,
was found in the morning to have the film dissolved away. A siniilar

experience had recently happened tn himself. Two plates of the same
make were accidently left in the hypo, baths. In one of them (prodaced)
tho image had not been affected ; from the other (also produced) the film

had been almost entirely removed. On examining the baths it was found
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that the one which had not affected the film was fresh and strong, having a

specific gravity of 1,145, whilst the other which had dissolved away the

gelatine was, although not what would be considered old, yet somewhat
aiscolourod by use and of specific gravity 1,090.

Mr. Henderson suggested that the solvent power of the bath might

have been acquired by the small quantities of ammonia carried into it

by plates slightly washed after development. He then inquired whether

any of the members had noticed an apparent increase in the rapidity of

the plates during the recent hot weather. He had done so, and he attributed

it to the warmth of the water used in making up the develophig solution.

The Chairman said that according to Captain Abney an increase of the

temperature of the plate during exposure conferred increased sensitiveness.

Mr. Henderson said that tlie best of plates, if heated and used when
cold again, had become much more rapid.

The Chairman observed that Captain Abney had stated that complete

drying of the plates diminished their sensitiveness two or three times.

Mr. Henderson asked whether some one would define what was a hard

gelatine—whether it was one that took up a large quantity of water,

or what. .~ • „
Mr. A. Cowan considered it to be a gelatine that made the stiffest jelly

with a given quantity of water.

Mr. Ashman inquired whether any of the members had tried Mr.
Farmer's method of reducing the intensity of gelatine negatives with

ferridoyanide of potash and hypo., as recommended by Mr. Coles in his

recent lecture. He (Mr. Ashman) considered it the most perfect reducer

he had met.
Mr. Cowan also spoke highly of the method.
Mr. Coles said that he preferred to use rather more of the ferridcyanide

solution than recommended by Mr. Farmer, so as to get more rapid action.

A Member used the solutions separately, applying the ferridcyanide

with a bnish and the hypo, afterwards. He also asked what were the

conditions by which to get relief in negatives. Sometimes the surface

appeared quite flat, and at others with almost as much relief as a Wood-
burytypo film.

The Chairman suggested partially drying the film with alcohol and
then finishing the drying by heat, in order to obtain relief.

Mr. Henderson said that pressure on the surface of a gelatine plate,

which had been called " shearing stress," produced a mark that liad deve-

loped opaque. He thought that this effect was continued laterally in the

film for a considerable distance from the point of pressure, becoming less

by degrees as the distance was greater from the pressure. He had plates

which had been packed some time, and he noticed that where the edge of

the card had been there was a mark. Under the card itself was clear,

and the mark being at the edge he attributed it to a burr having been raised

on the card in cutting, thus causing extra pressure there. The mark ex-

tended for some distance on the sorface of the plate, fading away by degrees.
Mr. Deeknham said that such an appearance as Mr. Henderson had

described was common on plates that had been kept for some time in an
impure atmosphere, and was, he believed, due to the action of sulphur-
reted hydrogen on the silver compound. The card jirotected the part of

the plate in contact with it, and the film was acted upon nearest to its

edges where the circulation of air was greatest.

Mr. W. M. Ayres thought it would be best to make plate-boxes air-

tight, —*—
DERBY PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

A MEETING of this Society was held at the London Restaurant, Irongate,
Derby, on Wednesday, the 2nd instant,—Mr. H. Arnold Bemrose in the
chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed, Mr.
Male was elected a member of the Society.

Mr. Richard Keene then road his paper On Landscape Photography.
[See page 440.]

A short conversation followed ; and, after a vote of thanks to Mr. Keene,
the meeting terminated. —

—

BERLIN ASSOCIATION FOR THE CULTIVATION OF
PHOTOGRAPHY.

The Association met on the 16th May,—Professor H. W. Vogel in the
chair. Several new members having been admitted,

Herr Berlin announced the death, at the age of 70, of Fraulein Bieber,
of Hamburg, one of the original members of the Society.
The Chairman then announced the death of Mr. H. Baden Pritchard,

in a few feeUng and apfiropriate words, and the assembly honoured the
memory of the deceased in the usual manner, by rising from their seats.
He (the Chairman) then made a few remarks regarding a new American
weekly journal partly devoted to photography, entitled the Ei/e.

Dr. Kayser showed a Wiiodbury gelatine relief and alongside it a lead
printing-plate pressed from it, and also a print from the same.
Herr Anders, of Dresden, sent some gelatine negatives intensified blue,

agreeably with the process for which he has applied for a patent. There
was no accompanyina; print, and the question whether or not the blue is

sensitive to light remains unanswered.
Herr Haderlandt referred to the fact, observed by himself and others,

that under certain coiKlitions alcohol intensifies gelatine negatives. Quite
lately he desired to try that method, and laid a finished gelatine plate,
while still wet, in alcohol, but after it had dried he found it had not been
intensified at all. Consequently he modified the experiment, so as to make
it more like what he formerly accidentally r)bserved. He laid the washed
plate in alcohol and left it in a current of air until the alcohol dried up by
evaporation, and then laid it in some more alcohol. He then got some
intensification. He (Hi^rr Haberlandt) called .attention to the import-
ance of alway* preparing the cnncare side of the plate, both in the wet and

the dry processes. If the convex side of dry plates were prepared it was
very much more liable to injury in packing than the concave side. The
concave side was also in several ways the better adapted for exposure.
Herr QuiDDE referred again to the matt streaks he had spoken about at

the previous meeting. He had followed the advice then received, and laid
the prints separately between sheets of blotting-paper to dry. In order to
hasten the drying he had changed the blotting-))aper several times, and
found that he was no longer troubled by that fault. The same blotting-
paper should not, however, be too often used, otherwise it would be apt to
cause light yellow specks on the prints.

The Chairman showed two photographic reproductions of a chromolitho-
graph copied in the usual way, and the other one by his stained collodion
process. There was the same difference between them as between the two
that were previously described. The grain of the paper on which the
chromolithograph was printed was very plainly reproduced in the ordinary
copy, but not in the stained collodion copy. The reason given for this was
that the shadows cast by the inequalities of the paper of the original were
caused by reflected light and were yellowish in tone—a tint to which
ordinary collodion is very sensitive, but the stained collodion very much
less so ; hence these shadows are not strongly reproduced on the latter.

Herr Sohultz-Hencke demonstrated and the Chairman explained the
dusting-ou process (PizziyhcUVs Anthracotijpie and C;ianot;/pieJ. The
speaker showed a number of finished pictures and a reproduction of a sheet
of letterpress printing produced by means of a glass transparency ; also
some sheets of paper coated witli chroniated gelatine, which were exposed
under a woodcut printed upon ordinary paper, washed in cold water in
order to remove the soluble chromate, and then dried. The paper remained
whitBj with slight indications of a design. They were then left for some
time m water of .W R., until the design stood out iif relief, dried with
blotting-paper, and then rubbed with a brush dipped in dry lampblack.
They were then dried, heat being used. The gelatine which had remained
soluble, and which formed the drawing became softened and adhered all the
more firmly to the lampblack, When all dry the superfluous lampblack
was washed off the paper by means of a sponge dipped in cold water, so
that the ])aper reassumed its original white colour, while the lines of the
drawing stood out sharp and black. A positive was obtained from a posi-

tive, and, being composed of pure carbon, should be quite permanent.
The experiments were followed with great interest.

The Chairman suggested that Mandel's American liehtpaus pictures,

shown at the previous meeting, had been produced similarly.

The meeting was then adjourned.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY' OF VIENNA.
This Society met on the Cth May,—Dr. E. Hornig in the chair. The
minutes of the previous meeting having been approved, five new members
were admitted.
The Chairman said he had the pleasure of informing the members that

the wish which the Society had long entertained for a photographic experi-
mental studio seemed likely to be realised, for the Minister of Education
was inclined to have such a studio built as an adjunct to some new build-
ings in connection with the Technical Institute. He (the Chairman) then
said he was sorry that, owing to the illness of Dr. Eder, that gentleman
would not be able to give the lecture for which his name was entered in the
programme. On Experiments with the Relative Values of Lic/ht. He had, how-
ever, forwarded the specimens sent by Dr. Vogel to Dr. Fder. The Chair-
man then spoke at some length regarding Dr. Eder's own researches in the
same direction. Some time ago the Society resolved to devote part of the
subvention they received from the State to the purchase of a photo-speclro-
graph, and one was ordered to be made by Steiuheil according to Dr. Eder's
directions, which it w.as intended to have been used for testing different

lights at the late International Electric Exhibition, but, unfortiinately, the
instrument was not delivered until after the close of that exhibition. With
regard to Dr. Eder's recent labours in the direction of increasing the sensitive-

ness of gelatino-iodo-chloride of silver plates to yellow, theChaimiaii thought
he could not do better than quote what Dr. Eder himself said in a memo
randuin in the speaker's possession :

—" Experiments with gelatine emulsions
containing chloride of silver, chloro-iodide of silver, and chloro-bromide of

silver showed that these can be rendered relatively more sensitive to yellow
and yellowish-green than bromide of silver can whenever a suitable dye-
stuff (especially ammoniacal eosine) is added. The sensitiveness to yellow
can thereby be enormously increased, and the sensitiveness is, on the whole
greater than that of the wet collodion process. On photograpliing the

colour scales I obtained, without the interposition of a sheet of yellow glass

—

which still further increases the action of yellow iiigments—a more powerful
action of yellow than of blue. I therefore claim, hereby, the priority of

discovery in this matter in so far as tliat I have recommended that under
these conditions chloride of silver, chloro-iodide of silver, and chloro-bro-

mide of silver in the form of gelatine emulsion are relatively more sensitive

to yellow than gelatino-bromide of silver, and that I have also published
the observation."

Lieut. David demonstrated the use of a squeezing-press, which he had
constructed for large quantities of gelatine emulsion. It consisted of a
wooden frame and a glass cylinder with a club-sha]>ed stopper affixed to a
long screw. At the bottom a sieve made of well-silvered brass is placed.

It was difficult to obtain a glass cylinder of sufficient dimensions. Lieut.
David also showed an instantaneous shutter, constructed by M. E.
Frangais, and which was applied to the optical centre of the lens.

A number of other articles were exhibited, and some small lichtdrucks by
Herr Biittinger were handed round for inspection.

Several publications were laid on the t.able, amongst others the first

numbers of a new French monthly paper Le Proi/res Photographique (edited
by M. Leon Wulff, who published the Rerue Phutoijraphiqne from 1853 to

180.5) and a copy of the second edition of Herr J, .Schippany's Introduction
to Dry-Phite Photographyfw Amateurs, Scientific Men, and Arlists,
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Tho ventilation and cooling of glans houses was discussed in consequence
of a query in the question-box. Other ({uestions were asked aliout iintisep-
Urn, Horr Jos/.'s photolithographic process, a new monntant calle 1

" allij?in
"

(which none sceirKuI to liavo triwi), and a doubtful point in the regulations
resiK-'Ctiug tho Voigtliiiidor prize competition.

TlioHo having boon duly dealt with, and some other business transacted,
the meeting was adjoomed.

—

—

Jt'LV Mkktiso of tue PHOTOonxPHic SociKTY OF Fkanck.—"L'Expo-
SITION DB L'UmON C£NTR.\LB DKS ARTS DtCORATIFS."— GOLDKN
Faiiric—A Claim of Priority by M. Tailfer.—A New Rapid
SiifTTKR.—A New Dark Slide.—M. Boro's System of Det.\chino
Ai.i, Kinds of Negative.s fko.m their (iLA,s.s Scpport.—A Good
Formula FOR DiMiNi.sHiNo I.ntensity.—M. Franck de Villechollb
ON Intf-ssifyino Gklatino-Bromide Plates.— Professor Steb-
BINO'S iNSTANTANEOrs SlIUTfER.

The usual monthly meeting of the Photographic Society of France was
held on Friday last, the 4th instant,—M. Davanne in the chair.
The Society was informed tliat the " Union Centrale des Arts

Diicoratifs " would shortly open their eighth exhibition, to which photo-
graphy would be admitted.
The employment of a bath of sulphite of soda was recommended after

a negative had been Intensified in a solution of bichloride of mercury.
A piece of "goldeu fabric" was exhibited, which gave rise to some dis-

cussion. It may be said that no new light was thrown upon the subject.
M. Attout Tailfer, the maker of tlie isochromatic gelatiiio-bromide

of silver plates, made a protest against the tendency of the Germans to
pirate his patented process, and to publish as their own his mode of
working. He drew the attention of the Society to the pu})lications of
Vogel, and of Lohse, of Potsdam. The latter had taken his formula to the
letter, and was reported as follows in the Photoyrapliinchfs Archive'!:—

" M. Lohse, of Potsdam, has indicated a simple means of preparing iso-

chromatic plates similar to those presented to the Society in 1883 by Messrs.
Tailfer and Clayton.
" He (M. Lohse) takes an ordinary gelatinobroniide of silver plate and

jjlunges it into a bath of eosine rendered alkaline by ammonia. The effect
obtained depends upon the concentration of the sohition of eosine. If the
maximum of sensitiveness for the yellow be required it is obtained in
mixing-

Water 100 parts.
Eosine 3 ,,

Ammonia lU „
Tlie quantity of eosine which the gelatine absorbs is very small, neverthe-
less its action is very iwwerful.
" By employing curcuma instead of eosine better ressults can be obtained,

as the plates are not only sensible to the yellow rays, but all the rays of
the spectrum, from the violet to the yellow, have an influence upon tho
plate. If it be necessary that the yellow should have a predominant action
upon the prepared surface it would be probably better to employ a mixture
of eosine and curcuma in the solutions.

A long discussion took place, in which it was proved that Major
Waterhouse, of Calcutta, was the first to propose colouring the film to
obtain different results ; then Ducos du Hauron. But the Secretary
said that he supposed that the latter gentleman only employed the
eosine in collodion emulsions, and not in those of gelatine. I answered
that 1 had prepared plates by staining the gelatine emulsion with
eosine for Ducos du Hauron, and for many of his pupils, years ago. A
further discussion would have degenerated into the question of com-
mercial rights, &c., so M. Tailfer was requested to addj-ess a letter to
the Society stating his grievance.
M. Londe presented a new instantaneous shutter made upou the

principle of a circular disc. A convenient handle is attached to this
*'^ 1 disc, by means of which it can

be opened and closed. AVhen
the handle is moved from left

to right it winds up a spring at
the same time as the instrument
.is being got ready for use. This
winding up is very little, and
therefore gives comparatively
slow exposures. M. Londe has
made another handle which,
moved from left to right, winds
up tho spring and accelerates
the exposure. He drew the
attention of the members to the
fact that by his system he can
change the rapidity at will, and
gave the following description :

Suppose (said he) that a hone

to move disc to set lor exposure. D, handle to i? T' f?""^ " *^ ^ ^^^^C.
wind up rorng m )ro or less. E, brass cogs to *"« handle is m the cog which
hold handlo. gives the most rapid oxposnre,
end all is ready to let fly. By some accident the horse was not
taken, and the next object which came iu sight was a goat, I

B, dark dide
D, flange from
E, screw to fix

have only (said he) to tarn the handle to the left; the spring ia
weakened, and the goat is taken. And so oo for every object which

E
asses. 1 can change immediately tho rapidity, which cannot bo duno
y the greater number of shutters in the market.
M. Maokenstein presented a curtain dark slide, by means of which

one curtain will do for two plates.

The slide is very light and well "** *'

made; its action can be easily under-
stood by looking at fuj. 2, which
represents the dark slide in the camera
ready for exposure. In pulling up
the curtain C at H the glass is un-
covered in the camera. Tho flange D
stops all light from entering. When
the first plate is exposed the curtain
is pushed into its place and the dark
slide turned ; the other plate is then
ready to be exposed.
At the last meeting of the Society

M. Borg, of Bordeaux, had desired
M. Audra to communicate to the
Society a method by which any
gelatiuo-bromide negative can be de-
tached from its glass support as a
film, so that it can be printed from
either side. At the eleventh hour
that gentleman requested M. Audra . . ,

i .
° J , . 1 ' t Ti. '^i P""* o' camera,

not to divulge the secret. It appears (double), c, curtain,
that during the month he has had time camera to dark slide.

to change his mind, .is M. Audra, in "ang" Irmly,

his name, gave a description of the method employed. The negative
is plunged into the following solution :

—

Water 2,50 parts.
Hydrofluoric acid l part.

Tho film leaves the glass supimrt with ease, and sometimes stretches
out very much. This is very good when the image is extremely dense
and an enlargement is wanted. If the film must not stretch the
negative is previously dipped in a chrome alum solution.
M. Audra informed the members that the formula given in The

British .Journal of Photography for diminishing the intensity of
gelatino-bromide of silver negatives by means of a solution of red
prussiate of potash was excellent. This gentleman then made some
experiments before the members.
M. Franck de Villecholle made a commnuication on the intensifica-

tion of gelatino-bromide plates by means of the mercurial salts. He
proposes a second immersion iu the hyposulphite of soda bath. If this
be done, and followed by plenty of water, the negative will not turn
yellow nor be destroyed by time. He proposes the following methoil.
Make three solutions :

—

No. 1.

Water 100 parts.
Bichloride of mercury o

No. 2.

Water 30 parts.
Iodide of potassium 3

No. 3,

• ..

Water 50 parta.
Hyposulphite of soda 41

Mix the solutions as usual and plunge iu the plate, which'will soon
attain the required density.

I had the honour to present my instantaneous shutter, which is de-
scribed in this Journal at page 126, 18SI. A moditicatiim has been
intro<luced by M. Kedier. The pump has l)een abandoned, and a
greater rapidity has been secured. Negatives of children on flying
horses and swings were shown as a proof of extreme rapidity.

2j, Rm (lea Apennins, Park, July 7, 1884. E. Stebbiso, Pr^.

OYLINDERa FOR COMPRESSED GAS VERSUS 0A8 BAOa
To the Editors.

Gk.ntlemen,—I am not much of a controversolist who prefers to Ur dewn
a dictum which shall be accepted as correct; but I do not think a few
words, in reply to Mr. Lewis Wright's communication in your Ust issue,
will be out of place.
In the United States cylinders have been in use for years for the pro-

duction of tho liuio light. Those made of iron are being displaced by steel
the latter being found tougher and lighter. For mediod purposes, anj
where extreme lightness is a line quii non, copper ones are used. The
pressure einployud^is fifteen atmospheres, and the vessels contain from ten
to one hundred cubic feet.

In tnglaud (where strength is unirersally saorificed to weight) a u_
garden roller, called a "bottle," has gaa forced into it to forty atmonihen*.
and IS provided with an elegant valve, which generally leaks. My ox-
lierience is that i>oisoniug the atmosphere is as much thought of as gettiOK
a light.

The fact of m explosion at the Royal Institution show* neither want ot
skill or care. There have been some very ngly accident* there ere now^-
Sit Humphrey Uavy's experience of chloride of nitrogen, (or instance.
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But at the head and front of all the learned institutions of the world
science is considered before danger, and tlie liqnefaction of oxygen {pro-

bably the job in hand) is a terrible task—somewhat different to fiftoen

atmospheres. With regard to the "burning of the iron," also: was it

local, or did the " bottle" go off in the shower of sparks, as in the familiar

experiment of nails vaponrised by the oxyhydrtigen blowpipe? There is

no danger in anyone immping their own gas when provision is made for

keeping the barrel of the pump cool with water.
The cost of compressed gas and its regulation I will only touch on, as I

hope in a very short time to show the latter practically, and to give the
name of a manufacturer who is satisfied with a fair profit.

Explosions in the States are very few and far between. The last one
was caused by deliber.ate mixing in the cylinders ; and, though the error

was pointed out, the mixer preferred sacrificing his life at the shrine of " I

know best."

I am not aware what Mr. R. A. Proctor's experiences may be ; but, for

mysalf, give me cylinders. They can be used to zero if gas run short^
varying pressure does no damage. I have used 50 lbs. in the H vessel,

200 lbs. in the O, with safety—registered by gauge.
All valves or media for preventing pass-backs are worthless. They

impede the flow of the gas, choke tubes, interfere with the brilliancy of the
light, and are such n cause of annoyance that if Shakspeare had been a
lantern manipulator I am certain something else besides physic would have
been thrown to the dogs.
On the ground of neatness, saving of room, dispensing with weights,

expense, absence of leaks, ease of carriage, and the certainty that no pin
will perforate and no guard will cut their tender skin with an iron-bound
box, I say the cylinder or " bottle" i» the thing, and its general adoption is

only a matter of time.—I am, yours, &c., James Bowib.
London, JuJy 7, 1884.

DARK-ROOM ILLUMINATION.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I am sorry that the wording of my letter to you should
api)ear to attribute want of courtesy to Mr. Debenham, and I beg Mr.
Debenham to accept my assurance that my error was not deliberate. I
was surprised that the medical evidence I adduced—not my own evidence,
which I admit to be of no weight on such matters—should not have some
notice taken of it by those who were working to find a light less hurtful to
the eyes and to the sensitive plate than ruby. I know some photographers
who are pleased with the yellow lights ; but I know many more who liave
tried the yellow and have gone back to the ruby.

I would also submit that what we like best is not always best for us, and
those who have long used the ruby aud found it harmed their eyes may
find the yellow lights produce the same effect in a shorter time. However,
I have already placed on record the result of my appeal to medical autho-
rity, and shall wait till I see my authority disproved before I put up once
more any yellow in my dark room. All I write for at present is to make
my apology to Mr. Debenham for my use of the phrase, " want of
courtesy."
Mr. Debenham hints at

'

' want of logic " on my part. I leave it to him-
self whether or not it is logical to expect some kind of contradiction to an
argument advanced in good faith and supported by adequate authority,
which, if true, would take away the very foundation stone of all his edifice.
—I am, yours, &c., Andbew Pringlk.

Craigdeugh, Langholm, July 8, 1884.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I entirely agree with your correspondent, Mr. F. R. Fisher,
that the question as to the luminosity and non-actinism of the respective
medii of greenish-yellow and ruby is a vexed one.
Mr. A. Pringle, who generally gives the public through your columns so

much interesting and, I must add, instructive matter, has, I venture to
contend, in this controversy fallen short of his usual "luminosity." He
has taken an idea into his head and, Scotchman-like, will accept no com-
promise, but rides it mercilessly and blindly to the death.

I cannot see what use Mr. Pringle's splendid array of medical testimony
may subserve if human nature is so constituted as it is—eyes of so many
varied powers, and characters of so many pronounced eccentricities.
Physiological tests and professional testimonies go for nothing in a matter
of this kind.
As an illustration of what I state let me cite my own experience. Ever

since the colour controversy has been started by Mr. W. E. Debenham I
have giveii great attention to the different testimonies, adverse and other-
wise, which have ai)peared on the subject ; and I must say—now that they
are ended, I hoi)e—I feel perfectly convinced that a great boon h.as been
conferred upon the amateur and professional worker by the happy dis-
covery of a medium which combines the maximum of luminosity with the
minimum of actinity. I for one take this opportunity of tendering to Mr.
Debenham my most grateful thanks.—I am, yours, &o..
The Vicarage, CheaUle Hulme, July 8, 1844. H. V. Macdona, M.A.

TRANSPARENT MARKINGS ON NEGATIVES.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In your last number Mr. A. Pringle mentions liaving
had .several negatives spoiled by a transparent bar at one end, and which
lie attribiites to the emulsion. I think it right to give my experience.

I have had the same on two occasions—spoiling some dozen otherwise
very good plates—and on each occasion I was using a new c.irnera by one of
the best makers. At first I thought it was the plate ; but, as it was always
at t!ie same end of the negative, that was impossible. I then noticed it
exactly corresponded with the hinges, and m some cases showed the

divisions; and, on referring to my notes, found the plates had all been
exposed or retained in the slides in very hot weather. So there can be no
doubt the india-rubber American cloth used was the cause—possibly not
being sufficiently seasoned.
With some makers' plates the reverse effect was produced. In cool

weather I have not noticed any mark.—I am, yours, &c., D, W. Hill.
London, July 5, 1884.

PRINTING-INK MARKINGS ON NEGATIVES.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In packing some exposed gelatine plates recently I was
foolish enough to place slips of newr^xiper between each. As might have
been expected, the film appears to have absorbed a portion of the printing
ink, with the res\ilt that on development the marks of the print appear
more or less clearly in all tlie negatives. Will you kindly say in your Notei
and Queries' polumn wlietlier there is any method by which the marks in
question can be removed ?

As an experiment I have soaked a plate in benzole, and after half-au-
hour's immersion the marks certainly appear to be fainter, although they
were not nearly eradicated. Thanking you by anticipation,— I am, yours,
&c., S. Casbournk.
Companies' Registration Office, Somerset House, W.C.,

July 8, 1884.

[We cannot suggest any better course than that adopted, iinleaa it

might be to preface it with ammonia treatment.

—

Eds]

TONE IN SILVER PRINT.S.
To the Editors.

Qeictlbmbn,—On the subject of "tone" in silver prints, I have not
noticed that attention has been directed to the subject of that important
factor, namely, gold.
The cutting tendencies of the times may, alas ! have endangered the

purity of the " noble metals, '' and it behoves all to be certain that the salts

of the metal they use are of guaranteed purity. There is a good 0[tening
for a public-spirited individual to make an analysis of the various adver-
tising samples of gold, and report the result of his researches through
the medium of your columns.

I always purchase those of the best makers, leaving it to thoie fortunate
individuals to experiment in the direction of economy who possess more
profound chemical knowledge tluvn does—Yours, &c.,

28, Kockley-road, West Kensington Park, C. J. Lambe EaUES.
July 7, 1884.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY: ITS REPORTS AND THE
PHOTOGRAPHIC PRESS.—A REPLY.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—The storm of righteous indignation which my luckless
suggestions, published in the Photographic Journal, raised in these cohunns
having now apparently abated, I raise my head again and look witli awe
after the departing anonymous ones who arrayed themselves in column
against me and "came down" on me "like a load of bricks." No doubt
these gentlemen did not forget to let the Editors into the secret of the
appellations by which, on occasions demanding less righteous indignation,
they are generally known. By the way, would not remarks upon suc!i

subjects as those of my letter carry more weight were writers of them t

)

append tlieir names thereto? Publishers of new processes and humble
inquirers after information may well adopt the noni de plume if their
modesty urge them to do so; but remarks bearing upon the action or
statements of an individual, to my mind, should always be signed by the
writer of them. Modesty is here out of place. But, stay; why make
suggestions ?

Keally, if these modest writers jjeruse the reports in the same inaccur ite

manner in which they have read my remarks I can well understand how it

is that they pass over unnoticed mistakes and omissions in the former. For
they seek to make me responsible not so much for my own oi)inions r.s for
those of others, or for projects existing only in their own imaginations.

I propose to give answers to several of the statements which these a'ld

other writers, as well as yourselves, have made; but, before doing so. I

must jjoint out that my suggestions were niade, not so nuich with a view
to the interests of the weekly photographic periodicals, with which I have
only the ordinary connection of a reader, but with the object of furthering,
as I think, the wellbeing and status, as a scientific body, of the society of
which I am a member, and in which, as such, I am bound ("logically,"
!Mr. " Free Lance," though some do not seem to be of this way of think-
ing) to take an interest. Accuracy is essential in the Transactions of a
society ; no statements made in a formal manner during the sittings of such
a society should be lightly omitted. That which one man may take to be
"bosh" another will think highly of; and who is to judge whether So-and
so's remarks are to be " put in " or " left out?"
Now, I have been accused of not being logical in my advice, and one of

the anonymous thanks me for helping him to the term "corrected (jire-

suniably) report." Well, as I have said, I wrote to and for the Photographic
Journal, or Transactions of the Photograjihie Society of Great Britain, and
not for any other, though I suggested that my plan, if canned out, woul 1

not be to the detriment of the weekly press. I wrote in favour of the
welfare of the Society as a society, and not for such individuals as do not
mind with the one hand subscribing their guinea and with the other doing
all they can to decry its operations. "Where is the logic here?" Thi;
being so, and to be fair and, indeed, "logical," 1 had to interpolate "pre-
sumably" between the above words for the reason that, while T was
suggesting the advisability of the reports being made so perfect that they
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cciiild witli cpitiiin ndvanlaga be coiJiod by tlio weekly prosa, tho current
reporta of wliiuli I coinplninml did not warmnt my aHaimiiiiK tho marked
BU|)eriority for tlifin luy HUifge-stions woiiki infer, lint, seciiij{ that the
arrnnKementit and opiwrtunity which tho Society possessoB are bo easily
brought to bear, I could see no rcaaon why the reports in the future Bhould
not be accurate—not necessarily in w<ir<J, Messrs. Kditnrs, but in »k6-
ititnce—tmil thus well worthy the attention of the weekly press.
A general report might well be ijiven in the weekly press as soon after

meotiugs as tho Kditors may find possible; but I think it woidd be well that
such report should not pass as, Ix; confounded with, or be in jilace of, tho
oHicial report, which might bo extracted witli the papers from the Society's
Tn(m<trtion.i. Such a course would be one of courtesy and justice to tho
loading photographic society in this country. I am sure I am not inclined
to 1x3 liehindhand in regretting the tjirdy api)oarance of the Society's
Journal. Perhaps under some conditions—not aided, however, by "heaving
half a brick"—an earlier appearance might bo possible; but, in mooting
this, I have no intention of "looking a gift horse in the mouth." Those
who think they have an infallible cure for the delay will perhaps not "hide
their lixht uuiler a bushel," neither tlieir names under nmns de plume. I

B\isi)ect any good offer on this score would be jumped at by the present
editor. Now, please, don't all apply at once.

In regard to Mr. W. K. Debonhaui's objections to tho "slip systf.ni;"
may I suggest that it would he more complimentary to his fellow-memlwrs
were ho to give them credit for not sei/.ing opportunities for "cooking " the
reports in order to suit their own views or to damage tho value of the
remarks of others. My opinion of men is higher than that of Mr.
Debenham

; and though I think a slight polishing of the words might take
place (mind, the present reports in no publication aro by any means verbal,
the actual words of the speaker being seldom given), yet the meaning and
sequence would remain. And even if this were not always the case, such
reports, if jjassed over by the editor, would be open to correction in the
subsequent Transactions of the Society. Anyone who may be wronged or
misrepresented may make his statement in the Society's Journal, as at
present under other circumstances. But how often would such a protest be
re>iuire<l? Seldom, I venture to say.

In regard to the circulation of the Society's Journal : I take it that the
whole object of the existence of a Society s Tramaclions is gained when
they have j)laced on record correctly and officially tlie business of the
Society which is.sues them. Should tfio Journal circulate outside the body
of members, so much the better for the outside as well as for the coffers of
the Society. But no circulation at all (that among members, of course,
not I'eing referred to, seeing that each member is Iraund to receive
coj>ios in virtue of his membership) is no sufficient reason for urging the
uselessness of such an organ. Kvery scientific body of any importance
has an official organ, in which its transactions are recorded ; and why is

the Photographic S(x;iety of Great Britain to be niggardly in this respect?
A society no more than an individual should not rely totally upon the
efforts and goodwill of others, but keep its own house and its owni books,
go to speak. This, also, in answer to Mr. Andrew Pringle.
The gentleman just mentioned is not tho only writer who has misiTpre-

sented, or inisreiad, my letter. I do not suppose I can go into the whole of
the ixiints where my views differ, or are made to differ, from those of
the writers ; but I shall indicate several of them.
Mr. Pringle, after writing to say that he "had to re.ad repeatedly

and carefully" before he arrived at my meaning, i>roceeds to indict me <ui

a twofold accusation, neither part of which can justly be brought against
me. Plainly, then, this time :—I did not write that " the pa|)er3 to bo read
'I meetings of six;ietics should be printed Iwfore the meetings" (though
!ie of the anonymous did so). I wrote "that the pajier read requi'res

iMication rather before the remarks made uiwn it than after them." This
iiust be i>ateut to anyone who will think. The present plan is like
" putting the cart before the horse." It is the ])aper which calls forth the
<liscu8sion, and for precisely similar reasons the reader should peruse the
paiicr l)cfore ho can understand the full meaning of the remarks bearing
upon it. On this there can be no two oiiiniims. I did not refer to
the printing of the pajiers before the reading of them. (By-the-bye, Mr.
Piingle's objections to this would have more weight were it not possible in
Mcli ca^e to allow the readers of such priut<!d papers to add subsequently

1 ' the reading any remarks which they added and siioke during the reading
f their papers. But I do not propose to go into this subject, which I did

not touch upon.)
Then, for the second accusation : Mr. Pringle is again mistaken. I do

not say that "the public periodicals should not be allowe<l to publish
r.inarks until they are issued in the Society's Journal." On the contrary,
< > liMig as it is found im|)ossible to publish the Traniactionn earlier I place

iisiderable value uixm the reiwrts we now find in the "public iieriodicajs"

Mimigh the pajjers do not .accompany them). I re-ally only find fault with
' 'lo " public iwriodicals " in so far a.s, while tliey are glad to avail themselves

' the Society's papers, they refuse to pul)lish tho full and official reports
.it the same time. Having stated this I will acknowledge that the inde-

) • iKli'nt reports of the weekly press have a value of their own. I contend
t'l It the publication of lx)th paper and rei)ort in the same issue wonld he

' lo to those readers whom the Society does not number among its

IS. Mr. Pringlo's postscript "cuts two ways." Anyone paying a

„ ; L a year subscription for membership has a right to expect that the
ueoessarify small ways of minor and poorer societies may be disi>ensed with.

Now, in regard to tho Editors' remarks. Like tho other writers, the
Kditors totally nisrepresent my meaning. The words I used are "errors
and omissions:" I wrote nothing of condemning "condensation, while
ret»iiiing" tho "sense.'' As I have stated, I think the outlines of tho busi-

ness of the .Society given in the weekly press answer admirably generally as

far as thoy go ; I only eay that <M rtportt of the trawactionn of the Societi/

(lor this they really are to the non-member reader) they might lie more
perfect with advantage, and this not merely rerhally but luhitantiallii.

The Kditors cannot have failed to see that I nave proved even t'he official

rejierte to bo not j^trfect, How, (ben, we they likely to exceed these in

accuracy? The meinbcra of the Photographic Society o( Great Britain
should feel highly gratified to leom that the reports of their meeting*
" occupy at least aa much Bpaoe and are quite a« accurate an those of any
of tho uuinorouB other societiea wboee proceedings" are recorded. The
wording of this passage is rather (uggestive of occasional slips in the reports
of tho meetings of " other societies. Now, no doubt the secretaries of the
"other societioB" do their best to furnish correct reports, and the editors
do their part in inserting these in their pa|>ers, and all is done as well as
circumstaiices iiormit ; but in the case wliich we arc now discusmng there
are facilities—provided tho "slip system" is properly carried out—for
obtaining correct and full reports by extracting them from the Journal of
the Society. But, of course, if the editors and their general readers place
no value ujion these, probably tho Society will not suffer much, and I have
nothing more to write on that point.

I do not know how the Kditors would defend the system of pnblishing
the " re|Kirts " onli/ weeks before the paiiers apjiear in their columns. How
much better that they should also apiwar together I Photography is not
like the "latest news in a daily papier; if what is said is of any value, it

will not bo tho worse for keeping, and will not lose its point by api>earing
with the context, but, on tho contrary, gain in force of meaning.
One more jxiint and I shall have done with the Kditors. Whether "the

speaker himself is the best judge "on all (xxasions of the exact vx/rdi he
used may bo a moot question ; but there can be no doubt that a speaker
knows best wh.at he intended to convey, and—pacf, Mr. Debenham—

I

contend that there can be no harm in his making an honest alteration of
verbiage (the reporters do not take down the words as uttered) so as to set
forth what he thinks he said. One does not like to see one's remarks mode
a complete hash ; and it is one duty of a reporter t<j present a speaker's
meaning without any incoherences of expression. If, therefore, a member
receiving his "slip ' do not recognise either his words or his meaning
thereon, he is entitled to make the iiecess.ary corrections to convey tliat

meaning. But how shall it be when a sjjoaker is omitted from the rejiort

altogether? Truly there will have been a ulip in sending him no "slip!

"

" One Who Seldimi Misses a Meeting " informs us that " few of the
members besides Mr. Berkeley would object to the publication of the
papers a day or two after they are read," &c. If this gentleman who does
not niiss meetings will refer to my letter again he will find that he Kill

"miss" any statement of mine to that effect. Again, why don't jieoiJe
read I

Why does not "Looker-On" and "Listener" favour the Society with
some of their "luminous ideas"—by the way, are they uf>on "light in the
dark-room?"—during the formal i)roceedings now so stale and unprofit-
able, and not keep hidden so valuable matter as he and his friends tarter
over the " attractions of the refreshment table ? " (It is really comforting
to hear that the Society possesses at lejist one "attraction.") If he do not
see his way to conferring this inestimable benefit, let him not poke fun (as
does also " One Who Seldom Misses, " &c. ) at those on wbosie shoulders the
real work falls. This writer also falls into tho error (why, I cannot say) of
making it appear that I am moving for a report of prtxjeedings oj delictred.

I did nothing of the kind. Let him also re-read my letter.

Xow for " Free Lance." Ho is nothing if not sarcastic. That is the
"logical " sequence of his poke at me. It is " Free Lance's " ^in( to find a
butt wherever ho is able. I did not infer in my letter that errors must
occur in "all summaries" or reports, as "Free Lance " seeks to make it

appear. I merely wrote that "such errors must remain inevitable"—of
course, as at present ai)ix!aring, with more or less frequency, and not in
" all summaries." I do not know what "Free Lance's " exjienence may be,
but my own is that if I know much of such and such a subject, or of such
and such a history, or incident, or series of incidents, often as not I find
errors and omissions of a most misleading character, and these totally due
to the writer of the report. And, what is more, Messrs. Kditors and
" Fi-eo Lance," I do not find this so only in the pages of the photographic
press, but also in almost all journals I may take up; but, of course, some
paix!rs are greater sinners than others in this respect. " Whore is the logic
here?" It is logical to suppose that the editors of these papers have no
moans for ascertaining the correctness of reixirts furnished to them by
their reporters, and for obtaining the correct versions when the former ones
have been proved to be faulty. But I take the view that the editor of
the Journal of the Society has exceptional facilities for obtaining by the
"slip system" what are substantially true re]K>rts of the transactions;
and, granted that these facilities aro taken advantage of, the appan^ntly
much-piqued Kditors have ever}' opportunity for doing conii)lete justice to
tho principal photographic society in this country, while, at the same time,
the papers published are more fully elucidated for the benefit of the entire
photograi>hic community.

I believe that most (if not all) of the provincial societies furnish to the
photographic press what may be termed " official reports," these beins
drawn up by the re.spective secretaries of tho sixjieties. In the name ot

all that is logical," why is tho Photographic .S(x;ietv of fJreat Britain
to be stinted of its official reix)rt, while ttio newest and smallest s<x;iety in
the kingdom may furnish such re|M>rta as it thinks fit and see them appear

,

in loto in the weekly press ? Merely because the Kditors in the former case
'

see fit to present their readers with an early skeleton sketeh — praise-
worthy enough at a tkdch—of the proceedings, making, as they allece, the
full and official and correct reix>rt superfluous. But, as I have said before,

is this action complimentary to the Society ? The object should be not to
supplant the official report, but to give as early an account as possible of

what will appear more fully in that report.

But, of course, much hangs on the question whether the Photographic
Society is rather to l)e iiiado much of on the one hand, or t<> be snubbed
considerably on the other. Surely the editors of the photographic press
have the interests of the Society—on whose Council some of them are—
entirely at heart. I do not think otherwise. But do they do their beet to
show it? There are many other points on which I could touch, but «r«c«
does not permit,—I am, youn, kQ., USB«IBT B. BlBUCUY.
July 5, 186-1.
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A. B. inquires :
—" How can I make a white varnish to apply to a ferrotype

plate which will diy quickly and smoothly ? " In reply :_ Mix a white

piginent, such as oxide of zinc, with collodion, and a varnish possessing

the two properties named will have been obtained. We cannot oifer any
further suggestion unless we are informed of the purpose for which
the varnish is required.

George Rossiieb has heard of something other than acetic acid which,

when mixed with the iron developer, renders it especially useful in

ftiving intense, clean lines when copying engravings. He wishes infonna-

tion respecting this. In reply ; Certain preparations of gelatine will

confer this quality. Dissolve this substance in sulphuric or acetic acid,

and add a few drops to the developer.

Rev. B. I"BAaER inquires—" Is it safe for me to employ gutta-percha pipes

through which to convey water for photographic purposes ? The pipes

are new and clean, and 1 have been assured by the dealer from whom I

purchased them that water has no action on them. What is your

opinion?" We reply that gutta-percha tubing has a good reputation

as not having any deleterious effect or action upon distiUed water.

J. Ratneh says :—" I have a single landscape lens which, when used with

the largest stop, does not quite cover the corners of the plate, and if I

use a smaller stop still less of the plate is covered. I only use tlie lens

for half-plates, for which size it was made. Am I right in supposing

that the fault is caused by the stops being placed too far from the glass?

And, if so, could it easily be altered?" In reply: Our correspondent

is quite right concerning the cause of the dark corners. The facility

with which it can be remedied depends upon the construction of the

brasswork.
" Do you know of any place in this country where I ran procure photo-

graphs of Mexico and Central America? I have made application at

the establishments of several dealers in photographs in London without
having been successful.—Yours, &c., T. S. Boyd." In reply: If any
reader can afford the information we shall be glad. We are aware of

Mr. Muybridge having several years ago published a catalogue of such

views, but we are unaware of his, having an agent in this country.

Probably they may be obtained by ordering through any American book-

seller or'photographic warehouseman.

G. T. Scott writes:
—"I am troubled by the foregrounds of my landscapes

being much darker than they ought to be, this being quite irrespective of

exposure. By being darker I, of couise, mean by contrast \rith the dis-

tance. Can you give me a hint by which this can be prevented ? " In
rtiply : The most obvious method of preventing the fault complained of is

to jjlace the diaphragm at an angle, so as to face the foreground. In this

way a larger beam of light will be transmitted from it to the plate than
comes from the distance, thus correcting in some degree, if not entirely,

the evil complained of by our correspondent.

J. T. Watson wishes to know "which is the best book on photograjAy."
To tills we reply that if Thk British Jouhnal of Photoguafht and

its accompanying Almanacs do not fulfil this description it is not for

want of effort on the part of all connected with them that they do not do
so. But perhaps Mr. Watson refers more particularly to the numerous
manuals that have been published on the subject. To indicate a prefer-

ence for any of these would be invidious. A few shillings spent in this

class of literature will place our correspondent in a position to decide for

himself, and the investment will bo a sound one.

P. D. T.—Our correspondent desires to receive some information respect-

ing the action of a lead salt in printing. He has seen reference made to

it, but has failed to discover any article treating practically on this sub-

ject. In reply : We presume that what is meant is the employment
of an acetate or nitrate of lead bath in which to place the prints after

their removal from the hyposulphite of soda, and having been subjected
to a slight washing. The following directions will suffice :—Dissolve two
ounces of the salt in a pint of hot water. This forms a stock solution. The
prints, after removal from the fixing bath, are rinsed in several changes
of water and transferred to a vessel containing four quarts of water and
two ounces of the stock lead solution. After a few minutes the prints

are again well rinsed.

(Bicljaiigg. Column.
C. p. Gee (Weymoutli).—Your "exchange" is an advertisement.

I will exchange nine Victoria lenses, on plate, for anything useful in
photography.—Address, A. J. B., 17, Hindon-strect, Pimlico.

I will exchange Cadett's patent pneumatic shutter, to fit inside or outside
camera, for carte or cabinet mounts imprinted, whole-plate lens, cost

£2 2s., or offers.—Address, D. S. .To.VES, Matlock.

I will exchange a good dark tent, size for 10 x 12 plates, all in splendid
order and complete, for a studio fur rug or anything useful.—Address,
R. M. MoRUis, the Studio, !)7, Price-street, Birkenhead.

Wanted, a half-plate or 10 x 8 rapid symmetrical or rectilinear or D lens,

in exchange for an English lever watch and gold Albert; price adjusted.
—Address, George Howahth, Smithy Bridge, near Rochdale.

I will exchange an interior background containing column, balcony, base
and dado, size 8x8 feet, by Marion and Co., London, for a good land-

8cai>e background.—Address, J. M. Stephenson, Northgate Studio,
Oleckheaton.

I will exchange any or all of the following;—A twenty-inch burnisher, Ze
Meritoire, with two double dark slides, and walking-stick stand, whole
plate bellows-body camera, nearly new, and a Bowman's hot press.

Wanted, particularly, Seavey's backgrounds; see advertisement.

—

Address, Swanson, photographer, Irvine, N.B.

I will exchange two first-class cabinet portrait lenses, also gem camera
with twelve lenses, and a Victoria camera with four lenses (the lot cost

£26), for a ",Centaur" convertible sociable tricycle or any other good
make in good condition; difference in value, cither way, by aiTange-
pjeut.—Aadrees, R, Wolsiknholmb, photographer, Blackburn,

^usluci'a io Corwsponitcnts.
SIS' Correspondents should never write on both aides of the paper.

Phoiogkaphs Registered.—
Joseph Stephen Brown, High-street, Bridgewater.—TAj-ec Qrmp Photo-
graphs of Clergymen.

William Pankhurst Marsh, Norfolk Cottage, Bognor.—Tjto Photographs
of the Merchant Taylors' Convalescent Home, Bogiwr; also Photograph of
St. Michael's School, Upper Boynor.

2- ^' Y.—The best plan is to place a wet cloth at the bottom of the camera
^
durmg the exposure. This will greatly retard the drying of the plate.

^' A.—You cannot do better than make your requirements known through
the advertisement columns of the Journal. They will then, doubtless,
be easily met,

W- J.—The transparency sent is not an albumen one, but, apparently,
has been produced by the wet-collodion process, and then toned with
mercury followed by ammonia.

'^'
"'Vi'^'rr^"

former times it was by no means unusual to glaze the studio
with blue glass, but it is very seldom done now. Our advice is to use
ordinary sheet glass, and then subdue the light with suitable blinds.

A. Newman.—The thin sheets of gelatine, such as are employed by fancy
box-makers, are produced by pouring a solution of gelatine on to sheets
of tin which have previously been treated with ox-gall to prevent its
sticking. When the gelatine becomes dry the him is removed.

S. E. W.—We do not see that any advantage would accrue from your
using arrowroot instead of starch for mounting your prints. Because
the former is more expensive it does not follow that it is a better
mountant, or th.at it would confer greater permanence on the prints.

^- H.—Your query shows that you are not, as you say you are, a constant
reader of this Journal, otherwise you would not ask the question.
Several articles have appeared on the subject very recently. We cannot
do better than refer you to the back numbers for the past two or three
months.

G. Wiltshire.—Decidedly tlie fault of the paper. Some drawing-paper
can he used for photographic purjioses, but not all. We advise you to
lirocure sevor.al samples of different makes, and then by experiment
determine which is tho most suitable for your purpose. It is the only
practical method to pursue.

T.^ Edi;e.—Tho most suitable |)aper for your purpose is that known as
'papier mineral." It is far freer from Krauularity than the sample you

enclose. Wo are not quite sure where it is to be obtained, but we believe
the Autoty])e Company supply it. Probably it may also be obtained
at Messrs. Marion and Co. "s.

J. BuRRKLL.—You will experience no difficulty in getting brown paper
about five feet wide and any length you m.ay require if you apply in the
proper quarter. It is sold at carpet warehouses under the name of
"carpet paper." We are not surprised that it is not kept in stock at
ordinary stationery establishments.

E. Beveridge.—Any of the photomechanical processes will answer your
puriiose. If you elect to have either Woodburytype or stannotviie it
will require to be mounted like silver prints. But collotypes, or tlie
"ink-photos.," can be printed witli a margin ready for binding up with
the book. Your best plan will be to write for quotations to the different
firms who supply such prints, stating exactly what you require, and, if

possible, send a silver print as a furtiier guide.
Expehiment.alist.—This correspondent complains that he cannot get tho

gelatinous ink to set in his stanuotype moulds during the present hot
weather. Our correspondent's experience is by no means excejitional, as
the chief difficulty in working either the stannotype or Woodburytype
lirocess is experienced when the temperature is very high. The best
advice we can offer is to work in the coolest part of the house, and to use
a very strong gelatine for the ink. That which you liavo been using is
quite unsuitable for the purpose at any part of the year, as it is far too
soluble. Get a more insoluble kind and one that sets quickly, such as
some of those of foreign make. Also, do not dissolve a large quantity
of ink at a time, for you must bear in mind that the longer a solution of
gelatine is keiit melted the more its setting projierties become destroyed.

Received.—" W. ;" " S. U." In our next.

In Type.—Second portion of article on Photomicrography at the Health Ex-
hibition; Mr. E. Dunmove's paper on Silver Prints, read at the last
meeting of the Photographic Society of Great Britain ; Miscellaneous
Subjects, by Mr. W. H. Harrison ; On Choosing a Si:efor Curie and Cabi-
net Negatives, by Mr. G. W. Webster ; Lecture at the' Royal Institution,
&c., &c.

'•

Photooraphic Club.—At the fortheoming meeting of this Club, at
Auderton's Hotel, Fleet-street, on Wednesday next, the 16th inst., the
subject for discussion will be the adjourned discussion

—

On Focn.^sing.

The Saturday afternoon outing will be held at Hadley \Voods ; train to

Barnet Main Line Railway Station. Meeting afterwards at "Old
Salisbury Arms," High Barnet.
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EMULSIONS IN GELATINE AND ALBUMEN.
TilE production of an albumen emulsion, for«negative or positive

purposes, has been one of the dreams of the experimentalist for

years past, owing to the recognised beauty of the results attainable

with albumen films. But, unfortunately, there .are many serious

obstjicles in the w.ay of the production of such an emulsion—that

is, one in which albumen is the sole vehicle employed ; and

attention has, therefore, been turned more recently to the combina-

tion of albumen with some other substance—preferably gelatine.

As a matter of course the results thus obtained differ very much
from those we might expect from a pure !«ibiimeh emulsion, in

wliich the sensitive silver salt is fonned in tlie presence of the

albumen ; but this latter condition forms the greatest and, we fear,

an insuperable difficulty in the way of success.

AVhen a film of dried, s;\lted albumen is submitted to the action

of a solution of silver nitrate, or other soluble silver salt, two

chemical ch-anges occur, in addition to that .arising from the

presence of the soluble chloride, bromide, and iodide. A portion of

the albumen enters into combin.ation with the silver, forming a

complex substance to which the n.ame of "albumenate of silver"

has been given ; and, secondly, the albumen filhi is coagulated and

rendered insoluble, the result being a layer of extreme fineness and

beauty, and capable of giving images of the most exquisite delicacy,

possessing also, as well, great vigour and beauty of tone. The
delicacy is due to the extremely-fine and structureless character of

the coagulated albumen film, while the vigour and tone result from

the presence of the organic silver compound.
Now, if to a salted albumen solution a solution of silver nitr.ate

be added the same chemical changes occur, but with a widely-

different mechanical result. The action of the silver is to entirely

destroy the viscous nature of the solution by converting the soluble

iilbumen into the insoluble form and into albumenate, both of

which separates in a flocculent state from the watery portion

of the mixture, and, together with in<irg,aMic silver salts, sub-

side to the bottom of the vessel. To re-emulsify this flocculent

mass comprises the problem which has hitherto baffled successful

solution.

Again : if the albumen l>e mixed with some other viscous mate-

rial, such as gelatine, it might be supposed th.at the latter would

supply the place of the co.agulated albumen, and retain it and the

silver compounds in suspension in a sufficiently -fine state of division

to form an emulsion. Such, however, is not the Ciise ; for so great

is the tendency of albumen to "clot" that an extremely minute

proportion of it, added to broraised gelatine, autficcs to cause the

formation of a curdy, granular deposit on the addition of silver

nitrate, the silver bromide being entangled with the albumeuous

compound in the precipitate.

It is plain, then, if we desire to utilise albumen for emulsion pur-

poses we mnst proceed in such a manner that it will never be brought

into contact in solution with silver nitrate or any other substance

capable of causing its coagulation ; that, in fact, the silver haloids

must be formed separately, and tlien added to the albumen solution

Here some of the precipitation methods recommend themselves;

and by their means, and with the expenditure of a considerable

amount of care, beautifully fine emulsions can be made. But these

do not answer our expectations on the score either of quality ot

convenience.

In the first place, the albumenate of silver is entirely absent,

and, therefore, any advantage in colour or in brilliancy of iniafie is

lost. In the second, the emulsion is frequently ditiicult of applica-

tion, the spreading and drying in a perfectly-even layer bt-ing

next to impossible in our modern' dark ruouis. Lastly : without
some special treatment after drying the film is soluble in cold

water, more particularly when an alkali is present, as in the
pyro.-ammonia developer. The latter defect might, however, be
remedied without much trouble if the other two could be sur-
mounted.

The presence of the necessary proportion of the albunienate
might possibly be secured by i4| sepiirate addition in solution in

some suitable solvent; but it is extremely questionable whether the
result would equal that obtained when it is formed in the ordinary
way, as in a bath film. The coating of the plates, too, might be sim-
plified by the introduction of suitable mechanical means; but we
doubt, after all, whether the game would be considered worth the

candle. It will be remembered by many of our readers that in the
collodio-albumen process, in order to secure a film of perfect uni-

formity, the plate, after being coated with the iodised albumen, was
placed upon a holder, which enabled it to be rotated before a clear,

brisk fire until it became dry. If this were an operation requiring
the greatest care when an imemitu^e material was employed and it

could be performed in a full light, how much greater care would be
required and how many fresh difficulties would I'e iiitriMlnceil into

its practice in the dark room, and with an extremely aruaUive
emuUion I

If, however, the perfection of quality of the olil colb'dio-idlnnien
plate be not aimed at, but merely a finer and more (irliciitr tilui

with a moderate degree of sensilivenegs, for such pnr|x«i-ti we lio

not think our readers need despair of gaining ilieir rrquin-ii>eiii>.

But it will have to be, as the title of this arlide sii^K'^''-. by ihe
employment of a combined gelatine and albiuueii eniulsim.. i'mitv

of such a character are in the market, and give very rine rt7iuli>. for
transparency work, but we are not aware how they are pri-parrd.
Indeed, for all we know, they may be the rewult of senxitising a
dried gelatino-albumen film in the bath, under which coudilioua the
albumen would confer all its advantages.

For a gelatino-albumen emulsion which we have found to work
very well in the few trials we have given it we may give the follow-
ing brief sketch, reserving until next Week the deUils and quantities.
The silver bromide (or chloride) is formed by any of the nieth.idsof
precipitation which enable it to be obtained in a state of sufficient
fineness and free from all foreign matter. Burton's method is

the one we prefer. The precipitate thus obtained is incorporated
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with a solution of gelatine at a temperature not exceeding 120'

Fahr., and to this is then added a suitable quantity of liquid

albumen, previously well beaten to a froth and allowed to sub-

side.

When thoroughly mixed the emulsion may be filtered and treated

in the ordinary manner, except that no alcohol must on any account

be added, nor must it be raised to a higher temperature than 120°

for fear of coagulation. Albumen does not commence to coagulate.

until about 150°, but it is well to keep on the safe side. Just

sufficient gelatine is used to cause the filras to set in reasonable time,

the bulk of the vehicle being albumen, and the resulting films

bright, fine, and hard to a degreee.

In our next issue we shall endeavour to give full details

as to the working quantities, and hints on the mixing of the

emulsion.

RELATION OF COLOURS IN PHOTOGRAPHS.

Whatever may be the advantage or otherwise of the addition of

eosine or other colouring matter to the photographic film for the

purpose of securing a truer transcript of colours into monochrome,

it is clear that the subject is receiving considerably more attention

on the continent than it is at home. This is evident from the fact

that already there are several different claimants in the field for

the invention. This, at least, should indicate that it is of some

value in practice.

As will be seen from our last issue the subject has again been

brought before the Berlin Association for the Cultivation of Photo-

graphy and also the Photographic Society of Vienna ; and, at the

last meeting of the Photographic Society of France, M. A. Tailfer

strongly protested against some of the Germans appropriating his

invention "to the letter" and calling it their own. During the

disijuesion which followed this protest it was proved that the credit

of first introducing colouring matter into the sensitive film, for the

purpose of obtaining a better translation of the colours of a pic-

ture in a photograph, is due to our own countryman. Major

Waterhouse, Assistant-Surveyor-General of India. Surely all this

interest would not be bestowed upon a subject if it were of

no value.

That the matter receives but little attention in England is

scarcely to be wondered at, seeing that the copying of works of

art is practised here to such a limited extent compared with

what it is throughout the continent generally. Indeed, we are

told that many of the published copies of paintings in English

galleries are really the production of continental photographers,

•who obtain permission, come over here, and do the work. We
may here mention that an impression appears to prevail amongst

certain English artists that works of art can be copied much better

on the continent than at home, " because there they have a clearer

light," and therefore a better result is obtained. In consequence of

this idea many artists have actually sent their works abroad to be

photographed, imagining (erroneously or otherwise) that they have

obtained better results from so doing. Some artists, we know,

positively refuse to have their works photographed under any

circumstances whatever, owing to the way photography repi-esents

colours. On one occasion a Royal Academician remarked in our

presence that he should be very sorry to have any of his pictures

" libelled by photography."

Another reason why the addition of colouring matters to the film

has received but little public attention here, compared with that it

has had abroad, is that the copying of paintings in England is chiefly

confined to a few professional photographers, who very rarely reveal

the results of their experiments; while amateurs, as a rule, take

no interest whatever in the matter. If they did, there is little

doubt that considerable light would soon be thrown upon the

subject.

From the manner in which photography, pure and simple, renders

the colours of a painting it is not to be wimdered at that artists

do occasionally refuse to permit their work to be transcribed by

its aid ; heuc« the art-appreciating portion of the public are fre.

quently debarred from obtaining copies of many pictures they

wouM otherwise posaeas, simjjjy bccauas it would not prove euffl-

cieutly remunerative to have them engraved for publication. It is

true there are several photographic engraving processes by which

printing plates can be expeditiously and cheaply produced ;
but

with them remains the unfortunate fact that, when they are

obtained, they are but an ordinary photographic transcript of the

original, and, unless such plates are elaborately re-worked by a

skilled engraver, they possess but little value as pictures.

Much of the engraver's time, we happen to know, is sometimes

saved by those who do this class of work employing a staff of

skilful retouchers, who expend a considerable amount of work upon

the negative in the first instance. Of course all this extra work

adds naturally to the cost of production, and consequently enhances

the price of the work when pulili.shed. But if the simple expedient

of adding eosine or similar colouring matter to the sensitive film

will enable the difficulty of photographing colours in something

like the proper relation to be overcome, we can, as we have on a

former occiusion said, foresee that an immense stride will have been

made, and there is no question that the plan must prove of great

value commercially. Hitherto there has always been a steady

demand for good photographs of fine works of art, notwithstanding

their shortcomings, as witness the large number imported from

abroad and the prices they realise. This demand will, no doubt,

increase considerably with improved quality, still further as the

public become more assured th.at the copies they purchase are per-

manent; and most of the better class of copies of pictures are now

printed by permanent processes.

If all that is claimed for eosine and similar colouring materials

be borne out in practice, there will be no difficulty whatever in

producing photo.-engraved plates that will require but little or no

skilled work from the hand of the engraver. Hence copies of

paintings may be issued as engravings and <at the same time ensure

a very liberal remuneration to the publisher, and that, too, from

pictures which it would certainly not pay to have engraved by

hand. One great advantage of photography and photo.-engraving

is that the reproductions can be so quickly produced, while en-

graving by hand is a slow and tedious operation. The chief

interest in a picture is frequently lost long before the prints can be

issued, as several years are frequently necessary to engrave a

plate from an elaborate picture ; whereas, by some of the photo.-

engraving processes, it can be done in little more than as many

days.

Since the publication of Dr. Vogel's process (see pp. 344 .and 360,

mite) we have heard several photographers remark that it is not a

practical one. With them we cannot agree. There are, it is true,

some difficulties in the way of working, as we pointed out in our

issue of the 6th ult., but they are by no means insurmountable. A
considerable amount of time and money may profitably be expended

upon the production of a perfect negative, from which, perhaps,

hundreds of copies—at a publishing price of (say) half-a-guinea—

may eventually be required.

Whatever may be the inconvenience attending the working of the

process published by Dr. Vogel, they do not apply to that given by

Herr Lohse—the one claimed by M. Tailfer as his. This simply con-

sists of immersing an ordinary gelatino-bromide plate in a bath

composed of water one hundred parts, eosine three parts, and

ammonia ten parts. Whether plates thus simply treated will com-

pare favourably with what is claimed for those by Dr. Vogel's more

troublesome method can, of course, only be determined by actual

experiment with the two processes. If they do, then the translation

of colour into monochrome by photography will become very much

simplified.
• —

J

DETERIORATION OF GELATINE PLATES.

It is a well-recognised fact that under certain circumstances

gelatino-bromide plates will retain their good qualities for several

years; but it is, unfortunately, equally well acknowledged that

some show indications of deterioration before they are many months

old. One experienced maker has said in our hearing that he has

recently had to destroy some hundreds of dozens of plates which,

when freshly prepared, were all that could be desired as regards

8€ii(iitiveues« and oleanueBs of image, but, after having been packetj
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in dozens and allowed to remain for a few months, they showed
inditbir^ibie evidence of defects.

In recognition of tiiis fact the subject was formally brought
forward for discuasion at tlie meeting of the London and Provincial

Pliotograpliic Association last week, when several manufacturers

were present and gave their experience on the Hubject. One speaker

advanced the opinion that pressure, or "shearing stress," wjjs the

cause of a certain class of fogging; and in proof of this he submitted

several plates which had been packed with a margiiuil or skeleton

frame of thin card placed between each pair. Upon applying

a developer to these plates, without any exposure to light having
been given, a rednction of the silver took place all along the line

of contact with the marginal mask, this rednction being moat pro-

nounced along the line corresponding with th.at edge of the card

which was, by the action of the guillotine by which the cutting was
effected, slightly the more raised of the two, and therefore more
likely to exert a greater pressure.

Corroborative proof of this theory was adduced by the exhibition

of plates upon which writing had been made by a blunt sttjlut upon
the surface, precaution having been first taken to protect the

gelatine film by interposing a sheet of paper between it and the

writing instrument, in order to prevent any scratching, which, it

was stated, would cause a reduction on the application of a deve-

loper. In the case adduced the writing upon the plate was quite

visible.

All this was very plain as far aa we have described it, but the

evil did not stop there ; for, extending inwai-da on the surface of the

plate from the well-defined line of cont.ict with the inner edges of

the cardboard slip, could be plainly perceived a tolerably-broad line

of fog which, from its greater density nearest the marginal slip,

appeared to have its origin there, being vignetted inwards to the

point of disapiiearance. Physical contact, per se, therefore, does not

wholly account for the phenomenon described.

That the quality of the paper in which plates are packed, or which
is interposed between each, ha<l an important influence in preserv-

ing them was on the occasion referred to freely admitted by all.

A well-known manufacturer present said that at one time he
employed a specially-fine quality of cartridge-paper for this purpose,

but was afterwards led to supersede it by a softer paper. Since

that period he had never perceived any deterioration. But, on the
otherhand, that chemical action induced by damp, rather than
" shearing stress," was the cause of the deterioration seemed to be
the opinion of others of the manufacturers present, including Mr.
William Cobb and Mr. A. Cowan, the former of whom submitted
for examination a sample of paper he had specially selected or

prepared for the purposes of packing. It is a thin, crisp paper

which looks as if it had to some very slight extent been impreg-
nated with parafline, wax, or their congeners. Another gentleman
observed that the firm he represented had adopted a thin class of

yellow paper—coloured, as was understood, by a chromium dye

—

for packing their plates, and it was believed to be a preventive of
deterioration, for they had heard no complaints.

Whatever be the cause—whether " shearing stress " or moisture,
even in a homccopathic degree, in the gelatine film itself or in the
packing paper—the matter is a serious one; but the photographic
public have the satisfaction of knowing that the makers of plates

are fully alive to the necessities of the case. In due recognition of

the moisture of the climate in England, they will omit no pre-

cautions not only to have both plates and packing-paper thoroughly
desiccated, but to have them wrapped up in such a manner as to
ensure their being retained m that essential condition.

SALEABLE PHOTOGRAPHS.
No one can pjvss along a street of shops without quickly noticing
the important part that attractive photographs play in the wares
vended in some, more particularly the stationers', establishments.
The aggregate annual sales must form an immense snm. It is a matter
of coriimon knowledge how some particular photographs have,
from no very explicable cjiuse, seized the popular fancy, and
rendered the fortunate possessor of the original negative or copy-

right a return upon his outlay tbougandsfold. Although, bowever,
it 18 not everyone who, by paying a hundred pcmnds, can count hia

gains by thousands, as did the purchaser of the copyright of the

Dirty lioij statue, nor every one who poHsesses the judgment that

guided the proprietors of a well-known company to expend a
couple of thousand pounds to secure the sole right to photograph in

the first International Exhibition, there can be no doubt that very

much more money might be made than now is by utilising in a
businesslike manner some of the stores of negatives of interesting,

rare, beautiful, or otherwise attractive subjects that at present lie

useless upon the shelves of the photographer.

To make a popular picture of a single negatire or subject will be
difticult—the more so that the wholesale channels for putting such
works before the public are very restricted in character, and there

m<iy be an unwillingness to take up anything from a hitherto un-
known artist ; but, given a really attractive photograph—out of the

common, well-executed, and likely to be admired by the public

—

and it is generally sure of ultimately working its way success-

fully.

One thing we may remind those of our readers who are nnac
customed to business of this kind : they must not expect to

reap all the profit. When a picture has to be sold to a wholesale

dealer, who again sells to the shoj)keeper, each having to make his

profit out of the article sold, it is evident that the producer of that

picture must in the first instance receive a price very much less than

that paid by the public; and if this fact be well borne in mind by an
intending producer not accustomed to wholesale selling it will

prevent considerable friction. The making and selling of the

most artistic photograph possible to produce become, where quan-
tities are in question, a mere matter of commerce, hi whicli art l«kes

no part. It may here be observed that in practice it wimid Ije found

next to impossible to deal with the shopkeeper direct ; a middlemau
must be employed.

One of the largest fields for the sale of these pii-tnres is connected

with the "Christmas card trade," which of late years has assumed
such large proportions. Anyone owning negatives which lie cou-

tenipl.ites making use of in this way must be in the field long

before the end of the year; indeed, we have no dc.ubt th.it ranst of

the wholesale orders for cards for next Christmas are alr.a ly placed,

and the bulk of them now ready for first delivery. Tins beinjf so,

we may be thought to be raising hopes th it could not be fulfilled.

We do not, however, think that it will be found so, and those photo-

graphers who feel inclined to h)ok np their negatives need not be

afraid of offering them even now, though we should make the sug-

gestion not to offer, except at a likely period for a quick demand,

subjects that could be readily imitated.

Besides the question of photographs sold in large quantity to the

dealers, instances of which must be of comparatively infrequent

occurrence, there are very many small circles which the photo-

grapher could find an interest in supplying. We do not refer to

the sale of local views ; that is a class of trade too well known and

worked to need mention here. We speak more particularly of

photographs specially interesting iis studies, or likely to be

attractive from some innate quality which might appeal to

a local, though not important enough to put before a genera),

public. Every photographer must be his own judge as to what is

likely to " take" in his ueighliourhood. Our work ends in bringing

the idea—possibly afresh—before him, and pointing out a novel

field for enterprise ; for in these days, when coinplaints of the un-

profitable state of business are so rife, advantage should be taken of

every available opening likely to lead to its increase.

One of our contributors has hit upon a happy idea which, summer

time though it be, might, as we shall show, readily be imiuted by

numerous photographers.

One of the prettiest effects of which photography is capable is the

reproduction of the marvellously-delicate and beautiful incrustations

so commonly seen in winter time on the window-panes, when the

frost has seized them and printed its delicate feathers in fleeting

materials upon their surfaces. They are not all beautiful alike, and

we have frequently noticed that the most attractive arrangements of

the feathery scfolk ara iu such positions as offer the greatest difliculty
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to photographic attempts at reproducing them. The gentleman we

nihil- ! • .i'.t;iii.eil, limvev^r, h very lit-aiitifiil fxaniple by (xiiutiiig

his (Vimfr;* to tlie roof of Ins |ji-iiiMiis<-i' u >ii aii ocMsidii when he

vi.i'i iiiiMuiiUrly -iniuk •>)' tlm »|>|ifiiriiK:rt |iivseiiteil. The nej^ittive

w:is put asi.le aiiii f.ir,'()Cteii, liiit soint* years aflfiwmds he binught

it our,, printed a nunil)er of them and used tliem as CliristmHS cards,

affixing a suitiiltle motto. So attractive were they, he informs us, that

if he had put them before the public in a commercial way he la sure

he could have sold a very large number.

Now, with a backing of this sort, and a very pretty little scene or

subject carefully printed in, somewhat after the fashion of the en-

gravings, similarly executed, now so common in the illustrated

serials, or treated in various other ways that will suggest tliem-

aelves to the artistic mind, we make no doubt that a series of cards

eould be produced which would have a consideriible sale.

We do not suggest to our readers who are not in the possession of

such frost negatives to wait till winter comes ; the time would be gone

by for making a saleable quantity of pictures for the season. We
would suggest that similar effects should be attempted by other means.

It is stated that glass can be prepared for etching or tor burning-in

a pattern of water crystals by the following simple means :

—

Powder colour, such as is used for burning-iu a white upon

glass, is made into a thin, milky-looking liquid by mixing with

a weak solution of gum arable and painted upon a sheet of

glass placed horizontally. The plate is then exposed to a

freezing temperature, when the pai-ticles of water group them-

selves together into ice flowers or feathers, and draw the ))ar-

ticles of colour lying between them also into similar shapes.

The glass is now brought into a warmer room in which the water is

allowed an opportunity of slowly evaporating, when at last nothing

is left but the pigment, which can be burnt-in in a muffle. The
photographer, however, will stop at the preliminary stage. He will

not burn the pattern in ; he will simply place it before his camera and

take a negative under most favourable circumstances—not the least

80 being the power of placing a suitable backing behind the frost

picture, the inability to do so under ordinary conditions often

militating against the reproduction of many beautiful effects. With
regard to the production of a low temperature there need be no

difficulty whatever, as we have repeatedly given formulse suitable

for the purpose, many of which may be found in our Almanac.
We conclude, having thus described one particular class of picture

capable of being made a means of profit, by pointing out that it is

only one of many that might be with advantage taken up by an
enterprising photographer.

The death is announced from Paris of the Abb6 Moigno, a leading
spirit in scientific circles of a generation back. Commencing his

scientific career as a contributor to various magazines of that class,

in 184.3 he established Cosmos, one of the leading reviews of its day
;

and this and its successsor Les Mondes became the media for the
interchange of ideas of the early photographic experimentalists.
The deceased was himself one of the earliest practical workers in
photography, and his name was a very familiar one in connection
with our art-scieuce thirty or furty years ago. He died at the age
of eighty-one.

Photographers' advertisements are sometimes very remarkable
reading, and frequently go to strange lengths, but we never remember
meeting with anything at all approaching the following, which we
saw gravely stated in one of the daily papers as the advertisement of
a photographer :

—
" In consequence of the daily increase of accidents

by railway the public are earnestly requested to call at
and have their portraits taken, that some memento of departed
friends may be left to sorrowing survivors."

Government aids photography in many ways, if not by direct
" I'nd wiiicn' of re»earili," though, indeed, photosrraphy plays a
part, an<l an important ..ne, in a bram-h sul)sidised in this manner,
the very mention of which I.ranch is t > aoiaf p'-rsons as a ivd flag to
an enra;.;ed bull. From re','<'iil!y-iai hsln-il staiisiics we learn lliat

Ooverumetit spends eight hundred and sixty pounds per annum in
photographing our gaol-birds, and it used to spend a great deal
more. Woolwich arsenal comes in for seven hundred and sixty

pounds a-year, and a thousand pounds is spent under the auspices

of the Science and Art Department for the photographing of art

objects and the reproiiuctiou of pictures.

In regar i to the damjlge of photographic parcels in transit through
post, as dwelt upon by us a week or two ago in a leading article,

we may state that we have received a further communication from
tlie Chief Secretary of the Post Office. We are sorry to say that so

far our trouble seems to have been entirely thrown away, for we
are left just where we started. The substance of the long letter

received is simply a suggestion that still stronger wrappers should
be used, and a further recommendation is given to send by parcel

post as being in most cases a less risky mode. As to the hint we gave
that information should be published of the places where the auto-

matic dropping apparatus is in use so that special packing should be
given, the Secretary points out that such information alone would
not be of service. It cannot be doubted that the great amount of

damage done to such parcels in transit is very great when a
year's aggregate is examined, and we trust that others will follow

our steps in appealing to head-quarters, this being the only way to

obtain redress. We have written a further letter still to St. Martin's,

repeating that the usual mode of packing is very strong, and
pointing out that the official who first called to see us upon the

subject informed us that there was a growing custom of sending

small parcels-post packages by the mail bags. There for the present

the matter rests.

Apropos of the power of appreciating the minute shades of differ-

ences in colour, which was somewhat prominently brought forward
at a few of the recent discussions on dark-room illumination, we
may call attention to a second edition of the tests for cohiur-blind-

ness which has just been published by Messrs. Churchill. The
tests were prepared by Mr. Charles Roberts, F.R.C.S., for the

Anthropometric Committee of the British Association, and he has

added some valuable introductory remarks to it. It is a singular

thing that many persons colour - blind to one colour arrive

at mature years without a suspicion of their defect, and it often

happens that the fiist discovery is attended with some amount
of annoyance. We had the privilege of knowing a gentle-

man of great culture who studied painting with the intention of

following it up as a profession, and he had attained manhood and
pursued his studies for many years before he became aware that he

was colour-blind. A very clever and celebrated provincial photo-

grapher is to our knowledge quite colour-blind, and we have been

informed by a well-kuowu contributor to this Journal that there is

a marked difference between the power of colour perception of his

eyes. With instances like this before us it cannot be wondered at

that such apparently contradictory opinions should be held upon
the question. We have no doubt that many photographers are

slightly or considerably colour-blind. The llev. T. A. Preston has

made about three thousand observations upon the subject, and he

finds that two and a-half per cent, of the boys he has examined are

colour-blind, not to speak of a very large proportion who are neai'-

sighted and long-sighted.

In some respects it may be regretted that the Copyright Bill has

been withdrawn ; but it is to be hoped that it may be re-introduced

with improvements in another session, for, as it stood, it was open

to many amendments. That a Copyright Bill of a very stringent

character is desirable we believe. The larceny of the results of a

man's brains, be it pictorially or verbally expressed, is to our mind as

great a theft as the fiurloining of a watch or purse, and it is to be

hoped that when a Bill, as nearly final as can be expected, is passed

it may be a real help to photographers.

There is one very large class of persons whom, by reason of their

crass ignoi'ance, it would be very difficult either to touch by law

or to teach the moral right that exists in the product of a man's

intellect, and yet occasions must arise at times when the photo-

grapher's patience and forbearance are greatly tried. A case has

just been brought under our notice that fully exemplifies what we
say. A well-known photographer had a sitter who had never

hitherto had a good portrait, and he took especial pains that the

picture he produced sliould prevent him being able to say so again.

Tile picture (a carte) was a success, and some little time afterwards

a question was asked as to the price for enlarging it to cabinet size.

The price was stated, and for a while the matter lay in abeyance.

The photographer's surprise can be imagined when, a month or twii
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later, his sitter calmly brought him an unmounted enlargement " to

be fastened upon card ;" it had been sent to America, enlarged, and

returned to thia country ! Our readers may guess at the answer

the pliotographer gave to thia amazingly-cool request, which Wiis

not ini|)ertincnt, simply because of its thoughtless ignorance.

Still another piracy case. An art exhibition, in connection with a

converaaiiom, was being arranged upon the walls, and the friends of

the promoters had assisted by sending in photographs. Two large

photographs—not from engravings but from wretched foreign litho-

graphs—of two well-known (and much pirated) pictures, the Emi-

grant's Return and the companion picture, had been sent in, when

their piratical chai-acter was distinctly pointed out to the committee-

man. To use a sporting phrase he, however, never " turned a hair."

" Oh ! they will do to till up," he said, and up the pictures went to

a post of honour ! When such an event could happen under the

sanction of a committee expressly constituted for the furtherance of

art and art teaching, how is it possible to grumble at the piracy or

the attempts at it sanctioned and encouraged by the general public )

A FEW FURTHER NOTES ON STANNOTYPE, BY THE
INVENTOR.

Thk able series of articles on stannotype, which lately appeared in

your journal, have been so exhaustive that I am afraid I canuot

add much to them, except in calling attention to small matters of

detail which have come under my notice from time to time during

the past year or two.

Failures, aa a rule, result from some trifling cause which, when

known, may easily be obviated. How often have I been called on

to give the reason of some defect or other, and on explaining

the cause have had for reply—" How stupid it was of me not to

think of it
! " Everything, however simple, requires a certain

amount of experience or apprenticeship. It is in trifles that

thorough success must be sought for. Just as I sat down to write

this article I received the number of The British Journal of

Photography for July 11th, and, to begin with, I cannot do better

than notice your answer to a correspondent.

Alluding, as it does, to one of the principal causes of failure

(which, by the way, applies mostly to all processes where gelatine

is concerned), your correspondent, " Experimentalist," complains of

his ink not setting. Unless he is possessed of a cool cellar or

underground room his cook would tell him that he could not have

jelly for his dinner. My own experience during the last week will,

doubtless, be of use to him. The temperature of the printing-room

rose to 86% and printing operations were brought to a standstill,

the ink, although strong in gelatine, keeping liquid in the bottle.

However, on removing the presses, ink, &c., to the basement,

where the temperature was under 70°,* all went on smoothly again.

PrinU can be obtained at high temperature by a long process of

cooling by the iron body of the press ; but after a time thia becomes

too warm to cause the gelatine to set, and gives rise to a great

annoyance, which, being an important point in working, I may
here mention, as it applies to all prints taken too soon from the

mould.
The paper carrying the print, on being removed from the mould

(owing to the gelatine not having set thoroughly), leaves some of

the darkest parts (where there is most gelatine) in the hollows of

the mould, and if these are rubbed oS with the same flannel that

has been used to grease the mould the trouble is increased tenfold.

Although the mould may appear clean and bright the next proof

will stick worse than the first, owing to the fact that a sort of

emulsion has been formed between the gelatine and the grease,

which entirely prevents the removal of future prints. The only

remedy is, after removing all superfluous gelatine, to wash the

mould with clean warm water and gj-ease afresh.

I have called attention to this particularly, as it is a fault likely

to occur at any time, but especially in hot weather. Everyone

cannot afford the luxury of ice; otherwise the difticulty of hot

weather printing is easily removed. I remember some years ago,

at the last great Paris Exhibition, going into an annexe—a. hand-

some building of one storey, in the grounds—where M. Vidal was

working the Wwdbury process. The room was crowded and the

heat excessive from the combination of crowd and the broiling sun

shining on the building. From old experience I thought to myself

• Durlnn the short duration of hot weather that wo experience in this country It i*

ndvisablo to ilo as thu WoKltmrv Printiiis; Coini)an.v wurc in the liaWt of dolnK-that

la coniuicncinn vrintinK operations at five o'clock in tho niornini;, learlng ofl M noOD,

by which time the uietal of tho pccaics becomes wanued through.

that the crowd would certainly go away disappoiDted if thtj

expected to see anything in tho printing line where gelatine was
concerned. What whs my aslonishmeiit to see a luiddle-a^ed

woman with a turn-table before her, quietly stripping the pnnta
from the moulds at intervals of five or six minutes ! The air waa
sufTocating, and I was glad to get out My friend M. Vidal

afterwards explained to me that under each press there wa« h
tray containing ice, so arranged that it could b« re-charged when
melted.

This reminiscence of hot weather in connection with Woodbury
printing has called to my recollection another case further back in

the annals of time. The late Emperor of the French, who took a

great interest in all scientific matters, happened to visit one of the

exhibitions, and was so pleased with the Woodbury process that,

not having the time to devote to everything at once, he made a special

appointment to come privately with the Empress, so as to have a

practical demonstration all to themselves. The day was hot and the

gelatine would not set, even after five to ten minutes in the preaa.

What was to be done? A few pounds of ice were procured and

laid on the backs of the presses, and in the course of half-an-hour,

by the time their Majesties arrived, all was going smoothly. What
would he have thought of the process he had admired from descrip-

tion if the practical results had been similar to those which once

occurred at a lecture where, the room being heated by the over-

crowding of a numerous audience, the print had come away leaving

half the gelatine in the mould ? Only one of ready wit could have

explained it as a double success, as the lecturer did on that occasion.

I can, therefore, aflirm that with a suitable room, which can be

found in almost every house, there should be no difSculty in

working either the Woodburytype or stannotype processes, pro-

vided a suitable gelatine be used ; and such is now to be had.

Referring .again to the article, or rather answer, to "Experi-

mentalist:" I come to a point on which, from long experience, I

must differ slightly from the Editors; that is, that "the longer a

solution of gelatine is kept melted the more its setting properties

become destroyed." Now, on the contrary, my experience is that

to keep a mixture of gelatine, with or without the addition of any

other matter, for any length of time it is necessary that it shovld be

incited every day, of course not allowing it to rise to too high a

temperature. I cannot do better than give an illustration from a

circumatance which lately occurred. Some thick flakes of gelatine

in the old glue form, and of a high setting quality, were put to

soak in water on the Saturday. On the Monday morning following

they were found all soft and rotten on the surface, and, on melting,

the solution was found to have lost all its setting properties. Now
this same sample of gelatine in solution has been in use for several

weeks during the whole of the late hot weather without any

change, but has been kept melted every day. Soft gelatines—such

as Nelson's amber—on the contrary, lose their setting properties by

too much melting. The above fact, which long experience enables

me to vouch for, seems at variance with existing ideas, though I

must say that it is a verification of the old proverb of the proof of

the pudding being in the (h)eating.

A great many defects arise from want of care in the storing and

handling of the paper used in printing. Any crease formed in it

will make a white mark wherever the paper is dented, and if left

in a room where dust can fall on it every speck of the same will

cause a white spot in the print.

The chief point in obtaining a good stannotype printing mould is

to get a positive that has been rightly exposed—just such a one aa

will, when laid on paper, show the right amount of detail. In the

Lambertype process each print had to be exposed separately to

light ; but for the purposes of stannotype printing we have only to

produce one such print, as obtained by the process named, to enable

us to produce many thousand stannotype prints. As the positive

is, so will your prints be. If over-exp<»ed, the resulting prints will

all have the same over-exposed look. Such a positive as is used for

enlarging is not the slightest use for stannotype.

In drying the printing moulds by the aid of spirit make allowance

for the time this has been used. When quite fresh half-an-hour to

an hour will be long enough ; but if the spirit have been used some

time it will have taken up a good deal of water, and the reliefs

should, therefore, be allowed to remain a proportionately longer

time.

During very dry, hot weather—such as we have lately ex-

perienced—the gelatine relief, if kept ojjen to the air, may crack

and leave the glass ; but this cannot occur when once covered with

the tinfoil coating. It is very rarely, indeed, that our atmosphere

is so dry as to cause this, but in drier climatea it is advisable to

in«reaae the amount of glycerine in the tissue.
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In applying the tinfoil to the mould cai'e should be taken that

the india-rubber solution is thoroughly set ; as, if not, and any were

squeezed out on to the india-rubber rollers, it might soften their

surface and so cause them to become tacky, making the foil stick

to the rollers. In smoothing the foil on the sheet of plate glass see

that the latter is perfectly clean, as any grit or dirt would cause

holes in the foil.

In remelting the surplus ink that has run into the gutters of the

press, and the scrapings from the prints, do not forget, on remelting,

that owing to the evaporation the ink will have become denser, and
will therefore require the addition of water. Many people have

experienced some little difficulty in the gelatine leaving the glass

during the process of development. This is due to several causes, but

mainly by using too opaque a mask. The paper used should be such

as will allow the light to act very lightly on the film. An abrupt

transition from the thick border to plain glass is apt to produce this,

more especially if the tissue, by keeping too long, has become slightly

insoluble. In the making of the positive, the film being much
thimier, blacker paper may be used as a mask ; in fact, where a

negative has to be duplicated or quadrupled a perfectly opaque mask
is a necessity. "

»

In conclusion : I cannot do better just now than call the attention

of your readers interested in stannotype to the leading article in a

late number of the Journal, entitled Keeping Cool, and say that I

shall at all times be glad to answer any queries on the subject

through the medium of the Journal. Walter B. Woodhurt.

OXYHYDROGEN EXPLOSIONS.

I DO not quite understand the drift of Mr. Houston's communication.

So far as I do understand it, he (1) wishes to know how far I am
acquainted with, or believe in, "dust explosions" generally; and

(2) meets whatever I may have heard concerning explosions in the

United States, by what he has not heard.

As to the first point : I happen to be pretty fuUy acquainted with
the subject, and with Professor Peck's experimental lecture upon
it, which was delivered in May, 1878, at the special request of the

niillers of Minneapolis, U.S. Just about three months ago I myself
repeated two of those expei-iments in a familiar lecturette upon
some phenomena of combustion to a small society of working men,
using for the purpose flour and the spores of lycopodium. I know
how, in the United States, such explosions have taken place in

many flour-mills, in a manure factory, a confectionery establishment,

a brimstone-mill, and probably in some others ; while in this

country the chief examples are flour-mills, breweries (Messrs.

AUsopp had an explosion in 1877) and coal-miuea I said clearly

that it was perfectly easy to produce pwposely a dust-explosion
in a gas-bag.

But these cases do not touch the question in pomt. In all of
them we have dust known to be explosive constantly produced;
we have more or less constant production by attrition of ignited
particles, or (often) naked lights introduced into the known explo-
sive dust ; and we have a known long list of casualties. I am
perfectly open to conviction; but I have been utterly unable to
learn that any gas-bag explosion recorded has ever been even pro-
bably traced to any such cause; and surely those who imply that
bags are "unsafe" on that ground, ought at least to be able to point
to some one case where such a cause at least seems to have operated.
At present I believe this particular danger to be a pure myth; but
we are all open to any evidence on the subject.
As to • the other point : I have already cited an explosion of a

bottle at the Boyal Institution some years ago, with the very
uncomfortable symptom of t/ie iron being burnt. In regard to the
United States : from the papers I see, my impression is that, owing
to the extreme absorption in politics, ordinary " accidents and
oflfences " are not reported there with anything like the complete-
ness of English newspapers ; and that (with one or two exceptions)
the technical journals ai-e poor by comparison in real intelligence of
any kind. I have been told what I stated by persons who have
been personally acquainted with what they alleged; but, not
dreaming of the fact being challenged, I never noted special
incidents. One case, however, should be as good as many in reply
to this peculiar argument ; and it is only a few weeks since Mr.
R. A. Proctor stated, in Knowledge, how discomposed he had felt,

when assisted at one of his lectures by a bottle operator, by both
operator and apparatus—so much so, that he " made a change."
He further relates that, not very long after, that operator's apparatus
exploded, with the loss of two lives. That was my reason for
specially mentioning Mr. Proctor's name.

I have nothing to say to any man's " preference " for bottles. I

shall " prefer " them when the stated conditions are fulfilled. But
others who cannot use them without expense or inconvenience ought
not to be condemned without reason shown and some shadow of

evidence. I wrote in their defence—not to attack bottles. And
I may say, in conclusion, that to bring about their general use one
of the most necessary things is to reduce the 'price of gas. In
America it is ridiculously cheaper than 8d. per foot. 'The chemi-
cals cost 2d. per foot here, and I think 4d. per foot and the hire

of the bottle should pay. It might not pay at first ; but a whole-
sale demand would put another face on the compressed-gas busi-

ness altogether. It is long since I heard, but I think in America
the wholesale price then was about six cents, and the retail about
seven and a-half cents. If they can do it there, why cannot it be
done here I Lewis Wright.

'
-

PHOTOGRAPHIC INDUSTRIES.

A WEST-END STUDIO.
If the photographei-s of the metropolis were called upon to declare

by vote who, in their estimation, was the member of their frater-

nity possessing the greatest amount of ingenuity in things apper-

taining to the mechanics of our art-science, they would without a

single dissentient voice proclaim the name of Alexander Cowan.
AVhile circumstances have conspired for over twenty years to

associate this gentleman with the establishment so long known .is

that of Hills and Saunders, " photographers by appointment to

the Queen," Porchester Terrace, Bayswater, W., nature has cer-

tainly designed him for an inventor.

There ai'e two classes of inventors: the one thinks the matter

out, conceives the adaptation of means to an end, completes the

general principles in his head, but is unable to prosecute the

matter any farther. Mr. (!owan does all this, but, in addition,

possesses the important faculty of being able to carry all his ideas

into practical execution. This statement will receive prompt con-

firmation from all who attend the meetings of the various metro-

politan photographic clubs, associations, and societies— of all who
have had opportunities of inspecting the useful inventions he lias

from time to time submitted for examination, while admiring the fine

fitting and beautiful workmanship of the same. But we would err

were we to leave an impression that the fertility of invention

displayed by this gentleman was confined to what are termed

the mere mechanics of our art ; for, on the contrary, in both

the chemical and what we may designate as the other physical

aspects of photography he has made his name well known.
Remai'king that on the occasion of a former visit (some yeai-s

since) Mr. Cowan made his camera exposures through the medium
of an electric wire, which extended from end to end near to the roof

of the studio, our first glance was an upward one, with a view of

ascertaining if this remained in statu quo. We found that the

electrical conditions had undergone a eliange, and that the camera

contained them all within itself, or, more correctly, within the

stand. Glancing downwards we perceived as a conspicuous and

somewhat ornamental appendage to the camera stand what purported

to be a large electro-magnet, but which, when the top was removed

by Mr. Cowan, revealed the fact that it was in reality a four-cell

constant battery, two elements being ensconsed in each limb of the

pseudo magnet. The exposing shutter being inside of the camera,

it will easily be understood that the sitter is not necessarily aware

of the moment at which the exposure is made.

But in the matter of exposures Mr. Cowan prefers " two strings

to his bow ;
" hence the same camera has also attached to it a

pneumatic apparatus, the exposing action of which is this gentle-

man's own invention. By its means the exposure may be either

extremely rapid or prolonged at will. There ai-e two shutters-

one above the other. They are actuated by gravity, but each is

held in check by an appliance similar to the pallets of a clock

movement. When ready for exposure the lower of the shutters

stands before—or, as in this case, behind—the lens. By pressing

the pneumatic ball this lower shutter falls without the slightest

jerk, being caught between two springs at the bottom. But the

action by which it is released throws the upper limb of the pallets

into a notch in the side of the upper shutter, which is thus held in

its place until the pressure is removed from the ball, when it, too,

drops and cuts off all passage of the light. A momentary pinch of

the ball causes an exposure as quick as may be obtained with many
of the so-called instantaneous shutters.

Conversing with Mr. Cowan on the subject of transferring plates

from the plate-box to the dark slides when at a distance from a
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Eropeily-diukened room, wc were shown tliQ porUble cliangiiig-box
e had introduced some time ago. It forms, when closed up, a

packing-case, in whicli is store(l away a uaniera for
12 X 10 plates, grooved boxes containing ample sup-
plies of plates, together with dark slides and all the
" belongings " of the camera. When the coateuta are
removed the box is erected by means of ai)propriate
stretchei-s. It is then found that the body consists
of four thicknesses of black calico. There are two
sleeves through which the hands are inserted. The
pl.ite-bo.\ and d;u-k slide having previously been
placed on the bottom, for which special facilities are
afforded, the hands are then inserted and all the mani-
pulations effected by feeling. By the exercise of care
and a little system any one who makes trial of the
method of changing plates on any table before him
will be surprised to find with what ease and certainty
this may be done when the eyes are closed or the
room rendered totally dark. The annexed diagram
gives a good idea, not only of the changing-box, but
of the way by which the plates are transferred by
touch to the slides, and from them back again to the
plate box.

Descending from the studio we passed into a garden
through the basement story, in which are situated the
laboratories, enlarging -room, and a well-appointed
amateur mechanics' workshop fitted with carpenter's
bench, turning-lathe, circular saws, and quite a number of other
mechanical appliances. At the foot of the garden is the house
devoted to the preparation of dry plates.

Here we saw a machine for cleaning the emulsion oflf the back of
the plates. It is very ingenious, but we fear it could not be de-
scribed without the aid of elaborate drawings, although it is simple
enough in itself. A plate having been seized by the pneumatic

also pivoted to the board at their centre*. It follows that, no
matter how this framework is moved from side to aide, ita

f^;

holder is first coated wilh tlje eumUinn, and, without n laxin

grasp upon the holder, is held fur a muiuent on the top of two
vice-like jaws, which are padded, and which by the

action of a lever, operated by the toe of the person

coating, immediately opens, and thus removes any
gelatine which might have got on the back. A ratchet

actuated by automatic means effects a change of the
rubbing-cloth, and brings a fresh portion of the surface

into action witli each plate.

The drying-room is ventilated by a species of

calorigen, by which the moist air is drawn off and -/

conveyed to the outside, an influx of dry air taking

its place. The time required for the complete desic- -'

cation of a plate under ordinary atmospheric condi- f

tions may be said to be from six o'clock in the evening ^
till ten o'clock the next morning.
In the drying -room are several cutting - boards.

Various means have been contrived to effect the

division of a plate into two parts absolutely equal to

each other. It is questionable if anything can equal
or even approach that of Mr. Cowan's in simplicity

and absolute certainty of action. On a cutting-

board of any required dinieusioiiH are erected four long

of wood pivoted at the coruew, the two side pieces

g the

large

ends will always preserve paralltlism and equidistance from the
centre. A glaaa plate may be laid on the cutting-board "anyhow,"
when by a lateral motion of one end of the frame it will be
pushed into an unerring central position by the end bars, after

which a second board having a straight face is folded down upon
the plate and the cutting diamond applied to the plate, which
is thus bisected. This cutting-board is shown in the accompanying
diagram, in which a plate is shown centered in a state of parallelism.

The bars being then brought square with the board (to effect which
a check piece is employed), the ruler or straight-edge shown at tho

left end is folded down as the guide for the diamond.
Another convenient form of cutting-board we saw in action

is that which was described in our Almakac for 1879—its purpose,

unlike that of the one just described, being to permit of a large

plate being cut into

smaller ones of de-

finite dimensions.

A series of rules of

wood of various

lengths can be
folded out upon the
cutting-board, and
the end of the plate

brought up against

any one of them.
The hinged flap is

then lowered down
till a sharp fillet at

the end comes to
the film and holds the plate securely, when the diamond is drawn
across its outer edge.

A modified form of this is shown in the following diagram in

slips
'

being
j

wUicli the ^lup is ni; du ni>>v.iblt': .uid a still more complete form is

one uoutaiuiug two movable sluiu ou «ach aide of the board,
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enabling one to accurately gauge any odd sized plate, and at once

adapt the board to cut exactly the same proportion without resort-

ing to measurement iu inches.

We have alluded to the enlarging-room. There is one feature in

the fitting of this which is worthy of special notice. It is this : that

the basement of the travelling easel upon which the plate is sup-

ported is attached to the wall instead of resting upon the floor.

This imparts a degree of firmness and solidity quite impossible to

be obtained when the floor forms the means of support. The axis

of this enlarging apparatus is horizontal, the light being directed

through the negative and lens by a mirror placed outside, which is

susceptible of being adjusted to any desired extent. Only in this

department of the establishment is the wet collodion process em-
ployed. The method adopted in ordinary cases of enlargement is

as follows :—From the small negative a transparency is produced on

a gelatino-chloride plate by contact ; and this transparency when
placed at the mirror-end of the apparatus yields a negative of any
dimensions up to twenty-six inches. The negative thus obtained

—

on wet collodion, aa we have said—is employed in the pi'oduction of

a print in carbon. For enlarging Mr. Cowan employs a portrait

combination lens of large diameter—large, at anyrate, as compared
with those so frequently employed for a similar purpose.

From the various communications publicly made by Mr. Cowan
respecting gelatino-chloride as a means of obtaining transparencies,

it will be readily understood that we witnessed the results of his

investigations in this branch of photography with a high degree of

interest. We may here recal a description we gave of a frame of

transparencies he showed at the annual Photographic Exhibition

of last year. It contained twenty lantern elides, all of them being

the same as regards subject, and all gelatine emulsion plates pre-

pared alike, yet not two of the twenty were of the same colour.

The tones ran through every shade and gradation from a very

decided red on to a cold black, passing from red to bistre, sepia,

the various shades of browns, purples, and blacks—blue-black,

brown-black, and jet-black. And yet, as we have said, the plates

were all prepared alike, the special tone being obtained by modifying
the developer. We saw several transparencies made in the modified

developers. For cold tones, citrate and oxalate of potash mixed
with sulphate of iron were employed. Warm tones were obtained

by citric acid and carbonate of ammonia in various proportions

(together with iron), the addition of chloride of sodium imparting a
specially-rich, warm tone.

From the preparation to the packing of dry-plates the transition

Ls natural. Of all the mechanical inventions of Mr. Cowan probably
his plate-packing machine is that which will elicit the highest ad-
miration, on account of the happy adaptation of means to a particular

end. We shall not attempt to describe it, but will merely say
that a plain strip of paper, which is hereafter to be folded into a
zigzag form and inserted between the plates, is placed upon the bed
of the machine, a plate being then superimposed. By a motion of a
side piece the paper is folded and another plate ready to be laid

down, followed in turn by a similar action. These alternations are
repeated till the entire dozen plates are conveyed to the bed of the
machine, when all are found admirably piled on top of each other
with an indented slip of paper between each, the whole being ready
to be placed in the packing-box in which plates are usually sent
out.

We would needlessly prolong this article were we to speak of
numerous mechanical inventions of a minor character which owe
their existence to Mr. Cowan ; but among these we may allude to,

without .describing, his lantern transparency printing-frame and
his lantern-slide carrier, a description of which was given in a
recent number of Thk British Journal of Photoqrapht.

In connection with several of the productions we have mentioned
Mr. Cowan has allied himself with Messrs. Marion and Co. as distri-

butors—a fact of which the readers of our advertising columns are
well aware.

- —
SELF-REGISTERING HYGROMETER.

Wk have often pointed out the many uses to which a hygrometer
can be put in photographic operations. Such work in gelatine
plate or tissue drying being naturally governed to a great extent
by the amount of water present in the atmosphere, a ready means
of ascertaining that amount will be of considerable use in arranging
the most favourable conditions.

Doubly useful, therefore, would be an instrument which informs
us of the hygromctric state of the atmo.sphere—not only at the time
of making aii observation, but also for tlie whole period intervening
since the previous observation. Such a self-registering instrument

would be a valuable check upon the state of films and tissue after
being placed iu the dryiiig-rooujs, and would show at once whether j
any unevenuess might be put down to atmospheric causes, or I
whether others should be sought. i
According to our contemporary. La Nature, MM. Richard Frcres,

well known as constructors of self -registering barometers and
thermometers, have turned their attention to hygrometers, and, after
some amount of success with gold-beaters' skin as the sensitive
agent, have discovered an animal substance never hitherto tried for
the purposes of hygrometry, and possessing remarkable qualities
of permanence and exactitude.

This material is unprepared cow's horn, which, cut in bands about
two feet long, a third of an inch wide, and one-eightieth of an inch
thick, have enabled these gentlemen to construct an instrument
answering every scientific requirement. In it the tension of the
band of horn is used iu connection with a small lever workinw
direct a needle or style. This style carries at its extremity a pen
similar to that used with the now-familiar self-registering baro-
meter. There is thus obtained in ink a diagram of the hygrometric
state of the air upon a piece of paper rolled round a° cylinder
revolving once in a week by means of a clockwork 'attach-
ment.
The instrument is graduated by comparison with a clock working

in atmospheres artificially created with extremes of moisture and
dryness, these points being taken by means of a Reguault's con-
densation hygrometer perfected by AUuard. It is easy to under-
stand that an instrument so regulated gives the absolute hygro-
metric state of the atmosphere, thus avoiding tlie inconvenience
attaching to tlie indications of other instruments in which animal
membrane is employed, they, as is well known, requiring compari-
son with a table of constants to reduce their indications to those
of absolute measure of the moisture present.

It is stated that several instruments constructed on the new
principle have been working and under examination for two years,
frequent comparisons with the condensation hygrometer having
been made. The maximum error in one rare instance was five

per cent., but usually it did not attain one per cent.

SILVER PRINTS.
A communication to the Pliotographic Society of Great Britain.]

The paramount importance of ensuring permanency iu our silver prints
has induced me to put together a few notes, as supplement.ary to the
interesting paper on Fadin<i read by Mr. John Spiller at the last meet-
ing of this Society. It will be well, in the first place, to decide upon
the 'standard we are to set up aa to permanency. Will a picture on
paper, an engraving in fatty ink, c.;/., supply it? or are we to put
silver prints in competition with flint or wrought-iron, expect tliem to

resist boiling, or eveu soaking, in strong solutions of hyposulphite of

soda without injury ? The phrase " permanent " is very elastic, and at

best is but an expression used to indicate durability, not by any means
indestructibility ; but, for all intents and purposes, if a silver print will

remain good as when made it treated as most pictures of any value are

treated, hung on the wall or placed iu the portfolio, it in my opinion
fulfils all the requirements that can reasonably be expected of it. What
more need we seek ? Many silver prints produced in the early days are
as good and perfect now as they were then, no especial care having been
taken of them ; and this iu not only one or two isolated instances, but in

many.
Now it is an axiom that anything that can be repeated must be sub-

ject to certain rules, or the reproduction could not take place ; therefore

it is absolutely certain that, if we knew the precise conditions attending
the manufacture of these particular prints, by following the same routine

exactly we should risk no failure or have fading prints—in fact,

permanency would be assured. Aa an aid to permanence, many years

ago Mr. Spiller suggested the use of ammonia carbonate in the hypo-
sulphite bath as assisting the solution of the unstable silver salts

formed in the paper ; at that time I was using carbonate of soda, but
with a different intent. I had been complaining of the reducing action

of the hyposulphite solution on my proofs to a brother photographer,
who attributed it, as many faults were attributed iu those days, to acid

hypo. If this were the case, I thought the addition of a little alkali

might remedy it, be a reasonable precatition, or, at any rate, do no
harm. I made the addition of sodmm carbonate to the hyposulphite
bath, with a decided improvement in the results, for which I substituted

the ammonium-carbonate after reading Mr. Spiller's remarks thereupon,
and continued its use afterwards. About nine years ago I adopted it

as an improvement at Mr. Bedford's works, and after using a hundred-
weight or so of the ammonia-carbonate discontinued it, finding that a

whitish deposit was formed on the surface of the prints, Avhicli, thougli

very slight, still injured their appearance as the light fell upon them at

certain angles. This deposit was loosely attached, and a rub with a soft

i
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rag easily removed it ; but the trouble incurroJ was co:itiiJcred to more
thkn orerbalance the advantages gained. The nse of ammonia was
in consequence diacontinnod.
Wo will now, (or the present, leave the matter of pormanenoy to

consider of what in reality a silver print consists ; a dotinite under-
standing on this point is very material to any argument that may
result thereupon. To get an idea of this it will be necessary to sketch
out the process of silver printing ab initio, taking the paper itself for a
starling-point. Photographic paper is, and has been from the first,

almost exclusively supplied from foreign mills, the words "Rives" and
" Saxo " being almost synonymous with photographic paper. This, the
foundation of our prints, seems somewhat inferior to earlier makes. The
inferiority is not in appearance or texture, but in the increased
difficulty of causing it when sensitised to retain its whiteness without
extraordinary precautions that were unnecessary at an earlier date ; an
hour or two in warm weather is sufficient length of time to gain a decided
yellowness, when formerly, under similar conditions, the colour would be
pure and white for a day or two. 1 am not sullicieutly acquainted with
the manufacture to suggest the reason; 1 can only record the fact.

This seems to be the only portion of a silver print that is actuallt/ beyond
the control of the photographer, if we except metal spots, which in the
Saxe make of paper seem more numerous now than formerly; these are,

however, local troubles, and have no effect on the permanence of the print,

and are probably due to particles of metal abraded from the machinery
during the process of mannfacture, or hot-pressiug afterwards, or rolling.

-Vlbuinenising is tlie next process, which is now so seldom done
by photographers that it is practically out of their control, although
they could do it if they so willed ; and much depends upon it. This
should consist of pure fresh egg albumen mixed with a definite quantity
of some chloride, and applied to the surface of the paper, sccuiulum
artem. Ammonium-chloride is, 1 believe, generally preferred as giving

a better colour than other salts. In addition to this, some makers add
other substances for the purpose of increasing the gloss, or to improve
the keeping qualities of the paper. Citric and acetic acid are added, more
especially during warm summer weather. If albumen from blood or
gelatine is used, mixed with or in lieu of pure egg albumen, imperfect re-

sults are more likely to occur, and the proofs on sucli paper are wanting
in richness and evenness of colour, acting themselves as a caution against
the use of that particular sample of pai)er. Stale albumen is well
known to give a higher gloss, but its offensive smell and doubtful
qualities as a rule cause such paper to be rejected. Prints upon it have,
however, been found to remain bright and pure, as with fresh

albumen, and to show no signs after the lapse of years either of fading

or yellowness. The paper, being albumenised and dried, is now floated

on a bath of silver nitrate, of a strength of between sixty and seventy
grains per ounce. The strength is, however, somewhat regidated by
the amount of salt in the albumen, care being taken to have a
coiisitlfrabU excess of silver salt. A large amount of uncombined silver

nitrate facilitates both printing and toning. The prints are richer in

colour, and tone more readily, -"id, to my thinking, if strong baths are
used, ni • ^lermanent. The ^,.ii>er thus prepared is dried and exposed
to the ligat under a negative to make a positive print. The resulting
action has been, and still continues to be, somewhat a matter of

conjecture, but not less important on that account. A number of

complex changes undoubtedly take place, and, according to various
cireful experimenters, the principal change is that the chloride of

silver is reduced to the form of a subsalt and a red substance, which is

left on decomposing the subsalt by hyposulphite of soda in the act of

fixing. This is the theory set forth in Hardwick's Chemislry. It is,

however, somewhat incomplete, and will not account for the varying
results continually brought before us ; therefore, again adverting to the
axiom that anything to be repeated must be subject to some definite

rule, we undoubtedly require further knowledge of this particular part
of the process. Wliat, for instance, is the " red substance" that forms
an important part of the photographic imago ? When silver nitrate is

applied to organic matter darkening of the substance takes place, not
only in the light, but in the dark, the silver being reduced to a metallic
state, light greatly accelerating the change which bears some relation
to the intensity of the light acting upon it. Suppose, in addition
to the subsalt theory alroaily advanced, that the silver became reduced
partly to a metallic state, and partly to a state of oxide, nitric acid
being liberated. Many years ago M. Devill found, that by acting on
silver nitrate with chlorine, dry nitric acid was formed. Is it unreason-
able to suppose that free nitric acid being lilxsrated by the reduction of

the silver nitrate to a metallic state, which, in its turn, is partly
deoxidised by the light, the oxygen attacking the reduced silver,

nitrous acid escaping and acting on the organic matter with which it is

in such intimate contact that xanthoproteic acid results, which we
know is of a deep yellow colour, and darkened by alkalies, this

m.iy form the basis of the "red surface " to which Hardwich refers.

The preservative effects of a carbonated paper on sensitised pa)>er

is well known, and the effect is especially noticeable when placed
in the printing-frames, at the bick, and in close contact with the sen-
sitive paper during the operation of printing. Its preservative qnalities

are attributed to this jKiwor of nontralisiiig any liberated acid. In
conne.'tion with thi.i, I may remark that the addition of a ooDsiderable
quantity of nitric acid to the silver bath somewhat exp«dit«« the

printing, and that the ready seiuitifci) and lome sample* of mi-
sensitised paper contain a very large amount of freo acid. The raanlt
tends, in all instances, to more rapid impressions. The tilver print
seems to principally consist of coloured organic matter, oxide of and
metallic silver, previous to toning, wliich inclines me to the opinion
that a silver print consists of two entirely dinlinct imayrt—one an organie
ami tlie ether of a tnetallic nature—and that these images exist in varying
proportions one to the other, and may be produced at will, depending
almost entirely on the force and continuance of the light nsed in their
production. With a weak light, and short exposures, the image will be
principally organic ; with a long continued and powerful light, metallic.
This duality of the image seems to me to have been the stumbling-
block over which we have so long continued to trip, and will explain
the varying amount of permanence in proofs prepared in a wemiwjly
identical manner. The organic image is, I believe, the image that
fades, and this idea is supported py a variety of evidence. For
instance, the lasting qualities of prints from delicate and thin negatives
that are printed in a very subdued light to get the best impressions,
are allowed, on all sides, to be less permanent tmui stronger impressions.
For my own part, notwithstanding their attractiveness, I believe they
are the most unstable of all photographs, and that such prints, without
any doubt, no matter how carefully prepared, have but a short
existence—ten years at the very outside, and frequently one or two.
On the other hand, a strong metallic image—that is, one printed in a
good light from a fairly dense negative—is, to all intents and purposes,
quite permanent, if prepared with reasonable care. The theory of the
duality of the silver print is not, if I may so term it, an upsetting
theory, but merely an additional one. The ultimate forms that the varied
and complex changes that take place lead up to is the production of a
metallic and an organic image intimately combined, which although hav-
ing different proportions, one to the other, cannot exist entirely separate.
The next stage in the production of a silver print is the toning. The

sxibstitution theory is the one generally accepted—that is, the silver

chloride is abstracted from the image, and its place supplied with gold.
The double chloride of gold and sodium or calcium becomes, by inter-

change of elements, the double chloride of silver and sodium or calcium,
according to the salt used. If these reactions take place the abstracted
silver should be found in the exhausted gold bath. May I ask if this

has been satisfactorily determined by actual experiments? 1 have
have heard this query put before, but have never heard the reply.

Supposing, however, a somewhat different action takes place, and,
instead of the abstraction of silver from the image, each particle of
metal becomes coate<l with gold—electroplated as it were—then an ex-
planation is offered of the somewhat obscure changes that take place in

this part of the process. An organic image would be obviously
incapable of attracting a deposit of gold, otherwise of being toned, and
the attempt to make it would result in the partial or entire destruction
of the image. Adopting this theory, it is easily imderstood why a print
from a weak, thin negative can never be made of a rich, deep colour, the
small amount of metallic image with which it is combined l>eing too
little to attract sufficient gold before the bleaching effects of the toning
bath upon the organic image has partially obliterated the impression.
If the image be strong and rich, printed from a fairly dense bright
negative, the toning can be carried much farther without this destruc-
tive effect taking place. By continuing its action the colour gradually
loses its richness, but the image will not be destroyed in any reasonable
length of time. The effect is, however, precisely the same. The
destruction of the organic image takes place more or less according to
the depth of the impression ; but there is sufficient of the metallic
image present to prevent the dual image being altogether effaced. The
organic portion acts throughout as a coloured medium, to which most
silver prints owe their warmth and richness, and the metallic part, to
which they owe their permanency. We find by actual practice there is

no necesnily whatever to carry the toning process past a certain stage to
ensure permanency. Kven by stopping snurt of the most per/tft effret

with regard to permanency, we get an impression that will be sufficiently

durable, so that there is considerable license in the matter of colonr with-
out incurring any particular danger. I think the very highest point to

which toning can be carried with a<lvant.nge is to stop it just before any
reduction of the org.inic image takes place, known by the disappearance
of half-tones ; to carry it farther is at the sacrifice of richness and quality.

The desired colour being obtained, we come to the last chemical pro-
cess the prints have to undergo—that is, fixing. To effect this we
immerse the prints, well washed from the gold bath, in a solution of

sodium hyposulphite, or thiosulphite, as it is perhaps more correctly

called. Much stress is to bo laid on the importance of nsing freshly-

made solutions, and continuing the action siitlicicntly long to dissolve

all that is soluble in the hyposulphite solutions from the paper. The
time required varies with the temperature aud the kind of paper ; about
a-quarter of an hour to twenty minutes usually suffices. No exact
time can l)o stated, a very thickly albumenise<i paper requiring longer
than samples thinly albumenised. The print should look clear when
held up to the light, showing that the more opaque talts arc removed.
This part of the process, in my opinion, with a print lightly prcp.ired

in other respects, determines if it shall yellow and spoil, or remain bright
and permauout. When the hyposulphite has effected its paipoM and
diaaolved all those compounds which, we know by expermtM, lead to
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after-trouble, the proof must be tliorouglily washed and dried. The
results, I am convinced, are permaaent impressions ; and, so far as 1

can see, this is the result at which we wish to arrive.

In the foregoing remarks I have necessarily said much that is

thoroughly well known ; but my excuse must be, that without a rough

sketcli of the process of silver printing I could not point out those

matters that, I believe, have so much to do with the vexed question of

permanence. If others, by experiment, confirm the idea of a dual

image, it will be obvious that the varying and puzzling results we have

hitherto experienced can be reasonably explained, and will be a puzzle

no longer. Edward Dunmoke.

ON THE ILIiUMINATION OF THE DARK ROOM.
TiiK very unusual and, I believe, unprecedented course taken 1)y the

Editor of the Journal of tlie Photographic Society of Great Britain of

printing Mr. C. Ray Woods' remarks, during the discussion on my paper

upon the Iliuminallon of the Dark Room, in form with a heading as though

those remarks liad been what is known as a communication to the Society,

has doubtless been the cause of their being reproduced in your columns

iu the form adopted with papers authorised by the Council to be read

at the Society's meetings. These remarks of Mr. Woods having thus

gained such an immensely greater circulation than they would other-

wise have obtained, I trust that you will allow me an equally public

reply to them through the same channel.

One point that Mr. Woods addresses himself to is the defence of his

use of the term "catliedral green." What I object to is the use of that

term, as applied by Mr. Woods, to indicate any particular colour,

seeing that blue-green and yellow-green, each in a variety of depths,

may each be intended.

A matter that Mr. Woods particularly criticises is my statement

that green glass (of the colour I showed) is a better protective supple-

ment to stained red than the cobalt glass recommended by Captain

Abney, and states as a fact—not as a mere supposition—that the

reason I found it so was because I had not employed the precise red

used by Captain Abney. Now, as I showed the results of two experi-

ments with stained red glass, each of them being, like the pattern sliown

by Mr. Woods as Captain Abney's, flashed red on one side and stained

silver yellow on the other, but not precisely of the same depth of

colour, one being rather lighter and the other rather darker tlian

Captain Abney's—and as with each of these pieces the green had given

more illumination and more protection to the plate tlian the cobalt

—

there seems no probability that the use of a stained red intermediate

between these two would cause a reversal of the result. If Mr. Woods,
however, be still of opinion that witli any shade of stained red glass

cobalt is as good a supplement as green I invite him to send a piece of

red and cobalt to any competent independent judges—say the Editors

of this Journal, if they will undertake the experiment—and I will, on
seeing the depth of blue to be competed with, supply a piece of green.

I leave Mr. Woods free to select lamp light, magnesium light, or day-

light, if he think that the choice will make any difference in his

favour. He complains of my having used magnesium iu this particular

experiment ; but, as this light comes between lamplight and daylight

in actinic richness, it seems to me the fairest to select rather than
either alone when trying mediums that are to be used with both.

It is noticeable that Mr. Woods leaves most of my arguments
untouched. The proposition that red light has at least as much effect,

or more, upon the sensitive film in proportion to its luminosity as

yellow, and which was so strongly exemplified by Mr. Sawyer, cannot
be said to be aflfected by Mr. Woods' experiments and remarks, as the

relative luminosity of the red was not taken into account. The
arguments—first, that the great difference of relative sensibility of the
ordinary gelatine- bromide plates and collodion bath ones to dififerent

coloured light, which had so long been affirmed, did not exist, and, there-

fore, that the different colour of light required in the dark room in the
two cases, which had on that account been insisted upon, was a mistake

;

second, that the great effect upon the colour sensitiveness of a bromide
plate, caused by the addition of iodide, was also a mistake; and, third,

that Captain Abney's experiments, which, it was thought, demonstrates
the superiority of red light, were vitiated by the different conditions

under wliich the comparison for photographic effect was made from
those existing when testing the luminous power, the changes of con-

ditions being favourable to the transparent medium, which happened
to be the red—were all passed over, and it is satisfactory to sec that
South Kensington, as represented on this occasion by Mr. Ray ^Voods,
found after a month's preparation nothing to say in reply to these
propositions. W. E. Debenham.

WHERE TO GO WITH THE CAMERA
[It is hoped that this series of articles will be rontinued at regular and frequent in-

tervals during the vacation months, and we shall be glad to receive contributions to

the series from any friends able to treat of new and interesting ground.]

A WEEK'S RAMBLE IN NOTTINGHAMSHIRE.
I WAS tempted some little time after the introduction of gelatine plates

to take a number of them, together with an 11 x 9 camera, to

"Merrie Sherwood," and the series of pleasing pictures of sylvan and
other scenery encourage me to recommend the land of Robin Hood to
any tourist photographer in search of pretty woodland "bits" and
picturesque ruins, &c., &c.
Taking an early train from King's-cross we reach the quaint old town

of Newark, whose fine parisli church and ruined castle of historic fame
are well worthy of a visit. The former can be only successfully photo-
graplied with a lens of wide angle, the best view being obtained from
Kirkgate ; but even then it is wofully curtailed by the proximity of the
adjacent buildings.

The castle may be "taken" from several points of view, enough of

the ruins being left to make a very effective picture, and one not quite
so liackneyed as that of the many much-photographed castles of the
country. In a room of the castle, which is still intact, may be seen
some interesting relics and a stuffed hound, the latter said to have
belonged, when alive, to King John. A few hours will suffice for

Newark, whence tlie train may be taken to Retford.

There is not much at Retford to interest one, unless it be the fine

market-place on a Saturday, or the two cliurohes of St. Michael and
St. Switliiu, both of which are very pretty. But from its excellent

railway accommodation the town may be constituted one's head-
quarters for a ilay or two, and first-rate accommodation is obtainable

at the White Hart Hotel.

Fifteen miles from Retford, and a still shorter distance from the
ueighbouriug town of Worksop, are the ruins of Roclie Abbey ; and a
prettier bit of scenery than tliat in the immediate vicinity of the ruins

cannot be found iu England. The grounds of the Abbey are ojien to

the public on Thursdays. Close by is the residence of a gentleman, an
amateur photographer, who, on my visit, courteously gave me some
information as to the neighbourhood and valuable assistance in taking
ray views. At least a dozen plates may be advantageously exposed on
"bits" of "rock, water, wood, and dell," and artistic scraps picked
out by the score. The ruins alone may be photographed from several

points of view and make pleasing pictures, while the grounds, not spoiled

by artificial cultivation, afford a profusion of photograijhic subjects.

Roche Abbey will "run away" with one day of the week, andui good
day too. Another day may be spent in the woods. Taking train from
Retford early in the morning to Chequer House, wo walk thence to

Normauton Inn, where we dine, and walk on either to Worksop or

tlirough tlie fine woods to Clumber, Thoi-esby, and through "Birklands"
to the "Major Oak." Birklands is a remnant of ancient Sherwood
Forest, and justly celebrated as being composed of some of the oldest

oak trees in the country, gnarled and twisted into all manner of

curious forms. The "major oak," being hollow, will accommodate
sixteen persons.

Mine host of the Normauton Inn will give all the information

necessary for finding one's waj' about in this woodland region. The
inn is situate close to Clumber and the "Dukeries," and should the

tourist be fond of sylvan scenery he cannot do better than remain here

a few days and nights, when he will be treated to such bird music as

will gladden a Cockney's heart. I hear from a correspondent that the

nightingale is now iu full song.

A few miles from Normanton Inn is Welbeck Abbey, the seat

of the Duke of Portland—by no means a pretty building ; but close to

hand is the "Green Dale" oak, with a carriage drive cut through its

stem—another "monarch of the forest." Near Normanton Inn tlicre

are also the pretty villages of PMwinstow and Budby, and within a

few miles Rufford Abbey and the market town of Ollerton, not yet

desecrated by a railway. Proceeding to Worksop we find the only

object of interest to be the Old Priory gateway (which still remains

intact), the Abbey Chuich, and Worksop Manor. These are each

worthy of a plate. Going on by the Midland Railway to the village of

Cress well, the "Crags" (two rocky cliffs covered with trees and ivy,

and witli a lake between), are well worthy of attention, and five or six

plates may be exposed.

Now, on again, per Midland Railway, to the old town of Mansfield.

There is nothing very striking here but a few old houses and the parisli

church, &c. Then on to Southwell, where the minster will afford

some recreation and an opportunity of using more plates. From South-

well we journey to Nottingham, unless, whilst at Mansfield, permission

be obtained from Newstead to photograph that celebrated abbey, the

home of Byron. This place being carefully looked after, permission is

necessary before one can be allowed on the premises.

At Nottingham there is plenty to look at and plenty to photograph.

Nottingham Castle, perched on a lofty cliff overlooking tlie vale of

the Trent, first demands our attention, and makes a good picture.

The market-place (the largest in the kingdom) on market day is a

spectacle, and furnishes matter for a good instantaneous picture,

whilst the Rock Cemetery, with its grottoes and chasms, is worth a

plate or two as a memento of this curious and unique burying ground.

Close by the Trent is Clifton Grove, immortalised by Kirke Wliite,

and well meriting his praise, while with the village of Wilford by the

"silvery Trent" we finish our pleasant ramble through the once

romantic domain of " Bold Robin Hood "

—

** A forester good,
As ever drew bow
In merry Sherwoo
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About three miles from Nottingham is WoUatou Hall—a splendid
building in (I think) the Klizabethun style. I have not photographed
it, but, having passed by it a great many times, I am of opinion that
it would make a nice picture if accessible to the tourist photo-
grapher.

I havo here indicated the above short tour, embracing most of the
Sriucipal objects of interest i^ my native shire ; but shoiud the tourist
esire only pretty scraps of woodLind scenery, he cannot do better or

cheaper than locate himself at Normantou Inn for a week or so, where
he can amuse himself to his heart's content. W. B. Alli.sok.

THE ROYAL INSTITUTION.*
The following is the conclusion of our translation of the lecture on Colours
by Monsieur K. Mascart, Professor at the College of France, recently deli-

vered in French at the Royal Institution, under the presidency of Mr.
Warren Ue La Rue, F.R.S.

The Influence of the Si'ectri'ji ox Watek Fleas.

la the vision of animals the same as that of man, or rather are there
points of difference between them to the extent of their bein^ able to

see radiations which are invisible to us? To answer this question I will

re|ieat a curious experiment |>erfoimed by M. Paul Bert. In a glass

vessel some water is placed containing a great number of suiall fresh-water
shell-fish, belonging to the family of Daphniada: Wlien a beam of light is

Kent through the vessel the water-fleas rush into it, and place themselves
in the path of the rays. The greater iiart of tlie animals are in the same
mood, and seek the light when it is not too intense. When we throw
a siwctrum upon the vessel, it is seen that the water-fleas again enter the
illuminated region, but with differentiations which are very remarkable.
The smallest of them swim about in the rays of the whole s|)ectnim ; a few
of theni in the red rays. They are abundant in the yellow and green, more
]ilentiful in the blue and violet, and they are disseminated also in the
ultra-violet. The largest water-fleas, on the contrary, take up a position

almost exclusively situated between the green and blue. These animals
see then the same rays a.s ourselves, despite the distance which separates
man from crustac.e in the zoological scale ; and they apjwar even to

part.ike of our infirmities, since some of them act as is they were affected

the respiration of animals. The other is intermittant, taking pUce only in
the iiresenco of light, and its function is to separate from the carbonkj acid
of the air the carbon of which the plant makes sugar and wood, at tha
same time disengaging the oxvgeu. The colouring matter of leavM,
chlorophyll, plays the principal part in this nutritive respiration. The
chlorophyll has to make itself in the first instance, then to exercise rea-

piratory functions; and here, again, the different colours exerctSG a very
uuequal influenc<>.

If the formation of chlorophyll in the plant is examined with an average
light, it will be seen that it is produced tnroughuut the whi>le length of the
s)>ectruiu~ very feebly in the infra-red, with a maximum in the intense
yellow, and with a regular diminution extending into the ultra-violet of

the solar s|)ectmm. Ttie curve of this action has a path analogous to that
which Fraunhofer has given for the distribution of luminous intf^nsity in

the spectrum ; but it is more prolonged towards the more refrangible end.
Hero, again, there is a preferential intensity beyond which the chlorophyll

forms itself less easily. Beyond this a point of intensity is reached which
destroys it, as in plants exposed to the full light of the sun.

Experiment proves that the production of oxygen docs not take place
except in the presence of grains of chlorophyll. If a ray of white light is

made to traverse a solution of chlorophyll, and is afterwards analysecf l)y a
prism, an energetic absorption band will he seen in the red, and two others

in the blue and violet, ^ow these are precisely the rays absorbed by the
green substance which effects the decomposition of carbonic acid, and I

cannot resist the desire to show you the ingenious method employed by M.
Engelmann to put this fact in evidence.
In his experiments on fermentation, to which M. Tyndall has given such

authoritative support, M. Pastenr has divided the little microscopic beings
into " aerobien" and " anaerohies," The former breathe and grow in the
presence of the oxygen of the air, but oxygen kills the latter. If we
examine the first class of bacteria swimming in a liquid they will be seen
to concentrate themselves around air-bubbles to get oxygen. If the liqnid
be deprived of air-bubbles and a i)iece of green weed is placed in it, the
bacteria swim about indifferently so long as the light is very feeble ; or,

still better, if it have been iiasscd through a solution of chlorophyll. But
let white light be substituted, and the bacteria will be seen to precipitate

themselves on all the grains of chlorophyll to seize the traces of oxygen
disengaged ; they constitute, therefore, a very delicate reaction.

To see the effects of different colours it is but necessary to bring a
microscopic s[>ectrum to bear upon a transversal cutting of a leaf. The

by colourblindness. Sir John Lubbock has made known in this same I bacteria will accumulate on the plant in the red just at the maximum
Royal Institution the results of a fine series of researches on the vision of ' point of absorption by chlorophyll, then in the blue, and the density of

^~ ' the population (so to speak) will almost follow the curve of absorption ofnnts, bees, and wasps, and brought out the very curious fiict that the
\iltra-violet rays appear to ants brighter than the luminous radiations

of the spectrum. The characteristics of animals studied in this asjiect

would be of the highest interest.

The Influenoe of Colours upon Life.

So far we havo considered colours but as the ornamentation of nature;
but their influence upon the development of living things is exercised under
the most varied conditions. Light and colours have, without doubt, a
psychical influence, and this moral impression is nothing more than the
tianslation of a physiological action.

In certain sanitary establishments for the treatment of the insane the
|>atients have been made to live in golden-yellow liijht, which appears to
exercise a happy influence on their character and to render them amenable
to kindly sentiments. Certainly it is not the yellow s<xlium light which
produces this result, but a sort of white light, in which the extreme blue
and red rays are partly absent, so as to cause rose and yellow tones to
predominate.
The predilection of animals for certain colours is not the result of artistic

preference. If water-fleas seek the green light and ants the ultra-violet

light it is without doubt because they find therein better conditions for
existence.

Plants yield themselves well to this class of study. An ordinary plant

—

such as one of those which we havo commonly under our eyes—grows,
developes in every way, increases in weight, produces leaves, flowers, and
fruits, and breathes; in other words, continual exchange is going on
between the elements it contains and the gases of the atmosphere. These
different acta of vegetative life are iierformed very unequally under the
influence of diverse radiations—luminous or calorific.

The growth of a plant, by the elongation and multiplication of cells,

takes place chiefly under the influence of the calorific rays, and for each
plant tliere is the most suitable tcmi)erature. If a plant receive heat on
one side only, it develoi^s on that side and becomes stunted on the other.

In the light a plant grows more healthily than in darkness, but at the
expense of its general nutrition and transversal development. Here the
different colours have a very marked sjiecific action. With a good light the
retarding action, insensible with the invisible rays, presents a first maxi-
mum towards the red extremity, a minimum in the yellow where the light

is the most intense, and a groat maximum in the violet. The rays com-
|K>6ed of short wave-lengths are, therefore, the most active.

This gives a simple explanation of heUotropy— that is to say, the
tendency of plants to turn towards the light. When a plant is exposed to

a lateral light, the lighted ix>rtions grow more slowly than those which
remain in shadow; the plant conseguently deflect* its head in the direction
of the light. Un measuring this inflection, when set up by the different

regions of the siiectrum, it is discovered once more tnat the effect is

insensible in the yellow, is more marked in the red, and has its maximum
in the blue and viiJet.

We can deal now with the subject of the mechanism of nutrition.

Besides the loss of water by evaporation, plants have two kind of respira-

tion. One goes on continuously by day and night, and gives off carbonic
acid gas; it is a sort of combustion correlative to life and is analogous to

* Concluded bom page 127.

the colouring matter.
I cannot dwell very long on the facts of natural history. I may state,

however, that there are in this dei>artment great sjiecific differences,

bearing relation to the proper colour of different plants, resulting from the
unequal absorption of their colouring matters. It will suffice to cite an
example. The water of the sea has a different colour according to the
thickness of it looked_ through by the observer, because of its unequal
absorption of different'radiations. Following the depth of the Iwttom on
which it reposes, a marine plant meets with conditions more or less favour-
able, and is more or less well armed in the battle for existence. When we
examine a sea-beach when the tide is out we find blue seaweeds near the
level of high water, lower down green weeds, then brown weeds, and,
lastly, red weeds in the regions which are rarely uncovered. At the upper
liart of a precipitous shore wo perceive a scries of bands of different colours

which mark the limits where each species, better fitted as to physical con-

ditions, has eliminated and vanquisned neighbouring species ; and this is

not a question of depth, because we find the red algte between wind and
water in sheltered places, in the crevices of rocks, in deep caves, and where
the light is of feeble intensity. In citing facts of this nature I am rore
that you have all rising to your lips the name of one of the glories of
England and of humanity—the naturalist Darwin.

Light, then, is the inexhaustible source from which living things borrow
energy under all its forms and under conditions the most unexpected, and
I request permission to close this lecture by citing some words of Lavoisier,

whicn, when their date is taken into consideration, will appear perhaps to
be a kind of divination :

—" Organisation, sentiment, spontaneous move-
ment, life, exist but at the surface of the earth, and in places exposed to

light. It may be said that the fable of the torch of Prometheus is the
exprea.sion of a philosophical truth which had not escaited the notice of the
ancients. Without light nature woidd have been without life ; she would
have been dead and inanimate. A beneficent Ciod, in giving light, has
covered the sui-face of the earth with organisation, feeling, and thought."

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 10,029.—" Plate-Changing Apparatus for Photographic Caroenii"

James Brown, 49, Southampton-street, PentonviUe, London ; and Fbakk
Bishop, 22, Soho-square, London.—/>ai«i July 10, 18*4.

No. 10,033.—" Portrait Holder." W. U. RicHABna and W. D. Wilur-
iOS.—Dattd July 11, 1884.

PATENT 8RALED, Jutt 8, 1884.

No. 1,898.—" ImprovemonU in the Constructian of Camana," CBJOfcai
Sands and John Ja>ibh Huntkb.—Z>a(«d January 33, 1884.

July 11, 18S4.

No. 3,026.—" Apparatus for ExiKwing Plates in Cameras." John and
I ALrasu Ukoaok HoriuNs.—XtaM tViruary i), 1884.
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Improvements in and Relating to Colour Pbtnting, also Partly
Applicable for Prodocino Coloured Piioioghaphs and for Similar
Purposes.

A communication by Augdstb Bisson, of Paris, France, heliographic en-
graver, to W. R. Lake.

This invention relates to colour printing, but is also applicable for produc-

ing coloured photographs and for similar purposes.

The said invention comprises an unproved method or process which is

applicable to all kinds of photographic or other pictures, amongst which I

will particularly mention the proofs obtained by means of carbon or salts of

silver, such as those obtained by photoglyptic or phototypio processes.

These pictures may be portraits, reproductions of natural objects, or pictures

of any other suitable description.

The said method or process consists essentially in printing, impressing,

or applying, in the special manner hereinafter described, the necessary

colourii, either directly upon one or the other face of the gelatine film

bearing the carbon proof or the photoglyptic proof, or upon a proof obtained

upon a translucid support—such as mica, vegetable parchment, dioptric

paper, transparent rameral paper, and paper mounted upon cloth or the

like—to which substances I impart complete transparency by means of an
operation which I carry into effect either before or after the production of

the picture. This operation consists simply in immersing the paper or

other substance which is to be rendered completely transparent in a bath
of varnish composed of the following ingredients, namely:—

Volatile or rectified benzine 1,000 grammes.
Resin 150 „
Linseed oil 10 ,,

This mixture is prepared in a water-bath, and by a simple agitation which
ensures an intimate mixture of the materials.

The picture being perfectly transparent, either naturally or by means of

the treatment above indicated, I effect the colouring in the following

manner, that is to say :—When it ia required to reproduce a picture I take

a photographic proof produced by means of a salt of silver, upon which
proof I apply as faitlifuUy as possible, as a tone, either oil or water colours,

in such a manner as to exactly reproduce the shades of the picture.

With regard to portraits, it will be sufficient to give a simple statement

of the colours.

Having obtained this outline sketch or copy of the picture, or a pencil or

crayon tracing upon any suitable paper, each outline having as a base the

same tone or shade—that is to say, for example, a dozen different tracings

are made, if there are twelve different shades in the picture, eacli tracing

comprising only the outline surrounding one colour; each of these trac-

ings is tlien placed upon a sheet of stout paper or cardboard, or a very thin

and opaque sheet of material in order to mteroept the rays of light for the
subsequent operation—the outlines applied to the said paper, cardboard,

or metal are cut out carefully. Then, this operation being completed, as

many stones as there are pieces cut out are prepared ; these stones are i)re-

pared in the dark or under the action of a yellow light, with a saturated

solution of bichromate of potash in albumen or gum. When the said stones

are dry, the opaque cut-out pieces are laid thereon at the places which are

to be coloured ; each stone is then exposed to the light, a piece of strong
plate-glass being placed upon the said stone to cause the said cut-out

pieces to properly adhere thereto. A complete impression or facsimile of

the cut-out pieces is obtained after a few minutes' exposure, and the sensi-

tive substance is afterwards removed by washing in the ordinary manner.
I then place successively upon each stone (taking care that each impres-

sion registers properly) either the carbon or the photoglyptic film, or

the photographic or phototypio picture produced or transferred upon a
support rendered completely transparent in the manner above indicated, in

order to effect the impression of the colour either directly upon the front or
upon the back of the film as required.

The stones being inked in the ordinary manner, the printing is com-
menced with the shades of the figure—in the case of a portrait, for example,
the dresses and the like—and terminated with the flat tints of the flesh and
of tlie costume.
The colours should be prepared so as to accelerate the drying thereof,

which is completed in a drying stove similar to those used in printing
establishments.

If it is only required to obtain a small number of similar proofs, it is ad-
vantageous to dispense witli the printing operations, and to effect the
colouring directly with the cut-out pieces whicli I term patterns, and which
are obtained in the manner above described ; this operation resembles
oriental painting.

I paste upon the back of the picture, if necessary, a piece of transparent
paper, such as vegetable parchment or mineral or dioptric paper, according
to the colouring effect which I desire to obtain ; tlien, after having made,
by hand, the eyes, the lips, and other details of the portrait, I take succes-

sively tlie prepared count-out piece3,_ and by the aid of short Ijrushes

I successively apply, by means of flat tints, the different shades I desire to
obtain, passing from one proof to the succeeding proof having the same
colouration. When the oil or varnish colour is dry, I terminate the opera-
tion with the ground tone by causing a tinted paper in harmony with the
subject to adhere to the back of the picture by means of varnish.

This process, which appears complicated, is on the contrary very practi-

cable, as will be readily ascertained by making use of it. It will, moreover,
be seen that, in either case, the long and costly employment of a designer
and colourist is avoided by the application of flat tints obtained either by
jirinting or by hand by means of cut-out patterns as above indicated.

The coloured proofs are finally mounted upon and caused to adhere by
varnish, dextrine, or any other suitable substance to a support, care being
taken to put the said pmofs under pressure and allow them to remain so
during a whole night. These proofs may be mounted upon panels or upon
Bristol boards ; the latter may be first subjected to a glazing or smoothing
process, and then covered with an encaustic enamel or a light varnish to
protect them from the action of the air.

As regards copies of pictures : they may be mounted upon cloth, and the
illusion completed by intercalating a piece of any suitable fabric between
them and subjecting tliem to a sufficiently-strong pressure during a whole
night ; the said copies will thus acquire the aspect of an oil painting on
canvas, and may be mounted upon a wooden frame and varnished in the
same manner as an oil painting.

Having thus fully described the said invention, I claim :—
The above-described improved method or process of colouration—by

printing or impression—of pictures obtained by photography or by pro-
cesses derived therefrom, which method or process is based essentially
upon the following points, viz. :

—

1st. Tlie printing or impression of the colours upon one or the other
face, either of the transparent gelatine film of proofs obtained with carbon
or by photoglyptic engraving, or of these proofs transferred upon perfectly
transparent supports, or of photographic or phototypio proofs obtained
uponj)aper or other equally-transparent supports.

2. The above-described method of treating in a cold bath, formed of rec-
tified benzine, resin and lin.=eed oil, in, or about in, the proportions named,
various ijartially-transixarent supports, such as vegetable, dioptric or
mineral paper, or vegetable parchment, in order to give to such supports a
complete transparency.

3. The method of successive printings or impressions by flat tints of tlie

different colours to be obtained by means of thin patterns made of opaque
substance, such as metal, cardboard, or the like, which have been pre-
viously cut out to the exact outlines taken from a photograph of the
picture of the different shades to be produced, and which are applied upon
a lithographic stone treated with bichromate of potash to obtain parts
representing the exact forms of the tinted parts, and which are then
imprinted successively on the proofs suitably registered and prepared
in the manner above indicated.

4. The modification of the method of printing, consisting in operating
by liand, when only a few reproductions are required, by means of the
cut-out iiatterns above indicated, whicli facilitate the rapid application, by
Hat tints put on by means of a brush, of the different colours which it

is desired to obtain.

5. The above-described method of mounting the coloured proofs obtained
as above indicated, upon Bristol board, wood panels, or cloth, according to

the appearance which it is desired to give to the picture.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK
Date of Meetiner-

July 2i

„ 23

„ 23
„ 24

M 24

>. 24

Name of Society.

Bolton Clwb
Bristol Amateur
Photographlo Club
London and Provincial
Liverpool Amateur
Oldham

Place of Meeting:.

The Studio, Chancery-lane.

Studio, Portland-st., Kingsdown.
Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street.
Masons' Hall, Baainghall-street.
Free Library and Museum.
The Lyceum.

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
At the meeting of this Society, held on the 10th instant, the chair waa
occupied by Mr. A. L. Henderson.
Mr. W. M. Ashman, referring to some experiments described at the

previous meeting by Mr. W. E. Debenham, said that he had experimented
with hypo, baths since then. In one case he had added a considerable

amount of strong liquor ammonia to a bath, and left a negative in it for

thirty hours without its suffering in any way.
The Chairman inquired whether the plate had previously been subjected

to the influence of an alum bath.

Mr. Ashjian replied that it had not.

Mr. W. Coles had also cxiierimented in the same direction. He had
cut a plate in two, and placed on* half in clean new hypo., and the otlier

half in a collection of old used baths for three days. In neither case was
the film affected, and he supposed that where it did dissolve that effect was
due to some peculiarity in the gelatine.

The Cu.airman inquired whetlier anyone had experimented with formic

acid as a developer for dry plates, as recommended by Mr. H. J. Newton,
of New York.
Mr. AsHM.tN had made some experiments which confirmed the view

that formic acid was not a developer itself. He had poured some of the

acid on to an exiwsed plate. Tlie only result was that the gelatine frilled

;

there was no reduction of silver. He had also mixed bromide of silver,

pyro., and formic acid in a test tube and exposed to light for some time

;

but again no reduction of silver took place.

Mr. A. Cowan exhibited a cutting wheel of American design in which
the wlieel was very much larger than in the old patteni. It could, there-

fore, be more easily sharpened and would cut several thicknesses of paper
(certainly four) at one time. The rule against which it was to work should

bo botli thick and broad.

The Chairman showed strips of the cardboard which had induced the

broad, spreading marks of reduction on the plates with which they hail

been in contact, of which he had spoken at a previous meeting. He also

produced negatives foggy all over which had been taken on plntos

packed with this cardboard, and he attributed the fogging to the spread-

ing of the action of pressure or shearing stress set up at tlie edge of tlie

card.

Mr. Cowan thought that the reduction or fogging was not due to pres-

sure at all, but to chemical action.

The Chairman inquired wliother Mr. Prestwich could give any informa-

tion about marks resulting from packing.
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Mr. W. H. Phkstwich packed with a common thick pai>er or cardboard,

and now never Rot raarkmgs. Formerly, when using cartridge |>a|>cr, ho

did get them, but they did not spread.

'Ine Chaibman said that gome few days sinoe he had made ««veral

0X1 eriments with Mr. Cobb, and asked that genllouian to give the iMkrti-

culars.

Mr. W. Cobb said that Mr. Henderson had a few dnys ago written on

some plates, and made marks with a iwncil on paper l.^id ov€?r the films.

These plates were cut in two, and parts devel<i|M;d^t the time ; the othpr

j>arts were left until that day and then develo|M>d. Contrary to what hivd

been antici|i:ittcl, those plates which had been kept before tleveloping

shows the ni.irkings weaker than those which had been developed imme-

diately alter the marks were made. He (Mr. Cobb) further stated that he

considered the (piestion of dark markings on the ed^es of plates was an

im|V)rtaut one. He was in a (josilion to state that pressure was not the

cause, l)ut that damp, either in the plates thenisuhes or in the material

used for packing, was. Ho ha<l found these marks on some coinmeicinl

plates which had been kept u[>riuht in ^looved bo.\e8 and not subjected to

any pressure. Some of these i)lates he proiluced. Homo months since he

had all tlie paper that was to be emphiyed for packing thoroughly dried before

being useil, and with |)lates thus (Kicked he had not found any markings at

all. Since then he liad ill one cas»> omitted to dry the imjier first, and the

batch packed with this imper had, as he renicmlKTed, taken a long time to

set. When they were opened a sliort time since an image of the paper was

found to develoiKi (m the plates, l>ut where the [laper had slipi^d in

l>acking and the iilato was uncovered it developed clear.

Mr. I". York innuired what kind of pajier had been used.

Mr. Cobb rei)lied that it was chrome yeUow paijer similar to that used for

dark room windows.
Mr. York had seen markings such as those referred to on plates packed

both in cardboard-grooved and wooden-grooved boxes, and whether kept

upright or stored flat.

liic Chaibsias considered that it was a serious matter, as tlierc seemed

to be three dangers ti> guard against. If the iiaper were dauip that Wiis

said to produce marks; if well dried there was danger of phosphorescence;

and then there was a danger of chemical effect from the paper itself.

Mr. Cobb thought that the proiwr course was to dry both plates and

paper well befor-^ packing. Ho also showed some parchmentised paper,

which was what he now used for the purpose.

Mr. Ashman remarked that parchmentised Piper, which was simply

pai>er passed through sulphuric acid and washed, had the advantage that

It did not readily absorb moisture.

Mr. York inquired whether all the acid was washed out after parch-

mentisation. Perliaps Mr. Haddon would explain the action of the acid.

ilr. A. Haudon said that there was simply a dehydration—the removal

of the elements of water from the substance of the paper.

A Meubeb inquired whether any experiments had been recorded of the

effect of pressure in producing phosphorescence.

The Chaibman said that such would be found in one of the photographic

journals.

Mr. r. CI. Graham remarked that some fifteen years ago he had packed

up plates which a gentleman well versed in emulsion work had said w;ould

not keep, owing to the pnxiess by which they were made. His own opinion

was that they would keep, and packets that had been opened from time to

time liore out this view ; in fact, they were now oven better than at first.

The meth(xl of packing employed was to take a lou^' strip of yellow and

orange paiwr—similar to that mentioned by Mr. Cobb—as wide as tlie length

of the plate, and to wind this round every two plates, placed back to back.

tUl the dozen was made up. In every c.iso the paper was carefully dried

before use. Small and large-sized plates were stacked in one box, one

packet upon another, in grosses, so that the pressure on the bottom packet

must have been considerable; but in no case liad he found any marks from

pressure.
. , .

The Chairman passed round a silver print on opal, printed right out,

and sent with a letter, which was read, by Mr. J. Crosby, of Rotherham.

A Member inquired the details of manufacture, and it was suggested

that the Secretary should write to Mr. Crosby for particulars.

The Chairman exhibited .some plates showing effects which he thought

explained the reason why from the same batch of emulsion some plates

were quicker than others. Ho attributed it to the greater or less time

they had taken in setting. On a summer afternoon, when the tem-

perature was high, the emulsion would take so long to sot that the coarser

bromide had time to settle to the bottom. With some that had taken

from twenty to thirty minutJis to set, he found that th»y acted with quite

half again as much sensitivcne-ss when exposed from the liack as when
exposed on the front. The more quickly plates were set the more rapid

and uniform they were. He also thought that this settlement of bromide

would exi)lain one cause of friUing, the bromide preventing the gelatine'

from adhering. He (the Chairman) also mentioned that someone from

abroad had Cidled on him to prove the superiority of a ne^v secret deve-

lo|K'r. On making careful experiments, however, against his (the Chair-

man's) own devoloijor the secret one was found to give less detail and more

green fog.
. i e i

The Chairman being about to start for Amerir.i the best wishes of the

Assiwiation were accorded to him, and it was suggested and acquiesced in

that during liis absence he would semi to the .\ssorlation leave.* from his

note-book.

PilOTOl iR APfl KIIS' BEXEVOLKXT AS.SOCIATIOX.

This Association held its usual Board meeting on Wednesday, the 2nd

instant, at1><l, Aldorsiiatestreet, K.C.
The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed, Mr.

T. W. Cowper was elected a member of the Association.

The corres|Kindence and other matters having received attention, the

meeting tenuinated,

MANCHKSTER PHOTOiJRAPHIC SOCIETY,
Thk fifth outdoor ineetin;^ for the p^sent season of the above Society waa
bold on Saturday, the P.'tli iiist., at .Ma'^Kk l(„ih.

As announced in the list of auinmer mettingx issued to tho mambera at
the beginning of the seas<m, tho time of departiiro from .Manchuntor waa
fixed fur one o'clock p.m. ; but at tU« subsequent r»qii««t of several gentle-
men who wished to devote a greater portion of the day to photogmphio
work ill so beautiful a licality, it was deeidcd to travel tiy an earlier train.

This change having been made known ainongst the inemtjers as widely a»
IKLssible, the party left the Central Station at '.i.M a.m., arriving in .Mntlouk
a little before V2 o'clock at mmu. Notwithstanding thu extremely un-
settled state of the weather, and the V''<'^'alen^o of tliuiKler-storms during
several days previously, the morning opened delightfully fine; and, with
the exception of a stitfish south-westerly breeze, thu weatr.er throughout
the whole of the day could hardly have been more propitious.

In aocordaiico with a prior corrcs|H>ndenee with the secretary of the
recently-established photographic society at Derby, a trip to Matlock had
also lK;en arranged by that .Society for the purpose of meeting, and
fraternising with, tho Manchester party ; and it is much to be regretted
that, partly owing to the nnavoidablo absence of Mr. Warburton—who
should have "generallod" the Manchester memlwrs on the occasion—as

well as to an imperfect knowledg(! of tho surrounding district, the
party, acting under local guidance, liad s<miewhat unwittingly comiuitteil

itself early in the day to a long drive, which unfortunately prevented the
meeting with the Derby members until late in the aftemotm.

Successful negatives were obtained of the High Tor, Heights of Abraham,
Lovers' Walk, and some general views of the town, the configuration of

the ground on which Matlock stands being singularly favourable for giving
the necessary "coipno of vantage" at several different points.

Access was procured to the grounds adjacent to Willersley Castle, where
some views were obtained on the Derwent ; also of the beautiful and
picturesque little church, founded by Sir Richard Arkwright, at Cromford.
Lea Hurst, tlio residence of tho noble-minded and st^lf-sacriticing

Florence Nightingalo, was also visited, and permission having been ob-

tained several plates were ex[K>sed, in some of which the party was
grouped on the lawn. The house is delightfully situated. The simplicity

and taste with which tho grounds have been laid out give the place an air

of peace and retirement, befitting, as one would think, the residence of a
lady whose life hitherto has been a mission of mercy.
The return drive was by Crich Hill, where, as the result of a peculiar

geological formation in the heart of the mountain, a serious landslip

occurred some two or three years ago. The views from the ttiwer on the

summit of the hill (but not photographic views) can hardly be surpcwsod
for extent and beauty. At this point, however, time was becoming »
serious antagonist, and the remaintfcr of the journey to Matlock wa« made
with all possible dispatch. A hurried tea was taken in company with the
Derby brethren, and, at tho suggestion of Mr. McKellan, supported by
several others, it v\as pro|H)sed that a sjiecial day trip siiuuld be sliortly

arranged for a joint meeting of the two societies at Ashbourne, for the

purpose of working tho charming and romantic scenery in Dovedale. It

IS to be hoped, if such a meeting should Ijo arranged (and of which due
notice will be given), that the Manchester Photograpliic Society will muster
in strong force—not only on account of the grand and imfiosing scenery

to be met with in Dovedale, but also to give the right hand of fellowship

to the representatives of the Derby l'hoto^;raphic Society.

The next outdoor meeting of the Society is proimsed to take place at

3[X>ke Hall, on Saturday, July 2Gth. The train will leave liondon-ruad

station at 10.20 a.m. Memliers and friends will please to send in their

names to the leader. Dr. C. 1'. Bahin, .Stanley House, Heaton Moor, two
or throe days before tho date of the excursion.

LEEDS PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

Tkb usual monthly meeting of this Society was held at the Philosophical

Hall, on Thursday, the .3nl instant,—Mr. .1. W. Ramsden in the chair.

After the confirmation of the minutes, Mr. Whitham was elected a
member of the Society.

Mr. Washinqto.v Tkasdale called attention to a number of very fine

lantern slides which ho had taken on Ramsden's special lantern platm.

He said the plates were very slow, the exi>osure required being from thirty

seconds to two minutes (according to the density of the n^ative), at a
distance of twelve inches from a fish-tail burner. The tune of colour

obtained by the pyro. developer wa« a rich brown, and the great character-

istics of the plates was absolute clear glass in tho shadows, with the best

gradation of tones and halftones that ho bad ever seen. He also drvw
attention to two or three slides that had been transferred from the fixing-

bath to the alum solution, the result lieing a red stain.

Mr. PocKLLVOTON had also l>een using the same plates and got very fine

results, some of the most effective being those toned by immeniou in a
bath of

—

1. Nitrate uranium aOgraini.

Water 1 ounce.

2. Ferndcyanide of potaasium..... 20 grains.

Water 1 ounce.

Two parts of No. 2 to one part of No. 1.

In answer to a question as to what was the cause and the beat core for

flaru in double comliination lenaee, it was suggeoted thM flare waa Tery

frequently caused by the front lens b«'ing in a dirty condition.

Mr. H. RoDWKM. remarked that the lens of the sceni>grai>h always gave

a flare-spot when used with the smallest stop, and as a preventive an addi-

tional stop was supplied to fix in front of the other.

In answer to a question as to what was the beat way to recover the silver

from a quantity of aoda and water in which the films of leveral groaa of

negatirca bad been dissolved, and as to whether it was worth doing,
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Mr. J. W. Ramsden siigfrested a number of methods that misjht be
employed, but thought the best would be to add a quantity of sawdust to

the liquid and then reduce in the usual way. In his opinion, however, the
result would not be worth the trouble, seeing the very small quantity of

silver iised to make the imase.
A Mkmbkr asked the following question :—He had an etching copyright

of a vei-y valuable painting. Supposing he made for his own use, and for

exhibition in his own home to his friends, a lantern slide, would he be liable

to any prosecution if it were known to the owner of the copyright that he
had done so?
A long and interesting discussion took place. At the close it was gene-

rally agreed that in doing so the member would be liable to prosecution,
and if convicted the owner of the copyright could obtain damages ; but, if

the slide were used only in the way described, the damages would be so

small that it would not be worth the while of anyone to incur a hmg and
costly trial to obtain them.
An inquiry was made as to whether any of the members had seen the

"vulcanised fibre" that had been recommended for making shutters for

dark slides, &c. Althoui;h several of the members had heard of it none
liad seen it, and it was not known where it could be obtained. From a
descri])tion given in one of the jmirnals it was thought that it would be
very useful, not only for shutters, but for stops, &c.
Mr. Te.\si>.\le said he deprecated the use of brass for stops, and had

used for some time stops made of ebonite, as being much better ; lint he
thought that if the Willesden paper were supplied in black it would be
most useful, not only for this purpose, liut for many others where thinness,
toughness, and lightness were required,
Mr. K.^MSDEN exhibited a very portable camera and instantaneous shutter

adapted to work close to the back len?, They were much admired.
The meeting was then adjourned

GLASGOW AND WEST OF SCOTLAND AMATEUR
PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

A SPECIAT, meeting "f this A^sociation was held in the new rooms of the
Association, 180, West Regent-street, on the evening of Thursday the
10th instant,—Mr. Hugh Reid, President, in the chair.

After the ado|aion of the minutes the following new members were
admitted :—Messrs. John L. Conlson, David Pratt, James Kirkwood,
Samuel Walker, William B. Smith, and James Torrance.

It was agreed that any amateur.s visiting or passing through, but non-
resident in, Glasgow should have the use of the dark room, &c., without
charge, on the introduction of any member of the Society,
After a little discussicm it was arranged that thi^ next outdoor meeting

of the Society should be held at Kilmun and Holy Loch, on Saturday, 9th
August. Members to leave by the 8.30 a.m. train from St. Enoch's Station.
The members jiresent were very much pleased with the new rooms, and

it is expected th-at the Association will derive great benefit from the
increased accommodation for meetings and the conveniences of the dark
room for developing, enlargini;, &o.
After the usual votes of thanks the meeting was adjourned,

OLDH.\M PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
Ox Tuesday, the 24th ult., the members of this Society with a few friends
visited Bakewell, Haddon Hall, Chatsworth, and Rowsley, in Derbyshire.
The day was favourable. Fourteen cameras wei-e at work, and about 100
plates, varying fnmi 12 X 10 to stereoscopic size, were exposed. On
development the quality of the majority of these jdates have turned out
satisfactory. After passing an enjoyable" day the party, numbering thirty-
one, partook of an excellent tea at Rowsley, and returned by a quick train
at eight o'clock p.m.

The monthly meetings of this Society are now held at the Oldham
Lyceum, the first meeting at which place was on Thursday, the 20th ult.,
when thirty memlxjrs attended,—Mr. John Risley, President, in the chair.
A good show of work by members was exhibited, and the Chairman

brought a new drop-shutter of his own invention tx;fore the meeting, the
simplicity and perfection of which secured great iiraise.

Six new meniliers were proposed at tlie meeting. This Society was
established in 1867. It now consists of over fifty members, and is in a
most healthy condition.

—

DERBY PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
An outdoor meeting of this Society was held at Matlock, on Saturday last,
the 12th inst. Anions those present were Messrs. C. E. Abney, C. Bourdin,
S. J. Cholerton, T. Scotton, F. Shute, F. W Simpson, and R. L. Warham.

Starting from Derby .at 2. H p.m., the party alighted at Matlock Bath
station, and immediately set out for the well-known Hit;h Tor. The
weather at starting was everything that could be desired ; but no sooner
was the formidable array of cameras pointed at the «igautic rook than a
black cloud obscured tlie sun. " Everything has an end," and this )iroved
true with regard to the cloud ; for, after waitim,' patiently for some time,
the weather cleared up and the sun again shone. Having secured this
picture a move was made to the " Lovers' Walk," and here the party met
two members of the Manchester Photographic Society.
Some views of the river and "Lovers' W.alk" having been taken, the

members next drove to Cromford. where they met the rest of the members
of the Manchester Photograjiliic Society, and returned with them to Mat-
lock, where the two societies " tea'd "together at the Peveril Dining Rooms.
The President of the Manchester Society (Mr. J. PoUitt), in the course

r ij.f''^*' 'e'uarks, invited the Derby Society to join them in an e.\cursion
to Dovedale durinu the summer. The members then separated.

€avvtz]ianhmtt.

TRANSPARENT MARKINGS ON GELATINE NEGATIVES.
To the Editors.

Gextlesien,—In your issue of the 4th inst., my friend Air. A. Pringle com-
plains of many t)f his plates being spoilt by being marked about an inch or
so from the margin witli an insen.sitive baud ; and another correspondent
in la.st week's issue makes the same complaint.

I also have had considerable trouble and loss from the same cause ; bnt I

cannot agree with your ccnrespondent, Mr. D. W. Hill, as to the reason of

this—at least in my own case, as I have used the plates in slides having no
hinge. I have noticed, however, that the tissue jiaper which is placed
between the |>lates in p.acking is not always the same size as the plates,

but generally half-an-iiicli narrower all round. The insensitive line is not
always on tho same side of the plate with me j but sometimes on the right,

at other times on the left, occasiiuially along the top or bottom, and again
sometimes round two sides. May not undue pressure where the paper ends
be the cause of this marking ? If so, the remedy is evident.

I may s.ay that I'have some [ilates of the same make which have the
paper entirely covering the plates to the edges, and no such markings have
I ever found on these ; in fact, they are the finest and most perfect plates

I have ever used.— I am, yours, &o.,
'

John Jacksox,
Friar's Mount, WureTley-roiul, Clifton, Juhj 12, 1884,

BLISTERS IN PRINTS.
To the Editoiss.

GestlkmeN',—It would, I think, be a great boon to all photographers if

some of our able experiment.alists would kindly investigate the cause of
blisters in silver prints. So far as I am aware this has not yet been
done systematically, as was the case with the question of the action of

hypo, in fixing, and of which you have given us such a well-timed and
useful reminder in this week's .Liurnal. »

What we want to know, with certainty, is the cause of these annoying
defects. At present I tliink all th.at is known amounts merely to one or
two empirical notions -^-I am, yours, &c., "Bromo,'

Lcaiuimjtoii, July 12tA, 1884.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY AND ITS REPORTS
To the. Editob.s.

Gentlemen,—The length to which Mr. Herbert B. Berkeley's letter in

your last issue extends makes the task of digesting and replying to it

seem rather appalling; but, as my name is referred to more than once, I
will endeavour shortly to answer some of Mr. Berkeley's remarks.
Mr. Berkeley ccnnn.ents upim my objection to the " slip system" by say-

ing that he has a higher opinion of men than I have, and that it would be
more cmnpliraentary to my fellow-members if I were to give them credit

for not seizing opportunities for " cooking" the reports. Is Mr. ISerkeley's

opinion of men so high that he is prepared to guarantee of every person who
may happen to become a member of the Society that he would not do so? In
the particular case to which I referred I imputed nothing unworthy to

the member the alteratitm of i)osition of who.se remarks made mine appear
absurd. He miglit well have thought it was desirable to put his two
remarks into one sentence, and, not having the slip of my observation made
between them before him, would not see that he was doing injustice to me
or anyone ; or it may have happened that the slip was furnished to him
with liis two sentences condensed into one.

As to the argtiment that any error in the Society's Journal can be cor-

rected in the same publicaticm, but that such a protest would seldom be
required : I would point out th.at the time which must elapse before such
correctioia could appear is longer than most periple like to lie under a mis-

representation which may make them ajipear ridiculous. A month is the

shortest time, and at inesent it will be nearly half a year. At the last

ordinary meeting, for instance, Mr. .Sawyer said that he should like to

have the opportunity of exposing a )ilate for five minutes to the light of my
composite light lamp. This was reported in the .Society's Journal fcjr .Tune;

but ny reply that he should be most welcome to do so, and that 1 should 1)6

pleased to furnish him with any of my patterns, was omitted from the

report. Now the Society's Journal will not in the ordinary course appear
again until nearly Christmas time.

Mr. Berkeley says that the reporters do not take down the speaker's

actual words. I do not know %vhat is his authority for this statement, but
I believe that in important cases they commonly do take down the actual

words, although when writing out tho report for jiublication they necessa-

rily condense, and omit repetitions, &c.
Mr. Berkeley is very broadcast in his ch.arges of misrepresentation.

"The JIditors, like the other writers, tot.ally misrepresent my meaning," he
says. Misrepresentation is a more serious charge than Mr. Berkeley seems
to think ; and, as he has not given .any inst.ance of what he calls misrepre-

sentation on my part, porhaiis he v\ ill think proper to withdraw his charge
—sit all events so far as I am concerned.
In a letter in the same issue of the Society's Journal as that from which

you quoted Mr. Berkeley's first letter is another by him, in which he com-
plains of my having attributed to Mr. J. B. B. Wellington the first

production of beautiful warm tones np<in bromide plates similar to those

obtained upon chloride, and claims priority for himself. In sujiport of

this ho refers to a print wliioh had lieon for some years in the possession of

Ca|)t. Abnev, the editor of the S,iciet.y's Journal, and in a footnote Capt.
Abney confirms his claim. Mr. Berkeley refers to having |mblishcd the
matter some seven years eiirlier. T have looked through some volumes of

photogr.ipliic publications without finding the reference, .although I have
ome across agood deal of writing of Mr, Berkeley's in stipport mainly of two
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pro.i si'.itms—one tlmt it is bett>n- to use excess of silver in making broniiila

uiniiUious; and tlie otlier that chloride of silver would, when a proper

develoi)er wag discovei-ed, be found more sensitive in the camera than
l)roinidc. ('I'hia was before Dr. Kder'n publication of the method of using

iro:> developer, which has so popularisutl the chliiriil« process.) I have not

ye; met with the description of tlio method of producing warm tones on
iir mides. Will Mr. Berkeley kindly furnish the date? U is unaccount-
able, if liis results were in beauty anything like those of Mr. Wellington,

that the matter was not taken up and made much of at the time and larijely

eii'"loyod since.

In answer to >Ir. Andrew Pringle, I heartily accept his apology for

charging mu with want of courtesy. Had I accused liim of "want of

logic generally, I should feel an apology due in turn from me. As, how-
over, ho has withdrawn the complanit, which appeared to mo to be illogical,

there is uothim; more that need bo said.—I am, yours. Sec,

Jiili/ U, 188-J. W. E. Debenham.

THE PHOTOORAPHIC SOCIETY.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Will you allow me a few lines in reply to Mr. H. B.

Berkeley's letter in your last.

As one of the "anonymous ones," may I point out that my letter

and those of others were not "personal attacks" on Mr. Berkeley, but

were reflections u|»n the conduct of the Society whosg self-elected spokes-

man and champion he had become. If Mr. Berkeley chooses to write in his

own name, with the chance of having the council and otticers to back him,

it is no reason why a humble private member should follow his example

with the certainty of having the same august body—to use Mr. Berkeley's

elegant expression—" down on him like a load of bricks."

Mr. Berkeley's last letter has not .idded one single new argnmenl to his

.jrevious ones, nor has it shaken a single one of the counter arguments.^

It may, in fact, be taken as a typo of what we may eN pect when tho
'

' slip
"

systoiii becomes general ; it is an extension of what i«m said for the purpose

of explaining what was intended to be said.-1 am, yours, &c.,

Julg 14, l>m. A Membkb.

?:

To the Editors.

Gestlemev,—In Mr. Herbert B. Berkeley's somewhat wordy communica-
tion last week tho writer speaks ii{ the valuable matter which I and my
friends barter over the attractions of the refreshment table. Allow me to

point out, as Mr. Berkeley is so particular on the point of "misrepresenta-

tion," that I spoko in my previous letter of tlio valuable information which
" p:issed from one to another," &e., &c. Now, I find the dictionary gives

the meaning of "barter" as " to give one thing for another"—"to traffic

by exchan^'ing."
If Mr. Berkeley's photogi-ajdiic ideas do not soar any higher than bartering

or exchanging, I would inform him that there are a lai-ge number of the

members of our Society who are willing to impart infonuivtion and advico

without expecting any quid pro quo.—I am, yours, &c.,

Juti/ 15, 188-1. looKER On and Listener.

REPLIES: ILLUiMINATIOX OF THE DEVELOPING-ROOM
^VND OTHER MATTERS.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen, -I have of late been so much before your readers, con-

troversially and otherwise, that I feel myself not only justified but con-

strained to retire into my shell, and to cease to occupy more than necessary

of your valuable space. This being the case, allow mo to notice as

succinctly as possible the various writers who bring my name into their

communications in your issue of today.

My first antagonist is my very good friend tlie Rev. H. V. Macdona.
That gentleman asserts that I have " taken an idia into my head, and am
riding it to death." What " idea" does he mean '! The " idea" that ruby

is preferable to yellow for a dark room window is pretty old, and was

taken into the heatl of men supiu-ior, as they were anterior, to me in photo-

graphic science. And if Mr. M;w;dona will read my articles he will tind I

am far from riding anything to death ; for my distinct advice is that every

man should use what colour he likes and finds best, the j;ist of my writing

being a warning, founded on medical authority, to make sure that the eyes

«re not damaged by tho change so much urged on us. That is the Scotch-

man's way of " riding to the death"—boldly, butcarefully. Mr. Macdona's
" iUnstration" has certainly nothing Scotch about it; in fact, it smacks of

the " sister island." After having " given great attention to the different

testimonies" * • * • he feels " perfectly convinced that a great boon

has been conferred • * * * by tho happy discovery of a medium
which conibines tho maximum of luminosity with tho minimum of acti-

nity." Tho " happiness" of the discovery is the very iMiint upon which

we are at issue ; in fact, Mr. Macdona " Ix-gs the question" in a thoroughly

jovial and nood-iuitured manner.
Mr. IJ. W. Hill's notes on Ti-anijxtreiil Markin;ia on negatives are

evidently written with the intention of helping mo'out of a difficulty, and

I thank him cordially. But that my markings did not arise from the same
cause as his will be apparent from ihe following facts :—tnher plates used

in the same camera did not give tho same effects, while the faulty plates

used in other cimeraa did. My marks were not always at the same end of

the plate; they were often not at the end at all, but at tho sides. My
plates did not lie in slides at all, but in » changing-box ; and my slide for

the changing-box has not india-rubber American cloth in it. As a matter

of fact, the fault l.iy in the drying of the coated plates; and the manu-
facturer behaved all along in the most handsome way, trying to discover

the cause of the misohief. Now that he has rearranged the drying-room

of bia establi-'hmeut, be is ecDdio; we plftteg iw (leriect is (beir coat m

I seem, from Mr. H. 11. Berkeley's remarks of July Titli, to h»»e mil-

represented or misread his letter to the Parent Society's journal; bat I

seem also to have sinned in a numerous. If not good, company. The »ery

fact of so many people having misrepresented or misreail his letter siieak*

pretty strongly for the tnitli of what I Ix-foie alluded to— the difficulty of

seeing what ho really ilid mean. It apiwared to me when I wrotfl, as it

appears to me still, that the Journal of the Photographic Soi'iely of tir.-«t

Britain cost more than it was worth, and I see no reasim why 1 nin not to

say so. Mr. Berkeley's letter brought the conduct of the Juumnl into

l)ublic notice, and f had my humble finger in the pie. I am inys- If a
member of tho Society in question, and, in spite of Mr. Berkeley'*

insinuation pretty broadly stated, I am not one of those who pay their

guinea with one han<l and decr/i the Society with tho other. I have every

wish for the pros|)erity of the Society, and by what right I am accused of

wisliiug otherwise I am at a loss to discover. If the members of the

Society are to show their interest in its welfaio by silence, whatever

may hapi)eii, we had better put up the slmners, or "sixirt our oak"
and docket it—" Back in five minutes." On such conditions I have
not another word to say. My chief comfort is that in his letter of July

5th I do not suppose Mr. Berkeley represents the Society as a bo<ly, nor

will I believe that tho Society as a body considers itself beyond the reach

of honest and frank, but thoroughly well-meant, criticism.-1 am, yours,

&c., Andrew Pbisolk.

Craiyclennh, Langholm, July 11, 1884.

ItoUs anb (Queries

.

R. Beard sends us two safety valves constructed on the principles described

by Mr. Hardwich. We hope soon to be in a position to try these, after

which wo will report upon them.
" Opaque" desires the names and addresses of certain makers of lanterns to

which allusion has been ma<le in this Jounial. It will be necessary for

him to siiecify particulars before this re<|uest can be complied with.

G. UoBBS asks
—"Does the Government guariintee me anything when I

register a photograph by entering it at Stationers' H:dl ?" Wo reply

:

By this act Mr. Dobbs is enabled t') bring an action against anyone
who, by copyin,' his picture thus entered, infringes his copyright.

" Bt what means can I cement a trough that will hold acid stilutions?—

B. S. Boyle." In reply: Let our correspondent mix together equal
quantities by weight of pitcli, resin, and plaster of Paris, first melt
the pitch ; then add first the resin, and lastly the plaster, which must bo
quite dry. This forms a cement suitable for the purpose mentioned.

A. M. Donaldson says:
—"I have a quantity of home-made spirit of wine

which is pretty strong, and which I intend employing for photographic
pur|)09es. But I have not taken any siiecial precaution to get rid of the

last traces of fusel oil which, from my manner of proceetling, I suspect

must be present in some small degree. Can you inform me of any
nieaus by which 1 can detect the presence of this oil?" In reply:

'There is a very excellent way of ascertaining the pres«mce of fusel oil in

•alcohol, but it depends on the sense of smell. Break up some chloride of

calcium into small pieces and put them in a beaker; then add just suffi-

cient of tho sijirit to moisten the whole. Cover the beaker and aUow it

to stand. In a short time the smell of fusel oil, if any be present, will be
distinctly perceptible, and increase in intensity after standing for some
hours. The slightest tr.-vce trf fusel oil may lie dctcctetl in this way.

T. J. H.vkt asks—" What is a 'chemical focus?' I have a h.izy sort of idea

concerning the meaning attached to the term by many writi'm, and I

think them wrong, if luy idea be correct. Perhaps you will kindly say

what is meant by tho term, and also if it be a correct one to apply to an
optical instrument.'' Wo reply: The term is commonly employed to

distinguisli between the visual focus of an imperfectly corrected lens and
the focus at which most of the chemical or active rays are brought to a

ixjint. It is this latter that is spoken of as the "cnemical focus," in

contradistinction to tho " visual focus," which is situated on a diffeient

plane. In popular jihrascology, when a lens is saiil to have a chemical

liicus it siuiply means that it is not proiierly corrected for colour. The
best lenses nave their visual and chemiciJ foci coincident. On tho

subject of tho correctness of the expression employed we shall not here

make any comment. The languajfo of strict optical scieuco does not

always apply to photography, which has a nomenclature peculiar in

many res|iects to itself.

J. .lobsoN has exiHjrieiiced some difficulty in obtainin:; transparent oil

colours for painting lantern transparencies. Those he hns si-cured are

somewhat opaque and lacking in brilliancy. This is csiK'eially the case

with the greens and rods. He inquires, too, if there lie no better yellow

than gamliogc. In reply : 0«r c'orreajxmdent is not the only one who
has experiencwl the difficulty just described. We are pleased at heing

in a [losition to indicate a tei-mination to his troubles. Mr. Newman, of

Soho square, h.as succeeded in protlucing some transparent oil colonrs

that are simply admirable. A green, which is very brilliant and perfectly

transparent, is issued by this firm in small tubes, under the designation

of "chromium green oxide," which is a most useful colour, answering

well for foliage. Tlie "carmine madder" of this firm is the nioet

brilliant red lliat is necessary, and is quite transparent ; equally trans-

parent is a new yellow, which is issued under tho name of "aureolin."

Wo are glad that a finn of such high reputatiim a.s that of Newman i«

bestowing attention upon the more difficult class of transparent colours

for lantern pictures.

(^Kljnnge (Tolumn.

I will exchange a Victoria camera, nine len«e<, new, oo*t Si7, lot anything

ujolul.—Address, C. P. UtJ;, Weymuuth.
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I will exchau^o a 19 X I'i, a;itl SJ X 8V, t-amora fur anything useful ; see

advertisement. — Address, \V. Hudson, 62, High-street, Bordesley,

Birmingham.
I will exchange a burnisher, nine-inch roll, new, for a thi-ee-wick lantern

or slide. — Address, G. V. SASKfY, photographer, Woodville, near

Burton-on-Treut.

Wanted, a 5 x o square bellows cameva, folding tailboard, with one single

and one double slide for coil, in exchange for sewing machine or lantern

slides.—Address, C. J. Emeby, Walton, near Ipswich.

I will exchange a whole-])late landsaipe lenfl, rack and pinion, perfect

definition, for a quarter-jilate {or latper) portrait lens;- photograph sub-

mitted and required.—Address, M.. care of Mr. JcsBPH Wild, Charlotte-

terrace, Farnworth, Widnes. -' ^^' •

I will exchange a Grubb's patent portrait lens, t\vo and a-quarter inches,

front lens fitted in separate mount, also a solid ivory walking-stick,

splendid fishing-tackle, case, and lyaterproof fishing bag. Wanted, a

rectilinear lens or whole-plate folding camera.—Address, W., 8, High-
street, Kington, Herefordshire.

'

^nafartra to (Botve&ponhmiz.

13" Corresimndeiits should never lorite on both sides oj the paper.

T. BoCRKE.—We regret we cannot supply you with the gentleman's present

address. He has removed quite recentlj'.

W. Bennett.—You had better apply to the makers of the paper. They
may possibly be able to supply you with a formula for a warmer tone.

Geo. B (Hants.).—See article in the present number. We shall be very

much pleased to be informed of the result of your experiments in that

direction.

R. C—We believe the apparatus to which our correspondent refers is that

styled the " miiUitm i/i jjarro tripod stand,'' manufactured by Messrs.

H. Newton and Co., Liverixiol.

Hypo.—If the solutions are concentrated such a re.sult will certainly occur

;

but with weak solutions there will probably be nothing further than

a slij.'lit de|josit formed after s<mie time.

A Yorkshire A.matelr.—During the hot weather try treating the plates

with a solution of alum before fixing them. This will, no doubt, prevent

the minute blisters of which you complain.

Inst.vntaneous.—The thing is much better in theory than in practice,

unfortunately. No one has yet succeeded in producing anything like

good results ; but do not let this deter you from experimenting, however,

as you may be mi>re successful.

Printer.—If by "muddiuess" our correspondent means what is usually

known by "mealiness," it is probably caused V:)y not allowing sufficient

time to elapse after adding the gold. Twenty-four liours should be

allowed. "Printer" had better forward us a sample print.

H. K.—1. The transparent spots appear, judging from the prints, to be
due to air-bubbles adhering to the film during the development. The
only remedy now is to touch out the spots with iudia-ink.— 2. See
answer to " A Reader (Brighton)."

B. G. Y.—You cannot jiossibly do any harm by removing the lenses from
their cells and blackening their edges, as you suggest. On the contrary,

they will bo improved by the treatment. We are surprised tliat the
maker should have sent out the instrument without first taknig this

precaution against reflections.

GlAGOiOLO.—Are you sure tlie defects proceed from the emulsions at all ?

It is possible, after all, that it is not due to the fixing solution being too

strong. Try fixing in a bath composed of one part of a saturated solu-

tion of hyposulphite of soda diluted with three parts of water. If this

do not get you out of the trouble write again, sending us an example.

J. KwiNGS.—The groups of fish are very artistically arranged. The only
fault in connection with the ]jictures is that the negatives are somewhat
under-exposed. If you had given a longer exposure the silvery scales of

the salmon would not be so chalky, and the shadows between the
fish less heavy. The group of mackerel is the best of the series. That is

fully exposed.

An M.D.—The photographs, as pictures, are not what might be called

"first class;" but, for the purposes of your profession, they, we may
say, should prove very vaKiable if jniblished. I'or such purposes the
technical excellences of the photography is only of secondary importance.
These prints appear to show every detail, and that is all that is requisite.

Such subjects can never be made into artistic pictures.

W.—The stain is caused by the negative being ins\ifficiently fixed before
you proceeded to intensify it with the merciuy. We know of no jiractical

method by which the stain can now be removed. In future you will do
well to allow the negative to remain in the fixing solution for a much
longer time than is apparently necessary to dissolve (mt the bromide

—

more particularly when the negative has to be intensified afterwards.

L. J. H.—About the only tiling you can now do to improve the picture is

to introduce a fev,- clouds. These would make a vast improvement. Had
you employed a smaller stop in the lens tlie definition would have been
much finer. So far as we can judge from the print the negative aiipears

to be fully exposed. If you print-in the clouds, as we suggest, you will

be surprised at the difference it will make in the appearance of the
photograph.

G. F. T.—1. The experiment is worth making, though we can scarcely tell

you what is "likely to be the result" without ourselves performing
it. As it will be quite as easy for you to do so, and as you are probably
more interested in the matter than we are, we should decidedly recom-
mend you to test the question for yourself.—2. Infusion of quassia was
recommended as a preservative for dry jilates as farljack as 18G8. Wo
see no reason why it should not be Utilised iu couuoctiuu with golatiuo if

jt have ony advantages.

J. Cohen.—To get a -more metallic appearance in the deposit on glass

positives you must Add a little nitric acid to the developing solution';

indeed, if a very mbtallic image be required, the acetic acid may be
omitted entirely, aild replaced with nitric. The following will give

a very bright deposit;—Sulphate of iron, fifteen grains ; nitric acid, five

drops ; water, one eunce.

S. R.—1. Now that you have added the two residues together your best
plan will be to precipitate the silver with sulphide of potassium (liver of

sulphiu-). In future they should be kept separate. Ihe old develoi>ing
solution from gelatiiii plates is of no value, and certainly should not be
added to the washings of prints, as the ammonia would tend to dissolve

the chloride of silver when formed.—2. To jjrevent reflection from the
edge of the aperture.'

Jas. Watkins.—FronJ your description the failure appears to be due to
the tissue not containing sufficient colouring matter to prevent the light

penetrating throng the film to the paper ; hence the reason you cannot
remove the latter jto develope the print. Try again, and add a little

more india-ink. The tissue you have made may be utilised for printing
from weak negatives. It is only very strong ones that will print through
and cavise you trouble.

A Reader (Brighton )^^— The reason the bath refuses to tone is that, for

some reason or other, the gold has become precipitated. This is proved
by the black deposit on the sides and bottom of the bottle. It is impos-
sible for us without being made acquainted with all the details to

assign the cause. If the bottle were dirty it might cause the gold to be
precipitated. Exposing it to a strong light after being used will also

cause precipitation of the gold. It is a good plan to preimre the solution

in a concentrated form, and to dilute it down when required for use.

J. D. C.—A number of photographs of various sizes and descriptions have
reached us from this corresixindent, with the request that we will express
an opinion as to their quality at the price, the prices being quoted. In
reply : We must say that the work is certainly fairly good, especially when
the low prictis are taken into account. But the examples are stated to

liave been all, or nearly all, refused by our correspondent's clients, whose
"ignorance," "meanness," and "shabby gentility," he thinks, do not
permit iliem to recognise a good photograph. As many of the specunens
scut us exhibit very palpable signs of long exhiliition in the show-frame,
we cannot heli» thinking that our corresi)ondent has, under the circum-

stances of their rejection, scarcely acted a proper part in exhibiting the

pictures.

Err.vt.-v.—In Mr. R. Keene's .article On Landscape Photncjraphy (page 440),

in the thirteenth line of the second paragrajih, first clause, for " past"
rrail "earlier;" in the third line, third paragraph, for "toil" read
" mt-iil ;" in the eleventh line, third paragraph, the passage reads "albu-
men dry i)lates came next—tannin, coffee, and beer plates—all usefid,"

&c. ; for " wet" in the first line, fourth paragraph, read "beer ;" second

line, sixth paragraph, for " makers" read " makes ;" in the thirty-fifth

line, second cohunn, for "light" read " lights ;" in the forty-sixth line, for

"even" rend "once:" in the forty-eighth line, for " prodtiction" read
"subtle gradations;" in the fifty-third line, for "and" read " or;" in the

sixty-third lino, for "and" read "yea;" in the seventy-ninth line, for

"clearness" read " chiaroscuro; " in the eighty-second line, for "arrived"
read " aimed ;" in the eighty-third lino, " after this" read '

' series to ;" in

the sixth line, first colunui, page 44
1
, after " acknowledge" read " yet no

class," &c. ; in the same line, for "use" read "useful;" seventh line,

after "of" re<td "the"; for "photographers" read "photographer;"
for " they " renrf " who ;" in the twelfth line, for "limit "rforf "kind ;"

in the fourteenth line, for " upon " )•«((? "after;" in the next line, for

"result" read "results;" in the twenty -first line, for "greater" read

"great;" in the twenty-third line for " contiguous " rma! " with," and
for "objects" read "object;" in the next line for " lenses" renrf "leaves,"

and in the following line for " robes " read " boles ;" also in the twenty-

eighth line, for " ream" read " recoi'd." The author's jiroof did not arrive

last week before we went to press.

Receitei).-A. F. Geulain; "Photographer;" E. J. Chestermau, In our
next.

Photooraphio Society of Great Britain.—The next monthly
technical meeting o£ this Society will take place on Tuesday next,

the 22nd instant, at eight p m., at the Gallery, 5a, Pall Mall East.

PHOTOGRAPnic CirB.—At the forthcoming meeting of this Club, at

Andertou's Hotel, Fleet-sireet, on Wednesday next, the 23rd inst., the

subject for discussion will be

—

The Effect of Coloured Media on Sensi-

tised t'aper. The Saturday afternoon outing will be held at Hadley
Wood; train to High Barnct Station. Meeting afterwards at "Old
Salisbury Arms," High Bamet.

LONDON GAZETTE, Tuesday, Jubj 15, 188-1.

ApjrBiciTiox.

AiFREK JosErn MoonES, West-street, Warehani, Dorsetshire, outfltter, boot sales-

man, and pliotographer.
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EMULSIONS IN GELATINE AND ALBUMEN.
Ab we stated last week, the methods of emulsifyiug by precipitation

nre most suitable for employment in connection with gelatino-

albumen emulsions, though it is not absolutely necessary to follow

that plan. Our reason for giving the preference to the precipita-

tion methods is that, owing to the comparatively small quantity of

gelatine used—a large portion of the usual quantity being replaced

by albumen—the emulsion is less easy to wash in the ordinary
manner without loss. Owing to the solubility of the albumen in

water it is obviously impossible to add that to the emulsion until

after washing, as it would be removed with the other soluble

matters. Moreover, if such a course were pursued, though the
albumen would have the elfect of rendering the emulsion more
viscous, and so improve its power of holding the haloids in sus-

pension, it would not in the slightest degree increase the strength
of the jelly, but, practically, rather the contrary.

Though it is quite possible to wash in the ordinary manner or
precipitate with alcohol an emulsion containing only ten grains of

gelatine in each ounce, the extra care reqviired militates against the
employment of these methods; but, in the case of those who object
to the precipitation processes, there is nothing for it but to accept
the risk. We shall, however, confine our description to the pro-

cesses with which we have succeeded best.

Of these the one we prefer is based on Mr. W. K. Burton's
principle, though we have varied it in the details. We have
adopted the following formula :

—

1.

Gektine 30 to 50 grains.

Bromide of potassium 300 „

Water 20 ounces.
o

.Silver nitrate 1 ounce (437 '5 grains).

Nitric acid 1 minim.
Water iJt ounce.

3.

Iodide of potassium 15 grains.

Water 1 drachm.
The three solutions ha,ving been made, we commence their mixture
by cautiously adding, drop by drop, the solution of iodide of potas-

sium to the concentrated silver solution, agitating after each
addition. The first effect will, of course, be the formation of a
lirecipitate of iodide of silver, but this is rapidly redissolved by
tlie excess of silver nitrate until the solution becomes saturated.

Under favourable conditions the full quantity of iodide may be thus
added—that is to say, if the silver solution be sufficiently concen-
trated and its temperature not too high. However, the addition of

iodide Ls continued until a perra.anent milkiness remains, when the
remainder of the iodide, if there be any, is set aside until again
required.

The bromised gelatine solution is now raised to boiling-point in

the ordinary digester, and the silver added to it in the usual manner,
and thoroughly mixed by shaking or stirring. When this is done
the remainder of the iodide is added, and the cooking proceeded
with by any of the methods in vogue. We prefer for our own part
the ordinary boiling process, which is carried on to the verge of the

blue stage if an emulsion of moderate rapidity only is required, or
further in proportion. Or, after allowing the emulsion to cool,

ammonia may be added, and the whole digested at a low tempera-

ture for an hour or so.

By the above plan of adding the iodide a very fine state of

division is ensured as well as a higher degree of sensitiveness. The
proportions of silver and haloids are so near the point of neutrality

that very little trouble will be experienced in securing a rapid

deposition of the sensitive precipitate ; but if it should exhibit a
reluctance to subside longer digestion with ammonia or longer

boiling, as the case may be, will bring about an improvement We
find that au emulsion made in the evening will have invariably

subsided sufficiently by morning to allow of the first change of

washing water being made. Three such changes in all will prove

ample.

The precipitated bromide having been thoroughly washed is

transferred to a suitable flask or bottle ; or, preferably, the wash-
ing may be performed in one of the conical precipitating or
" parting " flasks, obtainable at any chemical glass warehouse.

Into this is introduced 200 grains of hard gelatine, such aa

Heinrich's, previously swelled in distilled water, and sufficient

water to make the bulk up to ten or twelve ounces. Ueat is

applied, and, as the gelatine dissolves, the flask is vigorously shaken
to secure the thorough emulsitication of the bromide. If, as will

probably be the case, the bromide show a tendency to retain a
slight granularity, it will be necessary to raise the temperature to

about 200° Fahr., or even higher, and to keep it there, with

occasional agitation, until the necessary degree of fineness is

attained. It is for this reason—the prolwble necessity for the

application of a high temperature—that the albumen is not added
until the last stage of the operation.

While the above operations are proceeding, take the whites of the

necessary number of eggs and beat them into a stiff froth without

the addition of water, ammonia acetic acid, or any of the ordinary

additions. For the above quantities of the ingredients four ounces

of liquid albumen will suffice, or, roughly, the whites of four eggs.

These h.aving been converted into froth of such consistency that the

vessel containing it may be reversed without any loss of albumen,

the latter is transferred to a clean funnel of sufficient size, placed in

a bottle or other vessel to catch the albumen as it gradually re-

liquefies, which it will do in the couree of a few hours.

Keturning to the emulsion, which we will now suppose to have

gained the requisite degree of fineness : it is allowed to cool down to

S)0" or 100°, when the albumen is poured into it, and thoroughly

mixed. All that now remains is to make the bulk np to twenty or

twenty-four ounces (according to taste) to filter, and the emulsion is

ready for coating.

Emulsion made in tliis manner sets rather more slowly than

usual owing to the smaller proportion of gelatine it contains, but

dries rapidly to a hard, glassy film. The films appear thinner and

more transparent especially when dry than ordinary ones, but

show no deficiency in the matter of density. Should still greater

hardness be required, if tlie plates are to be long kept or subjected

to the vicissitudes of travel, they may be passed singly, after

drying, through a dish of good methylated alcohol carefully £!•
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tpv.!(I. Tills will cnagulale tlie albiimpn, and though it gives a

little extra trouble the return is worth the outlay.

Such plates are moderately sensitive, giving, with half-an-hour to

three-quarters' boiling, fifteen on the senaitometer. They develops
quickly, owing, no doubt, to the comparatively-porous character

given to the film under the action of the alkaline developer. The
ammonia, indeed, seems to penetrate instantly, by its solvent

aotion on the albumen, to the very glass itself.

Other methods of precipitation, such as Abney'a, may be adopted

if preferred, or the late Dr. Monckhoven's carbonate of silver and
hydrobroniic acid process may be employed, provided the albumen
is not added until the bromide of silver has been fully formed.

But the plan we have described in detail seems to be the simplest.

The hardness of such films appeara to offer a fair prospect of their

posseising better keeping qualities than some of the plates of which

we have heard recent complaints; and if no impediment in the way
of reduced sensitiveness should intervene we shall expect to see

albumen film* much employed in the future.

MERCURIAL INTENSIFICATION.
Among the numerous experiments made by the late Mr. Frederick

Scott Archer, after his introduction of the collodion process, were
those which led to his discovery of the bleaching agency of bi-

chloride of mercury followed by the blackening of the image (thus

whitened) by means of a solution of hyposulphite of soda.

In the course of time other agents than the hyposulphite were
found to have the effect of darkening the chlorised image, and some
one or other of these have secured the special favour of those who
have had recourse to their aid in intensifying an image which was
considered too feeble to produce a brilliant print. Among such

agents we may mention iodide of potassium, cyanide of potassium

(both alone and saturated with silver), sulphide of ammonium, and
simple ammonia.
Each of the reagents named, and others besides, possesses its own

special characteristics. For example : in the intensification of a

negative of printed matter in which pure whites and intense blacks

were required, the after-treatment of the whitened image, either by
diluted sulphide of ammonium or solution of cyanide of potassium

saturated with silver, followed as a matter of course, both giving

extreme intensity, although the former imparts a deep brown
colour by contrast with the purer black of the latter. Either of

these, however, is apt to produce contrasts too strong to be pleasant

in portraiture or landscape work. Diluted ammonia has, for

photography of this class, assumed a position of high popularity,

and is now employed to a greater extent than any other of the

various agents by which the chlorised image is affected. It is not
our intention to refer here to the characteristics of these agents or

to classify the differences in the images that result from being sub-
jected to their action, but rather to point out another which may
with great advantage be added to their number.

In our Notei a)id Queries, in another page, one of our corres-

pondents directs attention to the fact that a solution of sulphite of

soda possesses advantages as an agent for employment in connection

with bleaching by means of bichloride of mercury. The strength

recommended is a saturated solution diluted to the extent of one-

half. We have tried this method of intensification, and like it

much. The tone is ditlerent from that obtained by either hypo-
sulphite of soda or ammonia, and is of a pleasing character. For
chemical reasons, into which we do not pause here to enter, there is

no discolouration of the image even if it were suddenly transferred

from the bichloride bath to the sulphite solution, the products of

the decomposition being soluble in water.

Our trial* of this intensifier have embraced both gelatine nega-
tives and collodion traneparenoies, and we have nothing but high
commendation of the system to make, so far as we have tried it.

COOLING AND VENTILATING.
Tbe »e«esive beat experienced during the pa«t few weelci has
caiued gnat dieoomfort to plioto^apbeM geijerajlj', and it hai alio

seriously interfered with the commercial working of sevei'al pro-

cesses, more particularly those having to do with gelatine. In

many studios, on some days, the heat has been really insupportable

alike to the sitter and the artist; indeed, in some instances, to our

knowledge, the former has been compelled to relinquish the idea of

sitting for the time being immediately on the extreme oppressive-

ness of the studio being experienced.

Of course it is in studios of the old-fashioned type—those con-

structed with the largest possible amount of glass, and situated on
the tops of houses—where the greatest inconvenience is experienced ;

although those of more modern date, with a minimum of glass,

have also been excessively hot and uncomfortable at times. Much
of the oppressiveness of the studio, however, might be prevented

by a more perfect system of ventilation, by which the atmosphere

may be kept in constant motion, and continually changed. It is

the stagnancy of the air that, in a great measure, causes the op-

pressiveness. If it be kept moving, although it may be of the same
temperature, it will be rendered much more agreeable. The mere
opening of the windows in the sides and roof of the building is not

sufficient to accomplish this, unless there is a strong wind blowing.

To be effectual, under all conditions, some mechanical means of

keeping the atmosphere in actual motion is necessary.

It is true that many modern studios are fitted with ventilators of

some form or other, most of which, however, are intended to be

worked by the wind, and when there is a sufficient breeze to keep

them in action the effect they produce, in most cases, is very satis-

factory. What is unfortunate in connection with all ventilators

dependent upon the wind as a motive power is that in sultry

weather—at the time when they are most required—there is not

sufficient force in the wind to set them in motion.

In the Health Exhibition is to be seen a great variety of con-

trivances for effectually ventilating and changing the atmosphere of

rooms and workshops, several of which are well adapted for venti-

lating studios and photographic workrooms, and require but a small

motive power to drive them—a small gas engine of one- or two-man
power being quite sufficient for a studio of ordinary dimensions.

We pointed out, a few weeks back, in an article entitled Keeping
Cool, that the atmosphere in the basement of a building rarely

exceeds a convenient temperature for the working of most photo-

graphic processes, whilst in the studio the heat may be quite in-

supportable. Now, if the cool atmosphere of the basement could

be transferred to the heated studio what a comfort it would be

both to the sitter and the operator I This is perfectly practicable,

and the outlay for the necessary appliances is but small compared

with the convenience and comfort secured. All that is required is

to have one or other of the numerous forms of "blowers" or fans

now in the market fixed in the basement of the building, with a

six-inch common iron stove-pipe leading to the studio. Here two or

three branches should be added, so as to deliver the cool air in

different portions of the room near the floor. In the vicinity of

the blower—though preferably in another apartment, on account of

the heat evolved from it—must be fixed a small gas engine, several

forms of which, suitable for our purpose, may now be had at a

very moderate price.

It will now readily be seen that, when the blower is in action, a

continuous current of cool and pleasant air will be driven into the

studio, and thus render the atmosphere there far more comfortable.

As the cold air in the basement would soon become exhausted, some
means must be adopted to keep up the supply. This will be most

effectively done by arranging the sponge cloths at the window, as

we described in our previous article. If the studio be situated at a

great distance from the source of cold air it will be found desirable

to cover the leading pipe with felt or other non-conducting material

;

or the pipe may be constructed of wood, which, in itself, is a very

good non-conductor of heat. The only drawback to a wooden tube

—

or rather sjwut—for the purpose is that the constant current of air,

when dry, is liable to cause the wood to split, and So become leaky.

If the pipe be conducted outside the building it should be taken

on the north side of it, and certainly be covered with the felt. Then,

if a email stream of water be allowed to trickle on to the felt-coated

pipe—near the upper portion—it wilj be kept moist throughout iti
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entire length. The evaporation of the water will then not only
keep tlie ttihe itself coul, hut in «(Mue iimtiiiic<» will reduce the
temperature of the current of iiir within aeveial degrees lower than it

was when it left, the basement It is hy no liieans uecesnary—or,
indeed, is it desirable, on account of the heat froiu the engine—the
apparatus shoulil be fixed in the apartment from whence the supply
of air is drawn ; for it may be situated in any other portion of the
building, by sitnply having a tube leading from the blower to

the place from which the air is taken. ''
'

An objection may possibly be raised to this method of rendering
le studio more comfortable during excessively hot weather on

account of its being somewhat expensive. But we think this

should not militate against its adoption, particularly when we
see the lavish expenditure that is now very frequently made in

decorating and furnishing reception-rooms and studios, which only
conduce to outward appearances and not to the actual comfort of

the sitter. There can be no question whatever that the more the
sitter can be made to feel at ease, while a portrait is being taken,
the more satisfactory will be the picture and the greater the credit

to the artist. After all, the expense need not be greater than is

often incurred for a large lens and camera that is rarely required.

When once the apparatus is provided the cost of keeping it in

action is merely nominal, as it will probably not exceed a penny
•or so per hour for gas.

Of course the plan here suggested of changing the atmosphere of

apartments can be applied to many purposes in connection with
photography besides that of cooling the studio. It might be utilised

for combating the difficulty alluded to by Mr. Woodbury last week
in working the Woodburytype and stannotype processes when it is

not convenient to conduct the printing operations in the basement
itself ; also for keeping up a constant supply of cool air to the

coating-room during the preparation of dry plates, and likewise in

the manufacture of carbon tissue.

When we commenced this subject we intended to have said some-
thing about the apparatus that is now so largely employed for

i producing air of intense coldness, which may well be made available

!
• in many ways in connection with photographic operations, but

[I space will not permit.

CAMERA PRINTING BY ARTIFICIAL LIGHT.
Equality in the illumination of the backing of a negative which is

being printed from by the agency of a camera is an indispensable

condition of success. In solar camera printing a well-made con-

denser supplies all the conditions of illumination in a manner that

cannot be surpassed. So likewise in collodion transfer work, as

commonly practised, does the uniform light of the sky subserve a
simil.ar purpose. But, as neither the sun nor the uniformly-lighted

sky is available for the requirements of many who desire occasionally

to produce prints from tlieir negatives by the camera, the con-

^iJer.ition of the best means of doing so by the aid of such
appliances as are more or less abundant may prove of service, more
especially to the amateur, who prefers to relegate this class of work
to the evening.

Camera printing may be divided into several departments ; but
what follows is written after an investigation, as nearly exhaustive
:i.-i possible, into the most eflFective and simple means of employing
artiticial light in the production of transparencies suitable for the

lantern, the principles involved in this covering the whole ground
(f collodion transfers and enlargements npoh paper prepared with

gelatine emulsion.

If a negative be placed in a lantern competent to receive it, no
ditliculty will be experienced in visually reproducing it of any
dimensions. None of the commercial lanterns of the present time,

however, are constructed to receive other than cliclie'i of dimen-
sions not exceeding the capabilities of the condensers, which may
be roughly stated as four inches in diameter ; whereas we may
desire illumination for a half-plate, a whole-plate, or even a size

liirger. In such a case the lantern fails. If one could command
the services of condensers capable of transmitting light through an
area eight or ten inches in circumference he would practically be in

a positiou to uadertake work of almost any description ; but this

not beins: ''e case in nny save a few exceptional inntaDces, we must
have reouorse to other means of iteuurinj^ illuiuinalion.

When a plate of i<roiind gliiM'« i« pi lurd nufficieiitly near tli*

source of light to be lirigliiiy iiluuiiiialed, the rayn from the Ittiiip

(which we may HUppo.se to be one of the jxij>uiar luulliplt-x-wick

class now so much employed in lantern practice) illuminate ih«
centre in a degree so much greater than the sides us to iiitt-r|xiHe a
serious olwtacle to our special requirement—uniformity of illumiiia-

tion. This i.s corrected in some measure by the iuterpo«ilioii of
more than one |>late of ground gla^ ; but by the time uniformity
hiis been obtained in this manner over a surface of sutiiuieut extent,

the energy of the light will have been weakened by uboorptiou.

When recourse has been had to the services of the condenser,

in order to lessen the divergence of the rays of light, it is unfortu-
nate that another evil is created—that of the representation of the

flame as an ill-defined image upon the ground glass ; and this

proves rather more than the evil already mentioned. But when an
objective of large aperture is interposed at a distance of its focus

from the condenser, then we obtain perfect uniformity of illumina-

tion without lo.ss of light.

The arrangements necessary in order to carry into practical effect

this method of lighting so aa to secure all its advantages are, first

of all, a petroleum light of as powerful a character as possible,

letting it be borne i;i mind that a more intense light is desirable

for proilucing an enlai'gement than a reduction from any negative.

The diameter of the condenser is of no special consequence; but it

is of some importance that the object glass, especially the back lens,

be large, in order that all the rays transmitted through the con-

denser be secured and passed on to the front. In the present case

we have not so muck to do with the image-forming capacity of the

objective as its capability of permitting no light whatever to escape.

A back lens of three and a-quarter inches in diameter, with a front

lens two and a-half inches diameter, fulfil the conditions of lighting

somewhat better than any other form of objective we have tried.

The adjustment of these lenses to each other is such as to permit
the larger of the two to be little more than its own diameter in

front of the condensers. If the light emanated from a point, as in

the case of the lime light, instead of, as in the modern petroleum

lamp, being characterised by magnitude, then an objective of

smaller aperture would suflice.

The light from an objective of this class is emitted at only a
slight angle of divergence, and when concentrated upon a plate of

ground glass of about eight inches square it renders it intensely

luminous when viewed from the opposite side. But it is necessary

that the ground glass be scrupulously clean in the sense of being

free from grease ; for a spot of grease, by rendering that portion

semi-transparent, would prevent it from fulfilling its functions as a
radiator. A sheet of roughly-grained glass may sometimes be inter-

posed with advantage between the tine glass and the light, at a
distance of about an inch from the former ; but if the finely-

grained glass be of good (quality, and be cleaned to perfect greyness,

this should not be required.

The frame containing the negative is placed in front of the ground
glass—the nearer to it the better, so long as it is beyond the plane

of sharp focus— and to the negative thus situated the lens of an
ordinary working wet collodion camera is directed. If the image
be required to be of the same dimensions as the negative, then tlie

camera must be extended so as to have its focussing-screen removed
from the lens a distance equalling twice its focus. As a type of

lens known to most photographers, we might mention the Na 8
carte of Koss or the No. 113 of Dallmeyer as belonging to the class

that will, with full aperture, cover a square for the lantern in an
excellent manner without the necessity for any diaphragm being

employed—no small advantage when working with an artificial

light of the character now in question.

When all the arrangements are complete, and a wet collodion

plate is exposed, a good image will be impressed in an incredibly

brief length of time—a period measured by seconds rather than by
minutes. With certain negatives an exposure of fifteen seconds
will prove ample ; with others the time will have to be increased or
diminished according to circumstances. Au enlargement of nearly

two diameters ueceaaitaled au exposure of a minute aud a-half, tha
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devploppr being ferrous sulphate, fifteen grains to the ounce, with a

miimte trace uf tartaric acid.

Inswa.l .,f transmiUiiig the light through ground glass an equally

even iUuMiinati..n may be obtained by directing the diverging cone

of li^ht fn.m the lantern upon a sheet of white card or paper, in

front of which must be erected the frame containing the uegative.

In this case the illuminating lantern and the camera must be placed

at an angle to each other, both being directed towards the sheet ot

cardboard, which should be at an angle having regard to each,

and so situated to the uegative as to receive all the light ema-

natin<r from the lantern without any falling upon the uegative.

But the ground-glass method is that for which we entertain a

preference.

A PRINT-WASHING TROUGH FOR CARTES AND
CABINETS.

There are throughout the country dispersed among the work-

rooms of photographers, professional and amateur, as many different

forms of washing troughs as there are days in the year. Though, on

the one hand, ever and again we have new forms introduced, many

of them strong in just claims for originality and usefulness, yet, on

the other hand, a large number of photographers content themselves

with nothing more elaborate than a water-tap and a dish, further

than this, paradoxical though it may sound, we say without fear of

contradiction that the latter arrangement need be no less effective

than the most elaborate and costly contrivance in the world
;

it

requires, however, so as to deserve this encomium, to be used with

great attention and worked with brains. Too often, we believe, is it

the case that prints are put in a dish, the tap turned on, the water

left running till morning, and the prints then taken out under the

impression that they are washed -washed, when, perhaps, the

prints in the middle of the heap have never once changed their

place for twelve hours ! When, however, the prints are taken out

one by one and placed in fresh water, and the process repeated

from time to time, the dish system is equal to any other.

This is 80 laborious a process, and requires such unremitting

attention over a considerable period of time, that mechanical or

automatic means have been devised and been in use for many

years. There are mechanical contrivances which require attention

for a limited time, and there are automatic machines which need no

attention at all when once they are set in action ; and this class, if

efficient and economical, is naturally the one to suit the generality of

photographers. A pruit-washer that needs no time to be devoted

to it nor attention given while in action—that simply requires the

prints to be put in and a tap turned on with a certainty that a

thorough washing will have taken place when the prints are taken out

a few hours later—is the machine that will appeal to the photographic

public. Many machines claiming to possess these qualifications have

appeared, and which do exhibit points of excellence ; but most of

them leave something to be desired. We have, however, seen one,

intended for cartes and cabinets, in which so many good points are

included that, with the permission of the gentleman who designed

it, we give a description of it and details of its construction. It is

merely an adaptation of a very old pattern, but it avoids several of

the defects which characterised the older arrangement.

One of the oldest forms of automatic washers was a trough or

dish with a row of jets for the admission of water at the top, and a

syphon, connected with an opening at the bottom, for drawing off

the water when the trough was filled. It was early seen that a

system for drawing off the washing water at intervals was far more

effective in speedily ridding the prints of hypo, than the mere

flushing with a continuous flow. This is easily proved by the oft-

described experiment of putting a cupful of some coloured liquid in

a dish of water, turning the tap on to it, and allowing the surplus

to overflow, or connecting it with a syphon to draw the whole oft"

when full. In the former case a distinct trace of the colour would

be visible after the lapse of a considerable length of time, while in

the latter the colour would be almost all discharged after the fii-st

emptying of the vessel.

The original form, then, of the syphon waaher was a circular

trough (first, we believe, made in zinc and afterwards in earthen-

ware) with straight sides, a false bottom of perforated zinc to pre-

vent the prints being drawn into the exit pipe by the outgoing

current, and a ring of lead piping perforated with numerous small

holes to send the water as a kind of spray on to the prints. In

action it Wiis found—first, that tliough the water was changed at

intervals, much of the etticacy of the change was lost by the bulk of

the prints adhering together in a mass ; and, secondly, that a

certain number of the prints, when the trough was empty, attached

themselves to the sides and remained there all through, while

many others, as the water drained away, became bent and their

texture broken by sinking into the sharp angle at the bottom

formed by the junction of the latter with the sides. Hence every

morning (presuming the pictures to have been washing all night)

there was a large percentage of prints spoiled by being permanently

marked with a crease, or torn in their removal from the angle.

To remedy the defect of the prints collecting in a heap many

devices were tried, and some machines wer& made with a jet

placed at various angles in lieu of the series of spray jets, with

the object of causing a cleansing action upon the prints by giving

a rotary motion to the water in the trough. A brief inspection

shortly after the machine was set in action would apparently show

the object to have been attained ; but, on a close examination, it

was to be observed that after a while they would all clog together

in a mass and so remain for hours.

To avoid the second evil—that of the prints collecting in the angle

and becoming torn or creased—many plans have been tried, but

none, perhaps, simpler or better than that adopted in the particular

trough to which we are referring, which consisted simply in

having it made without any angle whatever. A trough was con-

structed entirely of zinc, plain and perforated, and shaped exactly

like a huge saucer, so that, no matter what position the prints

were in during the periodical running-dry of the apparatus, they

always fell upon an almost flat surface, the trough being made of

large size, and shallow.

The chief difficulty next met with was turning the water among

the prints so as to ensure their separation and the penetration

of the fresh water among them. A spray action, as we have

explained, did not cause them to separate. A jet set at an angle to

give a rotary motion sent them in a clump into the middle of

the trough; while, if a second jet at a different angle were used

in addition, one or other, however opposed, would obtain the

mastery and send a cluster of prints either to the side or again to

the middle.
, •.• c

This difficulty, after a large number of forms and positions ot

jets had been tried, was overcome simply enough by increasing their

number and setting them at a particular angle, so that at last what

was practically a perfect syphon washer was designed. The prints

were kept in continuous motion the greater part of the time, they

were constantly changing their positions, and when they were left

to drain were in no danger of creasing ; in fact, so far as the syphon-

washing principle was involved, it would be difficult to suggest an

improvement.

The verbal description we have thus given would enable anyone

to construct a trough ; but to provide increased facility we will,

in our next issue, supplement our remarks by giving a scale drawing,

with a description of those other minor details an acquaintance

with which goes so far to render the use of this or any piece of ap-

paratus a real success.
^

Tub fine front of the National Gallery, in Trafalgar-square, is at

present bein» disgraced by a corrugated iron shed now in course of

erection at one side of the entrance. We had for the last few days

been puzzled to account for the presence of this shed; but the

following, from a daily newspaper, throws light upon it, and assigns

it a position among our metropolitan photograi)hic studios:—"A
novelty will soon be introduced in the National Gallery. Of all

the great European galleries ours was the last to recognise the

I
presence of the photographer. The collections of Berlin, Cassel,

i the Ha^ue, Madrid, and even Petersburg, were photographed lu

many sizes, and might be bought all over the continent, while our

art treasures were only known to strangers by copies or engi-jvvings.

Latterly photography was tolerated, yet it was only tolerated. But

few pictures were done, and the sizes were small and the results
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unsatisfactory. This reproach will no longer be heard. On the
fliiKway, between the niilinga niid the front of the building, a shed
is Leing erected in Trafalgar-square which will be lilted up ua a
photograpliev'tt studio. The required canvases will hero be taken
with the advantages of a proper position and a good light. London
is following the example set a dozen years ago by iJresden. In
many of the other galleries the photographs were originally taken
from the pictures as they hung upon the wall.-*, and thus the copyist

laboured under disadvantages which were evident from his results.

We shall, no doubt, have a good reproduction of the collection, aud,
it is to be hoped, at moderate prices,"

It is but a short time since we chronicled the feat of liquefying

oxygen—one of the "permanent" gases; aud now it is said that

the production of liquid oxygen as an article of commerce ia not

only brought within the range of practical clieniiatry, but is a very
probable occurrence. M. Cailletet has discovered a new method of

ijringing about the liquefaction, which is of so easy a nature, he
states, that it may be looked upon as one of the simplest operations
of the laboratory. He finds that formene, when slightly condensed
and cooled in boiling ethylene under atmospheric pressure, is

I'esolved into an extremely volatile, colourless fluid, which, in again
pa.ssing into the gaseous state, yields a degree of cold sufficient to

liquefy oxygen, thus rendering comparatively easy and simple the
process which first required a costly and elaborate series of

apparatus.

NKVERTiiF.r,E.ss, Until liquid ethylene also becomes a commercial
product it is rather idle to speak of oxygen being so, and the manu-
facture of liquid oxygen for the lime light is, we sliould be inclined

to believe, far more di.stant than some enthusiastic vaticinators

would have us believe. Compressed oxygen may become the
usual mode of carrying the gas to the lecture room; but the
more likely commercial enterprise will be the making of the gas on
a large scale at a cheap price for the purposes of storage or com-
Eression. Every method likely to bring about such economy will

e hailed with much satisfaction by many photographers aud lantern
exhibitors. Many processes have been devised, and we have heard
a great deal at one time or another of companies formed for the
making and storing of oxygen under certain new patents. At
present it is as dear as ever it was. The latest idea in this direction

is that of M. L. Troost, who, in a note to the Acadc'me, described a
new principle to work upon in making oxygen. He stated that pure
oxygen and the oxygen of the atmosphere are capable of passing
through a tube of silver heated to 800", while a mere trace only of

nitrogen penetrates the metal. Upon this principle M. Troost
suggests that pure oxygen may be obtained.

Is the International Inventions Exhibition, to be held next year,
there will be a special department for photography under the head
of (iroup XXIX. According to the schedule just published the
following will be the arrangements:

—

"Cl.^ss 159. Processes and
their ResuHs. —Methods of gelatino-bromide plate-making, apparatus
for making emulsion, apparatus for separating the sensitive con-
stituents ; coating, drying, and packing machines ; emulsion and other
proce.sses

;
printing processes—silver, carbon, Woodburytype,

platinotype; gelatino-bromides, collodio-chloride of silver, &c.

;

apparatus for washing, &e., prints and negatives ; methods for

waking photograpliic lantern slides.

—

Cla.s.s 160. Apparatus (ex-

'•Ivding lenses).—Cameras, shutters, changing-boxea, slides, tents,

lamps ; apparatus for making enlargements and for raicrophoto-

giaphy. Clas-s 161. Application of Photograph)) to various Purposes,

Tupof/raphy, Ceramics, Relief-moulds, it-c.—Method of producing
printing surfaces

;
photographic enamels, photogi-aphic printing on

pottery
;
))hotographic reliefs ; use of photography in self-record-

ing apparatus in scientific observations, &c. In addition to the
special ])lace fur photography found in this group it comes in

for mention also in Group XXVIIL, under "optical" heading
as "photographic lenses," and in Group XXV. under "military
equipment " simply as " photographic."

TuE action of oxygen upon pyrogallic acid in solution is familiar to
dry-plate workers. The rapidity with which it .ibsorbs oxygen,
shown by the red discolouration when rendered alkaline, and the non-
colouration when acid, are well known by the state of the developer
after use in the one case, and of the acid store solution in the other.

• It has been stated that tannin i.s also acted upon by the oxygen of Uie
atmosphere ; but, according to M, Aiitony Guyard, this is an error. He

has made a longand elal)orate serieaof experiment« which conclunively
prove that oxygen hiw no uuliou whatever upon ililut« sxIuIumim of

tannin; but when rendered alkaline puribed ttirttut«,(>n the contrary,
with great energy. This is a very interesting fact, and linkn Uniiiu
still more closel)' to gallic aud pyrogallic aunls. The saniti writer
points out a very simple reaction for separating tannin and gallic

acid, which are so often found together. Lead acetate aciduUted
with acetic acid will dissolve lead gallate, but fails to take up the
slightest quantity of lead tannate ; and so the separating of the two
may evidently be done very readily.

Mr. Hbrbkkt McLeod, who has invented a simple sunshine re-

corder — which he described, bnt did not exhibit, at a recent
meeting of the Physical Society— writes to say that the account
published ia in error. The instrument consists, in his own words,
of a camera fixed with its axis parallel to that of the carte, and
with the lens northward ; and there is placed opposite to the ieni a
rouud-bottomed tiask silvered inside. The light reflected from the
sphere passes through the lens and acts on the sensitive paper.
This is a very ditferent thing from the description given in the
papers.

An ingenious new glass tap is described in one of the foreign
chemical journals. A glass tube is bent at right angles and its

shorter limb passed thi-ough a cork, which is then fitted into the
place where an ordinary tap would be placed (there are glass bottles
to be had fitted with tubulures near the bottom for the purpose of
inserting a tap). When fitted, there is simply a bottle with a piece
of glass tube projecting upwards from the bottom, its contents being
connected, of course, with the external air. All that ia necessary to
do in order to withdraw some of the contents is simply to turn the
tube on its side, when the liquid will flow out as soon as the end of
the tube is as low as the level of the liquid within the vessel.

Ether will dissolve chloride of gold, chloride of iron, nitrate of
uranium, bichloride of mercury, &c, &c. ; but if an etherial solu-
tion of any of the salts be shaken, up with glycerine, the latter

liquid, which dissolves them better than ether, will extract almost
the whole of the salts and form a glycerine solution in lieu of the
etherial,

DR R L. MADDOX.
The name of the gentleman whose portrait we give in the present
number is familiar to most of our readers as having been connected
with photomicrography for upwards of thirty years past, and as the
originator of the gelatino-bromide process, the first description of
which appeared from his pen in the pages of this Jourual in 1S71.

Dr. R L. Maddox, after a voyage round the world in 1839-40
in search of health, spent many years abroad practising in an
official and private capacity, but bad eventually to renounce the
arduous duties of his profession from constant suffering of a very
painful nature, which has extended over half-a-century. He had
early taken up the subject of microscopy as connected with his

profession, and had translated Dr. Dnjardin's manual at the time
that Quekett's Treatise on the Microscope appeared. Owing to the
impossibility of arranging for the use of the beautiful plates of
Dujardin'a work, the translation was never published.

Being obliged to return to England Dr. Maddox employed him-
self in trying to extend the labours of others by combining photo-
graphy with microscopic research, and in this path was so for
succesiiful as to be the recipient of two medals, and for his various
writings on this and microscopical subjects he was elected an
Honorary Fellow of the Royal Microscopicid Society.

About the time of his introduction of the gelatino-bromide process
Dr. Maddox was can-ying on a series of examinations on the living
organisms found in the atmosphere, and which uecei«itated prolonged
and tedious work with the mici-oscope, amounting sometimes to

sixteen hours in the day. In his roetho<l he differed entirely from
those who had preceded him, and this lias been made the Uieis of
further and most extended researches by others, especially by
Dr. Douglas Cunningham aud his friend Dr. Miqnel, of the
Observatory of Montsonris, Paris. Dr. iladdox used an apparatus
of his own inventi<in—the "aiiroconiscope"—a kind of multiple
funnel set up as a vane. The wind traversing this instmiuent
deposited the organisms on a thin cover-glass duly prepareU for

the purpose. The organisms were then cultivated, and many of
them cirefully figured, the results being published in the current
Monthly Microscopical Journal.;
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Of the gelatino-bromide process we need scarcely say more than
that its present high state of utility has been brought about by the

labom-s of the many, and Dr. Maddox may juscly be proud that he
closed his |)apev on the process witli tlie hope that he had given

|

another handle to the photograjiliers' wheel, which has indeed, '.

without restriction, been turned to their commou benefit. l

He gave much of hia time to microscopic drawing, as is attested >

in the work of the late Dr. Parkes on Hygiene and Dr. Nayler on Skin
\

Diseases, and other authors; but his coloured drawings of many of 1

the Liatomacece under reagents, and his figures of the ferments in
|

the deposits of beer, &c., have, we believe, never been published.

AVorn down by much suffering, he was again obliged to reside

abroad for a considerable period, and renounce his favourite pursuits

;

but since his return he has devoted much of his time to them,
especially in the endeavour to photograph the Bacteria—some of the

minutest living entities, which require both skill and patience for

their reproduction by photography.
Dr. Maddox was always ready to impart any information he

might possess, holding that the claims of Science, for her advance-
ment, were—" if freely ye have received, freely give."

The accompanying portrait was taken specially by Mr. J. Thomson,
b". R.G.S., 70a, Grosvenor-street, W., and is considered an excellent

likeness.
•

PRINTING STAINS ON GELATINE NEGATIVES.
There are few photographers, either amateur or professional, who
have not suffered more or less from their negatives becoming
stained and spotted by contact with the silvered paper. This is

especially the case with tho.se who sensitise their own paper—and
professionals are therefore, perhaps, greater sufferers than amateurs
—one essential element in the production of these spots and stains

being damp, which, for obvious reasons, is not present in the ready
sensitised paper.

Perfectly dry silvered paper has apparently no injurious effect on
a gelatine film. I discovered, on taking down a printing-frame for

use rather early in the present season, that a negative witli a half-

printed proof in contact had inadvertently been stored away during
the whole winter—probably for a period of four or five months

—

without having produced a single mark. On the other hand, some
neg.atives I sent to a professional printer, and from which no more
than two prints were taken, developed these objectionable spots

within a week or two after they were returned to me, and caused
me to arrive at the determination that I would do my printing at

home in future.

The fact of a negative having been collodionised or varnished
appears to be little or no protection in the long run, as, though the

formation of the spots may be delayed for a time, they are certain

to appear eventually if a negative be much used and with slightly

damp paper. I saw a suggestion a short time back as to the
employment of thin, translucent paper between the negative and
print as a preventive. This seems good, but better still would be a
transparent gelatine film or thin sheet of mica. The former could
be easily changed when stained or spotted ; the latter would possess
little liabUity in that direction.

Prevention is, of course, better than cure ; but where the malady
already exists it is useless to talk of preventive measures. But,
unfortunately, of all the curative measures hitherto proposed not a
single one has proved effective in my hands except, perhaps, in
very mild cases. So far as I am aware all the substances recom-
mended for the purpose of removing the spots do so by virtue of
their action upon silver and organic silver compounds, and their
action takes place, therefore, on the negative image as well as upon
the stains. It follows that where the defect is very pronounced
the application of any of the usual "remedies" will do as much
harm to the image as it does good from another point of view.

I think, however, I have found a remedy which acts without
injury to the negative image. It consists in "clilorising" or
whitening the whole image and redeveloping, when, by transmitted
light, the spots will be found to have entirely disappeared, though
they are still visible on the surface. I made the discovery in
the course of some experiments in mercurial intensification, when,
having selected for the purpose some negatives which had become
useless from silver spots, I was astonished to find that after
treatment the defect had entirely disappeared. However prominent
the spots may be in the negative the effect appears to be rather
caused by a change of colour than by the addition of any consider-
able quantity of silver to the film ; at anyrate, when the whole of
the deposit is converted, as I have described, into a new state and
thea reconverted iuto a printable image, the difference in the

transmitted colour and density of the spots disappears. It is only
fair to say that I have not had an opportunity of trying the remedy
on any veri/ bad cases, but such as I have treated have been bad
enough to be useless for printing.

In addition to treatment with mercury followed by ammonia, I
have succeeded with chloride of copper and redevelopment with
ferrous oxalate ; but, no doubt, any method based upon tlie same
principle will answer equally well. I give the cue, leaving it to

each individual to select his favourite method. The treatment
with mercury need not necessarily result in intensification ; while,

if the want of permanency of the mercurial image be an objection,

chloride of copper or ferric oxalate may be used.

H. Y. E. COTBSWORTU.

LIME LIGHTING.
I NOTICE a discussion iu proceeding in the columns of the .lourn.'il

relative to the merits of various forms of gasholdere, the (jucstion

seeming to be whether india-rubber bags or iron bottles are prefer-

able. I suppose that the tank gasometer may be considered shelved,

as the water required for its use is one source of trouble, and
the weighting up a still greater nuisance, to say nothing of the size

of ten and twelve feet receivers—about the quantity required for

a two hours' exhibition by a triple lantern.

Having had considei'able experience in the United States with
cylinders of large size, I must say they seem to possess advantages
over everything yet devised for containing the gases used for

the lime light, and, except by the grossest want of care, stand
pre-eminent for safety.

I understand in this country that in the bottles used the gas is

compressed as high as 80O lbs. on the square inch, and I have
noticed also that the valve is unprovided with a stuffing-box. The
pressure seems extravagant to an American, whose cylinders are

large enough to contain fj-om 15 to 100 cubic feet at 22t> lbs.

The sizes favoured by lanternists are those holding 2.") or 40 feet

at that pressure, which frequently are pumped in to 100 lbs. by the

operator, who uses a pump for the purpose of a portable nature, J
costing ^40 (±'8). It is very ornamental, has a heavy fiy-wlieel, 1
oscillating barrel, handsomely nickelled, pressure-gauge, and ex-

quisite inlet and outlet valves. At such a low pressure no water is

required to keep the barrel cool, and the operation is a quick

and easy one. Another pump is sold which will compress up to

300 lbs. by the aid of a long lever when portability is required, or,

if stationary, by crank and double fly-wheels. The former costs

865 (£13), the latter §100 (J20).

I have used all these pumps by hand and power, and give results

of the time taken to charge a twenty-five-feet cylinder :

—

Oscillating pump ...^ 100 pounds, 10 feet, 20 minutes.

Lever pump 225 „ 25 „ 45 „

Crank pump (hand) 225 „ 25 „ 32 „

„ (power) 225 „ 25 „ 25 „

A water vessel is preferable with the lever pump, though not

absolutely necessary ; with the crank form it is an essential. The
barrels stand a test of a thousand poufids, and the apparatus is

almost indestructible.

The retort used for oxygen is a continuous-action one, made of

wrought iron. It has to be connected with a wash-bottle and
receiver. The hydrogen is taken direct from the main, except in

case of power being used, when a small gasholder is required to

keep the pump regularly supplied.

Ninety - nine vessels out of every hundred are filled by the

various calcium light companies distributed over the large cities of

America. They charge eighteen cents (9d.) a foot for oxygen,

three cents (Ijd.) for carburetted hydrogen, and twenty-five cents

(Is.) per week hire for each cylinder, irrespective of size. When
returned the unused oxygen is allowed for at purchase rate. The
purchaser pays carriage. It is nothing unusual to send cylinders a

thousand miles; and, although the valves sometimes get slightly

injured and the glossy paint is soon defaced, no trouble or delay is

.experienced in getting them in time.

The light is exquisite, and now that the problem has been solved

(at least, so I gather) of its regulation, it is only a question of time

before the bag is ousted, with its attendant pressure-boaj-d and

weights.

Has it ever occurred to any limelightist to inquire into an explo-

sive source that seems to have been overlooked—that is, the vapour

given off from the hydrocarbon used in joining the seams of the

bags? I know of two instances where a light was applied to

discover leaks. One bag exploded with a terrific report. It was a
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giall one holilinj,' only three feet, liatl Ijceii nlloweil to leniain

eglected, and ho gul haiil and stifi'. Wiien tilled leakage was
Bticealile, and a light being used to discover the source caused

is destructiou. The other case was similar, only it happened
Mth a large bog, which merely burned up. Both were filled

Tith oxygen.
I feel sure Mr. Lewis Wright will never use bags when he sees a

piir of large cylieidera doing their duty. Mr. R. A. Proctor's

nanipulator was not fit for his task, and was probably the man
lilled in one of the Western theatres during the performance of

lie " Lights o' London." As he had transferred and pumped
lydrogeu into the oxygen receiver—liad the error pointed out to

lim, and yet lit up !—whose fault was it 3 Regarding cases not

K'ing reported : they are, but two lines is often the space given,

iistead of half-a-column and likely a leatfer as well. A man who
tried to light the oxygen first in an Ohio theatre was sent to prison

;

ht was drunk at the time. I notice men here get one shilling and
si:pence a show. The pay in America is one dollar (four shillings).

]>uring the last twenty years the lantern has been advanced from

a toy to a scientific instrument; but it is yet far from perfect. It

seems to me the aphengescopic principle could be more fully

developed if the light were stronger. I remember a lantern by
C'hadbunj, at the Polytechnic, that showed cartes de visite an

enormous size. The jet was very noisy I will allow, but of great

power. Why do not some of our scientists turn their attention

that way instead of worrying about safety-valves? Hemming and
Tate's are the most perfect I know of ; but the check on the flow of

gas is a downright nuisance in every form.

Really, little remains to be written on lantern history, as it is so

fully and ably treated by Mr. Samuel Highley, in Cassell's Technical

aiid Popular Educators; and, if republished, would form the most
perfect manual extant on the subject
The lime has great influence upon the light. Those used in the

United States are very long, the hardest magnesian limestone is

used, and they fit into cups—a better arrangement than the wire

—

dispensing with the hole in the centre, which is troublesome to

drill and causes innumerable splits to occur.

J. SiMFSOS TOMKIKS.

APPARATUS FOR INSTANTANEOUS PHOTOGRAPHY.
Pkofes-sor Herman Foi. has lately described in La Nature an in-

stantaneous camera, with repeating backs, which he designed some
time ago, but had not before published. He points out the usual

difliculties attending the use of ordinary apparatus, and the loss of

time between exposing and focussing, which, as he observes, causes

the loss of many subjects. This latter difficulty, he states, has

been surmounted in three ways :—First, by the use of lenses giving

all objects in focus at once, and thus need no focussing. This plan

be objects to as requiring longer exposui'es, giving an image that is

neither quite sharp in any one plane nor in correct drawing. The
second plan is that of Messrs. Muy bridge and Marey. It requires

the apparatus to be placed in situ beforehand, and the object driven
between lens and screen—a plan possessing obvious objections, and
suitable only to a confined class of subjects. The third plan is

that eniployed by himself— a double camera with twin lenses

—

its principle having been, as he says, adopted long ago, though
its application seemed to him to have been quite neglected till

recently. Professor Fol thinks the later experiments with the
same apparatus no more successful than the first, on account of

the want of steadiness. Further ; he sa3's mait of these apparata
take only very small plates—M. Marey's gun, the photographic
opera-glass, and M. Enjalbert'a photographic revolver—and, the
image being neces-sarily still smaller, they are practically useless.

His new apparatus, which he terms the "repeating photographic
gun," had been invented before the publication of Messrs. Muy-
bridge and Marey's mode of procedure, and h.is been in actual use
over two years. It takes plates twelve centimetres by nine, al-

though utilising the centre of the field only, and requires scarcely

any adjustments in working it. Below we give det.iiled draw^ings

and sections. The objectives are Steuiheil's anti-planets two and
a-h.\lf centimetres diameter and fourteen and a-half focus, capable
of covering a plate thirty-two centimetres long. Of this we may
say that a plate whase length is more than double the focus of the

lens cannot cover sharply all over.

The shutter is a spring one with pneumatic release, and is made
of two metallic plates, with apertures which pass in contrary

directions between the places of the objectives where the diaphragm
is usually placed. The exposure can be varied at will ffom the

one-eightieth tu the hun<lrodand-t\vcntieth of a second.

The camera is composed of a bellows (>, /rf. 1) completely
divided into two spaces by a light-proof partition. Thin IxjIIowb

Professor Fol had to construct for himnelf an one ojuld not be
purchiised. Some pieces of cardboard, thin bkck silk, and %

piece of black

glove- kid
were all that

WHS Ii**f>de4l.

The lefi half

of th<> Ix-llowt

(* 9, fig-
forma a com*
p;irtment ia

which the

left-hand lena

throws an
image on the

ground glass

f? I): The
right", bellows

(<rf^ restricts

the size uf

picture form-
ed by the lens

carrying the

shutter, this

image being

identical with
the first, but
received upon
a sensitive

plate con-

tained in the

box B. A
small board

(f r) in front carries the two objectives, and has attached to

it the front part of the bellows. A broad frame (c) carries the
ground glass and the plate-box, and serves also as a place whereon
to fasten the back part of the bellows. Focussing is performed by
an apparatus described further on.

The plate-box is sufficiently large to contain a dozen plates in

two lots of six each. Every plate is fixed in a little wooden frame
backed with a piece of thin tin jjlate, which thus keeps all light from
passing through. The two lots of plates are kept from one another
by means of an incomplete screen, allowing room enough on one
side, and on the other space for the frames to slide over one
another. If, now, this box for twelve plates has only eleven, there

remains an empty space, so that by inclining the apparatus tho
eleventh frame of one lot may be made to slide upon the other.

When a plate has been exposed all that is needed to re-set the ap-

paratus is simply to set it upright and then incline it towards the

right, so that the exposed plate passes into the right compartment.
If the apparatus be now turned so that the objectives point down,
and the whole is inclined to the left, one of the right-hand plates

will pass over to complete the left-hand set. Before each exposure
it is desirable to tighten the screw (V) a little so as to press the

foremost frame against the ledge of the box in order to make the

image precisely correspond with that in the focussing half. By re-

peating these movements the whole dozen plates can be exposed
without possibility of confusion, opening the box, or allowing

light to gain admission except during an exposure.

The exposures complete, a metallic plate is pushed within, and
separates the interior of the plate-box from the right-hand compart-
ment, whence they can be removed, and the whole apparatus brought

to within 13 centimetres by IG by 24. Of course there is nothing to

prevent it being furnishud with twenty-two or thirty-three negative*.

The focussing is done by two frames of metallic rackwork in the

under part of the apparatus {fig. 2), one canying the front board (ci),

while the other (cs) slides upon a groove of the frame. The two
frames work together by means of a side button (P), terminating u
rod which carries two grooved cylinders (p), the grooves working
into a rack in the side pieces of the metnllic frame (ciJ^. The
frame c< is worked by a horizontal wheel (R) with a vertical axis

ended below by a knob, which is held in the left hand, and which
helps to support the apparatus like a gun. A slight turning of iho

band in one direction or the other suflices to give rapid motion

to the front by means of the large wheel (B). A little toothed

wheel (r) serves to transmit the motion of the large wheel at the

side opposite to the frame, ensures its c»«y raovenu-ut, and ob»uU?-»

all lateral di.<placciutiit.
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During use the apparatus is supported by a rest like a gun-stock,

cornposeiT of four laths hinged so a? to turn entirely over upon
itself. The front part incloses a cylindrical tube (i,fy- 3), in which

a piston works pressed by a coiled spring. lu holding it this

spring brisk-

ly j)ushes the

piston in front

and causes a
compression
of air in the

tube, -which is

transmitted
liy the little

india-rubber
tube (p i) to

the sli utter,

and elFects

its disengage-

ment. To
hold the

spring it suf-

fices to draw-

in front the

piece (c h)
until it

catches the

hook (g). A
pressure of

the finger

upon this last

causes the in-

stant release

of the shut-

ter.

"The mode of using the apparatus as described is most simple, and

in actual practice Professor Fol has obtained pictures of a variety of

difficult subjects—pigeons flying, girls playing with skipping-rope,

boys at leap-frog, &c., &c., and he quite thinks that his new ap-

p.iratus will form a most useful complement to those of Messrs.

Muybrirlge and Marey.

PUOTOMICROGRAPHY AT THE HEALTH EXHIBITION.
No. II.

At the same table will be seen a beautiful little aiiroseope

connected with chronometric clockwork, which causes the rotation

of a leading central screw attached to a frame that carries a piece

of glass like an ordinary microscope slide, divided by lines into

twenty-four hours and one extra. This is smeared with a sterilised

viscous material and turned face down, so that -when the experi-

ment is begun the extra line corresponds with the aperture in the

funnel opening beneath. The clock, being allowed to act for an hour,

brings the line of the next division into registration at midday.
The instrument being attached to an aspirator and air-meter, the

air is sucked through the funnel, leaving the germs, bacteria, fungi,

&c., on the glass as it traverses centrally across the orifice of the

funnel at the I'ate of an hour between each graduation. This is a
most useful and ingenious instrnment, but rather costly.

There is another of a somewhat similar function, consisting of a
bell glass inverted over another with a ledge, which can be tilled

by vaseline; glycerine, or oil to render the inner space air-tight,

whilst a disc divided into separate spaces and covered with a sticky

material is made to rotate by a drum clock beneath, so that the
divisions are brought opposite to a long slit ground out in the upper
part of the bell glass for the air to enter. At the conclusion of the
experimenf the glass plate is removed and examined by the use of

the microscope, though the naked eye can detect differences between
the hourly depo-sits.

There is another small nickel-plated acroscope attached to an ordi-

n.^ry w.ater aspirator ; a portable aspirator, consisting of two large
glass jars, for drawing over a moderate but definite (juautity of air;

:irid an ordinary water aspirator ; also a mercurial one for the
drawing-over fractional portions of air. Likewise on two pillars at

the corners of the table are the modified forms of the Maddox
.Tcris'-opp, as used at sea and on land. There are different forms of

H'l-nlisintf .npparatus both for hot and cold filtration, and several
flisks-tvith readily-alterable fluids which have thus been stprilised,

.•i\i'l remai'-n perfectly clear. There are some useful little glass
Culture colN—a modification of Van Tieghem and Lemmonier's cell

•^rjd dcHenlepipettcs-foi? inflecting th^e droplet of sterilised fluid

placed on the thin cover glass for microscopic examination uiier

culture.

To the exhibits is added a very valuable list of disinfectants, ud
sucli articles as prevent the rejuvenescence of bacteria in readiy-

putrescible fluid, the biniodide of mercury heading the list ; O-G.'i

of a gramme jMeventing the putrescence of one litre of neutral bef
brotii—a thousand times less in weight than what is required )f

crystallised phenic acid. Tliis list alone suffices to ijartioularie

Di-. Miquel's patience and industry. (See La Semaine Mt'dieale fir

30th August, 1883.) It may be stated that the mildews, which ae
constant in the air, interfere largely by their rapid growth in tie

culture chamber if the sterilised liquid be at ail acid ; hence care a

needed to neutralise, or even render slightly alkaline, the liquid u
use. JJr. Miquel has raised an important point, imich (irerloukcd, is

to the death and reviving points in diflerent liquids, and the sar.e

liquids at different degrees of density. There are also M. Certis'

exhibits of water analysis by colouring the ditierent living organisns.

At the same table are other exhibits, and notably some micro-

scopes by Verrick, and large model miuroscopes by Nachet, ac-

companied by a photomicrographic camera. This differs from any
we are acquainted with, in that it contains a side tube carrying a
prism, used in the examination and placing of the object, and which
allows of the prism being withdrawn out of the field prior to exposure,
so that a jjerson seated at the side can manipulate the a|)paratU3

with ease. The camera is of a fixed length and carries at the side the

focussing-rod, connected by a pulley and cord with the fine atljust-

ment. We rather object to the position of the focussing-rod, which,
like that made by Siebel-t, we fear may be somewhat in the way.
We must not longer linger over the interesting objects of this

exhibit, which we heard a gentleman say was one of those of the

greatest interest in the Exhibition, but pass to the table of M.
Pasteur—a name too widely kiu)wn and appreciated f(n- us to

attempt to further eulogise. His valuable contributions to the

study of vinegar formation by aerial germs ; his work on beer,

with studies of the dirt'erent yeast fennents, and the part they

with other more minute organisms play in giving various fiavours

to beer; his mode of heating wine (Pasteurising); his extensive

studies on the silkworm disease ; his experiments on the cholera of

fowls ; his efforts to lessen the dire mortality in animals from
cattle plague, by the inoculation of a modified form of the virus

—

all commercially attest to his genius and the value of the micro-

scope. A list is given of the number of animals vaccinated, com-
piled from the combined labours of his assistants—Chamberland,
Roux, Thuillier, and others. -*•

The above will suffice to induce those interested to examine the

various forms of apparatus used in the culture and prejiaration of

sterilised fluids. Among numerous flasks filled with such liquids,

notably there stands a large flask—one of historical date—with

which he confronted Baron Leibig's theory of fermentation, and
showed that the minute living yeast cell was capable of inducing

molecular changes in inorganic media. In 1848 he was led, through

the discovery of left-hand tartaric acid, to the constitution of racemio

acid. Thei-e are bottles of the right- and left-hand tartaric acids

—

pasteboard models of the same—" the one, if seen reflected from a

mirror, being the image of the other." In 1858 M. Pasteur found

that the right-hand tartaric acid in neutral media will ferment

through the action of living ferments, and that these act chiefly

on the right-hand acid. There is a phial of tartrate of anmionia,

procured from the fermentation of racevnate of ammonia, the right-

hand salt being decomposed and the left remaining intact. It was

siipposed by M. Pasteur " that the molecular dissymmetry of organic

substances might have an influence on actions of physiological and
vital order," and was so stated.

There is blood drawn from a healthy rabbit into a sterilised tulie,

which for years has remained unaltered ; also various culture liquids

;

single- and double-branched tube flasks. The doubly-branched

tubes admit of the sterilised fluid being infected in one, while the

other is kept normal for comparison. There are also a self-closing

digester with nianumometer for sterilising liquids ; an oven for heat-

ing flasks : Sohloesing's temperature regulator for water bath, which

works by the dilutation of mercury ; funnels for the hot filtration of

viscous liquids ; water-bath and regulator ; funnel and water-bath
;

Moitessier's regulator for gas pressure ; l/Arsnuval's stcive and
thermosyphon ; D'Arsonval's stove, with constant level and tempera-

ture effected by means of the i)'Arsunval regulator. This is made by
Weisnegg, and admits of very minute estimation of tenqjerature

—

" to the x'ijth of a degree." Possibly this might be useful, if modified,

for gelatine emulsion making. There are other cultivating stoves.

* r)r. Thuillier nnfoi-tunati'Iy snccuinliefl t't cholcr.i tiurinjjf Iiis study of thi-*

epideirtta ill- KJvpt; Dr. Rou\ ,im<1 I'r. Straus arc now occupied at Toulon in thu

atiK'.v of thia s*:i'ioii9 mala^iy. - ..-.-.*- -- -'- -
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iiiliiuiU'il alsi> U PAstt'iii's i!X|>eriiueiit:tl brewiiij} apparatlig

without tlie entrance of air; ii givs stove for uteri lining and drying

vessels, and hot biitli for sterilising by heat uj) to 120° C. ; a biaonil

poroclaiu liltt-r for tillvation in vacuo; a water filter, invented by

Dr. Chauiberland, for filtering through ungliiKeil porcelain tubes at

the normal water presaure. These can be rea<lily removed, cleaned,

anil even rebuked for use when soiled. We must not omit the

historical flasks opened by M. i'ivsteurat diflereut mountain heights.

There are also various forms of apparatus which have been

rcL|uired for special purposes. There are beautifully-made trans-

fusion and vaccinating instruments ; the cautery of Dr. Pasquelin

for bloodless operations; a modification of Dr. Hoy's, and sliding

microtomes ; Verrick's microscopes ; large and medium stands ; litho-

graphs, plain and coloured, of the silkworm moths, caterpillars,

internal organs, and figures of the disease corpuscles; figures of

many figured ferments found in beer and wine ; also drawings of the

vinegar process ; while adjoining will be seen the mode of examina-

tion of silk worm moths, as carried out on a large scale, with much
that is interesting in this fortunately recovered silk worm rearing,

the loss of which would have proved most serious to France ; and close

to this exhibit is a model apparatus and drawings of the mode of

Pasteurising wine by one of the large wine merchants— M.
Jloudart. Besides what we have enumerated, there are a few

photoniicrogra|)hs from negatives by Dr. Eoux, which have a special

claim for notice.

We had the pleasure of examining two small negatives about the

size of a sixpence, which bore enlarging up to the ordinary lantern

size of trausparencie.i, and to tlie fidelity of these we can testify.

These negatives go far to support what is not generally allowed

—

that better negatives of bacteria and very minute objects can be

prmluoed without the eyepiece, by obtaining more perfect small

negatives, than by original large direct negatives. There is, of

coui-se, the additional trouble of copying and enlarging; but we
must not let this stay our hand when we are seeking for the

best work. The plan adopted by Dr. Koux, which is one to meet
rapid laboraton/ nori; was to fix a small camera or cell to the eye

end of the microscope containing the little gelatino-bromide plate,

the i)osition of the focus and the image having been jn'eviously de-

termined by placing a piece of plain glass in the slide, and on

its ii/ipei' surface a few scales of a moth or butterfly. These are

brought into focus by a low-power objective used as a focussing-

glass, and the image of the object on the stage of the micro-

scope and the image of the scales are made to coincide. Hence,
bv withdrawing the little camera and inserting the focussing

objective, the focus of any object on the stage can be made to

occupy the exact position of the scales on the transparent gla.ss. In

other words, the focus of these and the new imago are coincident,

and, the surface of the small gelatino-bromide plate falling exactly

on to the same plane, there can be no error through the different

thickness of the glass plate, !is the focus of the scales, the image of

the object, and the sensitised surface ax'e in one plane.

The illumination is by a small paraffine lamp. The arrangement

is simply removal of the eyepiece, insertion of the focussing objec-

tive, and then the fixing the little camera in position. There is no
reason why a somewhat larger camera may not be used, and a

nitlter longer and larger tube adapted to the working microscope,

or the camera may be in part supported, as suggested by Dr. A. C
Mercer, of Brooklyn, U.S., by a strut from the stand of the micro-

scope. For the most perfect work it woulil, perhaps, be preferable

that the camera should be only loosely connected with the eye end

of the microscope, though otherwise a fixture. Tiie plan of develop-

ment adopted by Dr. Koux was that, we believe, recommended by
('olonel Stuart Wortley, of soaking the plate in weak ammonia
before applying ih'^ pyro., and then adding ammonia as required to

to bring up the image. We would strongly reconnnen<l examination

of these exhibits, and we must again remind those disposed to aid

pli8tograpl)ically -in the study of the bacteria, that patience— the

common virtue of tlie photographer of the infantile world—will be

largely requisitioned, even un<ler favourable circumstances.

There are otliei' photomicrographs in the jjaUeiV of the Albert

Hall: and in Dr. ('heyne's laboratory will be seen wmie of Dr.

Koch s photomicrographs of the bacteria of disease, aud a Siebert'a

camera; but we must not further particularise.

EXPERIMKNIAL (.'OMPAKLSON BKTWKEN' AZALINE
AND F.OSINE PJ.ATi::^.

Iv order to Mcertain how the dilTorent stainct) plates sensitised for

i>i«m'-i«»pre«fdit tlie'ColottrH, one coIOup 9f«Io' -wiw > photogrflplied:

I. With cosine cododiou of th« nsual compocitiun; II. with eoiina
gelatine emulsion plates (two per cent, of n I : 40U eo*ine tolatioo)

;

and, III., with nzaliue gelatine (one per cunt, of a 1 :30 auliitiun of
a/.:dine) plates, all taken through tiio n.ime yellow glaa*. The wet
eosino collodion plate required an exposure of four miontM; the two
dry plates a uiiuute each. The result was as followc

—

Colour.

fa) Naples yellow..

fbj Chrome yellow.

fc) Red lead

(d) Dark red

(ej Kose I

(f) Light green..
I

(ij) Dark green....

(h) Cobalt

(i) Ultramarine .

.

Eoaine.«>l1odlon
wet plate.

Eosine-gelstlne
rtrj' plate.

III.

Aztlino
drjr plate.

A little

Black
Black
Darker than
chrome yellow
Like chrome

yellow . . .

.

Grey

Dark grey.. I

Black j

Lightest,

darker than Naples yellow.

I

Black ( Urey.
Black Black.
Like chrome Rather darker than
yellow

Lighter than
chrome yellow
Grey
Like chrome \
yellow . . /

> Like chrome I

I yellow . . /

chrome yellow.

Darker than
chrome yellow.

Dark grey.

Dark grey.

Black.

From the above it will be seen that green acts too powerfully upon the
eosine dry plates as well as upon the wet plates. A light green, which
to the eye appeared darker than chrome yellow, appeared lighter than
it in the photograph. Tlien red lead acted excellently upon the azaline

plate, but quite inautliciently upon both the cosine plates. Rose
colour dill better with the eosine gelatine plate than with the wet
cosine collodion plate. The difTercuce between the sensitiveness of the
two eosine plates for blue was very remarkable. In the wet plate it

came out decidedly dark ; while in the dry plate, in spite of the yellow
glass, it came out im liijht as rhromi' i/ello"'.

The wet eosine plate so far represented the relative values of the
colours more correctly than the dry plate ; but the azaline dry plate far

surpasses them both—not only by its sensitiveness to yellow-red, but
also by the correctness with which it reproduces the gnulation between
blue and green. H. W. Vookl, Prof.—Miahei/niir/fn,

MISCELLANEOUS SUBJECTS.

AnOTHBR NbW KAfMI.\ND SPEITRCSCOPK.

A YEAR or two ago a description was published in these pages of a
pocket rainhand spectroscope, made on M. Jaussen's principle, by Mr.
John Browning, the well-known optician, accompanied, however, by the
objection that some persons were unable to see the raiuband through
it, and, in occasional instances, perhaps, through any other instru-
ment. Perseverance and experience have much to do with the matter,
and in some instances colour-blindness may come into play. As M.
Mascart has said, one person in every ten is markedly colourblind,
usually without knowing it. In their recognition of the more delicate
tints of the spectrum it is possible that no two observers are alike,

and no man has the right to set up his own eyesight as that by which
the eyesight of all other men should be judged. Who is to decide
whether that which one man calls red has not the same inttuencc on
his brain as that which another man calls green, the colour being the
same to both merely in n.ime and position in the spectrum? Until one,

man can put bis brain behind another man's visual apparatus, who is to

answer this question?
To overcome objections as to difficulty in seeing the rainband,

especially with a pocket spectroscoiic, Mr. Browning set to work to

make one to give plenty of light and plenty of disjwrsion. This he did

t)artly by the use of gla.ss prisms specially heavily charged with oxide of

ead—so heavily charged, indeed, that slabs of the glass feel almost
as heavy in the hand as slabs of metal. This- special glass has a
faint yellowish tinge. The compound direct vision prism is placed
nearer to the eyepiece than in the original instrument : in fact, it almost
touches it, In tne mechanical arrangements thera is iniprovenient

—

a hiilf-turn of a milled head moving the telescope of the spectroscope
in or out a consider.iblc distance by means of a lever arm and pinion.

WHicre portability is necessary, combined with efficiency, it is the best

instrument of the kinil I have seen. Jt was i>f constant use to me
during the whole of last winter when travelling in Switzerland ; and for

various researches I am carrying on in connection with photography it

is in constant deiiiniid. .\ large spectroscope is one of those inatrn-

meuts which .'\io of no use to a man who docs not mean to tlioroujihiy

stuity siici'troscopy, nnd to go in for rc.il hard work. For ilil'itimli

use a poi'kut f>pectro9cope is the proper t'liiij, and is excessively

valuable for ordinary piir|>oses. A iMiwerful sinrtroscopc means hard
wnrk ami liar<l stinly ; it cannot, like a powerful tclrscii|«-, lie to

anv great ovt*»Mt tmole ji in<*.in^ Of intellectusl rr^-rt-alion to all

ooaicrs. . .
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The Staxuabu.-> of tub ridjroiiitArnn; Sucietv.

The Photographic Society of Great Britain having done such good

Work in the establishment of standard screws and stops for leuses, why
sliould it not now do something to promote Ijetter and standard lights

in de\-eloping-rooms '! It might do this by fitting up a shadow actino-

niet«r of the'desoriptica recently used by Professor Uewar at the Royal

Institution, and testing the lanierns cuustruoted, or in course of con-

struction, by those who are seeking to improve the light for developing

commercial gelatino-bromide plates. The test for nonactiiiicity might

be the effect produced upon half a plate at eighteen inches from tlie

flame of the lantern, as compared with the ettect of the competing

lantern upon the other half of the same plate, both halves exposed for

the same time, developed in the same dish, and fixed in the same bath

of tliiosulphate of soda. Next, each lamp couM be tested as to the

intensity of its light by the shadow actinometer, by which it is possible

to compare the intensities of two lights of different colours. It may,

perhaps, be safely assumed that on the average the developing-rooms

of photographers are twice as dark as tliey need be, to the unnecessary

straining of the eyesight. The proposed testing would also bring out

information of scientific interest ; for at present very little is known
about the relative space-penetrating powers of coloured lights of low

intensity. When readers of memoirs bring forward new lanterns

the illuminating power of each lantern should be tested by the

actinometer before the reading of the paper, so that the listeners may
have some idea of the value of the light brouglit under their notice.

Knowing its illuminating power, the only remaining question will be

the amount of its action upon a plate at a fixed distance from its flame—
say eighteen inches or two feet.

If the Photographic Society had standards for testing varieties of

apparatus, so as to be able to do for photography that which Kew
Observatory does for meteorology, its attractiveuess and usefulness

«ould be greatly increased. It should be able to test lenses, lanterns,

and plates by means of standard apparatus, and give certificates of the

result in figures—for a small charge, if need be—as at Kew. Most
scientifio societies have an excellent library for the use of members.

Why is the Photographic Society without one?
Tlie standard light used in the actinometer might be that of the

Carcel lamp, witli its light passed through a given thickness of solu-

tion of pure bichromate of potash in distilled water ; or the standard

candle used for the testing of the illuminating power of pas might be

employed. In some cases the lights from two competing lamps miglit

be directly tested against each other, instead of employing a standard

light. Standards of measurement in the rooms of the Photographic

Society would abolish a certain amount of vagire talk, and give a

distinct impulse to the progress of photography. It is to be hoped that

at the forthcoming Congress on International Photographic .Standards

at Brussels, no attempt will be made to found an international estab-

lishment with photographic standards, but tliat each nation will

have one of its own. These suggestions are made on the supposition

that the Congress does not meet merely tor the vulgar but useful com-

mercial purpose of establishing uniform sizes for jihotographic plate.s,

but that it will have some scientific ends in view. When does the

Congress meet!

Studios with Top Light.

On the higli road from England to Switzerland by the quickest route rii't

Calais, Boulogne, Rheims, aud Chalons-sur-Marue—a crosscountry track

with but one through train in the twenty-four hours—the traveller,

after speeding in darkness through central France, in the cold grey of

morning finds himself near its eastern borders between the Vosges and
the .lura mountains, both too far off to impart much in the waj' of

beauty to the sceucery, and Belfort is usually the first town of any size to

greet his vision. Nobody who is anybody ever gets out at Belfort, where
everybody would be glad to see somebody, who, however, alighteth not.

Why should he? and is not Basle close at hand? However, some two
or three months ago I had the curiosity to visit this same Belfort. It is

a military town, hot and dusty, very strongly fortified, and the scene of

fierce fighting during the Franco-Prussian war. Near the theatre is a

photographic establishment, perhaps the largest in the town, and the

studio is built on the ground, with its glass side close to the street,

just whore the face of the side wall of a house or garden would
bo. Small boys aud othei-s are prevented from contemplating the

features and disturbing the peace of mind of the sitters by the

use of ground glass instead of plain glass for the side of the

studio, and this glass is protected from injury by wirework. As
the side street is narrow, and has houses on the other side, the studio

has too much top light. The ground glass would have obviated this to

»i)me extent by catching some of the light from the sky and throwing
it into tlie room ; but the owner has made the gr.ive error of placing the

polished side of the glass outwards, so tliat its shining surface reflects

much of the needed light outwards and downwards. The example is,

therefore, published here as a warning to others. In spite of all disad-

vantages the artist, nevertheless, turns out veiy good pictures. Scientific

knowledge is but the servant of art-taste in a good photographer, and
a man with good art-taste, without techical abilily, will often produce
a pleasing picture where the scientific mechanic fails. The natural

elegance and good taste of the French tell greatly in their favour in

photography.
Near tlie establishment of this Belfort photographer is that of a

chemist, and photograjihic chemist.s are so honest in Fiance they let

yon know what to expect ; for this one has a plate of brass three or four
yards long inside his window, with the word " Roguerie " printed on it

in large black letter.i. " D," the actual first letter of the word is hidden
from view because the brass plate is too long for the window.

The Davh.nia PrtEx.

In his lecture at the Royal Institution Professor Mascart exhibited
an experiment witli a great number of specimens of the Ddphnia Pulfx;
or common water-flea. These were swimming about in water con-
tained in a vessel with flat sides. The rays of the spectrum were sent
through the bottle, upon which the largest and presumably the most
sober-minded of the fleas took up their positions in the green rays, so

as to form a living band in that part of tlie spectrum. That interest-

ing crustacean, the Ddphnia Pvlfx of Latrielle aud Larmarck, delights
to abide in horse ])0iids, and where the water is green and juicy,

though it is found also in running stieami. Its moral propensities are
of a low order, since it passes its whole life with a single eye to its own
interests ; in fact it has but one eye, and that a big one, connected by
nerves with the two lobes of its brain. I question whether Professor
Mascart was right when he suggested that the larger water-fleas

selected green light because they were colour-blind. However honour-
able their position of being in his bottle and before the Royal Institu-

tion, perhaps they were home-sick, and careered about in the green ray
merely in the hope of finding an outlet to their green pond with its flea

umbrellas of green duck^^eed. That the smaller ones did not do the
same merely proves that tliey were g.ay young things who appreciated
the grandeur of tlieir position. They belong to the Clndrkera, or
" branch horns." They have Ave pairs of feet, and two pairs of antenna;,

the lower pair very large and used in swimming ; the feet are "not
much," and within the shell. Their motions are lively and brisk.

In Professor Mascart's bottle they betrayed no lack of energy aud
excitement. In their native ponds and ditches, where no doubt they
will be much souglit hereafter by photographers who wish to use them
to indicate the new flea line in the spectrum, they sometimes travel

ill a band a foot wide and several yards long, with no doubt leaders in

front like certain birds of passage. Tliey are frightened at shadows
;

for let l)ut a new shadow fall upon the water the whole army of fleas

vanishes in all directions. They fiee away, so to speak. The beating

of their hearts is rapid and isochronous. Phrenologists say that the

brain at the back of the head denotes animal propensities ; the whole of

their brain is at the back of the head ; they have no biain in front for

the development of the intellectual and moral faculties. They carry

their eggs on their backs, underneath their shells, and hatch them
there. The young are unlike their parents— havi ii'> shell, no abdomen,
and but few limlis. The egg-carrying part of the body i» opaque
at certain seasons of the year. They are three or four times as large aj

the land flea, to which they are related only in name. Their counte-

nances are rigid, and betray little emotion under all the changing
vicissitudes of life. W. H. Habki.so.v.

ON STAINED GELATINE PLATES.

The dye prepared by me, and which I mentioned at the conclusion of

my last article, and which I have decided to call "azaline," has, on
further trial, turned out a very excellent optical, srmiHwi- for rjdatine

plati-^, though its action upon collodion is less excellent. It has three

lines of absorption, two of which lie in the yellow-green and one in

orange ; and corresponding to the latter it produces quite a considerable

sensitiveness to red, but has a slighter sensitiveness to green than

eosine. This, however, is no disadvantage ; rather it is au advantage,

for green acts too powerfully upon common eosine. It is, however,

very surprising that azaline does not, like eosine, diminish the collective

sensitiveness to white light, but rather iiirrensi's it, and with some
emulsions even doubles it. For this reason I succeeded in taking a

photograph with it of an oil painting with figures in white dresses

without the slightest solarisation of the whites. The exposure required

for a life-sized oil painting taken through dark yellow glass in bright

weather was only a couple of minutes, The experiments will be

continued. H. \V. VoOEL, Prof.
—MitlheUuti'ji'n,

ON THINGS IN GENERAL.
" Me,s,sr.s. G. West axd Son's have a frame of studies of yachts

elaborately retouched;" so say the Committee of the Cornwall Poly-

technic Society in their report upon the exhibits. Some value has

been attached at one time or anotlier to the awards of this Society to

photographic pictures; but when this second time the Committee go
out of their way to libel a photographer who has produced some of the

most exf|uisite gems of pure photography that ever adorned the walls

at Pall Mall, and call his examples of pure photography "elaborately

retouched,
'

' the value of their verdict will be considered as about equal to

its «ant of truthfulness. Messrs. \^"est and Sons have just cause for
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iji-avc complaint. Another gentleman thoy take under their wing in a
very kind niiiuuer

:

—" The Judges are pleased to note the marked
imiirovumeut iu his exhibits over last year." Wlmt a glow nf
satisfaction would suffuse the cheeks of that gcutlemau at this kiuU
expression of pleasure at the improvement he is making. It would
almost .innul tlic feeling of horror at the waut of grammar in the
language adopted to express their gratification. Tliis report in very
good reading. Of one set of pictures it says.:—"They arc a little
too black and cold, and in many instances the subject is too low in tlie
plate, wliicli dwarfs the hills." Here is a nice little puzzle for the wet
days, to discover whether the subject or the plate dwarfs the hills.
••'I'he Judges are of opinion that this gentleman can do better work,
aud hope he will profit by these remarks 1

"

I was interested to note the discussion at the Parent Society last
mouth about quick exposures. Several members' expressed the opinion
that tho quickest of exposures did not neccsgkrily produce a more
correct or artistic representation of the oliject than .in exposure really
quick but relatively slow. Tliis is a text I am to get pnwy on, I do
lii'lieve, but its importance must be my excuse. To me the" represen-
tation of quickly-moving objects by a picture depicting jiist one phase
of the motion is an outrageous absurdity. Mr. Muybridge's photo-
graplis were invaluable, but to tlio anatomi.st only—not to the arti.«t.

Some of tho positions of quickly - travelling animals were actually
ludicrous ; no artist would attempt to paint thenV in a picture. Simi-
larly with sea pictures—or, perhaps, 1 should say, wave pictures—as
iliscussed at the above Society. Everyone knows that an extremely-
quick exposure would give the reflected sheen of the sun on the water
as a series of retlections of individual distorted suns, and not as tliat
long line of liglit which the eye perceives, or, rather, records, upon the
brain. And so in breaking waves and rolling surf. Where the motion
is comparatively slow instantaneous pictures are admirable, but where
changes follow iu rapid succession the eye only tells the brain of an
average of a number of ditterent pictures placed on one another—an
average taken after Mr. Galton's principle. Mr. G. \V. Wilson, in his
.Scotch views, when he produced his most beautiful pliotographs of roll-
ing waves years ago, only used his cap to cover and uncover his lens with,
and artistic indeed were his results. I do not wish to be understood
from what I write that I object to quick exposures altogether; far
from it. Some most exquisite pictures liavc been so taken; but the
subject shoidd be suited to the process, and not the process to all

subjects.

Whenever Mr. J. K. Sawyer gives us a paper it is sure to be practical
and to contain valuable hints. Such was his last on Commackd
Fulirks Suitable fot- Dork-room Illumination. But what did he mean
by putting the task of contracting the pupil of the eye upon the ciliary
muscles which really work the lens of the eye ? The muscular fibres of
the iris are not the ciliary muscles, as his words would indicate ; and
so far from those muscular fibres acting slowly they form a conspicuous
example to the contrary, for they act with great rapidity, thougn other
unstripcd muscular fibres do act slowly.

I note that in the discussion upon Professor Vogel's discovery, at the
meeting of the Berlin Association for the Cultivation of Photography,
two photographic reproductions of a chromo-Iithograph were shown

—

one done in the usual way, and the other by his stained collodion process.
In comparing the two copies it was noticed that the grain of the paper
showed very much more clearly in the picture done by the ordinary
process than in that by the stained film, and the reason given was that
the shadows cast by the inequalities of the paper of the original were
caused by reflected light and were yellowish in tone—a tint to which
ordinary collodion is very sensitive, but the stained collodion very
much less so; hence these shadows are not strongly reproduced in the
latter. This is all nonsense as at present written, and it appears to me
that the simple explanation is that the picture showing the grain
most closely was under-exposed. Anyone accustomed to copying
pictures upon paper knows that such is the usual effect of under-
exposure.

Apropos of the subject of compressed oxygen that has been so much
discussed of late, I was much amused by the perusal of your American
correspondent's remarks upon the subject. "In England," ho says
"(where strength is universally sacrificed to weight), a small garden
roller called a 'bottle' has," &c. That is very neat; "garden roller"
is a very good terra by whicli to describe these vessels. It is a pity
that the system of compressed gas is not more general ; I expect, how-
ever, that it will be ultimately. There seems to be some difficulty
anticipated as to the heat produced in gas compression, it miglit be
equally useful to give a word of warning as to gas ex|>ansion. A com-
pressed gas-holder, if allowed to give out some considerable portion of
Its contents at a quick rate, would become so cold as to be idmoat
dangerous to handle.

According to a report of the discussion at the Photographic Society
of Great Britain, on tlie 24th June, one of the questions put forth at tho
City Guilds examin-ition was—" What is the csnse of green fog?" I
could very readily understand the question Ijcing put as to a canso

;

but to assume, a« matt hare b«ea done if the question were properly

reported, that there was only one particular cause ia to iMuroe wbat
most assuredly has never l>oen proved, and so the question waa »
minleading one.

To sum up photographic optics iu a few dozen lines, and to detcribe
the priuuiple of achromatisation in a few dozen more, might seem an
impossible task

; yet Professor Hucker, in bis lecture tu tba I^aada
Photograpliic Societv, almtjst succeeded in doing this, and gave a
compact and useful lecture upon this important subject, about
wbich, strange to say, there is more ignorance than upon any other
in connection with the art among the general body of photo-
graphers.

I observe in Itrccnt Patent* one for preparing prints for colouring
after a plan somewhat suggestive of crystoleiim processes. I do hope we
are not going to have another crystoleum fever. A year ago nearly every
young lady in tlie kingdom was learning the art and pro<luciDg mora
or less (to herself) satisfactory pictures in all tho colours of tlie rain-
bow. Tho "craze," I am glad to say, api)ears to have almost died cut.
I have a strong idea that many ladies "went iu " for crystoleum
painting with tlic idea that by paying a guinea or two for lessons she
had learnt a profession which w^ould give her qnite a settled annual
income. How many have there not been doomed to utter disappoint-
ment ! People never will believe that the smallest and lightest handi-
crafts cannot be learned witliout practice. Far less likely is it that the
power to do artistic work earn be picked up in a few weeks' time.

Free La.nce.
*

FOREIGN NOTES AND NEWS.
Dr. Lohse on Isochromatio Gelatine Plates.—Obskrvatioss ok
THE SAME BY HeRR ScHPMASJJ AND HeRR ObERNETTER.—HSBX
Albert's Claim.

In the Archiv Dr. 0. Lohse, of Potsdam, gives an account of how he
prepared eight solutions of different strengths of cosine, the weakest
containing but 0-0005 of a gramme of eosiuc to 100 c.c. of fluid, a
proportion of I : •200,(XI0, in which the dissolved eosine waa, of course,
quite imperceptible to the naked eye, yet ho found that bromide of
silver films saturated with it were rendered perceptibly more sensitiva
to yellow. This confirms Professor Vogel's experiments. A little

ammonia was adiied to the preparatory solution of eosine aud no special
emulsion was used, only some ready-made plates were placed iu a bath
containing the solutions of different strengths.
In a subsequent article Dr. Lohse recommends for tlie same purpose,

as a substitute for eosine in the preparation of isochromatic plates, an
alcoholic solution of turmeric root. He found that this extract did
better even than eosine, because it acted also upon the red part of the
sijcctrum and increased the sensitiveness of that part where there was
a minimum action with eosine. The sensitiveness to colour between
the Frauuhofer lines D and H— that is, from yellow to violet— is
nearly equal, being without any great preponderance of action in the
yellow as compared to blue, such as occurs in the case of eosine.
Dr. Lohse is of opinion that a mixture of eosine and tincture of tur-
meric may be used with advantage for staining plates. Dr. Lohse's
experimental plates were prepared, like his eosine plates, by placing
ordinary gelatine plates in a bath of ten c.c. of water, ten c.c. of
ammonia (density not given), and a small quantity of alcoholic extract
of turmeric. The eosine series was prepared by dissolving in every
100 c.c. of water containing ten per cent, strong ammonia, the follow-
ing quantities of ammonia :—No. I., Oo of a gramme ; No. II., Q-25 of
agramme; No. III., 0-125 of a gramme; No. IV., 0'0625 of agramme;
No. v., 00313 of a gramme; No. VI., 0078 of a gramme; No. VIL,
0019 of a gramme; and No. VIII., as already mentioned, 0*0006 of a

gramme.

In the Wochenblatl Herr Schumann says he has tried the extract
of turmeric as recommended by Dr. Lohse, but got no favourable
results with it. Herr Obernetter, who has also been experimenting
with turmeric, writes that the sensitiveness to led induced by it is too
slight. Elsewhere [see page 473] Dr. Vogel recommends a new dye,
which he calls "azaliue," and which he thinks superior to eosine on
account of its action on the red rays.

A certain Dr. Albert claims to hare used stained platea for two
years, and scouts the idea of photographing through yellow glass. "The
negatives he has sent along with coloured originals to the Arehir seem
to bear out his assertion ; but he gives no details as to what substances
ho has employed in order to get a truthful reproduction of the culoun.

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATION.S FOR PATENTS.
No. 10,334.—"Washing Baths for Photographic Purposes." J. SriRBOCK.

Dundee.—DaUd July 19, 1884.

No. 10,370.—" Washing Apixkratus for Negatives." O. SlOkTl, ffMancIri
Gate, Sussex.—Xtatoi July IU, 18tM.
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Amateur PnoTOOBAPHY. By D. J. I'ArLEY.

New York : S. W. (iREEs's Sox.

W'k hear a great deal about the rapid spread of amateur photograpliy

in America since the introductiou of gelatine plates ; but, if American

amateurs are satisfied with the intellectual food provided by the author

of this work, ive fear they will do little credit to pliotography. We do

American amateurs the justice of believing, however, that, as a body,

they are a little more advanced in intelligence than their would-be

instructor would seem to think.

The motto on the title-page of the book is "Easy as rolling off a log."

We do not quarrel with the autlior in adopting this motto, as we pre"

sume he alludes to the attainment of his own standard of efficiency,

speaking of which he says :

—

"After a few months of practice with no instructor except a book

furnished with a cheap outfit, I have succeeded in making pictures that

are a source of satisfaction to myself and friends, and that I am willing to

compare with those of the average professional."

And then he straightway commences to write a book of instruction !

Of himself the author is good enough to inform the reader that

he was '
' just forty-nine on the 22nd of last February, " and then follow

several pages of "twaddle" which, though they serve the purpose

of filling up, have no earthly bearing on photographic instruction.

After this he plunges in median res, and the reader is indulged in a dis-

sertation on photography, containing about as much information as

would be extracted by an intelligent eight-year-old schoolboy from

a one-hour's discourse by a lecturer who had never seen a dry plate in

his life. The developing instructions, for instance, are specially good,

and occupy eight lines of large type. They are as follow :—
" Tlie plate is again covered from the light and brought to tlie ' dark

room ' (we use the bath room, as we can get jilenty of water and can easily

shut out the light), where, by the light of a red lantern, it is taken out of

the plate holder and treated to a simple chemical bath which changes what
was apparently a plain glass jJate, covered with a whitish substance, into

a beautiful picture."

Verily it is so simple that the novice must think it even easier and cer-

tainly far pleasanter than " rolling off a log !

"

In connection with printing, the author sagely remarks that "the

object of toning is to clear up the picture, making the whites white

and the blacks of the particular dark shade that pleases the artist."

Also that " the purpose of ' fixing' is to neutralise the chemicals that

are altti'able by light and make the picture permanent." In this

chapter on printing, however, Mr, Tapley proves that his "few months'

practice" have taught him one thing; for, speaking of printing, he

gays—" and in fact you may study this branch for years and still find

something to learn." We may add—"practice is better than pre-

cept."

But we need go no further in showing how the pages are filled with-

out affording a glimmer of information that a learner could find of any
use. But we may conclude with a remarkable instance of how the

"learner" may be led astray. Under the head of "Actinometer

Tests" we have the following precious statement :—
"The 'actinometer' is a hydrometer for testing density of fluids, having

a scale which indicates the number of grains to the fluid ounce. 'Thus a
solution of 50 grains of nitrate of silver to the ounce of water allows the
actinometer to sink to the figure 50, and the solution is said to be ' fifty

grains strong.'

"

In this attempt at authorship Mr. Tapley has no doubt succeeded

to hii own salisfaction ; but then he has shown himself to be very easily

satisfied. We have devoted so much space to the matter as a protest

against the combination of ignorance and effrontery that induces a man
after "a few months' practice" to set himself up as a teacher of his

fellows. If the book be utterly worthless as an instructor we can, at

least, recommend it to our numerous American subscribers as affording

for its size a very large amount of comic reading, and, being well got up
and profusely illustrated, the first edition may go off successfully. By
that time, perhaps, Mr. Tapley will have begun to learn that neither

photograpliy nor book writing is quite so "easy as rolling off' a log."

gintinp of ^actttm,

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OK GREAT BRITAIN.
At the technical meeting of this Society, held on Tuesday, the 22nd inst.,

the chair was occupied by Mr. J. Spiller, F.CS.
In the course of some nbservationsijipmi the ni!ce,<isity n.f having correct

reports of the transactions of the Society,' the" Ch'airiunn remarke<l {hat a

curious instance of inaccurate reporting had recently occurred in an
account contained in a technical scientific journal, where Professor Mac-
leod had been described as liaving exhioited an apparatus for automatic
registration of aunsliine by means of a water lens, the fact being that no
apparatus had been exhibited, and tlie lens which was described Wiis an
ordinary glass one, and not a globe of water, which would be unsuitable
from its li.ibility to burst with frost.

Mr. An'Xan* (of the firm of T, and R. Annan, of (Glasgow), on the
invitation of the Gliairuian, exhibited a series of examiiles of the photo-
engi-avin^' process (Klio's), as carried out by that firm. The prints were of
a \ery varied char.acter, including copies of paintings, engravings, land-
scapes, interior.s, and portraits. Amongst the latter were some striking
examples. One of the Duke of Buccleugh strongly recalled the fine prints
on salted paper produced twenty-five years ago by Messrs. Heunah and
Kent.
Mr. W. M. AsHMA>f showed four negatives t.aken on phates of the .'^aiiie

batch and similarly exiwsed, but developed Ijy different methods. No. 1 was
developed with pyro., suliiluirous acid, and alkali, on the plan recommended
by Mr. Monro in the Aiiril number of the PkotoynipMc Times. No. 2 was
developed with the usual quantities of pyro., ammonia, and bromide. No.
3 was like No. 1, but with ammonia substituted for the alk.ali recommended.
No. 4 was with Newton'.s latest formula containing formic acid. He (Mr.
Ashmaii) thought that No. 1 gave the best result, and then No. 4. No. 3
he considered to be ten times over-exposed. As to the time occupied in
developing: No. 1 had taken two minutes and No. 4 ten minutes.
Mr. W. E. Debknham inquired whether he was to understand that the

use of No. 3 developer would allow an image to be brought out with one-
tenth the exposure required by the others.
Mr. Ashman said scarcely that, but that it was a mixture which

required a restrainer, and did not work properly without it.

Sir. T. Sebastian D.iV]s thought thiit the image produced by No. 2,

the ordinary developer, was the best. He found that he got the best
results in developing from using twice as much bromide as pyro. ; but in

hot weather, such as that experienced recently, he considered four times
as much bromide as pyro. better still.

Mr. A.SH5IAN inquired whether any other member had had .-vny expe-
rience with formic acid in the developer.
Mr. T. BoLAS observed that with the small quantity used by Mr. New

ton the effect was probably inappreciable.
Tlie Chaihman asked Mr. Asliman to give the formula in full.

Mr. AsHJiAN did so. [It will be found in our issue of the 11th inst., in

the report of a meeting of the London and Provincial Photogi'aphic
Association.]
Mr. Davis said that M. Audra had recently recommended the use of a

two-per-cent. solution of water-glass for a substratum for gelatine negatives,

as a ])reventive of frilling, and as causing the emulsion to flow freely on
the surface. He intended exi)erimenting with it himself, and would
report results at the next meeting.

Mr. A, Cowan knew of one commercial plate-maker who prepared his

plates in that manner, and used no chrome alum iu the emulsion. It was,

therefore, probably efficacious in preventing frilling.

A question was read :
—" What is the use and value of the addition of

alkaline citrates to the developer f

'

Mr. Dedenham remarked that when the use of citrate in the develoi^er

w,%s introduced by Mr. G. Watmough Webster it was in order to overcome
over-exi)osure. It seemed, therefore, probable th,at when it was employed
a hmger exposure was necessary,

Mr. Cowan had found that a plate exposed six times too much came up
with citrate undistinguishable from one that had received the correct

exposure.
Mr. P. W. DoSKiN had found a similar effect with ten times the proper

exposure.
it was arranged that the discussion of this question should bo adjourned

till the next meeting, and the Chairman expressed a hope that mcmbei-s

would experiment in the meantime and report thereon.

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION
At tlie meeting of this Society, held on the 17th instant, the ch."vir was
occupied by ilr. A. Cowan.
Mr. J. It. Hake, on behalf of Messrs. J. and H. Dale and Co., showed

a studio clock having a large seconds hand which, in the ordinary way,
was out of gear, and did not move with the other hand, but stood at zero.

By means of a Leclanche battery the clock was in electrical cDiiuection with

one of Cowan's double drop-shutters. When tlie exposure was coniiueiiced

by th» fall of the first dropping piece, the seconds hand was thrown into

gear and continued to move until the exposure was terminated by the fall

of the second dropping piece, which closed the lens. This movement threw

the hand out of gear ayain, and it returned to zero in readiness for the next

exposure.
Mr. W. Ayhbs passed round some prints from negatives taken nn

gelatine plates during a recent professional tour through Scotland. The
subjects were of the most varied character, including landscapes, interioi-s,

and boats in motion, &c. Mr. Ayres also showed a tool made for cutting

circles out of ebonite.

Mr. W. M. Ashman showed two pairs of prints made in April last. One
of each had been kept covered up in envelopes; tiie others had been

exposed in show cases. The latter, although not exactly faded, had changed
in tone, becoming decidedly redder. I'his' was attributed to tlie joint

action of the light and exposure to atmospheric influences.

Mr. W. K. Burton thought that so far the change was an improvement.

Other members spoke of having noticed a rapid change in prints thtit had
been exposed in certain positi^ 'iis, such as rivilway stations, where damp had
had acfess t'o them, * " ' ~ "" " .-•.-. - ,-..-.,.
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A qiiestiiin waa aiilced as to whether particulars had been received of
the metliud uf urodiiuing gelatinochluridc opals ODipli>yed in obtaining the
uui! shuwu at tlie previous meeting.
The SKCKsrAKt replied that tbey bad not.

LIVERPOOL AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
The members of this Society enjoyed an excursion in Shionshin; last wcok,
under the „'uidance of their Hon. .Secretary, the Uev. II. .1. I'.ihuer.

Starting in carriages from .Shreivabury, the first stage of the jouruey

ended at Oondover. Here the centres of attraction were tlie chiuvti, the
splendid Kliiiibetli.in mansion of Colonel Kenn.ird, and Condover House

—

an oxtreuiely beautiful black and white building of the 13th century.
Miss Carr very kindly showed tlie beauties and curiosities of the interior

to the visitors, and laixo numbers of negatives wore taken here and at the
hall.

A drive of a few miles to Pitchford followed, ami, with the permisHion of

Colonel Cotes, very fine pictures were obtained of the old hall and church.

The next halting-place of the party was Acton IJurnplI, where there is a
fine ruin of a building in which Edward I. held a iMirliament in \'2Ki; but
no negatives were taken, owing to the neceaaity of pushing on to Wenlock.
The drive over Wenlock edge, and the magnificent panorama from the

ridge, were greatly enjoyed. I5ut the culminating pleasure of the day waa
found in the ruins of Wenlock Abbey. These abound in artistic " bits,"

and the abbot's house, occupied by Sir. Gaskell, M.l*., supplied as fine a

subject of this class as could be found.

About a hundi-ed negatives were taken during the day, and the only
things to mar the enjoyment of the excursion were the necessarily short

stays at each sp<>t, and, last but not least, the difficulty of finding trains

and places for Birkenhead in the terribly-congested state of the traffic at

Shrewsbury. But, in spite of all the drawbacks of the day, it was con-

sidered to "have been the pleasantest and most profitable, from a photo-

graphic point of view, of this season's excursions of the A8.-«x;iation.

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYXR A\D NORTHERN COUNTIES'
PHOTOGK.\PHIC ASSOCI.VnON.

Th K third of the current year's series of outdoor meetings of this Society

was held on .Saturday afternoon last, the lOtli in^t., at Uilstim, near
Corbridge-on-Tyne. The ruined Hall at this romantic sjiot was formerly

erne of the residences of the ill-fated Earl of Derwentwater, and it, to-

gether with its surrounding picturesque scenery, has oftentimes formed a

happy subject for artists (.f all kinds-the wieldors of i>en, i>encil, brush,

and photograjjliic lens alike.

Mr. E. Cioold, of Elswick Lodge, Newcastle, was the leader of the expe-

dition, and under a jjropitious siui and sky a fair number of plates were
exposed, and have suice turned out satisfactorily. Mr. J. P. Gibson, of

Hexham, with characteristic hospitality, entertained the members to a

substantial tea, and afterwards showed them through his large studio of

photographic views, which for variety and good workmanship are equally

admirable. Altogether the gathering was most .igreeable.

The next outdoor meeting will be held at Bywell, on Wednesday, the

Cth August, under the leadership of Mr. E. Dodds, Low Foil, Gateshead.

ST. HELENS ASSOCIATION FOR THE PURSUIT OF SCIENCE,
LITERATURE, AND ART.

PiiOToeRArnic Section.

A MKETIXG of this Section w.as held on Wednesday, the 2otIi ult.,—Mr.
Heather in the chair.

Mr. Brook exhibited his new 84 X 6.1 camera, by W. Watson and Sons,

London, with Rosa's symmetrical lens, which waa very much admired.

Mr. LKE.S presented the Section with an illuminated copy of the rules.

A cordial vote of thanks was accorded to Mr. Lees for his presentaticm.

Mr. iJROOK showed about a dozen neg.^tives of views taken at Lymm.
Three of these, which should have been the best, were fogged. An
inquisitive young lady at the above place opened the slides to see the

ijicturea whilst Mr. firook was in the next room. He (.Mr. Brook) will

lock the bag in future. The rest were very good, including two negatives

of thre« St. Helens celebrities, namely, the most corpulent men in town,

whose total weight was 980 |)Ounds.

The Ch.virsi.vn described some exiieriments he had been making with
Imiled and cold emulsion-making. He was not very successful with the

cold, and was now more than ever a discii)lc of the boiling, process.

After the inspectiim of a number of ijrints and chemical photographs

(not by Mr. Sherlock's new process) the meeting was adjourned.

BERLIN ASSOCIATION FOR THE CULTIVATION OF
PHOTOGRAPHY.

This Society met on the Gth June,—Professor H. W. Vogel in the chair.

Dr. Liesegang forwarded a copy of his work On Silirr Printing and
JEnfnrginf/^ ami the i'Modion Pi'ocf**.

The Chairman then read a circular received from the Northampton
Museum authorities regarding the jirospective International Photographic
Exhibition, to be held there from the middle rif I)ecenil)er.

An unusually good photograph by electric light, by Herr Kurtz, of New
York, was shown and favourably commented upon.
Herr QumDE inquired whether moat light waa lost through diffusion by

Herr Kurtz's system of electric lighting, or by absorption by the paper
reflector through Mr. Vanderweyde's system.

The Cmairu.vn replied th»t he tlionght TTorr Knrtx's system wm Um
better of the two ; but that waa merely his impression, as he had no exact
data to go by.
Herr .loop suggested replacing the tissue \t&\ier or ground glaas whicli

covers the aperture of the lantom directed towards the sitter by ribbed
glass, which v.otild absorb less light.

The Cii.viHMAN showed some lichtdrucks of photograplis, by his new
process, of the colour scale, and then BiK)ke of his endeavours to render
gelatine plates sensitive to yellow, &o. He had pre|>ared a new dye which,
in consequence of its resemblance to the Kloom of azalias, hecallixl "azalin."
It had a very good effect iqion gelatine plates an<l ui>on dry eolliKlion ; but,
on the other hand, it was not very useable with wet colliidion. Herr
()bi:riietter had alreiuly tried it upon his emulsion, and had sent him (the
Chairman) two samplir plates stained with it. The pUtes were shown and
were copies of oil paintings, which showed in the most striking manner tho
action of l'rofe.<st)r Vogel's dye. Herr Gliernett'ir wro^• that he ha*! alwi
tried these staine<l plates when taking lau(Uca)>(^s,and hail secui-ed surprising
results. The superiority of the azaliii plates was most striking in the cas<-

of red and also r)f green, the latter acting too powerfully u|xm oninn.
Two sample negatives of the colour scale, taken upon a jilate stained with
cosine and with azalin, showed this strikingly.
Herr Sent i.rz-HKNCKK showed a gelatine plate intensified with Herr

Anders' blue intensifier. The intensihcntiou proceeded very smoothly, but
he could not tell them what tho formula was, as Herr Anders hatl ap-
plied for a patent, which had not yet Ix-en gnvnted ; but it waa identical
in ^Jrillcil>le with J>r. Eder's blue intensifier for collodion plat<-8, so that the
validity of a patent for it might be questioned.
Herr Rolofi read a small pamphlet written by him and intended for thp

general public

—

Wlinl Onr Should I)n at the Pholografiher't. It ia intended
for distribution, .ind contains hints as to the choice of a suitable costimie, &c.
This concluded the business, and the meeting was adjourned.

—

—

THE ETHOXO-LIME LIGHT.
To tlie Editors.

(Jkntlkme.n,—So far from the ether-oxygen lime light having been
"popular" here at the time I applied for a patent in connection therewith,
I believe it was not used by anyone in this country. I had never heard of
it, and l>elieved that I was the first to pass oxygen through any kind of
chamber containing ether and connected with a blow-pipe.
The claims in my original application for a patent covered all this, and

when I discovered my mistake (while looking over a file of Thk Briti.sh
JoiRNAL OK Photo<;kapht at the Franklin Institute), I w^rote to the
patent office examiners, calling their attention to the publication, and
amending my specification and claims to cover only what was uni|iiestion-

ably ray own.
Anyone who visits the U.S. Patent Office may examine the record of

proceedings in the case, and see that 1 did this >>efore the examiners ha(l
taken any action on my application, and that they then allowed the patent
without making a single objection to my claims. Even now, I have not
heard of anybody in this country who uses the ether-oxygen light with any
other than my patented apjiaratus. One who tried to use the "wash-bottle
generator" had .an explosion which frightened him so ba<lly that he waa
afraid to try even my apparatus for some time j but he now uses it and
praises it.

In view of tliese facta, I think you will agree with me it would be nn-
kiud to make it appear that I tried to aecnre for myself any credit which
was justly due to the English inventor.—I am, yours, &c.,

702, Chest II nt-strect, Philailrlphia, U.S.A., Feed. E. Ivbs,
Jv.h/1l,l>m. —

ROYAL CORNWALL POLYTECHNIC SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION
To the EurroBS.

GK.VTLEMEN,—Allow me to remind intending exhibitors at the above
exhibition that pictures for exhibition must not arrive later than August
5th, at the Polytechnic Hall, Falmouth.

I shall l)c most happy to supply prospectuses and forms of entry, which
must be filled up at once.—1 am, yourn, &c., W>|. Brooks,
Laurel Villa, Wraij Park, Beit/ttte, Julf 22, 1884.

OXYHYDROGEN EXPLOSIONS.
To tke Editors.

Gkntlkmkn,—Referring to Mr. Lewis Wright's observations, under the
above heading, in last week's iaaue : he aaks for a case in which an explosion
has taken iilace through dust in the bag. I take tho liberty of atating an
incident wnich happiened a short time back to a Mr. Dnlleii (whom I have
not asked if he has any objection to my mentioning his name, but have no
cloubt for the information of those int«'rested in the matter he has not).

The accident was jitKuliar. Shortly after commencing his lectnra (say
about tun minutes, more or lees) he i>erc«ived tlie oxygen bog in flames,

but nothing whatever to indicate the cause. Mr. Dallcn aaked me if I

could tell him the cause, bnt I conid only surmise the following:—The bag,
when being placed between the pressiire-buards, waa shaken, »o that the par-
ticles of (Inst or canvas were nea|>ed, so to speak, before the tap. 'This

dust would float or be blown up to the nipple, ana there get ligntcd, ttie

oxygen supporting its rombustion. These particle* of diut may be con-
ceived (with the help of the oxygen) to have ignited each other, and
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thereby, as a train i)f gunpowder, carry the light from the jet to the bag,
firing the latter (causing no explosion, there being insufficient dust
floating), until the oxygen \va.s consumed.
The pumice, or tin safety-chamber, if used in this case, would have

screened the dust, and hence have saved the bag.—I am, yours, .&c.,

33, BaladiiCa-road, Bermoniheij, Julii, 21, 1884. H. K. Bkahd.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY: ITS REPORTS AND THE
PHOTOGRAPHIC PRESS.

To the Editohs.

Ge.vtlbmkn,— I must once again beg to trespass upon the Editors' space
in reference to this uia';ter ; and I also ask that they will not cut out any
portion of this letter—the last* with which I shall probably trouble them
for some time.

First, as regards the Editors' remarks. If at any time a statement should
be published that the Editors think or wrote that wliich they did ntit

think or write, should they exijostnlate and explain we shall all know
that they ai'e "airing" their "little grievances;" and we shall have been
taught how to i>ity, no loss than to despise, their weakness in so doing.
But, of course, tlie Editors aio above so great a display of we.akness ; they
are above implications, and aloiie caring for what any may think of them.
They are above caring even for their own ideas. Large-minded Editors I

If the Editors had not only refc red to my original letter, published in the
Journal of the Parent Society, but had also looked up ^vhat they had
written in an article upon it, they might have seen in what the ''mis-
representation '' consisted.

Before I proceed let me, in answer to the Editors and Mr. \V. E.
Debenham, dispose of this word "misrepresentation." Mark, I have accused
none of icUfitlh/ misrepresenting me. I wrote " misrepresented, or mi,sread."
Now, misrepresentation might be due either to misreading, to forgetfulness

j

or inattention to what hud been read, or to wilful mi.sstatement. The
latter, of course, would bi highly culpable and dishonourable ; the others
are conip.aratively venial sins. If a man writes that which is not the ca.ie,

does he not "misrepresent"—not wilfully it may be? Howe\er, I do not
wish to discuss the precise meaning of the word, thougli I hold that my
view is correct ; and I shall not quarrel with any should they take a
different view, but shall content myself by simply stating that I inferred
no tcilful " misrepresentation."
To return to the Edit^irs, who cannot discover " the slightest ground for

the oharije (sic) of misrepresentation." The Editors, in their leading
ftrticlo (June 13th), unquestionably make it appear that I object to "con-
densation of a speaker's remarks while still retaining his sense," whereas I
really object to incorrect statements and to total omissions of matter, ily
exact words are "errors and omissions. "t If the Editors will quote
verbally any iiortion of my letter they will fail to n:ake it appear that I
meant what they state or insinuate I meant. I lay no value on a general
and loose statement; neither do I consider that those who "trail rod
herrings across the scent," as some of the writers do, are worthy of much
attention. What do my readers think? Is it not most convincing and
fairest to face each statement boldly, fairly, and squarely, burking nothing,
avoiding nothing, and thinking nothing that has been put forward un-
worthy of comment? Do not my readers agree that the high-handed,
"superior-to-that-kind-of-thing," style is but a poor sub.-.titute for solid
argument?
Why I should ever have been represented as making an attack \ipon the

" weekly periodicals " (it seems to me that this view has been taken) I am
at a loss to conceive. In times past I have done my share in sujiporting
the weekly periodicals—especially this Journal—with my pen; and I have
been told that my contributions were valued, but, perhaps, this was "all
humbug." I have received no remuneration; have accepted no remunera-
tion when offered; and have, as events have shown, received but little
credit or acknowledgment—at least from most quarters. I am sure my
conduct towards the "weekly periodicals" has shown me anything but a
detractor and attacker of them. I only value truth—more especially when
the "truth " applies to myself; and in this I hope I shall not be blamed. I
would have the reports of the Society correct, and I would have the jihoto-
gra|)ln'c )>eriodicals also correct. What sin is there in this? And what
harin is there in pointing out how one honestly believes the end might be
attained? One writer (I do not wonder he ia ashamed of his name appear-
ing) insinuates—or am I "misrepresenting" him?—that my "photo-
graphic ideas do not soar any higher than bartering or exchanging."
What a mean "red herring" that sentence is! Of course it was
apparent to any one than by "bartering" an eorchanne of ideas
was meant. Was it likely that I could have intended to say that
any of the members communed thus:—"If you will tell me how to
do so and so, I will in return give you my method," &c.? Certainly not.
Ideas, whether "luminous" or otherwise, do not, however, generally

emanate from one individual only at any photographic meeting; and sooner
or later all members become givers and receivers to a greater or less degree.How eloquent in encouragement are these words of the anonvmous gentle-man to those who, knowing what I have freely given, intend to follow inmy steps, or, indeed, to surpass me, which, of course, many may readily
do ! Now I may be wrong, and tliere may be generous spirits who are above
so sordid (?) motives; but I am strongly of opinion, the said anonymous
writer notwithstanding, that the great bulk of members attending meetings
of societies do so quite as nnioh with the object of learning as with the
object of iniparting knowledge to others. These value the meetings on
account of the mterchamje of information. Though it is more gratifying or
_
blessed to give than to receive," still a little of b.ith giving and receivin"

IS generally ci)nceded to be most beneficial. But 1 am sure some readers
I find I must reply to a portion of Mr. Debenhain's letter.

m!,iE''iT.I^?''''''uT°,J'.?''P'?.'"'"*
"'^** '""> '" ™H '^"«'' published in tho same numberyuJy Utb) u which the editorial note to which I reter appeared.

will blame me for wasting words upon so good a specimen of combined
hair-splitter and herring-trailer.

I turn with greater pleasure to Mr. A. Pringle's letter. I am sure I did
not intend to convey any such meaning as that Mr. Priugle playel the
twofold part—" paying his guinea with one hand aud decrying the Society
with the other." I did not refer trt him. Were there not sufficient
writers to whom I might allude witliout his finding tho necessity for
attaching my woi-ds to himself ? On the contrary, I consider Mr. Pringle
an honest and straightforward writer, who, like myself, when he thinks in
a certain way and opportunity offers, states his ideas boldly and with
courtesy. If Mr. Pringle differs from me, by all means let him—and
others also ; I am sure I shall have no complaint against him. I have no
wish to thrust my ideas down people's throats; neither fias Mr. Pringle.
We only desire that each writer, who writes courteously, may receive
courteous treatment and fair and open criticism. But Jlr. Pringle will
concede that I must defend niyself ; and when he "misrepresented,"
" misstated "—or what yo\i will—my words, was it not most natural and
proper that I should make the statement respecting his letter I did ?

Whatever may not have been plain in my original letter I have made
plain since ; and I do not understand why a simple suggestion, honestly
and courteously expressed, should have raised so iiolemical a spirit in the
Editors and in certain of their correspondents—more especially the latter;
for the former have a certain literary amour proprc, which is only natural
after all. But I do think that the Editors might have discussed, or let
alone, my proposal in a rather more amicable spirit.
As to Mr. W. E. Debenham : lie is even more incorrigible than Mr.

Pringle. I believe Mr. Debenham really likes someone to "tread on
the tail of his coat." But no ; I did not include Mr. Debenham among
"the other writers." I did not write "all the other writers;" but I
acknowledge it would haxe been better to have written "like mr)st of
the other writers." However, I may state als(j to Mr. Debsnham that
there are two kinds of "misre|)reaentation"—inadvertent and wilful. As
we are getting into the stage of straw-splitting and etymology generally, I
may remark, for the satisfaction of tho exact and critical, that Chambers'
Ktiimolo(iical Bictionarii has it that "misrepresent" means to represent
incorrectly, and that '

' represent " means to describe. According to Chambers,
then, I have merely stated that my meaning was " iiicorreotly described,"
and that is what I meant.'
Will Mr. Debenham undertake to say that the reporters ahcays "do take

down the speaker's actual words," even so fai' as photographic gatherings
are concerned? Of course, I know that sentences or a whole statement
may sometimes be taken down rerbatim. But, even then, we do not often
see the result, as Mr. Debenham himself owns; the words are "con-
densed." ^yhat I thought my words would convey to the intelligent
reader is this :—That since the present reports are seldom in the actual
words of the speaker, but in those of the reporter, who "condenses" and
prunes, so little harm could follow from permitting the speaker to use some
words ho did not actually utter, but which embody his meaning. I am
quite at one with Mr. Debenham in acknowledging that the "slip system"
is not perfect. Very few "systeins"are so; but it seemed to me (and this,
I presume, is also the opinion of those who inaugurated the system) that
there is more chance of an indifferent or inaudible speaker knowing "wliat
he said " than that the reporters should rightly divine his meaning. Mr.
Debenham must not omit to take into consideration the fact that by his
"system," if a speaker is incorrectly reported (I must not write misre-
ported!), he must wait, as in the case to which Mr. Debenham so i>erti-

nently alludes, until the next number of tlie Journal before the error or
omission can be [nit right. Which is the greater evil. Let us form our
own opinions and state them, if we will, amicably.

Sir. Debenham will excuse me if I suggest that writing of tho " ajipalling
task of digesting and replying" to my letter does not come fitly from him-
self. He must remember that on the last occasion I had no fewer than si.c

different writers' stateuients to deal with, and I did not ap]iear to wisli to
pass over or to avoid replying to all the statements |iut forward. Does not
ilr. Debenham write at nearly or quite as great lengtli when dealing with
a simile writer or controversial subject? And I do not blame him. Most
writers worth, reading will like to m.ake a complete statement satisfactory
to themselves ; it is hard to omit any point which may seem to elucidate
one's meaning. Why is there not more forbearance and fellow-feeling? I
do not advocate "honest statements" of this kind; the bluntneas of the
(.>uaker to me seems nnnecess:iry. There are some tilings one may fitly

think but cannot witii civilised decency express. Still, the fault is but too
common, and we are few of us quite free from it. Mr. Debenham raised
another matter into which I have not space in this letter to enter.

I cannot for the life of me conceive why "A Member" finds fault with
me f(U' not leaving tho main question and for not modifying my previous
arguments. Surely " A Member" might perceive that I had enough to do
to disentangle my words and to represent them clearly after the m.anling
they had received. Besides, surely a man with many or "new arguments
has often not one to stand upon. I take my stand upon my original state-
ments, elucidated as they arc by my subsequent letter to this .lournal. I
do not think "A Member" is just in writing th.at my letter is "an exten-
sion of what was said for the purpose of explaining what was intended to ha
said "—at least not in the sense he moans. Mi/ letter was plain enonyh and
perfectly yrammatical, and need not have been misunderstood. I did not
attempt to make it " plain enough for the meanest comprehension " until I
found I had to waste space by doing so in these columns. " A Member"
does not state how the Council could "come down" upon him had he
backed his o|iiiiions by his name. Such a matter would be beyond the
cognisance of the Council as a body, and I much doubt whe'th r any
member of it would attempt or wish to be " down on " any ordinary member

' Mr. Dobenhani hniuef states (.lune 20th) that "on more than one occasion" lie
has been mUre^reacn'eil in the "corrected reports." Therefore "I thank thee, Mr.
Debenham, 'for teaching iiic' the significance of 'this word.'" But ponder, Mr.
Debenh.aui I " misrepresoutation is a ecnous chaive." Ihiis ,uc « e " hoist " with our
"own petard 1'
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A\lio made gciiciiil niiil ppifectly logitiinito proiios iIh. Pcmoiml nttacks
would, of course, bo roaented; and somt) of the writers do seem to Iinve

been "sailing rather close to the wind." No wonder, under such condi-
tions, they prefer to conceal their names 1

" Ai-guiuents " of the kind
they bring forwawl may very fitly l)o ('hissed with the action of those who

—

to use an "elegant expression"—quite as "elegant," though, as many of

the anonymous ones— heave half a brick" as a "clincher 1

'

And now, I hojie, I have done. Whether I ain alone in my views on
this matter must remain an open cpiestion; since all with any knowledge
of human nature will 1x) aware that the tendency of men is to state their
disagreements rather than their agreements. Many will combat tlm state-
ments of a writer; scarcely any will back him up, even tho\igh of the same
mind with him. However this may be in the present case, 1 have the
sivtisfaetion of having openly, honestly, and courteously stated what I

thought. In my suljscfiiiont letters I have endeavoured not to be
offensively personal (under rather strong provocatiqn ; those nuiking attacks
under coyer of noma itc plume must, 1 presume, expect somethint; rather
" randdy '). Let the s.ime spirit guide others in controversies of this
kind.—I am, yours, &c., HERBKnT B. Berkklet.

Jul!/ 21, 1884.

[We gladly acknowledge Mr. Berkeley's kindness as a contributor in

ye.-rs gone by, and trust that in the future, when he may have the
i-etults of any practical experimsnts to communicate, he will do so
with his old freedom.—El>s.]

^atts antt Queries.
J. C. (Southport) makes a practical suggestion of considerable value. Ho

sjiys:—"I find that the mercury intensifier is greatly improved in my
hi nds by using, instead of ammonia, a saturated solution of sulphite of
81 d« diluted to one-half."

T. P. B. wishes information concerning the best means of recovering the
silver from emulsion that has been fogged. Let him convert it into thick
Iiellicle and treat it with hyposulphite of soda, afterwards precipitating
the Sliver by sulphide of jxitassium.

J. O. asks:—"How is it, when intensifying witli bichhuide of mercury
and afterwards with ammonia, I get a very brown stain on the nega-
tive?" In repl}-; The stain is caused by the mercury not having
1 een removed from the film by washing previous to applying the
.' mmouia.

S. T). L. inquires whether wo have observed opal pl.ates coated with
thloride of silver emulsion for printing-out become discoloured after
Veeping two or three inonths. In reply: We have seen plates of
this class which contained a large excess of free nitrate of silver, and
V hich, perhaps in consequence of this, did discolour. The remedy for or

1 revention of this must be relegated to the larger subject connected with
1 ermanent sensitised paper, to which it is analogous.

" Is there any way by which I can tone albimienised prints by sulphur, as
i n extieriment?—R.S.A." We reply: Let our correspondent fix the

I
rints upon removing them from the printing-frame, and then immerse

ihem in a solution of hyposidphite of soda to which have been added
Iwq or three droi)s of sulphuric acid. This will cause them to become
1 apidly toned, after which wash thoroughly. The prints treated in this
manner are sulphur-toned. The same effect may be pnxluced by trans-
ferring the print from the hyiwsulphite fixing bath to a solution of
alum.

A roRKE-spoNTENT says:—"How can I test the water-resisting power of
the following varnishes on gelatine negatives :—(1) Red shellac varnish,
(2) white shellac varnish, (3) ordinary comiX)site negative varnishes,
(4) copal varnish, (.5) the mixture, and in what proportions, of any of
the preceding varnishes with eoUodicm? Furthermore: why is it we
never read of the use of gum copal in formuUe for negative varnishes?
Is placing a drop of water on a varnished negative, and watching
whether it makes a film swell up, or how long it takes to effect an
elevation, a good test of the water-resisting power of a varnish? and
what varnishes are known to bear this test?

.'. Gboroe Gibson- inquires—" (1) What is the cause of central flare?"
Answer : A combination of reflection and refraction, in consequence of
which an image of the diaphragm is form»d on the plate directly op|)osite
the lens.—"(2) What is the best camera (make and size) and lens (make
and size) for an amateur to jwssess who wishes to do pictures for the
photographic exhibitions?" In reply: All depends uixm the nature of
the pictures our correspondent wishes to "do." If he decide upon carte
portraits, a carte lens and camera will be the correct implement for him
to employ ; but if 12 X 10 landscapes be preferred, then the services of a
12 X 10 camera and landscape lens must be brought into requisition. In
what department of photographic practice does Mr. Gibson think he
possesses strength ?

Geo. B.\ittLAV writes:—"In the novel, Readu-Momii Mortiboy, by Walter
Besant and James Rice, I find a somewhat intiWesting and far-from-
uninstnictive iiccount of the manner in which oil paintings are treated so
as to render them 'old.' But there is one secret that has not be«n
divulged by the clever authors, which is the way by which the paint of
even a new pict'ue may lie cracked all over in a* few hours by the appli-
cation of a certain something which is applied by a brush at night, and by
which in the morning the picture is found to be a network of thin cracks.
This substance, we are told, is one which we have 'all eaten times
without number. Can you, Messrs. Editors, inform me what is this
substance?"-——In reply: We are short of the necessary knowledge
connected with this subject; but poeiJbUr some retder who knows will
jmpairt the inforioatjOD,

(Bxrbange dolumn.
I will exchange a victoria camera and lenses, which taket (our on • qaarter-

plate, for a good 5 X 4 or half-plate group or view lens.—Addrese, Th»
AilKBK'A.v ['iiOTO<iiur>iKK, Swanngc, L)<irset.

Wanted, a laudsca|)e background, in exchange for three gem laneea, •
carte cameo emlntssing press, a quarter-plate camera lens, and a tripod,—
.\ddre8s, Fbkd Rubiia, Stony btratford, Bucks.

I will exchange a gomt bicycle, in perfect condition, for a good 8 x .'5 view
lens, Ross's rajiid symmetrical preferred, or a good whole-plate camera,
—Addre.«s, CrcLE, care of H. (Jreenwood, 2, York -street, Covent-
garden, W.C.

I will exchange a goo<l cabinet lens and camera (bellows-bndy) for a whole-
]>late lens and camera by a good maker and in perfect condition

;

difference in cash.—Address, Artist, care of Miss A. Iiedgard, Ijco

(jreeii, Mirfield, Yorks.

I will exchange a half-plate camera and lens of good make, also slides and
stereoscopic camera and lens by Lerelmurs, and camera by J. J. Pyne,
of Manchester, for a fifty- to fifty-two-inch bicycle or tricycle, with ball

bearings, and in excellent condition. — Address, A. K. .Smith, 39,

Trafalgar-road, Burnley, Liincashire.

I will exchange a studio tent, 12 x 8 feet, new condition, excellent half-
plate portrait and view lens, about seven and a-half inch back focus, and
a capital dark tent forming travelling-case or table. Wanted, Ross's
portable symmetrical. No. 3 or 4, also cabinet or larger size rolling-press.

—Address, 1'hotookaphkb, Oxford .Studio, High-street, Cheltenham.

Wanted, a camera, bellows-body, for plates 12 x 10 or 14 x 12, with two or
three double backs, and rectilinear lens for plates 14 x 1*2, in exchange
for a new rolling-machine, 20 x 1(! or 24 x 18, compound gear, iilaned
iron beds, mirror-ixilished steel plates, for hot or cold rolling, value £12
and £14 resjiectively.—Address, Pkb>-eot Birnimhkr Works, 14, St.
Ignatius-square, Preston.

Wanted, a 10 x 8 or SJ x CJ camera with double slides, and Dallmeyer'ii
rectilinear or Ross's rapid symmetrical f<)r size of above plates^ in
exchange for a Coventry rotary tricycle, in good condition, ball bearings
to all parts, including pedals and all extras for carrying photographic
app.tratus, cost over £22; can be seen after six p.m. any day at the
following address:—E. James Chestebm.\«, The Rise, Endcliffe Vale-
road, Sheffield.

^ttsiwra to CorwsponJtcnts.

tS" Correspondent! ihould never Krite on both si4ei of the paper.

Photographs Registered.—
Edwin Iddo Ellery, !)fl, Pydar-street, Tniro.

—

Four Photograph* of
Dr. Wilkinson, Lord Bishop of Truro: also One Photoi/raph of Dr.
Wilkineon with hia Chaplain, the Rev. Majcicell-Li/te.

Notice to Secretames of .SofisriES.-It is earnestly requested that when
prmifs of reports and papers read at the meetings of societies ar« forwarded
to the Secretary they may be returned at once to our printing office, 43,

Harrington Street, Liverpool, so that any corrections may be made
before the rejiort or pai>er is jmblished. We last week received at the
moment of going to press a proof of a paper which had appeared in our
previous issue, and which bore a very large number of corrections (many of

them of a trivial character), all due to the copyist of the original MS.

—

not one to the printer. We ar« at all times anxious to do our best to

secure correctness ; but when the proofs are sent out and not returned we
are bound to assume that the original MS.—especially when plainly

written as in this case—is accepted as accurate.

Ross.—Yes ; with very rapid plates the lens mentioned can be siicceis-

fully employed with a drop shutter on tolerably well-lighted subjects.

W. G. Gii.es.—The remedy is very simple. Reduce the pyrogallic acid to
one-half and increase the bromide to double. If you do this yonr
ditKculty will be overcome.

Miss Levex.—We know little or nothing of the process in question;
but from the little we do know we cannot recommend you to have any-
thing whatever to do with it.

A. Z.—Unless you are in possession of a lathe we fear you will completely
fail Why not take the apparatus to some working optician, who will,
doubtless, do all you require, and properly too, for a very trilling sum ?

H. W.—CJood ordinary work -nothing more. The l.indscapes are, on tb*
whole, better than the (jortraits. Tho latter lack refinement and artistio
treatment. The lighting is not particularly go<Kl in the portrmit sabjecti.

S. J. W.—The acetate of soda toning-bath will yield tones like the print
forwarded ; but the negative from which the print is made must be stnnur
and vigorous. No toning-bath, by whatever formula it is nude, win
produce such tones unless the negative be suitable.

J. T. ClBBERLT.—Probably the new toning-bath was put into a dirty
bottle, or the water with which it was made containea something that
reduced the gold to th"! met:kllic state. The jiresonce of a small quantity
of iron would fully account for the bright, metalled particles.

R. F. W.—It is impossible to say the cause of the spots, inasmnob m you
give no infonnati(m whatever as t<« how the print was produced. From
the appearance, however, of the picture it looks very much as if it had
been splashed with lomethinf; which bus caused the print to fade wben
it hat wen touched.
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J. J. H.—Received. In nur next.

Andrew MoCeae.—We have not time to go through tlie whole of the cal-

culations ; but, from one or two that we Lave worked out, we judge that

all are correct. If, therefore, your measurements are accurately taken
the calculations with regard to the exposing will be fairly correct.

KoDT. J.—The proportion of chrome alum to the gelatine' given is quite

correct, but not for the particular descripticm of gelatine you have used.

For that kind two-thirds the quantity will be amijle. The " clotting" is

due to the excess of alum used for tlie particular sample of gelatine

employed.

H. W. L.—You appear to have treated tlie fixing solution in the orthodox
manner, unless you have added too great an excess of tlie sulphide. Of
course the amount of silver recoverable is dependeiit upon the propor-

tion of bromide of silver contained in tlie emulsion with which the plates

are coated, and not upon the amount tliey cost.

T. W.—.Judging from the appearance of the print, and haying notliing

further to guide us, we should say that your trouble arises from an
insufficient quantity of gold in the tuniug-bath. However, the print is so

badly sulphuretted, and shows other evidences of careless manipulation,

that we cannot say for certain that this really is the source of the trouble.

W. H. B.—We, unfortunately, can afford you no assistance whatever.

Your only remedy, if you tiiink you have a good case, is to fight the

matter out in the County Court. We are in no way responsible for the
advertisements that ai)pear in our pages. Possibly had your remons-
trance been couched in different terms to those employed, the reply

might have been of a different character.

J. Look.—The cause of the black spots in the carbon transparency is that

the tissue has been splashed with some fluid which has induced insolu-

bility in the gelatine. That it has been splashed with a liquid is clear,

as in one or two places it can plainly be seen that it has run downward
and produced a "tear." It is impossible to say at wliat stage the

injury occurred ; but we imagine it must have been between the sensitis-

ing of the tissue and the printing.

CitF-nA (Leeds).—Many, like yourself, have experienced the same difficulty

in sensitised carbon tissue during the recent hot weather. The reason of

the "black coating" dissolving in the bichromate bath is thut the solution

was at too high a temperature. During very hot weather the sensitising

bath must be cooled artificially by the addition of a few lumps of ice.

The temperature of the solution should not exceed .5.j° or GO for successful

working. Several articles on hot-weather troubles in carbon jirinting

have appeared in former volumes.

A Little Amateur.—We can scarcely recommend you to purchase the
apparatus in ipiestion, although the price is certainly very low. It will,

doubtless, take good pictures, but it is very antiquated and heavy. It

was considered very light and portable at the time it was made ; but
during the last twenty years great imprmements have been made in

portable outfits. Probably a modern camera of similar dimensions—or

rather for the same size of picture—would not weigh more than one-half,

1)3 far less bulky, and be more efficient. The lenses also, being of tlie

old landscape form, are very cumbersome. That the apparatus is really

good the maker's name is a sufficient guarantee. It weight and porta-
bility be not an object with you, then the outfit will answer your purpose
exceedingly well.

SoiJTH London' Photokr.vfhic Society.—The first outdoor meeting
of the season wiU be held at Hampstead Heath tomorrow (Saturday),
the 2oth instant. Tea at the " Bull and Bush Hotel" at six o'clock.

Quite a Take Ix.—Photographer : Well, Pat, will you have your-
self "taken" today? We won't keep you more than live minutes.
—Pat (with a lively recollection of a police cell) : Begorra, thin, the last

time I was taken, snie 1 was kept in all night, so I was.

—

Fun.

Popularising Photography.—We have received from Mr. F. A.
Bridge liis new prospectus of lectures discriptive of photographic tours
and scenery illustrated by means of the " tridiaphanoii "—a triple

lantern by which the photographic illustrations will be exhibited
as dissolving views by Mr. William Brooks, who in this acts as the
colleague of Mr. Bridge. Some idea may be afforded of the character
of the entertainment when we say that the series includes Antwerp,
Brussels, .Bruges, and Ghent ; Holland and the Hollanders ; the castles

and abbeys of England ; the lakes of England and Ireland ; together
with many examples of iostantaueous photography. We have no doubt
that our friends will secure during the forthcoming season all the
public approval they so richly merit. We have a vivid recollection of

the great attractiveness of the exhibition the same gentlemen recently
gave in the large hall of the Society of Arts.

Photoorapiiiso Actors and Actresses.—Mr. Sarony, the famous
New York photographer, has been giving his experiences of actors and
actresses before the camera. The ordinary actress, he says, is the worst
nuisance. She is never satisfied, and always has ideas of her own
which are as a rule detestably inartistic. " Of all my sitters Bernhardt
was the best. She was terrible in one way—always late for her
appointments. She would rush in three hours after time, but apologise
in such a pretty way that I had to forgive her. Then she not only
knew how to pose, but when I got excited she felt the reflex of my
emotion, and so would gradually assume the expression I desired, and
a, grand picture was the result." Mr. Irving was too busy to sit—much
to the gushing photographer's sorrow. Booth has not cared to sit

rouoh. He seem» bored always when the theatre is mentioned, and

doos not care to be photographed at all. Miss Terry's tantalising ways
tried the ecstatic Mr. Sarouy's patience sadly. " She is simply the

best subject I have ever had, but the most tantalising. I was in

despair when she was in my studio ; every movement was a revelation

of grace, every gesture a picture, and every expression a delight. I

was crazy with pleasure. ' There, there ! for Heaven's sake ! stay in

that position for three seconds' ! I would cry ; but the next instant she

had moved, and some other lovely pose was the result. Her walk
across the room was & succession of pictures, but no sooner did I

implore her to remain for one moment in any of the positions she

assumed than it was gone."

Curious Case.—At the Liverpool County Court, recently, before

Mr. T. E. P. Thompson, judge, Mr. A. Vandyke, photographer,

carrying on business at Bold-street, Liverpool, sued Mr. Geary, of

Birkdale, Southport, to recover £3 .3s., the agreed charges for an
opal enlargement of the figure of a lady made from a glass picture

at tlie defendant's rwjuest. Mr. H. F. Neale, who appeared for

the plaintift', stated that the picture was well executed, but the de-

feadant rested his contention of the claim upon the fact that no proof

had been supplied to him. Correspondence was then read in which the

defendant alleged that he was dissatisfied with the picture, as he had
bargained for a proof, and the plaintiff had agreed that he sliould not

be bound to accept the finished portrait unless he (defendant) approved
of it.—Evidence having been given for the plaintift', Mr. Broadbridge,

who appeared for the defendant, in cross-examination of Mrs. Van-
dyke, elicited that she might have said the defendant was not bound
to take the portrait unless it was satisfactory.—Mr. Broadbridge then

called the defendant, who said he objected to the picture because it

seemed to show the lady represented as a sufferer from liver com-

plaint—(laughter)—and there was a cadaverous expression about the

face. (Renewed laughter.) He also said Mrs. Vandyke said he was
not bound to accept it unless satisfied with it, and, being dissatisfied,

he repudiated the contract.—Mr. Neale contended that the fact of a

proof not having been delivered was not an indispensable condition to

the bargain, and that the mere crotchet of the defemlant would not

entitle him to succeed in the absence of evidence that the picture was
not a good production.—His Honour, in giving judgment for the

defendant, said he was sorry for Mr. Vandyke, as he (the learned

judge) was surprised that such au excellent picture could be produced

from such a vague original ; but as Mrs. Vandyke had admitted that

the bargain with defendant was that he was not bound to accept unless

satisfied with the picture, he was reluctantly compelled to give judg-

ment for the defendant, at the same time expressing an opinion that

Mr. Vandyke had been very badly used.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Dato of Mcetingr. Name of Society. Place of Meeting.

July 29
30

The Studio, Chancery-lane.

Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street.

„ 31 1 London and Provincial Masons' Hall, Basinghall-street.

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
Observations taken at 400, Strand, by J. H. Steward, Optician,

For txm Weeks ending July 16, 1SS4.
Thesk Observations ark Takes at 8.30 a,m.
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STUDIOS WITH PREDOMINATING TOP LIGHT.
TuE best manner in which to ameliorate tlie eflFecta of an overpower-
ing top light in a studio is one of great importance to portrait photo-
graphers, and has at various times received much considei-ation.

Many studios are surrounded in such a manner, and so compactly,
by the dense, unreflecting walls of adjacent buildings as to have
virtually all the side light shut out, thus permitting the top light to

have an undue predominance, the result being portraits with heavy
shadows. The evil in question is nioi-e prevalent when the
studio is erected on the ground or parlour floor, or in a garden
surrounded by trees, than when it is situated on the roof of a tall

house.

A method which we have frequently recommended in order to

diminish the relative intensities of the top and side lights under the
circumstances at which we have hinted, and to tend to their equali-

sation, is the one, now well known, of gfazing the sides of the studio
with ground glass, by which the previously dark sides—dark in

consequence of an unliglited side of a house e.xtending upwards to

a great altitude with the light at an angle of forty-five degrees-
become lighted.

As to the angle at which the light sliould fall upon a sitter so as
to illuminate him properly we shall not here advert, that being
a little outside of our present incpiiry, which strictly relates to the
reducing of the contrast between top and side light, when the
circumstances of the studio erection are such as to give a consider-
able preponderance of the former owing to tliere being very little

of the latter. We are, however, very well aware that the angle of

forty-five degrees to which we have made rdlusion is one which has
been determined by artists as that from which the dominant light
should come ; but we now desire to increase the power of our side
light, which, of course, is very much lower than the angle men-
tioned. It is not only well, but necessary, to have a "giant's
power " in lighting, although it is not always necessary or wise that
it should be so used.

We have spoken of the substitution of ground glass for plain
gliiss as the medium through which side light should be admitted
into the studio when the external surroundings are of a dark or
non-reflecting colour, and when, without subsidiary aid, a jwrtrait

taken in such a studio would prove defective from the dominance of

the top light. This the groimd glass ameliorates by receiving light

from that portion of the sky which overtops the obstructing medium,
and giving it oft' by reflection or refraction from the innumerable
rugosities composing its granulated surface. This constitutes a
great gain in the illumination of the studio by side light; but from
its very nature it is inferior in its power of deflecting light to any
system in which reflection, pure and siiu|)le, from a polished surface

is employed. The great value of a common mirror for this purpose
has been recognised by many who employ what are termed "daylight
reflectors" to illuminate places to which the access of light would
otherwise be nearly impossible.

If in a aide window looking upon a dark wall or house—which,

from the sitter's point of view, would be seen as such, and conse-

quently possess no value for illumination— if in such a side light a

sheet of ground glass be fixed so as to prevent the wall from being

seen, the obstruction of vision will be found accompanied by
highly-illuminating properties. This, it may be remarked, is not

peculiar to ground glass, as any diaphanous material, such as

tissue-paper, will answer a similar purpose. But when, instead

of such radiating agents, a silvered glass mirror is substituted,

and placed at such an angle as to reflect the light of the sky,

then the brilliancy of this portion of the side light is so greatly

enhanced as to render it almost equal to the pure light of the

sky.

In order to test this point we have had constructed a miniature

studio glazed on the side as well as the roof, but, having the side

light obstructed to the degree of which we have already spoken by
suitable erections. Upon placing a plaster bust inside we found
that the top light was sufficiently powerful to give an altogether

objectionable depth to the shadows. A sash previously filled with

plates of ground glass was now inserted in the side instead of the

plain glass. Under this arrangement, while the dominant top light

was not interfered with or modified in itself, it became so in a
marked degree by contrast; for the portions of the figure pre-

viously in deep and harsh shadow were now well lighted. Having
carefully noted the eft'ect obtained by the substitution of the ground-

glass side for that of plain glass, we removed the former and sub-

stituted for it a number of slips of silvered glass mounted like the

laths of a Venetian blind, the arrangement being such aa to cause

them, as a whole, to form a screen by which no direct side light was

admissible at all, but by which the light of the sky was reflected

horizontally, or nearly so, in an apparently unbroken mass. The
eft'ect was not a little singular; for, wheretis previously the top light

dominated, it was now not only equalled in force by that from the

side, but was even subordinated.

As a practical deduction from the experiment described, we
would advise those whose studios have an excess of top light

—

and who, a-s a consequence, obtain portraits in which the shadows

are heavy by contnist with the lights, which are somewhat "patchy "

—to equalise the lighting first of all, and by way of experiment, by

obtaining the thinnest white tissue-paper that is sold and fastening

it upon the side lights at such a height as will shut out from the

sitter's view all the dark wall, the presence of which we have

assumed. This will eft'ect a marked difl'erence in the lighting. If

it prove snfticient, it only remains to supply its place with sheets of

ground glass when leisure or circumstances permit. If, however,

the contrast be still too great, and it cannot be lessened by screening

the top light without unduly increasing the exixjsure, recourse must

be had to the Venetian blind system of reflectors, the power of

which is undoubted, as we have shown, and the cost very mnch less

than could have been anticipated ; for the cheapest quality of glass

that is silvered will answer this purpose quite as well as a better

and more expensive sample.

By way of varying the experiment described we have had con-

structed four thin boards, each about a foot wide, which we have

had fastened together at the ends and slightly »p»rt from each

other, on the principle of hanging book shelves. These have been

covered with sheets of tinfoil and susjjended so as to form an angle,

by which the non-effective light from the wall is debarreti admissiou
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and the bright light from the sky reflected instead. Thia causes

an admission of light into the studio very greatly in excess of that

obtained by radiation from the ground-glass panes, and may, there-

fore, be recommended as more advantageous. Without, however,
having made trial of it, we imagine that if the boards had been
covered with white paper of perfect purity instead of tinfoil an

amount of side light would still be obtained equal to that emitted

by the ground glass.

PRINT-WASHER FOR CARTE AND CABINET PRINTS.
In accordance with our promise of last week we give drawings of a

print-washer which, as we stated, we have seen in action on several

occasions, and found the washing and draining to take place regularly

and effectively, and evidently need no interference from the moment
the pictures are placed in the apparatus and the tap turned on until

the time arrives for them to be taken out and dried. It is upon this

latter characteristic tliat so much of the value of such a machine de-

pends. When a few hundred prints have daily to be put to wash there

is every probability that when special hand-work has to be called

into play the work will, if not usually, at anyrate occasionally, be
shirked, to the detriment of the prints and the injury of the artist's

reputation ; while the thousands which must be the " output " of

some establishments might well entail the necessity for one emplcn/^
being detailed to the sole duty of washing prints.

Quite recently we saw a very striking instance of the difference in
keeping powers of prints produced under different conditions. A
gentleman who had spent four years in Ceylon since last we saw
him told us that of two lots of cartes de visite which were taken by
different firms a week or two before he started, and which he had
taken out with him, one set faded before he had been in'the country
a month, while the other was as good when he left Ceylon after his
four years' stay as when he first took them out. There is no question
here as to which of the two houses would secure our friend's busi-
ness orders whenever he required further pictures ; and there is little

question, also, that varying modes of washing was the most likely
cause of the vast difference shown in the keeping powers of the two
sets of pictures.

One important point must always be kept in view in using either
the washer which we now bring before our readers, or one of any
other construction : it is that in all cases it is most desirable not to
allow the prints to remain for many moments in contact with a small
quantity of water until the first (the greater) portion of the fixiugsolu-
tion is got rid of. Although a good washer will quickly bring about
the desired end, it may be facilitated to a still greater extent by a
proper treatment of the prints in the first stage. They should not
be taken out of the hypo, in a mass and thrown in a heap into the
washing water ; but should be taken up one by one, dipped in a pre-

FIQ. 1.
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liminary washing water with a to-and-fro motion, and afterwards
p«M9d into the washing trough; then, if the trough be a good one,

there need be little fear as to their permanency so far as can be

effected by the mode of washing.

In the trough under consideration provision has been made for

the following conditions :—First, a periodical change of the water in

which the prints are immersed, so that whatever salts are taken from
the prints may be removed at once from their vicinity. The action

of washing water being chiefly osmotic it follows from the known
law of diffusion—the greater the difference between the densities

of two solutions the quicker will the diffusion take place—that the

hypo., when slight in quantity, stands a far better chance of being

removed from the paper when it is surrounded by water than by a

weak solution of hypo. This change is effected by the well-known
syphon method.

Secondly, such a mode of working as shall ensure the free

penetration of fresh water to the surfaces of each print. This

is brought about by the arrangement of the jets. AVhen they

are arranged as in the drawing it will be found that the water as it

flows into the trough gradually a.ssumes a rotary motion, and the

prints are carried with it ; but, instead of their forming a solid mass

in the centre of the dish, as happens with a single jet, each print

will be seen to pass along or over its neighbour, never adhering

for long together. The jet e shown directly pointing to the centre is

FIQ. 2.

Fiff. 2 shows the mode of conveying the water. It consists of a ring of luctal

tubing, out of which spring four jets, c, of narrow lead pipe, flattened at the exit end
so as to spread the water out .as a flat jet. The exact form of jet is not esscntfal, nor

the exactly flat shape ; a little man.agenient with a pair of pliers and a pocket knife will

enable anyone to adjust them for himself. D shows where the water enters the ring by

a side pipe <\ttached by a piece of strong rubber hose to the tap, where it may remain

as a fixture or not, according to convenience. The jets being of soft metal, the angle

at which they arc placed can be easily altered if they are found to be not quite right.

The straight-out jet e' should deliver the water a little past the centre of the trough.

B B in Jig. 1 are four supports formed of pieces of stout sheet lead, bent as shown, to

receive the ring of jets. The washing is started by turning on the ta]>, when the

water will flow from the jets and give a broken rotary motion to the water, the

jet aperture being adjusted so as to avoid dashing too strongly on the prints.

mainly instrumental in producing this effect, and it is very inte-

resting to note this change of action brought about by altering the

pitch of the various jets. If they are all made to point in one

direction the prints will go swirling round, but will soon collect in

a heap, which will not readily, if at all, break up after hours of

washing, whether the trough be filling or emptying.

It is evident that the pressure at which the water enters the

washer will materially affect the mode of action ; hence, to ensure

the regular action of any automatic or syphon washer, it is evident

that a water supply from a storage tank would be most regular in

action. The drawings are almost self-explanatory, as the whole ar-

rangement is so simple, .and, indeed, as we have said, differa only in

detail from a multitude of other similar pieces of apparatus. We
may say that it is advised that the prints be taken from the water

when the trough is filling or when the water is turned off while

filling, as there is said to be a risk of tearing the prints when they

are removed while the trough is empty or emptying.
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Finally : we may stdte that we are informed that the particular
apparatus here figured has been in use for over a dozen years, and
lias re(]uired no repairs beyond a fresh piece of perforated zinc for
the false bottom.

COLD-AIR MACHINERY IN PHOTOGRAPHY.
At the conclusion of the article on Cooling and VetUUatiiig, in last
week's issue, we incidentally mentioned that it had been our inten-
tion on commencing it to make some allusion to the apparatus
which is now so extensively employed for producing air of an
intense coldness, and its application to purposes in connection with
photography.

We, however, propose to do so now—not with the idea (aa the
summer has so far advanced, and the excessive heat we had at the
commencement of it has considerably moderated) that our suggestion
will be put into practice this year, but that it may possibly receive
consideration for next season, or may, perhaps, be made available
in tropical climates where ice is not procurable. Every dry-plate
manufacturer on a large scale knows quite well the large expendi-
ture that baa been necessary for ice during the last few weeks. In
some of the large establishments, we are informed, the consumption
of ice has amounted to tons weekly. Of course this means a con-
siderable addition to the ordinary cost of production. Apart from
its costliness the method of cooling by ice is not altogether satisfac-

tory, aa it acts only locally, and the cold produced cannot be easily
diffused through a considerable space unless, indeed, a very large
quantity of ice be employed.

Hot-weather difficulties, be it understood, are not alone confined
to dry-plate manufacture, as they are experienced to a similar
extent in every branch of photography having gelatine as its base.

Woodburytype, stannotype, collotype, carbon printing, and ana-
logous processes have all been worked for some time past under the

greatest difficulty and inconvenience—some of them, indeed, being
only practicable during the night or the early hours of morning.
In the Health Exhibition are to be seen in operation several

different forms of machines for producing intense cold— say a
temperature from 40' to 90° below zero. These machines are

being at the present time extensively employed on the vessels

which transport fresh meat in a frozen condition from the Aus-
tralian and New Zealand colonies. Now these machines can be
made available for many purposes in connection with photography,
which are now dependent upon ice as a refrigerating agent.

The theory of all " cold air " machines (it may be mentioned for

the benefit of those readers who are not familiar with the subject)

is based upon the fact that heat and work are convertible terms,

and it is put in practice as follows :—Air is compressed into holders
to the extent of some sixty to one hundred pounds to the square
inch. This compression generates a considerable amount of heat,

which is then absorbed by cold water circulating in tubes surround-
ing the holders. When, by this means, the air has been cooled

down to the temperature of the water, it is allowed to expand.

The work done in expanding absorbs all the heat left in the air,

and, consequently, it is left in an intensely-cold condition. This
cold air is discharged into closed chambers in which the meat,

or whatever may require cooling, is placed. As soon aa the requi-

site degree of coldness is produced in this chamber the machine is

" slowed," so that the atmosphere is maintained at an equal tempera-

ture without an unnecessary expenditure of power.

It is easy to see that an apparatus of this description would be of

immense service in a dry-plate manufactory during the summer
season ; in the cold chamberfor rapidly cooling the emulsion aftercook-

ing—a great advantage during thundery weather—and for preserving

it afterwards ; also for supplying a current of cold air to a shallow

chamber, which may be constructed to surround the slab upon
which the plates are put to set. The rapid setting of the emulsion

is, of course, a great desideratum, particularly when the plates are

coated by machinery; for it is manifest that it is useless to coat the

plates rapidly unless the setting of the emulsion can be effected at

the same rate. Fortunately, for gelatine workers, it happens that

when the gelatine has once set it requires considerably more heat to

again liquefy it than would suffice to keep it fluid in the first

instance. Hence, if the emalsion can be thoroagUy gelatinUed,
there is little fear of its ruuuing afterward*.
A cold air machine would be invaluable in a Woodbury or

stannotype printing esUblishment. If the preaaes be put into a
chamber of the intensely-cold air supplied by these machines they
will quickly become cooled down to such a temperature that it

will take several hours, in a moderately-warm atmosphere, for them
to regain sufficient heat to render them unworkable. By having two
seta of presses, one set can of course be cooling while the other ia in
use. In collotype printing, too, they would be of service in a similar
w.iy

; for if the plates were placed for a time in the refrigerating
chamber they would soon become exceedingly cold. Glass being one
of the best non-conductors of heat, and the plates thick, they would
require a considerable time to regain sufficient heat to cause incon^
venience in working. As in the Woodburytype process, so two
sets of collotype plates might be kept in use—one cooling while the
other was being printed from.

It can well be conceived that, in the manufacture of carbon tissue
during excessively hot weather, these machines might prove of great
service. The chief difficulty in the manufacture of carbon tissue in
an elevated temperature, it is well known, is in getting the pig-
mented coating to gelatinise ; but if the paper were made to pa«
through a shallow cold-air chamber immediately after being coated
this difficulty would be surmounted.

Unfortunately these machines are, at present, somewhat expen-
sive, the smallest size costing something like one hundred and
twenty pounds ; and it also requires a gas or other engine of two-
horse power to work it But the cost should not prevent its em-
ployment in large establishments, considering that excessive heat
often completely stops operations as well as occasions considerable
loss of material. When once the outlay is made and the apparatus
installed it can be worked at a merely nominal expense, costing
only about twopence or threepence per hour for gas, supposing a
gas engine to be employed—a very different outlay to that for ice

for refrigerating purposes, when large spaces have to be cooled.

The size of machine here alluded to is much larger than ia

actually required for the purpose suggested, it being really suffi-

cient to preserve several tons of meat in a frozen condition;
but at present it is the smallest in the market It is quite possible,

however, should a demand for them arise, that cold-air machines will

eventually be constructed in smaller sizes, which will prove a great
convenience for many purposes besides that of photography.

Truth has been offering a series of prizes for " Suggestions for
Original Poses for Photographic Sitters," and recently treated its

readers to a few dozen specimens, which are described as " good
and otherwise." From one or two average examples it will not be
difficult to believe that the bulk of the attempts are rather " other-
wise " than good. "A lady on a tricycle, shooting over left shoulder
a Parthean glance at a gentleman," &c, suggests one ; " place the
' sitter ' slightly in advance of a group of niggers (decently attired)
in order to create a contrast," directs another ; " asleep, as then there
would be no bother in fixing oneself," is the idea of a third aspirant
to honours. The only fairly decent suggestion is to photograph
a professional beauty \nith her husband ; but, on the whole, the
efforts at amateur posing are singularly disappointing.

Wk perceive that the weekly Chicago Eye—one edition of which
was formerly devoted to the interests of photography—has now
become a photographic weekly paper altogether, under the control
of Mr. Charles Gentil*!', the previous editor of the photograpbio
edition. This first weekly American photographic periodical has our
best wishes for its continued succesa

Thosb who desire to read a popular exposition of the effects of
light upon the health should peruse Mr. R. F. B. Compton's lecture
upon artificial lighting, delivered a short time since at the
"Healtheries." There is much interesting matter in it, and the
?[uestion of electricity vevMui gas is rather fully treated, naturally
rom the electrician's, i-ather than the gas engineer's, standpoint.

" Tbk various artificial lights differ very widely from sunlight in
this respect—that they are all more or less deficient in the rays at
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the violet end of the spectrum, commonly called the actinic rays,

and which most probably exercise a very powerful effect on the

system." Again: "But still both classes of electric 'glit a^/^-J

superior to all others in nearest approaching the white hg'itoi

daylight, and thus satisfying the actinic action which our bodies

demand." So Mr. Compton states ; but it will be observed that th s

portion of his lecture, from which we might have expected irteful

information as to the effect of the usual dark-room illumination,

is all pure assumption, without a particle of proof or reference to

authority, and is, further, quite contradicted by the latest investiga-

tions on the effect of the various rays of the spectrum upon lite

functions. The restricted application, too, of the term actinism,

which has long been shown to be a quality attaching to a particuiai

chemical, rather than the property of a special portion of the

spectrum, will not commend the lecture to thinking photographers.

Still, as a whole, it is both instructive and readable.

It has often been stated that no light penetrates to the lowermost

depths of the ocean where the plummet will indicate thousands ot

feet; but recent investigations must cause that opinion to be

modified, and we may expect even yet to have photographs of sub-

marine life of a very interesting character. A writer in ^icieiKe has

lately shown in a very conclusive manner, from the observations made

upon marine animals drawn up from the bottom of the ocean, that

the power of seeing must be possessed by these beings, and as a

matter of course there must be light to see by. Most of t»e tsh

inhabiting these great depths, to leave which and ascend to shallow

water would involve their death, are provided with eyes—some larger

than, and others similar in size to, their brethren of the upper circles.

Many of them are very bright in colour—a brightness which the writer

referred to ingeniously shows is protective. The fauna of those por-

tions of the earth with which we are brought into more intimate con-

tact are usually dull grey and brown in colour, but these deep sea hsh

are brilliant orange and orange-red. " These facts indicate that the

deep sea is illuminated by sunlight that has passed through a long

stratum of water, and therefore lost all the red and orange rays by

absorption. The transmitted rays of light could not be reflected by

the animals referred to, and therefore they would be rendered

invisible. Their bright colours only become visible when they are

brought up into white sunlight." Hence, though these depths

appear so dark to the eye, it is possible that they may possess a

power of light that would render the production of photographs

with quick exposures by no means improbable. Why should not a

camera be let down and panoramic views secured? Who knows

what valuable information the camera might be the means of

revealing
!

What a check on the exuberant imaginations which guide the

artists who depict the wonders of the deep such a series of views

would be ! Photography has played a prominent part in keeping

within bounds the travellers' tales of terra firma, and the savants are

at present deeply interested in the photographs brought home by

Mr. Joseph Thomson, the leader of the Geographical Society's

expedition to East Africa, who has secured many pictures of

unusual interest. We may feel quite sure, in advance, that they will

depict none of the tailed men, the pigmies, the dwarf troglodytes, or

the multitude of other monstrosities with which the early travellers

peopled those regions.

The well-known, if not well understood, action of oxygen upon
india-rubber bags is touched upon in an article referring to certain

occlusion phenomena by Sohutzenberger. He says that when the

gas is prepared in the common manner, by heating chlorate of pot-

ash and oxide of manganese, a considerable quantity of chlorine

and oxides of chlorine are carried over from the retort with it, and
are not entirely eliminated though well washed with water and
stored for a period of two or three weeks in a metallic reservoir in

the presence of large quantities of water. Although oxygen so

stored may be passed through solution of nitrate of silver, or litmus,

or indigo water, and produce no reaction whatever, such as chlo-

rine or its oxides would give, it will yet act upon caoutchouc like

ozone. But a very singular effect is seen when this oxygen is

passed through a narrow platinum tube at one point ; the presence

of chlorine is tlien distinctly shown, the indigo or litmus is bleached,

and the silver precipitated.

hundred years it becomes lead ; in two hundred years more it

becomes silver ; and then, by obtaining a transforming substance

termed " vapour of harmony," it becomes gold ! So that if any of

our readers would try this marvellous piece of alchemy they can

lay down packets of cinnabar instead of pipes of wine to ripen and

mature !

Few things are more serviceable in the laboratory than iron vessels

lined or coated with glass; but most of the evaporating basins,

trays, saucepans, &c., hitherto produced have been glazed with a

material so porous and brittle that they have scarcely been worth

purchasing. It is, however, stated that a really-serviceable glaze

can be produced in the following manner:—125 parts by weight of

flint glass fragments, twenty parts of carbonate of soda, and twelve

parts of boracic acid are melted together, the fused mass poured

on a stone slab, and powdered when cold. This powder is to be

made into a thick cream, with silicate of soda solution of 50'

Baum6, and the vessels coated therewith and heated in a muttle

till the glaze is melted. This glass is said to adhere firmly to iron

or steel.

It is often asked why lens tubes are not made of aluminium instead

of the usual heavy brass. As one cause the high price of the

aluminium may be quoted, for, though the actual weight of metal

required is small in comparison with brass, the actual cost is even

then by no means light. Another important objection is the

difficulty of soldering the metal together. This difficulty, however,

has been recently overcome, according to a statement in the Comptes

Itendus, by M. Bourbouze. He uses alloys of zinc and tin, or pre-

ferably of tin, bismuth, and aluminium, which, he says, " take" upon

the surface of aluminium as ordinary solder does upon other metals.

He tlierefore coats the aluminium with these, and any other metal

with tin, and then the surfaces may be soldered as usual.

Our readers may be interested in learning some theories regarding
silver held by the Chinese, as set forth in their medical works.

Cinnabar (vermilion) takes two hundred years to produce ; in three

LIME-LIGHT EXPLOSIONS AND THEIR PREVENTION.

The account which lately appeared in the Journal of the explosion

at the Drury-lane Theatre determined me to repeat my experiments

with the safety tubes or flame extinguishers, in order that there

might be no possibility of any mistake in a matter so seriously

affecting human life. The result was in every way confirmatory of

the conclusions before arrived at, namely, that the proteclion given

by these tubes is complete if they are used in the way directed. A
man may easily say that he has succeeded in driving an oxy-

hydrogen flame through a slab of plaster of Paris ; but this is not to

the point, unless he can show that the conditions were the same as

those which obtain in the lime light.

Since writing my last paper I have experimented with four

different sorts of granules which resist any test I can apply, namely,

pumice, binoxide of manganese, slate, and white clay tobacco pipe.

I have also again tried two others which stand well with a moderate

pressure of the exploding gases, but fail when the ])iessure is

purposely made extreme and the tube shortened to half-an-iucli.

These are metal filings and rounded particles of flared glass. Why
they fail it is not easy to say, unless it be that the filings lie too

loosely together and the shape of the beads of glass is not so

favourable to resistance ; or possibly the porous character of pumice

and clay may have something to do with their superior efficiency as

flame extinguishers.

Of the four first-mentioned substances pumice has this advantage

—that it is sold in commerce in the granulated form. Black oxide

of manganese is very hard (especially if you choose a sample of the

vitreous kind, whicli breaks with a conchoidal fracture), and it is

also comparatively free from dust. Slate and tobacco pipe are both

ready to hand, and can be crushed in a few minutes in a Wedgwood
mortar.

.

I obtained from Messrs. Bedford and Steer, wire workers, ot

Long-lane, Bermondsey, London, a set of all the numbers of wire

gauze which they manufacture, from twenty to sixty meshes to the

inch, in order to ascertain the best sizes for the screening of the

granules. The effect on the pressure of the gas was not ao marked

as I expected, within certain limits, nor was the difference so great

in the power of extinguishing flame, tiranules screened by Nos.

30 and 40 stood sufliciently well under a moderate forcing action,

without allowing the flame to pass. Taking everything into account

I am inclined to select Nos. 40 and 50 as the best sizes. Commer-

cial granulated pumice screened by these two sieves passes almost

entirely through the former, and leaves about two-thirds of its

weight upon the latter. The remaining third, which passes through
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No. oO, contains very iiiiiiulu pailiL-lvs iiiixfii with dust, wliivh
would bo likely to blow into tlie buviier iiiul choko it up.

I do not tind granules scietucd by the same sieves to correspond
<'xiictly in tlieir clFect ujwn the pressure. The tiai-ed glass reduces
it somewhat more than the slate, and the slate a little more than
metal filings or pumice. Again : a perceptible dillerence can be de-
tected between slate granules produced by scraping with a knife
and othei-s got by crushing in a mortar. The former are tcaly, and
lie more closely together than the latter.

Taking pumice as one of the best in reference to the pressure, I

find that a hundred-weight and a-quarter on the bag, with a safety
tube of three-quarters of an inch long, corresponds very nearly
to one hundred weight when no safety tube is used.

The plan which 1 adopt in determining the pressure ia to count
the number of seconds a given volume of gas takes in passing
llirough tiie jet. After a little experience, however, it can be
estimated roughly by drawing air through the tube with the
breath.

^Ir. Broughton's original safety chambers were about half-an-inch
loup;, and this appears to be sufficient when they are full ; but if the

jiranules sink down I have known the flame to pass, and hence I

prefer making the column of pumice a little longer.

On looking over my lixst communication I see that the directions

for extemporising a safety tube are not sufficiently explicit. The
screw caps at the end of the tube are intended to keep the discs of

wire gauze from shifting, and if these caps are dispensed with the

discs must cither be soldered on or fixed by a ring of wire. Unless
this be done the explosion in the jet will be liable to force forward
the whole of the contents of the tube. Also, it will be advisable to

strengthen the disc of sixty meshes by a second disc of twenty
meshes immediately in contact with it. If the discs be pushed into

the tube to keep the granules in position care must be taken not to

push them in too far, or the passage of the gas will be much im-
pelled. A better plan will be to shake the granules well down by
tapping, and then to scrape oft' the excess with a knife, placing the
disc of wire gauze on the top or fixing it into the ca|>.

Only experience can decide how often the tubes will need repair-

ing and refilling. Mine have rusted very quickly ; but, then, I

have been constantly sending explosions through them, and the

after-gas of these ether explosions is very sour and corrosive. The
combustion appears to stop short of carbonic acid, and to generate
au acid much stronger and containing less oxygen. I advise that

the contents of the tube should always be changed after au explo-

sion— not only from this cause, but also to avoid duU from the

shattered granules, which finds its way into the burner.

I am afraid that my experiments witli hydrogen and coal gas are

not entirely beyond the reach of criticism, seeing that the g.-ises

were not absolutely pure. Yet I think we may conclude, beyond a
doubt, that the extinguishing of the ethoxo flame is the more
difficult, and that any safety tube sufficient for this will answer
also for the oxyliydrogeu.

Lantern exhibitors who have ether tanks in which the oxygen
passes through the ether will do well to change them for tanks with
tlie oxygen passing over the surface of the ether, if they wish
<) work the safety tubes to the gi-eatest advantage. Not only
4 there a gain of over thirty per cent, in the pressure, but the light

IS more steady and free from what Mr. Baker terms " waving." In
the old form of tank, when the .safety-tube is attached, you can see

the flame rise and fall each time a bubble of gas passes through the
liquid, exactly as it does in a common gas jet when water has
found its way into the pipes. T. i reoerick Hahdwich.

PHOTOGRAPHY IN THE METEOROLOGICAL
OBSERVATORY.

Some mouths ago I had the pleasure of seuding to The British
Journal ok PnoroaRAPnv an account of the waxed-paper process

T M it is carried out at Stonyhui-st Observatory ; and today I propose
to supplement the previous account by a few words on the argentic

,'olatino-bromide paper, which has lately been tried here with very
i'romising results.

Having to print two copies of the curves for the barograph and
thermograph, one under the other, I found that, when using two
waxed papei-s, the curve on the paper next the cylinder was not

very satisfactory, from under-exiwsure ; so I substituted in its place

a sheet of argentic gelatiuo-bromide paper, still retaining the waxed-
pai)er for the outer sheet. This aiTaugement is very sati-sfactory,

and gives excellent curves in both cases, as the sti'ong light whicli

tidls on the outer waxed-paper is suftioiently modei-ated before

reachiug the argentic gcslHliuo-broMiido |>a|ier by paaaiug tbrougli
the waxed envelope.

The under curve is required in the case of the meteorological
instruments, as duplicates have to be sent by this Obnervatory to
the Meteorological Office of the Board of Trade; but, only wanting
a single trace for the magnetograms, we adopt a dilTerent method
in their cjise. The old waxed-paper process with strong lighta
answers very well; but we find that a largo amount of gas can be
saved by substituting the argentic gelalino-bromide paper and
diminishing the lights. With lights low, and a narrow slit between
light and paper, we find tho carves sharp and the ground white.
Bfue glass has been tried in front of the slit witiiout producing
any apparent change in the curve.

The developing solution recommended by the firm is two ounces
of saturated solution of oxalate of potash to half-an-ounce of satu-
rated solution of protosulphate of iron and six minims of a sixty-
grain solution of bromide of potassium. With this developer tlie

bai-ograms and thermograms are faint, but come out well when the
bromide is omitted. The magnetograms, on the contrary, which
are exposed directly to the gaslight, come out too quickly with the
original developer ; so we use ten minims of bromide instead of
six, and the curves are perfectly under control S. J. Perry.

atoniikurst Ol/scrmtorif,
:

ALBUMEN AND GELATINE PLATES.
From a couple of articles which have recently appeared I notice
that the Editors have been experimenting with albumen in connec-
tion with gelatine emulsion, in which direction I have myself
worked, though not exactly on the same lines as the editorial
experiments.

My object and intention in the introduction of albumen into the
film was rather to secure certain mechanical or ]>hy8ical advantages
than to emulate the fine quality of image attainable with the old
coUodio-albumen plate; and I think, so far as my experiments
went, my mode of working is likely to bring about as full a degree
of success as that given by the Editors.

My first experiments were made, with the object of preventing
frilling, with a sample of gelatine otherwise so good that I scarcely
liked to discard it on account of its one fault. The albumen was
applied to the glass as a substratum, just as was formerly done in
the case of collodion plates ; but 1 found under these circumstances
it had very little effect—at least of a beneficial character. I tried
the simply dried and also the coagulated albumen substratum
without much difl'erence in result.

I next turned my attention to the application of an albumen
solution to the gelatine film after it had thoroughly set For this

purpose I used a solution consisting of two parts of albumen to one
of water, thoroughly beaten, and, in fact, treated in the manner
usual in the preparation of albumen. Ammonia and acetic acid
were both tried as additions for the ])urpoae of facilitating the
clarification of the albumen ; but eventually I concluded to discard
all such additions as being not only useless but actually injurious,

inasmuch as they introduce some amount of imcertainty as regards
sensitiveness. The plain albumen diluted with half its bulk of

water was simply beaten, left to itself for some hours, then strained

through cambric, and applied in the ordinary manner of a dry plate
preservative.

In order to produce a marked result I found it necessary to

submit the gelatine surface for a somewhat extended time to the
action of the albumen. The film, being saturated with water, does
not readily absorb the albumeu ; and if the plate be removed too

soon from the solution a mere surface coating results, which is

removed in the first washing of the plate previous to development.
If, however, the plate be permitted to remain in tho albumen for a
period of about five minutes the " preservative " penetrates into

the pores of the film by diffusion, and the result is a very consi-

derable Itardening of the surface.

If, after the plates have been dried—or even when but partially

(or surface) dry—they are immersed in methylated alcohol the

albumen is coagulated, and a still further hardening is the result.

But there is a slight tendency to irregularity in this action, espe-

cially if the application of the albumeu has been brief, and its

penetration into the film not complete. It need not be feared that

the hardening of the film by the coagulation of the albumen will

render it impenetrable to the develojier, as the alkalinity of the

latter suffices by its solvent action to counteract any waterproofing;

effect that might be thus produced. I am speaking now solely of

alkaline pyro., for I bare never used ferrous oxalate with albumen
plates.
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The primary effect of such an application of albumen is to remove

almost all chance of frilling from plates made with even the softest

and most expensive of gelatines. I say "almost," because if in

pushing an under-exposed plate a sufficient quantity of ammonia

be used, or its application be sufficiently prolonged to remove the

albumen, then the gelatine film is obviously left in much the same

condition as it would have been in without any use of albumen.

But even then I am inclined to think there is a less tendency to

frill and blister than would have been the case without the albumen.

With regard to sensitiveness and other qualities I can say but

little, having given no attention to that part of the subject. That

the presence of the albumen brings about a difference in the colour

of the developed image—a beneficial difference—is beyond dispute

;

but whether it affects the sensitiveness or the rapidity of develop-

ment I am not prepared to say.

So far as the direct addition of albumen to the emulsion is con-

cerned, I can scarcely see in what manner it can act differently

from my mode of applying it to the film. In neither case is there

any chemical action between the albumen and the silver salts, but

merely a mechanical action, which can scarcely differ in effect

whether the albumen be dissolved in the emulsion or diffused

throughout the film by soaking. 0. Beckett Lloyd.

ON CHOOSING A SIZE FOR CARTE AND CABINET
NEGATIVES.

It is not always that one can choose a size for our carte and cabinet

negatives. It is often done for us. Businesses are bought with all

cameras, printing-frames, negative racks, &c., standing, or a favour-

able opportunity occurs in commencing business to purchase a lot of

good apparatus, and the accustomed proportions are adhered to.

Sometimes a size has been chosen to combine as many conveniences as

possible—landscape and portraits; and as businesses have gi-own it

has been found too inconvenient to change when the benefit to be

obtained is, apparently, slight.

To all, however, who contemplate launching out in business for

themselves, I would suggest the desirability of a very careful cal-

culation of this question from all points of view befone deciding

upon the size to be adopted for the negatives they expect to take in

largest number. Such a weighing of the subject involves many
more considerations than at first might be thought likely. Not
only is there cost and economy, general adaptability and suitability,

convenience of working and convenience of storing, but it has to be

considered how readily a damaged piece of apparatus can be
replaced or the stock increased without delay when the require-

ments of business call for it.

My own experience dates from a period some years before the

introduction of the carte de visite, when the stock sizes of the photo-
grapher were few—quarter, third, half, and whole plate being the
dimensions then used, with stereoscopic and the large stereoscopic,

or seven and a-quarter by four and a-half. I first used the quarter
size, and afterwards regretted its adoption, as there was not sufficient

margin in case of stains ; I then changed to the large stereoscopic, and
to that size doubled when it became customary to take several pictures

on one plate and print from them all. These double stereo, plates

I cut into two for convenience of storage, and to fit the large stock
of printing-frames of the first-named size which the printing-room
was provided with.

I found this a very handy size. It gave me a-quarter of an inch
more margin at the top than did the quarter plate, and allowed full

scope for adjustment if the sitter did not happen to be placed exactly
in the middle of the plate, as often will happen, especially with
children's portraits. As years rolled on and business grew I worked
with my usual plates, rarely, if ever, giving further thought as to
whether it was the most suitable. But upon the gradual intro-
duction of gelatine plates into my dark room—I must confess to
having been very conservative ; I would not let go my hold upon
collodion till I was quite sure of gelatine, and I have no reason to
regret my slowness—as I began to run up large bills for dry plates,

I reopened this old question. I found that by using for a double
carte negative the old halt i)late—which, as my readers will re-
member, was six and a-half by four and three-quarters—I should
save, at the prices then prevailing for the best plates, almost a penny
upon each one used, and this, as I need not say, represented a very
large sum at the end of twelve months. I estimated the saving
would cover all the cost I should be put to if I made a change in
my stock size.

_
This change would enable me to make another important altera-

tion. For cabinet pictures I had a special arrangement, so as to

take two on a large plate ; I always have chosen to have plenty of

margin on my negatives of all sizes, so as to be sure of clean

pictures under every contingency, and for cabinet portraits I used
10 X 8 plates. Dry plates do not, as a matter of safety, require so

much waste area—no oyster-shell markings, no comets, and no split

films. I felt certain that a half-plate would answer all my require-

ments—would be cheaper, lighter, and occupy much less space in

my negative-room, while with a sufficient number of dark slides

there would be no need to use double plates ; in fact, for any but
very small sizes double plates are a mistake with gelatine, in my
opinion.

I decided to use the same size of plate for carte and cabinets, and
thus made a very great saving of cost and added greatly to the

general convenience of working arrangements. One size of plate

instead of two to keep in stock and one size of dark slide were only
required. I may here state that I had my slides altered so as to

take a half-plate either vertically or horizontally for cartes or
cabinets, which led to another convenience. The double cabinet

plate did not permit groups, or, indeed, any subject, to be taken
lengthwise, while the single plate permits either one or the other

indifferently to be used—an arrangement which, of itself, shows
the inadvisability of the double jJate, the actual usefulness of

which is gone by now, seeing that plates can be piled at one's

elbow in grosses, if necessary, ready sensitised.

I had every reason to be satisfied with making the change, but
the most pressing necessity for alterations lay in the negative room.
I preserve all my portrait negatives, and their ever-increasing

number began to cause anxiety as to the stability of the floor and
walls. Taking average photographic glass to be " 21 oz.," it require.-!

little calculation to show that it only needs seven or eight thousand
negatives to weigh a ton, ordinary-built houses not being calculated

to sustain many tons on one floor. This question was a very grave

one, for I had heard of one photographer with a large stock of

negatives stored in the upper part of the premises having to rebuild

a portion through the walls giving way, the defect being discovered

only just in time to avoid a great disaster. After cai-eful weighing of

the matter in all its bearings—the subject being one that could not

with any convenience be reopened unless some radical change in pro-

cesses took place—I arrived at a further decision about the working
sizes of my carta negatives ; and though from the remarkable falling

oft' in the demand for cartes, owing to the preference given to

cabinets, the subject of storage of carte negatives a.ssume3 a less

prominent position, I propose in another number to describe how
I rearranged carte sizes, both as to printing and storage.

G. Watmough Webster.

CAMERA PRINTING.

It may, perhaps, prove interesting to some readers of the Journal
if I record a trial I have made of the system of producing trans-

parencies by artificial light described in a leading article in last

week's issue. I preface what I have to say by remarking that

from the nature of my avocations it is frequently very incon-

venient for me to practise this branch of photography during the
daytime, and hence the great value to me of any system in which
artificial light may be employed.

Following the general line of directions given, I have employed
a pamphengos lantern of the usual four-wick class as the source of

light. The condenser is formed of two plano-convex lenses mounted
with their convex surfaces towards each other. Not having a large

objective of the kind recommended in the article I made use of

that belonging to the lantern, which is to all intents and purposes
a portrait combination of quarter - plate dimensions, with this

exception—that the back lens somewhat exceeds in diameter the
front one.

The camera was fitted with a No. 1b carte lens, having an
aperture of one inch and seven-eighths, with a back focus of four
inches and an eighth, the e(|uivalent focus being six and a-quarter
inches. After various stops had been tried I selected one having an
aperture of three-quarters of an inch as that to be utilised in all

my future experiments. The process I employed was wet collodion,

and the developer one containing fifteen gi'ains of ferrous sulphate
to the ounce of water.

Having interposed a plate of ground glass (the focussing-screen
of a 10 X 8 camera) between the lantern and the negative, which
was one of average density, I directed the light upon it with all the
power of which four wicks are capable, obtaining a disc of about
eight inches in diameter upon the ground glass. I then exposed
the plate in the camera for thirty seconds, but this proved in-
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sufficient to bring out an imago which was at all effective. Ajiother
plate was prepared and exposed for one minute. This afforded an
image which in the centre was all that could be desired as regards

vigour, but fell off very much towards the margin. Thinking this

might be accidental another plate was exposed for the same time,

a different sample of collodion being employed. Like the former
this, too, showed a falling-off towards the edges, although the

middle of the plate, for the space of about two inches across, was
quite intense.

What was to be done ? It was evident that the ground glass did

not act the part of a perfect diffuser of such rava as fell upon it from
a direction greatly differing from that in which it was desirable they
should be transmitted. I wiis aware that the illumination would be
more equalised if I interposed a second plate of ground glass in the
manner directed ; but, alas I I had no second plate in ray house.

Recollecting that iu an article in your last Almanac there was a
suggestion for slightly deflecting rays of light under circumstances

nearly similar to those existing m this case, I at once dismembered
a large graphoscope and transferred the large lens, which exceeded
six inches in diameter, from its place as the all-important factor in

the mechanism of the " peep show " (as some one once designated a
graphoscope) to a position close up to the ground glass, placing it

on the lantern side at first, although subsequent experiment satisfied

me that any special side was of little consequence. This immediately

caused such a concentration of light upon the negative that not

only was the previous weakness of the marginal illumination entirely

overcome, but the quantum of light transmitted to the object-glass

from the negative so great as to compel a shortening of the exposure

in a most material degree. The transparency obtained by the aid

of the graphoscope lens was simply perfect as regards equality of

illumination, the extreme margin being quite equsJ to the centre in

vigour.

I offer the above as an addendum to the suggestive article to

which I have made reference, J. Houston.

EXPERIENCES ON THE THAMES.*
Fkom Shillingford the secnery becomes more flat, and, although we
made one or two "shots" at Benson Village, we got nothing of interest

until we reached Wallingford. Wallingford has the aspect of a well-

to-do country town, and, like many another place of interest on tlie

Thames, can boast of a "hoary antiquity."

The Saxons, the Danes, and the Romans
have each in their turn settled there . It

was a borough in the days of Edward the
Confessor, and there was a mint there

before the Conquest. We learnt we
might still see traces of the ruined old

castle—,tlie same castle which stood a
deal of battering about by General Fairfax

during the Civil War, and there learn

how

—

" Time's gradual touch
Has moulder'd into beauty many a

tower.
Which, when it frown'd with all its

battlements,

Was only terrible."

Wo did not make a detour to the castle,

tor we understood it would not form a
suitable subject for the camera. It was
also at Wallingford where Stephen be-
sieged Matilda and finally arranged with
her that he should reign for his lifetime,

and that her son, afterwards Henry II.,

should succeed him. We had a few
"shots" at the old churches of Walling-
ford, and also at the curious Town Hall
("Town 'all," the natives call it), the
latter possessing no great attraction for
the camera. However, it faithfully re-

cords how we kept those good rules we
formulated before starting, for its clock-
face marks ten minutes to ten o'clock. It
was the first view we had taken that
morning. By the river we got several
pictures of the bridge with the church on
the opposite side, and also of cattle along the banks, with distant
Thames scenery.

Leaving AVallingford we next came to the village of Newnham-
Murrcll, with its old church and gabled belfry peeping out of a cluster

' Concluded troni {wg« m.

of trees. A short distanoe farther on we came to Mongewell, with •
handsome country seat and beautifully-lai<l-out gardens ; and then,
after passing Cholsey, we came to the picturesque village of Moulsford,
which lies close to the river. It has a pretty ruHtic obnrch with a
farm-house beside it, half hidden amongst luxuriant foliage. About
the banks, on the Aloulsford side, are many clamps of tine trees,

through which we could catch glimpses of the distant downs above the
village of Streatley, which wo were Hearing. We spent several plates
in securing views of this prettily-situated village and antiquated ohnruh,
which dates from the fourteenth century. Moulsford Ferry, a short
distance lower down, was the next spot which afforded interest for our
cameras.
Resuming our voyage and passing by South Stoke we arrived at

Cleeve, with its pictureaqae' overfall and lock. The best view of the
Utter is on the up side of it, with the Streatley Hills in the distanoe aa
a suitable background. There are many pretty "bits" about Cleeve,
and especially around the old mill. We investigated, at some risk, the
stream around the mill, often nearly getting into trouble through being
too curious. However, we got a "shot" at that "antiquated stmc-
ture," being probably the first photograph ever taken of it. These old

mills, as a rule, form suitable subjects for the camera, and this would
have been no exception had we had a wider-angle lens. We expe-
rienced considerable difficulty in selecting a spot to get this view ; in

fact, I had about given it up when I remarked to the Philosopher

—

"This is the spot we ought to take it from." "Then, why not?" he
at once asked; and when I argued it would be rather difficult to

pose the camera in a boat, and almost as difliicnlt in the stream, he
quietly asked me—"Why not the latter ? It is but a question of depth
and strength of current." We ascertained the depth and found it did

not come much above the middle of the stand, and with care we could

manage the current. I manipulated whilst the Philosopher poised

himself so as to form a suitable balance on the other side of "our
lugger." We obtained that view, and christened it the "Philosopher's

bold idea !" SVe were charmed with the environs of Cleeve Mill and
with the whole route from Cleeve as we came nearer those gently-rising

hills above Streatley, at the base of which the twin villages of Streatley

and Goring are situated, on either bank of the river—the former iu

Berkshire and the latter in Oxfordshire—and both joined by a wooden
bridge, whence we could obtain one of the finest views of the river,

with its silvery windings at length lost in the distant hilly ranges above

and below. 'The river is wide here, and encloses a series of islands

clothed with a bountiful supply of foliage. One view at Goring parti-

cularly charmed us, and that was its pretty church, which forms the

subject of the first illustration. It is dedicated to St. Thomas h

Beckct, and is of Norman foundation, though the tower alone preservee

the peculiar features of that style. It stands cloee by the water's edge,

and beside it is a graceful cottage. The whole is most picturcs<iuely

situated and surroundeil with over-hanging foliage. We considered a
picture of this church well repaid our visit to Goring. The houses at

Goring reminded us very much.of those at Clifton Hampden, and, with
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their trim and neat gardens and generally- comfortable look, they form
an excellent examj)le of the "peasant homes" of Old Kngland.
The good people at (ioring are somewhat unsophisticated aud rural.

We had occasion to visit one of their village inns— "hotels" they now
call them. We iiuiuirod what we could have to satisfy our hungry
cravings, and found that it was a choice between eggs or our being tho

inuoceut cause of the murder of a chicken and having him cooked,

which would req\ure time. We decided on the former alternative.

Now, the Philosopher has a morbid horror of French eggs, and I can
sympaihise with liim. The Philosopher at once asked—" Are they
French?" (Mine host understood "fresh.") "Certainly," was the

ready answer. We were a little annoyed aiid worried when on more
carefully pronouncing tho word "French "mine host understood, and
at once rising to the occasion replied— " W'hy, sir, I'm surprised at your
asking me such a question ; I've never seen a French egg, and my eggs

have "growed' on the spot." We at once asked him to let us have a

few of his "home-grown " eggs without further delay. We eventually

made friends with that man aud stayed at his '

' hotel " that night, and
had no reason to complain of the somewhat rural treatment we
received.

Paugljourne was another of those beautiful spots on the Thames we
left with regret. Pangbourne has many attractions, and all around the
neighbourhood there is much to interest the art-lover. The village,

moreover, has a long history. It is mentioned in the Domesday Buuk.
Its manor aud churcli were afterwards given to the Abbot of Heading by
Henry II., whilst later on it formed a part of the possessions of tho
Duke of Somerset, who was executed in 1553.

Continuing our route from Pangbourne, through Whitchurch lock, wc
meet with rather flat scenery ou our right, with undulating chalk hills

ou our left. Then we reach Hardwicke House, which is beantifnlly
situated amidst luxuriant foliage on the slope of a wooded hill rising

from the river. Hardwicke House is a specimen of a manor house of

the Tudor period—a large, gabled structure of red brick placed on a
terrace of earth raised considerably above tho river. Here Charles I.

spent much of his time during the troublous period of the civil war
;

and Charles II. is also said to have made the mansion his hiding-place.

Needless to say, Hardwicke House forms an interesting subject for tlie

camera from the opposite bank.
Our next point of interest en roide was at Mapledurham, with its olil,

mossy mill, church, and manor house, which for centuries has been, an

Streatley is also worthy of a visit, aud next morning we obtained two
or three photographs of this pretty village, with a background of
gently-undulating hills, from the summits of which many magniticent
views of the Thames can be obtained. The next view that occupied
the camera was the "Grotto"—a prettily-situated mansion about half-a-
mile or so farther down the river. The "Grotto" derives its name
from at one time possessing a fine grotto, which does not at present
exist. The mansion is prettily surrounded with handsome trees, and
forms a suitable subject for the camera. Thence we hastened onwards
until we reached the villages of Pangbourne and Whitchurch, which,
like those of Goring and Streatley, are joined together by a bridge.
The chief interest at Pangbourne centres in its weir and charming sur-
roundings. Many interesting views may be obtained about here ; the
weir, rustic cottages, and overfall, with a background of wooded, rising
slopes, all form subjects more or less suitable for the camera. Greville
Fennel, in his book. The Rail and Road, gives the following description
of Pangbourne :—" Pangbourne is another of those pearls of English
landscape which our river threads ; no sweeter spot is witliin many
miles. The Thames seems especially fond of disporting itself here

;

and loth, indeed, to leave, it loiters in the great depth of the pools,
creeps slj'ly under the banks, frolics as a kitten after its tail in the
eddies, and then dashes hurriedly oflf beneath the far-stretching
wooden bridge, as if to make up for time truautly lost." The village
of Whitchurch is also interesting, and we obtained good views from the
opposite bank of the church and mill peeping out of a mass cf dense
foliage,

still is, the seat of the Bouut family. It is a fine combination of

pointed gables, tall roofs, ornamented chimneys, and porches—

a

regular Elizabethan mansion in the richest style. We obtained good
views on the up side, with tho mill and church in the far distance, the

monotony of the placid water being broken by the reflection of tho
fine trees ou both sides of the river, which here is deep and broad,

reminding ns of those beautiful lines of the ijoet :-

"Though deep, yet clear ; though gentle, yet not dull
;

Strong without rage; without o'erHowing, full."

We had not sufficient time to do justice to Mapledurham, as we
wished to hurry onwards ; so, passing by the interesting village of

Purley, we at lengtli reached Caversham, where we left our boat,

deciding to finish our course down to Windsor on another occasion.

There were many reasons why we decided to give up, one chief reason

being the shocking weather we had had, aud the general uncertainty of

results in consequence. A facetious friend sent us the above illus-

tration as a silent and laconic explanation—"Why we came home."
J. J. AcwoKTU, F.I.C., F.C.S.

IN THE LABOEATOEY.
To many it would seem as if gelatine plate treatment had been so
exhaustively written upon that nothing more were left to be said
ou the subject. Are not excellent specimens by the now alnuist

uuivorsally-used forms of treatment of the plate after exposure to
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]>o mot with all over the 1au<1 ? True it is there are (till two modes
<if development— tho aiiimoaiiKJul ami the ferrous oxalate; but tliia

lust has HOW 80 very lew votaries that it may bo said to bo fast dyiug

out. To its celerity and enurgy maiiily tho aiiiuiouia ones its hold

in the professional room. As to amateurs, they give it preference

because of its, to them, scientilio treatment. Many hold to scoru

anything that is done. in a simple and direct manner, so long as a

more complicated mode of treatment exists. Now, tho very opposite

should bo tho thing—absolute simplicity combined with perfoction

of results. Tliis will leave more time for something far more useful

—

the due consideration of the artistic aspect of photography.

In view of all this it may not be too bold to say that a reaction

must take place in tho manipulations the plate has to undergo after

exposure. Amniouiacal dovclopraent may iu fact be made to yield to

its more modern competitor—washir.g soda. I have no idea of who
was its original introducer, but, whoever he was, he rendered a most
signal service to photography. There is no substance iu the labo-

ratory more valuable than this simple and modest agent, and, probably

because of its simplicity, it is readily pushed on one side to make
roum for inferior agents. And yet medical opinions have clearly

proved ammoniacal fumes not only unsuitable but positively dangerous

to some constitutions. Jlen with delicate organisations, after even

a brief period in tho dark room, under the influence of ammoniacal

effluvia meet with sleejjessness, restlessness, nervousness, and irritation.

They should no longer. Let them heed carefully what is to follow,

and'they may for ever after discard that baneful agent—ammonia.

It is not at all improbable they may think management in cases

of over- or under-exposures an impossibility witli soda. Let them
discard this idea from their thouglits altogether. Soila is just as

manageable as ammonia, and it may be asserted that the former will

in many cases give passable results when the ammonia will prove

utterly useless. I shall call the system I am now advocating

MODEBX Develop-Mknt :

—

Formula for Vi'mUr.

Ordinary washing soda ... 5 ounces.

Bromide of potassium 15 grains.

Water 50 ounces.

Formula for Summer.
Ordinary washing soda 5 ounces.

Bromide of potassium 40 grains.

AVater 50 ounces.

The simple difference between the two formulie consists in an in-

crease of the bromide of potassium in the winter formula on to that of

the summer. In both sprmg and autumn twenty to twenty-five grains

would suffice.

To each ounce of the above about one grain of dry pyro. is required,

and it is only put in with the solution when about to develope. You
then have energy to any amount.

In using large plates—as I never use any plate whatever but those

[ make, and as they are very repellent owing to the quantity of

chrome alum they contain to counteract frilling—I make it a practice

to first soak my plate a couple of minutes in water and then apply the

developer. By tliat means uniform action is obtained, and no marks

or marbling are encountered. Half-a-minute or so after the developer is

on the plate the picture makes its appearance very faintly; it goes

on slowly but steadily growing in density, and, if exposure be correct,

iu three to four minutes development is complete. The whole time it

has been under absolute control, for the building up is one that can be

most easily followed and stopped directly it is seen the picture has

acquired the proper density. Of this last any amount can be got

without the least trouble; if there be a danger, it is to get too great

a density, and chalky pictures nowatlays are rightly looked upon as

worthless. But, supposing the negative somehow or other has got a

little too dense, there is nothing easier than to bring it down to a

suitable slate. All you have in the world to do is to leave it in tho

fixing bath until the desired reduction has taken place ; this may take

lialf-an-hour, it may take an hour, or it may take several hours, but

the desired end will ba attained. There is nothing better yet than a

twcnty-five-per-cent. solution of hypo, as a fixing bath. Eight ounces

of hypo, to thirty-two ounces of water make a fair quantity of solu-

tion and will last some time.

But if, on taking the plate out of the fixing bath and giving it a

rinse to examine it, the picture prove rather thin, merely give it

a slight additional rinse and lay the plate by. It will now, thus

left, gain in density, the hypo, in the film and the oxygen of the air

working together to bring about the desired end. How the reaction

really takes place I would be at a loss to explain, and as the matter is

only valuable to me in its actual bearings I do not intend to take fur-

ther trouble about it. By the time the plate has acquired the desired

opacity it will also have gained a yellow colour most unpleasant to

many, but it will print splendidly. Of course the plate has to be

thoroughly washed when it has once acquired the requisite density.

A great eyesore to some is the colour of a plate developed witii

soda. All the rubbish that can bo urged on that score I have heard

H'l Mimnam. Let the sensible man discard nil such nonsense ; the

colour of the deposit of a soda-developed plate, left intact, is simply

printing perfection and nothing ahort of it. RboaU My tMNWftv^ meat
that you have to retouch the negative, and are at » lOH'M^o iti VfelM
so as to bo able to lutouoh adequately, here i» th« nrnpitat of all
means to bring tho negative at once to the lead-pencil tone. Hwill
your plate with the following solution :

—

Alum 3 ouDoea.
Water 20 „

The reaction is very rapid iu this (olutioD, and any yellow deposit will

disappear with this al»ue. It alum be not at hand take and swill

your plate with the following solution, which, by the way, is not
mine :

—

Hulphuric acid 1 drachm.
Water 20 onnocs.

The effect with this is magical ; but care must be taken that this loln-

tion remains but the briefest of time on the him, for it is also a great
reducer. Moreover, a thorough washing of the negative is necessary
to ensure its ultimate safety. This must be an answer to tboae who
always urge colour, for lack of other objections, when speaking of the
soda developer.

That the system now advocated is absolutely sound, and in every
way satisfactory, 1 have sufficient proof of in the experience of a profes-
sional photographer to whom I communicated it, and who has now had
it exclusively iu use for the last twelve months. The results he obtains
with it are second to none whatever. There is a rich vigour and
bloom on his negatives I never saw surpassed even in the wet process,

and tho transparency of the shadows is of the very purest. This
stands to reason, if one but consider the relative proportions of bro-

mide used to the soda, and the character of this last. There is no
abnormal reduction with this method of working ; no shadows veiled

from ail inordinate quantity of the obnoxious ammonia, used, mayhap,
on some make of plate that lacks the power to withstand this rongli

and over-severe treatment. You may hear that in summer there is a
greater tendency to frilling with the use of the so<la developer. This
may be counteracted most easily by the mere addition of alum to it

;

no fear then of frilling, and a certain quality not to be despised will

be imparted to the negative.

For ordinary studio work, where constant practice reduces expoenre
to a certainty, the above will be found all-sufficient ; but for abnormal
cases—such as happen not unfrequently when out of doors and under
trying circumstances, when exposures are forcibly guess work, or when
they suddenly have to be brought to a close because of unexpected
movement in foliage or otherwise—means must be provided to coun-

teract ill effects as far as possible, to partly make up for under-

exposure, or accommodate cases of over - exposure. Of tho two,
under-exposure is by far the more trying, and, when very pronounced,
it is not to be got over, work which way one may. When the case is

not very bad, however, the use of an absolutely-saturated solution of

soda without any bromide whatever, and on increase of pyro., will

restore things or, at anyrate, make the most of them.

When presumable over-exposure has to be dealt witli double the

quantity of bromide should be used, or a drop or two of citric aci<l

solution added to the normal developer. Should the picture, notwith-

standing, come out too quickly the developer were best washed off, a

new one taken with three or four di'ops of the citric acid solution

(strength, ten per cent.)—and things would proceed satisfactorily. To
those whose experience is limited it is astonishing how much may be

done to overcome the ills attendant on incorrect exposures. What is

most wanted in such cases is to keep perfectly cool and collected

;

meditate on the mishap, and well weigh the proa and cons of the cose

with all its bearings, and the chances are ten to one in favonr of your

mastering the difficulty. It has happened to me to forget to revolve

the small stop after focussing, and to consequently have a much over-

exposed picture. As it invariably strikes one after the thing is done I

merely bore the fact in mind, and on getting home easily balanced

things and made them work quite smoothly notwithstanding, save tlie

slight want of sharpness attendant in such a case.

All this summarises what might be calle<l a comparatively-new line of

working, and one for which I venture to predict a steady spread and a

bright future, which it well merits. All I will now add is—fairly try

it. A, F. Geklain.

Adtlemlum.—Even in the professional laboratory it is adviaaUe to

always have at band a bottle of well-saturated solntion of soda when,

by some means, exposure proves to have been (ather short, aa it i« a

ready remedy. In the same way for over-exporarea : it ia wise to hare a

bottle of a solution containing double the quantity of bromide (say):—

Water, twenty ounces ; sods, two ounces ; bromide, thirty-five grains,

A drachm or more of this last quickly added to the SMotioo in the

developing dish will at once retard development and make tkiugs woik
harmoniously.—A. F. G,

ON THE TREATMENT OF UUSNIKS PHOTOLITHO-
GRAPHIC TRANSFER PAPFJt

D1S.SOLVB one part of bichromate of potash in sixteen parts of water,

and odd four ^arts of alcohol. The solution is reddish yellow; add
caustic ammonia until the colour turns light yellow, Aii «xo«m of
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ammonia does no harm. This bath is poured into a shallow zinc

vessel, into which the photolithographic i^aper is dipped with the pre-

pared side up; after a few minutes it is taken out again and hung up
to dry at an ordinary temperature, and in the dark.

When dry the paper is well burnished and exposed to sunlight for a

few minutes, or in the shade for half-an-hour to an hour, under a nega-

tive in line or stipple. The paper is then coated with fatty printing

ink, thinned with oil of turpentine until it is of the consistency of

syrup, and rubbed with fine cotton wool until only a thin surface

coating remains. After a few minutes, during which the oil of

turpentine has evaporated, the print is laid in cold water and left to

soak for half-an-hour before proceeding to develope with a soft sponge.

The development proceeds by placing tlie paper on a firm, flat, smooth
support and working the sponge with a circular motion, yet without

too strong a pressure. The ink easily washes from tlie whites, but

remains adherent to the lines of the drawing. The print is next

washed in clean water, then dried first with blotting-paper, and after-

wards hung up to become perfectly dry. The back of tlie paper is then

moistened with a sponge, and pressed as usual upon the zinc plate or

stone.
Details of Separate Operations.

The Bichromate Bath.—This should keep and still answer its pur-

pose. As is well known, our photolithographic transfer paper is pre-

pared so that the fundamental film is insoluble in cold water, while

the uppermost film is soluble in cold water. If one were to use a

bichromate bath dissolved in water only the upper film would be dis-

solved off and float away in the bath. For this reason alcohol is added
to the bath, whicli many theorists often seek to avoid because they
would like to understand it better. In alcohol, also, the upper
preparation of the paper is especially insoluble, and this addition alone

hinders the complete washing away of the uppermost film.

The chrome salt bath may, indeed, work for some time well enough
without the addition of caustic ammonia; but in a few weeks a reduc-

tion of the chromium salt into brown chromic acid and chrome oxide

will take place, because the alcohol and the organic substances dissolved

off from the paper while lying in the bath have a reducing action upon
the chrome salt even in the dark, which makes it necessary to main-
tain the sensitiveness of the bichromate in the bath by neutralising it

by the addition of caustic ammonia into monochromate of jwtassium
and ammonia, for which an excess of ammonia should be present.

Thus a neutral or alkaline chromate salt bath is perfectly durable, and
also does not decompose when exposed to light (because all mono-
chromate salts are insensitive to light) and it always works with cer-

tainty, which cannot be said of a bath subject to decomposition, as a
decomposed bath itself acts more weakly ; and the product of the de-
composition—namely, the chrome acid chrome oxide—has a tanning
effect upon the gelatine of the paper, by which its development is

partly or wholly affected.

It may be thought that a neutral chrome salt bath should render
paper saturated with it insensitive to light ; but it must be remembered
that the bichromate was neutralised by a volatile base, namely,
ammonia, which evaporates away completely during the drying of the
paper and leaves behind it the original double salt—bichromate of

potassium. Even if instead of this salt the double ammoniacal salt of
chromium were originally used for the bath, its neutralisation would
not in the slightest affect the sensitiveness to light of paper saturated
in it ; because the yellow crystals of monochromate of ammonia do not
resist the action of the air, but lose one combining proportion of the
ammonia, would be decomposed into reddish dust, and leave behind
the bichromate of ammonia.
One may also observe a distinct change of colour in the paper which,

before drying, is light yellow, bttt afterwards appears a reddish-yellow,
and, therefore, latterly only contains bichromate.
The question as to which salt of chromium is best suited for the

bath is easy to answer when one knows whether in asking the question
most stress is laid upon the greatest sensitiveness to light or upon the
price. If price be taken into account then bichromate of potassium is

preferable; if sensitiveness is to decide the matter then monochromate
of ammonia is to be recommended.
As I have abeady shown in my work on Liclitdruch, the chromate of

ammonia is considerably more sensitive because all the chromic acid
present in it may be decomposed by the light, since by the decom-
position of one equivalent of the chromic acid monocarbonate of
ammonia is formed, which, not being able to resist the influence of the
atmosphere, loses part of its ammonia and leaves behind the sensitive
double salt, which can again be reduced one-half by light, and so on
until all the chromic acid is decomposed. When stable metallic salts
are used only one equivalent of the chromic acid is decomposed, leaving
behind the monochromate, which is then no longer reducible by light.

I myself prefer the potassic salt, as it is quite sensitive enough for
what I want, or, at most, it may have to be replaced in the winter
months of November, December, January, and February by the am-
moniac salt; but only where there is a great deal of work to be done,
and where it, therefore, seems advisable to accelerate the exposure.

It is best to have a zinc trough for a bath quite as large as the size of
paper to be used (porcelain or other vessels may also be employed, but

are neither so cheap nor so durable). The solution itself should be
kept in stock in two bottles. The large one (which is the store bottle)
should contain a solution of half a kilogramme of bichromate of potas-
sium in seven and a-half litres of water, jind should contain as much
caustic ammonia as to make the solution appear yellowish and make it

smell very slightly of ammonia after being shaken up. If there be
already a sliglit excess of ammonia present one should take care not to
add a groat excess of caustic ammonia, as this corrosive base has the
property of rendering the gelatine softer and depriving it of the power
of setting. It may happen that in summer a bath rich in ammonia may
soften the gelatine of the paper so much that when developing the gela-
tine shall loosen off, even in cold water. The gelatine, however, forms
a protection to the paper from the rubbing of the sponge, and by the
smoothness of its upper surface gives much sharper lines and dots than
a merely albumenised paper would. But even if the softening of the
gelatine should not have proceeded so far as to render it soluble in cold
water, a far less degree of softening is very disagreeable and injurious
in the various operations. For example : the paper after being trans-
ferred adheres tightly to the zinc plate, and cannot be removed from it

without injury to the picture. J, HusNiK,—Notizen. (To he coiUinued.)

ENGINEERING PHOTOGRAPHY.
[A communication to tlie Engineers' Club, St. Louis., U.S.A.]

In discussing photography this evening I wish what I have to say to
be taken rather as a progress report than as the dictum of an expert,
which I certainly do not claim to be, my own knowledge of the sub-
ject having been gained chiefly during the last six months in the
leisure moments I have had at my disposal, while actively engaged in
my regular work. Having so recently passed through the primary
department I suppose I can give good advice to the beginner.
The object which I have in view this evening is to give the prin-

ciples on which the art depends, with some of the chief uses to which
it can be applied, which, I hope, will be instructive or interesting to
all ; and, at the same time, to give such practical suggestions and
formulas as will be of value to anyone who desires to learn to take
photographs.
My own knowledge on the subject has been got from books, experi-

ments, and talks with other amateui's, having learned but little from
the regular profession, who, to a greater or less extent, regard it as a
secret trade, where all information should be paid for. A beginner
would probably save time and money by taking a few lessons in a good
photographic establishment. That you may understand the change
brought about by the introduction of the gelatino-bromide dry plates,

which have only been on the market for a few years, some statement
of the principles on which photography depends is necessary.

No engineer who has been successively tanned and bleached by field

and office work need be told of the power of the sun to greatly modify
the colour of many substances. The salts of silver are those mostly
used, being the only ones known to be capable of use in the camera,
while the compounds of iron and chromium are extensively used in

sun printing. Silver chloride, iodide, and bromide are the salts used,

the action of light being nearly the same on each. If light is allowed
to fall on the chloride under favourable conditions it is reduced to the
subchloride. As is well known, it is the short vibrations of light

which so synchronise with the vibrations of the molecules as to throw
off one atom of chlorine, while the longer vibrations have no eii'ect.

The opposite of this occurs when light falls on the eye ; so a photo-

grapher, by using blue glass and blue curtains, can admit most of the

chemical rays into his studio while excluding much of the heat an<l

blinding light, thus enabling his subject to keep cool and to have his

eyes wide open. The chemical change is very slight in the silver salt,

so that very little energy is necessary, the result depending solely on

the vibrations being of the right length, just as the trotting dog may
have thrown down a bridge which allowed a four-horse waggon to

safely pass over it. Captain Abney states that chloride of silver may
be heated to that point at which it will itself give off' chemical rays

without being decomposed. The action of light on silver chloride is

as follows :

—

2 AgCl = Ag.Cl + CI.

This change takes place much more readily if some substance is

pi'esent to absorb the chlorine. In the presence of moisture we have
4 AgCl + H„0 = 2 Ag^Cl + HCl + HCIO.

If silver iodide be used in the presence of free silver nitrate, as in

the wet-plate process, we have—
12 Agl + (J AgNOs + 3 H^O = 6 Ag.,1 i- +

6 Agl ^ 6 HNO3.
The nitrate, being capable of absorbing the freed iodine, is called a

sensitiser. If silver bromide had been used in the above reaction, on
account of its greater sensitiveness to light, the following reaction

takes place after exposure

—

4 AgjBr + G HNO3 = 4 AgBr + 4 AgNOj + lS.fi., + 3 H.,0,_

which, with the aid of the nitrous acid set free, soon destroys the

latent image. This accounts for the disappearance of tlie latent image
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in tho so-called taiiuiu dry plates when they are kept after oxpoaiire
before developing.
With tho golatino-bromide plate the case ia quite different. The

gelatine acta as a sensitisor, absorbing the liberated bromine without
sotting free any injurious acid, so that such a plate will keep as well
after as before exposure, wliich seems to be iudefmitely, if properly
made and not allowed to get too hot.

Some manufacturers claim that the plates, like whisky, improve
with age. They probably become more sensitive ou account of an
increase in the size of tlie grains of bromide. This property of the
gelatino-bromido plates, taken in connection witli the fact that they
arc the most sensitive compound known, make them so superior to all
otliers for engineering purposes that I do not consider it worth while
to mention any others, referring you to books on the subject.

The Lens.

The lens is tho most important thing iii tho outfit, and, while the
character of this paper does not admit of a full discussion, a few
remarks may not bo out of place.

Makers should, and usually do, state in describing a lens tho size of
the objective, the equivalent focal length, and the size of tho plate
covered. Lenses are usually compounded to overcome spherical aber-
ration and other obstacles to making a correct picture, and the equi-
valent focal lengtli is tho distance from the optical centre of a com-
pound lens to the ground glass, when the rays striking the objective
are parallel. The following equation gives the relation between the
conjugate foci of a lens :

—

1 1 1

V / It

Where v is the distance from the optical centre to the image, u the
distance to the object, and /the equivalent focal length, it is evident

1

that if M is infinite v - /. If the image is to be — the size of the
H

object wo have :

—

11 1 _ /(« + 1)

r / n V n
The quickness of a lens depends on the size of the objective and the

shortness of the equivalent focal length. If r be the radius of the lens
and/tho focal length then the time of exposure is given by the equation

—

)•-

I = C —,
f

where C is independent of the lens, depending on the value of tho
light and the quickness of the plates. By means of this equation the
quickness of the diiicrent lenses can be readily compared.

The Camera Box.

The camera box which I have is made by Anthony, and is called
" The Novel." I selected it after looking at all I could see in the St.

Louis supply stores, and, taking its cheapness into consideration, it is

probably as well suited to an engineer as any. The important points
are that the plate can be used with its longest dimension either
vertical or horizontal, that it can be turned about a horizontal axis so
as to make the plane of the picture vertical when the camera is

pointed up or down, and that the lens should be capable of being
moved vertically.

The tripod should be light and portable, folding up so that it can be
easily carried.

Dry-Plate HoLDEii.s.

Of these there are a great variety ; but by far the most convenient
for an engineer are the paper holders, which add very little either in
bulk or weight, making them suitable for field work. They are
patented, not very well made, and sold high, because one cannot get
along well without them.

Time of Exposure.

The question of how long to make the exposure is the most difficult

one connected with photography, since it depends on so many things,
such as the lens, the diaphragm, tlio quantity and quality of the light,

and the colour of the object. The time varies from the instantaneous

—

when the object is white and in bright sunlight—to hours in enlarging
or in photographing microscopic objects.

To give a beginner gome idea : if he wish to photograph a land-
scape with a Darlot lens, medium size stop, and in Ivight sunlight,
two seconds will suffice, while 1 have never succeeded in taking a
portrait in an ordinary room witli less than thirty seconds' exposure
when no stop is used. A good way ia to expose different parts of the
same plate unequally, then notice which exposure gives the best
result. The only way to learn is by experiment ; and after spoiling
many plates the learner will know by intuition how long to keep the
cap off. A professional hardly ever looks at his watcli, though a
beginner should not only observe the time, but record it also.

D. C. HUMPHREVH, C.E.
(To hv coHclu'.UU in our next.

J

WHERE TO OO WITH TUB CAMERA.
[It li hoped that this Mrles of articlos will bo ooiitliiuod U r«guUr and lrequ«nt In-

tervals during the vacation months, and we ahall be glad to receive eontrlbuUoiw to
tho aeries from any friends able to treat of new and InMrosUng ground.]

A KKW DAYS IN UUULOCNK AND AMIE.VS.
"Why don't you exliaust the beauties of your own country before
going abroad to visit others?" is tho question one sometimes hears
asked; and, if all you want can be summed up in beautiful country
scenery and familiar surroundings, then you may certainly do worse
than stay at home and spend your holiday among leafy lanes and shady
woods, chattering brooks and brawling rivers, or at some spot along
the coast where you may divide the time between the enjoyments
offered by land and sea. But what some of us frctiuently want is a
complete change from our ordinary routine and usual habits, and this

may be got by a continental trip of a very modest description, without
going very far afield or making any great demands on either time or
purse.

Crossing the "silver streak," on holiday thoughts intent, is an
experience which happily falls to the lot of many amateur photo-
graphers, and the day I chose for it was one to rejoice the heart of

anyone who could appreciate delightfully genial and warm weather,
with just sufficient breeze to temper tiie seasonable heat. From
Folkestone to Boulogne, on a glowing, sunshiny day in the middle of
June, is a pleasant preparation for tlie holiday which the photographic
"Syntax in search of the picturesque" may have in anticipation.

About halfway across the channel we find ourselves in the middle of

the competing yachts in the Cinque Ports Yaclit Race from Dover to

Boulogne, and very beautiful they look in all their glory of outspreail

canvas—a good chance to get a flying sliot; however, I had taken none
but slow plates of my own make, so that the opportunity must be lost.

Expecting no difficulty in getting my luggage through the Boulogne
"Customs" my hopes were rudely shattered by one of the gentlemen
gorgeously arrayed in all the dignity of uniform, who, passing several

other passengers, quietly fastened on my packages and led me off

in triumph to the inquisitors, or, to speak correctly, the officials,

wlio for a consideration condescend to overhaul your belongings and
generally turn them topsyturvy. These gentlemen, with the pervcrse-

ness of human nature in general and French human nature in particular,

carefully overlooked all my packages except that one containing my
precious plates, which they were i)articularly anxious to see. It was of

no use explaining in the beat French I could muster that the little brown
paper parcels contained photographic plates, "sensitive to light," for

in weight and shape they were too suspiciously like dynamite to

be liglitly passed over. " Messieurs " must iff them, and as there was
no help for it I had to undo one of the packets and spoil a few plates.

Fortunately they were well packed in fours in orange paper, and,
although several of the loose packets were handled in a bright light, I
did not find upon development that any of them were fogged.

While some of the brethren of the camera go further afield for their

pictures I thought 1 would see what there was within a few miles of

Boulogne which would make pictures. Anyone who knows the town
fairly well will remember the large cemetery on the St. Umer road.

From the eastern and higher end a capital general view, with the
cathedral in the distance, can be got, and one which well repays the
expenditure of a pair of plates. Passing from the cemetery gate along
the avenue of trees (known as "Des petits Arbres") under the ram-
parts one has a charming peep of the cathedral dome across the moat,
with the citadel {in which you are told Napoleon III. was confined)

for middle distance. This requires to be taken in the afternoon, when
the light is so placed as to bring into relief the roundness of the circular

stonework. By the way, enthusiastic amateurs who desire tliis picture

must beware of the ubiquitous gendarme ; for, though the Boulogne
fortifications are of the medieval description, the consequences might
be unpleasant if he were inclined to be "cantankerous." A little

lower down is the I'orte Gayole^a picturesque old gateway, and
making a very characteristic picture. Let us go through and we shall

find ourselves in the "Haute Villo," where, from the end of the Rue
de Lille, one gets a very attractive street view typical of French town
architecture. The ramparts enclosing the old town contain a series of

pictures for the eye to feast on, but not, alas ! for the camera, the
distances being too great. One or two plates arc, however, exposed ou
quaint "bits" of old-world building, which force themselves into notice.

Leaving Boulogne itself, the little fishing village of Le Portel affords

abundance of opportunities to the photographer in search of the
picturesque. The quaint fisher dwellings witli their appurtenances-
nets and sundry other gear—would give material for an nnlimited
number of pictures.

But, after all, a day or two at Boulogne will be all that a casual

visitor will care for. In my own case, after being there a few days, I

began to look around for the most promising place in which to spend
tho few more days which would tcrmiu.->tc my holiday for 1884. It
occurred to me that I had beard something of Amiens as a photograph-
able town, 80 to Amiens I started ; and Imay say at once that from
tlio point of view of an amateur who wishes to sfend three or fonr days
picture-making I cannot conceive a more enjoyable town. Pictnrcs
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l^ositively force themselves on one, tlie difficulty being not what to

take, but what 7Wt to take. Here we have a town of GO, 000 inhabitants

full of busy life, containing in its midst a magnificent gothio cathedral,

and passing through the most picturesque part of it a river whicli some-
time in the middle ages was built over and about in such a way that it

is made to form a sort of network of canals, over which are innumer-
able bridges of stone and of wood of all shapes and of all sizes. From
these points of vantage one gets an infinite variety of glimpses of

quaint, old, gabled houses perfectly mirrored in the placid water be-

neatli, and odd-looking, flat-bottomed boats like something between a

gondola and a fishing punt, the said boats being among the most useful,

as they are certainly most characteristic, objects of the town. Go to the

banks of the Somme on a market day and you will see for what purpose
they are used. Piled up with vegetables and fruit of all kinds they are

so evidently part of the furniture of the place that one begins to

wonder how it is that we in England have no use for them. Useful as

is the river Somme to the picture-maker, the natives find in it literally

their means of subsistence. Many of the mills in the manufacturing
portion of the town are worked by water power, and one has only to

wander about by the banks to see what a large number of the leisure

hours of the Amienois are devoted to the mystery and art of angling.

There you may see them of all ages, sizes, and classes, and at al! hours,

doing their utmost to lure the finny tribe to destruction. Very handy
in the foregrounds are these gentle anglers. They come iu very
appropriately, and, from the exigencies of their craft, make the best of

sitters; neither do they raise their eyes from tlie important occupation
of watching the float to stare point blank at the camera.
The great feature of Amiens is its grand cathedral, which, seen from

almost all points, towers far above all other buildings—a veritable

giant of architecture. No fear of losing your way in Amiens, as you
have only to take the bearings ot your "diggings" in relation to the
giant, and when you are at a loss steer for it. The magnificent west
front at about 3.30 on a bright summer afternoon is a sight to rejoice

anyone who can appreciate the richness of detail and harmony of

design displayed by the old builders in this superb poem in stone.

Every niche with its statue, every grinning gargoyle and grotesque
head, is thrown into relief and endowed with a beauty which nothing
but direct sunlight can give. The interior of the edifice is in keeping
with the expectations raised by the view of the outside front. Enter-
ing at the great west door and looking from end to end of the building
one beholds a sight always full of significance as being in keeping with
its solemn uses. One of the greatest treasures of the cathedral is the
well-known statuette. Tin: Wveplifj Anf/el—a charming little work, ap-
parently not more than two feet in height, and placed somewhat too high
for its great merit. Placing ourselves under the care of the sacristan's

son, a smart little lad, we proceed to explore the towers and upper
portion of the cathedral, ascending countless steps, and finding our-
selves at last just over the great west door, and behind some colossal
statues. Now we pass along the outside of the lower portion of the
roof under the flying buttresses. What a view of the fair town at our
feet ! What glimpses between tlie buttresses, suggesting gigantic
photographs in Brobdignagian frames! Inside the building, again,
what a picture from one transept to the other !—both adorned with
beautiful rose windows of gloriously stained glass. Then over the roof
itself, where our young friend slyly opens a trap door and bids us look
down, " quarante-quatre mitres" below, where we see sundry insects
crawling about, said insects turning out to be human beings viewed
" end on " from above.

Photographs of the cathedral are, of course, to be obtained by pur-
chase, and some of them are very good. All the views of the west
front, however, give a false idea of the place, owing to the short-focus
lenses necessarily employed in their production. They show the south
tower taller than the north, which is just the opposite of the fact ; so we
content ourselves with producing a picture including a moderate angle,
and leave the more ambitious to " Messieurs" the shopkeepers. A fair

idea of the vastness and great height of the cathedral may be got in
the view from the north end of the Pont du Don, as from that point
there is a greater sense of proportion in tlie relative heights of the
great building and those of the surrounding liouses. It is difficult to
photograph, however, as the light, except in the early morning, is dead
against the camera.
The day on which I left Amiens was Saturday and a market day,

with plenty of chances for groups of market women, &c. That sort of
thing, however, requires rapid plates ; and as I am one of the '

' slow" men
I exposed my last films on the less ambitious but equally-picturesque
subjects by the river aide which I liave attempted to describe.

J. J. Hoi.Lw.iy.

FOREIGN NOTES AND NEWS.
A PhOTOORAI'IIIU MktHOO of PROUUtlXO A LlTUOGlIAPUIC OK

Zisc Plate Peixtixo Platk ix Hioh Kelikk.—Dk. Kavsek'.s New
Chanoing-Box, Dark Slioe, akii Dry Plates on a Flexible,
TiiAysr.vRENT Support.

Hekuen- Benecke and Flscuer, of St. Louis, and Herr Frank, of
Franktort-on-Main, have patented a process fop obtaining relief platej

for printing in relief in a photographic manner, regarding which, tlie

Oon-e^poiidi'iiz says, we see hero a practical application of a long-known
fact, and especially of the researches of Rottier and Waldaok, in which*
the influence, first, ot tlie concentration of a solution of ferrous
sulphate; secondly, of the acids added to tlie developer; and, thirdly,
of the influence of different iron salts upon the result of the develop-
ment process, were discussed. The patentees have confined themselves
to utilising the results which can be obtained by varying the concen-
tration of the developer; yet the specification speaks of the preparation
of a small positive transiiarency and of a subsequent enlargement as
the real part of their discovery. [The Corre^pondcnz then takes the
opportunity of remarking on the irregular manner iu which tlie speci-
fications are issued from the Patent Office, and the consequent incon-
venience arising from not being able to arrange them, or to have them
bound in order, and the difficulty of referring to them. It seems that,
though this patent is numbered 2(),24'2, the patent office had not yet
published the specification of No. "26,222, which was granted on the
same day Ij

"The process is intended for the production in the photi)gra|)liic

I

manner of a picture the outline and shadows uf which shall bo formed of
small dots placed more or less closely together, and for the transference of

! this picture by etchin,^ upon a zinc or other plate and of renderiu" it

suitalile for multiplication by liigli relief. The production of the picture
is done by first taking from a negative in the ordinary photographic
manner as small a transparency as possible. Tlie latter is then enlarged,
and thus a picture is produced that consists of a great number of small
dots, and which, when transferred by etcliing upon a zinc or otliei' jdate, is

suitable for giving off a print in relief. In the prejiaration of jiictures
suitable for this purpose it is necessary tliat tlie collodion which is

employed for the preparation of the transparency should be as thin as
possible and but slii,ditly iodised, as that affects the size and the distances
between the dots which compose the picture. By using a stronger or
weaker developer it is in one's power to give the plate a finer or coarser
grain. The following proijortions are suitable for the production of the
small transparency:—Alcohol, 30 grammes; ether, 30 grammes; gun-
cotton, '8 gramme; iodide of ammonium, 0'8 gramme, 'to develo]ie the
picture a fluid of the following composition is most suitable :—Water,
480 grammes; ferrous sulphate, 30 grammes; acetic acid, GO grammes;
alcohol, 30 grammes. By using a stronger solution a coarser, and by using
a weaker solution a finer, grain is obtained ; thus it can be made coarse or
fine at pleasure. Also the impression from the enlarged negative may be
transferred to stono in any known way, and then the picture multii)lied by
lithography."

In the MUthcilonijin Dr. Kayser gives an account of his unbroakablo
transparent substitutes for glass as a substratum for negatives, and of

his substitute for the changing-box. These have already been referred
to iu onr columns, tliough not fully described. The drawbacks accom-
panying the use of gelatiue dry plates for landscape photography are

—

1, their weight; 2, the amouut of space they occupy; 3, their fragility;

and, 4, the danger of their being spoilt by damp. The most usual substi-

tute for glass is a paper support, which is rendered transparent either
before or after the production of the ])ioturc. Dr. Kayser has adopted as

his support a mixture of collodion and gelatine, which, he says, fulfils all

the requirements of transparency, firmness, and unbreakableness, and
is very easily made. The plates can be made of any desired thickness,

from one millimetre to a-quarter of a millimetre, and of any desired size.

Although, generally speaking, they are unsuitable for very large sizes

—

say not much above twenty by thirty centimetres—yet he has produced
films thirty centimetres wide by two metres long. The picture may be
taken upon the (ilm in two ways :—The filmmay either beplacedon rollers

in a dark slide, as Mr. Warnerke does ; or it may be cut to the size of

a plate, and during the exposure be pressed back against a glass plate in

the dark slide. Dr. Kayser has chosen the latter mode, and finds thr.t

when properly focussed the pictures are quite sharp, although the

sensitive film is behind a sheet of glass. In order to be able to change
these substitute plates easily, when on a journey, Dr. Kayser has con-

structed a particular dark slide with sleeves (which he has also patented),

so that the changing of the plate takes place in the dark slide itself.

For use iu this dark slide each film is loosely fixed with wafers into a
piece of black cardbo.ard, by which the necessary stiflTness is imparted
to the film, and, at the same time, the light is prevented from pene-
trating to the films behind that which is being exposed. The manner
of working is that, after each exposure, the operator inserts liis hand
into the light-tight sleeve, and, drawing the exposed plate and its

accompanying piece of card out into the sleeve, places it in the dark
slide again behind all the other films. A dark slide of this sort some
six centimetres iu thickness is said to hold easily fifty films loosely

mounted upon the pieces of black cardboard, and with films of eighteen

by twenty-four centimetres the whole hardly weighs two kilogrammes
—say in round numbers less than four pounds. The manner in which
these films fulfil the requirements already enumerated Dr. Kayser
gives as follows :— 1. Lightness.—Each 18 :24 c.m. plate on cardboard
weighs fifteen to twenty grammes. 2. Sjiace..—Fifty films without
cardboard form a thickness of about a centimetre and a-lialf ; with
cardboard backing three centimetres. 3. Liabiliti/ Iu Bmik is com-
pletely done away with. 4. Greater Keeping (Jualities.— On long

-B'iUHln'feVAsso<:iationli!tij«<terhot'ii}rai>hie vol t., p. 119.
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journeys, where hundreds of plates have been carried, each set of fifty

or ono liundrcd phitos may bo solderod into a thin tin caae, and are tlius

perfectly protected from the inllueiice of moisture, air, and dust. It is

also a real advantage in the photographic printing process that, owing
to thcii' thinness, the plates may bo printed from either side.

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 10,226.—"Apparatua fnr Dissolving and Changing Pictures in the

Magic Lantern." 15. .1. Kowards, The Urove, Hackney.—Z>i(««i Jtill/

IC, l>m (complete).

No. 10,567.—"Circular Drop Shutter for Taking Instantaneous Photo-

graphs." F. W. MoNSELL, Kglantino, Leeson Park, Dubiin.—2)aJf<< July
25, 1884.

No. 10,G80.—"Gelatine Plates for Use in Photograi>liy, Maniifactnring

and Using the Same." A. J. Boult; communicatwl tiy (J. Kastman and
W. H. \V alker, 'gentlemen, both of Rochester, Munrcio, New York.—
Dated Juhj 28, 1884.

Pboduction ok Photographic Nkgatives kob PHoxoLiTHOORArHT,
PnoTOziscoGRAPHV, &c. By Alexander Bohl.\nu.

(This invention received provisional protection only.)

Mt invention has for its oViject the production of pliotoRraphic negatives

having suitable transparent lines, dots, or stipple, so that such negatives may
bo used in the processes of photography, pliotozincography, photoengrav-
ing, photo-etching, or phototype productions, such negatives being either

portraits, views of buildings, machinery, or landscapes or other objects.

Hitherto the me.ins employed in making such negatives has been to take

a p.iper photograph and stipple the same by band, or by impressing the

same with any rough substance, such as sand-paper, glass-cloth, or mtislin

made hard by steeping in glue, or by fine wire gauze, and, after being
so impressed, filling the indentations with some kind of soft and diirk pig-

ment and then making a negative of the same.
In my process I obtain a like result by jilacing a screen of wire or hair

gauze, or perforated metal, or paper, or other substance having suitable

perforations, or by means of a screen of nmslin, net, or crape, or other

suitable fabric, in front of the sensitive plate inside the camera, and then
exposing to the object to be photographed in the usual way.
The screen may be placed as nearly as possible in close contact with the

sensitive plat«, or at a distance therefrom if a modified result is desired.

Where a reverse of any of the above kinds of grain or texture is required

1 exiKise a sensitive plate with the wire or other screen to a uniform white
surface, the pattern negative so produced being used instead of the wire or

other screen ; or a pattern negative may be made by photographing a grain

or pattern that has been drawn on white paper.

The wire or other screen or pattern negative may and can be used either

in the process of pliotographing paper prints or in photographing the

objects themselves, as before stated.

(But (giiit^nal faMe,—«

—

Mes.sixe.si'.s Cuaxgino-Box.

We have been shown an ingenious improvement or extension of the

principle of the well-known automatic changing-box introduced some

years ago by Mr. George Hare, the novelty consisting in the use of

inner boxes, by moans of which relays of fresh plates can be intro-

duced when the first dozen have been exposed. In outward appearance

the ch.'uiging-box is precisely similar to the ordinary Hare's changing-

box ; but this shell is unprovided with grooves, the interior being per-

fectly plain. The plate-box proper, which contains the grooves, slides

accurately into the outer casing, and when in position the simple with-

drawal of a flexible shutter similar in character to that in connection

with the sliding jaws of the outer box, opens the communication with

the dark slide. After exposure of the plates this shutter is re-closed

and the films are perfectly protected from light. There is, further, an

ingenious arrangement by which plates of smaller sizes can be used in

the same slide.
'

As a matter of course, the dimensions of the box are larger in pro-

portion to the size of plate than is tlie case under ordinary circum-

stances ; but the difference is not great, a box for half-plates being

about the size of the ordinary 7 i x 5 apparatus.

We believe the instrument is not yet fully ready for the market.

When it is we recommend an inspection of the arrangement, which, by

means of one or more comparatively inexpensive inner boxes, renders

the travelling photographer totally independent of a dark room.

- -

RsDDiNo'n Impkoveb Pockbt Ruby Lantern.
London : J. Robinson and Sons, 172, Regcnt-strvct.

This is an exceedingly convenient and portable lantern for travelling

purposes, folding flat and fitting into a sliding case, which may be

comfortably carried in the coat pocket. The body of the lantern ia

composed of coloured fabric, wliich renders it at once light and on-
breakablo. The top and bottom are of japanned tin, each being pro-
vided with a " cut olT" which, while permitting the free ingress of air

and egres.s of the products of combustion, effectually prevent tbe escape
of actinic light. The source of illumination may be any ordinary night
light ; but a special light, made in tin boxes, is recommended by tbe
manufacturers as possessing certain advantages over other fonns.

ffittXm%% of Societies.

MEKTINGS OF SOCIETIES FOB NEXT WEEK.
Data or Iteetlnc.

August
., S

„ B

.. 5

•
» «
„ «
„ 7

7 ...

Name of Bocl«t7. PtaM of MmMbc.

Sheflleld Freemason^ Hall, Surrey-straet.
Halifax Courier OOce, Il«vent-«treet.
Bolton Club The Studio, Chanoerr-lane.
OloflsopDale OloasopCoSee Palace, High-street.
Benevolent 131, Afdersgate-street.
North Staffordshire Town Hall, Hanlejr.
Phototrraphic Club > Anderton's Hotel, Fleet^treet.
London and Provincial

|
Masons' Hall, BasingliallHrtreet,

Bolton The Baths.
Leeds PhiloDophical Hall.
Coventry Coventry Dispensary.
Yorkshire Collcgo I College, Cookridgc-street, I.eeds.

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
At the meeting of this Society, held on the 24th ult., the chair was occu-
pied by Mr. J. H. Hare.
Mr. A. Cowan showed a cutter for making circles such as those in

diaphragms, when these were made of card or ebonite. The cutter was
made from a pair of steel compa.'tse.s, the legs of which had been forged into
bow-like form, and ime finished with a ix)int for centering, the other with
a cutting iwint.

Mr. H. S. SrAHNE.s exhibited a camera for operating with small-sized
plates, without carrying separate dark elides or changing-box. The bottom
of the camera contained two wells—one for plates before, and the other for
plates after, exjiosure. At the back was an opening through which the
focussing-screen could be examined, and a sleeve of black cloth allowed the
liand to enter and place the plate in position.

Mr. J. B. B. Wellington showed a plate from a portion of which green
fog had been removed with a weak solution of ferridcyanide and hypo.,
similar to Mr. Farmer's reducer, but much weaker. The amount of ferrid-
cyiwiide found sufficient for the purpose was four grains in ten ounces of

hvp". solution, and when employed at this strength no iwrceptible reduction
of the intensity of the negative had taken place during the time necessary
to get rid of tlie green fog.

Jlr. W. Cobb tliought that green fog was an improvement to any negati vp,
and that it was a pity to remove it. He (Mr. Cobb) then mentioned having
recently had an e.Ni^rience of fog(;ing with a dark slide having a rpv<ilving

shutter. He had satisfied himself that this fogging was not due to light,

but to some emanation from the leather of the revolving door. He had re-

medied it by coating the leather with a solution of thymol in alcohol, and
exposing it for some days to the air.

Mr. Cowan said that there had liitely been some correspondence on the
subject; and as recently as the preceding evening, he had seen plates upon
which insensitive marks had apijeared where they had been nearly in con-
tact with American cloth.

The Chairman remarked that it was a matter of great importance to
camera makers, who now generally used leather for tbe hinges of dark
slides,

Mr. W. Coles inquired whether the leather referred to by Mr. Cobb
was black.

Mr. Conn replied that it was.

Mr. Cowan said that black mixed with an oil medium would caoM
foL'ging, but not when used with a spirit medium.
Mr. COLE.S said that asphalte black h.id sufficed to produce complete

Mr. J. Barkeb mentioned a curious experience that he had had recently.

A plate had been developed in the evenmg, but, as after a quarter of an
hour no image apiwarea, it was stood up on a shelf as useless. In the
morning, however, the image was found to have become developed.
Mr. J. J. Briginshaw had met with a similar occurrence.

Mr. Ashman showed some prints upon opal coated with citro-cUoride of

silver, and gave the following formula, diSering slightly from one pre-
viously given :—

Nelson's No. Igektine...^ 60 graim.
Water liounoe.

B.
Chloride of sodium 40 grains.
Citrate of potash 40 „
Water lounoa.

O.
Nitrate of silver ^.^. ISO grains.

Water 1 ounce.
B is added to A and the temperature raised to ino* Fahr. C, also at a
heat of 150', is then slowly added. Boil for t«>n minutes, allow to cool
down to 150', then add 100 grains of Ileiurich's gelatine pronooaly soaked
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in two ounces of water, and stir till dissolved. After setting and washing
add one ounce of alcohol in which one grain of salicylic acid had been
dissolved.

SOUTH LONDON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
On Saturday last, tlie 2Gth ultimo, the annual outdoor meeting of the

above Society took place at llampstead Heath. Owing to the unpro-

pitious state of the weather throughout the day cameras, on tliis occasion,

were " conspicuous by their absence." The weather, no doubt, also jire-

vented a much larger gathering, as long before the hour of meeting it had
settled down to a steady downpour of rain, compelling those who came
early in the afternoon on jjurpose to enjoy the beauties of the Heatli to

seek shelter at the rendezvous—the Bull and Bush Hotel.

Here a substantial tea had been provided. Tlie chair was occupied by
Mr. William Ackland, the vice-chair being filled by Mr. William Brooks

;

about a dozen members were present. After tea the remainder of the

evening was pleasantly spent under the influence of the fragrant weed,

when some capital jokes were cracked and many amusing anecdotes
related.

MANCHESTEPv PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The sixth outdoor meeting of tlie above Society took place on Saturday,

the 2(ith ultimo, Speke Hall and its vicinity having been fixed upon as

tlie rendezvous for tlie day. The party was timed to leave London-road
Station at 10.20 a.m., arriving at Speke at 12.45.

Considering that special arrangements had been made, and permission
t)btained to visit Speke Hall as well as the park and grounds of Hale Hall,

it was surprising how few members liad given in their names to the leader

prior to the date of tlie excursion. Had the weather been fine it would
no doubt have proved one of the most attractive meetings of the present
.season ; but, notwithstanding the adverse conditions, the few members
who took part in it had no reason to regret it, but felt tliemselves well

repaid for the temporary inconvenience which they encountered.
Speke Hall is one of the most beautiful and jierfect specimens of the

domestic style of architecture peculiar to the Elizabethan period. The
present building occupies the site of a much older foundation, and was the
work of one Edward Norreys, who commemorates the fact by an inscrip-

tion over the principal gateway :
—"This worke, 2.") yards long, was wolly

built by Edw. N. Esq., anno 1.598." A broad moat once surrounded the
house, but this has long been superseded by well-kept greensward, out of

which, except where crossed by the bridge, the Hall seems to rise like a
rock out of the sea. The situation is charming, and the surroundings are
highly picturesque.
From one side a noble avenue of tree leads do^vn to the estuary of the

Mersey, which is her^^ at its broadest; and its proximity doubtless contri-

butes to the luxuriant growth of the trees and shrubs, which would other-

wise suffer from their vicinity to Widnes and kindred places, the emana-
tions from which are so inimical to the surrounding vegetation.
A remarkable feature presents itself in the construction of the Hall, con-

si-sting of an interior court in which two fine old yew trees grow, much
older tlian the building itself, and it is evident that the architect in the ar-

rangement of his ground plan has been guided by the wisli to preserve
these trees. I^nfortunately it was too cloudy for the members to attempt
much in this part of the building ; but the external fiices of the Hall offered
plenty of scope, and many were the points of view from which the members
could obtain excellent results, of which they were by no means slow in
availing themselves. Had the weather been brighter some excellent studies
of foliage would have been secured.

To Miss Watt, the present owner of the mansion, the members were
- indebted for the privilege of access to the Hall and grounds. The rest of
the programme was unavoidably curtailed by the weather, which compelled
the party, after a fruitless attempt to reachHale, to hasten back to Speke
station for the return Journey.
A wish was unanimously exjjressed that this visit should be repeated

under more favourable conditions at some future day, coupled with the
hope that the members of the Society generally would avail themselves
more freely of opportunities of this kind to visit places which are interest-
ing in so many ways, and to which acccess can he gained only by special
permission.

BERLIN ASSOCIATION FOR THE CULTIVATION OF
PHOTOGRAPHY.

This Society met on the 20th June, Professor H. W. Vogel in the cliair.

The Chairman presented the guest of the evening, Mr. Kilburn, of
Littleton (New Hampshire), wlio had at different times sent interesting
collections of stereographs to the Society. Mr. Kilburn is at present en-
gaged in taking stereoscopic views of Europe and particularly of Germany,
which command a ready sale in America amongst the Germans who have
settled there. In the course of the week he had been in Berlin, and had
already exposed 200 plates. He (the Chairman) then laid upon the
table Dr. Schnaus's Photoffraphic Lexicon and Dr. Eder's Instantaneous
Photoyraphy, presented by the authors. The circular of the Photographic
Society of Ireland, inviting exhibits, was tlien read.
Herr KuDOLP, of Darmstadt, said a case had been brought against him

in the law courts for imitating a work of art, in so far that he photo-
graphed a monument in a churchyard and sold copies of it. He contended
tliat a churchyard was a public place, and he had a right to photograph it

and all the monnuients it contained. The complainant contended that it

was au infringement of his copyright, and that a churchyard was not a
public place. The court decided in his (Herr Rudolf's) favour.
Dr. Ehrmann, of New York, wrote to say that Notman, of Boston,

and not Fallc, of New York, had taken the first gi'oup upon the stage of a

theatre by electric light, when, in 1881, in Sander's Theatre, Boston, he
])hotographed several groups in tlie representation of the tragedy of
lEdipus the tyrant, by a Bi-ush light of 0,000 candle power, with a
Dallmeyer's A 3 portrait lens, a No. 3 &to\>, and an exposure of twenty
seconds.
A very interesting letter was next read from Herr Schoene, of San

Francisco, in which lie described another way of photographing in a
theatre by electric light. Herr Schoene sent a number of instantaneous
views, mostly marine pieces. •

Dr. Katsek showed a number of landscapes taken at San Remo with
his sleeved changing-box. This time he did not use films, but glass plates,

and changed them wliile the sun was sinning brightly upon the apparatus;
yet there was no trace of fog on the plates. The glass plates were packed
flat ujion each other, and only separated by a sheet of black paper. Both
negrvtives and jiroofs were unretouched.
Mr. KiLBUUN exhibited a very simjile i>!ate-box for dry plates. It

simply consists of a box the length and breadth of the plates to be packed.
Inside, across the bottom, two long white cords are laid so that the greater
part of their length lies outside the box. The plates are laid down one by
one, and the cords passed across the end of each one before the next one
is laid down, and so on until the box is full.

The Chairman showed some new samples of his sensitive-to-colour

process, namely—1. A colour scale photographed upon cosine-collodion,

eosine-gelatine emulsion, and azalino-gelatine emulsion, from which it

appeared that eosine worked better in collodion than in gelatine emulsion,
while the azaline-gelatine emulsion did better than eitlier. The second
exhibit was two reproductions, thirty cm., of Herr Menzel's newest and
celebrated picture of the Market Place at Verona—one taken with an
ordinary gelatine jilate, the other on azaline-gelatine. In the former plate
the white lights were light and unmodulated and tlie shadows pitchy
black and without detail. Some parts of the picture did not come out at
all, Ijut formed broad, flat surfaces; other parts, such as the blue of tlie sky
and the distance, appeared niucli over-exposed. In the photograph upon
the iilate stained with azaline the liglits had the proper tone and were full

of gradations, while the shadows were also properly graduated and full of

detail. The j)lace of the black spots in the first was taken in the second by
well-exposed heads; the sharpness and purity left nothing to be desired.

The meeting was concluded with a description, by the Chairman, of the
part of the new building of the Technical High School at Charlottenburg
devoted to photography. -

—*

—

THE ETHOXO LIGHT AND GAS EXPLOSIONS.
To the Editors.

Gkntlkmkn,—In a letter, in your issue of the 25th inst., from Mr. Ives,

of Piiiladelpliia, the writer seems to insinuate that it has been said that the
ethoxo liglit was jx>puJar in the United States at the time he took out the
patent in that country for it. Your remarks (and it is to these that I think
Mr. Ives refers) were, as far as memory serves mo, to the effect that shortly

after my publication in The British Journal ok Photography of the
generation of ethoxo gas a patent was taken out in the United States for a
similar purpose.

I grant that he may not have seen or heard of it before he took out his

specification, but still it always looks suspicious when a patent is taken out
directly after the process has been made public in another country. If his

discovery of the use of ether antedates the year 1879, and can prove it,

then I willingly give him the credit of priority of invention. I worked it

in public in tne autumn of that year, and have continued to use it without
a single failure ever since.

That Mr. Ives's generator is not altogether free from liability to explode
is apparent from the directions given (if this should occur) in tne catalogue

published by the manufacturers of the apparatus; and this has occurred in

more cases than one, if I am rightly informed.
My first apparatus was made on the saturator principle, but not with

caps on the end to blow off, as I prevented tliis by a better plan, namely,
the pumice chamber, and with which the Rev. T. F. Hardwich has recently

made exhaustive trials, proving its undoubted efliciency to arrest flame.

Whilst upon the subject of lime light I may say tliat, in my opinion,

cylinders will eventually supersede gas bags, particularly when we have
them under a less pressure of gas with automatic gas regulators to regulate

the flow and pressure. This, I believe, has been accomplished and will ere

long be a marketable commodity. Whether we shall lie able to purchase
oxygen by the pound remains to bo seen. Recent experiments seem to

prove it possible ; but the probabilities as to cost at present are against it.

—I am, yours, Ac, W. Beocohton.
Ecdea, Mancheaer, July 26, 1884.

"FREE LANCE" AND THE CILIARY MUSCLES.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I think my meaning as to the contraction of the pupil of

the eye by the ciliary muscles was quite clear. As far as I can see, the

only word " Free Lance" could take exception to was the word " muscles."
Strictly speaking there are no ciliary muscles at all, but there is a ciliary

ligament. Strictly speaking the words I ought to have used should have
been "ciliary processes." I chose to use the words "ciliary muscles" to

make my meaning clear to persons who might not be so well up in tha
definitions of anatomical science as is " Free Lance."
In Erasmus Wilson's Anatorai-^ts' Vade Meciim v>ill bo found the follow-

ing passage :
—" The iris is composed of two layers—an anterior or muscular.
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consisting of radiating fibres wliich converge from the circumference townrjs
the centre, having the power of dilating tlio [lupil ; and a circular, which
tnrround the pupil like a sphincter, and oy their action produce contraction
of the area." Now this layer is connected by its peripliery with the ciliary

Ht/ttment : and, being muscular in its character, I took the liberty of naming
it—being the apparatus for opening or contracting the p\ipil of the eye

—

the " ciliary muscles."
With all respect for " Free Lance," I venture to differ from him a« to

the rapidity of the action of these muscular fibres. Anyone who has seen
a cat basking in the sunlight, and lazily blinking her eyes, will have
noticed how comparatively slowly the pupil is contracted to a mere slit

when the eye is opened. Again : if, standing before a window with a
mirror in your hand, you alternately throw light and shadow into your
eyes, the contraction and cx]mn»ion of the pupils can be readily seen.
These facts lead me to believe that the muscles of the ciliary processes do
not act with great rapidity, but rather the contrary.—I am, yours, &c.,

Juli, 28, 1884.

_

J. R. Sawtkh.

THE SOCIKTIES' REPORTS.
To the Editohs.

ftENTi.KMKN,—ifr. Herbert B. Berkeley, in your last i.<sue, professes to
" dispose of the word ' misrepreseiitatic n '

" with which he hiid taxed me
and other writers, yoiirselves included. Ho goes on to ask—" If a man
writes that which is not the case does he not 'misrepresent'—not wilfully it

may be?" Of course the answer is obvious, that he docs; but, to give
relev.incy to the fiuestion, he should have supplied some instance of my
writing •' that which is not the case," and this he has omitted to do.

Mr. Berkeley further put it that I have no right to object to being
accused of misrepresentation, because I had stated that I had been mis-
represented in certain reports in the Society's Journal, and s.ays that I am
thus "hoist with my own r>etard. ' What has this to do with it? I have
?iven instances, and am prepared to furnish any further details, if required,
ully bearim; out my complaint. Mr. Berkeley, when called upon to point
out any misrepresentation on my i)art, omits to do so, for the simple
re.ison, as 1 am now entitled to submit, that none exist in what I have
w ritten.

Mr. Berkeley says that T am incorrigible—" even mora incorrigible than
Mr. Pringle." I will not in turn descend to personalities and the use of

epithets, but will leave the reader to supply the one appropriate to the
conduct of a writer who l>rings a charge of misrepresentation, and, when
challenged to point out wherein it consists or withdraw the charge, does
neither.—I am, yours, &c., W. E. Uebknham.

Jul!/ 28, 1884. —
A CURIOUS BHEXOMENOX.

To the Editohs.

(Jentlemen,—A few nights ago I was developing a negative when the
light in the dark room was very dull. After I had developed and alumed
the plate I noticed that the developing tray I had been using was strongly
luminous. On closer examination it was found that some developer still

remained in the tray, and the addition of a few drops of the alum bath had
ciiused the phosphorescence.
Being rather struck by the circumstances, I tried the effect of adding a

strong solution of citric acid and alum to some of the used developer, and
found the phosphorescence much more strongly marked.—I am, yours, &c.,

Salieburi/, JulyZi, 1884. Nemo.
P.S.—The developer mentioned above w.is the ordinary pyro. without

sulphite (Wratten's formula), and the alum bath contained a little citric

acid.—N. —»

—

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY: ITS REPORTS AXD THE
PHOTOGRAPHIC PRESS.

To the EniTOBS.

(iENTLEMKN,—1 do not intend to enter into the discussion between
Mr. H. B. Berkeley and your other corresimndents, but to make a sug-
gestion that, I think, will remove several of the evils which ho points
out; and that is, let the Photographic .Society of Great Britain ap|x)int
someone to report what in artiutll/i said by the various speakers, and his

reiH)rts l>o sent to the photographic journals. Then let the editors, or
someone whom they appoint (who has not taken part in the discussion),

condense the reixirt for publication; and the committee of the Parent
Society might apiMiint someone to condense the report for their journal.

If the ]»erson wlm reports the various meetings out seldom takes part in

the discussions, he has time to condense the arguments of the various
speakers as the meeting goes on, and the rei»rt is perhaps as satisfactory
as one can be. But if ho be one of the principal speakers he is unable to

put down what he tai/s himself, and, when others are speaking, his

thoughts are probably so centered on what he is going to say in reply that
he is often unable to catch the whole force of their argument, and his

rei)ort is, in consequence (I do not mean to say for one moment wilfully),

not ijuitc satisfactory to the other speakers or to the readers of the journals.

I am convinced that the gentlemen who ri-port the meetings for the
journals are far too high-minded to wilfully mi8reix)rt anyone; .all I contend
IS that it is imji<>!«ible for anyone to correctly rei>ort a meeting iu which he is

oue of the principal speakers. He is not doing justice to either himself or
hUi rejiort, because if he give the whole of his attention to rejxjrting what
is saiil he cannot think how to arrange his arguments in reply, and both
hinLoelf anrl his hearers suffer in consequence—they because they lose the
benefit of his knowledge, as he has not had time to think of the whole of

the points bearing on the subject.—I am, yours, &o., As 0.v-1i00kbb.

Ilotfs nut) (Qutrtes.
NovicB says:—"Will some kind reader inform me the remedy for the

following :—After I have sensitised my albumen paper I fina that all

the gloss is gone and my prints are spoilt. My silver bath is sixty-five

grains to the ounce of water, and I have only added a few drop* of

a saturated solution of carbonate of soda to neutralise any free
acid."

Ret. p. B. says:—"I am about to take a photographic trip in N'orth

Wales. Can you offer any suggestion concerning apparatus!"^ In
reply : Seeing that there are so many attractive waterfalls and ravinei in

Wales, it will be well for our corres|>ondent to hare his camera and
stand so adapted to each other as to enable him to place the pUte in

either a vertical or horizontal position. The camera stand, too, soonld be
ratlisr taller than is frequently the case,

G. A. writes :—" If I reffister a retouching desk which I manufacture can
I take proceedings against anyone who copies my design 7 If so, please
let mo know the cost of registering." We reply: A retouching desk
is what is designated in patent phraseoloi^y " a configuration of parte,"

and is not a subject for registration, but for patenting. J<i> registration

that could be effected would prove of any utility in preventing imitation.

The obvious course o|)en to our correspondent is to patent his invention,
and lie must take tliis step previous to issuing any sjiecimeni of hia
invention by way of sale or otnerwise.

" Is there any work or article published on the subject of microphotography
as applied to the transmission of messages in pellicular form l>y the

aiiency of carrier pigeons?—J. B. H." In reply : One ijamplilet, at

least, was devoted to this subject soon after the close of the Franco-
(rerman War ; but we cannot at present gi ve particulars of its publication
beyond this -that the name of M. Dagron was connected witli it. It is

probable that in a chapter iu Tissandier's History and Handbook of
I'hotixjrapkij (published Dy Sampson Low and Co.), on "Microscopic
Researches During the Siege of Paris," all the informatioa required will

be found.

In reply to "Amateur," who wishes to know why a sample of varnish

made with methylated alcohol dissolves the collodion film from his

negatives, whereas one prepared with the same ingredients (sandarao

and seed lac) dissolved in common non-methylated spirits of wine baa
not the same effect, we would remark that, first of all, it is possible that
in the former varnish the methylated alcohol may be much stronger

than the other, and the stronger the alcohol the more likely is it to

dissolve the collodion film. But, secondly, as methylic alcohol (wood
naphtha) is in itself a solvent of pyroxyline, and as methylated soirits

of wine contains a certain proportion of this naphtha, it is not di^cult
to account for the solvent action of one class of varnish as contrasted

with the other.

Abgol says:
—"Will you kindly inform me as to the following:—If yon

wanted to copy a silver print which would you prefer—to make the
negative with a tjelatine jilatc or with collodion? If with collodion, is

there a collodion manufactured esiiecially for copying, or would ordinary
negative portrait collodion do? Of course I wish to get all the fine

gradations that the best gelatine negative will give, and the best resulta

111 every respect. Also, would you tone the print from which such nega-

tive is made with the acetate bath, or tone it black with the Ume
bath?" In reply: If the sijecial brand of plates with which we
hapijened to be working at the time gave results of an unexceptionable

character we would make use of one of them for the puq^sc mentioned;
but, if these were in any way dcfretive, then we would employ ordinary

good negative collodion, such as that adapted for portraiture. We should

not be at all particular how the print was toned, provided the detMla
were well made out.

F. S. (Somerset House) wishes to know if there are ready and ioexpensire

means by which an intense degree of cold can be produced. We
reply: Not knowing what is meant in this query by an "intente degree
of cold," a reply of a somewhat indefinite character must be given. Tor
example : if our corresiwndent desires to cool a fluid or anything else

down to the freezing-point of water, crushed ice will effect the desired

end. If, however, to cnished ice common salt be added in the propor-

tion of one part to two parts of the ice, and both be well mixed together,

a degree of cold will then be produced exceeding by 35" Fahr. that

obtained by the ice alone, or a few degrees below xem. But a still

further descent of twenty degrees below the cold produced by the ice

and salt may be secured by mixing nitrate of ammonia with the chloride

of sodium, which is to be stirred up among the particles of crushed ice.

The proix>rtions suitable may be stated as five parts each of the sodium
and ammonium salts with twelve parts of the ice

"I iiAVK heard of the reprmluction of negatives by a single operation, by
wiiicli I mean that the first impression obtained is not a positive or

transparency, but a negative. Is there any reality in this? and, if there

be, will you afford a clue as to how it is done? It will greatly oblige,—

Abies." We reply: There are two methods bv which a negative

may be reproduced by a single operation. One of these ia as foliowi:

—

Direct the lens of a camera containing a bromised ooUodlon plate to the
negative to be reproduced, and develo|>e the ima^ thoa iropreaaed by
alkaline pyro. This ought to give a strong positive. Now, without

fixing, apply diluted nitric acid (e(]ual parts of acid and water) to the

surface, by means of which the image will be removed, leaving the
unaltered bromide still in the film. Wash, azpoee to light for a few
seconds, and rc-appIy the alkaline developer, by which the bromide will

be reduced, the result this time being a negative. A eaoond method con-

sists in an application of the dusting-on ptoeWi, MT«ral formnUe (or

wliich are b'ivea in our Almakac,
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AjiERrci.s inquires—" AVhat are the names of American photograpliic
newspapers, and rates of advertising for (say) twenty words?" -In
reply : No list of American photographic journals has been published

;

hence we cannot reply to the querist. Let him communicate witli the
publisher of this Joiirnal, stating precisely what he wishes.

dfljangc Column.
iTo charge is made for inserting these announcements; hut in no case do we

insert any article mere!;/ offered for sale, that being done at a small cost

in our advertising pages. This portion of our columns is devoted to exchanges

only. It is imperative that the name of the person proposing the exchange

he given (although not necessarily for publication, if a NOM VK plume he

thought desirable), otherwise the notice will not appear.

I will exchange some new 12 x 10 and 15 x 12 plate carriers, in case, for

some good [jhotographs of English actresses.—Address, L. W. (iREEN,

25, Marsland-road, VValworth, London.

Wanted to exchange a whole-plate Lerebours and Seeretan lens, in good
condition, for a quick-acting carte lens by any good maker.—Address,
F. Wheeler, 18, Commercial-road, Hereford.

I will exchange a gem camera, twelve lenses, one qtiarter-plate lens, and a
cabinet burnisher, all or any, for an 8 x 5 rectilinear.—Address, H. K. C.
Naismith, photographer, 345, New City-road, (Jlasgow.

I will exchange Ijloss's No. 2a extra-rapid carte lens for Uallmeyer's No. 2b
or offers. Also, camera, by Fallowfield, for two cards on "i X ih plate ;

' offers in accessories.—Address, C. Kowbotham, Burton, Westmoreland.

I will exchange a Uallmeyer's No. 2b patent and a Ross's whole-)>late
universal lens, both perfect, for a Dallmeyer's No. 2a or Ross's No. 3
cabinet lens; mutual approval.—Addi'ess, W. Dakin, Holly Bank,
Nether Edge, Sheffield.

I will exchange a biunial lantern, dissolving tap, bag, boards, about 150
slides, &c., everything complete, light waggon to carry the above. Wliat
offers in good view apparatus to value of t'20? Also a first-class cabinet
lens, gem camera, lens, &c.—Address, 283, Abbeydale-uoai), Sheffield.

I will exchange a gem camera, four len.ses, re])eatiug-back, good as new,
10 ounces each of silver bath and collodion, bottle of varnish, quantity
of ferrotype iilates, envelopes and preservers, also student's microscope,
for backgrounds (exterior) or anything useful in photography.—Address,
J. Bowler, Jun., Oxford-street, Oakengates, Salop.

^nsto^ra to Corwspou&tnts.
43" Correspondents should never write on both, sides of the paper.

Photographs Registered.—

William Pankhurst Marsli, Norfolk Cottage, Bognor.

—

Photographs of
Fish Lane and Sands, Aldwick, near Bognor, also Berstcd Church.

William Rochard, Sea View Terrace, Bagillt, North Wales.

—

Photo-
graph of Interior of St. Winifred's Church.

John George Gibson, The "Priory," Higher Grade School, Tyneniouth.—Photograph of Boat, "A Centenarian."

Thomas Ball, 7, Clarendon-place, Kiddenninster.—P/io<()(/c(y)A of Old
Locomotive Built in lSi7.

Notice.—£acA Correspondent is required to enclose his name anl address,

although not necessarilyfor publication. Communications may, when thought

desirable, appear -under a NOii de plume as hitherto, or, by preference,

under three letters of the alphabet. Such signatures as " Constant Reader,"
"Subscriber," <tc., shoidd be avoided. Correspondents not conforming to

this rule will therefore uiulerstand the reason for the omission of their

comm uji ica t ioiis.

Notice to Secretaries of Societies.—It is earnestly requested that when
^J^proofs of reports and papers read at the meetings of societies are forwarded

to the Secretary they may be returned at once to our jirinting office, 43,
Harrington Street, Liverpool, so that any corrections may be made
before tlie report or paper is published. Last week but one we received at
the moment of going to press a proof of a paper which had appeared in our
previous issue, and which bore a very large number of corrections (many of

them of a trivial character), all due to the copyist of the original MS.

—

not one to the printer. We are at all times anxious to do our best to
.secure correctness; but when the proofs are sent out and not returned we
are bound to assume that the original MS.— especially when plainly
written as in this case—is accepted as accurate.

Received.—Herbert S. Starnes ; W. H. Harrison. In our next.

W. A. Webster (Waltham, U.S.A.).—No further details were given than
those published in the Journal.

Steel Engraving.—See an article on the subject by Mr. Wni. Brooks on
page 244 of our volume for 1882.

X. A.—Make the bichromate solution still colder by the addition of a little

ice. AH will then go well, we have little doubt.

W. W.—Not so good as the old-fashioned method. You should bear
in mind that novelty does not always ensure excellence.

Amateur Optician.—The stops, as you suggest, would be better between
the lenoeB than iu front. The alteratiob is certainly worth niaklug.

Lotus.—Certainly make the silver bath decidedly alkaline before exposing
it to the light. It is much better to expose the solution in a flat dish
than in a bottle, as then the ether and alcohol with which it is con-
taminated can better be evaporated.

N. Simmons.—Under the circumstances you were certainly justified in

refusing a re-sitting ; but whether you were wise in doing so is question-
able from a business point of view. Bear in mind that giving offence to
a sitter often entails loss of business.

S. B. J. (Ceylon).—If the sample of gelatine be a really good one there is

no necessity, in practice, of clarifying it with white of egg for enamelling
silver prints ; but if you use an opaque kind, or some of the commoner
qualities, a decided advantage will accrue by your so doing.

W. B. C—Do not discard the bath used for sensitising albumen plates
because it has "gone black." All you have to do is to shake it up with
a little kaolin and filter, when it will be rendered as good as new. The
solution being even somewhat strongly discoloured will not injure its

working properties.

A. B.—As your studio is situated we can scarcely recommend you to glaze
it with groinid glass. The white muslin curtains, or blinds, will enable
you to soften the light sufficiently during the short working period tlie

sun is shining ujjon it. Exce))t when the sun is shining on the studio
ground glass might possibly i>rove a disadvantage.

A. C. YouNGHUsnANi).— If the hyjjosulphite of soda show a decidedly
acid reaction to test paper you should not employ it for fixing paper
prints, as it certainly shows it is au inferior sample. True, you may
neutralise the acid ; but, on the whole, you had better discard it alto-

gether, and £o be im the safe side. Good and reliable hyposulphite of

soda is surely cheap enough.

GiAGGiOLO.—The specks in tlie enclosed portion of film are not such as we
judged them to be from yt)ur previous description. They a])pear to us
to be the result of some foreign matter—probably insoluble lime salts iu
the emulsion. If you make your emulsion with hard water—especially
if you era|>loy any form of ammonia emulsification—this is likely to
occur from precijiitation of the lime by the ammonia.

S. Dewdney.—If the bath worked well before it was filtered and fogged
badly afterwards it is a fair assumiition that the filtering-jiaper was the
cause of the injury. As two different solutions behave in the same waj',

we think the matter is conclusive. Ordinary blotting-p,aper, although it

is usually a good filtering medium, cannot be relied upon for chemical
purity. You had better jirocure some good filtering-paper from your
photographic chemist.

Galloway C. Morris (Philadelphia).—The method of locally reducing the
density of gelatine negatives by abrasion is by no means new in this

country; it was described three or four years back by Mr. Barber, of

Sheffield, who recommended cuttle-fish powder. Pumice powder is also

used for the purpose; indeed, any abrasive material will answer. We do
not think any advantage will accrue from the employment of either rouge
or emery over those otiier substances mentioned.

W. G. Garcia.—The cause of the flatness—want of rotundity in your
portrait—is that you have used by far too much front light, and the
retouching you have so elaborately done has only made matters worse.
The untouched negatives certainly have yielded the roundest prints. It
is difficult, without knowing the kind of studio you work in, to give you
advice. However, stoj) off all the direct front light you Jire now using,
and illuminate the sitter from the side, softening the shadows, if neces-
sary, with the aid of a reflector.

J. J. H.— 1. If the defects are not caused by dust, and, as you say, are not
connected with the subsequent treatment of the plate, they can only
arise from the presence of some foreign matter in the emulsion. Your
data are, however, insufficient to enable us even to make a guess at the
precise cause. See reply to "Giaggiolo."—2. Read what we said a few
weeks back on the subject of iodide in rapid emulsions.—3. Alum is the
more convenient eliminator, while eau de Javelle is tlie more theoretically

perfect. 'The strength of the former is not very material.—4. If the

substance bo really chloride of calcium it sliould not behave in the

manner you describe. Drying by the method you have ado|)ted should
"restore" it perfectly.— 5. We fear you will find some difficulty in

securing a reducer that will behave as you wish. The difficulty with
all reducers is that the tendency is quite in the opposite direction.

PHOTOfiRAPHic Club.—At the forthcoming meeting of this C'lub, at

Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street, on Wednesday next, the 6th inst., the

subject will be the adjourned discussion On the Effect of Coloured Media
on Silrer Prints. On Bank Holiday an outing has been arranged to

Watford. Meeting at Watford Station at 10.47 ; train leaves Euiton
at 10.15. Afterwards at the Essex Arms.
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ALBUMEN IN GELATINE EMULSIONS.
Revertiso to tLis subject, we commciice with a few rcmaika on

Mr. C. Beckett Lloyd's conmuuiioation in ouf- last issue. That
geatleuuui, we think, ia labouiiiig undei- a slight misapprehension in

imagining that the application of albumen to the surface of the film

will have the same effect iis mixing it with the emulsion. In the

latter cMe there can be no doubt whatever as to the presence of

albumen in every portinn of the film ; but in the former, we think,

it is extremely doubtful whether it ia present in any but the very

smallest traces, except on the surface.

Albumen, it should be borne in mind, ia a colloid substance, and
will not, therefore, readily penetrate such a film as one of gelatine.

With collodion the matter is altogether different, the spongy and
porous character of the film permitting the albumen to penetrate

easily—not, however, by diffusion, but by mechanically filling the

pores and interstices. By such an application of albumen to a

))erfectly-wa8hed sensitive collodion film we secure merely the

mechanical advantages sought to be gained by its addition to

gelatine emulsion.

Some of our earliest experiments with albumen were made by
so.aking the shredded emulsion, after the removal of the salts, in

solutions of albumen of various degrees of concentration, but the

results were not satisfactory. The slight effect produced was due,

in .all probability, to the small quantity of albumen left clinging to

the shreds of " pellicle," and not to any absorption—the same, in

fact, as in Mr. Beckett Lloyd's cxse. The fact that he found five

minutes' immersion to produce a result where shorter time did not
will not in the slightest degree affect this ai-gument.

Albumen, like all viscous solutions, takes time to mix thoroughly
with water ; and if, therefore, applied to a v:tjt gelatine plate a
certain period must elapse before the surface water is completely
replaced by albumen. If removed from the solution before that

point is reached then the film carries away with it a proportionately

more dilute coating of albumen. If the application be made to a
dri/ film a similar result accrues in the end. The absorption of

"water by the gelatine film from the albumen solution produces a
concentration of the latter, or, at least, of the layer in immediate
contact with the plate ; and the increase of viscosity thus brought
about causes a larger quantity of albumen to remain adherent to

the film. Naturally, the longer the gelatine is permitted to soak
(up to a certain period) the further will this concentration be
carried, and thus the cumulative effect of prolonged soaking can be
accounted for.

As to the value of a mere surface application of albumen to a
gelatine plate : we cannot see that any great advantage is obtainable

that ia not more readily secured by other means. In the case of

collodion, as we have pointed out, the conditions are altogether

different, the albumen there penetrating into the film and conferring

special benefits which we imagine to be altogether absent in the case

of a gelatine film. In the latter instance—supposing, as we do, that
the layer of albumen is completely external to the surface of the

film—it is merely dissolved off by the developer, and any alteration

' in the character or quality of the image ia in all probability due
solely to its presence in the developer, and might more easily be
produced by adding albumen to the developer instead of applying
it to the film.

Many of the older dry-plate workers will be familiar with what
has been written in past years on the subject of modifying the alka-

line developer by the addition of apparently neutral or inert sub-

st.ances, with the object of securing variations in the colour of the

image. Mr. William Brooks was the first, we believe, to put the

matter in practical form, by his recommendation to employ acetate

of soda and similar salts as additions to the developer in order to

obtain pleasing tones for transparencies. Later the same gentle-

man, and more recently again Dr. R. L. Maddox, have recommended
albumen for the specific purpose of modifying and improving the
character of the image. Sugar and a variety of other substances

have been used ; indeed, practically, any addition—organic or in-

organic—which can be made to the developer without interfering

with its action will produce some special modification in the character

of the developed image.

These considerations lead us to the conclusion that Mr. Beckett

Lloyd is under a misapprehension as to the value of his application

of .ilbumen— which, by the way, is infinitely more tedious and
troublesome than the plan of mixing the substance with the

emulsion as we suggested. That a difference—probably an im-
provement in the character of the image—may be the result we
shall not for one moment contest ; but such difference or improve-

ment, we contend, could be as effectually ai.d far more easily

secured by simply adding the albumeu to the developer. One
advantage Mr. Lloyd's plan would have over the albumeu developer

would be in the protective action of the albumen film when plates

have to be kept ; but here again our own plan possesses the advan-

tage that the whole film is impregnated with the protective

medium—not merely covered by a thin varnish.

It is in this thorough impregnation of the film with albumen that

its chief advantages of a physfbal or mechanical character rest,

while its chemical advantages, if any, cannot at anyrate be leas

than in Mr. Lloyd's plan. For hardening the film, for preventing

its frilling and blistering, for rendering it permeable to the de-

veloper, it is absolutely necessary that the albumen should pervade
its whole thickness; and, if we turn to the alleged advantages of

that substance as a " bromine-absolver," it is obvious that it must
be in contact with each individual particle of silver bromide. If, on
the other hand, the question be narrowed down to the action of

albumen as an adjunct to development, its action when diffused

throughout the mass can, at least, be no less uniform and no leaa

complete than when applied to the surface, while far less trouble is

involved. In fact, so far as concerns the attainment of any physical

benefits that albumen may confer, we think the plan we have

already describetl is the simplest and, so far as we can yet see, the

best to adopt.

We had intended touching npon the other portion of the albumen
question—namely, its chemica presence in the form of silver al-
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buraenate, in. tlie emulsion—but our remarks have already rua out

tj the Ifmit of our space. Since we wrote last we have entered

upon a series of experiments, which lead us to hope that the problem

of the introduction of albumenate of silver into an emulsion is not

an insoluble one; but for the present we are not iu a position to

lay anythins definite before our readers.

GRAIN- OR STIPPLE IN PHOTO-MECHANICAL
PROCESSES.

Perhaps in no one branch of photography has so much ingenuity

been displayed as in the production of an ink-holding grain, or

stipple, in connection with the different photo-mechanical printing

processes. It is well known, that in all photo-mechanical processes

in half-tones, in fatty ink, it is necessary to break up the different

tints of the negative into a grain or stipple, more or less fine as

the case may be; and various indeed have been the devices for

accomplishing this end. As early as 1852 Talbot, in one of his

patents, claims the use of fine gauze or net for the purpose. Since

then it is surprising the amount of ingenuity that has been ex-

pended in "ringing the changes" on this and analogous methods,

and the number of patents which have been taken out at different

times in connection with this ol)ject.

Grain, or stipple, may be described as of two classes—one pro-

duced by mechanical means, and the other chemically. Amongst
the former may be classed the variety of methods of utilising gauze

net, or similar plans. The method employed by Talbot, in his

etching process, was that of dusting the picture over with a resinous

powder ; anil that of Goupil of combining gritty matter with tlie

tissues with which the relief is made. There is also the process of

Waterhouse, in which the grain is obtained by dusting over with a

gritty powder a wet carbon print. Amongst the chemical methods

we have that of Pretsch, in which the grain is produced in the film

of gelatine; the collotype, in which the gelatine film is, so to speak,

puckered up—a kind of reticulation ; also the method of Messrs.

Sprague and Co., of which we have presented our readers so many
fine examples during the last year or two. In this process a grain

is produced, very similar to that of the collotype, except that it is

larger—more resembling reticulation in a carbon print. It would

occupy far too much space even to briefly notice the numerous
modifications for producing grain in either class, our present object

being to direct attention to a plan wliich, so far as we recollect of

what has been done before, possesses a certain degree of novelty.

AVhether in practice it will pi-ove of much value remains to be seen.

In Foreif/ii Notes and JVews, in our last issue, we gave a transla-

tion from the Correspondenz of a patent for securing a grain in a

negative. The patent, however, is, as patents frequently are, very

vaguely worded ; but, so far as we can gather, the method is based

upon utilising the granularity of tlie silver forming the image for

producing the printing grain. Tlie process appears to be this :

—

Prom a negative a transparency is made " as small as possible."

This is then enlarged and a picture obtained, which "consists of a
great number of small dots." Then follows a formula for the collo-

dion and developer to be used.

Now, it is tolerably well known, in the collodion process, that

the developer employed to bring out the picture has a marked
influence on the size of the particles of silver which form the

image. If we use pyrogallic acid we have them very fine indeed,

and by using gallic acid we can get them finer still ; indeed, it is

quite possible to produce the particles so fine that the image
partakes more of the character of a stain or dye tlian an actual

deposit. But if iron be employed to develope the picture, then we
get the image much coarser ; and the more iron and the less

restraining acid there are in the developer the coarser will be the

particles.

On this fact is based the method of Herren Benecke and Fischer.

They propose to produce from the negative a very small tran.s-

parenoy, the image of which is composed of large particles of

silver. Then when this image is again enlarged the particles will

become very apparent, and so they claim to produce a grained or

Btippled negative suitable for producing prints with a grained

surface. We have no details as to the degree of reduction necessai-y

to obtain a useful grain, except that the ti'ansparency must bo

made as small as possible. From this, and what we know of the

character of the particles composing an iron-developed image or

collodion, we assume that microscopic proportions are meant. Now,
it appears to us that if the reduction be so very great—for it must
be in order to get a decided grain in the enlarged negative—and

the particles of silver composing the image are large, when the

picture is amplified much of the fine detail of the photograph will

necessarily be sacrificed, however sharply it may be focussed in the

enlargement. The patentees mention only collodion, but it appears

to us that a much better result might well be expected to accrue if

the gelatine process be employed in preference—at least for making
tlie small transpai'ency.

It is well known that emulsion may be prepared to yield an

image with almost any degree of coarseness. Now, if the plate

upon which the transparency is made be prepared with an emulsion

in which the particles of bromide are coarse, the same degree

of reduction will not be required as in the case of collodion in order

to obtain the same degree of granularity when it is enlarged. That

is to say, a comparatively large gelatine transparency, when enlarged

to a given size, will yield a negative with as coarse a stipple as will

be obtained when a very small collodion one is used. Hence we
may expect from the former to obtain a negative the details of

which, while the stipple is as coarse, will be much finer. We all

know that an iron-developed collodion image, in which the particles

of silver are far from fine, may be enlarged a dozen diameters or more

without their becoming apparent. Not so, however, with gelatine

;

for, if the emulsion be coarse—as it usually is with highly-sensitive

plates—it is often impossible to enlarge the image four or five

diameters without the particles becoming p.ainfully conspicuous.

An objection may possibly be raised to the stipple obtained from

gelatine plates, which is that the grain will not be so even and

regular as with collodion. This may be so, but we imagine the

advantage of being able to use a transparency of moderate inste.ad

of microscopical dimensions to enlarge from will more than com-

pensate for this, by the greater sharpness and crispness which will

be secured in the resulting picture.

THE ECONOMIC PRODUCTION OF COLIX

It is unnecessary here to dwell upon the advantages to photo-

graphers and others of being able to obtain a degree of cold in any

fluid or solid substance rivalling that produced by the agency of

ice. We are all aware that ice, whether produced naturally or

artificially, is the frigorific agent with which photography must

ever remain economically associated. So temperate, however, is

our English climate that ice is here a luxury—not a necessity ; and

it is only in the larger towns or cities, and not always in tiiose,

that it can be procured by purchase. The opportunities for its

being obtained by those residing at a distance from such centres

are, consequently, extremely limited, and this will continue so until

the manufacturers of ice-making machines realise the fact that in

the production of those of a small, low-priced class, suitable for

domestic use, lies a great and lucrative future.

In the " machinery in motion," or western, gallery of the Health

Exhibition there is a stall, presided over by a young lady, who
invites the attention of the visitor to certain small machines for the

almost immediate manufacture of ices. To this attendant we, in

the course of conversation, started the difficulty of blocks of ice

being an initiatory and continuous factor in the production of the

ices. This was not a necessity, she said, as the firm which she

represented supplied a freezing crystal or powder which, when

placed in the machine and mixed with water, answered a similar

purpose to ice in lowering the temperature.

The readers of The British Journal of PiioTOGBArnv are well

aware that by the solution of certain crystalline bodies a consider-

able degree of cold is produced. Hyposulphite of soda, for

example—which we cite as a salt with which all photographers are

familiar—when dissolved in water reduces the tempeiatuie to a

very material e.\teut. To give point to what we say we have in an
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onliiiary foiir-ouiicc graduate placel water a little below the

lomperaluie of the Htmosphere, the thermometer at the lime of

making the experiment regiiteriiig 69' Fahr. On being immersed
in tlie water tlie thermometer fell two degrees, denoting a water

temperature of 07' Fahr. Upon throwing in a handful of crushed

hyposulphite of soda the thermometer rapidly sunk to 14' Fahr., at

which it remained for some time, indicating a reduction of the heat

to the extent of 23' Fahr. as the result of this simple action.

Having removed the thermometer and washed the bulb we im-

mersed it in a second graduate containing water as before, and
found that the degree of temperature indicated on the stem w;is

07' Fahr., as in the previous instance. This fact noted, we next

took up a small handful of crushed nitrate of ammonia, the reputa-

tion of which as a cold-producing agent is well known, and scarcely

was it in until its potency wjis recognised and shown by the

tliermometer, the mercury having made a rapid descent until it

reached 27' I'ahr., or live degrees below the freezing point of water,

representing a reduction of the temperature of the water to the

extent of forty degrees.

Here, therefore, is a gain of a tangible character. If it be

in((uired at what cost it lias been obtained, we reply " at no cost

whatever," the first expenditure incurred in obtaining the salt

being relegated to one side at present ; for, upon decanting the

solution of the ammonium nitrate into a metallic tray and exposing

it to heat—that fr.>m the sun sufHcing—the water evaporates,

leaving tlie crystals hard and dry, and in readiness to be again

dissolved and produce cold as before ; and this may be repeated

times without number. Here, therefore, by an initiatory expendi-

ture of a small sum, we have always at hand an enduring means
by which we can invariably ensure the production of a degree of

cold below the freezing-point ; and this without any cost of labour

or appliances, if we except the means which we shall now describe,

and which we have .adopted on account of the ease and small cost

of production, not being insensible to the fact that there may,

although at present unknown to us, be other and better means for

etf'ecting the same end.

In a circular wooden vessel of any required dimensions is fixed a

coil of tin ga-spipe of large diameter, made in form like the worm of

a still. In bending this in a sharp turn it will be apt to " kink,"

but this may be prevented by previously filling the tube with sand,

after which it is capable of receiving even the sharpest bend. The

sand is, of course, emptied out when this operation is terminated.

The lower end of this worm is attached to a tap which p.asses

through the vessel near the bottom. The upper end is soldered to

the bottom of a sm.all tank formed of zinc which is fixed in the

upper part of the wooden vessel, yet in such a manner as not to

prevent the nitrate of ammonia and water from being e;isily thrown

or poured into the vessel. The capacity of the tank m.ay be such as

to contain any quantity of liquid required to be cooled, from a quart

to a gallon or upwards.

Whatever the nature of the liquid be from which the heat is to

be withdrawn it is poured into the tank, from which it immediately

descends into and fills the worm. A charge of the freezing powder

is now thrown in by means of a suitable scoop, after which sutlicient

water is added to more than cover the powdered nitrate. After

being allowed to stand for a very brief period the liquid may be

drawn oil" by the tap, when it will be found to be in a state of icy

coldness. When the refrigerating solution h.as served its |)urpose it

is drawn oil" from the vessel into a flat metallic tray by means of a

8econ<l tap quite close to the bottom of the vessel, and, as we have

stated, when the water has evaporated from the solutfon the crystals

are ready for either being used again immediately or for storage in

a wide-mouthed bottle for employment at some future period.

Dy ado|)ting a non-conducting casing, on the principle of the

Norwegian cooking-stove, any article or fluid which has been made

cold in the manner described ni;iy be retained at or near the

freezing-point for several days ; and, if jirecaution be taken to

Lave it surroimded by a nonconducting body—such as felt, cloth,

lime, or a mixture composed of them all—the vessel in which ihe

solution is made may consist advantageously of tin or thin zinc.

It must, however, be encased in a wooden shell, the space between

the two being packed with the non-conducting ni.iterial de«crib*»l.

A cover, rendered uon-conductive by similar means, tliould also be
procured ; and to render the apparatus quite perfect the tap* muat
be formed, not of metal, but of ebonite.

The logical reader will at once say—" If this apparatus prore
such a perfect means for conserving cold or acting as a refrigerator,

would it not answer equally well for a purpose directly the oppooite,

namely, for retaining heat in its interior !'' Certainly it will ; and
by way of experiment we have warmed an emulsion to nearly the

boiling-point and locked the vessel containing it in the refrigerator.

At the end of twenty-four houns it was found to be still hot
We are aware of several additions that may be made to the

ammonium nitrate by which its efficacy may be promoted ; but as

with such additions its power for being used "over and over again"

becomes impaired, we recommend its employment pure and simple.

If a greater degree of cold be desired than that we mentioned aa

the result of the first experiment, it is easily secured by employing,

as the solvent of the .salt, water much colder than the temperature

of which we have already spoken as having tried.

PHOTOGRAPHY AND PHYSIOLOGICAL OPTICS.

In the keen discussion—which, ha])pily, has escaped mere disputa-

tion—that has been carried on for a considerable period by variiais

writei-s, and a smaller number of experimenters, very little attention

has been drawn to the individual peculiarities of the eye itself.

That such peculiarities do exist is well understood by those who
have made a study of such matters ; but the extent to which varia-

tions from what might be termed the " normal eye " do occur is

popularly less known than almost any important fact connected

with the vital economy. These p.irticular characteristics have an

important bearing upon photography, and we now purpose to treat

of them as briefly as is necessary in the limits of a short article.

Let us turn first to the important operation of focussing, which,

it is a matter of common experience, some per-sons never do per-

form correctly. This, be it observed, is not necessarily through any

want of skill, though many photographers are provokingly careless

over it, as it may arise from a want of power in the eyes not

thoroughly appreciated. Few persons will acknowledge the necessity

for the use of spectacles when they really have long been in need of

them, and they may be seen " tromboning" their newspapers in a

painful manner all the while they are declaring their eyes are as

good as ever. But it is difhcult to " trombone " the focussing-glass,

a id, as they will not adopt any optical assistance, their focussing is,

as a matter of courac, imperfect. If it were more generally under-

stood that very soon after adult years are reached almost all eyes

gradually become less near-sighted—or, in other words, lose their

power of accommodation for near objects, until the average

closest distance at which objects can be seen clearly defined in

increased by degrees from five inches to two feet or more—there

would be less false shame on this point

It is coumionly observed how large a number of Americans wear

ghisses, and must, therefore, have inferior sight to that enjoyed by

Englishmen ; but such a conclusion is by no means necessarily cor-

rect. The chances are all the other way—that the Americans wear

gliuises when they can be benefited by them, while Knglish people

wait till their eyes are injured before ado|)ting spectacles. With

the head under the focussing-cloth the ground glass can rarely be

seen comfortably beyond six or eight inches away ; and we are bold

enough to say th.it clear vision is by no means common at that

distance. The photographer, in many c;i3e», should either wear

spectacles—eye-glasses if he like—or make use of a focussing-gla.ss

;

tliere wouhl be better focussing and greater comfort.

We may here note that it is by no means uncommon for the eyes

in one individual to be of different foci. A well-known conlri-

butor to these p.ages can see objects quite clearly when brought

within six inches of one eye, while with the other he cannot see

clearly at a nearer point than eighteen inches ; hence, when liu

desires to examine a negative, he oidy makes use of one eye that

with the shorter focus. Others, again, suffer from astigmatism—nn

exceedingly common peculiarity; in f.al, few persons aiv entirely
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fi-ee from it. This is another fault which, wlieii existing in a pro-

nounced form, would interfere with the power of discriminating

the good qualities of a lens rather than with that of correctly

focussing. All of these defects, however, may be turned or

counteracted by the use of suitable optical aids ; and if our remarks

should only cause one single photographer to cease straining his

eyes and use glasses to help him we shall be well repaid.

In no case are they more needed than with the retoucher. Many
are the instances where the eyes have prematurely broken down,

and the cause attributed to the strain of retouching, when all such

strain could have been removed by tlie use of spectacles. A strain

is put upon the internal muscles of the eye when they are con-

tinuously employed in looking at near objects ; and where, for the

sake of obtaining a larger image, the face is brought near to the

negative the strain is so great that the muscles relax and gradually

lose their power of accommodating tlie eye for near objects. We
assume our readers to be aware of the fact that the eye has to be

focussed for near or distant objects just as has the landscape or por-

trait lens; but, unlike the latter, the ocular focussing is self-acting

within its own limits. This focussing, iis a valued contributor once

suggested, would be awkward if it had to be performed by a rack-

nnd-pinion placed across the nose, and it is done in a far more

wonderful manner.

The lens itself, which lies within the eye, just at the back of the iris

which forms the stop or diaphragm, the small black circle or centre

termed the pupil being the aperture of this diaphragm, is self-act-

ing, elastic, and, according to the re(j[uirements of the case, capable

of becoming more or les5 conve.x, automatically. This is done by

certain muscles which are only at rest during sleep or when distant

objects are being viewed, and the nearer the object the gre.ater the

extent to which these muscles are brought into play. There is a

point beyond which they cannot work, just as by the muscles of

the limbs a certain weight can be lifted ; though no strain whatever

can enable them to lift any heavier weight. If a persistent attempt

is made to push their action beyond that point they suffer, though

when it is not too frequently or continuously approached, and the eye

used for distances where it is not gi-eatly exerted, no evil can result

unless there are hidden defects calling for the physician's services.

We feel very strongly on this point, for we have seen so many
cases where the eyes have been injured in an utterly needless

manner. Some may object to our advice and say that the way
to strengthen muscles is to exercise them ; to which we reply that it

is only true up to a certain point. Many young would-be athletes

attempt to strengthen their muscles by wielding innnense dumb
bells or Indian clubs ; but any professor of athletics can tell such ex-

perimenters that they would obtain greater power by practising for

11 longer time with lighter instruments, while many a physician can
show the actual bodily injury done by such practising. So it

is with the eye. Let it be used much and often, as indeed it is in-

tended evidently to be, but let it not be strained. At retouching, and
nil other work requiring the eye to be brought near to the object,

let spectacles be used, the gain will be as great in comfort of work-
ing as in avoiding an injurious strain.

We have dwelt so long upon this phase of the subject that

we have not left ourselves space to treat of the interesting topic of

colour-blindne.ss, so closely connected with dark-room illumination.

This we propose dealing with in our next issue.

The pass list and examiners' reports of the recent City and Guilds of
London Technical Examinations have just been issued. Photo-
graphy again plays a prominent part, and it is satisfactory to learn
from Captain Abney's report that systematic teaching has brought
about a great improvement in the standard of knowledge. In 1884
there were altogether sixty-one candidates as against tifty-four in

1883. Of these twenty-two passed for the first time, while a large
number improved the positions gained in previous examinations.
The great majority of the candidates in photography belong to
London, where the special facilities offered by the Technical Insti-
tute and the Polytechnic form an encouragement to enter on the
study of photography.

Tub presence of a plumber in the photographer's dark room or in
Jiiis dludiu U always attended with a tousideritbic amount o£ incon-

venience, not to speak of the inevitable bill for workman and
apprentice— charged at least halt-a-day each for work whicli to the

uninitiated would seem not more than could be comfortably accom-

plished by one man in a few minutes. Mr. Fletcher's laboratory

taps, which one can apply himself by means of a short length of

india-rubber, without calling in the aid of a workman, are most

useful and should be more widely known. Still another conve-

nience appears to be now in course of manufacture in America in the

shape of paper tubes, which are made by passing bands of paper

through melted asphalte, winding them on a roller, submitting

them to pressure, cooling in water, and, finally, removing them
from the roller and coating the interior with an impermeable

substance. These tubes are absolutely watertight, very resisting,

and much less costly than metal.

We hear, too, of another American invention which, if it approach

in usefulness the promises made for it, ought to find a place iu

every photographer's studio. It is a " hand grenade fire ex-

tinguisher." Every photographer knows the risks sujjposed to

underlie the use of photographic chemicals, as witness the heavy

charges of the insurances companies ; hence a portable and always

available fire extinguisher would, if effectual, be of incalculable

value. The "hand grenade" consists of a glass flask of somewhat
ornamental appearance which contains a pint of the extinguishing

fluid. This fluid (a chemical mixture) is of such a nature, it is

stated, that on being distributed over a fire carbonic acid is

generated, whereby the fire is rapidly extinguished. The contents

are explained to be entirely harmless to flesh and fabric. A trial

was lately made on a vacant piece of gi'ound near Farringdon-road,

and the results were highly successful. We shall, no doubt, hear

more of this invention ere long.

We have often referred to the solubility of glass in water, and we
may here give the results of some experiments of Herren U. JCreusler

and O. Henzold on the subject. Finding the results of some experi-

ments they were carrying on vitiated by some unknown error, they

found the cause to be the solubility of the glass, and in investigating

the matter thoroughly they found much variation in the solubility

of difl'erent kinds of glass?. It is easy to see how the results of a

photographic experiment might be similarly affected, a solution

supposed to be neutral giving decidedly alkaline reactions owing

to the dissolved glass. They tried (1) readily-fusible Thuringiau

glass
; (2) less fusible Thuringiau glass

; (3) combustion tubing of

very refractory Bohemian giivss ; and (4) more readily-fusible

Bohemian glass. Of these the first was far the most readily

attacked by water, the third being the le;ist attacked. The fourth

was nearly as good as the third, while the second was much more

readily acted upon. The alkaline reaction of glass, they state, may
be readily seen by boiling red litmus solution in a test-tube, and by

other such simple experiments.

"An ounce of chrome alum, quarter of an ounce of citric acid, half-a-

gallon of water, according to the suggestions of a leading article in

your Journal, form an invaluable batli after developing, (iive the

merest rinse under the tap, drop the negatives in this solution,

leave them there for a few minutes or an Iiour, and I am confident

that they will not frill. They will not, either, if left unfixed, go on

developing till they become too dense ; and, further, they will

not have a trace of yellowness, and will possess all the wet-plate

character you may think necessary.'' So writes a correspondent,

and a continued series of trials of the bath in question enables us to

endorse all he says. We may give one caution, and that is to give

a full washing after the dip or the sulphur may be precipitated in the

film when the negative is placed in the hypo. Most photographers

are awaie of the continued action of the developer which takes

place if a negative is left long unfixed, even if water be left running

upon it for the whole time. Those, therefore, who try this plan

—

and may have been in the habit of leaving their negatives for some

time after developing before pl.acing them in the hypo.—must

make due allowance for the fact that this bath arrests development

at once. We point this out lest we may be told that the solution

reduces the strength of the negative. It does not touch the image

iu the slightest.

Melted snow is supposed to be one of the purest forms of water

when collected under suitable conditions ; but the following particu-

lars of the analysis of snow collected with every precaution will

ehow that snow water is not neoeesarily an article of complete purity,
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The sample was collected in the yard at Columbia College after it

had been snowing for three or four hours and suow was still falling.

It was taken up without being touched with the hands, and was
placed in a large sto|)pered bottle, which was then closed and placed
on a laboratory shelf till the snow was melted. The water was
slightly turbid, and, after being allowed to settle, was examined,
every precaution being thus taken to ensure the absence of con-
tamination of any kind. The results (in piirts per 100,000) were

—

Chlorine Trace.
Phosphates None.
Nitrates „
Nitrogen in nitrates ^MtM
Free ammonia '0396

Albumeuoid ammonia •0318

Hardness "91

Total solids 6-3

It will thus be seen that this would be by no means suitable for ex-
periments where pure water formed a basis of working.

GALLIC ACID IN THE DEVELOPER—A NEW
RESTRAINEE.

The intimate connection between pyrogallic,. gallic, and tannic
acids, from a chemical point of view, would suggest that their

behaviour as developers should be in some manner similar. But
surely this latter is not the case. True, both gallic and pyrogallic

acids have found tlieir use in the old form of silver development
("physical" development is it not called?), and tannin has been
put forward as a "sensitiser" of previously insensitive iodide of

silver. Yet, on the other hand, when w^e turn to chemical de-
velopment, tannin is not only useless but has years ago been
shown to be a restrainer, and gallic acid has not apparently
proved much more effective, if we may judge from its pretty

general disappearance from the photographic laboratory, while
pyrogallic reigns supreme.

In the course of some experiments with tannin and gallic acid as

additions to the ordinary pyro. and ammonia developer, for the
purpose of altering the colour of the image, I found certain

peculiarities belonging to each. I commenced these experiments
remembering the variety of beautiful colours occasionally obtained
under certain conditions of exposure and development with plates

prepared by Major Russell's rapid dry process. These colours

varied from all and every sliade of brown, through different grades
of red and purple, to the purest crimson or magenta ever produced
by the dyer. Major Russell himself, in his Tannin Process, pub-
lished, I think, in 1863 or 18G4, called attention to the colour

effects produced by the admixture of the three substances I have
named—gallic, pyrogallic, and tannic acids—when present together

during development (whether originally employed in the preserva-

tive or in the developer matters not) the coalition of the three—or

two of them—sufficed to give effects that ooald not be obtained

with any one singly.

But I may at once say that with gelatine plates I have had no
success whatever in my attempt to secure tones not obtainable with
pyro. alone. Why this should be in the case of gelatine plates I

cannot pretend to say, especially when I know from actual practice

that with dry collodion plates and the same, or very similar,

development particular tones could be got witli almost certainty

when tannin and pyro. were present during development. The
result depended chiefly upon the exposure, as seems to be the ease

Willi the modern gelatinochloride plates and ferrous citro-oxalate

development. At anyrate, the fact to me is pretty plain that

gelatine and collodion plates are quite different in their behaviour

under similar treatment.

While engaged on these experiments I happened to come across,

in a back volume of the Journal, some editorial remarks on the use

of gallic acid and ammonia as a developer for collodion dry plates.

Seeing the relative prices of pyro. and gallic acid are very different,

and with the prospect that the vagaries of gelatino-bromide might
possibly i-esult in my discovering that gallic acid was a more power-
ful anil valuable developing agent than pyro., I " prospected the

ground." With what result? Well, astonishment at least. I may
as well detail my experiments.

A plate of known value as to sensitiveness was exposed for

the normal time, and a developer of the onlinary character, only

substituting gallic for pyrogallic acid, applied. Saturated solution

of gallic acid was used instead of pyro., and ammonia and bromide
added in usual quantilies. The result as regards image was
absolutely >i!V, though the ammonia was "piled on" until it would

have fogged any decently-ordered plate if pyro. bad been naed
instead of gallic acid. I thought I must have made aome aimple
omission in the process of exposure—probably bad not drawn
tlie shutter ; ao I repeated the experiment, exposing a plate, cutting
it in halves and developing one with pyro., and failing to dereiope
the other with gallic acid. The latter half of the plate was washed
and treated with the ordinary pyro. developer, when a clean, under-
exposed negative resulted, though the otner portion of the plate

had been fully if not overdone.

This result set me thinking as to the possibility of gallic acid
proving a practical restrainer for over-exposed plates; and iu the
end, to cut a rather long description short, I found it to be not only
tliat but more. It is a restrainer of a very powerful character, and
it may be used in conjunction with pyro. to give vigour and density
with a very small proportion of pyro., if time be no object. Thus,
half-a-grain to the ounce of pyro., supplemented by gallic acid, will

give a negative of far greater vigour than a three-grain pyro.

solution if a little time be allowed for its action. This, nowever, is

not an important application.

In cases of known over-exposure the addition of a certain quantity
of gallic acid to the ordinary developer will prove as effectual as
citric acid ; or the plate may be soaked first in gallic acid and then
developed in the ordinary manner. As an instance : I today exposed
a plate very fully, cut it into three portions, developing one in the
ordinary manner, treating it as a case of hioicn over-exposure;

the second with half the quantity of pyro. with the addition of

gallic acid; the third was soaked in gallic acid first, washed, and
developed in the ordinary manner. The first is thin and feeble

from over-exposure ; the second and third, though five or six times

the quantity of ammonia had to be used, are strong, vigorous nega-

tives, without a trace or symptom of over-exposure,

H. Y. E. COTESWORTH.

SOME MYSTERIES IN CONNECTION WITH GELATINE
EMULSION.

I HAVE been engaged for some time past in trying to find explanations

for several uncertainties and difficulties I have met with when making
and using gelatine emulsion. I thought if I could find out the causes

of the difficulties it would be the greatest step towards finding out a
way of removing them, and I could then have some hopes of knowing
what points to be particular about to obtain an emulsion of a good
quality with some degree of certainty.

The first point I took up was one raised by the chairman of the Leeds
Photographic Society some time since, askmg how it was that a plate

exposed in the camera, and then put by in the dark for a time, if again

exposed would on development show no trace of the first exposure.

We know that if wo wash the plate in a solution of bichromate of

potassium it will eliminate the effect of light, aud the question at

once arises—if, as many suppose, the action of light converts the silver

bromide into a sub-bromide—\Vhat action can the bichromate have on
this sub-bromide to reconvert it either into pure bromide of silver or

an equivalent, as far as photography is concerned ?

From the first it has appeared to me that the action of the bichro-

mate must be only to act on the gelatine ; and, if by putting the plate

away in the dark for a time it had the same effect, 1 argued it must be

through an atmospheric action on the gelatine. If it were so, I thought

I ought to get the same result by scraping an emulsiuu which had been

acted upon by light from the plate, and by simply remclting it and
recoating the plates. It would go far to prove that the bichromate and
atmospheric action must be ouly on the gelatine, aud would cause

grave doubts as to whether the action of liglit on a plate by exposure

ia the camera is really to reduce the bromide of silver to a sub-bromide

when the invisible action takes place requiring development.

Perhaps I had better explain at once that I believe the chemical

action or reduction to a sub-bromide probably commences in what we
know as the "reversed action of light," and is the same as the action

which takes place on a dagucrrotypo plate; but that light acting on

the salts of silver, when held in suspension iu collodion or gelatine, has

a previous meclianical action—namely, the rapid vibration or cxiwnsion

of the particles which strain or burst the protecting cells of the collo-

dion or gelatine—and tliat the action of the bichromate of potassium

or the atmospheric action, if plates are left in the dark for a length of

time, repair, so to speak, the cells of the celatiue which protect the

E
articles of silver bromide from the action of the developer the same as

efore they liad been acted upon by light. I will not take up apace by
stating all the experiments I have made to teat theae questiona, bnt

will only give some that have an important bearing on practical w^ork.

I maife up an emulsion, and to make the experimonta aa effective aa

possible the gelatine used in emulsifying waa first boiled in ammonia
and water to decompose the gelatine, so aa to obtain a rapid (or blue)

emulsion. Tlie potassium bromide waa now added to the gelatine, then

the silver nitrate in crystals, and the bottle well shaken up. The bulk
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of the gelatine wa3 then adJcl, the whole of the operations, so far,

being coiidiicteil in tlie bright white light of a iJaruiUue lamp (this I

believe, however, has been done before). The emulsion was now put
aside to set in the dark. I deeided not to wash it in biehroinate of

potassium solution, because I wanted to clearly test the part the gela-

tine acts in an emulsion. I washed it, therefore, in plain water, and
then remelted it. I coated some jilates in the dark room in the usual

way. I then coated some otijers close to the white light of a paralline

lamp, but put them to set in the dark room. When they were set I

exposed one of them behind a negative for eleven seconds. On deve-

lopment I got a very dense transparency sliowing through to the back,

so I knew that the whole of tlie particles of silver bromide would be
acted upon by the light in eleven seconds. To bo quite sure, however,
I exposed three of the plate.', which had been coated in white light,

eighteen inches from a powerrul gas llanie for two minutes. I then
scraped the emulsion from the j^lates and warmed it up again for two
or three minutes, reeoated the plates, and put all away in the drying-

box. When they were dry I exposed the plates coated in tlie darlc

room, those coated in white light, and the remelted ones for the same
length of time behind the same negatives.

On development the plates which had been exposed for two minutes
to the gasliglit were as perfect as those coated in the dark room ; so we
see that by simply remelting an emulsion which had previously been
exposed to white light, and thereby repairing the gelatine surrounding
the particles of the silver salts, we can eliminate the effect of light, the
same as is done by bichromate of potassium or by leaving the exposed
plates for a length of time and theji re-exposing.

There was a alight fog on all the plates, but no more on the remelted
ones than on tliose coated in the dark room. This shows that the
emulsion was in fault; Ijut as it was prepared in bright white liglit,

and not washed in bichromate of potassium, there was much loss fog
than I expected, because, probably through boiling the gelatine in

ammonia and water too long, it was so decomposed as to almost reach
the grey stage.

As far as my experiments extend, it seems that all the time an
emulsion is kept above 90' or 100° white light acts on it only very
slightly, if at all ; but directly it commences to set even the chill caused
by the cold glass {if the plates be coated in white light) is suflicient

to cause a slight fog, because the action of light on the particles at once
causes them to strain the gelatine.

The same action seems to take place in the case of collodion emulsion.
One of our editors told me some time since that he accidentally 'left a
bottle of collodion emulsion in bright sunlight for sevei'al hours, and on
coating plates with it they only showed a vei'y slight fog. Of course
if he had coated some plates, and after they had set exposed them
to daylight for a second or two, they would have been hopelessly
spoiled, although the same emulsion, when kept in a fluid state, can be
exposed for hours without injury. So it will be seen that at least

iu the preparation of both gelatine and collodion emulsions we shall be
able to save our eyes from some of the injury caused by the prolonged
work in the dull light of the dark room, and we have here a useful field

for further experiment.
1 ask how does the theory of a reduction to a sub-bromide explain

these tacts ? or how does it explain the result of friction on a plate ?

As these questions have been raised lately in connection with the packing
of dry plates I will state several points that I have noticed on the
subject :—1. It seems to act more on rapid than on slow plates ; in-
deed, with the latter I have never noticed it. 2. Large plates are
worse than small ones. 3. The bottom plates in a box show this slight
fog often when those taken from the top are all right. I have noticed
this several times, and possibly we have been blaming plate-makers for
inferior plates when the fog has been due to friction. 4. A batch of
plates with streaks of emulsion on the back are worse than those with-
out. Ho I have come to the conclusion that if the packing-paper
between the plates do not entirely cover them, or if the substance of
the paper be at all lumpy, or if there are streaks of emulsion at the
back of the plates, slight friction is produced by them moving slightly
iu the boxes, especially in the case of large, heavy plates. In transit
this slight movement would produce a continued grinding of the fibre
of the paper (and the emulsion on the back of the plate) against the
film, fracturing the thiu gelatine cells covering the particles of silver
bromide, and the develoiwr would act upon those jiarticles the same as
if they had been acted upon by light, fog being thus produced. If
strips of thick cartridge-paper are put at the edges of the plates fog
will often be found where the paper touched, and sometimes a little
beyond it, which shows that there was a slight movement of the
plates.

Possibly, in some cases, a chemical action may take place between
something in the packing-paper and the film which will produce fog

;

but I have not been able to discover any with any packing-papers
I have met with. If there be a chemical action, by laying a piece
of the paper on the plate and leaving it for a time fog ouglit to be
produced

; if it be not, the fog must be produced by friction when that
sample of paper is used.

I have tried several sorts of paper to put between the plates, but I
now simply put a piece of velvet or other soft snbst.iuce at the bottom
of the box, clean the emulsion from the back of the idates, lay them one

on tho other, face downwards, and then v.'edge them carefully in tiie

box, so tiiat they cannot slip about. Tlie smooth surface of the glass

certainly appears to be better than pai^er to be in contact with the
film ; besides, tliey are less likely to suffer from the elfects of damp
than when a soft, porous jiaper is between tho glass and the film.

Dark-Room Illcminamon.

I did not intend to again take part in the discussion on this subject

;

but I would like to take this opportunity of correcting a mistake in

your report of a meeting of the London and Provincial Photographic
Society a few weeks ago.

It will be remembered that, in April last, I called attention to

the fact that if we threw the blue and yellow rays of the spectrum
on one spot we obtained a pure white light. I also mentioned other
combinations of colours wliich have the same efi'ect, and of these
various combinations I stated that if we could get pure colours the
white produced by red and yellowish-green (of course when thrown
on one spot as with tho rays of the spectrum) would be the safest for

photograiihic jnirposes. Iu iliy Jlr. W. E. i).:benham showed a lamp
with two lights—one passing through red glass, the other through
yellowish-green, thrown on to one spot as I proposed—and demonstrated
that the nearly white liglit produced by tlie impure colours of tho
coloured glasses was safe for practical development.

In tho report of the raeetiug I was made to say that both Mr. Lewis
\\'riglit and the Editors objected to my statement. This was wrong as

regards the former gentleman, because he kindly showed iu his article

how my suggestion could be made thoroughly practical. It never struck

me how strange the proposal must seem to a pliotographer used to the

Egyptian darkness of his dark room, because for months I had been
using a very light yellow refiectcd light witli safety.

As to my suggestion that the reason of Mr. Debeuham's oombiuation
of yellow and green being whiter (or of a lighter tint) than either colour

when used alone is due to the same law (though of course under
different conditions) is another matter whicli I will not go into. I

never meant for one moment that if any coloured mediums were put
one in front of the other they would produce white light. What I said

was that, in the case of the yellow and green, they produce a whiter

—

that is, a lighter—tint than cither colour alone.

I think the use of rellected light is much overlooked in connection
witli dark-room illumination. By using transmitted light, when the
plate is placed witliin two or three feet of the source of light, we have
to put screens to make the illivc/ lif/hl safe which passes from the
source to tlie plate and the room is in darkness; but by using reflected

light in daylight we can have a flood of light first dispersed throughout
the room, and have only to be careful that the weak light reflected

from any small surface of the room on to the plate is sufficiently non-

actinic for ordinary development. Herbert S, Stakxes.

ON PHOTOGRAPHING THE OUTLINES OF COASTS AND
HEADLANDS FROM THE SEA, AS CARRIED OUT BY
THE GERMAN IMPERIAL NAVY.

The outlines (iirofiles) of coasts and headlands are of as much impor-
tance to mariuers as sea charts. Frequently these outlines are drawn
upon the charts, and the necessary views have been generally obtained
from sketches the accuracy of which has depended upon the skill of the

sketclier and upon the more or less favourable circumstances under
which the drawing was made—circumstances which generally left a

good deal to be desired. The greatest drawback to these sketches was
that they had to be done from the deck of a ship in motion.

The idea then occurred that Instead of sketches the more rapidly-

made photograph might be used, especially as the modern dry plate,

with its instantaneous exposure, might admit of a view secured from a
sailing vessel being considered as taken under favourable circumstances.

As a matter of fact, in the spring certain attempts in this direction

were made by the imperial marine, but no satisfactory results were
obtained. An ordinary landscaj)e camera and camera-stand had lieen

furnished for this purpose, along with a lens of relatively short focus

(about eight inches), which, though suitable enough for working with
on land, was not so for working on shipboard, where the motion of the

ship offered the greatest ditficulties to the setting up of the apparatus,

and still more so to the sharp focussing, especially when the wliole

business was to be done, not by experienced professional photographers,

but by seamen. The pictures obtained were too small for the purpose
for which they were intended ; they were not sharp, they were often

over-exposed, and, in short, they were unsatisfactory.

The task set was evidently tliat of taking a long horizontal stretch of

coast line, the height of which is insignificant compared to its breadth,

and which must be at least a sea mile distant from the operator. The
ordinary size of landscape plates, which are about as high as they

are wide, are not at all suitable for this purpose, as they give much
useless sky and foreground. It was further evident that, as it was
a case of taking the views from a considerable distance, it would
be possible to focus the objective for the far distance while on land,

and to fix it at that focus oucc for all, thus rendering focussing on
shipboard uuneceasary, Also, the wish to obtaiu as large pictures us
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possible of tlio difTcront foaturoa of tli? coast jiistificil tho choice of a
lens witli a long focns.

These wore ilio considorations whieh weighed with nie when I was
asked to rcconiniend an apparatus that should ho especially suited to
taking views cf the outline of the coast fi'ora a ship in motion. Accord-
ingly I designed a keol-shaped, flat cainoi-a, without extension, for
plates ten c.ui. high by forty cm. wide. From amongst tho lenses at
my disposal I selected that which had the longest focus, viz.* an
ordinary Steiuhcil aplanalic of lifty-four cm. focus. Jn order that tho
camera should not follow the motions of tho ship it was borno upon a
rod four feet long, which terminated above in a splierical projection.
This rested upon a perforated, hollow, spherical socket. To the rod that
paased through the hole was attached below a hook, to which half-a-

hundrcdweiglit was suspended. The socket rested upon a broad stand
screwed tirmly to the deck. By means of the heavy weiglit, in spite of
the rolling of the vessel, the rod was kept in a perpendicular position,
and conseriuently the camera screwed to it was kept level.

The line focussing was unnecessary ; all that was required was to
focus the field of vision. A binocular upon tho camera served to get
the rough focus with, an uulilled-in frame having a couple of threads
crossed in tho middle (if it being pl.aced opposite. On looking through
the binocular one could see almost exactly tho same piece of the land-
scape that was delineated by the objective upon the plate. The instan-
taneous shutter selected was Gucrry 's. It, however, did not do so well
as was expected, as the shutter was often blowu cluse by a strong wind
at the wrong time.

By some experiments made on land it was proveil tliat with Sacli's

plates, oven when the next to the smallest stop w.as used, an instan-
taneous picture could be obtained in good weather (at tlio beginning of

.\pril). Tho apparatus had no changing-box, but had six double dark
slides, and the whole thing was made by Herr Stegemann, whose old
reputation was well sustained by the work turned out on this occasion.
Herr Schmid, an engineer of the imperial navy, had some practice on
land, in tho laboratory of t)ic Technical High School, in using dry
plates with this apparatus, wliich has been found to answer the purpose
excellently, the outlines of 150 coastlines having been taken witli it by
him. In dull weather, or at late hours, a larger stop than the next to

the smallest was used. Oi course then one part of the plate would bo
sharp ; but that did not matter when the object to be photographed
was not very extensive.

Of course many of the plates were over-exposed and many under-
exposed, when the stale of tho light was wrongly estimated, and when,
couseijueutly, either too lai-ge or two small a stop was used. Still the
great majority of the plates were to bo considered undoubtedly suc-

cessful, especially if the difficulties of exposing were taken into

account.

It was seen that good instantaneous views of small vessels, such as

our gunboats, which lie very unsteadily in the water, could only be
taken when the machinery was stopped for the instant in which the ex-

posure was made. Some of the plates were developed on board, a
small dark room having been fitted up there. The washing took place
in a closed grooved tin box through which a continuous stream of water
was pumped by machinery. This contrivance also answered well.

Thus a new and interesting field of work has been opened up for

pliotography, and it is to be hoped that the examples given will soon
have imitators. H. W. Vogkl, Pro/esnor.
—Mitlhcilunijin.

4

TOURISTS' CAMERAS.
Onk of the last strong expressions of opinion published by the late H.
Baden Pritchard was that the tourist's camera of the future has yet to

be constructed. There can be no doubt of it, unless some meritorious

camera is somewhere lost to sight and to public view. It is one thing
to find fault without being able to point out a remedy, and another

thing to find fault justly, with a full knowledge of what is wanted and
the certainty that manufacturers can meet the want if they have the
will. Some two years or more ago I called attention to this subject in

these pages, and, having since then had much experience at tourists'

work in photography, return once more to the attack.

The glaring, the vit.al, fault of the present tourists' cameras is that

they waste so much of tho time of the user in the adjustment of varions

parts over each view, also in unpacking and repacking. Ten minutes'

waste of time over all this may, perhaps, be taken as the minimum

;

the maximum may be twenty or more. This waste of time, amounting
to an honr or more over the exposure of the usual six plates in tho

three double dark slides, is a permanent grievance in itself, with sever.al

minor disadvantages. One is that the time occupied in fixing the

apparatus in or near villages and papulous places gives more time for a

crowd of spectators to assemble, when the operator would prefer their

absence. When tho Rigi railways were under snow 1 ascended to Uigi

Kliisterli with photographic apparatus, and in one place where the path

passed through a wood came across a beautiful scene. Tho delicate

twigs of the underwood bending under a weight of snow in the fore-

ground, the white Alps near the entrance of the St. Gothard district in

the ilistancc, with the lake in the valley below, and precipices covered

with snow-white trees iu the middle distauco—all was white; every-

where white predominated, with tho close foreground of fairy b«aaty.
Vet 1 knew that taking the viuw i.it'uiit standing stiil for aX least fi/teen
miuutoH in the bitter cold, with fi'ct in the anow as far aa they coald
sink; and, as it was dilticult to keep warm even with inceasaot walk-
ing, the scene w.as unwillingly left nnphotographed—all in couseqaence
of want of intolligonco on the part of the maker of the apparato*.
Every man who buys tourists' apparatus should try on tho preuisea how
long it takes to remove it from its caw, to adjtut it on the top of the
»tand, to take it to pieces, and to pack it away again. This shoaU b«
done in tho shop before the would-be vendor, the time taken by a
watch, and a calculation made as to how much time would be thos
occupied over six views.

Parenthetically, it m.ay be of interest if I ipiit tho subject here for
a moment to place on record two phenomena witnessed on that long
walk. I had forgotten to bring any snow spectacles with me, to
protect the eyes from the glare of white by the neutral tint of the flat

glasses ; consequently, after ono or two hours' climbing, tho glare
became blinding, tho eyes had to l>e closed altogether for a time, and
afterwards slightly opened, just enough to see the way. On finally
reaching the inn at Rigi Klusterli and standing in its dark passage, with
a door and window at the other end, that window appeared a mautiful
scarlet colour, which quickly changed to a bright green. In one sense
it was a pleasing sight, but in another an uncomfortable one; because
it is not pleasant to have anything the matter with the eyes, even
though it bo but temporarily. In a few minutes, however, the eyes
were in their normal state. Some of your scieutiiio Ixindon readers
were acquainted with the late Cromwell V'arley, the electrician. A
few of the last days of his life were spent iu this village, when wis
visited it together, and the object of my return to it last winter was to
take a few photographs there to present to Mrs. ^'arley. In tho
winter the village contains but eight inhabitants, two of them monks
at the Uigi Klijsterli pilgrimage church of Our Lady in tho Snow.
Every morning they called the inhabitants to mass by sounding a
wooden rattle.

As to tho effect of tho glare of fallen snow upon the eye, some
habitual Swiss mountaineers admit they ought to use snow spectacles,
but that they often forget them. This causes them to walk about in
tlie hills with their eyes nearly closed, and in some instances they
cannot drop the habit in the plains, so that when their countenances
arc also good tempered they have a persistent, waggish look, aa if per-
petrating a perpetual joke.

The other phenomenon Is connected with my subject. In rain the
atmosphere is clearer under trees, as a rule, than in the open country.
This is not so in fine weather, when the trees are covered with dry
snow in high altitudes. After missing the photographing of tho
scene previously mentioned 1 passed the borders of a pine forest— white
above, with dark stems below^—and it was possible to see some little

distance into the forest between the slender stems. A passing breeze
now and then bi-ought down a mist of fine snow-dust from those trees

it chanced to agitate most, so that at some places the interior of

tho forest was seen through a peculiar veil of pure white, whilst
'

at other places its depth coiUd be penetrated by the eye aa before.

Here was an effect I had never seen in any photograph. I walked on,

carefully watching the local snow mists under the trees, but did not
attempt to photograph the scene because the camera-maker had, as
already stated, turned out apparatus admirably adapted for the freezing

of the user thereof.

Perhaps the gentlemen who make cameras may look on complacently
at the troubles of tourists who have to use them, until somebody listens

to the wail of the distressed, and, by making tho first good instrument,
turns the tide of popular favour all in his own direction. This matter
practically affects others than tourists, namely, the makers of dry
plates. With apparatus free from the general defects 1 should have
exposed about a gross of dry plates per month more than I acta.ally

used, and mine may not be a solitai-y instance. The defects preventing
the use of more plates were two— firstly, the waste of time over each
plate already mentioned ; secondly, the absence of thin glass plates for

tourists, so that two plates should weigh about the same as ono of tho
present normal type.

Considering that the market of the whole world lies o|H!n before

him, and that a good tourist's camera might also be used iu stndios,

some intelligent man among optical instrument makers or workers
in wood may arise and, after devising a camera as perfect in all its

parts as scientific ability and close thought can plan, erect machinery
for turning out the several parts, on the same principle that the
Americans, above others, often make fortunes, as in their machine-
made watches, pencil-cases, and so on. An astnto Swiss doctor tuld

me that ho belicvc.l that the day of making fortunes in any way by
hand labour is nearly extinct within the area of civilisation, and that

henceforth it can only be done by brains, with personal or other band
labour as the servant. The sooner brains have something to do with
the construction of tourists' cameras the tiotter.

To save time in unpacking a tourist's camera from its case, and
subsequently repacking it, it might all be inside the case ready for nse.

By simply pullmg out ono sliding end of the case the lens might he
exposed to the view, aud by pulling out tho other sliding end tho
focnssing-Bcrcen might be exposed to the eye of tho operator. If the
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lens then in position bo not the one required, one of the others

mounted on the rotating disc, described recently by the Editors in !

these pages, might be turned into its place as rapidly as the clicking of
j

the spring whicli then holds it in its proper position. Behind it should

be a shutter for long or short exposures, which shutter is available for use

with all the lenses, and so made as to render caps for the lenses un-
'

necessary. The camera being ready for use inside its case, tlie present

numerous side adjustments might be abolished.
[

The lenses should be mounted in something less oxidisable and much '

less heavy than brass. The camei'a should either spring into its place

upon the top of the stand—say by a bayonet ioint—or there should be

a conical hollow to guide the ordinary screw into its place, so that

the operator has not to fumble about before getting the screw into

position. The head of this brass screw should have a hole in it, to run
a string through, when it is desirable to suspend a bag with a stone in

it to steady the camera in windy weather.
The focussing-glass should not be fixed in its frame so as to give the

operator much trouble and loss of time should it get smashed. It

ought to slip out easily so that another could be put in its frame at

once iu case of breakage. All the more necessary screws should be in

duplicate, so that outdoor operations shall not be suspended by the loss

of one. The focussing-glass should never be of ground glass, which is

well known to be too coarse for accurate work ; it may be glass coated

with a thin film of pure gutta-percha, from a solution of that substance

iu chloroform, or some other film of equally good character for the

purpose. The focussing eyepiece should have an eyecup to it, so that

it may not be necessary to put the head under the focussing-cloth when
using it.

The dry plates, as already stated, should be of half their pi-esent

average weight, and there ouglit to be no springs in the slides near the

centres of the thin plates likely to bend them with pressure. The
plates should not rattle in the slides, since tliat is a proof that they are

not accurately kept to focus. They miglit, however variable iu tliick-

ness, perhaps be always brought to gently press against the front of

the frame by placing a sheet—or two, if need be—of corrugated black

india-rubber between the backs of the two plates.

The slides sliould not be of nearly their present size and weight.

Paper, aluminium, or something else ought to be substituted for

wood in the construction. Tiie shutter should pull right out, with a

cut-oft', as in American outdoor cameras ; then it would not flap about
in the wind, and would not let light through in time at a worn pliable

hinge. The slide should not be a slide at all, but press into its place

after the fashion in American cameras. The latter arrangement is more
light-tight, and there is less danger of pushing or pulling the camera
out of position on its vertical axis after focussing. If the camera
re(iuire turning on its side, that being discovered to be the best position

after seeing the view on the fooussing-glass, there should be nothing to

do but to turn it on its side, as in an arrangement devised— or, at any-
rate, recommended—by Mr. J. Traill Taylor. Under the circumstances,
the apparatus should be such that not an instant is wasted in screwing
or unscrewing anything.

The camera should screw out far enough to permit the use of a
lens having a focus thrice the length of the longest plate tlie

instrument will take, for wide-angle lenses are the ruin of pictorial

beauty and of apparently true perspective. They dwarf mountains
to insignificant molehills, and make short streets appear to be a mile
long.

A circular spirit level should be let into the top of the camera
and fixed there, otherwise it is liable to be lost, not being often
required. In hilly districts, with the camera-stand on a sloping bank
and no horizontal line in view anywhere, optical illusions some-
times come into play, and it is difficult to know when the camera is

level.

The camera should have a falling as well as a rising front, otherwise
it will often be useless at high elevations, or to photograph dock gates
when the water is out, or anything much below the level of the
observer. The up-and-down motions should have a longer range
than is usually the case iu the present cameras of commerce. The
camera— or rather the lens— should have some arrangement for
giving more exposure to the foregi-ound than to the sky when de-
sired.

The more essential parts of the camera—that is to say, those for
keeping the lens rigidly at its proper distance from all parts of the
l)late—should be strong enough to bear a reasonable amount of rough
usage. The filling-in may be light-tight cloth, leather, or anything
lighter than wood. The exterior of the case is not supposed to be
strong enough to bear knocking about by railway porters, since that
would mean immense increase in weight. It can go in a portmanteau
when travelling by rail, and when iu use, being in the care of the
possessor, is not likely to be kicked about. Still, the essential parts

—

the parts holding the lenses and plates in their proper relative posi-
tions — should bo of strong skeleton framework, not liable to be
deranged by an accidental blow.

Any reader of these lines who intends to purchase a tourist's camera
is advised to cut out tlie preceding nine paragraphs, and to say to the
dealer^" I want a camera like that." I wish he may make the acqui-
sition. FaiUng,to do so, ho may go through the paragraphs sentence

by sentence, asking, si^riatini, whether tlie camera oll'ti"ed for sale has
each convenience mentioned, and, if not, why not. These paragraphs
will serve as an aid to memory over various little points which other-
wise might be forgotten at the moment, and a good camera-maker will
be delighted to show tliat none of these iioints for the benefit of tlic

purchaser liave been overlooked in his instruments. I have not that
camera-maker's address.

If special machinery were made to turn out the jiarts for the model
cameras intended to be sold at moderate prices, on the same princi]jlo

that tlie Americans have brought so much intlueiice to bear on the
Geneva and Olerkenwell watch trades, separate sets of machinery might
be necessary to turn out such cameras of dift'erent sizes, so one or two
good sizes might be selected iu the first instance, ilr. Frith, with his
very great experience, prefers eight-inch by five-inch plates. A smaller
useful size might be the half-plate. Carriers could take plates of various
other dimensions, including some for continental plates, for use where
plates of Englisli sizes are not obt.iinable. In designing a model
camera the experience of a good philosophical-instrument maker should
be obtained. Ordinary cameras are not yet instruments of scientific

precision ; they have not such accuracy, for instance, as displayed in

the fittings of the camera made for Lord Lindsay, by Mr. Browning,
for pliotographing one of the total eclipses of the sun. There were
points in that instrument which might be introduced into ordinary
cameras with advantage.
The new camera might be made on the principle of the Deacon's

"One Hoss .Shay," namely, that the reason a tning wears out and
breaks down is tliat one part goes first; consequently the right plan is

*' .Tost,

To make that part as stronjj as tlio rost.*'

Anything of leather in the camera should be made of
" Tough old hide,

Found in tlic pit when the tanner died."

Anything in the camera m:vde of timber should bo constructed of
*' Lancewood. which cuts Hke clieese,

But lasts like iron for thinj,'d like these."

Anything in the camera requiring great strength might, perhaps, bo
of

*' Stool of the finest, hrig^ht and blue.

That was the way he put her through ;

* Neeow' sivs the Deacon, ' neeow she'll dew.'
Do I She would, I r,ither guess,
She was a wonder, and nothing less.

The men who made it all turned to clay.

Deacon and Deaconess passed away.
Children and grandchildren—where were they ?

Yet there stood the wonderful One Hoss Shay,
Fresh as on Lisbon carthijuake day."

These lines have been merely quoted from memory, so I hope I have
done the jioet no injustice; if lie did not write them as herein recorded

he ought to have done so. The camera, like the One Hoss Shay, being
equally strong in all parts, should last one or two centuries, and then
suddenly fall to fine powder—

*' All at once, and nothing first,

Just as bubbles do, when they burst."

\V. H. Haerison.

THE CONVENTION OF THE PHOTOGRAPHER'S ASSO-
CIATION OF AMERICA.

It is too soon for us yet to receive news of what transpired at the

Cincinnati convention, which was held last week, but we give the

following from the ilye as an introduction to what may have taken
place, or what, in the estimation of the writer, ought to tran-

spire :

—

Last year, at Milwaukee, much valuable time was taken up at the

convention with most trivial subjects, such as any tyro in the pro-

fession ought to be thoroughly conversant with.

We take it that the convention is not convened as a school of

instruction for teaching the rudiments of photography. There arc many
serious subjects concerning the future and present condition of our

business that should be seriously considered iu preference to such

childlike topics as "How to Make Chloride of Gold," or how to make
any other chemical used in photography. Everyone following the pro-

fession of photography ought to be in possession of some work that

will furnish him such information, and if he is so unfortunate as not to

possess such a book, why, then let him go to his nearest drug store

and ask permission to look over the United States Pharmacopceia, and
he can find out how to mix aqua reijia to dissolve his gold if he is

desirous of making his own chloride. We must confess we do not

think that any man has the right to lake up the time of such a largo

body of men on subjects that ought to be known bj' everyone. Tlio

most important subject to bring up is, to first put the Photograjihcrs'

Association of America on a most thorough and permanent business-

like basis. In the first place let us liave an initiation fee; do not let it

be optional about payment of dues. Let us have a society that every

one will be anxious to join, and proud to hang in his rooms his certifi-

cate of membership.
We hope that some one will have something new to tell us about

blisters on albumen pape r ; we want the conversation on this hackneyed
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tiubjoct cUaugeil. The subjuot of "Uow to Coudiict the Printing
Koom " ia a good ouc, and a most important one ; wo should like

to seo a good paper read on it. The printer is (xuite as important
a part of a photographer's establishment as his operator, and requires
just as much attention. In fact, the proper way to print is really
the most important part of tho work of a photograpliio . establish-

ment, and any one who c.-.u furnish any new and usetul information
to the fraternity on this most of all important parts of the make-up
of your ateliers will be conferring a Doon that would deserve a
medal.
What we want is new information. Wo do not want subjects

discussed that it only wants turning to some everyday book, which
is to be found in almost any dry store, to enable one to find out
tho desired infonnation.

Life is short ; our time can be taken up more valuably than with
trivial matters such as a good deal of the time generally is.

We do not want any one to take offence at our remarks, as nothing
personal is intended for anyone. Our desire is that everyone going to
the convention with tho intention of getting up to make his little (or
big) speech will take care to give us something new.

CARBONATE OF SODA I SAL SODA! WHAT?
now much;

Some European photographers have complained that photographic
formuliu (especially when coming from England or America) are so
iiulhtinrllij exprex'o'd, coii/itxct! , and Irrationdl, that it is impossible

to work with them satisfactorily. (See Times for May, p. 244.)

Waiving (for the present, at least) the question how far others—even
Messrs. Scolik and Zwiukel—are open to the same or even graver
criticism, it must 1)0 conceded that these coniplaiuts are just. Our
formuhe do lack precision ; they lack a correct uso of chemical names,
instead of a mixed use of chemical and commercial names, and a
correct use of chemical weights and measures, instead of half apothe-
caries and half avoirdupois. If they confuse and perplex scientilic and
skilled pliotographers, what must they be to the less informed or to

amateurs?
A professional photographer may get along with a formula like this :

—

To devclope a 5 x 8 plate : put a teaspoonful of soda aud a "mustard-
spoonful" of sulphite into a tumbler, pour on water enough, add a
"pinch" of pyro., and proceed. (The above quoted words are from
actual formulie.)

As the imago comes out his practised eyes sees what is wanted, his

trained hand stops at the right moment, and he adds more soda, or

pyro., or water, as he sees to be necessary. He soon learns whether
to take a one-finger, or two-finger, or three-finger "pinch," as the
Sandwich Islander, when eating poi porridge or pudding out of hia

calabash, fimL . ; i whether it is one-finger or two-finger poi. At any-
ratc, ho will know what to do next time ; but the bewildered amateur
is all in a fog, even with better formulae. Not knowing what
ought to be, he cannot see what is, nor can he judge how to make it

right.

Lot us take the case of the soda-pyro. developers. One of the first

formuUc given called for twenty-five grains of carbonate of soda.

Comparing this with others given about the same time calling for

twenty-five grains of sal soda and twenty-five grains of washing soda,

an amateur concluded that the ten hydrated crj'stals of carbonate of

soda, NajjCOa -h lOlUO = 286, were meant, and he used them. He
afterwards learned that the carbonate of soda prescribed had been
efiloresced, becoming (nearly) Na.jCO, -f HoO = 124 ; so he had been
using 102 grains of water instead of that quantity of the soda intended.

Perhaps, however, this was just as well or better for him, but it was
not just as well in the formula.

One of the latest formula; given calls for eight grains of sal soda

;

another for twenty-five grains of sal soda ; another for (?) grains of

washing soda; another for granulated soda; aud another for exsiccated

soda.

Kow what are all these sodas ? Carhoitale of soila in its strict

chemical sense is the pure anhydrous salt, Na,CO;, = ICMi ; but it is not

in the market save in very small quantities for nice chemical processes,

and probably never was used for develoi)ing a plate, lu its general

chemical sense it applies to all these sodas, and, therefore, is not

precise enough for us to use. In its commercial sense it is now used to

denote the soda-nsh sold in New York by the hundreds of tons. For-

merly, soda-ash was very impure, containing half its weight of other

salts ; uow it is comparatively pure, containing only two per cent, of

sulpliate of soda .and chloride of sodium, antl no water. It is the

most concentrated form of carlx)natc of soda available, and if tho

sulphate aud chloride do no harm, and it be found desirable, this term

"soda-ash"—with proper limitations—might be used in our formula).

Tlie name "carbonate of sodium," it should be added, has a pharmacu-
tical use. The "U.S. Pharmacopuia " and the "U.y. Dispensatory"

denote by it the ten hydrated crystals. These are what <jur druggists

put up in prescriptions calling for it ; but iu our formuliu it should not

be used without proper qualification.

Soda iffioictcal by expoinro to tho air may bo (nearly) s mono-
hydrated carbonate; but it) amount of water, and pcrhap* of carbonic
acid, is variable according to the degree and circamst«one« of iti

etHoresconce, and wo should not use it where exaotncH i« de-
sired.

(,'ianiiliited soila is a omm-ninl term. It is commonly applied to
the washing soda broken up in small pieces, hundreds of tons 01 which
are sold to the small grocers who do not need to bay so much as a
cask. It has also recently been applied to the little grain-like crystals
solil in bottles to photographers, probably monohydnted crystals.
NajCO., + H^O = 124, with additional water, Ac, from the adherent
mother liquor and some small crystals containing more atoms of water.
Perhaps it was called "granulated" because the manufacturing chemists
wouhl not give a precise chemical name to a variable chemical sub-
stance. Another commercial name for it is cryttal carhoiuUe, hundreds
of tons of which are sold in Now York. It is (juitc pure, but contains
some three or four per cent, of surplus water. These forms of mono-
hydrate may bo convenient enough to call for tbeir aa«, but they
should be understood and precisely named.

Exsiccate'l carbonate of soda is a pharmaceutical preparation of tho
"U.S. Pharmacoptcia " in which the ten hydrated crystals are de-
prived of half their weight of water, leaving what is about equal to a
2 hydrated carbonate. It is very convenient for medical use and pre-
scriptions, but not suited to our formula;.

Sal soda is an old commercial term, once applied to the less pure 10
hydrated carbonate formerly made from barilla and kelp. It was not
even mentioned in the " U.S. Dispensatory" a few years ago, though
in the last edition it is mentioned with washing soda, copperas, greeu
vitriol, &o., among the common names. It is now used iu commerce
for washing-soda crystals.

Waihiny so'la is the common commercial name for this form of so<la

;

but it is applied to it in all its degrees of impurity and etflorescencr.

If one selects from the grocer's cask the large, regular, clear crystals
of washing soda or sal soda, or from the small grocer's box of granu-
lated washing soda the best clear crystals, he will have a very pure
and uniform 10 hydrated carbonate of soda, Na^.COj + 10 H.jO = 286.
Will it not be best to use its chemical name ?

Cau we do better than to use the names, weights, and measures of

the "U.S. Dispensatory," found in every drug store, and used by all

physicians and druggists, aud (for the subjects of which it treats) the
most perfect, practical, and reliable chemical work within our reach ?

—Photorjrapltic Times. Euwin Leich, M.D.
»

ENGINEERING PHOTOGRAPHY.*
Devklopme.nt.

In moat processes— aud especially iu the gelatino-bromide— the
latent image is practically invisible, necessitating the use of a deve-

loper, whose use depends on the fact that after one atom of silver is

precipitated it attracts other atoms as they are thrown down.
The developer first attacks the sub-bromide, shaking off one atom of

silver which aids in the precipitation of others, the bromine being
absorbed by the developer. The reduction of the silver bromide
which has not been effected by light probably takes place according to

the formula

—

Ag + AglJr = AgijBr.

The so-called iron developer is, all things considered, nndoubtedly
the best for an engineer, on account of its cleanlinesa, convenience,

and the control it gives in developing plates improperly exposed. The
following is the one I use with much satisfaction :

—

Solution No. I.

Neutral oxalate of potash 5 onnces.

Bromide of ammonium 30 grains.

Water 20 ounces.

Solution No. U.
Protosulphate of iron 5 onnces.

Tartaric acid 20 grains.

Water 20 ounces.

To four parts of No. I. add one part of No. 11 ; place the plate in

the trjvy and dash the developer over it, wetting the whole plate as

nearly simultaneously as possible. For a 5 x 8 plate use two ounces

of No. 1. and four drachms of No. II. To develops on instan-

taneously-exposed plate increase the amount of iron to about live

drachms, and add a few drops of bromide of ammonium from a

soluiion of teu grains to the ounce ; dash tho developer over tlio

plate, aud as soon an it is wet pour it <'ff. Add three drops of hypo-

sulphite of soda, then pour it back into the tray, after which the

picture will couic out very rapidly.

The Cramer developer is Uy many phntograpbers considered tho

best, and for economy and the excellence of the negatives produced by

its use is certainly a vcrj- good one. It stains the lingers, and auudl

bubbles form readily in it, like soapsiuls, which are liable to stick to

the pbte and cause spots. It is not so gooil for developing iiutan-

tancuus work.
' Concluded Irom pa^r Ol.
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The following is tlie formula for jirepariiig it :
—

Stock Solution.

Sulphite of soda (crystals) .... 3 ounces troy weight.
*Bromide of aminouium J or 1 ounce ,,

Bromide of potassium 1 ,, „
Pyrogallic acid 2 ounces ,,

Dissolve thoroughly in pure rain,

distilled, or ice water 32 fluid ounces.
Add sulphuric acid, c. p 120 minims.
Concentrated liquid ammonia,

26° B. (sp. gr., 0-iJOO) .S fluid ounces.
Add water to make up bulk to 40 ounces.

Dilute sufficient for one day's use iu tlie proportion of one jiart of

stock solution to eleven parts of water. Use a rubber stopper for the
stock solution.

Fixiyc.

After development the negative is washed and put into the fixing

bath, which is prepared by dissolving one pound of liyposulphite of

soda in lialf-a-gallon of water. In warm weather an addition of alum
is beneficial. The hyposulphite dissolves the unaff'eoted salts of silver.

After fixing wash thoroughly.
Gelatine negatives frequently need intensifying, for which purpose I

use England's raercui'ic intensilier ;

—

Mercuric chloride 1 part.
Ammonic chloride 1 ,,

Water 20 to 24 parts.
Pour the intensifier over tlic negative and rock tlie tray until the

picture turns white ; then wash tliorougldy, after which \Mt it in

water containing a small quantity of ammonia, wliich turns it black.

As a rule, for engineering purposes Uie negatives do not need cither
retouching or varnishing.

Al'l'I,IC.\TION.S.

The following are some of the uses to which the art can be put by
an engineer :

—

In visiting engineering works, completed or under construction,
much has frequently to be learned in a short time. A few photo-
graphs of the general plan, interesting details, and machinery used in
construction, showing methods of doing work, would be of incalculable
value. The advantage in au engineer being able to take the views
himself instead of buying them consists in his being able to get just
what he wants without being bothered with that wbioh can be of no
value to him. Besides, it will frequently happen that there is no
professional photographer near.

If au engineer be in charge of construction, and wishes to report
progress eitlier to a chief or board of directors, a photograph is the
most accurate and trustworthy mctliod of showing tJie exact condition
of the work. In this case a boy could easily be taught to do the
drudgery connected witli developiug and printing.

In case of accident to railw.ay property, such as a washout or land-
slide, a wreck caused by collision, fallen bridge,' tornado, eartliquake,
or otherwise, a photograph is the quickest way of reporting the extent
of damage and condition of the wreck.
Drawings can be quickly photographed, reduced in this manner to a

small scale, and made of uniform size, so tiiat they will occupy but
little room and still all the details be sufficiently well preserved to
make working drawings from them if necessary. These photographs
are also exceedingly convenient for an engineer who is superintending
the building of machinery, saving him the bother of carrying a large
drawing.
Blue prints can, of course, be made from negatives as readily as

from tracings, and for many purposes are preferable to silver prints.
If a blue print be made of a machine or other object, and a pen-and-

ink drawing be made on the top of it, the blue may be afterwards
washed out or destroyed by immersing the picture in a saturated
solution of bicarbonate of soda, which in about a minute causes the
blue to disappear, leaving only the black ink lines on a white ground.
Wash it carefully in water, and dry ; after which it may be photo-
engraved and set up with ordinary type iu printing a catalogue, or
elsewhere. The best ink I have ever found for the purpose is
" Higgins' American Drawing Ink" ("waterproof"). The Moss
Engraving Company, of New York, use silver prints and wash out
with cyanide of potassium ; but this is obviously inferior to the above
method, which I have never seen described, and it may be new.

If autolithographic ink be used instead of Higgins', the drawiu"
can be transferred immediately to the stone without washing out tlie

blue. The accompanying view of my surveying camera was made in
this way. For this work paper prepared for autolithography should be
used.

A negative can be taken from a tracing or drawing on thin paper
directly by contact instead of by using the camera, prints taken from
it giving black lines on a white ground in silver printing, or blue lines
on a white ground in blue printing. For a large drawing the negative
and chemicals for developing would be expensive.

*' If yon prefer intense ne;,^ativcs use onn ounce of broinitic of ainnioniinu; hut if

you prefer soft iicijativcs threc-i|uartirs of au ounce Kill lie best, ami will allow
ehorttr e\p isures.'

StilVKVIN'lJ WITH THK (.'.\MK.U.\.

Tliia being a strictly engineering use of photography, and having
'

been but little used, if at all, in this country, and not much .anywhere,
is perhaps the most interesting to those present or w ho will read this

paper. I will, tlierefore, now give a description of the surveying
camera which I have had n;ade for experimental work next summer,
in connection with the United States' survey of the Missouri River ;

also the general principles and method of application, reserving the
details for another paper, which, if you desire it, I will read at some
future time, when I hope to know more about the subject.

In this work the dry plate must, of course, exactly take tlie place
of the ground glass used in focussing, both of which are in the plane
of the picture. It is obvious this plane must be made accurately
vertical, so that .ill vertical lines may appear so in the photograph,
and that all ol)jects may be projected on the horizon by parallel lines.

That the horizon may be accurately determined, some line, as the one
through the centre of the ground glass, must be capable of being made
truly herizontal. To accomplish both these ends the small levels,

shown at y and/', are placed on the top of the camera box, the one
being horizontal and parallel to
tlie ground glass, the other per-
pendicular to it. The back of

the box must be rigid and the
focussing done by moving the
lens, which is easily accom-
plished, since for distant ob-
jects but little change is neces-
sary. The dry plates should,
on the score of economy and
convenience, be long and nar-
row, those I use being 2J X 8.

The lens should be so fixed

that it can be moved up or
down, for taking bluffs or
mountains above the point of

sight or valleys below it.

To accomplish this the lens ft

is attached to a slide I/, moving
vertically. A clamp screw is

shown at c The slide carries

a vernier <_• which, in connec-
tion with the fixed scale il,

shows how far the lens lias

been moved. The zero of the scale is determined by bringing the lens
to the point wliere objects in the horizon are projected on the hori-
zontal line through the centre of the ground glass. The slide h is held
against the front of the camera box by brass springs, one of which is

under the clamp c and the end of another is shown at /(. The ground
glass for focussing is sliown at r/, partly withdrawn.
The distance from the optical centre of the lens to the ground glass

is accurately determined by measuring a base line in front of the
camera, measuring the distance to the base line, and the length of the
image or distance between the extremities as shown on the ground
glass. Any change in the focal distance is measured by a scale on tlio

side of the lens, not shown in the drawing. One of the smaller stops
should be used to sharpen up the picture.

If photographs be taken with the surveying camera from two known
stations, and the direction of tlie point of sight be measured with a
transit or by means of a compass attached to the camera, the position
of each object which can be seen in two pictures can be determined on
the map both horizontally and vertically. The method of placing the
photographs in position and locating objects is, I think, so well shown
in the accompanying map that it need not bo described here. [A map
was here shown representing a portion of au experimental survey
made at Busliberg, twenty- five miles from St. Louis.]
The draughtsman should work directly from negatives on account of

the greater accuracy and distinctness of detail. The accuracy of the
gelatine film on glass is so great that Dr. Eder was not able to discover
any change, from developing and fixing, although by tlie method used
he could liave detected a variation of go'jijth in the distance.
By this method of surveying the plane table is virtually brought

into the oHice, and the topographer is at both stations simultaneously,
without being bothered by sun or wind.
The chief difficulty arises from aerial perspective, or the fact that

distant objects appear as masses, it being hard to distinguish details.
The photograph should therefore be taken M'hen the air lias little

smoke or haze in it, and, if possible, when the sun shines on the back
of the instrument. For nearly inaccessible mountain regions, where
the air is so clear that distant objects appear very close, I think the
surveying camera will be invaluable. Its peculiar adaptation to
military purposes, wlierc it is important to reduce the time of the
field work, need not be pointed out.

Besides the above use of photography there are many crilical

moments arising in engiuecring practice, as where Captain Almey,
P..E.

, tested the value of torpedoes by instantaneously photographing
the column of >vatcr thrown up by the explosion.

1). C. IIUMPHREVS, C.E,
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FOKEIGN NOTES AND NEWS.
I'lIOTOfiRAl'IlY liV El,f;<,TttI('ITV IN CALIFORNIA.—HkUR WiLDK's MaTT
ALBUMKNISEU PaI'ER.—HkRR KiNDERMA.VM on IXTENSIKKIATION
WITH MeRCURV and AMMONIA.— PuoTOdRArllY AT HeIUKLUERO
UnIVERsITV. — Si'ATISTIW OF PHOTOGRAPHY IN SWITZERLAND.

—

Annual Book Fair at Leipzio.— Simple Arranoembnt kob
Packing Dry Plates.

In an amusiuj; letter to Dr. Vogel, Herr Schoeiie, of S.iu Francisco'
relates how a full house w.-is lately securetl at Baldwin's tliealre there-

An advertisement was inserted in the nioruiug papers to the efTcct that
it was intendcil to photograph the auditorium of the tlioatrc that even-

ing, and every lady present would, by leaving her name and address
when giving up her ticket, receive in a few days a gratis copy of the

photograph taken. 'J'he tiling " took," the theatre was crammed, and
the photographer had a splendid puff. The operator and an amateur
.took their places on the stage. The electric light was turned on at

fliree different places with such d.Azziing power that ladies liad to

preail out their fans .and gentlemen had to put up tlieir hats to save
ilieir eyes. Six plates were exposed—two in eaeli of three canior.-vs.

Camera 1 received an exposure of lifty seconds with a portrait lens;

Jcaniura '2, also with a portrait lens, an exposure of sixty seconds ; and
amera .'i, which was handled by the amateur and was furnished with a

andscape lens, gave the best result of the tlirec with an expo.sure of

storty seconds.

The great advant>age of albumonised paper is its finely-grained sur-

face, which brings out all the delicacy of the drawing! and gradations of

one. For small work a t.aste for highly-glazed albumenised paper has
been developed of late; but some jieople still consider the glossiness

Ibbjeetionable in largo pictures. In order to retain all the advantages of

^neness of surface, without the gloss olijected to for large prints, Herr
Wilde sensitises upon the following silver bath :—To a 1 : 8 or I : 10

Isolution of nitrate of silver add ammonia until the solution becomes
l*lmost colourless again ; then add a 1 : 10 solution of citric acid in

iTvater until a slight precipitate is formed, which no longer disappears

irhen the bath is shaken up, but leaves the latter slightly milky. To
I litre of tliis silver solution is then added 100 c. c. of sulphui'ic ether.

' The bath is thou filtered and is ready for use.

In the Deutsche Photoiiraphfr Zeituwj Herr Kindermann writes that

he hears frequent complaints of plates intensified mth mercury and
ammonia turning brown in spite of having been ?7^os( tltorowihly and
rare/itlly irashcd. The cause of this he takes to be that they have not

been properly fixed, and he is convinced that if the plates it is intended

to intensify be left a-quarter of an hour in the soda the negatives will

never turn brown, even though the subsequent washing should not be
so very thorough.

Professor Eisenlohr is to give a course of lectures on photography,
with practical demonstrations, as a part of the summer coui-a* at

the University of Heidelberg.

Herr Boissonas reports at length in the Correspondez respecting the

group (25) "Photography" at the X.ational Exhibition, held last year at

Zurich, and from his report the following statistics are culled:—There
are now upwards of 200 photographic establishments in Switzerland
employing five or six hundred men and women, and doing business

to the amount of about three million francs, il. Boissonas divides

these establishments into three classes, according to the turn over and
t!ie number of employix, thus :—1st class, twenty studios, with six

to ten assistants and a turn over of 30,000 to 60,000 francs ; 2nd class,

fifty to sixty studios, with three to six assistants, with a turn over
of 1.5,000 to 30,000 francs ; 3rd class, 120 to 130 studios, with one
to three assistants, and a turn over of 5,000 to 10,000 francs. With
regard to the spread of photography during the last twenty-four
years he tells us that in 1800 there were in Switzerland forty-six photo-
graphic establishments, but few or no amateurs. In 1870 the numbers
had rather more than doubled, to 101 establishments, but still few or no
amateurs ; while in 1883 the number of professional establishments had
again doubled and risen to 204, and there ai-e now many amateui-s,

A natural tendency was observed for the largest establishments and
best work to be fonnd at the places moat visited by the travelling

public.

At the annual book fair at Leipzig an exhibition was held in which
representatives of the lea<Iing firms of Loudon, Boston, New York,
Paris, Turin, Milan, the Hague, and St. Peteraburg took part, and a
xplendid illustrated catalogue has been issued descriptive of the progress
of printing and illustration, from a/acKimlle page of Guttenberg's Bible
(1450— 14.V)) to the photographic Schnell pressdruck of the present day.
Amongst the lichtdruoks to which the MUtheilungtn calls attention are
some by Hoffmann, Dresden ; Homier Jonas, Dresden ; Rumraler,
Frankfort ; Xauman Schroedcr, Leipzig ; Kochs, Pforzheim ;—and
autotypes of Gaillard, Berlin ; Meiseubaob, Munich ; Angerer and
(Joeschl, Vienna, &c.

The accompanying illustration shows a section of a very simple
arrangement for packing dry plates, as recommended to the Berlin

Association for the Cultivation of Photography by Mr. Kilburu, of

Littleton, New Hampshire. An ordiiubry box abont the length and
width of the plates to bo packed is taken, and two long, soft, whit*;
cords laid parallel to each other
across the bottom of tlio box, one
end of cacli beuig made fast M
shown by K, while the longest part
of the cord hangs outside the box.

The two cords are laid smooth and
parallel along the l>ottom of the
box ; the first plate is then laid

down upon them, and the cords are
turned across over the plate, so

that they hang out at the opposite
side to that from which they did
before. The second plate is then
laid on the first one, and the cords
doubled back again ; another plate is put in, and so on outil the box
is full. To take out a ]>latc : pull the strings, which will at once raise

the uppermost plate. Mr. Kilburn says there is no fear of the string
marking the plates. He has transported tliousands of plates in this

way, has already used about 1,800 of them in Europe, and has as yet
only hail one broken plate. In order to keep out light perfectly the liox

is placed in a second somewhat larger box, and that again in a third.

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATION FOR PATENT.
10,!t"iO.—"Photographic Cameras." (Complete.) J. H, Reeii; com-

municated by C. R. ^miih.—Dated Atiyttd D, 1884.

#xtr a^tiitorial fable.

How TO Foretell the Weather with the Pocket Spectroscope.

By F. W. Cory.
London : Chatto and Windus.

This little work of ninety pages will give to the reader who possesses

a smattering of science a fair idea of what can bo done with the

sjMictroscope in the way of weather-forecasting. The author, after

fully describing the nature of the so-called " rainband '' and its position

in the solar spectrum, proceeds to point out how the spectroscopic

examination of the sky must not be taken by itself as a weather-guide,

but that other circumstances must be noted concurrently. A consider-

able amount of correspondence which appeared in The Timet in 1882

on the subject is here reprinted, and this will give to the non-technical

reader a fair idea of the arguments for and against the spectroscope as

a meteorological instrument. Descriptions and cuts are given of

B^o^vuing's and other spectroscopes suitable for rainband observations,

and the book will, no doubt, prove useful to a large section of the

community who do not wish to dive too deeply into the waves of

science.

Contemporary ^ress.

—

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHY.
ITlUB.]

A VERY fallacious notion seems to be prevalent on the part of the general
public that photography is an ai-t very nearly approachmg the occult, but
nothing can well bo further from the real state of the case, as it is, on the
contrary, a very simple and easily acquired art—I had almost said amuse-
ment—and can be learned from a handbook.

It is very fascinatiiif;, esi>ecially in the earlier days of the beginner, and
the ease with which photographs can be taken by the modem dry niato
process leads the tyro to roam about always on the look-out for whom-
soever he may focus.

When I first took up the r6le of on amateur photographer I made myself
a veritable terror to the neighbourho<xl, and those who knew of the new
bent of my mind went by my domicile in fear and trembling and nith an
anxious as|>ect, just, for all the world, as if they were actually in a studio
—for a portion of my paraphernalia was an instnntiineous shutter, by the
aid of which I was able to Kecure rapid views. Sunday was my great day,
and just as the (Hiople began to file |>a»t on their way from church, out
came my camera, and, concealed amongst the lilac bushes in my front
garden, I was wont to lie in wait with a twofuot smile, like a tiger ready
for its spring—and almost a^ much di'eaded by my friends—and, mi mmid aa
a notable group came within range, click went my triggi>r, and lo ! the
picture oidy nped«-d to be developM and otherwise prpjiared. Thus I was
in the habit of producing pictures in which highly resficctable and decorous
old gentlemen would be shown standing on one leg, with the other lifted in
the air, as if hopping; another would be [Miurlrayed in the form of on
animated letter A, as he happened to be taken just aa ho waa maldng
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a stride ; another would be shown in the act of takin<f off liis hat with a
sweep, but ajipearing in the photograph as though connnitting a violent

assault, with the said head-gear, upou the lady who was in reality being
gracefully saluted ; others would be blowin;^ their noses and looking
ridiculous ; others, who happened to be walking jiast at a more brisk pace
than usual, might be prcisented sans legs at all—each looking like a head
and trunk with some diaplianous, cloudy-looking support that gave a very

phantasmal general aspect to the object. One gentleman—wlio wore a

white hat and who stooped in his gait—always gave the impression, in the

resulting photo., that ho was carrying his nose by the shortest cut to the

ground ; and this gentleman in particular, who was of a meek, retiring

disposition, became a livid object of terrified apprehension as he neared
the spot, and hastened onward in the greatest trepidation in order to avoid
being, as it were, lampooned—for I took care that any striking picture was
duly circulated among the group of friends.

This was of course all very wrong and unchristian, but, fort\inately

for my victims, many of these attempts were failures—either from one
cause or another; but sufficient survived the various vicissitudes of the

perfunctory treatment of the novice to "get my name up." People got at

last to carefully put up their umbrellas as they passed, and all I could
focus was an apprehensive nose ; and those who had been in the habit

for years past of grouping themselves at the corner where the cross roads

divide—just opposite my house—became afraid to do so, but went a little

way onward so as to bo covered from the baleful glance of my searcliing

lens—much to my chagrin.

It was curious to see those who were in tlie secret, and did not mind
being photographed so long as they could be made to appear dignified,

pass by my niding- place. They drew themselves up to their full height,

and swupulously turned towards the possible camera their best side face,

and generally placed themselves in the most romantic and interesting

attitudes. But all in vain ; for so fell was the spirit that then actuated the

amateur photographer that, so soon as he saw them all ready, he turned
the angle aside and souglit for other and more noticeable subjects.

Passing traps and bicyclists were aimed at by tlie score, and sometimes
only the hind wheel was secured on tlie plate ; or sometimes a cart

appeared to be but a square mass of fog, or the horse's legs did not .show,

or it had two heads, or else tlie plate only showed the wheels in full

presence, and nothing else.

In the earlier stages of the craze, for such it was, my family fell into the
groove I thus prepared for them with the greatest enthusiasm, and were
ready to be photographed whenever and in whatever combination I,

the pater, chose to fi.t upon ; but even they—long suffering as families are

to the fads of their progenitors—became at last so thoroughly sick of the
constant posing and focussing, that at last it was only by dint of unlimited
bribes—in the shape of sweets and toffied presents—that even the youngest
of the clan could be induced to submit his rubicund countenance and
podgy form to the influence of the camera. The bulldog, too, became
BO familiar with the whole business, that she actually sniffed when her
master assumed a wheedling air, with the well-known camera and black
velvet in his gi'asp. The times that that bulld<ig has been focussed would
use up the computations of a nniltij)lication table, and unhappily, as .a rule,

the result has been dire failure, as tliat very estimable nu.adruped
generally winks, or becfinies conscious of the possibility of cats and starts

away, thus spoiling an otherwise unblemished photo.
As with most things that are started vehemently—and I venture to

say that most beginners with the fascinating art of photography are
vehement—the first hot fervour soon subsides and more moderate counsels
prevails and less plates .are wasted. In many cases, however, after a close

perusal of the accounts of the various exhibitions—detailed at length in the
photographic press—the tyro begins to be ambitious to excel, and to
become an exhibitor; and he, moreover, soon acquires such countless
negatives of his own family, and his own and his friend's dogs, that lie

is led to seek for other subjects wilder afield. He has, we will suppose,
secured a tourist's set, very light and neatly packed in a hand case,
together with afolding stand. With this he sallies forth; and varied and
ambitious are his first ideas of landscape taking, esjjecially when, as is often
the case, he proceeds to do a landscape .at the very first outset of his career.

The advice books generally suggest a first commencement being made
upon some st.ationary object—such as a plaster bust, or a house, or some-
thing of a similarly motionless character. For my part, the very first

photograph I attempted the early morning after 1 had brought iny set
home was a group consisting of five ))ersims, a tricycle, and two dogs.
1 had passed the previous evening in reading up most carefully all that had
to be done ; and the ni^ht hours were largely filled with dreams of
most striking pictures of iihenomenal appearance and beauty. As soon as
tlie group could be mustered in the morning they were marshalled on the
lawn ; but it was noticeable that upon the faces of all jiresent—except
that, perhaps, of the operator, who w.as a shade nervous—there were
displayed looks, expressive of amused doubt, which furtlier tended to the
discomfiture of the embryo jjhotographic artist. He, however, with due
gravity, continued the operations as laid down in the manual, and finally

exposed the plate. All the family accompanied him into the cellar, where
the ruby lamp was lighted in readiness, and wivtched the process of flooding
the plate with the ready-made developer with unflagging interest. Not
that anything of a spechal nature was expected, but all seemed to be
l)ossessed of a vague curiosity to see what particular shajie disaster would
assume, and what sort of a fantastic affair would be evolved. When
somebody's collar made its appearance as a black strip on the negative
there was a chorus of "ah^s !

" but as detail after detail showed itself, and
a fairly-satisfactory negative was [iroduced, astonishment, mingled with
some small respect for the operatoi-, became manifest. In the presence of
the leading f.act that, after all, a picture had been produced, minor
defects were pas.sed lightly over, and there w.as a general agreement that
we had succeeded in getting a good photograph—considering. While
arranging the group it was decided tnat it would look nice to have
the larger dog, a deerhouml, yiiziug uji riifectlonately into its niistreis's

face ; and to this end the dog was spoken to, and coaxed, and pushed,
until it did eventually pose itself in the required attitude. During the
exposure, however, while all were casting the stony glare into space that

peoi)Io seem to think essential while being photographed, the dog had
moved, and all the time had been carefully waving its bushy tail to and
fro—the result being that in the resulting print, the whole dog presented
the gener.al appearance of a bundle of tow, no feature or limb of any kind
being distinguishable; wliile the misguided animal had apparently dis-

covered something upon the ground that required close examination. The
otlier dog, a white one, was iiresented with three legs and a sort of pillow-

case, and two distinct faces; but, nevertheless, it was tacitly understood
that the effort was a great .success, and foreboded great things to come.

^

In the same way the tyro, on his first exi)edition, instead of being
content with one church, or a house, or one or two trees, for his first

photograph away from home, sets himself to work to think vvhich of all the

views he remembers is the grandest, and probably hies himself and his

camera to some high hill, or other point of vantage, and straightway
proceeds to try to produce a landscape—uixni his small plate—extending as

far as the eye can reach, and the great ))robability is that he will be dis-

gusted to find, instead of a similitude of one of the " Views by Frith," he
h.as only about the first hundred yards, with, perhaps, a tree or two in

focus, wliile their leaves and branches are misty, owing to the motion
caused by the wind, while the cow in the field a-quarter of a mile off is

rendered like a speck of dust.

In nothing so much aa jihotography does wisdom come from experience,

and the tyro soon learns to moderate his aspirations, and to confine his

efforts to more practicable subjects until he gains more skill in the mani-
pulation of his lens and his chemicals.
To the tourist the camera is a most interesting adjunct, as by its aid he

can secure an ever-living view of each place of interest ; and when he
returns home, instead of seeking to laboriou.sly describe in words the sights

he has seen, all he need do is to proceed into the darkness of his cellar, or

dark room, and develope his negatives, and then scatter his prints broad-

cast among imjuiring friends.

During a tricycle tour in England and in Normandy and Brittany last

year, the present writer took something like fifty or sixty views of different

places and scenes of interest. Most of these turned out fairly well

—

although he was then but in the first months of his novitiate—and, there-

fore, it cm readily be understood, that the art is not difficult of acquire-

ment. One of these views was an impromptu picture of his compagnon (In

roijaue fast asleep in bed at nine o'clock in the morning, when the break-

fast bell was ringing and the am.ateur photographer had been out for a

couple of hours in tlie early sunshine, and had been luxuriously bathing in

the sea in St. Aubyn's Bay, Jersey. This picture is an everlasting memento
of a lazy man, and is duly labelled as such.

The whole of the apparatus, stand and six plates included, only weighs
five pounds eight ounces, so that there is no difficulty in transport.

The chemicals needed are u.sually simjile to manage and do not soil the

hands or clothes, and there is really little to stand as a set-off against the

pleasures and advantages of the practice of amateur photography in its

modern form. Sigma Smith.
*

—*

—

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Date of Meeting. Niuue of Society. Place of Meeting.

August 12

„ 13
„ 13

„ 14

Bolton Club The Studio, Chaneery-lane.

Photographic Club Anderton'a Hotel, Fleet-street.

London and Provincial Masons' Hall, 13asinghall-street.

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
At the meeting of this Society, held on the 31st ult., the chair was
occupied by Mr. W. E. Debenhani.
Mr. A. CowAN showed an apiiliance intended to be placed between the

lenses of a combination, to act as exposure shutter and as diaphragm. It

consisted of two tliin plates of ebonite, working close to each other and in

ojiiiosite directions. In one position they left no opening, but upon being

simultaneously moved in opposite directions they showed a .square opening,

the siise of which depended njion tlie amount of motion given to these

ebonite plates. A brass stop furnished with a tightening screw_ served to

fix the limit of motion of the plates, and, consequently, the size of the

aperture. A scale on one of the plates was marked to indicate, for

each particular lens to be used, the jilace at which the stop-screw should be

fixed to give a particular length of exposure, reckoned on the universal

system.
The Chairman thought that the idea was very ingenious, but it was to be

regretted that the form thus necessarily given to the diaphragm -^as square

instead of circular.

A Memkeh suggested that an apparatus on a somewhat similar principle

would make a good dissolver for tlie lantern, the slide being changed at

the moment of complete closure.

Mr. Cowan had had that in view when constructing the slide.

Mr. W. Coi.Es showed a print on one of th(' opal plates distributed by
Mr. Ashman at the previous meeting. The print was of a deep rich colour.

He (Mr. Coles) remarked that it had fixed out a great deal, and thought

that it jirintcd slower tluan paiier.

Mr. W. H. Prestwich was of opinion that opal plates printed quicker

than paper.
Mr. W. Cobb showed a roll of paper especially made for packing piir-

po.ses. It w.as rolled into flutes or griHues which, it was remarked, would
serve as groovin.^' for negative boxi;s. Tiie p:iper itself resembled brown
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paiHjr, but thicli'-r. a:n\ wwa inamifa'.tufixl, an itsitBd, fnnii day liMil straw.

Mr. Cobb also sliDWcd 12 < 10 prints frmii nil iiiatiiiitntieous negative of the

procesaiiin on its w:iy to the Hydu Park dcinonstration.

Mr. Coi.Es infiuirud whetlit'r luiynno prewnt had had nny cxperienco
with tissue |)n)>er as a covorin« for the (flass roof and sides of the stndio.

llo had been informed that when used on the sides the lights in the eyes

of t!ie sitters were made iiiucli too largo.

Mr. CuBii said that the desirability of such n covering must depend ou
local eirounistanees.

A Mkmukii considered that tissue paper was scarcely as good as ground
;;lass.

Mr. Cow.vx knew of two studios entirely glazed with ground glass, and
no ill effect wss coin)>lained of.

The (!h.vium.vx was aware of a studio at an establishment of tlie highest

class which was entirely covered with tfrouiid glass. For liiniaelf he had
the roof glazed with a glass resemblin!,' that known as Hartley's i-oUed,

but iiiucli whiter. It was not made iii Kiijland, but came from St. (iobain,

in France.
Mr. S. C. >Saliiiou was elected a meniber.

M.\NCHKSTER I'HOTOORAPHIC SOCIETY.
W'y. arc reipiested to state, in reference to the meeting of this Society

already announced to take jilaco on Wednesday next, the 13th inst., at

Kirkslall Abbey, tiiat if not less than ten jwrsons give in their names steps

will be taken to obtain a reduced rate of travelling charijes, wliich will be
about one single f.are and a fourth for th<i double journey; but unless a

sufficient number of names be given in to the leader (Mr. J. S. I'ollitt) not

biter than .Monday ne.\t, the llth iust., no arrangements can be made for a

reduced r.iilway fare, and gentlemen going to the station ou the morning
of the 13tli without having given previous notice will be ex|x;cted to obtain

their own tickets and pay the full ordinary fare. The train leaves the new
Kxcliange station at a.m.

LIVERPOOL AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
The ordinary meeting of this S(x;iety was held on Thursday, 31st ult., at

LIaiigolle!i, under the presidency of Dr. Kenyon.
Sir. H. I'edder was elected a member of the Association.

The day was a favourable one for photography, and, although the

meeting was very sc.intily attended, good negati\os were secured at

Kualxin, Vale Crueis Abbey, and at Berwyn. A most enjoyable outing

was c.iperienced by tliose who were present.

AM.VIEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION OF VICTORIA.

Tiiii above Association celebrated-its first anniversary by holding an ex-

hibition on Jlonday, the 23id June last.

The Association was formed on the 18th Juno, 1883, on which occasion

nineteen members were enrolled. There are now forty-three names on tlie

Societv's register, and fresh nominations are received almo.st every montli.

Tlie meetings have in general been well .ittended, and practical demonstra-

tions of the leading photi>graphic processes have been given from time to

time and exiwriments conducted. This was the first amateur association

fiirnied in any of the Australian colonies or Xew Zealand, having been in

existence since June of last year, although the Auckland Pliotographie

.\ssociation ivceived the credit of haviiifr lieaten Australia, so far as

liriority was concerned ; this, however, it will bo seen, is not the case.

The exhibition was held in the Hall of the Royal Society of Victoria, in

Melbourne, and included every description of photographic work. There

was a very largo attendance of visitors, the exhibition having proved a

greater success than its iiromoters had ventured to anticipate. The greater

part of tlio work shown was excellent : and, in addition to the stock ap-

)i,aratus, there were several novel inventir)iis of the members, in the way of

cameras, cliangingboxes, and other apparatus. Some of the members have

taken up the manufacture of gelatine plates, and have met with ^leat

success, which was shown by the abundant good work which they exhibited.

Among the specialities shown were two or three professional exhibits.

Mr. Ludoiico Hart, well known in English and French photogia)ihic

circles, showed an excce<iingly-intere8ting and well-executed set of iilioto-

liiechanical prints of all kinds. (.Mr. Hart was formerly Suiiorintcndent of

the Plioto-mcchanical Printing Dejiartment of the New South Wales
(ioveninient in Sydney, as well as Lecturer on Photography at the Sydney

Technical College.) 'tlie same gentleman also delivered an address at the

exhibition on the liise nivl Pnajrus of rhotoriraphu, trsicing the art from

tiie earliest i>eriod down to the present time, and detailing the difficulties

which stood in the way of the early discoverers and pioneei-s.

The President of the A.ssociation delivered the oi>ening address, and the

exhibition closed with the disjilay of a set cf transparencies in the lantern,

these being wholly the work of members.
Messrs. .r. W. Liiidt and Co., Nettleton, R. L. J. KUery (Government

Astronomer), and .Tolin Noone (Government Photographer), were well

represented. Mr. Ellery sent several photogra))hs of the moon and fixed

stars taken by the great Melbourne c<|Uatorial telescope, which was inanu-

factu'ied to the order of the Victoiian (Jovemmont, some years ago, by Mr.

Howard (irubb, of Dublin. These would have fonned objects of interest

at any exhibition direct iphotographs of the moon about eight inches in

diameter, .as well as several enlargements, being amongst them.

The work shown by Mr. .loliii Noone was confined to copies of line

drawings and engravings. Many impi-ovcments in the process of obtaining

these Bijecimeiis, as well as in photolithography generally, were the dis-

coveries of Mr. <.)3l>oriie, Mr. Noone 's predecessor in the Department of

Crown Lau Is, Melbourne. Pajwrs of Mr. Osborne's were read at the

jucetings of the English iji'cieties twentv years since,

Tti« Association meets on the first Monday in each month, at the Ruyal
Society's Hall, Mollsiuriir, and the ineiiiliers will always t>o pleuefl U> sea
any photographers (amateur or professional) from the irnited Kingdom
who may happen to visit Melbourne, and the President (Dr. Itrowninjc),
the Secretary (.Mr. .1. H. Harvey), or any other memljer will Le glad t<>

take such visitors by the hand, and |>iIot them to the many i>retty siiots

worth photographing which are tu be found in and near Melbuume and
the suburbe.

Corrts|Jonben«.

At'iirsT .MKKTiNt: OK THE Photockachic Socirrv of FBAsrr.—
Eu.MiNArixd GnK.A.sK from Of.latink.—To Pbk-skrvk Sp.NMinve
ALni-MKSISKl> P.*PEB.—PRK-SKNTATION OF ASATOMrO PllOoW.—AW
IXSTAXTAXF.OU.S ShuTTF.R, BY M. BltAUN. — AtiOTUKB RaFII)
Shutter, by M. D.vyihs.—M. Ai'dra o.s the Kkefixi: of Co.y-

•.'E.NTRATEIl SoLrTlON.S OF pYROIiAI.LIC A<:il>.—PRESENTATION BY
Profe.ssor Stebbinc: of Mr. ML'KELLKN'^< Portable Camera.—
Vai'atios of the Society.

The usual monthly meeting of the Photographic .Society of France
was held on Friday evening last, the 1st instant,—M. Davanne in the
chair.

In reading extracts from the photographic journals tlie Secretary
drew attention to a plan for eliiiiinatiug grease from gelatine, proposed
by Herr Vogcl, which, if it were true, is simplicity itself. It consists

in merely washing the strips of gelatine in one or two changes of dis-

tilled water. Au important discussion took place, and the power of

distilled water to eliminate grease from gelatine was denied.

I informed my colleagues that I had always washed my gelatine

before using it, but the washing was ineffectual when grease was pre-

sent. I stated my opinion to be that grease was hardly ever equally
distributed throughout the whole boity of the gelatine, but only upon
the surface of the sheets—the cause of which wc must seek in its mann-
facture.

The gelatine, wlieii hot, is received into a square wooden box or

mould, the bottom of whicli is a little smaller than the top. When
the geliitine has set the box is turned "topsy-turvy," the lump or loaf

of gelatine falls out, and is then taken to a machine which carries the
block of gelatine and forces it, as it were, through a frame of knives,

which cuts it up into slices. Girls then take these slices and lay them
upon network frames to dry. The frame of knives is composed of an

FIQ 1.

6
i

A, Iron frame ; B, 4c., thin steol bands, like watch springs.

iron frame in which arc fixed from ten to twenty watch springs accord-

ing to the thickness of gelatine rctjuircd (jiij. I ). \Vlicn very thin slices are

desired the diliiculty of cutting is at its maximum. It is here th.it the

workman, in order to facilitate his task, greases the thin steel blades

of Iiis cutting-frame. This was of very little consequence before the

gelatiuo-bromide process came into favour. A manufacturer informed
me that this greasing was only prohibited for photographic gelatine,

but he could not guarantee that it was not done "on the sly" by the

workmen.
To sum up : I preferred thick gelatine when the quality was the

same, and have found the idea given by M. Seola to be the l)c»t euro

for greasy gelatine. He proposes to wash the gelatine in pure benzo-

line before using it. I have tried this system and found it good. Unly
pure bcnzoline must be used. After havmir b.en employed Kve-u
tim:s for the same purpose it ia easily distilled, and ao uacd over
and over n£nin.
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A Member proposed a mixture of beiizoline and alcoliol—
Benzoliiie 1,000 parts.

Alcohol , 250 „

A question arose as to how sensitive positive allnimenised paper
could be kept white for a long period, and the following was pro-
posed :—Float the albuineuised paper upon tlie following solution :

—

Distilled water 1,000 parts.

Nitrate of silver loO ,,

Allow it to remain from four to five minutes, then bang it up to drain.
When the last drop has fallen off float the back of it upon a bath com-
posed of citric and oxalic acids. The paper will remain white for
a long time.

Another formula highly sjiok en of liymany in the profession is simply to
add to the positive bath as much nitrate of magnesia as of nitrate of
silver. This addition, it is said, keeps the paper white for several
months. If the l)ack of the ]):\per be floated upon water slightly
acidulated with hydrochloric acid the whites will remain much purer.

M . Pinard presented some proofs of anatomical work and an oil painting
of a surgical operation. A carbon transfer was made and laid upon a pre-
pared canvas ; the canvas was thoroughly cleaned by ox-gall, and then
a solution of gelatine poured over it. Tiiis was found sufficient to
make the carbon transfer adhere to tlie canvas. A painter then put
on the required colours.

M. Audra, in the name of M. Brauu, of Augouleme, pi-esented a
new instantaneous shutter. The shutter is formed by a revolving
metallic disc out of which a segment has been t.iken. This disc is

placed in the centre of the diapbraguis. in order to obtain the greatest
rapidity combined with the least possible distance to travel. On the
axis to which this circular diso is fixed is a small wheel, to which is

attached a piece of string, and when tlie disc is turned round for the
exposure the string is wound round the wheel. If the string be

FIG. 2.

A A .\, Jens ; B, a|>urture of lens ; C, metallic diso ; D, wliccl on tlic axis : K, cord or
Btriiii-; a E'EE', knots ill striiisc; (i, steel spring'; H, (..itch ; li, socket for catch,

pulled, naturally the disc will revolve back to its former position so
much the more quickly the more violently the string is pulled. M.
Brauu has replaced the hand by a steel spring attached to the drum of
f ha lens (Jij. •!). By shortening or lengthening the string more or less
rapid exposures may be obtained.

I think it was said that this shutter was constructed for M. Braun
by Mr. Uallmeyer, of London. If so, the model can be seen there. I
think with a little change this shutter will become the simplest and
the best in the market. I should propose to change the string and
spring ^^ith which the motion is given for a true watch spring on the
axis, which could be wound up more or less according to requirements.
M. Braun lias thus brought out a very simple and workable instrument
—an instrument which will remain when all others which have not for
their basis the central p .siiion of the diaphragms will be, if not lost to
memory, at least discarded from daily use.

M. David's shutter was presented, but it was found that it had
been brou^ht to our notice years ago under another name. It consists
of a circular tube placed in the centre of, and at right angles with, the
lena. Tliis lens, or drum, has two holes in its side. When it revolves,
and the two holes are in conjunction, the light passes through the lens,'
and from tlience upon the sensitive plate. Tlie drum continuing its
course then presents a dark side to the opening of the lens, ancf the
light is cut off.

M. Bergo presented a series of calculations upon the true size of the
aperture of photographic lenses. These tables, if found to be of value,
will be published.

M. Audra informed the members that ho had succeeded in keeping
eonceutrated solutions of pyrogallio acid by the following ineaus :—

A

solution of twelve per cent, of sulphite of soda is made ; then another
solution containing one-tenth of sulphuric acid is added. Eight parts
of pyrogallic acid is now jiut in, which brings the strength to one
gramme of pyrogallio acid for fifteen e.c. of water.

I had the honour to present Mr. McKellen's camera and dark slide.

The lightness of the camera was specially remarked. The turn-table
" dodge " was admired ; but the dark slide obtained the most attention.
The idea is very good, but a doubt was expressed as to its practical
results, seeing the great difficulty of keejiing rapid gelatino-bromide of
silver plates from light during their chauging in a simple bag.
The President said that it the maker had made a turntable for the

bellows, so as to have had the camera of the form of a ijarallelogram
instead of a square a much lighter apparatus still could have been
obtained.
The back and front being on the swinging principle, gained the

a2:)proval of the members.

Tlie Secretary then announced the summer vacation, and the
meeting was dissolved. E. Stebbino, fro/.

2,7, line dcs Apeiiiihis, Paris, Auyust i, 1884.

LIGHTING THE STUDIO.
To the Ebitoiis.

Ge.xtlf.jikn', — Your valuable and jiractical suggcstli)ii of reflectors,

arranged after the fashion of a \'enetian blind, will doubtless attract
much attention. I prciunie the reflectors are to be used inside the studio,
and not, a-i in the case of Chappuis' daylight reflector, on the outside.

I consider it such a m'atter of importance that I would venture to sug-
gest a little set of drawings illustrating the system.—I am, yours, &c.,

7'K Princes-drect, Edinbiirijh, Amjast ], 18S1. E. Kkiiexiiam.

[We think that drawings are scarcely necessary to make this matter
thoroughly understood. The ^'enetiau blinds may bo fixed citlier

inside or outside the studio.—Ens.]

GA.S BOTTLE.S.
To the EuiTOH.s.

(^KXTI.KMK.V,—.Some time .ago, when ushig a gasljottle, exhibiting for the
then Mayor of this town ttn a |)ublic occasion, I was much annoyed at not
being able to get a proper li.ubt in the lantern and had to n\xa up the enter-

tainment. On examination I discovered that the bottle, wliich should
have contained oxygen, was full of air instead.

(.)n writing to the party who had '

' filled '' the bottle he was honest enough
to own that he had found his jiump was out 'of order, and that, therefore,

it had been comiiressing air. No doubt several others beside myself had
suffered like inconvenience and annoyance. I have not used a bottle since,

as I see no reason why similar misfortunes may not very easily occur.

l,,>uery : su|)i>ose a bottle is being filled with hydrogen, and, through a
leakage in the valves or other i>art of the machine, air is .also laimped in,

what would be the consequence?—! am, yours, &c., B. Booihroyd.
Soittliport, Jtilii 30, 1884.

BHUTOGRAPHY AND ART.
To the Editors.

Gkxtlicmkn',—If you will not take it .amiss, I should like to make a
remark or two in reply to your notice of my "mid-air" photographs—the

Fli/inn Cupid, the Mcrciiri/, and the Cnrfcw—which you were kind enough
to publish in No. 1,2(;1 of the Journal.

After some very laudatory remarks, which I feel are not deserved, you
state that the " cleverness " (as y(m were pleased to call it) disjilayed in the
production of these pictures "belongs rather to the stage-carpenter than to

the artist."' Now, as far as this concerns my individual efforts I have
nothing to say ; but, if by that remark you imply that such work is at least

not legitimate work for the art-loving photograiiher, it seems to me to

merit some reply.

Photogr.aphy has .always been hampered by rigid laws and hostile

.agencies beyond the control of its devotees, to .an extent unknown and
altogether iinapiireciated by the conijilaisant artist at the easel. The
camera artist must of necessity work between set limits—limits prescribed

by the laws of optics, of chemistry, of human unsteadiness, &c. Whenever
he goes outside of the strict lines so marked out, he attempts the impossible

and fails to produce good results. Conceding this, why, tchi/ should not
the art photographer explore the entire field of iiossibilitics in his jirofession ?

And why would he not be more than justified in calling to his aid the best
ajipliances, not only chemically anil optically, but also mecbanieally, in the
furtherance of unusually difficult work? What, after all, is the simple
rigging necessary for a suspended position of the subject in the studio but
an elaboration of the clumsy head-rest in daily use ? And why should not
the introduction of the instantaneous plate jiave the way for photographic
art—effects former!;/ beiiond the jiuver of the photographer, owing to the too

great slowness of the wet plate ?

No ; it certainly is not a case of art-ivtro|)hy, but of progress, when the
camera-worker calls to his aid, in the production of hitlierto unattainable
results, not only more sensitive chemicids than heretofore in vogue, but also

the devices of the st.age carpenter or nuochinist.

I consider photography an art worth living for, and to achieve legitimate
and novel results under its banner, especially in life-work, I would sub-

ordinate to it tlio teachings, the applications, the clevernesses of all other

known arts ; and will not the entire brotherhood agree with me when I say
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that, if ndventitioDH aid must bo \>»ei], it is very imicli jirofcrabic to exercia«
the "clevorneasof tlie 8tiigo-ciir|>oiiti'r " rather than the iiu^thiKJti employed
by our best baby-photograpliors, which suggest the clfivcrnesa of the
mouiitcliank, the acrobat, and even of the circus clown?— I am, yours, &c ,

1)40, Jii-oaJmiii, New York. B. J. I'alk.

AnooMT wishes to be informed whether it is not incorrect and in bad taste
for a iihotographer to print a |M)rtrait of a fair lady with aul)urn liair in
s\ich a manner as to rejiresent her hair as being very dark. To
this we reply that it is both incorrect and in bad taste to do so.

"Is a portrait not better when tak(^n by means of a lens very closely
stopiK-d di>wn than when a largo aperture" is employed with the same lens ?— .\. T. ff." Answer : Not necessarily so ; for, on the contrary, it may
l)e said that the larger the aperture the giuater the degree of pluck and
vigour in the imrtrait caused, inter alia, by some parts being better
definetl than otners.

"Iron" says:—"Could you kindly inform me what would tiu'u ferric-
prussiate paper black after it has been fixed and washed (when it is

blue)? I have tried a weak solution of ammonia, which only turned it a
dee|)er blue, and oxalate of pot.asli, the same .as used in iron development,
but the picture simply disftp[)eared." We reply that no reliable tcining
formula for the conversion of blue into black pictures has yet been pub-
lished.

(i. 1$. T. inquires :—" If I render a jihotograph transparent and colour it

from behind do I infringe any patent ?" In reply : Innumerable patents
have been taken out for doing what is here proposed ; but as it was
published and given freely to the world long before the first patent was
taken out the method may, of course, be practised by anyone who chooses
without any hindrance. It has been estimated that more patents have
Ijeen taken out, in succession, for this method of colouring [photographs
than for any other invention, or so-called invention, ever brought Ijefore

the public.

" I HAVE been troubled of late with blistering of my prints. After I have
toned and fixed them blisters appear more or less all over the print. They
are a>Kiut tlie size of a [linhead or larger. When diy they still show, or
wliere they are the spots are a little darker. Any remedy will be thank-
fully received by S. J. B." In reply : Let our correspondent try the
following :—After fixing the prints transfer them directly to a mode-
rately-strong solution of chloride of soda, and allow them to remain in it

previous to placing them in the washin'„' tank. If this do not prove a
i-emedy let our correspondent write again, enclosing a sample of his

paper.

MoNA says :
—" Kindly inform me in next Joiirnal how to use Weston's

burnisher. I have one, and every time I try to use it, although I clean
it well, the cards always stick and the back is spoilt." In reply:
" Mona" must first of all see th.at the feed roller is made rough by being
rabbed longitudinally with coarse emery cloth. Ho should next give the
j)rints a slight application of a suitable lubricant, such as an alcoholic
solution of Castile soap, and, having matle the burnisher warm, he must
then pass the prints tnroui;h, not apjilying too great jji-essure. Under
these circumstances they will not stick, nor will tlie back be damaged in

any way.

Tho.s. Dl'GDAl.K, Jun.—This correspondent has a studio situated just as
described in an article in our last number ; that is to say, it is surrounded
by high buildings in such a manner and to s>ich an extent as to render it

exceedingly difficult to take a i)ortrait in which the top light is not
greatly in excess. He is favourably impressed by the idea of Venetian
blinds of silvered glass, and believes it will effect a perfect cure of his

trouble. He wishes a further hint or two with regard to the dimensions
and method of fixing them. In reply : The wooden laths should he
about five inches wide, the glass being of the same width, and let the dis-

tance of one lath from another bo such as may be determined by a trial.

The frame C(mtaining the laths may be erected either outside of the side
windows or inside.

J. a. (i. writes :—" 1. How is it that central flare is caused by tome lenses
and not by others?—2. I am not yet aware that I possess strength in any
special department of photography, bnt the subjects I prefer to go for

are actual o[)erations and old implements of manufactures. As I find

that the lar^st percentage of the prizes, 4c., are given for the largest

pictures, I wish to know the Ttwat genfraltp useful size of camera and lens
for one who wishes to comjieto with some chanci> of success." In
reply : 1. Central Hare mainly results from the position of the lenses as
regards distance from eiu;h other.—2. If our conespondent will employ
12 X 10 plates, or even those one or two sizes larger, he will have a good
chance of producinp iinimsing-looking pictures, which will undoubtedly
attract more attention than if they were of small dimensions.

W. says :
—"I observed in your Journal of the 2.jth ult. a plan of intensi-

fying gelatine plates by mercury and sulphite of soda approved of in one
of your leading paragraphs. I have jUst tried it. I washed the plate
very carefully, bleached it with bichloride of mercury, then washed
carefully, and put it ihto a bath of sulphite of soda (saturated solution
one ounce, water one ounce), and, after keepin"; it there for twenty
minutes, no change a|>peared ; so I again well waslied it and placed it in

the usual ammonia bath, when it became black. I may mention that I
develope with the oxalate of iron doveloi)er. Can you give me any reason
for my failure?" In reply: This is so contrary to the ex|)erience of

ourselves and friends as to lead to the surmise that the substance tried
cannot have been HnlpMle of soda at all^ but probably tnxlpliate; or, if it

hfts been sulphite originally, it has oxidised into sulphate.

" In last week's Journal I notice your reply to a >iuerist uking particuUn
respecting North Wales. I should also be glad U> know wnitt focu« nf
lenses for covering whole plates woidd tie the bett to take to that district.

In the articles WJierr to Oo trith Iht C'nmera place* are described a" U'lnif
good for camera work, and this place and that place are mentioni'd ns
making charming views; but I have looked in vain to we the o'lte of

plate and focus of lens liest adapted for taking the view. I'nforttinatvly
some amateurs possess only one lens, and when they g(!t on the ii|iot find

they are unable to take the view. I think you will agree with me when
I say that if, in the descriptions of places they will take a certain ir.c of

plate—say whole plate—and give the ff)cu« of the lenie* use*! in the
prfKiuction of the wsst views, the writers would confer a benefit on ama-
teurs working the district described.— John T. Lkeh." To this we
reply th.at such addition to the descriiition of places as is here suggested
is really unnecessary ; for if a pliotograi>her will provide himself with a
very small e([uipment of lenses—one of which h.is a focus nearly e<|ual

to the length of the jilato employefl, and another somewhat longer in

focns--ho will lie prei)are<l for almost every emergency as i-eganU

included subject. Tliis is not a matter of size of plate, but one of rela-

tion of foci of lenses to tlie phtte, no matter what its dimensions
may be.

PBiMfLA writes:—"I am almut to deliver a popular lecture on |iiiot<>-

graphy to the children .ind tcichers of a Sunday school with which I am
connected, and would feel greatly indebted if -yon inform me what
light I should use in order to take a photograph from the life in the
course of my lecture. Not having any ex|>erience of the limo light

I would greatly prefer the employment of any other means of illumina-

ting my sitter." -In reply : The best light for such a puri>ose as the
one described is that emitted from magnesium. No preparation or gas
bags are required. The metal is ignited and burns brilliantly. It may,
however, be necessary, and it certainly will be desirable, to make ample
provision for getting rid of the fumes emitted from the incandescent

metal. " Primula" should make a careful and thorough rehearsal of thi'

intended experiment previous to the evening on which he intends to

lecture, and he will thus ascertain by personal experience the precise

(piantity of magnesium required to give light sufficient to impress an
image on a gelatine |)late. If from any cause our correspondent, from
necessity or choice, cannot employ the ma^esium light, he may obtain

a light of great actinic power by the admixture of one part of sulphide

of antimony and two parts of sulphur with six parts of nitrate of |mtash.

These ingredients must be powdered sejiarately when dry, and then

thoroughly mixed. When ignited this gives a light of surjiassing bril-

liancy.

dicljangc (Eolumn.
I will exchange a half-plate short-focus lens, a 5 x 4 Iwx camera and lens.

Wanted, a cabinet burnisher, interior and exterior backgrounds, or what
offers?—Address, V.. Herdsman, Pier, Whitby.

I will exchange a superior whole-plate, Iwllows-biKly camera, a 10 X 8 rapid

syrametriciJ (Ross), two fine backgrounds, a carte roUing-prese, Ac, for

a Ross's No. 2 cabinet lens, or a Dallmeyer's 3n.—Address, A. Copmkv,

Sudbury, Suffolk.

I will exchange a midget camera, with four lenses and two slides, for

taking twelve midget pictures in four positions, nearly as good as new,
by (ifarion), cost £7 14s., for anything useful.—.A-ddress, W. W. Winter,
Alexandra Rooms, Midland -ro.id, Derby.

I will exchange a half-plate repcating-back camera, a half-plate lens, a

tripod stand, a raWc rolling press, a 12 X 10 copying camera, and three

years' vols, of The British Jolrnal ok PHOTOGRAFHr. Wanted,
accessories.—Address, W. B., 32, Stoke-road, (Juildford.

I will exchange Dallmeyer's No. 2a patent cabinet lens, three and a-half

inches diameter, for I)allmeyer's No. .5d lens; also Dallmeyer's No. 1a
patent cabinet lens, two and three-quarter inches diameter, for Dall-

meyer's 13 X 11 i-apid rectilinear.—Address, 0. J. Hopkins, Hampden
House, Epsom.

I will exchange a harmonium, with ten sto|)8, knee swell, two B.>ts of

reeds, ebonised stop board, in polished case, value £20. Wanted, 1.5 x 12,

whole-plate, or !l x 7 portable camera, with double swing-back and all

recent improvements, Harrison's head-rest, folding tripod, backgrounds,

printing-frames, or anything useful in photography.—Address, The
WKNslKYnALK Photoqkaphic Stidio, Leybum, Yorkshire.

^nslufrs t0 CorwsponiJfnts.

<ar Corrttpondentt thould never tnite on both tide* of tie paper.

Photographs Registered.—
William Pankhurst Marsh, Norfolk Cottage, BognoT.— Three Imtan-

taneout Photographt of Enplanaile and Hand* at Boiinor. Tvo Pkato-

firaphi of the (ioodwood Raeeeoune.

J. AND A. J. Hopkins.—Received too late for this week.

F. Wright.—The apparatus in question is not an article of commerce—at
bast in this country.

R. L. M.—No relative, so far as we know—certainly not what may be

termed a very near relative, at anyrate.

J. O. O.—The gentleman you name uses plates nearer to twenty inches

than of quarter-plate dimeiuions. For other replies see Sotet and
<itieriet.
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15. H. D.—Your letter has been forwarded. Wc shall b; most happy to

meet j'ou when y<iu are in our neighbourhood.

T. H. S.—See in Our Editorial Tahle for notices of handbooks or miiiiuaU
for beginners. We have no preference for, and never recommend any,
special one.

A. Z. and Nemo.—These correspondents have not coni|)lied with our ruk'

by enclosing their names and addresses ; lience their queries X'emain
inianswered.

K. F.—Any of the formnUe given in our Alman.vc for the last three or four
years may be employed. You will, perhaps, get on better by emjiloying
a slow emulsion in your first experiments.

Inquiukndo.—Several plans liave been suggested for reducing over-printed

pictures ; but the best remedy in practice is to tear uji the jiriuts and
make fresh ones. It is best and most satisfactory in the long run.

A. H. I.—There is no tfuestion that if the plate were not thoroughly
washed the developing action would i)rocee<l, to .some e.\ter.t, while
it was soaking in a small quantity of water, which might increase the in-

tensity slightly.

(i. Hoi.i.iN'ciSLV.—The advantage oT trimming the prints ])rior to toning is

that you economise gold. Bear in mind that if tlie dark edges remain
they will, of course, be toned the eame as the picture, and, possibly, con-
snmo more gold than the image. '

P. S.—tlnless you jiossess one of the gr.iduated screens a'jtually prepared
by Mr. Warnerke for use with his sensitomeler it is hopeless to attempt
to draw any line of comparison between your own results and those of

others. The mere possession of a pliosphorescent tablet means nothing

—

if you made it yourself, porhajis less.

Qn.\RTER-PLATE.—Any firm who makes a speciality of enlargements will
' do the work for you, !>ut we doubt if they can supply the diagram in one

piece ; it would probably have to be joined. Would it not answer your
purpose to project the image of the trans|)areney, by means of a magic
lantern, on to a sciecn and then trace it with crayons?

W. S.—The best plan of preventing the collodion plate drying during hot
weather is to place a wet cloth at the bottom of the camera during the

exposure. A somewhat thick collodion, made with a porous pyroxyline,

will also help matters considerably, as such a collodion has less tendency
to dry—or, at least, to produce stains—than one made with a horny
sample.

Freund.—The residt is quite as it should be. The effect of adding barium
nitrate to the ferrous sulphate is to bring about an interchange of

elements, ferrous nitrate remaining in solution while insoluble barium
sulphate is precipitated, and should be removed by filtration. Acidify

with acetic acid, and employ in the usual manner. This developer was
liighly recommended at one time.

Puzzled.—You are using a lens i>f far too short focus. Instead of replacing

your seven-inch focus objective by one of five inches, you would have
done better to have changed it for one of ten or twelve inches focus.

Your argument that because the five-inch lens is a more powerful
magnifier than the seven-inch it should render the object on a larger

scale in the camera is based upon a complete misapprehension of the laws
of optics.

A Novice in Prixtino.—The "marbled stains" on the piece of paper
enclosed arise from you liaving floated it upon the sensitising bath while
it had a scum upon its surface. If, after floating a few pieces of paper,

you allow the solution to stand in the dish, in a short time a scum
forms upon the surface. This must always be removed by drawing
a strij) of blotting-paper over it ; otherwise you will always be troubled

with the markings.

Can.^ry.—1. The yellow precipitate you complain of is sulphur—the result

of the decomposition of the sodium hyposulphite by the acid. Acid should
never be added to the hypo. ; it is, indeed, better to purposely render
it vera slitihtli/ alkaline.—2, The " new fixing agent," as you describe it

—

sodium thiosulphate—is only our our old friend hypo, in a new garb. The
correct modern name for the salt you know .is sodium hiiposulpldte is

sodium ihiosiifphatc,

Jamrs Henderson.—Your room will certainly be improved for portraiture

if you increase the size of the side window as you i)roi)ose ; also, by the
addition of a top light—say extending half way across the roof and the
same length, or a little longer than that at the side. The cause of tlie

heavy shadows in the portraits sent is that you have not managed what
light you at present possess to the best advantage. Read the series of

articles on Portraiture pw Anwieurx, which appeared in our volumes for

1882 83. These will affoitl you nuich usefid information.

W. S.—The siK)ts are by no means easy to be acccnmted for. If themounts
had been printed with bronze powder we should at once have attributed

the sjmttiness to particles of the bronze on the front of the cards. How-
ever, this may still be the cause. Have you any mounts printed with
brcmze about your mounting room ''. or have any been passed through the
rolling-press at the time these were rolled, through which particles of the

1)owder might have adhered to the rollers, and so caused contamination ?

[f not, the most likely suggestion is that there is something deleterious

in the mountant you liave emi)loyed.

FoRBESTEB.— 1. There is no satisfactory method of reducing a negative

which lias been intensified with mercury.—2. The small spots are, in all

probability, due to the negative being insufliciently washed after iutensi-

lication ; hence contact with the silver paper lias caused the spots. The
plan you have pursued in mercurial intensification will not, per se, pro-

duce spottiness ; that is caused by the silver in the paper.—3. All things

being equal, no difference should exist between the exposure of the two
lenses. It may happen, however, that from a difference in the tint of

the glass one instriuuent will be somewhat more rapid than the other,

J. G. Lewis.—The "cut-out" appearance of the portraits is due to the
backgi-ound being placed too close to the figure. Arrange it so that it

shall be three or four feet from the sitter and the effect will be far better.

Never mind its being out of focus—all the better.

The Late Mr, J. L. Lane.—We regret to have to announce the
decease of this gentleman, so long identified with tlie manufacture of

cameras and other photographic requisites. Although long a sufferer

from illness, the deceased retained to the last the clearness of judgment
and intellect which he always possessed iu a remarkable degree. On
the I'Jth ult. he was taken suddenly ill, and died on the Silth, "full of

years and honours.'' The funeral took place at ^Norwood Cemetery on
Tuesday last. Vi'e under.vtand that the business will be carried on by
his sons, under the style of "J. L. Lane and Sons." On the latter has
for .some time devolved the conduct of tlie liusiness during the long
illness of the senior Mr. Lane,

MorNTiN(j Prints o^ Mr.suN. — At a recent meeting of the

Rochester (\ew York) Photogr.aphic Society, Mr. .1. M. Fox gave the
following aeeouut of his methoil of mounting prints on cloth. Ho
said :—' After trying many experiments in double mounting on
muslin 1 have adopted the following method :— I prepare several yards
of cloth at a time bysizing with starch, and always keep a roll of it on
hand ready for use.

' While damp the clotli is stretched not too tightly

on a frame and sized plentifully with warm starch paste made rather

thin, and spread on evenly. \Vhere large quantities of muslin are used
perhaps tenter bars might be employed to advanliigc for stretching.

When dry cloth is cut to the size reipiired before mounting, allowance
being made for the expansion of the prints, if the slarcli for mounting
be used while warm (which 1 think is preferable), it should be as stiff as

can be conveniently spread on the print, for the reason tliat it will expand
the cloth less and dry quicker. From the moment the lirst print touches
the cloth dispatch ia important ; therefore both prints are lirst pasted,

one being laid aside ready to be picked up quickly. Tiic first print is

rubbed down w ith a hand-roller, which can be done more expeditiously

than with the hands. When the second print is properly laid on
the side there is less occasion for iiastc, and rubbing down by hand is

preferable ; because, although the roller does the work perfectly on the

first print mounted, it is liable to leave air-bubbles in rolling down
the second one. To avoid bubbles in the hand-rubbing the strokes

should be towards the middle of the iirint, and not in every direction

from the centre. When the mounting is completed tlie prints are

placed between papers and covered immediately with severiil folds

of cloth of Butticient weight to keep them in place. To facilitate

drying they may bo aired after an hour or two and placed between dry

papers and again covered with the cloth."

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
Observations taken at 400, Strand, by J. H. Steward, Optician,

For three Weeks ending August (J, li^S4.

These Odmkrvations auk Takkn at 8.30 a.m.

July. Barometer. Willi Dry Bull). WetBull).
Max.
Snliir

Max,
SliartP

Mln. Ecniarks.

29 '76 W
lUd.

114

Temp.

74 ,'-.517 64 59 Cloudy.

18 30-03 w 62 57 114 70 ,53 Bright & Clear.

19 30 10 w 60 55 115 69 51 Cloudy.

21 29-95 sw 63 60 93 71 57 Cloudy.

22 .30-00 w 64 61 101 74 57 Overcast.

2.S 29-93 w 63 61 107 72 61 Overcast.

24 29-76 w 62 56 113 70 31 Cloudy.

25 29-91 NW 58 M 106 68 5(1 Cloudy.

26 .30-13 W 56 51 85 64 46 Hazy.

28 .30-12 N 58 55 106 71 54 Cloud V.

29 .30 05 W 64 62 89 69 56 Overcast.

30 30-19 E 65 62 86 68 61 Overcast.

31 30-20 W 66 61 HI 80 59 Hazy.

Aii«.

1 3010 NE 66 64 116 83 61 Hazy.

2 29-93 SW 73 66 12-2 85 61 Biiiiht & Clear.

4 30-23 W 63 57 113 70 53 Cloudy.

5 30-25 SW 63 .58 116 79 54 Hazy.

6 30-14 SE 67 61 118 80 55 Lull.
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ALBUMEN IN GELATINE EMULSIONS.
With regard to tlie persistent clotting T^hich occurs when silver

nitrate is added to even a thick solution of gelatine containing

albumen, the result may be pretty safely laid down to the coagula-

tion of the albumen, and not to the formation of albumenate of

silver; that is to say, if albumen could be introduced into the

emulsion in such a form that, while still capable of combining
chemically with silver salts, it remained uncoagulable either by
their action or by heat or alcohol, then the difficulty of obtaining

an emulsion of silver albumenate would Ue removed.
There is no obvious reason why albumenate of silver should

precipitate in a coarser state than bromide, chloride, or iodide;

indeed, from the nature of the compound it would seem to offer the

prospect of being more easily diffused in a condition of extreme
fineness in a viscous solution than any of the inorganic silver com-
pounds. We know, moreover, that albumen can be mixed with
gelatine to form a clear solution so long as the temperature remains
below a certain point ; but immediately it is raised sufficiently high
to cause coagulation, the objectionable want of homogeneity is pro-

duced. Hence we have been led to the conclusion that it is coagula-

tion, per se, that has to be guarded against.

.
One of the first suggestions that presented itself was the forma-

tion of the albumenate separately, and its subsequent addition to

the emulsion in alkaline solution ; but this plan was at once rejected

on trial. In fact, it soon became clear that, in order to preserve

the conditions which are necessary to the preparation of a successful

emulsion, there must be no complications arising from the presence

of foreign mattei-s. It was needful, therefore, to seek for some
means of modifying the character of the albumen itself.

Few of our readers require to be told that albumen exists in tne
soluble and insoluble conditions. It exists in the former state

naturally, but is changed to the latter by the application of heat, by
the action of alcohol, and by a very large number of metallic salts

and the mineral acids. This change is known as "coagulation,'

and upon it depends the chief value of albumen in its industrial

a[)plication. For our purposes, however, we have to endeavour to

avoid coagulation by altering the character of the albumen.
It is not needful to go into the whole chemistry of this inte-

resting substance, nor to detail the remarkable series of reactions

it exhibits under various conditions. We shall confine ourselves

merely to one or two methods of treatment which seem to offer the

chance of bending it to our purpose.

We liave said that soluble albumen is converted to the insoluble

form by heat and by the action of the mineral acids. These condi-

tions may, however, be nearly exactly reversed. Thus, acetic,

citric, tartaric, phosjjhoric, and most of the organic acids fail to

produce any precipitiite in dilute solutions of albumen ; but if

added to concentrated solutions the whole solidifies to a jelly,

which may be freed from excess of acid by washing. This jelly

possesses properties the revei-se of ordinary albumen. It is solid

in the cold, but becomes liquid when heated, and again sets into a

jelly as it cools just as gelatine does. It is not coagulated by
alcohol—indeed is partly soluble in that liquid—and it may be
boiled without coagulation.

Unlike ordinary soluble albumen, however, this aolation is pre-

cipitated by weak alkalies and by solutions of the neutral salts of

the alkali metals. On the other hand, many of the metallic salts

which coagulate soluble albumen fail to produce any precipitate

with the warm solution of this jelly.

The non-coagulability of this substance by heat would seem to

render it specially applicable for use in emulsions that have to be

boiled, while the fact of its setting upon cooling forms another

recommendation in its favour ; still another is the circumstance

that when once dried it becomes insoluble, so that films containing

this altered albumen would be particularly hard and suitable for

use in hot climates. But its easy decomposition by neutral and
comparatively-inert salts renders it probable that its utility would
be very limited in the ordinary methods of emulsification, as both

the alkaline bromides and the nitrates produced by double de-

composition would precipitate it in a more or less flocculent form,

and most probably in such a state as to render the emulsion worth-

less. For these reasons we have not yet experimented with this

curious substance, but mention it as being a possible means of

employing albumen.

We have, however, obtained some tolerably satisfactory results

with a similar preparation, though it would be premature to say

much at this stage of our experiment We may, however, venture

to assert that it is extremely easy to make a gelatino-albumeno-

emulsion in which the albumen may be present in almost any

desired proportion in chemical combination with the silver salts

—

an advance on our previous experiments that we could scarcely

have hoped to attain a short time back. We have as yet not had

time to adjust the proportions of the various materials so as to

make a good working formula, but we may hope to do so soon.

Meanwhile, we give a general sketch of the modiu operandi in

oi'der that those of our readers who choose to do so may take up

this line of experiment.

If the white of an egg, just as it comes from the shell, be beaten

and allowed to settle and then treated with a strong solution of

caustic potash it is transformed into a tough, gelatinous mass,

which may be broken up and washed in cold w^ater until free from

alkali. The proportion of alkali we have employed has been sixty

grains of potassium hydrate (dissolved in two drachms of water) to

each ounce of albumen. Add tljis gradually to the albumen, stirring

very thoroughly, as, if added too rapidly, the gelatinous mass

becomes so stiff and unmanageable as to cause considenible loss.

Allow the action to continue for a-quarter of an hour, and then

pour off the solution and wash rapidly in several changes of water
;

finally, break up the mass into small pieces, and wash in ranniog

water in a canvas bag for some hours.

The result at ordinary temperature is a firm, gelatinous substance

closely resembling clear, swelled gelatine. If it be exposed to the

temperature of boiling water, over a water bath, it slowly liquefies,

and remains permanently liquid on cooling. The jelly may be

dissolved in boiling alcohol, and from thi.s solution it ia again

precipitated by ether, still retaining its original properties. Organic

acids precipitate it in a form insoluble in water, either hot or cold,

but wjuble in excess of acid. With nitrate of »Uver it forms a fine,
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wliite precipitate—presumably siiver albuiuenate—which darkens

rapidly to a full black in sunshine.

If a certain proportion of this jelly be heated with gelatine until

completely dissolved, the soluble haloids and, subsequently, the

silver nitrate added, an emulsion is formed possessing all the smooth-

ness of the finest gelatine emulsion, and possessing the additional

property of darkening rapidly to a full, strong tint on direct

exposure to light.

For the reasons we have given we make no attempt at stating a

formula, but place the matter in our readers' hands ready for

experiment.

In our article last week, page 497, twelfth line from the bottom,

for " bromine absolver" vead " bromine absorber."

VIGNETTING FRAMES.
A VIGNETTING attachment to a prittting-frame exhibited at the

last meeting of the London and Provincial Photographic Associa-

tion is believed to possess certain features which may render the

details of its construction of value to some of our readers.

Its principle—that of universal adjustment—has been recognised

for many years ; not only so, but certain applications of the

principle have formed subjects of patents, and have already elicited

our encomiums on account of their ingenuity. In this special

example of carrying out the principle the materials are of such a

nature, aud the workmanship so very easily effected, as to render its

construction a matter which will fall within the powers of any one

whose mechanical skill does not even extend beyond the rudi-

mentary stage. This vignetter is, in its precise form, of American

origin, and is stated to emanate from a photographer bearing the

Chinese cognomen of " Singhi."

A light wooden frame is fashioned so as to fit over the pi-inting-

frame, much in the same vi^ay as a cap fits upon the hood of a lens,

and with a similar degree of tightness. A little glue, aided by a

few brads, suffices to keep the frame together. Attached to one

side of this frame is a cover formed of a very thin, hard, brown
millboard of about the thickness and consistency of a cardboard

mount of good quality for cabinet portraits. It is highly calendered,

and is known in the paper trade as "glazed board." A sheet of

this forms the cover of the frame, to which it is attached by glue

or, as iu that which we examined, a half dozen small brass tacks.

In this cover is an aperture of dimensions corresponding to that in

the printing-frame, whether whole-plate, half-plate, or any other

size. When, therefore, this framed cover is placed upon the printing-

frame there is nothing to prevent the negative from being printed

full out to the margin. But glued to each end, and on the face of

the cover, is a strip of the same millboard one inch in width,

having a slip underneath throughout half its breadth so as to

provide accommodation for another sheet of board intended to

slide underneath these guides, like the rising-front of a camera.

This sliding sheet—the motion of which is across the frame—also

has in it an aperture of the same dimensions as that in the fixed

or foundation piece ; and it, too, is fitted with strips like the

other for the reception of still another sliding piece. In this

case, however, they are placed iu the longitudinal direction of

the aperture—not across it, as in the previous one. Now, it

will be obvious that if another slueet of millboard, containing

an aperture, be made to slide iu this latter piece, it will be
possible by the two motions, longitudinal and transverse, to bring

such aperture directly opposite any part of the negative. But the

principle of universal application is carried still furtlier. One of

the longitudinal sliding pieces is fitted with guiding strips so as

t) permit of still smaller slides being employed, and these may con-

tain oval, square, circular, or pear-shaped apertures, placed in any
desirable position and of even the smallest dimensions.

When covered with tissue paper, or when printing in the shade
without such covering, the vignetting of a figure is effected with
the greatest accuracy. The adjustments are quickly made, and if

the operator have not a mask of the precise form suited to the
requirements of a particular portrait, one may be made by either

cutting an aperture in a slip of paper aud fixing it with gum to one

of the cardboard slides, or by aid of a crayon stump and black

chalk a Waymouth vignetting paper may be extemporised.

This is a convenient form of vignetting mask, introduced in the

summer of 1872 by the late Mr. John D. Waymouth, of Nailsea,

near Bristol, consisting of a sheet of thin and transparent paper

printed black all over, except in the centre, in which is a clear

aperture of cue or other of the numerous forms employed in

vignetting—this aperture having graduated edges to form the

vignette. As the whole Stock was, on the death of Mr. Waymouth,
purchased by a gentlentan in the south of London, there are no

genuine Waymouth vignetting papers now to be had ; but their pre-

paration is not attended with any difiiculty. It is only necessary

to obtain a sheet of opaque paper of any kind, cut in it an aperture

a little longer than the vignette desired, paste over it a small sheet

of tissue paper, and with the crayon stump or a bit of black chalk

to carry in the opacity gradually from the margin of the tissue-

paper towards the centre, leaving a portion there quite clear.

There being now no restriction, moral or legal, upon its manufac-

ture or employment (although when first brought out twelve years

ago Mr. Waymouth had his invention protected by a three years'

registration), there is no reason why some enterprising lithographer

should not manufacture these pa|)ers in this country as well as in

the United States of America, where, we learn from contemporary

transatlantic journals, one person at least manufactures and supplies

them to the public. But all this is by the way, so we return to our

viguetting-frame.

If the vignetting-frame be pushed closely down upon the print-

ing-frame this action will ensure the vignetting-mask being situated

at a definite distance from the negative. But it may happen that a

still greater distance might be desirable, in order to obtain an

enhanced degree of softness in the vignetting. This is secured by a

method the simplicity of which will approve itself to everyone. A
band of elastic tape, attached to the vignetting-frame at each end in

such a manner as to pass round the printing-frame, secures both of

these together, and by means of a square perforation near the ends of

the former it is possible to insert between the two frames a square

stick, the point of which is wedge-shaped for facility of entrance.

This eft'ecls an increase of the distance between the vignette-mask

and the negative to an extent equal to the thickness of the stick.

By these means the vignetting may be either made gentle or

abrupt.

GREASE IN GELATINE.

It is needless to say that workers in every branch of photography

in which gelatine is concerned know quite well it is rarely that any

two samples of this material can be procured commercially which are

identical in their characteristics, although they may have been made

by the same manufacturer—unless, indeed, which is seldom the case,

they happen to be actually out of the same batch or making. These

remarks, be it understood, do not apply with equal force to the

better class of gelatines by English makers, for, as a rule, they

are far more uniform in their character than are those of foreign

makers.

Unfortunately, however, English gelatines are not so well adapted

for many photographic purposes as are the better qualities of conti-

nental gelatines. The latter, generally speaking, are harder and less

soluble than the former, which renders tliem far more suitable where

toughness and insolubility is an absolute necessity, parlicularly at

this season of the year. Apart from the want of uniformity in

composition, foreign gelatines are liable to produce certain spots

and pits in the film, which are far too familiar to dry-plate workers.

It frequently happens that those samples which, iu other respects,

may be most suitable are those which give the greatest amount of

trouble with regard to pits and spots. It may not be so generally

known that pits, like those on dry plates, are always formed in the

film, if a similar sample of gelatine be used in the collotype process;

and here they cause spots on the impressions when taken from the

plates. If a pitting sample of gelatine be employed in the carbon

process—either for transfer paper or tissue—it gives equal trouble;

for what in a film formed in a horizontal position (^s on a dry plate

or a collotype plate) would be a pit becomes what is teoUuically
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called n "blel),' formed thus;—As tlie paper leaves the solution the

pit forma, and, rs the paper is for a short time in a vertical position,

the pit elongates and causes a tear-shaped mark of thinner

coating.

Various theories, as all our readers are aware, have been promul-
gated to account for these peculiarities—one of which is, that they
have their origin in grease. But the grease theory will not account

for all tlie spots met with. Evidently tli^rq are spots and spots,

and, until gelatine makers will take photographers more into their

contidence, and let them into a few of their " trade secrets," we
fear we shajl still be troubled with uncertainty, as the manufac-
turers do not thoroughly understand the photographer's requisites,

even if they could meet them. Incidentally we may here mention
that some of the worst samples of spotty gelatine we have had to

deal with were labelled as being specially i)repared for photo-

graphic purposes.

There i« no question wliatevcr that for every purpose, photo-

graphic Of otherwise, for which gelatine is employed grease must
always be more or less an evil. The questions very naturally

suggest themselves as to how the grease is introduced into the

gelatine, and if it be not possible to eliminate it (irease may,
and probably does, exist in two forms : one in whicii it is incor-

porated with the gelatine in its manufacture—possibly from small

particles of fat on the liides, bones, or sinews from which it is

made ; the other in which it exists on the surface only, acquired

after the gelatine has been made—in all probability from the nets

or wires upon which it is dried being slightly greased, to prevent

its adhering, or maybe from the machinery used in cutting it into

flakes or shreds.

The elimination of grease from gelatine is by no means the easy

matter that it may appear, particularly when it is incorporated

with the gelatine itself. One of the plans suggested—and it is one

that might be supposed would answer—is to add to the gelatine

ammonia or other alkali in small quantity, with a view of con-

verting the grease into soap, and so render it innocuous. On putting

tliis suggestion to the trial of practice it has proved to be ineffectual,

as it fails entirely to eliminate the greasy matter when it is in-

corporated with the gelatine, though it may answer to an extent

when it is on the surface only. Another plan which has been sug-

gested is to precipitate the gel.atine from its solution, wa.sh the

precipitate, and then redissolve. Theoretically this plan should

answer, but in practice it does not produce satisfactory results. In

one or two experiments with this method we have been successful,

but in others we have failed completely. In fact, one sample thus

treated proved to be, with regard to pits, about the worst we have
ever met with.

At the last meeting of the Photographic Society of France the

subject of the elimination of grease from gelatine formed a topic

for discussion. This arose out of a suggestion of Herr Vogel's to

wash the gelatine in two or three changes of distilled water. Why
this treatment should remove grease we fail to see, and, at the

meeting referred to, the fact that it did so was denied. If the

grease exist only on the surface it can, however, generally be

completely removed by washing the gelatine with either etlier or

benzole. Several samples that we have experimented upon, which
pitted badly before, after this treatment gave a film as free from
spots or pits as could be desired. But this plan fails entirely when
the grease is diffused through the substance of the gelatine.

The only plan which has proved effectual in our hands under all

circumstances is that of clarifying the gelatine with albumen, as

described in our columns quite recently. With it we have made a great

number of experiments, and we have never met with a single failure.

But whether it will answer under every condition, in the presence

of the vagaries of gelatine, it is too much to hazard an opinion. Now,
having to clarify or otherwise treat a gelatine before it can be

successfully employed is undoubtedly troublesome and inconvenient.

In practice it is far more convenient and economical in the long run

to discard an unsuitable gelatine than to attempt to doctor it before

it can be used. There are samples to be met with which do not

require any such treatment; but, as we have said before, they

caunot be relied upon at the time of purchasing.

Unfortunately, at present we are ai much at the mercy of the
gelatine manufacturers as we are of the photographic paper-maken,
and must, perforce, be content with what they «upply and make
the best of it. As a practical hint, we may »ay the bent plan of

obtaining a reliable article is to procure a small quantity of different

samples, try them, and, when one is found which works satisfactorily,

to secure a sufficient quantity to last a considerable time, as gelatine

does not deteriorate by keeping, provided it be kept in a dry
place. This plan, if it be adopted, will save much trouble and
anxiety, and, it may be mentioned, is one frequently pursued by
large consumers. One firm we are aware of, who manufacture
dry plates, found, a short time back, an exceptionally good sample
for their purpose in the market, and secured the whole making,
amounting to many hundredweights, congratulating themselves by
so doing that for a considerable time to come they would be free from
all anxiety—at least with re^d to the character of their gelatine.

PHOTOGRAPHY AND PHYSIOLOGICAL OPTICS.
Photooraphers do not diffei* from others in wishing to possess the
ni£)u Sana, in corpore sano ; but, though doubtless all of them
thoroughly believe in their enjoyment of the former, the possession

of the latter, so far as regards that organ alone which now interests

us, the eye, is by no means common. We pointed out last week
how desirable it was for every photographer, working as he does
under trying conditions of light, to make use of spectacles or adopt
other optical assistance rather than strain his eyes in the slightest

degree in endeavouring to discern details of his work which are

rather beyond his ocular powers.

With regard to the actual capabilities of the eye : it may be inte-

resting to note that the results of a large number of examinations
show that a minority of persons possess healthy, normal eyes.

Thus, twenty-eight per cent, possess the peculiarity described by
us last week as existing in one of our contributors, though not to

the same extent—we refer to the unequal power of the eyes
;

and seven per cent, find the reading of the small type termed
" diamond" beyond their capacity altogether, thus clearly showing
that one man out of every fourteen could not focus accurately

without some kind of lens to assist him.

It has been roundly a.sserted of late years that the strain put upon
the eyes of school children and students is causing a gradual deterio-

ration in the present generation ; but the statistics we have referred

to show that such is not really the case, and that, on the contrary,

from the age of ten upwards to forty a slight improvement takes

place. The Rev. T. K. Preston, of Marlborough College, has made
a large number of examinations of the boys and found that the eyes
of more than one-half of them were astigmatic to a greater or less

extent, and that this particular quality increased with age. It is

evident that anyone whose eyes were so defective could easily

arrive at a false judgment as to the qualities of a lens under exami-

nation unless certain precautions were taken.

This part of the subject is too large to enter upon fully iu our
pages, though we may be induced at some future time to give a few
examples or diagrams which would enable anyone to test for

himself the exact power of his own eyes. Meanwhile we advise

those of our readers who should visit the " Healtheries " to find out

the Anthropometric Laboratory, where will be found every con-

venience for testing eyes accurately and scientifically, and with

skilled assistance to aid. Several hundreds of examinations have

already been made, constituting a valuable addition to the accumu-

lated store of facts, in addition to satisfying a laudable curiosity

—

or, perhaps, we should say a legitimate desire for information.

Among other dat.i the kind of colour-blindness and the degree to

which the visitor's defect extends may be ascertained without

difficulty, this peculiarity especially being one not readily dis-

criminated without special means at hand. It exists in many
pei'sons, some of whom are known to have been quite ignorant

of it almost through life. We could instance the case of a colour-

blind gentleman who w.-is educated as an artist, passed through

school and college in ignoronce of his defect, and did not discover

it till he had arriveil at manhood. We ruuld point out auuthrr
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gentleman wlio ia so entirely colour-blind that, on a recent occa-

sion, he could not discover any difference between the colour of

blood and a piece of blue wrapping-paper. There are individuals

who have a generally imperfect power, of greater or less extent, of

discriminating colours, and othera whose defect of power lies in

certain directions only. Thus, there is green blindness, red blind-

ness, and violet blindness—each of which naturally is to be per-

ceived, not alone in the examination of objects so coloured, but in

all hues and tints of which it forms one of the constituent elements.

The actual percentage of colour-blind male subjects out of over

fourteen thousand examined, all classes mixed, is 416—that is, about

one person in every twenty-five is colour-blind ; but of a smaller

number of females the percentage was '4—that is, one in two hun-

dred and fifty. Members of the Society of Friends had the largest

proportion of colour-blind, 5'9 being the proportion.

With all these facts before us it becomes matter beyond doubt when

the question of dark-room illumination and the visibility under diffe-

rent lights of certain tests—printed matter, and soforth— ia being dis-

cussed, that there is every probability that some of those who take

part in it are deficient in the colour sense to a certain extent, and so

are incompetent to give an opinion of any value to photographers

whose eyesight ia normal. Probably, if the most vigorous tests

possible were carried out, it might be found that very few people

indeed had eyes perfectly perceptive of all colours. We ourselves,

at the moment of writing, while feeling that we possess the power

of colour perception to an acute degree, are conscious of a distinct

difference in the quality of light as perceived by the right or left

eye ; but to be able to note such minute differences requires both

the power to receive and the training to observe such nuances.

As we have said, we recommend everyone who possibly can to pay a

visit to the Authropometrical Laboratory at the Health Exhibition to

learn for himself. For those who cannot we strongly recommend the

purchase and perusal of a little work lately published by Churchill,

embodying the recommendations of the Authropometrical Commis-

sion of the British Association, altered and improved in this, the

second edition, by the editor, Mr. Chas. Roberts, F.R.C.S. The

work is entitled The Detection of Colour-Blindne-ss and Imperfect

Vision, and it contains a variety of carefully printed diagrams and

letters for enabling the qualities of long and short sight, acuteness

of vision, astigmatism, &c., to be ascertained. At the end of the

book also, worked on to the last page, will be found a set of

coloured Berlin wools, arranged in series upon a given plan, so that

tlie degree of colour-blindness and its kind can be readily tested.

When, finally, we say that the publishing price is only five

shillings, our readers will not think we are recommending a large

expenditure to satisfy the gratification of a desire for knowledge,

whether it be termed laudable curiosity or thirst for information.

The ample programme issued thus far in advance of the opening of

the International Inventions Exhibition, which is to form the third

of the series inaugurated last year witli the " Fisheries," and con-

tinued this year by the " Healtheries," gives promise that it will

be at least as interesting and popular as its predecessors. In
photography especially, which ia honoured by having a group to

itself, we have particular reason to be satisfied with the arrange-

ments, and we have little doubt that there will be a full response.

One noticeable feature is the total absence of the almost ante-

diluvian notions which generally mark the official arrangements in

connection with photography at such exhibitions. Here aU is fresh

and modem, and, as a matter of course, useful.

The editor of the Amencan Monthly Microscopical Journal gives a
very fully-detailed method for treating alcoholic solution of shellac

to get rid of the well-known thick opaque magma which, by the
ordinary method of treatment, is so difficult to filter out. We
have often pointed out that .shellac contains certain matters
not entirely soluble in .spirit, and that the part which is soluble

is not simply one homogeneous substance, but is a mixture.
The important question arises

—"Does the process of freeing the
solution from its insoluble accompaniment in any way interfere

with soluble constituents?" Experience alone can determine,
and it would be advisable to put the matter to the test. The

instructions are as follow :—To prepare the cement obtain from
the paint shop a quantity of shellac and good varnish, or pre-

pare it by dissolving common shellac in alcohol. It is well to use

five or six ounces of the varnish, as there will be considerable

shrinkage of volume during the process. Place the varnish

in a bottle, which should not be more than two-thirds full, and add
to it about a quarter of its volume of naphtha or petroleum spirit.

In our recent operations we used gasoline, which happened to be at

hand, with satisfactory results. Put in the cork and shake well in

order to thoroughly mix the two liquids. Let the mixture stand a
few minutes, and shake it again, repeating the operation two or

three times. Then let the bottle stand undisturbed for twelve

hours, or as much longer as convenient. The naphtha will be
found in a layer above the shellac containing the fiocculent matter,

which, being insoluble in cold water, renders the ordinary solutions,

of shellac turbid, while the alcoholic solution beneath will be
perfectly clear. With the aid of a syphon, extemporised by means of

a piece of rubber or glass tube, the clear shellac may be drawn off

from beneath the naphtha.

There seems to be a probability that the metal iridium, which,

from its peculiar properties of extreme hardness and power of

resistance to all chemical agents, would be of great value for many
technical purposes, may be rendered capable of being worked with

no very great difficulty. Mr. Holland discovered, some time since,

when engaged in working the slylographio pen, that when the metal

was heated to a white heat and exposed to the action of phos-

phorous it could be brought to a state of complete fusiosi, so that it

might be cast into any desired shape. There are many difficulties

in the way of its extended use, not the least of these being that of

obtaining it in quantity. It is said, however, to be stored in the

vaults of the Imperial Mint of Russia, the dealing in iridium being
'

prohibited in that country owing to the damage which particles of

iridium gave rise to the dies used for gold coins, as the metal is

so hard as to cause the minute grains to indent and deface the

hard steel dies. Attempts have been made to obtain .coatings

of iridium by electroplating, but with no very considerable

success, from the difficulty of finding any solution capable of

dissolving the metal. At present iridium is used for the knife

edges of chemical balances, for wliich purpose it is steadily sup-

planting agate. It is utilised for the hypodermic syringe of the

surgeon, contact points of electric apparatus, and a variety of other

purposes where durability is an object of importance. It may
easily be seen how useful it could be made for photographic

purposes. A burnisher faced with iridium would get rid of one of

the great difficulties of that popular m.achine—the liability of the

burnishing edge to become scratched from the .action of small

particles of grit acting during the burnishing operations, the steel

having become softer through repeated heatings.

The British Association for the Advancement of Science has closed

its offices in this country, its organising officers lieing en route for

Canada. Most of the members and associates will also now be on

their way, as the inauguration meeting takes place on the 27th inst.

Our readers will join us in wishing all, particularly our photo-

graphic friends, a safe and pleasant voyage.

With the thermometer registering 92° in the shade, as had lately

been recorded, the fortunate voyagers across the water will be

envied by their scorched and baked compatriots who are doing their

"level best" to take a good negative with the mercury at the top of

the thermometer tube. Such tropical heat has not been experienced

for sixteen or seventeen years, and it behoves all employers to look

to every possible arrangement for the comfort of their printers and

other assistants being carried out. Perhaps we should say arrange-

ments for minimising the discomfort ; for no one has had " comfort

"

for some time past.

EvERYONS may, at anyrate, congratulate himself upon the almost

total disuse of collodion for portraiture. Temperature 92° Fahr.

and ether vapour would have been too utterly insupportable.

The question of what to drink to assuage the tormenting thirst

which is experienced by dark-room and printing-room hands is very

important. The danger, quite apart from other grounds, to the

photographer of using alcoholic liquids has been pointed out many
times by us, and we strongly .advise that they be not used. A well-
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known photographer of our acquaintance—one who works— tells us
that nothing ia more suitable than a mixture of soda water and
milk.

Os the Ist instant several new regulations in connection with the
Patent Act of 1883 came into force. In the case of patents

granted before the Act a patentee who had paid the prescribed fee

of /50 before the end of four yeai-s from the dale of his patent
may, in lieu of the prescribed fee of £100 payable before the end
of seven years from such date, pay the* following annual fees :

—

Before the end of the seventh year from the date of the patent,

ilO ; eighth year, i'lO ; ninth ye.ir, i'lO ; tenth year, .£15
;

eleventh year, £\'> ; twelfth year, £20; and thirteenth year, £20.

We lately alluded to RL Montigny's weather prophecies, and
further details of his views are to be found in a little pamphlet
just published at Brussels. Mr. W. Spring had determined that the

colour of pure water in great bulk is blue, and on this fact

M. Montigny grounds his system. The luminous rays, he argues,

travei-sing the air, charged with large quantities of pure water, are

neces-sarily tinged with the blue colour of this medium. The excess

of blue in the scintill.ation of the stars thus becomes an almost
certain means of predicting rain. This theoretic conclusion cor-

responds with the results of his observations, continued for several

years past, in the appearance of the stellar rays in connection with
the state of the weather. During the few months of tine weather
in the present year blue has been much less conspicuous than in

the corresponding months of the previous period since 1876, when
wet weather prevailed. It also appears that green, which had
always coincided with clear skies during the five years before

1876, has recently again become predominant. Hence, as we have
said, he draws the inference that a cycle of wet weather has
terminated, and that one characterised by a more normal condition

of weather may be anticipated.

THE LATE JABEZ HUGHES.
Our readers will be concerned to hear that death has once more
been at work in our ranks, the victim on this occasion being Mr.
Jabez Hughes, who may be considered as one of the veritable

fathers of photography. A protracted and painful illness, the

crisis having apparently passed, caused the deceased to visit Harro-

gate for change and recuperation; but after a very brief stay he

was ordered home by the doctors. Complications set in, and, after

fighting the disease to the last, Mr. Hughes succumbed on Monday
morning, the immediate cause of death being dropsy.

The last occasion on which Mr. Hughes appeared in public was
at the funeral of his friend the late H. Baden Pritchard, that being

the first time he had ventured from home for a period of three

months. His condition and appearance were then the subject of

general remark.
As we write we learn that the funeral is fixed for Thursday, 14th

inst., at Abney Park Cemetery, so that when hese lines are pub-
lished the ceremony will have already taken place.

In our next number we shall give a portrait of the deceased

gentleman, together with a full notice of his long connection with
photography.

RETOUCHING FOR AMATEURS.
The production of portraits is a favourite pastime of amateur
photographers at the present time, and is likely to remain so,

in spite of the fact that the deparlraimt of portraiture is the only
photographic one in which amateura have little or no chance

of competing with professionals.

The work certainly has a charm of its own ; and, even if the

amateur can admit to himself—which he rarely will—that his por-

traits are not by any means happy reproductions of his friends, and
attempt to put portraiture on one side altogether, his friends are not

likely to permit him to do so. They will pester him to " take their

likenesses," and he is persuaded to do so, although he knows
well that little thanks are likely to be given him for the lugubrious

productions which cost him so much trouble. He is handicapped in

two ways: he has at least in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred
no studio, and he has no knowledge of the art of retouching.

With regard to the first part of the difficulty ; it may be said that

there are certain styles of portraiture which can be produced quite

as well, as regards roundness of lighting, in an ordinary room as in a

studio, if due consideration be given to the use of reflectors, and fo-

forth. With regard to the second it may be said that a certain skill

in retouching is acquired without very much labonr if only the
amateur know how to set about it.

Of the elaborate modelling now so universally practised by
professional portraitists I intend to say nothing, nor to entrr into

the question as to whether it is a commendable procedure or not.

It is in the present day very much spoken and written against

by those who do not practise it. Possibly there is something of

the "sour grapes" in these iDUttcrings, the decriers of the practice

being, I believe, always unable to poi-form it themselves.

Tliere is great difficulty fur an amateur iu getting any informa-
tion on the method of going about such rudimentary retouching aa

he is likely ever to become an adept at. I believe that this ditfi-

culty arises from the fact that all those who have given instructions

id retouching are themselves great adepts at the work, and that

those who are very skilled in any manipulative art have great diffi-

culty in communicating their methods to beginners, because they
cannot bring their minds and hands back to the helpless state (with

regard to the particular ark) in which they were when they first

commenced.
I remember once reading an article on the subject of retouching,

doubtless by an able retoucher, in which he remarked that "a
stipple could be produced in many ways; for example, by making
little crosses or dots with tints." These may not be the exact words,
but they convey his meaning, and, heavens ! how senseless the mean-
ing must have been to most amateurs—myself among the number.
For the reason indicated I have thought that it might be of use

—at least to some—if there were given some account of the rudi-

mentary retouching, which any amateur may easily acquire with
a little practice, by one who certainly has not attained to any such
excellence as to justify him in being unintelligible to beginners.

We will take a very common case. A portrait has been pro-

duced, and the artist, gazing upon it, comes to the conclusion that it

would be a gem of art were it not for those few spots—possibly due
to a defect in the plate, but more probably to some incipient

freckles in the face of the original which are almost invisible to the

eye, but which, on account of their yellowish colour, come out on
the print with startling distinctness—were it not that one or two
slight and almost imperceptible lines on the forehead have come
out like the lines of care on the face of an old man, were it not
that the diagonal lines passing from the corners of the eyes to the

cheek appear much more marked than they do in nature, and
were it not that there is a slight patchiness here and there.

The probability is that the picture would not be a " gem " were
all these defects removed, but it is quite possible that it would be a,

favourable portrait ; and there is no reason why the amateur should

not remove them.
All that is necessary in the way of apparatus is something to act

as a retouching desk, a suitable lead pencil, and some " medmra " to

give the pencil a bite on the film. If the amateur have any skill in

carpentry—even a very little—he may make a dish for liimself

;

if not, he may buy one very cheaply. The object of the dish is

as all know, to hold the negative in a good position, whilst it

shades the light from the operator's head, the operator looking

through the negative on to a sheet of white paper or a mirror

according to the density of the first mentioned.

As for a pencil for the simple retouching to be performed, any
good H or H H drawing-pencil will do well enough. The point

must be kept very sharp. I have tried many "retouching mediums,"
but have found none of them to give a better tooth than is given

by a drop of turpentine applied to the varnished film and worked
till dry either with the finger or a piece of chamois leather over the

part to be operated upon.

When all is ready it is best to begin upon the spots, as these are

by far the easiest to eradicate. It ia well to have a proof at band
to refer to. The pencil is applied gently to the spot and ia lightly

worked in a circular direetion. The transparent portions will

gradually disappear. Great care is necessary to press but lightly

or the varnish is likely to be scratched and the whole labour of

retouching will be lost—the only thing to be done when a scratch

has been made being to dissolve oflT the varnish and to proceed

anew. If the spot be a very dark one—dark on the print, tnuu-
parent on the negative—a softer pencil may be nsed.

Perhaps the marks next to spots the most easy to eradicate or

reduce in prominence are lines. The pencil^ is simpler carefully

worked along these. Even greater care is required in this case than

in the ease of dots to avoid scratching the varnish.

The lines which fall obliq,ueIy from the inner comers of the eyee,

and also at times from the corners of the mouth, now require atteu-
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lion. They should be softened and shortened, but should not be

eradicated altogether, or an unnatural result will be produced. To
do this we begin at the outer extremity of each line where it blends

itself imperceptibly with the rest of the face. Here we work very

gently in a circular or spiral direction or in short strokes parallel

with the direction of the line. We thus cause the lower end of it

to entirely disappear, and working gradually upwards reduce the

transparency of the whole of it, being careful to have an even

gradation of density in such of the line as is allowed to remain.

Somewhat the same process may be applied to the lines under the

eyes, if these have come out darker than they ought to do. In

this case the pencil is worked in short curves, the same as those of

the lines.

Rather more dilficult than tlie operations which I have described

is that of a more or less general mottled appearance of the face. We
are very liable to overdo our work in this case, and merely to sub-

stitute for portions too transparent others too opaque, giving a

worse appearance than before we commenced. To avoid this we
must work very lightly. It is well to begin at one " corner " of the

face (if I may be allowed to use such a term) and gradually to

work over the whole. Thus we may begin at the upper left-hand

corner. We again work with the pencil in small circles or in short

lines ; and, whilst doing so, we must be particularly careful, as we
proceed, now and then to look at the general effect which we
are producing fi-om a greater distance than that at which we
are working. If we do not do this we will probably substitute

patchiuess on a large scale for the same on a small scale.

The amateur who has acquired by practice the power to eradicate

tlie defects which I have mentioned will find that he is capable of

improving his portraits to a very great extent. He may possibly

aspire somewhat higher, and may wish to modify the too abrupt

transition from high light to shadow which is so liable to appear in

photographic portraits, especially those taken in an ordinary room.

To do this is much more difficult than to perform all that has been
already described.

It is necessary before commencing it to remove all patchinesa.

After this the pencil is worked very lightly in sweeping lines, fol-

lowing the direction of the boundary of light and shadow. The
first few attempts at retouching are likely to be failures; This need

not, however, in any way dishearten the beginner. The negative is

not spoiled because it has been badly retouched. It is only neces-

sary to apply a drop or two of turpentine to the part and to wipe it

with a piece of chamois leather, when all trace of retouching will be

removed and the process may be recommenced. W. K. Burton.

ON CHOOSING A SIZE FOR CARTE AND CABINET
NEGATIVES.

In continuation of this subject, which I discussed a fortnight

ago, I have now to describe the method I adopted for carta nega-

tives and their storage. It may be remembered that I alluded to

the change I made in my system of sizes selected and storage of

negatives on account of the increased convenience in working cartes

and cabinets on one size of plate, coupled with lessened cost of the

new size and capabilities of diminishing the weight of the gradually-

increasing stock of store negatives, which, as I kept them in an
upper room, became a great responsibility in view of the stability

of the architectural arrangements.
Taking, as I do, two carte pictures on one plate, it is evident that

the only way of lessening weight was.by making two negatives out
of one plate, and only saving one of the two, which nowadays, when
all negatives are retouched, is not a difficult matter, as it does not
often happen that both sides of a double negative are equally good
and equally worthy of being retouched. As a matter of fact my
printing-stage was usually covered with much useless lumber in

accommodating the non-selected halves of double negatives.

I had some difficulty in deciding how to cut the plate, as one
single cut divided it into two pieces half-an-inch longer than the

ordinary " quarter-plate," and the use of such a size would involve

the making of special printing-frames. Yet, on the other hand, my
old experience had taught me the inconvenience of the quarter-

plate as a carte size ; for, if the figure or head were not very well
"centered" on to the plate, it was difficult to cut a carte out of the
print without bringing in the edge of the negative. Again, too, if

I decided to cut the glass down to the regulation quarter size two
cut* with the diamond were involved ; and, as this would be neces-

aarily done by the printers, I had a very natural hesitation at
taking such a risk—the more so when I felt that occasional need
might arise, where the figures were ill-placed, to cut a small piece at

both top and bottom to accommodate the figure. This, as it might
require the removal of very fine pieces, involved the necessity for

greater skill with the diamond than I felt I was justified in expecting.
The question then simply became—" One diamond cut and nega-
tives requiring special frames, or two to three diamond cuts and
their risks, and power to buy extra frames at any time without
having to wait for their making."

I chose the former and, I think, the better of the two. I had, of

course, to wait after my order for frames was sent in to allow for

its being executed, as it was utterly improbable that the size would
be stocked anywhere ; but there was very little inconvenience, and
the delay, thanks to the energy of the maker, was only slight. I

ordered such quantities as were likely to suffice for all possible re-

quirements, even in a push of business. The size is more con-
venient in every way than quarter ; and, whenever I come across the
pile of disused printing-frames of the old seven and a-half size, I

by no means regret the expense incurred by relegating them to tlie

lumber department and filling their place with lighter and more
convenient frames.

In storing them there was a very considerable gain. I had up to

that time kept my negatives on grooved shelves, open back and
front to the air, one seven and a-half negative reaching from back
to front. Such shelving is expensive to put up, and, in addition, a
considerable sjjace is occupied by comparatively few negatives; but
by using the long quarter-plate it became jjossible, by planting a
narrow lath upon the grooving, to place two negatives in one )jair

of grooves, one series from one side and the other from the other
side of the shelving. Those of my readei-s who adopt a similar plan
will be well aware of its advantages, the same shelf space containing
at least double the number that the old ones could hold of the
seven and a-quarter size. This gain I still further increased by
placing the negatives in lengthwise instead of upright, thus giving
me a gain of an inch and a-half in every row—an amount that

would allow room for two or three extra shelves in the lower
negative-storing chambers.
For dividing my half-plates into two I simply employ a small board

with a lath nailed on to the left end, a couple of pins being let into

the board at top and bottom to serve as guide for the straight-edge.

The negative is pressed against the lath, the rule is slipped against

the pins, and the diamond cut is given with certainty.

Finally: I may say that I do not make any claim for novelty
in the system I describe. I have merely given it with a hope that
it may contain hints for anyone who is .about to establish a studio,

or may be contemplating a change in the size of his carte and
cabinet negatives. G. Watjiougii Webster.

ON PHOTOGRAPHIC BACKGROUNDS.
It does not appear that photographers p.iy so much attention to

the production of backgrounds as formerly, but trust more to the
stock subjects of the dealers to supply their needs. Compared
with tiie monstrosities of former times there is much improvement

;

yet many of the higher class backgrounds of the present are not in

keeping with the majority of sitters, and are not always remarkable
for pictorial qualities.

The idea has often struck me that photograpliers do not make
use of the scenes which surround them as they might, the principal

reason being, I suppose, that the cost of a specially-painted back-

ground is at present so much more than that of one from a stock

pattern ;
yet this scarcely need be so. New subjects could be out-

lined in, and even painted fully, for the purpose of photographic
scenery from a picture projected upon the canvas by means of the

lantern, and thus introduce a great deal of the mechanical and,

therefore, less costly element into their production, by economising

the time of the artist, who should still be a fii-st-rate one at finishing.

It is probable that there is a good opening for the manufacture
of backgrounds from photographers' own subjects if a good article

could be supplied at only a slight advance on that of the stock one.

The interest would be much greater if a portrait were taken with a

local scene instead of being backed-up by something foreign in

itself as well as to the sitter. The plea could scai'cely be urged for

any neighbourhood that there was nothing suitable for the purpose.

It would, indeed, be a poor one which had no " beauty spot. ' In
this place (Littleh.ampton) there are several ; but one, in particular,

which exhibits all the characteristics of the place in so highly-

interesting and pictorial a f:ishion that one can almost imagine
Nature to have specially designed it for the purpose of portraiture.

Lest there should be any difficulty respecting the point at which
to place the sitter, there is a stump for mooring ships to mark
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it. As the top of this is usually covered by soiiipoiie its siiital>ili(y

18 apparent. I have noted similar views in other places in which
there has been nothing " loud " to detract from them as accessories
if painted in detail. Picturesque street views, forest scenery, por-
tions of old ruins of .<>bbey8 and castles, might be represented.
The chief consideration in making the piiotograph, and to avoid

incongruities of perspective, will be to make up one's mind at about
what point in it the sitter's bust will appear to most advantage,
making that the point of sight for the camera, and that the object
in that direction may be formed on the focussing-screen in the
axis of the lens. Let it be borne in mind that a slip off the side of
a picture will not answer. The bust of the sitter being the point of
sight, the vanishing point of the background picture must be in the
same direction, immediately behind. Sufficient attention is not paid
to this requirement ; hence the frequency of pictures in which the
sitter in respect of the background h.os an impossible look.
Those photographers who have slack periods, and possess a certain

amount of freedom of hand (when the paint brush is in it), may
with the help of a sciopticon paint their own. The introduction of
this piece of apparatus reduces the operation almost to a mechanical
one, and may on that account disgust some of our artistic readera
Be that .-us it may, no doubt the majority are like myself, who prefer
to take the shortest and e.asiest path, not being over-anxious to see how
much trouble he can put himself to, provided the result is not inferior.
The materials required for oil-work are a size of suitable canvas,

a wooden strainer, a pound and one or two other paint tools, and
three or four pots containing as many ditrerent grades of the back-
ground tint of spirit " flatting."

After straining the canvas upon the frame, or nailing it up to a
wall, the laying-on of the ground colour, consisting of that grade
which will prevail as middle tint, is proceeded with, and allowed to
dry. The operation may be then repeated to get body or to correct
colour, making it lighter or darker, if necessary. As this ground
constitutes the greater part of the finished article some trouble
should be taken to get it quite right. When thoroughly dry it is

ready for the picture. Of this have a thin positive and negative,
similar in size, to be inserted and registered in the same position in
the l.intern. The former being clear in the lights will enable the
painter to put them in more easily, and the latter having the same
quality of transparency for the sbadows will give the same
advantages in respect of those. Place the negative in the lantern
first, and project its image of the desired size upon the prepared
canvas; then proceed to sketch in the picture, and fill in the half-

shadows with the next lower grade of colour, taking care, of course,
not to obstruct the light from the lantern by your presence more
than you can possibly help. Do not overdo this first painting in

depth ; it is an c.isy matter to strengthen any parts that require
such treatment when the lights have been added. Now remove
the negative from the lantern and insert the positive in its place,

so tliat its enlarged image may be exactly superimposed upon that
of the negative's, and paint in the half-lights, after which let

daylight in upon the work, .and " take stock " of it.

If the operation have been fairly well performed the canvas will

present a flat-looking scene, rather too dull for the oflice it is

required to fill. The heightening of the lights and deepening of

shadows may now be done with the remaining lighter and deeper
grades of tint, and any rottenness or unevenne.ss in any part of the
picture made firm and smooth. For cloud and atmospheric effects

a softener will be a useful addition to the tools employed. The
painting of a photographic background will not be found a very
difKcult operation if the most trying part—correctness of drawing

—

be ensured by using the enlarging lantern.

Very much the same procedure may be followed if the work be
done in distemper. The colours employed should be rubbed up in

thin boiled starch and applied in the liquid state, or made up into

crayons and used wet. The former will, however, be found most
convenient. Lay on the ground colour with a whitewash brush,

rub it well into the canvas, and apply a coating to the back, if

necessary, to secure a good, solid base. When dry, work over it

with a stiff hair brush or a roll of coarse rough paper to reduce

inequalities of surface and produce uniform deadnesa It is then in

a condition to receive the picture.

It win be found more tedious to sketch in with water-colour or

distemper, because it does not flow so nicely on account of the rapid

absorption of water by the ground. There must, therefore, be
greater freedom with the brush or messiness will soon be apparent.

Distemper, however, is the thing for pl&in backgrounds, effects

of cloudiness and gradation of tint being readily attained by its

means. As it has been repeatedly described in these pages I shall

only briefly allude to it.

The square of canvas is strained upon a frame and wetted.
Various grades of grey are then rubbed into it, according to their
strength—usually the liglitest of the series at the top and the
darkest at the bottom. While the canvas is still wet a moderately
stiff and open-haired brush is worked in a circular direction over
it, likewise commencing at the top and working downwards ; or, if

the top be too light, it is worked upwards, always taking care
to work gradually out of the one into the other to avoid cloudinessi

of the wrong kind. When dry it may again be worked over with a
roll of rough paper, which still further equalises, but has a tendency
to lighten, it in tone. After these operations, if it be still not
to one's liking, it should be wetted up from the oack and powdered
crayon of sviitable tint sifted over those parts requiring modification,
and worked again with the brush to prevent spottiness. Its depth
of tone can be altered, or it may be freshened up at any time by
repeating the wetting. Jonj* Uarmer.

LENSES WORKING AT CROSS PURPOSES.
It was a singular comment upon the boasted fine definition given
by a photographic objective which is not now constructed—the
orthoscopic lens—that a mechanically-fine example of one of these,

of presumably tlie largest dimensions yet constructed (the front lens

being four inches in diameter and the ni.aker being an optician who
wa-s, if anything, rather unusually fastidious), and which was sub-
mitted for examination last week at a meeting of one of the societies,

should have been certified by at least two experts by whom it wan
carefully tested to be seriously defective as regards that very
qu.ality for which it has long been famed, namely, sharpness of

image.

The maker, who was a scientific ns well as a manufacturing
optician, had made a perfect study of the conditions under which
sharpness was obtainable by means of this combination, and in con-

sequence of such study had written the only treatise extant in the
English language on the advantages of this combination. Petzval,

too, the inventor of the lens, had obtained by its agency such a
high degree of definition as to have led him to employ it as the

object-glass of a telescope, the image formed by its means being
capable of examination through a powerful eyepiece. Notwith-
standing all this, this large specimen of the lens in question was
unmistakably defective in tlie very quality for which it had been
previously renowned. How could this be J

The first surmise in a case of this nature is that expressed in the

question—" Were not the lenses changed i" To this we reply that

such skilled, sharp-sighted observation as could at the present time

(the creative factors in the question have all " gone on !") be brought
to bear upon a critical examination, point to this verdict—that the

particular lens in each cell is the work of the professed maker, and
that the buruishing-in of the len.ses in their cells w.as effected under

such circumstances as to leave no room to doubt their genuineness.

On second thoughts we see no good that can result from making
any mystery of the paternity of the lens to which we here draw
attention. It is an orthographic combination of the largest dimen-

sions and highest pretentions, made by Andrew Ross at the time

when he was specially assisted in this department of his business by
his son, Thomas Ross, and his son-in-law, J. U. Dallmeyer—all

since deceased. To think that these /laute noblesse of optical science

in their day would permit one of their productions, in which so

much pride was felt, to go to the public in an imperfect form i«

preposterous. How, then, is this lapse to be explained ! We bflieve

it is capable of being explained upon very simple principles, niiJ to

do so is the object of this article, because it recognises a principle

susceptible of application to more lenses either than this one cr any
emanating from a particular factory.

We have said the lenses in this individual case were stated to be

genuine. Having seen the objective in question our own opinion

coincides with this verdict. Rut we do not forget that on one

occasion a large portrait lens, by an eminent maker, was submitted

for examination, the character given of it being one that was

essentially b.ad, notwithstanding the fact of its being prv^cured

direct from the maker. Crucial investigation disclosed the fact that

the front lens of the objective complained of did not Iwlong to Mat
tiries at all but to another; but, as both were of the same diameter

and set in cells, the screws of which were similar, the individual fo

whom had been entrusted the fin.al wiping of the surfaces with

wash-leather and the packing of the lenses in soft tiswue p.aper had

inadvertently screwed the front l"ns of one into the mount of the

other, resulting in both objectives being found to turn out badly.

To apply this to the case before us: this, too, was the opinion we
entertained, and when, by making an offhand exi>crimeuUl trial of
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other fronts of shorter focus applied to the same back, and finding

tliat by means of one of a focus several inches shorter we obtained

magnificent definition, even with full aperture, we then knew that

a change of some sucli nature as that hinted at had l)een effected.

A four-inch portrait lens had probably been allowed to go forth to

the world with a front far more powerful than there was any occasion

for; while, on the other hand, as in the present case, a front

possessed of too long a focus to harmonise with the back left in the

mount was the result of the mesalliance.

When an orthoscope or orthographic objective gives imperfect

definition, the probability is that this can be remedied by increasing

the power of the front element. In general terms the more
powerful the anterior lens the more intense will be the definition

and illumination ; but we do not allege this to be always the

case. There is a suitable balance that must exist between the

anterior and posterior combinations in a lens whether it be an ortho-

Bcopic or a portrait objective. The back lens corrects the aberrations

(spherically speaking) of the front for axial rays, and also lengthens

oblique pencils so as to bring them to a focus on a plane which is as

near as possible to that upon which the axial focus falls.

In conclusion : if a lens bearing the name of a maker of eminence
is found to be bad, it is a safe inference to conclude that some
change has been made in its constituents since the moment the

maker had it upon the "horse" for the purpose of being tested. Into

the precise nature of such change we do not here enter.

ON ORGANIC DYES AND SOME PHOTOGRAPHIC
USES OF CARMINE.

The relative merits and demerits of diflferent classes of colouring

materials, and of the solid substances by which they are held in

suspension in films, will have to be experimentally ascertained before

the best light tor the development of photographic plates is obtained

;

for, although much has been done of late in imi>roving the light of the
developing-room, there is a certain amount of empiricism in the
methods, with considerable room for better results than any yet seen.

On the present occasion I intend to say nothing about translucent

window or lantern screens, in which, after myriads of rellections and
I'efractions in the interior of the substances, the light finally gets

through, greatly weakened by the passage, before it reaches the eye.

A certain amount of safety in the develojjiug-room can be obtained by
colourless translucent screens alone, a certain amount of safety can also

be obtained from coloured transparent screens, and a certain amount of

safety likewise from translucency and colour combined. In experi-

mentally ascertaining the numerical values of these infiuences, it is

best to keep them separate ; that is to say, to obtain translucency by
means of colourless translucent films, and to obtain colour by means of

transparent films, so that the two methods shall not be used in a single

film, thereby placing difiicultiea in the way of ascertaining tlieir

relative values in the production of a safe yet strong ligbt for develop-

ing.

The long prevalent idea that the best light for developing is ex-

clusively one as close to the extreme red of the spectrum as possible

has of late been proved to be practically erroneous; one of the chief of

the three or four reasons for this is—the comparatively weak im-
pression made by those rays upon the nerves of sight, so that if the
yellow from the same source of light be taken instead of the red, but
reduced to half its normal intensity by translucent screens or other-
wise, the half-power yellow may yet have more physiological influence
on the retina than the full-power red, and be as safe or safer to work
by because of its comparative reduction in intensity. This does not
prove that previous hypotheses about developing-room illumination
were wrong, so far as they went; but that they were erroneous for
practical purposes because other conditions were not taken into account.
Yellow, as proved by photometric experiments, has far more luminous
intensity than any other portion of the spectrum, but this may be due
solely to the construction of the eye, and bear no relation to its com-
parative influence upon photographic films.

In the production of transparent screens we have the choice of
mineral, vegetable, and animal colours. As a general rule, the mineral
colours are the least brilliant but the most permanent ; the vegetable
and coal tar colours are more brilliant but more fugitive, especially
under the action of light ; the animal dyes are usually more permanent
than those of vegetable origin, and equally brilliant. Coal tar dyes are
more permanent upon an animal than a vegetable fabric ; that is to say,
more permanent on wool and silk than upon cotton and linen. For
the same reason it is best in all cases, where possible, to apply these
dyes dissolved in albumen or gelatine rather than in varnish wlien
coating glass or fabrics with them for photographic purposes. In the
dyeing trade there is a great demand for albumen, despite its high
price, because it conduces to the permanency of certain aniline
colour*.

Mr. Leon Wdrnerko found that his window screen, dyed with anrine,

fffts b!oi'h«d by-llj;ht tofllar^'Q extent during his prolonjjod nbsonce

in Russia. He does not say whether he selected wool rather than
cotton to carry the dye, and whether he cleaned, bleached, and mor-
danted it as dyers do before applying the colouring matter, that the
latter might be fixed in the very fibre of the material. Had he done so

tlie life of the screen would have been prolonged ; but exposing a screen
of this kind constantly to " the garish, glaring eye of day " is straining

it beyond its jjowers. This, from my point of view, is no argument
against the value of the screen; for I feel convinced, from experiment
and theory, that no man can possibly have the best obtainable light in

his developing-room when the original source is constantly varying day-
light, exceedingly rich in actinic rays. In the best light of the future
unsteady daylight as the primary source will have to be abolished
altogether. A screen which is sate with light of one intensity is not
necessarily safe with a light of higher intensity; but, if it be, the
operator, in the first of the two cases, obviously works with a worse
light than the necessities of the case demand.

Films of organic colours, for lanterns, may be expected to have a long
life, and can certainly \>3 easily and cheaply renewed. They should
not be liable to injury from the heat of the flame; for the lantern
should be a large one, with its flame some little distance away from the
coloured screen, so that it docs not strain the optical powers of the
latter to the utmost. Taking all the points into consideration it seems
probable that the extra brilliancy and transparency of organic dyes
may be utilised with advantage as compared with the less bright
but more permanent colours of stained glass.

Of the animal organic dyes there are but two of leading importance
in commerce, namely, carmine and lac, both obtained from insects.

The exquisite coloxir, carmine, has been sinking in price of late years,

because of the advent of the aniline dyes. My sample, of the very
best quality, was obtained at two shillings an ounce from Jlessrs.

Becker and Co., Maiden-lane, Covent Garden, London ; a few years ago
the price would have been seven or eight shillings an ounce. There are

several qualities of carmine, many legitimate as well as illegitimate

ways of prei^aring it, and two varieties of the cochineal insect from
which it may be derived. Pure carmine is totally soluble in water of

ammonia, which usually leaves foreign matters and adulterations
behind.

A suitable solution for coating glass plates is made by dissolving

carmine in albumen to which one fourth its volume of strong licjuid

ammonia has been added. The albumen should first be whisked into a
froth, and allowed to stand all night to subside. When the solution is

weak in carmine the films on glass have a pinkish-red colour, and absorb
chiefly portions of the green rays of the spectrum. With stronger

solutions all the green and nearly all the blue rays are absorbed, and
with stronger still all the more refrangible rays than the yellow are cut
off, the yellow being next attacked. At this stage it much resembles
ruby glass in its action on the spectrum, there being a tendency in a
strong light to let a feeble trace of blue through ; but the carmine film

has the advantage over ruby glass that it has a brighter colour, and
transmits more useful light, area for area. Altogether it makes a better

screen when the original source of light is not of great intensity ; and
artificial lights of low intensity should, in my opinion, always be the
primary source of developing-room illumination.

Just as two sheets of ruby glass give safety from all trace of blue by
general absorption, and lowering tlie useful light in the room, so is the

same effect produced by superimposing two intense carmine films. The
preferable plan is to use one of intense carmine to get rid of the green
and almost all the blue, then to cut off the trace of blue and violet by
a second sheet of glass coated with one of those yellow dyes which
absorb the more refrangible rays powerfully, but permit the red and
yellow to pass freely. The optical properties of some of these yellow
dyes I will deal with on another occasion, for I have made a long scries

of experiments on their characteristics likewise.

One of my objects has been to prepare glass lantern screens, each
consisting of one or more dry films, to give the chief true colours

of the spectrum. Already I have obtained a pure green when the light

is moderate ; when the light is very strong a scarcely visible trace

of the extreme red of the spectrum comes in. The red glass in the
market flashed with copper oxide on one side and silver on the other
gives a nearly pure red ; with a strong light it jjasses a trace of

orange.

There is, however, difficulty in obtaining a pure yellow. Lord
Rayleigh, the coming President of the British Association at Montreal,
has tried to obtain a pure yellow by means of troughs of coloured
liquids, but says that he has not been altogether successful. He adds ;—
"The best was a mixture of bichromate and permanganate of potash
with a salt of copper (sulphate or chloride). The first removes the blue

and violet, the second the green, the third the red, and thus the yellow
is isolated in considerable purity. This liquid is very unstable. The
comparison of the simple and compound yellow (which neaily matched)
was interesting. One was transparent to the sodium flame, the other
completely opaque to it. When the two are brought together so that

the light has to traverse both, almost complete darkness results, even
when the brightest clouds are used. I should mention that it is only
when the light is strong that any of these liquids give yellow in full

perfection; otherwise the colour is more nearly described as brown,
which is, in faut, identical with a dark yellow or orange. The belt
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mliiral yellowj, bucIi as ohromo, arc p:\rLly sinnile aiiJ partly cjni-

poniul, returning all the li!,'lit which (alls upon tliem except blue ami
viokt. It is clear that neither a purely simple nor a purely compound
yellow can rival them in brilliancy." The dlllioulty in obtaining a puro
yellow the carmine films are likely to help to overcome, by making
them of such intensity as to cnt olF tlie green without interfering with
the yellow, whilst chloride of copper of suitable strength may be used
to cut off the red rays. When it is too strong it cuts off the yoUow
also.

By means of a pair of carmine films, with a little suitable yellow
adde<l, a purer red has been obtained hy'nio than is given with the
"stained red" glass, as it is called; for the latter passes a trace of

orange when the light is strong. Carmine, without yellow intermixed,
is very unsafe for dcvcloping-room illumination, unless the lilm or tilms

be of sufficient depth of colour. Then it is safe.

The attention of Dr. \'ogel and others who are trying to increase the
scH'sitivcness of dry plates to the less refrangible rays of the spectrum
might be given to carmine, with its strung power of absorption of some
of the true green rays. It does not readily absorb one portion of the
green.

Carmine dissolves freely in albumen and ammonia until a fairly

intense film is given on glass by the solntion, but on increasing its

strength beyond a certain point floating red specks form in the liquid ;

snch, at least, is the case with my sample of the dye. llcnce it might
be well to first levigate the carmine with the alkaline albumen, and
afterward dilute down the mixture witli more albnmen and ammonia.
The solution of several of the aniline dyes in the same li<juid can
similarly be greatly hastened by trituration and levigation, whilst
others dissolve freely without any necessity for such mechanical opera-

tions. The porphyry slab and muller of the druggist is a useful

instrument for such levigation ; but an Italian artist—a friend of mine
—makes a thick and even magma of any desired colour, simply by
means of two flat slabs of glass, one larger than the other—the smaller

one being used as the muller, the larger one as the slab. In a common
postle and mortar the points of contact arc not large enough for

purposes of levigation ; the Germans, however, have a useful flat-

Iwttomed mortar and flattened pestle to do this kind of work. The
albumen Bcqnires a slightly more gelatinous consistency after the
addition of the carmine ; in fact, a solution of carmine in plain water
and ammonia is itself slightly gel.atinous. The red specks previously
mentioned sink when the liquid is allowed a day or two to rest, ho it is

alvantageous to keep the solution in a long, nan-ow bottle ; in fact, in

all experiments with dyes in albumen or other menstrua it is well to

use tall, narrow bottles, on broad, flat stems.

Carmine is made from the cochineal insect, a ^lexican shield-louse, of

which there are two kinds—the one covered with a cottony down, the
other bare. The latter is the more valuable! insect of the two. The un-
fortunate creatures are killed by drying upon hot plates, by immersion
iu boiling water, or by baking in ovens, which processes deserve the
attention of the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. The
dried insects keep for very many years if not exposed to damp. The
most simple way of making carmine is to pour a solution of alnm into a

decoction of cochineal ; b'lt there are many processes, some of them
peculiar to particular continental towns, and in all of them boiling

forms an important part of the operations, the duration of the appli-

cation of heat being of moment. Like the aniline dyes, carmine is

sometimes adulterated with starchy matters. Occasionally vermilion

is added, which increases the weight and reduces the brilliancy of the

colour. W. H. Harrison.

ROYAL CORNWALL POLYTECHNIC SOCIETY.
The following is the list of awards in the Photographic Department of

the Annual Kxhibition of the Royal Cornwall Polytechnic Society,
which opened on Tuesday last. A more detailed account of the
Exhibition will appear in our next:

—

PROFt-WIONAL PUOTOORAPHT.
Fii-it surer MMal W. W. Winter.
First Silver Medal \V. Gillard.

Fimt Silver Medal H. P. Robinson,
Second Silver Medal Geo. Iladley.

Second Silver ^fedal L. Berry.
Second Silver Medal T. J. Dixon.
First Bronz" Medal W. P. Marsh.
IH(jh'y Commended J. Milman Brown.
Highly Commended R. Faulkner.

Amatech Section.
Fir»l Silver Medal A. Pringle.

Sicond Silver Medal A. (i. lagliaferro.

First Bronze Medal W. J. A. Grant.
Second Bronze Medal , P. H. Emmerson.
Highly CommeTided .P. H. Emmersou,

PnoTOGRAPnio Apfuakces, Ac.

Second Bronii Medal F, B. Dagley,

Bttond Brotac itedal R, U, Beui,

WHERE TO GO WITH THE CAMERA.
(It l» hoped that thU scrica of article* will lio continued at rtfrilw and (f«qiMnt In*

torvals during tlio vacation nionthSKand wo aUM he Kiad to rot^lve contribotioiM to
the svriv8 from any frloiidii able to treat of new and Inleroatintf trroniid.

BKESTON CASTLK, BlIXUURY, ANI» PECKKORTON.
Om a bright, clear, and promising morning in the early part of May,
1884, at 8.20, ten (more or leas) enthusiastic members of the Liverpool
Amateur Photographic Association left the Birkenhead Station for
Beeston C.istle, &c. We quiokly reache<l Chester without «ny notice-
alilo incident, except that wo bad the pleasant and consoling assurance
from our own special " weather prophet " that on account of a vague clear-
ness over the AX'elsh hills we should not get off "Scott "-free from rain,
although to present appearances the oidy "wet " wo were likely to see
would lie required to supply the vacunm which the heat of the day
svonld cause. Here we gazed anxiously around fur signs of a missing
member of the party. At last we were startled by discovering a
gorstly and shapely sarcophagus of solid leather, something under a
ton in weight, with a pair of legs reposing placidly twhind. This, we
at last concludeil, must know something about our missing friend ; but,
as the solid bulk conld not give any connected account of itself, we,
after sorrowfully contemplating it for about fifteen minutes, wonder-
ing if the owner were inside, sadly and dejectedly went our way to the
train. But to our joy the absent one turned up from a morning walk
round Chester, just in time to get the object of onr solicitude stowed
away in the van for safety. A little further on we were joined by our
worthy President (and his new TJ x 5).

On reaching Beeston we found that, it being Beeston Fair, no con-
veyance of any kind was obtainable, except a wheelbarrow, which we
respectfully declined. Then Oiime the question—How was the case to
bo conveyed? It might have been carried <i la sample of grapes from
Canaan slung from a tripod between two strong men's shoulders, but
no '

' two strong men " volunteered. At last a porter was obtained—no
other than one who was understood in his time to have been the
smallest man in the world, but having commenced to grow, found,
like Othello, his "occupation gone." A move is m.-ule at last, after
sundry quenchers of milk, soda, &c , 4;o., through the fields, bathed in

a flood of glorious May sunshine, with scarcely a ripple among the
leaves—a perfection of photographic weather !

Beeston Castle, built about a. d. 12o0, by Blundeville, sixth Earl of
Chester, must have been an almost impregnable fortress, and was never
reduced by open assault. The surrounding walls are nearly a mile in
extent, and the apex of the hill is crowned with a citadel, defended by
a deep and wide ditch, and entered by a very picturesque, steep, and
narrow pointed doorway. In the interior is the great well, nearly
400 feet deep, round which many county traditions linger.

Curving round tiie base of the massive rock or hill surmounted by
the castle, we re.ich the great gates. Here is found a picture com-
prising the old doorway and cottages beyond, with the Peckforton
Castle in tbo distance. Cameras are all unloosed, but on the ground
glass the view is not so satisfactory as to the naked eye ; consequently
wo p.ass through the gate, and wind up the sinuous "covered way " to
the top of the hill. Here a glorious panorama unfolds itself to oar
delighted vision. Far and wide the eye roams over the level plain of
Cheshire (well named the ' Vale Royal of England ") shimmering in the
summer sunshine:—Eastward, the horizon line is filled with the
hills of Staft'ord and Derbyshire ; northward the vision wanders from
Northwich and Stockport round to Alderlcy Etlge and down to Sand-
bach and Crewe ; westward, the tower of Chester Cathedral leads the
eye to the Welsh hills in the calm, far distance. All the intervening
landscape at our feet is filled with plea^'.nt farmsteads and shining
waters, strung together like pearls by ^'.e thin white lines marking the
highways.
Bnt we must withdraw from tho contemplation of the distant scenery

to the work more closely at hand, and what a battery of camera.", old
and new, are pointed at the old castle ! Here a sccnograph lowly
stoops its modest head ; there a more ambitious 10 X 8, or whole-plate,
or 7 X o, are dotted about ; but whole-plate votaries are in the majority,
and, indeed, we are glad to find that that seems to have become again
the favourite size, being capable of making pleasing pictures without
being too cumbersome for a comfortable day's tour. Soon each
" Cyclopian" machine was at work on the castle gateway and marvel-
lous ditch cut out of solid rock, terminating in a picturesque and
impassable gorge. Tempting long-focus " shots" were essayed at the
Peckforton Castle on the opposite ridge of hills, bearing some resem-
blance to the Cat and Mouse castles on the Rhine. After about an
hour and a-half's work in blazing sunshine it was thought we had
earned lunch, and sandwich boxes were rapidly emptied under the
grateful shade of the trees, while efforts were made to secure the priM
picture

—

Repose.
Leaving the castle hill, we take a pleasant footpath winding through

a shrubbery and across two or three fields bringing us into a pictoreaqae
lane, well shaded with overhanging trees and closely skirting Peckforton
hills. Hard by stands a pretty black and white grange. To the left

we pass through a rustic gate mto the Peckforton woods in search of

Pennsylvania, temptingljr deaoribed \>f
Murray m "aa artitti^

jom,"
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The cM-t-.trac'.c le:i<b iia up, \ip, an! the oviileiib beauties of tliu

present scene are neglected fur the prospect of what is to come, showing

the folly of not taking heed to the ^3opian fable of the dog and the

shadow. A turn of the road, and Pennsylvania is before us ; but wliere,

oh ! where ! is the artistic cottage ? In its place we found a restored

slated building that was perfectly contemptible from a photographic

point of view. Blessings and grateful thanks were not showered down

on the head of the conductor, and "Pennsylvania" became the standing

joke for the remainder of the day. Nathlcss, the sylvan glades and

silver birches were worth, and obtained, a plate or two.

Passing down through the woods, artistic corners, gnarled tree trunks

clothed witli dainty foliage, and quaint road-turns, reveal pictorial com-

positions requiring only an appreciative eye to see them. Back to the old

lane ar'ain and to work on the quaint black and white thatched cottages,

and to^long shots at Beeston Castle. Here we press into our service an

antique dame who looks almost coeval with the surroundings. But

now the light, which had been so favourable, had for the last hour or

two been going from bad to worse, and as we finished work in this

romantic lane we saw the last of old Sol for the day, and the gathering

haze prohibited our intended distant view of Peckforton Castle. By
devious courses we strolled back to the hotel for a satisfactory wiml-up

and substantial tea. Deferring our intended visit to Bunbnry
Church, with its graceful columns, recumbent marble figures, altar

tombs of the middle ages, and old family chapels, for another excursion,

which shall also embrace the old and characteristic Cheslure mansions

of Ridley and Spurstow, the antique parochial chapel of Woodhey,
and perhaps Cholmondeley Hall.

Mine host at the Beeston Castle Hotel had fortunately done justice

to himself and to this illustrious Society, and the final arrangements

were voted "last but not least." In conclusion: in deference to the

wishes of a correspondent who thinks that it would be useful to state

the focus of the most useful lenses for particular landscape excursions

—

I may say that, "on this occasion," lenses were used varying from

three inches to eighteen inches focus, and almost every length between !

!

A. W. Beer.
*

FOREIGN NOTES AND NEWS.
Pkofessos Vogel ox theDevelopmext of Landscape Dey Plates.

In the Pholoyraphhclipn Notizen Dr. Vogel says that, having re-

marked that in America the pyro. developer, which had been rather

neglected for a time in favour of the newer oxalate developer, was
again resuming its place as first favourite, he has frequently been
asked whether that meant that he himself also now preferred the pyro.

developer. Pyro. having the undoubted advantage of working quicker

than the ferrous oxalate, he does certainly use it oftener than he
formerly did, and he admits that with sufficient experience the same
gradations of tones may be obtained with the pyro. as with the ferrous

oxalate developer; but then the former is apt to carry green fog in its

train, though, on the other hand, it is easy to remove the fog again by
laying the fogged plate in a solution of iodine one gramme, iodide of

potassium four grammes, and water 1,000 c.c., until the green fog
becomes yellow, then placing it in hypo, until the iodide of silver

formed be removed, and, finally, washing cai-efully. The green fog is

al^o said to occur with the ferrous developer, but Dr. Vogel has never
observed it. On returning from his American journey he brought a
number of plates with him, which he developed in the following way,
keeping in view the circnmatanoe that he never knew whether the
plates to be developed v/ere under- or over-exposed:—A plate was first

laid in 150 c.c. of a neutral 1 : 3 solution of potassic oxalate and 5 c.c.

of a 1 : 3 iron solution, and a watoh kept for the first appearance of the
image. If in the first minute and a-half only the highest lights
appeared, the plate was considered to be properly exposed. It "vas
then removed into a second bath containing 150 parts of potassic
oxalate to ten of iron. Meantime a second plate was laid in bath
No. 1. If plate No. 1 did not seem to progress in bath No. 2 it was
removed to bath No. 3, containing twenty parts of iron to ISO parts of
potassic oxalate, in which the development was generally completed.
The under-exposed plate, however, gave nothing in from two to three
minutes in bath No. 1. It was then dipped into bath No. 2, and, subse-
quently, into No. 3, and, lastly, into No. 4, which contained fifty parts
of iron to 150 parts of potassic oxalate, and here it was developed to
the end. If the plates appeared very quickly (within half-a-minnte) in
bath No. 1 they were placed in a special bath of the same strength, to
which five to ten drops of a 1 : 10 solution of bromide of potassium was
added in order to prevent the development from going on so fast, and
to allow them to become sutficiently intense. Afterwards they were,
in order to finish the development, passed into baths richer in iron and
corresponding to baths No. 2 and No. 3, but always with the addition
of bromide of potassium. When three or four plates had been de-
veloped in the baths they were strengthened by having five, or in the
case of the stronger ones, ten, c.c. of iron added to them, and a new
bath made up instead of No. 4. In this way all the [dates developed
very slowly, it being quite half-an-hour before they had passed through
all the necessary baths; but, in consequence, they all became
sufficiently dense to do without intensifloation, save in exceptional

cases. Tiio tiaie rcc|uirod for each septrnts puita also allowed oE four

plates all being developed at once, each at a different stage. Of course

one had to pay attention that a plate did not go too far. That did

occasionally happen, but not often. On one occasion he had some
plates that had been talcen on the table lands of Arizona and New
Mexico, to which he had giv<3n an average exposure of seven seconds with
the smallest stop—an exposure which had proved quite right for the

North Pacific Kailway ; but all the pictures taken at this great altitude

proved over-exposed. Bunson has already shown that in high-lying dis-

tricts the chemical power of light is greater than in low-lying ones, but
Professor Vogel had not expected to find the ditTerence so great as it

was. Over-developed plates lie reduced with iodine. He has never
been pleased with cyanide of potassium since some films slipped off

under its action, which has never happened with iodine, the latter

being more under control. The solution employed was that mentioned
above as being used for the removal of green fog, or if more rapid

work were required the water might be reduced by one-half. The
plate is left in the solution a few minutes. Part of the silver of the

image will be converted into yellow iodide of silver, which makes the

plate lighter. It is tlien dipped into hyposulphite of silver to remove
the iodide of silver. Sliould the plate not yet be sufficiently reduced
repeat the treatmeut with iodine. If the reduced plates have become
too thin intensify with chloride of mercury and ammonia. Professor

Vogel goes on to say that anyone who has only taken portraits in a
studio with dry plates will be inclined to laugh at all these details, but

not the landscape photographer, who, after returning from his journey,

has no means of replacing an unsuccessful plate. A distinguished

amateur was quite astonished to learn that Professor Vogel frequently

spent more than an hour trying to "doctor " up a single plate.

PHOTOGRAPHERS' ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA.

FIFTH ANNUAL CONVENTION.

The fifth meeting of this representative body was this year held in

Cincinnati, Ohio. It will be remembered that the meeting of 1883 was
held in Milwaukee, Wis., those for the years preceding being respect-

ively, dating backwards, in Indianapolis, Ind. ; New York City, N. Y.

;

and Chicago, 111.

The reports of the Convention yet before us are extremely meagre,

the Cincinnati newspapers being either unable or unwilling to devote

much space to the proceedings. It certainly cannot be that they do
not consider the proceedings at the annual Convention of the Photo-

graphers' Association worthy of being rei)orted, and yet, from such
newspapers as we have seen, such a deduction would be justifi-

able.

The first day's proceedings are described as follows (and we distinctly

wish it to be understood tliat our authority is that specimen of the

Cincinnati daily press which, so far as we can learn, has devoted most
space to recording the transactions):

—

The Convention wag called to order about ten o'clock [on the forenoon of

Tuesday, the 20th ult.l in the spacious dining apartments of the Music
Hall, with W. H. Kent, of Rochester, N.Y., President, in the chair, and
Leo Weingartner, of Cincinnati, Secretary, having charge of the minute
books. To the eye of the reporter it seemed that over one thousand
delegates were in seats at this morning's session, v.dio listened and took
part in its proceedings.

The regular routine business, such as organising, report of the Committee
on Credentials, &o., was proceeded with. The President's annual address

was next in order.

Durim; the course of reading hammering was heard, and the chair was
interrupted. After a little reflection he announced the important fact

that lie did not prepare an address to be hammered out. (Laughter.) [Wo
are unable .as yet to publish this paper, which, we have no doubt, will Ije

found worthy of Mr. Kent. Our local authority merely says :]—TJie

paper dwelt on the success of the organisation and the interest derived
from a brotherhood.
Tho Secretary announced the programme of entertainment. He said

that the guests would have the ])rivilege of witnessing that evening a fine

display of fireworlra at the Highland House, prepared for them by Colonel
Harff, and that tickets could be obtained for thirty-five cents. Tomorrow
afternoon the delegates were invited to start from the Music Hall in a body
to the Cincinnati Northern depot and then make for the Zoo. Those
wishing to go along will have their thirty-five cents ready. The evening
will be spent in dancing.

It is well to view a subject from more than one side ; hence we find

in another Cincinnati daily newspaper (the Enquii-er) that on the open-
ing day the technical procee<ling3, which commenced at ten o'clock,

terminated at noon, during which time two short reports were followed
by a pithy speech by the President, after which an adjournment took
place. Speaking of the exhibition this paper says that there were
hundreds upon hundreds of specimens of photographic portraits ex-

hibited, from life-size down to vignettes.

The second day's proceedings aro summed up (wo still quote tho
same authority) in the curt statement that, after a paper on photo-
graphy had been read, "a resolution was adopted to raise tho prices of

photo^'rapha." But the authority, to which our first reference is made,
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cundesconda to give us somewhat more, albeit still veiy sliglit, in-

formation relative to this second day's work. It says:

—

A business session was liold at ton i)'oli>ok in the mornuig, President
Kent, of coursf, presiding, and Mr. Weingartncr acting as Secretary.
After the reading of tlie niinntea and other routine liad been gone through
with, ilr. J. 1''. Ryder, of Cleveland, was intrixluced as the orator of the
day. Mr. Ryder thou read a most intorcstin;,' and vaUiable paper upon
the subject of the Manaijemcnt of the Plwtoijrnphic Jiutincsf. The gentle-

man concluded liis remarks by recommending a raise of prices among
lilioto;,'raphers, claiming that the artist who will turn out cabinet pictures

for ?2 or $2 bO must necessarily " make a bi«l job of it," while good work-
men are made to sutfer by his cutting of prietw. In the future 93, $5, and
$8 will probably be charged for cabinet photographs.
Mr. .James Inglis, of Rochester, moved that Mr. Ryder's address be

publishe<l in ji.imiihlot for gratuitous distribution to the profession; but it

was finally determined to wait and print the entire proceedings of the con-

vention.

This authority becomes quite enthusiastic when describing the post-

business tninsactions. We append an account of the proceedings con-

nected with the photographing of the group of the members according

to time-honouretl custom :

—

"The real idealised was given a splendid illustration at the Music Hall
yesterday. Just before the convention of photographers started for their

little excursion to the Zoo, the delegates were all assembled upim the steps

of the great Springer edifice in order to have a picture t.aken of them in a
group. A huge camera was got ready upon the oppo.^ite side of the street,

at the AVasliington Park gate, which was t ) be oiwrated by Mr. Ingalls, of

Rochester, N.Y., while Mr. Seavey, tho famous background ))aintor, ar-

ranged the "sitters." Then the fun began. All the street Arabs, pan-

fish, hoodlums, and stragglers from the park began to push to the fore.

All, of course, had sometliing to say, while amid the babble of voices the
shrill whistle of the small boy could be heard, and oat-calls and jwals of

laughter so augmented the frightful din that chaos seemed to have come
again. Then other photographers broke from the crowd, and seizing cameras,
lenses, and plates, sought out convenient places, and, in less time than is

reqiured in the relation, upward of twenty boxes were in operatioji, varying
from tlie diminutive detective camera to the size of an ordinary dry goods
box. Street cars and wagons rushed to and fro between tho operators and
the grouji, thus increasing the confusion, and many fleeting moments
galloped by before Mr. Seavey called "All ready ! Go 1" and in another half-

second the c.ips were off the lenses, the shutters clicked, the plates flashed

from the boxes, and the howling mob, ((uietcd only for a second, were
shown up in miniature as the most orderly assemblage imaginable. Pan-
fish and all were so idealised that there, in the sombre shadows of the
stately temple of art and song, one saw a gathering representative of the

refinement, intelligence, and civilisation of the nineteenth century. Ingles,

Weiugartner, Romb-ich, Munroe, Allen, Wardlaw, Kent, and many other
famous photographers secured negatives, and while the band on the bal-

cony still tooted its inspiring strains there was a general scampering for

the "dark rooms" where the developments were made. The march to the

Zoo then began, dozens carrying with them cameras, intending to secure

pictiires of the animals and birds of that famous garden."

The publication of the remainder of the proceedings mustl^e delayed

until we are in a position to have them recorded. It is to be regretted

that the local papers were either incompetent or unwilling to give a
fuller report than they have done.

It is stated that two reports were submitted, but there is no indica-

tion as to the nature of these reports. It is, however, customary that

the reports on Photographic PruijreM during tho past year be handed in

sometime in the course of tho first two days.

According to announcement made last year a committee was ap-

pointed to draw up such a report, Mr. J. Traill T.aylor being the

chairman. We learn that on the grounds of inability to confer with

his fellow-members of committee—some of whom lived hundreds of

miles apart—Mr. Taylor bad some correspondence with the President

relative to his being relieved of the duty. The I'resident sympathised
with him in his position; but, instead of allowing him to retire, dis-

charged the other members, leaving Mr. Taylor forming a committee of

one. But in the absence of this gentleman from New York, afraid that

no report whatever might be forthcoming, Mr. Charles Gentile, of

Chicago, was requested to fill the anticipated gap. As we are fortunate

in having received advance slips of the reports of both the gentlemen
named we append them, although, from the slip-shod manner in which
the two daily newspajKira referred to have reported the proceedings,

we arc in the meantime somewhat at a loss to indicate any particulars

connected witli the reading of these reports. But whether they were

read on the first, the second, or the third day, or were not read at all,

they will afford an example of tho way in which two different men look

at the photographic transactions of the world during the past twelve

months :

—

RKPORTS ON PHOTOGRAPHIC PROGRES.S.
By C. Ge.ntile.

I MCCH regret that we have not a report from tho able pen of Mr.

J. Traill Taylor, as I know it would have interested us and been

appreciated.

As regards the progress of photography during the past year it will

appear that there has not l)een any marked improvement to record.

But let us reflect and see what has been done; for, moat assuredly,

there has been great progress in the spread of our art-soience. Never
has there been a year so prolific in tho creation of photographers in

America as during tho post year. If we go on ioereaaing as in the
post it will not ue long before the number of amatenra will ont*
number the profestionals. In my opinion this influx of ediicatvd
men of an inquiring turn of mind will be anything but hurtful to onr
profession ; it will assuredly tend to elevate it in tho estimatioo of tlia

public—a thing of which wo stand in need.
One rapid stride that photography has recently taken is the use thai

is made of it in courts of law as a means of aiding juries to form just
and correct opinions on matters tliat otherwise would be in doubt.

In cases of forgery, duplications of precions documents, comparisona
of specimens, of textile fabrics, blood, and crystals, it is constantly used
with ever-increasing advantage, and tho veracity of the testimony of

tho expert is put beyond the (question of a doubt. The detective
camera has also been brought iuto practical use, and adds its assistance

to the detection of the criminal. In jails and penitentiaries likewise
the camera and photographer has penetrated, and .tn instantaneous
likeness of each new inmate puts the prison authorities in possession of

a description of a prisoner far more accurate than any verbal explana-
tion. Many experts have been brought fron the ranks of tho amateur
photographer because the professional photographer has not the time or
means to make a study and speciality that an amateur is capable of

doing.

In Europe one of the most marked improvements or discoveries boa
been made by Ur. Herman Vogel, of Berlin, ho having discovered a
process by which colours can be photographed in a manner that will

render their just values more correctly than hitherto has been the case.

Dr. Vogel has given his process to the world, which has been apprcciateil

by his countrymen, who voted a handsome testimonial prize for his

services in this and other improvements in our art. However, from
recent European advices, it seems likely that Dr. Vogel's claims to this

discovery are to be disputed, as M. Attaut Tailfer, a Frenchman, claims
that he is the inventor and patentee of the isoebrnnmtic gelatino-bromide
of silver plates ; and, in a long discussion that occurred on the 4th of

July before the Photographic Society of France, it was prove<l that
Major Waterhouse, of (,'alcutta, had a prior claim, he being the first to

propose colouring the film to obtain diUercnt results.

In many branches of what would be called '
' commercial photo-

graphy " great progress has been made during the past year. 1 have
reference to the mechanical means of rapidly mtdtiplying photographs
by means of processes known as typographical or lithograpluc. A
process known as the ink process gives very beautiful results, l>eiug

extensively used in England. We frequently receive illustrations in

their journals that prove the perfection they have arrived at in this

mode of producing a plate that can be employed in the steam press, as

the Sprague ink photograph, which has uceu used for book illustra-

tions.

\^'e have every reason to believe that the time is not far distant
when our daily papers will be illustrated by the aid of photography,
for there have been many and great improvements in block work by
Ives, Meisenbach, and several others well known to us.

The bromo-gelatine dry plate, as we see from the exhibition before
us in these halls, has made iuimense strides in popularity during the
past year. It is needless for me to try to say much on this subject
when wo have such a show before us that are facts indisputably
proving the superiority of the dry plate over collodion and the nega-
tive bath, which are being very rapidly put aside by all progressive
photographers today. An operator now who cannot work dry plates

satisfactorily stands a poor chance of obtaining a firstcL-iss situation.

The dry plate has caused a revolution in our business in many ways.
The smallest country photographers can now claim to use exactly the
same chemicals as the best operator in our profession ; but I would
remind them of a recent remark nude by Colonel Stuart Wortley, at

the liist meeting of the Photojjraphic Society of Great Britain, when
he said he could teach a person how to make a plate, but that to

develope a plate was a seiinci'—a most true remark as regards the
developing. The making of a really first-class plate is no easy matter,

as any thoroughly conversant with their manufacture will admit.

I regiet to say that during the past year we have lost several leading

lights in photographic literature. I allude chiefly to the recent loss to

photographic journalism of Mr. H. Baden Pritchard, who has done
much for us, and I am sure his death will be a great loss. There have
been several other losses of men prominent in the profession in Eng-
land and other countries in Europe ; but it gives me great pleasure to

state that I have not to record the death of many in America.

As regards the progress of our literature it seems to bo rapi<Ily

increasing ; for instance, in Chicago we have a weekly and also a fort-

nightly published in the interest of our art.

In Europe the governmouta take an iutereat in pbotocrapfay that ia

not done in this country. The King of the Belgians lias invited a
congress of photographers to assemble at Brussela to take into consider-

ation the advisability of greater accuracy in the aso of torms and uni-

formity with rcg.-trd to photographic dimensions.

In England the Photograpnio Society of Great Britain has accom-
plished something ou this subject by establishing standards for screws
and flanges.

It seems to me it would not be inappropriate for this Association to

take steps to bo represented at this congress to be held in Belgium.
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Whether or not the government of the United States has been invited

to take any notice of the coming congress I am unable at present to

furnish any information. I know that other governments liave. We
are certainly interested as much as our Enro])ean brethren in the proper

accuracy in tlie use of all terms connected witli our profession.

Dry-plate phofcogra})liy, togetlier witli tlie rapid increase in the

number of amateur photographers, has caused the manufacturers of all

kinds of apparatus to bestir tliemselves to endeavour to produce the

moat portable, elegant, and useful apparatus. During the past year

many improvements have been made which are of value to us all.

Every year the artists (the painter, I mean) are becoming more closely

allied. The portrait painter iiuds it difficult to get along without the

assistance of the photographer; and I find that the more a jjainter

knows of photography the more willing he is to leave his sitter in the

hands of the photographer to light and pose his subject. He is more
willin" to look on and content himself with a few suggestions only,

knowiu" that the good photographer understands the effects that can

be obtained under his own skyliglit better than one wlio knows nothing

about it.

I am satisfied that the demand for photography in all its branches is

on the increase, and will be so.

Lastly, but not least : of the improvements that can be recorded

daring the pa^t year is the great progress in illuminating the dark room
of the dry-plate worker. I most thoroughly endorse Mr. Debenham's
system of orange and green glass as a means of satisfactorily lighting

the dark room.

By J. TuAiLL Tavloh.

Photography advances with such imperceptible strides as to render

it somewhat difficult to indicate definitely the progress it has made
within a circumscribed period, more especially when such period em-
braces the comparatively brief span of one year. While the past

twelve months have not been so fruitful in invention or discovery as to

cause that period to stand out in contrast with others, neither have
they, on the other hand, been characterised by stagnation.

During the past year innumerable printing processes of a mechanical
description, or involving the use of printers' ink, have been invented,

patented, or published. Of these, some have reference to the produc-

tion of intaglio surfaces for employment as iu copperplate jjrinting

;

others—and these the most numerous—come under the category of

relief or surface blocks for printing in conjunction with type.

There is another process to which none of these distinctions apply,

inasmuch as it is neither an intaglio nor relief process. It has not been
patented or published, but is worked as a secret process. And yet it is

in place to refer to it here, because during the past year it has been
selected as fh'. process apparently best adapted for preparing the illus-

trations of the leading European photographic journals. From the
brief description which I shall give, its character and, possibly, its

modus operandi will be perceived. To commence at the end : the
printing is executed at the lithographic presi from a transfer laid down
upon a lithographic stone, which is smooth or polished—not grained.

And yet the print possesses a fine stippled grain similar to a chalk
drawing or a print from a grained stone. From this any one conversant
with the process of lithographic pi'inting will necessarily infer that the
granularity has been imparted at a stage prior to that of placing the
transfer upon the stone. A film of bichroniatised gel.atine supported
upon paper, glass, metal, or any other substance more convenient is ex-

posed to light under a negative. It is now .submitted to the action of

chemicals, by which granularity is imparted to the surface, although
the gelatine film may be so prepared as to possess within itself the
rerjuisites for imparting the stipple. In an outline sketch like the
present, however, it is unnecessary to describe the means employed for

producing this indispensable effect—the more particularly as they are,

doubtless, known to most of those for whom this subject possesses
interest. The requisite granularity of surface having been obtained, it

is rolled up with transfer ink, and an impression being taken on
transfer paper is conveyed to the stone, from which impressions are
obtained in the usual mode. From such experiments as I have made I

am enabled to say that the fineness or coarseness of the grain is under
the complete control, and ranges between the most delicate touch
of a blacklead pencil to the coai'se, granular texture characteristic of

the large portraits of actors and others utilised as public show-
bills.

Desirous of ascertaining the possibility of applying this process to the
production of surface blocks, I laid a transfer upon a polished zinc
plate, etched it in such a manner as not to undercut the delicate
stippled grain, and in this way produced a block which was capable of

being printed when surrounded by type. This, however, is a devia-
tion from what I commenced with, which is that the process as printed
from lithographic stones is an accomplished fact, whatever may be the
nature of its details, and is one which, from now being extensively
made use of by European, and especially by English, journals is worthy
of notice.

No topic has of late engrossed more attention than that of the illu-

mination of the operating-room. The yellow light by which wet
collodion operations could be safely conducted was found totally inade-
quate for gelatine plate manipulations, and was superseded by light of

an intense, deep, ruby colour. In a physiological point of view this

was found to be productive of effects positively deleterious to the eye-

sight in some cases, and inconvenient in others. Hence a reaction set in

and the question was propounded—"Which is the light that produces

the least amouut of action on the sensitive plate combined with comfort

to those in the dark room?" Mr. W. E. Debenham, a professional

portrait photographer, of London, constituted himself the champion of

reform. He found that perfect safety 1 1 the plates, together with

comfort to the eyes and a resulting light of a character which, by

contrast with others, maybe termed a "very subdued white light,"

was obtained by interposing between the lamp and the manipulating

bench a compound layer composed of green glass and yellow paper.

Two thicknesses of paper of a deep canary colour, along with a plate of

green glass or of gelatine or paper stained of a peculiar green colour,

have in my own case been made to supersede a deep ruby glass with

much comfort aiul salifaction. The particular tints are of importance.

]?ut the special advantages of green light as a u.seful source of

illumination in the dark room are not now pointed out for the first

time. In January, 1S70, an American gentleman, whose name is as

much honoured in Europe as in the United States (for science is of no
nationality), strongly recommended the substitution of green glass,

pure and simple, for the orange glass hitherto employed in dark-room

illumination ; and this recommendation of Mr. Matthew Carey Lea was
enforced by arguments deduced from his own experience of its use.

The light he employed was gas, and the green glass was neither the

darkest nor the lightest kind, but that of an intermediate shade, care

being taken that it was not of a bluish-green. Such a light, while

possessing all that comfort and safety for the eyes claimed on its behalf

at the time by Mr. Lea, was safe for collodion plates only, and this

when the light was not too powerful. The addition of the yellow

paper referred to appears to fulfil all the requirements of the present

time. Even when it may prove inconvenient at once to remove the red

glass from a window or lantein, a marked improvement in the quality

of the light will be immediately perceived by the addition of one thick-

ness of yellow paper.

The subject of increasing and reducing the intensity of gelatine

negatives is one that has received and is still receiving much atten-

tion. As regards intensification : chloride of mercury followed by
other agents still enjoys popular favour, notwithstanding many re-

corded cases of deterioration. The first action of chloride of mercury
upon a negative, as we all know, is to turn it black. If the action be

arrested at this stage by copious washing the image appears to be

permanent. Certainly 1 have found no change in some that were

treated iu this manner about nine years ago, wlule in connection with

other negatives treated with this salt, combined with iodides and
other preparations, I have not experienced the same immunity from

change.
A method of adding iodide of mercury to the developer, as sug-

gested by Mr. Henry J. Newton, by which an increase of intensity

is obtained by the developing operation, is a fitting subject for—and
will doubtless receive—consideration by the members at this Con-

vention. A solution which is at once a deoolouriser and, with the

addition of a few drops of silver, an intensifier was introduced by
Mr. B. J. Edwards just in time to permit of its being alluded to in

my Jii'porl on Pkotoi/rapluc Pror/rc.^t last year. It consists in adding

to the usual clearing solution of citric acid and alum a quantity of

protosulphate of iron in the proportion of about one-third more than

the combined weight of the other two ingredients. When employed
without any nitrate of silver it decolourises a yellow negative ; with

silver it intensifies the image. Since the last Convention it has been

much tried, and enjoys popular favour. Pyrogallic acid, as a reducer

of the nitrate, is also now being employed. These, it will be ob-

served, are analogues of the methods long since suggested for collodion

intensification. 1 fail to discover among my negatives any which have

faded after having been treated first with chloride of mercury and
then with diluted ammonia, or old cyanide fixing solution nearly

saturated with silver. Exceptional care was taken in the washing of

these.

Reducing intensity may be effected by a variety of processes. Those
only which are of recent introduction will be here noticed. Mr. A. L.

Henderson has found that the fumes of cyanide of potassium, acting

upon a gelatine negative to which air has free access, will effect a
gradual reduction of its density. Tiiis reducing action is not a rapid

one. It may be safely predicted that a method of reducing intensity

proposed by Mr. E. Howard Farmer will prove to be the process of the

future. If a solution of ferridcyanide of potassium (red prussiate) be

applied to a gelatine negati\e the silver forming the image becomes
immediately converted into ferrooyanide of sliver, to remove which all

that is necessary is to apply hyposulphite of soda. Mr. Farmer mixes
these together in the following proportions :—An ounce of the ferrid-

cyanide is dissolved in a pint of water, and when about to use it a few
drops are added to a solution of hyposulphite of soda of the same
strength as the other. AVhen the negative is immersed in this a gradual

reduction of intensity takes place ; for as the silver forming the image
becomes converted into the ferrooyanide of silver it is immediately

dissolved by the hypo. I have tried numerous experiments with
this system of reducing negatives, both wholly and locally, and beg
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Btrpu^ly t.> l>jar ttrdt>:n;>;iy li iti Htarits. lis il<i9ui'i,>tk>.i Will sugjckt
the somewhat analogous solation of iodiae in cyanide of potassium ;

but tho Inttcr is uiiiuaimgeablo and dangurous by comparison.
Much ingenuity lias been displayed in tbe devising of instantaneous

shutters, into wbicli have beuli imported numerous mechanical ap-
pliances. Portrait photographers require, liowever, not so much a
shutter giving insttiutaniety of action a8 a prolongation of tbe exposure
at will. Witbout intending any sllglit to the many ingenious inveu-
tiona designed to effect this end, I may adduce as au example of one of
tho latest tliat recently introduced by Mr. Cadett—the gentleman who,
it will be remembered, was tho first to apply the pneumatic principle to
exposures in tbe camera. Tbis most ingenious effort of XIr. Cadett's
may be described as a sipiare cap, which is fixed upon either the inner
or outer end of the lens. A very tine piece of rubber tubing is attached
to the side, tho other end of which terminates in the well-known
pneumatic ball. Upon pressing this a tiny rubber bellows concealed in
the body of the cap actuates a lever, by which a sliding shutter work-
ing between guides immediately darts ujiwards, leaving the lens un-
covered for either a fraction of a second or a period that Uiay be
prolonged into minutes according to the nature and duration of the
pressure upon tho rubber ball.

Shutters suggest lenses. Since the Convention of last year no new
form of lens has been introduced ; but immediately before that meeting
an amateur optician, Mr. Thomas Furnell, devised a fonn of combina-
tion, which from its character appears to hold out a promise of good so
Bonn as it is introduced by the manufacturing opticians. Although it

cannot be said to possess either novelty or principle, or, iudeed,
anything startling—inasmuch as it is only a slight departure from what
has been previously effected—yet curves other than those bitherto
adopted have been imported into it, and, while there is no difficulty in

its construction, it detiues sharply over a moderately-large field. It is

a triple lens—a class, by tlie way, wliich has been out of favour for

several years. Its front lens is achroniatised. The centre element is

a single lens of flint glass, double concave, and its back a plano-convex
of crown gLiss.

Nothing has of late transpired in connection with negative gelatine
emulsion calling for special mention, unless it be the fact that the value
of an addition of iodide to the bromide is more and more fully re-

cognised. Tlie preparation of paper, opal plates, and plain glass plates
with gelatino-chloride emulsion is now an established branch of com-
merce—at least in certain parts of the world. For producing enlarge-
ments by the lantcru the application of emulsion to paper offers

exceptional advantages, for tlie operations may be conducted quite
in<Iependently of daylight. Opal pictures, either enlarged or printed
in the frame, possess a peculiar charm ; while, for lantern transparencies,

a point of value is found in chloride emulsion, as with any given class

or brand of plate any desired tone—from the warmest red to the coldest
black, including sepia, brown, and purple—can be obtained at will by
V.i T.r;tion of the dev>.I _i.v alone.

It is several years since eosinc was suggested as a substance which,
when added to collodion, tended to give a more truthful representation
in light and shade of tbe colours of nature. It is pleasing to be able to
report that Professor Vogel has of late made some further advances in
this department of photography.
Among the deaths of those more or less known in the ranks of photo-

graphers maybe noticed that of Mr. Codman, of Boston, and in the
Old World those of Mr. H. B. Pritchard (of the Photoijraphk News),
and the Rev. F. F. Stathani, who was the President of the South
London Photographic Society since the period of its organisation.
There are many other subjects of a less important description which

have transpired in the photographic world ; but to even refer to them
all would unduly lengthen this comniunicatioD.

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIOX FOR PATENT.
No. 10,970.—" Enamelling (as termed in photography) Surface-Coloured

Photographs, whether tbe same are Coloured or Pamted in Water or Oil
Coloui-s." FiiKDEBicK S.\i'E, photographer, 28, Grove-road, HoUoway, N.

—

Dated August G, 18S4.

Appar.\ti-s for Washin-g Photographs.

Complete specification. By Abel McDonald, Penrith, and Thouas
Williamson Kbndall, Cockermouth.

Iv washinc; plmtographic iirints it is very desirable to ijive them a g»od
shake up, but without crushiu;,' (ir tearin;,' them, botli to prevent the prints
sticking together .ind to cau<!e tho water to thoroughly circulate over their
entire surface, and thus wa'^h out all tln^ hyposulphite contained in them.
We accomplish this periodic shaking in tlie following manner and with

the following apparatus, namely :—Pivoted on a trunnion or bearing A on
two o|)iiositc sides of the main trough P>, .ind so that it is free to oscillate

through a considerable arc, we place a second tank C with a perforated
bottom U. In this tank tho photographs to bo washed are placed, together
with a quantity of water. Kixed to or sui>ported in sockets or sttindards
E on this oscillating trough and a triHe .above it, and divided over the axis
of the trunnions aforesaid into two divisions, F and G, we fix a trough H

, or«r tha >haymg » double shipe I in tbe oeatro a* th« diviaion. lain tbia, orb. -~
point of double sloiw, so as to run rarmtly or entirely hito whiobaver
division s uppermost for the time bi.>ing, wo place a cock J of rnnniDg

aJk.3

water, and in e<ach division of this trough at the extreme end we place a
syphon K K, emptying into the main trough, preferably through standards
E K as shown.
The mode of action is as follows :—The wasliing trough or box resting

on the main trough at one end and on the trunnions in the middle the
ujjper end of the main trough H tills by reason of tbe miming water till il
overbalances, and causes the washing trough C to turn on its trunnions.
The w;ater now runs into the other upiier trough, the first trough slants the
opiwsite way to what it did Ijefore, and tho syphon being at its (now)
lowest end, the water overflows to the top of tho sy i>hon, and is then imme-
diately emptied by the syphon. Tho water running into the other np|>er
trough in time nearly fills it in turn, and tbe whole turns over into the
original position and remains so till a a like operation takes place on
the other side, when it again counterbalances and so on. The water
continually running in from the syi>hoiis would soon fill the main troughs,
so a syphon L ia placed on the main trough, so that it shall be [icriodically
emptied entirely or in ))art. It will be obvions that this idea of two syphons,
water supply and oscillating tank once suggested, numerous modifications
could be msidc to act on the same principle.

The main principles of the invention being the supporting of the
washing trough on trunnions, and supplying it with se|iaratc ports, one
on each side, which, being filled and emptied alternately, keep up an
intermittent see-saw action in the (x^rforated tank, which action causes
the water to rush up through the perforations and thus gently move the
prints in a wave, thus separating and moving them very (piickly without
the crushing or te<aring action so prevalent in most tilting machines where
the prints all wash to the lower end.
Having now particularly described and ascertained the nature of our

said invention, and in what manner the same is to be performed, we
declare that v/hat we claim is :—

1st. The divided trough H with a syphon at or near each end in combi-
nation with a source of water supply J, and a pivoted washing trough 1)
in an outer trough or reservoir B, substantially as and for tho pur(Nn«s
described.
2ud. In a photograph washing apparatus the pivoted trough c suspended

in water recei)tacle B having |)erforated bottom and automatic means for
periodically tilting it, whereby the water is caused to rise through the
perforations and gently stir up the photographs.

3rd. In a photographic w.ishing iipparatus the application of the constant
water supply to first actuate the stirring or shaking mechanism and then to
fall into the washing apparatus and be used for washing, substantially as
described.

•

ODur (Bbitnrial fabk.

The Patent Simplex Slide akd Revek-sible Camera Back.

We have had submitted to our inspection by Messrs. John and Alfreil

George Hopkins, the patentees, a model of this apparatus, which was
described in the patent coliimu in our issue of Jane 6th lost. The
chief feature lies in tho plate carrier and the method by which tho

plate is placed in position for exposure in the camera. The back of the

camera closes with a door, rendering it perfectly light-tight The
carrier consists of a plain wooden envelope, into which the plate slides

in a frame that completely closes tho aperture by which it is insertc<l,

and this carrier is attached to the top of the camera by snitable fasteners,

lo order to focus the picture, tho door of tho camera back is npenol and
tho det icbcd fojassing glass placed in position ; when tho operation ia

complete the ground glass is removed, the door closed, and by means
of a rod inserted in a screw hole in the upper part of the carrier
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the frame containing the plata is pushed int < the pssition previously
occupied by the focussing-glass, and after exposure withdrawn in

the same mauner. The entire absence of liinges and dangerous joints

Beeins to promise immunity from any chance of light reaching the plate
at any stage of the process except during exposure ; and the general
construction is so simple that the slide may be constructed at a very
small cost.

How TO BE A Sua'ESSFUL AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHER.
By W. J. Laxcaster.

Still another guide for beginnei-s in photography— this time issued by
the energetic Birmingham lirm of opticians and manufacturers of

apparatus. It consists chiefly, of course, of a description of the
principal articles supplied by Messrs. Lancaster and 8on, supplemented
by a variety of useful and practical information, which, combined with
its small cost, will recommend it to a large section of intending
amateurs.

MKKTINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Date of Hectlns. Kame of Society. | Place of Meeting.

August 19

„ 20
„ 21

Bolton Club Tho Studio, Chancery-lane.
Photographic Club .1 Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street.
London and Provincial Masons' Hall, Basinghall-strcet.

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
At the meeting of this Society, held on Thursday, the 7th instant, the
chair was occupied by Mr. W. H. Prestwich.
Mr.^ J. B.^ B. WELr.iX(iTO.N mentioned that he had tried the effect of

Mr. Farmer'.^ ferridcyanide reducer on over-printed albumen proofs, and
found that it an.swered jwrfectly in lightening them ; whilst he tlunight that
the tone wa'< a little improved, being made warmer.
Mr. A. Cowan had also used the same means for reducing chloride

transparencies witli similar results.
A question from the box was read :—"The cjuerist, having obtained fog

111 a dark slide in which leather was used, is desirous of knowing the
chemical composition of leather."
Mr. W. E. Debenham said that when fog was attributed to the leather

or leather cloth of dark slides it was supposed that the pigment or medium
used with the pigment w.as the cause of the mischief.
Mr. W. H. A.shman had found that fog had arisen from storing ])lates in

a box that had been coated with spirit black to which a certain amount of
castor oil had been added. He also stated tliat the emanations from pine
would cause fogging in plates left in a box made of that wood.
Mr. Cowan showed a series of transparencies printed from negatives

taken by him during the photograi)hers' outing on bank holiday.
A vignetting arrangement of American construction was shown and

explained to the meeting. It was what was known as " Singhi's," and con-
s'ste^ 9f a light frame just fitting on to the ordinary printing frame, to
which it \ya3 held by an india-rubber web passing over the back of the
press at either end. The frcmt of the frame was a sheet of fine, smooth
millboard, with a central opening and two strips of the same millboard
running down the sides. These strips serve to keep in place another
piece of millboard, but allow motion when required. Tliis second front of
iniUboard was similarly fitted with striijs, but these strips were placed in
the contrary direction from those in the undermost sheet. A tliird piece
of millboard, sliding on the face of the second piece, could, by means of
the slips mentioned, be adjusted in any position in the same manner as a
lens m a camera furnished with vertical and horizontal sliding movements.
The piece of millboard mentioned as the third jiiece was the one which
actually performed the vignetting, and a set of these, with openings of
different sizes, was supplied with each frame. If in order to make the
vignetting more gradual it was desired to raise the opening, so as to make
It niore distant from the negative, this was accomplished by inserting a
strip of wood at either end or both ends of the vignetting arran<>-einent
between the latter and the front of the printing-press.

° '

Mr. Cowan mentioned having shown a similar arrangement some nine
months previously, but it was stated that Singhi's .apparatus .as now shown
had been in use in the United States some time earlier than tliat.
Mr. Debknham had for many years used an .arrangement in many

respects similar, but he thought more convenient, as in his the fronts
did not extend beyond the edge of the iJrinting-frame, and so did not
require additional space at the printing liijlit. He would bring one to
a future meeting.
Mr. AsH.MAN had shown in his leotuerette On Prmtiiv/ some vignetting

forms made of what was known as " empire cloth." The great secret of
iibtamiiig soft vignettes was to have a small opening and to keei) it at
a distance from the negative.
Mr. \V. Coles, referring to Mr. Wellington's experiments in removing

green fog with Mr. Fanner's ferridcyanide reducer, stated that his
experiments in the same direction supported the conclusions of Mr.
Wellingtons
Mr. W. Turner showed some paper negatives produced by using draw-

ings or tracings as originals in the pressure-frame and printing by contactupon salted |>aper sensitised with nitrate of silver and fixed in an old
liypu. bath. Fruits from these paper negatives were also shown. These

prints were by the ferro-prussiate or blue process, such as will be found
described on page 756 of our last volume.

EDINBURGH PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The annual excursion and pic-nic of this Society took place on Thursday,
the 10th July, when about sixty ladies and gentlemen visited the grounds
of Arniston House by the kind permission of R. Dundas, Esq. t)n arrival
luncheon w-as served, and this was followed by the company being photo-
graplied in a group under the fine old leaning larch tree, which, .as in-
dicated by the nurseryman s bill (still preserved), was pliinted in 1735.
There w,as an interesting series of competitions for both sexes. In the

following list of successful competitors tlie name of the donor and the nature
of each prize is placed in a parenthesis :—High leap—Ist, Mr. Calder (hand-
some pipe, Mr. Bertram) ; 2nd, Mr. M'Kean (series of twelve carbon
prints, Mr. Dougall). 100 yards race for ladies—1st, Miss Jtary Tunny
(parasol, Mr. Bertram) ; 2nd, Miss Tunny (twelve carbon photographs,
Mr. Dougall). l.iOyards ditto—1st, Miss Pearson (hand-bag, Mr. Crighton)

;

2nd, Miss Raynor (box of biscuits, Mr. Middlemas). 150 yards race
for gentlemen—1st, Mr. Calder (illuminated album, Mr. M'Ke.an) ; 2nd,
Mr. M'Kean (box of biscuits, Mr. Middlemas). Barrow race—1st, Miss
Taylor (graphosco|>e, Mr.. TurnbuU) ; 2nd, Mr. Dougall (pair of skates,
Mr. Johnston). Hopping race—1st, Miss Raynor (album, Mr. Cox) ; 2nd,
Miss Pearson (one dozen photographs, Mr. Dougall). Photographic com-
petition—Best "Bit" taken in the Ground at Arniston—Ist prize, Mr.
Briglemen (one bottle fifty years' old brandy, Mr. Baillie) ; 2nd prize, Mr.
M'Kean (ojiera glass, Mr. Ward.ale).
A small string band discoursed excellent music during dinner, which was

served at two o'clock, the President, Mr. William Neilson, oecui)yiiig the
chair and proposing tho usu,al loyal toasts.
Mr. Willham Dou','all gave " Prosperity to tho Society, and the Health of

the President," which was happily replied to by Mr. Neilson. Mr. Brodie
gave the " Council and Office-bearers," replied to by Mr. Bashford, Hon.
Secretary. Mr. John (i.ardiier proposed '"The Committee for the Pic-nic,"
couiiled with the name of Mr. Thomas Ward.ale, the convener, who suitably
replied. Mr. J. G. Tunny proposed the "Health of Mr. Dundiis," of
Arniston. who had personally welcomed the .Society to his grounds and
granted them every liberty aiid accommodation. Mr. Dundas said he hiid
studied photograjihy tliirty years ago underMr. Tunny, aiid was much
pleased to see tlie .Society at his place.
which was replied to by Mr. Scott.

Mr. Crighton gave "The Ladies,"

LEEDS PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The ordinary meeting of this Society was held on Thursday, the 7th iiist.,

—Mr. J. W. Ramsden in the chair.

After tlie confirmation of the minutes the subject of outdoor excursions
was introduced by Mr. S. A. Warburton ; and it was resolved, on the motion
of Mr. Marshall, seconded by Mr. F. W. Branson, that the Committee be
requested to arrange for outdoor excursions, to take place not less than
once a month nor inore frequently than once a fortnight. The announce-
ments of the excursions are to be made on the Society's board in one of the
windows of the Philosophical Hall, and kept two or three weeks in advance
—the place of meeting .and time to be arranged as best suits the excursion.

It was then arranged that an excursion should be made on .Saturday
(tomorrow), the llith inst., to Meanwood Valley and Adel Moors. The
party to meet .at the "Three Horseshoes," Headingley, at 2.30, p.m.
Mr. F. W. Bii.vN.sON called the attention of the meeting to some

chemical reactions involved in the treatment of a bleached imago (pro-
duced by bichloride of mercury) with a lialf-satnrated solution of recry-
stallised sodium sulphite, as mentioned and commended in The I3uiti.sh
Journal of Photography of July 25th. From experiments made the
following facts were deduced :—

•

1. That a solution of bichloride of mercury is not reduced to
calomel, nor is a sulphide formed when cold solutions of bichloride of
mercury and recrystallised sodium sulphite are mixed.

2. That freshly-formed and washed silver chloride is not blackened,
but is dissolved to a very appreciable extent, by a solution of sodium
sulphite of the strength recommended.

3. That mercurous chloride (calomel) is readily blackened, with pro-
duction of a sulphide of mercury, by a solution of sodium sulphite.

It was explained tliat the white im<age caused by tlie action of a solution of
bichloride of mercury consisted of both mercurous chloride (calomel) and
silver chloride, and that when sodium sulphite solution was added the
silver salt dissolved, and the mercury salt became blackened to form the
photographic image. The removal of the silver salt probably explained
the small degree of intensification given by this method, as ccmtrasted
with some other methods in use. That a strengthening of the image does
occur is certain, and that no part of the plate is discoloured except
the photographic image constitutes an important adv.antage. It was also
pointed out that a fact of considerable practical importance remains to be
proved, namely, whether a sulphide by mercury, as produced by the action
of sodium sulphite, &c. , or an oxide, as yielded by treatment with ammonia,
gives the most permanent negative.

After a short di.scussion on Mr. Bnanson's communication in which the
Vice-President, Messrs. Teasdale, Thornton, Wild.ay, &c., took part,
Mr. W. L. WiLTiAY passed round some prints on ferro-prnssiate jiapcr,

and recommended the process as very useful to amateurs as well as profes-
sionals in a number of w.ays. He (Mr. Wilday) gave the following details
as to his mode of working the process :

—

Ammonia citrate of iron 15 drachms.
Distilled water S ounces.

Ferridcyanide of ix)tnssium 10 dr.ochnis.
Distilled w.iter S Ounces.
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Mix tho two solutions and ke«|) in an oiiaqiio bottle. Take uuglazed paper
of a fine gnun and damp tlio sheets you propose ti> scn«lti»e with a sponge
or rublier brush ; tloat tlio Hohition over the paper aH evenly as ijossibfe,
and hang to dry in a darkened room. Uo not ijrep.iro a hirgor (piantity
than you are Kouig to use shortly, as the paper becomes slower by keeping.
When printing, expose until the shadows assume a strong, metallic, grey
colour, and detail iH'gins to be lost. Wash well in cold water until, when
hold up by the corner, the drip fr<ini tlie |)rint shows no yellow tinge. If
it be desired to write on the print use a saturated solution of washing soda
B1 ink and a clenn steel pen tii write with.
Mr. Thos. W. Tiir)HNTON (Hon. Secrctarj'); then exhibited samples of

Willesden paper, and spoke of the many usesf<) which it might be put by
phutogra|)lii IS. Being i>erfectly watertight, with a cake of marine glue and
a sheet of Willesden paijer a tourist could easily make dishes for dove-
loping and fixing when away from home, or by its aid a temi¥)rary dark
riK)m could lie readily formed. He said that by the kindness of Mr. W.
M. .\shnian ho had received samples of the vulcanite fibre, resiiecting
which inquiries had been made at the last meeting. These lie iiasseil round
to the memlwrs, saying he had been exiieriinenting with them and found
that it was practically unbreakable, and could be worked in almost any
conceivable manner. Ho had grwived, planed, turned, sawn, and bored it
with great ease, and he was of opinion that it might be used with advan-
tage in place of i^bonite for making shutters, &C.'
Mr. Bk.v.n.so.n said he had used the fibre and found that it was affected by

damp. '

'

The Hon. .Skcbktary exhibited a changing-bag for dry plate's that
ho h.ad had made after a design by Mr. W.Briioks, and used every day
during a recent tour.
The meeting then proceeded to the examination of a number of trans-

parencies shown by Mr. W. Teasdale by ni9ans of the soiopticon lantern.
Mr. Teasdale's arrangements and iiortiible soi-eon were very much admired.

—

—

ON PHOTOGRAPHING THE OUTLINES OF COASTS AND
HEADLANDS FROM THE SEA.

To the Editors.
Gkntlemen",—There is a remark in an article by Professor H. W. Vogel, in

your last issue, which might deter many from attempting deck photography,
insomuch that he insists upon the 8topp.age of the engine in order to get a
sharp picture. In some ca^es this may be advisable—if, for instance, the
resulting picture had to be enlarged.
But for ordinary pictorial work it is by no means necessary ; and, if the

Bhutter be rpiick enough and not influenced by the w ind, as Herr Vogel's
was, good views may be taken. I have taken several lately covering a
whole-plate, and in some cases cannot distinguish at first sight those taken
from a steamer at full speed from those taken ontenulirma.

I note, also, that the stand used by Professor Vogel seems identical to
tliat patented and exhibited some time ago by Mr. Thompson, of this
city.—I am, yours, &c., J. H. T. Elibrbkck.

Liierpnol, Ailirust 12, 1884, —

—

THE SODA DEVELOPER.
To the Editors.

Gkntlkmek,—.Seeing in your Journal of the 1st instant a very strong
recommendation of the washing soda developer, by Mr. A. F. Genlain,
I have tried a few plates with it and find the negatives produced to be
of good printing quality, though of a very peculiar colour; also the
working to be well under control.

But will Mr. Genlain tell us how to avoid frilling? He apparently pre-
pares his own plates especially for the purjwse with chrome alum in the
emulsion ; but what are the thousands of amateurs and professionals to do
who work with commercial plates ?

I tried soaking the plate in chrome alum before developing, without
any improvement as regards frilling, though the greon colour of the nega-
tive was less decided. Possibly in cooler weather this trouble might be
reduced to a minimum.
There are, no doubt, several who have been trying this doveloijer, and it

would be intereiting to know whether they have met with the same diffi-

culty which I have. I may mention that I used the plates of two well-
kni>»n manufacturers, which have never in my hands shown any sign of
frilling with sulphite and pyro. or with ferrous oxalate.— I am, yours, &c.,

Woodley-hill, Btadiwj, August 11, 1884. Chabi.es Stephens.

§lalt% anir (^u^wa.
" Is there any public teacher of photography in London ?—B. P." To

this we reply that at the Polytechnic Christian Institute, 309, Regent-
street, photography is taught under conditions which may doubtless be
obtained on apinicatiou to the Secretary.

"Novice" inquires:—" If, instead of getting up a club or sulracription for
oil paintinps, I get up a raffle or a drawing, the prize or jirizes to be
tickets eutitlinj; tlie winner to an oil |)ainting of himself or herself, would
there be anything illegal about it, or anything at all likely to bring down
the authorities upon me about it ? If you can give iiio your opinion as to
the legality of the above affair I wuuld esteem it a favour." Svill

some reader versed in the laws which apply to art unions and lotteries
please respond 7

Unokr A.ND HOKFMAXN (Dteadon) writing with reference to our article On
Albumenmny Pnorr [page 370, antf], say that in their experience "the
preparation of albumen i«per must and can be effected l^ meMM o(
fermented albumen; but it must never be in a slate of putreeceDae>
because such almost invariably produces in summer the to-cMM
'blisters;' and, further, the oi>eration is so dis4kgrecable that the work-
man can scarcely endure the mnell. For this cause we have adopted a
new method, which excludes the formation of blinters, produced by
imtrified albumen, and which does not cause any of the disturbance*
occasioned by fresh albumen." A siiecimen of the paiwr accompanied
the foregoing letter.

Pembroke Marshali, inquires'^" 1. Is a high-priced lens considered
perfect that has bubbles in it?—2. Have the majority of such lensea, by
manufactilrers Considered first-class, bubbles, or are the latter ex-
ceptional?" In reply: 1. No lens can be considered "iierfect" that
ccmtivins bubbles or any other imf>erfections in the glass.—2. No first-
class manufacturers will issue lenses containing bubbles. In formcT
times, when it was much more difficult to obtain good ojitical glass than
is now the case, defects of the glass mentioned, together with tears and
striie, were not unfrequently to be found in otherwise good lenses ; but
maUei's of reputation—and, indeed, of no reputation at all—never now
employ glass possessing defects of this nature. At the same time, it
must be admitted that defectsin glass are of less consequence in photo-
graphic lenses, cs|)ecially those of large dimensions, than in any other
optical instruments which necessitate the employment of an objective.

R. S. says :—" I have read your article On the Economic Production of Cold
in last Journal with special interest. You say that certain bodies when
added to the nitrate of ammonia increase the intensity of the cold pro-
duced. I have read somewhere that if twenty parts of nitrate of jjotash
be mixed with eighty parts of nitrate of ammonia a degree of cold is
produced equal to eighty-seven degrees of Fahrenheit. Now, what I
wish to know is this—after these salts have thus effected the desired end
by producing the cold, will they not after being a^ain crystallised act in
the same manner as before, seeing that no chemical change can have
been produced in either of them by the mere act of being dissolved ? and
if such be the case, will not the end of eccraoiny be obtained in greater
l)erfection by this addition ?" -We reply that although the chemical
constituents of the two salts named are still present, yet by their having
been dissolved in presence of each other a molecular change has been
induced, double salts having been formed. These double salts do not
possess the same properties as their primary constituents. This ig a
matter which can be easily verified by our correspondent.

"An American ix England" wishes to know if there be any chance of
our giving a report of the transactions of the Annual Convention of the
Photographers' Association of America. This Convention, he explains
is one that is coraix)sed mainly of professional photographers, althougli
there are a few amateurs to be found among them. We reply: In
another page in the present number will be found a report of a portion—
we would fain hope a very small portion only—of the transactions of
the three days' meeting. But seeing that, according to the report, the
social appeared to predominate over the technical proceedings, it may be
that there will, be less of a solid character resulting from the meetings
than wo might have hoped. Our present correspondent, " An American
in England," is thanked for the kindly nature of his expressions regard-
ing this Journal, and especially for the packet containing samples of the
best representative dry plates of American manufacture. When ho and
his friends favour us with their promised visit we shall not only, in all
probability, be able to show them, upon these very plates, negatives of
the s])0t3 in the vicinity of London which they desire to visit, but also
have a small party of kindred spirits organised to accompany our
esteemed friends from the New World on some of their intended local
photographic excursions.

•

(BxcljmQt ffiolumn.
No charge in made for inserting these announcements; but in no ease do'we

insert any article merely okkered for sale, that being done at a sviall eoit
in our advertising pages. This portion of our columns is devoted to exchanget
only. It is imperative that the name of the person proposing the exchamje
be given (although not necessarily for publication, if a SOM DK plume be
thought desirable), otherwise the notice will not appear.

I will e.xohange a Ross's carte lens, four and three-quarter inch focus for a
sixteen-inch focus triplet by a good maker. — Address, W. Bh^vv
Sidmouth. '

I will exchange a half-jilate camera, double swing back, three double
slides, folding tri(K)d, cost £9, for a 12 x 10 camera, also Ross's carte
lens.—Addre-ss, 7, Abbeygate-terrace, Colchester.

I will exchange a Dallineyer's No. 2b patent and a Ross's No. 1 universal
for a Dallineyer's No. 2a or a Ross's No. 3 rsipid cabinet lens.—Address
W. Dakin, photographer. Nether-edge, Sheffield.

'

I will exchange a good whole-plate portrait lens, three inches in diameter
very rapid, for a Ross's rapid symmetrical or a Dallmeyer's rectilinear'
not less than half-plate.—Address, A. F. Clabk, Padanarm, Forfar. '

I will exchange a whole-plate "J. S." portrait lens, complete, with stops
in perfect condition, cost second-hand £5, for a Lancaster or other out-
door apparatus; or offers.—Address, E. A. B., 10, Wellington-street
Gloucester. '

I will exchange a Kinnear camera, 10 x 8, and a half-plate portrait lens by
Squire, for a whole-plate universal camera and small carriers; a Janun^
I>ortrait carte lens; and a (Jrubb's half plate view lens, for studio
accessories.—Address, Frit/, Camera, 41, High-street, Sydenham S.Ji.
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^nato^ra to ©orwaponir^nia.

O" Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper.

Photographs Registered.—
Herbert Henry Dunn, Newport, Lincoln.

—

Photograph of Sunset over
Lincoln.

Frederick John Skill, ^Exchequer Gate, Lincoln.

—

Photograph of Lincoln
from Panwick Hill.

William Rochard, Sea View-terrace, BaKillt, North Wales.

—

Photograph
of Interior of St. Mark's Church, Uolywell, North Wales.

Patrick.—You will find an article on the subject on another page. Take
the practical hint there given.

T. PiNDER.^You had better communicate with Mr. Philip Magnus, Secre-
tary of the City and Guilds of London Institute, Gresham College, E.C.

D. D.—The particular glass in question may be obtained from Messrs.
Chance Bros., Birmingliam, or retail from Messrs. G. P. Williams and
Co., 30, St. Martins-lane, W.C.

B. Dalton.—The cause of the matt varnish having dried transparent is

that you have warmed the plate. All matt varnishes must be applied
cold or they will become transparent when dry.

W,—You will find articles on the subject of cloud negatives and their uses

on pages 552, 567, and 661 of our last volume. These will give you the
desired information. See answer to "Graver" on photographing on
wood blocks.

H. J.—To prepare the glass plate for receiving enamel collodion, let it be
well rubbed with powdered French chalk. The enclosed print is a
creditable specimen of work. Single landscajie lenses are best for this

class of subject.

G. M. J. B.—1. It is not an article of commerce at present; hence you
will have to construct the apparatus for yourself.—2. They are for different

purposes. The second is more suitable for small prints and limited num-
bers than the former.

W. G. BiGG.s.—The best plan is to write the name of the subject neatly

with black varnish on the bottom of the negative ; it will then appear
white in the print. Of course you understand that the wiiting must be
done backwards, so that it may read right in the prints.

I, I. I.—There is no advantage in using the alum bath stronger than you
have been doing. Chrome alum is supposed to render the gelatine

harder than common alum ; but we see no advantage in the latter over

the former for your purpose. Besides, it will slightly discolour the

paper.

G. O. Mountain.—The picture is very good, but we have seen some of the

same subject that have been considerably better. They were taken from
nearly the same standpoint as yours. The lens appears to be a fairly

good one, but it is deficient in marginal definition. Possibly a small stop

will remedy this.

Graver.—We are unaware how the particular specimen you forward was
produced ; but the carbon process is capable of producing very successful

prints on wood blocks if a suitable tissue be employed. This should be
one that contains a maximum of colouring matter and a minimum of

gelatine, so as to yield as thin a film as possible when finished.

F. A. Wiltshire.—The prints forwarded are collotypes. They are pro-

duced in Germany at a verjr cheap rate by machinery. You will not be

able to get them produced in this country, even wholesale, for anything
like the small price you paid, retail, for these. Machined collotypes

—

judging by any we have seen—are not to be compared with those pro-

duced by hand by a good printer.

Z. A.—The sample of paper forwarded certainly smells very offensively

;

but we have met with some that was much worse. If your employer
do not mind its being used, we do not see that you should object. He

- is the man who is responsible if the prints fade, and not you. It is by
no means proved that all paper which smells offensively yields prints

which will of necessity fade rapidly.

PuzZLKD.—If the lens give a sharp picture when used direct, and do not
when it is used with the reversing mirror, it is clear that the latter is at

fault. See that it fits quite loosely in its frame, as the slightest pressure

may alter its figure. See to this, and, if you still fail to get as sharp a
picture *ith the mirror as without it, return it to the manufacturer.
The slight scratch will practically make no difference whatever.

A Collotype Ahateub.— If, as you say, you are only an amateur,
then your specimens are indeed very good. Your present difficulty

arises from the paper you are using. The enamelled coating is not hard
enough for the present hot weather. Procure another sample with
a harder coating for i)resent use, and retain what you have until

the weather becomes colder, when you will find it will again work well.

Thos. a. Carter.—So tar as we are aware, no optician supplies [photo-

graphic lenses in aluminium mounts. No doubt any lens maker would
supply them to your order ; but as they are not articles of commerce,
and the metal and the cost of working it is somewhat expensive, such
instruments would necessarily be high in price. We have an idea that
what you have seen have simply been the ordinary mounts nickel jjlated.

Jacobus.—By "the merest rinse" is meant that the plate should be
simply rinsed under tlie tap for a few seconds. Yon appear to liave

been in the habit of- washing for an unnecessary lengtli of time between
he development and the alum bath, and between the latter and fixing.

tOne-third the time you have expended in the operation would be ample.
After fixing, the wasliing must be as complete as jjossible, otherwise the
,whole of the hyposulphite of soda will not be ren)oved.

H. R. is requested to be more explicit in giving the name of the annual,
the year, and the page from which he quotes, as he has got matters so
" mixed " as to preclude the possibility of discovering his quotation.
He is also requested to address his letters to

'
' The Editors.

"

C C.—The mealiness in the prints is due to over-toning. To get them
free from mealiness you must remove them from the strong bath at a
much earlier stage—when they are only a very warm brown. Clearly
the sample of paper you are using will not stand deeji toning.

Received.—A. Pringle; J. Archer Clarke'; J. Nicol, Ph.D.; Thoma»
Bedding; "Mahlstick." Ju our next.

The "Claimant."—Application has been made to the Directors

of Convict Prisons by the '

' Claimant " that he may not be photographed
before leaving Portsmouth Prison, lest the likenesses may get into the
hands of a local tradesman and copies be disposed of, as was the
case when he was at Millbauk. The Directors have granted the appli-

cation, and the "Claimant" will, consequently, not have his prison

photograph taken till he reaches Pentonville.

Photographic Club.—At the forthcoming meeting of this Club, at

Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street, on Wednesday next, the 20th inst., the
subject will be the adjourned discussion On Printing through Coloured
Media. Mr. Wellington will exhibit a most ingenious and simple
changing-box of his own construction. On Saturday afternoon an out-

ing has been arranged to Chingford, leaving Liverpool-street Station by
the first train after 2 o'clock. Meeting afterwards at 6 o'clock, at the

Forest Hotel.

International Inventions Exhibition, 1885.—The following par-

ticulars have been issued with regard to the entries in the class of

photography at the forthcoming International Inventions Exhibition,

to he held in ISS.'). The exclusion of lenses from the apparatus depart-

ment is due to the fact that they are classed with Philosophical

Instruments in a previous group :—In Group XXIX.—Photography

—

there will be three classes ; —Class 159. Processes and their results.

—

Methods of gelatine-bromide plate-making, apparatus for making
emulsion, apparatus for separating the sensitive constituent, coating,

drying, and packing machines, emulsion and other processes ; printing

processes—silver, carbon,Woodburytype, platinoty pe, gelatino-bromide,

coUodio-chloride of silver. Sec; apparatus for washing, &c., prints and
negatives, methods for making photographic lantern slides. Class

IGO. Apparatus (excluding lenses).—Cameras, shutters, changing-boxes,

slides, tents, lamps, apparatus lor making enlargements, and for

microphotography. Class 161. Application of photography to various

purposes, typography, ceramics, relief moulds, &c.—Method of pro-

ducing printing surfaces, photographic enamels, photographic printing

on pottery, photographic reliefs; use of photography in self-recording

apimratus, in scientific observations, &c. Educational apparatus in-

cludes appliances used in primary, scientific, technical, and artistic

instruction. •

LiME-LiGHT Explosion.—The Irish Times of Friday last records a

Tery serious lime-light explosion which took place on the evening of

Thursday last week at the Curragh Camp:—About 11 o'clock last

night (Thursday, the 7th inst.) an explosion occurred at the theatre

attached to the garrison canteen. Mr. Frank Montreal's company had
been playing to crowded houses for some weeks, and the theatre, as a

place of resort, had become very popular in the camp. Last night, as

usual, the wooden building was again well filled to listen to " Maria
Martin." Just as Corder shot his victim the lime light, which was
being lighted for the purpose of enhancing the efl'ect on the stage,

exploded. ' The man employed by the company for this purpose was
knocked down, and had liis hand so severely damaged that it had to be

amputated immediately afterwards by the Surgeon-Major in charge of

No. 2 Hospital. His name is Jenkins, 1st Royal Dragoons, and on making
inquiries this morning it was ascertained tliat he is in a very low state.

The concussion, it is feared, may prove more dangerous than the

amputation. The report of the explosion brought the camp officials to

the building, and a scene of confusion prevailed. Every lamp on or

near the stage was broken, the wings split, scenery torn, and the heroine

herself was severely hurt. JIany cases of severe contusion were
attended by the medical officers. The explosive fluid took a zig-zag

direction, and hurt some women who were in front so severely as to

necessitate their removal to hospital at once. Altogether about sixteen

or twenty men and women were carried out of the building in such

a torn and bleeding state as to give rise to great fears.
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ON THE CARE OF THE NEGATIVE FIXING BATH.
Tins title may at fii'st sight appear a rather curious one, as it Laa

become too much tlie fashion to look upon the negative hypo, bath

as the one matter iu connection with photography that requires

neither care nor attention, but that may be left to look after itself.

How many photographers, especially amateurs, pay no more attention

to the fi.xing batli than to add a handful of hypo, when it begins to

lose its power, or a few ounces of water when its quantity has

become too much reduced by evaporation 1 We have actually seen

both these operations performed upon baths in comparison with

which the proverbial "bottled stout" would have appeared clear

and bright.

And yet how many of these same operators would dare to take

such liberties with the fi.xing batii for prints 1 The difference

between the print and the negative is simply this—that the injury

wliich is likely to arise from such treatment appeals more directly

to the sense of sight in the case of the print, but is no more certain

to occur than it is in the negative. The latter is, however, only the

means to an end ; and if it be possible to complete its production

witli a minimum of trouble, and in such a manner that by hook or

by crook it may be made to yield a few decent prints, what matters

if it deteriorate with age ?

This, we venture to think, is a mistaken policy, for, in any case,

if the negative be worth finishing at all, it is worth finishing pro-

l)erly ; while in cases where large numbers of prints are required it

is absolutely essential that every possible care be exercised. Tlie dirty,

brown, muddy-looking " puddles " that too often do duty for negative

fi.xing baths can scarcely under any circumstances be expected to

improve either the quality or the permanence of the negative, over- I

charged as they are with injurious silver compounds, to say nothing
;

of the accumulated soakiugs of oxidised pyro. from innumerable

imperfectly-washed plates. It is this latter cause which principally '

tends to produce the deep brown discolouration of the hypo.—not the

mere saturation with silver, as a fresh solution of hypo., saturated

with pure bromide of silver, remains clear and nearly colourless so

long as the temperature be not raised much above the normal.

It may be asked, considering the cheapness of hypo.—Why employ

the same solution more than ouce, or, at anyrate, for more than a

given number of plates ? The answer is simple. It is not for the

s:ike of economy in the matter of hypo., but iu the matter of silver.

'J'he quantity of silver dissolved out of a pUte in fixing forms a

very considerable percentage of the total quantity used in the pre-

paration of the film, and this is too precious an item to be thrown

away. If fresh hypo., however, is to be used for every plate, the cost

of collecting and recovering the silver would be too great for the

return; but by judiciously employing the same solution until it

cihtains a notable quantity of silver a considerable economy both

ill trouble and material is effected. How to employ the hypo,

judiciously and economically is what we have to point out.
j

In the first place, as bearing strictly upon the " care of the fixing

bath," we may mention the necessity for a very thorough washing

of the negative after development A mere perfunctory rinsing

under the tap is but an excuse. If .after two or three minutes of

such washing the negative be reared up to drain upon white blotting-

;

paper it will soon be evident that the developer is far from having
!
been removed. Nothing, indeed, short of a prolonged soaking will

suffice ; and the extra expenditure of time and trouble this involves

will bring its recompense in increased clearness and brightness of

the negative, as well as in the less filthy condition of the fixing bath.

With regard to the fixing bath itself : the exhibition of care should
commence at the very earliest stage. Many of the samples of

hypo, met with in commerce are very impure, containing most
of them free acid, some few having an alkaline reaction, while
all are mixed with mechanical impurities in the form of dirt. Let
us commence, then, by making a saturated solution. In our own
practice we place (say) seven pounds of hypo, in a large basin,

pour on to it boiling water, and allow it to stand for a few hours
with occasional stirring, and, if necessary, more water is added,
until a saturated solution is formed and only a few crystals

i remain undissolved. It is now tested with litmus paper, which
is nearly certain to be reddened ; a solution of washing soda is

made, and this is added—a few drops at a time and well mixed
before each fresh addition—until the blue colour of the litmus
is restored. If the sample be decidedly alkaline it should be nearly

neutralised with dilute hydrochloric acid. On no account must
'. the solution be employed while in an acid condition.

This matter having been attended to, the dirty-looking solution is

I

filtered into a large, brown stoneware jug, from which the necessary

quantities either for prints or negatives are poured off as required.

:
For prints one part of the saturated solution is mixed with three,

four, or even five parts of water, and when this dilute solution has

I

served its purpose once for prints it ia set aside for negative

j

purposes.

In using the bath much must, of course, depend upon individual

circumstances. In large establishments, where a great amount of

work—both in negatives and prints—is done, it will be convenient
to employ a fresh bath daily, consigning the old one to the waste
tub. But this method will not answer for an amateur, to whom we
recommend the plan of using two baths—that is to say, of using one
bath until it is saturated, when it is set aside for " renovation," if

that system be preferred, and replaced by another. If a considera-

ble amount of printing be done it is probable, in the case of an
amateur, that very little of the real use of the fixing bath will

have gone out of it when it has served its purpose on the few
prints required to be fixed at any one time, though it cannot
be employed again for the same purpose. In such cases the bath
may be placed aside in a special receptacle to form a stock solution

for fixing negatives.

Each bath should consist of a quantity of solution considerably

larger than is actually required to fill the dish or dipping bath when
in use. After each day's work ia finished the solution which has
been in use should be returned to its receptacle and the fixing dish

carefully washed. During the night any sediment will subside, and
the clear solution is poured off for next day's use. In this manner
and with proper care in washing the negatives it will be impossible
for the hypo, solution to go very far wrong, and it will only be when
it approaches saturation or its action becomes too slow tlmt it need
be discarded.
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Many people, instead of discartHiig altogether a spent batli^

jn-efer to "doctor" it into working order again. Otliera, again,

imagine tliat a mixture of alum and hypo, possesses the power of

recuperation within itself. As we have long since pointed out, alum

and hyjjo. mutually decompose one another, and the only result of

such a mixture is to set up a state of doubt as to what is really

being used. That alum brings about the precipitation of the

dissolved silver is beyond doubt; but if its aid be invoked it is

better to apply it by dropping a crystal into the warmed and iiltered

bath, when a lively disengagement of gas will take place, and the

greater portion of tlie silver will be precipitated and may bo re-

moved by filtration. After strengthening from the stock jug the

bath is ready for u.se again. On the whole, we are inclined to

doubt the wisdom or economy of the recuperative system.

THE AMERICAN PHOTOGRAPHIC CONVENTION AND
ITS RESOLUTIONS REGARDING PRICES.

If the various reports from both newspapers and private individuals

are to be credited we fear that the Convention of the Piiotograpliers'

Association of America for 1884, held in Cincinnati three weeks
ago, under the presidency of Mr. W. H. Kent, of Rochester, New
York State, must take its place in history as the most unfruilfiil of

all the conventions of which we possess any record.

Here we find a large body of zealous photographers showing their

e.arnestness by travelling many hundreds of miles in order to learn

something concerning the technics of their craft, and^taking no
pains to hide their feelings at the bilter disappointment experienced
by them. It is said that some of the members have expressed an
intention of discontinuing their attendance at these annual meetings
in consequence of the scanty bill of intellectual fare prepared for

their reception. A wise executive committee would have taken
care to provide something more substantial for their clientele tlnin

music, dancing, or a visit to the zoological gardens, even at the
doubtless small charge of thirty-five cents, which, from the report
in our last number, appears to have been insisted on; but, while
these are in themselves most praiseworthy means of relaxation after
hard work, the work itself is presupposed. Something more than a
so^lJflet is necessary to keep up tlie strength and physique of an
able-bodied man. A dessert implies a dinner, which, if not altogether
omitted in this case, does not appear to have been supplied in such
sufficiency as to have satisfied tlie i-equireraents and wants of those
who travelled so far in order to learn something. The committee
probably knew or had their own ideas as to wliat the members of
an American association had a right to exjject ; but we venture to
say that if a similar convention of three days' duration were held in
any town in Great Britain the committee of organisation would have
ensured there being from four to six papers, lecturettes, or lectures
daily on some topic of interest connected with practical photo-
graphy.

It is quite possible, however, that, in the interests of the stock-
dealers and dry-plate and other manufacturers to whom the
treasury of the Association is annually greatly indebted for tiieir
liberal donations, the Committee may not prefer to encourage any
counter attractions to the great display of new apparatus, "which
forms a leading and attractive feature of these Conventions, not to
speak of the exhibition of photographs, many, if not most, of which
are shown in the interests of rival dry-plate makers. It is right
and proper that dealers and manufacturers should attend such
gatherings to display and sell their wares, being both convenient to
the photographer and profitable to the merchant; but certainly it
IS to the advantage of the former that he be made acquainted in the
Conference Hall with matters of chemical, te^thetic, or manipulative
interest; and it is the sparseness with which this element of the
Convention has been supplied that hiis given rise to so much dis-
satisfaction on the part of the members.
But it may be that the Committee neglected to make provision

for papers in the expectation of there being a rush of volunteers.
It is, however, only a few weeks since a gentleman officially con-
nected with a photographic society in Philadelphia, when on a visit
to London, gave it as a characteristic of the American photo-

grapher that, while always ready to hear or learn, he was not

equally ready to speak or communicate. This being the case, the

Committee of Management of this great national organisation should

have arranged for essayists and speakers months in advance of the

date of meeting, and to have issued an official programme of the

proceedings. In a country like America, possessing so many men
of undoubted talent, one would think that the difficulty should be

in making a proper selection in the midst of such an embarras de

richesses.

We observe that a large portion of the brief period devoted to

the discussion of photogra|)hic topics was taken up in a considera-

tion of the prices which photographers ought to charge for their

work. The absolute impossibility of arriving at any definite deter-

mination in a question of this nature is illustrated in the case of

the city of Chicago, in wliich low prices, unfortunately, appear to

prevail. In that city is a certain photographer who alleges that he

alone of tlie fraternity there takes cabinet photographs of a high

class, into tlie truthfulness of which assertion it does not concern uu

here to in(iuire. Ujxin a resolution having been adopted in the

Convention to charge hereafter eight dollars per dozen for first-cla^s

cabinet portraits, five dollars for second-class, and three dollars Uv
third-class pictures, this piiotogi-apher— who designates himstli'

"the Dictator"—promptly issued a message to the Convention,

relative to this resolution (a coi)y of which we have received) as

follows:

—

"Please do not include Chicago photographers in your resolutions in

regard to advancing prices, as 7 irilL not permit them to advance. 1

will make lirst-class cabinets at three dollars, your resolution to the
contrary notwithstanding. No second-class in mine. Knowledge makes
the quality—not the resolutions of photographic conventions. In
t!hicago first-class cabinets are made at three, second at four, and
third-class at six dollars.—E. F. Hartlev. "

A second communication—this being addressed to the photo-

graphers of Chicago— accompanies the one just given. In it

Mr. Hartley refers to the "State Photographic Society;" and, a.-i

this document is so curious and "cheeky,' we give a few extracts

from it by way of enabling English readers to perceive the character

of some of the difiiculties that have to be encountered in an en-

deavour to arrive at uniformity in prices. The writer says :

—

"As my name and the manner of doing business have been criticised

at the meeting of the said aociety, I consider it my duty to reply by
circular.

"At the last meeting the subject of prices came up again, in spite of

the fact that I told you it would be impossible for you to advance the
price until I consented. It seems to me that you are wasting
time talking of prices as long as I am not interested in your 'going
up.' * * *

" One photographer said he did not consider mo a competitor ; that
if you paid any attention to me you would never advance. If I am not
a competitor why do I have so much influence ? "Why have I got your
noses to the grindstone? Why, it would just be as impossible for juu
to advance your price unless I advance as it is for you to go down
without starviug.

"The high-priced galleries discharge their high-toned operators for
lack of business, and I hire them and pay them higher wagts than they
ever paid the same men. I am making, and will continue to make, as
fine work as it is possible for any man to make. • My knowledge of
photography is at least equal to any of yours, and the price has nothing
to do with the quality. A man with a limited knowledge of photo-
graphy could not produce fine work at $\0 any better than at $3.

"Photographers outside of Chicago ask :—'Why is it that Hartley
can control the prices in a city of 500,000 ?'

"One man Saul it is a good time to advance. Yea ; tliat is so— if

Hartley will head the list. But consider me a $3 man until fuitlicr

notice; I will let you know when you can go up. " » * «

This was signed—" 'The Dictator,' Hartley."

The publication of these circulars affords better than anything
else a view of the difficulties wdiich must and alwaj's will intervene

to jirevent an assimilation of prices for photographic woik.
With regard to the resolution adopted by the Convention, another

difficulty arises : certain of the members are said to charge at

present little mox'e than three dollars a dozen for their cabinets.

Now, unless human nature is different in America than it is in

England, such photographers will not find it an easy matter to

raise their prices from three dollars to eight dollars per dozen—from
twelve and sixpence to one pound, thirteen shillings and fourpence

—at a bound ; nor will it be pleasant for tliem, by retaining their
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foniidt- prices, to make the iinplied coufewioli timt their work ia of

a thinl-class order. Just fancy ii convention of painters adopting

resohitions concerning the prices to be charged tu the public

for artistic work of a certain definite size !

Tllii VHK OF INSTANTANEOUS SUUTrERS.
Our readers need not be alarmed under the impression that we are

about U) I'nlcr into a disquisition upon the merits of the various

Hliiitters in the market, fi>r such is not our purpose—the task would

reipiire a volume of large size. It was formerly said that there

were more gelatine plale-niakers than user.-", and much more

truly might a similar remark be applied to inventors of instan-

taneous .shutters. For our jiurpose, howevei', it will, neverthe-

less, be necessary to dwell to a slight extent \ipon the principles

governing their action, in order to give point to our remarks.

Almost every inventor or user of these adjuncts to exposure can

jioint to wonderful examples of quickly-taken pictures—tlying birds,

galloping liorsr.<, acrobatic exercises, &C., &c.—and up to that point

each shutter cm be said to be a success. But this, we apprehend,

is not any real test of the working usefulness of a shutter. A better

one would be an answer to the question—"How many failures were

there for each success (

"

An amateur who starts from home to do "drop-shutter" work

does not generally set up his tripod if the weather be unfavourable,

and no one is the woi-se or the wiser; but the case is different with

the professional photographer who may be commissioned to take a

number of pictures on a given day, and perhaps include among
them a horse or two, or, maybe, a favourite dog with a few children

thrown in to make a picture. If he do not like the light it is not

a difficult matter to click his drop shutter a few times in front of

his sitters, and afterwards send word to his clients that unfortu-

nately, quickly though lie had worked, the subjects had moved.

But this course, analogous to the plan of exposing a few empty
slides in taking children sitters—which, we have more than once

been credibly informed, was not an uncommon thing—is greatly to

be reprehended. Far better would be some power of readily adjust-

ing the exposure at the time of taking a snap exposure if necessary,

with the power to prolong it if desirable. Most of the shutters in

use have an arrangement for regulating the speed of opening and
closing; but few of them have it so completely under control as to

enable the photographer to alter the duration of exposure in a

moment, as a changing light or a restless sitter [may render it

necessary.

Lot u.i suggest an example. A photographer wishes to take a
portrait of a well-bred horse, but finds when he has it before

his camera that it is restless and aipricious, as such animals

often are. If he make two or three snap exposures he will feel

sure of success of a sort ; but, unless the light be exceptionally

good, lie may find when he de\-elopes his plate that to get a

really good negative he should have given about twice or three

times the exposure, or even more than that. His shutter

was set to a twentieth of a second, but he had no power to alter it

in an instant to a quarter or half of a second when he found his

subject was still for that length of time. If he had only withdrawn
his diaphragm the exposure would have been right ; but then he
would liave had to re-focus each time the animal moved out of

his place a few inches, and, besides, he could not have got into

good focus all that he wished to include in the picture.

The result is that he obtains, it is true, a portrait or portraits of

his subjects, but one not at all comparable with the chiss of work
he usually likes to do; and one which, like a great many so-called

instantaneous pictures, i-equires an explanation, when shown to any-

one ignorant of photography, that it is very dilhcidt work and cannot

be expected to be equal to ordinary photographs. It must be
admitted that the bulk of instantaneous photographs, though very
wonderful, are very poor.

Muybridge's animals in motion, which roused the enthusiasm
of the artistic world, were in the majority of cases little better

than silhouettes; but, then, they were admired, not for their

artistic excellence, but for the positive way in which they had

solved a problem that had been a vexed quentiou for ceutories.

They were wonderfully interesting, but, unfortunately, they were
"funny" to look at; and we do not suppose that any artuit hail

copied a single positioti this clever and persevering photographer ob-

tained. His photographs will illustrate physiologichl works, and will

always remain a monument of skill and industry; but they will

never be hung on the walls of connoisseurs aa works of art, as, we
are proud to say, for the sake of our art, so many photographs are

nowadays. They will rather be placed in the albnms of collectors

of curiosities, or relegated to the walls of a zoetrope or j)eep-8how.

It is with the idea of indicating how unfortunate it would be for

instantaneous photographs in general to come to such an end that

we now write ; but we appeal to our readers whether it is not

unfortunately true that the bidk of them are worthy of no better

treatment.

Whether a complete remedy exist« or not is the question. With
regard to it we are prepared to say th.at all existing shutters utilise,

from the commencement to the conclusion of the exposure, a portion

only of the light emitted by the object and capable of being

taken up by the lens. Instantaneily is in photogi-aphy only a rela-

tive expression ; but if a close approach to it characterised both the

opening and the closing of the lens, leaving the portion of time

required to be available for the full aperture of the lens, better

value would be obtained from the lighting of the plates. This, We
know, is not the case with shutters hitherto constructed; but,

then, it is discovered that " the foreground gets more exposure,

which is, of course, a great advantage." We say—"Let the fore-

ground take care of itself, and let the whole subject have the

maximum exposure; if necessary the foreground can easily be

managed."

Many arrangements could be devised, no doubt, to meet these

views, but they would possess disadvantages in practice, not the

least being the risk of jarring the camera. With regard to this last

important point we may say we have recently had the opportunity

of examining a very simple contrivance for preventing its occujrence,

and we purpose in resuming this phase of the subject next week to

give a description of it for our readers' consideration.

THE DETERIORATION OF PAINTINGS AND
COLOURED PHOTOGRAPHS.

The subject of the fading of photographs is one that has of late

been treated upon—we had almost said, ad nauseam; but is the

deterioration of pictures with age confined to those alone which are

produced by photographic means? Cm paintings themselves be

considered permanent ? Take, for example, water-colour drawings.

Many of these, we all know, if subjected to a strong light, will, in a

comparatively short period, exhibit a marked change, and more

particularly if at the same time they be exposed to atmospheric

inrtuences.

It so happens that some of the pigments employed by water-colour

painters, whicli may be unaffected by light, undergo a manifest

change when exposed to noxious vapours, although if the same
colours be employed in oil-paintings they would be quite jier-

maneut. This is owing to the vehicle with which they are mixed
forming, as it were, a protective coating. Notably is this the case

with some of the preparations of lead. We recently saw marked
examples of this in some elaborately-coloured carbon pictures

on opal. The artist, to soften the shadows of the face, had

evidently incautiously used flake white (carbonate of lead), and

upon this the atmosphere had acteil, turning it to a dark metallic

colour, with a lustre resembling black lead. We found upon
removing this colour carefully with a sable-hair |>encil that the

photograph was unchanged and intact beneath. Now, white lead,

when used as .an oil colour, ia one of the most permanent pigments

that can be employed.

Oil paintings, in many respects, may be considered far more per-

manent than water colours, inasratich .as the pigments themselves

are protected to a great extent from the action of the atmosphere
by the vehicle with which they arc mixed. They are also still

further protected with one or more coatings of ;» protective varnish,
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wliicli, of coarse, is quite inadmissible in tlie case of water-colour pic-

tures. It may be said that no artist of repute, if he knew it, would

for a moment think of employing colours or other materials which in

any way are liable to undergo a change. But, unfortunately, he is

dependent upon the artists' colourman for his prepared canvas, his

mediums, and his varnishes. We all know that even the most

renowned artists' productions do occasionally, after a comparatively

short time, become very much deteriorated. The colours lose their

brilliancy, the white becomes degraded, and the paint cracks into

innumerable fissures. Now, these changes are seldom due to the

pigments themselves, but to the vehicle with which they are in-

corporated, or to the varnish with which the picture is coated.

The rapid deterioration of many modern paintings has now as-

sumed so serious an aspect that the Royal Academy has, we are given

to understand, taken the matter in hand ; and papers are now being

circulated amongst the academicians containing printed inquiries as

to their methods of procedure, the vehicles or mediums and excep-

tional pigments they use, also the varnish employed, as well as

the preparation of the ground work on the canvas, &c. Tiiese

questions, if correctly and conscientiously answered, will, of courae,

be of immense value to artists generally, becausejwe know quite

well that when any material whatever is employed, in the pro-

duction of a painting, which will not prove permanent it is done en-

tirely through ignorance of the fact or from a want of knowledge

of the character of the materials themselves.

A curious example of the rapid deterioration of an oil painting

was brought under our notice a short time b.ack. The facts are

these ;—Some few years ago a provincial photographer received a

commission for a life-size portrait on canvas, coloured in oils. As
the picture was a presentation one, and a high price paid for it, no

expense was spared in executing the commission in the best possible

manner. The small negative was sent to a London house,

and an enlargement from it was made by tlie carbon process

on canvas. This in turn was placed in the hands of an artist

of repute to be painted. Finally, the picture was finished, de-

livered, and was highly commended. So far all was well ; but

within three years afterwards the picture was returned to the

photographer cracked all over, very much like some oil paintings

occasionally met with a century or two old.

The photographer, unable to account for the phenomenon, con-

sulted the painter, who at once attributed the cracking to the carbon

basis. This was by no means surprising, seeing that with all carbon

prints there must always be a layer of gelatine between the ground-

work on the canvas and the oil paint. Although this film, if the

carbon picture be skilfully produced, will be excessively thin and

very porous through the large amount of pigment it contains, yet

there is the fact that the film exists. The enlargers were then

appealed to, and they, at once, repudiated any responsibility in the

matter, as they were sure that their work had been properly

executed, and that the cracking was due to the colour or varnish

employed by the artist and not to the carbon picture at all. At this

point we were consulted, and, at first, were certainly inclined to

suspect the carbon basis, for the reason given above ; but upon close

inspection, however, we noticed the cracking existed quite as much
in the lights—where there could be little or no gelatine—as upon the

shadows, where it was the thickest.

Now, the only way of settling the matter was by removing some
of the paint to see what was the state of the carbon print and
canvas beneath, and whether they were at fault. As the picture in

its then present state was of no value, and another had to be done

in order to save the photographer's reputation, we obtained permis-

sion to make the experiment.

Having selected a place where the cracks were the thickest and
most open we commenced rubbing the varnish with the finger,

after the manner pursued by picture cleaners, and soon succeeded

in getting it off. The varnish being removed wo next applied

—

first turpentine, and then benzole, to the denuded paint, and with

patience finally succeeded in removing that entirely from a space of

several inche.ii, when we found the carbon print and canvas intact

and perfectly free from all trace of cracks. Here was unmistakable

evidence thnt the cracking w.as due to the vehicle in which the

piguiiinls were- mixed, or to the varnish with which the finished

picture was coated—most probably the latter; for it may be liore

mentioned that in removing it we noticed that it came off much
easier than good mastic varnish usually does from a picture.

It is to be hoped, now that the Royal Academy has taken the

deterioration of oil paintings into serious consideration, the autho-
rities will ultimately issue a report upon the subject, which will,

doubtless, be very instructive to artists generally ; for it is indeed

lamentable to see the way some valuable paintings, of modern produc-
tion, have become deteriorated. When the report is issued, as we
hope it will be without unnecessary delay, we have little doubt those

who make a speciality of colouring photographs will profit by it,

and so obviate cases such as that just referred to, which, we are

informed—and we regret to say it—are by no means an uncommon
occurrence.

THE LATE MR. C. JABEZ HUGHES.
Wk regret to have to announce that the publication of the portrait

of our lately-deceased friend, which was promised for this number,
must be deferred for another week. We have received, at the last

moment, a telegram from Messrs. Sprague and Co., who are printing
the portrait, giving reasons why such a delay is imperative.

Fkom a private source we learn that Mr. Cecil V. Shadbolt Ims
succeeded in securing a fresh series of balloon photographs. An
ascent was made by himself and Mr. Dale on Wednesday, the
1.3lh inst., from the Crystal Palace grounds, in the new balloon
" Moiiarch," and in the course of a trip of an hour and a-halfs
duration several jilates were exposed successfully. The voy.igc
was brought to a successful termination at Doddinghurst, about
four miles from Brentwood, Essex, at 1.17 p.m. A photognipti
of Blackheath is said to be a maplike one, and another, t.ikcn

over the Royal Albert Dock, at a very low altitude, will, it is

expected, prove "a regular gem." A new "sensation" connccttMl
with the ascent was the interesting fact that the voi/a(/eurs

"lunched together up in the clouds!" We congratulate Messrs.
Shadbolt and Dale on the results of their "aiironaut holiday."

TnK Convention of the Photographers' x\ssociation of Ameiica is

next year to be held in Buffalo, N.Y., under the presidency of

Mr. Landy, of Cincinnati. The vicinity of the Falls of Niagara will,

doubtless, prove one powerful incentive for eastern (American) photo-

graphers, as well as those from other quarters, to be present at i he
next annual meeting.

Hkr Most Gracious Majesty the Queen not only sent a kind letter

of condolence to Mrs. Hughes upon the death of her husband, the

late Mr. C. Jabez Hughes, but also forwarded a beautiful lloml

wreath to be placed on his coffin when being carried to the grave.

Under the heading of "The Beautiful Snow" the Microscope

points out the kind of organic impurities found in snow, which,

added to what we i-ecently quoted on the same subject, very con-

clusively shows the fallacy of the idea that melted snow forms a

good substitute for distilled water. The impurities are as follow :

—

Living infusoria and algre, bacilli and micrococci, mites, diatoms,

and great numbers of fungi spores; also fibres of wood, mouse
hairs, pieces of butterfly wings, skin of larvae of insects, cotton

fibres, pieces of grass, epidermis, pollen grains, rye and potato

flour, grains of quartz, minute pieces of roofing tile, and bits of

iron and coal

!

We must, however, give the other side of the question a hearing

In the account of the Conference on Water Supply, as published in

the Journal of the Societi/ of Arts, we find Dr. Odling saying—" So
exceedingly difficult is it (pure water) of production, even if it ever

has been produced in a pure state, that it may be regarded rather

as an ideal than a real chemical substance
;

" and, a little further

on—" Chemists speak of pure water ii-respectivo of the fact that,

for all the needs of life, the water is benefited, though to the pre-

judice of its chemical jmrity, by the presence both of its dissolved

gases and of a proportion of dissolved saline matter."

Wb have often had the pleasure of chronicling the exploits of one

or two of our contributors who, foi-saking Ihe trodden paths, have
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mounted in the air and used their (»mej!», looking down upon
ordinary mortals, and now, if tlie papers are to be believed, ballooniuf;
will become so simple an allair that we should no more think of
giving an account of photography from a balloon than we sliouid of
photographing from a dog cart or the window of a railway
carriage. There seems no real cause for doubling the accuracy
of the account given; yet it seems to hnive been received with
singular coolness by English journals, who might have been expected
to consider a great achievement tt) have been performed. Neither
more nor leia is claimed than that the problem of aerial navigation
has been solved—a question that has agitated, mankind for ages. It is

staled tliat M. Krebs, captain of infantry, ascended in a new
balloon of novel shape, fitted with a director, or, in other words, a
rudder ; that he sailed for two miles, then, turning the rudder,
retraced his path and returned in five minutes, alighting at the
very door of the wooden house whence the aerial vessel started.

The subject of varnish is one of very great importance to the
photographer. At present shellac is the " sheet anchor " of the
photographic varnish manufacturer ; but, at the same time, it

may be said that other resins possess advantages that might
well be made use of for the purpose. The mode of treating
them, however, is not well known ; hence, the few details that
follow will be of advantage to those wishing to experiment:

—

"Calcutta copal, and others of its class, as well as amber, which forms
the basis of varnislies, are not in their crude state soluble in either oil

of turpentine, benzine, petroleum, or other hydrocarbons, nor in

vegetable oils. They become soluble when, by a preliminary distillation

or incineration, they are deprived of 2,') per cent, of their weight. This
result was announced some time ago to the Academy of Sciences of
France by M. Violette. The following results are from recent experi-
ments :— 1. The above resins, when heated to a temperature of SoO" or
400° Cent, (about 600" to 7oO° Fahr. ) in a closed vessel, acquire after

cooling the property of dissolving in the above liquids, and constitute
excellent varnislies without any loss of material.—2. When heated
as above mentioned aloiie, or mixed with one or more of the liquids
named, these resins dissolve perfectly in them and constitute very fine

varnishes.—3. Calcutta copal, heated in this manner with one-third
of its own weight of boiled linseed oil, and three-quarters of its weight
of oil of turpentine, gives at once, without loss, a thick varnish, clear,

limped, of a fine colour, slightly yeUow, and quite fit for carriage
varnish."

Some years ago a number of photographs of tree trunks, exhibited
at one of the London societies, passed the ordeal of criticism un-
challenged, though scarcely one of them was ticketed with the
correct name, owing, if we remember rightly, not so ranch to the
want of excellence in the pictures as of knowledge in the spectators.

It has been proposed that not only tree trunks or, rather, the barks,

but also their leaves, should be photographed so as to enable anyone,
by comparing a disputed sample with a photogi-aph of an admittedly-
genuine one, to ascertain at once its authenticity or the reverse.

The plan is certainly worth trying. A book of photographs of

leaves of economic and medicinal plants would be interesting, to

say the least of it.

It is, as we have said, only the other day that oxygen was produced
in a liquid state, and now its density, boiling point, state of purity,

&C., are matters of common information. M. S. Wroblewski, who
has given so much time to the study of this subject, is in doubt
whether the crystalline precipitate, when oxygen evaporates, is

formed of pure crystals of oxygen, or is derived partly or entirely

from possible impurities of the gas. "We presume, seeing that
liquid oxygen is promised as a regular article of commerce, we
shall have manufacturers advertising liquid oxygen as " commercial

"

and " pure " qualities.

The telephone has lately been made to subserve a new purpose

—

the measuring of heat at a distance. As an automatic recorder of

changes of temperature the new apparatus may possibly be of use
in the laboratory, where every contrivance that may facilitate the
regulation of temperature or the recording of its variations is

naturally of value.

TOURIST CAMERAS AND LENSES.
Two articles in the issue of this Journal of August 8 th particularly

arrested my attention—the first a mysterious contribution by Mr.
Herbert S. Starnea, and the second a complaint by Mr. W. H.
Harrison about tourist cameras. I began a sdk't of criticism of and
answer to Mr. Starnes' revolutionary doctrines, but the unusual

and oppressive heat of the weather has, for a time at leant, given «
quietus to my pen on that subject. I should like, however, to give
the readers of The British Journai, of Photooraphv a sort of
commentary on Mr. Harrison's remarks about camera*.
As to the importance of tlie subject of which Mr. Harrison treaU

there can be no two opinions. It is a matter of the utmost ctmcem
to us that we shouhl have apparatus light to carry and enxy to
bring into action. Even for those who prefer deliberation and care
in their selection of views and focussing of views when selected, it

is often a great object to lose no time in getting the camera readr
for action at the shortest notice. Though, as a rule, I myseu
exercise considerable care and patience in putting my view to the
best pictorial advantage on the ground gla-ss, yet I have frequently
had to hurry ray selection and position on account of the time taken
to erect and make ready my apparatus. During the short halt of a
coach or even of a train, during the limited duration of a pleasing
effect of light, and on many other occasions when time has been
valuable, I have felt the force of arguments such as those of Mr.
Harrison. I must say, however, that my cameras seem to be more
handy than those of Mr. Harrison, who gives ten minutes as the
minimum time for ))reparations. With my largest camera I should
be inclined to put three minutes as about the average of time
required for erection, screwing in lens, and opening up dark cloth ; a
minute may be expended in focussing, and a minute in getting a
plate out of the changing-box, while, if slides are used, the last

minute need hardly be counted at all.

I Ciinnot tell what size or kind of camera Mr. Harrison uses, bnt
the time I have guessed at suffices to " rig up " a 10 x 8 camera, by
Mr. George Hare, on a stand whose lower parts turn up, when not
in use, outside the upper part. The screw of the triangle is a fix-

ture to the triangle, and by practice I can without fumbling hit off

the camera hole in an instant. This possible fumbling is one of the
weak points of the present system, which Mr. Harrison points out
with his usual acumen. The camera travels in a knapsack canvas
case, and two pulls of two straps lay the camera bare and ready to

be lugged out of its waterproof nest. It is placed on the stand and
screwed on closed, two brass bars are pulled, the front pushed up
and clamped, and the back drawn back to a marked line in much
less time than I take to write this.

But now comes the slowest, silliest, and most exasperating part
of all, and delay and vexation are possible at this stage to the
handiest and most experienced operator—of course I refer to the
screwing of the lens into its flange. If the lens be a large one, if

the screw be not a thoroughly good one, if the hands be hot or cold,

but chiefly if there be any cause for haste, the lens is sure to quarrel
with the flange, and the operator to "cuss" both and lose time and
temper. I remember one time at the Pissevache Fall in Switzer-
land my hands were so benumbed with cold that for ten minutes I
fumbled and stormed at the lens before it would go into its flange,

so that on that occasion my waste of time amply justified Mr.
Harrison's complaint. For this trouble I have now a cure that I
shall at the close of these remarks bring before my readers. By
the adoption of this little dodge any of my lenses can in a moment
be stuck into place, and clamped there by a turn of the wrist.

Mr. Harrison seems to suggest that our cameras should be so
made as to pack ready for use. I fear an ordinary camera (say
7x5) opened up to the approximate length required for use would
be a rather bulky article to carry, and the shape would also be
inconvenient. If the lens were fixed in its flange ready for action
its longevity would be at stake as a useful optical instrument.
But, put into my hand] my present 7J x 5J camera closed up as for

travelling, and in three seconds I will undertake to have it rigid

and ready for the stand, in three seconds after it is fixed to the
stand I will have it approxiraately focussed, and in two seconds
more I will have the lens in its place if it has not been rolled up in
a cloth or closed up in a bag. I do not think Mr. Harrison, could
expect anything quicker than thia If I were in the habit of being
in furious haste I should have a medium stop fixed in, and a
shutter on, my lens, and a mark on my base-board to show the
focus for that lens on an object at a given distance ; by this means
delay in focussing would be avoided. At present I have put
matters so that the screwing of the camera to the stand is the
weak point ; but I have seen arrangements such that no screw
was required, the camera base having plates that slid below cor-

responding plates on the triangle. I see nothing to prevent such
a "dodge' being contrived and adopted by anyone. In my own
practice very little time is occupied by the screwing operation,

which Mr. Harrison's suggestions of a bayonet catch or a hollow
would still further facilitate or do aw.ay with. As ilr. Harrison

gays—Why do not apparatus makers turn their attention to tbia
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point at once ? A threaded screw is apt to be a Duisance wherever

it is.

I agree " some " with Mr. Harrison about slides. They should

certainly not slide, but push and catch with a spring, as he

says. But I do not at all like the shutter of the slide to pull right

out; that is a capital way to lose both time and plates. It the

shutter be not put in absolutely square light will certainly get in;

and in the attempt to put in the slide accurately time is lost,

nerves are strained, and fumbling occurs. I speak from experience.

The shutter should have a double hinge, and turn right back to the

slide where a spring should catch it—not au elastic band, as I have

seen, but a metal catch-spring. The shutter, too, should close with

a spring—not a mere makeshift of a piece of bent brass, as is

so common. During my Italian campaign my 8x5 camera had a

revolving slide-shutter made of a whole lot of slips of wood glued

on to leather, like things for lifting a hot kettle. This kind of

shutter is, I admit, apt, but by no means certain, to let in light

sometimes. Mine kept light-tight during a year of hard work.

As to turning the camera on its side for vertical pictures : I

much prefer to turn the back of the camera only when it can be so

done, but for this action the camera requires to be square, which
adds both to weight and expense. With Mr. Harrison I opine that

slides might be made much lighter than they are without a sacrifice

of strength ; but if there is one thing that must be well and strongly

made it is a dark slide, and I do not at all fancy some of the gim-

crack affairs I have seen put forward as efficient slides.

A very old theme of mine is touched upon by Mr. Harrison—the

weight of glass plates. So long as we have to carry dozens of these

plates an incubus and a serious drawback will be felt by amateur
photographers. I cannot conceive how it is that films, or pellicles,

or paper with sensitive coating, have not become univei'sal. Any-
one can make films of the kind I have mj'self described ; but it

would be a burden on amateurs, and even on professional men, to

make their own films, on account of the time necessary and the

space required. But manufacturers ought to have less difficulty in

these matters, and I am certain that films coated with good, clean

emulsion would pay the makers enormously, even were they sold at

a much higher price than glass. I liave often thought of making a
lot of films myself, leaving them on the glass, getting a manufacturer
of emulsion to coat my plates, and then stripping ofiT the films

myself for carriage on my more extended tours. There are in the

market films of more than one make, but my slight experience of

them led me to the conclusion that the emulsion was far too slow
for me, and too dirty for anyone. I hope I was unfortunate in my
trial of films, but I have stated what my experience was. I do not
now remember by whom the films were made. But a day will

come when films will be exclusively used ; and happy the manufac-
turer who first turns out perfect films coated with perfect emulsion,
and happy the maker of apparatus who first turns out a perfect
receptacle for these films.

I have frequently noticed a great deal of time lost in changing a
camera front to suit various lenses. My front has fixed to it the
flange of the largest lens I use, and adapting rings enable me
to put in at once any lens I possess without shifting the fi-ont.

This holds good for the arrangement I mean to describe later. I am
fairly satisfied with the make of my lenses for portability and safety
combined ; but I see no reason why the tubes should not be made of
something lighter than metal, and colla])sible like an opera hat.
This idea will probably frighten the opticians, but I can't help it

;

they may rest assured I have no intention of trying to make a
collapsing lens. What I do intend to suggest may give them enough
matter for thought.

To conclude this subject : I may say that for the most part I
agree with Mr. Harrison, and consider that he has done well to
bring the matter of tourist cameras into public notice. I am
inclined to think that he has not seen some of the cameras lately
produced by our best makers. These cameras seem to me to com-
bine portability and strength, lightness, and facility of use in a
manner that leaves less to desire than Mr. Harrison may imagine.
In all such matters we have to endeavour to strike the happy
medium between lightness and strength, and such circumstances
invariably leave much to the taste and judgment of the purchaser.
With Mr. Harrison I urge the use of a long extension of the
camera, of ample play in rise and fall of the front, of a double or
circular level, of catches instead of screws, and of the insepara-
bility of all parts, as well as of double-swing backs to a consi-
derable extent. Slides must be light-tight first and light after.
Now for my lens idea—indeed, I do not know that the idea is

mine. Mr. H. Gifford (a young engineer and an amateur photo-
grapher) and I were talking over the frequent trouble of screwing

a large lens into its flange, when the idea of studs slipping into a

hole and then turning a little bit came up, and the lid of a gun-

A, 19 the flange screwed to the camera. B, the adapter into which the lens goes.

A', section of A.

makers' box was instanced. After a short conversation Mr. (Jifford

went home, and shortly after sent me the drawing here reproduced,
telling me at the same time that he had had an arrangement of the
kind made for him in Edinburgh by Messrs. Kemp and Co. The
arrangement may briefly be thus explained. The flange A has two
sharp cut holes, a a, behind which are two inclined planes, cc, as

B' section of B.

seen in the section A'. A ring, B, fits the lens, and has two studs,

a' a' , hard-soldered on, which slip into a a, the lunsgets a shoit turn
when the studs move along c c, an inclined plane, and clamps
itself. On the section B', 6 is a leather washer, which not only

helps to keep out light, but makes the clamping more secure.

Nothing can be simpler or more efficient ; in a moment the lens is in

its place and tight, and all my lenses, with their adapters, fit B, so

that it is all the same what lens I use—it is in in an instant. I have
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not seen Mr. Gifford's arrjingenient, but mine is faultier, and was
made liy Mr. W. Iluiiie, of Edinburgh, to whom I can refer anyone
wishing to know more of this labour-saving "dodge." When about
to make a Liiidacape photograpli any means of preventing distrac-

tion and loss of temper is of great importance ; it takes me all my
time to think of my picture without anathematising my fiuger.s or
my lenses. Andrew Prinolb.

DEVELOPMENT.
That it is very possible for even an experienced operator to incor-

rectly expose a ])late by 100 per cent., givit)g it twice the correct

exposure or only half the s;ime, will, I think, be admitted by those

who work much in dry j)late«. For the portrait operator with his

dark room at his elbow this assumption does not hold gooil ; but for

the worker in the tield, with his large stock of dry plates with him,
it seems to be the usual custom to carry a small developing impcdi-
mentam as his evcryd.iy comp.iniou, in order to be able to develope a
plate or two now and then to ascertain and satisfy himself that his

work has been riglitly timed. This plan is certainly elTective, but
at the same time is a decided nuisance. AVhen an industrious

searcher after the picturesque has returned to his hotel subsequent
to his long d.ay's ramble it is quite trouble enough for him to have
to change his plates and mark tliem. He should not need to engage
in the subtleties of development, which ought, in all conscience, to

be deferred to a more fitting ocwsion.

A plan I have had long in practice for the attainment of this

end—the more etfective assuring of a correct exposure—may not be
without interest to many of my readers, more especially as I have
not seen anything of a like nature hitherto published.

It consists, then, in using for a standard a developer' which shall

have a reserve power for an under-exposed plate equal to (say) 100
per cent. In case this should not be quite clear I will take an
instixnce :—Suppose the proper exposure to be twenty seconds, and
the plate has only had ten seconds. Now, by omitting one of the

component restr.-iining parts of our developer the operation yet pro-

ceeds satisfactorily, with the same result—a perfect negative.

Over-exposure, on the other hand, does not present to us any grave
difficultifs, it being dealt with up to any reasonable limit by
ausimenting the restr.ainer. The invaluable citrate of soda of Mr.
( ;. Watniough Webster, to which I should like to draw the attention

of your readers, is here of great use to us.

I mix my developer as follows, although I do not recommend
anyone to depart from a formula with which he is familiar,

but rather to modify it so as to attain the same principle :

—

A.
Ammonia fortis | ounce.
Bromide of potassium CO grains.

Water , 20 ounces.

B.

Bromide of potassium 120 grains.

Bass's pale ale and water, equal parts .. 20 ounces.

Pyrogallol 80 grains.

Salicylic acid to saturation (about) .3 grains.

Water 20 ounces.

D.
Citrate of soda 1 ounce.

Ale and water 20 ounces.

The standard developer consists of half-an-ounce of A, B, and C
When we wish to fall back on our reserve of developing energy
solution B is omitted in whole or in part. For over-exposure i>

comes into use; but it must be added very cautiously, one drachm
to the above having a powerful effect. It may, however, be em-
ployed until the required action is obtained. Bitter ale I find a
most valuable adjunct to the alkaline development of gelatine

plates. Jons M. Carroll

PHOTOGRAPHERS AND PHOTOGRAPHY IN AMERICA.
No. I.

I NOW respond to the request you made that I should furnish
a few jottmgs of my adventures in America, so far, at anyrate,
as photography is concerned.

Nothing of special photographic interest occurred on the voyage
except a " shot " at the S.S. " Austral " in mid-ocean a mile off in

half a gale, requiring the aid of two persons to hold the camera to

the deck, the cord and elastic door-spring " dodge " being almost
useles-!. The arrangement for stopping out the light in my cabin
was somewhat novel, namely, stufiing a pillow in the port-hole,

another in the electric l.imp, and a portmanteau over tlie gralins
ventilator. Thus my dark room wag complete. Towards tTie end
of the voyage the weather moderated so that I was induced to try
a couple of plates to show the l.nzy life led by passengers on board
of a "Cunarder." Had the light been sufliciently good I would
have taken the saloon and the smoking-room : the expressions on
the gamblers' faces would have fornic<l an interesting picture.

In New York I lost no time in visiting Mr. F. C. Beach, the
President of the New York Amateur Photographic Society, who
kindly showed me his uewly-designeii dark room ; and a more com-
plete and carefully-arranged laboratory I have seldom seen. By-
the-bye, he uses professionally (as a patent agent) a large quantity of
bromide paper for reproducing his drawings. These are made on the
ordinary paper. The sensitised drawing-paper is placed wrong side
to the front of the drawing (to avoid transposition), the whole put
in a printing-frame and exposed to daylight for a couple of seconds,
and developed with ferrous oxalate. By this method an inventor can
have a copy of his machine by return of m<iil for inspection or
correction, and I am informed that many copies are required, thereby
bringing more "grist to the mill." Mr. Beach's datk room is about
ten feet square and twelve feet high. All the waste hyposulphite of

soda is poured into a square water-tight box for reduction. In
answer to a question as to whether the fumes of the potassium
sulphide were not obnoxious, I was told that by the method of

mixing the sulphide this was entirely obviated. The sulphide is

broken up into small pieces and placed in the bottom of the solution.

I am rather inclined to think that the perfect ventilation of the
room has a gi'eat deal to do with it, as the box or precipitating

vessel is placed about midway between the floor and ceiling, and a
perfect system of ventilating and heating is arranged close to the
floor, thereby carrying off the fumes.

Jlr. Beach has asked mo to give a demonstration on making
emulaion at the next meeting of the Society, which takes place on
the 9th of September, and concerning this I will have something
more to s.ay in a future communication.
My next visit was to Boston. There I was cordially received by

Mr. Black, well known as the "acid bath Black.' He showed me
many neg.itives he had just taken in the Yellow-stone Park, or

People's Park. The scenery is, I am told, beyond description, and
Dame Nature has been very lavish in this quarter. The extent of

the park is about 3,000 square miles; it includes several moun-
tains, and geysers are freely distributed. I am told that the diffi-

culties of photography are very great, especially as the hot springs

set up so much steam that very clear photograpliic results aie

almost impossible
;
yet, upon the whole, the negatives secured by

Mr. Black are wonderful. They were tiken on plates specially

prepared for him by Mr. Eastman, and do not bear the appearance

of being very rapiel. I had almost forgotten to say that the nega-
tives are intended for lantern slides for a lecture.

After leaving Mr. Black I visited the gallery of Allen and
Rowell, where, to my surprise, I saw great things. In the fii-st

place, it is seldom I have to look up to a photographer; but in this

case I had literally to look upon a giant in the person of Mr. Rowell,

who met me with open arms and kindly showed me all over

his works, wliere I saw the making of dry plates, carbon tissue, &c.

Mr. Rowell is happy in having the assistance of an Englishman,

Mr. Derhani. This latter gentleman is one of the few whom I con-

sider a good all-round man. Mr. Rowell and I compared our

emulsion experience, and in nearly every particular we j^reed.

This, I have no doubt, will by some of my friends be considered

marvellous, as it is so seldom I run parallel with any one.

Mr. Rowell's arrangement for coating plates and bis steam power
for exhausting and changing the air are certainly very good. I had
also the pleasure of seeing his machine for coating carbon tissue,

and it struck me as being suitable for bromide paper. He kindly

made some in my presence to show me that, although the thermo-

meter in the room stootl at 86° Fahr., no difficulties were experienced

in setting the gelatine. The coloured carbon gelatine is placed in a

trough and the paper is rapidly drawn over the surface and then

over long, wide canvas bands. In a few moments it is set, and an

assistant stands by cutting it oft" in pieces with a large pair of

scissors, placing it on wooden rods to dry. I saw the tissue coated

about 10 a.m., and about 2 p.m. it was nearly dry. Mr. Rowell

often prepares paper in the morning, and prints, monnts, and sends

out copies the same day. I mention this to show how dry the air is in

Boston. Mr. Rowell \\na an outlet for all his surplus plates and

paper, as he supplies the trade. An adieu with many good wishes

from Mr. Rowell.

I " Jules Verned " to the City of Providence to visit a friend.

There I found a dry-plate UKUiufactory admitted to be somewhat
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(iisoiguiised ou account of a dissolution of paitncrsliip. Their

card bears the names of J. P. Ourdaii, Geo. Stillraan, and J. W.
Stillmau. Mr. Ourdan made liiraself known to nie as Mr. Colton,

late of Burrows and Cultoii, of London. Judging from the size of

the factory I could see no reason why a large quantity of work
should not be sent out. He also had steam power employed.

From Boston I took the Fall River boat for New York, en route

for Washington, D.C. When there I did not visit many Washing-
tonians, except Mr. Bell, and he seems to do good work and
commands good prices. I did not learn that anyone in Washington
made plates.

My next move was to Cincinnati to join the Convention (twenty-

four hours' ride). On ray arrival I learned that a grand fete was
to take place at the Highland House that evening in honour of the

Convention. I "made tracks" there to find some thousands of

persons listening to the strains of music and the booming of tire-

works. I subsequently learned that after I left many indulged in

the " light, fantastic toe." Kext morning I made my way to the

Music Hall, accompanied by Mr. Inglis and Air. Cieorge Croughton
(old friends). The former had been up early and obtained for my
wife and self the Convention " badge," showing my pi-ofession and
no mistake. I was somewhat bewildered and dazed to see such a
display of photographic apparatus. The Music Hall is an enormous
building. I am almost afraid to venture a guess as to the numbers
it will accommodate, but from the floor to the ceiling it was crammed
with exhibits; and on the screens in the galleries was the exhibi-

tion of photographs, many of which were in competition for medals
and money prizes given by the plate-makers for the best pictures

on their respective plates. Mr. Inglis gave four medals and money
prizes. Mr. Cramer also gave several. My impression, on the

whole, is that, considering the short time that gelatine plates have
been used in the United States, the Americans are ahead of the

English. I have seen some large instantaneous studio groups which
I do not think could be done in England, owing, I have no doubt,

to the difference of the quality of light.

From this Exhibition I made my way to the lecture hall attached

to the Hall. It is capable of seating about 2,000 persons. Here
I was introduced to the President, Mr. J. H. Kent, of Rochester,

N.Y., who presented me to the members. I was received with
tremendous cheering. I had no idea that the few jottings and
remarks I had made from time to time in England had impressed

the Americans about me in such a way. I am sure that my
oratorical powers have not " improved the occasion ; " but I did my
best, and apologised for my deficiency by stating I was no speech-

maker but a photographer. I listened to an interesting paper by a
gentleman (whose name I forget), and a discussion which, although
suggestive, is not likely to bring forth fruit.

The following day and last of the sitting no business was done
except the nomination of officers for the ensuing year, and an
announcement made that the members would be photographed at

three o'clock on the steps of the Music Hall.

On my proceeding to these steps a strange sight presented itself.

About a dozen cameras were an-anged on the opposite side of the

Btreet, their sizes varying from stereos, to 24 x 18. There was no
sunshine, and the exposures varied from the fraction of a second
upwards. The most noticeable was one exposed by Mr. Inglis on an
18 X 22 plate with euroscope lens. No. 8, If inch stop ; diameter of

lens 4j, and 28 inches back focus ; length of tube 8 inches ; exposure
by chronograph, half-a-second for the first two plates and six-tenths

of a second for the third, three plates having been exposed. I saw
one developed and it was fully exposed.

Nothing of any practical value took place at the meetings, except

a demonstration of posing by Mr. L.W. Seavey, of New York, and this

was evidently an advertisement for his backgrounds. I may mention
that, after the nomination of officers, one gentleman on the platform

rose and said he had found a good thing—that if any photographer
wanted to make a gelatine negative look like a wet plate they were
to add a certain amount of ammonia sulphate of iron to the hypo,

bath, and allow the negative to remain in the solution until the

desired end was obtained (a " mare's nest ").

Great dissatisfaction all round seemed to manifest itself that so

little practically was done, and expressions to the effect might be
heard that they would not attend another Convention. Some good,

at all events, has come out of it : the principal dealers and exhibi-

tors have sold all their numerous exhibits.

Comparing numbers and distances travelled by photographers

(many having come a thousand miles to attend the Convention),

what should we English photographers have to do to draw 1,500

photographers together and from such distances. I have to thank
many ladies ana geullemeu for their great kindness, and for the

numerous invitations I received to visit them and receive their

hospitality. If I could have accepted €ven a tithe of them I would
not have been here to tell the tale.

I am now in the "^aiden city" (Chicago). In my next I will

have something to say about Mr. Inglis's plate factory at Rochester,
as from what 1 hear I jiave reason to believe that his factory is the
best organised in the United States. A. L. Henberson.

PHOTOGRAPHY IN BELGIUM.
[From Ocr Specui, Correspoxdkxt.]

Brussels, Augmt 13, 1884.

Having arrived but a few hours ago in this city, it is not possible on
the present occasion to deal with the subject of photography in
Belgium; but the question may be raised wliether it would not be
a beneficial step to establish a Photographic Tourists' Club, open to
photographers of all nations. The advantages to working photographers
would be many. In the holiday season a rest on the continent would
be better than one at a home seaside watering-place, because the
change in life would be more thorough, the scenes to photograph more
novel, the expense of the vacation less, and the opportunity would be
afforded of obtaining commercial novelties of value to the profession.

,

For instance : here in Brussels artistic frames for photographs are
commonly on sale in the shops, and in course of time they are likely to
take the place of common frames altogetlier as tlie public taste
improves, which taste something should be done to educate. For a
painting a gilt frame is eminently inartistic. In Italy—the home of
high art^aitistic frames for oil paintings are coming into public use,
and do as much to heighten the general features of the picture as a
suitable light or appropriate surroundings in public galleries; indeed,
a good frame, out of the common run, will do much to isolate the
picture and to neutralise the effect of uusuitable adjacent subjects and
colours. Added to this, the more cultivated patronisers of the art-
science will have their attention drawn more particularly to those who
take the earliest steps to elevate home art-standards.
Belgium is a good country for photographers to visit when a change

on the continent is desired at the minimum of expense. Of late years
the Great Eastern Railway has been most energetic in providing
excellent accommodation on land and on water at very moderate
charges. Antwerp is neither a fashionable place nor one in which
exceptionally-high charges for the benefit of the Knglish prevail ; and
English is so commonly spoken in the shops that the many who stay at
home from unreasonable fear of difficulties of language will find them-
selves as well off as regards any information or accommodation they
may require as in Fngland. It is the same in Brussels and in the other
large Belgian towns. Vei-y little linguistic ability is necessary for
foreign travel ; enough French may be learnt in a week or two for the
purpose. England is isolated in the general want of knowledge of the
industrial part of its population in foreign languages.
At Antwerp there are many shops in which even youthful assistants

speak three or four languages—Flemish, English, French, and Dutch.
An laiglish tourist is said to have made a reputation throughout
Germany, and even a part of the (irisons, by travelliug with the know-
ledge of two German words only—those for "bread" and "bed."
Continental tours tend to break down home prejudices and home
conceits, and to let the wanderer see how people live in free countries,
where they are not generally subject to private taxation, but personally
own the little portions of land on which their farms and houses ar«
placed. One reason why, generally speaking, a smaller amount of
money has a larger purenasing power abroad than in England is that
the people, being in great part free from private taxation, are not forced
to put a higher price upon the goods they sell. Belgium, however, ia

but partially more advanced than England in these matters ; land is

more divided in countries further south.
In the French seaside towns most accessible from England special

prices for the inexperienced English are but too common, and some of
them—like Calais, for instance—have nothing particularly enticing in
the way of good accommodation. The railway services in France are
also conducted far more in the interests of the shareholders than of the
public, the trains being so arranged as to almost force those who wish
to go long distances expeditiously to take first-class tickets, and no
others. It is not so in Belgium, where all fares are much lower than
in France or England for the same distances; added to which, if

twenty persons band together to take tickets and to apply for them
beforehand, they can have them at half-price. Thus it is possible to
get from Antwerp far down towards the centre of Europe for a mere
trifle in railway expenses. It fine scenery be desired the south-east of
Belgium is mountainous and picturesque ; nearer the sea it is as flat as
Holland. In arranging international visits the advantages of a Photo-
graphic Tourists' Club would be felt.

Belgium is a small and prosperous country, overflowing with milk
and honey. It was once the chief battle-ground of Europe. Its
history teems with massacres ; its very rivers ran with blood. When
Spain was a rich and powerful nation it overran all this part of
Europe, butchering men, women, and children in all directions ijj
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tliosn bad old times; but now nil ii olMnged. At tlie snino time,

Uelgiiiin is now in tlio midat of a very serious political crisis. Tiie

clerical party having olitaincd an accidental majority at the last

elections are making laws to put all tlio public scliooln, founded on
other principles, under the authority of the priests ; the feeling through-
out the country is danjjcrously bitter in consequence. The progress of

events may he watched by moans of the occasional telegrams in TIk Timfs.

The captains of several chanuol boats by various routes to the
continent have told mo that the opening of new steamboat services

and new lines of passage have not thinned down the aimual number of

their own passengers, but that foreign travel is becoming more general

amou" the English. This is a healthy aign, morally and educationally

good in every respect.

The I'jioTOfiR.Ai'Hic Establishment of M. i>e Blochocs.

JJru.wh, AiKjiM -20, 1S84.

M. A. DK Blochous, President of the Belgian Photographic Association,

devotes himself chiefly to industrial and engineering photography. His
works are at 73, Hue Keyerweld, Brussels, in the upper part of the
city. The newest and best part of Brussels is upon the top of a bill

;

the older and business part of the city is upon the hill side and upon
the plain below. M. de Blochous has a wide, open space of about one
acre for his operations. Near its sides are his studios, photolithographic

rooms, and a dwellingdiouse. He has been professionally connected
with engineering and pliotography for twenty-two years, was one of

the most active founders of the Belgian Photographic Association in 1874,

and is now its President. Each president holds office for three years.

The salon (k rixejitlim of M. de Bloclious contains various specimens
of bis work. One of them is a photograph of a railway terminus at

Brussels—that of the Clare du Midi—taken a little more than fifteen

years ago with one of Harrison's globe lenses of 38 o centimetres focal

length, producing a circular picture '23J inches in diameter, sharp up
to the edges. This photograph is in sharp focus at all points, whatever
their distance from the lens, and even in these <lays of advanced
optical appliances M. de Blochous finds that old lens to be occasion-

ally useful for special purposes. His photographs of oil paintings are

taken chiefly with a Dallmeyer's triplet ; he never retouches these in

the slightest degree, but in justice to the painter gives them as they

are Among his industrial photographs is one of a tramway car built

in Brussels to run in Algiers ; the srime Belgian company has made
tramcars for Milan and other distant places, this being but one instance

among many of the extended trade of Belgium with its thriving indus-

trial population.

Several useful improvements in photographic apparatus have been
designed by M. de Blochous, and arc in constant use at his establish-

ment. By means of one of these, each of his cameras has not only the

„ ^
advantages of a rising and falling front

(the latter of which is so commonly ab-

sent in English cameras), but he can
place the lens in any position he pleases

in relation to the plate. His plan may
be explained by ti;i. 1, which repre-

sents the square front of the camera
carrying the circular wooden disc A B,

whicli can be rotated either in the

direction denoted by the arrows or

the other way. The wooden front

carrying the lens, with its flange,

slides in the grooves H R and N W,
whilst the orifice E D permits free

motion of the lens from the centre to

the circumference of the wooden turn-table. Thus his lens can be

placed in any position in relation to the plate, as already stated.

In his grounds M. de Blochous has a long platform on a turn-table.

Used to catch the best light, whatever the position of the sun, when
photographing paintings. Fiff. 2 shows the principle. The platform

FIQ. 2.

A Hlil--;-_-%--.i]K B

B A is of skeleton framework except at D, where it is boarded to afford

foothold for the operator and camera-stand. It turns upon a central

pivot E, and is kept in a horizontal position by means of small wheels,

two of which are represented a H K ; the wheels run upon a circular

iron rail denoted by the dotted lines. Removable light framework is

lijced upon the end A when desired, which framework is so constructed

as to hold the painting in any desired position and at any desired angle.

The platform A B is about twenty-four yards long by one yard broad.

In a shed close at hand is a photographic travelling van—of more
use in the days of wet collodion than at present. A portrait studio

also stands in the grounds ; this branch of the business is now in

the hands of the successor of M. de Blochous. Among the collection of

negatives in this studio are some of difficult subjects, namely, numerous
specimens of jewellery uj)on one plate, the specimens being of the most
varied kind as regard.^ colour and materials. The lenses have rotating

BhuttuVB made ten years ayo by M, dc Blochous; they drop iu between

FIO. 3.V
the entr.ince groove in the lens m^nnt so that no light can enter, and
are worked by palluig a string.

The chief branch of business at the establishment is that of photo-
lithography, by the process of M. Joovcy, a Belgian. Heliochromy woa
tried for a time, but was not found to be remunerative. Joovey's photo-
lithographic process is one of the many in which the properties of
bichromate of potash are utilised, and whicli usually differ from each
other but in small matters of detail. The plan by which large sheet!

of paper are evenly and completely covered is both
ingenious and useful. A long V'''>AP^'l trough
{Ji<j. .1) is employed, with a heavy glass rod,

rounded at the ends, lying free in the uottom of

the trough. The paper to be coated is passed
under the rod from the B side, and drawn up
with the fingers from the A side, the rotl rotating

meanwhile by the friction. The horizontal line re-

presents the level of the solution of bichromate of potash. This sensi-
tising may be performed in full daylight, but the paper must be dried
in the dark. The trough is lined with watertight paper.
The base-boards—wliich in Belgium are called " the chariots"— of

several of the cameras of M. de Blochous are on the American
principle, with quick and slow motions for obtaining the focus, and the
means of locking the camera when the focus is obtained. An exceed-
ingly-useful device, especially for tourists, has been invented by
M. Blochous for locking the dark slides, so that they cannot be
opened in his absence by curious "young ladies" of both sexes to see
what pictures he has taken. It is done by means of a little spring
catch let into the woodwork of the slides—very simple, and not liable

to get out of order by long usage. Directly the slide is in position iu
the camera the shutters jiuU out freely, a spring-pin in the camera
pressing down the locking detent.
The plate-boxes in use by M. de Blochous are not grooved in the

ordinary way, but thin slips of ebonite are let into cuts in the wood;
thus the plates pack as closely as in boxes made with a double thick-
ness of tin between the plates. The grooved slip on one side of the box
is not fixed in position, but movable, so that after all the plates are in
they may be fixed so as not to rattle in the box by means of a little

wooden wedge then inserted between the movable slip and the true
side of the box. A piece of caoutchouc tubing is placed on the top of

the plates before the lid is closed ; the plates, being thus steadily kept
in position, are less liable to fracture in travelling.

Ill his developing room M. de Blochous has plenty of simple levelling-
stands, every wooden shelf being utilised for the purpose. This la

FIQ. 5.

FIQ. 4.

done merely by the use of the iron screws made from tliickish wire, as

represented in ,fiil. 4. These are here and there screwed through the

wood of the shelves ; a sheet of thick plate glass may be placed on any
part of any shelf on the top of three such screws, which are then
adjusted until the plate is accurately level.

By means of another device M. de Blochous gets the base-board of

his camera into a truly horizontal position on uneven ground without
the use of a spirit level. The plan is represented in _/iij. 5, in which a
small rectangular piece of copper carries a pendulum which points to

its zero on a curved scale, when the upper part of the copper rectangle

is placed against the base-board, in a direction in which the camera is

level. If it point to zero in two positions at right angles to each other

the camera is in a horizontal position. If it l>e desirable to tilt the

camera its angle of elevation is indicated and can be recorded, thus
introducing more precision into records of photographic operations.

A method devised by M. de Blochous for obtaining a firm footing for

a camera-stand on smooth boards consists of three pieces of thin

crinoline hoop joined by a central pin (see.AV- 6). The pieces at the

three ends are movable, so that tlie lengths of the arms can be varied

;

the arms also move round the central pivot. Thus the ends of the legs

of the camera can be fixed in any relative positions desired, and the whole
appliance for effecting this occupies small space ; it is also of light weight.

Thk Inters.\tion.\l C0S0RF..S.S or Photoorapubr.s.

The International Congress of Photographers, founded under the

auspices of the Belgian Government, will not be held until May next
year, when the International Exhibition will be opened at Antwerp.

A preliminary programme of the work- of the Conference has been
drawn up, which, as yet, is necessarily private; but in a few weeks it

will be submitted to the chief photographic societies of rarioos oottntriei
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ROYAL CORNWALL POLYTECHNIC SOCIETY.

The fifty-second Exhibition of this Society was opened on Tuesday, the

I'ith inst., in the Polytechnic Hall, Falmouth. Thanks to the exertions

of the Secretary, Mr. E. Kitto, and of the Curator, Mr. R. N. AVorth,

the general arrangements were completed early in the morning, and
wlieii the public were admitted at eleven o'clock the Hall presented a

neat and attractive appearance.

The Exhil)ition is not restricted to the Polytechnic Hall only, bnt

a large drill hall has been engaged for the heavy mechanical exhibits,

such as machinery in motion, &c., while the Polytechnic Hall is

confined to the fine arts and the like, including photograpliy. Although

tlie Exhibition is not quite so full—especially in the mechanical depart-

ment—as on some former occasions, it embraces many objects of peculiar

interest. Certainly the promoters have done their best to make the

Exhibition popular during the week it remains open. Lectures on

scientific and other subjects were arranged for each evening, whilst for

Tluirsday an attractive concert was announced.

There was a large and infiuential attendance at the opening cere-

mony, which took place at one o'clock. Tlie President, the I'Jarl of

Mount Edgcumbe, presided, and there were also ijresent on tlie plat-

form the Ilsvs. Canon Philpotts, C. \V. Carlyon, W. Jago, G. I5ull,

P. Cole, and A. H. Malan ; aud Lord llenahaw. Sir John St. Aubyn,
M. P., General Aylmer, Colonel Carlyon, Major Ross, Major Fender,

Major Haye, Captain Bridges, R.N., Captain B. Keid, Messrs. T. B.

Bolitho (High Sheriff' of Cornwall), H. Liddicoat (Maj'orof Falmouth),

T. S. Bolitho, Jonathan Rashleigh, Barham, M.D., Jago, M. D., Howard
Fox. E. Fox. W. H. Williams, R. N. Worth, F.G.S., C. Davidson,

J. H. Collins, F.C.S., W. Brooks, and E. Kitto.

The Earl of Mount Edgcumbe, in opening the Exhibition, said they
would forgive him if he performed that duty in tlie most formal manner,
bcciuse he was sure they did not come to hear desultoi-y remarks
from a person who had just arrived in town, and had scarcely been able

to look through the Exhibition. They came there to see an exhibition

which Falmouth had made peculiarly its own, aud of which that town
and the county had every reason to be proud. It «as an exhibition

partly practical and partly artistic. One section was specially devoted
to pas lighting, ttas lighting, as all knew, was introiliiced a century

ago by Murdock, who at one time lived at Kedruth, was agent in Corn-
wall for .James "Walt, aud was practically the inventor of gas lighting.

The first house so lighted was Ills own liouse at Redruth. Having
rofenoJ, to the various departments, ho said tlie Photograjdiic Depart-

ment was quite equal to former displays, both in numbers and ex-

cellence; but no doubt they would liear more about that department
from Mr. W. Brooks, who had taken so much pains to collect the
exhibits.

Sir John St. Aubyn, M.P., moved a vote of thanks to the Earl of

Mount Edgcumbe, wliicli was seconded by Mr. Jonathan Rashleigh,

who said it was really a privilege to have the noble Earl presiding

at any gathering (applause), because he always brought wisdom,
judgment, and discretion to bear on the proceedings. (Renewed
applause.

)

His Lordship briefly returned thanks aud declared the Exhibition
Olicned.

Ou the same afternoon the fonndation stone of the new Observatory
at Falmouth was laid by the Earl of Mount Edgcumbe, in the presence

of a very large assembly. Nearly all the records are made by means of

photography. The Observatory is under the management of the Poly-
teclmic Society, and is presided over by Mr. E. Kitto, who is the chief

observer, and a Fellow of the Meteorological Society. All those wlio
attended the opening of the Exhibition in the morning were present at

the laying of the stone. The total cost is estimated at .C1,.S00. A
subscription list was sent round. Aboutj jESl was promised by those
present, and the ceremony closed.

The proceedings on Friday evening were rather lively, owing to the
annual drawing of the Society's art-union. This art-union is established
with the view of promoting the sale of professional artists' and photo-
graphers' works. The prizes are allotted in money, the winners being
bound to Select from such works (of professionals only) as are on exhi-
bition ; and it behoves i^hotographers to assist in the future by taking
a few sliares.

At nine o'clock p.m. the drawing took place, with the following
results ;—

935 -Mrs. Kitto £2
106S—M. Liddicoat 3
342—Robert Fox 5
981—J. Still 2
748 -Miss Steel • 3
487—B. Brett, M.P 2
1085—Rev. W. Rogera 5
934— Mrs. Harris 3
461—B. Brett, M.P 10
901—F. Spry.. o
1486—C. E. Ruso 3 o
1500—Miss Lake 1

96—D. J. Jenkia 1

1088-Kev. W, Rogersi 1

JUDGES' REPORT.
PhOTOUB.M'UIC Djil'AliTME.NT.

Thk judges have great pleasure in announcing to the Society that tlie ex-

hibits in this department and its sections are fully up to the average-
not only as regards numbers, but also the excellence of the exhibits

generally. Of late years there has been a falling off in the professional

portraiture department—that is, in the large-sized portraits. The land-

scapes are exceedingly fine, especially since the introduction of the rajiid

gelatine plates, and at the present time tlieir manipulatiiin is much better

understood than it was a few years since. Tiiere are a few si>ecimens of

instantaneous work which jjosscss ivLerit that was unattainable until the

introduction of the rapid plates. Tlie amateur section is exceedingly well

represented.
The judges also beg to call special attention to a series of large jihoto-

gr.iphs of America, which possess great merit as photograjihs and are very
interesting from a geological point of view. This collection has been pre-

sented to the Royal Institution of Cornwall by Mr. Richard Pearce, Juu.,

of Denver, LT.S.A.

In the photograpliic appliance and magic lantern department se\-eral

ingenious inventions are to be found.

Puoi'KssioNAL Section.

ilr. H. P. Robinson, of Tollbridge Wells, is amply represented by
a larijre series of very fine studies in his well-known style. They are most
admirable as gems of photographic art, aud each one tells its own tale, the
expression and gesture of the figures being perfect. Mr. Robinson's large

(licture, The Curkoo (No. (ilC)), carries off tlie first silver medal, the subject
being a very difficult one and exceedingly well treated.

Mr. W. W. Winter, of Derby, takes also a first silver medal for a
portrait study. Sad MomcnU, which, in the opinion of the judges, is

simply perfect in pose and expression. He is .also represented by several

other charming studies, which fully illustrate the high state of jierfection

of the photographic art at the present day.
Mr. W. Gillard, of Gloucester, is again to the front, and lias been

awarded a first silver medal for his magnificent composition picture, 'J he

Miici; and in its favour the judges cannot sjieak too highly. He has also

several other exliiljits wliicli are very perfect.

Mr. C. H. 0. Harrison, of France, sends three frames of instantaneous
studies printed in carbon, which show careful iiianipnlation.

Mr. W. P. Marsh receives a first brtinze medal for his frame No. Ofi.'*,

Hif/h Scan (instantaneous)—a series of jiictures which represent in a marvel-
lous manner In.'avy seas breaking over beach and esiilanade.

Mr. E. C. Bowker sends a frame of cabinet pictures (No. HOff), some
of which are very good ; bnt the judges think it a mistake to jiose one
individual so many times. The frame contains upwards of thirty pictures,

and one-third of that number are of one lady.

Mr. F. Whaley sends some very good studies, the best of which is

Tliis LilUc. Pi:/ Wad to Market (No. ti()7).

Mr. J. Milman Brown is again represented by several produotionn, the
best of whicli is Antman Su.nahin?. It is highly cfiimiiended.

Mr. R. Faulkner, of London, shows a frame of \ery skilful studies of

children in Ins well-known style, and also some highly-finished vignette

portrait studies; but the judges regret that they are unable to award a
medal (but highly commend them), owing to the high artistic finisli which
is put upon the photographs.
Mr. J. P. (Ubson sends some clever little artistic studies, innncipally

river scenes.—Mr. J. Tevias also contributes some excellent little studies.

Mr. A. Hendrey is represented by some studies of flowers, and also a
river scene. The First Bite, which is very pleasing and highly commended.
Mr. John Jackson sends three frames of \iows, the best being No.

00(i, but all are of considerable merit.

A frame of interiors of Lincoln Cathedral, by Mr. G. Hadley, has been
awarded a second silver medal, being well rendered.

Sir. P. M. Laws exhibits a frame of cei-aniic enamels, which are well
worthy of notice.

Mr. Luke Berry sends several charming pictures, both landscape and
figure. To his Llanberis Fass has been awarded a second silver medal,
being a most charming artistic production, and full of atinosjihere.

Messrs. Byrne and Co , Richmond, are represented by some very fine

portrait examples printed in red carbon ; but the judges notice that several

of tlie same studies of this firm have been exhibited in former years.

Mr. (i. Renwick sends two large studies of snow and frost scenes, which
are interesting; and also a frame of children's portraits possessing much
merit.

The award f(n' enlargements is a second silver medal to T. J. Dixon, of

London, for a Ti<ier. In the opinion of the judges it is the best enlarge-

ment they have ever seen from so small a neg.itive. There is another one
by the same exhibitor of an Ewjle, ef|ually good.

Mr. G. Honey lias a very clever little composition picture. Children in a
Boat Feeding Swans, but it is to be regretted that the picture is not of

larger size.

Am.vtkur Section.

The Rev. H. B. Hare has sent examples of good work of river and wood
scenery.

Mr. A. Pringle's productions are veiy perfect and are fully up to that

gentleman's former work. To his frame Nos. 80.-) 801) has been awarded
the first silver medal. The pictures are full of atmosphere, and the artistic

treatment is jierfection in every way.
Mr. A. Millar contributes a very careful figure study.—Mr. D. Bamett

sends two frames of landscaiie and rustic studies. They would have been
more effective if skies had been printed in.

T. H. Morton, M.D., shows two very good interiors.—A. G. Tagliafcrro

sends frames of interiors, &c., tlie best of which is frjinie No. 812,

which has been awarded a second silver medal, the subject being well

treated.
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Mr, \y, J. A. Qrant has been awarded a firet bronze modal for a frame
of bin well-known Polar subjects.—Mr. R. Hoi>kin8 kimkIk three largi'-Hizod

{Hctiui's printed from iwjier neifatives, but whicli appear a little too
loiivy.

Mr. P. H. Kmnierson, B.A., contributes one frame of seaHCai>es (instan-
taneous), to which has been awarded a second bronze nied.al. The same
gi'ntlom:in has nlso sent two lifelike pictures of heads printed in red
carbon, which are highly commended.

Appliances, &c.

Mr, U. Atkinson, of Chester, sends a retouching desk, which is, no
doubt, effective.—Air. F. U. Dagley sends a plato-wa.shinx cabinet, which
is well lulaptcd for the use of amateurs, and to whicli has been awarded a
second bronze medal. The same exhibitor has also sent a plate-box so
arraiicfed that plates may ht\ examined by the Customs without inj\uy.
Mr. H. H, lieard, t>f Bermondsey, exhibits a very int,'enious self-centering

htutern-slido carrier, to which has been awarded a second bronze medal.
He has sent also a case of so-called " safety-tuljes," the workmanship of

which is very ifood ; but, as to their utility, in ex|)erienced hands their use is

snpei-flumis. riio same contributor also exhibits a drawing of a screw-
regulating back-prc».sure valve and gas tap.

PHOTOGRAPHERS' ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA.

FIFTH ANNUAL CONVENTION.

[From a Spkcul CoiiKEsrosDUKT.]

Cincinnati, Avju-it 1, 1884.

Not having been present at any of the former conventions I am unable
to speak from comparison. I am, however, told by many photographers
whom I have met here that this (the fifth) is far ahead of any of the

others in respect to its exhibition of photographs, both in quality and
quantity, but that the actual work of the Convention was a failure.

My own impression, as an Englishman, is that the work exhibited iu

the Music Hall during the last three d.-iys is the best I have ever seen,

and the whole Convention, with one or two exceptions, was something
which far surpassed my anticipations. Certainly, among the "big
things " done in this great country, the annual Convention of Photo-
grapliers is not one of the least.

The t!onvention is supposed to consist of two parts^the exhibition

of the works of its members and specimens of every kind of apparatus

and accessories, either directly or remotely connected with photography,
• and the meeting in convention of the members for lectures, papers, and
discussions upon photography and photogr.apliic matters generally.

The Music Hall—one of the largest buildings in the city of Cin-

cinnati—was literally crowded with exhibits from all parts of the

United States ; while the members present—estimated variously at

from eight hundred to one thousand—represented almost every State

in the Union, while Her M.ajesty's domiuiou of Canada was also repre-

sented. You would thiuk there must be some very strong inducement,

indeed, to bring photographers many hundreds of miles from their

homes ; and, from what I could learn from mixing with the members,
both iu the hall and at the hotels, the main inducement for coming
together was this year entirely omitted from the proceedings. The
Convention itself was nothing but a squabble, continued from day to

day, over amending the constitution and bye-law's and electing ofliccrs

for the ensuing year. The only paper of any photographic interest

that was read at any of the meetings was a very excellent communica-
tion by Mr. Ryder, and which I send you. The Prcsiilent's address,

and one on the Progress of PhotO'jra/ihy, by Mr. Gentil<!—who was
selected at the last moment to write this paper in the place of Mr.
J. T. Taylor, who was appointed last year for that duty but who was
believed to have resigned since— both of which I send you.* Mr.
Taylor's paper subsequently arrived, and was taken as read by a

vote of the Conventiou. There was no discussion upon processes or

methods of working, and dissatisfaction was very strongly expressed

in all (juarters.

As many of the names of exhibitors here would bo unknown to yonr
readers 1 purpose to confine my remarks to those things and circum-
stances wiiich struck me as a stranger and an Englishman.

In the first place, then, it is one great noticeable feature that, on
every hand, inducements are offered in the way of reduced fares by rail

and reduced rates of accommodation at the hotels. All the railroads

(except the Pennsylvania, which would not make any reduction what-
ever) made the double trip at about one fare, and one of the first hotels

in Cincinnati (the Palace) reduced its rates to members of the Conven-
tion to two dollars per day, which charge included bed and the usual
American three meals per day.

Arrived in Cincinnati after a ride of nearly five hundred miles I

made my way to the Union Hall. On entering I exchanged my annual
dues (two dollai's) for a white badge with gilt letters, which every
member of the Convention wore upon his breast, and whicli was his

passport to the interior of the building. Passing through with this

badge I found myself in a perfect mjize of photographic backgrounds
upon frames stuck up in every imaginable way, and forming alleys

' We regret to Bay that the President's address ant) Mr. Ryder's comiimnication
have failed to reocli us up to tlie moment of our going to press,—Cos,

through which I had to ]>m» to get to the floor of the hall, bat which
seemed designed to lead the unwary away from the door and cause him
to lose himself among backgrounds and accessories, sucli as balustrades,

cottage porches, kc, &c.
Wliile trying to pass through this maze I came upon what the

attendants told mc was the most successful accessory ever made for

children. This was a very wonderful profile of a pony with a saddle on.

It certainly was "most fearfully and wonderfully made;" for, while
one of the attendants was screwing his head in various positions, the
other was putting his legs in the several attitudes of galloping, trotting,

and walking, and I should be puzzled to tell yon which was the most
unnatural.
Having escaped from this thing I found myself at the door of the

hall—certainly the largest building of the kind 1 have ever seen—and
paused to take in a general view. It had the appearance of a fair. All
over the floor were stands and booth-like places, occupied by the
various stock dealers. Some were exhibiting great pyramids of dry
plates from '20 x '21 to quarter size, cameras, lenses, camera-stands,

and, in fact, everything wanted (and somethings not wanted) in a pho-

tographic business.

To the right of the centre door Mr. L. W. .Seavey had his stand for

exhibiting his backgrounds, accessories, &o. One of the principal

novelties of his exhibit was backgrounds and accessories (exterior) in

colours. The landscape and the set pieces —consisting of tree stumps,
rocks, &c.—were coloured alter nature. Mr. Seavey was giving a
lesson to a large crowd in the art of posing, using a trained female
model before his background, illustrating the use of his accessories,

&c., &c., with apparently great success.

I'assing down the centre of the hall, where was the stand of the
well-known Scovill Manufacturing Company, we come to another
familiar name—Anthony and Co. Both these bouses are known in

England as very large stock houses, and both were here represented by
very large exhibits in apparatus of all kinds. Mr. T. H. McC'oUin,

of Philadelphia, exhibited some splendid platinum enlargements, and
others in the gallery by Hoyt and Siebert, New York—these last-

named exhibiting, also, prints on fabrics of great brilliancy and pleas-

ing tone. I shall have more to say about these platinum prints further

on, 80 i^assing these libels on a process which, in my opinion, is to

be the process of the future for enlarging, I reach the platform.

Here, on the right, is the stand of the St. Louis photographers, pre
sided over by Mrs. Fitzgibbons, who had a pleasant smile and hearty
greeting for all . Behind the stand were two large barrels, which were
kept filled with lemonade— Mrs. Fitzgibbons' contribution to the

refreshment of the members of the Convention. On the other side

was a stand surmounted by a gigantic "eye." This was the stand of

that named newspaper, which is now a photographic publication—not,

as formerly, a newspaper with a photographic section attached to it.

The Eye is, I think, the only weekly journal devoted to photography
in America; and this has to be filled up with stories, extracts, &c.,

which are not photographic. Mr. Gentile is, I believe, both proprietor

and editor.

At the back of the platform is a large collection of pictures, the work
of Mr. McEntee with the air brush, the largest of which is an immense
head of the President of the Convention, Mr. Kent, of Rochester, N. Y.

;

but it is not by any means a flattering portrait of that gentleman. Mr.
McEntee is here surrounded by a crowd of photographers who are

watching the growth of various portions of the human face by means of

the air brush, m.inipulated by that clever gentleman. The air brush

has quite a brisk sale ; but I followed in thought the purchaser to his

home, and imagined his disappointment when he found that the man
had a great deal more to do with the result than the hruxh. I must do
Mr. McEntee justice and say that he does not claim anything for the

air brush, but that it is a tool which, in educated hands, will produce
effects of high finish upon a photograph with a great saving of labour.

It is, undoubtedly, an ingenious invention, and in capable hands
produces a certain class of effect iu a marvellously-short space of

time.

Leaving the platform and passing into the corridors on each side

of the main hall I am again among backgrounds, interiors, exteriors, and
combinations, the quantity of which is enormous, and the quality alwvo
the average of English background painting. The exteriors have more
ornament about them than we like in England ; but as American rooms
are more ornamental than the average of English ajiartments it is

accounted for. Mr. Ashe, of New York, has here a tine exhibit of

backgrounds of more than average quality. But in all the back-

grounds—not excluding Mr. Seavey^s—there is too much of the

pictnre and too little of the background; that is, the artist pays

more attention to making the background look pleasing in itself

to the eye of the purchaser than to the fact that it is to be used

simply as a support to, and accessory of, the portrait. Leaving
the backgrounds I pass up the stairs to the upper floor, where are

more backgrounds and some screens, with the competition pictures for

the Inglis prize. Mr. Inglis is one of the dry-plate makers who has

ofifcred largo prizes for the best collection of portr.iits and views npoa
his plates. And a very good collection is hero exhibited, indicating as

much the skill of the manipulators as the quality of the plates.

Mr, Elton, of Palmyra, N,Y., appears to have token both first and
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second prizes : at anyrate, lie has two prizes—one for the best general

collection, and the other for portraits on 14 x 17 plates. They are all

very Hue, the last-named demonstrating, both by position and ex-

pression, that the exposure was very rapid. Passing this collection I

find a number of exhibits of various qualities, all being good average

work, with here and there some line instantaneous work—street views

and yachts.

But this gallery is oidy the approach to the Exhibition proper, which

is reached by crossing a kind of bridge that is over the place on the

ground floor where the dark rooms of the various dry-plate makers are

situated. Passing over this bridge I find myself in the largest and

most important portion of the exhibition of photographs, a description

of which I must reserve for my next communication.

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 11,212.—"Photographic Cameras.'' John' V. RoBiN'SOX, 33, Lower

.Sackville-street, T>uUin.—Dated Auyust 13, 1884.

No. 11,274.—"Changing-Boxes for Plates." J. B. B. Wei.lixgtox,

Chancery-lane, IjonAon.—Dated Auriimt 14, 1884.

No. 11,340.-" Adjustable Camera Stand." J. AsHi'ORn, 77, Colmoro-

row, Birminsl"""'—-^"''^'' Aiir/ust 15, 1884.

PATENTS SEALED.
No. 4,144.—"Improvements in Colouring Prints." W. B. An'dkrko.n,

Aheidcen.—Dated February 2!), 1884.

No. 7,281.
—"Improvements in Means and Apparatus for Distributing

Paint." W. P. Thojipson; a communication by the Air-Bnish Manufac-

tnrhig Company, llockford. 111., V.H.A.—Dated Mail G, 1884.

No. 7,101,
—"Improvements in Rings for Portraits." A. J. Boui.t; a

communication from E. l)iamant, Budapest, Hungary.

—

Dated May 3, 1884.

PATENT ON WHICH THE SEVEN YEARS' RENEWAL FEE
OF £10 HAS BEEN PAID.

No. l,0r>7.
—" Improvements in Magic Lanterns and Lamias to be used

therewith."—i>a(ftZ May 18, 1877.

Edwards's Machine fou Coating Plates.

The complete specification of Mr. B. J. Edwards's Apparatus for Coating

Pliotographic Phates or Paper with Gelatine Emulsion is now published,

and is as follows :—

Mv invention relates to an improved method of, and apparatus for>

rai)idly applying an even layer or coating of gelatine emulsion to sheets of

glass, metal, pajier, or other surfaces for photographic purposes.

In carrying out my invention I make use of a trough or vessel containing

the emulsion, and also of a metal roller working injbeorings and made to

revolve in the trough which contains the emulsion with which the plates

are to be coated.

The length of the roller and trough must be slightly gi-eater than the

width of the largest plate to be coated, and I fix the said roller and trough

above and across a travelling band or table, which carries a continuous

train of plates to be coated.

In order to carry out my improved method of applying an even coating

of emulsion to the surface of the plates, I make a scraper—preferably of

sheet metal or ebonite—of suitable length and thickness, and I fix this

scraper parallel to the roller so as to turn on pins or centres at or near the

lower edge, and, by means of a lever, weight, or springs, the upper edge of

the scraper is made to press against the roller, which revolves in the trough

;

and I make the scraper of a convenient shape and width, and fix it at any
suitable angle, so that the lower edge rests upon, or nearly in contact with,

the surface of the plates or paper to be coated.

When the roller is made to revolve in the emulsion, the solution which
adheres to the surface of the roller is taken off by the upper edge of the

scraper towards which the roller revolves. The emulsion then flows down
the scraper to the surface of the plates, which are carried by the travelling

band below. By this means the plates are coated with an even layer

of emulsion, the thickness of the coating being regulated by the relative

speeds of the roller and the travelling band which carries the plates. In
order to coat plates of various sizes I make the above-described scraper re-

movable, and when required I replace it by another similar scraper of the

length required to correspond with the width of the plates to be coated. In
order to admit of coating plates of different degrees of thickness I make the

centres or pins at the lower edge of the scraper to work in bearings fixed

to a movable fr.ame or pair of side rods, pivoted or hinged at one

end, and carrying at the other end a roller or guide, which rests

ujiou the surface of the plates as they pass beneath the scraper. By
this means the frame or rods carrying the scraper rises and falls in

proportion to the thickness of the plates, which are thus allowed to

pass under the scraiier without obstruction. Sometimes I attach the

scraper to the side of the trough, and sujiport the trough itself with the

scraper attached by means of pivots or bearings upon the movable frame or

side rods before described. In order to facilitate the cooling or setting of

the emulsion after it has been spread upon the surface of the plates, I cause

tiie travelling band carrying the plates to pass over a table.or slab artificially

cooled by being kept partly immersed in ice water or other cooling substance

contained in a metal tray within which the slab rests, and I cover the table

or slab with a metal tank containing ice or other cooling substance. The
tank 18 supported so that the under side is only a short distance above the

slab, thus forming of the space between the slab and the under side of the

tank or covtn- a cooling chamber or tunnel through which the plates p.ass.

The cover or tank also serves to protect the jjlates from light and dust after

they have been coated with emulsion. By tlie above-described means the

emulsion is rapidly set, and the plates are very quickly ready to be removed

from the travelling band and placed in racks to dry.

In practice I prefer to maki^ the travelling band in two separate portions

of unequal length; that is, I make two endless bands to travel in the same

direction. One of these bands, which I call the "coating band," is used only

to carry the plates under the trough .and scraper. The plates then pass on

to the other band, which I call the "setting band," and which carries the

plates over the cold slab and through the cooling chamber before described.

Each of the above-mentioned bands works over a pair of rollers or drums,

fitteil at one end with a driving pulley, by means of which the band is

made to travel in the required direction, the setting or cooling b.and being

made to travel at a slightlv greater speed than the coating band in order to

cause the plates to separate from each other as they pass into the cooling

chamber.
i. , i i a

For the purpose of cleaning the back or under .surface of the plates, and

removing any emulsion which may have been spilled on to the co.ating

band, I make another endless b.ind of rubber cloth i)assing over a pair of

rollers of suitable diameter, and I fix one of these rollers so that the clean-

ing band just touches the coating band and the under side of the plates

after they are coated, and I arrange the other roller, which is driven by a

pulley, so that it revolves in and carries the endless band through a trough

of warm water. By this means the back or under surface of the plates is

cleaned, and the travelling bands, which carry the plates, are kept free

from einulsiim. . -

For coating paper with gelatine emulsion for photographic purposes i use

my improved machinery and apparatus, substantially as above described

and in a similar manner, with the exception that I dispense with the

cleaning band and one of the rollers, and I use the other roller and the

trough for the purpose of wetting or damping the paper previous to its

being coated ; and I use another roller or squeegee for the pur|)ose of

removing the excess of moisture and causing the jiaper to adhere to the

coating band before being p.assed under the trougli and scraper, ilie paper

when coated passes through the cooling chamber, after which it is cut into

convenient lengths .and hung up to dry. In this manner a continuous

lengtli of paper can be uniformly coated with a layer of gelatine enmsion

of any desired thickness. In using my improved machine for coating plates

or paper I actuate the rollers and bands by means of pulleys of suitalile

diameters to give the speed required, and driven by a gas engine or other

suitable motor. ...
The endless bands may be made of india-rubber cloth or other suitalile

flexible n.aterial ; but I prefer to make the band which passes through the

cooling chamber of woven wire or thin metal plate, in order to cool or set the

emulsion as rapidly as possible. Sometimes, instead of ice, as above de-

scribed, I use a current of cold air or vapour for the purpose of setting the

emulsion on the plates or paper in the cooling chamber. In any case

this chamber or tunnel must be of sufficient length to allow of the film

of emul.sion being perfectly set or stiffened before the removal of the plates

or paper from the band. The length required will depend greatly upon

the speed at which the machinery is driven. With a moderate speed I find

fifteen feet a convenient length for the refrigerating chamber or tunnel.

By means of my improved machinery and appliances as above described,

photographic plates or paper may be prepared or coated with gelatine

or other sensitive emulsion with greater rapidity, certainty, and uniformity

than has hitherto been practicable by any other method.

Tlie .accompanying drawings show the various parts of my improved

machinery as described in the above specification. I do not, however,

confine myself to the precise details of construction as shown or described,

as the Sivme may be somewhat modified without departing from the

lU'inciple of my invention.
--, . ,

A is the trougli cimtaining the emulsion. B is the roller. C is the mov-

able and adjustable scra)x>r. D is the jjivoted frame which carries the

scraper and sometimes the trough. E is the grinding roller. F F is the

travelling band for coating. G G G are rollers carrying the travelling

bands. H H are similar rollers to carry the endless band for cleaning the

plates. J is the cleaning band. K is the trough containing water for

cleaning or washing the band. L L is the travelling band carrying the

plates through the cooling chamber. M is the cooling chamber or tunnel,

closed at the sides and open at each end. N is the cold slab over which the

travelling band passes. O is the metal tray in which the slab rests. PP are

the plates, before and after being coated. R is the metal tank or cover

over the cooling chamber. S is the spring which presses the scrajx-r against

the roller. X is a reservoir of emulsion for replenishing the trough.

Having now particularly described and ascertained the nature of my said

invention, and in what manner the same is to be performed, I wish it to bo

understood that I do not claim any novelty in the use of a roller revolving
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i.i i» tr.m;,'li iif oimilvii m in iritlioito moJ for ai>[)lyiii.-,' a ^iKiliiii' "• eaiii'.sitr.i

to j)liotogra|>luc plftto-s and for other |mrix)»e9, nor do I claim the use of an
yrilwd in Swan's »i>eoification,

vontion ;—
c'lidltfs's IkituI for carryini? the plates, as dosyi
A.l>. IST'.I, N'li. t.liO? ; but I clann iu< my invoii

Firstly. The movable and adjustably scraiKsr or 8crai>prB of any suitablo" ' " '
- -^ "'ho roller and trough, for the purpose of

other emulsion to tlie upjior surface of

shape ()r 8i/.e, in combination with the roller and trough, for the purpose of

ajiplyiu,' the coating of golivtini'

the phitfts, as de.scril)ed.

St'coudly. The cooling chamber, or artificially-cooled table or slab, in

combination with the endless band carrying the plates, in order to facilitate
the setting or cooling of the gelatine emulsion after it has been applied to
the surfiice of tlie plates or paper by means of the roller and scr»i)er, or by
any other method.

Thirdly. I claim the endless band, as above described, for cleaning the
back or under surface of the plates after they have lieen coated. I also
claim the arrangement of the pivoted frame or rods which carry or Bupi^wrt
tlio scra|>er, ana sometimes the trough, together with the roller or guide,
iu order to allow of the use of plates of various degrees of thiclcncss.

mv CSMtorial fabk.

rUcJTOtiRAnlY FOR AMATEURS. By T. C. Kepwokth.
honilon: Cassei.i. & Co. (Limited).

Unlike another hmchnre for amateurs which we had occasion to notice

a few weeks ago, tliis bears iutcrnal evidence of having been written by
one who is C|nite competent for the duty. ]5eing non-technical, the

language employed is such as to be understood by every reader, and,

"taken for all iu all," it is a manual that can be well recommended for

tyros.
« .

^^Btings of ^mtim.
MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES TOR NEXT WEEK.

Uitc of Muctlug. Name of Society. Placo of Meeting.

August 26 Bolton aub
„ 27 TSristol Amateur. Studio Portland-st., Kiny^sdown.

„ 27 Photographic Ctiib Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street.

„ 23
„ U

London and Provincial Maaons' Hall, Basinghall-street.

„ 28 Oldham Tiie Lvccuui.

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
At the meeting of this .Society, held on Thursday, the 14th inst., the chair
was occupied by Mr. S. C. Salmon.
Mr. .T. Yj. 13. WKLLrsoTON said that it had recently been recommended

t" . gallic iU'id in the development of gelatino-bromide plates. He had
exp>;iimented with it by making up an ordinary develoirer, then developed
<me i)lat'' with that, and another with the same to which had been added
gallic acid in tlie proportion of one grain to the ounce. He found that the
addition somewhat slowed the development, and caused greatly additional
PX|>OBiire to be reipiired—something like ten times tliat necessary with the
normal developer. He produced plates illustrating the facts to which lie

h.id spoken.
Mr. W. CoLKS iiKpiircd whether Mr. Wellington had made comjiarative

experiments with citrate of potassium against gallic acid, which appeared
to have a very similar infiiicnce.

Mr. Wkllinoton had not made direct competitive trtftls, but the action
apwared to him to be about the same.

iVtr. .^^. HAnno.N showed some prints from negatives of shipping .scenes.

The plates had been exposed for an equal length of time ; but the first one
devcloiied showed over-exposure and weakness, while the second had been
restrained in dcveh.pment with a small quantity of gallic acid, and the result

was quite satisfactory. In answer to questions, he (Mr. Haddon) continued
that lie had not made direct comparative experiments with gallic acid
against citrate of potash, and that the plate developed with gallic acid had
taken longer to dovelo|)o than the other.
Mr. Wki.mnotox thought that with gallic acid the deposited silver was

browner in colour than without it.'

A question was asked whether difficulty had been exjierienced during
the recent hot weather in the manipulation of gelatine plates.

Mr. W. M. Ashman' mentioned the case of a, photographer known to him
who had found his films one hot day dissolve away in the developer, and
this without frilling. All the other plates exjiosed that day were saved by
being kept till the evening, and then cmjiloying ice. Ho had also found
recently that films when being varnished were apt to run at the corner
where the vaniish was [mured off. V'arious suggestions were made, point-

ing to the accumulation of water in the varnish ; but he considered that
this was not the tnio explanation, as there could not bo water enough
to make the difference.

Mr. K. H. Dkuham, of T5oston, I'.S.A., was intrmluced to the nict-t-

ing, and showi'd examples of the work of the establLshnient with which
lie is connected. Tlieso consisted of cabinet photographs of remarkable
clearnos and brilliancy of tone. In answer to inquiries, he (Mr. Derham)
said that the prints were from negatives produced on plates of what was
considered r.vther a sl.iw make for gelatine. Th'y had been prepared by
prc-'fiitatiiig the siher bromide in the i>ro8enoe of a »iu.ill quantity of

gelaline, and then, after washing, emulsifying for about two bourn in the
full (mantity of gelatine, to which had been added a little ammonia and
br»)mide of pota.ssium.

c./\^\'-^^.-
^- 'Jp^NHAM remarked that that wan the Abney proceiw with

btebbuigs niodihcations. Jn his own exiwrienco he h«l b.«n able to get
pood, slow plates with the Abney process ; but he found that continued stew-
ing, or, indeed, any treatment which ho li.vl tried that wasextiected to confer
great rapidity, did not tlo so, but induced fog.
Mr. Dehham said that he .agreed with Mr. Debenhani that fog

supervened if rapidity wore tried for. In answer to inquiries a« to the
method of printing he adopted, he said that ho used, as wan customary in
America, ammoniacal fuming and toned with the borax bath. The prints
were well washed and salted liefore toning, and after fixing the hypo, was
washed out in about ton minutes by a rotary si)ray washing macmne.
Mr. Uebknham then said that he had a suggestiim to make. They had

seen displays of transparencies for the lantern produced by different
methods

; but as the negatives emiJoyed had been different any exact coin-
jjarison of the proces8(!s used was difficult or imi»)ssible. He proiMwcrl
that (say) three negatives should bo selected—one jMjrtrait, one view, and
Olio architectural—and that these should be printed from in various pro-
cesses. Perhaps Mr. Cowan would print in gelatino-cliloride by develoii-
inent, Mr. Ashman in citro-chloride, Mr. Wellington in gelatino-bromide,
Mr. Henderson or Mr. Ayres in wet collodion, and any other iriemlwrs who
would be willing to print examples by other methods should lie invited to
do so. If no one else volunteered, he (Mr. Debenham) would make carbon
transparencies. He proposed that the ])roduction of these transparencies
should be considered not in any sense as a competition between the
members, but for comparison of the results of the various processes; and he
suggested that by each method prints shimld be made of different depllis—
one such as would be considered suitable for reproduction and enlargement,
and at least two of slightly-diffeient depth suitable for lantern display!
This would probably allow of a set being shown in the lanteru of about
the same depth from each process.
The proposal was approved by the members, and it was understood that

it would be carried out.

MANCHKSTKU PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
On Wednesday, the 13tli inst., the members of the above .Society, in
accordance with the previously-arranged programme for summer tr'iiis,
paid a visit to Kirkstall Abbey, near Leeds.
The morning of the day opened somewhat threateningly, and it was

feared by several of the i)arty, on assembling at the railway station, that
the object of the excursion was in dandier of being defeated by the setting
in of rain. Happily, however, as time wore cm the clouds began to dis-
perse, and when the train arrived at its destination everything wore as
attractive an aspect as the brightest summer sunshine can over make
a smoky, niauufaeturing district ajuwar.

Kirkstall Abbey is situated on the banks of the river Aire, about three
and a- half miles north-west of the busy town of Leeds, and can be reached
from the Wellington Station by the tram ears, which run to and fro about
every ten minutes. The Abbey was founded by Henry de Laci in 1152,
Alexander, prior of Fountains, being the first abbot. At the dissolutiijii
of the monasteries in 1.540 it jKVssed into the hands of Cranmer, archbishop
of Canterbury, and ultimately came into the possession of the Karl of
Cardigan.
In 18.01) a committee of hwal gentlemen, with the laudable object of pre-

serving so interesting a ruin, as much as possible, from further depredation
and decay, took the ground and building on lease, throwing it o|)en to tlm
public on i>aymeut ofa small admission fee to cover the ex|)enses of a care-
taker and such necessary repairs as might from time to time be required.
The situation of the Abbey at the time of its foundation, in what would

then be a charming pastoral valley through which meandered the crystal
w.aters of the Aire, could not have been more wisely chosen, and it re<iuire»
no great stretch of imagination to picture in one's mind the tranquility of
such a scene in which no more discordant sounds were ever heard than the
bleating of flocks and the lowing of herds, combined with the music of the
vesper bell.

Although the surroundings of this once-sequestered spot have so greatly,
and so sadly, changed, there is still ]>lenty of^ food for the camera, and not-
withstanding the smoke and bustle of the surrounding manufactories and
ironworks, and the pollution of the river until its waters have acquired the
ntensity of printers' inkj there is probably no ruin in the United Kingdom
whore "lines of beauty' in composition can so readily be obtained from so
many different jraints of view. The style of architecture is of the chastest
Norman; and, when seen under such favourable conditions of light as were
vouchsafed to the Manchester members on the 13th, cannot fail to satisfy
the most fastidious view hunter.
After si)ending a considerable portion of tho day at the Abbey, and

exposing a large number of plates, the party drove to Adel Church—

a

distance of about six miles. As none of the gentlemen had ever previou.sly
visited tho place the ground was quite new, and the drive was coniequently
greatly enjoyed; but on alighting at the gates a general feeling of dis-
appointment was expressed at the first sight of the church, on account of
its apparently severe plainness. A clo.ser iusj)ection, however, soon revealetl
the presence of various architectural enrichments of great antiquity and
interest; and, as time was getting on, cameras were qnicklv set to work.
Much of the church is vei-y ancient, having been erected in il40, and, like
Kirkstall Abbey, the stylo of architecture is Norman. In the interior is a
very fine chancel arch, of which, had time [(crmitted, it would have been
a great jileasure to many to have obtained negatives. 'The south doorway
is' very imposing, and an unique corbel runs round the upiwr part of the
exterior walls ; but the south wall has been somewhat marivd by the intro-
duction of two modem throe-light windows quite out of keeping with the
i-est of tho architecture. Some good negatives were obtained of general
views as well as of details.
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Tea haying boeu ui-Jji-ed at the ''.Star and Garter,'' Kirkstall, the
return drive was commenced about five o'clock. On pa'^sing through
Headingly, "Jehu" f)»inted o\it the famous oak of that place, and also its
'* faithful^represeutation" as Hniuod on the sign of the village inn hard by,
which establishment has adopted the oak as its patron saint.

On arrival at the hotel Mr. McKellen vohmteered to occupy the interval
during the preparation of tea by takiti^ a group of the ])arty with his

newly-invented, and admirably complete, camera, the size being 12 x 10.

Careful note beinj made of the time consumed in unpacking and opening
o ih, it was found that the uustrapjiing of the stand, talcing t!ic camera out
of tlv! case, and fixing all u[) ready for focussing, occupied but one minute,
ami that v.'ithout the lca\:t hurry.

Tlio party returned to Leeds in time for the 7.20 train to Manchester,
.and on the way \manimf)us expressions were ni:ide of the great satisfaction

and i)leasuro which had been derived from t!ic day's excursion and work,
and not a few encomiums were passed on '* mine host " of the ** Star and
(f.u'ter," who luod catered with so much courtesy and reasonableness.

On Saturday afternoon last, the Hith instant, aufither trip of the above
IS luiety was made to Middlev.'ood —a charming sylvan cloiigh lying to the
right of ]3uxton-road, between HazhI (irove and Disley. The place being
easy of access from Manchester, and also having two railway stations, has
long been a favourite resort for tlie neiglibouring to\vnspe(tple. The valley,

through which runs a footi)ath for about a mile in length, abounds in
choice " bits "of wood and water, and is admirably suited for small plates or
stereoscopic pictures. A few open spaces afford opportunities for Uiking
large pictures: but generally the trees are too crowded for sizes nnicii

larger than half-plate. On the occasion referred to, under the able leader-
ship of Mr. Cooto, a considerable number of plates were exposed, the liglit

being of the very best, and the foliage .at occasional periods being perfectly
still.

On Saturd.ay next, the 23rd inst.ant, Messrs. Chilton .ind Pearson will

ead another excursion to the Bollin Valley. As it is thought desir.able

in this case to make a slight depart\u-e from the ))rogramnie as to the time
of starting, members will please note that the train leaving the Central
Station at 12.43 for Peel Causeway is the one by which the party will travel.
It is further desirable to call attention to a special excursion wliicli has
been arranged to Ashbourne, fiir Saturday, the KOth inst. The train
will le.ave London-road Station, L. and N. AV., at 9.20' a.m. Excursion
tickets—3s. to return on the same day, and Is. (id. to return on the
following Monday—can be obtained at the station on the morning of
departure. The members of the Oerby Pin^tographic Society will join the
Manchester members at Dovcdale.

ST. HELENS ASSOCIATION FOR THE PURSUIT OP SCIENCE,
LITERATURE, AND ART.

PnoroGRArmc .Skctio.v.

The annual meeting of this Section was held at the Association Rooms, on
Wednesday, the !)tli ult., Mr. Heather occupying the chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting having been read and confirmed, the
Hon. Secretary read the

An.nual REPOiir.

The Photographic Section entered upon the second year of its existence
this month. Eight new members have been .added to the list since its

formation, whilst, on the other hand, four iiave resigned. Up to the pre-
sent we have entirely relied upon Mr. Heather for demonstrations, of
which he has brought before you the following:

—

Eiihmjintj <»i- (Jelatiiw-

Brmnidc Paper (twice). Preparation of Gclatiiw-Broididc Kmtihion, Pre-
jMration of Lantern Slides, and Reduction of Ncyatires. One evening was
devoted to photography hy artificial light and was fairly suooessful. The
Section took part in contributing to the interest of the proceedings of the
amversnzionc on J,anuary 21th, 1881. A large collection of i)ho'tograph3
were shown, and Messrs. Heather, Morton, Taylor, and J. F. Houghton
were busily engaged in photographing the visitors by the collodion method
on ferrotype plates. One outdoor meeting has been held at Knowsley,
which was very well attended. Besides the above a number of interesting
exhibits of apparatus, lantern slides, prints, &o., have from time to time
been laid before you.
The Hon. Treasurer's statement was then laid before the meeting, and

showed a balance of £1 13s. lOd. in favour of the Section.
Mr. Sherlock moved, and Mr. Brook seconded, that the annual report

and balance sheet, as now submitted, be adopted. This was carried
unanimously.
The following officer.s were elected for the coming year:

—

President:
Mr. Heather.

—

Hon. Treasurer: Mr. Crooks.

—

Secretary: J. F. Houghton.
—Auditors: Messrs. Bewley and Loader.—fommittec- Messrs. Brook,
Morton, Sherlock, J. Houghton, Taylor, and Bewley.

It was resolved that a 15 x 12 burnisher be purchased for the use of
members.
Mr. Taylor said that a few days ago he was making a transp.arency,

and, believing the emulsion to be a slow one, gave a lengthened exposure.
When taken out of the frame in the dark room he was astonishsd to find a
Iiositiye picture on the plate. He fixed at once and got a negative—

a

negative from a negative.
Mr. Brook exhibited a number of very fine views taken near Leek,

North Staffordshire, and the Chairman showed a number taken at Winwick.
The meeting was shortly afterwards adjourned.

Photographic Society or Gre.it Britaik. — The next monthly
technical meeting of this Society will take place on Tuesday next,
the 26ih instant, at the Gallery, oA, Pall Mall East. The chair will be
taken at 8 p.m.

'. —*

—

'THE SODA DEVELOPER.
To the Editoks.

Gentlemen',—Kindly allow me to reply, under the above heading, to

Mr. Charles Stephens' very pertinent question in your last issue. Finding
that he gets frilling on two different brands of plates with the soda deve-
loper, he wishes to know how to prevent the said frilling.

Well, to be candid, with the individual plates he uses I do not kii'H

Tins much, however, I can s.ay—that the ))rofessional photographer iiUudidl
t() in my article of the 1st inst. uses a cheap couunercial plate, which many
will identify at once when I say that this plate has no substratum but a
line all ri>und the plate of some solution that holds the film firmly, and
this jihite does not frill with the soda. Yet, in the unusual heat we have

|

h.ad of late, he told me he saw some slight indications of frilling, upcui
j

which I advised him to use alum solution plentifully, both before and after!
development. Another thing, too, in the very height of summer: the devc-

]
loper proper may be diluted with double the quantity of water without any

]

ill effects whatever, while the frilling tendencies will then be much reduced,
j

The washing of the negative, also, was best effected with very cold water,
to minimise all risks. I

Regarding my own plates: I found it necessary to use ten drops per ^

ounce of emulsion of chrome alum solution—strength : alum three grain.", J

water one ounce. Now, only yesterday {14th inst.) 1 exposed and developedl
one of my own plates with the soda developer before a gentleman from''

Bristol, Vi-ho, having business in (jiloucester, pushed further to Cheltenham
purposely to see me about the treatment of the jilate after my own fashion.

The i>late behaved admirably well, and I should not be surprised to hear
that this gentleman had adopted this system of development altogether.
Why I did not name the individual commercial plate which I know to

stand soda is because I am aware it is not usual in the Journal ; but I shall

with pleasure send the name of the firm and plate to anyone on applying
to ine enclosing a directed and stamped envelope.—I am, yours &c.,

22, Priory-street, U/ieltenhain, Awjust 1.5, 1884. A. F. Gknlaix.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—My exiierience with this developer has been somewhat
similar to that of your correspimdent Mr. C. Stephens. There is no doubt
that the quality of the negative produced by the soda developer is very (ine.

Up to the jjresent week the frilling noticed was almost imperceptible, and
in no single instance did it encroach on the picture. This week, however,
with the same inalce of plate—which never by any chance frills with the,

ammonia developer—I have been unable to obtain a single negative, the

frilling being something desperate.
There is not the slightest doubt in my mind that the high temperaturr

we have been having here lately has had to do with it. On finding my first

plate going this way I tested the temperature of my solutions, and founil

them standing about 70' Falir., while the water from the tap showed a

constant tcmiierature of 00' Fahr.
It is very unfortunate that at a somewhat high temperature the soda

developer shoidd act in this way, for it is capable of giving very fine

results. With the aimnonia developer and with the solutions and iv.itcr

at the temperatures above mentioned not the slightest indication of frilling

manifested itself.—I am, yours, &c., William Lang, Jt'N.

Cross Park, Partick, Auyust 1(>, 1884,

NETLEY ABBEY.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Kindly infonn my brother amateurs, through the Jounuil,
that should they have a wish to take a "shot" at Netley Abboy^ )ier-

niissioii must first be obt.ained. This, I am told, can be done by applying to

't. Chamberlayne, Esq., Cranbury Park, Winchester.
For w.int of the above knowledge I was greatly disappointed and

annoyed when refused admission on the .'ith iiist., as I had been told

in Southampton no permission was required.—I am, yours, &c.,

24, Maxtceil-road, Fid/iam, S. W., Auynat 115, 1884. P. J. KiNU.

EMPLOYERS AND ASSISTANTS.
To the EuiTOKS.

Gentlemen,—I beg to be .allowed, with your kind iierniission, to draw
the attention of the public {photograpliic) to a grievance touching sorely

assistants in general, and that is the deception practised by some em-
ployers when engaging their assistants.

One will often see an advertisement of the following description :

—

" Wanted an operator and retoucher of first-class ability. State terms,

&c., &c., &c." Now this is, of course, answered by one seeking sucli

an appointment, and, everything being satisfactory to the employer, he is

engaged. Upon his arrival the assistant is put to wtn-k fitting up show-
cases with specimens of his skill ; but as soon as this is accomplished he is

cooly told by his employer that he will have, in addition to his legitimate

duties, to perform others, such as "burnisfiing," "toning," "'.sweeping-

up," "dusting," "rearranging negatives," "cleaning gla.ss, ' "sensitising,"

and work from 8 a.m. until 9 or 10 p.m. He is bound, of course, to nut
up with these indignities for the nonce, as not being a millionaire he Ii,is

generally to wait until a more suitable position turns up.
If an employer wants the services of an all-round hand, why does he not

state it in his advertisement, and not entrap a good man into a position he
would never have accepted had he known the true facts of the case?
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AjfaiiiHt such ileooptioiis I would warn all wlio arc seekins omiiloyinont id
the tiituro, fur I feel X am not the only uno who has ivion eiitrAi>|)ud into
s'.K'h servitiidu.

I woHld also rcspoctfUlly draw the attention of all those photographers
who resort to sucli nefiirioiw practices to the fact that the aasistant in in
Hunt cases e(iual, and in some suiwrior, to his employer in photographic
knowledge.

1 beg the asai.stanco of all right-minded men to the putting down of such
•caudftloua proceedings. I love my profession, and would like to see
it rise above all such petty incaunesses.
In conclusion: I would iiu,,'ge»t the formation of a club composed of none

1 ut first class assistants, out of which employers could be furnished with
tl e best uuileriul and to i)ay a yo.irly fee.

Apologisini; for trespassing upon your time and space,—I am, yours, &o.,
AsBmr.^ST.

MR. GENLAINft DliVfiliOPJiU.

To the Kditors.

CKSTi.KJiKS,—Tf Mr. Charles Stephens will put a good lump of rock
i;li!m in his washing' cistern, and mix a little with his developer, he will
li ue no frilling. The colour of tlie plate will be a rich, tawny-yellowi^h
iiiov.n, similar to the djuble sulphate and ammonia doveloper'by the wet
piocess, and the resulting prints will be very soft and harmonious.
This is my ex|>erience with Uouch's plate.^, which are somewhat analo-

g.ius to Sir. A F. (Jenlain's own make. Amatpurs and jirofessioiials can
pr.)cui-e these as e.asily as I do. Kpsom salts will also pre\ent frilling.—

1

am, yours, &c., \V. Hakdixo W.vrnku.
P..S.--Tlie Water In the ci.stem will pr>ssibly come out a delicate cobalt

blue on the additirm of the alum.—W. H. W.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIKTY OF GRIi.iT BRITAIN: ITS
REPORTS AND THE PHOTOGRAPHIC PRESS.

To the Kditors.

f f KSTLKMKJf,—The nature of Mr. W. K. Debenham's letter (August 1st) in
rejily to my last letter on this subject tleraands that I should not let it pass
without notice. 1 now gather that Mr. Deljonham intended to impress
upon me that "misrepresentation " is a " serious charge " if brought a^'ainst

himself, who had not misrepresented me.
Now, when writing my last letter I had not so miderstood his words

—

partly owing to this fact : that I had never intended to include him among
"the other writers," and, still more, owing to the form of his sentence,
I concluded that he meant that to use the word "misre|)rcsent'' as
cl.aracterising the action of any who have inailvertenllij not stated my
meaning w.as a ".serious" and improper thing to do. Mr. Debenham
wrote (July 18th):

—"Misrepresentatiim is a more serious charge than Mr.
ISerkeley seems to think ; and, as he has not given any instance of what he
calls ' misrepresentation ' on my part, [lerhaps he will think proper to

withdraw his charge—at all events as far as I am concerned."
It may be a matter of opinion, but I submit that Mr. Uebenham's

diction in the foregoing sentence is not calculated to make what I now see

inrst have been his intentions clear. It would have been more plain to

have simply written:—"As Mr. Berkeley has not given any instance of

i:i srepresentatiou on my part, perhaps he will think proper to state that
liis charge cannot be—or is not—laid aijainst myself." Then, to me, Mr.
Debenham's word "charge" seemed too strong an expression to be ap-

plicable to any statement of an inadverteiil misrepresentation on the

p irt of others. I could not but feel that the words " serious charge

'

could not apply to any le.is accusation than that of '' wilful misrepresen-

tation."

Further: "at all events, so far as I am concerned," seemed to make it

appear that Mr. IJebenham considered that the "other writers" besides

Inmself were improperly charged, but that he was (mly disix>3ed to claim
the withdrawal of the charge as applied to himself, leaving the other
writers to .^ct for themselves. I considered that perhaps Mr. Debenham
repudiated the idea that I hat! been misrepresented by anyone; and being
perfectly certain that I had been misrepresented by several I refused to

withdraw the term, but, on the contrary, wrote at length to justify my use

of it. I refused to withdraw the term as applied to the Editors and
anonymous writers, but stated, as I thought, plainly enough, that " I did
not include Mr. Debenham among the 'other writers.'

"

Did not Mr. Debenham see those words in my last letter? Surely they
bear no other interpretation than that no "charge" was preferred against
Mr. Debenham at all.

I am glad to be able to make this explanation, for misunderstandings
lead to "misrepresentations," and to satisfy Mr. Debenham so far. But
he is to blame for not accepting my words:—"I did not include Mr.
Debenham among the 'other writers.'" His tirade against me in his last

letter was quite uncalled for.

I also wish to state that I used the word "incorrigible" in a tone of

banter. I can scarcely believe that it is necessary to point out the signifi-

cance of the seventh paragraph of my last letter (.luly 2.5th). I had explained
that Mr. Pringle had endeavoured to fit a "cap on his head " that was not
intended for himself. In a bantering spirit I wrote tli.at Mr. Debenham was
"incorrigible" no less than Mr. Pringle—the former particularly so, because
any who had read Mr. Debenham's first letter (.June liOth) in relation to

the original matter I had broached could not possibly have considered that I

included him among those who had "misrepresented" my writings, seeing

that he made no allusion to m>i opinions.

If Mr. Debenh.am will refer to my letter of July 11th he will .see that
after I wrote—"like the other writers, the Editors totally misrepresent my
meaning," I proceed to take these writers seriatim, and to point ont where
they are in error. I had endeavomttl to disijose of Mr. Debenham's

Idtter artd obimitloni. to tlie " ulip syatem " at an earlltr ttag» ot m* i«ti#«
and hero nothing wa« written on to Mr. Dolienham having mUropreseflted

nr^"!!'"/ 'r'
''*'''"' of which ha now complains, I wrote—"I believe

Mr. Dobenham really liket some one to tread on the tail of his coat." But
fu*' 1 ..'C"'.-"'^

include Mr. Debeahain anion'/ 'the Mer v>rUert'" (note

h 1
"" ""' *"'" '*" "'" "^^" writers;'" but I acknowledge it

would have been b'.^tter to have written ' like most of the other writers.'"
What could have been plainer than these words ? And what could have

been fairer than my acknowledgment that my diction might have been
better .' I have no charge to substantiate, Ijecause I intended none ; and
none to withdraw, b.-cause none was made. The "charge of misreproicnta-

'"t'j
'}?*""'' ^'^''- Debenham existed in Ills own iiiiaginatioii only,

I did no( " put it ' that Mr. Debenham ha<l " no right Vi objcot to lioioiT
accused of ulisroprescntatioti " because he "ha<l stated that" ho "had btkiil
iiiisrepresented m certain reports in the .Society's Journal " (I use Mr
Debenham's words), I put it that Mr. Debenham h.i<l no right to lecture
m?, as it seemed. Upon the "serious" offence of "accusing ' others (not
luMielf) of misrepresentation, while he himself had not long boforo
accused" the Journal of the PhotograiJiic Society of "misrepre<enliii:i"

him. I believe it i.< now clear that Mr. Debenham thought himself includuil
among "the other writers," and therefore wrongly " accused," and that
Ins objection was on that account. I am sorry that I did not iiiiderstaud
hirn SO;

I can hardly C(msider th.at I have applied "epithets " to Mr. Debenham.
To say that he is "incorrigible" (in the sense in which I used the term) i«
at least not a very olFensivo "epithet." I may remind Mr. De.wiihain
that olfensivo eoithets can be hinted at as well as written, and that he U
not behindhand in inferring ilishunourahle conduct in me.
ily writing in connection with this subject and c<mtroversy, from begin-

ning to end, has been so mauled and mangled by tlie several writers ttat
in order to make my meaning clear to tlio.^e who will not take the ti-ouble
to rf«(/—though they write upon—my opinions, I am com|)elled to occupy
so much space upon a matter which, though entered upon in the public
interest with most inoffensive and teiiijjerate suggestions, has de;,'enci ated
by no initiation of my own, into a personal contest between readers whose
interests are really alike. Why cannot writers in tliis or other journals
state their opinions uixm a public matter without having an(mymnus
attacks made upon their motives and general conduct? It is open to all to
state contrary opinions, and by all means let them,

I shall send the promised answer to Mr. Debenham, on the subject of
coloured images, next week.—I am, yours, &c.,

29, Southampton-row, W.C.,Au(j. K), l&Sl. Hkbbeet B. Bebkklet.

" I.s a prism or a mirror best adapted for employment with a copying lens ?—F. S. T. " We answer : If the angle to be included be a very narrow
one the jirism will be the better ; but for general use, and more iiar-
ticularly for lai-ge angles, the minor is to be preferred.

" Would you kindly, through the medium of your valuable Journal, inform
me the test way to mount photographic prints on thin paper for book
illustration, so that they will be flat and not cockle?—Print. " In
reply : Let '

' Print " mount his photographs with india-rubber p-aste and
he will find they will not cockle. This paste is merely a solution of
india-rubber in benzole.

"Is there any patent existins' by which I can be prevented from construct-
ing and selling enlarging lanterns, the principle of which consists in
having placed behind the negative a plate of ground glass strongly illu-
minated with gas from behind ?

—

Workshop ' In reply : Our corres-
pondent is at perfect liberty to manufacture lanterns according to the
principle stated, there being no i)atent existing which coidd o{>erate
to prevent him from so doing.

G. Hercu.s asks :—" Will you favour me with a formula for an intensifier
composed of red prussiate of potash ? " In reply : 'Try

—

Nitrate of lead 4 parts.
Ferridcyanide of potassium .' 6
Water '.

100 ','

The under-exposed or we.ak negative, having been fixed and washed is
placed in this solution until it has acquired the requisite opacity. '

H. B. G. inquires—" What is an albatype plate?" We reply: It is a
thin metal plate having its smoothest surface coated \vith a fine white
enamel or pigment. When first introduced this class of plate was
employed instead of opal glass upon which to print by the collodio-
chlorido process; but. owing to some mismanaitenient connected with
the .selection of suitable albatyiie pigments, discolouration of the surface
took place, and the manufacture of the plates was discontinued.

Chas. S. Strkttks experiences some difficulty in getting his sensitive
paper at all times to lie in intimate contact with the negative, and asks
for a remedy. In reply : The remedy lies in interposing a sheet
of elastic material between the paiwr and the back of the printing-frame.
Let him employ a pressure pad composed of either thin felt or thick
woollen cloth, and the elasticity of this will be sufficient to ensure
the paper being pressed against the negative "without a wrinkle or
a fold."

Franklin says:—"Do you know anything about a new form of ga«
burner that has recently been introduced, the peculiarity of which
consists in a mixture of air and gas being employed to render incandes-
cent a thimble composed of platinum gauze?' We reply that we
do know something of this burner, having seen it in action under
various circumstances. It is not improbable that we may soon hare
an article on this subject. We are at pre.»ent trying its application
to photographic purposes, for which we tbiuk it well adapted.
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F. Goss says :
—" I received a formula for the preparation of a developer for

ferrotypes in which there was an ounce of baryta and one a-half ounce of

protosulphate of iron. Upon dissolving tliese in a pint uf water there is

an immense amount of precipitate, even wlien I employ distilled water.
Kindly inform me what is wrong. " We reply : thei'e is nothing
wrong. The barium and iron salts no sooner dissolve than they react upon
each otlier, producing sulphate of baryta and nitrate of iron. The former,
being insoluble in water, precipitates. It must be removed by filtration.

ilsouGK S. King asks us to supply a formula for the preparation of a silver

printing bath containing some other nitrate than that of silver, with
regard to the advantages of which nuich was at one time written. To
this we reply: Botli the liitrate of soda and the nitrate of ammonia have
been recommended as an adulterant of, or addition to, the nitrate of silver.

If the albumenised paper have been lightly salted try the following :^
Nitrate of silver 4 parts.

Nitrate of ammonia 4 ,,

Sugar 4 ,,

Water 100 „
The toning and fixing of the prints are effected in the usual manner.
" \ViTH respect to the jioisonous properties of the salts of barium, I recol-

lect once reading in The British Jouhnal of Photockaphv that all the
salts were jjoisonous except the nitrate; and yet, upon looking over
a classification of poisons, I find the nitrate, and not the carbonate, the
poisonous nature of the hitter having been specially spoken of by yon.—Albx." In reply; We are aware that some who are quoted as
authorities include the nitrate in the list of poisons, wliile other equally
good authorities exclude it. "Alex." will readily hold us excused for

declining to make an experiment to decide the question for his gratifica-

tion. With regard to the carbonate : it is said that it is not a jjoison per
ae, but becomes converted into one when dissolved by the acid in the
stomach. If, therefore, we can suppose the ab.-:ence of any .acid fluid

from the stomach, the carbonate, according to this opinion, must be
considered innocuous. ^

CKirljangc Column.
Wanted, a first-olass tourist camera, &c., in exchange for a .first-class

(new) half-plate burnisher.—Address, Chas. W. Appleyard, jihoto-

grapher, Miall-street, Bradford.

Will exchange cameras, camera stands, and lenses (one a Ross's), for

tricycles or bicycles.—Address, Public Loan and Ui.scount Company,
Limited, 32, Russell-street, Liverpool.

Wanted, a landscape lens to cover whole-phate up to the corners, in

exchange for a good tourist telescope, with strap complete, value £2 2s.

—

Address, Earne.st Ellis, 17, Trinity-street, Ryde.
I will exchange a strongly-inade trunk-bodied 10 x 8 studio camera, with

rack movement, for a Moulton spray print-washing machine or for out-

door apparatus.— Address, W. E. Debenham, Massingham House,
Haverstock-hiil, London.

I will exchange a large slab of plate glass, 55 x 25 x J inch thick, for coating

plates on, ditto 25 x 22 inches, air pump receirer,' 8 x 12 inches high.

Wanted, plate-boxes 74 x 5 and 5 x 4, or small gas-fire or stove.—Address,

S. W.\RBi'RTON, 12, Waverley-terrace, Leopold-street, Leeds.

I will exchange a whole-plate bellows-body camera, three slides, bellows-

l)ody, best maker, fit for studio, mahogany double-swing back, screw
focussing, 1000 carte mounts, and a few dozen old carte and cabinet

photographs.—Address, Mr. KuPHASi, 11, Victoria-grove, Kensington-
gate, W.

We will exchange a 7i x 5 bellows-body camera, rachet and pinion,

focussing arrangement, swing-back and rising front, with reversing

frame for oblong or upright pictures, six double dark slides for same,
all in new condition. Wanted, twenty-inch focus rapid symmetrical lens,

or offers.—Address, J. E. and C. Ireland, 14, Methven street, Perth,

^nsio^ra to ©orwapontt^itts.

*ar Gorrcspondents should never write on both sides of the paper.

Photographs Registered.—
Messrs. C. and C. Fergus, 36, West Blackhall-street, Glasgow.—Two
Photographs of the Late Daniel Conway.

Francis Hoare, Coxwell-court, Cirencester.

—

Photograph of the " Cathe-

dral Firs " in Oaklft/ Parky Cirencester ^ Gloucestershire.

William Pankhurst Marsh, Norfolk Cottage, Bognor.

—

Photograph of
Sands and Beach at Bognor ( West Side of PierJ, Sands and Esplanade at

Bognor (East Side of Pier). ^___

Erratum.—In Mr. W. K. Burton's article on page 517, in the sixth para-

graph, for "dish" read "desk."

W. W. and S. A. J.—We will communicate with you privately.

MoreLight.-Messrs. ChanceandCo. , Birmingham ; orMr. G. F. Williams,

36, St. Martin's-lanc, W.C.
Bbsj. B.—Animal charcoal must he employed for the imrpose. Your

failure arises from your >ising charcoal made from wood.

,T. W. K.—Not absolutely necessary with some samples of paper, but far

better in every case. In all probability the washing will conduce to

greater permanency.

jj S Why not apply two or three coats of Brunswick black ? That will

cover up the rust and preserve the metal—at least for a time, or until

you can procure new trays.

J. A. CuKDALE.—Your communication should be made through the medium
of our advertisement columns, as you publish no details of the process.

It is purely a business matter.

H. J. Edge.—1. Better consult a respectable ojjtician, wlio will supply

you with suitable spectacles.—2. The larger lens w<>uld be very service-

able, but would not fulfil the same end as the spectacles.

A. TisHALE;-—The idea appears very good, and, so far as we are aware,

original ; but we fear you will have some little difficulty in putting it into

practice. However, the difficulties, wc imagine, are far from being insur-

mountable. !

Co.sMos.—Very little consequence. One plan is quite as good as the other,

Either w.ay, "a certain amount of skill and experience is necessary, an ycm

are aware. As a rule, that plan is i^refeiTed with which the operator

has had the most experience.

E. B. J.—If you forlsfard us a few examples of your failures in printing we
shall understand the cause (with the information you have given); but

without seeing them we might possibly mislead you, as the terms you
have employed are scarcely tnose adopted by photographers.

Arthur.—From what you say we judge the prints were sufficiently washed
In the first instauoe. The spottiness appears to be due to the prints

remaining nioist for so long a time. The many days they remained wet
has caused a decomposition of the sizing material of the paper.

H. A. Young.—The dark corners of the picture arise from the lens

employed to take it not covering the size of plate properly. Instead of

using it for lialf-plate pictures you should be content with quarter, as

that is .all it will cover thoroughly. Indeed, for its focal length, it is all

that ought to be expected.

A. D.—The marks are caused by the action of the silver paper on the

negative thr(m^'h its not being varnished. In all probability the film

contained a trace of hyposul|)hite of soda upon which the silver has acted.

There is no remedy now, unless a solution of cyanide of potassium will

remove the stain, which is somewhat doubtful.

G. H. Bhabazon.—From your description of the studio we do not see how
it can be altered and improved without considerable expense, which, as

you say your means are limited, we imagine you will be unable to incur.

Possibly, if you were to raise the studio your neighbours would comiiel

you to raise the chimneys also ; hence you would be no better off.

J. Fox.—Asphaltnm and marine glue are both very good as a coating for

the insides of wooden trays ; but the former material requires tlie addi-

tion of bees'-wax or similar substance to prevent brittleness, particularly

in cold weather. We oursehes much prefer paraffine wax to either ma-
terial when the trays are to contain solutions of nitrate of silver.

Meadow.—Possibly your friends employ more sensitive plates than yon
do. Drop-shutter exposures are fretiuently very successfully made with

single lenses, and also with the "jjortable .symmetrical;" but, worked
with its full aperture, your "rapid" should be the quicker lens. We do
not imagine that the lens has deteriorated as you surmise, but that your
plates are not suHiciently sensitive for the work in hand.

Received.—S. D. McK. ; H. Y. In our next.

Photographic Club.—At the forthcoming meeting of this Club, at

Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street, on Wednesday next, the 27th iust., the

subject for discussion will be The Artidk Mouiitimj of Pliolographn.

Saturday afternoon outing between Highgale and Hampstead. Meeting
afterwards at the " Bull and Bush" at 0.30.

The Recent Explosion at the Cueragh.—In connection witli this

unfortunate explosion, the details of which were given in our issue of

last week, we learn that the report of its having been a lime-light or

oxyhydrogen explosion turns out to have been incorrect. It was alleged

at the magisterial inquiry into the circumstances attending tlie unhappy
event that the disaster was caused by an explosion of a pyrotechnic com-
pound, consisting of chlorate of potash, sulphur, verdigris, and shellac.

This mixture, when ignited, was intended to give a brilliant blue light.

PnoTOOR.\pinc Artlst.s' Co-operative Supply A.ssociation. Limited.
—The annual dinner of the f-mployei of this Company took pliice

on Saturday last, the IGth inst., the rendezvous being Weybridgc,
Surrey. An excellent repast was served at the "King's Arms," and,

favoured with beautiful weather, a very pleasant and enjoyable day
was spent. Mr. J. H. Keen (in the unavoidable absence of Sir. H. R.

Faulkner, the Manager and Secretary) occupied the chair, and proposed
the health of the directors, coupling with it the name of Mr. Faulkner,

which toast was drunk with enthusiasm.

Artlsts and Pictcre.s.—The papers which are just now going the

round of the Royal Academicians, with printed inquiries as to the

various modes of technical procedure resorted to by eacli artist, bring

again into prominence the important question of the use of pigments,

the durability and properties of " vehicles," and the different prepara-

tion of grounds. Particulars as to absorbent and non-absorbent ground-
priming, and .as to the varnish or exceptional pigments used, are asked
for in these forms, which, if carefully and conscientiously filled up,

should be of the greatest service to the profession at large. The
jiresent lamentable condition of many modern pictures should lead

artists to give a more careful consideration to their pigments. The
present state of Wilkie's " Blind Fiddler" is a remarkable instance of

the fatal ciTect of ignorance or c.arelessues in tlie use of paints which
will not stand the test of time.

—

I'all Mall Gazette.
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HOW TO AVOID GRANULARITY IN COPYING PAPER
PHOTOGRAPHS.

It is seldom tliat coiiies from paper photographs turn out altogether

satisfactory, however skilfully they maybe execated. This ia owing

to the fibre of the paper always showing more conspicuously in the

reprodiictiou than it iloes in the original. If, instead of the copy

being of the same size as the original it happens to be made larger,

the fibre is, of course, rendered still more painfully conspicuous by

reason of the amplification ; and, unless the picture be afterwards

finished in monochrome or coloured, it is rarely, as most pro-

fessional photographers know, that it gives entire satisfaction. The
more granular the copy the greater, of course, is the labour of the

artist in the finishing, and consequently the more expensive the re-

proiiuctioa becomes.

Many methods of amelior.iliiig this excessive coarseness have at

different times been proposed—such as mounting the print to be

copied in optical contact with a glass plate ; rendering the print

itself transparent and then printing by contact to secure a transpa-

rency, and from that making a negative ; copying the print with

the lens slightly out of focus ; and numerous other plans or

"dodges"—all of which, though they may be theoretically good,

still leave much to be desired when put to the test of actual

working. The best |)lan, perhaps, in practice is that of copying the

print when it is illuminated with a strong side light instead of

a front one. This plan has more than once been advocated in these

columns, and is, we know, now regularly adopted by many profes-

sional photogi-aphers.

We were recently shown some exceptionally-successfid copies from

paper prints which were produced by a plan that certainly possesses

some degree of novelty; hence the reason for our again alluding

to the subject. The copies—it may be explained—were enlarge-

ments from carte to cabinet size, and, although the amplification

was considerable, as only a portion of the subject in the original

was included in the copy, the grain of the paper was imperceptible.

Indeed it was difficult to conceive that they were copies of paper

photographs at all. The pictures were sharp, though not micro-

scopically so, and had a brilliancy which copies rarely possess,

nidess the negatives have been elaborately worked up by the

retoucher, which, we were assured, was not the case in this instance.

It may be remembered that a few years back some pictures, the

productions of Mr. JJenier, a Russian photographer, were shown in

this country. These pictures were somewhat peculiar in their

characteristics, and were decidedly pleasing. While no part of

them appeared to be out of focus, yet they could not be considered

absolutely sharp in the strict .sense of the term. The lights were
pearly and brilliant, and the half-tones soft and delicate ; still this

quality was clearly not due to the retouching of the negative.

The method by which they were produced was never published,

or, at least, verified by Mr. Denier; but at the time it was currently

reported that the prints were actually made from double nega-
tives—one thin one being on the back of the glass and another on
the front—or that they were printed from two distinct, but thin,

negatives superimposed the one upon the other. Another method
suggested as that by which they were done was that only one nega-

tive wa« used, and the peculiar effect waa obtained entirely in the

printing, which was accomplished in the following manner :

—

After the print had been about half-printed a thin piece of glass, or
other transparent media, was interposed between the negative and

**

the paper, and the printing then continued to the requisite depth.
Whatever was the method adopted by J)enii-r, we have produoeil
results possessing the s.une chiiracteristics as his, and equally good,
by the method just described.

By tins time the reader h;is, doubtless, began to wonder what the
Denier pictures have to do willi the copying of paper photogr.i plia

!

Well, a great deal in the case at present under consideration

;

for the excellent copies to which we have referred were produced
by means precisely analogous to that just described. We learn the
modus operandi was this :—In copying the original it was illumi-

nated with a strong side light, so as to minimise the grain as much
as po.ssible to begin with. The negative waa made tolerably vigorous,

and then slightly retouched. In printing, when the impression had
attained somewhat about half its proper depth, it was removed
from the negative, and a couple of thin films of gelatine—such as

those used in packeting confectionery—were placed upon it, one of

these films being tinted a pale blue and the other colourless. The
print was then replaced and the printing continued until it

was dark enough.

The first printing appeared to have secured all the necessary sharp-

ness and fine detail, while the second caused a certain amount of

diffusion which destroyed the granularity without materially inter-

fering with the definition in the more prominent portions secured

in the first. Why one of the gelatine films should be tinted we
are unable to say, for we should imagine that a colourless film

of a corresponding thickness would answer quite as well ; but we
give the method as it was described.

When we learned the method by which these pictures were
made we remembered having seen M. Lambert, in one of his

demonstrations at which we happened to be present, adopt a pre-

cisely similar course in the case of a great enlargement, from a
paper picture, which showed a considerable amount of granularity.

After the impression was partially printed a sheet of patent plate

ghiss, nearly the eighth of an inch thick, was interposed between
the negative and the carbon tissue. The printing was then con-

tinued through the interposed glass to the necessary depth, and, by
this means, much of the coarseness was destroyed, and considerable

labour saved in the after finishing.

Of course, producing the impression by a double printing entails

a little more trouble, and some method must he adopted for se-

curing registration, as it is impossible to remove the print from the

negative and replace it in exactly the same position when one or

more films of gelatine intervene, with only the eye to guide us.

There are several forms of registering-frames to be liad which
will answer the purpose admirably. However, by a very simple

arrangement, an ordinary pressure-frame will answer every pur-

pose. All that is necessary is to secure the negative rigidly in one
corner of the frame with a couple of slips of gum paper. The
frame, by preference, should be one fitted with plate glass. The
negative being secured, the paper must be cut so that its top and
one side, at least, shall be from exactly a right angle. Now if, in

placing the paper on the negative, care be taken that it is fitted
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iicciii-iLttly into llie angle of tlio fraiiit:', it n.ay be removed, the
gelatine films introduced, and then replaced with the assurance that
it will again occupy the same position on the negative—the same
precaution, of course, being taken that it is fitted carefully into
the angle of the frame as in the first instance.

A NOVELTY IN^ WORKING DROP SHUTTERS.
Iw our last issue we dwelt upon several points connected with the
U38 of shutters for quick exposures, and indicated certain principles

which should be adopted in their use, though they have rarely
been acted upon. Whatever may be the theoretically-perfect form
with which a snap shutter should be in accordance, it may be
taken as a f,aet that, so far, such a form has not been made. All
that have hitherto been constructed may be looked upon as com-
promises between accepted principles, the exact form having been
governed by other factors than the inventiveness of the constructor.

Some have been practical successes, and others literal failures.

Most of us have seen the electric shutter which would not go, and
there is many a photographer, no doubt, who could point out a
mouldering glass jar and a rusty piece of mechanism as the sole

relics of a few guineas' expenditure. There are all shades of

usefulness between the practical worthlessness of this instrument
and the success attending upon more simple contrivances.

We need scarcely remiiid our readers that the class of shutter
more commonly seen is not the most complicated, though the more
complicated patterns are not necessarily the less perfect on .account

of their intricacy. The truth is that they .are very heavily handi-
capped in the race by the increased weight of the parts having a
tendency to cause vibration during the action of exposing and
closing. It is quite evident that many forms possessing f^^atures of

usefulness might be devised if this particular property could be
ignored

; but, as absence of vibration is a sine (piil aon in the use of

a shutter, a certain amount of restriction has hitherto had to be
placed upo)i inventiveness in this direction.

A well-known contributor to our columns h.as, however, shown to

us a very simple arrangement which quite does away with the
difficulties of tremor when the photographer can take a little extra
trouble in his work. The .addilioiial apparatus is of the simplest
description, and, so far as we can judge, will be a useful and
eminently practical addition to any photographic outfit. It consists

merely of a separate stand for holding the shutter, and is light,

portable, and devoid of complication.
To construct such a one nothing is required but a portion of a

bamboo fishing-rod, two brass ferrules such as are sold for ordinary
fishing-rods, and two thin bars of wood a few inches long. The
labour of an hour or two would enable anyone to fit it up. The two
bars of wood—one twelve and the other six inches long, by two
broad, and half-an-inch thick—form the foot, the smaller one being
let into the side of the other so as to form a flat, J-shaped base!
At the point of junction a circular hole is cut to form a socket, into
which is fitted the handle of the bamboo rod (the two first joints
only being used and the rest rejected), which has been trimmed so
as to fit readily in and out of the socket. At the other end of the
shortened rod the larger of the two brass ferrules is firmly fastened,
and on to the shutter the smaller one. It is thus seen that the
extra luggage required is merely a portion of a bamboo fishing-rod
weighing a few ounces, and a small, light, wooden base.
To set up the apparatus the rod is pushed into the socket hole,

the shutter with its attached ferrule fitted into the end of the rod,
and, when the camera is fixed and all is ready, the shutter-stand is

placed before the camera, and the inner rod—that to which the
shutter is attached—moved up till exactly opposite the centre of
the lens. A thin wooden wedge is then inserted to prevent the rod
slipping down, and the whole is ready with the exception of
making the junction with the lens, the mode of doing which we will
describe.

The particular shutter employed was the Cadett " drop shutter,"
which, when used with soitu; very light cameras, is apt to produce
B tremor. It works guillotine fashion—an ebonite plate moving up
ftnd down in front of the lens—Mud at tho back i< a small curved

[liece of rubber-covered wood to fit the curve of the lens hood, the

whole being fixed by a strong rubber cord, and the light kept out

by a short velvet tube fastened round the lens by a piece of

thin elastic cord and a button. To use the shutter in the manner
described this latter arrangement would be useless, aa the sole

object is to remove the camera from the sphere of the influence of

the shutter; consequently this piece of wood is removed. Further :

the velvet sleeve also is taken away and replaced with a much
longer one, so "as to avoid the necessity for any very accurate adjust-

ment of the shutter before the lens, as such a necessity would
totally destroy the practical character of the arrangement.

When the stand and shutter are pLaced before the lens at the right

height the velvet sleeve is slipped over the lens, and secured by the

elastic cord or button; or it may be left unfastened, as the sleeve

appears to fit quite light-tight enough without any special fastening.

The fitting up and getting ready is the work of a few seconds only.

Our contributor informs us that though the apparatus is of the

slightest description it yet answers perfectly and requires improve-

ment only in two points. He wouUl prefer to supply three sharp

spikes or studs to the base to secure it more firmly on rough ground

or long grass, and the sleeve should be provided for .an inch or two
of its length near the lens with a few cane or wire rings to keep it

from swagging and possibly interfering with the field of view. He
had not found it to do so, but lie has thought it desirable to sjiend a

little time in adjustment so as to avoid that defect; this time might

be saved by the adoption of the rings. Though he has but recently

fitted up the arrangement, wliicli in its present form is more of a

"makeshift" character, he informs us that he has used it on several

occasions in photographing dogs, horses, and children, and is highly

pleased with its action, the stand in each of these instances being

placed either on a loosely-gravelled path or on a well-mown lawn.

It is evident that he places faith in its usefulness or he would not

have employed it (as he wrote us he did) on a recent occasion when
taking a family group of the Premier and the whole of his family,

including seven grandchildren.

It is for each of our re.aders to judge for himself whethirr the

aiTangemcut we h.ave described is likely to suit his own particular

class of work or not. Certainly it is cheap, simple, .and light.

Wo do not doubt th.at if it should be thought useful it will be

made in one shape or another by the manufacturers of photographic

apparatus, to suit those who have not the leisure or the inclination

to make their own appar.atus.

DIRECT L.\RGE PORTRAIT.?.

Whbs, twelve years ago, the late Mi. Robert Crawshay offered

prizes for a series of large portraits, which were to be taken direct

in the camera, the result was a collection that elicited mucl. more

wonder than .admiration. It was abundantly evident that the time

for ushering in photographs of that class was not yet ripe. This

was rendered still more apparent by an imposing display of enlarged

portraits, which were also the same j'eat submitted for competition,

and proved the means of giving the covp dc grace to direct-taken,

life-size pictures.

Many, if not most, of the faults inherent in such portraits in

those days arose from the necessity that existed for employing large

portrait lenses, working with an aperture so great as to render

uniformity of definition difficult, if not impossible, especially when,

owing to the exigencies of dimension of the scale of representation,

the sitter had to be brought unusually neiir to the lens.

As between a direct life-size photograph and an enlargement of

the same dimensions there is clearly no comparison, the latter

having the advantage. This was true in an emphatic sense in the

times to which we have referred. It is still true, .although in a

more modified degree, at present, when, owing to the greater sensi-

tiveness of the plates, portrait lenses of large dimensions are not

now, as they formerly were, a necessity in connection with the

production of large portraits.

Our readers do not require to be informed that in America the

element of size in portraiture is more thoroughly recognised than it

ifi in England ; and in this connection they will peruse with much
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interest the grapbic detaiU, given by our American correspondent in

another page, of the very lar;;;e portraits he saw diaphiyed at the

exhihition connected with the Convention of the Pliotographevs'

Association of America recently held in Cincinnati. Tiie account

given by onr correspondent—who, as a practical pliotograplier, is

well aUle to form a sound judgment— of the pulling about

of backgrounds, cameras, att<l accessories, in order to stiow to the

assembled hundreds in what way a lai-ge negative of a sitter was

taken, is exceeillngly amusing. Mr. J. H. Kent, the President, who
is well known to e.xcel in the arts of lighting and of posing sitter-i,

undertook to give a demonstration of the method of taking a large

portrait. How an hour was discovered to have been devoted to

preliminary operations, liow a 24 x 20 camera with a large lens

attached got smashed, and how it was subsequently announced that

for the large cameras no lenses couKI be got to suit—that the dark

slides repudiated all connection with the cameras, and that even the

plates were found playing at cross purposes with the dark slides

—

behold ! is it not to be found narrated in the letter of our
" special "

i

liut here arises the question—What difference is required in the

artistic lighting and posing of a figure that is to be taken on a

24-inch plate, or even one much larger, and that on a plate which

being only one half or one quarter such dimensions may there-

fore, by contrast, be designated a small plate? Emphatically none

!

The care and skill required in the posing of a figure are all one,

whether the resulting picture is to be large or small ; and this also

applies to the lighting of the figure, the selection of a suitable b.ack-

ground, and the introduction of appropriate accessories. Art is art

in one case equally as in the other ; and the artistic outcome of the

demonstrator's skill in these essentials might just as well, one would

think, have found expression in a 12 x 10, a whole plate, or even in

a cabinet, as in a plate two feet in length. Indeed, the smaller

dimensions would have proved most convenient to the greater

number of photographers, as it would have served for illustrating

the national journals, and thus have proved an educational means

of more extended application than under other circumstances would

have been the case. But it would seem as if in the plethora of

cameras on exhibition there wei'e none applicable for even the

minor duty at which we have hinted.

It is significant to learn that these large direct portraits are not

found to pay. The real " bread-winners," it is well known, are the

portraits of moderate dimensions. Apart from the fact of there

being more harmony and equality in the definition of the various

planes in a small than in a large portrait, the cost of a plate

varying from twenty to thirty inches in dimensions necessarily

becomes somewhat high, while there is a far gi-eater risk of the

negative being imperfect on account of the sitter's liaving moved,

or of manipulatory difiiculties, than in a smaller plate, in which

the extra expense entailed by having to give a second or even a

third exposure is inconsiderable. When to these drawbacks we add

the serious cost of a lens, camera, and general outfit for direct large

portraits, and contrast all these with tlie excellence to be obtained

in an enlargement from a good negative of small dimensions, it is

indeed matter for surprise that there are those still to be found

wlio produce large portraits direct, even for the sake of advertising.

However, if any photographers will "go in" for portraits of this

class they have at the present period a consolation which did

not exist at the time referred to in our opening remarks. They do

not now require large and expensive portrait lenses, as was formerly

imperative, to enable them to effect the end desired ; because,

owing to the greater sensitiveness of the plates, a class of lenses

originally introduced for a different purpose may be relegated

to the purposes of the portraitist, in fulfilling which function they

are found to far surpass, in the excellence of their results, the more
cosii'y and cumbrous instruments they have superaeded. To these,

however, as they have of late formed subjects for comment in these

pages, we shall not here fnrther advert.

man or expounder of the law ; but that at the present time quite a
different condition of tilings existed. It is, we think, satisfactory to
learn that in America, at least, photographers have altainud a
position of equality with "statesmen ;" but the question remain* to

be settled whether it is by a process of levelliug up or levelling

down.

Some interesting details upon the properties of the aulphites of
soda have been published in the Comptm Ueadm, by M. de Forcrand,
and from them we extract so much as will be interesting to photu-
graphers. In keeping solutions of pyrogallol and Buljthite—the
normal sulphite—of soda it is usually recommended to add some
kind of acid to neutralise any alkalinity of the solution, the acid to
be selected is usually said to be immaterial. The writer in question,
however, states that a solution of sulphite of soda is partially

decomposed by hydrochloric acid, for instance, the base dividing itself

between the two acids, with formation of chloride and acid sulphite,

in a manner similar to that observed by Berthelot in the cswe of
potassium sulphite. To obtain a pure sulpliite for experimental
purposes a known weight of carbonate was saturated with sulphur-
ous acid, an equal weight of carbonate added, and the whole put to
crystallise in an atmosphere of nitrogen. The crystals contain
seven molecules of water, which, it is found, is all given off at a
temperature of 150° C

In asking for sulphite of soda it is very desirable to "see that yon
get it." We know of many iustjmces where, on the presumption
that the purchaser was ignorant of what he really wante<l, sulphate
of soda was substituted by the dealer without remark. In other cases
the sulphate has been supplied through theignorance,or worse, of the
seller ; and we know as a fact of one instance where an amateur going
to a chemist's for a-quarter of a pound of sulphate of soda was sup-
plied with " hyposulphite," the seller calmly informing him that he
had made an error and that the latter was what he wanted. Takinc
the chemist's word he added the salt to an ounce bottle of pyro. He
did not achieve any success in his development with this fluid, and
when we informed him how the matter stood be seemed annoyed
with the chemist.

It is expected that the " Inventories" of next year will surpass in
interest either the " Fisheries" or the " Healtheries." No doubt photo-
graphy will play an important part there, and would-be exhibitors
must remember that only a month now may elapse before applica-

tions for space will be too late—the Ist of October being the last

day for sending them in. The inventions, excluding music, will be
confined to those invented or brought into use since 1862. No
charge will be made for space, and motive power will be supplied
free ; but gas and water will have to be paid for, if used. It is a
satisfaction to know that one element of the shopkeeping character
will be abolished, as exhibitors and their assistants will not be
allowed to invite visitors to purchase their wares.

Isf his address delivered before the American Convention the Presi-

dent is reported to have said that the time was when the profession

of photographer was not held iu as high esteem efi that of states-

Thk Liverpool Astronomical Society, at their third annual meeting,
recently held, had a good account to give of work performed. The
work done for the last twelve months had been mostly stellar

photography. The large camera had been set up in March, and from
some of the plates the catalogue of stars recently published had
been taken. Attention had been given to the photographing
of star-clusters and nebul» ; but the most important work had
been the comparison of star magnitudes, and for this purpose photo-
graphy had been largely used. Every month certain stars were
photographed, and if any change appeared a systematic observation
was at once commenced, several such observations being carried on
at the present time. As our readers are aware, this Society is and
has been doing real, substantial work ; and it is gratifying to hear
of the part played by photography in the work of a society whose
home is a city that has always been in the van of photographic in-

ventions and progress.

Professor Bischoff's spongy iron filter is an admitted success for

purifying water; but experiments show that a portion of the
iron is dissolved and carried away in the effluent water, thus ren-

dering it unsuitable for photographic use. The principle has been
adopted on a large scale in Antwerp for the town's supply, the

water having been filtered through a mixture of the finely-divided

iron and gravel. An improvement has lately been made upon this

system, as it was found it would be too costly on an increased

scale ; the water is now passed through a revolving cylinder

containing the iron and a series of shelves or ledges for scooping it

up. We draw attention ^o this fact more especially to show the
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chances of -water being contaminated with iron, as the inventor of

the system states that when water was in contact with the iron for

forty-dve minutes it was very lieavily charged with that metal. When
a miiuli larger quantity of water was passed through in the same
time it still issued containing 12 grains of iron per gallon ;

and
even when sixty gallons passed through per minute nearly one grain

of iioii per gallon was dissolved. It is thus evident that no system

of iron titration of water would be likely to be suitable for plioto-

graphic purposes—a fact wliicli is rather unfortunate, seeing that

very complete purification otherwise is effected by such means, water

80 purified being almost freed from anmxonia and nearly as colour-

less as distilled water.

It is well known that chloride, as also iodide, of silver is capable of

forming a precise chemical compound with ammoniacal gas, but

hitherto the compounds have not been obtained in any definite form.

Lately, however, according to tlie Bulletin tie la Sooi'M Cliomique

de Paris, M. Terrell has obtained them in a crystalline shape. To
do this he introduces them in their amorphous form, along with a

saturated solution of ammonia, into a flask sealed at a lamp, and
then exposes the whole to the temperature of boiling water.

Our contemporary, La yatare, describes a process of " photography
without apparatus," which may not be entirely beyond the reach of

their non-technical readers. It is founded upon the action of light

upon bichromated albumen. The reader is directed to obtain two
pieces of glass, clear and flat— to paste upon oie a sheet of thin
black paper with a square aperture in it, and to join the two plates

by an elastic band at two opposite ends. A few pieces of albu-
nienised paper are to be purchased, and sensitised by coating the
back witli a six-per-cent. solution of bichromate. The prepared
sheets, it is explained, will keep for several days. The photograph
to be reproduced is to be removed from its card by soaking in cold
water for twenty-four liours, and then drying between folds of

blotting-paper. Then this "cliche" as it is now termed, is placed,
face upwards, within the square formed by the black paper; next
the sensitised albumenised paper, face downwards, upon it ; and the
papers kept in situ by placing the second plate of plain glass
over all, and binding the whole together with the elastic bands.
Tlie next step is to expose to light for about twenty minutes,
until an image appears at the back of the albumenised paper.
Taking the arrangement into a darkened room, the paper is

removed and placed in a deep dish tilled with rain water, so as to
dissdve out ilie unacted-upon albumen. The next stej), after
spreading the print upon a sheet of glass and allowing it to drain
till almost dry, is to flow over it a quantity of ordinary writing ink,
taking care not to let it dry upon the .shadows, for the action is

very quick. Then it is again washed gently for about as long a
time as was required to dissolve out the bichromate. The image
should now appear of a violet colour, which takes a warm tone by a
prolonged exposure to light. It is quite permanent, seeing that it

is produced by an actual colouration of the coating of albumen,
certain parts of which have been rendered insoluble by the action of
light, while the rest only absorb the colouring matter, which is
retained by the interstices thus created. The process is summed up
by saying that it consists simply of— 1. The sensitising of the
albumenised paper in a six-per-cent. bath of bichromate. 2. The
exposure of the proof to the sun until the image appears at the
back of the sensitised paper. 3. The washing of the proof and its
development with common ink. " What is most remarkable," La
Nature states, is the fact that " by a single operation a positive
proof is obtained from a positive." Further: the colouring agent
(the ink) can be replaced by any other coloured substances, though
the ink is both best and simplest. Our readers will know the
difficulties that must attend every step of this apparently-simple
process; still, at the same time, it may be said that there is no
reason why presentable copies might not be obtained under favour-
able circumstances by the unskilled reader.

THE LATE MR. C. JABEZ HUGHES.
The late Mr. Jabez Hughes, whose decease we announced a fort-
ur^ht ago, and whose portrait we present in the present number,
w,is interred on the 14th instant at Abney Park Cemelerv, aide by
side with his only son, the late Alfred J. Hughes, and within but a

tl)i
°'*''''"°* °^ ">°'"^ than one old friend. By the special request

of Mrs. Hughes the arrangements were made as quietly as possible
and consequently tlie ceremony did not partake of the public

character that would have been expected in the case of one so well

known and universally esteemed as Mr. Hughes. Her Majesty

immediately upon hearing of the death addressed an autograph

letter of condolence to Mrs. Hughes, and also forwarded a beautiful

wreath for the coffin. Tlie latter was of polished oak, and bore at

the foot a plain brass plate with the inscription :

—
" Cornelius

Jabez Hughes, died lUh August, 1884."

The late Mr. Hughes was born in London in 1819, and wlien

quite young took great interest in debating societies and similar

associations. He became a lecturer and teacher on memory, and in

that capacity made the acquaintance of Mr. J. E. Mayall, tlien in

business in the Strand as a daguerreotypist, whose secretary he

became, and with whom he obtained his first knowledge of photo-

graphy. After remaining two or three years with Jlr. Mayall,

Mr. Hughes in 1849 established himself as a daguerreotypist in

Glasgow, purchasing the business of Mr. Barnard, in Buchanan-
street, which he raised to the front rank in that city. Though
strictly a daguerreotypist during his sojourn in Glasgow, he adopted

and worked the collodion process to a small extent soon after its

introduction. In 1855 he returned to London and commenced
business as a photographer in the Strand, working liere nothing

but the collodion process; but this venture not proving a success,

in 1859 he opened a warehouse in Oxford-street. He was one of

the earliest to recognise the futui'e field for photography which the
" carte mania" foreshadowed ; and, as the business of a dealer was
not congenial to his temperament, he cast about for a new opening

as a photographer. This presented itself towards the end of 1861,

when upon the death of Mr. Lacy, of Ryde, the business was offered

for sale, and Mr. Hughes became the purchaser, being succeeded in

Oxford-street by his friend and previous manager, Mr. John VVerge.

He very shortly afterwards rebuilt the studio and reception rooms in

the Arcade, Eyde, erecting in their stead the handsome suite of busi-

ness premises that have since become recognised as amongst the

most perfect in the kingdom.
His contiguity to Osborne and the high-class character of his

productions secured for Mr. Hughes the patronage of the Queen,

for whom he executed a large amount of work. One of the latest

pictures taken for Her Majesty, a copy of which is in our

possession, consists of a group of twenty figures—composed of the

Queen, her children, and grandchildren. By order of Her Majesty

Mr. Huglies produced a series of portraits of the late Earl of

Beaconsfield, which are said by those who were personally ac-

quainted with the late Earl to be the most truthful portraits of

him produced in late years.

Ever ready to avail himself of what seemed to be improvements,

Mr. Hughes some yeare ago adopted the carbon process to the almost

entire exclusion of silver printing from his establishment; new
forms and sizes of pictures were also readily taken up if they

possessed the features of artistic novelty.

The death of his only son in 1878 was a great blow to Mr. Hughes,

and since that time he had never recovered his old business energy,

though he was seldom absent from the meetings of the societies,

much of his time being spent in London. His long photographic

connection with the metropolis had necessarily familiarised him
with all the societies, in the management of most of which he had

taken part. We find his name on the committee of the now defunct

North London Photographic Association up to 1862 ; he was on the

council of the Parent Society from 18G(5 to 1871 inclusive, and
again from 1876 until last year. He was also a vice-president of the

South London Photographic Society from 1873 until tlie time of his

death ; and, though not an officer of the Photographic Club, he pre-

sided at the inaugural meeting, journeying from Ryde for the [lur-

pose, and never missed the oidiiiary meetings when he happened to

be in town. He was, in addition, one of the oldest members of the

Solar Club.

In connection with the literature of photography Mr. Hughes
was also well known ; for, in addition to the numerous papers read,

and articles contributed to our columns, he was a constant speaker

at the various meetings he attended, being ever ready to share with

others the knowledge his extended experience had given him.

There was not a branch of pliotograpliy—scarcely a branch of

science—on which he was not qualified to speak ; and the fluency of

his diction combined to render his discourses especially interesting

and instructive.

But the chief work by which he will be remembered is his

Principles and Practice of J'/iotoi/rap/ii/, originally ]iulilislied in

1860, and which has run through many editions. This is, perhap.s,

the most complete practical instruction book that has ever been

published in connection with photography, as, while dealing with

every branch of the science, it gives descriptive details without
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prolixity and without shirking minor points, while it ia a model of

conciseness.

Our portrait is an ink-photo, from a photograph taken in Mr.
Hughes's own establishment at Ryde, I.W.

AIDS TO THE ADVENT OF THE CAMERA OF THE
FUTURE.

There is much that is useful and suggestive in the recent articles

by Mr. W. H. Harrison and Mr. Andrew Pringle on the subject of

increasing the effectiveness of the portable camera, and we- take up
the theme by way of keeping sucli a desirable ball in a state of

motion ; for out of a full discussion of the subject something of

practical benefit is certain to result.

By way of classifying the various qualities that ought to be
possessed by the tourist's camera, we commence with one the value
of which will be evident to every one who has been out in the
lield : we allude to rapidity of nnlimhering. We have seen a
pliotogr-apher take quite as much time to undo the straps of his

case, get the tripod-stand put together, and the camera unpacked
and placed in situ ready for action, as it did for another pleasure-

seeking party in that vicinity (Eppiug Forest) to alight from a con-

veyance, unpack sundry hampers, spread a cloth upon the ground,
and arrange all the preliminaries for the enjoyment of a substantial

alfresco dinner.

It is not quite easy to say in what way the camera and appliances

should be packed, because the packing-case which would prove
sufficient when the scenes of the pictorial campaign lay at no great

distance away from home would be inadequate for the Himalayas,
the Alps, or the Rocky Mountains. For home work we have seen

a very convenient, cheap, and strong case, capable of containing
camera and six double slides, made of thick pasteboard or thin mill-

board, as follows :—The tail-board of the camera (7J x 5), which
was sufficiently long to suit a lens of long focus, was kept distended,

but the body of the camera was pushed close up to the front.

When in this condition the case was so constructed as to receive it

when placed side lowermost. This left a large square space un-
occupied, in which was fitted a canvas satchel containing the six

dark slides, leaving still space enough to accommodate the camera
top, focussing-cloth, and other odds and ends.

The case, we have said, was formed of thin millboard ; but it was
lined, both inside and out, with cloth such as that employed in the

covering of books, this having been pasted on with thin glue. The
lid was attached to the back by a strip of stout linen which acted

as a hinge, and it had a ledge round the front and sides about two
inches deep. The front of the case was hinged at the bottom, so

that when the cover w.as raised the front fell down, exposing the

interior to view through the top and front. It is useless to speak of

minutes in connection with the opening of the case and lifting out

the camera; for it was only a matter of seconds, and very few even
of them, three motions of the arms serving to open the case and
remove the camera.

The lens was attached to a front capable of being reversed in

position, by which, when thus reversed, the lens itself was placed

inside of the camera, safe out of the way of harm. The whole
time occupied in its reversal was five seconds, which included

the undoing and refaatening of a stx-ong bolt that ensui-ed the

lens being securely fixed. The extension of the camera body was
effected by means of a simple sliding motion, which could be arrested

at any stage by pressing a brass button. A fine adjustment, con-

sisting of about an incli of rackwork, could then, if requisite, be
brought into operation by the action of the finger and thumb upon
the milled head of a brass nut. But when the subject to be photo-

graphed was such as not to necessitate the employment of the

swing-back, then the focussing was effected by merely sliding out
the camera body to correspond with a small black line on the base-

board. This having been determined for objects at a distance, an
oblique line, graduated by experimental trial, served to ensure the
sharp focussing of objects closer at hand. A folding sight on the
top served to show the amount of subject included by any of the
lenses belonging to the camera, so that should an accident befal the
ground glass one need not discontinue working in consequence. It

only remains to be said that the dark slides do not "slide" in, but
are stepped-in from behind into a suitable recess, in which they are

held by means of a spring.

The camera, as thus described, although not a commercial article,

has been exhibited at certain of the societies and clubs of the
metropolis, since which time, however, an improvement has been
effected in that portion of the base-board by which it is attached to

the stand. This, instead of being single, as before, haa been made
double to a small extent longitudinally, yet so as not to add to the

thickness of the base-board. The head of the stand is attache<l to

the outside portion, which, in turn, is fixed to the main base-tioArd

by strong hinges at one side with a atop, by which it is capable

of being turned over on its side after having been erected on the

stand ; and in this way the picture (in the case of a panorama) may
either be taken with the plate placed horizontally or lengthwise to

the horizon, or be immediately thrown on its end should a tall spire

in the vicinity prove a more attractive subject at the last moment,
and all this without undoing a single screw.

We leave it to our numerous friends interested in this subject

to say to what extent the camera here described comes up to the

ideal camera of the future.

PHOTOGRAPHY IN BELGIUM,
IFeom Oca Spkcul Corebspoxdbst.)

Brussels, August 28, 1884.

Attention was drawn in my last to the general isolation of British

photographers in the matter that comparatively so few interchange
visits with their professional brethren on the continent. The objec-
tions frequently urged ot difference of language and expense wore then
examined. Another objection sometimes urged against an autumn
vacation abroad is that of seasickness. The' sea ia not usually rough
in the autumn, but one way of cheating it of its due is, when tlio

weather is rough, to wait one or two days at the English port and cr^isa

when the water is smooth. Another plan is to make the horrors of sea-

sickness as brief as possible by crossing by one ot the two short routes.

The average time of crossing by Dover and Calais is seventy minutes;
the average time by Folkestone and Boulogne is eighty.minutes. The
latter passage is nine miles longer, but in going to Paris it shortens the
railway journey on the other side of the Channel by aboat thirty

miles. All the boats are exceedingly fast. The "Mary Beatrice" on
the Folkestone line is claimed to be the fastest vessel afloat. A rival

and perhaps an equal in speed is the " Violet," between Holyhead and
Dublin. The distances being short, the passengers many, and
competion strong, expense of coals is no impediment. On these

Channel boats men are incessantly stoking all the way across.

Two of the boats between Harwich and Antwerp are propelled by twin
screws. These boats are not only fast, but the engines have not the
best part of the ship, as in paddle boats. The passengers are placed
amidships, and this reduces sea-sickness by about one-third. In the

centre of a see-saw there is much lesii rising and falling motion than at

the two ends. Just so is it with the position ot passengers when they
can occupy the space usually allotted to jjaddle engines. In time none
but twin screw boats are likely to be used between Harwich and Ant-
werp, The boats leave Harwich every week niyht about ten o'clock,

and usually after % comfortable nifjht'a rest the passenger wakes up in

time for breakfast as the steamer makes its way up the river Scheldt

to Antwerp. The lace-like spire of Antwerp Cathedral is seen across

the flat country long before the city is reached. Antwerp is about one
hour from Brussels by rail.

The Relationship of Photography in Belgium to the State.

At the present time, among the public placards on the walls of

Brussels are some announcing that a aeries of fifteen experimental

lectures, to educate in photography those who choose to attend, are

given at the Royal Museum of Industry. There is no charge; these

lectures and others on scientific subjects are delivered at the expense of

the State. All the would-be learner has to do is to enter his name and
address. In the more free countries of Europe great care is taken by
some of the States that if any of their sons possess ability, no money
impediment shall stand in the w,iy of their obtaining the highest

education they are capable of receiving. In Switzerland a boy fresh

from the plough can, if he wishes it, find door after door of the

mansions of education freely opened to him one after the other, if he
can and will give a few years' time and application, until at last lie has

a thorough university training. At the Polytechnic Institute at Zurich

he can learn professions useful to him in life, such as civil and
mechanical engineering, chemistry, the scientific aspects of agriculture,

forestry, and so on. As in practically learning chemistry and other

scientific subjects he must use up materials in his experiments, he has

to pay for them a fixed sum of four pounds a year and that is all ; the

time he has to devote to the atudy of the selected subject is three

years. With broad generosity the Swiss Government haa not limited

the benefits of the institution to its own subjects, but admits young
men of other nations without raising the terms to them. A few EngUsh
students have taken advantage of these facilities, and many from Italy

and Austria. Preliminary examinations have to be pasaed to obtain

admission.
Facts like these serve to give some idea of the degree of civilisation

attained by nations versed in the art of aelf-goveroraent, and to show
that Belgium does not stand alone in placing a good scientiflc education

freely before all its subjects for acceptation.
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The Professor of Photography and Chemistry at the Mus^e de

ritiilu^irie, at Brussels, is M. L. Rommelaere, who, iu his younger

days, pursued his studies at the University of Ghent. After complet-

ing those studies lie worked at that University without remuneration

for pure love of the occupation, aud afterwards received his present

appointment in Brussels.

The following is a translation of a circular issued early this year to

the people of Brussels :
—

" Royal Museum of Industkt.—Lkssons on PHOTooiiArHY in 1884.

"Public and gratuitous lessons on photography will be given, as m
previous years, at the Royal Museum of Industry, by M. Rommelaere,

chemist to the Museum. They will comuience on Thursday, June 5th,

1884, at halt-past three o'clock, and will be continued on following

Saturdays, Mondays, and Thursdays, at the same hour.
" As for practical ex|)eriments the times will be decided hereafter, in

order as much as possible to suit the convenience of the majority of the

listfillGl'S •

"In oi-der to give more attention to the numerous discoveries and pro-

cesses brought forward of late years, the Minister of tlie Interior has

decided that the number of lessons, previou.sly fixed at twelve, shall be in-

creased to fifteen. The following is the programme :—
" I. History.—Summary of the different processes in use.

" II. Liglit.—Its physical aud chemical properties.

"III. and IV.—Photographic apparatus. Tlie optical portions. The

enses. The camera and its accessories.

"V., VI., and VII.—The negative process. Wet collodion. Dry pro-

cesses on paper. The gelatino-bromide process.

"VIII., IX., X., and XI.—Positive processes. The salts of silver.

Enlargements. Proofs without silver. The products : their preparation

;

their assay. The cai'bon process.

"XII., XIII., and XIV.—Industrial jprooesses. Photolithography.

Heliotype. Photo-engraving. Enamels.
"XV.—Scientific applications of ))hotography.

"An important collection of choice instruments gives the power of mak-

ing the lessons more clear by experiments and damonstrations. A library,

entirely at the disposition of tliose who enter their names for the lectures,

consists of works relating to photography, and of prints of all kinds

obtained by the different processes.

"It may be stated, in relation to the object of the lectures on photo-

graphy, that they are useful to all—as much to those who desire to learn

the first principles as to operators who already understand the manipu-

lations but who desire to learn about the newest inventions and the latest

improvements.
"The endeavour will be made, above all, to popularise by explanations

and experiments all the applications, which are growing every day more
important aud numerous, of photography in industry, the sciences, educa-

tion, and art.

"The necessary augirentation of the number of lectures demands that

three shall be delivered per week, in order not to prolong the total period

given to this subject, as well as to meet the wishes of the majority of the

listeners.
.

" For admission to this course of lectures on photography it is sufficient

to enter one's name at the house of the Director of the Royal Museum of

Industry, Place du Mus<!e, Brussels."

The whole establishment having been formed for the benefit of the

public, individuals among the latter may, under certain necessary

restrictions, make use of the chemical and photographic laboratories at

the Museum to carry on their own researches. They have to satisfy the

authorities they know how to use the apparatus they wish to employ
and are not likely to injure it. They have to pay for any damage done,

and for any chemicals or other materials they use. In some cases

where the individual is not well known he has to deposit a certain

amount of money as security. Some of the instruments are of great

value. The microscope, for instance—a magnificent instrument by
Dallmeyer—cest somewhere about £200.
The site of the Museum was originally a small lake, which was filled

up in 1336 by the Seigneur Deveuvoorde to erect a mansion. This
building was subsequently enlarged and became the residence of the
governors of the Low Countries. It was renovated and enlarged in

1731 by the Duke of Lorraine, who gave it its present aspect.
The Musie de VIndustrie was reorganised under a royal edict, dated

April 7th, 1841, in consequence of its previous inadequacy to encourage
scientific research, and the application of scientific principles to

practical purposes. A National Library existed previously, but the
library of the present Industrial Museum consists solely of scientific

aud artistic books which may be consulted by day, and in the evening up
to ten o'clock. It resembles the English Patent Oflfice Library, except
that the latter closes at four o'clock, and is inaccessible to the industrial

population after their working hours are over. The Brussels Industrial
Library is in the same range of buildings as the chief National Library.
Gas is burnt in it, in which it differs from the British Museum Library,
warned by the irreparable loss to the world, due to the destruction of

the Alexandrian and other libraries by fire. On the other hand,
the books in the Industrial Museum at Brussels are such as, for

the most part, can be at any time easily replaced. The building is

solidly constructed of stone, with very little wood, and one of the city

fire engine stations is on the premises. The chief National Library is

not in the same wing of the building. When the Industrial Museum
was reorganised it was placed under the control of a permanent
committee of ten persons, several of whom were large manufacturers
with works in yanoui parts of Belgium ; in 1841 they elected as their

president M. Prdderio Basse, member of the Provincial Council of
Brabant. At the same time M. Jobard, engineer, was appointed
director by the Belgian Government. In the following year, 1842, the
Industrial Museum began the publication of its Bulletin, which has all

along been rich in information in relation to the progress of the
arts and sciences. Its first number contains the translation of an
article by Robert Stephenson, on Derrider's locomotive.
The "installation," as it is called here, of M. Rommelaere, for the

teaching of photography aud chemistry, consists of three lecture
theatres, a chemical laboratory, and a variety of large rooms well
stocked with apparatus and fixed appliances for experimental work.
The wooden end of one of the lecture theatres can be raised or let

down by mechanieal means, allowing those in the theatre to see the
whole interior of the adjacent laboratory, and between the two halls
there are arrangements for carrying ott', bj' means of a chimney, any
chemical fumes which may be either poisonous or objectionable. In
one wall of the laboratory are also a variety of small furnaces and
muflles, with arrangements for carrying oft" the fumes ; the upward
draught of air in the chimneys is produced by burning jets of gas. In
this laboratory the chairs and tables only are of wood ; everything else
is as much as possible of brick, iron, or stone, to avoid danger from fire

to the national library close at hand. The ceiling is of stone. The
laboratory contains a water tank, from which water may be obtained
at a more even pressure than direct from the mains. There are several
pieces of apparatus in this laboratory, by which ninety cubic centi-

metres of water may be boiled in three minutes for experimental pur
poses, by means only of the single flame of a Bunsen burner. The
principle of construction is such that the heat of the flame is dis-

tributed over a large surface of metal, in contact on the other side

with the large surface of a small quantity of water. The even pressure
of water iu the laboratory is used wlieu desired to produce a current of

air to urge a blowpipe flame ; it is also used to produce an imperfect
vacuum quickly. There are several Sprengel pumps on the premises

—

one of them with glass joints, to give a good vacuum when required.
During the past season 230 persons attended the lectures of M.

Rommelaere on photography, among whom were eight or ten ladies.

As the light of the sun falls on one side of the lecture theatre in the
afternoon, apparatus is sometimes fixed in one of the windows to

exhibit experiments with the solar spectrum.
There are many rooms iu whicb physical and other apparatus is

stored under glass cases. There is plenty of electrical apparatus of all

descriptions, including a large induction coil which will give a spark
fifty ceutimetres long. A barograph and a thermograph are also on the
premises.

An instrument for exhibiting to a public audience the method of.

recording meteorological changes by photography consists of a paraflSne

lamp, the light of which is collected by a plauo-oouvex lens and
sent through the upper part of a barometer or thermometer tube. A
lens on the other side sends the image of part of the tube with the
level of the mercury through a long wooden tube, until it falls upon a

photographic screen moved by clockwork, which thereby registers the
changes in the level of the mercury during twenty-four hours. A
gelatiue plate, from thirty to forty centimetres in length, is usually
employed to register the indications. The total length of the appa-
ratus is two_'and a-half metres.

In a room in the lower part of the building, devoted to specimens
connected with the iron and cotton industries, are some remarkable
specimens of what appear to be pieces of sculpture in solid stone, but
are in reality but sheet zinc coated with oxide of zinc and silicate of

soda. It resists the action of the weather exceedingly well ; indeed,

with it a man may make a carved stone front to his house at little

cost, and almost carry it away on his shoulders, like another Samson,
should the design displease him.

The valuable Dallmeyer microscope already mentioned is used for

photomicroscopic work, and arrangements are made for directing and
controlling the light of the sun upon its field of view. In the same
room is a superb instrument for photo-spectroscopy, made by Hilger,

of Loudon. It contains six prisms of Iceland spar, that substance
having but little power of absorption of the chemical rays. Iceland

spar, being like chalk in chemical composition, is very tender ; the

whole instrument is, therefore, kept in a case nearly air-tight to protect

it from moisture aud acid gases in the atmosphere. The prisms would
be difficult to clean if soiled, so M. Rommelaere gets over this objection

by not attempting to clean them at all. A portion only of the case is

usually removed when the instrument is in use, the remainder of

the case then serving to partially screen the instrument and the eye of

the observer from extraneous light. This spectroscope rests, like an
astronomical telescope, upon a stone pillar. Three pieces of steel, with
highly-polished hollows at the top, are let into the stone pillar

;

the three feet of the spectroscope rest in these polished steel cups. The
spectroscope is thus maintained in a truly firm and horizontal position.

It gives a spectrum about a yard long, such is the amount of dispersion,

and shows two lines between the two sodium lines. The floor of

the chamber in which this spectroscope stands is of tiles, which
rest on the solid ground.

Photography was first recognised by the Belgian Government in

1870, when M. Rommelaere received bis present appointment, He
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t'nj!i»« e.i,'i'ieorii>,' ili-.\tt-|ri^', a) kA\ hi (;!ioin:stry, i)!ii>t.)^'iMi>hy, aii'l

phydics, aiiJ t!u«« who learn mechiuucat tlrawiag iit liis cla«se< usually
obtain appointmuiita in works as soon as they have attained proficiency.

Specially (lelioata balaueos are employed in the establishment. Some
of them are so delicate that they have to bo protecteil from the heating
effects of li){ht when in use ; also from the heating effects of an adjacent
human body in particular positions in relation to the weighing ap-
paratus. M. Kominelaere has devoted much attention to the investiga-
tion of the chemistry and properties of the platinum group of metals.
At one time ho gave great attention to the coUodio-bromide emulsion
process, and say« that he is convinced that it can be made to produce
as rapiil results as the gelatine process. He has several developing-
rooma on the premises, in an open yard is apparatus on a turn-table
for taking photographic copies of the valuable paintings in the national
collection. This turn-table is at the back of a large case with glass
front, in the open air, containing a restored gigantic skeleton of
au igaaiiodon, which seems to be a connecting link between birds and
reptile.-i. It carries its head like a bird. Brussels has the only skeletons
of these as yet unearthed, except that a leg bone, or some other bone
of one of them, is in London.
M. Kommelaere took the chief part in founding the Belgian Photo-

graphic Association. He has translated into French one of Captain
Abney's works. The translation is published in Brussels under the title
of Cours lit Pholographii'.

^
At present men's minds in Brussels are deeply agitated about politics.

Xext .Sunday there mil be a public procession here of tens of thousands
of persons, to request King Leopold IL not to sign the nearly-passed
law for placing the public schools within the influence of the clerical
party.

»

A CHAPTER IX THE HISTORY OF COLOURED
IMAGES.

I NOW redeem the promise made in my letter (July 2oth) that I would
answer Mr. W. E. Uebenham's queries and objections to a com-
munication of mine which appeared in the May number of the Journal
of the fhotoijiaphk Sockti/ partly in relation to coloured images
produced by means of bromide plates. I would have done so earlier
had I not been away from home.
Mr. Debeuham (July 18th) makes it appear that I claimed in that

letter that I had originated and published a method for producing
coloured images upon bromide plates. I flattered myself that I had
stated plainly enough what I could prove to be a fact, viz., that it was
not " Mr. Wellington who first produced colours on bromide plates."
Mr. Debeuham's statement, as reported at a technical meeting of

the Society, was that it is Mr. Wellington who " first produced
(not published) colours on l)romide plates." In my letter to the
Jounidt of the Photographic Society 1 simply stated that this was
not so, but that I, among others (I claimed no "special early
knowledge "), had produced various colours on bromide i>lates, includ-
ing gclatmobromide, as early as the year 1877 (in truth 1876), and that
I could brmg proof of the correctness of my statement. I laid no claim
to priority of publication. Mr. Debenham wiites (page 462, July
18th): -"Mr. Berkeley refers to having published the matter some
years earlier." I challenge Mr. Debeuham to quote any words ofmme to that effect. I confined myself to writing that mi/ "know-
ledge on the subject dates from as far back as about seven years ago."
But Mr. Debeuham is apparently determined to place me in as un-

favourable a light as possible ("give a dog a bad name," &c.), and does
not write fairly ; indeed, his unfairness is only equalled by his loose
reading of my letters. I did not, as Mr. Debenham writes, "refer to a
prtnt' lu the possession of Captain Abney, but to a tieijative. This
Mr. Debeuham might have seen on reading Captain Abney's footnote
(see page ISi, Journal of the Pholor/raphic Society, where the latter
writes:—"It was a negative showing a group of oxen"). Captain
Abney is in error

; but this error should be quite unimportant. This
negative represented a sinr/le cow. I have stated this because if the
negative should be still in existence, and it should be necessary to
Identify it, the truth on this point might be important. Captain Abney
goes on tnus :—" The sky was almost crimson" (ruby or claret-coloured
1 called it) ;• by transmitted light." Your readers will gather that it
was something rather out of the ordinary way, even at a more recent
date. If I say that C'aptam Abney, after a public exhibition of it at a
technical meeting, thought it worth while to ask me whether he might
retain possession of it as an example of colour in reduced silver.
Aow, It IS not everyone who admires "claret-coloured" pictures,

whether positives or negatives ; and as for myself, since I was inte-
rested in the production of neyatives by various means, I did not
attempt to apply my knowledge to the making of coloured positives,
whether desirable or not. Let mo hero say that I consider that Mr.
Wellington IS entitled to some credit in departing from the usual
groove, and in producing upon bromide films the tints Dr. Eder had
produced upon chloride, and upon the lines laid down by the latter for
the sole and peculiar treatment of the chloride ; also in publishing his
method of so doing. [It must not be forgotten, though Rlr. Wellington
may be quite unaciuamted with the fact, that in a controversy I had

f

with Dr. K'ler in the columns of the Phol'ajraphic Xeifi I slated that
colours could be produced upon bromide filmt, equally on upon chloride;
and Dr. Eder hail shown how to produce them up m chloride plate*.

The method of production, therefore, had been pretty plainly indi-

cated—not that "iron development" is necessary to obtam brilliant

colours, since "pyro. development" with fine bromido films iu the
powdery condition will also give rise to them.]
Mr. Debenham touches upon other points. If he will turn to volnme

xxiii. of this Journal he will find, in the number for February 4th,

1876, page 58, towards the end of a letter of mine, that my theory
was " that chloride of silver has less sensitiveness to the less refran-
gible rays than the bromide;" and "that in a ' well lighted,' open
view chloride would follow close upon bromide of silver." On other
occasions, too, I have reiterated my opinion that chloride is parti-

cularly affected by the more refrangible rays. [See also the last para-
graph of my letter referred to.] That my view was not a mistaken one
wo now know ; and we have Captain Abney and Dr. Huggins using
chloride in preference to bromide for scientific photography where s
selective sensitiveness to the blue is particularly desirable.

No doubt I modified my views from time to time, as most experimen-
talists do, if they are worth anything ; and I have written both highly
and rather disparagingly of silver chloride at different times. The
words Mr. Debenham places between brackets (page 463, July 18th)
make it appear that I only sw/gested that silver chloride would be more
sensitive than bromide " when a proper developer was discovered,"

whilst it remained for Dr. Eder to publish any practicable method of

development.* If Mr. Debenham really infers this he is iu the wrong,
for I showed that silver chloride in gelatine could be satisfactorily deve-

loped by alkaline pyrogallol. I also showed that silver chloride in

albumen (albumenate of silver was present, the paper being sensi-

tised upon a bath of silver nitrate and washed) could be successfully

developed by what I stated was the " hydrosulphite developer,"

but which I have since had reason to believe was a hydrosulphite of

soda developer with sodic hydrate produced by means of metallic ziiic.t

The method of making and developing the chloride paper (as well as

bromide) 1 described. It was very simple and perfectly snccessfnl

from a photographic point of view.

As regards the comparative sensitiveness of silver chloride and of

silver bromide under suitahle conditions : it may bo said that this still

remains a moot point. There are arguments and facts which may well

lead the best among us to take somewhat " mixed " views on the

matter.

Then, as regards the use of "excess of silver:" Mr. Debenham
would find, if he took the necessary pains, that I have written both for

and against the use of "excess of silver" nitrate in gelatino-bromidc.

Even that point still seems to remain moot, if we accept the evidence
of recent writings on the subject. The fact is that circumstances alter

cases very much, and the same thing may be good or bad under
different conditions. Mr. Debenham may like to make it appear so,

but there is really nothing derogatory to myself in having upheld views

which are not at the present lime generally accepted. It may be, too,

that my views, quoted by him, may still turn out correct; it may l>u

that they are delusive ; but at the time my words were penned my views
were as "far advanced as those of any other writer on this particular

subject.

Mr. Debenham would do well not to try to pin me down to any
writings of mine of several years ago without acquainting himself with
whatever I have more recently written on the subject in hand, but at,

perhaps, almost as distant a date. For instance—whether rightly or

wronaly time will show—long before most of the present writers had
any ideas at all on gelatino-bromide work I publicly condemned the

use of excess of silver nitrate in making gelatine emulsion, though a

method involving its use had previously been worked out and advocated
" Dr. Eclcr's method is really a step backwards 80 far as the application ot chloride

to camera purposes is concerned,

t The following particulars may seem out of place ; nevertheless they may not bo
amiss :—Contrary to the apparent opinion of the Editors at the date of the publication

of M. L. Samniann's method (January, 1877), bisulphite of soda cannot be kept in the
form of crystals ; and solid salts that'may be purchased as ** bisulphite" are in reallljr,

at least mainly, the " neutral " sidphite. It aocomi>osc8 thns :

—

2 SOjIINa - 80, Sa, + OH, + SO,.
Farther : the Editors gave directions that the solution of bisulphite should b« nuda
neutral to test paper, so that the '* free acid" (?) sliouUl be eliminated. Now, to make a

solution neutral to tost paper would be to make the s3lution mainly composed Of the
" neutral" salt—not entirely, for the " neutral" salt is alkaline. The sulphites at the

time referred to were not familiar to mo : and, as is too commonly the case, I am
afraid, I ordered a supply both of " neutral " and "acid "salts from a well-known
London Ann, and tnistcd that I had the "genuine article." To cut a long »tor>- short

I am convinced that this was not tho case. The action ot metallic line upon bisulphito

is presumably as follows :

—

Rod. blsulphitt*. Zinr. ZInrIc lulphits. Sort. 8lilphlW. SckI, bydrosillp. Wattr.

S SO, H Na -i- Zn = Zn SOj -- Na, .SO, -^ SO, H Na + OH.
zinc sulphite and sodic hydrosulphite being produced. The action o( line upon tbe
neutral salt is thus :

—

Sod. snlphllo. zinc. Wnter. Zlnclc hydrate. Sod. lurdnta. 8«t kjdKwUp.
80, Xa. -f Zn -f « OH, = Zn (HO), -1- Na HO + 80, H Na,

lodie and ziuctc hydrates and hyarosulphito bcinir produced. There is no linoia M|(
in solution, but the white hydrate adheres to the metaUki line. It would appear thai
a dorelopor nuulc by tho latter mothod owes its energy largely to the prVMnce of sodU
hydrate, and that, time being allotrod for tho reaction and weight for weight, the
neutral sulphite would produce tho larger quantity of hj-dro«ulphlt«. Tho bisiLtlphite,

though, is far the more soluble in water. Tlic (oi'%'oiug will explain how it came about
that the derelppcr contained eodio hydrate.
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by me. This Tvi'll show how misleading are the insinuations of Mr.
Debenham in the matter he somewhat unnecessarily introduces into

his letter.

It is no easy matter to go through the whole of my writings during a

period of over ten years; but sometimes, when turning over the pages
of an old volume of the Journal—or, as at present, having to look up
my own writings therein—I find "ideas" put forward by me wliich

might, perhaps, even bo termed "luminous." Thus, 1 just notice the

following; and if anyone cares to turn to page 335 of the volume for

the year 1875, and to page 83 of that for the year 1876, he will find

that I indicated the use of decoction of cloves for preserving gelatine

etnulaion, and, further, was the first to use and to publish the use of

chrome alum for preventing frilling. At the latter date I wrote :—" I

believe I have succeeded by a method not before published in this con-

nection ; " and I proceed to show how I used one per cent, of chrome
alum as compared with gelatine, and to state the result—prevention of

frilling without loss of sensitiveness. How much chrome alum is even
still used in the preparation of plates most of us know; and we further

know how many at one time stated that it destroyed sensitiveness.

But I am digressing. My object has been to try to illustrate how little

many of us are aware of what was written years ago.

While I am now writing I am looking up what I have written upon
the production of colour in bromide or chloride plates. On page 57 of

the volume 1876, I wi-ite:

—

"I have found some difference in the colour of negatives produced by
bromide and chloride of silver ; the latter inclines to a bluish-grey, metallic
colour, while the former is warmer in colour. It is exceedintily likely that
under different conditions of development a change of colour would bo
apparent. In the plate I shall mention further down—that developed with
the smaller quantity of soluble chloride—the reduced silver is very clear*
and metallic" (steel-coloured).

It will ba seen that I showed that of two emulsions, prepared as

similarly as possible of bromide and of chloride of silver, the/o)-)«e»'

gave the warmer tone, and thus rather indicated—as for further reasons
I held out, subsequently, in reply to Dr. Eder—that warmth of tone
was at least as much an attribute of silver bromide as of silver chloride.

I also showed that reUuc'm;/ the amount of soluble chloride in the deve-
loper made the towe colder—made it "very clear and metallic." My
readers will know that Dr. Eder and others now produce warmer tones
by increasing the quantity of restrainer.

I have iiioontestahly shown at the beginning of this communication
that in this letter to which Mr. Debenham takes exception I laid

no claim to publication of a method by which coloured images could be
produced. I had merely to show that Mr. Wellington was not "the
first to produce " various bright colours on bromide plates. However,
there is no reason now why I should not state further what I find is a
fact, viz., that I did publish the method by which such results could
be obtained by using a pyro. and sesquicarbonate of ammonia
developer, such as had (April 21st, 1876) been recommended by a
writer of nom de plume of " Franklin. "+ I direct Mr. Debenham to the
foot of page 203, and to the third paragraph of another letter of mine,
page 250 (both 1876), but more particularly to the paragraph at
the bottom of next page (251). I there stated that "I believe that the
colour of these negatives is much more determined by the kind of
developer used than by the process of their preparation." (This has
reference to free haloid or free silver nitrate in excess. Fineness of
division, I stated, did influence the result.) I go on:—"It seems
to me likely that the red-brown colour is not caused by the action of
silver in excess, but by the carbonate developer ; for the hydrate gives
an image not to be distinguished from that of a ' Kennett ' plate,
except by its density," &c. The plates referred to were those which
had lately been introduced independently by " Franklin " and myself,
and prepared with excess of silver nitrate. (See also second and
twelfth paragraphs of letter, page 274. ) There was nothing, therefore,
to prevent anyone from producing negatives or positives of varied
tints, either with ammonic carbonate or ammonia, or with a combina-
tion of both of these. I have at other times stated the colour of images
oljtaiued by other developers and plates. I may add that I stated my
objection to the sesquicarbonate of ammonia—that it induced frilling
on the plates I then made.
Mr. Debenham thinks it "unaccountable that the matter was not

taken up and made much of at the time, and largely employed since."
Is every valuable matter, then, "taken up," even at the present time?
Further

: does not Mr. Debenham know that at the time to which I
.Mlude "gelatine" was a by-word with most amateurs, and probably
with all professional photographers. The process was worked at only by
n few enthusiasts, and the general body of photographers, who might
now " largely employ " a gelatine process for positives, had not then
developed their first neijaHve in a similar m,aterial. Old readers will be
aware that many points in dry-plate work were published eight or ten
years ago which scarcely received passing observation, but which, had
they been anuonnced at the present time, would have created a
" sensation " at the photographic clubs and technical meetings. Even
at the present day how difficult it is to got any to take up the simply

' Instead of " clair," " translucent " would have been the more correct term.

< " Franklin " stated that ammonia carhoniito and ]ivro. gives a negative of a light
drab colour by roflccted light, and of a rich reddish-brown by transnuttod light.

published methods of another! It is generally necessary to force a
method or production upon a community, and this is generally to be
done only by introducing them commercially. Very practical direc-
tions for producing coloured images upon l)romi3ed collodion plates
have been published by a variety of writers—among them Major
Russell, Colonel Stuart Wortley, and Mr. Wm. Brooks; but no
sensation has been created, neither has " the matter been taken up "

or "made much of."

I do not think that any good end would be served by going more
deeply into my writings, though among these—which are very volu-
minous, and contain, as I am now able to see, many valuable suggestions
and facts—may he found further reference to coloured images. I do
not know that I am entitled to much credit. I have shown that
"Franklin" produced images of a somewhat similar nature, though
whether he produced tints as brilliant as some obtained by me I am
uncertain. I have only intended to show that I did more than "pro-
duce " coloured images, having also pullinhed eight years ago, or more,
the method by which others might have done the same. I have proved
more than I originally attem^jtod to state. Readers of the present day
may now have some conception of the reason I had for objecting to Dr.
Eder's statements that colours could not be produced by silver bromide
to compare with those to be obtained by iron development on chloride
plates.

But here is another "appalling" letter! May I hope that Mr.
Debenham will rest satisfied with it ? Herbert B. Berkeley.

PHOTOGRAPHERS' ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA.

FIFTH ANNUAL CONVENTION.*

(From a Specul Corresposbe.nt.]

Avgml 4, 1884.

The side gallery overlooking the Winter Garden was filled with screens
covered with photographs, while the walls had their share of the display.
Along the edge of the balcony overlooking the garden was a very

fine show of negatives, so arranged that the light was reflected through
them. These negatives were made upon Cramer plates and were from
various studios, but most of them were Mr. Cramer's own work. They
were of large size and of first-rate quality. Here also was a very fiue
display of transparencies of large size made on Mr. Garbutt's special
transparency plates, which are gelatinoalbumcn ; and on a screen at
the side of these were a large quantity of photo-mechanical prints, by
Mr. Gutekunst, of Philadelphia, made upon Carbutt's stripping plates.
These mechanical prints are as near perfection as it is possible to
attain. We have nothing in England that can compare with them,
either in perfection of result or cheapness of production. In this gallery
was the very largo exhibit of the President of the Association, Mr.
Kent, of Rochester, N.Y., which was worthy of him and his position.

It would be tedious to your readers if I were to enumerate all tlii

exhibitors separately; so I will only notice those whicli had si^inc

feature of general interest to photographers. One exhibit in this same
giiUery was remarkable, showing, as it did, that the results were due
to the man and not to the plates. Mr. Dixon, of Toronto, Canada, was
the exhibitor. The pictures (views) were about the finest in the Exhi-
bition, and were all equally good. The plates used were those of

two English and two American makers. Thus, with four different
kinds of plates, Mr. Dixon had produced results which could not have
been more uniform if they had been taken with one brand of plate.

This should be an answer to those objectors who say that the introduc-
tion of dry plates would do aw.ay witli all individuality in photography.
There were not many exhibits showing special rapidity iu exposure.

Mr. Armstrong, of Milw.aukee, had some very quiet, artistic pictures,
many of which must have had very rapid exposures. They were
the only pictures in the Exhibition which showed any attempt at
artistic composition of figures in landscapes taken at one exposure. The
Lone Roch by the Sea—a male figure looking over the w.ater—was most
artistic ; and, although the ripple on the water showed that the ex-
posure was of the shortest, there was no sign of under-exposure in the
figure. Another was Tired of Browsing—some cows on a hillock over-
looking water, one of the cows standing on the top, outlined against
the sky, while the others are below in the shadow; yet there was
nothing harsh in the outline of the one nor want of detail in the others.

Close to these was a screen which deserved more than a passing
notice. It is covered with examjilos of the platinum process of Mi'.

T\"illis. This process has found a great deal more favour in America
than in England, and is almost exclusively used as a basis for finished

work. The enlargements exhibited on this screen by Hoyt and Siobert,

of New York, from negatives by Sarouy and others, are very fine indeed.
They are made in the sol.ar camera and by electric light. The price is

very low—a 20 x 16, mounted upon a stretcher covered with calico, being
only nine shilling.s, and an 80 x 52 £5. They are nice to work upon
either iu crayon or pastel, as there is no gelatine or other sizing to
make the working uncertain or difficult. I was surprised to fiud a pro-

cess invented in England and little used there so well established here,

" Concluded fi'om page 540.
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From tliis gallery some lialf-ilozcn stnirs take 113 into tlio pictnro nml

nrt-j,'alleries. Fueing the top of the stairs Mr. Carbutt had a miiiibcr
of pieturoa by dilicreiit artists upon liis special plates, for which ho
claims great rapidity. The claim would appear to bo sul)stantiated, for
hero are groujH of cows taken by an amateur ( Ur. Howe, of Philadelphia)
with a dro[) shutter ; and here, also, are the famous ))ictuics of the bicy-
clist coming down the stepsof theCapitol at Washington . In this room are
tho largest photographs I have ever seen. When in England I thought
a crcat deal of manipulating 24 x 20 plates, but here are three-quarter
lengths on plates which must measure fifty inches ! Mr. Cramer exhibits
some line direct large pictures ; but it was remarked by more than one
that his negatives snowed more detail than the prints from them, iji

the same room were exhibited Mr. Gnerin's pictures, which took Mr.
Cramer's lirst prize. I am not aware who were the judj;es, but there
were many knowing looks and winks when it was explained that the
plate-maker who gave the prize and the photographer who took it hailed
from the same town. In fact, there is so much dissatisfaction expressed
in this connection that I think the dry-plate makers will not offer prizes
another year.
Taking the Kxhibition altogether it was a most magnificent display

—far surpassing anything I have ever seen in England. It was con-
spicuous for the great number of large direct photographs, which would
have gladdened the heart of the late Mr. Crawshay. But, in talking
with the producers of these large pictures, I gatlier that they do not
pay for tlio outlay for the apparatus, except as advertisements; for
they agree that the public would rather pay fifty dollars for an enlarge-
ment finished in crayon than thirty dollars for a direct photograph the
same size.

This Exiiibition has decided the question with regard to dry plates.
America has been years behind England in the use of dry plates, and
very few photographers have discarded the wet process altogether; but
this year, as far as I could see, there are no examples of wet work
exhibited at all. And, as it is universally admitted that this Exhibi-
tion was better than any before, it must prove to the most sceptical
that dry plates can be made to produce results equal, if not superior, to
the wet process.

\yhile all agree that the Exhibition portion of the Convention was a
decided success, it is also equally well agreed that the Convention, as
a convention, was a total failure. Photographers who had travelled
hundreds of miles to hear discussions and papers upon photography
have little patience with the way the time of the members of the Con-
vention was wasted by squabbles over the election of officers, &c. This
feeling of dissatisfaction found vent in two meetings whicli were held at
the Palace Hotel on the evenings of Wednesday and Thursday, July 30th
and 3l»t, at which it was decided to have a meeting in the Music Hall
the morning of Friday, August 1st, to discuss matters photographic al-
thoiiijh Uie.Coni:entionhadb<fnformally adjoiiin>'dti\lne\t year a,tli\iSa,lc>.

Accordingly, at eleven a.m. a bell was rung all over the building, and
tho meeting called to the platform under the skylight. Here it was
seen that L. ('resident and one or two others were pulling about back-
grounds, cameras, and accessories, and some hundreds of photographers
and their wives sat and watched for nomething of interest or instruc-
tion to occur. The first thing that did turn up was a camera stand,
upsetting a 24 x 20 camera with a very large lens and smashing the
front of the camera. After this mishap there was more pulling about
of backgrounds, screens, and cameras. A gentleman was seated before
one of the backgrounds and a great deal of pulling about of all kinds
of apparatus ensued, the only effect of which appeared to be that all

the gentlemen on the platform got "mixed," and the sitter seemed
vci-y miserable.

At last, after nearly an hour of this, watched with great patience by
the large gathering of photographers, Mr. Kent came to the front of
the platform and said :

—"It was intended to give a demonstration of
taking a large,picture this morning ; but I find that there are no lenses
that will suit the camera-boxes. We have no slides that will fit the
cameras, and no plates that will fit the slides; so we must give it up."
After this humiliating confession the audience quietly dispersed ; and
this was the only attempt made at tlie Convention to give a practical
demonstration of anything photographic except those of a purely business
character, such as the dark-room demonstrations of the various dry-
plate makers and Mr. Seavey's illustrations of the use of his backgrounds
and accessories in posing tlie sitter.

Mr. A. L. Henderson, of London, was a visitor at the Convention,
having arrived from England to be present at the meeting of the British
Association at Montreal. He must have been gratified at the reception
he received, and it was most amnsing to see how the dry-plate makers
g"t ruund him—like " flics round a honey pot"—comparing notes and
trying to get " points," as they say here. It is a proof how widespread
is the circulation of Tub BRiTitiH .Tourval of PiioTOonAPHV that
there did not appear to be many of the photographers presout who had
to ask who Mr. A. L. Henderson was. It must liavo been very trying
to the patience of Mrs. Henderson to have to wait at almost every step,
while one or other of his American admirers stopped her husband and
kept him engaged in animated conversation upon topics photographic.

Of tho routine business I will say nothing. You have had the
dfltaik and papers iu due course. I will only add that the President
for tho next twelve months is Mr. Lnndy—a photographer of well-

known cxcellcnco in Cincinnatti. His work exhibited at this Convcn.
tion was of very high quality, and his large direct pictares were, In my
opinion, the best in the whole ooUeotion. Tha pUce of meetins for I880
is to be Buffalo, N.Y.

ON THINGS IN GENERAL.
EsoLisn photo. -aeronauts will have to look to their lanreli. It is
all very well to take a mapliko view of any place that the wind in ita
caprice may blow you to, but it is quite another thing to pack up
camera and plates, take your seat on the deck of the "heUcul" balloon,
be steered where you will, take snap "shots" at whatever you like,
and return in time for afternoon tea, being deposited, if you please, at
your own dressing-room window. Such, in effect, is promised, or, rather,
stated to have actually taken place. The Aeronautical Society of France
having from their own grounds started their aerial car, its occupants
took a sail of a couple of miles to windward and returned in five minutes
by means of the simple expedient of tnrning the rudder. So far the
French account. The advantages of this new plan of aerial locomotion
will be considerable to photographers. \\'hen the express service is

thoroughly established it will be so easy to take a balloon to any point
and avoid all that careful packing which occupies such time when pre-
paring for a long i-ailway or road journey. But more than this : a single
lens will suffice for the balloonist who "goes in" for maps of the
country. He need no longer hesitate as to taking a battery of lenses,
for he can get the exact range of view with one lens only by altering
his altitude, free from fear of losing his view by the balloon's shift-
ing. But, perhaps, I am getting on too fast. The balloon is stated
to be able to go where it likes; but we do not hijar if it can stay
when it gets there—an important consideration.
Another point exercises my mind in the matter. Am I to believe it

all? The French papers are full of it, and details are promised—a few
weeks after the event—but on this side of the Channel a few paragraphs
are all that the papers devote to the subject, and they are not of a
very sanguine cast. Even our good friend, the editor of the KnijUnh
Mechanic, who always allows plenty of room to aerostation projects,
gives a very guarded paragraph only, aud refrains from saying more
till he obtains further details. " We shall see what we shall see."

Many photographers remember the surprise caused some con-
siderable number of years ago by the discovery of a small acams
actively enjoying itself and living heartily in nitrate of silver,
the luscious crystals boiug evidently to its t-iste. One is thus
prepared to receive with equanimity the account given by Mr. Sutton
the other day of an inroad of black beetles upon his gelatine films, a whole
batch having been ruined by the argentous proclivities of these affec-
tionate creatures, who, not content with the near presence of their
benefactors, even carry their fondness so far as to follow them in tho
amusements of their leisure. There is more in a black beetle than meets
the eye. But even the actual presence of a cockroach in a store of plates
would be preferred by most photographers to the mere inspection by " a
young lady in the next room," be she ever so pretty, of the contents of
the dark slides to see the " pictures that had been taken," such having
been the experience of one of the members of the St. Helens Photographic
Society on a recent photographic expedition in Lymm. The experience
much reminds one of the latest photographic story in the Drlroit Free
Pre»is. An amateur came to his mentor for an explanation of the faults
of his plates, and, after a long series of questions and answers, the
latter all tending to show that everything was right—" How did yon
know they were spoiled ?" said the teacher. " Oh ! Mrs. Butterwick was
here, and she wanted so much to see how the baby took, and I opened
the cases, and there was not a sign of a picture on any of the plates !"

By-the-bye, as there seems some talk about tho "gradual change"
of the "half-plate" size from the old CJ x 4^, I looked into an antique
catalogue a quarter of a century old, and the only size I saw approach-
ing the half-plate was t)4x4J. I am sure that "half" of tho old
Daguerre size (16 x 22 centimetres), which I saw in a catalogue dated
1S43, is nearer the modern half-plate than it is to 6^ x 4|. Somebody
has blundered.

The public would like to know something more about the vandalistic
structure in Trafalgar-square. I have seen dog-kennels, or even tho
abodes of the more humble quadruped abhorred of Mahomedans, built far
more in accordance with artistic propriety than this latest addition to
the National Gallery. Who erected the affair? Government or a
private speculator ? Will the copies taken therein possess any copyright ?

Why, if the pictures were to bo photographed, was there not public
notice ? I think I know several photographers who might have been
glad of the opportunity to photograph if they only had been aware of
the power to have a studio handy ; and such a studio '. I thirst for in-

formation ! I do hope someone will be able to allay ray thirst.

That was shabby treatment which the County Court judge was
reluctantly compelled to mete out to the Liverjjool ]>hotogniplier tho
other day. He liad made an excellent enlargement from a poor
photograph ; but, through some such promise having been made when tho
commission was given that tho picture need not be kept if not liked, tho
purchaser exercised bis caprice and did not " like it, Mid so got ont of
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payment. His Honour, liowcver, iliil not fail to tell liim what lie thought ,

of his couduct. I should like this judge to have a few more photo-
j

graphic cases to adjudicate upon. A County Court judge is supposed

to see more of the seamy side of human nature than most people ; but

if a few leading photographers cared to bring before him some of the

cases where they were victimised by persons whose dress and appear-

ance would suggest ladies and gentlemen, he would have his eyes

opened to little meannesses and deceit which even hia experience could

not parallel. Many sitters seem to think that a photograplier's studio

is like a lottery or a boot and shoe shop ; the photographer to spend all

his time and trouble, do his work well, and still take his chauce of

being paid nothing if the Citprice of the sitter should lead her to say

she "does not like it," and returns the photograph as though it were a

])air of boots that did not fit, or, more properly, whose "cut " was not

liked. Professional photographers will have to bestir themselves yet,

or the public will get the whip-hand of them and command their own
terms. Tht next move will be to go the rounds of the photographers,

receive proofs, pick the one most liked, and decline to pay for the rest.

Free Lanue.

WHERE TO GO WITH THE CAMERA.

[It is hoped that this series of articles will be continued ,it regular and frequent in-

tji-vals duriuij the vacation months, and we shall be t'lad to receive contributions to

the series from any friends able to treat of new and interesting ground.

WINCHESTER, PORTSMOUTH, AND BOURNEMOUTH.
Stabtixu from Waterloo last year, about this time, for Winchester,

Portsmouth, and Bournemouth, with a half-plate camera and a com-

panion of good conversational powers, a fortnight was most pleasurably

passed. Arrived at A\'inche3ter station, the omnibus quicklj' deposited

us and baggage at the Black Swan Hotel, situated in the High-street

and close to the George Hotel—a more pretentious house. A walk
round the city and through the cathedral satisfied us that in two line

days we should capture all that jileased our fancy.

Before going further let me recommend all brother camera men to see

Mr. Savage's studio, situated a little outside the city. A drawing of

the angle of his garden wall appeared in the Alinianac some years ago.

The studio, which communicates with the house, is situated in the midst
of a well-kept lawn. Upon entering the residence, and in the porch, is

observed a German motto bidding you welcome. After your visit to

the studio is over, you are conducted out by another door, and this time

the motto wishes you good luck—or good-bye.

The exterior of the cathedral, taken as a whole, is photographically

disappointing; still there are a number of interesting "bits" in aiul

about the cathedral and college yards (they run one into another)

—

curious archways, old and mouldering, partly covered with vegetation.

The City Cross dates from the time of Henry VI., and contains

several figures. Amongst the chief are William of Wykeham, King
Alfred, &c., the Blessed Virgin, and other saints. If the cross be
photographed with a wide-angle lens the modern building now occui)ied

by Mr. Tanner, bookseller, can be avoided, and an old-fashioned gable-

ended house comes in as a background.
The Guildhall—a most handsome Ijuilding—would do credit to a

larger and more important town. The front is well worth a plate.

It is lower down the High-street than the cross. Proceeding
across the river, the bridge weir next claims attention. Then passing

on up the hill or cliif, if fine, a good view of the city can be obtained,
taking care to get in some object close on the foreground, if only the
stile and hedge. Hyde Abbey, through .Jewry-street, is but a ruin,

l)artly used as a farmyard. One of the heads on an arched gateway
represents King Alfred.

St. Cross Hospital is worth a visit and one or two plates, especially
if some of the brethren of St. Cross, in their black cloaks with a silver

cross, and the brethren of Noble Poverty, in red cloaks and cardinals'
hats worked thereon, can be secured also. This is the place mentioned
by Dickens as " cakes and ale," each traveller being presented with a
horn of ale and a cake with a cross upon it. Beaufort's Tower in the
quadrangle, taking in the sun-dial pedestal, makes one good picture.

Winchester Castle forms another subject ; but, alas I the great hall

only remains of the old castle. Oliver Cromwell had been here, and,
as usual, blew up the place. Here they show the " round table" of
King Arthur.

Hursley churchyard contains the hallowed remains of John Keble,
author of The ChrlHiati Year. The stained glass windows are said to
have been given out of the profits of the book. Merdon Castle is close
by—a small ruin.

There is one old gateway in the city still remaining. You pass
under it going to Mr. Savage's studio, and I was told there is a fine

early Norman gateway at the Roman Catholic church, brought from
some ruins near the cathedral. Doubtless, the visitor will find or hear
of other places of interest.

I may mention that at most of the hotels in the country, " boots " or
the landlord will find a man who knows all over the city at one shilling
the first hour and sixpence an hour afterwards, or four and sixpence the
day. He will also carry anything without extra charge. It is diilicult
to obtain permission to photograph in the interior of the cathedral, and

even with dry plates considerable time is consumed; so it is best to

purchase these pictures from the local stationers, who keep au excellent

collection of photographs.
To Portsmouth the railway passed by Havaut and thence through

the line of fortifications that surround Portsmouth. It was exceedingly

wet when we were there, and photography was not attempted ; liut

sufiicient was seen to show that a batch of interesting pictures might

be secured. Book to the toion station, and if possessed of more luggage

than will go on the tram, take a cab to the George Hotel, High-street.

Trams pass the station every few minutes—fare twopence to any part

of Portsmouth, Laudport, Portsea, or Southsea ; and if the tram

does not go sulficiently far, or not in your direction, at Cambridge
junction you can change and go on with the same twopenny ticket

another mile or so. Few of the trams have imy " upstairs."

In Portsmouth harbour are to be seen and visited Nelson's ship,

the "Victory," also two other gallant ships—the "Wellington"
and the "St. Vincent." The George Hotel is interesting, as in room
No. 1.5 Nelson slept the night before departing for his last and final

victory. Captain Marryatt has made us familiar with Portsmouth ;

and at the Keppel's Head—so called after Admiral Keppel—situated

on the Common Hard, we find the house so well known to midship-

men, who call it "The Nut"—slang for "head." The dockyard is

worth a visit; but I am afraid no photographing would be allowed.

The floating bridge is worth a plate, either to make a foreground

for the harbour, with the "Victory" in the distance, or by itself.

When I passed over it there were in addition about a hundred
passengers, ten carriages with horses, small trucks, &c. ; fare either a
halfpenny or a penny.

If catching a few yachts, yawls, fishing smacks, or steamboats be

desired, Southsea pier is the place par excelleno', and for a trifling sum
one may get aboard some of the larger craft and go out towards Spit-

head or down the Solent ; or you may take the steamer to the lale of

Wight. From Southsea pier, however, can bo obtained pictures all

day long, forming food for the camera ; also a good view of the beach,

with a portion of the pier as foreground. Here can be watched the

landing and departure of the steamers for Kyde, Cowes, and other

places ; and sometimes the Channel fleet is anchored off Spithead. A
concert is given on the pier most evenings by a military band.

From a few notes, taken as a guide for future work, I find—"Take
tram for Gosport and Brockhurst. At the latter place note the wind-

mill ; this, with a glimpse of the shipping in the harbour, can be seen,

the tall spars standing up well against the sky. Also notice three

curious trees in front of au old cottage, and some old fortifications, now
overgrown with grass, but converted into dwellings—the chimneys and
the streets all on one level.

"

There is au interesting bit of wall at the end of High-street and
close to Victoria Pier; it commemorates the landing of Charles 11.,

and forms a wind screen at the same tiinc. The Mitre Hotel is an old-

fashioned, gabled house worth a plate, and the church behind it, St.

Thomas's, covered with ivy, but difficult to photograph.

I am sorry to say so little about Portsmouth, but I have indicated

what a great deal of work there is to be done there. Several obelisks,

in memory of fallen comrades, are scattered about the place, and these,

when with a pile of cannon, make effective pictures; but do not

introduce figures into these .subjects.

Should the visitor run over to the island, at Ryde, the Royal Kent
Hotel ^vill be found near Mr. Jabez Hughes's royal studio." To this day

1 remember a splendid salmon steak I had for breakfast at that hotel.

I'Vom Portsmouth there are two ways of going to Bournemouth—by
water to Southampton, or by rail to Basingstoke, through Southampton
West and the New Forest. A visit to Southampton will please; and,

it this be decided upon, book to the Dock station. The Dolphin or

Crown Hotels are both good. The Bar-gate is a very old gateway still

spanning the principal street, and the town is divided as " Above Bar "

and "Below Bar." A tram runs under it. Southampton docks arc

poor, and the town looks empty since the P. and O. boats have ceased

to call there. I am told the harbour is considered one of the finest in the

world, but it is not used to any extent. The city walls are worth notice.

They are found to the left of the High-street coming from the docks, and

lead to Southampton AVest station, whence we start for Bournemouth.

I might here mention that about a station before coming to South-

ampton there is a farm cottage, with an old water-wheel, and several

rural "bits" might be easily picked up there.

To resume : after leaving Southampton West we soon reach the New
Forest of Hampshire ; but the only place that calls for notice is Lyiul-

hurst road, with its pretty hotel—a celebrated place for newly-married

couples to spend their honeymoon. Ringwood, Lymington, aiid

Christchurch are passed on the way ; and shortly afterwards the train

steams into Bournemouth East station, the 'bus takes you to the

Pembroke Arms Hotel—the headquarters of the Cyclist Club. When I

was there a new hotel was being built at the Firs Glen, and this will be

much more central. The Branscombe Hotel, a temperance house, I can

also recommend; here will be found a table d'hCte. Bournemouth is

known as the "ever green valley of the south." Archer Clarke.
(To he continued.

)

" Since this was written I deeply regret to hear of the rleccate of this cstimabls

gentleman.
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FOREIGN NOTES AND NEWS.
On tiik Rkcoverv of Emulsion Rksidues.—Photocibapuv in Public
Libraries and Museums.—Actinic Action of lauB'X i.v Deep Sea
Ueuions.

IjIEI'Tenant David and Herr Scolik have presented a report to tlie

l'l:otographic Society of Vienna, in which they give the resnlt of their

cxpcrinienta on the recovery of silver from gelatine residues and the
bath used for lixiiij; fjolatine plates, &o. This report is substantially an
extract from l'h>ti'ijrapliy with (IrUMno-Iiroinide of Sileer—a work
wliicli these gentlemen have at present iu the press:—
" As in the case of all other photogiaphic silver princesses, in workinpr the

gelatine emulsion prvjcess one should never lose sight of the recovery of

silver from waste and residues. In the cloths used for pressing, the canvas
bags, the empty cooking vessels, glass beakers anrl filters, there is more
silver than in the paper filters and substrata that tised to be so carefully
collected in the wot process. The developer and washing water, on the
contrary, unlike the wet collodion |)rocesa, contain no silver at all, while
the greater p.art of the silver \ised for the [dates is to be found in the fixing
bath. Indeed, according to Professor JMer's conijintation, they contain
from sevenly-fonr to eighty i)er cent, of all the silver used, only from
sixteen to twenty per cent, being actually <ised in the formation of the
imaj;e. We have found the recovei-y nf this residue simplified and fivcili-

tattd by the following procedure :—We collect all the fixing baths of both
negative and positive pnwess in a large cask. -VU the other residues,
eon.sisting of spoilt emulsions, filters, cloths, bottles, and also the films of

dry plates that have become useless, we treat with hot water, in which the
gelatine that contains the bromide of silver is easily dissolved. This
Mil'iti<'n we throw into the cask beside the old fixing b.aths, by which the
silver compound is dissolved out, and the gelatine, being so extremely
diluttd, can no longer stiffen. We then place some brightly-scoured
strips of zine in the cask and leave them for a few days, at the end of

which time the silver is precipitated from the solution ; the clear,
brownish fluid above it ni.ay be poured off and the silver jirecipitato left

liehind treated with hot water to remove any particles of gelatine that may
still remain. The i)recipitate is then collected upon a filter pai>er and
dried. It is as well also, before washing and drying the precipitate, to
treat it with a little dilute hydrochloric acid (1 : 10) in order to remove any
jKirticles of zinc that may have got mixed up with it. A greater retiirn
will bo obtained if one, luideterred by the horrible smell, add some solution
of liver of sulphur or ammonia sulphide to the contents of the cask, a black
precipitate of sulphide of silver being produced. This is allowed to settle,

IS collected, and washed as soon as the baths become ferruginous with
dilute (1 : 10) hydrochloric acid; then washed with water and afterwards
melted. The drawb.ick to this process is that the sulphide of silver has to

be smelted. Smaller quantities of fixing baths and residues may be heated
with old ferrous oxalate developers; the.se reduce the silver compounds and
give the silver as metallic silver at once, which may, though, of course,
only after careful washing, be dissolved in nitric acid."

According to the Moniteur a photographic studio has been erected at
the top of the \atioual Libi-ary at Paris. When an artist or a work-
man wishes to have a copy of a manuscript, miniature, scroll, or map
which is in the library he has to put himself in communication with a
photographer, who makes an application in writing to the superinten-
dent for permission to make the copy, and receives in return a card
with a number indicating when his turn will come. When it arrives
he repairs to the library with his apparatus and chemicals, and there,
in presence of one of the library attendants, the copy is made. The
Ministry of War and of Marine at Paris have also public studios, and
the Museum of Decorative Art is having one built. The Moniteur
would like to see similar studios erected at the Louvre, the Luxembourg,
and the Ecole des Beaux Arts. The Photographiache Mittlie'dunijen, in
commenting on the foregoing, regrets that there is no such provision
made for spreading a knowledge of the treasures of the Berlin Museum,
and says that though, when the Berlin Industrial Museum was founded
in 1867, a studio formed part of the plan, yet there is not one in the
luxurious new building. Is there any such glass house for the use of the
jiablic in connection with the British Museum and South Kensington?
Or is this but one more thing that they manage better in France ?

In the Moniteur de la Photographie M. L^on Vidal calls attention to
the interest offered by the speci.il investigation of the activity and
I
ropertiea of light at great depths of the ocean, and says he has con-

itructed an apparatus for measuring the actinism at all depths, as
well as a photogiaphio apparatus intended for photographing the floor

of the ocean, by which a true picture of the floor may be obtained, to
take the place of the imaginative ones that have so long done duty.
Apropos of the same subject, M. Milne-Edwards, Jun., says:—"It has
usually been assumed that colour is inseparable from light, and that
creatures which never see the sun are either of a dark or bleached and
indistinct colour. This assumption did not, however, always prove
correct, since the darkest parts of the ocean were found to be inhabited
by animals in which the brightest tints of red, rose-colour, purple,
violet, and blue were richly displayed. Most of the animals of the
shrimp species which abound in the deep seas are a bright carmine red.
The gigantic holothuria have the appearance of amethysts, and the
Urge starfish are more beautiful than those we find upon our coasts.
Their elegance of form and bright yellow reflections are truly wonder-
ful." The question of the influence of light, it seems to >I Vid.al, is

only casually treated in these remarks, and that not in a very strictly

scientific way, since these richly-coloured plants and animals were not
examined until they were actually drawn up into daylight ; and
hence one does not necessarily know what their appearance may be in

the depths where they live, since no one has over penetrated to these
depths. Heat, air, and certain gases are fonnd everywhere, but at
present one cannot determine how far down the visible and invisible
r.iys of light can penetrate. It is just as unreasonable, he (M. Vidal)
thinks, to consider that that decides the (jnestion of the effect of light
upon colour as it is to make up one's mind that the moon certainly i*

uninhabited, because neither atmosphere nor aqueous vapours have
been observed around it. Such an assumption contains the germ of

error in so far as it assumes that it is impossible for living creatures to

exist iu any part of the universe except under the conditions assigned
to plants and animals on this earth.

THE CONVENTION OF PHOTOGRAPHERS IN AMERICA.
The following are abstracts of the President's and Mr. J. F. Ryder's
addresses, which had not come to hand when we went to press last week.

TiiK Pre.side,nt'.s Address.

After a few preliminary remarks upon the position of the Association,

the progress made since the l.^st convention, and the present status of

photographers Mr. J. H. Kent proceeded to say:

—

There is one matter of vital importance to every photographer which I

regret the necessity of alluding to at this time—a matter that concerns the
welfare of all more intimately than anything else connected with photo-
graphy ; I refer to the subject cf prices. It is lamentable that there are
those in our profession who, by necessity or greed, feel compelled to put a
price on their own productions that will barely pay for material and labour
employed. Unfortunately, too, the evil is not confined to those commonly
denominated " Cheap Johns." If such were the case, and cheap prices

always meant cheap pictures, photographers of ability could well afford to
pay no attention to this troublesome matter. In some localities thin is

doubtless the case ; but many of us have reason to know and regret that
work of an excellent, if not superior, quality is made at prices which these
men are pleased to say "defies competition !" This fact, that g<x)d work
made by men of considerable ability is sold at such ruinous prices, is the
source and sum of all the price troubles.

Cheap pictures, as such, are not by any means an unmitigated evil, if,

indeed, they are not an actual benefit to the better class of photographeTs

;

and really, too, such productions are a necessity with the masses who
would bo deprived of these luxuries if compelled to pay e.vtravagant
prices. The necessity is that there should be a correspondence between
price and quality, and the effort of this or any society should be to

promote that equality rather than to stimulate strife and bitterness

among those engaged in the business.

We cannot, if we would, ignore the fact that photographers, and even
those who do not think exactly as we do, have rights that we are bound to
recognise and respect.

It should bo remembered, too, that, since they are possessed of such
rights, we are, and will continue to be, powerless to coerce them into our
way of thinking and acting.

It is indeed a matter for serious consideration, and I fear no satisfactory

solution of the difficulty will be reached in the near future. Certainly I

have no scheme or suggestion to offer other than what I have already
intimated that a conciliatory course in opposition to such measures as I

have latterly seen advocated by some of our photographic publications

should be pursued. We may organise into societies and committees, and
legislate low prices out of existence on pai>er ; but the evil will still be as

prevalent as ever, while the perpetrators of such will smile at our futile

efforts to regulate their business and establish their prices.

What action, if any, this Society should take is for others who may
possibly have clearer ideas than your President to suggest or advocate.

It is apparent to my mind that while there is no subject of equal im-
portance there is none more difficult to compass. At anyrate no one likes

to be driven. Men are more easily won by argument and appeal to their

convictions of right and justice, or, at least, to what would appear to be
their own interest, than they are to be forced into compliance with the
views of others.

It is hardly necessary that anything should be said at this time relative

to the subject of gelatine plates—not that the subject has lost any of its

importance or interest to practical photographers, or that it is so familiar

to all workers that nothing new can oe said or suggested ; on the contrary,

it appears to me that there is no subject attracting more attention at

present than that of dry plates.

While we have learned much of the advantages of this process, we are

still far from having discovered all its possibilities. There are those who
are still reluctant to concede its superiority over the wet process, many
still contending that the crispness add vigour of the old method are not
attainable with the new. It is noticeable, however, that most of those

entertaining this view are the ones least familiar with the process ; and it

is doubtful if any who have adopted the dry plate and become familiar

witli it have ever given up its use and returned to the eld bath and
collodion.

Its advantages are so many that its abandonment would be such a Iouk
step backward that no photographer would think of taking it In spite of

all opposition it is evident the gelatine process has come to stay—at least

until something possessing better advantages takes its place.

But, having promised that our proceedings should bo characterised by
brevity and despatch, I shall not now proceed to violate that agreement
by keeping you longer than to express the hope that every member of this
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body will be actuated by a desire to do all in his power to promote the
welfare of the national association, realising that in doing so he is working
for his own interest and the interests of his fellow-workers.

On the second day of the Convention Mr. J. F. Ryder delivered an
address On the Business Management of Photography. He said, after a

few apologetic remarks :

—

The first necessary requirement—the foundation stone—is a thorough
knowledge of every department of the work. An intelligent understanding
of one's business is solid capital. The more of that element a man carries

the greater is his strength. As we have no established system of apfiren-

ticeship, no regular course of study or practice of our young art, the learner

is dependent upon a haphazard chance ; his aptness at catching an idea,

with a natural handiness in taking to new work, and a taste for art even
in a small way, prove his good friends in grasping photography.

Considering the many intricate points in chemical requirements, the

judgment necessary to be exercised at every stage of the work, the many
liandlings and processes which depend one upon another, and all necessary

to the proper production of a finished photograph, it is really a matter of

surprise how successfully it is accomplished with the small chances the

workman has for acquiring knowledge. I say this, believing the instances

where photographers are really educated in the art-science of the profession

they claim to be masters of are very few. I hope the time is near when
regular schools of photography will be established and sustained in this

country, where the learner may have the benefit of good te.^ohing imder
comi>etent professors, where study shall be necessary, so that he should be
compelled to pass a rigid examination in chemistry, optics, physics, light,

lighting, composition, and drawing, before he should be entitled to a
di|iloma which shall be his voucher for competency.
Then we could expect intelligent skill in our employh, and the public

could feel assured they were being served in a proper manner.
The coloured servant of a surgeon, explaining why his master charged

twenty-five dollars for the performance of an operation in surgery which
took but ten minutes to do, said he charged five dollars for the work and
twenty dollars for the know how.
To fit ourselves in the best way for the pursuit of our art^ which is

becoming yearly more an art and more closely allied to science, buy
books, subscribe for journals, magazines, and papers upon the subject.

Make your collection of photographic literature a special library, and then
make its acquaintance—the more intimate the better. In this way you be-

come master of the requirements of your business, which is a rock-bottom
foundation upon which you may build with all confidence and security.

Make a collection of studies, and encourage yourself and your operator

to frequent examination of them.
I have large specimen books, the leaves of which are of tar-board 22 x 28

inches.' To these tar-boards on both sides I glue mounted photographs,
the best examples of work I can find. I purchase and I exchange ; I have
the work of friends and of strangers. It is a valuable collection for

reference. They are kept where my operator has constant access to them ;

from them ho can find almost every style of lighting and posing, as well as

the peculiarities of many noted operators.

Next in value to superior quality in your productions is a safe and
careful system in all the various departments—from writing an order for a
sitting to delivering the finished picture into the hands of your customer.

Such system should be observed ; the soul of that system should be order
and cleanliness.

The man who satisfies his conscience that he cannot afford to spend
money in thoroughly renovating as often as once a year, and refurnishing
when needful, is a poor manager and works against his own interest.

Nothing commands more prompt respect than tidiness. A seeming of

prosperity soon brings the reality. People like to patronise a prosperous
man, and naturally avoid a poor or an unfortunate one. All that showa
an air of thrift and systematic order should be practised and enforced.
Keep your show of specimen pictures fresh by frequent changes. Your

customers will visit yon oftener if you have new attractions. They will

take xjride in you, and make your establishment one of the places to be
visited by strangers and their visiting friends, among whom you will find
good customers.
How to treat with customers.—Here comes the place for exercise of

judgment—for real generalship. To be polite, attentive, genial, and at the
same time firm in adhering to safe rules for your own protection, is a diffi-

cult thing to do ; yet it can be done. A correct start often saves misunder-
standings, which are to be avoided by all means. It is a great mistake to
have serious differences with your patrons

; you must remember that great
consideration is due to your sitter. Perhaps you sometimes sit yourself and
find you are whimsical and exacting

;
ynu like to try again, for some

reason you cannot quite explain. Perhaps when you go to your tailor you
are not at once suited with the fit or hang of your coat ; his telling you it

is all right does not quite convince. Remember these things and be
patient

; you can make another sitting as quickly as you can make an
argument. The sitting would perhaps convince them

;
your argument

would not. Make your prices sufficiently high to justify the use of a
number of plates and a half hour's time if necessary. You can afford
this occasionally. If the exactions of j'our sitter be too great you are
entitled to charge for extra service. State it pleasantly but hrmly; sugar-
coat your words where the subject is disagreeable.
In bargaining, or arranging the details for a sitting, have everything

clear and distinctly understood. If additional styles beyond what is

described in your order are asked for, then is the time to mention the
additional price and to stand by it.

I believe it entirely fair to" make fi>r all sitters two good negatives,
. differing in position, so that they may have a choice. If they desire more
plates used it is very proper they be required to pay extra for them,
particularly should sitters be made to understand a cliange of dress or
toilette mean* an extra charge for new sittings.

Do not be too obsequious to your aristocratic customers and domineering
with those of modest means, who are generally sensitive. Be polite to all.

Remember where you got one dollar from the capitalist you get ten from
the middle class—the working people. Be prompt as possible in finishing
and delivering your work ; make no promises on that point except you are
sure of keeping them. Impress your customers with the fact that your
word is to be relied upon.
Never put off the securing of an order for another time ; clinch it on the

spot. It is never too late in the day to make a sitting—that is, to take a
man's order for a sitting. Many a time have I written orders for sittings

by gaslight, and given my client into the hands of the operator. With his
money in the till he is sure to come for his proof in the morning, and be well
satisfied to try again on learning last night's effort was not entirely a
success. Had I told him it was too late in the day, and advised his coming
again, I should probably not have seen him more. With a desire for

sitting while his mind was upon it he would probably try my next-door
neighbour, who, with more enterprise tlian I had shown, would gobble
him.

Tlio time to take money is before the sitter goes into the operating room
—particularly should this apply to strangers and parties regarded doubt-
ful. All photographers who fail in this important rule are practising an
injustice upon themselves. Prices for photographs have become greatly
demoralised. Many of our prominent and good men have been led or
driven—I might say " clubbed "—into this great wrong. I will venture to

assert that four in every five who have fallen into low prices are ashamed
of it, and would be glad to get back to more respectable figures and a more
respectable standing among their fellows. Low prices are in every way de-
grading, the work is carelessly made, the standard of excellence is lowered
—in fact, is lost ; ambition sinks to indifference, enthusiasm is killed. The
work becomes drudgery—devoid of interest or pleasure.

Is there a remedy? Let us see. In all places where photography is

practised are men and women who want the best that can be made, and will

pay good prices for what they believe to be superior work. It is possible
for photographers to invest their business with a tone and dignity that will

be recognised by the people. There are many prominent instances to prove
my assertion. This good city of Cincinnati stands at the front as an
example to all other cities and to all other photographers of this country.
The gentlemen who practice photography here are not devising schemes for

decorating the fences with the skins of their neighbours. They are so wise
as to Ije on the best terms with each other, both in a business and a social

sense. They are quite willing that each other should live and thrive. They
are prosperous ; they are honoured.
The curse of our business is this curse of low prices. There is no good

reason for it. There is no wisdom or advantage in it. It is a wrong to

yourself, your neighbour, and the art you should be proud of, and which
you should feel bound to protect.

Reform must come. I heard when a child that the city of Rotterdam, in

Holland, was the cleanest city in the world, and the way it came about
was from everyone scrubbing their own doorstep. I have always remem-
bered it. My friends, the way to bring about reform in the abuse we are
talking of is not to wait for your neighbour, but to commence scrubbing
your own doorstone.
Put your establishment in proper train for an advance to a higher grade

of work and a higher scale of prices. The public, recognising your progress,

will follow you ; if your neighbour will follow you also so much the better

for you both. If he will not, you have, by your act, proved your.self his

superior, and will hold the advanced ground you have taken. Elevate
your art and it will elevate you. Make your prices high, and make your
work worth all you charge for it.

This, gentlemen, is the road to success. Look about you and prove its

truthfulness. The men who have been fortunate in our business have been
faithful to t!ie course I have laid down.

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 11,556.

—"Method of and Apparatus for Taking Photographs by
Artificial Light." (Complete specification.) E. Himly, 28, Southampton-
buildings, London.

—

Datfcl Aurjimt 22, 1884.

No. 11,C23.— "Photographic Albums." J. Tirebuck.—Z)a<cd August
26, 1884.

Chakgixg Sensitised Plates In Photographic Cameras.

Patent specification. By James Sturrock, Dundee.

The first part of my invention relates to cameras of the ordinary well-known
kmd, in which pictures are obtained by exposure in the camera of glass

plates properly sensitised. It has for its object a novel method of con-

structing such cameras or slides for cameras, so that the sensitised plates

can be more readily changed when required. I make at the back of the

camera a sjiace to hold a sensitised plate. This space is open above, and is

provided with a flange, or other similar device, to whicli can be readily at-

tached by an elastic band, or other convenient means, the open mouth of a

bagmade of paper, cloth, india-rubber, or other suitable material impervious

to light; or it may be made of tin, cardboard, or other rigid substance,

with a flexible neck or mouth of rubber or cloth suitable for attachment to

the camera. I fill the bag in a dark place with a sensitised plate, and then

close or fold the mouth to exclude tlie light and secure it by a spring,

clip, elastic band, gum, or other equivalents ; and having fixed its

mouth to the camera, as already described, I remove or undo the fastening,

invert the bag, and deposit the sensitised plate in the camera. After expo-

sure the i)late is again slippod from the camera into the bag, and the fas-

tenings again put on, and the bag with the jilate removed from the camera,
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when another bag containiiic a I'lato can bo attached. The plato$ can be

Btiired away in the bags, bi)th befor"' and aft«T exposmn.

In the socimd part I make a Koparato l>ukl.T or shde, having a space to

hold one or two sensitised plates, as m the ordinary dark slides, but
havinij a Haiige, or other similar device,

to which the bai? can be attached, and a

lilato or plates put in, as already des-

cribed, and which can be inserted in the

back of the camera in the usual way.
Ill the acconipauying drawings Fifl. I

shows front view of i)ag. Fifi. 2 shows
section of bag. /V/. 3 siiows bag folded

so as to exclude the light. Fi<i. 4 (which,

with 5 and G, we have not engraved)
shows bag attached to slide or camera.

Fiij. 5 shows bag raised ready for plate

to drop into camera or slide below. Fi^/,

shows section of pa|)er bag folded.

Having now particularly described and
a.scertained the nature of my said inven-

tion, and in what manner the same is to

be performed, I declare that what I claim
is:^

First. The arrangement in cameras or slides for cameras for enabling
flexible hags to be attached substantially as described.
Second. Flexible bags for eomeyiug plates to or from the camera or slide,

made so as to fold or close at the mouth, and secured by a spring, clip,

elastic band, gum, or their equivalents.
Third. Bags, by means of which sensitised plates can be placed into, or

taken from, the camera, or slide, without introducing the hand or other
agency into the inside of tbe baj;.

^i£tin0S of ^adttm,
MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

t>at« of Meeting.

September *2..

I " -

2..

2..

a..

3..

„ 3..

4..

„ 4..
»..

4..

M 4..

i, 4..

Kame of Society. Place of Meetluff.

Sheffield Fi-eemasons' Hall, Surrey-street.

Halifax Courier Office, Uegent-street.
liolton Club The Studio, Chanceiy-lone.
Glossop Dale Glossop Coffee Palace, High-btreet.
Benevolent 1^1, Aldersjjiitc-8treet.

North Staffowisbire Town Hall. Hanley.
Photographic Club Andertou'a Hotel, Fleet-street.

London and Provincial Masons' Hall, Basinghall-street.
Bolton The Baths.
Leeds Philosophical Hall.

Coventry Coventry Dispensary.
Glasgow (Annual Meeting) 177, Buchanan-street.

Yorkshire College College, Cookridge-streot, Leeds.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BPaTAIN.
At the technical meeting of this Society, held on Tuesday last, the 26th
inst., the chair was occujned by Mr. W. England.
Mr. A. Cowan showed an appliance for adaptation as a camera front to

regulate the sizes of stops for lenses of different foci, so that they should
work at a given sfK-ed. A description of this appliance will be found on
page 508 of the present volume of The Briti.sh Jolknai. ok Photouraphv,
in the reixjrt of the proceedings of the London and Provinci.il Photographic
Association.
Mr. W. E. Dkbe.nh.\3I proposed, as a subject for investigation and dis-

cussion, the effect of different exposures, with development to suit, upon
the quality of the resulting image. At a previous meeting Mr. Leon
Warnerke had shown some photographs of the interior of the p.alace of

Moscow, the work of 15.iron Kossutli. These photographs were remarkably
fine in quality, possessing in a striking degree the characteristics which
were generally spoken of as particularly belonging to wet plates. It was
mentioned that the negatives, u()on developing the first plate, were found
to be much over-exiiosed—perhaps six times—.ind that the plates exhibited
had, therefore, been uumersed in a bromide solution before development to

overcome this defect. Tliey were informed that the plates had been very

rapid ones, and the question arose— " Whether the result would have been
as good as if the exixisure had been sucli as to be adapted to the ordinary
development." The points that he proposed for discussion would l>e two;

—

First, what is the treatment which will give the finest result ui)on a
pelatino-bromide plate, independent of rapidity of exposure? and, second,
if it should be found that treatment roipiiring a longer exi>osure gave a
better result, what should be considered as the proper or normal exposure?
Mr. T. Boi.As said that Mr. Debenham had i>ut into a definite form ideas

which had been hanging about for some time. With wet cellodiim a certain

result was obtained when copying by giving a long exposure and slow
development, and probably considerable advantage would accrue from a
thorough investigation of the subject as applied to dry plates.

Mr. W. M. Ashman" observed that the differences of make of plates

would also have to be taken into account.

Mr. Cowan thought that the best result was to be obtained by a full

exposure and restrained development.
The Ch AIR.MAN, for landscape work generally, preferred slow development

and a good exposure. For a normal develo|)er he used about a grain to each
of the constituents—pyro, Ijiomide, and ammonia—to the ounce of water.
He also liked the addition of a Utile sulphite of soda, although it some-
what slowed development.
Mr. Ashman remarked that it was surprising what a quantity of

ammonia might be added without injury—provided that but little waa

nsed at f!rst, after the IiuAgt) toM) oomo up—and what an amount of density
could Ix! thus olitaincd.

Mr. Uehknham hoped that definite and precise experiment* would be
made, and the subject be continued until dehnite results were settled.
Mr. Ashman i>ropo»e<l to the members to try experiinents with reference

to Dr. A'ogel's method of obtainin)^ true reiiresentation of cf.loiinKl objects
by the use of stainml tilins. Ho himself had exiicrimeuted in that direc-
tion, using tincture of tunneric and some olitained from the flower of the
marigold.

-Mr. Dkbknham inquired whether the results of Mr. Ashman's cxperi.
ments had been to confirm Dr. Vogel's view as to optical sensitisers.
Mr. AsHM.\N replied that they had. Ho found that the sensibility to

blue rays was diminisheil, and that to yellow and brown coh>ur)< incniuied,
by staining the plate. He had not adiled tlie tincture to the emulsiim,
but poured it on to dried plates. He had for convenience genemlly ex-
posed whilst still wet with the tincture. He found no advantage from
adding ammonia to the tincture.
Mr. Cowan inquired whether the tincture was used of strength sufficient

,

to make the plate perceptilily yellow.
1 Mr. ASH.MAN re|)lied that it was.

Mr. Dkbenham remarked that the somewhat greater sensitiveness to
yellow rays of a plate containing iodide in addition to bromide which had
been observed recently by Dr. Eder, and many years since by Herschel,
might be due to the yellow colour which iodide of silver imparted.
Mr. BoLAS remarked that Dr. Liihse, of Potsdam, had recommended

the use of turmeric. It was easy to procure, whilst pure eosiue was not
Mr. Aknoli) Spilikk said that it was safer to exjieriment with turmeric

than eosine, as Dr. Vogel had stated that commercial eosine was useless.

LONDON AND PROVINCLVL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION
At the meeting of this Society, held on the 21st instant, the chair wa'
taken by Mr. T. Waltenberg.
A letter from Mr. F. H, Davies, of the American journal Photography,

witli reference to having early reports of papers read at the Society's meet-
ings, was read, and the Secretaiy was directed to reply thereto.
A question from the box was real^" Where can silver or electro-silver

wire gauze, of suitable size for dividing set emulsion, be obtained ?
"

Mr. J. B.iKKER had for some time been endeavouring to obtain the
article for his own use in emulsion making, but without success.
Mr. W. E. Dkbenham had had similar experience some two or three

years ago. A wellkuown firm of chemical apparatus manufacturers had
said they would get it made, naming a certain price. After several calls
they informed him th.at it would cost considerably more—|>erha|« four or
five times the sum first mentioned—and finally said that they could not
su)iT>Iy it at all.

Mr. A. Cowan said that he would advise anyone requiring it to make it

or a substitute for it himself by driving in pins round the margin of
a wooden tubs, and then taking the wire across from these pins from the
opening, first in one direction and then across. It would not matter that
the wires merely crossed instead of being woven. For his own part
he found the material known as mosquito netting, which could be obtained
at the large drapery houses, quite satisfactory.

Mr. A. Haduon inquired whether it was necessary to silver the vrire

used.
Mr. W. M. Ashman 8.iid that it was "not, and that copper wire would

not injure the emulsion during the short time it would be in contact
with it.

Mr. Cowan suggested that copper gauze should be dipped in melted
tin and so coated with that metal, which was (juite harmless.
Mr. W. Cobb used a netted material made of fine wliiijcord.

Mr. Bahkeh thought that during the hot weather it was better to use a
mechanical dividing appliance than to squeeze through any cloth fabric
with the hands.
Mr. Haddon used a brass tube and plunger as a syringe, and on the end

of this wa.s fitted a brass i)late which was pierced with holes as closely as
they could safely be placed. Each piece of brasswork waa electro-silvered.
Mr. Cowa.n observed that Mr. Bedford, having high pressure of water

from the main, used that instead of a plunger to force the emulsion tbrougli
the division.

Mr. A.shman spoke highly of the use of sulphite of soda after mercury
for intensifying negatives. Common washing soda being used the mercury
did not produce the desired alteration of colour, but if sulphurous acid were
added, then darkening commenced at once. He ( Mr. Ashman) then referred
to srmie experiments he had made by staining gelatine plates with tinc-
ture of turmeric in order to alter their colour sensitiveness and cause them
to give truer representations of coloured objects. This was a method of
proceeding which could be tried by all, and was not limited to those who
made emulsion themselves. He found that the sensitiveness to blue
w.is lowered and that of the colours near the other end of the spectrum
was considerably exalted. The general sensitiveness of the plate was
diminished by about one-haU.

MANCHESTER PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
On Saturday last, the 23rd inst., the above Society held its tenth outdoor
meeting for this season. The place chosen, though near Manche.ster, waa
quite new to those who went, and amply repaid the little extra walk, even
on a hot afternoon.
lender the leadership of Messrs. Charles Pearson, Jnn., and Thomas

Chilton the party left the Central Station at 12.43, and tpiickly reaching
Peel Causeway found carriages waiting to convey them to Ovcrsley Fonl,
on the river BoUin—a further distance of five miles. Here the road and
the carriages wore left, and a doli-'hlfnl ipe^di.w path taken by the river
side following the stream. The afternoon was almost perfection for photo*
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graphy, so that cameras were soon unpacked and at work on various nver,

meadow, and catUe scenen.

A singularly-picturesque tiuibered and ivy-covered cottage a little way
out of the valley was the next object of attraction. Tlie battery of cameras

and lenses brought to bear upon it at one time was something startling,

giving the impression to the natives that the old place was undergoing a

state of siege. Various otlier woodland aud river scenes were found on

proceeding further down the valley.

The very hot afternoon made it thirsty work carrying the various heavy

packages necessary, so that a visit to a large model farm, where a quantity

of delicious now niilk was obtainable, was very much appreciated. One of

the "drier" members who had gone on in front announced that he liad

discovered the " milky way 1"

At Castle Mills some few more plates were exposed, and the journey

cnntinued down the valley to the first footbridge, where the river was
crossed, tlie valley left, and tlie road taken direct for Ashley, as there was
no time for any more work.
Tea was provided at the " Oreyhonnd," Ashley. Messrs. Smith and

Chilton took groups of the membei-s, and while the oNposnres—which were

somewhat long—were being made, the train could be lieard coming,

causini; some of the "sitters" to have a rather impatient and anxious

appearance. A rush for the inn, a scramble for the iustrumeuts, a dash to

the station, and a raoa along the train concluded the day's work. Man-
chester was readied at 7.30 p.m.

BERLIN ASSOCIATION FOR THE CULTIVATION OK
PHOTOGRAPHY.

This Association met on Friday, the4thult.,—Professor Vogel in the chair.

Two new members having been admitted, a couple of photogravures,
sent by Herr Obernetter, were examined. They were produced from nega-

tives taken from nature (the subject of one was an Arab iu a yellow turban
aud red jacket—tlie other was an animal jiiece), upon Obernetter emulsion,

treated with azaline, by Vogel's method. The results were considered

very good, and a copy of a colour scale taken by the same gentleman u|)on

an azalino plate, without the interposition of a yellow glass, was considered

perfectly successful in its rejiresentation of the value of the tints.

The Chaiiim.\n called attention to the great advantage of using azaline

plates for interiors.

Herr ScHMti), en'^dneer in the Imperial Navy, spoke of the views of the

outlines of the coast aud headlands taken by him from the deck of a
gunboat [see Professor Vogel's article, page .')02 ante], and showed a number
of the pictures so obtained.

Herr QfiODE inquired whether the weight which balanced the camera
did not swing a great deal sometimes during the voyage, and so prevent or

disturb the exposure.
Herr Schmid said that was so, and when not actu.ally in use he luvd to

disconnect the weight; otherwise its increasing momentum would have
injured the apparatus. He also disclaimed any personal merit in the ex-

cellence of the jiictures, attributing it all to Professor Vogel, who designed
the apparatus, aud Herr Saclis, who prepared the plates.

Herr Haberlandt reported concerning his experiments with the blue
intensifier, expressing liimself very favourably regarding it.

Herr Moll sent a sample of a mountant, called " alligin," said to be suit-

able for mounting photograjihs, keeping well, and being free from lumps.
Herr Schultz-Hencke, who had tried it, praised it highly, and .said

that, in spite of the long distance it had come (from ^'ienna) and the
present heat, there was no trace of acid in it.

Herr Quiude read the programme of the thirteenth wandering meeting
of the German Photographic Society, which is to bo held at lierlin towards
the end of August, and in counection with which an exhibition is to be
organised. The price of tickets to the festival for members of the German
Photographic Society is ten marks, and for non-members thirteen marks.
The contents of the question-box having been dealt with, the advisability

of having the usual summer recess was discussed, when it was resolved by
a majority to have the next meeting on Friday, 10th September, though
a considerable minority would fain have had the meetings regularly con-
tinued all the year round. It was also resolved tliat on the first and third
Fridays of each month, when if it were not for the holidays the Society
would meet, any members who might feel inclined might have an informal
meeting in the iijeipziger Garden, No, 133, Leipzig-street.

—

—

EDWARDS'S MACHINE FOR COATING PLATES.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In your current number appears a sketch and description
of a patented machine for coating jilates with emulsion by Mr. B. J.
Edwards. On reading and examining the description I find Mr. Edwards
has not sufficiently informed himself of what mechanical appliances similar
to the one described are, and have been for years, in use for manufacturing
purijoses.

The principal feature in the machine is the adoption, as the means of

Buijply, of the coating roller and emulsion trough as described some years
since in this Journal : but from the roller the emulsion is removed by a
scraper, and conducted down an incline to where it meets the plates, being
drawn on an endless band below to receive it. Tliis " movable and adjust-
able scraper " is claimed as an essential iiart of the patent. Let us then see
whether it has hitherto been known or used. Had Mr, Edwards made
sufficient inquiries he would have found it in use as under :

—

n. In the manufacture of pigments, in which rollers revolving in a
trough carry the supply forward to where it is received by " movaUu and

adjustable scrapers," and thence in some cases spread on plates for desicca-

tion, in others collected, and repeatedly passed through.

b. In the manufacture of flour cloths, and other floor coverings, where
the canvas is drawn under the scrapers identically with Mr. Edwards's de-

scription, while pigmented fluid is conducted on the moving surface by tho

roller and "movable and adjustable scrapers."

c. In the manufacture on a large scale of plasters for medical uses,

where endless strips of muslin are drawn, precisely as Mr. Edwards does,

under the stream of liijuetied balsamic preparation, with tho trough

acrajiers, &c.
d. For ai)plying to paper various adhesive and colouring materials.

Postage and other stamps are thus gummed in endless bauds, waterproof

material applied to brown paper for packing purposes, and tints applied to

papers for decorati\e purposes.

It will be seen by these instances—which are but a few—that the

"movable and adjustable scraper" is well known and in constant manu-
facturing use.

The cooling chitmber must bo de.alt with in the same way. During the

last few years few subjects have made greater progress than the study of

artificial lowering of teni]ieraturfi to preserve organic materials or carry on

chemical nr mechanical processes impossible in a high temperature. This

cooling, as applied to gelatine ])lates, is jierfectly known. In America it is

found in every dry-plate works —indeed, is the most important departnient.

"The endless band is one of the best-known items iu mechanical science,

and is to be seen iu most factories. It seems inconceivable that because

it was found the friction scraped off superfluous emulsion at tho back a

patent should be maintained.
It will be seen from the above that all essential parts of this machine are

in use for various purposes, and have long been so.—I am, yours, &c.,

Kbvjdon-on-Thamu, Axraust 20, 1834. Samuel Fbv

INSTANTANEOUS SHUTTERS.
To the Editors.

Gentlexen-,-With reference to the article on The Use nf InMantaneom
Shutters, whicli appeared in your issue of the 22nd instant : I purchased

one of Cadetfs new drop shutters with patent pneumatic ball and tube 1 ist

May, and find it most efficient for ordinary work, but for iustantansuus

subjects it is useless. For instance : in taking cattle whose tails are in

rapid movement the animals come out clearly, but their tails are fan-

shaped. Again : in taking persons playing tennis, the one scoring appears

double, and the arm of the one taking the score is not seen. The shutter

is very light and beautifully made, and if it could be constructed to act

with greater velocity it would be perfect. I agree with you that the fore-

ground may take care of itself, for I have generally found that if I attouipt

to give tlie foreground more exposure than the sky an unnaturally-liglited

picture results.

What we really require is a drojj shutter acting with great rapidity—far

more so than gravity can give—capable of some adjustment as to that

rapidity, working with full aperture, and falling so smonthly as not to

cause any vibration to the camera. Do you know of any shutter wliicli

fulfils these conditions?
I understand that the Pluonix does so; but, as there appears to be

a double-flap action of some kind, I doubt its power of being able to take a

game of tennis or any movements equally rapid.—I am, yours, &o.,

Aiipust 2i>,lS>H. A. A. Mantkll, M.D.

TOURISTS' CAMERAS.
To the Editors.

Gemtlemen',-In relation to the interesting article by Mr. A. Pringle in

your last, may I ask Mr. J. Traill Taylor whether his experience with re-

iiiovable dark shutters to slides, with a cut-off, is the same as that of Mr.

Pringle, or whether the latter was using an imperfect specimen ? As it is

to be hoped that some manuf,acturer or other will soon try to do something

to remove long-standing grievances in connection with the constructinu of

tourists' cameras, he had better not be presented with conflicting evidence

in this correspondence as to what is really good.

I did not say my ajiparatus took ten minutes to fix, but that it took ten

minutes in all—(1) to take it from its case; (2) to fix it; (3) to unfix it;

(4) to pack it away again. It should be ready for use inside its case, with

the power of fixing the case on the stand.—I am, yours, &o.,

August 23, 1S84. W. H. Habbison.

THE ETHOXO light.
To the ICditoks.

GK.VTLEMEX,—In reply to Mr. W. Broughton's letter, in your issue of

Aug. 1st, let me say I have taken particular pains to disclaim priority in the

use of ether for producing the lime light, both in the circulars which I have

issued and in c<miinunications to periodicals; nor have I, as Mr. Broughton

would have it inferred, obtained a patent in this country for anything which

he had already imblished iu England. What I have claiined, and what
belongs to me by right of invention and prior publication, is the
" saturator" n-ith porous JilUnff, which, as constructed by me, was the first

to produce a reliable and perfectly-steady light with ether, and which
remains today, so far as I can learn, the only form of ether apparatus \vhich

really fulfils all the requirements, and is calculated to give general

satisfaction.

If Mr. Broughton did, as he now claims, first use a satur.ator with porous

filling, he forfeited his right to any credit in connection therewith by
neither pubUsliing the fact .at the time nor making a success of it. As for

the rest, it is useless to deny the superiority of my apparatus so long as it

it is preferred to any other where it is known, and has a good sale at a

prieo which would coyer the cost of half-a-dozeu of the original Broughton
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ether clinmlwra, which tvoryimo has a right to mnkn and iwe. Tlip fact is,

porous H:)turatori< have not yet become popular in Kngland .simply and
solely because they have not been pro|)eily constructed, and have faidts

which lliosc of my inal;e Itave not.

Mr. Broughtoii's pumice chambers are undoubtedly useful with his

apiwratus, but are (juito unnecessary with my own, which is absolutely
enfi) a<;ainst a dangerous explosion—has been proved conclusively to be so

—

an 1 will never evi>n " pop" in the jet if nviniigcd according to instructions
M it,h such jets as are recommended. - I am, yours, &c.,
PhUadelphia, U.S.A., Amjatl 15, l«8l. KnKO. E. IvKS.

Tlllv rUDTOUIlAPHIC .SOCIKTY OF GUK.\T r.RlTAIN: ITS
RKl'OKTS A\D THK PHOTOUKArHFC I'RKSS.

To the I'^unoES.

(iKXTl.KMKN,—Mr. Herbert IJ. Berkeley, in your issue of the 22nd inst.,

at last admits that I have not misrepresenttHl him ; but if his jtretent state-

ment—that he had not accused me of inisrei>resentation—were correct,

I should not ha^e actually done so in complaining of a charge which
he says was never made.
Mr. Berkeley nr)',v .says that ''the charge of niisrc|)resentation against

Mr. Debenham existed in his own ima;,'ination merely," and his statement
that he "refused to withdraw the term as applied to the Editors and
anonymous writers" implies that it was only intended to bo applied to

them. In the letter (July 11th) of which 1 complained, Mr. IJerkeley,

after devoting some space to me, says *'tliis also in answer to ilr.

Pringle,'.' and fjoes on—"The gentlen'aii just mentioned is not the only
one who has misrepresented, or misread, my letter," and afterwards
prcweeds to discuss Jlr. Pringlc's letter. Tlie " gentleman just mentioned"
wctuld, perhaps, grammatically mean Mr. Pringle, but loi^ically it must
refer to the writer whose views have been discussed, namely, myself.
Further on Mr. Berkeley said—"Like the other writers, the Editors

totally misrepresent my nieaning." Ho now says that he did not charure me
with misrepresentatiou, because he did not say "all the other writers."

Tjo;;ically and grammaticallj' the phra.se, "the other writers," without
limitation, inchides " all," whether anonymous or otherwise.

In Mr. Berkeley's letter of July 25th he did not withdiaw the charge of

misrepresentation against mo, but stated that he had not made it; at

the same time his (picstion, " If a man writes that which is not the case,

does he not misrepresent'/' implied that ho might well have done so.

Xow, a denial of having made an accusation is not tho same thing as

suitaiily withdrawing it. Other writers—gentlemen whose names are
honoured by your readers for their cfmtributions t > your pages—ha%e not
hesitated, when the circumstances havr- been much less aggravating, to offer

an a|)ology which which has been heartily accepted. Such incidents then,

like the nntantimn irni^^ lead to tho increas(i of g(»od feeling. Mr. Berkeley
prefers another method; but I think it is really too nnicli for him to

complain, as he does, that tho matter has degenerated, by no initiation of

his. own, into a ptTsonal contest.—I am, yours, &o., W, E. Debenh.mi.
Aiiijnd 20, 1«84.

[So far a.s the diavge of niisrepreacntatiou concerns onr.selves :

after reading Mr. IJerkeley'a elaborate explanation, we see no re;ison

to alter onr reading of his original remark.s. Tlie subject has been
sufficiently veutilated, and the conespoiKlence must now cIo»e.

—

EoaJ

I

^o\i\ nttiJ (QuprifS.
" Ts there any patent obstruction in the way of my employing the electric

lijfht for p irtraiture?—ti. B. Bliowx." We reply : Our conespondent
may employ without hindrance any artificial light he prefers.

X. Y. Z. asks—" How shun 1 .stain the inside of a box bl.aek without liav-

iug recourse to varnish? ". -We reply: Let him brush it over with .an

infusiim of nut-galls and logwood, an<l when dry again brush it i>ver in

the same way with a solutitm of sulph.ate of iron. If the blueness of tho

colour be objectionable allow the surface to become dry, and then oil it

with a mixture of one part of linseed oil to two jjavts of turiH^ntine.

A Pkoke.-<sioxal PHOTO(;il.ArHKii complains very strongly of his lens

having l)Ccome nnich slower in wnrking than it was when he tii>t

purchased it five years ago. He is desirous of knowing tho cause of

such slowness. We reply that if he make the lenses quite clean and
lays tlieni down upon a sheet of white i)aper he will see at a glance
whether, or to what extent, they have become discoloured by the tint

iussumed by the pajwr when seen through them. If there be no (wr-

ceptible darkening of the paper, then the increase<l slowness will exist,

in all probal)ility, in the imagination of our correspondent. But if, on
the contrary, the glass of which the lens is composed Iw found to be of a
yellow or brownish colour, then discard it at i>nce and obtain another.

George Sltclieke wishes infonnation as to the best way by which to

prepare albumen for photographic purposes, mainly those connected
with dry collodion plates. We reply that it is rather difficult to

indicate this, because in each dry collodion process that has been
published the directions given have usually included the beating up of

the albumen. For example : in some cases it was beaten to a stilt froth,

allowed to liqtiefy (which occupied several hours), and a small lump of

camphor added to preserve it from putrefaction. In other cases am-
monia was added in the proportion of ten drops to tlie ounce, this Iwing
followed by frothing as before. A third method, which has received

much favour, consists in adding a few drops of glacial acetic acid to the

albumen, gtirrinff this up with a, glass rod, and aUo>t'ii>g it to stand
without anv beating up or (rothinj

.

A Y.vn'kek inquires if Professor Towler, the author of the Silver Hvnhmm,
is still alive, and whether h« continues to take nn interest in matters photo-
graphic. _ He (our correspondent) has been connected with photography
in the United .States for several yiflrs, and wishes to know why men
like Professor Towler and Mr. M. '(^arey lica, it they Ix- still living, are
allowed by tho fraternity there to remain in the background, when such
lustre might hi; shed upon their barren ci>nventions liy the presence of
men of such eminence. In reply: We arc happy to say that both of
the gentlemen named are still living. \Ve arc quite of the ojiiniim of our
correspondent as to the desirableness of securing U'Ctures (for such we
take to bo his meaning) at the meetings of tho convcuti<ins from men of
this class; but whether they would consent tu do so, if nqnwted, is

another matter.

F. J. O'B. inquires :—" .SupjKwing (which in my case is unfortunately not
.a matter of supposition, but of actual fact) that a four-inch lens—four
in(!hes in diameter I mean—has sustained such a severe contusion at one
side of tho fr(mt lens as to have shivered the glass to the extent of a
sixpence, may such a lens ever be rendered good for anything again?"
-—-In reply ; Examine the lens very critically to ascertain whether the
imagined fracture of the glass may not in reality l)e one of the balsam
by which the comi>onent parts of the front lens are cemented together.
If this be the case let it 1)6 removed from the cell and re-cemented,
liut if the glass itself 'oe fractured paint the shivered portion over with
opaque black varnish, to jirevent any of it Ijeing seen from behind, and
then mount tho lens so that the sto|)ped out portion shall be at one side
rather than at the top or bottom. By adopting such an arrangement it

is probable that the lens will work no worse than it did Iwforu the
accident.

" I H.WE a one-eighth inch microscojjio object-glass which defines verj- well
when used upon objects that have not got very fine lines. When the
light is somewhat oblique it shows tho markings upon the P. Formmnin
very plainly, but will not do so upon the P. Anijulatiim. As you will
have already ^lessed, it is of French manufacture and is not by any
means pretentious. What I wish to know is whether such an objective
will i)rove of any use in jjhotomicrography, and, if so, what particular
class of objects it will be good for. — B. H. A." In reply: The object-
glass referred to will answer for photographing such objects as can bo
visu.ally examined in a satisfactory manner by its agency. From the
description of what it can do it is evidently one of a very narrow angle.
Is our correspondent certain that it is the jjower (one-eightli) ho alleges
it be ? It may, more likely, be only a quarter. It is impossible to s|>eak
of its capabilities for photography unless it were tried for that purpose.
It will probably be slightly over-corrected for colour, which will necessi-
tate one or two preliminary trials when focussing.

A THIEF AT NOON.
I LoiTKR near the peasant's cot
(An<I "pot" it with luieiTlng shot),

And at the crows that scamper hy
My umte artillery let fly.

The " Lion on the old stono n'ate,"

Sung by Lord Alfred, meets his fate

With stoic calm ; no time to carp.
My shafts are keen and cruelly "sharp."

Nor Hodgo, nor hau^^Iity Vcre de ^'ero,

Tho loutish peusant, or the peer—
How'e'cr he fume, or curse, or gasp

—

>Vhen once within my tender clasp.

Can slip his gyves. The lowing kinc.
Unconscious prisoners of mine,
^lisrht roar the welkin into rain.

And gnaw their bonds—yet gnaw in vain I

] court the lijfht and woo the shade

;

With both I toy, as toj-s a maid
With rustic clown. 1 pet and coax,
.-\nd flout and sc>irn, and chicle and hoax,
.\nd goad them both. And all in prey
I slauvjhtcr in the glare of day.
I cloak them whilst there's Ii«:ht about.
And with the night I force them out.

Xo poacher half so deft as I,

Xo burglar so doinurely sly ;

I "bag" a treo or "gra-ss'' a roe.
And not tlio ghost or trouble know

;

Your mt-diaival robbers p.alc
licsid? the deeds that dog uiv trail.
I've nearly caught the sun at noon,
.\ad t'othei- night secured the uioon !

The burglar fears the light of stars.
The poathers wanderings Luna mats

;

Their baldness only blooms at eve—
I carry mine upon mv sleeve.
" Light! jtive mc light I" no nijht-binl I,
Who steals with sunbeams in his cvc

;

J'll drag a planet into sight.
Or take the I) 1, if there's light!

I kill with 5])eed, but always stop
To give a short and hasty drop

;

And with a neat decapitation
I often couple amputation.
The tniiikljug of the visual orb
Will of its.lt more time absorb
Than I should occupy In limnin'
A hnndreil thousand men and women I

Thomas Brdpinu.

(Eirljangc Column.
No charyc is mmlc for inseilinr; thfse amiovncemeiilj; hut in no rase do vre

insert any article merely okkeebi) FOn SAlB, that heimj done at a tmall cist
in our adeertisinn /taf/rs. This portion of our columns is derated to exchnnoes
only. It i* impenitiec that the name of the /lerson proposing the exrhanne
he ijiren (allhoiir/h not nccesstiri/y for puhlicatio)i, if a XOM UB FLClis be
thouffhl desimhk), othericise the notice teill itot appear.

Wanted ferrotyiw plates and other wot plate material in exchange for
a^ very rapid carte lens.—Address, American Stcdio, tjueen-street
Kxeter. '

I will exchange Tench's No. (5 wide-angle pliuio-Iens for Roes's 6x4 medium-
angle doublet, four-inch focus. — Addro«s, T. joxiis, 'photosrapher
Ludlow. ' •

I will exchange a carte lens, with rack and pinion, for a drying' oven
platinum crucible ; or offers.—Address, Hekdert (jOVer, 101, Waterloo-
street, Hanley.

I will exchange a lot of gelatino-brondde pictures, lx>th painted and black
and white, for anything useful in photography.—Aadress. C. T !«i;

Orbel-»tr.>et, Battersea Park, e.W. ^ * ' "»««», v.. i., 30^
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I will exchange a quarter-ijlate Lc Mcritnirr ccmiijlete, value thirty shillings,

with extra double slide. Wanted, a half-plate folding camera with one
or two slides; difference adjusted.—Address, 0, Mayo-road, Brighton.

I will exchange a good half-plate lens, combination, for views or portraits,

cap and flange, Waterhouse's stops, Eni,'lish makers, for a whole-plate

camera, dark slide, folding tripod ; difference adjusted.—Address, H. Y.,«

Edinburgh Post Office.

I will exchange my fifty-two-inch Coventry-made bicycle roadster, in fair

condition, for good camera and lens. \Vant a 10 X 8 or 12 X 10 camera
complete for studio; photo, of machine, two stamps.—Address, Photo-
GR.\PHBB, South-street, Romford, Essex.

I will exchange an interior background, conservatory background (new),

cabinet burnisher (new), I/ancaster's camera, )iress, liead-rest, side-slip

landscape, and posing-ohair (the property of a photographer going abroad),

for anythin'„', except photosjraphic materials.—Address, J. Wakd, 8, St,

Walburge-street, Preston,

^nslwrs to ©orwsponiJftits.

t^ Corrcspon'-lenta ihouhl never write on both sides of the paper.

Notice.—Each Correapondenl is required to enclose his name and address,

although not jiecessarilt/for publication. Comiimnications niatr, when thought

desirable, appear under a NOM DE pi.ujie as hitherto, or, bti preference,

under three letters of the alphabet. Such sif/natnres as " Constant Reader,''

"Subscriber," Ac, should be avoided. Cvrresiiondents irot conforming to

this rule icill therefore unda-stand the reason for the omission of their

communications.

Photographs Registered.—

Josepli ,Ste])hen Brown.

—

Group Photoriri'ph of Clergy and School Teachers

of St. ,Tohn\i, Bridgwater.

.l.ilin Owen, Ncwtuwn, Xorth W.iles.

—

Fire Photographs of Ifynnstaii,

the lic'idaice of Sir W. iV. W;nw, Dart., M. P., Jiuabon, Denbighshire.

William Pankhurst Slarsh, Norfolk C.ttage, Boguor.

—

Four Instan-

taneous Photographs of Sanger's Circus Procession, and One of the

Elephants and Camels in the .SV« tit Bognor.

WiTN'EY.—We are unable to give you the cost of advertising in the
American photographic publications.

Wii. G. -If an excess of potash lias boon used in the preparation of tho
solution linn; will he. thrown down, but it will do no harm,

A. B.—The only method by which we could decide the question is by
making an analysis. For this, we regret to say, we have not time at

present.

W. M. H.—We are unable to 8.ay with certainty, but we have an im-
pression they are to be procured from Messrs. Perry and Co., Holboru
Viaduct, K.C.

F. B.— 1. The only formula iiublished by Mr. Berkeley is four grains of

the sulphite to each grain of pyrogallic acid.—2. K that be tho golden
rule (';) so much the worse for theory.

S. R. B.—We believe the suit is still iiending, but when it will come on for

hearing is a matter of uncertainty. It cannot until after tile long vacation

is over. The matter is not, as yo\i surmise, droj)ped.

E, W.—Without knowing more of the circumstances we sliould be inclined

to attribute the defect to damp. So far as we can judge from the
appearance of the image the emulsion would appear to be all right.

A. J. McMahon.—The emulsion is now rpiite useless except for the silver

it contains. From Ion.; keeping during hot weather the gel.atine has
become decomposed. Do not waste time in trying to " vamp it up," but
make fresh.

IxqiiRKR.—Had this correspondent conformed to our rule, by enclosing his

name and address, his four or five rpieries would have been answered.
We never reply to questions unless the correspondent forward his name
and address. See he.ading to this column.

X. X.— 1. There is no means of removing the stains; but as you only
appear to re(iuire the negative for enlarging from they will not matter,
as you may avoid them in the transparency.—2. You had better employ
the formula supplied w ith the different makers' plates.

E. BoissosN-As; F. W. Vkrei, and Co. — Messrs. J. and E. Hall, 23,

St. Swithin's-lane, E.G., sujiply cold air machinery, such as are referred

to in our issue for 1st instant. Other firms supply "them also, but Messrs.
Hall manufacture a smaller ai)paratus than the others.

W. M.—We should advise you to have some light wooden frames, covered
with thin muslin, which can be fitted met the roof portion of the studio

during the summer months or when the sun is very brilliant. In the
winter, or when the light is dull, these can be removed and the full light

utilised.

White Rose.—The simplest and least expensive instantaneous shutters

are those of the "drop-shutter" form. Consult our advertisement

columns. There are many different makers, but we cannot undertake
to recommend any particular mauuf.acturer. It is against our ruh;

t« do 80,

A Welshman.—Methylated ether, if good, will do quite well for making
collodion for wet-plate work. It should have a specific gravity of '720 or

•725. If weaker than this it should not be employed. The alcohol will

answer perfectly ; indeed, for the iodiser it may be slightly weaker tbau

jrour sample,

,

CnAS. SpKNC'E.—The red spots on your prints appear to be caused by
bubbles of air adhering to them while in the toning bath, and these have
prevented the action of the gold solution. Keei) the prints moving all the
time they are in the solution, and see they do not get air-bells enclosed
between them.

W. W.—It ai^pears to us, from the print forwarded, that the upper
portion of the building is more strongly illuminated than the lower;
hence that part is over-exposed. Perhaps the building is situated in a
narrow thoroughfare, and possibly the lower part is shaded by the
houses opposite.

F, E,—1. We know of no cement which would be reliable. Better get a
new dish.—2. We fear the mixture would not dry sufficiently hard. If

it do, and the film be not allowed to toucli the backing, no injury will

result.—3. Most likely your surmise is correct. Try again, and see that
the emulsification is complete.

A. HiNTER.—Methylated " finish" can be employed in the manufacture of

varnish ; but you must bear in mind that it already contains three ounces
of some kind of gum to the gallon, and the retailer does not always
knoiy what gum it is. Very frequently it is of the commonest possible
quality, whatever it may be. We have known common rosin to be used.
Better commence with methylated spirit.

A Provi.ncial.—We think it is quite possible that the bronze or imitation
gold on the flock paper with wliich tlie walls of your reception-room are
covered may have something to do with the innumerable small, fading
spots on the prints, particularly when you say the prints are mounted
in this room immediately after it is swept and dusted. Possil>ly small
])aitieles of the bronze jiowder become detached from the walls and
eventually find their way on to the damp jirints; hence the source of

trouble. Try the experiment of mounting in another room for a few
weeks and note the effect. We shall be glad to learn the result of this

experiment,

Receivkd.—8. Highley, F.C.S.; George Smith; A. F. Genl.ain; W. H,
Harrison; &c.

Photooraphic Clcb.—At the forthcoming meeting of this Club, at

Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street, on Wednesday next, September 3rd,

the subject for discussion will be

—

On thi Effect of Jjiffmnl Alkalies in

the Development of (lelatiue. Plates, with demonstrations.—The Satur-

day afternoon outing will be at Hale End, leaving Liverjjool-street

Station at 2.2 p.m. -
Vpwards of HBO Paijes, Crown 8i'o.; PrU( Is.; Free by Post, Is. 4d.

THE BRITISH JOURNAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ALMANAC,
AND PHOTOGRArUKKS DAILY COMPANION FOR 1SS4.

EniTKD RV W. H. IJOLTOX.

The work contains about 150 ORIGINAL artK-les of the highest practie.il value

from all artistic, luiiiiiinilativt;. ;ui<l siiutttilic jmiiit of view in connection witli Photo-

graphy—contributions wliicb lu-i; coiiiuusly illustrated with wow\ engravings.

43' The Frontispiece, taken on an Edwards's XL Dr,v Plate and printtd in

Woodburutupe, consists of a rhariuimi Portrait nf the .Son of J,nrd

Robert Bruce in the character of " THE LITTLE BEGCAB.'
Loudon : IIexhv Grbenwoop, Publisher, 2, York .Street, Co^ent Ganiun, W.C.

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
Observations taken at 40G, Strand, by .T. H. Stewabd, Optician,

For three Weeks ending August 2i', 1SS4.

TUESU OUSERVATIOSS AKK TAKFX AT 8.30 A.M.

Auk. Barometer. wind. DryBulb. WctBuIb. .Solnr Shade
Hail. Temp.

Mill.

Ti-ni.

59

ICenitirks.

30 03 E 70 64 115 86 Hazy.

H .30 04 B 74 67 121 90 64 Hazy,
!l ,30-00 E 73 66 120 88 64 Hazy,

11 29 03 SE 7(i 66 128 94 65 Hazy,

12 29- 92 W 73 68 119 84 65 Cloudy,

13 .30 00 w 70 (55 121 78 62 Cloudy,

U 29-99 NW (>5 60 110 75 60 Bright & Clear.

15 ,30 07 N\V (i3 57 108 79 56 Cloudy.

1(1 30- 1.5 W G4 00 114 80 57 Hazy.

18 29-93 W 60 02 118 83 60 Hazv.

19 29-92 sw 63 60 113 73 56 Bright & Clear.

20 30 -0() N 61 56 106 73 54 Bright & Clear.

21 ,30-22 NK 66 60 92 77 58 Hazy,
•>> 3I'-21 SE 67 58 112 82 58 Hazy.

23 SOU E 65 63 1-20 82 59 ' Hazy.

2o 29-97 NE 68 64 85 70 64 i Cloudy.

26 .30- Hi N 55 50 94 63 49 Bright & Clear.

27 29-95 NW 55 51 — 64 51 Overcast.
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THE DETERIORATION OF GELATINE PLATES.

Tub question of the deterioration of gelatine plates with age is one

of constant reciiiTence, and one which obviously presents a con-

siderable importance to photographers. It is true that under

ordinary circmiistances^even suppo.dng, for the sake of argument,

that the sensitive film must necessarily deterioi-ate—the trouble is

not one that need cause serious inconvenience, inasmuch as, being

warned of the danger, it is within the power of the photographer

to employ plates whose character is beyouAsuspicion. But, on the

other hand, it may be beyond the range of possibility that the new-

ness of the plates can be guaranteed, or tliat they can be used within

the period to which tlieir good qualities extend.

For instance, the pliotographer who is depending for his supply

of plates upon commercial sources is, to a certain extent, in the

dark entirely as to their age, and can only judge of their quality by

actual trial. Yet even he, by systematically noting the number

which most manufacturers place upon each box to denote the batch

of emulsion from which those particular pktes were made, can

form some sort of at least approximate judgment of their age.

Thus, in a case which recently came under our notice, two batches

of plates by the same maker, and purchased at the same time

through a dealer, were sent to us for comparison. The results in one

case were perfect, while in the other the films had undergone a

certain amount of deterioration in the shape of incipient fog at the

edges. Upon reference to the respective numbers of the two batches,

and knowing the .system adopted by the particular maker, we found

that there was a difference of nearly three yeai-s between the ages

of the two samples, one of which had evidently been in the dealer's

stock for a very lengthy period.

Then, again, in the case of plates exported to distant parts,

or carried on lengthy journeys, to be developed probably months

after exposure : it is impossible to guard against the effects of

deterioration if such a tendency exist; and hence the importance of

studying the question thoroughly with a view to the discovery

of the conditions which favour or otherwise the keeping qualities of

our plates.

We may at once state, as wc have done before, that in our

opinion dry gelatine plates do not ncx»sa)-U;/ deteriorate in the

slightest degree, and tliere is abundant evidence in support of that

vic\». On the other hand the fact is indisputable that some films

do unmistakably exhibit signs of falling off within a very short

period of their preparation, the inference being that the result

is caused by some variations in tlieir mode of preparation, probably

a-ssisted by tlie manner of their keeping.

Colonel Stuart Worlley's experience during his trip round the

world was distinctly in favour of the stability of his sensitive films.

His evidence was to the effect that under extremely trying condilion.s

liis dry plates were almost the only tlrings on board that did not

suffer more or less from the effects of damp and salt water, and

that most of them after a journey of nearly twelve months' duration

produced perfect negatives upon development.

What is it, then, that causes the change which is noticeable in so

many plates \ There can be little doubt that it is mainly caused

by imperfect elimination of the soluble products contained in the

emulsion ; for it is difficult to conceive that a fdra of pure silver

bromide and pure gelatine preserved in a perfectly dry state can
possibly contain within itself the elements of decay. But to which
of these soluble products are we to look for an explanation of the
evil ] Possibly to each and all, for even the excess of soluble

bromide, restrainer though it be, may introduce a slight element of

at least uncertainty.

The chief products of the process of eraulsitication (other than
the silver bromide) to which we have to look are the soluble nitrates

formed by double decomposition. The excess of soluble bromide (for

we take it that an excess of silver is never under ordinary conditions

present) and a certain proportion of decomposed gelatine is pro-

duced by the application of heat or by the use of alkali. In the

ammonia method of emulsification the alkali itself must be added as

a highly important factor, and one or two others that will be men-
tioned as we go on.

We may here interpolate a few words on the subject of excess of

silver, which, as we have hinted above, is seldom or never present

as such. The effect upon the keeping qualities of the films of free

silver present during emulsification—though subsequently removed
by washing—was distinctly shown by !Mr. H. B. Berkeley some
yeais ago in a distinct, indeed very marked, discolouration of the

whole film, resulting from the mutual reactions of the silver nitrate

and the organic gelatine. This, however, is not the description of

defect we have to guard against, and free silver in that sense may
be set on one side.

But it is nearly certain that the defect is to be traced to the

presence of a silver compound other than the sensitive haloid,

which is capable of spontaneous decomposition and which is,

moreover, readily acted upon by abnormal atmospheric influences.

In other words, an organic silver compound of inferior stability

to the haloid is formed in som^' manner during the process of

emulsification, and to this the gradual deterioration is due. Let
us see what are the chances of such a result.

In the first place, there is to be reckoned the mere contact. of the

gelatine with the silver nitrate, even though the latter bo not in

excess of the soluble bromide. If the emulsion be neutral or

slightly alkaline the formation of an insoluble organic compound is

nearly certain ; but if, on the contrary, it be faintly acid the chances

are greatly reduced, the oompound, if formed at all, remaining
soluble, and being thus removed by thorough washing. As might

be expected, those films made ifofn ammonia-ripened emulsion are

more prone to deterioration than others.

Many operators prefer to mix the emulsion by first adding the

silver to the gelatine and nfterwa»r<is the soluble bromide—a process

which would seem to favour the chance of the formation of au organic

compound.

But even when the soluble bh>mide is in excess-thcre exL-sts the

possibility of the formation of this inorganic compound, ina-sniuch

as potassium and annnoniuni and silver bromides are solvents of

the silver salt ; consequently the emulsion contains a ftmall

l>roportion of dissolved silver bromide which is capable of combin-
ing with the gelatine. In the case of an emulsion quickly and
thoroughly washed probably no ill effect would arise from this cause,
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but it is easy to conceive that under opposite conditions danger

miglit lurk. Even the decomposition nitrates exercise a certain

solvent action on some of the silver compounds, and their presence

in the film may, therefore, contribute towards the tendency to

deterioration.

Another and, very likely, the most dangerous of all the ingre-

dients is perhaps the decomposed gelatine, especially when it is

accompanied by a trace of alkali. Independent of its deliquescent

char.icter, and the consequent aid it tluis lends to the work of

decomposition, it is a reducer of the silver haloids. One of the

best modes of reducing waste gelatine emulsion consists, in fact, in

boiling, with the addition of an alkali, when the haloid is rapidly

and completely reduced. If this change occur thus rapidly where

circumstances favour we can easily comprehend its more gradual

and less marked occurrence in the gelatine film, especially when
from imperfect storage the conditions are again favourable.

But it is needless to multiply the possible reactions that may tend

to produce deterioration ; the instances we have given will serve to

show that by perfect washing of the emulsion in the first instance

nearly every chance of danger is eliminated. Such washing I'e-

moves entirely all soluble matter capable of forming an easily

reducible compound, and the resulting films are thus protected

not only from spontaneous internal decay but also from tlie in-

fluence of outside conditions.

From what has been said our readers will recognise the great

value of the different methods of emulsifying by precipitation. As
a matter of fact we discovered a few months ago in a drawer whei'e

they had been exposed to a not over dry atmosphere for nearly five

years some plates made by Captain Abney's precipitation process

soon after its publication in 1879. They were in every way as

perfect as when newly made, though other plates in the same
drawer were strongly discoloured at the edges and had acquired a

distinctly metallic appearance.

ON THE ARTISTIC MOUNTING OF PHOTOGRAPHS.
It is quite a relief to see that the art aspect of photography is

again receiving some little attention, for of late the proceedings of

the diflferent photographic societies have chiefly been devoted to the

discussion of purely technical matters.

At the last meeting but one of the Photographic Club the topic

brought forward for discussion was the artistic mounting of photo-
graphs. Tiiis subject, though an old theme, is one that has not

received that amount of attention on the part of photographers
generally, but portraitists particularly, which it deserves. They, as a
rule, are still content with the old, conventional style of mounting
which has been in vogue ever since the earliest days of photography.
We allude to the orthodox cut-out mount with a dome, oval, or
cushion-shaped opening, with its neatly-bound gilt bevel and gold

line. Now, the employment of these shapes, it may be mentioned,
is chiefly confined to photographs, and were in the first instance,

doubtless, introduced for the purpose of hiding the defective corners
of the picture, caused by the plate being held by the corners
during the coating and development or from accidental stains from
the corners of the dark slides ; and these shapes have been adhered
to, more or less, for portraits ever since.

It is very seldom that works of art are seen of these shapes—except
occasionally the oval—as they are generally rectangular. This is the
shape which is now almost universally adopted for landscape photo-
graphs. But our remarks on the present occasion are principally

directed to portraits, and these of the larger dimensions. It is true
that, since the introduction of the panel "and other modern sizes,

several of our more artistic photographers have adopted the rec-

tangular shape for their large portraits when they are mounted with
a margin instead of being put in a cut mount.

During the discussion at the Club it was generally conceded that
photographs on india-paper were far more artistic in appearance
than those which are mounted on the imitation tint printed by
lithography, particularly when the prints are "plate-marked."
India-paper— or, rather, what is called india-paper— and that
which is now used even for the finest engravings, it may be stated,

J« really only an imitation of tie genuine article; but it answers

our present purpose quite as well, if not better. This paper

possesses many advantages over the printed tint beyond that just

mentioned, as it may be had in various shades to suit the parti-

cular tone of the picture—a great advantage in the case of carbon

or platinotype prints—whereas the lithographed tints obtainable in

commerce are limited to two or three at most. Again : the india-

paper can be cut to any size or shape to suit the individual photo-

graph to be mounted, while the printed tints are only to be had in

certain stock sizes, these being somewhat limited, and frequently

found to be of a very unsuitable shape for certain subjects.

In all cases where a print is mounted on india-paper it is

very desirable that it should be plate-marked ; and this necessi-

tates that the mounting be done on plate-paper, as cardboard,

unless it be very thin, would require too much pressure to obtain

the impression. Good plate-paper mounts always have a more

artistic appearance than cardboard, unless, indeed, this be of a

much superior quality to that usually employed for the mounting of

photographs. If the size be large there will be a difficulty in

getting the paper mount flat in the frame ; hence the print must

be treated in the same way as the better class of engravings

are, namely, mounted on linen and a stretcher. This treatment

does not remove the plate-mark, but only slightly subdues it,

which is an advantage. Photographs of large size thus treated,

when suitably framed, are exceedingly artistic as well as effective.

It is somewhat surprising that the system of mounting large photo-

graphs on linen stretched on a frame instead of cardboard is not

more generally adopted when the picture is required with a

margin. Pictures so mounted are far more artistic and little or

no more expensive, especially for the larger sizes ; indeed for the

largest sizes it would probably be cheaper than using mounting-

boards of good quality.

Steel-plate engravings are frequently printed on a very coarse

and rough paper; but, in printing, the pressure renders it

perfectly smooth on those portions which come in contact with the

plate, leaving the margin of the paper in its original coarseness.

Some time since we had a series of photographs mounted on a

similar paper and india-paper ; they were then rolled with heavy

pressure on a steel plate rather larger than the india-paper. By this

means the margin of the paper was left coarse and rough, while the

print and tint, with a small portion of the plate-paper surrounding

it, was rendered smooth and even. This treatment in mounting

gave the pictures a very artistic and refined appearance. Whenever

india-paper is used the print should always be trimmed the same

shape as it— which, for artistic effect, should in most c.ises be

rectangular. It is clearly a mistake to trim the print to a dome or

cushion shape and then mount it upon a rectangle, though this is

frequently done.

There is no re;ison wliatever why the photograph itself should

not be printed with a margin an inch or so wide, provided the

negative be masked up sharp and evenly. In the finished print

the margin would never be really white, so that when the photo-

graph is put upon the mount the margin will always show a

more or less delicate tint, which, as a rule, harmonises with the

picture admirablj'. We have seen some carbon pictures—copies of

drawings—on rough paper, printed with a broad margin, so that

they did not require a separate mounting. They were simply

pasted on to a linen stretcher, and put into a plain, flat, unpolished

oak frame, with a narrow gold bead inside. The general effect of

the picture was very artistic and most unphotographic in ap-

pearance. The prints being of a sepia colour, and on the rough

drawing-paper, were very close imitations of the original draw-

ings.

We recently saw some large-sized portraits which had been most

artistically treated in the mounting and framing. The prints them-

selves were in ))latinum and (black) carbon. They were jilaced

behind very thick cut-out mounts with rectangular openings, and

instead of the bevils being gilt, after the orthodox fashion with

photographic mounts, they were left white, as is usually the custom

with mounts for water-colour, or pencil drawings. They were then

framed in simple black and gold frames. The pictures themselves

were very artistic productions, and these qualities were still further

enhanced by the recliercM Btyle of mounting and framing.
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No apology is necessary for once more directing attention to the
real importance of so apparently trivial a question as tlio niountinj;

of |)Iiotof,'rapli3, seeing the marked effect for better or for worse tlio

style of mounting may liave on the finished jiicture. It is grievous
to see it, but it frequently happens that a picture which has received
the most artistic treatment in its produotiou is completely spoilt by
injudicious mounting and framing.

We hope to take an early opportunity of giving some practical

hints oil mounting on linen and stretchers, on india-paper, and also

A simple method uf plate-markiug.

THE FADING OF COLLODION IMAGES.
If there be one doctrine or dogma in photography held more
strongly than another by the fraternity it is that of the stability of

ft collodion image. Practice and e.xperience have conhrnied what
theory had pointed out, namely, that the atoms of metallic silver,

of which the collodion image consisted, should remain imbedded in

the innocuous collodion filament in which they were formed with-
out undergoing any change whatever.

We know that in pyroxyline spontaneous decomposition some-
times occurs. This is usually due to the employment of a very
high temperature in its preparation, and to the acids not having
been thoroughly removed. In such a cise an atmosphere of red
fumes will be found in the bottle in which it is kept, caused by a
partial liberation of the oxide of nitrogen. It would be a subject of too

protracted a character were we to here investigate the behaviour of

such pyroxyline after it became converted into collodion, carrying
still further investigation into its state when, after liaving been
subjected to those operations in the course of which it became the
recipient of an image, it eventually found its consummation in a
horny pellicle in which were imbedded, both on its surface and
throughout its substance, granulated atoms of silver.

Despite all theories to the contrary, collodion images, as they exist

in everyday photographic life, are occasionally found to fade, and in

some instances to fade badly. This is not necessarily dependent
upon any deleterious influence or action of the atmosphere, as it

occurs when the image is completely isolated from the influences of

air. For example : some of the early specimens of microphoto-
graphy exhibited at a meeting of the London Photographic Society

on November '), 1857, and to which we have access for examination,
show serious indications of fading, one of them in particular—

a

portrait of the then President of the Society, the late Sir Frederick
Pollock, Lord Chief Baron—although smaller than a pin's head, and
protected from the atmosphere by a thin glass covering plate

cemented by Canada balsam to that which contains the picture, has
faded to such an extent as to show (when examined under a micro-
scope) innumerable spots all over the background, a portion of the
face and figure having disappeared altogether. And yet this tiny
photograph has lain closely imbedded in resin, or hardened Canada
balsam, from the day it was produced, now nearly twenty-seven
years back, which demonstrates that the agent of destruction did
not in this case come from withont, but had been imbedded within
the photograph itself.

Conversing with one of several photographei-s, at present on a
visit to England, as to the causes of the reported collapse of the
attempts lately made to get collodion transfers naturalised in the
United States, he said that a,fama exists against them there in con-
sequence of their liability to fade—not alone in the colouring, as
had already been described by one of the correspondents of the
British Joursal of PnoTOORAFHy, but in the substance com-
posing the image itself.

With regard to the fading of the transparent oil pigments
with which the faces of such transfers are treated by way of being
painted, especially in climates where the sun's rays are powerful

:

this, we im.igine, is one of the inevitable accompaniments of low-
priced work. A transfer painter, who lately called to show us
specimens of his work, spoke of nine shillings per dozen as the
remuneration given in some establishments for finishing an ordinary
12 X 10 portrait in oils. But neither the artistic merit of the
painting uor the permanence of the colours concerns ua at present,

our inquiry having reference to the cansee why the collodion
transfer, a» a photograph, should, under some circumstiincei,
succumb to the influence of time with the great rapidity alleged by
our American friend to be found sometimes in his country.

Watching carefully a workman reported to be Kkilful in pro(liic>

ing tran.sfers of a good quality, we obterved several thiiign that
would go a long way in accounting for the speedy destruction of the
transfers. One of those was the obtaining of a fine tone by sulphur.
The workman in question—who was a mere nianipul.itor, and did

not appear to possess any more chemical knowledge than sufficed

to weigh out and mix the compounds he used—stared when we
spoke of sulphur toning. When, however, we made inquiry as to
his reasons for fixing his enlargements in an old hypo, bath,
charged with silver not only from its solvent action upon the
iodide, but from the addition made to it, with every plate \ta-

mersed, of pyrogallic acid, citric acid, acetic acid, and nitrate of

silver—for it was part of the routine system of operations that the
image was not to be washed previous to its immersion in the fixing

bath, but must be transferred direct just as it stands—he replied
that such w.as the system universally adopted and insisted on at
the establishment where he had long practised transfer making,
and where the trifling remuneration given—from sixpence to a
shilling a doz-3n for 12 x 10 size—prevented the workmen from
being squeamish as to the stability of their work provided a good
tone was obtained.

But this was not all we saw. The enlarged sulphur-toned trans^
parency having been rinsed to remove the .so-called hyposulphiter
of-soda solution, was then placed in close contact with a sheet of
transfer paper coated with gelatine and alum, and placed in water
until it was flaccid, in which state it was rubbed into close contact
with the wet collodion image and allowed to remain for several
hours, or until both were quite dry, after which the paper, to

which the image was now attached, was stripped from off the
gla.ss, pasted or glued to a card, and passed into the hands of
the painter.

If a premium were offered for a process which should ensure
the briefest possible tenure of existence to a photograph, we
question if it could be found in the ability of any photographio
chemist to devise or suggest one which would more completely
fulfil the conditions than that which we have here described.

But, although in practice, and when conducted under the cir-

cumstances narrated, the collodion transfer process may be totally

unreliable, it does not, by any means, follow that it may not be one
of the most stable of all methods, and yield results which are

practically durable. Several writers on this subject have spoken of

this quality as pertaining to transfers, and seeing it can so easily be
secured it is a pity that those who have to produce enlargements under
climatic influences which favour fading, or by which such incipient

seeds of fading as may be present in the photograph become rapidly

developed, do not adopt all precautionary and preventive measures
to prevent these seeds of consumption from germinating.

The most beautiful enlarged collodion photographs are not
necessarily the most permanent—an assertion not likely to be gain-,

said for a moment by those who still retain in their possession any
of the once beautiful photo-crayon enlargements which, when intro-

duced by the late Mr. Oliver Sarony many years ago, caused such a
furore. But, as in these photo-crayons it was afterwards found
to be possible to combine permanence with beauty, so is it in the case

of the collodion-transfer process, which is but a very slight remove
from that to which we have just alluded. To this subject we may
hereafter return.

FRILLING AND ITS CURE.
From the earliest days of gelatine dry-plate photography frilling

of the film—whether assuming the form of the true frill (ihat is, a
swelling,80raetirae8toextremedimen3ion8,oftheedge of the film, thus
causing it to iissume the well-known and well-described appearance)

or taking the shape of blisters of various sizes—h:is been an evil

dreaded by all. Rarely has a photographer a summer's experience

without a single example of the evil, which, when it does make its

appearance, proverbially spoils the beat negative of the year.
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Innumerable nostrums have been tried and recommended in the

shape of prevention ; but in practice they are mainly reduced to the

employment of an alum, either in the manufacture of the emulsion

or aa an after-treatment when the plate has been destroyed. There

are well-known dangers in connection with the former method,

while the latter is objected to in consequence of the increased length

of time that must be devoted to a negative before it can be con-

sidered as past the finished stage.

There is no doubt that a much greater immunity from this evil

characterises the plates now to be procured from the dealers; but,

notwithstanding the greater knowledge obtained by practice, com-

bined with judicious discrimination in the choice of gelatines,

frilling is by no means a thing of the past. The alum bath used

before fixing is, however, efteotive in almost every case, and we
bave already published the advantages of a thorough draining of

the hypo, before wasliing the plate after fixing. The only objection

to this useful method is the danger of allowing the draining to

continue for too long a period, when, with some class of film, the

image is slowly attacked, a plan, by-the-bye, which enables it to be

of considerable use in reducing the strength of an over-dense nega-

tive if left for a very considerable length of time—say a whole day,

for instance.

Sulphate of magnesia has been much spoken of; but, apart from

any objections to its quality of being precipitated by the ammonia
of the developer, we have found, after many inquiries, that scarcely

any photographer makes use of this remedy.

AVhen a particular batch of plates is in the uniform habit of frill-

ing, if the owner do not cure them with a hammer he can generally

avoid losing a negative by treating every plate with alum before

fixing. The chief danger of losing a plate happens when a case of

frilling suddenly and unexpectedly occurs. Some dozens or hundreds

of a particular make have behaved to perfection in this respect, and

a frilled negative is the last thing thought of ; but on some special

occasion—an extreme elevation of temperature, an unusually pro-

longed development, or from no known cause at all—the negative

when taken out of the washing water is seen to be ruined, covered

over with blisters of all sizes, or the film bloated and expanded at

the edge—-one huge excrescence, perhaps, reaching the middle of the

plate. Or, what is worse, the same .appearance may be presented

upon the first rinse with the washing water while all the hypo,

remains in the film.

We have not, however, been drawing pictures of troubles which

our readers know are not imaginary without having a remedy
to suggest. To Mr. Watmougli Webster we are indebted for

details of a method which, in the short time we have had to try it,

has shown itself to be a perfect cure for a highly-developed state

of frill and blister. We cannot do better than to describe the trial we
gave the plan. Taking a twelve-by-ten rather under-exposed plate

we developed it for a lengthened period, slightly focussing with
ammonia and using water at a temperature of about CO' Fahr.

After fixing, without any preliminary treatment with alum, we
placed it under a rose to wash, and finally allowed it to soak in

a dish of water, thus affording every chance for the formation
of frill in a plate disposed that way.

After a time a blister about an inch in diameter formed in

the middle of the plate, and a large frill about three by two inches
at the edge—not a very terrible state of affairs, it may be said, yet
suflTicient to spoil any negative where, as in this case, important de-
tail was included. Under ordinary circumstances this frill and
blister would have dried down different in texture and with sundry
creases.

Our next step was to place the frilled negative in a solution of
alum, leave it there for an hour, and then well wash. After
washing we removed the superfluous water with a dry clotli (of

course, avoiding touching the raised film), and placed the plate in a
dish of methylated spirit. At the end of a couple of hours wo did
not seem to have gained much, so covering the dish with a sheet of

glass we left the negative soaking in spirit all night. Tiie next
morning not a trace of frill or blister was left, and, after drying,
the closest examination fails to reveal where either blister or frill

had been. There is no alteration in the density of the image, no
puckering or falling into ridges, and, in fact, in every sense the

negative appears perfect. If, as we have no reason to doubt, this

method of Mr. Watmough Webster's should be applicable to all

cases of frilling, however strongly developed, it will be of the greatest

practical importance, as there cannot be a doubt that instances

are numerous where fine negatives have been rendered utterly

worthless from frill or fine blisters. On portrait negatives with

plain backgrounds, though the negative may be put to dry at once

when the blisters are discovered, the ordinary mode of treatment

always leaves evidence of their presence behind ; but the spirit

treatment rapidly takes them away, and permits the negative to

dry without leaving a trace of their presence.

It will also assist in adding to the keeping qualities of negatives;

for we do not doubt that there are many valuable negatives stored

by pliotographers already in a state of incipient disintegration

through having been washed and dried long before the hypo, had
been removed so as to avoid the spreading of blisters and frills,

which, as is well known, are liable to spread with startling rapidity

very soon after their first formation. Now, in a frilling case, the

washing may be prolonged for a time sufficient to get rid of the

main part of the hypo. Alum solution may follow to decompose the

last trace of hypo, and to arrest further frilling; the soaking in

spirit will then eradicate the evil already present.

We anticipate the method will be well tried by many of our

readers, and we trust they will, for the benefit of others, send us an

account of their success.

The Presidential Address at the British Association meeting having

been devoted to physical science, it will be readily inferred that

photography was closely allied to many of the subjects touched

upon. It is not often that a striking novelty is introduced in this

part of the proceedings, the President usually confining himself to

a resume oi the progress made in the science on which he treats. It

goes without saying that accuracy and lucidity characterised the

address of Lord Kayleigli, than whom it would not be possible to

find a more suitable exponent of science, from the double standpoint

of theory and practice.

TnE science of optics, it is well known, is one to which his lordsliip

has devoted special attention and it is interesting to note that the

important role played in it by photography forms the opening part

of the portion of his address given to optics. We have from lime to

time kept our readers thoroughly an courant with scientific dis-

coveries relating to pliotography as they have been published by

their authors, so that to keen readers of this Journal the topics

dwelt upon by the President will not be unfamiliar. He said :

—

The mystery attaching to tlie invisible rays lying beyond the red

has been fathomed to an extent that a few years ago would have

seemed almost impossible. By the use of special photographic methods

Abney has mapped out the peculiarities of this region with such success

that our knowledge of it begins to be comparable with that of the parts

visible to the eye. Equally important work has been done by Laugley,

using a refined instrument of Ills own based upon the principle of

Siemens's pyrometer. This instrument measures the actual energy of

the radiation, and thus expresses the effects of various parts of tlie

spectrum upon a common scale, independent of the properties of the

eye and of sensitive photographic preparations. Interesting results

have also been obt.aiued by Becquerel, whose metliod is founded upon a

curious action of the ultra-red rays in enfeebling the light emitted bv
phosphorescent substances.'

Attention is called to Professor Langley's remarkable investiga-

tions upon the part played by atmospheric absorption in altering

the colour of the sun as seen from the earth, which show that to an

eye situated outside tlie atmosphere the sun would present a bluish

tint. He said it would be interesting to compare the experimental

numbers with the law of the scattering of light by small particles given

some years ago as tlie result of theory. Though he does not refer to

tliis phase of the subject there is no doubt that a special interest

attaches to it at the present time on account of M. Montigny's

weather prophecies, which, fulfilled as tliey have been, and connected

with this point, naturally excite considerable attention in this

direction.

Loud R.\yleioh avoided all but a very slight reference to chemical

subjects; hence Professors Liveing and Dewar's researches into the

ultra-violet portion of the spectrum—which are closely connected
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with the chemical constitution of bodies, and which have been
carried on almost entirely by photographic aid—are dismissed by
tiie remark that the subject is too large both for the occasion and
the individual. Lord Hayleigh, however, distinctly foreshadows a
great change in the mode of viewing chemical action in the future.

It is well known that there is often uncertainty in spectrum indi-
cations as to whether certain lines are due to matter in the sun, or
whether they are not rather due to absorption in the terrestrial
atmosphere. Hitherto the point has only been able to be settled
by observations of the sun taken at different altitudes ; but, by a
methotl founded on a combination of principles enunciated by
various investigators, a plan has been devised which enables the
determination to be quickly made. The President's own words
may be quoted. Speaking of this " beautiful application of an idea
of ]>oppler," he says :

—

If a vibrating body have a general motion of approach or recession
the waves emitted from it reach the observer with a frequency which
falls sliort of the real frequency of the vibrations themselves ; the
consequence is that, if a glowing gas be in motion in the line of sight,
the spectral lines are thereby displaced from the position they would
occupy wore the gas at rest. • • • But the sun itself is in rotation,
and thus the position of a solar spectral line is slightly different
according as the light comes from the advancing or the retreating limb.
Tliis displacement was, I believe, first observed by Thollon ; but what
I now desire to draw attention to is the application of it, by Cornu, to
determine whether a line is of solar or atmospheric origin. For this
purpose a small image of the sun is thrown upon the slit of the spectro-
scope, and caused to vibrate two or thi-ee times a second in such a
manner that the light entering the instrument comes alternately from
the advancing and retreating limbs. Under these circumstances a line
duo to absorption within the sun begins to tremble as the residt of
slight alternately opposite displacements. But if the seat of absorption
he in the atmosphere it is a matter of indifference from what part of
the sun the liglit originally proceeds, and the light maintains its posi-
tion in spite of the oscillation of the image upon the slit of the
telescope.

A BRIEF statement of an important law regarding prisms and
gratings is given:—"The optical power in gratings is propor-
tional to the total number of lines accurately ruled without re-
gard to the degree of closeness, and in prisms that it is propor-
tional to the thickness of the glass traversed." * * "The mag-
nificent gratings of Rowlands," Lord Rayleigh states, "are a new
power in the hands of the spectroscopist, aud as triumphs of
mechanical art seem little short of perfection."

Our readers may remember that, a few months ago, we gave the
results of experiments made by Messrs. Young and Forbes, which
showed that light varied in the rapidity of its propagation accord-
ing to its colour or wave-length. " Such a variation is opposed to
all theoretical evidence," the President stated, and could only be
accepted on the strongest evidence." Such a disturbing conclusion,
however, has not been accepted, and Mr. Michelson had informed
Lord Iliiyleigh that he has recently repeated his experiments with
special reference to the point in question, and has arriN'ed at the
conclusion that no variation exists comparable with that asserted by
Messrs. Young and Forbes. The actual velocity was found to be,
as before, 299,800 kilometres per second.

iHis question of the lengths of light-waves has long been connected
with that of the thickness of soap-bubbles. " It is remarkable "

says the President, " how the playthings of our childhood give rise
to questions of the deepest scientific interest. The top is, or may
be, understood

; but a complete comprehension of the kite and of
the soap-bubble would carry us far beyond our present state of
knowledge. In spite of the admirable investigations of Plateau it
still remains a puzzle why soapy water stands almost alone among
fluids as a material for bubbles. # * * When the thickness of
a film falls below a small fraction of the length of a wave of light
the colour disappears, and is replaced by an inten.so blackness.
1 rofessora Remold and Riicker have recently made the remarkable
observation that the whole of the black region soon after its forma-
tion IS of uniform thickness— * # # between seven aud four-
teen milhonths of a nullimetre, so that the thinnest films cor-
respond to about one-seventieth of a wave-length of light.

Ah interesting reference is made to the radiometer, that instrument
—wonderful after all—of which such great things were expected in

photography. It is well known that the investigation carried on by
Mr. W. Crookes with regard to this instrument led to the coustructioit
of what was prHcticaiiy an entirely new instrument—the pump for
obtaining extremely high vacua. With regard to the resistance
of the contained air to the vanes some meet interesting fact*
are given. " Maxwell drew the atarlling conclusion that the viscoeity
of a gas should be independent of its density—that within wide
limits the resistance to the moving disc should be scarcely diminished
by pumping out the gas so as to form a partial vacum. Experiment
fully confirmed this theoretical anticipation—one of the most re-

markable to be found in the whole history of science. * * *
Subsequently the law has been examined by Crookes, who ex-
tended his observations to the highest degree of exhaustion. Per-
haps the most remarkable results relate to hydrogen. From the
atmospheric pressure of 760 m.m. down to about half a m.ni.
of mercury the viscosity is constant."

It is matter of congratulation for photographers that practically
they were not involved by the electrical speculative mania which
has had so much to do with the "low water" in which electric

illumination now stands. Coaipanies being wound up, and public
lighting, in many places, having turned out a practical failure,
form a very pointed contrast to the glowing anticipations of a few
short years ago. Notwithstanding all this Lord Rayleigh is most
hopeful about the future of electric lighting. Photographers take
a pride in the linking of the name of Swan—eminent among photo-
graphic inventors—with the foremost men of science of the day.

We could not do better than conclude our risum4 of the photo-
graphic points of the discourse by giving the President's remarks
upon inventions and inventors, which are pregnant with suggestive-
ness in regard to various matters that have recently been brought
into prominence in the photographic world :

—

By a fiction as remarkable as any to be found in law, what has once
been published, even though it be in the Russian language, is usually
spoken of as " known," and it is often forgotten that the rediscoverj- in
the library may be a more difficult and uncertain process than the first

discovery in the laboratory. • • • In making oneself acquainted
with what has been done in any subject it is good policy to consult first

the writers of highest general reputation. Although in scientific
matters we should aim at independent judgment, and not rely too
much upon authority, it remains true that a good deal must always be
taken upon trust. Occasionally an observation is so simple and easily
repeated that it scarcely matters from whom it proceeds ; but, as a rule,
it can hardly carry full weight when put forward by a novice whose
care and judgment there has been no opportunity of testing, and whose
irresponsibility may tempt him to "take shots," as it is called. Those
who have had experience in accurate work know how easy it would be
to save time and trouble by omitting precautions and passing over dis-

crepancies, and yet, even without dishonest intention, to convey the
impression of conscientious attention to details.

LIME-LIGHT EXPLOSIONS AND THEIR PREVENTION.
My last article on lime-light explosions was intended to conclude
the subject ; but now that the lantern season is drawing near the
manufacturing opticians are beginning to be interested, and I have
been asked to make further experiments.
A jet with safety arrangement in the front, near to the place

usually occupied by the mixing chamber, appears to be a desidera-
tum, and my first trials in that direction were not satisfactor)'.

Mr. W. Broughton, the inventor of the ethoxo process, tells me
also that he began by filling the mixing chamber of his jet with
pumice granules, but afterwards discarded that method in favour
of the tubes. My own jet was made to pass the gases through the
granules before they entered the mixing chamber, but the forcing

action proved to be greater than when the granules were in tubes
attached to the taps of the jet, I have now, therefore, altered it in

such a way that I can place the mixing chamber either above
or below the granules, and have therebj' obtained interesting results.

No. 1. Pulverised glass, screened by two sieves of forty and fifty

meshea to the inch respectively, in a tube half-an-inch wide and
haif-an-inch long, with a mixing chamber holding about one and a-

half fluid drachms of water between it and the nipple. The ex-

ploding flame of ethoxo gas was arrested three times consecutively,

out on the fourth trial it passed through the granules and destroyed

the balloon.

No. 2. Same as No, 1, but commercial granulated brass, screened

by sieves Nos, 24 and 30, used instead of pulverised glass. The
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flame passed llirough on tlie Hist trial, the graaules being too coarse

for a tube so short as halt-an-inch.

No. 3. Same as No. 2, but with finer granules of brass, the sieves

being thirty-six and sixty meshes respectively. Flame arrested and
could not be driven through by repeated trials.

No. 4. Same as No. 3, but the front part of the jet heated by a

spirit lamp until it became as hot as it would be likely to be from
the heat of the lantern at the conclusion of a two-houra' lecture.

The flame now passed through the granules on the first trial.

Nn. 5. Same as No. 4, but the mi,x.ing chamber placed below the

granules, and only enough space left above for the free passage of

the gases. Flame arrested, and could not be made to pass after

many trials.

No. 6. Same as No. 5, but pulverised glass used instead of metallic

granules. Flame still arrested, although the jet was hotter than the

hand could bear.

No. 7. Same as No. 6, but an india-rubber suction ball attached to

the O tap, the balloon being on the II tap of the jet. The result

was that as soon as the suction was ajjplied the flame disappeared

from the orifice of the jet, and the whole of the explosive gas passed

out of the balloon, through the mixing chamber, back into the ball,

but without igniting. This experimen^was intended to imitate the

falling off of a weight from one of the bags in the oxyhydrogen
process ; only in that case the gas is not sucked back by the bag
from which the weight has fallen, but is forced the wrong way by
the bag still loaded. The experiment, however, shows that if there

were any suction it would relieve itself at the expense of the other

bag, and would not draw the flame through the safety tube.

No 8. A repetition of No. 7, with brass granules instead of glass.

Passage of the gas in the wrong direction as before, but flame
arrested and no explosion in the balloon.

No. 0. Granules of pumice used in the front part of the jet instead

of glass or metal. Flame well arrested, independently of the position

of the mixing chamber ; but I observed a tendency to a slight

flickering of the flame, which makes me think that granules of a

dusty kind are not so suitable when they have to be placed very
near to the orifice of the jet.

No. 10. Two safety tubes three-quarters of an inch long and
half-an-inch wide, filled with pumice granules screened by sieves of

forty and fifty meshes respectively, and placed on the nozzles of the

dissolver of a large biunial lantern. The jets and tubing of the

lantern were then filled with explosive ethoxo gas by the aid of a

second lantern, and a free stream of the gas kept up until all the

air had been effectually expelled. The gas was then fired, but the

explosion stopped at the pumice and did not destroy the two
balloons on the other side. On examining the pumice granules I

found them blackened at the end nearest the lantern, and partly

powdered by the violence of the explosion.

No. 11. The same in every respect as No. 10, but with fresh

ethoxo gas very carefully graduated to the most explosive point.

Flame still arrested on reaching the pumice.

No. 12. Same as No. 11, but with the pumice chambers removed.
Flame rushed back and blew the balloon to pieces as soon as the
pressure began to relax.

From the results obtained in these experiments I am satisfied

that a jet can be made with which no explosion would be possible.

I mean, of course, an explosion lighted up by the flame in the lan-

tern itself. A mixture of the two gases in one bag or a rent in the
india-rubber tubing must always be a source of danger when the
reading lamp or any other light is at hand ; but accidents of this

kind are very rare compared with the other. If I can show that
granules of pulverised glass, which do not stand in the first rank of
flame extinguishers, arrest the flame (and these granules weakened
still further by heating with a spirit lamp and applying suction),

no apprehensions, I think, need be entertained that such a safety
chamber will fail in the hour of danger.

I append the following directions for making a chamber of this

kind beneath the orifice of the jet. It must be half-an-inch wide
and half-an-inch deep interior measurement, with a disc of wire
gauze, fifty meshes to the inch, resting on the top. This disc
must be five-eiyhths of an inch across, and lie kept in its place by a
ring of wire. Two discs of gauze—one of fifty meshes, and the other
of twenty-four meshes to the inch to strengthen it—must be pressed
upwards against the bottom of the chamber by another ring fitting

into a groove in the brass ; whilst below there should be an empty
space holding about two fluid drachms, in which the gases may mix
before they enter the granule chamber. Above the granule chamber
is no cavity of any kind, but the cap screws down nearly close, leaving
only a space of about one-eighth of an inch extending quite across,

^nd in the centre a tube of the same diameter leading to the orifice, (

Two other points must be carefully attended to, namely to
make the discs of wire gauze easily removable without disturbing
the jet, and to keep a free passage for the gases. The great difti-

culty will be not in arresting the explo.sive flame, but in getting
enough pressure with one hundredweight on the bags ; and, therefore,
no attempt must be made to contract the diameter of the granule
chamber at the top in order to economise space. The upper disc of
wire gauze must be as large as the lower, and all the discs must be
changed if they should become rusty or choked up. Very little time
need be occupied in doing this ; and I find that I can take my granule
chamber out of the lantern, put in fresh granules, and screw it down
again upon the leather washer in two or three minutes, whilst I lose
no more than twenty or at the most twenty-five per cent, of
pressure. The reason that some complain so much of want of
pressure I believe to be that they do not keep their apparatus gas-
tight in every part, so that much of the pressure is lost before it

reaches the orifice of the jet.

I shall not be surprised to find on further trial that the light is

somewh.at improved when the safety chamber is in the front part of

the jet. The gases will certainly be heated by passing through the
granules in that position, and this ought, theoretically, to be an
advantage.

It has occurred to me, also, that the light in the blow-through
process might be increased by filling a part of the oxygen tube
of the jet with coarse granules of metal. The heat of the lantern
would then enable you to blow a hot instead of a cold blast into
the centre of the hydrogen. T. Frederick Hardwicu,

SODA DEVELOPMENT,
The experience of many is the best test of the value of a process.

*

Since Mr. A. F. Genlain so strongly advocated the use of soda
instead of ammonia for the development of gelatine plates many
have, no doubt, given the plan a trial ; and, if their experiences
were published, I feel certain that the advantages of the method
would be approved by the majority. Some time since I tried soda,
but the colour of the negatives was disagreeable ; a yellowness all

through lights and shadows alike (indicatuig slow printers) preju-
diced me against its use. I afterwards saw some excellent negatives
free from this objectionable tint, and was induced to give it another
trial, the results of which were so satisfactory that I have now
entirely discarded the use of ammonia and adopted soda in its place
with much advantage, the printing qualities of the negatives being
so vastly improved.

In every case where two negatives of the same subject taken
under the same conditions were developed—one with soda and the
other with ammonia—the soda-developed one has proved the best
printer, although, perhaps, not so nice-looking as a negative. The
appearance of a negative, however, matters little so long as its

printing qualities are satisfactory.

One advantage of soda over ammonia is—much less tendency to
blurring when strong light is in close proximity to shadow. It will

not, however, prevent it (for the fault is, in a great measure, depen-
dent on the character of the film), but certainly reduces the evil to
much smaller proportions. There is also a greater and more equable
gradation of tone from clear glass to opacity, thus giving a better
quality of print.

One of the most objectionable faults in gelatine negatives has
been want of atmosphere—a quality principally dependent upon the
range of tone. It is a shortcoming very conspicuous in landscape
work, where we see middle distance as strongly pronounced as the
foreground, and the extreme distance dense as the sky. Most
photographers know this effect, which in some systems of develop-
ment and with some plates it is impossible to avoid; but unless it

be the work must be considered imperfect. This is the wet-plate

quality so often alluded to, and in the greater part of gelatine
negatives so seldom seen.

Much greater control can be exercised over the development
when soda is used than when the alkali is ammonia. Even a much
over-exposed plate comes up slowly, giving time for the addition of

a restrainer in the form of citric acid or bromide of potassium, solu-

tions of which may be kept re.ady to hand. For my own part I am
an advocate for full exposure, and, in consequence, sometimes over-
do it. Nothing, however, actually makes up for a right exposure.
Although a considerably over-exposed negative may be made to

give a good print, it will be a very slow printer ; whereas a )5roperly-

exposed one would produce a print equally good in a fourth of the
time. This fact alone, when many prints are required, is of con-
siderable importance.
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TIio proporlioiis of the clieinicnis used must be suileil to the
plates, :uul can only be detennineil by actual cxperiraent. I have
found three parts of a ohc grain sohition of pyro. and bromide of

potassium, mixed with oue part of a twenty-per-cent. solution of
soda, a good standaixl foimula for the plates I am employing. This
can be varied by using a greater or less proportion of soda—the more
soda the greater softness, and vi<:e ivriid. The negatives are improved
in clearness by a bath of chrome alum and citric acid.

Edward Dunmore.

TRANSATLANTIC JOTTINGS.
Readers of American photographic periodicals are familiar with
the picture of a gentleman seated upon a remarkable chair, sur-
rounded by apparatus, and about to give the coiij) de grace to a
picture lying before him ; the accompanying letterpress informs us
that he is manipulating an " air-brush." It is a species of art by
machinery, of which, nevertheless, good accounts have been given
by experts. There is, however, now advertised a rival to this piece
of apimratus in an automatic retouching machine patented at the
end of last year, which, from the illustration appended to it,

appears to work by a pulley and treadle ; the former, attached to the
end, is the pencil, and the retoucher works away what appears
very like a sewing-machine. This invention also appears to have
many admirers.

We know America to be the land of labour-saving machines

;

hence we should not be surprised at anything of the kind there to

be bought. Perha))s the most remarkable contrivance in this

direction is Major Hill-Wilson's automatic printing-machine. Strips
of sensitive paper are placed within the instrument along with a
negative, when, by the aid of clockwork, it turns always to the
light, clamps the paper in situ, and then the whole is allowed to
work by itself, nothing being further needed than to empty the
jn-ints at the conclusion of the day's work. The clockwork moves
at a varying rate according to the sun's altitude ; the nearer the
time approaches midday the quicker the machinery goes. This may
be useful ; but when a few hundred negatives were required to be
printed from in a day, we think the machine would be found in the
way, not to speak of the outlay needed. The machine is not
reported to equalise the light.

Among new processes is Br. West's suggestion for a new mode
of printing, the chief recommendation of which appears to be its

novelty, as there would scarcely seem to be a commercial future
for pictures of a beautiful crimson colour. He says:—"Paper, silk,

or other fabrics floated in a solution of diazo-salicylic acid, or one of
its salts, dried, printed, and washed with water, shows an image of
a beautiful crimson colour." He gives detailed instructions for
making the compound, but these we, perhaps, need not repeat. At
the siime time we quite agree with the editors of Anthony's Bulletin,
in which the account appears, that " all fields, however unpromis-
ing they may appear, deserve exploration, and hold out great
inducements, especially in the direction of a good and easy printing
process."

The editor of the Photorjraphic Times (New York) resuscitates the
old process for restoring faded prints by means of immersion in a
bath of bichloride of mercury (one grain to the ounce). He gives
the very wise caution to anyone about to undertake the operation
to take the preliminary step of making a negative from the print
and a transparency from the negative, retouched and compared
with the original, before taking any step towards the recovery of
the lost beauties of the print. This, as we say, is wise, seeing that
under some conditions the picture, instead of darkening and
briglitening, fades entirely away under the action of the bichloride.

That is a capital suggestion also (which, indeed, is more than a
suggestion, since he has carried it out in practice) to carry the
possibilities of a series of expensive lenses by the simple plan of
using, in conjunction with one doublet lens, one or other of a series

of concave lenses to lengthen the focus to any extent at will, the
lenses being mounted over apertures in a long brass slip passing
through a perforation made in the lens mount for the purpose.

The following rich extract appeai-s as quoted from the columns of

a newspaper, and is said to represent an experience of a photo-
grapher who was being introduced by the writer. We cannot, of

course, vouch for the bona fides of the story, but it is too good an
example of the bounce of the country to miss :

—

"I tell you, pictures do a great deal to make a man popular,
especially if he's good looking. Not long ago a handsome gentleman
from a ucighbouriug city came here for photographs. Before ho loft I

ascertained that ho was a candiikto for a high ofllc?. ' Ket me make
you enough pictures and I will elect you,' I said, for he made a very
taking picture. He ordered an extra lot, but not enough. I afterwards
heard that bo was beaten by about sixty majority."

We find, too, a quotation from the Deutsche Photographen
Zeitwiff, which is almost appalling from its cynical effrontery. It
is a reply from an employer to the complaint* of his employ^ that
twelve hours' daily labour, not excepting Sundays and holidays, is

too much to ask.

Employer.—Our young men can have no ground for complaint. Any-
body embracing photography as a professifin should make up his mind
to renounce all desire or demand for holidays and Sundays, These are
the days on which the majority of the people come to be pliotographed

;

thus the business is kept going, enabling us to engage ana pay
assistants. I have been an operator for ten years, during which time
I have never known such a thing as a holiday, do not not know any
now, do not desire to know any ; in fact, would be uncomfortable were
I to take one, and we do not hire help for mere pleasure. Our
retouchers lead a comfortable life. They have abundance of freedom.
Operators and printers must content themselves with rainy days.
Should it happen they are really required to work twelve hours a day
tliere is still time enough for them to eat, sleep, and rest.

If this be a real picture of the state of things on the continent, in even
a small number of studios, we can only liken it to white slavery.

Professor Hugh, at the Chicago Photographic Association, gave
an account of some experiments he had been making with a new
sensitometer of his invention. It occurred to liira that a good sen-

sitometer might be constructed by making a scale of numbers and
arranging it so that different parts of the scale received varying
amounts of light, and he therefore constructed such a scale and
placed in front of it a black revolving plate cut into the form of the
" snail " used in the striking part of a clock. As this revolved, that

part of the scale which was nearest the circumference of the circle

of rotation (the scale being arranged radially) would receive the
greatest quantity of light, the nearest the centre the least. The
disc was revolved by means of clockwork (speed was not material),

and while it was in motion a negative was made of the entire

apparatus, when the lowest number visible after development gave
the degree of rapidity of the plate. There seems to be the nucleus
of something good in this device; but the general sense of the

meeting seemed to be against it on account of the want of a
standard light, the Professor himself stating his experiments, so far,

to have only been comparative.

TOURISTS' CAMERAS.
Mr. W. H. Harbison was particularly unfortunate in his reference to
the opinion of the late Mr. H. Baden Pritchard on the subject of
tourists' cameras. It is an open secret that the latter was tho author of
A Trip to the Great Sahara, in which occurs the wail of agony about the
inefficiency of his particular tourist's camera. Of course, from the pe-
culiar point of view which he took of tho requirements in a tourist's

camera there was a good deal of cogency in his remarks ; but I venture
to say that if time had been given to him he would have regretted
having taken that particular point of view, and, consequently, the
inferences he drew.

1 will grant at once that there are plenty of cameras in the market
which are utter abominations, always failing at the time of need,
except for tho most ordinary, straightforward work. The reason is

not far to seek. For many years tho principal demand was for wide-
angle lenses, and, consequently, shorter cameras. Longer-foous cameras
were in the market, but such was the strange infatuation that recti-

linear lenses were absolutely necessary that very few cared to go to tho
expense, as well as the weight, of the extra lenses necessitated by the
more complete camera; and as demand must, as a general rule, precede
supply, demand was found to be in the direction of short focus, tho
energy of makers was devoted to what became a current trade article,

and also, in inevitable consequence of the demand, to making tho
camera as showy in external appearance as possible.

If, as I imagine, Mr. Harrison is possessed of one of these cameras
he is to blame for not ascertaining for himself what his real require-

ments were before purchasing ; and j'et not to blame, for how could he
gain the necessary knowledge except by experience ? If he will consult
the advertising columns of the photographic journals he will find that
there is an eai-nest desire on tho part of the real makers to meet the
wishes of the public—particularly of amateurs, i^peaking as one of

them I can afiSrm that it is to amateurs, far more than professional

photographers, that wo look for real progress, and that every important
hint of increased efficiency is eagerly watched for and instantly

adopted.
Ordinary trade runs in very different grooves. Tho general tendency

is only towards that amount of change which will give better outward
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appearance and economy of production. It is a question entirely of

profit. If a dealer can produce an article which looks better worth the

money, and on whicli lie can secure a greater profit, he will not hesitate

to aver that it is superior in every respect to another on which he
obtains less profit. It is not always from pixre greed that he does this.

Probably he is, in reality, utterly ignorant of the practical value of

the article, and speaks conscientiously from a commercial point of

view, because he finds that they sell better. This is not to be wondered
at ; for how can the amateur know the good or the weak points of his ap-

paratus until he has been taught by failure ? He, therefore, in ninety-nine

cases out of a hundred, fortified by the dealer's intentional or uninten-

tional misinformation, chooses the showy apparatus, and then laments
tliat brains have so little to do with the construction of tourists'

cameras. If he would seek out the maker and take him into his confi-

dence as to his requirements he would find but little difficulty in

obtaining a camera to his mind.
It is absolutely impossible for a camera to be designed that will

suit everybody's ideas of their requirements. I know, as a fact, that

one of the very best camera-makers finds it impossible to make stock.

He has, from the very nature of his business, been in daily communica-
tion with people who think they know what a camera should be and
are not afraid of paying for it. Surely a man in this position ought to

be in possession of such a collection of hints and notions that he could

combine a camera which should be above suspicion of inefficiency, for

this would enable him to make stock. Yet it is not so ; his customers
xoill have their special "fads " carried out. Whether they turn out to

their complete satisfaction or not he probably seldom learns. I am in-

clined to say that the brains in insufficient supply are those of the users

rather than the makers. They only think they know, and rush into

print without ever really having tliought the thing out from a practisal

point of view, which the maker must necessarily do before he can com-
mence to put it in execution.

Now take Mr. Harrison's suggestion—that the camera should be
packed inside the case ready for use. Note that the camera should be
capable of racking out to three times the length of the longest plate it

will take, and that both ends of the case are to be made to pull out so

as to expose both lens and focussing-screen to view. Well, the case

would have to be as big as a good-sized portmanteau for a 74 x 5 camera

;

and, unless made exceedingly heavy—at least twice the weight of a
complete 74x5 camera, dark slides and case complete— it would collapse.

Secondly, as to the plates being halt the thickness of those at present
in the market : this is just possible, but the cost of such glass is enor-

mous. Glass sheet is made by blowing it into cylinders, which are then
slit down one side and rapidly flattened. If the cylinder be blown out
to the thinness Mr. Harrison desires, the risk of bursting is so great that

the manufacture is to all intents and purposes abandoned as impracti-

cable. Besides, unless the thin glass be plate—still further increasing

the cost—the risk of breakage of the resulting negative in printing is so

great as to be practically prohibitory.

As to " the glaring—the vital—fault" of tourists' cameras wasting a
minimum of ten and a maximum of twenty or more minutes in setting

up, Mr. Harrison must have some extraordinarily prehistoric set of

apparatus ; for if there be one point more than another that has been
studied by the makers it is this of rapidly setting up, which is, how-
ever, by no means of the vital importance that many amateurs think.
Tlie first essential in a tourist's camera is that it shall be one that a
tourist can carry. For this sake alone it is absolutely essential that it

shall pack up in a compact form, and, cceteris jmribus, the preference
will be given to one that is least complicated in its manipulation.
Now, judging from the tenor of the late Mr. Pritchard's remarks,

the camera that would have suited him best would have been a plain
box, serving both for camera and packing-case, to contain an
inner cardboard box full of dark slides. His lens might have been
mounted in a sliding tube, which would have given him all the
focussing he required, and all could have been ready for use in a
few seconds. The stand, if of a portable type, would, of course, require
(say) one minute for setting up—not a very serious delay, and not to
be reduced very materially by the employment of any non-folding
stand. I can' assure Mr. Harrison that there are plenty of tourists'

cameras in the market with all the adjustments necessary for the very
iiighest class of work, and with all the range of focus which he so
rightly desires, that can be taken out of the case and set up for any
length of focus in less than half-a-minute. The stand can be set up,
lens in place, and focus adjusted within two minutes comfortably, with-
out any hurrying; and, moreover, that these cameras are of such a
type that they can be carried about ready set up on their stands with
the greatest ease in case one should happen to be prowling about in
search of instantaneous "shots."

It is, however, very questionable whether it is fair to expect a
thoroughly-efficient, long-focus, portable camera to be capable of doing
really high-class instantaneous work. For this I should jwefer a per-
fectly rigid camera of not less than one and a-half time the length of
the plate, without any adjustments whatever.. As a shutter I consider
that none are at all comparable to Edwards's rolling blind working
close to the plate. If this were made permanently attached to the
camera, it could easily be made so perfectly light tight as to allow of
the camera being carried about ready for exposure with the lens un-

capped. For focussing, the lens should be mounted on a sliding tube,
which might have ascertained register marks for various distances.
Two studs on the top of the camera would make a finder, while the
focussing-cloth, attached permanently to the rear end of the camera,
would effectually protect the dark slide. No case would be required
and no setting up ; nor focussing, after one had mastered the art of

judging distance.

I take it that the main object of a tourist is rather to obtain good
negatives than to expose a large number of plates. A gross of plates
extra per month exposed is an average of nearly six per diem

—

probably a far greater average per fair photographic day, and means a
very considerable amount of work in developing, coating, washing,
and printing. I would rather expose fewer plates and take my time
over the exposure. Well, even this fancy of exposing great numbers of

plates very rapidly is provided for. There are changing-boxes in the
market by which half-a-dozen or a dozen plates can be exposed in about
twice or three times the number of seconds—well-made articles, too,

that work without a hitch.

For my own part I abominate them. I like to carry a dozen plates
with me, but I am very well contented if I can expose half of them in a
day. My case holds four double dark slides— sufficient for any ordi-

nary day's outing—and for special occasions I carry some extra dark
slides in a separate case. The camera has great range of focus, and can
be set up in a few seconds without the lens. The focussing-screen I

have loose, and put in my pocket. I first of all choose my point of

view, and then, having the camera set up without lens or focussing-screen

use it as a view-meter, looking through the lens aperture and racking
out the camera till the back frame exactly frames the view I want, as

I find that in this way I can judge far better of the manner in which
my picture composes than when reversed on the ground glass, or viewed
without the frame. I then see by the marks 1 have made on the tail-

board the exact focus of lens it will require to give just that picture,

and choose frour my lenses the one nearest to it.

My battery of lenses is very simple. It consists, first of all, of a
rapid rectilinear of a little longer focus than the length of plate, which
I never use with a large stop if I can help it. One lens of the combi-
nation gives me a very long-focus single lens. A few other single

lenses of intermediate foci fit the same mount and work with the same
stops and cap. The length of exposure required is readily calculated
from the focus of the lens. I should mention that the rapid combina-
tion is remounted, the preposterously large hood taken off and replaced
by one of the same diameter as the body of the lens, so that when the
front lens is taken off the same cap fits the lens body. The back lens

is also removable, so that the front lens can be used alone as a single

lens with the stops behind it. It is also so mounted that it and the

back lens—as, indeed, are the extra single lenses, too—can be used
either in front of or behind the stops and fit the same cap or shutter. I

have also a shorter-focus rectilinear working with the same cap or

shutter for interiors, of the same length of focus as the length of plate,

and which is about the shortest focus allowable.

It is, of course, necessary in some very confined situations to use a
lens which includes a wider angle ; and, although the perspective given
by such a lens is absolutely true, it is so apparently unreal (becaiioo it

is a wider angle than the eye is in the habit of grasping) that it should
only be used i u desperation as a very last resource.

The shutter I have adopted is the one originally introduced by
Hunter and Sands, and consists simply of a leather band passing upwards
and downwards over a roller in a little framework in front of the lens.

This leather band has two diamond-shaped openings, which are pulled
one over the other by a string attached to one end. Theoretically
it is quite wrong to jjut it in front of a double combination. It

should there cause unequal illumination. Practically it does nothing
of the kind, for the simple reason that the lens itself gives un-
equal illumination if used with full aperture and made to work on
its full-sized plate, but very equal illumination if stopped down and
used on a smaller-sized plate. I rarely use it, though it possesses the
inestimable advantage—counterbalancing every conceivable advantage
of any more perfect shutter—of having the duration of exposure under
perfect control at the moment of exposure; because it is very rarely

I attempt subjects that cannot be done by hand exposure when I can
partially shade the sky.

I hail with pleasure the practical form of bayonet-joint described by
Mr. A. Pringle, and suggest that it would be still better with three
studs instead of two ; but, for all that, I do not think there is much
chance of its being generally adopted. The trade, as I have before

said, are very unwilling to adopt any new method of construction,

involving, as it does in this case, the change of an entire system.
Another, and far more serious, practical difficulty in the way of its

general adoption will arise from the fact that it is a job Avhich requires

some degree of skill and attention on the part of the workman—

a

combination of qualities which seems every day to become rarer.

The high degree of finish which is attained in many branches of

metal-work is principally confined to objects which are in great demand,
when it becomes possible to so subdivide the various parts that an
ordinary workman, by force of " pegging away" at the same thing
week after week, becomes expert at it. Put the same workman to
another job which is at first necessarily time-work and the cost of pro-
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diutioii ii iii,Ti->i3j 1 tjiifolil. Tiie plain scivw tlire:ul fitting tolerably
well is within the reach of au ordinary brassfitter. The standard thread,
BO fondly imagined and so glibly talked about as desirable, is infinitely

more diUicnlt of attainment than is generally supposed. This will, to
many, appear extraordinary ; but, if they liave any doubt of it, let them
go to a real scientilic instrument maker and inquire the price of a screw
a couple of inclies long and (say) a-quarter of an inch in diameter fit for
micrometer measurements. I expect they will find that it would cost
as much as a modest photographic outfit complete ; and yet it is only
an accurate standard screw.

Interchangeable parts are just possible, but only where the quantities
are very great and the real standards of size readily accessible. The
Microscopic Society tried to establish a standard thread for all

objectives ; but I frequently hear complaints that they are really not
interchangeable. The attempt of the Photographic Society of Great
Britain to introduce standard threads will, doubtless, bear fruit in
time ; but the trouble of getting and keeping to the true standard is so
great, compared with ordinary approximation, tliat it will be years
before anything like certainty is obtained with threads by different
makers. It will be something gained if the Whitworth standards of so
many threads to the inch are even attempted to be adopted.
When the Photographic Society of Great Britain decided upon their

standard I at once sent to a reputed first-class tool maker's for a stock
and dies, and at once, wliile the taps were quite new, made myself a
plate of steel—afterwards hardened—as a standard. It had not been
in use long before I found fault with the fit of the screws in their

sockets, particularly when there was a considerable amount of thread
in the nut. A careful examination of the stock and tap revealed a
very appreciable difference in the pitch of the thread. Perfect screw-
cutting apparatus, if it exist, is quite inaccessible to the average manu-
facturer. With the tools that are within his reach, the approximate
perfection attained by a good workman is, to say the least, remarkable.

Mr. Harrison suggests that some arrangement should be made for

instantly fixing the camera on the stand-head, and Mr. Pringle falls

into the same error. A moment's reflection would have told them that
a certain amount of rotation is absolutely necessary, and by general
consent the central thumb-screw has been adopted as a simple,
inexpensive, and wonderfully-efficient way of securing both rotation

and firmness and security. The hole in the thumb-screw, for a string
to tie a weight on, is "as old as the hills," and not a very good idea
either, as it entails that very fumbling at a hole to which every one
objects ; and, in the very few eases where a weight is required, the end
is far more easily obtained by making a slip-loop of the bight of the
string and passing it over the screw-head on to the shank of the screw.
Mr. Harrison complains that the dark slides are too heavy. Lighter

ones with the shutters of cardboard or thin metal to draw completely
out have been in the market a long time. I myself have made no others
fp; A J or six years, and, moreover, the plates do not rattle about in

them, while, still further, they do not slide into the back of the camera
at all, but drop into a rebate breaking the light joint all round, so that
all these requirements of his have been anticipated. Mr. Pringle con-
ilemns them—I can only suppose because he has never tried them. I,

who have, would never willingly use a dark slide the shutter of which
did not completely pull out ; and can assure him that the "gimcrack
affairs," as he terms them, are in every respect as thoroughly efficient

as the highly-polished, brass-bound gewgaws. No one would dream of

carrying dark slides about without some external protection from dust
and light. A light cardboard box is amply ,sufficient if enough space
bo not provided in the camera case ; while, as for being light tight, they
can be handled in full sunshine as much as can ever be needed, and with
perfect confidence that no harm will come to the plate, and, moreover,
I have never had a failure with them which could in any way be traced
to the dark slide. I do not think he could say as much for those with
the folding shutters that do not draw out.

The level is another point which both Mr. Harrison and Mr. Pringle

advocate without having thought it out, and'whether in the circular or

<loublo form is equally unpractical—if for no other reason than the
difficulty of placing it where it can be conveniently seen. A
practical man would set himself to work to judge by the eye when his

camera (or swing-back) was perpendicular, and, failing in his ability to

do this correctly, would take the line of the building he is photographing
as a guide, or simply hang liis bunch of keys to a string and use it as a
plumb bob.

A description of my tourist's camera will be found in The British
Jot'RNAL OF Photography of •2nd November, 1883, where the Editors

do me the honour of remarking :
—" We are inclined to believe that in

the perfect tourist camera of the future, whenever the advent of that

instrument occurs, will necessarily be found some of the features here

described." Georok Smith.

NOTES FROM THE NORTH.
"TiiK King is dead I Long live the King I" It is in the nature of

things that the old must give place to the new, and yet it was with
saddened feelings — a sadness shared by many old photographers

present—that I recently saw the apparatus and. appliances of the old

and wcll-Iuiowu firm of Koss and Pringle brought to the hammer. The
firm, originally Ross and Thompson, was founded, I think, in 1847,

and had Tor some time only two competitors in Scotland. It did much
good and profitable work in the daguerreotype days, and was one of

the first to make practical application of the beautiful—the trouble-

some—albumen process. At an early period of its history the firm

received substantial recognition from royalty in addition to the a|,[>oint-

ment of photographers to Her Majesty. Mr. Ross's knowledge of art

and his ability as an artist, at a time when amongst photographers
such knowledge and ability were the exception and not the rule, were
recognised far beyond the "three Kingdoms;" and his productions
wore largely, and often without his sanction, appropriated by many of

the illustrated periodicals.

I visited the premises recently occupied by Messrs. Ross and Pringle

a few days ago, and was much struck with the alterations the new
lessee, Mr. Crooke, in accordance with his ideas of the exigencies of

modern trade, has made. The spacious reception-rooms have been got

up in the highest style of the decorator's art. The old studio, large

enough for the work of earlier days, has been removed and one measur-
ing about forty-five feet by fourteen feet erected in its steatl, and
furnished with a complete system of opaque and translucent blinds, on
frapies so arranged as to admit of any kind of lighting that artistic

taste can suggest. Winter cold will be ameliorated by a perfect system
of hot-water pipes, and summer heat rendered bearable by a satisfactory

system of ventilation, under complete control by the operation of a

single lever.

Mr. Crooke has shown a laudable desire for the comfort of his opera-

tors in constructing a dark room of about twenty by sixteen feet, with
a window nearly five by three and a-half feet. On entering this room I

was particularly struck with the bright, cheerful light that illuminated
every corner ; and my first idea was that it was intended for the sensi-

tising of paper or filling frames. It was noon of a bright sunny day,
thf irindoin farcil the south, and was covered with two thicknesses of

"canary medium;" and on no conceivable testimony short of actual

ocular demonstration would I have believed that even a moderately-
sensitive gclatino-bromide plate could have been developed without fog

at a distance of only the breadth of the sink from the window. But I

saw it done, and that, too, on a very rapid plate, and therefore mean
in future to have faith in canary medium. Of course I hardly expect
all my readers to believe what I most certainly doubted myself, and
therefore have pleasure in saying that anyone who may be passing

through Edinburgh should call on Mr. Crooke, who will be glad to let

them see what he showed me.
By-the-bye, I wonder who makes the canary medium? There is

room for improvement in the kind of paper employed. All that I have
seen is of an irregular, mottled, or cloudy texture ; and, as its power as

a non-actinic medium is only equal to its most transparent parts, a

paper of even texture would give still more light with the same
protection. I have a strong belief that anyone who will lay aside

prejudice and give the medium a fair trial will at once adopt it, and so

a demand will be created that shall warrant the manufacture of

a quality even better suited for photography. I should think a well-

made i)aper of about 20 lbs. demy would answer admirably.

The Forestry Exhibition, after having been open some time, is now
in a very complete state, and contains much that is specially interest-

ing to photographers. I had hoped to be able to invite intending

visitors to bring their cameras with them ; but an application to

the Secretary some time before the opening revealed the fact that Mr.
Moftatt, with his usual zeal in the commercial aspect of his profession,

had secured the exclusive right to photograph in the grounds and
buildings, and, judging from the work he has already accomplished, it

will turn out a successful speculation. In addition to a considerable

amount of portrait work in an admirably-equipped studio, he already

shows a large collection of excellent 12 x 10 pictures of the most
interesting exhibits.

It seems strange that more of our local photographers have not
taken advantage of the rare opportunity for advertising themselves

that is afforded both outside and inside the grounds. The only adver-

tisement outside is that of Messrs. A. and (i. Taylor, who content

themselves with a modest poster ; and inside Mr. Marshall Wane
stands alone, although a host in himself, with an elegantly titted-up

case, containing specimens in his best style, both in silver and carbon.

Mr. Magnus Jackson, of Perth, who styles himself "Photographer to

the Scottish Arboricultural Society," shows, in the court in which that

Society's exhibits are placed, a large and fine collection of photographs

of most of the celebrated trees in the country, and nearly all of these

bear unmistakable evidence that he is not only a good photographer
but an able artist.

Photography, as was to be expected, plays an important part in tho

exhibition, most of the countries having supplemented their actual

exhil)its by photographs, showing, better than any printed description

conld do, tho various methods of cutting and transporting trees, wood-
working machinery, &c. British Guiana is, perhaps, the largest exhi-

bitor in this way, followed closely by Japan; but I was sorry to notice

a large number of the prints exhibited by the Utter getting into the

"sere and yellow" stage.'
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Taking it all in all, pliotograpliers have no reason to feel ashamed of

their connection with the exhibition, and I have no hesitation in saying

that, both in point of (juantity and quality, there is in i^holography

alone sufficient material for spending a profitable day.

The explosioii of a gas-bag in Drury-lane Theatre has done googl in so

far as it has ^ioited an interesting discussion on the question of lime

light generally ; but why there should have been a gas-bag there at all

passes my comprehension. Scotchmen, as a rule, are slow to admit

that, except in the trifling matter of climate, they ai'e in anytliing

beliind any other country, but we know tliat England has bigger and
better theatres, and especially more elaborate and perfect .arrangements

for scenic display; and yet it is a poor theatre indeed on this side of

the border that has not long since discarded gas-bags in favour of the

more convenient, more economical, and in every sense more perfect,

arrangement of gas-tanks. Some dozen years ago—tlie exact date I

cannot find, as I have not at present access to my Hie of the Journal

—

I published a description of a set of tanks that were then fitted up in

our we it-end theatre. I had subsequently an opportunity of watching

the nightly working of a similar pair during a long run of a pantomime
tiiat drew upon their resources to the utmost extent, during whicli time

from twenty to fifty burners were worked without a single hitch. Those

were made after the pattern of a set in an English theatre, and until

the Drury-lane disaster I had fondly believed that the inconvenient,

expensive, and in unskilled hands dangerous, bags had long been

relegated to itinerant exhibitors. That they will, by-and-by, be

altogether things of the past I have not a doubt ; but it will not be till

Englisli makers discard the heavy masses of iron of whicli their gas-

bottle at present consists, and adopt the large, light, and at the same
time sufficiently-strong, cylinder so generally used in America.

John Nicol, Ph.D.

PHOTOGRAPHY IN BELGIUIVI.
(From Oru Specul CoaR?:spoxDE>.'T.l

Bnifiei", Heiitemhi'i' I, 188-1-.

As regards the facilities given by the Belgian government for popular

education in photography, and for original experimental researeli by
photographic experts, M. Lconce Kommelaere informs me that the use

of the chemical laboratory in the Industrial Museum at Brussels is

open to foreigners as well .as to Belgian subjects, under precisely the

same conditions to both. Supposing, however, that a foreign photo-

grapher wished to make use of the costly microscope, or the superb

spectroscope with its train of six Iceland spar prisms for photographing

the ultra-violet rays, or other exceptional apparatus, the authorities

would necessarily only permit the use of these to foreign experimen-

talists with whom they had some kind of acquaintance. These instru-

ments are not in the chemical laboratory, but in a room below. 'Where

can an English photographer apply in London to obtain similar facilities

from the government? Considering the number of skilled scientific

photographers in England, there is no doubt that such facilities would
do much to promote photography as a science. There is also no doubt
that those who contribute the funds by which public scientific estab-

lishments are upheld have the right, in most cases, of participating

directly instead of indirectly in their use ; this is done in Belgium and
some other free European countries.

M. Rommelaere, as stated in my last, accompanied me over the
rooms of the department for the free teaching of engineering and
mechanical drawing. He, however, is not the professor who gives

education in these two subjects. In my last, I too hastily jumped to

the conclusion that it was himself. He teaches chemistry, physics,
and photography.

Last Sunday the national demonstration to request King Leopold not
to sign the new school law took place. Antwerp alone ran fifteen

special trains to carry processionists to Brussels ; and from other towns,
large and small, vast numbers of persons came. I watched the pro-

cession for half-an-hour crossing the Rue Royale, and then I went else-

where; when I returned to the same spot two hours later the end of

the procession had but just readied it. The clerical jjarty holds a
counter demonstration next Sunday ; their followers live chiefly in the
rural districts. One of their official circulars tells their followers that
whoever does not come will be disowned by his superiors and friends

;

another tells them that their railway fares will be paid. One of the
newspapers says that dinners will also be provided for them.
A statement has been published iu England that little in the way of

good landscape photography is to be seen in the sliop windows of
Brussels. After my prolonged stay here I do not remember to have
Been a single photograph, good or bad, of a Belgian landscape. There
are plenty of architectural photographs—some good, the majority of

indifferent quality, and all, or nearly all, of them without natural
clouds. The new Palace of Justice in Brussels is one of the finest

modern buildings in the world. Many persons here believe that there
is no modern building anywhere to equal it. Probably they may be
right. Other modern buildings may have cost more money, but I have
never seen one which impressed me more with a sense of magnificence
of architectural effect. This is stated only with respect to modern
secular buildings; it is not possible to draw a comparison between a

(r^

building of this kind and the cathedral, for iiistancc, of Klieims, or

Chartres, or Milan. The new Palace of Justice in Loudon is as nothing

for architeotur.al effect when compared with that of Brussels. The
photograplis of the latter, so far as I have seen them, fail to do it

justice. Most of them spoil it by the use of wide-angle lenses. Some of

the photographs of it are not sharp all over, none that I have seen give

it with natural clouds above, and probably the work yet remains for

some one to execute with efficiency. The tones of the .architectural

photographs in Brussels are not usually ricli ones. There is room for

general improvement iu architectural photography, and at present the

field of local landscape photography seems to be wholly unworked.
As for photographic portraiture in Brussels it is excellent. The

proportion of good to bad portraits on public view iu the city is, I

think, larger th.an in most towns.
English photographic apparatus, lenses, and bromo-gelatiue plates

are largely used at Brussels, and well spoken of by those who employ
them. It is evident that some manufacturers of these things have
found a good and friendly market in Belgium.

Brussels is the nearest foreign city to London in which a strong

photographic society is established, and in which various branches

of photography are utilised in Government departments on the spot.

The large city of Antwerp contains no photograjjliic society, but
Brussels is re,aclied from it in one hour. If an International Congress

of Photographers could be inaugurated, Antwerp, in May next year,

would be the place and time for it, since the Antwerp International

Exhibition will then be opened. The International Congress on Photo-
graphic Standards is to be held there iu May, but this is limited in its

work by its title and otherwise.
Messi-s. Geruzet Brothers at Brussels, photogi-aphers to the Queen of

the Belgians, have been established for thirty years. The business

was founded by their father. I'or many years past Messrs. Geruzet
have not turned out a photograph liable to fade, all their printing,

even the smallest, being done by the carbon process.

Messrs. Albert and Alfred Geruzet make their own emulsion, and their

appai-atus for washing needs but to be attached to a tap which allows

running water to pass, and the emulsion

is washed in the dark without need of

further attention. The washing vessel

is a cylindrical one of zinc, A B, about
two feet high by sixteen inches in dia-

meter, M R is the lid, partly let down
into its place; a zinc pipe, K V, is

soldered into the lid, and expands at the

end K into a perforated rose-discharger

for water. The bag E, containing the

emulsion, is tied by its neck round this

pipe at N; the bottom of the bag is

distended by means of a ring of silver

wire, F H, inside. The syphon, D,
soldered into the side of the vessel, has
its longest leg outside. The action of

this is obvious. The whole apparatus

is connected with the water tap by
means of the caoutchouc tube W. The
water washes the emulsion and is changed
every time it rises above the level D,
since the syphon theu automatically dis-

chai"ges it ; the vessel now fills again, is again emptied, and so on, with

out any attention from the operator.

The first time I entered the studio of Messrs. Geruzet a surprise

awaited mo. I found Mr. Albert photographing a row of human bodies

with no heads. With a second glance the excitement subsided for the

projecting feet of the corpses were of wood, and each had three ; the

ghastly sitters, or standers rather, were evidently dummies. The
President of the Belgian Association of Photographers having previously

told me that Geruzet Brothers were among the cleverest photographers

in Brussels, it then struck me that they had hit upon the plan of photo-

graphing elegantly-dressed bodies, and afterwards putting heads of

sitters upon them by double printing, so that a poor person who could

not aflord a rich costume, or stand steadily in unaccustomed splendour,

could be furnished with a special body and dress to order at one fell

stroke. This, however, was not the true explanation. A fashionable

draper had sent his new costumes to be photographed, dummies and
all. Two hours later I met all these headless bodies in the street with

white sheets over them, as the assistants were carrying them back to

the shop of their owner. The uncanny procession would have made a

good photograph.
When coating very large iilates with collodion Messrs. Geruzet use

no holders, but rest the middle of the ijlato upon a kind of tall,

substantial, wooden mushroom fixed iu the middle of the sink. By
means of this central rest the hand which holds the plate at one corner

can easily tilt it in any direction. As the top of the "mushroom" is

liable sometimes to get splashed, the plate is not allowed to rest

dir-ectly upon it. A strip of thick, clean gutta-percha, kept for this

purpose only, is placed temporarily between the rest and the plate
;

because of this protection, the plate is not liable to carry dirt from the

rest to the silver bath.
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^fessrs. Gunizct aro tho iavoutora of an electrical machine for
VL'toiichiiig, which has, J believe, already been publicly noticed in
4<ngland. From external appearance it might bo thought to be made
on the principle of the Elison electrical pen, but examination prove* it

to l>e upon another principle altogether. A small electro-magnet sets
its armature into high-speed vibration by means of the usual make-
and-broak contact ; thus a tremor is given to the several ounces of
metal forming the electro-magnet and armature. 'I'his tremor is softened
by passage along a spiral win! so closely wound as to form a kind
of sliort flexible tube, the otlier end of which tube carries the metallic
holder of the pencil. Thus the pencil is in a state of incessant tremor,
null do?s its own 8tip])ling. 1 tried the apparatus on a negative, and
would much rather use it than peek or scratch away at tlio negative by
hand. The metal work just described is, of course, heavy; but this

difticulty is overcome by mounting it on a counterbalancing arrange-
ment.

In Messrs. Oeruzet's largest copying work the interior of a dark
ri oni is used as a copying camera; tlie negative is outside, and tho
light from tlie zenith is sent through it by ii mirror at an angle of
forty-tive degrees. No cap is used to the lens, but a slieet of yellow
glass, the light through which is sometimes useful. On the wet collo-

dion plates of the size in use during my visit the time of exposure in

cidarging was twenty minutes.
Tho operations of carbon printing beint; carried on at the top of the

presnises, with a developing-room abounding in steam and warm water,
the floor of the dovelopiug-room is of sheet lead to protect the ceilings
below. The workmen wear French wooden salmtn to save their boots
iu this constantly-sloppy region— a plan which may be worth considera-
tion upon the other side of the Channel.

In carbon printing, Messrs. G(;rnzet perform the development on
sheets of opal glass, and on the same sheet develope pictures from
negatives of slightly varying degrees of intensity. They bring the
pictures all up alike in the long run. If one refuses to come up like its

neighbours, even after the application of warmer water, they add some
ammonia to the water, and thus produce the desired result. It ia best
to develope slowly at a moderate temperature, and thea to deal sepa-
rately with any obstinate case.

Messrs. Geruzet are just trying a new style of portrait, in which the
sitters appear with real landscapes in the background, so as to get rid of

the unnatural look of most of those which are artificial. They are at
present engaged iu perfecting their system, but they showed me a
portrait of the Countess of Flanders walking through a wooded path.
The elFect was most natural, and left nothing to be desired. A com-
pound negative is first made, from which any number of subsequent
copies can be produced. A difficulty is, that at first the human forma
appear to be floating in the air, like figures of livhig things stuck upon
a screen ; their feet have to be fixed upon the ground by skilful

retouching.

Messrs. G^ruzet have some large medallions in relief, upon copper

;

they aro some sixeen inches square, and exquisite specimens of artistic

work, produced by a gelatine relief and photo-galvanic process. This
process is the property of a Parisian firm, and only last week ilessrs.

GiTuzet bought the exclusive right to use it iu Brussels. The copies
from the negatives are made iu Paris.

ON THEORISING.
Thkre exists among some people an unfortunate pronenesa to unduly
expatiate on infinitesimal portions of detail, to make all sorts of

chemical and mechanical experiments, and then to favour the perspiring

portion of humanity with a minute registration of how the unexpected
did not happen or how certain inadvertencies did not produce the
anticipated failures. Now, those of us who have neither time nor
inclination to manipulate with the dark-room door ajar just to see what
it will do, nor to keep our developers like our wine, and then "try a

jilate," will naturally ask what these operations have to do with art.

Our concern is to stamp the imprint of genius upon tho best materials
the market supplies. If wo are fortunate enough to discover wo have
no genius then there is no obvious necessity to publish the evidences of

our destitution !

The painter does not discourse on the particular excellence of a
special make of colours; he does not wax eloquent on the olfects he
liroduces by certain combinations of these colours ; neitlier does he
read a paper on the merits of red or brown sable. He appeals to us by
his method of utilising the appliances at his command, and by the

effect which his conception produces on our minds do we pronounce
him a skilful man. Being neither a colour nor a brush maker he does
not stoop to those mechanical details concerning the tools of his art.

His part is simply to shape his means to an artistic ending. In like

manner the photographer, not being a plate or paper maker, has quite

enough before liim in his short life if he can imprint an artistic

individuality upon each one of his productions. If he cannot do this

—

if his skill be not sufficient to become marked in his pictures—ho ia

simply a manipulator of chemicals—a mediocrity, or one who has mis-

taken his vocation.

It may be urged that the photographer is more dependent on liit

materials than the painter ; that certain brands do not produce in hil

hands tho inception of his brain. The remedy ia nbvibus ; and it will

be sufficient for him if he disdard this evil in his day anil leave to tho
authors of his iniHuhief the task of fighting it out amougiit themsclvrs.

The iexcellenoo which should bo tho aim of every photographer caniint

resolve itself into a modification of any existing ftirmuls. It will not

dejiend on diaphragms being denoted by one set of numbers or another.

It is not an end which can bo attained by spring ahntters or drop
ahutters. A plate may register "> or 50 on the sensitometer, and the

technical nicety may be highly appreciated; but it will certainly not in

any way conduce to the pioduction of a work of art.

Argau in the " Hypochondriac " is in tribulation, because he has for-

gotten how many grains of salt lie should eat with an egg, and
whether in taking exercise in his chamber his doctor meant him to

walk the length or the breadth of the room for a certain number of

times. But it is not matter for much speculation how far this minute
attention to detail will aflfcct his general health, any more than it

would concern the painter to know if the hairs in his brushes were to

be computed by the odd or by tho even numbers. His mind soars

above such atoms of knowledge ; his concern ia with the production o(

the beautiful, which cannot die.
" Of course," asks tho physician of the "Hypochondriac"—"Purgon

has ordered you nothing but roast?" "Indeed, no," replies the un-

fortunate man, "1 am to have all my joints boiled." " Just so; boiled

or ro.ist, roast or boiled, it is all the same thing, and you could not be
in better hands ! " Follow this thought ; and so that the result be a
work of art, what matters (not being plate-makers) if the particular

emulsion was boiled or baked. Our concern is with the picture, not
with the technicalities or the theories of the tradespeople who supplied

the materials used in the production of the picture. The brains of tho

artist seek higher contemplation than the poring over of so much
humdrum detail ; and as we should scarcely attempt the composition of

an epic poem amid the din of a boiler shop, so we should not seek tho

ideal of beauty by an elaborate computation of the number of grains of

chemicals used in bringing our mental conception to view.
Maiii-stick.

SOME REMARKS SUPPLEMENTARY TO THE DIREC-
TIONS FOR THE USE OF HUSNIK'S PHOTOGRAPHIC
TRANSFER PAPER*

All the manipulations have now been described to which Hnsnik's
photographic transfer paper should be subjected in order to be able to

use it with ease and certainty ; but there are some small establish-

ments where reproductions are maile which do not possess a really

good satin press, so 1 thought it might be useful if I were to explain

how the tissue might be rendered literally as smooth as a sheet of glass,

without being burnished.

This operation consists merely in allo>ving the sensitised tissue to

dry upon a sheet of plate glass rubbed with tallow, and then drawing
it off when dry. The surface of the tissue then takes on the polish of

the glass, and furnishes finer results than can be secured by any other

method ; indeed, even the asphaltc process itself cannot compare with

it, owing to the always imperfect contact of the zinc plate with tho

negative. This mode of treating tissues is certainly known already,

but it has hitherto usually been used only for gelatine tissues deve-

loped by roller—a very difficult operation.

Here a si)onge may also be used for developing, but it is well to

commence the development by first removing the suptrflnous colour

with a velvet pad, and not to begin to develope with the sponge until

the white lights are already clean.

Detailed De.scbiptiox of this Operation.

Hub with beef tallow a clean sheet of plate glass a little larger than

the sheet of tissue to bo glazed, sprinkle the plate with stone alum,

and then rub all off again with papirr Joseph. Now pour the chromo
bath into a clean dish, and lay the glass plate in the solution.

Next moisten the prepared sheet as usual, and after a minute or so

lay it gelatine side downwards (in order to guard against air-bubbles),

and then raise it to the perpendicular along with the sheet of plate

glass. Having allowed the moisture to drain off for a minute or two,

lay the glass, tissue bearing side uppermost, upon a ftible previously

covered with blotting-paper; put a couple of sheets of blotting-paper

above the tissue, and then a sheet of common paper above that again.

Now press out all the moisture with a squeegee, beginning at the

middle and pressing towards tho edges. Then dry tho back of tho

tissue as well as possible with blotting-paper, and set np the ghiss and

tissue iu the dark to dry.
. , _

Next day the tissue will be dry and may easily be stripped off, when
it will retain the polish of tho glass and the dimeiuiona of the lismt

icheii t'-et. This last is a very important matter when things have to

be copied so as to retain a certain size. It is universally known that

paper expands, when wet, only in one direction ; and, as the tiasne is

exposed iu a dry state but transferred in the wet condition, it is evident
' Oonclud«d trou page 490.
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that all pictures must be larger in one direction than the negative from

which tliey were printed. It is further evident that this distortion

must always occur in the direction in whicli the paper expands when
wet. This mirror-smooth paper having been fixed to tlie glass wliile

wet, and having remained so until it became dry, has retained almost

exactly the dimensions of the wet paper, and, therefore, will not

expand any more when again laid in water.

After exposure the prepared paper should be blackened, by means of

a. velvet roller, with common transfer colour containing eight parts of

wax, or with Husnik's transfer colour. The colour should be thinned

with a little oil of rectified turpentine. The print having been laid upon a

level plate (a zinS plate), one side being tucked under in order to afl'ord a

better hold, the upper surface ia rolled very lightly with the colour, so

Ihat the drawing shines through. The colour should not be spread by
means of cotton wool in this case, as, owing to the mirror-like smooth-

ness of the upper surface, the.colour would never be equally distributed.

After a lapse of ten minutes place the print in water and develope

in half-an-hour—first with a pad covered with velvet, and afterwards

with a sponge. The further manipulation is the same as that already

described. J. Husnik.
—Nothen.

WHERE TO GO WITH THfi CAMERA.

[It la hoped that this series of articles will be continued at regular and frequent in-

tervals during the vacation months, and \vc shall be glad to receive contributions to

the series from any friends able to treat of new and interestinj^ t'round. j

THE ENVIRONS OF CHELTENHAM.
With this charming town as headquarters, and where accommoda-
tion of every kind is available, I purpose acting as a dcerone to the

photographer eager for good ground to pitch his camera on, promising

him, to start with, endless malcnel of the loveliest kind.

Oheltenham itself — with its fine transformation - scene - looking

promenade, its Lansdowne and Pittville—is already so well known
that nothing is left to be told but what has already been fully and
ably described. Still, it may be said that a good few plates might
pleasurably be used in the rendering of some of the pet parts of the

town proper. Topographically speaking, westward of Cheltenham lies

the Vale of Gloucester, while stretches of the Cotswold form some sort

of crude crescent round the town. Now, it is preciselj' on and about
these hills that the bulk of the views, scenes, &c., to which I am
about to refer are met.
On starting eastwise—which may be as good a way as any—by the

Prestbury Road, the pretty village of Prestbury is reached, and here

the first halt may well bo made. The church, sui genrr'is, is good, and
the surrounding locality excellent. One might easily contrive to

occupy one's time with the camera until the carrier passes in the

afternoon, and, having secured a seat, proceed to the " Rising Sun,

"

which is some couple of miles further. Part of the way is through a

delightful country under the beneficent shade of a wood formed of fine

tall trees. If it be thought desirable to secure these it is needless

to think of the carrier, but simply wend one's way thither, and on
via Sontham, where some good farmhouses and quaint barns are to

be met.
Shortly after leaving Southam the ascent up to the "Rising Sun"

begins. Once at this inn one may profitably put up, for the district

immediately round is very good. Situated on what is called '

' Cleeve
Hill," the tourist meets with rugged "bits," panoramic views, and pretty
lanes going down the village of Cleeve, which lies some distance off in

the valley, and where good things are likewise to be secured. This
district exhausted, one may proceed three miles further, to the little

town of Winchcombe, close to which is Sudeley Castle. Putting up
for the night would be advisable in Winchcombe, and the next
morning you would find "food" in sufiiciency for the camera. It is

needless to say that all information respecting Sudeley Castle will be
easily obtained in the locality.

Photographic operations over in and about Winchcombe, you can
return by omnibus to Cheltenham, whence, after another night's rest,

a start may now be made for the Old Reservoir, via Battledown, and
then on to Agg's Hill, with a delightful road all the way from Battle-
down right to the top of the hill, where very fine views are offered to
the gaze. Here a vast extent of country lies before the tourist. The
Vale of Gloucester, Gloucester itself in the distance, and right down to
the Bristol Channel may be seen on a clear day. From this plateau (on
Agg's Hill) I, about a month ago, saw Cheltenham bathed in an Italian
atmosphere, looking as fine as anything I ever saw—the houses beaming
in soft, golden tones in the midst of the finest conceivable aerial atmo-
sphere. The efleet was simply splendid, and I would have wished it to
remain so for ever. By the way, how lovely the colouring and atmo-
sphere have been this summer ! It reminded me more of the rich bloom
1 saw throughout the Scotch atmosphere in the vicinity of Ben Venue
and Ben Lomond than anything else. How very unfortunate it is that
the perfections of atmosphere are denied to photography ! How pale
and insignificant—how very tame—is photographic atmospheric ren-
dering! How very ofl;en, too, what was so charming abont the distance
is seen to flash out and instantly disappear under the action of the

developer to the plate ! But to return to Agg's Hill : though much of

the beauty of the views thence must perforce be lost to the photo-

grapher, still there is much that may be done and that well deserves

attention. Next to this, on the higher road parallel to Battledown
proper, the camera will find a considerable amount of occupation. The
evening or early morning time would be best for it, even though expo-

sure should have to be increased. To make up for this, vast shadows
will then cover the ground. Untold depth and richness, with sparkling

peeps through the foliage, amply repay additional length of exposure.

'J'here is a village close by where I have spent most pleasant hours

busily limning pictures; that is, Charlton and its suburb. Spring-

Bottom, the latter of which furnished Mr. Baynham Jones with one of

his moat felicitous pictures, Siiring-Bottom Bridge. Mr. G. S. Penny,
likewise, did excellent work in this identical village, and still left

ample room for cithers to follow. On strolling along it is amazing the

number of things pictorial one meets, and tlie variety offered in this

one village alone. Then through Charlton passes an offshoot of the

ubiquitous London road, following which one comes on the site of the

New Reservoir, half-a-mile further than which, looking back towards
Cheltenham, is seen one of the finest stretches, or fragments, of the

Cotswold I know of. It offers magnitude, variety, and great beauty,

and is especially fine as the afternoon is wearing oft'; but then the sun

being about dead against one, reproduction by xJhotographic means has

of necessity to take place earlier in the day. This individual spot is

some four miles and a-half from the town clock.

If wishful for a really-fine mill, and distance be no object (four and a-

half miles further), I would advise proceeding as far as Andoversford,

now accessible by rail; and, close to the mill, the waters which feed it

are nice, and, with their surroundings, will keep the tourist busy for

some time. The spring about here, with its grassy bank and umbrage,

is delightful during an afternoon, and forms excellent ground for a pic-

nic party.

Till this time progress has been from due east on to the south, antl

between these points still lies a spot usually resorted to by visitors to

Cheltenham—that is, the Seven Springs. AVith this place, however, I

was much disappointed when I went, but much liked parts of the road

going there, as one passes wild scenei-y much to my taste. Next to the

Seven Springs, southwards, comes Leckhampton. On and about this

hill an entire day may well be spent; and there will be no lack of

variety either, the hill-side being here wild and rugged, then covered

with firs, every now and then reminding one of fragments of Switzer-

land. I would advise beginning early in the morning at the foot of the

hill. I have seen this individual part absolutely charming under a

semi-haze, the villas and cottages coming out softly against the hill,

and masses of trees hurling down rich shadows, thereby giving both

variety and relief to the scene. A little higher up, if one suddenly

turns a semicircle so as to face the road from Cheltenham, we again

get a delightful view composed of the villas and houses with their sur-

roundings, and an excellent picture may be secured.

Next, one might plunge into the wood and, peeping out from between

the trees, take the foreshortenings of the hill side, the varied vistas,

the clusters of trees resting on the undulating ground. As you wander
about you are sure to come upon Leckhampton, its church and village.

They are enticing, and well worth spending a few plates on. If

not objecting to a little climbing, you might now take the road leading

to the top of the hill and, looking to the right as you ascend, watch the

magnificent view of the valley, out of which, twenty miles o&,

the Malvern hills are seen to rise ; while more immediately close to you

the ground, with its varied slopes, is most attractive and replete with

pictorial materials. Then to the left, as you pass, you come on

seemingly a wild superstructure of stones detached from the quarried

side. This natural geological freak is called "The Devil's Chimney,"

and is notorious to all under that cognomen, innocent as it is of

any connection with the evil spirit. Just before reaching the plateati

,

look at the fine liill side to your right, and the artistically-situated house

called by some "the Folly." Pause here and, while gazing on the

fine view, hark to the lowing of the cattle, the bleating of the sheep, the

bluster of the bantams—is it not all truly delightful? And how
replete with truly artistic material of every kind 1 But the plateau or

hill top is now at hand. Pack up the camera and simply feed on

the invigorating air and vast horizon. The dwellings of men seem

small from here ; horses and cattle are but specks, and men themselves

are scarcely visible. Yet it is but a poor elevation compared with the

titanic heights of India. Roam about the 2>lateau, following the

capricious indentations of the bluff, and quietly admire the vastnesa and
loveliness of nature in this fine panorama.
Having refreshed yourself with another night's rest at your Chelten-

ham headquarters, the dark slides once more replenished, and partaken

of a substantial breakfast, another spot now awaits your skill and

energy. This spot, being six miles off, is pi-obably best reached with a

conveyance, the coachman of which will not be sorry on finding it to be

Birdlip, though it is up hill a good part of the way. The first portion of the

road will be your old friend of the previous day—the ascent up Leck-

hampton hill. Once close to '

' the Folly," however, you will branch off

to the right toward's Cooper's Hill, a nice view of which is got as you

w.dk wliile the vehicle is making its w.ay up the incline. By the time

you have "taken stock" of Cooper's Hill, from this favourable vantage
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ground, the conveyance is ready awaiting your convenience to resume
your seat; ami now whip away right to the village of Birdlip, the

approRohes to which, by the road just followed, give but little indica-

tion of the scenery in store for you.
It may be that a glass of milk and a biscuit or two would hei-e prove

acceptable, unless, having made a scanty meal early in the morning,
jou feci more ready for a dejtuiier a la fourrheltc ; if so, the means to

indulge such desire are at hand. Whichever you elect, the Birdlip

woo<l3 next await you. As you enter these by the village entrance,

some fifty yards aliead, a vast clearing is manifest. As you open out
upon it, looking to the left, I think you will admit the headland is

well worth depicting ; but resort sliould be had to a long-focus lens,

otherwise the lines will bo so depressed as to tlepiivc the view of its

char.icter and consequent charm. The same kind of lens is advisable

for the line wooded promontory or hill to the left, ending about the

little lake, which is, I tliink, the reservoir that supplies the city of

Gloucester with water. Practically you may now think yourself in the

heart of charming sylvan scenery ; but one has to jjick and choose, for

some of it is but poor stuff—tall, slender trees, and a great deal of inferior

beeches. If, however, you are a good walker, pass right through the

more immediate rubbish and you will meet with much better and more
jjicturesque timber. The thing is to get to the very heart of the wood,
and on what I have termed the "promontory." It will not take long

ere you perceive that thei'c is much to do in this locality, and that

valual)le studies are here to be obtained in plenty. In parts, too, will

be found splendid foreground material—burdock, thistle, in fact all

that the painter seeks to enrich the foreground of his pictures with.

There are many spots where this foreground material comes in appro-

priately along witli pictures otherwise complete in these woods. If

provided with a good field-glass so much the better, as you will be
able mora fully to enjoy your trip or stay, should you elect to

stop for some days in Binllip. The only difficulty in the way at times

is to lind sleeping accommodation, as the place gets very full in the

season.

This spot exhausted, there is PaiuBwick, three miles further on; and
here agaui the country is very fine—replete, in fact, with good pictorial

mulrri'l. When ready to return to headquarters, I would strongly

advise returning by the lower road, which skirts the wood, and through

Shurdington, where again the camera might be brought into requisition,

and finally back to Ulieltenham. This individual drive, morning or

evening, is very fine; and, if in the evening, glorious effects of sunset

may at times be seen, sending a rich gloss through the foliage below, and,

also, when on the open covering and the distant Malvern Hills, with an

exquisite mantle of purple, while the goldenfrins'ed clouds reflect the

rich lustre of the setting sun. At these times the haimony pervading

sky and landscape is pleasing to a degree. The colouring is now
dramatic, then soft in tlie extreme, perhaps horizontal strata top the

horizon, or portentous masses of cumulus cast long, impressive shadows

over space and ground, offering a grand contrast to the rich, metallic

light of the declining orb, as this light diiruses itself through the
" peerable " space, and here and there in gaps in the landscape, lending

a wondrous charm and mystery to the scene. The sound of a church

bell in the valley at this hour is apt to remind one of the an;/rliin, still

common in some countries ; and almost unconsciously the mind may be

led to dwell on with a feeling of respect and gratitude, while absently

gazing on the sublime scene.

Half-an-hour or so later finds you again in Cheltenham, with the

whole valley abaft still unexplored; with Gloucester only a-cjuarter of

an hour's distance by either Great Western or .Midland—Gloucester,

with its fine cathedral and grand, massive columns and fine tower

;

Gloucester, with some of the quaintest and narrowest streets of any 1

have seen, including those of old Paris—of the Paris of forty years ago.

Then, in Gloucester docks, occasionally good shipping is seen, and
groups of crafts of a picturesque character, such as have happily been

depicted in his leisure hours by Mr. Penny. Finally: the upper end of

the valley about Cheltenham is replete with pretty roads and lanes far

too numerous to be enumerated here, and villages such .as Swindon,

&c., &c. In fact, endless matrriil still abound in the immediate vici-

nity for an earnest toiler and genuine lover of nature.

A. F. Genlais.

FOREIGN NOTES AND NEWS.
IIerr Asders' Prussiate of Pota.sh "Blue" Inten'.sifisb.—
PROFE.SSOR VoGEL'S METHOD OF PURIFHSO GeL.WI»E FOE EmUL-
SIONI.SINfi.

Herr Anders, of Dresden, says in the MUtJieihinf/cii that, in con-

sequence of tlie well-known disadvantage of intensification with

cyanide of mercury—namely, that the negatives sooner or later ))ecome

darkened to yellow, and furnish in consequence first very powerful

lights and, at last, prints that no longer come up to the desired

standard—he has tried another method which also produces coloured

negatives ; but in this case the colour is blue or violet. This method of

intensification is very easily manipulated, and the process has to be

carried out by subclued light, as bright daylight decomposes the

ilnids. Take the negative to be intensified and wash it veil after

fixing, or the already-dry negative, and rime it well again ; then coat
it with the iatenaifying fluid, or lay it in a bath containing some of the
same. A porcelain dish is best, as it allows tlio piogrcs* of the
intensification to be watched. The negative is at once converted into

a "blue" picture, in which the hii^h lights remain white, while tho
half-tones shade gradually off into a blue, more or leas decided in tint

according to the length of time the phite is left iu the lluid. The iliiid

may be made of any desired weakness by diiutioa with water. It ia

principally intended for tho intcnsificatiou of under-exposed platei, in

which it brings out with great distinctness previously invisible details.

If it 'be desired to convert a blue negative into a violet or black one,
the object is attained by simply laying the blue negative iu a very
dilute (1 : 100) solution of ammonia of O'lllO, in which the blue negativu
is iu a few minutes converted into a bluish-black, the change of tone
beginning almost instantaneously. After being removed tho plate
must be carefully washed. It is noticeable, that we are only told how
the intensifier acts, but get no specific information as to what tho
iutcnsifier is actually compased of, nor its proportions, further than
that it is a mixture of red prussiate of potash with a ferrous oxide.

It is said that Herr Auders has applied for a patent for this in-

tensifier, i)resumably in (jlermany. He sent a "bine" negative to

the Berlin Association for the Cidtivation of Photography ; but
it was unaccompanied by a print. If the negative look very pro-
mising, perhaps Dr. Vogel will try a print from it and report there-
upon.

The latter gentleman writes to the Mittheilnngen as follows
auent a simple and reliable means of purifying gelatine for emnlsionU-
ing:

—

" Pains have been taken, since the use of the emulsion processes became
90 widespread, to furnish suitable gelatines for them; yet there are still a
good many kinds in the market which do not j,'ive good results with tho
cooking process, and still less so by the ammonia process—that is to say,
their use is accompanied on the one hand by fog, and on the other by
insensitiveness. I have had to contend a great deal with tlii< difficulty,

and have had to throw many pounds of gehitino and many more of emulsinn
away before I found a simple, sure, and reliable method of purifying sfcla-

tine. I have now used it for more than a year, and can recommend it for
use with gelatines that would otherwise furnish absolutely no usable
emulsion at all. The need for such a remedy is best proved by the fact that
the Berlin Photographic S.)ciety has offered a prize for a gotxl one, which
no one has .13 yet merited. Tha method is .simple:—Soak the doubtful
gelatine in water (running water will often do, but distilled water is best),

let it stand eight minutes, and then pour off the water. R°i>eat this seven
or eight times, after which the gelatine should be quite clean and may be
confidently iisad for emulsionising. I usually weigh out the quantity of

gelatine required for a batch of emulsion, and after subjecting it to the
washing process let the water drip and then melt it. I then measure the
melted mass, and use one-quarter of it to emulsionise with, and add the
other three-quarters after cooking. Very bad Relatino can be worked up
best immediately after washing. At anyrate it is not advisable to let

it stand long after washing. My experience is that a gelatine of that
sort which was used immediately gave a good emulsion, but if left to

stand twenty-four hours traces of decompositi<in had alreadj' Iwgun to

show. The gelatine tests I published some years ago should cunvince any-
one that the washinjj: process is really effective:—Prei>are an ammoniacal
silver solution by adding a 1 : 10 silver solution to ammonia until the pre-

cipitate formed at first has become redissolved; then mix some of the
gelatine to be tested, after swelling it in water and melting it, with an
equal quantity of the silver solution, and heat the mixture. If the mixture
become brown or even yellow, the gelatine is not to bo recommended.
Now in every case in which gelatine washed as above described was tested

in this manner it i)roved pure (clean), and with every sample so treated,

without exception, a good emulsion was obtained."

RECENT PATENT.

APPLICATION FOR PATENT.
No. 11,803. — " Washing Trough for Photographic Negatives." F.

Bishop.—i)«(«'</ Au'jitit 30, 18»4.

A New or Improved Photoghaph and Picture Stand.

Communicated by Theodob MiiscH, Vienna.

The stand is intended for the reception of photographs, lithographs,

prints, drawings, pictures, or any other flat object, and differs fnuii oth^r

similar apimratus priiuipally by enabling the objects to be seen at the samo
time from different sides.

The photographs, drawings, tic, are placed one behind the other,

slantingly or vertically.

In both cases the a|>paratus consists of a stand and a nnmber of picture-

holders or frames. The stand is made of brass, tin, or any other cimvcnient
metal, and rests on feet of any angular or any othi-r Kliapo that may be
desired, with crosspicces answering to the shape. The piclm-oholderu or

frames may also be made of brass, tin, or any other metal, or of hard wotxl

;

and each frame iiuay bo divided into two or more comiiartnmits, each to

contain a picture. On each side of the frame knob* or screws are provided,

acting as hcuizontal axles on which the frames hang and turn.

[Certain drawings accomiiany this specification \rhich wo do not repro-

duce, and tho claim is based on tho {oregoing.j
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M^ttinp of ^mitm,
MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Date of Meeting. Kame of. Society. Place of Mnetlug.

September 9 .

.

10 ..

Bolton Club ". . .

.

The Studio, Chancci-y-lane.
Temperance Hall.Burv

„ 10 ..

11 ..

„ 11 ..

London and Provinoial Masons' Hall, Basinp:hall-street.
Manchester Technical School.

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
At the meeting of this Society, held on the 28th ult., the chaii' was occupied
by Mr. W. M. Ashman.
A Member showed some gelatine negatives taken about three years since,

which, lie thou^'ht, had become dense with time. No intensifying process

had been employed, but the plates were merely developed with alkaline

pyro.

Mr. W. E. DEBENH.\xf said that when it was necessary to look over old

collodion negatives he found them very dense. The plates were not
originally too intense, but had been of proper printing density at the time
they were taken. His iir.actice had been to develope with iron, and intensify

with pyro. and silver after fixing.

The Chaikmax inquired whether the effect noticed was not duo to

different methods of printing.

Mr. Debenhasi thought not, and that the strong silver baths in use for-

merly would give, if anything, more powerful prints than those obtained
under the conditions in vogue at the present time.

AMesibeii, with respect to modes of intensifying, said that for many years
Blancjuart-Evrard, of Lille, employed the method of obtaining intensity

by expo.^ing the developed plate, after washing and before fixing, to day-
light. Ten minutes sufficed to darken the image sensibly. He would put
a query—" Was the change in this case due to an alteration of colour, or

to a change in the agglomeration of the molecules forming the image?"
Tlie Chairman had for many years employed tlie method referred to for

obtaining intensity with collodion negatives. He had also, when the plate

had been much under-exposed, adopted another method—that of immer-
sion in bichloride of mercury as soon as the developer was well washed
out ; the |)late was then printed from without being fixed.

Mr. J. B. B. Wellington' showed a combined changing-box and dark
slide. In this arragement each plate was contained in a carrier of tin plate.

The top of this carrier had a slot in it which was taken into by a spring
catch when the body of the box was drawn out, and on sliding the body
back the i^late was forced into a fresli position at the back of the others.

By this contrivance the length of the back or changing-box was ke|)t within
moderate limits, and was not much greater than that of tlie plate itself.

Mr. F. W. Haht exhibited a fl.a]) shutter witli pneumatic release. The
shutter was furnished with a stop by whieli the rising of the flap could bo
limited to a certain height as desired, and so it would act as a sky-shade.
There was .also an arrangement by which the flap would work up and down
instantaneously with one pressure of the ))ueumatio ball, or it might be
kept open as long as desired, and would disceud only when the pressure
upon the ball was removed.
Mr. A. Haddon, referring to a question that had been put at the

previous meeting, showed a i)iece of silver wire net and the frame
upon which it was made. Anyone requiring such an article could manu-
facture it for himself.
A Member suggested for the purpose intended—that of dividing emulsion

—the use of a piece of tinned wire gauze as sold in the sho])s for putting tea
into when making the infusion. The piston employed would tlion have to
be rounded at the end to match the shape of the strainer.

MANCHESTER PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

[Our readers may have perceived that the reimrts of the ordinary meet-
ings of this Society for April and May last have remained in abeyance
since those periods. From a conversation we have h.ad with the Hon.
Secretary we have been assured by him that the delay in publishing has
been caused Ijy tlie exigencies of business and absence from home. The
new session commences on Thursday next, the 11th inst., and the Hon.
Secretarj^ anticipates new life being thrown into the meetings dui-ing the
forthcoming session, having received many assurances from members of
interesting communications, &c., Ike.—Ens.]

The usual monthly meeting of the above Society was held in the Manchester
Technical School, on Thursday, A]>ril 10th. Tea was provided in the
basement of the buildinsj^, which was considered to be an improvement from
the old tea-room. Mr. John Pollitt, tlie President, occupied tlie chair.
The proceedings of the previous meeting were re.ad and confirmed. Mr.

W. L. Heaton was elected a member of the Society.
Mr. Edwaud.h read a very interesting paper on the irapnrtance of rising-

fronts, and exhibited several negatives intended to demonstrate the advan-
tage of rising-fronts instead of swing-backs.

The Chairman said he had given considerable attention to the subject of
swing-backs and swing-fronts since the last meeting, and had made a few
cx|)eriinents, one of which he desired to submit to the meeting. He (the
Cliairraan) took a double column of The Times newspaper and pasted the
liriiited matter on a sheet of stout cardboard. These represented about twenty-
four inches in length. On the mai-gins of the printed matter lie had m,arked
off every inch from the top to the bottom, and that eighteen inches fi-om
the top, and therefore six inches from the bottom, he drew a thick black
line across the printed matter bo as to be easily distinguishable, He then

fi.xed this against a wall with the camera and lens in front, at such a
distance that tlie twenty-four inclies of printed matter exactly filled the
focussing-screen. Ho now elevated tlio columns to such a height that tli3

eighteen-inch black line fnun tlie top was level with the axis of the lens
and camera. Tims in tliis jiosition it was obvious that either the front
must bo raised or tlie camera tilted to get the top of tlie columns on the
place. Therefore, in the first jilace, he raised the front and exjiosod a
l)lat3, and afterwards lirouglit the lens central witli the plate and tilted

the camera, using the swing-back to bring the plate perjiendicular, at the
same time keejiing the camera or plate the original lieiglit from the ground.
Anotlier plate was exposed in this manner, and prints from these negatives
submitted to the members. The one for wliicli the front only had been
raised was sliarp and readable in every portion, wliilst the one taken with
the tilted camera and swing-back was with difficulty readable at the top
and bottom of the cohunns.
Mr. KisHTON. Mr. S. 1). JIcKellex, and the Hon. Secretary expressed

various ojiinions on the subject.
Mr. John Warburton exhiliited a non-actinic portable lamp intended to

be used by tourists when aw.ay from home.
Tlie Ho.v. Se('ret.\rv said that, for changing jilates when away from

home, he never used anything more than a piece of yellow jiaper foliied in
the form of a tube and secured by two iiius, which he placed over an
ordinary candle.
Mr. Allen Gar.nett said he had successfully used the yellow cover of a

Braihhaio's Railwai/ Guide to protect the actinic rays of an ordinary candle.
The meeting was then adjourned.

The last monthly meeting of the session was held in the Mjinchester
Technical School, on Thursday, May 8th,—Mr. John Pollitt, President, in

the chair. The minutes of the previous meeting were read and contirmed.
The Chairman said that bein" the last meeting of the session he felt

bound to draw the attention of the members to a very important subject,
and to him not a very jileasant one. The f.ict w.as there were a con-
siderable number of subscriptions in arrear^more than one-third of the
members having hitherto failed to give the matter that attention which he
desired they would now speedily give.

The Hon. Sechetaky read out a list of outdoor meetings which had been
arranged.
Mr. -loHN Schofield exhibited his photographic apparatus, consisting of

camera and dark slide, and box for carrying same. The camera was of the
ordinary form. The dark slide was similar in construction to a wet slide,

but deep enough to hold eighteen jilates at a time, which were sep.arated liy

sheets of opaque paper. The box for carrying the camera and slide also
answered for a changing-box, and, being provided with an op,aque calico
sleeve, he (Mr. Schofield) demonstrated the ease with which he could
change the jilates in his dark slides. He said he had used the apparatus
for S(une considerable time most successfully.

Tlie Chairman opened the subject of new rooms, and the ideas enter-
tained by the Literary and Philosophical Society, for discussion, in which
Mr. Rainor, Mr. Brothers, the Hon. Secretary, and others joined.
Mr. A. Brothers exhibited some photomicrographs taken on half-platea

by the aid of the electric light, which had been placed at his service at
Owens College.
Outdoor Mf:etin{is.—These commenced May 31st, with a visit to Liverpool

;

June 14th, Gawsworth; .Tune 21st, Miller'.s Dale; July 3rd, Chester; July
12th, Matlock; July 2!ith, Speke Hall; August 2rid, Bettws-y-Cood

;

August 13tli, Kirkstall Abbey; August Kith, Middlewood; August 23rd,
Bolliii Valley.—The last outdoor meeting will take place tomorrow
(Saturday), the Gth inst., to Chelford.
The next ordinary meeting will be held at the Manchester Technical

School, on Tliursd.ay next, the 11th inst. Tea at 0,30. There is every
prospect of an interesting meeting.

Corresjjontujna.
—*

—

" EDWARDS'S MACHINE FOR COATING PLATES."
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Your correspondent, Mr. S. Fry, seems somewhat troubled
in his mind with regard to the novelty of my patent machine for coating
plates, to which he takes exception on the ground that certain parts of the
machinery are already in use for other manufacturing purposes, a long
string of which he enumerates.
Mr. Fry has evidently quite misunderstood the nature and object of ray

invention, which is not adajited or intended for the manufacture of "floor

cloths," "medical jilasters,'' or other purposes named by Mr. Fry. The
machine is simply designed to facilitate the mfinufacture of iierfectly-coated

plates in large quantities, and to obviate the well-known defects which
have been found so detrimental in plates coated Ijy any of the appliance*
hitherto used for the purpose.

I feel sure that a little further consideration will enable Mr. Fry to set

his mind perfectly at rest as to the validity of my patent, the claims
of which have been carefully considered and will be stringently maintained.
I shall, however, bo willing to grant licences on equitable terms to other
plate-makers who may desire to benefit by my invention.

The chief point about the machine (wliich in its present form is the out-

come of a long and costly series of experiments) is the jierfect manner in

which, with astonishing rapidity, it does the work for which it is designed
—in this respect surpassing my most sanguine expectations—while each
day furnishes fresh jiroof that the introduction of a more perfect method of

coating than has hitherto been used will prove a boon that will be
thoroughly appreciated by the users of dry plates, as well as ensure an
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I'liuriiioue saving in wages and waste to tbose inannfacturora who decide to
avail themselves of my improved machinery.—I am, yours, lie.
The (Irorc, Uackncii, Htptember 2, l(«i4. li. J. El)\VAnD».

To tht KuiTOKS.
(ji:sTi.KMKS,- Kefcniiiif to the letter of Ml'. .Samuel I'ry, in your last

i«»iu', relative to Mr. B. .1. Kdwarcls'H patent: ns that couimunication con-
tain.s an error in |irinciplc purmit me space to point it out.
A patent may be obtained fir a new application of a provioualy-exiating

piecr of apparatn.-i. This beinj thi- ea.fe, it will not only be necessary for
Mr. Fry (sliouUl he bo inclined to contest Mr. Edwards's patent) to show
that the appar.itus as it now exists «* a ichule has been previously in use,
but that it h.is been in use for dating plates with gelatine emulsion. If ho
can do this the patent would certainly bo of no avail.

It will not, I ajiprehend, suffice to say before the Vico-Chancellor that
because one part of the machine has l)een utilised in the manufacture of

]iii(nients, another in the manuf:icture of floorcloths, and a third in the
application of gum to stamps, that, therefore, the patent is not sound when
a machine is constructed, as a whole, even of parts previously well known,
for a purpose different from any of tliose mentioned. However, law -and
especially [Latent law—is a curious and somewhat whimsical thing.—I am,
yours, &c., A Patknt Agent.

Sc'ilanber 1, 1884.

To the Editors.

(jExri.EJtKX,—Really inventors, or wouldbe inventors, shcndd, to save
themselves from ehajrin, study well previous inventions. I am led to

write this after iierusing the specific.aticm of Mr. B. J. Edwards's plate-
coating machine in your issue of August 22nd.
A machine the same in principle h.as been used in our works for ten

years for laying an even coating of plaster of Paris cream upon wood and
veneer. The same machine is constantly used by oil-cloth manufacturers,
india-rubber coaters, and chemists for rolls of diachylon plasters.

Mr. Edwards does wisely in not claimini,' the emulsion trough or endless
bands ; but the scraper— which, he says, is the pith of the inventiim—is

part of the machine used by the manufacturers I have named. His patent
is no more valid, I am .afraid, than his " patent-grooved plate-boxes,"
which patent would not stand one hour's cro33-e.\amination before the
proper tribunal.—I am, yours, &c., John Mvri'HY.

Licerpvo!, September S, 1884.

INSTANTANEOUS SHUTTERS.
To the Editors.

GEMTt.KslEN",—I notice in your issue of today a letter from Dr. Mantell
on the above subject, in which he complains that Cadett's so-called instan-

taneous shutter is not rapid enough to take moving objects. My own
exjierience of this shutter quite corresponds with his. Dr. Mantell goes on
to give the features that a drop-shutter should possess. I believe the one
I now use fulfils all the conditions he enumerates.

It is a mahogany case 3i X 2| X i{ inches. The drop is made of silk working
on a roller containing a spiral spring. The exposure can bo regulated
from very slow to as ra]>id as a flash of lightning. It cau.ses absolutely no
vibration whatever, and is so simple as to be very unlikely to get out of

order. The drop is either released by touching a spring or by the pneu-
matic ball. The size given above is for a lens with a hood an inch and a-

half in diameter. The cost, cmnplete with pneumatic ball and tube, is

abo\it 17s. (id. It was m.ade by a Mr. Kershaw.
The above shutter is the only one which I have come across that fulfils the

following conditions:— .A. drop-shutter acting either slowly or with jireat

rapidity ; cajiable of adjustment as to the rapidity; working with full aper-

ture ; and falling so smoothly as not to cause any vibration to tlie camera.
—1 am, yours, &c., R. U.\li.oway-Belluixuek.

Fatricrnft, Mancheder, A mjuat 29, 1884.

0,oUs ttttb (Queries,
"Are there any means by which rancidity in oils can be prevented or

cured?—H. J."-; In reply: A few drojjs of nitric ether added to oil is

(laid to prevent its becoming rancid; and, not only so, Imt even to destroy
the disa;,'reeable smell of oil that h.as already becoipe rancid,

Ji'.HPEK writes:—"I have had a valuable photograph c'ntrusted to mo for

copying, and my clerk has allowed a large drop of ink to fall ujmn it.

How can this l)c removed ? "-—-We reply : Let "Jasper'' try the effect of

an application of hydrochloric acid by means of a brush, subsequently
washing thoroughly with water.

W. E. inquires :
—" Can yon inform mo in your Ifotes and Queries if there

be .any work published dealing with the history of photography—I mean
giving a description of how it was found out, &c., and, if so, where I can
obtain it'^" In reply: Hunt's Miimuil of Phntixjrophii published by
Messrs. (iriflin and Co., London, contains a reliable history of photo-
graphy in its early days; but, as it m.ay be difficult to obtain a copy, we
also refer our corresiKindeut to Tissandier's HiOory of Photoymphy, pub-
lished by Sampson Low and Co.

''Pkrmit me the use of yowr Notes and Queries' column to reply to Mr.
W. H. Harrison's tiuery, in last number, as to whether my exi>€rience in

dark slides with a cut-otf and with a removable shutter is tlic same as that

of Mr. Andrew Pringle. Although I have some dark slides with the
ordinary English shutters I confess my preference for those with remov-
able shutters, and, of cour.se, with a cut-off. By adopting the most
ordinary care in inserting the shutter after the exposure h.as been com-
pleted there is no chance of any light being a<lmittcd. I am here assum-

ing good workmansbip.—J, Ta^itL Taylou."

' RePLYiNu from an extended experience to *B. H. A.,' in your Iurt lustip, I
think that if he be careful he can secure good resnlts in photnmicru-
graphic work with a French cighth-of-aninch objective. My owrt
object-glass is one of a verjr narrow angle ; but, as a conseqaenco of this,

it [mssesses great penetrative |Hiwer upc.n such objects at ore within its

scope. As a rule, I can produce a goodjilmtograpn of everything 1 see,
and quite as sharply, too, as I see it. The best effect is obtaine<r when,
after obtaining visual sharimess, I give the fine adjustment one-sixth of
a tm-n out. Although I speak in terms of prai.so of my Frencli eightli-
ot-an-inch objective, I do not for an instant mean to imply that it is as
good as one of higher pretensions, such as emanate from our bMt
English micro8co|H! makers.—K, G, Flint."

"I HAVK a lens three inches in diameter and sixteen inches focus which
does not work to focus, Ix.'ing, as I have been informed, over-corrected
for colour. Will you kindly inform me in what direction I should make
an alteration in the curves so as to bring about a coincidence of the
chemical and visual foci? I should greatly like if this could bv effecteid
without the present focus being altered—at anyrate to any appreciable
extent. I may add that the re-grinding and polishing of any of the
surfaces of the lens will not cause me either inconvenience or trouble if I
only know in what direction to make the alteration or which surface to
operate upon.—Felix." We reply : It will be safer for " Felix" to
leave the external surfaces as they are, and operate upon the inner or
contact surfaces. To make the requisite correction these curves must be
fiattened, so as to render the flint lens less concave than it is at present.
To what extent the radius of curvature must be increased to effect this
proi>erly it is quite impossible to say. Grind the surfaces, and only
partially polish them; then, having cemented them with castor oil, try
experimentally what effect has been produced. If the two foci Ihj now
found to coincide, complete the polishing of the contact surfaces and
cement with balsam.

J. William F'oster savs :—"The other evening I saw in a friend's house a
number of photographs that possessed a fine tone, and which I w.is assured
had not been toned by gold at all, but by iron, the toning and fixing pro-
ceeding simultaneously. My friend cannot afford me any information
with regard to the composition of the toning and fixing bath, so I look to
the Editors of The Buitish Journal of Photography for aid."—-To
this we reply : The toning bath referred to must evidently be one
described by Mr. Hardwich in a paper on PosUire Printiwj, read l)efc>re

the London Photographic .Society nearly thirty years ago, as wo have
never heard of any other toning bath containing iron. The following are
the particulars :^

Solution of perchloride of iron IJ ounce.

, Hyposulphite of soda 8 ounces.
Water 1.5 „
Nitrate of silver 80 grains.

The hyposulphite of soda is first dissolved in thirteen ounces of the water,
and the nitrate of silver in the remaining two ounces. "The i>erchloride
of iron is then poured into the liyposul))liito solution by little and little,
stirring well all the time. The .addition of the iron salt strikes a fine purple
colour, but this soon disappears. When the liquid has become .again
colourless—which takes place in a few minutes—add the nitrate of silver,
stirring briskly. Perfect solution will take place without any formation
of black sulphuret. Although this colouring and fixing bath will work
well twelve hours after mixing, it is still better at the end of a few days.

Wk extract the following from a letter received fn>m Mr. Bavnham
Jones :—" Clause li of the article on " the camera of the future " in the
Journal of the 22nd ult. is quite unintelligible to my cajmcity, and
as there m.ay be mivuy others equally stupid you would confer a great
favour on them as well as myself if you would, in your next number,
render the description more lucid, acconqmnying your rem,arks, if neces-
sary, with a woodcut. In the .Journal of the 22nd ult. you describe
a revolving disc in a cameriv front at M. de Blochous's establishment
at Brussels, and of which it appears that gentleman claims to lie the
inventor. In the ye.ar 18.57 I consti-iicled a camera with revolving disc
and slide for throwing the lens out of the centre—identical in erery
respect with the woodcut given in the Journal—and which is now in my
dark room. L took the idea of the revolving disc from a microsco|>e
c-irrying a series of object-glasses, ^aud in lieu of the Latter substituted a
slide for carrying the lens. I do not imagine I everdcscribed the invention,
as The British Journal of PHorotiRAi-HY was probably not in existence
at the above date." In reply : We presume the article first referred to
is that by Mr. Andrew Pringle on Tourist Cameras and Lenses (page 833),
and to this gentle nan we refer Mr. Jones's plaint, merely i>remising,
if it be the sixth paragraph of the article (that aljout the fasteohig
of dark slides and their shutters) to which allusion is made, that while
we (piite undei-stand every phrase, the subject yet possesses a degree
of interest quite sufficient to cause us to desire to hear more about it.
With regard to the revolving disc in the camera front, constructed
by Mr. .Jones in 1857, it is to be regretted that he did not publish it
at the time, and thus entitle Mmself to such advantages or honours
as are conferred by publication. But even had ho then done so, we
question if his claims would not have been subjwt to objection on
the score of novelty ; for a camera with a circular, revolving front was
described, with a drawing, in our first volume (then in octavo form) in
the issue for July 8, SSo-f, at page 04, which settles the question of
priority.

-¥

(BxcljanQt Columtt.
I will exchange an instantaneous shutter, by Sands and Hunter, also •

retouching-desk, for half-nlatc printing-frames, chemical bottles, roUei^
press, or anything useful for an amateur.—Address, T, M, L.. 881.

Thirlwell-road, Hceley, Sheffield. ' ^
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\Vhat offers in exchange for Jlariou's swing, sood as new, cost HI 7s. (id. ?—
Address, W. G. Helsby, Art Studio, Denbigh, N. Wales.

I will exchange a well-bred fox-terrier bitch, value £4, for a whole-plate

instantosraph apparatus.—Address, A. K. S. Kest, Corringhani, Rom-
ford, Essex.

I will exchange a 10 X ^ Ross's rapid synunetrical, new, for a half-plate

same make; al.so Lancaster's or other .solar enlarging lantern.—Address,

J. JoxES, 34, Plantagenet-street, Cardiff.

I will exchange a good quarter-plate portrait lens for four dozen Britannia

or other good makers' dry plates, ipiarter-plate.—Address, R. Taylok,
48, Leigh-street (off Pall jlall), Chorlcy, Lancashire.

I will exchange a very fine dark tent, on wheels, highly painted, also

backgrounds, balustrade, pedestal, &c., for a second-hand tricycle.

—

Address, J.\siEs Bkkmnkr, 1, St. James-road, Forfar.

I will exchange a 19 x Hi camerii, swing-l»ck and folding tailboard, ex-

tending about thirty-eight inches, in good condition. What offers ';—

Address, W. Hid.son, (12, High-stre<.'t, Bordesley, Birmingham.

I will give good exchange in watches or jewellery for a good bellows-body

camera, half-plate, and good half-plate ]>oi-trait ' lens by any good
maker.—Address, B. Peakce, Doll-stteet,, Machynleth, North Wales.

Wanted, a good posing-chair, with changeable backs if possible, also a

background, interior or exteiior, in exchange for a brand now singlc-

bro-Asted frock coat, best f|uality broadcloth, never worn, chest measure
thirty-nine inches.— Address, HoivroN AND Co., 2(), Caroline-street,

Cardiff.

We will exchange a splendid set of beaver furs, consisting of double collar,

two lapells, and one large pair of cuffs, jiist received from America; also

n Colt's revolver, forty-five calb., and hunting belt with squares for

thirty-two cartridges; also scabbard for knife and pouch, all solid leather,

and silver-mounted dagger and case, for a portable or rapid synunetrical

lens and 10 x 12 camera with dark slides, must be in good condition and

by a good m.akcr; photograph of any of tho above two st.amps.—Address,

Brook and Steggle-s, High-street Studio, Shepton Mallet, Somerset.

. ^nshitrs to ©orwspon&unts.

tsr Corraponienta should never write on both siles of the paper.

Notice.—£«c/t CorrapoJidcnl is required to enclose his name and address,

althourjh not necessarihjforpuhlimtion. Communications may, when thought

desirable, appear under a NOM de tlume as hitherto, or, by preference,

under three letters of the alphabet. Such sir/natures as " Constant Reader,"

"Subscriber," Ac, should be avoided. Correspondents not conforming to

this rule will therefore imderttand the reason for the omission of their

communications. '

rilOTOGR.WUS REGISTBIiEn.

—

Eilwiu Sniith(;lls, Rivington, near Chorley, L.ancashire.—PAoto<7)-rt/)A of

The Unfamiliar Tune; Shadows; Who's There! ; Her Fortune; A
Reverie; Just Let Loose from School.

W. S. S.—See a leading article in the present number. We shall have

more to say on the subject shortly.
.

Jas. Wilson.—Doubtless it is a more idle nimour, with no foundation

whatever in fact. Pay no attention to such nonsense.

0. O. O.—The process is worked as a secret one ; but it is generally imder-

stood to be a modification of Mr. Woodbury's. So you arc quite right in

your surmise.

Syntax.—Do not go to the extra expense of a rack-and-]iinion adjustment

for the landscai)e lens. Tho raokwork of the camera is quite sufficient

for accurate adjustment.

A. J. R.—At present the material is not an article of commerce in this

country. It is possible, however, if a use can be found for it, that it

may become so eventually. , ^,

James Lvgg.—The Bhitish Journal Photographic Aljianac is pub-

lished at this office. The Publisher will forward you a copy on receipt

of one shilling and threepence in stamps.

Hants.—The small quantity of lime in the water, as shown by the ana-

lyst's report, will do no harm to ttttj' prints. There is no necessity to

give them a final washing in distilled water.

R. MicilKLL.—Yes; you will require the permission of the authorities

to take views in the streets of Paris ; but such permission will be readily

accorded if you apply in the proper quarter, stating tho purpose for

which you require the views.

Wm. Biggs.—The reasoii the transfer iiai)er does not adhere to the collo-

dion film is that you have not sufficiently softened tho gelatinous coat-

ing. If it do not soften in water at the temperature you have employed

it 13 clear that you have added too much chrome alum in its preparatiim.

E. J. LovRiov.—Surely sufficient has been said on the subject in our

columns during the past year or two. Refer to your back numbers and

you will find all you require to know. Yju had better remove the boiler

from tho dark room altogether, as it is very much out of place in such

an apartment.

T. A. (i.—Very much will depend upon how you place the sitter, and how
"yoii intend to use the liglit. You should not have much less than ten

feet of glass at the top and side of the studio. It is better to have a

trifle too much than too little, as, in the former case, you can -stop some

off if not required,

J. J. B.—There is nothing better than ijlumbago for rendering the gelatine

moulds conductive of electricity. You must use the best quality of

plumbago, such as i« prepared specially for electrotyping purposes.

B. R. J.—The subjects are well chosen, but, unfortunately, all the

pictures are mai'red by the shadows being so deep. This arises from
under-exposure. Had you given double time the pictures would, doubt-

less, have been jwrfect.

S. Bailey.— If, as ycju say, all your albumenised paper, subsequent to

sensitising, acquires a metallic lustre after hanging for an hour or two,

and thei-e is always a bad smell in the room, the sooner you have tho

drains of the house examined and set ri{;ht the better it will be for your

health, and also for convenience of working.

Aeolus.—Is it an established fact that a longer exposure is required when
the -wind happens to'blow from the east'/ If it be so with collodion, it

will certainly be the same with gelatine plates and also with printing.

The light on tlio western side of lai-ge towns is, it is true, somewhat
slower^when the wind is easterly, because it blows the smoke and fo^, if

any, in that direction. But the same applies to any other direction,

according to the situation.

Seli- Taught.— 1. The sketch shows the studio to be a vei-y useful one it

you increase tli(^ quantity of glass in the side and roof. There is no
advantage to be expected from the small window in the south side.—
2. To phi tograph the church you will require a wide-angle lens of the

rectilinear or symmetrical type.—3. Clearly the faults of the illumination.

You do not niauage your light properly. Without seeing an example
of your work we cannot suggest a remedy.

W. A. K.—1. There is no objection to your drying the prints between
folds of blotting-i)aper—that is, if the paper be sufficiently ])ure, so aa

not to contaminate the jirints. You must bear in mind that some
blittting-paper is made with very inqnire materials, and is quite unsuited
for the purpose.—2. The best plan is first to remove all the scratches

from the burnishing bar with a jjiece of snake stone, then polish with a
piece of charcoal, and finally burnish with a burnisher, which may be
purchased at any toolmaker's.

J. H. P.—We certainly should not advise you to make the proposed .altera-

tion in your studio. As it is at present you should be able to get all you
require. If you cannot, then it is your own fault and not that of the
studicj. Instead of iiutting in a south light, paper the south side of the

room with some light paper, so as to soften the shadows by reflection.

If this do not answer sufficiently well, use a reflecting screen on the

shadow side of the sitter. If you .send us a jiicture or two, showing what
you complain of, we shall be happy to advise you further.

Received.—H. Victor Macdona, M.A. ; Andrew Pringle ; &c.

PHOToriRArHIc Club.—At the forthcoming meeting of this Club, at

Anderton'a Hotel, Fleet-street, on Wednesday next, the 10th inst.,

the subject for discussion will be—Oh thi- Effect o/DiJfennl Alkalies^ in

the. Di-rcloprn'-nt of Gelatine Platis.—The Saturday afternoon outing

will be at Hale End, leaving Liverpool-street Station at 2.2 p.m.

Those Feet.—"Look here, Mr. Photographer, what in tho -n-orld

did you want to turn my toes in in that style for?" exclaimed an

exasperated customer, exhibiting a picture which the artist had just

finished for him. "Well, I thought yon wanted the picture to be

natural," explained the polite artist. "So I did; but I don't turn my
toes in." "iSo, perhaps nut. But you see, the picture would not be

natural without your feet, and I was obliged to turn them in to get

them in the picture."

LONDON GAZETTE, Friday, Awjusl 29, IS84.

Scotch SKtu'KsTRATios.

lliuii TiioMso.s" (deceased), Pertli, photogi-aiihic artist.

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
Observations taken at 400, Strand, by J. H. Steward, Optician,

For the Week ending Septemljcr 3, 1SS4.
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ANOTHER METHOD OF AVOIDING GRANULA RITY
IN COPYING PAPER PHOTOGRAPHS.

It will be remembered tbat a fortnight since we devoted a leading

article to a method of producing copies of paper photographs in

such a way that the granularity, always so objectionable in re-

productions from photographic prints, may be avoided—well, if not

actually avoided, at least reduced to such an extent that it would
really require a stretch of imagination to conceive that they

were actually produced from a paper picture.

At the time we wrote we had merely an opportunity of seeing the

results, and of describing the method by which they were produced.

Since then, however, we have put the method into practice our-

selves, and find it is capable of accomplishing all that was claimed

for it, and some of our friends inform us they have done the same.

As a matter of course, when a picture has to be produced by
double printing it not only entails double time and' trouble in the

manipulation, but it necessitates something more in practice,

namely, the risk that the regisi.tration in the second printing may
not be coincident with the first, particularly when the work has to

be delegated to more or less careless assistants. When this occurs

the prints are, of course, lost, which necessitates a delay in the exe-

cution of orders and also increased cost of production. Still the

method, if worked with care, is one that will always be valuable.

Seeing the objection to a process of double printing in every-

day practice being generally adopted, more particularly when
a large number of copies are required, we have tried a few experi-

ments to see if this difficulty could not be obviated, and similar or

equally good results be obtained by simpler means, while utilising

the same principle but in a diff'erent manner.

Most of our older readers will doubtless remember that many
years back (and long before retouching the negative became such

an important adjunct to portrait photography) the late Mr. A.

Claudet introduced a method of amelioratingjugosities—always so

painfully apparent in large direct portraits when taken with a well-

corrected lens. The method of Mr. CJlaudet was to alter the focus of

the instrument while the portrait was being exposed, and, as the

movement of the whole of the combination would entail the risk of

shaking the camera, he devised the plan of altering the focus by mak-

ing the components of the lens advance towards, or recede from, each

other by a clockwork or similar contrivance. So far as we are aware

thi.s ingenious method of working was confined almost, if not entirely,

to the inventor himself. But Mr. Claudet'a plan of destroying

excessive sharpness in any one plane no doubt led to the introduc-

tion of a form of lens in which a certain degree of spherical

aberration could bo introduced into it at the will of the operator, so

as to counteract the excessive sharpness produced by a well-corrected

photographic lens.

Every observant photographer is aware that there is a consider-

able difference in the appearance of a picture taken with a lens

possessing a considerable amount of spherical aberration—or, to

speak more popularly, one that has no real focus at all—and a

picture taken with a well-corrected lens inirposely put somewhat
out of focus. The former will be the far more satisfactory picture

of the two. But ))erhaps, after all, the plan of Mr. Claudet would

give a better result thau either, inasmuch as part of the exposure

can be given with the lens in perfect focns, which will secure a
positive amount of sharpness, while the remainder, with the altering

focus, will, as it were, soften it off or diffuse it, so that in the end
a picture will be obtained somewhat of the Denier character
Now this is just the plan we are about to describe for copying
paper photographs so as to avoitl the grain, namely, altering the
focus of the lens during the exposure of the negative. We shall

here describe our experiments, which anyone may repeat and
thus satisfy himself as to the ntittty, or otherwise, of the method.
A carte de visile was selected purppaely with the paper somewhat

coarser than the average, so that the experiment should be the more
crucial. This was secured in position so that it was illuminated

with a strong side light—the system we have long advocated for

copying photograi)hs. A copying camera, furnished with a lens of

the " rapid " type, was now arranged so that the image should be
enlarged to somewhere about double its dimensions. Tiie image
was focussed as sharply as possible, a large aperture being employed ;

and, a negative having been taken, this negative was, of course,

sharply and crisply defined. The system of lighting adopted had
ameliorated the grain very considerably from what it would have
been had a front light been used ; but it still bore unmistakable

evidence of being a copy from a paper print.

The back of the camera was now marked so that the actual focal

point of the lens should be known. The focussing-screen was then
replaced, the image examined, and the back of the camera racked

out until it was slightly, though palpably, out of focus, it being

marked at this point also. It was then adjusted to the first mark, so

that it was once more in focus. A second negative was now takeni

but in this manner :—When one-half the exposure was m.'ide the

lens was capped and the back ff the camera racked to the out-of-

focus mark, and the exposure completed. This negative was a great

improvement upon the previous" one, so far as the granularity was
concerned; but there was too much blurring or Lick of sharpness in

the image, and the copy had a more or less doubled appearance.

The next experiment was conducted as follows :—The back of the

camera was adjusted to the focus mark, the image examined, anl^

the back racked out until the irajge was again out of focus (but not

nearly to the same extent as in the previous experiment), and a fresh

mark made. It was now racked inwards beyond the focal point

until the image was correspondingly out of focus in that direction,

and another mark made at this point.

A third negative was now taken—half the exposure being made
this time with the image exactly in focus, one -fourth with it

within the focal point, and oM-fourth with it without the focal

point. This negative was eminently satisfactory ; for in the priuta

made from it the granularity was practically nil and the picture

sharp, although it could noV'bo pronounced crisply sa In

general appearance the copy closely resembled those we described

a fortnight since, which had been produced by double printing.

The first exposure appeared to secure sharpness, and the subsequent

ones a certain degree of diffusion which destroyed the granularity,

similarly as did the first and second printing as detailed in the

previous article. The copies certainly had no appearance of being

taken from paper photographs, and, after they were trimmed and

mounted, few would suspect tbat they had been.
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It need scnrceiy be mentioned tli;it, in adopting tins system of

copying, it ia essential thst the alteration of the focus be made

•with the back of the oameva and not by a movement of the lens;

otherwise its conjugate focus will be altered.

DISSOLVING PHOTOGRAPHIC VIEWS.

Br the terra "dissolving" we do not here mean the chemical act

associated with the action of solvents upon the substance forming the

view, but that optical phenomenon of one picture, while under

examination, being gradually and imperceptibly superseded by or

"dissolved" into another. Hence the origin of the term. It has

hitherto been effected by the agency of a pair .of optical lanterns,

their respective images being projected upon a screen, the light from

one being gradually subdued in proportion as it is increased in the

other, producing the effect of both images at one stage of the pro-

gress being equally blended, followed by one of them acquiring

strength and the other disappearing.

When a succession of views are shown by a single lantern the act

of supplanting one by another produces an exceedingly awkward

effect upon the screen, the whole act of the transition being witnessed

by the spectators, who watch the withdrawal of the exhibited

picture at one aide and the approach at the other of that by which

it is to be superseded, and which the inevitable "small boy " of the

audience usually hopes to see displayed upside down—a hope in

which he is too often gratified. This changing of the pictures is the

Mte noir of displays by the single lantern. A better effect is

obtained when, as soon as the new picture is ready for insertion,

the lens is capped and the screen allowed to remain dark until the

change has been effected. But this, also, apart from its clumsiness,

is attended with unpleasantness.

In previous issues we have described means by which, through the

prompt pulling of a string, one photograph succeeds the other with

an incredible degree of rapidity ; but still the motion from side to

side, quick though it be, takes place under the cognisance of the

spectators. How to get rid of this formed a problem for solution.

We have now the pleasure of giving full details of a method by

which the presenting on the screen of a succession of pictures can

be effected without any drawback whatever, every one of these

having been eliminated.

Those acquainted with the phenomena connected with the per-

sistence of vision know that when the eye has been examining any

bright object the cessation of the impression of that object upon

the lenses is not concurrent with its withdrawal from actual inspec-

tion, but that for a brief though measurable period the impression

still remains upon the retina. Tiie zigzag path of the lightning

and the circle of light formed by the ignited and whirling stick are

familiar examples. If a picture or any printed matter be laid on

the table, and, while being looked at, the open hand be passed

across the line of sight, the senses are scarcely aware of any break

or cessation in continuous, uninterrupted vision having been made.

In like manner, if the light passing from a lantern to the screen

were interrupted for an exceedingly brief period, such as that

occupied in making a deliberate blink of the eye, such cessation

would scarcely be appreciable. Now, by the new system of dis-

solving, the lantern is first of all made to blink or, more correctlyi

to wink its eye by the quick motion of a shutter attached to the

lens ; and during the moment that the " wink " is being made, and

while yet the shutter stands in front of the lens, one picture has

been removed from the optical axis of the lantern and another

made to take its place. The consequence of this is that when the

disc is once more illuminated by the continuous action of the

shutter, which has been moving all the time, it is seen that it is

now no more the same but quite a different picture which meets

our vi8i(m. No motion of either of the pictures—the outgoing or

incoming— is apparent, for every change was automatically effected

beforn t.liB shutter was allowed to uncap the lens.

A.1 we liave described it, the change of one view to another has

oL-t-Mi supposed to have been effected during a species of "wink,"

out tills may be prolonged to any desired extent by the exhibitor.

If preferred, a quarter or a half minute may be occupied in elfeoting

the chance. In this case the phenomenon presents the appearance

of a grad'ually-diminishing illumination of the picture on the screen

until it passes into total darkness, from which state it gradually

increases up to full intensity of illumination, but with a diflerent

picture from that which disappeared with the cessation of light.

How is this done ] We now proceed to answer this question.

We first of all describe the means by which the light is managed

and cut off at the proper moment. Erected on the hood of the lens,

or by any other convenient means, is a light frame provided with

grooves in such a manner as to allow two slipping-slides to pass up

and down in front of the lens close to, yet not touching, each other.

The ends of these shutters are formed with a hollow or semicircular

curve, so that if one be drawn up and the other pulled down there

is a statue of progress arrived at by which a circular opening will be

formed, and this is obtainable by either end of these sliding shutters.

They are operated by strings which pass over a pulley, one at each

side so that by the partial rotation of the axis on which the pulley

is fixed one string is wound while the other is being unwound,

resultin<^ in one shutter being raised and the other lowered by the

same operation. By the sweep of a handle or projecting lever

fastened to the axis of the pulley the sliding shutters can be so

actuated that when the lever is at either side the lens is open, but

when centrally situated between the course it has to travel the lens

is closed.
, ,, . , i i

We have next to explain by what means the pictures are changed.

A double lantern slide-carrier is made to travel with facility from

side to side of the optical axis in a frame by which such movement

is facilitated, and which has previously been described in this

Journal In that, however, the movement was effected by pulling

a strinrr- in this it is effected by a metallic lever, which is forked at

the end 'and actuates a short stud fixed on the division bar of the

carrier the axis of the lever being a rod or axle, one end of which

works 'in a fr.ame just over the condenser or nearly so, the other

being carried forward to the objective, where it carries a segment

of a wheel containing only one notch. Into this notch works a
^ _ ^ one

sinde"tooth,lither projecting from the pulley before mentioned or

formintr part of a separate disc working on the same axis.

When °by moving the lever handle, the pulley is revolved, the

single 'tooth of which we have spoken falls into the notch of the

serrment on the axis above, by which the lever, acting upon

the stud in the carrier, causes this latter to move swiftly to one

^'

AVe here append a diagram showing the various parts mentioned,

with a synopsis of their various functions :—

A is the handle or lover which, being fixed on the axis B, causes tha

drum or pulley C to revolve. On the pulley C, suspended by cords,

are two opaque metal plates or diaphragms E E', the ends of which are

seroicireular, oorrespondiug to the aperture of the lens.
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III the diagram tlio handle A is siippnsfid to be rotating from right to
left. As it rotates tli« plato K falls wliilo the plate IC rises, tlie two
semioirciilar plates gradually overlapping each other, and so gradually
closing the Ions. By tlie time tho tooth F (which is attached to a disc
or wheel also fixed on the axis B) reaches G the lens wUl be completely
closed, and will remain closed in consequence of the plates E E' over-
lapping cacli other, until the segment H, which rotates on the axis I, is
moved to an equal distance on the other side of the centre. Tho lover
J is also fixed to tlie axis I, and, by means of the pin K fastened to the
contral partition of tho double slide-carrier L, ])uslic3 the slide-carrier,
which runs in grooves in the framework M, to the other side, and thus
changes the slide during the interval of darkness.
The diagram is represented attached to a soiopticon. The supports

for the axes 15 I, as also the framework and grooves in which the plates
E E' work, all omitted so as not to complicate the diagram.

Mr. B. J. Edwards in the inventor of this ingeniou.s lantern
appliance, and by arningement with Mr. George Smith it is ex-
pected to be manufactured at an early date.

MODERN DEVELOPMENT.
Tub present workers with dry plates do not only include among
their number those who have been gradually or, mayhap, suddenly
weaned from wet collodion ; for amongst them must be numbered
a large army of amateurs who, utterly ignorant of wet-plate work,
have only t.iken to tho art within the last two or three years.

Many of either class are indebted to books or to journals like our
own for all their communicated knowledge, and not to hints from
friends or conveyed tradition. Tiie fact thus exists that a tendency
to an imperfect routine governs the mode of operating adopted by a
considerable number, and uncontradicted or unmodified recommen-
dations are still followed to the detriment of real excellence and to

some slight hindrance to progress in the various operations in-

volved.

It i.s our purpose here to touch lightly upon some points

connected with development, in order to give the less experienced
gome idea of the progress made, and to indicate considerations

which may be lost sight of even by the earnest student of photo-
graphic literature.

We may take for example the oft-quoted maxim that in develop-

ment a guide to the correctness of the exposure, or to the extent to

which development has progressed, may be ascertained by observing
the "image showing through" at the back of the negative. This
has been said over and over again, and we cannot at the moment
of writing recal an instance where the recommendation has been
withdrawn. Now, as a matter of fact, it is a most misleading
instruction. Time was when it was universally true, as anyone may
prove for himself if he happen to possess a few plates of a very old

brand. Nowadays, however, thanks to the introduction of iodide

and the tliicker coating of plates, many kinds are made which
scarcely, if at all, allow the image to be seen at tlie back of the
plate, although the fullest exposure has been given and the most
thorough development carried out.

Of the vast number of photographers now existing the proportion
who make their own dry plates is almost infinitesimal. At one
time it was the fashion for everyone to dabble in collodion-making,

and the same tendency existed as to gelatine plates; but just as

photographers then found that practically they could buy cheaper
than they could make collodion, so now it is discovered that time
and expense are saved by purchiising ready-made dry plates. But,
less like collodion experiences, it may be very plainly stated that,

apart from questions of excellence or the reverse, the characteristics

of the plates in the market vary to a most considerable degree. For
this reason it is that the old rule for development may have to be
discarded and others learnt. Not only, however, has this fact to be
learnt, but other old beliefs have to be modified.

When a photographer purchases plates from a maker who supplies
an article of a character entirely different from what he has been
accustomed to use he is too apt to employ his old formula without
discretion, and to condemn the fresh plates without giving them a
really fair trial ; for there is notably a great difference between the
class of gelatine which one maker employs and that used by another.
One is soft and porous, another is hard and repellent; and, farther,

one m.iy employ chrome ftlum, and a rival none. In such a caM,
while one plate will allow the first trace o( an image to otart very
soon after applying tho developer, the other may only begin lo
ajipear by the time the first has almost arrived at full density. A
knowledge of this fact and Iho acting upon it may save much
trouble.

Again : the older forms recommended a very large proportion of
ammonia to the j)yro., and a small proportion of bromide to the
ammoniii. At present we may call attention to the fact that
the proportion of ammonia to pyro. recommended by plate-niakern
and employed by photographers is gradually diminishing. While
formerly one, two, or even three mininis of ammonia were recom-
mendeil to every grain of pyro., we now rarely find more than one
minim advised, and frequently only half-a-minira. Similarly, the
proportion of bromide is increasing. Thus, a well-known maker
has from time to time recommended all proportions from a-quarter
to three-quarters of a grain to every minim of ammonia ; and it

was only the other rlay that a recognised authority stated that he
preferred equal quantities of ammonia and of bromide—a propor-
tion that would be absolutely startling to some operators. Yet we
do not think it at all unlikely that the plate of the future will have
recommended a maximum quantity of half-a-minim of ammonia to

every grain of pyro., and a far larger proportion of bromide than is

now usual.

Intimately connected with this question is the old " latitude-of-

exposure " idea ; but when a plate is, as a matter of routine, worked
with the very utmost quantity of ammonia it will stand with-
out fogging, it is really absurd to talk about latitude when the
result of adding the smallest extra quantity of ammonia—the only
way of obtaining "latitude" when an under-exposure has been
given—will be to produce fog.

The only way to obtain such latitude is to work with a uniformly
smaller quantity of ammonia than the plate is able to stand ; then
a deviation in cither way can be made without any very consi-

derable amount of difficulty.

The true function of a bromide is so far very imperfectly under-
stood. If the usual mode of developing is to employ (say) half-a-

grain of bromide to a minim of ammonia, it will be found, that if

double that quantity of bromide be added, (he image will be fai- slower

in making its appearance, and the conclusion in consequence is usually

arrived at that some of the effects of exposure have been destroyed by
the bromide. If, however, anyone will take the trouble to ciirefully

compare two printed negatives which have been given identical

exposures, and developed with the varying proportions of bromide
we name, he will find that there is very little to choose between
them. We do not mean to say that the effect of over-exposure
cannot be counteracted by the use, in time, of a large proportion of

bromide ; but we do say that there is a very great tendency to confuse
the retarding with restraining action. Anyone who has tried to

obtain a good negative from a plate which has shown signs of over-

posure by the copious addition of bromide knows how woefully
disappointed he usually is. A citrate is infinitely better for this

purpose, as the literature of our American brethren very plainly

shows them to believe
;
yet in this country very few photographers

have even heard of it, and still fewer make use of it
We have carried our remarks to the fullest length our space will

permit, yet we could have added much more to the same effect. We
think, however, that we have said quite sufficient to show that the
familiar " cut-and-dried " routine of development is still in a transi-

tion stage, and capable of producing results in the future far exceeding
the average of the present time, though that is undoubtedly of high
excellence.

It is rather a serious charge to make against the management of an
important body like the Photographers' Association of America
that the officers subordinate public weal to private interest; but it

has been made pretty openly in an American journal Accounting
for the non-acceptance of Sir. A. L. Henderson's offer to give a
demonstration of emulsion-making before the members assembled,
the Photographic Times' report states that " there was a whisper in
circulation to the effect that a prominent officer of the P. A. of A,
was j;oo much interested in a certain dry-plate factory to \^rvaA
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any matters relative to dry-plate making to be discussed." This, if

true, is encouraging news for American photographers

!

The demonstration was, however, given before the Chicago Photo-
graphic Association, and led to an exposition of how thorougldy one of

the oldest backers of the vret process has changed his mind. In answer
to a question regarding the comparative sensitiveness of wet and dry
plates, Mr. Henderson is reported to have replied as follows:

—"I am
certainly well within the mark in saying sixty times. If challenged
I should have no hesitation in guaranteeing to make an emulsion
one hundred times faster than your ideal wet plate." It is not a
quarter of a century since the speaker was willing to back himself
with a wet plate to beat any gelatine plates extant. The latter have
not since grown more rapid.

But is Mr. Henderson correct in his assumption that "by pro-
longing emulsification at a high temperature iodide of silver cannot
exist in presence of free bromide.'" There are certainly some
anomalies in recorded opinions on the relative affinities of the
halogens for silver, and it would not be a bad subject for a special
committee, if such were appointed in the interests of photographers.

Before parting with American topics we may here refer to
another cruel thing said by one of her own sous—reflecting cer-
tainly not on the country nor even on a class. The chairman of
the meeting referred to above stated that "he would remark
that_ the Cincinnati meeting was the first photographic con-
vention he had attended where not one loord was spoken about
photography." What should loe think if we had to attend a
church where no word was spoken about religion? or be compelled
to send our children to a school where no attempt was made at
education? It is probable we should like it no better than the
American photographers are reported to have enjoyed their lot in
connection with the recent convention.

The " Sunbeam" balloon will very likely take part in the centenary
celebration on Monday next, but whether the ascent will be a
photographic one or not will depend upon the weather and light.

Every photographer who has occasion to use loose gas burners for
heating or lighting (and who is there who has not?) is aware of the
trouble and the nuisance involved in the use of the tubing required
to attach them to the supply pipe. Ordinary vulcanised tubing
frequently smells persistently and continuously, while the braided or
cloth-covered tube, which is fairly effective, entails so much trouble
from the need of brass connections both to tubes and burners that it is

placed out of court for ordinary purposes. At last, however, the long-
felt want of a tube impervious to gas, elastic and convenient, lias been
satisfactorily met by Mr. Fletcher, the well-known manufacturer of
gas burners and furnaces. The new tube is made of two layers of india-
rubber, with pure, soft tinfoil vulcanised between, and it is said by the
maker to be perfectly effective, he having had it in practical use for
some time, and tested it under strong and continuous pressures of
gas for some months. Owing to the difficulty of manufacture it
cannot be made in great lengths, six feet being the maximum length
that at present Mr. Fletcher has been able to make. This fact,
however, need occasion no difficulty; a piece of glass tube to join
each length of tubing will enable any quantity to be utilised.

A NEW filter has been proposed— a porous vessel of unglazed
porcelain, through which water is to be forced under pressure. One
such vessel -2 metre long and -025 diameter gave about twenty litres
of water daily which was absolutely free from microbia. The fact of
pressure being required is likely to prevent the employment of such
a means of filtration by photographers, though there is no doubt
that the power to obtain water perfectly free from germs must be of
value in some kinds of investigation.

In a communication to the Paris Academy of Sciences MM. Paul
and Prosper Henry describe results they have obtained in stellar
photography. They employed an objective of "16 metre diameter
and 21 metres focal length—quite a small instrument—but they
have been so encouraged by the results obtained that they are now
engaged in making a much larger instrument, -.34 metre diameter,
expressly for astronomical photography. The results so far obtained

represent upon a square decimetre a section of the Milky Way of 3"

of right ascension and 2° declination, showing fifteen hundred stars
from the sixth to the twelfth magnitude.

From a foreign source we learn of an ingenious method of testing a
substance for small quantities of silver. It is a combination of the
ordinary and the blowpipe methods, the weight of the ultimate
globule being estimated, with the aid of a lens, by measurement on
a scale, and not by a balance. It is calculated that the requirements
of correctness to the one-hundred-thousandth per cent, are easily
satisfied by this method.

A NEW use for iodine has been recommended, and one that
amateur manufacturers of cameras, &c., may find useful. It is

said that tincture of iodine thinned with methylated spirit forms
an excellent brown stain for wood, but requires "fixing" by the
subsequent use of French polish. The need for the polish can be
obviated by adding shellac to the iodine stain.

We do not often find an early publication of scientific novelties in
the columns of some of our foreign contemporaries, but it is seldom
that so old an illusion is published as that found in la Nature
a short time since. The curiously droll and puzzling effect of a set
of excessively elongated letters, which was first brought out by
the Stereoscopic Company very little less than a score of years
ago, was brought forward in that usually most readable journal
as an entertaining novelty in the number for the 30th ultimo !

Our readers will, no doubt, remember the ingenious fraud of an
alleged discovery of a genuine copy of the " Book of Deuteronomy,"
whicli was partially unmasked by the aid of photography. A
million of money was the price asked from the British Museum
for the treasure; but, it is needless to say, it was not obtained.
The same ingenious forger was successful in selling another of
his efforts—a "Book of Numbers"—to a Philadelphia savant.
When the " Deuteronomy " fraud was exposed this gentleman
began to get uneasy. He had been furnished with a letter, show-
ing the authenticity of the manuscript, by Professor Tischendorf,
and this letter was photographed and a copy sent to Germany.
The friends of Professor Tischendorf pronounced it a genuine
letter, but Professor Delitzsch furnished ample proof that it referred
to a different manuscript altogether ! This is another instance of
many in which the forger has a very opposite feeling to that of
thankfulness for the aid of photography.

APRoros of our recent remarks upon the prospect of iridium coat-
ings for burnishers, it may be worth while to draw attention to the
singular properties of the so-called "Hadfield steel," made by
imparting a considerable quantity of manganese to decarbonised
iron or molten steel, in varying proportions according to the object
to be attained. The result is a metal combining, in a remarkable
manner, properties hitherto considered quite antagonistic—extreme
hardness and great toughness.

MORE ABOUT TOURISTS' CAMERAS.
As the i-emarks made by Mr. W. H. Harrison and myself on
cameras appear to have been acceptable to our readers, and as they
have elicited an editorial article in the Journal of August 29th, I
venture to offer a few remarks supplementary to my former ones on
a subject which really is of great importance to tourists. There
are so many workers who have special ideas and devices of their
own, and so many camera makers anxious to outstrip their rivals in

the production of perfect cameras, that I wonder how it is that
Mr. Harrison's remarks did not draw forth a swarm of suggestions
for remedies to the imperfections he pointed out.

I confess to having misread Mr. Harrison's calculation as to the
time he takes to prepare, use, and repack his camera ; but even yet
I must say that my operations with my largest camei-a are very
much more speedy than his. As I described the operations with
the 10x8 camera I shall not repeat them, but I shall describe briefly

the modus operandi with my smaller one (7| x 5|). The camera
has a folding tailboard, the fold not being secured by a screw but
by a catch spring. With my finger I release this spring in the
very act of lifting the camera from its case ; the base-board falls

and is instantly secured to the side fold by a sliding catch. There
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are no screws, it will be seen. The closing is equally rapid. I
cannot allow over one second for each operation, when I try
to do it quickly. The camera is thus ready in an instant to fix

to the stand.

I have already touched upon the operation of fixing to the stand,
but I wish to revert for a moment to my packing-case. This is a
brown canvas knapsack, with a leatlier hand-piece so as to permit
of its being carried in tlie hand as well as on the shoulders. Here I

may say that I can carry no weight in my hand, and highly dislike

a weight on one shoulder ; but in a knapsack I could carry a man,
if he were a " little London porter," as the old joke has it. AVhen
I am going to put in my camera the knapsack lies on the side that
goes next my back. It has one leather division, on the left of

which goes the camera, face up, covered by a canvas flap, on top of

which goes my changing-box slide. On the right goes the changing-
box ; two side flaps strap over, and then a large flap folds over and
straps at tlie bottom. The dark cloth goes below the large flap and
prevents accident to the articles inside. One of the shoulder straps

h.is a buckle and the other a hook-and-eye, so that I can swing the
whole on to my shoulders and fasten without wriggling my arms
into the straps and unduly "shooting my linen." When I say that
my camera lias gone round the world in no other garment but
this—that it has travelled by ship, rail, coach, on horseback, and on
man-back, and has met with no injury—I guess that comment is

superfluous. Further— or, rather, not so far—when I want to carry
my camera down stairs only, I carry it in the same receptacle ; it is

BO easy to open and so compact.
I fully appreciate the convenience of carrying the camera with

tailboard distended as per the editorial article ; but how about the
ground glass getting broken ? Admitted that it is not likely

—

asserted that it is possible : my ground glass being protected by
tailboard and fold it cannot come to grief, and, as I have shown,
how swiftly the camera finds itself in the same state as that of the
writer of the article ! And how about the slides now lying loose in

the camera case ? Possibly they were in a partition ; but, if so,

there must have been a long, narrow partition into which the
tailboard would require to be carefully slipped on repacking. The
fiont of the case falling down is a first-rate idea, and I admit
would greatly simplify or do away with my last objection. I never
tried a thin millboard case lined outside and inside with book-
binders' cloth, so that I cannot speak of its qualities; but I should
be afraid of rain and heat affecting such a box. My ciinvas case

laughs at both, and it has been well tested.

The arrangement mentioned in the same article for can-ying the
lens with its hood facing inwards and the whole lens inside the
camera is a good one, but is suited only to lenses of limited length
and to a camera that does not shut so close as I like. I doubt if

any camera of mine would so carry the lens which I generally use
in the camera. This leads me to another desideratum in cameras

:

they should close into as small a space as possible. My 7J x b^
camera closes so that from ground glass to lens back combination is

under three inches
;
yet I have full play of both swing-backs. With

this camera and a division I have taken views with a lens of three

and a-half inches focus—another very weighty statement. I got a
second-hand quarter-plate camera lately, and cannot use the same
lens in it for want of shortness of focussing arrangement. Makers
are very apt to w.aste wood, increase weight, and spoil cameras by
clumsy swing-back adjustments, and the camera of the future will

have ample swing-back without waste or weight of timber. My
cameia of the past (several years) has all this. Until Mr. Gifford

came to my aid with his practicality and pencil, and until I had
seen my lens arrangement of August 22nd, I intended to have a
front made to carry my lens inside the camera, but now I have
changed my mind enlireli/. I have had my camera and lens out in

the field, and I am at a loss to find a word to express my satisfaction,

unless it be that grand word "galoptious." I hope that the studded
adapter will not be lost sight of simply because it entails a little

trouble and expense. If those who wish to save time in preparations
to take views do not adopt the adapter they have only themselves
to blame.

A good camera must have two focus.sing actions—one " rough,"
wliich must be performed i-apidly; the other "fine," which must be
performed accurately. The best cameras of tqfiay are so arranged
that "rough " focus is attained by drawing out the back part of the

camera, the swing-back arrangements and the focussing-glass

coming back together. It is important that this drawing back
should be smooth, and that all parts should come and remain square
to the camera front. So far as I remember, every camera I have
seen is open to the two slight objections—that this extension motion
Is not quite " sweet ; that one side of the back of the camera cornea

occasionally more easily than the other, and that a careleaa worker
may unconsciously be using a side-swing. I think that mme little

improvement might be made in this matter by nianufacturem, and
that the two pinch-screws usually found at the top of the extension
might be replaced by something better, such as appears to be hinted
at by the writer on page 549. The brass band on which my ex-
tending motion is worked has ruled lines, by which the back of the
camera when extended can be kept parallel to the front. In
practice I have never had anjr trouble in this matter, but I think it

right to mention it as a possible improvement. I should prefer all

loose screws to be banished, and these screws on my camera might
certainly get lost, though I have never seen one off yet

It now remains to discuss one point where Mr. Harrison and I
seem to be at variance, and that is the slides, or, more particularly,
the shutter of the slides. We agree that the slides should not slide
into position in the camera but push, only he is of opinion that the
shutter in front of the plate should come right away out of the
slide. Well, the first thing after pulling out the shutter is—you
have it in your hand—what do you mean to do with it ? It is a
loose part to begin with, and we ought to have no loose parts. But
it is a light thing ; the wind will blow it away, or it will get broken
perhaps, so you cannot lay it down. You want one hand for your
watch or for your cloth if the wind be blowing, and the other for
your lens cap or shutter. If you put it into your pocket, fumbling

—

if the pocket be not large and the shutter is—no place remains But
your mouth I That is hardly good enough, for where can you put
your pipe then ? Joking apart, let us have no loose, light articles
in our hands or lying about either on the ground or on the camera.
I still stick to what I said about the fog-danger of these separate
shutters. If the " cut-ofiF" be a slip of wood or metal it stands to
reason that if the shutter be put back or taken out the least bit off
the square, light must get in. If the " cut-off" be rubber or any
similar material the same thing niay occur, and soft, flexible mate-
rials wear with friction.

In reply to Mr. Harrison on this point, I may say that my
practical experience with this kind of shutter is confined to one
slide of a thoroughly-good American maker ; but I have examined
shutters of this kind by several English makers, and distrusted
them all. But, even if safe, I would reject them as highly incon-
venient for reasons given above.

It will be seen from my writings on this subject that I think that
the "camera of the future" will not be so very different from a
first-class camera of today, because the cameras I now possess have
done me thoroughly-good service under all conditions in the past

;

but if anyone will suggest improvements on what I have described
in this and my last article I shall be only too eager to embody them
all in a camera of the Paulo-post-future, and go forth to the
wondering nations with a perfect camera, an ideal implement

—

a K6,Kotf KtiyaBov /

Since writing the above remarks I have seen TnE British
Journal of Photography of the 5th instant, and I think Mr.
George Smith's remarks, where they touch upon what I have
already written, call for some reply from me. In most respects
Mr. Smith and I are perfectly at one, and both of us seem to think
that Mr. Harrison's camera must be rather out of date.

Where Mr. Smith and I seem to be furthest apart is in the
matter of the pulling-right-out shutter. Mr. Smith says I con-
demn this system, because, as he can only suppose, I never tried it.

Whatever may be my demerits as a contributor to this Journal,
good faith with its readers is not one ; and it would he a want of
candour and truth on my p.irt to condemn anything without trying
it. As will be seen above, I have tried such a shutter.

Mr. J. T. Taylor, in response to Mr. Harrison, says that he
prefers the removable shutter, " the most ordinary care being
taken." That is the very point I would be at. Mr. Harrison
wanted a camera to rig up in the minimum of time 'and, as I

suppose, with the minimum of care; and for such a purpose the
removable shutter is not adapted so well as the oniinary one,
because a little care is required to prevent access of light to the
plate. I see Mr. Smith puts his focussing-glass in his pocket ; if he
do that, of course, he may put his shutter there alsa My coat
would require to be all pocket to hold my focussiug-gUss and
shutter sometimes.

I have not now by me my former article on cameras, so that I do
not know exactly how I expressed myself as to the fixing of the
camera to the stand ; but I certainly did not mean tliat the camera
was to be instantly fixed immovably to the tripod head. All I
meant was that there should be no fumbling in trying to get the
point of a screw into the hole in the camera. There might be
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guides for the camera to be slipped into, and the pinch may be
effected with half a turn of a screw when the camera was properly
directed.

Mr. Smith's experience or opinions diflfer widely from mine iu

the matter of cameras for instantaneous work. He thinks they
ought to be "without any adjustments whatever." If there be a
time when side-swings and back-swings are required it is when
instantaneous work is on hand ; the lens requires to be but slightly

stopped, and by a swing-back the focus of different parts of the

picture can alone be effected. Mr. Smith abominates changing-boxes.

I do not worsliip them, but I should be very sorry to be without
one for each of my cameras when I go touring.

Beginning at 6.30 this morning I have exposed twenty-two plates-
four of them duplicates, and all carefully selected and focussed. I

have been at it all day, and I do not expect to lose a plate. I have used
ten plates 7| x o^ and twelve quarter-plates. When one is on a tour
and views lie close together it is easy to get through two dozen
plates, especially when working for a certain set of subjects, and not
merely making pictures. I very much prefer picture-making, but
at times one must "shove along." Today I should either have
" stuck " or required to change plates away from a house. I think
it is a pity not to have at least a dozen plates ready for use without
going into a dark room or using a dark box. Mr. F. York told me
lately he " did " forty-two plates one day this summer, and I have
heard of forty being done before breakfast. I do not recommend
nor often practise such feats, but it is well to have the power to do
them when wanted.

As to the level on the camera: I admit that generally I can
level the camera without it, though I have been deceived. I

like my camera very nearly dead level for landscapes as well as
buildings.

I have never examined Mr. Smith's camera, which, from my
knowledge of Mr. Smith's ingenuity, I can easily believe to be a
very perfect article. I have no doubt that his camera contains some
of the features of " the camera of the future ;

" but if I buy a
camera from Mr. Smith with the removable shutter I shall also

have to buy a coat with special pockets from Mr. Poole.
Not having here (at Ayr) my former articles, I cannot tell to what

clause Mr. Baynham .Jones refers. On finding this out I shall be
glad to endeavour to make myself intelligible.

Andrew Pringle

PROPORTIONS OF AMMONIA, PYRO., AND BROMIDE
PER FLUID OUNCE OF VARIOUS DEVELOPERS.

The annexed table is one I have worked out for my own use in
order to reduce different makers' developing formulse to common
terms, and thus avoid the necessity of preparing different sets of
solutions for each make of plate :

—

Name of Maker.

Wratten's

—

"Drop Shutter".

"Ins'taneouB"..

Ordinary .

Swan's
Edwards's .

Nelson's . .

.

Thomas's . .

.

Rouch'a . .

.

Mawdsley's .

Autotype . .

.

Bennett's ...

York's
-j

Pumphrey's Films
-j

Captain Abney ....

ColI.Emul.
Becchey's

)

Canon
Coll. Emul.

Miuitjis.

3-00

1-06 to
2-50

I'M to
2-50
2-96

1-87

12-00 to
12-30
6-00
3-00
2-96
0-80
5-00

3-00

3-00

21-82

Pyro.

3-00

3-00

1-50

1-00
2-10

1-00 to
1-84

1-00
1-28
1-50
2-30

1-60

2-00

3-75

2-40

8-73

2-22

23

2-50
1-28

0-30

•21 to
•31

21 to
•31

0-60

0-25

1^00

8-00

2-18

(Jlyoerine,' Sulpli.

Sugar, &c. 'Of Soda

4-20 gly.
3-40 grs.

sugar.

i-gr. ci-

tric acid,
1-00 gr.

ditto.

( Phoiog.
- with Em'ul'

To facilitate matters I use concentrated solutions and dropping-
measures. The ammonia I make up to a 50-per-cent. solution with
glycerine and water; the bromide to a 25-per-cent., also with
glycerine and water

; and the pyro. to a 25-per-cent. with alcohol.
The proportion of glycerine used is that recommended in Edwards's
developer, which I find suits any kind of plate and enables me to
use less bromide than would otherwise be necessary.

For convenience sake I write down on a card the quantity per
ounce of water of each solution required—in accordance with the
above table—for any particular plate, and when proceeding to

develope I hang this card in front of me where it can be seen easily.

It saves hurried calculations at the last moment ; for even when
using the simplest concentrated solutions some little thought is

necessary to arrive at the right number of minims to be employed,
and thus prevent mistakes.

To simplify as much as possible everything connected with the
mechanical operations of photography, leaving the mind the better

able to devote its energies to the higher branches of the art, shoukl,

in my opinion, be the aim of every photographer. The adoption
of standard developing solutions, concentrated so as to admit of the
use in all cases of minim dropping-measures, would be an important
step in the right direction ; and, if these were decided upon by a
photographic committee, I do not think that any difficulty would be
found in persuading manufacturers of gelatine dry plates to employ
them in their formula) and directions for development.
The present want of system is most perplexing and troublesome

to any but rule- of-thumb photographers. W. Fredk. Mayes,
Atsoc. U. Xnst.C.E.

4 _
PREPARING WOOD ENGRAVINGS FOR REPRODUCTION

BY PHOTOGRAPHY.
Given a magnificent impression from an attractive wood engraving

—

one in which the effects are produced by bold lines rather wide
apart—how can this be photographed so as to present the verisimili-

tude aud character in detail of the original without reproducing
these lines! This problem is one which possesses special interest

for those who desire to reproduce a series of views of objects of

current interest, or of portraits, for the lantern from any of our
weekly illustrated newspapers, the magnified lines in which would
seriously mar the effect.

If the engi'aving be one representing the higher order of

mechanical excellence — such as those now well known to be
characteristic of two of the New York monthly magazines. The
Centun/ and Harper's—a nearly wholly obliteration of the line.s

may then be produced by the simple expedient of covering the
engraving witli a sheet of ground glass, the rough surface being
placed in contact with the print. Two factors here govern the
character of the resulting photograph—first, the degree of coarse-

ness of the ground surface ; and, secondly, the local moistening of

certain portions by oil or water to which a little glycerine has been
added. This provides the means of giving great vigour to certain

portions of the picture, leaving the remainder like a soft chalk
drawing or pencil sketch.

We have recently had occasion to produce photogra))hs for the
lantern from rather coarse-lined wood engravings; and, as the
result has been successful, we imagine that the modus operandi, if

described, will be gladly welcomed by some who may have occasion

to convert lines into tints.

Let us suppose that the subject to be operated upon is a landscape.

The first thing to do is to get rid of the sky altogether ; for, however
effective a series of beautifully-printed and graduated lines are in

an engraving, they do not look well when thrown upon a screen in

a disc of fifteen or twenty feet. With a brush charged with Chinese

white go over the sky, obliterating all the lines. When this has
become dry it will be seen that the opacity of the pigment which
has been applied is not so great but that the outline of the clouds,

should such have been present, can still be perceived, although only
faintly; and by the skilful use of an ordinary blacklead pencil they
can be restored with any desired amount of delicacy. This applies

also to every portion of the composition in which pronounced lines

or cross-hatchings prevail.

The foliage of trees, as a rule, does not require any retouching of

this kind ; but in many of the trunks of trees the effect of rotundity
and, indeed, their whole character are often conveyed by a few
strongly-marked lines, which would mar the effect of a picture if

reproduced on a large scale. Hence the necessity for stopping them
out with the Chinese white and replacing them by the delicate

tints of the pencil or crayon.

In portraiture we have seen a coarsely cross-hatched face made
quite delicate, and 'this to such an extent as to render it impossible

to detect the nature of its origin. We know of some photogi^aphic

cabinet portraits of statesmen possessing beautiful gradations of

tone the originals of which were rather coarsely-executed wood
engravings.

We anticipate an objection that may be made to the working
upon engravings with Chinese white and pencil in the manner
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advociiteJ, namely, llieir permanent deslruclion as engravings. But
while owing to the "wliite" in question being a water-colour it

may be washed off, and the engraving restored to its pristine

condition, or nearly so, by being sponged with water, it will be a
very easy matter for a photographer to make a facsimile of the

engraving and effect his stopping-out operations upon it, leaving the

original quite intact.

PHOTOGRAPHY IN BELGIUM.
(From Oik SpkciaIi CoRHEsroNDitNT.l

The Production ok Belgian Ordnance Maps by Photogbapuic
Aids.

L'lxsTiTVT CARiooRAPitiQiK MiLiTAiRE, or the Military Map Institu-

tion of Belgium, is situated a little outside the City of Brussels, near

the lioh de la Camlnv—an ornamental, richly-wooded park on the out-

skirts of the Forest of Soignes, which forest stretclies for about twelve

miles from Brussels to Waterloo. The Map Institution is a section of

L'Ecole MUitairc : it forms the fifth department under the control of

the Minister of War of Belgium, and is under the direct supervision of

Major d'Etat-major Hennequin. The department was created with
several others in the year 1830. The principal work of the department
is to produce for the army the best military maps ; the public also have
the benefit of the results. Before 18G0 the Jlilitary Map Institution,

then known as the DepOt de. la (Jurrre, was occupied in preparing the

necessary documents and plans for producing an accurate map of

Belgium on a large scale. The officers attached to the establishment at

that time made astronomical and other observations to secure the

commencement of the work upon a sound basis. Between 1870 and
1872 the principal work of the department was the completion of the

large-scale maps (^nSini)- This necessitated the presence of more officials

;

consequently at this period the department was in its highest state of

activity.

From 1872 to about 1880 most of the staff was employed in re-

producing the large-scale maps by photolithography; these consisted of

400 sheets to make up the whole map of Belgmm. In the course of

the same period the engraving of tlio map of Belgium reduced to the

scale of isJlnfr had been talsen in liand and completed, and since the

year 1880 the department has been occupied in the revision of its chief

work. A brigade of officials is constantly at work surveying; it takes

note of any changes, sends the information to the department, and
the alterations are made in new editions of the maps.

In the early days of the establishment the Belgian artists became re-

markably expert in engraving upon stone— "so much so," says Major
Hannot in his official report, that "their specimen maps could so well

sustain comp,arison with the best copperplate engravings, that when
one of the specimens was deposited at Somerset House, in London, the

Knglish Commissioners, thinking it to be an attempt to mystify them,
declared, after consulting all the lithographers of London, that the

specimen map could not possibly have been produced by any work
upon stone."

U'hen it was resolved to reduce the scale of the Belgian maps from

'oJiiiiT to i!tJiT5 as being more convenient, photography attracted atten-

tion as likely to be a useful agent in the work. In 1856 Major James
wrote from the Southampton Ordnance Survey Office to the Brussels

Academy of Sciences :
—" I have sent four of my men to Paris with

maps which are to be placed on view at the Universal Exhibition. I

have utilised their stay in this town by initiating them into the art of

photography. I have furnished them with the best apparatus I was
able to obtain, and to-day I am in possession of plans of nj^jo reduced
to the scale of hjJbo with perfect exactitude. I attach great import-

ance to this, because I have obtained the means of making perfect

copies, on a reduced scale, of maps such as are reproduced by hand
labour, with the advantage that I have a confidence in these reduction*

which I have not in those done by hand." I have translated this letter

from the French, so the wording may not be exactly the same as in the

English original.

About the same time General Nerenburger wrote to the Brussels

Academy of Sciences that in Paris Messrs. Bisson Brothers were
trying experiments for him of the same nature. He had just received

a proof 25 x 20 centimetres in size, reduced by photography from a part

of a large map. It was very sharp, and all the details visible in

the map of miinj were visible also in the reduction. The paper, how
ever, instead of being white, had a bad colour, and the effects of

the spherical aberration of the lens were visible at the margins of

the proof. "I am not the less convinced," said General Nerenburger,

"of the possibility of .applying photography advantageously to the re-

production of maps. For this reason I have.asked and obtaine<l of the

Minister of War authority to construct an atelier to enable me to study
the matter seriously, and to make experiments, which professional

photographers will not undertake. Captain Libois, who has worked
assiduously for one year at this subject, will then be able to continue

the experiments he has begun, and I do not doubt that he will finally

attain the object we both have in view." Not long afterwards photo-

graphy was employed to reduce the entire map of Belgium from
the scale of jnhta to that of thIoh.

The nso of photography did hot atop here. Photozincographjr was
employed to print off maps of the mVirv scale. This nscenitatea tha
intermediate production by photography of negatives to the scale of

rnkntit <^'>d the department is in possession of a map of the entirs

country on this large scale. The maps to the rnhm scale are printed
from engraved plates. Some of the maps of the Belgian Government
are turned out in colours by chromolitliography.

The head of the photographic department at the Military School at

Brussels is Lieut. L. Massaux, of the twelfth regiment of the line. He
is an accomplished photographer with great artistic taste, to judge by
his paintings in oil colours. He informs me that of the three methmls of

producing maps on the premises^that is to say, by impressions from
copper, zmc, and stone—the best results are obtained by printing from
copper. The majority of the maps are, however, for reasons of a
practical nature, printed from stone.

In the copperplate process the work begins by the nse of the original

map as turned out from the hands of the draughtsmen. This map is, of

course, drawn with great care from the original surveys, and is usually

five or six months before it is finished. It is then enlarged by means
of the collodion process to the scale of xoooo- Each map is divided into

four parts in the enlarging process, and the four negatives measure
40 X 50 centimetres each. This is done in a photographic studio by
means of one of Dallmeyer's rectilinear lenses, which has an equivalent

focus of thirty centimetres, and gives no distortion in the performance

of the work. The camera is mounted upon a heavy four-legged table,

which runs upon wheels.

The method of taking the negatives does not differ from that in

ordinary use, but the images have necessarily to bo strongly intensified

to give dead whites and blacks. A trace of chlorine is added to the

collodion, and the negative is fixed before any of the fine lines are veiled.

The best method of intensifying among all those tried at the Military

School is the following :—A ten-per-cent. solution of bromide of potas-

sium in water is made, and this is poured into an equal quantity of a
saturated solution of sulphate of copper, bromide of copper being then

produced by double decomposition. The presence of sulphate of potas-

sium in the resulting liquid is harmless. The negative is treated with

this solution until it becomes white all over. It is then washed, and
plunged Into an eight- or ten-per-cent. solution of nitrate of silver,

which produces such a very black image that it is easier to obtain one

fit for the engravers than to obtain one of a feeble nature by this

method. The same plan of intensification is used not uncommonly in

Brussels by professional photographers when they require deep blacks

and strong contrasts in negatives. The operation may be repeated

several times with the same negative if desired.

Four positives are copied on paper from these negatives by the ferro-

prussiate process. To sensitise the paper two solutions are made as

follows :

—

Solution A.
Ammonia-citrate of iron 10 to 12 grammes.
Water 100 cubic centimetres.

Solution B.

Ferridcyanide of potassium -. 10 to 12 grammes.
Water 100 cubic centimetres.

These two solutions, slightly warmed, are mixed in the developing

room, and the resulting bath is protected from the action of light. The
mixture is filtered into a developing dish, and the paper sensitised by
being floated upon its surface. After flotation for one minute it is raised

from the bath and hung up to dry in the dark. The usual time of its

exposure to daylight under a negative is about five minutes. It is fixed

simply by washing in water. Major Hannot says that this fixing pro-

duces two opposite effects, namely, that in the same proportion as the

water removes the colour from the whites does it deposit it upon the

other portions of the design.

Major A. Hannot has sometimes used another process for making the

proofs upon plain paper. He Siiys tliat for maps it is one of the best,

and is not generally known. The paper is first salted in the following

bath :—
Chloride of ammonium 2 grammes.
Citrate of soda 2 ,,

Water 100 cubic centimetres.

When the paper is dry it is sensitised upon a five-percent, solution of

nitrate of silver, to which a few drops of citric acid have been addecL

The paper is exposed to light under a negative for but a few seconds,

for to get good results by development no visible image should be

brought out by light. Tlie development is effected by plunging the

proofs in the following solution :

—

Gallic acid 1 gramme.
Acetate of lead i ,>

Rain water, acidulated with three or four

drops of glacial acetic acid 4 litres.

When the image is sufficiently developed it is fixed at once in a
thirty-per-cent. solution of thiosulphate of soda. The print loses no
intensity in fixing. When these operations arc properly performed the

prints, he says, are of good tone and need no intensification, all the

more so because they are required only for the purpose of making
tracings.
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The white back of the paper proof is then brushed over with black-

lead. The leaded side, freed from any loose black dust, is then laid

upon a sheet of white paper, aud a draughtsman following the lines with

a hard point makes a tracing upon the paper below, the under part of

the positive being blackleaded. This large tracing having been per-

fected has to be reduced by photography to the exact size of the design

intended for the copper plates. This is done by the wet collodion pro-

cess, and the exposure is made through the glass instead of with the

sensitive film on the side of the glass nearest the lens ; otherwise the

finished printed map would be reversed.

The reduction is effected by means of apparatus placed on elevated

ground, and beneath two wooden huts opposite to each other, the

camera being placed in one hut and the map to be reduced under the

front of the other, so that the light falls strongly upon it. As the

map has to be reduced to the true scale all the apparatus is firmly

fixed upon stands of iron, resting on stone foundations, and varieties

of substantial rackwork are provided to bring the portions of the

apparatus .and majj into any desired relative positions. The lens used
is one by Dallmeyer, of the rectilinear type, thirteen centimetres in

diameter and ninety centimetres in focus. Although I am far from
being a blind admirer of expensive lenses I am bound to say that

Lieutenant Massaux told me that this lens had been tested on the

premises against one of French make, and the inferiority of

the latter was visible even by simply looking at the image it threw
upon the ground glass. The English lens gives an image sharp
up to the angles of the plates, aud in all respects furnishes a nega-

tive true to scale. For some of the work at the Brussels Military

School a doublet by Ross is used ; it is of thirty centimetres focus,

and three inches in diameter. After exposure the plates are caiTied

in their slides down to the main building of the series for develop-

ment.
As this communication is already long enough I shall postpone the

continuation of the description until my next.

THE SUN'S SURFACE.
Ok the evening of Monday preceding the opening of the meeting of the
British Association, the Kev. S. J. Perry, S..J., F.R.S., F.K.A.S.,
F.R.M.S., director of the Observatory at Stonyhurst, delivered a
lecture in the hall of the Church of the Gesii, Bleury-street, Montreal,
on Our Present Knowledge of the Sun's Surface. The chair was occnpied
by his lordship Mgr. Fabre, and the lecturer was appropriately
introduced by the Rev. Father Turgeon, rector of St. Mary's
College.

The Rev. Father Pekut, who was received with cordial applause
by the large audience present, began by giving some general information
of the sun, the spots on the sun, and the magnitude of those spots from
the distance, including the rotation of the sun, the gradual changes
that take place connected with the development of faculoe, the supposed
lagging of faculse behind sun spots, the coloured vales on .sun sjiuts, the
moving bodies observed upon the solar surface, the connection between
ordinary spots and the fainter markings on the solar surface, &c.
Speaking of the determinations of the distance of the sun, he said there
were three methods of determining the distance—first, the geometrical
method, of which the transit of Venus has been the most permanent of

late years, aud coupled with the observation of Mars in opposition
;

secondly, the gravitational method, which will probably later on give
the very best results ; and, thirdly, the physical method by measuring
the velocity of light ; but they nearly all give the same result, and
place the distance of the sun at about 92,500,000 miles—others giving
more weight to the observations of Mars would make it rather greater.
He (Father Perry) then gave a brief sketch of his method for
obtaining photographs of the sun, and went on to speak of the
question of the spot area, in which he treated of the times of
the maximums and the maximum which %ve are just passing through,
which was illustrated by a number of drawings of the sun taken
during the last four years, and gave his reasons why we should sup-
pose that the maximum had taken place in 1882 or 1883, and also what
constitutes a maximum. Some of the spots increased in magnitude up
to November of 1882, and have gradually decreased ever since. The
spot area, however, was greater in 1883. In 1882 there were two
decided maximums—the maximum of April and the maximum of
November ; but in the following year (1883) there was a great acfjuisi-

tion of large spots, which consequently made the area more extensive
than in the previous year. It certainly showed that enormous forces
were at work to produce such a spot on the sun. The rev. gentleman
also detailed his method of measuring the spot area, and the various
phenomena to be found in the solar surface, including the movement of
spots, proper motion of spots, repulsion, rapid changes, the connection
of spots and faculs, and gave a probable explanation of the blurred
surface of the sun, illustrating his remarks by means of diagrams dis-
played by means of transparencies. The rev. lecturer concluded by
appropriate remarks on the joint cause of true religion and true
science, as bringing the world nearer to a proper understanding of the
truths and works of the Great Creator,

BOTTLES VERSUS GAS BAGS.

My thoughts for some years past having been diverted from things

photographic, not till my attention was directed to the subject by a

lautern-workiug friend was I aware of the discussion that has been

going on in the pages of The Buitish Jour.val of Photography on
the question of gas explosions, and the relative advantages of gas bags

versus bottles for the storage of oxygen and hydrogen, and the greater or

less chances of explosive mixtures being formed under the respective

systems. As soon, however, as I found war declared I buckled on my
armour, put my steel pen in rest, aud made ready to enter the field

with the partisan cry— " A bottle ! a bottle ! a rescue to the bottle !"

A cynical "hag-ma,n" insinuated that most men of "the old school"

might be depended on as " champions of the bottle ;" but, fiercely re-

futing the imputation, I requested him to remember the question

was gas—not spirit—and that the gas-bottle pertained to men of the

modern school.

Having been the first person in this country to introduce the gas-bottio

system for sale to the lantcrniats, as far back as 1866, whilst carrying on
business at Ureeu-street, Leicester-square, as a philosophical instrument
maker—and in connection with the long series of critical articles contri-

buted to Cassell's Technical Educator and Popular K'creator on Sourcs
of Light and Magic Lantern Construction, so favourably referred to by
Mr. S. Simpson Tomkins, at page 471 in this Journal on July 2.5th—

I

may fairly claim to speak with some authority on the subject in dis-

pute, especially as every arrangement described in those articles had
been tested by me experimentally, at some considerable cost for con-

struction, my object having been an exhaustive examination of all

reasonable suggestions for making the magic lantern a perfect philoso-

phical instrument for educational purposes in place of a toy. , The
most practical arrangements resulting from that investigation were
exhibited at a lecture I gave before the Society of Arts, Jaimary 20th,

1869, including the condensed gas-bottle system.

But here, to forcstal any protest against my attemjiting to claim too
much, I will give the history of the introduction of the condensed-gas
bottle. A Frenchman— one Professor Thorillier—invented an arrange-
ment for the solidification of carbonic acid gas for its exhibition, not only
in a snowlike form of falling flakes, but as a solid cake like ice. The late

Professor Adams— well known as a science lecturer at the old Birkbeck
Institution and at provincial institutions, and as a popular Eastertide
lecturer on astronomy at the Adelphi Theatre, illustrated by mechanical
lantern diagrams (the originals of those sold by opticians at the present

day)—was in the habit of showing the condensation of carbonic acid
gas, not only at his own lectures, but at those of other professors of

chemistry both in London aud the provinces, for the reason that the
special apparatus required was not only costly but required considerable

experience in its manipulation to render it free from danger. That
carbonic acid gas apparatus led Professor Adams to employ it fur tho
condensation of the oxygen and hydrogen he required for his lantern

illustrations in liis provincial lectures. When advancing age induced
Professor Adams to sell off, at Stevens's auction rooms, his splendid
collection of apparatus— all exquisitely packeil in cases, methodically
arranged for travelling—I saw a collection of iron bottles, large and
small, tor the storage of oxygon and liydrogen in compressed condition,

but minus the necessary condensing apparatus. Ou inquiry I found
that this essential part was in the possession of Mr. Orchard, who had
managed Professor Adams's bottles for some years.

During that sale I arranged with young Mr. Orchard for the supply
of condensed oxygen and hydrogen in iron bottles with properly-con-

structed valves, of the respective capacities of seven and a-half and
fifteen cubic feet. Immediately after 1 issued a prospectus to lecturers

and lanteruists advocating the employment of the condensed gas system,
on the grounds of great portability, non- deterioration of the gases, and
entire freedom from danger in any form, my authority for such state-

ment being founded on Professor Adams's long personal experience with
this form of ajiparatus during a jjrofessional life constantly occupied
with lecture demonstrations. All credit for the application of the con-

densed gas system to the oxyhydrogeu apparatus is, therefore, due to

the late Professor Adams.
From 1844, when I formed a Students' Practical Chemistry Society

(which included several membeis who have since made a name in the
world of science), I have had practical experience with the generation

of oxygen aud hydrogen and the lime-light apparatus; but from 1856,

when I adopted the lantern as the regular method of illustrating my
lectures and demonstrations on the microscope and natural history,

given in connection with St. George's School of Medicine, I have made
the improvement of the oxyhydrogen apparatus a special study ; and,

having employed water-pressure gas-holders, weighted gasometers. Dr.

Woodward's mixed gas apparatus, gas-bags with all forms of pressure-

boards, I unhesitatingly say that, after considerable experience with con-

densed gas-bottles from 1865, 1 never again would employ any other form
of apparatus but as a matter of necessity. My reasons for coming to this

conclusion cover the whole field of constructive and manipulative

details connected with lime-light apparatus. These may be brought
into a kind of debtor and creditor account, well worth the trouble of
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" totting up " ou which side a balance stands ia favour. The itema we
hare to consider are

—

1. The apparatus required for making oxygen—its cost and dangers,
'^- I. hydrogen „ „
3. ,, „ ,, storing the gases ,,

,,
4- >i I, ,, producing the light „ „
5. Carriage of apparatus

, ,,
6. Krccting, removing, and guarding—its time and danger.
Each of these items shall receive careful and unbiassed consideration in
future articles. Samuel Highley, F.C.S., &c.

ON THE TREATMENT OF HUSNIK'S PHOTOLITHO-
GKAPHIC TRANSFER PAPER.*

The second bottle, which is intended to contain the solution in use,
should only hold about two or two and a-half litres. It is made three-
quarters full from the store- bottle, and the other quarter is filled up
with plain alcohol. If, through long use, there should be but little of
the batli remaining in the bottle, then take three volumes from the
store bottle, add one volume of alcohol, and fill up the small bottle
.again with that.

In using them never pour more than about two-thirds of the fluid
contained in the small bottle into the metal bath ; in that way one will
be saved a good deal of trouble in the shape of filtration, as the dust
and otlier impurities which are taken up in the course of time from the
vessel itself, or from the paper floated in it, will, when the solution is

poured back into the bottle, settle at the bottom of it, and may be
kept back by careful pouring.
After the bath has been poured into the metal dish lay a sheet of

photolithographic paper, back downwards, upon the fluid, aud with the
thumbs press down two corners of one side of the sheet to the bottom
of the dish ; with the fingers raise alternately the one side and the
other of the dish so that the fluid may run over the upper surface of
the paper. By frequently moving the dish up and down the whole of
the paper is covered by the solution without its being necessary to fix it
except at the corners. Now, this is of importance, as any contact with
the hand or with any solid object injures the upper surface (which is

soluble in water) of the prepared paper, so that at the subsequent
development the parts of the picture that had been touched would
remain black. When the paper has been in the bath for about half-a-
miuute take it by the two corners, lift it out quickly, let it drip, and
then hang it up by pins to a cord or rod to dry in a dark place.

If one has to sensitise a double sheet, and the metal bath is not so
large as the paper, first treat half of the paper as described above;
then get some one to hold up the half already sensitised while you
sensitise th'.- .••j;ond half. Should one, however, not have an assistant
at hand to hold the paper then proceed as usual to sensitise the first
half of the double sheet; but, instead of taking it out at the end of
half-a-miuute, let it lie a couple of minutes, so that it may not after-
wards be able to absorb any more solution. Then raise the paper
quickly forward in a sloping direction, so that the part which is still
dry may be drawn through the solution and completely wetted. Hold
the paper perpendicularly, so that the fluid may run down from the
upper perfectly-saturated portions of the paper, and keep the lower
longer moist, as it is only in this way that it is possible to moisten the
under part equally. In this manner, also, one is saved having to handle
large dishes, which also require much more solution.

The Dbyiko of the Sessiti.sed Paper.
So far everything may be done in the light, because light has very

little effect upon the wet salts of chromium, and because the bath is
quite neutralised by ammonia. But the paper must be dried in the
dark, and when dry it must be perfectly protected from light. The
drying itself should not take place at a higher temperature than 22° E.
Even a temperature of 25° R. may melt the upper aud under gelatine
films of the paper together, and make the whole useless. In order to
learn whether the transfer paper has become spoilt—either by lying too
long in a damp place, by the action of hurtful vapours, or by light
reaching the sensitised sheet—all that has to be done is to take a tiny
strip of the suspected paper, blacken it with the colour usually em-
ployed, and in a few minutes lay it in cold water. If at the end of
Iialf-anhour the colour can without difficulty be removed with a sponge
then the paper is still fit for use. As in summer sensitive paper will
only keep about a couple of days, it is very handy to be able to apply
this test to see whether it is still in working condition. It is advisable
to keep the well-dried paper in a tin case in a cool place, when it may
bo kept even for three or four days; aud its keeping (|ualitie8 may be
still further increased by putting some carbonate of ammonia into the
tin case.

The Exposure, or the Printixo.
If one have a good negative, in which all the lines and dots are

tr.T.nsparent and all the whites opaque, he may feel sure of getting
good results. But it must be kept in mind that there should not be too
great a difference between the temperature of the drying-room and of

* Continued from paje 00.

the printing place, whether the latter bo in the open air or nnder
cover. If it be cold and damp outside, tlien the paper or other backina
of the printing-frame will also be damp; aud when the welldried
sensitised pajjcr is placed in the frame it will communicate its damp-
ness to the latter, which will, consequently, become crumpled. It
must be borne in mind that the sliglucst creasing of the paper will
cause some lines to run into each other, thus effecting a losa of ihup-
ness. The paper should, therefore, be kept for at leaat an hour in the
place where tlie printing is done before it ia put into the frame. The
paper, which has become somewhat damp, is then burnished, in order
that its upper surface may become perfectly flat and smooth, after
which it is placed under the negative, and a much greater pressure may
be put upon it than is done in printing photographs in the usual way.

'Ihe burnishing of the paper before printing must be done with the
greatest precision, as the flatter the surface is the sharper the image,
the finer the lines, and the opener the shadows will be ; yet the bur-
nishing should not be continued after the paper begins to become trans-
parent, because then the chromate will be decomposed by the pressure
alone just as if light had reached it, and will give rise to spots on the
picture. Also, even if it did not prevent the picture from developing
properly, a paper over-burnished until it began to become transparent
would be useless, because it would not transfer properly, as it would
not adhere to the zinc. The length of the exposure depends, of
course, principally upon the state of the light, but also partly upon
the clearness of the lines in the negative. In the strongest summer
sunlight with a good negative an exposure of a minute or even less
may do ; in weaker sunshine three to six minutes; and in winter sun-
shine about ten minutes. In the shade in the best light one will
require from a-qnarter of an hour to an hour, and in winter two hours,
or in bad light longer. In printing it is of great importance to have a
Vogel's thermometer, furnished with a strip of the same paper as you
have under the negative. One usually prints until No. 8 becomes
slightly visible. Fogged negatives require longer to print—sometimes
twice as long. The printing-frame should not be opened to see how
the printing is progressing, as the paper will be more or less expanded
by the moisture contained in the atmosphere, and will never be laid
down again to a hair on exactly the same line and dot ; and this dis-
placement causes want of sharpness, broadens the lines, and makes
the dense shadows run together. On this account a photometer is
absolutely indispensable ;- indeed, one should have at least three to
five photometers, as they often require adjustment, and the more work
there is to do the more negatives there will have to be exposed to the
light that do not print alike.

In preparing the negative plate glass only should be used, as the
slightest inequality in the glass gives rise to an inequality in the pres-
sure of the paper upon the negative, and may cause the lines nnder it
to appear either broadened out or contracted. The same effect is pro-
duced by the slightest grain of sand or of dust blown between the
negative and the paper. On a fully-exposed print all (even the finest
dots) must be visible, though in the latter case they need be but
slightly so. A print should never be left undeveloped until day on
account of the continuating action of the light going on in the dark
and widening the lines. Each print must, therefore, be blackened at
once with the transfer colour and laid in water, where it may be left
for a whole day, if so desired, without the development suffering.
—Notizen. (To be concluded.) 3. Hd8nik.

WHERE TO GO WITH THE CAMERA.
[It is hoped that this series of articles will be continued at regular and frc<|Ucnt in-

tenals during the vacation months, and we shall be glad to receive contributions to
the series from any friends able to treat of new and interesting groimd.)

LANGHOLM AND ITS VICINITY.
A.s this is the time of the year when the amateur photographer is

as keen as any August sportsman on the moors to m^e a good bag,
I take the opportunity of giving a few hurried notes of a recent visit I
paid to the seat of Mr. Andrew Pringle, at Craigcleugh, L.ingholm, N.B.

This very beautiful residence is embosomed in a wild cincture of
hills, from the summit of which the most enchanting views may bo
obtained, the jiurple heather and undulating soil suggesting to the
mind of the artist splendid visions of academy honours and distinction.
Here 1 found my host "at homo," and ready to accompany me on the
following day to "fresh fields of (camera) glory and pastures new."

Punctually at 10..S0 a.m. we started, with our slides charged for a
few exposures on the banks of the liiver Ksk. The moniing was
phenomenally clear and brilliant; not a cloud to be seen anywhere,
aud the light of that tone which always sends a thrill of joy through
an artist's soul . It was simply perfect.
We soon found ourselves on the banks of a very fine reach of water,

arched in the centre by a most picturesque bridge. Here we exposed
our first plate under the most favourable conditions. The roeks u the
foreground, water in the middle distance, and well-lighted foliage in
the extreme distance gave a very fine effect of light and 8ha<Ie to the
view. Wo exposed a few more plates from the other side of the
bridge, which was, if iK>ssible, more picturesque than the side we first
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selected. Had our supply of plates been enual to tlie demand of the

beautiful "bits" of landscape and riverscape on all sides of us we
might easily have taken home with us a large " bag ;" as it was, we
had to content ourselves with only four whole-plate views.

We were amply rewarded for our exertions (as the sun was oppressively

hot) when under the fascinating labours of the developing-chamber—

not dark room. I wish this to be carefully noticed, for Mr. Pringlo has

no darh room. It is a model of lightness and brightness—every article

of chemical plant being quite visible—and soothing to the eye. Here a

p.ane of green glass, there yellow, elsewhere orange, and last, not least

in the enthusiastic laird of Craigcleugh's mind, ruby. Anybody once

inside that sanctum sanctorum would have solved at once and for ever

the vexed question as to how most successfully to solve the problem of

obtaining "the minimum of actinity with the maximum of luminosity."

Our plates, by-the-bye, were not up to our ideal of either exposure or

development. Verhum sat sapieuli.

Next day we early filled our slides and started for another excursion.

We had to wipe off our photographic war paint and attend a wedding

ceremony—a Hcolcli wedding. Well, I will not venture to describe

this function, as it is exactly the revei-se of all Anglican prejudices on

the subject, the ceremony taking place in the afternoon, and the guests

being regaled with tea and cake. Two quick "shots" were taken of

the bridal party, which pictures will not get the medal.

I forgot to mention tliat en route to the hamlet where the wedding

ceremony took jjlace we exposed a few plates on some very beautiful

peeps of the river l<:sk—views which, I am told, received the highest

eulogy from the pen of Mr. Ruskin. He is reported to have said that

there was no scenery more striking and picturesque in the whole of

Scotland.

We returned home late—I mean early—aiter a ball given at the

bride's residence, and made early next morning further preparations for

a third and last effort to win the Parent Society's medal for landscape

work. We went over the same ground until we got nearly as far as the

Parish Church of Canobie, and diverged thence to the left until we

came to a bridge which spanned an insignificant-looking rivulet near

the high road. This was a gem, and no mistake about it. 1 have

never seen anything more truly artistic and beautiful. Long trailings

of ivy hung down in graceful festoons along the arches of the bridge ;

ferns of a delicate species clung to its sides'in wanton proportion ; and

all kinds of wild plants clung to its buttresses in matchless confusion.

The lichen was there in all its grey splendour, and the foliage of

the overhanging trees gave shelter and balance to the whole picture,

the little pebbles in the foreground giving the finishing stroke to

as charming and fascinating a bit of scenery as ever delighted the

human eye. We exposed two plates with long exposures, and hastened

to the end of our drive—Pentone. Here we were to have a picnic and

were the avant-courexir of our party. It was a Scotch picnic—tea and

cakes again.

Before the arrival of the guests to partake of this very innocent

refreshment we set up our cameras and exposed a few plates on the

surrounding wild rock scenery. This place it is hard to describe. It is

the rendezvous for all enthusiastic sight-seers. Travellers flock, I was

told, from all parts of England to gaze on these rocks. Many of them

are of the most weird and startling proportions—a kind of miniature

Giants' Causeway in a rustic glen. No words of mine could possibly,

describe the beauty of the environmeat of this place ; it must be seen

to be realised.

This ended our day's work, and my jottings are now at an end.

Moral : Let the reader go and make his headquarters at Langholm,

N.B., and if he be not satisfied with the scenery on all sides of him I

think he must be indeed hard to please. If it should be his good

fortune to find the laird of Craigcleugh at home, and have the honour

of the I'tilrM under his hospitable roof, the photographic tourist will be

a fortunate traveller. It is a liberal education to see all his works of

photographic art hanging on his walls, and one day in his company
will do more to enlighten the tourist in the mysteries of the "black"—

•

I mean the brilliant—art of photograjihy than all the primers recently

published put together. H. Victor Macdona, M.A.

FOREIGN NOTES AND NEWS.
Photograph or a Flyujo Bullet.—Some Distinguished Amateurs.

How TO Free Gelatine from Geease.—Photograph of a Flash
OF Lightning.—Hyposulphite op Soda as an Antiseptic.—

A

Permanent Industrial Exhibition. — M. Philippe's Aniline

Photographic Printing Process.—On the Summer Treatment
OF Lichtdruck Prints.—Gelatine and Gelatine Dry-Plate
Manufactories.—Dr. Elsner's Photomicrogkaphic Atlas.

According to the Mittheihmgeti, Professor Mach, of Pi-ague, has photo-

graphed a whizzing bullet which was shot off in a dark room in front of

a camera containing a (fensitive gelatine plate. The very firing oif of

the bullet itself caused the discharge of a Leyden jar, which was

connected with it, and which furnished the necessary light.

The Potsdam Zeitung says that Prince Henry of Prussia is an accom-

plished landscape photograjAcr, and carries out the necessary processes

in a studio attached to the Villa Liegnitz, at Polsiam. Prince William

and the heir apparent of Saxe-Meiningen are also said to be amateurs

of the modern " black art." The members of the house of HoheuzoUern

are all obliged to learn some trade or profession, and perhaps some of

these three princes have selected photography as the optional branch of

industry.

In the Bulletin de la SocUti Fran^aise de Photographie M. Soola

makes some remarks on the grease contained in many kinds of gela-

tine, which prevent it from adhering to the glass, and causes specks

and flaws in the picture, owing to inequality of development from the

inequality of the composition of the gelatine. To remedy this state

of matters he recommends the employment of those substances which

dissolve grease but not gelatine, such as ether, sulphuretted carbon,

and, above all, benzole. The sheet of gelatine to be dealt with is

simply laid for a couple of minutes in good benzole, the adherent solu-

tion is then shaken off it, and it is rinsed in alcohol. Good benzine

may also be substituted for the benzole.

Dr. Kayser, the Vice-President of the Association for the Cultiva-

tion of Photography, has sent to the Mitlheiluiiijen a photograph of a

flasli of lightning taken on the 16th July. In the print it appeared to

be about two m.in. in width, and was distinctly divided into two by a

black band, while in the negative the flash appeared to be divided into

four parts. The broadest consisted of very narrow, clear, and dark

scaly-like marks placed at right angles to the direction of the flash.

From tlie principal ray of the Hash smaller rays of lightning branched

oft' on all sides and became lost in the air.

The Archie says hyposulphite of soda is said to be both an extremely-

powerful antiseptic and a remedy for diphtheria.

The Upper Austrian Industrial Association has opened a permanent

industrial museum at Linz, to which photographs and photographic

apparatus are admissible.

M. Philippe's aniline printing process consists of floating albumenised

or gelatinised paper upon a bath of bichromate of copper and ammonia

(ten to fifteen per cent,), drying it, and exposing it under a negative.

When a powerful picture has been produced it is laid in a one-per-cent.

solution of cyanide of potassium until the whites are quite clear. It ia

then allowed to drip, after which it is placed in a very acid aniline

bath, consisting of

—

AVater 100 parts.

Oxalic acid 10 ,

,

Aniline 1 part.

In a very short time the dye becomes fixed upon the parts which the

light had reached, and the picture becomes powerful and assumes a

tone very similar to tliat of silver prints.

The Archie repeats the following hints for the treatment of lichtpaus

pictures upon cyanotype paper (dark lines on a white ground) during

warm weather : — Keep the prussiate of potassium bath very weak, and

keep adding water very frequently to make up for the loss by evapora-

tion. The acid batli should not be too strong, otherwise it dissolves the

size in the paper, and it must also be diluted with water from time to

time. By exposing the paper much longer the development may
be undertaken with a solution of two grammes of gallic acid in one litre

of water, instead of with prussiate of potash, but the salt must be com-

pletely reduced by the exposure.

The Photographic Socifety of Frankfort-on-Maine intends to have

a general photograpliic exhibition in the course of this month.

One North American gelatine plate manufactory has offered fourprizes,

amounting in all to 600 dollars, for the best character portraits taken

on its plates ; and another manufactory offers four prizes, amounting to

500 dollars, under similar conditions—so that, on the whole, dry-plate

manufactories seem to be in a very thriving state in America. The
manufacturer of the raw material does not, however, seem to be so

fortunate in Germany ; for, according to the Archir, a man who set up

a gelatine factory at Gera was literally driven out of the place. He
then bought an old factory at Weida and resumed business there;

but there also police and community joined to interdict the manufac-

ture, and a third start made at Greiz met with no better success.

Dr. F. Eisner has just published the first number of a microscopic

atlas intended for the use of health officers, apothecaries, druggists, and

persons who are interested in the prevention of the adulteration of

food stuffs. The illustrations are reproductions in lichtdruck of micro-

scopic preparations which are photographed direct. The whole thing

being done by photogrophic processes, no allowance has to be made for

the working of the imagination of the engraver, which so often beautifies

but at the same time falsifies and renders untrustworthy the usual

reproductions of microscopic slides. As at present projected the under-

taking will consist of three series—first, food stuffs ; second, textile

fabrics ; and, third, fresh water animalculae, to which a fourth, bacteria,

may bo added if the work meets with sufficient acceptance. The first

number contains fifteen figures of microscopic preparations relating

to coffee and twelve to tea ; No. 2 thirteen figures of cacao and its

adulterations ; and sixteen of cinnamon and its adulterations. There is

an accompanying explanatory text. The microphotographs are from

the establishment of Otto Wigand, of Zeitz,
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S^ttthx^s of Societies.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Date of UeotlnK. Narao of Society. Place of Meeting.

September 16 .

.

17 ..

The Studio, Chancery-lane.

18 .. London and Provincial Maaons' Hall, Basinghall-gtreet.

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGKAPUIC ASSOCIATION.
At tlio meeting of this Society, held on the 4th instant, the chair was
i>cciipicd by Mr. W. K. Burton.
Mr, A. Cowan said that a good doal had been spoken lately of a

miidification of tlio alkaline developer introduced by Mr. Monro, of the
United States, which variation consisted iu thej^se of the mixed alkalies
(potasli and soda, instead of ammonia) with pyro. and sulphite of soda,
but no restrainiui; bromide. He (Mr. Cowan), iu order to make comparative
experiments for ti-sting its characteristics, had used six develoiwrs as
follows :

—

No. 1.

Pyro 1 grain.

Liquor ammonia 2i minims.
Bromide of potassium l| grain.

Water 1 ounce.
This might be considered as the normal developer with which the others
were compared,

No. 2.

Pyro 2 grains.
Carbonate of [Mtash 124 ,,

Carbonate of soda 12| ,,

Sulphite of soda 12| ,,

Water 1 ounce.

No. 3.

Like No. 2, but with the addition of half-a-grain of bromide to the ounce
of developer.

No. 4.

Pyro 2 grains.

Carbonate of potash ,., 25 ,,

Sniphite of soda „.„ 12^ „
Water 1 ounce.

No. 6.

Pyro 2 grains.

Carbonate of potash 12i „
Carbonate of ammonia 12| ,,

.Sulphite of soda 12j ,,

Wivter 1 ounce,

No. 6.

Like No. 5, but with the addition of one-quarter of a grain of bromide of

potassium.
The same subject had been exposed on several plates for a like time,

and then treated with the above develoiiers. These plates were handed
round, and Mr. Cowan summed up the results as follows :^There was in

no case more detail than with the normal pyro. and ammonia develojier.

In one case—that with the mixed carbonates of potash and amnioma

—

there was, however, a more vigorous image; but the use of potash and
soda with him caused a disagi'eeable yellow colour. This result was diffe-

rent from that obtained by Mr. Ashman
;
possibly the make of the plate

had something to do with it. Those he employed were made by the
boiling process, and contained but very little iodide. A point to remark
was that the carbonate of potash and soda developer not only did not
require the addition of a restraining bromide, but would not stand it

unless the exiwsuro wore enormously prolonged. No. 3 solution had
refused to act, and when the amount of bromide solution was reduced to

one-tenth of a grain the action was very slow, and the picture ap|>eared
under-exposed. When No. (i was employed, which contained only one-

quarter of a grain of bromide to the ounce, there was no image after an
immersion of ten minutes. He thought that the developer, witii the addi-

tion of the small quantity of bromide, would be useful for negatives that

had been over-exposed.

The Chairman had experimented with carbonate of soda and carbonate
of jKitash, and like Mr. Co%van had found the yellow colour tliat ensued un-
avoidable. He had also found that a moderate addition of bromide when
using these alkalies instead of ammonia prevented the image from
developing.
Mr. A. Haddon said that the yellow colour resulting from the use

of soda could be temporarily removed by hydrochloric acid, but that

it returned as soon as tlie acid was well waahea out.

^Ir. W. K. Debenham inquired whether in the use of the soda orjxitash

develojjer with bromide, as recommended by Mr. Cowan, the latent image
wag affected ; or whether if a plate upon treatment with it were found to be
insufficiently exposed for that mixture it could be washed off and the
development continued with a less-restrained or with the ordinary de-
veloper. If the latter were the case the development not only of a plate

known to be over-exiwscd, but of one which w*8 thought to be so and was
in reality not so, could be successfully carried on.

Mr. Cowan replied that the latent image did not appear to be affected,

but that the development could be carried on in the manner mentioned.
Mr. Dkbenham, referring to the comparison between the normally-

develoiied plate and that which appeared more vigorous, said that the
nonnaUydeveloped one looked to be over-exposed, and if it had had a
somewhat shorter exposure than the other the image might liave come out
with equal vigour.

Mr. <r. Barker, adverting to the nso of sulphite of wida In the developer
(the usual ammonia and pyro. develoixT he meant), said that ho I'Mjked

ujxm it as a useless incumbrance and of no advantage, but tlie contrary. In
his hands it gave a grey veil, and the negatives were not so clear aa wbeti
developed without it.

Mr. Cowan liad used sulphite of soda with the ix>ta«h and soda developer,
as it had been included in Mr. Monro's formula ; but he had not Died it in
the No. 1 or normal develo|ier, for in his own practice he preferred to do
without it.

The Chairman said that as to the use of sulphite of soda his opinion wu
much the same as that of the preceding siwakers.
Mr. W. Cobb was quite of Mr. Barker's opinion as to the use of sulphite

of soda. There was a question he would like to ask—Whether any of the
members had had exi)crienco of the use of bichhiridi" of mercury u an
iutensitier when not carried to the usual extent of bleaching and subsequent
treatment by ammonia, but in coses where only a little intensity was
required by the [wurin^ on of a dilnte solution for a time sufficient only to
somewhat darken the image and before there was any ble.'iching action ?

Ho had used this method but some months only, and would like to know
what were the probabilities of permanence in the results.

Mr. Dkbenham had at many times emjiloyed this method occasionally for

thin collodion negatives when they ha|>i)ened to be a little under-exi)osed.
He thought that the results had been [K-rmanent.
Mr. W. M. Ashman had also used it in collodion and found that the

negatives were permanent; but it did not follow that they would be so with
gelatine films.

Mr. Babkkr said that there had been some controversy lately as to the
production of warm colours on bromide plates, one gentleman claiming it

as his introduction. He had produced plates with this characteristic as
long ago as IST'S.

The Chairman had seen a set of collodion emulsion plates produced ten
or more years since showing a great variety of colours. This variety was
induced by the employment of restrainers.

Mr. Derham, of Boston, U.S.A., showed a double camera for use when
taking instantaneous pictures. The camera was fitted with a pair of

Voigtlander's Euryscope lenses (which were now most highly esteemed in
America for instantaneous views) of about twelve-inches focus. The camera
was applied to the shoulder, and whilst the subject was focuseed with one
lens the other was exposed by pressure upon a pneumatic ball releasing a
spring shutter that worked between the lenses. The shutter itself was
taken from one described by Mr. Noton in The British Jocrnal of
Photography in the year 1879.

Mr. W. Turner was elected a member of the Association.

MANCHESTER PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
On Saturday, the 30th ultimo, a considerable number of members and
their friends, including ladies, from the above Society assembled at
London-road Station, for the purpose of making an excursion for photo-
graphic work to the charming and romantic scenery in and around Dove-
dale. The occasion was not one of the regular trips which have taken
place after short intervals during the summer months, and of which a
printed programme is placed in the hands of each member at the be-

ginning of the season ; but was the outcome of a mutual wish on the part
of the Derby and Manchester Photographic Societies, which met a little

while ago at Matlock, that a B|>ecial meeting of the two societies should
be arranged to take place at a subsequent date, for the purpose of passing
a few hours in friendly rivalry and social intercourse.

Tlio train by which the party travelled left Manchester at 9.20 a.m. and
arrived at Ashbourne, "up to time," at 11.50. Waggonettes having been
procured, the drive to Dovedale, some four or five miles distant, commenced
under somewhat gloomy forebodings as to weather. Happily, however, the
threatened rain did not come, and with the exception of a slight shower
later in the afternoon the day continued fairly bright. The hotel at which
refreshments had been ordered was reached about one o'clock, and a
pleasant walk across the fields brought the stepping-stone at the entrance
to Dovedale in full view. Here the landscape is charmingly pastoral, but
on this occasion it was somewhat desecrated by the presence of sundry
sweets' stalls and ginger-beer vendors, as well as an imposing array of
" Jerusalem ponies. Accessories such as these, however, were not api)re-

ciatod.

The members made their way up the valley, and on the arrival at
the curious and romantic group of rocks, callea the "Twelve Apostles,"
cameras were quickly oj>ened out and work commenced in earnest. From
this point to the tennination of the dale at Dove Holes, about one and
a-half mile further up the stream, the scenery is of the most varied

and delightful description, and the number of views to be obtained may be
said to be almost endless. A mass cf rocks on the Staffordshire side of the
river, called Dovedale Church, Tissington Spires, and Reynard's Cave on
the Derbyshire side, each absorbed a considerable number of plates, while
quiet pools and picturesfiue groups of trees presented themselves a<i

intinitum.

The Straits of Dovedale, the Watch Box, Piccary Tor, and a multitude
of other choice " bits" in the upper part of the valley, finishing with the
Dove Holes, were generally voted too much for one short afternoon, as the
latest return train to Manchester left Ashbourne at 6.35 and tea had been
ordered for five o'clock. Consequently, when Reynard's Cave was reached
the bulk of the party began to wend its way back again, add several other
plates were exposed on the return route, the distance from the entrance
gate to the "Peveril of the Peak" being covered by the members in strag-

gling file, Mr. Atherton bringing up the rear as the patriarch of the party
on the back of a mule. Two or three of the more enthusiastic spirit^

under the intoxicating influence of the Doverlalo scenery niul not to be
deterred by such commonplace matters as the flight of time and its conse-

quences, prosecuted their rambles as far m Dore Holes and bad to hurry
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back in hot haste, arriving at the hotel only just in time to make a scant

and, it is feared, a very fragmentary meal before the departure of the
waggonette for Ashbourne.
The excursion was a moat enjoyable one, the only regrettable circum-

stance being the very lar^fe portion of the day taken up by railway travel-

ling, and the consequent shortness of time available for i)hi>tographic work

;

but the experiences of the day seemed to whet the appetite for a future

raid on the lovely scenery of the locality, and several of the members
expressed themselves strongly in favour of another excursion to the place

next season, which, if possible, should bo arranged to leave Manchester by
an earlier train.

For some reason or other the Derby Photographic Society was only re-

presented by two gentlemen, whom the Manchester members met in the
Dale, and who joined the j)arty at the hotel in taking tea.

The President, Mr. Atherton, Mr. Coote, Mr. McKellen, and Mr. Scott

remained at the hotel to be in readiness for a field day on the Monday fol-

lowing, when some further work was done in Dovedale as well as at Ham
and Thorjie. The time, however, even of those who remained over Mon-
day, was much too limited for the amount of work to be done. Dovedale
itself for a distance of two miles is, of course, the gem of the Peak, but
for many miles further up the valley the scenei-y is charming. In Narrow-
dale and Beresford Dale—redolent with associations of quaint old Izaak
Walton and " his son," Charles Cotton—are to be found innumerable
"peeps;" but nothing short of a three or four weeks' residence in the
locality, and the most favourable weather, would suffice to accomplish all

that can be done.

The last of the season's outdoor meetings in connection with the above
Society took place on Saturday, the 6th inst. About a dozen members and
friends were present ; but, unfortunately, a steady downpour of rain all the
afternoon somewhat marred the enjoyment, and jirevented a lavish use of

the camera. Had it not been for the liveliness of some of the ladies the
afternoon would have passed off very dull indeed. In a waggonette and
under an awning of umbrellas the party left Alderly Edge en route for

Capesthorne Hall. At Nether Alderley a halt was called, but neither the
picturesque old mill or the many "bits" of black and white scattered
about, nor even the ancient church, could tempt anyone to unlimber, so the
order was given to "drive on."

At Capesthorne Hall—a fine brick and stone mansion of the Elizabethan
period—the party took shelter in the spacious conservatory, where sever.al

plates were exposed, and many of the trees in the park and the extensive
lakes excited the admiration of the members. These, however, like many-
other of Nature's pictures, had to be left without carrying away a dupli-

cate. Astle Park, Chelford, was also on the programme ; but this, like-

wise, had "to be continued in our next."
The prettiest picture, and one wliich found favour in the sight of all, was

that of a tea-table laid out in the most recherche style at the " Trafford
Anns," Alderley, and more plates were exposed and used on that picture
than on any other during the afternoon.

Had it not been for the excessive and unrelenting rain this trip would,
Ijrobably, have been one of the most pleasant and successful of the summer
series. By the leader's characteristic judgment and foresight, everything
had been so well planned and prearranged, and the route chosen was so
continuously lined with picturesque beauty, that it is to be hoped Mr. Wade
will repeat the excursion next season.

CHICAGO PHOTOOrRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
A REQULAR meeting was held at the Association Room, 229, State-street,
on the evening of the Gth nit.,—Dr. H. D. Garrison, President, in the
chair.

Mr. A. L. Henderson was proposed and elected for honorary member-
ship.

The Chairman, in introducing Mr. Henderson to the Association,
observed that he had no doubt the great majority of those present were
more or less acquainted with him through his contributions to the English
journals. There were few men who liad done more to advance dry-plate
photography, and the results of his researches and experiments had
always been given freely to the world. Some of those present, who had
attended the late convention for the revision of the constitution and by-
laws, in Cincinnati, might perliaps be aware that Mr. Henderson had
offered to demonstrate his method of emulsion-making before that Con-
vention; but, tlirough influences not exactly understood by the speaker, he
was not allowed to say a word. There was a whisper in circulation
to the effect that a prominent officer of the P. A. of A. was too much
interested in a ce_rtam dry-plate factory to permit any matters relative
to dry-plate making to be discussed, but as to that the speaker could
not vouch. In dismissing the subject, ho would remark that the Cin-
cinnati meeting was the first photographic convention he had ever attended
where not one tmrd was spoken ahout lAutonrapht/ . However, Cincinnati's
loss was their gain, and, without taking up any more time, he would
now introduce Mr. Henderson, of London, who would make an emulsion
before them and answer any questions.
Mr. Henderson's remarks were as follow, much being in the form of

ciuestions and answers freely and courteously given.
Mr. A. L. Henderson ;—Your Chairman is perfectly right in his state-

ments about the Cincinnati Convention. I did suggest to Mr. Kent that if

there was a gap to be filled up I should be most happy to occupy it with a
practical illustration of emulsion-making; but let that iiass. I have had
the pleasure from time to time of publishing many little things in the
English and continental journals, which have been appreciated, especially
in France and Germany. The process which I shall demonstrate before
you tonight is what is known as the cold emulsification process. It allows
you to obtain readily almost any degree of sensitiveness that may be
desired. It should be remarked here (although I suppose it is pretty

generally understood) that the more sensitive the emulsion the less light

you can use in preparing and develo[)ing your plates. Some time ago I

myself offered a small money prize for a safe light for this purpose, but

there were no competitors. They all said
—" If you cannot devise such a

li'.,'lit yourself, Mr. Henderson, it is useless to expect any one else to do it."

I do not think that these gentlemen quite did themselves justice in taking
this view of the case; but, at anyrate, I did not get my "safe light."

About the best thing I have met with so far is a peculiar variety of paper
called ' canary medium." I have a piece of it here, which may be cut in

little bits for distribution. I may say that it is astonishingly safe. A window
three feet square covered witli it, and lighted by a small gas jet behind,

gives ample illumination for all purposes at a distance of four feet from the
window. It is impossible to tell tlie colour of the paper by gaslight. It is a

peculiar greenish-yellow, and is, I believe, a chromate of lead colour. You
use it without oiling or other treatment.
Mr. BuuNUAM : Can this medium be safely used when daylight is the

illuminant?
Mr. Hendkrson: Daylight is such an uncertain quantity that it is

difficult to answer tliat question directly. However, I should advise you to

use the paper double in that case. I may observe that I do not use either

daylight or gaslight myself, but a small kerosene lamp, giving a flame
much smaller than a candle. The rapidity of an enmlsion depends,
amongst other things, on the quantity of gelatine used in the process of

emulsification. A very small quantity is sufficient. I will take five grains

in four ounces of water. By using ten grains a much finer deposit vyould

be obtained, but the emulsion would also be much slower. The rapidity of

the emulsion can also be regulated by varying the quantity of salts in pro-

portion to the water. I am using here gelatine pure and simple, but in ray

own practice I use meta-gelatine prepared in this way :—Take 300 grains

of gelatine, nine ounces of water, and one ounce of ammonia ('880); boil

until the solution entirely loses its power of setting. This is then kept as a
stock solution ; for with the addition of a few drops of ammonia it will keep
almost indefinitely. I dilute it for use as required. There are great

advantages in thus having the liquid gelatine all ready for making your
emulsion, instead of having to dissolve your gelatine as required. Yoii

thereby avoid the necessity for using heat at all during the formation of

the sensitive bromide of silver. I keep this meta-gelatine for sale, put up
in bottles under the name of "glucine." Well, I am now dissolving five

grains of gelatine in four ounces of water by the aid of heat (Nelson's

No. 1 gelatine). Tliis done, I add three drachms of potassium bromide .and

two grains of potassium iodide. Let it dissolve. Next, I take four drachms
of silver nitrivte, divide it in two equal quantities and dissolve each

separately in two ounces of water, or dissolve the whole in four ounces of

water and divide the solution in two equal parts. A good deal depends
on the form in which the silver bromide is formed to start with.

Professor Hough : How much more rapid than a wet collodion plate can

you make an emulsion by this process ?

Mr. Henderson: If you will define the rapidity of your wet plate I

should be better able to answer that question.

Professor Hoi'CiR : Well, take a neutral collodion and bath, and every-

thing in the best possible condition for rapidity ?

Mr. Henderson : I am certainly well within the mark in saying sixty

times. If challenged I should have no hesitation in guaranteeing to make
an emulsion one nundred times faster than your ideal wet plate. In
England, however, we have dropped this kind of comparison as too

indefinite, and all tests are referred to Warnerke'a sensitometer.—Next, I

take one drachm of carbonate of ammonia, and add it to one-half of the

silver solution (that is, to two draclnns of nitrate of silver dissolved in two
ounces of water). 'This, of course, converts a part of the nitrate into car-

bonate of silver. I may mention hero that the sensitiveness of the emulsion

will depend, inter alia, on the proportion of the total quantity of silver

nitrate thus converted. If I want a slow emulsion I only convert about

one-q^uarter of it ; if a rery rapid one the whole. My resisou for dividing

tlie silver in two p.arts is to ensure that a definite quantity shall be con-

verted. I would caution you to be careful that your carbon.-ite of ammonia
is pure, especially that it contains no chloride. Now I add liquid ammonia
until the precipitate redissolves. This ammonia must be weaker than I

have been accustomed to use, for it takes a gi'eat deal of it.

Mr. Aiken : Wliy do you use carbonate instead of aqua ammonia?
Mr. Henderson: I think that question will be answered in the course

of the demonstration, but I can answer it now. You would then gei

oxide instead of carbonate of silver, which would cause your emulsion t >

work foggy if the oxide was formed in the light.—Next, I mix the carbo-

nate solution with the remaining lialf of the nitrate solution, and by
means of this dropping bottle stir it in to tlie bromised gelatine. A light,

flocculent deposit is the result. It is, perhaps, unnecessary to observe

tliat this last operation must be performed in the dark room, while up to

that point everything may be done in broad daylight. Tliis done, we will

add four draclims of gelatine, and place the jar containing the emulsion in

this pot of hot water to dissolve it, stirring it all the time. You will see

how, as the gelatine dissolves, it will break up the flocculent deposit. The
temperature of the water in the pot should not be allowed to exceed 120°

Fahr. It is important to use a vessel of a certain size and a definite quan-

tity of water at a fixed temperature if you vftmt uniform results. For this

quantity of emulsion I should take three quarts of water, and he.at it to 120"

before putting in the emulsion ; then, the gelatine being dissolved (with con-

stant stirring, remember), the cover is put on and the whole business allowed

to cool down. If the emulsion has not set at the end of three or four hours

it would perhaps, in your climate, be advisable to use ice or other artificial

means to make it do so.

Mr. AiKKN : Has the rapidity of cooling any effect on the sensitiveness

of the resulting emulsion ?

Mr. Henderson : I think not. You can make one tliousand batches of

plates by this process, and have them all exactly alike in sensitiveness. I

asked Professor Haddon some time ago to make some experiments on the

behaviour of silver bromide under ammonia treatment. He tested tlie
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matter under the microacope, and arrived at the concluvion that the
smaller particles wore dissolved, and the larger ones agglomerated into
hexai,'onal niaeses. Hia conclusion was that the liexagonal form is the
most sensitive condition of silver bromide. This gelatine (Heinricli's) is

too hard to suit mo, but, ix-i'haps, for your climate it may be all right. It
has boon my experience that the softer the gelatine the tinor the quality of
the resulting negative. 1 will paa.s around some of this emulsion on pieces
of glass, in order that you may jud^'e the colour and structure of it. Now,
gentlemen, I have shown you the principle and method of working of the
cold eniulsification process. If there are any points not exactly clear I
shall be pleased to answer any questions.

Mr. Ht><i.En: Does the sliced of drying affect the sensitiveness and
clearness of the plates?
Mr. Hendkiison': t)Hr English climate is very variable, and at first

I found that a change of temiierature or of the hygroscopic condition of
the air during drying would cause circular marks on the plates. This
I have overcome by adding a little thymol dissolved in alcohol, just
before filtering the emulsion for use. Its action is simply to prevent
decomjxisition. My plates have always been dried in an open room—not
by artificial means.

I'rof. HoiiiH : Did I understand you to say that you can make a dozen
successive emulsions exactly alike?

.Mr. Hesiierson : Yes, by always adhering closely to the same quan-
tities and temi>eratures.

Prof. Hoiu n : About what difference in rapidity would result from
using ten strains of gelatine instead of five?

Mr. Heniiersox : You would reduce the speed more than one-half. In
a general way, I consider it unwise to use a large quantity of gelatine as a
retarder, and then accelerate by means of heat. Moreover, tne less gela-
tine the silver comes in c<intact with the better; f<ir the combination of the
silver nitrate and bromide is not instantaneo\is, so that even if you have
an excess of the latter the silver has some chance to combine with the
gelatine. For this, among other things, I prefer to emulsify with meta-
gelatine, because I believe this is all removed in the w.ashing, and the
gelatine subsequently added does not come in contact with free nitrate
at all.

I'rof. HoiGH : Suppose you used half the total quantity of gelatine to

emulsify with?
Mr. HendersO!? : The ratio of speed would not be the same in this case;

it is a diminishing ratio as the quantity of gelatine increases. Probably,
taking the tive-f;rain emulsion as twenty vVamerke, the 120grain one
would read about ten. It may be necessary to explain here that the
numbers on Warnerke's sensitometer do not represent the ratio of speed,
but every three figures about double the speed ; thus, thirteen would be
twice as rapid as ten ; sixteen, four times ; nineteen, eight times ; twenty-
one, sixteen times, &c. Wamerke's sensitometer consists of a plate of
glass, on which are superposed, step fashion, twenty-five layers of carbon
tissue, of equal thickness. The plate to be tested is placed behind it, and
the source of light is a tablet coated with phosphorescent sulphide of

calcium, excited by burning a piece of magnesium ribbon. It has been
proved by experience that a certain length of ribbon is sufficient to raise
the tablet to its greatest luminosity. After excitation the tablet is allowed
one minute's rest before being used to test plates, it having been dis-

covered that a very rai>id falling off in luminosity occui's during the first

few seconds, but that after a minute the decrease is so slow that it may be
disregarded.
A Member : Please give us a little information about washing.
Mr. HENnERSON: As to the time required for washing : much will depend

on the temperature of the washing water; but it is a good plan always to
keep on the safe side. After my emulsion is set I put it in a vulcanite
cylinder with both ends open. Over one end is fastened a sieve of co])per
wire—I Ijeliove about No. IG mesh ; while through the other an ebonite
plunger is introduced, expelling the emidsion in shreds. The emulsion
thus broken up is placed in a washing apparatus, constnicted as follows :

—

A is a vessel of wood or stoneware (nime is of the latter material, by
Doulton, of Lambeth) with a ledge, B, round its interior at about one-
third its height from the
bottom. On this ledge
rests a fine hair sieve, C,
in which the broken-up
emulsion is placed. Above
the to)> of this sieve a
water supply pi])e, D, en-
ters; while at the bottom
it is provided with a bent
outlet, K, of such height
that the water level is

preserved above the top
of the emulsion in the
sieve. F is a light-tight
cover. You must be care-

ful to keep the whole of

the emulsion under water
during the operation of

washing. I have traced
some of my own failures

to allowing some portion
of it to adhere to the side
of the sieve where the water did not reach it. When washed and re-

dissolved your emulsion should measure about fifteen ounces; if less, make
it up to this ([Uantity. Asked by a member as to the i|uantity of thymol
necessary, Mr. llen<|i'rson replied tliat for tliis quantity of euudsion seven
or eight grains dissolved in halfan-ounce of alcoliol woiild be ample. He
had found no injurious action on the emulsion from the copper wire; but
the wire itself was rapidly corroded i)y the ammaniu-nitrate salts, and he
would recommend that it be silver-iJated,

Dr. Garhmon ; Have you tried the addition of bichromate of pota»h to
the emulsion before washing?
Mr. Ukndeewo.n : I do not see any advantage in it. It will remove

green fi>g, to bo sure, but it change* it into grey fog, which in worse.
Mr. AlKKX : What substratum do you recommend?
Mr. Hkndkuso.n: I never use any. Mr. A. Cowan, of London, tried

some experiments on the addition of various quantities of chrome «um to
the emulsion and found no difference in s|>eed. If there were any diffe-
rence in brilliancy it was in favour of the emulsion containing the largest
percentage of chrome alum. I have not n«e<l formic acid, but it is used
by some makers to prevent frilling. Frilling, by the way, is generally
owing to decomposition of the gelatine, and if proper care be taken not to
make the emulsion too hot, ana not to remelt it too oft<m, there should be
no trouble on this point.
Mr. Heslkk; You promised to say something about iodide in

emulsions.
Mr. Henderson : If you use much more than I have here—two grains of

iodide to three drachms of bromide—you will slow your emulsion con-
siderably. However, the more gelatine your emulsion contains in proportion
to silver the more iodide you can use without iKTceptibly slowing your plate.
The reason is this : iodide makes a yellow film more difficult for the light to
penetrate ; but the larger the proportion of gelatine the more transparent
IS the film, so that the yellow tinge is not so obstructive. In landscape
work a pretty thick (ojiaque) film is an advantage as a safeguard against
halation, and it allows more latitude in exposure.

Ml'. Aiken : Do you find any advantage from the use of a chloride?
Mr. HENDEH.-iON : None whatever. There is a question whether chloride

can exist for any length of time in presence of free bromide. I will relate
a strange experience. Mr. Cadett gave me a boiling formula. By tMiiling
fifteen minutes he found that he got a certain speed. Boiling forty-five
minutes gave him a much greater rapidity, but beyond that he could get no
benefit from prolonging the cooking. I tried his formula, and could only
get the speed he attained in fifteen minutes by continuing the boiling two
hours. Mr. Cadett's plates, by his formula, fixed quicker than those made
by mine, although they contained about ten times the amount of iodide.
Mr. Cadett was under the impression that the iodide was precipitated and
filtered out; but from experiments I made I found that this was not so,
and I have come to tlio conclusion that, by prolonging emulsification at a
high temperature, iodide of silver cannot exist in presence of free bromide.
The cold emulsifisation gives much more sensitiveness than boiling. A
boiling emulsion may give as high a sensitometer number as an ammonia
one, but in the former several figures will dissolve out in fixing; that is to
say, tliey will not develope to printing strength.
Dr. (Jaurison : What developer do you recommend for these plates?
Mr. Henderson : They can bo worked Avith any developer, but mine is

generally prepared as follows :—Take one ounce of pyro., half-an-ounce of
potassium bromide, fifteen ounces of water, and ten minims of nitric acid
for stock solution. For use, dilute this do\vn with water to two grains of
pyro. i)er ounce, and add to each ounce two minims of liq. anunonia ('880).
1 find no advantage in sulphite of soda.
Mr. Aiken : Do I understand that your stock solution of meta-gelatiue is

thirty grains to an ounce?
Mr. TIenderson : Yes

;
gelatine is boiled until it decomposes. The

ammonia is added to accelerate the action. Prolonged boiling without
ammonia would answer the same purpose. I prefer Nelson's No. 1 for
emulsifying.
Mr. Edgewobtii : I believe you claim to make an emulsion with lean

silver than others.

Mr. Hender.son : I have used as little as one grain jier ounce and ob-
tained fairly rapid plates with good density. For opals or gelatiuo-bromide
paper I think this is just what is wanted. A heavy emulsion is fatal to
brilliancy in this case. I have made thirty-seven ounces of enmlsion with
thirty grains of silver, but I do not recommend such extreme economy. I
can, however, make a very good emulsion with the same quantities of salts
I have used here, increasing gelatine and water to bring it up to thirty
ounces.
Mr. BuBNHAM asked some questions as to the use of canary medium in

daylight.
Mr. Henderson replied that it was always advisable to use as little light

as possible. Nearly all the trouble with fogging, so often complained of
with rapid plates, resulted from using too much light in handling them.
He did not believe in chemical fog at all.

Mr. Grkenk : How much emulsion would you allow for an 8 x 10
plate ?

Mr. Henderson : I am more familiar with some other sizes. For in-
stance : fifteen ounces of emulsion prepared according to the formula I have
used tonight should coat thirty-six 8J X 6J ]Aates, or a gross of quarters.
The more rapid the emulsion, however, the thicker your plates must be
coated, as a protection against halation, for the reasoii that a blue film is
so much more readily iienetrated by actinic rays than an orange one

Professor HoLOH : Do you consider a very rapid plate as good as a slow
one for general use ?

Mr. Henderson : Yes ; but it requires much more skill to develope it.
Colonel Stuart Wortley stated the case concisely when he said that he
could teach anyone to make an emulsion, but that to dcvelo|>e a plate was
a science only to be acquired by long practice. If I were making plates for
the trade and wishe<l to make money I do not think I would put on the
market anything more rapid than a sixteen Wamerke—aKiut the average
sensitiveness of a Britannia or Wratten and Waiiiwright plate. Such
plates as these anyone can develope. Of course, if parties wanted moro
rapid plates, and I knew them to bo ca|>able of handling them, I would
supily them, but sli.iuld not c(uisider it i>olicy to put them on the market
indiscriminately. He (.Mr. Hendeeson) now i>ass<'d round for examination
some gelatino-chloride prints on opal glass, which were much admired for
their brilliancy and warm reddish tone. He explained that the process
was neither patented nor secret, but consisted simply iu coating the plates
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with a chloride, instead of a bromide, emulsion, and jirinting by contact

similarly to the old collodio-bromide process—no devclotiment. Prints can

be toned to any colour desired. The following is the formula :

—

Hard gelatine (dissolved in one and a-half ounce
of water) 80 grains.

Silver nitrate (iu half-an-ounoe of water) 75 „
Dry sodium cliloride 21 ,,

Potassium citrate 21 ,,

Water 4 ounce.

Warm and dissolve.

Warm the solution of silver and gently ]wur into gelatine ; then add the

sodium and citrate, also warm, stirrinj,' all the time. Pour into a dish to

set. Work in a yellow light. Wash in tlie ordinary way, but keep every-

thing very cool, as tliis emulsion is very tliin. Then melt up and add two
drachms of alcohol containing three grains of salicylic acid and one grain of

chrome alum in a little warm M'atcr; filter, and coat. You will find tlie

emulsion almost as tliin as v/ater. If great contrast is wanted work it

tliicker and tlie reverse for softnes.s. The emulsion will not keep, so make
small batches as required, and use the jsiates as soon as you conveniently

can, for they are prone to turn yellow. Tone in a borax batli after a

thorough washing, fix in hypo, (twenty per cent.) for at least ten or fifteen

minutes, wasii well, and give a bath of alum. These plates may be printed

in tlie ordinary frames without difficulty. Push both negative and opal

against one side and end of t!ie frame—that is, into one corner. You may
examine as often as you jilease.

Mr. EiiGEWoiiTH : As the question of substratum has been raised it may,
perhaps, interest some of tliose present to state that nearly all the large

dry -plate factories in this country have abandoned the use of any substra-

tum, and now simply polish their glass on a cotton buffing wheel running
at a very liigh speed. Mr. Eastman uses a species of whiting on tlie buffing

wheel, Init I think the others use nothing whatever.
Mr. Heniiekson : One plat«-maker in London, who has unusually clean

water to work with, cleans his glass with soda and water, then with clean
water and a rul:)bt;r sponge, fiiiisliing with a rinse under tlie tap, and dries

his glass in a cabinet over a Bunsen burner. I have a glass-dryer at home,
completed just before I left; but I have not tlioroughly tested it yet. If I

used any substratum at all it would be silicate of potash. In malciiig plates

solely for my own use I have never found .such a tiling necessary. Possibly,

if making for tlie trade, I might use a substratum.
I>Ir. Douglass, in moving a vote of tlianks to Mr. Henderson, said he

understood that that gentleman had remained at some little personal
inconvenience in order to be jiresent at this meeting, and he was sure every-
one present felt under a gi'eat obligation to him.

Tlie motion was cai-ried unanimously, after which the meeting was
adjourned.

—

Phot. Times.
. ^

datus^anhmu.

A SODA DEVELOPER.
To the. Editobs.

Gentlemen,—If Mr. E. Dunraore h.as not tried the following excellent

modification of the soda developer I think he \iill find it works most
satisfactorily. It was given to me by a friend—Dr. Carter Browne—wlio

tells me he "spotted it in a late number of the linijlish Mechanic. I find

it most \iseful in all cases where the necessary exposure can be pietty
accurately determined, as, for instance, in interiors and copying ; at the
same time it will admit of considerable inodification in cases of under- or
over-exposure.
The colour of the negative i.s not the usual " bottle green," as it has been

not inaptly termed, but a inirple black, similar to tliat obtained with
ferrous oxalate. The shadows are perfectly clear, without any veil what-
ever, and the range of tone everything that ecjuld be desired. As a standard
developer it jiossesses the great adv.intage of stuhility, whereas eacli time
the ammonia bottle is uncorked there is an undoubted loss of strength, and
consequent weakening of the developer.

i give the formula as I received it from Dr. Brown, and trust that others
will bo as pleased with it as I have been :—

No. 1.

Sodic sulphite 4 ounoee.
Hot water 10 ,,

When dissolved and cool, add four ounces of sulphurous acid ; then add
one ounce of dry pyro.

No. 2.

Washing soda 3i ounces.
Sodic sulphite | ounce.
Water G4 ounces.

To develope: use one drachm of No, 1 to each ounce of No. 2.— I am,
yours, &o., L. Macdona.

Cheadle Rectory, Cheshire, Septemher 10, 1884.

N.B.—Place the negative in the alum bath after development. If this
be omitted the purple-black colour will not be obtained.

[Is there no bromide Included in the above formula ?—Eds.]

To the EDiTOns.

Gentlemen,—Bachelors' wives and old maids' children are well known
to be the most perfect specimens of humanity. It seems from corres-
pondence that it is the same with photographers' developers. I have
one wliich I love so much that any gelatine plate that would not behave
in a most becoming manner towards it I would at onco condemn and
discard.

The way I proceed to develope with this developer is as foil jws :—I make
saturated solutions of carbonate of potash, sulphite of soda, and washing
soda. These I n.ame 1, 2, 'A, which moans—take

1 part of cai-bonate of potash,

2 [larts of fiulphite of soda.

3 parts of washing soda.

To these add forty-eight grains of bromide of potassium dissolved iu

eighteen parts of water, and label tliis "soda solution." Now dissolve a-

quarter of an ounce of citric acid in thirty ounces of water; add this to one
ounce of pyrogallic acid, and label this " pyro. solution."

To develope a half-plate take

—

Pyro. solution 2 drachms.
Soda solution quant, svff.

_

I never soak the plate with water previous to developing, as it is one
cause of frilling.

Anyone who tries this developer I feel sure will value it as I do. It has
every virtue, and none of the faults of the soda or potash used alone.

—

I am, yours, &c.,
"

Henby Law.
30, Waterloo-street, Leicester, September 6, 1884.

[Our correspondent will, upon reperusal, discover that the above
formula is quite indefinite, owing to "parts" being altoruated with
definite quantities, such as "grains." To prove of real benefit tbo

quantities should be detinitely exjiressed. AVe shall be glad to receive

the amended formula.

—

Eds.] —
"EDWARDS'S MACHINE FOR COATING PLATES."

To the Emtoks.
Gentlemen,—I have read .and contributed to your Journal since its

commencement, but I believe such a letter us that of Mr. B. J. ICdwards
has never previously ai)peared. It commences with a misstatement.
Mr. Edwards says 1 object to his jiatont on the ground that "certain

parts" have been previously used. This is incorrect. I object on the
ground that the entire machine has been in manufacturing use for years,

and my statement has received complete corroboration in your columns.
I say Mr. Edwards is not the inventor at all, and has no right to take out
a patent and thus exclude the photographic community from using it if

they wish.
A correspondent reminds your readers that this is not the first time

Mr. Edwiirds lias done this, and cites the "patent grooved jilate box" as

an instance. The use of these boxes has been much hindered from the
belief tliat Mr. Edwards held a patent, whereas they can be ordered in the
trade just the same as any other box.
Not content with taking out a patent for an already-existing machine,

he seeks to cast discredit on methods of coating plates by machinery, as at
present known, as being remarkable for "well-known defects." Well,
gentlemen, I can say from my persimal knowledge that some of the largest

manufacturers of dry plates liave been employing for years past machine-
coating with complete success. The late Dr. Moncklmven devised an ex-

ceedingly-successful machine which has been in use for years at the great
Belgian manufactory, and the simplicity of which would astonish Mr. 13. J.

Edwards, Again ; my own firm have used since August, 1879, machine-
coating with perfect success, some of the machines having run eight hours
a day for nearly five years with scarcely any intermission. This system of

coating is also adopted by the Compagnie Anglaise, who work our method
at Rouen.
By what right, then, does Mr. Edwards make these disparaging state-

ments, of the truth of which he has no kind of evidence ? It is simply to

bolster up liis intention to grant licences for his so-called "jiatent." Ho
has no right whatever, either in equity or any othtr way, to attempt
to obtain any such p.iyment, the macliinery being open to the whole
world. He threatens to "stringently maintain" his rights. No doubt
lawyers can readily be found to threaten and serve iirocesses ; they know
their costs will be paid. But no one need have any fear of these threats.

I sum up the whole matter bj' saying that if I had not seen the subject
in print it would have seemed incredible that .anyone could attempt such
a thing as Mr. Edwards has.—I am, yours, &c., SA31CEL Euv.

Kiivjston-on-Thames, September S, 1884.

To the Editoes.

Gentlemen,—Surely your correspondent who signs liimself "A Patent
Agent" allows his zeal in advocating the validity of Mr. B. J. Edwards's
plate-coating patent to carry him a little too far. He says that in order

to contest the jjatent "it will not only be necessary to show that the
apparatus as it now exists as a whole has been previously in use, but that

it has been in use for coating plates with gelatine emulsion."
According to this doctrine a man desirous of patenting a wheel may

take the spokes invented by one man, the tire of a second, and the hub of

a third, and patent the use of tliein in conjunction; and, not only so, but
if the wlieel as a whole had already been in use for an omnibus, he could

patent its application to a cab. If such be really the state of the law the
sooner it is altered the better.—I am, yours, &c., LooKKB-ON.
September 9, 1884.

THE ETHOXO LIGHT AND GAS EXPLOSIONS.
To the Editors.

Gentle-MEN,—In reply to Mr. H. Ives's letter, in your issue of August
29th, I may say I admit liis prior publication of a porous filling for

ether chambers, but certainly dispute his prior invention. I have never
attempted to eulogi.se my own invention, preferring to let others do that.

But if I am to believe what a countryman of his tells me "Ives's gener.ator"

is not the success the inventor would have us to believe, and from reading
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a catalogue from America, wliich I recsntly saw, I sliall corUinly coino to

the s«mo condii»ioii, for tliore wore instructiona how to act in case the

pcnerator took tiro.

As to its beinu made and sold at a price, that i.i no criterion of merit.

The orighinl chamber anyone ni.iy make, as / ffnve the trnr!<( tho benefit of

my discovery in tlie pnpi's of Thk Buitisu Joubxal oi' i'uoTOURArnY
iu the yc.ir 18S1, but not of the present fonn.

Kxplo.tions do not occur where evorythinff is properly manaj^ed; it

ia where there 13 mis»ii7Ki;/fiiien; that we have to deplore accidents ; and from
those there is no protection, as far as I can gather, in Mr. Ives's generator.

In my own lanterns I do not use jiumice chambers, .and never have
any "popping" in them.—I am, yours, &c., W. Brouguton.

JCeclct, AluiKhester, September 4, 1R84.

(Bifbanse Ctohtmn.

U. Fleti'iiek is informed that the best and most convenient cloth for clean-

in,' a lens is (if he will excuse the Hibernicism) a soft wash leather.

This is better than the silk handkerchief to which he alludes.

"C'a.v you sui>i)Iy me with the late Mr. H. Ni^gretti's formula for printing

8tereosoi>pic transparencies by the albumen process?— (}eo. 15. Kobert-
HOX." In reply : Tho formula recommended by Mr. Nci;retti consisted

of a hundreil parts of albumen, diluted with twenty (larts of water in

wliich one part of iodide of ammonium liad been dissolved. The sensi-

tisinff bath was a ten-per-cent. one, containing a proportion of glacial

acetic acid eciu.il to the silver. A saturated solution of K'allic acid, used
wann, and having a few drops of tlie .sensitising bath added, formed tho

develoiier. From this it will be seen tliat several changes and improve-
ments have been made since tliis formula was published.

I'll. 1). says that he requires a very thick biconvex lens of about four or

five inches diameter, and he cannot obtain glass of the requisite thickness

without incurring more exjiense than tlie work can afford. Ho asks if

wo can alFiird liim .any liint liy wliich to avoid this dilHculty. To this

wa reply that the Ix'st way to proceed is to obtain two di.scs of glass of

tlio greatest thickness procurable, grind them as plano-convex lenses,

and tlien cement the flat sides together. If " Ph. D." be not counielled

to adojit any definite radius of curvature we would advise him to

obtain from an optician who makes a Bi)ecialiy of lantea-n apnliances a

pair of unmounted plano-convex condensers and combine these with
cement.

" I HAVB some very thin and transparent gelatine iilates of my own pre-

paration, made for a sjiecial purpose (photomicroscnpy) and I occasionally

find a luminous margin or halo round li'j;ht portions which adjoin dark
parts. Is there any remedy for tliis?

—

Alpha." In reply: Our
corres|«radont will prevent this halation by sponging over the backs of

his plates with either tlie following or a mixture of a similar character:

—

lUunt sienna 100 grains.

Dextrine 30 „
Glycerine 2 minims.
Water Enough to form a pasty mass.

After exposure remove this backing l)y a wet si>oiige, and when the

image is develojied there will not lie the slightest appearance of

halaticm,

t'. writes :
—"Referring to your remarks about photo-crayon, and a method

by wliich the enlargements can be prevented from fading, I shall feel

greatly indebted if you will let me know by what means this can be done.

I have carefully and closely followed Sarony's instructions, nud as my
pictures changed tone after a time I ciuicluded that the fault must have
lain with myself rather than with the process. I may say that I even-

tually discontinued making them on accoiint of their fading." We
reply : The whole secret consists in a total abandonment of mercury as

the toning agent and substituting for it gold, platinum, or some other

relia\)le agent. Uranium jiroduces tones less cold than the platinum or

gold, and equally durable, so far as our experience has gone. It is

not (iitficult to i>roduce a rich purple tone by development aloue without
having recourse to any toning at all.

''Would you kimlly oblige me, if possible, with a formula for photograpic
crystal varni.sli ? jly various books of receipts give a formula for a crystal

varnish, namely, equal parts of Canada balsam and turpentine; but I

doubt mucli if this is the proper jihotographic article. I require some
for immediate use, and cannot get any in tho town, and, what i" nioro

strange still, I have never come across any formula fm- crystal varnish in

the .lournal. Although I have iierused many volumes, not a single

formula can I find intlie Almas.vc's. Twenty y<'ais ago I used crystal

varnish (I think) for gl.oss iiositives, and it was certainly not a turi>entine

v.arnish. My present purpose is—firstly, by the addition of white wax to

make an imitation ground glass for stereo, transjiarencios ; and, secondly,

Ui varnisli the ,1iliii side of some glass positives recently taken, so that

this varnish shall resist the—or rather any—action of Bates's black

varnish when the outline of the portrait is tilled up with the latter.

This, I think, crystal varnish will do. This is a very pretty way of

finishing gla-s jiositives, for the jxirtrait then appears to have been taken

on ivory, if white, or cream paper be placed beneath.^W. F. Ste\'BN8."

In reply : We know of at least two claaaes of crystal varnish—one
consisting of a solution of Canada balsam in tur]i.''ntine, and tho other a

benzole solution of gum dammar. The latter will probably answer the

purpose of our corresimndent. With regard to the method of finishing

glass positivs referred to: if wo are not mistaken it was extensively

practised by Mr. John Urie, of Glasgow, aquarter of a century apro.

We think that he also obtained a patent for the method iii question. We
are not at present quite clear whether it was the film side or the glaaa

eide to which tlie black varuish was applied.

I will exchange £1 worth of nitrate of hilver, in sixty-grain solution, for»
good head-rest.—Address, X. Y. Z., Utfico of this Journal, 2, Yorlc-

stixct, Covcut-gardon, W.C.
I will exchange a Koss's carle lens, which is in excellent cmiditiun, for a

food burnisher and head-rest.—Address, Taylor, 48, Leigh-street (off

'all Mall), Chorley, Lancashire.

Wanted, n baluntrade, posingchair, or anything useful in photography, io
exchange for Ijauointur's iustantanems lens with new shutter.—AddreU)
T. CoufKE, 31), Banktop, Blackburn, Lancashii-e.

I will exchange a Koss'a single stereo, lens and a good plate drying-box, for

a fifteen-font lantern screen, l.tntern tripod, or useful lantern accessories.

—Address, F. W. CiiECTHAir, Carlton Bank, Hyde, Cheshire.

I will exchange my mahogany tripod stand, very li^ht and portable, tw"
joints in e:ich leg, suitable for a half-plate camera, for a studio flower
stund or any kind of accessory.—Address, J. Barkbu, 72, Bond-street,

Macclesfield.

I will exchange a bicycle, forty-eight-inch, strong roadster, extra-thick

india-rubber tyros, by .Singer, Coventry, cost tl.'i, for a first-class camera
and lens, or offers in photographic apparatus.—Address, J. H., 365,

Lodge-road, Hockley, Birmingham.

I will exchange a Ross's 12 X 10 landscape lens, eighteen-inch foctis, stoiis

gone, original cost alxiut £7, for anything useful in pliotography, l>ook on
photographic chemistry or general ditto, or offers.—Address, A. Hollls,
13, Florence-terrace, Warren-road, Torquay.

W.anted, a gem camera and len.ses and half-plato instantngraph, in ex-
change for any tif the following articles :—Magic-lantern, three and a-

half-inch condensers, and some comic slides; An^lo-iierman coneertiua;

qu.aiter-plato Victoria camera, and repeating-back camera for two
pictures on one plate, two slides.—Address, McC.vSJf, 49, Greenrale-
stroct, Gla.sgow.

I will exchange two splendid English lever watches; one fifty-two-inch

bicycle, b.all bearings, &o., in first-class order; a quantity of printera'

type, in small founts, for job work, chases, rollers, cases, ink, proB.ses, 4c.

;

gem camera (twelve lenses), Victoria camera (two lenses)—for lenses,

cameras, accessories, &c., by goad makers.—Address, R. Clark, 4,

Clyde-terrace, Spennymoor.

I will exchange a nearly-new water-tight ebonite bath for plates 8J x 6J>
and throe dozen one-sixth size trays and mats, preservers, and glass, for a
second-hand Bigelow's Album on Li'ihtinn and Posinr/, or one of Show's or
Fallowfield's carte embosslng-]>ressis, in good v.orking order, or one of

Sands and Hunter's two-inch drop shutters; any of the above.—Address,
W. BoNP, photographer, New Catton, Norwich.

^nsto^ra ia ©orwspottirjnla.

tS" Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper.

Notice.—Each CorrespondaU is required to enclose his name and addrtsf,

allhouyh not necessaribjforpulAication. Communications vuig, when thuuyht

desirable, appear under a NOJl DK PLCMK as hitherto, or, by preference,

under three letters of the ulphaljet. Sitch signatures as " Constant Jicader,"

"Subscriber," tfcc, should be avoided. Correspondents tiot conformin'j to

this rule will therefore understand the reason for the omission of their

communications.

Photograph Registered.—^

Thomas Forrest, Cambrian Studio, Pontypridd. — Photograph of the
Town of Pontypridd.

Amateur.—We presume so, though we have not really tried it. Why not
make the experiment yourself?

C. B.—By all means employ a slow bromide plate, and one that will yield
a dense image. The other plates are by no means so suitable for your
purpose.

Erratum.—In the article on page -Wl, twenty-four lines from the bottom
of first column, for "slightly focussing wth ammonia," &c., rend
" flushing," or rinsing.

Joseph Holmes.—'The prepared paper is not an article of commerce in
this country. It is quite possible th.at you can pruciuc it through l>r.

Licsegang, of Dusseldorf.

Silver.— 1. There is no silver in the w.aste developing solution.—2. A very
small prop^irtion of the deposit only is silver, the m.ajor i>ortion being
oxidised pyrogallic acid.—3. No.

Geo. Smith.—There appears to lie something wrong in the figures some-
where. You had better write to the agents for the sale of the instru-
ments in this country for an explanation.

J. C—We presume tho label will be copyright if the r^istration were
legally effected. If you liave any doubt on the subject you had better
consult a respectable solicitor before commencing litigation.

J. G.— 1. You will find a table of the solubility of tho salts in question on
page 252 of our Almanac for the current year.—2. We slioulil surmise
the remedy would be efiieacious, but the only way to test it definitely is

to make the experiment.

J. E. Z.—The negative an|>ears so very much over-cxiHwed that we fear
you will not succeed in bringing it up to suflicient density to yield satis-
factory prints. Try the effect of sulphite of soda as a blockeuiug agent,
instead of the hyposulphite.
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A. 1'. D.—]. The cause of the fog in intensifying the iiegativef^ wa^ due to

your inguffioient washing between the separate operations.—2. A certain

amount of oxidation will always take place. However, filter the solution

and then ti'y its efficacy by develoiiiftg a plate.

A. G. Hopkins.—1. The fittings are generally made to the order of

the camera-makers, most of whonl'have their own particular pattern.

Perhaps some of the camera-makers will supply what you recpiire.—
2. Lampblack mixed with white hard varnish, thinned with methylated
alcohol, is the best material with which to blacken the inside of the
camera.

O. KvANS.—1. The camera is much too short for the piu'pose.—2. You will

find a table giving the length required in enlarging and reducing in our

Almanac for the current year, page 201.—3. )?etter try the experiment.

We have not done so. As a rule, you will find the formula issued by
the maker of the plates more suitable for his particular plates than that

of any other maker.

Patiknce Passe Science.—Yon had better provide yourself with two
lenses. Those marked Nos. 1 and 4 on your list you would find most

' generally useful. If you politely explain to the Customs officials that

the boxes contain photographic plates which would be spoilt by exposure

to light, we imagine you will experience no difficulty, particularly if you
offer to show them in a non-actinic light.

Amateur (Liverpool).—1. You may avoid the prints adhering in future by
treating the glass either with powdered talc or bees '-wax. — 2. The
bicarbonate of soda toning bath should give you the tones you desire—
that is, if the neg.ative he a rich and vigorous one and the paper suitable.

Remember, the tones of the prints very much depend upon the quality of

the negative. The prints are returntd as requested.

BoRi>ESl.EV.—We h.ave no means of knowing with certainty if the work in

question IjB oopyrijjht except by searching the records at Stationers' Hall.

But we have not the slightest doubt in our own mind that it \S, as no one
would think of publishincr sucli a, work without securing cojiyright.

Of course if you copy the picture, and it jjossesses copyright, you
will render yourself liable to a penalty of ten pounds for every copy you
sell.

Laurence.—We fear, as the ends of the negatives are so totally different

in character and density, that you will not be successful in joining the

prints, or combining the negatives, so as to get a panorama without the

joins being painfully conspicuous. If you carefully re-read the articles

on combination printing you will find one or two plans which may prove

useful, or at least materially assist you, in this particular instance.

J"rom the prints it is clear that much will depend upon your skill in

retouching the different negatives, so as to equalise their density at the

parts to be joined.

K. S. D.—1. The prints produced on gelatlno-bromide jiapcr will be
different in appearance to those made on albumenised paper.—2. The
tone does not depend upon the burnishing.—.3. If your negatives are

inferior it will be impossible for you to get rich-toned prints from them.

—

4. Not useless, but less energetic in action.—.'). All things being equal

the results would be the same.—0. The only way of settling the point is

by trying the lens and judging its ([uaiity.—7. It would be useless to

devote space in these columns to describing what may be found in any
elementary manu.al.

Received.—B. H. Farmer; Archer Clarke; H. E. Harris; " R. S.
;"

"XXX;" "W.M."

Drop Shutters.—Drop shutters and instantaneous shutters are

common enough as applied to lenses of somewhat small dimensions ; but

it is the exception rather than the fiule for any one to possess one

of these appliances suitable for being employed with a lens having

a diameter of from three to five inches. Here is a method which we can

recommend from experience as being easily adapted for utilising large

lenses in taking instantaneous views ; at anyrate, it is sufiiciently rapid

to take pedestrians and street traffic under such circumstances as

enable the moving figures to bear examination with a magnifying glass

of moderate power. Provide two caps for the lens. These may
be made of pasteboard or cloth. Provide also two squares of stiff

pasteboard considerably larger than the front of the lens, or (say)

seven by eight inches, which is the size we employ. Fix a cap to the

centre of each of these. Now, when the camera is directed toward the

object to be taken the lens must be capped by one of these squares, the

right hand being relegated to this use. 'The left hand must liold

the second capped square in such a way that it will be higher than its

fellow to the extent of four or five inches, this forming a degree

of separation sufficient for every purpose. The exposure is made by
gently withdrawing the cap and quickly moving the covering s(|uare

downward, the second covering-piece being simultaneously moved
downward by the left hand, which works consentaneously with the
right. The cap on the second square now replaces that by which
the lens was previously covered. No one can form any idea of the

rapidity and ease with which an exposure can be made by this method
unless it were tried ; still some conception may be had of it by taking

hold of two pieces of card, one with each hand, and keeping a space of

a few inches between them, giving them a quick downward descent,

until one occupies the place of the other. The rapidity much exceeds

that of a simjile drop-shutter actuated by gravity. If desired, both
pieces may be attached to eacli other, or even one card m.ay be made to

answer by having a large square aperture cut in it, ample space being

left for attaching the caps.—fAo^f^co^Aic Times,

New Cakd.s.—We have received from Messrs. Marion and Co.
samples of their new designs for appointment cards. These are taste-
fully designed and printed in three colours, presenting a chaste and
ornamental appearance.

Photographic Club.—At the forthcoming meeting of this Club, at
Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street, on Wednesday next, the 17th inst.,

the subject for discussion wiU be

—

On Mountants.—The Saturday
afternoon outing will be at Hale End, leaving Liverpool-street Station
at 2. 2 p. m.

Portrait P.ixntinc; in the Province.s.—The Merthyr Kxpresn
speaks in high terms .of a life-size portrait in oils of a lady of local
celebrity and her daughter displayed in the window of Messrs. Harris,
Son, and Co., artists, 88, High-street, Merthyr, just off the easel of
Mr. Geo. F. Harris. It is characterised as being the highest efi'ort in
local portrait painting which the Express has seen for many years.

An Improved Eog-Bkater.—Various means liave from time to time
been devised for beating albumen into a froth. We have received from
Messrs. M'Niool and \yalsh, of Manchester, aspecimenof their "climax
mixer," which consists of a tin cylindrical vessel wherein works, through
an aperture in a closely-fitting cover, a piston rod that actuates pistons
attached thereto, and which are pierced with slots in such a manner
as when quickly moved up and down among the albumen converts this
latter into a frothy mass. This little instrument will prove useful to
photographers and others.

J

Destkuctio.v of a PHOTOCRAPnic Studio by Fire.—On Wednesday
evening last week a fire broke out in a detached studio belonging to
Mr. Whitehead, of 4, Pembridge-villas, East Acton, ^V. The building
was 18 feet x 8 feet in circumference, and contained photographic
apparatus and other valuable articles, which were all destroyed, the
building being, in fact, gutted in a very short space of time. The
damage is roughly estimated at £100. "Jlr. Whitehead believes the
fire to have been caused by the accidental ignition of some drapery
from a paraffine \9,Ya\>,^Arton Gccxtte.

The Addition of Blue to Collodion.—Herr G. P. A. Garjeanne,
of Amersfoort, says he has found that the addition of a blue dye to
collodion consideiably increased its sensitiveness. He had a remainder
of collodion prepared according to the following formula ;

—

Ether '. 200 parts.
Alcohol 200 „
Cotton 4

J J

Iodide of ammonium 2 ,,

Iodide of cadmium 2 ,,

Bromide of cadmium 1 part,
and a trace of nitric acid.

The collodion had become golden-yellow and was turning red : it

worked slowly and hard. He stained it with Hofmaun's violet BB
(an aniline colour), after which the negatives became much richer and
the sensitiveness was greatly increased. He then prepared another
collodion

—

Kther 200 parts,
Alcohol 200 ,,

Cotton 4 ,,

Iodide of cadmium 3 „
Pulverised bromide of potassium dissolved in

,a few drops of water 2 ,,

and stained it with methyl-violet. With a poor single lens and this
collodion he took photographs with an exposure of five seconds in the
shade, and almost inst^taneously in the full sunlight. He, therefore,
asks whether greater sensitiveness could not be imparted to collodio-
bromide of silver by using a blue stain.

—

Archiv.
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SULPHUROUS ACID AND THE SUIiPHITES OF SODA.

The perusal of the Rev. L. Macdona's formula for a soda developer

in our last issue raises once more the question of how best to utilise

the advantages derivable from sulphurous acid as a preservative of

the pyro. solution and a preventive of pyro. stain. That sulphite of

soda has secured a permanent position amongst tlie photographei-'s

list of chemicals cannot now be denied, though there are still some
wlio dispute its efficacy, and others again who insist that it is

absolutely detrimental. In the course of the present article wo
shall attempt to show where these discrepancies may, perhaps,

arise.

The history of this application of sulphite of soda may be said to

date back as far as 1877, when in an article on the lato M.
Sammann's " hydrosuli)liite " developer (vol. xxiv., p. 2(;) we pointed

out the peculiarity exliibited by that solution, viz, that, however

long it might remain exposed to the air, and however much dis-

coloured it might become, it remained clear and free from sediment.

In connection with collodion films this was a matter of minor

importance, and it was only on the introduction of gelatine plates

and the advent of the new trouble—pyro. stain—that the peculiar

action of sulphurous acid assumed a special value. Mr. H. B.

Berkeley was the first to recognise this, and in our Almanac, some

three or four years ago, published a formula for development in

which sulphite of soda figured. Subsequently Mr. J. Y. McLellan

recommended sulphurous acid itself as being preferable on account

of its exercising no slowing action upon development. The alleged

existence of this latter fault appears to be the chief, if not only,

argument brought to bear against the employment of the sulphite.

Such extremely-divergent opinions have been expressed on this

point that it seems at first sight scarcely possible to reconcile them
;

and yet, upon inquiring closely into the matter, much of the

discrepancy is explainable. Sodic sulphite, as our readers are well

aware, is an extremely unstable salt, changing rapidly to sulphate

by absorption of oxygen from the atmosphere. Sodic sulphiVi; and
sulphurous acid are most powerful reducing agents, and, as such,

aids to development— a fact which we fii-st pointed out in 1877, in

the article already referred to, when we showed that either the

neutral or acid sodium sulphites, in conjunction with pyro., were
capable of development. More recently— within the last few

months—we have gone more fully.into the matter. Sodic sulplui/e,

on the other hand, as first pointed out by Mr. Beikeley, though

apparently neutral in its reactions, exercises a powerful restraining

action upon alkaJine development ; and here we have the key to the

secret of the discrepancies to which we liave alluded.

Thus, given a new and good sample of sulphite, we shall Lave the

maximum of preservative action without any restraining—possibly

with an actual acceleration orincrease—of development. IIowever,as

the sulphite becomes oxidised not only is its beneficial effect lowered,

but an injurious restraining action is set up; and it is easily con-

ceived that with a badly-oxidised sample the balance may be

strongly in the latter direction, and consequently against the use of

sulphite.

That the alleged slowing action of the sulphite is usually

attributable to the employment of impure samples is, we think,

proved by the fact that wljjre such complainte have been made
they have generally been accompanied by another—that the salt will
not dissolve to the extent given in the various forraulfc. Now, sodic
sulphite is a very soluble salt, while the sulphate is much less so;
consequently, as the nia.ss of sulphite becomes oxidised it becomes
less soluble—that is to say, it requires a larger proportion of water
to dissolve it.

,

It may be remarked incidentally here that, in nsing the salphite
of soda, the method usually recommended of making a saturated
solution is far preferable to that given with some formul» of
weighing out a definite quantity. The following considerations
will make this plain. Suppose, for example, we are using a sample
of sulphite which has become Oxidised to the extent of twenty-five
per cent. If we weigli out the correct quantity to make a theoreti-
cally-saturated solution we shall have it really only three-quartera
saturated, whereas by allowing the water to act upon an excess of
the crystals it will become saturated both with sulphite and sulphate.
In that case, though the preservative action of the solution will be
at its maximum, so also, probably, will be the restraining power of
the sulphate.

Looking at the uncertainties which surround the use 6( sodic
sulphite the recommendation to substitute sulphurous acid seems
a good one ; but unfortunately matters are not very greatly improved
for the majority in that case. Sulphurous acid, or rather the
solution of the gas which goes by that name, is quite as variable—in
strength at least—as the sodic sulphite, and as the ordinary source

of supply is in many cases a country chemist the article obtained is

not likely to be of a very definite character. At its best the com-
mercial article is but a feeble solution, the strongest obtainable
containing less than ten per cent, of real acid. In the majority of
samples froni commercial sources we have examined the proportion

has been less than four per cent. A freshly-saturated solution made
specially for the purpose of testing showed b.arely nine percent. It

is clear, then, that except under most favourable conditions the use
of sulphurous acid presents little chance of securing certainty of

result ; but it has at least one advantage in the absence of restraining

power : though it may deteriorate in strength the falling off is not
accompanied in inverse ratio by an increasing slowing action. We
arc leaving out of the calculation, as of no practical moment, the
gradual conversion into sulphuric acid. This is not likely to produce
any appreciable effect.

The acid sulphite or bisijphite of soda offi^rs another alternative.

This, though an even less gt^ble compound than the neutral salt,

contains a much larger proportion of sulphurous anhydride, and is

at the same time readily soluble. It is thus possible to prepare a
more concentrated solution. We are not prepared to say what are
the precise changes that proceed during the process of oxidation

but ]mma facie it would Seem that so long as the bisulphite gives

evidence of containing free acid its efficacy should be above sus-

picion. From the looseness of combination of its elenjents it is

probable that the first change is a reduction to tlie state of neutnil

sulphite, in which case so loiij( as the salt smells of sulphiirous arid

we know that it is in a condition fit for. use. On the other hand, if

the formation of sulphate (and of sulphuric acid) proceed as rapidly
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as ill the case of the neutral sulphite, tlie smell of sulphurous acid

13 little more than evidence of decomposition, and the bisulphite is

-of less value than the neutral salt.

It must be borue in miud that when the free acid or the bisul-

phite is employed an extra allovcance of alkali must be made in the
developer.

As regards obtaining a supply of the bisulphite, there need be no
more dithculty tlian in the case of the neutral salt, and the price is

about the same. In these days, if any difficulty exist in obtaining a
supply of chemicals, in even the remotest country places, the

parcels post opens u]) a ready means of communication direct with
the manufacturing chemist.

A convenient method of preparing the acid solution, and one re-

quiring little or no chemical skill, is to decompose calcium sulphite

•with sulphuric or oxalic acid, filtering nut the insoluble lime salt.

If definite proportions of the materials be adhered to, a solution of

uniform strength can be prepared at any time at a few moments'
notice, provided the calcium sulphite be pure. There, however, is

the difficulty, and this plan is only recommended to those who do
not care to follow a more difficult one. For a more perfect result

proceed as follows :—Fit a glass flask or retort with a good cork,

through which a bent glass tube passes ; in the flask place some
strong sulphuric acid and a few clippings or turnings of copper.

Arrange so that the glass tube dips down to the bottom of another
vessel containing distilled water, apply heat to the flask, and allow

the gas to bubble through the water until it is saturated. If a
solution of carbonate of soda be substituted for water, saturated
with gas and then mixed with the same quantity of carbonate solu-

tion as that used at first, the result will be a solution of the neutral

sulphite. The operation must be performed out of doors or under
a flue with a good draught, as the fumes given off are very suffo-

cating.

HINTS ON- ARTISTIC MOUNTING.
There is no question whatever that, since the introduction of gela-

tine plates, the art aspects of photography have undergone a marked
improvement. Pictures wliich, comparatively, a few years back
were looked upon as really artistic pi-oductions would scarcely pass

muster at the present time, and it is very gratifying to all that

the general public is at last beginning to fully appreciate artistic

qualities in photographic pictures.

Now, seeing that the artistic merits of the pictures themselves

show so great an advance, and that these qualities are being
appreciated, it becomes important, as we mentioned a fortnight

ago, to devote more attention than hitherto to the subject of the

mounting and framing, ao as to render the picture an artistic one
in all its beirings, With this end in view we shall now redeem the

promise made at the time, and here give some practical details of

mounting on what is technically known as "linen and stretclier."

This system of mounting for large photographs, whether portrait or

landscape, when neatly done is far more artistic than that of

placing the picture in the orthodox cut-out mount, and, at the

game time, it possesses the mecit of novelty.

The first thing, in commencing operations, is to decide how much
margin is desirable to the picture, and then to get a light frame or

stretcher of the proper size made in pine, about three inches wide,

morticed and glued at the corners. It is best to have the inner edge

of the front of the frame rounded off, so that there be no sharp edge

that can mark the margin of the picture when finished. Any
carpenter will construct this for a trifling sum, and many picture-

frame makers and artists' colourmen keep suitable stretchers in

stock of different sizes. It is not necessary or desirable that the frame

be "keyed" at the corners, similir to the stretchera of canvases for

oil paintings ; neither need it be so sti-ongly made. However, it

should be constructed of pine wood, as that is less liable to warp or

cast than common deal. , ,

On this frame must now be strained a piece of thin calico of fairly-

good quality, and secured on the edges with small tacks. The calico

need not be strained very tightly, as the after-treatment will

tighten it up considerably. We next require some paper with a fine

texturp and of good colour wlierewitU to cover the calico. This

paper should be sufficiently strong to allow of being conveniently

handled while wet without fear of its tearing. That known as

"drawing cartridge" is very suitable; but cartoon or continuous
drawing-paper is far preferable, in consequence of its fine texture

and pure whiteness, which it will retain better than most papers.

It may be procured from all artists' colourmen, of various widths—
from thirty-six to sixty inches—and of any length up to one hundred
yards; so that, as a rule, it will be found not to cut so much to

waste as that supplied in sheets. It may also be had of different

shades and thicknesses. For our present purpose white will be

found the best; for the smaller-sized pictures the thin is to be

preferred, and for the larger the thick.

A piece of this paper is now cut sufficiently large to cover the

frame and to lap an inch and a-half or two inches over the back.

The print must then be carefully trimmed with a sharp knife

and straight-edge. In trimming, care must be taken that the print

is cut completely through with a single cut ; otherwise a sharp, clean

edge will not be obtained. It is very essential that it should, as it

greatly enhances the effect to the picture when finished. What is

now required is a basin of clean water, a couple of clean sponges,

and the mountant. The mountant usually employed by picture-

fi'ame makers, who generally do this style of mounting, is common
flour i)aste, frequently with alum and size added. But, for photo-

graphs, starch paste is far preferable for many reasons. The starch

should be made as thick as possible and allowed to cool. When cold

it should be .so firm that it can be broken between the fingers.

All being ready the cartoon paper is laid upon a sheet— or, if it

be very largo, on several sheets—of perfectly-clean paper placed on

a flat, even board, such as a drawing-board. The trimmed print is

also laid, face downwards, on a clean piece of paper. It may be

well to explain here that one side of the cartoon paper is much
smoother in texture than the other. It is the smoother side that is

to receive the print, and, consequently, it is that side which must

be placed downwards. One of the sponges is now dipped in the

water and the back of the cartoon paper is gone over evenly with it'

up to the extreme edges, so as to thoi-oughly moisten it— in fact, to

make it decidedly wet. The calico is then evenly wetted with the

sponge, and the back of the print also similarly treated. All is now
allowed to remain until it is judged that the paper, calico, and print

have expanded to their fullest extent. In the case of the cartoon

paper this will take a considerable time; hence the reason for

wetting it first.

Some of the starch is now put into a clean basin, and, with the

dry sponge, is thoroughly broken up, so that it is quite smooth and
i

free from lumpiness. A thin but even coating of the starch is then I

applied to the stiU-moist calico and well worked into the fabric
j

with the sponge, taking care that the edges of the frame as well asj

some of the back are also covei'ed. The back of the cartoon paper!

is next evenly starched all over. After resting a short time for the ,'

starch to penetrate, the stretclier is laid face downwards on to the

paper, and the calico well rubbed down upon it from the back.

When the calico and paper are in even contact—which is readily

secured, as all air-bells are easily forced through the fabric—the -

frame is turned over, and the edges of the paper lapped over the

edges and back bf the frame, the corners, of course, being cut out

to permit of this being done with ne.atness. Care must be exer-

cised that the p.aper is well secured to that portion of the calic '

which is in front of the woodwork, as this cannot well be rubbid

from the back.

Next, the back of the photograph is evenly starched, care beiii^

taken that the edges are well covered, but there should be no excess

of starch to exude when the print is rubbed down in mounting.

While the starch is soaking into the print the cartoon paper should

be marked with two or three small dots made with a pencil, t(

serve as a guide as to where the print is to be placed. All tha

now remains is to mount the picture just as if it were being dom

on cardboard, taking care that it is well rubbed down at the edges

and, at the same time, that no particles of grit or dirt get im

prisoned between the print and mount.

If the print be of a very large size two persons are required ii

the operation—one to hold it, and the other to arrange it in positioi

and rub it down. The niargiu of the picture should now be care
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fully e*arairied ; and 'if it liave become accidentally soiled it should

be gently cleaned with the sponge and water. But it is better not

to wet the face either of the paper or the photograph, if it can

possibly be avoided. The picture is now deposited iu a place where
it can dry free from contact with dust.

While all is wet the picture will look a very unpromising affair

indeed ; but, as it dries, it will shrink, and eventually become as
" tight as a drum." Possibly during the drying tlie stretcher may
twist or cist a little, but this will be of no moment, as it will be-

come perfectly Hat when framed. However, the warping may be
avoided by securing tlie stretcher firmly to a wall or other flat sur-

face while it is drying.

On a future occasion we propose to give some practical liints on
mounting on india-paper and plate-m.-iking.

PATENTS.
A ooRRFsroxoKNCK at present going on in our columns respecting a

certiiin invention foi- which a patent has been obtained prompts us

to offer some remarks upon patents, in what tliey consist, and the

subjects for whicli they can be obtained.

A patent is virtually a monopoly conferred by the State upon an
inventor, for giving up to the public upon certain terms the fruit

of his invention. The State in this case is the trustee of the

public. In effect it says to the inventor :
—" You have an inven-

tion of whicli the public .as yet knows nothing, but, as it will be of

great utility, and it is undesirable that it be for ever retained as a

secret, we will grant you a monopoly in its manufacture and use

for a certain number of years, provided you will publish such a

clear description of the same as any intelligent man can quite

understand.' Thereupon the inventor divulges his secret, makes
payment of certain fees—at one time so exorbitant as to be de-

terrent, but now quite moderate— and the State protection is

extended to him. This protection implies that the invention is

that of the individual making the application, that it is one for a

useful purpose, and that it Ls new in the sense of no prior publica-

tion having been made.

Some confusion appears to exist in the minds of many persons as

to what forms the distinction between a subject for a registration

and one for a patent. Bro,adly speaking, an ornamental design may
be protected by registration ; a piece of mechanism is a subject for

a patent. The now extinct Ottewill's registered folding camera
was, as implied in the name, made the subject of a registration, and,

because of ignorance on the part of the public, no attempt at in-

fringement w;is ever ni.ade, as it was believed that the protection of

registration was all-sufficient. But had any case ever been brought

before the courts it would have inevitably broken down, as it would
then have been shown that the protection of registration applied

only to such a design as could be drawn upon a flat surface, and not

to any piece of mechanism involving configuration of parts. If an
ornament, such .as a floral or geometric design, had been introduced

upon the top or sides of the camera that could ^ave been protected

by registration j but the camera, as a camera, ia a subject for a

patent.

A good and valid patent may be obtiiined for anything formed
entirely out of a well-known and even patented parts, provided

these parts are combined in such a manner as to form an apparatus

not previously in use. "^ut, while the inventor of such combination

can obtain a patent for it which shall be valid, he will not be at

liberty to make use of it until he has previously made arrange-

ments with the proprietors of the respective parts referred to,

provided they liave been patented. In the specification of liis

invention ho virtually says:—"I take that wheel which has been
previously well known and I combine it with this lever and that

pulley, both also well known ; and by this combination, not

previously known, I produce certain effects, I claim the combina-
tion, not the individual parts of which it ia composed, as my
invention."

A new application of a previously-existing invention is also

permissible under certain circumstances. The yellow alloy known
as brass is composed of copper and zinc, and in compounding these

two nieliiU it would be diflicult indeed to specify proportiooa that
have not been employed for some one or other purpose

; yet, when
Muntz obtained a patent for the application of a particular braw—
the proportions of which it was formed having been ipecified—to

the sheathing of wooden ships as a substitute for the copper pre-
viously in use for that purpose, an outcry arose, and much litigation

ensued. The courts, however, ultimately decided that the Munlz*
metal patent wiu valid. From this we may learn that minute differ-

ences in not merely the nature, but in the application, of an invention

are recognised in the Vice-Chancellor's court when patent cose*

become subjects for adjudication.

THE CHOOSING AND USING OF A CAMERA,
A Dtscu&siox of a very interesting character regarding what has

been termed the "camera of the future" is at present proceeding

in our columns, and its continuation can be productive of nothing

but good, c.irried on as it is by gentlemen and with courtesy. At
its outset the requirements of the tourist, who desires as little

baggage as quickly unlimbered as possible, formed the chief

topics under consideration ; but photography and photographic

outfits are too important to be treated from a single standpoint, and

the photographer who needs to take out every convenience atpable

of being a real help to him is by no means a factor in the question

that can bo ignored. Perhaps he may mainly be found among
professional ranks; but, at the same time, he exists and has

requirements which may on no account be passed over. His first

demand is cfliciency, and then convenience, portability, and
adaptability. His camera must be steady and, of course, provided

with a swing-back. It should be as compact as possible and as

easily to be used; in fine, must be a thorough combination of

strength, convenience, and lightness.

Though the last two considerations have been well treated, some

very important qualifications have been almost ignored ; and, seeing

that as much <is possible is naturally always attempted to be carried

out with a single camera, it will not be an inopportune moment to

supplement the discussion by some practical remarks with this

bearing, which shall also enlarge upon points of prime importance,

consistent with the requirement that every class of work should

be provided for in the one instrument. Whether such an instru-

ment exists is another question.

We first take under our purview the tailboard. It will be noticed

that the presence of a tailboard is almost constantly assumed
; yet

we venture to state that a camera with a tailboard is an unmitigated

nuisance. Many patterns are to be had without such an addendum,

and the practical photographer is aware of the great difficulties which

frequently attend upon its use. There is little inconvenience with

small apparatus ; but when a 12 x 10 camera is used what can a man
do with a dozen inches of tailboard under his chin when taking a

tiimly-lighled interior, a thickly-wooded glen, or an architectural

view \ Such subjects often require a lens with a focus of little beyond

half the length of the plate, and it is then next to impossible to clearly

see the most important part of the picture sufficiently closely to ascer-

tain upon the ground glass the extent of the subject embraced. With
a camera, however, which extends from the ground glass frontwards

no difficulty whatever is experienced; the darkest view is easily

seen, as the head can be placed in any position relative to the ground

glass. The ground glass docs not, as is so often supposed, exhibit

the view as a picture equally brilliant in every direction. To see it

clearly when the illumination is dim and the lens has not a large

angular aperture it is necessary, as the practical man well knows, to

place the eyes almost in a line witli the image and the centre of the

lens. We would, therefore, emplmtically say that when choosing »

cjimera, all other things being equal, the one without a tailboard

should be selected; and we may further say that sufficient impor-

tance is i-arely given to this consideration.

From the back of the camera we p;iss on to the fi-ont When
the tailboard is dispensed with the front of the camera has to

be furnished with some nnalagoiis provision; and in too many
cases this construction introduces another evil, which is not always

either tftkeu into account or thought of when purchasing a camera.
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"We refer to the possibility of the field of view being limited by the

bearing upon which the front moves; whence it may happen that a

negative wlien it comes to be developed may have a patch of almost

bare glass projecting into the field of view, thus completely spoiling

the picture. This is, again, not a light evil ; but it is possessed by some

very well-known cameras of otherwise most excellent and ingenious

construction, both English and American. The camera may be of

such a design that it will not show with a long- nor yet with a very

short-focus lens. As a matter of fact, we have seen the work

of professional photographers quite marred in this manner ;
yet it

would be avoided with no great exercise of ingenuity if only the

maker would exercise it or think it called foi.

We saw a capital 10 x 8 camera tlie other day which had a

folding framework in the front that was kept folded up for a

short-focus lens, and let down for use with those of medium or

long focus. With, however, an eight-inch focus lens—a size of

wide use for a 10 x 8 plate—we found that the upright plate had

a full inch and a-half cut off' its usefulness by the image of the

front bar of this extension framework being thrown upon the

lower part of the plate. This could have been entirely avoided by

hinging this front in two pieces. A similar result (the restriction

of the field of view) is to be perceived in most patterns where the

focussing is performed by the lens, and not the ground glass, being

moved too and fro. The full force of this last consideration can

only be completely demonstrated when the photographer has an

important work in hand, and he finds that his favourite camera

—mostly used with a plate placed horizontally—fails him at a

critical moment with a subject requiring a short-focus lens worked

with a plate vertically placed.

Then, again, upon this very point of upright or vertical position

of the plate : all designs for a perfect camera will be incomplete

which do not include a reversing back or its equivalent—a re-

versing back, we may explain to the less-skilled of our readers,

being a loose framework to hold the dark slide, and capable of

having its position reversed so as to enable the dark slide to be

placed in either an upright or a horizontal direction, the power to

do which is of great usefulness. Indeed, we may say that we think

this comparatively recent invention one of the greatest practical

boons given to the profession for a long time past.

The tyro often asks the question as to the difference in the use of

a vertical and of a square camera, which, with the dark slides

also, he sees the price lists always quote as being different in price.

The answer is obvious ; but with a reversing back a square camera

only could be employed, a counterbalancing advantage, however,

being found in the diminished price of the dark slides, which

are necessarily constructed n.arrower in one direction than the

other. Then the photographer, upon commencing operations, need be

under no anxiety in regard to the position of the plate in the slide,

as often happens with a square camera. With a reversing back he

can put his plate in either direction, and can always be certain

how the plate lies in the slide without any need to fly to the dark-

room or to the changing-box.

There are many other considerations that we might dwell upon,

but they will serve for another occasion. We have said sufficient

today to lead any intending camera purchaser to look upon the

instrument under additional mental illumination.

England came off at Moorfields, the drill ground of the Honourable

Artillery Company at Finsbury. Three balloons were sent up—one
of them, the "Monarch," carrying our enthusiastic friend, Mr.

Cecil V. Shadbolt. Great and special preparations had been made

for the supply of the necessary gas to till the three large balloons,

and after their departure the surplus energy was, we believe, let

off in the form of speeches.

From an announcement in another column it will be seen that the

closing time for the receipt of exhibits intended for the forthcoming

Exhibition in Pall Mall is now very near—indeed, will have passed

when our next number appears. Lest any of our readers may have

forgotten the necessity for action at this time we give them a re-

minder. From reports that reach us privately we believe that this

year's collection will contain more than the average of foreign work

;

30 it behoves our own representatives to do their utmost.

It would appear as if the determination arrived at some time ago
to enforce the law in the suppression of the improper use of the
royal arms by photographers and others who are not qualified to do
so is about to be enforced. We learn that on Tuesday an applica-
tion for a summons against a well-known firm was made at
Marlborough-street Police Court for styling themselves " photo-
graphers to the Queen," and for making use of the royal arms in
connection with their business. The summons was made returnable
on the 30th of this month. This being the first case of the kind
that has been brought before a court for adjudication much
interest will, doubtless, be felt in the result.

We learn with regret that the American fortnightly journal.

Photography, which was started only a few months ago, in Cliicago,

has ceased to exist with the number of the 15th of the present

month.

As a matter of journalistic enterprise it is worthy of notice that

Harper's Weekiy—a. New York illustrated paper—has, in connection

with the recent meeting of the British Association, given a series of

portraits of the leading scientific men of Great Britain and the

Association. Amongst these we are glad to find that of Mr. James

Glaisher, F.R.S., the well-known and popular President of the

Parent Society.

Iodised collodion is now nearly a thing of the past, but we have

just come across a new application of iodine. Encountering one

day a bottle, on the label of which the word " iodised " was very

prominent, but the shape of which was not collodion-like, we found

it to contain " iodised cod-liver oil!" Our first thought was that

" they will ' iodise' anything now that collodion is out of fashion ;"

but we have since heard a good deal of the beneficial and curative

effects of this novel prepiiration. In one special case that has been

brought to our notice the value of the preparation has been shown

in an unmistakable manner. Iodine manufacturers may, therefore,

note that their occupation is not yet gone.

The performance organised by the Balloon Society on'Monday last

for the purpose of celebrating the "centenary" of ballooning in

A LONG time is required to thoroughly bring the fact home to book

illustrators that there is such a mode of illustration as permanent

photography, and that an absolute facsimile is produced by its

means. We still have hand-drawn or written reproductions of maps

and similar subjects, and the days of elaborate and exi)ensive

prettiuesses of engravings from photographs of natural phenomena—
indifferent photographs, it may be, but .still containing the oidy

evidence available—are not departed. Yet photographic aid is

constantly being brought to bear in an increased degree, and every

evidence of its value is satisfactory. An excellent case, bearing on

the point we persistently maintain, occurs in the current number of

the Athenceum, which, criticising the illustrations to a work of

archajological interest, s.ays :—" The photogi-aphic facsimilei of the

map and bird's-eye view of the castle, drawn by Sir C. Ilutton's

steward in the year 1588, are far superior in authenticity to the

repetitions of those drawings given by Hutchings in his county

history." Yet the pretty engravings and the striking effects of the

cartographer's art will continue to flourish for a long time.

The straits to which photographers in out-of-the-way places are

frequently reduced have often formed the basis of amusing stories

;

but it is some time since we had so interesting an account of embarass-

ments overcome as that given by a gentleman at a recent meeting

of the Virginia State Pharmaceutical Association, who was describ-

ing his experiences of the difficulties attending pharmacy during

the civil war in America. He said :

—

Nitrate of silver was soon in demand. An artist friend in Richmond,

and in the employ of the Government, wrote to me that he must have

some. Fortunately I had several carboys of difi'erent acids, and silver was

not very hard to procure ; indeed, every article, from a silver button to a

solid salver weighing some ten pounds, found its way into the greedy

maw of nitric acid. But, again, the appliances of the laboratory were

wanting. One single half-gallon evaporating-dish was all I liad, and I

soon found this article was beyond all price. For nijiny months it was

true and loyal, doing double duty as a vessel both for solution and
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crystalliaation. The silver, as picked up wherever I could find it, was
very impure. This was first dissolved in equal parts of nitric ncid and
water ; then, with a saturated solution of salt, precipitated as a uhIori(le,
then carefully washed until all impurities were none, reduced by zinc
to metallic silver, redissolved, filtered, and crystallised. But the
hospital soon demanded lunar caustic. Where were the moulds to
come from? I drew a plan, and, after much persuasion, a gunsmith
undertook the manufacture of the moulds. But first the brass plates
had to be moulded, and the foundrymau said ho liad not time to make
the pattern, and, even if he had the pattern, had no brass with which to
cast t)ie plates. Fortunately I remembered that an expert in pattern-
making was then living in Lyuchburgh, and he kindly made the
pattern. Then I hunted up some old brass, and, after much del.iy and
begijing, the plates were cast. But a new diflficulty presented itself : I
had nothing in which to fuse the crystals. As stated before, I had but
one evaporating dish, and I feared to risk this; so, after writing to
every city and town in Virginia, I at last procured a four-ounce
porcelain capsule, for which I paid the moderate sum of forty dollars.
A pair of pincers made of wood—one blade concave and one convex to
fit the curved surface of tlie capsule—formed'the handle, and very soon
lunar caustic was produced in sufficient quantity to meet the demand.
Bad as were the times, we confederates still tried to keep up appear-
ances. Grey hair had to be turned to black, and our friend. Dr. Hugh
Blair, used much of this nitrate of silver in the preparation of his most
excellent hair dye.

For some time past the American dealers in such photographic
chemicals as collodion, ether, &c., have been mulcted in a two-
dollar license ; but quite lately this has been pronounced illegal

by the higher authorities.

H'ur Tropical Maw is Black is the title of a recent article in

Nature, the general aim of which may be summed up by saying
that the writer looks upon the black of the negro's skin as similar

to the backing of a plate to prevent the local action being lost or
to increase its accentuation. He concludes his paper by giving an
extract from Carpenter's I'hysiologi/, which he considers to demon-
strate, extraordinarily, " the truth of the proposition that skin
colour is in direct proportion to light rays;" and by saying:
" May it not, therefore, be claimed that there is much foundation
for the suggestion that the black skin of the negro is but the
smoked glass through which alone his widespread sentient nerve-
endings could be enabled to regard the sun]"-—that the coloured
natives are, in fact, a species of walking photometer.

Apropos of the subject of the atomic weights of the elements so
often discussed in our columns, we may call attention to the fact

that the exact numbers representing these weights as usually given
in the text-books are not borne out by experiments, and, in fact, the
whole subject of the weights of the elements is not in the most
satisfactory state. We have on more than one occasion called
attention to points of .special interest in Mr. F. Wigglesworth
Clarke's important series of calculation of the atomic weights, and
we now give a list of the weights of a few important elements as
found by the best investigators, and also as corrected by an allow-
ance to be made for errors introduced by weighing the silver when
it contained o.xygen, most samples of silver having been found by
Jiumas to be tlius adulterated, so to speak. (As we have before
stated, the weight of a large number of the elements depends upon
that of silver) :—

Uncorrected.

'

Corrected.

Silver 107-923 107-89(i

Chlorine 35-451 .35-478

Bromine 79-951 79978
Iodine 126-848 12G-875
Pot;\ssium 39-109 39-083
Sodium 23051 23-024
Sulphur 32-058 32-058

Our contemporary, the English Mechanic, gives some recipes for
colouring brass which seem to bear the impress of real usefulness.

A black such as is used for diaphragms may be imparte<l by
dipping in or painting with a mixed solution of chloride of platinum
and nitrate of tin. The Japanese use for bronzing a boiling mixture
of sulphate of copper, alum, and verdigrLs. Success in bronzing
depends upon the temperature of the solution and tlie article to be
coloured. Steel colour is produced by a boiling solution of chloride
of arsenic, while a concentrated solution of sulphide of sodium gives

a blue colour. A brown colour is developed by keeping the object

111 moistened sand for some time ; another shade of brown by immer-
sion in a solution of nitrate or ddoride of iron ; and an ohve-green
by a mixed solution of chloride of aiiienic and iron.

ON TOURISTS' CAMERAS, &c.

Havino read with considerable interest the various articles which
have recently appeared in the Journal on the subject of tourisU'
cameras and their shortcomings, it has appeared to me that, anum-
ing Mr. A. Pringle to have expressed his wants as an accoiuplisbed
amateur, and Mr. George Smith his experiences as a j.rattical
manufacturer, &&, neither of them have written from the point of
view of the principal person concerned—tliat is, the average gentle-
man amateur who practises photography as a hobby (among perhapn
many others), or who simply wishes, with as little trouble as pt^sible,
to secure mementoes of liis wanderings.
With the view of ventilating this last gentleman's wants and

opinions the following notes are added to the discussion. Do not
let anyone imagine for a moment that I wish to pose as an average
amateur; but, having launched a small army of them on their
troubles during the past season or two, I may perhaps be permitted
to know a little about their wishes on the subject. " It is a great
bother carrying the apparatus," says one. " It is too much trouble
ditto ditto," says another. " I dread the impedimenta necessary,"
says a third. In these or similar words I venture to say the great
majority of tourists would express their principal objection to the
kits they employ.
On analysing this objection to carrying the necessary apparatus it

is found to be produced by two causes—first, its weight ; second, the
awkward way it is usually arranged for carrying. These two causes,
which at first sight appear distinct, are, as a matter of fact, inse-
parable ; for the weight which a man can carry with comfort depends
almost entirely upon its disposal about hLs person. For instance : a
set of apparatus weighing (say) seven pounds can, if supported
comfortably on the back, be carried during a twenty-mile walk
without one's hardly being aware of its presence ; while the same set
carried in one hand would be to most people an intolerable nuisance.

It is, of course, obvious that any improvement which reduces the
weight of apparatus must prove invaluable, since it will enable the
tourist to satisfy his longing for larger pictures ; but, unless it be a
change in the material with which apparatus is made, or Mr. L.
Warnerke's roller slide becomes practicable with gelatine films, it

does not appear possible that the weight of apparatus as constructed
by our first-class makers can, consistent with retaining sufficient
strength, be materially reduced.

Coming, now, to the second cause—the awkward way apparatus
is usually arranged to be carried : it appears to me there is room
for considerable improvement. A thick leather case with sling strap
often strong enough to carry twenty times the weight, and together
in the smaller sizes weighing as much as a third or even more of
the total weight of the kit, is the sort of thing usually employed
to contain the camera, &c., and which, when slung over the
shoulder, jolts and knocks against the back in a most uncom-
fortable manner, the result being that it is usually taken oif .and
carried by hand. Besides this, there is the stand, or, in other
words, another awkward parcel to carry.

Why should not light, flexible cases be constructed for the
smaller-sized cameras, sufficiently strong to protect them from
injury, and yet which can be carried on the back with comfort?
Sometliing after the style of the tourists' knapsack is what I have in
my mind ; or, if it be said that unless the case be rigid it will not
protect the apparatus from injury when consigned to the "tender
mercies " of the railway porter or carrier, then I should still prefer
the light case, and pack everything for railway travelling, &c., in a
portmanteau. To put the required conditions in general terms:
the touriits want is a kit in which everi/thing (including the stand)
can be carried on the shoulders or had- in comfort, leaving the han^is
entirely free ; or if the stand cannot be packed up with the other
things it should fold up to use as a walking-stick.
For a recent trip I made attempts to get a set which could be

carried in comfort during long walks and climbing expeditious, and
a description of them will pet'baps give an idea of what is wanted.
"A 5 X 4 patent light camera, please, and let me have at light a cane
as possible, with sling to carry over the shoulders." On receiving
the set it weighed, including three backs with plates, three portable
lenses and stand, nearly eiglU pounds, the case alone weighing one-
third the amount. The first improvement was to get rid of the
separate stand. I got Mr. Steward, of the Strand, to make three
pieces of light brass tqbe ten inches long, with (J-piecea and
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clamping screws at one end ; also, a light, ti-iangular piece of wood
with slots at each angle fox- the screws to slip in and clamp the

pieces of tube tightly to it. When put together the three tubes and
piece of wood formed a very short but firm tripod. I likewise

obtained at the Crystal Palace three of the so-called " portable

walking-sticks," which may be described to those who have not seen

them as spiral bands of steel which, when pulled out— the over-

lapping portions twisted tightly together, and the loose ends slipped

into sockets—form perfect!)' rigid walking-sticks. The loose ends of

these tubular sticks, on being placed iu the open ends of the short
tripod, formed at once a camera stand quite as rigid as an average
pijrtable stand, but about b.alf its weight, and which, by being packed
in the case with the other things, obviated carrying two parcels.

As regards the practical value of this stand : it has not turned
out to be evei-ything one would wish. Several persons on seeing it

have suggested that the spiral supports should be made the full

length so as to fit at once into sockets on the wood top. This would
be a great improvement, but cannot be done unless a different

method be employed for tightening theyi ; for, by the present mode
of doing so, the arms have to be extended the full length of the
spirals. Another fault is that the japan has come off and the iron

rusted. To be durable much better material must be employed and
by some means prevented from rusting. These modifications eft'ccted,

a nearly-perfect portable stand for small-sized cameras would result.

Finally : I had a light strap made which fastened the case on
the back in the same way as a soldier's knapsack, so that my hands
were left free. The total weight now was about si.x and three-

quarter pounds, and the kit could be carried tolei-ably long dis-

tances with a moderate amount of comfort. A much greater
improvement resulted, however, by adopting a metliod of carrying
the apparatus employed by a gentleman I had been visiting for

carrying his dark slides. The leather case v/as discarded and the
whole apparatus carried in a schoolboy's common flax satchel,

whereby the weight was at once reduced to four pounds, and a
degree of comfort hitherto unknown to myself obtained.

The next want to portability in tourists' apparatus to which I

attach the greatest importance is getting rid of the focussing-cloth.

I liave heard many amateurs, especially lady amateurs, object very
strongly to this at present necessai-y adjunct. Many will doubtless
say this is a purely imaginary objection ; nevertheless it is a very
general one. In my own practice a thin Macintosh cloth, white on
the outside, is always recommended, and it is astonishing what a
ditference even this little modification makes in people's feelings.

As for the thick velvet cloths with their gaudy yellow linings,

which dealers usually supply, a single look at them is suflScieut to

horrify people with aesthetic proclivities. The only way which
suggests itself of getting rid of this nuisance would be to hinge a
reflector on to the bottom of the focussing-glass, and fill up the sides
and top—excepting two apertures on the top for viewing the image

—

with flexible cloth. If feasible, the additional advantage would be
gained in the imago not being inverted.

A third improvement wanted is that the lens .should not have to
be taken off the camera every time it is used ; and how is it,

by-the-bye, that opticians still recommend the rapid symmetrical
as the best type of lens for general work ? In these days of rajiid

plates the exposures required for most outdoor subjects are
unnecessarily and too quick to be accurately timed by ordinary cap
exposing, be.sides the convenience of rotating stops. I think eleven
out of twelve photographers would recommend the portable
symmetrical type of lens as the best to use where oidy one is

employed. Mr. George Smith says he always employs a rapid
symmetrical lens having a small stop v/here pcssible. Knowing his
great experience with lenses I should like him to tell ua why he
prefers it to a portable symmetrical.

Returning to the subject of keeping the lens on the camera: an
arrangement for fixing it so as to be flush with the camera front,
with space for removing the cap and rotating the stops, would be
very convenient, especially to the great number of amateurs who
always use the same lens. Three stops, instead of half-a-dozen,
would also, I think, be less confusing in the average amateur's eyes.
I can heartily endorse all that has been said regarding the tripod-
screw nuisance. Mr. Hare's method of fixing the screw to the top
of the stand, as mentioned by Mr. Pringle, is a great improvement.

E. H. Farmer.

GRANULARITY WHEN COPYING.
The articles on avoiding granularity in copying paper photographs
possessed great interest for me, as much of my business lies in that
direction.

In giving my experience in this class of work I do so with the
sole intention of showing by what entirely opposite means similar
effects can be obtained, and how that in this department of photo-
graphic pi-actice " one man's food may be another man's poison."

The recommendation given in the articles referred to ai-e to illu-

minate the photograph by a side light in order to get rid of the
grain. My own experience does not favour this method, as I have
invariably found that, from a mountain downward to the minute
granulation on the suiface of a sheet of paper, the best and, indeed,
the recognised way to render a protuberance visible is by the aid of

a side light, which, in my experience, applies equally to the nose on
one's face .as to mountains or granulations on paper.

The principle of lighting a photograph so as to obliterate any
asperities of surface is by a process of counterbalancing. If a
protuberance or a pit on the surface of paper be lighted from the
side it is brought into visibility by the shadow cast from it—

a

principle well recognised by microscopists in examining minute
objects, and by astronomers when viewing the mountains, caves,

and general rugosities of the earth's satellite. Whatever may
be the experience of others, I find the same principle to prevail in

my photograpic copying practice.

I well remember how, several years ago, either the late Mr. Jabez
Hughes or Mr. John Werge brought before the public an arrange-
ment for copying paper prints so as not to show their grain, and
which, in my estimation, was absolutely sound in principle. It con-
sisted in placing the picture to be copied at one end of a large
tunnel covered with translucent paper, the camera being placed at

the other end. This ensured a nearly equal illumination from all sides

alike ; and it comes up to what I have since found, by an extended
experience, to be the best conditions for destroying granularity.

In ordinary ))ractico I illuminate the picture by nearly direct
light, shutting out all strong side light. To get a beam of direct

or front light to fall upon the print I have a mirror placed close to

that side of the camera on which the sun's rays are received, and
projected directly on to the print. In this way I get rid of granu-
larity or texture ; but I invariably find that when I employ a side
light the texture is visible.

Again, and as an illustration of another point in which doctors
differ : I take special care not to move either the lens or the back
of the camera during an exposure. Such movement may, and
doubtless will, produce softness to any extent, by placing the image
out of focus ; but iu my own practice I aim at the greatest degree
of sharpness attainable, and, therefore, adopt every precaution
against movement of the camera. George Newton.

THE SODA DEVELOPER.
As I have been working in a not too roomy tent iu the hot weather
of this summer I experienced no little inconvenience from the fumes
of ammonia, so I decided to give a trial to some other alkali. I tried

fii-st of all potash, but soon gave that up, owing to the " bottle-

stout" character the developer acquired, and because of the un-
pleasant colour of the resulting negatives. I then tried soda, and
of this I cannot speak too highly. I would not willingly return to

ammonia. I do not mean to say that soda has no disadvantages, for

it undoubtedly has; but its advantages very greatly outweigh
them.

In the first place, it is much slower in its action, though I do not
think it slows the plate ; in fact, the result seems to be the reverse.

I purposely under - exposed two plates, developing one with
ammonia and the other with soda, and the latter was by far the

better negative and a quicker printer ; but it takes from eight to

ten minutes to get suflicient density. Personally I do not mind this,

as even with ammonia I like a slow developer. This, however, may
be a serious inconvenience to a professional photographer in a
studio.

The advantages of the soda developer are its extreme cleanliness

and brilliancy of the negatives without hardness, even in under-
exposed plates. I exposed a plate at a group which turned out to

be under-exposed, and I am perfectly certain that with ammonia I

should have got an unprintable negative. I enclose an under-
pi'inted proof and also one of a landscape. I gave this four seconds

in order to get detail in the near trees, and I think you will agree

with me that there is a fair amount of detail in them, considering

how much there is in the distance.

Some of your correspondents have complained of frilling. I have
never had a sign of it, and have been using four makers' plates. I

use the chrome alum of citric acid before fixing (as recommended iu

the Journal some six weeks ago), but no alum afterwards.
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The constancy of tlie developer is a great chnriti. An amatenr
wlio makes up a developer with aiiimonhi, using (say) half, and has

no occasion to nao it .ifjain for some time, and then only at intervals,

really knows little of its strength.

I have not succeeded in doing away with the bromide, as some of

your correspondents recommended ; for I could get no density except

with an excessive amount of pyro.—-five or six grains to the ounce.

I use anhydrous carbonate of soda, as I then know where I am, and
it is much more soluble than washing soda. 1 employ the sulpho-

j>yrogallol of the Platinotype Company or a similar compound, and
m:ike up the so<la thus:

—

Anhydrous carbonate of soda 6 drachms.
Sulphite of soda 3 „
Ammonium bromide 1 drachm.
Water flounces.

To develope a whole plate take

—

Sulpho-pyro 60 minims.

Soda solution 1 to 1| ounce.

Water 3 ounces.

I add the soda by degrees in the ordinary way. The development

is under far more control in my hands than the ammonia was. I

also have handy ten-per-cent. solutions of soda and bromide, hut

very seldom have to use them. I find it almost impossible to get a

hard negative or to fog one.

On reading over the foregoing I tind I have only mentioned one

disadvantage of the soda, viz., its slowness. I was going to add the

difficulty of getting density, but this is entirely obviated by the

use of a bromide. W. N.

P.S.—The negative becomes a cold grey with not a trace of

yellow.—W. N.
»

THE LATE DR. J. J. WOODWARD.
The death is announced of J. J. Woodward, surgeon, United States

Army, the well-known microscopist, whose admirable photomicro-

graphs, produced during his oificial connection witli the Army Medical

Aluseum, Wasliington, liave given the pre-eminence to America for this

branch of scientiiic microscopy. About 1866 he undertook an exhaustive

examination of tlie microscopic test-plate of nineteen bands of lines

ruled by the late F. A. Nobert, of Prussia, and succeeded in photogra-

phing ,i"ud counting the lines as far as the fifteenth band (at the rate of

!)0,OU0 lines to the English inch) by means of Powell and Lealand's dry

116th object-glass. Later, using the then new immersion l-16th

object-glass of the same opticians, he photographed and counted the

lines in the four highest ban<l8 of the same test-plate (19th band ruled

at the rate of 112,612 lines to the Enghsh inch). These photographs

were submitted to M. Nobert, who had up to that period doubted the

possibility of resolving the lines ruled in the four highest bands. After

inspecting them M. Nobert acknowledged that the lines were resolved

and accurately counted, agreeing with his record of the numbers
actually ruled.

Dr. Woodward subsecmently made a large series of photomicro-

graphs of test-objects, blood corpuscles of man and various animals

(on a micrometer plate, so that the respective diameters could be

estimated by inspection), and many physiological preparations repre-

senting liis official work at the Museum, and these formed a notable

feature at the Philadelphia Exhibition of 1876. His latest work
in microscopy was the production of a number of photomicrographs

of the diatom AnqiliipUiira pellucida, with object-glasses on the nomo-
gencoHS immersion formula. The various series of photomicrographs

were forwarded from time to time to the Royal ^Microscopical Society

of London, of which Dr. Woodward was elected an honorary fellow in

1875. In the prodiiction of his photomicrographs Dr. Woodward used

sunlight (with mechanical hcliostat), oxyhydrogen light, and magne-

sinm, publishing full details of the methods he practised.

—

Tlie Times.

PHOTOGRAPHY IN BELGIUM.
(From Oim Spbcial CoaBxsroiniENT.I

The Prodttction of Belgian Ordnance Maps by Photographic
Aids.

In continuation of the description commenced in my last communication

of the method of obtaining a design upon copper by photographic aids,

for the purpose of reproducing Belgian military maps at Vfmtilut

C'nrloijraplu'iue Militaire, near Bnissels, it was stated that the apparatus

for taking reduced negatives from large tracings of the maps is placed

in two huts on the top of a hill. The camera is in one hut, and the

tracing is mounted on apparatus beneath the slanting roof of the other

hut, but so well forward that the direct light from the sky falls freely

upon it. The camera will draw out to the length of two metres, and is

large enough to take plates 50 x 60 centimetres in size ; it is very solidly

mounted on a heavy iron stivnd. The camera is chiefiy formed of three
" wrought-iron pieces of framework—two of them of about the dimensions

of the dark slides, whilst the third ii but large enough to carry the Hange

of the lens. This small frame and one of the larger ones arc united

by means of a copper cone, which thus forms the front part of the

camera. The movable back of the camera is joined to the front cone

by a bellows body, and its distance from it is regulated by means of

an endless screw. The camera rests upon two rails made in the umo
piece with a circular plate, which turns by friction upon a second difo

on which it rests. These two plates have a common axis, round wbich
one turns by the motion of a screw with a handle. The lower plate carries

two trunnions, by the operation of which it rests npon a structure of

cast iron. A graduated circle fixed under this plate, normal to the

trunnions, permits the communication of a vertical angnlar movement
to the camera by means of a winch. By combining this motion with

the angular horizontal motion obtained by means of the plates, it is

easy to place the (optical axis of the lens with scientific precision

perpendicular to the plane of the map to bo copied. The map is then

necessarily truly parallel to the ground-glass focussing-screen of the

camera,
The screen to carry the map to bo reduced is so made as to carry the

map in a truly vertical position. It is so constructed that by means of

winches a series of movements can be given in any direction. Two cast-

iron uprights, which serve as guide rails, carry a platform, to which a

vertical motion can thus bo given. This platform carries another, to

which a horizontal movement can be given by mechanism constructed

on the same principle. This second support carries apparatus by which

a swing motion can be given to the map, and it has four fastenings to

hold the plate carrying the design.

The camera with its stand runs upon rails truly levelled, and laid in

a direction perpendicular to the face of the screen. Thus the adjust-

ments of the whole apparatus to reduce the map with exactitude are

firm, heavy, and work with scientific precision.

For the very large plates used in this apparatus the wet collotlion

process is found, all things considered, to be the best. Oelatino-bromide

plates have, however, sometimes been tried, and in the days of old even

the TaupenOt process and Russell's tannin process have been used.

Rapidity is no object: the chief points desired are clear whites and

blacks and good definition. Collodion, with a somewhat acid reaction

on the bath gives this, and the intensity is obtained by the excellent

plan of using bromide of copper, as described iu my last.

The map has now to be copied from the negative npon thin sheet

copper. A proof is first printed upon carbon paper, and the undeveloped

sheet is placed face downwards upon the copper. Four thicknesses of

dry blotting-paper are then laid upon the back of the paper proof, and

upon these four wet sheets of bibulous paper ; then without a moment's

delay the whole is subjected to the hydraulic, pressure of 200 atmo-

spheres. By this clover plan the proof is under immense pressure

before the moisture has time to first work its way through dry sheets,

so that when the gelatinised carbon paper is at last wetted it cannot

expand under the pressure ; if it did so the ordnance mai>s would not

be true to scale. Neither the paper nor the gelatine is allowed time to

swell before the pressure is upon it, and the pressure is continaed for

half-an-hour.

The map is then developed upon the copper by means of warm water.

The plate is next allowed to dry, after which plumbago, of specially-

selected good electrical conducting power is distributed over the plate

with a large, soft brush. The plate is breathed upon at times to

facilitate this blackleading operation, which enables the copper, subse-

quently deposited by electricity, to spread over the ridges of oxidised

gelatine as well as over the original copper plate. Without the film

covering of plumbago the gelatine lines forming the design would have

no appreciable conducting power for electricity.

The accompanying diagram represents the means by which the electro-

coppering is performed. It will be seen to be of the simplest and
cheapest description, no separate

battery being employed. The
battery and decomposition cell

are iu one. In the arrangement
at the Brassels Military School

the porous cell K K is seventy-

five centimetres high and twenty
centimetres in diameter. The
zinc plate R T is seventy centi-

metres long, eighteen centi-

metres wide, and one centimetre

thick, connected with the copper
plate N, with its map design, by
the wire W. The blackleaded

face of N is turned towards the

zino plate R T, and is twenty
centimetres from the exterior

of the porous cell. The porous
cell is filled to the level E F
with a ten-per-ccnt. solution of

sulphuric acid in water, and the large outer vessel is filled to the

same level with a saturated solution of sulphate of copper. The
electro-deposition of the copper then goes on slowly, it t.iking

from ten to thirty days to throw down a i>late of sutlicieot thick-
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11935. As the copper is slowly deposited upon N, the sulphuric

acid of the salt is deposited upon the zinc plate, which it slowly

dissolves. The sulphate of zinc formed in excess crystallises on the

outside of the porous cell. In course of time some free sulphuric

acid linds its way through the porous cell into tlie sulphate of copper

solution. As this interferes with the quantity and quality of the copper

deposited Lieut. Massau.K neutralises it with oxide of copper. It

is not necessary to perform this neutralisation more than about once in

six months. Acidulated water has to he added to the zinc cell now and

then. In order to keep up the saturation of the sulphate of copper

solution, crystals of sulphate of copper are placed in vessels pierced

with holes, and suspended at the four corners of the outer tank ; one of

those vessels is represented at A and another at B. When, as is

usually the case, the copper sheet to be deposited is very large,

two zinc plates in porous cells are connected with it instead of one. In

order to obtain the electro-deposition of good malleable copper, it

is necessary that the surface of zinc emidoyed should bear a certain re-

lation to the area of the surface of the copper, and the distance between

the zinc and the copper plates is a matter for regulation. Unless

the intensity and quantity of the current be properly regulated it

is possible to throw down the copper either iu a brittle, crystalline con-

dition, or as a soft, brownish-black mud. The rule given by Alfred

Smee for obtaining copper in the malleable condition is that the

current shall l)e so strong that free hydrogen is almost on the point of

being given off from the copper plate, though it must not be strong

enough for the actual evolution of hydrogen. The copperplate designs

obtained by this process are very line, and will bear high magnifying

power.
M. A. de Blochouse uses the hydraulic press method of placing

designs upon zinc, and at the Brussels Military School, as we
have seen, it is used to place designs upon copper. It is preferred

to the plan of printing direct from the negatives upon the plates

themselves. The method employed at the Military School to ini-

))ress designs on stone and on zinc is the following:—A ten-per-cent.

solution of bichromate of potash is mixed with an equal bulk of a

twelve-per-cent. solution of gelatine. The resulting mixture, therefore,

contains

—

Bichromate of potash o grammes.
(ielatine 6 ,,

Distilled water 100 cubic centimetres.

The gelatine is of good quality, and the bicliromate of potash is

purified by several successive crystallisations. This mixture is applied

uniformly by means of a soft sponge to the surface of the stone or zinc,

as tlie case may be. In a few moments it is di'y, and the surface nuiy

be exposed to light under a negative. It is necessary that the surface

shouUl be absolutely flat, so as to be in good contact with the negative

at every part ; the stones, consequently, are very carefully dressed and
polished. The duration of the exposure to light is necessarily variable

;

sometimes about a quarter of an hour to direct sunlight is given, but a

longer exposure in the shade is preferred. The stone is tlien taken into

the developing room, the negative is taken off it, and tlie stone surface

is rolled with a mixture of equal parts of ordinary lithographic ink and
an oily "transfer" ink. The face of the stone is then gently wiped
with a sponge dipped in tepid water containing a little starch. It may
bo remarked here that this plan of mixing a little starch with the
developing water when soft rubbing by a sponge, or otherwise, has to

be applied is much in vogue at Brussels ; it reduces the friction and the

danger of rubbing away any fine details of the original design. Under
the action of the warm, starchy water the soluble portions of the gela-

tine couch come away, leaving the design clear and sharp upon the
stone. This design is then inked afresh, and copies worked off as by
the ordinary lithographic process.

A desire existed iu Belgium for a chromolithographic chart of the

country, to the scale of ^^oJjnr. and at the same time an objection

existed to throwing new charges on the Treasury ; consequently a rapid

and economical plan had to be devised. In the first instance much
handwork was necessary, and the results were not quite true to scale.

In this fashion the environs of Antwerp were printed off in 186i. Just
before tliis time the method employed at the English Ordnance Office

at Southampton had attracted attention, as published in 1862 by the
authority of the Secretary to the War Office. The plan, with some
modifications, was tried at Brussels, but the results were found to be
inexact in the matter of scale—a defect which threw discredit upon the
whole system. The difficulty was overcome by using the photolitho-
graphic process just described. Major Hannot (from whose reports, as

well as from the information and ocular demonstration given me by Lieut.

Massaux, I have drawn largely) said that experience had proved that a
second-rate design, if on a large scale, and vigorously drawn with a
very black ink, would furnisli excellent results when reduced by
photography, and the work could be done by the less expert draughts-
men. Had this not been the case the expense of the work would
have been much more heavy. In printing the maps in colours it is

necessary to take each colour from a separate stone, on which the
design for that colour has been placed by photolithography. Six
stones are necessary for one map. On one of these stones red patches
denote houses, lanes, and :nacadamised roads ; on a second water,
jivers, and streamlets are inked in blue. Another colour is a ground

tint indicating cultivated soil (tliis indication having been found to be
useless is omitted in the later maps) ; another tint represents gardens,

another moors, and anotlier woods and forests.

As attention has been directed iu England to the delay in finishing

the home Ordnance Survey, those who wish to investigate the matter
might coinpai'e the speed of work and accuracy of result with what
has been done in this respect in Belgium. In the latter country the

entire land has been mapped to two or three different scales, and a

chart of the nation in six colours printed off by chromolithography.

A PHOTOGRAPHIC WALKING TOUR IN WALES.
[A communication to the Derby Photoijraiihic Societ.v.]

H.wixG been requested to write a paper for this Society, and only

having a short time for this purpose, i have decided to write on I he
subject of my holiday. 1 1 may interest at least some of my amateur
brethren, and perhaps give them a "wrinkle" for the future when they
are meditating on what to do with themselves during their holidays.

Last Easter a friend and I were talking over our coming holidays, so

it struck us that nothing would be better tlian to have a short walking
tour in Wales, and the matter w.is then and there decided. As the

time drew near for our holiday I confess to feeling a considerable

amount of pleasurable excitement in getting my "traps " ready. I may
as well at once describe the photographic kit which I took with me.
In the first place, I took a 5 X 4 camera, by Watson and Sons, fitted

with three double b.acks. The lens was of the rectilinear type (of

foreign make, I believe), and having a back focus of seven and a-half

inches ; it is a most excellent lens, although it wants the maker's

na'ne. The camera, lens, and back were fitted into a case of American
cloth, and the legs were of a light, folding pattern. The camera, legs,

&c., weighed about eight pounds. For changing plates I took witii mc
a folding lantern, which I obtained from Mr. .1. Werge, of ISerners-strcet,

London. I consider the lantern is so excellent both for changing plates

and developing by, and so very portable, that I have bronght it for the

inspection of the Society. Besides the plates which I took with me I

took a few empty boxes and paper in which to pack my exposed plates.

Here let me give a word of advice to those wlio wish to carry plates

safely when travelling, viz., let them pack them in their portmanteaus
between articles of clothing. I did this, and, although our luggage fre-

quently had very rougli treatment, I had not one plate broken.

At last the eventful day (the 4th of August) arrived, and we started

from Derby for Conway. As you all know what the weather was at

that time, [ need not tell you what our journey was like. We arrived

at Conway a little after three o'clock, and after making arrangements
for dinner and beds I, the impatient photographer, felt bound to rush

off and photograph the well-known castle. 1 first went inside, as I

wished to have a "shot" at the interior of the banquotting hall, or what-

ever they call it; but unfortunately I found my lens was too long in

focus to get what I wanted. After trying every position I reluctantly

left the interior to try my luck outside. I tocjk two views of the

castle—one from near the entrance, the otlier from the shore. These
two views are shown in the prints (Nos. I and 2'. The next morning
we started off to walk from Conw.ay to Bettws-y-Coed by the right

bank of the river Conway. The walk is a very beautiful one, but for

the first few miles I did not light upon any subject for my camera.
After we had gone about six miles we came upon a man with a cart

going to Llanrwst with empty soda-water bottles. This good Samaritan
offered us a lift, which we thankfully accepted, as we were nearly
melted ; and, seated on boxes full of empty soda-water bottles, we
made a triumphant entry into Llanrwst. There I had my first "shot"
for the day, and secured a good photograph of Llanrwst bridge from
the river. This is print No. 3.

Resuming our journey, in about three and a-lialf miles more we
reached the old bridge called Ponty-pair, at Bettws-y-Coed. I at once
attacked the bridge, and then took a "shot" from the bridge looking up
the stream—the Llugwy. The results are shown in prints 4 and o.

The next view I took (No. 6) was of the stream in front of the "Royal
Oak Inn," while my companion went on to secure rooms and see after

the luggage. After luncheon we determined that we would go and see

the well-known Miners' Bridge. This bridge I consider a decided fraud.

In former days it was a strong ladder reared from one edge of the

stream to the top of the bank on the opposite side, and there might
have been something curious, if not picturesque, iibout it ; but at the

present date it is merely a uooden bridge with a hand-rail at each side,

and is neither curious nor picturesque. However, I got two nice views
(Nos. 7 and 8) of the stream near the bridge. The next morning we
were up early and started for the Fairy Cleu. Unfortunately, the light

came the wrong way for getting the best photographs of the upper part

of the Glen ; an afternoon light would have been better. However, I

got two pictures of that part (Nos. !) and 10), which were good, con-

sidering that the sunlight was almost coming full into the lens. I got

three pictures of the lower part of the Glen (Nos. 11, 12, and 13), for

which the light was better. We then returned to our hotel, and on the

way back I got a view from a field just below the Waterloo Bridge (No.

14). When we got back to our hotel I made inquiries as to a cellar in

which I could change my plates. They took me to the so-called cellar
j
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but, when I ^ot there, I found that it was not underground, and that
floods of white light kept streaming in from different parts. This
looked Iwvd. However, my friend and I took off our coats, and, after a
great ileal of trouble, we niatiagcd therewith to block out the greater
part of the light, and then proceeded to change our plates in fear and
trembling. If iiuy plates ran a chauce of being fogged mine certainly
did ou that occasion. However, "all's well that ends well," and the
negatives develoi)cd as brilliantly as one conid desire. After lunch we
started for Pandy Mill. I took duplicate photographs of the mill, and
show a print from one of the negatives (No. lii) ; and 1 then took
a picture (No, IG) of the bridge below the mill, which would have
been improved if the sun would have kindly got under a cloud
for a few seconds. We then went on to the Conway Falls, of

which I also took duplicate negatives ; both negatives were fair,

and I show a print from one of them (No. 17). On our way back
to the hotel we came across a lovely pool where we could get a
plunge into fifteen or twenty feet of water. We made a mental
note of this place. Next morning we were up tarly, and started off for

our pool ; there we had a luxurious bathe before anyone was about.
You may fancy the luxury of such a bath during the tropical weather
we were having. After breakfast we started by coach, intending to

drive to Pen-y-gwryd, but at Capel Curig we were so charmed with the
scenery that we determined to leave the coach and photograph. Here
1 got two photographs (Nos. 18 and 19)—one of the stream with rustic

bridge, and tlie other of the stream and trees, with Moel Siabod in the
distance. After this we began the hottest walk we had during the
whole of our tour. During the entire of our walk from Capel Curig to

I'en-y-gwryd there was not an atom of shade, and the heat was intense.

How grateful was the shandy-gaff when we reached our hotel. I took
one photograph only (No. 20) on this part of our walk.

I had wished to get a good view of Snowdon from this part of the
road, but there was a great heat haze over the mountain, which foiled

my intentions, .\fter luncheon we started down the Pass of Llanberis,

and here I took three photographs, two of which 1 show (Nos. 21 and
2 J). The third, which was very good, I unfortunately managed to

scratch after it was finished, and it is utterly spoilt. After spending
that night at I'en-y-gwryd, we started off on our way to Ueddgelert,
through the lovely vale of Gwynant, past the Lakes of Gwynant and
Dinas ; this I consider to be the lovliest part of our whole tour. 1 show
three views of the Lake of Gwynant (Nos. 23, 24, and 23), and one of

Lake Dinas (No. 26). When close to Beddgelert 1 had another "shot."
1 hardly know what to name the view, so I have called it a view near
Beddgelert (No 2"). We put up at the well-known "Goat Hotel." After
a short rest we explored Beddgelert and its surroundings ; but I did
not take any more photographs, as I did not care again to risk changing
my plates in the daytime. The next day we started off to walk over
the mountains to Tan-y-Bwlch. I had two shots at the Pass of Aber-
glaslyn bef .; .vc struck off into the mountain path. I show one of

these views (No. 28) ; the other was much over-exposed.

The walk over the mountains is exceedingly beautiful, and I cannot
speak too highly of the charms of a certain mountain stream which we
came across. There was a lovely deep pool under a bridge, and I

should think we amused ourselves for over an hour bathing in this said

pool. I show one photograph taken on this walk (No. 29) secured from
a place called Croesor. At the end of this walk we came to the
"Oakley Arms" at Tan-y-Bwloh, which is a quaint old inn and well

worth a visit.

Next day was Sunday, and intensely hot, so the only exercise we
took in the daytime was to stroll about the beautiful grounds of the
Oakley family. In the evening we took the mail car to Festiniog, and
thence went by rail to Dolwyddelan. From this place we walked by
Pont-y-Pant to Bettws-y-Coed, and I only regretted that it was late in

the evening, for the scenery was beautiful. The next morning, after a

bathe in our favourite pool, we set off for the Swallow Falls ; but, alas

!

on our arrival there, just as I was setting up the camera, down I fell

with it on to the rocks. The camera was an utter wreck, and one of my
legs w.a8 damaged. However, I cared more for the camera than I did
about my leg, for I was just about to attempt some lovely pictures.

This ended our tour, and we came back. In conclusion : I may say
that my exposures ranged between one second and two minutes, and
that the (juantity of soda and milk which we swallowed would have
floated a good-sized Ashing smack, Charles E, Abney, B.A,

WHERE TO GO WITH THE CAMERA.
[It is hoped that this series o( lu-tides will be contlnucil at regular and frequent in-

tervals during the vacation months, and wo shall be glad to receive contributions to
the scrie^i from any friends able to treat of new and interesting ground.)

BOURNEMOUTH AND ITS NEIGHBOURHOOD.*
The Madeira Walk for invalids is in the gardens that run right through
Bournemouth and continue on for over two miles. The " walk " forms

at almost any point a pleasing picture ; but with trees sunshine is needed,
and a negative taken either before the sun is too high, or towards the

(ifternoon with the long cast shadows, gives the best result. Expose
' Concluded from page J6I.

for the shadows and let the lights take oaro of themaelvM, aaing but
little pyro, at the beginning. One of the most lucceufnl example* <n tliii

arrangenient of light is a picture of Branksome Chine, Bonmemonth,
taken by .Messrs, Dcbenliam and (iould, photographers, Bournemouth,
The sun is evidently well to the front, left oi the camera, and just
shines on the sides of the trees—one side being iu high light and the
reverse in deepest shadow, giving a I'ayne-.lenniogs effect ; in fact, the
whole series come nearer his work than any photograph I have ever
seen. Bournemouth has been favourably gifteil with regard to good
landscape views. Messrs. Vaughan ami Wliitficld exhibit some large
examples, chiefly in carbon—notably, {Hwning llu: Mare ; and Messrs.
Day and Son's landscapes are like real gems—not large, bnt exquisite
little "bits."

Close by the Madeira Walk is St. Peter's Chu:-eh—a most beautiful
structure. The spire of this church shows to advantage all over the
town, and often makes a pleasing addition to an otherwise uninteresting
composition. The edifice is in Mr. .Street's most happy style, and the
interior— architecturally elegant and captivating—is well worth a
couple of plates, for which permission must be obtained ; for, although
the church is always open and is perfectly free so far as pew rents are
concerned, I was given to understand that certain amateurs had abused
the privilege accorded to them, and the vicar is very particular now as to

whom he accords permission. The churchyard adjoining—a remarkably
pretty one, and exceedingly well kept—is universally admired, and con-
tains a large cross over twenty feet high. The general effect is most
striking, for besides this cross most of the tombstones are also in the
form of a cross. Being of white marble, with red, black, and gold
letters, the effect amongst the pines and firs, especially during sunshine,
is most charming.
There are other churches and chapels in and around Bournemouth, but

the Roman Catholic church is the only other one that I noticed which calls

for special attention, and this because its architecture is considered to
be as pure and chaste an example of the Gothic style as any building
in the South of England.
The various chines and ravines are a curious feature at Bournemouth,

and these require a late sun with 8tron!< light and long shadows to pro-
duce anything like a pictorial effect. The pier should be taken looking
east and west, getting in one or more of the seats and sandhills as fore-

ground. Take these views when some of the steamers or yawls are
about ; otherwise the sea looks flat.

From the pier steamers frequently start for Portsmouth and South-
ampton ; also for the Isle of Wight, calling at Yarmouth, Totland
Bay, Alum Bay, Cones, and Ryde. Excursions are also made round
the Isle of Wight, passing the Needles. Now, on board the boat the
captain is supreme. Everyone is bound by his orders, from which no
appeal is .allowed ; therefore, it you intend taking photographs on board
by all means obtain his permission first, or otherwise you may be told to
take away that "darneel machine I

'" A rapid shutter enables passing
ships to be secured, l/tlie uvatlur li'f calm; for under other circumstances
we find only the hull or a fine set of furled sails and no ship. Then
there are excursions to Brauksea or Brownsea Island, for it is known
by either name. This is the outing jxir eicellence. The island belongs
to the Right Hon. G. A. F. Cavendish Bentinck, M.P., at the present
time, and, unless an excursion visit is made by the "Lord Elgin"
steamboat, permission to land must be obtained. " My island," said a
newspaper with the "largest circulation in the world ;

" and at one time
a part proprietor of the Vaili/ Telegraph was the owner of it. There are
plenty of negatives on this island ; for there are no police, no poor, no
public houses, no rates, no taxes, no gas, no beggars, no business com-
petition, no legislation, no catching of trains, no van-demons, no school
board, no burglaries, no squalor, no ix)verty, no walls or palings to

fence off intruders. Old Father Neptune hiis girt it round with the
briny sea, and a notice-board warns the intruder not to land without per-

mission. Having landed from the above steamboat the first thing that
attracts attention after the aforesaid notice-board is that the landing
place is called Piazza del Castello. Proceeding on, one passes the
Cassino, Villino, Magazine, Venetia Park, and then the Castle.

" My island" is at the entrance of Poole harbour, and according to

the newspapers of last month things are slightly different at Poole.

The castle wa^ in olden time a fortress, and legendary lore says Canute
landed there. Now the castle contains all the vast art-treasures its

present owner has collected abroad, though he does not reside there but
in a comfortable villa close by. I cannot remember half the curios, but
there are statues from Rome, Italy, Corinth^of Pan, water nymphs,
Flora, Hercules, &c., old Corinthian pillars and capitals, stained and
ground glass, old fonts, tablets from ancient continental churches,
carvings in wood and stone, fountains, beautiful ferns and exotics,

winged lions, oak doors, Rom.-ui bath—all these things and many others

lie scattered about all over the building, "upstairs and downstairs,

and iu my lady's chamber." There is no attempt at numbering, no
putting in order, and no stiff museum style about the place. Many of

the marble statues, fonts, &c, look as if the carriers bad just put them
down in the first convenient place and left them there.

The church is a gem, and from notes from a little work given us by
Mr. R. H. Fry, the managing director of the Branksca Island Company,
Limited, who make the Branksea pottery, I find that the oak roof came
from the council chamber of Crosby Uall, as did the gold and stiver
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repousse lamps suspended from tlie cross beam; tlie coloured glass from
Sainte Chapelle, Paris; the brass candlesticks (1/16) from the Benedictine
Monastery near Padua ; and the winged angels were part of the altar of

St. Lucchia, Venice—one of which formed the reading desk and the other
the pulpit. The baptistry contains a picture by Murillo. The rood
screen comes from one of our city churches, and the screen at the west-end
once adorned some Roman place of worship. The chairs and hassocks
are all hand-worked. In the churchyard—here so well kept—is a rare

specimen of the weeping holly. In the conservatory the well of red
marble, with its marble conduit or " lavabo," comes from St. Salvestro,

Venice. Mr. Fry was moat kind to our party, and presented ray wife

at parting with a cabinet picture containing his daughter aud "Carlo,"
the watchdog, standing against a magnificent piece of carved marble.
There, as at Bournemouth, are pines, the turpentine from which is said

to be so soothing for weak lungs. Birds of all sorts— peacocks,
pheasants, ducks, wild and tame, pigeons, poultry, &c.—all lend en-

chantment to this picturesque spot.

Returning by water to Bournemouth the cliffs show some good bold
points well worth a plate, as the boats keep pretty close to the shore,

and no difficulty is experienced. From Bom-nemouth visit Christ
Church, with its priory. A view across the river can be taken from
10.30 till the afternoon, as it faces south. There is capital fishing in

the river. The interior of the priory suffered much from the Common-
wealth, and has not been to any extent restored. Here is to be seen a

fine monument to the poet Shelley.

As the station is some distance from the towji take the hotel 'bus.

The same applies to Bournemouth, aud wifcli double force if one arrive

at the East station—that is, the station from Loudon and the east side

of Bournemouth. Swanage, a harbour town like Poole, does not
present any special features. Both make pleasant excursions. The
Tillywim lighthouse and its ridges of rocks at low water are worth a

plate. This also faces the south, but the best view is obtained from the
west.

Wimborne and its minster ought not to be missed. Tlie old church
is well worth two plates—one close up, just as you come from the mar-
ket square, and the other from between the church and the station by
the brook, taking in the bridge. There are many interesting objects in the

church ; and the curator—an old man of sixty, who boasts of liaving been
connected with this church, man and boy, all these years—has published
a book on Wimborne, price one shilling. To sell one of these books
gladdens his heart more than the same sum given as a gratuity. An
astronomical clock in the west tower aud the ancient books in the library

of the minster should also be seen.

From Wimborne we proceeded to Salisbury, but the letter con-

veying permission to photograph the interior having by some error of

the post-office been sent astray, and the weather coming on dull, it was
thought desirable to return home.

1 believe I have not done justice to the beauties of Bournemonth, and
feel sure one might "fire off" over a hundred plates, all of which
would probably produce beautiful pictm-es. There is nothing about
the place of an ancient character, as will be gathered by the fact that
when George III. visited Weymouth there were but three smugglers'
huts on the spot now known as Bournemouth.

Respecting the development and changing of plates : the first opera-
tion was deferred till onr arrival at home, the plates having been tested
before starting. The camera was a half-jjlate one, and had six double
dark slides. I found, as a general rule, that if you called upon one of the
photographers they would allow you to change the. plates ; although
most of them did not care to permit you to develope tliem, for the
operation entailed trouble. But when you go either early or late—not
in the busy part of the day—a man who takes portraits only is much
more likely to oblige than the photographer who "goes in" for land-
scape work. Archer Cl.'vrke.

«.

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 12,184.—"Automatic Regulator for Calcium Lights." (Complete

specification.) James Bowie, 40, Bryautwood-road, Holloway, London.—
Dated September 9, 1884.

No. 12,389.—" Folding Cameras." J. T. Chapman and T. Scott.—
Datfd September 15, 1884.

No. 12,482.—" Vignetting Apparatus." E. D. AcoCK.—DcUed September
16, 1884.

PATENT SEALED.
No. 7,746.—"An Adjustable Instantaneous Shutter." Thomas Furnell.

—Dated May 1.5, 1884.

Improvements in the Preparation of Photographs and thk Treat-
ment OF Drawings ok Designs Printed upon Paper or other
Suitable Material for the Purpose of Imitating Stained, Ground,
Cut, or Embo.ssed Glass, or to be Employed for other Useful or
Ornamental Purposes.

Specification. By George Rydill.
My invention consists in producing, treating', and applying photographs,
printed drawing's; .ir designs cither u[)on sensitised, white, tinted, ur

coloured paper, satin, cotton, linen, parchment, glass, wood, or other

suitable material printed or produced from glass negatives, wood blosks,

stone, metal, glass, engraved or etched metal plates, or by any of the

known methods of printing iu one or more colours.

In order to describe my invention and its various applications for uscfid

and ornamental purposes I will explain one process for producing printed

copies of photographs.
As it is important that wlvm printed photographs, printed drav/ings, or

designs are treated with castor oil, pine oil, olive oil, dissolved fats, white

wax, mineral oils, or spirits they should be thoroughly penetrated quickly

to prevent the picture from getting dull, I place the printed drawings or

photographs in a closed metal vessel subjected to hydraulic, atmospheric,

or vacuum pressure, and pump in oil, dissolved fats, or wax with a hydraulic

pump ; or air may be pumped into the vessel to give pressure, or air may
be pumped out of the vessel to form a vacuum, and oil, dissolved fats, or

white wax is let in warm under atmospheric pressure to force the oil or

dissolved fats or wax into the paper to nnvke it translucent. On the

pressure being taken oft from the vessel the printed drawing.9, designs, or

photographs are removed and passed betwixt india-rubber rollers or placed

in a hydro, extractor to remove the excess of oils, fats, or wax. Having
photographed, drawn, or transferred a, facsiniile on stone or other substance,

the finished photograph is jirinted upon on the back side in one or more
colours or tints, either in oil, water, or other colom-s or tints, to bring uj)

the coloured features of a person, dress, ornaments, or a coloured landscape,

or other coloured printings representing nature or works of art. The p.aper

on which each photograph is taken is fixed in a true position in the printing-

frame, so that the outlines on the liack exactly line with those on the face

of the photograph. When thought desirable one part of the printing of a

person or a landscape or other design may be partly printed on the back
side of the translucent photograph ; and another part of the printing, to

finish the picture, is printed upon another paper on the face side and fixed

to a second glass put behind the photograph. A sheet of glass is then placed

on the front side, and for some purposes I place another picture on the

back of the second glass, and then the three sheets of glass are cemented
together. When the whole of the colours are printed on the back I place

any coloured printing or design on the back, covered by a sheet of glass.

Then the two glasses are cemented together round the edges with ground
glass, liquid isinglass and mastic, or other glass cement. Or the ijhotograph

printed on the back as a finished picture may be placed on the inside of a

glass shade or vase ; or it may be fixed at the back of a looking-glass, and a

glass being placed over it the two glasses are cemented together round the

edges with glass cement. This method of printing on the face and^ back of

translucent paper tends to bring up the colour, and may be fixed with copal

or other vai'nish or adhesive substance to any shaped glass or glasses.

When the printed paper is found too thick for producing a good trans-

parency it may be nibbed down with fine sand-])aper.

Or a photograph of a landscape is taken; and when finished as a photo-

graphic picture I print on the back of the photograph with such colours as

shall represent the true nature of a landscape, either in oil, water colours,

transparent colours, or inks, in the usual way of lithographic printing,

which system of printing coloured photographs applies to persons, animals,

natural views, works of art, m.aohinery, articles, or things. The transparent

sensitised paper forms a thin film or covering of the colours printed upon
the back, making the photograph printed in colours permanent. The oil

colours may ba of the usual class for painting or printing, or the trans-

parent colours may be wholly or partially mixed with pine oil, dissolved

in alcohol or turpentine; or' the jihotograph or photographs after being

printed upon and become dry may be varnished with copal, mastic, or

other varnishes, which may be mixed with, or coated over with, dissolved

pine oil in spirit, which preserves the colours and protects the picture from
moisture.
Or I take two photographic negatives of the same figure or picture

exactly alike, and having sensitised photographic paper on both sides. I

place one negative on the front side and one on the back side, so that they
stand exactly o|)posite each other, and are held firmly in a screw-clasp

frame, so that the light for printing may act on one side at a time, or on

both sides at the same time. When taken out of the frame and finished

in the usual way as a picture, such may be made translucent with castor or

other oil, pine oil and varnish, or varnish alone, or it may be painted or

printed upon with oil.

Or a transparent photograph is covered on the back side with coloured,

transparent, or non-transparent paper, or other m.aterial cut out or

coloured to repi-escnt any part of the features, coloured dress, background,
or drapei'y. Or a background is printed upon paper representing any
design filled up with otfier suitable paper and placed on the back of the

photograph. I)r gold or silver leaf or other metallic alloys may be applied.

I then place at the back any other picture and enclose the same betwixt

two sheets of glass, cementing the edges together with ground glass

cement.
And in order that the oils, fats, wax, or varnish may be made to penetrate

any thickness of unprinted or printed paper glazed by means of hot rollers,

I subject ijhotographs, printings, drawings, etchings, engravings, or stencils

to liydraulic, atmospheric, or vacuum pressure by placing them in a closed

metal vessel and pumping in varnish or oil, fats, or wax, with a hydraulic

pump; or the air may be pumped out of the vessel, and, by means of a tank

pipe and valve connected with the vessel where a vacuum has been pro-

duced, by opening the valve the oil or varnish is let in under atmospheric

pressure to force the oil or varnish into the paper. The pressure on the

vessel is let off, the lid removed, and the photographs or jjrintings taken

out, and the excess of oil, fats, wax, or varnish removed by passing the

same betwixt two roller's, or with a hydro, extractor.

Or X take a sheet of glass—glass .shade or other glass—and varnish it on

the back with coiial, mastic, or other translucent varnish or gelatine.

When the \arnish is almost diy I press upon it a photograph, engraving,

or jirint previously steeped in w.ater, and when dry I varnish the back side

of the paper with pine oil and varnish. This brings up a translucent
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jiicture i>r drawiiiK acconliug to wlmtovor ntylo of photi>gra)>hiii({ or print-
tug it iniglit bo, and if placml on to a glass "uliiwle or viwo tliu trannlucfiit
IihoUwaplis, printings, etoliing«, or drawings show by gaslight the ttiime an
daylight. The linht passing throngli tho top or sides shows tlio photograph
or iirintings distinctly. The bottom of tho gla.sa sliado T make up with a
glivs.'* cup or stand to protect the photoi;rapii, printings, or drawings from
dust and moisture ; and if tor a window, door, |«rtitii'n, or interior or
o.\ttirior decoration 1 place the translucent photograph, lithograph, print-
ins,', etching, or drawing representing any figure or design liftwixt two
sheets of glass and cement them togetlier at the edges witii ground glass,
mustic, and isinglass.

Or a glass shade, vase, or a sheet of glass is varnished over with copal,
mastic, or other varnish, and when the varnish is almost dry an engraved
print or a coloured print, having boon steeped in water, is pressed on the
varnish; and after remaining until the varnish is dry the i)aper on which
the engraving or printing has been printed is wetted witii water and a
sponge, and nibbed down with sandpaper, tho finger, or india-rubber. I
tlien Varnish the same, and after it is dry I place a varnished translucent
sheet of bank post paper, or other highly-glazed translucent i)apcr, either
white, tinted, or coloured, and I cover the back side with a sheet of glass,
and cement tho two sheets of glass together at the edges. Or, instead of a
translucent sheet of paper bemg put on the back to bring up the colour
like stained glass, I place white, opal, or coloured glass at the back, and
tlio two sheets of glass aro cemented together at the edges and enclosed
with a metal frau e.

When printing from engraved or etched metal plates, lithographing, or
other printing of any colour or design, which I wish t<i put on to glass
without the tedious labour of rubbing of the paper, I coat one side of paper
with liipiid starch or gelatine, either by means of a lirush or with a varnish
machine. When the starch is dry [ print upon the starched or gelatine
side of the paper any figure, colour, or design by any of the known
methods of lithographing or other printing. I then varnish or coat with
gelatine tho back surface of glass. When it is almost dry I press the
printed paper which hivs been placed in water on to tho varnish, and when
the vtirnish is dry I wet the back of the paiier with water and a sponge,
which readily comes off. I then give the design on tho back of the gl.ass a
coating of dissolved pine oil to protect the colour or colours from change.
When dry 1 give a coat of varuLsh; or varnish and pine oil may be mi.\ed
together, wliich I prefer to use. A sheet of translucent paper prepared
with pine oil and copal, mastic, or other varnish, either wnite, tinted,
green, yellow, or any other colour or design may be printed upon it to
suit. The design is laid on the back, made to rejjresent any design of
stained, cut, ground, or embossed glass. A second sheet of glass is placed
on the back, covering the translucent sheet of paper, and the two sheets of

glass are cemented together at the edges. Or white opal glass, or white pot
metal, is put at the back to show clearly the colours. Or any coloured glass
may be ijlaced at the back. Or I take a sheet of moderatelv-strong paper
and coat tho back with starch or gelatine. I then take the thinnest of

white, tinted, or coloured paper and place it upon the starch, which paper
I prefer to be glazed, or the same may be glazed after being fixed on the
starched paper on one side by passing the two starched papers betwixt hot
rollers. I then lithograph in oil, transparent, or water colours any figure

or design representing stained glass, works of art, or other designs ; then
the printed colours are, when dry, coated with gnm, gelatine, size, or varnish,
as circumstances require. In transferring the same on to a sheet of glass I
dip or psiss the whole paper through water; then place the same on glass
and press out all air-bubbles. The starch having become soft the paper on
the back of the printed design is removed. When dry it is varnished over,
and when the varnish is dry I place another sheet of glass on the back—
either ordinary, white, or coloured glass—and cement tho two sheets
together with ground glass, mastic, and dissolved isinglass, or other glass
cement ; then the same is enclosed in a metal frame. Ihis means of fixing
designs enables imitations of stained, cut, or embossed glass to be prepared
in the sheet and cut to any required size with a diamond and backed with
glass or applied to glass shades. In some instances the paper on the back of
thetransfermaybeaispensedwithand transferred on tnsilveredlooking-glass.
Or glass is coated with varnish or gelatine, ivnd when dry it is printed

upon with type or any figure or design formed of india-rubber to enable an
even and soft pressure to act upon the glass. A sheet of india-rubber or a
bag of india-nibbcr filled with air or water is laid over the glass and evenly
pressed to i>roduce an impression.
This improvement in producing translucent designs ii|x)n glass enables

the same to be applied to looking-glass backs. Taking, for instance, a
dressing-table looking-glass, I take a sheet of plate or other glass and form
a border round, which Ijorder may be etched with fluoric acid ; or a var-
nished border is formed round the outer edge of the gliiss with copal or
other varnish mixed with dissolved pine oil, and a printed transfer boi-der
forming any design is pressed upon the varnish. When tlie varnish is dry
the paper is wetted on the back with a sponge and removed ; then the
whole, including the border, is silvered with nitrate of silver and tinfoil,

or by the liquid silvering process, in tho usual way, on the back side of the
glass, which cau.ses the bordering to ap|>ear as if in relief on the front side.

The silver on the back of the glass is coated over with mastic, shellac, or
other ijrotecting substances. I then take another slieet of glass of the
same size, and on the back of this second sheet of glass I place a trans-
lucent or a non-translucent sheet of pa|ier on which has been printed any
figure or design that will give a pleasing effect. The back surfaces of the
two glasses are closely pressed together and held firmly with set screws,
clamps, or twine ; then the edges of the two sheets of glass are cemented
together with glass cement that will protect the silver or design from dust,
damp, or moisture. The dressing-table glass has an improved appearance
on the front side of the glass to tho room, and the back side of the glass
facing the window give.? a good effect when seen through the window from
the outside.

Or a translucent or a non-translucent ornamental Iwi-der forming any
figure, colour, or design may bo placed on the front side of a sheet of

looking-glasn that Iioh Uen coatwl with silver on the bock aide. I then
place a clear sheet of ghiss on tho front siilo of the lookingglasn to prot<«t
the border, and, after tho silver has received a coat of varnish, shellac, or
other protecting substance, I place on the back of a third sheet of glaa* »
translucent or noiitranslucent sheet of |>a|ier on which has been photo-
graphed, printed, stained, stcncilliKl, or embossed any figure, colour, or
design. The bock surface of this third sheet of glass is plac«l to tho back
side of tho silvered glass, and the three glasses aro pressed closely together
and held lirmly with set screws or clam|M. Then the three gUasea kre
cemented together with ground glass, mastic, and isinglass; or any other
glass cement may lie used, aiiil the cement and edges of tho three glasses
are protected with a metal rim, or a comiiosition frame, or with paper snd
cement.
Or a sheet of glass is silvered on the back side, which mav be plain or

have an ornamental border, the silver on the back of the looking-glau
having been coated over with varnish, shellac, or other protecting substance.
Then on tho back side of a second sheet of glass I place any woven, plain,
figured, or printed satin, silk, cotton, linen, lace, or otlier fabric or material,
or embossed or pierced paper, forn.ing any figure, p.ittcrn, colour, or design.
Then the b;ick surfaces of the two glasses are closely pressed together with
sot screws or clamps. Then round the edges of tho two slieota of glass are
cemented together and strengthened with grooved tin, brass, or other metal
or composition.
Or the bordering placed totwixt two or more sheets of glass may b«

pierced and embossed, and this part of the glass left unsilvered, so that the
light will shine through when plac«<! opposite the light.

Or the surfaces of glass may be partly silven^d, so that the other part
allows for any bordering being plaued over the unsilvered [larts; or the
front is a plain, silvered surface, .ind the back forms any colour, figure, or
design.
Or jiaper or other fabric forming any figure, pattern, or design as de-

scribed may be put on the back of a silvered looking-glass having a wooden
back to protect the silver, which may be covered over with woven satin or
printed silk, pai«!r, or <ither ornamental substances, forming any design,
whicli may be covered with a sheet of glass ; or the paper may be fixed to
the wood and varnished over, so that a pleasing effect is given if viewed
from tho outside.

Or I pass a sheet of pai>er through starch, or I starch one side of a sheet
of i)ai«r, then give the starched side a coat of gelatine or ivory dust gela-
tine. When this is dry I coat it with dissolved jiine oil in alcohol or tur-
pentine, which forms a thin, transparent skin or film, which resists the action
of air, water, or acids, and allows the most delicate colours and tints known
in the arts—from the likeness of a person to the most delicate flower—on
which I print any figure or design, either by lithography or any other pro-
cess of luinting; wnen the printed figure or design has been printed in
oil, water, or transparent colours uiKin the oil of pine, and when dry, I
give the jirint a coat of pine oil, and when dry the printing is protected
from the action of tho air, water, or acids on both sides. It is then coated
over with varnish ; when dry it receives a coat of gum or gelatine. When
required it is passed through water and laid, I will say, on a sheet of glass,
all air-bubbles being pressed or rolled out. Then the paper is readily re-
moved by the softening of the starch with water, as there is no fear of
injuring tho printing by tho resistance of pine oil to water. It is well
washed and run over with a roller. When dry it is varnished, and when
the vaniish is dry a sheet of glass is placed over it, and the edges of the two
glasses are cemented together with ground glass, isinglass and mastic, or
other glass cement. The cemented edges aro then allowed to stand in a
solution of sulphate of ifon and water for some hours, which fills up the
pores of the cement. Then the printing will stand the action of all

weather.
In some cases I print on gelatine placed on pajjer, or on varnished paper

that has had the colouring matter mixed with the varnish, but 1 prefer to
print on white, tinted, or coloured paper or other material, any figure or
design in one or more colours for making windows, in imitation of stained
glass, translucent' pictures, signs, and lamps, for making cabinet work
represent a variety of inlaid or other woods, which is also applicable for
architectural puriwses, such as the ornamentation of interior or exterior of

buildings, chimney pieces representing facings of marble, granite, or other
stones, in producing ornamental designs or works of art attached to metal
or other material for making panels for imitation of stained glass, finger

plates, or for advertisements.
Having now particularly described and ascertained tho nature of

iny said invention, and in what manner the same is to be [jerformed, I
declare that what I claim is

—

1. The treatment of photographic or other prints or paper in a resMl
with pine or other oil or varnish, as described, under hydraulic, vacnom, or
air pressure to make the same translucent and preserve the colour.

2. Printing photographs or other printings on the bock, either before or
after they are made translucent : and on another paper, to finish the picture.
is )irinted on the face side a background, or the bacKgixiund may be printecl

on the face side of the photograph.
3. Placing photographs between two sheets of glass and cementing the

edges together,

4. Placing a printed design on the back of a photograph mount.
5. Printing pnotographs on both sides of sensitised paper at one time by

tho use of two photographic negatives.

(S. Cutting out photographs to be placed on a background, or cutting out
coloured paper or material to bo placed behind translucent photographs.

7. Placing material or designs on the back of looking-giaaaea; also pUcinai
a border on the front or back side and enclosing the same between abaeU <3
gla.ss, and cementing the edges together as described.

8. Placing transfer borders in imitation of stained ^lass, or plaoing
designs on glass to imitate stained glass so as to be cut with a diamond •«
described, and for the ornamentation of glass shades,

[The speoiHuutiiiii i" illustrated by drawings which are not r«quix«d
to make it sufficiently well understood.J
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gHutinp of ^mtim,
MEKTINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Date of Meeting.

September 23 ..

24 ..

Name of Society. Place of Meeting.

24
25
26
26

Bolton Club
Bristol Amateur
Photographie Club . . .

.

London and Provincial

Liverpool Amateur
Oldham

The Studio, Chancery-lane.

Studio, Portland-st., Kingsdown.
Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street.

Masons' Hall, Basinghall-street.

Free Library and Museum.
The Lyceum.

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

At the meeting of this Society, held on the 11th instant, Mr. W. Cobb

occupied the chair.
. , , . , . . . i • j-u

Mr W M. AsHMAK said that in ord^r to endeavour to ascertain the

cause' of the different results obtained by Mr. A. Cowan and himself when

using the developing mixture of Mr. Munroe, and to try, in the tir.st

instance whether this difference was due to its suitability to one make of

plate rather than another, Mr. Cowan had given him (Mr. Ashman) some

exposed plates to develope. He had found, with the plates he had been

usin" himself, that the image came out of a good blackish colour. The

negatives were produced, and it followed that, whatever might be the cause

of Ihe yellow colour of neijative which Mr. Cowan and some others found

to result from the use of this developer, it must be sought for otherwise

than in the make of the plate.
., , , , . i.. u

Mr A. Cowan suggested that possibly the water used might have some-

thing to do with it, being supplied by different companies. He would

experiment further. ,., i^iu
Mr. W. E. DiSBKNHAM inquired how long the development took when

compared with the usual pyro. and ammonia.
.

, ^,

Mr. A.SHMAN replied that with fresh developer it was quicker than

ammonia ; but if the same solution were used for several plates in succession,

as it might be, it became slower
, ,, t. ,

. i-i
Mr. Cowan referred to the formula given by Mr. Derham, in which

lacticacid was employed. He had tried the addition of this acid in varying

proportions, and showed the negatives obt.T,ined thereby, from which it

appeared that lactic acid acted as a restrainer, and that, m proportion to

the amount used, it slowed the developer.
, , , ,

The Chairman observed that the expenence of another gentleman who

had tried the addition of lactic acid coincided with that of Mr. Cowan.

Mr. A. Haddon said that, in order to make proper comparative tests

with an "acid in the developer, it should first be converted into a neutral

salt, in the case of lactic acid each addition of this substance deprived

the developer of a certain amount of the ammonia available for reducing.

If it had first been converted into lactate of ammonia this would not be the

case, and the effect could be compared without the complication of having

to take into account the effect of employing less free ammonia.

Mr. Waltenbehg showed a plate covered with small, slight protube-

rance's, and inquired if the members could suggest the cause and remedy, as

it was of a make that he would like to continue to employ if this defect

could be avoided.

It was considered to be a case of incipient frilling.

Mr. Cowan suggested the use of an alum or chrome-alum bath before

Mr. Waltenbehg remarked that he used alum in his fixing bath.

Mr. Cowan said that practice was wrong, but he had no doubt that the

remedy he suggested would prove effectual. For himself, he preferred to imt

chrome alum into the emulsion itself, thus avoiding the use of an alum bath.

Mr. Debenham suggested that plates showing these little blisters should

be immersed for a short time after washing in methylated spirit to tighten

the film of gelatine.

LEEDS PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

Thb ordinary monthly meeting of this Society was held on Thursday, the

11th instant,—Mr. J. W. Ramsden, Vice-President, in the chair. Messrs.

Corson, Middleton, and Armistead were elected members.
A report was given respecting the outdoor meetings at Adel and Otley,

and prints from negatives taken on these occasions were shown as follows :^
Instantaneous views, by Mr. Hardy ; views of Adel Aqueduct, by Mr.
Branson ; and landscape studies, by Messrs. Armistead, Kodwell, and
S. Marshall;
Mr. Duncan Law gave an interesting account of a successful photo-

graphic tour in the Savoy, and in illustration of his remarks exhibited some
dozens of views. On the mount of each was stated the lens and stop used,

time of exposure, and other particulars. He also exhibited an instan-

taneous shutter of foreign make, which elicited some criticism as to its

merits and otherwise. He (Mr. Law) gave interesting details respecting

most of the views he exhibited, and spoke of the various incidents that had
occurred. He said the difference in the light in the Savoy and in England
was very great. A view that in England on a clear day would require

seven seconds would, on a similar day in Savoy, only require three

seconds. He had some little trouble in getting the plates to his destination.

Knowing the delays on the continent, he had ordered some plates to

be sent a month before he started, but, despite this, the plates did not
arrive until a week after he got there. Then the English Custom-House
officers on his return, in their anxiety to discover a stock of dynamite
amongst his luggage, insisted upon opening a box of plates—some exposed
and undeveloped, and others not exposed. Fortunately he had placed the
unexposed plates on the top, and these were opened and, of course, spoiled.

Mr. Law a remarks were listened to with great interest, and elicited con-
siderable appl.ausp.

Mr. W. Teasdale doubted the advisability of going on a lengthy tour

with only one kind of plate. Selecting tw^o or three of Mr. Law's views,

he pointed out how better results miglit have been obtained by the use of a

slow plate, similar in speed to a wet plate. The contrasts would not hav-e

been so violent, and a more harmonious picture could have been obtained.

Mr. Law had spoken of the difficulty of obtaining slow plates. This he

knew to be a fact, and he much regretted that the rage for rapidity induced

plate-ni.Tkers to aim at producing rapid plates only.

Mr. Teasdale also exhibited some transparencies taken on gelatino-

bromide plates by the light of the August full moon at the time of its

southing, the exposures being seven to thirty minutes.

The following questions were found ill the question-box :— Does a plate

that is not developed until five or six weeks after exposure work out

differently from one develojied at once ? T had some plates exposed in a

very dry air which I developed after that interval, and they seeiued extra-

ordinarily slow in coining out; but the result was very good, and showed

no signs of under-exposure."
The Chairman, in reply, said that the film on a gelatino-bromide plate

got haider with keeping—so much so that plates which had a tendency to

frill would, by keeping, lose that property. He had not had much exi)erieiice

in developing plates that liad been kept some time after exposure, but he

could imagine that ahy physical change which had taken place in the

bromide of silver would be permanent ; whereas any surplus actinic force

might be dissipated, and thus cause a longer time to be taken in develop-

The same peculiarity had been noticed by Messrs. Law, Marshall, and

Kitson on their return from continental tours.

It was also pointed out that if two i)l,ates of the same batch were taken—
one exposed and developed after keeping five or six weeks, and the other

exposed and developed at once, although of tile ssima age and kept under

similar conditions—the one develoucd immediately after exposxire would

come up much more quickly than the other, thus bearing out the Chair-

man's idea as to surplus actinic force being dissipated,

The next question was—"What is the best way to mount gelatino-

bromide prints in a book ?

"

. . , j
Mr. Teasdale advised a solution of glue with spirits of wine added.

There being no further matter for discussion the meeting was adjourned.

DERBY PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

A MEETING of this Society was held at the London Restaurant, Derby,

on Wednesday, the 3rd inst.,—Captain Abney, R.E., F.R.S., President, in

the chair.
. , , c j

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed.

Captain Auney then gave a short address on photograpliy generally, and

proposed that subjects for study be instituted, the results to be produced

at the next quarterly meeting. „„ r-r
The subjects chosen were:—1. An Autumn Ecemng. I. blM Lije.

3. Animal Study. 4. Itest—Wie study.
. t ,-.

A sub-committee, consisting of Messrs. R. Keene. J. Meriy, A. J. Cox,

and the Hon. Secretary were appointed to consider the conditions.

Mr. Charles E. Abney, Vice-President, then read a paper entitled A
Photoyraphic Walkinr/ Tom- in Wales. [See page tiOO.]

. • ,

A conversation ensued as to arrangements being made for technical

meetings for practical demonstrations, the matter being referred to the

committee of management.
A cordial vote of thanks to Captain Abney for presiding and for his

address, and also to Mr. Charles E. Abney for his paper, brought the pro-

ceedings to a close.

Correspontreuce.

AMERICAN CORRESPONDENCE.
Philadelphia, September 4, 1884.

The American photographic journals are full of the late Convention at

Cincinnati. Some very sharp personalities have passed between the

late officers and their critics ; but the prevailing opinion appears to be

that there might have been less squabbling and more business of a pho-

tographic character.
c , . r-

A great deal of regret has been expressed that the ofiicers of the Con-

vention did not take advantage of Mr. A. L. Henderson's presence to

get a paper or an address from him upon the making of gelatino-bromide

emulsion. There are many photographers who do not hesitate to say

that the dry-plate makers did not want him to tell publicly what he

knew about making dry plates, while they were willing to get what in-

formation they could out of him for themselves.

Mr. Henderson was quite the lion of the Convention ; and, to show

how easy it is to become a "professor" here, I may add that Mr.

Gilbert, the inventor of the retouching machine which Mr. Henderson

bought, with real American "push" got a testimonial out of him, and

now advertises—" See what Profissor Henderson says about it.

But the funniest sight— if only the members of the London and

Provincial Association could have witnessed it — was seen at the

"Zoo," where Mr. and Mrs. Henderson, Mr. Inglis, and your corre-

spondent, perched upon the back of an elephant, heoame the focussing-

point for three or four cameras and for all the jokes of a crowd of

onlookers. One of these jokes was so peculiarly American m its

exaggeration that I must repeat it. Mr. Henderson being rather

cramped in the very small space he occupied on the back of the
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elephant, put one of liis feet outside. This was instantly greeted with
the shout—"Take in tliat foot, or we. won't he. able to «e<? Hie elejihanl/"

Americiin photographui-s liavo dono honour to Mr. Uemlorsou because
he is a representative contrilnitur to Knglisli photograpliic journals and
an indefatigable experimentalist. He freely publishes the results of

his experiments, and so lias largely contributed to the history of photo-
graphic progress. Sucli men are few on tliis side of the Atlantic. If a
man get hold of anything at all which he thinlis will advance tlio art

—or if it will not advance it, but only sell—lie rushes, not into print,

but to the Patent Office to secure its supposed advantages for himself.

There is not the same free discussion of things photographic in tlie

American journals that h such a characteristic of the English journals.

Neitlier are the American journals so independent ; that is, tliose pub-
lished in the interest of the stock houses would not, of course, admit
anytliing which did not further the purposes of advertising their par-

ticular houses. This, combined with the fact that most of them are
only published monthly, makes a vast difference in the relations here
between photographers and photographic journals. Mr. GentiM's new
issue of the i'/iofoi/raphic Eye, wliich is the only weekly journal in

America devoted to photography, may create a want in that direction.

I have been asked to correct some statements made in The British
Journal ok PHOTOCiRAPiiv by Mr. J. T. Taylor, in answer to a letter of

inquiry about the best place to set up an establishment fortlie produc-
tion of inajjic lantern slides on this side of the Atlantic. In his reply, Mr.
Taylor quoted prices wliich, to my knowledge,* are unknown here ; and
with regard to Philadelphia being the best place to start such a business
the opinion of those wlio should know best is that this city is overdone in

that respect. There are, at least, five firms in this city who regularly

undertake this work. The retail price for average slides is fifty cents

each ; that is, you can take in any negative of your own and get a

lantern slide made from it complete for fifty cents (.ibout 2s.). I know
that this price is about double what it costs in England ; but you have
also to consider the enhanced cost of production here. Labour, rent, in

fact everything, i^ liigher here than in England. The glass has to be
imported, and the duty upon it is very high. I know one operator,

whose time is exclusively taken up in making these slides, whose wages
are £7 per week, and the assistant operators average from twelve to

fifteen dollars weekly—that is, from £2 Ss. to £.3 ; yet, notwithstand-
ing tlii.^, they are produced wholesale for the dealei-s at from twenty to

thirty cents each. I will leave your readers to judge if there be very
much to be made at this.

Tlien there is another obstacle to a newcomer : the old-established

firms have their stock of original negatives of various subjects, from
which they are incessantly making slides, and to which continual

additions have to be made. During the last twelve months two of the

Philadelphia firms have had men making fresh negatives in Great
Britain and on the continent, to supplement the hundreds of subjects

already in their [jossession. Tlien there are thousands of negatives of

liome subjects obtained at great expense, to say notliing of negatives

made from special drawings to illustrate history, botany, and every
"ology" under the sun. Tbis is au impartial statement on this

subject from one who is not interested in any way in the production of

magic-lantern slides.

On the subject of wages I liave been making inquiries here, and find

that tlie wages of operators are not so liigli as they were some years

ago. Mr. Gutekunst told me the time was wlien he paid as much as

sixty dollars weekly to an operator (about £12 English); "but," he
added, " wo don't pay that any more." Thirty-live dollars (or £7
English) is considered good wages for an operator. Twenty dollars

(£4) is the average in this city; and printers average from fifteen

dollars (£3) to twenty dollars ( l'4). The hours are longer, for they
commence at eight in the morning and leave at six in the evening,

having only about half-au-hour for dinner at noon. Then during the

months of July and August, when everyone is away from the city at

the seaside or on the mountains, the photographic assistants Jire com-
pelled to take a vacation of from two to five or six weeks, withmU,

pay.

The price* charged for cabinet photographs average very low. Mr'
Gutekunst still gets the best price here—ten dollars per dozen (£2
English)—and he gives in one tinted photograph. Gilbert and Racon
come next with eight dollars (.32s. English) p«nf, dozen; but they make
them cheaper "under the rose"—that is, for certain people who produce

a certain card or circular they do them for five dollars (208.). The
average price, however, is five dollars openly, and three dollars (128.)

by circular or card. This system of club or circular portraits at lower

prices than the supposed regular price is carried on to a very large

extent, and by almost all the photographic studios in this city.

Finished enlargements are a great feature in every studio. Carbon
is not used, the enlargement being made in the solar camera, and
mostly by the platiuotype process of Mr. Willis. The results are very

fine indeed, and very reasonable in price. They are of a fine, rich

black, which matches exactly with the crayon used for finishing. I am

lurpriaed this prooeu of enlargement is not used in EngUod ; bat

I suppose the principal reason is the limited amount of laushine, which
makes solar camera work so uncertain in England. The price obtaineH

in the principal studios here for a life-size head vignette, upon a 2,j x 30
enlargement, is from £10 to £12. Tlie price paid to the artiit fur

finishing is £4. The cost of the enlargement mounted upon calico

stretched upon a fine frame is fourteen shillings. The artistic work \»

not done here, as it is in England, with the crayon points. It i*

dono with crayon sauce, put on with stumps and chamoia leather, al(

the lights, white drapery, lace, &c., being covered up, then taken out

with india-rubber and ink eraser, and the point of the crayon is used

to finish. This style of work is not so thorough nor so artistic a« the

English hatching and stipple ; but it is liked here by the public, and it

is a much more rapid method of getting effects. There is not mucU
work done in colours by photographers. When painted portraits are

wanted the public go direct to the artist for them, so that the crayon
.

portrait is the staple portrait supplied to the public by photographerg.

A very large number of them is done in this city alone, and, doubt-

less, also all over the States.

The International Electrical Exhibition was formally opened on
Tuesday, the 2nd inst., but as yet it is in a very imperfect state.

There are some exhibits which will be interesting to photographerg,

but as they are not completed I will wait till they are before report-

ing.

There was rery little of general photographic interest transpired at

the monthly meeting of the Philadelphia Photographic Association on
the evening of Wednesday, the 3rd inst. Mr. Carbutt called attention

to the method of reducing the intensity of negatives, detailed in Mr.
J. T. Taylor's report upon the Pror/ren-i of Photography, which he
quoted from The British Journal of PHOTCxiRAPav. He said he
had tried it for both transparencies and silver prints with great advan-
tage. Mr. Carbutt also showed some prints from negatives made in a
coal mine by electric light, by Mr. G. M. Betts, of Pottsville, claiming

that they were the first pictures taken in a coal mine in America.
The meeting was of an informal character, the members, who are

mostly amateurs, showing the results of their summer vacations and
talking about their experiences in little groups all over the room.

I have been fortunate in getting an early glimpse of gome of the
results of Mr. Muybridge's experiments here which he is conducting
for the University of Pennsylvania. Mr. Muybridge's former pictures of

animals in motion were black against a white gronu<l. These pictnres

are all taken against a dark ground, and there is considerably more
detail in them. There are some few animals ; but the majority of the

pictures are of male and female figures in a state of nudity—walking,

running, jumping, and wrestling. There are male figures throwing
stones, turning somersaults, jumping upon a horse's back, &c., &c., each
act being taken two or three times in rapid succession. For instance

:

in the figure jumping upon the horse you first see him just rising from
the ground ; in the second picture he is higher, with one leg extended

;

in the third picture he is astride the horse. Tlie same in the wrestling

group : you see the two nude men in the different positions—from the

time when they are first locked together to where they arc both on the

ground. One picture shows a male figure throwing water ont of a
bucket ; there is also a female figure doing the same thing. In both
pictures the water looks more like a shower of sparks of fire than water.

There is also a very curious series of a child walking on all-fours (hands
aud feet), showing some most curious distortions in the act of so walk-
ing. In some you would think that the child must be deformed. But
the most amusing set is of a female figure with a child across her kuee
(both nude). In one the woman has just Administered a sharp slap

upon a cei-tain prominent part of the child's body ; in another picture,

taken immediately after, her hand is raised to repeat the blow, and the
child has placed its hand behind to receive it. Some of the pictures

are so much under-exposed that they are only phantoms, while others

are very snccessful in depicting expression aud muscular exertion. I

am unaware what result is being aimed at in these pictnres. I am told

that the University has voted large sums of money for these experi-

ments, but I cannot learn for what end, O. H. Cbocobtok.

• Mr. Croughton has evidently not lieen intomied that the prices given by Mr. Taylor

.. jre quoted from the catalogue ot one of the reputed Philadelphia manufaeturors and
importers, and were verifico by us under circiumtauces published in our issue (or

June 20th.—Eds.

HONOR CUI.
To the Editobs.

Gkntlbmen,—My friend Mr. Locke Macdona's letter in reference to the
soda Hulpliite developer might leiKl to the supposition that the formnla first

appeared in the Eiujlith Mechanic. He is correct in saying that I saw it

there; but as none more than yourselves would be desurous of giving
honour where it is due I shall be glfd if you will allow me to say that, to

the best of my belief, it was a rescript from the Photuffraphie Timet, At all

events, those who have access to the En(/lith Mechanic of June Gth will be
able to verify for themselves.
Althongh I use but one maker's plates I frequently experimentalise with

different develofxsrs. They invariably give good results—the secret, per-

haps, lyinjr in the manipulation ; but, undoubtedly, for beauty of appemr-

anco and the most perfect clearness in the shadows, commend me to the
soda sulphite. I use the same solution for a whole batch, and it perfotma
quite as well on the last plate as on the first.
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There is -no need, as you ask, for any bromide for restraininpr purposes.—

I am, yours, &c., J. C.vuTKit Bhowne, O.D.
September 13, 1884.

P.S.—Some time .ago you promisoid us an article on staining dia^iliragms.

Perliiips you are reserving it for the longer nights of winter.—J. C. B.

THE SODA DEVELOPER.
To the Editous.

Gentlemen,—Pray pardon my stu])idity in mixing parts and definite

quantities. Please read "ounces" instead of "parts."—I am, yours, &c.,

Leicester, September 15, 1884. Henkv Law.

To the Editors.

Gen'ti.emem,—Having seen vai'ions formuhe for the soda developer, all

of whicli seem to differ considerably, I now give you mine, and hope tliat

it may receive a fair trial; for in uiy liands it gives plenty of density and
the shadows are perfectly clear.

1 make the following :

—

1.

Water 54 ounces.

Sulphite of soda 4 , , saturated solution.

Citric acid about 1 ounce „ „
Pyrogallic acid 1 ,,

Washing soda 5 ounces.

Bromide of potassium .30 grains.

Water 50 ounces.

To develope 1 use one ounce of each solution. In fact, I use No. 2 the

same as I would use the ammonia-bromide solution, decreasing it if I

think I have over-exposed, and rice versd.

Will you please inform me by wliat process the print of The Little

Beriour, in your Al5Ian.\c, was produced?—I am, yours, &c.,

32, t'enchurch-street, September 13, 1884. A. McKinnell, Jun.

[The picture referred to in the last paragraph of our correspondent's

letter was produced by the Woodburytype process.

—

Eds.]

To the EniTOns.

GEXTLEjrKN,—In reference to the Rev. L. Macdona's letter, in last issue,

permit me to say that the developer he s ) highly cranmends, and whicli

was "spotted" in the Etvjliih Mechanic^ was first jJubUshed by Mr.
George H. Monroe in the April number of the American Photograph ic Times
this year.
Mr. A. Cowan was the first to publicly call attention to it (The British

JouiiN'AL 01'' Photogkaphy, June 27th), since which time it lias been
largely employed—a fact which one would have imagined a gentleman who
lias written so much on photographic matters should be accpiainted with.
From an extended daily use of this developer I would ask Mr. Macdona

to use it constantly—for (say) a month—instead of "in all cases where the
necessary exposure can be accurately defined, as, for instance, in interiors

and copying ;" then publish the results of the trial.

I cannot agree witli him that it is at all necessary to employ an
alum bath at any stage, either before or after fixing, as the purple-black is

easily obtained without it, provided tlie proportions of Nos. 1 and 2
are carefully adjusted. In the original formula No. 1 contains eleven
ounces of water—one more than Mr. Macdona gives.

In reply to tlie Editors' query, I beg to quote from the original article.

Mr. Monroe says :^" If upon the first appearance of the im.ige a negative
is found to be over-exposed, lift tlie plate out of the devektper and
pour over it, from a bottle, a solution of bromide of potassium or am-
monium (bromide, five grains ; wjvter, one ounce), letting it run off the
plate into the tray containing tlie developer without draining off too
much. Place the plate in tlie tray, and proceed with development. The
above operation can be repeated witli the same plate in extreme cases.''

In ordinary cases tlie developer is sufficiently restrained, no soluble
bromide being requisite,^I am, yours, &c., W. M. Ashjiak.

September 15, 1884.

P.S.—Any of the soda or potash developers give a black or grey image
if sufficient sulphite of soda enter into their composition. —W. M. A.—
A CURE FOR BLISTERS.-THE HYDROKINONE DEVELOPER.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I noticed in your issue of the 5th instant a very interesting
article on the "frilling" and "blistering" of dry plates in hot weather,
and though I have never been troubled with tlie former I have had several
bad instances of the latter. In every case I removed iiU tr.aces of them by
jiricking the film, while wet, with a needle, pressing gently round the
blister with the finger, and then drying with spirits of wine.

I should be very glad to hear what is thouglit of the hydrokinone
developer. I have used it for some time and with great success, while its
cleanliness is a great comfort. I have no doubt it is referred to in back
numbers, but I only have had the Journal since the beginning of the year.

—

I am, yours, &c.

,

John S. Gladstone.
Liverpool, Saptember 15, 1884.

EXHIBITION OF THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF
GREAT BRITAIN.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—WiU you kindly permit me to remind intending exhi-
bitors that packing cases from the country must reacli our agent, Mr.
Bourlet, at 17, Nassau-street, Middlesex Hospital, London, not later

than Thursday next, the 25th instant, but it would be better that tliey

should be delivered before that date; also that pictures delivered by hand
must be left at the Gallery, 5a, Pall Mall East, on Thursday next, the
25tii instant (o])en until 9 i>.ni.).

Any information respectini,' the Exhibition, as also slides for the Mon-
day evenings witli the optical lantern, may be obtained from,—Yours, &c.,

57, Queen's-rocul, Peckham, London, S.B. Edwin CocKI^•G.
AsUHant Stcrelari/.

"DISSOLVING PHOTOGRAPHIC VIEWS."
To the Editors.

Gentlejien,—About four years ago I made several experiments with the

single lantern to dissolve one view into the other, but ncme answered tlie

])urpose so well as one made from my designs by Mr. J. T. Chapman. The
lu-inciiile was .as follows :

—

The body (jf the lantern was made so that it formed a square box between
the condensers and the objective. In this, close to the lens and sliding in

gr<Ktves, were pieces of

cardboard cut as at B. B.,

and connected by a cord
passing over a roller at

the top. By pressing the

button C the light was
cut off, and at that instant

the double carrier D was
pushed until the end was
flush with the side of the
lantern. Pressure was
then taken off the button
and the shutter opened,
the lower portion being
weighted.
By a little practice I

was enabled by the ap-

paratus to show a aeries

of slides with one lantern

without the audience, see-

ing any change of picture

or any darkness between
the different views. The
apjiaratus is quite out of

sight, with the exception of the projecting end of the carrier and the

small button C. By a slight modification I can use it as a dissolver for

two lanterns.—I am, yours, &c., J. W. Waue.
Manchester, September 17, 1884.

"A CHAPTER IN TH]5 HISTORY OF COLOURED IMAGES.

'

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Mr. Herbert B. Berkeley having complained that I hid
attributed the production of transt>arencies of warm colour on bromide
plates to Mr. J. B. B. Wellington, while he claimed priority for himself, I

asked (in your issue of July 18th) for the date of Mr. Berkeley's pub-

lished researches. In your issue of the 2!)th ult. Mr. Berkeley replies

at great length, but omits to furnish the date requested. On the other

hand, however, he stiites that he had never claimed priority of publicatio:i,

but only of production.
I, therefore, now quote from the letter of Mr. Berkeley to which I referred,

and which will be found in the Journal of the Pholo<jraphic Society of Grc.it

Britain for May last :

—

"I wish to add, in relation to a remark made by Mr. Debenham (see

page 107), that the publication of Mr. J. B. B. Wellington's results—the

production of transparencies of varied tints upon bromide plates—had some
interest for me, bearing out and illustrating, as they do, my statement

made some time .ago in the columns of the Photographic News, in reply to

certain claims set forth by Dr. Eder, namely, that bromide of silver worked
in a suitable manner is equally capable of producing varied tints as is the

chloride of silver. Of this statement I had proof, having produced with

modified developers various shades, including ruby. An example of the

latter you probably now possess, since, when you asked me for it a few
years ago, you stated that it had an interest for you. You would thus be

able to testify that I (and doubtless others have had similar experience)

liad good ground for my contention in regard to the cap.aliilities of silver

bromide. I believe I am correct in saying that if a bright ruby colour can

be produced almost any other sliade may be secured by modifying the

treatment."

—lam, yours, &o., W. E, Debbnham.

[This correspondence must now close.

—

Eds.]

"EDWARDS'S MACHINE FOR COATING PLATES."
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I have read Mr. S. Fry's letter in your last issue, and am
somewhat amused at the ingenious way in which he attempts to mislead

and throw dust in the eyes of your readers. Jlr. Fry knows perfectly well

that it is not true that my "entire miichine has been in manufacturing use

for years;" neitlier has any similar machine been used for coating plates.

The argument that other machines which may possibly be similar in

principle have been used for totally different purposes is quite irrelev.ant,

and needs no further discussion. If Mr. Fry will refer to my drawings and
specification (or get someone to explain them to him) he will at once see

that any attempt to use my " entire machine " for making " floor cloths " or

"medigal jilasters" would result in disastrous failure.
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I sliould ftlso pity nny i>lateinaker who attempted to una (or coating
plates ono of th« "floor cloth" or "medical planter "-making machines
described by Mr. Fry, and I challoncn him for £'200 to produce any mich
machine which ban been, and, an an "entire machine," can bo, Buccessfully
U!«"il commercially for coating photographic plate,^4 witli gelatine emulsion.
Mr. Fry m.iy rest assured tliat I am not RO ii;nornnt n« he chouses to

assume rcg.^rding the machines liithcrto used f(pr coating pliiles, iuclufling
the one he refers to »« having been long used in Belgium, a similar
"simple" machine bavins l>een tried and abandoned by mo several j|cnrs
ago. I am also tjuitc familiar (i>erhaiM much more so than Mr. Fry imagines)
with the in!,'c»iou8 little appliances used by Mr. Fry and others for coating
jilali's, and which, however convenient they may bo in economising the
laboiu- of costing by hand, can scarcely bo dignified by the name of
"m.ichines," as a mechanical engineer woidd understand the term.

If Mr. Fry is so satisfied with the "perfect success" of his system of so-

called "machine coating," let him cjintinue to uso it. I shall certainty not
try to induce him to change. If, however, he is anxious to adopt my
improvements without paying the licence fee, let him infringe or oi)poso
my intent. He will then liave an opportunity of attempting to prove the
trntn of his statements Iwforu the proper authorities.
With regard to the " well-known defects '\ alluded to in my former

letter : if Mr. Fry wishes me to describe them more iiarticiilarly I am ready
to do so, or, with his ])ermission, I will c.iuae i)ublicly to be sljown i)lates

of his own make which are glaring exaniples of these def<?cts, and which
are entirely obviated by the use of my imi)roved machinery.
Mr. Fry's assumption that my machine patent is intended to "exclude

the iihotograjihic community from using it" is not correct. He is evidently
i','norant of the now patent law, by which an invcntoi' is bound, imder
certain conditions, ti> grant licenses on reasonable terms. This I am
making arrangements to do, and also to supply tlie machine to others at a
loss cost (inclusive) than they could construct the machine and get it into
successful v,'ork without my a.ssistance.

I may add that the number of applications I have already received from
plate-makers in various countries is alone sufficient evidence of tlie novelty
and value of my invention.—I am, your.s, tic, B. J. Edw.^bds.
The Grove, Hackney, Lomlon, September IG, 188 J.

To the Kditors.
fIE^TLE^tE^',—Uiwii reading the letter in j'our last issue from "Looker-

on," it appears that he has somewhat misunderstood the opinions expressed
b.v " A Patent Agent."

If a man were debarred from using portioHB of mechanical appliances
ali-eady in use it would be next to impossible to constriict new machinery
for any purpose whatever.
Many of the best patents are simply improvements on former inventions,

or applications of known appliances to a new pur|)o3C.

It is difficult to see the distinction between a cab and an omnibus wheel,
either as regards construction, apjjlication, or >ise, and, therefore, this
ilhistrivtion can hardly apply to the case in point.—I am, yours, &e.,

1, Westminster-chaml/frs, iVeatminsta; S.W., Enoineeii.
SepUmbcr Ifi, 1884.

To the Editors.
Gen'TI.emkk,—As an inventor, also a user, of dry plates T have watclied

with much interest the communications in the Journal relating to Mr, B. J.
Edwards's plate coating machine.
From " Looker-on's " vague illustration oi a cab wheel we are given

to understand that if you take )>arts of several machines and make a whole
machine used for a totally ditiferent purpose to that for whicli its com-
ponent parts had lieen ajiplied it will not make a valid patent.
For the sake of illustration, and to make this clear, let us take the

at present important subject of aerial navigation. Supjmsing I employ a
balloon, and I find th.at, by adding the sails of a boat, the screw of a
steamer, and a steam ensiine to work the screw, I am ablo to propel
my balloon in any direction, am I to underst.anil that because I have
invented a totally new method of navi^-ating the air, and have used sails,

screw, and steam encrino {which iiarts have been used for other jjurjioses), I
am to be debarred from securing my invention? If so, where is there
a jiatent of the present day that is valid ? 1 feel assured nine-tenths of
the patents are but combinations of old mechanical ideas.

Is the law of progress to be thus barred? It would, indeed, be most
effectually barring jirogress if inventors were not allowed to secure their
inventions or improvements on exi.sting patents or machines.

I am much surprised at Mr. S. Fry's lemarks on this subject. As a
maker of drjr plates it appears as though he is " riled " because Mr.
Ef! wards has invented a machine which causes his plates to lose the defects
wl.ich Mr. Fry is trouliled with in his metliod of coating. Why not act
tVe man? Why not adopt the better method, and let the inventor have
h-B just due? Wliy try, liecaiise its advantages aro so manifest and likely

to affect him commercially, to condemn the invention by such foolish

a guments as that parts of it have been employed before for floor cloth and
medic.ll plaster making?—I am, yours, &c., An Inventor.

Loiuloit, September IG, 1884. ,,

^oUs anb (Qiwrits,
J. A. Pe\cwk s.ays:—" I should like, through the medium of the .Toumal,

to ask Mr. F. SV. Hart if the shutter s|K>ken of by him, as reported on page
574 of the current volume of the Journal, is to bo procured commercially.
And, if so, from whom? Also, to say if there lie no injurious vibration

from the use of the movable sto])? With regard to Captain Abney's
formula—peroxide of hydrogen (twenty volumes) one dractim. water five

ounces—in which to immerse the i>Iates after fixation, I should bo obliged

if any reader could give mo some idea of the number of S X 4 platei

which could be cleared from hypo, in the five ounces of golution."

Okorue UrcilARim inquires:—"Can yon ifiform me when the Kev. T. F.
Hardwich resigned the ProfeMorship of Photography in King'g Collego,
London, and by whom he wm succwled?" In reply : Mr. Hudwioh
resigned the ixmiticm mentionerl at the clone of 1860, and wu aacoeedad
by the late Sir. Thomas Sntton, editor of Photnyraphie /fotei.

" Ik there any iireventivo or cure for the decolorising of the nilver bath tot
sensitising albumen paper! Please give mo a hint, or refer ma to a
manual of instructions, and obIlgn.~THOMA.s B. Rice." In reply : The
discolouration may bo prevented by various means, such a« a^ing a
pinch of bicarbonate of smla to the silver solution, by which a precipitate
of carbonate of silver will be formed. This must be allowed U) suhnidn
and should not bo filtered ont. After sensitising the paper pour the bath
back again into the stock-lxittle containing thii jirecipitate and shakn
up. Kaolin, also, is much eij;ipIoyed as a decoloruing agent, and haa a
deservedly high reputation.

I. (). X. writes:—"Will you kindly' inform me, at your earliest con-
venience, where I can obtain in quantities the mirrophotographs that
are inserted in the fancy goods (jwnholders, Ac.) sold at sejisidc f)Iace«?
If only made, as I suspert, in France, I would be greatly obliged by
being supi>lied with any address there. Could I produce them myself
without great troul)lo and 8|iecial expense? Where could I obtain the
tiny lenses to photograph them?" In reply: Our correspondent should
obtain tho appar.vtus for the pur|)ose required, which he can do through
any dealer in photograjdiie materials. When once the apparatus is

obtaiued there is no difficulty whatever in making the iiicturcs.

R. S. s.ays:—"In last week's A'o<«» and Queriei I saw a formula for an
'iron' toning l)atli. I made it up, and likecl it so well that I should
wish to under.stand it moro thoroughly. Kindly let me know what is the
action that takes pl.acc. What iiart does the nitrate of silver jilay in
I>roducing the colour? What is tlie exact amount of isjrchloride of iron ?

Tlic formula says— '.Solution of perchloride of iron one and a-half
ounce ;

' but does not give the strength. Does the sediment do any harm ?
Why is there such a larye amount of hy|io. ? Lastly, why is it not more
used? Is it more or less fugitive than chloride of gold?" In reply:
We should like o;:r correspondent to make a special study of this toning
bath and give us the result of his ex|>erience and deductions.

" Wir.i, you kindly inform me if there is any known direct process of
copying engineers' tracings by photography in black lines on white
ground, similar to tlie ferro-prussiate negatives in ordinary use? I am
informed that a bl.aek process has been recently introduced in Paris. Is
there any informatiim imblisljed on this subject?— H. J, H." In
reply: We are not aware of any metliixi by whi.'h rich, pure black lines
on a white ground can be obtained; but processes have been published
by which such lines can bem.ade of a black that p.artakes of a slightly
reddish or greenish hue. We refer more particularly to the aniline pro-
cess. This process, however, so far from having been " recently introduced
in Paris," was discovered and patented in England iiarly twenty years
ago.

(Eicljangc Column.
ffo chunje h made for insertinfi these tmnounecmoiU ; but in no cate do tee

insert any arliele merely ovveryai I'Oll sale, that bcirui done at a tmall eott
in our aUrertisiny jKir/es. This jwrtion of our column) is devoted to excham/et
only. It is imperative that the name of Vie person prop-jsitvj the exehat\{ie

be given (although not necessarily for publication, if a nom de flcxb be
thouyht desirable), otherwise the notice Kilt not appear.

I will exchange a Victoria camera, nine lensca, new, cost £7, for anything
useful.—Address, C. V. Gee, Weymouth.

I will exchange two splendid limelight gasometers for anylliiog nseful,
Address, Bhadshaw, Oxford-road, Altrincham.

I will exc'iange a well-bred fox-terrier bitch, viilue £4, for anything useful
to an amateur.—Address, A. F. S. Kent, Corringliam, Romford, Essex.

I will exchange a pair of large lime-light gasometers for anything useful

;

also triple lantern and dissolving effects, cost £90.—Address, A. Scorr
71, New Briggate, Leeds.

Wanted, a tourist's camera, quarter-plate or size larger, in exchange for a
cabinet burnisher (new), or offers —Address, CuAS. Wn. Appletabd
jjhotographer, Miall-street, Bradford.

'

What offers for a portable half plato camera (closes to two and a-half
inches) with two double dark slides, quite new?—Address, Photo.
44, Melville-place, Myrtle-street, Liverixwl.

'

Wanted, a h.alf-iilato instantograph (Lancasters') in pxch.ange for tirelve
volumes of tho Lancet, well bound, in jwrfect condition, from the year
ISol to 180<!.—Address, E. Ellis, 17, Trinity-street, Ityde.

I will exch.ange a Lerebour's lens with stops, almost new, half-plate
studio c-Hiiera, good condition, and laudscaiic background, for a ginxf
quick-acting carte lens.—Address, J. Barker, 72, Bond-street, Macclee-
field.

W.anted to exchange, a good saloon gini, by Watson and Son, fora Kinnear
or other good whole plate or 10 X 8 outdoor camera ; difference adjusted
or will exchange for anything useful in photography. Dark eloth
b.ackgn)und wanted.—Address, J. Hl'tiKKT, 238, Mare-street, Hackney,
E.

I will exchangee a very fine Voigtlander's carte and cabinet lens, three
and a-half-inch diameter, seven-inch focus, in gisxl condition, originally
cost £15 16s., for a carte lens by Ross or l)allmeyer, shorter fiKus
than the above, outdoor set, or gold hunting-watch; or what offers?— Address, H. M. AsHLBT, photographer, 28, Eact John • itreet.
Exeter,
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^uaiucra to Corr^spontr^nta.

i^ Coirespondenta should never write on both sides of the paper.

NOTICK.

—

Each Correspondent is required to enclose his name and address,

although not necessarilyfor publication. Communications may, when thought

desirable, appear under a NOJl DK plumb as hitlierto, or, by preference,

under three letters of the alphabet. Such sitjnatures as " Coiutant Reader,"

"Subscriber," Ac, shoidd be avoided. Correspondents not conformino to

this rule will therefore understand the reason for the omission of their

commimiaUions.

S. Wai.lis.—We shall write to you privately.

R. C—Write the name and. number on the film with pencil before deve-

lopment

Jas. Smiles.—You will, doubtless, bo able to procure what you require

from Messrs. Nettlefold and Son', 54, High Holborn, W. C.

Wm. J. Smith.—We are not aware where the caps are to be obtained. You
had better write to the gentleman himself; he will, doubtless, give you

the desired information.

Anxious.—All, of course, will depe*d upon your qualifications and whether

there may be any vacancies. Yovi had better advertise, stating where
you have been enga:j;ed and what you can undertake.

C. .T. E.—The result is produced by the decomposition of the albumen
surface, and is, we fear, irremediable. Soakini; the prints in dilute

solution of alum may possibly prolong then- existence to a slight extent,

but they cannot be expected to last long.

T. W. H.—Instead of nine feet you had bcttiT make tlie studio twelve

or thirteen feet wide. We prefer a ridge roof or a " lean-to " roof. Make
about five feet at each end of the roof and sideopaquc. and the rest of

glass. There is no work published on the su'oject.

.T. F. Z.—1. The jilates only require washing thoroughly after the treat

ment with sulpliite. Any other application k'M i)roh.ably spoil the

image.—2. We are aware of no such possible addition; judgment alone

umst l)e the guide.—3. You will find a series of articles on the subject in

our volumes for 1878-9.

W. B. L.—Mica is not a manufactured article, but a natural product. It

cannot be procured in pieces larger than four or fi\e inches S(p;are siiit-

able for photographic purposes. It may be obtained at many wholesale

gasfitting establishments, as it is largely employed as a shield for pre-

venting the smoke from gas flames discolouring ceilings.

T. W.—You can certainly empUiy the apparatus for copying—that is, if

the camera will expand sufficiently to copy the object the size you
require. If it do not, you can still utilise it for the purpose by fitting

an elongating cone on to the front to carry the lens. The time of

exposure will, of course, depend upon the size of the stop employed and
the quality of the light at the time. A few trial plates will set you right

in this matter.

J. H. A.—The best advice wo can offer you is to get some elementary

work on photography and read it carefully. With regard to amateur
portraiture, you cannot do better th.an study the articles on that subject

which appeared in our volumes for 1882-3. We cannot in this coluinii

undertake to give instructions in " photography in general," or to re-write

articles which have so recently appeared, and with which the general body
of our readers are quite familiar.

X X X.—Yes ! You certainly have done some harm to your residues,

inasmuch as you have given yourself a great deal of extra trouble.

When you added the salt, and tha chloride of silver did not subside, you
should have put in a few di-ops of nitric acid, when all would have gone

well and the preoii>itate subside to the bottom. By adding hyposuli)hite

of soda and cyanide of i>otassium you have redissolved the chloride

of silver already formed by the salt. Your best plan now is to add
sulphide of jiotassium (liver of sulphur), and so throw down the silver as

sulphide. In this way you can still recover the metal.

T. Edge.—1. We should say the direct enlargement would bo no better

than a print made from an enlarged negative, unless the small negative

be very perfect. When an enUarged negative is used there is great facility

for improving the result if the original be an inferior one, inasmuch as

the transparency can be iinproved by retouching, and so can the enlarged
negative.—2. No difference.—3. This question cannot be answered, as

nil will depend upon the power of the light and the density of the nega-
tive.—4. Not specially made for the purpose ; any lighting machine will

answer, but you will require a lamj) that ^vill retain the light at a fixed

point. Messrs. Siemens Brothers supply such lamps.—5. With care the
engine and machine, if good in the first instance, will be very durable.-—

6. Doubtful ; however, it may prove a commercial success.

Alpha.—1. With the data given it is difficult to account for the stains, as

they may proceed from several causes. The first thing that occurs to us
is that the plate may have been removed from tlie bath before the whole
of the iodide and brouiide were converted, or the alcohol and ether
washed out of tlie film. Or it may be that the phate is insufficiently

drained before it is placed in the camera, and then the developer apiilied

while the silver solution was still in streaks or tears, so that the developer
does not mix readily with it. Perhaps, however, it may be a combina-
tion of the whole. Wo have seen streaks similar to yours produced
by using "methylated finish" instead of alcohol in the developer.—2.

Distilled water, one ounce; nitrate of silver, forty-five grains; nitric

acid, half-a-drachm, is the formula inquired for.—3. Not that we are
aware of. An advertisement in our columns would, doubtless, secure
what you require.

W. H. W.—1. The spots are caused by the print being kept for so long a
time moist between the paper. Probably, also, this was somewhat
impure.—2. The stains are caused by the negatives being printed from
before all the hyposulphite of soda is thoroughly washed out of the
film.

Received.—G.
Thanks.

W. Webster, F.C.S.; S. Highley, F.C.S.; H. E. Lees,

PnoTOGnAPHic Society of Great Britain. — The next monthly
technical meeting of this Society will take place on Tuesday next,
the 2,3rd iust.nnt, in the Gallery, 5a, Pall Mall East. The chair will be
taken at eight o'clock.

PiioTOGRArHio Club.—At the forthcoming meeting of this Cluh, at
Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street, on Wednesday next, the 24111 inst., the
subject for discussion will be

—

On the Development of Plates known to bi

Ooer-Exposed. A special general meeting will he held on Wednesday,
October 1st, 1884. The Saturday afternoon outing will be at Kew,
and afterwards at the Hotel on Kew Green, near Bridge—train leaving
Liverpool-street Station at 2 p.m.

The Balloon- ^^Ientenary.—We have received the following in-

teresting account'of the voyage of the "Monarch" balloon from the
Artillery Grounds, Finsbury, on Monday last, the 15th inst.:—"We
left tlie Artillery Grounds at about 4.15 p.m., the ".Colonel" balloon
having been despatched some ten minutes previously. As we gradually
rose above the bricks and mortar of Finsbury the extraordinary interest

manifested in the afternoon's proceedings became very evident. Dense
masses of people thronged not only the Grounds frjui which we
ascended, but every point of vantage in the neighbourliood appeared to

be occujiicd. Windows were crowded, housetops thickly packed, and
tl.c streets below on all sides literally teemed with thousands and
tliousauds of human beings, the sight of whom as we slowly and
steadily mounted upwards was one not easily to be forgotten. The
view was simply superb. Below us lay the whole of Loudon stretched
out in maplike beauty, with its grand and mighty buildings dwarfed
into mere toys. There was the noUe cathedral of .St. Paul with its

dome resembling the proportions of the thin end of a gigantic egg

;

further on the Victoria Tower of the Houses of Parliament stood out
boldly like an <U'namental m.atchbox, and a little square-sided set of

building.', with an open space in the centre, the wliole appearing of

dimensions almost suitable for the waistcoat pocket, was soon recog-

nised as Somerset House. Thus our eyes wandered from point to point
as we glided upwards and onwards, now puzzled as to the individuality

of this or that building which appeared to stand out more prominently
than the rest, and now gratified through the recognition by one or other of

us of the various jjlaces of interest which we were able from time to

time to identify .as the vjst pile of the outstretched metropolis of the
world gradually passed in panoramic procession below ns. At 4 25
we were directly over Itegent's Park, at an altitude of 2,500 feet, and
at 4.44 wo sighted the "llobin Hood," which li.ad just risen, and fur

which we had for some time been watching, while in the opposite direction

the "Colonel"' could readily be distinguished in the far-offdistahce, both
balloons appearing about the size of peas. Our course then lay almost
straight over the picturesque suburb of Ifarrow-on-the-Hill, and thus
we sped onwards on our aerial journey. Somewhat later, on again
looking round for the "Robin Hood" that balloon was no more to be

seen, its aeronauts having cfTected a descent near Sudbury, over which
district we had ourselves passed some time previously. On reaching
Harelield, our supply of ballast having become reduced to one and
a-half b.Tgs, it became necessary to terminate our journey, which wo
did at 5. 15, after a run of 18.J miles, by bringing down the " .Monarch

"

in a Held close to that vill.nge.

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
Observations taken at 40G, Strand, by J. H. Steward, Optician,

Fprthe Week cndintj September J7, 1SS4.

TiiKSK Observations ake Taken at 8.30 am.
M»x. **='^

1 Art,,
Sep. Barometer. wiua. Dry Bulb. WctBulb. Solar Remarks.

Rod.

101

reni. ^'""

74 5511 30 -30 E 52 57 Overcast.
12 30-33 NE 62 59 107 74 56 Cloudy.
13 30-24 E 05 61 115 77 57 Hazy.
15 30 06 E G5 62 105 78 59 Overcast.
16 30-10 S\V 67 64 110 79 63 Cloudy.
17 30-23 E 69 65 109 83 62 Hazy.
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FREE SILVER AND THE KEEPING QUALITY OF
GELATINE PLATES.

The keeping powers of dry gehitino-bromide films have recently

received some attention in these columns, and various opinions have
been expressed on the question as to whether such films must
neccssarilt/ deteriorate with keeping. The result of a careful con-

sideration of the subject leads to the belief that daterioration is not

a necessary evil—that, given a properly-prepared and dried film

containing nothing but pure silver bromide, the plate will keep
indefinitely if properly cared for; but that if, from carelessness in

preparation or from other causes, foreign matter be present the

sensitive surface is sure sooner or later to sliow symptoms of decay.

Amongst the causes which have been generally agreed upon as

contributing to this result is the action of the silver nitrate upon
the gelatine itself. Various expeiimentalists in the early days of

the gelatine process have published formuluj ia which an excess of

the silver nitrate over the soluble haloid was a prominent feature,

and these formula; have been, and still can be, successfully worked,

provided the plates are not kept long after preparation ; but when
the test of time is brought to bear upon srich films they have in-

variably suecumbed. In the case of the employment of an excess

of silver there is, of coui-se, no shadow of a doubt but that direct

combination takes place between the silver and the gelatine ; and,

indeed, where the silver is not in excess in the formula, it is quite

pos.sible, by the method of mixing, to set up conditions which favour

such combinations, especially in a neutral or alkaline state of the

euiul.sion. On the other hand, when an acid state prevails there is

less danger of such a result, since, as we have before pointed out,

the organic silver compound remains probably in a soluble state,

and is removed with other soluble matter when the emulsion is

washed.

In addition to this, the presence of acid prevents the silver

bromide itself from passing into the "fogging" stage, as it would
otherwise do under the influence of excess of silver nitrate in a

neutral condition of the mixture. This is a well-known fact to all

who have worked any of the rapid collodion emulsion formula;, in

which a considerable excess of silver was allowed to act upon
the sensitive collodion for some days in the presence of free acid,

which served to keep it clear of fog. Here the fogging action

of the silver was undoubtedly exerted upon the silver bromide

as was proved by the fact that, if the same proportion of free silver

were permitted to act for a very long time upon a neutral plain

collodion, and this was subsequently emulsified, no such fogging

action was set up.

In order to decide the point as to whether a gelatine emulsion is

amenable to the same system of treatment as that alluded to ill

connection with collodion emulsion, we some time ago put the

matter to the practical test, and have just recently taken the

opportunity of trying a number of plates some four months after

their preparation. It will be recollected that some time ago, when
writing of Mr. W. K. Burton's precipitation method, we threw out

the suggestion that it seemed to offer a possibility of employing an

excess of silver, the deleterious silver compound formed being got

rid of with the other products of decomposition. This suggestion

we put to the trial at the same time.

The following were the methods adopted :—An emnlaion wm
made in the same manner as would be adopted in the "boiling"
process, but a lower temperature was observed, and a large excess
of silver nitrate and free acid were employed. Sixty grains of
bromide of ammonium and fifteen grains of gelatine were dissolved

in three ounces of water; separately one hundred and twenty
grains of silver nitrate and twenty-five grains of citric acid were'

dissolved in another ounce of water, and the two solutions mixed at
a temperature of about 150' Fahr. The mixture was kept at a
temperature of about 120° for six liours, and was then allowed
to cool and set aside for a week. At the end of that time it

was found to be in a liquid state, whereas, when first cooled,

it formed a tremulous jelly. One hundred grains of Heinrich's

gelatine was now added and left for a couple of hours to swell, after

which it was liquefied by heat, completely mixed, allowed to set,

and thoroughly washed in the usual manner. In order to make
sure of the total removal of all silver the washed emulsion was
reliquefied and precipitated by means of alcohol, to each ounce
of which one grain of citric acid had been added, and the precipi-

tated mass, after being broken up into small fragments, was
again washed until no trace of acid was apparent.

The resulting emulsion was made up to five ounces, the usual
proportion of alcohol being employed. In spite of the final washing
it was found to be faintly acid, so two or three drops of a solution

of carbonate of soda were added to render it neutral.

Plates coated with this emulsiou and developed immediately
after, and within a few days of preparation, were found to be fairly

sensitive (21 on the sensitometer),and perfectly clean and free from
fog. Several were put away, carefully packed, for future trial.

At the same time, a second emulsion was prepared by Burton's

method, exactly the same proportions being observed in the mate-

rials employed. The emulsion was boiled for one hour, set aside to

precipitate, and washed in six changes of distilled water, the last

two showing no trace of silver or of acid upon testing. This emul-
sion, like the last, was made up to five ounces, the same quantities

of gelatine and alcohol being employed as before.

The plates prepared from the second emulsion were slightly more
sensitive but thinner than the others, and, like the latter, perfectly

clean and free from fog. The films were more transparent—or

rather appeared to have less body—and were coarser and bhier.

With regard to the keeping qualities: we have as yet made but

one trial after an interval of four months. As a result, the two
plates developed from the first emulsion both show slight signs of

metallic fog at the edges only, the centre portions of the plate

being as clear as before. That this is the result of the action of the

J

free silver we are not yet prepared to allow, though, from the care

j

exercised in their preparation and storage, there would seem little

else to charge with fault. The future behaviour of the remaining

plates will probably enable us to decide.

The Burton emulsion films have up to the present entirely pre-

served their pri.stine clearness, no sign of fog, discolouration, or

deterioration being yet visible. Having stood the test so far, wo
may fairly hope that they are capable of being preserved indefinitely.

The question that now remains to be decided is whether, and to'

what extent, the employment of free silver will add to onr power of
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attaining liigh sensitiveness. Wljether a larger excess of silver,

longer boiling, or the employment of alkali, after the treatment

with and removal of the alkali, will enable us to gain a higher

degree of sensitiveness than we now attain, without deterioration

of quality, will form an interesting subject for experiment during
the approaching long evenings.

STEREOSCOPIC TRANSPARENCY PRINTING.
There are indications of a desire on the part of photographers to

devote some attention to stereoscopic transparencies—a department
of the art that has for a long period been allowed to fall into

desuetude, although we have never yet been able to meet with a

photographer who does not profess to cherish the most ardent love

for such an application of the art-science. And well he may, for a

good stereoscopic transparency is probably the finest outcome of

photographic art.

It will be considered only natural if, in writing on such a

topic, the process to be employed will be entered upon with the

fullest details. This, however, is not our purpose, aa our remarks
will have special reference to the mechanics rather than to the

chemistry involved in printing stereoscopic transparencies ; and,

further, we shall limit the mechanics of the art, as spoken of in this

article, to the printing by superposition of the negative upon a dry

plate, no matter how or by what means such plate be prepared.

In the days when the Latimer-Clark stereoscopic camera flourished,

or the equally-convenient one of French origin by which the sensi-

tive plate was impressed one-half in succession to the other, the lens

and the end to be exposed being moved horizontally and in direc-

tions opposite to each other—in those days and by these appliances

the stereoscopic negative was so formed as to be ready for printing

a photograph, which would cause no necessity for cutting and trans-

posing in order to be seen correctly; for with it the right picture

was opposite the right eye, the left being also correct. But with

the advent of the more convenient and now universally-used bino-

cular camera the left picture is (on the negative) now opposite to

the right eye, and I'ice rend, the effect being pseudoscopic, or the

exhibition of an inversion of relief.

Printing-frames have been devised, and it is not long since we
described one of them by which the riglit-end half of the sensitive

plate is placed under the left end of the negative, the reversal being

thus effected. But the printing must be accomplished by two
independent operations, the shifting of the plate intervening.

Many of the American photographers adopt a method which
is very simple, and saves much time and labour in the trimming of

the prints. They apply it to the printing of albumenised paper
proofs, although, as we have lately experienced, it is admirably
adapted for transparency printing ; for when the negative has once
been prepared and placed in the printing-frame all labour and trouble
are at an end. One exposure serves for both halves.

In the finished print, whether it be upon paper or glass, the
arrangement of the respective pictures is correct, and they are both
united at the centre by a species of hair line, although, as we shall

afterwards show, there will be no difficulty in making this line

either a-sixteenth or an-eighth of an inch wide, if such be preferred.

The directions here to be given are based on those furnished nearly
two years ago by a Savannah photographer to the editor of a New
York contemporary when engaged in making a round of some of

the photographic studios of America.

Suppose that the negative has been taken on an 8 x 5 or a

7i X 5 plate, the first thing to be done is to place a sheet of paper on
the table and draw a horizontal line upon it, erecting subsequently
two lines 3J inches apart. The negative is now laid face down
upon the paper, and, placing the half to the left upon the space
enclosed between the two lines, see that the precise portion of the
picture desired to be seen is enclosed between these lines. Next,
with the diamond a;id a rule cut off the end at the left-hand mark,
and then push the negative to the left until the corresponding

portion of the other half is brought between the lines. Now cut
off the end that projects beyond the right-hand line, and, severing

1 16 two bftlrea in the centre, reverse their positions so as to bring

their opposite ends together. Lay these halves down on a phiin

plate of glass the proper size, and bind all together with slips of

gummed paper round the margin. The negative is now ready for

being printed from.

To print a transparency provide a sensitised dry plate of 6| x 3J
inches^the correct dimensions of a stereoscopic picture of this class.

It is quite immaterial here to inquire in what manner it has been

prepared or how it is to be developed ; for "process" has nothing to do
with it so long as the plate is a dry one. Let the back of the plate

be marked by an ink mark precisely in the middle, and place it

down upon the negative so that the centre of the one corresponds

with that of the other. After exposure and development a trans-

parency results, the separate halves of which are correctly placed in

every respect, with the exception of a redundancy of subject at the

ends.

The best effect is obtained by placing upon the negative a thin

mask of opaque paper, having in it two apertures of the forms and
dimensions best adapted for showing the selected portion of the

picture. The central division between these should be very narrow,

and the distance between the extreme ends of the apertures should

be six and a-half inches, the height being such as to suit the taste.

If this mask be attached to the negative, and an ink mark be made
upon it so as to guide in placing the negative in correct position,

the printing of transparencies may be proceeded with.

Each picture will be precisely like another, provided that uni-

formity in the exposures have been adhered to, and the number
that may be printed in any given time is limited only by the sen-

sitiveness of the dry plate. From one negative four or five dozens

may easily be printed in an hour, the development being deferred

until the printing has been completed.

THE EXPANSION OF PAPER IN CERTAIN PHOTO-
MECHANICAL PROCESSES.

Our readers are all tolerably familiar with the subject of the

expansion of paper when wetted, and the effect it frequently has

in producing distortion in prints if they be mounted whilst in an

expanded condition. It is pretty generally known, also, that the

paper always expands considerably more in one direction than it

does in the other, and that if the photogi-aphs be allowed to dry

before they are mounted the paper resumes, practically, its original

dimensions.

We have on several previous occasions pointed out that the greatest

degree of expansion always occurs in the transverse direction of the

web—that is, as all photographic papei-s are made in continuous

lengths, the expansion is the greatest in the width ; indeed, with

some papers it is practically nil in the longitudinal direction. This

property of the expansion of paper frequently causes great incon-

venience to photographers, particularly when two or more prints

have to be joined to form a panorama, or in joining copies of maps
or plans when of large size ; for, if one print happen to be on

paper cut one way of the web and the other the reverse, it is often

quite impossible to make a perfect junction, simply because the

image of one becomes larger than the other as soon as it is

moistened with the mountant. Even in portraiture, too, it

often gives rise to trouble by enlarging tlie features in one or other

direction, and thus producing distortion. A very exaggerated

example of this was recently shown at the Photographic Club in

two prints from the same negative. In them the difference was

so great that if one was a good likeness of the sitter the other

was little better than a caricature.

So far our remarks have been confined to silver prints, but

the property of the paper expanding, thereby causing inconvenience,

applies also in the case of carbon, and possibly in an exalted degree,

inasmuch as we have the gelatine coating to deal with as well, its

expansive properties far exceeding that of the paper itself. This

fact is easily demonstrated by simply immersing a piece of dry

carbon ti.isue in cold water and watching its behaviour. In the

first place, the paper absorbs water quicker than the gelatine, and
consequently it expands before the gelatine, thus causing the

tissue to curl up, gelatine side inwards. When the gelatine has ha4
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time to absorb rrtore water the expansion of the two becomes equal.

Then the tissue lies flat again. But matters do not rest liere, for

tiie gehitine still continues to absorb water and expands after the

paper has acquired its maximum of distention ; consequently the

tissue again curls up, but this time in the reverse direction, the

gelatine side outwards. It is quite clear that, as the paper expands

more in one direction than it does in the other and gelatine in all

directions alike, the direction of the expansion will still be governed

by the manner in which the tissue is cut from the web.

For most purposes of the carbon process the expansion of the

paper will not cause greater inconvenience than in the case of silver

printing ; for, if the print be developed on paper, and that be cut, in

relation to the web, in the same direction as the tissue, both will

expand equally, and when dry the print will be pretty nearly of its

original dimensions. We have just said that for the ordinary

purposes of the carbon process the expansion of the paper need

not cause very serious inconvenience when the picture is

developed upon a flexible or yielding support which expands and
contracts similarly to the tissue. But there are applications of the

carbon process, such as several of the photo-engraving and photo-

etching processes, where the image has to be dealt with—not upon
a flexible but a rigid support.

Now, it is clear that if an exposed print be affixed to (say) a metal

or glass plate while the paper is distended to its fullest extent, and
afterwards be developed, it will, owing to the unyielding nature of

the support, be somewhat larger (at least in one direction) when
finished. Added to this the print may be, and frequently is, consider-

ably stretched in the operation of squeegeeing ; hence it will be seen

that when great exactitude is required—as in the case of copies of

maps or plans drawn to scale—the expansion may entail very

serious inconvenience, and, indeed, for some purposes might render

a process impracticable.

However, it is possible to avoid the difficulty, and, in our last

issue our special correspondent in Belgium described how this is

accomplislied at the L'liutitut CaHographique Militaire, in the pro-

duction of the Belgian military maps. A,s our correspondent

explained, a carbon print of the map is first developed on a thin

plate of copper, then the carbon print is rendered conductive of

electricity, and an electrotype made from it for printing by the

ordinary copperplate process. So far the process appears to be

identical with that of Major Waterhouse, except that the image is

not grained. Possibly, for line subjects, such as maps, &c., a grain

may not be required, Now it is manifest that if the carbon tissue

were allowed to expand, as it mnst do in the ordinary method of

wetting, and then be squeegeed upon the copper, it would be quite

impossible to obtain the design with any degree of accuracy to scale.

The plan adopted to overcome this difficulty is certainly ingenious,

and it is one not very generally known ; hence our re<ison for again

introducing it, as the same principle may be utilised in other direc-

tions when extreme accuracy is necessary. Instead of the tissue

being applied to the copper in a moistened condition, as usual, it is

simply placed upon it dry. Over the back of the tissue is then

laid a few sheets of dry blotting-paper, and over this several

sheets of wet. The whole is then placed in a powerful hydraulic

press, where it is subjected to a very heavy pressure for a certain

period. The action that takes place is simply this :—The moisture

in the wet sheets of paper permeates the dry ones as the pressure is

applied, and eventually the carbon tissue becomes moistened; but
by this time, sufficient pressure has been exerted upon it to effeo-

tually prevent any expansion whatever. Hence, when the image is

developed and dried it will be of the exact dimensions of that in

the negative.

Here is another method by which the expansion of the image in

carbon printing may be avoided when a rigid support is employed :—
If the copper or glass plate, or other rigid material,, be given a, thin

coating of a solution of india-rubber in benzole, then the exposed
tissue be similarly treated, and both allowed to dry, if the two india-

rubber surfaces be now brought in contact and the whole passed

through a rolling-press they will become firmly adherent, and no
expansion whatever will take ])lace, as the solvent of the india-

rubber is inert upon gelatine. The image can then be developed
in the usual manner.

The objection to this method of procedure is that there must
necessarily be a film of india-rubber between the support and the
image, and covering the whole of the plate. This for some pur-

poses would be undesirable, and its removal might possibly invoW*
a further trouble. However, this plan may be useful in many
ways, and it avoids the necessity of the liydraulic pren, which, for

large sizes of plates, is a somewhat costly appliance, especially when
only required occasionally or for experimental purpoMa.

ON THE CHOOSING AND USING OF A CAMERA.
It may be thought that the tenor of our remarks last week was
directed more to the consideration of outdoor than indoor cameras,

yet such was not the case entirely ; for, though the indoor or studio

camera is in almost every case an instrument used by the professional

photographer, who might be expected to know as much as anyone
about the requirements of his business, it may be said that what we
wrote has equal pertinence to one or the other class. Furthermore,

the professional just as much as the amateur photographer is too apt

to work in a certain groove without being sufficiently alive to the

progress around him, or to the effects of practice that may not have

presented themselves to him, though sufficiently familiar to others.

This statement may be sufficiently exemplified by examining the

apparatus employed by any dozen professional photographers. It

is probable enough that forms decidedly out of date—or, at any-

rate, not up to the mark of first-class modem instruments—will

be by no means uncommon, though the results obtained by them
may be of such exceptional merit that the artist can bring them
forward to prove that nothing more could be needed if possible

improvements in his instruments are suggested.

It is but a short time since we were examining the apparatus of

a successful photographer, when we found one of his regular studio

(cabinet) cameras, though very complete in some respect<i, yet quite

capable of improvement in others. Thus, the adjustment was made
not by a rack and pinion but by a screw, which usually is far inferior

in handiness when used for fine focussing, a well-made camera
with well-cut rack and pinion being quite sufficient to perform any
focussing for portrait work without need foi^ racking the lens itself

—a feat which is almost impossible of performance, at least with

comfort, when using a screw adjustment. So little used, in fact, is

the raokwork of a portrait lens that a well-known professional

photographer lately said in our hearing that he should save the

expense whenever he bought fresh portrait lenses by ordering them
with rigid body—that is, without rack adjustment, after the style of

some of the old single landscape lenses. Hence, when the pur-

chaser is offered a choice of cameras for indoor work he should un-

doubtedly choose one with a rack rather than a screw adjustment

But it must not be lost sight of that some of the American instru-

ments are actuated by a still different arrangement. The adjustment

is instantly capable of being unshipped so as to run in and out

quickly for rough adjustment, while the finer focussing is only

brought into play at the last. American instruments are undoubtedly

as far ahead of English in many ingenious directions as they are

behind them in the quality of the woodwork. Hence, owing to the

high price of labour there, any camera of best quality imported to

this country is as high in price as the best here, though greatly

inferior in delicacy of workmanship; yet there are many English

photographers who are willing to pay the price for the sake of the

practical usefulness obtained through the ingenuity of the design.

An English manufacturer informed us that, though his price list

pictures a certain style of camera as made with a rack and pinion,

he is yet unable to supply a rack for cameras of larger size than tea

by eight inches on account of the manufacturers not making tb»

pinion wire in any longer pieces. Beyond that size he has to adopt

the screw adjustment, though, in answer to our inquiries, he stated

he was able to make the screw to work from the side of the camera

instead of at the end of the tailboard, as uanally placed—jiut wher»
it is most in the way.

With regard to the swing-back : sufficient has been written of

late to render it unnecessary to dwell at any considerable length

upon the subject. Still, there are some one or two points upon
which we may hiy stress. Thus, in few cameras is there any
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guiding line or mark to allow when the swing -back is brought

home, that is, not swung in either direction—a convenience that

sometimes would be a great boon, and which could most readily be

adopted in the construction of any camera. We might further say that

for portrait cameras the use of rackwork to the swings is almost

essential to enable their full advantages and conveniences to be em-

ployed. For outdoor use the arrangement would be too cumbersome.

We might here add that, though the lists most frequently quote

prices with one swing, and that one the upright, we strongly

advise the selection of an instrument with both side and vertical

swings. There are more occasions when real use can be made of a

side than an upright swing, and we consider no camera complete

without it. Those only know its full use who have practised with it.

The method of using the swing-back, when employed for outdoor

work, so as to avoid a perspective representation of parallel vertical

lines, has been too often repeated in our columns to need repetition.

But we recently saw an instance where, with every knowledge

of the principle, and practice in its application, an experienced

photographer produced a negative of an architectural subject in

which a want of parallelism was distinctly perceptible ; and as a

similar cause might operate with other workers, we here make
a note of the occurrence in the interest of our readers. The gentle-

man in question, who uses a solidly-built folding camera, was using

it with the swing-back liome, and lie tested its vertical position

by bringing one of the edges of the front into comparison witli some

vertical line in the surrounding buildings. He preferred to use the

front for this purpose, on account of the absence of screws, &c.,

rendering the comparison a simple and easy matter. A close

inspection of his apparatus showed that, rigid as he thought his

camera was, its front was distinctly out of perpendicular with the

base-board, so that every architectui'al picture taken when he used

tlie front as his guide to vertical position would be spoiled by con-

verging lines when the swing was not in action. For the future,

as may be readily imagined, he has determined to employ the back

of his camera only to ensure correct perpendiculars.

Of course the plane of a camera front should be parallel to the

back ; but, after examining several cameras made by the very best

makers, and which had been carefully handled in use, we found

it the exception rather than the rule to see them free from fault

in this respect. We advise our readei-s to examine their cameras in

this direction and to make a note of their condition, as we need

not say that the work of the lens would be interfered with when
such a condition as we speak of was observed. In the first place,

through its axis not being perpendicular to the back, the centre of

the field of view would not occupy the centre of the plate, so that

the full value of the lens could not be obtained ; and, secondly, when
used with full aperture there would be great difficulty in getting

a good focus all over the whole of the plate.

It is always the aim of the maker of cabinet work to exhibit the

beauty of his art in the fitting of the various parts; and, conse-

quently, in the wet-plate days it was the exception rather than the

rule to see a dark slide made so as to avoid the drainings from the

plate being collected in the grooves where the shutter slides. There
is no need now to guard against that particular evil ; but we strongly

advise all who use dark slides for indoor work to see that not one
whit of usefulness is sacrificed to lightness ; for, pi-actioally speaking,

the weight of the dark slide for the portrait studio is a quantity

that may be completely neglected.

We will conclude our remarks by indicating the desirability of

supplying all cameras—whether for indoor or outdoor use—with

a sunshade, really to be used for the sun "out of doors, and
in the studio to prevent glare from the sky or studio sur-

roundings striking the inner side of the lens, and so pro-

ducing a species of flare on the plate. The need for this with

indoor cameras depends to a great extent upon the construction of

the studio as regards light ; but there are few, if any, eases where its

employment does not tend to facilitate the production of clearness

and brilliancy.
« .

Intensification by mercurial solutions has long been a favourite
method, and, indeed, from the earliest days of the collodion pro-

cess it has been employed. Its fugitiveness in many instances has,

however, given it a bad name, and whenever it is now used it

is with a certain amount of fear for its results upon the future of

the negative. The "Edwards'" intensifier gives more beautifu.

results than any, perhaps, but time has shown that it cannot be
trusted. Unlike the ordinary modes of using mercury the
" Edwards'" method gives a complete control over the intensity to

be attained, as it can be stopped at any stage ; and, finally, if

when the negative is finished it be found too dense, a little hypo,
solution will easily reduce it.

The old method consisted in the treatment of the whitened image
by a dilute solution of sulphide of ammonium, and we have seen
many negatives so intensified as good as upon the day they were
taken—perhaps a-quarter of a century ago. There has been, however,
no power of moderating the intensity produced by its aid ; but
some recent experiments by M. A. Dilte upon the action of solution

of sulphide of potassium upon sulphide of mercury would seem
to indicate a line of experiment that might lead to good results. He
finds that weak solutions of the alkaline salt do not alter the
mercurial compound beyond slightly dissolving it, but that stronger

solutions act very powerfully. Strong solutions of the potassium
sulphide change it into brilliant-black needles, decomposable by
water. Highly-concentrated solutions dissolve a large quantity of

the sulphide of mercury, the rest being converted into white
needles, changeable by heat to a yellow colour. There seems here

to be the nucleus of a means of altering the density of a mercury-
intensified image blackened by a sulphide.

TnB compounds of silver and bromine are not usually looked upon
as dangerous explosives, but M. Terrell, in the Comptes Ilendus,

describes how, after treating chloride and iodide of silver with
ammonia and ammoniacal solution, and heating to boiling point, he
proceeded to subject the bromide to the same treatment, but its

behaviour was quite different. As soon as the water in the water-

bath boiled the bromide melted, and in a few minutes there was a

very violent explosion. Fortunately there is no probability of

anyone attempting to develope a gelatino- bromide plate with
boiling solutions, as, otherwise, unpleasant results might follow.

Casein was employed many years ago for assisting to keep the

image upon the surface of the paper in a plain paper print. May
it not possibly be employed more after the fashion of albumen 1 A
writer in Dingleis Journal describes a compound, which he terms

"ammonium albumenate." He mixes a hundred parts of dry casein

with ten of powdered carbonate of ammonia and one of phosphate

of ammonia until the mixture assumes a uniform appearance and
pale yellow colour, the reaction occupying from fifteen to twenty
hours.

Some time ago we quoted a passage from a local paper, which stated

that the works in the Liverpool Fine Art Gallery were to be photo-

graphed for the purpose of illustrating a catalogue. Lately the

Athenceum, in speaking in very glowing terms of the high quality of

the collections of the neighbourhood, said that some paintings in the

Royal Institution required more familiar illustration. In the current

number it is stated that they have received a letter from Mi\
Adam Holden, of tliat city, who says he is about to publish a series

of autotypes of some of these works.

When an interesting archseological object is too large to transport to

a special exhibition the proper thing to do is to photograph it. This

has been done with regard to some of the huge megaliths discovered

in the stupendous ruins of San by Mr. Flinders Petrie. The rest of

the more portable objects are now on view in the rooms of the

Archseological Institute in Oxford Mansion. The rarest object of

all in the collection, which we need not say counts its age by
thousands of years, is a glass lens, much exfoliated, but still trans-

parent. This object is considered almost, if not quite, unique.

Dark rooms that are dark are, nowadays, more common than of

old, and, as a necessary consequence, there are more breakages of

measures and bottles in a busy studio through upsettings and

collisions. A novel method of avoiding the former class of casual-

ties is described in our contemporary, Za Nature, as the invention

of a maker whose name they do not publish. The plan consists in

making the glass vessels with a narrow groove on the under part of

their base, iuto which groove a piece of red rubber band is fitted.
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Tbisi simple coiilrtvaiice su iiicreaties the ailiiesion to any surface the
vessels are placed upon that they may be tilted to an angle of forty-
tive degi-ees without falling over or spilling their contents.

An'othbr useful mode of employing caoutchouc is to cover the handles
of the taps with a piece of rubber tubing so as to prevent breakages
by accidental contact of a developing cup or a bottle against the
metal when the tap is turned, the hand being already occupied by
holding some vessel or other. When the taps are provided with a

n'ecting handle—by far the best form—this little " wrinkle " will

ound of real utility. —
MR HENRY T. ANTHONY.

In our present issue we introduce a portrait of Mr. Henry T.
Anthony, of the well-known house of Messi-s. E. and H. T. Anthony
and Co., of New York, representing one of the oldest firms in the
United States engaged in photographic supplies.

Mr. Anthony was born on the 18th of September, 1814, receiving
the usual preliminary education, and entered Columbia College
when fourteen years of age, graduating with honours in 1832.

In selecting a vocation, that of civil engineering offered the most
promising field for his capabilities, and anions; his early engagements
was one on the first survey of the Erie railroad. About this time
the New York Croton aqueduct was projected, and Mr. Anthony
spent a year, under the direction of Major Douglass, in the pre-
liminary survey and location, and subsequently was appointed
resident engineer of an eleven-mile division of this famous work.
During this engagement he became greatly interested in the newly-
discovered daguerreotype process, and with hia brother Edward,
who had likewise become enamoured of the magic art, began its

study and practice with an amateur's enthusiasm—not, perhaps, with
a thought that it would eventuate in a lifelong business avocation.

Completing his engineering engagement on the aqueduct division

he accepted a call to a clerkship in the Bank of the State of New
York, which he subsequently resigned to fill a position offered in

the survey and construction of the Hudson River railroad, the sec-

tion assigned him being the New York division of thirteen miles.

Upon the completion of this service he was offered his former posi-

tion in the bank, where he remained until his brother Edward had
embarked in the manufacturing, importation, and sale of daguerrean
and photographic supplies, when he quitted banking and became a
partner with his brother in business in 1852, assuming special

charge of the manufacturing department, for which previous study
and investigation had qualified him.

To become successful in any business or professional pursuit it is

essential that one love it, and Henry T. Anthony was, from the
start, thoroughly devoted to his work. Every scrap of informa-
tion beai'ing upon the new discovery was seized and utilised. His
early familiarity with physics and chemistry greatly aided his

progress, and with such materials and appliances as could be had
on either side of the Atlantic he worked out improvements over

existing methods and formula;, and was foremost in the introduc-

tion and practical use of the collodion and paper printing processes.

All the specialities sold for these purposes by the firm of which
he was partner were prepared by his formulae and direction, and he
was the originator of very many of the improvements in practical

photography and its appliances which are in extensive use through-
out the country.

The required brevity of this notice will not permit special men-
tion of many matters connected with the progress of the art and
science of photography in which the active brain of Mr. Anthony
has been fruitful. Those which have appeared in print in the various

journals are voluminous ; but his private correspondence in reply

to inquiries for needed light on the subject investigated was still

more extensive, and hardly less useful in its results. To many new
beginners he has been an open cyclopsedia of information, and what
knowledge he had acquired by diligent research was cheerfully

and freely imparted to the craft.

For the purpose of a more efficient vehicle of communication
with photographers it was decided by the firm to publish a monthly
Bulletin, and this, under the editorial supervision of Mr. Anthony,
has become a valuable accession to the serials devoted to this de-

partment of art industry.

The several local and national organisations devoted to photo-

gi-aphic art-science have found Mr. Anthony a generous contributor

and co-worker, and, though advanced age may circumscribe the

field of his activities, it will be difficult for him to fold his hands
and discontinue his interest in a vocation to which he has so long

been devoted.

We add that as a man, an nclivc iiivcstigulor in photographic
science, and as one of the oldest editors connected with photographic
serial literature in the United Slates of America, Mr. U«nry T.
Anthony is universally beloved and respected wherever be ia

known. Our portrait, which was taken ezprewly for the parpoae,
is an admirable likeness of a cultured and worthy gentleman.

A LITTLE MORE ABOUT TOURISTS' CAMERAS.
I SHOULD be exceedingly sorry for my remarks on Mr. A. Pringle's
denunciation of the draw-out shutters of dark slides to be construed
as an insinuation that he was capable of making any statement
otherwise than in perfect good faith. The impression I intended to
convey was that he had not given them such a fair trial as would
justify his sweeping condemnation of the system. From his further
remarks I am more than ever convinced that he has not given them
a fair trial, and will give my reasons for so believing.

It is wholly impossible for any dark slide to be made abso-
lutely light-tight. I have examined many of them by the best
makers, and have rarely found one which did not admit light more
or less freely between the shutter and the rail against which it works.
No fault whatever attaches to the makers, as wood will shrink and
warp and twist. The velvet will wear out, the joints may be
strained, and a dark slide which, on leaving the maker's hands may
be as perfect as possible, may very shortly afterwards not be so
reliable. This is so well known tliat, even in the old slow-plate
days, the ordinary commonsense precaution was always taken, by
any operator who took any pride in his work, of protecting the
dark slide by a cloth or wrapper, even in the studio, and also of
covering the shutter, while being drawn out of the slide in the
camera, with the focussing-cloth. With this precaution, which ia

tenfold more necessary with the modern rapid plate, any old ram-
shackle dark slide is safe. This much will, I think, be generally
admitted.
Now, let us consider the raisun d'etre of the draw-out shutter.

The folding shutter has got to be looked upon as very preferable to
the simple and more light-tight form of a non-folding shutter which
does not draw out, for the simple reason that the latter is very
awkward sticking out under the focussing-cloth and catches the
wind out of doors. The folding shutter has its advantages, no
doubt, as it cannot get out of place, and is very easily manipulated

;

but its drawbacks are serious. If it be hinged the hinge is very
weak unless the woodwork be made very heavy ; then markings
appear, which some attribute to air getting through the joint, and
others attribute to light making its way through the same aperture.
Leather and other materials are substituted, but the markings still

continue—often exactly coincident with the leather or other flexible

hinge. In short, the complaints of the folding shutter are both loud
and frequent. Note that this is quite apart from the possibility of
light getting in at the shutter aperture at the end of the dark slide,

and which is so generally—I might say always—guarded against by
the commonsense precaution above mentioned.
Now, it is quite true, as Mr. Pringle says, that with the draw-out

shutters, unless the shutter be put in absolutely square, light will

get in. Would he " be surprised to hear " that the thin shutters

—

which for the sake of lightness are usually supplied with such dark
slides—are not intended to be put in absolutely square ? Such is

the case; and, knowing that it is really necessary they should
be inserted at one corner first, and that some light can (if allowed
to do so) enter, be the inner spring shutter ever so elastic, still

these dark slides are deliberately made, and by great numbers of

people preferentially used, because the above-mentioned simple,

commonsense, old-fashioned precaution is full and ample protection

to the most sensitive plate.

We now come to the question of what to do with the shutter

when it is pulled out. Well, if the camera be a small one there is

no difficulty at all about it ; and a tailor of even less eminence than
Mr. Poole might, at a pinch, manage the job. But as one hand would,
I suppose, be wanted to uncap the lens or its eouivalent, and the

other busy with the pipe, I would suggest that tno operator might
tuck it under his arm or hold it between his knees, and in this

undignified position he could console himself that when his plate

was once shut up in the dark slide it was, humanly speaking, safe.

But there is another point of view. I say that it is a diurrace to

photographers and photography that it should be considered neces-

sary to carry a bulky apparatus into the field at all. When micro-

scopic objects can be enlarged a hundred diameters, and still require

a high power to render the detail, is it not a shame that wc cannot

take a photograph or a (say) 4J x Z\ plate and enlarge it a miserable
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four or six diameters ^ The happy day will come, and better

pictures be the result. Even Baker & Co. will be up to a coat which
will caiTy camera and dark slides, let alone the shutter.

When I say we cannot do it, I should say that the most of

\is have never tried it—I mean given it a fair trial— for it has been
done so that expert photographers failed to distinguish between the

direct and the enlarged photographs. No fact is more clearly estab-

lished than that large-sized instantaneous pictures are impracticable

;

they must be taken small and enlarged. The same general remarks
apply to portraiture ; the principles underlying both being the same,

»nd apply equally well to ordinary landscape. Less weight, less ex-

pense, far better optical advantages ; but—and there is the draw-
back—a little, just a little, more care.

Unquestionably the camera of the future has yet to be designed

;

but the users of it are still very far from being educated up to it,

and therefore don't want it. They have all their own individual
" fads" to work out first and foremost. One above all others is that

the camera shall be handsome to look at ; and this, particularly in the

North of England, amounts to a positive craze, efficiency being a very
secondary consideration.

As to fixing the camera on the stand-head : if Mi\ Pringle will

refer to his own remarks he will see that they amnot well be
understood to mean anything but an absolutely rigid attachment,

such as would prevent rotation, and which would, of course, be
inadmissible. I see that there is a real want for something of the

kind, and can suggest two methods :— 1. The thumb-screw perma-
nently attached to the camera, so that it can be loosened but not

withdrawn ; and a stand-head with a button-hole-shaped slot in it.

—

2. Plates on the bottom of the camera (or a sunk button-hole plate)

in which a disc of metal attached to a shank (square and passing

through a square aperture in the stand-head) should engage. A
wing-nut or its equivalent under the stand-head would tighten or

loosen it instantly. These fastenings are not applicable to many
cameras—my own, for instance.

As to high-class instantaneous work : I still adhere to my
opinion that I shoukl prefer to dispense entirely with the swing-

back ; and, by employing such a shutter as Edwards's, be able to

stop down my lens so as not to need the swing for helping out the

focus of foreground. I may as well add that, so far as I know,
Edwards's shutter is not a commercial article, although it is free to

anyone to make or employ it.

This brings me to the question of rapid rectilinear lenses, which
Mr. E. H. Farmer thinks I prefer. I do nothing of the kind, for,

per se, I infinitely prefer the portable symmetrical. When we
consider that with thirty times plates an ^ stop is as rapid as one

of about /j with wet collodion, it is evident that a very wide range

of rapid work is within the reach of a portable symmetrical. Still the
extra aperture of the rapid rectilinear is an advantage sometimes,
more especially for portraiture, while the form of the mount makes it

particularly suitable for adapting extra lenses. It is in this direc-

tion—lessening the number of complete mounts and stops and
paraphernalia—that the next real progress in tourists' outfits will be
made. This is likely to be very soon accomplished—one mount
with adjustable lenses for any focus ; and then we shall begin to know
what kind of camera we want, and possibly, like Mr. Pringle, change
our opinions entirelt/. George Smith.

EXPERIMENTS WITH SILVER PRINTS.

Some time ago we had at the societies a great deal of talk about
the permanence of silver prints, much being said—not, I imagine,
for the first time—about the efi'ect of a trace of hyposulphite of

soda left in the print after it was finished, and very contrary opinions
being given as to what this eft'ect really was. There were even
found some enunciating the theory—till lately held to be heretical

—

that a considerable quantity of hyposulphite of soda left in a silver

print did not endanger its permanency at all. Others, again, denied
this somewhat warmly.
Some five or six yoara ago, having amongst a batch of prints

several which were spoiled through double printing, &c., a series of
experiments were tried with them. Some were toned without being
fixed, others were fixed without being toned, and soforth. The
prints were afterwards stowed away and completely forgotten, but
came unexpectedly to light the other day. On the back of each was
marked the treatment which it had received, and I think it possible

that if I give here the notes from the backs of the prints, and then
describe the appearance of each print, readers of Thk British
Journal op PHOTOORArHT might be able to deduce conclusions

more or less useful.

I should state that the prints have remained in an exceedingly

d\j place "in A wiilingdesk, iii fact—and have been iu the dark

during the years that they have lain there, this latter fact making
the experiments of less value than they otherwise might be.

The prints were on Durand's ready-sensitised paper, and those that

were toned were treated with the common acetate of soda golil

toning bath. The strength of the fixing bath I cannot remember,
but I know that I was iu these days in the habit of using one

which would be considered strong for prints. Probably it con-

tained four or five ounces of hypo, to the pint of water.

Nos. 1 and 2 are marked " washed "—that is to say, they

received the washing which is given before toning to remove the

soluble nitrate, but received no further treatment. In one the

image has faded almost entirely away, and in the other it has

turned a light-brown colour. The first is of a yellow colour

throughout, but in neither is there the darkening all over which I

should have expected to be seen.

No. 3 is marked " washed and toned," this indicating that the

toning solution was not washed out of the print, and that there

was no fixing. The image on this print has almost entirely disap-

peared, and the whole surface and also the back of the print have
turned dark brown.

Nos. 5 and 6 are marked " washed, toned, and washed," Here
everything has been done except the fixing and final washing.

The two prints, which were similarly ti'eated, exhibit in this case a

marked contrast. In one the whites have retained almost their

original purity, except for some p.atches of brown, and the image
is still fairly vigorous. In the other there is little of the image
left, the whole surface having turned nearly black, and showing a

metallic lustre.

No. 8 is marked " washed, toned, and dipped in hypo." It still

tastes strongly of the fixing salt. The image has disappeared

almost entirely, the whole print being of a somewhat deep-brown
colour, with a metallic lustre. The appearance of this print indi-

cates that, at anyrate if there be sufficient hypo, left in the paper,

the action of damp is not, in some state, necessary to cause fading.

No. 9 is marked " washed, toned, wa.shed, and dipped in hypo,

'

from wliich I imagine that the last (No. 8) received no washing
between the toning and fixing. There is not much diff'erence

between the two, however, although there certainly is somewhat
more of an image to be seen in No. 9 than in No. 8.

No. 10 is marked " washed, toned, washed, dipped for ten seconds

in hypo., and washed." This print has, therefore, received normal
treatment in all points except in that of fixing, the duration of wliich

process has been only ten seconds instead of, as usual, ten or more
minutes. There is no sign of deterioration whatever in this print.

It is as bright as when it was put away with the others. It is,

of course, impossible for me to say that it would not have darkened
by exposure to light for a length of time ; but, so far as the experi-

ment goes, it seems to indicate that the length of time during which
we ordinarily fix prints is quite an unnecessarily-long one. It is

impossible, as in the case of a plate, to see when the fixing is

complete ; but it is reasonable to suppose that with so thin a film of

chloride as there is iu albumenised paper the fixing must be very
quick.

I have read in some instructions that it is necessary to fix prints
" till it became evident that the silver chloride is dissolved out of

them." The author of the instructions omitted, however, to state

how the thing was to become "evident."

Another set of experiments made by me a little more than two
years ago in connection with silver printing may be worth saying a
word or two about, although there has elapsed, as yet, scarcely time
enough to allow judgment to be made as to the results. They
concerned the question of thorough or slight washing before toning.

The matter is one in which instructions varying enormously are

given. Some say not to wash at all, but (with certain toning

baths) to place the prints direct in the solution ; and othera instruct

us to wash only a little, so that a considerable quantity of the free

silver may remain in the paper during toning. There are many who
go to the opposite extreme, and say "the longer the washing the

better
;

" or even that the free silver should be precipitated with a
soluble chloride—usually common salt.

There is a great temptation to follow cut the coui-se indicated

—to wash but slightly—because, in the fii-st place, there is the

saving of the trouble of long washing; and, in the second place,

there is the undoubted fact that toning takes place much more
quickly when there is some free silver nitrate in the paper.

I must say, however, that I think the economy of time secured is

false economy. I used until two years ago to wash but slightly, and
certainly I found that the toning process was very rapid ; but I

found that the tone so got was greatly lost in the fixing bath. On
trying vei-y thorough washing I found that the tone was secured

with more difficult)', but that when once it was got there was nuwe
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of the diatracting change of colour in the fixing bath, and that the
print came out of this looking aa bright an when it went in.

Lately T have curtailed the washing, and have u.sed common salt

to get rid of the last traoes of silver nitrate. I find that, with
i-eady-sensitised paper at least, it is necessary to use the salt very
sparingly, or toning will not go on at all. If the water be distinctly

salt to the taste it is too salt It should be just a little " brackish."

I certainly must admit that this practice of tasting is not a
very scieiititiu method of making up solutions; still it seems to

answer its purpose.

It was not about the question of salt or no salt that I was going
to write, however, but as to whether there is a difference in perma-
nence between prints toned with the ordinary baths in the presence

of free nitrate of silver and those toned in the complete, or almost
complete, absence of it

About two years ago I toned a set of prints from the same
negative, washing some thoroughly before toning and others but
partially. I tried to get as nearly as possible the same colour

in each case, and, mounting pairs of these prints side by side—one
thoroughly washed batch and one partly washed— I laid them
on one side. These prints have not been preserved from light and
(lamp, !i3 those in the experiments first described were, but have
lain sometimes in a drawer, and sometimes exposed to light, damp,
and air. As I said, scarcely time enough has elapsed for the

experiment to be considered a complete one, yet I think I can
detect distinct traces of fading in some of the prints which were but
little washed before toning, whilst I can certainly discover none in

the others. W. K. Burtos.

DEVELOPMENT AND DEVELOPERS.
A FORTSIOHT ago Were to be seen in the pages of The British
.TouRNAL OF PiiorooRAPiiY two articles—one a leader and the

other from a contril)utor—referring to the development of gelatine

plates, and in each of which much food for thought was contained.

The editorial article pointed out the tendency in modern develop-

ment towards the use of a diminished proportion of ammonia
and an increased proportion of bromide, while Mr. Mayes with

great cogency showed the absurd methods adopted by the makers
of plates in presenting their formuIiJB to their customers. As this

latter subject is one I have felt and written strongly upon, I may
at the present moment refer again to it with advantage. The
table given by this gentleman, though it may have been compiled

for his own help, is, during the continuance of the present absurd
fashion adopted by the makers, likely to prove useful to any photo-

grapher if he be not entirely wedded to a single make of plate.

The manufacturei's would appear to think that all they are called

upon to do is to provide a formula which will suffice to enable any-

one to use their plates with, utterly regardless of any desire

to compare one formula with another—a proceeding which they,

whether purposely or not I am unable to say, do their "level

best " to prevent. If I purchase a number of plates why am I to be
compelled either to mix up certain definite quantities of materials

which may not harmonise with either the capacities of my store

bottles or the capabilities of my shelves, or to waste time in alter-

ing the formula till I can readily not only mix my own pet

quantities, but at the same time note how they compare with the

proportions recommended by other makers or that my experience

has shown to be useful (

The strength of developer should not, in my opinion, be confused

with the relative proportions of the ingredients ; hence I would
suggest that Mr. Mayes' paper be reconstructed so that the strength

of pyro. per ounce be given in one column, and that the other

proportions be reduced to a scale of one grain of pyro. The
figures in the pyro. column he gives might all read as one grain,

and the other proportions be altered in accordance. The strength

of pyro. per ounce is the least important point. The proportions

that govern the character of the picture are—first, those of the

ammonia to pyro. ; and, next, of bromide to ammonia. The table

then would, at a glance, show the amount of ammonia recom-
mended by each maker for every grain of pyro. The fact would
be gleaned directly by running the eye down the column instead

of, as now, requiring a separate calculation for each line.

If this were done I should take the liberty of suggesting to the

Editors that the table be transferred, with Mr. Mayes' permission,

to the pages of their valuable Almanac, there to remain till the

makers adopted a less absurd plan than they now do.

An instance giving point to the remarks I am making has

occurred recently in my own experience. Within a comparatively

short space of time I have had at my studio the representatives of

three well-known plate-makera, and not one of the three could t«U
me, offhand, either the strength per ounce of pyro. or the amount of
ammonia to pyro. his particular plates reriuired. One had a bottle of
developer with him, another had left his formula in hia bag, and the
third " really could not tell ; but if I would pass bim a bottle of
pyro. he would show me how much he used." This sort of thing is

positively ludicrous, and as far removed from scientific method as
the poles from the equator.

Referring now to the question taken up by the Editors, the pro«
portion recommended by the manufacturers—to observe which the
table, as it now is, will be found most useful—it will be noticed that
the varying amounts of ammonia to pyro. there shown is most
remarkable. The highest quantity given is 12 to 1, and the lowest
about J to 1—one thus needing thirty times more ammonia than th»
other for every grain of pyro. Then, again, the proportion of
bromide to ammonia varies so much as from 12 to 1 in one case, to
about equal parts in another. In the early days of gelatine one
finds Mr. Bennett speaking of ten minims of ammonia to a grain
of pyro., and no bromide whatever. No maker of the present day,
however, makes any such recommendation, and the constant
tendency is, as pointed out, to indicate a decreasing amount of
ammonia and an increasing amount of bromide.
As a matter of fact the experienced photographer knows that it

is impossible to use much ammonia with some makes of plates, any
excess above half a minim to a grain of pyro. certainly resulting in
fog. It is usually my aim, first, to get the highest class of results

from a film that it is capable of giving; and then, secondly, to get
the briefest exposures. To obtain this class of result my own expe-
rience leads me to say very decidedly that nearly every maker
(anxious, I suppose, to have his plates looked upon as the moat
sensitive obtainable) gives a proportion far too high of ammonia
and too low of bromide. I have lately with considerable advan-
tage altered the makers' formula! in this direction, and produced
better results than I had ever hitherto been able to average with
the same plate when adopting the makers' fornmlae. I have
noticed, too, that the more thickly-coated plates will not, as a rnle,

stand witliout fogging anything like the quantity permissible with
a more lightly-clothed sheet of gla^s.

Gelatine photography has long passed out of the realms of wonder-
land, and the best possible results of which a plate is capable must
always be the aim of the artist who uses them. To obtain this, the
alterations I have indicated have in my hands been successful to

enable the experimentalist readily to know what he is doing in

this respect, and to ascertain how his formula compares with others

he will find Mr. Mayes' paper of considerable benefit

G. Watmouoh Webster, F.C.S,

ENLARGEMENT FOE AMATEURS.
The question of the best size of camera to employ is one that gives

the tourist a good deal of trouble. Very few who are more than
beginners are satisfied with quarter-plate pictures except lantern
slides are required ; and when even a good half-plate photograph is

exhibited beside a 10 x 8 or 12 x 10 it seems more diminutive
than the exhibitor anticipated.

It is certain, however, that when half-plate size is exceeded the
difficulties of amateur photography increase rapidly. Weight, bulk,

and cost all become prominent features in the pursuit Two dozen
half-plates weigh about seven pounds, one dozen whole-plates and
about half-a-dozen 12x10; and while the former costs alK)ut eight

shillings, the latter costs about nine shillings. All this means
greater fatigue in wox'king and more annoyance over failures, with
fewer opportunities of securing good pictures. I have been for

some time experimenting at enlarging, and after some trials I have
fixed on 10 X 8 as the size to be aimed at, and have succeeded

better than I anticipated.

Ten by eight makes a good picture, and the degree of enlarge-

ment from half-plate is so moderate that definition is not interfered

with to any appreciable extent. This is, of course, almost equally

true of 12 x 10, but the former is a more convenient size for

several reasons. Amongst others, it permits of four prints being

cut out of a sheet of sensitised paper, with power to avoid the

margins, which are often defective.

The mode I have adopted has been as follows:—I first of all

obtain a good half-plate transparency by contact In my dark room
I have a fixed spot at a definite distance from the gas burner, and I

find that with an average negative three and a-halt feet from a

No. 3 gas burner (with a slit) four seconds is about the correct

exposure. I deveiope fully, so as to get all detail, and it is surprising
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how -touch better the transparency sometimes appears than the

originsiFnegative. The transparency obtained, after fixing and, if

necessary, having received merely a provisional rinse, and drying

betwe'eh sheets of fine blotting-paper, it may be used moist to obtain

the HK5t~ 8 negative, if time be precious.

In^pi^-, dark-room sliutter I have an aperture cut rather larger

thanllmlf-plate size. In front of this a board five feet long projects

into the room as a platform on which to operate. A frame tits into

the camera, iu which I jjlace first the negative, /(Yhj side inwards

towards the lens (a Steiiiheil half-plate size), and a piece of finely-

ground glass, with tlie ground side outward towards the shutter.

The camera is then placed on the platform close up to the opening,

with the lens pointing into the room, and a black cloth placed

round it and attached to the window prevents the ingress of any

light into the room except through the camera.

°A perfectly-upright easel slides freely on the platform, and stands

square to the camera. On this a piece of suitable white paper,

smooth and moderately thick, 10 x 8 in size, is fastened with six

drawing-pins. The picture thrown from the transparency through

the lens is carefully focussed on the white paper, the first thing

being to move the lens to or from the paper until the picture fully

covers the latter, and then, having arranged the size, to focus by

sliding the easel. I find that the whole apparatus is included

within a space of three feet. No elaborate calculations are needed,

as a few minutes' trial will show the relative positions of negative,

lens, and paper. The nearer the lens is to the negative the larger

the picture on the easel, and the further the latter must be away

from the negative, and vice versd.

If the frame in which the negative is placed be so arranged- that

the film side presses firmly against the rebate in same, one focussing

will do for all the transparencies to be used so long as the whole

transparency is to be enlarged to any given size. This is no slight

advantage, as an especially clear transparency may be chosen for a

preliminary attempt, and all the others will then be placed in the

same position without any need for focussing.

The next matter is the sensitive surface, and here comes in the

chief novelty in the proceedings, if novelty there be. I use

gelatino-bromide paper. I have been for a long time thinking that,

if the old paper negatives waxed— in which the negative was

actually in the body of the paper—acted so well, modern gelatino-

bromide paper, in which the picture is formed on the surface in a

separate film of gelatine, ought to do very much better.

A sheet of gelatino-bromide paper will, like the sensitised paper,

cut up into four pieces about 8J inches by 11, and a piece of this

size is fastened to the easel in the place where the paper used for

focussing had been fastened, and in the same manner, the paper

being removed and the lens having been capped previously. I

always use a small stop, so as to secure better definition. When
the paper is fixed by the aid of the usual red light the cap is

removed and the exposure given. This is the most diflicult part of

the proceedings. Last week at 4.45 in the afternoon, with the

Steinheil above mentioned and stop /j, I gave three minutes and

ten seconds with perfect results, while earlier in the day under two

minutes would have been ample. In this case the sun was shining

full on the ground glass—a condition which greatly simplifies

matters, as it makes an astonishing difference in the ease of

focussing.

I develope with soda developer—carbonate of soda, one ounce
;

water, ten ounces ; bromide, eight grains
;

pyro, one grain, as

recommended by Mr. A. F. Geulain last month. I soak the gelatino-

bromide paper, after exposure, in clean water until it lies perfectly

flat ; and if I fear over-exposure I simply add water to the developer

so as to weaken its action. The negative ought to come out slowly,

and development be pushed \uitil the shadows begin to discolour.

It is now rinsed in water and soaked in alum solution to prevent

blistering, then washed and fixed in hypo. It is now well washed,

and allowed to dry. When it is perfectly dry it must be waxed.

The best material is solid paraffine, which is melted and the negative

drawn through it slowly, so that it may be thoroughly permeated.

This paraffine solidifies instantly, and the negative is placed between

two sheets of blotting-paper and carefully ironed with a hot

smoothing iron to remove any excess of wax. When this process is

completed there remains a horny, semi-transparent negative, which
prints with extraordinary facility. I may mention that paraffine

may be had at any grocer's in the shape of paraffine candles, a

couple of which will wax a great many negatives.

If the original negative be sharp and properly exposed and
developed, the transparency made without moving the frame while

exposure is going on, and the final focussing done with care,

the resulting negative or print will, as I have proved, not only

be apparently as sharp as it taken direct, but it will be absolutely

free from any granularity (owing to its being on, not in, the paper),

and there will be many details visible which were not apparent in

the original.

If any one try this process with the care it deserves I am
satisfied that the result will be very gratifying. Every amateur
has small negatives lying by—sharp, clear, and suitable ; and, as all

the materials employed are already in hand, there need be no
hesitation on the score of preparation. H. Norwood Atkins.

P.S.—It is quite possible that a great many persons who read

the above will say that the whole story is as old as photography.

The only answer is—try it, remembering that not novelty, but

success, is what the writer claims.—H. N. A.

SULPHITE OF SODA.

I HAVE been much interested in reading the leader on sulphite of

soda, and the remarks will go vei-y far to explain many of the

apparent contradictions that exist as to the benefit to be derived

from its use. But although variations that may exist in different

samples and the alteration the salt itself may undergo have been
pointed out, there is, I think, another important factor to be taken

into consideration before deciding as to its universal adoption in

the developer, and that is the plate itself.

I know that one of its ardent supportei-s has said that any plate

not giving good results with sulphite is not worth having. This

may be true from his standpoint, but there are plates in the

market that cannot be made to give satisfactory results with pyro.

and sulphite, but which will give negatives of the highest quality

when developed with dry pyro. and ammonium bromide—in the

latter case developing free from all stain and fog, with clear

shadows and ample density ; and in the former giving flat images
and films remarkable for their yellow tinge.

This fact has been brought very prominently before me recently.

When Mr. H. B. Berkeley first introduced the use of sulphite I at once

tried the formula, making up a solution accwding to his directions,

and also obtaining a sample from the Platinotype Company. The
plates I used were mj' own make and capable of giving good
negatives either with ferrous oxalate or plain pyro. ; but with the

addition of sulphite they gave, after a slow development, yellow
negatives of a very inferior quality. This, after trying several

samples of sulphite in addition to the one sent out by the Platino-

type Company, led me to condemn the addition of sulphite to the

developer.

But such strong opinions were expressed in its favour by writers

in whom I had every confidence that, two or three months ago, I

was induced again to try it, and, having in the meantime altered

my formula for making plates, to my surprise the results are every-

thing that can be desired. Indeed, so good was the quality that a
plate-maker of considerable standing who saw some of the results

(although he had previously failed to obtain satisfaction from the

use of sulphite) decided again to try it, merely to find that with his

plates it was worse than useless, giving only yellow negatives of a
very inferior quality. This took place not only with the solution

he had made, but also with the solution with which the plates of

my own make gave such good results ; and yet his plates are equal

to anything in the market when developed with pyro. without the
addition of sulphite.

There are plates in the market of good quality and plates made
by amateurs in accordance with recognised forraulse, both of which
will give good results without sulphite and which are utterly

ruined by its use. Why this is so I cannot tell, my knowledge of

photographic chemistry not being sufficient to enable me to solve

the difficulty. But the question is one worthy of the attention of

those who are able to investigate it, and, along with the facts

mentioned in the Journal, we will thus be enabled to understand
more thoroughly the action produced by the introduction of sul-

phite of soda into the developer. T. W. T.

BOTTLES VERSUS GAS BAGS.*
Oxyoen-Makino Apparattjs : rrs Cost and Dangers.

The requirements for making oxygen gas include the oxygen mixture,

the retort in which the gas is generated, the source of heat, the wash-
bottle, and the deUvery tubes.

Oxyf/en Mixture.—This is usually compounded of commercial chlorate

of potash and oxide of manganese. The oxygen is derived from the
* Continued from pftge fSS.
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chlorate of potash—the manganese acting mechanically, not chemically;
for sand may be uaed in place thereof, and both, after washing away
the refuse potash salt, may be used over and over again. Practically,
one pound of chlorate of potash yields tour cubic feet of oxygen, though
chemical text-books would lead the manipulator to expect a yield of

live cubic feet from that quantity. Manganese, sand. &c., is mixed
with the chlorate of potash with the view of subduing the violent rush
of oxygen which would occur on applying heat were the potash salt

employed per se. Consequently the proportion is not a matter of exac-
titude; but one part of manganese to three of potash affords "a happy
mixture," wliereoy tlio gas comes over neither too fast nor too slow.
Some ten years ago chlnrats of potash could not be got under Is. (id.

per pound ; now it is obtainable at one-third of that rate in wholesale
((uantities. The coil of obtaining six cubic feet of oxygen is, therefore,
Is., or ready mixed Is. 6d., at the retail shops.

The dangers connected with oxygen mixture are through accidental
contamination, producing explosive combinations on the application of

fl.iine, or using it in such a form as to lead to the blocking of the
delivery tubes. As regards the first cause of accidents: it is within my
knowledge that death has resulted through the ores of other metals
getting mixed with the manganese in transit, and by soot and coal

falling into the mixture during the process of drying on a kitchen hob.

In one instance the worn-out end of a piece of vulcanised rubber tube
fell into the hot mixture whilst being introduced into the retort,

producing a slight explosion, which would have proved a big one had
the retort head been screwed on and flame applied. Such accidents
indicate the necessity for a careful inspection of the layer of mixture
whilst spread out in the drying tray, and during the usual shaking and
turning over of the materials. In some old books we were directed to
pound the chlorate and use the manganese in fine jiowder. I soon
found such instructions led to unpleasant results. The powdered
manganese floats on the surface of the melted potash, and when the

gas comes over it carries the powder forward into the delivery tubes
and blocks them ; then, if there be no valve, somethimj must yive way—
probably with explosive force. If there be a valve of any practical

value it will give way, and then a miniature volcano sets in and
continues till all the tine black powder is blown off the surface of the
gas-yielding potash, even after the source of heat has been removed or

extinguished, and the laboratory becomes a sight gratifying to those

who believe that "cleanliness is next to godliness." As blockage of the
delivery tubes is a source of real danger, always select manganese in

coarse grains, and only roughly break down the crystals of the chlorate

of potash.
When you order chlorate of potash "see that you get it," as the

advertisement says; for I have heard of cases where other white
crystalline salts have been, through gross carelessness, delivered to the
purchaser, which, if not detected, would have led to disastrous results.

The Oxygen Jiilorl.—Taking the practical experiments of several

active lantern workers on the que.stiou of cost of "wear and tear" as

between copper and iron for retorts, all are in favour of iron. Sheet
iron is best, for the reason that, should an explosion take place through
blockage, suck-l«ck of water from the wash-bottle owing to the oxygen
being given off and a vacuum formed, introduction of organic or other

out-of-place matter into tlie mixture, wrought iron will only " rip;"

whereas if it be thick cast iron (veritable bomb-shells have been intro-

duced for sale as "safety retorts"), it toill fracture, and "fly!" A
conical shape is the best form for the body of the retort, with a

gun-metal cap and head fitting by a coarse screw, which carries a
short delivery tube of large bore, and a safety-valve. I believed in

the closed tubular cap of vulcanised rubber as one of the cheapest
and simplest of safely valves, till the accident occurred to which
reference has already been made. The spring valve was subject to

getting clogged with spurts from the melted mixture. The best and
simplest proved to be a foot of brass tube of large bore, closed by a

soft, sound cork wrapped in tinfoil, which was blown out in the event
of the delivery tube becoming accidentally blocked, and also acted as
" a tell-tale alarum." The cost of such a retort would be about sixteen

shillings ; but, as the conical bottoms can be replaced when worn out,

in the long run they are not as expensive as the first cost indicates.

The Source of Heat.—In early days—before "the fifties"—the source
of heat for oxygen making was the clumsy, clay-lined coke and charcoal

furnace. Then house g.as came into use in tlie laboratory. After this

Dr. Lionel Beale pumiied air from double bellows into a gas jet. He after-

wards introduced the long tube, burning a mixture of gas and air on
a surface of pumice for analyses crucibles enclosed in a jacket ;* and as

an outcrop came the neat, adjustable Bunsen burner. The best arrange-

ment for heating the retort, R, is a gas ring, F, arranged to give a blue

flame, both being enclosed in a sheet-iron jacket furnace, as shown
in Jig. I. By this means we have entire control over the flow of

the oxygen gas. If it come over with a rush, by a turn of the tap the

rush is checked; if too slow, a fuller flame stimulates the delivery. The
conical portion of the jacket keeps the upper surface of the mixture
melted as well >a that next to the flame, and so prevents jerky
"bumpings." When house gas is not obtainable a large spirit lamp
may be employed, the wick being adjusted by rack and pinion ; or the

' See CKtinieal Manipulation, by C. CIreville Williams, F.il.S., C.S., &c. 1850. Van
Voorst.

lamp may be withdrawn should the gaa come orer too fiercely. A
little circular grate for charcoal or wood can bo placed within the
furnace, in which case the furnace and retort must be lifted off should

the gas come with a rush. Tlie cost of such a "jacket-furnace"
would be a)x>ut twelve shillings and sixpence.

The WanhBottle.—The usual wash-buttle consists of a closed zinc
can, with a tube passing through the top down to the bottom, and a
short delivery tube, as in fi{i. 2. The dip-tnbe is connected by a

shirt piece of rubber
with the delivery tube
of the retort, after the
bottle has been two-
thirds tilled witli water.
The gas is thus forced
to pass through the
water, and in its pas-
sage is washed free from
crude contaminations,
and then is forced for-

ward through the short
itolivery tube and a rub-
lier tube connectiug the
wash - bottle with the
gas bag or other re-

ceptacle. Some lan-
ternist.s interpose " a drying-bottle" between the wash-bottle and the
gas bag, whereby all moisture is i-eiiioved from the gas before it passes
into the bag, and this with advantage to the receptacle and the gas
itself.

By this arrangement of the wash-bottle a train is laid for the danger
previously specified, namely, the sucking back of the water from
the wash-bottle into the retort upon the red-hot mass of exhausted
mixture, when, being converted into steam, on explosion follows. To
provide against any such accident I divided the wash-bottle into two
compartments (W, Jig. 1), and placed the tube by which the gas is

forced through the wash-water in such a manner that direct connection
between the delivery tubes from the retort and the water is inter-

cepted. This will be understood by inspection of the right-hand
figure in fg. I. The cost of the old form is about 5s. 6d. My
improvement was sold for 7s. fid.

The Delivery Tubes should be of red or black rubber, as these
materials, though dearer, are free from the very unpleasant sulphurous
emanations which ordinary vulcanised rubber imparts to the hands. As
long connecting tubes are not desirable a yard of red rubber is sufficient

for connecting the retort to the wash-bottles ; and these, with the gaa
bag and a yard of red rubber tubing, would cost about 2s. 6d.
We are now in a position to '

' tot up " the coat of oxygen generating
materials and apparatus. Every six cubic feet of oxygen gas will cost
for

—

£ s. d.

Chlorate of potash and manganese 1 6
Phi8 a proportion of the cost of the generating

"plant," as follows:— Retort, jacket fvmace,
wash -bottle, red rubber tubing, with cose for

apparatus 2 5

It is always well to have a duplicate retort bottom (to fit the " retort

head ") in store, especially if travelling. Professor Pepper informed me
that for his provincial lectures he found my oxygen-generating outfit a
great comfort, as he was never in fear of being placed hora de combat,
all probable chances against a breakdown being provided for.

Hydrookn-Makiso Apparatu.s: Its Cost and Dakgrrs.

Home Oas (carburetted hydrogen = C, H) is usually pure enough at
the present day in London and in most coantry towna to allow of it*
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beilig run ofif from a gas supply direct into a bag or other receptacle

;

though in some cases it may prove desirable to run it through a wash-
bottle containing drying or purifying materials. When bags are used,
house gas is consumed volume for volume when burnt in conjunction
with oxygen for the production of the lime light, whereas liydrogen
gas (H) is consumed in the proportion of two to one of oxygen.
House gas only requires a bag of equal size to that employed for the
oxygen, whereas two bags will be required if hydrogen be employed.
Practically the house gas or hydrogen bag should be larger than the
oxygen bag, as the inflammable gas is necessary for warming up the
lime cylinders or keeping them warm, whilst the oxygen is being
economised when a continuous run of pictures are not required upon
the screen. Thus, if the oxygen bag measure 42 x .30 x 24 "in the
wedge," the hydrogen bag or bags should measure 42 x 30 x 28 inches
"in the wedge."
Hydrogen- Oas Oeneraling Apparatus.—la a fixed laboratory or

lecture theatre a generator made of lead, on the " Doebereiner's
lamp" principle, is the most convenient, being always ready for use;
and, if made to give sufficient water-pressure from the upper chamber,
a gas bag may be dispensed with. For the lecturer travelling, where
house gas is questionable as to amount of supply or quality, the
" Woulffe's bottle,"—made of sufficientsize in sheet lead, with all seams
carefully welded together and gun-metal fittings for inlet and dehvery
tube, with a companion lead wash-bottle—is the safest and most practi-

cal form of generator. Clean zinc cuttings are introduced through a
wide mouth in the centre of the top, closed by a screw-cap, fitted with
a lead washer. Strong commercial sulphuric acid, diluted with seven
parts of water, is then introduced (by means of a lead funnel soldered
into the top, the tube of which descends to within half-an-inoh of the
))ottom of the closely-closed vessel) till this generator is about two-
thirds full, further quantities of the acid being introduced whenever
the action subsides and the gas comes over slowly. After
passing from the wash-bottle it will prove to the advantage of the bag
if the gas be passed through a drying vessel. Glass bottles present the
advantage of allowing the manipulator to see what is going on.
Earthenware jars are much less costly than lead, but the chances
of fracture, while en route, are considerable, and so of the lecturer
being "tree'd" at some place where duplicates are not obtainable.
The cost of producing pure hydrogen stands thus :

—

£ 8. d.

Clean zinc cuttings, per lb 1

Sulphuric acid Is. per 3 lbs 1

Plus proportion of the cost of hydrogen generator
and wash-bottle in lead, £2 2s. ; capped lead
bottle for acid, 68. 6d. ; red rubber tubing, 2s. 6d.,

with case 2 12 6

The dangers of house gas may be reckoned but slight as long as
commonsense precautions are taken for not introducing it into a gas bag
until that or any other receptacle has been completely emptied of

previous contents, and for all practical purposes has been converted into
a vacuum chamber. The same applies to hydrogen, with the very
important proviso—that before a particle ia stored care be taken to
ascertain that hydrogen per se, and not hydrogen mixed with the
atmospheric air that was above the surface of the liquid in the generator
and wash-bottle or in the delivery tubes at the commencement of
operations, is coming over. Some minutes must be allowed for the
hydrogen generated to drive out all such extraneous air. This may be
tested by thrusting the weighted end of the delivery-tube attached to
the wash-bottle down to the bottom of a mug full of water, and then
after a few minutes applying a lighted lucifer to the bubbles coming
over. As long as the bubbles explode or snap on the surface of the
water they are mixed with air. When this ceases connect with the bag
or other receptacle— 7W< before. All the serious explosions during the
making of hydrogen have occurred through lights being applied to the
end of the delivery-tube to see if what was coming over was explosive

!

or from not allowing sufficient time for freeing the apparatus from the
atmospheric air locked up therein at starting.

Samcbl Hiohlky, F.C.S., &c.

PHOTOGRAPHY IN BELGIUM.
[From Our Special Correspoxdeot.]

Photography at the Brussels Milit.iry School.
To carry on the work of the photo-engraving of the Belgian Ordnance
maps, as described in my previous communications, a large staff and
extensive ranges of premises are necessary. There, however, is ample
accommodation at the Military School, in the commune of Ixelles near
Brussels, and in one part of the establishment is a large hall which the
public are invited to visit, to inspect the numerous varieties of map
engraving produced in all countries and at different epochs. Among
the curiosities exhibited here is a relief map of Belgium, the elevations
in which have been made by pasting pieces of paper one on the top of
the other; 1100 layers of paper were used in the construction of this
map, the execution of which occupied two men for seven mouths. In
the tame hall is the machine which was used for enlarging maps

mechanically before the advent of photography. Its principle of action
is the stretching of a rectangular sheet of caoutcliouc evenly in all

directions, and at the same time necessarily enlarging the design pre-

viously printed upon it. In another part of the building ten large

lithographic presses are constantly at work in printing maps. The
number of presses would be less, were it not that chromolithography
requires several for the production of but a single map. Among the
presses is an automatic cylinder ehromolithographio machine, which
will turn out nearly six hundred proofs per hour. There is also a
machine for grinding and polishing lithographic stones. Several of the
presses are worked by hand ; the rest by steam. The engine is of the
horizontal type, and of six-horse power, supplied with steam from a
vertical boiler. This engine requires the use of no more fuel than is

necessary to warm the room in which the printing operations are carried

on. A shaft forty metres long runs from end to end of the printing-

I'oom to convey the power from the steam engine to the various
presses, by means of drums aud belting.

Major Hannot says that to damp a stone with a sponge and to rub
its surface with an inking roller appear to be simple matters; but this

apparent simplicity is an illusion, as a practical trial would soon prove.

Sustained attention is necessary to work a lithographic press. The
nature of the inks used must be continually studied, and those only
selected which are adapted to the work to be done. Then the amount
of pressure requires careful regulation, and only after long practice can
the knack be acquired of giving the proper motion to the inking roller.

The work done in the establishment has been recognised to be of

high quality in other countries than Belgium, and has received marks
of distinction at various international and universal exhibitions, such as

those at Paris in 1867 and 1878 ; the Vienna Exhibition in 1873 ; the
exhibition at Santiago, Chili, in 1875-76 ; the Congress of the Geogra-
phical Sciences at Paris in 1875 ; and more recently at the exhibitions

at Sydney and Melbourne.
Lieut. Massaux drew my attention to a camera which Lieut. J. J.

Becker is about to take with him in an expedition on the Congo. It

takes plates GJ inches by 4J inches ; plates of Monckhoven's of twice
that size are cut in half for the purpose. Sixteen plates of the size re-

quired for use are stored away in thin, light, dark slides at the end of the
camera, which in shape is not unlike a long cigar box. No stand is used
with it, but it is held in the hand like a gun, and instantaneous "shots"
are then taken with it. Over the slides is an opening on the top of the
end of the long box. A bag is fixed over this opening and secured to the
wood of the hox round the opening by slips of brass, so that no light can
get in. The slides are put in turn into their place and the plate exposed
by handling them with the cloth of the bag between the fingers and
the slides ; the latter are so made that they can easily be handled in

this way. One lens only is used with this camera. It is a rapid doublet,

with a Sands and Hunter's shutter between the front and back glasses

of the combination. The focus is adjusted by a plan, devised by Lieut.

Massaux, of placing sheets of leather between the face of the camera
and the wooden front carrying the flange of the lens. According to the
distance of the object to be photographed so is the thickness of the
piece of leather laid on. The various rectangles of leather are marked
to indicate which of them should be used for any particular distance,

so that actual focussing in the field is avoided. Lieut. Massaux has
used this camera for a year, and finds it to work well. He is the
inventor of a wet-plate camera, inside which plates can be both exposed
and developed ; its maker is Mons. L. Vanderperre. He also exhibited

to me a tourists' camera for exposing and developing dry plates on the

spot, invented by Captain Roselle. In this camera all the operations

are conducted from the outside by means of an adjustable brass clip,

which searches for a plate, grasps it, raises it to such a position that it

is in focus, and finally deposits it in the developing trough.

To return for a moment to the subject of photogalvanographic opera-

Pig f
tions described in my last ; it may
be well to state that several copper
plates may be deposited by electricity

in one sulphate of copper bath at
the same time. For instance: Jig, 1

represents four copper plates in the
bath, and four zinc cells. The dotted
lines show how the copper and zinc
plates are joined up by the connecting
wires. The best temperature for the

electro-deposition of copper by the method described in my last com-
munication is about 20° Centigrade.

Thk Camera of THEFtrTUBE.

As an aid to the development of the camera of the future, which sub-
ject is now occupying long-needed public notice, it may be well to call
attention to the ingenious plan by which M. A. de Blochous fastens the
shutters of his slides, so that they cannot be pulled out except wlien
they are in the camera unless by special means. The plan has another
advantage, namely, that the operator cannot accidently pull out the
wrong slide and thereby spoil a plate. The plan ia represented in Jig.

2, in which A B D is a portion of the frame of the slide viewed from the
inside. K F is a steel spring let into a groove in the wood, and held in
position by the screw E. This spring carries two little projecting cop-

...©..

.

...©...
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per peg8, the circular bases of which are represented at H and F. The
same pegs are represented in elevation at K and N ; one pegi it will be
noticed, is longer than the other. W V is a side view of the spring

SI
T KM

carrying them, and its screw is represented at T. A portion of the

shutter is represented at P R, pinned by K, so that it cannot be with-

dra- '1 from the slide.

'Ijiu camera is made on the American principle—that is to say,

the slides do not slide at all but are pressed into position against the

back of the camera, which is much the best plan. In the back of the

camera of M. Bloohous is a projecting pin M, which in the cut looks as

if it would be liable to breakage, but the proportions are rather exagge-

rated in my diagi-am. This projecting pm pushes back N during the

act of putting the slide in its place ; N carries back the peg K with it,

and the shutter P K is thereby unlocked. By reversal of this action

the shutter is automatically locked during the act of removing the

slide from the camera. There is nothing in this likely to get out of

order. M. Blochous, who is an engineer as well as a photographer, has

had this device in use for years. Sometimes he has made the two
copper pegs simply by bending a piece of copper wire of the requisite

thickness, and attaching it to the end of thepteel spring, as repre-

sented at Z. By a little ingenuity a plan might be devised for the

application of the principle of this invention to ordinary English slides

;

but the better course would be to abolish the latter and adopt the

American system.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION.

The CoNKECTioji of Sun Spots wi-fh Terrestrial Phenomena.

Ix Section A., on Monday, the 1st instant, the above subject was in-

troduced by
Professor Schithter, who, after introducing his subject in a few

humorous remarks, stated that the connection between terrestrial

phenomena and sun spots was established beyond doubt ; also that the

magnetic needle is never stationary. Oarriugton first observed bright

spots on the sun's surface. At the same time magnetic storms were
observed simultaneously at Kew and .Stonyhurst. There is no doubt
as to the connection between terrestrial magnetism and sun spots.

From 1810 to ISiiO there has been a remarkable coincidence between
teinperat\ire and sun spots. A strong proof is found on the Rhine,

where the good wine years arc coincident with the least number
of sun spots. The connection between atmospheric pressure and sun

spots has not been fully worked ont ; but observations show that

the greatest number of most destructive cyclones occur coincidentally

with maximum »nn spots. Small comets are most numerous also

al the same time.

Professor Arobibald said that they conld not attempt at preMot to
decide the question at issue by observations taken only over very
limited areas. False conclusions by tht-sc inailetiuate means had hta
reached. lie mentioned the trade winils and bis work in India, show-
ing that different results had been obtained in different ulaces. Ho
explained the different actions of the winds in India by diasraiM on
the black board. Ho referred to a number of obaervatious ofhia own
accounting for the rainfall at various points.

Professor RowLAXDS showed that the variations in the ion's heatwu
due more to errors in observation than trae change.

Solar and Tekkestial Phenomena.
Professor Balfour Stewart and W. Lant Carpenter followed with a

paper On Certain Short Periods Common to Solar ami TrrreMrial Pheno-
mena. Mr. W. Lsnt Carpenter said the coincidence of maxima and
minima of magnectic disturbances, auroral displays, average rainfall,

Ac. , with sun spots, in a period of 1 1 I ' 10 years had long been observed,
and was admitted generally. The influence on terrestrial phenomena
was very great, and the object was at present to discover if there were
any close connection between the two sets of phenomena. The magne-
tic and temperature alterations followed the solar changes very rapidly,

magnetic changes taking about 1 °6 day to travel to Kurope, the tempe-
rature changes taking eight days ; hence the Kew weather followed the
Kew magnetic weather at an interval of from six to seven days.
Rev. S. J. Perry considered it to be an established fact that there

existed a decided connection between solar and magnetic phenomena.
Along with magnetic disturbances we had great disturbances in oar at-

mosphere, which gave rise to the aurora borealis.

The Meascrement ok Solar Radiation.

Professor Schuster read the report of the Committee, consisting of
Professor Balfour .Stewart (Secretary), Professor Stokes, Mr. G. John-
stone Stoney, Professor Roscoe, Professor Schuster, Captain Abney,
and Mr. G. J. Syraons, appointed for the purpose of considering the
best methods of recording the direct intensity of solar radiation.

The Solar Spectru.m.

Professor H. A. Rowlands read a very interesting paper on Rectnl
Progress in P/iotographimj the Solar Spectrum, and showed a number of
photographs taken by him. His paper was the subject of much
favourable comment and discussion.

Observations of the Red End of the Sfectra of Solas Spots.

Rev. Father Perry read an elaborate paper on this subject, which
excited much interest.

ON THINGS IN GENERAL.
A THOROUGR-OOlNci aeronaut must be the most enthusiastic man in

the world. It has long ago been proved to be impossible to navigate
balloons ; though it was also proved years ago that railway trains
could not travel more than about a dozen mUes an hour, and that
it would be impossible for a steamship to cross the Atlantic ; and,
possibly, therefore, this remembrance serves to keep up the spirits of the
members of the various aeronautical societies. But whatever the cause,

andin the face of all obstacles and of the most disappointing drawbacks

—

mortal hurts aud maimed limbs—still fresh experiments are carried out,

and more money is sunk. One's hopes were raised a month or so ago as to
whatphotograpliy mightdo intheair at some near period by the reports of

the experiments at Meudon—performed, though they were, with such
secrecy—but, alas, another Jiasco '. The " self-directing " balloon went
up, and — had to be brought back on a cart. M. Tissandier gives a
full account of the ascent. He went over hedge and ditch, following

on the earth the fight of the monster in the air ; but it is clear that
failure was already discounted. The ascent took place before sunrise.

That gentleman's account of the exploit had to be lengthened out by a
description of the extraordinary appearance of the rising sun as the
"melancholy cortdge" wended their way to Meudon wiser, yet, I do
believe, not sadder men ; such is the aeronaut's enthusiasm !

I much fear that photography from balloons—except such as are

"captive"—will be nothing but toy hunting, and the heights of tall

mountains will still be a much more frequent standpoint for the camera
than the edge of the balloon car.

I was interested in reading Mr. C. K. Abncy's description to the
Derby Photographic .Society of his visit to Snowdon and the neigh-

bourhood, to which a melancholy interest just now attaches, owing to

a sad accident that occurred a few days ago, a tourist having mot
his death through the effects of the lightning while sheltering, during m
terrific storm, in a hut upon the summit.

Lofty as Snowdon is it can be most easily ascended in one direction ;

in fact, all but the last few hundred yards, which are stiff, may be done
seated in one's carriage. If it happen to be line when yon get there,

and there should b« no mist, and the distance clear, you can aeo

the traditional score or two of counties always shown to visitors by the
inhabit.ints of any rising ground ; but, as to their being worth photo*
graphing, that I should not like to assert.

Mr. Abney's experience of a smaalied camera leads mo to the inbject

that has been discussed iu such an inBtructi^'o maunvr daring the Uet
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few weeks in these columns—the construction of tourists' cameras.
Though we may be near to the advent of the "camera of the future,"

I do not think we have yet arrived at it. Now, though there is no one
whose opinion about "camera and lens" I should esteem more highly
than Mr. G. Smith's, yet I am bound to say I differ from him strongly

when I find him stating, as he did in The British Journal of Photo-
graphy for the oth inst., when speaking of the makers of cameras,
that " every important hint of increased efficiency is eagerly watched
for and instantly adopted." How can this be, when a leading manu-
facturer can tell you, in answer to a query " what have you new?" re-

plies— "nothing; and my orders are six months behind?" The truth
is that when a manufacturer of repute has his workshops arranged for

turning out a certain class of instruments it is but reasonable to

suppose that he would never make money if he were to be constantly
altering and re-arranging ; or, if he did so alter, &c. , that he would have
to charge an exorbitant price. Everyone who has dabbled in inven-
tions knows how much he has to pay for a very simple piece of

apparatus when made for the first time, though when repeated
many times the same thing may be cheap enough ; and so I

take it to be with cameras. A man must make a number of a
definite pattern before he can sec a profit. My own experience
is that when a manufacturer has once completed a design for a camera,
and begun to manufacture it, it is next to impossible to get a similar
one with any material alterations within a reasonable time, if at all. I

do not blame him ; a camera-maker, though he may be fond of his

art, still engages in it as a means of liveliliood, and not to try experi-

ments ; at the same time it is quite possible to be too conservative. I

think it probable that Mr. Smith's words cannot have been correctly
" set up," for a little farther on in the same article he, apparently con-
tradicting himself, almost entirely adopts my view in saying—"The
trade, as I have before said, are very unwilling to adopt any new
method of construction involving, as it does in this case, the change
oi an entire system."

Monotony of any kind is ahviiys in danger of palliug upon the artistic

mind in whatever form presented, and from this cause, no doubt, we
are given the reports from the Manchester Photographic Society (which
numbers many really artistic workers in its ranks) of April and May in

the month of September. It may, however, be a question whether
monotony in this iostance is not superior to the alternative of stateness.

There have been several discussions lately—notably one at the London
and Provincial Photographic Association

—

anent the slowing of the de-
veloper by the addition of acid. I should very much like to learn the
name of the acid which, upon being added to the ammonio-pyro.
developer, would not slow it ; for a portion of the ammonia must
be neutralised when the addition is made. The eflfect produced is then
equivalent to a diminution of the ammonia plus the presence of an
ammoniacal salt of the added acid. It is preposterous to imagine that
anything but slowing could result ; and to talk of the effect of certain acids
in the pyro. developer is—well^not logical, to say the least.

I notice in the letter of tlie Philadelphia correspondent the state-

ment that upon a photographic enlargement^" The artistic work is not
done here (America) as it is in England with the crayon points." This is an
assumption that is not borne out by facts. Some of the best work of
the kind I have seen in this country is not done with the point of the
crayons at all, but with stump and crayon powder produced in a better
manner than the making of a stumping sauce ; and, if any of my readers
care to try the experiment, I can assure them that a piece of crumb of
bread brought to a point will be far better than india-rubber for
obtaining their eflFects. I am quite one, however, in the view taken in
the same communication of Mr. Muybridge's experiments. Mr. Muy-
bridge deserves the utmost credit for his perseverance in overcoming
difficulties ; but I must say I also fail to see what are the results aimed
at in producing those highly-unpleasant pictures described.

Frse Lancb.

WHERE TO GO WITH THE CAMERA.
[It is hojwd that this series of articles will be continued at regular and frequent in-

tervals during the vacation nionths, and we shall be glad to receive contributions to
the series from any friends able to treat of new and interesting ground.)

DUNKELD, MELROSE, AND ABBOTSFORD.
It is a "far cry" to Dunkeld, even should you go by the tourist express
to Scotland ; and especially is this the case if the night be made hideous
by two babies who "continually do cry," and resist all the inane
blandishments of those who have them in charge. The law of com-
pensation, however, still works, and your sleepless vigil is rewarded
by the sight of a sunrise which you might otherwise tave lost ; for,

at the time of which I write (mid-August), the train reaches Berwick
about half-past four, just as the pearly-grey in the east marks the
advent of the dawn. As you watch, the grey brightens into orange,
and the few purple clouds array themselves in gold-edged livery to
attend the arrival of the Sun. As he lifts his head out of the waters
of the North Sea the hoofs of Aurora's horses

" Beat the twilight into flakes of fire,"

and another day is born. Man goes forth—the photographer with him—to his work and to his labour until the ovcuiug,

You are in Scotland now, and reach Edinburgh about eight o'clock.

If you please you may break your journey there, and it is well to do
BO if you have never seen the "Queen of Cities" before. I need not
describe the glorious view from Arthur's Seat or the Calton Hill. Is

it not written in the guide books ? But the photographer may find

ample "food" if he be disposed to avail himself of it, although the
field has been closely gleaned. The art should thrive there; for, of
eleven houses contiguous to one another, I counted six occupied
wholly or in part by photographers. May they continue to prosper
and increase !

From Edinburgh to Dunkeld is a matter of about two hours' journey,
and we will not linger on the way, though Perth and Stirling are in it.

Dunkeld is hardly surpassed in Scotland for the beauty of its situation.

Seated in a hollow, through which the clear and sparkling Tweed runs
under a noble bridge, girdled around with hills topped with firs, you
look and admire. Nor is it without a certain sense of awe you learn
that to the east of you is Birnam Wood, which, it is said, has never
recovered from its forced march to Dunsinane ; for the trees are thin
and scanty, although planting has made good much of the deficiency.
A camera placed on the stone coping of the bridge will embrace a lovely
view, including the old cathedral, the "cottage" (as it is modestly
called), of the Dowager Duchess of Athole, and many pretty houses
peeping from out their emerald surroundings. There is no lack of

subjects to photograph—the Rumbling Bridge, and Falls of the Braun
(the scene of one of Millais' choicest landscapes), the cathedral, and
many '

' bits " which meet you if you seek them, for they are too
modest to obtrude. Best of all, however, are the Hermitage Bridge
and Falls, situate in the park. You enter by the door, pay two
shillings, and are placed in charge of a guide, who " personally con-
ducts" you over the grounds. But if you are wise you evade his

company, and by a mild and forgiven trespass you climb a gate which
will be pointed out to you by someone who knows, and walk along a path
sheltered by glorious trees till you reach the spot. There is no fear of
passing it. The grand old bridge spans your path, and as you unlimber
your camera you are lost in admiration of its wondrous beauty. The
delicate hues of the grey stone, the trembling ringlets of birch "and ash
which caress its base and sides, and the bouldei-s on the river bed tinted
with moss and lichens—^all reflected on your focussing-screen—make you
sigh to think how poorly your best results in browns or purples will
represent it all. Having exposed your plates (over-exposed, alas ! by
me), you go forwai'd and upward a space till you are on a level with the
top of the bridge, and in front of you is the " roar of waters" rushing
madly over the fall—white in the sunlight, as they leap into the black
pool beneath. You gaze your fill, put up your traps, and turn again by the
way you came. The river runs merrily at your side as if glad of human
companionsliip; quiet in its depths, and now fretting itself into foam
and bubbles as it breaks upon some obstructive boulder, fearful it

should be left behind. Here and there as you walk some stone,
crowned with a mossy cap, tempts you "to rest and be thankful;"
and the heart must be sadly wanting in its best feelings, if it be not
lifted in grateful praise for existence in such a fair and beautiful
world.
Out of Paradise into the common world ! The sun beats on your

head while you tramp along the white and dusty road, "carrying
weight" in the shape of your belongings. As, like Falstaff, you "lard
the lean earth" with your dripping perspiration, the never-resting
question of lighter cameras comes to your mind. Yours, like mine,
may be the best of its kind ; a thing of beauty—and of weight. What
is to be done ? Why does not Mr. A. Cowan give his attention to the
subject ? He could scarcely increase his well-earned fame for ingenious
contrivances ; but could he not turn Willesden paper or ferrotype plate
to this useful purpose? It would put "siller in his purse," and the
blessings of many photographers would brighten the future of his life.

It is no use to talk of taking small views and enlarging them.
Amateurs like myself, with whom photography is mainly a holiday
amusement, have no enlarging cameras or time to use them if they
had; nor is our work (I speak for myself and many others) worth
the expense and the trouble. We can scarcely look for much saving
in the weight of plates. As Mr. George Smith has pointed out,
diminished thickness means greatly-increased expense and added
risk of breakage. It is to the camera we must look for increased
lightness. " More power to the elbow " of those who are working in

this direction.

From Dunkeld to Blair Athole is a journey of an hour or so by rail,

and the grounds of Blair Castle, the residence of the Duke of Athole,
are worth visiting, but offer little to the photographer save the Falls of

the Fender, which are very fine and present the usual characteristics.

It is from thence you start through Glen Tilt for Braemar, and I must
leave those who have passed through this earthly Inferno—which seems
never to have emerged from original chaos—to describe it. Not for mo
is it given to pay half-a-crowu a bottle for Bass's pale ale at Braemar !

You take the train back to Killiecrankie, and visit the famous pass,

whose steep sides seem as if rent asunder by contending giants, 'fhey
are clothed now with ash, birch, oak, and fir, whose various tints are

lovely to look upon. The river which rushes below is shadowed by tho
heights frowning above it ; but some good pictures may be got if one
takes the trouble to descend the slippery and awkward path to th«
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water. Hero was fought the famous battle in 1089, in wliich C'lavor-

hoiise fell ; and here, too, is shown the place leaped by a soldier, and
called "The Soldier's Leap." Unbelievers looking at it, and measuring
the distance by their own powers pronounce it impossible. But to be
jiursued by a great hairy Scotchman, with a head of flame, intent on
splitting your aliuU with his claymore, might make a very Mercury out
of Mr. NVardlo's fat boy. Some idea of the value of the district to
photographers may be formed from u little circumstance which oc-
curred to me. An old man who sells views and scraps in the pass
told mo he had paid Wilson, of Aberdeen, fli.'iOO for photographs.
He did not say in how long a time, but it must make a respectable
average.
The sun is setting over the hills as the train takes me back to

Dunkcld. His level rays find admission to many a wood and copse
denied to his noonday efforts, and the straigbt stems of the firs are
transrigured into pillars of fire. As I gaze aiyi wonder the splendour
falls, the glory fades, and the sun sinks to his rest.

** Look ! the world's comforter with weary foet
Ills day's hot task hiw ended in the west."

The day is dead—and dinner waits.

I must not linger over the jouniey back to Edinburgh and on to
Melrose Abbey, which you will probably reach in the evening ; and
if you put up at the Abbey Hotel you look from the windows into the
Abbey grounds. The waning light only permits a general view of

wonder and admiration, which closer inspection in the morning seems to
deepen and increase. Founded in 1136, by David I., it was three
times wrecked and destroyed by English hatred, till it finally rose
in all its stately grace under King Robert Bruce. But its worst
foes were among its own countrymen ; for James Douglas actually used
part of its sacred stones to build a house for himself, and so closely was
his bail example followed that it is said there is not an old house in the
town but has in its walls a stone from the Abbey. However, if much
has been taken much remains, and it requires no strong imagination to

complete "the slender shafts of shapely stone," and fill in the delicate

tracery with its coloured glass, till the intervening centuries fall away
and its east oriel stands before the mind as when in all its glorious

beauty it fronted the morning sun. Permission to photograph is given
as a matter of course. Tlie early morning will be selected for the cast

window, and late iu the afternoon for the south side, as otherwise both
sides are bathed in sunlight and the needful shadows are wanting. Some
beautiful effects may be had from the interior, but a wide-angle lens is

needful. The camera, however, is soon placed aside, for you are on
classic ground, and every step recals the past. Here is the grave
of the wizard, Michael Soott, from whose arms Sir William of Deloraine
rifled his Book of Might : dark and empty uoww Here rests the heart of

the Bruce, in the place and among the peoplahe loved so well, and for

whom he did so much. And here, too, on the ground, is a name, and a
name alone—"the Douglases." So much, and no more. The long list

of mighty warriors who bore that title, whose fame was in many lands,

ends in this —"the Douglases."
" Here lie the gre.at. False marble ! where ?

Nothing but mouldering dust lies here."

The spirit of a mightier wizard haunts the spot, although his only
weapon was a pen ; and the name of Walter Soott will be linked with
Melrose Abbey while a stone of it remains.

From the Abbey to Abbotsford is p, natural transition, and a plea-

sant drive takes you thither past the Eildon Hills, which the indus-

trious, familiar spirit of Michael Scott is said to have rent in three in a
single night. A fine view of Abbotsford may be had from the entrance
gate, with its delicate background of distant liills. I need not describe
a place so familiar to evei-y reader. From tl^^ home to the bnrial place

of the poet in Dryburgh Abbey is part of-the same drive. It is a
beautiful ruin ; and the teeming brain—which, were it not that we of

this later day are so much the richer for it, would seem to have come
into existence three centuries too late — rests here in quiet peace.

From every land come pilgrims to this shrine ; and Scotland may well
be proud that she guards such noble dust.

I must end. I am afraid I have said little of photography, but I

can scarcely excuse niy shortcoming. It is much to take good views
;

it is more to become, like Ulysses, " a part of that which we have
seen "—to recal quiet resting-places, and thoughts that the fever and
the fret of business life are too apt to banish from the mind. But if

"the meanest flower tliat blows" could give Wordsworth "thoughts
too deep for tears," much more may our truthful pictures of places

and people wo have seen and met give rise to pleasant memories when
summer days are gone. F. H. C.uiter.

WARWICK, LEAMINGTON, STR.\TFORD-ON-AVON, AND
KENILWORTH.

On Tuesday, August 26th, a friend and myself started by the H.io
train from Manchester, bound for I^amingtou, where we proposed to
establish our headquarters for a two-days' photographic trip in that
neighbourhood. After a pleasant run through Crewe, Nuneaton, and
Coventry, we arrived at our destination, the Manor House Hotel, about
seven o'clock, just in time for tab/e il'IMe, to whioli we did ample
justice, a band playing ia the garden during the time. I

Wednesday morning wan very wet, dull, and disagreeable; but at
our time was limited we prooeeoed to Warwick by tram-car, where we
inspected the ancient building, founded by the Karl of I>>icester in
1517 for the benefit of twelve army and navy pensioners from the
adjoining towns. Although raining in torrents wo each exposnl two
Elates—one on the front of the building from the church wall, the other
eing the master's house. Both on iluvelopment turned oat very fair,

although we gave au exposure of forty seconds with the /, stop of
Suter's 3n aplanatic.

We next walked to the castle, but, the lodge-keeper refusing ns
admission with our cameras, we were directed to the house of NIajor
Fosbery, the agent for the property, for permission. Not finding this
gentleman at home we were beginning to despair, when we were re-

directed to the house of the sub agent, residing near the castle gates,
who, on being interviewed, gave us the required permission. To save
this trouble and waste of time intending photographers should write
beforehand to Major Fosbery. In the castle grounds we exposed eight
plates, the best views being obtained from the meadows near tlie river,

comprising the old Castle Mill, ferry boat, and the celebrated cedar trees.

Photography finished, we were shown the interior of the castle, which
we enjoyed very much, the pictures, inlaid tables, and armour being
very fine. ^

The weather still being very unfavourable, we returned to Leamington,
hoping for better luck on the morrow. On Thursday morning wc were
up at 6.30, and were much pleased to see a change for the letter, the
day being all that could be desired. After a hearty breakfast we
caught the eight o'clock train to Stratford-on-Avon, where we arrived in
about thirty minutes. We immediately proceeded to Shakespeare's
house, which was, of course, photographed, although from an artistic
point of view we were disappointed, and then without loss of time we
turned our faces toward the church. The best point of view we found
was from the meadows on the other aide of the mill. The picture here
composed very well—an old look and the river in the foreground, with
the church in the distance. Being pressed for time we hurried down
the line to the station, just in time to catch the ten o'clock train to
Warwick, intending to finish there what wo had not been able to do
the day before.

Arrived at the station, we walked to Guy's Cliffe (about one mile),
and there photogi-aphed the fine avenue of trees, the old mill, and the
house. Thence we proceeded by tram to Leamington for lunch, and
then by train to Kenilworth, where we arrived about two o'clock. Having
ordered tea for five o'clock we strolled up to the castle ; but here, also,

the gatekeeper refused admission to our cameras, stating that photo-
graphy was only allowed in the morning. However, by the transfer of
some current coins of the realm he allowed us to have halfan-hour,
which, it is needless to state, we took upon ourselves to extend. We
only exposed two plates in the interior, the walls being much dis-
figured with placards, but found more scope for the camera outsiido
in the meadows below the castle, which gives a very good idea of the
great extent of this ruin. Here we exposed all our plates. Sly
friend, having only three double backs, had, through the kindness
of the photographer at Leamington, been enabled to change his plates
there.

We then hastened back to the hotel, hail tea, and having caught the
6.20 train to Nuneaton, and thence rid Crewe to Manchester, arrived
home about tea o'clock alter » very pleasant but rather hurried tour.

A MeMB£R OF THE P.P.S.

RECENT PATENTS.

PATENT SEALED, September 10, 18»4.

No. 7,078.
—"Improvements in Apparatus for Washing Unmounted

Photographs." Abel McDonald, Penrith, and THOua.'i W. Kekuall,
Cockermouth.—/>a<«rf May 14, 18»4.

Improvement.s in Photographic Shutters.

By Frederick Woodward Branson-, Leeds.

Mr invention has reference to improveinonts in photographic shntters, for
which letters patent were granted to Richard Reynolds and myself, dated
April 2nd, 1883, No. 1,050.
According to my present invention, on the end of the spindle which

carries the flap I mount a lever having thereon a suitable adjustable
weight. By altering the position of the weight upon the lever the flap may
be actiuited at different velocities, and the time of exposure bo thereby
varied.

The lever may be moved and fixed at any desired angle or position on the
flap spindle, so that it may be applied in some cases for opening the flap to
allow the drop to fall; or, when required, by throwing the levpr over to the
opiwsito side of the centre of the flap s]iiiii|lo and fixing it there, to n-tain
the flap closed until it is raised by a moveuieut imparted to tJie flap siiiadle
by the attendant.
Instead of the weight being placed on the adjustable lever, in some cues

it may be found preferable to attach a cord or its equivalent to such lever
at any suitable ])oint, such cord or its equivalent being passed over a pulley
on the \ip\KT part of the shutter, the required weight being suspended to
the other end. (^therjiarts of the photographic shutter are similar to thoss
described in the specincation of the above-named letters patent.
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MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Date of Meeting. Name of 'Society.

September 30 ..

Octdbefl

!: i:::::;
1

„ 2

„ 2

Bolton Club
benevolent ...,...,

Photographic Club
Edinburgh
London and Provincial

;: I:::.::
Bolton

,. 2
2

\l
2'.'.'.'.'.'.

„ 2

Glasgow
Dundee (Annual Meeting)
Coventry
Yorkshire College (Ann. Meeting)

Place of Meeting.

The Studio, Chancery-lane.
131, Aldersfrate-street.

Town Hall, Hanky.
Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street.
Hall, 5, St. Andrew-square.
Masons' Hall, Basinghall-street.
Society of Arts, John-st., Adelphi.
The Baths.
Philosophical Hall.

177, Buchanan-street.
Lamb's Hotel, Reform-street.
Coventry Dispensary.
ColleL'e, Cookridge-street, Leeds.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.
At the technical meeting of this Society, held on the 2.?rd inst., the chair
was occupied by Mr. T. Sebastian Davis.
Mr W. EN(iLAND showed a double dark slide for dry plates, fitted with a

groove, into which was slid a holder containing two plates back to back,
with a stout piece of blackened card between them. For use with this slide
was a plate-box furnished with six grooves, each groove containing one of
the holders fitted with a pair of plates. It was intended to change the
plates from the box to the slide, and vice rersd, by working ^^>ith a black
twill bag, furnished with sleeves. The plates were to be changed by feeling
merely, and this was much facilitated by their being ready arranged back
to back in the holders.

Mr. W. Bkooks had found a changing-box to work very satisfactorily,
but it was necessary to dust it out carefully each time it was filled, as
fragments of glass were apt to be left from the friction of the plates in
working. It was also desirable to use only plates that moved very freely
in the grooves, and reject others.

The Chairman thought thatwith plate-carriers, which of necessity
must move freely in the dark slide, there would be a certain amount of
play that would prevent the focus from being accurately obtained, unless
there were some means of bringing the frame always home true to the
side of the slide that was to face the lens.

Mr. A. Cowan considered the amount of side play was so small that
it might be disregarded.
The Chairman referred to a formula for a developer that had recently

been published in The British Journal op Photography, which, when
reduced to the proportions for one ounce in order to facilitate comparison
with other developers, came out thus :

—

Pyi'o 4 grains.
Sulphite of soda 4 „
Citric acid 4 ^^

Washing soda 20 „
Bromide of potassium J grain.
Water

._ 1 ounce.
He said that he found, with this mixture and ordinary exposure, only the
highest lights came out, and that, to render it effective, he had to add
one minim of liquid ammonia to the ounce of developer. The image then
came up with considerable power, but there was green fog, which he
attributed to the sulphite of soda. There was also a tendency to frill and
blister, which he ascribed to the use of washing soda. He inquired
whether there was any satisfactory substratum that would prevent frilling.
Mr. BitooKS had never found a plate which soda would not cause to frill.

The developing formula that had been mentioned W£is, he believed, jjub-
lished as a complete one, and yet it required a certain addition of ammonia
to render it effective.

Mr. Cowan believed that if the citric acid had been omitted the
developer would have worked in as many seconds as it appeared to require
minutes.
Mr. W. E. Debenham said that when the use of a citrate in the developer

was introduced by Mr. G . Watmough Webster it was as a remedy for over-
exposure, and plates many times over-exposed were stated to come out as if
normally exposed. The use of a developer containing a large quantity of
citrate would, therefore, presumably necessitate greatly-increased exposure
of the image. Was there any special good quality in the negative produced
by this developer to counterbalance the slowing effect upon the plate ?
The Chairman thought not. There was certainly green I07, no doubt due

to the sulphite of soda.
Mr. Bhook-s thought that, in hot weather, sulphite of soda was best

omitted from the developer altogether; but it might safely be used in cold
weather, and he then liked the effect it produced.
Mr. W. England had discarded the use of sulphite for the last two

months.
Mr. F. W. DONKIN said that sulphite of soda soon changed into sulphate,

and then was a restrainer. This change took place even in closed vessels.
Mr. Cowan had discarded the use of sulphite for a long time past.
Mr. Ashman inf(uired whether the fog that had been complained

of had been positively traced to the use of sulphite of soda.
Mr. England replied that it had. Ho had cut a plate in two, and,

treating the halves in precisely the same manner in other respects, had
found that the one develojied in presence of sulphite was fogged and the
other one clear.

The Chairman said that sulphite kept the developing solution clean,
but the plate itself was not so clean as without it.

Mr. Brook.s did not think that the discolouring of the developing solu-
tion was injurious. On the contrary, he found that he got the brightest
results by using tb« eaue developing solution over and over sgftin, until it

was the colour of bottled stout. It must not, however, be kept, but used
for all the plates immediately one after the other—adding a little more
ammonia as the development became slower, and a little more pyro as they
appeared to require it for density. Working in this way one ounce of
pyro. v\ ould go as far as ten or fifteen if fresh were used for each plate, and
he preferred the negatives resulting from this treatment.
Mr. Arnold Spiller remarked that with this method the developer was

continually acquiring more bromide, from the decomposition of the sensi-
tive compound in the film.

The discussion then turned upon frilling, and Mr. CoWAN said that he
had found that the maximum of chrome alum that could be worked in
emulsion was a-quartor of a grain to the ounce. With this proportion the
emulsion had to be heated to 150° for coating, but the plates set immediately,
even in hot we.ather, when the coating-room stood at 80°; and emulsioii
without chrome alum did not set at all, but remained liquid on the plate
all day.
The Chairman said that he had used silicate of soda as a substratum,

laying a three-ijer-cent. solution on the plate with a brush. He had found
this gave a tendency to prevent frilling-and to cause smooth and easy
flowing of the emulsion, but the effect could only be called a tendency and
was not complete in either direction.

Mr. T. BoLAS said that the use of silicate without subsequent washing
left an alkaline deposit on the glass which might be injurious to the
emulsion. He thought that the best method of using silicate of soda was
to employ it mixed with albumen, to allow the coating to dry, then to wash
away the alkali with water, and dry again before coating,

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
At the meeting of this Society, held on Thursday, the 18th instant, the
chair was taken by Mr. William Ackland, F.C.B.
Mr. A. Cowan, referring again to the difference between the results

obtained by himself and Mr. Ashman when using Monroe's developer,
brought with him some plates that had at the previous meeting been given
to him by Mr. Ashman to develope. As in his previous trials, the
image came yellow. The only difference that he was aware of between his
working and Mr. Ashman's was that the latter gentlem.au used ordinary
washing soda to develope with, whilst he employed the crystallised car-
bonate from the operiitive chemist's.
Mr. Ashman showed some negatives on extremely-rapid plates. They

had received an exposure after five o'clock, in the studio, of one-third and
one-quarter of a second respectively with a lens stopped down to j^. A wet
collodion plate had required with similar light an exposure of tliirty

seconds vrith the full aperture of the lens.

An extract from a letter was read, in which the writer stated that he had
been told that when using dry plates the length of focus of the lens need
not be taken into account in calculating the exposure, as they were so
sensitive that the difference between the time of acting of long- and short-
focus lenses was not noticeable when using them.
Mr. W. E. Debenh.\m remembered seeing an article some years since in

which the writer stated that a great difference existed in the ratio of the
speed of a long-focus and a short-focus lens in the winter and summer.
Notwithstanding that in the winter the long-focus lens required three times
or more as long as the carte lens, in the summer they worked with nearly
equal rapidity. This was, of course, merely an instance of inaccurate
observation ; but, unfortunately, in photography there were many instances
of inaccurate observations put forward as facts.

Mr. W. K. Burton said that formerly there was an idea very prevalent
that the ratio of speed between collodion and gelatine was very different in
summer and winter, but experience had dissipated that notion.
Mr. H. C. Turner showed some engravings and negatives made from

them by printing in contact on .ilbumen paper ; also prints from these nega-
tives, some of which were made by the blue or iron printing process, and
some on salted paper. The engraving had been rendered translucent in the
fii'st place by being coated with a mixture of one part of lard and three
parts of turpentine, boiled together. He had formerly used the engravings
without this treatment, but the result was not so good. He had been led to
try this mixture from reading the account of an inquest after a fire at a
tracing-paper factory, when it was mentioned that lard and turpentine
were being heated in a pan.
A Member thought that the preparation of such a compound in a private

way was very likely to result in an inquest.
Mr. Burton, remarking tliat there had been inquiries for silver gauze

through which to squeeze emulsion, asked whether any member had found
injury to accrue to emulsion from the use of copper gauze. He had not
found any ill result himself.
Mr. J. B. B. Wellington's experience was similai' to that of Mr.

Burton.
Mr. H. S. Starnes showed a tray which he used when coating plates.

The tray was of the same lengtli as tlie width of the plate to be coated.
The bottom of the trjiy and one of the vertical sides were not quite in
contact, but allowed a strctm of emulsion to flow when the tray was tilted
with that edge downwards. The plate was laid upon a level table, and
the tray tilted and drawn over it. A slip of wood close to the slit, and
about half the depth of the tray, kept the emulsion from flowing into the
slit when tlie tray was not being tilted.

Some plates were exhibited having a dense mark along the edge, and
then a rather insensitive mark next it. In answer to inquiries, it was
elicited that the emulsion had been treated with bichromate of jjotash
and that the drying had been slow.
Mr. Burton suggested that decomposition of the gelatine might account

for the peculiarity observable.
Mr. A. Haddon thought it was due to accumulation of the salts im-

perfectly removed by washing. He remembered seeing similar marks oil

plates that bad been goated with unwashed emulsion.
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EXPOSURKS.
To the Editors.

Oesti.kmkn',—T take the liberty of aililresainK you a few remarkB on the
»bovo siiliject, with the cnndition that if tho ideas herein expressed have
already been siigKested in your columns you consign this to tho waste-
pa|>er Imsket.
In dry-plate work we have the clearest instructions how to produce a

picture with one exception—Me txpoaurc. All the treatises, guides, com-
panions, &c., dismiss the subject with— ".4» to exposure, no Uflinite rules
can be luid down."
Amateurs (as myself) purchase plates lalielled 10, 20, and 30 times more

rapid than wet collodion ; but as the great body of amateurs have had no
exierienco in tho wet process it follows that the label is a perfect puzzle,
the consefjuence being over-exposure, under-exposure, and in many cases
so much disRust that the paraphenfxl ia is got rid rid of at any price.
But a little perseverance will surmount the difficulties—such is niv expe-

rience. My mnijus operandi is as follows :—I take a plate (I use 6J' X 8J),
and in the dark room carefully cut it with a glazier's diamond into six or
seven pieces lengthwise. Each piece is placed in a separate dark slide on
a bright summer s day. I fix;us a subject, and then proceed to exposo as
follows, being careful to keep a record of tlie number of each slide:

—

No. 1. Drop shutter.

„ 2. Uncap and cap as quickly as possible.

„ 3. Uncap and expose one second,

„ 4. „ „ two seconds.

» 5. „ „ three ,,

11 6. „ „ four ,, and so on.
I developo tho whole at one time, being careful to scratch on each fraction
of plate when taken out of the slide the number of the record kept. After
development and fixing I can decide which is the proper exposure. This
can bo repeated as often as there is a modification of light (say during the
different seasons), and thus by the loss (?) of one iilate the amateur is" able
to arrive at a projwr exposure, and save dozens of plates, time, and patience.
There may be nothing original in the above, but the Editors must

remember that amateurs—at least, many of them—have not the oppor-
tunity of reading up what has been published in years gone by.
In conclusion : I would suggest to amateurs the advisability of learning,

by comparison with a clock or watch, the exactness of a second of time.—

I

»m, yonrs, &c., K. H. Mubbat.
£ueno3 Ayres, August 20, 1884.

THE SODA DEVELOPER.
To the Editors.

GEN'TtEMKS,—Mr. W. M. Ashman thinks I ought to have been aware of
the fact that Mr. Munroe's formula has been largely employed since its

publication. I am perfectly aware that tho soda developer ha.s been in
common use ; but, whether it is owing to my not being gifted with such a
retentive memorj' as Mr. Ashman, or to my not twing within the magic
circle of the " profession," that I have failed to recognise the origin of tlie

formula in question I know not.

Mr. Ashman finds fault with me for limiting its use to interiors and
copying. I would merely remark that in these oases more especially I
found it certain and reliable. I shall, as he suggests, give it a further
trial as a universal developer and " report progress."
Mr. Ashman says ho can obtain the black image without the alum bath.

All I can say is that I get a sickly-looking, yellowish negative if I omit it,

while with it I secure a sparkling, blue-black image.
It would be interesting to know whether Mr. Cowan at the Last meeting

of the London and Provincial Photographic Association used the alum
bath when he failed to obtain the black image that Mr. Ashman obtained
with Mr. Munroe's formula.—I am, yours, &c., L. Macdona.

C'headle Sectary, Cheshire, September 22, 1884.

"C.\N' you inform me of a brilliant yellow pigment of a slightly orange
character, regarding the permanency of which there is no doubt '^—

HvNTAX." In reply: Cadmium yeUmo will fulfil this requirement
better than any other iiigment with which we are acquainted. Had
".Syntax" mentioned the use to which hu intended putting this pigment
wc might, perhaps, have been able to advise further.

"Anxious" asks if it be possible to learn to photograph in three lessons,
In reply : We do not see the impossibility of doing so, provided

" .-X-nxious" makes use of gelatine plates. If he fall into tho hands of a
skilful, painstaking Mentor he will acquire, at least, tho elements of a
mastery of making a negative in one lesson. A second lesson would be
devoted to printing, and the third to a recapitulation of points over-
looked, or cognate to those two branches.

X. and Z. say—"At an early date we purpose sending a photographer to
Loudon to take for us a series of negatives representing life in the lowest
s<x;ial stratum of the great metropolis. To what part of the city should
his attention be directed in order to secure the class of pictures we
require?" In reply : The "slums" to the immediate west of Lincoln's
Inn Fields and east of Drary Lane will furnish everything that can be
required or desired in depicting " low life " in London. White Horse-
yard and its immediate surroundings north and south should prove a
veritsble El Doradt to itaj pbotogrrapber who is quick to ie« ftud prompt
totct.

Ca.i moonlight photographs bo taken? I have wrn what iiurported f
be a moonlight pliotograph Uken in the Inlo of Wight, showing btiikfaig
waves, rcprwliiced in tho mostcharminu manner.—R. V. Sr<WT."——In
reply: Tho jihotograph referred to was taken by sunlight, bnt had been
printed darkly in ordnr to show a moonlight effect. By eroployinff a
sensitive gelatine plate, however, and a quick-working lens, a genuiDe
moonlight view may be obtained by giving a protracted exposure—«ay
an exposure varying from one hour to six hours, according to the nature
of the subject.

M. D. inquires—" Are there any means by which I can fix a crayon or
chalk drawing so as to render it adhesive to the paper to which the crayon
is applied ? I have tried floating the drawing ui«in milk and then drying
it, and I have also tried tho application of resinous dilutions by sponging
them upon the back of the drawing, but in botii cases the picture
IS degraded in an appreciable degree. Yonr kind aid is requestea."
In reply

: Let our corresixmdent obtain one of those toilet toys known aa
a "sjiray producer" or "atomiser," and apply the spray of a weak
alcoholic solution of bleached lac and sugar cancfy to the drawing. This
will fix tho picture without discolouration.

Georgk C. Barker says:—"I am informed that there exist means by
which a tint may be imparted to a silver print on albumeniscd paper or,
at anyrate, to the albumeniscd surface of the paper, after the i>rint has
been toned, fixed, and washed. In other words, that any of tlie tones
iwculiar to a print having been produced on tinted albumenised paper
may be obtained when plain or untinted paper is employed. If this bo
the case I will be glad of any information on the subject." In reply :

After washing the print place it in a vessel of water to which has been
added a few drops of any liquid aniline dye that may be preferred. Avoid
the employment of too strong a solution, as the albumenised surface of
the paper is very readily affected by the action of the pigment.

T. inquires—" Is there any similarity between the ' elepbantinon ' process
and tho 'Grecian' method of colouring photographs? The former was
in use many years ago, but I have not heard of it for a long period. I
greatly admired the photographs bearing this designation, and have one
framed which is admired by all who see it." In reply: The term
" clephantinon " was applied by a clever colourist, Madame Una Howard
(now deceased), to a species of colouring of which she made a speciality.
The i)hotogr.aph was rendered transparent in only a slight degree. It
was tinted lightly in front and still more strongly behind, a peculiarly-
delicate, ivory-like effect being the result. In the "Grecian" process
the photograph is made very thin by having the japer rubbed away ; it
is then rendered as transparent as iwssible, and tne colour is applied
entirely from behind.

We are asked to state whether two photographs of landscapes can be taken
by different individuals, at various times, which shall be so like to each
other as to defy any point of dissimilarity being discovered by the keenest
vision, with the sole difference of dimensions, one being larger than the
other. It is contended, we understand, that one of the pictures has been
copied from the other.——We are of opinion that two photographs could
not be taken under the circumstances mentioned which would be similar
in the sense referred to, for there would be so many points of difference
between them aa to be readily distinguished by an expert. Even in snch
an unchangeable object (in its physical aspects) as the moon, it is quite
easy to distinguish between the photograjihio representation of the
satellite by two individuals, although operating with telescoi>es of similar
power. A noted—if not notorious—case in connection with this branch
of photograjihy, and one strictly to the point, was brought iirouiinently
before the scientific public twenty years ago.

David H. SniPSOK writes expressing his opinion that it is to be regretted
the triple achromatic lens n.is fallen into disuse. It had, he says, so
m.iny jwints of excellence, and the photographs taken by its agency wero
usually so soft and delicate, that ho feels certain of a successful future
being in store for it, provided it were again manufactured. That tho
triple lens was useful and excellent we re.'wiily admit; but, so far as wo
are able to ascertain from a careful comparison of a good example of this
special optical production, it is no Ijetter—even in the slightest degree—
than more modern objectives which contain fewer lenses and, there-
fore, fewer refiecting surfaces, and which can be manufactured at a smaller
cost. The doublet lenses of the rapid class work in less time and are
more generally useful than the triple ; hence the latter has beeu super-
seded. But we would not advise anyone possessing a good triple lens to
part with it on the mere chance of acquiring another which may possess
the .id vantages hinted at, because for groups and copying it is a very
useful photographic appliance.

(Kfrbange dolumtt.
I will exchange the Photo. Netcs for Thk Britisr Jocbjiai. op Photo-
graphy, posted on Tuesdays.—Address, J. Griusuaw, 16, Dale-street,
Haslingden.

Wanted, a posing-chair, pedestal, head-rest, background, burnisher, and
show-case, in exchange for lens and other valuable articles, or for cash.

—

Address, Tatlob, 48, Leigh-street (Off Pall Mall), Chorley, Lancashire.

I will exchange a machine for making picture-frames—no previous
knowledge required to use it—cost £0 Uf., for anything useful in photo-
graphy.—Address, J. BiDDLE, B7, Medlock-street, Hulrae, Manchester.

We will exchange a Ross's original aperture doublet lens, No. 14, T<i2, for a
good whole-plate or half-|>lato camera with three double slides ; must be in
good condition.—Address, J. axd3. Diiton, 4, Prince's-buildings, Bath.

Wanted, numbers of The British Jourkal or Photocbafht for Aug. 24
and 31, and September 7, 14, and 21, for 1883; good exchange offered.
Rolling-press and background also wanted.—AudreM, JS. CUAXSUa,
S6&, Lodg«-road^ HooUey, Birmingham,
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I will exchange 143 numbers of The Biutish Joihnai, of rHOTOGKAPHT,
gem camera, nine lenses, good as new, and the Nexocastle Weekly Chronicle
from March, 1883. Wanted, whole-plate bellows-body camera.—Address,
Photo., 121, Carlton-road, Attercliffc.

I will exchange a fifty-inch special express bicycle, with lamp and odometer,
cost £8 lis. 6d., for a Victoria camera and lens; also a fifty-two-inch

tourist bicycle, cost £7 lOs., for a standing head-rest, cameo press, and
dies for cartes.—Address, W. W. Evers, Rose Cottage, Wath, near
Rotherham.

I have duplicate volumes of many years of the Pkotopraphic News and
some of The Bhitish .Journ.vl of Photogbapht. Wanted, the Nexcs
for 1861-62, 1873-74, and the Jounial for 1857-58-59 and 1866, in exchange
volume for volume or give or take other useful exchange.—Address,
W. E. DKBENHAjr, Massingham House, Haverstock-hill, London.

I will exchange a 16 X 12 and a 12 X 10 porcelain dipping-bath, quantity
of opal glass, tripod-stand, about two years' numbers of The IBritish
Journal of Photoc.rapuy for 1883-84 and Hardwich's Manual of
Photographic Chemidrij, for embossing-press with cabinet and caHe dies,

half-plate portable dry-)ilate camera with dark slides, Bigelow"s Allium on
Lighting, or Fallowfield's 10 x 8 new patent burnisher; difference ad-
justed,—Address, E. Hall, photographer, Malton, Yorkshire.

^nsht^rs to Corwsponbcnta.
IS" Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper.

Photographs Regi.stered.—
John Edmund Cracknell, 6, Wightmans-road, Homsey, London.—PAofo-
graph of Koyal Autographs.

John Owen, Newtown, Xortli Wales.

—

Two Photographs of Miss M. C.

Phillips and Two Photographs of Miss S. Davies—the Welsh Eramjelists.

The Burnley Photographic Company, 25, Bridge-street, Burnley.

—

Phofo-

i/raphs of the Barnoldsicick 1st Eleven Cricket Club; The Burnleij ~nd
Eleven Cricket Club; The Surnleii Isi Football Team.

Photo. (London).—Received as we were going to pres.s.

Joseph J. Grant.—We do not supply apparatus of any kind. Consult our
advertising columns.

H. W.—The tests employed reveal a state of matters that we think will

account for the formation of the spots.

R. G. A.—The Photographic Exhibition will be opened to the public on
Monday, October 6th. The Health Exhibition will not be closed till the

end of October.

S. A. WoLLEiT.—If your dark-room window will successfully stand but
half the test to which you have subjected it, it will answer quite well

for all practical purposes.

A. Seeman.—The jn-iuts are very good of tlieir kind ; but you must bear in

mind that the process itself is incapable of yielding results equal to

prints on albumenised paper.

E. J. HoLJiEH,—We believe tlie light is used by some profession.'vl photo-
graphers ; BO are other systems of artificial lighting. If expense be not
an object the electric light would, perhaps, answer your requirements
best.

I, I. I. I.—It is evident the chemical and actinic focus of the lens does not
coincide. From your description of the instrument we strongly suspect
one or more of the glasses have been changed since it was issued from the
manufacturer.

S. a.—There is no real advantage in using bleached lac instead of the
yellow variety, except its freedom from colour. Practically in the thin
film, such as exists on the ne^.ative, the slight tint conferred by the
orange lac is no disadvantage whatever.

B. P.—It is pretty clear that the solution was put into a dirty bottle. As
the chemist supplied tlie bottle you will bo quite justified in expecting
him to send you a fresh solution. Of course you will return the old one,
so that he may recover the gold.

A. BoYE.s.—The process by which the red pictures referred to were pro-

duced is the carbon. By this process it is manifest that pictures of any
colour may bo produced at will simply bj' the admixture of a suitable
pigment with the gelatine with which the paper is coated in the first

instance.

G. M. J. B.—So far as wo are aware the apparatus is not an article of

commerce. You had better write to the inventor again. Your former
letter may have miscarried. Tlie society has been in vacation for

some months past. Possibly this may account for your former communi-
cation not having received attention.

Patentee.—You had better get a copy of the New Patent Act. Tliis you
can do for a few pence at the .Sale JJepartment, Patent Office, Curzitor-
strcet. Chancery-lane. It will give you the necessary information. To
learn if your invention is already patented you will have to search the
records of the Patent Office. You can do this, without charge, any time
between ten and four o'clock.

Amateur (Wilts.).—In all probability tlio sulphite of soda—or, rather,

what you purchased from your local chemist imder that name—was not
sulphite of soda at all, but the sulphate. If so, it will fully account for

your f.ailure. You had better procure a fresh sample from some jihoto-

graphic chemist. Few country druggists keep sulphite of soda that can
be relied upon, if thoy supply it at all.

G. R. Flupdeb.—If you cannot succeed with any of the numerous in-

tensifiers that have from time to time been recommended we are afraid

we cannot .assist you further. The commercial intensifiers mentioned are
highly spoken of by most workers. You should bear in mind that
the only " royal road; " to success is experience. Froni what you say, we
fear it is this you luck, and not that the different intensifiers you
have tiiisd are at fault,

W.iiiwicK.—Your sudden success, after several weeks of failure, is proba-
bly due to the change in temperature. You were somewhat unfortunate
in cornmencing experiments at a time when the heat was so excessive.
Exjierienced workers have met with the greatest difficulty in carrying on
their ojierations in coUotyp;' printing when the weather was extremely
hot, as it was at the time you met with your failures.

Z. Z.—There is no difficulty in obtaining brilliant results by the carbon
process on opal glass ; but you will have to employ as vigorous negatives
as for paper. A strong negative means a thick film of pigmented
gelatine in the shadows of the prints, and if this be coloured, and highly
"gummed up" in doing so, there is some little risk of the film splitting
up should the picture be m.ade abnormally dry. Hence, carbon prints
on opal are usually made from rather weak and delicate negatives, so as
to avoid the risk.

W. W. EvERS.—1, You will find many good formulce for dry jilates in the
Alii.anao for the present and the past two or three years. Commercial
plate-makers do not publi.-^h the formula; by which they work.—2. Yes, if

you can imcover and cover the lens sufficiently rapid.—3. Use one or other
of the numerous clearing solutions.—4. To preserve the solution.—5. There
is no harm in using the fixing solution s.aturated, except that it will not
fix so quickly.—0. Better use them separately; there is no advantage in
employing them mixed.

Received.—W. Brooks; W. Coles; J. Harris; S. Fry; Kenneth Bean;
Lyons; Hypo,

South London Photographic Society.—In accordance with a reso-
lution passed at the June meeting of this Society, a special meeting
will be held at the House of the Society of Arts on Thursday next,
October 2nd, at eight o'clock, to consider the future of the Society,
after which Mr. W. Ackland will read a paper On FunicWs Lens.

Photographic Club.—At the forthcoming meeting of this Club, at
Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street, on Wednesday next, October 1, the
subject for discussion will be On Artijicial Lighting. At 9 p.m. the
meeting will be resolved into a special general meeting. The Saturday
afternoon outing will be at Blackwall—train leaving Liverpool-street
Station at 2 p. m.

Thf New York Society of Photooeaphic Amateurs.—On the
evening of the 9th instant a large body of the New York Photographic
Amateurs assembled in the rooms of the Society, 1,260, Broadway, to
listen to an address by Mr. A. L. Henderson, of London, on the pre-
paration of gelatine plates by cold cmulsification. Knowing the
experience of Mr. Hendei-son in this department of photography, his
lecture was heard with great attention. At the close an opportunity
was afforded for asking questions, and many of tliose present availed
themselves of this privilege. Numerous experiments were made and
demonstr.ations given during the lecture, at the conclusion of which the
thanks of the Society were unanimously awarded to Mr. Henderson.

AiJRONAUTic Photography.—From that intrepid aerial navigator,
Mr. Cecil V. Shadbolt, we have received a set of his latest balloon
photographs, taken from the car of the " Monarch," on the occasion of

a special trip on August 13th last. These comprise Woohrich, as seen
from an altitude of 500 feet over Silvertown ; Roiial Albert Dock and
Thames, at an altitude of 000 feet ; The Crystal Palace, at 1,100 feet

;

and Blackheath, at 2,700 feet. Speak of a "bird's-eye view" of any
locality ! What can possibly equal in accuracy the view of a scene on
terra firmri depicted by the finger of science when working in upper
air? Mr. Shadbolt is to bo congratulated on his success. From Mr,
James H. Hare we have also received interesting mementoes of the
recently-celebrated "Balloon Centenary," in the form of a series of

cabinet views of the balloons "Robin Hood," the "Colonel," and the
"Monarch," taken at various stages of their progress—from their
inflation to their ascent and disappearance in the distance. The groups
present are successfully delineated.

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
Observations taken at 406, Strand, by J. H. Steward, Optician,

For the Week ending September 2i, 1SS4.
These Observatioxs ark Taken at 8.30 a.m.

Mnx.
1

Mm, MIn.
Tern.

62

Sep. Barometer. Wind. PryBulb. WetBulb. SoLir
Rod.

106

Shade
Tern.

81

RomArkB,

18 30 -.39 NE 69 64 Hazy.
19 30 'SI E 59 58 97 69 57 Cloudy.
20 30-14 SE 63 59 100 72 57 Cloudy.
22 29-79 NW 57 54 103 66 54 Cloudy.
23 30-19 W 65 51 90 64 49 Fine.
24 30-24 WSW 58 53 85 59 51 Overcast,
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ANOMALIES IN DEVELOPING FOEMUL/E.
Wk have fivqneiitly called attention to the strange anomalies which
exist in the developing foriunlre issued with the dilFerent commercial

plates as well as in those frequently published in these columns
and in the Almanac, and have pointed out how difficult it is for

those operators who do not contiue themselves to one make of plate

to follow out instructions without having a distinct set of solutions

for each separate brand. In view of the numerous fresh departures

in the direction of other alkalies than ammonia, and the consequent
increase in the number of new formulse, these difficulties do not

promise to be lessened ; and as the subject has been once more
raised by Mr. G. Watmough Webster in our last issue, and by Mr.
W. F. Mayes in the previous one, we m.ay be allowed to call

attention to cue or two points which have hitherto escaped general

notice.

In the first place, referring to Mr. Mayes's carefully-compiled

table for the reduction of dilYerent formulae to common terras, we
must point out the fact that it fails in com])lete accuracy from the

neglect of one important element in the working out of the formulie.

We allude to the necessary increase or decrease in the volume of the

solutions consequent on the solution of certain solids or the mixture

of water and ammonia. Thus, if one ounce of potassium bromide be
dissolved in two ounces of water the volume of solution formed will

not be 80 low as two ounces nor so high as three, but will be between
the two, the exact bulk being beyond the powers of calculation of

the ordinary operator to discover oh paper. On the other hand,
when water and ammonia are mixed at normal temperatures a
decrease in the combined volume ensues, so that it will be evident

that to attempt accurately to calculate the respective proportions or

quantities of material included in different formuUe is impossible

without actually working out the formula and noting carefully the
bulk of solution which results.

The amount of error thus caused in the generality of formula) is

probably not great, though in those which contain a large proportion

of bromide—a.s, for instance. Swan's—it may be sufficient to cause

trouble. But if our readers will take the trouble to practically

compare a few of the better-known formula; with the figures in Mr.
Mayes's table they will find that, with the exception of, perhaps,

one—of which more anon—none of them agree.

Taking three haphazard we have made them up carefully, \ising

an analytical test mixer to accurately determine the volume. We
find Swan's formula—to which allusion has been made, and which
consists of strong ammonia and bromide of each one ounce, and
water half-an-ounce—makes up to 8-10 minims or one ounce and
three-quartei-s. In order then to estimate the equivalent of one
minim of ammonia we are compelled to measure by some method
or other one and three-quarter minims—a rather dilHcult job; or if

we desire to proceed on the standard of a grain of bromide we are

reduced to the still more difficult computation- of IDa of a minim.
In like manner Wratten's formula for tlieir instantaneous plates

contains one minim of strong ammonia in each three and three-

quarter minims of solution, and one gi-ain of bromide in each half-

drachm ; and Nelson's one minim of ammonia in about 1^ minims
of solution, and a grain of bromide in a little under seven.

As we have remarked, the discrepancies are, perhaps, not particu-
larly vital, but are sufficiently bewililering to puzzle those who
desire to compound their developing solutions from separate standard
solutions; and, as the remedy for such extremely awkward fiaures
is so simple, it seems a pity it should not be generally adopted.
Referring to the one solitary c.-u>e in which it is, perhaps, ponsible

to calculate with accuracy, the solutions are not made by mixing
together certain definite quantities of the ingredients, but by faking
definite quantities of the important constituents and making a
definite bulk of solution. In other word.*, as the dispensing
chemi.st would say, " Liquor ammonia one ounce, bromide of potas-
sium one ounce, water ad two ounces"— that is to say, water to

mah up two ounces. If the formula quoted were compounded
in that w.ay, each two minims would represent one of strong
ammonia

; and, if troy weight were substituted for avoinlnpois,
the same quantity of solution would also contain one grain of
bromide.

In the case of the soda developer, in which a far larger pro-
portion of solid matter is contained, the importance of care in the
direction suggested is still greater ; and it is eminently desirable,

if only for the sake of facilitating calculation-s, that some exactitude
should be observed with regard to the constituent parts of tie
developer.

As regards the suggestion of Mr. Webster—that mannfactarers
should frame their formnlje in such a manner as to permit a re.idy

comparison of the proportion of pyro. to ammonia or of bromide to

ammonia—we quite agree that there is ample room for reform ; bnt
if they would first carry out the propos.(l we have made the user of
the plates would at least be able to perform his calculations without
the necessity for making a quantity of solution which he may pro-
bably never use.

And now a word upon another subject intimately connected with
development, and possessing most decidedly the character of an
anomaly, though, in this case, it is the operator and not the manu-
facturer who is at fault. We find most photographers exerci.se con-

j

siderable care in the purchase of pyro. of good reputation, of

bromide and sulphite of soda of acknowledged quality, and if any-

i

thing go wrong the pyro., the sulphite, and the bromide generally

I

suffer the odium. I3ut is it not somewhat anomalous that the
ammonia, which plays at least as important a part in the function of
development and which is quite as difficult to preserve in proper
condition as the other three ptU together, is accepted, withont
guarantee or warranty, as being liquor ammoina- fortit of s. g. -8807

We venture to .«ay that not one in twenty samples taken haphazard
from commercial sources will be found, u|X)n trial, to come up to

that description. It is true the majority may not vary to a very
great extent, though we h.ad submitted to ns a short time since a
sample obtained from a first-class chemist as "«. g. 'PSO," but which
on testing we found to be between 940 and 950, and contiined left

than one-half the percentage of real aminonia. The result of ita

employment had been the spoiling of a batch of important nega-

tives from sheer ignorance of its deficiency in strength ; but had that

I circumstance been known and allowed for the faulty mniple would
have answered as well as the best.
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We would tUerefoi-e counsel all users of tlrj' plates to either have

their ammonia guaranteed of a certain strength—not necessarily

830_or preferably to test its speciiio gravity for themselve?. A
specific gravity bottle will cost but two or three shillings, and will

pay for itself in a short time. The modus operandi is simple enough,

and a method we described some years ago will secure all the accu-

racy the photographer requires. It consists in filling the specific

gravity bottle with the liquid to be tested, plunging it for a quarter

of an hour (without its stopper) in a basin of cold distilled or rain

water. It is then stoppered, wiped and weighed, emptied, washed

out, refilled with water from the basin, again weighed, and the

weight of its contents on the first weighing divided by the weight

of the weight of water on the second. Reference to the table at

page 254 of this year's Almanac will show its percentage value in

real ammonia, and a simple calculation will enable the operator to

adjust its strength to suit any formula written in terms of '880

ammonia.

DENSITY IN COLLODION IMAGES.

In making copies of engravings the negative must, of course, be of

as intense a character as possible. We lately tried a very old

samiile of collodion originally prepared for engravings, and which,

when nearly new, or at most only a few months' old, gave negatives

having a degree of intensity greater than we remember to have

seen before or since. After remaining untouched for a few years

we had the curiosity to try this once-excellent engraving collodion

for the same purpose as that for which it had been originally

prepared. Its virtue had, however, departed. While it yielded

negatives that were clean, they possessed scarcely any density. A
change, too, had taken place in the solubility of tlie film; for,

whereas in its palmy days it resisted the strongest alcohol, it now
succumbed to all alcoholic varnishes, even when their strength had

been reduced by the addition of water.

For the benefit of those whose collodion may have become dis-

integrated in a manner similar to that to which we have referred,

we shall describe by what means it may be rendered service-

able.

First of all, it will be necessary to add a small proportion of an

iodide, such as that of ammonium. To strengthen the negative:

make use of an admixture of solutions of nitrate of ui-anium and

ferridcyanide of potassium, the proportions being nearly equal

parts, although this does not appear to bo of much consequence.

When this solution is applied to tlie thin negative it iunnediately

acquires a dark brown colour, and the intensity goes on gradually

increasing in force, until eventually what was at first a thin, feeble

negative becomes one possessing great vigour, which is still further

increased upon drying.

If the operation terminated here all would be well ; but it is

unfortunate that the application of varnish quite destroys the

intensity, leaving the image thin and poor. In cases where a solvent

action is exercised on the film itself, this may be prevented by the

Bubstitution of a benzole varnisii for one in which the solvent is

alcohol
i
but in this case the reduction of the strength of the image

takes place in quite as great a degree as before.

To prevent this it is only necessary to make .a thin solution

of gum arable and apply it as a varnish to the negative. This does

not act in a deleterious manner as regards reducing the intensity.

The strength should be such as to till up the interstices of the

collodion film, which is now spongy and porous to a very considerable

extent. When dried, any varnish, whether alcoholic or benzole,

may be applied for the final protection of the film, and without the

»lightest reduction of intensity being experienced.

VIGNETTING.

AMosaaT the various fashions in photography, some of which come

and go, the practice of printing portraits in what is known as the

vignette style is one that has held its ground from the period of its

first introduction, and is at the present time at least as popular

fit ?ver, Thin gencri! and enduring copsensuoof opinion ehows that

there is an inherent attractiveness in the results of the process that

render it independent of the fickleness of mere fashion or fancy.

The clearness with which the outline of the head is delineated

.igainst the light ground, and the absence of anything to distract

the attention in the picture, are no doubt the main causes of the

popularity of the vignette style.

It is, however, not of the advantages of vignetting that we wish

now to speak, but of the different methods by which the effects

have been, and are, produced. The softening of the edge has been

i.'flfected in two distinct way."*, and perhaps more generally by

methods in which these two plans are united. One distinctive method

of softening is to place in contact with the negative a mask of some

kind, the inner edge of which is graduated to give the intermediate

or softening tones. The best-known example of this method is the

vignetting glass of silver-flashed orange, the vignetting colour in the

centre of wliich is ground or dissolved away. The other distinctive

method is that in which distance is employed to produce the grada-

tions required, and may be exemplified by a card with a hole in it

supported at a certain distance in front of the negative. This latter

method is so simple, and lends itself so easily to variations both of

form and of degree of softening awa}', thaf it has come into very

general use. There are also plans of vignetting in wiiich both prin-

ciples come into play. Of these nvethods we may instance the use of

several layers of tissue paper, each a little larger than the next one.

This combined set of papers is held between two glasses, and laid

either directly upon the negative or kept at a certain distance if it

be desired to make the vignetting more gradual.

One objection to the use of the simple opening in the vignetting

form, and to the dependence upon distance for the eifect of

softening a gradation, is that, unless suitable precautions be taken,

the light may strike under the "form" more in one direction than

another, and so cause the shade on the background to show more on

one side than upon the other; or may cause the top of the head

either to be lightened itself, or, on the other hand, to have too

much dark shade over it.

To overcome this diflSculty some printers use a revolving table,

kept in motion by a roasting jack ; but this motor is scarcely powerful

enough for a large board capable of holding many pressure-frames.

In one establishment that we have visited, where the printing

for several branches is carried on, a large circular table or board is

suspended by three cords joined together at the top like the strings

of a scale-pan, and an occasional twist by the person who has

to examine the presses, in order to decide when the printing is deep

enough, keeps the whole in motion. In another establishment we

have seen the printing of vignettes conducted under a sash glazed

with ground glass, and it is a rule each time that a press is looked

at to give it a quarter turn in one direction. Both these plans

are found to work well in practice, and to give a print with the

head and figure in the part of the general printed image where it

was desired to be, when placed in the frame.

A manner of fitting up and arranging printing-frames which we
have seen employed with good efifect may be new to some of our

readers. We will, therefore, briefly describe it. At the establish-

ment where we saw it in action the size known as half-plate was

in use for both cabinet and carte negatives, and it will suffice to

explain how the method referred to is carried into eflfect for these

two popular sizes. Taking the carte size first : Two pieces of mill-

board are cut to be of the dimensions of the frame itself. In these

millboards are cut two holes of about three inches long and two

and a-quarter broad, side by side, like the j)rints in a stereoscopic

picture. One of these millboards is glued on to the front of the

frame, and then strips of thinner card of about half-an-inch wide

are glued on to the surface of the millboard round three of the

sides—two of the short and one long side. The second sheet of mill-

board is now glued on to these strips, and a few tacks for additional

security are driven in through the two thicknesses of millboard and

the one of card into the woodwork of the frame itself. There is

thus a double thickness of millboard with holes in them corres-

ponding to the two carte portraits upon the half-plate. The two

folds forming this double thickness are separated by the card

roupd three sides sufficiently to sUow a card to lie between them,
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ftnd close enough to keep this card without shifting unless it be

inteiitioiinlly done with the fingers.

To complete the vignetting "form" a number of cardu are pro-

videil all of the same size, and about half-an-inch longer and

broa<ler than the openings that have been described in the mill-

boards. These cards have openings of variouH sizes, and in order

that the same negative may always h.ive the same-sized opening,

and for convenience of reference, the movalde cards are numbered.

The system of numbering adopted is by eighths of an inch. TIiuf,

an opening one inch long is numbered 8, one of an inch and

a-quarter is numbered 10, and so on. There are also some with

openings of extra width and some with extra narrow openings

proportionate to the length, and these are lettered W or N, in

addition to the number specifying the length. \Ylien the negative

is placed in the frame, one of these loose cards is slipped between

the two thicknesses of millboard through the space which has been

left along the side, where they are not attached hy means of the

intermediate strips of card running along tlie other three sides.

The card is adjusted to the right place over the negative by the

fingei-s, and it is found that it does not slip, but will remain in

place, kcjit there by the pressure of the millboard on both sides.

In the case of carte vignettes of ordinary size it is found that

the thickness of the wood composing the front of the frame keeps

the vignetting card at a sufficient distance to ensui'e the necessary

softness. AVith portraits of larger size—those of the cabinet, for

instance—it is considered better that the softening round the head

should be diffused over a larger surface, and that towards the

lower portion of the figure the vignetting should be still more

gradual. In order to effect this, strips of wood are attached

to the front of the frame before the millboards are glued on.

These strips are arranged in the following manner :—On one end

of the frame there is a strip of about three-eighths of an inch in

thickness, and on two of the sides are strips, one end of which

meets and is of equal thickness with the end strip, whilst the other

ends of these side strips are flush with the surface of the frame

itself. One end of the millboards, and, consequently, of the card

enclosed between them, is thus raised higher from the negative

than the other end, and the negative is placed so that the lower part

of the figure comes where this end is raised to the greater distance.

Concerning a variation on the plan just described, especially

contrived for carbon printing and suitable for that purpose, as well

as for the production of vignettes with tinted margins by any

method of printing, we may speak upon another occasion.

NEGATIVE EVIDENCE REGARDING THE DETERIORA-
TION OF GEL.VriNE PLATES.

Hatiso observed in one of the foreign journals that the deteriora-

tion of gelatine plates which have been packed with a thin slip

of cardboard placed round their margins (so as to effect their

se])aration) is owing to the presence of hyposulphite of soda in the

cardboard of which these slips, or separating masks, are formed, we
have s\ibjected some of these masks to sensitive tests for the hypo-

sulphite without being able to perceive the slightest indication

of its presence.

It is well known that when the material of which paper is formed

is subjected to the bleaching action of chlorine a subsequent treat-

ment with hyposulphite of soda ensues, this salt being the

recognised "antichlor" of the paper mill. But in one case, in

which marginal deterioration of gelatine plates was well marked,

the separating masks were formed of a rather thin, brown card-

board. The materials of which this was formed bore no appearance

of having been bleached by chlorine or any other bleachir)g agent,

and, therefore, concerning this it was reasoned, d priori, that

no hyposulphite of soda would have been employed as an antichlor.

Certainly with these slips, or masks, the iodine test, although most

carefully employed, failed to indicate the presence of the antichlor,

and yet the plates which were packed up in contact with them gave

the indications of deterioration to which we have referred aa a

characteristic, not always present, of this mode of packing gelatine

plates,

From this it appears evident that there are other agent« than

hyposulphite of soda which act in a deleterious manner upon the

surface of the plate. We shall be glud to receive samples of pajwr or

cardboard which are known to produce the deterioration nieiilioued,

in order that we may have them properly tested,

THE QUALITY OF RECENT PRINTS.

In another page Mr. E. Dnnroore asks a series of pertinent ques-

tions as to the character of the prints obtained or obtainable from

fjelatine negatives, and we draw attention to his communication as

being one of considerable importance at the present moment, trust-

ing that it may elicit suoh rejilies as will lead to a thorough

knowledge of the views of practical men. The tenour of the replies

to some parts of the queries will have been foreshadowed in previous

articles we have written dealing with cognate topics ; but a wide

subject bearing upon many branches is herein opened, and we hope

it may be thoroughly ventilated.

That a distinct difference— not necessarily indicating either

superiority or inferiority—exists in the quality of the prints now
produced may be fairly anticipated to be a portion of the verdict.

What the character of that quality is, and to what extent it has been

governed by the advent of gelatine, will be the question to be handled.

Whether an artist works in water-colours, oils, fresco, enamel, or

even mosaic, he obtains results beautiful according to his skill rather

than the medium he works with ; and though some may prefer one

and some another mode, yet there are few critics who would

venture to assert that one medium possessed greater actual

excellence than another, different though may be the modes

adopted and the vehicles employed for appealing to the mind

through the eye. Similarly, though in a more modest degree, does

photography speak with different voices, not one of which is

necessarily more melodious than another. Since the days of Adam-
Salomon—whose prints were forcible, brilliant, and powerful, yet

not lacking in delicacy, and refined in the highest degree—down to

the present time when negatives are printed from which, from

their thinness, would have been rejected without further thought

twenty years ago, every shade of quality has been represented and

every style has had its votaries. It is not for us to say which is the

best, though it is undoubtedly true that a better average has con-

tinually been arrived at from year to year. The public, too, are,

as it needs no argument to prove, far better educated in art, and,

as a matter of course, have become more exacting in their require-

ments in consequence. This also reacts upon the quality of the

prints to their advantage. That photography has had a consider-

able share in aiding the cultivation of this taste there can be little

doubt, and almost every year there may be perceived a distinct

advance in the character of the work—more, perhaps, in the

average of merit than in individual merit.

We thus see that Mr. Dunmore's questions will be complicated

by considerations almost too powerful to be termed side issues; yet

we may say that, notwithstanding the ever-recurring warning, de

guatihu» non est dispatandum, there will always be certain standards

--varying in nature, not in degree—which may be decided upon

for comparison. They may include the two extremes of brilliancy

combined with delicacy—typified, perhaps, by the work of some of

the leading American portraitists on the one hand, and on the

other the combination of fulness of detail and softness, with as

much richness as can be obtained, such as is seen in the work of

one or two of the leading London photographers. Between these

two extremes there will be found every grade.

Without making any positive assertion, we incline to the belief

that the former class of picture will be produced in the highest

excellence from collodion negatives, while tlnxie from gelatine will

be greatly superior for the latter. In the early days of gelatine the

common cry was—" InsuflScient density ;" and there is no doubt

that the plates then made were less amenable to intensification

than such as are now procurable. On this account, probably, a

mode of printing was adopted which was calculated to get the best

effect out of thin negatives, and the influence of the plan thus

drifted into may be still felt at the present nioineut, All practical
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printers know that they cannot get equally good results from every

kind of negative upon a single brand of paper, nor even on one

kind of paper by a similar mode of treatment.

Then, as to landscape versus porti-ait results: it must not be

forgotten that there are many thousands of amateur landscapists

who, though possessed of much talent, are yet but beginners, and
it would not be fair to take an average of these tyros as against

the few wet-plate veterans, who have brought their hard-gained

experience in that direction into their working with gelatine. A
poor wet-plate negative gives but sorry results ; but from a poor

dry plate only the most wretched, prints imaginable canjbe obtained.

The character of prints from dry plates is governed by two most

important factors—the colour, and the amount and character of the

fog present. This latter quality is intimately connected with the

composition of the developer, or perhaps we might say the propor-

tion of ammonia it contains. For a long time plates were developed

with such a predominant amount of ammonia present that almost

every plate suffered more or less from a suspicion of ,fog. But that

a reaction is setting in cannot be doubted ; it is shown inlhe printed

instructions of manufacturers, and the general tendency of the

authorities of the day is in a similar direction. This we take to be

a most important matter, and a factor of great importance in arriving

at a satisfactory response to Mr. Dunmore's queries. Tiie wonder-

ful rapidity placed in our liands by gelatine ought not to warp

us from the endeavour to attain the highest excellence. " Quality

first and rapidity next" should be the motto of all photographers.

When everyone has fallen into a way of using a small quantity

ot ammonia in liis developer we shall get still better results—more

like wet plates through possessing the highest brilliancy, yet having

all that delicate softness wliich we are inclined to attribute specially

to gelatine work.

There is, however, fog and fog. As we write we have before us

two prints—one really good, and the other poor and quite deficient

in richness. On referring to the negatives we are almost astonished
;

the brilliant picture is from a negative that is completely fogged,

while the negative from which the other was printed seems perfect—

•

the shadows apparently quite clear, and the negative tlioroughly

exposed. Readers of photographic literature well know that more

than one well-known artist has stated that green fog is not in any
way injurious, while at least one has stated it to be an advantage.

This particular subject is too wide, however, to treat at the end of

an article, and we will refer to it fully on a future occasion.

Little need be said as to the colour of a negative, seeing that any

objectionable yellowness can be removed by the acid alum bath at

any time, if desired. There are printers, however, who assert that

the yellow tone of a negative is of decided assistance in the produc-

tion of good tones. It is upon such points that we hope to have the

opinion of correspondents.

In conclusion : we may say that if Mr. Dunmore's queries meet
with a hearty response matter of great interest will be elicited, and
a thorough discussion, though opening sufficiently wide ground to

lead to diiTuseness, may show the way to a real improvement in

results and to a forward movement in our art.

Our contemporary, La Nature, gives an interesting description of

tiie Simonoff photometer—a sort of telescope on a stand, with a
series of diaphragms of graduated apertures inserted at the field

end, with the purpose of diminishing the light till certain figures

become invisible, the particular diaphragm required with the lighting

under examination telling directly the necessary exposure without
calculation. Tiie instrument is merely a toy so far as photo-
graphers are concerned. The veriest tyro knows that the ap-
parent illumination of an object affords of itself but a poor criterion

of its photographic power, and the new photometer is really no
more use than Crookes'a beautiful instrument, the radiometer.

In Nature is a description of a radiation measurer of another kind—

•

a huge congeries of reflectors laid upon a frame shaped like a saucer
with its centre cut away. These mirror.s reflect the rays from
the sun to a central heater of conical form acted upon by the
reflected radiation in such a manner that each point of its surface
receives au equal-amount of radiant heat iu a given time, Professor

Langley has shown the extent to which the atmosphere absorbs the
sun's I'ays, which but for the layer of air round the earth would
present a blue appearance to tlie eyes; and Captain Ericsson,

correcting his results by calculations founded upon such absorption,

estimates by means of this new instrument the temperature of the

sun's surface to be far above any degree hitherto put forward—that

is, 3,060,727° F.—and this he terms " an under-rated computation."

By calling in the aid of photography Dr. Norris asserted the
discovery of a third kind of corpuscle iu the blood of mammals, and
Mr. G. S. Clair, F.G.S., lately communicated to the Birmingliam
Philosophical Society a note on a possible error in photographing blood
corpuscles, in which he attempts to explain Dr. Norris's discovery as

being due to an optical illusion. He suggests that the alleged bodies
are due to an exactly similar cause to that of "flare" produced by
the diaphragm of a landscape lens, for instance, when not suitably

placed—a very distinct circular image being often found under sucli

conditions. We fail to grasp the meaning of Nature when it says
" if lie had attempted to focus these ghosts and the real images
at tlie same time, we venture to say the note would never
have been written." The fact is, the definition of a possible ghost

would alter according to the length of the telescope, the effect being
more particularly one of reflection than refraction.

We apprehend that our readers will be too busy enjoying the
pleasures of the feast intellectual at the conversazione in Pall Mall,
on Saturday evening next, to pay much attention to the eclipse of

the moon. Nevertheless, to those so inclined the obtaining of

a photograph of one stage of the phenomenon should present no
considerable ditticulties to the possessor of very ordinary optical

appliances in these days of gelatiuo-bromide. The eclipse will be a
total one, commencing at sixteen minutes past nine, and ending at

twelve minutes to eleven. The middle of the eclipse will be at "two

minutes after ten. It will thus be seen that the duration of ob.scura-

tion continues for a remarkable length of time.

A NEW bright comet has been discovered. The fortunate astronomer
whose name, we suppose, will be handed down to posterity in con-

nection with this " find " was Herr Wolf. Several observers also saw
it, but priority belongs to the above-named gentleman. At the

Earl of Crawford's observatory, at Dun Edit, it was independently
discovered, examined by the spectroscope, and pronounced as a
gaseous body, early on the morning of Tuesday, the 23rd ult.

In a recent letter to The Times on "The Influence of Civilization

upon the Eyesight," Dr. Brudenell Carter, F.R.C.S., has some
remarks very interesting to photographers. Explaining the optical

structure of the eye he shows how its adjustments are influenced by
the kind, the extent, and the duration of the worlc they are

subjected to, and proves that civilisation results in eyesiglit inferior

to that of savage races. There is no doubt of the increased pre-

valence of near-sightedness at the present day ; and witli regard to it

we may quote what he says as having a direct interest for all photo-
graphers, especially those who have much dark-room work. The
term myopia is used by the occulists to define this condition of
" short " or " near " sight. " The original cause " he says, " of

myopia, on the other hand, seems to be the application of the

eyes to near objects ; in other words, the poring over books and
handicrafts. When the eyes are directed to a near object they are

turned in, or rendered convergent, so that the axis of vision meet
upon it; and this position is maintained by a muscular eflfort which,

if continued, alters the shape of the eye in the direction of elonga-

tion. Manifestly, the alteration will be most easily produced during
youth, when the tissues of the body, including those of the eye, are

comparatively lax and distensible ; and it will also be most easily

effected amongst those young people whose tissues are exceptionally

weak by reason of inade(juate food or of unhealthy descent or sur-

roundings. Badly lighted schools are the great manufacture of

myopia, the bad light compelling appi'oximation of the books
or other materials of study." Retouchers and dark-room workeis
should lay these remarks to heart, and much trouble will be

avoided by reading them in conjunction with previous remarks
by ourselves on a similar question.

TOURISTS' AND OTHER CAMERAS, &c.

SuiiK good should result from the discussion which has been lately

going on iu the columns of the Joornal on this subject, and it
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migbt be advisable to let it embrace photographic apparatus
generally. In the matter of tourists' cameras—that is, those carried

merely to give additional interest to a trip— I think the tendency is

to try and get rather more into them than is practical )le ; but where
a few ounces more or less do not make much ditferenco we might
reasonably ask for things to be a little more perfect.

Taking, first, the camera front : how many are tliere which
admit of more than a very little movement of the lens, either up or
down ! Yet it is sometimes requisite to use a lens raised nearly to

the top of the camera or di'opped down almost about level with the
bottom. I had occasion not long ago to use a whole-plate camera
(made by a firm of some repute living not many miles from Holborn),
the maximum rise of the front of which provided for by the makers
was about one inch. No arrangement at all was made for lowering
it, and to do so would necessitate cutting the woodwork away.
Yet I required it for a street view taken from a third-storey window.
The only way out of the difficulty was to turn it on its side and
make tlie horizontal movement do duty for the falling front; but it

being made square, with a reversing frame, there was no means
when on its side of fastening it to anything. It had a folding

tailboard, but when this wa.s let down there was nothing except its

own weight to keep it from folding up .again; so tliat when turned
on its side, after focussing, the bellows had to be kept from collaps-

ing by propping open with a piece of wood. It may be thought
that this was an antiquated piece of apparatus, but it was nearly

new, and, I daresay, cost £8 or £9 a few months ago.

Some time ago I bought a second-hand pocket camera by noted
makers which had only conical bellows, and, consequently, no pro-

vision foralteiiug the position of the lens. This I took to an appa-

latus dealer to get square bellows and front put on, impressing upon
him that the front was to fall as well as rise. " Wliy ! whenever
do you want to lower tlie lens ? " was his query ; and this was from
one who considered himself in the van of photographic progress !

I pointed out to liim that nowadays it is not unusual to take street

views from a greater height than the level of the road.

Studio cameras also are not always pei-fection. One which I use

has the focussing-screen hinged at the top, the camera drawing out

by means of a screw placed just below the screen. The makers did

not notice when constructing this that the handle of the screw, as

often as not, comes above the level of the lower part of the screen,

so that, to raise the glass and push the dark slide along, the screw
has to be turned round a little and then put back by guess, thus

running a risk of displacing the focus.

The fronts of studio cameras should likewise be made to drop a
little below the centre. They ai-e usually made so that the lens is

central or raised ; but, when taking a full-length portrait of a child

standing or sitting on the tloor, unless the camera stand be very low
it is well to lower the lens a little, or the image will not occupy its

proper position on the screen without a great deal of tilting, which,

while thi-owing the feet much out of focus in a standing figure,

would, in a sitting one, dwarf the neck down to nothing.

Many people prefer using one large camera for studio work, and
employ carriers for plates smaller than the largest size they are in

the habit of using. When the wet process was in vogue it was a
necessity that the plates should be supported only by the cornei-s

;

but now that gelatine has almost ousted collodion there is no reason

why slides and carriers should not be made so as to support the

plate all round the edge.

If anyone will take the trouble to put (say) a 10 X 8 piece of stout

plate glass in a dark slide and test it for correct register with the

focussing-screen, and then substitute for plate glass a thin glass

taken at random fi-oni the negative shelf and compare the register

.again, he will, if the spring of the dark slide be at all strong,

probably find a considerable difference. If the thin glass happen
to be at all curved inwards the difference will be still more notice-

able. By making carriere with a rebate all round bending of the

plate would be to a great extent pi-evented.

Large cameras might with advantage have slides pushed in at

the back instead of sliding in from the top or side, though for

convenience the shutters should pull out sideways and fold over.

I recollect a 15 x 12 apparatus I formerly worked with in which
the shutter pulled out, and when the camei-a was raised a good
height for taking a half-length picture of a tall sitter, a short

operator I knew liad almost to get on tiptoe to draw the shutter

properly. This brings up the question of folding-back or puUing-

out shutters for outdoor work. It appears to me a matter more for

individual preference than any hard-and-fast rule. In a small size

I have used both, and for convenience and ease of working prefer

the shutters which fold back; though I always feel safer with

the solid slides, with which there is no fear of the slide itself open-

ing accidentally. It take* me longer to replace the looM abatter
than to push in the folding one, and for larger sizefl one would cer-

tainly require the special pocketa suggeeted by Mr. A. Pringle. I
fancy an operator with a 12 x 10 piece of board between hi* knee*
waiting for a gleam of sunshine would not present a very dignified

appearance to a crowd of small boys either in a London street or on
the almost extinct village green. It must, however, be admitted
that markings on the plates have been produced by something
in the leather used to form the hinges of the folding shutter*

—

the pull-out ones, of course, being free from this defect.

Frequently an expensive, elaborately-made piece of appa-
ratus is rendered imperfect through some little detail not being
properly looked after. I saw the other day two new 18 x 10
double slides just received from the makers, coating somewhere
about .30s. each, much of the workmanship being all that could be
desired. When in use, however, the greatest care has to be taken
not to touch the little buttons which keep the aliutters from
opening ; in fact, they sometimes slip out of their place even with
careful handling. Surely it would not be difficult to devise some
fastening which will keep in its place till moved intentionally.

Referring for a moment to the remarks of the Editors in the
Journal for the 19th ultimo; I do not see how the tail-board can
well be dispensed with in outdoor cameras. If the base-board be
placed in front it cuts off a portion of the field when a wide-angle
lens is used ; and even with a longer-focus lens, unless this come
quite to the end of the base-board a drop-shutter cannot be used
or, at anyrate, one with a long opening. Whether the base-board
be in front or behind it is generally hinged once so as to fold

up, and, if hinged again a short distance from the hinges, as they
generally exist, but in the reverse way so as to fall down when not
required, I imagine the desired end might be attained. I expe-
rienced only the other day, when taking an interior, the incon-

venience, alluded to by the Editors, of a long tail-board, it being
difficult to get near enough to the focussing-screen to see well.

It would be a good thing if manufacturers made the dif-

ferent parts of various-sized cameras interchangeable. Screws
for rising fronts, tripods, &c., need not vary for J, 10 x 8, and
12 X 10 apparatus; and the front for a i size might be made to slide

into an adapter for a 12 x 10 camera without having a separate

flange cut. For studio work, too, it is often requisite to quickly
change a cabinet for carte lens, or vice rersd. With some of our
modern universal cameras it is now the custom to have the lenses

screwed on to square pieces of wood which slip up under a strip of

brass on the camera front, and are kept in place by a tongue at

the bottom. Makers might well agree among themselves on a
standard size for these square blocks.

I do not know that I have seen the American camera alluded to by
the Editora in the Journal of last week, in which the rackwork
can be thrown out of gear when it is desired to extend or shorten

the bellows ; but, if I have, I forget what the pattern is. In my
opinion the ordinary arrangement in front of the camera, in which
two upright rods pass from the base-board up the front, and are

tightened by screw nuts, would answer better if the front could

always be bept square to the ground glass. When working quickly

there is a risk of fixing it a little out of the square unless lines are

ruled on the board. William Colbs.

PHOSPHORESCENT TABLETS FOR SENSITOMETER
PURPOSES.

A LKTTER in our correspondence colunm is a sample of many similar

queries that reach us from time to time ; and, as a general feeling of

the necessity in modern work for the possession of a sensitonieter

of some kind seems to be growing, we pro})ose to give simple

directions for the manufacture of the light tablet, which, all things

considered, appears to be the most suitable form of illumination for

general purposes.

We may say, first of all, that the phosphorescent tablet is not a

reliable guide under all conditions, as has been fully shown in these

columns. The different ratios of sensitiveness of the several haloids

to its influence render its readings valueless when a plain bromide
plate has to be comi>ared with a bromo-iodide film, though it is

sufficiently reliable when one kind of plate only is used. Further

than this: the preparation of the violet phosphorescent sulphide is

so uncertain an operation that no two batches can be guaranteed of

the same actinic value; hence for standard reference purposes

—

except in the case of the Warnerke instrument, in the manufacture

of which special care is employed to secure a sulphide of uniform
value—it is hopeless for the amateur or others to attempt to form a

standard.
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But to proceed to the description of the manufacture of the

tablet. The graduated screen we liave nothing to do witli, since

each individual must adopt wliatever form that may to him

be most convenient. The phosphorescent sulphide of calcium is

oV)tainable from most of the leading operative chemists of tolera-

blv, though not of absolutely, uniform character, the price being

about four shillings per ounce. The only other material required

for the phosphorescent surface is paraffine wax, and, of course, the

jiecessary glass. Failing otlier sources of supply a paraffine candle

will afford the necessary vehicle fur carrying the powder. One
ounce of the sulphide and a similar quantity of paraffine will

suffice for eight tablets of quarter-plate size, so that, although

tlie price of the sulphide may appear high, the tablet is really

not a costly article.

One plan of procedure is to weigh out the requisite quantity of

sulphide and of paraffine for a quarter-plate—one drachm of each

—

and, having melted the paraffine over a Bunsen burner or, pre-

ferably, the water bath, the powder is stirred in so as to form a

homogeneous mixture. Having previously cleaned a plate and

made arrangements for laying it in a perfectly horizontal position,

it is warmed and the melted mixture poured on to it. It will be

noticed that the sulphide exhibits a strong tendency to subside—so

much so that the mixture must be stirred up to the instant of

transferring it to the glass plate, where it will again prove some-

what refractor)'. With a spirit lamp or Bunsen burner at hand,

however, it may be coaxed over the plate by means of a warm
glass rod, and when spread pretty evenly up to the corners an even

layer may be produced by taking the plate in the fingers and
holding it in as nearly level a position as possible over the source

of heat, when a sharp, lateral movement or shake will gradually

bring about the desired end. This secured, the plate is placed once

more on the level and allowed to set.

A better plan—easier in execution, though not so economical

unless more than a single tablet is to be pre|)ared—is to mix the

sulphide and paraffine as thickly as possible, and in larger quantity

than is immediately required ; the solidified mixture will keep

far better in this state than will the ])Owder. Taking a plate

larger than the tablet requires a thick coating of the melted mix-

ture is poured, the larger quantity of material rendering the

coatinc operation far easier. The wax having been allowed to

harden thoroughly the surplus may be scraped or planed oft" with a

piece of glass, a very thin film being all that is requisite. The
plate is then out to .size with a diamond, and the edges trimmed.

To finish oft' tlie tablet a piece of opal glass of tlie same size as

the tablet is heated to a sufficient temperature to cause the wax to

melt. This is pressed in contact with the layer of wax and sulphide,

and the tablet then laid down on a cold, level surface. No attempt

should be made to warm the tablet itself, or the wax will run in

irregular lines. If the opal glass be heated to about 170' Fahr.,

placed in contact with the wax surface, and the whole then laid, as

described, upon a cold surface, opal glass upwards, the latter will

adhere to the wax without causing it to melt. All that is now
required is to bind the two glasses together in the same manner as

a lantern slide with strips of paper or ribbon.

Such a tablet will be found a very useful adjunct to the amateur's,

or, indeed, to the professional's, laboratory. Though not forming a
standard for comparison with other operators, it will be found a
reliable guide for private use—at least in comparing plates of the
same make one with another. It will be an easy matter, where
plates of various makes are used, to establish a standard for each.

PRINTS FROM GELATINE NEGATIVES.
It would be interesting to know, now that gelatine negatives are al-

most universally in use, the average qaalUy of prints therefrom. If
every commercial printer would reply to the following queries, a
good estimate might be obtained of the improvement or deteriora-
tion in the general work :

—

Given (say) one hundred average negatives, is the average of
good prints greater, or less, than with wet plates?

If better, in what does the improvement consist ?

If worse, where is the falling oflf?

Can as great a number of good impressions be obtained in a
specified time from gelatine negatives as from wet-plate negatives?
Do the averages clifter with portrait and landscape work ?

I think if the above questions are fairly answered by a number
of persons representing the printing interest, the direction to whicli
we are to look for improvement in our woik would be ch'.iily

iudi(»tted. Edwd. Dunmore.

PHOTOGRAPHERS AND PHOTOGRAPHY IN AMERICA.
No. II.

When in Chicago I visited Mr. 0. Gentile, editor of the photo-

graphic Ei/e, also Mr. F. H. Davies, editor of the lately-defunct

journal I'hotographif, and underwent that much-dreaded ordeal

of being interviewed. I then visited the veteran photographer,

Mr. A. Hesler, 96, State-street, where I saw a tine collection of

daguerreotypes, taken ii> 1851. Mr. Hesler, it would appear, took

a number of instantaneous drop-shutter daguerreotypes half-plate

size with a Harri.^on lens, about that period, from the deck of a

steamer on the Mississippi between (ialena and St. Paul. He
found that by electrolysing the plates by friction he could reduce

the exposures to one-fifteenth, and by further keeping the plates

pi-epared a still greater increase in sensitiveness was attained.

They were taken for Harper's Illustrated Guide.

My next visit was to Mr. C. D. Mosher, 125, State Street. This

gentleman has a magnificently-appointed studio. He has conceiveil

and is carrying out a grand idea of presenting a memorial

offering to Chicago, consisting of cabinet photographs of great men
of all countries. These are to be hermetically sealed and placed in

fire-proof safes to be opened in 1976. Although the portraits are

to be printed in silver, Mr. Mosher is sanguine that with the pre-

cautions named they will be in good condition in that year. Mr.

Mosher has a very clever artist in his employment (Louis Marxsen)

who is working on gold—that is, engraving portraits on watcli

domes. The gold is rendered matt, and then with a pointer he

polishes the surface, which, when viewed in certain lights, looks

darker than the matt portion, and in appearance very much like a

daguerreotype. I suggested that the gold might be coated with

platinum, nickel, or aluminium, and when engraved on the surface

cut would give greater contrast.

Chicago has also a firm of stock-dealers, Messrs. Douglass and

Thompson, in whose rooms the Chicago Association of Photography

hold their meeting.s. A studio, dark room, and other conveniences

are at the service of the members without charge, and I have no

doubt that such liberality tends greatly to increase the popularity

and business of the firm. Their stock of photographic requisites

certainly are second to none in the States.

I had the pleasure of spending a very happy day and evening

with Mr. and Mrs. .Toshua Smith, of Chicago (of baby renown),

accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Armstrong, of Milwaukee, and Mr.

Gentile. They kindly drove us over the stock-yards ; and after

visiting the pigs we visited the "lions," and they are not a few.

Chicago, considering it was in ruins a few years since, is the most

marvellous city I have seen.

I attended a meeting of the Chicago Photographic Association,

over which Dr. Garrison presides, and demonstrated a method of

making emulsion. An animated discussion took place, which I

have no doubt will be fully published.

My next resting-place was Rochester (the market and home of

dry-plate workers), on the earnest invitation of Mr. James luglis,

who not only insisted on my being his guest while there, but

allowed me to visit his factory for the production of the " insoluble

dry plates." I may mention that that gentleman, like myself, lia-s

no secrets. I have carefully taken measurements and plans of his

works, and these will be a subject for future publication. Suffice

it to say that the arrangements are as perfect as human skill can

make them. For example : several batches of ten gallons of

emulsion are made at a time in the morning, coated, and in a

little over two hours the plates are in the packers' hands.

I called on several other plate-makers in Rochester— notably

Eastman, and my old friend, Peter Mawdsley, who is now a

maker on his own account. Mr. Eastman seemed somewhat stiff

with me at first, which led me to think he imagined me to be

either a spy or a process-monger. I cautioned him that whatever

he said would be taken down in writing, &c. He told me he

would show me over all his premises except one room. Of course

I immediately came to the conclusion that the room in question

would be the coating-room, but this illusion was dispelled when I

witnessed three girls coating somewhat slowly with the "teapot"

coater. This, above all, astonished me, seeing that Mr. Eastman

was the inventor of the roller coating machine. By -the -bye,

rumour says that Mr. Eastman returned the .£400 paid to him by

an English firm for the patent coater in consideration of his being

allowed to inspect the said English plate-makers' works. What
the aforesaid room contains must remain a mystery to _me. One

thing I did learn, namely, that Mr. E;istman is very anxious to get

a method (.f coating jiaper for neg;itives and positive.". I had

ptescntud to me an interMling jj-cturo showing an ex]).'i3ure through
'

a cardboard shutter, and printed on the sky of the landscape was
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the word " exposeil." This is in-iiiteil in large type on the shutter,

no thill when tho exposures are made tlie sliutter is rever.seJ. Mr.
Eastman is having copies of tliis picture sent to all the stock-

dealers, to show that this form of dark slide is useless.

Rochester has also its Optical C'jmpaiiy aud Camera Manufactory
(W. F. Cai'lton, proprietor). From floor to ceiling are piled cameras
and printing-frames, but where they are all to go is the question.

Every man, woman, and child will soon be their own photographers,
aud then where are to be tho professiouaU i This company have
in their service a very clever engineer, who showed rae a coating
machine, certainly a little complicated, bnt when tinished may
answer admirably. Here ended an enjoyable visit.

My ne.xt trip w.ia to Nia^'ara Falls. I feel certain that of all

places in tlie world no place has been more photographed than the
Falls. There are good, bad, and indifferent photographs, each
representing peculiar phases. There is no doubt that the photo-
graphers on the spot have the best chance. I w,a3 not so fortunate

as I would have desired. The light was hazy ; .yet with a very
rapid shutter and plates giving -20 on Warnerke's sensitometer, lens

stopped to {, I have secured some well-e.xposed views.

I was fortunate enough to drop in on a wayai<le photogj-apher,

Mr. Norris, who not onl)- allowed me to change n\y plates, but
insisted on supplying Me with the materials to develope, &c. Mr.
Norris makes all his own dry plates, and I saw some of fine quality,

but too rapid to put into the hands of Tom, Dick, and Harry. Mr.
Norris thinks of going into plate-making commercially. My advice

to hini was " don't !"'—to let well alone and stick to a certainty,

notwithstanding the e.xtraoidinary reports that Craniei', of St. Louis,

had netted 8650,000 (£130,000) last year at plate-making; on
which, when I heard it, I remarked that we had " cram-mers" in

England also.

The finest views I have seen were taken by Mr. Neilson,'of the size

20 X 1" inches. This gentleman, although not a very good photo.-

chemist, has done some grand work. He has noticed a peculiarity

regarding the permanence of gelatine negatives; that is, that after

printing some time they lose their sparkle—so much so, that the

varnish has to be removed and intensification resorted to. I

closely questioned him with the view of eliciting an explanation,

but I have failed. As a matter of course I presumed intensifica-

tion ; but—No ! Then I suggested that the negatives were yellow

and that the light had bleached them. The answer to this was

—

that they were not yellow at first. He puts all his negatives in alum
before fixing. Does the liberation of sulphur from gelatine tend to

destroy the keeping quality of gelatine plates ? The matter to me
seems so extraordinary that I have promised to bring the subject

before a London society.

My next halting-place was Toronto, Canada. There I called

npou Mr. Notman's successor, Mr. Fraser. This gentleman pro-

duces tine work and has a very large studio, which I very much
envied. He does not make his own plates, and those I saw
developed could not be very rapid, as the light in the dark room
slightly fogged some of my plates. I believe the maker of the

plates used by Mr. Fraser is a townsman (Mr. Hunter). I nearly

missed a gentleman—Mr. Dixon, an Englishman—who "spotted" me
from his buggy, he having met rae at the convention at Cincinnati.

Mr. Dixon seems to be " setting the lake on fire " (Ontario) by the

amount of business he is doing, reminding me of my own heydays.

The plates he uses are English make—"Britannias." Some lovely

"bits" might be secured between Toronto and Montreal, through

the Thousand Isles and the St Lawrence. I fully intended exposing

a dozen or two plates, but the ship was so crowded that I had no
room to walk ; and, moreover, the thermometer was at 95^, with a

light wind blowing astern.

In Montreal I " made tracks " for my namesake, Mr. Alexander
Henderson, but he was enjoying a holiday at the seaside. Mr.
Notman (whom I found at home), whose name is intimately asso-

ciated with composition photography, showed me some of his pictures

of the Ice Palace, tobogganing, &c., which are wonderfully fine. He
makes all his own dry plates, and seems to prefer slow cooking.

He has presented me with several examples of his work, which I

will exhibit at a n\eeting of the London and Provincial Photo-
graphic Association.

At Montreal I met, by appointment, Mr. and Mi-s. F. York, of

London. They were of the party who came out by the steamer
" Parisian' to attend the meetings of the British Association. His
photographs of the membei-s and their wives, taken in mid-Atlantic,

are certainly vei-y good, and should be historical pictures. I Wits

told that the success of the gi'oups is largely due to the indefatigable

amateur, Mr. H. Trueman Wood, Secretary of the Society of Arts,

who arranged the figures.

A few "shots" at the icebergs were succexsea also, and I darenar
Mr. York will exhibit all of them when he returns to Knghuitl.

He intends to stay about a year in the States, and is going to the
far west to take negatives for lantern transparencies.

I have not said anything about llie meetings of the Britiih
As.snciation, as nothing of interest to photographers took ulnce.

My next halting-places were Saratoga, Alt)any, and New York.
At the latter city I saw Mi\ Sarony. He seems to have hwt some
of his vivacity. "Old Father Time" is also beginning to leave his

mark on him as well as on the writer. I did not notice any falling

off in the quality of his work. He is a great advertiser. At nearly
all the hotels I visited large, handsomely-bound albums containing
photographs by Sarony are placed on the tables.

The Americans are much more pushing than the English. At
Mr. Rockwood's, of Union-sovtare, I saw a number of touvfnir
photographs being finished to clistril)Ute gratuiton.sly to all the ladies

who might witness the one hundred and fiftieth representation of

a certain play. Mr. Rockwood had an order for 1,-")0<J of these

souvenirs, and only about ten days in which to finish the whole.
They are two cabinet photographs bound together. A large number
of photographs of the steamship " America" were being finixlied,

also, which were originally got up on speculation, and which have
turned out succe.sses. Mr. Rockwood has more than " one string

to his bow ;" he is a publisher of views and a commercial plate-

maker.
I did not call upon any other photographers in New York.
The heat was so excessive (98" in the shade) that it was with

difiiculty I managed to exist. In spite of this state of things I
attended a meeting of the New York Society of Amateurs, where I

had the pleasure of meeting a great many gentlemen whom I had
often heard and read of, and who gave me a hearty welcome, electing

me an honorary member of the Association. A very animated dis-

cussion took place on cold emiilsification (precipitated). Thus ended
a most enjoyable tour. If I have omitted to give credit to whom
credit is due it must be taken as a "sin of omission," for I have got
dreadfully " mixed." A. L. Hesdkrsox.

TOURISTS' CAMERA&
I HAVE read with much interest the series of articles on this subject
which have appeai-ed in the Journal during the last few weeks.

Mr. W. H. Harrison begins by complaining of the time the

camera takes to put up. On this point I surprised myself the other
day by the shortness of the time between two exposures. We
were walking up the River Almon<l from the small village of

Cramond at its foot, and I find entered on my camera :
—" Old Spade

Mill, jJ,, 11.30, light B, 17 seconds;" and next—"Old Iron Works,

j^, 11.45, light B, 25 seconds."* That is to say, a quarter of an
hour— or, speaking loosely, twenty minutes— from exposure to

exposure.

Now considering that I was not timing myself, that I bad to

cross the river (which ended in wading), and that the Spade JSiill

aud Ironworks, as I find from referring to the map, are about u-

quarter of a mile apart, I think this shows pretty good time. In
fact, I remember mentioning it as sharp work to my friend when I

noticed it after exposing the second plate.

The camera which I was using was a 9 x ", of French make,
having a plate-box underneath. It exeuds to nineteen inches, and
when closed measures 5 x 17" x 1

1"—plate-box, holding one dozen
plates, included.

I use a light case similar to that which Mr. Andrew Pringle
described in one of his articles. My stand is one of the folding

pattern, which I simply strap together, and find very useful as a
walking-stick or alpenstock. I use the lens mount which Mr.
Pringle described in his first article, and find that it works
admirably—no loss of either temper or time, and, .above all, no
fear of letting the lens drop out of your fingers while trying to

catch the thread of the screw.

With regard to this I see that Mr. George Smith suggests that

there should be three studs instead of two. I thought of that in

designing it, but deemed the advantage gained was out-balanced by
the increased diflSculty in fitting.

The only difficulty I find in rigging up the camera is the screw
for fixing it on the head. I always put an extra one in my pocket
since the spring, when I lost one and was left high and dry. It

sometimes comes in useful. I know I worked away with one
and could not get it to catch.' Of course I lost my temper with it,

and at every trial was less likely to succeed than the one before ; su

Wo JwUpto that Mr. Oifford niouit by "lisht B" » good <lliln«c<l Ifclit. hm nnt n(

tho vorj' host qiulit>, which wouhl ho nsproscntoil bj " A."—Kp^
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I took it out and tried the other, and hit it at the first trial. I

imagined that I had cooled down in getting it out of my poclcet.

I should say that that screw was responsible for a "power" of

language !

I think this screw should be banished as soon as possible, and

I should propose to put in its place something of this description :—
On the foot of the camera a brass i)late

is screwed with a slot cut in it, similar

to the slot cut in a soldier's " button-

stick." On the head is fixed something
of this description :—A brass button

having a shank rounded for about
a-quarter of an inch, then square for

about the same distance, and below that

a screw having about three-eighths of

an inch pitch. This passes thi-ougli a

square hole in the head (fitting the

.square part on the shank), which
widens out so as to embrace a tliunib-

nut. This thumb-nut has a groove cut round it near the top, so

tliat small pins, A A, may be inserted in the head to prevent it from
fallino- down. A pin is passed through the button shank on the

lower side of the nut, which prevents the nut from getting unsci'ewed

too far.

The camera is placed on the head with a motion similar to

that by which buttons are put on a " button-stick," which brings

the button head behind the brass plate. Then, when you get

yOnr camera pointing in the proper direction, give the thumb-nut a

turn, and the whole thing is clamped and fast. H. J. Gifkord.

P.S.—I notice that in your last issue (26th ult.) Mr. Smith pro-

poses this contrivance for fixing the camera on the stand.—H. J. G.

BLEACHING OF RUBY PAPER.

At the present time, when manufacturers of dry plates are com-
peting with each other in the production of films of the utmost
sensitiveness and capable of reproducing the most instantaneous

effects, fog on development is still a common complaint, in spite of

every care in manipulation, and notwithstanding the apparent

safety of the double thickness of ruby paper which protects the

windows of the dark room.

Certain observations have lately led nie to believe that in some
cases the ruViy paper, although perfectly non-actinic in the first

instance, may in coui-se of time undergo sufficient change to render

it doubtful whether it can any longer be considered safe. Colours

of all kinds are extremely susceptible of change under the influence

of light and air, and bleaching is almost certain to take place in

proportion to the intensity of the light to which the colouring

matter may be exposed.

I have tested the permanency of the colouring matter of ruby
paper by exposing a small quantity for two years in a window, and
comparing it afterwards with a portion which had previously been
cut from it, and kept in darkness during the whole time. Scarcely

any appreciable difference could be detected, and the inference

might be drawn that ruby paper, in a dry state, is per se unacted
upon by light to any serious extent.

It must be remembered, however, that it is the visual custom to

make the ruby paper more transparent by oiling it. It is also not
uncommon to find that either gum, starch, or some other adhesive
substance is used for pasting the paper on to the window. Lastly,

windows are liable to be not perfectly free from damp, especially if

wind and rain have free access to the imperfectly-fitting joints.

Usually, therefore, there are present all the conditions necessary for

promoting rapid alteration of the colouring matter, namely, light,

moisture, and the presence of decomposing organic matter. Oils

are especially liable to oxidation and change, and the presence of

this agent, in intimate contact with the particles of colouring matter,

may exert a powerful influence in its decomposition.

Whether or not the above agencies do promote bleaching of

the ruby colour, I have lately had occasion to examine a window
which, two years ago, was safely covered with the usual ruby paper
of commerce. This paper has now scarcely a particle of its original

colour remaining, the whole having been changed to a liglit canary-

yellow, with the exception of small portions which happened to be
screened somewhat from the light.

Fortunately for the success of the photographic operations in this

room a second thickness of paper had been placed loosely over the

window, and the defect beneath was only noticed by the accidental

j'emoval of this seond covering. Had it not been for this pre-

caution there would, doubtless, have been a time (the bleaching of

the paper being perhaps as yet only in an incipient stage, not

to be detected by the eye) when the quality of the light trans-

mitted would be no longer safe, and a most mysterious source of

fogging would ensue. Those, therefore, who have not examined the

condition of their windows for some considerable time would do
well to see if the colour of their paper has faded to any extent, in

order that the necessary steps may be taken before any serious

mischief results. It is, of .course, chiefly to workers with plates of

the highest degree of sensitiveness that these remarks apply ; but

many of these avoid this source of failure through developing only by
artificial light—a far safer plan than the most perfectly-constructed

window. But, if a window must be used, probably the stained

glass will prove a more satisfactory material to deal with than oiled

paper ; for, although most specimens of gl.ass are influenced by
light, (he result is in most cases an acquisition of colour rather than

bleaching. J. Vincent Elsden, B.Sc.

THE CAMERA OF THE FUTURE.

Any philosophical apparatus maker or other adept in the manu-
facture of instruments of precision who may carefully read the

utterances made in these pages during the last two months or

thereabouts, since I started the discussion, will find ample materials

in the shape of ideas to aid him in designing the tourists' camera of

the future. The following are a few of the leading points which

demand attention.

The primary fault at present is the exce.ssive waste of the time of

the users of the existing canieras in unpacking, fixing, and adjusting

them; then in unfixing and packing tliem away again over each view.

Whenever I read in the journals of new tourists' cameras I feel no

interest whatever in the descriptions except where they relate to

the saving of tiie time of the user over mere mechanical operations,

for that is the chief thing lacking. It would be a good thing if

every camera-maker who presents himself before a photographic

society with a new instrument were to be invited to go through the

following operations with it himself there and then, subject to being

timed by the watches of the observers :

—

Camf.e.v-Makers' Drill.

1. To stand at "attention," with his camera iu one hand and tlio

legs iu the other, carried packed in their cases or straps as when
triiVfclUug. [Time tahcn hij ubservcrs.'\

2. To uulimberaud fix camera on stand iu position for taking a view.

3. To extend camera to its full lenuth.

4. To get two lenses iu succession iu position on the camera front.

5. To take apparatus, lenses, and stand down again, pack them up

in their straps or cases, and stand aiiaiu at "attention" as when
prepared for travelling. [Time again taken by ob^errers.'\

Probably very few makers with their own instruments iu their

hands, if asked to perform these operations before a photographic

society, will get through the drill in less than seven or ten miimteg,

and in some cases the time may be longer, representing a dead

loss of an hour or an hour and a-half over the exposure of but six

plates; and all this time consumed in connection with mere

mechanical operations of not the slightest educational or other

benefit to the user of the camera.

Two points will present themselves to the camera-maker of the

future, by attention to which time can chiefly be economised.

Firstly, that the camera shall be ready for use inside its case, with

one lens already in position, so that all is as nearly as possible ready

for work when it is fixed on the stand. Secondly, that some device

is necessary for rapidly changing the lenses. Mr. Pringle's plan

seems to be very valuable in this respect ; also the plan of having

the lenses on a rotating disc, as described some months ago by the

Editors. Attention to the merits of these two points only will go

far towards solving the whole difliculty of the present waste of

time, incurred chiefly in fixing and adjusting the camera, unfixing

the same, and fixing and changing the lenses. A man might make

it a special branch of business to adapt Mr. Pringle's apparatus to

cameras of the past sent for the purpose ; for the box cameras of the

future, the rotating disc front seems to be best for bringing the

lenses into position with expedition.

Next to the question of time, that of the nature of the case of

the camera is of imjiortance to the tourist. Most makers, perhaps,

new sell their cameras without cases, and the ])urchaser at once

finds that he must either put them in some kind of bag or thin

satcliel, or in a proper case possessing more rigidity, and that to get

the latter specially made adds considerably to the cost of the camera.

The latter and more e.^ipensive plan is necessary to the practical

tourist who carries his apparatus about for niany months at a
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sU'ulcli. The friction aiul hi rain iipuit liiu purls uf :i aiiueni carritfj

in a loose hag may not be of pi-iiclical importance to a pliotograpbic

dweller in towns who uses his apparatus out of doors oidy once
a week, or loss frequently. Witli a tourist on regular travel the
conditions are different ; and he also has the aggravation of knowing
that, with more iutelligently-niade apparatus, portions of the case

might have been made to serve the purpose of portions of the
camera, thereby economising weight. The camera-maker who sella

his apparatus in a case will always have a great advantage over the
one who does not, becJiuse he will bo able to point out to the pur-
chaser that he is relieved from the expense of h«ving a rigid case

specially constructed. Home-made devices of cardboard, as some-
times recommended for cheapness and lightness, are useless for

jjrolonged work and real travel; the outside of the case must in

such instance be of good leather, or some thoroughly serviceable

stuff which will stand long wear and tear, and keep out rain and
dust. A lock is also absolutely necessary to keep out unauthorised
fingers ; otherwise the tourist is never happyin mind after the
apparatus has been out of his care for half-an-hour, and consequently
he clings to it for the whole day as tenaciously as the grand old

man of the sea clung to Sinbad the sailor.

At Zurich I had a special case made of the best white leather,

with compartments inside lined with soft material ; thus each slide,

the camera, the stand-head, and soon has a special compartment, in

which it is gently held without friction when travelling. To get
stiffness without much weight the skeleton of the case was built up
of pasteboard by a bookbinder, and was lined by him ; the leather

work as well as a good lock was then added by a saddler. The cost

of this case was thirty shillings. Those who understand leather

work tell nie it would have cost at least two pounds in England,
which is a difference to be expected considering the relative ruling

prices.

The minor oljjection on the score of dust to the use of a tied or

strapped bag rather than a case tells with greater force during
tourists' work abroad than during work in the exceptionally humid
climate of England. Captain Abney spoke of this in relation to

certain roads in Switzerland, and named an excellent and simple
))alliative, namely, to rub glycerine over the grooves and movable
parts of the slides, let it soak in a little, and then wipe it off

superficially with a cloth. The grooves afterwards trap the fine,

penetrating dust, which would otherwise reach the plates. Another
palliative is due to the fact that in those parts the people have an
extraordinary superstition that Switzerland belongs to the Swiss, so

will not allow private individuals to fence off portions of land to

any great extc-.'. As a general rule, the tourist can leave the dusty
roads, when they do not border a precipice, and can go right ahead
through field and fen and forest, and over mountain and moor,
without any let or hindrance being in that case made and provided.

Notwithstanding, moreover and nevertheless, the understanding is

that on cultivated lands the traveller must not walk over growing
crops, but keep to the footpaths ; if he damage the crops he
is liable to a fine. To save delay and trouble over litigation in a
country in which judges on circuit are paid a few shillings a day
for their services, the amount of the .fine is sometimes painted upon
a board on a post at the entrance to the field. For instance, in the

Alpine valley of Andermat are notices in some of the fields that

anyone trespassing is liable to a fine of sevenpence-halfpenny, or

whatever the amount may be. If a Briton choose, nevertheless, to

walk on the owner's crops he can pay the latter sevenpence-half-

penny on the spot, and the matter is amicably settled without
adjournment to a police court. This freedom of traversing the land

in all directions is a great boon to the photographic tourist. Strange

people are these Swiss I If a photographer build a studio on
another man's land, under a lease from the latter, the Swiss actually

think that the studio belongs to the photographer who built and
paid for it, and he is allowed to take it away at the end of his

lease, just as if he had a moral right to its pos.se.ssion. Photographic
studios and temporary builders' sheds are sometimes erected on
land held under a few j-ears' tenancy ; but a substantial dwelling is

never erected on another man's land—at least in those pai'ts of

Switzerland I have traversed. If a man did build a house in that

way, the pitying populate would probably touch their foreheads

significantly as he passed, and recommend his friends to look after

him ; l)ut then, it must be remembered, the Swis.s are such an

eccentric people 1 More English photographers should go there to

get these notions out of their lieads, and to teach them the blessings

of a greater freedom and a higher civilisation. The natives would
probably feel interested in being shown photographs of streets of

jerry buildings in I ha act of falling down at the end of a lease. Such
pictures would, no doubt, make them open their eyes. The amateur

Drili.-.li missionary might also take oat with him some beads, paiiiti,

bits of looking-ghiw, an<l remnants of coloured cloth to Ijarter with
the simple aborigines.

'To return from this digression: hao Anyone ever considered
whether in tourists' cameras metal cannot be in some parts iiub-

stituted for wood with advantage ? The claim is already some-
times made that metallic slides are better than wooden ones, more
especially in the matter of economising space. What are tiie merits
of such slides as compared with those made of paper across the
Atlantic! and where in London can the American paper slides be
seen 1 When engineers want strength and lightness they use angle
or tubular iron and lattice work. What would be the merits and
demerits of a camera case with its skeleton built up of angle-bars
of steel more rigid than those of umbrellas, and of uniting the
longer bars by means of light steel lattice work, then covering the
skeleton framework with thin cork, like that used for hats, with a
final outer coating of good leather ! To what extent can aluminium
be advantageously used in tourists' cameras, now that an easier

method of soldering it has been discovered ? These questions are

merely put to elicit information upon a subject on which I possess

none, and a philosophical instrument maker would be the person to

answer them. A saddler would argue that there is nothing like

leather, and a ciibinet-maker that there is nothing like wood ; a
maker of scientific instruments of precision might be allowed to

have his say in the matter. It is to be hoped that those manu-
facturers, of whatever class, who intend to do anything to meet the

public want, will make a close study of every suggestion made by
writers within the last two months, to see how nearly they can
incorporate in one camera everything that is really good. Attention
to little points, small in themselves, may prove a great boon in the
aggregate. A few fractions of an ounce saved here and there in the

weights of parts, without sacrificing efKeiency, might as a whole
prove a substantial benefit.

Sooner or later, though the time may not be yet, the parts of

model cameras will be turned out in great part by machinery, and
then fitted together by hand. The most successful men of commerce
in England and America are those who have spent much in thought
and in money in the erection of machinery before commencing the

actual manufacture of their goods. This principle can be acted

upon also by makers in a small way. I know one ingenious man
who, when orders are slack, employs hi.s men in making new labour-

saving tools devised by himself to expedite the future manufacturo
of his goods, so that when a run of new or<ler3 conies in the speed
with which he executes them astonishes his competitors. His profits

are also necessarily higher.

To steady a tourist's camera in a high wind, a mackintosh bag to

hold some stones should have one of those spring links which fasten

chains to dogs' collars fixed at the end of its string, so that it can be
sprung in an instant into the hole in the camera screw. This will

save time and trouble in tying and untying, and the annoyance
sometimes caused by bad knots. An exceedingly large piece of

mackintosh will fold into remarkably small space ; it is also light-

tight, and so is the best stuff in the world for a focussing-cloth. It also

serves as a temporary table-cloth at hotels, where it is not desirable

to damage the furniture with spilt chemicals. In Scotland it is

considered partisanship to have much to do with mackintosh. Who
has not heard of the photographer who returned to his compart-
ment in a train on the Highland railway, saying " Did I leave

a black mackintosh here I
" The reply from the assembled " chiels

"

was—" Nae. We're a' Ked Macgregors I"

Mr. George Smith, in his article some weeks ago, misquoted me
several times, and then proceeded to overthrow the statements he
had put into my mouth. Among the instances I remember are that he
stated, either in substance or by implication, that I bad said that

my camera took ten minutes and upwards to fix ; that I recom-
mended that a camera which would extend to three times the

length of its plate should have a gigantic case, inside which to carry

it while so extended ; and that I had said that the ,use of a spirit

level on the camera was desirable when the straight line of a
building was in sight in a mountainous landscape.

W. H. Hakriso.n.

REDUCING THE DENSITY OF NEGATIVES, AND
THEIR IMPROVEMENT.

TuKUB have been a very great many metliods put forward for the reduc-

tion of intensity in golatme uegativts since their introduction ; bat, so

far at I can Ifarn, I dou't think any of thorn have been of much use,

being too riaky, cipeci.illy with uegdtivrs of any great value In the

most experienced hands, at times, anogativowill. when tioished, prov«
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a little too iiiteiiso, .ii:;! vvlicii tiiis I'locs occur it ii ii good thing to be
able to reduce the density, v.ifchout haviug a shadow of a doubt in

one's mind as to the spoiling of it.

It will be remembered that some twelve months since I wrote an
article in these pages upon the intensification of gelatine negatives, and
by the numerous letters that I have received it lias been of great service

(o many—at any rat; it has to myself. If I had i)een able to put this

part of tlie question forward witli tiie inteniiticatiou portion it would
have been complete as a whole, and not in parts like tlie franchise bill

and redistribution; but in scientific matters inventions follow one
another, and we must be content to false them in that way, and read
them together whenever they do come. Not only is it very convenient
to iiavc a reliable method of reducing negatives, but it is also good
to havo a method of improving them in certain parts—not on the

retouching system, which has been overdone in portraitui'e. i'or

myself I would sooner have a lithographic portrait than many of the

photographic portraits of the present day. I am well aware that

pliotography pure and .simple, in many instances, is not true to nature
liy any means, especially in rendering gradations of colour. I hold it

to be perfectly legitimate to make up for such shortcoming, and no
more, so as to get as near to nature as possible without beius^ untruthful,

and I fully believe that artists will agree with me on this point. In
landscape photography there is very little retouching done, for in this

instance the subject never finds fault.

It will be remembered that some long time since Holmes's ozone bleach
was introduced for reducing the intensity of negatives. In my hands
it was of service with certain emulsions made from moderately-soft

gelatines, but with harder samiUes it was of no use whatever. Then,
again, the risk was great ; but I have seen some good efifects produced
by its use, and, on tile other hand, I have seen negatives utterly spoiled

by it. Another method was reduction by means of a dilute solution of

hydrochloric acid, and another with iodine in solution, followed by
either hyposulphite of soda solution or weak cyanide, or cyanide solu-

tion alone. C'liloride of copper has also been used, followed by hypo. , &c.

All these, as will be seen, acted generally over the whole image
except the Hohnes's ozone bleach, wliich could be applied locally. I

have given up these for a oonsiderabie period, and have contented
myself with altering the colour of the negative as much as possible,

making it of a grey colour by using a strong solution of alum and citric

acid, and leaving the negative iu the solution for hours sometimes.

Some months since there was pulilislicd in these pages a small

paragraph on the use of methylated spirit for the reduction of nega-

tives. As I have not heard any comments upon it I suppose it was too

small to be noticed, so it was overlooked. When reading it it brought
to my mind that a few months before I had some negatives lying on llio

table, and was pouring some methylated spirit fronr one bottle to

another, when the bottle slipped and sent some splashes of spirit over the

negatives. I instantly took up one of the negatives and rubbed it over

with a clean duster until it was dry; but I spoiled the negative by
making it thin in the part where the spirit had been.

>Iot wanting the negative it was put on one side, and I never
thought any more about it until I saw the small paragraph before

alluded to. I then at once set to work on some old and useless

negatives to see what could be done with methylated spirit (?) and it

it was of any value, when I soon found it was of very great service. I

discovered that I could -with ease reduce the intensity all over the
negative, if required, without the slightest risk.

I went to work in this way : -I took an old worn-out cambric pocket
handkerchief, wetted it with strong methylated spirit, and began
rubbing it all over the negatives, rubbing briskly. I found there was
not the slightest fear of damaging the film, unless there was any grit

on tlie rubber. After a little time I found the white cambric was
covered with black, like fine blacklead, and as this gradually came
away the intensity became reduced, and by continuing I found the
image could be rubbed nearly all away. I then tried reducing the
intense parts of a negative and experienced no difficulty whatever,
and the beauty of it was that I found it came away so gradually that
there was no risk of spoiling a good negative. As these experiments
proved so successful I now use methylated spirit, whenever I require it,

with perfect confidence.

In using the spirit I need not say that the negative should be per-

fectly dry, and the spirit must be strong. The strength of methylated
spirit, as sold, is about •825 or -8.30 sp.gr.

In portraiture this method has its uses. Very often the lighting
may not be quite perfect, the light being rather too strong on one side

of the face, which throws the other side too much in sliadow ; but
by rcdircing the intensity matters ai-e greatly improved. As regards
the backgrounds a very great deal may be done. A plain background
that prints too light can be reduced by the same means, and not only
reduced but graduated to suit the subject, which very much enhances
the picture.

In many figure studies certain parts of the picture are roughly
masked, while other parts are exposed to the light. Instead of having
this to do with every print, there is no reason why it should not be
done on the. negative once and for all, as it can be done with such cer-

tauily. There are also other classes of tubjects worth meulioning,
namely, ladies in ivhitc or very liglit dress, in cither satin or silk.

These materials, when properly photographed, are very beautiful ;

but at times the development has to be carried on to such an e.xtent as

to entirely bury the boauiiful details and gradations, on account of the
face, which makes the dress print too high iu tone, and makes the face

appear dirty. All this is remediable in the way described. Another
defect is the drawing in collars, &c. , of white lace, which can also be
reduced by rubbing with the spirit. The dress can also be mani-
pulatid to secure a truthful effect.

All this I own to be perfectly legitimate, if truth is to be aimed at,

and we have a perfect right to use any means in our power to give the
correct rendering of any subject. Photographs, as we all know, arc

pictures or representations in monochrome, the shadows and half-tones

forming by far the greatest part of the picture, and the high lights (or

the parts rendered by the pure white of the paper) a very small part

indeed. If we take, for comparison, a water-colour drawing, place

it beside a good photograph, and examine them both closely we shall

find that the paper on which the picture has been painted has, before

commencing, been toned down to cover the white paper, and .the

extreme high lights, which are probably just small points, have been
scraped out with the knife, or sometimes (but very seldom) they are

made of pure white pigment. In the photograph we find much more
white paper in comparison than we have in the water-colour drawing.
Tliis white does iiTit exist in nature to such an extent, and with skill

can be modified to represent nature lietter.

Again we go to nature. Take (say) a landscape, and we find little

of pure white. If we wish to represent nature truthfully it is only the

i.vtn:me high lights must be pure, and if this be done the lights are like

diamonds of the first water in a rich setting, and give great brilliancy

to the whole. In a photographic landscape, say, for sake of illustration :

v/ith some broken ground there is some yellow sand, or nearly white,

showing when photographed. This will show dead white, and no one
could say, taking gradation of tone, that if left so it would be true to

nature—not only true, but would spoil the picture. Such a blemish
can be overcome and made more perfect by the means that I have here

named. I have seen hundreds and thousands of photographs that

would have been greatly improved, and in some cases made works of

art, if a little knowledge, skill, and taste had been brought to bear on
them in their production. But with man}'—and it always will be so

—

the camera is only a machine, and Avill only produce crude, mechanical
representations perfectly meaningless in themselves, and painful to a

cultured mind and taste to look upon ; therefore nothing should be left

undone to get the most faithful representation of nature.

Wm. Brooks.

ON THE TKEATMBNT OF HUSNIK'S PHOTOLITHO-
GRAPHIC TRANSFER PAPER.*

Blackenixg or thk Print.

For this may be used a fatty transfer ink which I prepare com-
mercially, dissolved in oil of turpentine; or anyone maj' prepare such
an ink for himself from ordinary lithographic transfer ink by adding to

eight parts of that ink one part of wax, melting them by heat, mixing
them well, and then thinning with rectified oil of turpentine until a

cold sample is of the consistency of syrup. This solution is then

poured into stoppered bottles and closed. It must, however, be borne

in mind that such di.'isolved ink changes with keeping, and must be

well stirred with a brush each time before being used (the brush being

left sticking in a bottle during the time it is in use, and having been
inserted when the bottle was opened), because, though the fatty ink

remains perfectly dissolved in the turpentine, the wax is insoluble ; so

that if the upper part of the solution be always poured off there would
at last remain nothing but wax at the bottom, and then the colour

would become so hard that it would no longer allow itself to be trans-

ferred to either zinc or stone. In such a case add five to ten drops of

olive oil to the residue of the ink; that should make it work well again.

It is necessary to use as solid an ink as possible ; hence the addition

of wax to harden it, as the liarder the ink the sharper the impression.

Too fatty and soft an ink becomes squeezed out under pressure and
gives thick lines and black shadows ; but if there be too little of the

grease then the colour is not transferred at all, but remains on the

print.

Stone requires a much greasier ink than zinc, because, though an ink

may allow itself to be trausferred to stone, yet if it be not fatty enough
the stone cannot absorb any fat from it and the transfer cannot bear to

be etched. A very fatty ink must therefore be used for stone, and it is

obtained by the addition of more olive oil. We have to do with a

different state of matters when zinc is used. Here nothing sinks into

the metal, and, therefore, wax or varnish is sufficient of itself to jiro-

teot the metal from the action of acid, so that a harder, waxier ink

may be used. The print to be transferred is laid flat upon a zinc or

glass plate and coated with ink, the drops of ink lifted out of the

bottle and placed by the brush on the print being spread by means of

a tuft of cotton wool—first by equal strokes in all directions, and
smoothed down until there is only a mere film of the ink remaining

over the print. The ink so distributed is left exposed to the air for a
* Concluded from jiaifc 5S5.
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few uiinutes to allow the turpcutiuo to evaporate. The print in iiuxt
laid in a ziiio trough partly filled with cold water. In half-aii-hour
the picture may bo developed, but the development can be postponed,
it so desired, by leaviMij the print lying in the water for a few days.
The development of the )>icture depends moat upon tlie proper

exposures of the print. After the print has soaked about half-an-hour

—

completely covered on both aides and at all parts by water, yet free
from air-bubbles—then the colour may bo wiped oiT the whites by
{entlo rubbing with a sponge, so that the design alone retains the ink.
The developinj; tray is then placed so that one end is canted up until
the bottom of the upper cud is no longer covered with water, and the
print laid upou this raised eml. Tlio surface of the raised end is then
rubbed with a sponge with a ciroular motion, until the whites are quite
freed from all dirtiness aud the shadows appear quite open.

It the print be over-c.vpoicd the shadows remain closed, all the lines

ftpi)e,-\r broader, and the background will not easily part with tlie

colour. The lastmeulioned behaviour also occurs with weak nega-
tives, li the paper had bacn sensitised for three or four days, or if

light had had access to it, tho colour would in these cases also not
readily leave tho wliites. If tho paper was under-exposed the colour
would be more easily removed, but tho linest lines and dots would also
be washed off along with it.

Only prints that have been ))retty correctly exposed can be perfectly

and faultlessly developed ; still the limits lie pretty far asunder, esjje-

eially in the case of gooil negatives, which may be considerably over-

printed without the picture becoming too black. The kind of tissue

used .ilso makes a dillerence both to the development aud the printing.
Too soft a gelatine or a thicker lilin requires long printing ; too hard a
gelatine or a thin film requires a short exposure. It has been proposed
to add a little alum to the gelatine to render the tissue harder and less

sticky; but I found that this addition gave rise to many difficulties in

the development, an<l that the print was more injured by the greater
pressure which had to bo exerted on the sponge to remove the colour
than when the latter could be wiped off without any particular pressure.

As the swoUen-up print forms a relief, so that the design appears sunk
(in intaglio), each line and all the live dots are better protected than
when one has to rub hard until the ground of each line is reached.
Care should be taken to use cold water always, even in summer, as

warm water not only dissolves the gel.itine but renders the ink also

soluble and smeary. Almost any water may be used if it do not
contain too much iron.

Prints so developed should be w^ell rinsed with clean water in order
to remove all fatty ink that may be merely adherent, and then they
should be laid upon clean blotting-paper. One print after another
is placed alongside of each other and covered with clean blotting-paper.

Tlien the paper is all smoothed and pressed out in every part by the
palm of the hand in order to bring it in contact everywhere with
the print, aud so dry up all adherent water. The prints are then
placed near a stove, which must be heated all day, so that the drying
may be thoroughly completed.

If one, however, desire to transfer at once and cannot spare time to let

the print dry thoroughly, it must be previously laid for two or three
minutes in a solution of one part of alum to fifty parts of water. This
bath hardens the gelatine, so that it cannot adhere so firmly to the
gelatine, and is not so easily crushed when being transferred. Yet the
gelatine should not be too hard ; otherwise it will not stick to the zinc,

which causes the impression to appear double.

It is best, however, to allow the prints to become quite dry, as then
they are simply laid against any window and exposed for half-an-bour
or longer to the light, which also causes the gelatine to harden. In
spite of the washing there still remains a trace of chrome salt, which is

only just sufficient to produce the necessary hardness in the light parts
of the picture. If there be no longer any light at one's disposal

the print must be placed in the above alum bath, and then, after being
sufficiently dried with blotting-paper, transferred.

The dried prints only keep about two days, after which the ink dries

in and can no longer be transferred. If it be desired to keep the print
longer in a state fit for transference it must be allowed to lie in water,
or the ink must be adapted to that purpose by adding from six to ten
drops of olive oil to a bottleful of ink. This is very often useful,

especially when the prints have to be sent to another place to be trans-

ferred. To send them : place a sheet of tissue paper upon each print,

then roll ali the prints together and place thon> in a cylinder made of

strong pasteboard.

I used to prepare a tissue, to the gelatine of which alum was already
added, so doing away with tho siibsequent alum bath or exposure to

light of the print after development. But, as the results obtained with
the more adhesive gelatine were much better, and as they were also

much more easily developed, tho tissue is now only prepared with the
purest extra-white gelatine and the hardening only takes place when
the print is ready to be transferred to zinc.

The Tkan.sfeke.n-ce.

If the print is to be transferred to stone it then ignites to be
hardened neither by alnm nor by exposure, as it must \m sticky,

otherwise it will not adhere to the stone. The stone is moist, .and a
hard gelatine will not adhere to it. Except in this particular case

the transfercuco to atone and to ziuo are alike, and the same litho-
graphic press may be used for both, or an antographio roller press
may be used for the zinc plate.

The print is laid, with the picture side down, upon clean paper, and the
I)ack of it moistened and smoothed with the sponge until the tiuuo b«a
become soft and supple and the front appears somewhat sticky. The
print is then laid upon the zinc or stone and a sheet of paper laid over
it, after which they are passed through the press under a slight pressare,
which is gradually increased, the plate or stone bearing the print and
its protecting pnper being passed through it after each increase of
pressure. Tlien the back of the print is moistened again, and one
recommences passing it through the press—with a slight pressure at
first and gradually increasing the pressure. Then tho print ia again
moistened and drawn off from the support, when all the ink should have
been transferred from the paper to the zinc nlate or stone, so tliat the
drawing appears perfect upon the latter. The design is then strengthened
and gummed as usual—an operation which is generally left to a pro-
fessional.

If the pressure be much too great then the gelatine wonld be
cruslied, and it is on that account that some practical men prefer but
slightly gelatinised tissue. Others, again, favour that containing a great
deal of gelatine, because it has a flatter surface and should give finer
results. A medium thickness of film is, however, best, as the surface
may be made as smooth as one can wish by burnisliing before printing.
Every new process or method requires experience before one can

obtain perfect results, and the short step from what is goo<l to what is

best is often more difficult than the long road that leads to mediocrity.
Here I have collected the result of all the experience I have gained
during a ten-years' use of photolithographic paper, so that anyone may
use it with confidence, and work so as to obtain tho best results.
-Xoti-.'n. J. Hr.sMK.

WHERE TO GO WITH THE CAMERA.
lit is hoped that this series of artielcs will be continued at regular and frequent in-

tervals during the vacation months, and wo shall lie glad to receive contributions to
the series from any friends able to treat of new and interesting ground.)

CYCLING AXD PHOTOGRAPHY IN CHESHIRE.
A.s wo are now approaching the end of the summer, and have only a
few remaining days to air our favourite hobby, a short description of a
"wheel run" in search of autumn "bits," taken about this time last
year, may be of some guidance to other photographic " wheelmen," or
the photographic pedestrian (the latter, of course, wonld be unable to
cover the distance the day's run embraces).

Leaving Chester about eight in the morning on onr tricycles, with
bags well stocked with camera slides and portable tripod, we made our
way through Hoole to Tarviu, where a couple of plates were exposed,
including the main street of the village and the church—an old edifice
dedicated to .St. Andrew. Tarvin was the scene of numerous skirmishes
during the civil wars between the royalists and parliamentary troops.
Our next halt was at Delamere Forest, where, leaving our machines

at a cottage, we enjoyed a quiet ramble through the woods, here and
there transferring to our slides many a gnarled trunk and "bit"
of underwood. How we longed for photography in colours ! The
varied tints of russet brown, yellow, aud purple, contrasted with the
dark green shades among the trees, tlie long vista down the open pads,
with rabbits skipping about in the sunshine—all combined to make us
long for an entire day for this beautiful spot at least.

Remounting our "steeds" we ran on to Tabley, where we dined at a
wayside inn. We called at Holford Hall, the ancient seat of the
Cliolmondeley's, now a farm house—a specimen in fair preser\-ation of a
timber and plaster house. One side projects over the courtyard and
rests on wooden pillars. This house is a favourite with artists from
Manchester, as we were informed by the farmer's gwd lady. The hall
is a short distance to the right of the high road, almost level with
Plumley Station. At Tabley we paid a visit to the old hall, the
remains of another timbered mansion, situated on an island on tho Mere.
It contains some ancient oak furniture, wainscotting, pictures, &c.

Leaving Tabley Park, and being directed on our way by a friendly
gamekeeper, we reached the gates of Tatton Park, the seat of Lord
Egerton. Turning sharp to the left ran through Rostheme village
to the church gates. Here, leaving our machines, we went down
a steep incline to the margin of tho Mei-e—a beautiful sheet of water.
Just below tho church is the fisherman's boat-house. Looking to the
left is a beautiful view. In the foregronnd are rushes and reeds, with
a row of pailings runnmg out into the water and overhanging trees

;

in the middle distance a boat-house thatched with i-ushcs, a small Land-
ing jetty of piles driven into the bed of the lake, and a few yards from
this is a sailing boat moored to a buoy. In the distance the rising
ground on the far bank is well wooded and almost gives an impression
of distant hills. Occasionally there are a pair of swans sailing about,
and the fisherman setting his nets from a broad, flat-bottomed punt.
Turning round and facing up tho brae is the venerable church rar'-
rounded with lofty trees, the l«a»-itlco! of a seqaestcrcd country
church. A&cendiug from the lake aud mouutinga few steps^we Ota in
the churchyard. To our right is a genuine old Lyobgate—a picture in
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itself. The best view of tliis is obtained by passing tln-ough tlie gate,

down tlie steps leading into tiie lane, and facing about with tlie

church in the baclcground. Of the churcli itself, the best view, in our
opinion, was from the east end outside the churcliyard on the rising

ground. The interior is plain and old-fashioned, tlie only object

of interest being au ancient stone coffin, carved on tlie lid of which is a
kuiglit recnmbent with crossed arms, sword at liis side, and his feet rest-

ing on a dog. Tlie Egerton chapel at the south side of the cliancel

contains a monument, by Westmacott, to Charlotte Beatrix Egerton,

who died at the early age of twenty-one years. The inscription was as

follows ;

—

*' Softly she slept in that last hour

;

God's angel hovered nisrh ;

He raised with love that fragile flower

To wake in bliss on high."

There was nothing of further interest in tlie village ; so leaving this

we pushed on to the Tatton Gates again, turning to the left to Ashley
Mill—another spot favoured by painters, &c., situate on the banks of

the river BoUin, and now in ruins, the business of the mill having been

removed to Broadheath. The bridge across tlie river, witli the over-

hanging trees and iiioss-growu roof, form a pleasing picture. We
noticed, just at about a-quarter of a mile before reaching the mill, a

timbered barn covered with a Virginian creeper. Tlie brown and red

leaves, with the mossaud-liclien covered woodwork, would be well

wortliy of a plate.

The day being now well advanced we " made tracks " for Broadheath
Station and took train to liiverpool, after passing some of tlie most
picturesque localities in Cheshire. We had intended a visit to Dunham
Park, with its haunted mill and beautiful lake, but our time was
limited, and having covered about forty odd miles and exposed nearly

two dozen plates we were fain to say "enough !
" Kenneth Be.\.v,

I

HERNE BAY.

It will be generally conceded that all the old frowning castles (and it

will be interesting to learn at what stage of their development the

"frown" was evolved), all the old bridges which span the still older

rivers, all the old cathedrals, stately mansions, and village churches

have been duly pliotographed from every point of view by every con-

ceivable lens by amateur and professional talent all over the country,

so that the question " Where to Go with the Camera," if new views

are the object, becomes almost as much of a puzzle as the poim asinornm
was to the baronet of B. K. when he suggested its possible location in

the island of the saints. Most of us, even when we take a photographic

holiday, would prefer a slight honorarium as the reward of merit, and
Windsor from the Clewer Meadows, Tintern Abbey, or Conway Castle

are not likely to possess the claim of novelty ; so suppose we go out of

the beaten track, and try Heme Bay.

There comes another question—Why do the Kentish maidens invari-

ably designate this place as " the Bay ?" Is it because its conformation

BO slightlj' resembles a bay, or is it that their travels are so little

extended they know no other bay save that of Heme ? Anyhow we
are in search of the picturesque, and so turn our back sharply on the

stormy beach and the soft ooze wiiiah does duty for "sands," where
the same nurse girls sit poring over the pages of the same cheap novels

day after day, wliile the same l)are-legged children paddle at the

water's edge, and the same young men in the same light tweeds smoke
the same cheap cigars, and the same fathers of families lounge through

the houra engaged in the intellectual pastime of throwing pebbles in

the sea.

There are no noted public buildings in " the Bay." Its architecture

is at an extremely low ebb, best described as local,

—

n'impoHi'. Ramble
along the main Canterbury road, aud a few yards past the cemetery on
the right is a small wicket gate which, passed through, only requires a
suitable figure or figures to tell its story. The trees, either at the fall

of the leaf or in early spring, aud the rich undergrowth are all at hand
to make a perfect picture. On the other side of the main road, and
opposite this gate, is a shady pool, with a background of fine old

trees—the very spot where a thirsty soul would lie on the ground and
slake his thirst, or where the village children after school would swim
their tiny craft.

We take the road once more. Still on the left, opposite Prescott
Park, is a stile leading to a footway across the meadow. This footway
literally teems with "bits"— the overhanging branches, the gnarled
trunks in all manner of fantastic shapes, wanting only the returning
cows from milking, or the boys birdnesting, or the waggoner's team
to make subjects tempting indeed to him imbued with the true art

feeling.

Out again on the road, through the village of Herne-street, past the
old church—which, however venerable and however much surrounded
by tombstones, is not a subject for high art—on past tlie workhouse,
where the paupers tending the inside ground.s seem afraid to lift their

heads lest they commit a breach of discipline, and bearing with the
track to the left we come sharply, on the left again, to a wood, which
small in extent, makes up in richness of undergrowth and moss-covered
banks for any shortcomings as to size. Tliere the artist may positively

revel while the glades roeoho the spirit lie inspires in his models.

Back to the Canterbury Ro.ad, and beyond the "Halfway House"
on the left, are two magnitioent old oaks, where the wayfarer might
stretch his weary limbs or where tlie village festival might be held ;

where the lassie might keep her tryst or the gleaner rest from her

labour. Many memories of the past could these knotted trees unfold
;

many aspirations of the future may be sheltered beneath their spread-

ing brandies, while author aud artist drink their fill of inspiration

from the beautiful around.
Continuing the ramble to within a short distance of Sturry, studies

without number may be made in a dense mass of foliage and hill and
dale on the light. It is here at every point that a fresh beauty meets
the cultured eye, and a constant succession of change may be made by
a simple turn of the instrument and a variation of tlie models. It

would be presumption to suggest the titles when the field is so rich,

and \vhen the inception that would be the creation of one mind would
be out of harmony with the aspirations of another. These tangleil

thickets are so many settings for pictures, and by their beauty they
invite us to make them speak—to tell to others the varied emotions
they have instilled in ourselves ; and it is in scenes such as these lies

the great future of our art.

The mere delineation of tracts of country—however beautiful, how-
ever romantic they may be—call fiirth but slight creative power. The
selection of the best point of view, the introduction of figures, the

arrangement of certain details, and the choice of light will distinguish

the artist from the mere slipshod worker ; and when all is done, the

combined whole will be a pleasing effect—a harmonious reproduction

of nature. But there is no great creation. There is no theme origi-

nated and developed to a point which strikes the beholder as a story

most effectively told j but, when the models form the picture and the

tangled bushes become only a .suitable background against which they
are taken, it is then that the sarae creative power is cdled forth from
the artist with the camera as from the artist with the brush. The ex-

pression and the pose of each model must be a study beforehand, so that

when the moment arrives the result must be perfect in composition, in

spirit, aud in technique .Joseph Harris.

FOREIGN NOTES AND NEWS.
Dr. Lohse's Lsochkomatic Gelatine Plates.^ A New Use for
Albdmenised Paper.—A Variation in CRY.iToi,EnM Painting.—
Hints for the Asphalte Process.—Dr. VoGEt as Chrysanilink
and Isochromatic Pl.vpes.

In the Archir Dr. 0. Lohse writes, regarding isochrom.atic gelatine

plates, that he has made a further series of experiments on the modifi-

cation of the sensitiveness of bromide of silver to colour, and used as

sensitisers the following yellow dyes :— Orthonitrophenol, ortho-

iiitraniline, paranitraniline, raetanitraniline, thymokinone, phenatrcn-
kinone, chrysophanacid, tropajolin, quercitrin, aloes, diamidoazobenzol,

diamiiloazobenzol hydrochlorate, amidoazobenzol, amidoazobenzol hy-

drochlorate, nitrosodimethylaniliue, nitrosodimethylanilin aniline, pic-

ramiuic acid, phosphin, aurautia, chrysoidin, Martin's yellow, diamond
yellow, chrysanilin, nitric chrysaniline, and trop.'coline iodide. Each of

these dyes was treated in the same way, namely, 0'02 of a gramme of

the dye was dissolved in 100 e.c. of water containing ten per cent, of

ammonia, and filtered. If requisite the substance was dissolved in a

little absolute alcohol before being added to the water. All the plates

used in tlie experiment were Nelsons' "extra-rapid" plates, which
were soaked for two minutes in the above staining fluid and then dried.

Without entering into details of the series of experiments it may be
remarked that, amongst all the substances used, there were two that

distinguished themselves, namely, diamidoazo benzol hydrochlorate and
nitric chrysaniline ; wliile of the others some seemed to afl'ect the sen-

sitiveness injuriously, others to exercise no action at all, and others

again to produce a slight effect. The diamidoazo benzol hydrochlorate

increased the sensitiveness of bromide of silver to green and yellow

considerably, so that when the sun's spectrum was photographed a

second maximum appeared between tlie Praunliofer lines D and h. In

the neighbourhood of F, a little towards G, there was a sjiot of diminished

action like that whic'a occurs in the case of eosiue. Nitric chrysaniline

in combination with ammonia increased the general sensitiveness of

bromide of silver, in consequence of which the sensitiveness to colour

also appeared to be raised. With a normal exposure of twenty-five

seconds the photographed spectrum extended upon the experimental
plates from the ultra-violet on the one side to well beyond D on the

other side. An accelerating action also occurred, after which both the

chrysaniline contents of the solution aud the addition of ammonia were
diminished. He then prepared a solution containing only D'OOi of a

gramme of nitric chrysaniline aud two c.c. of liquid ammonia to 100 c.c.

of water, and exposed a plate prepared with this stain along with
an unstained one to suitable light, under a paper scale of sixteen

graduated folds. The result showed that the stained plate was consi-

derably the more sensitive, as upon it No. 9 of the scale could be
distinguished, while the unstained plate only went as far as No. 4.

Dr. Lohse, therefore, thinks himself justified iu recommending the

addition of a slight trace of nitric chrysaniline along with ammonia to

bromide of silver emulsion, in order to incre.ase the sensitiveness of the

htler.
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A new use for albiimenised paper has been spoken of in French
papers^ It is said that butter roUol in albiiinenised paper will keep
fresh for months. This sounds nil very well, but wo should be very un-
willing to roll good butter in some of the sample* of albumanised paper
that liuve passed through our hands lately, siuce it ia well known that
butter, liko all sorts of fat and grease, absorbs with grc»t readiness the
pur/iiinc. of anything tliat may be placed near it, thongli not necessarily
in cantaot with it. This danger may, however, bo avoided by prepar-
ini{ the albumenised paper for one's self, since, as perfect equality and
smoothness of surface are not iudisponsablo to tlio butter-preserving
housekeeper as they are to the photographer, the former may turn
amateur albumeniser. She will add from one to two grammes of salt-

etre to the white of one egg and apply to her paper. The butter is to
3 provided with an iouer covering of linen, and tlie albumenised paper

placed outermost.

The Archio informs us that a Mrs. Xelson Decker has discovered a
way of dispensing with the second convex glass for coloured photographs
—presumably tliose coloured by the crystoleum process. Tliis discovery
consists simply in dipping the print at different stages of its colouration
into the wax and paraliiiie solution.

The same journal supplies some short hints for woiking the asphalte
process :—A solution of asphalte in oil of lavender or oil of turpentine
is spread, by means of a leather roller, upan metal plates and dried in

the dark. Old asphalte Iilm3 furnish much tinner prints tliau new
ones, which separate from each other; even some months after prepara-
tion the films are still quite useable. The film should not be too tliick,

as that would cause the development to be too prolonged, and there
would also be a danger of some parts not being sulHcieutly washed at
development. For contact copies of engraviugs it is advisable to soften
the engraving iu a mixture of glycerine and water and then to apply it

with the scjueegee to the dry asphalte film. In this way extraordinary
sharpness is obtained. Tiie exposure may last a quarter of an hour in

the sunlight and about an hour in diffused daylight ! It is better to
expose too long than too short a time, as over-exposure may bs avoided
by the use of stronger solvents. If the plate be exposed iu sun-
light it should be allowed to become cold before being developed. Oil
of turpentine, or a mixture of oil of turpentine and olive oil, are used
as developers. Benzine alone has too energetic an action ; it is better
when asphalte is dissolved iu it. Petroleum makes the unexposed
parts soft and swollen. Before being etched the film is washed with
water, dried, and exposed to sunlight or daylight in order to harden it.

Steel may be very beautifully etched with a golden-yellow (not orange-
yellow) solution of iodine, renewed every ten minutes ; or, if it be
preferred, an asphalte solution, consisting of .30 grammes of asphalte
dissolved in a mixture of 10 c.c. oil of citron and 600 c.c. benzine, may
be used. Quite lately, instead of asphalte, marine glue has been
employed, which resists the etching to a very great extent and requires
all the longer exposure.

With regard to Dr. O. Lohse's experiments with ehrysaniline and
other dyes. Dr. H. W. Vogel writes in the MitlheUumjen that, accord-
ing to his book on practical spectral analysis, ehrysaniline absorbs the
blue side of tlie spectrum and shows a weak streak of absorption from
F to F 2/3 b iu the blue-green. Accordingly, going upon the principle
of optical sensitisation, an increase of the sensitiveness to blue and blue-
green was to be expected. Dr. Lohse's experiments on the colour
scale with plates stained with ehrysaniline quite confirmed this view,
as they actually showed a considerable increase in the sensitiveness to
idtramarine blue and pale green, which not only reflect blue but
also blue-green. An increase of sensitiveness to Kaples yellow and
chromic yellow, on the other hand, was not observed. Azaline plates
laid in a bath of ehrysaniline and exposed behind a yellow glass
reproduced ultramarine considerably more brightly than pure azaline
plates ; indeed, almost as distinctly as chrome yellow. On the other hand,
their sensitiveness to yellow and orange was distinctly less than that
of the latter. It was the same with their general sensitiveness, for they
appeared in the developer more slowly than the azaline plates. This
does not contradict Dr. Lohse's results, since the increase of sensitive-
ness observed by him only took place iu the blue light, which, in
Dr. Vogel's experiments with ehrysaniline plates, was to a great
extent absorbed by the yellow glass. C'hrysaniline, then. Dr. Vogel
thinks is valuable for increasing the sensitiveness of common gelatine
plates; but, on the other hand, it is valueless for plates sensitised
tor colour, in so far as that the increase of sensitiveness pro<luced by it

takes place principally iu the case of the most strongly-absorbed blue,
while the sensitiveness to yellow remains far behind (Another
substance, the optical properties of which were examined by Dr. Vogel,
and the action of which he considers to equal or even to exceed that of
ehrysaniline, is the substance discovered by Wilt, and which he called
" chrysoidin." Dr. Vogel, has, however, only tested it optically, not
yet photographically.) With plates stained for colours, he has ob-
tained great sensitiveness to yellow and a slighter one for blue.

The task of colour photography is not to produce a so-called isochromatic
plate—that is, a plate equally sensitive to all colours—bnt a plate
the sensitiveness of which shall appro.aQh as nearly ai jjos^lile to
that of the human eye. " That, however, is far from being isochromatic,

lieing most sensitive to yollow, n«xb to green-yellow, lou lo to the dark
blue, and leait of all to violet. Dr. Vo.jel would, therefore, wholly re-

ject the word ' isochromatic '
" tu applied to platci, thia use of the word

being of French origin.
«

PHOTOGRAPHY IN COURT.

USING TIIE ROYAL ARMS WITHOUT ALTHORITV.
Messrs. A. axd G. Tayi,ob were summoned before Mr. Newton, at
the Marlborough-street Police Court, on Tuesday last, the 30th nit.,
"for nnlawfully and without authority of her Majesty using, in con-
nection with their trade, the royal arms, or arms so nearly resembling
them as to be calculated to deceive or mislead persons to believe they
wore carrying on the business or profession under such authority."
Mr. Bateson appeared for the prosecution, and Mr. St. John VV'ontner
for the defence. "

Evidence from the Lord Chamberlain's office was adduced, showing
that the names of the defendants were not among those who were
empowered to make use of the royal arms as photograpei-s to the
Queen ; and a canvasser lately in their employment put in papers ai
evidence which bore the royal arms, and which had been entrnsted to
him to use for the purposes of canvassing for the defendants' cinb
portraits. Evidence was also given to show that the royal arms were
publicly displayed at the defendants' places of business. The prosecu-
tion, it was stated, had been undertaken in the interests of the photo-
graphic profession. In defence, it was urged that when the defendants
comuienoed business as photographers in 1866 one of them, who had
previously been employed at Balmoral in another capacity, returned
there and took some photographs, among which were portraits of
certain members of the royal family; that in consequence of this he
applied for permissi&n to use the royal arms ; and that he had subse-
quently used them, although without written permission.
The Judge said that, wiiile on the evidence adduced it was shown

that the firm of A. and G. Taylor made use of the royal arms without
legal right to do so, he would adjourn the case for a week in order to
afford the defendants an opportunity of bringing proof that they had
authority for making use of the royal arms. The further hearing of
the case was, therefore, adjourned iiutil Tuesday next, the 7th
instant.

[From inquiry it appears that there are only three photographio
firms in London who have a legal right to use the I'oyal arms as photo-
gra^jliers to the Queen.] — _t

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 12,772.

—
" Increasing the Usefulness of Photographic Cameras." F.

Shew.—Z>a<ni September 24, 1884.

No. 12,8.j5.—"Camera Tripods or Suppoi-ts." W. Watts.—Datetl Sep-
tember 27, 1884.

PATENT SEALED, Septembeb 23, 1884.

No. 8,643.^" Improved Apparatus for Coating Photographic Plates or
Paper with Gelatine Emulsion." B. J. Euw.iRDS.

—

Dated June 5, 1884.

SPECIFICATION PUBLISHED DURING THE WEEK.
No. 10,9.50.

—
" Certain Improvements in Photoi?raphic Cameras."'

This invention is a communication from Calvin Rak Smith, of New
York, artist. It relates to a method of transferring plates fr.)m a receptacle
to the camera, which we think would not prove of sufficient interest to our
readers to warrant us in printing it.

^ttim%% til ^mdm.
MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Dat« of Heellnjr.

October 11

„ 7

K&me of SodelT.

West Riding of Yoitebire
Sheffield (Annual Meeting). . .

.

Halifax (Annual Mooting)
Bury
Photographic Club
London and Provincial ;

."

Manchester (.\nnual Meeting)
Bolton Club
QIossou Dalo

Place of IImUbc

Godwin-street, Bnulford.
Freemasons* Hall. Surrey-stivjt.

Courier Ortic«, Ke^cnt-stre«t.
Temperance llaJI.

Anderton's Uot«l, Fleet-street.
Masons* Hall. I >a.sin^h all-street.

Mancbester Tech.-iical School.
The Stiulio, Chancery-lane.
Glossop CoSee Palace, High-street.

Ireland ' Royal College of Science, Dublin.

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
At the meeting of this Society, hold on Thursday, the 25th ult., the chair
was taken by Mr. A. Haddon.
Mr. A 1j. HENnKHSox described some of his experiences dnring his recent

visit to Canada and the United Staties, but inoi-e particularly as to the re-

sults of his observations at some of thedry-plate manufactories hehad visit«d,
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and notably that of the Inglis insoluble plate factory, which he had been most
courteously allowed to inspect throu^liout. He showed a machine for
packing plates in use at this establishment, and demonstrated the methoil
of using it. The machine consisted of a board and frame for hoIdiuLf Ih-mly
the box into which the plates were to be packed, and a traversing bar
through holes in which string jiassed. The string was by this bar drawn
backwards and forwards as each fresh plate or pail- of plates was placed in
the box. It was necessary that the plates should fit into the box with very
little play, or the string might not be retained between the plates. When
the box was filled it was covered with a deep lid, and this, again, liy another
lid put on as though the intermediate lid were a box. This effectually
prevented light from being reflected on to the edges of the jilates. At the
Inglis factory the plates were dried by a blast fan driven by steam jiower.
The air as it entered the drying-room was filtered from dust by a canvas
bag wliich was tied over the air inlet, and the drying was complete in about
two hours. The cnuilsion was made at six o'clock in the morning, and the
dried plates were in the hands of the |)ackers by one o'clock in the after-
noon. The glass was cle.aned very rapidly by being held between the ends
of two revolving cylinders composed of blotting-jiaper wound round. As
the paper became worn away with use the cylinders were approached so
as still to press against the surfaces of the glass held between them.
The Chairman showed some negatives from an ennilsion giving green

fog. One of these plates liad been left in the hypo, all night, and the fog
which in the other plates had been red by transmitted light was thereby
changed to a bright indigo-blue colour. Another jjlate from the same
batch treated with the Monroe developer came out without fog.

Mr. Hkndkrsox said that the less gelatine employed to emulsify with
the less green fog there would be.

A Member inquired what was the state of photography in America, as
shown in tlie exhibition of the Convention at Cincinatti.
Mr. Hendehso.v thought that, whether owing to the superiority of the

light or not, the Americans were ahead of the English in instantaneous
photography in the studio, and instanced a photograph of large size of a
child riding on his father's foot.

LIVERPOOL AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC A.SSOCIATION.
Tub ordinary meeting of the above Association was held on Thursday, the
25th ult., at the Free Library,—Mr. J. H. Day, Vice-President, in' the
chair.

The minutes of the June, July, and August meetings having been read
and confirmed, Mr. J. Eaglesfield was elected a member of tlie Associa-
tion.

Mr. \V. H. KiRKBY introd\iced a resolution on the subject of the July
and August outdoor meetings, and said that ho thought it would better
conduce to the welfare of the Association if these meetings were held, as
usual, in the city.

Mr. O. R. Green suggested that notice of these outdoor meetings should
be given annually in the Aljianac. He had wished to attend tlie last
meeting, and found to his disappointment that there was no assembly at
the Free Library.
The Rev. H. J. Palmer reminded Mr. Kirkby that his resolution

amounted to a new rule, and could only be introduced after due notice had
been given. He (Mr. Palmer) had gone through the minutes of the last
ten years and found that in nine of the ten no meetings of the Association
had been held iu Liverpool in July and August.
Mr. J. H. T. Elleuukck said that if Mr. Kirkby would give notice now

the matter could be discussed at the next meeting.
Mr. Kirkby adopted Mr. EUerbeck's suggestion, and s.aid he would pro-

pose a new rule at the next meeting, and after this the subject dropped.
The Chairman announced donations to the print collection of the

Society, by Messrs. Watts, Williams, Hartley, and Wliarmby.
Mr. H. N. ATKIN.S gave some account of his success in the production of

paper enlargements, and passed round some very fine specimens of his
work. [Mr. Atkins's views were fully described in the Journal of last
week, p. 015].

Mr. J. H. Day said he had obtained good results with Morgan's paper,
and showed a print from a waxed negative, which was perfectly sharp, and
could not be distinguished from an ordinary glass negative.
A Member exhibited an excellent enlargement, 16 x 12, made in this

way on gelatino-bromide paper from a quarter-plate.
The Rev. H. J. Palmer read an important resolution passed at the last

meeting of the Executive Committee of the Associated Soiree: '"That a
certificate of merit be awarded by the Soiree Executive Committee to the
best aeries of six photographs, taken by an amateur, of subjects within a
radius of ten miles from Liverpool," and urged tlie members of the Asso-
ciation to join in this useful competition. Mr. Palmer further reminded
those present of the number of interesting negatives of subjects connected
with the Liverpool of the past which had been taken by members of the
Society. He hoped that these would all be printed afresh, that members
would produce numerous other pictures of scenes which were now fast
disappearing, and thus that a really useful and valuable collection of views
connected with Liverpool might be available for exhibition at the coming
soirie.

Mr. J. A. Forrest remarked that one wall of the old slave market of
Liverpool was still standing.
The Chairman spoke in cordial approval of the competition and of its

objects, and thought that the Association should assist the project by
giving a prize.

Mr. R. Crowe proposed that the Association assign two of its presenta-
tion prints, properly mounted and framed, as a first prize for the best
series of six prints of Liverpool, &o., and one such print, also mounted
and framed, as a second prize.
Mr. Ellekbeck seconded the resolution, and it was carried unanimously
Mr. H. A Wharmby gave notice that he shoidd, at the next meeting!

aove the followincr addition to the ml™—" Each member shall send in tomove the following addition to the rules

:

the Secretary, at or before the meeting following his election, his carle
portrait for insertion in the Society's album."
Mr. O. R. Gre^ gave an interesting account of his mode of collo

dioiiising and developing plates 21 X 18, and remarked that negatives
taken by him with his larf;e camera at Jlelrose, l''uriiess, Conway, and
other places, and varnished twenty-five years ago, were now just as briglit
and good as ever.
Mr. Forrest exhibited three views taken at Rivington, two at Tal-y-Cafii

and one at Bidston at the last excursion; Mr. Baker, a clever instantaneou
jiieture of A Gat in the Act of ISpriiii/iiin nn a liinl : Mi-. Day, some very
fine negatives of Carnarvon and Amlwcli Coast, witli prints; Mr
Wharmby, views at Sefton, \Valti)ii, and Bidston; and Alossrs. Hartley
Watts, and Hawoi-th, some prints from their negatives taken at Conduvcr
Pitchford, and Wenlock.
The meeting was then adjourned,

BRISTOL AND WEST OF ENGLAND AMATEUR
PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION

,

The usual monthly summer excursion of this Society took jjlace on Frid.ay
the 29th August. Amongst those jiresent were Mr. T. Davey (President),
Colonel Playfair (Vice-President), and Mr. H. A. H. Daniel (Hon. Secre
tary). The locality fixed upin coniiirised the very romantic districts of
Moorend and (41en Frooin, and that portion of the latter beautiful scenery
enclosed in the grounds of Mr. Vassall the As.sociation was permitted
access to by the courteous permission of tlie proprietor.
Leaving Clifton Down Station and St. Pliilip's by Midland trains about

eleven o'clock, the party found on arrival at Fisliponds that the thoughtful
care of the worthy Secretary had provided ample accommodation in the
shape of horseflesh and carriages, and a short drive landed them at the
new country residence of Mr. Daniel, who, thougli liaviiig moved thereto
but^^a very short time previously, liad evidently managed to get "fixed
up," to use an Americanism, as though he had been settled there for
years.

After an inspection of the house and grounds, at which admiration was
expressed, a very substantial and delicious luncheon was sat down to, and
very ample justice done to it. Tlien followed the start for work; and, as
a matter of course, the weather, which for many weeks had been nn-
interniittingly fine, at once began to storm at the little party. Nothing
daunted, however, and with the shelter afforded by focussing-cloths and
other impromptu devices, the Old Mill at Moorend was reached without
mishap, unless the minor accident of tlie Vice-President liaviiig nearly
swallowed a live wasp, and the Secretary finding himself minus a vital
part of his camera stand, might be considered to be mishaps.
At the Old Mill a rush was made to the blacksmith's forge for

shelter, which, fortunately, was not required for long.
Here a long and patient halt was made, for the wind it blew and the

leaves they shivered. However, at last a few " shots" were made desiiito
the movement of the foliage, and a move made for Frenchay and Glen
Frooin, distant about two miles. Near the entrance to Oldbury Court
Park, but on the wrong side of the river, stood a very enchanting-looking
cottage. All agreed that it might make a good picture, so a formal request
was made to the lady in charge that we might be permitted to carry away
her house, photographically siieaking. The seductive wiles and insinuating
arts of our Vice-President overcame any scruples which the lady in cpies-
tion might have had to allowing so many strangers to enter her garden
gates, and a descent was made. Disappointment, however, was the result,
as, in trying to secure a point of vantage for fixing the cameras, it was
found an impossibility to get a view without standing up to one's waistcoat
in the middle of the river. Fathers of families being in a majority, it was
not felt desirable to incur the obvious risks of such a iiroceediiig.
From thence the members proceeded to the private grounds of Mr. Vas.sall,

than which nothing can be prettier in their way. Hero in fine weatlier,
and with better light than favoured the party, there is ample store for
a good day's work ; but time was passing and light was waning, so the
word was given to march onwards. Still further down the beautiful dingle,
replete with pretty bits, old mills, rustic bridges, weirs, and little at-
tenuated waterfalls, foliage of a most luxuriant nature, and all those little

scenes which gladden the eye of the artist, on and on they wandered,
hastening to meet the carriages which were to convey the party once more
to our hospitable Secretary's tea table.
Then ensued the usual and very acceptable wind-up of these and similar

delightful excursions—tea and coffee, and the other solids, and the other
fluids, such as teetotallers would never think of mentioning— no, never
(the fluids, we mean) ! And then—great climax of all, and which so
materially added to the universal pleasure—was the fact of tlie amiable
and charming wife of our Secretary herself presiding at the table. Never
was there a pleasanter gathering, even if the result iu p.cturea was,
perhaps, not quite so good as upon some previous occasions.

—*

—

ENLARGEMENT FOR AMATEURS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I should much like to compare notes with the writer in
last week's Journal of an article entitled Enhtrnemenl for Amateurs.

I am one of (I dare say) a large number of amateurs' who failed to realise
the splendid results forecast by the inventor of gelatino-bromide paper. I
gave it, as I thought, a patient and fair trial, but did not get any satisfac-
toiy results. Of course this was, to a large extent, my own fault.
The whole question has again been brought before my attention in the

article written by your correspondent, Mr. H. N, Atkins; and as it is my
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sarious intention, during tlio profiont seiwnn, to (jive it Rnother pntiont
trial, I \v°ill nt once ask hia assiatunce to lielp me to koIvo tliose teulinicnl
difticultics which seein to have so effectively diaappoared under his ekilful
and patient nmnipidations.— I am, yours, Ac,
VhcadU Hulme, Seplanbcr 27, 1884. II. VlOTOB HacdoSA, M.A.

SENSITOMETERS AND PHOSPHORESCENT TABLETS.
To the EoiTOttS,

(lEXTLKMK.v,—Will you kindly inform me if the pulpliide of calcium
phoaphiiresccnt tablet is a reliable source of illnmin.ltion for sensitometer
purposes ? I know it is used by Mr. Warnorke, but I wish to employ it

with a form of sensitometer of my own construction, and simply for my own
purposes—not as a standard.
Would you also please tell mo how the tablets are made—that is to say,

how the phosphorescent iwjwder is spread evenly upon glass ?—I am, yours,
&c., C. Saundkbs.
September .30, 1JI84.

[.See an article in another column.

—

Eds.]

THE ROYAL ARMS.
To the Editors.

Ossn.EMES',—There w.is an explosion at Bow on September 20th, and
C'lonel Majendie, Her Majesty's Chief luspector of Explosives, from tho
Home Oflice, sent for me, and requested nie to take a photoffraph of tho
house dam.ipod by the explosion. I did so, and supplied him with four
copies, 12 X 10. He forbade nie soiling a cojiy except through him.
Now, gentlemen, my question is this—Can I in future use the royal

aims in my photographic business?—I »ui, yours, &c.. Royal Arms.
Sfptember 29, 1884. —
EXHIBITION OF THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF

IRELAND.
To the Editors.

C.Exri.EUES,—Permit me, throuj;h tho medium of your columns, to

remind those who purpose sendin'^ pictures, &c., for exhibition, and who
hr>vo not alre.'vdy intimated their intention of so doing, that the last day
for receiving will b<! Friday, the 31st instant.

The form of entry, of which I wiil ba happy to supjily copies, should be
returned to ma here, and the packing-cases addressed to care of Royal
Hibernian Academy, Abbey-street, Dublin.

I may also mention that thera is no charge for space. Cairiage of all

parcels for exhibition will be defrayed by the .Society, consignees paying
that on return.— 1 am, yours, &o., Grkexwood Pi>i,

Monkstown. Counti/ Diiljlin, Hon. Sec, Exhibition Committee.

Octotier 1, 1884.

A CORRECTION.
To the Editors.

Gknti.EMFS,—I find that in describing (last week) the process of making
negatives for enlargements on argentic bromide paper, I have inadvertently

used tho word "ne.Mtive" instead of " tnnisparenci/" in two or three places.

Kindly permit me to jvjint out the inaccur.-vcy, which may have puzzled
anyone interested in the matter.—I am, yours, &c.,

Livei-iMol, uctober 1, 1884. H. Norwood Atkins.

"EDWARDS'S MACHINE FOR COATING PLATES."
To the Editors.

Gestleuf.x,—Mr. B. J. Edwards has now had the opportunity in two
Issues of your .Tournal of refuting the charge brought against him by mo,
that he had taken out a patent for machinery already in general use, and
intended to secure remuneration by granting licenses for the same. He has
utterly failed Only one excuse finds utterance from him. The machine
had not been used for coating dry plates, but its existence and daily use he
does not attempt to deny. It is worse than childish to assert that a man
can patent existing machinery if he find a use to which it has not hitherto

been put.
My original statements have been fully confinned by independent

evidence, and the conclusion stands thus:^a. Mr. Edwards's patent is of

doubtful validity 6. It is scarcely likely that large sums will be paid for

its use. c. This is not his fii-st offence ; tide " Edwards's patent grooved
box."
May I be permitted to assure Mr. Edwards that no attempts to divert

att''ntion from the above sole points at issue will be successful. He will

find me (jerfectly pachyderm.%tous as to any endeavours to injure my busi-

ness by remarks about imperfections of what I manufacture. All such

words will bo recognised at once as tho result of the total defeat he has so

needlessly brought on himself.—I am, yours, &c., Saucei Fbt.
Septenljer 23, 1884. ^

^otes mill GJucriss.
J. B. asks—" What is a good fornnda for developing tannin dry plates for

transparencies?" Wo reply : The following will answer well;—Pyro-
gallic acid, four grains ; citric acid, three grains ; water, two ounces.

Add to an ounce of this about two drops of a fifteen-grain solution o(

nitritte of stiver ju*t previous to pouring the derelopar upon the pUt*.

iNquiRER asks—"Can you inform me if Rpraf^o's ink-photo, pmcesa is

protected by patent?" In reply: It is worked m » s«cr«t proetM,
and hence no patent exists.

We have received certain inquiries from "I>ens" respectinfr lenses, tb«
rapidity of various classes, and their adaptability for certain purpooes.
We mu^t decline answering the questions of our correspondent, M it

would Iw very invidious to do so; but v,c feci tpiite at liberty to say
that there is not a great deal of difference Iwtween the whole group of

the rapid rjenuii of lenses named by him, and it might probably be » long
time ere he could discover any difference at all.

Edgabdo writes:—" In your issue of Septeml)pr 10th Mr. E. H. Farmer
contributes an ably-WTitten article on Totirittn' ('nmeran, Ar,, and gives
his idea of a |)ortable stand. It may interest him and others to know
that a st.ind somewhat similar to the one he descril)es, with the advan-
tage of freedom of rust, may be obtained from Messrs. Newton and Co.,

of Liverpool, who. I understand, hold a patent for the same. It |>acka

into a small leather case, and is supported like an oi^ra-glasa by a strap
from tho shoulders."

Femx writes: — "I am making cabinet-size photograjihs on ferrotype
plates. Woidd you kindly inform mo in your Notts and Qtieriet if there
are any means of obtaining another tint than the greyish one?" In
reply: There are no moans known by which a purer white can be
obtained than by the employment of a develo|>or containing nitrate of

iron. This may be secured by the mixture of nitrate of lead and proto-
sulphato of iron, the precipitated sulphate of load being iilterea out.

Nitrate of jiotash added to the protosulphate of iron will pro-
duce a good white, es[)ecially if a small proportion of nitric acid be
added.

"Can j'ou furnish me with formulae for photolithographic transfers? I
have prep.ired several but find a difficulty in getting the gehstino toleavB
the pai>tr. My process and modut operattdi have been as follow :

—

Nelsons gelatine 30 grains.

Bichromate of potassium 25 „
Water 1 ounce.

I use strongly-sizod paper, which I float cm the above solution,

dry, and pnnt for the image; then ink with usual transfer ink,
float f.ace upward on hot water (say 180^ F. ), and with a s|x)nge rub
lightly to remove unaltered gelatine. I find the friction necessary
to do this breaks aw.ay the fine lines, while the constant rubbing
about of tho ink blocks up closely-shaded parts. Any hints which
may help me out of my difficulty will be most thankfully received
by—.\NTiroDKAX.'' In reply :— It seems probable that the transfer

ink employed is unsuitable. If it were m.vle thinner it would possibly

answer better. Let our correspondent try the following by way of

a change:—Coat the paper with bichnmiatised albumen, and, after

exposure, ink by pressing it in contact with an inked stone. Now
develope in cold water by aid of a soft camel'shair brush. We have
taken it for granted that a proper negative, absolutely opaque in the
lights, has been employed.

(gjcljauge OTohtmn.
A'o charge is made fur iniertiny these announcements; hut in no cote do we

insert an;/ article merely offered for sale, that beiiui done at a small cost

in our advertising pages. This portion of our columns is derated to exchange*

only. It is imperative that the name of the person proposing the exchange

be given (although not necessarily for jmblication, if a KOM DB PLUMB be

thought desirable), otherwise the notice will not appear.

Wanted, a portable half-plate camera and stand, in exch.inge for a 6rst-

class fifty-two-inoh bicycle.—Address, W. Kexyon, 39, Mersey-street,
Liverpool.

I will exchange a mahogany 5x4 camera, two single slides, for good
accessories or background (interior). — Address, Malixs, Crosswuod,
Aberystwith.

I will exchange a pony carriage, in good condition, for the electric light, or
any other light suitable for photographing by night.—Address, F. Cole,
378, Euston-ro.ad, London.

I will exchange two gas bags, 30 x 24 x 12 and 22 x 17 x 15 (new), safety jet,

pr.)ssure boards, and tubing. What cffers? — Address, J. Brown,
44, Melville-place, Myrtle-street, Liverpool.

I will exchange Letts's Popular Atlas, value 428., for photographic ap-
par.itus suitable for dry-plate work.—Address, Atlas, care of Mr.
Fulver, stationer, &c., P^.%st-street, Chichester.

I will exchange an excellent half-plate French lens, nearly new, cost £5,
for backgrounds in good condition and of equal value. — Address,
Manaukk, Midland Studio, Harbome, Staffordshire.

Wanted, a good cabinet lens in exchange for a 10 x 8 burnisher and No. I

carte lens, Dallraeyer's cart4 cameo press, background, 4o., or cash.

—

Address, P. Bf.rminiiham, 151, Dale-street, Liverpool.

I will exchange a long-focus cabinet, a whole-pKato lens, and a quarter-plate

camera, for a short-focus whole-plate portrait lens and whole-plate
liellows-body camera: difference adjusted. — Address, JoHS RorxK,
10, Hawk-street, Burnley.

I will exchange (all good) Squire's KaU-platc jiortrait lens, Grubb's half-

plate view lens, (iemiaine's quick-acting qn.'trter-pUte portrait lens,

Rouch's 10x8 folding camera, and half-plate camera, for anything osa-

ful in photography, or gold chain.—Aadreu, FUTZ CauIl&a, pl>oto>

gfrapher, 41, High-itr««t, SydenbMi,
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t^ Correspondents shouM never write on both sides of the paper.

Photographs Rkgisteekd.—

John Edmund Cracknel!, G, Wiglatman's-tenace, Hornsey.

—

Photograph
of Antographn.

John Henry Smelt, 111, Arwenack-street, Falmouth, — Photograph of
Yacht, Mignon's Boat, taken at Falmouth.

S. SiDEY.—Received, Thanks.

Canary Medium.— Apply to Messrs. G. D. Scorah and Co., Leeds-
road, Bradford.

M. MoRELLi.-—Apply to MM. Attout-Tailfer and Clayton, 18, Rue des
Cordelieres, Paris.

Aectic.—We have heard rcjieatedly of the bleaching of yellow glass by
expo.^ure to light, b;it cannot say much with respect to it from personal
exi>erience.

T. C. K.—The defects do not appear to be due to any faults in camera or

slides, but rather to faulty plates. Without more data it would
bo impossible to hazard any further guess as to the cause.

W. G. M.—The yellow precipitate is not, as you suggest, ferrous oxalate,

for wlience could the oxalic acid be derived ? It consists of a basic ferric

sulphate, and from our own experience we fear you cannot mend matters
much,

J. I. A.—Avoid acid gum or acid paste for moimting the prints, as it will

hopelessly ruin them. Acetic acid is an admirable thing to mix with
gum for many purposes, but not for the mounting of silver prints. Make
use of freshly-jirepared starch.

Di.STE5iPER.— 1. If grey prove too light, probably a light s.age green or

similar colour would suit you.—2. The portraits have appeared monthly
since the commencement of the present year. The numbers are all ob-

tainable, but not the pict>u-es separatelj-.

L. W. J.—1. It is now too late to make application for space in connection
with the Photographic Exhibition, which is to be opened to the members
tomorrow, and to the jjublic on Monday.—2. Willesden paper will

answer quite well for dishes and trays for the purpose mentioned.

Geo. Henston".—The camera is patented, but it does not follow that the
mere payment of patent fees will establish patent rights. In this case,

however, wo should be sorry to counsel you to throw money away in

contesting the rights. There are, as you say, "patents and patents."

W. B. S.—Tlie negatives sent are not by any means perfect. Certain thin

portions towards the margins indicate that the developer has not been
applied equally, but apart from this the focussing has been very badly
done. Again, it does not look well to see the horizon of a view brought
np to nearly the top of the plate.

George Ross.—Your pictures have not been fixed properly. An immer-
sion in hyposulphite of soda solution for two minutes is totally inade-

quate to effect the removal of all the soluble salts of silver. It is quite

impossible that you can have paid any attention to the instructions given
in the manual you profess to have studied.

J. T. Anderton.—The blisters you complain of are really an incipient

form of frilling, and are frequently caused by using the fixing-bath of

too great strength. Use one part of saturated hypo, to tliree parts

of water. When the blisters do appear they may be got rid of by flood-

ing the plate, while still wet, with methylated alcohol.

Alpha. --1, The formula explicitly gives all the constituents in parts;
if, therefore, you take 200 ounces of ether and alcohol the cotton and
iodides must also be in ounces.—2. The stain should be sufficient to

produce a moderately-tinted film.—3. We presume the collodion will

work with the acid bath, but are not aware of its having been tried.

W. H. Wilson.—The jirolongation of boiling appears to have compara-
tively little influence in producing a high degi-ee of sensitiveness if the
emulsion be not properly mixed. The mixing of the ingredients should
be performed at as high a temperature as possible—at boiling heat if that
can be managed ; then but a few minutes' subsequent cooking will suffice.

P. H.—The illustration did not appear in this Journal nor, we believe, in
any existing English publication. The name you mention is a strange
one to us, and the pajier must be either one long dead or else has
a glorious future before it as an unattempted project. In either case
you have been misinformed, as the picture really appeared in a second-
class American publication.

S. F. Jones.—It is not wise in you to arrive at an inimical conclusicm
respecting any process because vile productions are the result of its

practice by some individual who, for all we know, is not competent to
secure such good features as may intrinsically belont; to tliat process. We
all know very well that some of the most charming jihotographs the world
has seen have been made by wet collodion ; and well indeed do we and
evei-y one else know that negatives which are truly execrable have also
resulted from the same process.

Raven.—The yellow deixjsit is ferrous oxalate, formed in consequence of

there being an insufficient quantity of potassic oxalate to hold it in

solution. The separate solutions are of proper strength ; but if, as we
understand from your letter, you employ one part of oxalate of ijotash to
three parts of iron your trouble is easily explained. The proportions
should l>e reversed, namely, threes parts of oxalate to one of iron solution

;

indeed it is better, in a general way, to use four parts of oxalate to one of

iron. If you observe these proportions and pour the iron solution into
the oxalate, instead of vice vend, you will have no deposit and no necessity

for filtration,

Argal.—1. The exact quantity of silver nitrate required would be a fraction
over 230 grains, but a little less than this quantity should be employed—
say 230 grains.—2. In the dark room.—3. Whichever is most convenient.—4. Like the rest of the operations—in the dark I'oom, of course.—5. If

formed separately tlie chloride and citrate should certainly be washed
separately.— 6. The plates will keep for a few weeks, but not indefinitely.
—7. The jjlates may be developed with a well-restrained developing
solution, but do intt behave well with the ordinarv developer.— 8. Thanks
for pointing out tljS error in punctuation, which liad hitherto escaped our
notice. The posi*on of the stop is obviously after *' suffices."

Received.—Edward Dunmore; J. T. Robinson; "Hypo.;" "S. E. K.
'

In our next. â
^

Photographic Cluh.—At the forthcoming meeting of this Club, at

Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street, on Wednesday next, the 8th inst., the
subject for discussion will be On Artifcial Lighting.

The CuNDAll Piiototintookaphs:.— Under this designation Mr.
James A. Cundall, of New Brighton, near Birkenhead, has devised a
system of colouring photographs, examples of which he has submitted
for our examination. The style is bold, yet effective, and photographs
tinted in this manner will not fail to please many.

A New PnoTOGRAPiiic Association.—A Photographic Section has
been formed within the Literary Club, Blackburn, Laacashire, open to

all members of tlie Club, many of whom revel in the "dark deeds" of

photography. During the winter four meetings will be held at the Club
for discussion of subjects connected with the art as follow ;—October
20, at 8.30 p.m.. Lantern Slides; November 24-, Plate Mahng

;

January 19, 1885, Derelopment : February 23, Lntensijiccdion and lle-

diictioii, <(r , of Negn'iees. Two entertainments will a'so be given
in the lecture room to members and their friends—one an exhibition of

lantern slides on the 19th of December, and the other an exhibition of

prints on the 17th of April next. During the summer it is intended to

have a series of monthly excursions with cameras, due notice of which
will be given. The Hon. Secretary would be glad to arrange, if

possible, to meet other societies in the district on some of these

excursions. All communications should he addressed to the Hon.
Secretary, Photographic Section of the Literary Club, Blackburn.

AsTRONOJiiOAL rnoTOGRAPiiv.—M. Mouchez, the Director of the

Observatory of Paris, h.is coranuinicated to the Academy of Sciences a

brief account of some experimental attempts to photograph very small

stars, whicli have been lately made at that establishment. The ecliptical

star-charts, commenced by Cliacornac, but interrupted in their forma-

tion by his decease, were taken up by MM. Paul and Prosper Henry in

1872. These charts include all stars to the thirteenth magnitude.
Thirty-six of the entire number of seventy-two required for the whole
ecliptical zone were completed by Cliacornac. These contain 60,000
stars ; while sixteen more, containing 36,000 stars, have been constructed

by JIM. Henry, who will shortly finish four others, with 15,000 stars.

But they now find themselves in face of a ditHculty which can hardly
be overcome by the ordinary process of charting. The condensation of

stars in those regions where the tialaxy traverses the ecliptic is so great

as apparently to defy an accurate and comiJlete representation of their

stellar contents, on the methods adopted for the greater part of the

zone, notwithstanding all the experience and well-known skill of the

observers. They have accordingly had recourse to photography, and
their first attempts with a provisional apparatus have succeeded so

well that there is every reason to expect by this means a solution of the

difficulty in question. On plates covering an extent of 3° in right

ascension and T in declination, obtained with an objective of 0'16 m.
diameter and 2'10 m. focal distance, achromatised for the chemical

rays—which M. Mouchez exhibited to the Academy—there are shown
some 1,500 stars from the sixth to the twelfth magnitude; that is, to

the limit of visibility of an objective of that size. Tlie images of the

stars have diameters nearly proportional to their brightness, except

ill the case of the yellow stars, which come out somewhat fainter.

These encouraging resnlts have led MM. Henry to commence the con-

struction of a large Objective of 0'34 m. diameter, which will be mounted
by ^[. Gautier, and it is anticipated that with this instrument, in the

course of an hour, a chart of the stars, to tlie twelfth magnitude at

least, and jn'obahly to the thirteenth or fourteenth, of the same
dimensions as one of the published charts will be obtained— a work
which would otherwise require many mouths of assiduous labour.

—
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OUR FORTHCOMING ALMANAC.
TiiK time has nrrived when it becomes o^v fiuty to remind our

readers that tlie Almanac for 1885 is in course of preparation,

and that we shall be glad to receive contributions from the

numerous friends who have assisted us in former years, as well

as from any volunteers who may join the rank?.

The year has been one of considerable activity from a working
point of view, and much has been done and published in connec-

tion with the experimental phases of photograjihy. But lliere

must remain a vast amount of unpublished experience which
the Almanac forms a convenient medium for placing befijre

photographers in all parts of the world. We trust, therefore,

that all who may have gained any new knowledge, either in the

direction of improved modes of working or of difficulties over-

come, will assist us in rendering the forthcoming volume a

thoroughly useful one.

In order to enable us to issue the Almanac, as in previous years,

before Christmas, it is necessary that all matter be in our hands
as early as possible. We shall, therefore, esteem it a further

favour if contributora will add to the oblig.ations under which
they pl.ace us by sendiug in their communications during the

present and the early portion of next m^uth.

The Publisher begs to direct the attention of advertisers to the

value of the Almanac as a means of bringing their announce-
ments under the notice of photographers of all classes in every

part of the civilised world. Circulating .is they do, not only in

Greiit Britain and its colonies, biit also in every country in

Europe and America, and reaching even the most inaccessible

corners of the globe, Thk British .Journal of Photography
and the Almanac are pre-eminently calculated to secure the

greatest possible degree of publicity to any announcements which
may appear in their advertising pages. The Almanac, how-
ever, possessing the additional .advantage of being a permanent
Iwndbook, is specially to be recommended to advertisers in all

branches of photography, or other branches of science or com-
merce in any way connected with it. Terms ,aiid all information

may be obtained from the Publishing Office of this Journal.

Early application is necessary to secure priority of position.

HOME-MADE LENSES.
The paper which was read by Mr. William Ackland before the

South London Photographic Society at its last meeting, and the

side issues which arose out of it in the course of tiie discussion,

cannot fail of proving exceedingly useful. Photographei's who
would not hesitate to set at immediate defiance every recognised

ciinou of chemistry in the hope of imjjroving their emulsions, or

just seeing to what their experiments would lead, or what effect

would bo produced by such experiments, entertain a species of

superstitious horror at touching their lenses^the makers of which
have issued strong injunctions against their being " tampered

"

with.

Mr. Ackland's paper w.ia on the lens introduced and advocated
by Mr. Thomas Fur^ell in an article communicated to Tub British
•louKKAL OF PHOTOGRAPHr of April 27th, 1883, and the invention
(if such a term be allowed) has, it appears, been lying almoet perdu

up to the present time. In order that our observations may be the
better understood we here insert the drawing and deacription which
appeared in Mr. Fumell's paper.
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A, crov.i g'.-vii, ii:a!iD-c3.ive.\, l'82ni(.Ii nwiim B, flint glass, plano^ooncave, 27B-
inch ratjiu.j. C, F.int jfla^d, doublc-conc^ve, 30 and ;10 inches radius. D, Crown fcUss,
plano-convex, 7'80-inch radius, or equal to 15 inches focal lenjrth. E, Separate por-
tion of mount. F, Slot for loose diaphragms. I, Fixed stop. J, A second fixed stop
or diaphragm simply slipped into the tul>e, and arranifcd to cut the line G IL
K, Hood, with a rectangular opening in front of IJ x \\ inch, to admit onljr »ulll-
cient light to cover the plate.

In what we have now to say of the Furnell lens it will only be
an act of justice to other workers who have gone before to state

that in employing this distinctive appellation we do so as a mere
matter of convenience, because, as we shall show, combinations
bearing remarkable similarity to it have been known previous to

the publication of Mr. Furnell's paper.

When a meniscus, or plano-concave, achromatic lena is employed
as a landscape objective in the usual w.iy, two things will be
observed :—Architectural subjects, in which the lines are straight,

have these represented in a slightly-curved manner, the curvature

increasing according to the distance from the centre of the picture ;

and, secondly, th<at in proportion as the external curvatures of a
meniscus lens are deep, so does its power of sharply covering a
large field increase—at the expense, however, of a smaller stop

being employed and in a position nearer to the lena than if it were
a plano-convex.

In the Furnell lens the front' achromatic may be said to be the

element by which the im.ige is formed, the two back lenses—that

is, the concave and the plano-convex, situated at the inner end of

the tube—having for their functions the flattening of the field and
curing the. distortion, without necessarily possessing magnifying
power in themselves as a whole, thus leaving the focus of the

achromatic front lens nearly undisturbed.
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The idea of effectiiisj a cure of the distortion produced tiirough a

single combination tiy the addition of an extra lens, or pair of

lenses, without alteration of the focus is a happy one ; but it has

also occurred to other opticians. S) long ago as 1858 the late Mr.

James T. Goddard, apropoa of having observed the aberration of

the rays from the flame of a candle a little way out from the axis

of the lens, inquires:— "Can we not devise a back lens that,

without altering the mean focus, shall yet be able to rectify all this

confusion out of the axis?" He then proceeds to describe the

means he employed for effecting this rectification :

—

"For this purpose I worked a plano-convex plate glass lens on

the six-inch tool, and a plano-concave lens of plate glass on the six-inch

concave, so that their effect, when tho curved pieces of glass were

together, was exactly similar to a plain glass ; but when the convex
sifle was placed towards the ground glass screen and the concave side

of the plano-concave was towards its flat side, and this pair of lenses

was held a little behind the achromatic meniscus, the effect was to

remedy to a considerable extent the confusion of the oblique image
without alteiiug the mean focus, merely leaving, however, a good deal

of uncorrected aberration. Further : it was sliown that sepanitiug the

back pair from the front cemented achromatic considerably flattens the

field."

In the course of subsequent experiments the forma of both these

correcting lenses were altered to a considerable extent, for

example, the plano-concave lens was made double concave, and

the plano-convex lens was replaced by others—both of a meniscus

and also of a bi-oonvex form. By the law of evolution a non-

distorting triple lens was eventually produced out of these experi-

ments. It will be seen that both the added elements of correction

were formed of crown or plate glass.

As bearing somewhat intimately upon one of the advantages in-

herent in the Furnell lens—that of permitting its focus to be altered

by the substitution of one element for another—-we may here state

that this, too, was provided for by Goddard, who, allowing the back

lenses to remain undisturbed, had several front lenses of similar dia-

meter, but different foci, adapted to work harmoniously with the

back lenses.

Several years ago Mr. Howard Grubb suggested an addition of a

similar character to the single achromatic lens. His corrector

dift'ered from that of Goddard to this extent—that he retained the

achromatic lens in the position usually assigned to it, and placed the

correcting lenses in the front of the tube in close proximity to the

diaphragm. Mr. Grubb's correctors, also, were formed of plate or

crown glass, being respectively plano-convex and plano-concave, the

radii of curvature being also alike ; hence there was no alteration

of the focus of the principal lens. This additional front combination

proves very convenient ; because it not only corrects the distortion

produced by the lens for which it may have been specially constructed,

but it also efifects the same end with others of different foci. Those
who desire to try experiments in this direction may do so without
incurring much expense, seeing that spectacle glasses of the requisite

form and focus can be procured everywhere.

Attention is directed by Mr. Ackland to the fact that considerable

latitude is permissible in the selection of additional lenses, the

substitution of one for another effecting no sensible difference in the

achromatic correction of the combination. Tliis is a fact to which
we have directed attention on several previous occasions. If the

fi-ont lens of a combination be an achromatic of deep curvature, the

back component of the objective may be either achi-omatised or

simple without affecting its power of working sharply to focus.

This property is exceedingly useful in all cases in which a variety

of back lenses are to be employed in order to provide difference in

the focus. We have one combination of this class to which we have
adapted three back lenses of different foci, all single menisci of the

simple form to which we have already alluded ; and, while variety of

focus is imparted to the objective in proportion to that of the

individual back lens employed, in every instance the visual and
chemical foci still coincide. When the lenses are flat this coincidence

is not experienced in the same degree. We here refer to the

employment of a meniscna lens for the purpose of forming a wide-

niigle doublet,

It ii reassuring to hear from an optician of Mr. Ackland's skill

lLi:it oi'liiinvy spectacle lenses will answer for both the concave and

convex lenses in the Furnell objective, provided they are properly

centered. This centering may be effected by cementing the lens

with pitch to a wooden cliuck in a small turning lathe and moving

it a little from side to side while the pitch is still soft, until the

image of a candle flime reflected from the lens ceases to " wobble "

during rotation. Emery powder mixed with water, and applied

by means of a piece of soft iron or copper plate, will speedily grind

the edges true.

We are much pleased to see this subject brought prominently

before the world by one who, like Mr. Ackland, has for so many

years occupied a prominent position among the professional opticians

of the metropolis, and we trust that it will not be allowed to drop.

I

ASTRONOMICAL PHOTOGRAPHY.
The merits of photography for astronomical purposes is being

rather severely handled by the American astronomers. Professors

S. P. Langley and C. A. Young having lately been writing in very

desponding terms as to its use and capabilities. The former gentle-

man (who, as our readers are well aware, has devoted more time

and made greater sacrifices of personal comfort than any living

astronomer in carrying out observations, having in view tho eluci-

dation of the physical structure of the sun), had made his observa-

tions in almost inaccessible regions, and at heights where continual

existence was almost impossible, and the mere attainment of which,

apart from any observational work, was in the case of some of his

assistants dangerous to life. His words must, therefore, be received

as those of high authority, and will have a tendency to cause some

disappointment in the minds of ardent disciples of our science,

though a calm review of the situation will tend to show a brighter-

coloured picture than he appears to give.

In the Century for September this gentleman began a series of

articles on the "New Astronomy" of a highly interesting character,

which may be read by all photographers who are versed in the higher

scientific aspect of the art. In his contribution Professor Langley,

while giving a fair meed of praise to the work done by photography,

fails to allow it as extended a sphei'e of usefulness as might be hoped

to belong to it. At the same time when we find him speaking, ,is he

does in the October chapters, in such language as the following, there

is, perhaps, not much need to fear for the future of photography in

connection with exact science. He says, in describing his work in

Spain, in 1870, and the preparation for it
—

" The camera can see far

less of the corona (of the -sun) than the man, hut it has no nerves

and what it sets down we may rely on." The very facts which he

details may be used as an argument in favour of photographic

observations; for his experience, founded on the remarkably and

unsurpassably favourable atmospheric conditions that are obtained

at his station in the Alleghanies, leads him to state that five minutes

in twelve hours is about the average period during which correct

observations can be made of the sun's surface, and that attempts

made at other times to magnify the image would only lead to blurring.

His method of observation is very interesting. A piece of paper

ruled into squares is placed like the ground glass of a camera to

receive the image of the thirteen-inch equatorial, and the clock-

work is then stopped. The time taken for the image of the sun to

pass through one of the squares gives the scale of the drawing to

be made. The clock is again set in motion, the telescope following the

sun and keeping the image stationary upon the paper ; then a tracing

of the disc and any spots can be made, the finer details being, of

course, invisible. The eyepiece is then removed and a polarising

eyepiece substituted, thus diminishing the light sufliciently to

enable the eye to examine the solar surface for hours together

without injury, and so enable the details of the spots to be

examined and the outline sketch to be filled in. Then comes the

disparagement of photography. At this stage, the Professor says,

the photograph will not show these details. It serves to give

an outline of the markings, and places them accurately in their

relative positions on the disc ; but to see the intricate forms with

which the black neutral space shown by the photograph is tilled we

must have recourse to the polarising eyepiece. Yet, notwith-

standing the failures of photography, he has to observe that there

is a tendency to exaggeration in drawing sun spots,
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Professor Young adverts to a Riniilnr subject in his address to the

American Association for the Advancement of Science. His name
also carries great weight For a moment he ronaes expectations

as to tliu good opinion he hjis of phutoj;;rapliio aid ; but he quickly

ends by beini; more uncompromising than Professor Langley. He
says:—"Photography comes continually more aud more to the

front, and the idea sometimes siiggests itself that by-and-by

the human eye will hardly be trusted any longer for observations of

precision, but will be superseded by an honest, unprejudiced, and

imaginative plate and camera. The time is not yet, however,

most certainly. Indeed, it can never come at all as relates to

certain observations, since the human eye and mind together

integi-ate, so to speak, the impressions of many se|)arate and selected

moments into one general view, while the camera can only give

a brutal copy of an unselected state of things with all its atmo-

spheric and other imperfections."

Now, while admitting the weight of any dictum of Professor

Young's, we would suggest that there is nothing in his remarks that

logically suppoi-ts his statements. If an artist were to depict a liltlo-

freqnented street by painting in his one picture all the figures that

passed down in a whole day, we apprehend that no one would per-

ceive it as a truthful copy of the scene. Similarly with the sun

and its changing surface: it can scarcely be right to place in one

view a representation of a series of changes that may have occupied

a day. But even were this a fair mode of representation there can

scarcely be found in his remarks any indication that a series of

jihotographs could not be taken so as to contain details of all the

phenomena the telescope showed.

We may except the remark about atmospheric disturbances. A
photograph occupying any appreciable length of time in its pro-

duction is necessarily subject to imperfect definition, owing to the

shifting of the image by the continual change in the atmospheric

refraction brought about by heat. The extent to which these

quiverings of the air must influence results may be judged of when,

as we have learned from Professor Langley, the delicate features of

the sun's surface are only distinctly visible during about the hun-

dredth part of the time devoted to its observation, entirely owing to

this tremulous effect of the air.

When, however, we have before us the wonderful photographs of

the nebuloe in Orion taken by Mr. A. A. Common, and the various

star pictures lately alluded to by us, and we see the extent that

photogi-aphy has been made use of by the astronomers in the very

place where its fair merits are detracted from in the manner we have

described, the photographer may take heart of grace and rest assured

that real triumphs await the science in the future, and that its aid

will be of the utmost value in scientific research.

We only venture to express a hope tliat this attempt to pull down
photography from its high pedestal will not encourage those pseudo-

prettinesses— the namby-pamby engravings of delicate effects

founded on photographs which do not contain a tithe of what is

represented as being produced by its aid. If we are to have en-

gravings let us have engravings, and if photographs let us have

pliotographs — not those absurdities by the side of which the

smoothest and most vapid retouched photographs are pregnant

with character and individuality.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION.
[First Notice.]

The annual Exhibition of the Photographic Society of Great

Britain was inaugurated by the usual conversazione on Saturday

evening last the 4th inst., and was opened to the general public on

Monday morning. The soiree was, as usual, well attended, amongst

the visitors being the Lord Mayor elect (Mr. Alderman Nottage)

and his lady.

The judges this year were Messrs. William Bedford, W. F.

Donkin, M.A., F.C.S., F.LC, William England, J. E. Mayall,

F.C.S., F.R.M.S., William Mayland, and Andrew Pringle; and

the awards, which were made on Friday, are as follow:

—

Swiss Views (No. 23), Vittoria Sella ; fiuitantaiieous Sea Studies,

(No. 43), W. P. Marsh; T/ie Mill Door (No. 67—composition

picture), H. P. Robinson ; Platinotype Print* (No* 21020-21),
n. R Berkeley ; Interiors (Noa. 234 5), Alf. Tiigliaferro ; ilother$

Lorn (No. 282), J. Hubbard ; Yachu (No. 309), fJ. West and Son ;

J'orCrailt (No. 387), Lafayette ; Photo-engravingn (Nob. 4(iO and

474), T. and R. Annan ; Photomicrographs (No. 483), J. K. Dunlop
;

J'hotoffrap/is of Litfhtning (No. 48.5), M. Auty.

The Exhibition is a fairly good one, the average being perhnpii

higher than usual ; but there is a noticeable absence of any specially

good work. There are also surprisingly few specimens of so-called

instantaneous pictures, the furore for that class of exhibit having
apparently abated.

Commencing our annual "round" of the catalogue, we find first

Mr. J. P. Gibson's frames of landscapes (Nos. 4-7), of whicli it i«

difficult to select the best. On the Ti/ne at Byteell and the Blasted

Old- Tree on the Allen are equally deserving of praise.

Herr Hartmann Koch exhibits several landscapes and archi-

tectural subjects of large size, the landscapes being the best. A
very curious effect is noticeable in The Sea Alp (No. 114): the

reflections of the mountains and surrounding objects are well

rendered in the lake, but in the immediate foreground it is difficult

to decide whether the peculiar markings are supposed to be reflected

clouds or merely stones and vegetation at the bottom of the shallow

water.

The School of Military Engineering are fully up to their ordinary

standard, if they do not pass it. Their Devonshire views—at Lyn-
mouth and in the Lyn Valley—are amongst the best work we have
seen of theirs in recent exhibitions, a view on the beach at Lyn-
mouth being especially good.

Mr. Malcolm H. Clerk shown several very clever pieces of compo-
sition grouping, which remind us much of similar work by another

No. \i—The Last Bit of Scandal. Tij Malcolm H. Cler«

amateur, the late Mr. H. Cooper. One of these

—

The Last Bit of

Scandal (No. 13)—we have selected for illustration.

The next exhibitor on the list is Mr. W. Cotesworth, whose

Awkward Lead and The Revoke (No. 15) we hope to illustrate in a

later issue. These are two of the cleverest compositions we have

ever seen produced by photography; the conception and execu-

tion—to say nothing of the humour of these little pictures—are

beyond praise. Mr. Cotesworth has also a Last Bit of Scandal

(No. 441), which is worthy of equal commendation.

Mr. J. Harris Stone shows several pictures of large size—whether

enlargements or direct is not stated. Whatever interest these m.iy

have for the archieologist they are scarcely up to the needful

standard of a photographic exhibition. Most of them are hung so

high that it is impossible to examine them minutely; they are,

however, easily judged from a distance.

In frame No. 23 we have a fine collection of Swiss views, by Sig.

Vittoria Sella, to which the judges have awarded a nie<lal. These

are bold aud vigorous without hardness or escesaive contrast, while,
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at the same time, there ia all that could be desired in the matter of

detail and softness.

Dog and Cat (No. S.'i), an enlargement from a negative, by Miss

No. 26~Dog and Cat. By Misa E. M. wwobth
E. M. Coteswortii (a daughter, by the way, of Mr. W. Cotesworth,
whose pictures we have just noticed), is a clever animal study, and
a fine composition. We have selected it for iUustration ; but it is

impossible in our sketch to convey tlie expression on the little

terrier's face as lie watches the disappearance of his food.

Mr. H. S. Mendelssohn is, as usual, well represented—this year n
a somewhat new style of picture.

Whatever may be the process by
which Iiis prints are made—platino-

type or bromide paper, we have not
examined them closely— the cold

black tone in many cases is very
pleasing ; but in others it must be
confessed the I'esult is not so favour-

able. As regards the pose—all the

exhibits being portraits —there is

little else but praise to be given,

though, in one or two instances,

perhaps rather as a matter of taste,

a modification might be suggested.

We have chosen a portrait of JUrt.

Duppa (No. 26) as an illustration of

an elegant and happy pose.

Mr. S. Norman shows several No. sa-jfri. Duppa.
pictures in his well-known style

—

By h. s. Misdelsbohk.

a style in which it ia difficult to say whether artistic taste in selec-
tion or technical skill in execution predominates. From amongst

Mr. H. P. Robinson receives again a well-deserved medal. His
work this year is, we think, as a whole, better tlian in former
years. The Mill Door (No. 67), to which the medal label is attached,
is a very fine rendering of a subject which in itself pos.sesaes little

pictorial interest. As presented to view by Mr. Robinson's camera
we have, liowever, an unmistakably pictorial result. The Chiulvo
(No. 64), He Loves Me, lie Loves Me Not (No. 53), and A Chat with the

Milltr (No. 68), are also worthy of careful study ; but we ])refer

for general excellence. He Never Told His Lace (No. 66), which is

.^fJ-'SJVJ^ >5v.

^o. 4i—iiiudies of Corn Fields Tuar Buryess Hill. ByS. Noemah.
his Studies of Corn Fields near Burgets Hill (No. 44) we have
selected one as a sample of composition,

No. ea—IIe Never Told His Love. By H. P. RoBixsos

selected for illustration. In this tlie grouping of the figures is very

cleverly managed ; but the charm of the picture, which cannot

be reproduced in our rough sketch, lies in the expression of the

various faces. This, we believe, is Mr. Robinson's seventy-first

medal.

We shall resume our notice of tlie pictures next week, meanwhile
we pass on to a preliminary review of tlie apparatus.

APPARATUS.
The collection of apparatus at the Exhibition is large, much of it

somewhat unique, the design, fittings, and finish, as a whole, are

unexceptionable, and the entire displ.ay is being very critically

examined, apparently with discrimination and interest. We com-
mence by giving a synopsis of the collection, to be followed by
fuller notices in detail.

A 15 X 12 camera with others of smaller dimensions are con-

tributed by Messrs. Watson and Son, who also exhibit instantaneous

shutters of various descriptions. — Tourist and other portable

cameras, with slides and an alpenstock stand, are exhibited by
Messrs. J. L. Lane and Sons.

Messrs. Sands and Hunter have also a good show of cameras,

including three of whole-plate sizes, possessing various peculiarities

of mechanical construction ; they also exhibit cameras of half-plate

size, instantaneous shutters of several descriptions, a cani|iing lamp,

and an improved plate book.—One of the patent automatic changing

camera-backs of Mr. Thomas Samuels (of which an acocnint was
published last year) is exhibited by the inventor, who also contri-

butes packing-boxes for sensitive plates and a half-plate changing-

back.—A combined camera, changing-box, and plate-box is exhibited

by Mr. Herbert S. Stariies.

- The London Stereoscopic Company have sent four cameras

—

whole, half- and quarter-))late, together with a " imdtum in purvo"

half-plate set.—The " vade meciim" camera, with two double dark
slides, and an instantaneous sliutter, owe their presence to the Pho-
tographic Artists' Co-oper.xtive Supply Association.

The newly-patented "compactum" shutter of Mr. S. W. Rouch
finds a place among the other exhibits of Messrs. W. W. Rouch and
Co., which consist of their wliole-plate patent camera with reversing

frame, and the "special correspondent" set, for use on horse-

back.
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Messrs. J. F. Shew and Co. are the largest exliibitors of apparatus

in the Exhibition, Ijhey contribute about a dozen cameras, each

differing in some i-espect from the otlier ; camera stands of a variety

of forms; two kinds of exposing shutter; a folding changing-box

;

reversing tops for camera stands ; the Gtodstoue washing-tray, and

an adapter for a camera—a combination readily converting a camera

into one of larger size.

Mr. Warnerke affords the visitors an opportunity of examining

some Russian productions, consisting of two cameras invented by

Professor Ezutchewsky, and made by Klatchko, of Moscow, con-

taining respectively twelve and sixteen plates, which may be brought

into the proper position for exposure in rotation in the open day-

light.

Messrs. Marion and Co. show their patent new syphon plate

wiislier, a miniature camera, and a camera with Cadett's new pneu-

matic shutter.—Mr. Cadett himself also exhibits his shutter.

—

Several specimens of the Phoenix instantaneous shutter of Messrs.

Reynolds and Branson are contributed ; an adjustable instantaneous

shutter by Mr. Thomas Furnell ; and two shutters (one a " drop "

and the other a "spring") by Mr. T. J. Smith.—A patent "simplex"

slide and revereible camera-back are exhibited by Mr. A. G.

Hopkins, and a developing-dish by Mr. Andrew Pringle.

In addition to the foregoing there are also pieces of apparatus

connected with the lantern, such as Beard's universal self-centering

slide-carrier.

As on a previous occasion, we shall describe these in detail, with

illustrations where required.

The wave of opinion in favour of yellow light for dark-room illumi-

nation appears to be spreading on the continent, as it certainly

has to a great extent in America. In the present number of Liese-

gang's Photographisches Arehiv tlie editor states that he has adopted
it in his developing-room with great comfort to himself. He says

that he finds two thicknesses of golden fabric sufficient, and speaks
in high terms of the quantity of light transmitted and the freedom
from veil of the negatives developed under this light. For preparing

emulsion plates, however, he still considers a ruby light necessary
;

but it is possible that if he had tried additional thicknesses of the

"fabric "he should have found, as some of our English workers
state, that the resulting yellow light is at least as saite as a ruby
giving the same amount of light by which to work.

From the same number of the Photographisches Arehiv we cull the

following story :—An American gentleman found the prolonged
absence of his wife, who was on a visit to her parents, become
tedious. He, therefore, had a photograph of his house taken with
the wife of a neighbour sitting in the verandah, engaged in conver-
sation with him. The picture being sent to the absent spouse she
returned by the next train.

It must, we almost think, have been a photographer who spoiled

the Liebig memorial statue at Munich. It was covered over with
spots and stripes, and a close examination revealed the fact that

silver and manganese had been the agents employed to produce the
defacement—probably in the form of nitrate of silver and perman-
ganite of potash. Photographic experiences, however, were made
use of in rendering the statue white again. The metals were con-

verted into sulphides by means of sulphide of ammonium, which,
as it could not be applied for a sufficiently long time in the liquid

form, was mixed with kaolin and placed in contact with the stains

for twenty-four hours, after which it was removed and replaced by
a fresh supply—also allowed to remain for a day—and then carefully

washed. The next step was to remove the sulphide by dissolving

in cyanide. This also was done by the aid of kaolin, which was
used as a sponge, so to speak, to hold the cyanide. The effect was
perfect; all but a few stains were removed, and these few were
finally got rid of by a further similar treatment.

Theek seems to be some disagreement about the appearance of the
new comet. Mr. Denning, writing from Bristol, sjiys that it is by no
means a conspicuous object; while Lieut-Col. Tupman writes from
Harrow, on the same date, that it is a rather bright telescopic

comet, capable of being just seen with a binocular. Dr. C. Zelbr,

of the Imperial Observatory, Vienna, has been calcuktiuj; its

elements, and finds that it is slowly approaciiing both the sun and
the earth, and consequently increasing in theoretical brightneaa.

About the twenty-fourth of November Is the estimated time of

perihelion passage, at which period it will be about lialf as far

again from the sun as the earth is. It is now abont equidistant
from sun and earth, and will slowly approach the earth till to-

wards the end of the month.

Thk Athenaeum states that the celebrated Austrian traveller, Mor
D^chy, has during the past summer made an extensive journey in

the Caucasus, with the combined object of phot<»raphy and
mountain exploration. He had an August of unprecedentedly bad
weather, but managed, nevertheless, to obtain upwards of two
hundred photographs, which it is hoped may be exhibited at the

annual meeting of the Alpine Club next month.

PHOTooRAPHr is to the fore also in Major Serpa Pinto's expedition,

who is reported to be leaving Mozambique for the Nyassa lake,

Tanganyika, and the Upper Congo. His expeditionary force con-
sists of two hundred and fifty carriers and a hundred armed men.
A lieutenant of the Portugese army and an English photographer
are attached to it. We may expect that this region, about wnich
such extravagant fables were uttered by the old historians, will

yield a vast crop of subjects of the most interesting character.

Photography destroys some wonderful romancing, though it substi-

tutes its own share of marvels.

With regard to the suggestion to attach the camera screw to the

tripod top, so as to ensure its always being at hand when required,

Mr. G. Watmough Webster informs us that he can bear testimony

to its usefulness, after having had the method in use for nearly two
years, the suggestion of the means for doing this having been made
by Mr. J. Leigh, of Manchester, who had had it in use for a con-

siderable length of time. Mr. Watmough Webster adopted the

method with a Rouch tripod by removing the brass ring against

which the screw works and substituting a fresh one tapped so as to

fit it. A considerable portion of the thread of the screw from the

part nearest the handle was then filed away, so as to allow it to

work free when screwing into the camera. When unscrewing it

after use, the moment the camera was loosened no further turns

were needed, and the screw was left fitting loosely and unable to

become disengaged within the central aperture of the tripod head.

It will, perhaps, scarcely need remarking that, in case of more
cameras than one being in use, either all would have to be adapted
with female screws of a similar size and pitch, or the advantages

of the method—namely, the assurance of the constant presence of

the screw with the tripod—would be lost

The remarkable sunset glows—such a prominent subject of interest

lastautumn—are again making theirappearance,and from all quarters
come accounts of the phenomena and their beautiful tinta The most
generally received theory, as our readers are aware, ascribes the
strange appearances to the effects of the eruption of Krakaton last

yeai", the dust ejected from the volcano being supposed still to

remain suspended in the air. The same explanation was given by
M. Cornu, in a paper read before the French Academy, to account
for the corona how visible round the sun, and the variations in its

form and colour. His paper gave also a method of increasing its

luminosity and photometric observations upon its light

Afkohos of photometers: the Journal of the Russian Chemical and
Physical Society contains an account of a new instrument for
schools, devised by Professor Petronshevky, an adaptation of which
might possibly be useful to photographers. This new photometer
allows the amount of light received by books, paf>er, &c., on the
desks of the scholara to be accurately and quickly measured. Such
an instrument should be of considerable use for many purposes, if

its simplicity and accuracy are correctly reported.

Some of the photographs exhibited at the Canadian meeting of the
British Association are, perhaps, the moet remarkable ever taken.

Amongst these, in particular, may be mentioned those by Professors

Liveing and Dewar of the spectra of explosions. They were made
in an iron tube with quartz ends, and, it may be thought, must have
bad great elements of personal danger in them.
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DIFFICULTIES IN AMATEUR PORTRAITURE.
It is all very well to advise tlie amateur photographer to " stick to
-landscape work and to leave portraiture alone.'' He must possess a
great deal of determination if he can adhere to the resolution
Avhich he may make in accordance with the advice.

Apart from the natural attraction of portraiture—of working ou
a human subject which will have an interest in the result—there is

the importunity of friend.-). Wliy that importunity should exist has
always been a mystery to me, seeing how far short the portrait of

the most skilful amateur must fall compared with that produced
by a professional, who has a studio at his command and is a
good retoucher, or employs a retoucher—unless, indeed, the sordid
consideration of the saving of money has something to do with the
matter.

However, the fact remains that the friends of the amateur will

solicit him " to take likenesses of them." There is something
a little cool in the request if we take into consideration the expense
in both money and time involved in exposing (say) three or four
half-plates and printing a dozen cabinet impressions from them.
Less than a dozen will never satisfy, whilst the capacity of some
individuals for absorbing prints appears to be quite indefinite.

The request is a little cool, I think, in whatever language it

is couched ; but if, as is often the case, it comes in the form " You
m.ay take me, too, if you like,'' it transcends most things in impu-
dence. To such the amateur, if he be wise, will reply, " Yea, I
may." Also " I may not," especially as a request put into such words
coDies always from the mouth of an individual of the " male per-
suasion," and generally from one who is preternaturally plain look-
ing. Of course the amateur must consider himself honoured by a
request in any form to have her portrait taken when it comes from
one of the fair sex.

The difficulties which stand in the way of the amateur portraitest,

especially if he be situated in London, are by no means small, in

spite of all that is said by the vendors of apparatus for the use of
amateui-s. These vendors naturally find it to their advantage to
make out that since the introduction of dry plates the taking of
portraits in an ordinary room is a mere joke.

The first and chief difficulty is, of course, that which applies to
portraiture of all kinds — the difficulty of posing. Of this I
do not consider myself qualified to apeak, and, therefore, say
nothing.

The next difficulty is that of lighting. This is one where a little

advice may be useful. To secure roundness without hardness is the
great difficulty. It is best to have one window only as a source of
light. The wider this is the better. With a very wide window

—

a bay window, for example—it is possible to get lighting almost as
good as in a studio.

The tendency of most beginners will be to place the sitter just
by one side of the window—perhaps a little behind it. Then if

the camera be placed at the other side of the window a very
brilliant lighting may be got, and a portrait of a kind may be
taken with an exceedingly short exposure — probably but little

longer than is necessary in a studio. I have, however, found it

quite impossible, with the sitter placed as indicated, to avoid a
very heavy shadow on one side of the face, or to avoid having too
great a proportion of the face in shade, even supposing the shadow
not to be too intense. To get a suitable proportion between light
and .shadow it is necessary that the angle between the line joining
the centre of the source of light and the sitter, and that joining
the camera and the sitter, should be comparatively small. In
other words, it is necessary that when the sitter is facing the light
he may also be ahno.it facing the camera. To effect this he must
be placed at some little distance from the window, and somewhat
behind it. If the camera be now placed at the corner of the
window remote from the sitter it will be found that an image is

got which is at least two-thirds or three-quarters light only
one-third or one-quarter shadow. A reflector must, of^course, be
used to soften the shadow. I have found nothing better than a
sheet, which may be placed over a screen or clothes-horse, or, still

better, may be held in the hands of an assistant—by two if they
are to be had. In the latter case the sheet is held so as to extend
from the sitter as far as possible in the direction of the camera.
If the sitter be looking towards the light the sheet may be kept in
motion during the exposure. This will somewhat soften the transi-
tion from light to shadow.
The next difficulty lies in the length of expo-sure which is

necessary. Even with the most rapid plates this is at times excessive.
.In the " table of comparative exposures" which I gave in The British
JouRXAi, oi- PiiorooHAriiy some time ago, and which the Editors
were good enough to reprint iij the Almanac, I gave four secouds

as the exposure for a portrait in an ordinal^ room with a lens working
at l[ the full aperture of the ordinary portrait len.s). Of course this
is a very vague approximation, but I think that, with the condi-
tions which I had in my mind at the time I wrote the table, it will
be found to hold pretty good. I thought of a sitter placed as I have
just described, a fairly large window, a bright north light in

the counti-y, and a plate giving about 16° on the sensitometer, that
being about the rapidity of the best commercial plates at the time
at which I wrote. Excellent plates can now be had at least two or
three times as rapid as any that could then be relied upon. Even if

these be used, however, the exposures given in the table will
be found to be fairly correct for the condition.^ ustial in a London
house. The light in London is, at the best, not so good as that
in the country, and, as a rule, a certain proportion of it is blocked
out by houses opposite the windows.

If nothing larger than cartes be attempted there is no difficulty

in always using as large an aperture as {, in which case the
exposure will be by no means out of the way. When we come to
cabinets, however, the difficulty is greater, and we must, as a rule,
use a much smaller aperture than /; indeed, I think | is about the
largest that will, as a rule, give a tolerable result. We now have
our exposure increased to about a-quartcr of a minute, which is a
very long one if no head-rest be used. My own experience is that
four or five seconds is the utmost length of time that the average
sitter can remain so still as not to show evidences of movement in a
photograph. But it is not only the moving during exposure that is

so troublesome; it is the moving of the sitter nearer or further
from the camera after focussing and before exposure. The amateur
using a camera not specially constructed for portraiture is not likely

to be exceedingly expeditious in the processes which intervene
between focussing and exposure. Half-a-minute, at least, is likely

to elapse. He does not like to tell the sitter to remain absolutely still

from the time the focussing is finished till the time of the exposure,
because he knows the effect it will have on his expression. If he tell

his sitter that he need not remain absolutely still, but that he must
not appreciably increase or decrease the distance between himself
and the camera, he will only hopelessly confuse him. As a matter of

fact it will be found that, in nine cases out of ten, the distance
between the head of the sitter and the camera will be found to

have altered an inch or two between the times of focussing and
exposure. This will not show in the case of a carte; but it will in

the case of a cabinet or anything larger, if lenses of the proper
focal length—that is, double the longer dimension of the plate—be
used, and if the aperture be the largest practicable.

For all these reasons I say that for working in an ordinary
room—in London, at anyrate—if portraits larger than cartes are to

be attempted, a head-rest should be used. This should only be
caused to toicch the head, and must not be brought into position

till after the posing has been done. My friend, Mr. W. Cobb, gave
me an excellent hint in telling me that when the exposure was short

it was sufficient to bring the rest to bear on the shoulder of the

sitter.

Backgrounds are always a trouble to the amateur. If he operate

at his own house there is no reason why he should not have one or

two prepared backgrounds. If he go to a friend's house to take

portraits he must do the best he can. The old idea of the blanket

cannot be surpassed for heads which are to be vignetted. It must
be placed well out of focus. Nothing looks worse than any indication

of the texture. For ordinary portraits a curtain hung in folds

makes a good background.

When it is desired to get anything more than a head and shoulders,

working indoors, there is the greatest difficulty in getting the camera
far enough from the sitter without getting it into such a position

that there is too much shadow exposed to it. We must either have

too much .shadow or must place the sitter at a very considerable

distance from the window ; in which latter case the exposure will

be somewhat protracted— not so much as might be expected,

however.
The amateur is not likely to have a studio stand for his camera,

and the ordinary tripod may prove a "weariness of the flesh"

to him. Its legs gets mixed up in a marvellous way with the furni-

ture, and slip in the most unexpected manner. Moreover, they are

usually far too long, unless, indeed, they are of the kind which slide

up, and which may be shortened as much as is desired. The height

of the lens should not be above that of the eye of the sitter.

Concerning the quality of negative which it is desirable to get in

the case of a portrait taken indoors : I may say that I consider that

the best pictorial results are to be had from negatives which appear

a little under-exposed ; such as show, at least, a little quite clear

glass, The shadows in a room are always very deeji, and the high
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lighU compaiMlively bii^jlit. If we expose so as to work into all
the deepest shadows it is teu to one that the face will be spoiled
by incipient halation. W. K. Burton.

SENSITOMETER SCREENS.
Is an article in our liwt number on Phospliorescent Tablets for
Sensitonietei- PurjMses we intentionally refrained from any descrip-
tion of the gr;uluated screen, since that subject has been so frequently
ile.ilt with in these colunnis durinfi; many yeara past. We have,
however, received several letters requesting instructions; so, in
order to avoid the necessity for reference to back volumes, we shall
hei-e give a few brief hints.

We have to consider three principal points, namely, the most
convenient form of instrument, the most suitable jnaterial through
which to filter the light, and tlie relative values of the difi'erent

steps or tints. As regards the general form of the screen : it consists
of a series of graduations formed by superimposing varying numbers
of thicknesses of some translucent material. The first question to
decide is the best method of arranging these tints in order to secure
the maximum of convenience. In the Waruerke screen, as most of
our readera are aware, the tints—twenty-five in number—are
ranged in rows of five, forming a square of a little over two inches,
the nunibera running alternately up and down the lines of squares
so as to preserve their sequence. This is a convenient and compact
arrangement, and, so far as its mere application as a sensitometer is

concerned, leaves nothing to be desired. But where, in addition to
the reading of the highest visible number, it is desired to compare
the density of particular tints produced upon different plates, it

does not permit of these being brought into juxtaposition for the
purpose of close comparison.
A better form for this purpose, and one which is more easily

constructed, consists of a series of nan'ow strips stretching right
across the plate, which may conveniently be of quarter size.

Allowing an eighth of an inch at each end of the longer dimension
for tlie rebate of the frame, we can form a series of sixteen bands
a quiuter of an inch wide—quite a sufficient number for most pur-
poses. If a wider range be required the lints must be made narrower.
Now, with regard to the translucent medium of which the screen

is made : many different materials have been used, including tissue-

paper (white and coloured), thin sheets of gelatine, ordinary sensi-
tised paper graduated by successive exposures to light, as well as
carbon tissue, and even di-y-plate films treated in the same manner.
In the Warnerke instrument the screen consists of a Woodbury
print from a graduated mould ; but the process of manufacture is

not available to all, nor is it needful to adopt it, except for the pur-
pose of securing uniformity between different screens.

Of the materials mentioned all those are objectionable in which
any decided colour is present, as owing to the varying colour-
sensitiveness of different plates they are not likely to give reliable
results when used for purposes of comparison. AVliat is required is

a tint as nearly neutral as jiossible, the different grades being
formed by a gradual suppression or cutting off of the light rather than
by a change of colour. Where a colour-screen is employed it may
probably prove reliable when employed (say) with a bromide plate
prepared in a particular manner, while in connection with a bromo-
iodide plate its readings would be altogether different.

These conditions are best fulfilled by the use of colourless tissue-
paper, by carbon tissue, or by a dry-plate film, if the latter be
developed so as to be free from green fog or pyro. stains. On the
whole we prefer the two former.

As regards the relative values of the tints : while it is desirable
that some definite ratio should exist between the successive grada-
tions, as in the Warnerke screen, it is not by any means an ea.sy

result to attain. The amateur or operator who employs the sensito-
meter simply for his own purposes will soon find, by actual experi-
ment, the relative values approximately of his different tints ; indeed,
it is probable that such approximate determinations will be infinitely

more trustworthy than those obtained by theoretical calculation.

The question as to whether the gradations should be in arithmetical
or geometric progression is one that must be decided in accordance
with the purpose for which the instrument is required—the former
giving a delicate scale of narrow range ; the latter a wider range
with greater contrasts between tint and tint.

The only objection to the paper scale is that the " grain " of the
paper sometimes renders it dithcult to read a faint tint ; a fine silk

paper should therefore be selected, as homogeneous and free from
texture as possible. No gum or other adhesive should bo employed
except at the extreme edges, .is th.at would infallibly produce
irregularity. The following is the plan to adopt for (say) a

{juarter - plate screen. Take ns the ban's a piece of Rmooth,
preferably patent plate, glaw—4i x ^ ; apply a very little paato
along the extreme edge of one of the shorter 8ide«, and along thia
attach a strip of tissue-paper three-eighths of an inch wide.
Allowing an eighth of an inch for the rebate thia will give the
first quarter-inch tint. Again : paste the edge and attach a «econd
strip five-eighths of an inch wide, and so ou, each time incrcMing
the breadth of the strip by a-quarter of an inch. When the last
tint is reached—that is to say, when the fifteenth piece of paper
measuring 3^ x 3^ has been attached—the last piece is cut a little

larger than the full size of the glass, sufficient allowance being
made for it to overlap an eighth of an inch. This is folded over
•and piisted to the front of the glass, and serves to keep all the rest
in position. It may be necessary or desirable to progress by
double thicknesses or to depart from the strict order of arith-
metical progression ; but by this method it is obviously imprac-
ticable to adopt geometric progression—at least for such a long
range of tints.

If carbon tissue be employed it should, after sensitising, be
squeegeed on to collodionised glass, and, when dry, stripped. In
order to graduate it, the tissue, with a piece of opaque paper or thin
card in contact with the collodion surface, is so arranged between
two pieces of glass clamped together with American clips that the
opaque paper may be drawn out gradually a-quarter of an inch at
a time, in order to give successive exposures of varying lengths.
Suitable means will readily suggest themselves to the ingenious
operator, by which the arrangements may be carried out so as to
obtain regularity and neatness. The tissue is mounted for de-
velopment upon a quarter-plate, and treated in every way like an
ordinary carbon print.

With regard to the graduation there will be a very wide latitude.
Exposures may be made of gradually-increasing length, or a unit
Ijeing fixed similar exposures may be repeated the requisite number
of times. If the light be variable it will be advisable to adopt iia

the imit a very faint tint ou albumeuised paper in the Woodbury
or similar photometer.
A gelatino-bromide plate may be treated in precisely the same

manner ; but in this case the relative values of the tints will depend
more on the power of the individual plate to render the different

gradations, than to the careful regulation of the times of exposure.
In fact, except for very rough work the dry plate is not to be
recommended. The carbon image, on the other hand, depends
entirely upon the length of exposure given to each tint, and the
relation of tint to tint cannot be varied in development. The
whole range of tints may likewise be intensified, if necessary, by
any of the well-known methods, without in the least destroying
their due relations.

In conclusion : we may repeat that such an instrument as we have
described, consisting of the home-made screen and phosphorescent
tablet, can be of little use except to the operator himself, and must
not in any way be regarded as a standard, even though similar con-
ditions of construction be followed as nearly ivs possible. Still, for

individual use, it will be found a convenient guide.

ON FURNELL'S LENS.
[A communication to tho South London Photo^fraphic Society.!

In addressing you this evening I intend my remarks to apply more
especially to the amateur, whose equipment usually includes but one
lens to reproduce all he may attempt in his photographic rambles

;

but I trust they will interest even the practical photographer who is

armed with a whole battery of lenses.

It is well known that in order to produce pleasing results and ar-

tistic excellence in landscape photography one lens is insufficient, and
even three of different focal length would be no excess. That is, a
lens of short focus for buildings in close and confined situations

and another of medium focus for general views are requisite, whilst

a third of much longer focal length is needed to reproduce distant

objects, &c. ; and any lens capable of variation in its focus so as to

serve for these varied purposes would be a boon to both the amatenr
and professional photographer.

In Thk Briti.sh Journal ok Piiotographt for April 27, 18P3,

Mr. Thomas Furnell described a photographic lens specially suitable

for landscape and architectural ))hotography, the focal length of

which may be varied at will within certain limits, and whidi has

certainly not received that attention fronj photogniphers its merits

deserve.

The Furnell lens ounsists of a front combination of two Icnaes of

somewhat novel construction. The uutiiidc one is of ci-owii glass

—
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convex on its exterior and piano on the interior ; and the inner lens

is of flint—piano on its inside and concave on its back surface—the

piano sides of the flint and crown being cemented together by
Canada balsam. Behind the front combination, and separated from
it by a distance about equal to its diameter, is a double-concave lens

of flint glass. The most posterior lens is placed at a slight distance

from the concave lens ; it is of crown glass and plano-convex, and
three back lenses of varied foci are supplied to complete the set. By
using one or other of the back lenses, or no back lens at all, we can

obtain with the half-plate lens either of the following focal lengths

—

seven, eight, nine, or fifteen inches. This lens gives a flat field,

straight marginal lines, freedom from flare, covers well with stop

No. 16 P. S. S. (Photographic Society's standard), and can be made
at a moderate cost.

One peculiarity of this lens is that, if the front cemented com-
bination be well and carefully made, the posterior lenses may be of

far less accurate workmanship, ordinary spectacle lenses if properly

centered acting quite as well as those made with all the optician's

care and skill. Moreover, the concave flint lens may be replaced

by a concave spectacle lens of crown glass ; and, further, the

curves of the three back plano-convex lenses may be altered to

eitlier double-convex or meniscus without injury to its working
powers or disturbance of the chemical focus. In order to test its

meiits I have made one of these lenses with every possible care

and attention in strict accordance with the author's description.

To be enabled to give an unbiassed opinion I placed it in the hands
of Mr. A. Cowan, and some of the results of his trials are now
before us, proving Mr. rurueU's lens to be both useful and
efficient ; but if you ask me if I am entirely satisfied with this lens

my answer would be a negative one, for its many good qualities are

marred by two defects. These are want of rapidity and a total

absence of uniformity in the stops ; and to remedy these defects I

have strong hopes of shortly bringing out a lens on somewhat the

same lines, under the title of the " Compound Doublet." This
compound doublet ill consist of one brass mount only, into

which any one or two of the lenses forming the set may be screwed
for use.

By varying the lenses employed I hope readily to obtain for the

half-plate size either a focal length of six inches, of eight and a-

half inches, or of twelve inches. These focal lengths have been
selected because they ai'e especially suitable for general use, em-
bracing horizontal angles respectively of 65° with the six-inch, 45°

with the eight-and-a-half-inch, and 31° with the twelve-inch focus
;

and, further, with six stops it can be worked so as to give all the

advantages of the Photographic Society's standard stops.

These six stops I propose to engrave as follow :—A on the largest,

then B C D E and to F on the smallest. The first four, A B C D,
will be 8, 16, 32, 64, when used with the twelve-inch set of lenses.

The middle four, BCD and E, will be 8, 16, 32, and 64 with
the eight-and-a-half-inch set of lenses, and the last four, C D E F,
will be 8, 16, 32, and 64, when used with the six-inch set of

lenses.

Such is a rough outline of what I hope to accomplish, and all that
I have hitherto done in this matter points to success at no very dis-

tant period of time. If success be gained it will be largely due
to Mr. Furnell, as his writings have certainly pointed out the path
by which that success can be reached. W. Ackland.

THE SODA DEVELOPER MODIFIED.
As the soda developer for gelatine plates is just now receiving a
large share of attention, I make no apology for asking you to favour
me with space in your journal to record the results of some experi-
ments that have occupied my spare moments during the last two
years. I think they explain satisfactorily some of the anomalies
which, judging from what one reads in the pages of the journals,
seem still to perplex not only amateurs, but professionals, in the
pursuit of our art-science.

At the beginning of dry-plate work it seemed to me—as, doubt-
less, it did to others—most desirable to get rid of ammonia, if

possible, in the operation of development, on account of its extreme
volatility, and the possible consequences to health of constantly in-
haling an atmosphere charged with its vapours. This last con-
sideration particularly has led me from time to time to try other
formulae which did not contain the objectionable free ammonia.
Still none of the substitutes for that alkali proved equally good

;

for, with them, either the development proceeded too slowly or the
colour of the developed image was unsatisfactory. So there was no
help for it ; ammonia had to be retained, or pyro. must be exchanged

for the oxalate developer, and I have a strong preference for the
former.

When Mr. H. B. Berkeley published his sulphile-of-soda formula
I tried it, and formed a very high opinion of its merits ; but a short
experience of the use of sulphite of soda and citric acid convinced
me that it greatly retarded development. Observing Mr. Mac-
Lellan's recommendation for preserving pyro. with sulphurous acid

alone, and perceiving that its volatility would prove objectionable
to its use, I substituted this acid for the citric mentioned in

Mr. Berkeley's formula with the best results. I published the
alteration in The British Journal of PHOTOGEAPiir, and have
since observed that others have recognised the advantage of the
change.

About this time I tried the effect of soda along with the pyi"o.,

preserved by diiFerent agents, and was surprised to find that it

yielded better results with the sulphite of soda, as above prepared,
than it did with other preservatives. With several acids—notably
the boracic, as the keeper of the pyro.—hardly any development
was efTected, so powerfully did salts (those formed with the soda)
counteract its energy. There was one—I believe only one—objec-
tion to the new formula, and that was the colour of the image,
which I could not then modify to my satisfaction ; so ammonia was
restored to its old place, and thenceforth for some time attention
hail to be given to the prevention or cure of green fog, which
was the chief fault, in my opinion, of sulphite of soda.
More recently I noticed that soda w.os again attracting attention,

so I resumed my experiments with it, and this time they proved
completely successful. I had discovered a new way of bringing
pyro. under the keeping power of sulphurous acid, which I was
sanguine enough to think would altogether displace the old method
in my practice. It was as follows :—Pyro., one part dissolved in ten
parts of sulphurous acid (strength nine per cent), barely neutralised
with ammonia. Thus pre|)ared with sulphite of ammonia the
mixture keeps well, is more colourless than a solution made with
sulphite of soda, and, moreover, works cleaner, the plates being
more free from green fog.

This new preparation was tried with soda {phts sulphurous acid)
in place of the ammonia bromide, and the result was all that could
be desired as regards energy and colour of the image

; but there
was a trace of green fog, and this circumstance struck me forcibly,

because it seemed to confirm a suspicion which had been excited in
my mind liy a singular coincidence—previously noticed—that green
fog had disappeared almost entirely, even on plates very prone to
it, when the pyro. kept by sulphite of ammonia was used in con-
junction with the ordinary ammonia bromide solution. But now,
on the contrary, green fog made its appearance (even under soda
development, which was supposed to be exempt from that evil)

when ammonia took the place of soda in the ingredients of the
pyro. ; so it was fair to conclude that a combination of the two
alkalies in the developer was the cause of green fog, or, in other
words, the tendency of ammonia to produce green fog is much
increased by the presence of soda. A repetition of the above
experiment, using pyro. solution containing soda instead of am-
monia, proved the justness of the conclusion ; for now the film
turned out absolutely free from all trace of the evil, and the colour
of the image was perfect.

I have not yet worked by the new method long enough to be
able to speak with certainty of its merits ; but, thus far, it seems
very likely to bring about a revolution in my practice, and am-
monia may at length be altogether superseded. The following is

the formula I am nojir using :

—

No. 1.

Pyro. 1 part.

Sulphurous acid 1 „
Water (distilled) 8 parts.

No. 2.

Saturated solution of carbonate of soda 6 parts.

Sulphurous acid 1 part.

Bichromate of potash (five per cent. 8oL)...l, 2, or 3 parts.

Water 18 „

To develope a half-plate : take one drachm of No. 1 and mix
with two and a-half ounces of No. 2. Use in the ordinary way.
The addition of bromide does not seem to be needed, except in the
case of over-exposure of the plate. Development proceeds more
slowly than with ammonia, but otherwise soda has several advan-
tages. Its only failing is a slight tendency to produce frilling on
some plates very prone to the fault ; but this may easily be pre-
vented by passing the plate through a bath composed of proto-
sulphate of iron—any two ounces to the pint of water—with a
quarter of an ounce of tartaric acid to make it keep. The sole
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function of tho snlphurous acid in the above formula is to modify
the colour of the developed image; therefore no more of it Bhonld

be used than is necessary to produce the colour desired, because the

tulphke of soda formed in the developing solution powerfnlly re-

tards its action, as may cixsily be proved by omitting the acid

in No. 2, when it will be found that development goes on with
great energy, rivalling pyro. and ammonia.

Finding that the sickly-coloured image which is produced when
sulphurous acid is omitted from the above formula can easily be
made to take a pleiuting and suitable tone, by passing it through

the iron bath before named between the operations of developing

and tixing, I have been induced to alter my practice in favour of

this latter method, because it saves time, and the result is quite as

good.

The plate should bo well washed both before and after immersion
in the iron bath, in which it should remain from two to five

minutes, according to the tone required. The longer it stays the

blacker the image becomes.

Bichromate of potash takes the part of an accelerator, but how
it does so I am unable to say. About two years ago I added a little

to my pyro. developer to see if it would prevent green fog, when,
behold, it accelerated energy ! It must have the effect of hardening
the gelatine also, because tliere is less tendency to frilling when it is

present. W. Hanson.

SILVER PRINTS.

Ik reading Mr.W. K. Burton's communication on Silver Prints in your
issue of the 26th ult., there appear certain points confirmatory of the

theory that hyposulphite of soda is not the cause of fading. It is, how-
ever, somewhat unfortunate that the sensitised paper used was a secret

preparation, as all the experiments are based on unknown quantities.

That ready-seusitised paper contains less soluble silver salts and a
considerable quantity of some acid not contained in paper prepared

at home is patent to most persons who use it. However, that the

image is substantially the same as when ordinary sensitised paper

is used there is little doubt ; at the same time the additional unknown
substances used to effect its preservation may possibly affect such
experiments as those made by Mr. Burton.

In his experiments Nos. 1, 2, and .3 the prints have all faded

almost to obliteinHon, no hypo, being used. In experiment No. 10

hypo, was used l\/i a very short time—ten seconds—and the print

remains good. The deductions to be drawn are, firstly, that silver

prints fade, whether subjected to the action of hypo, or not, if not

washed. This is precisely the effect that might have been antici-

pated ; but if, when well washed after partial fixing, they remain
under circumstances unchanged for a considerable time— I may
add if thoroughly fixed—they will remain unchanged for an indefinite

period. Whether subjected to the action of light or enclosed in a
portfolio makes no difference. That the effect of fading is produced
by causes other than hypo. I have frequently endeavoured to point

out, both in communications to this Journal and also in papers

read before the photographic societies, with my reasons for so

thinking. May not the same substance that causes the deterioration

of gelatine plates when used to pack them, and, as you have
shown, is not hypoixdphite, be the cause of the difficulty ? I merely
throw this out as a suggestion. The more rapid and pronounced
effect may be owing to the extra sensitiveness of the gelatine

plates.

Mr. Burton's idea that the time usually given to fixing is unneces-

sarily long is rather dangerous, for he may rest assured if any salt

soluble in the hypo, solution be undissolved and left in the paper the

print is certain to decay ; it will turn yellow, brown, and unsightly

in a short space of time. The more it is exposed to light the sooner

will the change take place. The same effect will occur if, after the

hypo, has effected its purpose of dissolving the silver salts, it, with
them in solution, is not thoroughly washed out of the paper, the

hyposulphites being extremely prone to decompose.
If the substances we desire to eliminate were, as Mr. Burton

seems to think, confined to the very thin layer of albumen it miglit

be sufficient to give a very brief immersion in the hypo. bath. But it

is not so, for they more or less entirely permeate the substance of

the paper from front to back. This is practically demonstrated in

obtaining a plain paper print by floating the back of tho paper
instead of the albumenised surface on the silver bath. Even if the

process of silvering be performed as rapidly as possible on the albu-

men side of the paper and dried it will be found that a touch of hypo,

solution on the back of the paper will rapidly produce a dark stain

of sulphide of silver. The fixing process must, therefore, be con-

tinued until the whole substance of the paper is deprived of the

salts therein contained; and then the hyposulphite solution with ibi

dissolved silver salts must be thorouijhly ami effectually removed by
washing, for not till then can we pronounce the silver print per-
manent.
Mr. Burton asks—How can it be ma/le evident that the proofs are

fixed ? If he will try the experiment of holding a print up to the
flame of a gas burner from time to time during the process of fixing,

he will have no difficulty in perceiving a disappearance of mottling
and the gradual clearing of the paper as the fixing process pro-
gresses. It is customary to allow the prints to remain in the hypo, a
short time after the clearance is apparently completed. Aboot a
quarter of an hour is the usual time occupied for the whole pro-

cess; but with very thickly albumenised paper a little longer time
is advisable, as it is always as well to be on the safe side.

We may fairly conclude that, if a finished print become yellow
or brown all over or spotty, either the fixing has been imperfectly
performed or the proofs have been badly washed afterwards;
and that if a print fade without changing yellow or brown it is

owing to the very slight, delicate character of the impression in the
first place, or to its having been in contact with some substance pre-

judicial to its permanency outside the usual processes necessary to

form a silver print. From numerous examples that have from time
to time been brought under ray notice I believe that a thin
negative which will print in a very short time in the shade will

never produce a thoroughly permanent silver print, and that a
very lightly printed proof from any negative whatsoever will

remain but a short time without showing signs of fading. To pro-

duce permanent work there must be a certain amount of strength

in the impression to begin with—sufficient to carry it satisfactorily

through the different processes it has to undergo from the printing-

press to the mount. Edward DtJKHORE.

BOTTLES VERSUS GAS BAGS.*
Appakatcs for Storing Gases : its Cost and Dakoebs.

Gas Bags.—Bags made in the early days of tho lime light were bladder-
shaped or globular, placed between square pressure-boards held in

place by four corner rods, as in Dr. Woodward's apparatus, described
and figured in his work on Polarised Light; or square, made after the
manner of an accordion or bellowsc.araera body, so as to expand into a
square receptacle on being filled with gas, and fall " flat as a pancake "

when empty. These were usually placed in a square box, which served
as a guard when travelling and for pressure-boards when the lid was
weighted. Then came into use the better form of wedge-shaped bag,
which afforded an element of pressure supplemental to that of the
weights employed, namely, leverage. These wore placed, when required
for work, between "a pair of pressure-boards" hinged at one end, the
cross pieces of wood employed for strengthening the boards being
utilised as rests for the weights.

Of late years, to economise space and weights, Mr. B. J. Maiden
placed both bags between one pair of pressure-boards, wedge-end to

wedge-end, with the thin edges of the wedge-shaped bags raised by a
suitable arrangement of the boards to secure a safe balance of the
weights. Another operator, ignoring the extra leverage pressure ob-

tainable from the wedge-shaped arrangement, placed his pair of bags
"head to tail," so as to form a square pile, thus ;

—

In this case, a skeleton box held both bags
in place when filled for travelling. The lid,

working on guides, served as the upper pressure-

board and sustained the weights. By an in-

genious arrangement of hinges the four sides

folded down and packed the bags when empty into a small space for

yie homeward journey.

Gas bags are made of various strengths according to price. For
"oxy-spirit" or "blow-through" jets "thin bags," made of cream-
coloured material, are employed. When both oxygen and hydrogen
or honse gas are employed with "mixed gas jets," "thick bajgs"

must bo employed to sustain the greater amount of pressure required

to secure the greatest amount of light attainable by the " bag system."
To do all that is obtainable by forethought to provide against

accident, I used always to have my thick oxygen bags made in light-

coloured material with the stopcock bright, and one stopcock on the jet

bright en suite, to aid the eye of the operator as to all oxygen connec-
tions. My hydrogen or house gas bag was made of thick, black
material, with black stopcock to bag, and that on the jet black en suite,

so that all the hydrogen connections were also at once recognisable. To
prevent the lighteil jet being extinguished by accidental pressure, I

employed red-rubber tubing, from which the coil of spiral wire used in its

manufacture had not been removed, with the exception of a couple of

im:hes at the ends of each length, loft for " springing-ou " to tho stop-

cocks. All my stopcocks wore made with single lever taps, which
stood parallel with the delivery-tubes of the cocks when the gas
passage was closed and at right angles when foil on. The stopcock of gas

* ContiniKd from page $18,
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bags was of larger size thau usual, being a full thrce-eigbths of au inch
in the bore. Lashings were affixed to each cook to prevent the lever
handle being accidentally ojjened wlien not in use, so as to avoid waste
of gas or admission of extraneous air.

The dangers which beset gas bags are— 1 . Using them for the storage
of oxygen when newly made, with an atmosphere of methylated spirit or
hydro-carbon rubber solvent unejected. This is avoided by distending
ail new bags with air by the aid of a cheap double-bellows, closing the
cock, leaving for some hours, emptying by rolling the bag up tight,

with the cock full open, driving the air out inch by inch as the Ijag lies

flat on the floor, and closing the cock till connected with the generating
apparatus. Those who wish to pre.serve their bags would do well to
empty them after each exhibition, distend with air by means of double
bellows, and keep them distended for some hours. Oxygen has a
deteriorating influence on bag material if left in for any length of time.
I may here state that I never came across an instance of delivery-tubes
being choked by the dfhri^ from the decaying lining of a gas bag, for

the reason that I never employed old bags ; but, from what I have seen
at poft mortem examinations of defunct bags, I can believe blockage
from such a cause very probable, although I should not have thought it

possible that such dihris could form a train from jet to bag for an
explosive "run-back."

2. From the accidental admixture of oxygen and hydrogen in the
same bag, or of hydrogen and atmosplieric air trhen not mulnr sufficknl
pressure,

3. Accidental admixtures of the gases, &c., may come about through
blundering operators, by sheer "cussedness," as our American
friends very graphically designate that bull-headed stupidity not diffi-

cult to discover among the "lime-light men" at our places of public
entertainments, and gentlemen very learned in classics, theology, and
other non-scientific subjects, who, because it is their calling to teach
others, cannot bring themselves to believe it possible they are themselves
open to be taught the proper manipulation of a scientific instrument,
when in the commonplace form of "a magic lantern." With this class
it is rarely possible to get any explanation how a blow-up has come
about, as they have only vague recollections, if any at all, as to %ohut
they did do, antecedent to "an accident."

In the recent accident at Drury-laue Theatre, had the bags heen
under proper pressure instead of free when a light was brought near,
the probability is no explosion would have occurred. Another cause
of admixture is when au oxygen and hydrogen bag of equal size arc
connected by tubing with a mixed-gas jet, when the most powerful
light (next to the condensed gas method) is desire<l and both pressure-
boards are loaded with one hundredweight each ; and if in the dark half-a-
hundredweight slides doun out of proper place from the upper end, or
falls off. In a little time the gas from t/ie full-v)eiijld<:d hag, not being
able to find suflicient vent at the nozzle of the jet, works round through
the delivery tubes to the insufficiently-weighted bag, and an explosive
mixture is there found with a train of mixed gas in tlie tubes extending
to the light at the nozzle. At the moment of greatest inflammability
being attained the explosion occurs.

Again : with the same arrangement, with weights equal and in
proper position, one of those individuals who are so fond of
"loafing" around a busy operator, and what is vulgarly but graphic-
ally termed "uoseing" the apparatus, finds the upper edge of one
of the bags conveniently placed for resting his elbows on, or he may
rest his foot thereon, or he may even sit upon that bag (I am oidy
putting on record what Aa-:< occurred !). Of course he imparts an extra
(and unthought-of) pressure on t/iat bag, and drives the gas therein
over to the companion bag. Then he withdraws his weight, and
a "s}ick-back" occurs at that moment at the nozzle, the train is
ignited and "up (or down) goes that donkey," with it the apparatus,
and probably the innocent operator !

Here it may be a fitting place to point out that an exhibitor cannot
be too careful as to building up a barrier round his apparatus which
will exclude dangerous intruders, and literally keep people "at arms'
length." Who would have calculated on such a eontretemp as this :

A well-known lantern exhibitor whilst lecturing noticed a diminution
of the light on the screen. His assistant could not correct this short-
coming, so the signal "turn up lights " was given. On overhauling the
gas bags the pin of a large brooch was discovered thrust through one of
them. A lady sitting on a form used as part of the barrier had undone
her shawl, and, seeing the cushiony protuberance, deliberately, but
" without malice aforethought," turned the scientific appliance into a
pincushion. Another cause of admixture is through using a large bag
(as for hydrogen, where two volumes to one of oxygen are burnt) with
a small bag, in which case the weights being placed at the upper end of
a longer pressure-board the increased leverage forces the gas from
the large bag round through the connections into the small one.

Palpably it is safer to employ two bags for hydrogen, though one bag
ofproper shape would suffice.

The results arising from unequal pressure by weight and leverage can
be demonstrated without danger by filling the gas bags with atmo-
spheric air. Such experiments appeal to the eye in a manner not so
likely to be forgotten as mere verbal or iirinted warnings. Absolute
explosions can be made with small bladders filled witli a mixture
of house-gas and atmospheric air, the weights, &c., being confined

within bounds of striking distance by stout cord when used in model
apparatus.

4. The fourth source of danger is the key to all the ordinary causes

of accident when dealing with lime-light apparatus, namely, insuflSccnt

pressure on the gas receptacle—be it gas bag, gas-holder, or gasometer

—

before a light is put to the nozzle of a mixed-gas jet, or while the jet

is burning. A half-hundred weight on each receptacle is sufficient to
avoid accident.

From the very first lecture and demonstration I ever gave on lantern
manipulation I did my best to impress this simple axiom on the minds
of my students, in a paraphrase of the old admiral's (some say it

originated with Oliver Cronuvell) address to his crew before going into

action—just such advice as that rough-but-ready type of the old sea-

dog of the British navy, Commodore Sir Charles Napier, would have
given to "his following," namely— "Pvit your trust in Providence, but
keep your pressure up !

" You have here the secret of safe manipula-
tion and "all there" in a nutshell.

I once had a customer who was so clever as a linguist and theologian
that I was afraid to let him have a set of dissolving view apparatus till

I had "put him through his facings'' in the manipulation of his pur-
cliase. His ire was great when I suggested the advisability—nay, the
necessity—for such a pi-actical course. ^Vhen I state tliat he was great
on a new reading of "Revelations" wherein Napoleon III. was the
undoubted '

' anti-Christ, " and that I had to get up a set of lantern
pictures of the most mysterious character, with maps of the world as

it was and as it was to be, and portraits of illustrious persons— with
horns innumerable on their brows (having reference to political inatt.ers—
solely I), bulls, bears, and rams, apocryphal from a strictly natural

history point of view, &c., &c., &c.—-Mhy most of my readers will

justify me in the decision I came to, and as the result will show. He
came (from the country), and he saw (how I manipulated), and lie

conquered (all the little details, I flattered myself). He paid his

account and took himself and his apparatus " right away " home. The
next night I was awakened out of my first sleep by a violent ringing of

our liouse-bell. A telegram informed me he had blown his purchase
" all to smithereens !

" and cursing me in Biblical phraseology for supply-
ing him with such dynamitical apparatus. Feeling this unjust I slept
" the sleep of the just," and next morning requested particulars. Th<'

response amounted to this:—Instead of purchasing, begging, Ijorrov

-

iug, or other alternatives, a set of four half-hundred weights, he loaded
his pressure-boards witli all the fenders aiul fireirons he could coiled,

from about the house. The carrying out of instructions as to equal

pressure on each bag was, consequently, ragne. He " lighted up;"
there was a soft, splutteiing noise, and a poor—very poor—ijictnrc on
the screen. 1'hen he (did just ichat I luid learned him not to do) put
one hand on each bag, pressed his hardest, aud exclaimed—"Ah:
tliat is just such a light as Mr. Highley got; that is it—that is beauti-

ful!" Then he took his bands off, freely perspiring with his eflbrts

;

then—there was a bang! He was on his back! the windows were
blown into the street, two large folding-doors wrecked on their hinges,

the pressure-board mere matchwood, and the bags ripped and smoking
like fusee paper. Here comes the curious part of this truthful story.

There were twelve persons surrounding that apparatus, and not one
was seriously hurt'

—

a. rhn,racterii<tle of oxyhydrogen explosions. The
force expends itself in an angular direction upwards, after the

manner of gunpowder^as dynamite does downwards, and nitro-

glycerine in a horizontal direction.

Where one bag for oxygen is only required—as with the oxy-spirit

jet, or oxy-house gas blow-through jet—the chances of accident arc

reduced to a minimum. The space at my disposal will not allow me to

go into details as to bell gasometers, Pepys' gas-holders, and other

metallic contrivances seldom used but in lecture-rooms, institutions, or

well-appointed theatres, such as the Alhambra, Surrey, &c. The same
rules apply to such store vessels as I have specified in regard to bags

:

but the system of working presents fewer chances for one receptacle to

be more heavily weighted tbau the other. Theatres are conservative

strongholds, so there is little wonder that metallic store vessels are the
exception and not the rule. This is not so in America. If gas bags
arc kept filled with gas for some days, they will be seen to shrink in

bulk, and the contained gas will have become deteriorated. This is

not so with metallic reservoirs.

Now, as to cost :—

•

A Img of medium quality, 36 x 24, and 24 inches in £ a. d.

the wedge, with stopcock 2 12 6

Pair of best pressure-boards 1

Six feet of red rubber wired tubing o 6

£3 18

Pair of thick black and white bags, 42x30x28, £ s. d.

aud 4*2 X 30 X 24 inches, with stopcocks 7 17 6

Maiden's double pressure-board 2 12 6
Best red rubber wired tubing , 10

£110
When gas bags are employed metal connections arc not a necessity.

Sami-ei. Higiilet, F.C.S., &c
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OPINIONS OF THE LONDON DAILY PRKSS ON THE
I'HOTOCUiAPHIC EXHIBITION.

The PiiOTOGHAPHii' Snciprv. -The annuiil i-xliiliitioii of the Photoffiaiihio

Society of (limit lirltiiin, which will b<> oiM'iiml to the public today ii> the

(lallery of the Koyal Socii-ty of Painters in Water-Colimis, in I'all Mall
East, will lie i-omninbered rather by reason of the generally high level of

the results obtained than for any startlini; novelty in the treatment of

subjects <n- methods of work. There are, indeed, very few pictures

among tlie tlumsand or more exhibited which would not have been
ranked witli or next to the loading productions of five or six years

a-,'o. The causes of this advance along the whole line will lie found
directly, to some extent, in the revolution whicli has taken place in

tile chemical processes of photograjihy, and secondarily -and in conse-

cpieuce of this ehnu,'e—in the conditions under which the camera can now
be employed, in the enrolment among the exhibitors (jf a larsrelyincroased

number of amateurs of cultured taste, enjoying means and leisure for tlie

siicecssfMi jiractice of the art. A traveller may pack in his portmanteau
the whole of the apparatus he requires to iihotograph scenes or places he
visits, and on his retiu-n home may hand the sensitive plates to a pro-

fessio lal photographer, to bring out or develojie the images latent in the

dry gelatine films, and to print direct from or to enlarge the pictures

produced. How long the jilates may be kept after exposure in the camera
cannot yet be said, but, as an instance in the Kxliibition shows, they may
safely bo kept at least as long as any traveller is likely to be obliged to

postix>ne the after processes. Dr. (I. Berwick shows Dnmhlmxe Cathedral

(481)—a clean, sharply-defined print from a negative exposed in July,
I8.S0, and developed in July, 1H8-1. Moreover, if the traveller choose his

jioiiit of view well, iwying due regard to the forms in which the objects

Uforc him appear to be groupe<l in his camera and to the position of the

sun at the time—in short, to the composition and lighting of the work —he
may, like Professor Donkin in his Alpine studios, return with small

l>ictnres that on enlarc;ement are as pleasing in effect as theyjirove full of

the most minute and instructive physical detail. While touching on the
reproduction of Alpine scenery we may conveniently direct the attention of

the visitor to the set of views in Switzerland

—

The Zi/tkamm, Mont Blanc,

Miirjelen See, and Monte Rosa (23)—bj; Sifinor Vittorio Sella, to which a
me<lal is awarded. These large and singularly fine pictures .are printed

direct from the negatives taken in the Alps.

In comparison with the changes which have been made in other

branches of the photographic ai-t, the most important advance noticeable

this year is in iiortraitnre. The greater uniformity of quality obtained

Iby improved methods of manufacturing sensitive gelatine plates has,"

no doubt, sometliing to do with this. A photographer's attention, too,

in not now distracted by feai-s lest his prepared plate should be
spoilt if he stops to improve the pose of a subject at tne last moment

;

but with the power obtained by the use of rajjidly-impressed plates

of taking portraits which are more or less satisfactory as pictures of

lieople in tlieir own homes, there has grown up a demand for more
naturalness and ease in style. Several examples may be found in the

gallery of this change, which substitutes for the plain or painted back-
ground and the cla.ssic pillar and balustrade, or the hack table and
chair, the luxury of Oriental hangings and iesthetic furniture and sur-

roundings, witli a tendency, however, it must be observed, to so fill the pic-

ture with pretty detail that the portrait of the sitter is apt to Ije lost in the

crowd of objects. The series of portraits of ladies (243-252), for which the

judges have awarded a medal to Mr. H. S. Mendelssohn, may be cited,

those of La-I;/ Brooke and Child and of Miss Grant showing both the

gain in freedom of treatment and the dangers of over-elaboration of acces-

sories. Turning to the introduction of figures into landscapes and interiors

it is matter for congratulation that the photographers who were tempted
by the facilities now discoveries placed in their hands to essay the present-

ment of emotional incidents already show a chastened ambition. Brought
in as the groups of children and rustics are in Mr. H. P. Robinson's

The Cuckoo (G4) and He Never Told His Love («G), in Mr. J. Gale's Off
to Market (09) and The Smuggler's Care (70), and as the little girl feeding
ducks is in Mr. John G. Hor-sey's view of a charmingly-embowered home-
stead Th» Pets (183), pictorial effect is heightened by the presonee
of the figures ; and even in the cottage interior. Mother's Love (282), a
composition by Mr. J. Hubbard which has gained a medal, the photographer
is well within the bounds set him by his dependence upon the dramatic
attitude of his model. When, however, he goes beyond this and attempts
the i>ortrayal of strong feeling—as in an admirably composed picture of a
country churchyard where a girl has thrown herself upon a grave in a
passion of grief, hiding her face in her sister's lap—the very realness of the
scene suggests unreality and simulation, because the author of the picture

lias not the painter's privilege of jjresenting such an incident as imagined,
and the mind revolts from the supposition that the camera could be turned
in cold blood on a scene of such distress.

Of instantaneous photography there are many sjiecimens, the most
remarkable for arti.stic worth being the medal pictures of Yachts Racing
in the Solent (309), taken by Messrs. G. West and .Son from a sailing

boat, so that camera and subjects were both moving when the eximsure of

the plate was made. Another medal is awarded to Mr. W. P. Marsh for

Studies of Breaking Waves; and there is a well-defined and consequently
apparently motionless express train, of which the picture (206) by Mr. C
Grassin was taken with an exjiosure of the three-hundredth part of a
second. Studies of woodland, mountain, sea, and clouds are a-s numerous
and as freshly-deliKhtful to the lover of goml jihotographs as ever, admira-
ble among many b«ing View* at Hampstnid (•'581), by Mr. Edward Dun-
more; Rydal Water (3(iG), and other views, by Mr. W. Wainwright, jun.;

At Home and Abroad {35^ and some Yosemite and other scenes, by Mr.
Andrew PriiiKle; Bonchurch Old Church (202), by Mr. .T. Duncan Pierce;

several in a sot by Captain Abney; Vieios in Surreti (oS"). by Mr. O. A.
Femeley ; JVorth Wiiirs ( 1(k)), by Mr. A. E. Durham ; The Valleg of

Desolalion, South Africa (">o2), by Mr, K. Harris, a stormy seascaiw

;

Rescued {UK)), by Mr. H. J. Oodbnld ; and Ptepi into Cloudland, obtoiiMd
by Mr. B. VVyles. Arresting attention by their delicacy of tone the
piatinotyi)8 i>nnts rep.ay one for the close examination thi'y invite. A
medal has l>e«n ileBerve<lly awarded for a set exhibited by Mr. H. B.
Berkeley (209, 219, and 221). The chilliness tif a misty wintry river
scene (11)7), by Mr. fi. Renwick, is niiggestively rendered by tho
cold bluish grays of this process, which, with cpiitn another purpose,

less happily suited t<i the copy by Mr. F. Hollyer of Mr. ISnriMS

I's painting, The Sir Days of Creation (14.5). Architectural work is

IS no
Jones
well repre.sented by Mr. F Machell Smith's wondrously-massive and
solid-looking North Portal uf the Cathedral at Charlra, by the marble-
like brilliancy of the Rev. J. S. Knight's Temples and ifonumenU at
Athens, by Mr. (J. Hadley's Interiors of Lincoln Oalhedral, and Mr,
Alfred Tagliaferro's medal picture of the Tomhs of the Knights of Malta
in St. Juhn's Church (234). Mr. Henry Stevens again contributes some
of his matchless studios of flowers and foliage. Of the scientific and
educnti<mal uses of |>hotography there are examples in the microscopically-
small pictures on glass of Saturn's rings shown by Mr. A. Ainslie Common,
F. R.A.S., and again in the magnified photographs of sections of plant
stems, parts f>f insects, &c., by Mr. J. Ronton Dnnlop, and two photo-
graphs of lightning V)y Mr. At. Auty (48."i). Small but in.isterly cojiies of oil-

paintings are shown by Mr. Edwin Cocking. Photo-engraving is illustrated

by Messi-s. T. and R. Annan, and the portraits of the Latt Duke of
Buccleuch and Sir Daniel McNee, and the three-<iuarter figure of a girl

are fidl of promise for the future of this branch of art.

—

The Times.

The Photogr.\i'hic' Society of Gkkat Britain.—The exhibition of
photographs by this S<x;iety, which will be opened today at the Galleries of
the Royal Water Society in Pall-mall, is chiefly remarkable for the advance
in artistic excellence observable in tho landscai^e work, which, as on
the last occasion, forms tho i)romineut feature. Photography is fast

advancing its claims to be regarded as an art as well as a scientific and
mechanical process, and, in place of the clear, hard backgrounds and
disproportiimate dark foreground patches that used to characterise land-
scape scenery under the lens, it is now possible to ref resent mist-clad hills,

delicate gradations of distance, and soft shadows. This is especially in-

stanced in Mr. W. England's beautiful views in Switzerland, Mr. Vittorio
Bella's Snow Scenes from the Alps, which have gained a medal, Mr. J. P.
Gihsnn'a Autu/nn Brenin// on the Time, and other views. The Picturesque SpoU
of North Devon taken by the School of Military Engineering, Mr. G. Ren-
wick's Winter Scenes, and Mi-. J. G. Horsey's Bits of Surrey. Among the
medallists Messrs. G. West and Son carry off the palm with photographs of

Yachts Racing in the Solent, taken from a sailing boat, which are perfect little

pictures for form and effect. Messrs. T. and R. Annan, of Glasgow,
exhibit results of the new photo-engfraving process, which is similar to
copper-plate engraving, only that it is untouched by hand and is pro-

duce<l entirely by light and shade. Mr. H. P. Robinson is again
succes.sful with rustic groups of cottagers, and Mr. B. Wyles haa
some very fine effects in cloudland that should be interesting to artists.

Mr. W. P. Marsh exhibits some striking instantaneous studies of Sea
Spray, which have obtained a medal. In portraiture there are but few
notable exhibits. The London Stereoscopic Company have good portraits

of Mr. Ahiia-Tadema, R.A., and Mr. O. Grossmith; and Mr. Mayall shows
a praiseworthy portrait of Mr. James Glaisher, tho President of the Society.

Mr. Lafayette takes a medal for exceptionally fine portraits; so do Messrs.
H. S. Mendelssohn, H. B. Berkeley, A. Ta«liaferro (for church interiors),

M. Auty (for photographs of lightning), J. Hubbard, and the Autotype
Company. Groups of amusing figure subjects are by Mr. Malcolm H.
Clerk and Mr. W. Cotesworth. It is noticeable that the nse of the gelatine
plates has so far superseded the old method that examples of the latter are
quite the exception.

—

DaUy News.

Photographic Socibtt of Great Britain.—The President (Mr. James
Glaisher, F.R.S.) and Council inaugurated the annual exhibition of the
Photographic Society of Great Britain on Saturday evening by a soiree at
the Gallery of the Royal Society of Painters in Water-Colours, Fall-mall
East. The Exhibition, which will open today and remain on view till tho
13th of November, can hardly be said to be disappointing, although there
is little to be noted in the way of advance either in the artistic qualities of

the exhibits or tlie scientific application of photography as compared with
recent years. Some i>rogross has, however, been maide in the process of photo-
gravure, and the specimens shown by Messrs. T. and R. .-Vnnan, of Glasgow,
are remarkable for delicacy and mellowness of gradations. Klic's invention
seems destined to become invaluable for the production of works suitable for

high-class book illustrations, and Messrs. Annan are undoubtedly working
it with great success. These monochromes are printed from copper plates,

which are engraved by chemical processes, the tints resembling in their

flatness water-w.-ishes of Indian ink or sepia. It is difficult to distin^ish
between some of the siieciniens of photo-engraving and carefully-finished

drawings in black and while, the resemblance being so close. Measrs.
Annan have this year, as last, been awarded a medal for the scientific

application of photography. Many of the best photographs are exhibited
by non-professional gentlemen, who study tho subject purely con amore,
and are able to dovote to it almost any amount of time and capital. In
this category may Iw cited the frame of instantaneous views taken from a
yacht in Scotland by Mr. T. W. Boord, oneof the members for Greenwich

:

also the effective studies of flowers in vases, by Mr. Henry Stevens, of

King-street, Covont-garden. Captain Abaey, R.E., F.R.S., again, is an
accomplished master of the art, and the diversified subjects which he
exhibits, produced from gelatino-iodo-bromido plates of his own prepara-

tion, are e<7ual to anythinf; that has yet been done by means of the camera.
Several other non-professional photographers contribute excellent work.
The combination pictures of Mr. H. P. Robinson are interesting example* of

the aitistie manipulation of photography. Ho has been awarded a
medal for The Mill Door, a work of real merit. In some other of hia

pictures the figures are not quite so natural, betraying by theix pow
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their knowledge of the photographer's presence. At the same time it

must be admitted that Mr. Robinson's productions are more free from
this obvious defect than are those of most of his confreres who attempt
combinations of figures and landscapes tal^en on separate plates. The
instantaneous studies of sea-waves dasliing on the shore, and mountains of

feathery spray, exhibited by Mr. W. P. Marsh, have gained a medal. It

would be useful. if in these, and similar examples, it were stated whether
there had been any retouching. It is difficult to distinguish in all cases

whether the pencil of the artist has been employed or not, and any intima-

tion with respect to this matter would be welcomed. In portraiture the

practice of retouching is largely adopted, and does not debar the exhibitor

from the Society's awards. It should be made a sine qua non in all such
cases that a print from the tintouched negative should accompany the
liand-elaborated e^cample. The spectator would then be able to discrimi-

nate between pure photography and skilled or unskilled—and it is more
often unskilled than skilled—handicraft. The Photographic Society do not
seem to distinguish by their awards the one from the other ; and, although
the novice can easily detect retouching more or less laboured here and
there, it would be a jjoint gained if he could, by comparing the negati vo

print with the hand-finished performance, be enabled to judge of the

quantity and the quality of the artist's work. Possibly some of tire sitters

might object to being displayed publicly without having their angularities

and blemishes toned down and their wrinkles obliterated ; but in the
interest of photography these scruples ought to be disregax'ded. There are

exhibits in portraiture by Mr. J. Lafayette, Mr. J. E. Mayall, Mr. H.
S. Mendelssohn, Mr. W. Byrne, by the London Stereoscopic Company,
enlargements by the Woodbury Comp.any of negatives by Messrs. W. and
D. Downey, and a frame of comically-treated cats and dogs by Mr.
H. Pointer, all worthy of commendation. Mr. Cecil V. Shadbolt, the
aeronaut, contributes photographs taken from the car of the "Monarch"
balloon, on the 13th of August last, in an ascent from the Crystal Palace

;

and, as everybody cannot go up in a balloon, these views—one of them of

streets resembling a carpet of geometrical pattern—cannot tail to interest,

altogether irrespective of any scientific merit or otherwise which they may
possess. On the tables will be found an assortment of cameras, shutters,

plate sets, lanterns, and other photographic paraphernalia, by different

makers, and of the most recent pattern and approved type.

—

Morning
Advertisa:

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 13,103.

—"Reproducing Photographs by Printing and in Producing
Printing-Blocks or Rollers therefor." L. H. Philippi, 55, Chancery-lane,
X^ondon.—Dated October 2, 1884.

No. 13,107. — "Production of Permanent or Durable Pictures upon
Canvas, Linen, Wood, or Similar Substances." W. T. Morgan and
R. L. KlDD.—Dated Octoher 2, 1884.

No. 13,137.—" Photographic Lens Shutter." S. W. Rough, 180, Strand.—
Dated Octoher 3, 1884.

No. 13,156.— " Arrangements Applicable to Photographic Shutters,
whereby the Duration of Exposure can be Varied." J. W. T. Cadett,
84, Grove-lane, Camberwell, S.E.

PATENT SEALED, Septbmbeb 30, 1884.

No. 4,989.
—" Changing Sensitised Plates in Photographic Cameras."

J.UIES Sturhock, Advertiser Office, Dundee.

—

Dated March 17, 1884.

^e^tinga of ^mtim.—

—

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Date of Meeting. Name of Society. Place of Meeting.

October 14 .... Bolton Club The Studio, Chancery-lane.

,, u Glasg-Qw Amateur
„ 14 College of Phj'sical Science.
„ 15 Photographic Club
„ 16 .... London and Provincial Masons' Hall, Basinghall-strect.

SOUTH LONDON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
On Thursday, the 2nd inst., at eight o'clock, a special meeting of this
Society was held (in accordance with a resolution passed at the June meet-
ing) at the House of the Society of Arts, John-street, Adelphi, W.C, "to
consider the future of the Society." Mr. W. Ackland occupied the chair.

It was announced that a framed testimonial and a cheque for fifty
pounds had been sent by the Society to the widow of their late President,
the Rev. F. F. Statham, and a letter of acknowledgment from Mrs.
Statham was read.

"Mr. W. Brooks having taken the chair vacated by Mr. Ackland, the
latter gentleman read a paper on FurncU's Lens. [See page G47.]
The Chairman thanked Mr. Ackland for his paper. He considered that

the lens described would supply a want long felt, particularly as he under-
stood it was a cheap lens ; not that we had any reason to complain of the
performance of the lenses issued by our best opticians, but the price was
too high for many, especially amateurs. He hoi)ed the results that Mr. A.
Cowan got would prove that the FurnoU lens possessed all the good
qualities Mr. Ackland attributed to it.

Mr. A. Cowan passed round a number of prints from negatives taken
with the Furnell lens. The lens had been used with back combination.^ of

very various form and focal lengths. One set of prints showed that
there was no appreciaWe disturbance of the chemical focus with any of

these combinations, and another that there was no appreciable distortion.

He did not think that the lens could compete with a set of good double
combination lenses; but for .imateurs and others who could not afford such
a set he thought it would be invaluable. He had himself had the courage
of his opinions, and had recently gone out to take architectural subjects
provided with the Furnell lens only.

Mr. J. Tkaill Taylor said lie was grateful to Mr. Ackland for proving
what he (Mr. Taylor) had been trying for years to hammer into the heads
of the photographic public, namely, that when the front combination of a
doublet lens was a deep meniscus the back combination could be varied
greatly in form, material, and focal length without appreciably disturbing the
relation of the chemical and visu.al foci, and without giving appreciable dis-

tortion. He (Mr. Taylor) tlien sketched on the black board a contrivance
somewhat similar to that introduced by Mr. Furnell, for which a patent
had been taken out by Mr. Howivrd Grubb some time ago. He (Mr. Taylor)
had tried it, and liad found it excellent. He also mentioned the lens

of Morrison, of New York (already described in these columns), in which
there is combined with a deep meniscus front combination an uncmTected
back lens, the focal length of which latter might be varied.

Mr. Cowan asked whether, when two combinations of different focal

lengths were used, there was .any rule as to wh.at particular relative lengths
gave the best result as regarded flatness of field.

Mr. Ackland knew of no rule.

Mr. Mackat asked whether the lenses were necessarily corrected exactly
as Mr. Furnell showed, or whether any other method of correction might
not be employed.
Mr. Ackland said that possibly other means of correction might be

used, but that there was the advantage of cheapness and convenience in

the form shown.
Mr. Haddon thought it was more difficult to make flat surfaces for

lenses than to make curved surfaces, and therefore considered that the
correction of the front combination might be more easily effected by
having curved contact surfaces.

Mr. Taylor observed that it was true that opticians considered it easier

to produce a curved than a flat surface, and they invariably preferred it for

their contact surfaces, on account of the increased power it gave them
to obtain actinic correction.

Mr. Ackland said that, when he talked of flat, he did not mean
mathematically flat. Curves of long radius might be used.

Mr. W. K. Burton asked if a lens of any considerable size had been
made after the Furnell pattern. It was only when large sizes were
attempted that the test of the design of a lens was severe.

Mr. Ackland replied that no large lens of the kind had been con-

structed.

Mr. W. Cobb said that he had an instantaneous shutter constructed to

work between the combinations of a lens. He had had various lenses of his

own adapted to this, and as a consequence could interchange one combina-
tion of any of these lenses with a combination of another. He had tried all

the possible changes of combinations, and had got the best result with a
front combination of a Voigtliinder and a back combination of a rapid
rectilinear.

Mr. Taylor remarked that there might be an advantage in the arrange-
ment which Mr. Cobb mentioned, as a doublet which had a flatter front

than back combination gave good results. Such would be the case in the

arrangement mentioned by Mr. Cobb.
Mr. T. BoLAS said the whole thing seemed to him to amount to this

—

that it was possible to combine various lenses much more freely than was
commonly supposed. It was, however, curious to see how the opticians set

their faces against such procedure. You went to one of the best opticians

and asked him if you could use a single combination of his doublet as a
landscape lens. He would doubtfully shake his head; but should you
suggest the use of one combination of one of his lenses with another com-
bination of another optician's lens, he would simply stand aghast.

Mr. F. A. Bridge knew the feeling of opticians in the matter pretty

well. He had heard that by bringing the combinations of a doublet

closer to each a wider angle could be taken in than when they were
arranged as sent out ; but he had not dared to go to the manufacturer of a
doublet to get the necessary adapting tube made.
The Chairman then proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. Ackland. This

was carried by acclamation.
There was after that some discussion as to whether or not the November

meeting should be a technical one. It was eventually decided that it

should not.

It was announced that at the November meeting Mr. J. Traill

Taylor would show on the screen a set of sixty lantern slides to illustrate

a lecture on Florida: Its Orange Groves and General Features, which he
would then deliver.

After this there was a discussion on "the future of the Society," the

upshot of which was that it was determined to send a circul.ir to members
requesting them to express an opinion as to whether the Society should con-

tinue to meet or not. A committee was nominated to draw up the circular.

The meeting was then adjourned.

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
At the meeting of this Society, held on Thursday, the 2nd instant, the

chair was occupied by Mr. A. L. Henderson.
The Chairman exhibited an appliance which he had brought from

America, called an " automatic retoncher." It consisted of a jjencil moved
rapidly backwards and forwards in the holder by clockwork. The effect of

this movement was that a series of dots or mechanical "stipple" was
produced as the pencil was drawn across the surface of the negative. The
lead of the (xsnoil was stated to be metallic, instead of the usual plumbago.

He also described a mooh.inical contrivance called an " air-bnieh," by
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moans of which a fino streftm of piffiinont was projected »ipon the surface to

iio wiirkeil \x\mu. This wna intpiided for finishing piilnrgonieiiU, and
in nrtistio hands fine elTects wfro stiitod to b<! very rajiidly iirodnced. In

iiliHtration of this a sketch of n human eye and part of a face were shown,
which had been produced in the Chairman's presence in an exceedingly
short space of time.

A |>hoti>Brai)h was shown which many years before had boon sized with
gelatine ami then coated with daniiiiar varnish. On one portion where the

varnish had not gone over the pict\irr the latter was considerably faded,

whilst tlie remainder was bright. The composition of the varnish used
was one ounce of dammar to two quarts of benzole.

EDINBURGH PHOTOQRAPHlC SOCIETY.
The ninth ordinary meeting of this Society was held in 5, St. Andrew-
stpiare, on the evening of Wednesday, the 1st instant,—Mr. W. Neilson,
President, ill the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting having been approved^
Mr. NoRStAM MACBirrH pro|)osed that a small committl^e 1)C appointed to

draw up details for a monthly competition anion? the members, in order to

make the study of the picturesque b\ore an object of the Society. Jle

said :—Having brought this motion before the .Society at the last meeting, X

have much pleasure m now laying before the members some notion of the
object anil its possible operation. Indeed it would be a good arrangement
for the Society if each department were kept distinct and under sixxial

committees, so that full justice bo done to them respectively. For instance

;

I would divide the objects of the Society into three departments, namely,
the chemical, the artistic, and the mechanical. I would have small com-
mittees to each, not exceeding three, and that they have no other de-

l)artment to occujiy their mind but tile one Which they were specially

adapted for .and appointed to. This suggestion may yet form the subject of

the Society's consideration. In the meantime 1 would press upon you the
claims of the artistic department, partioul.arly in reference to composition
and effects of the pictorial. With a view to the study of this I would
propose that at each monthly meeting of the Society members bring forward
Bome of their selected work done during the summer; that these be sub-

mitted not so much for mere criticism but for friendly conference; that

members be called upon to give their opinion as to the resjiective merits of

each, and sijecially |iointing out what they conceive would be an improve-
ment. At the close of the conference a ^ote by pajwra, numbered according

to the number attached to the respective work which the members consider

best, to be taken. The one having the greatest number M votes to be set aside

for the custody of the committee, and at the close of the session another

vote to be expressed by the Society as to the best of all that were formerly

approved of, and i)robably some award Ije given. This, Mr. Chairman, is

what presents itself at present to me as to the carrying out of my notion.

Of course we shall be nappy to hear any sugj;estion which members have
to make on the matter, and then (if approved of) proceed to appoint a com-
mittee for drawing up details.

The motion was seconded by Dr. Huuter and carried, and Messrs.

Norman Macbeth, Alexander Matheson, and John Simpson were ap-

pointed as a preliminary committee to consider the matter.

The PiiKsiDKNT proposed that the balloting for new members be by
means of tickets with the words "admit" and "reject" printed upon
them, the ticket to be dropped iuto the ballot-box by members on entering

the room. This was agreed to.

The following gentlemen were proposed as new members, to be b.alloted

for at next meeting :—Mr. F. W. Palmer, Mr. Edward Binning, Mr.
Alfred G. Tagliaferro, and Mr. Charles Waterson.
Mr. J. M. Tlksbli.i. next communicated some notes on Sidphite of Soda

in the Developer. Having traced the history of this salt as an adjunct to

the developer, he proceeded to show the re.ason for the contradictory

evidence as to its usefulness. He i'"'"ted out the unstable character of

sulphurous acid, and also of the liability of the sulphite of soda to change
to sulphate. The sulphite of soda as purchased was usually strongly alka-

line, and to remedy this many people added citric acid ; but that produced
citrate of soda, which was a powerful restrainer, hence sulphurous acid

should replace citric acid. By this means a reducer was formed instead of

a restrainer. Sulphurous asid was, however, a feeble acid, and it required

about fifty per cent, of that acid to be added to the ordinary sample of

sulphite of soda to secure the desired acid reaction. It was to be remem-
bered that the same sample of sulphurous acid was constantly getting

weaker, the gas which formed the acid constantly escaping every time the

bottle was opened, and therefore it was necessary to ascertain by test

paper that sufficient acid had been added. When these simple directions

were followed the Bul|ihite developer was entitled to all the jiraiso .and

none of the blame that had been bestowed u|>on it—the development being

rapid, and the negatives beautifully clean and of fine colour.

in reply to a question concerning the hydrokinone developer,

Mr. Hugh Bkkbner said he had discarded as impracticable the formula

issued therewith, namely, two i/rains of hydrokinone, one ounce of water,

and five minims of liquor ammonia, as even with a full exposure he could

only succeed in bringing out the very faintest of images, and that, too,

after an absurdly protracted development. By increasinu the proportion of

hydrokinone from half ]>er cent, to somewhat less than two jier cent, he
found that very groat density, perfect detail, and exceptional quality could

be easily produced with considerably under-exposed jilates (home made).

(Japtain Abney, the introducer of this developins,' agent, claimed that with

a four per c(!nt. to six per cimt. strength only half the ex|K>suro necess.ary

with alkaliuo pyrogallol was required. Dr. Kder, again, stated that "a
two per ciMit. aqueous soluticm of hydrokinone, to which a few drops of

ammonia have been added, is thin, but admits of silver intensification."

He (Mr. Brebner), while regretting the limited extent of his experience,

nevertheless expressed his opinion that hydrokinone promoted abnormally-

short exiKiaures, great density, and exceptiouiJly-fiuc quality. The only

drawback which ha found this dsvoloper to posaen was an appamtljr
characteristic ruddy-brown colour, which, although lieautifiil in it««lf, WM
scaixiely conducive to rapid printing, lie (Mr. iirebnir), however, depre-
cated the acceptance of liis evidence as conclusive U|>«n any |xjint whatso-
ever.

Mr. A. B. Stkwaut next developed several negatives liy the |>otash deve-
loperof Mr. Beach. Hesaid:—Korsomc time back coii''-''' ' • ion

has been going on w l<> the merits of a developer which for

general use, iSitter suited to the requirements of the jil.' lUjr

other yet published. I now give a summary of that Corie,|.uiiili.iice. Of tlib

innumorahlu developers which have from time to time been promulgated, t he

principal survivors seem to lie pyro. and ammonia, pyro. and washing soda,

and ferrous oxalate. Hydrokinone 1 do not iacludet as its pricci if nothing

else, would probably prevent its general adoption. But to each of the

developers which I have mentioned there exists some objection. The pyrO;

and ammonia develojier gives off noxious fumes, and in cases of prolonged

development causes stains and fog in the negative. Of the washing B<xla I

have had no experience, but I see from the photographic journals that

complaints are largely made that the negatives produced by it are apt to tie

yellow. The objection to the ferrous oxalate is that it is non-elastic i there

IS no latitude for exposure, and, in my experience, prolonged development

produces iridescence, especially round the edges of the plate. The iMitash

developer of Mr. Beach, however, seems to be free from these objections.

The publislied formula is—
Pyro. Solution.

Wann distilled water 2 ounces.

Sulphite of soda (chem. pure) 3 „
Dissolve. When cold add

—

Sulphurous acid .• 2 ounces.

Pyrogallic acid i ounce.
Pc)TASH SoLUTlOX.

, (Water 4 ounces.

t Carbouivte of potash (chem. pure) 3 „
r, (Water 8 „

(.Sulphite of soda (chem. pure) 2 „
Combine A and B in one solution.

For a 5 X 4 plate with instantaneous exposure, take one and a-half onnce

of water, two drachms of ))yro. solution, and one and a-half drachm of

potasli solution. The advantages claimed for this duvelofier are -that with

it plates require le.ss exposure, that it does not give off any deleterioiu

fumes, that it does not fog or stain the negatives, it needs no restrainer,

but is simply modified by dilution to meet overexposure where necessary.

Complaints have been made by some workers that this developer causes the

jilates to frill. I can only say that I have not found it to do so, and I do

not use alum until after fixing, when I put the plates in a chrome alum
bath for a few minutes. You will observe that chemical purity is strongly

insisted on in the formula given; but I may tell you that in making my
solutions I used the ordinary commercial ciualities of the different salts,

and while this may be the reason of the dark colour of my pyro. solution I

do not find that the developer works any the worse. I had intended to

bring jilates with v.aried exposures, but yestarday afternoon when I began

to (jrepare for tonight the sun had disapjieared, though the air was clear,

while the wind was so liigli that my camera would not stand without being

held, and an accident to my shutter rendering it useless, I had to make the

exposures as rapidly as possible with one hand, while 1 held the camera

with the other. My lens was an old French stereoscopic doublet, with a

focus of four inches; and the aperture of the stfp I used was a-cpiarter of

an inch in diameter for the first plate and three-sixteenths for the rest.

"The plates are Britannia plates.

A discussion on the question

—

Has the Introduction nfthe Modern Gfiatint

Dry Platf been Adrantayemta 1 was to have been opened by Mr. J. Howie,

who, it was understood, would have replied in the negative ; but, as he

failed to make an ai>pearance,
. , , ,

Mr. W. Cbooke said that from all points of view he considered the

modern gehatine jilate had been of immense advantage. For landscajjea

and studio work they enabled subjects such as movinc objects and pa-ssing

expressions to bo captured that could not be seized by collodion ; but for

reproductions of engravings and similar objects requiring strong contrasts,

he believed colhxlion still maintained its sujiremacy.

Members were reminded to send in Sfiecimens of work for the annual

display which takes place at next meetimr. These should be in the hands

of the Curator not later than the day before the meeting (Tuesday, 4th

Novembei), so as to allow of their being hung properly.

A vote of thanks to the Chairman terminated the proceedings.

DUNDEE AND EAST OF SCOTLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSOCIATION.

Thk first monthly meeting for the session 1884-85 was held on Thursday,

the 2ud iust., in Lamb's Hotel, Dundee,—Mr. J. C. Cox, President, in the

chair.

After the routine busineas had been disiiosfd of,

The President delivered his annual adilrcss as follows :—I have no inten-

tion, as I am credited with in the circular, of giving an address; but

you will exiJect from me a word of congratulation on this the opening niK-ht of

our fifth session. Before I do so allow m? to refer—and it is with regret—to

the loss our science has sustaineil by the death of several promin<>ut workers,

namely the Rev. 1'". F. Stathain, who w.as twenty-five years President of

the S<.uth London Photographir Society : Mr. H. Baden Pritclmrd. editor of

the J'hotorn-aphie Ifrtn : and Mr. C. Jaliez Hughes—whose names were

honourably associated with the litemtun- of photography. Of tlieso our

immediate connection lies with :\Ir. Pritchard, who, ss you will rememlier,

so kindly acted as one of the judges at o;ir highly-successful photocraphio

exhibition three years ago, and whose decisions gave the utm-wt satisfaction.

He was a staunch supiMutcr of everything tending to the advuQceweut of
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photography, and we cannot but lament liis early death. Nor cani but notice

the decease of Mr. Colin Sinclair, of Edinburgh, who also kindly jrave his

services as judge at our exhibition. The report of this Society, which you
have before you, and which I understand is to bo taken as read, must, if

we look b.ack two or three years, convince us tliat it is thriving beyond expec-

tation botli in regard to meniberahip, attendance, quality of work produced,
free offering of papers on interesting siibjects, and last, but by no means
least, the credit at our bankers. Not the lea^it of our success, I may say,

is due to our young Secretary, Mr. D. Ireland, Jan., who is au enthusiast

himself, backed up by his friends, the Committee of Management and the

members in general. He certainly has worked well for the Society, and he

means, I have no doubt, to still further increase his usefulness. I have to

ttsk you to accord him a vote of thanks, and the same to our worthy Treasurer,

Mr." J. Robertson, and to our Auditors, Mr. Baxter and Mr. Rodger,
The School of Photography, established in Regent-street, by the Polytechnic

Christian Institute, is quite a sign of the tinjes. The following extract I

take from an AH l\Taf/a:ine:—"Here the amateur may obtain that practical

knowledge which far outbalances all theoretical reading, and after one
course of lessons—which are gratuitous—may execute work in which he
may well take pleasure, be.siiles thoroughly mastering the princi|>les of the

art. Indeed, more may be leanie'' in one lesson at the School, by reason

of the excellent practical method followed, than by the study of all the

wilderness of manuals. The apjjlieation of photography is now so extended
and varied, and its practice so simplifi^-d, that it appeals to all classes and
professions, as well as to those who are attracted to photography for its own
sake. With ladies, too, it is fast becoming a veritable hobby. It involves

no risk of accidents—of burnt and blackened hands, and injured dress."

This, gentlemen, is what has been established in London, and we as a
Society might follow the Regent-street school, though in a much less

degree, by offering practical lessons, even at a small fee, in at least the
rudiments, as a trial. I think we should find out from among us if anyone
would undertake this. One or two passing remarks, and I am done. ^\'hy

is it that we Iiave been rmable to induce ladies to join this Society ? We
have to blame ourselves—not them. You may tell me wo have tried them

;

but they reply—" It is no good joining your Society, for we do not under-
stand. I rejoin

—"Form the class of rudimentary demonstration I have
hinted at, and then there will be some inducement for them to join us."

They do not, like numerous gentleman amateurs, want the theory of

working; they wish to know merely how to go about things correctly,

without asking the " reason why." I do think this is worth our considera-

tion. I should also like at this meeting to broach the idea of holding
another exhibition, and I think that at next meeting we should have a
discussion on the advisability of arranging another one.

Mr. G. 1). M.icDOUGAi.n then read an interesting and able paiier on
C'kemistri/ and Photography, on which some di.scussion ensued, and for

which a hearty vote of thanks was awarded. [This paper will appear in

our next number.]
It was remitted to the Council to make arrangements for a series of lec-

turettes, to be given at the monthly meetings, on different branches of

photogi-ai)hy.

An inquiry was found in the question-box as to whether better results

were obtained by washing prints thoroughly before toning, and it was
agreed that altliough the toning was quicker in the case of an imperfectly-

washed print, still most of the tone was lost in fixing. A washing of about
half-an-hour in the case of ready-sensitised paper was recommended,
A vote of thanks to the Chairman brought the meeting to a close.

COVENTRY AND MIDLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY,

A MEETING of this Society was held on Thursday, the 2nd inst., Mr.
Councillor Andrews in the chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting having been read and confirmed.
The Chairman showed a very portable camera stand made out of three

bamboo fishing-rods, which was greatly admired by the members present
on account of its lightness and simplicity of construction.

Mr. T. Baynton, who had promised a communication on Practical Dry-
Plate Development for Beginners for this evening, having been called upon by
the Chairman, said :

—"Mr. Chairman and gentlemen,—I am not here this
evening to advertise the 'Coventry' plate, of which, as you know, I am
the manufacturer ; neither am I here to give information or instruction to
you, Mr. President, and many other gentlemen I see around this table.
I am here, however, at the request of the Secretary for the purpose of
demonstrating to beginners a simple and satisfactory method of develop-
ment, by which the veriest beginner can produce good negatives ; and I
may here say that there is notiung novel either in the formula or manipu-
lation."

A negative and print from the same was here passed round, the Presi-
dent and members present observing that it was equal in pluck, detail, and
brilliancy to a fine wet-plate negative.

The formulsB used by Mr. Baynton are as follow :—
No. 1.

Citric acid 20 grains.
Water 20 ounces.

No. 2.

Am. fort. "800 1 ounce.
Pot. brom 100 grains.
Water 3 ounces.

Into two ounces of No. 1 |)ut four grains of pyro. ; add one drachm of No, 2,
and immediately flow over the plate.

The meeting then adjo\irned to a large and well-appointed dark room to
witness the demonstration.
Mr. Baynton remarked that he had several plates exposed on the same

subject as negative and print shown—^ Dilapidated Cottage, Out-houses,
atul Neglected Garden. The exposures were made in sunshine—time, half-
ft-aecond. He (Mr. Baynton) here said—" Now, gentlemen, which shall I

make first—a thick or thin negative, or one of printing density?" [The
meeting decided to have one of proper printing density first.] The solu-

tions were measured and at once thrown over the ijlate, the dish being
kept in motion. In a few second.s the high lights were seen, and gradually
the whole image was brought out. The developer was allowed to act until

the shadows were consideral>ly coloured, the operation lasting two and a-

half minutes. After fixing and slight washing, the negative was placed in

a saturated solution of altnn, to wliich some protosulphate of iron had been
added and again slightly washed. It was now handed round for inspection,
the members declaring the result to be perfect. Another plate was deve-
loped. The solutions were of the same strength, but the development was
stopped earlier, or before the shadows lost any of their brightness. He
(Mr. Baynton) remarked that many amateurs would consider development
in this case complete; but he would show them that the result would be
plenty of detail, but a want of density. [The r<>3ult was as stated.]

Another )>late was now placed in a dish, the solutions being half as strong
again. This time the development was carried on until tlic shadows wero
completely obliterated, the result being an extremely thick, dense, but
clean negative.
The meeting then adjourned to the light, and
Mr. J. M. IlANKi-i, in proposing a vote of thanks to Mr. Baynton, re-

marked tliat although that gentleman said the introduction of iron into tlie

alum was nothing new, it was certainly a " wrinkle" for him ; and, from
what he saw of the tone produoed tliereby, he thought it was just the
thing for transparencies.

It was decided to devoto the next two or thre^ meetings to tha question
of development, as required by plates wrongly exposed. Mr. Baynton
IJromised to develope some transparencies at the next meeting.

THE ETHOXO-OXYCJEN LIMELIGHT,
To the EDrtOR.s.

Gentlemen, — Mr. Broughton's statement in regard to the possible

"catching fire" of my patent ether saturator is calculated to produce a
fiilse impression.

Your readers should understand that it is not only free from danger (the

flame can be instantly smothered with a handkerchief), but it canut>t i>os-

sibly occur except under circumstances which would cause a really

dangerous explosion with saturators which have no jiorous filling. Even the
best safety tubes have such objectionable features that only tliose who are
afraid will use them ; so it is very desirable to Iiave a saturator which even
a careless operator can use without them, and feel sure his life is not in

peril. My saturator has this merit, to^'ether with that of giving s. perfectly

steady light, with no obstruction to the flow of oxygen.
Mr. Broughton appears to insinuate that I " praise " my own invention ;

but I certainly have not misrepresented it, and my claims will be allowed
by everyone who knows all the facts.—I am, yours, &o.,

Ph iladelph ia, Septemier 23, 1884, Fred, E. Ives.

THE CAMERA SCREW.
To the EDITOR.S,

Gentlemen,—Several of your correspondents seem to find a good de.al of

difficulty in rapidly placing the screw which attaches the camera to the
stand, and some have to carry it loose at the risk of losing it or forgetting it.

B, Collar on screw. The split ring, A, must just pass over this ; when the three

small rings are put on, it cannot come oflf again. C, String.

I have fastened mine to the triangle, as shown in the diagrjim, and never
find any difficulty or delay in setting up for a "shot." It is always in its

place.—I am, yours, &c., A. Couiiet,

Adderley Rectory, Market Drayton, October 4, 1884,

THE TRICYCLE AND THE CAMERA.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—An article appeared in your last issue on Where to go With
the Camera and photographic trijis on tricycles, which is intere.-.tiiig, but tho
author does not say the size of plate or apparatus used or the kind
of tricycle he rode. I think it would be alw.ays better, especially to riders,

if that were mentioned ; for I cany a whole jjlate set on my rotary
" Coventry," and find twenty to thirty miles quite enough for one day's
work, although I have gone fifty miles and over occasionally. The weight,
with two double slides and a dozen extra plates—which I change in a bag,
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and which I also uea (or a fouussiug-cloth—u about ihirty puuuUs, with
Btnml.

I hftVB always made iny own plates with iimch success, and several
batches I have niado from Mr. A. V, Genlain's f"rui\ilft—which appeared
in Thk Khitish Journal ok PHoror.ii.vpHV of July 13, 1883, p.igo 403—
without a single mishap. I am now using plates twelve months' old, and
find them equal to others freshly made. I developo with Martin'^ formula,
which, in my opinion, cannot be Iwiiton.—I am, yours, &c., \V. Clabk.

31, Coientri/stnH, Brijktun, October 0, 1884.

EDWARDS'S MACHINE FOR COATING PLATES,
To the Emtors.

Gestlkmkm,— I am i)lcasod to see by your last issue that your corres-

pondent, Mr. S. Fry, has concluded to ab.tndon tlie blustering tone of

his previous communications. Uis l.ist mild effusion, although containing
assertions about as accuriite as his former statements, needs no special

rejily front—Yours, &c., B. J. Edwards.
Miieknes, London, October 6, 1884.

[ riiis letter must close the correspondence.—Eos.]

THE CAMERA OF THE FUTURE.
To the EDrroRS.

GENTlKsreK,—As regards the alleged hasite of camera-makers to meet the
wants of the public : now is it that, although the necessity for a falling

front has been known and felt for years, also the necessity for about double

the length of motion for the rising front th.an that usually allowed, these

benefits have never been obtained, although they involve but a trivial

amount of carpenter's work?
; . .

I sympathised a few years ago with Mr. Donkin in his narrative of how
he had to hack his nowcamera about to get a falling front.—I am, yours, &c.

,

October 8, 1884. W. H. Harrison'.

[We think that Mr. Harrison overlooks the fact that many of the

cameras of the present day provide the means of lowering as well as

raising the lens ; and some of them possess this property in a very

marked deforce.- Eds.]= —«

DEVELOPING FORMULA.
To the Editors.

Gesti.evks',—In reference to the leader on Anonuilks in Dcvclopu\g

Formutw, in your last number, perhaps the following may be of interest.

I have been doing little but experiment in the spare time I have hiul for

the last six months, tryinfr to get a developer that would give me the

density I wished for. I tried numerous combinations with iron, and ulti-

mately gave that up. I then went back to a combination with pyro., but
gave that up, and now I have been using various makers' plates, with one

developer, without ammonia '880, without bromides, without i)yroga,llio or

iron, and think I have got what I want.

I hai-dly like to be too confident at present as to my success, but an
over-exposed jilate dots not u'ive a thin result, but the dense result of the

old wet |)late, and no fog either with under- or over-exposure.

If it be likely to be of interest—which I shall see by the insertion or

otherwise of this-1 will next week give the developer; one component of

which, by the way, is not quite new.—I am, yours, &c.,

O'reenhithe, Octobers, 1884. W. T. F. M. Inoall.

[We shall be very glad indeed to publish our correspondent's new
developer.

—

Eds ] ^

Ik reply to a query by "J. 8.," we have to state that, if our information

be correct, several leading dry-plate manufacturers in the United States

of America are of Enro|iean birth. Cramer is a German, Carbutt an
Engli.'ihman, Inglis a Scotchman, and so on with others.

" Please give, in your next .Journal, the meaning of ' orthopanactinic'

—

11. B. Sharp." In reply : Without going into the etymology of the

term, it is intended, in its api>lication to a lens, to signify that such lens

produces pictures that are rectilinear, or free from distortion.

" In using Chadwick's oxygen generator for the lime light I have at times

been troubled with the"jet gradually stopping up during an exhibition.

H.as any other reivder been troubled in the same way ? Can anyone
suggest a remedy ? I have tried lime in the water of the gas holder, but

that does not cure it.—OxvoEN."

W. COTESWORTH writes:
—"Mr. H.ammerton, in his book, says that one

disadvantage of silver point work is that it cannot be reproduced by

iihotography. I have tried a head on pure white paper (I enclose result).

: find that with this most delicate of all pencil work great care is re-

quired, and I cannot reproduce it with a pure white ground, as in the

original, with gelatine plates, (^uery: do you consider it possible to

obtain the density and pure white ground with gelatine? Would it not

bo quite possible, and, indeed, not difficult, with collodion?]' In reply:

Wo imagine that this cl.ass of work should be done by collodion rather than

by gelatine. The greatest possible intensity must bo obtained—such an
intensity as, for instance, can bo produced by the agency of bromide of

copper applied as a ble.aching ayent, followed by an application (after

wa«hing) of solution of silver nitrate; or of ble;iching by means of

diluted hydrochloric acid with bichromate of potash, followed by an
application of solution of Schlippe's salt, Either of these would ensure

f,
whit* ground being obtained.

OrKKATOu writes requi«ting us to furnisli hiiu with a formuU for com-
pounding a developing powder for wet collodion negatiTes. In reply

:

A developing jxiwdor crmsists of pnit<,aul|)hate of iron mixed with other
ingredients, all of which are crushed imd mixed in n mortar. It is
altiiijether iu)|><i«siblc to give the composition of any of thiwo powdrra
which, at one time or another, have been placed on the market; but wo
havo heard of one that was stated to consist of a mixture of eighty grains
of acetate of soda, one hundred grains of loaf sugar, and three hundred
grains of protosulphato of iron— all finely powdered anil intira.itfly
mixed—this proportion being intended to 1« dissolved in a pint of water.

"Scotland'' says:—" I have bought a stock of negatives belonging to a
photographer who h.-vs been sold up by order of the Sheriff. Amongst
these negatives are some copyright ones. The copyright is mine now,
I suppose, to publish from these negatives, now my property." In
reply: Our corresijondent is wrong. The negatives are his, because he
purchased them in an open and legal manner; but unless he has had the
copyrights of these negatives properly transferred to hira he cannot
make any use of them whatever. If he issue so much as a single print
the iJropriotor of the co|>yright, whoever he m.iy bo, can come " down "

on him without ceremony and lay an action for damages. See and get
the copyright in these pictures assigned at once, and then the negatives
may be utilised without fear.

(Kitljangc (ffolumtt.

Tfo charge is made for inserting these annonncemeitts ; but in no ease do tet

insert any article merely offered for sale, that being done at a small cost

in our adiertisiny pages. T/iis portion of our columns is devoted to exchanges
only. It is imperative that the naine of the person proposing the exchange
be given (aWiough not necessarily for publication, if a SOM DE plcue be

thought desirable), otherwise the notice will not appear.

Wanted, a dark slide for my half-plate camera, in exchange for eithe'
chemical or electrical apparatus or books.— Address, Chemiccs, 50)
Coltart-road, Liverpool.

I will exchange The BBlTi.fh Jocrsal of Photoorapht for Photo. Neiei,
postf'd on Monday; also set of gramme uO to ^Jj gramme.—Address,
H. GovEB, 101, Waterloo-street, Hanley.

I will exchange, for anything useful in photography, a rolling-press, almost
new, with VZ x 8 polished bed, and a backgroinid, one side plain and tba
other exterior.—Address, J. Edwards, 7"J, Ashford-road, Eastbourne.

What offers for The British Jourij.vl of Photoorapht from January 1st,

1877, to present date? Wanted, whole-plate view lens; difference od
justed.—Address, G. H. E. Scrro.N', 64, Oak-terrace, Sycamore-road
Nottingham.

I will exchange Cook's tourist camera, by Elliott, changes twelve plates

7.i X 4i, with lenses complete ; also jwrtrait lens, for whole-plate or 10 x 8,
four-inch diameter, twelve-inch back focus. What offers?—Address,
G., 2, Eardiey Villas, Eardleyroad, Streatham, S.W.

I will exoluingo a magnificent excelsior folding tricycle (folds to twentyj
seven inches), nearly new, cost, with accessories, £23, for a 12 x 10
bellows-body camera and a 4d Dallmcyer's lens. Send specimen of work.
—Address, J. T. Field, 8, Montpelier-row, Blackheath, S.E.

I will exchange a 10 x 8 brass-bound Kinnear camcrji, swing-back, &c., with
changing-box for same, by Rouch, and fitted with a Ross s 10 x 8 medium-
angle doublet. Wanted, a whole-j>l.ite jwrtrait lens by Ross or l)all-

raeyer. — Address, Manager, Meadow's Studio, Ark<vright - street,
Nottingham.

tS" Correspondents should never vrite on both sides of the paper.

Notice.—Each Corres/nndenl is required to enclose his name and addreti,

although not necessarilyfor publication. Communication may, when thought

desirable, appear under a NOJI db plume as hitherto, or, by preference,

under three letters of the aljthabet. Such signntures as " Constant Reader,
'

"Subscriber," ikc, should be avoided. Correspondents not conforming to

this rule will t/terefore uiuXerstand the reason for the omission of their

communications.

Photographs Registered.—
Thom.ia Roberts, Bradshawgate, Leigh, Lancashire. — Photograph of
Henry O'Connor, S.J.

John Hodge, 31, ITnionstreet, Stonehouse, Devon. — Photograph of
the Interior of Plymouth Guildhall.

George Washington Wilson, Queen's-cross, Aberdeen.

—

Group Photograph

of Mr. and Mrs. Oladntone, Lord and lAidy Aberdeen, and others; auo
Group of Mr. and Mrs. Gladstone, Lord and Lady Aberdeen, Mist
Glad-stone, Lord Uaddo, and Lady Marjorie Gordon.

Meadow.—Your query was answered in our issue of August 22Qd, at page
(H4.

T. Wailapb.—Write to Dr. Liosegang, of Dusseldorf. We believe ha
supplies the paper.

R. A. DiSN.—The plates show a marked example of the so-called "Coignct
spots," and in an exaggerated degree; indeed, it is about the worst
specimen we have seen (or some time. Discard the gelatine and \rj

another sample.
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T. A.—Yim should have acidified the bath after suuuiug and filteriag. The
fog is fully accounted for by your omission.

GiNOEB.—1. We have had no experience with the paper. You had better

write to the manufacturer.—2. The Royal Academy opens the beginning
of May next.

J. T. Clabk.—Dissolve the gold in a mixture of one part of nitric to three

of hydrochloric acid. Do not use move of the solvent than is actually

necessary for the solution of the metal.

A Young Beciin'NKr.—You should experience no difficulty in the opera-

tion. If air-bubbles got imprisoned jiress them out witli a squeegee or

with the finger. With care, hov/evcr, none need be formed.

G. FoxAi-L.—The appearance is probably due to the efflorescence of alum
used in tlie preparation of the emulsion. No doubt if you had examined
the plates carefully before exposure it would then have been per-

ceptible.

A.—Tlie .spots are caused by the silver iiaper being pressed in contact with

the nejjative while it contained hyposulphite of soda. The only method
of avoiding them in future is to wash tlie negatives more perfectly than
you have done hitherto.

J. J. EjtAXUEL.—The stains on the prints are clearly due to careless

mani])ulation, chiefly caused by being handled with fingers contaminated
with hypo3uli)hite of soda while tliey were being washed to free them
from the silver, or whilst tliey were in the toning solution.

The PiiOTOonAPHic Exhibitiok.—We regret that some of the exhibitors

in Pall-mall should think fit to write requesting "a notice" of their

exhibits. We regret it because it is a certain means of securing their

entire omission from mention of any sort, favourable or otherwise.

J. R. Wilson.—Do not remove the prints from the mounts, but carefully

wash off the dirt with clean water and a soft cloth. Arrange the pictures

BO that they are illuminated with a strong side light, and copy in the

ordinary way, giving a full exposure and making the negative tolerably

dense.

Celt.—1. The knowledge can only be acquired by experience.—2. If the

pictures are realli/ taken instantaneously tliere will, of course, be no
necessity.—3. About the same, or a little longer. Why not try the

experiment by developing two plates side by side? It would increase

your experience.

Print.—Touch out the spots with oil colour, thinned with rectified spirit

of turpentine. Use the colours sold in tubes by the artists' colourmen.

Tliese, when thinned with the 'turpentine and applied sparingly with a

s.vble pencil, will dry in a very short time, and will not be removed when
the print is enamelled.

T. T>. P.—The charae is certainly not excessive, if the instruction be good.

You may, with perseverance, teach yourself pliotography. Whether
you receive instruction or te.ach yourself you must bear in mind tliat

considerable experience will bo necessary before you can successfully

practice photography commercially.

J. W.—From what we recollect of the scene the picture must be taken

pretty early in tlie day, otherwise the glen will not be artistically illumi-

nated. Without this the photograjih will possess but little merit com-
pared with those of the same subject which are to be found in the sliop

windows. The subject is a difficult one to deal with.

Dynamo.—1. Such a machine will yield a liglit suitable for portraiture.

—

2. (Jne of Siemen's lamps will bo about the best for the purpose. A loss

expensive contrivance may be made to answer, but you will then have to

regulate the carbons by hand.—3. It is simply a concave reflector, some-

what like a large umbrella, lined with white paper or even whitewashed
ou the inside. This contrivance you can make for yourself.

S. E. K.—1. Any of the so-called slow combustion stoves will be suitable.

The one mentioned by you is very convenient; but no stoves of this

character are .adapted for cooking jjurposes.—2. With a good paper, sen-

sitised on a i)lain solution of nitrate of silver slightly acid, there should

be no difficulty in keeping it from one day to another.—3. Write the

name of the subject on the negative neatly with black varnish. It will

then appear in white letters ou the prints.

X. Y. Z.—1. The colour appears to be all right—at least for this season of

the year. Darker may be required in the height of summer.—2. .Stop off

nearly all the top and front liglit, and rely more upon the side light.

—

3. The coarseness is due to injudicious lighting. You have built a studio

in which you are clearly unable to manage the light successfully. Such
a studio is certainly capable of yielding good results in skilful hands;
but it is of a form that is the most difficult to manage, so as to get the
best and most uniform effects under all conditions.

Received.—J. D. England ; Henry Ilolman. In our next.

Holder for the Caute Portrait.—To the numerous devices for

supporting a cartp or cabinet in a leaning direction on a table or slielf

Messrs. Richards and Wilkinson, of Birmiughani, liave added another,

which, being well made, will compete seriously with those flimsy

foreign productions to be seen so commonly in toy shops and
bazaars.

Albumenate of Silver. — Herr 0. Low hag, says the Arcliiv,

thoroughly investigated albumenate of silver. In the dark, in an
aminouiacal solution of nitrate of silver, albumenate of silver does

not change, and it is not until heat is applied that a reddish-brown

substance is precipitated, which redissolves in ammonia, and from

which it may be re-precipitated by dilute sulphuric acid. It is also

soluble in excess of the acid as well as in all dilute alkalies, but it

is insoluble in alcohol and in water. If the reddish-brown substance

be digested in baryta water or in muriatic acid the greater part o£

the silver will be thrown down in the metallic state. The nitro-

genous substance remaining in the solution possesses the reactions

of peptone. Quantitative analyses of albumenate of silver showed
a variable quantity of silver, depending upon the duration of the

digestion and on the amount of nitrate of silver present; usually,

however, it was about thirty-two per cent.

Photographic Club.—At the forthcoming meeting of this Club, at

Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street, on Wednesday next, tlie 15th inst., the

subject for discussion will be On the CoUodio-Albumen Process as

Apfilied to the Production of Transpartnci'.s for the Lantern and for

Enlarriement.—To-morrow, Saturday, the 11th inst., there will be an

outdoor meeting on Wimbledon Common, leaving Waterloo Station by

the first train after 2 p.m. for Putney Station, to meet at the Windmill

on Wimbledon Common.—Visitors to the Exhibition of the Photo-

graphic .Society are invited to the Wednesday evening meetings at

Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street.

New Expedition to the Congo.—The J/e'W/ieJZtirejreK says that Lieut.

Schulze, the commander of the German expedition to the Congo, spent

the last few weeks of his stay in Berlin learning something of practical

photography at the Technical High School, ami took with him a first-

class outfit of photographic apparatus. The exposed plates are to be

sent to the laboratory of the Technical High School, Berlin, to be deve-

loped. The other members of the expedition, wliich sailed from Ham-
burg on the 1st August, on the steamer " Professor Woermaun,"
comprised a topographer, a physician, ,aii .anthropologist, a botanist, a

zoologist, and a mineralogist, in the persons of Lieuts. Kuuo and
Tappenbock, Drs. Wolff and Biittner.

On Stripping-off Gelatine Negative Films.—In the Bulletin

de la Societi Prancaiie M. Bory recommends dipping the plate

bearing the negative to be stiipiied off into a very weak solution

(say 1 to oO to ,)00) of fluoric acid, washing well first in spring

water, and then in distilled water. To prevent expansion of the

film he recommends hardening it in alum for several hours. He
finds that in stripping negatives in this way retouch in lead pencil is

not injured by the washing. In order to get the gelatine film free it

should be gradually removed from the glasi while in tlie alum bath

after it begins to come off and to dry. He also recommends a dilute

solution of fluorio acid for cleaning glass bottles and other vessels. The
best cures for injuries caused by duoric acid are, he says, aqueous
solutions of ammonia or bor.ax. Fluoric acid is generally considered

rather a troublesome and dangerous substance for unskilled persons to

meddle with, though that objection may not be valid for such very
dilute solutions as that mentioned by M. Bory.

A Toning Bath for Collodio-Ciiloride Print.?. — The Arch ir

says a solution of acetate of soda in water, to which a little dilute

solution of chloride of gold is ad<Ied just before toning, is an
e.xcelleut toning b.ath for collodio-cliloride of silver prints. It is not
advisable to prepare at first a bath containing one gramme of chloride

of gold to oue or two litres of water, as in a few d.ays its toning power
would suffer, and one would be constrained to add fresh gold solution.

It is more economical not to add more gold to the bath than is required

to colour the number of prints to be toned. It is, therefore, recom-
mended to prepare two solutions—one containing thirty grammes of

twice-dissolved acetate of soda in one litre of water, the other con-

taining one gramme of brown chloride of gold in three quarters of a

litre of water. The first of these solutions is intended for constant use,

and is to have a certain quantity of the gold solution added to it before

each time of using. The excess of gold, which in time falls to the

bottom of the bottle, is allowed to remain there until a quantity
sufficient to make it worth while to redissolve has collected. In this way
there is extremely little gold actu.ally lost. The gold solution itself does
not precipitate any gold, and, like the soda solution, keeps an unlimited

time. About an hour before beginning to tone, a quantity of gold
solution should be added to the latter. This quantity will be Larger

or smaller according to the superficies of the prints to be toned and the

bluer or redder tone desired. A little practice will soon enable one to

judge of the quantity re(iuired. Should the prints tone too slowly
in consequence of too little gold having been added they may be removed
and a little more added, though when there are many prints to be
toned it is best not to ])ut in more gold than sufficient to tone them in

about five minutes. The toning may be checked at any moment as

with silver prints, and the print should not be washed, but transferred

at once into a fixing bath of one litre of water to fifty grammes of

hyposulphite of soda.

I
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THE SODA DEVELOPER AND SULPHITE OP
AMMONIA.

Mr. William Hasson's article in our last number ia a valuable

contribution to the iliscussion wliich has been going on for some
time on the above subjects both linked and singly ; and the views

of so old and experienced a practitioner deserve the closest atten-

tion. ^Ir. Hanson's conclusions are arrived at as the result of

practical experience, and with their ultimate accuracy we perfectly

iigree; but we would offer one or two suggestions in connection

with our contributor's theoretical deductions.

The first point mentioned by !Mr. Hanson ia that most of the

substitutes for ammonia developed too slowly, or gave an image of

an unpleasing colour. AVith regard to the former statement, we
think from our own experience that it will scarcely be found to be

borne out by fact, if the same degree of alkalinity be oliserved in

the different solntions. It is quite possible that in using carbonate

of soda— or other carbonated alkali — even iu comparatively

strong solution, there may be a less feeble developing action than

with an apparently weaker solution of caustic ammonia. As
regards the latter fault there is, perhaps, more reason to complain

;

but, as there are many who successfully employ soda in spite of the

complaint") m.ade by others of yellow stains, it is probable that the

truth lies in the fact that we do not yet know how to use it properly.

The superiority of sulphurous acid over others, such as citric or

boracic, we can also readily endorse, since the sails of the two
latter are known to be powerful restrainera of development ; while

sulphurous acid and its salts are reducing agents, and aa such

—

especially the salts—actually aid development instead of retarding

it. In proof of this we have shown that pyro. and sulphite of soda
alone, without ammonia, soda, or other alkali, are capable of very

satisfactory development. Free sulphurous acid would, no doubt,

have a similar effect but for the superior restraining power it possesses

by virtue of its acidity, weak though that may be. But it must be
observed that the superiority noticed by Mr. Hanson, when using
carbonate of soda in conjunction with sulphite of soda and sul-

phurous acid, may be due to the absence of restraining sulphates,

citrates, et hoc genus omne, rather tliau to any specially beneficial

action of sulphurous acid.

Then, again, in reference to green fog, which is supposed to be
prevalent with certain plates when ammonia ia used and to dis-

appear when carbonate of soda is substituted : if, as there seems
now little reason to doubt, green fog be a silver stain any substance

employed in the developer which is capable of dissolving silver

bromide will tend to the production of this defect. Looking at

the question from this point of view, both ammonia and sulphite of

soda are solvents of bromide of silver, and hence both capable,

under favourable circumstances, of causing green fog. Sulphurous
acid is not—or, at least, to so slight an extent as to be practically

inappreciable—a solvent of the silver haloid, and it ia therefore

practically free from that tendency ; and sulphite of ammonia,
which exercises a far less solvent action than the corresponding
sodium salt, therefore offers a chance of greater immunity from the
evil.

The combination of ammonia with pyro. and sulphurous acid

is, therefore a better one than ammonia with pyro. and sulphite of

soda, or carbonate of soda with pyro. and sulphurous acid, which
last combination, of course, results in the formation of sulphite of

soda, and consequently reintroduces the tendency to produce green
fog. The fact that Mr. Hanson obtained green fog with a carbon-
ate of soda developer containing sulphite of soda is no more sur-

prising than that an ammonia developer should produce the same
result. In either case the necessary silver solvent is present, and it

only requires that the exposure should be short enough, or the

development sufficiently protracted, in cfjnsequence of other re-

tarding influences, to bring out the green fog in all its strength.

The theory propounded by Mr. Hanson that the combination of

ammonia and soda in the same developer is the cause of green fog
requires aome further proof. The result obtained in the case quoted
by him can be more simply exjilained by reference to what ha-s

been said above. He uses carbonate of soda {phts sulphurous acid)

in conjunction with pyro. and sulphite of ammonia. The result of

such an admixture is to form sulphite of soda, and probably to

liberate a quantity of ammonia. It may, perhaps, truly be said that

the effect is produced by the mixture of the alkalies, but the con-

junction of the quasi innocuous carbonate of soda with the equally

harmless sulphurous acid would quite suffice to explain the
trouble.

The recommendation to use as little sulphurous acid as possible is

a good one, but we must dispute the correctness of Mr. Hanson's
reason for this advice. He says * * * " the eulphite of soda
formed in the developing solution powerfully retards its action, as

may easily be proved by omitting the acid, when it will be found
that development goes on with great energy, rivalling pyro. and
ammonia." We have already aliown that sulphite of soda does not
"slow" development, provided it be not oxidised into sulphate.

Sulphurous acid may, however, have a slowing action, but not iu the

way suggested. Carbonate of soda is a more powerful agent in

development than the sulphite ; hence, if a portion of the former
be converted into the latter then the developer is weakened. Add
to this that the carbonic acid liberated in the operation will—some
of it at least—remain in solution. Carbonic acid being a restrainer,

we have now a weakened and restrained developer, which will

answer to Mr. Hanson's result without calling in any retarding action

of sulphite of soda.

The substitution of sulphite of ammonia is a step in the right

direction ; but bo long aa either ammonia or soda, or both, may be
used, so long will it be impossible to completely guard against green
fog. So far as the retarding of the developing action is concerned,

that can be overcome by employing pure sulphite of soda or freshly-

made sulphurous acid. The chemical knowledge and experience

involved in the manufacture of sulphurous acid or of sulphite

of soda is so small that we would almost advise our readers to make
these substances fresh whenever required.

MOUNTING LANTERN SLIDEa
Auova several subjects brought forward for discussion at the last

meeting of the London and Provincial Photographic Association

that of the most suitable means of mounting lantern transparencies

elicited the greatest amount of interest.
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Tliere are some sliJos wliicb, wliile beautiful in thenisflves, are

yet mouuted in such a slovenly manner as to seriously detract from

their saleableuess and appearance while in hand. In other cases

the paper bindings get frayed and torn away from the glass before

the slides have been many weeks in use. To those who are not pro-

fessionally engaged in the manufacture of lantern slides the subse-

quent mounting is the bile noir—the fly in their pot of ointment.

It is no uncommon thing to hear a photographer say—" I will make
as many transparencies as you like, but absolve me from having to

mount them."

And yet the mounting is a sufficiently simple matter when ana-

lysed. You take hold of the photographic transparency, place a

suitable mat upon it, cover it with a clean glass, and run a strip of

binding paper round the edges. That is all. It is this strip of

binding paper that causes trouble. No matter what skill and time

are involved in its application, in many instances a day will not

have elapsed ere it splits away from the glass, and the disgusted

neophyte concludes with some bitterness that there is something

about the glass which is repellent of paste.

There are two important points to be observed in the mounting

of a transparency. One is to obtain a suitable paper for the pur-

pose, the other being to avoid pure gum arabic as a paste. A solid-

bodied paper with a glazed outside surface looks well ; but one of

this class, suitable for the purpose in question, is not to be procured

in the open market. It is requisite that the binding paper be soft

enough, and of a texture sufficiently open to absorb the mountant

and to become quite flaccid when moistened with water or with the

paste that is to be applied. This state of flaccidity is of vital

importance, as otherwise the paper will not remain in contact with

the glass plates when sharply bent round their edges.

One manufacturer stated at the meeting referred to that, such

was the difiiculty he had experienced in obtaining binding paper of

a character entirely suitable, he had to get it prepared specially for

his purpose at a cost greatly in excess of that at which apparently

similar paper could be procured. The paper known as "needle

paper " was advocated by another maker as being well adapted for

mounting. It is of a good colour (very dark blue) and becomes

quickly flaccid when wet, being hard and strong when dry. Paper

of that class, we may observe, is extensively employed for this

particular purpose.

A thin black paper of the consistency of thick tissue paper has

been employed with a considerable amount of success. Being thin

and porous it adheres to the glass most tenaciously. Hardness

is imparted, after it h;is become quite dry, by passing over it a

camel's-hair brush charged with ordinary negative varnish. One
gentleman, who prepares many slides for his own use, expresses an

opinion that this forms a somewhat better mounting paper than any

other he has yet employed.

The next important consideration is that of the mountant. We
have said that pure gum must be avoided. Paper which has been

coated, no matter how thickly, with mucilage composed of gum and
water alone will inevitably crack away from the glass before long.

This, however, may be rectified by mixing with it a little sugar or gly-

cerine ; but it is this addition of sugar that constitutes all the difference

between success and failure. A handy way of preparing binding

paper byits agency is to have the paper cut in sheets of the width

of thirteen inches—assuming the slide to be of the usual dimension

of three and a-quarter inches square—and then coat one side thickly

with the saccharated mucilage. When dry it is cut into strips of

the width of three-quarters of an inch—more or less to suit the

taste ; but whether the width be short of this, or in excess of it,

uniformity should always be adhered to for the sake of appearances.

A supply of these strips should be kept in readiness.

The mounting of a transparency by the agency of such strips is

really a very simple matter. A strip of the coated paper is ren-

dered flaccid by being drawn over a postage stamp damper, a

sufficient duration of time being allowed to elapse in order to ensure

the desired end being eff"ected. This may with some papers be

one minute, although a period of two minutes will probably be

required in most cases. The transparency and its cover, with the

mat intervening, having been grasped by the fingers and thumb of

(lite liaiid, the strip of paper is laid down, gummed side up, on a

suitable pad lying on the table. Tliis pad may consist of a few

sheets of blotting-paper or of any similar body. Bringing one

corner of the ghisses, which are held edge up, down upon the

extreme end of the strip, they are pressed down as nearly in the

centre of the strip as possible, and rotated so as to wrap the paper

entirely round their edges, the final end of the strip (if such an

expression be allowed) joining the commencement end. By the

finger and thumb of the disengaged hand the paper is now bent

over upon the sides and pressed into close contact with the glass, a

little care being taken so as to get the corner portions to neatly

overlap.

Common flour or starch paste is sometimes employed with most

excellent effect. When this is the mountant, the strips of paper

should be softened by being sponged with water previous to the

paste being brushed over it ; for it is doubtful if the paste itself

would render it sufliciently flaccid to fold over as nicely as could be

desired, unless in the case of very thin binding paper. This class of

paste adheres well under the various viscissitudes to which a lantern

slide is subjected.

A hint was thrown out by Mr. W. Teasdale, of Leeds, v;ho was a

visitor at the meeting to which reference has been made, that

certain Birmingham manufacturers would not be averse to making

preservers of thin brass for the special purpose of mounting lantern

slides, provided they imagined that there would be a demand for

them. This, if done, would prove an inestimable boon to those of

the photographic fraternity who indulge in lantern work. The

facility of mounting, the neatness of the finished picture, and the

ease with which a picture could be dissected in order to effect any

change either in itself or in its mat, are all features which will

approve themselves to the photographer. We hope, therefore, that

before long we m.ay be in a position to announce the advent of these

long-needed, much-to-be-desired lantern slide preservers. Then the

production of these transparencies will be indeed a pleasure.

PRACTICAL HINTS ON MOUNTING AND PLATE-
MARKING.

It will be remembered that a few weeks since we gave some practical

liints on the artistic mounting of photographs. The method then

described was that of mounting the pictures on "linen and stretcher,"

which is suitable, chiefly, for those of the larger dimensions. We,
however, promised to revert to the subject and give some practical

details of mounting on plate and India paper, and likewise pro-

ducing the plate-mark such as is seen on engravings, which also

greatly enhances the appearance of photographs mounted with a

margin. We shall now redeem our promise.

One of the chief difficulties met with by the novice in mounting

pictures on plate paper, whether with the printed imitation tint or

with the India paper itself, is that of avoiding the cockling of the

mount. This arises from the moisture in the mountant expanding

the picture, which contracts again on drying. Different plans for

avoiding the difficulty have been adopted, one of whicli is that of

damping the mount evenly all over, so that it becomes thoroughly

expanded before the picture is placed upon it. Then, as they dry, the

mount and print shrink together. The plan, however, more gene-

rally pursued is to employ a mountant that contains but a very small

proportion of water. If the mountant contained no water at all there

would be no expansion of the paper, and, consequently, no cockling

of the mount. India-rubber solution fulfils this requirement, and

makes an excellent mountant for photographs on plate paper ; but,

unfortunately, in time the rubber "perishes," loses its adhesiveness,

and eventually the pictures leave the mount.

Starch paste, made much thicker than is usual and applied

sparingly to the print, answei-s very well indeed. Professional

mounters, we are informed, usually employ a thin solution of glue,

and apply it very sparingly with a sponge instead of a brush. The

best mountant we have ourselves tried for preventing cockling is a

thin solution of gelatine, in which a large proportion of methylated

alcohol is made to take the place of water. This solution, when

thinly applied, practically causes no expansion either of the print or

the mount,
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At a i-ecent meeting of the Pliotographic Club, when the subject
of llie iirtistio inoiiiitiiig of i)hotof;raphs was the topic under (lis-

cnsaion, Mr. (.i. SniiUi exjWiiined the system of mounting that was
ndoptcil, and probably is now, in the establislmienl of MM.
Gonpil et Cie., of Paris, in which the mounting, rolling, plate-

marking, and titling of the pictures was done in a single operation.

As this method is simple, expeditious, and completely avoids all

risk of cockling, we shall give it in detail.

The plan was this:—A quantity of India paper wa.s coated with

starch paste, on one side only, and allowed to dry. The prints were
starched on the back and also allowed to dry. They were afterwards

trimmed. In the evening of the day before the pictures had to be
mounted the ref|uisite number of pieces of starched pajjer were
cut to size. These were then moistened, much after the manner
in which paper is damped for printing purposes. A few sheets were
placed on a flat surface, a few sheets more were dipped in

water and laid upon them, then a few sheets of dry on them, and
again some wet, and so on in alternate layers. When the whole
batch hatl been thus treated it was allowed to remain under pres-

sure till the following morning, by wliich time the moisture in the

wet sheets had ))ermeate(l the dry ones. The paper was then

ready for use. The object of this treatment was to render the

paper evenly moist without having it actually wet.

The mounting was accomplished as follows:—A met;il plate, with

the title engraved upon it and inked in, was placed upon the bed of

a rolling-press. On this was put—in proper position, known by
small register maiks—the photograph, face downwards, then on it a
sheet of India paper, starched side uppermost, and over this was
laid the mount. The whole was then passed through the press, and
the operation was completed. It will be seen that in this method of

mounting both the print and the plate paper are kept dry, and it is

only the intervening India paper that is moistened—the starch on
the prints adhering to the unstarched side of the India paper, and
the starched side of that to the monut, so that cockling is most
etfectually avoided. The plan, as described, is for working on a
large scale ; but the same system may be utilised for single prints,

the only precaution necessary to be taken being that the starched

India paper is evenly damped before using. This may easily be
accomplished by placing it for a time between moistened sheets of

blotting-paper. This method of procedure is far preferable to that

usually pursued of first sticking the India paper on to the mount,
and on that mounting the print.

It may be well to mention, for the information of those who may
wish to do their own mounting, that India paper—or, rather, what
is known as such, for we are told that very little genuine India

paper is now employed in printing—may be procured from most
wholesale stationers who make foreign papers a speciality. It can

be had in a dozen or more dilferent shades or tints, and the size of

the sheet is somewhere about (for we have not an entire sheet before

us as wo write) forty-two or forty-three by thirty inches. The
sheets should be starched wliole, as the paper will keep any length

of time. If a stock of the paper be prepared it will be ready for use

whenever a piece may be required.

We shall now say a few words about plate-marking, which so

much improves the effect of pictures when mounted with a margin.

This is usually done by rolling the print, after mounting, upon a
highly-polished steel plate with bevelled edges, and an elastic mate-

rial, such as two or three thicknesses of blanket or felt, between the

back of the mount and the roller. But the photographer who
works on a limited scale only, and yet wishes to do his own mount-

ing, may not ciire to go to the expense of a number of steel or

copper plates for the different sizes of pictures, as they are some-

what costly, and, moreover, require considerable care to preserve

their highly-burnished surface from oxidation when not in constant

use.

However, expensive plates are not absolutely neces.sary, if we are

content to make the i-olling of the print and the plate-marking

separate operations. Let the print be mounted and rolled in the

ordinary way. What is then required is a zinc plate of suitable

size for the marking. Sheet zinc ready surfaced may be procured

from any dealer in lithographic materials. That known as " 12 or

14 £, W. gauge" ia the most suitable for our present purpose. The

edges of the zinc must be Mightly bevelled with a file and finally

polished—first with snake stone and water, and then with a piete
of charcoal and oil.

The method of using it is thi»:—A piece of paper, the mze of the
mount, is placed on the bed of the press. On this is adjusted the
zinc plate, face upwards, in the exact position the mark is required.

The mounted print is then laid, face downwards, and arranged
so that its edges exactly coincidt; with those of the sheet
of paper. By this simple means accurate registration is secured.

Over the back of the mount is then laid a couple of thicknesses or
80 of felt, such as is used in pressure-frames, or of blanket. The
whole is then passed through the press. With an elastic material
at the back of the mount, very little pressure is required to produce
an impression of the plate compared with what is required to roll

or surface the print itself.

MORE ABOUT FBILLINQ AND BLISTERS.
We have continued the series of experiments upon this subject, the
results of which we have on former occasions brought before our
readers; and we are already able to throw fresh light upon the

causes of these troubles and upon the application of remedial mea-
sures. It goes without saying that a plate subject to blisters or frills

is less common now than used to be the case ; but that it is to be met
with in commercial plates of good standing is sufficiently proved by
the appearances presented by a batch of plates that have recently

been brought before us, and which, indeed, were the cause of our
experiments being resumed, the plates in question having been
made by one of the oldest houses devoted to that branch of

manufacture.

Tlie complaint about their action was that the negatives pro-

duced upon them were rendered utterly useless by the appear-

ance of a multitude of small blisters, which no treatment that

the gentleman who sought our advice had been able to apply was of

the slightest use in mitigating. He put them down as caused by the

weather; but when we learnt that the first plates of the same batch

were entirely free from the defect it was perfectly obvious that the

matter was one of mode of treatment rather than deterioration or

imperfection in the manufacture. As no light could be thrown on
the subject by the owner we requested him to leave us a few to

experiment upon, and after a time we were able to find a complete

core of a thoroughly satisfactory nature.

The evil only making its appearance in connection with the

operations of fixing and washing, our attention was naturally given

entirely to that phase. In a former article we showed how, in the

majority of cases, a complete cure for frilling tendencies was to be

found in the draining of the plate thoroughly from hypo, before

placing it to wash, and with these plates we found our method
uniformly successful. There are, however, two drawbacks to this

plan— first, the time wasted, so to speak, in waiting for the

draining to be thoroughly carried out ; and, secondly, if the

plate remain for too long a time subject to the influence of the

hypo., the tendency, more marked in some plates than others,

for the image to become weakened and apparently dissolved. By
giving the negative fu'l intensity, and not protracting the draining

period for too long a time, little or no fear need be entertained on

this score ; still, if the same effect without this drawback could be

obtained by other means, they would, as a matter of course, ba
adopted, all other things being equal.

Guided by precisely the same principles that actuated ns in insti-

tuting the experiments leading to our giving to the photographic

community the above-mentioned cure for frills, we were able to

arrive at a mode of treatment which, with the plates in question,

enabled us to produce or prevent at will the appeamnce of the

blisters. We have pointed out how it has been proved that when
a crystalline substance passes by osmotic action through what may
be termed the pores of a membranous or other similar substance,

it is, as a rule, replaced by a definite quantity of water; and that

salts vary considerably in the relative amounts of water that they

require to replace them—such a salt, for example, as chloride of

aluminium being replaced by nearly three hundred times the quan-

tity of water that would pasa to replace chloride of sodium under the
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same conditions. It is, as we have said, clear enough that the most

likely cause of blisters at this stage is the replacement of the hypo,

by a so much larger quantity of water, and the consequent tension

placed upon the film which is sufficient to cause it to separate from

the glass, the result being blister or frill, according to the place in

the film where the action takes place.

l)x-aining the film well removes a large portion of hypo., and

leaves a smaller quantity in the film to be replaced by water, and

thus blisters do not form. The question that arises is—Cannot the

hypo, be removed by any other means before placing the plate

under the tap ? We saw no clear way of removing the hypo, from

the film, but the same effect could be produced by not putting it

there; in other words, by using a weaker solution, and, as a conse-

quence, leaving a smaller quantity to be exchanged for its osmotic

proportion of water. This was a very simple thing to try, and it

answered completely. With the plates left in our hands we were

able to produce any number of blisters by using an extremely strong

fixing solution, or to have a negative perfectly free from them by

diluting the same solution with an equal bulk of water.

Upon communicating the results of our examination to the owner

of the plates he was able to remember that, previous to his blister

difficulties, he had made a fresh fixing bath, and that as the water had

stood for several days over an excess of the crystals, and had been

stirred at intervals, the solution must also have been almost satu-

rated, and thus in a condition most favourable for the full play of

the osmotic action we describe.

Another consideration is introduced which suggests also a course

of inquiry that might have favourable results. We have shown

how water replaces certain salts in large quantities ; but it is also

known that this power of replacement is capable of being con-

siderably modified by the presence of other substances, sometimes

even in very small proportions. Thus, carbonate of potassium has

its powerful osmotic action of two hundred and twenty times that

of chloride of sodium reduced to almost nothing by the presence of

an equal portion of the latter salt.

Again : sulphate of potassium, which has a moderate action,

has it reduced to a minus quantity (that is to say, more salt than

water passes through) by the presence of the merest trace of a

strong acid, while .in alkaline carbonate rai.ses it most consider-

ably, from twenty-one to over two hundred degrees. The inference

we would indicate to be drawn from these facts is that the

conditions of the fixing bath may greatly influence the osmotic

action, and, in consequence, the frilling tendencies of plates sub-

mitted to its action. It is not to be recommended that we should

add a strong acid to the hypo, bath, though there may be less evil

than might occur with paper prints. Still, it is worthy of trial whether

and to what extent the frilling and blistering might be governed

by the addition of small quantities of hydrochloric or oxalic acid.

It would be a nice question to discriminate whether the frilling

tendency of acid <]\ta acid, or its possible reduction of osmotic force,

would be the greater power. That old hypo, baths must gradually

become acid is obvious from the well-known reaction between

the oxygen of the atmosphere and the dissolved salt, and whether

in practice sufficient ammonia to neutralise it is introduced from

partially-washed plates is open for experimental proof.

There is here, however, matter for a large number of experiments,

which we shall, on our part, follow up at some future time. Mean-

while, there is no subject that could be more easily taken up by the

general reader, and in his hands we leave the matter for the present.
«

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION.
[Second Notice.]

In consequence of the backward state of the catalogue, and some

little irregularity in the making of the awards, the following names

were omitted from the list of medallists last week :—Portraits, H. S.

Mendelssohn. Enlargements, Autotype Company. Instantaneous

pictures, C. Grassin. Winter scenes, G. Renwick. Genre picture.

Out of Sorts, Adam Diston. Small studies, G. Hadley ; and genre

picture, Knuckle-down Fight, Mrs. S. G. Payne. With the excep-

tion of Mr. Mendelssohn's, these form a second edition of the

judges' awards.

Resuming our notice of the pictures, we find a number of frames

of various descriptions of work by Mr. B. Wyles. First in nume-
rical order is a frame of Studies of Reed Plants (No. 11), all of which
are simply but artistically arranged, the most pleasing being

Marguerites. Several frames of large sky studies, Cloudland, are

excellent renderings of sky and cloud, but lack pictorial interest and
completeness. Two figure subjects entitled, for no very obvious

reason, Rustic Figures—Sticks (No. 169), and Rustic Figures-
Flowers (No. 186), show careful posing. The remainder of the

exhibits consist of views in Wales and elsewhere.

Mr. John .Jackson's frame of Viswt (No. 18) contains some ad-

mirable work—as bright and fresh as the staunchest supporter of

the wet plate could wish. Druidical Remains at Stanton Drew and
Wickham Bridge on the Frame are especially noticeable. ^V^allon

Castle, Clevedon (No. 447), by the same artist, is a splendid study of fir

trees,with the castle in the distance; and A SomersetshireLane—Even-

ing (No. 540) is a tasteful selection of west-country rustic scenery.

Mr. W. E. Debenham exhibits two charming studies in red

chalk, of which we prefer No. SO—two little children gracefully

posed, whose expressions have been caught with wonderful felicity.

No. 28-3, a single figure subject, is so utterly skied that it is

impossible to examine it.

Messrs. Robinson and Thompson 'exhibit a number o frames of

views. An enlargement of Venetian Boats (No. 31) makes a most
pleasing and artistic picture, but much of its beauty is due to the

brush. Nos. 1.37, 138—two views of Mersey Sailing Cltib, The
Start—are good average specimens of that class of work. The first

is slightly marred by a want of detail in the white sails of the

yachts—a fault from which the other is free. A frame of views,

I'hotograjiked during a Voyage from Liverpool to Venice (No. 161),

completes this exhibit. Noticeable amongst these are a street scene,

Catania, and Vesuvius with his head hidden in cloud.

Mr. T. W. Boord, M.P., shows a frame of Instantamous Views,

taken from a Yacht in Scotland (No. 33), which are good studies of

light and cloud.

Messrs. Adams and Scanlan exhibit a number of frames of

theatrical portraits, the best of which is Miss Dysart as Princess

Ida (No. 310). A frame of cabinet studies from " La Mascotte,"
" Serpolette," and other plays (No. 353), contains some excellent

photography.

Mr. Valentine Blaiichard's Andrew T^evy, Esq. (No. 36), is a fine

picture as well as a good portrait. His Siesta (No. 129) is grace-

I

No. 129—it Siiata. By Valextine BLAXcnAHD.

fully posed ; but if the reclining lady were really enjoying her

midday "nap" she would scarcely hold so steadily to the sunshade.

As a sample of posing we have selected this for illustration. A
Message from the Sea (No. 292) represents two fishermen who have
just landed the name-board of some unfortunate wreck—"only this

and nothing more." The exaggerated perspective of the board and
the obtrusive block in the foreground rather detract from the

merits of an otherwise clever picture.
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Mr. Joseph Gale is again well represented, though his subjects
are this year scarcely up to his usual high staudard. On the Skirts

of the Downs (No. 52) is a clever picture of a flock of sheep with the
distant downs for background. Off to Market— You'll Take Care of
Bahj (No. CO) is the best composition of Mr. Gale's, and the picture
tells its own story. A rustic cottage, [a pebbly brook, and wooden
bridge form the groundwork
of the subject. The figures^ ^
are two—mother and daughter rOOvsj '-"^

—the former of whom calls out

as she crosses the bridge the

words of the title. No. 70,

accoi-ding to the inscription on

the mount, is The Smugglers'

Cave, but the catalogue de-

scribes it as A Bundle of
Shavings. The mixture of

names, however, serves to ex-

plain the picture. The back-

ground is filled by huge rocks,

an opening in which leads to

the smuggler' cave. At the

entrance two rough-looking

men—smugglers without doubt

—are cooking at a fire com-

posed, we presume, of a " bun-

dle of shavings." At Rye—Oh !

Fie!! (No. 71) does not sug- ^"'^-itBye-oh: Fie: b.vj.gaib.

gest any connection between subject and title. At anyrate, in our

ignorance of what the young woman has in her basket we are

unable to find any. The composition is a good one, but poorly

rendered in our drawing.

Three frames of portraits of high quality bear the name of

Lafayette, of Dublin, and a medal has been awarded to two of

these (Noa. 387-8) containing three-quarter length figures of

"grand panel" size. No. 179 contains portraits of smaller size,

all being of excellent quality from a technical point of view, while

No. ViO—A Portrait. By J. LAFAvrmi.

artistically there is little to find fault with. The selection made
from No. 179, as an example of posing, is scarcely done justice

to in our illustration.

Mr. W. "W. Winter is represented by four figure studies of large

size. The most pleasing of these. Just Off (No. 173), which we
have selected for illustration, represents a young lady, fully armed,

"just off" to tennis. Undecided (No. 174) is a new rendering of the

old, old story, the fair subject being evidently undecided whether to

say "yes" or " no " to the all-important question contained in the letter

she holds in her hand. Sad Moments (No. 190) and Pleasant Thoughts

(No. 191) are in the same style ; but the latter is a particularly
happy coup, the expression and attitude being alike mitural and
appropriate to the idea conveyed by the title.

No. iri-Jwst Off. By W. W. Wistir.

Messrs. Morgan and Kidd exhibit a large number of specimens of
their work upon argentic-gelatino-bromide paper and opals, all of
which are of considerable excellence. One of these, A Portrait (Noi

No. 98—yl Portrait. By Moroaic asd Kidd.

98), we have chosen, because of the ease and elegance of its pose, for

illustration.

APPARATUS.
Distributed upon the tables are several specimens of a novel sort

of lantern slide adapter, the utility of which strikes the observer at

the first glance. This ingenious adapter allows of any commercial

slide being automatically centered in the stage of a lantern. A
difficulty previously experienced with registering slide-carriers has

been the liability of damage to the slide by its falling out, and the

necessity of the operator remembering the kind of slide that preceded

it in the frame. A reference to the accompanying iliagraui will

show that on the photograph being placed on the metal runner

(when drawn out) in any position between the two projecting

pieces, and the runner pushed home, the end comes in cont.-ict witli

the point of the lever and acts upon the photograph, so that it is

brought to rest exactly in the centre of the opening. As the length

of some slides, such as the original Woodbury slide, is four and a-
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quarter inches, the French four inches, and the English standard

three and a-quarter inches, it follows that considerable trouble is

"4D6.STHAND.L0ND0N."1

saved by this arrangement, as it allows of any of them being shown

in rotation or consecutively without being put in separate carriers.

There is a supplemental

groove in the frame for

allowing metal masks to

be inserted— circular or

cushion-shaped— so as to

preserve identity in the

case of slides with various-

shaped mats. The pro-

jecting piece on the runner

is made to spring down into the hollow at the end of the

wooden frame when it is drawn out, so that it is below the

level of the runner when inserting the slide. We give this adapter

a cordial welcome on account of its undoubted utility. It is in-

vented by an experienced lanternist, Mr. B. Beard, and the speci-

mens in the exhibition are contributed by Mr. J. H. Steward,

optician. Strand.

It is not long since wehad occasion to chronicle an improvement

in the clever instantaneous Phoenix shutter which emanates from

the firm of Messrs. Reynolds and Branson, Leeds. In the " original

edition" of this shutter there was a spring, similar to the main-

spring of a watch, employed to aid the throwing up of the flap of

the shutter, on the tension of which depended the rapidity with

which this was effected. Owing to the liability of the spring to

become unhooked or disarranged by the sudden, if not jerky,

nature of the action to which it was subjected, this was felt to be an
objectionable feature ; so it has been removed in favour of a system

The shutter consists essentially of two mov-
able parts, the drop portion A and the flap B,
the movement of either of which can be acce-
lerated independent!}' — the fonner with a
rubber band, and the latter by means of a
weighted arm. The flap in moving upwards
gives a gradation of exposure from foreground
to sky ; this action is extremely valuable in
landscape photography and for cloud effects.

When an exposure of about one-quarter of a
second is desired, the band is removed and
the flap is raised by means of the weighted
arm C ; the weight D being alterable as to
size, and movable as to acthig distance from
spindle E. The anu C rotates on spindle, and
may be fixed in any position by milled screw
F. Very slow exposures may be made by fix-

} p ing A by means of the pin attached to shut-
ter, and by regulating the exposure by B ; the
movement in this case is imparted by means
of milled head O. When this action of the
shutter is used, the catch I must be released
and the weighted arm clamped. The slowest
automatic action of the shutter is obtained
(\vithout rubber-band) when the arm and
weight are arranged at an angle of about 20°.

If a rather quicker motion is wanted, arrange
weight and arm at an angle of about 40°, and
move the weight to its extreme acting dis-
tance, as shown at D.

in which a small weight forms the means of determining the dura-
tion of the exposure. This is shown in the annexed diagi-am,

of which the above detailed description will prove acceptable to

many. It will thus be seen that the degree of control which may
be had over the shutter is practically illimitable. They appear to

receive a large share of the attention of visitors to the Exhibition.

The London Stereoscopic Company exhibit four cameras—respec-

tively whole-plate, half-plate, and quarter-plate. These are charac-

terised by good workmanship and design. Another camera by

these makers—the "imdtum in parvo"—is of different construction.

It has several ingenious features which tend to increased facility of

adjustment. Especially is this the case with the swinging of the

back, both in a horizontal and vertical direction. The horizontal

swing is effected by the simplest of all methods, namely, having

the back of the camera attached to the base-board by means of a

single screw in the centre, round which the back rotates. The

vertical swing is obtained by having the hind portion of the base-

board separated from the main portion, and connected with it by

hinges and clamping-pieces at the sides. Notwithstanding the fact

that in its construction there are some new departures to facilitate

the folding and render it generally compact, we do not imagine

that it will fulfil all the requirements of those who have of late

been giving their suggestions as to the points which should find a

place in the tourist's camera of the future.

There ought really to be some plan devised to enable exhibitors of

apparatus to send their goods to Pall Mall with a reasonable hope
of getting them back again whole. As it is, the amount of damage
done during the period the exhibition is open is very great, espe-

cially to small articles, such as instantaneous shutters. It is

scarcely desirable that the " hands off" principle should be adopted,
nor is it possible to have attendants always present to exhibit each
article, though this year an attempt has been made to improve
matters by instructing one of the attendants in the working of all

complicated apparatua But we do think a notice might be posted,

for the benefit of the blundering individuals we frequently see

wrenching away at slides that will not open, to the efl'ect that

apparatus they do not understand is to be let alone until the atten-

dant can explain it to them. Under the present system many
manufacturers of apparatus refuse to exhibit at all, consequently
the collection, as a whole, consists of a mass of fossil apparatus that
most of us have seen years ago.

We have before us an admirable print from a negative of Dunblane
Cathedral, sent to us by Dr. Berwick, of Sunderland—sharp, clear,

and brilliant as one could wish to see. The detractors of gelatine

plates—those who insist that they must deteriorate by keeping

—

will be surprised to hear that this plate was exposed on July 21st,

1880, and developed July 21st, 1884. Four years between exposure
and development is a fair test. How long the plate had been kept

before exposure is not stated, but it matters not.

A COURSE of twelve lectures is being delivered under the auspices of

the Committee of the Liverpool Free Public Library and Gallery of

Art by the Rev. S. J. Perry, S.J., F.R.S., F.R.A.S., director of

Stoneyhurst Observatory, the subject being The Nature and Motions

of the Bodies that Compose the Solar System. A novel feature in

this course is that each lecture after the fii^st will be preceded
by a discussion of the subjects dealt with at the previous lecture.

A syllabus will be printed for each lecture, and this will be accom-
panied by a series of questions which may be answered in writing
by those who desire to qualify for a certificate of proficiency. The
first lecture was delivered on Thursday, the 9th instant, the series

to be continued on succeeding Thursdays. The lectures are being
largely illustrated by photographs and sketches.

We see recommended a new use for the familiar "hypo." In
a twenty-per-cent. solution, with the addition of a little carbolic

acid and glycerine, it is said to be of great value as a dressing
for contusions and bruises, the method of use being to saturate
a cloth with the solution and keep constantly applied.

According to M. Heddebault, when a mixed parcel of woollen and
linen rags is exposed to superheated steam under a pressure of five

atmospheres, the wool melts and sinks to the bottom of the vessel in
wliich it is placed, leaving the cotton, linen, and other vegetable
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fibres iiiUct and suitable for manufacture into paper. The pulp,
through this puritication from the presence of wool, is more valuable,
yet does not cost more, seeing that the wool marc, from containing
80 much nitrogen, has a commercial value for fertilising purposes.
Every method of improving the purity and evenness of quality of
paper is of interest to tlie photographer, the quality of whose work
in many departments is dependent in a great measure upon the
paper he employs.

The foreign journals have been discussing methods for the detection
of tartaric acid in citric acid—a by no means infrequent accompani-
ment We have known cases where the one acid has actually been
substituted for the other, though, at the present time, it would not
pay to use the first-named acid as an adulterant, the prices being
almost alike. According to one authority, Herr H. Akenstadt, tar-
taric acid may be detected by adding five drops of a five-per-cent.
solution of the suspected sample to about half-an-ounce of lime
water, which must be strong or the reaction will not be discerned.
It tartai-ic acid be present a milkiness will ensue, and become more
marked as the solutions gradually mix, shaking the mixture being
carefully avoided.

Herr Push prefers to mix a small quantity of the citric acid in
a dry test tube with ten times its weight of sulphuric acid, and then
to allow the substances to react for an hour. He then places the
tube in a water-bath heated almost to boiling, when tlie materials
will melt to a lemon-yellow coloured liquid, which will remain un-
changed for an hour if the sample be pure, but will become
brownish coloured iu half-an-hour, and reddish brown in an hour, if

tartaric acid, even in so small a proportion as one-half per cent., be
present

The amnioniacal solution of shellac is said to be useful for the for-
mation of dyes, and on the description given for making them a
capital mode of colouring fabrics for dark-room windows might be
founded. It is stated that a solution of aniline yellow in water, for
instance, added to the ammoniacal solution—a description of a
mode of making which has often appeared in our columns—gives a
dye which is waterproof, and applicable to wood or paper. It is

obvious to those who have any acquaintance with aniline dyes that
the presence of ammonia will be utterly inimical to the integrity of
some of the colours. Magenta red, for example, when boiled for
some time in the lac solution, is first converted into red and then
into violet Still, there are colours that could be usefully em-
ployed, and the presence of the lac would so protect the surface of
the fabric as to enable it to be sponged in order to remove the
almost inevitable splashes from the dark-room manipulations.

Thk purification of egg albumen often assumes considerable techni-
cal importance, and various intricate methods for performing it

have from time to time been proposed by chemists ; but in a
late number of the Medical Neios a method of a much simpler
character, devised by Dr. Reichart, is described. He simply treats
the solution of albumen free from membrane with carbonic acid
gas, or even with the contents of a bottle of seltzer water. A pre-
cipitate of globuline, &c, is produced, and, when filtered oflF, leaves
a solution of pure albumen.

We gave our readers, some few months ago, an account of the
far-fetched standard of light adopted at the Paris Conference.
The subject bristles with difficulties, and it is far from easy to
believe that a quantity of melting platinum just ready to solidify
can ever have much success as a standard on account of the vast
difficulty surrounding its production. Some such feeling has
actuated the members of the Philadelphia Electrical Congress, for,
though they condemn the Paris unit as impracticable, they are so
far from proposing a substitute that they were compelled to shelve
the question for a time—or, in other words, " the subject awaits a
report by-and-by."

The result of the new Patent Laws has been the production of a
complete crush of work, leading to delay of a most inconvenient
character. A competitive examination was held on the 9th nit for
the appointment of twelve more examiners, and the names of the
successful candidates have already been published. Notwithstanding,
however, this extra aid, the opinion prevails that at least double the
number is required to enable the work of the department to be
ciirried on without unnecessary delay.

THE LATE H. T. ANTHONY.
It is with the deepest regret that we have to announce the
imexpected demise of Mr. Henry T. Anthony, of New York,
wliose portrait we so recently presented to our readers. Little
thought we, when our portrait and brief biography appeared,
that the hale and hearty gubject would so soon be called away.
But so it is ; and photography generally— e«pecially American
photography— has now to mourn the loss of one of her oldest
and most indefatigable votaries. The sad news arrive<l by cable,
and no particulars are yet to hand. We extend our warmest
sympathies to the bereaved relatives, as well as to the merobeni
of the firm of which the deceased had been so long a prominent
member.

THE CAMERA OF THE FUTURE.
If twenty-five years' experience of amateur work in landscape photo-
graphy with both wet collodion and dry-plate methods be any
recommendation, I shall be glad to add my mite to the general
information on the above-mentioned subject I have used only one
camera— a 12 x 10 size, of the form known as "Captain Fowke's,"
now quite obsolete ; but I have never regretted my purchase. It w
as good and as serviceable now as ever, though I have modified it

by removing the " cone " in front ; and it is with the idea that
part of its constructive principle may be embodied advantageously
in the future tourist's camera that I venture to offer my suggestions
on the subject.

What we want in cameras for landscape work (but which would
be equally valuable in the studio) is lightness as far as is compatible
with sufficient strength for wear and tear, and the utmost possible
celerity and ease in putting up and taking down, without loss of
time or looseness of parts, which may be liable to be laid aside
or lost in the field. The first is obtainable by doing away, as far as
possible, with metallic fittings ; the last is the study of the present
period.

The main principles of Captain Fowke's camera are simplicity of
construction, rigidity when set up, strength of material without
excessive weight, and compactness for portability ; but it baa the
defects of requiring considerable time and manipulation in setting
up and taking down again, and many loose parts in the form of
thumbscrews, brass rod, and loose base-board, which are troublesome
to pack up and protect

It would occupy too much space to describe the construction of
this camera for the information of those of your readers who are
unacquainted with it ; but I will embody its most useful points in
the description of a proposed form of camera I have been thinking
out, but have not yet put into actual practical form.
What are our chief wants in a camera ? In these days of variety

of lenses we require a camera to open out to considerable focal
length whilst closing up very compactly. I take as a standard for
description a 10 x 8 instrument In order to utilise the lens power
to the utmost advantage the sliding body should pull out backwards
from close contact (of three inches inside space) to eight or nine
inches for portable symmetrical lens, and to (say) eleven inches full

stretch for figure subjects. But it would be a great convenience for
certain work if the focussing length cotdd be dotihled (say to twenty-
two inches) for the sake of using the back lens only (as a meniscus)
of any of the " doublet " or " symmetrical " lenses, or long focus
portrait lenses for large heads ; and this can only be got by adopting
an extension of body towards the front as well as at the back (to be
used only in special cases as mentioned).

This front extension will, of course, add a little to the bulk and
weight of the camera ; but it can either be adopted for convenience
or discarded as unnecessary, according to the wishes of the pur-
chaser. It is a convenience of which I should much approve if it

had been attached to my ciunera. The arrangement is an old one,

and I only mention it as no< being a necetsary portion of the con-
struction if greater lightnest for carriage be the diief consideration.

The accompanying diagrams will explain the plan I propose.

One of the principal points I wish to urge at starting is that

there it iu> Radical neceetity for any form of raci-and-pinion or

icrew-focutnng arrangement. These contrivances are expensive
additions to the mechanical construction of cameras. They add
materially to the weight, they interfere with the freedom of mo-
tion of the back frame, particularly in "side swing," and the
utmost delicacy of focus can be obtained quite as easily—I think
more easily—without them. I have never used them, nor felt their

want The " Fowke " camera back part is simply a free sliding

movement along the surface of the tail-boani, kept in place by two
thumbscrews moving along two slots in the tail-board, and clamped
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there by a turn of the screw on each side when the focus is ob-
tained. It is easy, certain, and firm when arranged, and gives

an unusual amount of "side swing." I consider it might, with
advantage, be adopted in all cameras in lieu of the stiffer-working

rack-and-pinion or sorew-focussing plans now so common.
The square form of camera is best, as giving more scope for rise

and fall of the lens in front—a very important point in all cameras

;

and a reversible back frame makes it convenient for changing from
horizontal to perpendicular in exposure of plates.

Fig. 1.—A is a square frame of *ood strengthened internally by
another narrow frame glued on at right angles to it, shown by the

dotted lines B B—the width of A to be jmt sufficient to contain a

double bellows-body when closed up, both parts being attached to

the iinier frame B. One part, D, is to extend forwards (only when
specially required) ; the other, H, backwards for general focussing.

C is the front of the camera (attached to the other end of the

bellows) on which the slide for raising and lowering the lens is fixed

with its lens flange and lens, E. When the front part is -used C is

pushed forward and fastened to its base-board, F, at any desired

distance, but it can be extended to the full length of F. When not

required it remains (in its position as packed up) close to A, to

which it is clamped by brass side hooks (or best by bolts). G is the

back part of the camera to carry the focussing-screen and dark

slides. It pulls out to the full extent of its own tail-board when
desired ; or it can be closed up to A, thus giving a focussing stretch

of about three to eleven inches. As shown in fig. 1, the camera double

bodies are almost fully extended as for use with long-focus portrait

or meniscus lenses ; but for ordinary landscape work C would be

closed up and clamped to A, using only the back extension, in which

case the centre of attachment to the tripod head would have to be

placed further back at the point of central balance. Two such

attaching points are desirable.

The two base-boards F and I are hinged to the bottom of A, and
are strengthened in their horizontal position by the usual method.

The back frame, G, can be fitted with the well-known appliance of

hinged focussing-screen and reversing-frame for dark slides ; but no
perpendicular or horizontal " awing adjustments" are necessary, as the

free movement of that part in the slots of the tail-board allows more
latitude than can be obtained by the usual complicated construction.

The fastening screws of C and G can be made either with thumb-
screws underneath (as in Fowke's camera), which should be made to

slacken out but not to come right out, or by milled-headed screws on
the top of G, with a rod passing down each side of the frame and
tightening against flat buttons underneath the tail-board. I prefer

the bottom screws ; they are more handy for use in getting the

focus, and equally serviceable without costly construction.

Now turn to fig. 2, showing the camera partly packed up. A, G,
and C all slide closely up together, F folds up in front, and I folds

up at back, protecting the more fragile parts by their solidity.

When folded up they are fastened by either brass clamps or leather

straps across the top of A. A leather strap handle along the top of

A will give hand-grasp for carriage.

The front base-board, F, when let down, would be somewhat in

the way, and cut off some of the forearound when the front, C, v:as

not c.vtended. It should, therefore, be fitted with hinges, which, by
a sliding movement sideways, can be "unshipped" and the board
taken quite off and laid aside. It can be left at home for field work,
and onlyattached when wanted for long-focus work ; but the back tail-

board must be a fixture, strongly hingedand made as rigid as possible.

There is one other point of construction to be mentioned. The
upper edges of frames C and G would not be steady enough without
some support beyond the rigidity obtained from the screws fasten-

ing them to their base-board. To obtain this a light brass rod, L,

should screw into the front upper edge of G at N, in the centre,

passing loosely through a hole in the top of A, and be clamped at any
FIG. 2.

required distance by a milled-headed screw shown at M. This rod
is a very important element in the " Fowke " camera. It ensures
great steadiness in the back frame when clamped, and enables the

back to be treated as a perpendicular swing-bad; either forward or
backward, by means of the clamping screw; and I find it exceed-
ingly useful in obtaining sharpness of foreground.

Sundry little minor contrivances can be adopted to complete the
convenience of the instrument, but would take up too much space
to describe ; and, as I want to state chiefly the main features of the
arrangement, I purposely leave them out.

Now notice the ease and simplicity of setting up or taking down.
Open the tripod, fasten the camera on by the centre screw, unfasten
the top clamps (or straps) and let down the base-boards. Now slacken
the thumbscrews and draw out the back, then slip in the brass rod
and screw it into the front of G. Attach the lens (by Mr. A. Pringle's

method, for greatest convenience and celerity), and it is ready for

work.
There are no loose parts, except the brass rod, which will go

inside the front base-board. I tliink for lightness and compactness
it will compare favourably with any form of camera, and the weight
and inconvenience of rack and pinion or focussing-screw are
avoided. The construction is so simple and free from complications
that I consider it ought to he ine.vpensire. Double dark slides should
be used, to be carried in a separate case from the camera ; and the
camera, when folded up, should slip into a light waterproof cover
fitted with straps to he carried as a knapsack.

Amongst minor conveniences it would be a good thing if all

cameras were fitted with two spirit lerels in the main body, A

—

one

at the side, horizontally fixed, to give the perpendicularity from
back to front ; and one on the top for horizontal correctness. It

would save time and give certainty of the perpendicular position of

the camera where buildings or interiors are to be taken.

If any camera maker cares to try liis hand at a cheap model
of this ideal camera, I shall be pleased to assist with ideas as

to details. George Bankaut.^
THE FURNELL LENS.

I WAS much interested in what appeared in the last issue of this

Journal respecting my lens ; but I think the concluding remarks of

the editorial article may cause many persons to alter, or add to,

their lenses without exactly knowing the why or wherefore, and get
into a muddle, thus gaining me anything but a blessing. But if

the)', leaving mathematics out of the question, should adopt some
sini[)le rule that anyone can understand, they will be the more
likely to succeed.

Most doublet lenses have an adapter to lengthen the distance

between the lens and stop when one of them is required to be used
singly, and this lengthening piece is, doubtless, suitable to the

depth of the front meniscus lens. This is important, if altered to

ray system, as the outer surface of the front coinbination requires

to be distant from the stop one-tenth or one-twelfth of its focal

length—the deepest meniscus requiring the shortest distance ; but,

of course, this is tolerably well known by this time.
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If a back portion containing tbe two back lenses be added to the

mount tbe concave lens must have tbe curves tbe length of three

times the focal length of the front combination, and placed with its

back surface a distance from the stop equal to one-twentieth of the

focal length of the front lens. The function of the concave lens is to

flatten the field, which can be made either round, flat, or concave

according to the position in which this lens may be placed.

The focal length of the plano-convex lens should be one and
a-half time the focal length of the front lens, but this can be

varied. The function of this lens is to straighten the mai-ginal

lines and shorten up the focus. This lens may be a bi-convex, with

its flattest side opposite the concave lens. The cell of the back lens

can be placed equidistant from the stop with the front cell ; but

there is a latitude here, which is not, however, worth entering

upon at present.

This addition to their lenses will make a nice little job for some
of the amateur mechanics during the coming winter.

Thomas Fdrnell.

ACID IN EMULSIONS: A WARNING.
It has often been remarked that writers and experimentalists

observe a not very honourable silence on the subject of their

failures. Many seem to know nothing about the matter, yet there

is not one photogra])her out of twenty who, at some time or other,

has not been at his wits' end.

So it was with me one day when the reality and pleasure of

plate-making seemed to be no more. As long as I followed the

Editoi-s' sound advice on emulsion and plate-making all went well

—

in fact, "as merry as a mai-riage bell;" and also when I followed

the instructions of Captain Abney. But other days came, and with

them other thoughts; in a word, I bade my former masters good-

bye and began to think I could improve my emulsions, and conse-

quently my plates, by using more acid, a.s others were doing with

apparent success.

Now there can be no doubt that I was merely following the

teaching of the past year or two, which decidedly favours the free

use of acid. Some have even said that acid in an emulsion will

keep out a whole train of evils ; others that it will prevent fog

;

while many most emphatically stated that they could not get

satisfactory results with acid. For my own part, I have little

hesitation in saying that the too free use of acid is a step in the

wrong direciiijii, and one fraught with danger to a certain class

of experimentalists.

The careless way which many writers mention the subject leads

one to suppose that they do not appreciate the effect of acid in

gelatine emulsion. With the exception of our Editors, no one has,

as far as I can learn, directly written on this subject, which, if

mentioned at all, is always very briefly handled. Yet I do not see

why it should not be as exhaustively treated as the other side of the

question, especially when we consider that a few drops—^sometimes

one—will spoil a large batch of emulsion, and render the image in

the finished plate undevelopable.

There is another thing with regard to acid which many writers

do not consider, or else they would not dose their pyro. with acid,

as many of them do. By adding acid to pyro. it is easy to produce

not only a slow plate, but reversal of the image.

But to return to the subject of acid in emulsions. According to

Capt. Abney we have the following change :
—

" Acid organic com-

pound bromine yields organic bromide and hydroxyL The bromine,

when coming in contact with gelatine, liberates hydroxyl or per-

oxide of hydrogen. This, as is well known, is a very strong

oxidiser, and it will oxidise the neighbouring molecules of gelatine,

or else the silver sub-bromide, and so produce an undevelopable

image."
To prove that the introduction of an acid into a gelatine emulsion

will cause the above impoi-tant change I made the following experi-

ment, and prepared four emulsions with four different quantities of

acid. I used the boiling method, and in each case added the

bromide to the silver along with the acid.

The first emulsion was prepared with 200 grains of silver ; to this

1 added the bromide with one drop of hydrochloric acid. If the

chemicals be acid an emulsion is decidedly better without this ad-

dition. The resulting emulsion was excellent, and always is when

I use the minimum of acid. The plates work rapidly, develope

easily, and fix quickly—qualities which cannot be obtained with

an acid emulsion.

The second was prepared with two drops of acid, and the plates

were jirecisely three seconds slower. I do not use a sensitometer,

because I believe the true test for a plate is in the camera.

The next one was prepared with five dropti of acid. With thia

quantity came a great change: plates coated with thia emulsion
were very slow, giving weak images, subject to reveraal.

The fourth was now prepared with chemicals from the same
stock ; but in this case I added ten drops of acid. On mixing this

emulsion I observed that the precipitate was very fine and the
colour a beautiful red by transmitted light At the end of fifteen

minutes' boiling the colour had changed to a very decided blae—the
most rapid change I ever got from the red to the blue variety. The
emulsion was carefully washed as usual, and plates exposed in a
good light with a large stop. On development, which was greatly

prolonged, there was not the slightest trace of an image of any
kind—thus proving that the free use of acid will destroy the

developable image.

The question may be asked—What are we to do with the spoilt

emulsion 1 With me it is a simple matter. My method is as

follows :—I set the emulsion aside for one month (or more), by
which time the alkaline reaction will have set in ; but often this is

accompanied by another evil, namely, decomposition of the gelatine.

If so, pour the liquid emulsion into a larger jar, fill up with hot
water, allow three days to settle, pour off the supernatant liquid,

and again fill up with hot distilled water. In twenty-four hoars it

will again have settled to the bottom, when most of the water can

be poured oft' and fresh gelatine added to the silver bromide.

An acid emulsion treated in this way will be found to yield plates

as good as the best in the market Let those who have doubtful

emulsion by them "go and do likewise," and they will not regret

the simple experiment Hesry Holma.v.

ON CHEMISTRY AND PHOTOGRAPHY.
[A ooinmunicntloii to the Dundee and East of Scotland Photographic Association.]

The science of chemistry is that which takes cognisance of the combi-

nations of matter. One would imagine that this science must form a

most important item in the education of a photographer, as he uses

chemical substances to a considerable extent. As a rule, however, it

does not. Photographers apparently, speaking of them as a body,

have no inclination to understand tlie minutiic of chemistry. This

disinclination may be the result of a widespread opinion that a know-

ledge of chemistry is not necessary to the production of a good picture.

A week or two ago, in one of the photographic journals, a writer gave

it as his opinion that, in order to excel, photographers should not

trouble over the minuti;o of formula or about any technical part of

photographic work. To strengthen his position, ha remarked that the

true artist never condescended to paltry matters of that kind, but

rather accepted materials put to his hand and questioned nothing.

This gentleman instanced the old painters taking their painting material

as they found it, their maiu object being to put colouring material on

their canvas in a particular way.

Now, while we might all agree with this writer when he says that

the maiu object to be kept in view by the painter or the photographer

is the putting on of colours or the printing of lights and shadows in a

particular way, it would manifestly be absurd to say he is not to trouble

himself about the underlying technics. I doubt not, if we could get

close up to the back window where Raphael or Rubens was working,

we might find these gentlemen very busy with other implements than

the brush and canvas. There is no reason to doubt—nay I have good

reason to believe—that these good old painters made, mixed, and

ground their own colours, and paid a very great deal of attention to the

medium through which they were to give to the world their thoughts

and ideas. We may well imagine their fear of colours fading or

darkening.
The absurdity of the jjosition is increased when applied to photo-

graphy. If photographers in past years had taken processes and

material as they found them, and remained content tlierowith, where

would our art-science be in this year of grace 7 A more than ordinarily

enterprising man might possibly be trying to take instantaneous photo-

graphs on daguerreotype plates ; but this, perhaps, is not what our

friend means. Photographers should be graded. First, there would

be the great photographer himself—the idealistic and etherial. He
would bo surrounded and possess large and small satellites such as the

camera-maker and the plate-maker, while such operations as printing,

toning, fixing, and mounting would be done by obscure {lersDns. He,

the great, would sit in the centre of all, not dirtying his hands in the

slightest, but devoting his whole energies to the production of ideas.

In fact, this gentleman wished the term "photographer" to apply

only to the man who searches out good combinations, makes good

grouping, or has a knowledge of what does and what does not form a

good pictorial landscape—just Wch an individual as wonld get his man
John to inform him what lens to screw into the camera to suit a parti-

cular view ; who would get John to estimate the light and the number

of seconds necessary for exposure ; who would further cause .John to

make plates, develope pistes, to print, tone, fix, and mount; and,

finally to put into a frame the finished result for the exhibition wall
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as photographed by his august master. It would be very wrong to say
that John in this case was better than his master, unless we knew if

an equal power was possessed by John of finding or making good sub-

jects, in which case he would be distinctly better than his master.
And this leads me to the subject of the evening

—

Chemtslry and
Photography. Should a man who essays photography know something
of chemistry ? Is a knowledge of the science a help or an encumbrance
to him? An answerwhicli will satisfy every case must be carefully framed,
and to that end I would divide photographers into two great classes

—

the photographer whose sole object is to make and multiply pictures,

who does not care very much about the means by which the pictures

are made ; and the pliotographer whose object is not only the making
of pictures, but, in addition, the making of new and superior methods
of operation.

To the photographer who simply makes pictures chemistry is not of

much benefit ; for chemistry, although it has to do with combinations, will

not enable an operator to combine a number of individuals into a good
group or to combine a tree and a mountain to form a good landscape.
To the other photographer chemistry is of importance, as it enables liim

in some measure to intelligently examine already-known phenomena,
and prevents him making absurd blunders or advocating absurd theories,

as is too frequently the case amongst his other brethren. As an instance
of the little yet aggravating mistakes sometimes made : the other day I

learned from a friend that he had left for ten days some fine plate glass

amongst a strong solution of caustic soda. He told me he did not know
what had happened, but tlie glass was marked and spoilt and had lost

its polish. The real state of matters was simply that my friend had
unwittingly made a partial solution of his plate glass, glass lieing appre-
ciably soluble in caustic soda.

Then, again, we are all more or less troubled with the very active

man who rushes into print with a new idea, and supports it with a flow
of language of astonisliing abundance and acrimoniousness. We do
not require to go far to find instances. A writer in one of the journals

not long ago asserted that light reflected from an orange surface att'ected

a gelatine plate to a greater extent than light from a blue surface, and
actually went the length of asserting that experiments supported liim.

Little matters of this kind are continually cropping up, showing the
value of a knowledge of natural philosophy and chemistry to the photo-
grapher.

On the other hand, too much should not be expected from chemistry.
When anything out of the common occurs during some of the processes
connected with photograpliy—such as some blotching, staining, or
other occurrence entirely unexpected—chemistry more than points to
a probable cause. The science for tlie moment might appear to be at
fault, may be able to do very little—not because the blotching or stain-

ing is caused by something outside tlie domain of chemistry, but simjily

that the cause is so occult, so intangible, as to be difticult of approach.
Pliotography is an art above all others which is based upon occult or

semi-occult causes. The whole art has always appeared to my mind to
be a good example, in a chemical sense, of what Professor Tait, of

Edinburgh, calls an incalculable machine—a machine whose motions,
although following strictly the usual lines of cause and effect, are quite
incalculable owing to the occult natux-e of the causes regulating its

motion.
To illustrate more fully what I mean, we may instance an egg balanced

on end near the edge of a table. This is a possible feat, especially if

the egg be rough and the place very still and free from vibration.
Even if the feat were impossible we could imagine such a state of
matters. All conditions remaining the same, the egg will remain in posi-
tion, and neither fall on the floor or turn over on the table. But on the
slightest disturbance from without reaching the egg—if we as much as
look at it, to use an expression—the egg will in all likelihood either fall

to the floor or turn over on the table. We have reason to believe

—

nay, we know to a certainty—that the falling to the floor or the simply
turning over on the table is the result of a specific cause, but that
cause is so inappreciable in itself as to elude the most careful observa-
tion. The most careful scrutiny of the surroundings of the egg would
not enable anyone to predict which way the egg would fall.

This balanced egg may be likened to some of the conditions sur-
rounding the chemical substances used in photography. In their con-
stitution they are so delicately constructed and so easily, so to speak,
put off their balance, that it would require almost superhuman intelli-
gence to predict what amount of force would put them off their balance.
Some of the actions which take place are beyond prediction and cal-

culation, and the science of chemistry is able to give explanations the
value of which only amount to probability.

During the practical working of a photographic method there may,
therefore, be observed many phenomena, the causes of which are
obscure and not directly explainable ; and the individual with a know-
ledge of chemistry is only permitted to look at them, as it were, from
over a fence and at a distance. Yet such, it must be admitted, has a
better chance of making advances in photographic art than he who will
not even come and look over the fence.

Photography, I have said, is an art based on actions which are semi-
occult, it therefore follows that it is au art open in the highest degree
to extension by experiment, because the more a thing is covered up°the
more there is to uncover. Some people, I know, hold the opinion that

photographic matters have come to such a degree of perfection that
any great improvement is not to be looked for. Some people, I doubt
not, also thought so in the days of Fox Talbot. But wo ought care-

fully to avoid cherishing such an idea. That such feelings are preva-
lent is proved by the fact that in one of this month's magazines there
is to be found an article written in a sad strain. This writer thinks,

in view of the enormous number of inventions recently made, that he
is nearing the " fag end of sensation." This I hold to be equivalent to

saying that man has very nearly exhausted or, as the Yankee would
say, " toijped" the universe. Now, even as photographers, do we not
know enough of this universe and its subtilities to feel that tliere are
plenty of undiscovered things lying close around ? Especially in this

art of photography, I say, we have but to ask ourselves a very few
questions to find we are far off the fag end of sensation. I hold that
experiment is in the future to do a great deal for photograpliy, and
that in the future photography will do a great deal for general science.

Unfortunately there are amongst the multitude of picture-makers
few expei'imental workers. There are few who endeavour to trace out
phenomena for the love of the thing

;
yet I am sure that, amongst the

members of a large society such as this, there are some who might
take an interest in experimental photography, involving questions in

chemistry and natural philosopliy. In a large society something might
be done in the way of reading educational papers. I do not mean to
suggest that we are behind other societies in this respect ; but we might
very easily place ourselves in the front of them by making a specialty
of tlie application of chemistry, natural philosophy, and allied science
to the practice of our art. If one member were to take up the subject
of the changes that take place in a prepared plate by the action of
light, another the changes that take place in the plate and developing
solution during development, while a third took up lens matters, 1

think it would prove beneficial to the Society.

In making these suggestions I am speaking as a member of the
Council, and one who shares the responsibility of doing what he can to
make the meetings interesting. The adoption of this suggestion would
not interfere with tlie regular evenings of the Society. Four or five

lecturettes with experiments could be delivered by members of the
Society very much to tlie benefit of those who have only recently begun
the practice of the art.

I shall conclude by hoping that the session will prove an interesting
one for the majority of the members ; and that, while not neglecting the
interesting routine of societies like our own, such as lantern and other
meetings, we may find at the end of the session drawn into closer
fellowship the sciences of chemistry and photography.

G. D. Macdocgald.^

WHERE TO GO WITH THE CAMERA.

KOUND THE ISLE OF WIUHT WITH A CAMERA.
Having decided to make a photographic tour round the Isle of Wight,
I packed up my half-plate portable camera, with three double dark
slides, raiiid rectilinear lens, and three dozen dry plates in a light

knapsack.
Taking train to Portsmouth Harbour Station, I soon found myself on

board the " Uuchess of lOdinburgh," which is the finest boat I have seen
used for sucli short trips. Looking around there were numberless
things to be viewed with curiosity and wonder ; but my thoughts were
more intent on the beautiful isle we were to visit shortly. I have seen
some magnificent scenery, but I confess I have seen nothing surpassing
the view of the Garden Isle, on a bright summer's morning, as you
gradually draw near to it. It is a sight that would make the most
disheartened amateur or the most dejected professional take up his

camera with renewed energy, determined either to transfer a little of

natural beauty to a gelatino-bromide or end his miserable existence
with one of Shakespeare's bodkins. Ai-riving on the beautiful pier at
Ryde, which is the glory of the town, I got a splendid view, and,

I

heartily reiterate the lines

—

Ascending with the gentle slope
From the blue Solent's tide,

We know not of a fairer place
Than this our lovely Hyde.

The view from the pier of the prettily-planned town, with its tall

church spires and charming white villas tapering away into the thickly
wooded districts, seems more like an imaginary picture than a real one.
Making my way into the town I soon found there were far too many

spots deserving of attention. But as I had set out with the determina-
tion of only taking the best I could find, I thought it prudent to make
myself acquainted with the place before I decided upon the subjects
for my camera. Here I was most fortunate in purchasing one of

3Ia!<on's Guides, whicli is written by a local gentleman, and contained
all the information I wished for. It gave me a complete route, and men-
tioned all the principal places of interest, together with the number of

miles between each hotel, &c.
In taking a walk round Ryde I was pleased with its cleanliness and

general aspect. Unlike some modern towns, it seemed to have all

things appertaining to the comfort and the health of its visitors.

After I had taken the principal parts of it I decided to spend the
remainder of the day in wandering about its shady lanes and coppices.
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Tn the evening a military hand from Portsmouth enlivened the sonis,

and gave elasticity to the steps, of the promeuadors on the Pier. It

was a splendid evening, and 1 am sure the old men and widows, young
mou and nmidens, enjoyed themselves indeed. What a shame it is that

man and Nature cannot come to a satisfactory agreement for the pro-

duction of niouiilight instautancous views. But, enough of this; I en-

joyed it and retired to my hotel to change the plates 1 had exposed for

new ones, which I successfully managed by closing the door, drawing-
to the curtains, blowing out the light, and then getting under the bed,

where it was totally dark, and wliere I was able to handle them
without the .slightest fear of fog. Rising at six o'clock I went down
to enjoy a bathe and give one more look at the beautiful panorama
from the Pier.

Leaving Ryde I took the road to St. Helen's, and from there to

Bradin^, where I exposed a few plates upon the old church, the town
hall, with the old stocks, which, of course, are not used now; also

"Little Jane's" cottage and gravestone—"the humble peasant girl

whom the pen of Legh Richmond has immortalised." Then I pushed
forward to Sandown, and tried a plate ou the view from the cliffs,

which is very pretty. Next I caine to the lovely village of Shanklin,

wliere I found a little extra stir on account of the Crown Prince and
Princess of Germany paying it a visit that afternoon, of whom I got

two good negatives, by wading a little way into tlie water with my
camera and using a quick drop-shutter, as they put off in the gig to

the yaclit which was lying in wait. I also took the coast guardsmen
in their boat, and then I went up to the far-famed Chine, which for

rustic beauty will be difficult to excel. Exposing my last plate here, I

was obliged to be satisfied with only a look at Bonchurch—the spot

M. Paul Bourget spoke so highly of—as I passed through on the way to

Ventnor, where I intended to put up for the night, having walked
a good twenty one miles under a scorching sun.

After I had disposed of a good meal I wandered down the pier,

which was alive with people. I managed to find a secluded seat,

where I could watch all tliat was going on in peace. The band played

some lively tunes, whilst a mild liieeze was coming up from the sea,

which kept most of the visitors on their feet ; and as the evening wore
on the moon arose in its full, casting its silver rays across the water,

and showing up the pretty buildings on the hill, until all seemed full of

life and spirit, and as fascinating as some old fairy tale.

In the morning 1 was up with the sun, and seven o'clock found me
once more at the pierhead with my slides renewed, and in high spirits,

ready to commence the second (lay of my walk. Sitting on the pier

for a moment to drink in all the beauties which Nature, with unspar-

ing hand, has bestowed around this little spot, the soul is stirred with

an indescribable feeling of joy and admiration. Looking towards the

south-west you have the very high hills capped here and there with
Gothic cottages and beautiful palisadings; then a little below these,

set into the sides of the hiUs, are the larger villas, with their charming
gardens and evergreen-covered balconies, spread in a sort of lovely

confusion until they reach the esplanade and beach, which is a very
steep and pretty shiiigle-covered one, with the usual number of bath-

ing machines, boats, and skiffs.

I selected the prettiest part as my next subject, and I tried my best

to do it ample justice ; but it is such a picture that any part of it,

however carelessly selected, cannot fail to give satisfaction to the most
fastidious love of photographs.
After finishing my desired number in that place I once more took up

my knapsack and mounted to the top of the cliffs in order to push for-

ward to St. Lawrence, Niton, Blackgang Chine, and the Needles; but I

could scarcely get more than two hundred yards at a time without
turning round to give another look from the various high points at the

beautiful town I had left behind. The sun was shining very brightly,

and by noon the heat was almost unbearable. At length I was forced

to leave the coast and take to the downs, until I immerged into the

main road for Carisbrooke ; then pushing forward with a sharper stop in

about four hours I came in sight of the grand old castle, into which I

soon entered. Here I saw the apartments in which Charles I. was
incarcerated ; also the garrison well, which has a shaft 1.50 feet in depth,

with fifty feet of water, and the bucket is drawn up by a donkey
inside a revolving fly-wheel. LeaWng the castle I had just a mile

to walk to the capital of the island, Newport, having earned a good
supper and a sweet night's rest. Starting early in the morning I took
the road for Osborne, and from there to East Cowcs, where I saw the
Queen's yacht, "Alberta," lying at the neat little coast-guard station.

Then I took the steamer for Ryde again, which I reached about half-

past two on the afternoon of Saturday, August 9th, having done a good
seventy miles in three days, and bagged two dozen assorted negatives.

J. T. R.

I took with me to Oolgelley, in North Wales (in addition to a hilf-plate

camera, the negatives from which I have not yet developed), a sciopticon

camera for plates three and a-quarter inches square, which, with lensea

and four double dark slides in ease, weighs about four pounds. I took also

Mr. Smith's brattice and Manx stands, each weighing about one imnnd.
The former I found very useful for hdl work, especially in clmibing
Cadcr Idris. In such cases the stand becomes an alpenstock, and is not
an useless weight for the time like a folding one.

The object of my holiday—not forgetting, of conrae, fresh air and
exercise—was geology, and not photography, and most of the photo-

fraphs I took were to illustrate that science. During the fortnight
walked '2'>0 miles, collected over a hundredweight of specimens, and

exposed twenty-five plates. The weight of the camera was of some im-
portance to me. Four pounds is ({uite enough on a hot day on rough
ground, in addition to several pounds' weight of iron in the hammer and
chisel, and that of any specimens brought liome. I found no difficulty

in the packing of plates either before or after exposure. The plate*

were the Manchester rapid ones, which were taken in the boxea aa
supplied by the maker, and after exposure were replaced in a similar

way. The changing I did under the bedclothes at night, wrapping each
\x>x up carefully in non-actinic paper, numbering each box, and taking
notes of the plates replaced, so that on my return home I was able to
pick out any plate required for development.
A few of my transparencies were printed on gelatine-albumea platea

(Chapman's) ; but the majority on Edwards's gelatino-chloride platea.

They were exposed by contact with the negatives to a bat's-wing

burner, at a distance of two and a-half feet. The exposures varied

from five to fifteen minutes. And here let me point out, in passine,

what probably most photographers know, that light varies inversely

as the square of the distance, so that r.n exposure of twelve seconds, at

a distance of four feet from the light, would bo e<iuivalent to one
of three seconds at a distance of two feet. A short calculation will

enable us to obtain the same results from different distances with the
same exposure as we can from different exposures at the same distance

from the light ; so that, instead of varying the exposure, we may vary
the distance, thus saving time.

The developer used was the one supplied by Edwards—a long expo-
sure and weak developer giving reddish tones ; a short exposure and
strong developer gave rich black tones—the latter making, 1 think, the
best pictures.

[The remainder of the time was spent in showing the transparenciea

with the sciopticon lantern and explaining them, and in exhibiting the

camera and stands.] H. Arnold Bemrose, M.A.

SCRAPS FROM MY HOLIDAYS.
[Al>8tmct 0/ a commuiiicattoii to the Derby Photographic Society.]

My reason for taking up the art of photography was because I wanted
lantern slides to illustrate subjects for lectures which were not to be

fonnd in any maker's catalogue. My first attempts—not of a very artistic

character—were made with a rough camera composed of a wooden box, a

dark glide, and the objective of my sciopticon lantern. This summer

PHOTOGRAPHY IN COURT.

TJSINO THE ROYAL ARMS WITHOUT AUTHORITY.

The case against the firm of Messrs. A. and G. Taylor for unlawfal use
of the royal arms in their business was again heard at the Malborough-
street Police Court on Wednesday last, the 1.5th inst., before Mr.
Newton.
Mr. St. John Wontner, who, as on the previous occasions, appeared

for the defendants, stated that Messrs. Taylor had made use of the
royal arms in the belief that they had a right to do so ; but, aa they
were now aware that they did not possess this right, they had had
them removed from their premises and business documents. This, he
thought, would serve sutticiently as a reason for the infliction of merely
a nominal penalty.

The magistrate also took this view of the matter, and, looking at it

iu the light of a test case, he inflicted the nominal fine of one smiling,

with two shillings costs.

Seeing that much interest has been felt in the question of the right

to use the royal arms in connection with business, we here append a
letter which has recently been issued to the town clerks of the various
provincial towns in England :

—

" Board of Green Cloth, Buckingham Palace, September, 1884. Sir,

—

At the commencement of her Jfajesty's reipi, and up to the year 1863, a
great numl)er of warrants of appointment were Krauted by the I^ixl
Steward to tradesmen in different towns, some of whom serred the Court,
and others held merely an honorary title, according to the custom of that
time, which has since been abolished. AU these grants were personal to

those named in the warrants, and could not be transferred to succeeding
partners, so that it is probable that by far the greater number of these
have lapsed by the retirement or decease of the persons to whom they were
granted. The Patent and Desij^ns Act of 1883, an extract of which is

enclosed, enacts a ix-nalty of £20 m the ease of persona anumin^ the royal

arms without authority ; and, as the grant of a warrant of appomtment is

the only authority for using the arms so far as the Queen's household is con-

cerned, it has become important to ascertain what tradesmen actually hold
these warrants. I shall be much obliged if you will look over the eiiclueed

list of warrants granted to tradesmen in , and give me any information
in your jwwer for the guidance of the Lord Steward as to the existence, or
otiierwiso, nf the [K-rsou.-i named therein, or any of them. Tnisting you
will excuse this trouble, I have the honour to be, sir, your obedient servant,

T. N. March."
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RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 13,317.—"Photographic Cameras." James Thomson, 21, High Park-

street, Liverpool.

—

Dated October 8, 1884.

No. 13,318.—"Photographic Cameras." Jambs Thomson, 21, HighPark-
etreet, Liverpool.

—

Dated October 8, 1884.

No. 13,371.—"Lantern Front for Magic Lanterns." (Complete.) W. C.
Hughes.—X)a(fd October !», 1884.

No. 13,372.
—"Instantaneous Mechanical Frame for Rapid Change of

Pictures in the Lantern." (Complete.) W. C. Kuanss.—Dated October

9, 1884.

No. 13,596.
—"Gelatine Plates, Films, or Tissues for use in Photography,

and Process of Manufacturing and Using the Same ; communicated by G.
Eastman and W. H. Walker. (Complete.) A. J. Bovlt.—Dated October

14, 1884.

PATENT SEALED, October 10, 1884.

No. 9,899.
—"Improved Photograph or Picture Stand." L. A. Groth.

—Dated July 8, 1884.

Improved Apparatus for DissoLviNf; and Changing Pictures in the
Magic Lantern.

Complete Specification. By B. J. Edwards.
My invention relates to an improved method of, and apparatus for, exhibit-

ing a series of slides or pictures in the optical instrument commonly known
as the magic lantern, .ind has for its object the changing of the slides or
pictures mechanically by one simple movement of a lever or handle without
any movement being perceptible upon the screen . This effect is produced
by means of my invention with one single lantern in a manner which is

more pleasing and less fatiguing to the eyes than the usual method of

dissohnng views mth two lanterns.

In order to accomplish this object I first shut off the light, and conse-

quently the picture, from the screen by gradually closing or covering
tne front lens or objective of the lantern, and during the momentary
interval of darkness thus produced I rapidly change the slide or view and
substitute another one previously placed in position, and then by gradually
uncovering the lens I allow the new picture to fall upon the screen.

By means of my apparatus these various operations of closing the lens,

changing the slide or view, and reopening the lens are performed mechani-
cally by one single continuous movement of a simple arm or lever. The im-
proved apparatus consists of a slideholder carrying two slides, which,
by moving the handle or lever, are alternately placed in position in front of

the condenser, in connection with a screen or dissolver which alternately

closes and opens the lens.

In carrying out this invention in the simplest possible manner, I fix

a short rod or spindle turning on its axis parallel to the optical

axis of the lantern, and which spindle is rotated by a handle or lever.

At the outer end of this rod I attach an opaque screen projecting in

front of the lens so as to cover or close it, a certain portion of the screen

being cut away, so that during a part of the revolution the lens is un-
covered and the light, and consequently the picture, is allowed to fall

upon the screen ; and by means of suitable eccentric gearing I connect the
rod carrying this opaque screen to a swinging or sliding frame carrying
two slides or pictures arranged in such a position in the frame or carrier

that, when the lens is not covered by the opacine screen or dissolver, one or

other of the jiictures shall be at rest in its proper position in front of

the condenser. I arrange the gearing or eccentric motion, so that the
sliding or swinging frame shall be set in motion, and the i)icture changed
during the momentary interval of dai'kness caused by the passage of the
opaqiie part of the screen or dissolver in front of the lens. In order that
the darkening of the pictiure shall be gradual I make the aperture in the
dissolving screen with serrated edges ; but I prefer, instead of this revolv-
ing screen, to close and reopen the lens by means of two thin sliding plates

or diaphragms working in grooves attached in front of the lens, and I make
the sliding plates with both ends concave, and I suspend these plates by
means of a cord passing over and once round a drum or pulley fixed to the
rod in place of the opaque screen before described. One of these plates being
attached to each end of the cord they balance each other, one rising and the
other falling as the drum revolves. I make the plivtea of sufficient width to
cover the opening of the lens, and of sufficient length to keej) the litrht entirely
shut off during the time the position of the slide carrier is being changed

;

and I arrange that, when the upper concave edge of the rising plate comes
in contact with the drum, the lower concave end of that plate is just free

of the upper end of tlie lens, while the upper concave end of the falling
plate is just clear of the lower edge of the lens. For holding the slides or
pictures in position I use a double carrier of the usual construction, but
arranged by means of guides or runners to travel easily in metal grooves
attached to a second frame, which is firmly fixed in the lantern immediately
in front of the condenser. The slide holder or carrier carrying the slides

or views is moved from side to side by means of a lever slotted at its

lower end and working on a pin fixed to the central division of the double
slide holder; the upper end of this lever is firmly fixed to a rod or spindle
turning on its axis, and placed parallel to the spindle carrying the drum
before described. In order to connect the rod and lever which work the
slide holder with the handle and rod which works the drum and dis-

solving plates, I adapt and make use of a modification of the mechanism
commonly used for regulating the winding of ordinary Swiss watches in

the following manner:—To the drum -spindle I fix a circular disc of

metal having a single tooth or pin working in a corresponding recess or
depression in another disc or segment of a wheel fixed to the spindle which
carries the slotted lever working the slide holder. This second wheel or seg-
ment of a wheel has a recess cut in It in which the tooth of the disc on the

drum-spindle works, and on each side of this recess a concave indentation of

the same radius as the disc on the drum-spmdle. By this means the lever
working the slideholder is not only not moved by the rotation of the drum-
spindle (except during the time that the tooth is eng.Tged in the recess), but
is securely locked by the close contact of the periphery of the one disc with
the circular indentations of the other. The apparatus is so arranged that
during the first portion of the movement of the h.andle or lever the rotation

of the drum causes the lens to be gradually closed and kept closed by the
passage of the dissolving plates, one over the other, during the time the
slide carrier is being shifted, when the latter portion of the rotation of the
drum-spiudle uncovers the lens, the handle or lever being arranged to

describe about a semicircle during the completion of these movements.
Should any adjustment of the distance travelled by the slide carrier be re-

quired it is readily increased by raising the position of the pin on the
central position of the slide carrier or lessened by lowering it. During the
time that the lens is uncovered, and a picture consequently being shown
upon the screen, the other half of the slideholder is projected clear of

the lantern so that the slide which is not being shown can be removed and
another substituted in its jjlace, the slideholder being by the action of my
improved apparatus securely locked so that the operation of changing the
slide does not disturb the slide being exhibited. By this means .and by
alternately moving the handle from one side to the other the lens is

alternately covered and uncovered, and the slide or picture is changed
invisibly during the moment of eclipse.

Having now particularly described and ascertained the nature of my said

invention, and in what manner the same is to be jrerformed, I declare that

what I claim is :—1. The closing and opening of the lens or objective of the

lantern, and mechanically or automatically changing the slides or pictures

by one continuous movement of a lever or handle substantially as herein-

before described.—2. The special arrangement above described for opening
and closing the lens by means of plates or diaphragms worked by a cord

and pulley or drum.—3. The adaptation or application of the mechanical
contrivance employed in watches for the purpose of changing the slides in

combination with the mechanism for covering and uncovering the front

lens of the lantern substantially as hereinbefore described.

Stntinp of ^acutm,
MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Date of MeotiDff.

October 21

„ 22

„ 22

„ 23

Name of Society.

Bolton Club
Bristol Amateur (Animal Meet.)
Photographic Club
London and Provincial

Place of Meeting.

The Studio, Chancery-lane.
Studio, Portland-3t., Kingsdown.
Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street.

Masons' Hall, Bosinghall-strect.

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
At the meeting of this Society, held on Thursday, the 9th instant, the
chair was occupied by Mr. W. Ackland.
A letter from the Secretary of the Edinburgh Photographic Society was

read, in which it was requested that members of the London and Provin-
cial Photographic Association would act as judges in a competition that

was shortly to be held amongst the members of the first-mentioned society.

The Secretary was directed to write acceding to the proposition.

A letter was read from Mr. W. M. Ashman, who was to have delivered

his Iccturette on Toning, but who was confined to his room by indisposition.

The lecturette was forwarded to be read V)y the Secretary, but it was
decided to postpone the delivery until the 23rd instant, when it was hoped
that Mr. Ashman would be able to read it and illustrate it by demonstra-
tions personally.

Mr. Washington Teasd.\le showed a number of transparencies printed

upon commercial gelatine plates prepared expressly for this purpose. This
led to a discussion on the best method of binding and fitting up transpa-

rencies for the lantern.

Mr. W. Ayres, for binding, used paper that had been coated with gum
and sugar and dried. It was wetted for use with a postage-stamp damper.
Mr. Teasdalk preferred wheat glue. He thought it would be desirable

to have metal rims instead of paper binding, so that the transparencies

could easily be got at to clean off any dust or deposit that might invade

them. Ho had had a few mside on the plan of the rims called "pre-
servers" that were used with glass positives, but they had to be made by
hand, and were, therefore, expensive. If an order could be given for a
quantity sufficient to justify the manuf
tiiem they could be made very cheaply.
-luantity sufficient to justify the manufacturer in making dies to stamp

Mr. Ayre.s remarked tliat dust could not be kept out by a metal rim as

it was by an adliesive paper binding.

Mr. George Smith used gum as cleanest for causing the paper binding

to adhere. Some time since he had had metal rims for lantern slides, but
found that it was necessary to use paper to keep the dust out.

Mr. J. Barker preferred a mixture of flour paste with gelatine or glue.

This set into a jelly, and was used cold.

Mr. W. K. Burton referred to a developing agent recently introduced
by Mr. C. Egli and Mr. A. S)jiller—the hydrochlorate of hydroxylamine

—

and said that with the formula as published he had not been able to obtain

an image; liut by omitting the restrainer he had succeeded in obtaining an
image of a beautiful colour and very clean. He would like to hear the
results of experiments made by other members.
A Member then inquired whether anyone could tell how a certain paper

was prepared that was introduced more than twenty years ago, but for

many years past had not been in the market. This paper was albu-

menised, and had to be sensitised in the ordinary way. After the usual
treatment upon removal from the hypo, fixing solution into water the film
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of albumen Bopaiaiod from the jiaiwr, and coiild 1)6 transferred to anything
requireil. Ho tlioujjlil that lauteni transiiarcncies might bo very eatiafac-

torily produocil hy moan» nf mich a paper.

Another Mkmhkr, in reply, said that there were several methods of trann-

ferring an albumen film from tlio paper on wrhich it had been printed.

According to one plan the paper was coated before albumenising with
india-rubber or guttapercha. After printing, fixing, &c., the film was
transfened by dissulving the india-rubl)er with lienzoio.

ilr. W. E. Debknh.\m remembered the paper referred to. It was intro-

duced particularly for the purpo.^e of making transfers on to ivory for

colouring upon. The paper appeared to be coated with some starchy

material before albumenising.

After the meeting Mr. A. L. Hkndkrson invited the members and friends

to stay to a supper whicli ho had had prepared, and about forty sat down to

a social and pleasant repast. The feasting over, after the usual loyal toasts,

Mr. Dkdesham in-oposed that of the host, the delegate of the Society in

the United States, tiio Ulysses returned from his travels— Mr. A. L.

Henderson.
The toast was most heartily received, and was followed by that of " The

Society/' coupling with this that of the officers, which was proposed by
Mr. J. Traill Taylor, who, in the course of his remarks, observed that ho

• had been one of those conconied in the institution of the Edinburgh
Society, now the largest photographic association in tlie world. He had
also been present at the invitation of tliis Association, and ho hoped for

it a success similar to that enjoyed by its northern fellow society. One
sti'ong point in each was the fixing of the subscription at so low a figure as

to bo a hindrance to none, and it had been found in both cases that that

small subscription was sufticient to cover all necessary expenses. In con-

nection with the lectui-ette system, which liad been suggested by the

Curator, Mr. Haddon, and had been so successfulln carried out, he observed

that 't was likely to be largely adopted in other societies. Mr. Henderson

had started it in America by giving his lecture upon, and demonstration of,

emulsion making, and he (Mr. Taylor) was aware, from correspondence

with the President of the Xew York Society of Photographic Amateurs,

tliat it was intended that the lecturette system should be made a leading

feature in that Association.

The toast of the visitors, proposed by Mr. Haddox, was responded to by
Mr. Teasdale, who expressed the pleasure it gave him to see the faces

of, and come into contact with, so many of those gentlemen with whose
writings he was familiar in the pages of the journals and almanacs.

In the course of the evening
Mr. Henderson referred to the American Photographic Convention,

which was to meet next year at BufYalo, and suggested that English photo-

graphers should make up a party to visit it. Ho felt sure that if this were

arranged and known they would receive a most hearty welcome.

In reply to tlio toast of the honorary and foreign members,

Mr. Taylor remarked that with regard to the great American Conven-

tion that assembled once a year, and at the late meeting of which jjhoto-

graphy was scarcely over mentioned, it needed "pulling together." It had

even been said that its next meeting would be its last. He certainly

thought that it would act as a stimulus to the American fraternity if it

were known that a body of Englishmen wore intending to pay them a visit.

In a few weeks ho would be in a position to convey jwrsonally to the

photographic societies in Xew York tho friendly feelings by which the

members of the London and Provincial Photographic Association were

actuated towards them.
The evening was then enlivened by songs and recitations. One eong,

given by Mr. William Cobb, made special reference to the host of the

occasion.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF IRELAND.

A MKETiso of this Society was lipid in the Royal College of Science,

Stephen's Green, on Friday, the 10th inst.,—Mr. Greenwood Pim, M.A.,
in the chair.

.

The minutes of the last raeetine having been read and confirmed, Mr.
A. (J. "Tagliaferro, of Malta, was elected a member of the Society. The
following names were proposed for membership :—Messrs. S. Geoghegan,

C.E., H. Magee, and Francis F. Hall.

Messrs. Samuel Bilker aud Tliomas Curtis were elected to audit the

yearly .iccounts before the next meeting.

Mr. C. W. Watson gave an account of his recent trip through Derbyshire

with the camera, and exhibited a large number of excellent views taken

during the tour.
. ....,_.

Mr. Geouoe Mansfield showed a series of 10 X 12 news which he had
recently taken in France and Spain, all of which were much admired for

their artistic and technical merits.

Mr. J. V. Robinson exhibited a patent instantaneous shutter the inven-

tion of Mr. F. W. MonscU, a member of the Society, and which formed

the basis of a varied and interesting discussion on shutters in general.

Mr. Thomas Mayne showed a new expanding camera of great length,

suitable for copying, &o.

Mr. John L. Robin.son's paper, A Week in Svffolk, was, by consent,

lK)stponed until that gentleman s return.

Tho proceedings were then adjourned until the 9th November, when the

annual meeting will be held.

ST HELENS ASSOCIATION FOR THE PURSUIT OF SCIENCE,
LITERATURE, AND ART.

PHoraoRAFHic Sicriox.

A MEETING of this section was held on Wednesday, the 17th ult.,—Mr.
Heather in the chair. ^ . . .

Mr. Pewley showed a number of views taken at Bettw«-y-Coed during

the month. Put of tbe«o were toned with platinum.

Mr. SntRLOCK said he preferred to u<ie the platinum bath, as he contd
get as great a variety of tones with it as with gold, and the coat wa* only
one-fourth that of the latter metal.
Mr. .1. F. HouoHTON showed a nunil)cr of lantern slides of local aceDcrjr.

Two (Chapman's albumen), developed liy tho pyro. siiliihlte method, from
a formula given in Marion's Photoi/raplit/, were esiicciaJIv pniise<l for their
clearness. The remainder were developed by Cowan • solution ; theM
tones were much admired.
Mr. Thomson exhibited a number of lantern slides nf some very pretty

views near iiuxton.

Mr. Heather showed about twelve prints toned with a solution made up
of perchlorido of iron, nitrate of silver, and hyposulphite of soda. The
tones varied very much ; some, however, had a very pleasing effect.

Mr. Taylor inquired if the prints were .is peniiancnt as the ordinary onet.
Ho did not consider they would be, e8i«"oially in a town like St. Helens.
Mr. Heather said his experience was limited to the few prints he had

shown. Ho fully endorsed Mr. Taylor's remarks. He (Mr. Heather) then
sliowed two negatives—one fogged, the other quite clear. He expl.%incd

tlmt wliile cooking the emulsion no found a series of small holes in tli<: can,
and consequently the emulsion was fogged. He then placeil it in a ten-per-

cent, solution of bichromate of potash for fourteen hours. After thin treat-

ment it was quite free from fog, but considerably slower.
After a discussion on emulsions, developers, &c., the meeting woi

adjourned. —

—

BOLTON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The annual meeting of this Society was held at the Baths, Bridgroon-
street, on Thiu-sday, the 2nd inst.,

—

Mr. E. N. Ashworth in the chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting having been re.id and confirmed,
the following annual report was read by Mr. C. K. Dalton (Mr. Hawks-
worth, Hon. Secretary, being absent):

—

Annual Report.
In presenting their fifth annual report your Council desire to congratulate
you on tho eminently satisfactory state of the Society. During the yesr
1883-4, there has been a large increat^e in the number of members ; at no
time since its formation has the Society stood on a sounder basis.

Your Council are happy to state that the balance in the hands of tho
Treasurer is steadily increasing.

The following demonstrations have been given during the session :

—

On Tonimj and Fijting Silnr Printi. By Mr. T. Parkinson.
On Enamelling Silver Prints. By Mr. J. Taylor.
On the Development, of Platiiwlype Printi. By Mr. C. K. Dalton.
Lantern exhibitions have been given by Mr. W. Banks, Mr. R. Harwood,

and Mr. T. Parkinson, and have undoubtedly added to tho attractiveness
of the Society.

The annual open meeting was held in April last, at the Baths, and was
in every sense a success. .

Your Council have again to regret the meagre attendance at the outdoor
meetings. In fact, there has, strictly speaking', been only one meeting held
during the summer months, although the weather has not been unfavour-
able. It is hoi)ed that efforts will be made to render these meetings more
attractive, and thus secure a better attendance.

The report having been accepted as read, a vote of thanks was passed to
Mr. J. Hick, and regrets expressed as to his retirement from the presidency
of the Society. Mr. Hawksworth having also desired to retire, the thanks
of the Society were tendered for his energetic and valuable services as
Hon. Secretary.
Messrs. Paiton and Taylor examined the voting papers. The following

was the result:

—

Pretident: Mr. J. R. Bridson.

—

Vice-PresidenU : Messrs.
Harwood, Ashworth, Parkinson, and Hawksworth.

—

Council : Messrs.
Banks, Taylor, Knowles, and Slater.

—

Tretuurer: Mr. J. C. SeweU.

—

Hon. Secretary : C. K. Dalton.
On the motion of Mr. B. Abbatt, a vote of thanks was passed to the

retiring Council for their services during the past year.

SHEFFIELD PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
This Society held its annual dinner and meeting at the Masonic Hall, on
Tuesday, the 7th inst,—Councillor T. Firth in the chair.

A very good muster of members sat down and did ample justice to a plenti-
ful and well-selected meal, which, when over, gave place to the usual yearly
routine of discussing and passing accounts, and electing new and re-electiog
other officers. Tho statement of accountti was read by the Treasurer, Mr.
W. B. Hatfield, the niost notable item in which w.is rather a serious loss on
tho last exliibition which was hold in January of this year. Many remarks ( t
noteworthy importance have from time to time been made by tho mombeis
on the subject of exhibitions ; but it is a fact that a great majority of them
are unwilling to make another similar venture for some time.

After the accounts were passed the following officers were elected for the
ensuing year:

—

Pretident . >Ir. W. B. Hatfield.

—

Vict-PraidenU : Councillor
Thomas Firth and Dr. T. H. Morton, M.D.—TmMurer.- Mr. T. S. Yeo-
mans.

—

Secretary: Mr. J. Taylor.

—

Council : Messrs. Bacon and Turner.
On vacating tho chair Mr. Firth spoke of the prosperous condition • f

the Society. Although the exhibition had inflictea a toss on them, it li. d
also callecf around them many who wore now among them as meuilx s,

contributing to their pleasure at each monthly meeting. They wi ra
now far more numerous and embraced a lisppy variety of careful worki to,

and he believed, with the now interest that was now being put into the
working of the Society, good results might fairly be expected.

Dr. Morton also declared his grmt satisfaction wita the progress and
improvement of the Society, and said he had felt sorry many times his
liiisiness had prevented him taking part in tho subject competitions, which
had been the means of briogiug so many good pictures to tbe meetings.
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On taking the chair,

Mr. HATh'iELD said that it would be his study to maintain the interest

and improvement the Society was now making, and he believed the only

certain means to ensure that was a perfect arrangement of subjects for each

night, and never to rely on chance conversation for the entertainment of

the members. They did not want long and tedious papers filled with

teclmical words and symbols, but short and pithy ones in plain and

comprehensive everyday language : and when once a subject was an-

nounced for a night they should adhere to it, and all members do their

best to make a complete discussion of every point bearing on that subject.

After thanking the members for the honour they had conferred on him the

business then proceeded.

The subject for this month's competition was the best picture of Clouds,

and was won by Mr. Tui-ner with a very beautiful half-plate of Fleecii

Summer Clouds. These were round in their form, varied in light and
shade, and filled with such an amount of charming and delicate detail that

revealed in a moment you were looking on a truthful bit of Nature's

glorious work.
Mr. H. Rawson brought a vei-y rich print and negative of some clouds,

which called forth great praise, and was a charming picture of another

character of cloud, being dark and stormy, with a vivid light fringing the

edges in artistic contrast. This was not for competition.

Sir. Turner had a number of good pictures of a summer's work on the

table.

The subject for the November meeting will be Enlargements hy Artificial

Light on Argentic and other Sensitive Papers, by Mr. Foxon.

DERBY PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The ordinary monthly meeting of this Society was held at the London
Restaurant, trongate, Derby, on Wednesday, the Ist instant,—Mr. Richard
Keene in the chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting havin" been read and confirmed,

Mr. H. Abnoli) Bkmrosk, M.A., Vice-President, gave an address
entitled Scraps from m;i Holijay [see page (>07], which ho illustrated with
lantern transparencies by means of the sciopticon lantern.

A vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Bemrose for his interesting paper.

The report of the sub-committee appointed to consider the conditiims of

the subjects for study was, after a few sliijht .ilteratiims, adopted, tlie last

day for sending in the prints being fixed for December 10th.

Mr. W. Haslam was elected a member of the Society. A cordial vote of

thanks to the Chairman brought the proceedings to a close.

LEEDS PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The ordinary meeting of this Society waslield on Thursday, October 2nd,

—

Dr. Thorpe, F.R.S., in the chair. There was a considerable attendance of

members.
The following gentlemen were elected members :—Sir Percy Radoliffe,

Rev. C. Courtenay, Mr. T. W. Harding, and Mr. R. T. McKay.—Messrs.
S. Marshall and T. Dawson were elected auditors.

A large number of prints in silver and platinotype were shown by
Messrs. Teasdale, Ramsden, Ward, Denham, McKay, Bothamley, and
Pearson.
Dr. J. Walker exhibited a changing-ba^ of very simple construction,

but most efficient, which elicited much admiration.
Mr. F. W. Branson exhibited a number of lantern slides to illustrate

the effect of introducing suliihite of soda into the carbonate of soda deve-
loper, the result being great clearness, a warm brown tone, with great
latitude in the exposure.
Mr. PocKLiNGTON exhibited a lantern slide toned with gold, in which the

foreground was of a brown colour, the trees and middle distance green, and
the sky a light blue. He (Mr. Pocklington) promised details of the process
when he had made further experiments.

Messrs. Reynolds and Branson sent for exhibition a new lantern for
the dark room with special features, which will meet with the approval of
amateurs.
Mr. W- Teasdale, referring to a remark made by a member as to the

manner in which he piicked his exposed plates previous to development

—

that is, face to face without paper between—sugijested tliat by this means
the plates might be fogt;ed. Ho based his opinion on the fact that, if paper
were exposed to a strong light and then used for wrapping up sensitive
jilates, tlie jjlates so packed would be fogged. He was of opinion that the
same resnlt would be brought about—but, of course, not in so marked a
m.inner—by packing exposed plates without anything between.

Dr. Thorpe intimated to the membei-s that a committee had recently
been appointed by the Leeds Philosophical Society for considering the
question of furthering the interests of meteorology in some way, and ho
asked the attention of the members of the Leeds Photographic Society to this
subject, as ho thought they might be able to devise some method of deter-
mining the amount of solar energy sent down to us. This, he said, was
one of the great problems of the present day. The subject had already
been dealt with, and he described the various actinometors already in use.
He said that what was required at present was not intricate and delicate
apparatus, but some rough-and-ready method ; and he expressed his opinion
that this work might with advantage be undertaken by some members of
the Society.

Several members made suggestions, and a general conversation on the
s ibject ensued.

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION OF VICTORIA.
The monthly meeting of the above Association was held on Monday, the
1st ult., at the Royal Society's Hall,—Mr. E. C. Bell, Vice-President,
occupying the chair.

After the election of new members and the nomination of two others for

membership,
Mr. Baker jiroceeded to demonstrate the method of using Warnerke's

sensitometer. He showed several of tlie sensitometers, and it was remarked
by some members that if all those maniu"actured wore similar to the samjiles

exhibited very little reliance could be placed on them, so far as a general
standard was concerned, as tho density in no two of them was similar.

When the development of the test plates was commenced, similar com*
plaints were made by some of the members as to the coating of many of

the makes of gelatine plates which reached this market, some samples,
issued from the factory of a well-known maker, being conspicuous for un-
even coating. [It was jocosely remarked by a member that gelatine emulsion
must be exceedingly cheap, or the makers of plates could never afford to

coat the backs of jjlates as freely as they do the faces, which was very often

the case.] Tiie result of the tests showed that some of Mr. Baker's make of

plates registered as 'nigh numbers as the best makes of English plates

which were tried.

The lecturer afterwards exposed and developed several opal plates of his

own make, and a great deal of information was given, after which the

meeting was adjourned.

MARKINGS ON DRY PLATES.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Some time ago I was much puzzled to find the cause of

dark bands of fog on ssvejjil negatives. A customer had sent to ask me
the cause, atiirming that it was the fault of the plates. I liad already
sent out several thousands of the same batch, and not having received any
complaint you may guess that I was somewhat puzzled. On each nega-
tive, about half-an-inch from the right hand side, was a band t)f fog about
two inches wide, exactly the same position and width on each plate.

The photoi,'raj>her also sent an unexposed ])late of tho same batch, but
on developing it no trace whatever of fog was discernible. I knew very
well that it would be difficult to produce fog always exactly in the same
place even if I had wished to do so. The only reason I could give at that

time was that the woodwork of the camera had become slightly smooth on
the inside, and had reflected the light on to the plate.

The answer given remained without further exphanation till last Tiiura-

day, when a gentleman called and asked me to developo a jilato, as he
thought there was something wrong with his dark slide. I developed the

plate, and found a dark band on the right hand side of the plate, about
one and a-half inch wide. On returning it to the dark slide I found that

the mark corresponded exactly to the leather used for hinging the shutter

of the slide. Trie leather smelled strongly, and had imparted a sliglit fog

to the whole plate. The jilate had remained in the slide for about one
month, but during that time it had not been exposed to any white light.

I was informed that the plate if only kept in the slide for a short time
was all right, but if kept for two or three days the band of fog was sure to

appear. 1 am fully convinced now th.at the plates, the negatives of which
had been sent back to me, had suffered from the same cause. The camera-
makers should be more careful in selecting the leather they use for their

slides, and save jilates from being condemned through no fault of the plate-

maker, as in the incident I have just related.—I am, yours, &c..

21 and 23, Vharla-strect, Royal Crescent, J. Djisllii England.
Nottinu Hill, W., October 0, 1884.

TRICYCLES FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—The letter in last week's Journal impels nis to write and
give my experience of the utility of a tricycle for tho purpose of getting
about and taking views, and to describe my own arrangement for the in-

formation of others.

The distance that can be ridden daily depends, of course, upon the
physical powers of the rider; but it also depends, in some degree, upon
the class of machine he rides. I may say, being guided in so doing by my
twenty years' experience of cycling, that some of the machines mentioned
frcun time to time in the press as being suitable for the photographer are
a.bout the worst of the tricycles before the public, being of a cheap, in-

ferior, and improperly-contrived type. I will not particularise, but I have
been sorely tempted to plunge into the arena several times, when I have
seen letter after letter recommending machines for the purpose that I know
full well would be sure to disappoint and disgust tlioso who migiit be led
to select them.
On a "sociable "—that is, a machine for two riders—I liave found little

difficulty in riding forty or fifty miles, carrying a complete set of apparatus,
together with my own and my companion s luggage. On my "Carver"—

a

single machine—I can ride almost any distance within reason, either with
a camera 8 X !>, made by Anthony, of New York, or my small trioyclist'a

quarter-plate set.

Undoubtedly tho best machine for the photographer is the famous Humber
type. That is ridden by all the best tricycle riders of the day, because its

cross-handle bar serves as a sort of table. Of this type there are several
good examples, viz., the Humber proper, the Carver, the Sandringham
Club, the Traveller, and othei-s ; but tile one that unquestionably seems to
me to answer best for the photographer is the "Carver," made at the
Alfred-street Mills, Nottingham. My reason for thinking the "Carver" the
best is that, ichite being well nuule and of the beat imitiriiil, it has a patent
automatic brake which, at will, holds the whole mach ine perfectly rigid and still

at any point, either on the slope of a hill or upon the Icrel. With tiiis arrange-
ment no tripod stand is needed at all, as the body of the camera can ba
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jiUupd 1111 t!io Ridfllo, aiirl tlia f<ifM>:itl reite.i n(>rin t!ip iit(<priti--l)sr linndlp,
which is 1111 a level with Iho siultllo; nnd it is Htirprisiii^ how tulmil ouo
bacomcs with practico in placing the mRchine and tho camera ia proper
piiditiiin, and how rijrid tlio wlioli- alTnlr is when Hinip. I never carry a
tri|)i)d at all, as with double swing-backs and a rising and lowering front
almost any angle can be attained, and the tricycle can Ixi led mvjwhere.
The apparatus is carrioil in a wicker basket upon the Itiicgage carrier in

front, and really seems to help rather than otherwise, ai its weight spr\-e8
to take niuch of the pressure from the trailing wheel. Tho enclosed photo-
graphs will show you my arrangement upon the " Carver. "—I am, yours, &c.,
Rivo' CoHiige, Uormeji, N, October \l,\m. SlIMA SMITH.

[The arraugoinent shown in tlie photographs is cxcellont, lint wo pre-
fer an open-fronted machine of the same type—that is, without the
bicycle handle.

—

Eds.]

THE SODA DEVELOPER: A CORRECTION.
To the Editors.

Orntlemkn,—On opening tho Journal this morning T snw, with a feeling
of dismay, tliat tlie formula fur soja dovelopmeut, in the article to which
my namo is sub.-icribed, contains a very serious error, which I hasten to
correct, and at the samn time l)e>; of you to allow mo space to apologise for
my blunder to tho.so readers, if any, who have been led astray by it.

Tho formula should be :—
No. I.

Pyro 1 part.
Sulphurous acid 1 ,,

Water (distilled) 8 parts.

No. II.

Saturated solution of carbonate of soda 6 parts.

Sulphurous acid ij part.
Bichromate of potash (five-per-cent. solution) J, J, or J „
Water 18 parts.

It v.ill be seen that the bichromate of potash is largely in excess in the
former as compared with the corrected formula, and the sulpliurous acid is

deficient. This latter error is niiiniportant ; but excess of the bichromate
salt would decompose the pj'ro., and so destroy its developing power.

I may just add that the formula (in my hands) continues to work well,

and it has been tested on several varieties of plates ; but with one brand of

very rapid, which produces a soft image, owing to the thinness of the gela-

tine film and lack of silver, it has been found needful to add one grain of

bromide of potassium to each two ounces of develupiuf,' mixture, in order to

get density. Still the imago was wanting in vigour ; so the toning with
iron was omitted, and the nonual colour of the soda image utilised. These
plates yield no better result with ammonia, and therefore soda is not to
blame.—I am, yours, &c., W. Hakson.

Leeds, October 10, 1881. — «

A NEW DEVELOPING FORMULA.
To the Editors.

Uentlemen",—On reading the report of tho EdinbnvKh Photographic
Society, in your last issue, I felt somewhat "sorry I spoke," as the deve-
loper to which I alluded in my letter is certainly not (piite .as new in

material as I sup[)osed, althouijh somewhat so in the combination. How-
ever, I had Ijetter say something, and say it as brietly as possible.

The first (Jate about which I made notes I developed with

—

Hydrokinone IJsriiin,

Liq. potassoe, e.g. 1270 15 minims,
Water ' 3 ounces,

and got a very dense negative. I continued various experiments, adding
carbonate of potasli, citric acid, and mixing jiyro. with the hydrokinone;
but, after all, I found tho following answer excellently for a 74 x 5 plate ;

—

Hydrokinone IJgrain.
Citric acid 10 grains.

Liq. potassiB, s.g. 1270 20 minims.
Soft water 5 ounces.

Mix and filter.

Pour this over the plate and in lialf-a minute, or thereabouts, return to the

developing c\ii> and add from ten to thirty minims of liq. potassm. The
plate ought, on tins being poured on, to come out well.

This develojier appears to mo to allow of great latitude of exposure, and
not to sacrifice the high lights while the shadows are developing. Over-

development is hardly possible. It gives great delicacy and softness in

printing, and, at the same time, printing density, principally from the

colour of the negative, which is a red shade, and not so visible by direct

light I'S when viewed at an angle. I have noticed, and attribute it to the

more perfect action of the hydrokinone over the pyro., that the white

deposit in the hypo, (the free chlorides?) is scarcely present. In my last

experiment I exposed two (ilates, one directly after the other. One of

these I developed with Fry's sodic sulphite formula ; the other with the

above hydrokinone develoiier. I enclose prints from both. They will

hardly, however, compare quite fairly, as the former was exposed thirty

seconds and the latter twenty seconds.

I do not find that carbonate of potash in the developer makes any
marked difference in the result ; but I did not find I could dovelope without

liq. potassiD added, and I like as simple a developer as possible. I venture

to think thii developer would well repay further ex|)eriinent, as would also

the examination of the active jirinciples of other of the vegetable kingdom
as developing agents. Before closing I may mention that I have obtained

very pleasing toning results from carbonate of potash, twenty grains to one

gram of gold.

In conclusion : I feel I owe your readers some apology for having made
a claim in my former letter which a little delay and less enthusiasm would
have prevented.—I am, yours, *o., W. T. P. M. IKOAU.

QrtenhUhe, Kent, Ociober H, lS9i,

THE MEDAL AWARDS AT THE PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBI-
TION.

To the EnrTOiw.
Gbnti.kmkx,--! have just returned from the Photngrnphic Kxhibitinn,

and cannot resist writing a lino with reference to the recent award*,
though I know full well that I lay myself o|«ii to roinurks such •«
"the grapes are sour," Ac; but 1 can honestly say I have tho be»t
interests of the Society at heart in calliiif^ atUiitiim to the awards given.

I can conceive nothing so likely to bring the Society into disrepute a*
the awarding of medals to inferior work, tte. It will either end in
membora who can do good work not competing at all, or their sending
in their works not for competition.
Take, first of all, the modal given for interiors, where all the line*

converge. Surely this is not a specimen to be held up to the public k
sample of good photography.
Then a medal is giv,Mi for goienti6o subjects — photomicrograplu.

Surely better work than this can be done to merit a medal.
Again : no medal is given for pure landscape photograiihy, of which

there are some splendid examples. I contend a great (leal of skill is

shown in the choice of a subject, so as to get it properly lighted, and
avoid all movement of foliage, kc., which is not called forth by a mere
snow-scene—beautiful as such jihotographs are.

Lastly: a medal is given for photoengraving- entirely a mechanical
process. This is certainly not photography.

I know there must always be dissatisfaction in the minds of gome with
the awards, but let us have a little less glaring faults to &miplain of.—

I

am, yours, &c., Wm. Waujwrioht, Jus.
Hoe Place, Woiinp, October 14, 1881.

^atts nub (Queries.
W. H. Warvbr writes, wi«hiug to know the relative strengths as to

restraining ixiwer of—1, nitric acid ; 2, sulphuric acid ; 3, sulphurous
acid ; 4, formic acid ; .5, oxalic acid ; G, citric acid. VVe shall be glad
to have the opinions of our readers relative to this matter.

John* Robf.ht.som says:—"I have commenced to make a lantern on the
plan of M. Hutinet's for enlargements ; but I find I want tho information
liow I am to get ventilation at the bottom to cause the light to burn, and
yet not to permit any light to e.scaiie. In the description of M. Ifutinct's
lantern in tho .Jourxal and in the Almanac I do not find this named. I
trust you will kindly give me the inform.ation. At the same time, per-
haps, you will tell me the simplest method to reverse a negative." In
reply : We cannot anticipate any great difficulty in ventilating a lantern.
A few holes covered over with a strip of tin bent at a riglit angle will
prove tho means of admitting air without allowing tho egress of light

—

To reverse a negative in the simplest manner : coat a glass plate with
one of tlie dusting-on compounds to be found at page 227 of our last
Almanac, expose under the negative, and develope by the application of
powdered plumbago with a soft brush.

" 1. Havi.v<; constructed a magic lantern, four-inch condensers, I shonld
feel much obliged at receiving your advice, in next issue, as to which is

the best paramne lamp to use to show a picture (sharp) on the screen
about ten feet square.—2. Can I obtain better results with three con-
densers—namely, two piano convex and one double convex—than with
the ordinary double condensers.

—

Southrxdon." In reply: 1. A
suitable paiafKue lamp for the pur|H)se (that is, giving a sharp image) is

one whion h.as a somewhat small circular wick, the fl.ame of which is

contracted by the chimney—one, in short, of the best argand form. A
greater degree of luminosity may be secured by employing some of thosie

lamps in which two, three, or even four flat wicks are presented with
their ends towards the condensers, as in the sciopticon and lamps of the
class which have been evolved therefrom. But, as a rule, the sharpest
images are obtained when employing a very small flame.—2. We advise
the employment of double condensers ; but if a triple condenser be pro-
perly constructed it is likely to. possess advantages greater than the
double. Still, there is so much accuracy required in the construction of
a high-class triple condenser that it is doubtful if, by any haphazard
combination of three elements, such a good result would be obtained as
if two only were employed.

Alpha writes :—" Having a quantity of precipitated metallic silver which
I wished to purify from any traces of the zinc with which it had been
thrown down, I heated it in a porcelain basin with sulphuric .acid. It
was left to itself for a short time, and on my return I found tho place
full of such acrid fumes that I w.as unable to get into the room to turn
off tho gas, and had tfl wait until tho whole bad evajiorated to drynesi
and tlie atmoaphcre had partially cleared itself by way of the chimney.
I then found the cracked dish contained a considerable quantity of"»
yellowish white salt and but very little metallic silver. Can' you tell me
what this is, and what I have done wrong?" In reply: It was wrong
to heat the silver and sulphuric acid. The latter has no action upon
silver at tho ordinary terniierature, but, when heated, converta it into
silver sulphate. If concentrated sulphuric acid be employed, and the
temiierature raised to boiling point, the acid is decompceed and copious
fumes of sulphurons anhydride are given off. This is what ocourrcd in
your case. During your absence the acid had become sufficiently con-
centrated through evaporation of the water, and then the evolution of
sulphurous fumes commenced. The salt remaining is sulphate of silver,

which, owing to its low degree of solululity (1 in 88 of boiling water), is

very difficult of treatment. The simplest pUn will be to boil it in a
considerable quantity of water, adding, at intervals, chloride of sodium
or hydrochloric acid until no further precipitate of chloride of silver is

formed. In this manner succeasive portions of the sulphate are diatolred
and converted into chloride, and the water left free to dlMolre A {nab
ijuanlity J and lo on, until tb« whole i» converted.
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'I HAVE been ti-ying the collodion transfer prooos!! and experiencp Rome

difficulty in get'tinft the film to strip clean from the glass. According to

the instructions I have received in writing from one who gives lessons in

absentia, I have made the glass plate scrupulously clean, and complete

the operation by rubbing it with the finest precipitated chalk ; but stdl

the film adheres so tenaciously as to produce patches all over the surface.

What is wrong?—Yours, &c., Frank B. White." In reply: Our
corre.spondent has mistaken the nature of the chalk that must be applied

to the plate after it has been made clean. It is not "precipitated

chalk but Freni-h challc, which is an entirely different substance. Let

this be well rubbed .all over the surface, taking care that no part is

omitted, and then wiije it all off again. If this be done previous to

aiiplying the collodion there is no fear of its adhesion to the glass at a

subsequent stage in the process.

dr

(Bxchanqt €olumn.
I will exchange Seavey's boat, almost new, for a good background, interior

or exterior—Address, Stuart and Co., 53, Chapel-road, Worthing.

Wanted, instantograph, backgrounds, head-rests, kc, in exchange for

bicycles, &c.; difference adjusted.—Address, W. W. Ever.s, Watli, near

Rotherliam

.

I will exchange a studio stove, very handsome for studio, and jiieees of

solid accessory, photogrjvph of same, for anything useful in pliotograiihy.—

Address, S. W. Barns, 100, High-street, Ashford, Kent.

I will exchange 150 numbers of The British Jouknai. op Photography,

English Mechmiic, thirteen vols, bound and vol. unbound. What offers

in apparatus?—Address, K. Bean, New Ferry, Cheshire.

I will exchange a copying camera, twenty-four inches square, with dark

slide, three cameras, on stand, new, for lime-light apparatus, or oilers.-

Address, B. Claire, 127, Lower Park-road, Peckham, S.E.

I will exchange a good carte lens, by Ross, will show samples of carlea, for

a 5 X 4 or quarter-plate tourist camera, with throe or more slides, by a

good m.iker.—Address, J. K. Townsend, Carrington, Nottingham.

I will exchange a good show case, witli posts made of pitch pine, also dark

truck made to pack up for travelling; photos, sent. Wanted 7.^X5
camera burnisher, or anything useful.—Address, F. Spencer, 57a, Castle-

street, Reading.

Wanted, lantern slides, in exchange for studio tent, four y.ards by t%vo wide,

made of linen, with poles complete, new condition, only used a few times,

gem and Victoria lenses, or other slides.—Address, Arthur F. Fenton,

Chester-Le-Street.

What offers for large porcelain dish, 14 x 12, depth two inches, ditto large

bath to take 10 x 8 plates, quarter-plate groove box to hold six dozen and

six, quarter-plate camera, three slips 7x3 feel ? Wanted, half-plate lens

or pair of stereo, lenses.—Address, Sidney, 2, Wall-street, Ockenden-

road, Islington.

I will exchange a Remington sporting rifle (quite new) with combined

ordinary and " globe " sight, sling strap, and full set of reloading tools,

with about 100 brass shells, cost £8 10s., for a Dallmeyer's raiud recUh-

near, 8 x 10, or Ross's rapid symmetrical same size.—Address, J. W.
Hunter, Albert-place, Stockton-on-Tees.

I will exchange a 7i x 5 square camera, leather bellows, rise and fall front,

screw focus, s^^^ng-back, reversible-back, brass bound, three double slides,

nearly new, value about £7. Wanted, a whole-plate symmetrical or

rectilinear lens, by Ross or Dallmeyer, or offers. —Address, W. T.

Whbtter, Hope Vilha, Villier's-road, Bristol.

^nslwra to (Korrcspottbcnia.

Correspondents should never write on hath sides of the paper.

Photographs Registered.—
Thomas Roberts, Bradshawgate, Leigh, Lancashire. — Photograph of

Henry O'Connor, S.J.

Edmund Ecclcs, Broad-street, Bury, Lancashire.

—

Three Photographs of

B. N. Phillips, Esq., M.P.

Ambrose Copscy, 8, Sepulchre-street, Sudbury, SmfloWt..—Photograph of

the Bcv. Oliver Pat/mond, LL.B.

William Baker, 7, Malva-road, St. Ann's-hill, Wandsworth, London,

—

Photograph of Yoke of Oxen and Country Cart.

Walter Lamb Knott, 08, King-street, North Shields.

—

Photograph of the

Lifeboat, " Co-operation," stationed at Callercoats.

W. B. Allison, West-street, The Mount, Stoke-on-Trent.

—

Photograph of
the Venerable Archdeacon Sir Lorelaee T. Stamer, Bart.; Two Photo-

graphs of Mr. Benry Broadhurst, M.P.

Varnish.—Rather too little body in the varnish.

B. D.—The Exhibition remains open until November 13.

H. JoLY (Lyons).—The subject will be treated in a leading article—most
probably in our next.

0. Pumphret.—By the American term "sal soda" common washing soda
of the oil shops is meant.

Jekky.—Consult our advertising columns. We cannot undertake to recom-
mend any particular manufacturer.

Sidney.—Dissolve two or three grains of Castile soap in each ounce of

alcohol, and employ that as a lubricant.

T. C. K.—Pos.-ibly you have rolled the prints before they were ciu

If not, probably you have employed too great a pressure.

T. J. R.—Write to the firm in question. Possibly they would prepare yo

some plates specially—that is, if you order a sufficient quantity at a time

A. Z. O.—So many times as sensitive as "wet collodion" simply means
nothing. What number does the plates show on the sensitometer screen

Tliat will be a guide as to their sensitiveness.

R. S. Belt,.—We are by no means surprised that the dark tent realised so

small a sum, notwithstanding its original cost. Indeed, we are more su

prised that it sold at all. Who uses dark tents nowadays ?

Amateur.—The five-inch lens is not sufficiently powerful to cause the rays

to converge towards the object-glass in front. Try the effect of employ-

ing a second of the same character mounted close to the first.

A.—As you describe it, your method of washing should be sufficient, but,

judging from the results, it is clear that it is not. Possibly too many
negatives are washed at a time in a trough of insufficient size.

A. R. Gill.—The opal enclosed is not the kind generally used for ojialotypes

or " porcelain pictures." What you require is that kind which is known
as " dead, smoothed pot opal." It is less expensive than your sample,

which is " patent plate opal."

A. Denny.—To copy the same size with your lens the camera must be cai)able

of extending to seventeen and a-half inches. You had better have the

cone made eight inches long, then with the sliding body of the camera
you will have plenty of latitude.

J. G.—1. The sample of gelatine enclosed appears to be a good one, but

without actually trying it it is imjiossible to say if it will be suitable for

emulsion purposes.—2. See leading articles in our issues for JIarcli 14, 21,

and 28 of the current year.—3. We regret we cannot spare time to accede
to your wishes.

L. M. S. R.— 1. B. is the more suitable.—2. Expediency must dictate

which is the better system to adopt. If the proper effect can be obtained
by raising or lowering the lens, it is, perhaps, better to have recourse to

this.—3. The timing bath ought not to have become discoloured. When
it becomes dark m.akc a fresh one.

An Operator.—As a rule, so we are informed, the hours of employment
are somewhat longer in provincial towns than in London ; but yours
a])]iear to be unusually long even for the country. Oi course there is no
rule as to the hours tliat assistants are generally employed. This is always
a special arrangement between the employer and the employ^.

Wm. Heydridge.—The mealiness or, as you term it, "leathery appear-

ance " of the prints is due to their being over-toned. Some papers will

not bear toning sufficiently to reach the purple stage, even if the nega-
tives are of a suitalile char.acter to produce such tones. Tone less, and
be content with wanner tones, or discard the paper altogether.

R. E'. P.—All will depend ujion the rapidity of the plates. What you term
"medium rapidity " some would call " very slow," and others "rajud."
Again : the exposure will be governed by the riuality of the light and the

amount admitted into tlie studio. The leus in question is much slower
than an ordinary portrait lens, requiring about donblo the exposure.

Alex. McIntorh.—The quantity fif silver recovered certainly seems very
sm.all for so large a bulk of residues ; but you must bear in mind that .

unless the met.il were thin it could not be recovered. The weight of the i

residue and the time it took to accumulate is no criterion as to the

amount of silver it contained. This can only be amved at by making an
assay.

Ignorant.—Instead of relying on an intensifier, as you appear to do, you
would do better to aim at attaining the requisite density in the develop-

ment. The cause of the negatives fading or becoming spotty is that you
have not sufficiently washed them between the different operations. l"he

intensifier you have been using is a good one, if care bo exercised in its

employment.

J. Whistley.—White hard varnish is not a good protection for negatives
which are subject to hard us.age, as it is too soft and pliable. If you re-

quire a ciieap varnish, which will be more durable, you had better employ
brown hard, diluted with methylated spirit. It is true that it is much:
darker in colour ; but in the thin film on the negative it will not mate-
rially retard the printing.

Lantern.—We have no means of knowing if the portrait be copyright or

not, except by searcliing the register at Stationers' Hall. This you can"
do as easily as we can, as you reside very near. Supposing the picture be

'

copyriglit, it will be an infringement of it if you copy it as a transparency
for the lantern. By so doing you will render yourself liable to a pen.i 'ty

of ten pounds for e\ery copy you sell.

»*., Several corres]5ondents' communications and notices are unavoidably
left over till our next.

Photorkaphtc Club.—At the forthcoming meeting of this Club, at

Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street, on Wednesday next, the 22nd iust., the

subject for discussion will be

—

Heversed Negatives.—All notices affecliiip

the annual general meeting must be given in on or before the 22nd iii'-t,
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THE COLLODIO-ALBUMEN OR THE ALBUMEN
PROCESS FOR LANTERN SLIDES.

The lantern season is now fast approaching, and many amateurs
will be setting about producing transparencies from the negatives

secured during the past summer, so that they can exhibit the results

to their friends on winter evenings. Natiulilly they will be
anxious that their work should appear to the best advantage;
therefore any information as to the best method of securing this

end will just now be most acceptable.

At the last meeting but one of the Photographic Club Mr.
AVm. Ackland (a veteran in transparency making) described the
collodio-albumeu process for producing lantern slides, and also

demonstrated certain portions of the process, more particularly

those wherein the beginner is most likely to fail. The details of

the process, as described by Mr. Ackland, were so simple and the
results exhibited by him so perfect that the Club decided, in

accordance with one of its rules, that the different formulte should,
with Mr. Aekiand's permission, be published.* It may be mentioned
that the simplicity of the process appeared to take most of the
members by surprise, as they, in common with many others, seemed
to imagine the coUodio-albumen process was'brie of considerable
complication. u'''

"We here propose to oflfer a few remarks on Mr. Ackland'a com-
munication to the Club. Although, unfortunately, we were pre-
vented from being at the meeting, we have the advantage of

learning what took place from a gentleman who himself is an
experienced worker of the process.

In the first place, it may be well to explain wherein the method
described by Mr. Ackland differs from the old collodio-albumen
process of Taupendt. In the latter process the plate is first coated
with an ordinary iodised collodion and then sensitised in a silver

bath, precisely as in the wet collodion process. It is afterwards
washed to free it from nitrate of silver ; then, after draining for a
short time, it is coated witli iodised albumen and-Hried. It is again
sensitised—this time in a bath strongly acidified with acetic acid

—

washed, and dried. The plate is then ready for use. In the former
process the plate is coated with iodised collodion as in the other;
but, instead of being sensitised in a silver bath, it is simply
washed in water to free it from the collodion solvents and, at the
same time, the iodising salts. When the whole of the ether and
alcohol is washed away the plate is coated with iodised albumen,
and afterwards treated exactly as in the TaupenGt process.

Although this at the Club was entitled the " collodio-albnmen
process," we cannot avoid thinking that the "albumen process"
would be a more correct designation, inasmuch as the collodion
acts entirely mechanically and takes no part whatever in the for-

mation of the picture ; in fact, it is simply a substratum, as it were,
to hold the albumen upon which the image is formed.

It may be remembered that towards the close of last year we
directed special attention to the albumen process for producing
lantern slides, and subsequently [see page V83 of our last volume
and page 3 of tlie current one] we gave the full working details of
tlie process. Tliese differ in no material degree from those given by
.
'Mr. Aekiand's coir.inunioation, embracing the (ormul», will be found on pair* 680

ni the current number.

Mr. Ackland—at least, in so far aa the preparation of the plate is

concerned—and very little in the &Mt manipulations.
It may bo well to explain the part the collodion playg in the

process, so that those who may take it up will the better compre-
hend its functions. An even film on the plate is, of course, at least
as great an essential in the albumen as it is in the gelatine process,
and the old method of obtaining this was to pour on the albumen and
then place the plate in a perfectly horizontal position—the same as
is now done with gelatine. But albumen, unlike gelatine, does not
"set" or gelatinise, and, therefore, cannot be reared up on end to
dry. Hence, the plate had to be dried while in the horizontal
position, and, unfortunately, dui-ing the time the film is moist, it

has a singular affinity for dust; the most minute particle of which
settling on the plate invariably produces a spot or blemish in the
finished picture. It was found, however, that this difficulty could
be obviated by the following method of procedure :

—

The plate is first coated with a collodion of a porous character

—

such as that yielded by a sample which has been kept for a long
period after iodising. It is then washed to free it from the alcohol,
ether, and the iodiser ; then on this washed film the iodised albumen
is applied. Tlie albnmen permeates the porous collodion, and suffi-

cient is retained by it, sponge-like, e^n when the plate is reared on
end while drying, to form the image. By this simple expedient an
even and uniform coating is secured. But this is not the only
advantage gained; for if, perchance, a particle of foreign m.atter

—

such as dust—should happen to come in contact with the film, the
albumen as it dries appears to force it into the collodion sub-
stratum, where it remains practically inert.

After our articles on this process appeared we received several
communications from correspondents who had failed in obtaining the
albumen in a clear and workable condition. This simply arose from
not following the instructions as we gave them. The impression on
many minds appears to be that, in order to obtain albumen in a
state of limpidity, it ia essential that it should be converted into a
froth, and the more perfectly this is done the better will be the
result. Now, this is precisely whatis to be avoided in the prepara-
tion of it for this process ; for if froth be formed it is sure to give
rise to more or leas trouble, as several of our correspondents have
already discovered. The importance of this fact was, we are
informed, strongly dwelt upon by Mr. Ackland.

It may be explained that when the acetic acid is added to the
albumen the whole must be gently stirred with a glass rod, so as to
mix them without the formation of air-bubblea or froth. As the
acid mixea with the albumen a flocculent deposit is formed, which,
after standing a few hours, collects on the top in a compact mas.s, and
can then be easily removed, leaving the albumen comparatively clear,

and so limpid tliat it will raadily pass through filtering-paper. If,

however, in mixing the acid froth be formed, the precipitate will not
collect into one mass, but remain diffused in a more or leas fine state

of division ; and it will be found quite impossible to separate it by-

straining or filtration, so as to render the albumen fit for use. The
after addition of the ammonia restores, to an extent, the viscoBily

which the acid destroyed.

Another matter of importance in the preparation of the plate ia

that of its sensitising. It should receive but a very short iniuer-
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Bion in tile silver balli—much sliorler than many legiiiners are
inclined to think sufficient. The maximum time for immersion
should on no account exceed a minute, and it is only in very
cold weather that this time should lae allowed ; for under
ordinary conditions half-a-minute, or even less, will be ample.
The albumen, or collodio-albumen, process—whichever it may

be termed—is one which, by reason of the exceeding transparency of

the lights and depth, without opacity, of the shadows it yields,

is capable of producing transparencies of tlie highest possible

standard of excellence, as witness the admirable productions of

MM. Ferrier and Soulier. We shall take an early opportunity
of recurring to the subject, and shall add a few remarks on the

other details of the manipulations.

ENLARGEMENTS ON CANVAS.
What is the best and cheapest method of producing an enlarged

photograph from a small negative on canvas for tlie use of tlie

colourist in oils ! This is a query that comes to us with a certain

degree of frequency. The question is one which admits of some
latitude. It presupposes the existence of several methods, some of

which are cheap; others—irrespective of cost—good. Having a

small negative of a portrait, how are we to enlarge it in a cheap, yet

good, style?

One of several methods which forces its attention upon us at

the present time is that by the transfer of a collodion film from the

glass plate upon which it has been taken to tlie canvas upon which
it finds a final resting-place.

Let us suppose that an artist is desirous of having a certain face

and bust transferred to canvas. It is first of all necessary that the

apparatus for producing a large image of the original be at hand.

If daylight be the luminant employed, then the question is reduced

to one of extreme simplicity. The negative is erected in sucli a

manner as to have the sky as its background, and at a right angle

to it ia placed the lens by which an image is to be formed. A screen

for receiving this image is erected at the other side of the lens, and
the optical conditions are thus rendered complete.

We will now presume that the enlarged image has been obtained

in a collodionised glass plate of any reasonable dimensiou^such as

twenty or thirty inches in length by a proportionate breadth—and
that it has been treated in such a manner as to ensure permanence
as well as the requisite amoimt of detail. Wiiat then ? While the

collodion image is being washed let us turn our attention to the

canvas upon which it is to be placed as a final support.

Canvas prepared for painters is readily procurable from those

artists' colourmen who make a specialty of this department of ar-

tistic requirements ; and we now take it for gi-anted that a sheet of

such canvas has been obtained. The first thing to do with it is to

sponge it all over with soda (mono-carbonate) and water until

every trace of greasiness has quite disappeared, allowing the water

to ilosv freely over the surface. When this is the case a moderately-

stiong solution of gelatine, containing a feeble admixture of chrome
alum, is sponged over or otlierwise applied to the surface of the

canvas, and allowed to become quite dry. It is, indeed, better that

such canvases should be kept in stock ready for use.

Let us now revert to the collodion image upon the glass plate.

When it is found to be well developed and still clear in the

shadows, the plate is laid, glass side down, upon a block or tablet

which has been erected at one side of the sink at which the deve-

lopment and washing have been effected. The canvas, previously

sponged over with water until plastic, is laid face down upon the

collodion film, and pres.sed into close contact by means of the

squeegee.

It is, of course, understood that the glass plate, previous to

receiving its coating of collodion, shall have been thoroughly wiped
over with a rubber charged with finely-powdered French chalk, or

with a solution of bees'-wax in turpentine or other solvent. We
find in our own practice that French chalk answers the purpose

admirably, and, as it is cleanly and easily applied, we commend its

use to all who try this process.

Xhe plastic canvas, now quite wet, must be pressed into intimate

paiiUvt with Die' pquall^'-wet aollodion film containing the image,

and tlie plate i.s then laid down u|)on a flat tabic, a few folds <.f

blotting-paper, backed by a thick pad, being superposed. This
must remain undisturbed for a short time, after which a trial

may be made at one corner to see if the canvas when raised carries

with it the collodion film, which becomes detached from the glass

in favour of the textile fabric. If the film be found to attach itself

to the canvas the latter should be carefully raised from the glass.

The great advantage of effecting the transfer previous to the
canvas and film becoming dry is that the film adheres in a most
perfect manner to the canvas—certainly adapts itself more perfectly

to the textile character of the fabric—and dries flat; whereas,

if the transfer be not made until the film has become quite dry, the
surface is of a shining and glossy character, being, indeed, then
a transcript in regard to mechanical smoothness of the surface of

the glass, which from an artistic point of view is somewhat offensive.

When the canvas is stretched out so as to become quite dry the

collodion film will, upon being dried, be found to have become
" part and parcel " of its surface. There will be no gloss, but the

interstices of the textile fabric will be as plainly shown through the

thin collodion image-bearing film as if no such pellicle were super-

posed upon its surface.

THE MEASUREMENT OF EXPOSURES.
We lately received an inquiry from a correspondent in France as to

the best mode of ascertaining the duration of exposure when a
guillotine shutter was employed ; and seeing that, during the pre-

sent year and its predecessor, the ranks of photography have been
recruited by such large numbers of amateurs, it may serve a good
purpose if we briefly allude to some of the methods that have been
proposed for measuring the times of exposures, the subject having

been rather fully treated on various occasions anterior to this

period.

At the outset it may be said that the guillotine shutter offers

the greatest facilities of any for obtaining the required data, seeing

that, theoretically, a simple calculation without the employment

of any apparatus will furnish the desired information, the laws of

falling bodies being so simple and easily understood. Such a shutter,

however, unless made in a manner more nearly appi-oaching per-

fection than has yet been done, does not in practice move with the

rapidity of perfectly-free bodies, and, in consequence, the dictates of

theory have to be modified by the logic of facts as indicated by
practice. Nevertheless, for comparatively small distances, when
the motion is not very quick, it is quite possible by mere cal-

culation to learn the time occupied by the shutter in falling a
certain distance.

The shape of the aperture also governs the time the plate is

subjected to the action of the light, seeing that it varies from the

proportion of a true square to that of an extremely elongated

rectangle ; hence, any rates of rapidity given must be corrected by
finding a mean of the times occupied in passing the lens by the

upper and lower edge of the aperture.

Disregarding, as we may safely do for short distances, the

resistance of the air, and for the nonce leaving aside the frictional

retardation we have alluded to, we may say in round numbers
that in a second of time any body falls through sixteen feet of space.

At the expiration of that time it would be moving at such a rate

as, if continued neither checked nor increased, would be thirty-two

feet per second ; but in a body falling we know the motion is

continually being accelerated. Drop shutters, however, do not fall

through such spaces as these, and we may deal with small distances.

But the acceleration continues from the very moment that the

shutter begins to drop, so that it would be quite wrong to assume that,

because a second of time is occupied by an object in falling sixteen

feet, it will fall eight feet in half a second, or four feet in a quarter

of a second, and so on, for such is not the case. Of any two consecu-

tive equal periods of time taken during the falling the distance

traversed is always greater in the latter. It is thus obvious that to

ascertain the time of exposure from the distance fallen through, or

vice versd, is not the simple piece of division that at first might be

imagined. Still the actual calculation is easily performed, aa the

ratio U a simple one.

I
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Thus, if we know how far a body fiilla in one second, for oxnmple,we
pet thodistftuce trnvei'sed iniicertuiii number of 8cc.)n(U by squaring

that number and luultiplyinr; the result by Mio given diiitance.

Thus, a body will fall, as wejliavo said, about sixteen feet in one

second ; therefore, in three seconds it will fall not three times sixteen

feet, but sixteen multiplied by three times three, or one hundred and

forty-four feet, and so on. The same rule holds good for smaller

periods than one second. To give a practical character to these

remarks, and to save trouble in o.ilcniation, wo liere reproduce a

table given in a leading article in this .Tournal a number of years

ago, showing the space fallen through by a freely-moving body in

each tenth of a second up to one second :
—

la ^ of a second the object will fall through A; foot.

» tff >i )> " 5s II

» 1(7 n »» »> ^a it

„ fV >. . .. m f'^et.

II Ta II II I" 4 „

II Iff II II II *^a5 II

I) Iff II II 11 '25 II

11 A I) !I II I'^IS II

II n II II II l-jj II

II i'it or one second „ „ 16 „

Smaller distances than 5<if of a foot—that is, less than two inches

—

are not likely to be made use of, increased rapidity being gained by

a spring, in which case other means for ascertaining its rate would

need to be made use of. It has been proposed to photograph a

falling weight, but when spaces of a few inches only were in ques-

tion it may be readily seen that mici'ometer measures would be

required, and these would be undesirable for ])opular use.

Most of the other methods proposed involve the photogr.ipliing of

moving bodies, and vary .as regards the construction of the moving

arrangements and the manner of recording them. One general

principle runs through the multitude of phins proposed—that is, a

brightly-illuminiited object moves in a circumscribed path, .and

is photographed at some stAge of its career. The image shown
on the plates after exposure and development—whether in the form

of a circular arc or a straight line—shows the extent of path

travei-sed during exposure, either with or without calculation.

Among the objects recommended are a moving pendulum, its

length enabling exact calculations to be made ; a hand moved by

special clockwork round a dial ; the swing of a metronome ; a re-

volving opaque disc, with an aperture through which light passes

to the lens ; and a handkerchief held at arm's length by an as-

sistant, and moved quickly in circles, a little practice enabling liim

to do this with a fair approach to accuracy.

Finally : we may name one most ingenious method by means of

a vibrating fork. The shutter is blackened by camphor smoke, and
while it is falling a hair attached to a tuning fork touches it and
thus records the vibrations, which are readily calculated and con-

verted into time measurements.

We may caution those who attempt to c.irry out any of tliese

ingenious experiments that they usually give equal value to any

particular period of the exposure, if it be divided into a number
of equal period.^, altliough tlie moment when a drop shutter is

opening, as also that of closing, is of far less value than the central

periods. This, however, forms matter for investigation of another

class and we believe that the query of our correspondent is fully

answered, at the same time that a.hne{ rifsum^ot interesting matter

is given to our readers in general.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION.
[Thikd Notice.]

Mr. T. M. BROWNUiao is, as usual, represented by a number of his

well-known landscapes of large size, chiefly woodland scenery.

Both in selection and in the rendering of the foliage these are

.admirable examples of work, though the effectiveness of A Lane

(It Waverky (No. 113) is slightly marred by a trace of halation.

/« a Wood at Cohliam, in the same frame, is a nearly perfect

composition.

We have so frequently spoken of Mr. W. F. Donkin'8 Alpine

views that it is scarcely possible to say more in their praise. We

are probably expressing the general opinion when we state that

Mr. Donkin has this year perhaps surpassed his previous effort*,

though, ill consequence of being one of the judges, he was unable

to compete. In addition to the magnificent enlargements, prints

are shown from the original 7J x .'> negatives, and it is interesting

to note how little of the quality is lost in the process of amplifica-

tion. 2'he Rothhorn, from Lo JJeiso (No. 6.3), an autotype enlarge-

meiit, gives one of the most marvellous renderings of snow we have
ever seen ; and a careful examination of the small print of the same
subject in frame No. 315 cannot fail to impress one with a belief

in the capabilities of the gelatine plate in combining vigour and
softness under the most diHicult condition.s. Where all are no good
it is difficult to p.articulari!je, but the mammoth proportions ( f

The Matter/ioni, from the lUinxli (No. 178) single it out for speci.il

notice. This is one of the few instances in which the gigantic >-ize

of the enlargement does not detract from its pictorial value.

Mr. Luke Berry exhibits a large number of frames of ^ubjertii

very diverse in character, including portraiture, architecture, and
group studies, the last being most noteworthy. With the exception

of Fountains Ahhey (No. 128)inone of the first two classes cdl for

special notice, but this is a very fine piece of work. An Atitumn

No. 213—Jn Autumn Morning. By Like Bnur.

Morning (No. 21.3), selected for illustration, is a very effective bit

from the harvest field. The Last Load (No. 349) and Daddy's

Coming (No. 395) are also good.

Mr. W. Willis, .Tun., shows three exquisite little platinotype prints,

which have more the

appear.ince of fine

mezzotint engravings

than of photographs.

The best of these,

Shipping, Rochester

(No. 210), is well

chosen and admirably

execute<l.

Mr. W. P. Jlarsh

has received a medal

for a frame of Instan-

taneous Sen Studies

(No. 43), consisting of

waves breaking ou

the beach at Bognor.

While these are clever

of their kind, there

areotherinsttntaneous

works ou the walls

equally deserving.

Lieut C. R Glad-
No. 2io-SAi/.piiv, Bochftur. By w. Wiixia. Jm. gtone's Botanical Gar-

dens, Palermo (No. 50), makes a very effective picture, the style

and colour of the platinotype print being eminently suited U) the

subject. Nearly the reverse of this, however, may be said of his
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In Moor Park (No. 80), which appears weak and flat. The remain-

ing exhibit, Cedar Tree, Moor Park (No. 439), is a vigorous and
well-selected picture.

Mr. F. Beasley's Studies of Cattle (No. 55), exhibit all this artist's

old power of selection and treatment. The centre picture, a group

of cows browsing beside a willow-skirted stream, is a truly charm-

ing study. A Folkestone Fisherman (No. 74) is good, as is also the

little group entitled A Morning Chat (No. 73). Mr. Beasley's land-

scapes are, as usual, remarkable for their delicacy and softness, his

Rydal Water (No. 84) being specially so.

The veteran J. E. Mayall is to the fore again with several fine

works, prominent amongst which at the present time is his Portrait

of Sir Moses Montejiore (No. 195). Marguerite (284), selected for

illustration, is a pleasing child

portrait, and Nos. 526 and 546,
|

portraits respectively of Mr.
Henry Irving and the President

of the Photographic Society, are

characteristic and successful.

Prom another of Mr. M.ayaH's

photographs of Mr. Glaisher we
have taken our supplement of

this week.

One of the few lady exhibitors,

the Hon. Mrs. Holden-Ham-
brough, exhibits this year pic-

tures of large size (12 x 10), of

which the best are the two
architectural studies of Haddon
Hall (Nos. 85 and 86). The two
" bits " from Ash wood Dale (Nos. ^'

56 and 57) are spoilt by im-

perfect definition, the whole No. 284-Jlf«rffuer.7«. By J. E. Matiil.

artistic value of the subjects being dependent upon the delicate

rendering of the luxuriant foliage.

Mr. B. G. Wilkinson, Jun., exhiliits a number of small rustic

studies, of which the best is Luncheon Time (No. 76) ; also a couple

of views On the Mole, Detchworth Park (Nos. 192 and 193).

Mr. H. Pointer's frame of Cats and Dogs (No. 380) contains a

class of subject tliat is becoming rather monotonous, .and, aa it is

now-a-days by no means a difficult one, might well be dispensed

with in our exhibitions. No. 78, an enlargement of a white

Persian cat, is, however, worth notice.

Mr. Frank M. Sutcliffe is not so well represented as usual—so

far, at least, as quantity is concerned—though the quality is up to

his standard. His Under the Cliffs (No. 224), which forms one of

J^
m^
1Wrf^^

.^.J. ^^h-'^iiucr ihcVli/i. By Fba.vk M. SuTCLlFrE.

our illustrations, is suggestive of the Limpets, which obtained him
a medal two or three years ago. It is, however, perhaps a better

composition.

Mr. J. Milman Brown contributes a few little views of the Isle

of Wight, and also a study of landscape and cattle, entitled Repose

(No. 81), which is good, though the distant landscape is over-

exposed.

Mr. C. Allan Ferneley's framed Views in Surrey (Nos. 537 and

558), though small in size, contain some very good work. His
Hampshire Cottage (No. 87) is a pretty picture, the picturesqueness

of the subject being enhanced by a judicious introduction of clouds.

Mr. J. Bracebridge Ilillditoh's Study of Pampas Grass (No. 88)

is the most noticeable of that gentleman's exhibits ; while his Can 1

Trust You? (No. 102) is of such small dimensions that it requires

some search ere it can be found. There appears to be but slender

connection between subject and title.

Mr. J. Hubbard's Mother's Love (No. 282) is a picture which)

though it is some years since we first saw it, has lost none of its

Ko. Hi—Mother'e Lave. Bj' J. Hcbbard.

charms. Scarcely eqnal in result to the same artist's well-known

Stolen Moments, the conception is a more happy one, and the picture

will fairly take rank amongst successful composition work.

APPARATUS.
A DEPARTURE from the regular routine employed in the construc-

tion of cameras has been made by Messrs. J. F. Shew and Co., who
exhibit a "camera adapter." This invention, for which a patent

has been obtained, has for its object the means of enabling the

operator to work a plate one or two sizes larger than that for which

his camera is constructed ; thus by employing .an .adapter to a half-

plate camera it may he converted into a whole-plate camer.a. The
specimen exhibited eftects the conversion of a whole-plate into a

12 X 10 camera—no small boon, it must be admitted, as it enables

the amateur of limited means, who commences with a camera the

dimensions of which are pro|)ortionate to his finances and, perchance,

his manipulative skill, to aspire towards greater things with in-

creased experience. With this invention he has only to have an

adapter fitted to his camera, which will enable him, by using the

single combination of his lens, to take pictures on the one or two

sizes larger at a small outlay and with but slight .addition to weight

and bulk, with the extra advantage of being .able to remove and

dispense with the adapter and use the camera .as usual when found

desirable. The adapter is connected with the camera by means

analogous to that employed with the dark slide or the lens front.

The loug-foous camera of these m.akers, which we described last

year, is again placed for examination in the Exhibition; but it h.as

been improved since our description appeared by a lever clamp, dis-

pensing with rackwork, saving time in opening, and provided with

a very short rack which serves the part of a fine adj\istment such

as we have advocated iu the Joiu-iial, The back of this camera can
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be instantly run out to any extent demanded by the focua of the

lens, then clamped, and the back placed under the control of the

short rack already mentioned, by which the focussing is finally

efFected. The above diagram represents this camera.

Shew's eclipse shutter, too, comes under improved conditions

from those wliicli prevailed last year; for it is now fitted so as to be
situated midway between the lenses in a compound objective—an

undoubted advantage. Another improvement in the exhibits of

last year by this firm is to be found in their small portmanteau or

tricycle stand, which, like those pieces of apparatus referred to, has

been brought under the influence of evolutionary principles, for it

is still better this year than it was at the previous Exhibition. We
are glad to report this firm (Messrs. J. F. Shew and Co.) as being

the first to manufacture on a commercial basis the reversing camera-

stand top, which has more than once been strongly recommended

as a decidedly good thing. The idea is of American inception, and

its special advantages liave been during the past year urged upon

the members of the metropolitan clubs and societies. It provides

the means of enabling a photographer, after having focussed a view

upon the plate lengthwise, to instantly turn the camera upon its

end, so as to provide for any tall steeple which might not be got

into the view as it originally appeared upon the ground glass, and

this without the necessity for undoing any screw.

Messrs. W. W. Rouch and Co. exhibit an elegant little instanta-

neous shutter constructed of wood, yet so thin and light as to be

capable of easily being carried in one's pocket-book. It consists of

a flap fitted, of course, in a frama The flap, when liberated by

pressing a button at the foot, flies open, and, similarly to that

which we described last week, permits, when open, a shutter to

descend aud cover the lens. This shutter is propelled downwards

by a spring which imparts an initial velocity. The exposure given

is uniform in the sense of not being adjustable.—A " war," or

"special," correspondent's photographic outfit, exhibited by Messrs.

Rouch and Co., consists of a camera and dark slides packed in neat

cases capable of being slung over the back when the user is riding.

It shows in a striking manner in what way photography may be

made to aid the pen by way of supplying a description of interest-

ing scenes.

There is also an excellent specimen of Rouch's patent portable

camera exhibited by this firm. It possesses such mechanical

features (shown in the adjoining figure) as combine the require-

ments of rigidity

and portability, and

and these qualities

are conjoined with

the extreme of

lightness. Our dia-

gram shows it both

packed up and ex-

tended. When
packed, the ground

glass is protected

by a hinged wooden cover which folds over it. This cover,

when moved upon its hinges, turns right round under the camera

and forms the base-board, which can by the action of a screw

be clamped either at a right angle to the ground glass or at

any desired angle, forming in this respect an efticacious means for

swinging the back so as to allow of tilting, for the purpose either of

securing sharpness in the foreground of a landscape or accuracy in

the delineation of an architectural view. To provide for the exten-

sion and focussing of the camera there i» a movable central fraime-

work, which can be attached without screws to the base-board ia a
few seconds. This carries a rack and pinion, affording such a degree

of extension as to permit of a lens of very lung focua being em-
ployed, if required.

Lkatrbr as a material for the bellows of folding cameras baa long
held the first place in the estimation of manufactureni of apparatua
of the highest class; indeed, they consider "there is nothing like

leather." When, however, the ex|)ense of the material standn in

the way, the substitutes proposed are most numerous. A material
that struck us as being most serviceable in use was a " black Mateen
cloth " which a Manchester amateur had employed for the purpose,
and he informed us that he had found it to wear excellently, his

c:imera having seen plenty of service, and still being light-tight and
sound at the time of our inspection. Possibly he may have been
prejudiced in favour of the staple products of his neighlx>urbood;

but we must say the appearance of the camera belied the existence

of any such bias.

" SwiNO-BACK, Sir ! No such fads for me. I do quite well without !

"

Upon our mildly suggesting that there was at times a real benefit

to be obtained from tilting the back from the perpendicular, we
were gruflly informed that he was well aware of the fact and
frequently adopted the expedient. A request for an explanation
elicited tlie manner of doing it. The back of the camera, attached,

somewhat after the style of the Kinnear, by a pair of loose screws,

was first placed firmly, in situ, in a vertical position by screwing it

up tight ; then both screws were loosened, a black lead pencil

slipped between the loosened back and the base-board, screws
tightened again, and, presto/ the back had a strong tilt, which
could be modified by placing the pencil nearer to or further from
the screws. Every end was served and the process was not a long
one.

Accounts are to hand from observers in all quarters of the recent

eclipse of the moon (which occurred, as our readers will remember,
upon the evening of the convenazione of the Photographic Society

of Great Britain), and they appear to be unanimous in describing it

as possessing features of a rather unusual character, particularly in

the almost complete invisibility of the orb during the period of

totality. Usually the moon is quite visible during the phase of

greatest obscuration, but in this instance it was only by a close

scrutiny of the part of the heavens where it was known to be that

it could at all be found by the naked eye.

It has been suggested that a connection may be discovered between

this unusual appearance and the remarkable sky-glows which have

several times of late been again observed in the heavens—possessing

a brilliancy almost, if not entirely, equal to that which characterised

the displays of last autumn.

With regard to this latter suggestion a singular observation of Mr.

Lewis Swift, Director of the Warner Observatory at Rochester,

New York, which was read at the American Association, may be

here referred to. He stated that since the sky-glows appeared last

year there had not been a single tirat-rate clear sky for olwerva-

tional purposes, aud his experience, it was stated, was borne out

by the generality of other observers.

Neverthelkss, it has apparently not interfered with lunar photo-

graphy at Paris during the eclipse ; for our contemporary, La
Nature, has a series of interesting photo-engravings oirect from
negatives of the moon taken by MM. Paul and Prosper Henry,
who succeeded in securing a large number of negatives of the

phenomena at various stages of progress.

Photooraphers should know something about the working up of

residues, although many still persistently reject any mode of

treating hypo, residues. We wonder if it be possible for these most
conservative workers to be convinced by describing the method
adopted at the large mines in Nevada for extracting the silver

from some very impure ores. After crushing and drying the ore,

and passing it through a pipe lined with magnets to extract

the iron, it is mixed with three per cent of common salt and then
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roasted—a treatment wliieli converts the silver into cliloride. It is

then, after transference to a lixiviating vessel, washed with hot and
cold water, and afterwards treated with a seven and a-half per

cent, solution of hypo., from which it is recovered by the plan

despised by .so many photographers— that of precipitating with a
soluble sulphide. Quantities so large were worked that it pays

to adopt measures to collect the sulphur expelled during a final

roasting to bring the precipitate to the metallic state.

Bisulphide of carbon is familiar to photographers from its suita-

bility for dissolving india-rubber and gutta-percha, removing traces

of grease, resin, &c. ; but to employ it as an antiseptic for preserving

paste, glue, &c., would be thought as unlikely a purpose as could

well be conceived. According to a writer in Comptes Jiendus, how-
ever, it possesses antiseptic powers of a remarkable kind, as its

solution in water (which takes it up to the extent of '05 per cent.)

arrests fermentation and kills all microbia. If his statements should
prove to be correct it will be diflScult to imagine a more useful

material for a variety of photographic purposes. Being inert

chemically, it could be used in a mountant for the m( st delicate

print without fear of injurious chemical reaction, such as must
always be suspected with carbolic, salicylic, or thymic acids, often

used for the purpose. Its great volatility would lead to all traces of

its presence rapidly passing away as soon as its purpose was served,

and the mounting material had parted with all its water.

The important part which the mounting material plays in the
permanency of photographs is, usually at least, appreciated by the
photographer, and he generally uses materials in accordance with
the dictates of science ; but with the bookbinder, for instance, to

whose tender mercies many hundreds of photographs ai'e confided
in the course of a year for mounting and binding into book form,
the matter assumes a diflferent aspect. Bookbinders' paste is a
most tenacious and highly-adhesive compound ; but the materials
that often compose it are by no means neutral in the matter of

photographic prints. There are pastes and pastes, and from alum
to bichloride of mercury is a wide leap

;
yet neither substance is

unknown for the purpose, and it is impossible to say what other
compounds gain admission. The result of their use upon the back
of a photograph it would not be difficult to foretell. At the same
time we do not wish for one moment to insinuate a single word
against the professional photographic mounter, who makes a busi-
ness of the work. We only allude to the occasional mounting
given to a binder, who does not profess any knowledge of the
science.

That our readers may fully understand the possibilities which exist
in that direction, we append a recently-published method of making
paste, glue, &c. :—Five pounds of potato starch is placed in six
pounds of water, a-quarter of a pound of pure nitric acid added,
the whole kept in a warm place, and frequently stirred for forty-
eight hours. The mixture is then to be boiled until it forms a thick,
translucent substance, and is afterwards diluted and filtered, if

desired, through a cloth. Our readers can imagine the efi'ect of
using such a compound to paste pictures into the leaves of a book

;

though for ordinary purposes it would be, no doubt, a most service-
able pasting or glueing material.

.
JAMES GLAISHER, F.E.S., F.R.A.S.

The subject of our portrait this week requires little introduction
from us. Mr. Glaisher's long and intimate connection with the
Photographic Society has brought him, if not into actual contact, at
least within the boundaries of acquaintanceship, with most, if not all,

of the leading photographers of the present period and of past years.
Outside photography Mr. Glaislier is best known in connection

with meteorology, having been from his earliest days interested
in that branch of science. At the age of twenty he was charged
with certain meteorological observations in connection with the
Ordnance Survey in Ireland. After a brief connection with the
Cambridge Observatory he was appointed to the Astronomical De-
partment of the Greenwich Observatory; but on the establishment
of the Meteorological Department, in 1840, he assumed the pf>sition
of superintendent. In the interests of meteorology Mr. Glaisher
has gained a name a,'< one of the most intrepid of aeronauts, and has
probably been instrumental in adding much knowledge to that
science that would have long been wanting but for his pluck
and daring. Some thirty ascents, all in the interest of science, weie

made by Mr. Glaisher, in one of which, accompanied by Mr.
Coxwell, a height of nearly seven miles was attained.

In addition to numerous other works, Mr. Glaisher has been
engaged, since his retirement from Greenwich Observatory, on the
compilation of a series of Factor Tables for the fourth, fifth, and
sixth millions—a work requiring unexampled patience, and for
which he has received the recognition of the British Association.
What Mr. Glaisher has done for the Photographic Society only

those who regularly attend the meetings are aware. Seldom

—

practically never—absent from a meeting the President seems to

form a necessary portion of the Society ; and we trust that he may
long be spared to fill his present post.

Our portrait is from a recent photograph by Mr. J. E. Mayall, of
Bond-street.

NOTES ON SILVER PRINTING.
I HAVE to thank Mr. Dunmore for his kindness in telling me how
to observe when the chloride of silver has been removed by
fixing from albumenised paper. Certainly it was new to me.

I am well aware that albumenised paper, when it is sensitised,

becomes impregnated with chloride of silver through the whole of

its thickness ; but, even at this, the film is a very thin one com-
pared to what we are accustomed to have, for example, in a gela-

tine plate. The film is comparatively thin, and the quantity of

haloid silver salt contained in it is comparatively very small. I

imagine that if we deduct the free silver nitrate there is not in a
given area of albumenised paper more than an eighth part as much
silver as there is in the same area of film on a gelatine dry plate.

The thin film comparatively weak in silver is, moreover, porous,
and of such a nature that it can be attacked by the fixing solution

from both sides ; whereas a gelatine film may only be attacked from
one side.

Taking all this into consideration, we might very naturally
assume that a silver print would be fixed in a very much shorter

space of time than would a gelatine plate
;
yet we should be

astonished to find gelatine plates—at least such as did not contain
a large quantity of iodide of silver in the film—requiring anything
like the time to fix that we usually give silver prints in the hypo,
bath. Moreover, if I have observed properly the instructions

which Mr. Dunmore gives for determining, by ocular observation,

when a print is fixed—when, that is, the chloride of silver has
been dissolved out of it—a very few seconds suiKce.

However, I should be far from wishing to advocate that a shorter

time be allowed to silver prints in the fixing bath than is usually given.

To wait a quarter of an hour or twenty minutes is no great hard-
ship ; but it seems to me that we might, with advantage, use a
much weaker fixing bath for our prints than we commonly do. I

find that the quantity of hyposulphite usually advocated for fixing

prints is from two and a-half to five ounces per pint. With the
latter quantity I have frequently found the tone to be degraded,
and even with the former, weak prints—which, it is true, should not
exist, but which, nevertheless, sometimes do—often lose something.

I am quite aware that a very weak solution of hyposulphite of

soda used for fixing may produce an insoluble hyposulphite of silver

and sodium which may be dangerous to the permanency of prints,

but I do not think it is likely that any solution used in practice will

be weak enough for this.

Mr. W. M. Ayres, who is well known as a most skilful printer, and
against whose prints want of permanence is the last thing that

could be urged, has frequently told me that he never uses a fixing

bath sti'onger than one ounce of hypo, to the pint. It seems to me
that if there is no danger in using so weak a bath it is a great

advantage to do so, if for no other reason than that it reduces the

likelihood of there remaining any hypo, in the prints after washing.
We are commonly told that hyposulphite of soda is very soluble

in water, but that it clings with great pertinacity to paper, and that

from this fact arises the necessity for giving prints so long a washing
after fixing. As a matter of fact, I do not believe that hyposulphite
of soda clings with more pertinacity to paper than do many other

chemicals—for example, nitrate of silver. I wonder how many
photographers have tried how much washing it requires to remove
the last trace of silver nitrate from paper. I have been astonished

myself at the length of time required. I am convinced that the

washing usually given to prints after fixing would not be sufficient

were it given to them before toning to remove every trace of silver

nitrate.

It is most difficult to wash all the free silver out of prints, and it

is, moreover, not a very easy thing to reduce all the free silver

nitrate to chloride by the action of a weak solution of common salt,
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such as many pliotographers use before toning, I was under the
impression until lately that the result of treating untoned prints
with a weak solution of common salt was to get rid of all the silver

nitrate. I found this not to be the case, however, as the following
experience will prove.

I had occasion recently to tone and fix half-a-quire of paper in the
form of prints. I wished to wa.sh out the greater portion of the
silver nitrate ; and, for this reason, having no large tub available
for washing, I proceeded in the following manner :—The prints
were placed in a large, flat dish filled with water. The water was
drained off and fresh was supplied. The prints were then removed,
one by one, to a second dish of fresh water, and when they were all

there the water was drained from this second dish. The operation
was repeatedly performed. It will be evident that an excellent test

for the complete removal of the silver nitrate is to be found by
catching the last small quantity of the water drained off the prints,

and observing if there be any milkiness in it or not.

The first washing was continued for an liour. The prints were
tlien soaked for five minutes in a salt solution containing one ounce
of salt per gallon. They were kept in constant motion during the
soaking. They were then washed in the manner already described
for half-an-hour to remove the salt. Even at the end of this

washing there were distinct traces of silver in the drainings
of the prints. Toning was, however, gone on with. The time
taken for the colour to change was very long, which, I think
^as the solution was not cold), indicated that there was much
Ics^ free silver in the paper than there usually is when the toning
process is commenced. After toning, half-an-hour more washing
was given to get rid of the toning solution. At the end of the last

washing there were still traces of silver nitrate remaining in

the paper. Be it observed that this experiment was made with
ready-sensitised paper, in which the quantity of free silver nitrate
is even initially very small.

Certainly, if hyposulphite of soda adhere to paper with even
as much persistence as nitrate of silver does, and if it be the case
that the presence of a small quantity of hypo, in a print means
want of permanence, we may hail with pleasure the idea of using
less of it, and, therefore, of having less to wash out.

Concerning a solution of salt : I may say that with one consi-

derably stronger than that mentioned the decomposition of the silver

nitrate appears to be complete in a very short time. After treating
prints witli a solution of salt, containing an ounce to the pint, for
three minutes, all free silver nitrate seemed to have disappeared,
and the prints refused to tone at all. Is it not possibly the case
that a littU free silver nitrate is necessary to the toning process ? I

think it will be found that without any prints will altogether
refuse to tone.

I believe the action of a toning solution is not at all understood
yet. We are told that it consists in. covering the metallic
silver forming the image with a thin film of gold—in gilding it,

ill fact. If this be so, how is it that no change of colour takes
place when a mass of silver—say a silver spoon—is placed in a
toning bath, even if the spoon be first dipped in silver nitrate

solution ? W. K. Burton.

AN INSTANTANEOUS SHUTTER OF THIRTY YEARS
AGO.

[A communication to the Manchester Photographic Society.]

The shutter I have brought before you this evening is probably one
of the oldest and, as I think, for absolutely instantaneous work the

best form of shutter extant. It was given to me some years ago by
my friend Mr. Joseph Sidebotham, but for want of time and oppor-

tunity I have never, until quite recently, put it to a practical test.

It was made by Dallmeyer about 186C-7, Mr. Sidebotham having
taken part in developing the principle, which is extremely simple.

It consists of two light laths of mahogany, in each of which I will

say, for simplicity, is a square opening (although in this particular

shutter there are two openings in each lathe because it is a double
one for stereoscopic work). When the focussing is done and every-

thing ready, the exposure is made by touching a light trigger, when
the two laths are instantaneously pulled in opposite directions, one
square opening passing across the other, consequently giving the

centre of the lens the greatest benefit, as it is there the shutter

first opens and last closes.

It will thus be seen that, however quickly a shutter may be made
to work simply by a movable opening passing a stationary opening
fixed to the front or inside the lens tube, as in the case of the drop
shutter, if the stationary opening be converted into a movable one,

and in an opposite direction, the exposure in the latter case will

only be half the duration of that in the former chik. It i* preciaeljr

analogous to the pamin^ of two expr«m trainrt in oppomt« direc-

tions. Any slight opening between the trains iieen oy a iHtmnn
standing on Ihe |>l»tforni of a railway station at the time will b«
exceedingly brief as compared with an opening seen between a
single train and a stationary object, such as the end of a building
which may happen to be on the other side of the line of railway on
which the train runs.

My object is not to depreciate any other form of shutter, for there
are nnmy excellent and deservedly popular ones now in the market

;

but I thought it would interest many to see an efficient instanta-

neous shutter which was made nearly thirty years ago, and I further
think it will be admitted that the results I am showing you are
sufficient proofs of the value of the principle for what may be called

extra-rapid work.
I roust, however, point oat that the details of construction are

bad in two important particulars. The source of motion is an
india-rubber band attached to each lath, the elasticity of which,
when the trigger is liberated, draws them in opposite directions

;

and as each elastic band works on its own account, and quite inde-

pendently of the other, there is a danger, by reason of the difficulty

of getting the tension in both cases equal, that one lath may travel

quicker than the other, which, in fact, I found on one occasion to

be the case, when one half of the plate was better exposed than the
other half.

In the first place, therefore, I would have no india-rubber ; it is

an untrustworthy and perishable material, and liable to break or
become useless when one has no chance of renewing it. In the
second place, I would connect the two laths in such a way that one
source of motion only, instead of two independent ones, would be
requii-ed. Both of these alterations, I believe, could be readily

accomplished by connecting the laths with a strong silk cord passing

over a small ivory roller, and using as the source of motion a good
watch or small clock spring. The speed of the shutter could, I
think, also be altered within certain limits by means of the intro-

duction of a brake action.

It may be asked if there are any examples now in existence

of work done by this shutter at the early period above referred

to. Regarding this I may say that Mr, Sidebotham informs me he
was at that time working hard to perfect a dry process which gave
him some encouragement, and by which he succeeded in taking
good negatives of such subjects as donkey races and a merry-go-
round on the sands at Southport ; but the process turned out very
unreliable, and in so many apparently unaccountable ways, that he
afterwards gave it up in disgust. As that gentleman is at present

residing in the south for the benefit of his health, I am unable to

show you any of the results of that period, even if they are still pre-

served, I should, however, imagine that for the most rapid wet-

plate work the action of the shutter would be found much too quick,

which was probably the reason why it fell into desuetude.

J, S POLLITT,

THE SODA DEVELOPER, &c.

With the indulgence of the Editors I will venture a few practical

remarks on the subject of the very able leading article in the last

issue of the Journal, with special reference to two points in my
former communication to which exception is taken, namely, the

alleged restraining power of sulphites in the developer and the

probable cause of green fog being a mixture of alkalies.

First, then, the accuracy of my deduction that sulphites act as

restrainers is questioned on the ground that pyro, and sulphite of

soda alone are capable of developing the latent image of a properly-

exposed gelatine plate. But does it necessarily follow, because an
image can slowly be brought out by the aid of sulphite of soda,

that, therefore, it accelerates development when used in conjunction

with one or other of the alkalies? Let experiment answer this

question to all who are interested in it To me experiment seems
to prove that sulphites not only do not accelerate, but positively

retard, the operation of development
I confess that this is quite contrary from what would be expected

of a reducing agent, but cannot disregard the evidence of fact&

When the Editors of the British Juvrxai. of Photoorapht
first made known the interesting and important fact that pyro.

and sulphite of soda were sufficient of themselves for develop-

ment, I thought it conclusive proof of the accelerating tendency of

the sulphite salt; but further experience of its use has indure<l me
to change my opinion concerning its real function in the developer.

When things of an opposite character are joined together a medium
product is generally the outcome of the union. Now let sulphite of
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soda be allowed to represent extreme slowness in the operation of

development, and ammonia (of the right strength) extreme quick-

ness, then a comliination of the two, according to the above general

rule, ought to yield a mean ratio of speed depending upon the pro-

portions in which they are mixed. And in practice I find this to

be so, for the more sulphite there is present in the developer the

slower it works ; and this is particularly true of the sulphite of

ammonia, which exercises greater restraining power than the cor-

responding soda salt. I am, of course, speaking of its use in

conjunction with free ammonia. In the case of soda development
the conditions are not the same, because sulphite of ammonia
cannot exist in the society of soda, this latter base having a
stronger affinity for the sulphurous acid.

The other objection is against my supposition that the combina-
tion of ammonia and soda in the same developer is the cause of green
fog; but the Editors are scarcely accurate in saying—"The fact that

Jdr. Hanson obtained green fog with a carbonate of soda developer

(containing sulphite of soda is no more sui | ria iig than that an
ammonia developer should produce the same result." I did not say,

or imply, that I had obtained green fog with that combina-
tion, as a reference to my communication (page 648) will show

;

but that the green fog spoken of resulted from a very different

combination, namely, soda and ammonia in the same developer.

It was this fact which excited my surprise, and in the end led

me to exclude ammonia from the formula I gave for soda develop-

ment.
I now repeat, what was clearly implied before, that a developer

composed of pyro., carbonate of soda, and a well-balanced propor-

tion of sulphide of soda, yields plates absolutely free from green fog

;

but the same combination, with a little ammonia added, induces the

fog at once. It matters little whether the required proportion

of sulphite be supplied by adding sulphurous acid to the carbonate

of soda used in the developer or by dissolving the pure salt,

provided a sufficiency of the alkali remain to ensure energetic

development.
From the concluding words of the Editors' excellent article I must

beg leave to dissent. They are these ;—-* * * "But so long as either

ammonia or soda or both may be used, so long will it be impossible

to guard against green fog." I find it quite possible to develope
plates prone to fog by treating them in accordance with the theory
advocated. If I develope with pyro. and amnionio-bromide I use

pyro. kept by sulphite of ammonia, as before described ; but
when pyro. and carbonate of soda are employed I then use
pyro. kept by means of sulphurous acid, as shown in the formula.
But sulphite of soda may be substituted, and, on the whole, it

is perhaps better, because the salt does not evaporate and has no
emell.

The stock pyro. may be prepared as follows:—Dissolve one part of

pyro. in (say) nine parts of sulphurous acid (strength nine per cent.)

;

then add saturated solution of carbonate of soda gradually, until the
yellow colour of the dissolved pyro. disappears. Should it be found
that a larger proportion of sulphite of soda is desirable—a circum-
stance to be determined l)y the energy of development and colour of

the image—sulphurous acid may be added to the stock solution of
carlionate 'A soda and bichromate of potash. The proportions of
the developer must, of courHe, be adjusted to the particular require-
ments of the plates used—one make or brand, perhaps, needing a
larger, another a smaller, proportion of alkali.

I find for the majority of plates that four parts of a saturated
solution of carbonate of soda, instead of six, as indicated in the for-
mula, is sufficient, unless a full dose of sulphurous acid be deemed
expedient. W. Hanson.

THE PRODUCTION OF LANTERN TRANSPARENCIES.
[A communication to the Photographic Club.]

In attempting to produce a suitable transparency for the lantern, or for
enlargement, the amateur must be under some difficulty as to the
choice of what process to employ among the varied published formulje
for the purpose, and he may entirely overlook a process capable of
yielding results at least equal, if not superior, to any other. To such
I would say try the coUodio-albumeu process, and in order to aid his
endeavour I will gire such full particulars as to render success certain
and failure impossible. The necessary solutions are

—

Iodised collodion.

Iodised albumen.
Aceto-nitrate exciting bath.
Pyrogallio solution.

Silver developing solution.
Fixing solution.

Toning solution,

The iodised collodion may be made as follows :

—

Any good soluble pyroxyliue 10 grains.
Iodide of ammonium 10 ,,

Tincture of iodine^ 10 drops.
Alcohol, '830 1 ounce.
Kdier, -"iO 1 „

The tincture of iodine being made by dissolving thirty grains of iodine
in one ounce of alcohol, strict adherence to this formula is not needed.
Any old and otherwise useless solution may be used, provided it

possess sufficient tenacity to adhere firmly to the plate and bear the
subsequent washing.
The iodised albumen requires more careful attention to minutiis in

its preparation, and is best made as follows :—Break any number of

eggs, and, having separated the yolks, add to each eight ounces of

albumen and twenty-four drops of glacial acetic acid previously diluted
with one ounce of water. Stir gently tor/et/ter with a glass rod for

about one minute, or until the rod when drawn up from the side of the
mixing vessel fails to bring up a viscid and unmixed mass with it

;

then let it rest one hour to separate. This plan of mixing the albumen
is important, as what we require for this process is a thin, transparent
albumen totally unlike the result obtained by the "beating-up" pro-

cess adoijted when the material is required to coat paper for printing,

as for such a purpose a viscid albumen is needed, which is useless in

the colloiiio-allnimen process.

The albumen mixture having rested one hour, when properly pre-

pared will be found to have separated into two layers—the upper
curdy, white, and glutinous, and the lower bright, clear, and limped.
The upper layer is niest easily removed by slightly inclining the vessel,

and with one finger passed down its upper side withdraw the adherent
mass in one solid lump. Tliis, if neatly done, leaves the albumen
clear and bright, with but a str.iy particle or so of the upper scum
floating in it. If at this stage the albumen is opalescent throw it away
as useless, and try again. Now strain the albumen through muslin to
remove any slight white particles that m.iy be present, and to the
strained liquid add forty drops of the strongest liquor ammonia, forty-

two grains of iodide of ammonium, six grains of bromide of ammonium,
and your iodised albumen is com])lete. Tliis will be foimd to keep for

twelve mouths provided the ammonia be prevented from escaping by
careful corking. I may say that I usually make sufficient in spring to

last during the year.

The aceto-nitrate bath is made by dissolving one ounce of nitrate of

silver in ten ounces of water, and then adding one ounce of glacial

acetic acid.

The pyro. solution is three grains of pyrogallio acid to one ounce of

water.
The silver developing solution is nitrate of silver five grains, citric

acid five grains, and distilled water one ounce.

The fixing solution is hyposulphite of soda two ounces, water ten
ounces.

The toning bath is made as follows ;

—

Water 10 ounces.
Hyposulphite of soda 2 „

Dissolve, and then add to it

—

Chloride of gold 4 grains,

dissolved in one ounce of water ; and, lastly, add chloride of silver,

blackened in the light, sixty grains. The blackened cliloride of silver,

if not at hand, may be omitted, but it is certainly an improvement in
the richness of tone obtained.

This forms the solution necessary, and the mode of proceeding to pre-
pare the plates is as follows ;—Coat the glass plate with the iodised
collodion in the usual manner, and allow it to set until the drop that
forms at the lowest Corner is sufficiently dry to receive the impress of

the finger ; then plunge it into a vessel of cold water, and allow it to
soak for about five minutes whilst other plates are being coated and
immersed. Now rinse it under the tap or in another vessel of water
until all greasiness is removed, and it is then ready to receive the
albumen coating.

The iodised albumen requires filtering through a small pledget of

sponge pressed into the neck of the funnel before being used. To apply
it attach the plate to a plate-holder, pour a little of the iodised albu-
men at the upper edge, incline the plate so as to cause it to flow over
the entire surface, and run off into the sink. A second quantity of

iodised albumen is then poured on so as to cover every part, and
drained off and poured on three or four times; then drain and stand
up with one corner resting on three or four thicknesses of blotting-

paper to drain. Dry plates thus prepared will keep for any length of

time if preserved from damp and noxious vapours, and are excited
when required for use by being immersed for half-a-minute in the
aceto-nitrate bath, using yellow light for this purpose. It is found
advisable not to exceed this time. The plate being excited, is washed
thoroughly in water so as to remove all the aceto-nitrate solution from
the surface, and is, after draining, set up to dry in a perfectly-dark
room, box, or cupboard, and should then be closely packed to prevent
access of noxious vapours, if not required for immediate use. These
plates are intended for transparences to be printed by contact, and
daylight is preferable to artificial light.
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Tlio exposure varies accordinsf to the dennity and colonr of the nega-

tive, and may be from live to thirty seconds in a moderatoly-subdned
light, or from one to five minutes to gasliglit with the pressure-frame

eight inclies from the gas burner.

The picture may lie slowly developed with a saturated solution of

gallic acid and the aildition of two or three drops of the silver develop-

ing solution to each ounce, or, more rapidly, by covering the entire

surface of the plate with water to which a single drop of silver de-

veloping sohitiou has been added; and, after soaking for two or three

minutes, to thoroughly permeate the film, then drain closely and pour
on a mixture of four drops of silver developing solution to one ounce of

pyrogallic solution, and let it rest for about one minute, when, if the

plate has been rightly exposed, the high lights should begin to show
themselves. Again pour (iff and on until the details are plainly visible

•by the yellow reflected light, but thin and faint by transmitted light.

Now pour off the developing mixture (which should still t)e clear and
bright), and add to it half a-drachm of the silver developing solution.

Pour this mixture on and off until the required intensity is gained,

which, under ordinary circumstances, takes place in about two minutes,

the developing fluid being still moderately free from deposit. Should
it become thick, mix fresh quantities of the pyro. and silver de-

veloping solutions.

The required intensity being gained, the plate is fixed by immersion
in the fixing solution, and when thoroughly clear it is ready for toning

;

but prior to being toned any surface deposit must be removed by
holding the plate under the tap and applying friction with a pledget of

cotton wool, and the surface will be found hard enough to remain
uninjured under this rough treatment.
The positive is now of a brownish-green tint, and to give it a

pleasing colnur it is immersed in the toning bath until it changes to a

grey tint, which may take from half-an-hour to two hours. On drying
it will be found to darken cunsiderably, and, with a little practice,

various tints may be produced to suit tlie fancy of the operator. After

toning wash well and dry. Tlie excellence of this process depends on
the fact that the picture is made up of stained albumen without the

slightest grain.

In most other processes for producing transparencies the formation
of the picture is due to an opaque deposit on or in the film, but in the
coUodio-albumen process the picture is produced by a staining of the

albumen ; hence its superior transparency, crispness, and brightness.

In conclusion : this process has had the merit of a long trial, having
been used by myself for a quarter of a century. VV. Ackland.

ON THINGS IN GENERAL.
"To err is human," and picture-hangers and judges have no claim to

be otherwise, though, sometimes, we hear them termed "inhuman"
when the pet product of some unfortunate's brain is "skied" out of all

possibility of examination. At the present Exhibition in Pall Mall,

however, I am inclined to think that hangers and judges have met with
fewer complaints than is commonly the case, and have managed to hit

the general taste with unusual success. There are, as the necessities of

the case must always bring about, some lapses in hanging, and some
verdicts not popularly endorsed; but that there are fewer grumblers

than usual all will admit. Having stated this much by way of com-
mendation, I must give expression to some of my views of which
praise does not form a part. I wish to know how it comes that

there should be in a conspicuous position, on the line, two large opal

busts which are most elaborately painted upon in monochrome, while

one of the regulations of the Exhibition distinctly states that such
works will not be admitted. It is an accident, perhaps; but if this rule

cannot be better carried out it should be entirely expunged. This is

not the first time that it has been ignored. The same thing happens on
another wall, but in this instance the subject is not a portrait but a
study of boats. The whole effect is obtained by unsparing use of the

brush.
This sort of thing should not pass unchallenged. I do hope that

in another year, if the rule should still remain in force, no one may
have occasion to find fault with such glaring disregard of a very proper
regulation. Perhaps the hangers were aghast at their own temerity in

rejecting so large a number of photographs as they did. I believe the
number of massacred innocents is on the present occasion very large.

It was whispered that, at least in one instance, the verdict of the

judges necessitated a diving into the cellar to bring up a frame that

could not consistently with the judges' awards be left out in the cold.

History repeats itself, and such is the case with medalled pictures.

The number of yachts sailing about the room was something remarkable;
and, as to fair ladies, each with arm elevated to a level with their

shoulders and supporting a hea<l, i started at the fOHPfCsrciojie to count
them, but I found my paper was not sufficiently large to hold the

marks.
If the managers of the Exhibition arrangements could only have

secured the presence of the latest photographic wonder what a crowd
they would have had 1 A sufficient number of spectators would have
been drawn from the general public to have paid all expenses, I

feel amnred. I refer, aa my readers may gii«M, to iha photograph ol
the tiger attacking the buffalo, as narrated some little time ago in the
Daily Tdeyraph, which devoted a leader to the incident. The storr
goes that some natives holding a tiger in a leaab were bargained with
to let him kill a buffalo, and a pbutographsr arranged hie camera
within a few yards ready to seize the opportunity. The buffalo
was tied to a tree, the camera placed in position, and the tiger looeed.
He " went in" for tliat buffalo, and in the act of striking him down the
spring shutter was released and the mortal operation recorded on
the sensitive plate. This is all very well ao far as it goes, but we are
not told how the tiger was carried off again by the " party of natives"
when the entertainment was over; nor, further, now the tiger—
said to be photographed with his forearms literally embracing the
buffalo's neck—was induced to step aside for a moment, as he
must have done, if we are to believe the further account of the natives
cutting the buffalo's throat to save their conscience. Si non e rrro
e hen trovaJof

The papers "have much to answer for." It is only a short time
since the Evening Standard described the exploits of an American
photographer who, being denied the pleasure of photographing at his
studio in New York a certain American actress, and, determined to
make her sit to him, followed her to "Frisco," chartered a tnthing-
van, photographed her just as she emerged dripping from the water,
and then used the photograph to compel her to sit for a "proper"
photograph, which, of course, she did. Cowhides are not exhausted
yet in America, if wo are to believe what we read, and surely cowhides
by the dozen would have been extended towards a brute who disgraced
himself in such a manner. Americans are chivalrous to their women,
and the life of a man who behaved in such a manner would not be
worth a day's purchase. Flatly, I do not believe the story.

Photography on its part has much to answer for. On the one hand I

read Dr. Brudenell Carter's remarks on the effect upon the eye of close
occupations iu a dull light—such, for example, as retouching and dark-
room work must necessarily include. On the other band, I road Mr.
E. Cooking's complaint of the effect of ammoniacal fumes upon his

physical organisation. Not only do they cause him temporary discom-
fort—they also induce catarrh in the nose, deafness, and general
nervousness to such an extent that he was induced to ask if anyone
could suggest a remedy. Mr. Ashman suggested something akin to the
old "aromatic vinegar." Mr. Cocking is not the only snfferer. Another
gentleman has been taking up his pen ujwn the same topic, and he also

suffered frequently from severe attacks of influenza in the head and
chest. His remedy is the use of a snuff-box at intervals during dark-
room work. Surely photography is not going to resuscitate this habit.

Many photographers indulge in the pernicious habit of smoking ; if

snuff-taking also is to be adopted, what unpleasant people they will be-

come ! Yellow noses and purple fingers I Fbke Lamce.

TRANSPARENCIES.
[A communication to the Newcastle-on-Tyne and Northern Counties' Photopraphio

Association.]

The subject of transparency making is a very large one, and to treat it

thoroughly—that is, oy a description of all the various known processes
—would take up not one evening, but three or four. However, I

think, we may limit ourselves to two or three processes, and consider

—

1st, the carbon method; 2nd, the collodion, wet and dry; and, 3rd, the
gelatino-chloride.

Those who have negatives small enough will find the carbon process
by no means difficult. Briefly, a special transparency tissne is sen-
sitised with bichromate of potash in the usual way ; it is then squeegec<l
upon a piece of very clean coUodionised glass. When dry (which pro-

cess must take place in the dark) it is peeled off, cut into the proper
sizes, and exposed under the negative. The usual circular, dome-
shaped, cushion, or square masks, serve very well for the "safe edge "

always used in carbon printing. The exposure is rather longer
than that given for prints. The exposed tissue is then immersed in

water until it softens, squeegeed on to a piece of very clear and clean
glass, and developed as for prints. Plenty of time should be taken
over this operation, and the water used should not be too hot. Carbon
transparencies may be intensified by pouring over the still wet film a
solution of pyrogallic acid, followed, after slight washing, by a solution

of sulphate of iron.

Wet collodion I have not tried, but I ain told that, provided the
"bath" be iu good condition and ordinary care used, there is nothing
to prevent anyone from achieving success in this direction. A '

' bath
may be purchased ready made and in the best condition. The
collodion rather old and high coloured is preferred, as it works cleaner.

Mr. Hedlcy Kobinson, whose paper on Tran.fi>areneiea will bo re-

membered by most of us, recommends that the " bath " be decidedly
acid, and suggests as a developer a solntion containing

—

Ammonio sulphate of iron 15 grains.

(ilacial acetic acid i arachm.
Lump sugar 15 graina.

Water , 1 oiuioe.
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The older the solution the better. Mr. Robinson also recommends as

a toning solution

—

Ferridcyauide of potassium 2 grains,

Nitrate of uranium 2 ,,

Chloride of gold ^th grain,

Water 1 ounce,

which, he says, gives a colour nearly approaching that of a Woodbury
slide.

Dry collodion plates will probably be used by some of us. In this

case, doubtless, the Beechey emulsion plates will be generally pre-

ferred. Their advantages have been summed up by Mr. Robinson as

follows :—" Considerable latitude of exposure, good colour of image,

))orfect control of density, and comfort in developing. They bear

forcing with ammonia, and are not easily fogged." The emulsion can
be bought ready made, all that is then necessary being to coat properly-

cleaned and prepared glass plates.

Good results have been obtained on pelatino-bromide plates. I have
one or two samples of work on ordinary gelatine plates, but there is

great risk of veil and fog. The ferrous oxalate developer gives about
the best results, and the proportion of oxalate of potash solution to

that of iron sulphate should be increased slightly, using bromide.
We are now able to get gelatino-chloride plates, and with these we

can do all that we require without much difficulty. They are rather

slow. If printing by contact five minutes, twelve inches distant from
an ordinary fishtail gas jet is not more than enough for a negative

of ordinary density. I will show later on a few negatives of varying
density, and exhibit transparencies taken from these on gelatino-

chloride plates. This will give some idea of the exposure requisite.

The developer I succeed best witli is one containing carbonate of

ammonia, citric acid, and a solution of sulphate of iron. This is

Cowan's second formula. The plate should be fully exposed, and the

development must not be prolonged. A variety of tones are produced
by varying the developers, three of whicli are given.

I find them very slow when taking transparencies through the

camera in daylight, ten minutes being the shortest exposure witli a

i-ather thin negative. This was, however, in very dull weather. The
lens used was a six-inch Eoss' symmetrical, full aperture, the transpa-

rency being made from a whole-plate negative. Care must be taken in

mixing the developer. Tlie iron solution should always be adikd to

the potash or ammonia solution. I use as a clearing solution a mixture
containing one ounce of alum and one ounce of citric acid to one pint

of water. The developer may be used for several plates, and the same
amount of density may be had with the last plate as the first.

J. PiKK.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC PROGRESS OF THE CURRENT YEAR.
{A communication to tiic Glasgow and West of Scotland Amateur Photographic

Association.]

Bv way of preface to the paper which I now have the pleasure of bringing
before the Association, I should perhaps state that those members who
follow the course of photographic events, as detailed from time to time in

the various journals, will find nothing very new or original in the facts

coimnunicated. Tliere are, however, doubtless many of our members who
arc not quite so well posted up, and to those the different matters touched
upon may not be without acceptance.

I do not think that this year, so far as it has gone, can be said to have
produced any great photographic discovery. It is more a working up of

details that has been 1,'oing on. Perhaps the most important fact to notice

first is Dr. Vogel's method of reproducing colours in their true colour
intensity. We all know how, in photographing a blue object, the jirint

from tlie resulting negative brings that colour out as if it were white in the
original, while yellow and red come out niore or less dark. A photograpli
of an oil painting, ft»r instance, does not represent the colours in what may
bo called their relative tone as seen by the human eye. The addition of a
dye to a sensitised film to diminish the action of the blue and violet rays,
and increase that of the red and yellow, is by no means a new one. Dr.
Vogel himself was working in this directitm as far b.ick as 1873. It was
only this spring, however, that details which would enable anyone to work
out the process for liimself were ijublished by Dr. Vogel. Translations of

Dr. Vogel's original papers are to be found in The British Journal oi'

Photography for May 30th and June Cth. The dye used by Dr. Vogel
for collodion plates is cosine, and for gelatine plates azaline. Through the
kindness of Mr. Bolas I am enabled to show specimens of the work done
by these plates ; and the fact tiiat they have been prepared by Dr. Vogel
himself lends an additional interest. The rather formidable term "isochro-
niatic" has been applied to plates treated with the befcn-e-mentioned or
similar dyes, and already they are an article of commerce.
Passing from the work done by a continental mvestig.ator, it would have

seemed an anomaly had we had nothing jnit forward by Captain Abney.
lie proves from experimental evidence that heat causes greater .sensitive-

ness in a gelatine plate, while cold diminishes it. Sliould any of our
members be contemi)lating a photographic tour on the continent, or any
country where dust is prevalent, he would do well to avail himself of a
" wrinkle" of Captain Abney 's, namely, to rub the inside and grooves of

the dark slide with a glycerine rag:, which prevents the fine dust from
settling on the plate. A series of six lectures, on Photography Considered
as the Work of Jtadiation, was delivered at the Royal Institution last spring
by Captain Abney, and, as they have been reported in our two leading
journals, all of our members who arc interested in the scientitic .aspect of

photography could ni>t do better than read wh.at is given of these lectures.

Another very interesting series of lectures was delivered early in the year,

under the auspices of the Society of Arts, by Mr. Bolas, the subject being
Recent Improvements in Pkotomechaniral Priniintf Methods, The journals

do not give these lectures so full as they might have done, but they were
to have been printed in extcnuo in the Journal oj the Society of Arts. How-
ever, up to the present they have not made their appearance.

It may interest members to know that a very successful method of

photo-engraving is being carried on in Glasgow at the present moment.
The process is one devised by an Austrian, Herr Klick, who spent several

years in perfecting it. Messrs. Annan, of this town liave acquired the
right to work the ]jrocess in this country, and I am indebted to Mr. J.

Craig Annan for the nuniero\is specimens shown this evening. I may
mention, on the .assurance of ilr. Annan, that in no single instance has
the tool of an engraver touched the plates from which these prints have
been produced. The process is at present a secret one. Under an
arrangement with Messrs. Annan, Messrs. Maolure and Macdonald are

now producing work done by Herr Klick's method. It says a good deal

for the enterjjrise of our (Glasgow men that they have been the first to
"

secure a process giving such excellent results.

Passing from photo-engraving : let us consider for a few minutes w hat has
been exercisinK a good nrunber of minds these last few years, n.amely, the
production of printing i)hoto. -blocks to be used in letterpress ]>rinting. I

think the day is not very far otf now when our illnstrated magazines
will avail themselves of some <jf tlie processes that have been lately brought
forward. The conversion of the gradations of an ordinary i)hotograph into

a black .and white grain or stipple, with the lights and shades of the
same inten.sity as the original, is perhaps more a mechanical problem than
a photographic one. I would especially call your attention to two jirocesses

that have been quite recently introduced, namely, Meisenbach's, of Munich,
and Ives, of Philadelphia. Specimens of printing by these respective pro-

cesses are here for your inspection. Judging from tlie results obtained it

seems to me th.at the days of the wood engraver are crmsiderably on
the wane, if tliey be not about numbered. The startiiig-]ioint of Ives'

original method is a Woodbury relief. This is covered with ink, and
a peculiarly-prepared paper is pressed against it. The higher portions

of the relief crush down the grain of the ))aper forming the blacks of

the |)icture, while the gradations—the half-tones of the relief—are rendered

by this crushing being not so comi)lete. The print thus obtained can
either be jjhotographed or used as a transfer. Ives' latest improvement is

to take a plaster ca.st from the relief jricture, and by means of an elastic

stamp iiii|)i-ess an ink stipple on its surface. Where the relief is highest

and the pressure greatest there the ink spots unite and form the bl.acks,

while in the deeper portions of the cast the si)ots are exceedingly minute.
Tlie mei'it of the invention lies in the application of the elastic stamp.
Let us discuss for a little what has been said and done regarding

developers during the period we are considering—a subject that cannot
fail to be of interest to us amateurs. Every one has a certain ))et formula
of his own, and from the enormous number of formuhe published from
time to time it would be no invidious task were the amateur to tackle each

one in succession. Hence, perhaps, the wisest plan, after all, is, after having
a formula giving good results, to stick to it. There is no doubt, however,
but that the soda developer has been coming to the front. The negatives

produced have a green, unhealthy hue, which would prejudice many
against its use, accustomed, as most of us are, to the blacks of the ammonia
pyro. developer. The prints are, however, all that can be desired. One of

our members who uses this developer regularly has given me some nega-

tives and prints, which will be examined with interest. The formula to be

recommended is that of Mr. Basaano, given by him in The Bkitish
Journal ok Photography of May IGth ;—

Pyro 4 grains.

Sodic sulphite 30 „
Water 1 ounce.

Anhydrous sodium carbonate 40 grains.

Water 1 ounce.

For every ounce of pyro. solution one drachm of soda solution to be
added—best, in my experience, in two portions. The negatives have very

much the api>earance of the old collodion plate. There are one or two
negati\ es on the table, which have been developed according to the above
formula. I develoiied a good number of negatives this summer with the

developer in question, and, with the exception of some plates lost through
frilling during the hot weather, I had no reason to be dissatisfied with it.

I question if at the time the plates I refer to were developed they would
have stood the ordinary ammonia developer.

Solutions in the room showed a temperiiture of 70° Fahr., and the water
from the tap a constant temiierature of 60° Fahr. The doing away with
the odour of ammonia in the developing-room is certainly an improvement,
while a solution of sodium carbonate is much more reliable as to its original

strength being retained than a solution of the very volatile alkali ammonia.
One thing should be borne in mind when using sodium sulphite : that it is

by no means a stable salt in solution. Fresh solutions are indispensable in

order to obtain the best results.

Here I should like to bring before your notice some remarkable facts

connected with this salt, which the Editors of The Briti.sh Journal of
Photography laid before tlieir readers last April. From experiments
they tlien made it was found that development of negatives could be made
by using pyro. and suljihite of soda, ammonia being entirely dispensed

with. The development was a protracted one, fifteen to twenty minutes
being required, but one thing was distinctly proved by the experiments,

namely, that the sulphite acted as no restrainer or retarder of development,
as those using this salt had been wont to allege. It is very easy to see how
this character h.ad been given to it. In the original formula, where sul-

phite was used—a formula due to Mr. H. B. Berkeley—citric acid w.as

recommended to be added till the solution showed an acid reaction, sodium
sulphite being by constitution a salt showing an alkaline reaction. The
result of this was tlic formation of a definite quantity of citrate of soda—
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a substance known to possess stronR reatraining properties. Another fact
l>r<>iigiit out in the exporinii'iits riifcrreJ to wad that tlio niei-ost trace of a
brouudo showed the development to a very B>'eat extent. Why this

should be I am at a loss to understand. It is clear, therefore, from these
experiments tliat formulas in which sodium sulphite ia employed should
have neither citric acid nor a bromide present. Bassauo's formula meets
this requirement.
Regarding the potash dcvel()i>er, where potassio carbonate replaces

sodium carbonate : I am informed by one of our members who lias cx-
iwrimented with it that frilling can scarcely bo prevented. This is hardly
to be wondered at, seeing potassic carbonate is much more stronijly allcaline

in its cliarautor than the corresponding sodium salt. A mixture of the
carbonatt; has also been recommendeil to be used. I do not know whether
any of our members have, tried it. I fail to see wherein a combination of

these two alkalies should have anything special in itself for it to be
I'ecommended.

Ilydrokiiiono .is a developer will never, I think, bo adopted by pro-

fessional photographers to any largo extent, its action boin^' slow as com-
jiared with the universally-used pyro. This fault, if fault it be, is one that
docs not affect the amateur in the same manner as the professional

photographer. Inasmuch as hydrogen does its work without requiring the
presence of a restraining bromide it is, par ejcedlence, tlie develoiier. Mr.
(ioodwin, who developes largely with nydrokinone, informs mo that for

some time he was troubled with thin images. This he overcame by giving
a second application of fresli hydrokinone when the details were out. With
the exception of enlargement work ferrous oxalate does not seem to be
much employed, either by professionals or amateurs, in this country. It ia,

however, largely employed on the continent, wliere the conditions of light

ar« much more uniform than with us. The ferrous oxalate does not allow
the same latitude of exposure. The inky black tones of the image de-

veloped by oxalate are all that can be desired.

A word or two regarding our old friend "hypo.:" while developers
increase and nuiltiply it remains the photographer's fixing agent. One
thing is certain : it will be difficult to find a substance tliat would act

better than hypo, and at such a low rate of cost. The hyposulphite of

the photographer, however, is not the hypttsulphite of the chemist, and
already in several treatises on photography we find its true chemical name
given to it, namely, "sodium thiosulphate. " It is, therefore, not at

all improbable that instead of the familiar hypo, we shall have to accustom
ourselves to the use of the term " thio," that being, I take it, the natural
abbreviation of "thiosulphate."
In the month of July, in the short article on Mercurial Intensification,

The British Journai, of PHOToaR.\PHY makes reference to a suggestion
received from one of its correspondents regarding the employment of

a solution of sodium sulphite to the bleached image instead of ammonia.
This method of intensifying I have tried on several negatives, and can
testify to its excellent character. There is this difference between it and
the usual formula advocated—that there are no insoluble ijrtiducts formed
in the film ; hence the washing to eliminate the mercuric chloride that may
hajiiwn to remain in the film does not require to be of the usual thorough
character. The plate for that part may be taken out of the mercuric
chloride solution and plunged directly into the sodium sulphite solution

without stainin;; the film. I have brought tlie necessary solutions so that
members may judge for themselves the effect of this intensifier on a thin

negative. I should mention that a very convenient strength for the solu-

tion of the sulphite is one of ten per cent. It may seem superfluous to

state the fact—but for the benefit of our less-experienced members it may
be as well to do so—that the complete removal of the hypo, is necessary
before commencing this or any other method of intensification, other-

wise .sulphides are formed with the film and the picture hopelessly

stained.
Coming, now, to the counterpart of intensification—that of reduction

:

the method for reducing an over-dense negative that has found most favour
is one devised by Mr. E. Howard Farmer. Two solutions are required—

a

five-percent, solution of ferricyanide of ijotassium, a red prussiate of

potash, and a five-per-cent. solution of hyposulphite of soda. The negative
to be reduced is immersed in the hypo., to which a few drops of the ferri-

cyanide solution have been addeel. Reduction then takes very evenly
and gradually, and when carried to the extent desired all that is necessary

is to take the plate out of the solution and finish up with a good washing.
I purpose demonstrating the action of this very perfect reducer before you.

I trust, tlierefore, that you have, as requested in the billet announcing this

evening's meeting, brought forward a goodly number of dense negatives for

me to experiment upon. I have brought some over printed prints, and you
will find that these can be made quite presentable after an immersion more
or less prolonged in this reducing solution. W. Lang, Jun.

OPINIONS OF THE LONDON PRESS ON THE PHOTO-
GRAPHIC EXHIBITION.

The popular notion of photography is still very generally confined to a pre-

dominant sense of its exactness and truth. The photoxrajjh was for long
accepted as something, beyond all disjiute, literal. That a photograph
should contain much that is grotesque, or appertaining to caricature, and
therefore essentially unliteral, was never a popular view. Truth and
photography wore almost convertible terms. This view of photography was
natural enough in the infancy of the art, and when the method of Daguerre
was being displaced by one more perfect, and the future of photography
was not less brilliant liecause it was absolutely undefined. Now that the

dry plate, with its intransient developing power, has driven from the field

the old " wet " process, photography has uecome more of an art, even while

the method of production is more than ever mechanical. It is now judged
from another standpoint than formerly j and wo hear le.ss of its truth and
literal force than of the artistic qualities—the light and shade and tane

values. This combined increasn in the i^erfection of the mechanical pro-
cess and in sound views of its functions as an art is a ainipilar feature in tho
history of photof^rapby. It would seem that the very facility of prodiie-
tioD, tho i>erfection to which chemists and mechanists have raised it, has
actually awakened tho (esthetic impulse, instead of resulting in a dead level
of execution and the discouragement of artistic effort
The exhibition of the Photographic Society of (ireat Britain, now open

in Pall Mall East, is full of interest and suggestion. It ia not altogether
so striking and representative as tho last ; it does not include any pre-
eminent examples, nor, in the collection of mechaniod apparatus, new
s()ecial features of novelty or invention, but it marks a distinct advance.
There is still far too much work that is merely skilful, or experimental, or
expressive of dexterity and the feats of the admirer of instantaneous effects

;

yet there are several exhibitors whose ideaU are worthy, even though their
achievements are not altogether successful. It is satisfactory to note that,
d<wpit« the genuine merits of much amateur photography, tnera is a great
gulf fixed between the artist and the man who is content to take a view and
give a more literal tran.scri|)t. The facility of development does not tend
to confuse their diverse aims in one common result. The variety of quality
in the Exhibition is one of its chief merits. There is, of course, a fair supply
of landscape views, woodlands, and river scenery that are full of the falsity
of photographic realism, where the literal quality is an exaggeration of
nature, where atmosphere does not exist, and the delicate nuanea of tone
are absolutely lost. lu such the excessive detail is brought out with a pre-
cision that some photographers admire. There is in some instances a fore-
ground admirably delineated and a distance, but no intermediary tones, no
gradations, no true harmonising relations. There is no light and shade, but
a uniform distribution of black and white touches, hani and s^ieckly in
effect, and far more removed from nature than a bad woodcut. Beyond
noting its presence such work need not detain us.
Foremost in technical merit are M. Vittorio Bella's Viewt in Switzerland

—four studies of the Lyskamm, the Marjelen See, Mont Blanc, and Monte
Rosa. These beautiful examples of science and skill reproduce with exqui-
site purity of tone and atmosphere the visionary asjiect of the Alps, the
pure, serene, and boundless vacuity of the scene. The texture of the great
sweep of the gl.acier, the snowy boulders in its sinuous course, the lone
shadows and desolate aiguilles are rendered with "admirable atmospheric
truth. They do not suggest geological studies, nor have they the impres-
siveness of clouds and storms—effects familiar enough in larger photo-
graphs. The impression they convey is more rare, because less conven-
tional. In another class of nature studies that evince the artist's powers of
selection are two Winter Scenes, by Mr. G. Renwick. Of these No. 167 is

a very tender and subtle realisation of hoar-frost and mist. Ameng works
that display a deliberate pictorial intention, that are animated by a motif,
and are more or less studied compositions, Mr. H. P. Robinson's series of
landscajws and figures is prominent. In some of these the effort to compose
is transparent, the figures are self-conscious, and do not represent the art-
less rustics innocent of their picturesque attraction. The difficulty of
introducing figures free from conscious pose is well overcome in other sub-
jects by Mr. Robinson. In He Lores Mc—ffe Loies Ate jyot and in The
Cuckoo the motif is very prettily illustrated. In He Never Told Bit Lote
the group of figures is excellently dis|x)sed, and the sentiment is displayed
with much force and humour. Another admirable study is The Giltiiflawer,
whore a girl, in a graceful, natural attitude, is studying a flower with a
child on her arm. Allied in aim to these, though distinct in technical
quality, are some vivid and pleasing studies by Mr. Lyddell .Sawyer.
Specimens of platinotype prints are not very numerous ; but those by Mr.
if. B. Berkeley and Mr. W. Willis, Jun., are of rare excellence, and
suggest a great future for this valuable and easily-manipulated process.
Mr. Berkeley's The Thames at Pangbourne and Mr. Willis's Niw Warehani
are two vignettes of remarkable beauty and finish. In the former the effect
of dry point is striking. The more mechanical form of photo-engranng is

fully exhibited by Messrs. T. and R. Annan, and also in some book illiis-

tratious printed in platinotype. The autotype and Woodburytype
methods are shown in some fine enlargements from negatives. The en-
largement from a negative, by Mr. .T. G. Sinclair, CaMe at Noontide,
Ulsivater, executed by the Autotype Company, is a very successful ex-
ample.

In ix)rtraiture Mr. H. S. Mendelssohn shows some refined and highly-
finished examples, of which the Afrs. Uuppa and the beautiful platinoty|ie
The Lady Brooke are of high merit. Portraiture, in its more conventional
aspect, is well represented by Mr. Lafayette, the London Stereascopic
Company, the Autotype Comiiany, and others, though there are few por-
traits in the exhibition that call for remark. Mr. Gillard's clever character-
portrait. The Miner, is veiy expressive of the powers of photography. A
Sietta, by Mr. 'Valentino Blanchard, is one of the most distinctly-artistic
conceptions in the gallery ; the sentiment of lassitude and repose is most
happily rendered, and the composition is graceful and poetic. It is impos-
sible to s[>eak in high commendation of the so-called instantaneoos photo-
graphy. The transcripts of sea, whether raging or at rest, are more
curious than felicitous, and there is nothing comparable to the really
impressive enlargement exhibited lately by the Autotype Company. Mr.
C. Grassin shows an Eipreu Train, from a plate expoaed listh of a second,
which should move no one to admiration ; and Mr. 'VV. P. Marsh has a
Series of Instantaneous Sea Studies, in which tho phenomena of breaking and
receding waves are curiously caricatured. This must needs be, seeing that
the eye cannot jwrceive the whole phenomena and receive tho impression
with the swiftness and completeness with which it is fixed in the camera.
Among other attractions in the exhibition, which we have only sfiace to
indicate, are Mr. Henry Stevens's Stiidies of Flower*, Mr. R. H. Lord's
series of the |)erformers in The Binli at Cambridge, Mr. Andrew Pringle's
interesting studies in the Yosemite and elsewhere, the Alpine views of
Mr. W. F. Donkin, the series of yachts under canvas by Messrs. O. West
and Son. and some fxeellcnt scenes on the Cherwell by Captain Abney,
ft„K—Satunlaii Beview.
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RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 13,906. — " Photographic Camera." J. V. Romssos. — Dated

October 21, 1884.

Impbovsd Method of, akh Apparatus for, Taking PHOioanAPHs
BT Artificial Light.

By E0GEN HiMLY, Berlin, Germany.

For producing good photograi)hs it is necessary to have the object to be
photographed in a light in which it is most distinctly visible and most
usually seen.

Tliis light is, as is well known, best afforded by diffused daylight, which
may either be afforded naturally, giving more light on the one side than the
other, according to the time of day chosen, or artificially by means of

screens, blinds, mirrors, and the like, so as to illuminate the object from all

sides to a moderately varying extent.

In the same manner that it is necessary to prevent the direct or regularly

reflected rays of the sun from striking the object to be illuminated (unless

special effects are desired to be produced), it is iilso requisite to a still

greater degree to prevent the direct or regularly reflected rays of light from
a powerful artificial source of light from striking the object to be photo-
graphed.
For obtaining the irregular reflection of rays from powerful sources

of light, so as to produce an artifically diffused light analogous to that
of daylight, it has hitherto been custemary to employ as the most perfect

means attainable intensely illuminated white surfaces, either plane or
concave, not acting as mirrors, which reflect the rays divergently in the
general direction of the object to be illuminated. These illuminated
surfaces can also consist in dulled sheets of glass, through which the rays
from a number of sources of light are caused to pass divergently.
The diffusion thus obtained is, however, but little analogous to that

of daylight, as the direction of the rays still remains more or less one-
sided, and consequently the photographic jnctures obtained by these means
have easily-discernible sti'ongly one-sided illumination.

Another usual method of a comparatively perfect nature for obtaining an
i Uumination analogous to that of daylight consists in the use of several

sources of light, shaded by opal globes arranged round the object to be
photographed, which, together with the photographic apparatus, is mounted
on a revolving turn-table.

Independently of tlie question of the expensive nature of this arrange-
ment, requiring specially careful attention to the several sources of light,

it is not free from imperfections of illumination, due to the fact that
in addition to the rays that are irregularly reflected in the desired manner
by the small surfaces, produced by the clouding of a glass globe, many
rays pass through the glass which, in consequence of the varying absorbing
or refracting powers of the glass, and also in consequence of the want
of parallelism of the glass surfaces, produce light and dark spots on
the object.

My present invention relates to a method of and appliances for producing
artificial illumination as analogous as possible to the action of daylight,
consisting mainly in the emi^loyment of a mechanically-moved illuminating
screen, miich reflects the rays from one or more powerful sources of light

irregularly in the direction of the object to be photographed, but which
entirely diverts the direct or i-egularly reflected rays of such sources of
light from such object, the movement of the said screen being effected
during the whole time of exposure either through a certain arc round the
stationary object to be photographed, or through a straight line past the
same. By this method I obtam, firstly, by means of the construction of
the illuminating screen an illuminating effect analogous to tjie action of
diffused daylight, and free from shadows or excessively strong shadows

;

and, secondly, owing to the quicker or slower advancing motion of the
screen regulated according to requirementSj I obtain a moderate lateral
gradation of the illumination of the object similar to that of daylight. In
particular, I am enabled by this method to prevent the too powerful
illumination of one side of the object, while another side has to be exposed
for a longer time in order to develope deeper shadows.
The appliances which I employ for carrying out my said process consist,

firstly, in the illuminating .screeUj and, secondly, in the mode of applying
and actuating the same. (We omit the drawings.) The illuminating screen
forms a large semicircular niche with domed top, which is closed at bottom
by a semicircular reflecting surface adjustable on a horizontal axis, and in
which two separate lateral niches are formed by means of vertical dwarf
walls, such niches containing the two powerful sources of artificial light.

Consequently, direct rays or rays reflected from the mirrors do not pass
outwards, but only on to the surfaces of the illuminating screen, as also
upon the more or less inclined adjustable bottom surface, these surfaces
being throughout of a dull white colour so that they can only reflect the
rays irregularly.

The exclusively diffused rays of light passing from the illuminating
screen consequently surround more or less the object to be illuminated
according to its distance from the screen, while there is no centr.al less-

illuminated core in such rays of light, such as is produced in illuminating
screens of present construction with a single source of light in the axis
thereof by the use of a shield or disc for intercepting the direct rays
of light, and which causes difficulties in the choice of position of the object
to be illuminated.

The number of sources of light employed in combination with my illumi-
nating screen is not limited; there may be only one, or two, or more,
arranged in an analogous manner. The adjustment of the bottom surface
on a horizontal axis has for its object to distribute tlie light to a greater or
less degree to the lower parts of the object to be illuminated.
The object to be illuminated is situated near to and underneath the

centre of motion of the crane, so that the illuminating screen is caused

to move in a circular path round the object by means of any suitable
mechanism. Or, according to the arrangement, a semicircular rail is

suspended from the ceiling of the studio, on which rail the screen is made
to run by means of rollers being moved to and fro by cords. The path in
which the screen is caused to travel may be of a variously-curved or
more or less straight or inclined form.
For particular purposes I also employ an arrangement by which the

illuminating screen, while moving along its path, also has a motion round
a vertical axis imparted to it, so that it may maintain a parallel position at
every point of its path.

I also in some oases employ as an auxiliary to the above-described
method and appliances a lateral reflecting screen of a conical or concave
form, mounted so as to turn on a vertical axis, which is employed to assist

the action of the travelling screen in causing that side of the object on which
such lateral screen is situated to be more strongly illuminated. As only
diffused rays f.all upon this screen, it may consist either of actual mirror or
of a deadened surface for irregular reflection.

Having now particularly described and ascertained the nature of my
said invention, and in what manner the same ia to be performed, I declare
that what I claim is :

—

1. The method of illuminating photographic objects during the exposal
by means of irregularly reflected rays of light from one or more moving
sources of artifical light, substanticilly as herein described.

2. The construction of the illuminating screen such as shown in the draw-
ings, operating in combination with one or more sources of light, arranged
beliind lateral screens, whose direct rays of light, or whose rays regularly

reflected from mirrors, can only pass by irregular reflection from the
illuminating screen to the object to be illuminated ; also, in combination
with the said screen the use of a flap with irregular reflecting surface,

adjustable on pivots and forming tlie bottom surface of the screen.

3. The use of a rectilinear, or semicircle, or otherwise curved path or

rail upon which the illuminating screen is moved by mechanical means
during the time of exposure.

4. The use of a crane or swinging arm for imparting the required motion
to the illuminating screen.

5. The use, in combination with the method of illuminating set forth in

the first claim, of a stationary adjustable lateral auxiliary screen, having a
perfectly or irregulary-reflecting surface, and which is caused to reflect

more or less of the irregularly-reflected rays of the travelling illuminating

screen according to the momentary position occupied by the latter.

ttim^s 0f ^atutm.
MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Date of Meeting. Name of Society. Place of Meeting:.

October 28 Bolton. Club The Studio, Chaneery-lane.
29 Photographic Club

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
At the meeting of this Association, held on Thursday, the 16th instant,

the chair was occupied by Mr. A. Maokie.
Dr. Schleussner, of Frankfort-on-the-M»ine, was introduced to tho

meeting, and it beiu^ understood that he was engaged in the manufac-
ture of gelatiiio-bromide plates, some questions were asked of him relating

to the employment of these plates in Germany. In reply to a question as

to whether Warnerko's sensitometer was adopted as a standard for speed
cm the continent, and, if so, what was the register number which plates

were expected to show ?

—

Dr. ScHLKUi^SNER replied that it was used, and that the number regis-

tered by the plates that he manufactured was 22. He further stated that
that was the number given with the ferrous oxalate developer, which was
almost exclusively used in Germany. With pyro. developer there was less

sensitiveness, but for the colour given to the negative he preferred pyro.,

which gave an image more resembling that of collodion. In making
oxalate developer he used seventeen parts of sulphate of iron and forty-five

parts of oxalate of potash.

Mr. A. L. Henderson said, with reference to the speed of emulsion
plates, that if gelatine were added in large quantity to emulsion without
first neutralising or washing away the acid tiiat most gelatines contained
the emulsion was very much slower.

Dr. Schleussner, in answer to further questions, said that he did not
use iodide in his emulsion, nor was it employed in the manufacture of

Monckhoven's plates. He also stated that it was no use to compare two
emulsions with different sensitometers, as these were made of varying
strength, and one would register a higher number than another.

Mr. Bell's experience with sensitometers was similar to that of Dr.
Schleussner's.

Mr. Henderson said that ho had been experimenting in a new direction,

which he believed would be a ver^ useful one, with the manufacture of

emulsion. The idea was to use as little water as possible, and to substitute

the greater part of this solvent by alcohol. So little water was employed
that the gelatine would only dissolve when hot, and on cooling would
separate from the solution, taking the water with it. The alcohol could

then be poured off and used again in the manufacture of a subsequent
loatch. A great portion of the soluble salts, the nitrates, would be found
crystallised on the top of the cake of precipitated emulsion, from which it

could be washed off, and the remainder was removed by washing in the usual
way. The actual formula he had employed was as follows :—180 grains of

bromide of potassium and five grains of gelatine were dissolved in half-an-
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ounce of water. Thi.i was heated and made up with hot alcohol to Ave
ounces. 240 grains of nitrate of silver were also dinsolvcd in half-nn-ounco
of water lunl iiiatto up to five ouncos with alcohol. Half tlio silver wjis
convovted into aniiiionio-iiitrate. The solutions \voro then mixed and
placed in water at 120' Falu-. II;ilf-an-oiinee of dry gelatine was next
stirred in. For a little time the Hakes were crisp and brittle, but then
they dissolved and the solution was allowed to cool, when the emulsion
would Ix) found to be precipitated as mentioned.
Mr. A. Cowan had been experiuionting in another direction with emul-

sion by the boiling method. He hail found that if an emulsion were made
slightly acid during mixture it might bo neutralised wifh carbonate of
lime, and then, although neutral, it might bo boiled for a long time with-
out fogijing. Ho had gone up to three hours' boiling without having a
trace of fog.

Mr. G. T. Grammer was elected a member of the Association.

MANCHESTER PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The first meetim,' for the present session of this Society was held in the
Manchester Technical Schools on Thursday, the 11th ult.,—Mr. John .S.

PoUitt, President, in the chair. The minutes of tlio previous meeting
were read and confirmed.

Ttio CuAiRMAM made reference to a subject that had been under dis-

cussion at the Council meeting, namely, the scarcity of papers that were
being read by members. In response to his call Mr. A. Brothers, F.R. A.S.,
volunteered a paper, and gave a practical demonstration of the daguerreo-
type process.

Mr, Alan Garn'Ktt exhibited a charmin;^ collection of small landscapes
taken durinp a recent tour in Normandy, and showed a mask which he
introduced ni his camera, enabling him to make four exposures on one
plate ; also a series of four or five jfrints, forming a panoramic picture, in

wliich the joinings were scarcely parceptible.
Mr. Wilson exhibited some prints from negatives, taken at the outdoor

meetings of the Society.
Mr. S. U. McKellkn showed a fine series of photographs taken on the

occasion of the Society's visit to Kii-kst.ill Abbey.
The Hox. Secretary exhibited a new lantern carrier, m.ide by Mr.

Steward, of London, by which slides of various sizes were automatically
re,t;istered.

Tlie meetinsr was brought to a close by a lantern exhibition, by Mr.
J, A. Chadwick, consisting of Parisian and other views.

The annual meating of this Society took place in the rooms of the Society,
at the Manchester Technical Schools, on Thursday, the 9th iustant,

—

Mr. John S. PoUitt, President, in the chair. The minutes of the previous
meeting were read and confirmed.
The Hon. Secretaby read the following

Annual Report.
Thls b?ing the twenty-ninth annual meeting of the Society, your Council
have to congratulate you upon the very successful year we have just passed
throu^'h. It is satisfactory to be in a position to state tliat, notwithstand-
ing,' the heavy calls which have been made upon our exclieiiuer this year by
the Exhibition in December last, our fundi have increased beyond all

expectations, our present position being better than has ever been known
since the Sixjiety first came into existence.

Although! we have had 32 new members added to the list, we have to

record several resign.ations, our numerical strength being now 130 against
113 last year. It is satisfactory to find that the average attendance at our
montlily meetings has increased to 5'J against 01 last year. We are, how-
ever, 8.)rry we cannot bo.ast of the number of papers read during the
|)resent session ; 'but it is with pleasure we reflect upon the general interest

which has jiervaded our gathcrmgs.
Undoubtedly, the principal event of the year was the exhibition in

December last, being chiefly the work of our own members, together with
the choicest work of the leading photographers in Great Britain, and sup-

plemoatod by a unirjue collection of photographic work collected from all

parts of tho world by our esteemed member, Mr. Charles Harris, F.R.G.S.,
who also contributed to the interest of the exhibition by a short recit.T.1 of

his experiences of the photographic brethren in America, India, China,

and Japan.
Not the least interesting event of the year was the presentation of a

testimonial to the Hon. Secretary, Mr. W. I. Chadwick. That gentleman
having filled the office for the past seven or eight years with so much
ability and tact, besides having some time previously matured and carried

into effect a scheme for placing tho finances of the Society on a much
sounder basis than had ever before existed, it was thought by many of the

members that some substantial recognition of such long-continued, active,

and purely voluntary services should be made. It was not intended, how-
ever, from the first that the funds of tho Society should bo drained upon
for the purpose ; nor was it intended, beyond the mere sending out of

circulars to members apprising them of what was proposed to be done,

that auy solicitations for subscriptions should be made or any canvassing

resorted to. The matter was entertained in a spirit of great liberality by a

large proportion of the members, and the testimonial took the form of a

very hanusoma gold wtitch and guard, wliich was presented by the Presi-

dent, on behalf of the suDscribers, on the occasion of tho toirde by which
the Dcoembar exhibition was inaugurated. The ceremony took place in

the presence of a Largo and select co.iipany of visitors, and Mr. Chadwick,
labouring under some emotion, made a graceful acknowledgment of the

gift.

On tho same occasion our valued friend and old member, Mr. John
HiMiiig. artist, presented tho Hon. Secretary, on his own account, with a

beautifully-executed water-colour drawing from his own pencil..

Wo must not omit inontion of onr old member Mr. W. U. Woo<lbury,
who came down from London »(>o<;iaIly to exhibit to u» and demonxtratf the
working details and manipulation of the Ht.-iiinnty|.o prcKjesj.
We have also to record amongst th^' p i|M!rs read om- from tho PreiiidBiit,

On The Attitude of Our Sitcietii, Patl, freteM, ami Fulurr, and anotlmr from
the H(m. Secretary, being a series of iiiiggeations of aiibjectx that might Ub
adiantage()U'<ly taken up by most of tho members for research Hod demoa-
stration at our meetings.
Mr. Risht:)n rca<l an interesting paper On Swinit-Baela and Swiny-

Fronts, illustrating his remarks by an ingenious model of s camera in
section, which he afterwards presented to the Society.

Tlie Hon. Secretary gave anotlicr short communication On Landtntpe
Lenses and Diiipkrivjmt, with a few elementary remarks for tho IxmcBt of
tho younger memlwrs of the Society.

>Ir. Greatorex gave an interesting and highly-amusing |)aper, entitled
A Summer Uolklai/, consisting of notes taken during a recent tonr in
Switzerland.
Mr. Edwards followed by a paper advocating the importance of rising-

fronts, and exhibited several negatives intended to demonstrate the supe-
riority of rising-fronts over swing-backs.
The President dealt very ably with the same subject in another com-

munication, and conclusively proved to the members that the rising-front
was a more valuable addition to a camera than a swing-b.ack.
Besides the above, many other subjects of interest have been bronght

before the members, including a demonstration of tho manipulation of
gelatino-bromide paper, by Mr. McKellen.
The lantern li.as upon more than One occasion been successfully handled

by the Hon. Secretary and his brother, Mr. J. A. Chivdwick, and generally
the meetings have been well supplied with novelties in apparatus and
members' work, amongst which may be mentioned a series of large
[lictures, by Mr. McKellen, and some charming smaller studies by Mr.
Alan Garnett.
Mr. A. Brothers, F.R.A.S., also exhibited some fine raicrophotographs,

taken by the aid of the electric light.

Before closing this rotrosireotive survey of tho past year's proceedings,
wo mu.st acknowledge the unprecedented success of omr outdoor meetings,
which have been with few exceptions well attended and enjoyed by all
present.

And now, in resigning our respective offices, we again congratulate you
on tho satisfactory condition of the Society—not only in its financial status,
but also upon the harmonious feeling which has cnaracterised the whole
proceedings.

Mr. Wm. Watts said he thought a very important event had been
omitted from the report, namely, the presentation to the Hon. Secretary
of a testimonial for his past services.

Tho Hon. .Seckktary acknowledged that it h.ad been omitted, but, being a
testimonial from the members of the Society, and not really a gift of tne
Sooiebj as a bodi/, he did not mention it in his reiiort. However, as so
many of the members expressed a wish that the subject should be included
in the report, the Hon. Secretary said he would prefer that the President
receive the report from his hands as it now read, and that he (the Presi-
dent) might add whatever he thought best. With this understanding the
report was accepted.
A printed copy of the annual balance sheet was next handed round to

the members ; and, in proposing tho same be accepted,
Mr. Wm. Watps complimented the Council uiwn their able manage-

ment of the Society's affairs during the past year.

The election of ofiicers next took place by ballot, resulting as follows :

—

President: Mr. J. S. PoUitt.— Vice-Praidents : the Rev. Canon Beecliy,
Dr. C. P. Bahin, Mr. A. Brothers, F.R.A.S., John Dale, and J. W.
Leigh.

—

Council : R. Atherton, Alan Garnett, Jos. Greatorex, Charles
Harris, F.R.G.S., John Kershaw, S. D. McKellen, E. Openshaw, John
Schofield, John Warburton, and N. Wright.

—

Hon. Treasurer: W. G.
Coote.

—

Hon. Secretary : W, I. Chadwick.
During the scrutinising of the voting papers,
Mr. J. Greatorex exhibited a negative much fogged, with patched,

dense markings. This was one of a batch of excellent (commercial) plates
and tho only one found defective. No explanation was offered, but many
members said they had met with similar experiences.
Mr. W. Bl.\keley exhibited a number of excellent prints, the work of a

friend, who was desirous of becoming ia member of the Society, and whom
he would propose at the next meeting.
Mr. LlVKiiKY exhibited a number of splendid photographs, 10 x 8, very

neatly mounted. They composed a series of views in Scotland.
Tho Chairman exhibited an instantaneous shutter, made more than

thirty years ago, and re.ad a short paper describing the same. [See page
G~9.] He also exhibited some charming stereoscopic views and lantern
slides from instantaneous negatives taken by the aid of this shutter.

Mr. Alfred Brotiiebs exhibited a portrait taken about 1S.56 or 1857,
and which he supposed was the second caHe portrait taken in Manchester.
A general discussion took place on shutters and instontaneoas expo-

sures, in which the Chairman, Messrs. John Chadwick, Sen., S. D.
McKellen, Schofield, and others joined, resulting in the general approval
of shutters of the Noton type.

Mr. Wm. Watts exhibited a walking-stick camera tripod stand, which
opened out to five feet tliree inches in height, and was so fii-m and rigid

that it supported easily a weight of thirty [Kiiinds. When closed it

resembled a bamboo wafking-stick, with buckhorn handle, silver mounted.
Its weight was one pound to one pound seven ounces,

Mr. Jos. Gbkatokkx exhibitea a number of lantern slides by the wet
collodion process, Cowan's plates, and collodio-bromide.

Owing to the lateness of the hour the lantern was not used, but the
Hon. Secretary said he would arrange to have the lantern working at the
November meeting, and hoped all mcmbci's who intended to send slidM
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would confine them to the standard size, namely, three and a-quarter
inches square, accomi)anied by a list of miniber of slides and exhibitor's

name. He desired that members would send up tlioir slides liefore the
last minute, in order to ensure their safe return, as it was extremely per-

plexing for a lanternist to have slides put into his hands during the exhibi-

tion by two or three different people, ensuring each a safe return.

The next meeting will take place on November 13, at wliicli, besides the
lantern exhibition, Mr. Alfred Brotliers will demonstrate tlie daguerreo-

type process.

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE AND NORTHERN COUNTIES'
PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

The first ordinary meeting of the session was held in the College of

Physical Science, Nev.-castle, on Tuesday, the 14th inst., at 7.30 p.m.,

—

Mr. J. P. (Jibson in the chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and passed, and Mr. T. G.
Gibson and Mr. Ruddock, of Tynemouth, were elected members of the
Society.

Mr. J. Pike (Hon Secretary) said :—A notice with reference to the exhi-

bition has been issued to members, and you will observe that mention is

made of the tr.-vnspareney com])etition. It has been very wisely decided to

postpone the holding of this competition until December or January. Th:s
will allow lis to devote our whole time to the arrangement of our pictures

for tlie exhibition next month, and will then leave ample time for the pre-

paration of slides. It has occurred to me (more especially as no pajier has
been formally put down for this evening) that we niii,dit very profitably

have a discussion on the best methods of making transparencies, and that

those of us who have h.ad any experience of this branch of the photographic
art might be induced to allow their information to circulate amongst their

less favoured brethren. He (Mr. Pike) then read a sliort i)aper on Trayt-i-

pareneks [see page 081], with special reference to the forthcoming competi-
tion. Hints were given and remarks made (in the preparation of carbon
transparencies and those prepared on gelatino-chloride plates, samples of

which were shown, together with the negatives from which they were
taken. Speaking of the wet and dry collodion methods, he (Mr. Pike) said

he had had no practical experience, but he had asked Mr. Templeton, of

Gateshead, to bring a few samples of wet-plate work, and that gentleman
very kindly gave his experience of this method, remarking that he used the
develo]>er and toning solution mentioned in his (Mr. Pike's) paper.

Several questions were asked and replied to.

Mr. Pike recommended intending competitors, to read Mr. Robinson's
paper ; also a full description of various processes in The Buiiish Journal
Photographic Almanac of this year.

Mr. Downey, of South Shields, sliowed a large number of stereoscopic

pictures and slides, which were highly appreciated.

Votes of thanks were passed to Mr. Pike and to Mr. Downey.
The Chairman said he hoped that all members would be able to send

pictures to the exhibition next month, not only for competition but for

decorative purposes.

The Society's exhibition this year, of members' work only, will be held in

November, at the Art Gallery. A presentation print is to be selected and
the medal and prize, offered by Mr. Borrow and Mr. Gibson respectively,

competed for. T'ne transparency competition is postponed till December or

January.

GLASGOW AND WEST OF SCOTLAND AMATEUR
PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

The usual monthly meeting of the above Assosiation was held at their
rooms, 180, West Regent-street, on Tuesday, the 1-tth inst.,—Mr. Hugh
Reid, President, in the chair.

After the approval of the minutes the following new members were
admitted :—Messrs. William Orr, Henry Leask, H. M. Fraser, William
Leiper, John McKissack, and George W. Gray.

It was agreed to hold weekly informal meetings each Tuesday during
the winter.
Mr. W. Lano, Jun., then read his paper on The Phn(or/rap?iic Proriress nf

the Current Year, [See page C83.] Mr. Lang's interesting paper was
illustrated by a number of specimens of the various methods of photo-
mechanical iJrinting, kindly lent by Jlr. J. Craii; Annan and others. Mr.
Lang afterwards demonstrated the value of some of the new methods, and
reduced and intensified a number of negatives in a completely successful
manner.
After some general conversation the meeting was adjourned.

TRANSFERABLE ALBUMEN FILMS ON PAPER.
To the Editor.s.

Gentlemen,—I notice in your issue of this date an inquiry, from a
member of the London and Provincial Photographic Association, " whether
anyone can tell how a certain pajjor was prepared that was introduced more
than twenty years ago, but for many years past had not been in the market.
This paper was albumenised and had to be sensitised in the ordinary way.
After the usual treatment, upon removal from the hyijo. -fixing solutitm into
water, the film of .albumen separated from the pajier and could be trans-
ferred to anything required. He thought that lantern transparencies
might be very satisfactorily jiroduced by such a paper."
As an old amatenr of more than thirty years' standing I think I can
hrow a light upon this subject. In plain sensitive paper it was found that

a coating of whey before the floating of the silver solution greatly increased
its sensitiveness, and one of the continental manufacturers of all:)nmenised
paper thouglit it would add value to his albumenised paper. XTnder that
conviction he manufactured a large quantity for the English market.
When the paper came to be immersed in the hypo, bath the film separated
from the paper, and then was discovered a twofold impression, namely,
one of a very foggy appearance on the plain paper and another on the
albumenised film. This was always more faint than the paper impression,
but much finer in its delineation (the print had to be somev;hat over-
exposed to obtain the finest results on the albumen). I bought some of

this paper, and the failure of the manufacturer caused me to consider if

this circumstance could not be advantageously utilised. Finding the film
remarkable for its cohesion whilst the print was in the hypo., I transferred
the film on to opal glass, and the effect was very much admired ; but
amateurs did not think it was a field sufficiently attractive to follow up.
At that period transparencies were not the fashion, and hence it fell away.

I may state that I have specimens by me that were made twenty-five
years ago, and still show not the least sign of decay. I would further
remark that I used a substratum ot gum before placing the film on the
gl.ass. I carried this out wiiilst the film floated on the water, liiR alass
being placed under tiie water and the film stretched over it, and then
taken out to dry spontaneously. This could be easily done upon carbon
transfer paper or paper made transparent.

I shall be glad to find that some enterprising amateur will again take up
this interesting branch of the art-science.—I am, yours, &c.,

Liverpool, October 17, 1884. Jas. Alex. PoRRuaT.

MARKINGS ON DRY PLATES.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Since I wrote to you in July, as to the markings on the
negatives caused by the American leather cloth used for the hinges of tlio

slides, I have again used the cameras, believing that the leather must ha\'e
become seasoned, but have been again troubled, although I took every care
to keep the slides cool and to leave the plates in them as short a time as
possible.

I believe the whole plate is affected, and that in slight cases one end of
the plate is simply more or less dense or fogged. It i.s curious that with
Swan's plates the bar is transparent or nearly so, while with Wratten's and
other plates it is more or less opaque. It would be interesting to know
what it is that has an entirely opposite effect with different makes of plates.

I am pleased to find my experience confirmed by Mr. J. D. England, as I
failed to convince the maker of the camera or the readers of your Journal.
I note that it is only in hot weather that any efi'ect is produced, and think
that, if investigated, it mi^d]t be utilised.—t am, yours, &c.,

Sih-ermere, Woodba-r>/ iJown, N., October 20, lii>i^l. D. W. Hill.

MR. BANKART'S CAMERA.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I was much interested in reading Mr. George Baukart'a
ideas on The Camera of the Future in your last issue.

According to the descrijition his proposed camera is, in the main, very
much like the one patented by Mr. Geoige Smith, except jierhaps that the
latter h.as a rack and pinion for focussing, and a swing-back which can be
cl.-iniped in any position.—I am, yours, &c., H. Arnold Bemrose.

Irotvjatc, Derby, October 21, 1884.

PHOTOGRAPHIC BRASS-WORK.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Recent utterances show what a field there is for firms who
will execute desirable ]ihotot;raiJhic brnss-work.
Mr. A. Pringle's design for fixing lenses expeditiously is one example.

Another is that mounts which allow front and back lenses by different
makers to be interch,aUL;e,T,ble, and to hi' placed at any desired di.-'tance

from each other,' will give great extra pictorial power to the ])hotographer,
with no more extra expense than the cost of the universal mount.— I am,
yours, &c.

,

A. B.
October 21, 1884.

MEDAL AWARDS AT THE PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION.
To the Editors.

Gentlesien,—I entirely agree with the criticisms made by Mr. W.
WainWright, Jun., in your last issue. I also note the stale sarcasm of
calling the grapes sour.

I made a special visit from my parish in Cheshire to the Photographio
Exhibition last week, and gave the most accurate and conscientious atten-
tion to most of the exhibits hanging in its gallery, and I hesitate not to
say that the adjudication of medal awards was not at all satisfactory; and,!
even at the risk of being called a soured and disappointed amateur exhi-f
bitor, I stoutly affirm that \\ork of the highest merit has been ignored.!
What coidd the judges have been thinking about when they elected
overlook the land&cape works in th(! I]xhibition. Some of them are the mostj
beautiful and clever compositions it has ever been my lot to see. It would
be almost impossible to produce more splendid examples of really artistic!

work.
Mr. Wainwright has referred to the medal given for interior* as

award given for inferior work. I supiiose this was done in spite of thd
btr.aits the artist's camera was put to to got such a wonderful display oi
converging lines. I have always understoi.d that a fault of this kind wa
a cardinal one, and that even unijer the manipulation of a mere tyro'

I
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liandi was mlirely inexciiMble ; but »a the judges have decided otherwise
I pitj^uniu I tilt, .-A be 111 error.

Aiui, limy I ask, who is responaibla for tlio hanginy of the i>icture«»
Here there hiis been to my iimid the most ridiculous "miscarriaire of
justice If (by what obtains in the Uoyal Academy) special honour is
«l«ays supixised to be attached to works which hanjfs "on the lino"— if
this be the rule which was supposed to guide the decisions of the Coun-
cil, It cortaiiily.to my mind, was " nu.re lionoure<l in the breach than in
the observ-ance. Hy the merest accident and at considerable bodily iucon-
veuipiico I f.nind a very clover frame of first-class work, placed not "on
the line, but veiy far indeed below it. I do not hesitate to mention both
the number and the name, namely, Inlti-ion (No. 293), by Kdwiii Vox
Anyb|«ly wlio lia.s made a speciality of studies of this nature must knowhow dithcult It always is to get full harmony of illumination and detail
Jiither tliere is too much illumination, causing halation iu the highest
lights, and too great density in the shadows, or other eccentricities of
an e(|u.jlly inartistic kind. In this example there is nothing of the kind
Aii-i where, think you, was this frame placed by the judges!' Well right
b;. iiiul a large heap of tripods, &c., sent by Messrs. J. V. Shew and Co for
exhibition puri.oses, and certainly blocked out from the public view
elfojtively. This is only one out of many instances. I will not say it was
iiilontional imsmanagemout, but it wjis unfortunate, and unjust to the
exhibitor for all that.

T>T'^^'\'r" U "l^/ ^"'"^ '^ ^^^ judges considered that the work shown by
Mr. W. t*. Marsh, and awarded a medal, had any special claims on their
seleoti )U because it bore all the distinct traces of very indifferent retouch-
ing ? At least it fixed that full inii)re8sion upon my mind.
May I again ask why was Mr. G. Renwick awarded a medal for his

snowseapes and the e.xhibits (No. 3«9) by Mr. B. Wyles overlooked?
IKAy was No. 3C2 medalled? Why w.is No. 440 placed on the line and
J\o. lli placed off It, and very much off it? Why, in the name of art
were N Of.. m> and 407 not medalled ? Those are just one or two instancei
of what I would venture to call very hasty and immature decisions on the
part of the authorities.

I envy Mr. Forsyth his genius and resignation. My own studies of "out-
door portraiture ' were placed as near the carpet as they could possibly be •

but this was because they richly deserved it, the exception in this kind of
just treatment jiroving the nile.
Just one piiut more. It is a very significant fact that scarcely any

amateur has this year secured a medal. The Council is composed of both
amateur and professional judges—the latter in a majority. Now I do
"u'

™"' "'<''' ^"" f'"""' ^''>«" "'" "lajority of the exhibitors are amateurs. I
thmk that there ought to bj a sharp distinction drawn between the
two, and no professional worker should ba allowed to compete with the
amateur, and vice vend. ICithcr let there b^ two separate classes or do
away with medals altogether, and let the Exhibition be worked on the
same lines as our Royal Academy. The present state of things is most un-
eatisf:ictory, and sooner or later must be remedied.—I am, yours, &c
The Vicamrje, Climdie Huhne, Cneihire. H. ViCTOK Macdosa, m'a

October 20, 1884.

^otts HJiti Cilleries.
D. E. F. wishes us to recommend a sjiecial form of lena ; but wp make a

point of declining to do so. He must read the various iidvertisements
emanating from manufacturers of and dealers in lenses, and use his own
judgment in making a selectiim.

Self Taught inquires if a carte lens can be utilised for reproducing a few
small photographs for pasting on Christmas cards. Certainly it can.
The photographs may either be cojiied the size of the original or bo
reduced. In reply to a second query, the distance in the enclosed
photograph is well rendered.

" By what means can I produce a red or reddish-brown colour in a photo-
grai)h, such as characterise some very old engravings which I have often
seen?-Old Ebok." In reply: Try silver printing on plain paper,
without any toning. Or try the \iraniura and red i)russiate process,
exciting the paper with a solution of nitrate of uranium, and dovelopiag
with a solution of ferridcyanide of potassium.

W. A. Walkkr writes:—"I have a complete and successful zinc-etching
apparatus, used in combination with transfers from drawings upon litho-
graphic stones. I am told that photographs can be transferred to stone,
and then a transfer from that be obtained, so as to use it in combination
with the zinc-etching process. Could any of your readers oblige me with
details as to this photolithographic process, particularly as to how the
Jihotograph is transferred to the stone?"

•'A London and Provincial Photo." inquires by what means the true
focus of a combination of lenses can be ascertained when it is composed
of one of the spectacle glasses of which some mention has been made of
late united with an achromatic such as the front of a i)ortrait lens.
In reply : Having ascertained the focus of each of the lenses, and deter-
mined upon the distance at which they are to be mounted apart, miU-
'h'ly the focus of one by that of the other, and divide by the sum of
• .eir foci less the distance of separation. This gives the eiiuivalent focus
..f the combination.

C. F. B. writes:--" Could you kindly tell me if there is any process by
which I could print Wooodbnry iirints on to paper and then transfer
them from the paper to glass or wood '! I have been trying a collodion-
i»ed glass, but it will not leave the mould without breaking away in
places. I have been endeavourinst to accomplish it in several ways, but
cannot get anything to work right. If you could give me any assistance
through the Journal I should be very thankful." We publish this query
in order to elicit the experience of any who may have worlced in this direc-
tion ; but would remark that Woodbury lantern slides and transparences,
pt everj- class, »r« usually, if not invariably, printed upon the glass direct,

C,\N y.m inf.)rm nie if there is m the marki t nny emul-imi or i.l.-.te, that
will tako a positive picluro? Would pn-pared |,.,rc.-lain plaUs do?
1 have no silver bath, and printing from a negative when only one copy
IS rtquirml takes up a good deal of time. It would be a tmmt booo
to most. es[)ccially to amuteurs, to be able to purchase plates for poeitiTe*.and a large sale might Ire expected.-J. Clakk." In reply : If oar
correspondent desire a plate up<m which to tako » iHwitive direct in th*camera, nothing of the kind can be had rcatly prepared. The plate—whether porce :un, glass, or metal-must be black, so as to form the
bljicks of the photograph. Let our corro«iw)ndent try hia hand at watinir
ferroty|)e plates with an iodised collodion emulsion and see what amount
of success will reward his efforts.

a HvASis writes:—"Can you kindly give mo a reply to the following:—

w-'i'i ^h" " ^r"''i '" * '™""
!'"i*''

™""' ^ ''ff'"e<l by artificial light.
Will you tell me the best to use? Electricity is out of the riuostion I
find magnesium likely to drop and go out ; and how to convey the fumes
from white hre composition 1 hardly know. Can you enlighten me on
the subject? Do you think a Ross' rapid syn.metrical suitable for aiich
a subject. 1 h.-ive tried the oxymagnesiuui, and have failed through
the ribbon breaking off and going out." In reply : A common stove
pi|)e, or one formed of calico kept distended by wire, will snttice to carry
ott the fumes from the white-fire comjjosition. With respect to the
Jens: we would recommend one of the portrait form for employment in
preference to the rapid symmetrical.

(&it\)&n^t ©olumtt.
No charge is made for imertinrf Uiese annoxtncemenU ; but in no cate do we

insert any article merely offerkd fob sale, that beim done at a mall coatmour advertiinno payes. Thi» portion of our colummU devoted to exchanaet
only. II ts imperative that the name of the penon proponng the exchange

A !'"'f^j«!t'"'Ufm not necessarily for publication, if a NOM Dg plcue be
thouyht desirable), otherwise the notice will not appear.

What offers in exchange for 100 10 x 14 ferrotype plates? -Address.
Photoobapher, 21, Bartholomew-street, St. Olavc's, Exeter.

^«?' "^f^ ^°^ cabinet burnisher. Hunt's Photoyraphy and Silver Sunbeam I
Wanted, anything useful m photography.—Address, A. Atkins, 64.
Ainsworth-street, Mill-road, Cambridge.

Wanted, a large, heavy rolling-press, if out of condition will do, in
exch.-inge for microphotographic ajjparatus, lot of electrical affairs,
piintmg-frames, &c., &c.—Address, C. R. Trueuan, Southwold.

I will exchange a set of nine Victoria lenses on one brass plate, perfect
instruments, or a thorough good carte lens, by Burr, for any useful
accessory or scenic background for studio, posing-chair, &c., &c.—
Address, S. Hvams, 5, Pollet, (Juernsey.

I will exchange a jmingchair with four changing-hacka, exterior back-
ground, ditto (Bull's) and rustic chair, rolling- press, for 12 x 10 pictures
by Knox, of Glasgow, nearly new, for a whole-plate camera and lens.—
Address, W. \V E.sT0Br, Goole, Yorks.

Wanted, a quarter-plate tourist camera with lens and stand, in exchange
for a whole-i)late folding camera, with three double slides and stand (by
Billchffe), with whole-plate view lens by Grubb.—Address, A. B. Barlow
Cornbrook Works, Chester-road, Manchester.

I will exchange a stereo, camera, 6t x -ii, and two lenses, double combina-
tion, for same, all equal to now, for half-plate square bellows-body camera
and good lens ; must be in good condition.—Address, Frank Colbolrne,
Journal Office, Lansdown, Stroud, Gloucestershire.

I will exchange a long-focus half-plate camera, swing-back, rise- fall- and
slide-front, leather bellows, screw focus, very light, complete with three
double backs, only used a few times, for a 74 x 5 Dallmeyer's rapid
rectilinear lens or offers. — Address, H. Richards, South-terrace,
Broadwater, Worthing.

I will exchange a second-hand portable 12 x 10 Kinnear camera, of Spanish
mahogany, brass bound, bellows-body of morocco leather, bniss-bouud
dark slide and carriers, size when closed 14J x 14$ x 4 inches ; also a
mahogany 1.5 x 1,5 square sliding-bodjr camera and dark slide, 14 x 12
carrier. Wanted, a studio camera, with repeating-back, for cartes and
cabinets, with screw focussing arr.ingement, must be in good condition.
Will also exchange backgrounds, some by Seavey, for coloured and other
backgrounds of different designs, photographs on applications: send
particulars.—Address, W. W. Wi.vtkr, photograr her, Derby.

>

^nstotrs to ffior«spon&cnta.

tS" Correspondents should never write on both lidei of the paper.

Notice.—£aeA Corresjmndent is required to enclose hit name and addreti,
although not necessarilyforpuUication. Communieaiiom may, when thought

this rule will therefore undnttami the reason for the omitsion of their
comm unicatio)is.

Photoorai'Iis Registered.—
Abraham Sqiiibbs, Wenibdon-road, Bridgowatar.—PAo(<%fni;i4 (^ Sir
James Valrjimple Elphinstone ; Photograph of the " Flying IhilehmaH"
going at full speed.

Wji. Cou».—Received. In our next.
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B. V. B.—Mr. Warnerio mentiona ten as bsing oquh'alent.

Geo. a. Rushton.—It is not necessary that the condensars be achiomatiel

W. C—Mr. J. J. Ayling, Crane-court, Fleet-street, E.G., will supply

what you need.

F. W. \V. B.—Messrs. Marion and Co., Soho-square, will, no doubt,

furnish the mounts.

Limb Light.—Messrs. Lancaster and Son, of your toira, will be able to

meet your requirements.

T. Pool.—Without knowing your requirement, and the space at your

disposal, it is impossible to afford you .iny useful information.

Amateur.—The Council of the Society, liaving on previous occasions duly

considered the question, arrived at the conclusion that the present system

is the best.

Photolitho.—The paper is not an article of commerce in this country.

Dr. Liesegang, Dusseldorf, will, no doubt, supply it. Silk velvet :
you

will have to make them for yourself.

Positive.—The only plan is to dissolve off the varnish with benzole. But
we fear that you will not be able to remove it without injury to the film,

particularly if tlie picture be an old one.

F. E.—1. About the s.ame proportion as in the preparation of plates.—2.

Not suitable, unless the albumen be coagulated.—3. Why not make the

experiment ?—4. The usu.al iodide of starch test is the best.

T. M. LowoocK.—All will depend upon the number of prints you wish to

wash at a time. Better have the trough too large than too sm.%11. There

is no objection to washing carte and cabinet prints at the same time.

Silver.—1. The spots on the prints do not appear to be "metal spots,"

but are caused by something in the preparation of the paper. Witliout

Icnowing more of this we are unable to account for them.—2. If the

bath be too alkaline it may cause a dulness in the prints.—3. Should

the bath be too alkaline neutralise it with nitric acid.

E. S. D.—Either will answer. If your camera have a sliding front the

extending one may be made to slide in the rabbets. If it have not, the

opening in the front will have to be made larger, as the less aperture

will not be sufficiently large. The pressure does not produce the blisters.

All so called " doubly-albumenised papers" are more or less prone to

blistering.

Rev. A. Malan, M.A.—Make the toning solution as you do at present,

and add gold from time to time as required, without a further addition

of acetate of soda. Occasionally a little fresh acetate may bo added, but it

is not necessary with each fresh addition of gold. The gold should

be added some hours before the bath is required for use. Thanks for the

cutting, which is highly amusing.

Febrottpe.—It is somewhat doubtful if you will succeed in converting

your old printing bath into a "first-rate" sensitisingf bath for collodion

plates. However, the best method for you to pursue is to dilute it down
to the proper strength and then add carbonate of soda until a decided

precipitate remains after well shaking. Now expose it to strong sun-

light for several days ; after which filter, and make decidedly acid with

nitric acid.

Northampton.—1. According to the formula the developer should keep
very well. Perhaps you have been over-exposing your plates ; hence the

Ifcck of density.—2. One ounce.—3. This is purely a legal question.

However, we know that such agi-eemcnts are made, but generally only

for a stipulated time. We question if an agreement phohibiting you from
taking other employment for an indefinite period would be a legal one ; but

if it were stipulated that within a certain limited time you should not,

then the case might be very different. Better consult a respectalilo

solicitor.

Received.—H. N. Atkins; Herbert S. Stames; John Nicol, Ph.D.;
"X.X.X," In our next.

Photographic Club.—At the forthcoming meeting of this Club, at

Anderton'a Hotel, Fleet-street, on Wednesday next, the 29th inst., the

subject for discussion will be

—

On^Seversed Negatives.

Photooraphio Society of Great Britain.—The next monthly
technical meeting of this Societywill beheld in theGallery(Exhibition),

6 a, Pall Mall East, on Tuesday next, the 28th inst., at eight p.m.,

when theapparatus now in the Exhibition will be brought forward and
fully explained,

A Dark Slide.—At the present period much attention is being

directed towards the improvement of the camera and its slide. We,
therefore, direct attention to a specimen of the latter, which we have

had submitted for examination by Mr. S. Sidey. Instead of there

being a draw-shutter to admit the light to the plate, the same
purpose is here eflfected by a liap-door which, when closed, prevents

the ingress of light. By means of a short metallic arm, which projects

outside, the door is opened after the slide has been inserted in the

camera. The examination of this slide suggests that of Daguerre'a

camera, in which a pair of doors that closed over the plates in front

were pushed open by a slip of brass after the slide had been inserted in

the camera. There are some ingenious points about Mr. Sidey's slide.

AuDR.Vs Blue Intensifier.—Hcsnik's Iodine Plate.?.—In the

Correspondenz Dr. Eder calls attention to the fact that the universal

intensifier, which Herr Audra seeks to patent, is substantially

the same as that published by himself eight years ago in the Cor-

respomhm, after he had described his lead and uranium iutensifiers.

Dr. Eiler's blue iuteniiii-jr gave the reaction :—Fcrridcyanidc of potas-

sium + silver = ft;.rrojyajiiiL« of. potassium -|- i'errocyanide of silver

(2K„Fe,Cy,, -f 4 Ag = 3K^FeCy, -1- Ag^FeCy„).
The whole of Dr. Eder's elaborate article was reproduced at the time in

The British Journal of Photography, and anyone who may have a

fancy for blue intensification may there find full directions how to

proceed, and may mix his own intensifier at less than three shillings a

litre. Dr. Eder's formula was briefly :—100 to 300 parts water, G parts

red prussiate of potash (ferricyanide of potash), 4 parts of iron alum.

—

The same gentleman also reports that a short time ago Professor

Husnik began to prepare gelatine emulsion containing ten per cent, of

iodide as a commercial product. Herr Scolik did the same more than a

year ago, but gave it up agaiu on account of the difficulty most practical

photographers found in getting powerful negatives with it when
using the ferrous oxalate developer. Professor Husnik tries to over-

come the fault of slowness of development and fixing by using as little

gelatine as possible in proportion to the iodo-broinide of silver and

developing with ferrous oxalate. Dr. Eder feels bound to correct the

opinion expressed by Professor Husnik tliat the Monckhoven plates

now prepared contain ten per cent, of iodine. They are free from

iodide, or, at least, if they (io contain any the trace of it is so slight

that Dr. Eder has been unable to detect it. Dr. Eder, also, in the

course of his remarks, reminds his readers that tliough the varnish

may be removed from coUodio;* plates by a solution of caustic potash,

alcohol, and water, that mixture is not suited to gelatine plates,

as it is .apt to cause blisters. He says it is much safer to lay the plate

from wliich the varnish is to be removed in alcohol of 94°, to rub it

with a soft linen rag, and then to wash it again in pure alcohol. He
also recommends that, after the varnish has been removed .as well

as may be by the alcohol, the plate should be flooled for a few

seconds with a mixture of one or two parts of a concentrated ley of

caustic potash to 100 parts of alcohol, and then tlioroughly rinsed

in water. The object of this last application is to free tlie plate per-

fectly from any remainder of adherent varnish that might cause spots

when the plate was subsequently intensified or reduced.

LONDON GAZETTE, Friday, October 17, 1884.

Partnership Dissolved.

Georoe TiTi,0E, Andrew Tatlor, and Georse MiCSHAiL Scammel, trading as

A. and G. Tavlor, Baldwin-chambers, Baldwin-street, Bristol, and the Arcade Studio,

High-street, Newport, Mon., photographers; as regards G. M. Scammel, who retires.

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT,
Observations taken at 400, Strand, by J. H. Steward, Optician,

Fonfour Weeks ending October 2B, ISSi.

Sep. Barometer. Wind. Dry Bull). WetBulb.
Max.
Sol.ir

Rad.

97

Max
Shade
Tern.

67

Mln.
Tern.

59

Remarlcfl.

25 30-20 W 55 53 Cloudy.

26 29-98 sw 60 58 90 66 52 Overcast,

27 29-98 sw 57 54 85 62 49 Cloudy.

29 30- 11 W 63 50 80 65 57 Cloudy.

30 30-22 SW 50 48 80 64 46 Foggy,

Oct.

1 30-06 w 57 55 91 64 49 Raining,

2 30-11 sw 53 49 67 62 46 Hazy,

3 3007 w 54 50 94 62 50 Cloudy.

4 30-48 N 49 45 99 60 42 Hazy.

G 30-59 NE 55 52 72 61 48 Cloudy,

7 30-22 55 52 91 62 51 Overcast,

8 29-86 N 51 49 79 58 49 Cloudy.

9 29-54 S 49 45 80 54 40 Overcast.

10 29-43 WNW 46 45 — 47 45 Bright & Clear.

11 29-67 N 41 37 74 49 37 Raining,

13 30-09 NW 41 39 81 52 38 Hazy.

14 30-10 W 47 46 79 58 30 Raining.

15 30-31 w 50 47 — 56 45 Hazy.

16 30-33 w 57 55 — 64 48 Cloudy.

17 30-36 w 57 55 — 61 54 Overcast,

18 30-39 WNW 57 54 — 60 53 Overcast,

20 30-37 NW 51 47 — 54 46 Hazy.

21 .30-39 sw 50 47 — 55 47 Overcast,

22 80-23 SE 52 1 49 — 58 48 Hazy.
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THE COLLODIO-ALBUMEN OE THE ALBUMEN
PKOCESS FOR LANTERN SLIDES.

At the conclusion of the leading article on the above process last

week we intimated tliat on some future occasion we should recur to

it for the purpose of offering some further remarks on the manipu-

lations. At tliat time it was not our intention to do so thus early,

but, as Mr. W. Ackland's communication to the Pliotographic Club

is now before the public, and the time is rapidly approaching when
amateurs will require their slides for exhibition, we lose no time in

redeeming our promise.

It will be remembered that our previous observations were

principally directed to the preliminary stages of the operations,

namely, to the preparation of the plates, the object of coaling with

collodion, the prepai'ation of the albumen itself, the method of its

application, and its afterwards being made sensitive. We shall

here assume that the plate has already been prepared according to

the instructions given by Mr. Ackland at the Club (or in accordance

with our former articles on the albumen process, for in practice

there is really no material difference between the two), and that it

is now ready for exposure. This may be made either by contact

printing or by camera printing.

If camera printing be adopted lenses of large angular aperture,

such as the so-called "quick-acting" portrait combinations, must be

used. Even with them in good daylight a very prolonged expo-

sure will be necessary ; for it must be clearly understood that the

albumen process as compared with the gelatine is an exceedingly

slow one, and if this method of printing be adopted an exposure of

from eight to 6fteen minutes, according to the intensity of the

light and the aperture of the lens, will be necessary. In our own
practice we prefer contact printing, as, apart from the tedious-

ness of the long exposure, we have noticed that the tones we
obtained when working with the camera were not so satisfactory as

with contact printing. Therefore, it is the latter method which is

to be recommended in practice.

The exposure may be made either to diffused daylight, or to the

light from a gaa flame or a paraffine lamp. On the whole, perhaps,

artificial light is the one to be recommended to the beginner, on

account of its being more constant than daylight, which is ever

varying. As a rough guide to the exposure it may be mentioned

that, with a moderate light from a fishtail gas burner at (say) a

foot from the flame, and a negative of medium intensity, from

three to eight minutes will be necessary. If diffused daylight be

employed, from five seconds to half-a-miiiute will generally be

suflicient. We mention these times only as a very rough guide;

for, as we have already said, the coUodio-albumen process as com-

pared with the gelatine is an exceedingly slow one, and the be-

ginner, who may only be familiar with the latter, might imagine

that it is less slow than it really is, and thus be misled as to the

time actually required to get a fully-exposed transparency.

Although we have intimated that the beginner may possibly get

on better by working with artificial light, yet as he gains expe-

rience he will probably prefer diffused daylight At least we do so

oui-selves, because we have noticed, and we believe it is a general

opinion, that whenever the time of exposure has been long the tones

of the resulting transparency are not so satisfactory as when an

equally-exposed print can be obtained in a shorter period ; that is,

by printing in a more actinic light.

We now come to the development of the image. The method we
described in our article in the first number of the current volume
differs somewhat from that given by Mr. Ackland, inasmuch as that

gentleman recommends the solution to be used cold, while we
suggest that it should be employed warm. Yet, after all, there will

be but little difference in the finished result; only, in using the solu-

tion warm, the development is more rapid, and, as a rule, the colour

of the image partakes less of the olive tint. However, by using the

developer cold, as Mr. Ackland does, a greater latitude in the expo-

sure is allowable ; for, should the plate prove to be under-exposed,

it may sometimes be saved by throwing off the cold solution and
immediately applying warm. Furthermore : with the cold solution

certain portions of the image (which may be over-dense in the nega-

tive) may have the detail coaxed or forced out by applying heat

locally to that portion, either with the flame of a spirit lamp or a
hot iron placed beneath the plate. Before now we liave utilised a
heated kitchen poker for the purpose. The light from the spirit

lamp will not fog the plate when once the image is fairly brought out
A particular feature in connection with the albumen or collodion

process is that during the development, particularly if it be pro-

longed or it has to be much forced, a veil or stains of a marbled
character may make their appearance on the film. However, they

are of little moment, as they are entirely confined to the surface and
can easily be removed by rubbing them off with a pledget of cotton

wool, holding the plate under a running tap at the time. The
novice need be in no fear of injuring the film by this operation, as

it is hard enough to resist any moderate amount of scrubbing—at

least with cotton wool.

The image, as left by the developer, is of a very unpleasant

colour, partaking more or less, according as the development was
prolonged or the solution used cold or warm, of an olive-brown.

Hence, to get the pleasing tones seen in albumen slides by the

best makers, the pictures must be toned. Mr. Ackland prefers to

fix the image and tone it afterwards. We, in our previous articles,

recommended fixing and toning in one operation, as was customary

in the old method of fixing and toning paper prints.

It may be well to mention that while the image is fixing the

film may blister. This arises from employing a collodion which is

too new, or one which is made with a cotton of too horny a nature.

However, the stock of plates already prepared need not be wasted

if, previous to sensitising, they be made thoroughly hot over a spirit

lamp or in front of a fire, and afterwards allowe<l to cool. Unless

the collodion be very unsuitable indeed this will be an effectual

remedy.

The method of development described above differs materially

from the one with which many amateurs are alone familiar, namely,

the alkaline. But this metho<l may be used with the collodio-

albumen process, though it is not to be recommended, inasmuch as

it impairs to some extent the transparency of the lights, which is

one of the great charms of an albumen transparency when pro-

jected upon the screen.

In concluding this notice of the albumen or collodio-albnmen

process, we may add that if plates, ready-prepared could be
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purchased commercially, as gelatine plates can, we feel assured

that, owing to the simplicity of working, together with the latitude

allowable both in the exposure and development, this process

would soon supersede all others for making lantern slides amongst
amateurs.

Although the plates may not be procurable in commerce the

amateur need not be deteiTed by imaginary difficulties from pre-

paring them for himself. It involves but little trouble or incon-

venience, as up to the sensitising all the operations may be

performed in broad daylight. If the instructions which have been

given are carefully adhered to, very little practice will ensure

success in the production of slides which cannot be surpassed by
any other process extant.

SULPHUR TONING.
Among the numerous topics arising, as side issues, in the course

of the discussion on the lecturette on Toning, delivered by Mr.
W. M. Ashman, at the meeting of the London and Provincial

Photographic Association last week, was that of sulphur toning and
the liability to fading of prints which have been so unfortunate as

to have been subjected to the action of this powerful toning agent.

But sufficient attention was not then, and never has been, paid to

the fact that, in addition to gold-toned aud sulphur-toned prints,

there is a third class, namely, those which have never been toned at

all, and yet the colour of which is not by any means bad or in-

artistic. No one who examines the prints in a fairly good copy of

Talbot's Pencil of Nature—the first work ever issued which was
illustrated by photography—will undertake to say that the tones of

these prints are bad ; nor, subject to an exception, will they venture

to say that they have faded—at least in any appreciable degree.

Yet they were produced at a date long anterior to gold toning,

and even to the recognition of any toning action at all being

required.

We have referred to an exception : that is to be found in the

margins of the prints by which they were attached, by ordinary

bookbinders' paste containing alum, to the mounting boards. It

would appear as if Talbot had a premonition to the effect that the
paste might prove a deleterious element in the mounting of silver

prints, and that, therefore, the less used the better. It is on record

that so disgusted was he at the action of the paste upon his prints

that he decided upon discontinuing silver printing entirely, as far

as was practicable. This example proves that to ensure either good
tones (in particular those of a brown hue) or a reasonable degree of

permanency, toning, as a distinctive feature in or portion of the
photographic process, is not absolutely necessary, more particularly

when plain-salted and well-sized paper is employed instead of
albumenised paper.

The case as we have described it is applicable to plain printing
upon plain paper. By " plain paper " here we mean that which has
been sized by starch, gelatine, or any other agent usually employed
for such purpose, with the exception of albumen. But we are by no
means certain that when upon such paper a print is toned by sulphur
—in the ordinary acceptation of the term as understood by the
image having been converted into sulphide of silver—it is not en-
titled to be considered, if not quite permanent, at least as permanent
as the majority of the so-called " gold-toned " photographs of the
present time. We possess sulphur-toned prints twenty-seven years'
old which are still quite presentable, and we do not imagine that
they will undergo much further change for a long period.
We recollect that, in 1857, a former editor of The British

JoURNAi. OF PHOTOGRAPHr, Mr. George Shadbolt, brought before
the notice of the Photographic Society a process of printing, in
which was recognised the well-understood stability of sulphide of
silver. Seeing that excellent results have been obtained by this
process we append details.

Plain paper is floated for about a minute upon a solution com-
posed of one grain of gelatine and ten grains of ammonium chloride
in an ounce of water. This, after being dried, is excited on a bath
of nitrate of silver. The printing is carried on until the shadows

• ^X% well bronrd and the half-topes nrnoh darker than thev are re-

quired. After removal from the frame tlie prints are washed for five

minutes, so as to effect the removal of the free nitrate of silver.

Now comes the special novelty. The print while still wet is placed

in a deep dish, and a dilute solution of ammonia (one part of

ammonia to four of water) poured upon it, a plate of glass being

then laid upon the dish so as to cover it completely. This, by
rooking the vessel, is caused to flow over the print backwards and
forwards for about a minute, after which it is poured off and the

print subjected to a thorough washing with plain water, this being

changed two or three times. The print at this stage is of a

bright, brick-red colour. To tone it, the same dish in which

it was fixed having been washed, the print is introduced, and

a sufficient quantity of sulphide of ammonium diluted with

five times its volume of water is poured into the dish and the

efi'ect noted. The staring red colour is superseded by one of

rich blackish-brown ; and, although this change is effected in

a few seconds, yet no harm occurs if it be not removed for

a minute or more. The print is now rinsed in a few changes of

water and dried. No hitch will occur unless the fixing has been

imperfectly effected, in which case the lights will be destroyed by

becoming browned.

At the meeting to which reference has been made at the

commencement of this article, the Chairman said that he had

transparencies on glass which had been toned by means of potassium

sulphide more than twelve years since, and they were quite as

good and brilliant now as when first prepared. This also speaks

well in favour of sulphur toning when properly carried out.

But the toning of a transpax'ency in the way indicated must not

be confounded with the system of first bleaching by means of

bichloride of mercury and then subjecting them to treatment with

an alkaline sulphide. In the latter case the image is wellnigh

certain to fade sooner or later, no matter how well it may be

protected by varnish.
«

BACKGROUNDS.
A COMPARISON between a collection of photographs of the present

day and one of a score or even a dozen years ago, would reveal a

vast stride in the direction of artistic taste displayed, particularly

in the point to which we are now directing especial attention.

In the earlier days of the caiie, as many of our readers will

remember, it was considered almost a necessity for the photographic

artist to be provided with a " set of backgrounds," as they were

then termed ; and very painful, elaborate affairs they were. The
first photographers of the period adopted them, and with one or,

perhaps, two notable exceptions their use in a photograph entirely

did away with any artistic excellence, though, otherwise, the posing,

illumination, and general execution left nothing to be desired.

The two establishments we allude to, however, produced photo-

graphs with pictorial backgrounds which, in many instances, were

in correct taste and drawing ; and they found many imitators—wo

might almost say servile copyists—who copied without a knowledge

of art, and produced in consequence very ludicrous effects. AVe are

bound to say, also, that the whole of the pictures sent out by those

two firms were by no means free from glaring faults in the com-

position of background and figure. There are at the present time

many of " Silvy's " pictures in old albums with which this whilom

illustrious foreigner would have blushed to own his connection.

Gradually, however, a better taste has been evinced, in the culti-

vation of which we are happy to think The British Journal of

Photoqrapht, by its advice and strictures, has played an important

part. Those dreadful arrangements—those discords in pillar and

paint—were banished to fifth-rate studios, and a plain background

became the commonest form adopted. But to carry off with success

a perfectly flat surface, as the background of a portrait requires,

the highest skill combined with great taste in posing is essential,

while even this is apt to lead to a disagreeable monotony of effect.

This fact has probably been seen and appreciated; but whether

it has been so, or other causes have had their share in bringing

about a revolution, the fact exists that a few years ago an entirely

new class of backgrounds were placed upon the market from an

^^me^ca^ source, and they at once iseized the fancy of phot9«
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grapbers. Painted iii monochrome with a liglit toucli and with
great dexterity, conceived upon an entirely new motif, and dealing

with subjects never before attempted— trees, foliage, leafy bowers

—

the now backgrounds were to be seen in almost every iirst-class

Btudio in the kingdom, though the price was twice or three times aa

much as had hitherto been obtained. Direct copies and feeble

imitations, as a matter of course, soon sprung up; but the New
York backgrounds to this day have kept their price, and, we are

given to understand, are still sold. The harshest critic would not
object to them—so cleverly are they,;painted, so harmoniously
arranged, subdued in the proper place, yet broad and powerful in

parts, while obtrusive details are softened and toned down in a
most graceful fashion.

Given the best background in the world, thought must be expended
in its application, or its beauties are lost and its excellence becomes
a stumbling-block. Accessories must be cautiously used, and with
due regard to the exigencies of the scene and its relative perspec-

tive. A cabinet dexterously painted in the background as though
placed against a widl slanting away from the spectator would ill

accord with a table placed exactly across the picture as if resting

against the cabinet
; yet such crudities may frequently be seen.

Bad as such arrangements may be made, still worse may be done
when the movable scenes (equivalent to the set-scenes of the theatri-

cal property man) are employed. Considerable skill and knowledge
is required to make them carry out the appearance of reality, so

that no trained eye could at once detect a falsity.

In the present Exhibition we remember a water picture, which
we did not pause to closely criticise, with boat and children that

made an excellent tout ensemble. A boat-piece from the studio had
been taken and fitted into a view of a lake with swans taken out of

doors, the deception being so complete and the dexterity of design

so clever that it would be quite possible to pass by the picture

and not notice the trick, though, as we have observed, we have not

further examined it to see whether any law of perspective was
really broken.

What can be more absurd than a picture such as we lately saw of

a flowing stream spanned by a rustic bridge—most prettily Ijuilt, be

it said—with a two-years' old child and a dog carefully posed upon
a hair-rug balanced on the middle of the bridge immediately over

mid-stream ? Perhaps the dog was an afterthought to suggest the

safety of the child should it fall into the water. In any case a

more preposterous arrangement of what in itself is capable of

picturesque treatment could scarcely be imagined ; and our chief

aim in this article is to point out how necessary it is to use tliese

extremely clever backgrounds and accessories with thought and

judgment.

Among those which have been special favourites may be men-
tioned the sea-pieces ; yet of all others they most offend artistic pro-

priety. A good sky—not too conspicuous—a faintly-delineated dis-

tance, and rolling, breaking waves in the foreground, form a picture

really effective, but which when criticised is found lacking in an
essential point—the position of the horizon. In a wooded scene the

horizon may be anywhere ; in a sea-piece it is only where cloud

and sea join, whether seen from the top of a mountain or lying

upon one's back on the sands. The horizon in a picture represents

the level of the spectator's eye, and hence in a view containing a

standing adult figure of average proportions—unless he be poised

on a brick or a footstool, or elevated in some manner—cannot be

truly represented in any way but on a level with the eyes of that

figure, a slight deviation being fairly allowable.

In the painted scenes of which we speak this horizon is usually

about two feet only from the base of the picture, and though it will

in a pliotograph appear higher—say about on a level with the hips

—no argument will make it correct, and it will always offend the

artistic eye.

A little artistic licence may allow of the horizon being (say)

as low as the shoulders, but not further ; while with children

it ought to show high above their heads, and thus nothing but

sea form a background.

Let anyone spending a day at the seaside to whom this effect is

unfamiliar observe any figure between himself and the sea, and

upon the same level as himself. He will notice that the sea horizon

is always on a level with the head, whether the figure 1>«

seen from a mountain side or the sands, providing only he and
the spectator are of average heigliti*. This is no important a point

and one so universally departed from that we give full prominence
to the error in the hope that future views of the same sort may be
more correctly designed. It is easy to imagine a scene painter
falling into the error; for his stage, at the back of which a seascape
would be placed, is so much higher than the front that the hurizoa
though low on the canvas would be high to the audience, who also

are usually supposed to be seated, which naturally lowers the level of

the eye and, as a consequence, the horizon.

We will conclude by noticing one more point about the manage-
ment of a sea background. It is the custom of many photographers

to have their backgrounds so mounted that they can turn them at

any angle to the light, and thus obtain variety of illumination and
consequent difference in depth of shade in the background, which

at one time may appear light and at another dark. This slanting

cannot be carried out with a sea-piece when the horizon is not

absolutely on a level with the eye, as a low horizon placed at a
slant would not be at right angles to the figure, so that the conse-

quence would be, if the figure were upright, that the water would
appear higher at one side than the other—an effect the ludicrous

nature of which would be palpable to the most uncritical eye. We
trust that we have made it clear that our sympathies are quite with

the occasional use of a " painted background," provided it be a good
one and used with thought and discretion.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION.
[Fourth Notice.]

Mr. H. J. GoDBOLD shows a number of pictures, many of which
give evidence of a more than ordinary degree of skill having been
exercised. Undoubtedly the most sensational, even in these days of

instantaneous work, are To the Rescue and Rescued (No-s. 226 and

260), in the former of which a vessel has been driven ashore, and
the lifeboat not having arrived a rocket is being fired over the

wreck. The flight of the rocket, its trail of smoke as well as the

line, are clearly and sharply defined, forming one of the most

extraordinary photographs ever exhibited, and a picture withal. In

the other the lifeboat is depicted on its return from the wreck with

the rescued crew. Surely realism can be carried very little further.

Break, Break; Break on thy Cold Grey Stones, Sea ! (No. 40), shows

thoroughly artLstic conception, and Old Hastings During a South-

]Yest Uale (No. 237) gives an excellent idea of the roughness of the

sea on our southern coasts. The exposure has been much shorter

than in the case of the medal pictures of the same class, but there

is no want of detail in even the darkest portions.

Mr. P. H. Emerson, B.A., M.RC.S., exhibits several very praise-

worthy genre studies. His best work is, however, A Study of a

Ilead (No. 324), in red carbon, the subject a rugged-featured fisher-

man in " sou' wester," forming a picturesque object. Walberiwici

(No. 548) is a happy rendering of a quaint fisher village.

Mr. Matthew Whiting has two frames

—

Views on the Thame*

(No. 112) and Views in Scotland (No. 564). In the former the

views about Richmond and at Greenwich and Sheerness are spe-

cially noticeable. Amongst the Scotch views two pictures of Loch

Marec and Ben Slioch should be mentioned first Towing Home the

Wreck, Leiih, exhibits a good, natural sky.

Mr. F. Hollyer is chiefly represented by his floral decorative

studies, so well known in previous exhibitions. ^-1 Lili/ Dado of fire

panels (No. 307) makes a very handsome appearance ; but for exqui-

site artistic delicacy and truth we must select Dandelion* (No. 136).

A series of reproductions from paintings by Burne Jones, represent-

ing The Six Days of Creation (No. 145), will have attractions for the

aesthetically inclined.

Mr. F. W. Broadhead's two pictures, Watching (Na 305), and

Contemplation (No. 311), are clearly executed—the former owing

more of its excellence to the subject and the latter to the posing.

The artificial backgrounds employed in both oases nither detract

from the general effect. Contemplation forms the subject of one of

our illustrations. T^vo frames of views in North Wales by the
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same artist exhibit good points, both in selection and manipulation
;

but wo must deplore the taste which placed two pictures of Conway

No. sit—Contemplation. By F. W. BROADireAD.

Castle, four of Carnarvon Castle, and two of Bettws-y-Coed in the

same frame (No. 493), and, by the way, under the misleading title

of Views of Snowdon. The views of Snowdon in No. 510 are

really fine, and must have been taken after much labour in climb-

ing.

Mr. Seymour Conway's interiors of The Vyne, near Basingstoke,

and Bramshill, Hants (No. 107), are very fine examples of their

class. The perfect rendering of both sunshine and shadow, without

the slightest loss of the elaborate and beautiful details, is most

noticeable. Amongst his landscapes the best and brightest is

No. Sie—Lli/n Crafnant. By Sr.moiiR Coxwat.

perhaps Aherglaslyn Pass (No. 326), but as a composition we prefer

Llyn Crafnant, which we have chosen for ilhistration.

Messrs. York and Son exhibit a frame of Views in London (No. 124)

of large size, which fully sustain their reputation. Their lantern

slides are also of high quality.

Mr. J. G. Horsey's landscape studies are, as a rule, over-printed,

and present a somewhat heavy appearance—not due to the nega-

tives. The first in the catalogue, Early Moi-ning (No. 118), is the

best. The Meeting of the ^Yaters (No. 121) passes but a poor com-
pliment upon the famous Wieklow scene, representing, as it does,

an insignificant stream running into another of scarcely greater

importance, and with no particularly striking surroundings to call

attention to the spot. His Farm in Surrey (No. 182) is a good

picture, taken evidently with an extremely brief exposure ; and

the Cattle (No. 184) are also well caught.

Mr. F. Whaley's Thoughts Far Amy (No. 127) is a pleasing figure

study of a young lady seated at the spinning wheel, but whose

thoughts have for the moment wandered far away from the work

in hand. Waiting for Narsie (No. 319), and This Little Pig Went

No. SiO—This Little Pig Went to Marlxt. By F. Wiialrt.

to Marl-et (No. 340), are cleverly executed, their titles sufticiently

describing them. The latter forms one of our illustrations.

Mr. W. Cobb's two frames of Street Views (Nos. 139 and 218)

contains work of the same character as that which obtained him a

medal last year, namely, instantaneous street scenes photographed

from the top of an omnibus. In quality, however, they seem to us

far superior to last year's. His other picture (No. 495) is a veritable

bit of nature—if nature can be supposed to exist in such classic

neighbourhoods as the New Cut.

Mr. Adam Diston's medal picture, Out of Sorts (No. 330), is full

of quaint humour, and fully sustains his reputation as a master in

No. 830—0«< of Sorts. By Adam DtSTO.v.

genre work. It is the clock that happens to be out of sorts, and the

careful housewife is ministering to its requirements with a pair of
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bellows—a primitive but by no means uncommon mode of treat-

ment in counti-y parts. The arrAngeuient of figure and accessories

is admirably carried out, and an idea of the composition may be

gathered from the accompanying illustration.

Mr. Andrew Pringle exhilnts—thougli not in competition, as he

was on the list of judges—a couple of frames of landscapes, some of

which were shown last year. His views in the Luke District are,

however, new and present some noticeable features. Especially

worthy of attention are Rydal Wutcr and the liothay, and At the

Foot of liydal Matter (No. 200).

Mr. G. Renwick sends three ]Yintef Scenes, which, however, are

but repetitious of his i)reviou8ly-e.xhibited work in the same class.

Whatever complaints may bo framed against the interiors of

Signer A. Tagliaferro on the score of want of correctness in the

perpendicular lines, there is no denying the admirable delicacy

of their details. The lutetior of St. John's Chxirch, Malta (No. 234),

is without doubt the best, but in view of the defects which have

been mentioned the question of the justice of the medal award is an

open one.

Mr. G. H. M. Whish's frame of Studies (No. 358), of which the

centre one, which we have chosen for illustration, is a pretty and

No. 358-SiurfiM. B.V O- H- M. Wiiisn.

effective grouping of children at play. The small views on the

Thames, with steamers in motion, and especially an excellent study

of sheep, deserve notice.

APPARATUS.
Those who say, or have said, that there is nothing really new by

way of camera production in the Exhibition can scarcely have seen

the camera of Mr. S. D. JIcKellen, of Manchester, which, it must be

admitted, was somewhat late in finding its place among the exhibits,

owing to a business accident ludicrous enough in

itself—an employ^ of the manufacturer having ^sold

to some urgent customer the camera which was

laid out to be packed and transmitted to Pall Mall,

thus necessitating some delay in having a substitute

provided. The features which upon a cursory glance

strike us as noticeable in the McKellen camera are,

inter alia, the following :—When folded up the camera

is very thin and light. There is no tripod head, the

functions of this hitherto useful and indeed neces-

sary appendage being usurped by a circul.ir plate or

ring of brass sunk into the b.ase-board. After the

camera has been placed upon the tripod it can be

erected by means of two motions of the hand ; and

we may here say that there are no loose screws about

the camera, which is no small boon. The back or

front may be swung to any desired extent if tilting

of the camera be considered necessary, either for

the purpose of getting a foreground in sharp focus or a building

presented without converging perpendiculars. A feature of absolute

novelty, so far as we are aware, consists in tlie employment of a

double-pinion system for focussing. By means of a milled-head the

racking-out of the front which bears the lens is effected in the

usual way; but, when this has been brought as near to the lens as

the pillion permits, then the traversing action of the centre board

may be brought under the operation of a second pinion situated

close to the bo<ly of the camera, by whose instrumentality the

whole length of the sliding portion of the base nctuAted bjr the

rack is once more brought into operation, and the focua shortened

up or down to within an inch or two of the ground gUis. Mr.
McKellen, in a circular which accompanies the camera by way of

explanation, lays down certain principles with which every practi-

cal photographer will bo inclined to agree readily, namely, that a
camera to be perfect must hare the following properties :—It must
be as light as possible, as a heavy camera only wearies the amateur

and detracts from his enjoyment. But it must be not only light ; it

must also be rigid, as a shaky camera cannot, with certainty, pro-

duce the best work. It niust be easily erected and folded, and

must fold into a minimum of space. It must allow of the use of

the shortest-focus lens, and permit the use of a lens with focus

at least twice the length of the plate. It must be simple, so that

it can be made or repaired at a reasonable cost; and must have

swing back and front, so that in using the swing back the front

may be adjusted parallel to it. In the camera now under notice

these requirements are amply fulfilled. The reception given to

Mr. McKellen at the technical meeting of the Photographic Society

of Great Britain on Tuesday evening last, at which he exhibited

and explained the details of the construction of his camera, was of

an enthusiastic character, and showed that its various adjustments,

as described, were fully appreciated.

Messrs. Marion and Co.'8

exhibits include a camera

fitted with one of Cadett's

recently-introduced shutters,

which have won golden

opinionsfrom all whohave had
occasion to use them. The
diagram shows the nature

of the shutter. It is fixed

upon the lens, and upon
pressure of the pneumatic ball

the shutter, which slides in

grooves in the frame attached

to the lens, is raised, and

remains so until the pressure

is relaxed, when it instantly

drops. This shutter permits

of work of a certain class being done, which, without it, would be dith-

cult or impossible. A small, even pocketable, camera constructed

in metal is also shown by the same firm (Meesrs. Marion and Co.).

Subjoined is a drawing, from which it will be seen that the instru-

ment when about to be used is held by one hand, the other being

engaged with the mechanism, which actuates the liberation of"th»
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drop shutter in front of the lens. There is a small piece of tube

erected just over the camera through which the operator views the

scene or subject which he desires to photograph, and at the fitting

moment the shutter is liberated and the scene secured. The new

patent syphon plate-washer of this firm appears to be a highly-

effective instrument for the purpose for which it is intended. The

water charged with the hyposulphite is rapidly withdrawn in

favour of a supply of pure water.

Mr. Leon Warnerke exhibits two cameras invented by Professor

Ezutchewsky, of Moscow. These, at first sight, are suggestive of a

camera invented and patented by Mr. Cook, of London, several

years ago, in which a number of sensitive plates were stored away

in one portion of the camera ready to be brought to the front in

rotation by the operating of handles, which were drawn up and

down. In one of the Moscow cameras that we examined the

plates are changed by reversing the apparatus. It is very gratifying

to be afforded an opportunity of examining the inventive and
mechanical ingenuity of our Russian brethren.

Messrs. Watson and Sons exhibit several cameras, of which one

for 15 X 12 |)lates presents a very imposing appearance. It is well

fitted and beautifully finished. It has a double swinging back and

long focal range. There are two other cameras of different sizes,

but equally effective as regards construction. One of their snap

shutters, of which we gave an account (with a drawing) last year,

together with a drop shutter, are also to be found among the

exhibits of this firm. A small camera possessing certain novel

features was shown by Mr. Watson at the technical meeting on

Tuesday evening last, but we defer a description of it till next

week.

As the Exhibition in Pall Mall draws towards its close we may
remind our readers of the immediately-succeeding one at Nor-
thampton, the announcement of which appears in our advertising
columns. Exhibitors in Pall Mall can, we believe, arrange to have
their exliibits forwarded direct if so desired ; but all information
can be obtained from the Honorary Secretary, Mr. H. Manfield,
Northampton,

The meetings of the various sections of the Society of Chemical
Industry, London, Liverpool, Manchester, Birmingham, Glasgow,
and Newcastle, are about to commence. The president of the
Society is Dr. W. H. Perkin, F.E.S., while the chairman and
officers of the local committees are well known in the regions of
chemical enterprise. In December, Mr. J. M. Thompson will read
a paper on Photography for those Engaged in Commercial Pursuits,
which will doubtless attract much attention in the circles interested.

The General Secretary's Office is now at Palace Chambers, 9,
Bridge-street, Westminster, S.W.

Under the title of Photography for Everybody our contemporary.
La Nature, describes an apparatus devised by Mr. Bauer of the
XIX' Sikcle— an amateur devoted to photography— who has
conceived the idea of offering to the subscribers of the above-
named journal a really good set of apparatus at a low price.
Judging from the description and the accompanying illustration
the price is sufficiently low ; though whether it is worthy of the
appellation "the very height of cheapness" it is impossible to say-
in the face of the wonderfully-cheap and good apparatus manu-
factured in this country—until we liave seen the apparatus itself.

The set comprises camera with double dark slide and achromatic
lens, tripod, treatise on photography, three bottles of chemicals,
funnel, glass stirrer, filter papers, dry plates, sensitised paper,
graduated measure, printmg-frame, two porcelain dishes, and a
packet of dry plates—the whole contained in a wooden case with
hinged lid. To the subscribers of the journal the price is twenty-
four shillings, and to outsiders thirty-six shillings. M. Davanne
considered it efficient and cheap enough to be worthy of bein"
brought before the notice of the Photographic Society of France'
In doing so he described it in detail, and explained its parts and
the performances of the lens. This, he said, might be larger with
advantage for outdoor work, though he had taken a view in less
than a second, and a copy of a plaster cast in his studio in two
seconds. The lens, he explains, should be blackened in its interior
seeing that as at present made it fogs tlie image with a bright light
outside ; and though it gives slightly-curved lines at the margin

it is, he truly says, in this respect not any worse than other single

lenses.

Photography is to be employed in illustrating (Quaint Old Xorwich
—a work now in preparation by Mr. E. P. Willins. It is not, how-
ever, pliotography from nature, but photolithographs from pen-anil-

ink drawings that are chosen. We cannot perceive why this should
be.

Photographers who sometimes fail to see the cause of the great
price of lenses of large diameters may gain some idea as to why
large lenses should be dear by reading an account of the progress of

the great Lick telescope. The order was given for the instrument
in 1861, the diameter fixed upon being only thirty-six inches; but
this " only " indicates the largest instrument in the world. Messrs.
Alvan Clark and Sons have the work in liand, and they had but
two firms in the whole world to choose from to cast the rough glass

discs from which the lenses were to be fashioned. The fiint lens

was cast in an unexpectedly short time, but they have never yet
received the crown glass. Messrs. Feil and Co. have made nineteen
attempts, without being satisfied. At last it is stated that they
have made two discs which they believe will be perfect, and whicii

will shortly be on their way to California. Thus the completion (

f

the whole observatory has been delayed by the difficulties in casting

one slab of glass; for until it was finished and in the optician's

hands, so that its refraction index might be determined, it would
not be possible to calculate the focus of the instrument, upon which
had to be founded the dimensions of the dome and mounting.

The Russian astronomei-s made great preparations to observe the
recent lunar eclipse ; but according to a letter from Professor

M. Nyrcn, Director of the Pulkowa Observatory, near St. Peters-

burg, not a vestige of the moon could be seen during the eclipse.

At Helsingfors, however, the moon could be discerned through tln^

stars, though at Dorpat, the second great Russian observatory,

nothing could be done.

We alluded in our last issue to the importance of bisulphide of car-

bon as an antiseptic, and its value is continually being recognised.

M, Pasteur has been making further investigations into its proper-

ties. He anticipates that it will become the most efficacious of all

antiseptics, as it is also the cheapest, costing but a fraction of a
penny per pound in large quantity. It is also the best insecticide

known, and for this purpose may, perhaps, be useful to preserve

wood-work in tropical counti-ies. Some idea of the use it is already

put to may be gathered from the fact that over eight million

pounds of the substance are used annually to check the ravages of

phylloxera.

Carbon bisulphide, as first produced, is about as foul-smelling a

compound as it is possible to find ; but it is capable of purification

till all offensive odour is removed, and it is sufficiently pure in

smell almost to mix with a perfume.

A VERr interesting note on the colour of chemical compounds,
referring to the properties of its constituent elements, was recently

given by a correspondent in a continental journal. Premising that

the colour depends on three conditions—the temperature, the

quantity of the electro-negative element present, and the atomic

weights of the constituent elements—he gives details of the

particular changes. Thus he states that in the chromium com-
pounds the application of heat causes a regular sequence of changes

in colour following the order of the colours of the spectrum. In
many compounds he shows that increase in the electro-negative

elements involves a change of colour to the red end of the spectrum.

The influence of atomic weight is shown in the fact of the elements,

as arranged in Mendeleef's tables, changing from white through

violet, indigo, blue, green, yellow, orange, red, brown, and black as the

weights increase. A long table is given showing the effect produced

upon the colour of a compound by the atomic weight of its con-

stituents. His rule had 426 cases and 14 exce|)tions. We do not

know how he would treat the varying colours of bromide of silver.

If an exact determination of the modification the bromide under-

goes as its colour changes, a most useful light would be thrown upon
the physics of emulsion making.

SODA DEVELOPMENT AND OVER-EXPOSURE.
There is to the careful observer something veiy puzzling in the

opinions expres.9ed by photographers respecting every novelty pro-
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posed in the treatment of plates. For example : we liavc liad put
before us in the Journal of August Ist, by Mr. A. F. Qenlaiii, a

clear description of the mode of developing by carbonate of soda,
using one grain of pyro. to each ounce of developer.

The article in question treated the proposed change of develop-
ment so lucidly that 1 at once made up a quantity of the alkaline

solution—soda one ounce, water ten ounces, bromide of potassium
eight grains—and resolved to give it a fair trial. The thermometer
at the time was exceedingly high, and as soon as my first

plate had developed to gi-eater density with one grain of pyro.

to the ounce than I had previously been able to get with three
grains I dropped it, after washing, into hypo., and beheld a most
glorious specimen of frilling. Alum was instantly tried, and the
plate saved.

Since then I have used the above formula with "Britannia,"
AVratten's, and Frys plates, with instantaneous exposures and
exposures of ten seconds, and I must say that with all the plates

I have had the most perfect printing negatives I have ever had
during three-and-twenty years' experience (as an amateur). I find

that with this mode of development I get transparencies on ordi-

nary plates perfectly fit for the lantern, with clear glass, and with
some plates of a beautiftd black tone.

The puzzle I alluded to above may now be meutioned. I recom-
mended this developer to a friend (of experience), and he instantly

replied—" Oh ! it is too quick ; I cannot do with it." I open the
•Journal, and the first pereon who mentions it says it is too slow for

him. I find half-a-dozen persons referring to it as producing a
nasty yellow colour, which in my case is conspicuous chiefly by its

absence, and under the circumstances one can oidy"give it up" as a
conundrum, or one of those things that "no fellah can undei-stand."

I received from a friend, a short time since, two undeveloped
negatives (out of a batch taken at the lakes) for development at

home, and which had all turned out over-exposed. I thought
it was worth while trying an experiment 1 had been planning

;

and accordingly, having citric acid at hand in case my idea should
fail, I diluted the developer with an equal bulk of water. The
picture appeared slowly and developed up to printing density with-
out any need for any restrainer, and the citric acid was not needed.

This I thought was very satisfactory, considering that I had no
idea what exposure the ])lates had received.

A couple of nights since I resolved to test the principle of

dilution still further. I took a quarter-plate negative—a figure

subject, with every gradation of tint from black to clear glass— and,
tiiking an ordinary commercial plate, I exposed it for a transparency
four feet from a No. 4 burner for six seconds, and with an ounce
and a-half of the above-mentioned developer. I obtained a perfect

transparency—quite tit for the lantern. I then exposed a second
])late out of the same box (irelce seconds, poured over it a fresh

dose of developer, watched carefully for the first trace of an image,
and as soon as it appeared I put the plate under the tap, diluted the

developer with an equal bulk of water, and completed the develop-

ment, retaining dear glass to the end. This transparency was not
quite as dense as the first, but it was of good colour and " rounder,"

with more delicate shading and half-tone. I then repeated the ex-

periment with a third plate, exposing this time thirty seconds. I

tiwt placed the exposed plate in water, then poured on the ounce
and a-lialf of developer, and when the first trace of an image
appeared I diluted the developer to four ounces in bulk, obtaining

a transpai'ency, to my mind, quite equal to the second.

It seems that this experiment suggests a simple mode of meeting
over-exposure. It is easily tried ; and, if confirmed by the ex-

))erience of othere, will prove another reason for banishing ammonia
from the dark room. I find that the combination of ammonia with
this developer produces photographs in colour. Red fog appears of

the most vivid kind, and ruins the result. H. N. Atkins.

P.S.—As every variation in formulje affects the result in some
degree, it may be necessary to state that I use the pyro. in solution

as follows :—Pyro. one ounce (437^ grains), citric acid sixty grains,

water forty-three and three-quarter ounces ; tlien giving a strength

of ten grains of pyro. to the ounce of solution, and introducing

citrate of soda into the developer to a very minute extent.

COATING PLATES WITH GELATINE EMULSION.
About six months ago I promised to publish a description of a
little machine (of which I had showed a sketch) for rapidly coating

plates with emulsion, suitable for amiiteurs or others who do not
require complicated and expensive machinery. On trying it, though
it worked very well, there was still one point which I wanted to

improve upon before publishing the details of it in the Joarnal.
Your readers will find that the little piece of apparatus I am now
about to describe will coat plate* (large or small) quite equal to
those supplied by professional makers, and better than tbijM of
some of them.
To coat plates perfectly I found the following points were

necessary :

—

1. That a certain quantity of emulsion should be flowed in one
even stream all over the plate, instead of pouring the emnlsion in a
pool in the centre of the plate and then dispersing it over the whole
surface ; because in the latter mode of coating large plates the
gelatine is apt to commence setting before it is equally distributed,
and an unequally-coated plate is the result.

2. The plate ought to be put on the levelling-table before coating,
and not be moved before the gelatine is set; because in the dull
light of the dark room it is so difficult to prevent the emulsion
running off the plate when putting it down on the levelling-table.

3. I found that if the emulsion be rubbed (so to speak) on to the
glass there is much less chance of frilling, &c, than if it were
poured on. I think it is because in the former case the gelatine is

in firmer contact with the glass. When the gelatine is poured on to

the plate the cold glass instantly chills it, and by tne time the
emulsion has reached the edges of the plate it has so far set as to
have partially lost its power of adhesion to the smooth surface of

the glass.

Two or three years ago, when it was the practice to warm the
plates before coating, I found from a series of experiments I then
made that when a plate was warmed before being coated the emul-
sion commenced setting on the surface of the film, and of course in

setting contracted, thereby leaving a partial vacuum between the
film and the glass. On development frilling was the consequence.
I found, however, that, when pouring the same emulsion on cold
glass, on the portion of the plate where it was poured on the film

instantly chilled and commenced to conti-act on to the glass, and it

never frilled there ; but towards the edges of the plate, as the
emulsion had commenced to chill before they were covered, the
film was not in such perfect contact with the glass. Any person
can try the experiment by first coating a plate in the ordinary way,
and on the second plate just pour a small pool of emulsion on the
centre ; let both dry, and he will then see after exposure which
frills the easier on development.

After a series of experiments I found that by brushing a sub-
stratum of emulsion on to the cold plate (with a brush made by
binding a strip of wash-leather at the end of a strip of glass), and
then pouring the full quantity of emulsion on to the substratum
(for quarter-plates I used a small silver teaspoon, which held suffi-

cient to cover that size of plate), I found I could coat plates far

better and quicker and as easily as when coating with collodion,

and I got over the difficulties of having frilling platea

When only a few small plates are required—such as for experi-

mental purposes—I believe this method is as quick and good as any;
FiQ. 1. but when several dozen

-1 plates are wanted any plan
of coating them separately

takes a long time. With
my plate-coater I can coat

a dozen plates in about the
time I formerly took to

coat one. When coating a^

'„„/y/,;',,^,r >/y:,y/i:ix ,ti/, >^/,; /,'A

Showingr melted emulsion in center ready for number I thought it would
•^"^tins- be best to lay them in

rows on the levelling-shelves and draw the receptacle containing
the emulsion over them, rather than keep the latter a fixture

FIQ. 2.

Showing emulsion flowing tlirough the slit on to the glass.

and run the plates under it either on an endless band or sliding
shelves; because by the first mode the plates can be fixed cloM
together and the emulsion is less likely to get between them.
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The coater is a species of wooden tray (of which the diagrams
show the section), having a small slit in one of the bottom edges

through which the emulsion passes in one even wave the whole
width of the plate. The width of the coater is the same as that of

the plate, though one six and a-half inches wide can be used

for either half- or whole-plates.

I find the best way of making it, so as to get the slit an equal

FIG. 3. opening the whole length of it,

is to put the back, bottom, and
twosides together firstjasin/ty.S.

Then by putting a piece of very

thin paper (A B) on the angle
piece, when the front piece of

wood is put tight down on the
paper and fixed in its place, and

the paper is drawn out, it will be found that the slit is very even.

In one coater I made I had the slit a little too wide an opening,

and to reduce it I glued a piece of muslin over it. This I found

was a great improvement, as it not only acted as a strainer, but

it checked and caused a more even flow of the emulsion over the

plate. I varnished the wood and muslin (except over the slit) with

black Japai).

To coat the plates I put them close together in rows on the level-

ling-shelfj as shown below :

—

FIG. 4.

A

B
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 M-l

n
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 |q<=l

H
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 r=i^i

B
1 1 1 1 J 1 1 1 1 1 I'^l

A is a th n, narrow ledge of wood. B B B are thin pieces of wood,

in the centre of each of which is a small slot and thumb-screw. The
plates are pressed against A by the pieces of wood B, and the

thumb-screws are then fastened. The plates are thus kept from

slipping about. All this, of coui-se, can be done in ordinary white

light. The light is then made non-.actinic ; the melted emulsion is

poured into the i-eservoir of the coater, which is put to the left hand

edge of the outer row of plates. It is then lifted up on edge, as in

fiff. 2, and drawn slowly over the row of plates, and so on until the

"wliole of the rows are coated. Of course when not coating plates it

is kept in a horizontal position, as in fig. 1. The emulsion on the

plates is allowed to set without being disturbed ; the shelf is then

slipped into tlie drying-box until the plates are dry, so that they are

not touched from the time they are coated until they are dry and

ready for packing.

I am at present engaged in making a modification of this coater

to hold a much larger quantity of emulsion at one time, when a

large number of plates require to be coated. It is something the

shape of a flat teapot—
FIG. 6.

A A is ft piece of curved glass. B a piece of coarse ground fiat glass, fri'ouud side

uppermost, slidinif in two grooves in the wooden sides. C is tlie liandle fixed to the

wooden hack.

A piece of thin paper is placed on the curved glass, and the

ground glass pushed close up and fixed by two small wedges, D.

The paper is then slipped out, leaving a narrow, even opening

between the two glasses. The width of this opening can be varied

by using tliicker paper if the plates require to be coated with a

thicker film. By using this form the coater can be more easily

cleaned, as the ground glass can be slipped right out at the back,

:ind probably in passing from the opening to the plates over the

curved glass the wave of the emulsion will be equalised as well as

when passing through the mu.slin. Hkrbkbt S. Staiijjks.

CANVAS ENLARGEMENTS.
Rei'EP.UIKO to vour excellent article in last week's Journal anent

tliv lu iiHi^' of eiilaigeuifiits on guuvas, I should be obliged if yen

would insert the following as being my usual practice in making
these enlargements.
Presuming, of course, that the reader is acquainted with the ordi-

nary collodion transfer process, I will begin by s.aying that before
the plate (say 15 x 12) has been French chalked, l)ouv a well-diluted

solution of sulphuric or hydrocliloric acid over it, and then rinse

well with water. After wiping well dust with French chalk in the
usual way, and prepare for exposing.

When the plate is well washed after fixing (say half-an-hour at

least), place some fairly-surfaced white paper (ungelatinised, of

course) on the film, and squeegee carefully. Test the corner of the
plate to see if the film be likely to come oft' with the paper ; if so,

strip it from the glas.^, the paper being the support. This being
done, the canvas on the stretcher is the next consideration.

First w.ash the whole canvas with soap and hot water until all

greasy marks disappear ; rinse well under the tap, and apply a hot
solution of gelatine, very thin (say four flakes of French gelatine

to twelve ounces of water), and as quickly as possible place the

transfer on the canvas in its jiroper position ; squeegee, and carefully

raise the paper, leaving the film adhering to the canvas.

There are one or two things to be attended to in all this, namely,
wash the canvas equally all over and see that it is thoroughly
soaked, or there is a likelihood of contraction of the canvas after

the film is dry.

Presuming a quarter-plate negative is taken of a sitter, and a head
and breast enlargement (21 x 20) is required on canvas, my mode
of procedure is to throw the image on the canvas exactly to the

size and form wanted. I then draw the outline roughly on the

canvas, and next take a 15 x 12 collodion transfer in the m.anner

stated above, getting the head and collar, &c., to nearly fill the

whole plate. When putting the film on the canvas I have, there-

foi'e, a good guide as to its exact position from my outlined sketch,

and the artist may easily draw in the coat, &c., from the print oft'

the original negative.

Always use a thin collodion for this class of work, or contraction

of the film and canvas will take place, and especially so if the

canvas be not well washed as above stated. It is, of course,

unnecessary to gelatinise the whole canvas—only such part as

accommodates the film ; but in spreading the liot solution on
be mindful that it does not get cold, or a lumpy surface will result.

If these hints are of any use to the readers of your excellent

Journal I shall be only too glad to have assisted in following

up your article. David M. Lixlev.

BOTTLES VJiRSUS GAS BAGS.*

Al'PARATUS FOB STORING CtASKS : ITS CosT AND DANGERS.

Bottles.—Tne Adams condensed gas bottles, introduced in 1805-6,

supplied to me (filled with oxygon or hydrogen) by Mr. Orchard,

were made of iron, and tliougli having the disad^'antage of being

heavy, on the other side, as " per contra," was tlie great advantage of

their occupying little space compared with gas-bags, whether full or

empty. These bottles were of two sizes—one tor oxygen having seven

and a-half feet capacity, the other for pure hydrogen fifteen cubic feet

capacity. The dmieuaions of the smaller bottle were two feet three

inches long by four and a-half inches diameter ; the other considerably

larger, botfi as to length and diameter—so much so that I soon adopted
tllP T'^"" "^ na.Tirr +11... 01.1II iirtffina * ' ..rtii rv7.3fl Tin frtr fl,o lurrlfrtrroti an

that

plan of using two small bottles "coupled up" for the hydrogen, so

] the three bottles all of one Tf-hjlit coulil be packed in one case. These

bottles were tested before use by hydraulic pressure up to sixty atmo-

spheres, or 700 lbs. pressure on the square inch, thus ensuring safety to

the filler and user, as the pumping pressure employed in filling never

exceeded thirty atmosiiheres.

At the present day the smaller bottles are pumped to hold ten cubic

feet of gas, and the larger bottles twenty cubic feet, under a pressure

of forty atmospheres, and with perfect safety. In America the bottles,

or " tabes," as they are there called, are much lighter, being made of

copper and steel, and the system of filling is dift'erent. These vessels are

larger for an equal quantity o£ gas, and are filled at a lower pressure

than in our country. Thus a tube of ten cubic feet capacity measures

about two feet six inches long hji ^ercii inch'-* iliam>icr (in pl.ace of four

and a-half inches), and is filled at as low a pressure as fifteen atmo-

spheres. Some Americans, however, are advocating the employment

of oxygon and hydrogen in bottles of smaller sizes, under higher

pressure than thirty atmospheres, as with nitrous-oxide gas—employed
extensively in dentistry and surgical operations, both for auaisthetic

and local chilling purposes, I'-it/i /in-fed srifr/i/.

lias bottles present this very impoitant ivdvantago over gas bags

—

that gas may be kept therein fur nni/ Icnglli of limi^ without the uli'jhtext

deterioration, and, consequently, bo ready for use at any recjuired

moment—a matter of grave consideration for those wlio employ the
* Continued from pajo SSO
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lime light in the locturo room, Uboratory, or phutograpliio stuttio at
uncertain times. But the most important advantage of the condensed
gas system is the increased liglit to be got thereby. When I look back
upon the liijlit we students "before the fifties" got out of a pair of

IVsy's gas-lioldera with water pressure, and a "safety jet" with its

delivery tubes bunged up with bundles of lino wires and partitions of

fine wire gauze, I laugli outright to think we should have considered
Ihnt "powerful light" a tiling to boast about as being produced by
anyone less than a lecturer or professor of chemistry. It is like

calling to remembrance the solemn rushlight of our childhood as
compareil witli the latest manufacture of night-lights, or of the argand
oil " Sanumbra ' of the old-fashioned drawing-room with one of

Deitz's most perfectly-constructed petroleum or of Sugg's patent gas
burners. In lSi56 I flattered myself that / hojl got n Ik/hi for my
diagram lantern. TImt " Herapath's jet " I shotild now laugh to scorn
and desire it to "be Mowed"—a little stronger. The last time I

manipulated the lime light in public was at Dr. Carpenter's lecture on
tlie microscope at the Society of Arts. After the lecture a member of

the optical trade asked me Ao"' I got such a light upon the screen.

My answer was simply—"By pressure." I had used the gas bottles

with the rubber tubes, not " sprung on," but with metal union connec-
tions, for the reason that if we take full advantage of the light-giving

power condensed gas places at our command we must have strong
tubing and metallic connections ; for " sprung on" tubes, such as we
liavc used with gas bags loaded with one hundredweight or more, would
be blown off with a snap sufficient to alarm an audience. This fact

speaks volumes as to the ditTerence of the pressure we are dealing with
when we used bottles pumped up to only twenty-five atmospheres on
the square inch. Again : with bags it is a comfort—not an absolute
necessity—to employ a lime clock to keep your " hard lime" rotating,

without having to open your lantern door or bother your head about
periodical rotation by liaud. But with condensed gas it hecomer, a
iii'illir of ahKoliilf iii-aMiiy to employ something to keep the lime
always slowly on the move, for the reason that the gases impinge upon
it with such force as to pit it into holes so deep that the point of light

is soon out of focus.

Again : the fair wear and tear of gas bags—without reckoning upon
the rough usage they get from cabmen, railway porters, nails, splintered

wood, mischievous youths of an in(iuisitive turn of mind, and empty-
headed folks, such as those who could turn a bag into a pincushion

—

makes it necessary that travelling lecturers having brisk business

should have a new pair of hags every season ; but the first outlay on a

pair of bottles will be the last for any number of years. The fjuestion

as to relative cost I will leave till final summing up. I always employed
pure hydrogen, as liousc gas when condensed gave ofl' an unpleasant
smell when used ; but, througli the greater purity of the carburetted

hydrogen oi the prcseut day, that gas is practically good enough, and
so one bottle instead of two will suffice. As the all-bufhcient pressure

is ^ilf-coutaiiii'il., pressure boards are not wanted, nor have weights to

be hunted for in strange places or carried about, nor is there any fear

of their being shifted off on to the toes of those around. Then as to

floor space : a pair of bottles packed in a case occupy only one foot by
six and a-half inches, as compared with three feet six inches by three

feet, with the extra guard-space of at least two feet around them, which
must be devoted to gas bags and boards.

There is no deterioration of the inner surface of the receptacle, as

with oxygen bags, or where hydrogen has not been freed by washing
and neutralising from watery sulphuric vapour, for the first coat of

rust formed acts as a protective surface, as far as present experiences

go. Then there is no dread in the lecturer's mind of loss of gas from
leakage, knife thrusts, nail or splinter punctures, or brooch pins.

So far for the economical aspect of bottles. Now, prr contra : I have
already said that Mtne arrangement for keeping the lime on the move is

necessary. Although I have always manipulated with the lever, work-
ing the screw conical valve alone and with the greatest ease, others,

not tyros in the use of scientific instruments, have whisked out their

seven cubic feet of gas in twenty minutes, or produced a series of "up
lights" and "down lights," which would have secured a character for

promptitude to any "gas-man" at a theatre; so I have come to the
conclusion that an arrangement supplemental to the lever valve, and
corresponding to the line adjustment of a microscope, is really neces-

sary ; out the space at my dispcsal will not allow of my describing the
arrangement I have designed. I see that some such ai'rangement has
been "catalogued ;" but, as no price is affixed, I take it that, like my
own, it is a thing of the future.

On June 4th an advertisement appeared in the daily papers, oflering

the sale of the Euglish patent for an " Automatic Condensed Oas
IJogulator" for the sum of t:i,OO0. A few days afterwards Mr. James
Bowie, the inventor, favoured me with an inspection of his very
ingenious arrangement, but, never having seen it in action, I will not
here ofler any opinion upon its pr.ictical merits. Suffice it that the

pattnt has been taken up, the regulator is being prepared for sale,

and it will be shown in action before a public meeting in London dnring
the forthcoming winter session.

Then, though not absolutely necessary, it is a great comfort to have

a pressure gauge—first, to know for certain that your bottle, r.s sent in

{r' in the condensed gas engineer or chemist, 'hr-i contain the quantity

of gai re luisilc f.ir an entertainment or lecture ; lecondly, t« know
how the gas is going during a lecture, especially towards the end, so at
to bring it to a conclusion in a manner the index of the gauge indi-
cates. If the condensed gas system got into full swing the filled
bottles would be brought to our doors in the same manner as a>irat«d
waters, and the " empties " taken back "in exchange," and this at a
price as cheap, if not cheaper, than we could make the (^ases at home,
tree from trouble, risk, and cost of the necessary generating and tilling
apparatus and its wear and tear. This applies to the cost of oxygen
and hydrogen where the bag system is followe<l ; for, under either
system, at the present day these gages may be obtained reafly-made
for eight pence per cubic foot, and on a larger scale would be cheaper.
Now for the danp;ers of the gas bottles: honestly, without bia» to

thi' exhihitoi; I believe noti'' exist or can be anticipated. Whatever
danger there may be pertains to tho filler, and, with all ordinary care,
now for him. 'The man who wishes to mount a horse with safety to
himself must learn to ride. The boating man, the cyclist, or the gunner
must leani the construction of what he is going to use, and from some
experienced person how to use it ; ilun there is little fear of his coming
to grief. So with lime-light apparatus, whether under the bag or bottle
system. It is the self-sufficient folks who are cntnisted with dangerous
tools by the dealers with fear and trembling—not so much lest parties
should injure themselves—but trade ! When gas bottles are tested
under hyilroatatic pressure, if there be a weak point in the metal it

does not burst with explosive force; but rends at the side, or the bottom
may be forced out quietly and pleasantly, water being an inelastic
body. Very different would it be if the tubes were tested with
elastic gases.

Having been thus tested up to two or three times the pressure that
will afterwards be used when filling, danger is hardly to be anticipated.
Should there be a burst it will be during filling, and the filler will be
the sufferer, if anyone. Should a bottle be filled with a mixture of
oxygen and hydrogen, as long as there was a forward pressure—even a
lowered pressure—I do not believe there would be any danger of a
"run-back" on a light being applied till zero point was reached, and
the gases were in equilibrium with the atmosphere. Then I think that
the small bore and mass of cold metal in the valve wonld prevent the
lighted explosive mixture from passing inwards. Such faith have I,

from what I have seen and tried, that 1 wonld unhesitatingly sit apon
a b.ig filled with the mixed gases, if placed between pressure-boards
and properly weighted, as long as I had control of the jet. At first this
may look like foolhardy braggadocio ; but let old lanternists call to
mind how long Dr. Woodward employed both gases mixed in one bag
and comparatively under low pressure, as described and figured in his
book on Potai-'iDed Light, published by Van Voorst. I should like

to learn the exact circumstances under which Dr. Procter's assistant
in America managed to kill himself. Probably in a drunken state he
mixed the gases, lighted up, and when the pressure sunk to zero point
there was a fatal explosion.

I know of a case where a workman who was not drunk bad to repair a
bottle, and, without emptying it of its contents or opening the valve,

placed it on the forge tire. Of course the heated gas expanded to burst-
ing point, and the operator was blown over to "the majority." Who
could have anticipated that a skilled workman, used to the work, wonld
have been capable of such reckless carelessness ? The only danger that
could befal the bottle manipulator at a lecture, Ac, is the possibility

of the thick glass of the pres.sure-gauge being blown out in bits on the
gas from the bottle being turned full on to see what the contents
registered. But all fear of injury from this cause can readily be antici-

pated by a very simple arrangement of the appai'atus without diminish-
ing its full utility.

And, now, as to cost :
—

A 7 to 10 feet bottle with lever, value £2 2
A 15 to 20 „ „ „ , 3 3
A lime clock of recent constmction 2 15
A pressure-gauge 2 2
Rubber tubing with metal connections 15
Travelling case OH

Total £11 11

Samcel Hiuhley, F.C.8., &c.

—
NOTES FROM THE NORTH.

Summer holidays, well planned and properly managed, are always rerj*

pleasant and sometimes very profitable, but are generally attended with
some drawbacks. Not the least im|iortant of these is the fact that the
holiday maker is apt to fall behind in his attention to current literature

:

and if he be a photogr.-vpher in the habit of giving diligent attention to
the literature of his favourite hobby, he is likely, during those happy
holiday times, to miss many items tliat are worth more than a pasaiog
thought. This, at least, is the case with myself at present, as, having
been a good deal from home during the past few months, I was unable
to give the usual exhaustive attention to The Britihh Jousxai, of
PnoTotiKAniY, and it is only now, when the ordinary routine of borne
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life has been resumed, tliat I notice several items that seem to require
special attention.

First in order, perhaps, comes the amusing theory, expounded at page
501 of the number for August 8tli, by Mr. Herbert S. Starnes, as
to the formation or nature of the invisible image. Several writers,
with some pretension to chemical knowledge, and something like

method in their system of experimenting, liave, pretty nearly at least,

shown that the sxib-bromide theory is correct; but Mr. Starnes has, on
the ground of the alleged fact that lapse of time— "putting the (ex-

posed) plate away in the dark for a time," he calls it—destroys the
impressed image and renders it ready for another exposure, developed
a new theory, which teaches that silver bromide is not affected
by liglit at all, but that each atom or particle is enveloped in a little

gelatine bladder, which, by getting a good shake from tlie light be-
comes ruptured, and so allows the developing solution to reduce the
salt.

I need not follow him in his curious experiments—as he somewhat
naively confesses that, just as he miglit have expected, the plates were
fogged—but will simply say that the bogie he has set up, and invented
a theory to account for, is merely "a man of straw." In other words,
lapse of time, or putting an exposed plate away in the dark, under such
conditions as would preserve an unexposed plate, does not destroy the
invisible image. Anyone conversant with photographic literature knows
that this has been a long - established fact, and one corroborated
in a recent number of the Journal (Oct. 17th), where an "admirable
print" is stated to have been sent to the Editors from a negative
developed four years after exposure.

Some of my readers may remember that more than a year ago I
recorded the fact that by adding fresh gelatine to an emulsion which
by decomposition had become as thin as treacle, and acquired a very
disagreeable smell, it gave plates, not only in every sense first-rate, but
very much more rapid than those prepared with it when fresh. Several
of the plates exposed at that time were simply wrapped in coloured
paper and laid at the bottom of one of the drawers of my writing table,
where they lay till a few days ago, when one of them, on development,
yielded a clear, crisp, good negative without speck or flaw. While I
would be the last to dissuade any one from publishing his experiences in
pliotographic matters, I feel strongly inclined, in the interests of those
who feel that they must read all that in said on the subject, to recom-
mend close attention to Montaigne's advice, viz., "I would have every
one write what he knows, aud as much as he knows, but no more."

There has recently been a good deal of discussion on the ever-inte-
resting (luestion of development, and several of our friends have
amused then)selves by reducing the directions given by the various
plate-makers to a uniform system of "grains to the ounce," with a
view to saving those who use plates of various brands from tlie neces-
sity of keeping a lot of unnecessary bottles in the dark roonrs. At the
risk of being " sat upon," I wish to ask cui bono:' No doubt some of
the makers believe the formula that accompanies the plates they send
out is the best for that brand, while others are simply auxiiDUS to
recommend something different from their neighbours ; but good plate-
m ikers are not necessarily good photographers,' and a good photographer
who " deyelopes with brains" is move likely to make better work by
tlie exercise of liis knowledge and experience than by anything like a
slavish adoption of the maker's recommendations.

In my temporary home in town I have no convenience for the pre-
paration of plates, and therefore during the whole of the present
season have been drawing my supplies from commercial sources, in-
cluding almost every maker of repute. Some of each batch were deve-
loped strictly according to the method recommended by the makers, aud
the rest by what I call my own, simply because I have employed it for
several years, and never saw any reason to change it ; and while in
most eases fairly good results were obtained by the makers' formula, in
every case equally good, and in many very nuich better, work was
produced by my own system.

I never quite understood why " ten-per-cent. solutions" are not
universally employed. They are handy, keep well, and the only cal-
culation required is to add mentally a nought to the number of grains
to be used per ounce. Thus, the plates I generally employ require
three ounces to cover them properly. Into a measure graduated to
drachms I put one drachm each of the ten-percent, solutions of
bromide, ammonia, and pyro., All up to three ouuces, and pour over
the plate. If the exposure has been about right the image begins to
appear in from thirty seconds to a minute, and goes on slowly but
surely till a fine negative is obtained, while in cases of under- or over-
exposure a few drops of bromide or ammonia respectively readily hnvs"
about the desired effect.

"

I notice, in a recent number, a correspondent recommends a method
of preventing the loss of the screw of the tripod head that I had thouglit
was already in general use, viz., tapping the tripod head so as to fit the
screw, and filing away a portion of the threads of the screw at its neck,
the thickness of the head. All the old Kdinburgh-made stands by
Bryson, Davidsouj Lennie, &o., were so made, and 1 have usjcd one for
twenty-five ycai-^ without losing a screw.

In reply to my observations in last Nolca on canary medium, I have
to thank Mr. G. D. Scorah, of Bradford, for sending me several sheets
very much evener than those I had previously seen ; but I am sorry to
learn from him tliat there is not much chance of the manufacturer turn-
ing his attention to the wants of the photographer. It is used to the
extent of some tons per week for wrapping foreign piece goods, and is

made from manilla ; hence its strength and also its clouded appearance.
I may add that the longer I use it the better I like it, and the more I
regret that prejudice aud foolish faith in the dismal dark ruby kept me
so long from making its acquaintance. John Nicol, Ph.D.

ON TONING.
[A eoniinunieation to the London and Provincial Pliotographic Association.]

Upon the jirevious occasion, when I had the honour of appearing before
you in January last, it will be remembered that the subject of Silver Print-
inij on Albiimenised Paper engrossed our attention through the various
stages which led up to a printed residt; and here it was decided to stop,
partly because sufficient had been said to occupy a longer time than was
originally set down as convenient for the delivery of these lecturettes, and
partly because it appeared to me presumptuous on my part to attempt
other processes connected with the system of finishing, when so many
practical photographers of long experience and members of this Association
were far more capable of dealing with such subjects as toning, fixing,
washing, and finishing, either together or separately, than the information
I could giither or my meagi'e ability would justify.

I must apologise to you tor the imperfect manner in which my previous
lecture was brought before you, and I trust you will pardon me when I say
tliat I cannot help thinking its very incompleteness has jiroved beneficial.
Whether I am right in my conjecture or not remains to be admitted. One
thing must be evident : the older societies laid hold of the subject .again
soon afterwards with renewed vigour, .and, in very able papers from Mr.
iTohn .Spiller, F. C. S. , and Mr. K. Dunmore, thoroughly thrashed out the most
important details, so that we have cause to congratulate our Curator on the
wisdom he lias displayed in selecting suitable subjects at the proper time

—

operating, as it did, in a manner calculated to set the older machinery in
motion, providing, .as he has, much useful discussion and practical infor-
mation in this country, besides reopening the field for further research
upon all the subjects on which the lecturers treated, as evidenced by the
foreign journals.

As one of the many professionals who regularly practise the perfected
researches of others—namely, those photochemical scientists, whose names
have become as familiar to all students of the art as that of Galvani,
Volta, or Faraday t(j the students of electrical science—it will be readily
understood that I cannot say anything which is new ; and if I understood
our Curator's intentiuns correctly it was his object, when establishing these
periodical discourses, to make them of such an elementary nature as would
enable the younger, and partieulsirly the amateur, members to gain enough
knowledge of the details and antecedents of each process as might become
interesting to them, and benrHt the Association at the same time by a
general improvement in the cliaracter of the discussions, rather than the
establishment of a higher technical style, suited only to advanced students.
Premising this to be the case, I shall endeavour to show the raimn d'etre of
the various processes to be hereinafter described, and to whom we are
indebted for their discovery. Should it turn out that the sources from
which the information has been gathered are unreliable, then I shall be
glad of the necessary corrections when discussion takes [jlace.

I have already in the previous comnmnication dealt with the means
employed in preparing a suitable paper to receive a photograpliic image,
including the methods of albunieiiising, sensitising, .and fuming. Preserved
)ia|iers were also spoken of, and many useful hints were gathered in the
discussion which followed. As it will be necessary to refer to these jiapers

in the remarks which are to follow, it will be found more convenient if we
distinguish the preserved pajier from freshly-prepared by the cognomen of
"preserved" and "ordinary.''

Beginning with ordinary paper, printed under a negative somewhat
deeper than it is desired to have the prints when finished, we should have
a print which, although beautiful to look upon, possesses a charm of only a
transient nature—due to the gradu.al decomposition that takes place when
organic substances such as albumen are long in contact with free nitrate of
silver ; hence the necessity of the processes I have to describe.

In the case of alkaline toning with borax or acetate of soda : the first con-
sideration 18 to free the [lajier as much as possible from the excess of silver

nitrate remaining therein over and above the quantity used in the pro-
duction of the print ; this is termed washing away the free silver. That
operation is satisfactorily performed by soaking the prints in a few changes
of clean soft water—usually four, or until the water is no longer opalescent
when tested with a few grains of salt. The washins? water so obtained is

collected in the manner described to you by Mr. F. W. Hart, and pre-
cipitated with dilute hydrochloric acid. The vessel employed should be scru-

pulously clean, eitlierearthenware, porcelain, or wood answering the purpose,
Experiment 1.—The treatment of the prints is sometimes followed by

passing them into a dilute sohition of sodium acetate or ordinary common
salt—about one per cent., such as hei-e shown—and stirring them about for

five minutes, when it will be seen they have assumed a brick-red colour,

the object of which is threefold :—Firstly, the fibres become charged with
a substance which acts as a chlorine absorbent—a necessary jjroperty to bo
mentioned further on. Secondly, a definite colour is ensured to start witli,

thus obviating the jiossibility of mistaking fresh prints in the toning bath
for those which have become purple by reason of the deposited gold—an
important consideration when dealim; with fumed paper. Tliirdly, the
last trace of free nitrate of silver is removed, thereby pre\entiiig'a too
r.ipid decomposition of the toning bath.
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Theoretically considered, it is proper that the last trace of silver nitrate
should bfi removed; but those who are engaged in the daily practice of
commercial work do not insist ui>on the strict obaurvanco of such a rule in
all cases. An especial exception is permitted and advocated when dealinsj
with prints from weak or midor-exptisnd negatives, thia class being found
to yield richer tones by not washing any of the free silver out.

Tlie plan of soaking prints in a solution of sodium acetate was originally
reconnnendod, in liou of washing, Ijy a menilwr of this Assdciation, Mr.
A. L. Henderson, as long ago as lS(il, the following Ijcing an outline of

the method suggested by him :—Slightly over-printed proofs were soaked
in a bath composed of

—

Sodium acetate 240 grains.
Water 10 ounces.

The unwashed proofs were moved about in this solution at least ten
minutes, in order to convert all the free silver nitrate into acetate of
silver. After slight rinsing in clean water the proofs were toned with

—

(iold terchloride 4 grains.
Sodium acetate 240 „
Water 10 ounces.

Among the adv.'intages claimed was an entire absence from mealiness—

a

defect, yo\i will ivmenilier, we now avoid by the adoption of animoniacal
fuming.
(Juide-books to the practice of i)rinting usually recommended three

rapid washings ; the decomposing action thus set up by the nuantity of
free silver remaining in the paper materially quickens the s|)eed of toning.
To prevent a too rapid deposition of ^-old some printers prefer adding a
small cpi.intity of cnnnnon s.ilt to tho toning bath, which turns the prints
sufficiently red and acts in some res|)ects C(pial to an intermediary bath.
Preserved papers—containing, as they generally do, a certain proportion

of free acid—are liable to give some trouble in tonin;.;, owing to the retard-

ing action of the itcid present. When this occurs it is in a great measure
overcome by the use of an intermediate liath of an alkaline character and
sufficient strength to neutralise the acid. Kither the carbonates of

ammonia or soda are found useful for this purpose, and I cannot do better
tlian quote the one mentioned by Mr. Frederick York, which, it will be
reniemljered, is composed of—

Washing soda 1 ounce.
Water 1 galhm.

Prints treated in the manner described are ready for toning by the alkaline
method to be dealt with later on.

This brings us to the consideration of toning baths generally. The
projierties of toning baths vary somewhat according to the mode of prepara-
tion. The term '" toning," as we understand it, implies a certain cliange
of colour brought.about by chemical means, such as the dejwsition of a stable
metal upon one that is easily affected by the atmosphere—electrolysis, in fact.

Evidently Mr. W. H. Fox Talbot was the first to use the toning bath in

connection with pai)er photography, although he does not seem to have
made much headway with his proce-ss at fii-st ; for it is recorded that from
January, 183'J—the date when Mr. Talbot communicated his discovery to

the Royal .Society—until 1845 very little improvement took place. These
early paper pictures, be it remembered, were designated " photogenic
dra\ving8." Talbotype was not patented for some time afterwards.
In the year 1845, however, it was found that steeping the paper in

terchloride of gold vastly improved the results. It was not until 18.")3 that
albumen took any part in the production of prints, the honour of its

introduction being ascribed to Mr. Henry Polhxik, although it seems that
M. Le Gray, of Paris, aliout that time was producing stereoscopic pictures
on albumenised paijer. To M. Le (jray is due the credit of introducing
gold toning in lieu of sulphur. The first toning then was performed by the
decomiK)3ition of hypo, and known as "sulphur toning," by which fine

black tones were obtained upon the addition of an acid, such as acetic,

sulphuric, or other suitable oxidising substance to the hypo., gold taking
no part in this i>rocess. Unfortunately, prints so treated are said to be the
least permanent of any ; but of that I can bring no actual proof, never
having employed the jjiocess.

Experiment 2.

—

Toning by Sulphur.—We have an unwashed silver [irint

here in a twenty-per-cent. solution of hypo., and to that we now add a few
drops of slightly-dilute sulphuric acid. It will be seen th.-\t a straw-
coloured substance is immediately liber.ated, which is suli)hur in an
exceedingly fine state of division, and this becomes attached to the print.

Toning action goes on, through the silver image beintc tarnished, or, more
correctly, converted into sulphide of silver. This liberation of sulphur
may be expressed by the following equation :

—

Hypo. 4- Sulphuric Acid - Glauber Salts -t- Water -i- Sulphur Di-oxide -{- Sulphur
Na,S,Oa-f H,H()^ = NaoSO^ -l- H,0 )- SO,, + H.

With respect to the reaction which takes place when toning a silver

image with sulphur, I will quote a few lines from the parent work of

reference for nearly all recent writers, namely, Hardwich's Photoffraphic
Chemistri/, wherein we find the following paragraph:

—

** It is well knowti that articles of silver plate become darkened by exposure to the
fumes of sulphur, or to those of sulphuretted hydroj.'oii, of which miinite traces are
always present in the atmosphere. If the atopi^er of a bottle of sulphuretted hydrogen
water be removed, and a snnply-fixed pholo^jraphic pfwitive ?tis|>endu<l over it, the
picture will lose its characteristic red tone, and become nearly black. The black
colour is even more intense than an experienced chemist would have antici)>.atctl,

because analysis teaches us that the actual tpiantity of silver present in a photof^raphie
picture on paper is infinitesimally small ; and it is well known that sulphide of silver,

although of a deep bn)wn colour, approachinp to black when in ntoss, exhibits a pale
yellow tint in thin layers, so that a mere Hint of silver cotiverted into sulphide
possesses very little depth of colour. To explain the diltlculty it has been ausrffcsteii

that the toning action of sulphur on a red print is proKibly due to the production of

a sub-sulphide poesessin^ an intense colorific power, like the 8\tb-oxlde an<l sub-
chloride of silver. When the toned picture is Hubjecte<l to the furtlier action of

sulphur it is converted into the ordinary protosulphldc of silver, and bei'omos yellow
and faded."

The toninj,' l>:itli» following the sujphur method were principally mixtures
of gold terchloride and hypo. This latter substance was found to be a
•olvent of certain silver compounds by the Rev. J, B, Keade, in IWU, Mr,

Talbot having previously fixed hi« print* with oommoii Halt. Priotf, loo,
were fixed first m aonie caaes, and toned afterwards, wa>hing away the fre*
silver being more or lem practised in the mixed liyi«.. and gold and the
sulphur toning proccs«a«. When fixing wax employed Ix-fore t<ining, it wa»
usual to soak washed prints in a twenty-pcr-cent. solution of hyis). for a
|)eri™l of ten minutes, or until the soluble silver salts were removed, the
resulting colour being a disagreeable yoUuwiah-brown. To improve the
result so obtained the printa were passed into a loliition of—

Gold toirhlorido 10 grains,
Water 20 mince*,

when toning action quickly followed, the yellow colour giving place to that
of a dark sepia tint. From this stage to that of mixing these two subRtancca
together was only a natural sequence, and effected a diminution of goM to
the extent of one-fourth, as will beseen by the following recognised formula-.—

Hv|K) Tounces.
Water , 20 ,

When dissolved, add

—

Gold terchloride Rgrains,
Dissolved in water 20 ounces.

After mixing, a clear soluticm should result.

Thew'(/"or process followed, and was expected to give still tetter results.
It was found, however, that the solutions would not keep, and as a con-
siderable (piantity of the gold salt was neede<l it caused experimenters to
search for a less exi)ensive metho<l. One decided |>oint in its favour was the
circumstance that prints suffered no loss of intensity during the ojieration,
as they do in the case of all other toning methfsls. liriefly : the prints were
well washed to extract free silver, and, after soaking five minutes in salt and
water, tliey were passed into an alkaline solution composed of—

Liquid ammonia OOminims,
Water 20 onnces.

Here they became very red. After washing in clean water the surface was
flooded with a toning solution comiMtscd of

—

UoublehyiJosulphiteof gold and sodium ^«rf (foe/.. | grain.
M/Po 1 »
Water 1 ounce.

Vpon the print assuming a pur|)le-grey colour it was withdrawn and fixed
in a sixteen-i>er-cent. solution of hy|x). to dissolve the unacted u|ion silver
chloride. fJold, when in a fine state of subdivision, is of a rich purple
colour. The layer obtained by deposition uimn a silver image is very finely
divided ; hence the colour. The only object in continuing the toning action
beyond the stage at which a good surface colour has l»on reached is to
obtain a deposit of sufficient density to completely neutralise the red colour
of the organic silver image beneath ; therefore, it is preferable, in forming a
judgment of toning action, to examine proofs by transmitted light rather
than by reflected only.

Before dealing with the various formulie for alkaline toning I should like
to step out of the golden track to say a few words on platinum tetrachloride.
Pt. Cl^.

Experiment 3.

—

Platinum Toning,—The value of a platinum salt as a
toning agent for silver images has been thoroughly demonstrated before
you by Mr. Henderson, when he initiated us into the secrets of ceramic
photograi)hy. My trials with this salt as a toning agent for paper proofs
have only been partially successful. By that I mean that toning does take
place when a dilute solution is employed, but the action is too tardy for
demonstration here tonight, since anything like a black tone could not bo
obtained under half-an-hour. You will observe that the surface becomes
covered with chloride, showing the necessity for copious washing. Yellow
or discoloured prints are bleached when toned in this bath, the whites
becoming very pure. The formula here given is capable of pro<lucing a
very good shade of brown in less time and should be (wnnanent, since pla-

tinum is a metal practically unaffected by the atmosphere; and I think there
is good reason to supix)se that if a thin coating of platinum could be de-
posited on the silver image the protection offered would be more economical
as well as stable. Something has already been done in this direction, but
not in recent years.

The following is the composition wo are now using :

—

Platinum tetrachloride, syrupy solution, colour of

old East India sherry 5 minims.
Hydrochloric acid 150 ,,

Water 20 ounces.
Wash aw.iy the free silver thoroughly, warm the toning sohition to 70'

Fahr., and fix in a twenty-|ier-oent. hyjx). bath.

Mr. A. Watt, in the second volume of the iVinr*, gives a formula which
runs as follows ;

—

Solution of platinum 30 minims.
Hypo 3 grains.
Hydrochloric acid .'> minims.
Water 5 ounces.

This bath is said to act instantly, but I have not had an opportunity to
test it. The strength of the platinum solution here given is indefinite, but
any of our exi>erimental members can soon ascertain the amount of dilution
necessary to obtain the most favourable results.

Alkaline roninj;.-Owing to the bleaching action which occurs in toning
silver prints witli gold, wliich is slightly acid, certain cxiierinients were
made, and it was found that bleaching increased in proportion to tliu

(luantity of hydrochloric acid added. Now, in the action of toning chlorine

IS disengaged, and in order to render this |H>werful bleaching agent inert it

li.vt been proposed to introduce a substance ca|iahlo of combining with
it, .ind thus, in abs4irbing it, prevent undue loss of vigour. Ti> iibt.iin this

a slightly alkaline timin'.' bath became a necessity, and to Mr. Watt-rhouse
we are indebted for the intnxluctioii of the alkaline salts (Hardwich).
Here is an example :

—
Experiment 4.

Sisliuni carbon.ite (Naj H. Coj) "> grsiiis.

Auric terchloride (An CI J ) 1 grain.

Water , lOousce*,
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Instead of the dry bicarbonate we will use a saturated solution. In this

as well as the following experiments we shall tone three prints of the same
subject, namely, ordinary, fumed, and preserved.

Mr. Maxwell Lyto has written on and investigated the properties of

toning solutions a f,'reat deal more than most men, and we find the follow-

ing emanating from Mr. Lyte :

—

Resquichloride of gold 15 grains.

Phosphate of soda 300 ,,

Distilled water 1| pint.

And in the same communication it is mentioned that 180 grains of borax

may be substituted for the phosphate with a like result. Therefore it will

be seen that a borax toning bath is not of recent discovery, although it does

not appear to have been quoted in many formulae for at least a dozen years

after its publication.

After the publication of Mr. Lyte's formulae it was found that other

salts Ijehaved similarly; and among the first suggested we fo\md sodium

acetate, the qualities of which, extolled by the introducer, Mr. Hannaford,

have since been verified by the whole photographic world. Here is one of

the ordinary forrnulse ;—
Efperiment ^i.

Gold terchloride 1 grain.

Sodium acetate , 10 grains.

„ chloride 10 ,,

Hot water , 20 ounces.

Mix twenty-four hours before use. Neutralise with chalk or whitening

(carbonate of lime).

The name of M. Le Gray must be mentioned as the originator of the

lime and gold toning bath; althou:,'h the original formulae differ some-

what from the one now used the results are identical. The original

formulae consisted firstly in washing away a portion of the free silver by
soaking the proofs for a few minutes in two changes of water, then sub-

mitting them to the action of an auriferous bath, composed of—
Terchloride of gold one-per-cent. solution 1 part.

Hypoohloride of lime (white powder) 3 parts.

Distilled water 1,000 „
The action was complete in ten to fifteen minutes, when the prints

required washing in two changes of water to free them from the chloride

of lime remaining in the fibres previous to fixing in one to six of hypo. If

the tone were satisfactory at the expiration of fifteen minutes the ordinary

washing could be proceeded with; if not the proofs were submitted to

a final bath composed of

—

Gold terchloride 2 parts.

Hypo 200 „
Distilled water 1,200 „

M. Le Gray says :—"The proof ought not to be left in this bath less than

fifteen minutes, as that is the minimum time necessary to ensure the per-

manency of the picture ; but it may be allowed to remain in it for as much
longer as is requisite for obtaining the desired tone." Efficient washing

in wami and cold waters completed the operation. Should any of our

provincial members experience a difficulty in obtaining calcium chloride

for their experiments, it can be easily made by causing dilute 7 : 3 hydro-

chloric acid to react on common whitening, and when neutral filter and set

aside for the ci-ystals to separate out.

Experiment 6.—The uranium and gold toning bath has many friends.

The tones are said to be richer and to economise gold, whilst it is very

easy to work. I am unable to give the author's name, but I can present a

formula which has worked well in my hands. After washing away the

free silver tone in the following mixture :—
No. I.

One-grain acid solution of gold terchloride 1 ounce.

Water 7 ounces.

Neutralise with sufficient of a twentv-per-cent. solution of sodium carb.

(Na, H Co,).
No. II.

Three-grain solution of uranium nitrate 1 ounce.

Water 7 ounces.

Neutralise as in No. 1. Warm each to 70° Fahr., and mix. The bath is

then ready for use. It can be used repeatedly if desired by acidifying with

citric acid and neutralising before use ; but nothing is gained by using it a

second time.
There are methods of toning which resemble more or less those which

have occupied our attention toniglit; among them may be mentioned the

tungstate bath, lilcewise citrate of soda. The vermilion bath, too, might
afford sufficient matter alone for a lecturette. If some one experienced

with it could be induced to bring it before us I am sure it would prove

interesting.

My experience witli toning is so limited that I find I have become ex-

hausted, so {nem. dk.) must conclude; but before doing so allow me to

express a desire that one of our able members will, when opportunity

occurs, gather up my disjointed remarks and sliape them into a paper,

which may also include the processes I have omitted. W. M. Ashman.

Bianchard's Durable Sexsitiskd Paper.

We have had an opportunity of trying the new durable sensitised paper

prepared by Mr. Valentine Blanchard, whose name has been for many

years intimately connected with the subject of the preservation of albu-

menised paper after sensitising. In richness of tone and brilliancy of

surface it is luisurpaiscd by any in the m.arkot, while the toning opera-

tion js entiivlyfreo fioui tlioic lUlliciiUics so fixqr.c :tiy f'jiinl iu con-

nection with ready-sensitised papers. But the feature which will

specially recommend it more particularly at this time of the year is its

wonderful rapidity in printing. We have tested it against some of the

leading papers in the market and find it decidedly the quickest of all

—

an important quality in winter.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.

At the technical meeting of this Society, held on Tuesday, the 28t!i iust.,

the proceedings consisted of the disi>lay and exnlanation by the several

exhibitors of the apparatus upon the tables in the Exhibition now being

held .at the Society's rooms in Pall Mall,—the chaii- being occupied by Jlr.

Payne .Tennings.
, . ,

the first exhibitor called upon was Mr. Watson, who explained at some

length the characteristics of the work shown by his firm.

Mr. C. Sands showed a camera, in which there was an intermediate

frame or "cradle" between the base and the upright parts. He also ex-

hibited a shutter in which the moving jilivte worked up and down, so as to

give longer exposure to the foreground than to the sky.

Mr. Samuels showed the camera exhibited last year with some altera-

tions, particularly in the front. The back had been found to work well

continuously, and would, he thought, be adviintageously employed in studio

work, where it was frequently desirable to expose another plate, or several

fresh plates, rapidly after the first one. The swing front with which it was

now fitted did away with the necessity for a swing back.

A Mkmuer inquired whether a swing front would answer the same pur-

pose as a swing b.ack.

Mr. SA51UKLS replied that Mr. Debenliam had some time since demon-

strated that the effect was identical.
, , , - c

The Chairman observed that, no doubt, the most valuable feature ot

this camera was the means supplied of rapidly changing the plate.

Mr. Hkruert S. Starnes showed a combined camera and clianging-box.

Tliere was no dark slide, but the ground glass was laid against a frame

about the middle of the camera box. The back of the box and a sort of

sleeve behind it served to darken the ground glass, and enabled the operator

to dispense with a head cloth. When the focussing was accomplished the

hand was inserted by the sleeve before mentioned, and the ground glass

removed. Its place was then taken by a plate lifted from one of two recep-

tacles or " wells " found in the bottom of the box. After exposure the plate

was removed to the second well. Both of these receptacles were kept

covered by lids, except during the time of actually changing the plate. As

the plate was pressed against the same frame as the ground glass, perfec-

tion of registry was ensured.
, . , ^- ,

,.- ^i

The Chairman considered the latter point an important one. Of the

cameras sold he believed that one half would be found imperfect m resiiect

of registry, and this was very important when using quick-acting lenses

Mr. A. Cowan inquired whether there was any protection. for the films

as the ijlates lay upon one another in the wells.
., , . , , ,.

Mr Starnes replied that ]iaper could be laid between if desired, but

he found that by cle.ining the backs of the plates they did not injure one

another. The lens was adjusted to focus by being set m a tube carrying a

screw thread. On turning the tube round the lens was little advanced or

retired and no light could pass between the tube and jacket.

The Chairman said there was no doubt it was very important to prevent

stray light from entering the camera by any means. He never trusted to

any camera without having a black cloth over everything.

jlr S. W. RoucH next showed a very portable camera and shutter.

Mr' G Shew exhibited a camera similar to that shown the previous

year, "but in the present model instead of a long rack there was an arrange-

ment for clamping the back at different parts of the tail-board, when a short

rack-and-piniou would give the more precise focussing. The tail-board was

Ion" but part of it could be turned down out of the way when length was

not^required. He .also showed an adapter for use with a small camera,

rendering it capable of taking slides of a larger size. ,
, ,, ,

The Ch \ikman considered this oxhilut to be very useful. Many people,

after having settled uiion the size for their camera, found an occasmiuU

requirement for a larger-sized plate, and regretted the inability to pr..-

Mess'ro M.ariim and Co.'s representative then showed a spring shutter

au^l a v.-iu-hing trough fur negatives. Thojast-namcd aiipliancc was fur-
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nished with n syphon of largo bore, so that the trough was rapidly emptied
M soon as filled.

A Membkr inquired wheth<'r tliis style would not be liable to cause the
ui^per part of the plates to be weakened by exposure to the air whilst con-
taining a weak solution of hypo. Ho thought that the plates should be
entirely covered for some apt>rcciable time.

Mr. B. 1). McKkli.kn said that his experience of a trough of this kind
was not favourable. He preferred a box having grooving along the
bottom and up one side. It would then suffice for plates of a given or any
smaller duncnsion.

Messrs. Marion and Co.'s print-washing machine was next shown. Tho
prints being cont.iined in an inner frame of perforated zinc, there was no
tendency to their running towards and choking the run-off pipe. Streams
of water kept tho prints revolving whilst the machine was in use.

Mr. W. Enolan'd considtrod tiiat zinc was an improper material to use,

and that the inner vessel might .advantageously be made of gutta-percha.
Mr. J. Wkkok said that zinc had an injurious effect upon a silver print.

Messrs. Marion and Co. also exhibited a miniature camera for use by
those wlio would not be burdened with a larger size.

Mr. J. C.MiKTT sliowed a shutter which was an improvement upon those
he had previously exhibited, inasmuch that there were means of afljust-

nient by wliich it could be used with a slow exposure of any length desired,

or with a very rapid adjustable exposure up to ons hundredth of a second
or less.

Mr. McKellen exhibited a camera which combined several points of

novelty and utility. The camera was for 1.5x12 plates, and opened to

about thirty inches, but when closed w.as only about three inches thick.

The stand was fixed to a large mahogany flap—a base which permitted of

the camera being rotated or fixed in any po.sition. The back and front

were easily and rapidly raised into place, and tho front was fitted with a
rotating inner front in whicli the flange was placed excentrically. This
arriingement permitted of using the lens on one or other side of the field

and of actins,' as a high rising front.

Mr. L. Waknkiikk showed a combined camera and changing-box con-

'structed by Professor Ezurtehewsky, of Moscow. The camera was of

stereoscopic size, and when closed contained the lenses and was complete.
The plates were kept in a receptacle below the camera proper, and were
brought by a rackwork one by one under the groove in which they were
to be exposed, and, by another rack-and-pinion, were raised into the groove
ready for exposure.
Mr. W. E. Debexham was pleased to see any indication of a return to

faTour of the stereoscopic form of photograph.
The Ckaikman concurred in this feeling.

Mr. Warnf.kkb also showed tablets covered with phosphorescent material

for giving definite exposures to transparencies upon gelatino- bromide
plates.

A shutter, by Mr. Thomas Fums'KLL, was then shown, and this was fol-

lowed by a dark slide with changing frames, by Mr. A. G. Hopkins. In
this arrangement a thin dark slide is brought over an opening in the camera
back, and the plate contained in an inner frame is pushed by a pin down
into its place. After exposure the pin is drawn up, bringing the plate and
inner frame back again into the slide.

Mr. Hart showed a shutter of Belgian construction. This will be found
described in the report of the London and Provincial Photographic Asso-

ciation, before which it was exhibited some mouths back.

A vote of thanks to the exhibitors closed the meeting.

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
At the meeting of this Association, held on Thursday, the 23rd instant,

the chair was occupied by Mr. J. Traill Taylor.
The lecturette On Tonitig, which liad been postponed from the second

Tuesday in the month on account of Mr. W. M. Ashman's indisposition,

waslon this occasion delivered by that gentleman [see page 698], and illus-

trated by demonstrations of the processes described.

At the conclusion of the lecture, in answer to a question,

Mr. Ashman said that he had toned many thousands of prints in the
bith of gold and uranium, and that he considered it a very nice bath,

Mr. A. L. Henderson said that the lecturer had stated that they were
indebted to Mr. Waterhouse for the introduction of the alkaline method
of good toning, but lie (Mr. Henderson) considered that that introduction

was a misfortune to photography, and that ordinary sulphur-toned prints

wei-e more permanent than those produced by the alkaline gold toning
method. Sulphide of silver was a very stable substance. With reference

to the use of nitrate of iiraniura : he had found it advantageous to employ
it in the silver sensitising bath. Prints that were made upon paper thus
prepared would appear somewhat yellow in the lights before fixmg, but
in the hypo, this yellowness entirely disapi>eared.

Mr. W. E. Debesham said he believed that the view generally held that
milphur-toned prints were very unstable was perfectly sound. In confir-

mation of this he mentioned that many years previously he had some
d'oyleys which were made of fine white jean, and had drawings upon them
made with marking ink. This marking ink was a silver compound from
which the silver was reduced in a black or dark brown condition by the
application of heat. In some cases, where the drawings had api>cared too

brown in colonr, he had subjected them for a short time to the fumes from
sill] ihide of ammonium. This changed the colour to a good black, but in a
short time tho fine lines in the drawing.s thus treated faded to a dirty-

yellow colour—much like that of a faded photograph. Witli regard to

what had been said and illustrated of platinum toning, he observed that tho
print toned before them by that metnod was exceedingly weak and poor,

and this was not to be wondered at, as the toning solution was acid with
hydrochloric acid. He thought he remembered havinp seen it recommended
to neutriilise the hydrocliloric acid in the platinum solution and then faintly

acidify with nitric acid, but there might b« a better method. The borax

and gold bath, which had been referred to, ha had found very wttiafactoiy,
and was what ho was in tho habit of using.
The Chairman wsmarkcd that ho had soma tranapsrencie* toned with

sulphur that had not faded.
Mr. Depiesmam inquired wliether they wore protected by varnish.
Tho Chaibman replied that they were.
Mr. Hendeiwon said that if a so-called faded print were immemed in »

solution of platinum and iodino tho faint parts would be strengthened.
At first sight the jirint looked useless, as tho iodine combined with the
starch in tlio paper to make a dark compound all over tho picture, but
after a time this was got rid of.

Mr. W. K. Burton stated that, as he had always understood tho alkaline
gold toning process, there was formed a compound which wait tho toning
at;ont; but in a work on silver printing, recently published by Captain
Abnoy and Mr. H. P. Robinson, it was stated that the chloride of gold
was the toning agent, and would act more quickly without the addition of
an alkali, but that the alkali acted as a restrainer. He would like to hear
the views of members on the point.

Mr. Debenham believed that the function of the alkali was not that of »
mere restrainer, but that a compound was formed by it and tho gold which
was a better and more active toning agent than the chloride of gold itself.

He h.ad recently found that a bath which had gold added to it withnnt
additional alkali (borax) did not work so well, and, he thought, not »o
quickly, as after the addition of more borax.
Mr. Burton'.s experience had been simiUr to that of Mr. Debenham, and

he held the same view as to the function of the alkali. With regard to
platinum toning he did not know whether it was generally known that in
one of the commercial lists of chemicals there was a platinum salt, which
he believed ^ya3 sodic-chloride of platinum. It was sold to be used either
by itself in lieu of gold in an alkaline toning bath, in which case strong
black tones were given, or it might be mixed with gold and intermediate
colours obtained.
Mr. Henderson did not think that toning was a substituting but a

gilding process.

Mr. W. H. PRE.STWICH used only gold and water for toning with, and
no alkali at all. He made a very weak solution and used it next day.
Mr. Debenham observed that London water contained an appreciable

quantity of carbonate of lime. If chloride of gold in a very small quantity
were added to it there might be sufficient lime to form a proper toning
comiKiund. That there was an action of this kind in Mr. Prestwich's case
was indicated by the fact that he mixed for use the day before. Mere
dilution did not require time, but chemical action did.
Mr. A. Cowan suggested that Mr. Piestwich should make up a bath

with distilled water and see how that would act.

In answer to a question as to the preparation of ready-sensitised paper,
Mr. L. Warnkrke said that he had employed successfully a formula

published by Captain Abney. After floating on the silver bath the paper
was transferred to pure water to remove the free nitrate, and then floated
upon a ten-per-cent. solution of nitrite of ix)tassium.
Mr. Burton had found that this method did not yield such rich priuta

as those produced in the ordinary way.
Mr. Warnehke agreed that with ordinary albumen paper it did not

give such rich prints. He used double albumenised paper with this
method.
Mr. Hender-son said that upon the occasion of the last meeting, when

Mr. Ball spoke of the difference that existed between different sensi-
tometers, he had been asked to send them to the meeting for inspection.
He had done so, and a great difference was perceptible to the eye. On
plates of tho same make one registered 20 and the other 15.

The further discussion of Mr. Ashman's paper was adjourned nntil the
next meeting. —

BERLIN ASSOCIATION FOR THE CULTIVATION OF
PHOTOGRAPHY.

This Association met on the 3rd October,—Professor H. W. Vogel in the
chair. Several new members having been admitted.
The Chairman showed a p.amphlet, issued from the Royal Lithographic

Institute, at Stockholm, containing some reproductions of copperplates
and drawings and some views from nature, in which the half-tones were
broken up by a network of lines ; also some reproductions of drawings on
granulated pat)er. Tho Chairman also presented the Society with a copy
of an illustrated publication issued to celebrate the opening of the new
Technical High School at Charlottenburg, Berlin.
Herr Gaillard called attention to certain coloured lichtdmcka to be

seen in many art shops, and stated that the method by which they were
produced was generally something as follows :—A black~photolitho)(i»nh is
first prepared, and as many jirints made from it upon toned paiwr as uiere
are plates required for the coloured print. Each of these prints is then
retouched so as to remove all the parts except those required for a single
colour, so that each print may be considered to represent a single colour.
Each of the.se retouched prints is again photographed, and from the nega-
tive so obtained the lichtdruck printing plates for the respective colours
are prepared. When circumstances permit all the photolithographa are
fixed side by side uiwn a board, and all photographed together.
Herr Quidde remarked that Herr Gaillard's own coloured lichtdmcka

were considered very good, and, in his own opinion, thore did not exist a
better process than Herr Gaillard's.

Herr Gaillard replied that he had given up working hia process, aa he
could not make it i)ay. The public did not seem to care tor coloured
picturcji, nor to be able to distinguish between good and bad ones, and, cnn-
seqiiently, woidd not pay for the good ones.

The Chairman showed a number of black heliotypea and of cdonnd
pictures, produced by Herren Angerer .and Giischl, v ienna, by their own
process. These were examined by Herr Gaillard, who pronoooced them
excellent.
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Herr Sachs exhibited a collection of iustantaneous views, principally

street scenes, which he liad taken in Spain.

Herr Veit showed a pasteboard dark slide, which was so far an im-
provement upon Herr Martini's that it was light-tight.

Herr Halwa.s exhibited a photograph of a damnise swinging in the air.

She was suspended by a single wire, while tlio tip of the toe of one foot

only rested upon a horizontal wire.

The Ch.\ihman' showed the second number of Herr Czermack's work on
Meteorites, which is illustrated by some splendid microijhotographs by
Herr Grimm, of Offenbach.

Herr Christmann presented a number of Harper's WeeUy, containing a
humorous illustration entitled "A day in the life of a iihotograplxio

amateur."
Herren Angerer and Goschl spoke very favourably of the results of

their experiments with azaline-stained plates.

Herr Haberland, referring to the blue intensification, said that if the

plate were washed long enough with water the blue colour would disap-

pear, and with it all intensification.

The Chairman explained by saying that apparently this intensifi-

cation was produced by the formation of soluble Berlin blue, a substance
which has long been known to chemists.

Herr Ql'idde called attention to a cement or mountant called "alligin."

He thought it particularly suitable for household use on account of the
ease with which it could be used. It did not, like glue or gelatine, require

to be wanned, and it had a much greater adhesive power than gum arable
starch, and kept very much longer than tlie latter.

The Chair.man found that a coating of mould was apt to foi'm on the
top of the alligin. It was, however, very easily removed and did no
further harm, but it would be very apt to make people mistrust it.

Herr Quidde had a sample in his possession which he had opened in
tlie beginning of July, and which he had, therefore, possessed for three
months ; but as yet it had shown no tendency to become mouldy—perhaps
because he kept it in a well-closed bottle.

Herr Haberland remarked that both the hyposulphite of soda bath and
the alum bath he used for gelatine plates became brown after being a short
time in use, and he inquired the reason.

The general opinion was that it was caused by the developer being
imperfectly washed off.

Herr Halwas had remarked that when he laid a plate immediately
after development, without being washed, into the alum bath and let it lie

there the plate was rendered useless by flame-shaped spots; but if the alum
bath were kept in motion this phenomenon did not occur.

Herr Kunze sought the cause of this phenomenon, which he also had
observed, in an unequal further development of the plate, produced by
some developer still adhering to the plate and being acted upon by the
alum bath. If tlie bath be left at rest this developer does not distribute
itself equally in the alum; consequently the subsequent development only
takes place in patches, while these are prevented from forming by keeping
the bath in motion.
Herr Rolopf did not use alum at all in the case of plates which showed

no direct tendency to crapiness or frilling or to dissolving off.

Herr S.\CHs recommended that a,ll plates should be laid for ten minutes
or so in an alum bath ; that contributed to tlie permanency of the plate
by destroying the last remaining trace of hyposulphite and removing any
yellow fog, while at the same time imparting a brown tone to the piste, in
consequence of which it would furnish more brilliant copies. In the case
of plates which were readily dissolved ofl', such as those intended to be
stripped off, he advised their being placed in an alcoholic solution of alum.

—

—

PHOTOGRAPHS ON CANVAS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—There can be no doubt that, by the method described in
last week's Journal, photographs can be transferred to canvas, and jjro-

bably the process would give results which, so far as appearance goes, would
perhaps be better than any other. But the jiicture on the canvas is

required for artistic purposes—to be covered with oil colours. The sub-
stratum being of gelatine, "moderately strong," no worse method could be
proposed.

If artists would give their experience I think we should hear that all
prints on canvas having gelatine as a basis are not to be relied on—that,
sooner or later, the picture will crack, and, not improbably, may leave the
canvas in parts.—I am, yours, &c., A. Brothers.

Manchester, October 28, 1884.

DEVELOPING PORMUL^.
To the Editors.

Gkntleiien,-;-A continuation of my experiments with the hydrokinone
developer has induced me to substitute one drop of pure strong nitric
acid for the citric acid; then only twenty minims of liquid potassium
are necessary, with tlie niost^ satisfactory results. The liydrokinone
appears to keep well in solution. I think one grain to the drachm
of soft or distilled water will be found a convenient solution. It ought
to be filtered then with ten drops of nitric acid made up to 100
minims with water. You have all your solutions convenient, and no
weighing every time. I think anyone trying this developer now will be
perfectly satisfied with it.

I find many of my negatives that were strengthened some year and
more since are going, and I hope and believe that with this developer

"strengthening" is a thing of the past, I am trying a modification of the
old fixer, viz. :—

Cyanide of potassium 300 grains.
Citricacid 100 ,,

Water 20 ounces.
Methylated spirit 5 „

I have not tried it sufficiently yet. I think it promises a more brilliant
picture, but will not bear washing after fixing and before drying.

I think it would be worth while to try the result of substituting pyro. for
hydrokinone, although I do not anticipate so good a result. As I said in
my former letter, hydrokinone appears to me to give any amount of density
without sacrificing the high lights.

I also tried a mixture of 240 grains of cyanide of potassium and twenty
ounces of saturated solution of alum ; but the result, after leaving it for tlie

niglit, was a straw-coloured liquid with a colloid deposit, whicli filtered out
beautifully. Altliough, however, smelling sti-migly of cyanide, the filtrate

was utterly powerless as a solvent of the chloride. Tlie other fixer gave a
brown tone to the negative,—I am, yours, &c., W. T. -F. M. Ingall.

Grccnhithe, Kent, October 27, 1884.

THE TRICYCLE AND PHOTOGRAPHY.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Having seen some correspondence going on in the Journal
respecting tricycles for photographers, will you allow me to introduce to
your notice a photograph of a tricycle which has been specially designed
for touring photographers by a local maker in Exeter, and wliich I find very
convenient?
The tricycle is named "The Photographer." It is narrow and light, will

pass through an ordinary door without any .alteration, or can be wheeled
up a flight of steps. It will go through a very_ narrow gate and allow me
to ride it into a field, where I can get tne best view, instead of leaving it in
the road.

The front bone is extra long, and quite straight for the convenience of
strapping on tlie tripod. The camera is fixed underneath the rider on a
neat bracket, padded with rubber. The camera I carry is a 12 X 10 with
two double dark slides. The weight of the camera and slides balances the
rider, thus causing ease and comfort in riding.

Tlio extra length of the straight front bone, and the weight of the
camera and slides balancing tlie rider, causes the machine to run with less
vibration than usual. The tricycle is the design of Mr. E. Monkhouse, of
Exeter, assisted by practical photographers.—I am, yours, &o.,

October 27, 1884. Bbomidk.

—

MISUSE OF THE ROYAL ARMS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In regard to my proceedings against Messrs. A. and G.
Taylor respecting the above, permit me to remark that when the Patent and
Designs' Act, 1883, came into operation I felt confident that this firm were
never entitled to use the name of Her Majesty in connection witli their
trade, or liad any authority wliatever for displaying the royal arms, either
in front of their premises or on stationery which they issued to their nume-
rous canvas.sers. Upon apjilication to the Lord Chamberlain's Office, and
otherwise, I found such to be the case, and hence the proceedings which I
found necessary for me to prosecute.
In all cases where an Act of Parliament imposes a penalty for its in-

fringement it has been the rule that no officer of tlie Crown should prose-
cute, but the vindication of the Act has been left to one of tlie jiublic, his
reward being one-half the fine inflicted, and I believe also the costs of his
proceedings being paid by the offender, except in cases where it is called a
test case or first proceedings under the Act. Now, in the case of A. and G.
Taylor it has been a very aggravated one, as their boast has been that
they are the largest photographers in the world, and in a recent pamphlet
issued liy them they assert that they employ upwards of 800 artists,
operators, &c.

Therefore, if that be the fact by their own showing, it stands to reason that
this position lias been mainly gained by their assumption of being photo-
graphers to Her Majesty, the l^riuce and Princess of Wales, &c. &c., which
has been proved to be untrue, though at the same time it has had a great
effect with tlie public, and has enabled tliem to monopolise a large portion
of the photographic business of the country to the detriment of otlier phot'o-
grapliers, their process of obtaining trade being so peculiarly exhaustive as
to stop nearly every avenue of business against others, not only in London
and its suburbs, but in alLjirovincial towns throughout the country, where
you find tlieir satellites actively at work in every railway station, market
place, post-office, police station, and all descriptions of workshops. Not
only that, but they also pursue a house-to-house canvass in every neighbour-
hood where it is likely to pay, and with their representations above men-
tioned manage to intercept business in all directions that would otherwise
be legitimately shared by other photographers.
For further information I liave to refer to proceedings already reported,

in whicli there liave been four adjournments, and in which they had
engaged the services of tlie most popular counsel of the diiy, who only
succeeded in reducing the penalty and obtaining a nominal amount of costs
by representing that they were totally innocent of transgressing the law,
and had made every reparation in their power by removing the royal
arms, &c., from all their premises.
In conclusion : I beg to say that I shall watch this firm very zealously,

and if I find tliem breaking their parole they shall be again called to book
by—Yours, etc., Wsi. Turner.

140, Upper Keimington-lane, London, E.C., October 22, 1884.

To the Editors.
Gentlemen,-The decision given in the above case is evidently conclusive

that the prosecution was a righteous one,
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TliPro ia no dsnylnij the fact tlmt work hiut Iwoii (>litniin'(i by virtiin of
tlie Kt:itcmfnts ornuiuoHsly iiiadi- liy the defiiiiiiiiil!'. It in iitso Ix-yoiid

contradiction that n irrj/ urnoiif ii\Jtiri/ has been done and trade diverted
from its legitimate channel by the defendants' mode of procedure. In fact,

I thoroutrhly believe that the profession lias been entirely revolutionised,
and that the "club" system introduced by Messrs. Taylor has given a
mortifying; wound to the trade.

I hold that this case is a case for the profession jrencrally, and it is they
who, to my mind, should now como forward and bear the expenses incurretf.
To sny that the inosecution was instituted for the sake of the moiety of
the fine {at nw>l £10) ia out of the question. Who would undertake the
anxiety of a lawsuit of this character for such a tritle ? I i)ro|>oao, Messrs.
Editors, that you start a subscription list; I an». prepared with my Ss. I
Bug$;cst that out of the fund thus raised you pay the law costs and other
expenses incurred in this suit, and any surplus to bo handed over to the
"Photographers' Benevolent Fund "—I am, yours, &c.,

12, Clapham-road, October 23, 1884. Ueoroe J. Tear.

MEDAL AWARDS AT THE PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION.
To the Editors.

GESTtEsrKK,—In the name of art and photography I am most desirous of
knowing the merits of the three medal pictures

—

Knuckle Down Tiyht,
Smnll Sturlirs, and Interior of .S(. John't Church, Malta.
The first is an example of the lowest type of genre picture^ in which two

of the fi<jurea have moved, and indifferent technical work is exemplified.
The Smnll Stmlifs are indifferent in choice of subjrct, pose of figures, and
technical execution. The Interior, with its halation and total disregard of

l)8rspective, is surely not equal to Mr. R. H. Lord's Interior of yew
Archteolor/ical Museum, Cambridge, with its jierfect lines and even lighting
of the sculpture—a most difficult task considering the newness and white-
ness of the casts. I should feel much obliged if some one would point out
how any of these even approach such artistic and perfect work as that of

Messrs. Gale, Gibson, Horsey, For.syth, and others.

Again : may I humbly ask where the science is in the three pictures for

which scientific medals have been awarded—one purely a photomechanical
process and the other two triumphs over technical difficulties? I fail to

see that it ia any more "scientific" (oh ! misused word,} to photograph a

streak of lightning than a breaking wave.
These are the things which send men away sadly from such places,

cynically wondering when this rotten something in the state of Denmark
will bo righted.—I am, yours, &c., P. H. Emerso.m, B.A.

October 25, 1884.

To the Editors.

GESTLEMEy,—The Rev. H. Victor Macdona, M.A., by the tone of his

letter in your last issue, appears to have gone back to his parish in Cheshire
after his special visit to the photographic exhibition with a great deal of

"the dog m the manger" about him. He appears to envy several of the

snccessful exhibitors their awards, and would lead one to suppose that the

gentlemen who acted as judges knew nothing about photography ; and the

hanging committee well, they ought to be executed, and, doubtless, the

reverend gentleman would be pleased to act as executioner. It seems a

great pity that there should be so many gentlemen to act in the capacity of

jud;»es, hanging committee, &c., when there appears to be one who is com-
petent to undertake the whole of it. I would suggest that the Rev. Mr.
Macdona be appointed next year to hang the exhibits and act solely as

judge.

My Sea Studies seem to have specially called forth a most unwarrantable

attack from the reverend gentleman, who says that " they bear all the

distinct traces of very indifferent retouching." He will, perhaps, be
a'tonished when I say there is h« rdouchinti either on the negatives or

prints, the ne^^'atives scarcely requiring even ordinary spotting. I should

say that the w-cU-known gentlemen who acted as judijes were quite capable

of judging whether the work they were examining was cither dnborately

or indifferently retouched. If not, they certainly ought to have had the

reverend amateur at their elbows to advise them.
I may mention that the Royiil Cornwall Polytechnic Society awarded

mo their medal in August last for the same case of Studies that have

received such attention from Mr. Macdona.—I am, yours, &c.,

Waterloo-square, Bognor, October 29, 1884. W. P. Marsh.

To the Editors.

Gk«jtlemev,—In reference to the Rev. Mr. Macdona's remarks reaped-

ing Mr. W. P. Marsh's Sea Study negatives being elaborately retouched, I

feel it but just to say that in consequence of having made transparencies

from most of tlie plates exhibited by that gentleman I am in a imsition to

«tate that they are not retouched.—I am, yuuT8,&c., John Habmer.
mck, Liltlehampton, October 29, 1884.

Georos AdcOCK writes :—" Is there any objection to my counting seconds

by means of a string suspended to the camera, a small weight being

attached to its lower end to cause it to act as a pendulum ? If you think

well of the idea please inform me what length of string will bo the most

useful. Ought not a quick vibration to be preferred to one that is slow ?"

In reply : We have often adopted the method of counting seconds

suggested by our corresiKindent. Tnis was, however, in the times of slow

plates and long exposures. A bit of string ten inches in length, with

a pijtol bullet attached to the end as a "bob," will vibrate in balf-»econd»

With practical accuracy.

" OidiiT the eggs w hieh are to Iw empluyed in the alliumenlsing of pA|ier
to be fri-sh or stale T—Ali'Iia."—Weil, this is a query to which wc cannot
give a "square" reply, liecause we know that aomo albumeniserti—men
of probity and cxiicricnce- say one thing, while others—o<|ually good
and experienced men—say the other. Albumen which ia 7111/' fresh ia

not employed as a rule by the majority of albumenisers, who prefer
keeping it for a |>criod ranging from two tfi four or five days before
using it for coating paper.

W. Johnston inquires :—" 1. Does it matter which side of the focnuing-
glass (matt or smooth) is outside the camera nearest the eye?—2. ui
lining the photometer (direct to source of light) does this mean the
instrument to bo pointed to the sun or brightest i>art of the sky, or held
pointing towards the view to be taken, as I find there is a considerable
difference in effect from the two positions?" In reply: 1. Camera* are
invariably constructed so as to necessitate the ground sorface being
filaccd next to the lens.—2. Let the photometer be directed towards the
ight by which the view is illuminated.

The Rev. E. P. Rivers writes:^"Soine time ago yon gave a deacriptirm
of the uewly-invented balance thermometer of Messrs. Wataon anfl Sons,
of High Holboni. Can you say from actual knowledge whether it does
all that was originally claimed on its behalf?" In reply: The thermo-
meter in question, having been improved since the date at which onr
article apjieared, does rather more than wo anticipated on its behalf ; for
it is so sensitive that the mere lighting of a candle, within a foot of the
instrument, will cause it to register the change of temi)erature produced
thereby by means of its indicating end, while as yet such change can onljr

be imperfectly discerned on the register engraved on the tube itself. It
is a most convenient instrument in a dark room or any other room.

"Observing that you have published Mr. W. Ackland's process of coUodio-
albumen for transparency work, will you permit me to inquire in what
respect, essential or non-essential, it differs from that which a few years ago
was sold as a secret process by Mr. B. .T. Kdwards? And will you iiermit

me further to inquire, in the event of the two being found to be practically
similar, to which of these well-known gentlemen are we to consider our-
selves indebted for the inception of this special development of the
coUodio-albumen ])rocess?—I am, yours, &c., THE Ghost ok Tai'PEXOT."

To these queries we are somewhat unable to reply ; but we were
made aware of the Edwards method at a date long prior to that which
tlie Ackland system was brought under our notice. Concerning the
identity, or even similarity, of the two systems, it is not necessary that
we should here speak, especially as Mr. Edwards has not publUhed his,

so we leave the matter for those interested.

Print-Washing Troughs.—A correspondent writes to inquire if we can
furnish him with the name of any London maker where the print-wash-
ing troughs recently described by us have been made, and, also, whether
one eighteen inches in diameter would be suitable for washing three
hundred cartes. Wo have communicated with the gentleman whoso
apparatus we saw in work, and he writes us that the apparatus was made
fourteen years ago by a plumber and zinc-plate worker in London
(Clerkenwell direction) to designs supplied, but that he cannot at
present furnish any address. If, however, he be able to find the name
he promises to send it, and in that cafe it shall be forwarded to our
correspondent. We should advise that a trough twenty-four inches in

diameter be used for so large a number as three hundred eajie-de-nsite

prints. When jirints are packed very closely in a limited quantity of

water there is less chance of the rotating current passing over the surface

of every individual print, and in print- washing the desideratum is that
every print should be equally and well washed.

Persian asks—"Can a glass positive be fitted into a locket, or even a
finger ring?" We reply: There is no reason why any difficulty should

bo experienced in doing so. Let us suppose that we have got an un-
varnished (to take the worst case) positive on glass which has to be
fitted into a small locket, and that the edge must be so perfectly cut as

to show no chips or fractures. Having placed the "besil," or ring in

which the glass is contained, upon the picture, draw with a needle point

a line round it, scratching the photograph. Next cut the picture by
means of a diamond, and with several outs as near to the mark as

possible. Then, by means of a pair of sharp and, by preference, new
cutting-pliers, chii) off the glass until the mark has been reached, and
gradually encroach upon this until after rei>eated trials the )x>rtrait is

found to enter inside of the frame. Seeing that the glass is usually

finished with a squarely-ground bevel it is not possible to see the extreme
edge of the portrait, and, as a consequence, minute defects in the margin
will not be observed. A brush charged with black varnish should then
be applied to the edge of the glass, the back having, of course, been also

well coated with black. This method affords the perfection of mounting
and fitting glass positives.

(BxcijmQt Column.
Ifo charge is made for inserting these announcemenlt; but in no eate do ic«

insert any article merely okfered for sale, that being done at a imall cMt

In our advertising pages. Thisporlion of our columns it dented to ezrhanga

only. It is imperatire that the name of the person proposing the exchange

be given (although not necessarily for publication, if a SOU D« PLCMI i€

thought desirable), otherwise the notice will not appear.

I will exchange a two-gallon still for a scenic background.—Address,

, J. Grijisiiaw, Dale-street, Haalingden.

I will give a good exchange or cash for a copy of The BBmsH JocturAl.

Photoobai-hic <Umamac (or 18S0.—Addrew, p., 68, Cowgate, Dundee,
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I will exchange a Rose's ineniscus, three and a-ha!f inches diameter, for

Dallmeyer's" wide-angle view leus or whole-plate.—Address, J. Hill,

Malvern.

I will exchange Seavey's boat and background, cabinet lens, also a splendid

carte lens, for large photographs or anything useful.—Address, J. W. D.,

Sand Pits Parade Studio, Birmingham.

I will exchange a Lerebours' half-plate portrait lens, with stops, in good

condition, for violin and case, or anything useful.— Address, R. S.

BoNNALTO, The Factory, Kimberley, Notts.

I will exchange a Lancaster's enlarging lantern, also Marion's caVnnet

burnisher, for a Cadett's shutter and a good posing-chair.—Address,

William Hall, 34, Lansdowne-place, Lewes.

I will exchange Picture-Frame Makiny, by James Lukin, cloth binding,

clean and perfect, for Pictorial Effect in Photograph!/, by H. P. Robinson.

Address, Opal, 31, New-street, Ashford, Kent.

I will exchange a carte lens, by Lerebours, witli stops, in case, equal to new,

for a posing-chair, backgrounds, or anything useful in photography.—

Address, J. Babkek, 100, Chestergate, M.acclesfield.

I will exchange a drying cupboard, made according to England's drawings,

also a large sheet of plate glass—size 3('> X 24 inches—for anything useful

in photography.—Address, W. H. Sedgwick, South View, Sedbergh,

Yorkshire.

I will exchange a good carte lens, by Hermagis, which ivill take a small

cabinet head, eight inches back focus, for a good artist's outfit, both oils

and water-colours; if not both, oils preferred of good quality.—Address,

C A, 21, St. Sidwell-street, Exeter.

Wanted, an 8A x (i\ or 10 x 8 portable camera with three double slides (must

bo light and'in good condition), in exchange for pictures in frames (large

variety to choose from), albums, frames, f.-incy goods, tobacconists

goods, &c.—Address, C. F. Hewitt, St. Mary's-street, Wallmgford,

Berks.

I will exchange a Voigtlauder's carte lens, an oak studio camera stand, an

iron head-re°st (both nearly new), a half-plate water-tight bath in polished

pine case, and a 10 x 8 ditto in mahogany case. Wanted a 10 x 8 burnisher

m good condition, four Victoria lenses, nine gems, or Ross's 10 x 8 wide-

angle lens; difference adjusted.—Address, J. A. Bellinger, photo-

grapher, Sidraouth, Devon.

ments, finish opals, KC, in on or wacer-coiour, in exciiaiiKe lur im^ tiling

useful in photography, particularly a good rolling-machine, 10 x 8 dry-

plate bellows-body camera, complete with lens and slides, also a half-

plate and quarter-plate ditto, and studio and alpenstock stands; re-

ferences exchanged.—Address, X. Y. Z., 19, Whitefriars-road, Hastings.

O. O. 0.--Purc ])araffine wax is far preferable to pitch for coating the

inaides of wooden dislics which are to contain silver solutions. If yon

cannot procure it in your village, Messrs. Hopkin and Williams will

supply it. It is not nearly so expensive as you appear to imagine.

Rowland.—The results are very promising, and certainly should encourage

you to continue your experiments. Try the effect of using the ink

thinner than you are now doing, and do not be in a hurry with the

different operations. Remember: "Rome was not built in a day."

'SV.—Eau de Jarelle is a very useful hyposulphite eliminator. The cause of

the spots of which you complain is that you have printed from the nega-

tive before the whole of the hyposulphite of soda was removed from the

film ; hence the silver paper has acted upon it and produced the spottiness.

Wm. Nash.—It is illegal for you to make a photographic copy of a Bank
of England note, though it is often done. If you only make a reduced

copy for use as a microscopic object, no doubt you will not be interfered

with. Such copies are—or at one time were—to be purchased at most
opticians'.

Countryman.—The Exhibition of the Photographic Society of Great

Britain is open daily from ten till dusk, and on Monday, Wednesday, and

Saturd.ay evenings from seven till ten. The charge for admission in the

daytime is one shilling and in the evenings sixpence, members being

admitted free.

Alk. B. Howard.-Blue glass was at one time employed for glazing

photographic studios, though it was never really in much favour. White
glass is now used almost universally. If you use white glass you can, of

course, paint or stipple over with any tint desired, and clean it off at

any time if not approved.

I. LiooNiEii.—The "halo" is what is known .as a flare spot from the lens.

As yours is a single lens, the cure will be to alter the stop slightly from

its present position. It you slide it gently b.ackwards .and forwards,

while watching tlie effect upon tlw iiuage on the ground glass, you will

soon discover the best position so as to avoid it in future.

Novice A.—It is clear tliat one fault in your jirints is that the silver bath

is much too weak—probably not more than half the strength it should

be. This is quite sufficient to account for the majority of your diffi-

culties. The prints, wo may mention, bear unmistakable evidence of

slovenly manipulation, as shown by the finger marks on the backs and,

in some instances, on the front. 'Ihese are caused by the paper being

touched with fingers contaminated with the hyposulphite of soda.

^ttstora to Corwspoitbfitta.

43" Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper.

Notice. Each Correspondent is required to enclose his name and address,

although not necessarili/for publication. Communications man, when thought

desirable, appear under a NOM de plume as hitherto, or, b;/ preference,

under three letters of the alphabet. Such signatures as " Constant Header,"

"Subscriber," ikc., should be avoided. Correspondents not conforming to

this rule will therefore understand the reason for the omission of their

communications. ___^___J__ ^
Photograph Registered.—
W. L. Shrubsole, Davey-place, ^orfoXk.—Photograph of Their Boyal

Highnesses the Prince and Princess of Wales and Shooting Party at

Thornage, Norfolk.

A.iax and A. B.—Write to the Secretary.

W, Q_—There is no work published on the subject. Articles upon it will

be found distributed through this and previous volumes.

Bath.—Write the titles neatly with black varnish on the negatives. You
must write them backwards, as a matter of course.

Geo. Smith.—Many thanks for a copy of the reply. We shall be very

pleased to see the result of your trials if you will kindly forward them.

Edward Neville.—By a six-per-cent. solution is meant a solution con-

taining six per cent, of the salt—the bichromate of potash in your case.

rp^ p Your previous letter was not preserved. Kindly, therefore, rejieat

yoiir query, and, if possible, send a plan of your proposed studio, and we
will help you if possible.

H. Arnold Bejirose.—In speaking of the novelty we did not infer that

the thing had never been done before. There is an old adage—"There
is nothing new under the sun."

W. W. Try Messrs. Langton and Bicknells, 89, Ncwington Butts, S.E.

"They will perhaps supply you with a small quantity, as we surmise you

do not require much, 'fhey, as a rule, only supply large quantities.

X X. X.—See an article on Photographing Interiors, by Mr. H. Y. E.

Cotesworth, in the issue for May 16th of the current year. The same

remarks apply etiually well to the work you have in hand. We know of

no such formula. Cold tones will be better than warm.

J j^ T.—It is not advisaVJe to wash the prints in such very hot water as

voii suggest. You say that the hot water will not be used until "the

prints have been well cleansed from the hypo." If the prints are well

cleansed from the hypo., why the necessity of the hot water!

Photographic Club.—The forthcoming meeting on Wednesday
next, November 5th, will be the annual general meeting of the Club.

South London Photographic Society.—At the next meeting of

this Society, to be held on Thursd.ay, the 6th November, in the Hall of

the Society of Arts, John-street, Adelphi, Mr. J. Traill Taylor

will deliver a lecture On Florida and its Orange Groves, illustrated

by numerous photograiihs shown as dissolving views by the lantern.

A Proposed Amendment in Photographic Terminology.—
Professor Vogel suggests that, inste.id of using so many different

names for the photo-chemically-produced negatives for the typographic

press or relief printing-press (sucl) as phototypes, autotypes, aud helio-

types), they should all be called licht-hoch-druclc (which may be trans-

lated jiholo-rcli''/ print<), and that the processes intended for the

copperplate press, such as heliography, heliogravure, aud photogravure,

should be called collectively lichf-lief-druck (equal to light-deep prints

or photo-intaglio print"). Henceforth ho intends to use these terms,

which are certainly more intelligible than those he wishes to supersede,

as they convey a definite idea of the thing spoken of; but this effort in

the right direction will, we fear—so strong is the force of habit and of

vested rights in the various names —be as unsuccessful as a previous effort

to introduce the word "photogram" for the photographic priut, as
'

' telegram " is for the message sent.

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
Observations taken at 40G, Strand, by J. H. Steward, Optician,

For the_ Week ending October SO, 1SS4.

TnKSK Obseuvations ark Taken at 8.30 a.m.

Oct. Barometer. Wiud. WotBulb. DryBuIbi
Max.
Solar
Bad.

Max.
Shade
Tern.

56
55
50
52
63
50

Min.
Tem. KeDinrkfl.

23
24
2.5

30-01
29-94
30-12

SE
B

VVNW

45
46
39

45
47
39
45

60
41

42
43
37
41
41

36

Foggy.
Foggy.
Fogey.

27
28
29

29-87
29-53
30-09

NW
N
NW

41

56
39

Cloudy.
Cloudy.
Foggy.
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SULPHITE OF SODA IN THE DEVELOPER.
We liave purposely refrained from replying to Mr. W. Hanson's

remarks a fortnight ago until we should bo in a position to speak

from actual experiment on certain points n>entioned by him. We
are now in that position, and pro]>ose as briefly aa possible to show
in what manner we differ. ^

Mr. Hanson, it will be remembered, holds that sulphite of soda

retards the developn\ent—a view which we ourselves attempted to

controvert on the ground that sulphite of soda being itself capable

of development can at anyrate not be a retarder, even though it be

not an accelerator. However, Mr. Hanson says :
—

" But does it

necessarily follow because a;i image can sloidij be brought out by the

aid of sulphite of soda that, therefore, it accelerates development

when used in conjunction with one or other of the .ilkalies ?" Then,

ag.iin, he says:—"When things of an opposite character are joined

together a medium product is generally the ontcorae of the union.

Now, let sulphite of soda be allowed to represent extreme slowness

in the operation of development, and ammonia (of the right strength)

extreme quickness; then a combination of the two according to the

above general rule ought to yield a mean i-atio of speed, depending
on the proportions on which they are mixed."

Now the suggestion contained in this quotation is, we venture to

think, based upon an utter and grievous fallacy. In the first place,

even accepting Mr. Hanson's own view of the respective fnnctions of

sulphite and of ammonia as representing sloicuess and (juickncss rela-

tively, they are not "things of an opposite character," but rather

represent different degrees of the same character. Again : It is to be

borne in mind that sodium sulphite is not iithstittited fo)' ammonia,
but is added to it, and that, therefore, whatever developing energy

the latter may possess, it must be augmented by whatever slight

developing action the sulphite may exercise. On the other hand, to

introduce an ad ahsurdum argument, we will suppose the developing

energy of ammonia to be 10, while that of sulphite is 1 and its

retarding action 6. Now, with the combined ammonia and sulphite

developer the sum of the developing action would be represented

by the equation 10 + 1-0 = 5. If the ammonia be eliminated the

developing action would be represented by 1 — 6 = - 5—a negative

or retarding action. And yet, as we have shown, such an alleged

retarding solution is really a developer, which is utterly absurd.

We are quite prepared to agree with Mr. Hanson that sulphite

of soda is a less energetic developer than ammonia or other alkali,

and that if it were substituted for an equivalent proportion of the

ammonia solution of developing strength then the result would be,

a.s lie suggests, a mean between the two. But such is not the case
;

for, whether sulphite be used or not, tlie same quantity of alkali is

(or should be) present in each ounce of developing solution, ^^iM in

the one case the sulphite.

S|ieaking of the theoretical result to be anticipated under his

view of the question, Mr. Hanson further says :
—" And in practice

I find this to be so, for the more sulphite there is present in the

developer the slower it works." Now, again, with one important

modification, we should be willing to agree with Mr. Hanson, but
that modification traverses the whole question. If for the word
txdphite in the last quotation the word siilfj/iate be substituted per-

fect accord would exist between us, and it is with the view of

showing it is really sulphate which produces the result complained
of by Mr. Hanson that our experiments were instituted.

We have always called attention to the importance of using pure,
freshly-prepared sulphite, pointing out how in consequfence of its

rapid oxidation it is not to be trusted after having been long in stock.

Let anyone interested in this question take the trouble to teat a
sample of sodium sulphite obtained through the ordinary commercial
channels, and it will invariably be found to contain a considerable
proportion of sulphate, the retarding action of which is so well
known. DifFerent samples will, of course, vary very considerably
according to age and other conditions of storage ; but it is practically

impossible to find a sample that will not give the sulphate reaction.

In order to try the matter^ thoroughly sulphite of soda was
specially prepared and used at once. A solution of pure carbonate
of soda was divided into two parts. One half having been saturated
with sulphurous acid, the two were mixed and very carefully
neutralised, and evaporated until crystals began to form. In ten
ounces of the saturated solution fifteen grains of pyro. were dis-

solved
; a second solution was made by dissolving fifteen grains of

pyro. in ten ounces of filtered rain water; and a third by using a
solution of commercial sulphite to dissolve the fifteen grains of
pyro. The same solutions of ammonia and bromide and of car-
bonate of soda were used througltout, and the developers employed
were strictly identical, except in the presence or absence of sulphite
and the substitution in .some cases of soda for ammonia.
As the result of several experiments, we may say briefly that in

no case, either with ammonia or soda, was there the slightest

dilTerence in the rapidity of action of the first two pyro. solutions
;

the third, made from commercial sulphite, developed a little more
slowly, but produced an equal result if a slightly longer application
were allowed. This was a fairly good sample of sulphite, giving bu
little reaction of sulphate.

In conclusion : We are more than ever convinced tlrat where the
slowing action of sulphite is complained of it is the result, as we
have before alleged, of the presence of sulphate in the sulphite of
soda.

AN INCANDESCENT PLATINUM LIGHT.
That there is room for new and powerful modes of illumination in

connection with the various departments of photographic pmctice
will be admitted without hesitation by every photographer.
To those interested in this development of physical science we

have some pleasure in directing attention to a gas lamp which was
introduced to the notice of the London and Provincial Photographic
Association at their meeting last week. It consists in the rendering

of a thimble of platinum gauze incandescent by the heat emitted
from the combustion of a mixture of a large proportion of atmo-
spheric air, with a small proportion of carburetted hydrogen or
common house gas.

Ever since the period when Bunsen made his investigations in this

direction the heating properties of this admixture of gas and air

have been well known, and their special value recognised and applied

in various and wide-spread departments of soci^d and manufacturing
economics. Indeed, the " Bunsen burner," in one or other foi-m

modified to suit special re>]uireaient«, is now to be nitt with in
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every worksho 1 and almost every 'dwelling-lionise, its services

ranging from the melting of metal down to boiling the domestic

kettle.

When a flame of this mixed gas is made to impinge forcibly upon

metal it invariably melts, unless it be one of the more refractory

class, of which platinum forms a good example. This metal, when
subjected to the intense heat of the mixed gasea (relegating for the

nonce the role of a gas to atmospheric air), becomes incandescent,

and emits a powerful light. Difficulties of an apparently insuper-

able nature seemed to have hitherto attended the utilisation of this

principle of ligliting ; but from the exhibition that was made at the

society mentioned they would appear to have been at length quite

overcome. During several years a lighting engineer, Mr. Lewis,

has been engaged in the solution of the problem of an easy

and satisfactory method of utilising the incandescent platinum

principle, and he has now attained such progress as to liave elicited

the encomiums of savants like Professor Tyndall, who has eulogised

it highly. At two of the principal railway stations in London it

now competes with the electric and other systems of lighting ; while

at the meeting of the photographic society referred to attention

has been directed to its possibilities in connection with photography.

The light, as adapted for either enlarging by the lantern or for

the exhibition of transparencies upon a screen, is produced by a

small conical thimble formed of platinum gauze about the dia-

meter, at the base, of a lime cylinder, but tapering upward to a

point. This forms a species of cap to a cii'cular orifice, through

\vhicb passes the mixture of gaS and air. When this is ignited

a poor, dull red colour is imparted to the platinum cap, proving

the insufficiency of the flame to warm it up to even a respectable

red lieat. A glass chimney, when placed over the flame, does not

sensibly increase the power of the light. But no sooner is the

lower end of a tall chimney, made of thin and light metal, brought

to rest upon the glass than in an instant, and as if by magic, a pale,

lurid flame which was seen to play around the platinum thimble

then disappears, and in about two seconds the gauze becomes
incandescent, emitting a light so powerful as to dazzle the eye.

What the chimney does is to increase the draught of air, by
which tlie heat becomes intensified almost instantaneously. The
quantity of gas consumed by the small burner that was exhibited

at the meeting in question is only three feet per hour, and we are

unaware in what other way a light possessing an equal degree of

intensity could be obtained by so small an expenditure of gas.

Air is the chief factor in the production of this intense illumiua-

lioii, and it costs nothing.

In the course of a brief description of the Lewis light, the gentle-

man by whom it was introduced spoke of an ingenious method by
which the necessary increase of air was obtained without the use

of either a blower or a tall chimney. Mr. Lewis, it appears,

found that if the gas could be placed under an increased degree of

pressure, several strong air currents could be induced by the agency
of certain short pieces of brass tube, which acted the part of con-

duits, and by which sufficient air could be supplied to the flame to

impart all the heating power necessary. This is one method by
which the intensity of the heat can be augmented. But as it involves

the employment of either a bag or some other analogous means for

increasing the emissive force of the gas, it may not eventually

prove so popular in the case of lantern illumination as other and
simpler methods.

The best substitute for the long chimney—in itself neither

cumbrous to carry nor difficult to manipulate—would seem to

consist of a small blower or fan driven by a light piece of clockwork,

and by which a gentle current of air could be made to ascend
through the bottom of the burner ; but whatever system, eventu-

hUv, bo found to possess the balance of advantages in regard to pur-

puffa involving extreme portability (such as the application of the

light to the lantern), it is satisfactory to know that, by peculiarities

ill the construction of the burner itself not hitherto introduced, the

problem of applying common gas to the production of a powerful

mid intense light is undoubtedly solved. Owing to its small volume
the Lewis incandescent light will prove useful for producing sharp

inlargementa, this being in accordance with optical laws which we

need not here explain, contenting ourselves with reiterating the

adage—"A small flame gives a sharp image." We shall watch with

interest the further development of this light.

REVERSED NEGATIVES.
Now that the diff'erent processes in which reversed negatives are

essential—such as in the various photomechanical processes, the

carbon process by single transfer, and numerous other processes

based upon bichromated gelatine—are being worked still more

extensively than ever, it becomes an important question to deter-

mine which is tlie best method for their pi'oduction.

The Photographic Club have considered the subject of sufficient

importance to devote an evening to its discussion, and this took

place last week. Various plans were advocated by different

members and duly discussed, and the weak as well as the strong

points of each were brought prominently forward. It would be

quite impossible in the space of a single article to give even a

brief outline of all the different methods there are for producing

reversed negatives. It is almost superfluous to explain that by the

term "reversed negative" one is meant which, if it be printed in

the usual manner, will yield an impression that is reversed as

regards the left and the right.

The methods of making reversed negatives may be classed under

four heads :—First, the plan of producing a negative direct from a

negative without the intervention of a transparency; second, by

removing the film from the glass so that it may be printed from

the reverse side ; third, the reproduction of the negative in the

camera from a transparency ; fourth, taking the negative reversed

in the first instance.

Under the first head comes the "niti-ic acid" process, in which

the positive image—resulting from printing from a negative on a

collodio-bromide plate and developing by the alkaline method—is

dissolved out with nitric acid. Then, after washing and subse-

quent exposure to light, it is again treated with the alkaline deve-

loper, when a negative results. Again : there is the "du.sting on"

process. This, as most of our readera are aware, consists of coating

a glass plate with bichromated gum, dextrine, or analogous sub-

stances, and, after exposure under a negative, dusting over with

plumbago or other powder in a fine state of division, which then

adheres to certain parts of the film in proportion as they have been

protected from the action of the light.

Some few yeai's back Mr. W. Brooks worked out a process of

producing reversed negatives. His method is somewhat similar

to the nitric acid one, except that in place of the nitric acid a

solution of iodine is employed to convert the image into iodide of

silver, which is unacted upon in the second development. The
advantage of Mr. Brooks's process over the nitric acid one is that it

is applicable to gelatine plates as well as collodion. About the time

that Mr. Brooks introduced his process Mr. Thomas Bolas, F.C.S.,

devised one for attaining the same end. This consisted of treating

an ordinary gelatine plate with the bichromate of potash, which,

after drying, is exposed under a negative. When developed in the

usual way with the alkaline developer a negative image is brought

out instead of a positive.

None of these methods, however, are employed to any extent in

practice. The nitric acid plan is objectionable principally on

account of the fumes evolved, and also because considerable expe-

rience is necessary to obtain success under all conditions. The
dusting-on method, especially for large sizes, ia somewhat difficult

to work, inasmuch as it is dependent upon the hygroscopic condi-

tions of the film, and these are not easy to control in our variable

climate. Although we have obtained excellent results, both by the

process of Mr. Brooks and that of Mr. Bolas, we believe neither of

them have really been fairly tried on a commercial scale.

We will now consider the second system—that of removing the

film from the glass. After the negative has been taken in the

ordinary manner, a sheet of gelatine—such as that employed for

bon-bons, or for glazing prints—is softened in water, then gently

squeegeed down upon the film, and now allowed to dry. When dry

it is easily detached from the glass, which, by the way, 8houl4
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previously liave been treated with French cliiilk. In place of eniploy-
inj{ sheet gehitiiio, some operators prefer to phice liio negative on
a ievolling-stand and pour on a solution of that material. This is

then allowed to set and dry, when the film can be removed, as in the
previous case. Instead of iising gelatine at all, the plate may be
coated alternately with india-rubber solution and collodion until a
film of sufUcient thickness is obtained, when it is stripped from the
glass.

Both these methods are extensively employed in practice, but
there is no disguising the fact that they are attended with some
inconveniences, namely, that the gelatine lilms are liable to be
influenced by moisture—a serious evil when the subject happens to

be copied to scale. Although the compound film of india-rubber

and collodion is free from this defect, unfortunately it is sometimes
found to become exceedingly brittle after keeping for a few years.

Moreover, negatives which have been varnished are not so easily

stripped. It is true the varnish may be dissolved off, and then, by
treating the film with dilute acetic or other acid before the gelatine

or india-rubber is applied, the .stripping may be accomplished, but
only at considerable risk to the negative, except it be done by a

very skilful hand.

We now come to the method of reproducing the negative in the

camera from a transparency. This plan, like the previous one,

is extensively utilised, especially when varnished or stock negatives

have to be dealt with. The weak part of this plan is that, unless

considerable skill be exercised in the production of the transparency,
there may be a great loss of delicacy in the rei)roduction. Further-
more : if the optical appliances are not of the most perfect

description there must be a sacrifice of definition. But, as a set-off

to this, there is the great advantage that the original negative is

preserved intact for other purposes, when perhaps a reversed
one would prove worthless.

We have now the last of the four systems enumerated above
to consider, namely, that in which the negative is taken reversed in

the first instance. There are two methods of accomplishing this.

The first is that of making the exposure through the glass sup-

porting the film ; that is, placing the plate in the dark slide reversed,

so that the glass side is next the lens inste.id of the film. If this

plan were to be adopted it is manifest that any imperfections in,

or scratches upon, the glass itself must be reproduced upon the
image. But this is not all, for it is found in practice, even if

the glass be perfect, that the image is never so sharp and crisp

as when it is impressed upon that side of the film to which the

developer is applied. The second method of taking the reversed
negative direct is that of placing a prism, or a mirror at an
angle of 45', in front of the lens—not necessarily in front, be it

understood, for it will answer equally as well if placed behind
;

indeed, there are some advantages to be gained by it* occupying
this position.

During the discua^ion at the Club it was suggested that the
mirror or prism would absorb a considerable amount of light, and,
consequently, entail a greatly prolonged exposure. But it was
pointed out by those who had considerable experience in working
with the mirror that such was not the case, provided the mirror
was kept bright. It was also elicited that a mirror, with care and
an occasional polish with rouge, would continue in good condition

for a year or two without requiring to be re-silvered.

As the result of the discussion the general impression appeared to

be that the best methods of obtaining reversed negatives are those

now almost universally employed commercially, namely, that of

removing the film from the glass as a pellicular negative, and that

of taking the negative direct with the aid of a prism or mirror.

For the larger sizes it was thought that the latter method ia to be
preferred to the former.

»

THE TREATMENT OF FRAMED PICTURES.
The unfortunate fact that photographs were once very fugitive

has been a perpetual stumbling-block and a continual source of

trouble, annoyance, and anxiety to the conscientious jdiotographer

who, desirous that nothing deserving the epithet of ephemeral

shall issue from bis studio, puts himself to considerable trouble in

overlooking (he carrying out of nil dedimble precautions in his
silver printing, and, wherever posnible, pu!h that entirely aside and
works ill carbon or platinotype. Let him be ever so careful, and his

assistauU ever so trustworthy ill fullowini; hi.i instructionn, he Ih liable

at any moment, whenever some particular piece of ontsido careleM-
ness happens to his pictures, to have them brought to him and their
fading away pointed out. Tnie it is that a certain |)ortion of the
public are now actually aware that photography is as capable as

line engraving of turning out permaneht work
; yet it is not more

than three or four years since the Al/ievcitm ilself, in one of its

critiques, deplored the necessary fugitiveness nttnching to all

photography, and utterly declined to notice a coiiimtinicalion which
one of our contributors forwarded to it, pointing out that there

were many mechanical printing processes in which the pictures were
formed in printing ink alone.

One gentleman informed us that he intended to place upon the

back of every framed picture he sent out a notification to the effect

that it would be undesir.able to boil, bake, or roast the enclosed

photograph, as he would not then be answerable for the conse-

quences ; for he assured us that pictures often received treatment
equivalent to this.

There came within our own notice, some little time since, an
instance of something very similar. The lady of a house, which
was in the throes of the usual "spring fever," passed over some of

her less valuable pictures to one of her domestic "helps" to dust

and clean. The said " help," being vigorous and thorough, placed

one end of the frame in her bucket of soap and water and con-

scientiously laved the whole frame and glass with her washleather;

and then, turning the frame upside down, repeated the operation.

Fortunately, for the photographer's reputation, the whole transac-

tion was noted at once, as, otherwise, we feel no doubt the

changed appearance presented would have been put down to "those

fady photographs." When, again, the gilt frame of a photograph can

be subjected, as we have seen, to the tender mercies of a nail-

brush and soft-soap to remove fiy-spots, what possible indignity

can be imagined to which the photograph itself would not be

subjected ?

These are examples of crass ignorance ; but what shall be said of

the client— familiar, ye scarcely doubt, to every photographer

—

who brings a faded, yellow, surface-abraded thing with the unfor-

tunate artist's name on the back of it, and demands another print to

be done in its place as it " has not stood," when the real truth of the

matter is it has been subjected to careless treatment and has

" stood " a great deal too much? Put first of all in a cheap frame,

the glass of the latter having soon been broken, and the owner

either too indolent or too indifferent to get another, it has been

knocked about—now given to the baby to play with, then placed

on the drawing-room table, and finally banished, perhaps, to the

mantelshelf which adorns an ever-smoking chimney—how can it

be anything but pale-brown, faded-looking, and ugly?

We may here say what in this regard we think is not generally

insisted u])on. We consider that a mantelshelf and the wall above

it are about as unsuitable places as it is possible to devise for

placing a valued or valuable photograph. The dust, smoke, and

dirt perpetually circulating around when the fire ia alight cannot but

influence the photograph, causing it almost inevitably to give way

if it be a silver print, and begriming, staining, and spoiling other

pictures, whether permanent photographs, engravings, or water-

colour drawings.

Still another impeachment must be laid against many members

of the general public—the careless disregard of all necessary pre-

cautions against damp and moisture, which, though a continual

characteristic of certain walls in some houses, is yet quite capable

of being evaded. When no precautions are taken, and it ia

possible at times to see the walls actually glistening with moisture,

condensed or percolated, how improper it is for the owner of a pic-

ture hinig against such a wall to bring it to the photographer and

complain that it faded, streaked, or mildewed, when the only wonder

is that it had not succumbed far sooner. A wall covered with thin

lead specially made for the purpose, or even with pitched paper,

would keep out all moisture and render a room far more healthy to

live in at the same time,
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Further : a room which is not actually damp may yet, if exposed

to violent fluctuations of temperature and conditions of atmosphere,

be most unsuitable for either photographic or other work, if only by

reason of the occasional internal condensation of moisture produced

when a long-continued moisture-laden atmosphere has quickly given

place to a spell of sharp, cold weather.

We have yet one other point to which attention should be drawn.

The old stereoscopic view and the carte view have gradually been

entirely displaced in favour of those of larger size. In every print-

seller's shop in the kingdom may be purchased scrap photographs,

views of local interest, &c., &a, nearly all of which are sold in the

unmounted state. Bearing in mind our remarks upon the subject

of bookbinder's paste, &c., last week, it may easily be seen how large

a proportion of these very pictures may be quickly put upon the

road for extinction because of the use of some one or other of these

vile compounds.

Having exhausted the list of indictments against the members of

the public, it is fit that we should call attention to lapses on the

part of photographers themselves. We think it would be a most

desirable thing that all scrap unmounted photographs should bear,

carefully printed upon their plain side, a lightly-printed announce-

ment giving full details of the precautions desirable to take in the

mounting and storing of photographs.

Further : though no words of ours will move the man who
works always in one groove and produces pictures bound to fade

because of the processes he employs, there are many to whom a hint

is always acceptable, and to them we would point out the necessity

of eschewing, in even the cheapest frame, evei-y possible source of

evil. Every glass should be scrupulously and carefully pasted

into the frame, leaving not the least corner where air could

penetrate ; otherwise a streak of dust would inevitably follow in its

, train and quite ruin the appearance of the picture, this fine dust

stain being sometimes almost ineradicable. The same precaution

should be taken at the back, for no frame ought to be sent out with

the back boards merely held in their place by a nail or two. It

should, on the contrary, be most carefully pasted on, and, if in

several pieces, each portion carefully pasted over with slips of paper.

If this be desirable for appearance only in the case of a permanent

picture, far more so is it in the instance of a silver print, which fades

most rapidly when not preserved from the Tlction of air—an action

almost entirely prevented by the pasting of the back and front of

the frame. We can, from our own experience, state that there are

many photographers who send out large quantities of framed woik,

yet who never paste a single glass to the frame—a course that we can-

not too strongly deprecate.

The practical conclusion to be drawn from our observations ia

that, though the public does not yet appreciate the possibilities

of permanency in photographs, the fact may be impressed upon
them that pictures by photographic processes can be so produced

that they shall not fade, and that in all instances it is necessary for

photographs to be treated with care and consideration. Finally ; that,

to ensure this being done, we consider it would be a most desirable

thing if all photographers would have stamped upon their works
a few brief hints as to the best mode of pasting in books, &c.,

or upon the most suitable mode of hanging to provide against all

contingencies.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION.
[Fifth Notice.]

Mr. John Lewis exhibits a few frames of landscapes that are

noticeable rather from a technical point of view than from any
special claim to the picturesque. Good photography and mediocre
subjects do not, as a rule, conduce to the finest results.

Mr. W. Muller exhibits three small collections of pictures repre-

senting respectively Vieios in Cornwall, South Devon, and Scotland.

In No. 110 the Cornish coast scenes are splendid renderings of rock

and water, the next frame of Devonshire views being scarcely inferior.

Mr. Henry Stevens sends a couple of frames of his well-known
flower subjects—perfect in manipulation, but not differing greatly

from his exhibits of the past two years. His figure Studies (No.

231) are equally good in technical quality; but the " untouched"

work of the cleverest amateur cannot, nowadays, aspire to compete

with professional productions in figure and portrait subjects.

Mr. George Hadley's exhibits are of a very varied character.

First in the catalogue is At the Wheel (No. 24), which shows us, as

its name suggests, " the man at the

wheel," rough and grimy, clad in

greasy canvas, top boots, and sou'-

wester—just such a figure as may
be seen every day on board our

coasting vessels, from one of which,

no doubt, the subject was taken.

Amongst the same artist's Small

Studies (No. 362) are remarkably

good ones, especially the former

subjects. Of the two centre ones

we have chosen one for illustration.

Mr. Richard Keene's Bool: Illus-

trations, printed in platinotype

(No. 466), some of which we have

previously seen, will show to the

most casual spectator what can

be done in the way of artistic

embellishment of books by photo-

No. 362—Smaii Siu^ies. ByG. hadlet. graphic means. Practically perma-

nent—as permanent, at least, as the paper on which they are

printed—these pictures possess much, if not all, of the qualities of

tine mezzotint engravings. The portrait and enlargement of Viscount

Ingestre (Nos. 384 and 469), taken in a private room, show what

may be done in this direction by a skilful artist.

The annexed illustration is one of Mr. Donkin's Swiss views— ?'/<«

Kay to the Matterhorn (No. 374)—one of the most picturesque

little "bits" amongst the whole

collection, reminding us very "^ri^

much of Mr. Andrew Pringle's

Great Dome picture from the

Yosemite Valley, which we gave

last year.

Major Verney's different ex-

hibits remind us, this year,

more of the old wet collodion

days than any other works in

the Exhibition. The strong

contrasts in some of the pictures

savour more of iodiaed collodion

and pyro. development than of

modern dry plates. As a rule,

the subjects are well chosen

;

but we cannot help denouncing

the taste (or, rather, the want

of tliat quality) exhibited in

one of the pictures in No. 405.

We should blame the catalogue

probably for some vagueness in

the description of d&ers of the „ „ „i „ . ^i „ „ ,^ Ylo.iii—Tha Way tolhe MatUrltorn.
pictures. By W v. Doxkix.

Captain Abney exhibits in two sizes, his larger pictures being,

we fancy, superior to their smaller companions

—

7m x 5. Of the

former, two views. On the Cherwell (Nos. 261 and 2C2), are specially

noticeable for the flelicacy of the rendering of the reflections in

the river ; but the brightest and best of the series is Greenu-ich

Hospital (No. 265). Of the larger ones, two views of Glaslyn (Nos.

270 and 271) are worth attention.

Messrs. West and Sons, of Gosport, have a single frame of very

fine yachting views, in much the same style as their last year's

exhibit. Though the collection contains no individual picture to

equal the famous Chittywee, the general average is far better than

last year ; indeed, it may be said that there is not a single " weak

'

picture in the frame.

Mr. Edwin Smithells devotes his attention princip.illy to genre

subjects, several of which are well worth a little study. Shadows

(No. 149) is hung so high that we can scarcely recognise its right to
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that title. The next two in the catalogue (Nos. 238 and 239) are
merely animal portraits, presenting little of interest. Better are
The Mowers and ,1 Summer Day (Nos. 332 and 333) ; but the most
taking picture of the collection ia Jtitt Lei Loose from School
(No. 400)—a happy arrangement of figures, but rather n)arre<l by

No. 400—Just L*t LaottfrdM School. By Edwis Smitiiklu.

extreme fuzzine.ss of the background. This we have selected for

illustration, and another picture by the same artist, A Reverie (No.

550), we shall probably give next week.
Another of our illustrations is by Mr. J. R. Dunlop, who shows

a frame of Village Scenes (No. 444), best of which is the group of

"I: 'I

No. m— Village Scents : Xcw Jtiver Side. By J. R. Vvshor.

girls at a well, a rough sketch of wliich is appended.
Mrs. S. G. Payne's solitary picture, Kiuictle Down Tight (No.

528), which has been awarded a medal, suffices to remind us that

No. Si9~-Kn'ickle Down Tight. By .Mm. S. O. Pav.vk.

we might enjoy the Exhibition better if it contained more of this

lady's work. It is a few years since we passed our " marble" days,

but we can fully enter into the spirit of Mrs. Payne's picture.

In our next notice we shall close our review of this year's Exhibi-

tion, We are glad to learn that, financially and in other respecta,

the present year haa been one of the—if not (A«—beat the Society
has known.

APPARATUS.
We now give a description of tlie new style of camera exhibited by
Messrs. Watson and Sons. The front is fitted in a liorseshoe, going
in a very compact space and giving movement both of rising, fall-

ing, and sliding, together with the power of being ewung in any
direction, horizontal or vertical. By an ingenious arrangement of a
double flange, one of which rotates inside the other, a reverting
front is secured equivalent to the reversing back of the ordinary
camera, -which allows the pictures to be taken either horizontal or
upright. The dark slides are fitted in a light frame at the back of

the camera, instead of sliding in grooves like the ordinary pattern.

The grooves being thus dispensed with, the sides of the dark slides

are perfectly smooth. This permits all the slides to be made to a
gauge, so as to render those belonging to cameras of one sort inter-

changeable. These slides are thinner than usual, their shutters

being composed of lightproof and waterproof cardboard, which,

while strong and durable, is lighter than wooden slides can be
made. Again ; the slides are not cut 0|}en, but the two plates are

inserted from the side of the dark slide and held in position by a
spring which shuts over this from the outside.

It is of such recent date that we described the simplex slides and
reversible camera backs of Mi-. A. G. Hopkins, it is here only

nece.ssary to state that these are on exhibition.

Upon looking for a new form of shutter exhibited Mr. J. Cadett—
one ditfering in certain respects from any hitherto described by ns

—

we quite failed to discover it among the articles exhibited, although

entered in the catalogue.

Mr. Thomas Samuels exhibits certain improvements upon his

camera, changiug-back, and packing-ca-ses as placed in the Exhibi-

tion last year. The ingenuity displayed in their construction is un-

deniable, and we doubt not that in practical work in the field the

camera will acquit itself well.

A drop shutter and a spring shutter exhibited by Mr. T. J.

Smith are good and efficient instruments, their construction not

calling for any special description.

JNlaking here a slight deviation from the order of our remarks on
the apparatus displayed upon the tables in the Exhibition, we have
to allude to the trauspai'encies prepared for the lantern.

A collection of exceedingly-choice jiroductions of this class, ex-

hibited by Mr. George Smith, challenges admiration. Only a

limited number of subjects are shown, but of each of these there

are several examples in facsimile, the object presumably being to

show how absolutely alike these pictures may be produced by
the process of printing of which Mr. Smith is such an acknowledged

master. The tone of pigment selected is a peculiar shade of brown
not easily described, but so transparent as to permit the light to

penetrate through even the deepest shadows. It would be very

gratifying if Mr. Smith were to impart to the public a knowledge
of the mysteries which enshroud his method of printing ; for we are

aware of some who have tried the production of transparencies

by the Woodbury system, but have quite failed in producing results

at all comparable with those of Mr. Smith.

The lantern slides of Messrs. York and Son, which find a place on

the tables in the Exhibition, comprise excellent selections from some
of the numerous series of story or lecture subjects issued by this

enterprising firm. They are understood to be pro<luced by wet

collodion, the fine neutral tones by which they are characterised

being obtained by chloride of platinum.

Discarding alt adventitious toning agents, Mr. William Brooks—
whose exhibits are procluced by the collodio-bron)ide process, in

which he ha.s had great experience—is known to obtain his special

tones (usually a warm purple) by modifying the develi)|>er. If it

were necessary to cite examples of the work of this gentleman we
might direct attention to his scenes taken in or near Bettws-y-Coed,

which possess a charm peculiar to themselves

The following, gentlemen will act as jurors at the Northampton
Museum Photographic Exhibition :— Messrs. Andrew Pringle,
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W. Bedford, and V. Blaiicbard, photographers; Mr. Joseph Chirk,

Jleniher of the Institute of Painters in Oil-(!i)lonrs ; and Mi'.

G. W. H. Brogden, the represeiitative of tlio h)eal society. Wo
learn ihiit the Exhibition will be opened on Tuesday, J>ecember

lOtli, and iwt December loth, as pi-eviously announced.

Ou:i contemporary, La Nature, though gener.ally giving details of

the very latest scientilic news, renders itself liable at other times to

liave the stale joke "old nesvs" directed at it. Thus, last week,

amid a variety of interesting topics, wc find two columns of letter-

jiress devoted to an account of the manner of producing the well-

known "magic" photographs—Die toy of nearly a score of years

a'^o. The photograph is made, as our readers are aware, by render-

ing a silver picture invisible by means of bichloride of mercury, and

then causing it to start into existence at any future time by placing

it in contact with a damped sheet of filter-paper previously saturated

with "hvpo." The process is amusing enough, but utterly useless.

Indeed, when first introduced to public notice it savoured more of

the nature of a trick than a scientific amusement, many purchasers

being (foolishly enough) under the impression that their shilling's

wortli of magic photographs would enable them to produce at will a

picture of any subject they chose.

Arv-oros of the subject of the glass used for optical instruments—the

great cost of which and the difiiculty in obtaining it were alluded

to in our last issue—we may give an extract from Mr. Norman
Lockyer's recently-delivered Cantor lecture, in which reference is

made to the same subject. He says :
—" If I am rightly informed,

no optical glass of the size now required (for which almost fabulous

prices are given) is being made in England. If I am again rightly

informed, the only source of supply in the world now available for

ns will shortly run dry."

It really does seem marvellous that England—which exports large

quantities of optical glass to the continent for making instruments

which it purchases back again—should not be able to make it in

sufHoiently large pieces to satisfy the makers of big instruments.

Possibly the demand is too limited in extent to render it really

worth while going to the expense of the necessary plant and the

sacrifice of valuable time. It is not every day that a lens one yard

across is required.

The use of a silvered mirror is often recommended for tlie purpose

of taking revei-sed negatives, and it is certainly a far ohea|)er

instrument than a prism ; but a mirror perfectly flat is by no means
readily purcli.ased or quickly made. Mr. Lockyer, in the lecture

referred to, puts down the cost of one a little over a yard and a-half

wide as forty thousand francs—say sixteen hundred pounds !

It used to be the case that, although no optical glass equal to that

of English make could be purchased on the continent, yet such
instruments as opera-glasses and soforth, for which this glass was
needed, were not made at all in this country. It is not the case,

however, now, as these instruments have been made for some time
in London—not perhaps of the very best class, but still made honA

fides by workmen in our own country.

It is tolerably certain that the use of the tricycle will spread among
photographers even more than among the general public. It is ad-
vantageous for either amateur or professional use, forming, too, as it

80 conveniently does, a complete substitute for a tripod. Une of the
drawbacks to its use is the churlishness with which drivers on the
road frequently treat riders on the iron horse; but a lesson »-ecently

taught these obstructives will no doubt have a very salutary effect.

The Rev. J. T. Dove, who is a county magistrate, was lately riding
hia tricycle along the road when he came up with two coal-carts,

the drivei-s of which refused to leave the crown of the road when
requested by Mr. Dove to do so that he might pass. He had, in

consequence, to pass tiiera by riding on the path. They, however,
did not know their man, and he summoned them for an oft'ence

under the Highways Act. He did not press for penalties, but
only for a decision to show the rule of the road, and, in conse-
quence, the drivers were let oil with a reprimand and payment of
costs.

PnoFES-SOR. IlARTi.r.r, in the Cantor lectures, treating of Fermnntalioti
and Distillation, puts photography to a new use, namely, the testing

the purity of spirit of wine—a substance which ordinarily he con-

siders to be one of the purest conunercial products. His method
" consists in c.wsing the rays emitted by an electric spark passed

between two points of metal to traverse a vessel, with sides of rock
cryst.al, containing the liquid, and afterwards to pass through a
slit and a in'ism and a lens of quartz, and receiving the rays on a

photographic plate."

In a list of antiseptics compiled by Herr Miquell we find two photo-
graphic substances, one at the head and the other at the tail of the
list. Merourous .and argentic iodides were required in quantities of

only "002.") and '003 per cent, of the liquid experimented upon, while
hypo, needed ST'o per cent, to prevent decomposition taking place.

A VERY interesting note by Mr. Piiilip S. Brito, M.B., upon
reactions for discovering the ]n-esence of ioiline in the presence

of large quantities of bromine is to be found in the last number of the

Chemical News. He says it transpires that the |U'Ocess is not really

new; yet he thinks the instructions he gives m.ay be of use in

the furtherance of chemical knowledge. It would from its simple
character seem to be of considerable value, for example, in readily

ascertaining the presence of iodide in a dry plate whose composition
was unknown. He says :

—" In the ordinary process of analysis,

from a solution supposed to contain bromine or iodine we liberate

the halogen by the aid of small quantities of chlorine, and carry it

down with chloroform. The violet-coloured iodine, or the dark
sherry-bi'own colour of bromine, picks out the element ; but in a
mixture containing both the colour of the less abundant halogen is

masked. When iodine preponderates it is got rid of by the addi-

tion of sulphate of copper and sulphuric acid. When, however,
the bromine is in very great quantity, I find that the addition

of a crystal or two of sulphate of iron completely decolorises

the brown colour and renders visible the minutest traces of iodine

dissolved by the chloroform. The value of this test may be
gathered from the fact tliat in the bromide of pota.ssium sup-
plied as a reagent in the laboratory, and which is supposed to be
pure, the application of the sul|)liate of copper demonstrates tlie

existence of iodine as an impurit)'. Further: when the colour alone

is not decisive, and any doubts exist, its appliciition will settle the

point. # * * How far this decolorisation can be taken
advantage of to determine volumetrically the amount of bromine in

a given exercise can be settled by actual experiment."

We liave heard much of late about the injurious effects produced by
the inhalation of ammonia since dry-plate development has been
the standard work of the dark room. We think that if the method
suggested by us some time since, and often referred to, were to be
adopted we should hear little about the catarrhal efTeet of

ammonia. Our suggestion was to keep the ammonia in stock in a
diluted form, and so preserve it from rapid deterioration of its

strength. When such is done and the ammonia in a dilute form is

measured, instead of being "dropped" in a concentrated state there
will be little opportunity for the escape of ammonia into the atmo-
sphere. We scarcely think that anyone would suggest there

could be ill effects from the evaporation of ammonia from the open
dish of developer. ^
YET ANOTHER MODIFICATION OF THE CAMERA.

In spite of the thousand-and-one suggestions for the improvement
of the camera, the main.features of the instrument in common use
at the present time remain about the .same as they were years ago.

For general outdoor and studio work it answers its purpose fairly

well; but for baby portraiture and animal photography it is un-
doubtedly too primitive, and requires modification in respect of

making it capable of allowing the operations of focussing and
exposing to follow each other and be performed in as nearly .as

possible the same second of time. To this end have been applied
the double camera and lenses of like focus, the camera with finder,'

the divided camera with sliding front, the reflecting mirror at riglit

angles, niirrora and shutters combined, and .sofortii. All, how-
ever, appear to have some disadvantage (if it be only that of never
having been put on the market) which has prevented their adop-
tion.

Tiiat some means for ensuring the exposing of the plate imme-
diately after focu.ssing the living subject is desirable, no one who
has had any experience with fidgetty specimens of life will deny,
lis necessity i.s felt when the anim.-d (of whatever genus) is jdaced

or driven before the instrument for the purpose of being photo-
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graphctl, williont tnkiiig into nccotint its powerleaiincga of dealing
witli free niul natural atUturiea wliicli, probably, would not last
tlirouj^h I lie time vecpiircd in the preparations to photograpli tlieni.

It is, therefore, a wonder to nie that the camera in its present form
has been tolerated as long as it has. It is moat certainly a long
way behind the times in respect of the loss of time and trouble
occasioned between the two operations of focussing and exposing.
If photographers would only wake up, our clever and ingenious
manufacturers would soon supply their deinands; but the former
can scarcely expect the latter to take the initiative while they have
more business than they can manage in supplying the old forms.
The convenience and rapidity of the present dry plate has put

(piite another face on the matter. Under the old system, when a
man ha<l to haul his huinlredweight or so of paraphernalia about,
and prepare his plates on the spot as he required them, he did not
dream of securing a lr<tusient effect except by the merest accident

;

.md, if he saw anythiug he would care to photograpli, the (luestion
had to be put—" Will it last for half-an-hour or so,'" If this weie
likely ho might commence preparations, and feel in these circuni-
sUinces that a few seccmds more or less between any two operations
were not of vital importance

;
yet, even then, the del.iy between

focussing and exposing his plate wiis frequently most annoying. It
liiis, at anyrate, proved a nuisance to me, and has given rise to moi-e
than one experiment and sug'^e.ition in the effort to aljate it.

The modification I have now in view, and whicli [ will endeavour
to make clear, consists brondly in having the back of the camera
fitted with a sliding board, either rectangular in shape or in the
form of a segmeiitof a large circle, with two aperturesside by side

—

one to Ije fitted with the focussing-screen and the other with grooves
for the dark slide. lu front of the lens is a similar one of suitable
size likewise having two apertures, one of which is open and the
other fitted with an exposer. These two sliding boards are a-ituated

together from one pivot passing along the base of the camera in such
a manner that when the open aperture of the front board admits
light through the lens the screen is in position at the back, to pass
by a simple turn of the handle to the closing of the lens with the
shuttered aperture, and to the bringing of the dark slide with its

shutter drawn into position at the back at the same instant.

Such is the naked idex I will now try to explain the addition in

detail, and will take for the purpose a rigid biise studio camera,
which racks out from the front. To the back of this fit a board
something like the back of a repeating camera—that is, suffloiently

wide to contain focuasiug-screen and dark slide (the parts for the
latter projecting to the right), and upon which are grooved pieces,

into which another board slides having apertures fitted to hohl
screen and dark slide side by side. In a back thus prepared the
slide may be placed, and its shutter drawn at the outset ready for

exposure. The only act i-equired with the camera in this state is to
pnsli it into position when the lens has been covered.

On the front of the camera, and racking out with it, is placed
another board to just clear the hood of the lens, before which an
apei'tnre is cut to admit light. The lens is connected light-tight up
to this board by having another piece fitted to its hood and sliding

in upright grooves upon the back of the front piece. This provides
for the raising or lowering of the lens as required to suit the sub-
ject in hand. L'pou the front of the board at the top and bottom
are grooved pieces to admit the sliding of another board having an
aperture fitted with an exposer. A pivot or spindle, with lever or
winch to turn it by, is secured to the base of the camera in the
direction of its length, and is connected up to the sliding board on
the front carrying the exposer and that on the back bearing the
screen and slide, to both of which it imparts motion by means of

slotted arms working upon stuils afli.xed to these bo.ards respectively.

That arm on the front has a sleeve to fit the squared end of the
front, so as to allow it to slide b.ackward4 aiid forwards during the
operation of focussing.

When the whole is adjusted the action is as follows :—The lever

being turned to the right, the focussing-screen is brought into

position and the lens is uncovered. A simple turn to the left

sulhces to cover the lens with the exposer already set for action,

and to bring the slide into position at the back of the camera,
likewise ready, the whole only requiring an instant of time to effect

the change.

It does not strike me, in bringing this suggestion forw.ard, that it

would be advisable to lit large cameras in this way, but to confine

it to half-])lates and smaller sizes. This, however, would depend
on workmanship to a great extent, and could be decided in practice.

Respecting the adoption of some such modification, it would give
lue much pleasure to see the matter discus.sed with a view to

its improvement or alteralion, during which I would be glad to

give any further details or explAnations as they occurred to me.
Perhaps some of our friends will open up. Will Mr. U. Smith,
Mr. A. Pringle, Mr. W. H. Harrison, or Mr. O. W. Webster
do something towards settling the matter I Jolis Harmkr.

MODERN "DARK ROOM" IMPROVEMENTS.
No. I.

TiiK superseding of collodion by gelatine plates has necissitated an
overhauling, not only of the operator's manipulative modes but of
his various appliances. The "plant" that sutliced for developing
and washing a collodion plate is im longer adequ.ite. The room,
often a mere cupboard, li.is had to be expanded into a more opadous
apartment. New arrangements, in fact, all along the line have had
to be introduced if comfortable and easy work is to be done in any
quantity. Kacli ojierator lia.s, doubtless, had to w<irk through a
series of tentative conditions, and sometimes through blunders, till

such means are found as fiirly meet his needs; and (hen he settles
down to their use— the "rule of thumb" often, perhaps, working
fairly well in practice. The ideal dark room is, doubtless, a
variable quantity. What suits a business where small portrait
work, pure and sinqjle, is practised will be very different to that
suited to a really mixed practice where enlarging, carbon deve-
loping, transparency printing, chemical operations of various sorts,
and, perhaps, a little emulsion making is occasionally carried on. It is

the abject of this article to collate a few of the "notions" that
have been found useful in a varied business, premising that nothing
is set down from theory, but that everything named is, or has been,
in actual testing. Only such things are set down as have been proved
to save time, labour, or expense, or to produce improvement iu the
result.

.1 Comfurl'.Mc Window is one of the fii-st de-^iderata in a well-
appointed room, ami it is not quite so easily attainable as it appears
at the first blusli. The light should be jh'r/fcth/ safe, casilii r/ianffed,
and thriiwii on the icork: To take the last point first : the light, in per-
haps ninety-nine out of every hundred cases, is thi-own principally
into the eyes instead of down on the plate or dish, or • ther work in
hand. This must be the case with a window vertical y let into the
side wall, iiidess a screen be placed to protect the ey s, and that is

but a |)artial remedy. The window is usually pla ed as low as
possible, and the work near it. The result is an i ncomfortablo
sense of glare, simply through the eye being taxed wi h the quantity
of light it has to look tliri)U:^li, instead of that light being on the
work and the eye in comparative darkness.
The plan I have found effective is as follows :—Inside the

ordinary permanent window of the room is fitted a wooden glazed
framework, sloping at an angle of something like 45*. Imagine a
second window place<l just at the back of the permanent one. Then,
keeping the lower part of the two close together, the top of the
inside one is sloped inwards so far, ai\d at such a height over the
sink, as just to clear the operator's head, and throw the light, not in hia
eyes, but directly down on the work. The ends of the framework
are also glazed, throwing the light along the sides of the room. The
upper pait is a sort of wooden lid, jiart or all of which opens to

admit extra ventilation. A jjart of the sloping sash frame is devoted
to a framed pane running iu grooves, and with a handle placed
conveniently for instantly drawing b.ack ami admitting a Hood of
white light. The whole ariiingemenl can bo constructed by a
mechanical amateur at very slight cost, whilst the plea-sant sense of
comfortable lighting is recognised by every operator who CDlers
the room.

yext, as to a Safe hiijht.—The vexed coidroversy of ruby ctrsu*

yellow and other lighta I ilo not care to enter on. Theory, spectro-
scopic analysis, and fine-drawn experiments have been npplie<l

almost ad iinufeaiii to the subject, and are very well in their way.
The practical photographer constantly at work njore or less in his
"den" should value more his practical experience of what he finds

safe. My own experience has been rather painful—probably like

that of most who ado|)ted ruby in all its depth and power. Some
of the glass used was preached up as of special trustworthiness, and
it certainly wanted nothing in price. This and other brands were
piled on till they made a case of "darkncfs visible"—in the early

dry-plate days, not veri/ visible either, though uncomfortable
enough. The bottles knocked over and the general awkwardne»s
need not be described ; are they not written too well in the memo-
ries of most of us t

Worst of all, the eyes were suffering severely; |>nin on suddenly
changing rooms and growing weakneiM of sight constituted evidence
that hardly needed the word of warning raised by Mr. Ackland and
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others. This was the state of things when Mr. W. E. Debenhani'a

heresy from the orthodox ruby was anuouiiceil. Many will thank-

that gentleman for daring to try if ruby light was sncli a sine quA
noil as it was supposed to be. I hailed it as a very great relief if

only it were true. Mr. Debenham very courteously favoured me
with samples of his materials, and experiments were made wliich

proved quite satisfactory. I replaced the ruby with one thickness

of the rolled or "cathedral" green and two thicknesses of paper. A
second screen of similar light-obstructive power was placed in reserve

in case of need when the sun was shining directly on the window

;

but this reserve vras not put up, it never having been required.

This alteration was effected one evening after the day's sittings

were over. Next morning I had to leave home for two or three

days, and on returning the operator had a tale to tell—how the

new light looked so scaringly like daylight after the previous ruby
darkness. He could not fancy it safe. The plates at first were
developed with all caution of huddling them up from it. How
graduall}' his courage i-ose as he found no ill results appear! and
now, behold ! as with pride he passed in review negative after

negative with the clearest possible shadows, and manipulated in a
light that by comparison might almost be called daylight. The
negatives with the yellow light have proved a far bettor average

as regards brilliancy than under the previous ruby regime. Tlie

window has a south aspect, and during the p.ost fine summer has

had the sun shining on it a great part of the day. It is also

subject to strong reflections from a wide expanse of .sand often wet;

but there has been no instance of fog that could be traced to the

lighting, although an amount of light is admitted that enables the

smallest print to be read with ease in the furthest corners.

It is rather interesting to note if any effect has been produced on
the eyes by these altered conditions. It will perhaps seem almost
like romancing to the incredulous when it is stated that not only
did the pain in the eyes common with the ruby cease with its

removal, but that now the sight is very much improved, and there

is a commencement to do without glasses. Before this the tendency
Was to supplement tliem with extra power.

I do not want to say that this yellow paper with green glass is,

par excellence, the photographers light. Probably there are other

media just as good. The "golden fabric'" seems to transmit light

of a similar character. But I do say this^that the use of deep
ruby with its disadvantages is nothing less than an .anachronism and
absurdity as regards the everyday work of the photographer.

I now come to the actual working appliances—the sink and its

adjuncts, means of washing and drying, enlarging apparatus, &c.;

but these must be dealt with in a succeeding chapter.

Benjamin Wyles.

ON THE NATURE OF THE INVISIBLE IMAGE.
1 HAVE just seen an article by John Nicol, Pli.D., in the last issue

of The Britlsh Journal of Photography, containing some re-

marks on a communication of mine (page 501) on the above
subject. It will be remembered that I gave several facts, and I

asked if they did not create grave doubts as to whether the action
of light on a sensitive plate is really to reduce the bromide of

silver to a sub'bromide when the invisible action takes place
requiring development.
One of the facts I mentioned was a discovery, by one of the

Editors, that collodion emulsion might be left for hours in bright
HUidight without being injured. The second was that bichromate of
potassium will eliminate the effect of light. Dr. Kenyon demon-
strated this years ago, when he showed how an emulsion could be
prepared in daylight. The third fact I mentioned was one I dis-

covered myself, namely, that a plate can be exposed to bright gas-
light for two minutes, and by simply remelting the emulsion the
effect of that exposure can be eliminated. True, after exposing and
developing a plate covered with the remelted emulsion behind a
negative there was a slight fog ; but how does Dr. Nicol explain
why there was any picture at all—perfect in its tones from light to
dark—after the whole of the film had been previously exposed to
white light for two minutes ?

Now, Dr. Nicol neither says that these facts are wrong or
attempts to explain them by the theory of a reduction to a sub-
bromide, and, after making such an attack upon me, he must see
that he ought to do one or the other. If he can do neither he must
acknowledge that what I stated was correct, namely, that these facts

create grave doubts as to whether the sub-bromide theory is correct.

It is most amusing that the only one of my st.atements which
Dr. Nicol attempts to contradict was one I quoted from the
ojjoiiing aklio'^ to the L'.'eda Photographic Society by their Presi»

dent, some months ago, in which he stated that an exposed plate

that had been put by for a time and again exposed on development
showed no trace of the first exposure. Dr. Nicol sa3's tliis is

wrong. Because one of his plates had been exposed one year, and
another, which he mentions, four years before development, and
both turned out well, does that prove that the statement of the

Chairman of the Leeds Photographic Society is wrong? Possibly
his plates were kept under different conditions of damp or heat.

One of the members of tlie Parent Society told nie that he had
plates whicii acted in the same way. Dr. Nicol recommended
my close attention to Mohtaigne's advice. Would not slight

attention on his own part be advisable /

I regret to have to call attention to the unfairness of what are

apparently wilful misquotations of my statements. For instance :

he says my " new theory teaches that silver bromide is not affected

by light at all." I never said anything of the kind. What I said

was " that when salts of silver are held in suspension in collodion

or gelatine the action of light on the particles at first causes a rapid
vibration or expansion of them"— that is, there is a mechanical
action. With silver bromide or chloride, if the action of light be
allowed to continue, a eljemical action or reduction to a sub-
bromide takes place, as on a daguerreotype plate or in the ordinary
printing processes.

A few days ago Mr. A. L. Henderson told me Mr. W. E.
Debenham and himself had discovered that there appears to be a
phosphorescent action on a sensitive plate which can be produced
by light and other means. What is phospliorescence but the rapid
ribrations set up in the molecules of a substance by the ether waves \

If there is proved to Vie such an action I calculate it will be rather
awkward for the " reduction-to-a-sub-bromide" theory, and it will

be another proof in favour of my theory.

If we prepare pure bromide of silver in the dark, and pour over
it the ordinary developer (pyro. and ammonia), the particles will

be reduced to a metallic state. In thii case there is no previous
reduction to a sub-bromide b'/ light ; but if we form an emulsion by
adding gelatine to the silver bromide, pour it on a [ilate, and let it

set and dry, on pouring on the developer the gelatine will be found
to protect the pi<rticles from being reduced to a metallic state.

Were it not so, photography by development would be impossible.

If we wash off the developer and expose the plate to actinic light,

and afterwards develope, we find that this protecting power of the
gelatine has been destroyed (through the breaking of the gelatine

cells by the vibration of the jiarticles), and the silver bromide i-

then reduced to a metallic state. The first experiment proves that

it is not necessary to reduce the silver bromide to a sub-.salt before
it can be reduced to a metallic state, and we know that friction by
destroying the protecting power of the gelatine has the same action

as light, and there can be no reduction to a sub-bromide in that

case. The second experiment shows that the gel.atine acts as a
protector to the particles, as well as to hold those particles in a fine

state of subdivision.

Di'. Nicol says " several writers, with some pretension to chemical
knowledge, and something like method in their system of experi-

menting, have, pretty nearly at least, shown that the sub-bromide
theory is correct ;" and yet we find Mr. G. D. Macdougald, in his

paper on Chemistry and Photography, read at a meeting of the

Dundee and East of Scotland Photographic Association on the 2nd
ult., advising the members of that Society to go into these very
questions.

On the one hand we have gentlemen elected .as officers to our
photographic societies calling attention to the necessity of further
investigations into these subjects, which shows that they do not con-

sider them settled. On the other hand we meet men who simply
pooh-pooh everything but what they have been taught as being
incorrect, without inquiry or experiment, and who consider that

that only is correct which they have themselves been using or

thinking for the past twenty-five years.

I do not wish to enter into any controversy. I have simply
called attention to certain facts, and stated what I consider those

facts prove. Whether my ideas are only worthy of Dr. Nicol's

opinions of them time will show. Meanwhile I look to that gentle-

man to prove that his remarks are justified by explaining the above
facts by the sub-bromide theory. Herbert S. Starnes.

SOME PHOTOGRAPHIC USES OF FLUORESCINE.
Recently I pointed out that for practical purposes a solution of

carmine in albumen and ammonia gives the operator the power of
making his own lantern screens, possessing the same optical properties
as th« ordinary ruby gl«39 coloured with sub-oxiilcof copper,
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Abaorptiuu of light takes pUco in tli<; iiituiinraiid iiut lit lliu suifuccs

of bodiea, so a sulKcioiit <|uautity of the substance must bo used to

bring out its chief optical j)ioi)eitii'8. Pure distilled water, for instance,

is of a bright green colour; but »'hen this is proved sometimes, ns at the
Uoyal Institution, a tube about lifteun feet long by eiyht or ten inches
in diameter is used. ]ta ends are closed with rUss plates, and a parallel

beam of white light from the electric lamp is sent through its whole
length. The circular disc at the further end tlien appears of a bright
green, from the colour of the water. The same priticiples apply to glass
coloured with sub-oxide of copper, or albumen filnu coloured with o«r-

niiuc. When feebly coloured they are more or less pink, letting plenty of

blue through, and arc at that intensity useless for developmg-room
illumination ; but let the colour be increased in intensity, they become
exceedingly safe. Nevertheless, from their chief optical properties,

they have always a tendency to permit the passage of a small amount
of blue when their powers are overstrained by the use of a strong
initial light.

On hypotlictical grounds I pointed out in these nages several months
ago that the best way to overcome this tendency was not by the use of

two thi'-'knesses of ruby glass, but by the use of a second sheet of glass

faintly coloured by any other substance which has special powers of

absorbing the blue, and yet permits red to pass without obstruction. The
special merits of a "stained red" glass us opposed to ruby began to

occupy attention about that time, and it was published more recently
that that glass is coloured with sub-oxide of copper on the one side and
oxide of silver on the otlier. The latter has the requisite power of

specially absorbing the lower blue rays, and the practically useful
results of the combination prove that the original hypothesis was
a sound one.

Of late 1 have tried a long aeries of experiments with fluorescine, and
find it to be of such use in relation to developing-room illumination that

1 am likely to keep it always at hand for tlie future to aid in effecting

that purpose. A sufficiently-strong solution of it in albumen, to which
one-fourth the volume of the latter of the strongest liipiid ammonia has
been added, has the power of giving films which cut the spectrum in

half. When the suluti^n contains just enough lluorescine to give

a bright yellow film all the rajs above the yellow-green are cut off

when the initial lii^ht is not stronger than that of diffused daylight.

Statements as to what rays a particular glass or other coloured film cuts

off have little meaning unless the intensity of the initial light used be
also specified to some extent.

Fluorescine has another useful propcrtj'. Being tiuorescent to the
blue and violet rays it lowers their refrangibility to green, and then
transmits the yellow-green so produced for use in the developing room.
Thus it actually utilises some of the actinic rays themselves, changing
them so as t" ''o of value in developing operations. At the same time,

it cuts off bu.ic of the r.iys below the yellow-green when the film is of

the depth stated ; conseipiently no better medium can be imagined for

transmitting a very large amount of light, free from the blue-green rays
upwards. After five months' experience and experiments with it, it has
given me satisfaction in every respect.

By means of a strong single or double film of carminised albumen
and a single film of fluorescine, a screen is made resembling in its optical

properties the now celebrated "stained red " glass. The only difference

IS that the compound .albumenised screen is the better of the two ; it

gives the clearer and brighter red, with no orange. Stained red, when
tested by a strong light, such as the direct light of the sun, passes a
trace of orange.
Albumeniscd solutions of carmine and fluorescine mix without ap-

parent decomiiosition, so probably their combined optical advantages
may be obtained in a single film ; but being now away from home
I have not tested the optical properties of the mixture.
A strongish solution of fluorescine, having a good orange rather than

a bright yellow colour, cuts off almost all the green^ays. A weak
solution of fluorescine has a greenish and fluorescent appearance

;

it then transmits some of the blue rays unchanged, and lowers the
refrangibility of the remainder. Is it possible to lower the refran-

gibility of some of the extreme violet rays by means of a fluorescent

film, transforming them into rays of the wave-lengths which act

most powerfully on photographic plates, and thereby to increase

rapidity ? To avoid loss by additional reflections, the almost colourless

film might be formed on a surface of the lens, in optical contact there-

with. A substance is wanted which is fluorescent to the extreme violet,

and transparent to other rays.

\yeak and alkaline solutions of fluorescine have magnificent flnores-

rent properties far in advance of snlphate of quinine and uranium
glass. As the org.-inic dyes vary so much with dift'erent manufacturers,
auil arc fi>r the most part not sold as definite chemical sutistanccs,

it may be well to mention that my sample was purchased from Messrs.

Hopkin and Williams, at four shillings an ounce. A very sm.all weight
of the crystallised dyes will usually go a very long way in preparing
phot"graphic lantern screens, and make the user independent of

the manufacturers of coloured gla.ss.

Although the moans have herein been pointed out of obtaining the

optical powers either of ruby or stained red gl.ass, it must not be snp-

Sosed that I approve the use of lights produced by their aid in the

evulo|)ini' room. Mr, Debeuham has rung the desth-knell of pure red

light in the developing room forever, and Ita* at last made a convert
of the well-known expert, Mr. J. Traill Taylor. Tho chief li((ht M
the future will bo principally yellow when examined with the snectro-
acope—althou|;li to the cvo it may not bo alway* inch, a« m Mr.
Debenhnm's light modified with glass of a feeble green tint. )liagr««n
glass is of little use in promoting aafety ; it cuts off some of the red of
tho spectrum, and thereby so modifies tho rest of the light that the
observer hardly knows wliat colour to call the available illumination,
so constantly is the human 'eye the victim of optical illusions and
delusions.

From its practical properties fluorescine is usaally catalogued with
tho aniline dyes; but in chemical composition such may not be
altogether its proper plaee. It may also be used to form films when it

is dissolved either in collodion or varnish rendered strongly alkaline,
by adding some ammoniacal gas dissolved in strong alcohol ; but the
solution in albumen is the best for present purposes. In collodion,
after a certain strength in fluorescine is passed, the film becomes
opalescent. When toj much ammonia in alcohol is added to varnish
some of the resin is precipitated and not redissolved. Unless there be
a strong proportion of ammonia in the liquid, the colonr imparted to
the film by the fluorescine is less intense, so more dye has to be ailded
to produce an equal effect. Another way of increasing the intensity of
a film tliro\vn down from a liquid weak in ammonia is to subject the
dried film for some hours to the action of amnioniac.il g.as. The best
plan, however, is to dissolve the flnQrescine at the outset in albumen
and ammonia, as already stated ; in this liquid it dissolves freely and
immediately to apparently almost any extent. As to thn keeping
qualities of the solution: mine is two months' old, and as good as at
first. Two or three weeks after mixing it exhibited symptoms of

gelatinising, so it was diluted with a little ammonia and water, which
restored it to its original conditinii.

What is known as "true canary medium" owes its safety to its

thickness—to its translucency and not to its colour, for it transmits blue
of low intensity. Herein the use of separating the safety of colour
from the safety of translucency is seen, because if the same make of

white paper as used in canary medium^ be purchased, and then stained
with fluorescine to the same depth of yellow as the canary medium in

the market, a paper apparently the same can be produced, yet which
will allow the passage of safer and stronger transmitted light.

I have only recently commenced experiments on the values of different

increments of translucency. The first step taken was to deal with the
colour element to get it under control, and to become independent of

the meagre and variable supply of coloured glasses in the market.
F'luoresciiie at one blow cuts off the most mischievous of the rays which
fog photograpliic plates, yet is fortunately perfectly transparent to nil

the rest, in which it gives no trace of an nbsorption band. Tho yellow-
green can next be cut off when desired by a stronger solution of

fluorescine aided by a little carmine, a safe and bright apparent orange
being the result ; in it, however, the red rays are present. When it is

desired to specially absorb the yellow and orange rays alkaline solution of

litmus will do ; but as yet I have not tried to make transparent litmus
films. With any pure colonr of the lower end of the spectrum obtain-
able at will the colour element will be under complete control for

experimental purposes, and the hues brighter than those of stained
glass.

The optical properties of a sheet of glass coated with fluorescine

and albumen are interesting when the sheet is used as a screen through
which to observe a landscape. As it completely cuts off all the rays
which are blue, or nearly blue, but permits the rest to pass freely, tho
general colours of the landscape and all but blue flowers are much the
same as before, but the whole scene is greatly heightened in warmth
and brilliancy. The leaves have the bright, green hues of early spring

;

the dull leaden clouds covering the whole sky appear aa though the
sunshine were about to break through Hicm. Yellow glass has (he
same effect in a degree, but those specimens of yellow glass in my pos-

session exhibit it inferiorly, because their colours are not so pure and
bright as that of the albumonised fluorescine. Light yellow rays are
said to have a cheering effect on lunatics; those sane photographers who
look at a broad landscape on a dull day through one of the films just

mentioned will find that it has a cheering effect on everyone. The
sight also reveals what a large amount of blue is reflected by the leaves

of trees, their apparent darkue-ss at this season being changed to the
brightness of youtli by cutting off the cold blue element. Tuo electric

light is commonly said to have a ghastly effect ; this is due to its con-

taining more blue in proportion than docs daylight. We do not call

d-iylight ghastly, becau.se wo are accustomed to it and its normal pro-

portion of blue; but, after g.azing at a Undsca()e for a few minutes
through a film of albumen and fluorescine, the same landscape appears
ghastly when viewed by ordinary daylight, especially when there is no
direct sunshine. If a window were formed wholly of such films, the
illusicui would be strong enough to make unwary observers believe on a
rainy day that the wcithcr is fast clearing up, whereas in reality it ia

as bad as ever.

A photographer who cannot spcctroscopically test the light of his deve-
loping room, or of any new screen he purchases for its window or lantern,

is in a very helpless position in the matter of getting tho Ijest light for

working. A spectroscope is not, however, necessary for the purpose.
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Dr. van Moncklioveii oiicj pointed out a simple way of testing-

coloured glasses and screen?. He took a large sheet of cardboard, A B,

thick enough to be opaque to light.

In this he cut the narrow slit E E,

tlien laid upon the cardboard a piece

of the glass H K to be tested. It will

be noticed that the glass but half

covers the open slit IC E, so th?.t when
a white bglit, such as tliat of a

paraffine lamp, is placed on the other
side of the cardboard it shines

through tlie iti)per part of the slit

freely. The illuminated slit is then
viewed through a prism, at a distance

of a yard ur luuie. A cuninion prism will do from a chinmcj--]iicc'5

ornament. A prism of optical glass is not necessary ; one wortli a
penny or twopence is all that is rerjuired. Through tlie prism the
operator will see the upper part of the slit giving tlie spectium
of white light, and the lower part of the slit giving the spectrum
of the liglit after its passage through the glass under exaniin.ation.

He will thus, by comparison, see at once whether all the blue and
violet are cut otl' by the glass. It is more comfortable to n:ake
observations of tliis kind with the room in total darkness, with the
exception of the light coming llirough the slit. This is ecisily managed
by using the above arrangement as one of the windows of a dark
Lantern. A w.ay to test a coloured window is to teniiiorarily fix a
sheet of tinfoil on it with glycerine. The tinfoil should have a slit

cut in it. The operator then jdaces a parafiine fl.ame close beliind the
slit, and after dark examines with a prism from outside the window,
the light passing through the slit.

As the lilm of albumen im gl.asa is excessively thin the Fo'ntiin of
fluoresoine must l)o strong enough to look nearly as dark as ink. It is

useless to attempt to pet a thicker film of albumen by hoiiiontal
drying, for directly the lilm hai any appreciable thickness it cr.aeks .as

the water evaporates. These lilms should be varnished with a benzol
varnish; alcohol dissolves the colour. W. H. HAnRisox.

RECENT RESE.'VRCHES m STELLAR PHOTOGRAPHY
WITH THE EQUATORIAL STELLAR CAMERA AT
THE LIVERPOOL ASTRONOMICAL S(JCIETY'S OBSER-
VATORV.

|A conuuUTiicatioii to tlio Livcl^)nol .\iiiritcilr Pliotoffriiphic .\isociatioii.)

Ti£K application of photography to astronomy during the last few
years has been very extensive. Until hist year, liowever, it has been
used chiefly for photographing isolated oKjecIs, snch as the moon, the
great nebula in Orion, or the comets. Professor E, V. Pickerin", the
Director of the Harvard College Observatory, United States, during
his I'^uropean tour showed some neg.atives of large fields of stars. The
instrument used by him was an equatorial stellar camei-a with an aper-
ture of three inches, and with tliis he succeeded in photographing stars
down to the eighth magnitude. During his visit here to address the
.\stronomical Society of Liverpool he showed me these negatives. The
line of researcli seemed to me so interesting that I at once set to work
to attempt the photographing of certain constellations. A camera with
a lens of two and a-half inches aperture was borrowed, and an altimnth
stand was converted into an equatorial. The exposures of an hour were
done entirely by hand. The lirst negatives wore shown at the second
meeting of the Astronomical Society's session, and the Council at once
determined to ask for subscriptions for providing a suitable instru-
ment. We quickly discovered that the purchase of any such instru-
ment was entirely beyond onr means; but at this state of affairs came
a generous offer from Mr. Howard (irnbh, F.K.S., to lend us what we
required. The instrument arrived in March, and was very soon in
position and at work. I must now give a brief description of it.

The lens is a compound lens of four and a-half inches aperture, and
focal length of 15 '8 inches. It is fitted into an ordinary wooden
camera. Upon the camera is fixed a finder of short focus. Tlie
only form of mounting admissible was that known as the "equa-
torial." The principle of the equatorial, as you doubtless are aware,
is an axis parallel with the earth's axis of rotation. To this is

affixed another .axis at right angles to the first. The first axis is called
the "right ascension axis ;" tlie second the " declin.ation axis." The
convenience of this form of mounting lies in the fact that the star can
be followed with one motion only. The equatorial is of massive iron.
The wooden camera is attached to this by screws, while a suitable
counterpoise is affixed on the other end of the declination axis, so that
the camera will remain in any position. The declination and right as-
cension axes .are fitted with circles suitably divided. The iron mount-
ing is attached by screws to a strong wooden stand. As the exposures
have often to be of considerable length a clock motion is added, so that
the camera is kept fixed on a star during the required exposure. Ad-
ilition.al slow motions are provided in the dcilinatiou and (he rhdit as-
cension

;
the right ascension one is so contrived that the camera "can be

moved without stopping the clock.

The work which I was especially desirous of undertaking was the
determination of the actinic magnitudes of the stars. The brightness of

a star to the eye is the combined effect of all the rays of the spectrum
that are emitted by the star ; but the impression on the photographic
plate is due solely to an isolated part of the spectrum. 'J he action of

light on the plate is greatest at the violet end, and decreases as the
spectrum approaches to the red. You will at once perceive we shall

have on the plate a totally different scale of star brightness. The more
a star abounds in rays of great refrangibility the brighter it will appeal
on the plate. A star of an orange or red hue will, therefore, be
diminished on the plate, wliile a star of blue colour will be proportion-
ately increased. Taking, then, the eye magnitude as mean magnitude,
the photographs will show a certain number of stars superior and a
certain number inferior to the mean imgnitude. Now, a star is white
to the eye, because the rays of all refrangibilities are in their proper
proportion to produce the absence of colour. In about two-thirds of

the stars this proportion is maintained. Taking tliese as our standards
for the reduction of the plates, we shall find that in the case of two-
thirds of the stars the eye magnitudes and the photographic magnitudes
will agree ; but in one-third tliey will differ from the mean magnitude
liy a quantity dei>ending upon the refrangibility of the rays they emit.
Ill other viords, the photographic magnitude give? us one of t'ne factors
necessary for the determination of the ciilour of the stars.

The question, then, to be solved is how to obtain photographs of

large fields of stars, and how to reduce the phot"grapljic magnitudes
from them. Now, with the rapid plates at [iresent in use daylight
photographs may he taken in an exceedingly -minute fraction of a
second with a lens of very small ap^rtuie : but fen- photographing tho
stars long exposures are needed, beexnse the staili.'ht is so faint. An
object photographed in the daytime is iihotographe 1 by the light it

reflects, but the stars have to be photograplied directly. The most
sensitive plates now made ought to have their sensitiveness increased
many times for stellar photography.
The quantity of light wo have to de.al with is, except in the case of

a few bright stars, so small that long exposures are necessary. Now,
length of exposure means increase of jiroliable error. The errors fall

under— (1), the instrumental errors; (2), temporary cloudiness of one
part of the field photographed; (.3), unequal absorption—the last a very
difficult and complex matter. In the first place, it is never a constant
quantity—not even from hour to hour; heuce it is impossible to reduce
one plate by comparison with another, supposing them both of equal
sensitiveness. Each ]ilate must be reduced separately. The first two
sources of error h:ive been eliminated by allowing the stars to drive.

In this way the stars, instead of coming out as dots, come out as lines.

Supposing a cloud to intervene in any part of the field: its presence is

shown on the photograph by a break in the line. Supposing the stais

were photographed so iis to come out as dots : it is obvious that tho
cloud or mists present might pass undetected, and a serious error bo
introduced in the resulting magnitudes. The exposures for the ordi-

nary zone work arc generally between minutes and half-an-liour. On
these plates stais down to eight and a-half magnitude are photo-
graphed, and oil nights when the absorption is at a minimum stars of

even smaller mngnitude.
The numlier of stars that can be reduced on any plate is limited by

a curious fact, which came out in the reductions for the catalogue of

the photographic magnitudes of five hundred stars lately published.
This is over-exposure in an insidious form. If a be tlie quantity of

starlight necessary to penetrate the silver film completely in half-an-

hour, it is obvious that all stars whose light is greater than a will

penetrate it before half-,an-hour, and the action perpendicniar to
tlie plate will imincdi.ately ce.ase. At first sight it would seem easy
enough to tell where this has happened, for all stars whose light is

greater than a would come out the same. If the rays of light passed
through a medium whose refractive power was constant during the
exposure this would be .so; but in the case of the air the quantity is

never constant nor similar in any two directions for a moment, and
hence the light is spread out all round the star's ini.age. The action on the
plate thus resolves itself into a vertical and horizontal action—the vertical

being due to the star's light f.alling directly on the plate, and the hori-

zontal due to disturbance of tin; star's image by atmospherical inequality.
Yon will see at once, then, that if we attempt to determine the

magnitudes of stars greater than n we really use a difi'erent method
to that in the case of stars less than ii. In the former, we use the
horizontal impression, which is purely due to spurious discs caused by
the lens and by atmospherical inequality of refraction; and, in the
latter, we make use of the vertical impressions on the plate due solely
to the star's action. The value of a is affected by three things :

—

(I) Length of exposure; (2), aperture of lens; .and (.*?), the sensitive-

ness of the plate. From the photographs already taken I have been
able to get a provisional fornnila for the equatorial stellar camera from
Wratten and Wainwright's "drop-shutter " plates. Having the aper-
ture constant, .and the sensitiveness of the plates supposed to be
constant, the following formula is approximately true for exposures
under one hour :

—
« - \ T

\\'lien T is the Icngtli of exposure iu minutes, and a Die value of total
penetration in luagnitudce.
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I may bo allowed to point out tli;it iiieroasod sciisitn'eneaH of tho
)ilate<s is more important tliaii cither size of aperture or ieu;,'thoiie(l

cxpiiaiire. If T equal tlio time of expoiiire, A the aperture of the lens
employed, and S the sensitiveness of the plates, tho joint results will
be expressed by some relations of

. ,. ,
T, a, (A)'

Supposing this to be—

Minimum magnitu.le = < -Vi±_^/«A iJA)!

—a provljiimal formula whiuh fairly lepresents nb^ervations up to the
present date— it is obviuus that tlic increase of aperture is of more
consequence than cither increase of exposure or sensitiveness. But
increase of aperture means increase of focal length and decrease of the
licld of vision ; hence We are very quickly limited in this direction.
Increase of ']' means increase of all sorts of errors, both instrumental
and atmospherical. Tho only thing wo can infinitely increase without
error is S, the sensitiveness of the plates,

III conclusion : I must apologise for the incompleteness of this paper.
There are several points to which I should have liked to draw the atten-
tion of the .Sojiety, namely, atmospherical actinic; absorption, and to the
importance of the new line of research in other respects. In the stars
we have the past and future of onr sun written in no Uncertain hand.
Intense ener^jy i.i shown by the star being white, decline of energy by
the yellow stir, and the approach of extinction by the red star. The
actinic light disappears first. Our sun has reaehwl the second stage;
each thousand years the actinic li^ht will grow more feeble, till life

will at last disappear. But the camera tells us that the universe is

comparatively new, not above a third of its myriads having reached the
second stage yet; but it tells also of universal slow decline. What
powers of recuperation space contains we cannot say. Remove the
actinic light and we blot out life; increase it and we have a luxuriant
vegetation and contemporary prolilic animal world. If it be true that
our sun has reached the second stage, tlien it was in the first stage that
animal and vegetable life appeared on the earth. With the decline of
chemical light the sun's forcing power diminished, and life—vegetable
and animal—adapted itself to the change by natural development. We
sliouUl find, then, that in the first stage life was more prolific, but in
the second more developed. An interesting path of speculation is

open, but I must refrain. This age should be the age of exact observa-
tion; to the future belongs the teaching of these observations. But
whatever the future discovers it will owe it in a jfreat measure to your
noble science— the science of photography.

T. E. E.spiy, B.A., F.U.A.S.,
Sjjeeiat Observer to the Lmrpool Aslrom. Soeiety.

HOLIDAY TRIP TO WEST CORNWALL.
I HAVE frequently been asked—"Where is a good place to get some
studies of shipping, boats, &c., suitable for the camera?" There is

not a better place known to me than the town of Falmouth. It
is reached by the Great Western Railway from Loudon, and by
tourist ticket the journey is by no means expensive for the distance.
The fare from J^ondon (all tourist tickets being available for two
months) is—first class, eighty shillings ; second class, fifty-five shillings

;

and third class, forty-two shillings and sixpence. Passengers are
allowed to break the journey at many of the stations either going
or returning. Not only from London can tourist tickets be obtained,
bnt from most of the great centres, such as Manchester, Liverpool, &c.
The town of Falmouth in itself is not very prepossessing, the main

street, which is the old part of the town, being long and narrow,
but the Corporation are widening this street as much as possible. On
the outskirts modern residences are fast springing up, and plenty of

apartments can be obtained. Of studies of boats, shipping, &c., any
number can be obtained. In the harbour, and all along the sliore,

will be found boats building, boats new, boats old, and boats all

to pieces in every conceivable variety.

Falmouth has a natural harbour, said to be one of the finest in

the world, and a hundred ships can anchor within it. All round
the coast is very picturesque, with rocks and woodland scenery of very
great beauty. A most magnificent panorama can be obtained from the
high ground, which is well suited for the camera. The entrance of the
harbour is guarded by Pendennis Castle and fort on one side, and
St. Mawes Castle and fort on the other, whose guns sweep the whole
entrance. They are said to have been built in tlie time of Henry VIII.
Both these castles make very good pictures.

Pendennis (Jastle is not very far from the railway station. It is

situated on the headland, anil a very charming walk can be had round
the castle drive. There is one thing not to be overlooked, and that is

the number of seats for the weary placed about by the Corporation—

a

good example for other towns to take pattern by—and these little com-
forts are fully appreciated by visitors. The view from Pendennis is

very grand indeed, and a capital panoramic picture can be obtained
showing the harbour on the one side and the bathing beaches on tho
other. .St. Mawes C'astle is rc.icheil by steamer, which starts from the
market strand pier. Tho fare for return tickets is sixpcmre halfpenny,

tho distance each way being about three miles, On the steamer a good

sijjht of the harbour is obtaiood. Tho cistle CM also Iks reached by
sailing or rowing boat.

One of the prettiest trips by bout is up the river K«l. This Is one of
tho most delightful river trips that I have ever had. The steamer i«
"Tho New Resolute," Captmn Benney, who is only too pleased t-^ givj
all the information possible to visitors. I think the distance is about
ten miloj e.aoh way -that is, from Falmouth to Truro. The return fare,
(irst-class, is one shilling. The fore part of the vessel is, I lielieve,
somewhat choip.jr. Tne time on the pissage each way is aVrnt one
hour and a-lialf. The river at times seems perfectly lanit-locked, owing
to the windings. On its b-aiiks is situated the charming seat of Lord
Falmouth—Tregothnan. There is only one stoppage on the way at
Malpas—pronounced by the natives "Mopus." Here, also, are to be had
plenty of boat studies. Tho steamer runs acconling to the tides, which
serves twice daily, and gives several hours' stay in Truro, tho newly-
created city. Truro in itself is one of the most dead-and-alive plare*
a person can possibly imagine, and what formed tho inducement to
make it a city I am at a loss to uonceive,

I am going 0:1 too fast, however. 1 should have mentioned a little about
St. Mawe3. This town has a small harbour, an<l at times here are to
be had some capital studies -fishing boats, Ac, and also of fisher folk.
The inhabitants are very hospitable and obliging. The castle can also
be visitei. On my last visit to St. Mawes an ohl fisherman nearly
ninety years of age was pointed out to me, who, it is said, has never
been more than ten miles into the country, and never has been in a
railway tram. I should think he must have had a very contented mind.
I also saw some very quaint cottages, with porches. Pendennis can well
be seen from here, and so can the town of Falmouth. Any amount of
little "bits" can be got along the coast in every direction, tho fishing
gear, crab pots, &c., in tliese little villages making charming fore-
grounds.
From Falmouth again the little town of Flushing must not be over-

looked. It is best reached by walking ou to Creen Bank and crossing
by tho ferry boat ; or any of the watermen will row parties from
Falmouth. Tho town of Brushing is very quaint in parts and very
interesting, and plenty of boat studies can also be obtained from here.

Opposite to Falmouth is Trefusis Point, which is very picturesque.
One of the best shore views of Falmouth can be obtained from hence.
Again: all along the coast charming studies can be obtained in every
direction, and there is a large number of little creeks and coves with
boats hauled up in all positions suitable for the artist. On the
Falmouth bathing beaches plenty of rock studies are to be had. The
name of the bathing beach is Gyllyngv.ase, and following this beach
round from Pendennis to the right brings us to what is called the
Swanpool Beach. The Swaupool is a kind of lake, very picturesque,
with tall rushes and flags on its banks; it is separated from the sea by
a roadway or sand-bar. The further headland is crowned by a tall
chimney stack, which belongs to some old disused smelting works.
This headland is called " Pennance Point." From this point, near the
Stack, capital views can be obtained ; and it is a very delightful walk
from Falmouth. Near this point is a little cove called Maenporth, and
other very picturesque coves follow the coast line round in which the
artist may revel.

Following the beach we come to the entrance to the Helford river
and harbour. Here, again, some very pretty little river studies can be
had by proceeding up the river. Those who care for breaking seas as
studies can have any number during the end of the autumn and winter
months ou the bathing beach, as it is very rough at times, the aeoa
breaking heavily on tho beach.

To those who care to visit Falmouth in the summer time a few
hints may be acceptable. In the hot weather it is by far the best to
seek apartments on the upper terraces. If the lower ones are chosen
it will be found warm and relaxing; but by getting on the top it is

much more cool and bracing, and the breeze is felt, it is rather a stift"

climb up, but it is well worth the fatigue. The pre.sent observatory is

on these top terraces, and can be seen for miles ; it is, besides, a good
landmark for all the country round.

If any days prove unfavourable the time need not be lost, as several
views may be found of interest in the town. There is one place to which
I must call special attention, and that is the "old curiosity shop " kept
by Mr. John Burton. It is true to its name in every sense of the word.
No one need be afraid to enter ; although everything is for sale no one
is ever asked to buy. China vases can be bought from a few pence per
pair up to one hundred pounds. Tho proprietor is a most genial man,
and is very happy to give all information either about his goods or the
neighbourhood. Almost everything will bo found in the collection,

from a needle to a sheet anchor. The last time I was there I saw many
thiugs that would be far more suitable as studio accessories than half
the rubbish which is intended to mean everything and means nothing.
No one ever enters Falmouth without paying this place a visit; all the
aristocracy who enter the town go to see it. I have often wisbe<l that it

was possible to get a photograjpu of it.

In the month of September is generally held the Polytechnic Exhibi-
tion at the Polytechnic Hall. The last was its fifty-second annual exhibi-
tion. A prominent feature in the exhibition u.as the photographic depart-
ment. The institution was fouiidvd by Miss Anne Maria Fox, who is still

living and Uakcs qs j(i-eat au interest iu it as ever. Thei« are some very
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excellent shops in Falmouth, and some very quaint old ones. In Killgrew-
street—a short cut into the next, or, as it is called, Wellington-terrace

—is a flight of stone steps called by the inhabitants .Jacob's ladder,

which consists of 109 steps, but I need not say that some prefer going
round to mounting the so-called ladder. Coming down is all very well

provided one can do it the same way as the boys do, viz., sliding all

the way down tlie iron handrail. I have frequently seen a dozen coming
down in this fashion. I myself (not being one of the lean kind) prefer

going round. It is a straiglit flight from top to bottom without any
turning, and is, as the Curuish say, "going up orver steers." But, in-

stead of "going up orver steers," we keep straight along Killgrew-

street, wliich will bring us to Kimberley Park—a small enclosure

beautifully laid out and kept. It is a nice place for a rest in the heat
of the day.
There is one thing I must not omit to mention, and that is the cheap

means of getting about. I mean by vehicles (not rail) and also by boat,

as will be seen in the former part of this article. During the summer
moutlis a brake and four runs nearly every day to the Lizard and back,

a distance of nearly fifty miles, for four shillings ; but all through the

year it can be reached by the daily 'bus rii! Helston. Tlxere is another
thing to which I must refer. The visitors to Cornwall, as a rule, are very
select, for there is an entire absence of the rough element, which con-

stitutes such a nuisance at what are termed the fasliionable seaside

places. There is also anotlier inducement for visiting this district,

namely, the clieapness of living compared with many other similar

resorts ; for although, in the first place, the railway fare seems more
than from London to the so-called cockney watering-places, when all

expenses are put together for a month it will not be found more expen-
sive, if so much, and one gets a thorough change into the bargain.

Wm. Bkook.s.
« .

THE CARBON PROCESS FOR AMATEURS.
[A communication to the North Staflfordshire Photographic Association.!

The carbon or autotype process is one of the most beautiful of all

printing processes, and, having as one of its principal attributes the

advantage of permanency, is especially recommended to the amateur
photographer, who, as a rule, only requires one or two prints from
each of his negatives, and who, whilst admiring the beautiful range of

tone obtainable in silver printing, prefers to use a moi'e permanent and
satisfactory method of making a picture.

Several of the difficulties inherent in the carbon process have been the

means of deterring many people from working it. I jiropose to deal with
those difficulties striathn; and, without touching upon the history of

the discovery of the fact that a film of bichromated gelatine is rendered

insoluble byexposure to light, give you a practical demonstration of the

method of developing a carbon print, with a few such hints upon the

requisite exposure necessary for various kinds of negatives as my own
personal experience will allow.

Here is a piece of unsensitised carbon tissue. The colour happens

to be "portrait purple." To sensitise it it is immersed in a bath com-
posed of bichromate of potash one ounce, water twenty ounces, with
the addition of about twenty grains of carbonate of ammonia. This
last neutralises the free acid almost always found in commercial bichro-

mate, and to a certain extent retards the spontaneous insolubility of

the tissue. The latter difficulty I have never met with, as I never
keep sensitised tissue for many days. The tissue having been im-

mersed in the sensitising batli three minutes, until completely
flaccid, is withdrawn and laid face downwards upon a piece of plate

glass. A squeegee, made by screwing a strip of thick india-rubber

between two laths, is passed over it, thus removing all excess of

moisture.

Drying the tissue is with most amateurs somewhat of a trouble. I

have seen several plans recommended, but have found none so easy and
satisfactory as the following, which I learned from one of the photo-

graphic almanacs :—Sensitise at night ; let the room used be freed from
deleterious gas or other fumes by passing a draught of air through it for

a few minutes. The kitchen is preferable, as it is usually warm in the
evening, and not too hot after all the housoliold have retired to rest.

Suspend the tissue by American clips to a line stretched across the apart-

ment, and come down early in the morning before daybreak, when you
will find all the tissue dry and curled up. A door or doors of the dry-
ing-room should be, if possible, left open, as the object is not to dry so

much by heat as by a current of dry air. When dry the tissue is, of

course, ready for printing, before which operation, however, the
negative must be prepared by making a "safe edge" to it. This I do
Ijy drawing round the reverse side of the glass for about a quarter of

an inch in depth a margin of Brunswick black, Tliis depth for 11 x 9,

and proportionately less margin for smaller negatives.

Now place the tissue face towards the negative in a printing-frame,

and as it is, of course, impossible to judge by appearance of the pro-

gress in printing an aotiuometer must be used. Tliis being placed by
the frame is your timekeeper, and an exposure to a certain number of

"tints" is necessary for each negative, the meaning of the word "tint"
being that the paper (exposed in the actinometer simultaneously with
the negative you are printing frou)) has acquired a similar tint to th.-it

painted upon the lid of the actinometer, dividing all negatives into three

classes :—No. 1, thin ; No. 2, medium ; and No. 3, dense. No. 1 will

probably require one or one and a-half tint only ; No. 2, perhaps two or

or three tints (the general number from my usu.il run of negatives) ; No. .S,

probably four tints or, at the most, five. Bear in mind tluat after removal
from the frame the operation of printing still goes on to a certain extent

;

so that, although with experience advantage may be taken of this fact,

it is best for the amateur to develope his prints as soon after exposure
as possible. For this operation no chemicals are required, only plenty
of warm water; and as we will say that we wish to imitate a silver

print as much as possible, we will take a piece of ])late glass, free from
scratches, and which has been rubbed and polished with bees'-wax and
turpentine, so that a slight film of that compound still adheres to it.

Place this in cold water with the piece of exposed tissue. This latter

will begin to curl up and then go quite flat. At tliU moment bring both
glass and tissue face downwards upon it out of the water ; apply the

squeegee so that all air-bubbles are expelled, and place aside to drain for

a few minutes. Of couise, several pieces of tissue and glass may be
similarly treated at the same time.

Now place the glass and adherent tissue in warm water at about
100° Fahr. Agitate a little until you see the dark pigment begin
to ooze from beneath the edges of the paper, lift up one corner, and the

whole may be lifted from the glass, leaving behind an apparently slimy
mass ; dash the warm water over this until you see the image distinctly,

and the water comes oft' colourless.

At this stage it will be seen whether the exposure has been ap-
proximately correct. Should it have been too long a little warmer water
may probably reduce the image ; if too short, use cooler water contain-

ing a little alum ; but, as in other processes, a correct exposure always
gives the best results. After an immersion in alum and water place

the glass plate witli the developed image aside to dry. When dry take a
piece of transfer paper \vhicli has been previously soaked in cold water
until flaccid, then in warnr water until just slimy ; flood the glass plate

with cold water, applj' the transfer paper, squeegee, and again set

aside to dry. This time the image will, if left to itself, adhere to the

transfer paper and leave the glass, giving a highly-polished picture.

For more detailed information I refer you to Captain Al)ney's

Instruction in Photography. In practice the carbon process is not a bit

more difficult than silver printing; and although my description thereof

lias been somewliat lengthy I hope my demonstration has been none the

less interesting, and that some of you, after surmounting the principal

ditfieulty of exposing, will adopt what, although having been called

a "blind process," is none the less a beautifully-scientific, and from
the variety of its applications an exquisite, adaiitation of a simple

phenomenon to photographic purposes. W. B. Alllion.

RECENT PATENTS.

No.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
George Percival Smith,14,156.—" Photographic Apparatus." George

Beechholm, Tunbridfje Wells.—Dated October 25, 1884.

No. 14,335.
—"Holders and Dark Slides to be Used Therewith for Sensi-

tive Plates." (Complete.) W. C Honey, Devizes, Wiltshire.

—

Dated
October 30, 1884.

No. 14,40(i.—"Photographic Dark-Room Lamp." T. C. Hepwohth,
Cantlowe's-road, London, 'N.W.—Dated October SI, 1884.

No. 14,51G.
—"Films, Plates, or Tissues for Use in Photography, and

Process of Manufacturing and Using the Same;" communicated by G.

Eastman and W. H. Walker. A. J. Bour.r, 323, High Holborn, London.

—

Dated November 3, 1884.

M^ttxn^s of ^ocitim,

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Date of Meotine.

November 11 ..

„ 11 ..

„ 11 ..

„ IX ..

12 ..

12 ..

12 ..

13 ..

13 ..

„ 14 ..

Name of Society.

Great Britain

Bolton Club
Newcastle-on-Tyne
Glasgow Amateur
Cheltenham Amateur (An. Meet.)

Bury
Photographic Club
London and Provincial
Manchester
Ireland (Annual Meeting)

Place of Meeting.

6a, Pall Mall East.

The Studio, Chancery-lane.

College of Physical Science.

177, Buchanan-street.

Temperance Hall.

Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street.

Masons' Hall, Basinghall-street.

Manchester Technical School.

Royal College of Science, Dublin.

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

At the meeting of this Society, hold on Thursday, the 30th ult., the chair

was occupied by Mr. W. K. Burton.
Mr. J. T. Taylor said that, as the lantern season was approaching, the

members would doubtless be interested in anv improved methods in con-

nection with the working of the instrument. The use of petroleum in any
form he considered a nuisance, and he thought it might be superseded to

some extent by a light which wmild be shown to the members—an improved
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method of obtaining illuminntion from jil.itinum hoated to incandescencp.
He was not to bo understood as proixising this (ihui as a substitute for
the higher class of illnminants, such as tli« lime and electric IiKl't, but as
taking the place of the various paralfino biiniers. He would have the
pleasure of introducing to the meeting Mr. Lewis, the inventor of tlie
light, who had brought two of the burners with him, and would demon-
Btrato them before the memlwrs. The essential principle was that a
Bunsen burner was employed to raise platinum to such a heat that it gavo
out light by incandescence. In the two burners before them the draught
necessary for strong combustion was obtained by means of the chimney.
When, however, a blowing machine was used thft heat was greater, and
the light hccamo white and more intense. Among other advantages this
form of light w.'is particularly adapted for Keevil s dissolving lantern, in
which a sin^de light only was used—one optical sy.stera having its illumi-
nation from the side of the flame and projected forward to the screen
by means of a reflecting [irism. It was obvious that for an arrangement
of this kind it was necessary that the source of light should be, as was
the case with the light now under consideration, eipial when looked at
from the side and from the front. The definition also, on account of the
emalliioss of the light, would be found much better than with any of the
forms of jiaraftine lamps, and, therefore, it was uiuch better suited than
the latter for tlie plmtographer's iise in making enlargements.
Mr. Lkwis was then introduced to the members, and answered several

questions respecting the intensity and candle-jiower of the liyht. For
photogi-aphic purposes the colour of the flame might be rendered of a pure
white, but for lighthouse and fog-penetrating power a yellowish colour was
preferable.

The lights were kept burning for some time, and a vote of thanks was
awarded to Mr. Taylor and Mr. Lewis.
The adjourned discussion uj)on Mr. Ashman's lecture On Toniny was

re.simied.

The CHAIR.M.IN, with reference to the statement in the work On Silver
Printimj, by Captain Abncy and Mr. H. V. liobinson, observed that
since the last meeting he had tried toning with gold merely neutralised.
It cmid be done, but the action was quicker as well as better when more
alkiline salt was used.

Mr. A. CoWA.N inquired whether Mr. Prestwich had tried toning as
•UTgested last week with gold diluted with distilled water, and no alkaline
lit.

Mr. W. n. Pkkstwich had done so, and succeeded in obtaining satis-
factory tones. The paper he u.sed was that purcha.sed as ready-aonsitised.
In further discussion it transpired thsii Mr. Prestwich was in the habit of
passing his prints into a solution of carbonate of soda before putting them
into flio gold solution, and this was considered fco.|account for Mr. Prest-
wich'a results.

Mr. W. E. DebenhaS[ said that as to the distjinction which had been
spoken of between substitution and gilding proce.sses, the fact was that some
gilding processes were substitution processes. If it was meant by calling
toning a "gilding" and not a "substitution" process because gold was
.added to the deposit, without silver lieing converted into the compound
from which the gold had been removed, he submitted that in such case the
print would, as toning progressed, become much deeper from the additional
metal, and not merely changed in colour by the substitution of one metal
for another.
Mr. F. \V. Hart remarked that with reference to toning with chloride of

gold, with or withoiit the addition of alkaline salts, much would dei>end
upon the method of preparation of the gold itself, and upon how much
alkaline had been added to neutralise it before being put up into the tubes
in which it was sold. As to the washing of prints before toning, he thought
it a mistake to advise, as some had done, that all trace of nitrate of silver
should be removed from the pajier before toning. In fact, when that was
done the prints could scarcely be tuned at all. In order to ensure that
some nitrate of silver, and this a re^lar and definite quantity, should be
left in the prints he employed a definite quantity of water for the washings.
He put the prints into water in the proixirtion of one print for each sheet
of paper. After three waters in this proportion the prints were ready for
toning.

Mr. J. B. B. Wellingtojj inquired what would be the effect if a largo
quantity of silver were left in the jjaper.

Mr. F. \V. Hart replied that the toning would be unmanageable. As to
rxruianency, he thought that the more gold there ^ya8 deposited the better.
Slow toning tended to bring about this result, land was, therefore, to
be recommended.
Mr. A. Mackie said that, with respect to ready-sensitised paper, he

thought the more it was washed before toning the better.
Mr. W. M. Ashman, in the course of his rejjly to the remarks of the

various speakers, observed that Mr. Henderson hud stated that sulphur
toning was by far the best method. He would like to know whether >Ir.
Henderson was prepared to issue his prints toned by this method. As to
whether toning was a substitution method, he considered it to be a pro-
cess like that of coating a knife with copper by immersion in a solution of
that metal.
Mr. McKellen was then introduced to the meeting and exhibited his

camera, which met with much commendation.
The Chairman observed that there were more novelties in this camera

than in half-a-dozen other new cameras. A description ef the camera was
given in our report, in laet week's issue, of the technical meeting of the
Photographic Society of Great Britain.
Mr. Heni)Er.son said that all modem dark slides allowed the plates to fog

if they were kept for some time in the light. He suggested a return to the
old plan of having them to open with a flap door inside the camera.

Air. W. Cobb had used a slide of this description for his instantaneous
pictures.

Mr. McKellen said that for large cameras he had not found the flap
door for the dark slide to answer. He ha<I recently been on a trip with
the members of the Manchester Photographic Society, who all kept their

dark slides carefully shielded with a cloth, and Home of them nssurH him
that ho would find his plates fogged, as he did not use this precaution. He
foviiid, however, that they devcloiml perfectly free from this defect. Of
course, really g(»od workni.anship was necessary.

.Si>mo plates were shown by a meinlHT as having Iwen foggwl by emana-
tions from the leather or American cloth of a dark ilide.
Mr. J. Bakkkii inquired whether .Mr. C<ibb had succeeded in cnring the

defect of this nature which he had mentioned as u.xisling in some of bia
dark slides.

Mr. CoBD replied that age appeared to have remedied the evil in
question. The slides diil not fog now, although at first a few minute* even
were siiHicient to produce the effect.

Mr. Henderson read a letter from a gentleman in the provinces upon a
inethod of protlucing a safe light. The writer said that if two holes were
pierced in two pieces of card, and the holes were ojiiwgitc each otlier, the
cards Ijcing parallel, white light would pass; but if the cariU were set at
an angle to e.ach other light could not p,a.HS. In order, therefore, to correct
the inequalities in the several thicknesses of any coloured medium em-
ployetl, lie projiosed to place these thicknesses at an angle to each other
instead of keeping them close together and jMirallel.

The Chairman observed that tlio writer's idea was based upon the notion
that defects in the transmitting medium took the form of tulss perpen-
dicular to its surface, and if this were not so the remedy projioaed would not
meet the case.

Mr. W. H. Harrison was elected a member of the Association. It was
announced that, at the meeting to be held on the 13th inst., the slide*
produced from identical negatives by various processes of transi>arenoy
making would bo shown. —-*

POSTAL PHOTOClRAPHIC SOCIETY.
A COMMITTEE meeting of this Society was held at the address of the
Hon. Secretary, 3, Plowdenbuildings, Temple, on Wednesday, the 29th
ult. Dr. Horace Day was elected Chairman, and the minutes of the
previous meeting were read and i;onfirmed.

The Committee, after having inspected sjiecimens of photographic work
sent in by candidates for membership, elected the following gentlemen, some
of whom had been provisionally admitted :—Hugh Heal (Hayward's Heath),
C. J. Watson (Birmingham), S. H. R. Salmon (Croydon), C. F. Pritehard
(Loudon), Rev. W. Miles Barnes (Dbrchester), Chas. Yeomans (Sheffield),
and Chas. Baker (London).
The Chairman then proposed that in future albums, where a member

exhibits more than one print, the votes which are given him in respect of
each exhibit shall be added together; and the member so gaining the
highest number of votes shall take the prize. This motion was carrie<l.

The prints in album 14 were considered, and it was found that Mr. .1. W.
Leigh's No. 8.30 had the greiitest number of votes, Mr. Mathewson being
second with one of his pictures. The prize was accordingly awarded to
Mr. Leigh.

Dr. Day was unanimously elected President for the current year, and,
after several letters froui various members had been read and other busi-
ness transacted, the meeting dissolved.

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC A.SSOCIATION.
The annual meeting of the Council of this Society was held on Tuesday,
the 28th ult., at 12, York-place, Portman-8i]uare,—Dr. Arthur Farre,
M. A., in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting having been read and confirmed, the
following members were elected :—Professor Butler, M. A.; Sir H. Hu-ssey
Vivian, Bart.; H. H. Williamson, F.R.A.S.; J. J. Brown; Miss Mary
Egerton ; Miss Maude Sullivan; .lohn Hanmer; F. Trimmer, M.R.C.S.

;

J. K. Dumont; F. Grant; Mrs. Hobson; W. E. Piokels, F.R.M.S., 4o.;
D. B. Fraser ; and F. J. Double.
The Secretary then laid before the meeting the pictures for the currttot

year.

Mr. J. Gl.usher, having carefully examined every single picture, read
his report, of which the following is an abstract:

—

Class I. contains 170 pictures ; Class II., 210 pictures ; Class III., 172
pictures. The remainder are comi)ri.sed in Classes IV., V^ and VI.
The pictures in Class I. are contributed as follows:—R. Leventhorpe,

17; C. Stephens. 6; The Right Hon. the Lord de Ros, 2; A. D. Halfoid,
3 ; F. Beasley, 15 ; R. Murray, 2 ; T. Brownrigg, 2 ; W. S. Hobson, 14

;

W. Adcock, 3 ; F. S. Schwabe, fi ; General Sladen, 5 ; A. Hill, 5 ; Rev.
H. J. P.ibner, 6; R. O. Milne, 7; P. Gunyon, 2; W. Vanner, !); W. Muller,
12; J. C. Hannyngton, 3 ; G. Brook, 2; S. Norman, 9; J. H. Robinson,

1 ; R. B. White, 13 ; H, O'Farrell, 2 ; A. Tagliaferro, 4 ; G. R Fludder,

2 ; P. H. Emerson, 2 ; W. D. James, 5 ; S. Salmon, 1 ; H. R. Moiser, 4

;

H. K. White, 3 ; F. C. Borckhardt, 1 ; G. Western, 4 ; and J. H. T.
Ellerbeck, 1.

Class II. contains the following :—C. Stephens, 7; the Right Hon. the
Lord de Ros, 3; A. D. Halford, 1; F. Beasley, 11; R ilurray, 5; T.

Brownrigg, 4; W. S. Hobson, 4; \V. Adcock, 1; F. S. Schwabe, 1; Major
Board, 7; General Sladen, 2; A. Hill, 1; Rev. H. J. Palmer, 7; R. O.

Milne, 4; P. Gunyon, 4; W. Vanner, 3; W. MuUer, 12; R I/oven-

thorpo, 3; F. Whitmore, 5; J. 0. Hannyngton, 11; J. L. Ranking, 1;

G. Brook, 3; F. H. Shaw, 3; Lieut.-C"l. Bigg, 1; S. Nornwn, 3: J. H.
Robinson, 5; A. R. Dresser, 5; J. W. Baxendale, 3; G. Smith, 2; Mrs.
Abb,itt, 1; R. B. White, 1; C. H. James, 1; T. Perrot, 2; H. O'Farrell, 4;

A. Tagliaferro, 5; Mr. Inspector Hirst, 1; the Hon. H. Frittie, 2; U. R.
Fludder, 13; P. H. Emerson, 5; W. D. James, 6; S. Salmon, 3; Lieut-

Col. Nicholl, 7; H. R. Moiser, 3; H. E. Wiite, 6; T. C. Borckhardt, 1;

R. Bcllriuger, 3; V,. Western, 14; and J. H. T. Ellerbeck, 10.

C'l.iss III. eontaius 172 picturcH, contributed by the Kiglit Hon. the

Karl of Kos^, C. U. James, A. B. Dresser, J. W. Baxendale, Major
Board, and others.
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The follmvinj; prizea were awarded :—The first prize to R. Leventhorpe,
Ksq., for Nos. 107, 111, and 114, a larffe silver goblet. The second prize to

R. B. White, Esq., for Nos. 2, 7, and 1-5, a silver goblet. W. Mnller,

Esq., for Nos. 1,005, 1,010, and 1,020, a water-colour drawing in frame.

R. O. Milne, Esq., for Nos. 8 and 9, a silver goblet. H. E. White, Esq.,

for Nos. 1 and 2, a silver goblet. F. S. Seh'.vabe, Esq., for Nos. 3 and 5,

an oil painting in frame. W. S. Hobson, Esq., for Nos. 30.5 and 310, an
album elegantly bound. C. Stephen.", Esq., for Nos. 51), 60, and Gi3, an
album elegantly bound. S. Norman, Esq., for Nos. 6, 0, and 11, a silver

goblet. W. Adoock, Esq., for Nofi. 2 and 4, an album elegantly bound.
W. D. James, Esq., for Nos. 11 and l.">, a water-colour drawing in frame.
W. Vanner, Esq., for-Nos. 74, 77. and cSO, a water-colour drawing in frame.
Certificates of honourable mention were awarded to the Right Hon. the
Lord de Ros, A. ]). Halford, E.^q., T. Brownrigg, Esq., (General Sladen,
A. Hill, Esq., the Rev. H. .J. Palmer, V. Beasley, Esq., O. Brooks, Esq.,
A. Tagliaferro, Esq., G. R. I'ludder, Esq., P. H. Emerson, Esq., and
H'. R. koi.'^er, Es<i. A. J. Melhuish, Hon See.

LIVERPOOL AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
The monthly meeting of this Association waa held at the J'ree Library, on
Thursdayi the 30th >Ut..,—Dr. Keilyon, President, in tile chair.

,

Tiie minutes of the September meeting having been read and confirmed,
Mr. F. P. Paul, F.R.C.S. , was elected a member.
The Ch.-iirm.w announced the donation of twelve prints to the album by

Mr. W. H. Atkins, and, also, to the Library of guide-books to Carnarvon
and Ruthin, by Mr. Maurice Jones.

The Rev. T. E. Espi.'? read a paper on SleUar PhoUyjraphy [see ijago 714],

and passed round some negatives and prints in illustration of his remarks.
The Chairman, after complementing Mr. Jispin on the ability and

Bjientific interest of his paper, asked if he considered tliat the suu had
entered upon its yellow stage of existence.

The Rev. T. E . Espi.n said that spectroscopic observation tended to con-

firm this theory. He further adverted to recent experiments on the power
of actinic rays in promoting vegetation and developing life.

The Rev. H. J. P.\LMER mentioned the case of a schoolmaster friend of

hia, who, under the conviction that the blue rays were conducive of brain
power, had the walls of his school and class rooms coloured blue.

After some further discussion the Ch.airman proposed a cordial vote of

thanks to Mr. Espin for his most interesting and suggestive paper.

Tiie Rev. T. E. Espin, in replying, said that he should lie most happy to

show hia apparatus to any pliotographer who would visit the Observatory
of the Liverpool Astronomical Society at West Kirby.
Mr. W. H. KtRKBy, after some observations condemnatory of combining

the monthly meetings of the Society in July and August either with
excursions or with social gatherings at the country houses of members,
proposed the following addition to the rules :

—"All the monthly meetings
of this Association shall be held at the usual place of meeting, and within

the city of Liverpool; and that at Council meetings five shall form a
quorum, and at the Association meetings ten shall form a quorum."
Mr. Atkins seconded the resolution.

Considerable discussion ens\ied, in which the Revs. T. B. Banner and
H. J. Palmer, and Messrs. Atkins, Beer, Corkhill, EUerbeck, and Kirkby
took part. The resolution, on being put to the vote, was lost.

Mr. C. A. Wharmby then proposed the addition to the rules as follows :

—

" Each member shall send in to the Secretary, at or before the meeting
following his election, his earte portrait for insertion in the Society's album,"
This resolution was seconded and carried.

Mr. A. W. Beer gave notice of his intention to move the following
addition to the rules of the Association :

—" All members elected on and
after the January meeting, 1885, shall pay an entrance fee to the Treasurer
of ten shillings and sixpence."
Mr. W. H. Atkins then gave a demonstration of his mode of making

enlarged negatives with gelatino-bromide pajier, and used an ordinary
triplex paraftino lantern, with a Steinheil half-plate lens. The sensitive
sheet was placed in an ordinary printing-frame, and the enlargement was
one of five diameters, from a very good trans]>arency from one of Mr.
Atkins' own negatives. Afterexposure for some three minutes Mr. Atkins
placed some non-actinic glass in front of his lantern, and prixjeeded to
develope his picture with tlie pyrogallic acid and washing-soda developer.
After applying a citric acid and iron clearing solution the enlargement was
fixed in hypo, and washed, and passed round for the inspection of the
meeting. The result was a brilliant success, and great interest was mani-
fested by a crowded meeting in all Mr. Atkins' manipulations.
The Chairman expressed the pleasure and instruction all had derived

from the sight of Mr. Atkins' dexterity, and hia vote of thanks to the
demonstrator was carried by acclamation.
Mr. KiRKBT gave some account of his recent exi>eriences with the

platinotype process.

Mr. W. H. Atkins complained of the degraded whites of some of the
prints he had recently made by this process.

Mr. TwiooE showed some siiocimens of his work with the aepia-toned
paper, and detailed his difiieulties in working it satisfactorily.
Mr. Ellerbkck called the attention of the niemliers to the inconveniimce

they occasioned the Librarian by requesting him to receive and give out
books, &c., at all times during the meetings, and suggested that after 6.40
the library should be closed. He (Mr. EUerbeck) spoke on the advisability
of establishing an exchange department of the work of the Association.
The Chairman thought the Treasurer might with advantage utilise the

funds of the Association to facilitate the exchange of prints.
Mr. Beer proposed that Mr. EUerbeck's suggestions on this important

matter should be included in the aqenda of the next meeting of the
Society, and this proposal was agreed to.

The exhibits of the evening were :—Prints coloured by the new Cundall
process; a number of 15 x 12 enlargements, and a volume of views in
England, Ireland, and Wales, by Mr, Beer; views in Wales, by Mr.

Elierbedt ; stellar tlejgatives and prints, by the Rev. T. E. Espin ; a series

of enlargements, by Mr. Cornish; diid Sdmo home portraits on opal, by
Mr. Twigge. .

The meeting, which was a very crowded one, was then adjimrned.

NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC
SOCIETY.

A meetino of this Soqiety w.is held on Wednesday, the Slst ult., at the

Mechanics' Institute, Hanlcy,—Mr. Charles Altteri, President, occupying

the chair.

It was resolved that a presentation print (10X8) should be given to each

member of the Society at the annual meeting hold in November, the

Secretary being instructed to advertise for the same.

A paper (with demonstrution), Un the CdrloH Pfoeem for Amatenfs [see

page 710J, was read by the Hon. Secretary.

After Some interesting discussion thereon, and Mr. G. P. Bradford

having been elected a member of the Society, the meeting was adjourned.

HALIFAX PHOtOtiRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The monthly meeting of this Society was hold on Tuesday lastj thd

4thinst.,—the Rev. W. E. Hancock, M.A., in the chair.

A letter was read from the retiring President, Mr. Thomas Birtwhistle,

regretting greatly his inability to be present in consequence of indis-

position.

The Chairman referred in feeling terms to the great respect and
symiiathy .all entertained for their worthy President in his troiibles, and of

the great spirit and energy he had ever displayed in face of failing health.

His heart was in the woi-k, one of his greatest pleasures being to be among
his old friends of the camera.
An unanimous vote of thanks was heartilyaccorded to Mr. Birtwhistle and

to the rest of the retiring officers for their past services, and the following

gentlemen were elected officers for the session 1884-85:

—

President: Rev.

W. E. Hancock, M. A..— Vice-Presidents: Mr. CoimciUor John Smith and
Mr. Joseph Whiteley.—2Vcas«rcc; Mr. E. A. Ga,yi.—Secretary : Mr. W.
Clement Williams.
Mr. Manley, of Halifax, and Mr. F. E. Berry, of Sowerby Bridge, were

elected members.
The Chairman, in congratulating the Society upon the rapid increase of

their numbers, trusted no individual efforts would be rela.xed to fiirtlier

augment the rank and file of the .Society, and so make it sulficiently

in'osperous to warrant the Committee in inviting from time to time some of

the men great in photography to lecture Ijofore the Society. The past

session had been a successful one, so far as the reading of papers and
demonstrations were concerned; and, with the exception of a few serio-

comic or, perhaps, tragic adventures, in the broken cameras and river

duckings connected with the outdoor meetings, all had gone well. But
ze.alous amateurs had now come to look upon mishaps of this character with

something like stoical indifference, and were to be found prosecuting their

craft in the most unlikely and dangerous ])laces. Most of those who had
availed themselves of these outings under the green, leafy canojiy of wood-

land, of mountain, brake, and stream, would be able to look Ijack with

pleasure to days happily and pleasantly spent; and ho trusted such gather-

ings would bo largely repeated in the future. He was glad to find that

members were beginning to contribute to the various exhiliitions held else-

where ; for such praiseworthy emulation to comijete with their photographic

brethren of other societies was in itself a healthy sign, and likely to elevate

the status of their own Society. He (the Chairman) proposed giving them
a lantern evening shortly, when he hoped all the slides would be the work
of the members. Slide-making was an intensely interesting branch of

photogra]ihy. After field work, jmssibly no more pleasing oooupation could

be followed when the dark davs of winter came round ; and, when exhibited,

the scenes depicted passed before them again and again, vividly recalling

pleasant recollections of past enjoyments.

A discussion on lenses then took place, v.'hen the consensus of opinion

se-:-mod to bo in favour of the jjortable symmetrical for deptli of focus when
very near and fine detail had to be taken with the more distant landscape.

Pending the preparation of the syllabus, Mr. Fred. Myott promised a

practical demonstration of emulsion making for the next meeting. The
meeting was then adjourned.

THE MEDAL AWARDS AT THE PHOTOGRAPHIC EX-
HIBITION.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In view of the fight over the medal awards I shall be glad

if you will allow me to s.ay a few words as standing on neutral ground,
being not only a non-exhibitor this year, but not even having had time to

see the Exhibition.
The Rev. Mr. Macdona's strictures may or may not ba too severe, but I

certainly think that Mr. Marsh has dealt somewhat harshly v.ith him.
Mr. Macdoim is not a mere personal acquaintance of mine but a very
intimate friend, and, therefore, I can speak from knowledge of him. He
has only worked at photography for a very few years, but he is one of the
most enthusiastic amateurs that England possesses; and, so f.'ir from being
" a dog in the manger," his friends who know him—at least as well as Mr.
Marsh can conceive or picture him—would never tack such an epithet on
so noble-miuded and worthy a nuan.
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And yet I can scarcely affroa witli my Rood friend in finding fault with
tlio opinions of the judjjiM. Ai a crickiiter I should mrtaiiily thiuU twiuo
at least beforo 1 inii)iigue<l an uuijiiru's decision; and 1 can safely aay with
rcKiiect to Mr. Macdona that, being a man possessed of tho nprigntnoss
and fairness wliicli characti^rises an Kngllsh gentleman, he wonld be the
last to acensi) other gentlemen of the i«>ssible absence of such qiialities.
Tho construction I put upon his criticism was this—that, if somewhat
more prolonged and careful judging had been made, some few of the
medals might have been difforently awarded. But this only shows how
sliglit must be tho difforeuce of quality between soma of the productions
decorated and some that are not; and, in most cases, where so thin a
border line exists, there must necessarily be a certain divergence of opiniim
between the judges and the public. Indeed, with regard to tho judges,
their very names are inscribed on the pillars of tho temple of photography,
and it is far from likely that they would ever think of risking their positicm
amongst us by giving a medal to any but those whom tliey deemed to have
deserved it. I Iwive had the pleasure of knowing one of this year's judges
for upwards of twenty-five years, when he stood without an equal or a rival
«nthin the classic precincts of Cambridge, and there are very few
University men of his time who would ever venture to put their opinions
into the opposite scale with his. Others can doubtless bear as high an
encomium with regard to his confrircs.

In view of such facts, I fear we amateurs must accept our beaten posi-
tion, and onlv determine to bind on our armour more securely for future
exhibitions. jS'evertheless, the point mooted by Mr. ilacdona, as to sepa-
rate awards being made for amateurs and professionals, is one worthy of
more than merely passing consideration. The amateurs of England are a
very large and influential body, and I feel sure that if the judges of the
future could see their way to apportion a certain moiety of the medals to
amateurs—just as in every school each class has its prize for tlie head boy
or boys—not only would the i>rofessional ranks be more stimulated to send
iu their very best work to compete for the fewer medals, but an incentive
amongst the amateurs would be roused which woidd redound to the credit
of the whole connnunity, and urgo us to greater exertions to reach that
pinnacle of fame amid the glades of nature to which tho professionals have
arrived within the walls of their studios.

It goes without saying that we have not the slightest chance of competing
with tho professional men in [lortraiture ; and, cousidering tho truly pitiable
productions of amateurs' portraits in general, it would be well if my brethren
could be induced to reduce to a minimum the pr.actice of "taking our
friends' likenesses," .and devote themselves entirely to that whicli, in my
humble oi)inion, is the far more enjoyable work of vieing with the poet and
the scenic painter in depicting the grand and open temple of Nature.—

I

am, yours, &c., J. CiKTEK Brownb, U.D.
Thurning Sector;/, HunU, Novembers, 1884.

THK HYDROKIXONE DEVELOPER.
To the Editors.

GextlemeV,—I cannot umlerstand Mr. Ingall's formula for the hydro-
kinone developer, as stated in the Journals of the 17th and Slst ult., and
write to ask if he will be so good as to take the trouble to make it a little

more clear for the benefit of those who, in commmi with myself, would like

to nse a developer so highly recommended by Captain Abney, Mr. E.
Howard Farmer, and others.

In the formula given in the Journal of the 17th ult., page G71, only ono
and a-half grain of hydrokinnne is to bo dissolved in five ounces of water.
Is this what is really meant, as about one grain to the ounce is what is

usually recommended ?

In the letter which appears on Jiage 702, " one drop of pure strong nitric

acid" is advised in preference to the citric acid in the formula on page 071

;

but farther on Mr. Ingall says—"I think one grain (of liydrokinone) to the
drachm of water will be found a convenient solution. It ought to be
filtered then with ten drops of nitric acid made up to 100 minims with
water." It, of course, cannot be meant that the 100 minims of diluted acid
are to be added to one drachm of water containing one grain of hydro-
kinnne ; but, if not, to what must the diluted acid bo atlded?
Perhaps Mr. Ingall will kindly, through your columns, give the formula

which he has found to be the best, and very much oblige,—Yours, Ac,
November 4, 1884. • F. W. B.

FbaSKUS says ;
—" Can you give me a reliable formula for the preparation

of a phospliato toning oath for albumenised prints?" Lot our corres-

pondent try the following :

—

Chloride of gold 1 grain.

Phosphate of soda 20 grains.

Water 8 otmcea.

J. A. S. very <mnecessarily tenders a profuse apology for " troubling " us
in the following matter, quite overlooking the fact that it affords us the
greatest pleasure to render services of this nature to our readers, whether
regular subscribers or not. The matter referred to is this:—He took a
photograpli of a certain vicarage. While doing so two gentlemen came
np, and just as he was about to uncap tho lens they stood still and stared

at the camera. When ho afterwards exhibited tho photograph for sale

one of the [lersons referred to objected to it, and threatened him (the

photi>grapher) with an action at law if he persisted in the sale. He wishes
our opinion concerning this. In reply: Our correspondent ought not
to discontinue the publication under such threats. If an action bo brought
tho plaintiff will only get himself laughed at. His presence there was an
accident, and his standing still during tho ex|>osure is an admission that
he wished to l>e taken in the phofoi,Taph. Even if it were the means of

bringing him into public ridicule, which is evidently not the case, ho
^oold have no claim against the photo^apher,

T. a. Matthkwr would like to know whether it wmdd 1» illegal were ha
to photouraph a statue oi (»ay)a(jri-cian uudraped figure, and then have
it painted and ex|>oscd for sale. In reply ; It is not pomiiblo to answer
Kucli a question unless we were made ac<|uaintcd with all tho circum-
stances of tho case ; but we may ot)<ierve that many years have not yet
elapsed since some one— a photographer, wo think—was fined and repri-
manded by a (ilasgow mngistrato for having sold coloured photographs
of a statue of tho class mentioned.

Gko. Hatnis asks whether there is any patent existing in tho United
States of America for tho use of gelatino-bmmide pajwr on which to
l)ro<luce positive prints. In reply : We are informed that snch •
patent does exist ; but, seeing that application for tho same had not
neon made at the date when such invention li.ad been made public in
England, it is uncertain whether or to what extent the i)rcvinus exhibi-
tion of the results of tho invention, and the publication of the means
whereby snch results wore obtained, might affect the intent taken out in
the States.

QfKRisT says :— " Can you inform mc what would be the proper focal length
f()r an object lens for an optical lantern, to produce a disc ten feet in
diameter at a distance of fifteen feet from the screen? and, also, whether
the ordinary double combination fonn of jKirtrait lens would be a suit-
able kind to use for the purpose?" In reply : To cover a ten-feet disc
at the distance mentioned try a lens having an equivalent focus of 6ro
inches ; but the dimensions of the transparency have something to do
with this. We here assume it to be of the usual nature. The ordinary
portrait combination, if properly corrected for flatness of field, will
answer the purpose well.

S. D. A. inquires if any means exist whereby he will be enabled to take
a group of three figures on an oii,'hteen-incli plate by moons of a whole-

'

plate lens. He im.agines it is to hi effected by tho agency of a concave
lens, which may be placed between the two lenses that fonn the present
combination, and asks for particulars as to focus, diameter, form, and
price of such lens, together with information .as to tho precise place in
which it should be inserted. In reply: There is a better and far
simpler system than that described which may be adopted for effecting
the desired end. Let our corres^jondent remove the back cell, together
with the lenses contained therem, from the tube and insert in room
thereof the front cell with its lens remaining in an nndistur>)ed position.
Next insert a diajihra^sm in front of the lens, tho fiat side of which
should now be directed to the outside, and the conditions for securing a
large group on an cighteen-inch plate will have been complied with.
Try a stop with an a|)erture of alxiut an inch, and let it ne placed a
distance in front of the lens e<)u.al to its diameter. Precise directions
cannot here be given, but these will afford a sufficient clue to the require-
ments of the case.

(Bicljnngc Column.
I will exchange a rustic stile, three dozen card frames, and cabinet

burnisher, for exterior backgrounds, short-focus lens, or anything use-
ful.—Address, T. Hatwarij, photographer, Devizes.

I will exchange two backgrounds, a splendid cottage window, in perfect
condition, originally cost £4 ISs., ^d an interior, for a good jiosing-cbair,
two or more backs.—Address, B. Bowman, High-sti-eet, Staviley, near
Chesterfield.

I will exchange an eight-air musical box (organina), small tourist camera,
electrical goods, useful domestic articles, <ic., &e., for a whnle-plato
tourist camera and wide-angle view lens, full half-plate.—Address, Bell,
Belbroughton, Stourbridge.

I will exchange a whole-plate sliding-bocly camera, with dark slide and
focussing-screen, also a quarter-plate rolling- press, and a whole-plate
glass dipping-bath, for other articles useful to a photographer; offers
requested.—Address, U. H. P. Jones, 323, High-street West, .Sunderland.

I will exchange a very superior joiner-made conservatory front, cost 50b.,
quito a handsome piece of accessory (photograph sent if require<l), for a
half-plate camera, bellows-body, double swing-back, and folding tail-
board; or offers.—Address, J. Povey, 36, Salter-street East, Preston,
Lancashire.

Wanted, a 12 x 10 bellows-body swing-back portrait camera, must he erst-
class, also hot rolling-press (Bowman's preferred), in exchange for new
artistic backgrounds, by Seavey, Marion, &c., and universal half-plate
bellows-body camera, quite new from maker, every movement, latest
improvements, three double dark slides, &c.—Address, Vincent Hatch,
Huddersfield.

^nstows to CorresponlJfnis.

«* CorraponJenti ihould never icrite on both tide* of tKe paper.

Photographs Registerkd.—
Messrs. Hall, Wakefield.—PAo<()<7«i;)A of Norbury Church.

Elijah Yeoman, Tecsdale Studio, Galgate, Barnard Castle.—rko PkoUh
(tfophs of Joft 71 Boicfe, £eq.

Thomas Mills, .53, G.arth road, BAnt;oT.—Photoffraph of the CouHCil of tht
North Waiet Unira-iity, also Photoffraph of Opening Certmonf.

John Bordlet.—Tlio idea is by no means now, it having been introduced
and used many years back.

0. 6. O.—Make up a varnish by dissolving gum dammar in benzole twentj
grains to the ounce, and coat tho piotaro* with this. It will not require
beat to its application.
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A. B. C—The I'iotnre is certainly much improved by your work. We
have returned tho prints as desired,

A. Felix.—Ferrotype portraits are coloured in the same way as glass

positives, namely, with powder colours.

J. RoBEBTOEiN (Glasgow).^-Yes ; the last relume of our Journal contains

the most complete treatise on the subject.

T. B. P.—Any gasfitter will supply the burners ; or you may get them
direct from the manufacturer, Charing Cross, W.C.

Cn.\RT.ES Wateh.i.—Tinned vessels should not be used. Better employ
stoneware or porcelain. The funnel should be a glass one.'

A. Z.—1. About ten or eleven feet.—2. Fifteen to sixteen feet.—3. Five
feet opaque at (iach end will be better than more.—4. To about two feet

hix inches from the floor.

RoBT. A. Good.—Write to the gentleman himself if you .are desirous of

more particulars. We know nothing of his private affairs, or whether he

would sit to you for his portrait.

STAKF.S.—There is no doubt whatever that the glass was not thoroughly

cleaned before the eunilsion was applied, and that the markings arise

from this little piece of carelessness.-

F. B. E.—We cannot do better than refer you again to tho remarks we
made when we reviewed the apparetus a short time back. We have
nothing to add to what was tlien said.

PiiiNT-WA.SHiN'fi Trough.—If the corresi>ondent who last week desired to

know where he could have one made will t\irn to our advertising columns
lie will see there is one advertised in the current number.

1>. H. T.—Witliout seeing the pictures in question it is impossible for us to

siy how they were produced. Vfe presume, however, that they were
mxnited in the ordinary manner before the prints were removed from
the glass.

Ilonr. Ferousox.—As you have .all the works you mention, the only addi-

tion we can suggest is the last edition of Hardwich's Photo'jrnphic

Chrmistni, published by Messrs. J. and A. Churchill, New Burlington-

street, W.
M. N. O.—Thanks for the strips of oardboai'd and the negative. Wo will

examine tlie former chemically and let you know the result. Treat the
stains first witli dilute hydrochloric acid, and afterwards witli pumice-
s'one. Ordinary black varnisli is tlie best for writing the names on the
negauves. Tiiey should bs written on the film side, but backw.ards.

X. Y. Z.—The alterations we should suggest in your proposed studio are

to make the side light higher—s,ay nine or ten feet, and the ridge fifteen

feet. Instead of having six feet opaque at the ends, five would be better.

If p<issible, it will be advisable to have the studio longer than j'ou propose.

Twenty-one feet is rather too sliort when full-length figures have to be
taken.

A. V. BrsiFOKP.—Tlie cause of the fog is very evident if tho developing
solution was prepared according to the formula you enclose, as it ccm-

taius no restraining acid. Add to each ounce of the solution twenty
minims of glacial acetic acid, and try again. If your neg-atives still fog
probably the fog is due to tho bath, and a drop or two of nitric acid to

each pint will, nfi doubt, set that right.

Opal.—As you say that, sometimes, your opal pictures are all that you can
desire as i-egards brilliancy and colour, while at other times they are

inferior althougli you use jjrecisely the s.amo materials, it is clear that
the difference is due to your manipulation or want of skill. Unless
we saw you .actually at work we cannot suggest where you fail. PossiUy
more exjjerience is all you require. Use the chloride of ])alladium, and
dissolve it in water.

ToLTHSTONE.—You had better purchase one or other of the retouching
mediums now in the market. The makers of them do not publish the
formulfeby which they are compounded. Some mistake has been made ;

gum arable is not soluble in benzole. All will depend upon the water
supply. The larger the vessel .and the more plentiful the supply of

water the more perfect will be the washing. Better make the trougli a
little too lai'ge than too small.

W. H. W.—The machine mentioned in your letter will certainly yield
Biiflloient light to enable you to take a portrait: but for practical
purposes we should certainly advise you to have the next larger-sized

machine. If you have the smaller one you must place the liglit much
nearer the sitter than with the larger, and this is always a disadvantage.
While you are incurring the outl.ay, the difference in cost and installation

of the larger and smaller machines will not be so very considerable.

Received.—Ed. Liesegang, Ph.D. ; '-M. A." In our next.

Photooraphic Society of Great Britain.—The first ordinary
meeting of this Society for the ensuing session will t.ake place on Tues-
d.ay next, the 11th instant, at 8 p.m., in the Exhil)ition (iallery, 5a,

Pall Mall East, when the medals awarded will be presented, and short
papers read by Mr. Arnold Spiller on Ilydroxyhtmine Used as a Vive-
topivg Agent, and by Captain Abney, B.E., F.R.S., on The Siemens'

Unit Lamp Applied to Photography.

Obtainiso Money by False Pretences.—A man named William
Cobbett was charged at the Maidstone Borough Police-court with
obtaining money by false pretencis from his employer, Mr. E. Hibling.

Prosecutor, who is a photographer, engaged prisoner to canvas for

orders for photographs on commission. He gave in the names of

several persons to his employer with fictitious orders, and received his

coininissiou. It was proved that many of the orders were false, and
priaouer was oommitted for trial at the Borough Quarter Sessiona,

PHOTOGRArillC ClCB.—Tlie subject for discussion at the fovthooming

meetiog of tlii; Club, at Audciton's lintel, Fleet-sireet, on Wednesday
next, tiie 12tli inst., will be on Emulsions in Collodion.

Photographic Chambre Syndicale.—The photographers of Lyons

have combined to form a Cliambre Syndicale, the President of which

is M. Beruand.

Canvassing for Photographs.—William Cunningham, 33, a res-

pectable-looking man, who described himself as a canvasser in the

employ of the Temple Photographic Gallery, 170, Fleet street, was
charged with obtaiu^ig the sura of 53. 6d. from Catherine Evans,

a widow, by means of false and fraudulent pretences.—Mr. Sims, from

tlie office of the Solicitor to tlie Treasury, prosecuted.—The alleged

false representation was that the prisoner came from the Photo-

graphic Gallery, Temple-bar, and asked prosecutrix if she wished

to have her late husband's photograph enlarged like one he showed

her. S!ie gave him a likeness of her son's to get done, and 5s. 6d. He
promised to bring it back in a week. She last week saw him iu

custody.—Detective-sergeant Martin said a number of frauds had been

perpetrated in connection with photographs lately. It was shown that

the prisoner had uoHling to do with the above-named gallery.—The
prisoner in defence said he handed the portrait and money to a young

man, who said he was in the employ, and he thought it would be done.

—Mr. Slade committed him for trial.

Herr Hesnig's Gu.m Arabic Emulsion Proces.s.—In the Cor-

respondez Herr A. Hennig gives tlie following simple emulsion

process:—"If a drop of a thick solution of gum ar.abic be placed in

a test-tube containing some washed aqueous bromide of silver and

left to precipitate, one will perceive tliat an emulsifioation of the

bromide of silver takes place just as with a warm gelatine solution.

This well-known phenomenon led me to seek a new way of avoiding the

troublesome part of the work of making gelatine emulsion, namely, the

washing of the nodules. The process is as follows:—Precipitate from

the aqueous solution bromide of silver, whicli falls rapidly to the

bottom on account of its weight ; and, therefore, in a very short time—
from a-quarter to half-an-hour, according to the quantity—it m.ay be

waslied completely free from the nitrate salt by two or three changes

of water. This precipitate is emulsionised by grinding in a mortar

with gum arable. This gum emulsion may be dried upon glass plates,

then mixed with finely-divided gelatine, and thus a dry and keep-

ing preparation prep«red, which lias the advantage over the trouble-

some-to-prepare and dear, dry gelatine emulsion of commerce, that

it can at once be dissolved. When tlie precipitate taken from under
water is emulsionised with gum arable all that remaius to be done is to

add it to tho necessary quantity of gelatine and water in a bottle, and
leave it to digest for .an hour at 50' t > 00^ C, after which the emulsion

is ready. The sensitiveness may be increased by frequently .agitating

during the digestion, as the gam emulsion will thereby be the more
intimately united with the gelatine. * * * Finally: if .after

digestion .at .'50' or GO", two per cent, of .ammonia, at Ol'lO sp. gr., be

added to the above emulsion (which is then further digested for a short

time at 30° to 40" C. ), a still higher sensitiveness would be obtained."

Herr Hennig developes with 30 c.c. of Dr. Eder's ferrous ox.alate

emulsion, to which a couiile of drops of a saturated solution of chloride

of mercury has been added, or with Kramer's mixed .ammoniacal pyro-

gallic acid developer, or with Dr. Stolze's potash developer. A large

quantity of the emulsion may be prepared in a couple of hours, with
but a twentieth of the quantity of washing water usually required, and
has the further advaut.age of a store of it occupying but little space.

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
Observations taken at 406, Strand, by J; H. Steward, Optician,

For the Week ending iVovembcr S, 1S84.

TlIEIlS OnSKRTATIOSS AKE TAKEN AT 8.30 A.M.
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PERCENTAGE SOLUTIONS.
" What is a teii-per-cent. solution !" is an inquiry we frequently

hear, and it has been renewed this week hv a correspondent, who
further asks "a full explanation." As, notwithstanding the apparent

simplicity of the question and its answer, a good deal of misconcep-

tion and even ignorance exists on the matter, we shall meet our cor-

respondent's request as fully as possible.

We need not wander through the numerous replies we have
received to the question when directly put to several persons

who "ought to know," and really do if they only stopped to con-

sider, but they generally amount to something like the following:

—

" A salt dissolved in ten times its quantity of water ;" " water one
p.irt, substance dissolved ten parts ; or water (or othei- liquid) con-

taining one-tenth part of some other substance in solution." Now,
on the face of it, the two first definitions are absolutely incorrect,

while the third is so ambiguous in its terms as to be scarcely

intelligible to the seeker after informatiou.

In the first place, in the case of "a salt dissolved in ten times its

quantity of watei-," there would result a solution consisting of

eleven parts by weight (accepting the "quantity" of the salt

dissolved as a " part"), but of which the volume would be unknown.
This could in no sense be considered a ten-per-cent. solution ; for,

even if both salt and solvent had been iceiyhed, the solid contents

would be one-eleventh of the whole. If measured the proportions

would be an unknown quantity. A nearer approach to accuracy

—

so far at least as percentage by weight is concerned—is attained in

one of our answers—" one part of a solid to nine parts of solvent
;

"

but this would be worthless if the resulting solution had to be mea-
sitied out in small quantities representing a definite quantity of the

substance dissolved. In brief, the only method is to take one part

of the substance to be dissolved and make it up to ten parts of

solution.

But then a difficulty arises, in this country at least, in the system of

weights and measures in vogue, which, even when the true meaning
of a percentage solution is thoroughly understood, renders its pre-

paration, except in a few instances which will be noticed, a matter

of troublesome calculation, involving fractions and divisions of

quantities necessary to such an extent as to practically bar these

solutions from use. On the continent, however, where the metric

or decimal system prevails, the term " five- " or " ten-per-cent. solu-

tion" is in general use, and is as familiar as our own " thirty grains

to the ounce," &c,

'

There are, however, one or two instanfcgB in which tlie term is

familiar to English photographic eara—notably in the case of the

"five-per-cent" bichromate solution employed in sensitising carbon

tissue. This is as readily prepared witltput calculation as could

possibly be the case if the metric system weWin use ; but we doubt
whether in nine cases out of ten a true five-per-cent. solution is

made—not that for this special purpose it matters much. The five-

per-cent. sensitising solution is usually made by dissolving one

ounce of bichromate in a pint of water, but that is " how not to do
it" If the bichromate, however, be first dissolved in a smaller

quantity of water, and afterwards made up in bulk to a pint, a true

percentage solution results. But how many operators attend to thisl

With the exception of the ounce avoirdupois and the pint when a
solid is to be dissolved, there is scarcely another instance in which
fractions and calculations can be avoided with our English weights
and measures ; but here, at least, we are on solid ground. The
ounce avoirdupois, which is equal to 4.37 '5 troy grains, is the weight
of 480 minims (of -911 grain each); this forms the "fluid ounce,"
twenty of which make a pint, weigliing 8,750 gr.iins, or one pound
and a-quarter avoirdupois, which latter consists of sixteen ounces, or
7,000 grains. Thus it will be se^i that it is possible without trouble
or calculation to form true percentage solutions for such figures as

\\, 2^, 5, 10, 20, &c., per cent, where not less than a pint of solution

is required ; but beyond that we cannot go far without resorting to

fractions.

For instance : if we wish to make so small a quantity as two and
a-half ounces (a fraction by the way) of five-per-cent. solution, we
must calculate the percentage quantity in troy grains and fractions

(in this case 54 6875 grains), uidess, indeed, we are in possession of

a-quarter of an ounce avoirdupois—a rare weight in the labora-

tory, though common enough in the office or library on the letter

scales. But as we depart from multiples or aliquots of five the

difficulties become greater still, except, perhap, in a few cases

where accidental coincidences arise.

For small quantities it is, of course, possible to use troy grains

and minims in conjunction. Thus, forty-eight grains of a salt

made up to one fluid ounce would be a ten-per-cent., or one drachm
dissolved in two ounces forty miniius a six per cent., solution. But
this is after all but a clumsy mode of procedure, and not at all

comparable with the neat and perfect metric system.

Here we have the unit of weight in the gi-amme and the unit of

fluid measure in the cubic centimetre, the gramme being the weight

of a cubic centimetre of distilled water at ISS" Centigrade. The two
terms are, in fact, practically identical in measuring; for a gramme
of distilled water is a cubic centimetre of water—so long, at least, as

the temperature remains at 15'5. Variations in temperature as well

as tlie presence of the salts contained in ordinary water produce

so slight a difference in the specific gravity that for most purposes

they are ignored, and the gramme and c. a are used indiscriminately

for solutions. It results from this that if we wish to make a solu-

tion of any percentage by the decimal system wo have only to take

the number of grammes, whatever it may be, and dissolve it up to

100 a c. in volume, et voild !

We have refei-red to the metric system for the purpose of calling

attention to a system used by some chemists in this country, by
means of which the advantages of the former are secured without

discarding the English weights. This consists in the plan of gra-

duating the vessels of capacity in " grain measures," " decerns," and
"septems"—the "grain measure "Tieing, in fact, identical with the

minim, and the "decern" ten minims. A measure of one hundred
decerns (or one thousand grain measures) then takes the part of the

French hundred cubic centimetre measure. The septem, or seven

"grain measures," is the one thousandth of a pound avoirdupois,

and this, though less useful than the "decem" graduation, enables

aliquot parts of the avoirdupois system to be dealt with. Measures

of all descriptions, graduated in this manner, can be obtained of »li
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dealers in chemical glass, and we should recommend every photo-

grapher to be the possessor of at least one.

Returning to the question with which we started—" Wiiat is a

ten-per-cent. solution?"—it will be plain from what we have said

that it is a solution measuring one hundred parts, each of which con-

tains one-tenth of a part of the substance dissolved. To attain this

result ten parts of the substance must be dissolved—not in any
definite quantity of solvent, but in a much smaller quantity—and
when dissolved the volume is gradually made up to one hundred

^partg. As we have shown, the " parts" used in correlation must con-

sist either of avoirdupois ounces and pints, or their multiples or

aliquots, or of troy grains and minims. For small quantities espe-

cially we cannot too strongly recommend the convenience of the

decimal system spoken of, as it gives all the advantages of the

French metric system, with the additional one of retaining our own
English weights.

I'HE BICHROMATE DISEASE.
It will be remembered that previously, on more tlian one occasion, we
have directed attention to the pernicious .action of the bichromate
of potash upon the skin. We revert to the subject again more
particularly as the various processes in which the bichromate is em-
ployed are now being worked more generally than at any previous

period, and, in all probability, will be still more extensively utilised

as photomechanical photography becomes fully developed.

The last time we referred to this subject was on the occasion of

Dr. B. W. Richardson, M.A., F.R.S., &c., bringing it before the

Medical Society. Since then that gentleman has not allowed the
matter to rest ; for in the current number of The Asclepiad he has
an article On Disease from Bichromate of Potassa. The article is

renilered the more valuable because it is illustrated with a couple
of coloured photographs of hands, showing the disease in one of its

worst—or we hope in the worst—phases it is likely to occur in con-
nection with photography. These pictures fully exemplify how
valuable is photography in illustrating pathological works; for it

appears that the bichromate disease, from a written description,
very closely resembles one or two other cutaneous diseases, from
which, without knowing the surroundings of the case, it is difficult

to be distingttished.

The former portion of the article is principally devoted to the
consideration of the action of the bichromate upon the system when
employed in its more concentrated foi-m, and also when it is taken
internally. This is given principally from the observations of MM.
Chevalier and B^ourt. From these gentlemen it appears that in
the manufactories where the salt is produced many of the workmen
suffer severely from the fine particles of bichromate, which are con-
stantly floating in the atmosphere, being inhaled through the nostrils.

In time this frequently causes an entire destruction of the septum
of the nose, and, curiously enough, when once this is totally destroyed
no further inconvenience is experienced ; for the disease appears to

stop here, as the other portions of the nasal organs remain un-
affected. Another curious fact is that those of the workmen
who are habitual snuff-takers experience immunity from this nasal
disease, and snuff is now actually employed as a preventive.

In connection with the manufacture of the salt, it is mentioned
that if the epidermis be intact " the bichromate exerts no baneful
influences. The hand may, in fact, be plunged into a concentrated and
hot solution of the salt without fear. The hand may also remain
covered with the salt for an entire day without any observed
effect. But if the skin be torn or abraded, however slightly—by the
prick of a pin, for example—a sharp pain is felt upon the exposure

;

and if the salt be left in contact with the wound the caustic
character of the salt is brought out intensely, the cutaneous tissue is

decomposed, and violent inflammation is established. These symp-
toms are accompanied with intense pain, especially in winter when
the cold 18 severe. The action of the salt does not cease until

the cauterisation has penetrated to the bone." This shows how
careful we should be in using solutions of the bichromate, as, for

instance, in sensitising carbon tissue that the hands should never be
immersed in it if there be the slightest abrasion of the skinj or,

p( ll4«l« »l*oi)W liajijieii to be ouch, tht salt bIiouKI be at uiice vemoVed

by washing tlie part copiously with water and afterwards sucking the

wound. These painful sores are not altogether unknown to several

photographers.

The second portion of the article is that with which our readers

will be the most interested, inasasmuch as it deals with the particular

form of disease experienced by photogi'aphers, which, by the

way, is characterised as a "new form of disease." In it is the

author's own valuable observations on the disease, as well as several

extracts from The British JonRNAL of Photooraphy, on the per-

nicious action of the bichromate. The author, in describing the

appearance of the disease, says that in the first case that came under
his notice some of the affected parts very much resembled acute

eczema, and others psoriasis palmaris.

In another instance Dr. Richardson says:
—"The appearance in this

case was not of eczema, but was so singularly true to pityriasis rubra

that I should have entered it in my notebook as a good example

of that disease in its sub-acute stage." This example, it may be

mentioned, forms the subject of the photographic illustration, and
shows that when the disease is far advanced it must necessarily

be an exceedingly painful one, as the backs of the hands and

knuckles appear to be covered with deep cracks or fissures, while

the skin looks like hard leather which cannot be bent without pro-

ducing other cracks.

Dr. Richardson mentions several other cases that have come
under his notice, but the symptoms and appearance of the disease—

at least in the eyes of a layman—do not differ from those already

described. In the earlier stages of the disease the symptoms appear

to be precisely those we have described in our previous articles on

the subject. According to Dr. Richardson it requires many months'

constant working with the bichromate to develope the disease, and

it is consoling to photographers to learn that the disease is quite

local—rarely extending beyond the parts that are in continual

contact with the solution, or water used for developing the picture

;

also that it is only some workers who suffer, while others enjoy

perfect immunity from the action of the bichromate. As an

example, one case is quoted by Dr. Richardson of an operator having

worked constantly at carbon printing for fourteen years without

experiencing any ill effects whatever, except, on two occasions, when
sensitising the tissue the solution had come in contact with an

abrasion on the skin, and deep and painful ulcers were produced.

These took many weeks to heal and have left deep scars behind.

Once, however, during this period he suffered severely in the nasal

organs for a few hours through inhaling fine particles of the

bichromate.

On the question of treatment—the part of the subject with

which many of our readers will be most interested : in the case

of abrasion of the skin it is recommended to wash the affected part

with feebly-alkaline water, then to poultice, and afterwards apply

freely sub-acetate of lead in solution. AVith reference to the treat-

ment of the disease itself. Dr. Richardson again quotes from our

pages, and adds :
—" In the oases I have seen I very much question

whether any treatment was of much avail. It seemed to me that

recovery commenced when the cause of the evil was withdrawn

and nature followed her own course. I see quite well how recovery

would follow on removal of the local cause without other aid, and I

do not see any rationale for the remedies that were tried, with one

exception. It is clear that the local application of the sub-acetate

of lead is attended with good results in relieving the local irritation,

and perhaps in arresting the discharge. I have used it with certain

benefit in the cases under my care."

As a preventive of all forms of bichromate disease, it is recom-

mended to avoid the salt or its solutions coming in contact with any

of the surfaces of the body. "The wearing of a mask while at work,

or while exposed to the bichromate dust, would prevent the nasal

affection ; and the wearing of an impermeable glove or gauntlet

while working with the solution would prevent the cutaneous affec-

tion," We may add that india-rubber gloves are now being used

by several workers of the carbon process who have previously

suffered from the cutaneous disease, and they now experience no ill

effects whatever from following their avocation.

In a pathological commentary—the major portion of which will

be better uiidet'^tuud by the tnedical prufeeeion than by the bulk of i^ur
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readers, but from which we cannot refrain from giving an extract,

as it contains a speculation as to the part that light may possibly play

in certain diseases— Dr. Richardson, after concisely describing the

action of light on bichroniatised gelatine and the details of the

carbon process, adds :
—

" By a process similar to this or identical

with it the bichromate, I believe, acts upon the gelatinous

structures of the body. It changes their molecular conditions,

and renders them insoluble. That leada to an arrest in tlie

living dialysis and in the transudation of fluid. The arrest leads,

in turn, to perversion of function, to congestion, and to all the

subsequent phenomena. Here, then, is a suggestion for a new
departure in research. Are there no other substances capable of

producing similar changes i Is it not very probable that on the

surface of the body some oxidised products locally evolved may
lead to similar molecular changes on gelatinous structures, and to

similar local manifestations I I think it is most probable, and that

in the study of the action of light on local diseases we touch,

etiologically and pathologically, some gi-eat discovery.'

NATURE AND ART.

When we recollect that it is only some thirteen or fourteen years

since the retouching of negatives in this country became at all well

known (or, indeed, recognised) as a legitimate mode of treating a

portrait negative, it may well cause surprise to see how universal

the practice has become—a surprise wliich, unfortunately, we may
say, is too often coupled with dismay when some examples fall under
our notice. With regard to tlie fell mode ia which beautiful photo-

graphic work may be treated by the mechanical stippler we must,

in justice, remember that with retouching, like all other arts, there

are many grades of skill—not only grades of skill in the worker, but
grades of appi-eciative power in the sitter. The photograplis that

would satisfy Bond-street would scarcely find appreciative critics in

the New Cut, and between these there are all shades of skill and
of criticisms.

The original idea that actuated the retoucher— how this very

word itself, now a recognised term, used to be objected to !—was the

softening of harsh wrinkles and the smoothing down of rugosities

produced by tlie unequal power of colours in their reproduction by
pliotography. Gradually, however, the work of the retoucher

assumed a more important position, and now so important a factor

has he become that not only would the public reject any picture not

handled by him, but photography has become secondary to re-

touching—artists of great skill being employed to do this work.

There is, still, a limit to the retoucher's power, and certain work has

to be done external to his. The hold that retouching has obtained

is to be deplored on many grounds; but the visibly growing taste

for truth and art, and truth in art, leads us to hope that the future

may see improvement rather than retrogression in the character of

the photographs that are to be.

Still, human nature has to be considered. Most people have

some little vanity, and prefer a little flattery rather than a carica-

turing of their lineaments such as a plain photograph not unfre-

quently perpetrates, and to prevent which the successful photo-

grapher will resort to all kinds of expedients. A just photo-

graph does not necessarily give a mathematical delineation of the

sitter's face and form as a rule and compass would set them out.

We all form a mental conception of our friends which is usually

very different from the actual facts of the case, as a tape measure

would show, and we should like to have that conception realised

when the photographer sets to work. If he sometimes exceed

that conception and produces a grossly-exaggerated portrait it must

be charitably put down to his good nature, and a liope may then be

expressed that he will improve in the future. In giving any hints

as to metliods adopted we must be undersj^od as describing them

for the benefit of truth as well as harmonjr, and not as a presenta-

tion of aids to pictorial frauds.

A correspondent asks us about a method of producing dimples.

The experienced retoucher knows that, unless the negative be locally

reduced and then retouched to form, no amount of ordinary retouch-

ing will produce a shadow or hollow except by the aid of the needle-

point, which in skilful hands is capable of vtry ni*rvelIoai elTeeU.

What ia really referred to is, wo expect, a treatment of the sitter'*

own face ; and, to show the extent to which vanity will prompt some
people to tamper with nature, we here give an extract from the
Chicago /lerald, though as to its trustworthinese we have to My we
possess no means of forming an opinion :

—"The artist in dimples
places a small glass tube over the spot where the dimple is designed
to appear. The air is sucked out of the tube, thereby raising a
small protuberance of skin, which is ligatured, or tied with a piece

of fine silk, and then duly snipped off with a keen knife. Tlie

wound is next bound up, a silver cone, inverted, being placed over
it so as to mark its centre. The part is 'dressed' daily, and after

the lapse of five days, as a rule, the injury has healed, and in its

place appears the 'coveted dimple.'"

Then, again, freckles are positively said to be in demand, a
peculiar sand termed " freckle sand " being commonly employed to

produce them, though the more superior description are hand-
painted at half a dollar a freckle and are warranted to last three

days ! With examples like this before him, can it scarcely be
wondered at if the photographer, too, while professing to hold the

mirror up to nature, allows his hand to waver a little, and so cause a

few peculiarities to remain hidden, while beauties are rendered

visible that were hitherto undreamt of.

If there be one thing more than another that a lady is sensitive

about it is her figure. The days of tight lacing have most decidedly

not gone by, and the photographer has to do his share in pro-

ducing a similar effect. In many establishments it is the custom
uniformly to take a few inches from every lady's waist by carefully

stippling out a portion of the figure and adding it to the back-

ground. This, which we can assure our readers is practised to a
very considerable extent, may be much more readily done when the

background is not quite plain, after the style affected by some
artists. It is almost impossible to do it thoroughly successfully with

a plain background, and in any case a little "spotting" is usually

required upon each print to hide the retoucher's work.

If any of our readers will examine an album full of portraits,

he will find that tlie bulk of them are represented with eye-

brows which, from the centre of tlie arch outwards, seem to dis-

solve away into nothing, no matter how thick they may be as they

approach the nose. The reason of this is the overmastering property

of light-coloured objects to swamp any delicate shades or colours in

near proximity to them. The outer portion of the eyebrow is always

thinner and more sparsely furnished with hair, the consequence
being that in a photogi-aph they become " killed." To remedy this

many photographers instruct their operators to carefully pencil each

portrait where the eyebrows do not show well. By far the better

plan, however, is to pencil the sitter himself. A little black crayon

rubber over a piece of brown pajjer, and a small artists' stump to

take it up and pencil the eyebrows with, particularly the side

nearest the liglit, costs next to nothing, and may be applied so as to

give a far more truthful representation of the sitter's appearance

than if nothing had been done to cause them to come out with due
distinctness and depth beyond working upon every individual print.

This expedient is as legitimate as it is useful.

As to freckles : there is little to be done with them but to paint

them out of the negative one by one. It has been recommended
that just before being photographed the sitter should wash the face

with warm water, which, by producing a ruddy glow upon the akin,

would prevent the freckles showing. We can only say that we
never heard of any professional photographer adopting any such

plan, and indeed it is not likely he would attempt it,

A well-known lady photographer on the continent used to sur-

mount all difficulties by carefully painting not the negative but the

sitter himself, who before being placed in front of the camera was
so bepowdered and painted that his (or her) features were quite a
work of art to contemplate—eyebrows, face, month, nose, all being

painted ; the result was that the photographs pceseased an ex-

treme delicacy which in some cases, especially with ladies, was
most effective. We doubt, however, if English sitters, in their

own country at anyrate, would permit such preliminary liberties to

be taken with their august persons. Powder may b?, and is, used
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to aid in giving delicate complexions ; but it has to be most dex-

terously applied to the face to avoid a patchy effect, which at once

would tell what had been attempted, and which is next to impossible

to eradicate on the negative by the use of the pencil

We may conclude by giving a few hints upon the treatment of

hair. We well remember a number of years ago being induced to

take a picture of a friend whose hair was the extremist of reds, and,

besides, lay flat and devoid of gloss. If his locks had been of

raven hue they could not have come out blacker in the photograph

than they did; but, having heard that powder was the thing to em-

ploy, we spread a towel over his shoulders and well powdered his hair

before taking the next negative. The result then was that his hair

was white. By degrees we found that the needful effect in the

photograph was to be obtained by a mere sprinkling of powder to

so small an extent that at half-a-dozen yards' distance it could not

be noticed. It will be found that when so-called " red " hair, as

also the yellow and tawny shades, is very slightly grey no powder

will be needed to cause the photograph to suggest the right depth

of shade. These little hints which we have gleaned in convei-sations

with our professional friends may be of use to the less experienced

of our readers ; but we would earnestly recommend them to use

them as sparingly as possible, to put as much pure photography in

their works as they can, and, instead of making artifice and the

retouch the main object, let them rather make art subservient to

nature.
_ _^.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION.
[Final Notice.]

A MEDAL has been awarded to Mr. Herbert B. Berkeley for a series

of excellent little landscapes printed in platinotype. The variety

of tones now attainable by this process is well shown in the few

specimens exhibited by Mr. Berkeley. The Keep, Corfe Castle (No.

208), presents a pleasant, cold grey tone, while the next (No. 209)

reminds us more of an old sepia. A Drowsy Day (No. 221), is a

clever composition of landscape and river, with a number of cattle

lazily cooling themselves in the stream.

Mr. T. M. Armstrong exhibits a few clever instantaneous pictures

of steamers in motion, but his best picture is a quiet piece of nature,

The Silver Sea (No. 277), in which the "moonlight" effect is very

pleasing.

Mr. Robert Slingsby only shows two pictures this year

—

Tales of
Other Lands (No. 281), a couple of children deeply engaged in

an interesting story book, and A Portrait (No. 372)—both of which
are excellent in technical qualities.

Mr. Lyddell Sawyer has quite a number of studies, in which
figure and landscape are combined. Of these we have chosen The
Oood Samaritan (No. 315), though there are, perhaps, others

suggestion of sunset or twilight conveyed in the picture is very

clever. Come Along, Granddad (No. 316), and The Sisters (No. 500)
are also well conceived.

The Rev. H. J. Palmer's Portrait of Mr. Gliidstone (No. 290) is a
thoroughly good production by an amateur under the ditBcult cir-

cumstances of having to operate in an ordinary room. Mr. Palmer's

Porch of the Cathedral of Chartres (No. 404) is also a clever piece

of photography, as well as a fine architectural study.

The Rev. H. B. Hare is well represented by a number of pictures

of different types—landscape chiefly. Too Deep ; Neddy Won't Go
(No. 334) tells its own story of the " donkey who is not fool enough''

to go out of his depth in crossing a doubtful ford. The Deserted

Mill (No. 336) is a quiet and suggestive piece of landscape.

The Woodbury Company do not exhibit profusely, but the

quality of the work shown is quite up to the average mark, if

not beyond it. Lady and Dot/

(No. 364), from a negative by
Messrs. Downey, is a really charm-

ing picture, and it is difficult to

decide which to admire most

—

the admirable posing of the sub-

ject or the excellent rendering,

in the enlargement, of the various

textures, especially the silky coat

of the little terrier. A three-

quarter length portrait of H.R.IL
The Princess of Wales (No. 165),

and busts of Miss Maud Brans-

co7nbe (No. 166), and Miss Mary
Anderson (No. 196), all from nega-

tives by Messra. Downey, are fine

works.

rio.Z6i-ladiianiDog. ^r. William England shows a
By f iiE WooDBuav Compa.nt. single frame containing four large

Swiss views, measuring something like 18 x 15. Mr. England's

work has been familiar to not only visitors to the annual exhibitions,

but to nearly the whole world, for years past; but, however good it

has been previously, we are constrained to confess that his first

venture into a large size seems to us to show better work than ever.

Messrs. Hunt and Thornton exhibit four frames of enlargements

on opal, which possess good qualities. No. 434 is especially good in

tone, though the subject is not a very prepossessing one.

No. 315—rAe Qood Samaritan. By Ltdbeli. Sawver.

equally good in the collection. The " good Samaritan " takes the
form of a girl, who is drawing water from a brook to give a drink
to a couple of thirsty horses returning from their day's toil. The

No. 31— r«nc(i«ii Boati. By Eobixsox akd Thompson'.

Tlie Autotype Company's general exhibit, numbering about a

dozen frames, includes work of great excellence. The Queen's

View, Loch Ttimmel (No. 10), from a negative by the veteran

G. W. Wilson, forms a handsome picture of a well-known piece

of Scottish landscape. A Peep at Derwentwater, by J. G. Sinclair

(No. 135), to which in conjunction with No. 217 a medal h.os been

awarded, is of mammoth size, and, despite our dislike to these

immense pictures, we must confess it to be one of the finest
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enlargenieiiU we Imve seen, Mr. Donkiii's Matterhorn (also enlarged

by the Company) being the only one of similar dinienaiona that can

approjich it. The Interior of the Church of the Knights of Malta
(No. 217), from a negative by Signor A. G. Tagli.-iferro, is the much-
abused picture several correspondents linvo told na a1)ont ; but, as

wo remarked in connection with tlie smaller picture, whatever its

mathematical defects in.iy be it is a good |)hotograpli nnd a picture,

and the enlargement ratlier enhances its beauties than its defects.

Vu'.tlc at Xoontide (No. 472), a sketch from Ulswaler, by Mr. .J. G'.

No. 472—Cattte at Neontid: By The Al-totyi'K Compaxt.

Sinclair, and exhibited in its enlarged form by the Company, is

chosen for illustration ; but it is impossible to convey in a mere line

block the idea of delicate distance and bold foreground which the

picture itself shows.

Mr. H. Forsyth is specially good in his landscape work, and it is

a pity his subjects are not more varied that we might see his

powere in other classes of landscape. Of his three views, On the

Wharfe (No. 428) strikes us .as decidedly the best, the atmospheric

effect, delicacy of the distance, and boldness of the foreground

combining to make it a most exquisite picture. His two views in

Bolton Woods are also fine pieces of work. One further word in

Mr. Forsyth's favour is that he makes his own plates. Perhaps a

good many who "score" medals know what that means, especially

when 1.') X 12 is the size.

No. 550—^ Bevtrie. Ity Edotx Svrrnr.LM.

We shall group together (though not so in the catalogue) the

frames of Messrs. W. Wainwright, Jun., and J. C. Sienning—two

members of the Amateur Field Cluli—whose subjects in the main

appear to have been selected from very much the same source—the

Ijake District, the locale of this year's rendezvous of the Club.

Mr. Wainwright's Colwisi force and Stybarroie Crag, in No. 366,

are remarkably goo I, both as pictures and aa photographs; and

in the same frame is a fine piece of woodland scenery in a view
in Bromley Hill Park. Mr. Stenning's Stybarroa Crag (No. 423)

—

two views, if we mistake not—will compare with Mr. Wainwright's
;

but the best picture in the frame is the centre one—a stndy of ferns

and foliage—one of the most exquisite "bits" it is possible to find.

Mr. .Stenning's Swifs Scraps (No. 602) are also good.

Mr. Charles Andreas (also a member of the Field Club) exhibits

a Sti/barrow Crag, but devotes his attention chiefly to other subjects.

His Interiors of Worcester Cathedral (No. 430) are especially good,

and also his instantaneous Views of London Streets (No. 410).

Mr. Wm. Brooks's picture. The Wreck (Nr). 538), is aptly described

in the accompanying lines from The Tempest—" A brave vessel,

dashed to pieces !" It represents an actual wreck—or what remains

of it—on the Cornish coast If we recollect rightly it is the ill-

fated steamer " Brest." Whatever the vessel may have been, the

picture sliows the probable results of venturing too near the pic-

turesque but dangerous coast of our most southerly county.

There are, no doubt, many more pictures in the Exhibition which

fully deserve notice ; but life is not long enough—or, rather, the

days at this time of year are not—to permit us in our spare

moments to get to know all the exhibits. For our sins of omission

we must, therefore, in closing our notices, beg our critical readers to

excuse us.

APPARATUS.
ALTHOtJQH not entered in the catalogue, having been received too

late, there are two well-made examples of the patent multiplex back,

patented by Messrs. J. Hare and H. J. Dale. These, with the other

exhibits, receive much attention from the visitors.

The leading feature in a camera exhibited by Mr. Herbert S.

Starnes is that which is implied in the catalogued title, " combined

camera, changing-box, and plate-box." The plates are stored in a

box to which admission is gained from the interior of the camera,

and, by inserting the hands through light-proof coverings, they may
be raised up to the place of exposure and again removed and placed

in the grooves of the box below.

A shutter, the movement of which may be either instantaneous

or protracted at will, attests to the inventive faculty of Mr. Thomas

Furnell. It consists of two flaps, one above and the other below

the lens, moving in succession, so that when the lens is uncovered

by the motion of one it is quickly capped by that of the other.

By mechanical means this action is either instantaneous or very

slow, or it may even be arrested midway. The shutter is operated

by a string or piece of twine, which is enclosed in a rubber tube.

Pressure upon the end of a ball at its termination effects a

loosening of the tension upon this string and a corresponding action

upon the mechanism.

The exhibits of Messrs. Sands and Hunter are somewhat

numerous, .and are such as to keep up the excellent position this

firm has secured in the world of photographic mechanica They

exhibit a book of an ingenious construction for containing plates

;

a camping lamp, which, we think, must prove very convenient

indeed ; a whole-plate revereible camera ; a camera of same dimen-

sions fitted with their " patent swing," and another with i-eversing

action. The workmanship of these is all that can be desired as

regards fitting and finish.

Messra J. L. Lane and Sons have a useful class of exhibits, well

made and well finished. This applies to three cameras which we

examined, as well as to a large sliele and a stand.

Mr. H. Moorse appears to be one of those who have not lieen up

to time, by which we mean sufficient time to have had bis exhibits

entered in the official catalogue. We, however, noticed among the

various contiibutions a light yet very steady stand, bearing the

name of this maker.

Concerning the apparatus as a whole, we may say that this

department appears to have >>een a most attractive feature in the

Exhibition ; auil, such being the case, it ought to Im; encnuraged and

special arrangements made in order to its being duly managed so as

to be productive of most good.

It may here be observed that hitherto no medal has been awarded

for apparatus ; but (we quote from the address of Mr, J. Glaisher
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the President, when awarding the medals on Tuesday evening last)

certain features of novelty in a camera exhibited by Mr. S. D.

McKellen, of Manchester, were, in the estimation of the Committee

of Awards, so excellent as to warrant them in giving a medal to

that gentleman.

AVe learn that the Exhibition of the Photographic Society of

Ireland (Dublin), wliich will be opened on Tuesday next, the 18th

instant, in the presence of the Loi'd Lieutenant, promises to be of

exceptional excellence. There are upwards of six hundred frames,

forming almost a representative collection. The medals will be

awarded—not, as usual, by appointed judges, but by the general

vote of the members.

At the Exhibition of the Newcastle and Northern Counties Photo-

graphic Association, which was opened on Tuesday last, the exhibits,

whicli are confined to members, number upwards of one hundred

and twenty. Mr. J. P. Gibson, of Hexham, took the medal for the

best set of three pictures ; and Mr. Goold, of Newcastle, the prize

for members who had not previuusly taken a med;tl or diploma.

The competition for the presentation picture of the Society will not

be decided until Tuesday next, the award being made by the votes

of members. We hope to give a more detailed report of the exhibi-

tion next week,

Mr. W. W. WiNTKR, whose name will be familiar to those of our

readers who take notice of the medallists of the year, and whose

works at the Exhibition in Pall Mall have received favourable

comment, does not appeal to the artistic feelings of his clientele

through his photographs alone. He caters for a still larger public,

and the inhabitants of Derby and its neighbourhood have lately

had an opportunity of seeing at his extensive premises—which

embrace large exhibition rooms in addition to his portrait studios

—

a larfe collection of works of art contributed by competitors drawn

from many and distant quarters. Yesterday week, as we learn

from the Derbyshire Advertiser, he was honoured by the presence of

the Mayor and Mayoress of Derby, many town councillors, and

a large and influential gathering of ladies and gentlemen to witness

the distribution of the prizes and diplomas to the successful com-

petitors. The proceedings passed off with complete success.

graphic print of the iris of the eye (the point of departure in this

comparison of identities) does not ailbrd a trustworthy unit of

measurement." We are, therefore, enabled to hope that plioto-

graphy may not be called in to aid in this gigantic imposture.

Speaking of experimental photographs, wo read in Science that

among the papers announced to be read at the Newport meeting of

the National Academy of Sciences, on October 10th to 16th, is one

on an experimental composite photograph of the members of tlic

Academy.

Readers of Professor Tyndall's Forms of Water will be familiar

with the fact of the gradual flow of the huge glaciers, the "sea of ice,"

&c., with his modes of measurement for proving the existence of the

flow. To achieve the same object Professor Simony has recently

taken a large number of photographs of the summit of the Hohe
Dachstein, of the Gosan Glacier, and tlie Karls icefield, in order to

execute future measurements. The plan is certainly excellent, and

will enable the more laborious part of the work to be performed in

the study, instead of upon the face of the ice with the mercury of

the thermometer almost out of sight.

Am interesting paper on thermometers was i-ead before the same
meeting as that to which Dr. Kayser's photographs were exhibited.

In it the writer. Professor Forster, reported several series of

experiments in the measurement of heat carried out by the

Standard Commission under his direction. As a result of these

investigations it appeared that the possible errors, even for the best

thermometers, were very considerable—so much so that it was

found a displacement of the fixed points by several degrees might

be brought about by repeated heatiugs up to 100" C.

The name of Dr. Kayser, in connection with photographs of light-

ning flashes, is well known ; but at a meeting of the Berlin

Meteorological Society last month he exhibited a photograph very

\inlike the ramified pictures now so familiar. This particular pic-

ture showed four unramified, irregularly-undulatory lines, running

in exact parallels from top to bottom, which must, by reason of

their parallelism, have arisen simultaneously or immediately after

one another in order that their discharges should have pursued the

same track. The first flash was further distinguished by a series of

light layers attached to one side of it. Dr. Kayser assumes that a

double discbarge had taken place, and the course had been displaced

by reason of a strong wind. Knowing the rate of the wind he was
able to calculate approximately the time between the discharges to

within some hundredths of a second.

OOR readers have heard of the identiscope and the Claimant, the
inventor of which instrument asserts he has discovered a true
means of establishing identity by superposing two portraits upon
one another, when, if certain fiducial points coincide, he holds it

proved that the pictures are of one and the same individual. The
theory is very pretty, but Mr. Erancis Galton—who ought to know
more than anyone else of the effect of superimposed pictures

—

utterly demolishes the theory and completely exposes the fallacy in
Nature of the 13th ult. At the conimeuceraent he points out that
in the campaign which, according to the Pall Mall Gazette, is about
to be run in the country on behalf of the Claimant by "six of the
best orators whom money can collect, * # * supplied bv a
hundred identisoopes, the pictures to be combined will be not
photographs, but drttv.itigs in bold lines maae from them." How-
ever, even with photographs Mr. GuUon shows the untrus*worthi-
ness of the method of the identiscooe, and in every vay points oi.;

its uselessness. He conolndes—" Fi)^^t, that the fact of tv. j photo-
graphs blending harmoniously is no assurance of the identity of the
persons portrayed. Secondly, when drawings made from portraits

are shown to bleud, it does not follow that the portraits from which
they were drawn would blend equally well. And, lastly, the photo-

" Wan'tbd, a photograph !

" Any photographer who can obtain Ji

photograph of the latest addition to our knowledge of natural

history would be sure of an immense sale for his picture. He will

have no further to go than a small island on the river Amazon, and

the object to be photographed is a small bird called a " gipsy " by

the inhabitants, but whose claim to fame rests not upon its name
but upon its possession during the early period of its existence of

four feet. The fact that monotremes were oviparous with meso-

blastio ovum was considered to be the most important intelligence

ever sent by Eastern cable ; but this fact, if fact it be, of a four-

footed bird is still more wonderful Who will produce the first

photograph 1

If a little time agowe gave our readers extracts from the works of some
eminent astronomers which were the reverse of encouraging to those

who have the welfare of photography at heart, we may this week
point to the words of one of our foremost English astronomei-s who,

so far from depreciating the usefulness of photography for scientific

purposes, reaches a pitch of enthusiasm in describing what has been

done, and what under certain easily-realisable contingencies could

be done, by the combined aid of optics and photography. The
Cantor lectures, delivered by J. Norman Lockyer, F.R.S., on Some
New Optical Instniments, are most interesting to read, and the

latter one, which is devoted in the main to photographic astronomy,

will be given in a future number.

TwBNTT years ago thp man who would have predicted that photo-

graphy was likely to prove such a stepping-stone to fortune that

the high office of Lord Mayor would be held by one who had
attained a commanding position by the commercial pursuit of

the art would have been a fair butt for saroism. Yet, as our

readers are aware, such a hypothetical vaticination has been ful-

filled this year in the election of Alderman Nottage as Lord Mayor
of London. Mr. Justice Grove, acting in the absence of the I,ord

Chief Justice at the official reception of his lordship, made a happy
allusion to the Stereoaqopic Company, tracing the invention of the

stereoscope to Leonardo da Vinci's discoxery of the true functions

of the eyes in binocular vision, he having pointed out (in his

treatise Traitato della Pitltva), that each eye saw a different

picaire, the coalescence of which enabled the sensation of relief to

be felt. The speaker also bore high testimony to the present

position, and the possible future, of photography. We are sure that

all our readers will join Mr. Justice Grove in his congratulations

to the Lord Mayor upon his acceding to the dignity of the high

ottice, and they cannot but possess a feeling of gratification at the
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dignity of tlieir profession in readinjj the learned justice's further

congrutulationa to the Lord Mayor, upon " having in your honour-
able pursuit been connected with matters of sucli great interest,

differing so greatly from the common matters of business with
which most Lord Mayors have been concerned."

RECENT RESEARCHES IN THE CHEMISTRY OF THE
HALOGENS. '

Ai.L students of photographic chemistry will be careful to note
anything which is done towards extending our knowledge of the
reaction of the halogens. A great deal has been written of late

upon the affinities of the Iialogens and the inverse displacements

—

so difficult to comprehend—which the haloid silver salts can be
proved to undergo under certiiin conditions. Thus, it has long been
known that, in the general way, the affinities of the halogens are in

the order—chlorine, bromine, iodine, fluorine ; but that, under
certain circumstances, the affinities appear in the inverse order.

Merthelot, who has given mucli attention to this question, has
recently published some most elaborate researches, which seem to

prove conclusively that these displacements are in perfect accordance
with the law of " thermic maximum ;" that is to s.iy, that the system
which disengages the most heat is formed by preference. It is not,

however, very comforting, from a photographic point of view, to

know that thermo-chemical laws are able to explain the apparent
lapriciousness of certain elements, inasmuch as the reactions which
take place in photographic operations are generally too complex and
on too small a scale for calorimetric investigation.

Some light has recently been thrown upon the peculiar properties

of silver iodide when heated. Rodwell found that the iodide

suddenly contracts considerably between 142° and 145-6°, and after-

wards expands regularly. Mallard and Le Chatelier have recently

shown that silver iodide is dimorphous. These investigators found
that on reaching 138° the colour of silver iodide suddenly changes
from deep yellow to a yellowish-white, and, when examined by
polarised light, it is proved to pass fi-om the hexagonal to the cubic
system at a temperature of 146°, absorbing 6'S calories in the change.

This change of crystalline form and absorption of heat would suffi-

ciently account for the sudden contraction observed by Rodwell.
A great deal of attention has lately been paid to the methods of

separating the mixed halogens in analysis, and, as this is a question

which intimately concerns the quantitative analysis of photographic
chemicals, it will perhaps be useful to give a brief summary of

some of the more recent methods which have been suggested. The
following method hivs been proposed for detecting traces of iodine

in mixtures containing large quantities of chlorine and bromine.

It is in reality a modification of Duflos' process for determining the

iodine in iodides by boiling with ferric chloride, and condensing the
vapours in a concentrated solution of potassic iodide. This method
is not applicable when bromides are present, as bromine passes over
with iodine ; but if ferric .sulphate be employed instead of the

chloride only the iodine is volatilised. This reaction may be con-

veniently used for testing commercial potassic iodide for chlorine, as

all the chlorine remains behind in the retort, quite free from iodine.

Bloxam has proposed a simple plan for separating silver cyanide

from silver chloride by treating the mixture with hot dilute nitric

acid, in which the cyanide is soluble.

A simple method for the estimation of mixed chlorides, bromides,
and iodides is based upon Field's observations on the convei'sion of

silver chloride into bromide by the action of potassic bromide, and
of the bromide into iodide by potassic iodide. The mixed haloid

silver salts are dissolved in an aqueous solution of potassic cyanide

of just sufficient strength to dissolve them completely. Potassic

bromide is now added equal to the weight of the original silver

salts, and the excess of cyanide is decomposed by sulphuric acid.

The precipitate now contains only bromide and io<lide of silver. It

is weighed, and again dissolved as before. Potassic iodide, equal

to one and a-quarter times the original weight, is added, and the ex-

cess of cyanide decomposed as before. The precipitate now contains

only silver iodide, which is weighed, and the proportion of chlorine,

bromine, and iodine is calculated from ttie difierence in the three

weighings. ' J. Vincest Elsbek.

FIXING SILVER PRINTS WITHOUT HYPOSULPHITE.
It is a well-known fact that small quantities of chloride of silver

are soluble in ammonia, as well as in the chlorides of sodium,
ammonium, &a, and though solvents are not suflicjently i)ower-

ful to be used as fixing agents for silver prints. • *
'

' i

Being engaged in the prodaction of tranapareneien on gtaM by the
aid of the collodio-chloride process a few days ago, I was struck by
the thin layer of chloride and citrate of silver contained in the films,

and at once tried the action of the above-named solvents on them.
Liquid ammonia cleared the hlms immediately ; a concentrated

solution of common salt took about tive minutes to dissolve the
whitish tilni, the chloride disappearing before the citrate.

I next tried to lix untoned collodio-chloride prints npon paper in
the sanfe way. Ammonia has the same effect as the usoal five-per-

cent, solution of hyposulphite, but one cannot think of using it in

large quantities in open trays, because of its fumes.
Solution (concentrated) of chloride of sodium is a little slow in

action. I, therefore, tried a saturated solution of chloride of

ammonium, in which I left the prints for an hour. It may Ije that

a shorter time is sufficient or that longer soaking is necessary, but
my observations lead me to think that one hour is a safe time. The
prints came out of the bath with the same brownish-yellow colour

which also the hyposulphite imparts to them. I washed the

prints for one minute under the tap, dried them, and exposed them

—

one half being covered with black paper—to the light Till now they
have had only a few horn's of sunshine and ten days of diffused light

;

not a trace of difference is observable in the protected and the exposed
parts. Of coui-se, this time is not at all sufficient to prove that the
fixing is perfect. I shall leave the prints in the window and report
on their behaviour.

I next toned a batch of prints in an old toning bath of

tungstate of soda, very weak in gold, for the usual time of ten

minutes, and kept them for an hour in the chloride of ammonium.
After drying they had an unpleasant slate-blue colour, showing that

too much gold had been deposited on them. I, therefore, prepai-ed

another batch of prints, which I left only one minute in the gold

bath ; in the chloride bath they took a vigorous purplish-brown
colour, but showed to be somewhat over-exposed, although I bad
taken care to print less than for hypo, fixing.

Now, if this way of fixing prints will prove to be safe—which only
time can teach us—we shall have the advantage of doing away with
hyposulphite, of using less gold for toning, and shortening the time
of printing.

Comparing the prints with others fixed with hyposulphite, I find

that the finest half-tones are better preserved, and that from under-
exposed negatives better results are to be obtained.

If the chloride of ammonium do not sufficiently fix the prints I

am sure we shall succeed by adding to it some ammonia. The fixing

might be done in the upright ve.ssels in which the prints are hung..

Since writing the above I have tried to fix bromo-gelatine plates

of difl'erent makers in the saturated salt solution, and I think with
perfect success. It takes from two to three and a-half hours to

clear the film ; addition of liquid ammonia hastens the process.

Albumen paper prints lose their chloride in the bath, but the
albumeuate of silver remains and deepens in colour by light.

The collodion prints show no sign of alteration in light up to the

present time. Ed. Liesboano, Ph.D.

SULPHITE OF SODA IN THE DEVELOPER.
After a careful consideration of the several experiments described

in the editorial article hist week, I am inclined to think that the

difierence of opinion concerning the true function of sulphite of

soda in the developer (there referred to) is not satisfactorily ex-

plained by the hypothesis that sulphate of soda was present in my
previously-recorded experiments, which had led me to suppose that

sulphite of soda greatly retarded development. My reason for

doubting the sufficiency of the explanation will appear directly.

In the meantime I may just say, in reference to the Editors'

remarks on "things of an opposite character," I am willing to allow

the stricter accuracy of their phrase—"different degrees of the same
cliaracter;" but the general sense of my argument seemed to re-

quire the word "opposite." Further: respecting the assumption
tnat because an agent is a developer it, therefoj-e, cannot be a
retarder of development, I respectfully refer the Editors to an
article at page 501 of The British .Tocrsal of Photoor.\pht, on
Oallic Acid iti the Deceloper—A New Restrainer, for coDfirmation of

the seeming paradox.

Now for my reasons for venturing to question the Editors' expla-

nation of the difference of opinion before referred to. If they will

take the trouble to look at the details of my experiments, aa

previously described, they will see that I make my sulphite of soda

by adding sulphurous acid to a solution of carbonate of soda imme-
diately before development; and, therefore, it is not likely that

sulphate of soda could be present (unless the acid were iiu|NrT«),
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because there was no time for oxidation to take place. Still, a
developer thus prepared was found to work muoii more slowly than
pyro. and carbonate of soda alone, so I came to the conclusion that
sulphite of soda exercised a retarding action on development.
However, the admirable experiments recorded in the editorial

article under consideration appear to leave very little room for

doubting that I was mistaken in my supposition. I now think that

the fault which was ascribed to sulphite of soda was, perhaps, due
to another agent, unsuspected at the time, namely, carbonic acid

;

for, according to Fownes, "even boiling water absorbs a perceptible

quantity of this acid, so, of course, more or less of it would
necessarily remain in the developing solution." It is probable the

action of this acid, and not the sulphate of soda, as alleged by the

Editors, may explain the difference of our conclusions, and this con-

jecture is supported by the facts that the bioarbonates do not

promote development, and the subcarbonates are more energetic

than the carbonates. Moreover, all this seems to agree with a new
fact which I have observed when mixing pyro. with one or the

other of the sulphites to pi-eserve it. Thus, when the pyro. is

dissolved first in a given quantity of sulphurous acid, and a
saturated solution of carbonate of soda, potiish, or ammonia is

added until neutralisation takes place, the mixture is clearer than
when the pyro. is dissolved in a solution of sulphite of soda directly.

I was perplexed with this fact, but the theory that carbonic acid is

a powerful restrainer of development fully explains it.

In conclusion : I will only ask that my remarks from first to last

may be regarded from a practical point of view. It has not been
my intention to attempt to cope with the Editors on theoretical

ground, for I well know their strength and my own weakness
thereon. W. Haxsos.

[We are glad our valued correspondent is willing to (shall we
g.ay ?) meet us half way. With regard to the question of sulphurous

acid we may, however, say that that is quite as likely to oxidise

before as after conversion into sulphite if kept in solution. As
regards the gallic acid parallel—or suggested parallel—there can be

no analogy, since gallic acid, though a developer in conjunction

with silver, is not necessarily so in conjunction with alkali. The
crux of this particular question lies here:—-Sulphite of soda plus
pyrogalhd will develope a picture

;
gallic acid plus pyrogallol will

not. Therefore it is not on all fours with sulphite. Turning to

carbonic acid : we called attention to its restraining action when
Mr. J. McKean pulilished his A^ew Departure in Alkaline Develop-

ment, and we are at present engaged in a series of experiments with

a view of fixing its actual restraining power, of which there is not

e least doubt.

—

Eds.]
•

PHOTOGRAPHIC INDUSTRIES.

A LANTERN SLIDE PAINTER'S STUDIO.
Thb leading characteristic in the painting of a lantern slide, as

contrasted with any other class of painting extant, consists in this

—

that the former must be so finely executed as to bear being
examined tlimugh a somewhat poweiful magnifying glass. In the

small space of three inches, more or less, such an amount of detail

and finish has to be compressed as to stand critical examination
when enlarged to twenty or thirty feet.

Photography, when employed as a means of reproducing a sharp
original, does so in a manner which is quite as perfect as the most
fastidious can desire, even when such reproduction is on a scale of

magnitude far transcending the original as measured by angular
extent. But, in every instance in which the peculiar skill of the

colourist or painter is employed in the construction of the picture

that is to be examined under these enlarged conditions, the

skill must be of an order altogether different from that displayed

by oniinary painters on crtnvas, because the result of the artistic

ability of the latter is to be submitted for the examination of the
public under conditions of diminution, this being dependent upon
the drstance intervening between the spectator and tlie paintniLf

;

whereas, iii Hie former case, every detail is intended to be practicallv

exa .une.l through a mignifying glass having a considerable degree
of power. The skill req^iired by the lantern transparency painter
is, tlierefiire, milch In exce-ss uf that of ihe painter on canvas, seeing
tliat lie must proiluoe an effect similar to that of the artist who
Works on ilie large scale of delineation, while he must do so with
uiicioscopic skill in nlmost microscopic dimensions. The painting
iif H lantern slide is, ilierefore, a work involving a far higher degree
i( skill ihtii when the result is a picture of large dimensions.

liiiiidoii can ju-itly lioaat of being the residence of several artists

who miike r apecialit^of lantern transparencies, and vrho have made I

for this city a name and reputation. A special request preferred-to
one of these artists, Mr. Chatham Pextou, of Bryantwood-road,
HoUoway, whom we had known as the producer of several excellent
works for the lantern, secured us an immediate invitation to visit

his establishment and describe to our readers everything we should
see likely to prove of interest to them.
Having been ushered into a studio in which a number of young

ladies were seen seated at easels, and engaged in one or other of the
multifarious branches of transparency painting, we first of all

inquired of Mr. Pexton if there were any secrets in his profession
that we would witness, yet which he might not consider desirable
to be described to the public. The reply of Mr. Pexton was—
" Write and describe whatever you see ; we have no secrets here

;

we trust to skill alone, and not to any fanciful methods of mixing or
applying colours."

While watching the painting of a lantern transparency on a
photographic basis, we could not but admire the skill displayed in
making a sky possessing uniformity, and which is considered a
difficult feat. This was effected in the following way :—The
transparency having been placed on the easel, and the palette
sot with a range of colours from oil tubes, the blue pigment,
previously modified with an admixture of varnish, was applied at
the top with broad sweeps from left to right in such a manner as to

become lighter and lighter as the horizon w.as approached. But just
previous to this stage being reached other colours, of the rose matlder
class, were blended so as to bring the sky down to the horizon in a
warm and pleasant tone. The sky was now ready for having the
colours blended together .and made to run into one .another with
such imperceptible grading as to pi-esent the .appearance of one
harmonious and continuous whole rather than a succession of tints.

The deft application of the point of the finger effected this, and
although it appeared to be accomplished with much ease, yet we could
plainly see that it required great care and skill to ensure a uniform
result. In reply to our question concerning the .advantages of other
methods of equalising skies or broad tints—such as ilabbing brushes,
the fingers of leather gloves, and expedients of a similar kind—Mr.
Pexton informed us that he found the finger to be the best means
for obtaining this effect. Smoothness of texture of the skin and the
most scrupulous cleanliness were essentials towards producing the
highest class of results. To show the perfection that could be
attained, he requested one of his lady assistants to lay a uniform
tint upon a piece of plain glass. This w.as done, and such was the
smoothness and uniformity secured that, had we not witnessed the
operation, we would have thought it had been produced by pouring
a clear-coloured varnish over the surface of the glas.s.

The sky having been laid in, the production of clouds is the next
step. This involves a high artistic pex-ception. Everyone knows
how exceedingly beautiful are some of the clouds in a high-class
lantern slide. Nay, so beautiful and fascinating may they be ren-
dered as sometimes to prevent the eye from readily resting upon the
scene below ; and the character of this scene is greatly modified by
the clouds. In no department of slide painting is there greater
scope for artistic revelling than in the formation of clouds and skies.

Taking up a photographic transparency of a Scottish coast scene,

in which were several fishing boats careering upon a glassy sea,

Mr. Pexton said that to paint such a scene in the most effective

manner, so as to " bring down the house," it ought to be made a
moonlight study. At our request the transparency was treated in

this manner, and never was a more magical change presented. The
moon, which was " picked out " after the sky and sea had been
draped in the solemn blue and green characteristic of moonlight,
shone brightly and tipped the edges of the sails and rigging of the
boats, and by the skilful use of what we may designate "delicate little

artistic scalpels" its beams danced upon the scarcely-rippling water-.

We inquired concerning the production of what is known in the
lantern trade as " tales," and were told that these subjects are first

drawn upon cardboard on a somewhat large scale, and finished in

light and shade with the most scrupulous care. The test for good
finishing in this drawing consisted in enlarging a three-inch photo-
graph obtained from it up to forty feet. The production of these
originals was attended with great cost, as a high degree of artistic

skill was involved ; and, although many figures were frequently
introduced, it was necessary that the likenesses of each charac-
teristic figure should be maintained throughout the whole series.

Mr. Pexton showed us the original drawings of some sets which
are now being brought out commercially, and so fine were they
that we have conceived a respect for pictures of the fairy tale and
kindred classes we had not previously experienced.

" What about preserving a becoming distinction between painting
photographs intended for strong lime-light illumination on the one
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ijanJ anil tliu uii lamp uii lliu oilier I'' wo iiiquiiLil. We were in-

formed that this received special attention when photographers or

dealers specified the nature of the light to be employed ; but in the

absence of such information tliere was a medium degree of force em-
j)loyed which suited both systems of ligiiting. A room immediately
over tlie studio was furnished with lanterns of the various classes,

aud even during braad daylight, when it could be rendered quite

dark, a customer desiring to see any special effect could be shown,
on the screen, the picture on a disc of any determinate demensions
and by any class of light. This was found to be very convenient
for those who desired special effects of painting to be produced in

their pliotogra|)hs, and who at the expense of waiting for a brief

period could witness the precise effect produced before the trans-

parency was mounted.
We may say, in passing, tliat in the show-cases of Mr. Pextou we

8aw many beautiful specimens of single, biuuial, and triple lanterns

of elegant designs. He a|)pears to give the preference to albumen
as the medium upon which to produce the photograph ; but as we
saw many exquisite paintings which had been produced upon the

works of York, Wilson, Valentine, and others who are understood
to use collodion, as well as upon those of Mr. George Smith, of the

Seiopticon Company, whose works are on gelatine, we arrive at the

conclusion that if the photographic transparency be really fine it

matters but little by what process it is produced. The test for

excellence in the transparency, as regards the chances of its pro-

ducing a tine etVect when painted, consists in laying it, face down,
upon a sheet of white paper, and observing if there be any degrada-

tion of the purity of the paper when seen through the high lights.

If there be, then the photograph is unsuited for being transformed

into a picture of the highest class.

RECENT PATENTS.

PATEXT SICALED, Xovembeb 7, 18S4.

Xo. 10,i>r)0.
—"Improvements in Cameras;'' a communication from C. Rae

Smith, New Yiuk. A. H. Kekd, 90, Cannon-street, London.—X)«<«</

Ai-mdki, 1884.

Dabk St.ide kob Photographic Camkrasi.

By Arthur Pullertox Howmaw, Oeorge-street, Oxford.

My invention relates to a siiiiplt; and inexpensive constniction of slide for

photographic cameras, whereby I provide effectually a<,'ain8t admission of

iij-'ht to the sensitised )il»te within.
It consists of an u^r. r rectangular frame with a back fixed thereto, the

two sides and bottom of the frame being made with grooves to receive the
edges of a tfnn metal slide which forms the front cover, and the bottom
having also an imder groove to receive one edge of the sensitised plate.

The top of the frame has on its inside a recess containing a rebated strip

pressed downw-ai-ds by a spring, and has above that a groove holding a strip

which is pressed forwards by a spring. There is also a spring on the back
which presses against the sensitised plate, keeping it steady against
shaking. When the ijlate is in the frame it is held at its lower edge ni the
groove at the bottom of the frame, and at its top edge by the rebate of the
strip pressed downwards by a spring, and it is covered by the thin metal
plate wliich is slid in from the top and is held in the grooves of the two
sides and bottom. On withdrawing this slide the sensitisetl plate is ex-

posed in front, aud light is prevented from entering b;^ the top of the frame
by the strip, which is pressed forward by a spring closing the slit by which
tne metal plate is withdrawn.

[Certain drawings accompanied the complete specification which it is un-
necessary here to give.]

ffi^ttin^s of ^atittm,—

—

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
ilita or HMtlog. Kama of Sodety. Flacs or Haotlne.

November 18 . .
• Bolton Club

11) ..1 Photojfraphic Club
„ »)..' London and Provincial

The Studio, Chanrory-bnc.
Andorton's Hotel, Fleet-street.

Masons' Hall, Basinghall-street.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OP GREAT BRITAIN.
The first ordinary monthly meeting of this Society for the present session

was held on Tuesday last, the lltn inst., at thejtijillcry, 5a, Pall Mall
East,-Mr. James ttlaishcr, F.R.S., President, in the chair.

The miiuites of the previous meeting having been read and confirmed,
- the foUowiu,' gentlemen were elected nieml>ers of the Society :- Mcssi-s.

• 'W. M. C^ioMch, V. MachcU Smith. JO. Smithells, (!. E. Thompson, T.

Purnell, W. Brooks, Henry Smith, W. P. Alarsli, Ernest E. White, ti. H.
.M, Whish, .r. .!. Smith, J. Mason Harrison, Charles Harrison,

.C. P. W. Sage, W. E. Halse. A. Spiller. F. Harrison hnw, M.lt.C.S.,

M. Loring, S. Stngall Higli:un, T. C. Turner, >Inn., Ji. U. Wilkins<>n,

Jun., T. Heanlaii, P. Maude, T. E. Freshwater, J. (4. Oibbs, H. U.
Moberly, M. U. Clerk, Ke.. J. S. Knight, K.X., II. S. Mendelssohn,

T. Whitehead, A. Mackio, K. U. Murray, P.R.G.S., P.S.S., G. H. Hoot,
U. Barnott, M. Auty, G. Hadley, W. W. Winter, J. L«/»yetto, S. D.
MoKollen. J. Bracabridxc Hilditch, Hon. Slingsl.y Bethcll, B. MylM,
J. Harris Stone, M. A., F.l^.S., F.C.S., and .1. Duncan Peirco.

In reply to the Chainiiaii's inquirv re«|)ecling the Exhibition medftli,
The Hon. Tueasuiikr (.Mr. W. 8. Bird) atoted that through some littla

hitch the medals had not arrived in time for the meeting. He had •
promise that they should be delivered by nine o'clock, and fie hoped they
Avould arrive before the meeting closed.
The CiiAiKMAN said it would gratify the inombera to learn that the num-

ber of attendances at the Exhibition was even better than last year. In
1883 the number of members was 718 ; this year it was 781, being 63 more
than that of the previous year. In 1883 the number of tickets reached
4,(Mti. This year the number was 3,732. In 1883 the number who paid
was 4,057. This year there had been 4,477. The amount received at the
doors last year was £227 9s. ; this year they had taken t'244 ."is. As each
year the attendance was larger than that of the previous year, and the
money takings likewise increased, so he hojied it Would continue; it was
also satisfactory for the Sixjiety to know that their work was so much
appreciated. Sjjeaking of the jurors, he said their work was laborioos.
Every picture was separately examined by each juror, who assigned a certain
numlier to it ; these figures were summed up, and from the totals obtained
the highest received the medals. The jurors had accomplished their diffi-

cult task in the most faithful manner, aud he asked that the usual vote of
thanks bo accorded to them.
The vote being accorded.
The Chairman ref|uested the members to accord a vote of thanks to tho

Hanging Committee, which was done. He then called u|x)n ilr. Arnold
Spiller to read a paper on HydroxyUimine I/ted a» a Developing Ai/eni.
Mr. A. Si'ii.LER, having traced the history of hydroxylamine, said he

first brought it under notice about two months ago in an article published
in the Photographic News. Since then he hail made further experiments,
and now took the earliest opportunity of bringing it before the Society.
Hydroxylamine, he sajd, was one of the numerous ammonia compounds,
having the formula; X'HjO. By replacing one atom of hydrogen with
hydric oxide there was a bond of affinity obtained which might be repre-
sented thus ;

—

,^ OH
NC^- H

Hydroxylamine chloride or hydrochlorate could be easily produced in an
aqueous solution, and it had the proixjrty of decomposing silver bromide
when in the presence of a caustic alkali into metallic silver, bromide of

sodium, water, and nitrous oxide, as shown by the following equation :

—

2XH,0 + 4A!,'Br +4NaOH=4Ag-f3HjO + 4XaBr-fNsO.
This was illustrated by mixing the com|Hments in a beaker, when

metallic silver was shown to be reduced. Mr. Spiller further stated that,

unlike pyrogallol, this substance does not absorb oxygen tn>m the atmo-
sphere, neither does it stain the film. It is now an expensive salt, but if

in constant use there is no reason why it should not be cheap. The deve-
loper, suited to an ordinary good commercial plate, was given as follows :

—

Hydroxylamine chloride 2 grains.

Caustic soda 5 ,,

Bromide of potassium J grain.

Water 1 ounce.
The caustic soda takes the place of ammonia, and hydroxylamine sup-

plants pyrogallol. It admits of a wide latitude of exposure, and, not being
an oxygen absorbent, enables better colours to be obtained—cs|>ecially so

with gelatino-bromide jiajwr. The only drawback is a reticulation of the
film in those plates where soft gelatine had been employed. Examples of

negatives and bromide paper so develoi>ed were pa.ssed round. By modi-
fying the proportions several colours could be obtained on gelatino-

cliloride plates, many of which were admirably suited for the lantern. In
conclusion : he hoped photographers would give the new developer a trial,

aud make known their results.

Mr. W. E. Dede.vham remarked that Mr. Wellington had shown trans-

parencies on bromide plates, developed with hydroxylamine. The colours

were very beautiful, but they had a defect, viz., a puncture somewhat like

that of a needle point all over them. The plates were a slow batch, nude
expressly for transparencies.

Mr. J. Spiller remembered pyrogallol bein^ sold at 16s. per otmce.
There was not tho least reason why hydroxylamine should not come dowu
from its present high price—lOs. Gd. per ounce—as pyro. had done.
Mr. Leo.v Warnebke inquired whether it was found to be a more power-

ful developer than pyro. or ferrous oxalate.

Mr. A. Spiller, in reply, said the punctured markings referred to were
caused by the use of a soft gelatine ; they were due to an evolution of

nitrous oxide in the film. It was not so |M)werful an agent as p]rro. or
oxalate, but by increasing the alkali there would be more detail obtained.

A hearty vote of thanks having been accorded to Mr. Spiller,

The Chairman said he was glad to find a new niemlx-r making a good
beginning. He ho|>e<I to hear other jiaiici-s from Mr. Spiller, and that other

new members would follow his example.
Owing to the abscuco of Captain .-ibney from Loudon, his pa|>cr on The

Siement Unit Lamp Applied to Phot9<jraph>i was read by the Honorary
Secretary, W. F. IjoiiKin, Esq., M.A., &c. Captain Abiiey mentionci
several forms of unit lamps hitherto recommended, but few wt>rked as well

as " Siemens'." The priiici|)al jxiints in this lamp were the fixed diamet*rr

of wick 2-lt>tlis of an inch, aud a gauge fixed at a suitable distance, the top
of which was 2.6 inches from the level of the fUiuc. Acetat<' of amyl, a
sulwtanoo very cheai> in (<ermany, was found to be best suited to bum in

this lamp, and in ca.se of draught Captain Alniey suggested tho addition of

a glass (^liimuey or cylinder; also an eslinKuishing screw-cap ti^ prevent
cva|>or.itioii wli'eu out of use. He (Captain Abncy* had tried it with a
sensitometer 18 inches off, and obtained the same illumiuating power as the

phuepli"ieB;«nt tablet, aud found it was thoroughly reliable. Any ordioarjr
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spirit lamj) could be utilised if the burner was of the same dimeusionsas
that previoirely mentioned; and, as acetate of amyl was easy to obtain,

anyone could have a standard light much better than the ordinary standard
candle.

Mr. J. Spil.i.ER remarked that there would be no diilioulty in making
jicrfectlv pure acetate of amyl, should it be required for this purpose.
Mr. W. Bedford referred 1 1 difficulties ne met with when testing

.stiindard lights due to reflections, .and said that, as so nmch de[)eaded on
the surroundings, an absorber was required as well as a reflector.

Mr. T. Sebastian Davis, having experienced similar difficulty, now took
the precaution to place a reflector one metre behind the flame of his lani]).

Mr. Debenham suggested that Mr. Bedford use the simple flame direct

from the lamp, lining the lamp with black velvet and making use of a
velvet-lined tube, thus cutting off all reflection.

A vote of thanks having; bc^n passed to Captain Abney for his pavier.

The CuAiRM.iN congratulated the following, who were awarded medals
by the Society :—Mrs. S. G. Payne, Messrs. Vittoria Sella, \V. P. Marsh,
ll. P. Rt)binson, The Autotype Company, Messrs. C. Grassin, G. Kenwick,
H. B. Berkeley, Sig. A. Tagliaferro, H. S. Mendelssohn, J. Werge,
on behalf of the family of the late Mr. J. Hubbai-d, G. West and Sons,
Adam Diston, G. Hadley, J. Lafayette, T. and R. Annan, J. Atkinson,
M. Auty. E.\tra medals :—J. Gale (transparencies), S. D. McKellen (im-

provements in cameras). The medals not having arrived, the Chairman
was unable to present them as usual.

The Chairman said there were many others who had sent pictures of

sreat merit, and to whom he should like to ha\e presented medals, among
whnrn were the works of Miss Cotesworth, Messrs. Dixon, Willis, Pointer,
(lillard, Malcolm Clerk, Sutcliffe, Cai)tain Abney, A. and G. Taylor,
Seymour Conway, Myles, School of Military Engineering, Robinson and
Thompson, \V. Wainwright, Jun., &c., &c., all of which were so good that
he only wished medals had been awarded to them as well. Mr. Furnell's
shutter was beautiful in its arrangements, and none the worse for the hard
usage such things usually get. Jlr. Cadett's new shutter was also good,
and he could s[X!ak highly of all the apparatus shown. Their's was not a

] irofessional Society, yet professionals had a majority of the awards this

year. Hitherto, amateurs had taken the majority of medals ; but he nmst
say that the amateurs were getting a little behind. He had noticed that
elsewhere as well, and hoped that they would strive to keep up with, if not
to surpass, their professional brethren.
Before closing the meeting he wished to congratiUate the Society on its

large accession of new members. He hoped they would be all workers, and
that the Society would do as good scientific work in the future as it had done
iA the past.

It was announced that the next technical meeting will take place on
Tuesday, the 2.5th inst., and the next ordinary meeting on Tuesday,
December the 9th.

Some of the medals having arrived before the meeting closed, the Chair-
man presented them to the resi^jctive winners who were present ; after which
the meetins,' was adjourned, to allow the members to take a final view of
the pictures.

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
At the meeting of this Society, held on Thursday, the 6th instant, the chair
was occupied by Mr. W. E. Debenham.
Mr. Herbert S. Starnes referred to the proposal, brought before the

))revious meeting in a letter read by Mr. Henderson, to use the screens of
coloured medium for dark-room illumination set at an .angle to each other.
He thought that the idea was of no use for the dark room.
The Chairman quite coincided with the view expressed by the chairman

(Mr. W. K. Burton) of the previous meeting—that the setting of screens at
an angle to each other would only be tiseful on the supposition that the
irregularities of the medium took the form of tubes i)erpendicular to the
surface. With textile fabrics not filled up by a glaze this condition obtained
to some extent, but with glass and the mediums in general use there would
be no advantage in the plan suggested, and it would occupy considerable
space.

Mr. J. J. Bbiginshaw, alluding to what had been said abimt toning
with a solution of gold without alkaline salt, said that he had made a very
dilute solution of gold and found that an ordinary washed print toned in it

in the space of half-an-hour. A print that had,"before being immersed in
the same gold bath, been passed through a solution of carbonate of soda
toned in ten minutes.
Mr. T. Waltenberg had had a new experience with ready-sensitised

paper, a batch recently taken into use giving red spots and toning slowly.
Sir. Starnes and Mr. J. Barker iiad also recently found the same

trouble, and the latter gentlemair thought it was due to decomposition
of the albumen.
The Chairman did not think that this was the probable cause. Some

twenty years ago there was a paper introduced into the market that smelt
horribly, but it gave particularly rich jirints free irma mealiness.
A Member inquired whether there was any method, other than the

tentative and experimental one, of finding the chemical focus of the object
glass of a telescope.

Mr. J. B. B. Wellington suggested sloping the plate and noting the
portion that came the shiarpcst.

Mr; S, G. M. McKcllan was elected a member.

SOUTH LONDON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The ordinary monthly meeting of this Society was held on Thursday,
the fith inst., in the rooms of the Six-iety of Arts, John-street, .Vdelphi,

—

Ml'. AV. .Vckland in thii chair.

The Se<'rktabv liaving read the minutes of the last meeting, and these
hiving been ajijiroied, iiroceeded to gi'.e the result of the cii-culars issued

to the members requesting each to give his opinion as to whether the
Society should be carried on or not. Twenty-five replies bad in all been
received. Of those who replied seven were acainst the continuation of the
Society, nine were in favour of it, and nine were doubtful. Ho (the
Secretary) then went on to say a few words in favour of the continuance of
the Society, and suggested that it should be announced at the present
meeting that certain proposals for alterations of the rules of the Society be
brought before the next meeting. These proposed alterations were briefly

as follow :—To do away witli the five shillinss subscription for country
members, except in the case of ladies. To alter the rule with regard to
members in arrears with their subscriptions. To have only three vice-

presidents. To have twelve members on the conunittee.
It was proposed by Mr. W. M. Ash.man, and seconded by Mr. W. K.

Burton, that Mr. Ackland be elected President.
The following gentlemen were then proposed .is Vice-Presidents :—Mr.

H. Trueman Wood, Mr. F. York, and Mr. T. Bolas.
The following were proposed as members of the Committee :—Messrs.

yV. M. Ashman, A. Mackie, W. K. Burton, E. Dunmore, W. Cobb, J. A.
Harrison, J. J. Briginshaw, A. L. Henderson, E. Cocking, J. Xesliit, H.
Wiliner, W. H. Preatwich, V. HoUyer, W. Brooks, and T. Bolas. The
officers were to be bal otcd for at the next meeting.
Mr. J. Traill Tavlor then gave a discursive lecture On Florida,

illustrated by numerous photographic transparencies exhibited on a twenty-
foot screen, some of which were beautifully coloured. Ho described the
whole ijrocess of forming a iilantation, from the clearing of the land to the
husbanding of the orange and other crops. He spoke of that State as a
paradise for sportsmen, and as one which was well worthy ipf the attention
of those who inquire—" What shall we do with our boys?''

A vote of thanks (which was carried by acclamation) was proposed by
Mr. William Cobb, who recited a poem he had com|)osed for the occasion.

It is fitting that it should be placed on record that the lantern service was
on this occasion imperfectly rendered, doubtless owing to the fact of a new
and a)jpareutly-inexi)erienced individual being called upon at the last
moment to officiate.

The annual dinner is fixed to tivke place at the Holboni Restaurant, on
Tuesday, December lOth. — -

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB.
The annual general meeting of this Club was held at Anderton's Hotel, on
Wednesday, the 5th instant.

The report of the year was submitted to the meeting by the ofticers,

showing a steady increase in the prosiwrity of the Club Dy the number of
attendances, which have been largely au^•mented during the piist year—the
number amounting to 1,29C, against 1,027 l.ast year, and 872 the previous
year. A laboratory has been built and fitted with the necessary ap-
pliances and chemicals, to which the members have free access. The
number of members is steadily increasing and the financial condition of tlie

Club is extremely satisfactory. During the winter months the optical

lantern has been a source of interest. Jlany new or valuable modifications
of apparatus or processes of development have been shttwu or demonstrated.
One very useful feature is that if any new invention connected with photo-
graphy or new jirocess, &c. , is laid before tlie Club it has its practical value
ifairly and impartially ascertained. These considerations, together with
the thoroughly-pleasant and sociable manner in which the meetings are
conducted, oft'er special advantages to both professional and amateur
photographers that were quite unattainable previous to the establishment
of this Club in 187i".

EDINBURGH PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The twenty-fifth annual meeting of the .Society was held in No. ~>, St,

Andrew-square, on Wednesd.ay, the 5th instant, at eight o'clock,—Mr. W.
Neilson, President, in the chair.

The minutes of the last annual general meeting and last ordinary meeting
having been read and appro\ed of, the ballot box was opened, and the
following gentlemen declared duly elected : — Messrs. V. W. Palmer
Edward Binning, Charles Waterson, and Alfred T.agliaferro, Malta.
The following gentlemen were proposed for election at next meeting:

—

Messrs. W. A. Bryson, G. Napier, Charles Murray, Aitken, W. Skinner,
J. W. Miller, Henry Cowe, Herbert W. Bibbs, Robert Lindsay, Don.ald
Mackenzie, and Mr. Alex. Thompson.
The Secretary read his report for the past year as follows :

—

Annual Report.

The Council, in presenting the twenty-fifth annual report, have pleasure in

congratulating the members on tlie continued prosperity of the Society.

At the commencement of the session the Society mourned the death of

Mr. John Lessels, who for seven years had been the esteemed President of

the Society. At the funeral, amidst a distinguished gathering, the .Society

was officially represented.

During the jiast session the Society had lost four members by death and
thirty-seven members by removal or resignation—tutal, forty-one. Fifty-
five new members have l>een elected, making an increase of fourteen.

Total now on the roll, 400.

The following papers have been read ;

—

A Ferrous Orolate Developtr, by
Jlr. Norman Macbeth, R.S.A. Various I'huUigraphic Conveniences, by Mr.
William Crooke. A Ncv) Lantern Carrier, by Mr. J. M'Kean. Camera-
Lueiila—Pdhtla Obscura, by Mr. Hume Nisbet. Canary Medium, by Mr.
J. W. Kuolles. llccrcation in Arl, hy Mr. John Simpson. Notes on the

Lime Light, by the Rev. T. Hardwich. Notes on the Lime Light, by Mr.
Lewis Wright. Pholoyraphers and Sitters, by Mr. G. G. Mitchell. The
CaMi/pc Process, by Dr. Alexander Hunter. Suljihite of Soda in the IJevc-

hprr', by Jlr. J. -1. TurnbuU. The Poteuh Dcrclopcr, by'JIr. A. B. Stewart.
The ifollowing items have been exhibited :—An ether generator, and

Dickson's in^pro^ ed burner fur the lantern, I'y Mr, J. J. Turubull. CoUeO"
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tion of views by Mr. Foster, of Coldstream, by Mr. J. Criobtoii. ^^r.
Jl'UougaU's lantt'rn carrier, by Mr. J, J. Tiinilrtill. C.illodio-chlorido
transpareiiciea, by Mr. Cowiui. .Series of photo(?rai>li8 by Mr. HcUi, of
Withaw, by Mr. G. G. Mitchell. Landscape studies by Mr. Andrew
Pringle and others, by Mr. J. .Vnnan. .Series of photoifraphs illustratinpt
the Passion-l'l.iy lit (Jberammprgaii, by Atr. G. G. Mitchell.

Tlie annual display of work took place at the December meeting, and was
of exceptional interest.

The Society has been presented with iihotographs by the late Mr Lesaols,
a portrait of the late .Mr. John Lcssels by Mr. Bashford,and a nouactinic
lantern by Mr. Wardalo.
Packets of hydri'kiiione and samples of gluy liave been distributed

among the members. One ballot for photographs has taken place. A
revised tnlition of the laws of the Society has bijen adopted.
Three popular meetings have been held in Queenstreet Hall, and were

Tnuch appreciated liy large audiences:—!. A miscellaneous collection of
transparencies illustrating thi? work of members.—2. The temples and
palaces of Japan.—3. A voyage round the world with a camera, with
descriptive lecture, by Mr. Andrew Pringle, of Langholm.
The annual trip took place on the lOUi July, when, by the kindness of

R. Dundas, Esq., a most enjoyable day was spent at Arniston.
The presentation print for 1882-3, entitled, Bramblin;i, by Mr. Slingsby,

of Lincoln, has bi-en distributed, and that for the past session will Ix- issued
shortly.

The proceedings of the Society have Ijeen printed in "Transactions," a
copy of which has lieen sent to each member; but the Council does not
express an opinion as to the continuance of this publication, preferring that
members should state their wishes at this annual meeting.
The large increase in the attendance at the montlily meetings noted last

year h.%s still been maintained, the crowded state of^the room causing some
inconvenience; but for the present the Council does not feel justified in
recommending the Society to change its place of meeting.
The thanks of the Society ai'e due to the donors of the several presenta-

tions; to the Curator, Mr. J. M. Turnbull, who, with his usual kindness,
has allowed the use of a room for several committee meetings, and for still

continmng to store the property of the Society ; and to the retiring office-

bearers.

This report was unanimously approved and adopted.

The Treasurer then read his report, of which the following is a condensa-
tion :—

Condensed Report of Treasurer's Intromissions, 18S3-84.

~W. '.

To Balance from last year £87 11 9 By
,, Arrears of Subscriptions i ,,

from last year 10 10
,, Subscriptions 100 5 j

,, Miscellaneous Receipts :

—

I ,,

Advertising; in

Transactious.dfc. 12 7 2 ,,

Photographs sold. 4

Interest on Depo- „
sit Receipts 1 4 S

Interest on Cur- '

rent Acct. with
j

Roval Bank ... 5 ,,

£218 7 10

Cr.
Rents £13 19 6
Printing, Postages, Clerk
and Collector's Commis-
sion, and Stationery 87 1 4
Expenses

i attending Popu-
lar Meetings 1

Subscriptions paid for Offi-

cials 1

Expenses attending Mr.
Lessel's Funeral, and Sec-
retarj-'s honorarium for
past services 2 11
Presentation Print 9 4
Arrears of Subscriptiona
written off 14 10
Subscriptions in Arrear . . 10 15
Balance in Koyal
Bank 67 17 8
Balance in Trea-
surer's hands.. .. 2 13 4

70 10 7

£218 7 10

BrftnJui-f/A, 3f<t yorember, 1S84.—Having examined the books of the Edinburgh
Photographic Society for year ending 3l8t October, 1884, and compared the entries
with vouchers and other instructions, I And the books correctly stated and sutBciently
vouchtd and instructed, and I certify that the foregoing abstracts, framed by me,
•xhibit a true state of the Society's affairs as taken from the Iwoks.

(Signed) A. T. KiVBS, C.A., Auditor.

This report was also approved oi.

The Curator stated that he had prepared no written report, but that a
sub-committee had been appointed during the past year, who had catalogued
and examined all the property of the Society, and to their report he
referred. The iSociety's property, as there specified, was in good con-
dition.

The Society then proceeded to the election of office-bearers for the
ensuing session, and on the recommendation of the Council the following
gentlemen were unanimously elected .—President : Mr. Norman Macbeth,
R.S.A.

—

Vice-Presidents: Mr. J. G. Tunny and Mr. Win. Forgan.

—

Secretary; Mr. W. T. Bashford.— rrra^iirfc ; Mr. A. M. Forbes.—Cwca/or;
Mr. J. M. Turnbull. In room of the four membe» of Council who retire
by rotation, Messrs. \V. Neilson, Jas. Crigbton, Wm. Crookc, and G. G.
Mitchell were elected, and, to fill the vacancy caused by the election of
Mr. Forbes as Treasurer, Mr. Hugh Brebner was prof)osed and also
unanimously elected.

Mr. Neilso.n, on vacating the chair, said thatiit had given him very
great pleasure, at the desire of the Society last 3'e»>, to fill the honourable
post which he was now about to vacate. It was the practice in most
societies for the retirinc chairman as well as the chairman elect to make a
few remarks on some subject connected with the objects of the Society, and
as he had omitted to perform this duty on his election ho would read an
article he bad prepared at the request of the Editor for the forthcoming
Almanac. In this he (Mr. Neilson) directed attention to the Kn-atly-
extended usefulness of photography, i

research. He also stated that ne nad to tliank
ally as applied to scientific

k the members of the Society

for their 8ui)p<>rt during the time he held office, and tru»t«rl that wilii
harmony and good feeling (without which no society c.iild tmnsibly pro«Mr)
the Kdinburgh Photoi<raphic Society wouM have a long and owfiiloarBer.
He had very great pleasure in welcomint; .Mr. .Maclwth to th<' clialr.
Mr. NouMAN Mai'Bkth, who was ri'irived with loud applauw, then took

the chair, and said that last year when asked U> assume office as CbAirman
of the .Society, which [Hist had become vacant by the death i<1 Mr. Jjemidt,
he, though very desirous of meeting the wishes of the Society, was, on the
advice of his medical adviser, his lienlth being far from go<K), reluctantly
compelled to decline the office. This year, however, his health having
been to a great extent re-established, he felt quite able U> |ierfonn the
duties, and it pave him very great pbasum to comply with what «p|>caml
to be the unanimous wish of the Society, and accept the booour which had
been offered. He then read the following address :—
Wk have now reached the twenty-third year of our Society, and have
good reason to congratulate ourselves on the life it still manifests. It hiw
attained not only a high iwsition in point of numbers, but many of its
members have distinguished themselves in the production of beautiful
work, as these walls tonight testify, exhibiting general intelligence in
every branch of the art.

_
I had the honour of being called upon by the Photographic Clnb ol

Kdinburgh during its last session to make a design for the diploma nf
its members. I represented photography there, not merely as a handmaid
to nature, science, and art, but I designated her as the daughter—/tVi'u
imtura- seientin- artis(/ue—a. much higher and more endearing relationship,
ever ready, ever willing, and ever lovingly endeavouring to meet the want*
and jjrofoundly resjiect the claims of each.
Something more than mere service is necessary in promoting the interest

of any of its departments. It is love and devotion to any worthy pursuit
that is felt to be the mainspring of successful effort. Any society depending
U|X)n mere awarrls for stimulus, ajwrt from disinterested exerti<m, soon
ceases to have the most wholcsimie influence. Emulation is good when it

can be carried out without giving offence ; but, in the case of many pro-
fessional men competing, I find it is the opinion of several of our best
members that adjudication and the giving of awards is franglit with
considerable danger, apt to make shipwreck of the best of feeling, and, at
least, introducing elements of unavoidable jealousy and dissatisfaction.
However, there may be an exception. In the case of young beginnem
in the study of any profession some stimulus is not only necessary bat
helpful, and a prize becomes an object. It is especially for the younger
members of our Society that I had in view the institution of a monthly
competition, and at the end of the session to award a prize. I da not see
that this could be reasonably objected to, limiting it to amateurs within
(say) four years' experience with a camera. Ind^, I beUeve were theae
competitions well maiutged and conducted in a good spirit they would be
a great inducement for many young men to connect themselves with us,
forming, apart from their ordinary calling, a pleasant hobby whicli would
gently lead them into the higher studies of chemistry and art, and ao
deliver them from many evils which arise from indolence and the neglect of
self-culture.

A Society like this has many attractions, and none greater than the
opiwrtunities which it presents for tho cultivation of taste. \Ve cannot
enter upon the smallest detail of any department of its study without
feeling the need of acquiring proper methods of procedure; and we always
find that the photographer who succeeds most is one who well directs his
work, and spares no pains in cleanliness and great carefulness of manipu-
lation.

It hardly becomes me to say anything regarding the education essentially
necessary to a photographer. Nothing seems to me—who am but a novice
in chemistry and mechanical arts—more important and desirable for anyone
proposing to follow photography as a profession than by every means in his
power to acijuire a sufficient practical knowledge of chemistry and its

nomenclature, so as to be able at once to read and work out formulae as
they come from our best authorities. I think, also, he should be well read
in and familiar with some of our best books containing workshop receipts,
enabling him to make good use of these in meclianical appliances, .such as
photogravure work or blockmaking to accompany type—arts which are
fast encroaching upon the hitherto laborious and very expensive efforts
made in the interests and requirements l)oth of science and art.

As most of our young men who are following photography as a pro-
fession find, they are best educated in the manipulative part of their work
when their services are engaged as general assistants. It is a long time
liefore they are entrusted with the arrangement of the sitter—seldom
indeed till they are their own masters. During this early period they
should not only be watching how their employers treat their subjects, but
they shoul<l have an intimate acquaintance with all artistic arrangements,
as so well explained and inculcated by Mr. H. P. Robinson and others, but
more es|x;cinlly exeniplified in the works of some of our standard painters,
such .'is Velasquez, Rembrandt, and Vandyke. The possession of a few
good prints from the works of these or of men of our own country—such as
Reynolds, so famous for originality of design, and also Raebum, for great
breadth of light and shade, giving effect to the more important part* of
character.

The regular sizes of canvas common to iwrtrait painters are so good that
little can be advanced in tho way of improvement : but the introduction of

many mere fanciful sizes, urespective of their bearing on the subject, is

much to be deprecated. We cannot prevent the introduction of noveltiea
in any art: but surely that which mini-tters most in giving effect to tke
subject is somewhat more sensible than that which subordinates the .sub-
ject to inappropriate boundary lines.

Then I would have the beginner to discard all painted backgrounds with
tho ordinary photographic accessories unon them. As the work is derived
dii-ectly from living subjects, so should tlie liackground and surroundings

—

if such be desired or needed—be composed from real objects, and the«e as
much as potaible conforratng to the associations of gensral good •ooMtr.
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Any subject is greatly lessened in interest when the same painted back-
ground crops up under every arrangement. Much ingenuity has yet to be
exercised in directing the Imht and shade of a background, so as to pive

full effect to the head and fitjure. It is in the practice of this treatment
that the photographer, apart from development, will manifest his artistic

knowledge and judgment.
In making such remarks I cannot express an honest opinion without fear,

of offending some one. But pmrmit me to say that photographic portraits

are never finer than when thrown out in simple relief from a plain back-

ground. It may be painted in certain forms of light and shade, and by
turning it round to any position it may be easily adapted to any pose.

Simple dark or light cotton fabrics make beautiful drapery. Tapestry and
real oak panels made plain, without ornament, are very serviceable. Tliere

is nothing more convertible nor more likely to produce variety than these.

When special objects—such as the old hackneyed pillar and balustrade

—

{present themselves you feel that they are allied to a past age in art. I

lope the day is not far distant when there will be a demand for photo-

graphic porti'aits taken in one's home, with the individu.al a.ssociations

.about them. This would be a great advantage over the painter, unless he,

too, availed himself of such. It would be telling on the originality of

portraits were this more recommended and acted upon.

As an artist I have taken a deep interest in those efforts of iihotography
which are now unquestionably making some wortliy appearance in the way
of artistic arrangements. I refer more particularly to the treatment of

subjects of ordinary human life, Hitherto such attempts liave been
greatly prevented by many unavoidable obstacles ; but I am now not
without hope that, through general intelligence in the requirements of the

picturesque, much will be apprehended, especially through instantaneous

work, of many beautiful compositions as seen in the unconscious and
charming incidents of everj'day intercourse, which without the highly-

sensitive plate would never be .secured. Success in tlie gathering of such
subjects is only to be had by the concealment of the instrument. I am
told that Mr. Edwards, of London, carries nothing with him but apparently

a small travelling-bag, with only the front of the lens exposed; and, the

focus always being suitable, he secures some wonderfully-picturesque sub-

jects in every way worthy of being completely treated on canvas.

"Knowledge is power." Permit me, then, to advise all young aspirants

aiming at the cultivation of an acquaintance with the beautiful in nature

and in art to look to tlie works of men famous in design, such as Sir

Frederick Leighton, Burue Jones, or one of the most recent, Walter Crane,
whose wonderful fertility appears in that beautiful ^york entitled the First

of May. Works of such men as I have just mentioned may not be con-

sidered at all applicable to photography, because it does not pretend to be
creative; but then such works make the best examples of arrangement and
composition. Familiarity with goiwl designs becomes educational ; at least,

to admire such makes one very difficult to ple.ase, and puts one in the pur-

suit of higher attainment. No photographer is to be excused who does not

very frequently look at such publications as The Century, Harper, or the

very cheap and interesting work, The Magazine of Art. A close and careful

acquaintance with these will go far to foster a taste for art, and enable one
eventually in some measure to imitate tiiem.

I sincerely trust that there is much good before us this session in the

study of every department which photography embraces, and that each
member will find scope in the working out of his own proclivity. In the

analysis and the construction of the picturesque I hope that every facility

will be given to the new effort we are about to make, by setting apart,

if possible, every alternate monthly meeting for a friendly conference on
the works of those members disposed to submit them for that purpose.

But, as knowledge is what we aim at, I do not see that we should confine

ourselves solely to our own productions. Anyone in possession of a photo-

graph which he admires should bring it to the meeting for inspection and
consideration, if not for discussion ; but in every case it should be distinctly

labelled whether for discussion or not, always reserving the name of the
author. As I have said, we cannot look for examples for discussion from
professional men unless they are pleased to be generous enough ; but from
amateurs, who have no object but the acquisition of knowledge and ex-

perience, I would fain hope there will be no lack. I trust that they (dis-

tinctly keeping the object in view) will send in occasionally photographic
pictures for the purpose.
There is no department of study in either science or art tliat is making

more progress, or is so varied and rich in its results, as photography. From
the very wide range of its adaptation and usefulness our members are most
likely to be very varied in their callings in life. This fact makes our mem-
bership very interesting. Every one in his own spliere may be useful in

ministering to what he conceives to be the interests of photography and
the Society's success. Everyone, therefore, should feel that he xuay and
can do something, whatever his place may be. With such a Society it may
be truly said that the head cannot say to the hand—" I have no need of

thee ;" nor the hand—" I have no need of the head." We are all bound by
mutual dependencies, and the consciousness of this should keei) us from
falling into conceited and vain notions of ourselves ; for assuredly nothing
tends more to lessen the respect we are bound to have for each other.

In closing these remarks, allow me to say one word in acknowledgment
of the honour you have done me in appointing me to the Presidentship of

this Society. I am deeply conscious of my ignorance in many matters
affecting its constitution and working. Tins renders me very unable to

speak with oxpertness. However, I am sure you will always give me credit

for seeking after nothing but the interests and prosperity of the Society,

and the maintenance, as far as I can, of the best of feeling amongst all the
members.

Mr. Nf.ii.sos, in proposing a vote of thanks to the Chairman for his

paper, remarked upon the great strides which photograpliers liad made in

the ffisthetio department of their profession, and he asked the memtiers to

compare some of the pictures (?) which were still to be found in some of

their old albums, where the fluted pillar and tlio vice-like head-re* pre-

dominated, with the artistically-posed groups and other lovely specimens
of the photographic art displayed on the walls. And not only that, but
he observed a very marked improvement in the pictures from those of last

year, both in artistic ti*eatraent and in manipulation. But there was still

room for improvement, and ho thought what was principally required was
the artistic tr.aining of children. Nursery walls should be liung with
really fine engravings instead of the vile abortions which were usually
displayed. He only wished he h.ad ten thousand children that he might
train them according to his own ideas.

The Ch.vihman then proposed a vote of tlianks to those gentlemen who
retired from office. He also welcomed the newly-elected office-bearers,

and hojjed that every facility would be afforded them and himself to do
the work of the Society amicably. Nothing was gained by fighting and
quarrelling ; on the contrary, nothing would produce greater health and
vigour in the Society than hearty co-operation and a resl desire among the
members to further its interests.

Mr. Neii.son then, on the part of himself and Mr. Craig-Christie,
expressed his gratification for the cordial vote of thanks accorded to them.
Mr. Pii,L.\N.s thanked the meeting for the expression of its approval of

his services, and stated that while he had retired from office he would con-
tinue to serve the Society as far as lay in his power.
Mr. Simpson, as one of the retiring Councillors, thanked the members for

their cordial recognition of the services of the Council. He also expressed
his satisfaction at the election of Mr. Macbeth to the chair, and he believed
that s.atisfaction was shared by every member of the Society. He believed
the result of the aiipointments made would bo that the Society would have
a new lease of life, and that it would go on and prosper.

The Chairman then called the attention of the meeting to the display of

pictures on the walls, which, the Curator explained, liad been sent in by
members for exhibition. There were altogetner 113 pictures, the majority
bearing evidence of careful tiiought ; indeed the display was by far the
finest that had been before the Society at any of its annual exhibitions.

The Chairjian then said :—The next thing I have to call your attention
to is in the form of a question. You know we have been in the habit of

getting the Transactions of the Society printed hitherto, and a copy sent to

each member. There is no doubt that by giving up this practice we should
save some money ; at the same time, I .should like the members to express
their own views on the matter. If the printing and circulating of the
Transactions serve any good purpose, and there is a general desire to con-
tinue them, it would be a pity to give them up. There is a good deal of in-

formation supplied in the Transactions, and you have the advantage of

reading the papers over quietly at home. At the same time, everything we
do in the shape of writing appears in the journals, and I suppose most of the
members take one or other of these. As to the financial aspect of the ques-
tion, our late Treasurer will be able to give more information than I can.

Mr. Pillans : I hold that the publication of these Transactions pays.

We receive payment for advertisements, and certain allowances for early
proofs of the reports of meetings, and although these do not amount to

anything like the cost of printing, yet if the cost of printing the billets be
deducted you will find that the cost to the Society is not great, while the
information afforded to the members, many of whom do not subscribe to

any journal, is an inducement to many jieople to join the Society. I

believe their stoppage now would cause the withdrawal of many of our
members, especially country members, who seldom have an opportunity of

attending our meetings, but whose interest in the Society is kept alive by
the regular monthly receipt of our Transactions.

A first and imperfect proof of the presentation print for the past session

was laid on the table.

Members were reminded that subscriptions for the current year were
due, and, after a vote of thanks to the Chaimian, the proceedings termi-

nated. —-

—

DUNDEE AND EAST OF SCOTLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSOCIATION.

The second monthly meeting of this Association for the season was held
in Lamb's Hotel, Dundee, on Thursday, the 6th instant. Mr. J. C. Cox,
President, occupied the chair, and there was a good attendance.

After tlie routine business had been disposed of there ensued a dis-

cussion on the advisability of holding another photographic exhibition.

Owing to the great success of the previous one the idea was warmly taken

up, and it was agreed to hold an inteinational exhibition in the beginning
of 188C. The Committee will be elected at the next meeting.

Dr. Tl'i-LOCH then gave a lecturette on Photoiiraphic Optics, illustrating

his remarks by means of blackboard diagrams.

Dr. Tulloch was most attentively listened to, and at the close of the

paper he indicated his willingness to answer any questions relating to the

subject. A number of inquiries were made and readily answered.

On the motion of the Chairman a hearty vote of thanks was passed to Dr.
Tulloch.
The Council have made arrangements for a lantern exhibition to be given

in December, and the Chairman .also intimated that a pi-actical demonstra-
tion of tlie process of development would be given in the Society's dark
room on M<mday, the Ist December. Members were invited to bring

exposed plates w-ith them, and an experienced member will be present to

develope them.
The customary vote of thanks brought a pleasant meeting to a close.

The following gentlemen are now members of the Society:—F. C. Cafnn,

C.E., James Smieton, D. J. T. Gray, J. Schleselman, .and A. Walker.

BRADFORD AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The first business meeting of this newly-constituted Societj- was held in

the Freq Libraiy, on Thursday, tlie (Jth inst., when there was a full

attendaiitf of luenibers,
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Mr. Duncan G. Law, Prosident, delivered a short address touching on
the use aud development of phototfrnphy down to the present time.

Mr. G. D. ScORAH, Secretary, afterwards gave a lantern exhibition.

\Vf understand the Society commenced work with a full complement of

members, uud we congratulate the promoters on having made so successfid

a start.

The following are the officers for the current year -.—President : Mr.
D. G. L»vi.—Vice-Pirsident: Mr. W. Townend.—Won. Trtamrtr and
Secretaru : Mr. G. U. Soorah.

—

Committet : Messrs. V. Illingworth, F. B.
Muff, W. Townend, M. B. Wallace, J. Cotton, and H. Forsyth.

COVENTRY AND MIDLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The monthly meeting of this Society was held at the residence of Mr. C.
Ambrose, SS, Crosscheaping, Coventry, on Thursday, the Uth instant,—Mr.
W. Andrews, President, occupying the chair.

After the nomination of officers for the ensuing year, &c.,

Mr. H. W. Jones, F.C.S., exhibited a very convenient method of using
ordinary gas in his " Lanc.ister " luby lantern, with an arrangement by
which ho could turn on the ruby or white light at will.

Mr. A. Seymour also sent some negatives, which were thouKlit very fine

—not only for their artistic merit, but from the fact of their being
developed by the soda developer.

The CHAiK>tAN then called upon Mr. T. Bayuton, manufactiirer of the
"Coventry" dry plate, for his paper on the mailing and development
of gelatino-chloride |ilatos.

Mr. Baynton said : I must commence by stating that I am indebted to

Mr. A. Cowan for the emulsion fornmla, and to Mr. B. J. Edwards for the
developing formula, although I have made some slight alterations in thetn.

The members will find that they can with this kind of plate [sample trans-

parencies from negatives taken during the summer were here passed round]
make very beautiful lantern slides, and so entertain their friends and
amuse themselves at the same time on these dull winter evenings. For the

convenience of those members who wish to make their own emulsion plates

I will now give the formula :

—

Silver 1 ounce.
SVater 10 ounces.

Gelatine (hard) 1 ounce.
Sodium chloride, pure 4 »
Water lOounces.

Let the gelatine soak for some time ; then dissolve by placing the vessel in

water at about 110 Fahr., and warm the silver to the same temperature.

Now take into the dark room and mix by any well-known method so as to

get a very fine emulsion. It mav now 1m cooled by placing the vessel in

running water, and when cold wash and filter in the usual way. Expose five

seconds (more or less according to the density of the negative) to diffused

daylight, and develope with

—

No. 1.

Neutral oxalate of jx)tash 2 ounces.

Chloride of ammonmm 40 grains.

Citric acid 2 drachms.
Distilled water 20 ounces.

No. 2.

Sulphate of iron 4 drachms.
Alum iX) grains.

Distilled water 20 ounces.

Add one part of No. 2 to an equal part of No. 1, but do not reverse this

by adding No. 1 to No. 2, or the effect will not be so good. If the plate

be propeny exposed the result will be a fine purple-black tone in the trans-

parency, but if you want a warm bro\vn tone expose double the time and
mix the developer with an equal bulk of water. The development in this

case will be much slower. Many different tones may be obtained by using

the various developers given by Mr. Cowan. To fix the picture, use

one part of hyim. to eight parts of water. After fixing and washing put
the plate for half-a-minuto in the following :

—

Alum 1 ounce.

Sulphuric acid 1 „
W.ater 20 ounces.

This will dissolve the opalescence caused by the oxalate. The plate must
now be well washed, dried, and varnished in the usual ra.inner.

The transparencies passed round were very fine and much admired,

csi)ecially when shown in the lantern by Mr. Ambrose,
After a hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Baynton the meeting was adjourned

at a late hour.

ST. HELENS ASSOCIATION FOR THE PURSUIT OF SCIENCE,
LITERATURE, AND ART.

PUOTOORArillC Skctio.i.

A MKBTING of this Section was held on Wednesday, the 5th instant, at the
Association Rooms, 4, Salisbury-street,—Mr. Heather in the chair.

After the ordinary business of the Section was over.

The Chairman sliowed six views of the moon, taken during the eclipse

of tile 4th ultimo with his camera, the exposures varying from one to five

8ec<mds.
Mr. SllBBLOCK warmly complimented Mr. Heather on his success.

Mr. Taylor showed about twenty views of Dutch life and scenery.

Mr. Shkrlock said, in regard to a difficulty some members appeared
to have in filtering emulsion, he found it an excellent plan to use the
vacuum pump, and suggested the use of asbestos or ijowdered glass for fil-

tering through.
A few transparencies made by members were passed round for inspection.

A discussion then took place on the action of excess of H Cl in emulsion,

etion of Ag Noj in Fe.j CC,,, totiing bath, &c.
Tbe meeting was then adjourned.

Corwspon5in«.

NovK.vin(R Meetino of tub Photo<;raphic Soc'icrv or Frai«cb:-A
Socket fok Lksses. — Prme.ntation or Mb. Cobb'.s Lommis
Street Soenes.—An Oxcillatlso Machine for Bath.s.—ItimjkV-
TANEDU3 SIIUTTEH.S.—A NeW VaUNISH.—FLASHED UeI) OlAK) rOR
THE Dark Koum.—Markinos in Dry Plates.—Great PH</ru-
oRAPHic Proofs.—On Sodidm Ciiu)rii>k a.m a Fixino Aoemt.—
A New Solution for Plate Clkaninh. — M. Lai'kkncik o.v

AlTlNOMETER-S.—A NeW UhB FOR B«KU'h CRRONOMETRICAL
Shutter.

The Photographic Society of Franco held their tfunct d'ovtrtiire oa
Friday, the 7th inst.,—M. Davaune occupying the chair.

M. Thierry presented a universal socket for holding a leni. By
means of this socket the lens can be made to point in any direct! )n.

The inventor claimed for his idea that all swinging fronts and backs to

cameras could be done away with. This assertion raised a storm of in-

credulity among the members, aud to stop the discussion the iuveuti m
was handed over to the experimental committee to report thereon.

I had the lionour to present to the .Society a collection of instan-

taneous proofs representing the street scenes of London, taken by ojr
energetic friend Mr. W. Cobb, of Woolwich. These proofs were very
much admired. Mr. Cobb was congratulated, and dcscriljed under
what difficulties they were taken (from the top of an omnibus, Ac).
The view rejiresentiug the London Meat Market caused a little hilarity,

as some of the members recognised a countryman in the gentleman so

closely following up the lady in the scene.

M. L6on Baluze presente<l a very ingenious apparatns which li«

calls "balance cuvelle." This is an instrument intended to keep in

constant motion any solution in the photographer's tray. In these days
of gelatino-bromide of silver an apparatus such as this can render
great service by keeping the developing solution continually going on
and off the plate to be developed ; in fact, the operator can leave the

plate in the bath and attend to other business, and thus a great saving

of time can be secured. The apparatus consists of a flat board

A, Dish or tray. B, Stand. C, CTockwork.

supported upon an axis in its centre like a pair of scales. One end of tha

board is attached by a connecting rod to a strong clockwork jack,

which, being wound up, continues its work for about two hours without

any noise or jerks. The rapidity of its motion can be regulated at will,

and it can be started off or stopped immediately. It is a very pretty

apparatus, and was very much admired by the members.

M. Arwin presented an English instantaneous shutter upon the same
principle as that given by the late Mr. Noton in The British Journal
OF Photoorapuy, November 21, 1879, and resembling very much one
patented by me in conjunction with M. CoUin and preseuted to the

Society. In the first plan I employed a square opening from the

centre; in the second idea I used an eclipse, and this was afterwards

modified to liave a parallel opening in the centre. This rapid shutter,

being in the memory of the members when the other was presented as

new, gave rise to much discussion.

M. Parrayon presented to the Society a new varnish for negatives,

its chief value being that it can be used cold. Bottles were distri-

buted among the members to be experimented upon.

M. PcUetier, the great glasa manufacturer, presented some paaea of

yellow glass flashed with red.

M. Hi^kel made the remark that he had employed such glass years

ago, and had had fog. He now employed only cathedral-green glass

backed up with yellow paper, and, although he had very much light,

it was of the right kind, for he was now secure from fog and other evils.

An important discussion took place upon the best mode of lighting. I

gave my opinion that it is better to use, in conjunction with any trans-

parent medium, such as gUss—whether red, yellow, or green—a sheet

of paper, tissue, or gronna glass in order to clispene the rays of light

as much as possible. ...
M. Audra requested the members to inform him by what means the

markings known as "slugs marks" coiJd bo cured, auJ what was the

cause of their appearance.
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M. Frano was o£ opinion that they were caused by a kind of scum on
the surface of the emulsion, wliicli was itself generated by the emjjloy-

meut of silicate of potash iu plate-cleaning.
T gave a method which I thought would cure it. As it had been

remarked that those who measured out the exact quantity of emulsion

for each plate, and spread it over by means of a glass rod, were more
liable to these markings than manufacturers who spread tlie emulsion
on by means of machinery, I suggested that more than the sufficient

quantity of emulsion be poured on the plate, and that the excess

be thrown into a hlter. Tiius, if any scum should be floating upon the
emulsion, it would be taken off the plate witli the excess of emulsion,

and probably the repeated filtrations would at last eliminate tlie scum
from the surface of the emulsion. In my own practice I have never
had to complain of these markings, owing, perhaps, to the fact that I

act as 1 have suggested here,

M. Chalot presented some splendid proofs, 20 x 24 inches, of the

Cliateau de Chantilly, the residence of the Uuc d'Aumile. Such fine

specimens of tlie photographic art are very rare, and the artist who
undertakes such a task ouglit to meet with encouragement, as it wakens
up energy and stimulates to further exertions. M. Chalot merits every
praise, aud has won a famous name in the profession. At first a simple
amateur, his love for photography made him purcliaae a photographic
establishment, aud by his energy and perseverance lie has made his

studio second to none in Paris.

Dr. Liesegaug, of Dusseldorf, made a communication to the Society

on the value of common salt in fixing. I could not understand if this

gentleman suggested common salt as a fixing agent when no hypo-
sulphite of soda was at hand, or what advantage chloride of sodium or
ammonium can have over the well-known fixing agents.

M. Frank de VillechoUe informed the members that he had ex-

perienced great inconvenience in the use of the silicates iu plate-clean-

ing. He had tried M. Audra's sugar solution and many other processes

without being completely perfect ; but he had now hit upon an old dodge
which had proved very good and useful. He gave us the history
of the discovery, which could be made romantic if desirable. He was
making a tour in the south of France, and was no little astonished
to see the peasants cleaning their windows so differently from the mode
employed in Paris, where the panes of glass are bedaubed with
whiting. He made inquiries, and found that the liquid employed was
produced by making an infusion of a plant called "pari(5taire." 300
ounces of boiling water is poured upon two ounces of pariiStaire

and allowed to infuse about two hours. Seeing that this new kind
of " wash " did indeed clean the windows very well (no doubt a great
deal of " elbow grease " was not wanting in the stui-dy peasant girls),

the thought came iirto his mind that as photography had succeeded iu

making use of coffee, honey, sugar, tannin, tea, and what not, another
kind of tea could be as well iutrodrrced for plate-cleaning ; so he
tried the formula, differing from the generality of persons wlio only find

very expensive formulfe good. He found the cheap one did every
thing to his satisfaction, and, having found it so, most generously
offered his discovery to his colleagues, who are now at liberty to try it

and, if possible, gain a fortune by this imparted knowledge.
M. Laurencie, President of the Pliotographic Society of Angouleme,

wrote a long letter to the Society on the advisability of creating a
standard sensitometer, by which the different gelatino - bromide of

silver plates now iu the market could be controlled as to their rajn-
dity. He said that makers o'f dry plates wrote indiscriminately upon
their boxes twenty times and sometimes thirty times more rapid than
wet collodion, and very often when tried no two boxes marked with the
same number gave the same results. He propueed that the Society
should adopt his method, which was to superpose forty thicknesses of
dioptric paper, beginning by one and finishing by forty, forming by
this method a square actinometer like a drauglit board—a black line
to be drawn between each square. This system, according to M.
liaureneie, if adopted by the Photographic Society of France, would
create a standard in which we could have confidence.
To the honour of the Photographic Society of France a great objection

was manifested regarding the opinion of M. Laurencie. One of the
members proved that it was impossible to procure in the market three
or four sheets of paper exactly alike.

I informed the members that 1 had long ago employed the system of
superposing paper iu order to make an actinometer of my own, a
description of which was published in The British Journal of
PnoTOGR.4PHY ; but as soon as Mr. Warnerke had passed his into
the market, and the trade began to adopt it, I put mine aside to
employ his, hoping l)y this means to be able to judge of rapidity. In
hearing the number of the sensitometer evoked as a standard in any
journal or treatise on photography, opposition became rife aiiainst Mr.
Warnerke's actinometer, as no two were precisely similar The phos-
Ijhore.scent surface did not give the same luminosity, &c., &c.

In reply, I said that until a better was found I would continue to use
the one I had experienced to be the best in the market. I would never
go back to paper machines, which were still more defective.
M. Chabanon preseuteJ a volume of his travels through the Gorges

du Jam, illustrated by photography.
M. Vidal drew attention to the value of photography for the true

illustration of such books, and regretted that it was not more often

brought into requisition. He showed the difference between a wood-
cut published by the journal La Nature and the same view produced
by photography in the publication of M. Chabanon. The photographic
pi'oofs were produced by different processes—silver chloride, platinum,
fatty ink, and pounne laque.

M. Vidal made a communication on the value of Boca's chrono-

metrical shutter in measuring the rapidity of all other shutters. He
takes a piece of cardboard, such as is used for visiting cards, with a
glazed surface. This white surface is covered with printers' black ink,

by passing it over the inked surface of a lithographic stone. With a

compass a segment of a circle is drawn ; the point of the compass
scratching off the ink leaves white lines visible. The divisions are

obtained by the same method. This dial is placed over the dial

already on Boca's shutter. A long dial hand is affixed to the
axis of the dial, and the instrument is ready for use. I omitted
to say th.it the dial haiul must be painted white. In order to operate

the dial is placed in full light, and a camera is put in front of it

to reproduce on a standard plate the whole apparatus, so as to judge of

the rapidity of the instantaneous shutter to be experimented upon.
Boca's shutter is now wound up, the plate is in the camera, and the
shutter is placed upon the lens. Everything is ready. Boca's shutter

is set going, and when the needle or hand has traversed three

parts of the dial the exposure of the plate is made with the

mstantaneous shutter the speed of which requires to be known. When
the plate is developed the distance travelled over by the dial hand of

Boca's instrument is carefully measured, and knowing that it requires

three seconds for the dial hand to make a revolution one needs not be a
very great mathematician to make the calculation as to the rapidity of

the motion of the shutter to be tried.

As for myself, I see another use for this instrument as arranged by
M. Vidal. It will make an excellent machine for judging the rapiility

of dry plates. For instance : a standard light is thrown upon
tlie apparatus, the plate or plates exposed are developed, and tlie

distance travelled over by the dial hand in each case wdl give the
different rapidity of each plate. The correctness in conjunction witli

Warnerke's actinometer can thus be judged of. E. Stebbino, Pro/'.

25, Rue des Apenuhif!, Paris, November 11, 1884.

APPARATUS AT THE EXHIBITION.
To the. Editors.

Ge[»tlehen,—You have been kind enough to mention in your Exhibition
critique a develoijing dish or frame accidentally left l>y me in the room at

Pall Mall. The prime idea of it is, of course, to make the jilate the bottom
<jf its own dish. About 187H I haci made a frame on this principle, but,

having no rubber padding, the developing lifjuid was apt to run out if the
plate did not fit accurately. At the studio of Mr. Carrutliers, photographer,
in Langholm, I saw a jiriuting-frarne adapted for the same pui'|joae, where-
by the liquid was kept from esca])ing; and afterwards, with the help of luy

gardener, I adapted a cheap travelling printing-frame in the same way.
Being satisfied that this frame did not after considerable use stain the

plates, as I feared it might do, I got Mr. Hume, of I'^dinburgh, to make the

frame now ou the Exhibition table. I am told that Mr. McGhie, of

Glasgow, has made several, with the advantageous .addition of a " well."
_

To those who wish to economise solution, who like clear odfjes to their

plates, who are afraid of frilling, and who do not want dirty fini,'ers while
examining their plates under development, I can heartily recommend this

dish, and, if desired, will describe the method of makins; one.—I am,
yours, &c., ANDREW Pringle.

Craigcleuffh, Langholm, N.B., Jfovemhtr 10, 1884.

P.S.—I claim no priority in this matter for either myself or Mr.
Carruthers. I neither know nor care who first adopted the main prin-

ci|)Ie. Mr. Warnerke told me he had used a similar dish for his films, but
I did not inquire to what time ho referred.—A. P,

A NEW DEVELOPER.
To the Editors.

-I should last week have sent you a correction of the
former week's letter, for which I think the "printer's

G ENTLEMEN,
obvious error iu my
devil " is responsible; but I hesitated to take np any more of your valuablQ
space on a matter that did not appear to be of sufficient interest to your
readers. However, if your correspondent will send me his address I shall

be happy to reply to him.—I am, yours, &c., W. T. F. M, Ingall.
Oreenhithe, Kent, November 7, 1884.

MEDAL AWARDS AT THE PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION.
Z'o the Editors.

Gentlkmem,—I thank Mr. W. P. Marsh for the exquisite delicacy of his

satire. It is certafely worthy of the reign of Queen Anne—the golden age
of polite literature. But may I be allowed to take a little exception to the
"dog in the manger" illustration contained in his jihayful letter. I shrink
in toto animo from the implied compliment, inasmuch as I had no vested
interest whatever to protect like that lucky dog. If he had selected

another of the animals of Noah's ark his genial lianter would have been
more to the point. However, that is neither here nor there so far as the
real issue is concerned.
Was the negative in question retouched, or was it not ? We have Mr.

W, P, Marsh's own statement to the effect that it was not, For my own
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part Hint is quite suHicii-iit ti> allow me to offfi to your succenfifiil ftiid

dUtin^uislipfl corresiioiidcnt my most unc^ualified apoln(ri»i» for doing him
»n unintentional injustice. I did not write nii I have done In any baste,
for I gave (I was goin^ to say) a monopoly of mjr attoiitioii to that special
install tanecnts study of luoakintr waves, and left it with a diMtiiict iniprea-
sion that it was "faked.'' Certainly I no longer entertain that dis-
agreeable inipreasion, and [ am heartily glad of it for everybody's sake.
There is another point in Mr. Marsh's letter which leaves no margin

whatiner for either surprise or apology— that is, his doughty advocacy of
the Hanging Committee. He, however, in his usual vein of satire, un-
consciously misses the thrust of his foil when he suggests that the gentle-
men of that Committee "ought to be executed :" and ho assigns to me the
congenial office of "executioner." In this wish we are entirely of one
mind. Altliou;j'h the apostle of mercy by profes-siou, I think I would at a
pinch compromise my apostlcship and lean to the side of inflexible justice,
c«>ndemniiig them, one and all, without liojie of a rojirieve.

It is awfully kind <if Mr. Mar.sh to suggest that next year I should hang
all thepictuies as well. Here, gentlemen, I must draw the line of refuaaL
The office of hangman to a committee would be an easy task compared
with that of hangman to the photographic masterpieces of the amateur
nd professional artists of Kn;,'land and Kuropo : I shrink from the re-

sponsibility so unselfishly suggested in my honour.
With reference to Mr. J. Harmer's defence of Mr. Marsh's Sea Sttudy

negatives, I have only to remark that his rhetoric is more consistent than
his logic ; for in his letter he lovingly vindicates the unsophisticated quality
of his friend's work by the very slipshod defence that "in consequence of
having made transparencies from most of his plates I am in a position to
»tote that then ire not retouched." Vtrhnm tat eapienti.
However, in spite of the loose logic of Sir. Harmcr and the loving

baiitor of Mr. Marsh, I reiterate my tender of full apology and make pro
bono publico the amen<le honorable.—I am, yours, kc,

H. 'Victor Macdona, M.A.
The Vicarage, Cheadle-Hulme, Noeemher 1, 1884.

[This letter was inadvertently omitted from our last iasne.

—

Eds.]

MAGIC LAXTERN TRAXSPARENCIES.
To the Editoiw.

(JKSTt.KMEN*,—As I have experienced considerable disappointment in the
results obtained in my exiieriments with transparencies on gelatine plates,
I hasten to give corroborative testimony to all that one of your contributors
has said in favour of the use of common washing soda in the developer.
Having placed one of Eder's German plates in contact with a fairly-

plucky negative, I gave it an exposure of six seconds to an ordinary gas
burner at a distance of about four feet from the jet, aqd then immersed the
plate in a dish containing about three ounces from the following stock
solution :

—

Washing soda 1 ounce.
Water 10 ounces.
Bromide of potassium 8 grains.

T'or each ounce of this solution I added one grain of dry pyro. 'WTien
development was completed I rinsed and fixed as usual, and after a further
operation of the same kind I placed tha quarter-plate in the following
clearing solution :

—

Alum ... 1 ounce.
Citric acid 1 ,,

Sulphate of iron 3 ounces.
Water 20 „

When I removed it from the dish, judge of my delight to find as clear and
sparkling a transparency as 1 could ]io.ssibly wish to see—quite as plucky
and brilliant as any Thave ever seen from those of the plates now in tha
market advertised as a speciality for transp-arency work.
This is a formula the credit of which is entirely due to Mr. H. Norwood

Atkins.— I am, yours, &c., H. Victor Macdoha, M.A.
The Vicarage, Cheadle-Huhne, Stockport, Norember 7, 1884.

PACKING SENSITIVE PLATES.
To the Editors.

GE^TI.E^tE^,—It has lieen the common practice of makers of dry plates to
put a piece of tinmir paper between them to i)rcvent contact. This, if kept
m its place equally, is all right; but the plates not being all flat—some
being thick and some thin as they come up in cutting—when sorted into
dozens for packing, in the turning them up to get them square the paper
shifts, and in many cases goes awry across the plate, leaving an insensitive
mark, which necessitates the cutting off from the picture when printed
from a-quarter to half-an-inch all round—more or less according to the
disiilacement.
This may Iw obviated easily by the adoption of a pure felt paper, which,

not being rolled, but of the nature of blotting-i)aper, keeps in its place ana
enables every plate to truly tell its own tale. The price of the plates need
not he altered thereby for those who like a first-rate article.

It is to be hoped that this may catch the attention uf manuf.icturers and
lead to the general adoption of a paper which shall make all plates perfect.
—I am yours, &c., W. Harding Warnib.
Jforember 6, 1884.

4

p. G. writes:—"Kindly inform me what is the cause of a circular spot of
brightness which I sometimes get in the centre of my negatives?" In
reply ! This is owing to an image of the ai)erture in the diaphragm. To
effect a cure, l«t the distance between the lent and the diaphragm be
»lt«reJ.

GkoiiuH's asks if it would not Iw iwnnisnible, when itrcngthening a nrga-
tive by means of bichloride of mercury, to add to this stut one which had
an acknowledged reputation for stability. In reply : We have had
Some experience with such admixtures, and can recommend one of chlo-
ride of platinum, the proportions being nearly equal part«.

Vbrax has a number of proofs which have lieen much over-printed, and he
is at a loss to know what steiM to take so as to prevent their being
altogether lost. ^^In reply : He can either uso them as transpwenciee,
or reduce them by immersion in a weak solution of cyanide of potassium
for a period of time varying from a-ipiartcr of an hour to three or four
hours.

B. T. inquires if a registration which shall Ijc legal, and consequently valid,
cannot be pr<x:urod for the design of a new camera. In reply : A
design can be registered, but what good would be a deiign in the case of
a camera if it were not supplemented by some description of it« various
parts? These (the latter) cannot, however, be jrirotected under the
Designs Act, but must form a subject for a patent.

B. J. T. writes:—"Ihave heard much conceniing the Fothergill process.
What is it?" We answer : It is a dry collodion process not now used,
or, if so, to only an exceedingly limited extent. A plate of glass having
been coated with collodion is excited in the usual way ; then partially
washed, flooded over with diluted albumen, and finally washed in a very
thorough manner. Many admirable negatives have been obtained by
this process.

" What are the simplest and best means of getting rid of blisters in prints.
—G. G. B." We reply: Let the prints, after washing, lie transferred
to the hyposuljihite of soda, and after that to a solution of chloride of soda
the strength of which is less than that of the hyposulphite. This is the
way that is recommended by several jiractitioners. Still, it is difficult to
indicate one method as being either simpler or better than another, for
different samples of paper require diSerent systems of treatment.

"What system would you recommend for cleaning plates with special
reference to the adhesion of collodion emulsion, which, as you doulithss
know well, shows a strong tendency to leaving the glass, es|)ccially if the
development be protracted ?—0. G." To tliis we reply that an appli-
cation of powdered French chalk answers every purixwe. It certainly
has done so in our hands. We have seen a rather neat way of applying
it which may have been published, although we do not remember having
read it. This consists in mixing the chalk with alcohol and pouring a
little of the mixture upon the plate of glass, followed by firm friction with
a linen cloth.

"I have been told that in America they have some dodge for producing
dimples. Can you tell me anything about this, or any other "wrinkle," as
it would be r.T,ther a good thing to be able to send out one's fair sitters'

portraits with a pretty dimple upon each face, particularly with those
where nothing of the sort has been seen for the past half-dozen years. I

have tried no end of retouching, but cannot find out any satisfactory
method.

—

Verax." Our correstxmdent's signature is bclii'd by the teimr
of his note. A certain amount of retouching is a legitimate a<ldition to
a good photograph ; but such pictorial falsehoods as he suggests are, to our
mind, illegitimate—to use a very mild form of words—and are to be depre-
cated by all right-thinking artists. Still, there are little plans in the direc-

tion he indicates that may with advantage be made use of, and they will

be found treated in a leading article in another [wrtion of our columns.
" Cannot the front lens of a i>ortrait combination be made to answer quite
as well for taking landscai)es as a lens specially constructed for such pur-
pose ? I have tried it, and do not see anything specially amiss in the
system. Kindly enlighten me on tfiis matter, and oVUige

—

Old Sib-
RCBIBER."—In reply : \Vhen a single achromatic lens has been ground
with special reference to landscape purposes it is usually somewhat deeper
in its external curves than the front of a portrait combination. This
being the case, it can the better transmit an oblique ray than a lens of a
plano-convex form, which form, subject to scarcely ajipreciable modifica-

tions, is that preferred in the ease of a regular portrait combination.
The deeper the meniscus form of a lens the less it is (pialifiod for becoming

fiart of the anterior element in a portrait combination ; but, on the other
land, the better is it adapted for fiilfilling the re<|uirements of a landsca|>e
lens required to transmit a wide angle.

€icljangc Column.
Wanted, negative or enamel collodion in exchange for !0x8 and ri>:4i

water-tight baths.—Address, Photo., Bridge-street, Usk, Mon.

I will exchange the Photographic Newt for Thk Briti.'«h JorRXAL or
Photoorapht, iwsted on Monday.—Address, G. Shitu, The Castle-hill,

Dudley.

I will exch,inge two splendid gasometers for anything useful in photo-
grajihy, or musical lustniment Address, G. B. BbadsRAW, Oxford-
road, Altrincham.

I will exchange my 40-inch '
' Meteor " tricycle, in good condition, for a

first-class dry-plate ai.paratua.—Address, J. LioOMJCB, 106, Corbyn-
etreet, Hornsey Rise, London, N.

I will exchange a whole-plate portable landscape camera, two double
liacks, new, for a gas bag, preesiire boards, and safety jet.—Addrees,
Fred. Daking, 108, Bramfordroad, I|>swich.

I will exchange The British Journal of Photoobapht for the years
1882 and 1883 for the following books:—.rfrt and Prartiet of Silerr

Printing, by H. P. Robinson and Captain Abney; Pictorial Kffert*

in Photograph!/, by H. P. Robinion ; Itutmetiont in Photoaraphf,
by Captain Abney, fifth edition.— Addrcse, W. Stuabt, 6^ Ch*|<el-

road, WorthiDf.
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1 will excliauge a laifrc trtu-k, box wheels (sided to take off), useful for tent

tiavelliug, cost £4 10s., in good order, and about a-quarter of an ounce of

eighteen-carat gold for chloride.— Address, Photo., 14, High-street,

Wincanton.

What exchange oflfered for a six-lens gem camera, takes eighteen in three

shifts, and a four-lens gem camera, takes twelve in three shifts, both in

perfect order?—Address, A. Hopkins, photographer, 21, Bartholomew-

street, Exeter.

Wanted, a first-class burnisher, about half-plate, or portable whole-plate

camera, in exchange for WoodUftry and Marcey s patent sciopticon

lantern in case complete.— Address, H. C, Jevens Hall, Milnthorpe,

Westmoreland.

Wanted, ferrotype plates, cabinet mounts (no consequence if printed on

one side), and outdoor background, in exchange for a quick-acting short-

focus caHe lens or gem camera and nine lenses, or cash.— Address,

Photockapher, 28, East John-street, Exeter.

1 will exchange an exterior background, in oil (new), desk with three

changes, good lialf-i>late camera, one dark slide, four carriers, also two

glass baths, fuU-platc and half-plate, for a good full-plate lens.-Address,

H. WooTTEN, 128, Ellen street, Preston, Lancashire.

Wanted, Dallineyer's 1b and 2b lenses and good archimedean camera

stand in exchange for a nearly new 7iX7n sliding-back camera and

about 800 clean ncKative ghasses, and make up the difference with cash.

—Address, N. E. White, 77, Crofton-road, Cimberwell, London, S.E.

I will exchange a 10 x 8 Kinnear camera complete, half-plate rigid camera,

half-plate retouching-desk. Squire "s cabuiet portrait lens, (jrubb's half-

plate view lens, Jamin's quarter-plate portrait lens, quarter-plate instan-

tograph complete. Wanted, studio accessories.-Address, Fritz Camera,
41° High-street, Sydenham, Kent.

^nalucra to ©orwsponttcnta.

«y Correspondents sliould never write on both sides o/ the paper.

Photooraphs Registered.—
William Henry Batten, 4, Oxford-grove, Ilfracombe.—P/iOto^rroj* of

James Whitehead, Wesleyan Minister.

Horace Dobell, Sheate-place, Bournemouth.—/"our Photographs of Witter-

Coloitr and Pencil Sketches of Bournemouth.

.1. J. K. will find the information he requires in another column.

York.—We shall write to you privately after trying the experiments.

Arthur C. Hkilbrovn.—Tlie matter is really not worth .wy further con-

sideration.

G. Austin- (Birmingham).—The address of Mr. Lewis is 12, Clerkcnwell-

green, London.

Lens.—No photograi>h of the machine was sent, nor is it so stated in the

letter. You have evidently misread the letter.

A.iax.—See article on the subject in the .Journal of October 24th, and

leading articles in the same and following numbers.

W. W. A. (Notts).—T<io much alum has been added to the gelatine solu-

tion in the fir.st instance. You can do nothing with it now. You will

have to prepare a fresh batch.

.Several Correspondents this week have not conqjlied with our rule by
sending their names and addresses; hence, as usual on such occasions, no

notice is taken of their communications.

Vr. Bailey.—Write again and givea fuller description of your troubles.

We have no doubt that we can assist you : but it is impossible to do so at

present from the scanty matenal«uppliea.

Camera.--1. The leather enclosed will answer the purpose very well.—2.

t^uiteamatterof taste. Eor our own jiart we i>refer the rack and pinion.
—i. Messrs. Nettlefold and Sons, High Holborn.

A. SuiMS.—If the prints refuse to leave the glass when they are dry it is

clear that it has been imperfectly v.axed. Try treating the plate with

French chalk. Perhaps you will get) on better with that.

Ferrotype.—The light will no doubt answer quite well for the purpose.

SVhether its cost will allow of a iirofit on cheap pictures will, of course,

depend ui)on the price charged for such " cheap pictures."

M. S. Y.—Read the article in which the preparation of the albumen is de-

scribed, and you will at once perceive the cause of your failure. Throw
away that you have, and prepare fresh according to the instructions.

A. S. S. B. complains of the bad' gl.ass that some manufacturers employ
for their dry ))latcs. This is true as respects some makers, but not all.

It is an old grievance that has been well ventilated from time to time in

our columns.

T. Wilson.—A copperplate [iress will ansvirer quite well for rolling photo-

graphs. Such presses are frequently to be met with second hand, and at

a comparatively low price. An advertisement would, doubtless, secure

what you require.

J. C. WiNSOR.—There is no question whatever, notwithstanding the name
on the mount, that the lens is a very inferior instrument. Take the lens

to the maker v/hose name it bears and we doubt not he will repudiate it.

From your descrijition it is doubtless a forgery.

A. B. C.—Get "French chalk litho. ink No. 3." From what you state we
imagine the fault is in the plates, and not in the ink. Jud^jing by your
description of their behaviour we should say that from some cause or other

they are insoluble, and therefore do not absorb the water wlicu it is

npplied,

Sep. G EoK(i e.—We are ncjt aware that tissue suitable for the Woodburytype

process is an article of commerce at all, so cannot say if it be supplied

both in a sensitive and insensitive condition. You had better communi-

cate with the Woodburytype Company. No licence is necessary for

working the process,

Wm. G. McGregor.—In the studio, of which you send a photograph, you

should certainly be .ible to produce much better specimens than those

forwarded. It is true the studio may not be one of the most convenient

in which to work, but still excellent results are turned out of many which

are infinitely worse in design than yours.

2, /. The failure in your reducing operations is due to insufficient heat.

Tlie small lump yon have forwarded shows this clearly. The application

of the he.at from the blowpipe for a few minutes proves it conclusively,

and also that plenty of flux has been added. The sole cause of trouble

is the want of sufficient heat to ensure the reduction.

Artist.—From the plan we should say the studio will answer very well,

and the price quoted for erecting it very moderate. We should prefer

felt, in ]ireference to the other niateri.al, as a covering for the opaque

portion of the roof ; but zinc is to be preferred to cither. In such a

studio, if you do not turn out first-class work it will not be owing to any

fault in its construction. The portrait enclosed is very good, but it

wants a little more brightness.

Received.-Andrew Pringle ; Benjamin Wyles ; J. H. Harvey. In our

next. -^ •

Photographic Club.—The subject for discussion at the forthcoming

meeting of this Club, at Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street, on Wednesday

next, the HItli iust., will be—C« Collodion EmalsionK.

Lantern Catalogue.—We have received from Messrs. Wilkinson

and Company, Sunderland, their new illustrated catalogue of lanterns

and slides, models of steam engines and parts, opera glasses, microscopes,

and other optical instruments, together with magneto-electric machines

and mathematical instruments. It forms a useful and instructive com-

pendium of works, artistic and mechanical, in the directions named.

The Late Mr. .1. Hubbard.—Many of our readers will learn with

regret the death of Mr. J. Hubbard, whose picture. Mother'.^ Love, was

avvarded a medal at the exhibition just closed. Mr. Hubbard was

origin.illy a portrait painter, but some (]uarter of a century ago bought

from Mr. England the photographic business in Oxford-stieet, with

wliich his name has been connected almost np to the time of his death.

Having been for .some time in failing health he was ordered by his

medical man to seek a change of air, and in consequence of this advice

so recently as September last he removed from Oxford-street to New
Wandsworth, where he dieil on the .5th instant, at the age of CO; and

was buried on Monday last, the 10th. Mr. Hubliard will be remem-

bered cliiefly by his pictures Stolen Uoments, Pensive Thovjhts, and Ins

last one, Mother's Loiv, over all of which he spent much time and

lavished a great amount of artistic care. For some years past he had done

very little pr.actical photography, but devoted his time chiefly to the

production of negative Tarnish, for which he had acquired a considerable

reputation.

OUR FORTHCOMING ALMANAC.
We shall be glad to receive at once the contributions of those friends,

English and continental, who have already promised articles for our

Almanac for 1883. Those who intend to contribute to its pages, but

have not yet signified their intention of doing so, we would ask to

forward their valued quota by an early post.

AVc have been informed by the Publisher that he can receive a few

more Advertisements, if forwarded not later than Friday next,

the 2l3t instant. ^
METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.

Observations t.aken at 406, .Strand, by J. H. Steward, Optician,

For the Week ending November 12, ISS//.

TiiESK Observatioss ark Taken at 8.30 a.m.
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THE PRODUCTION OF PLEASING TONES IN
COLLODION TEANSPAKENCIES.

Tub sulijcot of laiik-iii traiisparoiicies is ofie tli;»t lias been a good
deal before the public of late, and the present is the aenaou when
tli.it class of work is most in favour with amateurs who employ
their winter evenings in the produetion of, ))erliap'', the most
jdeising form of picture that can be ))rotluced by |)hotograph3'.

The recent tendency appears to bo iu favour of albumen plates for

the purpose; but, beautiful as undoubtedly are the results obtained

by the TaupenOt or collodio-albumen method, we are by no
means sure that the majority of amateurs will not prefer a simpler

jirojess if results at all approaching tliQge of albumen are obtain-

able. 3
Next to albumen it is generally concerted that the best results,

both as reijards (juality of image .and licTiuty of tone, are rendered

by collodion emulsion. We do not mean to say that any collodion

emulsion will answer the purpose ; for such is not the ca.se, as those

l)rcp,aration3 which ai'e best suited for landscape work from their

rapidity are, as a rule, unsuited for the highest quality of trans-

parency. But a .specially-made collodion emulsion h.is scarcely a
rival in the field. Wet plates still hold their own—rather as a
matter of convenience than because they are capable of giving the

highe.st class of result—in the comraw^al production of Lantern

Bli<les. Their e.ase of preparation .as compared with albumen, and
r.ipidity iu comparison with emulsion plates, render it almost

necessary that for production on a large soalo for the market the

wet plate shouM retain its position ; but the comp.arative coarse-

ness of the image and the liuiit of toijij obtain.able is diatinctly

inferior to what can be produced upon the dry plate.

Recent experiments have demonstrated that by judicious varia-

tions of the exposure and development almost any class of tone ia

obtainable upon gclatino-chloride and even gelatino-bromide films;

and what is true of gelatine is at least equally so in the case of

collodion, but with this addition—that by altering or modifying
the " organificr" a still further range of colour is attainable. This

ia well known to all the older workers of dry plates, though not,

perhaps, to the newer generation, whose alpha and omega in dry-

plate work are gelatino-bromide and gelatino-chloride. The beauti-

ful variety of colours—for they are something more than variations

in toiie—vih'\c\\ have been produced upon gelatino-chloride films

have nearly all Iiad their prototypes produced by means of collo-

dion and of silver "bromide.

Thus tannin, .as the organifier, produces various sh.ades of brown,

and Major Russi-ll, in the first edition of his Tannin Process—
publi.shed upwards of twenty years ago— directed attention to the

alter.alion in colour which the combination of tannin, gallic acid,

and pyrogallic .acid (in the preservative and the developer) effected.

(j.dllc acid alone gives red sh.ades, pyro. black or blackish-browu)

coffee rich brown, while a combination of "beer and .albumen" (at

one time a favourite organifier) gives greenish - brown or olive

tones. In .some extreme cases we remember the colours l>eing a

pure, rich green. All these tones, liowever, are modified in character

by the exposure and development just as in the case of gclatino-

chlo»-ide, the same rule prevailing, vii, the longer the exposure

with a correspondingly-restrained developer the redder or warmer
the tone.

But the most renmrkable colours we recollect in connection with
developed and untoned images—colours, nmreovcr, which were emi-
nently suited to the purpose of transparency making—were some we
obtained on the early plates of the Liverf)ool Dry Plate Company in
1867. These varied from a rich, clear claret colour to a nearly pnre
scarlet, and were the invariable result of long exposure and well-
restrained devehipment. Under tho.<ie conditions it was easy to
reproduce these colours at will ; shorter exposure of the same plates
produced a plmsing warm lirowu. The development almost in-

variably employed at that period was u two-grain solution of c«r-
bonate of ammnnia, with pyro. and bromide of potjisaiiiiu to ta>te.

What preservative or organifier Mr. P. Ma\vd.-.ley eiiiphived we do
not know, but it was mainly tannin with, we believe, gum and gallic

acid. Whatever it may have been, very similar colours are obtain-
able with a combination of tannin and gallic acid.

The emulsion best suited for transp.arency work is a slow one. A
collodion composed of pyroxyline five grains, crystiillised bromide of

cadmium si.x grains, .and bromide of ammonium three grains in each
ounce will answer well, if treated as we shall direct. The pyri>xy-

line m,ay be any gooil wet collodion sample, and the solvents which are

used in equal parts should be as his{hly rectified as (xisailiie, in order
to permit of the addition of a few drops of water without pnMlucing
crapiness or texture in the film. To sensitise the collodion : for

each ounce take eleven grains of silver uitfate, and diss-ilve it in a
test tube or small fliisk in a very small quantity of water by means
of heat; five minims of water will suffice for each eleven gniins of

silver. When dissolved add fiidf-.a-drachin of warm alcohol, bring

the solution to boiling point, pour it in two or three doses into the

collodion (which should be in a bottle cap,ablc of hoMiiig at least

twice the quantity), and shake well after each .adilition. Transfer

the emulsion to the flask, or, at anyrate, rinse the latter out

with a portion of the emulsion so as to secure every trace of

silver, and then set the preparation aside to ripen. After a few
days two grains of bromide of cadmium are added (in crystals),

and the emulsion will then keep indefinitely and go on improv-

ing.

In preparing the plates (he glass is first polished with powdered
talc, dusted, and coated with emulsion, which should be allowed to

set very thoroughly, but not to become dry. When sufficiently set

the plates are passed through three or four changes of water to

remove the free bromide. The hist change may, with advantage, bo

hot, as it then opens the pores of the collodion film and causes the

latter to absorb more of the organifier when plunged into the cold

solution.

The organifier we prefer is made as follows :—First of all prepare

a cohl saturated solution of gallic acid. Do not use heat in the

preparation of this solution or it will liecome supersaturated, in

which condition it is liable at any time to defiosit minute crystal*

of gallic acid in the film, causing spots. To each cunre of this

solution add ten or twelve grains of tannin and filter. Tlie solntion

will probably not be clear, howovi r car» fully it may he filtered ; in

which ciuc add a few drops of dilute albumen, 1 : r>, shake up well,
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and ag:iiu filter. The plates are removed from the hot water,

plunged into this organitier, and aHowed to remain for from three

to five minutes, drained tliorouffhly upon bh)tting-paper until

surface dry, and then allowed to dry in a closed cupboard or box

free from draught.

Instead of the tannin, a solution of coffee, made by infusing one

ounce of freshly-ground coffee in a pint of boiling water, may be

used ; this is filtered, and saturated when cold with gallic acid.

This gives very good brown tones.

The exposure of the plates so prepared will be comparatively long

if \varm tones are required—probably from thirty seconds to a

minute (by contact) before a good fish-tail burner. For very red

tones a brief exposure to daylight will answer better.

The development is performed with equal parts of solutions of

pyro. and carbonate of ammonia, each of four grains to the ounce,

and as much of a ten-grain solution of bromide of potassium as the

exposure may necessitate ; but in this experience only must be the

guide. Fix in hypo., wash well, and tone if necessary with very

weak gold.

The process, of which the above is a brief resume, will yield

results which are little inferior to albumen, without one tithe of

the trouble the albumen process involves.

TELEMETRY FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS.

While photography was still young, and long before it had attained

its present advanced state, it was predicted that it would ere long

assert its usefulness to the traveller .ind explorer in so marked a

manner that the camera would form a cherished vade-mecum with

this chiss. This prophesy hiis been fulfilled. No tourist or explorer

would now think of journeying into distant and unknown regions

witliout the means of reproducing the scenery and salient features

of such countries.

But the estimation of form is one thing, while the ascertaining of

dimensions of such form is quite another. There has iiitherto been

insuperable difficulty interposed in the way of this estimation of

dimensions, on account of the fact that the camera cannot estimate

or indicate the distance of the objects it can so faithfully depict.

The late Sir David Brewster devised a telescope—which, however,

w;i3 never made an article of manufacture—by which the distances

of olijects fnmi one another, and these from the point of observation,

were so distinctly marked as to render it possible to pronounce with

a tolerable degree of accuracy upon the distance of any object

under observation.

If an inaccessible object were pnbtbgraphed from a point of view

at a distance, and if this distance were accurately known, then, by

having also a knowledge of the precise focus of the lens, the dimen-

sions of the inaccessible object might be ascertained from the two

factoi'S mentioned superadded to the size of the image, which would,

by a rule-of-three process, enable the dimensions of the inaccessible

object to be ascertained. But the obstacle to be overcome has been

to obtain the second term of the proportionate rule, which may be

thus roughly expressed :—As the focus of the lens is to tlie distance

of the object, so is the dimension of the object depicted in the

photograph to that of the natural object. This rule may be con-

sidered as correct—to a suggestive extent, at least. But a difficulty

lias hitherto been experienced in ascertaining the distance of ob-

jects far removed from the camera. We are quite well aware that

by the aid of a sextant the distance of any inaccessible object

can be ascertained with a tolerable degree of accuracy ; but we need

scarcely point out that the employment of such an instrument is

attended with some trouble, and involves much subsequent calcula-

tion.

We are pleased to be able to state that, through the enterprise of

Mr. J. H. Steward, optician. Strand, a very neat little instrument

has been introduced—so small as to be capable of going into the

waistcoat pocket, yet by which the distance of objects can be ascer-

tained without any calculation whatever. It is designated the

" Labbez telemeter," and it forma a surveying instrument as well

B0 a poclijt ifiHge-finder. Uetetcfyre yant'e'fiuderB Ijave required

not only calculations but also the services of two qualifit'd indivi-

duals to use them ; but in this telemeter— which is in the form of a

tube little more than the thick-

ness of one's middle finger, and

scarcely exceeding half its

length—every thingis arranged

in such a manner as to enable

a single individual to ascer-

tain, in the brief period of

thirty seconds, and without

assistance or any calculation

whatever, the precise distance of an object, no previous training

being required.

We shall not here attempt any description of the mechanical

construction of the telemeter beyond saying that, by rotating a

small toothed wheel on the end, and placing the zero mark upon

the zero line, the object is viewed by looking in a direction at a

right angle to it, the conditions for this being supplied by a small

mirror placed at an angle in an opening in the side. The observer

then walks a sliort distance in the direction towards which he

looked, and once more brings the object that is being examined in

the same line as before, this being effected by rotating a movable

portion of the tube, on which are divisions, until coincidence is

effected. He then finds that one of these divisions is opposite the

zero, and that is the actual distance of the object in question given

in yards.

We have in this description omitted some small details, but the

whole operation is substantially as described. The value of this

tiny pocket telemeter is evidenced by such men as Colonel Maurice,

R.A. (special ofiicer of Lord Wolseley's staff). Sir C. Warren and his

A.D.C., Sir Bartle Frere, and others of equal eminence, having

secure<l them for use during campaigns in distant countries. We
contend that they may be rendered as serviceable to the photo-

grapher as to the military man ; and we hope to see them in general

use as an accessory to the camera of the tourist photographer.

PHOTOGRAPHING THE NATIONAL PICTURES.

Allusion has frequently been made to the alleged superiority of

the copies of works of art produced on the continent over those pro-

duced ni this country. Indeed, in the eyes of some, English photo-

graphers appear to possess but a second-i'ate reputation as cojjyists

of oil paintings, or at least of those in our national collections.

One thing seems pretty certain, namely, that photographic repio-

ductions of the pictures in foreign collections are to be obtained

commercially of a far superior quality to those procurable in our

own galleries. In fact, so far as we are aware, there are really no

copies of our national pictures of moderate dimensions, or, at any-

rate, comparable in size to those from foreign galleries.

Various reasons, more or less erroneous, have at different periods

been assigned for the alleged superiority of foreign over our home

productions—such as the superiority of the light abroad, secret

processes of working, greater skill on the part of the operators,

elaborate retouching, and the like. But practical men, who have

had experience in this class of work both here and abroad, affirm

that the superiority of the continental reproductions is principally

due to the greater facilities which are afforded for photographing

the pictures in the foreign galleries ; also, that if equal facilities

were granted by the custodious of our own pictures, similarly good

results would be produced.

All who have had experience in copying any of the pictures in

our national collections knows full well the difficulties with which

they had to contend. Very great difficulty is usually experienced in

obtaining the necessary permission in the first instance, and when

it is obtained the restrictions placed upon it are generally such as

to render it quite impossible to produce anything like a presentable

reproduction. For example : the painting must not be removed

from the building ; that is quite out of the question. Neither may

the glass be taken off, or in many instances even the picture removed

from the wall upon which it is suspended. Hence, if the picture be

copietj at all, it must, perforce, be done as it bangs, and through thu
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glass, should it happen to be glazed. WithTmcli restrintionn it i« by
no rae.iiis Kurprisiu^' tliiit the copies when made— if tliey be made
at all—are far iiift-rior in character to those aeen in the shop windotvH,
and produced on the continent. In the face of such facts it is not
very astonishing that puhlishei-s, competent to execute work of the
first order, have not undertaken the reproduction of the painting!) in

our national collections on a scale similar to that of other countries.

Now, we are not for a moment going tosn^-jest that there should

be no restrictions placed upon photographinjj these pictures, or that

anyone sliouM have carte blancka to do ;us they liked, simply hecause
the paintings are public property. Such an idea would be simply
absurd on the face of it ; indeed, no one wotft'l dream of entertaining
such a thought. But when application is made by a respsctaMe firm

prepared to incur considerable expense in the execution of the
work, and whose reputation must, at least, bo a guarantee that it

would be creditably carried out, while every care would be taken
of the pictures, permission should be accorded, and at the same
time the restrictions placed upon the due execution of the work
should not be of such a nature as to render the permission equi-

valent to a refusal.

Some few months back considerable excitement was created by
the erection of a mysterious anil excen.iingly ugly iron building in

front of our National Gallery in Trafalgar-square. It was soon ex-

plained that this building was simply a photographic stndio erected

for the purpose of copying the paintings, and that in due time
students and others would be able to obtain copies of our national

pictures of a character much superior to any hitherto produced, and
this by reason of the greater facilities given for copying thera. It

was also commented upon at the time that the trustees had at last

seen the advisability of giving similar facilities to photographers

for reproducing the pictures to those afforded to them in continental

galleries.

Many were under the impression that this unsightly erection

was put up expressly for the use of any one who could obtain the

necessary consent of the authorities to make copies of the paintings

—

similarly as the trustees of the British Museum have provided a
studio and dark room for the use of photographers in making
copies of tlie ancient prints and manuscripts in their collections.

Not so, however, for it soon became rumoured in photographic

circles that this iron building was only of a temporary character,

and was erected solely for the use of a certain foreign firm of

publishers in photographing the picture-s. Also, that the restrictions

hitherto imposed as regards taking the pictures from the main
building, removing them from the frames, &c., were not to be en-

forced in this case, and that this firm could do pretty much as they

liked in the matter. In a word, MM. Bi-ann and Co., of Dornach,

had obtained concessions which had hitherto been denied to

English photographers.

It is by no means unnatural that some persona should feel

somewhat aggrieved at this, particularly after the rumours that

were afloat some time ago that certain foreign photographers

had acijuired privileges in copying the paintings in some of the

royal palaces which could not be obtained by English photo-

graphers. If all this be true, it is scarcely to be wondered at if

the work of foreign artists should get the credit of being superior

to that of the English in the reproduction of works of art, and

that the latter are compelled to occupy a lower position in the

estimation of the public.

In the daily papers, last week, the Secretary of the Fine Art

Society published a correspondence between himself and the Director

of file National Gallery. This we reprint in another column. From
these letters it will be seen that the Fine Art Society obtained per-

mission, some time back, to reproduce by the process of photo-

gravure a series of pictures in the National Galleiy. But the per-

mission was, as usual, accompanied by such restrictions as regards

taking the pictures from the frames, removhig the glass, iScc, that it

was practically valueless. It is manifest to all that it would never

do for any firm to incur the expense of reproducing tlie works by

such an expensive process as photogravure unless they could ensure

such results as would sustain their reputation, and this would

simply have been impossible under the circumstances. Hence the

idea had to be abandoned.

T
8inc« then MM. Brann and Co. hare not only obtained

permission to photograph the pictures, but to take them down
from the walls, remove the gljisscii, and actually carry them
out of the building into the tenijrorary iron shc<l erected for the
purpoie. With this the Fine Art Society and, we believe, other
English publishing firms very naturally feel aggrieved. The corree-
pon.lence shows that the privilege denied to the Fine Art Society,
though granted to the German firm, had also on a pievious occa-
sion been accorded to a French firm. The explanation of the
director of the National Gallery is one that we have little doubt
will not be accepted by English photographers as altogether satis-

factory.

As the matter now stands, many of our readers will fail to see
why privileges, which under the circumstmces amount to nothing
lesi than a monopoly, should mpre than once be granted to foreign
firms in photographing our national pictures, while they always
have been, and—as will be seen from the correspondence given in

another page—are even now, though not solicited, denied to their
own countrymen.

TEIiESCOPES AND PHOTOGRAPHY.
In the early part of last month we gave a brief sketch of the con-
nection between photography and astronomy, as seen by American
astronomers, and we ventured to express our dissent from the very
depreciatory tone which they used in regard to the capabilities o(
photography for some kinds of observational work. The position
we took hiia been amply and fully justified by one of the first of
living astronomers, Mr. Norman Lockyer, who, in one of the C-intor

lectures—only recently publi-shed though delivered some months
ago—gives a very complete account of the past records of photo-
graphic progress in its application to astronomy, and speaks in a
tone of complete enthusiasm as to what it may achieve in the future.

Concurrently with the publication of Mr. Lockyer's lecture we find

in the columns of Xature the commencement of a series of articles

by Mr. Common on Telescopes for Astronomical Photography, and in

l>oth the paramount importance of the science to astronomy is

lavishly admitted ; indeed, each gentleman goes further, and points

out in no uncertain language that astronomical ol>serval ion haslieen

revolutionised by its aid. In a very brief manner we may, t.hi-refore,

bring before our readers some description of the mode in which
photography has enabled such progre.ss to be made, of the modifica-

tion of the ill -truments employed for the various purpuies indicated,

and the difficulties attendant upon the work.

In effect a telescope is used as a camera, putting the dark slide

in place of the eyepiece, and special arrangements have to be
made for, on the one hand, solar, and, on the other, stellar photo-

graphy. The difficulty with regard to the sun is the intensity of

the light, while with stars, nebuliie, &a, its feebleness has to be
counteracted.

Mr. Lockyer, in his lecture, exhibited and explained Dr. Jansseu's

arrangement for securing views of various portions of the sun's

surf.ace. It is as simple as ingenious, and its action will be readily

understood by photographers who are familiar with instantaneous

shutters, as it simply acts as a drop shutter, but is actuated by a

spring whose acceler-ative action ceases the moment the exposure

commences, and so an equable rate of movement is obtained. The
aperture of this drop shutter is a mere slit whose width is capable

of adjustment, and thus the action is but momentary over any one

part of the plate. The advantage of the "brutal copy," which Pro-

fessor Young describes that given by the sun camera, may be under-

stood upon reading Dr. Janssen's statement that "an interval of

two seconds is quite enough to change the physical distribution of

the bright and dark portions of the solar surface near the spots."

" Dr. Janssen finds," said the lecturer, "alone by this means—it is

not a thing visible to the eye, the eye gets too tired and strained

—

that these markings are distributed over the whole sun's surface,"

&c. Here we see that but for photographic aid we should have

absolutely no knowledge of these and many other important

phenomena.

With regard to the stars a very opposite state of things exist

Their light is so feeble that with the full aperture of the lens, so to
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speak, acting at once, a considei'able length of time is required to

obtain an impression, and in the meantime the object, the star, is

not stationary. For eye observation, however, a requisite ainount

of motion can be given to the telescope by clockwork to cause it to

follow the moving object automatically, and thus for hours the star

can be kept in sight. " In sight," we say advisedly, for, though the

image of the star remains in about the same place in the field of

view, it is not exactly stationary ; hence any star picture, including,

of course, clusters and double stars, would be quite useless for

scientific purposes, either as representations of a portion of the

heavens or as records of magnitude.

Here the trained human eye and hand are found to act better

than any mechanism hitherto devised in keeping the image of a

star exactly stationary in the field of view. The telescope is

provided with two wires crossing one another, and the object to be

attained is to bring and keep a star's image continually bisected by
the cross wire for as long a time as possible. Mr. Common, in

makiuif his phototrraphs, arranges an eyepiece for his own use and

a prepared plate for the photographic action ; and his gigantic task

was to keep his eye at the telescope the whole time the plate was
being acted upon, and so supplement the action of the clock by a

set of adjusting screws he had devised to be worked by his hand as

he found necessary, that for no appreciable time did the star leave

the one point.

If our readers will devote a little consideration to the magnitude

of this task tliey will see tlie enormous strain it must be upon the

faculties of the observer. Mr. Lockyer gave half-an-hour as the

probable length of time the average human observer could stand

such a strain without breaking down
;

yet, he informs us, Mr.

Common was able to keep it up for an hour and a-half.

Dr. Huggins adopted a somewhat similar method for obtaining

spectroscopic records of the stars. He also had to supplement the

driving clock by manual adjustment, and keep the image of a star

upon the slit of the spectroscope ; but in his case the only harm
which happened when the image of the star wandered from the slit

was tliat, as no photographing went on at all, the exposure was thus

increased. In Mr. Common's pictures the pliotographing would still

continue if the image moved, and the efi"ect would be that well

known to the photographer wlien his camera moved during ex-

posure—a worthless diiuliled image.

Then there are difficulties of varying colours in the stars, of which
Mr. Common says:—" Thouijh such pictures may ditfer slightly from
eye observations, owing to the diftVrent colours of light not affecting

the eye and the sensitive plate in the same manner, they would
have the enormous advantage that they could be compared directly

with other pictures taken after the lapse of any number of years

under conditions that there would be no difficulty in making abuost
identical." Mi-. Lockyer says the same thing iu language, showing
that colour need be no difficulty:

—"It is perfectly simple to get
one photographic plate and to put on it a dozen or twenty images
of different stars, which will give you, in terms of a certain salt of

silver, at one epoch the different radiant energy of those stars for

comparison in future time."

The effects of differing exposures has been well seen in a series

of Mr. Common's celebrated photographs of the nebula in Orion.

When one minute's exposure was given nothing of the nebula
was seen, and only a few of the brightest stars. With two
and a-half minutes the brightness was increased, and a trace

of the nebula shown. Four minutes gave more stars— ten
minutes the nebula fairly starting into sight. Twenty minutes
increases its brilliancy, and an hour shows the nebula in all its

beauty.

The Rev. T. E. Espin, who has been so successful in Liverpool,
points out the difficulties of—(1) the instrumental errors

; (2) tem-
porary cloudiness of one part of the field photographed

; (3) unequal
absorption—tlie latter a very difficult and complex matter. He
gives a neat calculation showing the various influences of length of

exposure, aperture of lens, and sensitiveness of plate as affecting

these conditions. But though he is doubtless right in indicating on
condition, governing the apparent amplification of stars given by
photography, we think that by far the larger share of the increase
iu size following increase of exposure beyond a certain limit may

'

be placed to the credit of reflection from the back of the plate,

and internal dispersion.

In our next issue we propose to conclude our survey of the sub-

ject bj' treating further of this i)oint on the instrumental conditions

governing the various problems.

Wk thought the days of baby shows, barmaid shows, et hoc e/cnui

onines, were over, but our Gallic neighbours do not appear to think so,

as a little while ago they organised a baby show in Paris, whicli,

however, was ruthlessly prohibited by the police. Not to be cheated

out of the opportunity of rewarding the possessor of exceptional

beauty, the baby show is to be replaced by an " International

Beauty Show," the candidates for fame not having to appear in

person, but by means of a photograph. Well aware of the fictitious

beauty retouching is able to impart, the projectors of the show have
made a rule that the competitors are to sit to one photographer, who is

appointed for the occasion, with instructions not to touch up or im-

prove the portrait in any way. The photographs are to be of unifimu
size, the sitters to have low-necked dresses, and the head to be left

uncovered. A jury of distinguished artists is to award the laurel,

which is to be of a very substantial character—no less than a
diamond tiara—while twenty unsuccessful candidates will receive

diplomas. The pictures will be publicly exhibited, and the general

public offered an opportunity of legistering their votes. We pity

the unfortunate photographer who is to be entrusted with this task.

We apprehend he will for many months following the exhibition

have to be guarded by gendarmes to protect him from irate lovers.

Our very strong advice to him is that he should wear a mask and
stipulate that his name be kept an inviolable secret, otherwise he
will have several bad quarters of an hour.

The action of light on selenium has formed an interesting study to

electricians and others for sotue time past. Our readei-a may re-

member that a method of transmitting photographs by electricity

was founded upon this property of the light-sensitiveness of

selenium. We now read that Professor Bell states he has been
successful in conveying speech five hundred feet by means of a
strong ray of light acting upon a selenium cell. We suppose the

turn of photography will come next.

The precipitation of gold is by no means a matter of small im-

portance, though it is too frequently one of indifference to most
photographers. Waste toning baths contain large amounts of gold,

which, as a rule, are thrown away; yet nothing could well be

simpler than to precipitate the valuable unused metal by adding a

little sulpliate of iron, which throws down metallic gold ready fur

immediate solution after the supernatant fluid has been decanted.

The best methods for precipitating gold under various conditions

have lately been under investigation by German chemists; and,

according to the Chemiker Zeitung Gmlhen, the old method of

the photographers has superior advantages, and is oidy indicated

by the presence of chlorine, bromine, nitric acid, and the hypo-

chlorites of calcium, magnesium, and sodium—substances unlikely

to cause any difficulty to photographers.

White shellac is generally difficult of solution under any circum-

stances, even when new and in good condition ; but the difliculty

can be remedied by getting rid of the included water, this admix-
ture of water being one cause of the white appearance the lac pre-

sents. It is introduced during the process of manufacture, the lac

after its precipitation by chlorine being washed and pulled into

ropes under water. The best method to adopt is to break the lac

into small pieces, and then spread them out to dry in a warm place,

After the lapse of a short time it will be found much more soluble

than before, owing to that portion of the spirit in proximity to the

resin not being diluted with the contained water, strong alcohol

being a necessity for the solution of lac.

Considerable attention has lately been given to the obtaining of

magnesium in a pure form, the metal hitherto procurable being
very impure. The well-known film which so quickly appears upon
the surface of the ribbon after keeping a short time is a function

of the impurity, the effect—due to the combination of the metal

with the atmospheric oxygen—not being seen, it is stated, when
pure magnesium is employed, New methods of purilicatioa by
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electro-deposition have been devised, and at a recent meeting in

Berlin of the Electro-Teclinisohe Verein a pure ball o( magnesium
of superb brilliancy was exhibited.

Mr. Brashear writes to our contemporary, the Engluh Mechanic,

giving some cautions about the processes of silvering glass from
silver solutions. He says—" Don't let your solutions set around ;"

he did so ouce, and almost lost his life. In making some of the

silvering liquid on one occasion, as he could not dissolve the pre-

cipitate readily, he left it open to the air in a vessel on his desk,

forgot it, and left the room. Fulminate of silver was thus formed,

and was exploded by the mere jar of a closing door as he left the room.

A terrific explosion ensued, the room was wrecked, and the open
vessel was driven half-an-inch into the hard wood. When the

silver surface is satisfactorily made Mr. Brashear says it will stand

a considerable amount of rough usage, and he recommends it to be
cleaned "by rubbing gently for ten minutes with a piece of cotton

wool under a stream of water from the tap, blotted off with a piece

of blotting-paper, and when dry the flutf brushed off with a camel's-

hair brush before polishing. He states that in making the silvering

solution he prefers equal parts of silver and potash, instead of half

the quantity of potash as recommended by other authorities.

According to a writer in the same journal, Mr. Gorham is to be
credited with an important discovery in optics. By means of a little

instrument Mr. Gorham has devised he is able to measure the pupil

of the eye, ajid the results of his measurements, which have been
made several hundreds of times, show that the pupil of the eye can

be made use of as a photometer. The little instrument is made as

follows:—"On a circular plate fitted on to the end of a cylinder

abouttwo inches long, and one inch bore,were marked radii—the more
the better. On each radius are made two small holes, varying from
•05 to "28 in. apart. This circular plate is covered over with another

which has a slit in it, and which is capable of being twisted round
the first-named disc. On looking through the cylinder at any light

two holes will be seen. Twisting the outer circle round till these

two holes just touch, we may read on the scale at the other side the

width of the diameter of the pupil. Applying the well-known rule

that the intensity of light varies invei-sely as the square of the

distance from the luminous body, we may thus compare the inten-

sities of any sources of light." We are rather hazy as to the exact

meaning wished to be conveyed in this sentence we extract ; but it

is by no means unlikely that the germs of some useful photographic

instrument may be found.
»

FIXING .SILVER PRINTS WITHOUT HYPOSULPHITE.
A SHORT article in last week's Journal by Dr. Liesegang bears the

above startling title. I suppose the next thing to expect will be
" sensitising paper without a silver bath." Truly, we are advancing

with rapid strides ! But, joking apart, any novelty that promises

to eliminate the only drawback to our beautiful silver process,

namely, the really wearisome, never-to-be-contemplated-without-a-

shudder washing operation, is (few will deny) of the utmost

interest to us. 'The article in question I eagerly read with beating

heart and bated breath, and I felt that at length the goal had been

reached, that our necessary yet treacherous friend " hypo." had
received his death blow, and that the photographer's "golden age"

had at last come.

I congratulated myself that henceforth there would be an end to

those weary washings .and changings, and tearings and (it

rhymes with tearings) ; an end, and for ever, to faded images,

and . But my elation at this bright prospect was but

momentary, for on nearing the end of Uie said article I realised

that a cruel ignis fatuus had come to torment us with its lurid

and unsubstantial beams, the writer informing us that "albumen
prints lose their chloride in the bath, but the albumenate of

silver remains and deepens in colour by light." Would that the

happy dream had proved a reality, and that henceforth every housc-

holcf would afford us both developer and fixer—the former in our

homely "washing soda," and the latter in that useful culinary

compound, " common salt."

But the illusion is dispelled when we see that Dr. Liesegang is

only talking of coUodio-chloride prints, and as no one imagines that

this process will ever supersede that on alburaenised paper his com-

munication will prove of little benefit to the majority of workers.

If I mistake not, now that mechanical have superseded manual
methods of coating, ^efa^uio-chloride paper can be manufactured of

uniform quality and at a much lower cost than can coUodio-

chloride ; and tbia paper haa been ihown to give prima almost,
if not quite, equal to those on albumeniaed paper. Why aboala
not such a paper be put into the market at tne same price aa the
ordinary sensitised paper now used 1 Then, indeed, we might reap
the benefit of our foreign ccmfrMt ingenioua diacovery ; for, there

being no albumenate to "remain and deepen in colour by light,"

we should at length have a printing proceta poaaeaaing, m Dr.
Liesegang haa shown, the immense advantMea of rapidity, economy,
and permanence. Lockr Macdona, B.A (Oxon.).

MODERN "DARK ROOM" IMPROVEMENTS.
No. II.

A HANDT sink is one of the chief points in a well-fitted-up room.
Plenty of space for splashing about freely without splashing over,

and some well-contrived adjuncts for conducting at least the more
usual operations, are absolutely necessary. Not least important ia

it that entire safety should be ensured against leakage and over-

flows, especially if the studio be situated in the upper part of a
building—perhaps with other peoples' offices or shops below. Woe
to the luckless photographer who, at the mercy of not too careful

employes, has had the water left " on " with a defective ontflow pipe.

A peremptory message from the irate Mr. Blank demands that he
will instantly go down and see the destruction his carelessneaa ia

causing. The vocabulary of expletives is turned full upon his devoted
head ; and, although the mischief may have arisen from something in

which his commands have been directly disobeyed, it will be well

for him if his neighbour after cooling down prove a reasonable

man, or the annoyance has been arrested in good time. A few
simple precautionary measures to prevent this nuisance arising will

be far better employed than vain regrets after the occurrence.

Memories of stores of cigars galore, " meerschaums," and similar

articles taken and paid for because " spoiled," or at least said to be so,

by infinitesimal damp prompt an earnest recommendation to see to the

outflow, and over and above that have a gridded overflow, and again

and beyond that a second and larger overflow. Experientia docet.

But to return to my sink. A leaden trough, four or five feet

long aud from two and a-half to three feet wide, in days of old was
rather a capacious affair, and suflSciently so even when large plates

had to be manipulated. But with flat dishes for developing, for

fixing baths, to say nothing of a washing tank—all these being
liable to spillings, more or less—the sink space requires very con-

siderable extension nowadays. It is not at all requisite, however,

that the sink itself, or what may be called its main body, need be
altered. My own plan has been to add about three feet of wooden
slope at each end draining into the sink, and of similar width. A
board along the front of the whole comes sufficiently high to catch

splashes and protect the clothes of the operator. Of course the

whole must be made secure by a lining of some impervious material.

Providing the sink itself is well leaded, a cheaper material serves

every purpose for any slopiug extensions where liquids are not

retained. Willesden paper leaves nothing to be desired. It is cheap

aud easily cut to suit, though, of coui-se, it wears out in time if

chemicals are constantly getting to it ; but its power of endurance

is really marvellous. If anybody be very anxious to make it for

themselves it is said tliat copper iu small pieces (nails or filings)

digested in liquor ammonia for some time and the solution applied

to stout paper answers perfectly ; but the Willesden Company supply

it so reasonably that it is not worth while to try it.

On the "wings" described the fixing and alum baths can be

conveniently placed, and another bath of gutta-percha contains

Mr. M. Carey Lea's bichromate and sulphuric acid solution. Into

this waste plates are thrown, and easily washed clean at leisure.

The water pipe is forked, each branch having its own tap—one

supplying general requirements, the other connected by a flexible

pipe with the grooved washing tank standing in the sink proper.

A shelf over and at the back of the sink and immediately below

the window holds developing solutions, pourers, a box for soap and
pumice stone, and any article very frequently required, not omitting

a supply of table salt for cleaning the backs of gelatine negatives,

which should always be attended to before paAing them into the

washing tank.

Comfort and convenience in developing and similar dark-room

operations will be l.irgely helped by combining plenty of what may
be called " table " space with the sink space. Over all the sink and ita

side wings I have a pair of wooden rails, forming a sort of minia-

ture tramway. On these travel—so that they can easily be brought

forward for use, pushed out of the way, or even taken off and set

aside altogether,—three or four conveniences, such na a good, atout

table top about three feet square and level; another board with »
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slope to liold a large plate niulei' a stream of water for washing,

and an iron crosa frame on which dishes can be run over an atmo-

spheric gas burner. Tlie sink may seem rather a queer jjlace to

have a gas burner. Its service is obvious in such a place for

carbon and platinotype vi^ork. It should be of such a kind as will

not be extinguished, nor the burner holes corroded by dropping

water or chemical solutions. There are probably various patterns

which meet the ease; the " American retort stove" answers well.

All this may seem rather complicated, perhaps, in recital, but is

really not so; for it is time and energy saved in the long run to

spend a leisure hour now and then in pei-fectiug one's working
appliances. AVith such an arrangement as the above work may be
made a pleasure, which, if inadequately provided for, would involve

worry and inconvenience. I have found it quite easy to manipu-
late thirty-four-inch opals, and op.als may certainly be allowed to

be rather awkward things when they are nearly the size of a kit-oat

painting.

An enlarging arrangement attached to the upper part of the

window, converting the dark room into a camera, needs no descrip-

tion. Of course in establishments having separate eidargmg rooms
it is not a sine qu'1. non; but the majority are, perhaps, not thus

fortunate, and to them comes the consolation that nothing can be
handier than the power of popping a negative or transparencj' into

its place and securing the product without any running about or

waiting. In my own case the enlarging apparatus traverses the

room overhead. Indeed, I have had two side by side, and another

in a separate room ; but it is found that one will do a vast amount
of work, and the e.xtra ones are not needed. When much of this

sort of work is going on the question naturally presents itself

—

Does light get diffused through the room so as to affect the

gelatine plates while being changed or developed I I have never
found it do so, but of course it would be foolish to have the plates

filled into the slides near where the light from the lens v/ould fall.

One corner of the room, as far as possible from all. sources of light,

is best devoted to the operation of plate changing.

A drying closet is a useful convenience in tlie room, and periiaps

the less it has of complications the better. So long as it is a fair

size, has plenty of light, safe holes at the top, and a " liit and miss
"

perforated sheet-iron bottom, with a ring burner some distance

below, it will meet most ordinary requirements. The drying of

gelatine plates in any quantity is another matter, and needs a
separate room where other operations are not going on. But short

of that there are many operations for which a cupboard of this sort

will be found very useful, whilst any sensitive plates about can be
popped into it in a moment if it be desired to open the window to

admit daylight.

Subsidiary drying sheloing will be needed, especially where much
enlarging is done. Nothing is more convenient than, instead of a
plain board, to make the bearer of a pair of rails, and behind them
fixed to the wall a "slotted" narrow board or broad lath, so that
plates can be stood up perfectly straight resting on the two rails,

and with one side held in the narrow slot or nick in the back lath,

this being fixed so as to touch at about two-thirds the height of the
plate used. There should be a series of them to take plates (say)

from whole-plate to 12 x 10 ; from that to eighteen or twenty inches,
and so on. Of course, being quite open, air circulates readily
amongst them. These ai-e for finished negatives of large size,

glasses flowed with albumen, and other work where spontaneous
drying is used. I have said " spontaneous drying ;" but if another
gas burner be permitted for boiling water and such like, and it can
conveniently be placed a good distance below, the one thing is

rightly fixed for helping the other by the currents of warm air
passing upward.
Over this last-named stove varnishing is done in the summer

when ordinary fires are out of use ; and as there is a possibility of a
plate just catching the flame when drying off, and also of kettles
boiling over and evaporating pans breaking, I adopt the plan of
setting this little stove by itself in the middle of a large metal
shallow tray, which is isolated on a stone-topped platform raised
a foot or so frcj^i the floor. If wet collodion be used for en-
larging, as it no doubt generally is, then all collodions should
be kept as far as convenient from this as well as any other
flame. A good boiling pan with a copper bottom over this
stove provides hot water for carbon work. Many will have
the luxury of a separate room for carbon development, but
where space is limited it can be very well done without. A far
more important thing is a separate room for sensitisinq and drying
tissue. The atmosphere of the dark room, even with the best of
ventilation, seems to be most prejudicial to the koepiii'^ riualiiy of
tissue.

"

Whilst speaking of carbon I might mention a use for a by-
product that I have not seen mentioned before. The floor of the
dark room is usually of Ijare boards, and if it be over another room the
ceiling of the latter is pretty certain to suffer from solutions spilled

being partly absorbed by the boards and partly percolating between
tliem. If the yellow backing stripped from a developing carbon
picture be laid face down on the floor it adheres wiUi great tenacity,

and becomes so hard and impervious that it forms an effective pro-

tection against intruding solutioni Of course it takes some time to

cover a floor; but, once done, and the stuft' cai-ried an inch or so up
the skirting-board, the room floor practically forms a sort of safe

tray. The only precaution needed is not to disturb it v.'hilst wet
and soft. If a pigment picture (on paper of course) prove a failure

from under- or over-exposure, or any other cause, down it goes the
same way. I hope nobody will suggest vmpleasant comparisons
with another dark abode said to be " paved with good intentions."

In any case those who try it will find tliis sort of chroraated gelatine

and paper" floor-cloth" will stand being walked upon, washing when
required, and tliat a bath of silver spilt on it would be more easily

mopped up than on bare flooring-boards. Benjamin Wyles.

PHOTOGRAPHie INDUSTRIES.

THE ARGENTIC BROMIDE WORKS OF MESSRS. MORGAN
AND KIDD.

Several persons had spoken of the application of gelatine-bromide
of silver to paper soon after it was known to have succeeded upon
glass, and probably many more who kept their thoughts to them-
selves had indulged in surmises as to the feasibility of such appli-

cation ; but to Mr. Morgan, of Greenwicli, was reserved the
privilege of announcing to the public that he had reduced it to a
commercial, practical form. Scarcely liad he made public the appli-

cation of "argentic bromide" to the production of positive prints

upon paper than the prospective value of the process was perceived,

and |5ersons in otlier countries even secured it for themselves by
patent. Out of this invention arose, in the country of its birth, a
great industry, of which we shall now give a brief description.

The premises of Messrs. Morgan and Kidd are situated in Kew
Foot-road, Richmond, being readily accessible from the various

railway stations in that town. On entering the office we found our-

selves in the midst of enlargements, in every style of finish, made
on argentic bromide paper and opal glass. The latter in some
instances were of goodly dimensions, not a few being 24 x 18
inches.

What appeared to be an exceptionally useful application of the
process was the preparation of canvasses for the use of the painter

in oils ; and in the course of our visit we saw the process of

preparing these canvasses. In this the great care was to have
its surface in such a state, by its texture being previously impreg-
nated with some special size, as to ensure the sensitised gelatine which
is subsequently applied becoming part and parcel of the canvas, thus
rendering its peeling and cracking off quite impossible. Some
canvasses stretched on frames which we saw measured 50 x 40
inches downwards, but there seemed no difliculty in the way of

preparing them of much larger dimensions whenever such should
be required.

The paper is all coated by hand. Sheets of plain Saxe paper are

formed into trays by having their margins turned up. They are

supported belovif by large slabs of plate glass of the proper dimensions,

loosely set in wooden frames. This ensures the paper being retainecl

in quite a flat position. Let us follow the fortunes of one such
sheet.

Upon being placed as described the frame was passed through an
aperture in the partition into an adjoining room, from which all

light was carefully excluded save that from gas lamps screened by
red papei-, aurine being the colouring medium employed. On a
series of tables ranged round this dark room were placed levelled

pegs at suitable intervals, on which to lay the glass plates after the
paper had been coated. This latter operation was performed by
the operator taking up a small vessel containing a measured quan-
tity of emulsion, and pouring it into the paper tray. As soon as it

was found to flow properly over every portion of the surface the
supporting plate was then placed upon the levelled stand, and
allowed to remain there until the gelatine was suflSciently set to

permit of its removal. In the meantime, however, a second, third,

fourth, and other sheets were being treated in like manner, and so

on in succession, the number of plates being so adjusted as to

ensuie .i succession of plates being set and ready for removal, thus
keeping up the continuity of the coating and removing. When
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set eiicli nlicfl was lifted from ita glass support, nttaclicd to a light

lalh by one end, and suspended upon a frame ^vhicb, when charged

in this manner, was sent up into a drying-room overhead by the

agency of an elevator or " lift. ' After being allowed to remain in

the drying-room until quite dry— which occupied about twelve

hours, more or less—the sheets, after having been examined for

defects or specks, were trimmed, rolled up, and placed in the long,

round cardboard boxes so familiar to those who employ ai'gentic

bromide paper. From first to last no other light had access to

tlieni than tlie subdued red light transmitted through the auriue

paper by which the gaa in carefully protected.

Kecognising the impossibility of obtaining uniformity or even

good quality when the emulsions are prepared witli ordinary water,

Messrs. Morgan and Kidd make it a strict rule to employ nothing

but di-stilled water; and in one room we saw a large and beautiful

copper boiler with its condenser, from which the distilled water was
pouring continuously in a sni.all stream.

lu this room, too, we witnessed the preparation and cleaning of

the opal plates. These are of the class of glass known as " pot

opal," and, so far a-s we saw during this visit, one side was ground.

This matt surface undoubteilly imparts a line tooth for subsequent

artistic work. The plates after being unpacked are laid down upon

a flat slab in a sink, and subjected to smart friction with soap and

water, after which they are plentifully rinsed with plain water.

Precautions are taken to ensure the temperature of the emulsify-

ing room remaining at a uniform rate. The quantity of emulsion

used daily is twelve gallons. The nitrate of silver is received in

quantities of two hundred ounces every few days. Care also is

taken to ensure the recovery of every particle of silver from the

residues, some special means, which we are informed are to be

hereafter published, being devised for this purpose. The amount
recovered from residues last year netted £150.

When we visited the enlarging-room we witnessed the exposure

and development of a sheet 23 x 18 inches. The enlarging cameras

stand in a horizontal position, the light of the sky being thrown

through the negative by a plain glass mirror erected at an angle

outside ; in short, the luminous sky forms the background to the

negative being enlarged. At a suitable distance in front of the lens

(inside of the enlarging-room) stands an easel having every adjust-

ment and capable of takiuij sheets of paper of any dimensions

within a reasonable range. Tlie exposure given to the sheet referred

to was thirty-four seconds, a carle lens being employed as the

objective. At the end of this time it waa placed in a dish and

deveh)ped with the following :

—

Saturated solution of neutral oxalate of potiish... 4 ounces.

„ „ sulphate of irou 1 ounce.

A sixty-grain solution of bromide of potassium... 6 minims.

The image came out slowly, but soon acquired great vigour and a

fine colour, after which it was fixed and wa.shed. An enlargement

on a .30 X 25 sheet had just been made from a quarter-plate before

we arrived, the exposure given having been a minute and a-half.

But the atmosphere was thick with a brownish vapour during the

day of our visit, so that the figures here given as representing the

exposures must be viewed as calculated from that light.

Certain rooms upstairs are devoted to artistic work, and we there

saw several lady artists engaged in finishing the enlargements

under the supervision of Mi'. Wake—a gentleman whose name is

well known to many of our readers.

The whole of the dark rooms are lighted by gas, shielded by red

paper, in preference to daylight, which has been found to bo un-

steady. The premises are all heated by hot-water pipes, of which

there are no fewer than two thousand feet employed for this

purpose. The conductors of this establishment evidently entertain

the sound opinion that, in order to get the various classes of work

executed in the best manner, those to whom such work is entrusted

must be made to feel quite comfortable as regards temperature.

We may close l>y remarking that, until we were shown through

the extensive and well-api)ointed premises of Messrs. Morgan and

Kidd, we had no conception that such a large and important "in-

dustry " had been formed in connection with the sensitising of paper

by the agency of argentic bromide.

A NEW DEVELOPER : FORMIC ACID IN THE
DEVELOPER.

[A commanioation to the Okugow and West ot Scotland Amateur Photogtnphle
Association.)

Thkre has lately been much correspondence in the photographic

journals on the merits of various subst-ipces an preservers of pyro.

Sodic sulphite Inn been well distfiisst'd, «ouie swearing by it and

others swearing at it. Tlic trulii seemt to l>o lliat pure sulphite m
a capital thing when you can get it, but difficult to procure aaU to

keep when you do procure it.

For my own part I prefer formic acid. Here li a redcolonrnl
concentrated solution of pyro. in alcohol, with thea<idition of formic
acid. It has been kept ten weeks, yet when diluted with water for

use gives a colourless solution. On the addition of ammonia and
bromide, as for developing, you see it becomes a very deep niby
colour, and in a few seconds clears to the colour of very pale eherry.

It will remain like this for an hour. Here is some mixed two hour*
and a-iialf ago, which is not yet dark enough to stain a plate.

lu using this developer the image comes up with the same rapidity

and vigour as with plain pyro. Formic acid is not in any sense a
restrainur, but has itself been proposed as a developer. It, how-
ever, neutralises a small part of the ammonL-i, so that rather more
may be used than with plain pyro. The following ia a conTenieot

stock solution :

—

Pyro. 240 grains.

Formic acid 1 drjichni.

Methylated alcohol 1| ounce.

Each drachm contains twenty grains of pyro. Dilute as required

for the plates you use, but leave out of your fornnda any nitric or

citric acid it may contain, aa the formic acid replaces then).

W. GOODWIX.

TWO POINTS AND A LITTLE PHILOSOPHY.
Ar various times, and from different quarters, the removal from
gelatine of that abomination "grease" has formed the subject of

inquiry, and articles have emanated from the pens of various gentle-

men having for their object the removal of this annoying though most
natural adjunct of the now indispensable stock article—the holder and
recipient of the silver bromide. It was but very natural that this

substance, productive as it is of the numerous opaque spots which still

crop up in many makes of plates, woulil ilraw attention, and that a
suit;\l)lo remedy should be sought for. Even Dr. Etler had, if my
memory serve me rightly, a hand in the matter, and subjected gelatine

to a special treatment in view^ of its purification from the individual

point of view now in contemplation.

Among the remedies suggested—one that I saw adopted by a pro-

fessional plate-maker—was ammonia. A two-per-cent. solution of the

alkali in plain water filled a jar, in which the gelatine was placed to

soak for a while, the alkaline si.hition poured out, and the glutinous

mass washed in repeated changes of water until, in fact, all smell of

ammonia had disappeared. Whether this remedy was or was not

fully efficient I am not prepared to say, as the answer were best elicited

by actual experiment, wliich anyone is open to make if he choose. I

believe, however, that this special mode of treatment was ultimately

abandoned and some other, which I did not inipiiro after in that

particular quarter, adopted.

As I persouiiUy ol)ject to the use of ammonia, it was in another

direction I had to seek to overcome the difficulty, if possible. My plates,

just tlio same as other people's plates, would insist now and then upon
having the horrid pest—little, round, opaque spots that would have

tried even Job's patience when discovered, on issuing from the

laboratory, on a \)et negative, promising most unprofitable labour on

any proof of value it was desirable to see perfect. Ammonia is not by
any means the only thing that will track out grease. There are others

—

spirits of turpentine, for instance, which is the inveterate enemy of

oleaginous ami fatty matters. It wrestles with them then and there,

and has the upper hand iu no time. But, then, if applied to the sub-

stance in question, with the end iu view—what about its effects on sen-

sitiveness? I confess that I did not think it advisable to try it, though

it might happen that some unlooked-for results might have come forth.

!Such strange and unexpected things do crop up iu the laboratories of

even tyro experuueiitalists ! In the golden days of the search .iftcr the

philosopher's stone, quaint things sometimes came about in the

alchemist's sanctum, more than one discovery of a valuable natarm

being made unexpectedly, and while seckiug after a totally dififerent

object. Thus it might be with the search for the most suitable reagent

to effect the present purpose. Uy the way, it is not always safe, even

for those well versed iu chemistry, to rashly handle chemicals and

bring them in contact. A gentleman of my aci|Uaintancc (a doctor of

cheniistry ) was much ill-used once while carrying on investigations with

substances of an apparently innocent character ; and in the columns of

TuK Bkiti.sh Journal or PnoTouRAruv I have at different times seen

the record of possible accidents furnished by the Editors, with a view-

to servo as a warning to the unwary.
To retom to the subject : while it was not at all unlikely that •

thorough search might have led to the discovery of a better aseitt

than ammonia, other means no less efficient might lie found, ana in

this direction why not investigate likewise? There arc more ways of

killing a dog than by hanging, Why not see what might be done by

various w.tys of filtering? I originally filtered o'y ennihion, to rid it

of objectionable reaidues, with the once orthodox chamois lestlier
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Unfortunately cliamoia leather, while being very useful in many ways,
is heir to various disadvantages only recognised witli protracted ex-

perience ; and as a strainer, even under the best of conditions, it is far

from being perfect. I tried swan's-down calico. One sample worked
fairly so far as residues were concerned, but that was all. Another
sample proved inefficacious altogether. Two, and then three, folds of

muslin next had a turn, proving quite effective in checking the passage
of any rather coarse particle ; and, in fact, a plate coated with emul-
sion thus strained was free from any grittiness to the touch, but on the
application of the developer the crop of spots came out as impudently
as ever. Clearly, then, of the three kinds of strainers used there was
not one that would perform the twofold duty required. The number
of textile fabrics that might still have beeu tried would, perhaps,
prove unlimited. Then there was mohair, floss silk—I was going to

say wool, forgetting that it would have to be of a special kind ; for

ordinary wool, as most people know, is itself of a greasy nature, and
might have imparted some of its own viscousness to the already-
existing evil. Since animal products had that peculiar character of

enhancing, in all probability, instead of destroying, the malady, it led
me to lay my hand again on an old friend—a great favourite in days
fast disappearing, when collodion filtering was a frequent necessitv.

Need I name the famed product of the Southern States of America,
where, at the proper time, it is seen oozing out of the husk awaiting
picking, putting into bales, and shipping to the textile manufacturer of
Manchester, &c. ?

I, too, had found it, and could exclaim—" Eureka !
" Cotton wool

(medicated) not only filtered nicely in the usual way, but it, moreover,
quite effectually removed the objectionable grease from the gelatine,

giving as fine and perfect an emulsion as could be desired. And why
should it not, wlien one comes to think of it ? Why ? What about its

fibres? Are they not so many tentacles eager to firmly lay hold of
•whatever they choose to forcibly retain? And this, indeed, they do
with a power that would jjut the octopus to shame. This is at least

my experience on a small scale ; and, if twenty ounces of emulsion can
effectually be filtered in this wise, why not more, even if one had to
renew the cotton when once fully charged? It is advisable to loosen
the fibres a little prior to commencing filtering operations, and it is

needless to say, I presume, that the cotton ought not to be moistened
if one desire to retain in the fibres the necessary elasticity. My own
modtis operandi is simply to put a plug of the cotton in the neck of
the funnel—not too tightly—and to filter away.
For use on a large scale it is highly probable that layers of cotton

wool, with fibres loosened as advised, placed on silver wire, mohair, or
some fabric or other fixed as the wire-work is fixed in sieves, and of

any desired diameter, would effect the end quite well ; however, this

can easily be tried. Now all this is exceedingly simple, and yet it

is like the egg of Columbus—it merely wanted to be thought of and
realised.

There is a point I now wish to touch upon, and which has nothing to
do whatever with the one just elucidated, and that is—chrome alum : its

use and its real functions. Professed chemists, many of them at least,

are, I daresay, iu a position to define the nature of chrome alum.
There may be, for what I know, an axiom—a formula—about it. Some
symbol might represent it, and all this would be very fine ; but, as
a simple matter of fact, I would fain ask what chrome alum is beyond
the mere symbol, beyond the mere equivalents, beyond its being
chrome and alum of chromated alum, if you will.

It is proved past controversy that, associated with gelatine, it

gives this last an unwonted hardness, and enables it to resist that
disastrous tendency— frilling. It is, in fact, usually said to tan this,
as it does cognate substances. So far as I am aware the knowledge of
this form of ;ilum lioes no further, photographically speaking. Now I
would venture to call for a closer examination of this substance, but
more especially of its effects when embodied in gelatine for photo-
graphic purposes, and when the developer is brought to bear upon the
same. I would ask that two plates be coated with the identical self-

same emulsion ; but one prior to the "addition of chrome alum, and the
other aftBr the said addition has been made. I would advise their
being developed with a mild developer, so that no frilling arise with the
first plate ; also the two to be developed side by side in the same
dish with the same solution, and, after fixing and proper washing,
to 1)6 carefully examined. It will then be seen that a considerable
difference exists between the two. There will be a characteristic most
pronounced on the alumo-plate, and a species of harshness and strength
of which the other will l)e minus. I like the alumo-plate ; I much
prefer it to the other, wliile ready to concede that it is quite possible
that the plate void of alum wonld be appreciated for special purposes
where softness would be a desideratum, as in the case of the portraits
of especially delicate women and children. But for most purposes, I
repeat it, 1 like an alumo-plate ; and, what is more, I prefer it well
charged with alum. Experience has shown me that it does not at all
slow a properly-made plate.

I liave raised this question wittingly and advisedly. I think there is

much more in it than might be suspected prima facie. I should like
to see it examined and discussed by one of the London photographic
socictie", for instance. I think something useful might arise out of

it. Of the second iry ingredients that find room in emulsions I scarcely

think any have more sterling value ; but what that exact value is re-

mains still wrapt in a mystery which it were desirable to see dispelled.

I do not believe I am far wrong in thinking that much is yet to be
learnt of the real jiroperties of the agents in daily use in photography.
Diligent as past investigators, such as the Kev. T. F. Hardwioh and Mr.
M. Carey Lea, for instance, have been, there is yet a wide field to
explore. Some of the properties are known ; others not yet as much as

foreshadowed. It is when combinations take place especially that the
problem becomes complex—often times manifold ; and a very sagacious
eye is frequently required to penetrate, determine, and fix that which
had hitherto remained nnperoeived and unsuspected. Moreover : are we
quite sure that our conception of even so simple a combination as

Ar/N03 -1- KBj- + KI
is perfect, or, rather, complete?— that the reactions are grasped in all

their bearings? This may, to say the least, be questioned. I take it

that we merely have a legible formula, comprehensible as such to those
versed in chemical science; but I contend that, beyond, far more lies

than is apparent at the mere reading of this otlierwise simple formula.
The'formula proper is nothing more than the various terms of a plain
addition, so far requiring no interrogative note, the outcoming and usual
answer to which is palpable at a glance to the initiated ; but I must
insist on the all-important fact that much more lies beneath than on
the surface. Let us deflex two beams of light—one yellow and one
blue—on a white strip of paper, and we shall certainly obtain a green
strip as the result.. Then on to this deflex a beam of orange and we
shall obtain a deep, warm, neutral green, or, rather, olive. Now de-
scribe exactly, first of all, the absolute character of the yellow, blue,
and red, characterise to a dead certainty the successive compounds, if

you can, and, taking into consideration the nature of the light that
passed through each coloured medium, try and find out an adequate
definition. Now the chemical problem is still more intricate, still more
complicated, no less abstruse. How, then, is the simple, attempted
equation to give forth, and at once, all desirable answers ?

Moreover, the chemical formula lacks aqua ilinliHata. The respective
quantities should be defined tliat ambient heat kept account of, and its

thermometric value should be recorded as well as any change of the same
during the period of contact. If artificial heat be resorted to, it like-

wise must be studied and registered, as each additional degree and
duration of action under the uidividual circumstance will naturally go
to influence and modify results ; and while most carefully following the
reactions with all known scieutilio instruments and knowledge, much
will still wholly escape your observation whicli on some future day may
be detected by a closer investigator. What is received currently and
accepted now in science will be demonstrated some years hence as
either fallacious or deficient. Such is human science happily excused
by our predecessors in these curt words

—

hnmanum c^t frrare.

If asked for the drift of this disquisition I shall not have to go far to
?eek the answer. It lies in the fact of my having sought for an inquiry
into the action of chrome alum in the bromide of silver solution. I
detected more in it than others have apparently done—or think I have,
for one should never be too sure of anything. I think good may result
from the inquiry, and that must be my apology for leading my Pegasus
further and in a more disorderly manner, perhaps, than is allowable in
the field of scientific speculation. A. F. Genlain,

EMULSIONS IN COLLODION.
[A communication to the Photographic Club.]

The coUodio-bromide emulsion process and its various modifications
for several years engaged the attention of experimentalists, but without
arriving at the degree of rapidity attainable by its formidable rival,

gelatine. This has been pressed into every phase of photographic
practice with a kind of feverish assiduity, whilst the good features of
the older forms are almost ignored. There seems, however, to be some
reaction setting in, as was evinced by your favourable reception of the
albumen process given recently by Mr. Aekland. In re-introducing the
process, for which we are indebted to the genius of one of the members
of this Club, Mr. W. B. Bolton, I shall make no apology, and in no
way as a competitor with any other system ; let each stand on its own
merits. I would willingly have ceded the position of exponent to other
hands, so now I ask your indulgence whilst I prepare the emulsion in
what may be termed its incipient form.
The formula stands thus :

—

Plai)i Collodion. oz. gr. dr.

Methylated alcohol 2 6
,, ether 2 2

Pyroxyline, H. T 60
Bromiaing Solution.

Methylated alcohol I ounce.
Water (about) 100 minims.
Bromide ammon. (58 and 5 grs. exe.) 63 grains.

Scnsitisimj Solution.

Nitrate of silver 100 grains.

Distilled water 60 minims.
The mixture is made.

It will be observed th.at there is in the above a large proportion of
water, but as our purpose is to obtain a finished and watbed product
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this is of no conseqnenco, If it were to be used in its present form it

wouUl be quite neoessiiry to use a bromide wliolly soluble in alcohol,

such as zinc or cadmium, as even the water imported into it with the

silver has the efTect of inducing reticulation in the film. Still, many
good plates have been done by the simple emulsion process. They
were coated with a mixture similar to this, washed singly, and flowed

over with an organilier, such as tannin, &c. Now the washing of

the whole bulk of emulsion, as afterwards proposed by the discoverer,

was perfect in principle, as exeniplitied by the procedure with gelatine

at the present day. As I cannot in the time at our disposal tonight

through the whole of the operations, I have brought examples of the

ifTerent stages up to the final result. We have here our emulsion,

which should be allowed to stand for a day, with an occasional shake.

It should be then poured into a dish to set into the condition as found

in this washing vessel. After soaking, the first water is tested to find

if the bromide be really in excess, and then the washing continued till

all trace of soluble nitrate of ammonia and excess of bromide has dis-

appeared . The pellicle is now placed in a strong piece of calico, the

water and remains of the solvents are squeezed out, and gathered

up for drying. This may be done either in a water-bath or spon-

taneously. As it is now sensitive to light, care must be taken to let no
white light reach it.

I showed you a dried specimen that is soluble in equal proportions

of ether and alcohol—together about eight ounces—which will keep good

for several years.

This is a small quantity of fdtered emulsion made by the above

formula. The plates are prepared by simply pouring over in the usual

way with collodion, and are ready for use without further ti-eatment.

I also put in a plate to show the contrast between it and an ordinary

gelatine film, a negative, and a transparency.

The reason I have given a formula divested of all the complications

introduced subsequent to the first publication is that I never found any
appreciable advantages resulting from their adoption, whilst many ditii-

culties arose, such as spots, fog, thinness of image, tenderness of film,

&c. There are other salts capable of emulsification in collodion, chiefly

iodide, chloride, and their combinations. For the first no satis-

factory developer has been discovered. I hope some day to find the

iodide yielding up an image to appropriate treatment. I shall leave

Mr. Doods to deal with the chlorides. J. Nesbit.

MR. NORMAN LOCKYER ON ASTRONOMICAL
PHOTOGRAPHY.

[Abstract of a Cantor Lecture before the .Society of Arts, May 5, 1884.]

Wk will begin by referring to what may be included under the term
"apectrum piv^* >7raphy." In this we have to do naturally in the day
with the Sim, ;... 1 at night with the stars and with the nebulte. I have not

much in this iiresent lecture to bring before,you with regard to the sun,

because it is not necessary that a large telescope should be used for that

body, for the reason that its light is so great that the small telescope will

do just as well. Parenthetically, however, it is as well that I should refer

to the sun somewhat, and draw your attention to some new optical methods
and arr.%ngements, which are exquisitely beautiful in their way, with refer-

ence to that body. The light of the sun is so very overpowering, and the

light of the stars is so dim, that you may easily, without my telling you,

come to the conclusion that the difficulties which have to be overcome in

the two classes of research are of an entirely different character ; and that

is so. We have to succeed in solar photography by battling with the excess

of light. We have to succeed in stellar photography by battling with its

defect.

I have here, by the kindness of Dr. Janssen, what in France is called a
" trap," and what we call a " slide," and this instrument will give you an
idea of the way in which the excess of light in the case of the sun has been

de.alt with, perhaps, in the most satisfactory manner. It is a complicated

instrument in appearance, but really it is simple when we look at it. It is

intended to deal with the excess of light of the sun by only allowing that

excess of light to fall upon the plate for an excessively-minute portion of

time. This apparatus, therefore, is placed in the telescope between the

object-glass which collects the light and the photographic plate, and the only

li^ht which can fall on the photographic i)late has to pass through an aiwr-

ture. Now, in front of this aperture is arr.ingcd a sliding slit, the jaws of

which can be regulated by means of a screw, so that I may bring the jaws

together until they are almost in contact in case the excess of light is very

great, or I may separate them still more by moving the screw in the oppo-

site direction. Then, when I have got this slit as fine as I think it necessaiy

to have it for that particular day, I can, by means of a trigger, allow this

slit to snap verv rapidly iiver this aperture, through which alone the light

of the sun can fall on the i)hotographic plate. There are several very beauti-

ful contrivances in this instnmient. One of them I will show you when I

have again set the tri>;ger.
, ,. .

Here is the point at which is the opening which allows the light to fall

upon the photoip-aphic plate, and this is the spring which produces the

moveiuent. Now you will see in a moment that if thif spring were acting

during the whole time that the light is passing over the ai>erture the

motion of tbo slit would be constantly accelerated, so that in passing

through the solar image one part would he more exposed than the other,

and in that way you would never get a proiR'r photograph of the sun,

because to get a perfect plxitogi-jvph yon want the quantity of light passing

through the slit t<i be always the same. Now, that is managed by the

length of this spring. The spring oeasee to «ct the moment the slit is in

front of the aperture, so that, while the slit w passing over tbo aperture it
only travels by means of its acquired velocity, itn velocity is not boiac
accelerated. I shall show yon presently two or tlireo photographs wbion
Dr. Janssen bos boon good enoiiKli t» give me, which show the m»(rniflcent
results which have been obtained in this way. The mo»t strikiDv remilt is

that he finds that an interval of two snconds is (piite enougli to cnaoga the
physical distributinn of the bright and dark |Hirtions of some part* of tlia
solar surface near the spots. The instrument, in order to dnnonstrata
that, must be so arranged that it will allow tw<i exposures at an interval of
two seconds. This is done very beautifully. I am now about to make one
exjmsure. I have now made it, and want tn make another. The slit

brings with it a shield to prevent the light falling through the aperture
until the trigger is again set. The instant that is done the shield flies

back, and in that way it is (lOBidble to obtain photof;raphic records over a
part of the sun's surface at an interval just long enough to enable you
to do this. That, then, is the way by which the excess of light is got
over.

The little patches of light and dark, which on the photographs are some-
thing like half-a-second of an arc apart, have a distinct existence on the sun,
and have a s|)cctrum of their own. That we learned from Sir William
Herschel, although, of course, in his time he was not able to photograph
them. But what we have learned from these beautiful photographs of Dr.
Janssen is that they are associated with cyclonic lines, and form part, in a
great many cases, of thorouKhly well-marked and developed cyclonic carves.
Dr. Janssen finds, and finds alone by this means—it is not a thing visible
to the eye ; the eye gets too tired and strained—that these markings, such
as you see here, are distributed over the whole sun's surface, and that they
vary frequently in exactly the same way as the sun's siwts themselves var>-.

That is one of the results of that method of dealing with an excess of
light.

You will understand, of course, that when we have to deal with the
stars—and there Dr. Huggins has been as successful in one direction as
Dr. Janssen has been in another—we have no longer to deal with an excels
of light, but with its defect. And here comes in another beautiful optical
method. For photographing spectra of stars, of course we want a spectro-
scope and a slit in the ordinary way, and what we hare to do in order to
get the best possible result is to get it by reducing the part of the plate
added on to the smallest possible extent. And while we reduce its expoaore
to the smallest possible extent we use as large an instrument as we can,
and then see that during the whole time the instrument is pointed to the
star the light at the focus shall really be entering the slit. Now, it may be
a familiar fact to most of you here that if that exposure has to be (say) for

an hour, and some of Dr. Huggins's were for some hours, no ordinary clock
controlled by electrical influences will allow the image of any body to remain
on slit or on a fine point for thiit time or anything like it. Dr. Huggins's
method, therefore, was to use a Cassegrain reflector in an arrangement by
means of which he could, with another telesco|)e, observe the image of the
star, and see whether it was the slit or not, and if it varied however little

from the slit to bring it back to its proper line! of duty. In that way you see
the defect of light was battled with by the time of exposure. The more feeble
your light the longer the exp<«ure ; and that the loneer exposure might be
effective he wanted a process by which the light should Ix! comiwlled during
the whole time to pass through the slit, and throvigh the system of prisms
on to the photographic plate. Dr. Huggins has been good enough to allow
me to show you tonight some of his beautiful photographs taken by this

means ; and I am sure you will be none the less glad to see them when I

tell you that that part of the optical method which depended on keeping
the image of the star on the slit for|uu hour together was played—not in aU
cases by Dr. Huggins, but very frequently by Mrs. Huggins.

This, in sum, is what we have learned of late years in sjwctruni photo-
graphy in the case of a defect of light, and you see it is equivalent to what
we nave learned from Dr. Janssen in the case of spectrum work and ordi-

nary work—in ftict, when it is a question of light.

But there are other things to do besides observing the sijectra of these
different heavenly bodies. We want to observe the heavenly bodies them-
selves. We want to see what they look like, and to know about them
telescopically as well as spectroscopically. Now, in this direction 1 have
to refer to Mr. Common's photographs, which have recently been crowned,
I am glad to say, by the Royal Astronomical Society bv the award of their

gold medal. The photographs of nebulae and clusters which he has recently
succeeded in bringing before us are just as valuable in their way, and are
fully as important as a method of optical work, as those others to which I

have just referred.

When we come to inquire into Mr. Common's work we find that be is

dealing, in some cases, with the-very faint markings of nebnlie, and that
some of his exixisures have been upwards of an hour long ; so that we may
at once come to the conclusion that in his case also we are dealing with a
defect of light. Now, how does he get over it ? You see there is a very
great difference between using a spectroscope, as Dr. Huggins did, and a
slit, and using simply a photographic plate, as Mr. Common does, on which
to receive an image. If we have our sjiectroscope and the slit, if the inuigo

of the star does not fall fairly on the slit it does not matter, except that
you have to let the exposure go on for a longer time, because the imago of

the star must fall on the slit for a certain time to get a photograph.
But Mr. Common's task was, so to sneak, more heroic than that, beCMM
in his attempt to eet images of nebulie and clusters of stars—the nebulae,

also, of course including stars—it is a question absolutely of hit or miaa.
Dr. Huggins's star, if it were off the slit, did nobody any harm; bat if

Mr. Common wishes to take a photograph of a nebula with some stars in it,

or of a cluster, if he cannot keep each star absolutely rigid on one point of

the plate it is {Ksrfectly certain that we shall never get a photojfrapbic
image, either of a nebula or of a star. Mr. Common, therefore, having a
clock perhai>s no Iwtter and no worse than Dr. Huggins. was comiicllecrto

invent a new njitical method or arrangement, and this is it. He has been
so kind as to bring it here in order that yon may seo exactly what it is. In
the photographs of si)ectra which you nave seen on the screen comotioa
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was made by altering the uiovcmenfc of the clock slightly, but Mr. Common,
after a great deal or trial, found that would not do. Yon must let the
clock take its course, and you must get .some other means of correction.

AVhat he did was this :—On a plate which had two motions on the eyepiece
of the telescope, you have separately first a photographic plate and then
an eyepiece. Underneath the eyepiece i.s a piece of jjlatinum supporting a
system of cross wires, arid tlien a system of rectangular screws, by whicli,
when you have once got the image of a star ou the cross wires supported by
the circle of platinum, you can keep that cross win', bisecting the image of

a star for as long—in f.ict, as long as you can. Humsn effort probably
would break down, generally, in half-an-hour. Mr. Connnon's human
effort, I believe, h.is already extended to abinit an hour and a-half. You
have then a fine delicate star, bisected by a still finer delicate web. Your
clock has to lie going as well as it may, and your corrections are made by
these two screws, with this important consequence—that if you can catch
aud keep your cross wire on your star in your eyepiece, you have kei)t the
images of the stars absolutely rigid on the photographic plate which is

beside the eyepiece.

In this way Mr. Common has obtained a i)hotograph of the nebulie
in Orion. Of course we cannot determine the jierfection of the method
by the nebula, but we can determine it by the images of these smaller
stars. This phf>tograph was exposed for exactly one hour ; that is to say,

during sixty minutes, or sixty times sixty seconds, the eyepiece had to

keep the image of some particular star (necessarily on one side of the
photographic plate), by means of the two rectangular co-ordinates worked
by the screws, exactly bisected by the fine cross wire, the crass wire being
illuminated by a lamp.

Tiiis photcpgraph I consider to be one of the greatest achievements of

modern astronomy, and I have taken occasion elsewhere to say what I
believe to be perfectly true—that if all the human efforts which have been
directed, so to spe?k, to this gi-oup of nebulce in Orion for two and a-half
centux'ies were put in one scale, and this photograph were put in another,
it would weigh them down ; in fact, tliat sixty minutes of nature are worth
two and a-half centuries of art. But that is not all. Not only has jNIr.

Common, by means of this jjliotograph, shown us that his new method is

good for taking a complete picture of that kind, but he has shown us that
photography contains ^v'it!)in itself, fortunately, tlie elements of its own
correction. What do I mean? I meau that one of the points which now
for two and a-half centuries—for the work on the nebuhe of Orion began
more than two and a-half centuries ago—has ocoipied the minds of ob-
servers has been tliis—Does the nebula cluvnge or does it not? And from
their drawings astronomers have not been able really to detenninc whether:
there has been any change or not. Professor Holden, in one of the most
voluminous, luminous, and beautiful memoirs ever devoted to the con-

' sideration of one celestial object, a few' months ago only, discussed every
drawing which is extant, and his conclusion was that really you could not
say from any one of those drawings whether the nebula was as it was first

observed, or whether it had considerably changed. Ni w it will be obvious
to everybody in a moment that by such photogr.aphs as these it will be
quite easy to determine in one year, or one century, or a thousand years-
art is long— if any change takes place. But we can do very much better
than that. Mr. Common has shown tliat, by employing ihis method for

different exi)osures, you have a perfect systen) of correcting the photo-
graphic record itself. If you change the salt of silver which you use, of
course you may change at any gi\en time the jjicture you got. You may
bo using different kinds of light, and you may imagine a nebula of Orion
painted by evei-y wave lengtli, you may got an entire belt of v light, G light,

A light, a light, H ' light, and so on ; but, without going into experiments on
variation so far as wave lengths go, Mr. Common's method sliows us that
by a system which I have called a system of "contouring," to make things
quite clear, you will be able in future times to get comparative results,

quite independent, or .almost independent, of the salt of silver which yon
employ. Let us see, for instance, how Mr. Common has beautifully built
up a nebula. We have here a photograph taken in one minute's exposure,
one taken in two and a-half minut&s, one in four minutes, one in ten
minutes, one in twenty, and then we have the one of sixty minutes' expQ-
8ure,

With an exijosure of one minute we have nothing of the nebula, but we
have simply a few of the brightest stars. That is the beautiful trapezium
which has been a test object, time out of mind, for observers with small
telescopes, and that beautiful line of throe stars to the right. Now, passing
to the one with two and a-half minutes' exposure we get them a little

brightened, and just a little bit of the nebula round the brightest region.
Now the four minutes' photograph shows you some of the other stars
coming out, which were not visible in the first photograph. The next
brightens the nebula and also brightens the stars, and we Ijave the nebula
in full swing, so to speak. With the twenty minutt-s' exposure it is again
increased : and now with the sixty minutes' we have the nebula in all its

beauty. We have there established an absolute system of contouring, and
that can go on quite independently of place—independently of everything
except the salt of silver you employ.
There is one more photograph I wish to show you. You ^vill see that

this method is as good for clusters as it is for nebuue. This is not so good
a photograph—the method has not worked quite so truly—but it will show
us all how important it is for science that it should work well in subsequent
cases. The stars should be quite round, and as a matter of fact they are
a little elongated, but you see what an immense engine Mr. Common has
placed us in possession of, if you take things as you find them ; for an
astronomer to measure a cluster of stars like that, and give the number of
them and the intensities, is a matter which would take years. The photo-
graph I suppose took, perhaps, thirty minutes.
These beautiful photographs l>ave been taken by Mr. Common in a mirror

with a three-feet aperture. Now, if you were dealing with a mirror of
eight-feet aperture of course we should be dealing with a cjuantity of
Ught as 64 to 9, and as Mr. Common uses a fl.at, and as I lui vo sluiwn that
» flat is uot necessary we may say practicaJly that with an eight-feet tele-

scope we get ten times more light, and, therefore, the exposure would be
one-tenth ; so that you see an exposure of sixty minutes would be reduced
to six minutes, and, therefore, tlie laboiu' of keeping the delicate star on
the delicate cross wire would be reduced in the same prop<irtion. Furtlier

:

with such a light-grasping power as that to which I have referred, we may
hope that soine of the stars would give us absolutely instantaneous photo-
graphs, and, if that were so, we might not only by this means get observa-
tions of spectra, but we might get observations of double stars.

With regard to observations of double stars, there is just one point which
may be argued, and it is this :—Mr. Dawes, years ago, showed us that,
wijrking (gradually upwards from apertures of one inch to ajiertures of

thirty inches, we enormously increased our sei>arating power on double
stars. For instance : he held that with an aperture of one inch we could
only separate a double star with a distance of 4J" ; and at ten inches we
could separate stars J' apart ; and then ho calculated that for twenty
inches you could separate two stars I" apart; twenty-six inches, '175";

twenty-seven inches, 'IG'J' ; and thirty inches, '1.52'. But what would that
1.52' become with an aperture of ninety-six inches? We should get
down to an exceedingly small fraction of a second indeed, and with a
perfect mirror and Mi-. Common's perfect system, I believe that the
time will come when we shall get double star observations added, as a
matter of course, to the observations which I have ventured to bring before
you.
So that it comes to this:—First, with regard to the telescopic o'oservations

of the heavenly Indies, if we take the nebula of (.)rion as an e.xaniple of

them, we find that we have in this method certainly a better one than
any eye method which the last two and a-half centuries liavc produced

;

that a system of contouring which we can apply in a few hours will re[)lace

the work of months, and give us a record on which wo can absolutely rely ;

while the W(u-k of months, and of years, and of centuries, has turned out to
be absolutely uni-eliable, because it is human. In dt>ing this, then, wo
esLablish nebula photometry, but we deil v.'ith stars in the field of the
nebula;. We must, therefore, deal with the photometry of st.irs in the
field of the nebulae, aud if we can do that why .should we be limited to
that field? Why shoidd we not take the avei'age over the whole visible
heavens, and bring star after star on tlie sivme plate, in the same way as
has been suggested by Dr. Huggins aud myself in other fields of work ?

It is absolutely unnecessary, so far as stellar pliotometry is concerned, that
we should limit ourselves to any one nebula or to any one liemis|)here, and
it is perfectly siuii)lo to got ime photographic plate and to put ou it a
dozen or twenty images of different stars which will give you, in terms of

a certain salt of silver at one epoch, the different radiant tnergy of those
st.ars for comparison in future time. Now, it is jierfectly certain that if

this be so, work like that is far superior to any work which any o'oserver,

however eminent, might acconqilish, because the thing would be absolutely
beyond all doubt, whereas one might doubt the observer.

If we jiass to spectroscopic work the spectra might be chosen from every
j)art of the sky, and you may have, as you have hypothetically for the
intensities of tlie huninosities of the stars, the spectra of different stars
culled, so to speak, from any part of the heavens you choose: and if you
can get a dozen spectra of stars, culled from near or far rej^ions of the
heavens, on one pliotographic plate in a single night, is not that better
than any work that one observer can do with that telescope? .So I

would propose that, with tliis eight-feet telescope, the observer should be
absolutely .abolished, that you should not allow tlie telescope's time to be
wasted by being emjiloyed by a!i eye whieli can only see one thing at a
time, and which after all may not be quite certain what it sees, or give
rise to doubt when other eyes in future years come to examine what it has
seen. Tiiis eight-feet reflector I would make an instrument fitted only for

such rese.arches as those which Dr. Huggins and Mr. Common have shown
us to bo possible. I would then, by means of electro-magnets or wliat not
— it is a perfectly simple thing to settle—get an arrangement by which a
photographic plate could 1)0 sent up, capable of coming down again after a
certain time, with ten, twenty, or thirty different images impressed upon
it if you wished. If it came down with one photograph as good as those
Mr. Common has enabled me to show you tonight, I, for one, should be
perfectly content ; 'out if you want quantity it is quite easy to get it by
lengthenini; your jilate. VVhy do I insist upon this ? For this reason : that
the observatory is no longer necessary. This enormous instrument, witli

an eight-feet aperture and sixty feet focal length, can be sheltered by a
hut costin" £100, instead of being rendered useless by an observatory
which would cost t'40,000 ; and I, for one, believe that if we had such an
instrument as that, made on such lines as I have indicated tonight

—

thanks to the specimens of work which Dr. Huggins and Mr. Common
have allowed me to bring before you—one year's work with it would
make the year's work with more expensive instruments absolutely ridi-

culous.

Then, to conclude, I refer to my text, and wish to bring iiointedly before
the Society of Arts the fact that this dream—this beautiful dream—lacks
all chance of realisation at; the present time for want of glass—for want of

the applications of the arts to astronomical research.

THE FINE ART SOCIETY AND THE NATIONAL
GALLERY.

The following corresiKindence was forwarded to the daily papers one day
last week :^

To the Editob.

Sir,—We take the liberty of enclosing you a copy of certain corres-

pondence which has taken place between this Society (the Fine Art) and
the Directors of tlio National Gallery. We venture to think that in these

days when Knglish businesses have to meet so heavy a conqiotition from
foreign countries, the balance should at all events be held evenly by those
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who hnvf the care of the nntionM property.—\V« bfi; to rmnain, yours
ob<>dieiitly, The Fine Art Swietv.

148, New Bond-slrett, W., NotemltrX^, 188 J.

You mny be awaro that tho iron house which has fur nome months
dinfiffured tho front of the National Gallery is erected by the Qerman
photograiihers of whom we »peak in our letters.

148, New Bond-street, October 27, 1884.
Sm,—In the spring of last year we appliod to you for jwrniission to photo-

graph a scries of pictures in tlie National (iallery, witli a view to their re-

production by moans of photogiavure and suteequent i>ubUoation by us.

You wore so <jnod as to give iiermission, but tho [lermisaion was coupled
witli the restriction that the pictures were not to bo taken down or their
glasses removed—a restriction which made the {)ormis»ion tantamount to a
refiis.al. We endeavoui'ed, but without success, to obtain tho removal of

this restriction, !iltlio«j;h we proposed to employ any persons whom you
might suggest, so as to ensure the pictures from injury, and although, as we
pointed out, the restriction which was imposed upon us had not been made
in the case of a French firm. We are now given to understand that these
restrictions have not bean enforced in tho case of the German firm, Messrs.
ISraini and Co., who have further been permitted toerect an iron house in

front of the National (iallery for tho purposes of their business. It certainly
seems a hardship that facilities which are afforded to foreigners should be
withheld from English publishers, and we think that we have Bome claim
to trouble vou by asking for an explanation of the course followed by the
trustees.—NVe beg to remain, yours obediently,

The Director, the National (iallery. The Fi.n'K Art Societt.

Nationat GaUenj, October 2;», 1884.

.StR.s,—In reply to your letter of the 27th inst., addressed to the Director
of the National Gallery, I am requested to explain that the privilege of

having certain pictures in this collection temporarily removed from
the walls for the purpose of being photographed was accorded to M.
Braun and Co. in very exceptional circumstances. That firm has been
engaged for some time past in photoijraphing pictures in the great
public galleries on the continent, where also, owing to the high im-
portance of the undertaking, unusual facilities has been afforded to them.
They undertook to erect at their own cost, and with the sanction of

Her Majesty's Government, a photographic atelier for their use, as well as

to defray all exiwnses incurred by tho removing and rehanxing of the
1)ictnres. Kven then, several works, tho removal of which would have been
lazardous, were photograi)hed in their places on the walls. The trustees

and the Director feel that to renew the special permission thus granted in

favour of every application which may be made for a similar ptu-pose would
involve great risk to the pictures in this collection, and they regret, there-

fore, that they are unable to comply with your refpieBt.—I am. Sirs, your
obedient servant, Ch.\rle.s. L. KAsTt..\KE.

The Fine Art Society.

148, New Bond-street, W., October 31, 1884.

Sir,—Our letter of the 27th inst., to which you have been so good as to

reply, was not intended as a renewal of our application to photograph the
pictures. We felt that to allow at one time a French firm to remove i>ic-

tures from the gallery, and take away glasses—at aniither time a (Jerman
firm to do the same—and in the interim to refuse to permit an Knglish house
to remove one single picture from its frame, is not to hold the balance fairly

between all parties. It may have been, as you say, of " high importance "

that English pictures should be photographed by these foreign publishers.

It was without doubt a very valuable monetai-y concession to give them,
and one that is enhanced by your refusal in the present instance ; and, there-

fore, as the series of engi'avings which we projjose to issue would, from an
artistic standpoint, have been of equal importance with theirs, we think we
are justified in compl.aining that privileges which were granted to them
should have been withheld from,—Your obedient servants.

The Director, the National (iallery. The Fi.ne Art Societv.

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 14,122.—"Measurement and Estimation of Amount of Light

Emitted from a Luminous Body." J. JoLY.

—

Dated October 25, 1884.

No. 14,457. — " Actinometers." C. Green and L. V. Fuidok, 128i

Colmore-row, Birmingham.—Daicrf Noreinber 1, 1884.

No. 14,885.—" Photographic Engraving." J. R. Sawyer, Ealing Dene.
—Dated November 12, 1884.

No. 14,880—" Method of Showing Dissolving Views and all kinds of

Slides, and Producing Life-Like EHects with the Optical or Magic Lantern.

"

J. A. R. RuDGE.—jyo^fc/ Norember 12, 1884.

No. 14,il51.—"Oxyhydrogen and Other Microscopes." Lewir Wright,
7, Beaumont-road, Hoinsey Rise ; H. C. Newton, 3, Fleet-street, London,
—Dated Norember 13, 1884.

No. 15,026.—" Separation and Obtainment of Oxygen from Atmospheric
Air." L. L. Brin and A. Bris.—Oa<«f November 14, 1884.

ImPBOVEMEKTS in PrODLCIKG ViGNETTEn PORTR.MTS.

By Henry Vander Weydk.
Mv invention relates to the production of photographic negatives, parti-

cularly of portrait negatives. It has for many years been recognised by all

photographers that, in printing from negatives, instead of exposing the entire
surface equally to the light, and thus printing in all high lights and shadows
in full strength to the very edgi? «f the print, a more artistic and pleasing

eHiect is produced by the process of vignetting to a half-tooe by first masking

off tho edges or margin of tho n(!g»tive by meani of a mask applied omtha
negative and leaving only the centra fully cxpo««d, and then takhur tb*
[>n|)er from under the negative and reversing the mMlcine prooe« by eSielcI-
ing the centre of the print from the light and expoaing too whit* iDM^n lo
as to tint it or tone it dr>wn.
This vignetting is only nraotiscd, however, in printing by the ersneeeent

silver process; and, in addition to th" ordinary ch><mical manipulation, it
iv<piires considerable mechanical skill and artistic iudgroent on the part t4
the printer (as each negative often rerpiires a Hiflereat (fase knd ahap* of
ma^k), whilo it niire th»n doubles tlio amount of time and labour neeeantjr
for phin printing. The increased boauty resulting from this extra mechanical
manipulation is. however, so great that nearly every photo«rapher prectiaea
it, a considerable .tdditional charge l>eing marie for tnene vif^nette*.
The difliculties of producing vignettes by any of the permanent printing

processes, such as the autotype or carbon process, the Woodbnrytype, the
photogravure, and all other photo, printing processes, are evidently so neat
that those commercially engaged m them refuse to attempt it, and 1 am
not aware that it has ever b«en done. Many of these permanent printing
processes woidd long ago have suiiorseded silver prmting had it been
possible to give them tho additional delicacy and beauty obtained by the
vignetting and printing [jroccss.

Now, by my invention I overcome all this difficulty, and am able not
only to produce the most delicate vignettes in any of the permanent
processes, but I produce them just as cheaply and easily as plain printa,
and without any of the additional mechanical labour or skill hitherto
requisite in vignetting. Moreover, by my invention the means of con-
trolling and determining the l)cginning and ending of the gra<lati'ms, and
their depth, is placed in the hands of the artist or operator while he ia

focussing the image in the camera, instead of being left to the juclgment of
the printer.

My invention consists in the employment of a translucent or reflecting
screen or screens, illuminated and inter|)osed during exposure between
the negative and the sitter or object biung photographs, the shape of auoh
screen being determined by the form of gradations desired.
Opaque screens having neither translucent or reflecting (mwer have befora

been tried, and they have the |)Ower of graduating the ima^ on the
negative into utter darkness— i.e., that condition of the film on tho negatiTe
which will be jwrfectly transparent and consequently yield the deepest
tone in the print.

In my improved method of vignetting the screen employed baa the
IKiwer, although placed in the same position as those above referred to, of
replacing every ray that it obstructs by other rays which it reflects or
transmits into the camera, so that instea<l i>f producing a gradation into
darkness it produces a gradation into a light or half-tone of any depth
desired. The negative when finished will then print only vignette.s.

In order to enable one skilled in the art to use my invention, I will now
descril)e the operation. I place my sitter and proceed to take a head and
bust portrait. Having posed, lighted, and focussed the sitter, I place the
screen well out of focus, either outside the camera between the sitter and
the lens, or inside the camera between the Ions and the negative. If I nae
it inside I construct the screen of a translucent material with an apertnre
in the centre. The material may be gauze or net or other open work
fabric, or tissue paper, or opal glass or other translucent material, the
aperture being sufficiently large to allow the image of the head and tho top
of tho shoulders to be transmitted uninterruptedly to the negative. The
edges of the aiierture may be graduated of diflferent thicknesses or density, or
the edges of the aperture may be jag^, the effect aimed at being to obtain
a soft vignette into half-tone extending to the very edges of the focussing
glass. I then aive the negative the ordinary exposure and develope as luniai.

If the screen Ix) pl.iced outside the c.imera 1 may use either a translucent
or opaque material. If translucent I fashion it in the same manner aa that
just described, but on a much larger scale, as it is placed much nearer the
sitter. Or 1 may use a reflecting instead of a translucent screen of a white
or light-coloured though opaque material, such as white cardboard or white
opal glass or metal. The reflecting side should face the lens, its surface
being exjwsed to either direct illumination or to reflected light from a
mirror or mirrors suitably arranged. In this case the edge of the mask
nearest to the centre should be cut in the form of long V-shaped teeth.

For varying the shape and size and depth of the vignettes I employ
screens of different materials and forms : and in order to obtain the
desired gradation I may nae two or more acreens of different sizes and
shapes placed in front of one another.

Having now particularly described and ascertained the nature of my said
invention, and in what manner the same is to be iierformed, I declare that
what I claim is ;

—

1st. The herein described prooesM of producing a vignetted photographic
negative, graduated off into a light or half-tone, by the interposition
during exi>osure lietween tho lens and the sitter or object lieing photo-
graphed of a translucent or reflecting screen or screens, having an apertnre
of suitable shape and dimensions, substantially as herein specified.

2nd. The herein described process of pn)ducing a vignetted photographic
negative graduaUHl off into a light or half-toue, by the inter|xi«ition, during
exposure, between the lens and the sensitive surface of a translucent
screen or screens, having an ai)crture of suitable shape and dimenaiona,
substantially as heroin described.

3rd. As a new article of manufacture a vignetted photographic negatiTe
graduated oflf into a light or half-tone, substantially as herein descritwd.

(garbibitioits.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF IRELAND.
The first exhibition of this Society was opened on Tuesday last, the 18th
instant, in the fine rooms of the Royal Hibernian AcMemy of Arts,
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Dublin, which, by the courtesy of that body, had been placed at the dis-

posal of the Society.

Their Excellencies the Lord Lieutenant and the Countess Spencer had
intended to be present at the opening, but were prevented by unavoidable
absence iu London. A large number of the members of the Society and
their friends were assembled in the afternoon to do honour to the occasion,

which is a novelty in Dublin. Very general surprise and satisfaction was
evinced on all sides at the magnitude of the collection gathered to-

gether, and which will compare favourably with the well-known Pall Mall
(lisplay.

The number of exhibits, as shown by the catalogue, is 739, contributed

by 135 exhibitors, and one recognises in the list the most famous English
artists, sprinkled with a few foreign friends, and the more generally-known
names of our best Dublin studios; while many well-known faces and
suburban views beautifully rendered are there to charm tliose whose limited

knowle Ige of the differences of platinotype, Woodburytype, and other pro-

cesses aeprives them of the technical pleasure only experienced by a photo-
grapher. To those familiar with the displays of recent years at Pall Mall
and other well-visited exliibitions, many old friends are recognised with
renewed pleasure, and most of the medal pictures of this year are to be seen
amongst the collection. Photographic novelties like Mr. C. V. Shadbolt's

Balloon Views (Nos. 159 and VH), and Liyhtning, by Mr. Auty (No. 140),

open up the question as to where the possibilities of photography may stop.

In walking round the rooms, witli so much to admire, it is difficult to

avoid omitting to notice much conspicuous merit ; but No. 7, entitled The
Young Dodger, by Mr.W. W. Winter, isacleveri/cni'e group; and TkeMuer
(No. 10), by Mr. W. Gillard, recals the well-known scene in the Cloches de

Cornevitle. A fine frame of Yachts (No. 14), by Messrs. West and Son, of

Cowes, shows what may be done in this particular direction ; and the

Chittywee, of Pall Mall fame last year, which is amongst them, has in our
opinion more than one rival. A beautiful frame of Fans (No. 10), by the
Autotype Company, is hung too high for comfortable inspection, which is

much to be regretted ; and, although it is usual to abuse the hanging by
those to whom its difficulties are mainly theoretical, we must say No. 240
hardly deserves a place in an art exhibition. With this and a few other
trifling exceptions—which, we suppose, are unavoidable, owing to the short

time usually at the disposal of the Committee—the work has been exceed-

ingly well done, and the general effect is decidedly good, while the exigencies

of the individual frames as to correct placing has not been overlooked.

Mr. W. H. L. Skeen, of Ceylon, we are pleased to see, by his con-

tributing so largely to the Exhibition, has not forgotten his old photographic
hunting grounds with incidental friendships, as shown in his jnctures of

tropical vegetable life (Nos. 297, 3G4, and 312) ; and, in his Landscapes
(Nos. 15, 64, and 18), his lines are cast in apparently pleasant places.

Mr. Booth Pearsall, in Clouds, on small plates (No. 24), and Boats

(No. 269), has secured many pleasing studies which we may fairly expect to

see reproduced on canvas,
Mr. George Mansfield contributes a collection of pictures in Prance and

Spain (in all twelve frames) of high merit, and it is extremely difficult to

make a choice; but Nos. 71 and 76, in our opinion, are the most worthy of

praise for their technical as well as for their artistic merit. This is the best

collection shown by any of the thirty-three members of the Irish society

who exhibit.

Mr. McLeish (in Nos. 69 and 77) shows two of the best frames of land-
scapes in the room, amongst which the well-known Misty Morning on the

Wear is certain to attract general as well as expert attention.

A Portrait of a Lady (No. 82), by Messrs. Robinson and Sons, of Dublin

—

a carbon enlargement—attracts and pleases very considerably, while the
po.se, or want of pose, leaves a sensation of something to be desired. It Is,

however, a fine work, and seems to command attention and praise.

Messrs. Marsh Brothers' Study of Sivatis (No. 191) and Pigeom (No. 195)

are charming—the centre of a crowd whose attention is divided by The
Brighton Cats of Mr. H. Pointer, who also shows in No. 98 some more of

his favourites. We may mention that this latter is put down in the cata-

logue as a collodion plate. With the exception of some of the Glendalough
pictures in 241 and 243, and a few others, wet collodion is practically unre-
presented.
Mr. T. J. Dixon shows the well-known enlargements of the inhabitants

in the Regent Park Gardens, and, as novelties in Dublin, are being much
admired as well as for their photographic qualities. A fine enlargement
(No. 112) by the Autotype Company (of whose magnificent contribution we
shall have more to say hereafter) stands in a commanding position at one
end of the large room, placed at just the right height for true effect.

Messrs. Chancellor, Lafayette, and Cranfield have each large portrait
work, which will fully sustam the credit of Dublin studios as regards direct
portraiture, and it is difficult to award the palm. Indeed, as the medals
are to be given on the votes of the individual members of the Society, we
think that the recording of the votes will not be such an easy matter as
may have been originally intended ; for in several sections, after some days'
study, we are still imdecided as to what is, for instance, the best portrait
or instantaneous jiicture. We shall continue our notice next week.

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE AND NORTHERN COUNTIES'
PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

The third Exhibition of the above Association has been confined to members'
work only, its main objects being the selection of a presentation picture
and displaying the views taken at the outdoor excursions. For the latter
the medal has been awarded to Mr. J. P. Gibson for the best set of three
pictures. Any of this artist's work, except, perhaps, his Bywell views,
might have been selected. The Blasted Oak, and On the Allen Starward, are
notable for the juicy tone and careful treatment of the shadows. The
Barhimn, Alnwick Castle, is a very telling instance of the good which com-
petitions of this nature may effect. The startling light piercing througli
the dark sky .and the brilliant illurain.ition on the side angle of the

old tower quite throw into the shade others of the same subject taken on
that particular excursion. Mr. Gibson's pictures in the main are, perhaps,

complete, but the introduction of figures into one or two would have been
acceptable.
Mr. J. Pike has a choice collection of his summer work, full of richness

and transparency. On the DeriVs Water is greatly aided by several bare-

legged urchins enjoying themselves among the boulders and pools. His
bromide enlargement from A View on the North Tyne is remarkably soft,

and its peculiar greenish tint caused by the glass on which it is mounted is

rather pleasing in this case than otherwise.

Mr. E. Goold has won the extra prize with his Vitm of Bywell Castle—an
expansive, airy picture of the ruin on the Tyne. It is much enhanced by
the treatment of two figures in a boat in the foreground. The poses are ex-

cellent and of bold size, and show another instance of the value of these

competitions. In other views of this subject the boat is hauled up on the
shore, serving no purpose but that of overbalancing an already one-sided

composition.
Mr. Auty, besides his well-known Lightning picture, has some interest-

ing scenes. Shields Harbour shows the steam ferry and crowded shipping

very ably rendered. The Iron Oates is a fine composition of rock and trees,

full of gradation and circling ripples on the water.

Platinotype jirints are abundant in the Exhibition, but Mr. J. W. Robin-
son's, with the clear whites, deep blacks, and fine gradation in the skies

carry the palm. A View on the Tyne, with the dark river, the massive
shipping, and the old spix-es of Newcastle rising into a troubled sky, is

very successful. The Old MiJkmarket is also a superior production, and
also many of his old Newcastle scenes.

Mr. Pae has some good effects. One is a Sunset on the River.

Mr. T. G. Gibson's English School Life shows admirable grouping of girls

busy at their desks, with their teachers overlooking. In Quarrying two
men are seen actively engaged in hewing out the huge stones. One of

these men was killed half-an-hour after the view was taken. The earth
came down with a sudden rush and buried him.
Mr. A. L. Steavenson is represented by some Welsh scenes and a spark-

ling view On the Conway.
Mr. Galloway's exhibits are numerous and original. The Return to the

Village is well chosen, showing a light trap running along the sea shore to

a prettily-situated village ahead. His instantaneous farm scenes and fish-

ing subjects will be invaluable to painters. Looking Out is very good.

Two strong-armed young fishwives are leaning over the railings looking wist-

fully out to sea. They stand boldly out against a light sky.

Mr. Proctor's Picture Without a Lens has attracted considerable notice.

It is a view of buildings, and it would be interesting, if taken again the same
size with a lens, to compare the perspectives. The exposure was a-quarter
of an hour with a pin-point aperture.

Mr. Templeton's exhibits must not be overlooked, for among them is a

little gem of children wading and playing among the waves and rooks,

entitled Common Objects of the Sea Shore.

Altogether the collection of exhibits has been satisfactory, but the num-
ber would have been greater if the restrictions had been less. Several
members have been placed hors de combat in the presentation picture com-
petition, owing to the conditions. The result of this latter has been
determined by members' votes, the picture chosen being Mr. Edgar Goold's
Bywell Castle. _ . _

—»

—

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Date of Meeting.

November 25
28
26
27
27

„ 27

Name of Society.

Bolton aub
Bristol Amateur

I Photographic Club

j

London and Provincial
Liverpool Amateur (Ann. Meet.)

I Oldham (Annual Meeting) . .

.

Place of Meeting.

The Studio, Chancery-lane.
.Studio, Portland-st., Kingsdown.
Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street.

Masons' Hall, Basinghall-street.
Free Library and Museum.
The Lyceum.

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
At the meeting of this Society, held on the 13th inst., Mr. A. Haddon
occupied the chair.

The Chaiksian, in opening the proceedings, observed that the special

object of the meeting of the evening was to judge of the transparencies
whicli had been produced by different methods from identical negatives.

Members would be able to form an idea of the capabilities of the various

processes illustrated, both for the purpose of making lantern slides and of

producing enlarged or reproduced negatives.

Messrs. C. and F. Darker provided a pair of oxyhydrogen lanterns, and
the plan adopted for making comparison was to throw upon the screen the
image of one transparency alternately with that from another. Any two
that were thought to be similar in quality were repeatedly compared, and
upon the first set (those from a negative of a steamer and shipping on the
Thames) being gone througli, the three which were considered to be the
best, and the quality of which ^\a,s considered to be equal, were handed to

the Chairman, who announced that two of them had been produced by
the collodio-albumen and one by the wet collodion process. The portrait

series was then passed through the lantern, with the result that three
were selected. One of these, which was, except as to colour, generally
considered the best, was stated to have been produced by the Woodbury
process, and the other two, which were very warm in tone, were by the
pelatino-bromide process and the gelatino-cnloride process respectively.

Others showing a certain beauty of tone, which caused inquiry to be made
as to the method of their production, proved to be upon bromide plates of

a slow kind, expressly prepared for transparency making and developed
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with hydroxylamine. The formula for dovelopment being inqaired for, it
was stated to be—

irydroxylaniino „j 1 grain.
Caiistie soda 2grHins,
lirninido of aiuinoniiuu 4 ,

Water. ;..; l uuii'ce.
After the (iiaplay a liearty vote of thanks was accorded to Mossri. Darker
and the meiabi!r.i who had prepared the slides.

It was announced that at the December lecturetto night ^^r. W. E.
Dabenham would discourse upon tho subject of AiviUiiig Jlc'tectioni and
tiramilarity in Copyijig. — —

-

PHOTOGRAPHERS' BEXEV'OLENT ASSOCIATION.
O.N- Thursday evening, the 13th inst., the lOxhibition of the Vhotogr-iphic
Society of Great Britain viai open in aid of the above Association. With
a charite of sixpence admis-iion the gallery soon presented a very animated
appearance, over 'MO visitors passin;,' tho barrier.
At nine o'clock the Society '.^ optical lantern was brought into use, and a

scries of most excellent tran8i)arencios wore exhibited. Sir. W. 1'". I )onkin,
the Hon. Secretary of the Photographic Society of Great IJritain, very
kindly described the diffei-ent scenes.
At the conclusion an .idmirable transixirency of Mr. J. Glaisher, taken

by -Mr. Mayall, was put upon the screen.
Mr. H. .7. Thome, Deputy-Chairman of the Photograjihcrs' Benevolent

Association, in a short speech informed the visitors that it was owin» to
the kindness of the President and Council of the Pliotograpliio Society of
Gi-eat Britain that the Photographei-s' Benevolent Association were receiv-
ing the benefit from the Exhibition and the use of the lantern, and asked
them to join him in thanking those gentlemen, and .also those wlio had very
willingly lent the slides which they h.ad seen that evening. The request
w.as most cordially responded to.

For the information of those unacquainted with the facts, tho objects of
the Association are to assist members, their wives and children, when in
distress throufth sickness, death, or want of emidoyment, by means of
immediate grants of money; to grant annual pensions to aged members,
and to aid the unemployed members in obtaining situations. Employers
requiring assistants ai-e requested to conmiunicato witli the Secretary.
Photo^Taphers, professionals and amateurs, and assistants are eligible for
membership, on their own application, subject to the approval of the Board
of Management. Siibscri/itiong — Members 10s., payable yearly, half-
yearly, or quarterly. Donations of any amount will bo received. Further
particulars may be obtained upon application to W. Harland, Secretary,"
181, Aldersgate-street, London, E.C.

GLASGOW AND WEST OF SCOTLAND AMATEUR
PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

The U3\ial monthly meeting of the above Association was held in their
rooms, 180, West Kegent-street, on Tuesday evening, the 11th instant,

—

Mr. Hugh Keid, President, in the chair.

Tho following new members wore admitted: — Messrs. J. R. Reid,
David McSkimming, J. Bertram, Jas. Lumsden, Wm. Gray, John
Conbrough, Arch. Auld, A. Brown, G. Logan, A. McDonald, Jas. Logan,
and Geo. Sheriff.

Mr. W. (ioonwiN then read a paper on Isochromalic Plata, and passed
round some very interesting results, which impressed the members very
favourably. He (Mr. Goodwin) also read a short paper on A New Developer
[see page 743], and demonstrated the change of colour before the meeting.
At the request of several of the younger members of the Association,
The Chairman repeated his demonstration of the platinotype process

with great success. Hegave all particulars regarding license, i)aper, printing,
&c., and developed a number of prints, which were distributed amongst the
memljers present.

Tlie nomination of officer-bearers for 1885 was then proceeded with, the
Toting for which will take place on Tuesday, December 2nd.

It was agreed that ladies be admitted members of the Association at a
reduced rate Ladies joining in December will have the right of exhibiting
at the forthcoming exhibition in the middle of December.
This being all the business, after the usual vote of thanks the meeting

was adjourned.

MANCHESTER PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The ordinary monthly meeting of this Society was held in the Society's

rooms, at the Manchester Technical Schools, on Thursday, the 13th inst.,

—Mr. John S. PoUitt, President, in the chair.

The minutes of the jjrevious meeting were read and confirmed. The
following gentlemen were elected members of the Society : — Messrs.
Thomas Parkinson, James Brown, William Oram, William Hartley,
Thomas William .Steventon, O. E. Taylor, Deakin, William H. Farrow,
W. Linnell, J. T. Foster, George Sim;ton, John Stephenson, Abel Hey-
wood, Jim.. J. E. IlifT, and C. 'T. Faulkner.
Mr. J. W. Lkkjh exhibited a negative in illustration of the method of

effecting local reduction by means of friction with methylated alcohol, and
the same mixed with Trijnili powder.
In fulfilment of a promise made some time since, Mr. A. Brothkbs, in a

few words, described the daguerreotype process, and showed how the
silvered plates were polished, sensitised, devclopeti, and fixed. Mr.
Brothers then proceeded to explain the collodion process for the benefit of

those members of the Society who had joined since the discovery of the
gelatine process, and to whom it w.is supposed the older process was almost
unknown. A portrait of the President, Mr. J. PoUitt, was taken by
magnesium light, and a number of photographs were shown in tho lantern

to iUuatrate the value of the process for making lantern didei. The

lantern w«« manipulated by Mr. Oreatnrr- - J - „>» of tb« DtMllwn.
includnig the Presid.-nt, showed many boa -thoMof waiu, hf
Mr. PoUitt, bving much admired. One ..f ,, wm heard darina
the exhibition to exclaim -" Wet Collodion li..;, .^.,r.-J one this oroning?*
and there could bo no doubt that the iiroccss i.« well adapted to |iruduG«
the most iiorfcct results.

The meeting terminated with tho ciutomarr rot* of thanka to the
geutlcuicn who had contributed to tho interest of the meeting.

BOLTON PHOTOGRAPHIC .SOCIETY.
The November meeting of this Society was held at the Hatha, on Thun-
day, tho Cth inst.,— .Mr. R. Harwtvid in the chair.

Messrs. J. Lomax, Jun., .1. A. Walker, (J. W. Walker, and R- Dickinson
were elected members of tho .Society.

Dr. Johnston exhibitt:d a number of prints from negatives taken during
a recent visit to Norway.

It is intended to hold nn "open " meoting on December 4tb. Mombera
are requested to bring as m-any yood slides as possible.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF IRELAND.
^\\r. annual general meeting of this Society was held on Friday last, the
14th instant, in the Royal College of Science, Dublin,—Mr. Herbert
Bowley in the chair. The report of the Council waa nreaenteU aa
follows:—

Annual Rbpobt.
I.N' once more presenting to the members of the Photographic Society of
Irel.ind their annual report, the Council have again to announce the
increase of members of the Society, who now number seventy-three,
without counting those to be elected this evening.
Tho following paiwrs were laid before you during the session :—

Isochromatie Plates, by Greenwood Pim. Jinlari/ementi on Oelaline Arrirntic
Paper, by McGhie and Bolton. A Visit to the Pall MM Ejcliihilion, by A
Conan. On the Itelatiie Value of Stops, by Dr. Scott. Further Notet on
Isoahromntic Platen, by (ireenwood Pim. A Retrospect of Phntixrraphu, by
C. W. Watson. On Enamellinp, by J. V. Robinson. Willetdeii Paper, by
Greenwood Pim. A Home-made Actinometer, by Dr. Scott. Ou J'holu-
firaphic Lenses, by Howard Grubb. Throuph Derbyshire with the Camera,
by C. W. Watson. In addition, a varied collection of apparatus and
photographic novelties have bean exhibited at our meetings, which, on the
v.hole, have been fairly attended.
The Council would jirefcr to see the work of contributing papers for the

meetings more generally distributed amongst a larger numlwr of meml)Ors,
and have to express their thanks particularly to those on whom this duty
has devolved.
The annual lantern exhibition, held in March last, was as usual a great

success, all the pictures shown having been taken from negatives the work
of uiembers of our Society.

It liaving been thought advisable to hold several short excursions on
Saturday afternoons instead of the annual field day, arr.angements were
made, and Howth, Lucan, tho Valley of the Liffey, and Glen Dniid were
visited. Wo regret, however, that the attendance at the l:u'<t of these
meetings was not sufficient to justify their continuance to the end of tho
season. We consider that we may with great confidence congratulate you
on having been the means of organising the photographic exhibition,
which is to bo opened on Tuesday, and which, in our opinion, is one of the
best collections of photographs that has ever been brouglit together, and
we feel confident that it cannot fail to elevate the standaitl of our art, and
be of considerable service to photography in Ireland.
The annexed statement of accounts shows our financial position :

—

Statenunt of Account! fur iht year 1884.

Dr.
To Balance from last year. .

.

,, Kubscriptions
.£31) 19
. 31 10

6
8

. 3 10

1 By New Lanterns
Ca.

. £18

„ Lantern Exhibitions
„ Stationery and FriDting
„ Attendants
„ Stamps
,, Incidentals

« 13 8
. 3 IS S
. 2 13

S 13
5 6

,, Subscriptions in advance.

£91 19 1 £91 10 I

Wc liave examined the above account and compared it with tht vouchers, and find
it correct. The balance to credit ol current accotmt is ££0 8s.

SAxrei Bakkh,
TH08. U. CtRTW.

Ulh Kovembtr, 1881.

The following gentlemen were elected members of the Society:—
S. Geoghegan, C.E., H. Magee, and Francis S. Hall.

Mr. JoH.v L. RoBlNso.N then read a paiwr entitled A Werl- in Suffuit,

being an account of the trip of the British Architectural Association for

the present year.

Mr. Gbkenwood Pim, Hon. Secretary of the. Exhibition Conimitlee,
announced the particulars as to the ojiening of the Exhibition on the
18th inst., and tho meeting waa adjourned.

SHEFFIELD PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
Thb monthly meeting of tho alwve .Society w.as held in tho Mastmic Hall,

on Tuesday, the 4th instant,—Mr. W. B. Hatfield, President, in the cb-vr.

After the usual business.

The Chaihuan' preceded Mr. Foxon with a few remarks on what ha
thought the best way of spreading useful and practical aniitanoe among
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the amateurs of the Society. He hoped the members would assist him in

keeping closely to the subject selected for each evening, and luring forward
in the term any exi)erience or knowledge on the subjects they could, try-

ing on all occasions to a\oid expensive a])paratus. comjiUcated formulas,

and technical symbols. Most of these members had ])lodded through their

liomely exijeriments on the many subjects tliat would be brought before

them, and the plain statement of the results would in many cases be of

great use.

Mr. FoxoK gave a lecture and demonstration on Enlarging on Anjentic-

Brnmide Paper, and made a very careful description of the apparatus he

was g )ing to use. He spoke on the many different ones in vogue, but for

sim'ilinitv and ciieapness, combined with good results, it was generally
admitted that his was a very good one.

Many of the meuibjrs took part in the questions and discussions, among
whom were ]>r. Morton, Councillor Firth, Messrs. PiUey, Turner, Gilley,

B:vcon, and others.

Two excellent enlargements were made and finished from half-plate

r.egatives, the ligiit being a too-vvick i^arafline lamp and a six-inch eon-

denser. A square bellows camera and a Ross's symmetrical whole-plate lens

was used, the paper being pinned on an ordinary drawing board.

After the lecture a vote of thanks was [>roposed by Mr. Firth and
seconded i)y Mr. I. S. Yeomans.
The subject for tlio December meeting was then discussed, and decided

to be An E.thihilion of Photo-)raphic Lontern Slides, and Hoa to Make
Them.
The meeting, which was the largest the Society ever had, was then ad-

journed.
4

LEEDS PHOTOGPvAPHIC SOCIETY.
A MEKTINO of this Society was held on Tuesday, the lltli instant, at tlio

Yorkshire College. The alteration in the date of meetin^' was made to

enable the members to spend the evening with Messrs. Bridge and Brooks,
of the South London Photographic Society, who were in the town on that
day.
The Fresidest (Professor Thorpe, F.R.S.) invited the members, with

Messrs. Bridge and Brooks, to tea at five o'clock. There was a very large
attendance. After an excellent tea a very hearty vote of thanks was
passed to the President ; after which the members, under the guidance of

Dr. Thorpe, proceeded to view the various departments in tlie new college,

and much admiration was expressed at the completeness of its arrange-
ments.
At eight o'clock the ordinary business of the Society commenced, Dr.

Thorpe in the chair.

Mr. .T. W. EEt'fiTr, Treasurer, then read his financial statement, from
wliich it appeared tliat £21 15s. had been received as subscriptions, and £11
10s, Id. expended in printing, postage, &o. , leaving at the date of the
audit £9 13s. lid. in hand. The books having by rule to be audited in

October, several items of expenditure were not included in the above, by
menns of which i\w balance will be reduced before the close of the year.
Mr, Butterworth was elected a member.
The Chairm.\x then called upon Messra. Bridge and Brooks to give

their lantern demonstration. The lantern— a triple oxyhydrogen— was
manipulated by Mr. Brooks with his usual ability. Mr. IJridge exhibited
slides on gelatino-chloride plates showing the different tones to be obtained
by this process ; Mr. Brooks, slides prepared by his coUodio-emulsion
process; Mr. Pooklington, some very peculiar results obtained by toning
gelatino-bromide plates with gold, uranium, &c. ; Jlr. Ramsden. tr.ans|)a-

rencies on gelatino-bromide plates, his own preparation; Mr. .T. W. Reffitt,

slides on gelatino-bromide plates.

Mr. W. TEAsn.iLK showed some detached gelatine films, prepared experi-
mentally by Mr. W. B. Woodbury some years ago, which could be pro-
duced on a large scale at a very reasonable price if there were a demand
for them. He expressed regx-et that such a convenient means by which a
lecturer could have all liis illustrations consecutively arranged in one small
portable roll, and so pass tliem panorama fashion through the lantern, had
not met with such recognition and adoption as it merited.
A very hearty vote of thanks was passed to Messrs. Bridge and Brooks

for their demonstration.
Votes of thanks were also passed to F. Ritscm, Esq., and E. Schunck,

Esq., for allowing the members of the Society the privilege of photo-
grapliing in their grounds.
The technical meeting of the Society will l)e hold on Thursday, Decem-

ber 4tli, and the Secretary (Mr. Thomas. W. Tluirnton, 22, Carr Road)
will be glad to receive for exhibition novelties in apparatiis, &c.

MAGIC LANTERN TRANSPARENCIES.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In your issue of today T notice that the Rev. H. Victor
Macdona gives tlie result of some experiments on the i.roduction of lantern
transparencies on ordinary gelalino-ljromide plates. I am very glad to see
liis letter, as every successful experiment in this direction proves tliat
amateurs have the power in their own hands of producing beautiful slides
from ordinary materials. The utmost credit I deserve in the matter is that
of again reminding your readers of the real value of the two formula; in
combination. The soda developer I liave to thank Mr. Gcnlain for, and the
clearing solution is known to me as that of Mr. B. J. Edwards. The two
in conjunction enaLile any one possessed of tlie necessary skill to produce
admirable transparencies, and to entirely overcome the effects of over-
exposure.

I may inform your readers who are interested in this question that
another old formula aids materially in producing clear transparencies.

Take-
Sulphite of soda (pure) 120 grains.

Water 30 drachms.
Pyr.i 30 grains.

Before adding the pyro. make the sulphite of soda solution neutral to test

paper with citric acid. '\ liave tried this, using one drachm of this solution
to one ounce of the soda developer. Tile pyro. solution is so clear that a
clever friend has suggested that I have omitted the )iyro. altogether. It,

however, developas perfectly, and stains neither the plate nor the fingers,—
I am, yours, &o., H. KoBwooi) Atkins.

Lirtrpooi, Novemler 14, 1884.
*

LANTERN TRANSPARENCIES AT THE EXHIBITION.
To the Editors.

Gkntlemkn,—I have to call your attention to the extraordinary action of

the Pliotograiihic Society of (ireat Britain in res|)ect to the medal offered

for lantern slides at the late exhibition. The medal has been awarded to

Mr. Gale. I have written to the Secretary to ])rotest against it, on the
following grounds:—1. Tiiat the slides exhibited by Mr. Gale were not
qualified for competition, 2. That if they were they were not worthy of

the medal, 3. That tliey were not submitted to the whole of the jurors.

Tlie first of these objections is founded upon tlie conditions under which
the medal was offered—that the slides for competition sliould be sent in by
a certain date. They do not aiipear either in the (u'iginal uncorrecte<i

catalogue or the second corrected edition. I am also in a position to show
that tliey were not in the possession of the Society at anyrate up to the 0th
October, 1884, the day upon which the exhibition was opaned to the public.

A series of slides by Mr. (iale were exhiliited on the screen on that
evening, I believe; but they were not the slides whieli were afterwards
shown, and for which the medal was awarded.
The secmd objection ap|ilies, of cmirse, still more forcibly to the first

series of slides whicli were shown on the screen as Mr. Gale's, as they were
in every respect far inferior to the final selection. I wish to give Mr. Gale
every credit for the real artistic feeling which dictated these slides, but
affirm that their technical defects were sufficiently great to render them
unworthy of the distinction of a medal.
As to the tliird objection, I am in a ))osition to prove the fact. To this

the Pliotographic Society may reply that the medals awarded to Mr. Gale
and Mr. M'Kellen were extra medals. I should also add I liave no objec-

tion whatever if the medal had been awarded for the slides actually sent in

for competition. It is absolutely impossible for any one knowing anything
at .all of the subject to deny tliat there were at least two frames of slides,

which were entered strictly in accordance with the regulations, worthy of

a medal. The fact is that I—and I believe all tlic other exhibitors without
exception— feel deeply aggrieved at the want of consideration or common
courtesy allotted to us by the entire management of the lantern show, both
last year and this.

Professional slide makers know that the optical lantern must become the
great educatifmal instrument of the future, and sent their slides in for

exhibition on tlie faith of the Society's prosi>ectus, fully expecting that
their merits would be fairly judged and that the public would thereby
become acquainted with the ijrogress made in so very imiiortant a branch
of photograpliy. Neither they nor the public wanted that ridiculous niglitly

apology for directing the Society's lantern from its special jmrpose (of

spectrum analysis in connection with ])hotography !) to the comparatively
base use of showing photographic transparencies.

Tlie conditions laid down—that the negatives and transparencies should
be the work of tlie same operator—were extremely ill-advised. Tlie proof
is that the exquisite slides of Mr. Brooks from Mr. Donkin's negatives
would have been thereby sliut out. The complete absence of all other con-
ditions show (jitlier consummate ignorance of, or utter indifference to, the
great importance of the class. However, many excellent slides were sent
in for competition, strictly in accordance with the Societj's conditions, and
the manner in wliich their claims have been ignored is an unpardonable
insult to otliers besides.—I am, yours, &c., Gkorok Smith,

Colehrooke-row, London, JV., November 17, 1884,

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Some time before the opening I received a prosjiectus of
the coming Exhibition of the Pliotograpnic Society of Great Britain, and
in it I saw there was a medal offered for lantern transparencies, and
thereby I was induced to send. In the prospectus there was a special
notice, printed in blue ink—no doubt to give it importance. It was to

this effect:
—" Speci.al notice.—By order of the Council. The rules and

regulations respecting the Exhibition are to be strictly adhered to; there-
fore no jiictuie will be received after nine o'clock p.m. on 'Thursday,
September 25th."
All this is plain and straightforward, and its meaning cannot be mis-

understood. The judging and awarding of the medals were in duo course,
except in the department for lantern slides, and the judges did not, or
would not, meet— from some unexplainable cause—to make the award,
which entirely deprived all the competitors of any criticism from the
outside press, which is of very great value at times to the professional
photographer. Such being the case, tlie medal or award is almo.st value-
less. When I found that no award had been made I communicated with
the Hon. Secretary on the matter, asking whether the judging would take
place, as I hoped it would not be a " sell," His reply was that the judges
would meet as soon as convenient and make their award.

After a time I received another note stating that the judging would
take place on Monday, November 3rd. I also received a notice in due
course from the Assistant Secretary, asking ma to select not more than
twelve slides from my jyresent e.\hibjt8 in the Exhibition to go before th«
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jiidKCS. I rriilioil Id tlif cffict tli:it r.» I liaii oiilv tWTlvp ulidos on <-?ilii-

bition I would submit the wliolo tn the judges. lUiving »ome twenty-five
miles from Tjondon it is not convenient for me to go there at n short
notice, and I »ni not in town e\ery day. 1 did nmnago to look in about
eiglit o'diH'k in the evoniug, but could not get a somul a« to the result of
their judgment; but it was being whispered about tliat several others were
included in the competition, including Mr. Gale. I at once asked the
Assistant Secretary whether it was a fact that Mr. Gale had been admitted
as a competitor, which he acknowledged. I then made the remark that lie

was not an exhibitor of lantern slides. His reply was "Indeed he was,"
K'hich I kiirm to be ahmluMii incorrect. His name does not appear in the
corrected edition of the catalogue as an exhibitor of lantern slides, neither
could I find anything on e.xhibition on the tables with the other compe-
titions. The corrected edition of the catalogue 1 received about three
weeks after the opening of tho Kxhibition.

I think, in admitting parties in this way, to say tho least of it, is dis-
graceful and unfair. I contend that all awards ought to be made liefore
the opening of the Exhibition, or not at alt, for the reason that the judges
mix up with the general public and hear their ojiinion, which has an undue
nitluence on thcm~I do not mean intentionally. I should like to a.sk,

through the niedium <if y'>ur columns, who else was admitted to the compe-
tition in a similar manner, and why was any one admitted after reference
to the special notice which I referred to, ])rinted in blue ink? The fact is

simply this: intending competitors sent in their exhibits in due time, in
accordance with the prospectus, as the written law. The judging was not
done at the proper time. It was open to other parties to see all that w.-is in
competition, and then bring in what they considered better, as has been
doi:e. I should also like to ask who invited Mr. G.ale to send in under these
unfair conditions. Some one must have been at the bottom of it.

As for myself I should scorn such an action to send things in under these
conditions and accept an award ; but, ai)parently, others are not of my w ay
of thinking. I lielievc the President is morally responsible for the very
unfair way in which this competition has been conducted. One of tho
Lantern Committee told me that the Monday evening Lantern exhibitions
were a payinpf coticern, and I sho\ild suppose that that led them to offer a
medal as a bait to get slides on [lurpose to make cajjital out of the exhibits
at the expense of the contributors. I know for a fact that my slides have
been paraded on the screen night after night. I now leave the matter in
the hands of your readers for their rerdict.—I am, your.s, Ac,
Laurel Villa, IVrai/ Park, Reiyate, Wii. Brooks.

November 15, 1834.

KECENT RESEARCHES IN STELLAR PHOTOGRAPHY, &c.

To the EiJiTOiis.

GkstlemeS,—On re-reading the very interesting paper On Stellar
I'hotnijraphij, by the Rev. T. E. Espin, which appeared in Thk British
JOL'RX.M. OF PiiOTOcJB.\PHY of the 7th inst., it strikes me that there are
several points which, for the sake of clearness, should be further explained,
some of tlie statements apiiearing contradictory.
At the top line of page 7\f>, Jlr. Espin says:—"Increased sensitiveness

of the plates i.^ more imi)ortant than either size of aperture or lengthened
exposure ;" while a few lines lower down ho says :

—" It is obvious that the
increase of aperture is of more conseriuenco than either increase of expo-
sure or sensitiveness." These sentences appear to mo to be so contrary
and so "mixed up," as our American friends would say, that I fail to see
at what the Rev. Mr. Esjjin is driving.
Again: he says—"But increase of aperture means increase of focal

length." This docs not necessarily follow, the focal length depending
entirely on the quality of the glass and the curves to which its surfaces are
ground. Those of your readers who take an interest in this branch of

science wcmld, I am sure, appreciate any explanation of these paradoxical
statements.— I am, yours, &c., W. HoRSEM.\N Kikkby.
November 18, 1884. —-

THE SOUTH LONDOX PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
To the Editobs.

GenilkjiEs,—Kindly allow me si),ace for a few lines on behalf of the

above Society, because I am afraid, in my anxiety not to keep the audience
Waiting for Mr. Taylor's lecture on Florula at our last meeting, 1 scarcely

made myself as plain as I could have wished.
What I intended to point out wa.s that the present " scare " about the

Society ceasing to exist is the result of a groundless and unauthorised

rei)ort circulated some months since to the effect that the Society could not

be kept on after the loss it had sustained by the death of its late President,

and would cease at the end of the year; and so widespread has this idea

become that, although we have held our meetings as usual, everyone
seemed to ccjnsider the Society as practically dead.
As a matter of fact there is no more leason for the Society ceasing to

exist now than there ever was; and if half as much exertion had been used

to improve its meetings as to circulate reports of its dissolution it would
never have been in such good condition as at present.

That a difficulty sometimes exists to obtain pai^rs is, of course, true,

and always will be, while those to whom we used to look years ago for help

take all their interest and information to the societies meeting weekly.

But there must be many who do not belong to these societies who would be

willing to help, and it is to these we mainly look for assistance.

I have aliT'ady received several promises and many valuable sugges-

tions ; and if our new Committee will only be unanimous in their desire to

make some pergonal exertions fi>r the Society's bcrieiit, and endeavour to

incrjaso the number of really useful members, there is no reason wliy the

Society should not yet enjoy many years of prosperous existence. It has

in times past done tnuch for the art of photography and introduced or

popularised the efforts of most pf our best-known men, and, if properly

ipipajfcd, will continu" ite ujcful wprk,

Trusting that as many memlicrs «h posniblo will ntlvnd our annnal 1

ing on the ttli Ucceml>er, and that wo Bliall have a largo number of pietONS
sent in for the artistic cninjictition,—I an, youra, tc,
Hust Lntliie, linhton, London, F. A. BrIDGC,

Nuvimher 18, 1884. //on. Sec. and Trtaturtr,
*

H YDROKINONK.
To the Editors.

(JuNTi.BiiEX,—After many exiwriments and meeting ditlicultics, which I
need not specify hero, but wliich I have overcome, 1 beg to offer the

following formula :—
Saturated solution of carbonate of potass 4 onncoa.

,, oxalate potass 1 ounce.

„ oxalic acid lOminims.
Or,

Lii|. potass, B. P Somminis.
Solution of hydrokinone 2 drachms.

= 2 grains.

The curious part of the above is that either alkali or acid will do to mix
with the other ingredients. You can develope with carlxinate of ^lotass

and hydrokinone alone, but it seems imrmssible to avoid " comets, ' and
is slow. The addition of the oxalate, if it do not prevent development,
takes so long that it would be useless as a jiracticable developer.

Hitherto the difficulty in all my experiments has Ix'cn to avoid comets,

or spots, and no amount of care and filtering prevented them. But with
the above formula there is nothing of the kind ; I get a clean, even nega-

tive. I have fixed with cyanide of potassium, fifteen to twenty grains to

the ounce.
In conclusion : I think the great sujieriority of hydrokinone over pyro.

is that, whatever density you may develope the negative to, the just and
true relation between the shadow and high lights is maintained. After

fixing I still find a soak in alum (saturated solution) improves the negative.

—I am, yours, &c., W. T. E. M. Ingall.

iJotea anb (Queries.

A. E. CoE inquires concerning gas bottles and condensing pumps. He
ought to put himself in communication with Messrs. W. H. Oakley and Co.,

Grange-road, Bermondsey, who are the makers, so far as we know, of

ajipliances of this nature.

P. .To.sEPHs writes for infonnation concerning tho class to which certain

photographic lenses named by him belonj;s.——In reply : We have not

the advantage of being acquainted with the lenses he specifies. A note
to the maker will doubtless secure the information.

" C.\N nitrate of magnesia be mixed with nitrate of silver? and is there any
advantage in this admixture when employed in iihotogrnphic printing?—
W. D. S." In reply : we have never heard of this mixture except in

the form of " tel clement
''—a photographic nostrum which, about fourteen

or fifteen years ago, was brought to this country from I'ranee. There is

no doubt that the two nitrates can be mixed, but we do not consider the

magnesia addition any more useful than the nitrates of soda and )x>ta>h

w hicli, twenty years ago, elicited several letters and clever articles in the

))ages of this Journal.
" I H.WE been making some attempts at portraiture by magnesium light,

but am baffled by the light going out jii-'t when wanted. Is there any
way of preventing this?—YoHKs." The magnesium lauiiw sold con-

tain a small spirit lamp combined with them, which, once alight, hel[>« to

keep the magnesium always burning. There is, however, a mode of

treating the magnesium ribbon (whicli wo suppose you use) so as to cause

the combustion to continue without a break. This is simply to sand-

paper it on both sides till quite bright. The treatment removes the film

of oxide formed, and materially assists even combustion.

M. Eraser desires us to submit the following to the readers of our Notes

and Queries:—"I wish to know how to produce a photograjih on a dry
jilatc having the acted-on parts of a pure semi-transparent white, the

marked parts being clear glass. If it can bo done on a dry plate I should

prefer it, as I am only a dabbler in photography, and have not the means
of working collodion, nor the skill. The nearest I have seen to what I

want is the collodion positive on glass, but any I have seen are not pure

and translucent enough in the white. I thought of trying a white pig-

ment in the Woodburytype, but found on trial that the colour of the acted-

on gelatine completely spoiled tho colour of the white, white being so

easily dirtied. According to what appears in the Journal, so many
different tints can bo obtained witM gelatine plates that I have some

hoi)e you may be able to assist me."

"What remedy have I against a iirofessional photographer who fraudu-

lently advertised a wide-angle lens for s.ale, which, wlien I fitted it in my
camera after I purchased it, I find will not take a wider angle than my
old landscape lens?— Victim." Arc you a victim to anything but your

own ignorance? You accuse a man of dishonesty because you say his

wide-angle lens will not Uke a wide-angle view in your camera. We
reommend you, before making such a strong accusation, to borrow

another camera capable of taking a picture twice as large as your present

camera will hold, and then to report to us. The chances are that the

lens will then t.ake a wide angle. If a man sold you a telescope capable

of showing objects twenty miles away you surely would not accuse him

of fraud if, upon trving it in your own billiard-nMun, you could not

beyond the opposite wall? Yet this is preciinly what you are doing. X
" wide-angle lens means a lens that is ntpable of taking a wide angle;

but you must give it a chance by using a plate sufficiently lance. If yoiir

sire of plate oe circumscribed you must get a shorter focus wn», wbicb

mr>v etifl be a " wide aoflc"'
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Geo. Smith (Dmlley).—Our curTespondent is Uianked for th information

couccmiog the trial of lenses,

G. G. inquires—1. What kind of qnartor-plate lens is the best to use io

enlai^- fn>m quarter- pl.ite negatives?—2. I have a 12 x 10 DallmCTer's

triplet. Would tliat be suitable to erJfvrgt from cabinet negatives 7—3.
Is it an advantage to uee a diaf^rafmi in enlarging;, or not ?—-t. Would
it be injnrions to «jse xinc dishes in enlarging work ?—5. Will yon kindly

tell me why the enclosed picture is yclio.v, and what is wTvins; » ith itT

In rei)lv:"l. Any covhI quarter-plate portrait combination.—2. The
triplet will answer tlic intended puqx*.-*, but it will be much tlowcr than

a portrait len'".—3. This is a qnestion involving jndgmenL If the lens

emplxyed will not deene sharply all over the picture, make use of a

di.iphrasni. — 4. Zinc dishes may lie employed when working with

chemical solutions which have no action u|ion anc—5. We are unable

to reply to this query unless supplit-d with a full statement of the circnm-

stances under waich the picture wjis produced.

" Bbomo " puts several queries concerninR eyepieces for fociusaing, to which
we shall reply as plainly a* jxissible. He wishes the eyepiece to be f.nffi-

ciently long to enable liim to keep his h»ad beyond the tailboard of the

cornerJ, and yet to transmit an image from a wide-angle lens which falls

near the margin of the focussing-screen. The former of these conditioDS

can only be secured by employinsr, as the glass for focussing, the eyepiece

of a tolerably larKB tcrpestrial telescope of low power—such a telescope,

for example, as that known as » " one-draw marine," in which thcro is

good light but a low degree of magnifying power. If our correspondent

jxK.-i?-« nicch.Anical in.(^unity he will be able to devise and construct

means whereby ha can, when examining the image at tlie maivin, l^c

i-nabiod to direct the cyettjbe towards the lens to an extent sulticieut to

have the image transmitted to Ihr eye. » >therwise a single lens, such as

that empU'y«l ^T w-atchmakcrs, will have to be emi.l..yed.

PHlLsrr* in<|utres :

—

"On what does the principle of aplanatisni in a lens

depj'nd?"' We reply: As jmpularly understood, an a-.Unatic lens is

one in which the correctiniis are made in such a i>erfect manner a-s to

can'=e the maryiual rays t" Iw brought to a focu-s at the ikuue |«<int

as thiae transmitted thVough the centre. Were wc ir.clined to be hyi>cr-

critical it would not be very difficult f-.r us to show th.^t the term
"ai>!anstic" ( without error) is correct in only a modified and ver>- limited

ssn'se, boc.iuse, as a m.-vtter of fact, .iny lens may l>e renderwl :

aplauatic if its diameter Ije reduced to a sufficient degree,

ou-.'ht to have relation to .-vijerture-by which wo nican

stasidarJ pr<>!*>rtio!i lietween diameter snd focus should !» determiuird

ui»n na p?ziilating the subject of ai'I.tnatism. For example : One lens

—

ssy, an object-glass of :. '

'

-f three inches diameter and a

I will excli.-mire an excellent nine-foot bagatelle board, in mahogany,
with panelled back and pockets, nine ivory balls, and two cues complete,

worth £9, for a fiist-<Uass modem portable camera and lens, whole-plate

or 10 X 8 prefened. — Address, £. C, 3C5, Lodge-road, Hockley,

Birmingham.

A pair of telephone transmitters and receivers, with batteries and bells

complete, in eschsBge for a biunial lantern of the best make; also a
Francis's photo-cbramo-scope, for .testing stereoscopic slides, for anvthing

nsefnl photograpbic, lantern slides, &c.—^Address, J. ScHorrELD, Heiton
Mersev. near ilancherter.

certain f.wJs may Iv a)'!. i remler a secnml lens of the

fosus aplanatic its diamo- .ive to be rwluced to two inches,

while in the case of a third a oliil further reduction would li-ive to be

^ected. And yet they may be all said to be "a{ilanatic," as the current

phrassolngy goes.

" I csK a lot of gold in the eoursi' of a year—moiv, I think, than I ou^it.

Is there no way of recovering the g»ld that does not tret used no? Xly

printer says it is no use doiug anything.—J. Hicks." ^Your iirinter

mikes a great mistake, more jarticuUrly if your consumption of chloride

of gold is, as you believe, in excess of tlie actn.-U reqiiirements of yojir

prints. .-V prir.t toned to a certain st.ige will only take iip a i;iven

amount of g^'d, no matter h.iw large or how strong or weak your toning

l«th. If your bath be frequently renewed or replaced by a fresh one the

c'lanses are that you throw away a residue of considerable value. For
the future, thougli you need Uiit save v.-.isting water after toning, by all

me.ins save every I'larliclc of oH toninu' bath. Ponr it all int-i a large

bottle and, if left lon^ enough, it will preoijiitate without help; but it is

better to expedite matters by adding some stn>ng solution of suli>ltate of

inm. A bluisU-lnokiug j)recii>itate «-hiuh makes iw apiieanince is pure, or

nearly pnrr, gold. It must be allowed to settle well (beinj; a fine pre-

cipitate a day or two may be needed), the sui)cmataut liquid ikhu-«1 off,

and tlie precipitate collected in a filter. This precipitate uiay either

l>e w.ished and redissulved in aq«a rryia or sent to the refiner when a
enOScient quantity of it h.ts been collected. In the former ca.«e it will be

desirable tc weigh tlie gold- -v> hich can l>c readily done by " tearing "the
tiller first—so as to knov.- the amount held in solution when dissijving,

as it is of no practic;il use to evaixirate to dryness for the siifce of finding

the amount of chlori ie. The simplest method is to reckon two grains of

chloride for every grain of gold, that being the i)roi)ortion usually gnaran-

tecd in commercial samples. .

(BxcljanQt (Column.
I will exchange the fifth e<Ulin of Captain Abney's IitMryrthx* ii> Photo-

nntfAg for small tin plate Ixixes to hold siscs up to half-|>late.—Address,

"C. W. CL<\UKK,a2, Markot place, Devizes.

I will exchange a cartt rolling- press, by CV.x, for a g«KKl pair of small

scale*, eUss pans, or liand magnifying glass.—Address, J. T. Petebs,

K, Stei*enson-8trect, North .Shields.

I will exchange copies of my medal picture for anv other medal picture

exhibiced in Pall Mall this year, size 12 x 10 or 24 x 18.—Address,
Geo. Reswick, 20, Station-street, Burton-on-Trent,

I will exchange a Marion press, for earta and cabinets, or a wliolc-plate

portrait lens, or a 12 x 10 set of autotype apparatus, for anything use-

fuL—Address, J. H., photographer, 1, St. Marj's-piace, Castle Gate,
Berwick.

I will exchange a thermometer for testing liquids up to 220, by Uring and
Fage, warranted correct, for a standard scales and weights fn>ni one
grain, glass pans complete.—Address, Geobue BvyN, 'X, Geueing-
yoad, St..Leon»rd'»-Pii Sea.

^Hstutrs to Corrisponir^nts.

ir Corretpotuitnit thotM nerer tcrite on both ude* of tkt paper.

Phoiqgrafhs Ecgistkbed.—
William Pankfanrst Marsh, Xorfolk C!ott*ge, Bognor.

—

Fin PkotoffrafAi
of Brtakiivt Warn : also Photograph of Upper Bcgnor Road,

Lrx.—Your former letter must have miscarried. Kindly repeat the qnerj-.

T. T.—^Yes, if the pictures bear your name and address, and really have
been made copyright.

P. R. S.—1. Xo. The Uiiling process has superseded it.—2. The method
does answer, but it is not largely practised.

L.VN'r£BX SuDE.—We may possibly have an article on the subject on sonic

future .tcciision. We cannot do justico to it in this column.

]>. W. G.— Fnll details of the manipulations have appeared quite recenll.v

in the Journal. You cannot do better than read them carefully.

Col GrBmxs.—The ^-lass mentioned by y>y\ will be i»erfectly safe to n~ .

We imagine you wrlJ get an ample supply of light without glazing ti.e

wiiole of the window with the expensi'.e glass.

JoHK H. AsiiiT.—We have had no iiractical experience with the iustni-

ment in question. Wo do not know if the maker will exchange it for

another. Why m^ write and ask the question 7

C.VUBBIAX.— 1. Evidently you hara not properly focussed the in - -

2. Po-s^ibly Ix'th lenses will fit the same flaage, but nc have :

instnimeuta l)eforv! us to ti-sL-S. Xo doubt the lactuiemay beiiuj.i •

by belter printing. The printing is much at fault.

CoLEswEcEX.—The plan ansuers very well, but we prefer to dry the pb.l

s|>ontaneously. Giwd methylated spirit will answer very well. \'' r

nsc the spirit can be treated with the carbonate of jiotash, but this iiii -;

l>e iierfectly dry. We do not think the spirit will injnre the dishes if t!r,-

}ai>an be of gowl quality.

liOl'lsF-—Doubtless, from wh.it you say, the fault arises from y-ir r 't

timing the exixsiire properly. Yon either under- or over-ex; - '

i)ictnres. Wc do iii>t know of anyone who will give you insti ;i'.i

Jctttr xvrite to Messrs. Morgan and Kidd, and iierbaps they may l>e

able to a-ssist you in the matter.

Akooi..—The bee's-wax is altout tlie best protec!! ' '

I

ing " smeary "" is because you have not sutficir:

applied. Try the encaustic paste, a formula :

' the Auias.vc for the current year. The remark uo<.-s applv to i .

I

chlmde. Methylated spirit is ri{;ht. It requires very alight

ouly.

• J. CowELU—Without knowing full details of tlie production of the prints

it is next to imixiesible to surmise the cause for their fading so rapidly.

It ui-iy prticeed fn>ni the washing being insufiicient. This iiart of th-.-

operation, as i« frequently the case, may have l>eon delesateci to careless

assistants:! i:nes shirk their work, a;.
' ' the

cause. An:; it mayalsobethecausv :its

ako may j,. --. .., _ utain something deletci. „-, - .,.;. .—. l«

ascertained by makiu;.; an analysis.

Receivep.—James Robb; J. Mahoney; J. Bowler. In our next

rnoTvK;n.\rnic .SoctETv of Great Britaix.—The next monthly
technical meeting of this Society will take place on Tuesday next, the

25th instant, at 5a, Tall ^Mall East, at S p.m.

Photooraputc Clce.-The subject for diseassicn at the forthcoming
meeting of thisKJlnb, at Andertou's Hotel, Fleet-street, on WeduesiUy
next, the 26th iust., will be—On Forgotlni t^roret^i.

"

OUR ALMANAC —We arc requested by the Publisher to st.ite. m
reply to some comninuicitious rcceiveil from former advertisers, tliat

he will cndeavonr to make room for such advertisemeats as shall reach

him by Monday next
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THE BICHROMATE DISEASE AND ITS PREVENTION.
Therk is no doubt that, since tlie question of the deleterious action

the bichromate of potash has upon the skin of some carbon printers

has been brought prominently before the medical profession by so

eminent a member of it as Dr. Richardson, with whose observations

we liave from time to time kept our readers au courant, the subject

has attracted much greater attention on the part of photographers

than it has done hitherto.

Since the article on The Bichromate Dt'iease appeared in our issue

a fortnight ago, we have been asked by several correspondents

who employ the salt only to a limited extent—as in the production

of lantern slides by the carbon process, and occasionally a carbon

print or two, or an opjvl picture by the "dusting-on" process—if

there be, in our opinion, any actual danger of their contracting the

disea-se which, from the published details, they say (and rightly,

too, from what we have seen) must be of an exceedingly painful

nature. One correspondent—a professional photographer—who
employs both the carbon and dusting-on processes in his business,

says :
—" I would at once relinquish them if there leally be any risk

of such a disease as that described and illnstrated in the last

number of the Asclepiad, either to myself or to my assistant." He
adds :

—" I have used these processes for several years without either

of us experiencing, as yet, any inconvenience whatever therefrom."

Now, from what has been published, and from what wo have

been able to ascertain from other sources, it appears that in some
e.vtreme cases the sufferer who has contracted the disease in its

worst form has actually had to relinquish his profession altogether

and seek another avocation. This, of course, is a very serious

affair for one whose livelihood is dependent upon his labours, par-

ticularly if by taking a few simple precautions at the proper time

the evil might be averted. On the other hand, we are a-ssured

that some persons have practised carbon printing continually for

a great number 'of years without ever experiencing the slightest

inconvenience ; hence it is clear that the disease is not necessarily

a result of the employment of the bichromate.

In order to avoid any unnecessary alarm—which the published

accounts of the disease might have a tendency to create in the

minds of those who may occasionally employ the salt by way of

experiment, or in the minds of others who use it constantly in their

daily avocations in larger quantities and under different conditions

—

we deem it advisable to offer a few remarks on the subject, and also

to point out how its injurious action may be avoided ; and that, too,

with the least possible inconvenience in working.

In some processes in which the bichromate is used in photography

it is necessary to pulverise the salt in order to get it into solution.

In doing this the finer p.irticles are apt to be diffused through the

atmosphere, and eventually to be inhaled through the nostrils.

This, as many of our readers are already aware, caoses a violent

irritation, often resulting in an unplca.sant or even a painful fit of

sneezing. In the manufactories where this dust always abounds

more or less its inhalation leads to far more painful consequences
;

but the limited quantity ever likely to be inhaled in photographic

oper.itions will, probably, never entail anything like serious incon-

venience. However, while the irritation lasta it is decidedly

unpleasant, and it can easily be avoided. Dr. Bichardson advises

that a mask should be worn to prevent the inhalation of the dnrt ;

but this is by no means necessary in the case of the small amount
that may be raised from the limited quantity of the salt nsually
pulverised for photographic purposes. Moreover, the formation
of any dust at all may be avoided by a very simple expedient
All that is necessary is to very slightly moisten the crystals with
water before commencing to pound them. A few drops of water
sprinkled over several ounces of bichromate will effectually prevent
the formation of any such dust as would fly about, and at the same
time it will not render the powder perceptibly moist
With regard to the use of cold solutions of the bichromate, MM.

Chevalier and B<Jcourt state that provided there be no abrasion of

the skin the hand may be immerse<l in it with impunity. As a matter
of precaution, however, we strongly recommend that if the hands or
the fingers be immersed in the solution, as they often are in sensitisinf;

carbon tissues, they should, immediately stich operation is finished,

be well washetl in water made slightly alkaline, either with
a few drops of ammonia or a crystal or two of common washing
soda. This should be followed by plenty of warm water and soap,

and copious rinsing under the tap. In washing the hands care

shouM be taken that the wrists also be w.ished, so as to ensure the

entire removal of any bichromate that m.iy accidentally have got

splashed upon them. By this simple precaution not only will all

risk be avoided, but the yellow stain left on the skin by the bi-

chromate will be effectually removed.

In dealing with the solutions generally, under which head would
be included the development of carbon pictures, Dr. Richardson
recommends the employment of an impermeable glove. When
gloves are not used our advice is that the operator should always
make it a practice, immediately after developing a batch of prints,

to thoroughly wash the hands and wrists (and arms, too, if they are

likely to have become contaminated) with warm water and soap—oil
soap by preference, as it renders the skin more supple and less likely

to chap in cold weather. The skin should be well scrubbed with a

stiff nail brush, and the water used should be somewhat hotter than

that employed for the development of the pictures. After the hot

water a final rinse with cold will be an advantage.

As we mentioned in the previous article, india-rtibber gloves are

now being worn by several carbon printers who have previously

suffered from the disease. From what we can learn the gloves are

by no means so inconvenient to work in as many might suppose.

Therefore, we strongly advise aH who are constantly employed in

carbon printing to obtiiu glovM immediately the first symptoms o(

the dise.'tse makes its appearance if they have not been in use

previously, and not to wait until it has assumed formidable propor-

tions before remedial measures are adopted. It may l)e well to

mention again that the first symptoms of the disease—and they are

said to be unmistakable—are a violent itching on the liacks of the

fingers and between them, and sometimes on the inner portions of

the wrists, more particularly when the hands are warm. When this

occurs no time should be lost in avoiding further contact with the

solutions in any form, and the prevention lies in the wearing of

india-rubber gloves.

In the foregoing remarks we have principally had in our mind

the ose of the bichromate, as employed daily ia professional photo-
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graphy ; but the question has been put by more than one of our

corres))ondents, namely—" How is the liicliroiiiate likely to affect

the amateur who only employs it occasionally V To this we reply,

somewhat emphatically—iVoi at all. So far as we can learn it

always requires several months (often years) of continual working

to develope the disease. However, if there happen to be an

abrasicm of the skin, and a strong solution of the salt comes into

contact with it, a sore is at all times liable to be produced unless

the bichromate be immediately washed out. A sore so produced is,

as a matter of course, totally distinct from the disease itself.

In concluding this subject we strongly recommend all who have

to deal with the bichromate of potash, whether in small or large

quantities, to adopt every reasonable precaution to avoid any of its

unpleasant effects, and to bear in mind the maxim that in all cases

" prevention is better than cure."

TELESCOPES AND PHOTOGRAPHY.
Wk resume our consideration of the subject opened out in our last^

when we left for further treatment in the present number the

instrumental conditions governing the use of photography for astro-

nomical purposes. We described the results hitherto obtained

in solar photography, the immense excess of light in which class of

work was the only difficulty, while with stellar work defect of light

Was the main obstacle.

It is obvious from our description of the painfully laborious

method, by which only Mr. Common was able to execute his world-

famous picture of the nebula in Orion, that a greater rapidity of

execution would facilitate such tasks in every way, and render the

results, if not more perfect—that were impossible—at anyrate more

easy and certain of attainment. We should, then, not alone be able

to shorten the time during which the observer's attention would be

required, but far greater facilities would be given, in many ways, for

increasing our store of knowledge of the stars.

For some little time past the attention of astronomers has been

given to the possibilities of photography for star maps—perhaps more
especially so since the interesting photographs of the great comet

of 1882 taken by Dr. Gill at the Cape Observatory. Many stars of

small magnitude were distinctly visible in these pictures, and it was

soon perceived that an extension of the same mode of procedure

would place within our reach a valuable record of the whole starry

vault in which possible human fallibility could have no place.

The extent to which eye observation and the record of the pencil

may err is well shown in the memoir by Professor Holden, which

we quoted some time ago when alluding to Mr. Common's photo-

graph. He had examined every drawing extant of the nebula in

Orion, and had come to the conclusion that they afforded no informa-

tion as to whether any change whatever had taken place in the

nebula, or whether it had greatly altered since the first observation.

With photographs no such doubt could exist, and thus the most

interesting of all problems, the genesis of a star, could, if change

were taking place, be noted from age to age by the unerring

certainty of the camera.

It must be remembered that\for such] records to be strictly com-

parable they would need to be executed under precisely similar

conditions in the recording agent, the film, and always by the same

silver salt, although by taking a series of pictures with different ex-

posures—a method which Mr. Lockyer terms "contouring"—it will,

aa he points out, enable us to employ any otherwise suitable silver

salt

To obtain such series readily a considerable increase in our present

lens power would be highly desirable, and in the article to which we

have called attention Mr. Lockyer suggests the lines upon which it

would have to be built. Telescopes are, as our readers well know,

of two kinds—reflecting and refracting. In the latter the rays are

collected by a large object-glass and examined by the eyepiece ; but

in the former a mirror is used in lieu of the object-glass. The

image given by each kind of instrument differs considerably : in the

reflector a star appears aa a dazzlingly bright spot or point from

which irregular rays shoot out—most likely due, we imagine, to the

structure of the crystalline lens of the eye rather than, as Mr.

Common suggests,'to the effect of a bright point upon a small portion

of the retina ; but in a refractor the image is of sensible diameter.

We have brought before our readers from time to time the pro-

gress of the great Lick telescope—a refractor—and the difficulties

attendant upon the manufacture of the mere disc of glass alone before

it is worked at all have been found so great that it is doubtful if a lens

much exceeding three feet in diameter will ever be made. Then,

again, with a large lens increase of size means increase of light

absorption through the greater thickness of glass, liability to irre-

gularity in the glass itself, the effect of which would be to blur the

image, and finally increased difficulty in correcting the lens for

colour imperfection, in which would result in defective definition.

In a i-eflector all these difficulties would be avoided, for the

larger the mirror the greater would be the light and the better the

definition and separating power. Again : Mr. Common points out,

an object-glass requires a focus twice as long as is necessary with a

reflector of the same diameter, and this means a light reduced four-

fold—another element of slowness in photographing.

As regards the possible size of a reflector, mirrors three and four

feet are already in existence. The power to increase their dimen-

sions depends only upon the power to cast glass of the required

size. Its optical character may be entirely disregarded, as its

surface only is needed to be ground to shape, and it is then covered

over with a thin coating of silver by one of the well-known pre-

cipitating processes. Unfortunately, at present, Mr. Lockyer says,

there is only one place in the world—and that place not in our own

country—where a very large piece of glass can be cast, and even

there the possible piece would not much exceed the dimensions of

existing glass mirrors. Experiments, however, are being made to

utilise porcelain.

Mr. Lockyer has made the suggestion that a telescope of propor-

tions far beyond anything hitherto made, or even imagined, should

be constructed for photographic work entirely. When officially

engaged in France, he gave data to the manufacturers sufficient

for founding estimates upon, and he considers that for ten

thousand pounds a reflecting telescope eight feet in diameter

might be constructed. From the fact that, as regards eye instru-

ments, it would be quite possible to conceive of a telescope, not

greatly exceeding in size existing instruments, that would be too

large for eye observation, while every increase in size in a reflector

would actually increase its photographic power, the value of such

an instrument will be easily seen.

Ten thousand pounds is an immense sum for a telescope, but

Mr. Lockyer points out that little further cost would be entailed,

and that the actual outlay for the puri)ose indicated would be far less

than will be involved in refracting instruments now being con-

structed of less than thirty inches diameter. Each will require an

observatory to work it in, which will cost, perhaps, forty thousand

pounds, and seriously diminish its usefulness ; while this telescope of

the future could be more advantageously worked from a hut costing

a hundred pounds. What a wonderful prospect for scientific photo-

graphy is thus opened out

!

We may conclude our survey by quoting Mr. Lockyer's descrip-

tive anticipations of the powers, and value of such a wonderful

instrument for scientific research :
—" This eight-feet reflector I

would make an instrument fitted only for such researches as those

which Dr. Huggins and Mr. Common have shown us to be possible,

I would then, by means of electro-magnets or what not—it is a

perfectly simple thing to settle—get an arrangement by which a

photographic plate eonld be sent up, capable of coming down again

after i. certain time with ten, twenty, or thirty different images

impressed upon it if you wished. If it came down with one

photograph as good as those which Mr. Common has enabled me to

show * * * I for one should be perfectly content. * * *

This dream—this beautiful dream—lacks all chances of realisation

at the present time for want of glass—for want of the application

of the arts to astronomical research."

PHOTOGRAPHY FOR NEWSPAPER CORRESPONDENTS.
A FIELD in which photography is capable of development, if facili-

tated by the exercise of inventive genius in a particular direction, i«
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that of an aid to the correspondents of illustrated newspapers. At
present it is used to some extent, more especially in relation to archi-

tectural subjects and landscapes, also aa an auxiliary power ; but
representations of stimng scenes in human life are usually done by
hand by jjood artists, and at considerable expense. In such scenes

tiie light may not always be suitable for photography, as in interiom

or gas -illuminated subjects, but even in daylight hand-drawn
sketches hold their own. A chief reason for this is that the saving
of time in getting off news is nearly as great an object on a good
illustrated weekly journal as it is upon a morning newspaper, and
it is much quicker to dash otT an outline sketch in pencil, slip it into

an envelope, and start it at once, than it is to get with rapidity

anything in the shape of a good positive in a form fit for trans-

mission by post.

The chief impediments to the use of photography by the field

correspondent are the delay and work involved in printing the posi-

tive, as well as the fact that all his materials for printing must pack
into small compass, and be light enough in weight for a good stock

to be carried on his person for a day without inconvenience.

Where but moderate expedition is necessary, and the correspon-

dent is within the area of the international parcels post, as good a

method iia any for starting a positive photograph with expedition is

to defer the complete washing of the negative from thiosulphate of

soda until another day, to dry it quickly by the aid of alcohol, to

print a transparency on another gelatine plate which can be expedi-

tiously tiuished and dried in the same way, and then to start it by post.

All this can be done, and has sometimes been done, with but little loss

of time beyond the delay by parcels post. There would be dilficulty

and sometimes prohibition in sending glass from the continent by

letter post ; moreover, customs regulations interfere with that plan.

As yet, England is not connected with the international parcels post

system, and any postage parcel from the South of Europe to London

is usually booked to Ostend or Calais only, on arrival at which place it

has to be re-booked to reach England. The late Postmaster-General

recently promised that as soon as possible his department would

brin" this country within the international parcels postage system

It might be thought that it would be quicker to send small parcels

direct to England by the regular express trains, but in some foreign

countries the railway officials absolutely refuse to receive small

parcels, the carriage of such being a government monopoly. By

continental post a small parcel started from the South of Europe is

four, five, or six days in reaching London.

From this it follows that some kind of paper or other flexible

surface is necessary on which to print the positive, so that it may

be sent by letter post, and risk of injury to it by breakage be

avoided. The pictures being sometimes obtained at exceedingly

heavy cost to the proprietors of the journal—as, for instance, in re-

presenting scenes of the war in Egypt—any risk of damage is a

most serious matter. All these circumstances, then, point to the fact

that flexible films, capable of development by the same liquids used

for the nefatives, may liave a future before them for newspaper

l)urpose3. The present impediments are—that when the films are of

r'elatine they are so thick that they take a much longer time to dry

than a recently-washed gelatino-broniide negative, and that the

emulsion used is usually too rapid to give, the best class of transpa-

rency. When a gelatine film is coated with collodion on one side

in its manufacture it curls up when placed in the developing solu-

tion because of the unequal expansion of the two surfaces, and this

is troublesome. Most positives on gelatinised paper have a sunk-in

look. What then, is wanted is a sensitised film for transparencies

which can be dried with rapidity after fixing, which doas not curl

at any part of the operations, which gives good contrasts, which can

be printed by candle-light, which is little liable to tear or stretch

when handled while wet by the fingers, and which can be developed

by tlie same solutions as those used for negatives. Concentrated

sulphite of soda and pyrogallol solution is good as regards small

bulk and light weight, and when properly made and properly used

gives exquisitely-clean negatives and transparencies. It will even

develope paper pictures without leaving'a stain.

Another point in quick newspaper work is that the camera shall

be one which can speeJIy be fixed in position ready for use, every

half-minute saved in time over thin being a valuable point gained.
The present tourists' cjimer.-u are capable of impnirenieiit in thia

respect Among other modifications they require some arrangement
for changing the lens instantaneously, without screwing and un-
screwing; otherwise for quick work something on the principle of
the gun camera must be used without a stand, although there are
objections to the employment of such a weapon when it can be
avoided.

In nothing more than the inauguration of new, and the work done
by old, photographic societies can the impetus that modern photo-
graphy lias gained by its new methods of work be seen. For one
photographer half-a-dozen years ago there must be at least a score

of greater or less ability at the present time, and in consequence of

this increase societies must naturally be formed for mutual inter-

change of ide.i8 and instruction. Nowhere more than on the banks
of the Mersey can we expect to find successful photographic work,
and hence we hail with pleasure the establisbment of a new society

at Birkenhead—a busy centre, and a convenient meeting-place for

the many residents upon the Cheshire shore of the estuary. With
the veteran Mr. J. A. Forrest at its head, and a number of well-

known names at the Council board, we believe we may safely

predict a long and useful career to this latest-born society—"The
Birkenhead Photographic Association"—and we cordially wish it

every success.

A FOBEION contemporary describes a neat little photographic view-

meter, the invention of M. Ilossingnol, devised, it is stated, to avoid

the common trouble of finding upon setting up camera and tripod

that the view, pretty though it appear to the eye, is not suitable for

photographing. The apparatus is like a single opera-glass fitted

with a rectangular aperture in lieu of an object-glass, while the

sliding tube is fitted with a plano-convex at the view end and a
plano-convex at the eye end. Upon looking through the instmment
the view is perceived, and, owing to the construction of the lenses,

upon a reduced scale; the aperture in front forms limiting lines

capable of including more or less gubject according to the distance

the sliding tube is withdrawn. The instrument first requires to be

set by adjusting the slide for each lens of the photographic outfit

;

that is to say, the camera and lens being set up for use, and the

amount of view embraced noticed, the meter is adjusted to include

precisely the same extent of subject, and a mark then made upon

the tube. This is done for each lens, and, once arranged, a glance

at the instrument will always tell what portion of the landscape

would be photographed upon a plate the full size the camera will

take, though, of course, marks might be made on the tube to corres-

pond for each size of plate. It is obvious, too—though the fact is

not noted—that the instrument would be useful in a converse way.

Given a certain view to be included upon the plate, a glance at the

meter would show the particular lens that would need to be em-

ployed.

" The clock of the future "—in all probability the near future

—

will include no more the time-honoured A.M. and p.m. Already

what may be termed the " twenty-four o'clock" question is assum-

ing considerable importance upon the railways in America. Journeys

there sometimes, as we know, occupy days rather than houis and this

interlapping and intermingling of ante and post become most con-

fusing. In all likelihood, a day beginning at one o'clock and ending at

twenty-four o'clock will be the usual mode of reckoning time, and

when established it will save much inconvenience. The first impor-

tant step in this direction in this country is to be taken at Greenwich.

For many years there has been a timepiece there counting the

hours in this manner ; but from the first of January next this mode

will be official. January, 1885, will begin immediately after mid-

night, and end at twenty-four o'clock.

At the last meeting of the Eoyal Microacopical Society Mr. Lewis

Wright exhibited a most interesting adaptation of the optical

lantern in the shape of a new lantern microscope. By means of his

new arrangement, used with the oxyhydrogen li^ht, he was able,

with lenses down to half-inch aperture, to exhibit a variety of

interesting microscopic objects which displayed the minutest mark-

ings with a perfection little short of that given by the microscope

itself. The members present were highly pleased with the demon-

stration, which was admitted to surpass anything of a simihir nature

before attempted. There can be no doubt that, if it were needetl,

t!>e arrangement would be quite sufficient for the photographing of
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microscopic objects, tbe -whole secret of which lies in their due
illumination.

The photographing of olijects beneath the surface of the water has

often been discussed, but in the moat recent important attempt, in

Scotland, it may be remembered a failure had to be chronicled—

•

not through want of light, but owing to the presence of mud.
For some time past experiments have been made in the clear water

of the Lake of Geneva, and the latest report, by MM. ITol and
Tarasin, of experiments carried out a couple of months ago is that

one hundred and seventy metres—or, perhaps, a little more—is the

deptli to which light penetrates, the luminosity at that point

being about equal to that of a clear, moonless night. It is,

however, to be observed that assuming Professor Tyndall's theory

of the colour of the ocean to be correct—the selective filtration of

the waves of light by particles decreasing in size as the water
deepens—it is evident that at the depth named, although lumi-

nosity ceased, rays of the violet end of the spectrum would still

gain admission, and so photogi-aphy be rendered possible, if need be,

at still greater depths.

A CORRESPONDENT Writes to the Athenceum that it is not only in

England that "the photographers of the shed " have had exceptional

privileges accorded to them, as he was informed that a photographer
at Bruges had met the same fate as the Fine Art Company. There
is, however, another and important aspect under which the matter
has to be viewed. The bulk of these copies are of more value to

students than to any other class ; but where is the value to students
of the highly-retouched prints which MM. Braun send out as

copies of the originals ? And where is the chance of the student pur-
chasing them at the price at which they are issued—fifteen francs

each the correspondent in question believes them to be ?

We would ask why does not Government undertake the photo-
graphy of the pictures of our National Gallery '\ Photographic
copies of every valuable picture the nation possesses should be
available at all the public art galleries and libraries in the country.

It is difficult to imagine a better mode of spreading a knowledge
and a love for art among the people, and the cost would be by no
means great. If there is not a sufiioiently large staff at South
Kensington it would be no difficult matter to find skilful English
photographers who would be glad to undertake the work.

A GREAT deal seems to be made of the difficulty of copying pictures
through glass; but granted a good and sufficient light and clean
glass and we do not see why any trouble need be made on that
score. It is our purpose to make a few practical remarks upon this
subject in our next.

The weather is a subject of perennial interest to the photographer,
and the present year has been most remarkable for its peculiarities.

In the columns of Nature for last week we find a very interesting
tabulated account of the weather of the year, in which, for the first

time that has come under our notice, we find a complete account of
the rainfall for the year as far as the end of October. With the
exception of the first quarter, when there was an excess of rain-
fall in all directions except over the midland and south-eastern
counties of England, the whole year has been unprecedentedly dry.
The rainfall has been below the average in every part of England,
and in consequence the water reservoirs of the kingdom are in a
very low state. lu Manchester the night supply has been cut off,

and in Bradford a water famine has been imminent. All this is

very trying to photographers, who generally like to leave their
prints washing all night. Still a good-sized cistern will overcome
most difficulties, and it must be remembered that a couple of hours'
washing with a machine that periodically empties itself is of more
value than a dozen hours' mere turning of the tap on to a vessel full

of prints.

TjiB Times of the twenty-fourth instant has an article of an un-
usual nature—one interesting to all photographers, amateur and
professional alike—a descriptive account of photographic printing
in its present iispect, including an account of a new secret process.

Toucliing briefly upon mechanical iJrinting, and upon autotype and
platinotype, it states that, practically, there has not been for twenty
years past any improvement in the process by which the vast
majority of photographs are produced, that of silver printing, and the
writer describes a method he has seen in operation at Messrs.
Marion's which is based upon that of Mr. Morgan, of Greenwich.
The article goes on to state that, though Morgan's paper has come

into extensive use, its cold, greenish hue has prevented it from
securing the favour of a public educated to a liking for the rich
purple and chocolate hues of ordinary photographs. The new pro-
cess of Messrs. Marion, however (which it states is to be worked aa
a secret), is said by the writer to give tones which will be admired
by all. The print, made by development, is purplish when deve-
loped, but requires gold toning to enable it to pass the ordeal of
the fixing bath, and when finished, though not quite so good as the
best silver printing, would require an expert to tell the difference.

It concludes by saying that—" Having regard to all considerations,
it may be expected that the albumenised paper will still hold its

own for the finest work, and for work in summer when the light is

bright and abundant ; but the new paper will in all probability
come largely into use for winter work, and it ought to be used by
all portrait photographers for sending out ' proofs ' at once of their
portraits."

TiiK balloonists claim to have scored at last in the attempts on the
eighth instant by MM. Eenard and Ki-ebs in their new balloon.
M. Herve Maignon states that, though the wind was blowing eight
kilometres an hour, the balloon attained an absolute speed of
twenty-three kilometres an hour ; and he considers the problem of
aerial navigation as practically solved. M. de Bruignac believes
that they failed to fulfil the important condition of the approxima-
tion of the centres of traction and resistance. We shall see.

At the last meeting of the Photographic Society of Great Britain that
careful experimentalist, Mr. L. Warnerke,gave his testimony in favour
of the practical value of the carbonate of potash developer when
used according to his formula, which resembles that adopted upon
the continent by some who are clever at research. Its theoretical
value is admitted, because it enables the operator to make a deve-
loper of fixed strength, instead of a solution which is liable to
variation in consequence of the volatility of ammonia. Probably
the discrepancies in the testimony of many who have tried the
carbonates of potash and of soda may be due to impurities in the
samples used, for these salts are liable to contain impurities which
interfere with development, and it is not impossible that Mr.
Warnerke's abolition of a bromide as a restrainer with these salts

may be necessitated by foreign matters in his samples. The mode
of manufacture of the carbonates of potash and soda renders them
very liable to contain sulphates and chlorides, the latter being
frequently present to the extent of between four and ten per ceiit

Potiish salts are usually obtained from land and sea plants, sfa
water, felspar and other silicates, and the wool of sheep. 'They
are so plentiful in the latter case that the sheep has the inestimable
privilege of being an animal which supplies itself with a kind of

natural soap, so that by the aid of a little water it can get up a
good lather in perfect independence of advertising soap makers.
Sulphate of potash, which is a retarding agent in development, is

commonly present in carbonate of potash to the extent of thirteen

or fourteen per cent., and in the potash of the Vosges it has
actually been found to the extent of 38'84 per cent, by the analyses
of Pesier. One of the purest varieties of carbonate of potash is

made from cream of tartar—the acid tartrate of potassium found in

grape juice. " Familiarity breeds contempt," so care is not always
taken in photographic operations to work with pure chemicals and
distilled water

;
yet that man alone who does so is entitled to speak

with authority on the photographic influences of particular salts.

The binoxalate of potash is easily obtained nearly pure ; it should
be further purified by recrystallisatiou, and then ignited in a silver

or platinum crucible to yield the pure carbonate. The presence of

sulphate of potassium as an impurity in any sample of c.irbonate

of potasli may be detected by adding a slight excess of diluted
hydrochloric acid to it, then pouring in a little solution of cliloi ide

of barium ; if sulphate of potash be present a turbidity is pro-

duced by the formation of sulphate of baryta. The presence of

chloride of potassium is detected by the addition of a few drops
of solution of nitrate of silver to the carbonate solution, which
has previously been treated with sufficient nitric acid to give an acid
reaction. The nitrate of silver then produces a white turbidity of

chloride of silver in the nitrate of potash. Carbonate of potash is

a deliquescent salt, and in purchasing it care must be taken not to

buy in error the bicarbonate of potash, which is more commonly in

demand in ordinary chemists' shops.

REFRACTING AND REFLECTING TELESCOPES.
The deep interest taken of late in connection with tlie subject
treated in a leading article last week by ua was well shown in a
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brisk and most interesting discnssion wliicli took place on the 14th
instant, at a meeting of the Uoyal Astronomical Society, at Burling-
ton House. The occasion was the reading of a paper by Professor
Pritchard upon A Photometric Compariion of Reflecting and Refract-
ing Telescopes. Tlie observations made in connection with the
recent eclipse of the moon led him to inquire closely into the cause
of certain stars being noticed which were not in Dr. Struve's list.

He discovered that the De la Rue thirteen-inch retleclor only gave
one, while the (Jrubb twelve and a-half inch refractor gave three, of
these faiut stai-s. Tliese facta caused him to direct his attention to
the relative capacities of the two classes of instruments in light-

transmitting power, and, instead of tinding upon investigation, as he
anticipated, that the subject had been well worked out already, he
discovered that comparisons hitherto made had been on such
insecure bases that the results were simply conjectural.

He therefore arranged a plan for discovering the true relative

value of reflectors and refractow in this respect, and he utilised

for the purpose the two above-named telescopes, placing them, with
his instructions, in the hands of two able assistants, Messrs. Plummer
and Jenkins. Not to tire our readers with details, we may say that
the results obtained were decidedly in favour of the refractors, in

the proportion cf 1"89 to 1 with the De la Rue reflector, and 1'5 to 1

when the latter was replaced by a Wish reflector, the latter being
silver upon glass and the former speculum metal.

Before our readers accept these proportions as being conclusive

and standard data as to the relative powers of the two classes of

instruments, we would brin" before them several points, including

those brought into view in the discussion that followed the reading
of the paper named. We have put before our readew Mr. Common's
estimate of the relative capabilities of the two classes of instruments,

and it must be borne in mind that in refractors increase in

diameter brings increase of thickness in the glass, but no light-

destroying defect in reflectors, so that the results of comparison
between two twelve-inch telescopes would not hold good with larger

instruments. Again : the observations recorded were eye observa-

tions, and it was pointed out by Lord Crawford that, for photo-

graphic purposes, there would be one reflection less than when the

eye was employed ; and Mr. De La Rue stated that speculum metal
reflected more actinic rays than pure silver. Mr. Common put a
question as to the positions of the wedge photometer when the
comparisons were taken, and sho>ved how the results could be made
to vary according to the position of the wedge, whether in the focus

or in the expanding cone of rays after passing the focus. The
mirrors used were thirty-three and three years' old respectively, and
it was argued that this fact would interfere with the results. Mr.
De La Rue stated that his reflector was as good as new, and the

Wish reflector equal to what it was when it left the maker. Silver,

he said, did not tarnish when chemically deposited. Mr. Ranyard,
however, said that his experience was contrary to this ; for, though
he kept his mirror closely covered up, he found it to deteriorate in

a very few months. It will be thus seen that, though a very exactly

arranged attempt has been made to compare reflectors and refractors,

we are yet far from seeing an agreement come to on the subject

among astronomers.

PRINCIPLES OF ILLUMINATION FOR DEVELOPING.
The great theoretical error of the past, which has for years led to

the use of so much worse a light in the developing-room than is

now proved to be practically necessary, seems to me to have been

due to the overlooking of the fact that a reduced intensity of the

yellow of the spectrum will give mueh more light to affect the

nerves of vision than will the fuU-powfer red of the same spectrum

from the same luminous source.

Fraunhofer was the firet to publish good measurements of the

luminous intensity to the eye of the different jiarts of the spectrum.

LetWV,jn the accompanying diagram, re))resent the solar spectnmi,

and the curved line represent the luminous intensity of its different

parts ; its maximum intensity is denoted where the dotted lino B
crosses the curve above the yellow, a little on the blue side of the D
sodium lines. Yellow glasses commonly transmit nearly all the rays

l)etween the blue-green and the extra red, and too often a portion of

the blue. At all events they usually let through the light represented

by N, M, F, H, K, and when they were selected with a little care they

answered for the wet-plate proces.s. When gelatino-bromide plates,

with their great sensitiveness, came into use this light was found to

fog them during development, so red glasses were adopted to cut off

all the rays between A and C. An approximately safe light was
obtained, but at the heavy cost of reducing the intensity of the

light to that repi-esented by the portion of the curve above the

space K, and hence the injury to eyenight which lo many pboto-
graphera have found to be the i)ractical re«ult.
The right and alternative plan would bare been to have lowered

the intensity of the green and yellow, as syTnlwIically represented

by the dotted line D D, cutting off the luminous intensity N M
and leaving for use F H K, for the benefit of the eyes. This is
exactly what is done by substituting translucent lantern screens for
transparent glass, combined with a source of light of low intensity,
and explains why it is that all the new lights which have recently
become so popular are produced by the aid of translucent instead
of transparent screens. Indeed, with a thick paper giving much
translucency even some feeble blue rays will pass without doing
perceptible harm when the original source of light is not too
strong, as exemiilified in the case of " true canary medium," which
is a bad screen i\a regards its colour, but owes its good character to
its thickness.

The line D D serves to illustrate my meaning ; but, as a matter
of fact, a translucent white screen will not change the top of the
curve into exactly a straight line. It will flatten the top of the
curve, and, if the screen be of paper, linen, or other cellulose fabric,
will cut off the extreme portion of the red, as I discovered by
spectroscopic examination. The rest of the red it transmits liberally.
Cellulose fabrics are very opaque to the luminous r.iys coming from
a poker at a dull red heat. There is little luminosity in the extreme
red rays ; still, as they are comparatively safe for photography, it

would theoretically, if not practically, be as well to save them by
using a translucent screen containing no cellulose.

Fraunhofer gives the following figures to represent the luminoeity
of the spectrum at the various chief solar lines :—Light at red
extremity, 00 ; at B, 3-2

; at C, 94 ; at D, 64-0. Maximum at
dotted line B in my diagram, 1000; at E, 480; at F, 17-0; at G, 3-1;
at H, 056 ; violet extremity, O'O. These figures of his can but be
ai)proximate, but they are near enough for the purpose of guiding
experimentalists in improving the light of the developing-room°
Helmholtz has proved that with care in arranging the appiinncee,
and by placing the observer in darkness, the violet end of the
spectrum can be seen far beyond the point at which it is ordinarily
visible, and more of the red end of the spectrum can be seen by
some persons than by others ; hence all diagrams like that given
herewith are not theoretically perfect, though amply good enough
to serve as practical guides. Lord R.iyleigh has discovered that in

a spectrum taken from the light of a blue sky the different colours
are not of the same relative intensity as when taken from a cloudy
sky ; there is more red in proportion to the green in the light fron\

the sky when the latter is obscured by cloud. He finds that if

lights from sky and cloud are of equal intensity at the line C in

the red the first will be somewhere about twice as Iwight as the
other at E in the green.

By means of alkaline albumen films stained with flucrescine

great power can be exercised in regulating the kind cf rays
admitted into the developing'-room ; for, by gradually increasing the
proportion of fluorescine in the solution used to cn.-tt the glaiM
plates, the more refrangible rays are gradually cut olF giving the
power of cutting short the spectrum anywhere the operator chooses
between A and C in the diagram, I, however, think it would \ye a
great mistake to go farther than to cutoff the bluish-green ; for, if the
light be then not safe enough for the purpoee, the amount of general
illumination should be reduce<l by interposing translucent colourless
screens, or otherwise. If the fluorescine film be made abnormally
intense in colour, it is a reddish-brown, transmitting only the ml
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auJ a little orange. I prefer to obtain this effect, should it be
required, by using a fluoresoiue film to cut off the spectrum to

A only, theu to superimpose a film of carmine. In fact, with

separate albumenised films on glass, of fluoi-escine and carmine, the

lower end of the spectrum may be cut -short wherever desired, and
the transmitted colours are pure and brilliant. Carmine is just like

ruby glass in its optical properties for photography. When the film

is not intense it is of a pinkish-red colour, like the ornamental
articles of glass stained with suboxide of copper ; when tlie film

is more intense it is like the ruby glass in ordinary photographic

use. Both let a little blue through when strained by an intense light

like that direct from the sun.

A curious and little-known effect is produced when the rays of

the spectrum as far as the dotted Hue A are admitted into the

developing-rooni, for the green rays then slightly increase the

yellow appearance of ihe light. In fact, if all the true yellow and a
portion of the red were cut olf, tlie room would ap|>arently be
illuminated with pure yellow light, so subject is the human eye to

all kinds of illusions iis to colour. Lord Kayleigh discovered this

compound yellow. Mixtures of blue and yellow look green, as every
mixer of colours knows ; the fact is so familiar that it causes no
surprise. Lord Rayleigh did not see why a mixture of pure red and
green sliould not produce yellow, and, by using the pure red and
green of the spectrum in proper projiortions, he produced a yellow
which fairly well matched the true colour. He made two varieties

of special app.aratus to do this ; but the effect may be obtained in a
simple way by filling a glass trough with a solution of litmus to cut

off the yellow and orange rays, then adding solution of cliromate of

potash to cut off the blue and bluish-green. Only red and green
rays then find their way through, and when the strength or thick-

ness of the solution is so arranged that neither red nor green
predominate the transmitted light .appears to be yellow, although
it contains no real yellow at all. He does not think it more un-
natural to get a compound yellow in this way than to get a
compound green by the ordinary method, and is of opinion
that the bias given by constant experience is at the root of

the apparent strangeness of the fact. Colour has a wonder world
of its own. What is the explanation of the circumstance that a
dark yellow is not generally recognised as such, but thought of

and called by a new name—brown i Sir John Herschel first put
this question, but where is the answer? A dark blue is blue
still.

The vertical lines separating the colour spaces in my diagram are
but approximate, for no two men looking at a spectrum would select

the same points as midway between each two colours, and numerous
experiments in this direction, taking averages of the results, would,
no doubt, reveal curious variations in the vision of different per-

sons, not altogether ascribable to colour blindness. Robert Hunt
amused himself sometimes by asking observers to note the cen-
tral point between two colours, by indicating the spot with the
point of a needle. Newton and Fraunhofer each divided the leno-th

of the spectrum into 360 parts, and gave the following as the
length of the space occupied by each colour :

—

1. Red 45 — 56
2. Orange 27 — 27
3. Yellow 40 — 27
4. Green 60 — 46
5. Blue 60 — 48
6. Indigo 48 — 47
7. Violet 80 — 109

Total length 360 360
A common scientific error in experiments intended to relate to

developihg-room illumination is that of photographing coloured
fabrics, under the impression that the effect they produce on the
plate is a measure of their value as screens for tiie window of the
operating-room. When this is actually the case in practice, in rela-
tion to two fabrics much alike to the eye, the result is a pure acci-
dent. The light reflected from coloured fabrics differs from that
which they transmit, as readily revealed by the spectroscope. For
instance; different coloured ribands reflect different amounts of

> unchanged white light which never enter the fabric at all. On
the same principle it is a mistake to varnish the interiors of those
developing-room lanterns in which reflected instead of transmitted
light is used in photography. This may be proved by making a
solution of a brilliant coal tar dye in albumen, coating a small glass
plate with it, and, when the film is dry, allowing sunlight to fall on
it so as to be reflected from the albumenised .side to the ceiling.
Two images will be formed on the ceiling—the one of them bright
white from light reflected from the exterior surface of the albumwi,

and the other coloured by rays which penetrate the film and are
then reflected from the back of the glass, through the film again, to

the ceiling. It is not necessary even to varnish the film to obtain
this effect. The inside of the Starnes's lamps should be as rough
and unpolished as possible, necessitating a stronger initial light to

obtain the same amount of illumination on the plate under develop-
ment.
The light transmitted by fabrics also differs from the light they

reflect, becau.se of the influence of translucency, as well as because of

the optical action of the colours themselves. Who can tell the
colours of aniline dyes from the hues reflected by their crystals I

Again : taking the common ruby glass of the photographer, samples
of it are sometimes found exceptionally heavily charged with sub-
oxide of copper, giving it a purple tint by reflected light when
examined at a particular angle. The fact that such samples specially

reflect some blue light is no proof that they transmit the same ipian-

tity of blue ; in fact, these particular samples are the safest, because
they keep out more blue than samples in other respects of the same
make, iih: Woodbury ma<le a thick film of coloured gelatine which
reflected green rays and transmitted red.

The principles laid down in this article are far-reaching. If they
be true—and I think that time and experience will prove their

accuracy—the theories of the past about the necessity for red light

in the developing-room are false, and photographers have been
blinding their eyes for years because of the erroneous ideas in their

heads. These principles not alone condemn real glass utterly, but
they go further, for they in a milder form condemn orange light

also. They furthermore enforce that red or orange light is not the
best for the manufacture of gelatine plates, over which a safe light

is more necessary than for the short process of development. This
point can be put to the test of experiment. It will probably be
found that if the intensity of a light behind a translucent full-

yellow screen of fluorescine is properly regulated, and two plates be
placed respectively at such a distance from it and from the best red
light as to give the same amount of fogging for the same time of

exposure, the yellow light will be very much the brightest to the
eye at its own fogging distance as compared with the visual inten-

sity of the red light at its own fogging distance.

W. H. Harrisok.— 1-—

-

TRANSATLANTIC JOTTINGS.
The question of amateur photographers and the possible injury
they may work to the profession is being discussed with con-
siderable vigour on the other side of the Atlantic, and the editor

of Anthonifs Bulletin devotes some considerable space to a tem-
perately-worded article upon the various aspects under which the
subject may be seen. He is evidently at one with us in the view
we expressed some time ago that amateurs were a help rather than
a hindrance to the professional photographer ; but, at the same
time, he points out that the conditions vary considerably between
the east and the west of the States. We cannot put one view he
presents better than by quoting from the journal itself, noting that

the controversy has arisen through the stand taken by the gentleman
whose name is mentioned :

—

"Amateurs in the true sense of the word take uji the art from a
pure love of it, and practice without a consideration of reward. Such
amateurs Mr. Melander, like .all other wise and liberal-minded men,
welcomes with his whole heart as valuable workers in the great photo-
graphic field. Unfortunately in the west, and especially in Chicago,
there appears to be an army of so-called amateurs who from curiosity,

love, the desire of gain, or some other motive have taken up the art,

and who as soon as they can make a negative at once begin to canvass
for business, proposing to make their newly-acquired art a means for
increasing their income. Everyone understands, who knows anything
of the universal rules governing tlie standing of amateurs in any
branch of the arts, sciences, or of sports, knows that the moment one
receives money for a performance, product, work of art, or it matters
not what, that moment he ceases to be au amateur and becomes a pro-

fessional."

These words are as apt as they are true ; but, in our opinion, they
add little weight to the argument against amateurs. Successful

portraiture requires more skill, knowledge, and practice than land-

scape work, and there is too much vanity in human nature to allow
the work of the average amateur to make any serious difference in

the income of the professional photographer. It is well, however,
to bear in mind the distinction between "amateur" and "pro-
fessional," which is broadly stated in the above quotation.

The vast strides made by photography of late years, and the com-
plete ch.ange that has taken place in dark-room modes, could not be
belter exemplified than it is in an article in the Photographk Tiinet
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(New Viiik) under the title of Ainhrotj/pen, wliicli, na ni«iiy of our
reailera will know, m the common ileRigniition in America for tlic

coUoiliou positive. We involuntarily referred to tlie cover of the
journal to ascertain that the ilate was correct, anil that we had not
by accident picked up an old copy. But, no I tlie date was right,

and there for perusal was a complete account of liow to make a col-

lodion positive, from the putting together of bath and developer to
the final completion of the picture with black varnish or velvet !

To old workers in photography this would seem a very useless

article, but a brief consideration will show that in all probability
the proportion of photographers who know nothing of wet-plate work
isnowadaysgreatlyinexcessof those who are familiar with it, and that
it may be useful to teach them the mode of working a process which
gives really beautiful results. We do not think there is much
likelihood of their taking it up, seeing that the apparatus of tlie day
is f[uite unfitted for wet plates. Still, the resuscitation of the
memory of an old process is interesting, and to the old hand will

recal many an incident of the past. "Ah I those were the times!"
said an old photographer to us ;

" no re-sits—money down 1"

A suggestion is made by a writer in the same journal that
" photographers would do their patrons a great favour if they would
have the figures for the year printed upon the mounts in addition
to name, &c. Photographs are, as a general rule, carefully preserved,
and after a few yeare it is impossible for most people to remember
just how long ago a particular photograph was taken. * * If

photographers will adopt this suggestion the public will appreciate
it, and everybody will wonder why it has not been done before."

We can tell this gentleman why it has not been done before. It is

because "it is impossible for most people to remember just how long
ago a particular photograph was taken;" and when the portrait is

one of a lady who once was young, and would be still, no eftbrt of
memory will enable her to date it more than two years ago. The
photographer who carried out the method suggested would lose many
sitters.

Professor Hough has been making experiments as to the relative

rapidity of wet and dry plates. He first thought that twenty or
thirty times represented the rate, but afterwards modified his notions.

The conclusion he then arrived at was that they were one hundred
and twenty-five times quicker, and the ground of his conclusion was,
according to the President of the Chicago Photographic Association,
that a picture of a landscape could be taken in the one-hundred-and-
twenty-fifth of a second, while a wet plate took one second. At the
same meeting where these remarks were made, Mr. Greene accounted
for fog by supposing that the light which went in a straight line

through a lens created the fog. When a lens was stopped down the
straight rays were cut off, and only the oblique rays went through

;

hence the picture was sharper. These theories apparently did not
gain any support, which we can scarcely say surprises us.

There is a distinctive peculiarity in American advertisements
which almost enables them to be detected in a moment. When
we read in a list of testimonials a letter from Mrs. —— , stating

that "I value my Photographic Times.next to my Bible," it strikes

us as almost profane.

An interesting communication, by Mr. Carbutt, upon reducing
the intensity of negatives, &c., is to be found in the Photographic
Times, and in it he strongly recommends Mr. E. Howard Farmer's
method with ferridcyanide of potassium and hypo.

The Photographic Section of the American Institute had an
interesting conversational discussion upon founding a photographic
library of reference works. The list of works suggested was rather
"mixed," some of them being almost antiquated, and others only to

be linked to photography by a great stretch of imagination. One
of the members seemed to have noticed this, and he gravely " wished
to add mention of the English Blue Book as, being of great value to

a library I

"

We have on a pi-evious occasion made mention of the war of

tariffs which is being fought in some of the large cities of the United
States, and we read that the President of the Illinois Photographers'
Association recently stated that little as yet had been accomplished
in the direction of fixing a " price-plank."

American photographers are more tranmelled by postal restrictions

than we are in this country. "Book Post" is all that is needed
here, but in America postal packages are divided into several classes

;

and this has led to a committee being formed to endeavour
to secure a reversal of recent decisions which classified photo-
graphs as fourth class, instead of third class, as formerly. The
late announcement is to the effect that "first-class postage must be

paid on photographs which have been worked in ini, clasiiing them
as drawings." Vexatious reDtrictions such as these must seriousljr

interfere with the business nature of large establisbmenta «s m«
are to be found iu the States.

LANTERN SLIDES ON COMMERCIAL PLATES.
Pabt I.

In- few, if any, shapes does photography play a more pleasing, inte-
resting, or impoaing part than when it taken the shape of a lantern
picture on a good-sized screen. Scientific photograpny shows itself

most valuable when it is used to throw on a screen enormously-
maijairied images of microscopic and often invi<iible objects, or objects
visible only under strong powers of a good microscope. Possibly,
observations on certain spectra can be made more easily, searchingly,
and accurately in this manner than iu any other. I am not, therefore,
shooting over my mark when I say that in the optical lantern there is

a power into che infinity of which man has hardly as yet more than
dipped his finger ; nor do I propose to dip deeply into the subject
on this occasion. My remarks shall be confined to the methods of
producing from ordinary photographic negatives "slides" which will
give enlargements on the screen of landscape, portrait, genre, or marine
subjects ; in fact, of any subjects that can be photographed in the
ordinary acceptation of the word.

Certainly one of the weak points of our art at present, as conipared
with the higher art of painting, is the smallness of our work. That a
small work may be artistic I do not seek to deny, but a small picture
in order to pass muster with the critics must be of a pitch of technical
perfection most difficult to arrive at in painting ; and, while I admit
that technical perfection is more easily arrived at in small work by
photography, I maintain that in most of our small work we lose some
of the finest points that mark the work of the painter. We become
"patchy" and lose breadth and vigour in our small work. That the
lantern reproduces our small work in its true and original proportions
of light and shade is certain, but it reproduces on such a scale that,

whatever faults may be found with our work, " patchiness " is not
likely to enter into the accusations against us. I know one thing as a
certainty : so long as my smaller negatives can be copied as slides

without losing any necessary parts of my composition which may
happen to be near the edges of the negatives—so long, in fact, as my
negatives can be properly squared or rounded—I have a much higher
opinion of my own taste when 1 see my pictures as transparencies on a
fifteen- or twenty-feet screen. Perfect sharpness of outlme and detail

is not, in my opinion, an artistic necessity—quite the reverse ; and
yet for some reason a small priut out of focus is to me an offence, while
the same picture slightly out of focus on a large screen is to me a
"thing of beauty and a joy," so long as I see it. I leave it to more
learned men than I am to give our readers the reason for this. It was
my observation of these facts that caused me to turn my attention to

lantern slide making in the first instance.

In the second place, I found very soon after I began to turn my
attention to lantern slides (and that is not a year ago) that negatives

absolutely or all but unprintable in silver, carbon, or platinotypo

yielded first-rate slides for the lantern. This discovery was the means
of rescuing from the oblivion of garret and cellar many a negative that

had cost me much trouble, but hail to be thrown aside on account
of technical imperfections. I find now that I can produce, either in the

camera or by contact, a very fair slide from any negative that is not

utterly ruined by thiuiiess from over-exposure or any other cause.

I also found that with perfect ease I could copy any part of a negative,

so that where, for instance, I have a nice group of cattle in the centre

of a large negative, I simply make a slide of the part I want, leaving

out all the rest of what may perhaps be a worthless negative. This
last view of the question I strongly insist upon. I have very many
negatives almost perfect in one part and worthless in all the rest.

And, lastly, when I have in view the illustration of some particular

object or set of objects, I go in perfect happiness with a pocket camera
and make small negatives in almost any weather, knowing that I shall

be able to make slides from the negatives at a later period.

As an instance of this I may say that not long ago, being at Ajt,

I wished to get some reminiscences of our poet Burns. There was a
pretty high wind all the time, but 1 simply took rapid plates and
"shuttered" all the views I wanted. Many of my negatives, being

hard, are worthless for silver |)rinting, but capital for slides. I do not,

however, mean to assert that a bad negative makes the beat slide. All

I say is that a hard negative makes a very good slide. In my opinion,

the perfect slide can most easily be made mm a good nentive nther
on the hard than on the soft side ; and this I apply to both contact

printing and camera copying. 1 sec that my preliminary remarks arc

already longer than I intended ; but, .is one "may as well be banged
for a sheep as for a lamb," I shall make two chapters of my subjeot.

There are many other points of adv.iiitage that may be claimed for

slide-producing. It is not only einiuently satisfactory when done bnt

it is most interesting in process, and slide-making is the best amoie-

mout for winter th.'it the enthusiastic amateur can find. A person,
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othei-wise idle, can in a day prodnoe dozens of slides by contact, or,

like me, he can gloat over tlie production of two or three. If he coijy

in the camera at this season he will not produce more than two or three

in a day. Contact printing can easily he done at night ; but I do not

intend to go into that subject, because I do not attempt such work
after dark.

If ultimate success after a long series of failures give a man the

right to spoak with decision on any subject, I think I may safely

claim that right. I dare not say how many scores of little plates I

wasted before I got a slide that satisfied me. I could make slides that

would "pass in a crowd"—if it wei'e a very large franchise demon-
stration crowd—but I could not for a very long time make a slide that

would for a moment compare with slides I had seen, not only in the

market but in the collections of amateurs. In fact, I never was as

nearly "licked" in anything photographic as I was in the production

of good slides. I had stamed skies, or general incipient fog, or,

failing these, I had my shadows "bunged up;" in short, there was
always something wrong. How I got over my troubles it is my object

now to inform my readers.

In the first place, I have to explain that I could not make my own
emulsions either of gelatine or collodion, having been expressly for-

bidden by my over-zealous doctor not to remain long in my operating-

room. I am a tender plant, it woukl appear ; so I had to buy my
gelatine plates and my collodion emulsion, and I have to apologise once

for all for having to mention commerciul names, but unless I do so I shall

certaiidy not be understood.

My first trials were with wet collodion, and in a short time I got to

make sufficiently good work copying in the camera from large negatives.

I made both bath and developer strongly acid v/ith nitric acid, and
used but little bromide in my collodion. Though I secured by these

means fine, clear positives, I objected first to the building up of

metallic silver in the shadows ; and, second, to the coldness of tone,

which I could not overcome with eitlier gold or acid platinum chloride.

Nor am I very fond of the wet process, but even had I succeeded with
it to my complete satisfaction I should have still tried to gain the same
end Vvith some dry process. That fine slides can be made by the wet
process is made certain by the fact of Mr. Gale's successes in the
lantern slide line. Last year he had some grand slides by the wet
process ; this year he has carried off the medal for slides at Pall Mall,

and I suppose he still uses tlie wet process. But his experience and
mine seem to differ. I prefer the "stain" produced in the develop-

ment of an emulsion to the building up of silver on a wet plate, I

call it a "stain," because that is the appearance the reduced silver

presents to the naked eye in an emulsion positive.

I now pass on to my experiments with gelatine plates, I began with
some very slow bromide emulsion made by myself and in good working
order. In tlie camera with long exposures 1 got results that did not
satisfy me at all. I never got a thoroughly-clear sky—not even when
the negative sky was blocked out—and when developing I never could
tell when to stop. It is highly important in all processes of slide-

making to know exactly when to stop development. Sometimes I got
the whole slide blocked up, and sometimes after fixing I found only a
ghost of an image. This was the case both under pyro, and ferrous

oxalate development. Nor was the colour ever good with these
developers, and gelatino-bromide negatives are not easy to tone. Then
I tried ferrous oxalate with a citrate on some very slow bromide plates

kindly given to me by Mr, G. Smith, but I had still almost the same
troubles—unpleasant tone, uncertainty when to stop development, &c.
Still this addition of citrate to the developer was a step in advance, as

I appeared to get greater clearness in the high lights of my slides.

My first approach to success was when I took to Mr, A, Cowan's
gelatino-chloride plates, and developed them with his own developer,

I succeeded best with Mr, Cowan's No. 3 (or "extra-warm tone") deve-
loper. As I have already in these columns given my experience with Mr,
Cowan's chloride process I need not repeat what I said before, further
than in a general way. The great secret of success with any process is

to expose long enough and not too long—a very wise remark on my part I

But I mean that the plate must be exposed to such an extent that not
the slightest forcing of development is required ; in fact, the shorter
the development for a lantern slide on a Cowan's plate the better,

supposing always that the red colour disappears from the plate before
fixing, I found that a plate fixed before the red colour left it was ex-

ceedingly easy to tone to almost any extent, but I did not find the
slides when finished by any means so satisfactory as those which had
7tot left the developer while still red, A plate that gains sufficient

tleiisity while still red or reddish is almost certain to be over-exposed
and want "pluck." I like plenty of half-tone in my slides, but the
worst slide of all is one that is all half-tone, and wanting in both
shadows and high lights. Therefore, the plates must not be over-

exposed. As to my method and time of exposing I shall treat here-
after.

Having used a good many dozens of Mr, Cowan's plates without
entirely succeeding—for which, no doubt, I alone am to blame—I tried

Mr. Edwards's gelatino-chloride plates. As with Mr. Cowan's so with
Mr. Kdwards's : I got very near complete success ; in fact, with certain
kinds of negatives I consider I did attain success. Some of my slides

on gplatino-ehlorido plates were shown in the Society's lantern in I'all

Mall, and were considered, as I was told, good specimens. Many of

these were copied in the camera, and otliers printed by contact, but it

was iuipossible to tell "which were which." Mr. Kdwards's developer is

different from Mr. Cowan's, and is a little more easily made. I need
not here give his formula, as he sends instructions with each box of

plates. It is, however, necessary to note that the solutions should be
made with distilled water, otherwise a deposit will certainly take place

and frustrate the work. I think that, on the whole, 1 have succeeded
better with Mr. Edwards's gelatino-chloride plates for lantern slides,

but I prefer Mr. Cowan's for making large transparencies for window
or table decorations. My experiences in the latter line are to be found
in the columns of this Journal in the earlier part of the present year,

I have not a grain of doubt that very fine slides may be made with
these chloride plates. But I doubt if they afford facilities for

accommodation to various qualities of negatives to the same extent as

either wet or dry collodion. To those who are trying, or proposing to

try, gelatino-chloride plates my advice is this :—Expose so that the
development is speedy but not precipitate. Develope the positive

rather stronger in colour and force than you wish it to be when finished.

After fixing and well washing—do not "scamp" washing because your
plates are small—never omit a good dose of acid and alum ; sulphuric

acid is best. Expose a hard negative to a bright light, and a soft one
behind ground glass. My exposures for contact printing are made
beneath a thick dome of obscured glass in the roof—my room was
meant for a liilliard room—and my exposures with gelatino-chloride

plates average about ninety seconds. In the camera I have to expose
on an average negative from half-an-hour up to two hours at this

abominably dull season. Referring to a remark a few lines above, I am
aware that it is often recommended to expose a hard negative to a dull

light for a longer time. This does not at all tally with my experience,

Jlore anon about collodion emulsion and apparatus.

Andrew Pringle,

ISOCHROMATIC PLATES.
[A connnunication to the Glasgow and West of Scotland Am.itcur Photoj^raphio

Associixtion.]

Since the introduction of gelatine as a medium for holding the sen-

sitive silver compounds the photographic plate has made rapid strides

towards perfection; yet we must admit that much remains to be done
before the perfect plate is an accomplished fact. Perhaps the most
prominent defect in plates as now used is their inability to reproduce
different colours iu the same relative intensity as they present to the
eye. Let us see, then, the cause of this, and the means by which
better results may be obtained.

You all know what a spectrum is, and have all seen it in the rain-

bow, or in a more homely form as thrown upon the wall by the piisnn
of a chandelier. When we examine such a spectrum we fintl ii. to

consist of a band of coloured light, graduating from red at one cm I,

through orange, yellow, gi-ecn, blue, and indigo, to violet at the otlioi-

;

these colours blended together form the white light by which we take
our photographs. Now, if we expose a plate to this spectrum and
develope it we find that only some of the colours have effected reduc-
tion of the sensitive salt. Let these spaces oh the board represent the
various colours, and the height of this curve the intensity of their
action on the plate ; then pure bromide of silver will be represented by
this curve, chloride by this, and iodide by this. Bromide has by far
the greatest range, and when a small amount of iodide is present with
it there is a slight decrease in the blue region. Such plates would,
therefore, be evidently best for general landscape work, and we may
be pretty sure that most commercial bromide plates do contain a trace
of iodide.

It is evident that most of the work is done by the rays towards the
violet end of the spectrum (a great deal is done by rays beyond the violet
which are invisible to the eye), and that green has comparatively little

effect. We can thus see why, iu landscape work, we lose so much of
the detail in shadows and foliage, the light which presents sucli detail
to the eye being rich iu green and red, but deficient in blue and violet.

Could we obtain plates sensitive to green we should get negatives
giving a much more natural gradation.
Leaving out of the question the actual reproduction of colour—which

is as yet a far-off possibility—let us see what can be done to secure in
light and shade a better rendering of the vnliit- of colour. The mean-
ing of this term " value" is that bright colours should gice light tones,
and dark colours deep tones. We know tbat if we photograph blue
and red on an ordinary plate they show in the pi-iut as white and black
respectively, while yellow and gr-een both appear dark ; but if we can
make plates sensitive to the so-called "nou-aetinio" colours we will
then obtain prints showing a more natural gradation.
The method used to obtain such plates is the addition of some sub-

stance to the film capable of absorbing and converting into chemical
energy those rays which are inactive on an ordinary plate. These
substances are dyes, mostly of the aniline series, and a few natural
vegetable colouring matters. They are themselves sensitive to light,

as manifested by a bleaching action under its influence. The rays
which effect this bleaching are those towards the red end of the
spectrum—that is, the very rays which we wish to capture and divert
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to our plate. The iinme<liate cauae of the bletMihing is oxidation of the
<lyc, but liow this elfocts tlio silver salt is a matter of dispute.
Captaiu .\hney hoUls that the dye in absorbing oxygon acts as a

developer, similarly to pyro>;allic acid in the alkaline developer, this

slight reduction forming a nuoluus for a further deposit of silver during
devulopinejit of the plate. Tliis theory seems to be borne out by the
fact that the dye is only a colour sensitiser in presence of a chemical
sensitiaer—that is, a body capable of absorbing the bromine, Ac, set
free during exposure. Gelatine is such a sensitisvr ; also silver nitrate

in the case of collodion plates.

Dr. Vogel's tlieory is that the energy absorbed in bleaching the dye
is transmitted to the silver haloid, upsetting its equilibrium and render-
ing it capable of development. 'I'his theory seems to be proved by the
fact that a dyed collodion film exposed to the spectrum will, if coated
with coUodio-bromide emulsion and developed without further exposure,
give an image of those parts of the spectrum to which the dye is

sensitive. It. is very evident, however, that the invisible photographic
imago is still in want of a satisfactory explanation.

A large number of dyes have been found more or less effective, and
I might give you a long list bearing the delightfully-simple and explicit

names peculiar to the aniline and kindred series, but it will be sufficient

to. mention those which have been put to practical use. Amongst
vegetable colouring matters, chlorophyll extracted from green leaves
is a sensitiser for red, and turmeric extract for red, yellow, and green.
Most of the dyes which liave been tried have slowed the plates, and
have been most effectual on coUodio-bromide ; but Dr. Vogel has
recently discovered a new substance which is most effective with
gehatinobromide, and which actually increases the sensitiveness of the
plate. It is, however, such a recent discovery that I can learn little

about it. He has named it " azaline."

Next to azaline eosiuo seems to be most useful, and plates prepared
with it arc now disposed of commercially. Dr. Vogel has by means of

eosino prepared collodion plates eight times as sensitive to yellow as to

blue ; but witli gelatine liia results have been less satisfactory, the
plates being only tnice as sensitive to yellow as to blue. This is a
long way short of what is required, for in nature yellow is about
twenty times as luminous as Mue to the eye. Therefore, in using these
plates for copying oil-paintings, it is found necessary to photograph
them through yellow glass in order to restrain the excessive action of

the more actinic colours. The above results are obtained on bromide
plates, which are most affected by these colour sensitisers. Many sub-

stances which have a marked effect on bromide are inactive on chloride
and iodide.

We are likely to hear a good deal about eosine, and it may interest

you to know a little about what it is. Though commonly known as an
analiue dye it is not really so, but is a potassium compound of tetra-bromo
(or iodol'.l 1 •-. sciu, which, in its turn, is derivedfrom resorcin--asub3tance
allied to i^y . .'gallot, and, liiic it, a powerful developer. Pyrogallol, hydro-
kinone, and pyrocatetchiu all yield bodies similar to iliiorescin, and these

Sroducc dyes like eosine ; therefore, when we buy eosine it is rather
oubtful what precise substance we get. This may explain why some

experimenters have met with less success than others.

True eosine exists in two forms—the iodeosiue or blue shade, and
bromeosinc or yellow shade. It gives with silver nitrate a precipitate

soluble in ammonia, which is sensitive to light. A few drops of the
ammonia solution added to an emulsion is found the most effective way
of preparing the colour-sensitive plates. Ordinary plates, however, may
be treated with a solution of three parts of eosine in 100 jiarts of water
containing ten per cent, of ammonia, and then dried. Here is such a

plate, which you see is a faint rose colour ; and here is a yellow plate

stained with turmeric. I now pass round a colour scale with negatives
on two such plates and on an ordinary plate. The latter shows the
blue dense, and the yellow almost clear, glass. The turmeric plate shows
the green denser, but on the eosine plate the difference is very striking.

The yellow is nearly as dense as the blue, while both green and yellow
show a notable gain in density.

It is not necessary to have a highly-coloured film, as the merest
trace is sufficient. Dr. Edcr prepared a stained emulsion, from which
he separated the bromide by means of Plener's centrifugal machine.
This he washed till the water came away colourless and re-emulsilied

in fresh gelatine, and the resulting plates were as colour-sensitive as the

original emulsion. The washed bronndc was faintly tinged, and Dr.

Eder conjectures that an insoluble compound is formed between the

bromide and the gelatine immediately surrounding the grains, which,
being stained, is sufficient for the purpose in view.

1 daresay most of you have now had enough of this subject. Still, it

is one to which our attention will be often .attracted during the coming
season; and I trust that, when isochromatic plates become practically

obtainable for landscape work, our Association will bo cue of the first to

give them a fair trial. \V. (ioouwis.

ON THINGS IN GENERAL.
TiiK oat is fairly let out of the bag about the Trafalgar-square mon-
strosity. The disligurementof the Hnest site in Knrope is not a workman's
dining-room nor a place of worship. It is simply the private workshop
of ft foroigu tradesman allowed to be set up on ground belonging to the

British peoole tu fauilitets the mannfactara ha is engaged in, sod
enable it to bo done at the cheap'st rat«. No rent, I sappoM, is paid,
and my readers will already have learnt that the national trmuara of
art have been licensed free to this foreign photographer to be taken off
the walls, to have the KUases removed, and bo carried about from pUoa
to place, so that ho might do in the manner moet convenient for hi* trade
what has been denied to any British sabjoot. The monopoly granted
him is further enhanced in value by the antboritiea hastening in
advance, before the request is made, to deny the like facilities to any
mere Knglishmau. As the matter now stand* in print it is nothing
but an impudent slur upon our countrymen ; and I hope the firm
originally mterosted, even if their head-quarters be in the provinces,
possesses sufficient influence to have the "job" brought before
Parliament.

I have been interested in reading the articles on Mtxl'm iMrkHoom
Improiymentx, and have been able to glean some useful hints therefrom,
but I should rather hesitate before adopting all. That dark room must be
interesting; but to find in one room, even so well lighted as described

—

light enough to cure the owner of the need for the use of spectacles

—

and if ventilated to perfection, the operations of plate drying, negative
drying, gas burners boiling, evaporating pan at work, varnishing and
coUodionising—all going on at the same time, and a couple of water
taps only in the place, suggest that the writer, besides being able to
produce photographs and pictures so well as I know he docs, must also
have the bump of order and system developed in the highest degree to
prevent unpleasant contretemps occurring.

Among the new patents I see one by Mr. Vanderwyde for the pro-
duction of vignettes direct in the camera by means of a screen placed
either betweeu lens and sitter, or lens and plate. His specification states
that this has not been done before, except in the way of producing
dead black ground, while his patent is to enable tinted grounds to be
produced. Whatever the value of the translucent screen within the
camera may be is not for mo to say—it does not look feasible upon
pajjer—but I can state that the idea of a vignetting screen outside the
camera is very old. I distinctly remember it twenty-five years ago,
and one of the most expert photographers then living used it regularly
in his business, and, I believe, made an extra charge for pictures produced
by its aid. It is, therefore, obvious that the patent is invalid on this
ground alone unless a disclaimer be entered, and if it were I opine
there would be little of value left to protect. Still, if the publication
of the patent subserve no other purpose than that of drawing atten-
tion to a capital mode of vignetting which must have additional value,
now that gelatine plates enable such perfect films to be produced, Mr.
Vanderwyde will deserve the thanks of the photographic community.

I always like to read Mr. A. F. Genlain's articles, as he is a clever
and enthusiastic photographer and an artist of skill. He will, therefore,
the more readily allow me to point out an error in his last article on
A Little PliUomphij. " Let us deflect two beams of light—one yellow
and one blue—on a wliite strip of paper and we shall certainly obtain

'

a green strip as the result." The word " not" should be inserted after
certainly. Mr. Genlaiii was thinking of the effect produced on his
pallette when selective .absorption would cause the mixture to appear
green. When reflection only is called into play, bine and yellow lights
will not commingle into green.

Wliat a horrible thing to read, as 1 did a week or two ago in these
pages, about the production of dimples by artificial means. Is it true,
I wonder ? What a dreadful plight the young lady would be in if, iu

lieu of a dimple, she found herself disfigured for life with a huge wen,
or such a destruction or disorganisation of surrounding tissue as would
lead to the colour entirely leaving the place, and thus the use of face
powder be rendereil necessary for the rest of her life I I cannot say I
should think she would have cause to complain. £yebrows made to order
—not painted, but real hair—have come under my own cognisance, so
that I can bear witness to the fact of the adoption of that expedient.
A photographer is accustomed to see a great amount of human vanity,
and hence is not surprised at any such exhibition as this. But, after
all, I need not say " human" vanity, fur vanity as great exists among
the lower animals, as any close observer of nature knows well.

The idea of the dust of Alexander stopping a bungholo is familiar
to us as an emblem of the base use to which things noble may be put,
and it was forcibly brought to my mind the other day when reading of
one of the uses which albumenised {xiper had been made to subserve

—

the wrapping of packets of butter. A pound of butter in a sheet of
albumenised paper ! Tho thought is too terrible to contemplate.
And ntch paper as is now sold I What next? We only want to see a
first-class jHirtrait lens attached to a peepshov, a camera as a blacking
box ; but hold ! already have we come to this Utter pitch of humility:
nothing is so likely to happen as the improbable. Frsb Lance.

THE SCENERY OF VICTORIA AND NEW SOUTH WALEa
In Tiik BiiiTi^ii Jui'RNAL OF PuoToouAriir for 31st .\agnst, 1883, was
an article, by Mr. A. Priogle, styled a Tour Itound Ike World. This
I road with groat interest, as I also did those n bich followed ; and, for
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tlie benefit of such othei' iihoto;irapliers, amateur or professional, who
may feel disposed to take a lioliday trip in the same fashion, I thought
that a short sequel might advantageously be written.

It is a pity, so far as Melbourne (and also the colony of which it is

the metropolis, viz., Victoria) is concerned, that Mr. Pringle was un-

able to prolong his stay for a week or two, and by this means see

something of the surrounding country; for, judging from his remarks,
he missed some of the most striking points, tliongh it mu.st be ad-

mitted that in every direction, save one, in which the new arrival

looks the country is flat and without the least pretension to the
picturesque.

The only place of interest outside the city whicli Mr. Pringle men-
tions is Fern-tree Gully. Tliis is certainly a pretty place, the ditiiculty

of getting there being the one thing against it, altliough during the

last two or three mouths an agitation has been got up for the pui-pose

of trying to induce tlie Government to make a branch line of railway to

the Gully. But this spot is only the opening scene to what, with the

Blue Mountains of New Soutli Wales—of which I shall apeak shortly—

•

is, without doubt, the grandest scenery in Australia, and which is

quite difTerent in character from the New Zealand scenery. In fact,

Fern-tree Gully is considered by most of the Melbourne tourists to be
old-fashioned, and other places, with more magnificent views and more
easily reached, now command the attention of sightseers generally.

The most celebrated of these is the country lying between Melbourne
and Wood's Point— the latter, a mining locality, in tlie centre of a very
mountainous district. Starting from Melbourne by train, and pro-

ceeding about twenty-five miles through some picturesque suburbs aud
an undulating country beyond, Lilydale is reached. Here the tourist

must take the coach, or, if he be fond of a few miles of stitf walking,

may "tramp," rut Healesville and Fernshawe, to Marysville. At
Marysville, the Stevenson Falls are the show of the district. At all

these places are country houses of accommodation, at which the living

is good and the charges moderate. The landlords of the inns—or, as

they are called, "hotels" (in Australia every place at which beer or

spirits are sold is dul)bed by its proprietor "hotel")—or any of the

residents of the neighbourhood willingly point out subjects of interest

to the traveller who is hungering and thirsting after them.
Among the scenes on this road may be mentioned the justly-celebrated

"Black Spur." The scenery here is in its character unsurpassed by
any in the colony—from the smallest fern tree galleys to extensive forests

of the desert growth. We can boast of some of the notorious '

' big trees of

Victoria," which can hold their own against their world-famed brothers

in California. The whole country is overflowing with grandeur. Some
of the trees mentioned aUove are forty feet in circumference and fully

four hundred feet in height. To give some idea of the timber here-

abouts, it may be mentioned that one fallen tree near Healesville

measured 480 feet. Another giant of the forest wliich had fallen

across a stream running into the Watts River, and thus forming a ready-
made bridge, was 4.35 feet from its base to the other end. The original

length of the tree could not be ascertained, as its top had been con-

sumed liy a bush fire ; but even at this distance from the roots it still

boasted a diamster of three feet. It is, therefore, probable that the
height of the tree when standing was about 500 feet. Sunbury,
twenty-three miles from Melbourne, contains some charming " bits,"

situate on Jackson's creek. The landscapist may leave Melbourne by
the train at midday and return the same evening with his three
double-backs full of pictures, all obtained within two miles of the
local railway station.

If the tourist wish to go further afield, no place will repay him more
for the trouble he takes to reach it than the seaside township of Lome,
or, as it was called until recently, "Loutit Bay." The train is taken
through Gcelong to Winchelsea, wlience Lome is reached by coach in
about seven hours from Melbourne over a rather rough road, but at the
Bame time nothing to frighten the traveller. Here are good hotels,

with all modern comforts, electric bells, gas, and other joys of civilisa-

tion, including a photographer, who reaps a fair harvest in the holiday
season, the town—or rather village—being crowded. But the show of
the place, so far as the pictnresijue is concerned, is the scene on the
Erskine River, adjacent to the town. The " Erskine Fall" is one
which is worth travelling almost any distance to see. The river drops
over a shelf, and then, diversified by a series of breaks, reaches the
basin of the stream below amid a perfect bower of ferns and other
plants, the whole forming as picturesque a study for the camera as can
well be imagined, its peculiar wild and romantic solemnity defying
language to describe it. The only regret of the i)hotographer who has
any art feeling is that he cannot convey to others through the medium
of the sensitive plate (that is, with the present power and knowledge
which we possess) any but the very slightest idea of the beauty of the
scene which is before him.
Another fall on this river is named the "Phantom," from the fact

that, in spite of its existence having been reported by an old resident
in the district, all attempts to find it again proved unavailing until
three or four years ago. In addition to these there are minor points of
interest all worthy of the photographer's attention, the scenery all

over tlie district being of the wildest mountain character, and the vege-
tation most prolific. Daylesford—about eighty miles from Melbourne,
ftud reached by railway—also offers ground for the tourist, who may

add to rough country scenery the extra attraction of a few views of

gold-mining machinery, &c.
The Austi'alian Alps, though somewhat difiicult to reach—that is to

say, the road is a long and somewhat roundabout one, although good
enough—amply compensate the traveller for the fatigue of the rail and
coach journey. Here mountain succeeds mountain like lumps of sugar
in a basin, the whole country being of the wildest nature ; and, to those
who look upon Australia as a land of cloudless skies all the year round,
it may seem strange when they are told that it is no uncommon thing
for teams of horses and waggons to be stuck for days in the snow
whilst crossing these ranges.

In the northern aud western districts of the colony there are also

plenty of good views to be obtained. As regards the sister colony of

New South Wales, the landscapist lias but to sight Port Jackson (the

celebrated harbour of Sydney) and he will begin immediately to won-
der whether his stock of plates is sufficient to secure all the beauties he
sees around him at a single glance. However, he need not feel distressed

at this, as the principal makes of gelatine plates are to be obtained in

both Sydney and Melbourne at London prices.

Judging from his letterd, Mr. Pringle has not visited New South
Wales at all. This is to be regretted, for pressed for time as he must
have been he would have found a fortnight in New South Wales well
spent, and the journey from Melbourne to Sydney, although taking two
or three <lays liy water, formerly occupied only twenty-four hours by
rail ; lint since he was here tlie time has been reduced to eighteen hours.
As has been before mentioned, the beautiful scenery of Port Jackson

and the Paramatta River will attract the first attention ; then there are
the Blue Mountains and the Hawkesbury Kiver.

Tlie Blue Mountains' scenery is as wonderful as any to be seen on
the Australian continent. The mountains are reached by rail from
Sydney, and to the foot of them the distance is about forty miles from
the city. Tlie ascent is made on a zigzag, and by this means an eleva-
tion of 613 feet is gained in a distance; of three miles. This is some-
times called the "Little Zigzag," to distinguish it from the one by
which we descend the mountains on the other side. They extend
between fifty and sixty miles, and every three or four miles there is a
station or platform. Within a mile or two of each of these stopping-
places is situated some pretty or grand spot, the sight of which will
well repay the tourist for his work in reaching it. Waterfalls—both
grand and picturesque—mighty chasms and fearful precipices, rocks,
and mountains meet the traveller at every turn.
The Wentworth Falls, situated at the head of an immense valley

encircled for miles with lofty hills thickly covered with timber, form
the first grand sight met with on the mountains. The fall of the main
cataract is roughly estimated at 1,000 feet, and, as it has only a very
small stre.am to feed it (not a Niagara by any means), the water, as a
rule, breaks into spray long before it reaches the foot of the glen.
About a hundred yards above this is situate a smaller fall, which is

named the "Weeping Rock." It is a rock forming the bed of the
stream, and stretches out, overhanging somewhat in the form of a fan,

the water falling in a number of small streamlets like an artificial

fountain. These falls are only two miles from the railway station, and
are reached by a good country road.
About four miles further on the line is the town of Kootoomba,

wliere there is another large fall aud some smaller ones, as well as
various other points, and a view of the same extensive valley which
we liave at the Wentworth Falls. Next we pass Blackheath Plat-
form, which is only a mile and a-half from Govett's Leap, one of the
greatest natural wonders of the world. The rent or depression is said
by many (how true the statement may be must be left for each
witness to judge for himself) to be the deepest chasm with perpen-
dicular cliffs in the known world. It is almost surrounded with these
cliffs. The sublimity and majestic grandeur of this scene is not
realised at once. The trees in the valley below, although 100 or
200 feet high, are not recognisable in their individuality. The
scenery is full of grandeur, and, to add to its beauty, two streams
are precipitated into the abyss. They are changed into mist long
before they reach the bottom. The depth of the principal, or Govett's
Fall, to where the water first strikes the rock is 520 feet, and to the
basin at the foot of the rocks immediately below, GOO feet. Stand-
ing at the basin, the cliffs forming an end to what is known as the
"Horseshoe Bend" on each side rise to a height of 700 feet. The
depth to the bottom of the valley, at the junction of the three falls, is

2,000 feet ; and the precipices of a smaller nature round about in
some cases exceed 1,000 feet.

The next station is Mount Victoria, seventy - seven miles from
Sydney, and 3,422 feet above the sea level. Here are good hotels, and
abundance of the same sort of scenery as that previously described.
About eleven miles further on we pass through the Clarence Tunnel.
The rails here are 3,658 feet above the sea level, which is the greatest
altitude reached by the railway. .So rough w.a3 the country at this

part that the surveyors who laid out the line had to be lowered down
the cliffs by ropes, and the contractor was obliged to commence the
work of construction in a similar manner. The tunnel is 539 yards
long ; and at a further distance of twa miles the descent of the
mountains is commenced in a somewhat similar manner to that in

which we ascended them, but on a much grander scale.
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The Orcat Zigzag is a series of inclines made along the side of the
luouutain, several tunnels and viaducts being passed. Tlio gradient
for tlie whole distance is one in forty-two, and tlie distance is five

miles, tlic line in some places traversing the brink of a precipice. The
writer knows a lady who, on descending the Zigzag for the first time,
fainted on looking out of the carriage window. Tliese five miles of
railway are said to have cost half-a-milliun sterling to construct, tlie

wliolo of tlie lines being on tlie Knglish gauge of four feet eight and
alialf inches.

About a mile beyond the foot of the Zigzag is tlie thriving town of

Litligow, which is supported by its coal and iron mines and ironworks.
At Lithgow the Blue Mountains scenery ends. The train pursues its

way into the interior through the town of Bathurst, and so on towanls
the River Darling, to a point on which the line is in course of con-
struction. The line is already open to a distance of over 400 miles
from Sydney.
The scenery on the Hawkesbury River has been compared by many

to that on the Rhine; some have, indeed, said that it excels the
Rhine. Anthony Trollope has written of it in very glowing terms,
and says that it surpasses both the Rhine and Mississippi. It is easy
of access from Sydney. Conveyances leave in the afternoon for the
mouth of the river, and next evening the tourist is landed in the city
again, having had a comfortable lodging at the hotel, ascended the
river to the town of Windsor, and returned by rail. The whole trip
costs £2 5s—not an extravagant sum, as it includes all liotel expenses,
&c.
There are various other places of interest: the Southern or lUdwarra

district, and the famous Fish River Caves, whicli bid for the premier
position against the celebrated caves of California. They are reached
by conveyance from Mount Victoria.

Of course, it is impossible in a short article of this sort to give a
fally-detailed account of the various places of interest in both colonies;
but I think I have made it tolerably clear that the continent of Aus-
tralia should not be overlooked by any traveller— be he photographer
or otherwise—who wishes to make a tour "round the world."

I may mention that in the event of other photographers visiting
Melbourne, any of the members of the Amateur Photographic Associa-
tion of Victoria will be happy to assist them in whatever way tliey

can, as far as obtaining views and learning the run of the country is

concerned. The address of the Association is Royal Society's Hall,
Melbourne ; and any communication sent to the above address will be
at once attended to by J. H. Hakvky,

Hon. Secretary.

RECENT PATENTS.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 15,192.

—"Ornamental Frames." W. Eusskll.—Dattd October 21,
1S84.

No. 15,198.
—"Stands for Photographic Cameras." J. Ashford.—Dated

Noi-emher 19, 1884.

No. 15,202.—"Holder for Manipulating a Photographic Plate;" com-
plete specification. W. G. Honey.—Z>a<trf November 19, 1884.

No. 15,307.
—"Apparatus for Illuminating Sitters and .Subjects to be

Photographed." H. N. Steffxee.—ZJoifrf November 20, 1884.

No. 15,440.— " Magic Lanterns." C. Ghat and H. Kv-^f.— Dated
November U^lH^i.

PATENTS SEALED.
No. G12.

—"An Improved Folding Box for Parcel Post," William
Blake.—2)a(e</ January 4, 1884.

No. 10,226.—"Improved Apparatus for Dissolving and Changing Pic-
tures in the Magic Lantern." B. J. EDWABns.-Daterf July 16, 1884.

Changixg Optical Lantern Slides with the Feet.

William Henry Duncan, Coalbrookdale, Shropshire, Engineer.

My invention has for its object changing the views, working the gas cock,
and turning the limes of dissolving-view lanterns by jiedals moved by the
feet of the operator, so as to leave the hands and eyes free to use a book
or a written lecture.

In carrying out my invention I employ two or more pedals, which are
so connected to the lime cylinders, the gas cock, and to the arrangement
carrying the sets of pictures that the light can lie raised and lowered and
the pictures fed into the lantern by pressing down the foot i)edal8. In my
dissolving-view apparatus the views or slides to be exhibited are carried
by four or more movable racks, two generally being placed on each side
of the lantern. These racks are moved along guides, which keep them
in the same planes as the openings in the sides of the lantern tubes intended
to receive the views. One pair of the set of racks is moved forward at a
time. The distance of this travel is equal to the distance from one view to

another in the rack. After the rack movement has brought a picture in

position opposite to a groove, fixed in line with the opening in tno side of

the lantern tube, a rod brought against the edge of the picture pushes it

out of the rack into the groove, and at'^bsequent movements of the
pedals other pictures are pushed out of the racK and follow each other
m the conducting groove which guides them into the lantern.

After the lantern has shown the pictures on the screen the continued
passing of other pictures into the groove causes those which have been ex-

hibited to bo pushed into the receiving rack on the upiMMita side. This
rack has the saiiiu forward movement as the nthiT, ana brings an empty
division in proper |)<>sition to receive the slides at the time required, «o that
racks filled with pictures are placed on one side of the lantern. Koch
picture is in rotation passed through the optical ystems, and after t>eing
shown on the screen la passed into a rack on the op|><mite side. In thia
manner the lanterns are served with picture slideii. The lime cylinders
are turned, and also raised slightly, so as to present a fresh surfan* con-
tinually to the flame of the combined gaaes at each change of the nictura.
The working of the gas cock, whereby the pictures are dissnlvecl, is done

at the proper moments by the action of the apparatus, and the whole of
the movcnients riKpiircd t<i produce theiw results are given by pedals worked
by the feet, or by levers worked by the knees or hands of the operator; but
b^ preference by jjedals worked by the feet, eithn' direct or by electricity.
I<or moving the picture racks I employ leveni which act on ratchet
wheels keyed on shafts fitted with toothe<l pinioni*, which latter work in
toothed racks placed below the pictures. The pitch of these toothed racks
is the same as the distance from picture to picture in the carrying racks,
so that the set of jiicturen is moved forward this distance each time the
catcher wheel is turned forward one tooth. By these means the pictore*
are moved forward thro<ii;h the exact s|>ace required, and at the right
moments, by the action of tlie foot |>edals. For tiiniing the limes I use a
ratchet wheel, fixed on a shaft, projecting outwards from the back of the
lantern. This wheel is turned by a lever in connection with a foot pedal.
For working the gas cock I use levers and a r<xl, which carry the motion
of the pedal up the back of the lantern to the cock and turn it at the
moments required. The picture pushing-rod is operated by levers and
rods in connection with the pedal in the forward direction, and is drawn
backward by a spring. The arrangements I have described may be used
with three lanterns placed one over the other, but by preference I use
them in connection with two lanterns only. The order of the various
motions is as follows :—Left pedal, on commencing to descend, turns down
^ases from the bottom lantern and turns ga-ies on to the middle lantern,
draws back the catcher, and also lowers the ratchet lever of lime-turning
arrangement during the first half of travel. Bottom lantern being now
dark the next half of downward travel changes its picture. First part
of pedal's return stroke draws back the picture pushing-rod, remainine
part acts on catcher-wheel, moves the set of pictures forward ready for
the next change ; also lifts the rod for turning dissolving-cock into proper
position for next dissolving with the other rod at the next change, and
also turns the lime. To prevent mistake by the operator not pressing
down the pedals alternately a locking device is applied, which consists
of a weighted lever oscillating between the two pedals and worked by
declines on the bottom portion of the lever.

What I claim is :—First, the apparatus for changing the picture slides

of a dissolving-view or magic lantern by pedals moved by the feet, or by
levers moved by the knees or hands of the operator; second, the apparatus
for raising and lowering the light by pedals ; third, the locking device (or

the pedals.

[Certain drawings accompanied the complete specification which it is nn-
necessary here to reproduce.]

IMPR0VKMKST8 TS PORTABLE FhOTOOBAPHIO CaMEBAS.

Frederick William Hart, 8 and 9, Kingsland Green, Ismdon,
Manufacturer of Scientific Apparatus.

I FIB.ST construct the front framework of the camera in square or other
rectangular form, such framework having a revolving flanged disc of the
greatest diameter the framework mil permit. Such disc has an opening
through it half its width below the centre to near the circumference, the
width being of such dimension as will i)ermit the lens tube to bo centrally
placed and moved freely along the opening to near the circumference. On
this revolving disc I place a slide diametrically over the opening, and of
such length and width as will well cover the opening when the centre of

the slide is brought over the ojjening near the circumference ; on this slide

the lens is to be mounted. I fix the disc and slide in any deaired position
by means of screws or cam clamps with my improved folding disc beads to
such screws or cam clamps.
The construction :—On the shank is a disc of metal, and across the dia-

meter is hinged a half disc of like thickness, which when raised enables
the screws, cams, or racks and pinions to be actuated. When folded down
the whole does not project from the btnly of the camera more than one-
eighth of an inch, thus permitting close packing, whereas the screw heads
at present in use project half- to threo-quarteni of an inch, thus preventing
compact p<icking. The hack framework and the flexible extcndine body is

constructed as usual, with the exception that I employ my folding ciiso

heads to all clamping screws and pinion heads. The advantage in uaing
the said disc he.'ias will now be seen in my main improvements to obtain
extended range for lenses of long focus. I shut the body, a* above
described, up quite close, together with one or more dark slide* or a
magazine plate-holder included, and form aroimd tbem a casing, em-
bracing the top, front, bottom, and back, three of thas« rectangles being
hinged and the fourth angle secured by lock, bolts or hooks. This, my
improved base-board, when unfolded \a made rigid by triangular bolt*

of metal—steel or bronze preferred— sliding in proves in oppoaition to
the hinges, means being provided tiy the enclosmg plate for taking up
wear so as to ensure continuance of the utmost rigidity. The camera-
body frames slide to and fro on this base-board, being kent parallel by
side 1,'uides in the ordinary manner. On the top Iter of toe Mae-boatd
I employ two short lengths uf rack, when weight is of moment, say one-
sixth of the length uf the base-board, the solid base of which is V or lialf-V

on the sides, with corresponding counterparts for them to slide in the baee-
Imard. The end of each portion of rack has a spring detent pin to fix

them at any p:\rt of the base-board corresponding to too focus of the Ions

in use at the time. Where wei>;ht is not an object the metal rack may
be fixed the entire length and cut at the joint* for fokUng.
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By these recited improTements I obtain greater range for focussing tlian
hitherto—economy of space, rigidity, and a square body throughout—thus
jnaliing the camera available for lenses of short focus, including an angle of

yO° to 100° of subject on the plate, as well as narrow-angle lenses of long
focus for extreme distant objects. As an illustration of improvements
effected : the latest tourists' cameras exhibited (say half-plate) have a
I'ange of focussing power of twelve to sixteen inches ; whereas, with my
recited improvements as set forth in this specification, I obtain twenty-
four to twenty-six inches of focussing power, giving thereby greater facility

for the production of artistic photographs from nature, also for copying.
The inventor claims :—1st. The employment of the slides for carrying

the nuts.—2nd. The locking by adjustable triangular bolts on the opposite
side to tlie hinges.—3rd. The employment of the side of the base-board on
which the bolts are as the top working surface.—4th. The base -board
forming a casing entirely round the camera body, with the addition of
dark slides or magazine plate-holder, if desii-ed, by which he obtains the
maximum of length without the introduction of weak-extending slides as
liitherto used.—oth. The cam wedge and stirrip combined, with or without
screw action for clamping the parts.—(ith. The folding disc head to screws,
cams, and pinion spindles or axes, by the use of which much less space is

occupied in the packing of photographic cameras.
[Certain drawings accompanied the complete specification, which it is un-

necessary here to give.]

(Bxhthitxan.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF IRELAND.
[Second Notice.]

Regaeding the exhibits of portraits, Messrs. Lafayette show well to the
front with three frames of large direct pictures, a few of which appear
rather theatrical or over-studied in the pose, but all showing great manipu-
lative skill and finish. The same firm have also liung several frames con-
taining numerous cabinet-sized portraits, which are tlie best collection of

small work in the room.
Messrs. Chancellor and Son, also of Dublin, exhibit numerous works of

groat merit, amongst which we have no diffic\ilty in selecting II Penseroso
(No. 213) as the best, and worthy of study by all interested in this

class of work ; and Fancy Ball Costumes (No. 492), by the same firm, are
exceedingly excellent.

Messrs. Robinson and Sons, of Dublin, besides the enlargement (No. 82)
already noted, show several groups with their respective enlargements in

carbon, but their small frame of three heads on opal. The Sisters (No. 454),
seems to be the most superior opal plate in the room. Indeed, in tlie matter
of this class of work, we consider there is great room for improvement,
as several of the finest at first sight—notably Nos. 253 and 31—have been
so much retouched with brush work as to remove them from this class of
photographs pure and simple.

Mr. H. S. Mendelssohn has forwarded a charming collection of groups,
which, by their unconventionality of pose and ai-tistic treatment, are amongst
the very best work in the room, and we have no hesitation in selecting Nos.
20 and 97 as being gems of their kind.

In genre pictures we must not omit to draw attention to The Seven Ages
of Man (No. 136), already exhibited, and which secures a great deal of real
admiration both for the res\ilts obtained and for the patience and skill

which have been exercised in completing such an ambitious task. We are
at a loss, however, to understand how the picture illustrating one of the
ages in no way shows " the beard of formal cut," which the poet states to

be one of its peculiarities.

Close to the above hangs one of the smallest of its class in the room, by
C. Wyrall, and entitled Feg in the Bing (No. 124). It is a charming picture,
having no appearance of benig a made-up subject, but simply an instan-
taneous photograpli of some boys at top-pegging. If this be so Mr. Wyrall
is to be congratulated at having hit his subjects when so artistically posed.
A similar picture (004) in the small room is also worthy of attention.

Mother's Love (No. 117), by J. Hubbard, whose death we regret to hear
of since his pictures were hung, is a truly realistic picture of admirable
composition. The same lamented artist is also represented by Nos. 12, 110,
255, 455, and 525, which are mostly all of the same character. A pretty
frame of fishing boats (No. 131), by Mr. F. M. Sutcliffe, attracts and
pleases ; but we question the good taste of the title luider the second print.
Mr. A. G. Tagliaferro exhibits a largo number of interiors, all of excel-

lent quality except for some converging lines ; but still we think the medal
for the best interior must go to him, or to A Mansion in the Olden Time
(No. 494), by Mr. E. Brightman. The Interiors (No. 31C) exhibited by the
Platinotype Company are marvels of delicacy, although not quite such
difficult subjects. Indeed, every praise must be accorded to the exhiljits

of the Platinotype Company, who, in Nos. 299 and 3G3, show some
splendid heads, a large portion of the credit of course being due to the
artist, Mr. Valentine Blanchard , from whose negative they are taken

;

but we cannot fail to admire the peculiar excellence that is the speciality
of their process, which there is ample scope for studying in the largo
collection of exhibits shown either by the Company or those who are
working this method of printing.

Mr. Herbert B. Berkeley, who is so intimately connected with the
Platinotype Company, exhibits in his own name one of the gems of the
room—a small landscape with cattle, entitled Noon (No. 528)—which
might be overlooked, as it is not particularly well placed. Nos. 3H3,
430, 644, and 645 by the same gentleman are also well worthy of notice,
and we have niuch pleasure in drawing attention to them.
The Exhibition is greatly indebted to the Autotype Comijany, who have

hung a very large number of frames, each one of which deserves special
praise. Their Copies of Oil Paintings (No. 193), Dieio !e Veult (No. 197),
Come Unto Tliete Yellow Sands (No. 181), and Israel in Envpt—this latter

hung too high for convenient inspection—are all marvels of good work, aa
are their large Poiirait of Cardinal Newman (No. 182), A Frame of Fans
(No. 16), and Dcrwentwater (No. 112), noticed in our last number. Mr. W.
Maitland's Sorrow on the Sea (No. 2l0) and numerous others, not omitting
some studies of heads in red chalk and copies of Turner's Liher Studiorvm
(Nos. .562 and 563) all show by their varied excellence that the work of
the Autotype Company is as diversified in its style and character as
the originals to be reproduced. For alone placing before the general
public and art students true facsimiles of the drawings and studies
from the celebrated art collections of the world the Company should
receive all credit, and, we trust, more substantial reward ; for, if these
copies were more generally to be found in our local art schools all could
learn and profit by them, and their influence become more widespread
than is possible while the originals remain locked up in the Louvre, the
Vatican, or in Dresden—treasures of art only visited by relatively the
favoured few.

We append the list of medal awards :

—

Largre landscape. 227. Grasmere. Silver medal. J. A. Greene.

,, ,, 76. Pa^ de Eotand. Bronze ,, Geo. Mansfield.
Small ,, 18{». Alpine Views. Silver ,, Professor Donkin.

,, „ 528. Noontide. Bronne ,, Herbert B. Berkeley,
Platinotype.

Instantaneous. 14. Yachts. Silver ,, G. West and Son.

,, 44G. Shields Harbour. Bronze ,, T. M. Auty.
Interior. 494. Olden Mansion. Silver ,, E. Brightman.

,, .'i41. Church of St. John o/Bronze ,, A. G. Tagliaferro,

Jerusalem, Malta.
Lar^^e portraits. 21.3. II Penseroso. Silver ,, J. Chancellor.

,, 203. Large Portraits Bi*onze ,, .). Lafayette.
Small portraits. 239. Cabinet Portraits. Silver ,, .1. Lafayette.

,, 271. Cabinet Portraits. Bronze ,, ,1. Kobinson and Sons.
Opals. 454. The Three Sisters. Bronze „ .1. Robinson and Sons.

Genre picture. i50. Reading to Granny. Silver ,, W. Gillai*d, Platinotype.

,, 128. Peg in the Ring. Bronze ,, C. Wyrall.
Enlargement. 210. Sorrow on the Sea. Silver ,, Autotype Company.

,, 82. Portrait. Bronze ,, J. Robinson and Sons.
Tiunsparencies. 715. .. Bronze ,, P. H. Fincham.
Mechanical print. — '' Ein Autodafe." Bronze ,, Rud. Schuster.
Animals. 108. .. Bronze ,, J.J.Dixon.
Microphotographs. 731. .. Bronze ,, Dr. R. A. Hjiyes.

Apparatus. — Improved Camera. Bronze ,. J.V.Robinson, Dublin.

All the above medals were awarded by the ballot votes of the members
of the Photographic Society of Ireland.

Special bronze medals were awarded to Mr. E. Skeen, Ceylon, for a
collection of tropical views; Mr. Geo. Renwick, for Frost Studies (No. 152);

and Mr. H. S. jlendelssohn, for a group (No. 97).-

The special prize, given by the Anjateur Photographic Society for the

best untouched picture by an amateur, has been awarded to Mr. George
Mansfield, a member of the Photographic Society of Ireland, for A Vieio at

Sauveterre (No. 71).
•

uixxi^z of ^amim.
MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Date of Meeting. Name of Society. Place of Meeting.

December

3..

3..

4..

4..

4..

4,.

4..

4..

4..

4..

West Riding of Yorkshire ' Godwin-street, Bradford.
Sheffield ' Freemasons' Hall, Surrey-street.

Halifax
[

Courier Office, Regent-street.
Bolton Club The Studio, Chancery4ane.
GIossop Dale Glossop Coffee Palace, High-street.
Benevolent

[

181, Aldersgate-street.

Edinburgh Hall, 5, St. Andrew-squai*e.
North Staffordshire ! Town Hall, Hanley.
Photographic Club Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-street.

London and Provincial ' Masons' Hall, Baainghall-street.

South London (Annual Meeting) Society of Arts, John-st., Adelphi.
Bolton . .

.' The Baths.

Leeds Philosophical Hall.

Glasgow
;

Institution Rooms, Buchanan-.st.

Dundee ' Lamb's Hotel, Reform-street.

Coventry (Annual Meeting) ' Coventry Dispensary.
Yorkshire College' College, Cookridge-street Leeds.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.

At the monthly technical meeting of this Society, held on the 23rd inst.,

the chair was occupied by Mr. T. Sebastian Davis.

Mr. Fu.iNcis Cobb showed a plate covered with fog, which was the re-

sult he obtained when using the soda developer.

The Chaikman had found that with plates of his own making he could

not deveiope with soda as the only alk.ali ; but upon the addition of a

small quantity of ammonia the image came out well.

Mr. Edwin Cocking handed round a plate developed with a mixture of

soda potash and sulpliite, without ammonia or restrainer. He considered

the formula a very good one.

Mr. L. W.MtNEEKE found that, when using potash instead of ammonia,
the restraining effect of bromide was very great.

Mr. A. CowAN agreed with this remark, and added that a's of a grain of

bromide to tlie ounce of developer was too much to use when employing
potash as the alkali.

Mr, Cobb rem.arked that when using jjotash, and not finding it to act

with sufficient energy ho had added soda to the mixture, the film had
slipped from the plate.

In answer to inquiries,

Mr. Waknerke said that lie was quite satisfied with the potash deve-

loper. 'There was less loosening of tne film and less green fog than with

soda. He used no restrainer unless he wanted extreme density, as in

copying engravings, and tlien he added a few drops of a ten-per-cent. soUi-
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tion of bromide to the developer. The formnia ho employed v/u m
{ollows :

—

Carbonate of potash 43 grains.
Sulphite of soda 12
Watur 1,000 „
Tyro 12 grains.
Sulpliite of soda ' 24 ,,

Citric acid 2 ,,

Water 1,000 „
Mix e(jual parts for use.

The CuAiKMAN inquired whether any further experiments had been made
with the new developer, hydroxylauiiup.
Mr. ABNor.D Spii-lkh said that einco the last meeting he had found it to

be advantageous to add a small proportion of alcohol to the develoiier.
This addition lessened the liability to those little pits or spots which were
formed in soft gelatine when developing with hydroxylamine ; as not only
was the gelatine less soluble when alcohol was present, but tlie pas evolved
(nitrous oxide) was more soluble in an alcoholic solution thau in a merely
watery one.

A question wivs then read as to the best method of preparing hydroxy-
lamine.
Mr. Spilleu replied that ho employed the plan with nitric ether and tin.

With rejjard to frilling when using tlie hydroxylamine developer, diflfereut

makes of plates acted very differently ; of three kinds that he had tried
one frilled and two did not.

Mr. W. M. Ashman suggested that Jlr. Spiller should give complete
details of the mode of prep.aration of hydroxylamine in the Society's
journal, and this Mr. Spiller undertook to do.
XTpon being asked what advantage he found the new developer to possess

over those previously in use,
Mr. Spiller said that the image came up quite free from any stain or de-

posit, and that there was the same latitude in exposure as with pyro. The
solution, moreover, did not change, but remained unoxidised.
The Chairman thought tliese aid vantages were very great, and that it was

a thing happeniu"- very rarely that a new developing agent was discovered.
Mr. Hopkins then showed a camera back with dark slide, similar to the

one which had been shown at the late Exliibition of the Society, with this
difference—that the focussing glass did not now require to be removed from
the camer.i, but the putting in of the light-i)roof back shutter acted upon
levers which drew the screen beliind tlie plate to be exposed.
Mr. J. K. GoTz showed a series of lenses by Suter, of Baslp. The charac-

teristics of them were—that the A series had, he believed, a lai-ger aperture
than any other aplanatic doublet lenses had been m.ade with, and conse-
quently were very rapid. The B series were somewliat slower and covered
a larger field, and the C, or wide angle, included a still wider angle. They
were all fitted with stops and screws according to the .Society's standards,
and were so arranged that several lenses would fit the same flange.

Mr. W. Bedford thought it would also be desirable that the equivalent
focus of eacli lens should be indicated on the mount.
Mr. Waunebke considered this suggestion a very important one. With

regard to the choice of lenses of the A or B series : he would like to know,
if tliey were both stopped down to the same rapidity, which lens possessed
the flatter field and gave the better picture.
Mr. Got/, believed that the B lens would have the flatter field.

The Chairman, in proposing a vote of thanks to Mr. Gotz, said that it

was satisfactory to find the Society's standards adopted by lens makers.
The next technical meeting was announced for the 23rd of December,

when the Chairman pro|iosed to bring a lantern fitted with Sugg's large
burner, and throw an image with it upon the screen, to illustrate the
usefulness of such a convenient arrangement aa the application of ordi-
nary gas to lantern purjjoses.

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
At the meeting of this Society, held on the 20th inst., the chair was occu-
pied by Mr. F. W. Hart.
Mr. C. H. Trinks was introduced to the meeting by Mr. Henderson as

a gentleman who had had considerable experience in photo-engraving pro-
cesses, and he (Mr. Trinks) observed that the method which he ha princi-
pally followed, and which had given him the best residts, was thai, of Mr.
Fox Talbot. There was a curious action upon a sensitive surface, on
which he would like to hear the views of the members. If a sensitive

surface were left between the leaves of a printed book there would bo
found to be an impression of the letters uix)n it. How was that explained ?

Mr. A. L. Henderson said that it might arise from either of two causes.
The pai^er rai},'ht act as a phosphorescent surface or the ink as a protecting
one to the plate, the paper where not inked allowing the air with whtit

impurities it might contain to have access to tho sensitive surface.

The Chairman and other members thought the latter explanation more
probably correct than the phosphoresence one.
A discussion then took place as to the best means of preventing the

action upon gelatino-bromide, which had been stated to ensue from the
nature of the material in which plates were packed, and it was suggested
that the grooving of plate-boxes should be soaked in melted paraffine.

Mr. A. Cowan had kept plates in boxes with pine grooving for a iieriod

of more than two years without any injury arising therefrom.
Mr. Henderson thouglit that, as thymol had no injurious effect upon

emulsion, tho vapour from turpentine might be expected to be similarly

innocuous. He had found, however, that when a large quantity of thymol
was added to emulsion there was a mottling upon the surf.ace of the plate.

Mr. \V. E. Ueuenhan suggested that this mottling might b« due to the
alcohol in which the thymol had been dissolved. Mottling was character-
istic of emulsion containing a large proiwrtion of alcohol.

Mr. A. Mackie had formerly used camphor in enuilsion to preserve it.

There appeared to be some chemical action, aa the smell of the camphor
was changed.

Mr. Hendeiimon bad found camphor to produce log.
Mil. .Mackik had not observed this.

A .Mkmiikii inquired whether alcohol or anv other incradients used in
forming a gelatino-citro-chloride emulsion could be trmced aa the cause <4
tho Kelatiiie being coagulated—a thing he had been troubled with.
Mr. Dkheniiam said that citrate of |iotash would do it if not added in

the proper manner.
The Chairman remarked that bichle>rido of mercury was an exceedingly

imworful antiseptic, so small a proportion as one in a himdred thoound
being sulficient to preserve a solution. It was possible that such a minute
trace would not be injurious in an emulsion.
Mr. Thinks had found wood spirit to succeed well as an antiseptic.
Messrs. G. A. Davenport and Godefroi V. J. Porrin were elected mem-

bers of the Association.

GLASGOW PHOTOGKAPHIC A.SSOCIATION.
The first general meeting of tho session was held in tho Religions Institu-
tion Rooms, 177, Buchanan-street, on Thursday, the 13th inst.
The chair was occupied by Councillor Kobektson, who in a few remarks

congratulated the meeting on such a large attendance.
The minutes of the last meeting were read by Mr. George Bell, interim

Secretary, and approved of.

The first business on the list was to appoint a Secretary in room of
Mr. J. Craig Annan, who has retired. Mr. Goodai.l proposed Mr.
Lennox, which was seconded by Mr. Bell, and unanimously agreed to.
Owing to Mr. .T. Y. McLellan's departure to Russia a vacancy was made

in the Council, and on the motion of Mr. Bell, seconded by Mr. Wm.
Lano, Jun. , Mr. Patrick Falconer was appointed to fill the vacancy.
Mr. Lano kindW offered to present members of the Association with a

view of Cadzow Forest, taken at tho last outdoor meeting. The offe
was acnepted, and a cordial vote of thanks was given to Mr. Lang for hir
nd offer, ,
Mr. Falconer proposed that there be a discussion at the next meeting

on the best medium for the dark room, which was agreed to.
The question-box contained nothing of interest.
Tho Chairman then called on the Treasurer, Mr, Geo, Bell, to read his

annual reiwrt, which is as follows:

—

TREASURHa'S RgfOBT—SSSSIOil 1883-84.

Dr. c«.
To Balance from last year £16 15
,, Members Subscriptious . , 22 15

,, Convefimzwne per State-
ment 17 15

By Secretary's Expenses £6 i
,, Printing Acooont 6 14
„ Rent o( Rooms g i

„ Geo. Mason &Co.'8 Account 2
,, Conwr«uion< Expenses. . 22
„ Mr. McCall for Lantern

Exhibition

„ Davidson's (Oildei's) Acct.
„ Treasurer's Expenses
„ Mr. Paterson's CoUecting

Account 1
„ Carriage of Goods
,, Citizen Advertisement

Account

5
S

1 1
13
6

s

3

9

6 8
« 10

e 6

£48 S 44
„ Balance in Treasurer's

bonds 8 3 4|

£M 6 »

....
1 J »u . . • . ,

Otatgou, ISlk JTowmisr, 1884.n e have examined the foregoing entries of charges anddischaiKes and found them
duly vouched and correct, the baJauoe in Treasurer's hands bein^ £8 Ss. 4id

(Signed), ASBRBW Macihab, ) .,.',.,„„

A vote of thanks to the Chairman brought the meeting to a close.

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE AND NORTHERN COUNTIES'
PHOTOGRAPHIC A.SSOCIATION,

The ordinary meeting of the above Society was held in the College of
Physical Science, Newcaotle, on Tuesday, the 18th instant,—Mr. J. B.
Payne in the chair. The minutes of the previous meeting having beeii
confirmed,
The CuAtBUAN said he thought they might congratulate tbemselvei

on the result of the exhibition they had held during the past week.
The number of exhibitors might have been larger, but the quality of the
work he considered ^ery good. He then presented the medal, given by
Mr. Borrow for the best set of three pictures taken by a member at the
outdoor meetings, to Mr. J. P. Gibson, of Hexham, and the prize (a very
handsome album partially filled with views), given by Mr. J. P. Gibson
for the best set of two pictures taken by a member who had not praviotisly
received a medal or deploma, to Mr. Edgar Goold.
Votes of thanks wore duly passed to the judges (Mr. Laws responding)

and to the hanging committee.
The presentation picture for the year was announced by the sonitineers

to be one by Mr. Kdgar Goold, BfvtU, No. 18 in catalogue, this piotora
having received the largest number of votes,

Mr. Laws announced that Mr. Garland had promised • eeoond medal
for the transparency competition.
Mr. >I. Pike read an extract from the Photographic Timet, which he

thought miRht be of use to some of the members, vis. :—" Negatives show-
ing a turbidncss on parts of the plates, after removal from the alum bath
may be cleared by treating them with sulphide (?) of soda solution or weaic
sulphurous acid. The turbiduess is caused by a separation of sulphur in
tho alum bath, the sulphur being retained in tlie film." He (Mr. Pike)
said he had fre<|uently been troubled with such a deposit on the negative,
but it was always removable with a pledget of cotton wool.
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The Chairman said that he had been informed recently that benzole,

containing a small proportion of resin, had the effect of removing green fog.

Doubts were expressed as to the part played by the resin in this matter.

Mr. Pae remarked that he had found benzole by itself answer the pur-

jjose. He also suggested the use of benzole for reducing the density of

negatives, locally or otherwise.

A question was found in the box :
—" With some plates the leather (hinge)

of the dark slide gives an opaque marking, and with others a transparent

one ; how can this be accounted for?"

Several members had experienced trouble with their dark slides, the
plates of some makers being apparently more easily affected than others.

Mr. DoDDS remarked that a trace of ammonia in the leather might
account for the opaque marking.
The Chairman said that he had found common writing ink painted over

the leather a complete cure.

Mr. Pike had recently been working with argentic-bromide paper, and,
as a consequence of manipulating large sizes of paper in a very small
room, had been troubled with an occasional marking or stain of a very
disagreeable colour, with metallic lustre. He had always discarded a

print when marked in this way, but had found that the marking was
removed by a solution of hydrochloric acid—one part of acid to twenty-
five parts of water. He suggested the use of this acid in preference to

sulphuric as a clearing solution.

Professor Herschkl said that he had also found hydrochloric aeid a
much superior clearing agent to the acid recommended by the makers.
Mr. Joseph Gray, of Newcastle, showed some transparencies taken on

chloride plates of his own make. They were developed with the ordinary
pyro. and ammonia developer, and were of a very pleasing tone. He said

that any of the various developers in use—sulphite of soda, washing soda,

&c., &c.—were applicable, and gave a variety of tones. The transparencies
shown were favourably criticised.

Mr. Pike called attention to the very fine character of the image, and
said that the emulsion had apparently been carefully filtered. Some com-
mercial chloride plates looked as if this operation had been omitted.

A paper on and demonstration of the platinotype process was promised
by Mr. H. G. Templeton, of Gateshead, for the December meeting,

"• NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC
SOCIETY.

The annual meeting of the above Society was held at the Mechanics
Institute, Hanley, on Wednesday, the 19th instant,—Mr. Charles Alfieri,

President, occupying the chair.

Captain West-Jones, Major Harrison, and Mr. T. G. Keeling were
elected members.

It was resolved to permanently lease a suitable laboratory in the Potteries
for the Society's use.

As only photographs 8x6 had been sent in from two sources for selec-

tion as presentation prints, the Secretary was instructed to endeavour to
procure some of a larger size for the same purposr.

It was also resolved that albums and note-books on the models of the
Postal Photographic Society should be circulated among the members of

the Society, who, in many instances, live some miles apart.

The financial i-eport of the Treasurer showed a very satisfactory balance
of funds in hand. The annual report of the Council was read and unani-
mously adopted :

—

Annual Report.

The Council, in presenting the annual report of the North Staffordshire

Amateur Photographic Society, for the year 1884, congratulate the mem-
bers on having passed another year of the Society's existence—a year which,
although not so productive of results in outdoor work as might have been
expected from tlie exceiitionally fine summer with which we have been
favoured, has still not been barren of results so far as photography is

concerned.
We keep apace with the times, even our veterans having for once and

for all laid aside collodion, with its baths and dippers. The artistic platino-

type, and, to a large extent, the argentic-bromide paper jirocess find

favour among us, while carbon has still some votaries, the users of albu-

menised |japer being in a minority.

Taking, first, the monthly meetings, we have not, as a rule, been favoured
by the attendance of so many of our members as we would desire

;

but, as they live farther apart than is the case with societies in less sub-

divided districts, we cannot expect a large attendance when the weather
proves unfavourable. Some of our meetings have been very well attended,

and we' are glad to see tliat our members are interested in any paper or

demonstration announced, and arrive in force on those occasions.

The following papers have been read, and demonstrations given:

—

On
Enlarging upon Argentir.-Bromide Paper, by Mr. Charles Alfieri. Lauteiii

Slide Making upon Gelatine Plates, by Mr. Charles Alfieri. Artistic Com-
position ami Pictorial Efect, by Mr. Charles Alfieri. Platinotype Process,

by Mr. W. B. Allison. Printing by Arti^icktl Light and Transparencies on
Collodio-Bromide, by Mr. W. B. Allison." The Carbon Process, by Mr. W.
B. Allison.

The following articles of apparatus have been exhibited :—Kirkby's

instantaneous shutter, and "Eclipse" shutter, from Mr. J. J. Atkinson.

—

Reynolds and Branson's "Phcenix" shutter, by Mr. M. Burgess.—
Camera, lenses, and stands, from Mr. C. E. Elliott, London, all of which
were much admired by members.—Three instantaneous shutters, and a

dark slide for four plates, made by members.—A changing box for twelve

plates, with camera, made by an amateur gentleman.

Outdoor meetings, as u.sual, were advertised monthly. Only two came
off—one to Barlaston, the other into Derbyshire, and even these were but

poorly attended. The gentlemen, however, who went had the satisfaction

of bringing home several gems of pictorial beauty. We have been unfor-

tunate in the weather on two occasions when excursions were arrjoiged,

and in the other instances several of our members were simultaneously
absent from home. Thus, a combination of unlucky circumstances has
prevented us as a Society from taking advantage of our late beautiful

summer. Still, we must hope for better fortune next season.

Our Association, as originally started, was composed of photographers
both amateur and professional. However, for various reasons it was, at

the June meeting, after mature consideration, resolved that in future only

those gentlemen or ladies who practice photography as amateurs be
admitted into membership. The subsequent election as members of

many well-known gentlemen of county notoriety and local influence has

given to the Society a good social status ; so that as the amateur practice

of our art becomes more and more extended we shall doubtless have the

pleasure of enumerating on our list the names of many ladies as well

as gentlemen.
The meeting was then adjourned.

BIRKENHEAD PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
The preliminary meeting of the above Society was held on Thursday, the

20th instant, at Berry's Grand Restaurant, Argyle-street, Birkenhead,—
Mr. John H. Day in the chair.

The undermentioned gentlemen were elected to conduct the business of

the Association for the ensuing session :

—

President : Mr. J. A. Forrest.

—

Vice-President : Mr. H. N. Atkinfi.—Treasurer : Mr. J. Maurice Jones.—
Council : Messrs. A. W. Beer, A. W. Cornish, R. W. Hill, T. Cragg James,

E. Newall, and P. H. Phillips.—ffoH- Secretary : John H. Day, 11), Milton-

road, Birkenhead.
Thanks are due to Mr. Richard Hartley and Mr. C. Berry—the former

of whom placed his studio in Market-street, and the latter a room in his

establishment in Argyle-street, at the disposal of the members for the pur-

pose of holding their monthly meetings, &e.

The competitive element having proved a beneficial stimulus to the pro-

duction of good work in kindred societies periodical competitions were
decided upon, the result of which it was proposed should be duly reported

in the newspapers. It was also determined, should the funds of tlie Society

permit, to present, each subscriber annually with an enlargement, if pos-

sible, from some selected negative, the production of a member of the

Association.
Ai-rangements are in progress for a miscellaneous concert, to conclude

with a lantern exhibition, to be held on Thursday evening, the 18th of

December, in connection with the above Society, on which occasion a

number of original and interesting photographic pictures, the work of

amateurs and others, will be thrown upon the screen.

—

—

PHILADELPHIA CORRESPONDENCE.
[From Our Special Correspoxdent.]

The Science Congress and the Electrical Exhibition have been held in this

city, and no lecture or paper upon photography has been given at either.

The Science Congress was attended by many members of the British

Association, who came on by special train from Montreal for that purpose.

The great assistance that photography renders to modern scientific

research should have been recognised at least, if no more.

The Electrical Exhibition has been a great success in every way. The
exhibition building, wliich is situated on the west side of the city, has

been crowded every night ; but whether half or quarter of the people who
flocked there cared anything for electrical science is a question. It was
the thing to go, and thousands went. I suppose there was very little there

that you did not see in the London exhibition, and there were many
exhibits which had but a remote relation to electricity. For instance:

there was an artificial hatching machine, where chickens were being pro-

duced by the score, which was continually surrounded by an admiring
crowd; but the only thing I could see about it connected with electricity

was an instrument for registering the temperature, called the "tele-

thermometer." This instrument was shown in other .{jarts of the building

in connection with refrigerators and store closets for fruit, meat, &c. The
expansion or contraction of the mercury acts upon an arm with a pencil at

one end, the point of which touches upon a sheet of paper, which is being

unrolled from a roller at a stated speed. The paper is ruled horizontally

for the hours and vertically for the temperature, so that the variations

of temperature are registered, and also the time of the variations. This

same instrument is made to give an alarm on board ship upon the

approach to icebergs. When Hearing icebergs the temperature of tlie water

for a considerable distance is much lower than the normal temperature of

the ocean. When the mercury in the telethermo:neter falls below a certain

point (when hung over the- side of the ship) a bell is rung by electricity in

the captain's cabin or any other part of the ship to which the wire may be
taken.
The exhibits connected with photography were few. Mr. W. Curtis

Taylor, of 1328, Chesnut-street, had an electric light studio for taking

portraits and made a large number of portraits nightly. Mr. Taylor
claims to be the first photographer in this city who has used the electric

light for portraiture, and shows one taken nearly fifteen years ago ; but it

has not been done commercially. Mr. Curtis Taylor is the only remaining

partner of the well-known firm of Taylor, ^Venderoth, and Brown, whose
studio was situated at 914, Chesnut-street for so many years, and
whose reputation was world wide. Sir. Wenderoth was well known to

English readers as a most indefatigable experimentalist. He died early

this year, but he had been out of the firm for some years working at his easel

as an artist. Mr. Brown also left the firm, and is still working at his easel

as a miniature painter, having a studio in Chesnut-street. Mr. Taylor
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ha» but lately opened his now studio at No. 1328, and hiu aecured the Bole

right to iihot<>gi':t|ih in the exhibition building. His stndio won most
' timplo. He sayH his idea was to produce a light as near as possible like his

skylight in Chosnut-street. He was very much confined in space, and
only cximsures wore made at the exhibition building, the development,
printing, &c., being done in Chesnut-street. The studio was lighted by
two Hrush lights of 2000 candle power each, abovit nine feet ifrora the

floor, one being placed directly over the head of the xitter, the other

about eight feet in front of it, in a direct line with it. Thus the source

of light was all at the top, but below the lights and above the head of the

sitter was a screen of sonii-transp.'irent paper. It is called hero "onion-

skin paper," and is a kind of tissue paper. This wi\8 made translucent

by a coating of silicate of soda. This screen sloped towards the side

of the studio but did not touch, thus leaving the sido to be illuminated

by the direct light from the lamp, which, being reflected, gave the side

light. Mr. Taylor was very successful, the modelling in many of his negatives

being exceedingly soft and delicate; but all had a very unpleasant store

in the eyes, which had to bo modified in touching the prints. Vanderweyde,
of London, and Kurtz, of New York, had fine exhibits of their electric

light portraiture, and Mr. T. H. McCoUin, of Arch-street, Philadelphia,

had a fine show of enlargements made by the same light, these last being

platinum jirints.

The leader in the Journal upon the use of sulphite of soda has attracted

considerable attention. All the journals hero have reproduced it (as

they do almost everthing, for there is very little of original matter in

American photographic journals as a rule). It has explained the great dis-

crepancy in the experience of many good workers who have advocated or

condemned its use in the development of dry plates. I think on this side

it has been used more universally and in larger quantities than in England.

Take Oarbutfs last formula, for instance, which stands thus :

—

No. 1.

Water 10 ounces.

Citric acid 60 grains.

Crystallised sulphite of soda 2 ounces.

Pyrogallic acid 1 ounce.

Water to make up IG ounces.

No. 2.

Water 10 ounces.

Citric acid 60 grains.

Crystallised sulphite of soda 2 ounces.

Carbonate of potash 4 „
Water to make up 16 >>

His directions are for portraits on his special plates to take three-quarters to

one drachm of No. 1, and from half to three-quarters of No. 2 to each ounce

of water used in developing. You will note the very large proportion of

sulphite of soda in this formula. It becomes a very serioiis item in the success

or failure of those using this formula, and there should be no uncertainty as

to its condition when used. In my own experience with this salt I have

been most unfortunate and abandoned its use manyyears ago ; and, m spite

of the many new developers, all of which are claimed to be improvements,

still devoloije with ammonia pyro., the formula of which I published in

England some years back. All the American plates I have used here have

succeeded better in my hands with ammonia than with the formulie

published by the makers of them. It may be that havine had considerably

more experience with the ammonia developer th.an any other it is only

natural that I should succeed better with it. I have seen many fine

negatives developed according to Carbutt's formula and other formula;,

but I have yet to see in them qualities I could not get with ammonia.

My next communication will bo from the sunny south, having accepted

an appointment as chief of the photographic staff of the Centennial Photo-

graphic Company at the World's Industrial and Cotton Centennial Expo-

sition, New Orleans. This exposition is going to be one of the biggest

things ever seen in this country of big things. The photograjihic exhibit

is in the hands of a committee apiwinted at the Cincmnatti Convention,

the chairman of which is Mr. E. L, Wilson, editor and proprietor of the

Philadelphia Photographer, and the director-general and board of manage-

ment of the exposition have made him chief and su|)enntendent of the

photographic department—a position of much responsibility and of more

honour than profit. Should any English photographers wish to exhibit

they could make arrangements to send together, prepaid, through Messrs.

Atkinson, or other stock house, directed to Mr. Edward U. Wilson,

Exposition Buildings, New Orleans, La., U.S.A. I have his authority

for s.iying they will be received and placed to the best .advantage. Ihe

sp.ace for the photographic exhibit is on the gallery of the main buUding—

a

position where light and space is everything that can bo desired; and I

should like to see some of the best English photographs placed in competi-

tion with those of their American cousins.

Philadelphia, U.S.A., October 9, 1884.

HYDRO KINO-NB.
To the Editors.

Gentifmev,—Experimenting again today I have obtained as good, if

not even better, results by a more simple formula than that given m my
letter of last week, namely :—

S.aturated solution of carbonate of potass 1 ounce.

Solution of hydrokinone 2 drachms,

(of a solution of 8 grains to the ounce of water).

Water, as required 3 to 5 ounces.

Pour this on the jilate and leave it on for one or two minutes. Then,

pouring it off tlic plate into the developing glass, add--
. _

Saturated solution of oxalic acid 10 minims.

Ke-applv to the negative, when the imago wUI almost directly begin to

appear, "and continue slowly to strengthen, resulting m a good, clean

negative,

Now for a remark. Mixing the oxalic acid with the other chemicals
before pouring them over the plate appear* tn stop the derelnpmrnt, bat
on adding twenty minims of liquor poUutt (B. P., up. gr. 1068) the pUto
then comes out as stated before. Whyistbu? Ii MrelopiiMnt doa to •
process of reaction?

In this latter case the plate tometimeti become* spotty and iridtaeent
when viewed by reflected light, but this does not snow by transmitted
light, except the spots on the nnexpoaed edge that haa lain on the flange of

the dark slide. However, if the oxalic acid be used aa directed aoore
there is no such appearance at any time.—I am, yonrs, ko.,

(Irecnhilhe, Kent, November 21, 1884. W. T. F. M. l!(OAi,U

NORTHAMPTON MUSEUM PHOT0GR.VPHIC EXHIBI-
TION, 1884-6.

To the EuiTOBf).

Oentlkmbn,—May I call the attention of those of your readers who
intend exhibiting at our forthcoming exhibition to the fact that the last
day fixed for receiving exhibits is December 1st,

To prevent tbo possibility of any pictures being shut out cases should be
sent in at once.—1 am, yours, fix:., B. MAKriKLO, Hon, Sec.

Northampton, November 25, 1884.

LANTERN EVENINGS AT THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY
OF GREAT BRITAIN.

To the EniTOH.s.

Gentlbmem,—As the letters of Mr. G. Smith and Mr. W. Brooks in your
last issue are bound to be seriously considered by the Council of the Photo-
graphic Society of Great Britain, I would suggest at the same time—or at
anyrate between now and next season—that the whole question of lantern
exhibitions should be gone into. The Society, to justify its title, should
certainly be representative in all its transactions, and take care that what
it essays to do should at least be aa well performed as the average of under-
takings of a similar nature.

On the evenings I looked in to see the transparencies shown it was pretty
freely remarked that there was considerable room for improvement as
regards uniformity of mountini; the slides, and especially in the description
of them or method of announcing the titles.

I have not the pleasure of knowing the gentleman who undertook the
latter duty, and who probably is a most useful member of the Society ; but
one could not exr>ect him to be able to describe subjects which he probably
saw for the first time when jjlaced on the screen. Some little previous
arrangement would be an improvement, and the mvmes of the slides should
be called out in a voice that will reach to the far end of the room. Where
money is received for admissions, for the credit of the Society it is necessary
to give as much etUertainmeiit as possible.—I am, yours, &c.,
London, November 21, 1884. One of the Fvblic.

THE RECENT ROYAL ARMS CASE.
To the EniTons.

Gentlemen,—A few weeks ago I suggested by letter to you a subscription
among the profession to reimburse Mr. William Turner his expenses in the
law suit against Messrs. A. and G. Taylor. Has anything been done in the
matter ? If not, are you prepared to be treasurer of the fund ?

The desire to recoup Mr. Turner is general, but it is absolutely necewary
to ap|)oint some responsible person to receive subscriptions. In the event
of you having an objection to undertake this office, rather than the affair

should drop through I will undertake to receive moneys and acknowledge
the same (with your permission) in the iJouknau

I suggest 2s. to .5s. as the amount to subscribe.—I am, yours, Ac ,

12, dapham-road, S. W., Nomnljer 20, 1884. Gbo. J. TEAB.

[We should prefer to stand neutral in this matter, but publish Mr.
Tear's letter in order that any intending subscribers to the proposed
fund may know -where to forward their contribution,

—

ED8.]

ftoUs anJj (Querits.

A. B. says :—" What is the reason that, although the lens of the eye throws
an inverted image on the retinal screen, we see objects right end upper-

roost and not upside down ?"

" I HAVE been much interested in your remarks upon the extraordinary con-

duct of the National Gallery officials. I should like to know with
regard to the points raised why it is necessary to take paintings down
and to remove glasses for photographing ?—J. Thompson." Our cor-

respondent's question would require too lengthy a reply for these colnmns,
but we may say that the subject will shortly be treated by us in a leading

article. Meanwhile we may infonn him that it is entirely a nnestion of

light and convenience. Neither one removal nor the other need be looked
uixin as an essential necessity, though in practice they may become
necessary.

J. A. T. wishes to know how to make paper translucent b^ other methods
than waxing. In reply : Coat luiRized white pajier with a mixture of

equal parts of Canada balsam and oil of tur|)entiiie, then hanif ap to dry.

If more transparency be desired, take the dried pajx'r ami repeat toe
treatment. Another plan is to treat the paper with a mixture of equal

iiarts of nut oil and oil of turpentine, then to rub the surface immediately
with wheaten flour; next hang up for twenty-four hours to dry. The first

method gives the whitest tracing patier, the latter the more flexible.

After bein^ washed with ox-gall and dried these paper* may be written

upon with ink.
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" I HAVE bought a sccond-liand pnirof liand-soales, but thnuKli they are quite
new-looking, well niade, free from rust, and, apparently, in perfect order
(except that the little ornamental rod which should project above the
middle of the beam was filed off by me, as it was bent), I cannot get them
to weigh accurately. They don't seem to work well. Can you suggest
the cause, or remedy ?—Inquirer. " Yes. The cause is the loss of the
" ornament" you describe, which is not an ornament at all in the strict

sense of the word. Its absence interferes with the equilibrium of the
balance, altering the position of the centre of gravity, and so the scale is

liable to topple over and not to recover itself properly. The scale will
not work well until this pointer is replaced.

"With regard to the making of chloride of gold, as dwelt uponby you last

week, I should be glad if you would tell me do you think there is much
economy in a photographer making his own chloride ?—R. Twiss." In
reply : A very simple calculation would have enabled you to discover for
yourself as to there being any economy or not. If you purchase a fifteen-

grain tube of chloride of gold you will usually find upon it a guarantee
that the tube contains seven and a-half grains of metallic gold. In other
words, you pay for gold made np as chloride at the rate of (say as an
average) two shillings for every seven and a-half grains of metallic gold.
There being four hundred and eighty grains in an ounce troy, it is evident
that for an ounce of gold converted into chloride wo pay^ -PA X 2,/- = £68s. Od.

If from that we subtract £4 5s. Od. (the actual value of the ounce of gold),
wo find a loss of £1 3s. Od. per £4 59. Od., or about twenty-seven per cent.

" Mt Bunsen burner does not act properly. I light it, see it goes all right,
and watch it for a minute or two ; but almost always when I leave it for
a while the light goes out, or, rather, runs down and bums inside with a
useless, smoky, disagreeable-smelling flame. Can I do anything to it, or
shall I have to obtain a fresh one?—

\Y.
HiTCHiN." In reply: There is

no need to purchase another, though it is possible you may not have the
best form of burner. The running down of the flame is caused by an
excess of air supply, a means of regulating which is to be found attached
in the beat form of Bunsen. Notice whether at the ba.se of the instrument
there be not a metal ring perforated with holes fitted to it. If there be,
you have only to turn it slightly till the outer holes are not precisely
opposite those in the base, and by this means you will check the egress of
air to any extent you wish. Should there be no loose ring you need only
slightly plug up the holes which you will find pierced in the base. We
have performed this satisfactorily by breaking a wooden match into two
pieces and placing them in two opposite apertures.

Inquiueb is perplexed by the conflicting testimony of skilled photographers
as to the utility of sulphite of soda in the developer. Sluch of
these v.aried opinions would disappear if pure recrystallised sulphite
of soda were bought in the first instance, and care then taken to give it the
right degree of acidity before adding the pyrogallol to make the stock
solution. A sample of sulphite of soda which looks dead white .and

chalky, and not in clear, bright crystals, is bad. When the .lalt is

good, very little acid need be added to it to give it sufficient reaction
before the addition of the pyrogallol ; but there should be sufficient acid
to give a decided reaction with litmus paper. Sulphurous acid is good
for the purpose ; but citric acid will do when the sulphite of soda is pure,
because so little acid is then required. If much have to be added to
neutralise an improper degree of alkalinity, sufficient nitrate of soda will
be formed to iict sensibly as a retarding agent. The method of apjilying
the developer to the plate may have an influence. If the acid pyrogallol
be applied first, and the other ingredients subsequently, the plate receives
a preliminary wash of weak free acid, which probably promotes the for-
mation of a clear negative. At all events, we have found the plan to
work admii-ably.

(BxtifattQe fflolumn.
*,," Wc are compelled to leave over several Exchanges till next week.
Wanted, a biunial lantern in exchange for a 54-inch Victor bicycle ; write

for particulars and photograph.—Address, J. K. Townsend, Kimberley,
Nottingham.

I will exchange a whole-plate bellows-body camera and lens, Ross's wide-
.-ingle doublet with drop shutter, circular diaphragms, sun shade, and
whole-i>late plate box, .all complete and in good condition, for a tricycle in
good order.—Address, James Robb, 209, Dalmarnock-road, Glasgow.

I w-ill exchange a half-plate camera and lens, with three double backs, by
Lancaster, whole-plate view lens, by Grubb, and a three-wick enlarging
lantern, by Hughes, all in perfect condition, for a whole-plate camera, of
modern construction and by a good maker, with two or more double
backs.—Address, J. Mahonev, St. Michael's street, Malton.

I will exchange a Lancaster's improved meritoire camera and lens, quarter-
plate, with four double backs, complete in case ; also gem camera and
four lenses, to take twelve on quarter-plate, all in first-class condition,
for good half-plate wide-angle lens, balustr.ade, posing chair, or anything
useful in photography. — Address, J. Bowlkb, Jun., Oxford-street,
Oakengates, Salop.

^

tS" Corrcspondenta ihouM never write on, loth sides of the paper.

PHOTOGnAPiis Rkgistehed.—
William Arthur Skill, 58, Bailgate, Lincoln.

—

Photograph of S.S.W-
Tower, £arVs Barton Church, NoHhant.

AsBEs ros.—We believe the light is not yet fully in th market. When it
is due notice will appear.

rYiiOTKCiiNic—We are sorry we have not the gentlemen's present address,
or would gladly forward a letter for you.

Beginner.—There must be some mistake; the price of ferrous oxalate is
not as many pence as you name shillings.

Raven.—Perhaps the best lens for your purpose would be the No. 4, or for
very wide angle No. 3 of the same type as the slower one you now
have.

W. P.-We shall probably have something to say on the subject in a week
or two. At present, especially situated as you are, we would advise you
to adhere to the old method.

W. W. EvKRS.—1. We cannot refer you to any particular number of the
Journal, but if you will state more definitely what you require we will do
our best to help you.—2. Bigelow's .4(6«»i—an American publication—is,
we believe, out of print.

FiDus.—The best mountant for the purpose is a thin—say ten to fifteen
grains to the ounce—solution of gelatine applied warm to both glass and
print, the squeegee being used in the ordinary manner.

W. G.—We cannot at present devote an article to the subject, but may
refer you to past volumes of the Almanac and to the forthcoming one for
such information as can be given without personal instruction. The
irenoils may be obtained from any dealer in photographic material.

Novice.—If you apply to any dealer in lanterns and lantern appliances yon
will be able to obtain such a work as you require. To ask us to give in
this column " particulars as to the making and use of oxygen and hydro-
gen gas, and any suggestion as to the best form of apparatus jets," is too
much.

C. W.—A good solution for the purpose consists of a mixture of nitrate of
copper and nitrate of silver. The metal should be heated before apiJi-
cation, and the solution re-applied until the desired colour is gained.
Bichloride of platinum will also answer. You failed probably in not
using heat.

E. W. R.—1. Increase the proportion of soap dissolved ; the application in
the dry state is no use.—2. Pretty hot, but not hot enough to injure the
prints,; merely warming is no use.—3. The weaker the toning bath the
slower but more regular the action. The weaker tlie fixing the slower
the action and the less the effect in lowering the tone.

Gas Light.—It is more a matter of tivste and convenience combined. If,

after all that has been written in the past few months on the subject, you
cannot make your own selection, we can only say tliat we still adhere to a
ruby, or "ruby on orange " glass of not too pronounced a shade, while
there are many who prefer Jlr. W. E. Debenham's combination of green
and yellow. The choice rests with yourself.

J. M.—1. The mixture should be kejjt at boiling temperature for a few
minutes.—2. The proportions of silver to be converted and of carbonate
of ammonia employed for the purpose should bear the same relation to
one another as the combining equivalents of the respective salts, bearing
in mind that the ammonium salt requires a double atom of the silver salt.
Thus. 'J6 grains of (NH.,)., CO, if it be pure well combine with 340
griiins of Ag NO3.—3. We do not know that there is any special
" formulfe ;

" the silicate of potash should be diluted to a convenient
strength.—4. You do not state what class of lens—whether portrait or
landscape. The larger the stop employed with a single landscape lens
the smaller the field it will cover sharply. Thus, your whole-plate lens may
be in.ade practically to work more rapidly for quarter-plate thiin for full
size, but it will not bear the use of too large an aperture without entire
loss of definition. If you work it with a stop not exceeding one-tenth of
the focal length you will not find any cau.se for complaint.

Received.—Sands and Hunter; A. Rivot and Co.; J. L. Robinson; &c.
In our next.

Photographic Club.—At the forthcoming meeting of this Clnb, at
Anderton'a Hotel, Fleet-street, on Wednesday next. December 3rd,
the subject for discussion will be—Oh Outdoor Photography. There
will also be an exhibition of photographs taken by the members during
the past summer. Annual dinner on December lOth, 1884.

Marion'.s Alpha Printing Paper.—We understand that a demon-
stration of the working of Marion's alpha printing paper will be given
at Soho-square next week. Tliis paper is introducetl as a substitute
for albumcnised paper, and offers the advantage of rapid print-
ing—one and a-half to four seconds in daylight and thirty seconds in
gaslight.

South London Photographic Societt.—The annual meeting of
the above Society will take place on Thursday next, the 4th December,
at eight o'clock, at the House of the Society of Arts. Several im-
portant matters in connection w ith the welfare of the Society will be
discussed, and the election of officers for the ensuing year will take
place. Intending competitors for the artistic competition are reminded
that their pictures must be delivered between the 1st and 4th
December.
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COLLODION EMULSION FOR TRANSPARENCIES.
StNCK we wrote on this subject a fortnight ngo we have received
several communicationa anggesliiig that we have not supplied a
sufficiently definite method of working to enable any operator,

hitherto inexperienced in dry collodion work, to take up the process

we recommend. It had not been in our mind at the time we wrote
to descant upon the general subject of collodion emulsion, but rather
to confine our remarks, as we did, to the question of tone. We
had for the moment lost sight of the fact that a very large number
of amateurs of the present day have taken to photography since

the days when collodion emulsion ceased to be a pretty regular
topic in these columns, and are, therefore, perhaps, wholly ignorant
of tiie details of the process. We may, consequently, be allowed to

glance back briefly to the subject, which a few years ago was
tolerably well threshed out in all its phases.

One correspondent refers us back to a formula given by Mr. G. F.
Williams in 1879, of which we have spoken favourably on more tlian

one occasion. With this he complains lie has not succeeded to his

satisfaction for transparency work—a complaint we can quite easily

understand. The fact is that that formula wiis intended for rapid
negative work, for which purpose it is perliaps as good a one as can
be found

; but, unfortunately, the requirements of rapid negative
and of transparency work are not the same, and the conditions in

the two cases are scarcely compatible. Besides this, it will be
gathered from our article a fortnight since th.at an unwashed emul-
sion is preferable to a washed one for the purpose, if for no other
reason than that it admits more re.adily of tlie use of an organifier.

If the latter be added directly to the emulsion—as is necessary in

the case of a washed emulsion—the organifier exerts an influence
far from beneficial upon the constituents of the emulsion itself,

chiefly on the pyroxyline, with the consequence that the longer the
preparation is kept the more inferior is the quality of the film pro-
duced from it.

To this we m.ay add fhe circumstance that, unless the conditions

Ije of the most favourable, and the utmost care be exercised, the

character of the film produced by a wjished emul.iion is not for

transparency purposes equal to an unwashed one. It is not that

there is any granularity or texture which makes ifstlf apparent, nor
is there any difficulty in making clean pictures; but the operation
of washing the emulsion seems to take something out of it which
deprives it of its power of giving depth, transparency, and colour in

tlie shadows. If an emulsion bo divided into parts before washing

—

the one u.sed as recommended in our last article, the other " washed "

and organiiied with the same solution as that employed with the
first half—it will be found that a great difference exists in the

quality of the images given by flio two. The washed emulsion,
though perfectly suitable for negative work, will be found to give a
less "juicy" image (to use a term that has been applied for the

jiurpose of couveying the same meaning) thiin the other, though pro-

biil.ly in other respects there will be little difference between them.

Therefore we recommend decidedly, for transparency purposes, an
uuwiLshed emulsion. Tlie prei>arafion <.f the plates m.ay be a more
troublesome opei'ation than it is with the washed preparation, which
oiil/ entails the trouble of coating and drying, but the extra trouble

will be fully compensated for by the greater beauty of tlie resuHn.
At the same time we do not mean to infer tluit washed eninision is

unfit for the purpose; quite the contrary. The fine example* of
lantern transparencies by Mr. William Brooks, so familiar to vii.itore

to the South London and Parent Societies, are, we believe, all pro-
duced from washed emulsion, and we have in our possession at the
present time some emulsion prepared by Mr. Brooks quite two or
three years ag.-), which yields results that it would be difficult to
beat by any proces.s. Still, however well the washed emulsion may
work, we think the unwashed will work equally well with less trouble.

Another question which exercises the minds of one or two of our
correspondents is as to the advisability of using a thick or a tliiii

layer of emulsion—an opaque or a transparent film, as one put« it.

This question may be considered, however, apart from the question
of mere opacity, for that quality m.ay arise from want of trans-

parency in the layer of bromide or from the piling up of a great
thickness of transparent material. Besides this, much depends u|)on

the capability of the film to give density under development. Some
of the thinnest and most transparent films in dry plates (and, for

that matter, in wet plates also) have been found to be capable of

yielding the densest of negatives Look back, for instance, at the
old " Hill Norris " plates, and, later again. Major Russell's ordinary
"tannin" plates. These, though extremely thin and transparent,

yielded negatives in which the highest lights could be made abso-

lutely opaque. On the other hand, it is possible to make an emulsion
which shall give films presenting a very dense and opaque appear-

ance before exposure, which possess in all the qualities that

combine to make " body" and which yet give but the mvrett ihadote

of an image on development
Thus, though transparency and "juiciness" in the shadows are

the objects to be aimed at in transparency production, these quali-

ties are dependent on other conditions than the mere thickening or

thinning of the film ; and we propose, in response to several requests,

to give in the course of two or three articles working instnictions

by which anyone may successfully work the collodion emulsion

process and obtain results which, if they do not surpass albumen
plates in quality, will come very near them, and, at the same tiitie,

leave them far behind in the matter of conveuienee.

I PERMANENCE OP THE GOLD-TONED COLLODION
IMAGE.

It will be remembered that, a few weeks back, we devoted an
article to the subject of the fading of the collodion image. In that

article we alluded to the chances there were of the fading of collo-

dion transfer pictures, more particularly when they were made by the

method then described, and by which on one occasion we actually

saw them pro<luced. This Miethu<l, at the time, we were assured

. was the one universally practised in some establishments. The
i-eu.son assigned for this plan lieing followed was that cf a great

R:iving of time, and, also, what was of equal importance, namely,
' that better tones were nupre easily secured.

As a further example of llic f.uling of the collodion image
: reference was mude to iLe evanescent character of the once beauii-
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ful photo-crayon portraits—a style of picture introduced by the late

Mr. Oliver Sarony some fifteen years or so back. So extremely

fugitive did some of these pictures prove that we have heard in one

case at least of an exposure of a few days only in an outside show-

case being sufficient to cause their total destruction. These pictures,

it need scarcely be mentioned, were toned with mercury. From

this, and many other examples of their fading we could mention,

it must not be assumed that all pictures toned with mercury will,

of necessity, fade, or that all photo-crayon portraits must necessarily

be fugitive ; for such is not the case, as we have stated on several

previous occasions.

Since writing the article to which allusion has just been made we

have had an opportunity of seeing a series of half-a-dozen or so of

these " photo-crayons," which were made at the time this style of

enlargement was first introduced, and we must say that they are

beyond question as perfect and free from all signs of deterioration

as they could have been the day they were produced. The pictures

are rich in tone, bold, and vigorous ; and as they were in the frames

—although one knew the fact—it was difiicult to conceive that the

image was on glass, and that the picture was not a vei'itable crayon

drawing on paper. The gentleman who gave us the opportunity of

seeing these specimens assured us that during the two years follow-

ing the introduction of this particular style of enlargement he

produced between one and two hundred of tliese pictures, and he

had not been able to trace a single instance of fading or deteriora-

tion.

Now, as many are aware, the idea has got abroad that one of the

principal reasons why the photo-crayon portrait had such a brief run

in public favour was its alleged fugitiveness. Therefore we, very

naturally, were anxious to learn the method by which these par-

ticular examples were produced. When this was ascertained we could

at once see why they had stood this long test of time, and also

that pictures made as these were should be theoretically amongst

the most permanent photographs it is possible to produce. As the

subject may be of interest to our readers we shall, with our friend's

permission, here describe the method employed in their production.

The collodion used was one giving a good body, and contained about

one grain per ounce more bromide than is usually employed in ordi-

nary collodion for the wet process. The silver bath was of the usual

strength of thirty grains to the ounce. It was rendered slightly

acid with nitric acid, but no more of this was added than was neces-

sary to yield absolutely clear glass in the lights. The plate was
allowed to remain in the sensitising bath for a much longer period

than was customary in the wet collodion process, in order to ensure

the more perfect conversion of the bromide. On removal from the

bath the film had a dense and creamy appearance. After draining

somewhat closely the plate was then ready for the camera, and a

very full exposure indeed was always given. The image was then

developed with a solution of pyrogallic acid, restrained both with

acetic and citric acids, and just sufficient alcohol added to cause it

to flow easily over the film.

As a very full exposure was always given the image flashed out

quickly after the developer was applied, the half-tones and high

lights following the appearance of the shadows in rapid succession.

Hence the whole of the detail was brought out before the image

had time to acquire any actual density. The plate was then well

washed under the tap, afterwards fixed in a very dilute solution

of cyanide of potassium, and again very thoroughly washed. When
the image was examined at this stage it possessed to the uninitiated,

we are told, a very unpromising appearance. By transmitted light

it was thin and feeble. By reflected light, when backed with a

piece of white paper, the lights appeared somewhat over-exposed,

and the shadows seemed little better than a buried brown mass,

lacking much in detail.

The picture was now toned. This was a very simple operation,

and only occupied a minute or two. A solution of chloride of gold

—

about two grains to the ounce of water—was poured over the plate,

and after being on for a few seconds was drained off and again

poured on, the effect produced by each application being carefully

watched from the back of the plate. As soon as the gold had

penetrated the deepest shadows, known by a change in their colour,

the pUte wai once more thoroughly washed and then allowed to

dry. It was afterwards varnished with an ordinary hard negative

varnish.

From the description of how these pictures were produced it

will be seen that they should be—as undoubtedly they are, and time

has proved it—as permanent as any photograph that it is possible

to produce. The image is composed of metallic silver and gold—the

latter metal, one of the most permanent known, predominating.

The image is then hermetically sealed between the glass plate and

an impervious varnish, which effectually protects it from all chances

of atmospheric influence.

It will be noticed that at no stage of the operations is that alleged

cause of the fugitiveness of most photographs—the hyposulphite of

soda—employed at all ; hence no sulphuretting action can possibly

be produced. Nor is there, if the plate be washed with moderate

care, any deleterious material whatever left in the film which

might eventually act upon the image and lead to its destruction.

VIGNETTING.
In dealing recently [ante page 625] with the various methods of

producing vignette effects, we proposed upon another occasion to

describe a method of vignetting which we had seen practised with

success, and which was especially contrived for carbon printing

where, in small work at all events, a tinted margin is generally

printed in, and for producing vignettes with tinted margins ; in

fact, for those cases in which a second printing is required that

has to be in register with the first printing. This undertaking we
pi'oceed to fulfil.

The printing-frame itself is of the kind having a plate glass upon
which the negative lies. It is somewhat larger than the negative

itself, so as to allow for the adjustment of the latter to the opening

in the vignetting form, as this form, unlike that described in our

former article, is not capable of such adjustment. The inner edge

of the frame in front is not bevelled but has vertical sides. These

¥E W

vertical sides form a rim into which a second or vignetling-fnime is

dropped, secured at one end by two pins running into holes cut

parallel with tlie glass of the printing-frame, and at the other end

by a small brass button attaclied to the printing-frame and fitting

into a groove cut in the vignetting-frame.

This upper or vignetting-frame is made of deal, and is aboiit

half-an-inch in thickness when used for small vignettes, such as

the heads ordinarily printed of carte size. When intended for

large heads or for cabinet portraits the frame is thicker—the

additional thickness giving the gradation over a larger surface,

which is required in such cases. On the upper surface of this

frame a rabbet is cut as deep as two thicknesses of ordinary glass.

Into this rabbet is dropped the vignetting form, whicii consists of two
glasses enclosed in a sheet of opaque paper, with an opening cut on

the same principle as the openings in the vignetting cards described

in our former article—that is, with reference to a set of openings

of definite sizes, each denoted by a certain number and letter. The
glasses containing the cut paper are held togetlier by paper binding

round the edges, and the whole " form " is kept in place in the

vignetting-frame by very small brass buttons.

For large heads, or when for any reason it is desired to make
the vignetting very gradual, the effect is produced—in addition to

the distance from the negative which the wooden frame gives—by
using several thicknesses of translucent paper in place of the one

thickness of opaque material, and cutting the openings in this

translucent paper of sizes each a little larger than the next one.

There is then, however, generally a thickness of opaque paper witli
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the largest 0|)enin,s; of all to preserve the wliitenesa of the margin.

We liave, ho\vcv«r, aa a variatioi), si-eii very pretty effects produced

by nrtiiig tnuishiesiit paper only, the print in this case being strong

in lliat part which constitutes what would otherwise be the whole
picture, and the backgrouud and accessories looking aa if faintly

sketched in.

For printing tinted margins a set of "forms" is used, each con-

sisting of an op.aque paper enclosed, as the vignetting forms were,

between two glasses, and numbered to correspond with them. Thus,
if No. 18 W—signifying a vignetting form with an opening of two
and a-quarter inches in length and of wide proportion—had been

used in printit)g the vignette, a form with similar number would be

employed when printing down the margin.

In order to secure the registration of the paper, or carbon tiiisue if

th.it be in use, so that the margin and centre shall be printed in proper

place with respect to each other, a light inner frame is employed
Thi.^ frame fits into the back of the pressure-frame, and its internal

dimensions are only a little larger than those of the paper intended

to be printed upon. Tliis frame is put in after the negative and
rests upon it. To this inner frame ai'e hinged the Haps covered with

clotli or felt, which press the paper into contact with the negative.

The paper being placed close along one side and against the top of

the inner frame, its position or registry is the same when the margin
is being printed as when printing the picture itself in the centre.

The hinged Haps are pressed against the paper by springs on a bar

hinged to one side of the printing-frame itself, and fastened by a

hook in the usual manner to the other side.

For carbon printing, in order to secure a white safe edge, a sheet

of opaque paper is pasted over the front of the inner back frame and
an opening of the requisite size cut in it. This is not required

when using albumen paper, but in the establishment where we saw
the whole arrangement at work it is preferred in both cases. The
registration in this case is against slips of card attached to the paper

mask instead of to the woodwoi-k of the inner frame itself.

Vignetting is a device which may either add to or detract from

the beauty of a photograph ; and we believe that a serious considera-

tion of the means to produce the best result and a systematic method
of working cannot fail to be of advantage.

DIFFICULTIES IN COPYING OIL PAINTINGS.

The case of the Trafalgar-square monstrosity, which has recently

excited so much acrid comment among photographers, has brought

into strong prominence the troubles which surround the ditfioult

task of copying oil paintings. Some of them are imaginary, but

there remains a sufficiently large residuum to cause the successful

production of a good copy to entail the expenditure of a considerable

amount of trouble guided by skill, knowledge, and judgment. Let us

follow in imagination a picture brought to the photographer's studio.

In the first case it will be encumbered with a heavy frame, which,

if the picture be of large dimensions, will render the placing of

the picture in a suitable position for photographing a matter of ex-

treme dilliculty ; hence the removal of the canvas from the frame

becomes most desirable, and m.ay be undertaken without risk. If

the picture be of moderate dimensions it may possibly have a

protective sheet of glass in the manner now becoming so general.

At one time engravings and pictures iu water-colour and crayon,

&a, were only so treated. Oil paintings were supposed not to

require a glass, but modern experience proves that their surface is

not a sufficient protection. The tendency of the observations made

upon the Trafalgar-square case have all suggested the impossibility

of photographing the oil painting without taking the glass out, but

though we do not go so far as to say that such removal is no assis-

tance, we do say that it is not necessary, and, further, that as good

pictures may be obtained when the glass remains in front of the

painting aa when it is removed.

Two objections are urged against the presence of glass in front

of an object to be copied : first, a doubled image through reflection

from the two surfaces of the glass ; and, secondly, the reflection of

external objecta As a matter of fact this first-named reflection,

with glass of ordinary thickness and near to the surface of the

picture, and the camera not too cloM to the object, U entirely

inappreciable, even in pictures of strong and sudden contraata.

We have before u^ a set of photographs from a number of crayon
studies by Lmdseer, which were taken by a profesjiional photo-

grapher, who mikes no speciality of the work, for the purpose of

being engraved in the Art Journal; yet, although he inform* ui

they were copied ' through the glass, we fail upon the cloaeet

scrutiny to discover the slightest trace of the pretence of any
medium between picture and lens.

If such be the case with a picture where dark shadows and pare

whites appear in the closest proximity, far less danger is to be
apprehended when an oil painting is before the lens. Reflection*

from external objects, however, will stand upon another footing

entirely, and will be far more likely to become impressed in the.

case of an oil painting than an engraving, sketch, or drawing in

black and white, whicli, owing to the absence of varnish and the

pure colours obtained through the avoidance of a resinous medium,
are photographed so quickly that weakly-illurainated objects which

the ghiss might reflect have not time to impress themselves. With
the majority of oil paintings the exposure is so very long that object*

so faintly illuminated as to be barely, if at all, visible upon ocular

inspection will, if reflected by the glass that protects the picture,

become photographed to the exclusion of faint details in the painting

itself.

This, however, need not cause the condemnation of the glass, for

though, as we have said, further trouble may be entailed thereby, if

must be obvious that means may be adopted to obviate ill effects

;

and they are well worthy of being employed in such a case

—

for

instance, .*» photographing the national pictures. The means are

simple. They merely consist either in placing the picture in snch a

position that it only reflects neutral objects ; or if, as would be the

more likely state of things in the average studio, a suitable spot

could not be found in placing dark screens in front of the painting,

between it and the lens.

There are usually sufficient objects in a studio to enable this to be

done—a curtain, movable background, black cloth, covered reflect-

ing screen, or other means ; but if there should not be, something

would have to be found, for the simple reason—we are now coming

to a fresh point—that if no glass existed to reflect objects an equal

necessity would arise for screens. The picture itself would then re-

flect them, the only difference in the two reflections being that with

glass the objects would be distinctly reflected, but with the var-

nished or glossy surface of the pictures the reflection would not

only be indistinct, but would further spread to a greater degree on'

account of the surface being uneven and not, practically, plane like a

piece of glass, patent plate being generally employed for the purpose.

Reflections may arise from many unthouglit-of causes. We have

seen an apparently inexplicable stain on a plate traced to the reflec-

tion from the polished mahogany front of a camera of a portion of.

the picture itself that has been of an unusually bright character.

Further : we have known instances where the face of the photo-

grapher, or even his shirt front, cuff, or pocket-handkerchief, as

he stood cap in hand, have been reflected.

The simplest method of knowing what objects are out of the.

sphere of reflection is to stand in front of the lens and closely

scrutinise the picture that is being copied, observing whether any

glare appears to come from its surface. If there should be any such'

appearance it will come from some object that must be removed or

covered. An imaginary line drawn from the outside of the picture

through a point the width of the picture, right and left, from the

lens will include all possible reflections ; this the photographer can

readily calculate himself. When the work is important, and many.

copies are made, dark cotton velvet curtains would be most con-

venient ; they need not be large if placetl in front of the camera

with a n.orrow aperture for the lens, and they would not be costly.

We will return to the subject in our next issue, and treat of'

further practical difficulties that arise.

Ih a private letter received from our friend Mr. Frederick York,
who is now in the States, we learn that he li.MS iilre.idy covered

five thousand miles in his American wandering.i, and haa now
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i-eached Washington, where he will be engaged for some weeks in

photographing what is noteworthy in the city and district. Every
iccomniodatiou has been afforded to Mr. York in the photographic

department at tlie Treasury, so that we may hojie and expect to

see some good things when he returns home. He h;is up to the

present lime 370 plates to develope. With the New Year he

changes his quarters to New Orleans, where he will " do " the great

southern exhibition.

Speaking on lantern matter.^, Mr. York says :—" The information

published last year in your Journal respecting lantern slides here

w,is misleading. I find that half-a-dollar is the price for plain

photo.-slides, or forty-five dollars per hundred, and that regular

piracy is not practised here. Things are sometimes copied to order

to save delay in sending to England for other copies. There is a
fli-st-class manufacturer at Philadelphia who does a large trade, and
his prices are about the same as ours in England. The only difference

is that he has a sliding scale—8s. a dozen if twelve of a subject be
taken, 12s. if six, and 15s. singly ; and his price varies with different

subjects— Yosemi'.e Valley, Yellowstone I'arl; &a, are more expen-

sive than copies from engravings. I went all over his place, and he

was very communicative."

Mr. York was present at a recent optical lantern exhibition of the

New York Society of Photographic Amateurs, and said that he
had secured three hundred negatives of American scenery and
other subjects of interest during his stay in that country.

A NEW association has just been started in Versailles, under the

name of the Photogr.apliic Society of Versailles. Its president is

M. Eugene Leffibre, its secretary M. Druy, and its honorary presi-

dent M. Uavanne, President of the Council of Administration of

the Photographic Society of France. The Versailles society will

publish a journal, and its members intend, among other things, to

do the useful work of photographing in general and in detail that

grand monument of the pride and ambition of some of the French
emperors, the palace at Versailles, also its park and museum.

At a recent meeting of the Society of Photographic Amateurs of

New York, Mr. Partridge described an easy way to convert an
oi-dinary student-lamp into a lamp for developing purposes. He
surrounded the light portion of the chijuney wilh on ordinary ruby
globe, obtained at small cost, and screened the bottom of the burner
with a piiste-board tube having a slit cut in to tit over the bent arm
of the lamp. The chimney above the gkilje was protected by an
ordinary ferrotype plate bent in ihe form of a tube, and on the top

of the ferrotype tube were laid wires crosswise, on which rested a
common small tin cake or biscuit-pan, which prevented the light

from escaping upward s.

The Franklin Institute of America contemplates the establishment

of a School of Photography this winter.

In Belgium there is but one photographic association, but it is in

three sections—one at Brussels, one at Ghent, and the third at

Li6ge. By this union of forces a better journal is brought out than

could be done by three separate societies, each fighting on its own
account. Mr. O. Oanipo is the new president of the Brussels section,

Mr. G. De Vylder of the Ghent section, and Mr. L. I)e Koninck
of the Liege section. Tlie new secretary to the Brussels section is

Mr. Lannoy. Mr. O. Canipo, the president, is an Italian gentleman,

who has long resided in Brussels, and has spent some portion of his

life in India, At the first winter meeting of the Brussels section,

Mr. L. Rommelaere pointed out the advantages which would result

if a display of Belgian photographs were to be made, under the

auspices of the Belgian Photographic Association, at the Inter-

national Exhibition in Antwerp, in May next. It was resolved to

consult the sections on the point, and the replies received will de-

termine whether the Association will grant a subsidy to further the

object.

Those who communicate wilh foreign journals should write proper

names clearly. The Bulletin of the Belgian Photographic Associa-

tion contains a letter from the Secretary to the Dublin Photo-
graphic Exhibition, signed " M. Greenwood Pins," also a letter

from Mr. W. F. L)iuikin, of " Packham." Once upnn a time

^ Fariniau photographer who could uot speuk English inter-

viewed an eminent man of science at his home in London.
The ))hotographer, on his return home, induced a Parisian journal

to pi'int that he had had the honour of consulting in London that

"venei'able" chemist " Croker Williams." Who from this French
description would recognise a former editor of this Journal, Mr.
William Crookes 1

The Bulletin of the Belgian Photographic Association is a journal

of remarkably good quality, setting a good example to a portion of

the other continental photographic periodicals. Its contents are

intelligently selected, it is well illustrated, printed, and covered,

and for years has every month printed a frontispiece illustrating

the i-esults of various methods of )>holo-printing for book illustration.

Of late years it has confined itself to frontispieces by permanent
processes. Those by Goupil et Cie., of Paris, are remarkably good

Lime water—that is, solution of lime in water—has been said to be
the best of the many chemicals recommended for adding to

solution of chloride of gold for the purpose of neutralising it for

making a toning bath; but, whatever alkali or alkaline earth be
added, it should always be remembered that the normal condition

of pure chloride of gcdd is to be acid. If, therefore, the stock
solution be rendered neutral to test paper, the gold in .solution is

not that salt of gold formerly known as " terchloride "—now
more commonly termed "acid chloride"—but one possessing different

qualities. It will, when so neutralised, become darker in colour,

approaching a brownish-or.ange rather than yellow, and, what is of

more importance in practice, it will not keep. It gradually
decomposes and throws down metallic gold upon the sides of the

bottle in which it is contained.

Still, it is very desirable to neutralise before mixing with the
acetate or other salt, as then a more definite formula can be arrived
at. When unknown quantities of acid are pre.sent there cannot be
uniformity in the composition of the toning liath. If lime water be
used for this purpose we recommend that cold water be used in
making it. Hot water dissolves less lime than cold, and it is stated

that the quantity of lime dissolved is lessened by the presence of

carbonate of lime. These are useful points to note ; for, at the best,

there is so small a quantity of lime held in solution that the amount
of lime water necessary to be stored would be inconveniently great
unless it were saturated.

We should think there is scarcely a compound known which is put
to so many uses as collodion. The latest we liave heard of is for

solidifying creo.sote for applying to decayed teeth, ten parts added
to fifteen of the latter substance being said to combine into a plastic

solid. _

Any photographer who may have had his stock of collodion
rendered useless through the introduction of gelatine plates may
find a pretty use for it during the winter season by converting it

into balloons. We hasten to say not for outside use ; we have no
intention of endeavouring to rival our esteemed correspondent Mr.
Shadbolt—toy balloons for ascending indoors, we mean. Collodion
is superior to all other substances for this purpose, and with care
and a little dexterity a small quantity of collodion will furinsh a
good-sized balloon. We have seen them from six inches to twenty-
four inches in diameter. The mode of manufacture, which is

simple, is as follows :—An ordinary glass flask—the shorter its neck
the better—is carefully cleaned, rinsed out with distilled water, and
perfectly dried. A quantity of collodion is then poured in and the
flask turned round in all directions until it is evenly coated, when the
residue can be poured out, taking care to have the inside of the neck
also covered with the collodion. The flask is then placed neck down-
wards in a Warm place till thoroughly dry ; it will be well to give it

two full days so as to ensure the absence of .all moisture. All that
remains is to withdraw this coating of collodion without breaking it

—

a rather delicate operation, but one that can be performed by not
being over luisty and carefully humouring the film. When it is quite
withdrawn it can be e.asily filled with gas from a g.as bracket, and will

then, from the lightness of the material, ascend in any room. The
larger sizes are made in glass carboys, and form very effective

objects.

Those of our readers who do not care to go to this trouble, and
yet would like to have some means of an unusual kind for amusing
their juvenile sitters, should make a solution for soap - bubbles,
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which can be inflated by hydrogen if preferred. Witli a properly-
made solution it is quite easy to produce bubbles close upon a foot
in diameter, which can without bursting be rolled along the floor
•^layed with like a shuttlecock—using the arm as a bat; or they can
e placed upon a table to be admired, and many a liappy, natural

pose obtained when every other meiuis have been employed. A
solution of oleic acid is better than soap with glycerine and water.

t

It is stated that if gum arabic be dissolved in water thrown down
by strong spirit a precipitate will be obtained of great keeping
powers which can readily be dissolved in water. Should this
method prove to be practicable it ought to be useful, for as is well
known, gum arabic requires a long time for solution 'when the
pieces as imported are employed ; while if powdered gum be used
not to speak of the extra cost, some skill is needed to avoid the
whole becoming a sticky mess difficult of solution.

WnKS gum arabic is dissolved in the ordinary way hot water is
generally employed to facilitate solution ; but it is a mistake to do
so, as the solution quickly turns sour. When the water is kept hot
during the time the gum is becoming dissolved, no heat being used
at any stage of the process, it will be found that the mucilage so
formed will keep good for weeks.

Another method of preserving solution of gum has been suggested
by Eother, who states that about two ounces of glycerine added to
a pound of it will entirely prevent decomposition. This method is

not likely to be of such use to photographers as that of Max
Regeusberg, which, if hia recommendation be of proved success,
would be a real boon. He says that four or five drops of silicate of
soda for every ounce of p;iste, glue, or mucilage will prevent decom-
position. The news seems almost too good to be true. We shall
however, give the plan a trial, when, if it possess any value, our
readers wUl be apprised of the fact.

At a meeting of the Physical Society an interesting note was read
by Mr. T. Glazebrook, M.A., F.R.S., upon the polarisation of light.
He found that a tilm of moisture upon a plane of glass altered the
angle at which the light became polarised. He also stated that
blowing upon a clean plate of glass with moist air or with dry air
altered the angle of the emergent polarised light, the former causing
a deviation in a direction exactly contrary to that from the latter.

Hk also exhibited a spectro-photometer the exact details of which
had been previously given by him to the Cambridge Philosophical
Society. This or some similar instrument approaches what is needed
to settle dark-room controversy, and put results upon a scientific

basis. Given a ready means of measuring the intensity of light
for each ray, it would be easy so to dull the intensities of any sets
of rays iis to make them uniform, and then test the chemical
action. If such a result could be in practice worked out the results
would be of great and lasting value.

THE CAMERA AS A METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENT.
Meteoroloot is rapidly advancing towards the position of an exact
science, and its future progi-ess depends chiefly on the number of

careful observations—not at a few isolated stations only, but at every
available spot upon the earth's surface. Already a large number of

private individuals have equipped themselves with the usual meteoro-
logical instruments, and are keeping accurate accounts of the
temperature, pressure, and moisture of the atmosphere. Nor is it

necessary here to enlarge upon the importance to the photographer
of an accurate knowledge of such atmospheric conditions as these,

nor upon the great influence which weather exerts on almost every
detail of photographic manipulation.

But there is another condition of the atmosphere which, up to the

present time, appears to have received bnt little attention from
meteorologists, although it is of the greatest importance to the land-

scape photographer. It is a fact well known to those who have had
much experience in target-shooting that refraction plays a most
troublesome part in displacing the apparent position of the target,

which sometimes appears elevated far above its actual place, and at

other times depressed to an equal extent. Thus, the would-be
maiksman is at a continual loss to estimate the true elevation, aud the

slightest atmospheric change disturbs hia most careful calculations,

In photography refraction plays an equally iniportaat part, and mora
especially when distant ranges of hills figure in the Undscape. The
actual height of a range of hills, when focuMed upoa tba groand
glass, will be found to vary considerably according to the value <rf
the refractive index of the atmosphere.
The usual method of estimating the value of terrestrial refraction

is by measuring contemporaneously the elevation of the top of a
mountain above a point in the plain at iU base, aud the depreanon
of that point below the top of the mounUin. The distance between
these two stations is the chord of the horizontal angle, and this
horizontal angle, increased by the difference between the apparent
elevation and the apparent depression, is equal to twice the angle of
refraction. Generally speaking, the refraction is found to be about
the fourteenth part of the horizontal angle.

It is usual to illustrate this by the following geometrical construc-
tion :—Let C be the earth's centre, and A an observer, with A H as
his horizon ; if B be some distant hill top, and the arc A B the
path of a ray coming to the observer at A. Now the height of D B

is 80 small compared with the
radius of the earth C D that the
angles AEB, ACB may be re-

garded as supplementary to one
another. ACB is called the " hori-
zontal angle." B A H is the real
height of B, aud £ A H its appa-
rent height Again : the real de-
pression of A below B is FB A, and
its apparent depresston is F B E.
The angle F B A is equal to the
sum of the angles BAH, ACB;
that is, the true elevation is equal
to the true depression and the
horizontal angle. But the true
elevation is equal to the apparent
elevation diminished by the re-

fraction, and the true depression is equal to the apparent depres-
sion increased by the refraction. Hence, twice the refraction is

equal to the horizontal angle increased by the difference between
the apparent elevation and the apparent depression. This process
involves considerable trouble, and i.s not suitable for daily compari-
son of the relative value of the refractive power of the atmosphere.

During the past month I have taken daily observations in the
following manner :—A camera, fitted with a Ross's rapid symme-
trical lens of eleven inches focus, was adjusted in an upper room of

my house in such a way that the landscape upon the ground glass

included a garden wall in close proximity, and a range of hills (the

South Downs) about 500 feet high, at a distance of a mile. Upon
the ground glass I ruled carefully a number of horizontal lines, at

intervals of an eighth of an inch. These lines were numbered
consecutively, and the spaces between them filled up by finer lines

sufficiently close together to enable the eye to discriminate dis-

tances of about '0125 inch. I had thus a scale whereby the

smallest variation in the altitude of objects focnssed upon the

ground glass could be accurately measured. The observations

consisted simply in reading off the actual height of the line of

hills upon the ground glass. It is important that the position of

the camera should remain absolutely unaltered from day to day,

otherwise the observations will, of course, be rendered quit«

worthless.

In order to check the results a photograph was taken in various

states of the atmosphere, and the actual distance of the summit
of the hill range from the foot of the wall in the foreground was
measured with a pair of fine compass points. The following table

shows some cf the figures actually obtained, with rough notes as

to the general condition of the weather :

—

Oct. 25. Top line of hills reached 7.2,~>. Weather dull, |;I<u* falling,

Nov. 1

11 a. in,

1 p.m.
9 a.iii. .

3 p.m.
n a.ni.

;

3 p.m.
9 a.m. .

4 p.m.
,

m.
,

m.
m.

I 9 a.m.
,

t 2 p.m.
,

„ ( 10 ft.m.
,^\ 2p.ra.
,

„ j 9 a.Di.
,

*\ 2p.m.,

26.

1

27.
{

28.

1

30.
{

( 9 an
31. < lp.r

V 4pn

8.0.

7.75.

7.65.

7.75.

7.9.

7.6.

7.6.

8.0.

8.0.

8.0.

8.0.

7.5.

8.0.

8.0.

8.0.

8.0.

6.0.

Clear, no- sun, after atorm.
Brif^ht sunshine.
Clear, cold, sun, glass rising,

ft If ft tt

Clear, warmer, no sno, rising.

Dull, rain, glass falling.

Fine, clear, warm.
Dull, but glAM very high.

Very 6ne and clear, glass high

Fine, but slight mist.
Dull, but high barometer.
Tiat, clear, glass rising.
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Nov. 4.

1

"»•'"•{'

( 2 p.m.
-

I 9 a.m.
" "-^ Ip.m.

C.
9 a.m.

'

^r'eached"^
'""'} «-^- ^'»«> ''l^^'"' g^''^^ "^'"S-

„ „ 7.09. Ram threatening.

,, „ 7.80. ,, ,,

„ „ 7.90. Fine, clear, after ram.
1p.m. „ „ 8.20. „ „ „

„ ( 9 a.m. „ ,, 8.20. Fine, very cold, glass high.
" '-X 2 p.m. „ „ 8,20. „

Q j 9 a.m. ,, ,, 8.89. Veiy fine, cold, glassveryhigh
'• »•) 2 p.m. „ „ 8.80.

„ 9. lO.J a.m. ,, ,, 8.4. Not so fine, glass high.

,, 10. . 2 p.m. ,, ,, 8.2. Dull, misty.

„ 11. 8 a.m. ,, ,, 8.0. Glass falling.

„ 12. 8 a.m. ,, ,, 8.0. „
,, 13. Too foggy for observation.

,, 14. 2 p.m. ,, „ 7-99. Fine, cold, glass falling.

,, 15. 2 p.m. „ „ 7.90.

„ 20. 3 p.m. „ „ 7.90.

„ 30. 3 p.m. ,, ,, 7.0. Dull, wet, glass falling.

Thus it will be seen that the refractive power of the atmosphere
generally iucrea-ses with the height of the barometer, and diminishes
with the height of the thermometer. The total difference in the
actual height of the hills on the ground glass during the period of

the above observations was nearly '2 inch—an amount easily ap-
preciable by the eye on a quarter-plate landscape. Unfortunately,
during the whole of the above-mentioned time the weather was
remarkably line, cold, and dry, witli an unusually high barometer.
If the weather had been more variable greater differences would
have been found. A series of such observations taken the whole
year round would, no doubt, give valuable information respecting
the several conditions upon which refraction depends.

J. Vincent Elsdbn, B.Sc. (Lend.), F.C.S.

COLOUR OF GELATINO-BROMIDE TRANSPARENCIES.
Gelatino-bromidk, for the special work of transparency making, is

perhaps as little in favour as any article so universally in use for

negatives could possibly be, even for enlarging from. Its handiness
has hardly compensated for its flatness and too great tendency to

fog, unless used with extreme care. It has to give place largely to

carbon and to other processes more or less, wliilst for the lantern

and decorative purposes only an operator here and there thinks of

using it. Nor is the cause of this disfavour hard to seek. The
very .sensitiveness that is so vahiable for the negative is a stumbling-
block where extreme clearness of the lights and force in the shadows
is desiderated.

This state of things will, however, I venture to prophecy, even in

spite of the admonition not to do it " unless you know," be greatly
altered should the soda developer come as generally into use as it

deserves. Tliis agent puts at once into our hands the power of

making from the same gelatine plate standing ready in the stock of

every dark room either the softly-gradated negative for which it

was intended or the most brilliant and forcible transparency it is

possible to see, by simply substituting for the pyro. ammonia deve-
loper one of soda and pyro.

A few weeks ago, in this Journal (it was November 14), the Rev.
H. Victor Macdona gave a formula that answers perfectly well,

namely, one ounce of washing soda and eight grains of bromide of
potassium to half-a-pint of water. One grain of dry pyro. to each
ounce is named, but this I look upon as entirely a variable quantity.
As might be expected, the same principle holds good as when
ammonia is being used ; the more pyro. the more density, and the
restrainer being already mixed with the alkali the power of the
print is completely under control. By the addition of more pyro.,
or diluting the already-mixed developer with the stock soda solution,
the operator can do just what he thinks well.

So far, then_, there is nothing new in what I have said, and it is

only advanced as an introduction to what follows on a simple means
of determining the colour of the transparency. I think it will be
pretty generally admitted that the tone or, strictly speaking, rte hue
of a gelatino-bromide transparency is anything but agreeable as it

comes from the developing dish. Here are the means of altering
it:—Supposing the transparency forcible and good, the operator
may make it what colour he wishes— within moderate limits, of
course—but with a much wider average of choice than is usually
supposed. The character of the cleariiig hath determines the colour.

To make sure of our ground, let us just rehearse the operations.
The developing print is watched till the requisite force is slowly
built up—much moi-e slowly than with ordinary neg.ative develop-
ment—and pretty frequent racking is necessary to provent crapy
niarks,.tho(igh. there .seeins no teiidsncy to bubbles sticking' to the
film, as with ammonia. When developed and fixed the plate is

washed, and then plunged into a bath of acid alum to remove the
discoloration, which i.s rather greater than with ammonia.
Of course we all know that a number of acids are in general use

in the formation of this clearing batli ; but I am not aware that
hitherto these acids have been formulated into a means of leaving
the image with a series of special and definite colours. I say " definite"
colour, because one would suppose that exposure and a variety of
causes went to produce the tint, and that, in fact, it was more or
less accidental ; whereas it seems determinable in a manner remind-
ing one of the definiteness of the rigid tints awaiting one's choice in
pigment printing. It may be expected that interesting results
await experiments with acids other than tliose named here, such as
sulphuric and formic ; but I content myself with naming those
tried, and the tints obtainable in each case, premising that in moat
instances a considerable number of plates were experimented with,
and that there was no variation whatever, no one of any batch
running into the colour of any other batch or anything tending
towards it.

1. Warm Reel.—This is obtained by a bath of iron with tartaric

acid :

—

Alum 1 ounce.
Tartaric acid 1 „
Sulphate of iron ,, 3 ounces.
Water 20 „

Rather more water may be used. There is just a danger of the
salts crystallising on the film, though no harm is so done. Further
dilution does not appear to aflTect the tint. The film is extremely
non-actinic.

2. Photographic Drown—called thus for want of a better and
more definite name.—It is describable as something similar to a
good-toned brown albumenised print, or like a warm brown carbon
print—very unlike the range of colours usually associated with
developed pictures on glass. The formula is as before, with the
omission of the iron.

3. Yellow Green.—This also is so called for want of any really

definite term. As all artists well know, there is no talking of colour
in set rigid terms ; but this is wonderfully suggestive of the peculiar

hue of sun-lighted foliage in the spring and early summer, running
from whitish yellows through various degrees of yellow greens down
to brown greens or green browns in the shade. I hope to try the
effect of this on lantern slides from suitable landscape subjects. At
present my experiments have been made on nothing less than whole
plates :

—

Saturated alum solution 1 pint.

Muriatic acid (commercial) 1 ounce.

4. Greenish Black was the result from the commonly-used alum
and citric solution.

5. Warm Sepia was obtained as follows :

—

Saturated solution of alum 1 pint.

Glacial acetic acid 1 ounce.

6. Black, slightly inclining towards warmth, but very neutral
compared with the others. From Edwards's clearing solution (citric.

alum and iron).

7. Cool Broion, produced thus :—
Oxalic acid 1 ounce.
Saturated solution of alum 1 pint.

I may add that the particular brand of plates used happened to
be Marion's ordinary " Britannia," though it is not probable that
the results would be materially altered with other makes.

Benjamin Wylbs.

GAS BAGS VERSUS BOTTLES.—LANTERN SLIDES.

I READ with very great interest, some few weeks since, the article

by Mr. Samuel Highley on Bottles versus Gas Bags. All who know
Mr. Highley are aware that he is no mean authority on these mattere.
Being a user of the lime light I for one should be very glad to be
.able to do away with the gas-bags with advantage, but I fail to see
how it is to be done. In the first place, good bags are indeed very
expensive, and I never like to trust to common bags. I have seen
several bags which were not any better than if they had been made
of American cloth. If one be willing to pay a good price, good
durable bags can be obtained. There is one advantage with bags

—

you can see how much gas you really have ; but in a room that is

packed they do take up more space than the bottles I admit, and
with the latter there is no fear of any harm by being pressed or
run against, which has to be guarded against when using bags.

In using bag.'!, if there be one thing that I am more particular ia

than anot!H>r it is tasoe-tUjit 1 have plenty of room for the bags to

clear themselves aa they fall, and I always insist that I have a clear
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halfyanl from the neaiest person. If I fiiul a. lioy wlio I think
inclined to be troublesome, I remove iiini some lillle distiuice awHy

;

but, as a rule, I never hare any trouble with an aurlionce, as they
begin to l<now that it is not wise to play any tricks after the

accounts tiiat have appeared in the daily papers about accidents

therefrom. If at any time an obstacle were put in my way, so that

I could not work under my own conditions, I would not on any
consideration light up until they were complied with.

Now, as for accidents occurring through weights tumbling off the

bags, lliero need be no danger on that score ; I always strap my
weights on securely, so that it is not possible for tliem to shift as the

boanLs go down. Witli bottles there are no weights to look after,

but, under present conditions, the flow of the gases must be regu-

lated at tlie main cocks on the bottles and not at tiie burners'

When the operator has oidy one burner to attend to it is easy

enough; but when he has to work a double or a triple lantern it is

almost out of the question ; for if the gases are regulated to keep
two or more burners at their best—-when, perhaps, two of thera

have to be turned out—the pressure will be found too great for the

tubes, and something must give way. Therefore, with all their

troubles and faults, bags are the best until a governor which is

automatic can be adapted to the bottles, so that the cocks of the

bottles can be turned full on and the lights regulated at the top of

the burners themselves. Then everything will go on smoothly

enough ; but until such conditions can be obtained I fail to see how
perfect safety from explosions can be guaranteed. I am in hopes

that it will be accomplished some time.

I am alluding to the use entirely of mixed jets. No one will

doubt the safety of bottles when full and both at the same pressure
;

the suspicion is when they are getting low and at different pressures.

I am sure everyone will admit that it would not be wise to attempt

to work mixed jets with a very great variation of pressure between
the two bottles.

When proper regulators or governors, however perfect, are

adopted I do not think they will even then drive out the

use of bags, for a very important reason, namely, the cost of

the gas and tilling of the bottles. I think the lowest price for

oxygen in bottles is about eightpence per foot. Now, when the

cost is compared with the cost of gas made by myself, if much
be used it means an everlasting tax. Then, again, there is the

hydrogen, which has to be compressed ; this is still another

additional cost, and the employment of bottles would be found

far more expensive than if bags were used. If this w^ere the only

obstacle to the use of bottles it might be overlooked on the score of

convenience at times—when working near home within cab- or cart-

driving distance.

There is another fact which must not be lost sight of, and that is

the additional cost of railway charges. Supposing one has to go some
two or three hundred miles into the country for (say) a five- or six-

nights' run ; in getting bottles up and down the cost would be enor-

mous, especially if all railways charge the same as the line near

which I live. Empty bottles would not come back as return empty
boxes, or if they did there is no telling when they would turn up,

and how many "paid-ons" there would be on the waybill; and

if these were taken by passenger train there -would be one farthing

per pound for every thirty or forty miles, which must all be taken

into consideration.
^

When a regulator or governor for the bottle is a fact, then manu-
facturers must put their wits to work to invent a simple compressor,

80 that the lanteruist could fill his own bottles and reduce the

cost. I for one should strongly object to pay eightpence

per foot for all the gas I used when I could make it for nearly

eighty per cent, less, according to the market rate for chlorate of

potash, &c. Although I have enumerated all these drawbacks, I

should be very glad to have all the gas ready to take into the

lecture hall instead of having to make it when I got there ; never-

theless I treat gas-making as a very simple matter, for I can fill

my large bag in half-an-hour at the outside. But yet it has to be

done, and every little that can be dispensed with and can be per-

formed at home is a very great boon, I shall hail any im-

provement that is made in cither gas bags, bottles, or other

appliance appertaining to the lantern.

There is one great advantage with the bottles over the bags

which, as Mr. Highley points out, must not bo forgotten. Any
amount of light can easily be obtained, as an enormous pressure is

always at command, which is not the case with the bags, unless

extra weights are loaded on, and this is not at all times desirable,

especially if the bags have been in use some time. The ch.ince of an

explosion from the use of the bags never enters my calculation so

loni» i\% tlie bag< have plenty of room to work and are both under

equal pressure, or nearly so. I alw.iys me Iho Imgii one on the top
of the other, keeping the hydrogiMi at the bottom ; thi'i give* it a
little more pressure, which is an advantage, as more of that gaa ia

consumed than of the oxygen. Ciiven good preaaure an<l a clear gM
way, I then think there is nought to fear.

lianterii SlidM.—Some time since Mr. George Smith wrote that
a good slide ought to show well with any liglit. I think when
he put that forth he was but imperfectly un(leratoo<l, aa I have heard
many argue the matter. I myself perfectly agree with him in this
way. Take, for instance, a fair average Blide—viz., clear in the
highest lights, full of gradation to the deep shadows—and it will be
found to show well on an eight- or nine-feet disc with a^ood oil

light. The same slide will show equally well on a dixc twelve to
thirteen feet in diameter with a safety or blow-through jet, and
equally well with a mixed jet on a disc (say) from sixteen to twenty
feet in diameter. But beyond the latter size a more delicate slide

is required, possessing just sufficient depth to give brilliancy. If,

for the average slide before mentioned, an oil light were used for a
twenty-feet disc, the light would not be expected to be sufficiently

powerful ; whereas with a mixed jet at its best and a nine- or ten-feet

disc all the life and delicacy would be taken out of the picture by
the intensity of the light. As a rule, I have noticed Ihat amateurs
generally make their slides far too dense. I make all my slides so
as to be suitable for a very large disc and a powerful light.

W. Brooks.

THE CAMERA OF THE FUTURE.
After reading all that has been written of late about improvements
in tourists' cameras, and having had plenty of experience at tourist

photography so as to know what its requirements really are, I wish
now to give some idea of the kind of camera I should like. The
ideas which have been put forth by the various contributors who
have written upon the subject indicate a desire for two classes of

cameras for tourists, namely, box cameras and cameras which have
to be used outside their packing-cases. There is much to be said in

favour of each of the two classes, and both will probably find their

way into the market ; meanwhile I express personal preference for

the box type, without asserting that the other type may not be as

good.

I require a camera on the principle indicated in the accom-
panying diagram, in which A B C D represents the box, K the

front of the closed camera^ and A H the back. The end A C of

the box pulls out entirely, exposing the translucent glass and the

swing back ; the end B T> also pulls out entirely, exposing the lens

K and the front N M of the camera, which have to be drawn out

to E before the lens of shortest focus throws a sharp image upon
the translucent screen, which should have a finer surface than

ground glas-i. When the front M N is not drawn out the sp.^ce E
is utilised to carry a light leather case, in which are packed the

other lenses, the focussing-gla-'S, and other necessaries. The space

F is for six or more double dark backs—not slides, made on the

American principle, to press and not slide into their places. Their

shutters pull out entirely, like A C and B D; so none of them are

left to flap about in the wind, thereby causing tremors. They are

all stoweei away for the moment in the space F while the view is

being ])hotographed. The double dark b-aoks should be lighter, and

be but about lialf the thickness of the wooden ones at present in

u.se.

It is indispensable that the lenses shall be interchangeable at

will in a moment, either by Mr. A. Pringle's plan or upon the

rotating disc method. The latter is preferred, supptMing that room

can bo%und for the disc, and that the disc will uol interfere with
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the action of a simple drop shutter fixed in the camera front, to be
used if desired with any of the lenses. Tliese latter points should
be worked out in detail by practical camera makers. There should
be some means of indicating when the swing back is absolutely
parallel with the front of the camera, for at present the camera is

not the instrument of scientific precision which it must become in

the future. The camera should have a falling as well as a rising

front, and with greater range of motion than at present.

The translucent focussing-screen, made with some better surface

than that of ground glass, should not be fixed in its frame, but held
" to registei;" by movable springs, so that when it is accidentally
broken another can be substituted for it in a moment. Any thumb-
screws used in the camera should be duplicated, that the operator
need not be nonplussed by the loss of one. The duplicate screws for

fixing the camera to the stand should each have a hole bored
through its head, to permit the passage of a thick string.

The covering of the case should be of good leather, capable of

resisting long exposure to rain and sunshine, and means must be
provided of locking its two ends, otherwise the possessor is never
happy wlien it is out of his sight among inquisitive persons at

hotels and elsewhere. If a cheap substitute for leather be used
great care must be taken in its selection, attention being given to

its dur.ability, its power of keeping out dust, and of resisting
atmospheric influences. Possibly if the case were of wood, as in

the old-fashioned box cameras, the weight might not be objec-
tionable for small sizes. For larger sizes, and for all sizes when it

is not desired to economise, is it not practicable to build up a
skeleton framework of tough wood to give rigidity to the essential

parts of the camera, and to cover it in with cork to support the
outside leather skin ?

The top of the stand should be a double one, so that the camera
can be turned on its side instantly when desired. Means should
exist to enable the camei'a to be taken out of its case for repairs.

The power must be given of racking out either the back or the
front of the camera, or both, until they project far beyond each
end of the case, the object being to enable upon an emergency a
lens to be used of at least three times the focal distance of the
length of the largest plate the camera will take. A circular spirit

level should be fixed in the case in an appropriate place.

These suggestions are not made to release " the camera maker of
the future" from reading the past articles in the discussion, in which
there are many suggestions that should not be overlooked by the
manufacturer who intends to build up a reputation. The wide-
spread interest existing in these matters is indicated by the excite-
ment created by the appearance of Mr. McKellen's camera at the
meetings of photographic societies, because of the novel points in
it ; but I did not see that it contained anything to remedy the chief
defect of the present tourists' cameras, namely, that of unnecessarily
wasting the time of the operator. W. H. Harrison.

LANTERN SLIDES ON COMMERCIAL PLATES.
Part II.

Haviuo in my last chapter described the methods of slide-making by
which I failed, or only partially and ocoasiooally succeeded, I turn with
greater pleasure to the method by which I have attained the success to
which I aspired. That I may be thoroughly understood I may here
state that my object was to produce, both by camera-copying and con-
tact-printing, slides possessing the following qualities :—Perfect trans-
parency in the highest lights, transparency in the shadows, a sufficient

amount of half-tone both in lights and shadows, and a tone warm
enougli to suit my taste. With the process I have described I got one
or other, or perhaps two, of these desiderata ; but with neither wet
collodion nor gelatine did I get all the qualities I insisted upon. With
wet collodion I got clear lights, but lack of h.-ilf-tones and a cold
colour ; with gelatine I got half-tone and pleasant colours, but failed in
producing witli certainty clear lights and transparent shadows. I thiuk
that with collodion emulsion, both "washed "and "unwashed," lean
depend upon satisfying myself if I have to work upon a negative any-
thing like making a decent print, and often with a negative too hard to
make a silver print worth fixing.

I began work with a sample of washed emulsion sent to me by Mr.
WiUiam Brooks. As I had never tried slide-making before in anything
like a methodical way, I came to very big grief at first, and wasted a
very great number of plates. My first failures were chiefly due to
complete over-development. I could never remember that I was
working ou positives, and my first results would have been of good
printing density for negatives. Then I was long perplexed by my
plates refusing to fix. This was a (to me) unheard-of fault ; however
Btrong I made my cyanide there were always patches that would not
fix. I blamed my india-rubber edging, but on omitting the edging the
result remained as beforo—if I ever got the length of fixing—which, as

a rule, I did not, simply because my film usu.illy meandered down into
the sink. I had had the cyanide for years, and possibly it was adulte-
rated to begin with ; but anyhow a new sample fixes the phites rapidly
and thoroughly. But as I hail never heard of K Cy going wrong, I was
a long time before 1 replenished my stock, and even now I do not sec
why it should have fixed one part of a plate and not another. Possibly
it was not the fault of the cyanide ; but I do not care, as I have now no
trouble in the matter.
Another vexation that for some time assailed me was the film partly

slipping, even when I had edged the film previous to development. I

now albumenise the plates first, edge them wlieu the albumen is dry,
and again edge them before development. No film ever slips with me
now. Mr. Brooks's emulsion is a very thick one, and must be delibe-
rately and slowly applied to the plate ; nor should any attempt be
made to thin it unless it becomes almost unpourable from evaporation
of the solvents. I never pour the emulsion from the plate back to the
bottle whence it came, but always filter it through medicated cotton
wool after it leaves the plate. I am told that clean tow would be
better, but the wool does quite well if not too highly rammed into the
flannel. Mr. Brooks send-i with his emulsion full instructions for use;
but I think it will be well for my readers that I should slightly supple-
ment and enlarge on his brief circular.

The first important point before developing is to be sure that you
have pure and fresh ammonia carbonate. This salt is largely adulte-
rated, and even when pure loses in a short time its pristine vigour. In
buying the salt the purchaser must satisfy himself not only that he is

getting the right article, but that the article is in a proper condition.

If it have round the lumps a white powdery substance it is bad, and
must lie rejected ; and the lumps should be not round or rounded, but
irregular tablets evidently broken from a fiat cake about half-an-inoh
thick. This, at least, is the appearance of the ijood carbonate I use
(Hopkin and Williams's), while the salt I began with, and partially failed

with, appeared to be broken from either a large lump or a tablet of

much greater thickness. If tlie best carbonate be not used I prophesy
failure. The ammonia carbonate is placed in a closely-stoppered bottle

with a quantity of water, and for a day or tivo the bottle is shaken up
occasionally, so that complete saturation may be obtained. Of this satu-

rated solution two ounces are taken ; to these ai'e added acetate of soda
one drachm, bromide of potassium lialf-a-drachm, and water four ounces.
This mixture must not be he.itod, but kept in a bottle with an accurately-
fitting cork, or a stopper smeared with vaseline. I do not dissolve my
pyro. in alcohol, but keep it in its bottle, spooning it out a few grains

at a time with a bone egg-spoon.

For contact printing I place my negative in a small printing-frame at

the end of a long box, blackened inside. I carry box, printing-frame,
aud all to a position under a skylight of " obscure " glass, and I expose
from half-a-minute to three minutes according to my negative. If the
negative be very dense indeed I do not put it into the long box at all

;

if very thin I not only put it into the long box, but I cover it with a
piece of ground gl.iss. The positive must not require forcing in develop-
ment, nor must it rush up red in all details as soon as the developer is

poured on. Mxperienlla doen it I On removing the collodion plate from
the negative I edge it with india-rubber solution, and let it remain
about a minute. Then I pour on and otf methylated spirits and water,
equal parts. While the spirit is being washed off 1 take about three
drachms of my ammonia, bromide, acetate solution, and on my egg-spoon
I put about three grains, or less, of pyro. Then I pour on and off twice
my ammonia solution, and add the pyro. After again applying the
solution I wait for twenty or thirty seconds, and expect to see the
image appearing. Some positives I develope to full density in this man-
ner, others wanting contrast I stop short of full density, fix with
cyanide, wash, flood with weak nitric acid, and intensify with water
half-au-ouQce, pyro. four grains, and six to eight drops of the following :

—

Silver nitrate 30 grains.

Citric acid 25 ,

,

Water 1 oitnce.

This I pour off and on rapidly, examining the plate frequently to
avoid overdoing the business. If the exposure has been about correct
the resulting positive will be of a fine, warm tone ; if the exposure has
been too long, and the development too short, the positive will be
almost a brick red ; while if the brevity of exposure has entailed slight
prolongation or forcing of development, the tone will be colder, but
still pleasant enough. Eather than lose a plate entirely, when slightly
under-exposed, I give it adropor two of liquid ammonia and water, each
one part, and bromide one part ; but this must be carefully dealt with.

Before tackling the subject of camera-printing I must record a few
of my mechanical troubles in this department. When I began I thought
it was not of vital importance to exclude all light from the lens beyond
what comes from the negative ; but I am now satisfied that the best
work is done when no liKht other than that passing througli the nega-
tive reaches the lens. To obtain an arrangement by which this could
be done, and adjustments of distance conveniently made, I spent a lot

of time, trouble, and money. I had long boxes made to hold the
camera at one end and the negative at the other, but they were all in-

convenient and unsatisfactory. At last I hit ujjon a method that cost
nothing. I took my largest camera, 10 x 8, put in the wet-plate slide

with carriers for the negatives to be copied, placed the whole on a sort of
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^:ii(lio stanil, and oanto.l tho sliJo end np towards t\\f skv. Rotmving
the sliding front of the camera, I pat into its place the nose of a
quarterplato camera, and closed the space at the sides of the little

uncra with pieces of cardboard. In the wct-plato slide I pnt my
i'L;ativo, and racked oat tho camera till the pictaro is tho desired size on

: )ii! groaiid glass of tho small camera. Of course back and front of tho
tge slide wore open. Having focassed on tho small ground glass, I put

i [lioce of ground glass against the negative, closed the back of tho slide,

put in my small camera slide, open, covered the whole apparatus with
a black cloth, raised the back of the large slide, and took note of tho

time. In from half-an-hour to two hours my exposure is finished. The
ground glass behind the negative must not be omitted. The develop-

ment for positives produced in this way is ex.aotly the same as for those

produced by contact printing, and the power of varying the process

according to the kind of result required is perhaps even greater. Tho
negatives I intend for silver printing are, as a rule, less dense than those

I make with a view to making slides, and when making a slide of a thin

negative iu the camera I give a full exposure, stop development as soon
OS all details are up, and intensify the details I have after fixing. On
the other hand, I have lately had to copy in tho camera negatives not
taken by myself, and far too dense to be good for printing. In these

cases I give a long exposure, and redevelope with silver and pyro.

after tho first ammonia carbonate development, but before fixing. It is

urprising to see what a variety of eflfect can be produced by such simple

means if only a little sense be brought to bear upon the work.

Any positive made as above can be toned to various colours with
gold, but I think preferably with platinum ; yet I very seldom find

my slides require toning. In fact, I have only toned them for the sake

of experiment, or with a view to producing a slide in a colour similar

to engraving black.

I have also had occasion to use an "unwashed" collodion emulsion

Bnpplied to me by Mr. J. M. Turnbull, of Edinburgh. In beauty of

result this emulsion leaves nothing to be desired, but it requires rather

more labour in coating the plates. After the emulsion is poured on
the plate and allowed to set for about a minute the plate is rinsed in

distilled water, and the salts washed out of the film ; then the plate

gets a swill of lieer, and, finally, is again washed and set to dry. Mr.
Turnbull's emulsion is very thin, Mr. Brooks's very thick, and Mr.

TurnbuU's is more rapid than Mr. Brooks's, but requires rather more
development to gain density. I develope Mr. TurnbuU's emulsion

without bromide, merely using saturated solution of ammonium car-

bonate with two parts of water. I have not used sufficient of the

unwashed emulsion to say whether it comes up to the washed ; but I

can aver that the unwashed is capable of giving slides of great beauty,

p^,-ticularly if soda actite be added to the developer.

for the reproduotij r Dt engravings I have found a plan that surpasses

any 1 ever hit upon before. I take a fully-exposed print on collodion

emulsion from a small negative and develope it in the usual way, but
stopping slightly short of full density. Having fixed, washed, and
applied nitric acid as usual, I place the transparency iu the platinum
toning bath and leave it there till nothing but a ghost of an image
remains. Then I wash well, and intensify to proper density with pyro.

and silver. I have then a transparency iu pure black and white, while,

if my object be to produce a brown or sepia tone, I leave the plate for a

much shorter time in the toning bath and do not intensify so much. I

never saw finer " engra\nng-black " tones than those produced by a
long toning and a brisk intensification.

I need not say anything upon varnishing and mounting the slides,

1 would, however, urge the use of a proper positive varnisn—that is to

say, a perfectly clear and not a yellow varnish ; and the varnish must
be filtered with the utmost care. It is a great vexation to spoil a
perfect slide at the last operation, yet I have often done so from
neglect of proper filtration. No care is lost upon a slide, for the

smallest speck, either opatiue or clear, in the slide is magnified to

a monstrosity in tho lantern. It will save trouble in the end if only

the best patent plate be used for the slides ; and for the covers the

?lass must be minutely inspected for bubbles, scratches, &o., before

he slides are finally mounted. The binding strips ought to be broad,

so as to servo for the thicker plates that sometimes turn up ; and they
should be at least fourteen inches long, so as to leave a bit to catch

hold of in mounting. It saves a lot of money to cut one's own masks
with a proper trimmer, and it is useful to have "templates" slightly

varying in aperture for the various shapes. Before mounting let the

gummed strips be thoroughly wet, and suit the shape of the mask as

far as possible to the composition of the picture,

I do not know a more interesting, useful, or amusing pursuit for

Winter than lantern slide making. A-NDBBW Pbi.volk.

THE CAMERA OF THE FUTURE.
Most of the cameras of the present day, however suitable they may be

for stn<lio or home work, are certainly not so portable as they should

be for the tourist. They might be made considerably lighter, and with

more simple adjustments without impairing their efficiency.

Being somewhat of a mechanic, I have always constructed my own
photographic apparatus, lenses excepted. The last camera I made of

ordinary oiantractlon wn% some twflutyflve years ago. It was for

8i X (l.J plates, made of mahogany, and weighed three and a-half pounds,
including a turntable, by the insertion of which I was able to (Uspeose
with a loose triangle.

I think few wholo-pkte cameras weigh less than this. I used it on
and off up to last year, and then lent it, with a ohanglng-box for eight
plates which weighed one and a-balf pound, to a novice, who baa
returned them to me in good condition; from this it may be gathered
that they were strong enciigh for the ordinary work of a man^ photo-
graphic lifetime. The slide and the focussing-glass each " took out ;"

in consequence I felt bound to cover the camera with the focnsaing-
cloth during exposure, and sometimes to place the glass on the gronna.
The first was iuconvenient in windy weather, and the last was objec-
tionable when one stepped upon the glass. The latter feat I performed
last year on a lone rock some twenty miles away from a plumber or
glazier. I usually carry a spare glass with me, but on this occasion, of
course, I did not, and so had a pleasant voyage to Inverness the next
day, where I could procure only some very coarse stuff.

I might have adopted the modern plan of keeping the focnssing-elaM
attached to the camera, but, being tired of a changing-box, and disliking
the encumbrance of half-a-dozen "double backs," I resolved to con-
struct a camera and dark slides, or, as I call them, " plate-cases," on an
entirely new plan. This I completed last spring, and, having tested
my invention during a ten-weeks' sojourn in Scotland with complete
success, was so pleased with the result that I thought the apparatus
deserved protection. I have therefore patented it, and it will, 1
believe, be shortly brought out by a well-known firm.
The camera itself, for whole plates, will weigh between three and

a-half and four pounds. The double-plate cases weigh eight ounces
each, and are little more than half-au-iuch thick. The five pack in a
light case three inches deep ; and this case has rolled down divers braes
without damage to its fragile contents. The focussing-glass, this time
never having left the interior of the camera, has afforded me no oppor-
tunity of testing its friability.

The plate-cases are of a peculiar construction, on the shutter principle;
and there is a contrivance within the camera which, attaching itself to
the shutter of each plate-case as it is introduced, unveils the plate in
perfect darkness. The facility with which these plate-cases are filled

or emptied without the aid of any light is, I think, unequalled. As in
my former camera a turnstile is sunk in the bottom, so that there are
no loose parts. The camera is, therefore, complete in itself, and, with
the tripod, which folds into a light walking staff five feet in length, can
be set up or taken down—I will not say in how many seconds, but with
sufficient rapidity and, which is of equal if not greater importance, with
little trouble.

I do not believe in the camera of the future, for different uses will
be better subserved by varied constructions ; but the portability and
simplicity of the camera described will, if I may judge by my own
experience, be appreciated by many a tourist.

A few words as to things in general : One of your correspondents has
most liberally suggested for an impromptu plumb-bob the use of his

bunch of keys. Should I ever have the privilege of setting up my
camera in his company I will gladly, if occasion demand it, avail

myself of his fertility of resource—albeit totally unable to return his

kindness should we ever meet again, as my own keys are of so truant
a disposition that I should deem it highly improper to allow them such
an excuse for slipping off and stopping behind. I should much prefer

the insertion in the frame of our cameras of the small spirit level.

This could easily be fitted, and would prove serviceable in many an
awkward position.

What is the use of reducing the weight of cameras if the dry-plate
makers do not meet us half way ? It has been objected that thinner glass

would be liable to fracture, and prove too expensive. In the plates I use
some are double as thick as others. The gelatine covering, doubtless,
sttengthens the plates; of some 200 I have used this summer 1 have
not broken the thinnest. A m.aker who took greater pains in the
selection of his glass, or who even paid a little more for thinner sheets,

would find it to his interest to be able to add to his advertisements a
decrease in the weight per dozen of his dry plates. M. A.

THE OPTICAL LANTERN AND ITS MANIPULATION.
No.. I.

Several useful books and articles in scientific and popular joamals
have been written on this subject from time to time, each giving

valuable information ; but it is thought by the writer that something
more can yet be done, judging from tho number of queries sent him
from time to time, to make matters a little more clear to those who are

to a certain extent uniniti-ated in the use of the optical lantern, and
have not the opportunity to get practical instruction.

Having on several occasions started and fairly launched many gan-

tlemeu with tho most complete triple lantern apiiar.itus without one

personal interview, I venture on this little matter with the hope that I

may bo as successful now in imparting some information to the amateur
readers of tho Journal that wiU enaue them to work with oonlidencv

;
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and, at the same time, there may be one or tiv.) «liier\'at!oin worthy
tlie attention of professionals photographers or hints worth examining.
The old title of " magic lantern" still clings to projection apparatus,

no matter how costly or improved, and no doubt will do so for many
years to come ; for most people revere traditional names and titles, and
are slow to appropriate others even if more suitable—such, as in the
present case, "optical " for magic lantern . There are very few of the
rising generation who think "magic" has anything to do with the
entertainments now so familiar in connection witli showing photographs
on a screen or producing dissolving views, and why? Because the
instrument has become so popular that it is to be found in almost every
home—if not in an advanced state, as a toy. It is proposed to deal
with it here as an instrument for imparting instruction or higher-class
amusement and as a practical adjunct to photography.
The essentials of a good optical lantern are—1. Means of adequately

illuminating the object to be projected.—2. Suitable lenses to project
the object without distortion.

As regards the first: "adequate illumination" may be defined as
that amount of light which will enable the object to be properly seen
by the audience, or, in case of enlargement of photographs, that will
produce a clear outline and detail on the sensitised paper. If the
object be opaque nothing but the strongest available light at present
known (the lime light) is sufficient to give a moderately-satisfactory
result ; but with transparent objects, such as photographs on glass or
paintings on glass, a light produced by a (jood oil lamp will enable a
projection to be obtained of from five to nine feet in diameter, accord-
ing to the form of the burner or l)urners, supposing also the optical
arrangements are satisfactory. This maximum (nine feet) can be some-
times exceeded ; but, as a matter of fact, it is only under exceptionally-
favourable circumstances and accompanied by drawbacks that more
than counterbalance the extra size obtained. When a projection is re-
quired larger than this, tlie lime light in some form must be adopted, and
the following may be taken as a fair average for the limit of each :

The Oxycalcimn.—Oxygen from a bag or holder forced through a
flame of spirit on to a lime cylinder or ball—12 feet diameter.

'The Oxyhydrorjen Liyht (unequal pressure).—Oxygen from a bag or
holder being forced through a flame of common house gas ou to a lime
cylinder— 15 feet diameter.
The Oxyhydrogen Lirjlit (equal pressure).—Oxygen from a bag or

holder being forced tlirough a mixing chamber of carburetted or pure
hydrogen (under pressure of about the same amount) from a bag or
holder, and after ignition impinging ou the lime—20 to 30 feet diameter
(according to pressure used and form of jet).

I leave out the ethoxo light, because I think in its ordinary form it

should only be used by those who have had large experience, and who
understand the nature of ether and how to avoid risk.

It will be gathered from the above that the greater the amount
of oxygen that can be used proportionately the better the liglit will
be; and the difficulty in getting a very powerful oil light is the fact
that as the size of wicks or the number is increased the extra supply
of air to snpport combustion is hard to obtain. Two, three, four, and
five wicks have been tried in different forms of burners and arrange-
ments with varying success ; and, although the four and five wicks
have been found to give an increase of light, the excessive heat renders
the manipulation of the optical lantern with them as the source of
light a matter of discomfort. Thus, at the present time the three-wick
lanterns may be said to carry the palm for practical work.
Another reason against too great a multiplication of wicks is the

fact that, if the area of the luminant exceed half-an-incli diameter, a
number of false rays pass through the optical system and result in the
definition of the picture being impaired. This has been proved by the
writer by employing a good average-quality front lens working at
nearly full aperture (and so allowing nearly all the light to pass)

—

first, on a lantern illuminated by the lime light, and then by a multi-
plex oil lamp. In the former case the definition was all that could be
desired ; but in the latter the picture was blurred and hazy until a
diaphragm was inserted in the objective so as to allow only those rays
that were central to pass, and this definition was obtained at a con-
siderable sacrifice of light.

The greater the number of wicks the more difficulty there is in
regulating them for proper height and for draughtway, and some
ingenious arrangements of chimneys have been devised to control the
latter ; but, notwithstanding all this, the four- and five-wick lamps
caniiot be said to have given the satisfaction originally anticipated as
luminants for the optical lantern, although useful for certain special
purposes. G. R. Bakeb.«

FOREIGN NOTES AND NEWS.
Dr. Oeioer ox the Stability of Certain Dte.st0ff.s.—Honour

TO Ma,tor Volkmer. — Wilde on the Pitting of Gelatine. —
Dr. Vogel.—Transatlantic Novelties.—A Handy Cement.—
A Bleaching Medium. —The Photographic Wing at the
New Technical High School, Berlin.

Dr. Geiger, of the aniline manufactory, placed a series of solutions
of dyestulfa iu bottles and exposed them all to the light together.

whe-i ho foiud that the battle containing "extra phosphin " bleached
mucli more rapidly tlian tbat containing fuchsin ; while a third dye,
which is a mixture of fuchsin and phosphin, and is known in commerce
as "cardinal," bleached as rapidly as pure phosphin did, from whicli
it would appear that the sensitiveness of fuchsin to light was in-

creased by the presence of another substance sensitive to light.

Major 0. Volkmer, who takes charge of the photographic department
of tlie Imperial Military Institute at Vienna, has just been decorated
by the King of the Netherlands with the Cross of Knight of the First
Class of the Order of the Lion.

In the Corrcspondeiiz Herr F. Wilde writes :
—" ' Pits' in the stiffened

gelatine film are popularly supposed to originate in grease in the gela-
tine. I have found tiiat when grease is added to a gelatine which stiffens
free from 'pits' the addition does not induce the formation of 'pits.'
Gelatines having a strongly-acid reaction show a strong tendency to
become pitted. The tendency of gelatine to form ' pits ' is increased
by the addition of acetic or citric acid. The formation of ' pits ' also
depends greatly on the temperature at which the gelatine film stiffens.

If the film stiffen slowly the ' pits ' formed are both more numerous
aiid deeper than when the stiffening takes place rapidly. The propor-
tion of gelatine to water also exercises an inlluence upon that point.
The proper proportion of water varies according to the quality of the
gelatine. It is not aboays possible to prevent pitting during the
stiffening of films, even of the best kinds of gelatine; and these 'pits'
are of consequence, as they often cause spots in the developed negative."
The same gentleman says, also, that gelatino-bromide of silver stored

in alcohol is popularly supposed to rijieu and become more sensitive.
He has, of course, found that the alcohol acts as a preservative, but
has not discovered that it otherwise improved the gelatiuo-bromide of
silver. Indeed, the alcohol in which gelatino-bromide of silver has been
preserved for some time becomes dark in colour when standing exposed
to the light, and gives off flakes of glue -a proof that tlie alcohol does
not always act as a pure preservative, but may sometimes act in-

juriously. Films prepared from gelatino-bromide of silver which had
been preserved in alcohol gave glossy negatives, or, at least, negatives
the shadow parts of which were glossy. His experience as a daguerreo-
typiat had made him acquainted with the action of chloride of iodide,
and for .some time back he has been in the habit of adding a little

chloro-iodide of silver to the gelatiuo-bromide of silver. He found that
it secured films upon which the negatives covered well and gave
thoroughly-worked-out details, with well-worked-out gradations of tints
for the different colours.

Dr. Vogel, of the Mitiheihmgen, has been travelling through Germany
and Austria ou purpose to visit and observe the different photomechanical
estal)lishment3 and the processes worked in them, and will probably
publish an account of his observations.

Our transatlantic friends are always on the qui vive for something
new; they must have the latest invention in photography as in every-
thing else. They have floured their faces and hair, draped themselves
in Greek costumes, and been taken as statues ; they have replaced the
President's head by their own in postage-stamp portraits; they have
had themselves caricatured as " out ou a ily " or " on a ride " by having
their own heads i^hotographed on a large scale, while in front of them
a picture of a large goose or a donkey, with a diminutive, headless
man on its back, is fitted so that the head of the real sitter seems to
belong to and complete the headless one. They have collected portraits
of hands, babies, and dogs. Now they go in for portraits of cats ; and
American photographers, on the principle of '' making hay while the
sun shines," have raised their prices for cat portraits to double what
they charge for their human sitters. Another contemporary has a piece
of news from Saratoga, which, if true, strikes a death-blow at the
business of the retoucher:—Freckles have become fashionable amongst
the Mien of that resort of the heau monde ! But if there be no more
employment in removing freckles from negatives for the unfortunate
retoucher, his case is not altogether without its consolations. The same
journal says those ladies whom the sun does not spot naturally in the
coveted manner have the desired freckles painted on, and pay at the
handsome rate of two shillings per freckle !—one ])aiuting warranted to
last, with care, for three days. Perhaps removers of freckles (retouchers)
thus thrown out of work may find employment as painters of freckles 1

The Arrhiv recommends the following almost colourless cement as a
very handy thing to have iu the laboratory :—Dissolve seventy parts of
finely-divided, unvulcanised caoutchouc in one hundred parts of chloro-
form, and then add fifteen parts of mastic. The mastic will require a
few days before it becomes perfectly dissolved. The cement should be
kept in a well-corked bottle.

The Polytechisches Notizblatl says that experiments in bleaching bones
and objects prepared from them (does that include gelatine ?) have been
carried out lately in the laboratory of the Bavarian Industrial Museum,
in which phosphorus acid has been found a useful bleaching medium.
Bones, after having all fat removed by means of benzine or ether, are
dried, then laid for a long time in a one-percent, aqueous solution of
phosphorus, and washed and dried again, when they will have assumed
tlic apiiearanco of ivory.
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VoT a number of years back the Tochnical High School at Berlin has
\weti very much cr.impeil for room, ami the i>liotoKrapliic department
wa3 not the smallest sufferer; indeed, the P/iolo. Xolizfn, from which
we get this information, says that pliotography was the Cinderella of
the sciences taught there. In its treatment, with regard to accommo-
dation, there was a fairly-sized glass house, hut the other apartments
were mere closets in which four persons coulil hardly turn themselves
at once. In this place Dr. Vogel had often to teach eight persons at a
time ; and the state of the ventilation may be imagined when it is stated
that the height of the zinc roof was only seven and a-half feet. All
these drawbacks are about to be remedied ; for a splendid new Technical
High School, half as large again as the Imperial falace at Berlin, has
just been liuished, and adjoining it is another large building devoted to
laboratories. One wing of this latter building is devoted to photography
and speotral analysis, both of which departments are under the charge
of Dr. H. W. Vogel. In the lowest storey thei-e are the work-rooms,
which require to bo cool, ami also a machine house, in which a tive-

horse-power gas engine drives a lighting machine, by Siemens and
llalskc, capable of feeding si.x ai'c lamjis, each giving a light equal to

1,200 caudles. A conducting wire reaches from this room to the glass
house in the third or uppermost storey, where these lamps, giving
collectively a light equal to 7,200 candles, should surely render the
photographers independent of weatlier and of sunshine. A wide and
easy staircase leads to the corridor of the second storey. A number of

rooms open from both sides of it, while the wall spaces between the
doors are used for the exhibition of the large collection of landscape,
techuioal, historical, artistic, audscientilie photographs, and to specimens
of old and new processes collected by Professor Vogel during the last

twenty years. On this floor are three rooms devoted to the positive

process—to silver, carbon, and platinum printing. One large room is

assigned to printing and washing, a smaller one to the dark room, and
the third (a large one of the same size as the first) is where the prints

are trimmed, mounted, retouched, and pressed. On the other side of

the corridor are the teacher's bureau and work-room, and two rooms for

liohtdruck adjoining the class-room. There is also, further to the west,

an enlarging room, where phototypes (or light relief prints) and helio-

gravurei (or photo. -zinc prints) are made. The negative process is

carried on in the third or uppermost storey, which, like the second, is

furnished with a lift for raising heavy apparatus, &c. The glass house
is thirty-live feet long and twenty-two feet wide, and faces the north.

Near it are the room for cleaning plates, &c. , the laboratory, and dark
room No. -t, which is specially devoted to wet plates. Dark rooms
Nos. 1, 2, and .3 are for dry plates, and there is a special laboratory for

the preparation of dry plates, fitted up with digesting apparatus,
ice-box, levelled stands, &c. There are also a number of smaller work-
rooms, which are intended to bo placed at the disposal of artists or

scientists who may be conducting independent investigations. The
whole biilding is properly ventilated, and is heated by means of hot-

water pipes. The dark rooms are lighted by Edison lamps. The
adjoining photometric and spectral analysis laboratories and work-
rooms are all fitted up with the latest improvements and inventions,

the whole of the arrangements being calculated to excite the envy and
admiration of all other cities. Vienna has long been desirous of having
a similar establishment, but has been put off with the excuse of want of

space and funds. However, if it should now obtain the desired grant it

will be able to profit largely by the examination of the new building at
Berlin. That we should have one in this country, also, is improbable,
and perhaps not so very desirable, as State endowment of specific

technical studies does not seem to be so much in accord with the
idiosyneracics of our national character as it is with those countries

that are governed on the " paternal system."

FORGOTTEN PROCESSES.
[Abstract of a paper read before the Photographic Club.]

Photogr.\pht seems to me only as a rare and valuable amusement, in

which I enter into the result of the labours of others, without in an/
way contributing to them. It is open, however, to me to think over

and to marvel at the progress that photography has made. Men are

not now old— in the modem use of the word—who saw its birth as a

science, but it had prior to this a long record of forgotten processes. It

did not spring full-armed from the head of any inventor, like the block-

making machinery at Portsmouth, which is probably uninne, as no im-

provement in it has been found possible since it was first designed.

There were heroes before Agamemnon, but they had, we are told, no
Homer to record their deeds ; so it is possible that others may have seen

visions and dreamed dreams before Fabricius in the early part of the

16th century, when seeking the elixir we should all be so glad to find to

confer perpetual youth, threw some sea salt into a solution of nitrate

of silver. He noted that the precipitated chloride of silver, which he

found as white as milk, became black by exposure to the sunlight. He
recorded the fact in his " Book of Metals " published in 15.36, but did

no more. What bearing could such a thing have on the elixir of youth ?

Schule, in 1777, rediscovered the fact ; and in 1780, Professor Charles,

the inventor of the hydrogen gas balloon, turned it to practical use by
spreading a solution on paper. Ue then projected on it a strong beam

of sunlight, with the head of on* of hit pnplli intorpoMd, ud found
that the part exposed became rkpidly darkened ; and, following the oat-
lino of the heail, the first tUhoUetlf. was prodnceil—the parent of thoM
fearful and wonderful objoots in black paper wliich are still occasionklly
to be met with, and were supposed to represent the grandfathen of the
present generation.

It is a long leap from Professor Charles to Isidore Nitfpoa and
Dacuerre. The former, as ao independent worker from 1817 to 1828,
and afterwards in conjunction with Dagnerre, discovered that bitnmen
of Judea, if spread thin on metal plates and exposed to snnlight nnder
a print or simdar object, became white in the exposed parts, and in-
soluble in essence of lavender. .Subsequently, be etcDed the bar«
metal with acid, and named the process "heliographv." Meaowhile
Dagnerre had been working out his own idoa--gtilI with bitumen;
but, by one of those happy accidents—which only genius appropriates—he chanced, it is said, to lay a silver spoon on a metal plate
which had been treated with iodme, and lifting it afterwards bo dis-
covered an image of the spoon on the metal. From that time
bitumen was abandoned. Silver plates were exposed to iodine vapours
and heated at lirat with petroleum and afterwards with mercury
for a developer ; and on the lOth August, 1839, Daguerre demon-
strated his process before the Institute of France, ana photography
became a fact. Paul Delaroche, who was present, is said to have
exclaimed—" Pointing is dead from today ;" but still it lives, and will
never be killed by photography, for this deals only with the objective.
The imagination in it has no place. It cannot give to airy nothing a
local "habitation and a name;" and while poets dream and ideal
beauty beckons the painter will interpret them as best he may. It
detracts nothing from the title of Daguerre to a place on the scroll of
fame that the daguerreotype must be classed with forgotten processes.
.So beautiful were its results that they will always be regarded with
interest, and it is possible that even now curiosity may here and tbers
still cause it to find votaries ; but from this begins the era of forsottea
processes, for w^here are now the amphitype and authotype of Her-
schel, the calotype of Talbot, the hiergyatype of Hunt, the coffee
process, the tobacco process, the Beechy process, and hosts of others

—

dear to their discoverers, but to few besides ? Where are last winter's
snows ?

But the world owes a large debt of gratitude to men like Kobert
Hunt, who gave time and thought and money to the advance of this
beautiful art. A few names stand out with especial prominence.
Claudet, who, in 1841, discovered the use of bromine as an accelerator
for daguerreotype plates, and made portraiture possible ; Talbot, who
invented the calotype process ; Herschel, the astronomer, who dis-

covered the use of hyposulphite of soda as a fixing agent ; and, greatest
of all results, Scott Archer, who, in 1851, with tne generosity of a
noble mind, gave to the world, free and unfettered, the collodion process.

But although this latter, too, has been superseded by the celatins
jirocess, the subjugation has not been complete; the two Ricomonds
remain in the field, and if the former is vanquished it still retires with
strife. And now what shall be said of the future? Has perfection

been attained, or are there still worlds to conquer ? If we look at the
work of the masters of the art, some of whom are present and whose
blushes I will spare by not naming them, we might think that the
last page was written, and that nothing more remained to bo done.

But it is those whose work is the best who see room for improvement,
and who still go on and strive for perfection yet unobtaine<l. Still

remains the dream of photographing in colours—more a wish than an
expectation ; but the constantly-advancing uses of photography are no
dream. The Woodburytype process enables portraits to be multiplied

to any extent without fear of fading. The photogravure of Gonpil
makes collections of engravings despair, for the various "states" of a
plate can be so exactly reproduced that no specimen can now be looked
upon as unique if it has l)een in their possession. And its latest

application, stellar photography, is perhaps to some the most interest-

ing of all. The mind reels in contemplatmg the awful depth of spaes

where worlds in myriads spangle the darkness like golden sands ; or

nebulse in fantastic forms, the raw material of unformed systems,

perplex the astronomer.

Photography is finding its way into book illustration, and it may be
that, before many years are past, wood engraving may be driven from

the ficlil by its newest rival, and become a forgotten process, which is

over seeking new worlds to conquer. If, as it says in " Locksley Uall,"

"Science mores but dowlj, slowly.

Creeping on from point to point,"

SO for as photography is concerned it makes good advances.
F, H, CARTn.

4

RECENT PATENTS.

AMENDED SPECIFICATION.
No. 1380.—" Preparation of Pictures and Photogimphs." R. Bmwx,

R. W. Barkis, and J. Hkll.—Dated 188S.

PATENT SEALED.
No. 11,856.—"MethvKl of and Api«aratus for TakinR Photocraphs by

Artificial Light." Euan Uimlt.—AiM AufuM 22, im.
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APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
15,542.—" Holders for Photographic Films." A. J. BoxiLT.—Dated

November 25, 1884.

15,757.—"Heliographic Copying Apparatus." H. J. Haddon.—i?afed
November 29, 1884.

15,684.—"Compound Analysing and Polarising Prism." J. Swift.—
Dated November, 28, 1884.

Improvements in Photographic Cameras.

Alexander Crawford Lamb, Reform-street, Dundee.

The object of this invention is to enable photographic cameras to be carried
conveniently in the pocket, while being readily opened up and adapted for

use at any time.

The invention consists in connecting the front part of the camera in

which is fitted the lens, and the back part or frame which carries the dark
slide, by means of springs or spring bars which admit of the front and back
parts being brought close together to close the camera, or opened out and
rigidly held when it is to be used.

According to one modification of the invention the front and back frames
of the camera are connected together by four jointed spring stays or bars
similar to tliose used in collapsible opera hats, and fitted at each corner.
Each spring stay is made in two lengths or bars, and jointed in the middle,
so that it can fold inwards to close the camera. Between the parts of the
stay bar a bearing shoulder is formed, and the bars are held in their dis-

tended position by means of helical or other springs which are attached to
hooks or catches formed on the bars. When fully distended the two parts
of each bar bear on each other at mid-length, and form a rigid stay. The
stays thus formed at each corner suffice to hold out the camera in its open
position. The usual bellows or dark cloth is connected to the end pieces to
form the box-like body of the camera.
The inventor claims— first, the improved collapsible photographic camera

;

second, connecting the front and back parts of photographic cameras by
means of spring stays.

i^ilnhxtian.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY OF IRELAND.
[Final Notice.]

We have not up to the present mentioned the exhibits of the School of

Military Engineering (Nos. 0, 2GG, and 493), all of which are remarkably
well-selected views. We much admire the frame printed in platinotype.
We must not omit to draw the attention of visitors to Vieios in the

Enyliih Lake District (No. 190), by Mr. Cecil V. Shadbolt, whose balloon
views have already excited such wonder. We confess, however, that we
would much prefer working our camera in the beautiful places which are
depicted in this frame, in preference to the higher regions.

The two frames of racing or sailing yachts (Nos. 212 and 19C), by H.
Symonds, are very fine. We think it would have been better not to have
vignetted some of them so much, unless there were substantial reasons for

doing so, as it gives a too airy idea and takes away from the reality of the
scene.

The Ploughman's Baggin' (No. 214) by Mr. L. Berry.—This title is not
understood in Dublin, but adds the charm of a conundrum for the many
.admirers of the fine pair of horses, which are fully appreciated.
Some large direct pictures by Mr. G. Nesbitt are well worthy of study.

No. 206 (a child looking through a frame which she holds on her knees) is

rather stinted in idea and strained for effects ; nevertheless it pleases the
public, but we prefer any of the others shown by this gentleman. Beturnitig
Home {No. 222) depicts a girl crossing a stream on stepping stones.

Close by hangs Instantaneous Sea Studies (No. 242), by Mr. W. P. Marsh,
which are really excellent, and some charming portraits (No. 238) by
Mr. A. Debenham, the upper pair of children (No. 250) especially being
very winning. Here hangs also the frame of small portraits by Mr. J.
Lafayette, for which the silver medal was awarded. They are so numerous
and so good that it is difficult to make a selection from such a creditable

display.
In the inner room is the large collection of mechanical prints (or "photo,

etchings," as they are labelled) by R. Schuster, to one of which, Ein Auto-
dafi, a bronze medal has been awarded. The pictures bear a striking
resemblance to the photogravure process of MM. Goupil et Cie., but are
somewhat softer and possess greater delicacy in the detail with correspond-
ing absence of depth in the shadows. They are well worth the inspection
of print collectors.

The Hon. Assistant Secretary of the Society shows several frames, but
we prefer No. 529, consisting entirely of interiors, which are really good.
The Old Tmm of Hastings (No. 524), by Mr. H. J. Godbold, is a fine

instantaneous picture of a gale, showing a wave breaking against a house
on the quay. We note, also, slowed away in this room, two fine views,
A Breaking Wave (No. 718) and The Folkstone Boat (No. 720), which, with
Nos. 717 and 719, are the contribution of M. Chas. Grassin, of Boulogne.
Mr. Edwin Smithells sends a very nice collection of genre pictures.

We like The Unfamiliar Tune (No. 521), or the Reverie (No. 486). Just Let
Loose from School (No. 264) by the same artist has also been much admired.
In the inner room a small view (No. 605) by Mr. T. A. Green (inadvert-
ently spelled " J. A. Greene " in our last notice), the winner of the silver

medal for large landscapes, is worth examining. It is not well placed and
might be overlooked.
A large collection of ceramic photographs sent by Mr. H. N. White are

staged in the ante room or hung in the iimer room, and some of them are
good examjiles of their class.

In concluding our notice of the pictures we are fully conscious that we
vaty have omitted much that would bo well worth drawing attention to,

but out of eight hundred exhibits it is not humanly possible to give to each
the attention they might deserve were time of less object than it is.

Apparatus.
Although there is not a large display of apparatus, still a particularly
interesting collection—especially to amateurs—has been got together. In
considering the quantity it must not be forgotten that many well-known
makers do not care being exhibitors, for the principal reason, in our opinion,
that the goods sent are likely to be injured ; in fact, if one considers the
number of people who take on themselves to handle them—a great propor-
tion of whom know nothing about such instruments, and who seek in a very
unscientific manner to find out for themselves how and when they bend or
open, and in doing so cannot fail to cause injury—it is often to be wondered
that any at all are sent. We note that the committee of the Exhibition
have reduced this complaint to a minimum by providing locked glass cases
oimtaining the more delicate apparatus and lenses, thus ensuring their
safety. Any genuine inquirer could have tlie cases unlocked by the Curator,
who would afford every f.icility for bond-flde examination, and in many
instances information on certain improvements which even an intelligent
investigator might not readily discover for himself.

We note that a bronze medal has been awarded to Mr. J. V. Robinson,
of Dublin, for his improved patent camera. From our own knowledge of it

as a working instrument we would prefer it to any we have ever used. It
is extremely difficult to convey its peculiar points ; but the folding fronts
into the back, the manner by which the swings are obtained, the reversing
arrangement (which, by-the-bye, is known and used in tlie camera trade in
Paris, and consequently not original), and the circles on which the lens is

mounted are all valuable improvements, fully justifying the special award
of the Committee.
Mr. Thomas Mayne, of Dublin, shows a collection of various camera

stands, ruby lamps, &c.
Messrs. Watson and Sons, and Messrs. J. F. Shew and Co., of

London, also make a good display. Amongst the novelties shown for the
first time in Ireland are the plate-box with glass bottom, intended to

facilitate the examination of the contents for the satisfaction of custom-
house officers, and the folding tripod stand, which closes up sufficiently to
go into a small bag or portmanteau.
A number of instantaneous shutters are also well worthy of inspection

—

by amateurs in particular; indeed, we are glad to see that this section of

the Exhibition is attracting the attention of almost all the practical visitors

to the rooms.
As nothing "succeeds like success" we are glad to be able to announce

that, financially, the Exhibition has produced much better results than was
to have been expected when taking into account that the Committee had to

defray all the carriage on the exhibits, and it has been proved by the
number visiting it that the venture is fully appreciated. We hope, there-
fore, to see it repeated even on a greater scale three years hence, if not con-

siderably sooner ; in fact, it becomes now an important duty of the Photo-
graphic Society of Ireland to see this carried out.

The usual Monday evening lantern exhibition, on the 1st instant, was
largely attended, although we would like to see this portion of the pro-
gramme receive more attention in its details than seems to have been
devoted to it. We speak critically and from a photographic-art point of

view solely; for we have reason to know that the major portion of the
audience were evidently pleased with the entertainment, and " where
ignorance is bliss" it is, perhaps, " folly to be mse."

ffitttm^s at ^atittm,

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.
Date of Meeting.

December 9.

10...
10...
10...
11...

11...

12...

Name of Society.

Great Britain
Bolton Club
Newc.astle-on-Tyne
Glasgow Amateur (Ann. Meet.).
Photographic Club
Cheltenham Amateur
Bury
London and Provincial
Manchester
Ireland

Place of Meeting.

6a, Pall Mall East.

The Studio, Chancery-lane.
College of Physical Science.
Institution Rooms, Buchanan-st.
Anderton'8 Hotel, Fleet-street.

Temperance Hall.
Masons' Hall, Basinghall-street.
Mancliestcr Technical School.
Royal Coilege of Science, Dublin.

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
At the meeting of this Society, held on the 27th ult., the chair was
occupied by Mr. W. Cobb.
Mr. W. M. Ashman said that he hiid had a batch of plates which frilled

persistently. He tried various methods of treatment without being able to

get over the difficulty, until he thought of increasing the tempera-
ture of the developing solution. He tried this and found that it proved
successful.

Mr. Thinks had for a similar trouble adopted a method which was in

part the reverse of that employed by Mr. Ashman. After an hour's soak-

ing in a solution of chrome alum he had developed in a dish surrounded by
a freezing mixture—nitrate of ammonia. This proved effectu.al. Mr.
Trinks then passed round a negative which, in the first place, had been
placed in a dish of ferrous oxalate to develope. No im.\ge appearing after

some time the pyro. developer was tried, and this had the effect of turning
the whole of the film jet black. The plate was next immersed in a mixture
of hydrochloric acid and water and the image appeared.
Mr. A. L. Henderson, reverting to a suggestion made at a previous

meeting by Mr. V. W. Hart, to use bichloride of mercury as an antiseptic

in a finished emulsion, said that ho intended to try it in i>lace of thymol.
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He thiiuglit tliftt it HiHild Uo lfs» likely to bo infliiciiciU Ijy the action of

the atinospliirc, ami that it would at tho Baiiie time hariUu the film aud
Jirevciit fiilliiic'.

Mr. \V. K. Ik'BTON' roinaiked that ho had been ex|wriinciitinK iu llio

teusitisiiig of aUmineni.sfd |iai>oi' with a viuw to obtain hoiue te»t of the
length of tiuio required for HoatinK with different p»i>ors and undpr diffe-

rent conditions. U« demonstrated a method which he thought rhonid be
a good indication of the paper l)ein£; brought into the proper condition.
He applied a solution of pota^Kiuni clironiate to tho back of the p.ijier

previous to Hoatin^;. The change of colour in tjie jiart of the paper so

touched, caused by the formation of chroinatii of silver, indicated that tho
paper had been floated for a Hufficient leunth of time, and the time
occupied in doing this v.as that which should bu given to the particular
paper on that streni^th of bath.

A set of prints forwarded by Messrs. Marion and Co., and printed by
development upon their new paper, was then passed round. The tone .ind

character of these productions were considered so unlike thow associated
with prints by development as to lie indistingnisliable from goli-toned
albumeii paper proofs.

Mr. Tki.nk.s inquired what w;a3 the experience of mcmlxirs as to tho
relative exposure required to bring out details when usiuK the pyro. deve-
lojier aud that prepared with ferrous oxalate. His own pr.actioo was to

find thi'.t pyro. would act with a somewhat shorter exposure than iron.

Mr. .V. CoWAX reuuirked that Captain Abney had stated that moat
detail wa.i brought out by U'ou development when the solution was pre-

pared iu tho old-fashioned way with oxalate of potash and ferrous oxalate.

Mr. AsiiM.\N had found that he could considerably reduce the ex[)Osuro

by using Monro's developer.
.\[r. 1' . W. H.\nT sail! that he liad further reduced the exposure to one-

thirtieth part of what would otlierwise have been required, by using
caustic potash and pyro. He thought, however, that this doveloi>er was
too energetic for practical jjurpases, and it produced fogging.

GLA.SGOW PHOTOGRAPHIC A.SSOCIATION'.

The second general meeting of the session of the above AsiSociation was
held in the Religious Institution Rooms on Thursday evening, the 27th iilt.,

—Mr. John Urie occupying the chair. The minutes of last meeting were
read and approved. The question -box contained nothing of interest.

Air. \V'm. G. Tannahill was elected a member of the Association.
Mr. P.VTRICK I'ALCo.NEa initiated an interesting discu.osion on the best

medium for the dark room, which was continued by several members.
Numerous specimens of different-coloured glasses were shown; also some
dry plates which had been exposed to different lights.

'Ihe Chairman' promised to give a demonstration on the daguerreotyiie
process at some futiu-e meeting.
After tho usual vole of thaiiks the meeting was adjourned.

LIVERPOOL AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
Thk annual meeting of this Association was held on Thursday, the 27th
ult.,—Dr. Kenyon, President, in the chair.

The minutes of the October meeting were read aud confirmed, and
Messrs. Atkinson, Pooley, Pawsoii, Roose, Taylor, Webster, and Webb
were elected members.
The appointment by the Council of officers for 1885 was then read by the

Hon. Secretary, and confirmed by the meeting, as follows :

—

President

:

Mr. J. H. V>a.y.-~ri,-e-PregU(enls: Islv. A. W. Beer andMr. P. H. Phillips.—
Treoiiirer: Mr. .T. H. T. Ellerbeck.

—

Council: Messrs. W. Atkins, Rev.
G. B. Banner, Rev. T. B. Banner, Mr. R. Crowe, Mr. J. A. Forrest, Dr.
Kenyon, Mr. W. H. Kirkby, Rev. H. .1. Palmer, Mr. H. Rutter, Rev. A.
J. Scott, .Mr. E. Twigge, and Mr. W. A. Watts.

—

Librarians : Messrs. R.
Crowe and W. W. Hughes.

—

Auditor: Mr. W. H. Wharinby.

—

Jlon.
tStcretarii . Mr. H. N. Atkins.
The Hon. Seobwakv read the annual report as follows :—

An.vual Report.

At the close of the twenty-first year of the Liverpool Amateur Photo-
graphic Association the President and Council have every reason to re[)eat

their annual congratulation of tiie members upon the increasing i>rosperity

and usefulness of ttie Association.
The accession to the numbers of names on the books has been the largest

annual increase recorded in the archives of the Society. Thirt^'-seven new
members have been elected. There have been seven resignations, aud no
losses during the year by death.. The numbers of memoirs on the books
at the close of e.aeh of the last five years are as follows :—1H80, 71 ; 1881, 78

;

1882, 93 ; 1883, 115 ; 1884, 14.5. There has been uq falling off either in the
interest of the monthly meetings of the year or of the numbers of membei-s
attending them.
The following pai>ers havo been read:

—

Zirtrpool to Triente In a Ciinard
Steaiiwr. By Mr. G. A. Tliompson.

—

Derelopmeitt of Instdntanfoui Net/a-

lives. By Mr. .1. H. T. EUeibeck.

—

Derelopment of Instantaneous Neijatives.

By Mr. Watts.

—

A Daija Photwiraphii at HmeattUn. By the Rov. H. J.
Palmer.

—

On Enlarued'Paper Nr;intictii. By Mr. H. N. Afkxaa.—Stellar
Pkotixiiaphn. By the Rev. T. E. Espin.
Mr. H. X. Atkins gave a demonstration of his method of enlarging.
During the summer months numenius excursions have been made under

the auspices of the .\ssix:iation, and these were productive not (mly of
mu<^h enjoyment but of profitalile photogiai)hic exjierience and work.
Among the most successful of these excursions may lie mentioned those to
Rufford, to Beeston Castle, and across Mid-Shropshire from Shrewsbuiy
to Wenlock.

Don.ations to the Library have been received from Captain Abney, R«t.
H. J, Palmer, Mr. Watts, Mr, Maurice Jones, and Mr, Stott ; and to the

album troia Mowra. H. N. Atkim, Watts, WilliaoM, Hartley, Wharmbjr
and others.

Tho JK'neficial effect of the anil' I

'

!

emulation, and as spurs to cartful
tion in tlio past year, and thi- Cou .^ . . .

the competition of 1885 will bd pr<xliictivu of a limilnr Mitintaclory rconlt.
Thaso Bubjiet* arc as follow :—" Inatantaneouii,'' " Farm Yard," " Kucky.
Shore," "Ster<'OfCo|iic," "Cottage Poor," "Animal Study," "Interior,
and "Shipping or Marine."
At the annual toiree in .St. Geiwije's Hidl, givj-n by the Aamciatrd

Artistic and HcieiitiHc .Societies of Liverpool, our Society contrihiltf^d a
largo and interesting exiiiliition of pictures and apparatus, and the Kkv,
H. .f. Palmer gave a popular lecture <m Mmmtain Pastes amony the Alpr,
with lantern illustrations from his own negatives.
A presentation print will be selected by the Council before the cloae o(

the year for distribution among the members.
Tlio labours of the Hon. Librarian, Mr. J. H. Day. in the |>a«t year

have been so arduous, and, moreover, so acceptable to the inembcrs of tlia

Association, that the Council have requested two gentlemen to uiidertakg
the o.lice, tho one acting as coadjutor to the other, and they are glail to say
that Me.-srs. Crowe and Hughes have consented to share the duties of the
otiiee.

Tho thanks of this Association are due to the Library, Museum and
Arts Committee of the Corporation of Liverpool, for the use of the
meeting room in the Free Library ; to tho Photogranhic Society of (ir<"at

Britain for copies of the Journal ; to Messrs. Scovill, of New York, for

copies of the Phofnt/rapfiic Timett; to Mr. F. H. Da\ies, of Chicago, for

copies of PhoUyiraphy: to the Liverpool Engineering, Microscopical, Field
Naturalists', Pliilosophical, Philomathic, and Geological Societies, and to

the Newcastle Photographic Association, for copies of the annual report of

their proceedings and transactions.

Mr. A. BooTiliiOTi) projiosed, and Mr. W. H. KiRKBT seconded, a reso-

lution that tha report be adopted. This was carried.

In the absence of tho Hon. Treasurer from illness, Mr. Wharraby read
Mr. Ellerbeck's report, which showed a balance in band of about f40.
This also was passed.

Tho Rev. T. B. Banner spoke veiy warmly of the laboars of the Hon.
Secretary now about to retire from his post.

The Chaiuman also referred iu complimentary terms to the Secretary'!
work on beli.llf of the Association.

The Rev. H. J. Pai.meb expressed his cordial thanks not only to the
Rev. T. B. I?annerand Dr. Kenyon for their kind words with regard to him,
but also to every member of the Society, both present aud absent, for their

kindly feeling towards him, aud for tlieir forbearance in overlooking the
many inetiiciencies and neglectfuluesses of the discharge of his somewhat
onerous duties.

T'he Chaihhas announced donations to the Library from the Rev. H. J.

Palmer and Mr. Stott.

Mr. J. H. Day called attention to the large number of snlncriptions still

unpaid.
Mr. A. W. Bkeii moved an addition to tho Rules, of which notice had

been given:—"All members elected on and after the January meeting,

1885, sliall pay an entrance foe to tho Treasurer of ten shillings and six-

pence " He (.Mr. Beer) pointed out that, with the exception of the present

year, an increase in the number of the inemljers of the Association had
invariably been followed by a decrease of the balance in hand at the close

of each financial year. This was due to tho fact that the meetings were

now much more largely attended than of yore, and the conse»iuent expense

of the tea provided h.id l)een greatly augmented.

Mr. Day seconded the resolution, and, after discussion, it was adopted.

The Chairman reminded the members of the soir(e in St. George's Hall

on December 10th, and gave notice that all exhibits for tho Association's

display should be sent to Mr. EUerbock, 54, Bold-street, on or before

December 'Jth, or on the 10th to the Committee in St. George's Hall.

Mr. Day projwsed tho re-election of tho members of the Hanging Com-
mittee wlio had acted last year, namely, the Rev. H. J. Palmer, and
Messrs. Beer, Crowe, Forrest, Guyton, Paris, and Whiteman.
Mr. Tyebman seconded the resolution, and it was carried unanimously.

At this jioint the judges in this year's competition—Messrs. Beer, Pelham,

and Thompson—entered the room, and Mr. Pelham announced the awaids
as follows :--

Subject. Prlie.

The Brook Mr. W. H. Kirkby.

Cattle M J. H. T. EUerbeck.
Fruit „ P.G.Hall.
Architecture W. H. Kirkby.
Mountain Forms— i.' ,, P.G.Hall.
Snow Scene '.:: Not awarded.

Sliippi'ig •
Mr. J. H.Day.

Reiwsa < ,> P- G. Hall.

Ownenmlsion" \.i: , W. H. Kirkby.

Best set of pictures „ P.G.Hall.
Best picture of all „ P.G.Hall.

Tho Chairman cordially thanked the judges for their kindness in oSlc"-

ating, and for the tronblcthey had taken in making their decisions.

Dr. Kenyon then pmiiosed for r»-clection the names of the following

gentlemen as hou. members:—Messrs. Tliomiison, Riley, and Banks.

Sir. Kirkby seconded this, and these geutlomen were re-elected, noiiiu

contradictnte.

The Chairman said that the Council would be plad U> receiTa neRaUvea
suitable for enlargement for this year's presentation print, and requeitad

that such negatives should be ^ent to Mr. Kllerbeck, 54, Bold-atteet, on
or before Monday, December 15th.

Mr. PHlLi.irs proposed, and Mr. Beer seconded, a rwolntion that tho

following by law, recommendod by tho Council, be adopted ;— " That
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after due notice has been given by the Treasurer, if arrears of subscrip-
tions be not paid within three montlis, meraliRrs in arrears shall cease to
receive notice of meetings." This was passed.
The members then adjourned to a lower room for the inspection of the

competition pictures of the present year.

[AH communications for the Editorial department of the Join-nal should be
addressed to the "Hditors, 2, York-street, Oovent-tjarden, London, W.C."}

LANTERX TRANSPAREXCIES AT THE RECENT
EXHIBITION.

To the Editors.
Gentlemes,—In the letters on the above subject in your last issue,

signed "George Smith" and "William Brooks," there are statements re-
giuding matters of fact which are incorrect. Will you allow me to state that
Mr. Gale personally handed to the Assistant-Secretary at the Gallery before
y p.m., on Thursday, Sei)tomber 2.5th, a box containini; twenty lantern
slides mxde by himself from his own negatives, together witli a letter of
advice; that these were tlie only slides received from him ; and that they
are the same slides that were shown on the screen before the judges at the
time of tlie competition for the medal.
The p.ir.agraplis in the Society's circular relating to lantern slides read as

follows:—"Slides (which must not exceed three and a-quarter inches in
height) aiust be sent in either on or before Tliursday, September 25 (to come
with o;her exhibits before the Judges of Awards), and will only be
eligible for award when both the negatives and the slides are the work of
the exhibitor. . . . Tlie .Judges are instructed to reserve one medal
for lantern transparencies (if they find them worthy of awards)." It will
be seen, therefore, that tlie award was made strictlym accordance with the
regulations.

I say nothing at present with regard to the other allegations in the
letters referred to, which are either beside the point at issue (the legality
of the award), or are matters of opinion only.—I am, yours, &c.,

W. F. DONKIN,
November 20, 1884. Hon. S.c, Photographic Society of Great Britain.

[Owing to delay in transmission through the post this letter unfortu-
nately reached us too late for insertion in our last issue.

—

Ed.s.]

THE LATE PALL MALL EXHIBITION,
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—You were good enough to mention in your review of the
late Pall Mall Exhibition ray pictures, To the Rescue and Rescued, and you
described them as being sensational.
From remarks I have since heard I find there is a prevalent idea that

they are sensational in what I may be allowed to call its worst or theatrical
sense. I am told that the rocket and line are printed in, so as to make a
sensational picture, Imt I wish to explain tliat such is not the case. It is
really a true transcript by photograjihy of a scene which occurred near
here. I consider it the most extraoi-dinary photograph I have ever taken,
or that I ever expect to take. Such conditions are hardly likely to occur
twice in a lifetime. Rescued is also a true photograph of the lifeboat
containing the crew of tliis shipwrecked vessel " Isabella " (the same as in
To the Rescue) reaching the shore.
Those only who have tried to plant a tripod among beach stones during

a strong south-west gale, upon a shore where there is no cliffs to shelter,
can appreciate the difficult conditions under which these pictures were
produced. It is impossible to focus even if you could guess at what point
the vessel would approach the shore.—I am, yours, &o.,

8, Grand Parade, St. Lconards-on-Sea, H. J. Godbold
December 3, 1884.

OXALIC ACID IN THE DEVELOPER.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—Confirming what I wrote last week, I have now to add that
I find the oxalic acid is bettor for an over-exposed negative, and the liqtior
potassce (B.P., sp. gr. 10.58) for an unc/cr-exposed negative.

I should recommend operators to begin with the developer and oxalic
acid, and if the picture do not come out pour off this developer; then
mix some more with the ti'iuor potassie without the oxalic acid, and I
think it will be found tliat the latter will bring out all there is to get out.
I have had to give up cyanide of potassium as a fixer, the fumes being dis-
agreeable, if not worse.—I am, yours, So.,

Oreenhithe, Kent, November 27, 1884.
W. T. F. M. INGALL.

"LANTERN SLIDES ON COMMERCIAL PLATES."
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—A very characteristic .and interesting article has just ap-
peared in your Journal on the above subject by Mr. A. Pringle. The in-
formation covered a large field of chemical diagnosis (if tlie term may be
allowed) ; but may I be permitted as one who is not a " tender plant," and
has not the misfortune to be forbidden access to my dark room by an over-
zealous medical adviser, to offer a few plain jottings on the subject.
Just now, while the days are so short, we need to liave our hands at

work in the long evenings at something instructive and useful lest they
(fhould be tempted into less profitable exorcises. I h.ad recent occasion to

communicate my experience with a novel developer in transparency woi-k
on gelatine plates. This I emphasise in contradistinction to albumen and
chloride and other well-known commercial products. However, it is one
thing to make exjieriments and another to secure the best fined results
under a practical test.

This I have done with some transparencies I recently made with the
soda formula now well known to the readers of the Journal. Last night I
had a party of young people at my house, and gave them a magic lantern
entertainment—using, of course, the lime light, &c. The results' were mo.st
satisfactory in every respect, and elicited from the adult guests the greatest
admiration for vigour, clearness, and exquisite detail in the shadows.
Now, the point I wish to emphasise is this—that there is a subtle power

in common washing soda (of course with the adjuncts of a now tested and
recognised formula), to develope a latent image on a purely commercial
gelatine film which no agent has to my knowledge hitherto done. This is

a point which h.as not been touched upon in Mr. Pringle's communication,
and I was much disappointed when I discovered the omission. We all
know about the successes of albumen and chloride plates by careful and
conscientious adherence to the published formula of their respective
authors; but wo h.a\e yet to know that silver s.alts, so fearfully and
wonderfully supported in a gelatine pellicle, may be acted ujjon in some
very mysterious m.anner thrcju^di an agent other tlian the pungent fumes of
ammonia (an agent not only injurious to the valuable health of Mr.
Pringle but all otlior unbelievers in tliat very commonplace factor iu Iho
cleansing influences of the wash-tub of the laundress, namely, common
washing soda), or even the fcri'ous oxalate developer.
Some very erudite thinker has remarked "that facts are stubborn things"

(I don't know what he means). As far as my experience is concerned facts
are nothing of the kind; indeed, on the contrary, they are most pliable,
interesting, and amiable, for I have obtained as results from the use of this
agent the most refreshing surprises and albeit unifoi-ra successes. Does it

not commend itself to the unha])|)y experience of some of my readers that
ammonia fort, is not a very reliable agent under the most favourable condi-
tions, not to spe.ak of the least fa\ourab!e ? Verlum sat.

I noted a further assertion in Mr. Pringle's jottings which all but took
my breath away. He notes his experience tims—"I found that negati\es
absolutely or all but unprintable in silver, carbon, or platinotypc yielded
first-rate slides for the lantern." I had almost to hold a chair when I read
it. The fumes of ammonia fort, were nothing to the sensation it caused
me. I at once thought of the large number of deceased negatives lying in
a corner of my churchyard (the nearest alluvial soil to my study), but the
ghastly thought sickened me. I recoiled from it witli religious horror, and
continued strong in my conviction that it was a most unlikely contention
and far too good to be true. He tells us that those de.ad negative failures
lying in his garret and cellar were unearthed from their limbo, and in spite
of mere "technical imperfections" did good service afterwards as "first-
rate lantern trans|iarencies." Verily, startling sur|)rises will never ce.ase.

I fancy this will not be tlie experience of the majority of transii.arency
workers. It certainly is not mine. I liave come to this sober conclusion,
after a considerable number of failures in the production of lantern tr.ans-
parencies, that the faintest trace of any "technical imperfection" in a
negative will be fatal to the hope of a decent, not to say a superior, result.
Just one point more and I have done for the presenf. A great bugbear

of Mr. Pringle's transp.arency work he admits to be the well-known diffi-

culty of not knowing when to stop. He has the Sci/lla of the "blocking
up" difficulty on the one side, .and the ChariMis of' the ghostly image on
the other. Poor fellow ! No wonder he is often perplexed ! (and all this,
too, in the teeth of medical advice). I feel deeply for him. Will he accept
in the generous spirit it is offered the suggestion of a certain cure for the
misery of the dilemma which hedges him? Try the formula I have
suggested honestly and then stick to it, and at the same time give to
Messrs. Genlain and Edw.ards all the credit of what is without doubt
one of the most remarkable discoveries in the annals of photographic
research. H. Victor Macdona, M...\.

2'he Vicarage, Cheadh-Hidme, Stockport, November 29, 1884.

THE MERCURY INTENSIFIER.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I .send you an improved formula for the mercury in
tensifier :

—

A.

Bichloride of mercury ; bromide of potassium | ''^'^ijfg^ution''*^^
B.

Cold saturated solution of sulphite of soda.
The addition of tlie bromide causes a qiricker deposit, also a less loss of
density in passing through the sulphite solution. The sulphite of soda
requires to be full strength.—I am, yours, &o., J. C.

Soulhport, December 3, 1884.

ENLARGING APPARATUS.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—As the introduction of argcnto-bromide paper offers such
great facilities for the production of enlargements, I, for one, should be
very glad if some of our practical brethern would suggest the best way to
make an inexpensive enlarging apparatus oneself.

_
I was present at the demonstration given by M. Hutiuet, of Paris, some

time ago, and if I recollect rightly the ajiparatus consisted chiefly of a box
containing an argand gas burner. About six inches from that was a jiiece of
ground glass to diffuse the light on the negative, which was plticed three
inches iu front of the latter; then a bellows camera and a lens, which pro-
jected the enlarged image on the prepared paper, and was for conveniencq
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held in a frame under glass, supported on au uasel. M. ]iutmet oiiipluyed
^ I. w the IlluminntinK [rower; but would not parafHne giva a more actinic
li ( ; ? I have tried tlie latter, but hav« not been sncciMsful in ohtaiuinR
.-.liUi i.nt intensity of light to cover (say) an 8J x (ij negative. Knlarging
by the Iftutorn is, of course, practical with small luvati ves, but wp often
rci(iiiro to enlarge from SJ x CJ or larger view noBatucs, and I think the
Bii

•

-. stion of a plan of easily producuig these enhugemenls would be a
1:1-, 'i.i hiion to many a photographer.

1 I lilcd to notice whether a reflector were used to concentrate or diffuse
the light. This would, of course, bo an important |)oint.

Jiiiniiiffsioicc, December 3, 183 1. Carl Stackkii.\sx.

iJotca nniJ (Suema,
A. U. Bailey inquires if there be any diffeience except in name between
the present collodion transfer pictures and whatused to be called "photo-
cr.-\yon" portr.'vits. In reply: Theroisa very great difference between
the pictures styled " photo - crayons " and those known as "colhxlion
tran.sfers. " The fonner is a thin collodion tr-insparoncy on ^lass, which
is backed up with tinted or wliito crayon paper. On this iiajier are some
hatched lines which, when judiciously used, yivo the finished and
framed picture very much the appearance of a crayon drawing. A
collodion transfer is a similar collodion transparency, tliough somewhat
more intense, but with the lllin transferred from the glass to paper.

G. IS. B. asks why it is that when he proceeds to dovelope some of his car-
bon prints on a flexible support many of them frill round the edges,
while others do not? He adds—" Singularly enough, all those I print
with a masked border—that is, those with a white margin round the
picture—never frill." Thequerist has unconsciously told us the reason
of his failure. Those pictures which do not frill arc jirovided with what
is kuomi as a "safe edge" in the shajie of the mask. In carbon
iirinting it is always necessiiry that the edges of the tissue be protected
from the action of light, and this in our correspondent's case is done by
the mask. If he will paste a slip of opaque paper or run a narrow band
of black varnish round the edges of all his negatives he will no longer
be troubled with frilling.

E. \y. wishes to know the influence of nitrate of silver upon albumen.
Nitrate of silver gives a white precipit.ite in albumen, which precipitate
is soluble in ammonia. The precipitate contains Kilo per cent, of oxide
of silver, and while moist it turns black in the air, even in the dark.
Solutions of nitrate of silver containing a large excess of acid give, on the
addition of albumen, a precipitate containing but 81) percent, of oxide of
silver, which lessening of the affinity for the oxide tlirows some light,
perhaps, upon the preservative effect upon albumenised paper of tlie
organic acids. The yellowing; of the whites rather than the fading of the
bl.acks of prints on albumenised paper is the point wnich demands the
attention of chemists. Something should be done to remove the slur
upon the historical value of present-day photography by abolishing
fugitive [wsitive prints.

" Havinc seen a strong recommendation in your columns to use india-rubber
gloves for developing and other operations where the fingers are liable to
Become stained I bought a pair the other day, but they are practically
useless. I cannot get them off without peeling them—that is, turning
them inside out; then they take so long to put right again, and in
the operation get so soiled as to stain all my hand instead of my fingers
only, as occurs without gloves, that I am ten times wor.se off tlian w-hen
not using any such help. As they are such ex])enaive articles I write to
warn others against buying them.—J. Owen." You are quite right in
holding yourself up as a warning to others ; but the warning is to take
better notice of what you read. There are india-rubber and india-rubber
gloves, one sort being just as useless as you describe. As much as this
was stated in the article to which you refer. You should, if you use gloves
with fingers, purchase the cloth-lined sort, not too tightly fitting. You will
find that they will slip on and off in an instant, and after a little prac-
tice you \vill be as well able to work with them as without. The objection
to them is their liability to wear or, perhaps we should say, cut in
handling plates. We would rather recommend, particularly for dry-plate
work, the use of mittens—fingers all in one piece; there is less wear
upon a single spot. Those of thick, unlined rubber may be used easily
if too small a size be not chosen, and then an immeu.se amount of wear
can be got out of them.

J. E. G, , Westward Ho. , asks which of the following wo would recommend
for his dark room, which faces north:—1. Ruby.—2. Stained red.

—

3. Cathedral g:reen, with canary medium. In reply: Stained red,
flashed with oxide of copper on one side and oxide of silver on the other,
is better than ruby. With artificial light and the strength of the flame,
together with the distance from the lantern at which development is

effected, intelligently regulated according to law, Xo. 3 is likely to give
the best light. When daylight is used canary medium is risky, because
of its imperfect colour. What safety it gives is due chiefly to its thick-
ness. The strongly-yellow bookbinders' cloth, in two layers, would bo
better for daylight. Witli vari.ible daylight as the original source, so
good a light in the developing room cannot be obtained as from a steady
flame always of ihe same size and at the samedistance behind the screen.
The laiiteru should have all fimr of its sides a translucent yellow, and
not one side alone translucent with the other three opaque. The light
from the other three sides does not fall directly upon the developing dish,
and it assists with .safety in the general illumination of the room. Kvery
operator should ascertain by ex[)erinient the fogging power of hisdevolop-
ing-rooin light U|>on each make of plates—say at one foot distance from
the screen. It gives him courage in his work, and, when fogging occurs,
prevents his occasionally ascribing it to the wrong cause. Many un-
aoserved sins are credited to the uncomplainiag light of developing rooms.

"I K.NCMWK plan of my premiiwa and my nd|(hbonrV
your advice on the Rubject of the liijhtii I have put out, 1

1 (houia Uka
-

.,, ., .— —, having gona to
great expense. Y oil will |>erc«ivo I am inoro th.'jn six f.et from my
neighbour's house, yet ho hnJi wnt mo a lotter thr'ttti-ning me with \i-\nX
proceedingsjf I d<i not take down tho new lijjhtu which iivcrlook hi*

of

VB

'/.

00

premises. Thkta." In reply: \jei\a first Infiinii ym tl.

rights of light, (|ue8tions of six feet, five feot, or any numb-
nothing to do with the matter, the popular •iii|KT>ftlion n-.'

80 long .tsyoii do not encroach upon your II'

out window sills, spoilt'*, ftc, where iiou
legal process whatever, either in common > . _ , . .„
move either your windows, lights or even a single |.»no of glass. His only
remedy is to block them uii. Ho cannot kn<x;k nails into yoiir wall ; Ijiit

he may build against it any erection that will shut out yonr li((ht, pro-
vided you had no rights of light—that is, no window previously existing '-n
the same wall upon which your side-lights now are. It would seem reason-
able to suppose from your [ilans that there must Iiave lieen windows
already there, and in that case if he erect anything to block up yonr new
lights it must not interfero with your old lig'.its in the slightest AaTfw.
If ho should do this you could sue him for damages, or obtain an injunc-
tion to restrain him from ccmtinuing his i'lMtruclioii«. The lattrr is a
very ex|)Ousivo pr.wedure, and, whatever the rc'<ult. would leave you oat
of irocket considerably, even if you gained the day '' with costs."

(Eicljangc (Column.
No chmye it made for imrHinii tlxae annnt'nccmcnU; btU in no etue do tee

insert antj article merely offehkd for balk, th>tt beiiuj done at a imaH fort

(It our adiertiiing pages. Thin portion 0/ our column* Cj derated to exchangtt
oniy. It is imperative that the name of the peison propoting the eiehanf/e
he ijiren (althoiu/h not neccxmrHy for piiUicalion, if a NOU DE FLL'int bt
thought desirable), otherwise the notice will iu>t appear,

I will exchange a slide tinter or other sciopticon apparatus for photo-
graphic apparatus.—Address, S. Wklw, Goole.

Wanted, a .«ciopticon lantern, in exchange for a twelve-inch burnisher in
jierfect condition.—Address, Ale.\. Walkeb, photographer, Larbert,
Stirlingshire.

I will exchange a hot rolling-press, carte size, and gem camera, twelve
lenses, for interior backgrounds.—Address, A. Jenxinos, photographer,
Skipton, Yorks.

I will exchange stonework pedestal, balustrade, and ste|M, for a round-
backed garden scat and garden scene.—Address, A. Ward, 54, Brixton-
road, Kennington, S.IO.

I will exchange a pair of double dry-plate slides, '\ X 4J, for a sciopticon
camera or Lancaster's quarter-plate Le Meretoire ai>i>aratu8.—Address,
.Tamm Thomson, Tynes, Fochabers.

I will exchange a largo jxirtrait lens, four-inch diameter, seventeen-inch
focus, for « X or 10 X 8 pictures. What offers ?—Addres.s, G. PoiBlw,
2, Eardley Villas, Eardley-road, Streatham, S.W.

I will exchange a 10 x 8 burnisher, worth £2, and twoomamentally-wrouxht
X g^3 pendants, cost £3 10s., for a 15 x 12 sliding-body camera or a good
carte repeatin;,'-b»ck ditto.—Address, 149, Cheltenham-road, Bristol.

I will exchange a first-class enlarging lantern, four and a-half-inch con-
denser, also 84 X e.J lenses, by Koss, cameras, rolling-press, &c., for
anything useful.—Address, W. Slater, 282, Albany-road, Camberwell

I will exchange a Right and Butler patent eclipse heating stove, five

burnei-8, in good condition, do nicely for a green-house, for anything
useful in photography.—Address, F. Lewis, 70, Station-street, Burton-
on-Trent.

I will exchange two plano-convex lenses, three and a half inches diameter,
mounted in wooden block for condensers, for something useful in photo-

fraphy. — Address, W. A. W., Charlesville, Farnworth, Widues,
lancashire.

Wanted, a whole- or half-plate wide-angle rectilinear lens, also a half-plate
bcUows-body camera, in exchange for high-class oil or water-oilonr

Siintings. — Address, AimsT, Claremont Cottage, White Hart-lane,
anies, London, S.W.

Gem camera, new, in exchange for backgroimds, head-rest, tc. ; ali o
steam pressure-gauge, fret iiiachine, castings, and wire for dvnamo,
in exchange for photographic apparatus, &c.—Address, W. W. Kvebs,
Wath, near Rotherham.

I will exchange a inahog.tny biunial lantern, by-pass gas dissolving tap,
safety jets, achromatic objectives, with rack, four-mch condensen, a
quantity of slides, effects, &c. ^Vnat offers in good apiiaratos, Ac.

—

No. Gb, Norfolk-row, Sheffield.
'

I will exchange four large backgrounds on rollers, 7^ X 7^ mahocany
sliding folding-back camera complete, and two heaid-rests for Uall-
meyers 2b or other good iwrtrait lens.—Address, N. E. WHrre, 77,
Crofton-roail, Camberwell, S.E.

I will exchange a nickel-plated cabinet rolling-press and a handsome
asbestos gas fire-stove for a rolling-press or burnisher, to take IS x 10
prints, or a studio camera in g(<od condition; difference adjusted.—
Address, T. S. HicKS, 141, Cemetery-road, Sheffield.

I will exchange a go.xl thirty-honr revolving night clock, with o|wl globe
and lamp, almost now, cost 30s., or a seven-foot mahogany folding
bagatelle board with cue, for a good tourist's quarter-plate bellows-bndy
camera, with double dark slides, to take plate horizbntal or TertickL—

•

Address, A. Clark, 48, Wellington-street, Woolwich.
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Wanted, a symmetrical or wide-angle landscape lens, in exchange for

Woodbury and Marcy's patent sciopticon lantern; also excellent 10 X 8

double dark slide in exchange for a good instantaneous shutter.

—

Address, H., Levens Hall, Milutliori), Westmoreland.

What offers for superior archimBedi.in double-geared studio stand, large
grass mat, several b.ackgrounds, interior and exterior, cabinet burnisher,
small operating van, large rolling-machine, and several chromo printing-

frames?—Address, JoHX Hodge, SI, Union-street, Stonehouse, Devon.

I will exchange a four-inch centre Brittania Company's l.athe, back ^ear,

3 feet 6 inches gap bed, extra-large face-plate, and all tools and fittnigs,

cost over £18, quite ecjual to new ; aUo Hughes's six guinea pamphengos,
new, and Kntrekin's cabinet burnisher. Wanted, a 12 X 10 camera, for

outdoor work, with double slides, and a studio camera and lens, and studio

stand.—Address, W. Dakix, I'arade Chambers, 1, High-street, Sheffield.

I will exchange a rapid tricycle, with lugg.age rest, lamp, and gong,
capable of carrying whole plate, outdoor kit, reversible gear for hill

climbing or speed, in good cimdition, for a good studio or field camera
and lens for cartes and cabinets. Cimera must be in good condition and
lens by good maker.—Address Man.^gkb, the Studio, Wote-street,
Basingstoke, Hants.

^naiocra to ^avves^anbmts.

US' Correspondents should never write on both sides of the paper.

NOTICR.

—

Each Correspondent is required to enclose his name and address,

althon//h not necessarihifor publication. Commnnications matj, when thouyh

desirable, ap2>ear under a NOJI DE PLUStE as hitherto, or, hy preference,

under three letters of the uJphatjct. Such siffnatiwes as *' Constant Header,''^

" Subscriber," lic, shotdd be avoided. Correspondents not eonforminy to

this rule will therefore umlerstand the reason for the omission of their

communications.

PHOTOGR.M'H IlEGISTERKn.

—

Miss Catherine Midleton, Anglesea-place, Southampton.

—

Photograph of

the Standback.

Errata. —In Mr. W. H. Harrison's article last week for "condemn real

glass utterly," read "condemn r«i glass utterly. " In last paragraph of

Notes and Queries, for "sufficient nitrate of soda" read "sufficient

citi'ate of soda.

An' Incandk^oknt rL.\Tixu>l Light.—Sec reply to "Asbestos" in our issue

for last week.

W. H. M.—The work is, we believe, out of print, but yon may be able to

procure a copy by ad vertising.

O. 0. (>.—We shall write to you privately. Th.anks for the promibcd
.article. Kindly forward it at once.

H. A. B.— In jnitting the lens together you have evidently reversed the
components. The remedy is obvious.

Am.atel'B.—A stove on tlie principle of the calorigen will answer best.

llo not let the temperature exceed 80'.

A Six-])AT Tradesjian.—Your letter is too strongly worded for publica-

tion; besides, the matter has been sufficiently discussed.

PfzZLED.—If you adopt the plan of mounting described a few weeks back
yoii will not be troubled with the cockling of the mounts.

Pe.\ibrokk Marshall.—At the moment we do not remember to what you
refer. We certainly do not recollect the gentleman's address.

Lantern" and one or two other correspondents have not ccmformed to our
rule by sending their names and addresses; hence their communications
remain unansv.-ered.

K. A. Y.—The cause of your failure is very obvious if yon have been
using the salt of which you enclosed a sample, as that is the iodide and
not the bromide of ammonium.

Toodles.—The block appears to bo by the Miesenbach process. We do
not know if the Miesenbach Company grant licenses to worlc their process.

Write to them ; their address is Farringdon-street, E.G.

The BiCHROM.vrE Disease.— Several correspondents who have made
inquiries on the s\ibject will find their queries answered in a leading
article in last week's number, to which they are referred.

Aspirant.—To make the colours " take " on carbon prints rub them over
with a ])iece of fine felt cliarged with cuttle-fish jxiwder. This must be
very finely powdered, otherwise it will scratch the picture.

Herts.—We should advise you to build the studio according to sketch
No. 2. There is very little difference practically between it and No. 3,

except that the former will be thetnore convenient to work.

H. Bow.MAN'.—So far as we can see the pictures appear to bo bond fide, and
not, as you surmise they are, produced by " stuno dodge or trick." There
is no reason why they should not be what they are represented as being.

Spotter.—Try the effect of spotting the prints with oil colour and allowing
it to thorougldy dry. The oil cohuir sold in tubes and thinned with
turpentine will, we think, answer your purpose. If it do not, write again.

R. M.—Your failure may bo due to one of two causes :—First, that the
paper you are using is not one which will yield black tones: second, that
the negatives are not \'igorous enough even if the paper be of the right
character.

A. G.—The address of the Willesdcn Paper Company is Willesden, Mid-
dlesex, N.W. The best material with which you can coat the wooden
vessels, 80 as to render them waterproof, is paraffine wax. That will

liave no effect on siher eolutions.

J. J. W.—From the very insxifficient data you give we can scarcely hazards
an opinion as to the cause of the spots. From what we can see you havB
allowed air-bubbles to remain Iwtween the prints while they were in th^
fixing solution or in the first washing waters.

F. J. Sh.\rples.—From the appeai-ance of the plates we imagine you hav«
forgotten to iodise the albumen. If this be the case no wonder yon hav*
failed. If you had followed the instructions as published you should
have obtained a very different-looking jjlate.

George Dhumgoole.—The water in which you have washed the prints has
evidently been crmtaminated with hyitosulphite of soda. Perhaijs you
used the same dish for washing in which you had previously fixed some
prints, and it had nnt been thtiroughly washed.

A Staffoiujshiur Amateur.—Your difficulty .arises from adding too large
a proportion of alcahol to tlio emulsion. As you do not say the quantity
you have used wo can scarcely set you right, but you will do well to
itry with half of what you have been using hitherto.

H. B. J.—By all means, for that size of slide, have three and a-half inch
condensers. We recommend you to get a " blow-through " jet until you
have had more experience witli the lime light. When you have gained
this then you may with safety adopt the mixed jet.

G. Mitchell.—The failure in your first essay in the collodion process, no
doubt, proceeds from yoiu' using such a very old sample of collodion
After keeiiing for "six or seven years'' the pyroxyline has, doubtless,
become decomposed. Try again, and use a collodion of more recent
make.

A. X. A.—The markings on the negatives are manifestly due to the glass
not being cleaned before the eni'.dsion was applied. In order thnt he
should see them wa shoidd advise you to send some of the negatives to
the maker. Plato cleaners cannot always be relied upon, and, of coiu'se,

the manufacturer cannot iiimself examine every plate before it is co.ated;
hence he must always, in conducting a large business, be more or less at
the mercy of his assist-ints.

Photooraphic Club.—At the forthcoming meeting of this Club, at
Anderton's Hotel, Eleet-street, on Wednesday next, the 10th instant,

the annual dinner will take i^lace at seven o'clock p.m.

Photographic Society op Great Britain.—The next ordinary
meeting of this Society will take place on Tuesday next, the 9th instant,

at 8 p.m., in the Gallery of the Itoy.al Society of Painters in Water-
Colours (whose AVinter Exhibition is now on view), o.\, P.all Mall East.

Tiir. Amateur Piiotogkaphic Association op Victoria.—This
Association is progressing r.apidly, and has proved a great boon to
amateurs in the colony, as well as to several of its members in the ad-
joining colony of New South Wales. At the last monthly meeting, held
October 6th, a paper was read by Sergeant Fenton, on The Preparation
and Purification of Photogrojihic Clirinicrilx. The reader of the paper is

well known iu Victoria as an efficient amateur chemist.

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
Observations taken at 106, Strand, by J. H. Steward, Optician,

For three Weds ending December S, 1SS4,
These Obskkvations ark Takfn at 8.30 a.m.

13
14
15
17
18

19

20
21
22
24
2.5

26
27
28
29
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1

2
3

Baromoter. I

30-34

30 49
29-47
30-34
30-32
30-48
30-23

29 77
30- J 6
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30-18
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29-76

29-91

29-87
29-43
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Solar
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Max.
Shade
Tfilii.

50E 47 45
E 42 40 .

—

48
E 40 38 — 45
NB 40 37 — 45
NE 42 40 __ 46
NE 40 39 — 45
N\V 40 38 — 47
NNE 41 39 — 44
NE 37 35 — 42
SW 38 36 40
NW 31 39
NW 37 35 — 39
W 44 42 — 49
w 44 42 — 47
NW 37 36 — 40

SE 36 m 39
SSE 35 35 5«

. w 54 53 5<i

Min,
Tern. I

^r
40
38

j

33 !

36
;

37,
37 i

36 i

32
31 i

28
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I
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42
33
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;

33
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Overcast.
Eoggy.
Foggy.
Foggy.
Eoggy.
Cloudy.
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Raining,

Hazy.
Poggy.
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Cloudy.
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Overcast.
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Foggy.
Overcast.
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PHOTO-CRAYON PORTllAITS.

Since allusion was incidentally made a few weeks back to the now
almost, if not entirely, defunct photo-crayon portrait, we have had
more than one inquiry as to what was that particular style of en-

largement. Only last week we had to explain to a correspondent,
lu our ;V(?.'is aii'i Quorlnf column, the difference between the photo-
crayon and the ciUodion transfer picture, and whether the two
styles werij not identical except in name. The article on the

perm;iiK«ncG of the gold-toned collodion image in our last issue has
brouglit further (jueries on the same .subject, one more particularly

asking why, if this prooesj be capable of yielding sucli undoubtedly
permanent results, as well as pictures which are said to possess

considerable merit, it has fallen into a state of desuetude. As
this is a very pertinent question, and one similar in purport to

others received, we shall here make some remarks on the subject

generally.

In the first place, it may be explained that a photo-crayon picture

is an enlarged collodion transparency on glass, backed up with a
piece of rough drawing or tinted crayon paper, upon which are
.some coarsely-hatched lines similar to those seen in crayon drawings.
The manipulations in making the enlargement itself are precisely

similar to those followed in the collodion tiansfer process, which
are too well known to need description here. In a word, it may be
said that a photo-crayon is essentially a collodion transfer—not trans-

ferred, but left upon the gl.-uss—with this important difference,

liowever, namely, that the image must be vety much thinner for

the picture to be effective.

Now, the idea of producing a transparent picture on glass and
afterwards backing it up with paper, both white and tinted, or with
other m.aterial, such as oil or watex-colour paint, at the time this

particular style of picture was first introduced was by no means
uovel ; but the backing had, in most instances, hitherto been placed

in optical contact with the glass. The novelty introduced in the

picture of Mr. Sarony consisted in backing the transparency with a
rough-tinted cr.ayon paper pressed close to the glass, but not in

optical contact with it, which gave the picture a totally different

appearance to any of its predecessors. On this paper, as we have
before mentioned, were a few hatched lines put in with a crayon.

These lines were always made in such a pojitiou that, when the

paper was placed at the back of the picture, they would come just

beneath where the image was softened off in the vignetting

;

lience the hatching showed through the more delicate portions of

the image. These pictures were always framed in a style suitable

to drawings, which added materially to the crayon-like effect. The
actual claim to novelty made in the patent by Mr. Sarony was

only for the production of the hatched lines by means of litho-

graphy.

Last week we made reference to the artistic merits as well as to

the permanence of a series of these photo-crayon portraits which wc
recently had an opportunity of examining. The gentleman who
afforded us this opportunity, in answer to our inquiry as to why, in

his opinion, this style of picture had died out so quickly, said he

believed it w;i3 because so few operators could produce them

successfully unless recouwe was had to mercurial toning, which, as

time has proved, jeopardised their permanency. The chief difficnlly
experienced by those who failed, he said, was to secure a transpa-
rency sufficiently thin yet full of deUil, and at the same time of a
good tone.

To illustrate the thinness of image requisite one of the picture.i
was removed from its frame. When the backing was Ukeu off, and
the picture itself examined as a transparency in a strong light,
scarcely anything was to be seen upon the glass, so thin and
phantom-like was the image. AVhen the glass was placed upon a
piece of white paper, the image, though of a rich warm black, was
sufficiently thin to permit of printed matter being easily read
through it, as the image appeared to be composed of a delicate stain
rather than of an actual deposit Our friend remarked that the
image was alw.ays very thin indeed before toning, but this operation
rendered it still thinner and more transparent ; at the siime time
it conferred upon it a blacker tone. It is colour and not density
that is required for photo-crayone.

Having explained the exceeding thinness of the image, which is

so essential to good results, it will easily be seen why these pictures,
when finished and framed, possess such a crayon-like appearance. It
is because the grain of the paper and the hatching upon it shows
through the image itself, except, perhaps, in the very deepest
shadows, where in a veritable crayon drawing the texture of the
paper is hidden by the pigment. Hence the illusion is so perfect that
if the glass bearing the image be free from imperfections, and the
photograph neatly vignetted, no one, as we have said before, would
imagine but that the picture was really a portrait in crayons on the
paper itself.

In our volume for 1881 we advocated the employment of the
photo-crayon in preference to the collodion transfer process, aa a
method of producing effective though inexpensive enUrseuientx,
and subsequently [see pp. 231 and 275 of the same volume] we gave
some practical hints on their production. Our upiniun is siiU

unaltered that this process is one which might well be employed in

the production of cheap enlargements, as it is capable of yielding

far more refined and artistic pictures, and at the same or less cost

than many of the "wretched daubs" which are continually being
issued as the so-called "club portrait." Upon mentioning this

matter to a member of a firm who pro<luce a cousidei-able number of

the latter class of pictures, he remarked that " those who go in for

club portraits like plenty of colour, and would not be satisfied

unless they had it." This, in many instances, we think is a mistake,

as the taste of the humbler classes, wlio are the main supporters

of the club system, has undergone a marked cb.ange of late years,

and we feel assured that it they could obtain an equally goo<l like-

ness, and at the same time a picture of greater artistic merit for

the »ume money, they would much prefer it to a gaudily-coloured

collodion transfer.

There is no reason why a jdioto-ci-ayon should not be tinted in

such a manner as to add to the effect rather than otherwise. Some
years back we saw some very satisfactory examples in this direction.

The colour was roughly applied to the crayon paper with a stump,

very much after the principle that water-colours are sometimes

applied to a second photograph when the system of colouring from
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the back is employed. As the colour has to be seen through the

photographic image it matters very little how roughly it is put on,

provided that it occupies the right position when the paper is placed

at the back of the transparency.

DIFFICULTIES IN COPYING OIL PAINTINGS.

In following the progress of the copying of an oil painting, we last

week discussed the possible effect of the presence of the now

common sheet of glass in front of the picture, and showed how it

neither added much to the difficulty of the work nor detracted from

the quality of the results. The presence of glass is the very least

of the stumbling-blocks in the way to success; that is, of course,

assuming the glass to be clean on its inner surface. If dimmed

through being coated with actual dust, or that film so fine as to be

like a stain, which sometimes forms, no picture can be expected to

present an appearance of clearness and richness in the photographic

transcript.

At the same time, when no difficulty be placed in the way of

removing the canvas from its frame, we should by all means

recommend the photographer to remove it. The frame, from its

weight alone, especially in large pictures, causes any attempt at

removal to be most awkward and laborious. Failing the presence—

an unlikely contingency—of a well-constructed artist's easel upon

the premises, the plan we have seen adopted of simply placing the

picture upon the floor, then giving it a slight backward tilt to

prevent its falling, .ind enabling it to be placed at right angles with

the axis of the lens, recommends itself to us as being as efficacious

as it is simple and ready ; but, at the same time, a forward tilt

renders the exclusion of reflections more easy of attainment.

The picture resting upon the floor, the camera placed at a suit-

able distance and at the right height, and tilted so as to point duly to

the centre of the picture, an examination may be made as to the

presence or absence of glare or reflection. If the picture be a new

one—smoothly painted—and the light admitted on to it rather at a

sharp angle, the front lights being covered, all will be plain sailing.

If, however, the impasto be of a diff'erent character, and the paint

laid on in lumps and prominent streaks, a trouble will possibly

arise from points and streaks of light ; but by placing the picture

at such an angle to the light as it was likely to be painted under—

that is, a liglit from the painter's left—the bulk of the irregu-

larities will disappear. It must not be put the wrong way up,

unless the light come from the opposite—the right hand—direction,

and tlien it must be arranged cornerwise upon the floor to obtain

correct lighting.

If the picture have been painted some time all its peculiarities

will be revealed when it is suitably illuminated, if not before. But

the experienced hand will not wait so long ; he will prepare

tlie painting for copying before he thinks of putting it in front of

the camera. It may be defective in many ways. It will, unless it

have been well kept, in all probability be covered with a dull film

of what is neither more nor less than dirt, which can be quite re-

moved by a sponge and cold rain-water, followed by careful wiping

with a soft linen cloth ; the result will often astonish. Here let us

say that little beyond this washing should be permitted by anyone

who is not familiar with oil ])aintings. The expert can do almost any-

thing, but one who knowing nothing about paintings should tamper

with them in other ways would be guilty of a great wrong. He
cannot conceive the ill that would ensue by means apparently

the simplest.

When all the dirt has been removed—the deposit, perhaps, of

scores of years—the picture may look perfectly fresh, or it may still

have a dulled appearancBj which, however, may often be cured

by cari-fully wiping it with a clean, dry cloth made into a pad,

aTid witli a few drops of nut oil sprinkled upon it. This may some-

times bring it up with marvellous richness, and in the majority

of cases will do so. Too much oil must not be applied, or there will

be d^iiiger of cracks being filled with it, to the detriment of the

work ; for there are cracks other than those plainly discernible by

the naked eye.

Still another defect may be Been, and this is incurable except in

tb? liiwds of the expert picture r»Btoter. The vdrnielj itself jnoy

be " chilled "—a name given to a peculiar opalescence that appears

either in patches or over the whole picture, which photographs

in consequence, in the most indifferent manner, or, if the de-

fect be very pronounced, with scarcely any detail. The picture

now quite ready for photographing is carefully focussed—an opera-

tion requiring judgment; for the difliculties of reproducing a

rectangular object so as to appear rectangular upon the plate are

intensified in the case of an oil painting far beyond what is expe-

rienced in copying a plan or map, whose light colour is always an

aid in focussing. As these troubles, however, differ in degree only,

and not in kind, a mere reference to them is all that is needed here.

The picture focussed, exposed, and developed, an opportunity will

be aft'orded of bringing into the field a variety of other difficulties.

The negative may be weak ; it may give no detail though sufficiently-

exposed, and it may be more exposed at one side than the other. The

last named—due to the mode of lighting—will be the most probable

fault, for an even illumination of a large picture in a small studio is

next to impossible, and even with pictures of smaller dimensions it is

always a source of trouble. The copyist's own judgment must teach

him when a picture is likely to be unequally lighted, and his skill will

be taxed to remedy the defect. With very spacious galleries, where

the pencil of light received at any one point of the picture is little

different in angle or breadth from that illuminating any other,

there is little probability of trouble from this cause, which is, no

doubt, one reason why direct illumination from the sun has been

recommended. This plan possesses many advantages, but from the

irregular surfaces characterising so many pictures, and the uncer-

tainty of the sun's direct light, there is little need in these days of

gelatine plates to resort to it. Besides these points, the possibility

of chance reflections being shown that with diffused light would

not appear must be taken into consideration.

The thinness of the image is a matter of small moment. There

are plenty of methods of intensification capable of bringing up to

good printing density very thin and weak negatives, and, should

they fail, a negative, if sufficiently-exposed and possessing all re-

quired detail, can always be reproduced by taking a transparency,

and from it another denser negative. Indeed, we may say that a

close examination of many of the continental copies of the old

masters leaves an impression that all the negatives they are printed

from must have been so produced. When it is worth the photo-

grapher's while to go to this trouble and spend the necessary time,

very good photographs of originals almost invisible may be pro-

duced ; but, then, the added work bears to so great an extent the

impress of the retoucher's hand that it became absurd to term them

" photographs of the originals," as they possess no more value than

engravings, and they are not nearly so pretty to look at.

The slight actinic value of some colours which gives rise to this

difficulty—the last we nowdiscuss—is likely to be always a stumbling-

block, despite the use of a coloured medium to photograph through,

or the employment of ttie comparatively-new stained plates devised

to give "non-actinic" colours their true colour. Enough is not

known of the latter to enable a confident judgment to be formed,

and in any case they must be very slow for some colours to be im-

pressed—better slow, perhaps, than not at all. As to a coloured

medium, the plan has often been recommended either to lay a

temporary stain upon the picture itself or to interpose a sheet of

glass in front of the lens, and either possesses some value.

It is well known that when a ray of light passes through a sheet

of coloured glass a second sheet of the same glass has far less

obstructive effect. Similarly, in coloured reflections, it is but

reasonable to suppose that the obstructive action of a yellow or red-

tinted glass must have the greatest effect upon the reflections of colours

of the opposite end of the spectrum, and so the power of the blues,

&c., in the picture would be lessened, while the green and such

like colours would be httle interfered with, the effect being to give

more value in the result to the yellow tints.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING IN PHOTOGRAPHY.

In fitting up an electric light installation for photographic purposes

R point to be c«neiclere4 is that different Jjinds of arc light* giv«
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varying amounts of actinic power ; it, therefore, is of interest to

consider the reliitive values of dilTerent systems for photof^raphic

cmploymoiit. In all such cases up to the present lime arc lif;ht8 are

eni|il()yeJ, the incandescent or glow lamps being insutiiciently rich

in chemical rays, and too expensive as regards the amount of light

obtained for the power employed. The current which will give a

light of from 1,200 to 2,000 candles in an arc lamp will produce but
from 200 to 250 with glow lainpa, and the latter amount has been
found insufficient for practical working.

There are a considerable number of arc lights wliich vary with

the nature of the current employed. The best for photographic

purposes is a himp having carbon electrodes nearly three-quartei-s of

an inch in diameter, taking a current of twenty-five Amperes and

thirty-five to forty Volts, or, practically, one Board of Trade unit

consisting of 1,000 Watts.

These electrical standards of measurement should be used in

specifying the apparatus required for photography. The Voltg

represent the amount of potential of the current, or its power of

overcoming resistances. The Amperes represent the quantity of the

current, or its power of doing work, such as heating substrtnces, or

throwing down a quantity of metal in electro-plating. A fl^ish of

lightning h;i3 high potential, for it can leap through a long length of

air; but, like the long spark from the frictional electrical machine,

it is useless for electro-plating or for doing any kind of practical

work requiring quantity. On the other hand, a current powerful

in quantity may have small power in forcing its way through
obstacles or in giving a long spark.

The electrical engineer, having as yet found but a small demand
for his services in relation to photography, has sought more to

produce a light pleasing to the eye than one rich in actinic rays,

and for this reason in most of the apparatus now in the market
the electrical horse-power developed is usually of low potential and
rich in Amperes ; that is to say, au effective light may be obtained

from a current of about sixty Volts and twelve Amperes delivered

at the lamp, the remainder being absorbed in the light and in the

leading wires in the lamp. Such a current will give au arc varying

from one - half to three - quartei-s of an inch in length. If the

carbons be regulated to act at three-quarters of an inch apart the

light is unpleasant to the eye, as an excess of the actinic rays is

then produced. If, however, the lamp be so regulated that the

carbons remain steadily at a distance of a^quarter of an inch from
each other, the light is richer in proportion in the rays belonging to

the red and yellow end of the spectrum. Should, however, the

potential be reduced from sixty to forty Volts, and the proportion

of Amperes increased for the transformation of the same amount
of initial energy, it gives a more pleasant light still, or one richer

in the rays near the red extremity of the spectrum. The carbon

poles are then heated farther back, giving a more mellow and
softer light. Thus, the efforts of electricians in the development of

the electric light have been in the opposite direction to those

required by the photographer, who, therefore, should pay attention

to these points in considering the questions of relative economy
and efficiency.

Experiment and study have also to be given to his own side of

the problem by the photographer, if he make the demand of the

electrician that the latter should give him the best light for his

purpose. It may be one thing to produce a light rich in actinism,

and another to produce one to give the best picture. As Professor

G. G. Stokes discovered, the electric arc gives a light extraordinarily

rich in the normally-invisible chemical rays of the spectrum ; it gives

a far longer actinic spectrum than the light of the sun. Glass ia

opaque to the more extreme section of these rays. How they will

act when falling upon the face of a sitter, reflecting a large pro-

portion of yellow, has yet to be examined ; all may be as desired on

the one hand, or possibly a tendency to blotchiness in the portrait may
be produced in the other. These extreme rays when used upon

bromide of silver are comparatively somev^hat feeble in photographic

power as coni|)ared with the blue and violet, so the former may tend

to cause abrupt contrasts by absorption and unecjual reflection.

There is another point arising from the foregoing conditions.

The light falling upon the sitter must be diffused, and not fall

directly upon hiro from an int«n*ely-1nminons •roal! point- Thia
ditfusion of the electric light hat been efTected in practice by meaiia

of a whitened parabolic reflector, in the focus of which the electric

arc is maintained. The direct rays are cut off from the sitter by m
small screen, immediately in front of the reflector ; the screen ia not

large enough to obstruct any but the direct rnys from the arc. The
light being reflected from the whitened surface is thereby lowered in

tone and the niys of high refrangibility are degraded, so 'that the

general effect is improved visually, whatever may be the result

photographically, for the question remains whether unequal reflection

of the extreme rays of the electric light has a tendency to produce

blotchiness in the portrait

I)y this reflection from a' whitened surface there ia an eoormoua
loss of light A translucent screen in front, intense enough to pro-

duce the required diffusion, would also very greatly reduce the

luminosity, and this is one of the disadvantages of the arc light

with a single lamp ; but, notwithstanding this drawback, it has a

great economical advantage over lamps on the incandescent system.

Diffusion of the light for photographic portraiture is an absolute

necessity, and almost the only hope of avoiding the present excessive

waste of luminosity seems to lie in the direction of a greater

division of the power, so that several small arc lamps can be

substituted for one of the present normal large size.

Most of the light comes from the ignited carbon points and not

from the arc iLself, except in two curious methods of electric

lighting now in the market " The electric sun lamp," now at work
in one of the picture galleries at South Kensington, gives a kind ot

combination of the electric and lime lights, and is

noted for its steadiness. In this lamp, the carbons

A E and B D are held firmly by springs against the

hollows in the two ends of the block of marble

H K L M. Through the centre of this marble the

hole W D ia drilled, open in its centre to the large

hollow R, cut out of the side of the marble. One

of the carbons has a hole through it, B D, through

which a conducting needle is passed for a moment to

make contact with E, and to establish the flow of the

current It is then withdrawn. When the lamp is in

action the arc becomes luminous by means of the

incandescent particles of lime driven off by the

current, as evidenced by the exceedingly slow rate at which the

carbons are consumed, for two pieces of carbon a decimetre long

will last for fifty hours, whilst in the ordinary arc lamp they would

probably be consumed in two hours. This light is of a reddish colour.

We shall resume this subject in a week or two.

We learn that the Northampton Photographic Exhibition will be

formally opened by a eoir& on Wednesday, the l"th instant, and

jiot on the 16th instant, as previously announced. The Exhibitiou

will remain open to the public until January 10, 1885.

Last Wednesday afternoon Mr. W. St Chad Boacawen gave one

of a series of well-attended lectures on Assyria, at the British

Museum. He stated that modern research has given much exact

knowledge about the Cities of Nimrod mentioned in the Book ot

(jenesis; so that the customs of the inhabitants are now known,

even down to their private affairs and their family squabbles,

notwithstanding the lapse of three or four thousand years. The

true translation of the name "Babylon" is "The Gate of God."

The dwellers in the Cities of Nimrod knew the colours assumed by

light Mara was described as red, and Mercury as blue. In a

hymn a scribe speaks of the sky being .is blue as the sea. The

As-syrians had names for the compound as well as the primary colours,

including grey, reddish-brown, and green. Blue and purple gave

them some idea of darkness, and he thought, but was not sure, that

the same was the case in Homeric times. These public lectures on

Wednesdays by Mr. Boscawen awaken so much interest that

special aVwtracts of them are sent by Atlantic cable to one of the

New York daily newspapt-rs.

In the October number of the Amerioan Journal of Scienet there ia

an interesting paper, by Jlr. Nichols, ou the duration of coloui-
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impressions upon the eye. Plateau investigated the subject fifty

years ago, yet but little further has since been done. Mr. Nichols'

results, in the main, agree with Plateau's, and he has taken up
other points. His researches bring out the fact that the stronger

the light the shorter the time the impression lasts, and, further,

that the duration of this impression is governed by the length of

time the image has continued upon the retina, increase of time, like

increase of brilliancy, reducing the duration of the after-image.

It is estimated by those who have studied the subject that the

atmosphere of the earth absorbs twenty per cent, of the sun's rays

falling upon it ; but Professor Langley would double that estimate,

founding his belief upon the numerous observations made by him
at an altitude of fifteen thousand feet. He further believes that

this absorption arises fi-om other causes besides those usually

assigned, dust—both near to the surface and at a great altitude

—

playing a more important part, both in general and selective

absorption, than is usually believed. Photographers, who notice

atmospheric changes more than other people, will be ready to

coincide with Professor Langley's theory, for it is next to impossible,

on any basis of absorption through moisture, to account for these

singular variations in the actinic power of the light under apparently

similar conditions.

A PHOTOGRAPH of remarkable interest has been recently taken in

Dakota by Mr. F. N. Robinson, of Miner County, and forwarded to

the editor of Nature for publication. It is a photograph of a

genuine tornado which, during its progress, killed several people

and destroyed a vast amount of property. It was in sight for about

two hours, and passed at a distance of twenty-two miles from the

city. The huge mass of cloud seems in the picture to be roughly

parallel to the horizon, and just from the middle of its lower surface

projects the huge spout of the whirlwind reaching to the ground,

while two other elementary spouts seem as if about to form and
assist its career of destruction. A more emphatic testimony of the

value of photography in depicting natural phenomena it would be

difficult to conceive. On occasions of such extraoi'dinary excitement

as accompany the observation of this phenomenon it must be almost

impossible to keep the hand from following the brain and describing

exaggerated representations of the actual state of things.

Wk fnlly described to our readers last year Dr. Huggins' method of

photographing the sun's corona, and at the vice-presidential address

at the Royal Society's anniversary meeting an interesting account
was given of work done under the system at liiifell, near Zerraatt,

in Switzerland. It ni.ay be remembered that a sum of two hundred
and fifty pounds was granted by the Society and placed at the

disposal of a committee for the purpose of making further experi-

ments in the direction of photographing the solar corona without an
eclipse. Mr. C. Ray Woods, whose name is well known to our
readers, arrived at RifFell—a station eight thousand five hundred
feet high—in J uly last, and, erecting the necessary instruments, con-

tinued at work till September 2 Ist. It has unfortunately happened,
however, that the present year has been exceptionally unfavourable
for this class of work in consequence of an unusual want of trans-

parency in the higher regions of the atmosphere. Mr. AVoods thinks

the results of the Krakatoa eruption may have caused this want of

transparency ; but, whatever the cause, the effect has remained,
and, most unfortunately, when the atmosphere has been clear the
sun has been surrounded with a large aureola. Dr. Huggins has
been utterly unable to get satisfactory results in this country ; but
Mr. Woods has, notwithstanding all these difficulties, been able to

obtain about one hundred and fifty photographs, of which more
than half are sufficiently good to show the general form, and a
smaller number the stronger details, of that part of the corona which

]^ within eight to ten minutes of arc of the sun's limb.

Thk Vice-President said it would be premature to discuss results,

but he congratulated the Society upon the confirmation of the hope
expressed at the last anniversary by the President that a new and
powerful method of investigation had been placed in the hands of

students of solar physics. Our readers will Be glad to know how
the opportunity of discussion is to be afforded, and will probably
imagine that the negatives, or, at least, prints from them, were to be
placed in members' hands. Nothing of the sort is projected.

According to the report of the Vice-President's speech, which lies

before us, we learn that the photographs " are now being drawn "

preparatory to a full discHssiou. Photography is to be the drudge

—the maid of all work—for science, but everything .she does is to

be covered over, as it is not sufficiently pretty. Prettiness fii-st and
correctness afterwards ! AVe constantly laise our voice against this

continued ))andering to a false taste, and shall continue to do so

until photographic results are given to the world in the shape of

photographs, and not in a shape from which no one can formulate a

rational judgment; for if he pin his faith to a theory founded upon
appearances in an engraved reproduction he may at any moment be
confronted with the original photographs to show that he is arguing

upon false premises.

It is interesting to note the material of which Mr. Ray Woods'
observing room was made. It was the Willesden paper, an account

of the pioperties of which was brought before photographers some
little time ago, and excited considerable attention.

In the same address some remarks pregnant with instruction were
made upon the subject of the metric system to the International

Congress, to which the Government recently gave their adhesion.

This adhesion does not in any way bind the hands of the Govern-

ment to adopt the system in any form. It simply enables them to

pay their share of the expenses and, through their representative,

to take part in the discussion, and to receive the benefit of the appli-

ances at the command of the Bureau, whose standards far surpass

in accuracy anything that is at present available in this country.

In the minds of many—mostly those who are, in effect, ignorant of

the practical application of weights and measures among the mass
of the people—an impression |)revails that the metric system is

proved to be undoubtedly the best that could be devised, and that

the last word has been said. The truth is it is of great value for

scientific purposes, if only because of its uniformity ; but it is

founded upon a theoretical measure which is inaccurately taken, so

that the real standard is merely a piece of something carefully pre-

served for reference, while among the populations where it is esta-

blished by law the metric system is found to be pr.ictically incon-

venient from the size of the measures and weights being either too

large or too small. In some countries, where by law it is established,

it is not made use of by the people, and it is patent to anyone that a

sy.stem of tens, which are only divisable into two equal parts, must be

inferior for practical purposes to a system of twelves, which can be

divided into three. The Vice-President said :
—" Whatever may

be the advantages of the metric system from a scientific point of

view, the question whether a scale of weights, money, and measure-^,

founded on a duodecimal rather than a decimal system, is not

better adapted for the convenience of daily life is one that by

many is regarded .is fairly open to discussion."

THE SIEMENS' UNIT LAMP FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS.
[A communication to the Photog'f.iphic Society of Great Britain.

1

There are so many difficulties regarding a standard light that it

has struck me I might say a few words with advantage regard-

ing the auxiliary standard which was proposed by Dr. Werner
Siemens at the late Electrical (Congress held in Paris in April last.

Recently Dr. Siemens kindly presented me with one of them, and I

have experimented with it, both for photometric and photographic

purposes. The lamp is illustrated in the diagram. The two principal

portions of it are a tube five-sixteenths of an inch in internal diameter,

through which the wick passes, and a gauge to measure the height

of the flame, which has to be 2(5 inches high. Whether the wick
be a closely-compressed one or loose does not seem to matter

;

cotton wool will answer every purpose. The material burnt is

acetate of amyl which, though dear when obtained pure, is verj'

cheap at all events in Germany, being sold at a few shillings a

pound. It has a characteristic smell of pear drops, and is much
used in confectionery, I <am told, to give this particular flavour.

The flame you see before you is a steady one when no draughts .are

about. In case of draught it may be enclosed in a glass tube with

an air space beneath, but as a rule this is unupcessary.

The wick is trimmed even with the tube, and when out of use

there is an extinguisher or cap which screws over it, making it air-

tight and thus precluding the evaporation of amyl acetate. After

the lamp has been lighted a couple of minutes the flame assumes
its normal height, and is regulated so that the point is just the

height of the gauge. In this state it emits the light of a candle.

It should be remarked that the acetate of amyl contains a Luge
quantity of oxygen in proportion to the carbon, aiid hence requires

but a small supply.
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I liavo been trying this unit kmp for use with tlie sensitometeri
and fiiul that at a distance of eighteen and a-half inches from the
plate, and witli lialf-a-minute'a exposure, it gives the same ilhimina-
tion as the phosphorescent tablet which is in ray possession. I have
repeatedly tried the same batch of plates at different times with
the lamp, purposely disturbing the wick between times, and read-
justing it to the height of the gauge. This gave always the same
results on the plate exposed behind the sensitometer, showing that

for this purpose it is a thoroughly reliable source of illumination.

I cannot trace any etVect of a difference in height of the barometer
or thermometer. It is to be presumed that some slight variation

must exist, but so far inappreciable, which is more than can be said

when using the standard candle.

It may be asked, why substitute such a standard for the phospho-
rescent plate ? The reason why I would do so is that [the light

emitted by the phosphorescence is confined to one small portion of

the spectrum, as a previous paper of mine-has shown, and that as

you mix iodide with bromide the comparison of two plates—one
imlo-bromide and the other bromide alone — when made by
phosphorescence is in favour of the latter, since tlie place of a
maximum sensitiveness of the former is below the point in the
spectrum at which the phosphorescent tablet emits light. Tliis

being the cxse I should like to see some such standard as this used,

as it is handy, and only requires the application of a match to start

it. It is also convenient for use in taking transparencies by contact.

The exposure of a plate behind
an ordinary dense negative,

which registers 24 on the sensi-

tometer at two feet distance,

takes one minute to give a good
image. Such a lamp, too, is

handy for travelling. It can be
enclosed in a shade of orange
paper, or by the cardboard
lantern which I long ago re-

commended, and which is the
simplest form of any lantern
with which I am acquainted, and
plates can be changed or de-
veloped by its light. Now, as to

the manufacture of such a lamp
there is no difficulty ; the form
I have here is more oxpen.sive
than is necessary. It will be seen

_ that an ordinary spirit-lamp

^^J could be adapted to it by replac-

<- —«a ~ ~"—*' '"S ''^^ '"^® usually supplied by
a slightly longer one, and making

the glass cover a little longerthan is now done ; even this is not neces-
8;iry. The point to be attended to is to keep the heat at a fair distance
from the spirit. I need scarcely enter into the subject of photometry
with this lamp; suffice it to say that if the burner be of the dimen-
sions I have given, and the flame kept to the standard height,
every one has it in his power to reproduce the light of an un-
fluctuating standard candle. Here, then, is a point gained at once.
Mr. Spurge brought forward the idea of using a gas flame of a
certain heiglit, and issuing from a hole .of fixed diameter, to
illuminate the screen he proposed to use witli his sensitometer. As
gas is not always avaiUble it is probable that a modification,
founded on the principles of the Siemens unit lamp, might be
utilised. W. de \V. An'sEr.

> .

WASHED COLLODION EMULSION vsjisifs UNWASHED
COLLODION FOR THE PREPARATION OF LANTERN
SLIDES.

I VENTURE again to broach this very interesting subject after
reading the article by Mr. Andrew Pringle, and also the leading
article on the same subject in last week's issue. I trust by the
following remarks it will not be thought they have been written in
any opposition to the Editors' leading article of last week, but are
the results of a long practical experience extending over many
years.

I commenced to make collodion emulsion as soon aa it was intro-
duced by the inventors, and have never ceased to work it in its

various forms and phases. In the year (I think) 187.') I commenced
to use it for making lantern slides. I then saw the beautiful results

that could be obtained by the process, using unwashed emulsion
with a preservative ; then, as soon as washed emulsion was intro-

duced, I decidedly gave the preference to it in that form for reasons

which I will hereafter explain. Aa I undoubte<lly prefer • waahad
emulsion to an unwnahed eoiulaion for laiiUsm tranaparenciea, I will
treat upon that (xiint tin*t,

I found that, aa a rule, an emulsion which waa in ita beat condition
for negatives was but of little use for traMapnrenciea of the liighet<t

order, although with careful atudy exceedingly gooil rorndts can b«
obtained

; but it is far better to make an emuUion KuiiHlilu for the
purpose. A washed emulsion ia far more exiwditious in use than
the sloppy meas of having to wash each niate aiugly. It very often
occurs that I want (aay) half-a-doicen slides in n hurry, and have no
plates coated. I it once set to work coating the number I require

—

half-a-dozen or a dozen, aa the case may be—which tflkea but a very
few minutes. When I have coated the last one I immediately take
the first ones coated and lay them on a hot-water bath that I keep
for the purpose. They dry perfectly in about two minuteai
I am then ready to make my slides, and nothing can be more
simple.

I notice Mr. Pringle appears to have a little trouble with the
india-rubber edging. This I have not the least trouble with. Per-
haps he uses it too thin ; if so I can understand his difficulty. I use
mine as thick as possible—about the consistency of thick treacle,

and with me the film never slips or becomes loose. I alwaya use
cyanide for fixing, as it is much more easy to get rid of the laat

traces out of the film than hyposulphite—the latter, if there be a
trace of it left, being an enemy to toning. These remarks apply to
all washed collodion emulsions.

In the leading article referred to reference is made to the emulsion
of Mr. G. F. Williams. I have had a peculiar experience with that

emulsion only a few days since. It is, I should think, about three
years since that I made about one pint, working correctly to the
form aa he gave it ; it worked well at the time, and in about twelve
months after it gave a thin, poor image for negatives and a still

worse one for positives. It has never been touched since, but a few
days ago, after a vigorous shaking to take up all the sediment, I

coated a plate ; it worked splendidly, and gave an image of a nice

sepia tint, which was capable of being toned to other pleasing tints.

As a rule, in most old collodion emulsions, the first thing to give
way is the pyroxyline ; for, after coating the plate, it at once splits

up into shreds on drying. This, being perfectly washed, had not
done so, but had improved by age, which to me is remarkable, as

my experience has been just the opposite.

I always prefer to use the emulsion as thick as possible, as

I find that the image is far more bold and plucky. With a
thin film, as a rule, the image is generally poor. All collodion

emulsions I have found are insensitive to weak light—far moreso than
either gelatine or wet collodion plates. In a good light in summer
time, with a fair printing negative, I find sometimes one second's

exposure quite sufficient. With the old wet-collodion negatives the

exposures can be judged far more readily than with the new gelatine

plates. With the latter there is always a certain tinge of yellow or

green, to which a collodion emulsion plate ia very in.seusitive, but
with contact it is a matter of very little importance. The difficulty

is when the exposures have to be made in the camera; then with the

gelatine negatives exposui-es have to be consideraWy increased. The
best way to work is l)y sunlight diffused by a piece of ground glass

about two inches from the negative. When there is no sun the ground
glass is better removed and the negative pointed direct to the sky.

With the diffused sunlight I seldom give more than one minute, un-

less the negative be very dense ; with diffused light at this time of

the year about a-quarter of an hour. The best style of gelatine nega-

tives I ever saw were by Mr. W. F. Donkin ; with diffused light

five minutes were ample. The lens I always use ia a Dallmeyer
compound stereo, of three and a-half inches back focus. I prefer

this lens to any other for the purpose. Practical experience is by
far the best tutor.

Unicathed emuUion, I readily admit, is capable of producing

good results, but for some subjects it has one fatal drawoack, and
that is owing to the preservative, be it either ale, coffee, tannin, &c.

The plate, after being washed, is flooded with either of the fore-

going preservatives, according to choice, and if the picture have

any flat, delicate tints they are foimd to be more or less raottIe<i or

uneven, owing to the preservative. Another fault ia those detest-

able drying marks which very often make their appearance and
ruin the picture, and one is never safe from these defects. With a
washed emulsion there is perfect freedom therefrom. I think if 1
were bound to go back to preservatives I would rather go back to

wet collodion and silver bath. I find that a waahetl emulsion ia

developed quite aa readily as an unwashed, and I have developed

thousands. With a properly-prepared washed emulsion any amount
of density cau be obtained—quite as much as with the unwashed

;
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and, as far as my experience goes, I do not see there is any

ilift'erence as regards fineness of film in the resnlb.

I will give an instance of how readily a transparency can be made

by one who is used to it. I timed myself one day as to how short

a time I could make and finish a slide. The plate was already dry

and ready for exposure. I made the exposure by contact, developed

it, fixed,"washed, toned, dried, and varnished it, and also mounted

it within a-quarter of an hour. I did this as I had to catch a train.

[ do not think it could be done in a much shorter time—luit even

by an American.
I have not attempted to write upon tliis subject for some years,

knowing that there was but little interest taken in the matter, and
tiiat oniy by a very small section. If the interest be now sutVicient I

should be pleased to write an article on development, which is very

varied and produces dill'erent results, and also on toning, should the

Editors approve of it. I think I may say that I have tried almost

every known process, aiul have come to the conclusion that a

washed collodion emulsion will equal, if not beat, the wliole, and is

far more simple. Wm. Brooks.— ^

HYDROXYLAMTNE USED AS A DEVELOPING AGENT.
[A communication to tlie Pliotographic Society of Great Britain.]

NB.\nLY two months have elapsed since Herr Carl Egli and myself

IHiblished in the Xou-s the suggestion to use hydroxylamine as a

developing agent, and I take this earliest opi)ortanity to communi-
cate to the Society the results of my further experiments. As
hvdroxylamine, prior to our publication, had not been introduced

into the photographer's laboratory, perhaps it will not be out of

place if I describe briefly the properties and preparation of the

compound under consideration.

Hydroxylamine was discovered by Lossen, when investigating

the intermediary products of the reduction of nitric acid to ammonia.
This compound, which is represented chemically by the symbol
NH3O, is formed on the ammonia type, by the replacement of one
of the atoms of hydrogen by the hydroxyl radical HO, as is seen

in the following graphical representations :

—

Ammonia. Hydroxylamine.

fH roH
N^ H N-^ H
Ih Ih

Like ammonia, it is a strong base, capable of forming several

salts. It has not yet been obtained in the free state, but it can

easily be produced in an aqueous solution. It possesses the some-
what remarkable property of behaving both as an oxidising and as

a reducing agent. Perhaps no better example of its reducing
action can be taken than the decomposition of silver bromide in the

presence of caustic alkali, whereby metallic .silver, alkaline bromide,
and nitrous oxide, or laughing gas, are produced.

Tlie reaction is represented by the following formula :

—

'iNHgO-f 4AgBr. -t-4NaOH= Ag4^-|-3H20-)-4NaBr. -t-NjO.

Another important fact in considering the properties of hydroxy-
lamine is that it does not absorb oxygen, even in the presence of

alkali ; thus, during the process of development, there need be no
fear of the developing solution becoming decomposed from contact

with the atmosphei'e.

The preparation of this compound has not received much atten-

tion from chemists, and thus the process generally adopted is the
same as that originally proposed by the discoverer, namely, the re-

duction of nitric ether by tin and hydrochloric acid. When this

method is resorted to a large proportion of the liydroxylamine is

converted into ammonia, and thus the yield is comparatively small.

Dr. Divers has recently published in the Jounial of the Chemical
Society a series of experiments on the formation of hydroxylamine
from nitric acid. This investigator finds that a large yield of tlie

desired compound is obtained by the direct action of tin and hydro-
chloric acid on nitric acid ; in one experiment 87 per cent, of the
nitric acid was converted into the base. It may be of interest to
know that the hydrochloride, or hydroclilorate, is already in the
market, but as this compound has hitherto only been used for
scientific investigations the price is at present rather high, and
would debar the professional photographer from adopting this
method in his everyday practice; but there is very little doubt
that, should a demand arise, the substance could be produced at a
reasonable price.

With this, as with other developers, there is some difficulty in
prescribing a definite formula, but the following, which is a modifi-
cation of one recently described in an editorial article in the A'cws,
may be taken, I think, as a fair standard, and has given excellent
results with certain brands of plates,

The following solutions are required :

—

A.
Hydroxylamine hydrochlorine 30 grains.

Alcohol 1 ounce.

B.

Caustic potash 1 drachm.
Water 1 ounce.

C.

Potassium bromide , 20 grains.

Water 1 ounce.

The ingredients used are in principle similar to those emploj'ed

with pyro. Caustic potash takes the place of ammonia, for the

latter alkali is not sufficiently powerful to assist the reduction of

silver bromide. The soluble bromide is used, as with pyro. or

oxalate, to restrain the action of the developer.

To develope a quarter-plate witli the above solutions : take half-a-

drachm of A, forty minims of B, and ten niinirag of C, diluted to one

ounce with water. The exposed film is plunged straight into the

developer without previous moistening. The process proceeds

rapidly, and ia completed in about five minutes.

The advantages claimed for this developer are :—Wide latitude

of exposure, non-deterioration of the solution from external

sources, and absolute freedom from stain—a gain that cainiot too

stronglj' be accented, especially at this time of the year, when
printing is so slow.

Against the important advantages I sliould state that there is a

minor objection, and that is the liability to cause reticulation, with

plates prepared with soft gelatine, from the softening of the film

by the caustic alkali, and the evolution of the nitrous oxide gas from
the decomposition of hydroxylamine.

This developer is jiarticularly suitable for gelatino-bromide paper,

for while the resulting tone is apparently identical with that ob-

tained by ferrous oxalate, there is no after treatment with acid re-

quired to remove the brown stain which is so objectionable when
the latter is employed.

Gelatino-ohloride ia very amenable to this developer, and by
varying the alkali used different tones are produced. Thus,

potassium and sodium carbonates produce a sepia-brou-n tone ; the

same, but modified by the addition of a trace of ammonia, give a

chocolate; and ammonia ^e/- se a hril\ia.nt purple.

A curious dichroic image is obtained with the ammonia developer

by reducing the alkali therein to one-fifth the normal amount, and
exposing the plate about fivefold ; the deposit, when moist, appears

of a brilliant chestnut colour, which dries to a deep purple. The
same purple image again appears as a hrown in gaslight. My ex-

perience with gelatino-chloride is confined to only one make of

plates, so that probably the tones would be somewhat modified

when this developer is used with other brands ; for Dr. Eder
has already shown that films prepared according to various methods
often yield diiferent tones, even when the same developer is

used.

For the development of gelatino-chloride films the following

solutions ai-e required :

—

D.
Hydroxylamine hydrochloride 15 grains.

Alcohol 1 ounce.

E.

Potassium carbonate 6 drachms.

Water 1 ounce.

F.

Ammonia, '880 1 drachm.

Water 1 ounce.

A normal exposure for use with this developer is about ten

minutes, one foot from a fish-tail burner. For a sepia-brown tone

take half a drachm of D, forty minims of E, and one ounce of

water. For chocolate tones the above mixture, to which has been

added one minim of F. A pxirple image is obtained with half a

drachm of F and half a drachm of D diluted with one ounce of

water. To obtain the dichroic tone : expose fivefold normal and

develope with half a drachm of D six minims of F to one ounce of

water. The latter solution will probably prove useful for the

development of gelatino-chloride prints, for 1 find that by backing

a thin transparency of the dichroic kind with paper, a picture

possessing a beautiful warm-brown tone is obtained.

In advocating the hydroxylamine developer for gelatino-chloride

I claim freedom from stain, density of deposit, and variation of

tone. It should be remarked that as the alkalies used are com-

paratively weak, no reticulation of tlie film is produced when tlie

small proportion of alcohol included in the formula is used. In
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coiioUision, I beg to express the hope that photographere will give

hyilroxyl:iiiiiiio a f;iir trial, and communicate the results of tnoir

experience. Arxom) Si-im,er,
Met.iber of the Otnnau Chemicat S<itiety.

DEVELOPERS AND DEVELOPMENT.
[A coimminication to tho Dundee and East of Scotland Photographic Awoclation.l

What I am to read this evening is not intended for professional

photographers or protieicnts, but I would like to say my say to those

who are wanting and willing to learn. There are many developers and
many modes of using the same developer. Some allow a rapid and
and others a slow mode of working. Some like to \iae a rapid developer,

and to get freedom from stain or fog (and with some plates this is

necessary) ; others slow, so as to have more control over results. Each
is good in its way, and excellent results may he got in either direction,

but much depends upon the nature of the subject.

As to which is the beat formula, or whether slow or rapid develop-

ment is the correct thing, I am not able to say, for I believe each
worker will have some pet formula that will yield Avhat he considers

the best results, while tlie same formula in the hands of another might
yield nothing but failure. There is no doubt but what a rapid-workuig
developer is hest or most suitable for portraiture in the professional

photographer's hauls, as it would be annoying and costly to have to

keep customers waiting so long after each exposure till the operator

could i-epjrt upon the result and allow the sitter to depart. As far as

the amateur is concerned medium or slow development is, or I think
should be, the most suitable, as it enables him to have more command
over his plate. There are times, however, when rapid working would
yield better results.

The professional photographer, working constantly with his apparatus
and plates, can always estimate correctly or, at least within very
narrow limits, what is the correct exposure to be given, and either

rapid or slow development will give satisfactory results; but the

amateur has necessarily a haphazard mode of guessing his exposure,

and the result may be a very wide margin on either side of the correct

one. In thi.s case slow development will give him more chance of cor-

recting cither over- or underexposure. Again : there are some plates

that will only yield fair results with very slow development, and if

hurried in aiiy way will only give ghosts of what they should be.

Other plates will noi give good results with slow development. Of
course, if it were possible to get one good developer which would act

equally well with all makes of plates it •*vould be a great step in

advance, but I fear that cannot be. I remember some time ago having
got some .Swan's plates which gave me very good results with the
developer I then used (I believe Edwards's), and I heard others com-
plain of them as being bad. I put them aside as useless, but some
time after I had to fall back on them, as I had no others at hand. This
time, fortunately, I thought I would try Swan's own developer, which
works very rapidly. The result was a Hrm conviction that 1 had never
used more satisfactory plates. I again tried my other developer, but
with no better results than before. I had repeatedly used the same
developer with Swan's plates without finding anything of which to

complain.
Again : about two months ago I required some very rapid plates

—

large sizes—and the only ones X could get were Wratten and AVain-

wright's drop-shutter plates. When develoi^ing I used the formula
accompanying the packets, and the result was failure. A brother
amateur developed some of them with the sulphite developer, the
result being as had. I theu tried the remainder of them with the
potash developer, and the result was better—fair negatives, considering

the subjects and the time. I may here say, in passing, that plates of

my own make and also England's (twenty-five times), used on the same
subjects and same exposure, gave much better results and were far

more rapid than the drop-shutter plates, so that makers' statements as

to rajiidity should not always be considered correct till tried.

During the last few years there has been a constant stream of new
developers or modifications of old ones. The pyro., ammonia, and
bromide have branched ofl into endless combinations—Edwards's, with
glycerine and alcohol ; Nelson's, with sugar ; and Berkeley's, with
sulphite of soda and citric acid. Then there is the soda developer, the

potash, and the combination of both. We have the ferrous oxalate, the

hydrokinone, and now we are threatened with a new one with a regular

jxw-breaker of a nair.c which I am almost afraid to try and pronounce

—

liydroxylamine, bydrochlorate, and caustic soda. There is an endless

variation in the proportions of the ingredients, and, of course, each one
is best.

There is no use to lay down formal rules for development, for no hard-
and-fast line can fee drawn. Though formuhe are given, it is impossible

to use them always in the proportious mentioned, even supposing the ex-

posures to be correctly timed. There are so many cases in which a
little more or a little less of any one or more of the ingredients is

rccpiired to bring about the best result. One of our leading scientitic

writers on photography says thiit he rarely uses the same proportion in

his d«velox)er twice in tsuccsaiun, as there are so many extraneous cir-

cumstances to take into consideration— light, exiMture, nataro of

subject, cl.au of negative wanted, and many other tliinj((—which only
can bo provided for us they occur. You cannot take a fonnaU M
given by any plate-maker and adhere to it for all sabjeeta—that is, if

you want to make the niott of the plates. We all know that pyro.

gives density, ammonia, loda, or potash (whichever u UMii) detail,

while bromide restrains and keep* the shftdom clear; but that ta not
all, for you must have a knowledge of how to proportion them lo aa to

give the best results for each class of subject. For in«tanc« : we will

suppose you have a number of exposed plates to devclope, that correct

exposure has in all cases been given, and that you have open land-

scapes, architectural subjects, woodland scenes, and interior!, one
strength of developer will not give the best results with all. For
landscapes having hills in the oistauce, or 0|)en comitry, the pyro.

must be increased and the ammonia and bromide re<luce<l. For land-

scapes having buildings in the foreground ami no distance, or for

architectural subjects, slightly increase the proportion of ammonia and
reduce tho bromide. For subjects having very deep, dark shadows,
such as woodland scenes, reduce the pyro. and increase the ammonia.
If your subjects have strong contrasts of light and shade keep down the

pyro. and devclope rapidly. If the subject be wanting in contrast

increase tho pyro. and, at the same time, devclope slowly. The slower

you do it the better; in nine cases out of ten yon will get more brilliant

negatives.

'There are very few plates in the market bat what will devclope with
any of the standard formuhe, if only they are watcheil and studied in

the proportion of the ingredients ; and there are very few photographers,

professional or amateur, who do not have a favourite formolo—one
which seems to give better results in their hands than any of the

others. I have my favourite— 1. Ferrous oxalate; and 2, the pyro. and
potash, though 1 very often use the sulphite of soda and ammonia
developer. 1 think the best for amateurs is neutral oxalate of potash

(saturated solution), protosulphate of iron (saturated solution), to

which is added one drop of sulphuric acid to each four ounces of solu-

tion, and used in the proportion of one to three. I find this developer

gives good results with almost all makes of plates, and is very much
under controL Any strength of negative can be made if the exposure

be correct, the shadows clear and full of detail, and the high lights

perfectly dense. If the plates are over-exposed a very small addition

of bromide of potassium will give perfect command of the result,

while, if the plate has been under-exposed and will not come up with
sufficient density and detail, one or two drops of a one-per-cent. solu-

tion of hyposulphite of soda will do all that can be desired.

Alfbed GCTBBie.
(To be eoneluded in our next.)

HOME PORTRAITURE.
[A commuDication to the Glasgow and West ot Scotland Amateur Pboioftaphie

Association.)

In drawing attention to the subjects we are to consider tonight I wish
you to understand that I do so more particularly in regard to their bearing
on that delightful branch of our art—portraiture. It seonis to me that by
far the larger jiroportiun of amateurs give their attention to landscape
work—at least in my circle of aoiuaintance. I seldom find those who
seem to take a special delight in |x>rtraiture ; nor is the reason far to seek.

It is generally thought that, without the aid of a studio, with its special

advantages for lighting, &c., the amateur can have no chance alongside a
professional photographer who possesses this Iwnefit. Now, I am not one of

those who think tluis ; on the contrary, I maintain, and hope to be able

to demonstrate to you tonight, that there is no reason why an amateur should
not produce quite as good results in portraiture as the professional. At the
outset I wish it to be distinctly understood that I do not underratetheneceasity
for a proper lighting of the subject. I consider it, perhaps, the meet im-
portant of the whole ; still, with a little practice any well-lighted room can
at times be made to give most excellent results—indeed, quite aa good a«

can be obtained in many studios—and it may be news to some of you to be
told that professionals have to labour long before they arrive at the best
manner of lighting their sitters, even in their specially-constructed glass-

houses.
Now, although lighting does not form part of our subject for considera-

tion, seeing it is so intimately associated with the sueoess of home
portraiture, I must ask your indulgence for a few minutes, while, in

passing, I give the results of my experience.

In the first place, allow me to say that one of the chief errors amateurs
fall into lies in using too strong a light. If, for instoncs, yon plaoe a sitter

(say) about five feet from any oixlinary window having a good northerly or
north-westerly exiioaurc, and step back and carefully observe the effect of

the lighting on the face, you will at once see that the contrast from light to

shade is too great ; the side next the wiudow is too light, while the off side

is too dark. This is tho result of a want of diffused light.

Now, diffusion of liffht may be divided into two classes :—l, natural
diffusion ; and, 2, artificial diffusion. N.ttural diffusion may be described

as follows:- The atmosphere everywhere and at all times is filled

with floating particles of matter, and all of these ore more or less

opaque. Those which are opaque reflect a (lortioa of light and absorb
a p<irtion. Those that arc trans|>.'ircnt refract a portion and absorb •
jiortion ; this constant changing of the course of the rays until they ore

thrown in every conceivable direction is known as "diUusiuii"—that u,
natural diffusion. When any translucent screen is mode to intercept the
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direct rays of liylit, and the atoms of wliich the screen is composed ri-fljct

or refract the rays, so that those which come through have lost their

general direction—some passing one way and some another—are said

to be "diffused." This is artificial diffusion. Natural diffusion is beyond
our control ; not so artificial diffusion. With it we have all to do, and we
bring it to our aid. By it we soften high lights, break up too strong
shadows, and give proper modulation and solidity to our image.
Now, to obtain artificial diffusion; procure a muslin screen like this.

I made it myself, and it cost me about threepence. Place it between the
sitter and the window, out of range of the lens, in such a manner that
all the rays of light whicli fall on the face must pass through the gauze.
Step back again and take another look, when you will at once see that a
very material change has taken place. Not only has the high light on the
face been softened down, so to speak, but the dark side oif the face will

ap))ear to have been lighted up, thus red\icing the violent contrast which
had previously existed. Now procure an ordinary clothes-horse commonly
used for drying clothes on, throw over it a wliite sheet, and so fold the
divisions of it into such positions that a reflected light (not too much of it,

mind) just increases the light on the darkest part of the shaded side, and .it

the same time throws a little front light on the face, so as to soften or
blend the high light into the shade, takmg care to preserve some light and
shade, which is the soul of portraiture, as well as other branches of our art.

This done, your subject should be well lighted, which may be ascertained
by seeing that the catch-lights are the same on both eyes.

Havnig said so much about what we may call the proper "quality"
of light, it may be interesting to learn a little about the strength or actinic
power of this mode of lighting, or, in other words, what is the average time
of exposure. Later on I shall have the pleasure of handing round some
s|)eeimens of my home work, and these will give you an idea of what
can be done in the mauner stated. On tolerably good days I obtain a
projjerly-exijosed negative, using a No. 3a Dallmeyer lens, with its No. 2
stop, in from seven to ten seconds, on a Wratten's plate. On very bright
days I, of course, expjso for less time. Now these exposures will compare
favourably with those of many studios. If a person seat himself in front
of an ordinary window having (say) a clear ajierture of about seven by three
and a-half feet, and ascertain the vertical and horizontal angle of the light
that falls upon him, he will find that it is in excess of the light commonly
admitted in photographic studios. This is a fact that may bo determined
by siiu))le measurement and comparison. It is not the size of the studio or
its window that determines the force of the illumination, but the angular
relation of the window to the sitter ; hence a window which is twelve feet
"quare may in reality admit a far less degree of light, so far as a s|iecial

sitter is concerned, than one of six feet square, the area of which is

only one-fourth of tne former.
From wliat I have said you will have perceived that if a person sit suffi-

ciently near a window more light will fall on him tlian would be the ease
in many studios. For the same reason it will be seen that in proportion as
he removes himself from the window the light diminishes according to the
square of the distance, thus showing that any ordinary window .with its

diffused light can be made to give quite as much liglit as a studio. But
you may ask me—"What about the facilities for various modes of light-
ing?" Let us examine into this also, and I think we sha" " ' "

"

amateur is not tied down in the matter.
shall find that the

will

pie

If you examine the specimens I have brought with me tonight you wi
find at least four entirely different styles of lighting. No. 1 is .an examp'
of the Rembrandt style, and is a picture of my little girl. She was placed
about four feet from the window with her side to it, so I moved my
camera, as it were, into the middle cf the room, and pointed against the
light. No. 2 is an example of three-quarter lighting. Tlie sitter was
placed about five feet from the window and almost facing the glass, and
then the head was just turned round until only a dash of light fell on the
off cheek. In this case the camera was placed so that the lens pointed
from the source of light on to the sitter— almost the reverse of the
Rembrandt style. No. 3 is a style very popular with Americans. In this
instance the sitter, as it were, turned the head away from the light, so
that the light came from the direction of behind the ear, thus giving a
full side view with the off cheek in shadow. Another pleasant way is to
place the sitter so that the light falls on the cheek next the window, the
off cheek being in shadow. A full face is obtained by this means.
You will thus see that the amateur is not tied down to any one style of

lighting, but that he has quite a choice; so he may exercise liis discre-
tion in choosing this or that one as most suitable to the requirements of his
various sitters. Can more than this be obtained in any studio? I think
not.

Having said so much about lighting I now come more particularly to
the subjects we are specially to consider, in which later on I hope to give
some ])ractical demonstration, namely, retouching and eaamelling. No
matter how well and artistically you may light your subject (passing over
the consideration of proper exposure, development, printing, toning, &c.,
with which, no doubt, you are all conversant), unless the amateur be able
to retouch his negatives and then to finish his [jrints in a superior style lie

will still be far behind the professional. Later on I hope to show you the
modui apenmdi of retouching, and also how to enamel prints. I claim no
singularity in either case, as you will learn. I propose to deal first with
enamelling, and before proceeding to give you a practical demonstration of
it I will just say that, whatever may be urged for this or that one's opinion
for or against enamelling, there can be no doubt that most of the leading
professionals now adopt this style of finishing their jjortraits. I maintain
that increased softness and detail in the shadows are brought out in on
enamelled print which would be lost otlierwisp. In discussing tliis matter
with several of my friends I was struck witii the similarity of their objec-
tions, which nearly all came to this—that it was very troublesome and not
worth the mess. Now, this is all nonsense. With a little practice and
ordinary care an amateur can enamel his prints with great ease and success,
and this is the first thing I jivopose to do tonight. I have no doubt many,
if not all, of you have read about euamelling, and know well enough liow it

ii done. Still, T am inclined to think very fcv.- of o:u' uio'.nbers have ever
pi-actised it, and were they to proceed to do it from the knowledge which
they have acquired from what they have read, I do not hesitate for a
moment to state that nine out of their first ten attempts would end in

failure ; but when you come to have ocular demonstration the thing be-

comes easy of accomplishment and within the range of practical pn',>to-

grajihy for amateurs. T. N. ARJisTEONti.
(To he concluded in our next.)

RECENT PATENTS.

PATENT SEALED.
No. 4,089. — "Changing Sensitised Plates in Photographic Cameras."
James Stuhrock, Dundee.—iJaJcrf March 17, 1884.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 1.5,887. — " Photographic Cameras." W. MiunLKjiis.s. — Z)«te/

December 3, 1884.

No, 1(),087.
—"Photographic Cameras." C. .Sands and J. .1. Hunteh.—

Dated December 0, 1884.

An Improveu Foeji ok Lantern Front kor Maiuc Lanterns.
William Charles Hughes, Optician, 82, Mortimer-road, Kingsland-road,

London.
This patent, illustrated with drawings, refers to the construction of the
brasswork front of the lantern, f(u- carrying slides varying in size, and per-
mitting the use of long-focus objectives with advantage. The condenser
tubes have an extending arrangement.

THE SOIREE OP THE ASSOCIATED SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES
OF LIVERPOOL.

This year's soiree of the combined learned societies of Liverpool took place
on Wednesday last, the 10th inst., at St. George's Hall.
The Liverpool Amateur Photographic Association collected together for

exhibition probably the finest gathering of pictures and apparatus ever
placed before the Liverpool public. 'The lianging committee, Messrs. Bee-

,

Crowe, and Guyton, under the superintendence of the Hon. Secretary, the
Rev. H. J. Palmer, were at work the greater part of the day of the soiree,

and by opening time had arranged their display very effectively.

Among the exhibits may be mentioned the splendid series of enlargements
al Alpine negatives by Mr. W. F. Donkin, which gained for him the gold
medal at the recent Pall Mall exhibition. Mr. J. H. T. EUerbeck displayed
an extraordinary number of good pictures of this year's work in Norway
and in Wales. Dr. Watlin^ showed a large selection of the prize picture'-i

of the Amateur Society of England. Dr. Paul's very fine series of illustra-

tions of Norfolk abbeys and towns were greatly admired, as also were the
framed enlargements exhibited by Messrs. Beer and Cornish. Thp Re\-.

H. J. Palmer also showed a fine enlargement illustrating this year's work
in Switzerland. Among the other exhibits by members of the Association
may be mentioned, as specially worthy of praise, the competition pictures
of this year, which are unusually good ; and collections by Messrs. Cros«,
Beer, Atkins, Haworth, and Crowe.

Outside the Society were a splendid collection of Egyptian pictures exhi-

bited by Mr. Pugh. Every phase of Egyptian life, manners, and architec-

ture were represented here, and greatly was this portion of the exhibition
appreciated. Messrs. Robinson and Thompson contributed some very
beautiful pictures, and among them an enlargement in opal of a portrait lif

the Premier by the Rev. H. J. Palmer. Messrs. Cussons and Co. showed
cameras and apparatus of every kind.

On the whole, the Association may be congratulated on having produced
in Liverpool an exhibition of such singular interest and merit.

BURY PHOTOGRAPHIC AND ARTS CLUB EXHIBITION.
The second annual exhibition and conversazione of the above Club wa.^
closed on Saturday last. It proved very successful, and met with the
cordial support of the public. Mr. F. Cooper, one of the Vice-Presidents of

the Society, sent twenty views, which were excellent in every respect. Mr.
C. H. Openshaw, one of the younger members, contributed sixteen pictures.

Mr. F. W. Livsey contributed a very large collection (noless than eiglity-five)

to the photographic portion of the Exhibition. Miss Rosa Scott sent seven
capital photographs of local views. Mr. T. .1. Hutchinson contributed an
equal number, and Mr. T. Entwistlc four of views near Whitefield. The
photographs exhibited by Mr. J. Nelson were very excellent indeed, and
some of the finest in the room.

Mr. H. M. Dearden contributed sixty views of Welsh scenery, Prest-
wich Clough, and other objects of interest in the neighbouvhood. Of
the thirty pictures shown by Mr. Robert Grundy, Jun,, of Parkhills,

many dealt with Welsh scenery and were beautiful in their effects. Mr. E.
W. Mellor, of Polefield, Prestwich, sent a number of small jjhotographs,

which were deservedly admired.

The oil paintings and water colours were hung on a wall immedi.ately
below the gallery, and included two by Mr. C. H. *Vood—one lent by
Mr. Walter Ashworth, and tlic other by Mr. Grundy. Mr. W. S. Bivrlow
sent half-a-dozen paintings, which were extremelj' good in colour. Mr. F.
W Livsey sent Boat on Conwa;/ Bay, and a large picture, which occupied
the place of honour in the centre. The Findin'j of tlie Body of Harold—a copy
of the picture by J. C. Hook, R.A. Mr. J. Holding, of Manchester, had
two landscapes in monochrome and three water colours. Mr. Whitehead
lent a lucture by Mr. J. Shaw, representing the top of Bolton-street
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in days g^one by ; and Mr. JoHhua Kntwistle had a study in colonrs
and sonic plnmieB.
Mr. K. W. Mollor exiiibitad Beard's patent 8«1f-coutering glide carrier,

which ha 1 Ix'ou kimlly lent by Messrs. Stewart, of London, and met with
tho general appro sal of tlio incuibers.

Meetings of ^mtitts.
- -*

MEKTINGS OF SOCIETIES FOB NEXT WEEK.
Date of Ueetlnf. Name of Society. Place of Mo«tin;r.

December in ..I Bolton Club
|
The Studio, Chancerj'-lanc.

„ 17 ..I Photographic Club Andorton's Hotel, Kleot-streot.

„ 18 . .
I

London and Provincial Masons' Hall, Basinifhall-stroot.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIKTY OF GRKAT BRITAIN.
The ordinary monthly meeting of this Society was held on Tuesday even-
ing last, at o.\. Pall Jlall East,—Mr. James Glaisher, F.R.S., President, in
the chair. The proceedings were opened with tho usual routine business,
and three new ordinary members elected.

Captain .-Vbnev, R !<<., F.R.S., read a p.iper upon Tentiiui Gelatine,
which set forth that dry-plate makers were aware that the quality of
gelatine varies as regards tendency to frill, and their idea that this tendency
is governed by the amount of water different specimens wo\iId takn up
was generally but not altogether true. Different gelatines dried in different
times, and threw thoso stains niwn the iilate which were the cause of the
tendency to frill. He, thei'efore, prepared a solution of gelatine of such a
strength that five grains of tho colloid were made to form a film ui>on each
quarter-)ilate ; after being dried the films were 8trii)ped from the ),'lass and
accurately measured. Some were then placed in water to soak; others
were treated with ammonia of the strength usually employed in developing,
while more were soaked respectively in solutions of monocarbonates
of soda and potash, in which they were allowed to swell for one hour. The
tabulated results sliowed that ammonia promotes swelling, whilst the
monocarbonates of potash and soda have less tendency so to do ; conse-
quently they are in this respect better for developing'. He added that an
easy method of getting emulsion to flow freely over a gl.is,i plate was to cover
a squeegee with swansdown and to rub it over tlie ]ilato just before coating
with emulsion. His experience with silicates as a substratum to promote
the flow of gelatine had not been good.
Mr. W. I?Knroni) wished to know if Captain Abney would have obtained

the same results had ho used soft gel.atine artificially hardened with alum.
Mr. Leon \V.\rnerke was in favour of the use of monocarbonate of

potash, as he had recently stated in public, and he agieed that it gave less

tendency to frilling. Gelatine was firmer the quicker it was developed.
When he wanted to avoid frilling he added alum to the first washing
water in which the emulsion was squeezed out in fine threads; the suc-
ceeding washings cleared out the alum again. He nsed ordinary alum

—

not chrome alum. The threads became crisp under the treatment, and
did not incre.ise i i 'ii!k. Tlie plates developed quicker than when there
ad been no tre ; .;i mt with alum at all, but the increase in rapidity of
development was small.

Mr. W. K. BiRTOM wished to know the proportion of alum used in the
first washing water.
Mr. AV AR.VEKKE replied that the maximum was five per cent.

Mr. T. Seb.\.stian Davis stated that, if gelatine were moist for a long
time, decomposition had a tendency to set in ne,ar the centre of the plate.

He had made one batch of plates with Heinrich's very hard gelatine, and
another batch with Nelson's No. 1—a very soft gelatine. The latter were
four or five d.ays in drying without artificial appliances for the puriwse,
whilst tho former dried in forty-eight hours under similar circumstances.
The hard gelatine had no direct tendency to blister.

Colonel Stuaut Wortiey remarked that, of coiftse, the long drying was
for experimental purposes, and not for ordinary practical applications.

Mr. Sehastian D.vvis said that for practical purijoses he liked plates
to get quite hard within twenty-four or thirty-six hours.

Mr. Warneuke had no doubt the experiments had bi

b)it the results did not harmonise with his experience, for he found that
when plates dried too quickly there was liability to blister. He liked to

keep his plates in the drying-room from four to six hours, and then to

store them.
Mr. Sebastian Davis found twenty-four hours to be a good time for

drying, but thought three or four days promoted blistering under develop-
ment.
Mr. William Exoland found twelve hours to be a reasonable time for

the drying of plates. When the time was longer they increased in sensi-

tiveness in the centre.

_ Mr. .JoH.v Si'Ii.i.er, F.C.S., stated that alum or a very little sulphate of
zinc was sometimes p\it into glue by the manufacturers to promote the
hardening. The effect of metallic salts upon gelatine ought to be tried by
experiment, for probably some of them would be found to give the plate

much less tendency to frill.

Mr. \V. E. Debenham asked the proportion of sulphate of zinc sometimes
used by gluemakcrs.
Mr. SiMi.LER did not know, but it was exceedinaly small—a mere trace,

in fact. In very hot or very cold weather they could not get the films to

dry wlieu spread out on the netting. Tho least touch of frost 8|x)ilt the glue.

Coloutl .Srr.VRT WoRTLEr said that the gluemakors employed one-half i>er

cent of (sulj.hate of zinc.

Captain .\nN'EY, in r?|>ly, stated that his experience with soft gelatine

artificially hardenol w.is that its oxp.ansivc power was materially lessened.

If I'latej were forty-eight lionrs in drying he should be astonished if they

did not frill and blister. He <^>

The use of a sul>stratum pru
dryini^. Not less than eight i

rfpct fog imder the oircnnwtanew.
irk round th- iv|g« of the plate in
than twenty four hoiim was tha

best tune for drymg, and quick ilrviiw l>y alcohol tendo.1 to blintArinir.
AltoL-ether, Bixtecn hours was a good timo for the drying of plat<-x. .Mr.
hngland was a g(H>dand cx|>crience<l iilatcmaknr, but Tiis ntimrimicti in
relation to the effect of slow drying on the centre of the plate >howed that
his emulsion was not sensitive enough at the timo of coating if he desired
the maximum of rapidity. Nitrate of zinc Inul a hardening nttrei njit.n
gelatine, and with the use of bromide of zinc for decomposing the nitrate of
silver there was no risk of getting slowness; but the zinc salt was not to
" certain " as the potassium salt.

Mr. Gordon then exhibited a washing machine, in which each print was
placed u|>on a separate wire work frame, and washed «er>arately in tho same
bath with other prints. Mechanical arrangi'iiicnts at the side of tho Imth
emptied the water now and then, allowed a certain time for the prinU to
drain, and then admitted a fresh siipplv of water. Tho nnmbtr of changm
of >vater yier hour could l)e autom.aticslly governed at will. There might,
for instance, be twenty, six, or four changes of water i>cr hour, according
as desired. The apparatus would go on working by itself so long as
the water supply lasted.

Mr. Dedenham had seen one of these machines at work in the hands of
a friend, and was so pleased with its action that he intended to Iwiy one for
himself. It would hold as many prints as an ordinary photographer
would be likely to re^iuire to wash at the end of a day's work, "rhe lower
prints were drained by it as well as those uppermost.

Colonel SiiART WoiiTLET thou','ht the wood of the frames would get
saturated with thiosul|>hate of soda.
Mr. England recommended the substition of sheets of gutta-percha ix-r-

foi-ated with holes.

Mr. W. M. Ashman recommended soaking the present frame* in meltcl
p.araffine.

Mr. Gordon had had the present frames in use for two years without
disadvai>tage.

The proceedings closed with the usual votes of thanks.

SOUTH LONDON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIKTV.
The annual meeting of the above-mentioned Society was held in the Hoiiso
of tlio Society of Arts, John-street, Adelphi, on Thursday, the 4tli instant,—Mr. E. W. Foxlee in the chair. In ojiening the meeting, the Chaibman
proposed that the members should constitute this an ordinary meeting
as well as an annual one. Several of those who had on the last general
meeting been proposed as members of Committee had withdrawn their
names, so that at present there were not sufficient names to form a com-
mittee of twelve, as was intended. The gentlemen who had withdrawn
their names were Mr. A. L. Henderson and Mr. A. Mackie. Several
of those who had been proposed were found not to be members of the
Society. Mr. T. Bolas was projiosed as Vice-President, and in tliat

capacity would be a member of committee. If the meeting wore constituted
a Koneral one new names could be added to the list.

Tlie pro|)osal was agreed to, and the meeting, therefore, proceeded OS an
annual ordinary meeting.

The Hon. Secretarv read the report of the post session, and also the
Treasurer's report, "fhe reports wore adopted.

TwENTv-Fii'TH Annual Report.
In submitting the annual reixirt the Committee regret to have to record
the great losses the .Society has sustained by tho hand of death during the
past year of the Rev. F. F. Stath.ani, M.A., F.tJ.S., who had liecn Prwi-
dent from the Scxiiety's formation in 1859; Mr. Jabez Hughes, one of its

earliest members, and for many years one of its Vice-Presidents; and
Mr. H. Baden Pritchard.

The death of the Rev. F. F. Stath.ani was unquestionably a great blow
to the Society, and so severely was this felt to bo that suggestions were
made to bring tho Society to an end in consequence. In order to ascertain

the feeling of the members on this question, a special meeting was held
and circulars were sent to them. The Committee much regret that so tew
took sufficient interest either to attend the meeting or reply to the circulars.

The annual lantern meeting in January w;is, as usual, crowded. Slides
were exhibited by Messrs. Bejisley, Jun., Page, H. Tmcinan Wood,
F. York, J. J. Brigginshaw, J. Gale, W. Brooks, F. A. Bridge, Wheeler,
W. Cobb, and others.

During the year paiwra have been read as follows:— WiV^-'- "
i-, by

Mr. F. A. Bridge; Old Phut'xjraphe, by Mr. K. Dunmore; ':/*',

byMes.sr3. C. andF. Darker; Voinpofition, by Mr. Norman .M i S.A.,

and Funull's Leiu, by Mr. W. Ackland.
Numerous questions from the question-box have also been discussed. It

had been arranged to hold a festival dinner on the twenty-fifth annivenary
of the Society (May 10). The lamented decease of the President, howeTer,
necessitated its being abandoned.
An outdoor meeting was held in July as usual, and, notwithstanding the

unj)ropitions state of the weather, a pleasant mwting resulted.

It having been decided that tho last technical meeting was deficient in

interest, Air. J. Traill Taylor kindly promised a lecture on Florida for the
November meeting, which was well attended.

With regard to the artistic competitions, the Committee are scarcely in a
position to report, the pictures having only just been received. Thejrtnat,
however, the result will be satisfactory, and hope this distinotive Mton ol

tho Society will meet with the success it desetvoA

The 'Treasurer's report showed that tho Society had a balance of £4 6«. Id.
n hitnd.

The Secretary went on to remark on the nunil»nr of subscriptions that
wer<! in arrears, |Hiiuting out that the bolanc-c in hand was now very
i-nia11.
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After this there was a great deal of desultory conversation as to whether
it was possible to continue the existence of the Society at all or not, and, if

BO, how it was to be done.
A letter from Mr. W. M. Ashman to the Secretary, in which he (Mr.

Ashman) warmly advocated the continuance of the Society, and proposed
certain modifications in its metliod of working, was read.

The Ch.\ihm.4N pointed out that the Society did exist, and that the only
way in which to bring about its end, were that desired, was by some
member proposing, and another seconding, a resolution to the effect th-it

the Society cease to exist.

Mr. A. Cow.vs, in proposing that the Society bs brought to a close, said

that he had the greatest respect for the South London Pliotographic
Society. He thought that his respect for it was shown by the fact that
since he had become a member he had never missed a single meeting.
Now, however, he thought the Society must cease to exist, and he, tliere-

fore, moved tliat it be brought to a termination.
Mr. H. Trueman Wood thought it would be well that a motion be

taken, and tliat the matter be settled one way or another. There was a
sufficient attendance that night to show that there were enough members to

keep the Society going. Nevertheless, it would be better for the Society to

take this opportunity of ceasing to exist than that it should die in a miser-
able fashion. It would be best for the members to express their opinion by
a vote. For his own part lie tliought there was room for a Society
such as the South London Photograiihic Society, although he knew the
great difficulty in its continuing to exist was that the field was taken up by
the weekly meetings, which were of a more convivial nature. Still, he did
not see why, because tliese weekly societies were somewhat more free and
easy than this one, there should not be room for a society where the
science of photograpliy was treated in a rather more serious manner than
at the weekly societies. He thought, moreover, that there should be room
for both the Parent Society "and the South London Photographic Society.

The present, when photography was increasing so greatly in popularity,

was not a time for a society to cease to exist. However, if the
the thing were not to go on in a vigorous way it were better that it be
wound up respectably tlian allow it to die a lingering death. He did not
know tliat it would be quite regular for him to second Mr. Cowan's motion
after what he had said, but if no one else would second it he would.
The Ch.\irman, in jnitting the motion to the meeting, said tliat as,

perhaps, the oldest member of the Society, he now found himself in a very
unpleasant position. He had been proposed as a member of the Society by
the late Mr. Jabez Hughes at its second or third meeting, and had made it

a rule to attend every meeting at a time when he was younger and perhaps
more enthusiastic than at present. Since his election he Iiad been con-
tinuously a member of the South London Photographic Society, and since

the Nortli London Photographic Association had ceased to exist he had
belonged to no other until he joined the offshoot of the South London
Photographic Society—the Photographic Club. He had his own opinion as
to the desirability of tlie continuance of the Society or the reverse, but,
being Chairman, he did not feel called upon to express them. It was with
pain that he put the motion to the meeting.

It was carried by a large majority that the Society should not cease to
exist.

The following gentlemen were then (iroposed as members of the com-
mittee in addition to those who had been suggested at the last meeting :

—

Messrs. C. Poirson, T. J. Collins, Jun., W. M. Ayres, and CJ. A. Garrett.
A ballot then took place, and the following gentlemen were elected

as officers of the Society:

—

President: Mr. W. Ackland.

—

Vice-Presidents:
Messrs. T. Bolas, H. T. Wood, and F. York.— Committee : Messrs. W.
Ashman, W. K. Burton, W. Cobb, E. Dunmore, J. A. Harrison, W. H.
Prestwich, H. Wilmer, C. Poirson, T. .J. Collins, C. Hussey, Jun., W. M.
Ayres, and G. A. Garrett.

—

Hon. Secretary and Treasurer: Mr. F. A.
Bridge.
A vote of thanks to the officers for the past year was proposed by

Mr. Burton, seconded by Mr. A. Mackie, and carried unanimously.
The Secretary proposed a vote of thanks to the Society of Arts, coupled

with the name of Mr. H. Trueman Wood, for their kindness in lending
their room. This was carried by acclamation.
The Ch.41r>ian proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. F. A. Bridge for

his exertions as Secretary and Treasurer. This was also carried by accla-
mation.
The January meeting was appointed for the exhibition of lantern slides,

and Messrs. King, Cowan, Wheeler, Poirson, Garrett, and Ashman
promised to bring slides.

It was then announced that the annual dinner of the Society would take
place at the Holb(n-n Kestaurant, on Tuesday evening, the IGth instant, at
half-past six o'clock.

Mr. Ashman jjromised a paper for the February meeting.
The meeting was then adjourned.

LONDON AND PPwOVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
At the meeting of this Society, held on the 4th instant, the chair was
occupied by Mr. A. L. Henderson.

^
Mr. W. E. DEiiKNHAM said that when Mr. J. T. Taylor some little

time since showed an American vignetting-franie he had observed that in
sjuie points it resembled those which ho was accustomed to use, and he
now brought examples of his \'ignette presses and appliances to illustrate
the system of working which he employed. An ordinary jirinting-frame
had a double thickness of millboard attached to the front, with openings
cut through both thicknesses opposite to where the figure would come
upon the negative. These openings were slightly larger than the largest
ojiening required in the vignette "form." The vignette "forms" them-
Belvcs were cards with openings cut in them of the various sizes that
would be required. In order to have a system of numbering and identifv-
ing the size of .o|,eniiig used nith any negati\e, so lliat the same might be

taken at another time, tlie "forms" were numbered according to the
eighths of an inch that the openings were long. Thus No. 8 represented
one inch. No. l-t an inch and three-quarters, and so on. Any that were
either wider or narrower than the standard proportion were "marked W or
N in addition to the number written on the card. The cards were pushed
between the two millboards, and might be adjusted to any position over
the face or figure of the sitter without fear of slipping during the printing
of an order. The frames liaving no projection were turned over upon the
bench to be changed exactly as with ordinary presses. , This system he had
had in use for about twenty years, and he continued now to employ it

;

but when carbon printing and vignetting with tinted margins came into
practice about seven or eight years ago he had arranged another frame, of
which an example was also shown. In this frame the adjustment was
made by shifting the negative upon a plate glass which the press con-
tained. There was a movable front consisting of a deal frame which
buttoned into the front of the pressure-frame, and into which were
buttoned, when double i)riuting was required, glasses containing an ojiaque
])aper mask. For tinting the margin a corresponding mask, but with the
centre opaque, replaced the mask with central opening. The paper was
kept in the same registry for printuig and margin tinting by being laid
against the top and one side of an inner back.
The Chairjiax thought the whole system good. It was much like tlie

plan that he himself adopted, but in his frames the openings were cut
in opaipie '" empire " cloth. Tliis cloth was held between two glasses, and
the adjustment was made by iniUing the edges of the cloth, which were
allowed to project beyond tiio edges of the glasses, through spaces left

in the binding. He thought it an advantage to use glass in the front
of the vignetting-fraines, as they need not be so hurriedly brought in and
wiped in case rain came on.
Mr. Debenham said that his vignettes were printed under a sash glazed

wit ground glass.

The Chairman inquired whether Mr. Trinks could speak of vignetting
as applied to plioto-mechanical printing.
Mr. J. H. Trinks said that \ignetting had always been a difficulty i:i

phototype processes. In the production of plates for this purpoie it w.is
necessary in order to obtain the finest results to print with parallel rays.
A satisfactory method of keeping the rays parallel was to have a projectio.i
rising some distance from the front of tlie printing-frame, and to note thai
the shad >w of th's projection fell alw.ays upon the same part of the frame.
Mr. W. H. Pr iSTWiCH said that no doubt Mr. Debenham's plan was a

splendid one. Tliere had lately been published a specification of a patent
for a process for vignetting in the camera itself, by having a screen in front
of the lens, with a opening in it, and Vandyke edges. It seemed to be
what he had used many years before fen- vignetting positives.

The Chairman said that in 1872 he had advocated the use of a vignetting
screen, made up of several layers of wire gauzo, the opening in each layer
being cut a little larger than that in the next layer, and had pointed out
that such a screen luiglit be used either in tlie camera or in the ordinary
way. In the collodion positive days it was necessary to vignette upon the
plate itself, and this was commonly done by a screen with a central opening
placed between the camera and the sitter. He had ju'eferred, however, to
produce the effect by exposing the plate to diffused light, either before or
after exposure in the camera. Tliere was a glass in front of the plate with
an opaque central disc preserving the figure from the destroying action of

the light.

Mr. .1. B. B. Wellington said he believed it was generally under-
stood that colloid bodies acted as restrainers in the developer. He had
added glycerine to ferrous oxalate developer in order to restrain it, but
found that it served as an accelerator, less exposure being required than
without it. If equal exposures were given tlie plate developed with the
added glycerine came out the quicker.
Mr. Trinks said tliat lie wished to offer a prize of £jO for competition,

the subject to be decided by the Society itself—whether process, apparatus,
or wh.at might bo thought best.

The proposition was warmly received, and it was arranged that at the
meeting to be held on the 18th instant the subject should be chosen. Jleni-
bers unable to attend were invited to send suggestions by post to the
Secretary.
Mr. Wellinhton iuipiired whether the Chairman had experimented

with bichloride of mercury as an antiseptic in emulsion, as he had propose<l
to do. He (Mr. Wellington) had tried it in the proportion of half-a-graiu
to a ten-ounce batch. He had mixed it with the bromide in the first

instance, and found that it slowed the emulsion very much, the
resulting plate giving 'J on the sensitometer instead of 20. The
plate, however, was remarkably clean; there was no green fog what-
ever.

Mr. Uebenhaji observed that chloride of mercury appeared to have a
remarkable desensitising effect upon chloride of silver. In the old process
for whitening positives bichloride of mercury was used, and chlorides of

silver and mercury were left ujioii the plate. Tlie chloride of silver,

however, did not blacken by exiiosure to light as it would do in the
absence of the chloride of mercury.
Mr. F. W. Hart liad some positives that were whitened in this manner

some thirty-six years ago, and the chloride of silver was still white.
The Chairm.vn thanked Mr, Wellington for relating his experience with

bichloride of mercury. He (the Chairman) intended to experiment H'ith

it, and should have used a comparatively strong addition, but would now
commence with a \ery small quantity, and would add it after the emulsion
was made u|i. That might make a difference in the effect as regarded
slowing the plate.

Mr. Habt said tliat a much smaller quantity than that used by Mr.
Wellington would prove a sufficient antiseiitic. The i>its soinetini's

forujed in plates when setting were, he believed, due to a fungus, and to

such organisms bichloride of mercury was fatal.

Tile Ch.mrmaN said he liad never seen pits ill emulsion plates which
could not be pre\ented by adding amuioiiia, more or less, to the emulsion,
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It was Announced that at the meeting to bo held on the 18th inHtant
Moasrsi. Miirion and Co. would demonstrate the printing and development
of their new i>,vper.

—

PHOTOGRAPHERS' BENEVOLKNT ASSOCIATION.
At the iisiiul ISmird nieoting of the above Association, lield on the 3rd
iiist«nt, at 181, Al(ior«gate-street, K.C., Mr. \V. T. .Smith, of Liverpool,
mid Mr. .1. (J. liib.Hon, of Tynemoutli, wore elected members. The Board
coii.-idere<i the advisability of appointing local secretarieK in largo towns,
iin'l would bo KJad to heir from any persons willing to act in that capacity.

A:ter disposiIl^' of other busines.H the meeting was adjouriieJ until
.Tiini ary Tth, IKSTi. As.sistaiica in response to applications was granted at
thi and a previous Board meeting after duo consideration.

EDINBURGH PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
TiiK second meeting for the current session w.is held in the Society's
rooms, on Wednesday, the 3rd instant,—Mr. Norman Macbeth, U.S.A.,
I'resid* nt, in the ch.iir.

The minutes of last meeting having been read and approved of, the
ballot box was opened, and the following gentlemen declared duly
Noted:—Messrs. W. A. Bryson, (I. Napier, Charles Murray, Aitken,
W. Skinner, J. W. Miller, Henry Cowe, Herbert W. Kibbs, Robert
Ijindsaj-, IJonald Mackenzie, and Alexander Thompson.

'1 ho following candidates were ])roposed for election at next ordinary
meeting:—Messrs. John Coubrough, Thomas Burns, A. N. M'Aliiine,
B.Sc., (Jeorgo (iowie, William Grey, H. Punimell, David .1. Lawson,
James Sharp, George \V. Heathcoto, and T. A. Douglas AV'ood.

The report of the Council on the study of the picturesfjue was then
submitted, as ai)|>eared in last month's Trnnxiictions.

The CHAlRXt.vN, in submitting this report, stated that of course this was
a mere experiment, and it was impossible to say yet how it would succeed,
[t was tliought by some that it would be veil to hang the pictures for

ciiticifm on the walls ; but after consideration it bad been decided that it

would be better to hand the pictures round for examination individually,
iind after .all had been examined to give the members an opixirtunity of
lieing he.ard on their merits and defects. A large nimiber of pictures were
then laid on the table and handed round for inspection, after which, when
thi-y were all returned, the Chairman called the attention of the members
to a, poi-trait of a hidy. He said that, iu tiie meantime, the names of the
artists were to be withheld, so that members might freely express their
opinions; afterwiirds ho would, so far as he knew, inform the members of

the names of the jiarties submitting the work.
Mr. Ckook said the picture submitted appeared to him harsh in tone in

the whites ; there was a want of detail in the delicate shado%vs, while the
arm and hand which fell upon the white dress was much too dark. Then
the pose of the head and the hand on which it was leaning were too
forced ; the head ought to have inclined towards the hand, and shown
that it was resting on it. This was not so in the present case, and the
pose was altogether too evidently studied and artificial, and it seemed
under-exposed. Twice the exposure would, he thought, have improved
the picture to a very great extent, and given a much better effect.

Mr. Mitchell stilted that the figure was too low down in the picture,
and that to raise the head a little and cut a portion off the left side of the
picture would improve its effect.

Mr. McKkan thought that more exposure would have done no good, but
rather increased the h.arshness to which allusion had already been made.
He thought the fault lay entirely in the lighting ; but the pose was also
b."»d. The hand at the head was too prominent and badly arranged, while
that on the dress was too dark ; the lines were too straight.
Mr. Howie said it was by no means a pleasingly-arranged picture. The

liosition was angular, the figure fronting too much, the dress too white,
wanting in detail, and needing to be subdued in tone ; while the h.and
on the dress had too much the appearance of a claw, and was not carefully
posed.
Mr. TuRXBiLL thought that had the hand been a little bent it would

have improved the picture, while the fingers at the side of the head were
too low, and the portr.ait was rather much of the fnrat face for the jwrtrait
of a lady who had a large mouth, which was too markedly shown.
Mr. Brebxer considered the chief fault of the picture was that the

contrasts were too prominent. There was pi-obably too little colour in it

;

it needed half-tones and more grey, otherwise he liked the picture very
much.
The ChAIRSIAN stated that to his mind the i)icture was remarkable for

its breadth—a quality rarely seen in a photograph, because many of the
lines of and connected with a subject could not ho controlled, and this was
a power the painter had which the photographer had not. He said the
portrait was that of a celebrated Russian actress taken by Mr. Karoline,
who gained the gold medal at the great photographic exhibition in Edin-
burgh, and it was considered one of the best s[)ecimens of portraiture in
the exhibition .at the time. Since then it had considerably faded ; many of

the finer half-tones and lines had disap|)eared, and the background had
begun to get stained. He quite agreed that the he.ad was too low on the
picture, that there was far too little in the skirts of the dress, and he
would be inclined to cut of a portion both at the top and at the sides.

There was a considerable force of character shown in the face, but there
was a weakness shown in the hand at the head as if she were studying too
nnich not to spoil the lines of the face and hand by pressure. He had
brought this picture with a view to mark the (leculiar characteristics of
Kareline's treatment, and he thought that one of the objects in keeping
out the lines of the dress was to give value to the flesh tints, which he
thought were most beavitifidly represented.
The next picture offered for criticism was a mezzotint engraving after

Sir Thomas Iiawrenoe, also belonging to the Chairman, who stated that

his object in bringing it was to show thx miintwn what b« eoMid«i«4.
perha|>s, one of the most elegant |>iwp« (Kissible—a very 6na exampk of
composition in lady portraiture, for which Sir ThonuM was fainqD*. It
was certainly tingiwl with mannerixm, but that was probably the faolt o(
the time in which he lived. This picture pasaed without coinnimt.
There was then shown a picture by Mr. H. I'. Robinson — Kn C'fmrarg f

KrirHrnfij^ two young women reading a notice bill printed " in Welsh aod
Knglisli " pasted on a deserted cottage door.
Mr. Howie said ho had a fecliuK tliat comment on the picture* amt

in by Mr. Kobinson might to a great extent Iw imixTtinent ; bat b« felt
that in this picture the tigures seemed tiKi obviously jiowd for effect. Th«
mibject of the notice was not one likely to interest two country girls.

Mr. Brkiinkk thought the subieet a Very diHicult one to treat. It seemed
to him that there was a want of balance in the picture.
Mr. Crook said the two girls might be interested in the notice, and

thinking that " there was as good fish in the sea as ever came out."
The Chairua.v said his feeling was that the bare stonework on the left

was rather too prominent, and swami>cd the delicacy of the figures. It was
n difficult thing to contend with light dresses against a strougly-niarlced
stonewall. The picture required some object, however small, to break the
monotony of that wall, and give balance to the picture. "The other side
was well ci ntrived, and the placing of the broken sieve on the ground, and
the jiiece of wood put into thewinilow. were very .admirable. It was diffi-

cult to control the square forms of doors, and this was admirably done here.
The next was a photograph of some sheep, also by Mr. Robinson.
Mr. Crook thought the sky was too pal|>ably printed in ; the clouds of

the horizon were too larce and round to be true to nature. The direction
of the light and everything else in the picture was Ijcautiful.

Mr. SiMi'so.N considered that there was not enough light on the fore-

ground, while the sheep were well lit, and the two did not correspond.
Mr. M'Kean stated that this wa.s a fault common to all shutter pictures.
Mr. Stewart |K)inted out that this could not have tjeen an instantaneoos

picture, as several of the sheep had moved durmg the ex|xx!ur<-.

Mr. Ba.sheori) said this, to his mind, was one of the prettiest photo-
graphs he had ever seen. He had a copy for some years, and had
picked it out of a number as one of the sweetest expressions of a sunny land-
scape (Missible. It was well balanced, the details were exquisite, and the
picture of the sheep and their surrotmdings was very pleasant.
The Chairsiax shared Mr. Simpson's opinion as to the lighting, and

there was too much uninteresting foregronnd which could have been reme-
died either by cutting a bit off the bottom or by placing a single sheep
immediately m front.

Mr. Howie thought the latter would be a mistake.
Mr. Brebner differed from Mr. Howie. The base line of the picture

bein^' straight, the horizon line being straight, and the line of the sheep
straight, the placing of a stray sheep would have removed the objection-

able repetition of the straight line.

A Short Road in Summer, by Mr. Robinson, was then submitted.
Mr. Tamkix said his objection to the picture was that the figures were

placed too exactly in the centre of the picture. He placed two cards over
portions, cutting off about half-an-inch from the bottom and an inch and
a-half from the right side, and showed how greatly the value of the picture

was enhanced by this means.
Mr. Brkbner perfectly agreed with Mr. Tamkin.
The Chairman concurred in this opinion. The picture was too evenly

balanced ; there was nothing left for tlse mind to do—it was too satisfying.

The alteration shown by throwing the figures out of the exact centre set

the mind in action to find the balance, and that gave the picture the inte-

rest it now wanted. Otherwise it was a very beautiful representation of a
well-chosen little bit of nature.

Artixt and Model by Mr. Robinson was the next picture put up for

criticism.

Mr. Tamkin thought that the clouds in this {>ictnre were not well

chosen. The sky was over-crowded, and not in keeping with the rest of the
picture. 'The models, again, were standing in a peculiar way—neither
natural nor graceful.

The Chairman pointed out how well this picture illustrated the power of

balance, one single fiijure balancing the large group on the other side.

Mr. Robinson s picture, Haymakinq, came next.

Mr. SiJii'sox said this picture contained many elements of interest, and
the feeling of relief in it was superb.

The Chairma.n' said the effect was admirable, but the posing was too
apparent. The action of the girls with the rakes was not that of country
girls making hay. There were too many repetitions of the same |K»e, and
too much apparent self-consciousness of posing for the purpose. A picture

of Loading Ornin, by another artist, was shown in contrast ti> this, in

which the artist had much more successfully caught the natural [Kisitions

and exprcsions of the workers. This was a much less pretensious picture,

but there was an utter want of self-consciousness that made it man
successful.

Owing to the lateness of the honr the further examination and criticiam

of the pictures, of which a very large niinilMr had been sent in, had to be
post|>oned.

Tlie Chairman hoped that the owners of those pictures which had not
been commented on would either iiermit them to remain in the hands of

the Curator, or would return them lor a future occasion. He thought that

the night's proceedings had been full of interest and education fur the

members, and they certainly seemed to be thoroughly appreciated

by them. In regard to Mr. Robinson's pictures, he (the Chairman) said

that these had been sent in consoiuence of a part of his address at last

meetiner, in which ho had expressed a fear lest professional phot<igrsphan

would not send pictures for criticism. Mr. Robinson bad certainly baMi
generous enough, as these were not nearly all he had sent. He handed
round a print«i list of Mr. Robinson's pictures, and stated that memben
wishing to have copies of these pictures could be supplied at the pcioM
there stated. He concluded by stating be could guarantee that all
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meetings for conference of this nature would be as full of interest, as

this had been.
Mr. J. B. Readman then read A Plea for a Work Room, for the Use

of Members.
Mr. M'Kean was heartily glad that this subject had come up again.

What was wanted was not only a dark room for amateurs, but one in

communication witli th<^ mceting-roiim, so that facilities miglit be liad for

practical demonstrations without the inconvenience which now attended
them. The Society consisted of professional and amateur i)hotographers.
The jjrofessional did not need such accommodation as this proposed, but
the amateurs, who constituted a very large proportion of the Society,
do ; and unless such a convenience as this were jn-ovided they might possibly

get one for themselves and form a fresh society, splitting up this one,
which would be left by such a split in a very awkward position. The
question required careful consideration, and he trusted it would be taken
up and considered, and the sooner the better.

Mr. Tamkin' thought that if it were found necessary for amateurs to
separate from the professionals in this matter they might separate
altogether, and it was matter for serious consideration whether more
suitable premises could not be found having this convenience.
Mr. Crightox did not understand that there was any proposal to sever

the connection between tlie amateurs and the professionals. To liim it had
always been a great drawback that the Society had no place in which,
besides liolding ordinary meetings, they could meet informally to talk over
matters, see the photographic jjapers, and where amateurs could have
facilities for developing and printing their pictures. But he deprecated any
idea of severance.
The idea brought forward in this paper struck Mr. Bhkbxer as being a

peculiarly happy one, and, if carried into effect, would, he thought, meet a
long and generally-felt want, not only for a dark room but also a reading-
room and library, and a meeting-room for the members. A great many
members, both amateur and professional, were theoretical enthusiasts ; and
it might happen that a man had a theory on which he desired to have
the opinions of others, like himself, but had no facilities in his own premises
for this. To such men a proper dark room and meeting-room would be in-

valuable.
Mr. B.\SHFORD said this was a subject which had often been before the

Society, and last year it was remitted to a committee to make inquiries
with a view to finding other premises which would meet tlie requirements
of the Society. They failed, however, to find any place to suit e.Kcept one,
the rent of whicli was so lieavy that the idea of taking that was abandoned.
Under these circumstances the Council, he thought, were justified in coming
to the conclusion that in the meantime they could advise no change in
the place of meeting.
Mr. Hume highly approved of Mr. Readman 's proposal, but it seemed to

him entirely a matter of expense. By taking increased subscriptions from
the members who desired the use of such a convenience, there would be no
difficulty in getting what was wanted. But very great care would have to
be taken, and stringent rules made about leaving chemicals around loose,
and other matters of that kind. lie liad had some experience of students
having uncontrolled use of a laboratory, and certainlj', unless very stringent
rules as to its use were made and enforced, the whole thing would very
soon go to wreck.
Mr. TuRNBULL stated that rooms apart from the ordinary meeting-rooms

could easily be got at a moderate rent, if sufficient members came forward
willing to pay (say) ten shillings extra per annum for such acconnnodation.
The Chairman said the Society was extremely indebted to Mr. Roadman

for bringing forward the matter, and for the trouble he liaj taken in getting
So much information enabling liini to put the proposal in practical shape,
and he proposed that the matter be now remitted to the Council for
inquiry, discussion, and report. In the meantime those willing to join
in such a scheme miglit send in tlieir names to the Secretary. He pro-
posed a hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Readman for his interesting paper.
Mr. Bashford then exhibited to the meeting "ye jjliantoni shutter"—

a

most ingenious invention by Mr. A. A. Pearson, of Leeds, combining an
instantaneous drop shutter and a flap for ordinary hand exposure. After ex-
plaining its working he handed it round for inspection by the members,
who greatly admired and commended it. Some interesting photographs
taken by Mr. Pearson with the aid of the shutter were passed roimd and
also an exceedingly-successful photograph of a drawing room taken at night
by gas illumination.

The Chairman called the attention of tlie members to the circular which
accompanied the billet regarding the annual dinner of the Society, fixed
to take place on Friday, the 12th inst., at half-past six.

A vote of thanks to the Chairman closed the proceedings.

GLASGOW AND WEST OF SCOTLAND AMATEUR
PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

The usual monthly meeting of the above Association was held in their
Rooms, 180, West Regent-street, Glasgow, on Tuesday evening, the
2nd instant,—Mr. Hugh Reid, President, in the chair.

After the approval of the minutes the following new members were
admitted :—Miss M. H. Thomson, Miss A. L. Robertson, Rev. Thomas
S. mmerville, Messrs. C. W. Laing, W. F. Finlayson, W. H.Gowans
James Fleming, John Dove, W. H. Turner, James Watt, and Robert
Dalglish.
The election of office-bearers was then proceeded with, the result bein"

that Mr. W. Snell Anderson was elected Treasurer, and the following six
grntlemen members of Council for 1885, viz. :—Mr. James Elder C. E
Mr. W. Goodwin, Mr. R. Cutting, Mr. A. Bovenstone, Mr.' T. N.'
Armstrong, and Mr. Charles Coulson.
Mr. T. N. Armstrong then read his interesting paper on Home Portraiture

[see page 791], showing how variety of posing and lighting could be
-obtained in an ordinary sitting-room. lie (Mr. Armstrong) then gave

a demonstration of enamelling and retouching. His demonstration of

enamelling was particularly good, and he turned out a number of prints at
the meeting finished in the very finest manner and quite equal to the best
professional work.
Mr. Parker, in a few well-chosen sentences, moved a vote of tlianks

to Mr. Armstrong, and said that he personally, and he was sure few in the
Association, had any idea that such first-rate portraits could be done
at home.

After some conversation about the Exhibition, which opens in the Fine
Art Galleries, on Wednesday, the 17th instant, tlie meeting was adjourned.

DUNDEE AND EAST OF SCOTLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSOCIATION.

Thk third monthly meeting for the winter session was held on Thursday,
the 4th instant, in Lamb's Hotel, Dundee, when there were about fifty

members present. Mr. J. C. Cox presided.

An exhibition committee was elected, and Mr. D. Ireland, Jun. , was
chosen as honorary secretary to tlie Exhibition, the joint treasurers being
Mr. John Robertson and Mr. V. C. Baird.
Mr. Alfred (iuthrie then read an extremely able paper on Developers and

Development [see page 701], detailing his experiences with the different

formulie.

On the motion of the Chairman a very hearty vote of thanks was
awarded to Mr. Guthrie for his instructive communication.
The Society's lime-light lanterns were then jnit in operation and a large

number of slides were shown, the exhibitors being Messrs. Valentine,
Mathewson, Ireland, Lawdon, and Jones. With the exception of Messrs.
Valentine and Lawdon's slides, most of the others were on gelatino-

chloride plates, which are now being extensively used for this i)urpose.

Mr. John W. Lawdon, assisted by the Hon. Secretary, presided at the
lanterns, and a vote of thanks was passed to these gentlemen iiir theii'

services.

The Treasurer (Mr. Robertson) showed some largo transparencies on
gelatino-chloride pl.ates of his own preparation, and another member
kindly sent two frames of West's instantaneous photographs for exhibition.

The meeting was then adjourned.

LEEDS PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The annual meeting of this Society was held on Thursday, the 4th
instant,—Dr. Thorpe, F.R.S., in the chair. There was a very large

attendance. After the confirmation of the minutes, the Chairman called

upon the Hon. Secretary to read the following

Annual Report.
The Committee, in presenting their report, congratulate the members on
the success that has followed the alteration in the constitution of the
Society. At the first meeting held after the alteration the number of

members on the roll was thirty-six. During the year forty-one new
members were elected, but eleven have been excluded for non-payment of

subscription, leaving tlie number of members sixty -six.

During the year the following gentlemen have delivered addresses or

made communications to the Society :—Presidential address, by Dr. Thorpe,
F.R.S. Enlari/inff on (Jclatino-Bromide Paper, by Mr. J. W. Reffitt.

Notes on Developers, by Mr. A. C. Pocklington. Experiences of a Beginner,
by Ml'. C. H. Bothamley. Lenses, by Professor Ruckey, F.R.S. Sodium
Sulphite, with Bichloride of Mercuri/ as an Intensijier, by Mr. F. W. Branson.
Ferro-Prussiate Process, by Mr. W. L. Wildey. Phutoijraphing in Savoy,

by Mr. D. G. Law. Lantern demonstration, by Messrs. Bridge and Brook.
Two of the ordinary meetings have been spent in general conversation and
the exhibition of prints. The open lantern night in March was a great

success, and the Committee are arranging for another to be held in

February, 1885.

Excursions have been made by the members of the Society to Adel Moor,
Otley, Knaresboro', and Gledhow Woods.
The Transaction* of the Society have been, at some expense, printed and

distributed to the members monthly. The Committee, believing this to be
of great service, are desirous to continue the publication. The preparation
of these reports would be greatly facilitated if gentlemen making com-
munications would furnish the Secretary with an abstract of their remarks.

After the adoption of the report, the meeting proceeded to the election of

the Committee for 1885. Upon the collection of the voting papers the
Chairman declared the following elected:—Messrs. F. W. Branson, W.
Deuham, T. A. Marshall, J. W. Ramsden, J. \V. Reffitt, H. Rodwell, W.
Teasdale, F. E. Thorpe, Thos. W. Thornton, and S. A. Warburton. Tlie

Committee elected the following oSicevs -.—President : Dr. Thorpe, F.R.S.
Vice-President : J. W. Ramsden. Treasurer : J. W. Reffitt. Hon.
Secretary : Thos. W. Thornton.
This being the night arranged for the annual technical meeting, the

Society proceeded to the consideration of the following exhibits :—An
enlarging apparatus, consisting of a pampheugos lamp and a bellows
camera, by Mr. J. W. Reffitt. The light was thrown on the negative by
a six-inch condenser, .and a twelve-inch focus rapid rectilinear lens was used as

objective.—Mr. F. W. Branson exhibited photomicrographical appariitus,

consisting of a photographic camera, to which was adapted a removable
extending bellows front to connect the camera to a monocular microscoj>e

with eyepiece. The illumination devised by the exhibitor was by means of a
twoanda-half candle Swan's incandescent electric lamp, with frosted surface,

placed in close proximity to the stage of the microscope, no condensing
lenses being used. Mr. Branson also exhibited a droji and flap shutter

adjustable for instantaneous exposures, and having in addition a pneumatic
flap action for slow exposures of any dur.ation.—Mr. W. Teasdale: camera
for taking pliotomiorograijhf, also another for taking micropliotogi'aphs,

and sijecinien of work done by each; two forms of extension fronts for
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ordinary camnras; simplB foriiid of ex|>osure shiittern; view uioter; aiul

Gorham'n pupil photometer. Ho also exhibited his form of BOnsitomot<>r

for testinjc with case and certainty not only the relativo acnnitivenuH't of

plates but alao their eapaWIities in tho way of rendering fjradation nf tones.

Mr. Teasdale said the principle was tliat of accurately-timed exposure on
the sensitive surface in be tested, and renstration of tho effect in eraded
bands. His form of sensitometer differed from the ingenious ouo (fevised

by Mr. Spui-ge, chiefly in tho matter of tho expo.iure being timed rather

than measuit-d by area of aperture and equal diffusion; but he and Mr.
Spurge were in accord regarding all forms of senr-itometers as more or less

unsatisfactory which inviilved the use of a gr-adsd medium ti> be printed

thii'ugh. Mr. Tuasdale also exhibited a recent portrait of Mr. W. H. Wood-
bury and prints by the stannotypc process, and, in illustration of the sen-

sibility of the forroprussiato and other printing processes for copying
delicate line tracery, numerous sheets of such were exhibited.— .Mr.

Warburtoii: an old-fashioned folding cair;era, very ingeniously converted

into a modern bijUows camera, and simple apparatus for tho making of

gelatiuo-bromide emulsian.—Mr. J. W. Fosiur: McKellen's now treble

patent camera, size 12 X 10; weight with slides, seven pounds.—Mr.
Vearson : an improved patent camera by Middlemiss, Hradford, the first of

which had been finished that day and shown by the exhil)itor. 'l"he cameras,

from half-plate to 12 X 10, fold up when closed to Under two and a-hnlf

inches. The tripod top—a mahogany board which, when not in use, serves

as a protection to the ground glass—brings tho total thickness to a little

under two and three-ouarter inches. The extension front draws out to

twice the length of tho longost side of pl.ate used, one-half of the extension

being jierformed rapidly by the hand, and the other half having a rackwork
adjustment actuated by one pinion. The front swings in a vertical direc-

tion ; tho back has both vertical and side swing. The rising front carries

tlie bellows with it, the whole sliding in a framework supported by a strong

brass strut—not pivoted like a looking glass ; this makes it extremely firm

and rigid, and renders any displacement by accident impossible. The f.ict

of the hollows being attached to the rising front prevents the cutting off iif

the top part of the light rays, which would otherwise inevitably occur vvith

the tajwr bellows. The back is reversible, enabling horizontal or vertical

pictures to be taken without altering the camera. The compactness when
closed and the long extension when opened out enables tho shortest-focus

lens or the one-half of a symmetrical or i-ectilinear to be used with eipial

fiicilitv. Mr. Pearson .also exhibited forms of drop and flap sluitters, and
l)rints' from negatives taken in a drawing-room by means of gaslight.—

Mr. Thomas W. Thornton, Hon. Secretary ; prints from Marion's now
alpiia pajjer, pocket slide by Blakey, Kmerson's patent carriage head-rest,

and other articles.

In addition to the .above a largo nnmlwr of exhibits was on view, and
were insix-cted with much interest by the memljers.

BRADFORD AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The usual monthly meeting of this Society was held on Thursday evening,

the 4th instant, in the Law Institute,—Mr. Duncan G. Law, President, in

the chair.

Several 1.") X 12 iihotographs of Yorkshire scenery were exhibited by Mr.
Forsyth, one of tlie members, including some shown in the Pall Mall
Exhibition, itr. (!. D. Scorah (Hon. .Secretary) exhibited specimens on
Marion's new alpha paper, which were lent for the occasion by Mr. H. G.

Lewis, their leprcsentative, .and were much admired. A new French
he.id-rest was also brought forward by the Secretary ; it was of metal, nickel

plated, and very strong but light. It fixes to the back of an ordinary chair,

and is, therefore, suitable for use when taking portraits in rooms. A new
patent camera was shown by Mr. Middlemiss, wiiicli had double swing
front and b.ack and some novel points in its constniction, besides being

l>ortable.

Tlie meeting was then adjourned.

HALIFAX PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

The usual monthly meeting of this Society was held on Tuesd.ay evening,

the 2nd instant,—the Rev. \V. E. Hancock, M.A., President, in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were confirmed, after which the following

new members were elected:—Colonel Chai-les Grove JMwards (of Ashday
Hall), the Rev. J. W. Hall, Mr. L. Hanson, Mr. Rowley, Mr. W. Simpson,

and Mr. J. Helliwell (all of Halifax); also Messrs. Charle* and James
Smithson (of Lightcliffe).

Mr F. Myott, who was to have given a practical demonstration of emul-

sion-inaking, having been called away unexpectedly.
The Chainnan very considerately volunteered to exhibit his new four-

wick lantern, together with a number of slides made from his own negatives.

The great brilliancy of the light was a matter of much surprise to all the

members. For pictures up to six feet in diameter it seemed to compare
favourably with the lime light. The slides were produced by the wet
collodion jirocess, and were of high-class quality.

As the next meeting would fall inconveniently near the festive season of

Christmas, it was decided to imstpone the date to Tuesday evening, January
Hth, when the usual annual limelight exhibition would be given, the

Chairman operating with his biunial lantern, and all the slides used on tho

occasion to bo the work of the members. As many of the members have

had some rather varied experiences with the camera in forei^'n lands during

the past season, a very enjoyable meeting is looked forward to.

Mr. i:. \. Caw understood there was a considerable number of amateurs

wlio would like to join tho Society, but were prevented from dMiigso from,

possibly, a feeling of diffidence or an exaggerated idea of their own short-

comings in the art. He thought this feeling was only natural, but as there

was always an emorvo stage to everything, the Society, to give encourage-

ment to such, ought 'to have evenings set apart for the special edification of

those just entering the iwrtaU of the art.

Mr. TiiOMA.H Ii.LiNawoHTii ciuite coiicurre<l with tho vlawi wptMHd by
Mr. Caw. It was a very hara straggle for an amateur to ttnhl Uehat^U
excellence in matters photographic unaided. There war* Ubm whM *
little help sot a man on his legs, after which he was able to mn witboat
stumbling. He was |>r«|>ared to lead the way by giving an eletnaiitary
demonstration of developing, and lie wouM endeavour to treat th"! subject
in as clear and coin[>rehensive a manner .is |>os4ibte, giving examples of the
treatment necessary for under, over, and correct exiMMurcs, using for thU
I)nrposc the several developing ajjeiits now in favour.

.\lr. \V. Ci.KMKXT Wir.i.UMs, without meaning any slight to the [.rofes-

sional element, said there were very few even amongst that ly

who could lay claim to any mentionable knowledge of
i

ir

chemistry, but who—like tho officer who had seen much ac.H -.i. .<;<,

though he could not pray, knew how to fight- could take photographic
)>ictures nevertheless. He thought it would prove to the benefit of all

memlwrs if certain half-hours of the meetings were devof^d to the study
of this branch of chemistry, for it was only by a correct nn'lerstaiuling of

the nature and of the powers and projierties of the clipinicals used sU round
in the formation of the photographic image that success could tie oxjK-cted.

He did not believe in " flukes ' in jihotography ; nor in its truest sense this

did not mean success, neither did it conduce to the making of Uf/ phot<»-

graphers.
Mr. Councillor Smith always liked to know the why and wherefore of

everything. He infinitely preferred dabbling and experimenting among
his chemicals, even if at times it ended in failure, than to be content with
simply purchasing his plates and developing by a mle-of-thumb fonnnla.
Ho would be gl.ad to do all in his power to assist in carrying out the
proirosals of Mr. Williams.
The Ch.\ikman looked upin photographic societies as having educational

duties to perform as well as tho.se of a mere social character. He was sure

that if they could carry out the ideas already expressed a great good Wuukl
follow, and he was i)rep.ared to do all in his |X)Wor to further such praise-

wortliy objects.

Mr."Joseph Whitei.rv promised to give lessons in making paper nega-
tives. He liad practised this branch of photography before glass was
introduced for photographic uses, and had, therefore, served a fair term of

apprenticeship. Apart from the use of paper negatives to take the place of

glass, they would be found exceedingly useful for combination printing.

Mr. Ei)W.KKi) (ii,KDHir.r. would give a demonstration of nricrophoto-

graphy.
Mr. W. Clement Williams would read papers on tho Artistir Printing

of Ner/atirts, Composition, Li/jM, ami S/iade in Lnndteap^ Phntooraphy.

Messi-s. Birtwhistle, Hancock, Smith, Bingley, and Jones were also

willing to contribute papers, the subjects of which to bo left for future

settlement.

It was stated that Mr. Mid<llemiss would attend at the next meeting to

introduce his new patent camera, the Chairman reporting very favourably

of its merits.

A vote of thanks to the Chairman for his lantern exhibition terminated

the meeting.

NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHIC
SOCIETY.

The usual monthly meeting of this Society was held on Wednesday, tho

3rd instant, at the Slechanics' Institute, Hanley,—Mr. C. Alfieri, President,

in the chair.

A number of photographs from Various sources were exhibited for

the ]nirpoee of selecting a presentation print for the yenx ISM. I'pon

taking a vote of the inemViers it was found that a 12 x 10 photograph, by

Valentine, entitled After the Storm, had secured tho greatest number of

votes. A requisite amount of copies was, therefore, ordered to be obtained.

After general conversation upon various topics of photographic interest

the meeting terminated.
^

ST HELENS ASSOCIATION FOR THE PURSUIT OF SCIENCE,
LITERATURE, AND ART.

PlIOTOaRAl'lIIC SKCrlO."!.

A MEETING of this section was held on the 19th uU., at the Association

Rooms, 4, Salisbury-street,—Mr. Heather in the chair.

Mr. R. G. Brook showed a large number of fulI-pIate negatives of American

scenery, and ilr. Heather a series of lantern slide* mode from them.

Mr. Brook read a paper on Experience* with the Camera Kith the BrititM

Asioriutivii, illustrated by transiiarencies. [This paper will be given in our

next number.!
, ,, , j »

On the motion of the Chairman a hearty vote of tbanks was passed to

Mr. Brook, which bii>ught the meeting to a close.

DERBY PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.

The first onnual meeting of this Society was held at the liondun K**-

tairant, Irongate, on Wednesday evening, the 3rd instant,— Mr. Kicbard

Keenc occupying the chair.
r, i, _,• . it

Among those pre.'eut were Messrs. K. J. Bulmton, C Uourain, A. H.
Bennett, A. J. Cox, H. Jarvis, J. K. Kayc, R. Keene, C. B. Keene, E. J.

Lovejoy, J. Merry, Male, J. W. Price, F. W. Simpson, J. Scotton, and

R. L. Warhain.
.

.

.... . j
The minutes of the last monthly mc'tinj having been read and con-

firmed the foUovsing officers were re-elected for the year 1888 i—Prttident

:

Captain W. de W. Abney, R.E , F.R.3.— ri(r-/'rmrf«i«s.—Mesara. C. K.

\bnev B X.; H. A. Bemrose, M.A.; and H. Keexw. —CnmmilUt : MHars.

A J "Cox. James E. Kaye, andThoma-Scotton.- 7f.>i». SffrHarji aitd JVri-

Murer Mr. Fred. W. Simp«)n, Hamilton Villas, Mill Hill.
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Tho Hon. SECBErAKY then read the following

Annual Report.
The Committee, in presenting their first annual report, congratulate the

Society on the successful start wliicli it has made. Although tho Society
has only been in existence for si.K uiontiis the members now on the books
number twenty - eight. The indoor meetings have been very fairly

attended, and the following papers have been read :

—

Lundgcapc Photo-

ffyaphi/, by Mr. R. Keene.

—

Fhoto'jfdphi/, by Captain Abney.

—

A Photo-

graphic Tour in Wales, by Mr. C. E. Abney.

—

dentin from My Holiday,
by Mr. H. A. Bemrose.

—

liciniuiscences of the Old Collodion Days, by Mr.
J. W. Price. The Committee regret that the outdoor meetings have not
been so well attended, and trust that they may be more successful during
the coming season. Excursions have been made to Duffield and Matlock
during the past season. Tlie thanks of the Society are due to Captain
Abney as President, to the retiring office-bearers, to Mr. A. J. Cox for his

kindness in providing a room for committee meetings, and to the pro-

l)rietors of Thk Biutish .Jouunal uf Photoohaphy, the Fhoto;)raphic
JVfw.f, and the Amateur Photoarnjjhcr for copies of their papers. The
balance-sheet shows tho financial positicm to be satisfactory. Tliis rejiort

is necessarily short, as tlie Society did not commence work initil tlie

middle of tlie present year.

The report was unanimously adopted.
A vote of thanks was passed to the Hon. Secretary, Mr. F. W. .Simpson,

for his services during the past year, on the motion of Mr. A. J. Cox,
seconded by Mr. .T. Merry.
Mr. Thomas Scotto.n then read a paper on The Photographic Pmceises

U.ied in Copying iJrawings, which he illustrated by some excei>dincly-fine

specimens of the various processes, those by Pellet's process certainly
carrying off the ijahn.

Votes of thanks were passed to the Chairman and Mr. Scotton, and the
meeting was brought to a close.

[All communications for the TiinTOWAS^dejiartment of the Journal should he

addressed to the '^Editors, s!, York-street, Corent-garden, London, JK.C'."]

December Meeting op the Puotograpiiic Society of France.—
Sulphocyanide of Ammonium a,s a Developing Acent for Carbon
Pbint.s and a Fixing Agent for Gel.atino-Bbomide of Silver
NeOATIVES. — A BCST of DaGI'ERRE. — flEL.ATIN0-CHL0RlUE
Po.srnvE.s on Opal Glass.—An Appeal to all Inventors, &c.,

&c.

—

An Imperishable Coating for Photographic Trays, &c.—
Typo-photographic Proofs.—An Old Method Brought Forward
to Calcul.atb the Rapidity of Rapid Shutter.s.—A Proposition
FOR AN ACTINOMETER MaDE TO TUB SOCIKTY.—REPORT ON THE
French Alpine Club.—A Cold Vaknisii for Negativk.s.—
Presentation by M. Balaouy.

The Photographic Society of France held their monthly meeting on
Friday evening last, the 5th instant,—M. Peligot in the oliair.

A communicatiou was received from a photographer at St. Denis
(lie de la Reunion). He proposes that all carbon proofs should be
developed in a solution of aulphocyauide of ammonium instead of the

usual plan of hot water. He says the same solution is of great utility

in fixing gelatinobromide of silver negatives, as no slipping of the film

can take place when once the gelatine film has been treated by alum,

as it is rendered completely insoluble with a prolonged immersion
iu a solution of sulphocyanide of ammonium.

M. Davaune informed the members that a small bust of Daguerre
had been ordered by JI. Cheron, so that all lovers of photography
could possess the image of one of the fathers of that interesting art.

M. Hutinet presented some positives on opal plate.s made by the

gelatino-chloride process, all ijroduced by direct contact. This process is

bo little known here that it cansed astonishment among many present.

The development of gelatino-chloride plates lies in the future.

Messrs. Morgan and Kidd have endeavoured to popularise the process,

as well as enlargements upon their paper, but their exertions have not

met with the reward they merit.

I had the honour to present to the Society specimens of lanterns and
other photographic novelties forwarded to me by Mr. J. J. Atkinson,
of Liverpool. The members expressed their pleasure at receiving any-
thing new from other countries.

M, Chala presented a great number of pieces of cloth, canvas, linen,

zinc, wood, slate, iron, &c., which had been covered by a solution

rendering them impermeable to damp, acids, &c. This solution was
suL'gested as a means to enable amateurs to carry on their excursions very
light trays for developing and other purposes. A simple sheet of paper
covered with this composition and bent into the form of a tray will

render as much service as the most elaborately-niide tray. A zinc tray

was made by M. Hermont, which, having been covered with this com-
position, was submitted to the action of nitric, hydrochloric, and
sulphuric acids during two hours without the sliglitest alteration. It

was then submitted to other tests, such as boiling water, steam, car-

bonic acid gas, &o. This composition will render great service to

photographers not only for repairing their trays and other receptacles,

but to paint their walls to keep damp from penetrating, or to prevent
it from entering from the exterior.

M. Alexeeff, a Russian gentleman, presented a number of specimens
of his new typo-photographio process. The results are not superior to

what we have been accustomed to notice in The British Journal of
Piiotooraphy, where the Editors give us the pleasure of seeing some of

our photographic celebrities.

A Young Member then described his method of controlling the rapidity

of his instantaneous shutter. "I take," said he, "a black back-

ground three yards high, and I place upon it a white rule divided into

feet and inches by dense black lines. I place my camera at a certain

distance from this rule and focus sharp. I place a gelatino-bromide of

silver plate iu the camera and set the rapid shutter I wish to try. I

now take a metallic sphere or ball (silvered, if possible). An ivory

billiard ball would do, but I prefer a silvered one. I then hold the ball

to the top of the rule, and when everything is ready I let go the ball.

When I think it has fallen about a foot I set the instantaneous shutter

to work. I develope the image, and, according to the shape of the

image of the met:illic ball upon the jilate, I know the rapidity of the

shutter. If the image of the ball be round it is rapid ; the longer the

ellipse the slower has been the opening and shutting of the lens. The
exact calculation can be made by the law of falling bodies, as it is well

known that an object goes through a certain distance in such a length

of time for the first yard or foot. Its increased velocity is known after

a certain number of yards, therefore the ellipsis formed by the falling

metallic sphere can be accurately measured and the exact time given."

This is all true, but a complicated calculation nuxat take place ; for who
can undertake to make the portrait of the sphere when it has travelled

a foot from the hand which held it, unless the ball by an electric

combination could iu its flight a«tom.atically open the lens ? But a

hindrance, however slight, would derange the calculation and be

a great source of errors. For myself, I prefer the system suggested

by my friend M. Vidal, and which I explained in one of my late letters

to The British Journal of Photography—that of a long needle or

clock hand making a revolution round a dial face iu a given time. The
hand being set in 'motion, no irregularities iu its speed need take place,

and the distance it has advanced during the opening of the lens can be

seen on the dial face, so that no mathematical calculation whatever is

necessary. Simplicity must be the motto for all who come forward

with apparatus and ideas for the benefit of photography.

M. Vidal proposed that the members should devote themselves to

the attempt to create or construct a photograijhic seusitometer or, at

the least, a standard. He mentioned the proposition of a gentleman at

Angouleme, which consisted in the superposition of a certain number of

strips of tissue paper, one upon the other, so that in the instrument

the first little s<iuare was formed by one thicluiess of paper, wliereas

at the other end the twenty-five thicknesses.

A long discussion took place, and paper was set aside as wholly

unfit forlhe purpose, no two sheets being alike. It was proposed to

take the idea of Mr. Warnerke and employ a tinted film obtained by

^Voodbury's photomechanical process, the Society to have a standard

and compare all others by the standard, aud thus render signal service to

the photographic community by giving their guarantee that every

actinometer bearing the mark of the Society agreed with the standard

belonging to tlie Society. Opposition was rife against the Society

selling a mercantile object, but it was pi-oved to the satisfaction of all

tliat a loss would attend such a transaction, and therefore no one

would undertake to manufacture, and that a rich amateur must under-

take it pro bono pu.hlieo. As Mr. Warnerke's system was good, it was

proposed to base the actinometer upon his system. This instrument

would be all that is required if those that are in the market were

exactly alike, but, alas ! notwithstanding the care taken by the inventor,

a great difference is apparent between some of them.

The best and most regular light which could be employed (after a

long discussion) was^fouud to be the Carcel moderator lamp burning a

given fiuantity of oil per hour. M. Bardy spoke with great eloquence

of the "Siemens' nnit" lamp. He proposed experiments to be made

with this lamp.

M. Pector then read an analysis he had made of the report of the

French Alpine Club. The number of amateurs of our art, he said, was

increasing rapidly, aud the service which photography did in demon-

strating and illustrating the different excursions made by the Club was

incalculable.

The new photographic varnish which had been deposited at the last

meeting was very favourably reported upon by all the members who

had tried it.

M. Balaguy exhibited films attached to wood, zinc, &o., in order

that the amateur could use films without danger while on a tour.

E. Stbbbiso, Prof.

2.5, Rue cles Apennins, Paris, December 8, 1884.

THE MERCURY INTENSIFIEE.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In your last issue, "J. C," of Southport, in a letter to

the Editors has published an improved formula for the mercury intensilier.

Feeling that it would be a matter of interest not only to myselt but

to photographers generallv, might I ask him, through the medium o.
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the ilimrnal, tn k'im' fuller pulionlurn iws Id )>ro|>,i!tioiis oinployeJ liDtli iu

A and B, and his method of n»in« thorn.—1 am, yours, &o., H. B. H,
Sim Bectorg, Frome, December 0, 1884.

I

LANTKRN TKANSPARENCIKS AT THE RECENT
EXHIBITION.

To the EniTons.
Gentlkmen',— I think it only fair in diaputea of this kind for either party

to bring forward any evidence that may tend to an amicable settlement
of differences.

A short time since I was in conversation with a genllemnn—a perfectly

diaintero-sted party in the matter—who told me that ho wa« present when
Mr. (iale's slides were handed in in due time, which makes it perfectly

clear that the conditions were fully complied with on the pari of Mr. Gale,
ai* by other competitors.

I make this statement in fairness to Jlr. Gale ; and at the same time
wish to tender aa apology to tliat gentleman for any imputation or reflec-

tion that he may liave thought my letter, published a fortnight since in

tlieso pages, cast on him, aud I entirely withdraw anythmj? that he
may have thought unjust. The cause of my grievance was and is with the
Executive of the Society, and that body alone are, I consider, entirely

tt> blame. I believe they have treated Mr. Ciale unfairly in not bringing
his slides forward for exhibition, and in not cataloguing them the same in

common with the other competitors, as I aio sure he has nothing to be
ashamed of in the class of work he produces.
Being a compel itivf exhibition it is imjierative that all works must be on

exhibition .ind in the catalogue. Tlie Society make the rules, and the
lixecutive are responsible for the way iu which they are carried out. I, for

one, was fairly startled when I saw a name appear in the journals with
the award whicli was iu neither edition of the catalogue or on exhibition.

1 wrote to the Society asking the reason, and in reply I was coolly told
" That it was immaterial whether the work in question wtis either in the
catalogue or on exhihition;" and that "the rules of the circular liad

not been violated" (!!!). I have been a competitor in exhibitions for the
past twenty ve.ars, and never heard of such conditions before.

If the slides had been put on one side and forgotten until the last

moment, why not have said so?—I am, yours, &c., W. BROOKS.
Mtiyate, Vccembe'- (3, 1884.

THE CARBONATE OF SODA DEVELOPER.
To the Editors.

GEKTI.EMF.N'i^After the very strong recommendation given by the Rev.
Mr. Macdona that the washing soda developer was the thing for lantern
transparencies, I at (face set to work to make the developer with all care,

making a pint of solution. The result of my experience is absolute failure.

The image took nearly a-quarter of an hour in appearing, and when it

did show itself no amount of coaxing covild force ui> any density. Jlr.

Macdona writes again this week reiterating the praises of the formula,
so I feel bound to give my experience and to ask for the experiences of

others. I may mention that the developer was tried on |)lates of my own
making, which developed beautifully with the tartaric acid developer
reciaumended by Mr. J. C. Stenning in last year's Ai..man".\c. The
clearing solution recommended at the same time I can thoroughly re-

commend.—I am, yours, &c., Wm. W.\INWRKiHT, Jln.
Hoe Flare, Woking, December 8, 1884.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION.
To the Editors,

Gen'TLEMEN,—Mr. Donkin's letter in rei)ly to Mr. Smith on the lantern
slide award does 7iot correctly state the case. As Mr. Gale's slides were
not to be found on view anywhere in the Exhibitifiii, as were the other
slides, they could not come before the judges of awards with the other
exhibits at the opening of the Exhibition, as per rules ; and, if they were
sent in in time, why were they left out of the catalojiue? Pictures at an
exhibition are supposed to be on view the whole time it is open to the
iiublic, and to be catalogued. If Mr. West's and Mr. .Robinson s pictures

nad been omitted from the catalogue, and had been shut up in boxes out
of sight—like Mr. G.ale's were—would they have been considered on
view, and awarded medals? In making this award to one out of the com-
jietition the judpes have acted most dishonourably to those few who com-
plied strictly with the regulations.—I am, yours, &c., P. H. Fixcham.
December 10, 1884.

THE LIME LIGHT,
To the Editoiis.

(Jextlemen,—I have been much interested in the articles on the lime

light which have appeared in The British Journai. of Photoorapht. It

is more than twenty years ago since 1 first obtained Mr. Highley's price

list, and I was a subscriber for his book on the manufacture of slides, but I

think it w.as never published.
I was rather surprised to see him menticm lead as the most suitable

material from which to construct a hydrogen generator. Lead is very heavy,

and is very easily injured. It is a fact (although not a well-known one)

that dilute sulphuric acitl has no effect on copper. I have a hydrogenator
that has been in occasional use for over six years, and it is quite good still.

He mentions one Bhilling as being the price of scrap zinc per pound. There
must be a mistake, as I get it from the plumbers at three-halfijence. Never
having used gas bottles I cannot speak about them, but I know it is noxt to

ipnpoEsibln t"^ pet all the gas out y bags.

It may surprise .\Ir. Bnxpks tij know that « reKiiUtur for bottlex or 0*{«
such as he requires is already invented, and was described in yfiur page* with
diagrams about eight years ago. If he wish to learn more abmit regiilkton
ho can communicate with me. I can fully endorse Mr. Baker's sUtrment
that better definition can he obtained with the lime light than with any
form of lamp. How any jierson could think of gi'tting the Iwst results
with a gas or lamp flame it is difficult t"" conceive. There is even much
difference in the lime lights. Mr. Baker, in ynnr last number, gives tbraa
forms. The carburettcd and the pure hydrogim forms he cliilw together,
although there is a marked difference Itctwcen them. One takes two parts
of oxygen to one of carbnrctted hydiogeii, and with pure hydrogen there
is only one part of oxyen to two of hydrogen. The former imly gives haJf
the light of the latter, and the light is somewhat nrown. The fime light
with pure hydrogen gives the purest, the strongest, and the che«i*'«t light,
and the luminous area on the lime is the smallest, thus giving the lT»t defini-
tion. Much valuable information on the subject is published in the
appendix to Tomlainson's Enryrloprrttin, the resalts of exiwriments being
given, and not the mere opinion of anyone who happened t« be quittr
innocent of any knowledge of the matter. My exiierience is that with
pure hydrogen one-quarter of a pound of chlorate of jwtash lasts with one
jet, with a sixtoen-feet circle, three-quarters of an hour, and six onnces of
acid by measure lasts a little longer. The last chlorate of potash I bought
cost one shilling i)er pound, and the acid three half|>ence by weight, but
the latter would only cost half of that if a carboy were taken.
There is a want of commonsense in the construction of lime-light

apparatus. For instance : the limes are put in non-collapsible tins or
bottles, allowing more air to get at the limes when there are fewer
cylinders to absorb it. I make my own limes, and have little tubes
made of thin india-rubber, cartridge snajie, so that no air can get at the lima
cylinders. When an exi>ensive jet with lime burner is bought the screw
is so fine that the pits in the lime are not turned wholly clear of the jet
when it comes round again. As I make my own jets, buying only the
nozzles, I can make them to suit myself; but with the majority of those
who use or may use them such is not the c-vse. Why should we be con-
fined to cylinders? Why not use lime of any shape so long as it has a flat

face? If Mr. Brooks will try the india-rubber tubes for his limes lie would
never go back to the tin or bottle, with all the mess the (siwdered lime
makes.—I am, yours, &o., William Birrell.

Hamilton, December 9, 1884.

i^oks anil (^uerus.
W.WIL.SOS wishes to know if his varnished, niercurially-inteiisified nega-

tives are likely to fade soon, as he noticed that some of them in which
one-half only is varnished already look jialer in the varnished than in
the unvarnished side. If Mr. Wilson will varnish one-half of anotb<r
negative, intensified in a similar in.anner, he will most probably notice a
lowering in the density, this effect being almost always produced with a
collodion negative, and frequently with a gelatine one. Although it has
been stated that many of the " insoluble ''salts of mercury, such as the sul-

phide, &c., are soluble in spirits of wine, we incline to the suppiuition
that this effect is optical rather than chemical, the particles being
bedded, as it were, into a tians|)arent solid such as the film left after
varnishing. There is thus less hindrance to the passage of light rays than
when the particles are not in optical contact with a medium entirely
surrounding them. Mr. Wilson need liave no fear (at anyrate <m this
account) of his negatives fading, for rather the reverse would be ex-
pected.

R. B.vt.son writes as follows :—"Having heard that some French opticians
supply with their portrait lenses two extra lenses—one a convex to
shorten the focus, and the other a concave to lengthen it—and having also
read that single or non-achromatic lenses may be added to a well-corrected
lens without materially interfering with its correctness, I thought by
placing a double concave lens—a sjiectacle glass—between the lenses of

my 8x5 rapid symmetrical near the stop I should leuijthen out the
focus sufficient to make it cover a 10 x 8 plate. But I tiud, now that the
extra lens is added, I cannot focus the image at all. What is the reason?
Should the concave lens be in the front or at the back, instead of the middle
of the combination?"- Our corresisjndent has placed the lens in the
proper position and in the only place it can be efficient; but he has
selected a lens with too deep a concavity. Another lens must be obtained
with much shallower curves. Its strongly negative character is too great
for the combination. Any working optician will supply lens of different

depths for a few i)ence each. A number may be purchased, and the one
while on trial is most suitable utilised.

W. W. says :—" I went to Kew Gardens the other day, and attempted to
take a photograph in the i)alm house, but it was impoHsible to get
definition on the focussing-screen, owing to tlie condensed vapour, which
simply poured down the lens and camera. As I have seen ohotoigrapbs
taken in such situations, how is it done ?

" In the first place, wo vriU
explain the reason of the difficulty experienced by our c<irrespondent.
The atmosphere within the palm house is always highly charged with
moisture—frequently almost to saturation. This moisture always has a
tendency to condense on anything that is cold. Now our tiuerist, no
doubt, on a cold day, tiK>k Ids apparatus, which was of the temperature
of the outside atmos|)hei-e, direct into the buildinir; hence, as a natural
conseipience, the moisture at onc« condensed u|K>n it, the same a*
moisture iu a warm room cundensee npon cold tumblers or wine glimii,
and forms dew u|jon their surface. The remedy is to keep the apparatos
for some time in an apartment where the temijeratuio issomewhat higher
than that in the palm house, so that if the apparatus is made somewhat
warmer there will b« no possibility of the moisture givine Hm to
trouble.

' ' •
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G. P. asks about the jiliutdOTapliic uses of the salts of silver iu which
the fatty acids enter into the composition. This branch of investigation

has not, we believe, been pursued to any great extent, altliough some-
times a film with a soapy surface has been treated with nitrate of silver

for photographic purposes. Stearic acid is one of tlie most important of

the fatty acids, and it forms a powdery salt with oxide of silver, which
salt exhibits electrical proi>erties. It darkens in t)ie light when moist,

and is unalterable when dry. It is usually made by adding an alcoholic

solution of nitrate of silver to an alcolioUc solution of stearate of soda.

(BuljmxQt Column.
I will exchange n (|uarter-platc camera for a flower stand or anything else

useful for a gallery.—Address, 10, Hawk-street, Ijurnley.

I will exchange a cut-glass chandelier, six lights, for anything useful in

photography; a cabinet photograph sent for three stamps. — Address,
Hawlixson, 2 York-street, Covent Harden, W.C.

I will exchange a good 48-inch bicycle, with long distance saddle, lamp,
bell, oil can, and pouch, for a camera and portrait lens or good cabinet

lens.—Address, W. H. Shdgwk^k, South View, Ledbergh, Yorks.

New gem camera (£2 os.) in exchange for i)osing-chair or other articles;

^2-inch tourist bicycle. oO-inch- special express bicycle, in exchange for

studio furniture, &c.—W. W. Evkr.s, liose Cottage, Wathon Uoarne.

I will exchange a set of lantern slides, entitled "Eva," service of song,

twenty-tive slides plain, for another set, or slipping slides, or anything use-

ful in photography.—Address, J. B.VUKER, 101!, Chestergate, Macclesfield.

I will exchange a good half-plate lens and three backgrounds {good cottage

window, interior, and exterinr), for anything useful in studio accessories,

or a 48- or ."^O-inch good bicycle.—Address, B. Bow.hek, High-street,

Stanley, near Chesterfield.

Wanted, a slide-tinter or other sciopticon apparatus in exchange for

photographic apparatus: also fifty good photographic slides illustrating

(lecture! Hamburg to Rome, for exchange.—Address, S.\muei. Wei.i,.s,

Goole, Yorkshire.

I will exchange a large truck box, end wheels (sides to take off and on),

useful for carrying apparatus, &c., can be drawn by hand or made for

pony or donkey, good as new, cost, new, £•! 10s.—Address, Photo.,
14, High-street, Wincanton.

Wanted, head-rests, backgrounds, and 15 X 12 landscape camera with all

latest improvements, witli double dark slides, in exchange for an English
concertina iu perfect order, violin and bow, gem camera and lenses.

—

Address, The We.vslkydale Photouhaphic Stuwo, Leyburn, tia

Bedale.

^ttalu^ra to CorwsponiJints.

fS" Corrupondcnts should never write on both sides vf the paper.

PiiOTOuRAriiM Registehep.—
Miss Catherine Middleton, Auglesea-iJace, Southampton.

—

Photograph

of the Slauhbach.

William Pankhurst Marsh, Norfolk Cottage, Bognor.—Tico Photographs
of BrtakiiTj Waves at Boynor.

f^BKATi'M.—Our attention has been directed to an inaccuracy which crept

into our list l^f the awards at tiie Dublin Exhibition. The "extra"medal
awarded to Mr. (ieorge Mansfield was not given by the Amateur Plioto-

giaphio Society, as stated. No such Society exists.

Enamel.—Write to Mr. Berryman, photograp.her, Kedhill.

J. B. O. U.—Yes; the City and Guilds of London Institute.

OPiitiAN.—Messrs. Nettlefold and Co., High Holborn, will no doubt
supply what you require.

G. Kedgwin'.—A burnisher will confer a gre.ater gloss than a rolling press.

To your second query, see reply to " L. T."

J. H.— 1. Any stout, smooth paper will answer the purpose quite well. A
tliin cartridge paper will be very suitable.—2. Yes.

Amateir.—One or two minims of a saturated solution i)er ounce is the
proportion generally employed. Better use up the emnlsitm at once.

T. C.—Your neighbour can certainly build npon his premises and stop out
your light. From your short tenancy you cannot claim "ancient lights."

White Rose.—You do not say whether you wish to print on paper or

glass. The blue tint may be obtained from one or other of the blue dyes
sold in sixpenny bottles.

L. T.—Messrs. Marion and Co. supply such a paper. Consult our adver-

tising columns for the apparatus. \Ve cannot undertake to recommend
any particular manufacturer.

Makv E. Evans.—The Spiritualist newspaper of that date first published
the fact that some of the so-called spirit photographs were forgeries.

Yon cannot do better than consult its pages for full details.

B. A. DAVIK.S.—No special knov^led^'e is required, liut much will depend
upon skill and judgment. Until you have acquired a considerable
Hiuount of both you cannot hope for any great success in your new
undertaking.

Skjma.—Shako uji the albumen sensitising bath with a little kaolin, and
filter before u.=e. The sensitised albumen or collodio-albumen film should

be very much thinner in appearance than the film on a gelatine plate. You
are working correctly.

Ale. a. Bott.—You have jnoceeded wrongly. By waxing the gla.'-s upon
which yon have produced your carbon lantern slides you have f icilitated

their splitting off with the heat. The glass should never be waxed in

{ho caruou ptoceso unlesK the Bhu is to be tranefcrrcd,

I^KIORY.— 1. Possibly the plates themselves are unsuitable for the produc-
tion of that particular colour. Try another sample.—2. No; but you
might try the effect of substituting hydrochloric for the citric acid.

J. S. B.—1. Better try the experiment and see for yourself. The only
means we have of knowing if the lenses will cover the size you say would
be to try them.—2. Probably the slides admit light. See to this.

H. J. Murray.—There is no "good recent work" on the subject pub-
lished ill this country. The l^est information to be had on the subject is

that contained in the series of articles, by Mr. Thomas Bolas, E.C.S.,
which appeared in our columns a few years back. The alberty|)c is a
collotype process, and is not patented in England.

Colesweuen.—From your description we surmise that the iron bed plate
you have substitnted for the wooden one is not of the same thickness ;

hence the cog wheels do not gear so well as they did fonnerly. Possibly
the iron bed is thinner than the wooden one, so that the cog wheels are
brought close together, and the teeth of the one work too deep into those
of the other.

SouTHENDON.—1. Make the reduction in the camera.—2. Purchase stereo-

scopic-sized plates iind cut them in half.—3. Ferrous ox.alate.—4. There
is no work published on the subject.—.1. Of course you can make the
transparencies by the wet collodion process. If yon have never suc-

ceeded in getting a good negative on a dry plate, where does the fault

lie—with you or the plates ?

AVm. Potts complains that in transferring carbon prints from the flexible

support to ivory he cannot get the picture free from "glistening spots,"

which he imagines are air-bubbles. He is quite correct in his surmise.
His mode of procedure appears correct, so that the imprisonment of the
air-bells must be due to something in the manipulation. A little more
care will, doubtless, overcome the difficulty.

W. H. S.—The dimensions of the studio will do very well. It will not be
a bit too large. Instead of making six feet at each end opaque, four feet

si.x or five feet will be much better. The design is very good. With
the landscape lens you certainly may take portraits in the studio, but
for general purposes it will not prove an efficient instrument, as it

will be too slow. You must bear in mind that yours is the slowest
form of landscape lens, as it must be worked with a comparatively small
aperture.

Received.—.T. H. ; W. Hudson; W. Jones; E. Grant: Friese Greene;
W. J. ; "Country Cou.sin ;" W.; M. E. W. ; W, H. H.; Photo. Artist;
Herbert Seely. In our next.

Mr. Andrew Pringle.—We regret that, though we give our
esteemed friend's portrait in the current number, we are unable to in-

clude the necessary notice which should accompany it. This we shall

do in our next issue.

International Inventions Exhiiiitio.'I. — The applications for

space have now all been examined by Sub-Committces of the Coun-
cil, and a selection has been made of the most promising. The
number of applications has been so great that it has been decided
to limit very strictly the admissions in those classes which may be
considered to have been fully represented in the exhibitions of the

present and of the past year. The Council will, therefore, be obliged

to refuse many valuable exhibits in such classes as tliose relating to

food, clothing, and building construction. It will even be a difficult

matter to accommodate those which liavo been selected, and it is

feared that the list will have to be still further reduced. As soon as

possible information will be sent to those who have applied for space

;

but the enormous number of applications—far in excess of what was
expected—have made it impossilile to do this up to the present. The
guarantee fund now amounts to £48,280—a sum considerably in excess

of that subscribed for the He.ilth Exhibition, or for the Fislieries. the

amount for the former being £2(3,518, and that for the latter £2t>,(>56.—Journal of the Society of Arti^.

Tue PHOTOGRArHlc Club.—The annual dinner of thisClul) was held

at Andertou's Hotel, Fleet-street, on Wednesday last, the 10th instant,

—Mr. W. Acklaud, Trustee, iu the chair, Mr. E. Charters White
occupying the vice-chair. About sixty members were present. The
toasts usual on such occasions were given and responded to. The pro-

ceedings were enlivened with songs and recit.ations by diflerent members,
and origiual compositions were rendered by Messrs. \V. Cobb and C.

Ray Woods. An important feature of the evening was a testimonial in

the shape of a massive silver inkstand and gold pen, which was presented
to the Hon. Secretary and Treasurer, Mr. IL Dunnroro. In pieseuting

this the Ch.iirman highly eulogised the abilities of Mr. Uunmore, and
said that much of the success of the Photographic Club was due to his

indefatigable exertions. At the forthcoming meeting of the Club, to

be held on Wednesday ne.xt, the 17th instant, the subject for discussion

will be on Microscopic Phutoyraphij- demonstration by Mr. E. C. White.

Pack
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COLT.oniON EMULSION FOR TRANSPARENCIES.
Rksuminii tlie siiUject wliere we left it a fortnight ago, we may first

of all say a word or two on our friend Mr. William Brooks's article

in our l;ist number. No one, probably, has had greater pr.actieal

experience in the use of collodion eraulsiona—Tjoth unwaslied and
washed—than Mr. Brooks has, and his opinion is, therefore, worthy
of every attention. But, if we may venture to make the suggestion,

it is probably the very extent of his practical knowledge of washed
emulsion-making, as well as of its use, that enables him to perform
what others with les3 experience would fail to .achieve successfully.

We should be the last in the world to cry down the results obtain-

able with w.ashed emulsion in the hands of such operators as Mr.
Brooks ; but we do not hesit.ate to say that the beginner in collodion

emulsion work, if he make his own emulsion—as he will be almost
compelled to do—will succeed better at first with an unwashed
preparation.

The reason of this is not far to seek, and lies chiefly with the

pyroxyline. This, though readily obtainable— or, rather, though
formerly easily obtained—of a quality perfectly suited for un-

w.ashed emulsion, will not alw.ays bear the operation of washing in

bulk, though when spread in a thin film upon gla.ss it passes through
the ordeal successfully. It is not nece.ssary to discuss here why this

should be so, but every collodion emulsion-worker knows that such
is the case ; the reason will be explained .is we proceed with the
details of the process. A few years ago, as we have said, it was
easy to procure sanijiles of pyroxyline commercially, which wei-e

quite suited for unw.ished en)ulsion and le.ss easily, and, at a hi"her
price, to procure special samples for washed emulsion purposes.

But, since the demand for collodion emulsion has disappeared before

the wave of gelatino-broraide, it is doubtful whether such special

brands are now obtainable at all.

However, for the benefit of those who may prefer to pnrchase
rather than to make the pyroxyline we may mention Messrs. Rouch
and Co., Messrs. Wratten and Wainwright, and Messrs. Hopkin
and Williams as having in the past made a speciality of emulsion

pyroxyline, and these firms may probably still make it at least to

order. Another sample with which we produced very excellent

results, both in washed and unw.ashed emulsion, was Anthony's
:

No. 2—an American brand—formerly obtainable from Mr. J. J.
'

Atkinson, of Liverpool. Schering's " celloidin,' which ni.ay be had
from any London dealer, is also very suitable for the purpose, and

j

in consequence of its being perfectly soluble and not requiring I

filtering after solution is one of the best to employ. It, moreover, '

gives an exceedingly firm ami structureless film—eminently suitable
|

for transpariencies; but it presents some little inconvenience iu use,

unless a whole cake be dissolved at once, owing to its containing au
uncertain and constantly changing proportion of alcohol.

Should any ililliculty be experienced in obtaining a comraerciai
i

supply of the .article, we shall liere ajjpend a few formuliD by which
'

the photographer may prepare a home supijly. The quantity
j

required for a .season's work on a private sciile is not large, and the I

time and trouble involved are comparatively small ; while, if the
|

directions are clo.sely followed, the operator may be sure of jKjssess- i

ing a product suited to his reijnirements.
j

One of the beat formulae for pyroxyline for collodio-bromide—
that is, for unwa.shed emulsion—is one given by the late Mr. Henry
Cooper in the Almanac for 1871. With this formula we have pro-
duced some of the best dry collodion films it was ever our lot to use;
and to save trouble we repeat it for the benefit of those who may
not have the opportunity of reference. Take

—

Sulphuric acid, e.g. r845 4 fluid ounces.
Nitric acid, „ 1-45 2
Water 1 fluid ounce.
Cotton (dry) 100 grains.

The temperature should be 150' Fahr., and the cotton should be
immersed for ten minutes.

Many amateurs of the present day have probably never tried
their hands at pyroxyline making, so we m.iy give them a few hint*
as to the mode of procedure. To prep,are the cotton let it be pulled
out into tufts and boiled in a rather weak solution of washing sod.i,

then carefully washed until every trace of .ilki\li is gone ; or a weak
solution of ammonia may be used, in which case the alkali is more
easily got rid of. Squeeze out as much of the water aa possible,

pull into tufts, and dry thoroughly in an oven or otherwise.

The utmost importance attaches lo the strength of the acids and
their temperature, and the time of immersion must not be v.aried

to any great extent. If the .acids be 'weaker than the strengt
given above, le.ss water must be used. It must be borne in mind
that weak acids and high temperature both tend to cause the cotton
to dissolvBj and also to render the product rotten and powder)-.

Have ready an iron box or dish—an old saucepan will do—filled

with s.and ; in this is bedded the basin or vessel in which the
operation is to be peiformod. A water bath would be in some
respects preferable, but the steam from it has a tendency to weaken
the aciils, owing to the strong affinity of sulphuric acid for mois-.

ture. Place the saucepan on the fire until the thermometer shows
that the sand has reached nearly the required temperature, then
pour into the b.isin the acids and the water. The temperature will

prob.ibly rise above that given, in which cnse the mixture must be
allowed to cool down to the proper point* Meanwhile, the cotton
pulled into loose balls about the size of a walnut are spread upon a
sheet of clean paper in a warm oven to become thoroughly dry and
warm. The cotton, especially after treatment with alkali, is ex-

tremely hygroscopic and rapidly attracts moisture from tfie atmos-
phere, which, when it comes in contact with the mixed acids,

raises the temperature, and probably causes the cotton to partially

dissolve.

All being ready the tufts of cotton are tiken one by one, and,
with a couple of glass rods, pushed well below the surface of the
acid, and, when the whole is in, allowed to stand for ten luinuter.

While this is going on, get ready a large basin or tub of coKl water
;

when the time of immersion has elapsed, lift out the man of cotton

by means of the two glass rods or a couple of clean pieces of stick,

and on a pl.ate or in another basin squeeze out as much as possible

of the acid. Then loo.'en its fibres by " teasing" it out with gl«»<

rods or slicks and p;i«s it quickly into the wsler, moving it about
rapidly and pulling it out as loosely as poraible with the fingers in

order that the cold water may get at it ani) remove the strong acid
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as rapidly as possible. If this be not attended to—if the cotton be

thrown in in a solid mass—the water penetrates it slowly, and in

mixing with the acid causes a great i-ise of temperature, partial

solution of the cotton, and deterioration of the rest. A pair of

rubber gloves will be useful in this part of the process, but if the

operation be dexterously performed the acid will have no effect on

the fingers. The earlier portion of the process should be carried

out on the hob, or in such a position that the fumes may be carried

up the flue.

Wash the product for some hours in running water, wringing it

out thoroughly at intervals until it shows no trace of acidit}'. Upon
the completeness of the washing will depend the keeping qualities

both of the pyroxyline and of the resulting collodion or emulsion.

If it be desired to work with washed emulsion, the following modifi-

cation of the above formula will give superior results :

—

Sulphuric acid, s.g. 1'845 6 fluid ounces.

Nitric acid, s.g. 1 '45 2 „
Water 1 ounce.

Cotton 100 grains.

Temperature 140° Fahr., and time of immersion ten minutes.

Here the larger proportion of sulphuric acid, the greater strength

of the mixed acids (there being only one part of water in ninej

instead of in seven, as in the other formula;), .and the lower tempe-

rature all combine to give qualities which enable the product when
converted into collodion to bear the ordeal of w.ashing in bulk.

The various operations are the same as in the former case.

Very excellent emulsion, giving clear, structureless films especially

Ruitable for tr.ansparencies, is obtained from papyroxyline

—

i.e.,

pyroxyline made from paper. The following foi'mul;^, published by

us some years ago for washed emulsion, are equally suited for

collodio-bromide :

—

No. 1. No. 2.

Stiljihuric acid, s.g. r843 3 fluid ounces 2 ounces.

Nitricacid, s.g. 1-42 2 „ U „

Water jounce.

White blotting paper 145 grains ...;..120 grains.

Temperature 100° Fahr. 90° Fahr.

Time of immersion .30 miu. 30 min.

It will be noticed that the temperature is much lower than in the

case of cotton, and also that the time of immersion is longer. The
v.irious operations are in every w.ay identical. Either of these

formulae will work well, whether washed or unwashed.

Our next article will deal with making the collodion.

THE CONDENSATION OF MOISTURE.-A SEASONABLE
WARNING.

DCRINO the winter season photographers very frequently experience

considerable inconvenience from the condensation of moisture, aris-

ing from a sudden elevation of the temperature (which is usually

accompanied with great humidity of the atmosphere), and that,

too, in many instances without the actual cause of the trouble

being suspected.

Everyone knows the effect of taking a lens from a cold apartment

into a warm studio. Moisture generally present in the air at once

condenses upon the glasses. The same thing happens if the lenses

have been left in the studio on a vei'y cold night, and the tempera-

ture be suddenly raised by lighting a large fire. The effect of the

condensation is often not noticed until it is attempted to focus,

when it is found impossible to obtain a clear image. After the

dew has been removed from the outer surfaces of the glasses the

inner ones are usually found to be also obscured, which necessitates

taking the combination asunder and thoroughly cleaning the lenses.

Eveu after this treatment, if the glasses still remain cold, fresh

moisture condenses, and it is only when the instrument attains the

sauie temperature as the room that it can be employed. How-
ever, it is not with the condensation of moisture when it is palpably

manifest that we propose to deal, as the trouble when once seen is

easily remedied. It is rather with a view to point out what trouble

may be, and often is, caused by condensation without the true

MUSB bdng suspected,

Let us take the case of the printing department. During the

winter months, when the weather is fine, the actual printing is

usually conducted in open air ; consequently, if the temperature
be very low, the frames and negatives become exceedingly cold. The
frames are then brought into the room to change the prints. Here
the atmosphere is warm and not unfrequeutly very moist ; there-

fore, when the frame is opened moisture at once condenses—not

only upon the cold glass (if any) of the frame, but upon the surface

of the negative as well. Hence the silver paper, as a rule, is

put direct upon a damp surface. No very serious injury in practice

results from this, it the negative be well protected with an imper-

vious varnish. But it is the custom with many to get several

proofs from gelatine negatives before they are varnished. Now, it

is manifest that if the silver paper be placed on an unvarnished

negative, with a hiyer of moisture upon its surface, stains in

the film may easily be accounted for, particularly if, as is by
no means unusual, the last trace of hyposulphite of soda has not

been eliminated.

There is another example of the unseen action of moisture

from condensation. It is well known in carbon printing that

the presence of moisture in the tissue gre.atly enhances its sen-

sitiveness, and also the so-called " continuating action of light."

Now, if the tissue be put on a moist negative print, and after print-

ing more moisture be allowed to condense upon it, then if it .after-

wards be kept several hours before development it will readily be
conceived that the picture may turn out much darker than was
anticipated. The effect thus produced is too often attributed to the

imaginary " uncertainties" of the carbon process.

Everyone has noticed, when a sudden thaw sets in after a long

spell of frosty weather, how the internal walls of houses, however
dry they may be normally, teem with raoistui-e. When this occurs

photographers should at once direct attention to their stock of

negatives. Glass being a bad conductor of heat, when it once

becomes abnormally cold takes a long time to get warm again,

during the whole of which period it continues to condense moisture

xipon its surface, should any be present in the atmosphere. The
well-known map-like lines in some old collodion neg.atives caused by
the cracking of the film is attributable to damp—frequently from

the constant condensation of moisture upon them alone.

When a large number of negatives, as is often the case, are

allowed to stand in close contact leaning against the wall they

become equivalent to a solid block of glass. When such a mass

becomes thoroughly cold throughout, and a sudden " rise " in the

temperature occurs, it sometimes requires many d<ays for the glass,

owing to its bad conducting properties, to acquire the temperature of

the surrounding atmosphere. During all this time the moisture pre-

sent in the air continues to condense upon the edges of the negatives.

The water so formed is then drawn between the plates by capillary

attraction, and when the negatives are separated—perhaps not until

weeks afterwards—they are found to be quite wet and utterly ruined.

Thousands of negatives have been destroyed in this m-anner.

Here is another example of trouble that may be brought about

by the unnoticed condensation of moisture. A packet of dry plates

which have been kept in a cold place are brought suddenly into a

warm and moist atmosphere and opened to fill the slides, or, may be,

in the case of a professional photographer, to replenish the plate-box

for the day's use. Moisture will, of course, condense upon them,

and eventually be absorbed by the film. If the plates be used

up quickly no practical harm will result, but if what are not

used be packed up again, with the moisture still upon them, the

case may be somewhat different. Sometimes, when a packet of

plates have been opened, to save trouble they are repacked with

pieces of blotting-paper between them. When this is done it ia

easy to account for stains or markings should any be present when
the picture is developed.

Many other instances could be cited where the unnoticed condensa-

tion of moisture may, and often does, prove an undiscovered source

of trouble in photography ; but sufticient has been said to direct

attention to the subject, so that all may be put upon their guard at

this season when sudden changes in the temperature may always be

anticipated,
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Cinnleiisation upon any particular substance or article can at all

times be prevoii ted l)y rendering it as warm or, belter, slightly warmer
Ihiin tlie surrounding atmosphere. Hence, if (say) a packet of dry-
plates bo kept for some hours in a warmer temperature than tiiat of
the apartment in which tliey are opened, there need be no fear of
condensation of the moisture.

In tiie case of stock negatives, care should be taken during the
winter months that they are never allowed to acquire au abuormaily
low temperature, and then all risk will bo avoided.

POPULAR ERRORS REGARDING ILLUMINATION.
We recently observed in and otherwise interesting and excellent

paper, read at a pliotogtaphic society's meeting, the repetition of an
error wliich, from its pseudo-scientific wording, long ago seized the
popular fancy and has ever since been repeated from time to time as

thougli it were a recognised and established canon of practice, not-

withstanding our having called attention to its falsity on several

occasions. We are alluding to the assertion that the light received

from a window by any object diminishes as the square of the

distance from that window. Tlie belief in the truth of this dictum
—which is obviously an imperfect attempt to apply a well-known
and proved rule—is deeply rooted, and it is worth the expenditure
of a little space to prove how misleading it is and to show Low the
actual theory whicli is thus travestied does not apply to the case at

all.

" It will be seen that in proportion as he (the sitter) removes him-
self from the window the light diminishes according to the square of

the distance." These are the words in the article to which we allude.

Let us now take an example of the application of the rule. If

the words imply anything they mean that an object situated at a
given distance from a window and receiving a certain amount of

light will, if removed two, three, or four times that distance, receive

respectively, a fourth, a ninth, or a sixteenth of that amount of

light. Thus, a picture placed for copying (say) two inches from the

window would, if removed two feet away, receive only one hundred
and forty-fourth as much light, and, in consequence, require more
than two and a-quarter minutes' exposure if the first position needed
one second only, and at a couple of yards away the one second

would have to be increased to twenty minutes. It is sufficient, thus

to (ilace the application of the rule into plain figures, to show its

ridiculous character, and we trust that after this exposition we may
hear no more of the absurdity.

The error has arisen through treating a window as a light-emitting

centre, under which conditions the rule would be sufficiently exact;

for it is quite true that the amount of light received by an object

does decre<ise according to the square of its distance from that

object.

It may be said that the rule would apply in the case of " ground"

or "obscured" glass, and the statement would be correct if this

medium did so refract rays, which it received at any incidence,

equally in all directions—a condition, however, which the most

superficial observation would prove to be non-existent.

There, nevertheless, prevail some erroneous notions regarding

the functions of obscured glass in the studio. Upon the fact

that this glass may at times give an increase of light in a room

owing to its scattering of incident light, it is too readily assumed

that it does not on this account weaken the light entering into

a room. The truth is that it may increase or it may weaken

the light received by the sitter just according to the conditions

of the case. If the sitter, posed for being photographed, can

see through the window panes nothing but sky ground glass would

have the eftect of diminishing the light falling upon him, unless

under very exceptional circumstances ; while if, on the contrary, he

should be able to see a red brick wall, for example, when looking

out of the window, the interposition of the ob-scured glass over the

window space till all such objects were hidden would augment the

light he received to an appreciable extent. The reason is that in the

former case some of the light which would otherwise reach the

sitter is scattered or thrown into another direction, and in tlie

latter, as there is no light Le cjiu receive through the particular

portion of the windowi detcribed, the light th»t might h*ye gon«
to illuminate the floor is made use of by a portion being refracted
to the sitter's direction.

Closely connected with this branch of the question is the use of blue-
coloured glass for studio lights. There cannot be a doubt that to some
extent the glare of the light is mitigated by its use, and there is more
relief to the eye under such a roof ; but to suppose that no weaken-
ing of the light is brought about, or, as some maintain, that by being
coloured blue it is caused to become quicker, is complete error. The
part is less than the whole, and the light is only rendered blue by
filtering out some of the other colours whose pre.sence is never any
opposition to the action of the quicker niys, and at the same time
it is impossible to avoid robbing white light of some of its aclinic
qualities in causing it to become blue.

Another common fallacy is the idea that the size of the room
governs the rapidity of working, the fact being that size has
nothing whatever to do with the matter. The angle, vertical and
horiznital, at which the light falls upon the sitter or object to be
photographed is the only criterion as to its rapi<lity; and it clearly

follows that the height of the solid walls, and not the proportion or
area of ghiss, governs the working capabilities of a room. For
light at a certain angle to be received, it follows that the smaller the
room the lower the unglazed wall sliould be. If a room six feet

wide need a wall four feet high, then a room eighteen feet wide
would require a wall nine feet high for the light to arrive at the

same angle at a point upon the floor in the middle of the room,

which point would then be illuminated to precisely the same
extent. The advantage of a large room lies in the fact that there

is less inequality in the distribution of light over objects covering

a large area, and also less variation in the amount of light received

upon the various portions of a standing figure. In a small room
with (say) a four-foot wall the feet would receive much less light

than the head, while in a large one the inequality would be almost

unnoticeable.

We may conclude by referring to the common views held about

studios with a north aspect. In the first place, those who discuss

this matter do not all attach the same meaning to the phrase. Oue
man will say it means a studio running north and south, so that the

sitter may face the north, while others suppose it to mean a room
with the main skylight directed to the north. The latter we believe

to be the best, as then the dominant light comes from the most

equable quarter ; but in the former the chief light will come from east

or west, according to the mode of lighting, aud in either case the

illumination is more irregular, and the screening to be made for

getting rid of the sun's direct light becomes more difficult. Unless

the studio be short or it have a high wall at the south end it will

be impossible to get rid of its r.iys without a series of screens more

or less translucent.

We have now completed our survey of errors, but the greatest of

all is that first named, and we trust that our words may have

robbed even so long-existent a myth of the Ltst trace of vitality.

Referring to the subject of astro-photography, which now has

assumed such an important aspect, an interesting di.scussiou took

place at the hist meeting of the Royal Dublin Society. Mr.
Uoward Grubb exhibited star maps photographed by the Rev. T. E.

Espin, of the Liverpool Astronomical Society, and he elicited the

opinion from Dr. Stoney, F.R.S., that the method was a revolution

in one branch of photography. The photographs were ti<ken with

a camera mounted equatorially ; and, as a strong proof of the

value of the new mode of making star maps, the cluster pointed

out by Mr. Grubb, wherein seventeen stars were shown while the

best published maps only gave five, could not well be exceeded.

In a recently-publiahod journal .ip[)cnr.i a japer, signed E. Vogel,

San Francisco, C«lifoinia, of a very remarkable character as to

the atomic weights of the elements. There 1ms been for some time,

as we have informed our readers, a strong undercnrrent of opinion

anion" scientific men that the atomic weights of the elements nr«

not of the fixed .ind invariable value that, since D.iUon's womlerful

theory was first propounded, it has beeu the cusloui to consider
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Strong proof has been brought forward to prove their variability,

and in our own pages Mr. L. Waruerke and other ex|)erimentalists

have brought to light discrepancies betv/eeu practice and theory in

regard to the combining proportions of cadmium, wliich are rather

startling. We caunot give Herr Vogel's paper in e.ctenso, but we
may quote his words to show the conclusion which, in iiis eyes, the

facts he marshals indicate :
—"The evidence is such that no doubt

seems to be admissible as to the reality of a variation in the atomic

weights. This conclusion is independent of any value of the

atomic weights ; for the discrepancies exhibited in the results of

Professor Clarke's recalculation from the same experimental data

above quoted were inevitable if the variation of the atomic weights

is not taken into account." The theories of chemical union have
undergone great changes during the last twenty years, but complete

proof of the variability of the atomic weights would be like re-

moving a main pillar of the fabric of modern cliemistry.

We have more than once heard a clergyman in his sermon intro-

duce the terms employed in photography as a mental simile, but
we have no recollection of having met with the word itself in the

title of a work not connected with photography. Yet we learn

that the title of the late Mr. Grenville Murray's work, the last

chapters of which were completed only a few hours before his

death, is to be Under the Lens : Social I hotography.

Photographs of lightning are now quite common, but perliaps the

most interesting yet published is one which appears in our con-

temporary La Nature— a reproduction by heliogravure of an
instantaneous photograph taken by M. Desquesnes, of Billanoourt,

on the 13th of July last, but only presented to the Paris Academy
of Science on the 21st ult. This remarkable photograph represents

clouds and aiiinT silhouettes of trees, being in the latter respect diffe-

rent from other photograplis of the same class. M. Desquesnes ex-

plain.s the presence of the trees by the illumination of the background
of clouds tlirough the repeated discharges whicli took place below
the horizon while the camera was in situ with the lens uncovered.
Having intended for some time to experiment in photographing
lightning flashes he had marked Ids camera to focus for distance,

and on the day in question, seeing that a storm was brewing, he placed

the camera in a suitable place and waited for the lightning tiash,

the illumination of the sky by the unseen lightning flashes enabling
him to discern the image on the ground glass, and so to point his

camera without difficulty in the required direction. When the
storm appeared at its height a flasli of great brilliancy was seen,

and he hastened to cover the lens and remove the plate before a
second flash should be pliotographed. The effect is most remark-
able, and as utterly unlike the conventional lightning-flash illustra-

tion as it is possible to conceive. The flash i.s seen to dart from a
deep cloud, at once to split into two, and then to develope fresh

departures till its course I'epresents nothing so well as the roots

of a plant spreading out in all directions, horizontally and down-
wards, with a few upward fibres, as we may call them to continue
our simile. The photograph is likely to be of signal value in assist-

ing to arrive at a true understanding of the track of lightning flash.

Mr. Edward Hart, of Lafayette College, U.S.A., is the author of a
new method tor the detection of iodine, bromine, and chlorine pub-
lished in our contemporary the Chemical Neios. The process is very
simple, and the apparatus to be employed equally so—consisting, as

it does, of nothing but a flask, a bent tube, and a beakei-. The tube
ascsnds a short distance from the flask to which it is connected by
a cork, then it is bent at right angles and ends, after a horizontal
length si.flijes t) clear the flask in a U-shaped prolongation, the
U being furnished with three bulbs, and dipping into the beaker
filled with colli water. The cliemicals required are permanganate
of potish, starch paste, chloroform, and solution of ferric sulphate.
This laUer is made by precipitating solution of ordinary sulphate of
iron that has been boiled with nitric acid of ammonia, redissolving
the precipitate to saturation in sulphuric acid diluted with its

own volume of water, and then adding to the tillered solu-

tion a further quantity of dilute acid equal in bulk to that
alrciidy used. It is recommended in the case of silver com-
pounds of the haloids to fuse them first with carbonate of soda

;

but this is not an essential, though if nitrates, chlorates, bromates,
or ioxates be present it is necessary to reduce them by fusion with
carbonate of soda and charcoal. The substance is placed in the
flask with some water, a few drops of the above iron solution, and

a .=imall quantity of starch paste placed in the bulbs (which are kept
cold by immersion in the beaker of water). The contents of the
flask are boiled. If iodine be present it will be given off and will

colour the starch blue. Continued boiling will eliminate all the

iodine, the absence of which may be shown by a fresh supply of

starch, more iron being added if necessary. The bulbs are cleaned,

and a few drops of chloroform and some water dropped into them.
Bromine is liberated by adding a very small crystal of permanganate,
and will be shown by colouring the chloroform in the usual manner.
Boiling is continued till all the bromine is driven off, alcohol is

added to decolourise the permanganate, and chlorine may then be
shown after filtering the liquid by adding nitrate of silver. Mr.
Hart states that the method is capable of showing the presence of

•0001 gramme of bromide of potassium, but that the presence of a
large amoiuit of bromine decreases the delicacy of the test for iodine.

This method would seem to be very simple for ascertaining the
composition of an unknown sample of gelatine plate if it be desired

to ascertain which haloids are employed.

ANDREW PRINGLE.
Mr. Andrew Pringle, the well-known amateur photographer and
writer, whose portrait we gave last week, was born in 1850. He
was educated at Eton, Trinity College, Cambridge, and Royal
Military Academy, Sandhurst, and entered the army as cornet in

the 8th King's Royal Irish Hussars. He, however, did not remain
long in the army, and, after travelling for some time, settled in

Roxburghshire. Mr. Pringle commenced photography as an amuse-
ment about ten years ago, and with but a slight interval has continued
to work enthusiastically at it ever since—with what succce.ss visitors

to the various exhibitions can judge. Fond of travel, Mr. Pringle
is invariably accompanied by his camera, and the readers of this

Journal have had the benefit of his experiences on the continent as

well as on the occasion of his trip round the world. We believe he
has in prospect still another foreign trip of which we shall no
doubt publish an account in due course. Mr. Pringle's writings

are always practical and to the point, and carry with them the
value that must attach to the opinions of a succes.sful worker. Onr
picture, like the last one of Mr. Glaisher, is from a portrait by Mr.
Mayall, of 104, New Bond-street, and shows how thoroughly under
control is the electric light.

A METHOD OF MAKING TRANSPARENCIES AND
REPRODUCING NEGATIVES.

Now that gelatino-bromide paper has become so general an article

of commerce the following hints upon a new application may
be useful to some of the readers of the Journal. Though I have
not worked the process to any great extent I have succeeded in the
few experimental trials I have made in producing perfectly satis-

factory results ; indeed, there is nothing in the whole method to be
described which is not perfectly plain and straightforward.

The new application of gelatino-bromide paper to which I refer is

the production of transparencies, or more particularly the reproduc-
tion of negatives. Whoever heard of paper transparencies ? I fancy
I heard somebody say. Well I have myself both heard of and
seen them, but I am not going to describe anything of that sort, nor
even paper negatives, as the readers will soon see. I need not here
recapitulate the various processes of reproduction which have
hitherto been put forward and used, but will just say that I think
this one is new.
To plunge in medias res: the process consists in treating the

gelatino-bromide paper as if it were ordinary "carbon" tissue, with
bromide of silver as the pigment. It is sensitised in the usual
way on a bath of potassium bichromate of such strength as may
suit the particular purpose in hand, and exposed, when dry, in the

printing-frame ; then wetted, squeegeed on to glass or other suppoi't,

and developed in tlie ordinary manner in hot water. The picture

thus obtained is next submitted to the action of alkaline pyre,
ferrous oxalate, or acid pyro. and silver, until an image of sufficient

density is secured and all is finished.

The pi'ocess differs from that published a few years ago, in which
a gelatino-bromide plate was sensitised in bichromate, exposed,
developed with ferrous oxalate, and fixed in the ordinary way, inas-

much as the latter produced a negative from a negative, and
is entirely distinct in the principle of action. It differs alsj from
Mr. Warnerke's patented process, because in that the combined
action of exposure to light And of development bring about the state

of insolubility of the film upon which the image depends ; moreover,
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n comparatively thin layer of gclatino-bromide aufticcs in my method
to produce any desirt'd intensity, wlille in Mr. Waruerke's a
conaiderable body of enmlsion ia renuired.

In the few trials I have made the following has been my modui
opcntndi:—For tranaparoncies from negatives of onlinary character
the tissue (as I shall call the bromide paper) is sensitised on a five-

per-cent. solution of bichromate, and if the best results are required
K(iueegeed on to collodioniaed yh'ss and allowed to dry. But it

sutKces on removing it from the sensitising bath to lay it face

downwards on a sheet of clean plate glass, and, after squeegeeing
out the superfluous solution, to remove it at once from the glass and
hang it up to dry. The drying takes place much more rapidly than
in the case of carbon tissue, owing to the thinner layer of gelatine

the silver paper possessea

When dry the tissue presents a strong, orange-yellow colour, and
in this state is no more sensitive than carbon tissue—that is to say,

the silver salt the film contains is practically insensitive to light

owing to the presence of the bichromate. TiiC printing is performed
in the ordinary manner, but the operation may be watched as in the
case of a silver print, for the brown imago produced by light is

plainly visible on the yellow ground and forms a perfect guide as to

depth of printing. A "safe edge" must be used just as in carbon
printing; in fact so far as concerns the "carbon" portion of the

operations the procedure is just as usual.

When the development is complete the picture presents by
rt'llected light a very delicate negative image of a bluish-white tinge,

and, by looking through an equally-delicate positive image in various

gradations of golden yellow. It consists, in fact, of a positive

image in unileveloped bromide of silver. If in this state it be
exposed to daylight the image will discolour more or les.<;, some
samples of paper, even by the same maker, showing more dis-

colouration than others, while in the case of the paper supplied

by one maker the imago blackens by mere exposure to light

sufficiently to give proper intensity. This is possibly due to the

])resence of chloride in the film, and it is very probable if such

an article as gelatino-chloride paper be obtainable that the next
stage of redevelopment might be dispensed with altogether, or by
employing ferrous-cilro-oxalate all the advantages of variety of

tone that chloride gives might be gained.

The redevelui-ment ia performed in the ordinary way after a short
exposure to light. I prefer pyro. to ferrous oxalate on account
(;f the better tone it gives, and also because there is less liahilittj to

stains. This latter may be deemed a somewhat extraordinary

statement by those who are accustomed to the working of dry
l)lateswith both developers ; but, if it be borne in mind that in the

image produced as above described the high lights are clear

glass with no film of gelatine to stain, it ia obvious that what would
bj pyro. stain on an ordinary gelatino-bromide film will here

be merely an alteration of tone. On the other hand, in using

ferrous oxalate, the deposition of oxalate of lime upon the surface

of the tilni takes place just as it does in the negJitivo process.

It will be found that extraordinary density is obtainable with
a very thin image; therefore care should be taken not to over-expose

in tlie printing-frame, and so form too thick a layer of insoluble

gelatine.

In reproducing negatives the only diflference is that the operation

is a double one—that is, a lranspareni;y must first be made This
intermediary step may bo i>erformed by any proce.ss, of course,

but where the original is a very thin and unprintable negative

'I'/l/i operations are better performed with the gelatino-silver tissue

ill consequence of the great power it gives in modifying the character

of the gradations. In fact, whenever the printing ipialities of

tlie original require conaider.abIe modification, whether in the

direction of greater vigour or increased softness, this proce.ss offers

all the advantages that the carbon process presents. Thus, by
altering the strength of the sensitising bath, by greater depth of

l>rinting, and adopting the method of "toning "so often described

in connection with carbon, surprising results can be obtained.

With this process, however, the power is far in advance of

that possessed with carbon ; for, in addition to the capacity of

the gelatine film to absorb colouring matters or "stains," the

li^ment itself is not only capable of reduction to metallic silver, but

piw.-iessts the power of intensification by the piling-on methods just

as an ordinary silver image in collodion.

I do not know that I need say any more on the subject at

present. To those who are acquainted with the manipulations of

the carbon process many pos.sibilities and improvements will suggest

themselvos, and I have no doubt that before long some more
competent pen than mine will take the matter up.

H. Y. E. C0TE8WORTH.

THE STANDARD SYSTEM OF
LENSKS.

APKUTURES FOB

Onk of the luost useful developmenta of scientific labour U the eiaboxa-
tion and settling uf systems of atandard*. In all departmentc of

modern science the want of deHiiite staudards upon which to btM
comparison has been felt, and lb«, recognition of the want haa be«n
followed by a careful consideraltion of what »liould be the unit to

be adopted. The decision upon which of several proposed unit*

shall be taken has commonly been delegated to a comparatively
small body of men, whose decision has been generally accepted ; and,
the standard having thus been fixed, k great oonveuience ha*
resulted from its use.

When the difficulties in the way of arriving at a standard are
considered, and the great confusion that would ensue from the
setting up of rival standards or the changing of one that has
already been accepted is borne in mind, it is much to be deprecated
that an attempt should be made to supplant one standard by
another, or to depreciate the utility of one that has already been
discussed and accepted, unless some valid reason can be shown for

making a change.

The Standard for Rapidity of LEHSEa
Amongst the various standards that have been in late years fixed

and accepted as aids to systematic working, and as helping to elimi-

nate those failures which proceed from guesswork, one particularly

interesting and useful to photographers is that which resulted from
the labours of the Committee appointed by the Photographic Society

of Great Britain for settling upon standards—the standard for

rapidity of lenses, and the diaphragms or stops used therewith.

Failures proceeding from incorrect exposures, due to mistaken judg-

ment of the power and quality of the light upon the subject to be
photographed, are no doubt sometimes inevitable ; but that this

cause of diflicnlty should be intensified and complicated by uncer-

tainty as to the comparative rapidity of the various lenses, and
diaphragms even of the same lens, is a quite unnecessary aggrava-

tion of the photographer's difficulties. It is, therefore, a niatt«r for

congratulation that opticians, having accepted the standard decide<l

upon, should be engraving their lenses and diaphragms with numberx
in accordance with that standard ; and, on the other hand, it is to

be regretted that an attempt should be made to unsettle the minds
of photographers with regard to the usefulness or efficiency of such

a standard, unless some solid ground can be taken for arguments
against it.

It appears, from a paper recently read by Mr. C. W. Dean befor«

a photographic society in New York, that in some quarters various

objections are being raised to the already approved standard system.

These objections, however, are not accompanied by a proposition

for any standard more definite than that of marking the stops for

each particular lens with a number showing its relation to the focal

length, and its speed compared with other apertures for that par-

ticular lens.

Taking the objections to to the standard in detail, President

Baruard, of Columbia College, is quoted as follows :
—"The hypo-

thesis upon which the Photogra|>hic Society of Great Britain has

founded its law is that chemical changes affected by light are more
rapid in proportion as the intensity of light is greater, and this with

so severe mathematical accuracy that a double intensity will reduce

the time necessary for exposure by cne-half. But this is entirely au

A I'rion assumption. It has been adopted because it seemed as if it

ought to be so, and not because experiment has proved it to lie so.

Be?ore attempting to construct a formula, which should express the

relation of intensity of light to the duration of exposure required to

produce a definite amount of chemical change, we should require to

know more than we do about the hiws which govern chemical changes

during their progress ; for the law which you find to fail Uikes it for

granted that the resistance to change opposed by n chemical com-

pound to the action of light is uniform from beginning to end

—

a thing which we have no right to affirm. I know of no better

means of deraonstrating this relation between area of lens and the

proper duration of exposure than careful experiments systematically

conducted with lenses of various areas and with similar illumination

throughout. An empirical law might thus be ascertained, which

for practical pur|K)ses would answer quite as well as a theoretical

formula mathematically expre.ssed."

The assumption of which Mr. Barnard complains—that double

the intensity of light will work in half the time—is so natural a one

that it might be supposed that when objecting to it he would hare

brought forward some arguments, based on experiments, to sboir

that it is not true, and that some other rebtion does in fact exisL Hb
statement, however, that " the assumption is entirely au <J priori out,
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and not proved by experiment," can only be taken to mean that lie

does not happen to have made or to have read of experiments which
have been made with a view to proving the trustworthiness of

such an assumption in the very matter—the rapidity of working

of various apertures of lenses—that is in question. Some long time

since Mr. A. Cowan produced a series of negatives taken with

lenses and diaphragms having apertures with a great difference of

range. The time of exposure with each was strictly in accordance

with calculations made upon the accepted standard system, and the

resulting negatives were shown. No difference in the apparent

exposure could be detected, showing that at all event.s tlie law
which Mr. Barnai-d calls in question applies with sufficient strictness

to the case to which it has been applied.

Mr. Dean objects to the Society's standard base of ,/, because he

s;)ys many photogra))hers—probably himself among the number

—

never use a lens with larger opening than
if.

The essential condi-

tion of a standard is tliat tliere should be some accepted unit, and
to take ^ because that happens to be the aperture of some particular

lens or class of lenses, and thereby exclude or causa fractional

•numbers to be employed with such a large class of instruments

as tliat which contains portrait lenses, is rather unreason-

able. { is about the aperture of many lenses of the rapiil

symmetrical or so-called aplanatic lenses, which have been so

largely adopted by most opticians since their introduction some
years since by Steinheil. Tliere is, howevei', no finality in this

])articnlar proportion, and seveival makers have recently introduced

lenses of this type with. an aperture of about /. Steinheil's anti-

l^lauatic has a still larger aperture. :( includes almost all portrait

lense.s, and, after doubtless due consideration of othey proposed units,

is the one settled upon by the committee specially appointed to

decide the matter. Some i-eally valid reason shoWd be given for

attempting to alter a standard, as, in addition to the inconvenience

attending a change, the uncertainty which would be generated might
lead to the general abandonment of a standard altogether.

Other objections which have been raised against the standard

may be briefly replied to as follows:—It is suggested that not

aperture alone, but the colour of the lenses and the number of

reflecting surfaces, will affect the rapidity of the instrnuient. As
to the latter objection it may be mentioned that Mr. (Jowan's

experiments included lenses differing in this respect, without
showing any difference that could be detected in speed due to

the number of surfaces. The effect of colour in the glass of

photographic lenses has, probably, been greatly over-estimated
;

but, if any particular lens be shown by actual experiment to have
its rapidity affected in a marked degree by its colour, the stops

for that lens should be so much larger or smaller as to compensate
for the difference due to colour, and still work with the rapidity

marked upon them in accordance with the standard or universal
system. This last consideration, in fact, affords an additional argu-
ment in favour of the use of such a standard as has been adopted,
rather than depending upon the marking of diaphragms with the
fraction of focal length describing their aperture. In the latter case,

after the calculation has been made to get at the speed according to

aperture, a fresh allowance would have to be made for difference of

colour or number of surfaces; that is, if such differences actually

influence the time of exposure to the extent that has been assumed
;

whereas with the standard system the openings of stops for any
particular instrument that was really found to differ from others in

its speed, owing to colour or other cause, can be regulated accord-
ing to the difference found to exist. W, E. Dedenham.

STEARIC ACID FLAMES IN DEVELOPING ROOM
ILLUMINATION.

The more immediately utilitarian dem.and for a standard light in

photograi)hy is twofold ; in the one case it is wanted for testing the
sensitiveness of plates, and in the other for developing-room illumi-

nation. Captain Abney has recently pointed out the value of the
acetate of aniyl flame, burnt in the Siemens' lamp for the former
purpose, but gave no experiments to show if it were better or
worse than the phosphorescent screen already adopted by Mr L.
Warnerke ; and, as the latter is the cheapest and most readily aj)-

plicable light for the purpose, the comparative value of the Siemens'
lamp remains but speculative until this question is solved. Captain
Abney could not trace any variation in the acetate of amyl light
with barometric changes, but it does not follow that they were not
there, or that the acetate of amyl flame is not subject to influences
which govern other flames. The whole extent of the range of the
barom.eter ia about three inches, and the extremes of variation

make a difference of about one candle in the illumination given by

a sixteen-candie coal-gas flame. These extremes of atmospheric

pressure occur very rarely ; hence, with normal pressure and a flame

of low illuminating jiower like that of the size used with acetate ^A

amyl. Captain Abney would scarcely have been able to see the

variation without great care in the photometric experiments. A
temperature of eighty degrees Fahrenheit will lower the illumina-

tion of a sixteen-candie coal-g;is flame by about one candle. The
introduction to the Photogi'aphic Society of Mr. Siemens' cheap
and simple, approximately standard liglit is good work done, but

the value of the lanqi as compared with Mr. VVarnerke's standard

light already in use is left without elucidation.

An approximately standard light is, however, wanted for develop-

iiig-room illumination, and for this purpose Mr. Warnerke's light is

not available—at least when used with tlie (iresent area of the Inmi-

nous source, and umler present conditions.

Whether a develojiing room luminous all over, and with dangerous
rays cut off, can be devised is a question for the future. At )iresent

nearly all photographers but dry-plate makers are using variable

daylight as the initial source of light for development, whereby
they are injuring their eyesight and groping constantly in semi-

darkness ; because, if the light in the room be safe when the daylight

is strongest, at all other times the operator must be placed in an

unnecessary amount of darkness, and in the climate of England he

nmst be almost constantly wcnkiug in these " other times" of re-

duced luminosity. In consetpieuce of the jierseverance, so charac-

teristic of our race, with which the operator works in .a light varying

exceedingly in intensity from time to time, he is hardly likely to

feel much interest in a scientitic.illy-accnrate standard source of

light, supposing that he could obtain one short of platinum at the

point of freezing, nor do I think that he would even go so far at

present as to invest in acetate of amyl. If he adopted any common
candle to be found iti the house, and used a translucent yellow screen

just intense enough to permit the use of the best powers of that

candle, he would by this simple method obtain a comfortable degree

of illumination in the developing room to which the red-screen day-

light man is wholly unaccustomed. After a farther stretch of expe-

rience he might go so far in equality of illumination as alway.s to

buy candles of the same composition and make, and when he has

reached this point the question remains whether, to get more
equable ilinmination, it would be worth while to go to the moderate
extra expense of burning acetate of amyl. Probably not. Gas or

oils would not be likely to oust the candle except in the matter of

cheapness, because these liquids would present greater difficulty

in getting a flame always of the same size and luminosity. Tiie

(/'arcel standard lamp could be used for oils, but it is expensive in

the first instance, and requires constant and scientific care iu the

management.
For all these reasons it seems probable that iu improving deve-

loping-room illumination the more immediate sheet anchor of

photographers in general will be the common candle, and some will

go farther by using one kind of candle only, and by ascertaining iu

the first instance that it is specially good for the purpose. They
will then find that there are three great classes of candles, namely,

tliose made of paraffine, s))ermaceti, and stearic acid. Each of these

has its special merits. Paratfine gives the greatest illuminating

power, spermaceti is the most uniform in chemical composition, and
stearic acid iu candles does not bend or "gutter." The objection to

paraffine is its tendency to bend when sufficient time is granted ; in

fact, it is not a solid in the true sense of the term, but, however
hard it may be, it is cla.ssed by high-caste scientific men as a liquid.

Spermaceti is expensive. Altogether a good practical candle to

begin with, and one which is not liable to bend and "gutter" in the

heat of a photographer's lamp, is one made of stearic acid, popularly

but erroneously called "stearine." Stearine is a stearate of glyce-

rine ; the glycerine is removed in the manufacture of candles, and
is made into soap or dynamite for Irish and other purposes.

For much information about the manufacture of stearic acid on a

large scale I am indebted to Mr. Leopold Field, a clever experi-

mental clieinist, and the manufacturing partner of the great house

of Me,s.srs. J. C. and .7. Field and Co., Lambeth Marsh, London.

His family has manufactured candles for the British Government
and the British public from time immemorial—the name of the

founder of the establishment being lost in the dim mists of anti-

quity, the remains of at leiist six generations resting beneath the

shadows of Lambeth Church. Kings and queens, bishops and arch-

bishops, statesmen and commoners have used Field's candles as far

back as records can be traced, and continue to do so to this day.

Even the " fighting dips " used by the British tar are supplied to him
now as they were in the days of Nelson and Drake. Who knows
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whi'llieiMiiiy F.uvkeidid not fiiil in nil e.ulier pyioteclniical nttenipt

becair^c llie fomuler of the lionse of Fielil, on tlie other sule of lh«

Thame* from the IIouhcs of Parliament, refused to snpply him with

a " farthing dip," remarking that lie did not lilce his general

nppcarance !

Few who have not inspected large works like those of Mesarx.

Field and Co. can have any idea of the amount of experience and

science brought to bear in the manufacture <)f can<nea, and in the

present development of the knowledge of the chemistry of the fatty

Hcidn. into which subject it is not now possible to enter at any

length. Brielly stated, one method of making crude stearic acid is

to mix the tallow as received from Australia and elsewhere with a

cream of slaked lime ; heal is then applied, stearate of lime is formed

in chalky lumps, and the liberated crude glycerine is run off from

the tanks. The stearate of lime is then treated with sulphuric acid,

sulphate of lime is formed as a waste product, and stearic acid

charged with oleine remains. This oleine is squeezed out by pressing

the cakes between mats and iron plates, the heat and hydraulic

pressure being gradually increased as the cakes become hard enough

to bear tlieni. The more of this treatment the cakes have received

the harder is the stearic acid, and the higher is its price. A test of

a stoarine candle is to cnt it and to notice its degree of hardness.

When absolutely-pure stearic acid is required, which is never the

ca-^e in candle-making, it is refined by successive crystallisations of

the crude of acid from hot solutions of it in alcohol and ether, which

tinally yield it in pearly scales. The purer the acid the higher is its

melting point, wliicli in that crystallised from ether is 109'

Fahr. ft fuses into a colourless oil without taste or smell. It forms

salts with certain alkalies and metals, and stearate of soda is the

basis of ordinary hard soap.

The appro.\imately standard light, when obtained from stearine

or any other source, should always be placed at a fixed and invari-

able distance behind the yellow, translucent screen of the lamp.

The uncertainty introduced by the too common neglect of this rule

is remarkable. For instance : if in one experiment the flame be

three inches behind the screen, and in another four inches, in the

former case the illumination of the screen will be greater than in

the latter in the proportion of sixteen to nine, or very nearly

double. In fact, if a lamp flame were used, and chanced to be

turned a little higher in the first experiment, the illumination of

the screen in that case might be much more than twice as great as

at the four-inch distance
;
yet this has often been done in public in

what were supposed to be comparative experiments.

The employment of but a single candle implies the use of a

screen which will not obstruct much light, such as two thicknesses

of superimposed bright yellow—not orange—tissue paper, a foot

square, six inches from the flame. The sheets of paper must not be

gummed or pasted together at any place at which the light shines

throun-h them. The temptation to use three thicknesses of tissue

paiier^'ill arise solely from the uneven texture of the fabric; hence

the demand I have so often made for bright yellow oiled-silk to

give good colour and feeble but even translucency. If a given

plate should be found to fog somewhat when developed close to

this lantern the operation should next be performed a few inches

farther off, since the fogging power will diminish immensely with

each small additional increnient in distance.
,

In searching for standard candles larger ihan these used for gas

testing, I introduced myself t<i Mr. Leopold Field, and was sur-

prised^ to learn from him that some intelligent photographers had

previously felt the want, so lli.il for some time he has been niaiiu-

f.icluring what are known on the premises as " photogra])hic

candles." Some of these arc made of sperriiaceti, others of stearic

acid, and others of ozokerit, all of "mo(m" size, which is the

average size u-seil in carriage lamps. The wicks in these candles

are always of exactly the same make to promote uniformity.

Kxtra hard hydrocarbons and fatty acids are used in the manu-

facture of these photographic candles ; the stearic acid in them

melts at 140 Fahr,, the ozokerit (mineral paraffine) at 142' Fahr.,

and the spermaceti at U.'i' Fahr. The melting point of ordinary

Hpermiceti is 111 Fahr. Ueckoning the light of ozokerit at 1,000,

the same weight of spermaceti will give a light of ToO, and stearic

iifid a liTht of 700. The candles of each substance burn away in

about th'e same time. W. II. Harrison.
--

DEVELOPERS AND DEVELOPMENT*
Is all oases correct exposure will give the best results, but should

there be, through any cause, much under- or over-exposure, this

developer will afford aa good if not better results than any other that I

" ConcUidort from piqc 791 -

have yrt tried. For some rsMon nr oilier it do«« not Mem to h»r*
been taken into popular favour in thia country, though uiie<l lo oommoaly
on the continent. .Many plates can Ira <lcveloprd in the name dovdopw,
and if it be returned to n itook hottio and exposed to tinliKht for

short time it will recover its power to a great extent, ami ia preferred

to newly-ioixed developer for giving softiicjisof detail. Aiiothird«vel<j[«r,

for which I have a soft aide, ia tiivjpotaah developer. I aaw it men-
tioued first in an American paper, and after I tried it and uw thu

bright looking negativea resulting from its u»e, I woi very tnneh

pleased with it and have ainue kept it in atock. It is an excellent

developer for some plates which, with iiulinary developer (pvro. and
ainnionia), give red or grey fog. What I mean by grey fog ia tne nega-

tive having the appearance, when looked at by reflected light, of not

being properly fixed—having a grey or yellow appearauco all over it.

When looked at by transmitted light it only seems slightly filled np in

the sluidows; but in most cases this develojicr will bo found to give

absolute clei;riiess in the shadows.
There are some makes of plates, however, which do not work ap in a

satisfactory manner, tlie negative being weak in contrast. When thia

is the result (not from over-exposure) one or two drops of a weak
solution of ammonia will usually give it all the enrrgy needed. Another

very handy developer, and one which I usually keep beside me, ia

the ordinary pyro. sulphite of soda and ammonia. This I always use

when copying anything, such as engravings from books. It is a very

nice working developer, and though m most cases I prefer either of the

developers I have named, yet this one is excellent. Either of these

developers can be used over and over again till exhausted, and the

results are equally good till the developer is exhausted—having no

tendency to stain the film—ami the colours of the resulting negatives

are good for giving rich prints with plenty of contrast.

I have tried almost all the developers as they have appeared in the

photographic journals from time to time (not that I was dissatisfied

and intended to change, but iust to see the effect), hydrokinone and

hydroxylaraine alone excepted. About these I know nothing. My
feeling in the matter is that with a good plate properly exposed almont

any of the published developers will give good results when care-

fully used, while with the same developer the gowl plate can be

spoiled by careless treatment. Captain Abnoy says that any person

can make a good plate by following the instructions, but to develope

that plate is a science.

I shall now go over in a very short way some of the developers at pre-

sent in use, and as far as I can the mode in which those developers should

be employed. I have already alluded sufiiciently to the ferrous

oxalate, and will take the pyro. and i)otash developer. The formuU ia

as follows :

—

No. 1.—Pyro. Solution.

Warm water "- onnce*.

Sulphite of soda . 2 ,,

When cold add—
Sulphurous acid 2 ounces.

Pyrogallio ,, 4 ounce.

In all cases these weights are calculated at 4.37 grains to the onnce.

No. 2.

—

Potash Solvtiox.

A.

Water • ounces.

Carbonate of potash 3 „
B.

Water ' 3 ounces.

Sulphite of soda 2 ,,

When dissolved mix A and B. These two stock solutions will keep a

very long time. I have some made up last spring as good as when first

mixed. In this developer purity of the ingre<lieut8 is a fiiif qii^l iioii.

For instantaneous exposures take three onnces of water, and add three

drachms of No. I and two drachms of No. 2. This, being a very strong

solution, will usually bring out the image rapidly and with full density

;

but if more strength be necessary add No. 2. For ordinary exposures

and vei-y rapid plates (not drop shutter) less than half this strength

of developer will be found ample; in fact, one drachm of No. 1 and

half-a-drachm of No. 2 to three ounces of water will ba found to give

excellent results, with the shadows clesr, and, at the same time, having

all detail. .Should the plate, however, not give snUicient density one

or two drops of a solution of ammonia—one to ton of water— will be found

to act very rapidly and give density to the image. Though I have

given these proportions they are, of course, 8ubji;ct to considerable

variation with the nature of subject and amount of c\iio»ure given.

If over-exposed, less of No. 2 and weaker developer; if uiidcr-exjOTsed,

more of No. 2 and stronger developer—more of No. 1 for vigour, and

more of No. 2 for detail. This developer does not ataiii or cause fog,

though it is said by aome to cause frilling. This, however, ia not my
experience.
Next, the washing soda developer:— Stock solution Ao. 1—Add

clear crystals of soda till no more will dissolve.

No. 2.

Water *^ ounces.

Oxalic acid f"' grains.

Bromide of pol.assiuiu •" •
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For use : to one ounce of water add a-quarter of an ounce of No. 1 and
pour over the plate. Then take one ounce of No. 2, add one grain of

dry jtyro.
,
pour the soda solution off the plate into this, mix, then pour

on the plate, and you will get any amount of density and detail if you
have exposed properly. Another formula gives

—

No. 1.

Sulphite of soda 4 ounces.
Hot water 10 ,,

Add four ounces of sulphurous acid, and pour into one ounce of pyro-
gallio acid.

No. 2.

Washing soda 3J ounces.
Sulphite of soda | ounce.
Water 64 ounces.

For use : take one drachm of No. 1 to each ounce of No. 2. Tliis

formula v/ill also give plenty of density and detail where correct
exposure has been given. If plates are over-exposed, twice the quantity
of water must hi used. Tlie washing-soda developer seems to liave

very little power to force up an under-exposed plate, and an alum bath
must always be used to remove the yellow colour given to the
negative. Of the two formula; above, the one mentioned first gave me
the most satisfaction.

Sulphite of Soda.
There are sevei'al formula; given in the photographic journals, but the

one I like best is

—

Sulphite of soda 4 ounces.
Hot water 56 ,

,

Neutralise with citric acid, and then add one ounce of pyrogallio acid.

No. I.

Ammonia 1 ounce.
Bromide 180 grains.

Water 40 ounces.
With equal p.^rts of Nos. 1 and 2 for correct exposure. This is an
excellent developer, and I prefer it in every case when copying. F^.r

under-exposure more of No. 2, and for over-exposure less.
" With this

formula you can have thorough command over your plate, though there
a e some plates which give green fog .and metallic stains when ;iny

attempt is made to force them with this developer; but the rule is a
hriliiaiit, bright negative. The ferrous oxalate, the potash, the wash-
ingsoda, and tlie sulpliite-of-soda developers can be used over and over
again till exhausted.
For a rapid developer the one I like beat is Swan's :

—

No. 1.

Pyrogallic acid 30 grains.

^\'ater .- 10 ounces.
No. 2.

Ammonia 1 draclim.
Bromide of ammonium 1 ,,

Water 10 ounces.
With equal parts for correct exposure. This developer acts very
rapidly, and, therefore, requires to be watched closely. For under-
exposure more of No. 2, and for over-exposure less. The best way
when using this developer is to add No. 2 a little at a time till

sufficient strength is obtained. New develoijer must be mixed for each
plate.

In the remarks I have made I have said nothing new, and I have
only intended them for amateurs wlio know less than myself, and I

have to ask the pardon of professional photographers anil j^roticients

for taking up their time, when they were better able to speak with
authority on the subject. Alfred Guthrie.

«

AVOIDING REFLECTIONS AND GRANULARITY IN
COPYING.

[A communication to the London and Provinci.il Photo^jraphic Association.]

Ik copying photographs and other pictures by the camera, the two
chief difficulties that occur to those otherwise skilled m photographic
manipulations are the fogging or weakening of the shadows iu° parts,
caused by reflections from tlie surface of the picture to be copied ; and
the granular appearance caused hy photograpliing not only the picture
itself, but the grain or irregularities of surface of the paper or other
material upon which the picture has been produced. I have known a
skilful operator—perhaps the most cap.-ible all-round portrait plioto-
grapher as poser and manipulator combined that I ever knew copy a
photograph from which an enlargement liad to be made, in such a light
that the irregularities of the pajier of the original came out with so
much strength and distinctness as to require at least an extra day's
time of artist's work in finisliing the ejilargement. Even then, pro-
bably, the resemblance to the original would not bo so good as might
Iiave been the case if the picture to be copied had been placed in
favoura'ble conditions of lighting. In this particular instance the
original print was upon paper, the albumen surface of whicli had
cracked all over, as was not unfreiiuently the case a few years ai'o,
when very higldy-glazcd surfaces were sought for.

°

In order to get at the principles which goveni the occurrence or
avoidance of iuterferiug reilectioas when copying, let us take a case of

a typical kind, and suppose that a mirror has to be so photographed,
that the glass shall be represented by blackness, and the frame and any
tracery, drawn (say) with French clialk here and there upon the glass,
shall be represented in their proper form and gradations in the copy.
This supposition is not a fanciful one, but actually represents very
closely the coiij'uig of a daguerreotype, and may be shown, though
somewhat less oljviously, to repi-csent the copying of any picture where
there are reflections to be avoided. It is assumed that the mirror is

vertical to the direction of the camera. AVell, an eye placed in the
position of tlie lens will see itself reflected in tlie centre, and in the
various other portions of the mirror will see those objects reflected whose
images fall upon the mirror at the same angle as, but in the contrai'V
direction to, lines drawn from the eye to each portion of the mirror. This
fact is expressed in the well-known law of optics that the angle of reflec-

tion is ecjual to the angle of incidence. Perhaps a diagram may help
to make matters more clear. Let m m be amirror, and c the eye of

Fia 1,
the observer, then if a window

,-j,/ exist in the direction W, the eye

.
,^'' will see itself in the centre of the

^'-'' mirror (about the centre), the face
of the observer, and at >p an image
of the window, together with the
various other objects which fill up
the intermediate space. All tliis

in face of the lilackness which the
conditions assume as desirable
and even necessary for the object
required. The portion of the
mirror where the image of the
window is seen will a]jpear so

bright that the chilk marks on I he mirror, which were to represent
light on a black background, will be dark by comparison.
Now, let (' (• be a black velvet curtain, with a hole at r for the eye to

look through : the pattern tract-d upon the mirror will show cli-arly

against the black background of the velvet curtain. In order that thi.'?

bl»ckne.ss may be more parfect, and not interfered with by reflections
of the pile or folds of the velvet, or by the rcilection of the eye looking
through the hole, let there 'oe no source of light in front of the curtain
—that is, lietweeu the pl.anes m m and v v, if both of them were extended
inlinitely—but let tlic light come from behind the plane of the curtain
over its top and round its sides.

It will be noticed that the curtain r v must be of such dimensions
that lines drawn from the eye to the extremities of the mirror, and
returned at equal and opponite angles, sli.ill fall within the surface of

the curtain ; therefore, if the curtain be npiiii the same plane as the
eye, it must he of at least double the dimensions of the mirror. I'l

practice, the dark surface must bo larger than this, and for the folio v. -

ing reasons ;—The mirror is assumed and may be considered to have a

perfectly plane surface. The surfaces with which we have to deal are
not i^erfectly plane ; and, although the deviations from flatness may be
very small, they will be suflicient to require a certain allowance.
These deviations are of two kinds— (irst, such as may be most strikingly
illu.strated in a daguerreotype, the plate of which is bent, if ever so
slightly. Suppose the daguerreotype to be so much bent that that part
of it which is at w lies in the direction of the dotted line h h, the angle
of incidence would lie in the direction of the dotted line «• xo : and in

order to prevent reflections from any light oliject being seen in tho
plate, and appearing as false light in wliat should be the shadows, the
screen would have to bo extended until it cut that dotted line. A
picture to be copied is not likely to be as much out of truth of level as
is shown in this diagram, but it is difficult to make slight variations
from flatness evident in a sketch. Nevertheless, these variations occur,
and must be provided for by a certain extension of the non-reflecting
surface.

The second kind of irregularity of surface which requires the exten-
sion of the non-reflecting screen is that which arises from the nature
of the surface of the picture to be copied ; that is, in the case of paper
pictures, each elevation caused by the grain of the paper will have a
surface on one side inclined towards, and on the other side from, the
source of light. This inclination is very small, but unless it is taken
into account, and if the non-reflecting screen be not large enough to
include lines drawn from the lens to each part of such inclined surface
and carried back at a similar angle, there will be reflections from one
side of each elevation or iiromincnee. This will produce an effect

which I dare say many will remember to have seen on the top of a
copy of a paper photograph—the effect of a Idanket sort of texture.

The blankety texture just referred to is not to be confounded with
whit is known as granularity, .aUlnragh both proceed from the rough-
ness or gr-ain of the origin^d. The fiu-mer is confined to the side or top
of the picture on that c<lge whlcli is nearest the source of light,

whereas the latter effect is visible all over. The former effect, more-
over, may be got rid off liy employing light falling at an angle nearly
parallel to the plane of the picture— that, is what is called strong side

light —whereas the general texture or gr.iin which proceeds from the
irregularities or texture of the picture copied bcint; lighted up more on
one side than the other is aggravated by this side light fwhichever
side, top, or edge it comes from), and is ameliorated by the light being
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innde to ooinu aa m^iL-li fr.Hii the front ;i3 p'U-iililo. Ii' a sheet of ruu,i;h

drawiug paper be lieUl so that tlio light falls upon it iieAi-ly siilcwiiiu

the grniii will be strongly visible ; but if the light fall on its mirfucc

almoat pt-rpeiulicularly—say, over the shoulder of the observer who
holds the paper square in frout of him— the graiu buoomei almost
iuviaible. If the paper be held so that two eijual liglits fall upon it

from opposite directions the sides of the prominences that receive the

least illumination from one source of light will receive the most from
tlie other, and the surface will be greatly oqu^ised. If, however,

these lights bo of the nature of what has been referred to as strongly

side lights, there will be pits and prominences which receive more or

less light, and some grain will still be apparent.

The question now arises—How is it best to can'y out in practice the

principles tliat have been discussed ? First, the light must not come so

much from the front as to cause reflection ; second', the light must come
as much from the front as possible, consistently with the first rccpiire-

ment, in order not to bring into strong relief the grain of the paper

;

third, there should be at least two sources of light proceeding from

opposite directions. If a ring or circle of light could be secured

coming from direction behind and around the »hserver (or the lens),

and at just such an angular distance as to avoiij being reflected from

any shining or polished part of the surface of the picture to be copied,

the most favourable results should be obtained. This is very nearly the

plan which was adopted and recommended long since—that of laying

the picture upon the ground and suspending the camera vertically over it.

Of course tliere must, in order to avoid reflections, be a screen on or

below the caniciu, or else a canopy alx)ve, of the dimensions indicated

by the rei|uirements shown in the diagi-am.

The method of copying on the ground, however, is inconvenient, and

other plans have been devise I. One such iilan consists in a prolonga-

tion of the camera by four rods at the corners, as far as the plane of

the picture. This prolongation is surrounded by tissue paper ; the sides

which arc nearest to the light difl'use it, and those farthest from the

light reflect back a considerable amount, so that the grain is lit more

or less from all sides and is very little visiljle. The lens, however,

receives as nnich light upon it or its mounting as the picture does.

This light is just where it will cause the most reflection, so that the

brass mounting should be provided with a tube or hood covered with

black velvet. Another plan, and one that I have known to have been

adopted with success, is to cover a sheet of millbo.wd with velvet and

fit it on to the hood of the lens. With this arrangement, however, the

camera should be pointed so that the light from the window or sky does

not f.all upon the lens, as it would, for instance, if the whole ariange

ment were worked parallel with and close to the window. In such a

case I have seen the brass rim of the lens reflected in a daguerreotype

which had li v-.i set up to be copied. Moreover, unless a lens of long

focus be employed, the screen, if large enough to l)C efteetivc with

all sizes of picture that may have to lie copied, will, csi>ecially when
the lens is brought near the original in onler to make an enlarged

copy, l>e apt to cut off the front light too much.

The plan which I adopt is to iix the picture upon the middle of the

wall of the shatly side of the studio. The studio is of the ordiuai-y

central ridge kind, and the

south side of lx)th ridge and
upright wall is kept opaijue.

Tlie light from the whole of

the opposite ridge and glazed

side fall upon the picture,

but reflections are in the

ordinary way avoided by
using a large camera, the

front benig more than twice

as long as the picture to bo

copied, with a lens of long

focus, of course. If the

picture be so large, or the

surface so irregular, that the

surface of the camera is not

large ciiough to make sure

against reflections, a baek-
U, (>iW'|ui-. 1', r.lazel. o, Jl;:r>i. ground screen msiy be placed

behind it. This, if so far remove I from the picture as to receive

light from the top or ridge light of the studio, should be tilted

forwanl sufhciently to prevent that ; or a simple plan nuiy Ikj adopted

—that of placinjj something upon the camera just hi^ enough to

cut off reflection.

The ligiit as arranged falls very much from the front, and from

a considerable sui face— twenty-four feet in length, and twelve oil each

side of the camera -so that the grain of the paper is not very evident.

In order, however, to inako it still less so, a mirror is placed Inri^ontiilly

below the picture lx;tween it and the camera A sheet of white cirJ

may b:; substituted as more couvsuieut than the mi-ror, but is not

quite K) good.

Wiiat h.is been sai 1 lia^ rcferen-rc iiviucipally to eopyins p!ioto-

graphs upon piper, an 1 for other su'ijcjts some nioditicati"ii may
be necejsiry as deiirable. Oil paintings and artistic designs generally

arc produced with the light coming over the ai-tist's left shoulder, and

the painting iimy show less grain when lit up froii,
•

tiod
as that in which it Irni liecn |>iintel Ihnn when . :rijm
all directions. In this cane, while wlint h.iM Ih!cii k-ii.| u« to tin- aviiiil-

ancc of reliections will still apply, the diiectiuM nf tliu light iiuiy
bo altered to what is required by blinding one '!' '•'• -•',') „f
the studio, or by copying in the length of t!i I of
its breadth. With ilngnerre(jtyi>c», auain, it will g.r Me
to place them upon their 8i(lo, lu tSe polishinjf of the plntu (except
those of the stereoscopic form) was in the direction of tho linoi across
the picture. If anyone hold a ila^uerrcotype under • vertical light,
and change its |x>sition as nidicatud, be will olwcne a great difTerencc
of brightness.

Various plans for avoiding granularity in copying have been MlggMtod,
which are not based ujnm the considiiratioim that have l>een rafemd to.
One such phin is to copy with a lens iiomcwimt out of focns ; another is

to move the lens during oxiXMUre. It is obvious, however, that with
such methods the loss of sharpneMi4tf texture of the gmiii must be
accompanied by loss of sharpne-ss of the details of the photograph—ot
all events, of such details as are detined in lines not bro.ider than the
grain which has to be got rid of. Of course, cases may arise in which
it is desirable to lose the sharpness of the original picture, but not when
an exact reproduction of it is i-e(iuired. I once liad occasion to nuke
an enlargement from a pen-and-ink sketch portrait of a gentleman ; the
enlargement was to matcli and form a pair with one o? a la<ly which
had been ma<le from a photograph in the usual way. I therefore copied
the drawing with a lens possessing no sharp focus—the Imck of a
portrait condjination—and the softened edges thus given to the ink
lines enabled the artist to paint the enlargement with a sufficient aatia-
factory resemblance to a photograph from life.

Naturally, the less grain there be upon the surface of paper photo-
crrapiis the less there will be to be copied ; and an obvioos preparation
for copying is to roll the print well if the surface require it. 1 liave

known burnishing successfully a«lopte<i for the same purpose.
W. K. jDkbeniiam.

*

HOME PORTKAITURE.*
I H.WE brought nith me tonight some prints which X pmiicio to en.iinel.

They arc hero si.iUing in old water. I have also !)eside me my gU«.ic«,
upon which I shall place thi> prints Liter on. Now, the first thing to do is

to thoroughly cle.in and polish these gla,ss plates. You will sec mo clean
them with the oidiu.iry plate-cleaning t»iwder. Next you will see me rub
the plates with this little b^ig of talc ; tli'-n you will see me take a camel's-
hiiir brush and dust thtui, and then ynii will see me tnUe this Kmall biitoh

dipped in albumen (white of egg) and go round the edges of the fflasn plates,

and when don.! they are set a-iide for the albumen to dry. When this h.is

taken place I take thJs bol\le of collodion, coat each plate x»itli the
collodion, and .again stji aside to drj' ; while this is boins; done I get ready
my gelatine. 1 take t**o ounces of it aiid soak in clean ctdd water. Here
it is. The cold water is then ilrained olf and hot water appUp<l to melt it

;

the quantity necessary for the two ounces of gelatine will li^ aliout eigrhteen
ounces. When the gelatine is melted I p.Tss it through muslin into a flat

dish. Here you will observe I have my gelatine ready eo prepared, which
I now place into this metal dish containing hot water to keep the gelatine
warm.
When the plates are well set I place my prints into the warm gelatine,

and make sure they are thorouitlily «tturated. I then take th"m out one by
one, rapidly place them on the collodionisefl plate, and lightly stpieegeo

them on. The plates are then jilacod a^ido for a short time, and, finally, I

give the |>rints a b.ickinfy by placing on them this cirfllioard, which is a
very easy matter. I simidy take the cardboani, soak it in water, an<l

place between lilotting pajwr to absorb the spare moistuni, and then, with
a coating of gelatine, st-irch, glue, or paste, I press well into cont-act and
the thing is done. Now, the only difiicult part of the oiMjrotion is the
coUodionising of tho plate. Those of you who are familiar with the wet
l>^oce^5S will have no difficulty, while to those of you who have only workwl
dry plates I say—do it coolly and tli'IH)erat<'ly, and with a little practice you
will be able to coat a pl.ate withr)ut spilhng a drop. Let me, however,
give you this word of caution:—Take care not to go too near a light with
your collodion, or yon will have a " jolly fine " blaze all round. The plates

with the prints attached are then i)l.vced aw.^v to dry. I find a very go<"l

way is to dry them at n reasonable distanct? fntui an i>rdin.'\ry fire (not to

»

near). Thciy m.ay then be left on the mantelshelf all night, and in the
morning they will he dry and rcvly Ut/hi- removed fnim tho gl.ii'se!".

To en.ablo you to seo tho whole 0|)eration I have bpinght with me these
plates, on which you will observe some prints. I enamelled them last

niglit in exactly the same manner as aUno descrilied. Latrr on yon will

see how they are removed fmni tho glasses. I »imj)ly take n knife and cut
round the edges of th>< cirdlioard just n little inside of where the glosses

received the edging of albumen, and by gently ins<<rtiiig the knife the
prints, with their backing of uarlb>.'ir I. and with their coating of collodion

on tlie Iaco of them, iietd off the gUsi, with the result that they are
iK-autifully eurimcUed.

Ino\vco:iiet itheothcrs diie?tv.hichwehavctoco'-' ' '
,- It

i< l:> my mind the ni >.*t d';li,ditfnl iiccu|i.itiou nn am .self

up t.i. It is cleanly, a;id can bo done even in the ij „ iwing

nH>:n. 1 »!iould have iireferrt-l. h.ad circumstances rnablMl me, t» show
you by daylight what little I kunv of this dfliyhtfol branch of our act.

Still I inii:<t d.) the bi-st I cm with t!io aid of ;.
' ' ,','. I wish it to

be- distinctly underst.Kid. biwevcr, that I str i inond all IbuM
who are desirous of practising retouching to d" . "jhL

' Concluded troin pace IVi.
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Tt is no\v nearly fonrtcon years since retmicliing was first introdiiced, and
f(ir a limp; time there was a L'reat cmtcry afraiiist it ; but, like every other
good thinpf, it has steadily advanced initil it has now become a necessary
branch of our art, and no gallery is complete without its staff of
retouchers.

Doubtless, many of you understand this. Some members at our
Association I know are quite as well able as I am to give a demonstration
of it, but there are other members who have never touched a negative, and
it is to those that I offer ray services, in the hope that they may learn
a little.

When I first made ud my mind to iiractise portraiture I soon found out
that retouchini,' was a most necessary steji to the success of niy endeavours

;

so T .set myself to study it. I read all the bo ks and articles I could find.

I was told it was very difficult, and that I had better give my negatives to

a retoucher to have them properly done, as I would be sure to s])oil any
negative I tried my "prentice"' hand upon. Hut I said to myself "I don't see
if others can do it so easily what is to present mc ;'' so I decided to take a
few lessons from a competent tcacl^er. I was given to understand from
what I had read tliat quite a dreadful list of articles were necessary, such as
powdered cuttle-fish, ground resin, powdered blacklead, Indian ink, l)lack-

iead pencils, stumps, sable brushes, &c. But I soon fomid out tliat in this, like

other matters, the hest thing was ocular demonstration. So I «ent lo Mr.
Horstin Paterson, who sivm put mo on the riglit road without tlie aid rif

anything but this little tool here, which is only a hard lead iieucil—it is a
() H. Faber. At first I had not a retouching desk, but I made a very good
substitute for one by simply usinir a printing-frame. Try it, and you will

be surprised how well you can get on with one. If you can obtain a projjer

desk, however, by all means get one. It is no doubt a much more comijlete
and comfort.able way to work with its aid.

To assist those of you who desire to learn retouching I propose to place
on my desk two negatives. One of them will bo a finished negative, so
t lat i will bo en.abled to point out to you the difference between a re-

touched negative and one that has not been so treated. By this means you
will more readily be able to see the inequalities. The first thing to learn
is to find out the bid places in a negative. This you will soon come to
understand. It is just like knowing the disease is half the cure, and the
rest follows. In the fir-t place, examine tlie high lights and see if there
be any patches less op.aquc than their surroundings. If so they mu.'t be
made of the same o[>.acity. See if there be any little specks, such as
freckles would make. If so they must be filled >i|), then lilend the high
U','hts into the shaded parts, soften down the shadows, and, having done
this, you will have accomplished .a deal.

I find a very i^revalent notion among amateurs is that a negative requires
some preparation before it is ready for retouching, such as the ai)plication
of some retouching medium to cavise the ])encil to " bite," as the saying
g.ies. Now it is only very seldom such is needed. If your negative has
been varnished with the ordinary sjiirit negative v.nrnish it will need no
mediinn. The varnish when thoroughly liardened will take the i)encil well
enough, and this just brin,<s me to .another point that am.atcurs make an
error in. They think that unless they can see the marks the pencil m.akes
with each touch they give that the lead jiencil is not doing its work, and
th.at they must have recourse to siuue medium to enable them to see
t!ie work they are doing. This i? just the very thing they must avoid
doing.

I will just here tell you that I feel the mistakes most common to bogin-
nc "s are that they do not use hard enough pencils, and they do not keep
tlieni sharp enough, nor do they touch lightly enough. The negative being
varnished and perfectly hardened, it is then set on the desk an<i the work
begins, as you will see mo operate j)re5ently. Let me say this l)efore

commencing: Touch as lightly as you can. Only let the lead just touch
the varnish, and do not press it on. Most retouchers acquire a special

to'ich of their own, just like learnnig a special stylo of writing. You
will with practice acquire the best way of toucliing. Although you d<) not
see the marks the pencil makes, you will find the flaws you are touching
gr.idually disappear, .and this is just what you require to do. Do not go too

near the negative, but so far away that you can only see the patches
the flaws make, and which have to be filled up.

Souio of you may think it would be best to take a magnifying glass, and
with its ai(^ touch out all the iui]>erfections. No more fatal niistake can
be made; for, were you to do so after all your exertion when you come to

examine the negative, and are ]>repared to look with jjride upon your
persevering efforts, you would be surprised and disappointed to find it

showing ne.ai'ly the same a])|)earaiice as at the conimencement. Yet
this should not bo astonishing, for it is an artistically-acknowledged fact

that detail and effect are siuudt.^neously tmattainable, and this experience
of retouching is further pr.jof to the establishment of this f;ict. Do iiot

use a magnifying glass. Never attem)>t to fill up a sjiot witii one touch.
The point of your pencil should be as sharp as a darning needle. This is

oiftained by rubbing it on a piece of fine sand [mper. So soon .is you
.sharpen your pencil just touch a piece of i)aper with it to take oft the
sjratchy (mint, but do not !>lunt it.

At first I recommend you to jiractise on small heads ; you will find large

ones more difficult. I W'ill show you .a negative I first retouched and a
jirint from the same. What I havodmio all of you are quite as well able

to accomplish. Practice and patience are all that is needed. It sometimes
hajipens that in lighting a sitter tlie catch-liglits are not the same on both
eyes. I will show you how to take out a false light and so save many a
negative that would otherwise be almost worthless.

Do not be frightened to touch your neg.ative. You will thus soon be
quite at lnune at the work, and after a little practice you will find re-

touching a valuable aid to development, printing, ic. I know of nothing
bettt;r that enables one to judge of jiroper density than the examin.ation of

a ne;-;alive for reto\iching; it will assist you to say at once- this plate is too

thin, ur this too dense, or this under-exposed m* ovcr-ex})oaed, or over- or

underdeveloped. You will find it a most valuable aid to the other branches

of our art, and he who is an adept at it must be a long way ahead of his

brother who is not. T strongly recommend you all to practise it.

I ho])e I have not detained yoii too long. I will n<iw proceed to work,
which will doubtless interest you more than listening to my jiaper.

T. N. Armstkong.

RECENT PATENTS.

f.i PATENTS SEALED.
No. 175. —"The Production of Picture and other Like Mounts." Wir.i.i.ui

Moiu;.\N', Biruiingh.am. —iifite/ J«H»oicy 1, 1384.

No. 12,727.—"New Process of Transferring Designs." H. J. H.\i)i)OX.—
Dated Jul)/ 8, 1884.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 1(5,334. -^"Photographic Cameras." S. D. McKellkn.— /)«(«?

December 12, 1884.

No. 15,843.— "Shecfcs for Attaching Drawings, &c., to Scrap and Other
Books." J. C. MoiiKLi.—Doled Decemher 2, 1884.

An ImPHOVKI) METHOI) ok TB.iNSFKRRIXO THE FlI.M OK Photouu.vpi?.",

OR .\ Film ok Coloir P.MNTEn upon Photographs, to Canv.\« or
OTHER St:RKACE.S.

John Mitchell Downixh Worsxop, 154, Leeds-road, Bradford,
Yorkshire.

Mv invention relates to an iminoved method of removing or transferring

the thin film, upon Which an object has been photogra])hed, or a film of

cok)ur which has been jiainted upon such photograjih, from the glass, paper,

or other surf;ice upon which it has been photographed, on to .a surface of

canvas or other suitable material.

In cai'ryiuL' out my invention I take the photograph upon glass or [xaper,

or any other suitable surface which has been (ireviously jirepared by coat-

ing it witli a thin layer of wax or other substance to whicli the film of the
ph<)tograph will lightly adhere, Init which will afterwards .allow such film

to be easily iieelcd off. To transfer or remove the film of the iihotograph :

the canvas or other suitable surface on to which it is to be jiermancntly
transferred is covered with dissolved gelatine or strong waterproof cement,
and then |)rcssod against tlie film and held there until the cement becomes
firmly fixed to the film, when, by seiJarating the canvas from the glass en-

paper, the film will be det.ached from such glass or paper and securely

cemented uiion the surface of the canvas, where it is intended to remain
permanently.
To transfer or remove a coloured photograph, or a film of colour wdiich has

been painted upon the surf.ace of a jihotograj)!!, the film is painted in the

recpiired colours before being transferred, and is then transferred tempo-
rarily to a surface pre])ared with wax as hereinbefore mentioned. The film is

then finally transferred to the surface ujion which it is intended to remain
permanently fixed, and to which it is securely fixed by dissolved gelatine or

strong waterproof cement, in the manner hereinbefore described.

The inventor's claim is:—Taking photogr.aplis, or painting such photo-

graphs or pictures, upon a surface covered with a slightly-adhesive material

which will admit of the film of the photograiih, or the film of cohair painted
upon such photograph or )iicture, being peeled off and attached permanently
to a canvas or other durable material.

^^Hliittotts.

EXHIBITION OF THR GLASGOW AND WEST OF SCOTLAND
AMATEUR PHOTOGKAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

The second annual K.xhibition of the above Society was opened in the .Art

Institutuo (iallery, Sauchiehall-street, (ilasgow, on Wednesday last, tho

17th instant, and closes to-morrow (Saturday), the 20th instant.

The Society is but one year old. It held an exhibition of pictures at the

end of the first season, which ])roved so successful that it tended to gre.atly

increase the membershi|), and certainly the jiictures at the |>rcsent Exhibi-

tion show well for the energy and talent of the members. There will not

be less than five hundred jiieturcs shown, and the work all over bears

favourable conqiarisen, with that of last year.

Sixteen medals are given to be competed for in the following classes :

—

Land.scajio, figure study, instantaneous, jiortrait, grou]i, animal, trans-

parencies, and enlargements. A silver and a bronze medal is to be

awarded in each class, the vote of the mi'mbers themsehes deciding who
are tile successful competitoi-s.

Th(^ larger proportion of the exhibits sent in are " not for competition

but fiu' exhibition only. Next week we will give a short review of the

pictures, with a list of the successful competitors.

THIC NORTHAMPTON PHOTOGKAPHIC EXHIBITION.
Last Wednesday night the Photographic Exhibition .at Northampton w.is

inaugurated at the (iuildhall in that town, and it will be open daily until

.Tanuary lOtb, 1885. The Exhibition has been formed under the committeo
of the Northampton Museum, which committee consists of tho following

gentlemen :—Mr. M. P. Manfield, Mayor of Northampton : the Rev. S. .1.

W. Sanders, M.A., F.G.S., LL.M. ;' Mr. .lohn Ennson, C.E., F.G.S.

(President of the Museum Committee) : Mr. .f. B. Hensman (Hon. Sec.

ditto) ; T. J. George, F.G.S. ; Mr. T. P. Dorman ; Mr. S. S. Camiiion ;
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.\tr. S J. Nowuia:). A.U.in.A. (Hm. Sjc. Natural HLtorj- Swinty):
Mr, It. (!. Scrivcii (I'lVjiJoiit Pii iti«gM|>;ii(; Sastioii, ditt i) : Uv. II. Man-
liol.l (H.ni. Hue., ditto).

Thi3 Kxhibitiuii U » go^xl iiue, and tlie armngemoutiii aro uf an attrautive
(Icscriptiiin.

Mr. .1. RuN.soN-, C.E., wulcomod the company presont by n.iyinjf th.it it

was mi adniirablo Kvliioition, and that tlie photo(;r.iplier.< who iictBd a»
jurors and h.id aw.irded tho prizes said, almost witli.iut exception, that it

was one of the finest collections they had ever se^n. One reason why it

was bettor tlian tli.' London Exhibition was that in tliat room they had
several pictures which had boon awarded medals in the metropolis at dif-
ferent tiuK's. Tlu- Kvhibitiou emanated from the Museum Committee, and
the ori^rinal prop.isitionc.ime from the Kev. Mr. Sanriers and Mr. H. Man-
lie'.d. Tlie Com:ni-te i gave its moral support, and allowed the Kxhibition
on condition tha' if th-.'i-o were a loss the p-oposeis were to meet it, but if

there were a profit the suno should go to the Museum. A sub committee
of four carried out the work. Most persons considered photograpliy to bo
a now art, but sun pictures were by no means novel ; they existed from the
time when li^ht fii-st shone through a small hole into a dark room. In
about the fiftceutii century cameras beuame general, though the users
were un ible to fix tha pictures. The cradle of plioto^raphy was
1'ranee ; but, p.irhapi about 1780, Professor Chailes showed a picture
of a human bust taken upon nitrate of silver. Ho could not fix these
photographs. D.iguorro was tho fir.st wlio devoted his attention with
anytlun;,' like success to this subject. He was born about 1780, and
bic.ime the pupil of a scone painter in the opera at Paris. Ho used
the ciiuera when drawing the scenery for tho theatre, but he worked
haril for twenty or thirty years to fi.x the camera images, and one day
ho aiuiouuceJ liis success. He laid his scheme before the Principal of
the French .-Vcademy of Sciences, and the managers aaid that it was too
groat a thing for one man to retain, so they gave him a pension of £2-10

a-year to give the world tho benefit of his discovery. Tho daguerreo
typos were taken upon silver plates, subjected in the process to the vapour
of mercury. It took fifteen minutes to impress them in the camera, and, if

one were to see the (lortrait of even his greatest enemy taken after a sitting
of that length of time, the anguish upon the face would produce an imjirea-
sion never to be forgotten. Fox Talbot took paper pictures abtmt the year
1840, and in 1842 he (the speaker) saw cme and had no difficulty in recog-
nising the outline of a human he.id. Tlien came tho collodion process in
1847. It produced the pictures now handed over to the jiublic at seaside
resorts— all finished in five minutes, and at a moderate charge. Then
came the negative process— tho origin of the pictures befcue them that
evening. He was not himself a photographer, so could say little more.
When l)aguerre's pictures came out men said— "Painting is dead." I5ut
photography proves to bo a gre.it aid to the artist, and it h.is a high
eilucational i.ifiucnce ; it teaches per.sons to go about in the country
without tiieir eyes shut. If some of the pictures Defore them wore
paintings i)eople would say—" No man ever saw a sky like that," thus
tempting observers to watch whether nature is as wonderful as photo-
graphy. It had, therefcue, an educational influence and a tendency to
produce the highest class of art. It does not injure painting, because
the colour and the ideal of the artist come into his picture, which can
only Ijc appreciated by a cultivated mind. He had great pleasure in
ticelaring the exhibition ojien to the public.

Sir H. Drvdex remarked that an artist could falsify in any way. He
could deijart from the colour of the face before him, and could alter a
thick-lipiK'd negress into a woman of beautiful proportions. Photography,
however, was true, and Kuskin had defined truth to be one of the lamps
of architecture. In that roimi were many who wore making a comfortable
income at ijhotography. He knew of a miniature painter who once lived
in a garret in Edinburgh, but when he became a photographer ha lived
happily d<iwnstairs.

The company then adjourned for coffee, after which there was a lantern
exhibition.

The following is a list of the prizes awaixled by the jurors;—1. For
landscape or sei-ies of landscapes, abo\e 8.'. X Ci : silver medal (No. SI.")),

(In the Iff.'/, T. M. Brownrigg ; bronze medal (No. 4;«), T. A. Green. 2.

For landscapes or series of landscapes, 8i X O.J, or under : silver medal (No.
.o07), H. a, Berkeley; bronze medal (No. 319), J. P. Gibson. 3. For
jKu-trait or .series of portraits, above 8^x0^: silver medal (No. 13(>), R.
Faulkner; bronze medal (No. 140 and series), H. Mendelssohn. 4. For
ortrait or series of jjortraits, 8.^ X fi| or under : silver modal (not awarded)

;

ronze medal (No, 537), W. Gillard ; bronze modal (Nos. 13 and Id), Friese
(irecne. o. For instantaneous marine photograph (or .series) : silver medal
(No. 328), G. West and Sons; bronze medal (No. 38'.)), W. P. Marsh. «.

For instantaneous photograph (or series), of other than marine subjects

:

silver medal (No. 431)), William Cobb; bronze medal (No. 42.5 and series),

Thomas G. Whaite. 7. Interior or series of interiors : silver medal (No.
nil), ICd. Dunmore; bronze modal (No. 2D.i), Thimias I'all. 8. For tho
best i/enre picture : silver medal (Nos. 100-105 series), Adam Distou ; bronze
medal (No. 438), (ieo. Hadley. ',). For the best enlargement, provided it was
the work of the exhibitor: silver medal (No. 1S)0 and series), Thomas J.

Dixon ; bronze medal (not awarded). 10. F'or transparencies : bronze medal
(N'o. 514), P. H. F'inchain. 11. For a series of views, irrespective of size,

taken in the county of Northampton : silver medal (not awarded) ; bnmzo
medal (No. 233), (Charles Law. 12. A silvev medal, offered by the pn«prie-
tors of the AnuUeur Photojrapher, for the beat land or seascape fn>m an
untouched negative, the work of an amateur (No. 33!)), H. A. Hood-
Daniel. 13. An extra silver medal, for landscape with figures, to the series

of H. P. Robinson. 14. One bronze modal extra to No. 317, J. Lafayette.
15. (^ne bronze medal extra to No. 3:")8, for marine views, Abol Lewis.
It). Ouo bronze medal extra to No. 284, for marine views, F M. Sutcliffe.

17. One bnmze medal extra to No. 05, for still life picture, Mrs. S. G.
I'ayne. 18. One bronze medal extra, for scries of photorepnxinctions, to

K, Schuster.
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The Studio, CbanMrjr•!•«•.
Hrirtol .\uiatour Studio. I'orilaai-tL, Klavadown.

SOUTH LONDON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIKTY.
Thk twenty-fifth annual dinner of the aljove Society wa« held on Tneadky
last, the lilth instant, at the Holborli KesUnrant. The new Prvaideii',
\V. Ackland, Esq. , occupied the chjiir. AUmt twenty memben *ftr
present. During the evening songs and reciutions were ably rondrrcd liy
Messrs. Bridge, Page, Cowan, Cobb, IKbenham, iJownes, and other.. Th«
toasts customary on such occasions were, as a uiatttT of coutiie, honoured.
In responding to the to.iat of the Pi-esWent, Mr. Ackland -after alluding
to the great loss the .Society had siistainetl by the death of thoir Ute
President, the Kev. F. F. Statham, .M.A., F.(i.S. took the opp.rtunity
of reminding the members |>rcseiit that next year the Society might be aaid
to enter a new life, and he asked those around him to exert theDMelvui t<>
niake it as flourishing as it had l«eu of old. Ho further remarked, now th!»t
it had been decided to carry on the Society with cncD^y instead of breaking
it up, that several influential members who had »ent in thoir resignation*
had now withdraw them. It was also mentioned that already the .Society
hatl ne.irly sufficient papers promised to carry them up to the vacation.

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
At the meeting of this Society, held on Thursday, the Utb instant, tho
chair was occupied by Mr. C. Jl. Trinks.

.Mr. GOKDO.N showed a washing machine for |)a|>er prints, designed by
Mr. Sturrock, of Dundeo. The machine consisted of a box or tank of
japanned tin, into which frames fitted, covered with ojien canvas or wire
netting. These frames formed cither simple trays to hold one largo print
each, or were furnished with dividing strips to hold several prints of
cabinet or other siza. In any case only one print was laid in each
division, so that both surfaces of tho paper were exi>osed to the flow ot
water unhindered by contact with anotlier print. By an arrangement
which worked automatically the water did not commence running away as
soon as the tank was filled, but a syphon was brouglit into play at regular
and adjustable intervals, by which the tank was entirely emptied. The
water supply was cut off during the time that tho tank was being
emptied, and the water was entirely drained off before the supply was
renewed. By these contrivances the top prints were kept covered for
some length of time alter e.ich filling, and the bottom prints had time f<T
suHicient draining before the renewal of the water supply.
Mr. W. K. DKDE.NHAM had seen one of these machines at work at the

house of a gentleman, who was highly pleased with its [Mrformance. The
automatic filling and emptying of the tank was so j^erfectly tegular that
when set so as to work at intervals of an hour it had been found to
perform with the regularity of a water clock.
The Chaiujian then called upon Mr. Debenham to deliver his lecture on

Ai'oidhuf Jit'jiectiotis and Onmutanty in Vopt/iny, [See page 808].
At the conclusion of the lecture,

Mr. F. W. Hakt said that during the early days of photography be bad
had many daguerreotypes and glass positives to copy. He met with
the difficulties from reflection which had been referred to, so he had con-
structed a frame of four feet in diameter and somewhat of a saucer form.
The inside of this frame was lined with mirrors—each placed at such an
angle as to throw back light upon the picture to be copied—and the picture,
of course, was some distance in front. Tho whole arrangement was |winted
at tho sun, the direct light from which was kept from tho lens by the
picture and the backlward against which it was fixed.

Mr. Debenham said that the arrangement sijoken off by Mr. Hart as
nearly as possible fulfilled the conditions inontioned as theoretically
desirable for illuminating with a circle uf light, in the centre of which
was the lens.

Mr. A. L. Hkkdeksun said that a good plan for copying had been
proposed by the late Air. C. Jal>ez Hughes. This plan was ti> enclose tlie

s|)ace between the lens and the object to be copied with white muslin. In
order to get the picturecopied, and easilyand properly centerod u|>on tho plate,

he had marked the wall against which he placed the picture to be copied
with measures in inches, reckoning a certain distance from the ground.
The rising portion of the camera stand was similarly marked, and to what-
ever number the picture was placed over u|Kin the wall, the oamer* w««
raised to a similar figure umm its stand. The non-reflecting screen spoken
of by Mr. Debenham would, if it were placed between the lens and tho
picture, l)e apt to shade the centre or lower portion of the latter too much,
especially when enlarging if a short-focus lens were used, lu order to

avoid the evils of vibrati<m he thought it desirable that the picture to be
copied should be attached to a frame to which the camera was also alBxed.

The picture and camera would then vibrate together, if at all. He had
recently in America seen an arrangement of tbis kind, in which the whole
appliance was suspended from the roof. This was in order to tecure M
much immunity from vibration as jMissible. One plan, and he thought it

a good one, for securing squareness of the camera with the onginal was
to have a stick projecting at a right angle from the wall.

The CIIAIKSIAN said that the susiiensimi from the roof of the copying
arraugemcnt w.is common in the phototypic establishments on the con-

tinent. He had seen it ia use some years since in Vienna and Berlin.

Mr. W. K. Bl'RTON had listened with neat pleasure to the lecture, chiefly

because of the precise manner in wbioo tbe subject had been dealt witb.
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There was one point—which was, however, only an incidental one—upon
which lie would lilce to aslv a question. Thfi lecturer had referred to the
iisB of tile back lens of a portrait combination in a case where he had wished
to avoid sharp definition. Did he understand from tliis that the bade lens
was supposed to possess more; spherical .aberration, and consequently less
definition, than the front one?
Mr. J. B.iUKER said that Mr. Debenhaui had mentioned almost every-

thing in connection with the sirtijeet. There was just one point,
however, that had not been referred to, and that ^vas the use of a
1,'lass in front of the picture. This he found advantageous.
Mr. A. Haddon said that by laying a wet print against a glass, and so

securing optical contact, tjreater freedom from granularity could be obtained.
Mr. W. M. AsnM-iN, like Mr. Barker, copied under' glass. He always

covered up the lens in front of the camera to prevent reflections.
Mr. S.M.MON said that Mr. Henderson had spoken of the use of a stick to

ensure parallelism of the i.ilate with the iiicture to be cojiied. He thought
that a better plan was that of havin>; the camera to run in a tramway.
Mr. A. Cowan said that tlie melhod he used in copying was to have a

board or frame with a vertical stand at one end to which the original was
affixed, The camera was made to slide to any required distance along
the base-board, remainin;!- parallel all the time, and a mask or screen with
a central hole in front of the lens kept off refloctiims. A sheet of white
card under the original w.as used to reflect light. The whole arrangement
could be placed in any part of the studio so as to secure the best light.
Mr. Debexham, in replying to the various speakers, remarked that many

of the observations and suggestions made did not bear reference
to the subject of the lectiire, which was the avoidance of reflec-

tion and granularity in copying, and did not include mechanical con-
trivances for ensuring steadiness or parallelism. With reference to what
Mr. Henderson had said, he would remark that the method of employing
muslin, attributed to Mr. Hughes, for dilfiising light and preventing
granularity, was one which he (the lecturer) had described in effect as tlie

plan with rods acting as prolongation of tlie camera, and surrounded by tissue
paper. Instead of marking wall and camera stand to get the latter of proper
height for the picture to be copied, lie preferred to use the camera in
ifc^ lowest position on the stand (in which position it was steadiest) and
to mark the wall on a level with the lens. A series of measures on the wall,
one, two, three inches, &c., up and down from this zero point, would ensure
that a picture which was placed so that an equal number showed at its top
.and bottom, should be central on the camera screen, and no movement of
the camera stand was required. The question of the shading of the original
by a non-reflecting screen was one that had been treated in the lecture.
The screen referred to by Mr. Cowan would be especially apt to shade the
original if a short-focus lens were used for the purpose of enlarging; and as
to the advantage of being able toplacethe wholecopying arrangement in any
light that njight be found most desirable he had endeavoured to show what
jiosition in the studio was the best for copying. In reply to Mr. Burton he
said that he used the particular lens referred to, as, in addition to its

absence of definition, it happened to be of the length of focus required.
Further discussion on the optical question would not belong to the sub-
ject in hand. As to the use of glass in front of the print referred to by
Mr. Barker, there was an advantage in the way in which the squareness
and flatness of the original were preserved. If, as was probable, the glass
referred to was that of a pressure-frame (Mr. Barker signified his .assent),

there was also the advantage that the pressure might somewhat flatten the
irregularities of the surface. The plan of copying a wet print laid
against the glass he did not recommend, for the following reason. He
thought that the whites of the pajier were somewhat lowered and the
faint details in the lighter half-tones a little lost.

Tlie usual votes of thanks were accorded to the lecturer and the Chair-
man, and it was announced that, on the 8th of January, Mr. W. W. Cobb
would discourse on the difficulties attending instantaneous iihotography in
the streets of London.

THE PBOTOGRAPHtC SOCIETY OF IRELAND.
The usual monthly meeting of this Society was held in the Royal College
of Science, Steplien's Green, Duljlin,—Mr. Thomas A. Bewley in the chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting having been read and confirmed,
Mr. Frederick H. Campbell was elected a member. Messrs. Haslam,
Sherlock, Ree, and Adeney were proposed for membership, and will be
balloted for at the January meeting.
The Chaikman then called on Mr. Geo. Mansfield for his communication

on I'ajier Nejalices.

In thecourseof his paper Mr. Mansfield drew attention to the old method
of producing negatives on paper and then waxing the material to render it

translucent, and gave a most interesting account of his recent exjieriments
with various gelatino-bromide jiapers, both on what is known as "nega-
tive" as wellas "positive" papers. Those produced on the "positive" paper
yielded in his hands the best results, while the "negative " paper gave
the most trouble in obtaining semi-transparency on account of its extra
thickness. He also handed round several excellent negatives, and proofs
from the same, of 10x12 and whole-jilate size, the difference between the
prints and those of ordinary plates being hardly distinguishable.

In the debate which followed Mr. J. V. KOBIN.SON ventured to predict
that the future basis on which all negative films would be held would be
the material now brought under tjje notice of the meeting, the great advan-
tage to be gained being the lessening of the weight to be carried by doing
away with the glasses, which at the present stage of jjiotography are
indispensable.
Mr. Robinson also exhiliited an interesting collection of very old waxed

negatives which, for brilliancy aad delicacy of detail, were hardly to be
beaten even by gelatino-bromide plates or the still older collodion fiUns.

Ur. Scott, who also has been experimenting in the same direction as Mr.
Mansfield, detailed the results he had obtained, and passed round several
negatives and prints—also an instnnlaneous viev,- of Kingstown h.arbour-

taken on gelatino-bromide p.aper, which was highly creditable as instancing
the results that paper is capable of yielding.
Mr. Woodvvorth ajso exhibited a collection of paper negatives enlarged

from quarter-plate tr.ansparencies, .and some platinum prints from same.
The next meeting is intended to be held on January 9th, 188-5.

MANCHESTER PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
The usual monthly meeting of this Society was held at the Manchester
Technical Schools, on Thursday, the 11th instant,—Mr. John S. Pollitt,
President, in the chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed, and the
following gentlemen were elected members of the Society ;—Messrs. B.
EUston, F. Barker, J. Roger.^, and C. Estcourt, F.C.S.
Mr. .1. \V. Leigh read a short paiier, and gave practical illn.stratiiin of

several methods of effecting the printing of skies, &c., in landscape pictures.
Mr. Leigh explained that where, as was often the case, the sky portion of
a landscape negative was defective the first thing to be done was to screen
the sky portion during printing so as to get a print with a white sky. This
he effected by taking, a sheet of cardboard and tearing it so as to follow
roughly the sky line. This was then attached to the printing-frame by
pins, and the whole exposed to diffused light. The sky mask being given a
slight curl upwards did away with any mark or line at the junction. The
print was then taken out of the frame, laid on a large sheet of glass, and
the cloud ne.-^ative laid upon it, the right position being easily determined
by looking through negative and print together. To mask the landscape
portion of the picture, ftlr. Leigh placed over it one or more pieces of cloth

—

such as the jiads from the printing-frame—and rolled these back at the sky
line in order to soften the edges, again exposing to diffused light till the
clouds were sufficiently printed. Mr. Leigh also showed a simple plan he
made use of when any ]:)art of a negative was much thinner than the rest,
and would necessarily give an uneven print. He commenced the print in
the usual way, and as soon as the thin jiart was done enough he masked that
portion by attaching a tuft of cotton wool by means of gum, &o., to the
hack of the negative, pulling out the edges to get the necessary soft-

ness. At the conclusion of his paper, Mr. Leigh referred to a question in the
question-box at the last meeting as to the quantity of hypo, necessary for a
given number of prints, and, quoting from Captain Abney's book, called
attention to the necessity for using the hypo, solution strong to ensure
perfect fixation and the complete removal of the hypo, during the final
washing.
Mr. RisHTON agreed with Mr. Leigh on the hypo, question, and re-

marked that it was desirable to have the fixing bath in an alkaline condi-
tion. He was iii the habit of adding ammonia for this purpose.
Mr. Atherton said common washing soda answered the purpose equally

well, and suggested three ounces of hypo, to the pint of water as about the
correct amount for fixing one sheet of paper.
The CiiAinM.\N said he had found the use of tepid water in the final

washing a great advantage. Referring to Mr. Leigh's plan of masking
with cotton wool, he had for some years made use of Prussian blue painted
on the back of the negative, and softened by dabbing in the usual way. In
the printing-frame he had also found it desirable to lay a sheet of thin
cardboard next to the sensitive paper, and he found that by this method
he obtained complete immunity from cockling of the print in damp weather.
Mr. Chilto.n asked the Chairman if warm water for washing prints

affected the surface and brilliancy of the prints.

The Chaikman replied that if the water were used tepid he had never
found any ill effects, but if the water were made hot the prints would cer-

tainly suffer.

Mr. Greatorex asked for information as to the best method of masking
a sky in which there was a church steeple, tower, &c.
Mr. Leigh said he should block the sky out with black varnish or other

medium.
Mr. 51'Kellen recommended taking a print, cutting out the image of

the steeple, &o., .and laying the mask so formed on the negative with the
smallest quantity of p.aste.

Mr. x\lan Gakketi showed two very charming prints on alpha paper,
which were much admired. He also exhibited an ingenious contrivance
for the gas jet in an amateur's dark room, bj' which the gas could be turned
app.arently out, and on turning the tap up again the flame at the burner
w.Ts rekindled by the small spark kept in, it being concealed by a metal cuii
round the jet.

TheHoN. Secrktahy (Mr. W. J. Chadwick) exhibited a simple contrivance
which he m.ade use' of wlien mounting prints on plain boards, remarking
that he had frequently seen amateurs fail in getting the print in the centre
of the mount or square with it. His plan consisted in using a guide or
mask made from one of the mounts in use, in the centre of which an open-
ing was cut one-eighth of an inch each way larger than the print to be
mounted. This mask was laid on the mounting board and attached thereto
by a ])air of American clips. The jiriiit coated with the mounting medium
was then placed in the opening of the mask, which latter being removed
the jiriiit was rubbed down on its bo.ard, when its central position could
be relied upon.
The members nonTSfljourned to the basement of the building, and in-

spected a magnificent collecticm of large photografihs of the Yosemife
Valley, California, exhibited by Mr. Charles Harris, F.R.G..S., and col-

lected by him during his tour round the world. He (Mr. Harris) s|ient

several weeks in the Yosemite district, and while there made the acquaint-
ance of the celebrated photographer, Mr. Watkins. Aided by a nuniiier

of lantern slides exhibited on the screen, he gave a most interesting recital

of his exjierieuces and a graphic deacritition of the magnificent scenery of

this remarkable valley.

The CHAIBllA^', in thanking Messrs. Leigh and Harris for their interest-

ing contributions to the meeting, hoped that their example would stimulate
other niemVrers to bring before the meetings any subjects of interest.
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Mr. IjEIoh remarked tbat he nWaya found the effort to impart help or
instructiini to his fellow-iinMii!M,'r», in addition to lieing a iileiisuri' to him,
resulted in extandini; his own knowlfd)tH of the »ubj«ct, and ho wiw kIiiU
to say th;it ho had k-aint a lesson from tho Chairman's remarks that evcn-
>ng wliioli would be of value to him in his own work.

.Mr. H.\Kitt«, in responding, said th.it it would affoi-d him pleasure at
some future meeting to give the members a furtlior account of his travels
in other parts of the world.

Tho meeting was then adjourned tu the 8th January, 1685,

GLASGOW I'HOTOGHAPHIC ASSOCIATION.
Thk above Association liehl a iiopular meeting,in the Christian Institute,
on \Vedne.sday evening, the 10th iustant,—Mr. John llrie in the chair.

A very 6ne series of transparencies were shown by Messrs. Geo. Mason
and Co., which were unich appreciated by a lai-ge audience.
A vote of thanks to the lecturer, .Mr. Geo. Bell, brought the meeting to

a close.

' NEWCASTLK-ON-TYNE AND NORTHERN COUNTIES'
PHOTO*iRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

The ordinary meeting of the above Association was held on Tuesday, the
Hth inst., in the College of Physical Science, Newcastle, at half-past seven
o'clock p.m.,— Mr. P. M. Laws in tho chair. The minutes were read and
passed.
Tho Chaibm.vx announced that the Council had decided to join with the

Tyneside Student's Association and three or four other societies in a con-

rersa:ione to be held on the 8th January, and asked members to contribute
pictures.

Mr. K. G. Tkmplcton, of Gateshead, read a paper on Th^ Platinotiiite

P/'occ^s, and gave a very successful practical demonstration.
At its conclusion Mr. Templeton was awarded a hearty vote of thanks.
Mr. Laws gave notice of a motion to alter Rule 14.

The nominations for President, Vice-Presidents, Officers, and Council
for next year were proceeded with.

( >n the recpiest of Mr. Pae,
ilr. Proctok ({ave some interesting details of the method he had adopted

in taking his " view without a lens," shown at the Society's recent exhibition.

The pictures, taken late in October, had fifteen minutes' exposure, the
distance between the plate and aperture being about twelve inches.

A vote of thanks to the Chairman concluded the meeting.

—

*

CHELTENHAM PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY.
A MEETixo of this Society (until recently known as the Cheltenham
Amateur Photographic Society) was held on Thursday, the 11th instant,

—

Colonel Dawson, C.B., in the chair. The following ijentlemen were elected

members of the Society :—Messrs. White, R. Dighton, W. L. Fergusoji,

and Joyner.
Mr. Bat.vham Jone3, exhibited one of McKellen's new patent cameras,

half-plate size, square, with reversing frame. This camera imssesses many
distinctive features, and appeared to give general satisfaction to tho
members present. The rapidity with which it could be erected and closed,

and the simplicity with which both front and back could be set at any
desired angle, as well as the perfect rigidity of the camera in any position,

called forth expressions of high praise. The stand, folding in three parte,

and affixed in a very simple way to a rotating disc let into the base of the
camera, api)eared in every way suitable for its work.

The Chaikkan then read a short account of a potash and soda developer

used liy himitolf for some time with great success, his formula being

—

Carbonate of potash (London ph.irm.) 480grains,

Washing soda 480 ,,

Potass, bromide 20 ,,

Dissolved in water to make 20 ounce-s.

This solution contains three grains of each alkali in every drachm. In ejvch

ounce of developer one drachm of the above is used with two grains of pyro.

Print-s were exhibited by several members, those of Mr. Beetham from nega-

tives taken in the neighbourhood of Torquay, being very much admired.
Some transparencies on Fry's special lantern slide-plates were also shown,

and the meeting was adjourned.

COVENTRY AND MIDLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETY'.

The annual meeting of the ab<ive Society was held at the residence of the

Hon. Secretary, Hill House, Hill street, Coventry, on December 4th, 1884,

—tho President in the chair.

The minutes of the previous meeting having been read, the officers were
elected as fMowa-.—i'residtnt : Mr. Andrews.

—

Virt-PrnidtnU : Messrs.

Danks, Ambrose, Seymour, and .Tones.

—

Trfaturer:'^U. \)&nVti.—Secretary

:

Mr. .T. I. Weatheritt.—.4Hrf(('»ii; Messrs. Walker and Winstanley.—
Committee: Messrs. Baynton, Lloyd, Walker, and Winstanley.

The Treasurer's account was then read, showing a balance in band of

£1 13s. Dd., against a loss of 9a. "id. last year.

The meeting then adjourned to a larce ro<nn, where the lantern and
screen had been set up for the exhibition of members' slides, as was
arrangeil at last meeting. A blow-through jet made by the Hon. Secretary

was used, the light from which was thought to be above the average of

this form of burner. Mr. Ambrose showed some slides made on Hill

Norris's dry [Jates, which were very good. Mr. Lloyd's slides on the

gelatinochlonde plates made by Mr. T. Baynton (the formula for which

was given at tlie last meeting), and developed with ferrtius oxalate, were

exceptionally good, one subject in particular being esiiecially admired.

After an interesting discussion the meeting broke up at a late bour,

VIENNA PHOTWIRAPHIC SOCrCTY.
This Society met for the first time fur this ncawui on the 7th Otttobar,
when the chair was taken by Dr. K. Hurnig, President. The minulm uj
the previous mooting having been approMil, several new niemben wei*
admitt<-d.

The Chairman then intimated that tho .So.-iety bad lo«t three roemben
by death suice they last met before the autumn vacation. 'The memorr of
the deceased was honoure<l in the ubuaI way.
Dr. Ei)Kn then rose, and spoke of the succenfnl experimmt* made in

Herr Ix)wy s studio with Professor Vogel's ozaline plates, Hbich showed
groat sensitiveness to green, yellow, and above all to red rays. i)r. Eder
also showed photographs of oil iMkinling', water-colour drawings, and
embroideries in colours, which ho had taken—using an interposed sheet of
yellow gla.ss—ui)on gelatino-brumide of silver plates stained by himsrlf.He (Dr. Eder) |>ro|>o»wl that, as the niuiie '' is<jcbroinaUo " baij been
adopted by the patent<?& of the French process, viz., ClayUm and Tailfer,
and since in optics the term " isochroinatic " is us«d in a s|>ecial leme not
applicable to plates which represent the colours of ubjecU in their true
values, tho latter should preferably bo called " orthochromatic " plates.
The photographs shown were taken iiimn bromide of silver emubiion
prepared by Herr Plener and stained by Dr. Eder, and the ex|KMurni
took place in Herr I^iiwy's studio as the former ones did. Of the many
dyestuffs e\'amine<l by Dr. Eder the following were found to lie sensitiseis
for gelatinobromide of silver emulsion, and most of them showed bands
of increased 8onsitivene.»s to colour corresponding to the sjiectrum of
absoriition of dry gelatine stained with the same. Amongst them are
scnsitisers as far as the extreme red (for example, iodine green and acid
green). These dyes are eosine blue and eosine yellow, erythrosin, pyrosin,
aureosin, ajthyleosin, nicthyleosin. phloxin, Bengal rose, cyanosin, muriatic
aniline rose, acetic aniline rose, Coufiier's toluidin red, solid green (bitter
almond-oil green), brilliant green, acid green, iodine green, methyl green,
picrate of methyl green. Aldehyde green, Hoffmann's violet, dahlia,
methyl violet, Paris violet, benzyl-rose aniline violet, gentiana violet,
resorcin blue, fluorescine, cyanide of iodine, cyanide of chlorine, nitrate
of cyanogen, sulphate of cyanogen. Coupler's blue, coralline red, naph-
thaline red, acid violet, clilorophyll. Small—though often dilficult to
recognise—bands indicating sensitiveness to red are furnished, especially
along with ammonia, by carthamine, tunneric, soluble Berlin blue and
monoi)henyl-rose-aniline chloro-hydrato, and h.^matuxyline (to the last of
which Dr. Kder's attention w:is directed by Dr. Albert). I)r. Eder also
showed an instantineous photograph of a flash of lightning taken by Dr.
Kayser, an instantaneous shutter by Herren Thury and Amey, Geneva,
an academv camera by ilessrs. Marion and Co., Londim, a travelling
camera by Herr Wanaus, Vienna, and some samples by Herr Obemettcr,
Munich, of his new |)rocess of heliogravure in half tones after pictures from
nature. The half-tones were trausfcried with great delicacy to the copiier
plate.

Herr ScoLlK called attention to a collection of studies from nature by an
amateur, Hon Hamsen, the negatives of which were developed by Soolik's
modificition of Mimckhoven's develoiwr. He also shovvfd a cvnectiono(
seascapes and views of shipping by an amateur, Herr Riemer, and street
scenes by Herr Rupprecht.
The Chairman showed a number of artists' studies and photographa

from celebrated masterjiieces of sculpture (as the Laocoon).
A great variety of other objects were exhibited, and after some conversa-

tion the meeting was iidjoumed.

The same Society met again on the 4th November,—Dr. E. Homig in the
chair. The minutesof tho previous meeting were approved, and Baron
Stillfried and Herr Konkoly wt-re admitted as members.
The Chairman then acknowledged the receipt of fifty marks from the

Danish Photographic Society, and of a second subscription fn>m the
Parisian Society towards the monument to Dr. Martin.
The members of the judging committee of the Vdigtlander prize fund

were appointed, and, after some minor matters had been dealt with,
Major N'oi.KMEH gave a long and interesting lecture on the value and ap-

plication of electrolysis to the graphic arts. The lecture was listened
to with great interest and heartily applauded.
The S£ORKT.\BV then read an essay on artificial lighting for taking photo-

graphs.
Herr ScoLiK reported on his work with orthochromatic plates (azaline,

cyanide, and eosin plates) and also his analysis of a commercial sensitisur.
The question-box on Ijeing opened was found to contain only one question,

which related to a imint of law affecting [ihotographers and settled by a
recent decision of a magistrate.
This concluded the business, and the meeting was adjourned.

BERLIN ASSOCIATION FOR THE CULllVATION OF
PHOTOGRAPHY.

This Association met on the 17th October, when the chair was occupied by
the President, Professor H. W. Vogel. Two new members were admitted,
one of whom, Herr MarkI, a provincial member, sent his portrait—au
example which the meeting expressed a wish to see followed by all future
new members.
Tho Chaibhan laid on the table a specimen number of the E'retro-Terk-

nieal Anzeiijer, the programme of the winter oouise of study at the Huni-
txildt Academy, and the seventh number of Prufessir Kder's Lehrbtiek 4tr
thotojrafihie, being the number which deals with the Wrt colhidinn prrirce,
ferrotypie, and allied processes. He (the Chairman! reir.arke I that, thoogh
gelatine was gradually pushing collodion out of the field, the latter waa
preferable to the former for copying oil oaintings, &c.
A discussion of this question followed, ill which Herren (^uidde, Roloff,

Haberlandt, and others took part.
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Herr Quipde then called attention to Herr Fulirmann's large collection

of stereoscopic slides, mostly transparencies on glass, which are being
exhibited at the Passage Kaiser Panorama. The pictures are arranged in

sets of fifty, so that twenty-five persons at a time may see them, and about
every half-minute they are automatically changed. The .Swiss views are

from Paris ; the Scotch ones from (x. \V. Wilson, of Aberdeen. Herr
Fuhrmaun has as yet been unable to get good views of the Berlin streets,

but Herr Quidde thinks he may now be able to obtain what lie re(iuires

from Mr. Kilburn (of Kew Hampshire, U.S.A.), who has recently been
"doing" Berlin.

Captain Kiss showed a travelling apparatus. It is an apparatus for

amateurs arranged for plates rather less than cabinet size. The camera
was generally admired.
The ChaiiiMan then showed a number of photogravures by the Photo-

graphic Company, intended to be added to the permanent exhibition in the
photographic section of the Technical High School at Charlotteuburg.
The re.sults f)f Professor Eder's experiments with orthochromatic plates

were then discussed, but these need not be gone into here, as the same
subject came up at a recent meeting of the Vienna Photographic Society on
7th Octot)er.

Herr Scolik, who has been experimenting with plates stained with
azaline, found that he got a portrait representing the colours of the sitters'

faces and dress in their true values, with an exposure of three times the
length of the usual one. Some of the sitters were officers dre.ssed in very
briaht uniforms.
The meeting was shortly afterwards adjourned.

[All communkations for the 'EonovtlAh department of the Journal should be

addressed to the "Editors, 2, York-street, Covent-garden, London, ir.C."]

THE CARBONATE OF SODA DEVELOPER.
To the Editoks.

Gentlemen,—I was much surprised to read in the last issue of the Journal

that Mr. Wainwright's experiments with the washing-soda developer re-

sulted in " absolute failure." I have used it for years, commencing at the

time when Mr. H. J. Newton recommended it as a developer for collodion

emulsion plates. Ever since 1880 it has served me well with gelatine, and
many of your readers will remember that I devoted an article to it in the

Almanac for 1883, the formula then given being substantially the same as

the one now advocated. Lately I have substituted for it the carbonate of

potash timplji for convenience, a solution of this salt taking up far less

space. But I only use potash to developo negatives ; for transparencies

soda is par excellence. If it have any fault at all it will bo found in the

direction of density and harshness, both of which, however, may be obvi-

ated by employing a minimum of bromide. For this re.ason I have preferred

to add the bromide with a dropping tube instead of introducing it into the

stock solution. I can fully endorse all that Mr. Macdona has said concern-

ing it, and, what is more, several who have adopted it on iny recommenda-
tion can tell tlie same tale.—I am, yours, &c., B. Holland.

Stamcick, Hiijham Ferrers, December 15, 1884.

To the Editors.

GENTLKMKN,~Perhaps Mr. W. Wainwright.Jun., has been using the soda

developer with pyro., mixed witli sulphite of soda or citric acid. If so, I

think this may account for his failing to produce a transparency. I failed

entirely upon first trying Mr. Macdona s recommendation, owing to the

retarding effect of the pyro. thus mixed when used \yith washing soda ; but

upon using dry crystals of pyro. I produced immediately a most beautiful

transparency.
Since then I have tried with plates—common commercial plates—by

several makers, exposing both by contact and with the camera, and always
with the same satisfactory result. If Mr. Wainwright will try with dry
pyro. I feel certain he will succeed.—1 am, yours, &c.,

Arltj) Parsonage, Northinich, December 17, 1884. Halcott Ash.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—If Mr. W. Wainvs'right, Jun., who complains of the soda

developer being slow and not giving density, will try the following formula,

lising no bromide, he will be pleased with it :—
Sulphite of soda - 1 ounce.

Citrate of soda .' 1 drachm.
Water .....'.j 1 pint.

To one ounce of the above add two grains of pyro. (dry) and about a drachm
of carbonate of soda solution (saturated).

This works very cleanly. Give a dip in the alum bath after fixing.—

I

ftm, yours, &c., (J. V. J. PoiKiN.

2, Eardlei/ Villas, Eardley-r»ad, Streathain, December 10, 1884.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In reference to the letter of Mr. Wainwright regarding

the carbonate of soda developer: after many trials I have come to the con-

clusion that this developer will not work unless the plate be made by some
of the ammonia processes.

I usually prepare njy own plates, boiling with carbonate of ammonia,
and with such plates the soda developer works i)erfectly. Some time ago

I tried a "batch" of simply-boiled emulsion, and although the plates

worked very well with an ammonia developer they could not be developed

by soda at all—at least not satisfactorily. I believe that this accounts

for the differences of opinion as to the merits of the soda developer.

The quality of a "soda "-developed negative, both as to vigour and
gradation, is so great an improvement on an "ammonia "-developed plate

that, rather than go back to an " ammonia developer," bhould mjr plates

refuse to work with "soda," I should have no hesitation in reversing the
usual order of things, and in place of selecting a developer to suit my
plates I should select a plate to suit my developer.—I am, yours, &c.,

Dundee, December 12, 1884. J. K. TiLLOCH, M.B.

LANTERN TRANSPARENCIES AT THE RECENT
EXHIBITION.

To the Editors.
Gentlemen,—I read with much interest the letters of Messrs. Brooks

and Smith respecting the award of the medal for lantern slides at the

Pliotographic Exhibition, and I waited with some little impatience for the
official reply, by which it appears Mr. Gale's slides were in possession of

the Secretary for exhibition. Now, although this is satisfactory to a certain

extent, it is extremely unsatisfactory from another point of view. Whatever
may be the object for which the Exhibition is held it is certainly looked upon
by amateur photographers from the provinces as an exhibition of the best

work produced during the year, and the medal pictures are by them
eagerly scanned and criticised as the standard to which they have to attain

It is also distinctly understood in connection with all other exhibitions th it

exhibits must be as the very word indicates
—"on view;" and I hold thit

not only has a serious injustice been done to Mr. Gale by not exhibiti ig

his slides, but that the visitors have been deprived of their right to exami.ie

them by the action of the executive in keei)ing them out of the catalog le

and away from the other exhibits. That this was done I can personaly
vouch ; for, taking as I do a great interest in lantern matters, on my visi , to

the Exhibition the lantern slides were most carefully examined by m''.

Having seen some ofMr. Gale's work on a previous occasion, I specially

looked to see if he had any in the Exhibition, and, not seeing his name in

the catalogue or his slides on the table, I naturally concluded he was not
exhibiting; thus not only I but all other visitors were deprived of the
opportunity of seeing wherein his slides were superior to those on exhibi-

tion. This view may appear to the Council of the Exhibition not worth
considering, but I can assure them the Exhibition will soon loose its high
position if medal pictures are to be keiit in the possession of the Secretary,

and not exhibited in the room.—I am, yours, &o,, T, W, T,

December 16, 1884.
^

THE SOIREE OF THE ASSOCIATED SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES
OF LIVERPOOL.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In the report of the Photographic Exhibition of the Liver-

pool Association at the recent soiree there is an accidental omission of the
name of Mr. J. A. Forrest from the list of gentlemen who formed the
hanging committee on that occasion. Mr. Forrest's co-operation was so

valuable then as ever that I shall be glad if you will allow me to acknow-
ledge it gratefully now.—I am, yours, &c., H. J. Palmer, Hon See,

December 17, 1884. —
MERCURY INTENSIFIER.

To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—In answer to the request of " H. B. H.'' I send the formula
required, and also a developer suitable to work with it :—

Intennijier.—Stock Solution A.
Bichloride of mercury 2 drachms.
Bromide of potassium 2 ,,

Water 5 ounces.
B.

Sulphite of soda, IJ ounce in 6 ounces of water.

In wide-necked bottle.s, used over again till exhausted and then strength-
ened. The negative must be soaked in water half an hour before intensify-

ing ; then flooded with A till sufficiently dense, next washed five minutes
and placed in B till the negative is blackened through and becomes trans-

parent in the shadows. Afterwards soak half-an hour, and then dry.
Developer for quarter-i)late.

A. Sulphite of soda, thirty grains in half-an-ounce of water.
B. Pyro. (dry), three grains.

C. Washing soda, thirty grains in half-an-ounce of water.
Stock solutions of A and C can be made in quantity for use. Place A

in a measure ; add B, and immediately before developing add C. No re-

strainer is retpiirtd. If preferred add one-quarter of a grain of bromide oj

potassium. The negative will appear as an over-exposed one, but wil

gradually grow to full density if the exposure have been correct.

I am of o|)inion that the negative ought to be left short of full density
and afterwai-ds intensified, as a better print is obtained by so doing.—

I

yours, &c., J. C.

December 13, 1884.
-

PHOTOGRAPHIC NOMENCLATURE.
To the Editors.

Gentlemen,—I have just taken up the Journal and Transactions o! the
Photographic Society of Great Britain for November 28. In the report of

the meeting of Tuesday, £2n-l July, I find the following:—"Mr.
remarked that Lately he had be;n experimenting with bromide added to

excess, and although it prolonged," &c. The remark is made iu connection
with alkaline development. Were this an isolated case of the n.isuse of

the word " excess " I should not think it worth while to trouble you or your
readers in the matter, but I find the same mistake occurring continually,

ftnd oftsn in works laying claim to great scientific precision.
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The tern b " in excess," " to excess," "cxcosb nf," when nsod in connec-

tion with chemistry or chemicals, as I understand them, always refer to a
chemical i ombination, and indicate that of the two substances which (fo to

mal<6 iii> I lie combination there is mure of the one than will combine with
the other to form the compound—the quantity which is over remaining in

its oripiniil form and Iwiiig "excess." The substance of which there was,

to begin V ith, an unnecessarily large quantity to exactly combine with the

other was "in excess." It did not, liowevor, follow tnat there wa» more
of it than of the other sulistance. In an emulsion made with one l>»rt of

ammonii m-chloride and three parts of silver nitrate there would Iw excess

of the former chemical. It is, however, absurd to talk of "excess" of

bromide or bromide used "to exce.«8" in the alkaline developer when we
do not inow the function or the manner of action of the bromide at all,

aiul may only be pretty sure that it makes no chemical combination with

auythii g either in the developer or in the plate. In the particular case

alludtd to it woidd have been incorrect even to talk of an exftstiit t/anntitij

of bromide, since the results apparently showed not that an excessive quan-
tity had I een employed, but tnat just the right quantity had been used.

All that was meant was that there was a large—or an unusually large

—

quantity i f bromide in the developer.

Such, f entlemen, is my jirotest against the use of a word wliicli has a

most [irec ise scientific meaning, but which is continually misused. —I am,
yours, Ac. 'W. K. BuRTON.

K. 0. wishes to know how to accoimt for the i>eriodical emptying of

his w.Ttcr tank. He starts work with his tank full, yet sometimes,

although he feels sure he cannot have drawn off one-naif the water
it contains, he suddenly finds it emi'ty—a conlrttem)i» which, of course,

u.suully hapi>ens at an awkward tinie, such, for instance, as when
tha [lilies are empty. This nuisance he is occasionally subjected tothrougha
neiul.birar having an engine supplied from the same branch, which
passes up a private court. He further states that the noise produced
when the water ran dry through this cause, combined with the

splashing noise of the tank in refilling, was so irritating that he
cou'd only get rid of it liy attaching a piece of rubber tube to the

exit iiipc of the b.all-cock, so that the water was led to the bottom, and,

having no f.all, produced no noi.se. In reply: we may inform E. C.

th; t this remedy against thi' noise is doubtless the cause of the water
ruining dry in his tank. The pipes are full, wo will say, at a cor-

ta n moment and his nnighlxnir begins to draw water, thus relieving the

p esiiire; the pipes to his tank begin to empty themselves, and, acting

,as a syphon, draw off all the water stored in his tank—a method which,

t' o;i?h useful to his neighbour in assisting to feed his boiler more
quickly, is naturally annoying to K. C. Tf, theref<ire, he remove the

india-rubber tube, the stored water cannot be drawn off ag.ain, and if he

) lace a slopim; board for the water to drop upon ho will avoid the

irritating noise of its splashing. We can only sugge-st as a remedy
against the other noise complained of that he obtain a new water service

direct from the main.

" Can- you inform me what to do under the following circumstances?

Determined to collect my hy|Hi. residues, I gradually filled two petroleum-

oil casks, and then placed in each of thein half-apound of sulphide

of potassium wliicli I had already imrchased for the purpose. After

stirring well up 1 allowed the precipitate to settle, and, after pouring

the liquid away, collected the deposit, dried it, and sent it to the

refiners. They refuse to allow inc anything for it, stating that it

does not contain more than a trace of silver.

—

Anxiois."— -In rejily : if

.\ ou had preserved a small quantity of your precipitate it would have
I een an easy matter to make an a'-say of it ; but, seeing that this is now
impossible, we may say we are strongly of opinion that the refiner must
be right, for it is extremely unlikely that any attempt at a fraud

like this would be made by anyone in the trade. We should explain the

loss by supposing that the sulphide of potassium was completely de-

composed, and that it had entirely lost its precipitating jKnyers.

The freshly-made salt should, when broken in jiieces, show a rich, liver-

coloured fracture contrasting' strongly with the opaque, dirty-yellow

appearance which cpiickly forms uiion the cake when exposed to air. The
sulphide, after keeping, gradually decomposes from the outer surface in-

wards, till, at l.ist, its whole composition is altered, and the champed

mass rendered unable to thrown down silver at all. It was jirobably

this almost insoluble product, mixed with dust and dirt fallen into

the vats, which you sent to the refiner. If BO,^you need not wonder

at his declining to allow you anything for it.

W. J. (Camljerwell) disimtes the correctness of our advice about " lights
"

in a late issue, and he calls our attention to a contrary view given

in a quotation from a well-known jiopular book on the law lietween land-

lord and tenant, which we may here reireat:—"If an occupier alters

ancient windows, or constructs new ones, in such a way as to vary his

prescriptive right to the prejudice of his neighbour, and such neighbour

from the jiosition of circumstances cannot obstruct or stop up such

altered or now windows without indirectly infringing ni>on other jire-

scriptive rights which have not been altered or varied, then such latter

unaltered rights may become legally impaired or extinguished in the

lawful effort to extinguish the altered ones." A further illustrative

I>aragraph shows that these " other " rights may refer to windows.

Wo would, in reply, say that our advice was not given to initiate a con-

troversy on the matter, and we should recommend anyone having any such

contention in hand to take no imwrtant action in reference to it without

legal advice. " The man who is his own lawyer has a fool for his client.'

At the Bau;e time, wo recommend our correspondent to look to the date

of the work from which he quotes. We admit his quotation reprraents the

rulings oD'e in vogue ; but moderu cases have established a positive pre-

pedent en'irely to th« contrary of the law quoted, and "juite in keei'ing

with our advice, which wan foiindol npon thffoi. Tb«M latter nlin-^B

have been nn the precumption that a man doe* no wrong in pottinR
windows in hi« walla, and that, therefore, hecannnt be puniMed for that
which ia not a crime.

"A PHOTOGKAPHER of my acquaintance, who I have reaeona (or kaowiaf
makes use entirely of "pyro." in his development, nrer h— Mi aiya-
tivea of Biich a yellow colour as my own. Canyon tell me the oaieT Ivia
not any treatment after fitinu, for I have Keen him take them out of the
fixing; oath, and they have just that betutifiil clean appearance which
oxalate of inm gives.—M. ft. W."— In reply: the mode of attain*

ing such reBults is Bimple enough, and ha« been deicribed by oa in tbaa*
pa^es more than once. It cna<iatB simply in patting the priota in

acidulated water lieforo fixing, the precaution to waiih well aft«>r thin

bath and before fixing being necetiaary. It i> aUo advisable to add ainm
to the acidulated water to prevent the frilling tendency which otherwiae
might be induced with some makes of plate*. The following formula haa
been communicated to us as that in oinatant employment by a well-

known photographer :—
Citric acid { ounce.
Chrome alum 1 .,

Water 1 gallon.

The plates are placed in this mixture directly after developing without
more wa.shing than a mere rinse, the acid neutralising what little

ammonia is present, and co arresting development at the same time that

it prevents the formation of the yellow stain, or destroys it when already
produced.

A CousTRT Photo, writes that an enlargement he has just received from
the artist, who finished it in monochrome, has got injured in transit.

By some means oil or other greasy matter has come in contact with it

He says the grease has penetrated the mount as well as the picture, and
asks if there be any means by which it can Ije removed ; also, whether
he is entitled to any coniix-nsation from the railway company. In
reply to the first (juery : the only method we know by which the grease

can be removed is by treating the soiled jiart with benzole. If the

benzole be applied lavishly, and after so.aking for a »ht>rt time be blotted

off with clean blotting paper, then a fresh (|uantityappli<-d and again blotted

off, we have no doubt the grease will Ije extracted without injury to the

picture. At least, we have successfully removed oil from a coln<ired

photograph in this manner, so that it could not be detected. With
regard to the second query : the injury should have been pointH out

when the railway company delivered the picture and a claim made at

once, which we imagine could be sustained if the picture had bet-n care-

fully packed, and labelled as a picture to be treated " with care."

W. WISHES* to know what light is best for photographing o|>en landscapes.

Tlie best neg-atives are not usually obtained in strong sunlight, but

when there are clouds about. Hence the best v>ictures are likely to be
obt.ained only by watching and waiting sometimes even for a fortnight,

perhaps, wliich fact gives the tourist an advantage over photogranliera

more pressed for time. Mr. M. Carey Lea long since pointed out that a

very good negative is always valuable, whilst one of average character is

not so, whetlier it be reipiired for exchan.ife or any other purpose. There-

fore, the iK'st priucii>lo to be adopted by those who can 8|)are the time is

to take a few super-excellent negatives rather than many of but average

quality. England is esiiecially favoured with a general run of fine cloud

scenery, in which perhaps it is surpassed by no other countty. In drier

climates fine scenery in the mountains is often photographically sjwilt

for a week or two by lack of clouds, when first-class results are desired.

The best alternative, if the operator cannot wait, is to take the view

when the sun is low.

A "Cof.NTRY Cousin" wishes to know if we con inform him how to get

tones of great richness such as he has lately seen in a number of ohoto-

graphs, the deep shadows being so much richer than he obtains, though

professional photographers have told him his negatives are '>i first-rate

printing quality. "The prints look as though they were varnished," he

says.—-Our corresjiondent evidently has not had much exiwrience, or he

would be aware that the effect he describes is owing to the prints having

been passed through a "burnisher" [see our advertising columns) made
hot before use. The effect is to give a is>lish or gloss (which we dislike

very much) and to alter the tone to a re<lder hue, at the same time mate-

rially adding tf> the richness and transparency of the sbadows.

R. a. is troubled about the continual marking of his eartet in the poet by the

stamping violence, and wishes to know a remedy. ^This is an everyday

exi»rience, and surely it must have occurred to him that it could be

remedied by efficient p.acking. Perhaira the simplest mode of doinjt

this is to enclose the cnrtc between two plain cards before placing it

in the envelope. Any professional friend would show him the methiKl

he employs, and very likely be willing to sell him a few of his own book-

post card wrappers, which are made in immense quantiUes for tha

puriwse, ^

(K-Ecbangc Column.
I will exchange a 10 x 10 double swing-back mahogany camera, one dark

slide and rackwork for focussing, by Rosa ; seven antl alialf inch bur-

nisher, French ; two half-plate bellows carooraa, two dark slide* to each,

and focussing glass ; two 10 x 8 glass baths, m deal cases; two wbole-

plato glass baths ; stereo, glass both, in mahogany air-U»<ht case; I>Miestal.

four different sides ; i«tent lever oiM.n-facf«l. gold-i.lated watch, lewelleU

in thirteen holes; silver hunting watch : silver watch, ojien face. Want«1,

mansion house set, backgnniiids, lx>at, nxks, or anything useful in photo-

graphy.—Addre.ss, (J. S., 4, liornard-strect, .SouUiainpton.

I will exchange Thk Bbitisk Joibsai ok Photo<.rapht for the rear*

jSSl-ffi-M-Sl, all in giK>d and clean conditiop. unbound, for a half- or

whole-plate li:<ht tourists camera of modern make, with dwk ?lide»j
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difference in cash, or a good grm camera and fnnr s|ileiidid lenses, to
take fonr, eight, or twelve on a quarter-plate.—Address, Photo. Artist,
Callington, Cornwall.

I will exchange a Lancaster's qnarter-jilate instantograph, quite new, for
any useful studio accessory to value.—Address, Photogr.\pheh, 19,
Beckenham-road, Penge.

I will exchange 100 carbon slides aiid sixty Woodbury slides for Ross' rapid
syranietrical lens, 8^ x 61, or offers.—Address, J. Malins, Crosswood,
Aberystwyth.

Wanted, the Plwtorjrapkk JVews for 1R82 and 1833, clean and perfect. Good
e.tchange offered.—Address, J. H., 305, Lodge-road, Hockley, Birming-
ham.

Wanted, a half-plate bellows camera with double backs. Will exchange a
good dark room on wheels.—Address, Photographek, Withernsea, near
Hull.

I will exchange a folding retouching-desk for a fourteen-inch Gladstone
bag; would give a little cash if good.—Address, W. H. H., 180, Villiers-

road, Willesden Green, London.

I will exchange model vertical engine, will drive sewing machine or small
lathe, for good whole-i:ilate view lens. Particulars sent.—Address, W,
Hudson', Eipon street, Preston, Lancashire.

I will exchange a new bellows-body camera, eleven inches squai'e by two
feet six inches long (no fitting), for a 15x12 glass bath.— Address,
Geo. ATKrNSON, 40, Cambrian-view, Chester.

I will exchange an autograpli letter of H.R.H. The Prince of Wales, and
Edward's combination printing-frames, ditto for printing opals, for a
camera and burnisher; difference in ca-sh.—Address, Herijert Seely,
108, Albany-road, Old Kent-road, London.

I have twelve mmces of re-crystallised nitrate of silver, also a four-lens gem
camera, takes twelve on a quarter-plate. What offers in exchange?
.5x4 or half-plate group or view lens wanted, good maker.—Address,
Photo., 21, Bartholomew-street, Exeter.

I will exchange the full numbers of The British Journal ok Photo-
graphy for 1883 and 1884, up to the present, Ueconiber otli, for a double
dry-nlate slide, (i.^ x 4if, or anything useful in Jjhotography.—Address,
W. Jones, 272, Uxbridge-street, Burton-on-Trent, Staffordshire.

I will exchange, for anything useful, three backgrounds, quarter-plate
repeating-ljack camera and lens, two whole-plate lenses by Lerebours, an
orthographic lens by Ross, rolling press, plate 21 inches x 15 inches, and
burnisher, 10-inch roller.—Address, Frie.se Greene, 34, Gay-.st., Bath.

I will exchange TriE British Journal Photographic Almanacs and The
Year-Book of Photoi/raphif, in 10 vols., cloth, for the last 15 years, for

lantei-n slides and electrical ai)paratus.—Address, E. Field, 10, Hills-
road, Cambridge.

I will exchange an instantaneous sliutter and changing-box, to carry
twenty-four half-iilates, also a large dark room, fitted with shelves, .sink,

and tap, in perfect working order, suitable for a gentleman, for anything
useful.—Address, C. Grayson, Naylor's-yard, Iregate, Bradford, Vork.s.

I will exchange an eiglit-feet gas bag, twenty-feet screen, pressure-board
(nearly new), various slides, cliromotropes, &c., for Ros'j's portable
symmetrical lens, any size. Difference, if any, adjusted.—Address,
J. H., 10, Victoria-road, Penrith, Cumberland.

For exchange, Seavey's boat ; cameo press for cabinets and cartes, by
Marion, cost £5 o.<.; three patent spring blind rollers for studio, cos"t

£1 53. each; caHe rolling press; large square, rigid camera, by Meagher,
for plates 20 X 24 and under, cost £13. Wanted, portable dry-plate
camera by a good niaker, with two or more dark slides, for plates 10 x 12
and under: also, effect and other slides for lantern.—Address, E. Grant,
Swindon, Wilts.

^nslua's to ODorrfspotiiijJttts.

ISS" Correspondents should >iever lorlle on both sides of the paper.

Notice.—Kach CorrcsjMndc.nl is required to enclose his name and address,

although not necessarili/for publication. Communicatioiu may, when thowjht

desirable, appear mider a NOJi dk plume as hitherto, or, by preference,

under three letters of the alphabet. Such siiin'itures as " Constant Readier,"

"Subscriber," <tc., should be avoided. Correspondents not conforminy to

this rule will therefore uwltrstand the reason for the omission of their

eommuiiications.

J. F. Runciman. —The index when issued will indicate the article refei'ring

to the suVjject. It is now in the hands of the printer.

S. not having complied with our rule by sending name and address, of
course his query is unanswered.

PsRPi.EXED.— 1 )ab the silver plate over with a piece of glazier's putty. Tliis

will dull the surface and [irevcnt reflections.

J. W. H.—1. Any fancy boxmaUer will make them to your order.—2.

Ajiply to Messrs. 8ands and Hunter.—3. No.

The correspondent who inquires about grooved paper boxes, and whoso
signature we cannot deciplier, liad better apply to Mr. K. .T. Edwards.

A. B. - We regret we arc unable to give you tlie desired information. Tlie
only source from which you can obtain it, we imagine, w ill be from some
manufacturer of gelatine. Better write to Messrs. Xelson, Dale and Co.

KlNU LuD.—You have proceeded «-rongljr. Tlie salts should be dissolved
ajp.xrately in water, and mixed at the time of using. The solution will

pot kfep after mixing.

A. H. .S.—You will find what you require by referring to some of the old
volumes of the Journal. We cannot spare space to describe an obsolete
process in which our readers take no interest whatever.

Cambrian.—Xo. 4 will be the most useful lens to you, as, with a small stop,
you can very possibly utilise it as a wide-angle lens on the larger size
plate.

TiKTO.—The best work on the subject is Wake's Photographic Colouring,
but it is now out of print. The "flash " is caused by liaht gaining access
to the plate—probably through some defect in the d.ark slide in the camera.

A. J. Griffiths.—1. Mr. G. F. Williams, 3(i, St. Martin's-lane, W.C—
2. Yes.—3. Tliepaperisnotusually cemented to the glass.— 4. Yes. Tho
gentleman named will supply the right kind.—5. We believe not at
present.

An Aspirant.—Unless any of the jjrocesses are protected by a patent j'ou
can, of course, work them without liindrance. If you let us know which
particular one you wish to employ we will inform you if it be patented.
Very few of the processes are protected by patent.

Angler.—No. 2 on your list will include a much larger angle than the lens
you now have,_buVNo. 1 will include a larger still. We fear No. 3 will
not cover the size of plate you require with sufficiently-even illumination.
There is no satisfactory method of reducing the intensity of mercury-
intensified negatives.

A. H. S.—If you dilute the strong liquor ammonia "880 with an equal bulk
of water as soon as you obtain it, the strength of the diluted solution, if

kept witli ordinary care, will for all practical purposes remain constant.
If you do this you need not go to the trouble of chemically testing the
strength of the ammonia every time before using, as you propose.

G. W. Austen.—There has been sucli a process described, but for the
moment we cannot recollect the working details. I'he carbon ])rocess is

largely utilised for the purpose. You will find full working details of
zinc-etching proce.sses in the articles on photo-mechanical printing which
appeared in our voUnnes for 1878-0.

R. S.—Treat the suspected sulphite of soda with chloride of barium, which
will throw down a precipitate of suljihite of barium. This is soluble in
either hydrocliloi-ic or nitric acid, while the sulphate is not. Conseipiently
if the whole of the precipitate is not dissolved by the acid, you may know
that the sulphite of soda contains sulphate. All sulphite of soda is liable
to decomposition by keeping.

CHRISTMAS DAY.
Notice.—The BrjTisii Journal of Photography for the week
ending December 20th will be published at nine o'clock a.m. on
Wednesday next, the 24th December. Advertisements intended for

insertion in that issue should therefore reach the Oflice by Monday
Evening next, the 22nd December. Small Advertisements will be

received up to Nine o'clock on Tuesday Morning next, tlie 23rJ
December. Orders for Advertisements of the same class, addressed to

the "Printing Department," 32, Castle Street, Liverpool, will be

received up to Two o'clock p.m. on Tuesday next, the 23rd December.

Piiotogr\phic Society op Great Britain.—The next monthly
technical meeting of this Society will take place on Tuesday next,
December 23id, at S p.m., at 5a, Pall Mall East.

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
Observations taken at 406, Strand, by J. H. Steward, Optician,

I'or two Weeks ending December 1/, 1SS4.
ThksK OliaERVATInss ARK TaKKN AT S.30 A.M.

Dec. Barometer. Wind. DryBuIl). Wet Bulb
M.as. Jlax
Sol.ar Slindo

Mln.
Tern.Had. Totii.

4 2!) -24 w 50 48 _ 5, 44 Raining.
5 29-78 . w 41 39 — 54 39 Bright & Clear.

20-71 w 54 52 — 55 40 Raining.
8 29 81 "yv 50 49 — 51 49 Overcast.
i) 29-95 s\v . 42 41 — 43- -41 Kaining.
JO 30 13 w 43 41 — 47 35 Briiiht & Clear.

11 29-65 w 49 46 — 52 41 Cloudy.
12 30-14 w 46 43 — 53 43 Oi-eroast.

13 30-18 \v 53 50 — o(j 43 Overcast.
1.5 29-78 w 49 47 — 50 41 Overcast.
16 30-07 yv 35 34 _ 45 33 Hazy.
17 29-00 w to 39 —

.
3* CJloudy.
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THE PAST YEAR
O.NCE more it becomes our duty to record the events of the passing

year, and once again we feel the difficulty of the task. Not that

there is nothing to record, for there is a plethora of matter; but

simply or chielly because there is difficulty in laying emphasis on

any particular items of novelty with which the year 1885 can be

identified.

The chief portion of the really practical.- work of the year has

been of course devoted to dry-plate work, but scarcely in the same

direction or to tlie same e.xtent as in the past few year.-*. The
important discussion of the question of lighting the developiniJ

room has attracted a considerable amount of attention, and Mr. W.
E. Debenham's recommendation to substitute a combination of

green and yellow for the previously-employed ruby media has

found favour in many quarters. At the same time a pure yellow

light is perferred by many, and the real fact seems now to be that

any light may be employed, if it be employed with sense.

Another point in connection with dry plates that has received its

full share of attention during the year is the substitution of one or

other of the fixed alkalies for ammonia, in conjunction with pyro-

gallol, in development. This is a matter important not only from
the point of view of convenience and excellence of result, but also

as a matter of hygiene. Tlie constant respiration of the fumes of

ammonia—however dilute—has been shown to exercise a more or

less injurious action upon the system, the extent and the character

of the injury being dependent on the constitution. Anything,

therefore, that tends to the suppression of this evil, without

necessarily involving any falling-off in the quality of work done,

must be hailed by all photographers as a step in advance. At
jjresent there appears to be a growing feeling in favour of soda and
potash as the adjuncts to pyro., but we are not alone in the opinion

that ammonia is still able to hold its own.

One other branch of negative work with gelatine plates to which
much attention has been given during the last year or two, but

|

more especially during the last few months, has been the colouration

of the film with the view of rendering it more sensitive to certain

of the less refrangible rays of the spectrum, and so enabling the '

photographer to render in monochrome the various colours of

nature in their duo gradations as seen by the eye. The late Dr,

J)raper, some thirty and forty years ago, was the first to call atten- :

lion to the fact that certain sensitive films which absorbed particular
'

rays of the spectrum were proportionately more sensitive to those

I'ays than to others. .Since Dr. Draper's observations the matter has

been taken up by others, and Dr. H.W. Vogel, some twelve or fourteen

years ago, showed that collodion films stained with various dyes

lecame sensitive to the colours which the stained films absorbed.

-Mr. M. Carey Lea and Major—then Captain—Waterhouse took

up the same line of investigation, the latter being the first,

we believe, to recommend eosine for the purpo.^e. But from collo-

liitm films, for various reasons, no very profitable results were

.ittained, and it remained fur MM. Attout-Tailfer and Clayton, of

Paris, to revive with success the old idea in connection with gela-

tine plates. Since the introduction of tlieir " isochroraatic plates"

lit: Vogel and others in Germany have experimented with stained
|

films, and it is now beyond question that for special purposes, par-

ticularly for copying oil paintings, the coloured films are invaluable.

Gelatine emulsion also promises to play an important part in the

future of printing. It is now two or three years since gelatino*

bromide paper took a hold on the public, chiefly for enlarging

purposes ; but just within the last months of the year it has become
possible to use a similar paper for even the smallest work, the

exposure extending to seconds only by artificial light, while the

tones obtained will rival albumenised paper in variety and in

quality. There is little doubt Jhat this process will be greatly

developed during the coming year.

In connection with other printing methods there is little alteration

to record. Silver, despite its numerous detractors, still holds its

own. Carbon in its various forms remains in the hands of the few;

and platinotype, with the exception of the production of some new
tones, is scarcely in a diflferent position from that occupied by it

last yeai\ Photo-engraving has, however, been brought to a higher

degree of perfection than before—not merely in line work and
reproductions, but in the rendering also of the most delicate

gradations of a photograph from nature. It is to be regretted,

j

however, that the process by wliich the particular specimens we
have in view were produced is a secret one, and as such not likely

j
to forward photography to any extent.

' In photolithography and kindred methods there has been great

I activity, and it is scarcely going beyond the bounds of truth if we
I
venture to say that there is not an illustrated paper or publication

I

in the country which does not now utilise photography in some

J

manner.

I
The hand of death has fallen heavily upon us during the year,

i

and several well-known names and faces have disappeared from
amongst us. Mr. J'. H. Dallmeyer, the famous optician, whose
death was reported early in January, was the first on the list,

followed with painful rapidity by the announcements of the deaths
of the Rev. F. F. Statham—for five and twenty years President of

the South London Photogi-aphic Society—of Mr. H. Baden
Pritchard and Mr. Jabez Hughes, both old and well-known
representatives of English photography. In America, too, there

have been several losses amongst them—Dr. J. J. Woodward,
whose work in connection with photomicrography has gained him n
world-wide reputation ; Mr. F. A. "VVenderoth, of Philadelphia,

one of the leading portrait photogmphers in the United States

;

and, finally, Mr. Henry T. Anthony, of the firm of E. and H. T.

Anthony. Mr. John Hubbard's death brings up particularly sad
thoughts of the uncertainty of life, for he was an exhibitor at the

last Exhibition of the Photographic Society, and was awarded a
medal for his clever composition picture, Mother's Love, but did not
live to receive it from the hands of the President, (nlier less fumi-
liar forms will be seen no more in the ranks of practical photography,

and as we write these lines the grave has scarcely closed over
the remains of Mr. Henry Greenwood—the printer and publisher of

this Journal since lU commencement, and its proprietor for nearly

thirty years. After a personal intercourse of over twenty years it

is needless to say that we feel the loss keenly, and it is with more
thftn ordiuikrjr sadness we close the present volume.

- .>«
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111 consequence of the lamented decease of Mr. Greenwood,

certain changes in the conduct of the Journal are absolutely

necessary, and will be commenced with the New Year. It is

impossible, and indeed unnecessary, to specify them in detail, but it

may ba stated that the printing office will bo removed from

Liverpool, and in future Tub British Journal of PnoTOQH.^pnY

will be printed as well as published in London.

THE DIEECTION OF THE WIND AND ACTINISM.

Does the direction of the wind influence the exposure in the

camera ? If so, fi-oin what quarter does the liigliest actinic effect

occur? In the early days of photography—even so far b.ack as the

time of the Daguerreotype process— it was considered tliat when the

wind blew from certain directions there v/.as always an increase in

I ho actinic power of the light, and when it came from other quarters

the reverse occurred. In some of the earlier works on photograjihy it

is mentioned that, if the wind be in the east, a much longer ex-

posure is always necessary. Not only was this asserted, but some

writers iiave given a theory why this should be the case. However,

it is not with the theoretical part of the question it is our in-

tention to deal in this article, but to treat the subject from an

entirely practical point of view.

There can be no question that, in the neighbourhood of large

towns at least, the direction of the wind may, under certain con-

ditions, very materially affect the quality of the light. This

topic, it may be mentioned, is no new one, as it has before been

xlealt with in our columns ;
yet, evidently, it is one that is not

thoroughly understood by many.

\Ve were forcibly reminded of this fact quite recently, when at

the close of a meeting of one of the photographic societies the con-

versation of a number of photographers turned upon this subject.

One gentleman remarked that with a south wind his exposures were

.always longer than with a north, while another asserted tli.at with

an east wind his exposures, as a, rule, had to be at least fifty per cent,

longer than when it was west, however good the light might

appear to the eye. This gentleman also said that not only did the

east wind increase the exposure in the camera, but the printing

operations were correspondingly retarded. Others present gave

their experiences .also, which differed very materially from those

already mentioned, but no one offered any explanation as to the

actual cause of this discrepancy. It may at once be mentioned that

the gentlemen who gave such diverse opinions resided in different

parts of the metropolis.

After a little consideration it will be easy to conceive why a

photographer located (say) in a northern suburb of London will

find a material diminution in the actinic value of the light when a

gentle breeze is blowing from the south, simply because the wind
wafts the fog and smoke from the town in that direction. When
the wind is in tlie north it, of course, blows from the country, and
if by chance the atmosphere be at all foggy the fog or vapour

partakes of the character of a light mist, which in some instances

enhances the active quality of the light rather than otherwise.

The fog or vapour constantly present, more or less, in all large

towns where coal is the staple article for fuel, particularly during

the winter months, is always of a highly non-actinic character.

As an example of the total absence of actinism in a London fog,

we have known instances of prints being exposed for an entire

day in the open air without the slightest outline of the negative

being impressed on the paper^—a fact that can hardly be realized

by our continental friends. Altliough such a fog may cut off the

whole of the actinic action of the light, it frequently happens that

it is comparatively only a thin layer, sometimes not extending to

the top of moderately-high buildings. It is no very unusual

circumstance for persons, out oi curiosity, to ascend to the top of

St. Paul's Cathedral during a London fog, for the express purpose of

looking down upon it, while the sun is to be seen brightly shining

overhead.

Some curious phenomena are frequently observed during a dense

fog, which will illustrate how this yellow-brown vapour, when once

formed, holds together and may be blown about in a comparatively

compact mass. On one occasion we happened to be in the city and
witnessed one of those dense, yellow, smoky fogs approach slowly

up the street, almost like a wall. At one end of the street for a

short time the sun could be seen shining brilliantly, while the

other end was in a dense fog. In a few minutes the whole

thoroughfare was enveloped in darkness, which for a time was
sufficient to put a stop to all vehicular traffic. This fog did not

remain long, and it cleared off nearly as suddenly as it made its

appearance. Now, when a fog of this description is dispersed by

the wind it, of course, becomes attenuated, and its highly non-

actinic character is, so to speak, diluted, but it is not destroyed.

In the presence of a brisk wind fogs are never formed, as the

smoky or other vapour is carried away and becomes diffuse<l. Still

in whatever direction it m.ay be carried it is generally sufHcient when
the wind is alight to materially aftVot the actinic power of the light,

although this may not be manifest to the eye. Hence it is in

the vicinity of largo towns that one photographer may find the

wind from a given quarter to retard the chemical action of the

light, while another, on the contrary, will find it 'considerably

accelerated. The same will necessarily follow from every point of

the compass from which the wind may come according to the location

of the studio. This brings us to the practical part of the question.

It is very clear that in the neighbourhood of large cities a material

advantage may be gained by judiciously selecting a situation for

workinc. Unfortunately the most suitable locality for the studio

in the case of portraiture has to be considered from a commercial

point of view alone, namely, where the best business can be com-

manded. Not so, however, with establishments which confine their

operations more particularly to copying and enlarging, or such like

work. These are usually situated in the suburbs, in order to be as

much as possible free from the town fogs and haze ; so also are the

printing establishments of most of the leading London portrait

photographers. In these cases the selection of a locality is less

restricted.

The preponderance of wind during the maximum period of late

years appears to be from south through west to north-west. Hence,

a south, west, or north-western suburb would appear to be the best

to select, in order to secure a position where the prevailing wind for

the greatest period in the year blows from the open country instead

of from the town. We know that several of the largest London

houses have their printing establishments in the north and western

districts, these districts being chosen, we believe, for the reason just

indicated.

What has been said in reference to the fogs and haze from the

metropolis applies equally well, though in a larger degree, to all

large towns, at least in this country, where coal is the principal fuel

consumed.

PHOTOGRAPHY: THE REDUPLICATION OF MANU-
SCRIPT RECORDS.

Attestiok has often been drawn in these pages to the important

aid which photography is capable of rendering in the multiplication

or reduplication of v.aluable documents, whether in the possession of

the state or of individuals ; and yet what has been done, so far, to

utilise the aid of which it is capable ] We hear of a few isolated in-

stances of private enterprise in bringing before the public photo-

graphic copies of manuscripts of great interest and extreme value.

Now a'ul then one of the ; ocieties treats its subscribers to an occasional

photographic reproduction of .some old work ; while others, whose

value depends entirely upon the reading to be given to a parti-

cular pass.age only half legible, are printed in modern type, without

chance of individual criticism or conclusions being formed from

personal inspection. But what steps does the Government take to

guard from destriicition the priceless treasures of records and manu-

scripts committed to its charge, beyond providing a grand ware-

house for their storage ? Within certain limited restrictions these

documents of untold value are within everyone's power to examine,

criticise, and of necessity to wear away by the mere process of

h.^ndling, be it ever so tenderly done.

It is stated by those who are well fitted to judge that already a

distinct depreciation may be discerned in some of these collectioM
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of ancient writings, and as population multiplies, and that scrutiny
of old evidence now so muck the fiuhion increases, it needs no
prophet to point out what will be the ultimate fate of these con-
crete and tangible messages of times gone by—messages, it must
be said, that we hold in trust only for our successors.

Tlie l:ist quarter of a century has seen vast strides taken in the

critical exegisis of their antique scrolls. What may be done in its

succession can only be guessed ; but one thing is certain—a heavy
accusation will be against us if we let these things perish, or even
be injured, for want of a little expense, a little care, a little fore-

thought.

C'onip.iratively few years ago it might have been objected that

there was no practical process of reproduction by any permanent
method, and that it would be absurd to incur the expense of

making copies of these things that would not last a generation out.

Now, however, as our readers know—for some time past it has been
so—there are numbers of accurate modes of photographic duplica-

tion by whicli copies may be made as durable as anything on the

shelves of flie British Museum, and at a price little above what
would be entailed by setting up the words in type, and printing in

the press in the usual fashion.

We are glad to find that the subject is being earnestly taken up
by many who view with something like dismay the possible

annihilation of these only witnesses we possess of the doings of

past ages, and a decision has been arrived at to petition Parliament
upon tlie subject.

At the annual meeting of the Library Association, held the
month before last, the following resolution was passed :

—" That a

memorial be presented to Her Majesty's Government, urging the

great necessity of making, by means of photography, copies of

parish registers and other important documents, whether printed or

manuscript, books, pamphlets, &c., in public libraries, in order that

the public may be secured from the serious consequences of the loss

of such documents, &c., and, further, may be supplied with copies of

the same at a reasonable price. That this Council prepare, and
the President be requested to sign, such memorial on behalf of the

present meeting, and that membera of the Association be requested

to use their influence with Members of Parliament in its support."

Our remarks, so far, I'efer mainly to manuscripts of great age,

the number of which in the world can never be increased, and is,

indeed, decreasing by the remorseless hand of fire or decay,

although it is possible, by the properly regulated expenditure of

an annual sum of no great moment, so perfectly to reproduce them
that the world would, in effect, be no loser if every one of the

originals was destroyed by fire. But it will be seen that the framers
of the resolution we quote have gone much further than this, by
recommending the copying of records to be extended over a very
wide field, and this, it is evident, means the expenditure of sums of

money which in the aggregate would be immense. Still it is a
(|uery whether it would not merely be a transference of payments
from her Majesty's Stationery Oflice to the pockets of photo-

graphers and their employe's. Indeed, we do not hesitate to say

that a process of photographic reproduction could be devised which
would not necessarily result in any increase of total expenditure.

The same thing in another form has been said before ; hence there

is no novelty in our suggestion that such records could be copied

on a greatly reduced scale instead of one simile in size as well as

structure. Expense would be saved, and the work of reference

actually simplified.

It is suggested that every parish be compelled by law to have
its register so reproduced in facsimile, a copy deposited in the

nearest local library, and one at Somerset House. The expense of

carrying out such a plan for past registers would, no doubt, be very

great, though if spread over a number of years it would not be felt.

As to future registers; it is evident that they might be arranged in

such a form as to enable the many pages to be copied at a time on,

as we say, a reduced scale, and at a cost which need not exceed

what would be paid to an expert trustworthy copyist. As to the

older records, it is likewise evident that the actual cost of photo-

graphic facsimiles might amount to a smaller sura than would be

charged by a writer skilful and trained enough to be able to

decipher the old and crabbed handwriting that so often characterises

records dating back a century or two ago. The vaatly-ineraMed
accuracy which would follow the adoption of mch a ooana no on*
would presume to question.

In the paper by IM R. (iamett, which gave riae to tbe diaeaadoo
of this topic and the final adoption of the above reaolotion, it in

recommen<led that a photographic department be eiitabliiihe<l at the
British Museum, with the view of facilitating the cheap reprodac-
tion of important manuscripts and records. Thia is treading on
delicate ground. There is no doubt that a department of this kind,
under tlie control of Government, would be of great value ; but the
British taxpayer would very probably insist upon ita being self-

supporting, as indeed it well might be. Then, however, would at
once arise trade jealousy. We all remember how the atationen
rebelled at the idea of the Government interfering with trade by
making a present of the tlien so-called " post-card " to the pur-
chasers of the halfpenny stamp thereto attached, and how, in conse-

quence, the price of post-card message was increased by more than
ten per cent. Similary we are afraid the mechanical photographers
might complain of the Government taking their trade out of their

fingers, if they undertook on a large scale the photographing of

registers and the selling of copies either at a profit or at cost price.

This, however, is a difficulty which would follow all state manu-
facture, and we apprehend it would not be difficult to surmount
it. Therefore, we feel no hesitation in giving our cordial support

to the resolution based upon Dr. Garnett's recommendation, and it

would, we feel assured, be a subject of congratulation not only to

the profession but to the public at large to see it acted upon in one
shape or another with zeal and energy.

The season of the year has approached when, in some districts

especially, the photographer is at his wit's end how to get rid of the
effects of smoke. If his studio be cold he can heat it ; if warm, be
can ventilate it (or try to) ; but if a good rich, thick sample of fog,

which is mainly trapped smoke, gain entry he may ventilate and he
may heat his room without getting rid of this monster, for such,

indeed, the invasion becomes. It has been stated that electricity

will dissipate this smoke-fog ; but we are afraid that the largest of

electrical machines grinding by the whole force of the establishment

would have little effect upon some of the peliginously-protected

spherules of water that, at this period of the year, come between the

photographer and his client to the detriment of all tranaparency of

shadow, not to say serenity of mind.

There is, however, hope of better things in the future for the

photographer. Modes of bringing about the abatement of smoke
occupied considerable attention at the Healtheries, and no doubt
will be still more to the front at the Inventories. Meanwhile we
may direct attention to a very interesting correspondence which

has lately been carried on in the Journal of the Societi/ of Arts upon
this subject, some very remarkable results in the direction of smoke-

abatement having been described by Mr. Fletcher, well-known for

his gas apparatus, as having been brought about in furnacef, &c.,

under his own supervision by means of a very simple character. It

must be remembered that studio fog—during the prevalence of

which the taking of good photographs is next to impossible—doea

not always owe the whole of its intensity to the thickness of the

external air. It is too frequently aided and abetted by the clumsy

furnaceman or the untidy housemaid, and any hints that may be

gained from Mr. Fletcher's experience in avoiding this additional

cause of the optical impurity of the atmosphere will be of real and
substantial benefit to the photographer in the damp and cold

seasons, though it may be years before their effect npon the atmca-

phere in general will be seen.

Thb very instructive letter upon the care of tbe eyes, and the effect

of civilization upon eyesight, by Dr. Brudenell Carter, which

appeared in Tin Timet a month or two ago, has been issued in n

separAte form, with a few explanatory diagrams by the author.

This is one of those useful small publications which everyone—par-
ticularly the photographer, whose occupation borders, or is liable

to border, so closely upon the injurious—should carefully reail.

" TiiBT manage those things better in Fmncr " and so Uiey would

have had us to believe when the wonderful ballouu asccula were
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made from Meuilon. In the first case, no spectators were
jlresent, and tlie balloon was steered against the wind in a dead

calm ; and, in the second, it was brought home in a cart after

a successful battle with the wind blowing in the direction it was
steering. Consequently the successful and skilful aeronautic ex-

liorinientalists are reaping the reward of their exertions. One of

them is named in the list for the dis'tinction of a Chef de Bataillon,

another made a Knight of the Legion d'Honneur, and a third, who
received a wound in preparing the gas, is similarly distinguished.

At the same time it is interesting to learn that the bubble, we
should say " balloon," is metaphorically burst, seeing that it is put on

the shelf sine die, for its resuscitation ; and strange not to learn

that the commission appointed by the Academy to report has

reported upon its powers.

Thk wonderful sky-glows have been, if possible, more beautiful

than ever at intervals during the last month or two ; yet we have

seen no other photograph of any phase of phenomena than the one
engraved in La Xature last year. Our esteemed contributor.

Professor Piazzi Smyth, writing from Edinburgh to Nature describes

an effect—still stranger than any yet observed—in the form of a
series of clouds all brilliantly iridescent, glowing masses of beautiful

colours quite distinct from any of the ordinary sunset hues which
gild the sky so beautifully. In the same paper an effect almost
similar is described by Mr. .J. E. Clarke as having been witnessed

by himself on the same night, the 11th instant, and, in a still

more brilliant form, by a large number of spectators a couple of

days later.

In" photomicrography with a good light, a low-power objective and
a fairly-transparent object, considerations of steadiness of stand do
not occupy an important position ; but when the amplification is

great with a high power and a diminished radiant area for light,

and a consequently long exposure, it is of the greatest importance

that the stand be thoroughly rigid, on account not only of tremor of

the whole arrangement, but of the slightest difference of rates vibra-

tion between object and objective causing blurring. At the Poyal
^licroscopical Society's meeting on the 10th instant, Mr. Mayall
described a new instrument made on the general principles of Mr.
Wenham's radial microscope, but modified in certain directions.

The particular instrument (belonging to Mr. J. D. Cox) was said to

have the perfection of balance of the Wale form, and to be so steady

as to lead Mr. Mayall to expect it to be eminently suited for photo-

micrography.

We described last week the photograph of electricity (illustrated

in La Nature) in the form of lightning as exemplified in the
effects of a single flash of lightning. Now we have to chronicle

the presentation to the French Academy of electric prints in

another form, M. .Tannin having exhibited photographs of the

electric spark obtained direct on the film by ]SI. Uucretel, by passing

the spark through the film ou the glass plate.

We have before now expressed our opinion of the real work done
by the Liverpool Astronomical Society, and we learn that they are

again showing the spirit of the true love of science that animates
them. They are now establishing an educational branch for the

purpose of delivering lectures upon the more popular sections of the

fascinating science. It is pro]>osed by them to hold, during the

winter, fortnightly classes for instruction, and to deliver lectures

upon the more popular branches. The skill with which photo-

graphic astronomical work has been conducted by the Society will,

no doubt, lender those classes very popular with photographers and
others who wish to learn the practical details of that class of work.

Dr. Phipsox writes to the Monitenr de la PhotograpJdc, Paris,

that a (ireenwich photographer advertises:—"To-day being the
auTiiversary of the death of my mother-in-law, photographic por-

traits will be taken at reduced price."

In the recent International Copyright Congress, held at Berne, the
question of proprietary rights in photographs was omitted. The
project of the Berne Conference has been submitted by the French
Minister of Foreign Affairs to the Syndical Chamber of Photography
at Paris, and M. Sauvel, supported by ^M. Davanne, proposed that
the following clause should be inserted in the Berne .scheme :

—" The
pboUigriiphic wurk^ of the subjects of each nation in the Union shall

enjoy in other countries in the Union the protection which the re-

spective laws nov/ give, or may hereafter give by international

arrangement, to works of this nature." The Syndicate approved

and forwarded this suggestion.

MISCELLANEOUS USES OF GELATINE.
Gelatine being now in ordinary use in the photographic laborator}',

it may not be out of place to point out some of the purposes to

which it may be applied, otherwise than in the manufacture of

sensitive dry plates.

Ml'. Woodbury has already published that a thin five-per-cent.

solution of gelatine coloured a strong yellow by a suffioiency of

bichromate of potash makes a good cement for uniting pieces of

broken glass. The glass must be warmed, wiped dry, the cement
then applied, and the mended glass article be then exposed to light

for several days. He has also published that a strong solution of

gelatine to which a little glycerine and red colouring matter, such

as carmine, have been added makes a substitute for wax for

covering the corks and upper part of the necks of bottl«s.

In the form of capsules gelatine is used by druggists to hold many
liquids of a greasy nature—such, for instance, as castor oil^so that

they may be swallowed without the unpleasantness arising from
their nauseous taste. The capsules are made by the aid of a

small egg-shaped, highly-polished little knob of iron, having a
pointed iron stem by which it is held. The knob is rubbed
with a slightly oily cloth, then dipped in the warm gelatinous

mixture, after which the pointed stem is put into a hole in a
board, while the gelatine on the knob is cooling and hardening.

The gelatinous mixture usually consists of six parts of gelatine,

twelve parts water, and one part sugar. In a short time after

dipping the capsule is cold enough to be removed from the mould,
which is done by cutting the gelatine round the upper part of the

stem with a knife, then pulling oft' the capsule dexterously with the

fingers. At this stage it should be elastic enough to pull off with-

out tearing, and to shrink nearly to its moulded shape directly

afterwards. A syringe with a nozzle bent at right angles to the

axis of its cylinder is used to fill it to about three-fourths its

capacity ; if more were forced in, the gelatinous envelope might
possibly break afterwards with changes of temperature. The hole

is closed with a touch of a strong solution of gelatine, and the same
end of the capsule is then dipped in a weak solution of gelatine to

give greater security by the thin cap thus applied. The gelatinous

solution used for sealing the capsules always contains a small pro-

portion of gum. The capsules having been allowed to dry, a

polished appearance is given to them by rubbing them with a

slightly oiled cloth.

Gelatine is one of the many substances sometimes used for the coat-

ing of pills, in order that they may not stick together in the box and
may not be tasted in the act of swallowing them. The solution

used for covering them consists of one part of gelatine to two parts

of water. The pills are cleared from any dust or powder which

may be on their surfaces ; then each pill is stuck upon the end of a
piece of wire four or five inches long, and the lower end of the wire

is thrust into a basin of sand, which acts as a kind of pincushion.

The pills are next dipped one at a time into the warm solution of

gelatine ; then the other ends of the wires carrying them are replaced

in the sand, where they look like an assemblage of large pins standing

while their gelatine-coated knobs are setting and drying in the air.

Sometimes on removing the pills from the wires a little tube of

gelatine from the outside of the wire comes off with it ; this tube

is carefully cut off with scissors. The hole in the gelatine where
the wire pierced the pill is then closed with a little warm solu-

tion of gelatine, applied by means of a small brush of camel's

hair.

One fact about gelatine does not seem to have received that

attention in photography which it deserves, namely, its curious

power of dissolving phosphate of lime—the chief constituent of bones.

Furthermore, it always contains a little phosphate of lime, which
may or may not by double decomposition introduce a trace of

phosphate of silver into all gelatine argento-bromide emulsions.

The late Dr. William Gregory, Professor of Chemistry at Edinburgh
University, says :

" The property of gelatinising depends on the

presence of phosphates; for when gelatine is long boiled with water

alone, or with a little alkali, phosphate of lime is deposited, and the

solution no longer forms a jelly on cooling." If this be so, the

functions of phosphate of lime in gelatine and in photographic

emulsions deserve more atteuliou than they have hitherto re-

ceived. W. II. IlAunisoy,
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HEAD-RESTS^
A QUARTER of a century's photographic experience allows a retro-
spect that includes vast alterations in the practice of our art, and
in few things has more change been shown than in the head-rest
and the mode of its employment. Time was when the head-rest
was indeed a nuisance, it« cold hard claws being equally and
remorselessly applied to the bare cranium of the octogenarian or
the curly locks of "sweet sixteen." It was part of the sacred
paraphernalia of the studio— "gallery," it was oftenest called
then—and as much a portion of the place as the camera and stand.
When the sitter entered the room, whatever his experience as a
sitter might be, he never missed the one nor ceased to anathematise
the other. There was no mistake about the matter. Let hint
assume ever so graceful an air, and behave with the utmost
nonchalance, feeling steady as a rock and not betraying a trace
of nervousness, he had to submit to the cold steel wielded- by the
photographer, and in frosty weather taking his chance of its

freezing to his head.

The dentist will dip liis instruments in warm water, or other-
wise take the chill off, but who has ever heard of a photographer
taking the chill off his apparatus, although it were applied for
more minutes than the former was used for seconds ! It was an
uncomfortable affair altogether in its rigid straightness and its

jerky adjustment. When Air. Sarony introduced his patent rest he
initiated a revolution ; but its high price, and the fact that it was,
practically, only able to be used in one spot in the studio, rendered
it only an occasional accompaniment of even first-class studios.

It.s charm, however, was broken. Comfort in connection with a head-
rest—comfort of a modified sort, it is true—was spoken of, and
from that time we may date not only the introduction of vastly-

improved forms of the instrument, but, strange to say, notwith-
standing these improvements, a growing and powerful objection to

the instrument at all. The resignation with which sitters in the
early days submitted to its employment—a state of mind too often
reflected in their features—gave way to decided objections to its

use under the most improved system ; and the odious com-
parison between photographer and dentist, so often made, became
intensified by the occasional sarcastic offer to allow the rest to be
u.sed if the sitter might be taken under the "influence of gas,"

after the manner of the former gentlemen.
In fact, there was ever after this period a smouldc ; .ig rebellion

against the "instrument of torture," as ran the slai::. iesignation of

this most useful adjunct. The photographer sometimes had to give
way to avoid a scene, and when in other cases he had convinced his

sitter of the actual necessity for its employment the latter generally
yielded with so bad a grace that the result was visible in the finished

portrait.

That the rest is, and has been, of great utility cannot be gainsaid,

and if judgment in "fixing" it had always been shown I have a

strong impression that we should never—:or " hardly ever "—have
had it objected to; but it has been, as a rule, persistently and ruth-
lessly employed in every instance, often without cai-e and with entire

disregard of the sitter's comfort, till at last he has metaphorically
kicked against it, and with such effect as to have sent it clean out of

the studio in some case.s. This state of affairs is in many respects

most unfortunate. The professional portraitists' first aim should be
to put his sitter at ease, and, it possible, introduce interesting

topics of convei-sation, so that his mind is led away from the

work in hand ; but this is impossible when, in the first case, a
heated discussion has to take place about the rest, and, in the next,

the half-convinced sitter has to submit to an experience which he
dreads and dislikes, and is only half persuaded, or half coaxed, into

permitting. We have all read of the photographer who, in reply

to tlie old lady's speech, when "fixed" with the "rest," that "she
did not feel at all comfortable," remarked—" we don't photograrf
feelin's here, marm," but, I take it, we do photograph feelings ; in

too many cases the face is seen to be an index of the feelings. It

is an unfortunate thing that so bad a name has attache<l to the

head-rest, for, in some instances, ic materially facilitates the pro-

duction of good work.
My object, however, in writing at the present time is to give some

idea of my own experiences, and not to complain of the inevitable.

Numbers—perhaps the majority—of professional photographers have
been working as I have ; but, a.s they have put nothing on record

upon the matter, I feel sure that a knowledge of how I have fared

in <lisGharging the head-rest from active service will be useful. I

may at once say that for sonn'! time previous to the introduction of

gfdatine plates I began to take portraits without the rest when-
ever possible, and since the introduction of gelatine I have gradually

discarded the instrument, till at laat for't>fd yeani past it has been

kept in an out-of-the-way eoniar in the ntudio, and only oecaaionaU/
brought out for use, and when brought out it mainly applied to
the body rather than the head. I have thua found a Mfiog of timo,
a comfort in working, and, altogether, a vast improvement over Um
old style of things to which, indeed, it would now with roe be next to
impossible to revert.

It may be asked—" How about the sitter moTing)" Well,
in reply, I can only say that nut only do I use no rest, but,
further, I rarely tell my sitter when the moment of expoaure has
arrived

; indeed, he is usually secured with two expoanrea, when
I am able to inform him it is all over before he Imagines the
operation has begun. Yet, notwithstanding all this risk, the
proportion of plates spoiled through the sitters moving is by no
means large, and whatever the loss may be it is well repaid
by the increased comfort and the pleasure the sitter experience*
at the comparatively new sensation. If a sitter move I tay
nothing and expose afresh ; for, of course, the whole effect woulil
be lost if he were made aware that he had spoiled a plate, the
main object being to put him and keep him at his ease. I must
say there are cases where the method is not a snocess, and I will
conclude with an example.
A lady came to my studio one day and, in a stronger manner

than usual, made the ordinary complaint, exclaiming, " if I could
only be taken without knowing it

!

" I took her portrait—a very
nice one it was—without her knowing it ; but what can my reader*
guess was the verdict ! She brought the proof back and wanted to

be retaken, for, said she to my secretary, " Mr. Webster did not tell

me when he was taking me or I slioidd never hare put on
that expression,'' What a piece of rank ingratitude !

G. Watmouoh Wbbst«b, F.C.S,

MODERN "DARK ROOM" IMPROVEMENTS.
No. III.

Now that the wet collodion process is so little used, few establisli-

mentskeep the old dipping bath in employment, even when, for special
purposes, the silver solution is resorted to occasionally. Flat dishes
are much more convenient for such limited use, and when enlarging
forms a considerable feature in the business they become a neces-
sity ; so it is rather strange that the dealers have not paid more
attention to this photographic requisite. Of course I am not now
speaking of the small developing dishes, which leave little to desire,

but of large sizes—say, those accommo<iating plates from twelve
inches to three or four feet. Porcelain ware is so uncomfortable in

use and so breakable that it may be left out of consideration.

Dishes with glass bottoms seem to have been the favourite, but they
have the disadvantage of being very slippery, and you can seldom
divest yourself of the feeling that a plate might slip and go through.
A large swing-bath of the Burton pjittern I had cased with
boarding below the glass bottom and the intervening .'<pace run full

of plaster of Paris. This was some security against breakage,
but it did not get rid of the one other disadvantage of this form of

holder—that is, the wooden sides— which, however well coated with
shellac solution or black varnish, have inevitably a bad effect on
the bath if the solution be left long in cont;ict with them. This nwy
not be of much consequence where the use of it is infrequent anil

the solution is decanted as soon as done with, but it is better to use

a dish that is beyond all suspicion, both as to chemical action and ns

to security from breakage or leakage. Such a dish is a simple
wooden tray lined with pure rubber. It is far more pleasant to uso

than glass or any hard substance, the soft cushion-like material

breaking any fall or jarring of the plate against it Joints are easily

made, and above all, with a fairly close-filling lid, the solution m.-\y

be left in it with as much confidence as would be felt if it were in a
glass bottle. After the lapse of any number of months it will be in

just as pure a condition, as regards any reaction from the rubber, as

on the first day it w;is put in. Years ago these nibber-lined, flat

dishes were to be purchased from some of the tlealers, but of Ints

inquiry for them has proved in vain. I have, therefore, takvn

the direct course of making them for myself, and the matter is sur-

prisingly e.isy. All the difficulty lies in screwing the courage up to

what looti a rather formidable undertaking. The trar of wood is

first formed, but not put together ; it is made ready in fire separate

pieces, comprising the four sides and bottom. No dovetailing being

require<l, tne most amateur carpentry suffices. A tin of rubber

solution furnishes the compound to rub over the inside of all the

pieces rather freely, but taking care that it is smoothly distributed

on the planed woml. Leave these to dry whilst the rubber is cut

to proper sizes to cover each piece of boanl on one side ; of course,

pure bl<t>:i rubber is the kind. Unfortunately^ it is not very easy to
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get, but Charles Macintosh and Co., of Manchester, make it in pieces
about eleven inches wide and thirty-six long, with a thickness of

about a-sixteenth of an inch and upwards. This rubber may be
treated very slightly with the solution on one side, for if too freely

done it would soften and become unmanageable. The two surfaces
thus treated with solution—the wood freely, the rubber slightly—
and both having dried, are laid face to face and the rubber rubbed
down. Thorough adhesion is easily ensured, and where joins are
needed to make up the requisite width the rubber edges only require
just pressing together to make all quite water-tight. All that is

necessary after the wood pieces are thus coated is to put them
together with ordinary screws and screw up tightly. The faces of

the rubber which come into contact may as well be smeared a little

with solution before screwing up. The result is a dish surpassing
any other for silver or other chemical solutions. In the most
delicate operations with collodion and bath, as, for instance, in opal
enlarging, it is simply impossible to retain a bath in working con-
dition if it be held in a dish having what is usually accounted suffi-

ciently-protected wood in contact with the liquid, even though the
latter be decanted after use ; where;is, the solution left standing in

an innocuous dish of this kind is workable with the be^t results
month after month. The cover or lid should have a hole in which
the funnel can be set whilst filtering the solution into its place,
and this hole closeable with a moving shutter.

A silver hook is a handy thing for raising plates from the
sensitising bath and other solutions. Most studios will have old
carriers with silver wire corners laid away. One of these corners
as strong as can be got, after straightening out, should next have
about aquarter of an inch turned at right angles, and the end of

the turn sharpened off, chisel shape, to catch easily under the glass.

A little bit of the other end is turned on the opposite side so that
it can '•' let in " to the narrowed end of a wooden arm, about twelve
or fifteen inches long, to which the little wire hook is firmly bound,
•and the whole then coated with shellac solution. For raising plates

from the developer in dry-plate work this is, perhaps, better than
any other contrivance, and something should be used if the ap-
pearance of the iinger nails be cared for at all.

A rubbing pad of narrow calico rolled up tight and tied fast

should be handy, with a box of common salt, for cleaning plates,
backs of negatives, and washing off waste plates.

I have already referred to enlarging in the dark room by the
aid of daylight through a second window or a supplementary portion
of the one in use, but there remains the necessity not infre-

quently for some means of making a hurried enlargement in an
emergency by means of artificial light. This indicates the pos-
session of some form of optical lantern, and it is entirely a question
for the individual photographer whether he will adojit one of the
liighly-flnished articles in the market, or whether he will fit it up
for himself. Supposing him to po.ssess the usual amount of amateur
mechanical ability that so largely characterises our profession, he
need have no difttculty in making a useful enlarging lantern. Like
the man who had found honesty the best policy, I have tried both
tlie home-made and the bought ; and whilst, of course, a neat
thing is almost a sine qua noii if the lantern be used for enter-
tainments, for home use a less elaborate get-up is quite as
efficient. AVithout exactly coming to the " biscuit-tin " standard
advocated by some, a capital instrument may be constructed with a
little care. Wood well seasoned is as a rule better than metal,
except for the neighbourhood of the chimney. One special pjint
to be observed is plenty of room inside. The condenser is pur-
chasable at any wholesale optician's, a three and a-half inch double
cjiiibiiiation costing about thirteen shillings. The lens may be the
ordinary carte lens, or the secondary one retired from active service
that most establishments possess.

Sometimes one sees statements to the effect that any French
quarter-lens, even of doubtful quality, will do for this purpose. This
must be taken cum graiio, and a large grain too, for the better the
lens the better the picture. It is true enough that a bad lens is

of less consequence for lantern entertainments than in the produc-
tion of enlargements, just as ephemeral images are of less con-
sequence altogether than transfixed pictures which carry with them
the producer's reputation ; but for any purpose as regards the
lens for the lantern I have always found "the best as good as
.-in)'." A good definition cannot be given by the " lens" having no
real focus, whilst the increase of light with an objective of wide-
angular aperture is such an advantage that the mere matter of size
if for exhibition only is comparatively of much le.ss importance.
A further use for the optical lantern is in showing a customer the

effect of a portrait enlarged on the screen. This idea in doin"
business was introiluced, I believe, and largely used by the late

Oliver Sarony, who was able to use daylight for the purpose. This
employment of the lantern may be mentioned here, although the

subject hardly comes under the head of the contents of the dark
room proper. It is rather suited to some spare passage or space

that is either dark or can be darkened at will, and is at the same
time easily accessible by the customer to be enlightened in the

possibilities of enlarging, and, of course, of ordering. The most
suitable kind of light is a matter of individual convenience. Un-
questionably the ordinary oil lantern will serve a very useful turn.

One would suppose from the double and triple wicks and all sorts of

lights advertised for the lantern that it is a difficult thing to

secure a good light. Personally I have found nothing better than
a large flat wick, the burner being purchased and mounted on a flat-

bodied receptacle fitted up by the local tinman. A lamp of

this kind in a home-made lantern has served me better than more
pretentious instruments at much greater cost. The image should be
thrown on a sheet of ground glass, mounted at a suitable height on
a sort of rigid easel ; this should run backwards and forwards with

ease. A simple little tram can be laid down of thin iron rod, drilled

at intervals and screwed down to the floor. Little pulleys which
are sold by ironmongers fixed on the screen easel and standing on
the rods will enable it to travel readily with the slightest touch.

Two or three words as to the general conditions of the dark
room may be permitted. Order is absolutely necessary if syste-

matic success is to be achieved. Things to be found quickly must
be in their places ; the penalty has a right to be paid when it is too

much trouble to put things back in their own place. The same
consideration applies to the labelling of bottles. How many solu-

tions have to be thrown away through neglect of this precaution ]

A packet of blank labels should be readily available when wanted.
Labels, however, will not be long legible on acid bottles, or near
fuming acids ; these should be treated with a little sizing and then

varnislied, or the glass itself may be painted on with two or three

bold letters of black varnish. Speaking of black varnish : the

common Brunswick black of the oil shops may be made a most
useful servant to the photographer for coating woodwork, pro-

tecting metal, and the hundred and one little purposes continually

cropping up. As bought it is a rather nasty, gummy, viscid article,

and not a very good drier, which is an important point ; but it is

wonderfully altered and improved by the addition of a couple of

ounces of metliylated spirit and the same of tui'pentiue to each
pint. It will then dry in a few minutes.

Cleanliness it should not be necessary at this time of day to say

much about, but like most things this good quality works in diffe-

rent ways. The operator will not be much the better for the fussy

sort of cleanliness which involves continually moving things about
to "dust" under them. Disturbing the " photographer's Miisettled

enemy," when he might fairly have let it alone, converts its sort of

armed truce into active hostilities on his plates, or in some position

where he is pretty certain to get the worst of it. The kind of cleanli-

ness required is to be very cautious about " kicking up a dust," and
to have one eye at least wide awake to the chemistry of the subject.

For instance: a glass funnel which has just been used for albumen
solution may look nice and clean, and is so to use for that same
purpose again ; but for filtering a sunned bath it is nothing less

than abominably dirty with organic matter, and so on through the

range of chemicals. One man, by keeping things for special uses,

will have everything right with a iiiinimum of trouble, where
another, taking more pains apparently but forgetting his chemistry,

will find himself tripped up. Shelves and counters should be
spread with white blotting paper ; it shows things up and makes
them easy to grasp. For the sake of certainty it is also as well to

enlist the services of the sense of feeling as well as that of sight by
having bottles of different shapes. Take the case of two developer

bottles—the pyro. and ammonia ; they may be well enough labelled,

but if the bottles are just alike, the operator is sure, in spite of

labels, to get hold of one when he wants the other now and then.

Let the bottles be different in size or shape, then the labels become
almost superfluous.

Lastly, and perhaps one might say firstly, there remains one
important requisite for good dark-room work

—

thovght. The best

of lielps is the growing intelligence of the worker. 'I'he "animating
soul" will convert the most unlikely means into steps towards
success. The same weapons in diverse hands ensure victory or

court defeat. Be-NJAMIK Wyi.ks.

ISOCHROMATIC PLATES.
In Mr. W. Ctoodm.au's interesting communication to the Glasgow
and West of England Pliotographic Association on the above
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subject, ho raised several questionit which, if explained, would
probably lead to an earlier solution of the problem " how to obtain

relative tone values on a sensitive film to the liiuiinosily of llie

various colour-'," or, in other words, to be «.ble to make plates most
sensitive to the yellow rays of the spectrum instead of to the blue,

us at present.

He siiys
—" The method used to obtain such plates is the addition

of some substance to the film capable of absorbing and converting

into chemical energy those rays which are inactive on an ordinary

plate." If the addition, however, slows the plates, what we require

to know is—Djea such addition increase the sensitiveness of the film

to the red and yellow rays, compared with the power of sucli rays

on an undyed film, or does it only cause a decrease of sensitiveness

of the film to the violet, blue, and green rays, leaving the power of

the yellow rays the same !

Perhaps some of your readers can tell me if i)r. Vogel claims that

the new substance " aziline," which he has discovered, renders a

film dyed witli that substance as sensitive to the yellow rays as an

undyed film is to the blue rays. Both films are made of the same
emulsion ; the only difference is that one is dyed and the other not.

If, on placing a film dyed with azaline behind a glass of the colour

to which the film is most sensitive, it do not give a higher sensi-

tometer number than an undyed film behind a blue glass, I do not

think we can say that with the addition of that substance the

sensitiveness of the plate is actually increased.

I hope I have clearly shown that this is the keynote of the whole

matter ; because, if the addition of azaline increase the sensitive-

ness of the plate to the yellow rays, we have a substance which,

like ammonia or the boiling process, decomposes the gelatine

ani^ makes the plate more sensitive to light. I showed in an article

on this subject about a month ago how, when silver bromide is

held in suspension in gelatine, the latter protects the silver haloid

from the alkaline developer, except when the action of light has

destroyed that protecting power. After decomposing the gelatine

by either the ammonia or boiling process, on exposure to light the

vibration of the particles is more quickly able to destroy that pro-

tecting power, and if the boiling be continued so as to decompose

the gelatine beyond a certain point it loses the power to such an

extent that we get fog all over the plate directly the developer is

poured on. We get the same effect by over-exposure, because the

action of the light on the particles has so burst the protecting cells

of the gelatine that the developer is able to reduce them to a

metallic state at once all over the plate, instead of only those par-

ticles which would have been acted upon by the more rapid vibrations

of light if a proper exposure had been given.

As I said before, if the addition of azaline increase the sensitive-

ness of the films we have a new power for obtaining more rapid

plates ; but if its use be only to decrease the power of the blue and

violet rays its action would simply be the same as a coloured screen.

What we want will be a substance that will cut off the actinic

power of the blue to one-twentieth the force of the yellow rays,

and our experiments will require to be made in that direction with

the aid of the spectroscope.

To my mind there are three points which throw a doubt aa to

whether Captain Abney's theory is a correct one. He holds that

the dye in absorbing oxygen acts as a developer similarly to pyro-

gallic acid in the alkaline developer, this slight reduction serving aa

a nucleus for a further deposit of silver during development of the

plate;

—

1. If the bleaching of the colour be sufficient (in the few seconds'

exposure that is given) to oxidise the dye so as to form a nucleus

foi- further development, the greater the amount of dye used the

larger would be the nucleus formed, and, in consequence, the more

seulilive the plate would be ; but, so far, our experiments do not

bhiiw that it is so.
.

2. If the dye act as a developer similar to pyrogalhc acid m
the alkaline developer, it would commence to reduce the silver

liKloid to a metallic state in the dark, because we know that the

alkaline developer will reduce silver bromide to a metallic state

without any nucleus or sub-bromide being formed by light ;
and, as

the dye is in the gelatine, it would be in contact with the silver

jjarticles.

3. If we photograph through yellow glass we obtam the same re-

straining power over the blue and violet rays as we do with the

dyed films, and in that case there is no absorption of oxygen to act

as a develuper or a nucleus for further development or reduction.

Dr. Vogel's theory is that the energy absorbed in bleaching the

dye is transmitted to the silver haloid, upsetting iU equilibrium, and

rendering it cap.ible of development. If it be so, we have rays of

a slow rate of vibration, first bleaching—that is, oxidising—the dye,

and l/i'ii acting ou the Rilver haloid ; wbercM th« energy of Um
rapid vibration* of the blue and violet r.iyii muiit \m annihiUUd
(because they neither oxidise the dye nor act on the diver haloid)

—

that is, if the absorption theory of light be correct. Have we
any proof that such a short exposure produce* » bleaching action at
all

)

With all due respect to such scientific observers as Captain Abney
and Professor Vogel it seems to rae that they have accidentally
overlooked a well-known action of coloure<l light when thrown on
surfiices of another colour, which, I think, perfectly explains the
matter. It also explains the experiment quoted by Mr. Goodwin in

support of Professor Vogel's theory, namely, that a dyed collotlion

film exposed to the spectrum will, if coated with coUodio-bromide
emulsion and developed without further exposure, give an image of
those parts of the spectrum to which the dye is sensitive.

If we throw the colours of the spectrum on to a screen, and then
take a red flower or ribbon and hohl it in the red rays, the colour
will shine out bright ; but if we put it in the green rays the coloar
will be invisible. The thermopile shows that the power of the
green rays has not been absorbed or annihilated ; their rate of
vibration has simply been made slower than that of the red rays,

and they have been converted into the slow vibration of the heat
rays.

Now, if we put a dyed collodion film coated with coUodio-bromide
emulsion in the pbice of the screen and expose to the spectrum, the
red rays would pass nearly unchanged in rate of vibration through
the dyed collodion film, and would produce the invisible image on
the coUodio-bromide film ready for development. But where the
green rays fall they would be lengthened by the dyed film to the
slow vibrations of the invisible heat rays, and would have no
action on the silver haloid. Of course the same law will hold good
in the case of the yellow rays being more rapid on a film dyed
yellow than the blue rays thrown on the same film.

HbRBKRT S. STilRXBa
«

THE OPTICAL LANTERN AND ITS MANIPULATION.
No. II.

The next thing to a good Inmioant is some method of concentrating or

condensing the light on the transparency, and about this theie seems
to be some uncertainty with the public as to size and requirements.
If the luniinant is transparent, such as the flame of an oil lamp, a
reflector behind collects the rays and directs tb«m on the first lens, A,
of the optical system. This lens should be of such a size and focus as

to take in as many as possible of the rays coming from the light, and
when combined with another, B (for double condensers nive the best

result), should concentrate the rays so that the transparency be fully

illuminated. The size of the condenser will be governed by the size of

the transparency to be illuminated, and it is now generally accepted

that the beat for commercial photU);raphic-lantem transparencies is

four inches or four and a-quarter diameter; for, if larger, the light is

wasted, and if smaller—at least for the lens next the picture—the area

of illumination would not be sutficiently large for the cushion or square-

shaped picture. For enlargement from negatives then four and a-quarter

or six iuches diameter should be employed.

As regards the focal length of these condensing lenses, that must be
regulated by the objective or front lens employed, and varies from
three to five inches combined focus. The one I like beat for lime-light

lanterns and general use is three and a-half inches focus.

It will bo seen in Jig, 1 that the condensing lenses (AB) are more
no. 1.

convex tluin injiy. '2; also, that they are nearer the light (L), and that

the rays are refracted more and weuld cem« to a focus and ores*
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quicker than infif/. 2. It is necessary that the objective should be fully

illumiuated, and if the light is kept iu its best position in relation to

the condenser, and a long-focus front lens is required to be used, a satis-

factory result could not be obtained witli a sliort focus condenser ; for

instead of a clear disc being projected ou the screen (S), one with dark
edges or centre will be the result. For instance : the front lenses of

X?. 2 system, if used witli a condenser, as shown at Jig. 1, would not

be fully illuminated.

I have known several instances of apparatus being unsuitably fitted

with condensers, and the owners not knowing the cause of failure have
attributed it to the objectives. A condenser of the correct focus for

the average focus objectives (six inches) can generally be made to

answer for one of four and a-half or eiglit inches equivalent focus by a

ilight adjustment of the light nearer too or further from the condenser

respectively; but if the condensers are the sliortest possible focus to

work with a short-focus {tour and a-half inches) objective, they cannot

be used satisfactorily with one of eight inches focus. Theoretically,

then, the optical lantern should be fitted with condensers to suit eacli

particular focal length front lens or objective, and iu the higher class of

apparatus, such as Mr. Maiden's triple lantern, three sets of condensers

are often supplied for various-sized slides and focal length front lenses.

The i^osition of the slide or transparency must be governed by its

size in comparison with the condensing lens; but, if other tliaii a

circle, the greatest diagonal measurement must be taken. If this be
one inch less than the diameter of the lens, half-an-inch from the con-

denser will be the best position, and, if only half-an-inch less, then as

close to the lens as practicable for drawing in and out without scratcli-

ing the face of the condenser. If more than one inch, then further

away, so as to get in the smaller part of the cone of rays. There is, of

course, a limit to this, as, otherwise, such a very great adjustment
would have to be provided in the front lens to remove the slide-bolder

and focussing lens bodily away from the condenser ; and it is better now
and then, when using a small picture among a number of large ones, to

sacrifice a little light on it rather than disturb the general adjustment.

It will be fair to sum up, for showing commercial lantern slides, that

an adjustment of half-au-iuch is all that is required. It can be done by
moving the stage away from the front; or, what is mote rigid, let the

stage remain fixed and move the condenser in a bayonet catch groove or

by a coarse screw. Mr. J. H. Steward is now having made a double
stage, so that a tinter or alum trough to stop the he.at, when showing
valuable slides or delicate objects for a long time, can be put in one
stage and the slide in the other. The first stage will be best for

square pictures, and the second, or that farthest from tlie condenser,

for three-inch circles. The dividing plate being removable, a large

stage is available for chemical and optical experiments.

Another point to be regarded is the cutting off of marginal rays after

passing through the condenser; and, as all pictures are not circular, and
the old shape of diaphragm in the stage plate is not suitable for all

pictures alike, I would suggest that runners or grooves should be made
just in front of the condensers, so as to insert the shape most siiitalile

to obtain a clear disc with the particular form of picture employed.
This is done in some of the photographic carriers; but, as they would
not be available when using effect slides, I have had the other arrange-

ment fitted to lanterns, made under my superintendence, for different

customers of Mr. Steward.
As sliown mfigs. 1 and 2, the shorter the focus of the front lens the

larger the disc; hence, if the apparatus be required to be near the

screen, a short-focus lens must be employed. The limit, however,
under any circumstances is a distance equal to the diameter of the disc.

This, on account of the great difference between the length of rays at

the margin and the centre, is difficult to obtain without distortion.

Therefore, the most suitable is an objective which will give a disc at

double the distance of its diameter—that is to say, a disc of nine feet

at eighteen feet distance from the screen—and one of about six inches
equivalent focus will do this. In some rooms it is necessary to have'

a

considerable distance between the apparatus and the screen, and then
the front lens must be of very long focus (about twelve inches equi-

valent) to produce a nine-feet disc at thirty-six feet. Long-focus lenses

cannot be worked satisfactorily with oil light, and their use is re-

commended for the lime light, only under exceptional circumstances,

the maximum light and definition combined being obtained by the
mediura-focus front lenses. G. K. B.\ki'.r.

THE PLATINOTYPB PROCESS.
[A communication to the Newcastle-on-Tyno and Noi-thoin Counties' Photographic

-•Vssociatiou.j

I H.WJt no doubt the platinotype process is already familiar to many of

the members of this Associatiou, and in bringing it before you this

evening my apology would be the earnest request of our indefatigable

Secretary for a paper to fill in a gap in his programme for the session.

Although this process has not yet become so ])opuIar as it ought to

be, yet I think if its merits were better known it would be more appie-
ciated by the public than it now is. Allow me, then, brietly to point
out what I would claim as the peotiliar merits of the platinotype process

b»fore I proceed to explain and demonstrate it to you.

firat, I would claim for it the permanency of its prints—a point ou

which so much discussion has arisen of late with regard to silver prints,
which have beeu a source of anxiety and vexation to photographers so
far, and I am afraid will continue to be until we have more light thrown
on what is the precise nature of a silver print. In the platinotype
print, as its title denotes, the image is formed by the deposition of
metallic platinum, so, if the cause of fading iu silver priuts is due to
complex silver salts, this difficulty is entirely removed. Again : no
sulphur compounds are employed in the development and fixing, and if

hypo, be the scapegoat in silver prints we have nothing to fear from
that source.

Ne.xt, I would claim for it the greater rapidity in printing, namely,
from one-half to oue-third the time required to print from the same
negative ou silver paper, especially in dull weather, when the platino
jjapL-r has the decided advantage. This has been accounted for by
supposing the blue rays of the spectrum are equally as active ou the
platino paper as the violet, whereas the violet rays are necessary to
impress the image on silver paper.

In the next place, I would claim the artistic softness and delicacy of
the iirints, which, when properly printed from a suitable negative, more
resemble a fine engraving or well-executed pencil drawing.
And last, but not least, I must not omit to mention the simplicity of

the process, which renders it so admirably adopted to the requirements
of amateurs who have not the time or convenience for the more trouble-
some washing processes necessary in silver printing, as the prints by
this process can easily be finished off iu half-an-hour, and when done
they offer an excellent medium for the artist to colour upon Avithout
any fear of defects showing themselves afterwards. One of the chief
objections raised against platiuotypes is the coldness of the tone, but
this has to a great extent beeu overcome by the introduction of
specially-prepared paper and toning solutions, which give a sepia tint.

Another field has recently been opened for the phototype process,
namely, enlargements for the artist which can be readily executed
by means of the solar camera or electric light and form an excellent
basis to receive the colours. Neither is this process confined to paper,
as equally good results can be obtained on linen or silk fabrics,
and even ou wood.
Having now put forth the merits of the process, allow me to exj^lain

the modu'i operandi. The paper, of which I have here a sample,
is coated with a solution of ferric oxalate and ijotassic-ohloro-platuite,
and if I expose it to the action of light the ferric oxalate will become
converted into ferrous oxalate, and if exposed behind a negative
will give a faint, brown image, such as you see on this piece. All that
now remains to be done is to cause this image to throw down the
metallic platinum it contains, and this is readily done by floating it on
a hot solution of neutral oxalate of potash, 130 grains to the ounce, and
which I have raised to a temperature of 170° Pahr. in this enamelled
iron dish, when you will see the iron salts are dissolved out and
the metallic platinum thrown down in situ, forming a black image ; or,

if I use the special paper and add some of this toning solution to
the bath, it will give a sepia-tinted picture. It only remains now
to dissolve out any traces of iron salts which may remain in the paper
by passing it through a two-per-cent. solution of hydrochloric acid,
changing the solution when any trace of redness appears in it, and
then washing them in frequent changes of freah water for about thirty
minutes, when they may be hung up across a string to dry.

iSirnijle as the process may appear, there are, nevertheless, some pre-
cautions which must be observed ;—First, the paper must be kept
absolutely dry by being placed iu a canister with calcium chloride, see-
ing that the printiug-frames and pads are dry, and, especially in damp
weather like the present, placing a piece of rubber cloth or oiled silk
behind the paper in the printing-frame. By taking these precautions
there is little fear of the paper keeping ; indeed, some I am using
tonight I have had iu my possession nearly two years. Second, not to
continue tlie printing longer than is necessary to have a faint but dis-
tinct image on the pajwr. Third, to regulate the temperature of the
bath to the amount of exposure the prints have received, under-printed
ones requiring a higher temperature and over-printed ones a lower tem-
perature, always bearing iu mind that the prints will appear darker
when they are dry. Fourth, to see that the last acid bath is not in the
least discoloured if you want to have pure whites. And, lastly, to
obtain a license from the Platinotype Company to work this process,
which is a patent one, but which is not a serious obstacle, as for the
payment of five shillings you can obtain a license for the rest of your
natural life on condition that you buy all your materials from them,
which they supply at market prices.

I trust I have now made the platinotype process not only clear but
interesting to you, and that before long we may see more workers of it,

more examples, not only in our albums but also in our exhibitions, and
possibly a special medal given for platino prints.

Hknrv G. Tkmi'i.kton-.

ON THINGS IN GENERAL.
A KIND friend, sagacious, far-seeing, and reading men like a book, a
lover of our art-science, who was ever anxious to further its interests
and uphold its dignity, the father of photographic jinmialism, the pio-
prietor of this paper, has gone.from among us, The well-remembered
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faoo will be seon no inoro. On Situntay I fornioil a liunible unit in a
large asseinbliige, draH-a not only from Livorjwiul l>ut from Lonilon iinil

>!aoe3 more or less dist,i!\t, to pay tlio last mafk of respect to our dead
rieud at tlio Liverpool Neuropolis. Hu was always ready to oncouraj^u

risii);; talent, and the pages of Thk British .loirnNAl. ok I'iioto(ikai'HY
have been the stepping stones made use of by more than one of those
who have made for themselves a niche in the temple of fame. He had
gathered round him a baud of earnest, talented workere to whom,
under Ilia pilotage, aided by tlie skilful pen and brain of tlie editor in

ul>iuf, the great success of this Journal is due, and will, doubtless, carry
it forward to further successes. I am sure I echo the sentiments of nil

my fellow contributors in avowing my intention to carry out Mr.
IJolton's plans.

I wa-i glad to see last week that the Editors l«ad set their foot fimily
down on that everlasting bit of pseudo-science as they justly term it —
the diminution of the light according to the square of the distance from
the window. Of all the preposterous rubbi.sh that does at times find its

way into print nothing is so utterly misleading and incorrect as this

piece of ignorance upon stilts, i

Good photographers who read their Times would be rather startled

the other day, not only to find it chronicling a real photographic novelty
but at the subject matter itself of an article on a new photographic
process describing Messrs. Marion and Go's, new photographic paper
for printing by development in lieu of the time-honoured albumeuised
paper. They deserve the thanks of the comnnniity for working to a
practical cud a process of undoubted value which, if I mistake not,

will ill the future take a far more important place than it is likely to do
for a while. Messrs. Morgan and Kidd were first in the field with a
gelatine paper for the development of enlargements, and they have, I

notice, f|uickly adapted their formula for a like purpose to Messrs,

Marion's. These papers will be a real boon in many cases.

I notice that in a lecture on photography for thosa engaged in indus-

tiial inusuils, at Burlington House, by Professor J. !vl. Thomson, he
said of the swing-back that its only use in portraiture was when it was
necessary to re luce the size of a portion of the image—as, for instance,

tlie feet of a sitting figure. If the sitter were a professional model
gaining his half-a-crown an hour he would have no objections to such a

course ; but an ordinary sitter so posed as to require a swing-back to keep
the feet from l>ecoming enlarged, would require such a lengthened expo-

sure from the small diaphragm necessary to be used under such conditions

that he would decidedly object. My idea of the use of swing-backs is

that it is for objects in focus, not out. Perhaps, however, the pro-

fessor was slyly poking fun at one of the English photographers who,
we read, accompanied the British Association excursion to America, the

story about whom goes that he was riding upon an elephant with his

log hanging out of the howdah, when a native called out, "Take in

that foot, we can't see the elephant 1" I do not know, either, why
Professor Thomson recommended beginners to use the single lens, for

many single lenses—cheap and dear—that I have seen sent out, have
needed the diaphragm to be adjusted before anything could be done
with the lens wortli looking at, while the compound lenses now made
need no sucli skill to be bestowed upon them.

Mr. ^V. K. Burton's remarks upon the improper use of words bor-

rowed from a scientitio terminology came not a moment too soon.

It is positively exasperating to see tlie calm way in which some
photographers have used expressions such as those he quotes. Photo-
graphy is long past its babyhood, and jargon such as this—for it is

jargon, and nothing else—should not be allowed to pass unnoticed.

The idea of the Eduiburgh Society to improve the art-training of its

members by criticising works brought before them, including the pro-

ductions of artists of well-known merit, is excellent and deserves to

be followed ; but I humbly venture to suggest that it should be done

ill cnmcra. I have every respect for the array of talented names given

in the account of the proceedings on this day of the critics, but I

think they cannot but bear an unfriendly aspect when printed hi

unfeeling printers' ink, without power of conveying the excitement of

the discussion and the tones and expressions of the speakei-s.

The discussion in iv. C!aK Jiays v. IjoHIc is one of the most interest-

ing that has appeared in the Journ.al for some time : conducted, too, as

it has been, in perfect good humour, it has been quite a jileasuro to

read what both sides had to say. I think there wid be very few who
have closely perused what has been written without being inslructetl

and seeing the subject in many new lights. I think the bags have the

"ayes "' at present.

But if the question of bngs rfmiis bottles be not new what will be

thoa;^lit of the List meeting of the London and Provincial Photographic

Association, were the question w.is "freezing or heating" to prevent

frilling. It is quite true that though any one can make a plate, it nosds

a man of skill to develope it ; the fact is the »rt of development is

like that of making a salad—it needs genius.

What mournful reading was the report of the last meeting of the

South London Photographic Society— the society that for so many
years wa^ a very model of n society, well attended ftud with plenty of

fir*t-olau papers roa<l, lively disciisslona, in fact, a rml honett, h«H-
working, UHcfiil society, the mo«t popuUr in tho kingdom. Ami now
to re^id that a pri>|KMitioii hu actually txHiii pnt to tba rot« M t4>

whether the Society sboiilil octUM to vxiat or not. Tb«ra wu a larg*
mai'irity against tlie proposition when put to the meeting, ami it ia to
be liopeil that this unpleasant affair may Iw only an epixxle, and that
the S<jciety may prosper and do as much good in the future aa it haa
d,ono in the past. Fkkc Lakcc

RECENT PATENTS.

PATENT SEALED.
No. 383.—" Improvements in Printing Tranafcm (or Application to
Pottery and other Surfaces." T. B. Shaw axd OXKtm.—Dated Jaitnarg
2, 1884.

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS.
No. 10,277.—" Ornamenting Picture Frames by a Contrivance l<rt

Braiidini{ same by a Rotary Mechanism." J. Manloxd.—AiM DtetmUr
11, 1884.

No. 1G,G94.—" Production of Half tones or 'Grain' In Platet or Surface*
for Photomechanical Printing." E. ¥ALK.—Daitti December 19, 1884.

No. 10,727.—" Double D.ark Slide* for Use in Cameraa (or Photographic
Purposes." J. ToDU.—Dated December 20, 1884.

Improvements in Guass ano oiheb RooriSG.
Chabiks FowtEB, Architect, Leeds.

The object of my invention is to construct a simple, cheap, and perfectly
waterproof roof. It is also arranged to conduct away the water caused by
condensation on the under or inner side of the too!,

Thelongitiidinalribsorrailsmay beof woodormetal. These are •tepped
or robateof at the top sid? sufficiently deep to receive the sheets of hum,
metal, or slates. A tongue is formed along the centre of the rib aeparatini;
such sheets of j;las8, metal, or slates from each other. The sheets of glaaa,
metal, or slates are laid in the rebate between the ribs or rails; and I cover
over the joints outside with strips of wood or metal—such stripe being
preferably about the width of the rib. These strips of wood or metal are
secured to the ribs through the tongue by means of ordinary screws.
Between the sheets of glass, metal, or slates, the rib or rail, and also the

strips of wood or metal, felt, asbestos, or other suitable packing is applied.
Such combined arrangements render the joints i>erfectly waterproof, at the
same time hmily fixing the sheets of glas.s, metal, or alatee in position.

In order to catch the water that condenses on the under or inner side of

the roof I provide longitudinal grooves in the sides of the ribs to form
gutters for carrying off the water to some convenient outlet.

[The si^ecitication is accompanied by drawings.]

As INSTBDMENT to be CAtLED THE "MlCBOPHOTOSCOri."

Robert Gallakd-Mabon, of Hambleton House, Promenade, Dooglae,
Isle of Man.

The microphotoscope consists of a pair of spectacles, eye-glasses, or an eye-
glass with one or a number of minute photographs arranged in i>r aloug the
rim of the 8|)ectavles, eye-glasses, or eye-glass.

The minute photographs are placed behind suitable minute magnifying
gl.is.ocs, and are so arranged in or along the rims of the spectacles or eye-

glasses that the eyes of the wearer may see either one or all of the photo-
graphs without moving the siwctacles.

The rim, in or along which the minute photograiihs are placed, may Im
either the rim of the siiectacles themselves or a detachable rim, which may
be applied to any spectacles, eye-glasses, or eye-glass.

The minute photographs may be photographs of written or printed
matter, maps, charts, view.f, landscaiws, or any object or group o( ubjecta

from which a photograph may be taken.
Some of the uses to which the " microphotoscope " could be applied are

the following :—
For a Student.- The series of microphotograiihs in the rims o( the

siiectacles might consist of copies of an epiti>mi.«ed graraniar, history, geo-
graphy, or any subject the student wished to study. Thus, the subject ha
was studying would be constantly before his eyes for reference in his spate
moments without the trouble of carrying books about with him.
The rims containing the microphotographs being detachable be could at

any time change the subjects.

A lecturer might have the heads of his lectures photographed and placed

in the rims of his B(iectacles : a lawyer his briefs; a clergyman—hia

sermons ; a bicyclist, tricyclist, or other tourist—majis, views, and plana o(

the country through which he travelled ; a shopkeeper—a caluudar ready-

reckoner and BO forth ; a timber merchant or builder—cubes, meaauremaate,
and rules ; travellers on the Continent—list of foreign terma, nami of

articles, foreign money, tabli», and so on ; a correspondent^—an abridged
dictionary of technical or difficult words ; a memlier of Parliament—facta

and figures relating to the subject of his speech ; a doctor—(ormnha ; a
public entertainer—recitations, songs, hon-moU, Ac. ; a mosician—whole
pieces of music ; a detective—criminals wanted.
The inventor s.iys :

-" It will also be evident that the miamhotaaea|n
may he applied tii'a variety n( other niea too nnmerous tomantM."

I't will be understood that the spectacle or pye-glaas framea aa* hm— in

them ordinary reading glasses when worn by thoee who need them, and
when worn by those who do not, they may have eithar plain (laaiea or no
glasses at all.
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MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES FOR NEXT WEEK.

Dftte of Mo«tlne.
|

Btcember 30

„ 31
January 1

*

»
„ 4

*

*

Namt of Society.

Bolton Club
Photographic Club . . .

.

South London
London and Provincial

Glasgow
Bolton
Dundee
Leeds
Coventry
Bradford

Place of Mooting.

The Studio, Chancery-lane.
Anderton's Hotel, Fleet-st., E.C.
Society of Arts, John-st., Adelphi,
Mason's Hall, Basinphall-strect.
Institution Rooms, Buchanan-st.
Studio, Chancery-lane, Bolton.
Lamb's Hotel, Reform-street.
Philosophical Hall.
Coventry Dispensary.
Free Library.

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION.

At the meeting of this Society, held on the 19th inet. , the chair was taken

by Mr. W. H. Prestwich.

Mr. W. E. Dehenhah referred to the loss which th« Society, photography
generally, and himself a« a friend particularly, had sustained in the death
of Mr. Henry Greenwood, bearing testimony to the worth of the deceased
gentleman.
Mr. W. M. AsHMAK moved that a vote of condolence with the family be

passed, and that the Secretary be instructed to write a letter in accordance
therewith.
Mr. W. K. BcnTOX seconded this proposal, which was carried unani-

mou.sly.

A gentleman from the firm of Messrs. Marion and Co. then proceeded to

demonstrate the printing and development of the "Alpha" paper recently

introduced by that house. Papers were exposed under negatives for periods

of from ten seconds to half-a-minute to the liglit from an albo-carbon gas

burner. It was explained that this light being about three times more
actinic than ordinary gas-light the exposure to the latter would have to be,

if at the same distance, about three times as long. After being exposed
the prints were immersed in a weak ferrous oxalate developer compounded
»8 follows ;

—

No. 1.

Oxalate of potash 1 pound.
Bromide of ammonium 320 grains.

Warm water 64 ounces.

No. 2.

Sulphate of iron 4 ounces 250 grains,

Water 80 ounces.

Equal parts of these solutions were used. It was stated that after a jirint

had been put into the solution the latter would lose its power if kept for

more than a-quarter of an hour. Many prints might he developed in the

same solution so long as they could safely be turned and watched, provided

that this was done within the time mentioned. It was best to put the prints

in one at a time at short intervals. They would then finish developing one
at a time; for if many were j)Ut in at once it would be difficult to hit

the right moment. After development tlie prints were immersed in a dish

of clean water and then rapidly changed into a second dish. This quick

removal of the dsveloping solution from the print was necessary in order

to jirevent the action from going on and the print becoming too dark.

Mr. A. L. Hendbrson suggested the addition of bromide to the first

washing water in order to stop development.

Mr. £)KBKNHAM said that common salt might answer the same purpose,

and would be much cheaper.

After being washed the prints were immersed for ten minutes or a-

quarter of an hour in a dish of alum water ; this served to remove the last

trace of iron solution. If any of the latter were left in the print tlie gold

which was used in the next part of the process would be reduced all over

the print and spoil it. The prints after toning were fixed in hypo., and
washed as usual. The exposure might be greatly varied without spoiling

the jirint. The characteristic of a print under-exposed and fully developed

was that the tones were very black, whilst by very long exposure and short

development very warm tones were obtained.

Specimens of the prints which had been previously produced were
handed round. Most of them had a glossy or enamelled surface, which it

was explained was obtained by laying wet prints upon glass and allowing

them to dry there. In order to prevent the prints from sticking to the

glass, the latter was rubbed over with powdered talc (French chalk) previous

to placing the prints upon it.

The Chairman inquired whether any of the members had had any ex-

perience with the paper which had been the subject of demonstration.

In reply to this question, Mr. W. K. Bukton said it was, perhaps, not
qiiite fair to speak after only one evening's work, but a.s the result of

that meeting was favourable he would do so. His view was that it was
better to expose fully and develope but slightly. He thought that in order

to stop development it would be well to use bromide or chloride in the

first washing water. As to latitude of exposure, he found that he could,

after printing for twenty seconds or a-quarter of an hour, get prints that
appeared equally exposed. He would have brought liis results with him,
but liaving laid them upon glass which had not previously been rubbed
with talc lie could not ijet tlie prints to strip. From weak negatives better

prints could certainly be obtained upon this paper than upon albumen.
Mr. J. BaKKER inquired whether the washing necessary to reiuove spots

would not show very much upon the glaz.ed surface.

Mr. Henderson thought that the paper, being very absorbent, should
show touching but little.

The Chairman said that the plan he adopted for prints which had to be
burnished was to mix albumen with the touching colour, and, when dry,
joagulate this with alcohol.

Mr. Henderson believed that alcohol would not coagulate dried
albumen.
Mr. Archer Clarke thought that the method which had been demon-

strated that evening was undoubtedly the printing process of the future.

As to the use of powdered talc, he could not get a print from the glass unless
it was used. He had brought with him a press cont.^ining a negative and a
piece of the alpha paper. This negative he liad exposed to tlie various lights

he met with—for instance, the lamp in the railway carriage—on his way
to the meeting. The negative was a very intense one, and at tliis time
of the year required several days' exposure to daylight to get an albumen
print. He would ask the demonstrator to develope it. [This was dmie,
and the print proved to have been rightly timed as to exposure.]
The Chairman noticed that the surface had blistered from the paper in

one of the prints, and inquired the reason.

It was replied that a warm hand had been in contact with the print

during development.
Mr. Henderson showed a gelatino-bromide made some years since by

Mr. Burgess. He had toned it successfully after fixing by immersicm in an
acid solution of gold mixed with alum. At first the print was all right,

but now had become pink in the lights. He believed that if it had been
immersed in hypo, after the toninir this would not have occurred.

Mr. DEBf;NHAM said that no doubt this would liave jirevented the subse-

quent discolouration. Silver and gold solutions acted upon gehitiue, and
formed compounds with it wliich could not be washed away by mere water,
but required to be dissolved by a fixing agent sucli as hypo.
Mr. Leon W.\rnerke said that as tlie Chairman had asked for expe-

rience he would mention that he had experimented with paper of his own
preparation, presumably similar to that now under discussion. He found
that if the negative were clear the printing was very quick, but if slightly

stained with pyro. so as to be yellow, the exposure must be ten or twenty
times as long.

Mr. Archer Clarke said that a toning action went on in the liypo.

with those prints. If left in the solution for an hour they became yier-

fectly blue.

A Member inquired how long the paper would keep.

It was answered that it was believed to keep indefinitely.

After a vote of tlianks to Messrs. Marion for their demonstration, a dis-

cussion took place as to the desirability of having a union amongst the
various photographic societies in London, so as to engage permanent premises
which might be fitted with a dark room and other conveniences. Several
members were strongly of oyiinion that the other societies should be com-
municated with in order to see whether anything could be done, and it was
pointed out that by using such premises on different evenings each society

could carry on its own work indeiiendently.

Mr. Warnerke said tliat Mr. Glaisher had gone further than that, and
suggested such a union amongst all the scientific societies in London for the
purpose of obtaining the best accommodation in the way of premises.

"The question next entered upon referred to the disposal of the five-pound

prize offered by Mr. H. Trinks, and after some discussion it was decided,

upon the motion of Mr. Burton, " That the prize offered by Mr. Trinks
be given not to a specific article, process, or such-like proposed as matter
for competition, but be >jiven for whatever article, improvement, or process

brouglit before the Society by a member which shall appear to be of

greatest benefit to photography in general ; a limit of time to be fixed and
tlie detei-mination to be by a ballot of the whole Society, the condition to

be that all details connected with the matter shall be open to the Society."

It was further decided tliat a limit of six months should be fixed.

Mr. E. Sollas was elected a member of the Society.

BOLTON PHOTOGRAPHIC SOCIETV.

The December meeting of the above Society was held on the 4th instant,

at The Baths, Bridgman-street,—Mr. Robert Harwood in the chair.

Mr. J.' W. Austwick was elected a member of tlie Society.

The Rev. J. W. Cundey gave a lantern exhibition, tlie slides including

an interesting set of Switzerland from the lanternist's own negatives. Dr.
Johnson also exhibited a set illustrating a recent visit to Norway, many of

which elicited applause. Slides were also shown by Messrs. I'arkinson,

Dalton, Knowles, and Leach, those of Mr. Knowles being especially worthy
of remark.
At the conclusion Mr. Robert Knott moved a vote of thanks to Mr.

Cundey and the exhibitors, which was seconded by 5Ir. John A. Walker,
and suitably acknowledged by Mr. Cundey.

ST. HELENS ASSOCIATION FOR THE PURSUIT OF SCIENCl':,
LITERATURE, AND ART.

PnoTOoRArinc Sbcteox.

A MEKTiNfi of this Section was held (m December I'tli, at the Association

Rooms, 4, Salisbury-street,—Mr. Heather in the chair. After the ordi-

nary business of the Section was disposed of,

The Chaihm.vn showed a number of positives of a brick-red colour by
transmitted light, for which he was at a loss to account, as the emulsion
was prepared in the usual way.
Mr. ,i. T. HouoHTON said that Mr. Taylor had a similar experience,

which he attributed to grape sugar.

The Chairman stated tiiat he did not use it in this emulsion, though
possibly some may have got in.

Several of these unexposed ])lates were then distributed for experimental
purposes.
Mr. ]). Thomason exhibited about sixty views of Scotch and Englisli

scenery.
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>rr. Brook then read tlip concluding part of his iMipcr on Photo'jraphie
A'c/" 'iiiicra wilh the iSrilM Asikiciitlion in Amerini.

Al'tir paasiiiRft vote of th.iuks. to which Mr. Brook l)riefly replied, th»
ui'fliiig adj'HuneU to an uppei room, where Mr. Thomanon s viuwa were
pr.M<i.:to(i on tlie Horeon by the aid of Mr. Sherlock'* lautorn.

'I'lio iMiK'ti:!-,' then closod. ^

Corrcsponbentf.
[.\U rmnmunkatioM for the Kduoriai depailmcnl of the Journal »!uiu'd be
lutlmsed to tke "Ediiora, ', York-street, Cnient-garden, London, W.C."\

PHOTOGR.APHfC S0CIKTIE3.
To the EniTOKS.

GK.TrLCMEN,—A notaljlfl foatnro in connection with photogranliy is tho
remarkabie increase in the nnmbur of the.^0 as.iociatioun. It is evident
fi-oiu tho lar<c amount of space which is allotted to tliosc reports in tho
photo.;raphio papers that the interest taken in the work m great.

It ajipecrs to me, however, that the general plan ii]ion wliich by far
tlio frreater number of these associations is conducted is not alto>;ethor
t!ie tost which might be adopted, and I wish to suggest a way in which, as I
believe, still greater advantage might be obtaiiled by the great body
of members of these societies.

In the first place, it will always be found that when one of these societies
his a rCiTular president and vice-ju-esident, the tone of tho procee,dinga
necessarily gets into a certain groove, v.'ith the natural consequence that liy

degrees a regular clique is formed to which all others must bow. Discus-
sion in the full sense of. the term becomes oppressed, if not atiHed. Tliis is

not the case in those societies where the chairman is chosen, either in
rotation or otherwise, from among tho members, alt being eligible.

In t!ie second idace, tlio usual meetings once :v 'month are quite inad-
>• plate ; once a week woidd be far better, and this fijr several reasons.
Most now members join the societies for tlie purpose of gaining informa-

tion UjK)n a thousand and one little details of practioe, all important
to their own personal success, but which they are very doubtful about
being suflioiently interesting to occupy the time of the meeting. Of course,
an absolute tyro might come with such a string of elementary questions iis

to completely stop all tlie real work of the Society, which, of course, is

in explaining and elucidating technical difficulties of manipulation as well
as the pro.?res3 and details of new practice.

[ will, therefore, assume as a first condition that new members should bo
content to listen only until they have once succeeded in producing a good
negative and a good print of any kind from it. After that there would be
no quf-stion, however trivia! in its nature it might appear to him, which
would not be discussed with tho greatest interest by many present, and
patiently listened toby all. Indeed, these apparently trivial questions are,
even to old hands, infinitely more interesting than papers on scientific
points, for they relate to failures of their own often overcome, yet still

more frequently unexplained.
In London wo can take our choice ; wo can go, if we like, and hear a

paper on the effects of the spectrum on haloid salts of silver, and either
feel unutterably bored by it, or try to take an interest in it and be snubbed
f')r inakin:! a remark, as, indeed, has happened to myself once on a subject
which I tliought I had studied. Tho subject under discussion was Ormi
Fori, when something like a definition of its cause v/as asked for. No
meinbcr of the .Society had a reply to offer. I was present as a visitor,

havin-; received a special invitation from the Secretary to attend, and I
ventured moat timidly to give ray explanation— that it w.aa a forced
development of .an unexposed film. The very polite snubbing I then
received decided me never again to attend a meeting of any photographic
society with a president.
We have also the Photographic Club, to which I can truly say I am

proud to belong. The ijrinciplcs upon wliich this Club is conducted are
exceedingly simple, aufl have been found after five years' trial to be
thoroughly practical. We meet weekly, an hour being supposed to be
devoted to the discussion of just those little trivial questions which I have
described as so impoitant and so interesting. Another hour is supposed to
bo devoted to some definite que.stion proposed the week previously, and
which is alw.ays ainounced in the photographic papers. But it most
generally liapi)ens that the trivial questions prove so useful and so inte-

resting that the second hour slips by, and everyone is glad that the definite
one has to be jiostponed. In short, the trivial questions are the main
object of our existence, and the serious ones play but a very secondary
part. With one single exception, which I have no doubt the well-meaning
though offending member now regrets as much as we all do, there has
never been the slightest \vhis|)er of discontent from the moment the Club
was established to the present time. This I attribute mainly to the fact
that the chairman of tho evening is e!e,'ted generally and as far as

p issible in rotation ; but I must not omit to stato that we owe much also to
o'.ir indefatipabio Kerrfctarv, Mr. Kdward Dunmore, to whose thoughtful
foresigiit our excellent rules are mainly duo.
Not t!ie least advantageous |mrt of our system is that our proceedings are

not necessarily reported. Tiiink for a moment what this means as regards
freedom of discussion. Very few iM^opIo have such decided opinions on
many photographic questions that they would wish to rush into [irint with
tluni, and those who do can easily find a way of publishing their views.
We of the Photographic Club like to air our opinions .and discuss them
with the certainty that they will not find their way into the public press
unless we desire it. Indeed it h.a« happened to mo to find that I had mado
iin error in conclusions I had drawn, and so got them withdrawn fhun the
iiiinutes of our proceedings. These proceedings are publishinl I'.nnually for

private circulation, but any of them considered to lie of interest to the
profession generally are at onco published in the photographic press.

In th« conntry It ii somewliat dilf^nmt. TbetwoV'.V ' ..

to 1110 t-j bB Iwth niKji'ssaiy anil useful, but they
weekly nuetiii;.,- for the discussion of the most intcn-
well as the monthly nieatiiig for inoro itcriuuii busiiu!*.<. Tlio i

bo all the more improved if it contained a digest nf thc-nelitt!
too, omitting the name* rif meinbem unlosa the tubject was con
it often iiii^dit be, of general lmiK>rtante.

In conclusion: I. would ask all tho nioml>er8 of tlie many |.le.'.o;,'ra|,liIc

societies to remember that the nieetings of the I'

place every Wednesday evening, at H p.m., at A
street, and that they are cordially invited to attend. i...y,., !

a full attendance, including many earnest workers ; one and all

to communicate every possililo information within their kn-.-.vl

whom no point i« too trivial to receive tho fulh
further add that although my connection with pho:

i

thirty years, and though I" havo enjoyed special ; ^
acquainted with its detail" from tho fact of my having hei.l
appointments in several of the largest and higiiestclais p:. i,;

establishments in the world, I rarely attend one of our meetings w itliuut
learning somelhinir.— I am, your*, Ac, George .Shitu.

iJteemli-r 1">, IHtM.

"into gone

FIXING AND TONINl} IN ONE BATH.
To IM ¥.i}mt».

fiESTi.iiUEN,—Why is this good old mode of treating luinti
altogether out of fashion ? I us9d constantly to follow it in the old collo
dion days, and never found it to fail. Tiie tones on albumenised pai,^r
were quite .as rich as those produced with tho separate toning system, and
considerable time was theroby saved.
Here is a formula which miy hfl relied on as absolut<'ly certain, and

successful with the ready - sensiliscfl papers of most of the I>ondou
makers:—Four ounces of hypo, dissolved—by he.at, if necessary—in fonr
ounces of distilled water; f.iur grains of chloride gold—not td (ior—dis-
solved in three ounces of (iist-lled water. Pour the gold solution grailnally
with sliaking into the filtered and cooled hypo, solution—not rire rrrta.
This bath is ready for immediate use. The prints are then to be washe-d in
two chau'^es of water, and immersed in the above. At first they will turn
of a brick-red colour, but in ten minutes or less will change to a fine rich
chocolate, and are, of course, perfectly fixed. Tho bath improves as chlo-
ride of silver is being dissolved, and the quantity given will tone between
two and three whole sheets of paper. The bath can be renewed by filling

up with concentrated hypo., and gold solution added when the toning
becomes slow. Ten minutes is tho lu-ojier time.
As to their permanence: I have some prints thus treated, and, so far as I

know, they have not changed since they were framed and exposed to the
light fifteen years ago. Tho final washing must, of course, be thorough.

—

1 am, yours, &c., £TueL Coxstanck Mat.
Darimtudt, December 16, 1884.

"THE CAMERA OF THE FUTURE."
To the Editobs.

Gkntiksiek,—May I trespass on your courtesy to allow me the leaat
space in your .Journal to reply to a statement made in your issue of the
5th inst. on the above suVijcct.

Mr. W. H. Harrison closed his very interesting and importantcommuni-
tion of that date with the following remark :

—" I did not see that it (Mr.
JIcKellen's camera) contained anything to remedy the chief defect of the
present tourist's caraei-a, namely, that of unnecessarily wasting the time of

the operator."
May I be permitted, as one who is fortunate enough to posseas a camera

of Mr. McKellen's construction, and who has given it a careful and accu-
rate trial, to say that in my experience it contains everything calculated to
ihorlen tl'.e time of tlie operator. Indeed, this is to my mind its unique
characteristic, as the crvmera can be fixed in its very ingenious turntable,

the bellows extended by touching a spring, and, finally, hxed to the utmost
state of rigidity as quickly as I write it—in fact, in a few seconds. I have
tried all kinds of patent cameras, but none equals this for rapidity of
adjustment, simplicity, and lightness of construction.— I am, yours, Ac,

H. Vicroa Hacuoka, aLA.

LANTERN SLIDES.
To the Editobs.

GKNTLKUEJr,—I read the article on the colour of lantern alidei a«
affected by different clearing solutions, by Mr. B. Wyles, with great
interest, and was thoroughly taken by surprise to find that one could get
colours varying from "warm red".iti> "cool brown" by such very simpls
means.

I at onco mixei] four clearing solutions—those numbered 1, 2, P, and 7—
and having specially procured I'lrilannia plates, in order that every con-
dition might be accurately Complied with, I gave the pMjier exposure to
five plates in contact wilh the somu negative, and <leveloi>ed tliem a.s

mentioned in tiie article in questiori. I )uu\ as the result five clear trans-

parencies, and put one into each of tho four solutions. After a snitablo

soaking in tho clearing solutions—say, rather over an hour— I took them
nut, having carefully examined them from time to time, and found that
No. I was pure black. No. 2 was pur« black. No. 5 was the same, and No.
7 ditto.

All this surprises me a good deal. When one reads of "warm red,"
" photov;raphic brown," "sepia," 4c., and can see no such colour*, oven
with the aid of friends beyond the suspicion of colour blindness, thete is

loft a feeling of bewilderment. lias Mr, Wyles tried iiis owa.preiorip>
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tions? Has he omitted some essential jiart of tlie experiment? or, can he
Bond either to the writer or to the Editors a warm-red slide prepared in the
manner he describes ?

I r-noloae five slides—one plain soda development—to show what is the
result on a Fry's ordinary ]ilate, and four numbered as above, 1, 2, 5, 7, to
show good black slide? perfectly free from any decided tint, even after
prolonged immersion in Mr. Wyles's solution.—lam, yom-s, &o.

,

Ijii-erpool, December 17, 18.S4. H. Norwood Atkins.

THE GELATIXO-CHLORIDE PROCESS.
To the Editoks,

Gentlemen,—We see in your issue of last week that Professor Stebbing
Is inclined to reproach the public on our behalf for a supposed neglect of

our process. We must in all humility disclaim such flattery at the expense
of a public whose appreciation of our labours has given us considerably
more commissions than we can conveniently do, and whose patron<a{,'e has
always been in excess of our power of acceptance. Our modesty recoils

from asking Professor Stobbing what is the extent of the greater reward
efjual the merit of the exertions of—Yours, &e., MoKGAN and Kidd.

Keic-Foot-road, Sichmond, S. W., December 18, 1884.

(BxdjatxQt Column.
Lerebours' cartc-de-visitelen^, beautiful definitii)n, in exchange for anything

useful in photography.—Address, J. TH.iTCHKK, Potter's-lane, Basing-
stoke.

I will exchange The Bkitish Journal ok Photography for The Photo.
Nevs posted on Monday.—Address, W. J. Smith, lOJ, Windmill-street,
Horsefair, Birmingham.

Wanted, background and head-rest in excliange for 1,.500 ferrotype enve-
lopes and 800 Victoria inount.^, quite new and best quality.—Address, R.
Tannek, Albert Villa, KeUey-street| Kentish Tow n.

The following are in good condition, and will be exchanged for anything
useful :—Lancaster s quarter-plate instantograph, perfect ; 10 x 8 Meagher
camera; square half-plate lens; quartor-plate lens, by Damin; half-plate
view lens, by Grubb ; half-plate rigid camerti.&c; one-third of a-quire
of Marion's alpha paper.—Address, Fritz Cauera, 41, High Street,
Sydenham.

S. p. asks about agar .agar. It is a seaweed which comes chiefly from
Singapore, and its gelatine is used in the south of Europe for facing silk.

Japanese isinglass, whicli is a gelatine prepared from seaweed, has some-
times been mistaken for it. Tliis isinglass is sold in somewhat rectangular
masses of a skinny nature. The real .agar agar is something like branch
coral in form, and its tendons are extraordin.arily tenacious. The value
of vegetal)le gelatines in ennilsions is a ijroblem which requires working
out. Past published experiments with them are few and far between.

A Miniature Painter writes :—" For some time jiast I have been trying
to print oarbon pictures on ivory by the single transfer method, and 1
have succeeded in getting some very good results; but in every case the
ivory is stained yellovv—I presume, by the bicliromate in the tissue.
How is this to be avoided?" In reply: All carbon prints on ivory
should be made by the double transfer method. The picture must be
developed on flexible support, and then transferred to the ivory. This
is the only satisfactory plan of producing carbon pictures on ivory free
from yellowness.

G. R. M. asks as to the chief sources of supply of glycerine. Glycerine is

an abundant constituent of fats, in which it exists as a base united with
stearic acid. When the crude tallow is boiled with slaked lime, stearate
of lime is formed, and the crude glycerine is liberated as an outflow
liquid, technically called "sweet water." This impure glycerine is of a
brown colour. It is largely used for the manufacture of nitroglycerine,
but since the restrictions laid upon the sale of this exjjlosive by the
Government the legitimate sale has so fallen off as to have reduced the
value of the "sweet water" enormously.

II.—As to the function of waxes in tlie wax iirocesses, a long series of ex-
periments was once made at Kew Observatory on this question, and the
conclusion drawn was that the actimi of the waxes is purely mechanical.
Pure bees' wax was found to answer best. Care had to be taken to avoid
the legion of adulterated samples too commonly on sale in the market.
Bees' wax is less ateorbent of aqueous solutions than tlie majority of the
vegetable waxes, some of wliicli—such, for instance, as Japan wax—will
retain a considerable percentage of water, even when not aided by a
substratum of paper. "Bees' wax" composed of paraffine, wax, and
rosin, with an outside smear of the real thing to give the smell, is said to
be of American origin.

E. W. wishes to know how to make the ordinary marking ink, which is

fixed and rendered darker by passing a hot iron over tlie Miiting. 'There
are many w.ays of making it. Quo of the simplest is to dissolve a-qn.".rter
of an ounce (pf nitrate of silver in three-quarters of an ounce of water-
then add just enough of the strongest liquor ammonia to dissolve tlie
precipitate it at first forirs. Then add one .and a-half drachm of
mucilage to thickeu it, and a little finely-powdered indigo to give the
colour. There is no difliculty in washing out the writing produced by
these and some other marking inks by the adoption of certain chemical
means. One which seems more likely to resist such attempts was
devised by Dr. L're. He used a strong solution of chloride of platinum,
with a littl? potash, and added sugar and gum to thicken it.

'
' PfzZLEi) " wishes to know how to keep his [laper from going yellow during
the dull days that so often come on at this time of the year and delay
the finishing of a print for a day or two. If "Plzzleu" will dry his
paper and keep it in a tightly-covered tin caso he will find it to keep for a
day or two at tliis time of the year without any difficulty. But by far

the best plan is to lay it sheet by sheet between pieces of blotting-paper

that have been soaked in a twenty-per-cent. solution of common washing
soda and well dried. If jilaced under jiressure in this manner paper a
fortnight old will be ""••.rcely discernible from paper a few hours old kept
under ordinary conditions. It is the pr.octice of some printers to use this

sodic paper as packing in lieu of felt in all their printing frames, and
when this plan is adopted no fear need be entertained of a print spoiling

by going yellow, even if kejit over a second day before toning. We may,
at the same time, inform our correspondent that there is further a vast

difference in the 'Keeping qualities of the papers obtainable from the various

makers.

^nshJtra to dtorasponbmts.
42r Correspotidcnts should never write on both aides of the paper.

Received.-Gla5gow and West of Scotland Amateur Photographic Asso-

cirtion ; Photographic Society of Ireland. In our next.

M. B.—The dextrine sliovUd be mixed with cold water. If it bo of good

qu.ality it will not recpiire straining.

A. C. M.—Messrs. Lecliertin. Barbe, and Co., of Regent-street, supply all

the neccssarj' materials for ceramic painting. Apply to them.

QuAND.\RT.—Your meaning is by no means clear. Surely sufficient has

already been said on the theory of development during the last tmv years.

Medalist.—In the first place, does taking the medal warrant you in

styling yourself the Queen's Medalisl'i If it do, then, of course, it is a

matter of tasto whether you shouM advertise yourself as such.

Hert.s.—The i)icture.=( in question art genuine. How would it be possible

to obtain such effects of hoar frost by what you term "a dodge." Select

a briglit frosty morning and try yoiur hand at similar pictures.

Boz.—There is no objection whatever to you employing cotton-wool for

the filtration of the printing bath. .Some operatives use nothing else

for filtering their silver solutions. The same wool will do for several

filtratious.

J. A. BoTT.—You have made a mistake in taking the prints off the glass.

The mounts should be cemented on to them before they are removed

;

otherwise the gloss will not be retained. The glaze you have obtained is

about the average.

Electro.—There is no better conducting surface for your purpose than

that produced by plumbago. The gelatine relief should be perfectly

dry before it is applied, and then a good polish must be obtained by well

brushing the surface with a soft brush.

Novice.—Clearly you are employing a much too weak fixing solution.

When did you get sncli a formula .as four dr.ochms of hyposulphite of

soda to a pint of water for fixing prints ? Road .again, and doubtless you

will find it stands four ounces, not drachms.

Bert. H.—Any photograjjhic apparatus manufacturer will get a leather

case made fin- containing your apparatus. If not, any saddler, we.

imagine, will make one to your order. We do not know when the colours

are to be obtained. We have not seen the gentleman's entertainment.

H. Hunt.—To enlarge three diameters with your "rapid symmetrical,"

you must have a camera cap<able of expanding to forty-seven inches.

For convenience of working, liowever, it will be better for it to be sonii;-

what longer than this— s.ay, four feet six or so. You will then bo lo,-a

restricted.

A. Burton.—By some means or other you have got the chloride of silver

in far too coarse and flooculent a condition. Wo fear tliat now you will

be un.able to get it in a finer state of division. Bettor commence afrenli,

and follow the instructions exactly as they are publi-ihod. No doubt it is

your imaginary improvement which haa 'orought about your trouble.

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
Observations t.aken at 406, Strand, by J. H. Steward, Upciciaii,

For the Week endinij December 21, lS8i.

These Obskrvations arii Taken at 8.30 a.m.

Dec. Baromet«r. Wliiil. DryBulb. Wet Bulb
Max.
Solar
Had.

Max
Sliade
Tern.

51

48
42
42

MIn.
Tern.

30
35
40
36

Bemarks.

18 30-18

19 29-60

20 28-88

22 30-23

w
NW
N'W
NE

36
42
42
39

34
39
40
37

— Cloudy.
H.azy.

Hazv
Hazy.

THE PAST YEAR 817

•vnv. niHF.CTlON 01' THE WIND AND AC-
TINISM 818
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